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COLOR TESTING."

BY CHARLES H. WILLIAMS, M.D.

During my service as Medical Director of the

Burlington System of Railroads, it was nay duty, not

only to look after all matters concerning the eyes of

the employees, but also to have general supervision of

the sick and injured men, amounting to an average of

over 400 cases on hand daily ; to establish the physi-

cal standards to be required of men entering the ser-

vice ; and to fix the methods by which the examinations

should be carried out by the medical examiners. lu

this connection much attention was paid to the ques-

tion of the best tests for defective color-sense.

Previous to October 1, 1893, Thomson's stick was

used to test the color-vision. This test, devised for

use on the Pennsylvania lines, consisted of forty

colored worsteds suspended from a stick, each skein

being numbered for purposes of record, the numbers

being covered while in use. This arrangement was

found to be too fixed, for although the position of the

colors on the stick could be changed it was seldom

done, and too great an opportunity was offered for

men to learn beforehand the position of the colors

well enough to pass the test, the stick was awkward
to carry about and the worsteds were not sufficiently

protected from light and smoke, so that they were

soon faded and soiled.

In September, 1893, all the medical examiners of

the Burlington were supplied with a set of Holmgren's

worsteds having 114 colors beside the three test-colors,

and after that date all color-tests were made with this

standard set. Each examiner was personally in-

structed by me in the use of this test; and a circular

was also sent to each one, giving in the first part the

rules as laid down by Professor Holmgren for con-

ducting the examinations, and in the last four pages a

brief summary of recent views on color-vision. In

this standard color-set each skein was numbered with

a small brass tag, so that the colors selected by any

candidate as looking to him like a test-skein could be

made a matter of record, and these records were all

sent to me in Chicago for final inspection and approval.

In case any one was found deficient in his color-

perception by this test, a second examination was

made, using a red and afterwards a green flag as the

test-object and having the caudi<late select from the

colors all that looked to him like each flag. This was

done not to increase the scientific efficiency of the test

but rather to show to the employing officers and fel-

low-employees what colors looked to the candidate

like the flags, and when, for instance, a man would

pick out among other colors a green as looking to him

like a red flag, the confidence of all parties in the jus-

tice of the rejection was increased. Any doubtful

case was referred to me for further examination by

various tests to see if they confirmed the first results,

and in no case have I found a candidate who was re-

jected bv the Holmgren test who was not defective in

his color-vision. From October, 1891, to May, 1895,

159 men were rejected in the train, engine and yard

service on account of this defect. This includes some

employees already in the service, but principally ap-

plicants for employment. The number of rejections

' Read before the Boston Society for Medical Improvement, Novem-
ber 4, 1895.

did not, however, reach the usual four per cent, found

among men at large, for many of those who were de-

fective did not apply to us for work, knowing that

they would have to pass a medical examination.

Before referring to any of the other tests for color-

sense, let me briefly show the reasons which led to

the selection of the colors used in the Holmgren test.

Color is a sensation, like sound, and just as our ears

are able to recognize certain vibrations of the air as

musical sounds, so our eyes can recognize certain

higher vibrations as colors. Careful study has shown

that there are probably three primary colors, that is,

colors that cannot be produced by the mixture of two

or more other colors ; these are red, green and violet,

and all the varied hues of the spectrum can be pro-

duced by a proper mixture of these three. To repre-

sent the intensity of the perception of these colors in

different parts of the spectrum Konig made the fol-

lowing chart which gives some valuable information

in regard to color-perception.

In the lower part of the above diagram, the position

of the colors of the spectrum and the principal Frauen-

hofer lines are indicated, and in the upper part the

three curves show the relative sensation for red, green

and violet in different parts of the spectrum. At the

red end of the spectrum up to the line C, we get only

the sensation of red, unmixed with any other color,

and in the case of a red-blind person we would expect

to find a shortening of the red end of the visible spec-

trum, which is what we get on testing such a person.

Again at the point where the curve for red crosses

that for violet we have a green color in the spectrum.

At this point we have an equal mixture of red, violet

and green sensations up to the point where these

curves cross, and above that point only a green sensa-

tion. Now as the equal mixture of red, violet and

green produces white, we have at this point a green

sensation diluted with a certain amount of white.

Now suppose a person who is green-blind, that is, one

on whose visual apparatus green makes no impression,

was to look at this point in the spectrum, he would

see only a white band, or a gray which is impure

white, but no other color, and this band of white or

gray, which is what we find in cases of total green-

blindness, has been called their neutral point. If we

select for a test-color a green which corresponds to

the green seen by a normal eye at this neutral point

and ask a green-blind person to pick out from a mass

of colors all that look to him like tiiis green color, he

will select greens, grays and light browns of about tlie

same intensity, for all these will give him the same

impression and will all look alike. In accordance

with this principle, Professor Holmgren selected for

his greeu test-skein, a color nearly corresponding with
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the neutral point for tbe green blind, and the selec-
tions they make to match it at once show their defect.
This green skein has another advantage, for it will
also detect the cases of redhliudiiess, as can be seen
by again referring to the diagram at the point where
the green and violet curves cross. Hero we have a
mixture of equal amounts of green and violet, to
which a smaller amount of red is added ; but if a per-
son with no percepiiou of red looks at this point, he
sees only the equal mixture of green and violet, that
is, he sees a gray or neutral band which lies slightly
nearer the violet end of the spectrum than the neutral
point of the green-blind, but still falls within the color
that appears green to the normal eye, so that by using
the same green lest skein we find that the red blind
will match it with greens, grays or browns, because
these all look alike to him. The test with the green
skein shows the existence of defective color-perception

if any exists, but does not show whether the defect is

more for greeu or for red. In order to determine
where the principal defect lies, we use a second test-

color made up of red and blue, that is a light purple
or rose color, the red-blind see the blue in such a color

more clearly than the red, and they will select to

match it other purples, blues and violets ; but the

green-blind will see in this color a mixture of red and
blue which would be to him a gray, and he will match
this color with purples, grays and even greens, which
also seem gray to him. In this way the diagnosis is

established between the red and green defects.

If all cases of defective coior-visiou were due to the

total want of perception for red or for greeu, nothing

would be easier than their detection and classificatiou ;

but in practice these cases are in a minorit}', and what
we generally have to deal with are cases of partial

defect in the recognition of one or both of these colors,

and this partial defect may extend from extreme cases

up to those that are so slight as to be hardly recogniz-

able, and therefore harmless.

The recognition of color depends on, first, its hue,

or the number of vibrations; second, its purity ; third,

its intensity ; and fourth, the visual angle under which
it is seen, that is, its distance and extent of surface.

And while the Holmgren test enables us to determine
quickly the fact of defective color-perception, it does

not give us a quantitative measure of the defect.

The regulations of the Dutch State Kailwaj's require

all persons employed in certain departments to have
their color-sense estimated: "A, qualitatively, by

pseudo-isochromatic tables of Stilling, and with the

wools according to Holmgren's method ; and, B,

quantitatively by Donders' method, which must be

applied in every instance."

Donders' instrument consists of a disc of wood some
eight inches in diameter in which are inserted lialf-a-

dozen small discs of colored glass— red, green, blue,

etc. This disc is revolved in front of a standard candle
;

and on the other side of the disc is a movable diaphragm
with holes of various sizes so that the different colored

lights can be looked at through any of these openings.

In some correspondence that 1 had with Professor

Snellen, of Utrecht, on this subject, he writes, under

date of February 11, 1895: " Distance and diameter

are the two factors in determining the amount of

color-Bense, just as with the figures for testing the

vision. In fact, we could do with one disc of each

color as well as with one letter, but then the patient

knows too easily what and how far he has to see, and

we want a variety of objects, sizes and distances to

prevent the patients from guessing what he does not

see clearly. For vision we have the formula F=^'
in which d is the distance at which the patient can still

see the letters, D the distance at which they ought to

be seen (for letters the distance at which they embrace

an angle of five minutes). Far more than vision, color-

sense is dependent on color and strength of light. The
same eye requires a different angle under diflerent

circumstances. Therefore Donders accepted the for-

mula for color-sense as = ^, a being the angle at

which the examined eye distinguishes, A the angle at

which the examiner sees the same. The angle is for

each disc proportional to the distance. So if we see

red and green at six metres and a patient only at one

metre, his color-sense would be according to Doudere

The rules of the Dutch State Railways require for

engiuemen and firemen a power of distinguishing colors

of at least four-fifths, and for other scheduled employ-
ments of at least three-fifths.

I made an apparatus about two years ago on the

same general principles as the Donders instrument, but
which admits of more varied use : a large disc 18 inches

in diameter is fitted with thirteen discs of colored glass;

this can be revolved so as to bring any color in front

of a fixed light, a movable diaphragm is arranged in

front of the glasses so that the colors can be seen as

discs of varying size, and the openings in this diaphragm
correspond in size to the component parts of the letters

in Snellen's test-types, that is at 20 feet with the

smallest opening the color will be seen under an angle

of one minute, and would correspond to the apparent

size of a signal the size of a switch-light lens when seen

at a distance of 1,500 feet. If the candidate cannot

distinguish the colors when seen under this angle tbe

size of the opening is increased. This instrument has

one vacant space so that when this is brought in front

of the light the regular switch lenses and semaphore
glasses can be placed in front of the opening, either

alone or in combination with smoked glasses, and in

this way the effect of increasing or diminishing the

intensity of the light and color can be studied. It

often happens with a candidate defective in his red

perception that when a smoked glass is added to a

standard red lens he will call the color greeu, on

account of its diminished intensity, and a similar condi-

tion is very likely to happen in actual service when a

switch lamp has smoked the back of the red lens in the

lantern, so that an employee who was defective in his

color-sense for red might easily mistake this smoked
red danger signal for the greeu light of safety.

The recognition of colors when seen through the

smaller openings of this instrument is also useful iu

detecting cases of central scotoma, such as occur iu

tobacco amblyopia, where there is a defective percep-

tion for colors over a limited area in the central macula
region, while outside of this, the perception may remain

normal. In such cases if a large object such as the

Holmgren worsted is used, a portion of the retinal

image of such an object may fall outside of the diseased

area so that its color can be easily seen, whereas if it

was limited to a small area such as would be covered

by the image of a distant signal it could not be recog-

nized.

Capt. Abney has brought out this point in his test

with clay pellets three-sixteenths of an inch in diameter,
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which he describes iu his book on color-visioD as

"painted with water-colors mixed with soluble-glass

solution of the same colors as the wools. These are

placed in a shallow tray and presented to patients

affected with this central color-blindness to pick out all

the pellets which match reds and greens. They will

tell you that they see neither one nor the other though

they will pick out the blue pellets unerringly. A red

pellet they will match with a green gray or a brown
one, and a green one with the same. If, however,

you instruct them to turn their eyes a few degrees

away from the tray they will tell you they see all the

colors, and, as they endeavor to pick them out, they,

with, a natural instinct direct their eyes again to the

collection, when once more the colors vanish. It is

most pitiable sometimes to see the distress which this

simple test occasions. The sight of the colors for an

instant and their immediate disappearance in the cases

that I have tried seem indicative of something terrible

for they have no idea of the cause of this pheuom-
enon."'

I will not weary you with reports of cases, but will

mention only one that shows the necessity for care in

making these color-tests. An engineer had been pro-

nounced defective in color-perception by the surgeon

of his road. He then went to two oculists who both gave

him a certificate that he was all right, and with these

he applied for re-instatement. He was referred to me for

final testing. With the Holmgren wools he picked out

one confusion color with the greens to match the green

skein, but he was very hesitating and frequently would

pick up a green color, compare it with the test-skein

and then throw it aside, and he left most of the green

colors uuselected in the general heap of worsteds ; with

the red worsteds he made no mistake. With the green

flag he picked out three confusion colors as looking

like the flag, and with the colored glasses in the revolv-

ing disc he called three red glasses green, and a light-

red glass white, the red glass such as is used in sema-

phore arms he called green, and also one of the darker

switch-lantern lenses, thus confirming the first test

most completely.

In the year 1892 two excellent reports were made
in England on the subject of color-vision, one by a

committee of the Royal Society, the second by one

from the British Medical Association. The first com-

mittee, after spending two years in examining various

methods and forms of apparatus and in practically

testing a considerable number of persons who were

defective in their color-vision, agreed unanimously on

the following recommendations :

" (1) That the Board of Trade, or some other cen-

tial authority should schedule certain employments in

the mercantile marine and on railways, the filling of

which by persons whose vision is defective either for

color or form, or who are ignorant of the names of

colors, would involve danger to life and property.

" (2) That the proper testing, both for color and

form, of all candidates for such employments should

be compulsory.
" (3) That the testing should be entrusted to exam-

iners certificated by the central authority.

" (4) That the test for color-vision should be that

of Holmgren, the sets of wools being approved by the

central authority before use, especially as to the cor-

rectness of the three test colors, and also of the cou-

fusion colore. H the test be satisfactorily passed it

should be followed by the candidate being required to

name without hesitation the colors which are employed
as signals or lights, and also white light.

" (5) That the tests for form should be those of
Snellen and that they should be carried out as laid

down in Appendix VI. It would probably, in most
cases, suffice if half-normal vision in each eye were
required.

" (6) That a candidate rejected for any of the'

specified employments should have a right of appeal
to an expert approved by the central authority, whose
decision should be final.

" (7) That a candidate who is rejected for naming
colors wrongly, but who has been proved to possess

normal color-vision, should be allowed to be re-exam-
ined after a proper interval of time.

" (8) That a certificate of the candidate's color-vis-

ion and form-vision according to the appointed tests,

and his capacity for naming the signal colors should
be given by the examiner ; and that a schedule of the

persons examined showing the results, together with

the nature of the employments for which examinations
were held, should be sent annually to the central au-

thority.

" (9) That every third year, or oftener, persons fill-

ing the scheduled employments should be examined
for form-vision.

" (10) That the tests iu use and the mode of con-

ducting examinations at the different testing stations

should be inspected periodically by a scientific expert,

appointed for that purpose by the central authority.
" (11) That the colors used for lights on board ships

and for lamp signals on railways should, so far as pos-

sible, be uniform, and that glasses of the same color

as the green and red sealed pattern glasses of the

Royal Navy should be generally adopted.

'•(12) That in case of judicial inquiries as to col-

lisions or accidents, witnesses giving evidence as to the

nature or position of colored signals or lights should

be themselves tested for color- and form-vision."

The Committee of the British Medical Association

also recommended the Holmgren test as the one best

suited for railway service.

Not only is it necessary to test the color-perception

of the men who are to use colored signals, but some
test should also be applied to the signals themselves to

insure their uniformity and value. In looking over

the stock of red switch lenses at one of our large

storehouses, I found there was a very considerable va-

riation in the shade of red among them, and the only

test in use was for one of the men to look over each

new lot that came and discard such as seemed to him

too light or too dark. The danger with these lights is

that if they are too light they may be mistaken for a

white light and if they are too dark they may be called

green, and iu testing men with such lenses I have had

those mistakes occur. In order to get a quick and

accurate method for testing these lenses I arranged a

modification of the Bunseu photometer./ It consists

of a bar one hundred inches long with an argaiid

burner at each end ; each light is covered by a cylin-

drical shield e.\cept at a point opposite the other

burner where a vertical slit one inch high by quarter

of an inch broad is cut so that the bottom of the slit

is an inch above the top of the burner. A Bunseu

disc, which is a piece of stiff ledger paper with the

centre made translucent by melted parafiiiie, is mounted

on the bar so that it can be moved back and forth to-

ward either of the burners. If we light both the
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buruer«, which are supplied from a common gas-pipe,

we tiud that hy moving the Buiisen disc toward the

right-hand burner and looking at the riglil-hand siiie

of the disc we soon reacli a point wliere tlie periphery

of tiie disc is lighter than the translucent centre, in

other words, a point wliere the light reflected from the

opaque peripiiery of the white disc, which comes from
the right-hand burner, is greater in intensity than the

light from the left-hand burner which is transmitted

through the translucent centre, anil by nioving the disc

toward the left a point will soon be found wliere the

centre of the disc and the periphery appear alike, that

is, wliere the I'ght from each side is equal, and if the

apparatus is properly adjusted, this point will be in tlie

middle of the bar. With the instrument in a dark
room, if we jdace a standard red lens at less than its

focal distance, eay one and a half inches, in front of

the left-hand burner and the lens to be tested at the

same distance in front of the other, so that their axes
are in line with the centre of the openings in the

shields, we shall find the disc will have to be moved
toward either one or the other ends of the bar to get

a point where the light from the two lenses is equal, as

the lens to be examined will probably not transmit ex-

actly the same amount of liglit as the standard lens.

If the disc has to be moved toward the standard lens

it shows that the new lens is lighter than the standard,

and vice versa, and an arbitrary limit of from eighteen

to twenty-two inches on this bar, measured either way
from its centre, can be taken as a range of variation

that can be allowed with safety. The standard lens is

selected as transmitting a dominant wave-length of

about yjjgjggjj mm., and bavinga medium intensity

of ctflor.

Such an instrument is now in use on the Burlington

System, and by this means the red lenses can be
quickly and easily inspected.

THE MYELOCYTE OF EHRLICH."
BY RICHAKD C. CABOT, M.I).

DEFINITION AND MORPHOLOGIT.

This cell seems to have been separately described

by several different observers, each of whom gave it

a different name. Cornil seems to have been the first

to recognize it,' but Ehrlich described it more fully,

and, believing that it originated in the marrow, gave
it the name of "myelocyte " or marrow cell, by which
it is more generally known. Muller dwelt particularly

on the vacuoles and karyokinetic figures so often found
in it.' It is usually described as a very large cell, three

or four times the diameter of a red cell or even larger,

round, and containing a large, faintly-staining, round
or oval nucleus, whicii usually lies eccentrically. The
protoplasm is filled with fine, irregularly-shaped gran-

ules, which, when stained by Ehrlich's method, are neu-

trophilic, and take a reddish-violet tinge, the nucleus
gtaiuing light blue or greenish blue.

My study of these cells, both in leucemia and in

otlier diseases (where they are by no means rare) has

convinced me that this definition and description needs

modification in several details.

1 IJ<-iiiff a porlloii of tbe wurk done undur the t«rniH of the Daltou
Scholartblp. 18M-5.

* CalllnK U " cellule medullttlre.**
' llavem calleil iheiii "(jloliulea blames hypertrophic." Moeler

(BltI. kiln. W'Kh., 18715. p. iUI). Eluenlohr (Ebenda, vol. Ixxill, p. Bii)

and Eberth (VircbovVa Arch., ISSH, toI. xllllideaciibid them without
attributing to them any special slgnltlcauco Id the blood.

(o) Size.

The literature of this subject is very vague upon

tiiis point. Osier in the new " Pepper's System of

Medicine " accepts Ehrlich's description of them as

of the same size as the (non-granular) large mono-
nuclear leucocytes. Turning to his descrifitiou of

these latter to find how large they are, we find no

statement at all upon the subject. The colored plate

gives two pictures of the large mononuclear, which

are of different sizes, one being of the same size as

the " polynuclear " cell adjacent, while one is consid-

erably larger.* Now this detail of the exact size of

the so-called myelocyte would seem to be a matter of

no particular importance, but any one who has exam-
ined a specimen of leucemic blood stained by Ehrlich's

method, will recognize the fact that it is very diiTicult

to make a differential count of the percentage of

myelocytes. This difficulty arises from the fact that

there are present in leucemia blood cells exactly cor

responding in nuclear and staining properties to the

myelocyte as above described, but varying in size from

that of a red cell (7..5|u) up to 20^ or even 25//. Now
how many of these cells are we to consider and count

as myelocytes? Inasmuch as there occur very appre-

ciable percentages of myelocytes in other diseases

{vide infra), and inasmuch as the large percentage of

these same cells in leucemia may be the only fact on

which the diagnosis of leucemia is based, it might be

of considerable diagnostic and prognostic importance

to know just how many of these cells we are to count

as myelocytes in a given case.

I have measured cells corresponding in other re-

spects to the description of myelocytes usually ac-

cepted, which had a diameter of 7, 7.75, 8.50, 9,

9.25, 10 and 12^, and so on up to 23^, which is the

largest white cell I have ever seen in the blood. It

seems perfectly arbitrary to specify any one of these

figures or say of the myelocyte ''Thus small thou

mayst be, but no smaller."

Now some of the definitions of myelocytes add to

their descriptions of the cell the words, " Such as are

found in the marrow." In hopes of finding some
traits by which to distinguish the true marrow cell

from those resembling it, I have studied the bone mar-

row of four cases taken at random from autopsies. I

will not go into any details as to what was found there,

except to state that there was precisely the same range

of variation in the diameter of (otherwise) typical

myelocytes found in the marrow, that I have alluded

to in those found in the blood. Large, small and

middle-sized neutrophilic mononuclear cells are present

in the marrow in approximately the same proportions,

relatively to each other, as in living blood.'

It appears therefore that the study of the marrow
only confirms what was suspected from the examina-

tion of fresh blood, namely, that there is no possibility

* other writers are equally vaeue: for example. Klein eayg, " Very
targe round or ovoid neutrophilic cells, etc." {Volkmann, Samml.
klin. Vortriige, IsdS, ») ; Thayer. " Large mononuclear elements In

which the protoplasm is filled with tine neutrophilic granules "(Boston
Medical and Surgical .lournal.p. 183. vol. cxxviii, )wi3) ; Kieder gives

no exact description of the ceil, and his pictures are very diagram-
atic ; V. Limbeck," Lnrye Mnnonuctear ci th with pale nuclear, etc."

' The marrow blood was obtained by ^H^ving In halves one ol the
dorsal verlebrie and squi.ezingonc-hart' in a vise until blood exuded
upon the surface. From this blood cover-slips were prepared in the
usual way ; the presence of fat in the blood makes the process of

staining more dilllcult. but not impossible. Large portions of t-ach

slide were tilled with cells injured past recognition by the technique,
but there were still many Holds full of intact and well-stained cells,

dt for study. I add these pariicu ars because something has been
saiduf late of the difficulty of getting good smear-preparations from
the marrow.
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of distinguishing myelocytes from otlier cells by size

alone, except arbitrarily.

(4) Shape.

Since myelocytes are very slightly if at all ameboid,

and those cells with which they are most likely to be

confounded (the "polynuclear leucocytes") are ac-

tively ameboid, it might be supposed that, on account

of the putting out of pseudopodia by the latter, some

differentiation might be made by shape. The myelo-

cytes would naturally show the round (or rather spher-

ical) shape of all non-ameboid leucocytes, while the

polynuclear cells would be more or less irregular in

shape.

And, indeed, I have found it true that a larger pro-

portion of the (presumable) myelocytes are spherical

than of the "polynuclear cells." But there are also

many polynuclear cells which are (so far as the micro-

scope shows) spherical, and this circumstance, to-

gether with the fact that the myelocytes are often

more or less deformed or misshapen by the technique

of spreading the blood, makes it impossible to distin-

guish sharply between two kinds of cells by their re-

spective shapes.

(c) Staining Properties, Number and Shape of Nu-

clei, and Their Relation to the Cell Body.

As the granular protoplasm of the myelocytes and
" polynuclear cells " is by definition identical in ap-

pearance (" neutrophilic ") there remains nothing by

which the myelocytes could conceivably be differenti-

ated except the number, shape, aud color of the nuclei,

!ind their relation to the whole cell.

(1) Number of Nuclei.— Now the myelocyte is

often described as mononuclear, the nucleus being

round or oval ; but the admission by Osier that Miil-

ler's cells with their mitoses (partial or complete) are

identical with the myelocytes of Ehrlich shows that he

allows the possibility of more than one nucleus in a

myelocyte." In fact the writer has repeatedly found

in the blood of leucemia, cells so large that no one

would hesitate to call them myelocytes, neutrophilic,

and having all the characteristics of typical myelo-

cytes, yet which showed a faint but indubitable divi-

sion of their large, pale nucleus into two portions.

Klein' admits that a myelocyte may have two nuclei

and gives a picture of such a cell in his plate.

But if myelocytes can be '• polynuclear " and if they

are, as every one agrees, neutrophilic, how can they

be distinguished from the ordinary " polynuclear neu-

trophilic " cells of normal blood? Size aud shape

will not serve us as marks of differentiation ;
granu-

lation is confessedly identical in both ; both may show

one or two nuclei. What is left to enable us to tell

them apart in case of doubt?

(2). Staining Properties.— The staining properties

of the nucleus are left, as well as its shape and its re-

lation to the whole cell body ; and these characteris-

tics, although by no means satisfactory in every case,

yet seem to the writer the best differential marks we
have in difficult cases.

The nucleus of typical " polynuclear cells " stains

darker and more irregularly than that of the myelocyte

in a great majority ot cases.*

« H. P. Muller (Dad. Arch, fur kliu. Med., 181)1, vol. xlvlii) de-

scribes myelocytes as occasionally having two nuclei.
I Volkniann's Sanimlung klinischer Vortriige, December, 1893.

« It is important for the observer to use always the same make of

stain in comparative observations. The writer has used in all cases

the " Blondi powder " purchased of G. GrUbler, Lelpsig, aud mixed

With this Stain the nuclei of the myelocytes stain a

purplish or greenish blue, always faint, and almost al-

ways even all over the nucleus.^ Its edges are well

marked in some cases, hazy in others, but never so vio-

lently contrasted with the surrounding protoplasm as

is the rule with the polynuclear cells.

The latter, on the other hand, are very irregular in

their staining. It is rare to find a nucleus in a poly-

nuclear cell that has not some dark indigo-blue and

some much lighter portions. Sometimes the pigment

shades gradually from very dark-blue to light. In

other cases it is irregularly clumped in spots and

patches of indigo on a light-blue ground.

This difference in staining properties is one of the

most constant in the respective characters of these two

cells. It is not, however, invariable. There occur

cells in the blood, which from other characteristics we

may guess to be " polynuclear," yet whose nuclei

stain precisely in the same pale, even way as those of

the myelocytes. In the writer's experience such cells

have seemed to be more common in the blood of septic

or cachectic conditions. Understainiug or overheat-

ing may produce similar results, but here the mistake

affects all portions of all cells to a greater or less ex-

tent, and is easily recognized by any one familiar with

color analysis.

In cases where we can rule our overheating or

understainiug and where some of the polynuclear cells

have nuclei staining exactly like those of myelocytes,

we have to fall back on to the last two criteria of

which I shall speak, namely :

(3). Shape and Relation to the Whole Cell.— In the

great majority of cases the nucleus of a polynuclear

cell presents a twisted or broken appearance wholly

different from anything seen in myelocytes and where

the size, shape of the whole cell and color of the

nucleus fail us as criteria, this contorted or fragmented

look about the nucleus will generally help. It is true

that in some cases the nucleus of the polynuclear cell

is short, thick, and rod-shaped, or comma-shaped, or

even in some cases simply oval, like the myelocyte,

but if so, it is here generally deeply stained and cen-

trally placed, for it is also characteristic of the poly-

nuclear cell that the nucleus is rarely if ever in close

juxtaposition to the surface of the cell for any con-

siderable part of its length. It may approach the sur-

face of the protoplasm for a short distance, but if so

it almost invariably turns away again at once.

Whereas the round or oval nucleus of the myelocyte

is apt to run along near the surface of the cell for a

comparatively large part, or even the whele of its t)t«-

ii/e" extent.

Let us sum up what has been said thus far:

(1) Size is no criterion for judging that a giveu cell

is a myelocyte, for there occur cells of all sizes re-

sembling myelocytes in other respects.

(2) Shape is no criterion, as ameboid and non-

ameboid cells are alike spherical in most cases when

seen in stained specimens."

(3) Number and shape of nuclei is no linal crite-

lu the following proportion : Biondi powder, ten grains
;
Aquso

destm., 6 cubic centimetres ;
alcohol, one cubic centimetre.

» The nucleus sometimes shows round transparent areas like vac-

uoles often a well-marked network indiualing Iho nuclear structure.

» It may be that the nucleus of the polynuclear cell when It dives

down out of sight in the body of the cell may continue the clo«e «o-

quaintance with the cell limiting-wall which It has appeared toaever.

But so far as wo can see with the microscope, this Is not the case.
__

11 Myelocytes are very slightly. If at all, motile, and •polyiiuolear

cells are distinctly motile, but this criterion Is not applicable lo

stained specimens, in which alone can any accurate diUercniiai

counts be made.
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rion, for myeloc^'tes may have either one or more
nuclei and " polMiuclear " cells may have a single oval

DucleuB.

(4) The staining cliHracterietics of the myeiocvte

nucleus (pale and even) are generally to be contrasted

with those of the cell most resembling it (the so-

called " poly nuclear " cell), wlioee nucleus stains dark

and unevenly. But this criterion will not always serve.

(5) The shape of the myelocytic nucleus (round or

oval) is generally to be contrasted with that of the
" polynuclear " cell (twisted, broken), and where this

differentiating mark is not present, we have usually

(6) The comparative juxtaposition of the nucleus

of the myelocytes to the surface of the cell, to guide

us in distinguishing them from the "polynuclear"
cells whose nucleus is more centrally placed, or if it

approaches the surface, quickly leaves it again.

It merely remains to l)e said that these last three

marks of diflerentiatiou (on which the writer is driven

to rely iu many cases by the absence of any better

criteria) are doubtless somewhat arbitrary aud minute

differences, and further that even these do not serve

us iu all cases. When all is said, there remain cells

where it is impossible to say (with Klirlich's stain'-)

whether they are myelocytes or polynuclear cells.

The writer simply suggests these criteria as the only

ways of identifying myelocytes in case they can be

idenlijied at all. Whether they are sutficieut criteria

he cannot say, but they seem to be the best there are

if Ehrlich's stain is to he relied on."
Klein" describes what he calls "small mononuclear

neutrophiles" in leucemia, and pictures them as

exactly like myelocytes, hut smaller.

He gives us no idea how they are to be distinguished

from small myelocytes. Thayer" states that they are

occasionally found in a variety of diseased conditions,

and even in health, but thinks they can be distiuguished

by the staining properties of the nucleus. Such
properties however are not brought out so far as I

know by Ehrlich's stain or by any staiu with which a

color analysis is possible.

So far the dillerentiiE between myelocytes and
" polynuclear cells " have chiefly occupied us, but in a

small number of cases there arises difficulty in distiii-

guishins myelocytes from lymphocytes or large mono-
nuclear cells. 1 refer to the rare cases observed

occasionally where there are present (iu specimens

not overheated or understained) cells where it is im
possible to be certain whether their protoplasm be

"granular " or not.

Generally a high power of the microscope makes
the question clear. A cell is either clearly granular,

or it is free from granules. But there occur cells in

regard to which with the highest power of the micro-

scope we cannot decide— unless arbitrarily —
whether we are to call them "granular" or not. We
may 8ee a few, or a great many very faint granules

scattered over the surface of a cell which lies side by

side with a number of well and characteristically

stained leucocytes. Do these few faint-pinkish gran-

ules constitute a neutrophilic granulation? If not,

how granular must a cell be iu order to be called

neutrophilic? Luckily these cells are very rare and
do not often pu/.zle us.

" Loo. cit.
>' tnber Maim, aiioli u Ihone iiwd b; tl. K. .Miiller (Ixk. ell.) bring

uat suina of tlio clianiriensticit of Itio myelocytes t>etter but fall in

olher re»pect».
'• loo ell.
* Oral cornmuDlcMlloii.

Id conclusion of this portion of my subject I sug-

gest the following definition which will be used iu the

remainder of the work.

A myelocyte is a spherical, neutrophilic cell, vary-

ing in diameter from 7^ to 20^ or more, and charac-

terized by the presence of one (or rarely two) uuclei

which stain faintly and evenly with a purplish or

greeni^h•l)lue color, are generally round or oval, often

vacutlaled and are in close relation to the surface of

the cell for a comparatively large portion of their

extent.

THE MTELOCTTE IN LEUCEMIA.

Osier mentions as remarkable (iu his essay ou
" Diseases of the Blood" in the " American System of

Mediciue," 1894) that 25 per cent, of the total white

corpuscles were found to be myelocytes in one of his

leucemic cases. Iu nine cases which I have studied

llrere has seldom been a couut of myelocytes so low

as that here reported as remarkably high. J am un-

able to account for this divergence. I had at first the

impression that the author might have deducted from
his column of myelocytes all the smaller forms which

I have included (vide infra) under the heading of

small myelocytes, and added them to his "poly-

nuclear" cells; but iu that case his count of these

latter would have beeu larger.'^ However this is to

be accounted for, it appears to the writer that the per-

centage of myelocytes in leucemia is generally much
higher thau one would suppose from Osier's essay.

In 11 cases my results are as follows, 600 cells

being counted each time:

Case I. M. M., tweuty-seven, single.

Large myelocytes (over 15u dianieler) . . 8%
Small myelocytes (under I5u Uiameteri -13

'* Polynuclear neutrophiles" .... 44
Lymphocytes 1.5

Large mononuclear 1

Eosinophiles a.D 100%

Case II. J. H., forty-one.

Lart;e myelocytes s%
Small myelocytes 5-
' Polynuclear neutrophiles*' . ... '26

Lymphocytes x

Large mononuclear 1

Eosinophiles 5 100%

Case III. N. A.

Large myelocytes "*"%
Small myelocytes 45
•* iN>Iynuclear neutrophiles" .... 3"-'

Lymphocytes 4

Large mononuclear 4

Eosunophiies 5 100%

Case IV. .E. N., ibinv-Hve, single.

Large myelocytes G%
Small myelocytes '^6

•' Polynuclear neutrophiles" .... ftS

Lymphocytes 5

Large mononuclear 4

Eosinophiles 4 VH)%

Case V. M. S., iweiily-lhree, luarried.

Large myelocytes 4%
Small myelocytes 29
*' Polynucli-ar neutrophiles " .... 61

Lymphocytes 3
Large mononucleiir
Eosinophiles 3 100%

Case VI. II. F., Hfteen.

I^rge myelocytes 4%
.Small myelocytes 4t>

** Polynuclear neutrophiles*' . . . . 4C
Lymphocytes 2
Largi- mononuclear .5

Eosinophiles 1.6 100%

<^ See the full report of a similar case tn Thayer's article iu tbe
BoetoD Medical and Surgical Journal, 1893, vol. cxxviii, p. 183.
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Case VII. A. S., forty-seven, widow.

Large myelocytes 4.4%
Small myelocytes 20
'• Polynuclear neutrophiles**.... 50.6
Lymphocytes 18.9
Large mononuclear
Eosinophiles 6.1 100%

Case VIII. M. S.

Large myelocytes 4%
Small myelocytes . 22
" Polynuclear neutrophiles" .... 37

Lymphocytes 23
Large mononuclear 6
Eosinophiles 8 100%

Case IX. C.

Large myelocytes 22.7%
Small myelocytes 25.3

•' Polynuclear neutrophiles " .... 46
Lymphocytes 1.5

Large mononuclear .5

Eosinophiles 4 100%

Case X. S. R.

Large myelocytes 14.6%
'Small myelocytes 24
" Polynuclear neutrophiles" .... 49.6

Lymphocytes 3.6

Large mouoDUclear 2.2

Eosmophiles 6 lOti^fj

Case XI. N. One thousand cells counted.

Jlyelocytes 30.3%
"Polynuclear neutrophiles" .... 62.3

Lymphocytes 3.8

Large mononuclear 1.8

Eosinophiles 1.8 100%

The labor of making these counts was very great

on account of the design of measuring a large number
of myelocytes to ascertain whether they were " large

"

(o?er \bfi) or "small" (under 15^). The measuring

was done in the following manner: a stage micro-

meter ruled to a hundreth of a millimetre was put

under the oil immersion lens ^^, with a No. 3 ocular

(Zeiss) and a tube 1 60 mm. long, of the ordinary length

of the tube in a Zeiss or Leitz stand. Using a camera
lucida and keeping the drawing perpendicularly under

the mirror, the divisions of the micrometer were
traced on paper as they appeared under this magnify-

ing power. Approximate accuracy was secured by

repeating the process until several successive drawings

so made, exactly corresponded with each other in the

distance between the divisions as traced with the

camera.

Fii

Fig. 1 is a copy of the tracing so obtained. The
next step was to carefully divide each of these sec-

tions into 10 smaller sections as shown in Fig. 2.

FU

This done, we have a ruler, each division of which

corresponds to I/i as seen under the magnifying power
above mentioned. To measure any ceil, we have only

to draw it carefully with the camera and with the same

magnifying power, and measure the drawing with our

"^ ruler."

THE MYELOCYTE IN DISEASES OTHER THAN LEUCEMIA.

Klein " gives the following list of diseases in which
the myelocyte in small numbers has been found

:

Uremia, diabetes, syphilis, carbonic-acid poisoning,

puerperal mania, sarcoma, osteomalacia, Basedow's
disease, also in menstruation. J. J. Thomas has found

them in myxedema. Capps has found them in gen-

eral paralysis.

The present writer has found small percentage of

typical large myelocytes (over lo^u in diameter) in the

following affections

:

Cases.
Pernicious anemia (out of a total of 20 examined), 17
Sarcoma 3
Cancer 5

Burns (large surface) 2
Osteomyelitis 2
Malaria, with anemia 1

Cystitis and chronic starvation .... 1

Septicemia 3
Bone tuberculosis 1

Rickets 1

Hodgkin's disease 2
Addison's disease 1

He has also found small myelocytes in healthy in-

fants, under ten days, three cases.

In all these cases some of the myelocytes were
drawn with camera lucida and carefully measured.

The largest percentage of typical myelocytes seen

in any case was in one of the cases of pernicious ane-

mia, which went out of the hospital afterwards much
improved and with nearly 4,000,000 red corpuscles,

but subsequently died. When seen by the writer he

had but 1,073,000 red corpuscles. A differential

count of 500 leucocytes showed

Typical myelocytes (over 15u diameter.) . . 4.6%
Large mononuclear and transitional ... 3
Eosinophiles .4

"Polynuclear neutrophiles" .... 69
Lymphocytes 23 100%

This man showed also a variation in the diameter

of the red reaching from 2.5/i to 19. 6;^ (the normal

red corpuscles varying between 6^ and 9fi). The
next highest count of typical myelocytes was in a case

of sarcomatosis, a man in whom sarcomatous nodules

were distributed all over the internal organs and in

the skin. A differential count of 700 white cells

showed in his case

Typical myelocytes (over 15h)

Small myelocytes (under 15u)
Small lymphocytes , . . .

Polynuclear neutrophiles
Large mononuclear and transitional .

Eosinophiles

2%

1 100%

The autopsy showed no special lesions in the spleen,

glands, or bone marrow, except those due to the sar-

comatous nodules.

It is true that under arsenical treatment the number
of myelocytes in leucemia may be very greatly re-

duced as Osier has pointed out (" Practice of Medi-

cine," p. 703), but here it would not be likely to lead

to a mistaken diagnosis. Greater difficulty would

arise were we to come across a case of leucemia in an

early stage. Among all the cases on record so far as

I can ascertain, none is mentioned in which the num-

ber of myelocytes in the blood has been watched

while developing into the condition typical of spleuo-

myelogenous leucemia. Cases have not as yet come

under observation in this particular until "full

fledged," so to speak. Although presumably there

are stages in which the blood would be indistinguish-

able from that present in some of the various uou-

leucemic conditions noted above.
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The presence of myelocytes in tlie two cases of

pseudo-leucemia mentioned iibuve is interesting, par-

ticularly as one of them sliowed a considerable leuco-

cytosis. The count in this case was as follows : red

corpuscles, 5,500,000; while corpuscles, 64,000;
ratio 1 to 96. Hemoglobin, 75 per cent. Differential

count of 500 cells showed :

'* Polynuclear neutropbiles " . . . . 92.6%
Lymphocytes 3.6
Utrge niouoiiuclear 1.6

Small myelocyteB 2
L.arge mytilocytes .3 100%

Now in none of these cases is there any reason to

think of leucemia. In many the absolute jiroof of the

autopsy is against it, yet the fact that pernicious

anemia shows these cells in a large majority of all

cases (as will be demonstrated in a later article) seems

to point to their dependence on an abnormal condition

of the blood-making organs and also to that close re-

lationship between leucemia and pernicious anemia,

which is suggested by the rare but well-certified cases

of a transition from the one condition to the other.

In most of the other uon-leucemic cases in which I

have found myelocytes, a considerable degree of ane-

mia and cachexia has been present. In one case, bow-
ever, which I have put down as "cystitic and chronic

starvation," the presence of from two to five per cent.

of myelocytes, with a moderate leucocytosis, but with-

out any anemia, ])uzzled me very much. The patient

entirely recovered, the myelocytes and the leucocy-

tosis disappeared and there has been no return of any

of the symptoms. It is now eight months since the

illness.

The writer has no theory to explain the presence of

these myelocytes in various diseases, and merely

wishes to point out that they are by no means peculiar

to leucemia, and that it is only a large percentage that

is indicative of that disease.

In the other pseudo-leucemic case the blood showed :

red corpuscles, 4,210,000; white corpuscles, 3,300.

Differential count (500 cells) showed one per cent, of

myelocytes.

These cases would seem to support the French
theory that pseudo-leucemia are really early cases of

leucemia, which if they live long enough will change

to true leucemia. But the fact that myelocytes are

frequently present in so many other conditions leads

one rather to suppose that their presence in these

pseudo-leucemic cases is due to the exhaustion com-

mon both to them and the other conditions next to be

mentioiied.

MALIGNANT DISEASE.

(Jancer.

Case I. Extensive abdominal cancer ; great ca-

chexia. Six hundred cells showed :

•' Polynuclear neutrophiles " . . . . 89.4%
LympbocytcB 5
Large nioiioiiuclear G
£oBluo|>hilf« .1

Myvlovyteii(» Id BOOcens) .& 100%

Case II. Cancer of uterus; marked cachexia and
leucocytosis. One tbousaud cells showed :

"P<i|yuuclear neutrophlle*" .... 82.3%
Lynipliocytoit 11.7

Large mononuclear 6.G
M;elocyWg(4 Id l,o<<)celJ>j . . . .4 100%

Case 111. Cancer of uterus; died two days later.

Red corpuscles, 7,000,000; white, 62,000. Consider-

able stasis helps to explain the count. Differential

count of 500 cells showed :

. . 93%" Polynuclear neutrophiles"
Lymphocytes ....
Lar^e nionouuclear
Kojiinophilee ....
Myelocytes (0 out of 500) 1 100%

Case IV. Cancer of liver, jaundice and cachexia;

died soon after. Differential count of 500 cells

showed

:

'* Polynuclear neutrophiles*' .... 92%
Lymphocytes 3.4

Large mononuclear 2.6

Small myelocytes 1.2

I.iirge myelocytes (4 in 500) 8 100%

Case V. Cancer of abdomen; cachetic. Differ-

ential count of 1,000 cells showed:

*' Polynuclear neutr<iphiles ** .... 82%
Lymphocytes 8.6

Large mononuclear 8.1

Kosiuophiles 1

Myelocytes (4 in 1,000) .4 100%

Case VI. Cancer of stomach, liver, etc., with per-

forated stomach; cachexia. Leucocytosis, 105,000.

Fifteen hundred cells showed :

" Polynuclear neutrophiles " . . . . 90.7%
Lymphocytes 2.4
Large mononuclear 2.4

Eosinophiles 2
Myelocytes (6S in 1,600) 4.3 100%

Differential

Sarcoma.

Case I. Sarcoma of abdominal wall.

count of 800 cells showed :

"Polynuclear neutrophiles" .... 84%
Lymphocytes 10.5

Large mononuclear 5
Eosinophiles .2

Myelocytes .3 100%

Case III. This is the sarcomatous case above
mentioned with 7 per cent, of myelocytes.

BURNS.

Case I. A severe extensive burn in process of

healing; 1,000 cells showed:

" Polynuclear neutrophiles *'

Lymiihi>cytes ....
Large mononuclear
Eosinophiles ....
Myelocytes (20 in 1,000 cells) .... 2 100%

Case II. Similar to Case I. Eighi hundred white

cells counted showed :

" Polynuclear neutrophiles" .... 74%
Lymphocytes 18.1

Large mononuclear 7

Eosinophiles .3

Myelocytes (.Tin 800 cells) 6 100%

Case I.

OSTEOMYELITIS.

Five hundred white cells counted:

" Polynuclear neutrophiles " . . . . 63.8%
Lymphocytes 27.4
Large mononuclear 5.2

Eosinophiles 2.4

Myelocytes (6 in 800 cells) 1.2 100%

Case II. Five hundred white cells counted; boy
eight years, necrosed tibia

:

" Polynuclear neutrophiles " . . . . 50%
Lyniphocyiee 35
Large mononuclear 10
Eosinophiles 3.4

Myelocytes (1 in 50(1 cells) .2 100%

Case I.

malaria.

During chill 200 white cells counted:

"Polynuclear neutrophiles" .... 78%
Lymphocytes 12
Large mononuclear IJb
Eosinophiles .5

Hyelooytet (4 In 200 cells) 2 100%
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CYSTITIS AND CHRONIC 8TAKVATI0N.

The case alluded to above was never anemic, and
never very sick. Made a rapid recovery, which has

persisted now eight months. There was at the first

count a leucocytosis of 15,100; part due to cyanosis,

as she had just been having a chill. The red cells

were 7,300,000. Hemoglobin, 87 per cent. Differ-

ential counts were as follows

:

May 2 May 6 May 7 May 8 May 13

" Polynuclear ueutrophiles

'

Lymphocytes ...
Large mononuclear
Myelocytes ...
Eosiuophiles ...

1,000

.3

SEPTICEMIA.

Case I. Deep abscess of neck ; chills,

sand white cells showed :

1,000

6«..5%

One thou-

'* Polynuclear neutrophiles

'

Lymphocytes . . . ,

Large mononuclear
Eosiuophiles . . . .

Myelocytes (3 In 1,000 cells)

.

Case II. Empyema ; vomiting pus.

marked leucocytosis: Five hundred
showed :

*' Polynuclear neutrophiles"...
Lymphocytes
Large mononuclear
Eosinophiles
Myelocytes (15 in 500 cells) ....

Age 1 year,

white cells

Case III. Sub-diaphragmatic abscess

;

chills. One
thousand white cells showed:

" Polynuclear neutrophiles " .... 73.4%
Lymphocytes 19.6
Large mononuclear 6
Eosinophiles .6

Myolocytes (,40 in 1,000 cells) .... .4 100%

BONE TCBERCULOSIS.

Cold abscess of rib, marked leucocytosis. Five
hundred white cells showed :

" Polynuclear neutrophiles " .... 78.2%
Lymphocytes 12
Large mononuclear 7

Eosinophiles 2
Myelocytes (4 in 400 cells) .8

RICKETS.

Baby 21 months. Five hundred white cells showed :

"Polynuclear neutrophiles" .... 46
Lymphocytes 26.8
Large mononuclear 25
Eosiuophiles 2
Myelocytes (.1 iu 600 cells) .2 100%

ADDISON's DISEASE.

One thousand white cells showed :

" Polynuclear neutrophiles " .... .53.4%
Lymphocytes 34
Large mononuclear 7.5
Eosinophiles 4.3
Myelocytes (8 in 1,000 cells) .8

CONCLDSION.

(1) The delinitiou of myelocyte must be enlarged
so as to include cells of all sizes from 7.5/i upwards.

(2) The percentage of myelocytes in leucemia is

much larger than that generally given in text-books ;

25 per cent, is a small number.

(3) Small percentages of myelocytes are the rule

in pernicious anemia, common iu malignant diseases of

cachetic type and not uncommon in a variety of other
conditions.

Dr. John Ridlon has been appointed Orthopedic

Surgeon to Michael Reese Hospital, Chicago.

SCHOOL DESKS.!

BV E. H. BRADFORD, M.D., BOSTOX.

Some years ago a committee was appointed in Bos-
ton to look into the question of school desks, and it

did most admirable work. Of this Society, Dr.
Henry Williams and Dr. David Lincoln served on
this committee. A few years ago Dr. C. L. Scudder
made a very careful examination of the actual condi-
tion of the school seats in our public schools and
showed by means of photographs of different school-
rooms, that the children were seated not at all accord-
ing to their height, but according to the seats that
were in the possession of the school-teacher: without
any rational method of seating.

The School Committee, however, found itself power-
less to remedy the matter, and was able only to make
suggestions as to the need of improvement. Dr. E.
M. Hartwell has called to my attention the fact that
the first impulse toward improvement in school desks
and seats started from this country and largely from
Massachusetts. At the Vienna Exhibition, Boston's
school desks and school seats received a diploma and a

great deal of attention. This stimulated several of

the German investigators, and since then improvements
have been made and several commissions have been
appointed to investigate the subject.

It might be advisable to adopt the report of some
of these commissions as a standard. We are met,
however, with a practical difficulty in the fact that

American ingenuity has invented a number of adjust-

able desks and chairs for the use of schools. In cer-

tain localities, certain manufacturers would be able to

influence school committees ; the best desk would not

be introduced, but the one the local school committee
would be persuaded was the best. There is, there-

fore, need for some scientific statement of the princi-

ples that should govern the construction of school

desks and school chairs. Such a matter should be looked
up more thoroughly even than has been done in Germany
and the results published. Coming from a body of ex-

perts, acting at the instigation of a scientific body—
such as the Improvement Society— the report would
command attention.

It is therefore proposed to memorialize the School
Committee of Boston to the following effect

:

To THE School Committee of Boston :
—

All of your memorialists are citizens of Boston and
members of the medical profession. Viewed from the med-
ical standpoint school life in Boston being a sedentary pur-

suit followed during the fateful period of growth is neces-

sarily unnatural and artificial at best. Failing the best

hygienic and sanitary conditions attainable, in a crowded
and still growing city, the school population may easily

constitute a serious menace to the public health. The fact

that city children are inevitably handicapped somewhat in

the struggle for existence by their environment — in which
the school constitutes a large and jiotent factor— empha-
sizes the need of unremitting care and activity to prevent
enfeebling and deteriorating influences from overweighting

them altogether. We gratefully recognize that the School

Comuiittce has evinced an interest in the physical welfare

of the children under its charge by providing in some
measure for their physical training ; by co-operating with

the Boston Board of Health in the inauguration of a sys-

tem of daily medical inspection of the schools, in order to

limit the spread of infectious diseases; and by measures to

improve the character and distribution of school furniture.
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The special purpose of this lueinurial is to urge upon
your lioDorable Uoily the great importance of providing

our public .^chouls with properly constructed desks and
chairs and to rccpiest tliiit you will take still further action

to attain that end. It is our impression that nearly fifty

years ago Boston was among the first, possibly tl.e first

city in America to provide individual |>upils with a sepa-

rate desk and separate chair. More recenlly your Honor-
able Body has manifested renewed interest in the matter

of school seating. This is shown by the School Committee's
appointment in 1892, of three physicians from among its

members to serve as a Special Committee on the Seating of

Pupils, and by the experimental introduction of adjustable

desKs and chairs into a new primary school at the instance

of the special committee alluded to. The publication of

Dr. C. L. Scudder's " Investigation into One of the Etiol-

ogical Factors in the Production of Lateral Curvature of

the Spine— Reasons why the Seating of School Cliildren

should Keccive very Careful Supervision," — or School Doc-

ument, No. 9, 1S92 ; the order of the School Committee di-

recting the supervisors and the directors of physical train-

ing to aid and advise teachers in the seating.; of pupils and
to report their observations and suggestions in regard to

.seating to the School Committee ; and the publication of

Ur. llartwell's studies of the seating question. Reports of

the Director of Physical '['raining,''— all ajjpear to be trace-

able to recommendations emanating from the same special

committee.

The European movement for the reform of school seal-

ing, which began some thirty years ago, was considerably

more inllueuced in its earlier stages by the force of Ameri-
can e.xample than has latterly been the case. Particularly

on the Continent, physiologists, physicians, orthopedic sur-

geons and oculists have taken a leading part in the investi-

gation and discussion of the principles of seating, and their

results and conclusions have been given practical efifect by
numerous govermental commissions composed of medical and
mechanical experts. The movement has led not only to a
much higher development of the art of constructing adjust-

able school furniture than can be found among us, but also

to other notable reforuis, as for instance, in the construc-

tion and lighting of schoolrooms, the better printing of

textbooks, reformed methods of penmanship, and the med-
ical inspectiou and supervision of schools.

Several ingenious types of adjustable school desks have
been put upon the American market by inventive makers
within the past few years, and the number of such types is

steadily increasing. Opinions in respect to the theoretical

merit and the praciical value of these new inventions ap-

pear to be confused and divided, and there is a good deal

of hesitancy on the part of conservative school boards in

adopting them for general use. To us this hesitancy seems
natural and justifiable in view of the complex nature of the

seating problem and the impossibility of solving it out of

hand through the rough and ready methods of manufactur-

ing enterprise. Unless and until American inventors and
makers of would-be hygienic school desks and seats avail

themselves of the lessons to be learned from the failures

and succes.ses of their European contemporaries, thev are

likely to lose time and money in roundabout and crude ex-

periments, the cost of which will naturally be clefrayed to

some e.\tent from the public purse.

We respectfully submit that the physical welfare of our
school children, and the interests of our tax])ayers, and the

exigences of municipal economy would be best subserved in

this matter if the deliberate and dispassionate opinion

of a body of competent experts were secured and pub-
lished as to the most important aspect of the school-seat-

ing question and as to the most approved and economical
means of settling it.

In view of the general agreement among these physicians
and hygienists who have investigated the subject, as to bad
eminence of faulty school furniture in producing spinal

deformaties, muscular weakness, nervous debility, and im-

paired vision among school children ; in view of the in

ud Scliool iJuouinenl Nu. 1

creasingly unsatisfactory nature of the school-seating (jues-

tion in this community, as well as in the country at large

;

in view of the fruitful results which have been attained by

school-desk commissions in Europe; and, in view of the

measures hitherto taken liy your Honorable Body in rela-

tion to this matter, we respectfully ask that you supple-

ment those measures by appointing a committee of experts,

who shall serve without pay, to report to the School Com-
mittee upon the principles of school seating, together

with such recommendations as they shall deem appropriate,

under the circumstances.

In our judgment it is particularly desirable that such a

committee should set forth the essential principles, both
medical and mechanical, which are involved in the con-

struction of school desks and chairs, and should make
known the results of the most successful attempts to carry

these principles into effect ; since an authoritative exposi-

tion of principles for the guidance of all makers and buyers

of school furniture is utterly lacking and very much needed
among us, at the present moment.
The publication of such a report by such a committee as

we ask for under the auspices of the Boston School Com-
mittee could not fail to attract wide attention and to exert

a weighty infliience ujion physicians, school officials, and
teachers throughout the country, which has been accustomed
hitherto, to look to Boston for aid in settling novel and
knotty questions in the administration of educational affairs.

DR. iMARAGLIANO'S ANTI-TUBERCULOUS
SERUM.

BV GIOVANNI BASDIKKA, SI. I).

Dr. E. Maragliano, Professor of Clinical Medi-
cine at the University of Genoa, has proposed for the

treatmeut of tuberculosis the inoculation of a serum
prepared by him for the purpose of makiug the human
organism proof against the disease and of destroying

the existing germs that have caused it. This serum
has been frequently applied iu different cities of Italy,

both by Dr. Maragliano himself and by bis followers,

aud the Italian newspapers report the complete failure

of the treatment.

The importance of a remedy for a disease which
destroys the fourth part of the population of the

world, impels me to discuss the question whether one
may hope to make the human system proof against

tuberculosis by inoculation with an attenuated virus or

loxalbumin, or whether we must look instead for the

eradication of the evil by other therapeutic agents

capable of destroying the pathogenic micro-organism.

All tuberculous cultures are virulent, aud their

virulence is not attenuated b}' any means that has yet

been employed for that purpose. Subcutaneous injec-

tions in rabbits aud guinea-pigs, whether in the abdom-
inal cavity or in the anterior chamber of the eye,

develop within a short time a typical tuberculosis affect-

ing the principal organs generally.

Attenuation cannot be obtained with any greater

success by successive inoculations from one animal to

another. A large series of inoculations of this sort

may be made without diminishing the intensity of the

disease at all.

Tuberculous sputum, especially, may be active for

months if dried slowly aud gradually.

Tuberculous matter heated for twenty minutes at

60° Centigrade and for ten minutes at 71°, aud then

perfectly dried at a temperature of 30', has been suflS-

cient to infect guinea-pigs with the same rapidity and

intensity as the fresh i)roduct8. Pieces of tuberculous

tissue left to macerate aud putrefy iu water at ordinary
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temperature from five to twenty days and other pieces

subjected to freezing at from 5° to 8° Cen., followed

by repeated thawing, were capable of producing a tuber-

culosis'perfectly transmissible in a series.

Tuberculosis affects, even spontaneously, cows, pigs,

cocks and turkeys, but rarely horses, cats, sheep or

goats. Formerly sheep and goats were thought to be
absolutely proof against the disease; but more recently

it has beeu said that they are subject to it, but rarely.

During two years I was employed by the Prefecture

of Lecce in Italy as health-otBcer in the citv of San
Giorgio sotto-Taranto, and I several times had the

opportunity of examining iu the slaughter-house a large

number of sheep and goats of which the lungs were
infiltrated by tubercles. Owing to insufficient care and
scarcity of good pasturage these animals had been kept

in a very bad hygienic condition. The ass, however,
is absolutely proof against the disease.

I have iuoculated rabbits and guinea-pigs with serum
from the blood of a horse which I had inoculated with

tuberculosis twenty days before. I afterwards iuocu-

lated the same rabbits and guinea-pigs with tuberculous

virus, and the result was death by tuberculosis. The
serum from the blood of the horse (in which tubercu-

losis is cured spontaneously) was absolutely incapable

of making the rabbits and guinea-pigs proof against

tuberculosis.

Let us now consider attenuated viruses, how the

attenuations are obtained aud how efficacious these

viruses are in warding off the disease in man and lower

animals.

Viruses are attenuated either by being introduced

into organisms that are unfavorable to their develop-

ment, or by direct means through the action of physico-

chemical conditions to which they are subjected. The
physico chemical conditions which can cause the attenua-

tion of a virus are numerous. It may be attenuated

by age, by heat, by light, by oxygen, by antiseptics and

by cultures.

Now, how can we explain the fact that an animal

that has once been subject to an infectious disease, or

one into which an attenuated virus of the disease has

been introduced, becomes by this treatment in some
cases refractory to a second attack ?

Some explain it by saying that the micro-organisms

developing iu the body consume or diminish or destroy

certain substances which are indispensable to their ex-

istence and to their propagation. (The theory of ex-

haustion.)

To this the very reasonable objection has beeu made
that an organism capable of supplying the material

necessary for the production of an enormous quantity

of microbes, as for instance in scarlet fever or in small-

pox, may be exhausted for many years by a vaccine

pustule. Besides, how can we admit the persistence

of a purely chemical modification in the constitution of

an organism which is constantly renewed by waste and

nutrition ?

A second theory (the antidote theory of Klebs) is

that as the micro-organisms develop aud multiply in

the body, they generate certain soluble substances (lox-

albumins) which act as poisons against a second immi-

gration of them. In some cases this is partly true.

According to Professor Boucliard, the soluble vacci-

nating substances pass through the system and are

eliminated iu the urine. After a fortnight the system

does not show any considerable trace of them. Now
it has beeu shown by experiment that a certain pro-

portion of them is necessary in order to sterilize the
cultures of bacilli. It is, therefore, impossible to
attribute immunity from disease to the impregnation
of the tissues with a substance contained in the cult-

ures or secreted by microbes. The mechanism is

more complex. Under the influence of products
formed by the microbes, the cells of the organisms are
modified and produce substances which impregnate the
humors and tissues and render them unfavorable to

the development of the pathogenic agent against
which the animal has become proof.

This modification of the organism is made evident by
the bactericidal condition of the tissues and the humors,
particularly of the blood. The serum of the blood of
vaccinated subjects can in fact destroy the microbes
which introduce themselves into the body. It can
hinder their germination, modify their form and func-

tions and attenuate them. It can also neutralize the
toxic products which they generate (toxicide action).

In conclusion, it behaves just as an antiseptic might
behave (Bouchard).

Then the living cells intervene and tend to complete
the destruction of the pathogenic agents. This is the

second act in the defence against an invasion of
microbes (phagocytosis).

Metchnikoff has recently shown that the white cor-

puscles struggle against spores and bacteria by envel-

oping them. Now, according to him, an organism is

in a condition of receptivity to a disease or of immun-
ity against it accordingly as the white corpuscles are,

or are not, strong enough to destroy the microbes.

Inflammation is the result of the accumulation of a large

number of leucocytes around a source of microbes.

It is a defensive action.

When attenuated viruses consisting of toxines and
of degenerated microbes, which consequently offer

very little resistance, are introduced into the sys-

tem of an animal, they are, according to my
belief, easily enveloped and destroyed by the phago-
cytes and by the tox-albumins. And as this de-

struction becomes habitual in the animal economy,
a more than usual number of microbes would be

necessary to produce disearC. I draw this conclusion

from the fact that during certain epidemics of cholera

aud of typhus, persons who lived for some time in the

very centre of contagion seldom contracted the disease,

and if they did, it would assume a very mild form. As
a general rule, when the epidemic is decreasing people

who come from an uninfected district catch the dis-

ease and in this way cause a renewal of the epidemic.

Now, all contagious diseases are susceptible of a

second attack. In some acute contagious diseases,

such as erysipelas and malaria fever, patients are jmore

liable to contract the same disease again. Generally

in acute contagious diseases, a microparasite finds its

way into the animal's body, develops rapidly, produc-

ing serious dibturbances, and finally dies out. In these

diseases, particularly iu scarlet fever, measles and

rubella a second attack seldom follows. In others,

like small-pox, though a second attack may occur, still

more than one attack is hardly probable ni the course

of one's life. Pneumonia, typhoid fever and cholera

render the person affected refractory for about a year.

In chronic contagious diseases, the microorganisms

which cause them, develop slowly and without limit,

if the tox-albumins produced by them, although poison-

ous in their effect upon the patient, have no action

whatever upon the microbes themselves, which are de-
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stroyed only by tlie death of the patient or by the use
of antiseptics during treatnnent (Bandiera).

Id cases of phthisis in particular, by reason of the

exceeding virulence of its bacillus and from the fact

that the toxins produced by it are harmless to the

bacillus itself (a fact which is coutirmed by the num-
erous trials of Dr. Koch's lymph, the result of which
was to aggravate the disease, producing a fresh erup-

tion of miliary tubercles), I do not think it possible to

obtain auy favorable result or attenuation by inocula-

tion with attenuated viruses. Either these inocula-

tions have no effect, as in the case of the serum from
the blood of a horse with which I inoculated the rab-

bits and guinea-pigs, or else, if Koch's bacillus still

exists even in a state of degeneration, it renews its

virulence because it finds u favorable ground in the

human body. Finally, if these viruses contain dead
bacilli as Dr. Strauss and Dr. Gamalacia discovered,'

the virus iticreases the intensity of the disease instead

of arresting its course, because it still contains the

toxic substances.

For the complete cure of tuberculosis two things

are necessary : the use of antiseptics on the one hand,

and on the other to increase the patient's power of re-

sistance.

Clinical aDepartment.

every night, and that his sexual desire was apparent

though not very strong.

Case II. C. D., male, white, age thirty-two,

American, married ; suffering with nasal hypertrophy

which he had learned, while under treatment, was re-

lieved by the application of cocaine. Since July he
had systematically used the drug, together with Seller's

tablets, to clear and cleanse the nasal passages, using

at times as much as five grains per day. He did not

confide to me this use of the drug until some time

late in September, when he consulted me concerning a

urethritis, which was found to be due to the gravel in

the urine, lie said that the first use of the drug in

the morning was always followed by a desire to de-

fecate, and that the stools were always copious and
free, as if the result of a cathartic. About October
lOih his urethritis had cleared up, yet he complained of

pain in his left groin and testicle, (he feared epididymi-

tis,) which was aggravated after an excessive use of

cocaine, but by morning it would disappear.

An examination revealed a varicocele of some size

and painless on pressure. On directing his attention

to the fact, he was much surprised, and declared he
was never before aware of its existence, and knew it

to be of recent origin, because in June he examined him-

self for one, a friend of bis having had one and had
showed it to him. He assured me that during July,

August and September, his sexual desire had been nor-

mal and satisfied.

He was advised to and did discontinue the use of

the cocaine. At the end of three weeks he found the

pain to have entirely disappeared from the left groin

and testicle. This reappeared on any return to the

use of the drug, as did the desire to defecate.

On November 15th he assured me that the pain had
ceased for some time. Examination revealed the

presence of the varicocele, which was slightly dimin-

ished in size.

From these two cases it would seem that the drug
had not only an effect on the cord, but on the centres

presiding over the defecating and sexual apparatus.

Whether or not the conditions present are but coinci-

dental must be left to the reader to judge.

sr^eDical pcogre^isf.

TWO INTERESTING CONDITIONS ASSOCIATED
WITH THE TAKING OF COCAINE.

BY LEEDOH SHARP, LL.B., M.D., rillLADELPHIA, PA.,

Exteme to Hmoard Uospilal, Aisiitnnt to the Nose and Throat
Dispensary of Pennsylvania.

Apkopos to the supposed aphrodisiacal properties of

cocaine, two interesting cases are here presented which
came under my notice recently, and would tend to

show an opposite effect. They seem to illustrate the

deductions made by Masso, from his experiments, that

the physiological action of the drug affects the cord
and nerve centres, from which impulses originate. I

could find nothing in Hare or Wood touching on these

conditions.

Case 1. A. B., male, white, age twenty-seven,

American, unmarried ; suffering with hay fever; used
cocaine, with a one-quarter-per-cent. solution of carbolic

acid, as treatment; carried spray in pocket, used
some three to five grains per day. This treatment
began about August 20, 1895. On September 25th
patient consulted me regarding his condition, mention-
ing his treatment. He declared he perceived no phy-
siological effect, but got temporary relief from his

malady ; he believed he was becoming impotent, being
able to affect an orgasm with difficulty. I advised the

discontinuance of the cocaine and the adoption of
other treatment.

On November 10th he again consulted me, admitting
that he continued the use of the drug, but used it spar-

ingly ; that for the last six weeks he had had no sex-

ual desire whatever, nor an emission. I insisted on
the absolute discontinuance of cocaine.

On November 22d he stated that he had discontinued the other all the vessels in the cornea, and as many of
the use of the drug since his last visit and his hay their branches as possible, are slit up along their entire
fever had disappeared. Examination showed the

|

length by means of a small Graefe's cataract knife,

nasal passages in good condition. He complained,
| After this procedure it is almost impossible for auy

however, that since the 1 0th he had had emissions
j
anastomosis to be established, and the vessels are per-

Arcb. de MMec. Experiment, 1891, No. 6.
{

? Ophthalmic Revlsw, November, 18M.

KECENT PROGRESS IN OPHTHALMOLOGY.
BY MYLEg STAXDI8H, M.D., BOSTON.

(Concluded from Vol. cxxxlli, No. 26, page 64S.)

NEW METHOD OF TREATMENT OF VASCULARIZED
CORNEjE.

Scott,' in an article upon the treatment for vascu-

larized corneae, says that the operation of peritomy

does not generally prove satisfactory and suggests in-

stead the following procedure

:

The eye having been sufficiently anesthetized with

cocaine, a speculum is introduced between the eyelids,

a magnifying lens is then held in one hand, and with
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manently destroyed. He has tried cauterizing the

vessels with a wire point, but the result has not been

as satisfactory.

FINE LENS OPACITIES.

Darier ' says that a patient of his brought him a

drawing of the spots which he saw in his eye, and
which he thought were due to alterations in the retina.

This drawing was obtained in the following manner:
The patient placed a candle some distance away in a

dark room, and then examined the flame of the candle

through two highly concave glasses placed quite near

the eye; by this means he saw a small luminous disc,

and upon it the opacities which he had drawn.

Darier, upon reversing the process and placing be-

hind the mirror of the ophthalmoscope a lens of thirty-

two dioptres, was interested to find in the eye small lens

opacities the inverted image of which was a reproduc-

tion of the drawing which his patient had made. From
this observation, it seems clear that under some condi-

tions it is possible to see entopically the shadow of the

lens projected on the retina, and our author makes the

not over-cheerful suggestion, that by this means it

would be perfectly possible for an observer to follow

the development of a cataract in his own leus.

Darier, adopting the method before described, gives

a series of interesting plates of the appearance of the

lens when seen in this manner under both normal and

pathological conditions. He says that the conditions

which are necessary to project a distinct shadow of the

lens on the retina are to have a luminous source suffi-

ciently small, sufficiently intense, and especially suffi-

ciently near the eye, that the rays which emanate from

it, after being refracted by the dioptric system of the

eye, will come out parallel, to form on the retina a

shadow of the objects traversed by these rays. If

these luminous rays still preserve a slight divergence,

the shadows of the objects will be enlarged. If, on

the other hand, they are somewhat convergent, the

image will be reduced.

If, then, a candle placed at about five metres away
is taken as the source of light, and if a biconcave lens

of 30 to 40 dioptres is held before the eye, a divergence

will be given to the parallel rays emanating from the

candle, so that they will still remain divergent after

having traversed the lens, and he has had a simple in-

strument constructed on the above principle, which he

calls the phakoscope, by means of which all the entoptic

phenomena which he has reproduced may be seen with

daylight.

OPERATIVE TREATMENT OF MYOPIA OF HIGH
DEGREE.

The proposal to treat very high myopia by removal

of the lens' was put forward by Mooreu so long ago

as 18.58, but obtained at that time no support. Von
Graei'e opposed it on the ground that the sclerotico-

choroiditis, which he regarded as the essential cause of

progressive myopia, could not be arrested by it, and,

therefore, no real relief could be obtained. Donders

objected that the loss of accomodation involved in the

removal of the lens would render the condition of the

eye worse rather than better.

Mooren himself had later to report the loss of an

* Annales d'Oculistique, September, 1895.
» Thier : TraHSftctious of Eighth International Ophthaliiiological

Congress, E^liiiburgh, p. 173. Fukala: Loc. cit., p. 181. J'ergens :

Klin. Monatsbl. f. Augenheilk, February, 1895, p. -12; OpUthaliuio
Review, April, 1895. VonHippel: Annales d'Oculistique, September,
1895.

eye on which he had carried his idea into practice, and
so the proposal fell into disrepute.

In 1876, Mauthner declared that if only the opera-

tion were safe he would advise all patieuts suffering

from very high myopia to submit to the removal of the

lens. Fukala, in 1890, first systematically and suc-

cessfully introduced this line of treatment. Since then

a number of operators have reported a series of cases,

namely : Fukala, 42 cases ; Thier, 38 ; Schweigger,

36; Pfluger, 40 ; Von Hippel, 60; Th. von Schroder,

10; Mooren, 15 ; Horstmann,6; Topolauski, 4 ; Mei-
ghan, 3; Fergus, 9; Pergens, 11; total, 274. It

seems opportune to review these results. Fukala says

that on the average there was a twofold or threefold

increase in acuteness of vision. Thier says that the

main object of the operation, namely, the improvement
of distant vision, was brilliantly obtained in nearly all

cases. Pergens's reported cases are given with full

details of the condition of vision with a correcting glass

before and after operation. In no case was the im-

provement less than twofold ; in three cases it was
nearly fivefold. This remarkable improvement in

acuteness of vision as measured with types and correct-

ing lenses is, of course, largely attributable to the very

different size of the retinal pictures obtained respectively

with a strong concave glass before the removal of the

lens, and a much weaker glass after the removal of

the lens. Another benefit claimed is an increase of

the distance at which reading and other near work is

possible. Patients previously obliged to abandon near

work were able to resume it under the new conditions,

and, as a matter of fact, Donders's objection to the

operation— the loss of accommodation — proves un-

founded, for a highly myopic eye has a range of accom-

modation extending only over a few centimetres very

near to the eye, the same eye when deprived of its

lens and supplied with a suitable reading glass can

read medium print, such as Jaeger 7, over a much
greater range at a greater distance ; so that while de-

prived of its true accommodation, it has a pseudo-

accommodation of much greater practical value. The
extent to which the refraction was lowered by the re-

moval of the lens appears to have been in the majority

of cases from 16 to 18 dioptres.

In Von Hippel's 60 cases the patients had myopia

from 10 to 24 dioptres, and were of varying ages from

childhood to fifty years. In three cases the vision

became equal to 1. Usually, vision was increased from

four to six times what it was before intervention, and

in all cages the patients preferred the eye which had

been operated upon to the one remaining untouched.

Sattler, in a discussion upon Von Hippel's cases,

said he had operated upon 86 cases in which myopia

varied from 15 to 20 dioptres, but that operation should

not be done in which the myopia was less than 12

dioptres. A majority of his patients were young sub-

jects from ten to fifteen years old. Visual acuity after

the operation was not improved in as great a propor-

tion as is stated by Fukala and other authorities quoted

above. In 18 cases improvement was inappreciable;

in 28 cases amelioration was slight. He would not

look upon extensive choroiditis as a counter-indication,

however. In his 86 cases, he met with retinal detach-

ment four times, and infection twice, and Von Illppel

had never seen an accident occur consecutive to the

operation, such as glaucoma or retinal detachment, but

Thier acknowledges to have seen it, but thinks it might

have occurred, had no operation been performed. All
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these operators advocate the breaking up of the lens

uith (licission needles, and the subsequent extraction

of the soft lens, either with or without irrigation.

NKW METHOD OF TESTING CONCAVE LENSB8.

Maddox '° says that it is almost as easy to measure
a concave lens by reHection as a convex one by refrac-

tion. All that is required is to throw on a card held

almost between the illumination and the lens an image
of the source of light, which need not be distant more
than two or three yards. By measuring the distance

between the lens and the card when the former throws

the clearest image on the latter, it is possible to obtain

the focal length of the concave mirror furnished by the

surface of the lens. Since, however, the leuees are

often ground differently on their two sid'is, each must
be tested separately just as is done with the Geneva
lens measure. It is necessary only to remember tiiat

the focal length of each surface by refraction is four

times its focal length by retiection, since the focal length

of a mirror is half its radius, and that of a plano-coD-

cave lens is twice its radius. For instance, if one sur-

face of a lens forms its reflected image at three inches,

then the focal distance of that surface is twelve inches.

The same test can be applied to cylinders, and the

same rules hold.

THE HALO, OR RAINBOW SYMPTOM IN GLAUCOMA.

Willets,'' reviewing an article by Dr. S. O. Richey
of Washington D. C, in which he says that the cause

of the halo would not seem to be in the retiua itself,

but in the media anterior to it, and argues that when
the urates in the blood are in excess, the same influ-

BDces which determine their presence in the synovial

fluid of the joints and their precipitation upon the

serous surfaces operate in the eye to produce sodic

chloride combining with uric acid which forms shining

rhombic prisms, and that the halo is produced by the

reflection of rays of light on these urates, and that the

luna halo according to the accepted theory (Descartes)

is owing to the refraction and reflection ot rays of light

by minute snow and ice crystals in the upper strata of

air, and occurs in the presence of the cirrus, or ice-

cloud, as an analogy. And further says that the trans-

position of colors, which are reversed in glaucoma, the

red being on the outer margin, is strong evidence that

the cause of the glaucoma halo is to be looked for pos-

terior to the iris, in accordance with the disposition

of rays of light passing through the aperture of a

screen. To all of which Dr. Willet says, that if this

be 80, and the reversal of colors in the glaucoma
halo be due to transposition, then the colors in the

rainbow after a shower, which is anterior to the iris

the same as the luna halo, would be transposed also,

and should be arranged the same as in the lunar halo;

red on the inner margin, but it is not. It is red on the

outer margin the same as the glaucoma halo, making it

evident that the cause of the glaucoma halo is anterior

to the iris exclusively, making the theory of the trans-

position of the former doubttul. The rainbow symp-
tom does not exist except where there is, or has been,

increased tension, not moderate tension, but sullicient

to interfere with the circulation and produce edema,
tension which, if not relieved, will ultimately destroy

the eye. Tension produced artilicially by pressure on
the eye by the fingers produces a narrow ring of white

'" Opbthalmie ReTlew, .March, 1895.
11 AnnHlii of OphllialmolOKy aiid Otology, January, 1895.

light with a black centre opposite to the points of

pressure but no color.

Our author thinks that the colors are due, not directly

to the tension, but to the condition of the cornea and
that the peculiar smoky reflex characteristic of the cor-

nea in glaucoma is due to edema, the characteristics of

which, according to Fuchs, are that the most anterior

of the lamellic of the corneal stroma are pushed apart

by fluid, but that the Huid is especially apt to be found
under the form of minute drops between Bowman's
membrane and the epithelium, and attributes the rain-

bow to the same natural laws by which the rainbow is

produced after a shower, namely, a double refraction

and a single reflection of the sun's rays on drops of

water. The .vividness of its colors is increased or

decreased in ratio to the finer or coarser division of

said dro|)s. This would explain why we may have this

vividness appear to the eye at either high or low de-

gree of tension, and sums up his article as follows:

(1) There is uo transposition of colors in the rain-

bow.

(2) If the play of colors were due to the non-elimi-

nated excretions of the blood, then we should have the

symptom in other diseases of the eye in which tension

is not a factor.

(3) If it were due to deposits of urates on the retina,

then at some time deposits should be discernible with

the ophthalmoscope, which they are not.

(4) It is, in my 0[)inion, dependent on stasis and
edema of cornea, the varying distinctness of said symp-
tom, dependent on the varying stages of edema.

(5) Its appearance in comparatively low tension

being dependent on the non-absorption of the resulting

edema ot the cornea, from a previously high tension.

(6) Its disappearance in enormously high tension is

dependent on the naturally iucreased edema, causing a

coalescence of the edematous beads of water under the

epithelial layer, thus destroying the proper relation for

refraction, without which the colors cannot be produced.

(7) Intraocular contents must be excluded as a

causative factor.

l^eportjBf of M>^tittit^,

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
Twenty-first Annual Meeting, Detroit, Septem-

ber 3-6, 1895.

(GoiicludeJ from Vol. cxxxili, No. 2."), p. 629.)

The next paper was by Dr. A. E. Stekne, of In-

dianapolis, entitled

TOXICITY IN HYSTERIA, EPILEPSY AND NEURAS-
THENIA.

Dr. H. T. Patrick, of Chicago, read a paper on

SOME OF THE MORE RECENT METHODS OF STAINING
NERVE TISSUE.

It was illustrated with water-color drawings of each
of the stains used in nerve tissue; and a most thor-

ough and practical resume of the subject, with its

tpplication and technique was given. He consid-

ered the method of Nissl to be the one par excellence

for nerve cells. The beautiful results obtained by the

Golgi method, as modified by Ramon y Cajal, were
illustrated, and the importance of the discoveries due
to it was emphasized. Rosin's stain, which is practi-

cally the Ebrlich-Biondi blood stain, gives in some
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cases almost ideal results. The method of platiuo-

chloride of iron and dinitro-resorcin was illustrated as

applied to uormal aud degenerated nerve fibres, and

the doctor thought the method was to have an impor-

tant future. The method of Marchi was said to excel

any other for degeneration of from three weeks' to

three months' duration. Allusion was also made to

the developmeutal method of Flechsig, and to an un-

usual but valuable result of the Weigert-Pal stain, and
illustrative drawings shown.

Dr. Stekne said that the carmine stain has a par-

ticular adaptability for double staining. In bringing

out the anatomical details it is practically a necessity.

The Nissl stain is the most exact, and for giving an

idea of the ganglionic structure cannot be excelled.

For all purposes the Marchi method is perhaps the

most reliable.

Then followed a paper by Dr. A. P. Buchman, of

Fort Wayne, Ind., entitled

PSYCHOLOGY IN MEDICINE.

Dr. C. J. Helm, of Peru, Ind., then read a paper on

THE nervous system AS A FACTOR IN DISEASE.

SOME CONSIDERATIONS WITH REGARD TO THE SE-

NILE HEART,

by Dr. Robert H. Babcock, of Chicago. The con-

dition is not always due to, or necessarily found in the

aged. Importance should always be given to the luyo-

cardial changes. Dyspnea is a most frequent symp-
tom of senile heart, although it occurs in other condi-

tions as well. It finally becomes the almost surely

fatal symptom— Cheyue-Stokes respiration. Various

remedies were advised, and among them the hypoder-

mic use of morphia in a single dose.

Dr. Babcock said that the intermittence is not nec-

essarily a dangerous symptom, but at the same time

any such senile heart is liable to stop during one of

those diastolic irregularities coming on suddenly. In

Cheyne-Stokes respiration morphine seems to act best

with small doses of atrophiue.

Dr. F. Billings, of Chicago, presented a paper on

INTERCOSTAL neuralgia.

The disease is always secondary, and consequently

in reality only a symptom. It may be due to toxic

forms of functional nerve disturbance, or to pressure

by tumors. The functional form is most common, and
usually due to a toxemia, or to a defective excre-

tion or mal-assimilatiou. Indigestion is a most fre-

quent factor, whether due to the character of food in-

gested, or to nervous conditious. Insufficient food and

lack of out-door exercise are frequent causes. Inter-

costal neuralgia occurs oftener in females, usually on

the left side. Palpitation is usually present. Gas in

the stomach with eructation is always present. In

diagnosis we must search for the cause. It may be

confounded with pleurisy or muscular cardiac rheu-

matism. In treatment, remove the cause and give auy
simple restorative tonic.

Dr. W. II. Porter, of New York, read a very ex-

haustive paper entitled

NEW light on THE ROLE WHICH IRON PLAYS IN

THE PHYSIOLOGICAL ECONOMY: HOW AND WHERE
DOES THE HEMOGLOBIN COME FROM?

Dr. John North, of Toledo, had almost given up

the administration of iron in cases of anemia. In

most cases we should correct the trouble in the alimen-

tary canal, avoid the destruction of the nucleo-albu-

mius, and no iron will be needed.

The paper of Dr. John Aulde, of Philadelphia,

on

THE abortive treatment OF TYPHOID FEVER,

was read by the Secretary of the Section.

The author reviewed the advantages of guaiacol,

carbolic acid, salol, beta-napthol and others, and finally

gave his own and others ' experience with arseuite of

copper, stating that in his opinion the disease could be

aborted at almost any stage by the use of copper ar-

seuite along with appropriate constitutional remedies.

As a rule, a hundredth of a grain should be given

every four or six hours. The remedy may be given

hypodermically if the disease be advanced to the sec-

ond or third week.

Dr. Gustav Blech, of Detroit, read a paper on

MEDICINAL TREATMENT OF TYPHOID FEVER.

The author opened his paper with the statement

that "there is no specific treatment for typhoid fever."

Hydrozone (1-32) is a most valuable intestinal anti-

septic. Irrigation of the bowel with cold water is a

necessary adjuvant in all cases.

The two preceding papers, along with that of Dr.

J. E. WooDBRiDGE, of Youngstown, 0., on

TYPHOID FEVEE AND ITS ABORTIVE TREATMENT,

were read in succession and discussed jointly.

Dr. North would limit the word " abort " to mis-

carriages. The germs do not enter the circulation.

If we can discover something which will eliminate the

germs, we can thus cut short the attack. The constant

study of one disease is the only way to progress. He
does not think one can become too euthusiastic, but

conclusions can be drawn too hastily.

Dr. Porter said abort is an unfortunate and mis-

leading word. We can decrease the intensity and cut

shorter the duration of an attack with such remedies.

Abortion of any germ disease is impossible.

Dr. J. B. Herrick said that in an experience with

over one thousand cases of typhoid fever, he was in-

clined to think that there was no specific for the con-

ditions. For the febrile condition, he did not consider

anything equal to the cold bath. Even Woodbridge's

treatment was an expectant one.

Dr. E. L. Shurly, of Detroit, presented a paper

on

TREATMENT OF PULMONARY CONSUMPTION IN HOS-

PITALS.

For many reasons the treatment in general hospitals

is not practicable. Other patients and dangers of con-

tagion, whether real or imaginary, are important fac-

tors. Homesickness and poverty are also against it.

Foreign hospitals for tuberculosis are successful, but

the conditions are different in this country. The

Harper Hospital, of Detroit, has been the nearest to

success of any American institution. Americans are

too restless, and do not have patience enough to test

the system. The hospital must not only be thoroughly

equipped, but located in an equable climate.

Dr. Gustav FiJTTERER, of Chicago, at the same

time presented his paper on

THE DIRECT CAUSE OF TUBKUCULOSIS.

The history of the disease was given, along with

some inlerestiusj remarks regarding Koch's work and
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demoiiBtratioii of the tubercle bacillus. The means
and ways of infection were detailed and the proba-

bility of danger to the healthy individual fully demon-
strated. Inhalation, food, drink, direct injection of

the bacillus into the wounds, and heredity were the

chief means of infection. What can be done to arrest

its spread? (1) Early diagnosis. (2) Disinfection

by every possible means. (3) Care by the patient.

(4) Care by friends and attendants. (5) Personal

cleanliness— bathing. (6) Avoid kissing at all times.

(7) Teeth and mouth especially clean. (8) Sleep

alone. (9) Do not attend public or private gatherings.

(10) Be careful of expectoration. (11) Go to special

hospitals for treatment.

THE TREATMENT OF ACUTE INFLAMMATIONS OF THE
MIDDLF. EAR AND MASTOID PROCESS.

This paper was read by Dr. E. B. Dench, of New
York. For convenience, the author anatomically di-

vided the middle ear into two parts by a line drawn
through the styloid process. Inflammations in the

middle ear produce the ordinary results of the same

process elsewhere within a cavity lined by a mucus-

producing membrane, but because of transfusion, the

tissue necrosis is not so extensive, yet there is enough

retained to cause an outward bulging of the tympanic

membrane. If seen early, free blood-letting should be

practised, and a single dose of an opiate given. Do
not give but one dose of the opiate under any circum-

stances. Also apply dry heat locally. Do not use

wet heat. If not seen until later, free opening is the

only thing to be advised. The technique of the oper-

ation was minutely and carefully described. The
more acute and severe the case, the more prompt should

be the measures for relief.

An incision should be made often, even when it is

known the cavity contains no fluid. The incision does

not end the danger; the entire cavity must be thoroughly

washed out and made antiseptic by irrigation.

SEQUELS OF LA GRIPPE.

This paper was read by Dr. F. C. Heath, of Indian-

apolis. Several cases of eye results were given, and

the more common condition of ear com{)licatioD6

noticed, with treatment considered.

Dr. J. M. Ball, of St. Louis, read a paper entitled

artificial ripening of cataract.

A complete history of the operations was given, and

the various methods were explained. Before doing

any of them, the surgeon should be sure the zonula is

intact, the tension normal, and the pupil dilatable.

Division of the anterior capsule in these cases is always

more or less dangerous, and may be serious. Bett-

man's operation or direct massage or trituration is of

all the most desirable. It is the least dangerous, most

certain and speedy. It has stood the vital test of ex-

perience, and is worthy of confidence. If prola|)8e of

the iris occurs, snip it ofif at once, which is contrary to

most authority ; but he had found it satisfactory and

beyond expectations.

Dr. J. O. Stillson, of Indianapolis, read a paper

entitled

complications in cataract, arising from dia-

betes, AI-BUMINCUIA, etc.

The diabetic cataract is as yet a puzzle. A serous

retinitis is often a symptom of Bright's disease. Al-

buminuria is a frequent complement of cataract. It is

not onlv desirable but necessary to treat these condi-

tions if they exist before operating for the senile cata-

ract.

Dr. K. K. Wheelock, of Fort Wayne, Ind., read

a paper entitled

RHEUMATISM, AND GOUT IN ITS RELATION TO THE
EYE.

Dr. G. W. McCaskey, of Fort Wayne, Ind., fol-

lowed with a contribution on

BIO-CHEMISTET IN ITS RELATION TO NERVOUS
DISEASES.

In this paper the somewhat peculiar and certainly

novel attempt was made to establish the general theory

of the causation of nervous diseases by chemical poisons

circulating in the blood, and acting by a process of

selective affinity upon different parts af the nervous

system. The author referred to these poisons under

the following groups, the classification being entirely

tentative, and based upon their source of origin instead

of their ultimate chemical analysis or physiological

action: (1) Bacteriological products— ptomaines. (2)

Products of perverted tissue metabolism. (3) Defec-

tive elimination of excretion. (4) Perverted secre-

tion of glandular organs. (5) Products of imperfect

digestion. (6) Chemical compounds probably present

in independent blood-states, and of unknown origin.

Many conditions heretofore unknown as to their

etiology will be found to be due to one of the above

conditions existing in the system.

One of the most popular and practical papers of the

Section was that read by Dr. J. H. Taylor, of

Indianapolis, entitled

how SHALL WE REAR OUK BABIES?

The suggestions and directions were for both phy-

sician and mother, and put in so pointed a manner that

the paper ought to have a wide circulation.

The next paper was by Dr. Fenton B. Turck, of

Chicago, which was entitled

DISEASES OF the MOOTH, NOSE AND THROAT, AS

ETIOLOGICAL FACTORS IN CHRONIC GLANDULAR
GASTRITIS, WITH BACTEKIOLOGIC STUDIES OF

THE PHARYNGEAL VAULT.

Bacteriologic study has developed the fact that upon

the mucous membrane of the mouth, nose and pharynx,

groups of micro-organisms may form which may also

be found growing on the mucous membrane of the

stomach, and certain germs that are found in the in-

flamed mouth may also be found growing on the walls

of the stomach in gastritis. Under normal conditions,

the mucous membrane of the stomach does not favor

colonization upon its walls; but let some etiologic

factor come into play and micro-organisms will develop.

The mouth, nose and throat when in a diseased state,

become incubators ready to infect when the conditions

of the stomach permit the development of growing

microorganisms upon its walls. The author then

referred to the bacteriologic studies of Miller, Wurtz
and Lindet. Micro-organisms of the mouth are carried

by the food after mastication into the stomach; many
of them are again recognized in the stomach and in

cases of gastritis are found in colonies growing upon

the mucous walls. The author in his clinical and

experimental work has ])resented similar groups of

micro-organisms taken from the gums and cavities in

the teeth, as well as from the material removed by the
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Gyromele (revolving souud) from the walls of the

stomach. In cultures upon tlie prepared mucous mem-
brane of the pig, he has heeii able to cultivate some of

the micro-organisms and finri the same developing in

the stomacii that are found in the mouth, but in the

control animal, he has not yet found micro-organisms

growing in colonies in the stomach.

After reporting several cases. Dr. Turck concluded

the clinical observation indicates a marked relation

between diseases of the mouth and post-nasal cavity

and chronic inflammation in the stomach and intestines ;

that the invasion of the stomach from the infected

mouth and pharynx is supported by the fact that many
of the pathogenic micro-organisms present the identical

biological and physical forms in cases of gastritis, the

same as those found in diseases of the mouth and post-

nasal cavities of the same patients.

Dr. Turck exhibited a chart showing the predominat-

ing microorganism found in eight cases that were
studied bacteriologically.

Dr. H. W. LoiiB, of St. Louis, read a paper en-

titled

EXPERIENCES WITH PAQUIn'S ANTI-TUBERCLE SERUM
IN THE TREATMENT OF LARYNGEAL TUBERCULO-
SIS.

Dr. Victor C. Vaughn, of Ann Harbor, Mich.,

read a paper on

TEAST NUCLEIN AND ITS THERAPEUTIC USES.

Physiologically, nucleins form the chief chemical

constituents of the living parts of cells; that constitu-

ent of the cells by virtue of which this histologic unit

grows, develops and reproduces. The nuclein of vari-

ous cells differs, is limited only by the variety of cells.

Chemically, the nucleins contain a. large amount of

phosphorus. Some are combined with albumin form-

ing the so-called nucleo-albumius. The nuclein mole-

cule has a remarkable power of recuperation after

partial decomposition. Some nucleins have germici-

dal properties. Experiments were made, with animals

apparently proving that previous treatment by tlie nu-

clein gave immunity to the pneumococcus. .Some

thirty experiments were detailed and results given

which seemed quite promising.

DIAGNOSIS OE HYSTERIA,

by Dr. Hugh T. Patrick, of Chicago.

The writer dwelt particularly upon the peculiarities

of hysterical anesthesia, hyperesthesia and paralysis.

The principal pecularities of tlie lirst are its distribu-

tion in the form of a glove, sleeve or stocking, with

sharply cut border and in disseminated and irregular

patches. Dr. Patrick called attention to a distinguish-

ing trait not yet described, namely, almost instanta-

neous shitting of the line of demarcation between the

anesthetic and normal areas. This peculiar feature

applies equally well to hyperesthesia. Among the hy-

peresthesias was described hysterical joint disease and
hysterical angina pectoris with differential points of

diagnosis between these affections and organic disease.

Dk. B. M. Ricketts, oI' Cincinnati, reail a paper

entitled

hemorrhoids, PROLAPSED RECTUM; A NEW OPER-
ATION.

The object of this paper was to present means more
simple than had heretofore been offered for the radical

cure of a prolapsed rectum and the obliteration of

hemorrhoids.

Hemorrhoids.—After widely dilating the sphincter
with the fingers under surgical anesthesia, a large

semicircular needle is passed subcutaneously from the

muco-cutaneous line to the upper border of the pile-

bearing area, and then returned to make its exit at the
point of entrance. The needle is then removed, and
the silk ligature made light about the venous plexus,

and the ends left hanging out. These ligatures mav
be from one-half to an inch apart as the case may re-

quire. It is not necessary to tie all the varices in this

way, as the atrophic changes will necessarily obliter-

ate the remaining ones. No tissue is sacrificed, the

mucous membrane remains intact; there is no hemor-
rhage, no infection, no pain of consequence, and the

loss of time is practically nil. The sutures are al-

lowed to come away of their own accord. The opera-

tions made in this way for this condition have resulted

in an absolute cure, and the patients have experienced

but little pain during the life of the ligature.

Prolapsed rectum is treated in tiie same manner, ex-

cept a greater number of ligatures are required. If

they are properly and evenly adjusted, the atrophy of

the tissues is symmetrical and the pathological condi-

tion is relieved without stenosis.

Dr. William Pepper, of Philadelphia, by request,

delivered the Address on Medicine. He selected for

his subject

DANIEL DRAKE; OR, THEN AND NOW.

Daniel Drake died in Cincinnati in 18.52. He was
universally recognized as the leading medical man of

the West. He graduated at the University of Penn-
sylvania in 1816; tlie exceptional honor of a special

commencement held for this purpose being granted to

him. He had already practised medicine for twelve

years without a diploma, and iiad won a high reputa-

tion by his scientific and literary work. Dr. Drake
received no fewer than thirteen separate calls to med-
ical professorships, and actually held at different times,

nine chairs in five separate institutions, in Cincinnati,

Lexington, Louisville, and the Jefferson Medical Col-

lege in Philadelphia. Dr. Gross, who was a colleague

in two institutions, pronounced him the most forceful

and eloquent teacher he had ever known.

THE DEFLECTED SEPTUM AND ITS REPAIR.

This paper was read by Dr. J. Homer Coulter of

Chicago.

Dr. W. F. Breaket, of Ann Arbor, Mich., read

a paper entitled

A case of COMMINUTED FRACTURE OF THE ILIUM,

WITH SPECIMEN AND PHOTOGRAPH.

Dr. Hal C. Wyman, of Detroit, read a paper on

THE TREATMENT OF CANCER.

Dr. Lewis C. Cline, of Indianapolis, read a paper

on

LARYNGITIS FROM A RHINOLOOICAL STANDPOINT.

The author adheres to Bosworlh's classification of

laryngitis, and applies the word itis only to inllamma-

tions of a purely catarrhal character, which excludes

at once syphilis, tuberculosis, and other constitutional

diseases, as they are more properly called syphilis or

tuberculosis of the larynx.

Tile cases that are least amenable to treatment are

the atrophic, but much can be done to comfort and

palliate these cases by attention to dress, stimulant and
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lubricant upplicatious. For sliiiiulatiug and astring-

iiig, lie linds nothing equal to nitrate of Bilver, from
10 to -10 grains to tbe ounce, according to indications.

For overwork cases, the lirst law is rest, with occa-

sional mild, siiuiuluting a|>|>lication8 with an atomizer.

The great majority of cases that had come under his

observation had had atrophic or hypertrophic rhinitis

to a greater or less degree. Spurs and deflected sep-

tum are often associated with these conditions. The
lesions most frequently observed are hypertrophies of

the posterior ends of the inferior turbinate bodies and

a thickened, lumpy condition of the posterior end of

the septum. The drill, saw, snare and galvauo-cautery

are aiils in removing these conditions in the more ag-

gravated forms, while the application of silver and var-

ious astringents with sprays had served the author in

tbe mild forms

Du. J. A. Wessinger, of Ann Arbor, Mich., con-

tributed a paper on

THE THERAPEUTICS OF OLEO-CREOSOTE AND CREO-
SOTE CARBONATE.

He summed up his experience with these remedies

in the following conclusions: (1) The dosage is [irac-

tically unlimited as far as toxicity is concerned, but it

is preferable to begin with a small dosage, two to three

drops after eating, and increase until the desired re-

sult is obtained. (2) To be of value iu tuberculosis,

a clinical diagnosis must be made early. (3) AVhile

these agents are distinctly germicidal, they also serve

as tissue builders. (4) Creosote carbonate and oleate

have the power of increasing the number of red blood

corpuscles, and they also increase the percentage of

hemoglobin in the blood.

Dr. 1. JS'. Love, of St. Louis, read a paper en-

titled

THE BICYCLE FROM A MEDICAL STANDPOINT.

The discussion was opened by Dr. C. B. Pariceu,
of Cleveland, and continued by Dr. W. M. Wisiiard,
of Indianapolis, Dr. Sterne, of Indianapolis, Ur.
Walker, of Evansville, Ind. They all advocated and
advised a moderate use of the wheel for both men and
women.
A paper was read by Dr. T. 0. Summers, of St.

Louis, entitled

THB PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OK LEUCOCVTOSIS,

and one by Dr. A. Goldspohn, of Chicago, on

the proper INDICATIONS FOR REPAIR OP PATHO-
LOGICAL LACERATIONS OK THB CERVIX UTERI,
AND FOR THE RELIEF OF PATHOLOGICAL ANTE-
FLECTIONS AND THE PROPER OPERATIONS TO
MEET THEM.

The Nominating Committee reported as follows,

which was adopted : Presiilent, Dr. H. O. Walker,
Detroit; First Vice-Presi<ient, Dr. H. M. Ricketts,

Cincinnati; .Secomi Vice-President, Dr. F. C. Wood-
burn, Indianapolis; Secretary, Dr. H. W. Loeb. St.

Louis; Treasurer, Dr. H. N. Moyer, Chicago; Ju-
dicial Council, Drs. W. N. Wishard, T. E. Holland
and A. P. Buchman.
The Nominating Comtuittee also submitted the fol-

lowing resolutiors:

Unsolved, That it is the sense of this Committee
that the best interests of the Association will be subserved
by the appointment of a I'ernianent Executive Committee,
composed of the titulary oflicers of the Association and the

ex-1'rcsidents, and that ihis Committee shall conduct all

the business of the Association ; be it further

Hesotveil, 'I'hat we recommend the creation of tbe

odice of Assistant Secretary, to be appointed by tbe Chair-

man of tbe Committee of Arrangements, from tbe place in

which the meeting is held.

On motion, the Association adjourned to meet in St.

Paul. Minn., on the third Tuesday of October, lb'J6.

Dr. C. A. Wbeatoii, of St. Paul, was elected Chair-

man of the Committee of Arrangements.

BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL IMPKOVE-
MENT.

J. Q. MCMFOKD, M.D., SECKETAKY.

Regular Meeting, Monday, November 4, 1805,

Dk. C. J. Blake iu the chair.

Dr. C. H. Williams read a paper on

COLOR testing.*

Dr. Jeffries : The Holmgren test, it seems to me,

reveals all of the chromatic defect if it is properly

applied by those who have learned it. When Dr.

Williams applied it in that doubted case he showed to

himself that tbe engineer was color-blind. The two
oculists who certitied that tbe engineer was all right

evidently did not know how to apply it. In the use

of the Holmgren test we can also find the amount
of color-blindness in a rough way. The test is most

practical but needs a proper selection of worsteds

and understanding how the color-blind behave with it.

That I learned by a long series of testing. I have

tested about 35,000 individuals, and thereby learned

bow the colorblind act. Now, if we can with a proper

selection of tests and understanding them, decide

whether a man has good or weak chromatic sense, that

is all we need to do. The use of lanterns and flags to

satisfy railroad people or tbe brotherhoods, is not a

part of the testing tbe chromatic sense, for which it is

worse than useless. Now this apparatus of Dr. Thomp-
son, be told me himself, be arranged iu order to keep

tbe testing of the employees of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road in his own control. It was sent out to the sur-

geons of the railroad to use and report buck to him,

an<l tbe defective, according to tests, were to be sent to

Philadelphia and be re-tested by him at the expense of

the railroad. Professor Holmgren, the bead of the con-

trol in Sweden, worked dilfereiitly. He taught the

individual railroad surgeons thoroughly how to test, so

that tbev could teach others, and they bad no liilliculty.

Dr. Thompson has lately somewhat altered his test,

but a gentleman who had been sent by a railroad of

the South to go through tbe whole matter told me that

he saw tbe clerks in tbe Pennsylvania office testing the

men with wor.steds taken off Dr. Thompson's stick and

heaped together on the table. That is not enough,

even if these clerks were experts, the few worsteds

thus used do not give the elbow-room to tbe man's brain

so that be shall do that with bis hands in moving a

color over to another which shows what the effect of a

color has been on his brain. This comparison test

forces a person to do something with their muscles

which detects them. I have not found it necessary

to use lanterns or flags. Professor Donders sent me
some years ago his apparatus, and I have tried it and

' Sue page 1 of Ibo Journal.
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showu it in deciding the amount of defect. I have
added some little discs of gray glass to use in changing
the amount of light in testing tlie color-blind. Thus
you do not alter tlie color, siojplj' its intensity, and
that alteration of intensity is just what alters the color

to him. As Dr. Williams said, when the glass was
changed in brightness his defective men called it red

or green. The Holmgren test I have always argued

for, and perhaps too often spoken of. It has made its

way all over the world, and wherever it has been used

properly there it has been perfectly satisfactory. But
it has been used most improperly in various parts of

the world by the use of wrongly selected worsteds.

Such from different parts of Europe I have seen, and
some of them are simply silly. For instance, a set

from Berlin to be used by the German merchant marine

in which the worsteds marked as such were not

Holmgren's test colors. I do not think there is any
objection to the worsteds as a test in respect to use or

endurance. 1 used the same lot for 10,000 school

children whose lingers were not over clean, and that

lot can be used to-day. The worsteds are kept in a

cloth and fade but little, and are easily and cheaply

renewed. Unfortunately the obtaining of worsteds has

dei)ended upon fashion. When I first began this work
in 1875 there was a fashion for worsted work among
ladies, and no euii of variety of colors and shades to be

obtained. Mr. Whitney, the principal importer here in

Boston, told me that when he commenced business in

1836 or IboS he sent for live ounces of the red that is

used in the test. The order for the year when 1

applied to him was five hundred pounds. One would

suppose that fashion would have held the worsteds, but

it is not so. Mr. Whitney giving up business, the

worsteds could not for a time be obtained. Recently

a partner of the opticians, Andrew J. Lloyd & Co.,

went abroad and there he found that the worsteds

required were not in existence, and could only be got

by giving an order large enough to the Berlin dyers

to make them. It was given and now complete and

proper sets of these worsteds can be obtained of them.

Tliese worsteds have been called for from Boston by

people in Europe because they cannot get them there

in the variety in shade and colors necessary for a

proper test-set, and a good test-set is all that is needed.

1 think medical men in central places can best learn

by being taught as in Sweden, and by the examination

of school children get the habit of watching how the

color-blind act, and in that way put them in a position

to test. As to practical use of the test, of course, if

a man refuses to pick up the worsted and put it down
as directed by the expert, that is the end of it and the

railroad, I think, should refuse to take him.

1 am surprised that the speaker left out Professor

Holmgren's test for the amount of color-blindness. It

is a very practical one, and can be used as a control

test.

Had time and opportunity permitted I would have

exhibited here the many control tests, objective and

subjective, wliich I have in past years shown to our

various scientific clubs and societies. I will simply

show a full set, as Dr. Williatus has not, of these

worsteds for Professor Holmgren's comparison test, as

they are now put up uuder my supervision by the op-

ticians, A. J. Lloyd & Co.

Dk. Wauswokth : Dr. Williams has given us an

intereoting exposition of various tests and the methods

of using them. I only wish to say that while my prac-

tical experience in color testing has been comparatively
little, I do feel as Dr. Jeffries does that the Holmgren
test gives us a satisfactory and snllioient practical test

for color-blindness, and as I understand Dr. Williams,
he also is much of the same opinion, while the other
tests, with flags, lanterns, etc., are necessary to convince
those who do not wish to be convinced of a person's
color-blindness, and have a good deal of value in that

direction. The determination of color-sense can be got
without them.

Dr. Williams : I agree with Dr. Jeffries and Dr.
Wadsworth that the Holmgren test is the best for

quickly determining the existence of defective color-

perception in any case, and this is the conclusion
reached by both of the English committees, who gave
the matter very careful study. The Holmgren test

does not, however, give any quantitative measure of
the amount of the defect, and if this is desired, some
form of apparatus must be used in which a color of
fixed intensity and size is observed at different distances

until a point is found where it can be recognized, in

this way varying the angle under which it is seen and
the size of the retinal image, or. the distance and inten-

sity can remain fixed and tlie angle be varied, as by a
series of holes of different sizes in a movable diaphragm.
The Dutch railways, so far as I know, are the only

ones on which a quantitative test is required.

On the Burlington System the color-tests and other
physical examinations are all made by well qualified

medical men known as medical examiners. They were
personally instructed by me in the proper methods to

be followed in making the test, and the results are

uniform over the whole system. No man can enter

the train, engine, or yard service on these roads who
<loes not pass the physical examination not only for

color-sense, vision and hearing, but also for his general
condition, and it is rather surprising to see how many
rejections are made on account of 1-ieart disease, defec-

tive lungs, etc., from among those who apply for work.
The point in regard to the intensity of the light is

a good one, for many defective men judge the color of

a signal by its intensity and learn to give it the proper
'

name, but would be confused or wrong if the inten-

sity was changed. In my apparatus with the discs of

colored glass this can be arranged by placing a disc of

smoked glass in front of the instrument and having
the colors named when seen through the smoked glass

and again without it. Referring to tiie record of the

examinations it seems to me that such a record has

distinct advantages; it enables the person at the cen-

tral olfice to check up the work of the examiners, and
it gives a protection both to the road and to the men,
and if any question arises at a subsequent time tiie

choice of colors made by any man can be reproduced
from his record, whereas otherwise you have nothing

but the word of the examiner who may be no longer

in the service.

The use of the signal flags as test-colors and the

choice of the colors from the Holmgren's wools to

match them does not, of course, add anything to the

scientific worth of tiie test, but it adds considerably to

the confidence in the result, both on the part of the

ofiicers and men, for when they find that the applicant

picks out green, brown and red skeins and places them
on the red flag as looking to him as of the same color

as this flag, the result is very much more convincing

than if he only made the mistake in matching the test

worsteds.
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Dk. E. II. Bradford oiade a short, report on

SCHOOL DKSKS."

Du. DuRGiN : I am not prepared with data to say

verv much upon this propositiou. I want, however,

to endorse fully the effort that is being made iu behalf

of the school children anil I heartily endorse the move-

ment, ami I presume every one present will feel like

endorsiuj; a movement which will favorably affect not

less than 70.000 children in our city. I have been so

much impressed with this matter that some mouths

ago I planned to examine the school children by the

use of the fifty physicians who have been appointed

by the Hoard of Health for school work, but owing to

a lack of coucurrent feeling in the departments the

work has not yet been done. 1 expected by means of

this examination to show that there was a considerable

number of curvatures of the spine among the school

children. I have no doubt that there is a large num-
ber of such curvstures and that the lack of the ad-

justable desk and chair is perpetuiting to a lar^e

extent these curvatures. I htve had some talk with

the members of the school board and also with Dr.

Bradford and Dr. Hartwell concerning this matter

and it seems to me that the time has come when action

ou tlie pan of the profession would histeu the desired

end. 1 think the bchool committee is ready to enter-

tain this proposition favorably.

Dh. Wolcott : I can really add nothing to the

statement Or. Bradford has made and do not rise to

attempt to do >o. It seems to me it is hardly fair that

a service so great as this should be performed without

compensation. I had hoped iu talking with Dr. Brad-

ford about this matter some months ago that it might

be possible for the State Board of Eilucation to under-

take the business with the help of the three or four

gentlemen that would naturally be selected as experts.

My belief is that a somewhat wider scope miglit be

given to the investigation l)y placing it in the hands of

the State Board, who would perhaps give it a somewhat

more general character and appeal to a larger constit-

uency. I am led to that view from the fact that

among the various publications of the State Board of

Health there is no one of them that attracts more at-

tention thati Dr. Bowditch's paper on the growth of

school cliildreu. It apparently commends itself as

much to-day as when it was first published. Very
likely an effective piece of work done by the city of

Boston would reach the same pul)lic, but it does not

seem quite fair that these gentlemen should be called

upon to do that work without compensation.

Dr. Hartwell : This matter happens to be one of

a good deal of interest to me, and I am glad to have

an 0|)|)ortunity to speak on it, though it does not nat-

urally fall within the province of the director of

physical training, I think, to engage in investigations

relating purely to school hygiene. Dr. Scudder's

investigations, the results of which were published in

1892 at the instance of a Special Committee on the

Seating of Pupils, of which Dr. C. M. Green was chair-

man, brought clearly into relief the fact that a very

primitive system of seating prevailed in many of our

schools. The investigation was confined to girls

'

schools; about forty rooms were examined to determine

the range of height among the pupils and number of

iiizes of desks and chairs provided them. He found,

what was abundantly confirmed afterwards, that there

> See page 9 of the JoarnaL

were many schools having only one size of desk and

chair in a room, and that the rooms where there were

three sizes of desks and chairs were rare. Owing to

Dr. Scudder's report the school committee ordered

that the director of physical training and the super-

visors should advise an<l assist.the teachers in the mat-

ter of seating. I examined a hundred rooms taken at

random and found only eighteen in which some of the

children were not misfitted, that is to say, they either

could not put their feet fiat u|)Oii the floor or their

knees were pinched by the lower surface of the desk.

In the remainder, that is, in 82 rooms, more than 20

per cent, of the children were misfitted. What the

proportion of misfitting is, taking the schools as a

whole, is not known.
There are many schools still in which there is only

one size of desk iu a room. About a year ago, in a

primary school-room for the smallest children, which

had been fitted up with old desks and chairs, I found

86 per cent, of the children in that room unable to

put their feet on the floor ; some could not touch it

with their toes. This was after the publication of Dr.

Scudder's report and of my own calling attention to a

successful attempt in the Agassiz School to reduce the

amount of misfitting by introducing a sufficient num-
ber of assorted sizes of desks into the several rooms.

In some rooms iu the new Agassiz School we found it

necessary to provide five sizes, so great was the range

of height among the pupils. The old idea was that if

the child were five years old '• number seven " desk

and chair would suffice. But the variations in height

are so great that such a system will not answer at all.

I found fivp-year-old children, in a certain examination

that I made, varying between 37 and 48 inches in

height. The adjustable-desk fever has broken out

since Dr. Scudder's report was made, and we have ad-

vocates of four or five different kinds of adjustable

desks pulling and hauling at the school committee,

who naturally are disinclined to settle upon any one.

There is a new school in South Boston, furnished last

year, which has three kinds of adjustable furniture in

it, two newer school-houses have two kinds, and still

other new school-houses are fitted up with second-hand

furniture of the fixed variety.

It seems to me the time has come for some such ac-

tion as Dr. Bradford has suggested. There are many
scientific questions on which it seems to me a school-

desk commission in Massachusetts or Boston would be

almost certain to arrive at valuable results. The ques-

tion as to whether you can by measuring the child's total

height determine the proper proportions of desk and

chair cannot be conclusively settled without further

observations. A competent commission could by its

recommenilatioiis save much taxpayers' money that

would be spent in crude experiments.

In determining the plans for the contractor to follow

in providing seats for a new school-house, I investi-

gated the seating in nine rooms in the old school-house,

and found misfitting in every room varying from 25

per cent, to 79 per cent, in the various rooms, the mis-

fitting lor the whole school being 47 per cent. I found

that all the children under fortyoue inches in height,

10 per cent., showed error in their seating. The man-

ufacturers of three different sets of adjustable school

desks have been led to make smaller desks and chairs

than they dreamed were needed as the result of these

observations. There are certain differences in the

skeleton of the two sexes which are brought out from
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studying the stature of children. These sexual dif-

ferences may account, in a measure, for the greater

amount of scoliosis among girls than among boys. My
study of Dr. Sargent's anthropometric tables has con-

firmed my surmise that the ratio of knee-height to

body-height differs in the two sexes. At all ages the

school girl has relatively, and at most ages absolutely,

shorter legs than males of the same height, so that she

can sit in a lower chair. Her trunk is longer, so that

she can sit at a higher desk. But her arms and fore-

arms are like her legs, shorter than those of boys of

the same height, so that her chair should be placed

nearer to the desk, else if she be misfitted, skew-back
or collapsed back in her case will be greater and more
easily productive of spinal distortion.

Dr. Souddeu: I have very little to say that is new.

To any one walking through the public school-rooms

in this city the fact is a very evident one that there is

great disproportion between the height of the seats

and the sitting height of the pupil, and that adjustable

seats and desks are absolutely necessary. It seems

to me that a great deal of valuable information can

be reached by the investigation of some such com-
mission as has been suggested, and it will be the

point of departure for a great deal of valuable scien-

tific work in this field. Whether it will be wiser for

this commission to be under the supervision of one

head or another, 1 am undecided. There is need for

work to be done and done immediately, I think.

Dr. Williams : It seems to me from the remarks
here that although the need of better desks and seats

has been brought to the attention of the authorities,

not much progress has been made, but I do not think

we should therefore despair, but redouble our efforts

to see if something better cannot be done. I had the

pleasure some years ago, in 1884, of reading a paper

before the teachers in the course that was given by the

Massachusetts Emergency and Hygiene Association,

and called to attention among other things the neces-

sity of better seating for the scholars at their desks,

not only on account of the danger of causing myopia,

which is very considerable, but also of spinal and other

troubles, and I think that it would be a very desirable

thing to have a body made up of medical meu who
could estimate the relative value of the different prop-

ositions and proposals and make a report on this sub-

ject, which certainly is a very important one.

Kecent Hiterature.

Text-Book of Forensic Medicine and Toxicology. By
AuTHUR P. LcFF, M.D., B.Sc, Lecturer on Med-
ical Jurisprudence and Toxicology in St. Mary's
Hospital ; Examiner in Forensic Medicine in the

University of London, etc. In Two Volumes. Pp.

416 and 360. London : Longman's, Green & Co.

1895.

These volumes are modelled upon the plan of Tay-
lor's classical " Treatise on Medical Jurisprudence." In

the variety and arrangement of topics, they follow

quite closely the lines of their prototype, but it can

hardly be said tliat they will therefore supplant the

older work. Their author writes attractively, and has

introduced many matters which illustrate his purpose

to " bring all sections of the work up to date." In

the section on Toxicology such recent arrivals in the

chemist's laboratory as sulphonal, salol, antifebrin, re-

sorcin and paraldehyde are fully considered ; and in

other parts of the work, while older writers are not

ignored, observations published as late as the current

year are cited among the author's illustrations.

More careful proof-reading would have removed
some blemishes iu the form of inharmonious state-

ments appearing on different pages. For example, to

mention two instances noticed casually, drowning is

described on page 107, Volume II, as "a special form
of death from asphyxia"; and on page 117, under
" primary causes of death from drowning," the author

enumerates asphyxia, syncope, exhaustion, concussion,

cerebral hemorrhage and cramp. Similar want of care

in statement is found in another connection : iu de-

scribing the time required for fatal asphyxia (page 106,

Volume II), Dr. Duff writes that "ten minutes maybe
taken as the outside limit in the great majority of

cases; frequently the time is much shorter"; and on
page 145 we are told that "an adult deprived of air

by covering the mouth and nostrils generally dies in

from four to five minutes." These lapses detract

somewhat from the authority which should character-

ize a work of this kind.

But, taken as a whole, these volumes are a distinct

acquisition to the literature of legal medicine. They
are far above the plane of mediocrity and almost de-

serve to be classed with those which represent the

highest order of excellence. The publishers have
made them very attractive by fresh, clear type and by
new illustrations, the full-page plates of certain poison-

ous plants being especially fine.

A Handbook of Obstetric Nursingfor Nurses, Students

and Mothers. Comprising the Course of Instruction

in Obstetric Nursing given to the Pupils of the

Training-School for Nurses connected with the

Woman's Hospital of Philadelphia. By Anna M.
FuLLERTON, M.D. Fourth revised edition, illus-

trated. Philadelphia : P. Blakiston Son & Co.,

1895.

The popularity of this little book is shown by the

fact that it has reached its fourth and revised edition.

Much of it is good, and the routine of the Woman's
Hospital is given. We trust, however, that the author

will continue to revise the book, as there are some por-

tions in which it is still deficient.

For example, there is no mention of massage of the

breasts and the remarks on early symptoms and preven-

tion of mammary abscess are unsatisfactory. Nothing

is said of the management by the nurse of the uterus

during and after the expulsion of the child.

That puerperal fever is "generally septic" is about

all that is said of this important subject, and the sig-

nificance of an elevation of temperature during the

puerperium receives little attention.

We think that a nurse's idea of germs would be

somewhat distorted when she reads on page 57 that

"dust consists of very minute organisms."

On page 69 occurs the heading, " Symptoms of In-

fection." One naturally supposes that the missing

symptoms of puerperal fever would here be found, but

the context shows that the words " poisoning by anti-

septics " should take the place of "infection."

We do not believe that the catheter should be passed

under cover by touch, as there is too much risk of

cystitis.
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ON ANTISEPSIS OF THE GASTRO-INTESTI-
NAL CANAL.

Bardet, long associated with the late Dujardin-

Beaumetz in experimeDtal therapeutics, has, in a recent

commuuicatiou to the Societe de Thorapeutique,' com-

bated the doctrines of that writer and of Bouchard

relative to the beuetits of medicinal antisepsis of the

digestive tube.

Among the antiseptics most in use, the most active

have been set aside as being dangerous. Thus the salts

of mercury, with the exception of calomel, have given

place to substances less active, but at the same time

less toxic, such as the aromatic compounds, the uaph-

thols, etc.

As evidence of the efficacy of intestinal antisepsis,

Bouchard and others refer to the deodorizatiou of the

stools in patients who had taken stated doses of bismuth

salicylate, naphthul beta, and other remedies of the

same class given to disinfect the alimentary caual ; also

to the lowering of the maximum of toxicity of the

intestinal contents and the diminution of the toxicity

of the urine. Bardet affirms that these are not sufficient

proofs of intestinal antisepsis. The deodorization of

the fecal matters is not necessarily an indication of

antifermentative action, nor is the fetid odor of the

feces a sure sign of the existence of putrid fermentation

being almost peculiar to biliary retention. The de-

odorization of the feces is quite relative, and due simply

to the fact that the aromatic substances, themselves

odorous, mask the odor of the feces. The proof of

this is that the aromatic compounds are powerless to

attenuate the special odor of fecal matters which have

undergone the putrid fermentation, and that, moreover,

this deodorization cannot be obtained by powerful

antiseptics not of the aromatic series, such as the salts

of mercury.

Backiewicz says that he has observed a very notable

diminution of the micro-organisms of the intestine as a

' Bull, ot mem. Soc. de Th*r., November 27, 1895.

result of intestinal antisepsis: Bouchard has said the

same thing. Bardet affirms that these researches do

not agree with his own. The sowing on glass-plates

or in test-tubes of fecal matters, previously much diluted,

taken from four patients before and after the prolonged

administration of doses of benzo-naphtliol amounting to

four grammes a day, has always resulted in an equal

number of microbian colonies in all the samples; cer-

tainly the sowing was as fruitful after as before the

administration of the antiseptics.

The urinary toxicity cannot itself enable us to gauge

with certainty the role of intestinal antisepsis, for this

toxicity does not result from intestinal fermentations

alone, but also from the waste of cells in all parts of

the organism.

Bardet says that his observations and his experi-

ments lead him to think that the local or general anti-

sepsis of the gastro-iutestinal tract by means of medica-

ments of the aromatic series (benzo-naphthol, naphthol,

naphthalin, salol) is in reality impossible. These sub-

stances do not necessarily break up in the alimentarv

canal, but they may accumulate or be eliminated with-

out undergoing any decomposition. Their diffusion

through the intestinal tract may be very limited, and

there are cases where their absorption is nil.

It is true that favorable results have been reported

from intestinal antisepsis in typhoid fever. Dr. Bar-

det alludes to these facts, and says that their explana-

tion may not yet be possible. It may be said, how-

ever, that we do not know all the circumstances that

bring about restoration in any given case of typhoid

fever, and it is quite possible to attribute amelioration

to the wrong causes. Moreover, excellent clinicians,

in private practice and in hospitals, have made rigor-

ous trial of the antiseptic method of treatment in ty-

phoid fever, and have been disappointed ; the results

have not been better than by other methods of treat-

ment.

Bardet also affirms that gastro-intestinal antisepsis

cannot yet be considered a matter of choice in the

treatment of dyspepsias, and the value attributed

thereto is rather a matter of theory than of actual

scientific demonstration.

It is worthy of mention in this connection that Dr.

P. Dignat, in a late number of the Journal de Mede-

cine de Paris, in a timely article, writes of the dangers

which may possibly accrue from the internal adminis-

tration of antiseptic remedies. He describes in detail

two cases in which the ingestion, respectively, of salol

and guaiacol, in comparatively feeble doses, produced

a series of untoward symptoms. After a careful ob-

servation and study, these symptoms could only be as-

cribed to the action of the remedies alluded to. He
believes that antiseptic internal medication renders

some service, but insists that the fact that such medi-

cation is apt to do more harm than good in many in-

stances should not be lost sight of in modern thera-

peutics. Unprejudiced experience will lead most

therapeutists, we believe, to regard this as a judicious

sentiment.
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HAFFKINE'S VACCINATION AGAINST
CHOLERA.

In a most interesting and valuable lecture delivered

on December 18th before the Conjoint Board of the

Royal Colleges of Physicians of Loudon and Surgeons

of England, aud published in the Lancet and British

Medical Journal of December 21st, Haffkine has

given the fullest account yet made public of the results

of the anti-cholera vaccinations carried out by him in

India. He points out that the substance used by him is

not a virus, that is, does not consist of vibrios collected

directly from cholera patients as in the direct inocula-

tion with small pox against that same disease, but a

vaccine cultivated outside the body after the method

of Jenoer and Pasteur. It is not an antitoxin, as the

effect of the antitoxic serum of this disease was found

to be too rapidly worn out by the tissues to confer im-

munity for any considerable length of time. It con-

sists of actual attenuated cultures of the comma
bacillus. He has found reason to hope, however, that

the antitoxin may be found efficient, if not in confer-

ring immunity, at least in the treatment of the disease

itself.

Haffkine is now able to record the results of 70,000

injections of living bacteria, performed upon 42,179

people. We regret that lack of space prevents our

giving his complete tabulated statement of his results.

Suffice it to say that his summary is apparently a fair

and unbiased statement. It is in the main as follows :

1. In all those instances where cholera has made a large num-
ber of victims, that is to say, where it had spread sufficiently to

make it probable that the whole population, inoculated and uu-

inoculated, were equally exposed to the infection, in all those

places the results appeared invariably favorable to inoculation.

2. The treatment applied after an epidemic actually breaks

out tends to reduce the mortality even durinj; the time which is

claimed for producing the full effect of the operation. In the

Gaya Gaol, where weak doses of a relatively weak vaccine had
been applied, this reduction was to half of the number of deaths;

in the coolies of the Assam-Burmah survey party, where, as far

as I can gather from my preliminary information, strong doses

have been applied, the number of deaths was reduced to one-

seventh. This fact would justify the application of the method
independently of the question as to the exact length of time

during which the effect of this vaccination lasts.

3. In Lucknow, where the experiment was made on small

doses of weak vaccines, a difference in cases and deaths was
still noticeable in favor of the inoculated fourteen to fifteen

months after vaccination, in an epidemic of exceptional viru-

lence. This makes it probable thiit a protective effect could be

obtained even for long periods of time if stronger doses of a

stronger vaccine are used.

4. The best results seem to be obtained from application of

middle doses of both anticholera vaccines, the second one being

kept Jit the highest degree of virulence obtainable.

5. The most prolonged observations on the effect of such

middle doses were made in Calcutta, where the mortality from
the 11th up to the 45yth day after vaccination was, among the

inoculated, 17.24 times smaller, and the number of cases 19.27

times smaller than among the not inoculated.

In alluding to the results so far attained, Haffkine

says that, although his own conviction in the matter is

more aud more strengthened, he is forced by the special

responsibility which rests upon him to point out that

the number of observations is not yet very la ge.

Professor Koch, however, who has gone over the data

with Haffkine, authorizes him to say that, as far as he

is concerned, the demonstration of the protective power

of the inoculations was already complete, and that al-

though further modifications and simplifications were

possible, the main question at issue was already settled.

As we have noted elsewhere in this issue, the cholera

inoculations are to be carried on this year on a still

larger scale.

In closing his address, Haffkine pays a tribute to

his former chief, Pasteur, whom, on his return from

India, he found on his death-bed. He wishes that all

the honor which may come from the results of his

own efforts " should be referred to him, to his sacred

memory."

AN INVESTIGATION OF " ANTIPHTHISIN."

The view expressed in the "Annus Medicus," pub-

lished last week, with regard to the problematical value

of the " antiphthisin " of Klebs, is more than justified

by the report of the investigations of Trudeau and

Baldwin on this subject, published in the Medical Rec-

ord of December 2l8t. These observers, on the basis

of careful chemical aud experimental researches car-

ried on at the Saranac Laboratory for the study of

tuberculosis, came to conclusions that certainly can-

not be considered to conduce to a high opinion of

the value of the remedy investigated, which was the

subject of their investigations. Their conclusions are

in the main as follows

:

1. " Antiphthisin " prepared according to Klebs's published

method, is practically highly-diluted tuberculin, and its phy-

siological effect on animals, when given in sufficient doses, is

the same as tuberculin.

2. "Antiphthisin" possesses, under the conditions stated

above, no germicidal power on the tubercle bacillus which can

be demonstrated in vitreo.

'6. When applied to animals, as stated above, neither " tuber-

culocidin " nor " antiphthisin " had any curative influence over

the course of experimental tuberculosis iu the guinea-pig.

4. Since cultures of the tubercle bacillus become acid as they

grow, and, furthermore, since the additiou without heat of a

little alkali to a filtered culture medium upon which bacilli

have ceased to grow renders it again fit for the development of

a second crop of germs so long as any nutriment remains, it

may be inferred that the limitation of the growth of the tubercle

bacillus iu such a culture medium is most likely due to the

acidity induced in the medium, rather than to any specific

germicidal substance produced therein.

MEDICAL NOTES.

The Twelfth International Medical Con-

gress. — It is now definitely announced that this Con-

gress will be held in Moscow during the week August

19-26, 1897.

The Mart Tho.mpson Hospital of Chicago.—
Dr. Marie J. Mergler, Professor of Gynecology

and Clinical Gynecology, Northwestern University

Woman's Medical School, has been appointed gyne-

cologist and head physician aud surgeon to fill the

vacancy caused by the lamented death of Dr. Mary

Harris Thompson. In memory of the valued services

of the deceased physician, the name of "The Chicago

Hospital for Women and Children " has been changed

to the above.
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PnvsiciAi, Training for the Chicago Police.

— A system of athletic exercises is to be introduced

iu the Police Department of Chicago, for the purpose

of developing skill, agility and endurance among the

patrolmen. Such a system as we suggested in an

editorial of November 21st, on " Our Corpulent Police-

men," is worthy of adoption in all our large cities. An
element of economy might enter into this consideration,

for with the increased health of the force, there would

be a smaller aggregate loss from sick leave.

Rcsn Monument Fund.— Dr. George H. Rohe,

of Baltimore, Secretary and Treasurer of the Rush

Monument Committee, reports the following additional

receipts, up to December 2l8t

:

Dr. i. W. Russell $1.00

Practitioners' Clul), Newark, N. J.

(through Dr. J. I). Bruniley). . 12.00

Dr. J. B. Hamilton, Chicago. 43.00

Dr. J L. Thompson, Indianapolis, Ind., 5.00

Dr. J. H. KellOKg, Battle Creek, Mich. 5.00

Rush Medical College, Chicago . . 100.00

Interest 25.00

Previously reported .... 3,357.30

S3,518.3il

Silt Henry Thompson Inherits. — It is reported

that Sir Henry Thompson has recently received a leg-

acy of $500,000 from a relative and patient. He was

compelled to defend the will, which was contested by

a disappointed relative, but was finally successful.

Germany and France Divide a Prize.— The

Albert Levy prize, of the value of £2,000 sterling,

has been awarded by the Academy of Medicine to

Drs. Behring, of Berlin, and Roux, Sub-Director of

the Pasteur Institute iu Paris, for their discovery of

the means of curing diphtheria.

Abatement oe Infectious Diseases in Lon-

don. — The reports of both diphtheria and scarlet

fever in London for the two weeks ending December

7th showed a substantial diminution in the number of

cases of both these diseases. It is hoped that the worst

of the recent epidemic, if such it may be called, is

over.

Anti-Cholera Inoculations in Calcutta.— We
learn with pleasure that the Municipality of Calcutta

has assigned a grant of 7,500 rupees for the continu-

ance of Dr. Haffkiue'g anti-cholera inoculations in that

city during the ensuing year. A brief account of the

results already accomplished by Dr. Haffkine will be

found under the appropriate heading in the " Annus

Medicus," published in our issue of last week. The
bravery and self-sacrifice which Dr. Ilaflkiue has <iis-

played iu carrying out his treatment have been great

in proportion to his diligence and enthusiasm. The
recognition of his merits is well deserved. His health

is said to have been a good deal broken-down by over-

work and exposure.

Phthisis in France. — In a work by Dr. Leon

Petit, just published, the following figures based on

statistics obtained from 662 cities and towns as to the

ravages of phthisis iu France are given : Paris heads

the liet with a death-rate from phthisis of 490 per

100,000 of the population. In eleven towns with a

population of from 100,000 to 430,000 the average

mortality from the same disease is 363 per 100,000 in-

habitants ; in forty-six, with a population of 30,000 to

100,000, it is 305 ; in fifty, with 20,000 to 30,000 in-

habitants, it is 288; in 127, with 10.000 to 25,000, it

is 271 ; in 332, with 5,000 to 10,000, it is 216; in 95,

with less than 5,000 inhabitants, it is 181. In the

Seine Department, which has more than 3,000,000 in-

habitants, the yearly average mortality from tubercu-

losis from 1889 to i893 was 14,563.

Fatal Rupture of the Stomach fro.m Vomit-

ing. — Dr. I. S. Stone, of Washington, writing to the

Journal of the American Medical Association, gives

an account of a man about seventy years old, in

whom an attack of influenza was attended by violent

vomiting. He felt " something give way," he said,

in his stomach, and died in eighteen hours from gen-

eral peritonitis. At the autopsy it was found that

rupture of the stomach had taken place at the site of

an old cicatrix.

Statue to a German Physician at Tokyo.— A
statue has recently been erected on the grounds of the

Imperial University at Tokyo to Dr. Miiller, who was

the first German professor at the Tokyo Medical Col-

lege. He began his work iu 1871, when few even of

the Japanese professors could speak German, and ac-

cording to the British Medical Journal, " in spite of

serious difficulties he patiently labored to impart his

knowledge to his students, and thus laid the founda-

tion of modern medicine in Japan." The subscribers

to the statue, which is of bronze, and by a Japanese

artist, include Surgeon-General Ishiguro, several pro-

fessors in the University and a large number of prom-

inent men iu Japan. Dr. Miiller died in January,

1894.

new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — Dur-

ing week ending at noon, December 25, 1895, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease :

diphtheria 89, scarlet fever 20, measles 10, typhoid

fever 7. For the week ending January 1, 1896, the

following were reported: diphtheria 162, scarlet fever

56, measles 14, typhoid fever 17.

Deaths of Two Centenarians. — On December

25th Mrs. Hannah Loveit, of Nashua, N. II., died at

the reported age of one hundred and seven years. She

was born in Ireland, and up to a few years ago was

in full possession of her faculties. On the same day

Mrs. Mary Morey, of Plymouth, Mass., died at the

age of one hundred and one, the date of birth being

well authenticated.

Annual Meeting of the Corporation of the
Children's Hospital of Boston.— At the annual

meeting of the corporation of the Children's Hospital

the following officers were elected : Oliver W. Pea-

body, President ; Charles L. Young, Vice-President

;
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Joshua M. Sears, Treasurer ; William Ingalls, C. H.

Fiske, J. G. Wetberell, J. P. Spaulding, E. V. R.

Thaver, H. H. Hunnewell, G. P. Gardner, Geo.

Tbacher, F. C. Shattuck, Oliver Ames, 2d, C. J. Blake,

F. W. Hunnewell, Managers. From the report to the

corporation we learn that " The hospital has furnished

medical and surgical relief to the children in the ward*

to the number of 727, including 51 who remained under

care in December, 1894; this, together with 2,789,

treated in the out-patient department, shows that

services have been rendered to 3,516 children during

the year. The number in the hospital on any one day

was 82 ; at the convalescent home, 42, and in the out-

patient department, 94. During the past mouth the

position of bacteriologist to the hospital has been created.

Tiie year has been noteworthy in that diphtheria has been

to a large extent controlled by antitoxin, and the danger

from this source markedly diminished. In November

appeared the first volume of the " Medical and Surgical

Reports of the Children's Hospital."

NEW YORK.

The New York Cocntt Medical Association.

— At a meeting of the New York County Medical

Association ou December 16th, Dr. S. B. W. McLeod
was nominated for the presidency for the seventh time.

The other nominations for president were Drs. Joseph

E. Janvrin and Samuel E. Gibbs.

A Decision against the State.— The Court

of Appeals has rendered a decision to the effect that

New York City must pay into the State Treasury

$1,500,000, which is the balance of the tax, with two

years' interest, for the State care of the insane. The

city had objected to the payment of this tax because it

was paying for the care and maintenance of its own

insane. State Comptroller Roberts brought the matter

before the General Term, where it was decided in

favor of the State. Under the advice of the corpora-

tion counsel the city comptroller, Mr. Fitch, appealed

to the highest tribunal of the State. It is announced

that the mayor, believing it to be unjust that the city

should pay its share of the tax for the State care of the

insane under the circumstances, is preparing a bill by

which the burden will be removed, but its passage by

the Legislature is doubtful. It is also stated that a

bill will be introduced at the first day's session of the

Legislature to transfer all the city's insane to the care

of the State.

The Appropriation for the Health Depart-

ment.— The Board of Estimate and Apportionment

has voted $519,508 for the expenses of the Health

Department during the year 1896. This is an increase

of $38,628 over the appropriation for the present year.

The Commissioners of Charities and Cor-

rection Commended.— At a meeting of the Associa-

tion composed of the visiting staffs of the various city

hospitals held December 18th, a resolution was adopted

commending the Commissioners of Charities and Cor-

rection for extending to tiie other hospitals under

their charge the plan of organization which for thirteen

years has existed at Bellevue Hospital. It states that

such action should be accepted by the medical profes-

sion with gratitude, as placing the responsibility of the

medical and surgical corps of the hospitals where it

properly belongs.

The Hospital Saturday and Sonday Associa-

tion.— At a meeting of the Hospital Saturday and

Sunday Association, held at St. Luke's Hospital on

December 16th, it was decided to report amendments

to the by-laws to the effect that hereafter no hospital

shall receive less than $250 from the general fund,

and that none shall be entitled to more than 10 per

cent, of the undesignated fund. It was also agreed to

recommend that the minimum number of beds entitling

a hospital to admission to this Association should be

advanced to thirty-five.

Officers of the New York College of Den-
tistry.— The New York College of Dentistry has

elected officers as follows : President, Dr. Frank F.

Vander Veer; Vice-President, Dr. William Carr

;

Secretary, Dr. Lee Phillips ; Treasurer, Dr. F. Le
Roy Satterlee ; Executive Committee, Drs. Faneuil

D. Weisse, Wm. Carr and Benjamin F. Batchelder.

Death of Dr. Edward H. Maxon.—Dr. Edward

H. Maxon, of Brooklyn, died ou December 14th from

injuries received in a folding bed about ten months ago.

The bed broke one night while he and his wife were

sleeping in it, and they were held fast until assistance

arrived. Mrs. Maxon shortly died from the effects of

the accident, but the doctor, whose spine was injured,

lingered until the present time.

Death of Dr. Van Kleek.— Dr. Richard L. Van
Kleek, a well-known practitioner, died at bis residence

ou Gravesend Avenue, Brooklyn, on December 18th.

He was born in Berne, Albany County, but for many
years had resided in the old town of Gravesend, of

which he was at one time Health Commissioner.

Death of Dr. Wadsworth.— Dr. A. Clifford

Wadsworth died of apoplexy at his home on Bedford

Avenue, Brooklyn, December 21st, at the age of 67.

He was born at Homer, N. Y., aud was a descendent

of an old Puritan family aud said to bo a relative of

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. He leaves a widow,

three sisters and one brother. Dr. Theodore A. Wads-

worth, of New York.

Division of the Department of Charities

AND Correction. — Mayor Strong has at last made

his appointments of Commissioners under the law

dividing the department of Public Charities and Cor-

rection into two separate departments. Robert J.

Wright, who has been one of the commissioners of the

combined departments, is made Commissioner of Cor,

rection, at a salary of $7,500 per annum, aud John P_

Faure, (who was also one of the mayor's former ap-

pointees), Silas C. Croft, and James R. O'Beiruo are

made Commissioners of Charities, with salaries of

$5,000 each. It had been hoped by a large portion of the

profession that the mayor would appoint at least one
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medical man in the Department of Public Charities,

which has charge of all the hospitals and other chari-

table institutions belonging to the city.

The Academy of Medicine and the Com-
missioners OF Charities and Corkection.— A
special meeting of the New York Academy of Medi-

cine was held December 27th to take action on some

resolutions, condemning the recent action of the Com-
missioners of Public Charities and Correction in re-

gard to the medical boards of the various hospitals and

Other institutions under their charge, which had been

presented by Dr. J. Blake White at one of the regular

meetings of the Academy. After an animated dis-

cussion, which was participated in by Drs. Roosa,

Taylor, Pryor, Murray, Ford, Girdner and others, the

resolutions were lost by a vote of 108 in the negative

to 47 in the affirmative. It had been the desire of

those advocating the adoption of the resolutions to

have the appointment to hospital positions made de-

pendent upon civil service examinations and to have a

joint committee of nine members each from the Acad-

emy of Medicine, the County Medical Society' and the

County Medical Association, to co-operate with the

Civil Service Board in selecting proper men for hos-

pital appointments.

Annual Report of the Children's Aid SO'

CiETT.— The forty-third annual report of the Child-

ren's Aid Society shows that during the year over

13,000 children have received instruction and care in

the thirteen industrial schools of the society. The
Brace Memorial Farm School at Henrico, Westchester

County, has afforded the opportunity long needed, to

interest and reclaim an additional number of stout

boys. During the year the Society has placed in

homes and employment 1,019 boys and 716 girls. At

the Summer Home at Bath Beach more than five

thousand children were given a week's outing, and at

the Health Home at Coney Island three thousand

mothers and sick children were cared for for a week

or as much longer as the circumstances of the case re-

quired.

A ScccESSFUi. Benefit PEitKORjiANCE.— Two
thousand five hundred dollars was realized for St.

Mary's Free Hospital for Children by the first per-

formance at the Fifth Avenue Theatre on December

27th of a new historical play by Richard Golden, on

the subject of Benedict Arnold.

An Unfoktinate Family.— Within a week no

less than live members of the family of a poor farmer

living at Rosedale, New Jersey (including the mother),

have died of diphtheria.

A Low Mcxicii'AL Mortality.— The general

health of the city continues very good for this season

of the year. During the week ending December 28th

there was reported 762 deaths, against 797 for the

preceding week and 856 for the average of the cor-

responding weeks during the past five years. Diph-

theria, although prevalent, does not seem to be on the

increase, the number of deaths from it, 36, being

almost the same as in the week ending December 2Ist.

The deaths from measles decreased from 22 to 18, and

those from scarlet fever increased from 6 to 10. The
mortality from pneumonia increased from 131 to 140,

but that from phthisis decreased from 100 to 95.

There has been quite a serious outbreak of scarlet

fever at the Bellevue Training School for Male Nurses

and fifteen cases and thirteen suspects have been re-

moved to the Willard Parker Hospital for Contagious

Diseases.

The Attractions op Coney Island as a Bath-
ing Resort.— Dr. E. Taylor Emery, President of

the Brooklyn Board of Health, has just made a report

of the Sanitary Corps of the Department on the

beaches of Coney Island, Graveseud and Sheepshead

Bay aud of Coney Island Creek, covering the period

since that section of the County of Kings came under

the rule of the municipality of Brooklyn. The report

shows that no less than 14,038 carcasses of decompos-

ing animals, fish and fowls, articles of bedding, and

lots of garbage were buried or burned. The bulk of

the refuse, it is stated, came from the dumping scows,

from the slaughterhouses of New York and Jersey

City, and from emigrant and other ships coming up

the bay.

TR^ MEDICAL NEWS MOVES TO NEW YORK.

The Medical News announces that it is to remove
its editorial offices to the city of New York at the

beginning of the present year. The New York Medi-
cal Record welcomes the advent of our esteemed con-

temporary iu the following enthusiastic terms:

" A Change of Heart. — Our esteemed contemporary,
the Medical News, for some time of Philadelphia, is to re-

move its editorial ollices to this city on the first of the year,

thereby showing its appreciation of the great fact that

there is but one medical centre in this country, and that

the metropolis. Under date of July 27, 18d,'i, apropos of

the temporary removal of another Philadelphia journal to

this town, the Medical News remarked :
' We learn with

regret that our most esteemed contemporary, the Medical
and Suryical lieporler, in order to he nearer the prinling-

ofEce of its new publisher, has moved its editorial ofliees

to New York. We are sorry that business reasons should

force il to exchange the medical atmosphere of its life-lony

home for one of such uncongenial surroundings. It is in-

deed true that the footings of our clearing-house trans

actions do not eijual those of our self-complaisant sister

city.' We are surprised that our esteemed contemporary's
views have so changed in five short months that it will

even come away from the printing-odice of its publishers

in order to hreatlie the congenial atmosphere of this centre

of medical thought and activity."

The New York Medical Journal says, in welcoming

the News to New York:

"Philadelphia has a renown of its own in medicine—
that of a brilliant jiast, that of a present not to be under-
rated. If we feel any regret at the change, it is senti-

mental ; we feel that it is hard for Philadelphia to be de-

prived of an organ of professional opinion so estimable as

the Medical News, one that has always been looked upon
as largely a product of that city's activity and an index of
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its spirit. Apart from this consideration, we lieartily wel-

come the Netcs to Kew York and hope that in our city its

influence and prosperity will go on increasing indefinitely."

CYCLING FOR WOMEN.
In answer to an inquiry on this subject from a cor-

respondent, the British Medical Journal has requested

opinions from several physicians likely to have good
opportunities to furnish iuformatiou on the subject.

In the issue of December 21st are published the replies

of Dr. W. S. Playfair and Dr. Herman, which are of

sufficient interest to deserve quotation, although, as

will be seen, they are entirely in accord with the pub-
lished opinions of the best authorities on this side of

the water.

Dr. Playfair writes:

" With reference to the inquiry as to whether cycling is

good for women, I may say tnat 1 have never come across

a single case with one exception, in which I had the least

reason to think that cycling had been in any way injurious.

That case was a very trivial ecchymosis of the external

labia produced by the pressure of a badly fitting saddle,

which might readily have been produced by riding on
horseback or by any similar pressure. 1 do not see any
reason why cycling should be hurtful, e.xcluding, of course,

falls aud the like. The pedal movement of the limbs is

accompanied by general exercise of all the muscles of the
trunk and upper extremities ; and it is practised in the
open air, so that it is quite different from that of the sew-
ing machine. Of course, if there is any marked uterine or

ovarian lesion, cycling, like other forms of exercise, should
be prohibited, and it should not be practised during men-
struation. I know of one lady who has tender, swollen

ovaries who cannot take carriage exercise, who tells me
she is able to cycle without any ba'd results. On tlie other
hand, 1 have recommended cycling in several cases of

anemia and chlorosis in girls with very beneficial results.

It is a form of exercise which interests and amuses them,
and which they can therefore be induced to take, while

mere general advice to exercise would be useless. If young
ladies at school were taken out for a good bicycle ride, in-

stead of for ihe usual perfunctory walk in couples, 1 feel

sure it would be a very good thing."

Dr. Herman writes :

" The popularity of cycling as an out-door exercise for

both sexes gives imporlance to the question which is often

asked. Is bicycling good for women '? For women as well

as men, who are free from disease, out-door exercise is

good, especially such as takes them into pure air and sun-

shine. For both alike the good effect is counterbalanced
by the harm if the exercise is pushed to the point of ex-

cessive fatigue. Excessive fatigue we may define as that

which is not removed by rest and food. For certain per-

sons of both sexes, owing to peculiar conformation of the

body which permit protrusions of parts which ought to be
internal, exercise short of fatigue may do harm if it pro-

duces hernias, prolapse, etc. These ill-effects are common
to both sexes, and are not peculiar to cycling, but they
nevertheless re(iuire to be borne in mind when advising pa-

tients with regard to the special influence of cycling on
women. The bad effects are mainly two. If the pedals

are too far from the seat, the rider cannot make her feet

follow the pedals without inclining ihe pelvis. Such side-to

side movement of the pelvis produces unnecessary strain

on the muscles of the back and loins, aud also friction

against the sensitive external genitals. If the saddle is

badly shaped, the friction thus produced may lead to bruis-

ing, even to excoriations, and short of this, in women of

certain temperament, to other effects on the sexual system,

which we need not particularize. Medical men who are

consulted by ladies as to whether they may cycle should

qualify their assent by insistence on the points that the

|)edals should be of the right length from the saddle, and
the saddle of proper shape. There are many saddles in

the market, each claiming special advantages, and the in-

genuity of the makers is constantly being exercised to de-
vise improvements. We cannot therefore attempt to

adjudicate between the rival merits of the different pro-
ductions. All we need say is that a saddle which causes
friction against the sensitive structures at the anterior part
of the vulva is one to be condemned."

€ottt^ponlitntt.

SUGAR AND WATER AS AN OXYTOCIC.
South Boston, Ueeember 20, 1895.

Mr. Editor : — For some time past it has been my
practice to order sugar and water (four teaspoonfuls of

sugar to a half-cup of water) to women in labor with lag-

ging pains. A teaspoonful every five or ten minutes is the

dose given.

I've forgotten just where I read about the remedy ; but
it appeared to me at the time as a very rational way of

helping a tired uterus, by giving it some quickly assimilable

muscle food, as sugar is. In practice I've found it efficient.

Several of my patients have quickly recognized this effi-

ciency, and didn't fancy the remedy after a few doses—
because " It makes the pains come, doctor," they said. In

some cases nausea has occurred.

This note will interest your correspondent, Dr. Chenery.
Respectfully, Edward A. Tracy, M.D.

RECORD OF MORTALITY
For the Week ending Satdrdat, December 21, 1895.
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and croup 20S, typhoid fever 73, diarrheal diseases 45, measles
36. wlinopiiiy-fouf:!! 23, soxrlet fever 18, ccrcbro-spinal menin-
Hiiis IS, erysipelas 13, malarial fever 3.

From measles New York 2'.', Baltimore 4, Cincinnati 3, Chicago
and Brooklyn 2 each, Philadelphia I. From whoopiun-cough
New York !>, ChiraKO, Philadelphia and Cincinnati 3 each,
Brooklyn and New Bedford 1 each. From scarlet lever New
York C. Baltimore 6, Fall River 2, Chicago, Philadelphia, Bos-
ton, Washington and Lynn leach. From cerebrospinal menin-
gitis Chicago 4, Cleveland and I.ynn 3 each. New York, Worces-
ter and I^iwreuce 2 each, Philadelphia and Brockton 1 each.

From erysipelas New York 5, Chicago and Boston 2 each, Phila-

delphia. Brooklyn and Baltimore 1 each.
In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales with

an estimated popniation of IO,5'.)l,B;tO, for the week ending
December 14th. the death-rate w:is 17.8. Deaths reported, 3,t)0il;

iicute dise.iscs of the respiratory organs (Loudon) 2ii4, measles
198, diphtheria !I2. whooping-cough 79, scarlet fever 5(i, fever

03, diarrhea 43, small-pox (Hull 2, Ix>ndon 1) 3.

The death-rates ranged from 10.9 in Croydon to 25.5 in Salford

:

Birmingham JO.O, Blackburn 21.7, Bradford 19.3, Bristol 14.4,

Huddersfield 12. li, Hull 22.4, Leeds, 17.3, I>eicester 13.5, Liver-

pool 22.8. London 17.5, Newcastle-on-Tyne 18.4, Nottingham
lfi.3, Sheffield 15.4.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD,

For the week ending December 21st, in Boston , according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—

Baro- Tbermom- Relative Direction jVelocity We'tb'r.
meter eter. humidity, of wind. |of wind.

Q S Is

i5 ..15l 30.02 34 47 23
M..1C -.W.Wi

I

32 .37 28
« 26 34

I

19
30.40 ' 40 .W 29
30.34 52 CI I 43
30.4(

;
54 CI 4G

3U.42 46 50 41

51 61, 66 N.W.
66: 54. 60 N.W.
41' <A' r,2\ N.W,
81 87: 84! W.
77 t2 80 S.W.
81 84 82 S.W.
93, 85: 89

S.W.
S.W.
S.W.
S.W.

t Indicates trace of rainfali a^ Mean for week.

SOCIETY NOTICE.

Thk Suffolk District Medical Society, Surgical Sec-
tion. - The regular monthly meeting of the Surgical ."section

of the Suffolk District Medical Society will be held at 19 Boy Iston

Place, at 8 o'clock, Wednesday evening, January 8, 18!)ii.

Dr. C G. Cumston: "A Study of the Surgical Treatment of

Perforation of Gastric Ulcer."
Dr. A. T. Cabot: " A Case of Hydronephrosis; Treatment of

the Ureter by a New Method ; Cure."
Pathological specimens illustrating surgical subjects desired.

M. H. Richardson, M.D., Chairman.
Charles L. Scuddbr, M.D., Secretary.

HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL.
EvKNiNo Lectures.

The next lecture will be given on Thursday evening, January
9, IS'Jti, at 8 p. M., by Dr. J. Ornk Green. Subject: "Otitic
Brain Diseases and their Treatment." The profession are in

vited.

APPOINTMENTS.

Drs. Henry Jackson and Gkorqb G. Sears have been ap-
pointed assistant visiting physicians at the Boston City Hospi-
tal.

NOMINATION NOT CONFIRMED
The nomination of Henry Pahkman, Esg., as trustee of the

Boston City Hospital, was not confirmed by the Board of Alder-

men. The bospiuil loses a good trustee, politics are supposed
to have gained something.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED

Transactions of the Texas State Medical Association, Twenty-
seventh Annual Session, Dallas, Texas, April 23 to 2t;, 1895.

Report of the Surgeon-General, U. S. Navy, Chief of the

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery to the Secretary of the Navy,
1895. Washington: Government Printing Office. 1895.

Handbook for Hospitals. By Abhy Uowland Woolsey, Mem-
ber of Committee ou Hospitals, State Charities Aid Association

of New York. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1895.

Medical and Surgical Report of the Children's Hospital, 18fi9-

18iH. Edited by T. M. Rotch, M.D., and Herbert L. Burrell,

M.D. Boston: Published by the Board of Managers. 1895.

Outlines of Materia Medica and Pharmacology, a Text-Book
for Students. By H. M. Bracken, M.D., Professor of Materia
Medica, Therapeutics and Clinical .Medicine, University of

Minnesota. Philadelphia: P. Blakistou, Sou & Co. 1895.

Manual of Gynecology. By Henry T. Byford, M.D., Profe.s-

sor of Gynecology and Clinical Gynecology in the College of

Physicians and Surgeons of Chicago, etc. Containing 234 illus-

trations, many of which are original. Philadelphia: P. Blakis-

ton. Son & Co. 1895.

Electro-Therapeutical Practice, a Ready Reference Guide for

Phy.sicians in the use of Electricity. By Cbas. S. Neiswanger,
Ph.G., author of "Suggestions in Electro-Therapeutics "

; Pro-
fessor of Electro-Physics, Post-Graduate Medical School of

Chicago. Chicago: E. H. Colegrove& Co. 1895.

Handbook of the Diagnosis and Treatment of Skin Diseases.

By Arthur van Uarliugen, Ph.B. (Yale), M D., Emeritus Pro-
fessor of Dermatology iu the Philadelphia Polyclinic; Derma-
tologist to the Howard Hospital. Third edition, enlarged and
revised, with (iO illustrations, several of which are in colors.

Philadelphia: P. Blakistou, Son & Co. 1895.

Diphtheria and Its Associates. By Lennox Browne, F.R.C.S.,
Ed., Senior Surgeon to the Central London Throat, Nose and
Ear Hospital; late President of the British Laryngological As-
sociation ; Corresp mding Fellow of the American Laryngologi-
cal Association. Illustrated by the author. London: Bailliere,

Tindall & Cox. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Co. 1895.

The Principles and Practice of Medicine, designed for the

use of Practitioners and Students of Medicine. By William
Osier, MD., Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, Loudon;
Professor of Medicine in the Johns Hopkins University and
Pbysician-iu-Chief to the Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore,
etc. Second edition. New York: D. Appletou & Co. 1895.

A System of Surgery. By American authors. Edited by
Frederic S. Dennis, M.D., Professor of the Principles and Prac-
tice of Surgery, Bellevue Hospital Medical College, New York;
President of the American "Surgical Association, etc., assisted

by John S. Billings, M.D., LL.D., D.C.L., Deputy Surgeon-
General, U. S. A. In four volumes. Profusely illustrated.

Volume III. Philadelphia: Lea Brothers & Co. 1895.

A Guide to the Practical Examination of Urine for the Use
of Physicians iind Students. By James Tyson, M.D., Professor
of Clinical Medicine in the University of Pennsylvania and Phy-
sician to the Hospital of the University; Physician to the Penn-
sylvania Hospital; Fellow of the College of Physicians of Phil-

adelphia, etc. Ninth edition, revised and corrected, with a
colored plate and wood engravings Philadelphia: P. Blakis-

ton. Son & Co. 1895.

Obstetrical Pocket Phantom. By Dr. K. Shihata, Specialist

in Gynecology and Obstetrics, Tokio, Japan ; Physician to the
Woman's Clinic at the Univeisity of Munich. Preface by Prof.

Franz von Wiuckel. With eight illustrations, one pelvis and
two jointed manikins. Irauslated from the third edition by
Ada Howard-Andenued, M.D., Physician to the Children's

Clinic at the Woman's Hospital, Philadelphia. Philadelphia:

P. Blakiston, Son & Co. 1895.

The International Encyclopedia of Surgery; a Systematic
Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Surgery. By authors of

variou,.i nations. Edited by John Ashhurst, Jr., M.D, LI>.D.,

Barton Professor of Surgery and Professor of Clinical Surgery
in the University of Pennsylvania; Surgeou to the Pennsylvania
Hospital, etc. Illustrated with chromo-lithographs and wood
cuts. In seven volumes. Vol. Vll. (Supplementary volume.)
New York: William Wood i- Co. 1895.

A Manual of.Operative Surgery. By I^wis A. Slimson, B.A.,

M.D., Surgeon' to the New York, Bellevue and Hudson Street

Hospitals; Professor of Surgery in the University of the City of

New York, etc., and John Rogers, Jr., B.A., M. U., Assistant
Demonstrator of Anatomy iu the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons (Columbia College), New York; Surgeon to the Out-
patient Staff, Hudson Street Hospital. Third edition, with 331

illustrations. Philadelphia: Lea Brothers & Co. 1895.

Outlines of Practical Physiology, being a Manual for the Phy-
siological Laboratory, including Chemical and Experimental
Physiology, with reference to Practical Medicine. By William
Stirling, M.D., Sc.D., Brackenbury Professor of Physiology and
Histology in the Owens College, and Professor i:i Victoria Uni-
versity, Manchester; Examiner in Physiology in the Universi-

ties of Edinburgh and Loudon. Third edition, revised and en-

larged, with 289 illustrations. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston, Son
& Co. 1895.
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<©riginal SHrticU^Bf.

TENDON TRANSPLANTATION IN THE TREAT-
MENT OF PARALYTIC DEFORMITIES.^

BY JOEL B. GOLDTHWAIT, M.D., BOSTON.

The purpose of this paper is to call attention to the

possibility of furnisliing better meclianical attach-

ments for certain paralyzed or only partially paralyzed

muscles, as a part of the treatment of paralytic de-

formities. The same principles are to he employed in

the treatment of deformities of other character; but

it is my desire to confine this paper wholly to the con-

Bideration of the method as it is of use in the deform-

ities which have resulted from some form of paralysis.

When this work was commenced it was my belief

that it was largely original, but upon a more careful

perusal of the literature, recently made, I find that in

I88I Nicoladoni operated upon a patient and attached

one of the posterior peroneal tendons to the tendo-

Achillis. Since then one or two other cases have been

operated upon abroad, and there have been a few cases

in this country. The operation, however, as it has

been done has never received public recognition and

but one work on orthopedic surgery with which I am
familiar even mentions it. Iloffa, in the last edition

of his book, mentions Nicoladoni's case almost without

comment.
From the cases which have come under my observa-

tion it seems to me that the operation deserves a much
more prominent position than it has received, and that

the method is capable of much broader use. The pro-

cedure cannot, of course, cure a paralytic foot, neither

is it to be applied to all cases of paralysis in which

there is deformity, but in a certain limited number of

cases the benefit to be derived from furnishing better

attachments for the muscles is most marked. In cer-

tain partial paralyses the power which remains in the

unaffected muscles is a disadvantage rather than a

benefit, as these muscles having nothing to antagonize

them, by their contraction, pull the foot, or the part,

out of its normal relation with the other parts, and

after these normal relations are lost the deformity in-

creases more easily and more rapidly. If in these

cases some operation can be performed which will

keep the bones and joints in more nearly their nor-

mal relations, improvement results. A weak muscle

cannot, of course, be made to do the work of a strong

muscle, perfectly, but if this muscle which has been

working at a mechanical disadvantage and producing

undesirable results can be made to work in the right

direction the patient is better off than formerly. The
amount of improvement will depend upon the original

condition, but all of the cases which have been oper-

ated upon have been improved. It has been possible

to substitute simple forms of apparatus for compli-

cated ones, and in one or two cases to dispense with

it entirely. The patients also walk better, the limp

being leas marked.
Thus far the operations have been performed upon

the feet, but there is no reason why the same principle

sbould not be employed in other parts of the body.

At the knee, undoubtedly, it could be employed to ad-

vantage in a certain limited number of cases and very

possibly at some of the other articulations, although

the best results are to be looked for in those portions

> Read at the meeting of the American Ortliopeciic Association held
in Chicago, September, 1695, and also at tlitf Sut-glcal Section of tlie

Suffolk District Medical Society, November 6, isue.

of the body where the tendons are well formed and lie

superficially.

The cases to be selected for the operation are those

in which one group of muscles has been destroyed,

leaving the antagonizing or accessory muscles little if

any impaired. 'I'his condition, if not treated, results

in a definite deformity, simply from the muscular ac-

tivity ; and this becomes more marked as the age of

the patient increases, partly because of the greater
weight to be borne and partly because of the greater

strength of the non- paralyzed muscles. In certain

cases, as the deformity develops and increases, the me-
chanics of motion change, so that the relation of the

power to the fulcrum and the fulcrum to the weight,

or the portion moved, is entirely unlike the original

condition. This is true in certain deformities at the

knee, but is best demonstrated in the cases of infantile

paralysis in which all of the posterior muscles of the

calf are paralyzed with the exception of the two pe-

roneals. The action of these muscles normally is to

extend the foot at the ankle and to abduct, or turn out,

the front part of the foot, the fulcrum being the pos-

terior edge of the outer malleolus. There being no

power in the gastrocnemius or in the muscles at the

inner side of the back of the leg to control the pero-

neal muscles, their action gradually stretches the inter-

nal lateral ligaments and the whole foot is drawn
outwards. The internal malleolus becomes more
prominent while the outer malleolus less so, owing

to the turning out of the foot. Mechanically this

places the outer malleolus or the fulcrum over which

the peroneal tendons act, distinctly inside the line of

motion. As the result of this the tendons are gradu-

ally drawn outward until they slip over the posterior

edge of the malleolus and finally rest upon its outer

surface and in cases of long standing well toward the

anterior edge. This position of tlie tendons is very

well shown in Fig. 20, made from a photograph taken

while the patient was attempting to extend the foot.

With the tendons in this position, the action of the

muscles causes flexion and abduction, instead of ex-

tension and abduction of the foot as is normal. Fig.

1 is from a photograph taken with the patient attempt-

ing to extend the feet. The right foot, which is not

paralyzed, is extended normally, while the left is ac-

tually flexed as well as abducted. In this case all of

the posterior muscles were paralyzed except the per-

oneus longus and brevis, and the tendons instead of

being behind the malleolus were on the outer side near

the anterior edge. It is evident that in such a con-
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ditioii tlie active muscles "io harm rather than good, as

their action drawg the foot into the worst possible

positiou for il to be of use iu staniiing or walking.

The best place for these active muscles to be
attached would be on the inner side and direclly be-

hind the foot at the attachment of the tendo-Acliillis.

as in this position the foot can be extended and the

arch supported, or. iu other words, the power is applied

to the best mechanical advantage.
In paralysis of the anterior muscles of the leg, if

the paralysis is partial, those on the inner side of the

leg are much more often affected, so that flexion of the

foot, at the ankle, is performed by the outer muscles.

the extensor communis diuitorum and the peroneus
tertius. The result of this is that the foot is not
simply flexed but is flexed and abducted. This is

shown in Fig. 2 and also in Fig. 19, in both of which
the attempt at flexion was being made. Jn Fig. 2 the

right foot is simply flexed while the left foot, the one
that is paralyzed, is drawu up and out.

The absence of the anterior tibial, or the muscular
power which is normally applied to the inner side of

the foot in front, is noticed also in the action of the

posterior muscles, and instead of simple extension at

the ankle, extension and abduction also is the result,

there being nothing iu front on the inner side to steady

or control the mus-cles behind. F'ig. 3 was taken with

the patient extending the feet as much as possible.

The right foot is extended, and if anything, is turned

in slightly, while the left foot is turned out as well as

exteuded. This absence of the anterior tibial muscle

in walking or staodiag results, from the positiou in

which the foot is placed, in a gradual giving way of

the arch, and a flat-foot of a greater or less degree de-

velops. Fig. 15 illustrates an extreme type of this

condition. It is obvious that, in such a case, if the

active muscles could be attached to the inner side of

the foot the usefulness would be greatly increased.

The following cases are reported with considerable

detail, as illustrative of the principles which have been

expressed. Only those cases are reported which were

operated upon at least three mouths ago, as the immedi-

ate results are of less value.

Cask I. A voung woman, nineteen years old, came
to the Carney Hospital in October, 1894, for treatment

of the left foot. When nine mouths old she had an

attack of infantile paralysis which involved the left foot.

Walking has always been difficult, but of late, owing

apparently to her increased weight, there has been

considerable pain referred to the inner side of the foot,

under the inner malleolus. It was because of this pain

that she sought treatment.

The left leg was an inch shorter than the right

;

there was marked atrophy of the calf ; and the foot

was in the position of most extreme calcaneo-valgus.

In walking, the weight was borne upon the inner edge

of the heel, the anterior portion of the foot being

turned outwards fully forty degrees with the normal

axis of the ankle-joint. The posterior muscles were

all paralyzed, with the exception of the peroneus lougus

and brevis, and the tendons of these muscles were
on the outer surface of the malleolus. The anterior

muscles were practically normal, and having no pos-

terior muscles to antagonize them, their contraction

caused such extreme flexion that the dorsum of the

foot rested against the anterior surface of the leg.

The patient was admitted to the hospital and the fol-

lowing operation performed (Fig. 4). An oblique
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incision, four inches long, was made so that it, crossed absolutely no power of extension before the operation,
the teudo-Achillis about one inch above its insertion 'Fhe improvement in the tread of the foot is strikingly

into the .os calcis. Through this wound the peroneal shown by the boots worn before and since the opera-

tendons c and d, were exposed and divided at about

the lower edge of the malleolus. The tendoAchillis

(a) was then freed, and the tendon of the peroneus

brevis (d) was passed under this and attached to the

tendon of the flexer longus pollicis (b). The tendon

of the peroneus longus (c) was then attached to the

tendo-Achillis (a), after which the wound was closed

and a plaster-ol-Paris bandage applied, holding the

foot extended in order to relieve the strain, as much as

possible, from the sutured tendons.

The wound suppurated, so that fully six weeks were

required for the healing, after which the patient was

allowed to walk about without apparatus. One month

later, because of the tendency to pronation, a valgus

plate was applied, and this has been worn since.

The result in this case is best shown by the illustra-

tions. Fig. 5 shows the position as the weight is

borne, the turning out of the foot being entirely cor-

rected. The extreme flexion has been controlled, only

that which is shown in Fig. 6 being possil)le. Exten-

sion is possible, as is shown in Fig. 7, contrasted with

tion. Fig. 8 is from a photograph of a boot which was
worn by the patient previous to the operation. Fig. 9

is from the boot which was worn for several months
after the operation. The difference in the line of the

heel is very striking. Without the operation it would
have been necessary for the patient to wear an ex-

pensive apparatus probably for the rest of her life. As
the result of the operation she is able to get along with

^.\%

a simple valgus plate, and with this she has been doing

general housework for the past eight months, entirely

free from pain or other symptoms.
Cask 11. A boy about thirteen years of age. When

two years old he was paral\zed, theriylit lnwer leg and

foot being the parts atfecied. All of the posterior

muscles were destroyed, with the excepliim of the two

peronei, and all of the anterior muscles except the
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peroiieus tertius and the extensor communis digitorum.

As ilie result of tliis, all the power being applied at

the outer side of the foot, and as the posterior tendons

were out of place, as described in the previous case, the

foot wag in the position of calcaneo valgus. Walking
without a crutch or an a[)paratus extending to the knee
was practically impossible.

'% '^

The patient was admitted to the Children's Hospital,

and through the kindness of Dr. Burrell I was per-

mitted to operate upon him. The first operation, which

was performed about three and one-half months ago,

was practically the same as that described in Case I.

Two weeks after this a second operation (Fig. 10)

was performed, this time upon the anterior tendons, in

the endeavor to furnish some muscular attachment at

the inner side of the foot. Ad oblique incision was
made across the front of the leg just above the ankle-

joint, and the teridons carefully 8e[iarated. The tendon
of the peroneuB tertius (6) and the outer segment (c) of

the tendon of the common exlcnuor (</) were then di-

tfided as low down as posnible and attached to the ten-

don of the anterior tibial (a) muscle. The wound was
then treated as in the other cases, sutured without drain-

age, and the foot done up in plaster-of-Paris for two
weeks' time, after which moderate motion was allowed,

the patient being permitted to walk at the end of the

third week.

¥iaA(s.

The result in this case is very good, the extreme

valgus has been corrected, and a simple valgus plate

gives all the support that is needed. The amount of

voluntary extension and flexion is shown in Figs. 11

and 12. Before the operation there was no power of

extension. It is also to be noticed that the motions
are pure flexion and extension, the valgus being entirely

corrected. Fig. 13 shows the foot' with the weight

borne before the operation.

Cask III. A boy, twelve years of age, entered the

Children's Hospital in August last, in Dr. Cushing'g

service, and it was through his kindness that I was
permitted to take charge of the case.

There was a marked valgus of the left foot resulting

from an attack of infantile paralysis when two years

of age. There was no contraction of the anterior
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tibial muscle and hut slight response with the extensor
lougus pollicis. The other anterior muscles were nor-

mal, and the posterior muscles were normal except
that there was a moderate amount of contraction of

the tendo-Achilles, evidently due to the weakness of

the anterior antagonizing muscles. On any attempt
at flexion, the foot was drawn up and out, due to the

point of attachment of the active muscleB (at the outer

portion of the foot).

The operation (Fig. 14), which was performed over
three mouths ago, consisted in exposing the anterior

tendons as was done in Case II, and then instead of

attaching the peroneus tertius {h) to the anterior tibial

(a), the anterior tibial (a) tendon was split and at-

tached to the peroneus tertius (J). This seems to me
to be a better operation, as none of the attachments

of the active muscles are sacrificed, but instead another

attachment for these muscles is made.
The result in this case is most satisfactory ; the val-

gus and abductiou of the foot, which was so marked
before the operation (Fig. 15), has been entirely cor-

rected, and even when all the weight is borne upon
the foot, the arch is high and there is no tendency to

the old flat-foot. Figs. 16 and 17 were both taken

with the right foot raised so that all of the weight was

supported. The contrast between this and the condi-

tion before the operation (Fig. 15), in which only half

the weight was supported, is very striking.

No apparatus whatever has been worn since the op-

eration, and the child walks with the foot straight for-

ward. On voluntary flexion the foot is drawn up per-

fectly straight (Fig. 18), in contrast to tlie flexion and
abduction which was present before the operation

(Fig. 19).

Case IV. A girl, ten years of age, whom I saw at

the Children's Hospital, and later operated upon,
through the kindness of Dr. Bradford. Both legs

were paralyzed, the right completely, and the left par-

tially, In the left leg all of the posterior muscles were
destroyed with the exception of the peroneals, and the

position of these tendons was on the outer side of the
malleolus as has been described and as is shown in

Fig. 20. The anterior muscles were weak, but all

showed some contraction. From the position of

the peroneal tendons, however, simple flexion of the

foot was impossible, it being drawn up and out as is

shown in Fig. 21.

The operation, which was performed about three

months ago, was the same as in the first case (Fig. 4).

The result in this case is best shown by the photo-

graphs. Fig. 22 shows the position of the foot with

the weight borne. Fig. 23 shows the voluntary exten-

sion, to be contrasted with the condition before the

operation. Fig. 20, and Fig. 24 shows the amount of

voluntary flexion to be contrasted with Fig. 21.

A valgus plate is all that is necessary to keep the

foot in the proper position.

The method of attaching the tendons is of great

importance, and unless they are firmly joined the ben-

efit of the operation is lost. Tendons do not unite as

readily as other tissues, so that it is desirable to offer

as large a surface for adhesion as is possible. The fol-

lowing method has proved very satisfactory, a method,

which, I think, has not been used before. The tendon

to which the attachment is to be made is split, and the

end of the severed tendon, after it has been scored

across to make the surface rough, is drawn through

this slit and held by two quilted sutures. In this way
both sides of the severed tendon become attached, and

to offer a atill greater area for adhesion the sutures are

so placed that wheu tightened the outer tendon is

spread out. The arrangement of the sutures is shown
in Fig. 25. The outermost suture is passed through

both tendons and tied. The other is passed through

the outer portion of the split tendon, then through the
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free tendon, from an eii;lilli to a quarter of an inch

awaj' from the edge of the first tendon, then tliroiigh

the posterior poriion of split tendon and then back in

the Hame way. When this suture is tied it spreads

the outer tendon as is shown in Fig. 26. Fiue silk

wag the material used for the sutures.

fi^.^lG

CONCLUSION.

The purpose of the paper is to show the possibility

of furnishing better 'mechanical attachments for the

non-paralyzed muscles in the treatment of paralytic

deformities.

The best results are to be looked for in the cases in

which one group of muscles is paralyzed, leaving the

antagonizing or accefsory group unimpaired. RJuch

of the deformity is due to the action of these muscles

without the control of the other group.

Four cases are reported after at least three months

since the operation. The first case, that of an adult,

was operated upon over a year ago. In all there has

been a marked improvement. In three cases the pero-

ueus longus was attached to the tendo-Achillis and

the peroneus brevis to the flexor longus pollicis. In

two cases the anterior tibial tendon was attached to

the peroneus tertius.

Tiie tendons were attached by splitting one and

drawing the other through this and suturing them with

quilted sutures.

THREE CASES OF LATERAL ANASTOMOSIS BY
MEANS OF THE MURPHY BUTTON.'

I. Cancerous Stricture of Colon at Splenic Flexure:
Anastomosis between Cecum and Sigmoid Flexure;
Recovery; Button Hetained.

II. Cancerous Stricture of the Pylorus; Dilatation of
THE StoM«CH; tJASTKU-ENTEROSTOMY ; GANGRENE OF
Stomach Wall about Button; Extravasation; Gen-
eral Peritonitis; Death; Autopsy.

III. Kecukrence of Obstruction in Case I; Second Anas-
tomosis BETWEEN Cecum and Sigmoid Flexure; Ke-
covkry; Button Ketained; Death in Six Months from
Original Disease Complicated by Acute Internal
Strangulation ; Autopsy.

by uadbice u. bichaudson, u.d.

The valuable principle of lateral anastomosis has

added so materially to our operative resources in many
intestinal conditions, that improvements in the tech-

nique of applying this principle are welcome. It is

true. that mechanical aids permit great rapidity in the

performance of lateral anastomosis. It remains for ad-

ditional experience to show whether rapidity is not

gained at the expense of safety.

For the chief methods of lateral anastomosis by

mechanical aid— Senn's plates, Abbe's rings, Bro-

> Il«Rd l>erore the Surgical Section or the Suffolk District Medical
Society, NoTemlwr 6, letW.

kaw's rings, and Murphy's button — is claimed the ad-

vantage of a rapiii operation and a secure joint; the

principal fault, common to all devices, is an anastomotic

opening too small for permanence.

Tlie present conjmunication is devoted to the con-

sideration of but one of llic. aliove methods — the use

of the Murphy button. The value of the other de-

vices has been repeatedly demonstrated, and, though

many have abandoned entirely the use of mechanical

aids to anastomosis (notably Abbe and Brokaw them-

selves), they will undoubtedly remain a permanent and
valuable addition to our technical resources.

The Murphy button, much more rapidly applied

than any of the other devices, has the disadvantage of

being metallic, and incapable of absorption. The an-

astomotic opening, necessarily small, is liable to con-

tract. Moreover, the button itself may become clogged

before it is detached; it may get impacted in its pas-

sage towards the anus; in either case au acute obstruc-

tion may result. Furthermore, the circle of contact

may give way and permit a fatal extravasation. These
disadvantages, some of which, it is true, are common
to all mechanical methods, seem conspicuous in the

use of the Murphy button.

On the other hand, the device is a beautiful and in-

genious mechanism ; the rapidity with which it can be

applied, astonishing, and the joint simply perfect. If

additional experience or improvement can obviate the

manifest disadvantages of the method, I have no doubt

that its place in surgical technique will be an honora-

ble and conspicuous one.

An inventor, in showing me an ingenious and com-
plicated machine, remarked that it was useful only in

the hands of its friends; its opponents had always

failed to see its virtues. The same remark is, perhaps,

applicable to the Murphy button. An unprejudiced

observer might fairly say that the device and the meth-

ods of its application are too complicated for general

use, and that the brilliant results claimed by the Murphy
button are not borne out by general experience; he

would probably admit, on the other hand, that the disad-

vantages and thedaugers of the method have been unduly

exaggerated. The truih doubtless lies between these

extremes. Better results are undoubtedly obtained by

those who are enthusiastic in favor of the button and

who are familiar with the proper technique of its ap-

plication, than by those who apply the method doubt-

ingly, and possibly unskilfully.

It is a fair objection to a method, as to my friend's

machine, that it is complicated, and that it requires

long practice to become expert in its use. A device

to be of general utility must be simply and easily ap-

plied. Moreover, even if uuskillully used, it ought

not to be easily productive of harm.

For example, if the safety of the procedure is fa-

tally compromised by bringing too great a pressure

upon the intestine between the edges of the button,

the method of Murphy must be admitted to be defec-

tive and dangerous. The Murphy button itself can

hardly be called complicated, for its mechanism is sim-

ple and its principles easily applied. Yet its applica-

tion requires the most careful attention to detail in

order not to compromise the safety of the whole pro-

cedure.

The scope of the paper does not include a consider-

ation of the comparative merits of the different meth-

ods of anastomosis. When the patient's condition

justifies a deliberate technique, I prefer to dispense
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with all appliances, except a needle and thread. The
joint is satisfactory and the opening may be made as

long as thought necessary. When speed is essential

t\e Murphy button is brilliantly successful in its appli-

cation.

In the report of the following cases I wish briefly to

contribute my experience with the Murphy button.

Case I. Miss C. A. S., bookkeeper, age forty-seven,

a patient of Dr. McColIester, of Waltham, and Dr.
Miller, of Leominster, was examined by me Thursday,
August 16, 1894. She had always been well, though
subject to constipation. In June, without apparent
cause, she fell unconscious in the street. In the latter

part of July she consulted Dr. McColIester for consti-

pation. Ou Wednesday, August 1st, she was seized

with excruciating pain in the abdomen. This attack

was followed by a constipation which was overcome
with difficulty. The pain required hypodermic injec-

tions of morphine. She recovered in two or three

days, though she did not feel able to continue her work.
On Thursday, August 9th, after eating heartily of

corn, beans and blueberries, she had a second attack

of pain and constipation, which resulted in complete
obstruction. By Tuesday the coils of intestine could

be seen through the abdominal wall, knotted in parox-
ysmal contractions, especially conspicuous in the right

iliac fossa, where a tense and resistant loop could be
felt. Vomiting was frequent and persistent. On
Wednesday she was in great pain, which she referred

to the epigastrium. All efforts to move the bowels by
enemas and medicines were unsuccessful. The pulse

was 70, the temperature 97.8°. Physical examination
was negative. The abdomen was soft, though some-
what distended. The uterus was irregular and en-

larged. Rectal examination was negative. A diag-

Dosis was made of acute obstruction of uncertain cause

and situation and a median exploration advised.

The abdomen was immediately opened in the median
line, between the umbilicus and the pubes. The ce-

cum was found excessively distended, the sigmoid flex-

ure collapsed. Manual exploration showed an indef-

inite mass in the region of the splenic flexure of the

colon, probably a cancerous stricture of the colon at

this point. The patient's condition was so alarming
that no radical measures seemed justifiable. The ce-

cum and sigmoid Hexure were brought into approxima-
tion and a lateral anastomosis made by means of the

Murphy button. The moment the cecum was incised

for the insertion of one-half the button, there was a

burst of gas and liquid feces which flooded the whole
field of 0[ieration, running among the intestinal coils

and into the pelvis. The two halves of the button

were applied so unskilfully that the joint was not tight.

This defect was remedied after a fashion by the appli-

cation of a few sutures. Nevertheless, I did not think

it safe to close the abdominal wound without gauze
drainage. In spite of the defects in the technique of

this operation, and notwithstanding the serious condi-

tion of the patient, a good recovery followed. For
two weeks there was a slight fecal discbarge through
the wound. The bowels began to move freely and
satisfactorily. She was able to be up and to attend to

her duties in the course of a few weeks. The button,

though carefully watched for, never made its appear-

ance in the feces.

This was my first experience with the Murphy but-

ton. Though the case was a successful one, the method
Tras so imperfectly applied that the result might have

been seriously compromised. Had a fatal result fol-

lowed, the want of success should have been laid not
to the method, but to the inexperience and consequent
lack of skill in its application. Doubtless many fail-

ures in the first trials of the Murphy button should
justly be accounted for in the same wav.

In the course of a few months Miss S. began to

have pain and constipation, which persisted until ob-

struction became complete. She was sent to the Mas-
sachusetts General Hospital, where she was admitted

to my service February II, 1895 (see Case III).

Case II. C. S., age sixty-three, furniture-polisher,

entered from the medical wards to my service Febru-
ary 22, 1895. The history showed that gastric dis-

turbances had lasted nine months. There was a per-

ceptible nodule at the pylorus, with dilatation and
hypertrophy of the stomach. The chief symptom was
excessive and uncontrollable vomiting. The vomitus

was free from blood. The patient's general condition

was one of extreme exhaustion from starvation. The
original disease was evidently too limited to cause so

excessive an emaciation and weakness. Exploration

was advised for the purpose of ascertaining the situa-

tion and extent of the disease, and of performing

either a radical or a palliative operation. Prepara-

tions were therefore made for a pylorectomy or gastro-

enterostomy.

A median incision, four inches in length, was made
February 26ih, between the umbilicus and ensiform

cartilage. Through this opening the stomach and
transverse colon were easily delivered. The jejunum
was next exposed below the transverse colon, and the

anastomosis made between it and the posterior wall

of the stomach. The joint seemed perfect. The
operation lasted about five minutes, and was in every

way satisfactory. The patient did very well for two
days. On the third he began to fail, and death took

place, with symptoms of peritonitis, six days after

the operation.

At the autopsy the ring of gastric mucous mem-
brane, compressed by the button, was necrotic; the

gangrenous process had, moreover, extended into the

stomach wall. The gastric contents had escaped and
caused a fatal peritonitis.

Case III. Miss C. A. S., the patient of Case I,

began to have symptoms of renewed obstruction in

January. The movements were difficult and infre-

quent. The rectum contained numerous scybalae

about one-third of an inch in diameter which necessi-

tated at times manual relief. The symptoms of ob-

struction were mild, and were supposed to be due to a

narrowing rather than to a complete closure of the anas-

tomotic opening. The abdomen was soft and not

especially distended. No masses could be felt ou deep

palpation. Rectal examination was negative.

The abdomen was opened through the scar of the

first incision, under wliich the intestines were found

firmly and extensively adherent not only to the scar

itself, but to each other. The coils were separated

sufficiently to explore the upper portion of the abdom-

inal cavity and the region of the anastomosis. The
button could not be felt, nor could the original disease

which had been located in the splenic flexure of the

colon.

The cecum was moderately distended ; the sigmoid

flexure collapsed. No sigu of the anastomosis was

found, and no communication was supposed longer to

exist. The coils through which the anastomosis had
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been made were uot separated, however, and a small
communicatiou miglii have escaped uotice.

A BecoDd auastomosis was made near the site of the

first. This time the operation was satisfactory and tlie

joint perfect. The abdominal wound was immediately
closed except at the lower angle, where a small piece

of gauze was left for possible extravasation.

Prompt recovery followed this operation. The
gauze wick was removed in two days. The wound
was solid in two weeks. The bowels moved freely

and regularly, aided by cascara sagrada. The patient

was discharged entirely relieved of her obstructive

symptoms March 20th (one mouth). The button

never appeared.

She remained perfectly well until July 9, 1895,

when Dr. R. W. Greene, of Worcester, was called to

see her for intense pain in the abdomen with nausea,

distension and increased peristalsis. The paroxysms
of peristalsis could be seen through the abdominal
wall to the right of the navel. Morphine with salines

and castor oil produced a fair dejection the next day.

She was comparatively comfortable until July 26lh,

when a similar, though more severe crisis arose. She
recovered from this. On August 9th, while dressing

for a drive, she was taken with intense pain just above
the umbilicus, followed by vomiting, distention and
collapse. She died August 1.5th.

Dr. F. H. Baker, of Worcester, found at the autopsy
both buttons free in the transverse colon. Both anas-

tomoses were still patent. The report of the autopsy

in detail, kindly sent me by Dr. Baker, is as follows :

" Rigor mortis present : body markedly emaciated and
cachectic. Abdomen moderately distended and everywhere
tympanitic. There is a puckered linear cicatrix extending

downward from the umbilicus fifteen centimetres in the

median line. On opening tlie abdomen the cavity is free

from fluid with the intestines bound firmly together and to

the abdominal wall througliout the length of the cicatrix.

The ascending and tranjverse colons are enormously dis-

tended wiih gas, and contain a slight amount of soft, light-

colored feces.

"The cause of this dilatation is a constriction at the

splenic flexure, measuring two centimetres in length, and
one centimetre in thickness, which narrows the lumen of

the colon to less than the size of a lead-pencil. This tumor
mass is flat, very dense, with its inner surface irregular

and ulcerated. Lying free in the transverse colon are two
Murphy buttons, each containing a piece of shrivelled in-

testine.
" Below the constriction the descending colon is of

normal calibre, and at tlie sigmoid flexure has been drawn
over the cecum and the two united by two lateral anas-

tomoses. The ojienings between them are nearly ruund,

measuring fourteen millimetres in diameter, the intestines

being firmly united without leakage.
" The small intestines form an almost inseparable mass

on account of old peritoneal adhesions. About midway
between the stomach and cecum is fuund a strangulateii,

gangrenous loop of intestine, seventeen centimetres in

length, bound firudy down by a fibrous band causing also a
thrombosis uf the mesenteric vessels, one of which liad

ruptured, and on account of the leakage there was a partly

clotted mass of blood beneath this loo]). The amount of

escape<l blood being four to six ounces.
" The mesenleric glands are enlarged, one of them being

the size of a small walnut. The pelvic organs, too, are

matted together by old ailhesions. 1 he uterus is one-third

larger than normal, and in its walls are several small

niyomata. Appendages normal, i^iver is of normal size,

showing a mild degree of fatty degeneration. Spleen and
kidneye normal.

" Analomical Diagnosis.— Cancerous stricture of colon

at the splenic flexure. A chronic peritonitis. Gangrene
of small intestine with rupture of brancli of the superior

mesenteric artery. Myomala of uterus.
" Microscopic Eiaminnlion. — The growth at the splenic

flexure consi^ls, for the most part, of a proliferation <>(

glandular tubides which are lined with cylindrical epi-

thelium. The fibrous stroma is scanty. This proliferation

extends, causing a loss of normal structure, into the sub-

mucosa and the muscular coats, which are considerably
thickened. In places there are solid masses of irregular

shaped epithelial cells with here and there areas of small,

round-celled infiltrations. A section of one of the mesen-
teric ijlands shows a cancerous infiltration having the same
general type of epithelium as the mass in the intestine."

The point most interesting to me in this case was
the patency and size of the first auastomosis. Though
twice as old as the second it was fully as large. The
obstructive symptoms which seemed to demand the sec-

ond operation were urgent. Constipation was complete.

Numerous small scybahe were observed at the sec-

oud operation, about as large as the anastomotic open-

ings found at the autopsy. The obstruction may have
been caused by the impaction of one of these hard

masses. The retention of the buttons in the colon

gave rise to no symptoms whatsoever. In making an

artificial anus for caucer of the sigmoid flexure I once

opened the head of the cecum. The patient lived for

a year in comparative comfort. At the autopsy we
found in the colon enormous fecal masses which had
caused neither pain nor discomfort.^ The retention

of a Murphy button would of itself seem of little con-

sequence.

In an anastomosis between such distant coils as the

cecum and the sigmoid flexure the buttou seems quite

as likely to pass one way as the other. In case it is

retained in the loop above the disease, little or no
harm need be anticipated. Lodged below the point of

obstruction the button cannot but prove a menace to

life.

THE PREVALENCE OF GERM DERMATOSES."

BY JAilKS C. WHITE, M.D.,

Professor of Dermatology in Harvard University.

When this Association was founded, scarcely twenty

years ago, the number of individual affections of the

skin known to be caused by vegetable parasites was

very small, some three or four only— now the list of

those, the origin of which has been positively de-

termined to be of this nature, has increased to sixteen

or more, and to these ma)' be added six at least which

are in all probability of a similar character. Reckon-

ing the number of diseases of the skin, as recognized

by this Society in its first published list, at one hundred,

it appears that twenty or twenty-five per cent, of them

are of vegetable jiarasitic origin. If in this category

were also included all the forms of the more common
ilermatoses which have been in these latest days re-

garded by certain observers as of this nature, as

eczema, psoriasis, seborrhea, pemphigus, etc., this

proportion would be greatly magnified. Such claims

will, however, be disregarded in this paper.

I have thought that it might be not wholly without

interest to present to you a brief report upon the

relative prevalence of this class of affections, as illus-

trated by my clinic at the Massachusetts General Hos-

< licad before the American Dermatologicnl A8Soclalion,Scpt«ml>er
19. \f»i.

> Boston Medical and Surgical Jonmal, March 2 and 9, 1893.
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pital during our last official year, in which 3,581 new
patients presented themselves for treatment. They
represented several nationalities, twenty perhaps, and
many classes of society, including the educated and
well-to-do.

(1) Red sweat, one case.

This condition is scarcely entitled to be called a

disease, although a cause of considerable annoyance
rather from its visible effects upon the underclothing

than the appearances it produces upon the hairs of the

axillae. This bacterium, micrococcus prodigiosus, has

been said to grow more readily upon blond and red-

haired persons. Perhaps more properly stated, it is

more easily discovered upon light-colored hairs. Its

presence may be regarded as a want of proper care of

the axillae. It could scarcely develop upon persons

who wash these parts with soap and water daily, but

as favoring conditions for its growth may be said to be

the rule among dispensary classes and its occurrence is

very infrequent, but a single case presenting itself

during the year, the germs must be proportionately

rare with us. This bacterium is capable of very rapid

growth, for the underclothing may be stained over a

considerable extent, several inches in circumference,

on parts in the neighborhood of the axilla after being

worn but three or four days.

(2) Erysipelas, 35 cases.

The cases of erysipelas which find their way to the

skin clinic are generally mild forms affecting the face,

where the traumatic origin is not apparent. No doubt,

however, that slight abrasions of the cuticle or inappre-

ciable solutions of continuity which accompany inflam-

matory conditions of eyelids, nostrils, or ears, will

account for the entrance of the Fehleisen streptococcus,

and the frequent recurrent attacks of the affection in

connection with such chronic disorders of the facial

orifices. I have frequently put a stop to a long series

of recurrences of erysipelas by making the patient give

up the habit of continually picking the nose. Such
results point to simple persistent or recurrent trauma-

tism, and an omnipresent pervasion of germs as a suffi-

cient explanation of recurrent erysipelas, and make
the theory of a persistent and attenuated germ virus,

microbisme latent of the French, unnecessary. The
grade of dermatitis in ordinary cases of this type rarely

exceeds the erythematous stage, and the active phase

of the parasite is brief, judged by the self-limited irri-

tation it excites in any one area of the cutaneous tissues.

Its vitality may be almost surely curtailed to a period

of two or three days, and the extension of the inflam-

mation checked within the same period, by the applica-

tion of mild parasiticides. I have continued to obtain

such uniformly successful control over it by the method
already described before this Association, namely, the

constant application of the following wash : carbolic

acid, one drachm ; alcohol and water, eight ounces of

each. I have in several instances made a comparative

test of its action and that of ichthyol, so much used for

this purpose in some parts of Europe, by applying them
simultaneously to different parts of an affected area,

and have invariably found the ichthyol far less effective

in controlling the extension and duration of the inflam-

mation. I would again comment on the absence of all

evidence of the contagiousness of such forms of ery-

sipelas in the clinical history of my cases.

(3) Furunculosis, 59 cases.

The majority of cases of furunculosis occurred in the

summer months among infants of the poorer classes as

a sequel to heat-rash, eczema, and other forms of

dermatitis induced by heated rooms, foul clothing, lack

of cleanliness and proper food, most favorable condi-

tions to the admission of staphylococcus germs to the

cutaneous follicles, and to their rapid culture and ex-

tension by auto-iufection over large areas. In the

other most frequent clinical variety the affection was
limited to some one and quite restricted locality, as the

neck or one limb, where infection is conveyed from
one follicle to another in succession by the clothing or

improper use of poultices or other dressings.

I feel assured that we may gain quite immediate
control of every case of furunculosis, however favor-

able the soil for the development of the staphylococcus
under the influence of certain accompanying conditions

of the economy, by means of thorough asepsis of the

cutaneous surface alone. This may be accomplished

by proper washing of the affected areas with a solution

of corrosive sublimate, one grain to one ounce, once or

twice a day, and by keeping the same constantly

covered with a cloth thickly spread with the following

ointment : salicylic acid half a drachm, carbolated cos-

molin one ounce.

(4) Carbunculus, no case.

(5) Pustula maligna, no case.

(6) Impetigo contagiosa, 91 cases; Ecthyma, 18

cases.

Other very frequent forms of the condition well de-

scribed by the French school by the title "staphylo-

coccia purulenta cutanea," are the superficial derma-
titis we call impetigo contagiosa, and the deeper-seated

inflammatory process, ecthyma. Although the lesions

of each are distinctively typical, and the diseases are

well defined in the main, yet we frequently meet with

cases of extensive distribution where the two affections

are intimately combined with each other and furuncu-

losis, and in which it is impossible to state to which of

them certain of the lesions should be ascribed. They
are all caused by the presence of the pyogenic staphy-

lococci, aureus and albus. Differences in the locality

and the portion of the cutaneous tissues affected, in

the age, temperament, and general condition of the

patient will account in a measure, no doubt, for the di-

versity in the character of the lesions excited by the

presence of these germs, but there must also be some
as yet unrecognized specific quality in them by which
the individuality of the respective affections is kept

true, so that impetigo contagiosa, for example, almost

invariably reproduces its characteristic lesions upon
any part of the surface of the same individual by au-

to-inoculation, or when transferred to another child of

the same family or a playmate. Its association in chil-

dren with pediculosis capitis is so frequent that I never

fail to examine the hair in every case of impetigo con-

tagiosa of the face or hands.

It scarcely needs mention that secondary forms of

purulent processes, due to staphylococcia, are con-

stantly observed in the course of many other derma-

toses, but we must yet recognize the occurrence of

some forms of pustulation and suppurative processes

of the skin in which such germs are not found.

(7) Tinea trichophytina, 96 cases.

Under this general title are included all cases of

ringworm of the general surface and hairy parts. If

we accept the conclusions of Sabouraud, with which

you are acquainted, as put forth in his praiseworthy

volume, " Les Trichophyties llumaines," recently pub-

lished, they represent in all probability examples of
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three or more disliiict afTeclioii8, the iudividuality of

which has been established b_v differences in the micro-

scopic appearances of the parasite found in them, in

its seat, its longevity, and the results of culture and

inoculation. He recognizes three principal forms :

First, trichophyton megalosporou (endothrix), the

ordinary benign form of the scalp and general surface

in children mostly, in which the plant presents certain

botanical varieties.

Second, trichophyton megalosporon (ectothrix), which

is always of animal origin. Two well-marked clinical

forms are recognized by Sabouraud : first, that derived

from the horse, which is highly pyogenic, producing

agminate and circiuate perifollicular purulent derma-

titis, and the cause of the so-called kerion Celsi, and

parasitic sycosis ; and second, that contracted from the

cat, characterized by its more superlicial and vesicular

lesions. The results from culture of these two forms

are quite distinct.

Third, trichophyton microsporon, in which the par-

asite is not a true trichophyton, but is the small-spored

microsporon Audouini. This is the most common form

of the disease in children, the most contagious and re-

bellious, and the epidemics, which run through schools

and asylums and last for many months or years, are

said to be of this character. Its seat in the integu-

ment is superficial, however, and it causes no perma-

nent baldness.

It would be of great interest if these brilliant stud-

ies of Sabouraud could be repeated by some competent

worker amongst ourselves to determine if the results

to be obtained from material here are identical with

his.

A noteworthy variety of parasitic dermatitis which

I have had frequent opportunity of observing in mem-
bers of the "crews," "teams," and other athletes of

the undergraduates of my university, affecting the cir-

cum-geuital regions, and differing from ordinary forms

of eczema marginatum and erythrasma of these parts,

and which is probably spread amongst them by the

careless interchange of clothing used in their sports

and towels, deserves mention here, and a proper bacte-

riological study.

(8) Tinea favosa, 10 cases.

These cases were all of immigrant origin, in Polish-

Russian Jews, or Italians. Favus is an extremely rare

disease among the native New England population.

Were it more contagious, the introduction of so many
imported opportunities into our common schools would

certainly make it more prevalent. A few instances of

permanent alopecia, a sequel to favus, extinct in early

life, were observed, as in other years, among the classes

above-mentioned. On the polymorphism of achoriou

Schoenleinii I have no comments to offer.

(9) Tinea versicolor, 31 cases.

They presented no noteworthy features.

(10) Krythrasma, one case.

But a single instance of this rare mycosis, caused by

microsporon minutissimum, was observed, the first in

several years. In my private practice it is of equally

rare occurrence.

(11) Tinea imbricata, no case.

No case of Tokelau ringworm has ever been ob-

served in Boston within my knowledge. It is inter-

esting to note that Sabouraud regards its parasite as

belonging to his class of tricho|diyton megalosporon.

{\'l) Actinomycosis, no case.

(13) Mycetoma, no case.

(14) Tuberculosis cutis, iJ2 cases.

Under tliis single title all clinical forms have been

included, so-called lupus, scrofuloderma, verrucous and

gummatous. In several instances two of them were

associateil, and in one patient all four coexisted. The
probable history and source of infection in some of

them was determined, one of which I have reported

to you in detail at this meeting." In one or more of

them tuberculosis pulmonum also e.^isted, but it is not

generally possible to determine whether the bacilli af-

fect primarily the lung or skin tissue. Whenever
practicable, 1 am convinced that the complete removal

of all forms of cutaneous tuberculosis by excision is

the best method of cure. Every case of every kind

should be regarded as a serious menace to the life of

the patient and to every member of the household.

(15) Lepra, two cases.

One of the patients was a negro from the West In-

dies, the other was a Scandinavian girl. The latter

represented the second instance, which has occurred to

me recently, of a difficult question, both in relation to

diagnosis and one's duty to society. Consider two

girls, recent immigrants from Norway, at service in

families. Both of them present a chronic erythema-

tous condition of the skin of considerable extent, and

of no variable or ordinary type. It might well be a

prodromal manifestation of leprosy, but there were

no other indications of that disease present that could

be detected. Had they not been Scandinavians, or

were one not familiar with such possible early pro-

dromal conditions, such a diagnosis would probably not

have occurred to a physician. Yet I saw in Professor

Boeck's wards for lepers in Christiania last year two pa-

tients whose only symptoms were one or two erythe-

matous areas of much smaller size. Possibly both my
patients would have been at once recognized as un-

mistakable lepers by such an experienced observer.

Now what was my duty ? These girls were depen-

dent upon themselves for support. Should I inform

the families in which they were living of my sus-

picions, and cause their dismissal? In this case they

would seek service and concealment in some other

household, and thus pass out of professional observa-

tion. Should I report them to the Board of Health

as lepers ? I could not do this, for no such positive

diagnosis was possible, and without it I do not see how
they could have been sent back to their native country.

We have no house of detention for observation, either

State or National, unfortunately. The immediate con-

dition of the girls was not dangerous to their associ-

ates certainly. An examination of the affected areas

for bacilli was made in both cases, but the results were

negative. It proved nothing. The sensibility of the

skin was unchanged. I decided to withhold my sus-

picions, and to keep the cases under observation. I

was not forgetful of similar early indications of my-

cosis fuugoiiles and sarcoma. One of the cases is be-

ginning to exhibit a few suggestive tubercles within

the erythematous areas.

I should be pleased to receive the counsel of my
colleagues here as to my duty in these cases, to the

patients, to the community, to the health authorities.

They will recur to all of us.

Taken together, all the cases of these affections

which are to be regarded as of positively parasitic

nature number three hundred and sixty-six, or rather

' An Etiological Tuzzlc.
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more thau 10 per cent, of all the new cases presentiug

themselves for treatment at the clinic throughout the

year.

In the second category, affections which are prob-

ably caused by a vegetable parasite, the evidence of

which is, however, not yet positively established, may
be classed the syphilodermata, ulcus molle, some forms

of alopecia areata, purpura and mycosis fungoides, of all

of which instances in great or small number occurred

during the year, the total exceeding those of the first

class.

It will be observed then that perhaps 25 per cent,

of all cases of skin disease occurring in dispensary

practice are probably caused by vegetable parasites,

and are, therefore, preventable affections. If to these

were added all those produced by animal parasites,

this proportion would be greatly magnified.

It seems to me that the importance of these facts

should be recognized not only by professional boards

of public health and school committees, but that some
knowledge of them and of the proper precautions

against contagion should be disseminated among the

people at large. And what a change have these dis-

coveries brought with them in the making of the ac-

complished dermatologist, in the teaching of our spec-

ialty. Now, much more is necessary than the merely

clinical knowledge with some smattering of pathologi-

cal histology, such as satisfied us older members of this

Association in our student days. Then, the size of the

clinic, the readiness of the diagnostician, the skill of

the practitioner, were the main qualities of the most

celebrated schools of dermatology. Now, they are but

a part only. The demands of the laboratory have be-

come as great or greater than those of the clinic upon

the time of the student in our department in the best

schools of Europe. He must become thoroughly

grounded in the pathological anatomy of cutaneous

diseases, and I need not allude here to the diversity of

morbid processes to which the skin is subject. It

knows them all. Nor is it longer possible to acquire

such knowledge at the best under the teachers of gen-

eral pathology. Fortunately there are those whose

special acquaintance with the changes of the cutaneous

tissues under disease has made their competency to

teach them world-known. The requirements in such

a groundwork of dermatological study are well-nigh

inexhaustible. One of our most accomplished Euro-

pean colleagues, whose contributions to this depart-

ment of our specialty have been of great value, pointed

to a seat in his private laboratory and said recently to

a young student of dermatology, "There is your place

for the next two years."

But the bacteriological laboratory makes also a great

and necessary demand upon his time, if a requisite

knowledge of technique is to be acquired. Its appli-

cation in this all-important field of inquiry in cutane-

ous pathology cannot be over-estimated, and we may
well believe that the results of such studies are to be

as brilliant for the progress of the therapeutics of der-

matology as they have already been in etiology.

It is evident that no school of dermatology can re-

main great that relies upon its past clinical reputation

and neglects the teaching of these most essential lab-

oratory departments. Fortunately there is one school

where all these branches may be studied in a complete

way, and where general dermatology is taught in a

broad and liberal spirit by eminent masters with un-

equalled clinical facilities and a magnificent museum of

models. That constitutes a great school. Such is

Paris to-day, and there are other places where excel-

lent laboratory instruction may also be obtained, by

no means so well known to the student as they deserve

to be, as Prag, Breslau, Lille and Bonn. Let us try

to make it not impossible before long to add some
American schools to the list.

THE VASO-MOTOR NERVES OF THE HEART.

BY W. T. PORTER, M.D.,

Frmn the Laboratory of Ptiysiology in the Harvard Medical Scfwol.

The stimulation of the cardiac end of the vagus

nerve causes a primary constriction of the coronary

arteries of the heart.

Method.— An etherized cat is bled from the left

carotid artery. The innominate and the left subcla-

vian arteries, the inferior vena cava and the azygos

vein are ligated ; and canulas are placed in the superior

vena cava and the thoracic aorta. The heart is washed

out with warm, defibrinated, oxygenated sheep's blood.

The animal is now put in a warm chamber, capacity 2.1

cubic metres, and the aortic cauula connected with a

Mariotte's bottle, containing sheep's blood and standing

140 centimetres above the heart. The temperature of

the warm chamber and the blood reservoir is about

that of the body. When the cock in the tube con-

necting the Mariotte's bottle with the aorta is opened,

the contents of the latter are placed at a pressure of 140

centimetres (blood), and the semilunar valves are

thereby instantly closed. The blood can then leave

the aorta only tlirough the coronary arteries. It passes

through these vessels into the right auricle and escapes

through the canula in the superior vena cava. A glass

tube attached to this canula and placed with its free

end slightly lower than the heart acts as a weak siphon

and assists the outflow from the auricle.

If the coronary arteries are now constricted, less

blood will flow through them into the right auricle, and

the quantity escaping through the outflow tube will

therefore be diminished.

Experiment II, January 4, 1896. A cat prepared

by this method was placed in the warm chamber, and

the coronary arteries fed with sheep's blood. The
blood escaped in drops from the canula in the right

auricle. The cardiac end of the left vagus, two centi-

metres above the first rib, was stimulated for fifteen

seconds with a Du Bois-Reymond induction coil. The
weak current employed altered neither the frequency

nor the force of the contractions, so far as could be

told by careful inspection of the heart. The stimula-

tion continued fifteen seconds. The outflow in the

fifteen seconds preceding stimulation was 13 drops ;

during stimulation it fell to 8 drops ; thirty seconds

after stimulation, the original rate was restored, 13

drops again escaping during fifteen seconds. Repeti-

tions of the experiment at intervals during more thau

half an hour gave the same results. F'or example, an

outflow of 14, 11, 13 drops per fifteen seconds was

reduced to respectively 5, 4 and 4 drops.

Experiment III, January 4, 1896. Cat as before,

except that the roots of both lungs were ligated. Out-

flow again 13 drops in fifteen seconds. On stimulat-

ing the cardiac end of the left vagus for fifteen sec-

onds, two centimetres above the first rib, the outflow

was reduced to seven drops. After stimulation the

former rate was quickly regained. The strength of
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current employed did not alter the frequency of the

heart-beat.

Ou cutting a loui; slit in the right ventricle and stop-

ing the auricular canula, the hlood from tlie coronary

vessels flowed out of the ventricular opening. The
quantity esciiping during a stimulation of fifteen sec-

onds was about one-half that collected during the same
period just before stimulation.

A similar result can be obtained in a heart that does

not beat.

In one animal, the primary fall in the outflow was
followed during continued stimulation of the vagus by
an outflow greater than that before stimulation was
begun. After stimulation, the outflow returned to

that noted before stimulation. This would indicate,

perhaps, the widening of the coronary arteries by di-

lator fibres. But 1 cannot yet be certain of the pres-

ence of vaso-dilator fibres. It is believed that experi-

ments now making will determine this question and
will give additional information regarding the origin,

course and properties of the vaso-constrictor fibres for

the heart now shown to be present in the vagus nerve.

Clinical iJDepartment.

ANOTHER CASE OF FRACTURE OF THE
HUMERUS FROM AN UNUSUAL CAUSE.'

A Spiral Fracture from Torsion.

BV QEOKOE H. MONKS, M.D.

In the " Boston City Hospital Medical and Surgical

Reports " for 181)5,' I gave at length the history of the

case of man who had fractured his right humerus while

engaged in that test of strength in which two adver-

saries sitting opposite to each other at a table, grasp

each other's hands, and, while the elbows rest upon the

table, each tries to push his opponent's hand down.
The case did not present any peculiarities except that

the cause was an unusual one, and it was for this rea-

son that I reported it. The fracture had evidently

been due to extreme torsion of the shaft of the humerus.
Judging from the scanty literature on the subject,

fractures of the humerus from this cause must be

extremely rare. I was therefore much surprised, as

Anatomy as a Subject for Study in Univer-
sity Extension. — The Academische Revue states

that the University P^xtension Movement in connec-

tion with the University of Vienna is meeting with

much success. The first courses now being given

number twenty-four, and in the first week 1,910 audi-

tors were registered. The largest attendance (350) is

in the course in anatomy, offered by Professor Zucker-

kandl. Each course is composed of six lectures, and

the fee for attendance ou the course is only about

twenty cents. A small appropriation (about $2,000)

has been made by the government toward the expenses

of the movement. Vienna, perhaps, is the first Ger-

man University to inaugurate University Extension.

well as interested, to have called to my attention re-

cently a second case of fractured humerus from the

same cause. The man, a bar-tender, twenty-four years

old, was engaged wilh a friend in the above-described

sport, when the right humerus broke near the middle
of the shaft. For this injury he was admitted to the

Boston City Hospital on the same day (September 11th).

Soon after he entered the hospital delirium tremens
developed, and later pneumonia ; and the patient died

on September 19th, eight days after the accident. Dr.

M. F. Gavin, to whose service the man had been as-

signed on entering the hospital, kindly allows me to

> Read before the Surgical Section of the Suffolk District Medical
Society, November 6, lb95.

' Also reported In Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, March 21,

1895.
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publish this case. An autopsy was performed soon

after death, and I was asked to make an examination

of the injured bone. An incision was made on the outer

side of the arm from the shoulder to the elbow and
reaching down to the bone. In the vicinity of the

fracture much extravasated blood was found, and some
of the muscles were lacerated. Apparently none of

the vessels or nerves were injured. The boue itself

was removed entire. It was cleaned, and then boiled

for about forty-eight hours, after which it was dried

and carefully examined. The bone was apparently of

average size and strength. There was a fracture at

the junction of the lower and middle thirds. The
accident had broken the boue into three pieces, the

upper piece constituting about three-fifths of the entire

length of the bone ; the lower piece, the remaining two
fifths ; the third piece being a vertical splinter about
three inches long from the inner aspect of the boue.

When these three fragments were placed together they

fitted accurately. The principal line of fracture was a

spiral one. The drawing shows this spiral line of

fracture (indicated by an unbroken black line) on the

four aspects of the bone.

This line commenced above on the inner aspect of

the bone (Fig. 1) and crossed around the back of the

bone (Fig. 2) obliquely downwards and outwards;

and, still pursuing the same spiral course around the

outer side (Fig. 3) and front (Fig. 4), it finally re-

turned to the inner aspect of the boue (Fig. 1),

where it ended at a point about three and a half

inches below where it started. Thus a complete
spiral was made about the bone. This spiral was com-
plicated by two other lines of fraoture on the inner as-

pect of the bone which were vertical and close together,

and which completed the separation of the small frag-

ment already referred to. The vertical sides of this

fragment are indicated in the figures by the dotted

lines.

The case seems to be interesting not only on account

of the unusual cause, but also because of the spiral

nature of the fracture, such a fracture being just what
would be expected from a severe twist (torsion) of the

boue.

The first case of fracture, to which I have referred,

I considered, at the time of examination, to be a trans-

verse fracture; but this was after a clinical examination

only, and at that time I did not have in mind the prob-

ability that a fracture which followed torsion of the

bone, would be spiral in character. Dr. F. B. Lund
has kindly called my attention to the fact that several

cases of fracture of the humerus have been reported

during the attempt by Kocher's method of torsion to

reduce old dislocations of the shoulder, and that the

forces at work during this procedure are analogous to

those employed in the sport to which I have referred ;

for while the lower end of the bone is strongly rotated

outwards, the upper end is either rotated inwards by
the muscles or resists the outward rotation. It would
be interesting to know whether fractures which have
occurred during the use of Kocher's method, were,

what might be called " spij-al " or not.

A Society Mketing devoted to Bicycle Sad-

dles.— A meetiug of the French Society of Public

Medicine and Professional Hygiene was recently hold

in a velodrome, and devoted to a personal trial and

judgment of the various forms of bicycle saddles.

SUB-TENDINOUS EXOSTOSIS.

BV E. G. BEACKETT, M.D

The following case is reported to illustrate a condi-

tion not well recognized, but one which, in the writer's

opinion, exists more often than is suspected, it being

one not easy to detect until the underlying parts are

disclosed, but capable of causing very great discomfort,

or even disability.

The history of the. case is as follows: W., age six-

teen, a year and a half ago while jumping, felt a sud-

deu strain at the back of the heel, which was followed

by a swelling on the outside of the teudo-Achillis,

which was tender to the touch and caused pain in walk-
ing, but not during rest. This swelling was noticed on
either side of the tendon, but greater on the outside.

For a year and a half, she has practically beeu going
about on crutches, occasionally making an attempt to

use the foot in walking, each attempt, however, being

followed by an increase of the symptoms, swelling and
sensitiveness, which at times were so great as to com-
pletely prevent walking. The swelling persisted dur-

ing this time, but at times varied in size, apparently

due to the collection of fluid.

Examination shows on the outside of the heel, a

hard, elevated mass, one-quarter of an inch in thickness

aud one-half to three-fourths of an inch in diameter,

extending as far as the tendo-Achillis, tender to press-

ure ; pressure on the tendon also gives pain. Foot
cannot be flexed much beyond ninety degrees. Stand-

ing with the leg straight gives no paiu, but any attempt

at walking causing acute pain at the back of the heel.

Under ether an incision was made over the side of the

tumor on outer side of heel, extending upward over

the tendon, aud disclosing a hard, bony growth on the

upper portion of the os calcis. The tendon was split

and the growth was found to occupy the upper portion

of the posterior surface of the os calcis, conical in shape,

and presenting a sharp prominence which was situated

just under the centre of the tendon about half an inch

above its insertion. The tumor was chiselled off, un-

covering cancellar tissue.

Examination by Dr. Nichols showed a tumor about

the size of a robin's egg, of the consistency of bone,

covered except at base with a layer of shining irregular

cartilage. When sectioned, growth was found to con-

sist of a layer of dense cartilage disclosing tissue re-

sembling normal bone. The trabeculiB consist largely

of cartilage. Margins of the areolar spaces lined in

many places with a thin layer of small, round cells,

osteoblasts, and contain in many places large numbers
of small, round, spindle-shaped cells like new granula-

tion tissue, that contain large numbers of multi-nuclear

cells, myeloplaxes. Diagnosis, exostosis cartilaginia.

The history of the case after operation presents

nothing of particular interest. The foot was placed

in aright angular position, and patient kept from bear-

ing weight from two or four weeks, after which she

was encouraged to use the foot with aid of crutches.

The pain disappeared and locomotion was accomplished

with comfort.

The site of the»growth was such that it ofifered a

mechanical irritation to the tendon in the act of walk-

ing, being situated just above the insertion, conical in

shape, pressed firmly into the leudon whenever the

muscles were put into contraction, aud greatest in the

last part of the step, when the foot is in part dorsal

flexion. The symptoms consisted of paiu in the active
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U80 of the foot, which if persisted in become sufficiently

severe to make waliiing almost impossible, with the

coutinuaiice of paiii into the period of rest.

The examination showed an enlargement on the

upper portion of the os calsis as was seen by the prom-

inence on either side of the tendo-Achillis, and at one

time the pufliuess which extended on either side nearly

as far as the malleolus; there was distinct tenderness

on pressure over the side of this prominence, and

tenderness was particularly marked by pressure on the

tendon itself. The act of standing gave no particular

discomfort, but walking caused severe pain, and there

was also pain in passive dorsal flexion of the foot.

This condition of Huctuation or puffiness on eitiier side

of the cord, and extending forward on either side to

the malleolus has been observed in one other case, and

is apparently due to the irritation which is caused by

an attempt at using the foot, but disappears under rest.

In one case this was jironounced enough to give at

one time suspicion of fluid in the ankle-joint. The
swelling does not appear as a distinct outgrowth, part

being underneath the tendon, the boundaries only being

felt, and it is evident only from the unusual prominence

at this part of the foot.

Clinically these cases much resemble the bursitis in

this region, and very likely it is attended with this

condition. The swelling, however, is lower and is hard,

and does not disappear either under compression or

rest. It may, however, be complicated with the true

bursitis, in which case it is likely to be overlooked.

The symptoms are more persistent, and the results of

an attempt to use the foot are followed by greater

disability.

The origin of the growth is somewhat obscure. In

some other cases it seems to have followed directly on

some form of trauma. There is a nou-suppurative form

of periostitis, which results in periosteal thickening

with the formation of new bone, analogous to deposit

of bone under normal periosteum which is irritated by

any non-infectious inflammation. This results in a

hyperemia, and increase of functional activity which

is attended by the deposit of bone. This form of in-

flammation may come from an injury and is not specific

in character. The microscopical examination of this

specimen would tend to indicate this origin.

iSleportjef of S>^titi\t^,

SURGICAL SFXTION OF THE SUFFOLK DIS-
TRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

CilARLKS L. SClli|>KU, M.D., SECBETARY.

Regular meeting, Wednesday, November 6, 1895,

Dr. M. 11. Richardson in the chair.

Du. Joel E. Goldthwait read a paper on

TENDON TRANSPLANTATION IS THE TREATMENT OF
DEEORMITIES.'

Dr. Brackett: The subject has been presented iu

a most excellent manner, and I can only add testimony

to the good results from the method. I must confess

first to a good deal of 8cepticiBm,"aB regards the per-

manent benefit which would be obtained by this, but

the cases that I have seen which have been operated

upon have been so much improved, that this has now

been entirely overcome and I should certainly advo-

> See page 29 of Joarual.

cate its being done whenever the case seemed to

warrant it. Although one does not expect the small

muscles to do the same work that is intended for the

large, yet it is rational treatment to transpose certain

of the tendons that they may work to the best mechan-
ical advantage, as for instance, when the peroneals are

displaced forward to put them iu such a position that

all the force which they are capable of exerting may
be used in the best possible way. I think it a ques-

tion whether at times it is not better to transplant

the whole tendon, rather than to split it, giving two

points of attachment. I am glad to congratulate Dr.

Goldthwait on the result of what he has done.

Dk. Cushinc : 1 can corroborate what has been

said from the opportunities I have had to witness this

operation ; and its results have interested me very

much. They ap|)arently have been quite successful.

The operation as just described by Dr. Gohlthwait has

been very satisfactory ; and the method of uniting the

tendons seems to give a very secure union.

Dr. Bullard: I should like to thank Dr. Gold-

thwait for his article and state that I consider it a most

valuable contribution to orthopedic surgery. We have

heretofore been confronted by a certain class of

patients for whom there was almost no cure and for

these this procedure offers a certain amount of allevia-

tion. The principle of this tendon transplantation is a

most important one. It is one which is capable of ex-

tension in many directions, and I think Dr. Gold-

thwait's work is a distinct advance in the treatment of

this class of cases.

Dr. Harrington : It seems to me that this is

brilliant surgery and that much credit is due to Dr.

Goldthwait. Might not some cases of disability of the

baud after accident be treated iu the same way ?

Dr. Richardson : I think this contribution a most

important one, and that we are very fortunate iu hear-

ing it. Of course, there is much more to be said upon

it; but the general surgeon knows little about it, and

it is an operation in which very few have had experi-

ence. I should like to hear more discussion on the

subject, and 1 hope the members will express their

views especially with reference to the suggestions by

Drs. Bullard and Harrington as to the applicability of

the method to other muscles. I have united the ten-

dons of the wrist after clean cuts. I was very much
interested iu seeing Dr. Brackett operate on a case of

this kind, though 1 did not see the end of it.

Dr. Goldthwait: In reply to what Dr. Harring-

ton said, I feel sure that class of patients can be helped

by this procedure. I have at present a child with

both legs and both arms involved, one arm quite help-

less. There are certain muscles on the outer side

which have a good deal of power iu them. I am
planning to do an operation on that case to see if I

cannot get him to use the hand better. With refer-

ence to the transferring of tendons in other parts of

the body 1 have very little to say as yet. I have

transferred the patellar tendon in one case. 1 do not

see why the same method of procedure should not be

applied pretty generally.

Du. Monks read a paper describing

A CASE OF SPIRAL FRACTURE OF THE HUMERUS,'

and showed specimen.

Dr. Warren : 1 heard only the last part of Dr.

Monk's remarks. 1 do not know whether he said

- See page 40 of Journal.
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anything about other bones than the humerus. I

have had a little experience with the spiral fracture of

the tibia. One of the earliest cases I had in private

practice caused me a great deal of anxiety. A lady

who was making a morning call on Mt. Vernon Street

in the winter season stepped on a small patch of

slippery ice on the sidewalk, fell, and sustained a very

oblique fracture of the lower third of the tibia. The
peculiar feature of that fracture was that it took an un-

usually long time to get over the inflammation of the

bone. The lady was disabled nearly two years. The
leg would swell and cause great pain. At the end of

a year I asked Dr. Hodges to see the case in consul-

tation ; and he made the diagnosis of spiroidal fracture,

and called attention to the fact that the spiral fracture

often went into the ankle-joint and caused a great deal

of trouble to the limb. It seemed as if in this case

the great extent of bone that was covered by the

crack in the bone was the cause of the long-continued

inflammation of the bone and its coverings, making the

convalescence a very protracted one. 1 do not know
whether Dr. Monks has ever seen that case in the

Museum at the Medical School, of spiroidal fracture

in the femur which I think Dr. Bigelow alludes to in

his work upon the hip. The history of that case

might be interesting if there is a history. I think it

was a case that was examined at the hospital at

autopsy. The spiroidal fractures of the tibia have

beeu described by a French or Belgian surgeon as oc-

curring by people standing with the foot still and the

upper part of the tibia being rotated violently.

Dr. E. G. Brackett read a paper on

SUB-TENDIXOUS EXOSTOSIS OF THE OS CALCIS.'

Dr. Mixter: In connection with this case, per-

haps one I operated on some years ago in the thigh

may be of interest, as presenting some of the same
symptoms and the same gross pathological condi-

tions. A young man of about twenty came to me
with a tumor of considerable size just above the knee-

joint on the inside of the thigh under the vastus

muscle. It was sometimes tender, and it was growing.

It felt hard to the touch, although there was at

times an indistinct feeling of fluctuation. On coming

down through the muscle a large bursal cavity was

opened, and at the bottom of that there was a large

knob of bone with a broad base, and the whole sur-

face covered with cartilage, perhaps altogether consid-

erably larger than a hen's egg. There was a large

synovial sac enclosing the whole, covering the whole

bony and cartilaginous tumor. This did not connect

with the knee-joint or the surrounding bursa. The
tumor was chiselled off close to the femur and the

wound closed perfectly. There has been no return

since — seven or eight years. The position of the

tumor under a large mass of muscle and tendon, and

the nature of the tumor, made up of cartilage and boue

very similar to that which Dr. Brackett has reported,

although the mass was very much larger, it being in a

place where you would expect a very much larger

growth, are points of interest.

Dr. RicHAUDSON read a paper on

three OASES OF LATERAL ANASTOMOSIS BY MEANS
OF THE MURPHY BDTTON.*

Dr. Newell : About eight or nine years ago I

happened to do a great deal of experimental work in

' See page 41 of the Jonrual.
* See page 34 uf Jourual.

intestinal suturing, and some time ago Dr. Gushing and
I presented the subject at a meeting here. It seems to

me this button is very interesting, as many things are

in the way of surgical mechanics and instruments, as

recalling the fact that similar things existed a long

while ago, and that practically the same method has

been used very largely, especially by the Arabian sur-

geons. It seems to me there is no necessity for using

any mechanical means in this precedure. The ques-

tion of fifteen minutes or so consumed in this step of

the operation is not important enough to justify the

use of mechanical appliances that cannot be applied

with certainty. I think a very rapid and certain way
is to take hurriedly a wide, continuous suture to place

the two ends of the bowel in apposition ; then they

are very much easier to handle, and in perhaps over

90 per cent, of the cases successfullj' united. The
only question to determine would be whether the

greatest risk would be to put in a mechanical appli-

ance uncertainly, or spend fifteen or twenty minutes

or more of extra time when a patient is in a critical

condition. Of course by this fifteen or twenty min-

utes' extra time I do not mean the whole operation,

but only that portion of its time consumed in making
the intestinal suture. This can be readily done in a

few minutes by a practised hand.

Dr. Harrington : I have used the Murphy button

several times. I think I feel more and more that I

should not use it except in cases of necessity. Cases

arise when the patient has not fifteen minutes of via-

bility to spare. One such case I had this summer, in

which 1 believe the patient would not have lived but

for the button. I had later to dig out the button, but

it made a joint long enough to allow the wound and

the parts about the button to be shut off from the gen-

eral peritoneal cavity. Cases arise in which you feel

almost certain that fifteen or twenty minutes' extra

time will kill the patient. There have been successes

enough with the Murphy button to warrant its use in

such cases.

Dr. Mcmford : In making anastomoses between
different portions of the intestinal canal, it would seem
that one must bear in mind the different characteristics

of those different portions. In a few experiments I

made on the cadaver I found in joining with the

Murphy button the small intestine or the large intestine

to the stomach, that the thickness of the wall of the

stomach and the almost S[iougy character of its mucous
membrane indicate that in making your joint with the

button it is very difficult to make the button lock with-

out unduly pressing on the mucous membrane of the

stomach, so that I am not at all surprised that in two

or three cases gangrene has followed the attaching of

the stomach to the intestine. On the other hand,

where the small intestine is anastomosed with the

large, or the gall-bladder with the duodenum, the but-

ton can be closed very much more tightly without

pressing too much on the coats of the viscera.

Of course the use of the Mur|)hy button presup-

poses a sloughing of the visceral layers included be-

tween its two halves ; but this should be due to a grad-

ual pressure necrosis from slight pinching, accompanied

by adhesive inflammation of the serous surfaces of the

joined viscera. AVhen the button is locked too lightly,

we get, instead of a gradual pressure necrosis, the im-

mediate death of the included portions of the bowels

and rapid pathological changes leading to gangrene of

the adjoining parts.
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Dr. Newell : I suppoBe every one UDderstands

that another patent objection to the button is in refer-

ence Co tiie lumen of tiie canaL The best operation

is the one wiiich leaves the largest possible lumen, and
there is no way we can get as great a lumen as by just

apposing the edges, especially if the first continuous

suture separates, as it usually does if the stitches be-

come septic, and leaves the lumen almost as large as

the normal canal.

Dk. Mixtek : I have had two cases of anastomosis

after resection by means of the Murphy button ; one

case was successful, one case died. First, the whole
question of the use of these time-saving contrivances

comes down to this: Is there any other procedure

which will take their place? In certain cases I am
sure that the formation of au artificial anus will do not

only as well but better. In cases of obstruction with

backing up of a large quantity of liquid feces— fer-

menting fecal matter, as we always find in cases of ob-

struction of sometime standing— Abbe pointed out

that the passage downward of this fermenting fecal

matter was almost always followed by septic absorp-

tion in the lower bowel ; and he advocated in his arti-

cle on lateral anastomosis the establishment of au ar-

tificial anus as the first step in the operation, and then

some days later the lateral anastomosis, after the pa-

tient had recovered from this acute critical state.

That, of course, is quickly and easily done, and it can

be done if proper means are used even quicker than

the Murphy button anastomosis can be made, so that

in many cases the saving of time by the application of

the Murphy button is not essential because there is

another procedure which is even better.

As I understand the principle of the Murphy but-

ton, the gut must slough wherever the button is ap-

plied ; that is, the whole gut that is pressed upon bj'

the surfaces of the button is expected to slough, oth-

erwise you have the button staying in place and simply

the small metallic channel for the passage of feces, so

that enough pressure must be made with the spring to

cause not only the uniting of the surfaces, but the

sloughing of the bowel at that point.

1 have used the button in two cases, one apart from
gall-bladder cases where I have used it several times,

both in resections of the large intestine. The first

was a resection of a comparatively short piece, perhaps

five or six inches, for cancer ; and in that case I put
in a Murphy button, first sewing over and over the

ends of divided intestine and doing a lateral anasto-

mosis. The patient recovered without any unpleasant

symptoms and we never found the button. 1 am very

sure it was passed. I know he could not have been
as comfortable and had as good movement of the

bowels as he did with only the small opening of a

Murphy button in his large intestine. Some time

after he left the hospital he was still in good condition.

I think I had another case where I left the growth
in, but I was unable to look it up this evening. But
the second case I am sure of is one where I removed
the whole of the cecum, ascending colon and parts of

the transverse colon for malignant disease. The oper-

ation was, of course, a difficult one and rather a long

one ; and the ends of the gut being sewed over and
over, the Murphy button was put in between the mid-

dle of the transverse colon ai\d the end of the small in-

testine, because anastomosis can be made more rapidly

iu that way. I decided not to pack the opening. The
wound was very large, of course, and I decided not to

pack about the anastomosis with gauze on account of

the large number of ligatures and the danger from a

prolonged suppuration, so the wound was sewed up tight.

The patient did perfectly well for some days and I

think about a week later after several movements of

the bowels began to have distention, and in about ten

days died. On opening the wound the house-officer

found that there was gangrene of the gut extending
from the button; the button lay in a sloughing mass
of gut, and tliere was fecal extravasation. The gan-

grene seemed to start from the button and go over in

the line of the vessels which come up from the mesen-

tery. In other words, it seemed as though a throm-

bosis, sejitic, had taken place, and the gut was divided

by this gangrene following the line of the vessels. In

both these cases I used the button the size that Dr.
Richardson has shown, and those I think are rather

smaller than the ones that are generally made for lateral

anastomosis. The ones I have seen were some sug-

gested by one of Tieman's men and looked more like

intestinal torpedo boats.

Dk. Richardson : I have nothing further to say

except that the discussion seems to bear out the posi-

tion that most surgeons take, that the use of this button

is very limited. I think every emergency bag ought

to have a set of buttons, because there is a time, as Dr.

Harrington said, that the patient will not last fifteen

minutes, and the man who can do an eud-to-end suture

iu twenty minutes is working very fast, and I think he

is very likely to have extravasation.

ANATOMICAL SPECIMENS.

Dr. Warren : I have here a periosteal sarcoma in

a young man nineteen years of age. The history of

the case was one of au indurated growth appearing on
the outer side of the calf of the leg for about four

months before entrance. General health perfectly

good. No history of blow or any injury. No history

of infiammation, syphilis or sarcoma. Iodide of pot-

ash had no effect. It was decided to make au explora-

tory incision, after which amputation above the knee
was performed, the object being to get above the med-
ullary cavitj' of the bone affected ; and the wisdom of

that procedure was made evident. The interesting

feature of the specimen is the secondary nodule in the

popliteal space pressing on the popliteal nerve. I

made a dissection of Scarpa's triangle, taking out all

the glands I could find from the apex of the triangle

up to Poupart's ligament. Dr. Whitney found some
thickened glands near the apex, but nothing he thought

to be cancerous. Those under Poupart's ligament,

however, were normal glands ; so that it seemed as if

we had got above the disease, the only question being

whether the lymphatics between the popliteal space

and the apex of Scarpa's triangle were infected. We
examined for enlargement of the retroperitoneal glands

in this case, which I think every one ought to do where
there is question of sarcoma. In every case a very

careful examination of the inguinal glands, I should

say, ought to be made. This is a periosteal sarcoma
and not central sarcoma of the bone. It is a round-

celled sarcoma.

Two specimens were shown bj' Dr. H. W. Ccshing,
the description of which is as follows:

Case I. Fecal umbilical fistula, due to tubercular

peritonitis. The specimen consists of the intestines

and umbilical region of the abdominal wall from a boy
two years old. The clinical history was negative till
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about three months before death. The first symptoms
reported were fretfulness, restlessness, slight discomfort

(apparently abdominal), and a slight swelling or pro-

trusion at the navel with some discoloration of the

skin. Dejections, four to five each twenty-four hours.

This condition continued nearly unchanged (except

that the patient showed by his gradual loss of flesh and
pallor some impairment in nutrition) till twelve days

before death. At this time the abdominal pain and
swelling at the umbilicus increased. There was some
nausea and vomiting. On the next day a spontaneous

opening appeared at the navel, through which about

120 cubic centimetres of a yellowish-green watery

fluid, having a foul odor, was discharged. Twenty-
four hours later the vomiting ceased. At the end of

the nest day feces flowed through the fistula. 'J"he

whole central portion of the abdomen was somewhat
elevated, dull on percussion, indurated to touch, and
somewhat tender. Examination of chest was negative ;

but numerous, small, movable glands were felt in the

neck, especially on the right side. Five days later ihe

patient suddenly collapsed, and two days later died.

The autopsy (made by Dr. Mallory) revealed a tuber-

cular peritonitis. The specimen shows exceedingly

well the changes resulting, and how futile any opera-

tion for the relief of the fecal fistula would have been.

The intestine is so firmly adherent in one mass that

separation of its coils without injury to it is improb-

able ; the exposed coils are thickly studded with

tubercles. The mass is adherent to the abdominal

wall, in the umbilical region. Examination of the

fistula shows that it is the external opening of an ab-

scess cavity, formed by the adherent loops of intestine;

about eight centimetres in diameter. In one of these

loops at the bottom of the cavity one sees a perforation

half a centimetre in diameter, through which feces flow

on pressure. A degenerated mesenteric gland has

opened into the cavity also. The diaphragm and

omentum are very extensively involved, the former

chiefly on its ventral surface. The lungs show no

macroscopic signs of invasion by the process. The
mesenteric glands show the most advanced stage of the

disease, and are probably the seat of origin. The his-

tological examination is not yet completed.

Case II. An umbilical fistula simulating a patent

urachus and due to a Meckel's diverticulum. Speci-

men from a boy twenty months old. Clinical history

negative, except that a clear yellow fluid has slowly

oozed from a small umbilical sinus since birth.

When first seen in October, 1895, there was some
swelling at and about the navel (especially to the right

and below). The skin in the immediate vicinity of the

sinus was excoriated, showing the irritating character

of the discharge. The swollen area was dull on

light percussion, but resonant on deep ; it was elas-

tic, perhaps semi-fluctuating. A clear, straw-colored

fluid escaped by drops from a small opening in a granu-

lating area in the umbilical depression. This fluid had

no especially characteristic odor, at least in the small

amounts which were obtainable. On repeated exam-
inations it was strongly acid. No urea crystals were

ever found. Nitric acid caused a slight, opaque, white

cloud. Microscopically were seen mucous shreds, flat

cells resembling epidermal or squamous epithelium,

and extraneous substances such as threads from dress-

ings, etc. Although no communication was demon-
strated with the bladder, no condition except a partially

patent or cystic urachus seemed to explain the condi-

tions presented. An operation was attempted to re-

lieve this, and the child died forty-eight hours later

from acute general infection of staphylococcus pyogenes

aureus, this micro-organism being found in the blood

and internal organs. The specimen shows the correct

diagnosis and explains conditions which were both puz-

zling and obscure at the time of operation. At the

autopsy the abdominal wall was divided by an elliptical

incision including its whole central portion. Through
the opening thus made the small intestine, cecum, colon,

and bladder were removed en masse. Examination of

this mass shows fresh adhesions of the intestinal coils

immediately about the operation wound. The intestines

in general are normal in appearance. A portion of

the small intestine several inches long is adherent to

the abdominal wall by a broad, firm adhesion, evidently

not recent throughout its entire length. This was in

the right umbilical region. Twelve inches above the

iliocecal valve a Meckel's diverticulum arises from the

ileum. For one inch it is patent, and its lumen opens

into the intestine. Beyond this it becomes impervious

and has the form of a fibrous cord or band, which ex-

tends in the direction of the navel and is merged in the

mass of old inflammatory tissue at the site of the cavity

removed by the operation. Around the band thus

formed is twisted the lower portion of the cecum, the

ilio-cecal valve, appendix and adjacent ileum ; the mass

thus formed having passed around it from above down-
ward. The intestine above this band is much distended

with gas and fluid, but is collapsed below. The case

is one where a diverticulum existed between the ileum

and umbilicus. The lumen of this process had become
obliterated in its middle portion. The distal end re-

maining patent at the navel formed a cavity opening

externally through a short sinus at this jjoint. The
acid character of the discharge is still unexplained.

The adherent intestine about this cavity and the thick

fibrous mass resulting from the long-continued irritation

complicates any operation for removal of the diverticu-

lum ; the bladder is normal.

Diverticula from the intestine are not uncommon ;

but those having the above characteristics are unusual,

and cause conditions which render operative procedures

— except perhaps cutting free the baud — difficult and

dangerous. The cause of the infection in this case is

not certain, there being several possibilities on account

of the anatomical conditions at the time of operation

against which the methods of antisepsis employed were

ineffectual.

Dr. Mixter: I spoke of the formation of an arti-

ficial anus as being very quickly done, and if properly

done, avoiding septic contamination. I published an

article on the subject of intestinal drainage, and this

is simply to show a tube I had made for that purpose

to tie into any part of the intestine.

A Memorial to WiLHiiLM Meter. — It is pro-

posed to erect a memorial statue at Copenhagen to

Dr. Wilhelm Meyer, the discoverer of adenoid vegeta-

tions of the pharynx.

Lannelongue and the Paris Academy of Sci-

ences. — The late Professor Venieuil is succeeded in

the Paris Academy of Sciences by M. Lannelongue

(who received 36 votes, wliile M. Oilier received 22)

and in the Paris Academy of Medicine by M. C. H.

Monod.
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THE HARVARD MEDICAL FACULTY VOTE TO
REQUIRE A DEGREE FOR ADMISSION.

At a meetiug of the Faculty of the Medical School

of Harvard Uuiversity, held Jauuary 4th last, the fol-

lowing vote was passed with little less thau unan-

imity :

" In and after Jnne, 1901, candidates for admission to the Med-

ical School must present a decree iu arts, literature, philosopliy,

science or medicine from a recognized college or scieuiific

school, with the exception of such persons, of suitable age and

attainments, as may be admitted by a special vote of the

Faculty taken in each case.

" All candidates, whether presenting a degree or not, are and

will be required to satisfy the Faculty that they have had a

course in theoretical and descriptive (inorganic) chemistry and

qualitative analysis, sufficient to Bt them to pursue the courses

in chemistry given at the Medical School."

By actually assuming this position, the desirability

of which has been under general consideration for some

time, the Medical Faculty of Harvard University has

taken a new and important step in advance. It has

recognized the principle that only educated men— at

least iu this part of the country— should be encour-

aged to attempt the study of medicine in the present

state of medical science. The time has gone by when

self-made men can compete with those turned out by

our educational institutions. The highly-finished prod-

uct is what is demanded for the great enterprises of

to-day.

This step will place Harvard on record as a pioneer

in the eflFort to produce a medical school of the highest

grade, the Johns Hopkins being her only predecessor;

and when the chauge is made, it is expected that there

will be no danger of a serious diminution iu the size of

her classes.

In the annual report for 1892 the Dean of the Rled-

ical School called attention to the diminution in the

proportion of college-bred men who had entered the

school since 1884, in which year the maximum of 53.9

per cent, was reached. This diminution went on

gteadily until in 1892 the ratio was only 28.2 per cent.,

a ratio which with one exception was less than iu any

year siDce 1872. Since 1892, however, the ratio of

graduates of colleges and scientific schools generally

has been again on the increase, and in 1895 the pro-

portion of students having such degrees as are to be

ri'quired was 40 per cent.

The natural growth of the intervening years until

1901, should offset any shrinkage which mav occur

from this new departure. It is even highly probable

that, as has been the result of previous steps to raise

the standard, this movement may actually bring an

increase of students to the school.

Parents will not be slow to recognize the great pres-

tige that the degree of such a school will give their

sous in the outset of their professional career, and

many positions will be open to men with this higher

Harvard degree to which the graduates of other

schools with a lower standard could not aspire.

THE MASSACHUSETTS HEALTH HEPORT.i

The report of the State Board of Health for the

year 1894 is its twenty-sixth annual record of admi-

rable work done in the public service, and of intelligent

legislation for the health of the community.

An analysis of the 357 cases of small-pox in the ten

years 1885-94, during which the law has required all

such cases to be reported to the Board, indicates a

mortality of 5.5 of those vaccinated and of 29.1 in

the unvaccinated. No vaccinated child under one year

of age was attacked with small-pox ; but there were

17 unvaccinated, of whom 9 died, or 53 per cent.

Outbreaks of typhoid fever were investigated in

three towns. The cause was discovered in two and

abated. The death-rate, although diminished from 7.1

to 3.1 per 10,000 living between 1874 and 1893, is

still high. The curious fact is shown that the death-

rate from typhoid fever is less in the rural districts

(towns of less than 10,000 inhabitants) than in the

urban, as a whole, although that of Boston is lower

than that of the rural districts or of'the other cities.

A compact analysis, by the secretary of the Board,

of the vital statistics of the State for the year 1893

indicates what may be done by an accomplished statis-

tician. Two gratifying results are shown, namely : a

great decrease in the mortality from infectious diseases

and a great improvement iu the accuracy of the reports

and registration of causes of death.

Since the last report of the Board, two special re-

ports have been made to the Legislature. The first,

suggesting a metropolitan water-supplj' for Boston and

adjoining towns, has been adopted, and a board has

been created with authority to expend $27,000,000 for

carrying out the provisious of the act of the Legis-

lature. The second was a joint report with the Park

Commissioners for the improvement of the bed, shores

and waters of the Charles River, as a result of which

the sum of S300,000 was appropriated for se-

curing land on the banks of the river; aud the sug-

' Tweniy-flith Annual Report of the State Board of Health ot
Mafeacliufeim, pp. cxivll, l<:'2. Boston: Wright & Potter Printing
Co., Stale Pnuilug, IS Post UtUce Square. IbtiS.
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gestion for a water park was referred to the Harbor

and Land Commissioners for investigation and report.

The act to protect the purity of inland waters

(1886) has proved one of the moat useful laws in the

history of State legislation. Under the provisions of

the act, the State Board of Health was given a gen-

eral oversight over the inland waters of the State and

was required to examine these waters with reference

to their use as sources of domestic water-supply. The

Board was also required to recommend measures to

prevent the pollution of such waters, and was author-

ized to conduct experiments to determine the best

practicable methods of purification of drainage and

sewage or disposal of the same. The Board also gives

advice to cities and towns, corporations and individ-

uals, relative to the introduction of water-supplies and

systems of sewerage and sewage disposal ; and the

amount and character of the work performed by the

Board under this act have justly won for their reports

the reputation of being standard authority upon these

subjects. In the present report of the Board, the

topics presented in this connection are its advice to

cities and towns, the examination of water-supplies,

the examination of rivers, summary of water-supply

statistics and record of rainfall and flow of streams,

the composition of the water of deep wells, the bacte-

rial contents of ground waters and deep wells, experi-

ments upon the filtration of sewage and of water and

physical and chemical properties of sands— in all, 710

pages of most interesting and valuable matter.

A diphtheria-antitoxin laboratory has been estab-

lished ; 6,824 samples of food and drugs, including

3,551 of milk, have been examined during the year;

53 applications for advice from cities and towns and

others have been acted upon ; 2,006 samples of water

have been examined chemically and microscopically,

and 2,534 of sewage and water chemically and bacte-

rially ; 6,949 samples of sand have been examined in

connection with sewage-disposal experiments.

Professor Marks's statistics with regard to the 449

hogs slaughtered at the Northampton Hospital in the

last ten years indicate that the percentage infected with

trichiuaj has diminished from 25. to 0. and apparently

from ceasing to give them any uncooked offal for food.

Professor Sedgwick, in his usual brilliant method,

traces forty cases of typhoid fever apparently to the

use of infected skimmed milk, in a report upon an

epidemic in Marlborough.

Under Statistical Summaries, there are four reports:

I. A summary of the returns of deaths made vol-

untarily by the local authorities each vv^eek to the State

Board.

II. Cases of and deaths from small-pox, scarlet fe-

ver, typhoid fever and measles, tabulated from 76 local

reports, with percentages of mortality.

III. Statistics of 4,178 cases of diphtheria, 6,731

of scarlet fever, 2,372 of typhoid fever, 2,133 of

measles and 181 of small-pox, reported to the Board,

as required by law, from 175 cities and towns; 178

neglected to fill the requirements of the law as regards

reporting to the State Board within twenty-four hours

of receiving notice of infectious diseases, or failed to

enforce the report of such diseases to themselves by

physicians.

IV. Summary of the annual reports of cities and

towns, which are by law required to be sent to the

State Board.

If the whole matter of the registration of the vital

statistics of the State could be placed in equally com-

petent hands, the reasonable complaints against our

present registration reports would be obviated, and

many, at least, of the errors of a faulty system might

be corrected.

Forty-three pages of reports on Health of Towns
indicate progressive improvement in local sanitation

throughout the State, especially regarding the intelli-

gent control of diseases dangerous to the public health,

the abating of nuisances, and co-operation for gather-

ing facts and extending information for the public

good.

THE VASO-MOTOR NERVES OF THE HEART.

The announcement of Dr. W. T. Porter's discovery

of the vaso-constrictor fibres of the heart, printed in

this issue of the Jocrnal, brings home the fact that

the long-cherished dream of making the mammalian

heart as accessible to research as any other muscle is

now coming true. A quarter-century has passed since

the experiments of Bowditch, Meruuowicz, Luciani

and Kronecker, in Ludwig's laboratory, led the way
for that swarm of investigations on the isolated heart of

the frog to which pharmacology and practical medicine

owe so much. During these years, more than one in-

vestigator, tempted by the harvest that waited on suc-

cess, has endeavored to isolate the mammalian heart.

Martin nearly succeeded, but was obliged to keep the

pulmonary circulation intact, in order to feed the heart

with oxygenated blood. Ludwig, with Pawlow and

Stolnikow, greatly improved the details of Martin's

method, but was foiled in turn by the difficulty of oxy-

genating the blood in the absence of the lungs.

And yet how simply this great obstacle was finally

overcome! Hedon and Gilis, in 1892, received the body

of a man guillotined three-quarters of an hour before.

They tied the descending aorta and the arteries that

spring from the aortic arch and injected into the aorta

defibrinated dog's blood. The semilunar valves closed,

the blood streamed through the coronary arteries, and

the heart re-commenced its long interrupted beat.

Hedon and Gilis went no further. Their method has

since been put into practical use by Langendorff, in

Rostock, and in the Harvard Medical School. The

isolation of the living mammalian heart has become

an easy and certain operation.

The discovery of the vaso-motor nerves of the heart

is as yet the most valuable fruit of this procedure, but

it is easy to see that a most enticing field of investiga-

tion is now open and that results of the greatest inter-

est are likely to be attained.
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MEDICAL NOTES.

New Laboratories at Glasgow and Edin-

BCROR.— The Zance< states that the Royal College

of Physicians of Edinburgh has purchased, at a cost

exceediog $35,000, property on which a laboratory

will be erected. The new anatomical and physiologi-

cal laboratories of the University of Glasgow were

opened on November 18th.

The French Congress of SouGERr. — The Ad-

ministrative Council of the French Association of

Surgery has submitted the following subjects for dis-

cussion before the Congress of Surgery which will be

held in Paris in October, 1896 : (1) Surgical Treat-

ment of Talipes, introduced by M. Forgue, Montpel-

ier; (2) Treatment of Prolapsus of the Genital Or-

gans, introduced by M. Bouilly, Paris.

Dr. Jameson and President EBnCER.— It is

reported that Dr. Jameson some time ago, while at

Kimberly, was called to Pretoria to attend President

Kruger in a dangerous illness. President Kruger re-

covered under his care, and the two became strong

friends. Piesident Kruger now has an opportunity to

repay the debt of gratitude owed to Dr. Jameson for

saving his life, by saving that of his former physician.

Fecdndity ok the French. — For the benefit of

those who doubt the fecundity of French women the

Lyon Medicale cites the example of three sisters of

Lille who had been pregnant in the aggregate 70

times, having 53 infants at term and 17 miscarriages.

Of the 53 children, however, only 21 lived. The

large infant mortality in these three families was at-

tributed to the unsanitary condition of their dwellings.

Examinations for the United States Marine-

Hospital Service. —A competitive examination

will be held at Washington, D. C, on February 26th,

of candidates for the |)08ition of assistant surgeon in

the Marine-Hospital Service. Candidates must be be-

tween twenty-one and thirty years of age and graduates

of a reputable medical college. Fuller information

may be obtained by addressing the Surgeon-General

of the Marine-Hospital Service, Washington, D. C.

The Twelfth International Medical Con-

gress.— In accordance with the august approval of

His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Russia, the

Twelfth International Medical Congress will be held

in Moscow between the 19th and 26th of August (new

style) in the year 1897, under the patronage of His

Imperial Highness the Grand Duke Serge Alexandro-

vitch. In addition to physicians, others who have a

degree in the sciences, desiring to take part in the

work of the Congress will be allowed to do so in the

capacity of extraordinary members. Veterinary phy-

sicians, pharmacists and dentists will be allowed to

participate as extraordinary members. The work of

the Congress will be divided into twelve sections : (1)

anatomy, including anthropology, normal anatomy,

embryology and normal histology ; (2) physiology

(including medical chemistry); (3) general pathology

and pathological anatomy ; (4) general therapeutics

(hydrotherapy, climato-therapy, etc.), pharmacology,

pharmacognosy and pharmacy ; (5) internal diseases ;

(6) pediatry; (7) mental and nervous diseases; (8)

dermatology and venereal diseases ; (9) surgery (in-

cluding diseases of the larynx, ears and teeth) and

ophthalmology; (10) obstetrics and gynecology ; (11)

hygiene (including sanitary statistics, public health,

epidemiology, and the technique of sanitary science;

(12) legal medicine. The Congress will be in charge

of the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Mos-

cow. Two or three general meetings will be held, at

which questions relating to the general business of the

Congress will be decided, and discourses and commu-

nications of general interest delivered. French is to

be the official language of the Congress. The Presi-

dent of the Executive Committee is Prof. 1. F. Klein,

of the Imperial University of Moscow ; and Prof. F.

F. Erismann, of Moscow, is Secretary-General.

new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston.— Dur-

ing week ending at noon, January 8, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease

:

diphtheria 115, scarlet fever 27, measles 14, typhoid

fever 10.

Annual Meeting of the Massachusetts Cre-

mation Society.— At the annual meeting of the

Massachusetts Cremation Society, which was held last

week, it was reported that eighty-seven bodies have

been cremated at the Forest Hills Cemetery during

the last year, which is an increase over the previous

year's work. The officers of the previous year were

re-elected.

new YORK.

The New York Academy ok Medicine. — At
the annual election of officers of the New York Acad-

emy of Medicine, held January 2d, Dr. Egbert H.

Graudin was elected a Vice-President, Dr. Joseph E
Janvrin a member of the Board of Trustees, and Drs.

William S. Gottheil, Reginald H. Sayre, Ralph L.

Parsons and Charles H. Richardson, delegates to the

Medical Society of the Stale of New York.

The Oldest Surviving Widow Pensioner of

THE Revolution. — By the death, on December 3l8t,

of Mrs. Patty Richardson, at East Bethel, Vt., Mrs.

Asenath Turner, aged 90, of Manchester, N. Y., is

left as the oldest of the seven surviving widow pen-

sioners of the Revolution.

Governor Morton on the Cabe of the In-

sane.— In his annual message, submitted to the Leg-

islature on January Ist, Governor Morton says in

reference to 'the care of the insane: "In furtherance

of the general plan of harmonizing the system of ad-

ministration and expenditure at all of the State insane

hospitals a system of itemized monthly estimates for

expenses was devised. It was required that these

estimates be prepared in advance and submitted for

scrutiny and revision to the State Commission in Lun-
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acy. The operation of this method during the past

two years has demon3trated its wisdom, for its results

have been to better the condition of the inmates by

securing an improved quality of supplies and treat-

ment, while it has at the same time realized in the

first year a saving of $300,000, and during the last

fiscal year a somewhat larger amount has been saved

to the tax-payers. The Legislature last year author-

ized a special tax levy to cover the cost of new struct-

ures, renewals, and other extraordinary improvements

for the State hospitals, and for general maintenance,

and ceased making special appropriations for each hos-

pital. In the same bill a provision was enacted which

empowered the State Commission in Lunacy to estab-

lish practically uniform schedules of salaries and wages

for all officers and employees in the various hospitals.

This provision will cover the regulation of the com-

pensation of nearly 4,000 employees and about 200

officers when the transfer of the New York County

insane shall have been effected."

In reference to the care of the criminal insane the

Governor says :
" It is urged by the State Commission

in Lunacy and by the Superintendent of State Prisons

that there should be a separation of the convicted and

unconvicted classes. To this end, as well as with a

view of relieving the congested condition of the hospi-

tal at Matteawan, I recommend to your consideration

the erection, on the State lands adjoining the Clinton

State Prison at Dannemora, of a plain and substantial

asylum to accommodate insane convicts undergoing

sentence, and such of those who have served their sen-

tences, as it is not deemed advisable to retain in the

same building with those who have not been con-

victed."

The Transfer of the City Asylums to the
State.— In accordance with the recommendation of

the Governor in his message, the bill for the transfer

of the New York City asylums for the insane to the

State, known as the Manhattan State Hospital Bill,

was introduced on the first day of the session of the

Legislature in both the Senate and Assembly. The
bill is practically the same as that which was passed

unanimously by both branches of the last Legislature

(but which failed to become a law on account of its

not receiving the approval of Mayor Strong), except

that all reference to the payment by the city of the

taxes due to the State for the support of the insane

has been omitted, as the Court of Appeals has recently

decided the tax case.

philadelphia.

Annual Meeting of the College of Physi-

cians.— At the January meeting of the College of

Physicians, Dr. J. M. Da Costa was re-elected Presi-

dent, and Dr. John Ashhurst, Jr., Vice-President;

Dr. Thomas R. Neilson, Secretary ; Dr. Henry M.

Fisher, Treasurer; Dr. Frederick P. Henry, Hon-

orary Librarian. Dr. Dulles declined re-election as

Secretary, and a vote of thanks was tendered him upon

retiring from the office at the close of seven years'

service. Dr. F. X. Dercum read a paper " On the

Functions of the Neuron, with Especial Reference to

the Phenomena Presented by Hysteria and Hypno-

tism," in which he claimed special functions for the

cell, defending the older views of the function of the

neuron, which he defined as the cell-body with all of

its processes. In opposition to the theory of Nanson
that the cell-body has only tropic functions and exists

only for the nourishment of the cell-processes, he

maintained that the cell-body possesses special and

characteristic functions in addition to this trophic in-

fluence. In discussing this paper, Dr. Charles K.

Mills did not agree with the view that some myste-

rious faculty is possessed by nerve-cells and considered

that Nanson's views are sustained by analogy and ob-

servation. Dr. Dercum claimed a limited mobility for

nerve-cells and suggested that it is on account of dis-

turbances of such normal physiological movements

that conditions of hysteria and hypnotism are pro-

duced.

A New Building for the Pennsylvania Hos-
pital.— The managers of the Pennsylvania Hospital

have adopted plans for the erection of a large three-

story building at the corner of 8th and Pine Streets,

for a receiving ward and clinical amphitheatre, to cost

over $80,000, the funds for which will be furnished

by a family whose liberality has been already mani-

fested by the generous donation to the hospital of a

new dispensary building a few years ago. It is ex-

pected that the new building will be ready for use

next fall, and during the summer the old clinical am-

phitheatre will be torn down, this being part of the

extensive alterations which are now in progress.

A Students' Clcb-House.— Houston Hall, the

handsome new clubhouse for the students of the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, was opened on January 2d.

The students started the movement some three years

ago, and made the first contribution towards the build-

ing. Subsequently Mr. H. H. Houston hearing of the

project, gave $50,000; and later, since the death

of Mr. Houston, his family have made large donations,

so that the house completed and furnished is entirely

free from indebtedness. The plans were selected

by competition in the School of Architecture, and one

of the instructors acted as supervising architect so that

the undertaking throughout has beeu a University one.

It was named after a sou of Mr. Houston, who died

while a studeut at the university. The appoiutments

are those of a first-class club-house, and include rooms

for social meetings aud for special organizations such

as glee-club and also a large swimming pool and baths.

It is opeu only to members of the Houston Club,

which is composed of students in attendance upon the

several departments of the University of Pennsyl-

vania, the dues and expenses being merely nominal.

Work of the State Board of Medical Ex-

aminers.— The Board of Medical Examiners and

Licensers of the State of Pennsylvania at its meeting

in December had 76 applicants before it and rejected

22 who failed to get the average of 75 in the exami-
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nation. All the candidates graduated by the Uuiver-

sity of Pennsylvania, it is stated, were successful in

obtaining their license.

Du. Dock leaves Ann Arbor for Phila-
delphia. — Dr. George Dock, formerly Professor of

Pathology in the University of Texas, and more re-

cently in the Ann Arbor University, has been elected

Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology in the Jeffer-

son Medical College.

Increase in Diphtheria. — During the last week
the Health Officer of Philadelphia reports an increase

of fifty in the number of cases of diphtheria over the

previous week, and fourteen deaths. The experiences

at the Municipal Hospital with antitoxin are less

favorable than they were at first, although the city is

now supplying its own serum.

DR. GEO. M. GOULD RETIRES FROM THE
MEDICAL NEWS.

The retirement of Dr. Gould from the editorship of

the Medical News will be viewed with regret by the

lovers of good, terse, strong English applied to medical

topics. The vigor which has distinguished the editorial

department of the News under liis management has

made it always worth reading, and that department has

always been on the side of what is best in ethical and
scientific medicine. In his " farewell word," published

in the News of December 28th, Dr. Gould says:
" In severing relations with his contributors and

collaborators the retiring editor deeply regrets the

necessity of doing so, because whatever of unpleasant-

ness and labor the office may have brought to him it

has been the means of bringing a much larger share of

things good beyond valuing— the friendship and svm-
pathy, for example, of many noble men, and a clearer

comprehension of the real dignity and loyalty of the

great medical profession. There may be added the

satisfaction of the consciousness of having striven faith-

fully to administer the trust for the benefit of scientific

and ethical medicine. Hundreds of cordial letters re-

ceived attest a certain measure of success in realizing

this ideal, and no reply can adequately express the

sense of gratitude felt for numberless courtesies and
kindnesses spontaneously extended."

PHYSIOLOGICAL ANTIPERISTALSIS.

In addition to the normal peristaltic action of the

intestine, according to Griitzner,* there exists also a

physiological autiperistalsis. A mixture of powdered
animal charcoal with sixtenths-per-cent. salt solution

introduced into the rectum of a dog who had had no
food for twenty-four hours was carried upward in the

bowel to sucl) an extent that after four to six hours
particles of charcoal could be found throughout the

entire intestinal tract, even in the stomach. In men,
also, several hours after a solution of starch in physio-

logical solution ha<l been introduced into the rectum,

its presence was plainly demonstrated in the contents

' Deuu. med. Woch., 1894, No. 48.

of the stomach. Griitzner thinks that peristaltic and
antiperistaltic action takes place at the same time, as

the result of an experiment performed on a rat. He
introduced little black hairs into the rectum and little

white hairs into the mouth at the same time. Five
hours later a mixture of white and black hairs was
found along the whole length of the intestinal tract.

These opposite movements of the various parts of

the intestinal tract seem to depend upon the chemical
characteristics of the fluids introduced. Physiological

salt solution undoubtedly favors antiperistaltic move-
ments; hairs suspended in acid or distilled water re-

main stationary after introduction into the rectum.
The mechanism of autiperistalsis consists of an up-

ward movement of the entire muscular coat, especially

of the muscularis mucosie, which Nothnagel demon-
strated in an analogous manner by placitig a crystal of

sodic chloride upon the peritoneal coat of a dog's in-

testine. While the normal downward motion of the

main fecal current is taking place in the centre of the

lumen of the intestine, there also occurs on the outside

normally a partial autiperistalsis, which carries in a
feeble current small particles and certain fluids iu an
upward direction. The physiological purpose of this

current may be the reintroductiou into the upper part

of the intestine and the stomach of parts of the food

mass not yet sufficiently impregnated with the gastric

juices. The practical deduction to be made from these

experiments is the advisability of adding a sufficient

amount of normal salt solution to nuirit-nt enemata, in

order to ensure their being carried well upward into

the intestine and thoroughlv absorbed.

CHINESE METHODS OF PREDICTING THE
SEX BEFORE BIRTH.

A SDRGEON of the French Army, Dr. J. J.

Matignon, who is also an attache of the French lega-

tion in China, makes an interesting communication on

this subject in the Archives de Tocologie et Gynecol-

ogie for June, 1895. In the first place, a round prom-
inent abdomen projecting forward so as to interfere

with locomotion, points toward a girl, while a uterus

extending very high upwards into the abdominal cav-

ity indicates a boy. A fresh color of the skin, with-

out or with only slight pigujentation, especially of the

areola, and slight change in the features points

toward a girl, the opposite condition toward a boy ;

violent fetal movements with legs and arms also indi-

cate a girl. The following are more complicated

methods of predicting sex : When after the seventh

month the right hand of the fetus can be felt moving
in the left side of the mother's abdomen— Matignon
rightly thinks there may be some doubt about the

mother's ability to distinguish the right hand of the

fetus from the left— the fetus is male. The most in-

teresting methods cited by Matignon are two which are

based on arithmetic and point to a very high develop-

ment of the mathematical faculty among the Chinese.

The first method depends upon the second figure of

the mother's age, and the probable month of concep-

tion. If both figures are odd or both even, the child

will be a boy. If one is odd and the other even, a

girl is expected. The most complicated method of all

18, however, the following, published iu the year 1593,

by the wise man, Fschweug-Fa'wei : To the number
49, evidently a number regarded as sacred, add the
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namber of the month of conception, and from the sum
subtract the age of the mother : then subtract, 1 (for

the heavens), 2 (for the earth), 3 (for mankind), 4

(for time), 5 (for the elements), 6 (for the musical

scale), 7 (for the plants). If the remainder is au odd

number, the child will be a boy ; if even, a girl. If

the remainder is larger than the number eight, that

number is also subtracted (for the directions of the

wind), and the decision made according to the final

remainder.

Matignon avers that even European residents of

China believe in this method.

THE TYPHOID BACILLUS AND SUPPURATION.

The relation of the typhoid bacillus to suppuration,

says Robert Muir in the Practitioner for December,

1895, is a subject on which much has been written

with great variety of opinion. On the one hand, in a

considerable number of cases the typhoid bacillus has

been found by various observers to be the only organ-

ism present, and has been maintained to be the causal

agent. On the other hand, it has been objected that

iu many instances the bacillus coll communis might

be mistaken for the typhoid organism, and that when
the latter was really present alone, the suppuration

might be caused by other organisms which had after-

wards disappeared. Experimental results have been

rather confiictiug. An endeavor to clear up many ob-

scure points has been made in an elaborate research

by Dmochowski and Janowski.' They find that sub-

cutaneous injection of the typhoid bacillus does not

cause suppuration in the healthy dog, but that it may
in anemic animals, and also that where there is a

local lesion, such as a healed wound, suppuration is

easily produced. In the rabbit on the other hand,

suppuration may be readily caused by injections of the

organism carried through the tissues of a dog. A
certain stage of virulence, however, is necessary. Il

the virulence be too low only a slight iuflammatiou is

produced; if the organism possesses too high a toxic-

ity, the animal rapidly dies before local change occurs.

They have also found that when a local lesion is pro-

duced beforehand, and the organisms are then injected

into the peritoneum, they may settle in the place of

diminished resistance and produce an abscess. The
pus may be of ordinary appearance, or may be mixed

with blood, and the typhoid bacilli are generally more

numerous in the wall of the abscess than in the pus,

and may even be absent from the latter. The serous

cavities, joints, bone-marrow, etc., have in the normal

state a considerable degree of resistance to injections

of the bacillus, but suppuration may follow if they

have been injured previously. When a local abscess

is produced by simultaneous injection of typhoid bacilli

and pyogenic cocci, the former disappear from the put

before the latter, so that in clinical cases of suppura-

tion where typhoid bacilli alone are found it is improb-

able that ordinary pyogenic organisms were present

at an earlier period. Their general conclusion is that,

given typhoid bacilli of suitable virulence and tissues

of diminished resistance, suppuration may be pro-

duced by the typhoid bacilli alone. Janowski also

recoids a case'' of post-t^ plioidal suppuration in the

parotid, where only typhoid bacilli could be found.

' Ziegler's Beitrage znr path. Anat., Bd. xvil, p. 221.

• Centralb. f . Bakt., xtU, p. 7»5.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD,

For the week ending December 28th, in Boston, accordingto
observations furnished bj Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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Prom malarial fever New York and Brooklyn 2 each, Philadel-
phia I.

lu the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales with
an estiumted population of 10,r>'.ll,S30, for the week ending
Uecember 2l8t, the death-rate was IB.ti. Deaths reported, 3,774;
acute diseases uf the respiratory organs (London) '2'Jl, measles
240, whooping-cough 101, diphtheria 97, fever 57, scarlet fever
M, diarrhea 47.

The deatli-rates ranged from 11.8 in Brighton to 27.5 in Liver-
pool: Kirniiufthiim liit.O, Bolton llt.l, Crojdon IS.ti, tiateslieud

14.7, Hull 15.ii, 1^'eds 18.7, Leicester 19. !i, London 18.1, Mau-
chester ly.l, Newcistle-on-Tyne I'J.li, Nottingham 18.4, Ports-
mouth 12.8, Sheffield 18.0, West Ham 15.5, Wolverhampton 23.1.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE STATIONS AND
DUllES OF OFFICERS StRVING IN THE MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT, U. S. ARMY, FROM DECtMBER 28, 1895,
TO JANUARY 3, 18S'U.

The leave of absence on surgeon's certificate of disability
granted Major Jamus C. Wokthinoton, surgeon, is extended
six months ou account of sickness.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE MEDICAL CORPS
OF THE U. S. NAVY FOR THE WEEK ENDING
JANUARY 4. 189«.

M. S. Guest and C. P. Bagg, assistant surgeons, ordered to
examination for promotion.

SOCIETY NOTICES.

Boston Society for Medical Improvement.— The annual
meeting of the Society will be held at the Medical library, 1ft

Buylstoii Place, on Monday evening, January I3lh, at 8 o'clock.
Dr. James B. Ayer will present the subject of " Senile Pneu-

monia " in a short paper.
The eecond paper of the evening, entitled "Procreation of

Sex at Will "
; a letter from Petrus Thuong Vinhky, of Aunam,

will be read by Surgeon K. B. Stephenson, U. S. N., member of
the Asiatic Society of Japan, lirs. H. P. Bowditcb, E. N.
Whittier and Edward Reynolds have beeu asked to discuss the
paper. James G. Mumford, M.D., Hecrelary.

Suffolk District Medical Society.— The Section for
Clinical Medicine, Pathology and Hygiene will meet at 19 Boyl-
ston Place on Wednesday, January 15th, at 8 o'clock.

Papers: Dr. Robert W. Greeuleaf, " A Medical Clinic at the
Boston Dispensary."
Dr. Benjamin Tenney, " Four Selected Cases of Syphilis."

John L. Ames, M.D., Secretary.

APPOINTMENTS.
Fkof. Eugene H. Smith, D.M.D., has been appointed to suc-

ceed the late Thomas H. Chandler as dean of the Harvard
Dental School.

The following appointments have been made at the Carney
Hospital: W. L. Bukuaue, M.D., visiting gynecologist; U. P.
BoNAYNE, M.D., gynecologist to out-patients.

George Dock, M.D., at present professor of practice of med-
icine and pathology in the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
has been elected professor of pathology and bacteriology in the
Jefferson Medical College.

RECENT DEATH.
Frank Edward Weil, M.D., M.M.S.S., died in North

Andorer, January (j, 1896, aged thirty-five years.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

Twenty-sixth Annual Report of the State Board of Health of
Massachusetts. Boston : Printed by the State. 1895.

An American Text-Book of Surgery for Practitioners and
Students. By thirteen American authors. Edited by William
W. Keen, M.D., LL.D., and J. William White, M.D., Ph.D.
Second edition, carefully revised. Philadelphia: W. B. Saun-
ders, leys.

Text-Book of Forensic Medicine and Toxicology. By Arthur
P. Luff, .Mil., B Sc, lAiin\.. Ph>biciau in charge of Out-patients
and Lecturer on .Medical JnriBprudence and Toxicology in St.
Mary's Hospital; Examiner in Forensic Medicine in the Uni-
versity of London, etc. In two volumes. Vols. I and II. Lon-
don : Longmans, Green & Co. 189S.

An Atlas of Ophthalmoscopy with an lutroduction to the Use
of the Ophthalmoscope. By Dr. O. Haab, Professor of Ophthal-
mology, University of Zurich. Translated and edited by Ernest
Clarke, M.D., B.S. (Loud.), Fellow of the Royal College of Sur-
geons; Surgeon to the Central London Ophthalmic Hospital,
etc. New York : William Wood & Co. 1895.

Principles of Surgery. By N. Senn, M.D., Ph.D., LL.D.,
Professor of Practice of Surgery and Clinical Surgery in Rush
Medical College, Ch^ago; Professor of Surgery in the Chicago
Polyclinic; Attending Surgeon to the Presbyterian Hospital,
etc. Second edition, thoroughly revised. Illustrateil with 178
wood-engravings and colored plates. Philadelphia: The F. A.
Lavis Co. 1»95.

Injuries and Diseases of the Genito-Urinary Organs. By
Henry Morris, M.A., M.B. Loud., F.R.C.S., Surgeon to and
Lecturer on Surgery at the Middlesex Hospital ; Member of the
Council and Cturt of Examiners of the Royal College of Sur-
geons, hngland ; Examiner in Surgery in the University of
Loudon. With ninety-six illustratious. New York; William
Wood & Co. 1895.

Functional and Organic Diseases of the Stomach. By Sidney
Martin, M.U., F.R S., F.R C.P., Assistant Physician and Assis-
tant Professor of Clinical Medicine at University College Hospi-
tal ; Assistant Physician to the Hospital for Consumption and
Diseases of the Chest, Bronipton. With 57 illustratious. Edin-
burgh & Loudon: Young J. Pentland. Philadelphia: J. B.
Lippincott Co. 1895.

Pregnancy, Labor and the Puerperal State. By Egbert H.
Grandin, M.l)., Cousulting Obstetric Surgeon to the New York
Maternity Hospital; Consulting Gyuecolo;<ist to the French
Hospital, etc., and George W. Jarman, M.D , Ob.stetric Surgeon
to the New Yoik Maternity Hospital; Gynecologist to the Can-
cer Hospital, etc. Illustrated with 41 photographic plates.
Philadelphia: The F. A. Davis Co. 1895.

Annual of the Universal Medical Sciences, a Yearly Report
of the Progress of the General Sanitary Sciences throughout the
World. Edited by Charles E. Sajous, M.D.,and seventy asso-
ciate editors, assisted by over two huudred corresponding edi-
tors, collaborators and correspondents. Illustrated with chromo-
lithographs, engravings aud maps, lu live volumes. Philadel-
phia, New York & Chicago: The F. A. Davis Co. 1895.

A Manual of the Practice of Medicine. By George Roe Lock-
wood, M D., Professor of Pnictice in the Woman's Medical Col-
lege of the New York lulirmary

; Attending Physician to the
Colored Hospital and to the City (State Charity) Hospital; Path-
ologist to the French Hospital ; Member of the New York Acad-
emy of Medicine, etc. With 75 illustratious in the text and 22
full-page colored plates. Philadelphia: W.B.Saunders. 1896.

Medical Diagnosis with Special Reference to Practical Medi-
cine ; a Guide to the Knowledge and Discrimination of Diseases.
By J. M. DaCosta, M.D., LL.D., President of the College of
Physicians of Philadelphia; Emeritus Professor of Practice of
Medicine aud Clinical Medicine at the Jefferson Medical College,
Philadelphia; Physician to the Pennsylvania Hospital, etc.
Illustrated with engravings on wood. Eighth edition, revised.
Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Co. 1895.

A Manual of Syphilis and the Venereal Diseases. By James
Nevins Hyde, A.M., M.D., Professor of Skin and Venereal Dis-
eases, Rush Medical College; Dermatologist to the Presbyterian
Hospital, etc., and Frank H. Montgomery, Lecturer on Derma-
tology and Genito-Urinary Diseases, and Chief Assistant to the
Clinic for Skin aud Venereal Diseases, Rush Medical College,
etc. With 44 illustrations in the text and eight full-page plates
in colors and tints. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders. 1896.

The Diseases of Children, Medical aud Surgical. By Henry
Ashby, M.D., Lond., F.R.C.P., Physician to the Ueneral Hospi-
tal for Sick Children, Manchester; Lecturer aud Examiner in
Diseases of Children in the Victoria University, etc , and G. A.
Wright, B.A., M.B., Oxon., F.R.C.S., Eng., Assistaut Surgeon
to the Manchester Royal Infiim:iry and Surgeon to the Chil-
dren's Hospital ; Examiner in Surgery in the University of Ox-
ford, etc. Third edition. Edited for American Students by
William Perry Northrup, A M., M.D., Adjunct Professor of the
Diseases of Cliildreu, Bellevue Hospital Medical College; At-
tending Physician to the New York Foundling, Willard Parker
and Presbyterian Hospitals, etc. New York: I^ongmans, Green
& Co. London and Bombay. 18%.

Surgery; a Practical Treatise with Special Reference to Treat-
ment. By C. W. Mansell Moullin, M. A. , M.D., Oxon., Fellow
of the Royal College of Surgeons; Surgeon aud Lecturer on
Physiology to the London Hospital; Formerly Radcliffe Travel-
ling Fellow and Fellow of Pembroke College, Oxford, Eng.
Assisted by various writers ou special subjects, with Ii23 illus-

tratious, many of which are printed in colors, about 200 having
been made from special drawings, third American edition,
revised and edited by John B. Hamilton, M.D., LL.D., Profes-
sor of the Principles of Surgery aud Clinical Surgery, Rush
Medical College, Chicago; Professor of Surgery, Chicago Poly-
clinic; Surgeon, formerly Supervising Surgeon-General, U. S.
Marine-Hospital Service; burgeon to Presbyterian Hospital,
etc. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston, Son & Co. 1895.
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<i^nginal SlrticUitf.

A CASE OF TETANUS FOLLOWING ABORTION,
TREATED BY ANTITOXIN; RECOVERY.'

BY CHARLES F. WITHINOTON, M.D.,

Visiting Physician, Boston City Hospital.

Mrs. a. L., aged thirty. The patieut is of Scottish

descent, was boru iu Nova Scotia, has lived iu the

States for the last six years, is by trade a dressmaker.

Her father, mother, seven brothers and one sister are

all alive and well. With the exception of measles

and scarlet fever iu childhood, has had no sickness.

Catamenia began at seventeen, regular. Drinks three

to five cups of tea daily ; no alcohol. She entered the

hospital September 16, 1895, with the following his-

tory :

Her last menstruation was the latter part of June.

She was married July 1st. August 25th, having done

a hard day's work the previous day cleaning house,

she was taken with cramps, pain and flowing, and mis-

carried of a fetus about the " size of a chestnut." She

is persistent in her statement that neither instruments

nor medicines were employed to bring on the miscar-

riage. She had had coitus from once to twice daily

from the time of her marriage till the miscarriage.

The above statements of the patient regarding tlie

date of marriage, etc., were in part contradicted later

by friends, who asserted that the marriage was a

forced one, the patient being already pregnant, and

that the fetus expelled was of a size corresponding to

more than two and a half months. But no cross-

examination could elicit evidence of criminal abortion.

Of the incidents connected with the labor we have no

definite history. Dr. H. S. Rowen, of Brighton, was

called to the patient two days after her miscarriage,

and in response to my request has kindly written out

a statement of the case beginning at that date. He
says

:

On August 28th I was sent for, and found the patient in

bed, with a temperature of 101°. Slight abdominal ten

derness ; uterus enlarged and tender ; considerable odor

to flow, and quite a white deposit on the cervix. I thor-

oughly curetted and douched, and one week later patient

was able to sit up, dressed.

Three days later I was again sent for, and found her up
and about but complaining of stiffness in the neck and
lower jaw. Temperature normal. Within three days this

stiffness spread throughout the entire body, but seemed to

be more central in the jaws, neck, back and legs. At the

end of a week patient began to liave cramps in legs and

jaw. These cramps varied in intensity and in number ac-

cording to the attention and number of sympathetic friends

present in the room.
The patient ran along this way for about nine days,

when I sent her to the hospital. During her stay at home
there was an absence of fever up to within three days of

her leaving home, when it ranged between 100° and 102°.

Repeated examinations of the abdomen and uterus failed

to show any signs of remaining sepsis ; no tenderness, and
a complete involution of the uterus. Large quantities of

liquid nourishment (mainly milk) were given and retained.

I endeavored to get her to partake of a little bread and
butter on one occasion, and succeeded in getting lier to

take a fairly generous bite; but on my leaving the room
together with the attendant, she was observed to deliber-

ately spit it out. The next day she succeeded in opening

her jaws and eating a pear.

A common occurrence with her was to get her tongue

' Read, by iuvitatiOD, before the Obstetrical Society of Boston,
December 14, 1896.

out between her teeth, have a contraction (a mild opisthot-

onos), bite the tongue (but never drawing blood), and
then proceed to force her tongue back between her teeth

with the aid of a split clothes-pin. Urination and defeca-

tion were normal. Heart and lungs the same. No ankle-

clonus ; knee-jerks normal ; sensation unimpaired.

Further history from patient and friends indicates

that from the first seizure, about September 7th, to

September 16th, when she came to the hospital, there

were several of these attacks.

She once asked a friend to bend her legs, saying

that she felt a choking spell coming on. She made a

moaning sound with the lips closed ; then the arms

were alternately extended and flexed ; then followed

general rigidity, frothing at the mouth, the eyeballs

rolled up, the face blue. She remained convulsed for

about ten minutes, and was sleepy afterwards. There

was no involuntary discharge. There were several

friends in the room at the time of this convulsion,

and she afterward accused one of having choked her.

One attack at least occurred when the patient was

alone. At times there were involuntary discharges of

feces and urine.

During the whole ten days between the first attack

and her admission to the hospital she has avowed that

she could not open her mouth. During sleep the jaw

drops a little and the tongue falls forward. It has

been caught and bitten several times; and for a while

she was kept with a clothespin in her mouth. Inces-

sant drooling. Has had some delusions of sight and

hearing, and has addressed remarks to persons who
were not present. Has lain in bed continuously, but

has slept little.

Physical examination on September 17th, showed a

well-developed and well-nourished young woman ; red

hair, good color. The tongue protruded slowly be-

tween half-open jaws, was moist, slight coat, marks of

biting. Pulse regular, rapid, good strength and vol-

ume. Organs of chest and abdomen apparently nor-

mal, but attempts at palpation of abdomen brought

on rigidity of muscles. Patellar and plantar reflexes

both increased. Marked ankle clonus, right side.

Eye muscles normal and pupils equal. No uterine

discharge.

There was, when she was first seen, a general tonic

rigidity of all the muscles which yielded slightly to

continuous pressure. After a short time, the muscles

became relaxed, but at intervals of a few minutes she

gave a start, and a cry of pain, the body stiifened. the

arms were flexed (the left arm more than the right),

the legs straightened, the feet extended. Trisuius,

marked. Risus sardonicus ; opisthotonos, so that

one's arm could pass easily uuder the lumbar spine,

the body resting entirely on ihe cervical and sacral

vertebrae. Eyes fixed and staring. Face c_\anottd.

During the attacks, sensation seemed suspeiuied, but

was good in the intervals, in which she was able to

swallow liquids, and to open the jaws a half-inch or

more. It was at first thought that the seizures were

rather more frequent when she was watched. An
attempt to move the legs or arms, or even to feed her

sometimes brought on an attack, but the seizures came

also without such a cause. The severest of the

attacks lasted from three to five minutes. They
affected the jaw first and afterwards the back and

limbs.

After the attacks she seemed rather apathetic and

was bathed in perspiration. Is thirsty, and calls often
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for water. Complains of no pain except during the

spasm.

September I8th. The attacks are still coming at

about the same rate of frequency, tliougb elie slept

somewhat luitt night, under biouiide of potasium, gr.

XX every two hours, with chloral, gr. x every four

hours. She is able to protrude the tongue a little way
in the intervals of spasms ; seems fairly clear in her

mind, though rather dull from her sedatives. Takes
a fair quantity of milk at frequent intervals. The
noise of the outcry which accompanied every spasm,

necessitated her transfer to a special ward, but this

signal served as a ready means to the night nurse for

recording the seizures, which on the night of the 18th

and 19th were as follows:

6.4S to S P. H 16 spasms
8 to 9 20 "

9 to 10 10 "

10 to II 19 "

11 to 12 12 "

12 to 1 A. M 12 "

1 to 2 11 "

2 to 3 12 "

3 to 4 11 ••

Or in all about 120 attacks in nine hours, an average

of one every four and a half minutes. At one time

sufficient accuracy the total rate, as the number by

day was believed to be about the same as that by

night.

On the 21st the dose of chloral was reduced to 40

grains per day, on the 22d to 30 grains, and on the

23d it and the bromide were both stopped. During

these days she slept somewhat in the intervals of the

attacks, but was restless and once threw herself out of

bed, so that she required restraint at times for a num-

ber of ilays. She passed urine involuntarily. She
recognized her brother and talked rationally to him.

She said she felt better and thought the injections had

done her good. On the 22d she opened her mouth
better, but there was still evideut stiffness of the jaw.

Handling the limbs did not, as before, bring on a

spasm. She rolled back and forth in the bed a great

deal on the 23d, and would have fallen out if she had

not been tied. On the 2dth she did not loss so much,

and despite the stopping of all hypnotics was duller

than before ; speech rather indistinct.

On the 26th there hi)^ been, as will be seen from

the table below, some increase in the number of the

spasms. The muscles of the jaw and the arms showed
some rigidity, though the legs were flaccid. She was

given her fourth and last injection of antitoxin serum at

'",
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creased about the middle of October. There was no
localization of it corresponding to any nerve distribu-

tion however, and soon an attack of rheumatism,
affecting chiefly the hands, declared itself. This

yielded, however, to treatment after a few days, and
by early November she complained of nothing but a

soreness and stiffness of her muscles generally. She
could stand but not walk. The reflexes remained in-

creased, and there was some tenderness along the

nerve trunks in both legs, and also over the muscles

of arms, neck and shoulders. She had a bromide
eruption on the face which slowly disappeared.

In the third week of November she improved
rapidly and walked about freely. Menstruation reap-

peared for the first time November 21st, on which day
she was discharged, well.

The following table is made up from the nurses'

night reports and shows for the night of each date in-

dicated the number of spasms which occurred between

8 p. M. and 7 a. m., and also indicates the days ou
which antitoxin was administered.

Sept. 18 120*

19 (22 c. c. antitoi., left thigh, 6 p. M.) . . . . 115

20 (23 0. c. antitox., right thigh, 11 A. M. Slept4hrs.). 80

21 (23 c.c. antitox., left thigh, 12.30 p. M.) ... 35

22 (Threw herself out of bed; no spasms after 2 A. m.) . ?

23 (Less after 2 A. M. Slept 4 hrs.) 40

24 45

25 70

26 (22 c. 0. antitox., right thigh, 9 p. M.) . . . . 45

28 20

29 15

30 25

Oct. 1 12

3 12

4 15

5 20

* These spasms occurred in nine hours ; all those below in eleven
hours.

The points of interest in the above case are these

:

First, its relation to the miscarriage. The order of

events, as has been seen, is this : Abortion, August
2oth ; sepsis and curetting, August 28th; trismus,

September 7th ; later, general spasms. The first ques-

tion that occurs is as to the diagnosis of tetanus. The
gentleman who had charge of the case outside of the

hospital considered it, I judge, at least at first, as a

case of hysteria. The diagnosis of the graver aifec-

tiou seems to me clear, however, in view of the follow-

ing facts : (1) The initial prominence of trismus, and

its persistence in the intervals of general spasms; (2)

the absence of all sensory disturbance and of other

stigmata of hysteria; (3) the fair preservation of con-

sciousness ; (4) the character of the temperature chart;

(5) the etiological relatiou. It is worthy of note, iu

this connection, that several of the cases of puerperal

tetanus have been at first looked upon as hysteria.

Dr. W. N. Bullard, who kindly saw this patient with

me, fully concurred iu the diagnosis.

While many of the leading obstetrical writers fail

to mention tetanus as a sequel of abortion, a con-

siderable number of cases have now been reported, and

Dr. J. H. Lloyd, of Philadelphia, iu " Hirst's System
of Obstetrics," devotes considerable space to the sub-

ject. This writer says that about 100 cases in ail

have been reported, and that the affection is much
rarer in temperate than iu tropic countries. It has

been observed, moreover, in the lower animals. The
general ignorance of the possible relation between

tetanus and labor is illustrated by the fact that at a

trial of an abortionist for the murder of a woman who

died of tetanus after instrumental abortion, a physician

testified that the operation could not have caused the

patient's death as tetanus never resulted from abortion.

A second point of interest in this case is the recov-

ery of the patient. The puerperal variety of the dis-

ease has an equally gloomy prognosis with other trau-

matic forms. The general mortality of tetanus is

usually given as from 80 to 90 per cent. Gowers
names the latter figure and Dean states that in the

London Hospital for the last sixteen years it was
exactly 80 per cent. According to Richter in 715
cases following battle wounds it was 88 per cent.

Garrigues' figures as quoted by Lloyd in the article

above referred to, indicate a mortality of 92 per cent,

in tetanus following abortion, and 84 per cent, follow-

ing parturition.

The third point of interest is one which may or may
not be connected with the one just mentioned, namely,

the treatment used. It is now more than three years

since Professor Behriug, of Berlin, published his first

results in the immunization of animals against certain

diseases by the injection into them of the serum of

another animal, that by progressively increasing in-

jections of the particular species of bacterium or of its

toxin had been rendered immune against that special

disease. His first researches were in diphtheria and
tetanus. From the greater prevalence of diphtheria,

the first attempts to translate the results of laboratory

experiment into the domain of therapeutics were made
in that disease, with what result is now familiar to all.

The attempts to apply sero-therapy to the treatment of

tetanus were more slowly made, but a certain number
of cases in which it has been tried are now on record.

One of the first, so far as I know, was that of Dr.

Hitter in July, 1892.' The patient, a man aged

twenty-five, was wounded in the hand on July 6th.

Trismus appeared in fifteen days, spasms of the belly

and back on the sixteenth day, extending to the legs

on the eighteenth. Injections of serum from a horse

immunized against tetanus by Behriug iu the Veteri-

nary Institute were begun July 28th (seven days after

the appearance of the trismus), and were given daily

for five days, in the following amounts: 66, 50,

45, 60 and 50 grammes, in all 250 grammes. No
ill effects from this large amount of fluid were ex-

perienced other than a slight urticaria. All spasms
ceased August 8th, and the patient sat up the follow-

ing day. A slight stiffness of one hand lasted till

August 22d, when he was quite well.

As has been already intimated, I feel quite unable

to say from this single case whether the cure was due
to this treatment. A distinction is to be made between
acute and subacute forms of the disease as to prog-

Dosis. The acute form has a short period of incuba-

tion and a short stage of development, and the shorter

these are, the higher the mortality. The figures of

Richter, as quoted in Behring's monograph, illustrate

this

:

Incubation perioil 1-10 days, 91 cases, cured 4%
Incubation period 11-15 days, 64 cases, cured 27%
Incubation period 15-20 days, 20 cases, cured 45%
Incubation period over 20 days, 15 cases, cured 50%

My case developed trismus thirteen days after the

abortion and ten days after the curettage. If we date

it from the abortion, it was not a particularly short in-

cubation period, and had from the above table one

chance iu four of recovering anyway. Looking at the

Behring: Tetanus Ueilsernm, Leipsic, 1892.
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duration of the " developmeut stage," it can also not

be considered a very acute case.

The material used was Gibier's, which is claimed to

have an iiuniuniziug ratio of 1 : 1,000,000; that is. tu

be able to protect an animal of 1,000,000 its weight

against what would otherwise be a fatal tetanus inocu-

lation. The curative value of such a strength of

serum would be not more than 1 : 1,000, possibly less,

in proportion to the duration of the symptoms when
the injection was received. This patient received in

all OO grammes of serum and if she weighed 65 kilo-

grammes, as she probably did, her dose was not far

from one seven-huudredth of her weight. The in-

jections were made m the thighs in the usual way and
require no further remarks. On the occasion of the

last injection an attempt was made to see what tem-

perature reaction there was.

Sept. 26, 3 p. M Temp. 100.S~

26, 9 r. M.. injection 22 u.c. antitoxin.

26, 10.20 P. M 100.0°

27, 12.30 A. M 102>

27, 2.30 A. M 102.4=

27, 4.35 A. M 103

27, 8 A. M lOL!

27, (evening) 100.8 =

Among the first to apply practically to tetanus the

principles announced by Behring regarding the im-

munizing power of serum derived from animals ren-

dered immune by progressively increasing inoculations

of the toxin of a given disease, were Professors Tiz-

zoni and Catani of Bologna, in the laboratory of the

Italian Ministry of Agriculture, Industry and Com-
merce. Their product, consisting of the dried serum

of the horse thus treated with tetanus toxin, was the

first preparation of this sort, so far as I am aware, put

upon the market. It was furnished to the medical

profession in tubes containing 4.5 grammes of the

dried powder at a cost of about five dollars a gramme.
Naturally it required considerable faith to induce men
to embark in so expensive a therapeutical venture, as

the dose advised was 2.2o grammes at the outset for a

mild case and the whole bottle for a severe case, with

subsequent doses pro re nata. This dried serum was

to be diluted with ten volumes of sterile water for in-

jection.

A vigorous controversy was waged between Tizzoui

and Iliibner' regarding the immunizing strength of

Tizzoni's product, in which Hiibuer claimed that the

antitoxin was so weak that the cures referred to it

were not in fact due to it and that the solid form in

which it was dispensed laid it open to serious objection

on the score of positive sepsis.

From the cases, now not very rare, which have

been reported as having been treated by this remedy,

I select the following somewhat at random, but includ-

ing unfavorable as well as favorable results :

Drs. Giusli and Bonaisati* bad a cure of tetanus by this

serum in a soldier of twenty-two years. He developed
tetanus twenty-three days after receiving multijile injuries.

Two days later he received his first injeciiun whiuh was
repeated twice daily for eijjht days, when the patient be-

came convalescent.

Ur. Marriott'' had a patient, a butcher, age twenty-eiiiht,

who was wounded in the jaw September 24th. Symptoms
of tetanus ap|ieared September 30th. Six days later he
received his first duxe of antitoxin (2.5 grammes Tizzoni's

solution). He had in all about 12 grammes in multiple

* l>eut«eh metl. Wocli., vol. xx, pasi^ini.
< liutliiier, klin. Wocb., 1894, xxxl, p. 818.
' lirltlsli Medical Journal, 1895, i, p. 132.

doses, covering a period of fourteen days. He was con-

valescent four weeks after the first appearance of his

symptoms.
Or. Firth" treated a case of tetanus neonatorum, develop-

ing five days after birth, with antitoxin injections, the first

being given on the eighth day. Four injections were
made, aggregating two grammes, no relief was experienced
and the child died on the tenth day of its life shortly after

receiving its last injection.

Evans' reports the case of a boy of fourteen, cut on the

right knee June 8th. Tetanic symptoms first appeared
July 16th. Treatment by serum injections (Tizzoni's

material) was begun July 2(ith. He received a number of

injections between that date and August 9th. aggregating
less than four and a half grammes and was well soon after

August 15th.

Dr. Henry Percy Dean * reports a case of traumatic

tetanus, developing twenty-four days after a wound (but

not necessarily so long after the infection, as tlie patient

had been working in the ground with the wound insuffi-

ciently protected). The patient, sixteen years old, was
given his first injection of 2.25 of tetanus antitoxin July

27th, five davs after his first symptoms; and between that

day and August 7th he received altogether more than
twenty-four injections aggregating 15.75 grammes of the

antitoxin. Recovery was completely established about
September 1st.

Von Hacker' had two cases of tetanus which recovered
under the use of Tizzoni's serum. The first, a groom, age
twenty-two, developed tetanus three days after a wound of

his hand. On the fourth day injections of serum to arm
began, and continued till 8.88 grammes had been used. He
was well eighteen days after the first injection. A boy,

age fifteen years, developed lock-jaw five weeks and two
days after a wound of his thumb. Five days later he re-

ceived antitoxin for the first time and after 4.05 grammes
had been given and sixteen days after treatment was be-

gun, he was quite well.

Bauer,'" reports an unsuccessful case of tetanus treated

by antitoxin. It was, as he points out, an exceptionally

acute and fulminant case, therein differing from the sub-

acute or chronic cases which had been generally reported

by others as cured. His patient, age twenty-six, had his

first symptoms of tetanus July 11th, seven days after a

punctured wound of his sole. The next day, July 12th, he

was admitted to the hospital and at 5 P. M. received an in-

jection of 2.25 grammes of Tizzoni's material. Seven and
a half hours later he died in a severe convulsion, probably
from spasm of the diaphragm.

Another unfavorable result is that reported by Schwartz."

The patient was admitted to the hospital July iOth, after

only two days' illness. On the 30th he received two and
one-quarter grammes of Tizzoni's antitoxin, and five

grammes at each of the three subsecjuent doses. Although
he came in with severe convulsions, these gradually dimin-

ished and finally ceased altogether. But he died suddenly

of cariliac paralysis. The curious thing about this case

was that with the diminution and cessation of the spasms
there was yet a constant increase of the temperature till it

reached 40.3° C. just before death, and 41.1° C. one hour

after death. This writer remarks that there are two types

of death in tetanus : the one occurring at the height of the

convulsive paroxysm, the other in which the convulsions

decrease, with rapid rise of the temperature and pulse just

before death. He considers tetanus to be properly an

afebrile or at most a subfebrile affection, except at this pn -

lethal stage. In his own antitoxin case he queries if the

abnormality of a high and continuously rising temperature

is not referable in some way to the antitoxin used.

In the last number of the Archives of Pediatrics (Decem-
ber, 1895), in an article by Dr. J. Lewis Smith on " Tetanus

Neonatorum," he refers to four cases of this affection treated

" Loo. oil., 1895, I, p. 133.
' Loo. cit., I8!H, li, p. 581.
• Loc. cIt., 1894, il, p. 679.
" Medical Press and Ciruular, 1891, Iviii, p. 31.
"» Weiner. klin. Wooh., 1S94, vii, p. MG.
' Loc. olt., ISM, Til.Jp. 852.
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by Tizzoni's antitoxin, with incubation periods after birth

respectively of two, nine, one and seven days, of which the

last only recovered. At to the general statistics of tetanus

sero-therapy, he quotes a letter of Mr. Hewlett, which is

perhaps, the latest summary of the statistics, and in which

he says : " I have been able to collect records of 42 cases

of tetanus treated with antitoxin, nearly all traumatic, and
of these, 15 died and 27 recovered, giving a mortality of

about 36 per cent."

TWO CASES OF TUMOR OF THE BRAIN, WITH
AUTOPSY."

BY EDWARD WYLLYS TAYLOR. M.D.,

Assistant in Pathology, Harvard Medical School ; Assistant in Neu-
rology, Massachusetts General Hospital .

The literature on the subject of brain tumor has

grown to such proportions vpithiu the last few years

that a mere narration of nnore cases is no longer justi-

fied, unless they offer certain points of new and pecu-

liar interest. The two following cases, in certain re-

spects, fulfil both these requirements, and therefore

seem worthy of being added to the constantly-growing

list. They both occurred in the services of Drs. Put-

nam and Elliot at the Massachusetts General Hospital,

to whom I am indebted for the privilege of reporting

them.

The histories which follow are taken, in great part,

from the out-patient and house records of the hospital.

Case I. J. M., thirty, married. First seen Feb-

ruary 13, 1895, at the neurological out-patient depart-

ment of the Massachusetts General Hospital.

Family history negative.

Personal history negative, except that three years

ago he was struck on the head by a bucket of refuse

falling about twenty feet. His scalp was severely cut.

Headache persisted from that time on, localized chiefly

on the top and left side of the head. Two years after

the injury a small lump appeared in the median line,

in front of the coronal suture, about as large as the

tip of the thumb. This growth constantly increased

until it had reached the size of a hen's egg. Six

months later his eyesight became impaired, the dis-

turbance of vision beginning in the right eye. Double
optic neuritis was found as its cause. Following this

he began to be unsteady in his gait, without having

definite paralyses. There was at times vomiting and

constant severe headache. The combination of symp-

toms forced him to give up his work, and in .June, at

Dr. Putnam's advice, he was admitted to the hospital

with a view to operation. Dr. Putnam had thought it

possible that the growth was a simple hyperostosis.''

The hope in advising operation was that a bony

growth extending inward was causing pressure on the

brain, wh\ph its removal might entirely relieve.

Examination at the time of entrance showed a rug-

ged, healthy-looking man, with symptoms already

noted. He was unable to stand firmly with closed

eyes, and, in genei'al, was suffering acutely. The tu-

mor at the vertex was tender on deep pressure, some-

what spongy in consistence, and with an enormous
blood-supply, as shown when the head was prepared

for operation— facts of importance in view of later

developments. There was no ridge nor depression

between it and the skull.

The operation was done by Dr. J. W. Elliot, July

' Read before the Clinical .Section of tbe Suffolk District Mcilical

.Society, October 16, 1895.
' Tile case was shown by Dr. Putnam at the recent meeting of the

American Neurological A.saociatlon, in counection with a diMCUBSiou
on Hyperostosis Cranii.

2d. An incision with long left and short right arm
was made to left of median line. Periosteum removed

with tbe flap. At left border of tumor a one and one-

half inch trephine hole was made and enlarged with

rongeur forceps. The bone was half an inch thick,

looked porous, and bled so freely that the hemorrhage

could only be checked with wax. A purple tumor

crowded up into the opening, which was enlarged

until normal dura was found, distinguishable from the

darker tumor area. There was no apparent con-

nection between the tumor of the bone and that of

the brain. Much blood had been lost during the oper-

ation, and the patient was put to bed after hastily

drawing the flaps together with silkworm-gut, leaving

gauze drains at the four corners. Late at night the

patient recovered consciousness, but was stupid and

drowsy.

July 4th. Takes liquids well ; rejects enemata. Too
stupid to chew solid food. Tongue coated. Pupils re-

act sluggishly. Can with difficulty be made to talk, and

never intelligently. Passes urine and feces involuntarily.

July 5th. Wound dressed. Wicks started. Bled

considerably. Fresh dressing and firm bandage.

July 7th. Wicks out ; no bleeding. Stitches out

;

some bits of wax oozing from the wound.

July 11th. Eats soft solids and liquids; cannot

chew meat. Is able to retain feces and urine. Grad-

ually increasing paresis of right arm and hand. Talks

incoherently on various subjects. Visitors say he is

not intelligent in his allusions to people and events.

July 19th. Face not so much flushed as heretofore.

Bandage off. Seems to be somewhat clearer mentally.

Tongue protruded slightly toward the right. Paresis

of right arm. Cannot move eyes to the left. Legs

unaffected. A bulging, pulsating mass appears through

the wound.
Patient again prepared for operation, which was

done by Dr. Elliot, Jul}' 23d ; chloroform anesthe-

sia. The wound was opened in line of old scars.

Bleeding fairly controlled in the usual way. The tu-

mor bulged through the opening in the skull. Bone
bitten off with rongeur forceps, and bleeding points

plugged with wax. The loss of blood was great. A
large area of bone was removed by the chisel, hammer
and bone forceps, until the tumor was exposed. Tu-
mor shelled out with the fingers, leaving pieces here

and there adherent. The new growth was found

mostly to the left of the median line. A ligature had

been passed through the dura in front of and back of

incision to secure the longitudinal sinus in case it was
patent. Patient very weak. In spite of every effort

he died a few hours later.

Autopsy. — Skull cap only removed. Site of tumor

brought into view, involving the superior longitudinal

sinus and both hemispheres on the mesial surfaces.

Microscopic Examination of Bone and Tumor. —
Examination of the bone showed it to be partially

solid, apparently a simple hyperostosis, but for the

most part infiltrated by an extremely cellular new
growth.* Examination of the brain tumor showed it

to be an endothelioma, with origin from the mem-
branes.

In this case there are a number of points of unusual

interest, to which I shall rather briefly allude, in the

hope that the following discussion may bring them for-

ward in greater detail

:

carefully preiiared by Dr.
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(1) The history of head injury and its possible re-

lationship to the growth developed later. As already

stated, the patient had been struck on the vertex of

the head some three years before his death. F'roiu

this blow his symptouiB, at least those of a 8ul>jective

sort, dated. There was no fracture at the time of the

injury, nor did the swelling on the skull appear for

two years. The evidence from the microscopic study

of the tumor is that it had its origin in the membranes,
and secondarily invaded the hone. The similarity of

the tumor in the brain and in the bone makes it evi-

dent that we have to do with one and the same growth.

If trauma is ever to be regarded as an exciting cause

of tumor formation, this is a case in which it may well

be conceived as acting. The late appearance of the

bony tumor wouhi find its explanation in the fact that

the new growth originated in the membranes, and later,

after months had elapsed, invaded the bone. The
hypothesis of a primary hyperostosis, with a secondary

intiiliation by the new growth, seems, in view of all

the facts, improbable.

(2) The second matter of interest is the question of

diagnosis in such a case. The original probable diag-

nosis was simple hyperostosis cranii, with exostosi.^ in-

ward as well as outward, inducing optic neuritis, head-

ache and vomiting. There were no paralyses which,

had any been present, might have led to a stronger

suspicion of actual brain involvement. That distinct

symptoms closely resembling those of brain tumor
may arise from overgrowth of the skull is amply
shown by Dr. Putnam's cases of hyperostosis, ab-

stracted in the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal

for October 10, 1896.* As points in differential diag-

nosis, stress should probably be laid on pain produced

by deep pressure, and the somewhat yielding consist-

ency of the bony tumor. These conditions would be

more likely to indicate the presence of a neoplasm
than a simple bony hyperplasia. It is probable that

uncomplicated hyperostosis is unaccompanied by pain,

or marked changes in the consistenc)' of the bone in-

dicative of decreased density.

(3) There were no marked paralyses observed be-

fore operation, although the tumor was found to in-

volve the 8U|)erior longitudinal sinus in close proximity

to the areas of the brain supposed to preside over

movements of the leg and trunk. After operation the

legs remained unaffected, but a paresis of the right

arm developed, for which we are able to offer no ade-

quate explanation.

(4) The histological character of the new growth
demands a few words. It was of mesoblastic origin,

and to be classed under the general head of the sar-

comata. It was undoubtedly primary, as already

stated, in the membranes of the brain, secondary in

the adjoining bone, and had no metastases. From the

peculiar arrangement of its cells and its source of ori-

gin the growth is more accurately described as an

endothelioma containing numerous concretions, suffi-

cient in number to bring it under the heading of the

[isammoma, one of the more unusual of the brain

tumors, classiKed by Starr' an very rare.

(ft) On its surgical side the case was of interest,

owing to the great vascularity of the field of operation,

and consequent difficulty in controlling hemorrhage.

Case II. .J. H., thirty-two, single, Greek. First

* Reported at annual meeting of American Xeoruloglcal AMocia-
tlon.

^ Nervuiu Diseaaea by American AutUors, p. 471.

seen iu out-patient department, Massachusetts General

Hospital, June 20, 18i<5, and carefully examined by
Dr. Putnam a few days later.

There was no venereal history. One year before

he was first seen, he had had an operation on the left

testicle, about which no accurate information could be

gained. The affection was thought probably to be
tuberculosis, but this was merely a supposition, after-

wards shown to be incorrect.

A few days before he first came to the hospital, the

patient noticed numbness and prickling of the right

forefinger and thumb, which afterwards spread to the

whole hand and arm, and rapidly became complicated

by muscular weakness. When first seen by Dr. H. C.

Baldwin, the patient had complained only of sensory

disturbances, which had led to the provisional diag-

nosis of paresthesia. Twelve days before there had
been two temporary attacks of numbness of the right

half of both lips, associated with great difficulty of

speech, but without aphasia. Those attacks lasted

about three minutes. When examined by Dr. Put-

nam the patient complained of steadily increasing

weakness of the hands, which was so great that he

could make absolutely no movements of his fingers.

Two days before he was able to make all movements,
though feebly. Electrical examination showed a slight

quantitative impairment of reaction for flexors and ex-

tensors of forearm. At time of first careful examina-

tion the movements at the wrist, elbow and shoulder

were feeble, but present. Sensibility to contact seemed
perfect.

The patient was admitted to the hospital July 9th.

Examination then showed an increase iu the paresis of

the right side. The right side of the tongue is said to

have felt numb, and the right leg began to be involved.

He was never unconscious, but had had a more or less

constant headache since the onset of the sensory dis-

turbance. It was learned also that ten days before he

had fainted after taking a warm bath and had vomited.

He was unable to walk rapidly because '' he felt tired,"

rather than from a paretic condition of the legs. The
pupils were equal and responded to light. Several

examinations by Dr. Cheney failed to reveal any trace

of optic neuritis. Both groins were full of small, dis-

crete glands, not tender. Epitrochlear and cervical

glands were also to be felt. Knee-jerks were present

and normal. Paralysis of flexors and extensors of

right arm was incomplete. The arm was held at an

angle of about 10° of flexion, but could be extended

without pain against some tension. Forearm semi-

prone; could not be supiuated. Tongue protruded in

the median line. Eyes did not turn to the left as

well as they should. The left eye especially deficient.

Slight facial paresis on the right. Chest examination

negative.

July 11th. Disturbed because operation was post-

poned for several days. Had three attacks, during

which he could not talk, lasting a half-hour. No
muscular spasms.

July 13tli. Has vomited several times a clear,

greenish vomitus.

July 14th. Noted a lack of voluntary control over

muscles. A request to perform a certain motion with

the arm would be followed by an aimless effort to

comply. Makes ttie statement that " it is too much
exertion to move the arm."

July loth. A spasm occurred in which the right

arm was flexed, the fingers clenched, the face drawn
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to the affected side, the leg remaining unaffected.

Apart from some apathy there was no marked mental

disturbance.

July 16th. Operation by Dr. .J. W. Elliot. Chlo-

roform. Semilunar incision, with convexity upwaid.

Skull exposed lying over left motor area of the brain

as near as possible to region for movements of the

arm. Trephine opening three-fourths the size of a

silver dollar, with centre about over the fissure of

Rolando. Dura opened. Brain looked yellowish and

somewhat unnatural. Brain pulsated. No attempt

was made to remove the new growth. The dura was

loosely united. Skin-flap sewed with interrupted su-

tures, leaving slight gaps for drainage. Very little

bleeding. Good recovery from chloroform, with some

nausea.

July 17th. Feels better than before the operation.

Talks with considerable difficulty ; mouth drawn to

the left. Tongue protruded slightly toward the right.

Both knee-jerks absent. Right ankle-clonus.

July 18th. Took liquids well, with occasional slight

nausea; no vomiting. Wound in good condition.

Pulsation of brain may be felt.

July 19th. Talks with more difficulty, and has

trouble in finding the right word. Words sometimes

suggested by showing objects, or by asking if he means

so and so.

July 2l8t. Appetite improving, and talks more

easily than before. Thinks he is better.

July 22d. Still seemed to be improving in the

morning. Was seen by Dr. Putnam, who found both

knee-jerks absent, but right ankle-clonus. Mouth
screwed to left. Tongue protruded slightly to left.

Twitching of right hand. Paralysis of extensors of

right wrist. Paresis of right arm. At 10 p. m. passed

urine involuntarily, and continued doing so all night.

Otherwise no change, except slightly more difficulty

in talking. A second operation was postponed, since

the patient, on the whole, seemed improving.

July 23d. Slightly worse. Incontinence of urine.

July 24th. Stopped talking entirely, but seemed to

understand part of what was said to him. Ate very

little. Right ankle-clonus no longer present. Too
weak to operate.

From this time on the patient grew progressively

weaker. Rales were heard over both lungs, more on

the left side. No sign of intelligence. Pupils un-

equal ; left three times as large as right, and reacting

sluggishly to light. Right pupil does not react. Died

quietly on the evening of the 27th, eleven days after

the operation.

Autopsy. — For the following careful autopsy report

1 am indebted to Dr. Harvey W. Gushing, of the Mas-

sachusetts General Hospital.

Body greatly emaciated. In region of left parietal emi-

nence scar of a curved incision about four inches long.

Left testicle absent.

Head. On removing scalp, area of bone, size of a silver

dollar, over centre of motor area, lacking, through which a

small cut in the dura could be seen, with brain slightly

bulging through it. On removing calvarium and dura,

left hemisphere evidently larger than right. Convolutions

about fissure of Rolando broadened, flattened and yellow-

ish. Veins and pia between these convolutions smaller

and indistinctly outlined. On palpation a " hard core,"

seeming size of a pigeon's egg, could be distinguished.

Vertical sections, one centimetre thick, made, beginning

at anterior lobe. The third section disclosed in the right

hemisphere a tumor, apparently incapsulated, somewhat

superficial and anterior to the motor area. It was slightly

irregular in outline, of the size of a chestnut, dark reddish-

brown in color and fairly firm to the touch. The ne.xt

section (through the fornix) passed through a mass in the

left hemisphere similar to that just described, but con-

siderably larger. It lay about a half-inch under the sur-

face in the rnotor area. The white matter for a consider-

able distance about these bodies was soft and yellowish in

color. The tumors were not uniform in appearance, but

were spotted with yellowish-white points, looking like

tubercles. Brain otherwise negative. No excess of ven-

tricular fluid. Meninges normal.

On opening the abdominal cavity the peritoneum was

found moist ; no free fluid.

Thorax. Pleura smooth and free from adhesions, except

over right middle lobe and diaphragmatic surface of lower

lobe. Left upper lobe negative. Lower lobe firm, dark

red, did not sink in water. From cut surface reddish

watery fluid could easily be squeezed, and purulent fluid

from small areas corresponding to swollen bronchi. Right

lung small, calcified
;
grayish areas at apex. The whole

middle lobe apparently involved in the tumor formation.

Pleura adherent over it. In the lower lobe were several

other areas, varying in size up to a chestnut, some dense,

hard, cartilaginous and glistening white, others dark, simi-

lar to those in the brain. There was also a large mass in

the lower part of the lobe, adherent to the diaphragm

through pleural adhesions. This contained a fluid material

under some tension ; the mass itself had apparently broken

down and seemed myxomatous.

Heart. Nothing abnormal.

Abdomen. Stomach and intestines negative, except for

an ulcer the size of a five-cent piece in the ilium, shallow,

with irregular edges and punched-out appearance, situated

opposite the mesentery. The color was, like that of the

brain tumors, a dark reddish-brown.

Spleen contained two definite, isolated tumors, about

size of a cherry, and macroscopically like those of the

brain.

Liver contained five or six nodules up to size of pigeon's

egg, of similar character.

Kidneys, pancreas, adrenal glands and right testicle

were normal.

Anatomical Diagnosis : Absence of left testicle ; multiple

tumors of varied appearance in brain, spleen, liver and

lungs ; broncho-pneumonia ; ulcer in intestines ; operation

wound over the largest tumor in the brain substance.

Histological Examination was made by Dr. Mallory

for organs other than the brain. Certain nodules in

lung and liver consisted of large round ceils, many ne-

crotic, and often associated with much hemorrhage,

corresponding to type found in brain. Other nodules

in lung and liver were made up of larger and smaller

islets of hyaline cartilage and of glands often dilated

into small cysts lined with cylindrical epithelium and

containing more or less secretion and broken-down

cells. There was no indication of sarcomatous struct-

ure in these nodules. Chondro-adenoma and sarcoma

are therefore the two types of tumor found in the or-

gans, undoubtedly originating from the original new
growth in the testicle. The tumors of the brain were

sarcomatous in structure, of the large-rouud-cell va-

riety, extremely hemorrhagic in character, and in

many places showing marked evidence of necrosis.

From a study of the various nodules it is clear that

we have to do in this growth with a mixed tumor, per-

haps best included under the head of tlie teratomata,

the original growth being situated in the testicle, and

removed surgically some three years previously.

The theory of metastasis in the ordinary sense

would hardly apply to the secondary nodules as

seen in this case, since it must be presupposed that

congiderable masses, emboli of the origioal tumor, were
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detached, iu order to give rise to secondary growths

contaiuiiig so great a variety of tissues, namely, sar-

coma, adenoma, chondroma. It is also to be noted

that each of the tissues concerned iu the various tu-

mors is mesoblastic or hypoblastic iu origin, and iu

uo case epihiastic, tliereby forming an interesting an-

alogy with and contrast to tiie so-called dermoid cyst,

more comiuou iu the female, whose contents (hair,

teeth, nails, etc.) are all of epiblastic origin. Details

of this would, however, lead us too far. Of particular

interest to the present discussiou are the growths in

the brain. These, as stated, were sarcomatous, and

had no other organ been examined, the tumor would

undoubtedly have passed as a round-celled sarcoma,

instead of a mixed tumor, which it, in reality, was.

Of interest is the attempt to explain the method of

transmission of the growth from the testicle to the

brain. Three hypotheses are open, as suggested by

Dr. Councilman :

(1) Emboli of the original mixed tumor were car-

ried to the lung, and there, as it were, were sifted,

permitting ouly the sarcomatous element to pass

through the lung circulation to the brain, and there

develop as sarcomata.

(2) It is possible that an open foramen ovale ex-

isted, which, in the light of the autopsy, is not likely.

(3) Most probable appears the view that the second-

ary growths iu the brain were metastatic, from nodules

already developed iu the lung, and therefore to be re-

garded as the later infection. The same applies to the

other organs involved.

The comparative rarity of the growth and its un-

expected distribution justify this rather exhaustive

pathological report.

To summarize briefly the main points in this case :

One year before the patient's first appearance at the

hospital be had had a testicle removed for uuknowu
disease. No symptoms during that time. A few days

before coming to the out-patient department paresthe-

sia of right forefinger and thumb, which soon became
complicated by muscular weakness in the same hand

and arm. Increase of paresis, which remained for the

most part monoplegic in character, although the face

and leg later became somewhat affected. No marked
headache; no optic neuritis. Insignificant vomiting,

anomolous reflexes. Examination of the organs—
notably the lung— negative. Rapid change for the

worse; operation ; death. Autopsy, showing multijjle

tumors in the viscera— only those in the brain, how-

ever, having given rise to observed symptoms during

life.

Of general medical interest is the question whether

a more careful examination would not have revealed

the presence of disease of the lungs. This, judging

from the autopsy showing, we believe must have been

the case. Had such disease been discovered during

life, would not the operation have been contraindi-

cated ?

Neurologically interesting is the [)rimary disturbance

of seusation, in<iuced by a lesion lying in or under the

motor sphere of the brain. It would seem to be an-

other case in support of the generally-accepted view

that the motor cortex is a sensory area as well. The
presence of ankle-clonus iu the absence of the deep

reflexes— knee-jerk, as observed over a considerable

length of time in this patient— must be looked upon

as a neurological curiosity.

The two cases, taken together, are in many ways

instructive. In both cases a partial error in diagnosis

was made, which the unusual character of the disease

justified. Operation in the first case, if undertaken at

the time the bony exostosis first made its appearance,

might have proved successful, though this is extremely

doubtful. Operation in the second case would natur-

ally have been unavailing at any time, since the dis-

ease was generally disseminated throughout the body.

Both cases must be added to the long list of fatal re-

sults because of the nature of the disease rather than

through any fault in the operative procedures.

A CLINICAL TEST OF SOMK OF THE SO-
CALLED ORGANIC EXTRACTS.'

BV KKEUKBJC COGGESHALL, M.U.,

Neurolof/igt to the Jtoston Dispensary, Patholoyist to the Carney
Hospital.

I KNOW that to the more conservative members of

this Society it must seem a work of supererogation to

offer evidence of the worthlessness of the preparations

which are the subject of this paper. My excuse for

asking your attention to some clinical tests of cerebrine

cardeine and their congeners is that it has come to

my knowledge from time to time that these preparations

were actually being prescribed by members of the

Massachusetts Medical Society, and, as the unfavorable

results of such experiments are seldom reported, I have

thought that a conclusive test carefully made and
frankly reported might be of service to some of the

gentlemen who bad thought tbese preparatious worthy

of a trial.

I shall therefore offer you the results of twenty-

three cases in which cerebrine, cerebrin, ovarine and
testiculine were used long enough to give a fair test of

their value. I should have investigated the other

preparatious of the same class had not the evidence

afforded by those I mention seemed so conclusive that

I thought it a waste of time to carry the trial any
farther.

It seems to me that it is seldom safe to say that any
new system of treatment is, a priori, absurd, and I can

hardly agree with those who think that in the nature

of things the theory on which the supposed effects of

the organic extracts are explained must be nonsense.

We know too little of " the nature of things " to hazard

such off-hand conclusions. 1 well remember the first

case of myxedema in which I gave the thyroid-gland

treatment. It was only a little more than three years

ago, and the family physician of the patient, a man
deservedly respected iu this community as an excellent

practitioner, simply sneered and laughed in a good-

natured way, at the whole thing as absurd. Yet this

case has since been reported by the gentleman for

whom I was giving the injections as a brilliant success,

and we all believe to-day, in thyroid therapy.

But I feel that 1 have seen, iu my own experience,

enough to convert into confirmed disbelief the natural

scepticism with which I regarded the theory of organic

extracts in general, lacking as this theory does, all

proof from the present stale of physiological knowledge.

The theory 1 allude to has been stated by Dr. Ham-
mond himself with perhaps as near an approach to

clearness as it is capable of. His own words are these:

" That all the organs of the body possess the power,

> Uea>1 before the Clinical Section of tlie Sulfolk District Medical
Society, October 16, 1895.
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when in a state of health, of secreting from the blood

the peculiar substance that they require for their nutri-

tion, and that they take this substance and no other,

never making a mistake in the matter. ... If through

disease or other derangement of function they lose this

power, or if the peculiar pabulum they require is not

in the blood in sufficient quantity, their functions cease

to be normal. ... If we supply to the blood the

peculiar principle which a diseased or disordered organ
requires, we do that which nature, unassisted, cannot

or does not do."

In my experiments I made use of the following

preparations : cerebrine, ovariue, cardeine and testine,

made by the Columbia Chemical Company according

to the formulae of Dr. Hammond ; cerebrin, made by
Parke, Davis & Co., and said to be the same as the

cerebrine of Dr. Hammond ; testiculine, made by
Morgan of Philadelphia, and also that made by Gibier

of New York ; and, finally, a test-solution made by
myself, and consisting of 70 parts of a one-per-cent.

solution of boric acid in boiled and filtered water and
30 parts of glycerine.

The 23 cases experimented upon were taken, five

from private practice, and 18 from my clinic at the

Boston Dispensary. As far as possible, I selected

cases to form groups of six, each group consisting of

fairly typical examples of the same disease.

First, there were six cases of irritable and irregular

heart in young men, without any organic lesions that I

could discover ; three of them were directly traceable

to abuse of tobacco. Four of these cases were treated

with cardeine, and two with the control solution.

Second, there were six fairly typical cases of simple

neurasthenia in young women, of these two were treated

with cerebrine, two with cerebrin, and two with control

solution.

Third, there were six cases of young women suffer-

ing from dysmenorrhea, which the most careful exam-
ination that I could make and the history of the symp-
toms led me to regard as of the ovarian type. Of
these, four were treated by ovarine and cerebrine on
alternate days, as advised by the manufacturers, and
two by control solution.

Fourth, there were three cases of sexual hypochon-
driasis from masturbation, presenting the usual symp-
toms of mental anxiety and depression, with complaints

of loss of memory, failing power of application, etc.

These were treated with cerebrine and testine, on alter-

nate days.

Fifth, there were two cases of paralysis agitans,

treated by testiculine from Morgan and Gibier.

In none of the cases, except those in the fifth group
was any other treatment given at the same time, saving

that those of each group who were receiving the con-

trol solution, received also more or less informal sug-

gestion. This was carefully avoided in those under
the organic extracts. In no case was the treatment

continued for less than one mouth.
The dose of Dr. Hammond's preparation was five

minims hypodermically, daily, for the first fortnight,

doubled in the third week, and again doubled in the

fourth week. The control solution was given in ex-

actly the same way.
The details of the cases need not be given ;

the essential points were as follows : In the ova-

rian dysmenorrheas the treatment was begun in each

case just at the end of a menstrual period, so that the

next period would fall in the fourth week of treat-

ment. The results in all these cases were absolutely

negative. Four of them have since improved de-

cidedly under other treatment. One, treated with

test solution, has not improved at all under any treat-

ment and suffers so much that ovariotomy has been
advised as the only means of relief. One case has

been lost sight of.

Of the cardiac cases, the three distinctly tobacco

hearts all began to improve toward the end of the

month. One of these was treated by control solution,

and improved as much as the others. Tobacco was,

of course, stopped in these cases and their improve-
ment was no greater than I have repeatedly seen in

similar cases without treatment. The other cardiac

cases could not be so easily traced to an obvious cause,

but coffee, tobacco, etc., were stopped in these also.

None of them showed appreciable improvement.
The neurasthenic and masturbation cases were ad-

vised as to the general regulation of diet, exercise and
sleep ; and cold sponge-bathing was ordered. With-
out this much additional, it would have seemed unfair

to expect any medicine to do its best work. Of these

cases, one neurasthenic, a very imaginative girl highly

susceptible of the effects of suggestion, showed marked
improvement under cerebrin for the first fortnight,

while the treatment was a novelty, and during the next
fortnight lost all she had gained. The others showed
no marked effects at any stage of treatment. Two of

the neurasthenics have since improved markedly
under gymnastics, tonics and forced feeding, with a
free use of suggestion, but without direct hypnotism.
Two of the masturbation cases have also improved
very greatly since the animal extracts were given up
for other treatment.

In all the above cases, except those receiving con-

trol solution, everything was avoided which might help

the effect of the organic extracts by suggestion, as I

suspected that the apparent improvement in such cases

which others might have seen was traceable to the

hope and expectation excited by a treatment that im-

pressed the imagination, and by the assurances of a
cure given by the physician. The patients were
simply told that they were to receive a tonic frhich

was supposed to act better if given hypodermically.

The cases of paralysis agitans were suffering too

much to justify the neglect of any means for their

relief, and tonics, and especially a mixture of hyoscy-

amus and nux vomica, were given together with mas-
sage in one case. The treatment by injection was kept
up for two months in one case. In the other the trial was
still fuller. The injections were continued for four

months at one time, and after an interval of three

months were renewed for four months more at the re-

quest of the patient, who fancied that she saw some
benefit from the first trial. I, myself, could see no ben-

efit in either case from the injections.

A word, in conclusion, as to the physiological effects

of these extracts. In almost ail the cases, the pulse

rose from five to twenty beats a minute within a

quarter of an hour after the first two or three injec-

tions. The subsequent injections ceased to show any
effect on the pulse. The effect noted was as marked
after the control solution. In some of the most ner-

vous patients, tlie temperature rose or fell, from one-

tenth to five-tenths of a degree, after the first few
treatments. This also disappeared as the novelty wore
off. In several cases the breathing was quickened by
from one to four respirations a minute. All these
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effects occurred in some of the patients receiviug

control solution.

hi two of the cardiac cases sphygmographic tracings

were taken before and after the firsl injections, ami

were taken up again at the end of a fortnight. They
showed no appreciable or constant change. In the

same two cases, I succeeded in obtaining a fairly trust-

worthy measurement of the daily quantity of urine,

and made live examinations of specimens from each at

intervals of a week. The quantity, specific gravity, and

percentage of urea were not affected. The only

changes were within the normal variations of health.

I think that 1 am only drawing an obvious conclu-

sion from the facts 1 have stated, when I say that

I believe that these so-called organic extracts are

physiologically inert and therapeutically worthless.

Clinicai aDepartnunt.

A CASE OF SPONTANEOUS RUPTURE OF THE
UTERUS. J

BY EDWARD BEVSOLDS, M.D.

At about 3 p. m. November 11, 1895, I was called

to a hospital out-patient with the following history :

She was forty-three years of age at term of her eighth

pregnancy. She had had six normal labors at term,

and one miscarriage. The externe had been called to

her at 2 a. m. of the same day. He found her walk-

ing the floor in an excited and semi-delirious condi-

tion. On inquiry he learned that she was a hard

drinker, and that during that night she had drunk a

pint of whiskey in the hope of rendering her labor

painless. Earlier in the night she had knocked her

husband down and severely ill-treated him, a feat

which was rendered the more easy in that she weighed

two hundred and forty pounds and he about one hun-

dred. She had not complained of herself receiviug any

injury during the scuffle. When the externe saw her

in the morning, she seemed in good general condition.

The OS was patulous and on the left side, he, to quote

hie own words, " felt something that seemed like

lacerations and had the feeling of a short fringe "
; but

as there was no bleeding he concluded, rightly or

wrongly, that they were probably not recent. His

external examination resulted in a diagnosis of head

presentation, O. L. A. The abdomen was pendulous,

and covered with old stria;. He remained with the

patient three hours, occupied in preparations for labor.

During that time there was no alteration in her condi-

tion, and he could detect no labor pains of any sever-

ity, although the woman had occasional fits of violent

screaming, apparently due to delirium, and interspersed

with demands for brandy. He then left her, first

leaving word of her condition at the hospital, which

was but a few doors awav. He was again called at

2.1.5 p. M., when he found the patient vomiting, flowing

profusely, and with a feeble pulse of between 120 and

130; skin cold, facies anxious and drawn. She was

screaming at intervals, though in a weak and subdued

wa}'. He made a vaginal examination and found the

" cervix empty."

He then sent for the house physiciaD, who arrived a

few minutes later, and sent for me. I reached the case a

Ueporleil before the Obstetrical Society of BogtOQ, December 14.

few minutes after 3 p. m. Hemorrhage had continued

steadily, the pulse was weak and rapid, about 140.

Her condition was very peculiar. She looked ex-

tremely ill, but was muscularly vigorous, moving about

the bed and resisting strongly any attempt to alter her

position or make any examination. The expression

of her face at once suggested peritonitic trouble. She
was not at this time vomiting. Such a vaginal examina-
tion as I was able to make in her excited condition re-

vealed only a rough and somewhat ragged mass at about

the level of the internal os of a large patulous cervix.

Hemorrhage was going on smartly, and in the belief

that I was dealing with a placenta previa, I had the

patient etherized and turned across the bed. On then

passing my finger into the vagina, 1 found the lower

segment of the uterus empty, and a left laceration of

the cervix extending to the vaginal junction. On pass-

ing the fingers within the cervix, it was found to be

ragged in every direction. It was torn completely

through at the left side, and on the right side, at about

the level of the internal os, there was a sort of a

pocket in the uterine muscle which easily received the

first joint of my finger, but did not entirely penetrate

the uterine wall. Advancing my hand into the uterus

I found it empty, except for the child's left arm, while

a long rent in the left wall extending from the ex-

ternal 08 nearly to the fundus, was blocked by the

child's left shoulder. The room was a filthy garret,

the woman was in an outrageously dirty condition, and

already so nearly moribund that it was evident she

would not survive a continuance of the hemorrhage

during the time it would be necessary to expend in

preparing for any cutting operation. I passed my hand

into the peritoneal cavity, through the rent, seized

a foot and easily extracted a still-boru girl (weighing

six anda half pounds) ; and then removed the placenta,

membranes, and a large amount of clot from among
the intestines. I next drew the cervix down to the

vulva and attempted to partially invert the uterus

through the os in the hope of being able to control the

hemorrhage by sutures ; but I soon found that the

rent ran so high that it would be impossible to get at

the upper portion without completely inverting the

uterus, and dreading lest the shock of this process

should finish the |)atient, I attempted to pack the

wound in the uterus with iodoform gauze, with the

hope of controlling the hemorrhage. It was impossible,

however, to prevent the gauze from escaping into the

abdominal cavity. On withdrawing it, 1 found that

the hemorrhage had nearly ceased, its cessation being

probably due to approaching death, but the uterus was

fairly well contracted ; and on the bare chance that

stimulation might restore her to a condition which

would warrant an attempt at surgical arrest of the

hemorrhage, a pint of salt solution was injected sub-

cutaneously, and seemed to be absorbed. She, how-

ever, died five minutes later, without any recurrence

of the hemorrhage.

I had, from the start, but little hope from treatment

and think that the chief interest of the case lies in the

question of its etiology. There was unfortunately no

post-mortem. From the generally ragged condition

of the cervix I am myself inclined to believe that the

rupture was primarily due to a fatty degeneration of

the uterine muscle; but I was unable to conclude from

the scanty evi<leuce offered me, as to whether the ex-

citing cause was to be found in uterine action or in

external violence.
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CLINICAL NOTES ON MALARIA.
BY JOHN LOVETT MORSE, A.M., M.D.,

Physician lo Oul-Putienig at the Boston City Hospital and at the

West End Nursery and In/ants' Hospital.

During the past summer I have had the opportu-

uity of observing 26 cases of malaria, most of them

in the medical out-patient department of the Boston

City Hospital. The blood of all cases in which ma-

laria was suspected was examined microscopically for

the presence of the plasmodium and the diagnosis

never made unless it was found. Treatment was al-

ways based on the results of the microscopical exami-

nation.

The tertian parasite was found in 24, the iufectiou

being single in 13, double in 10, and single but later

becoming double in one. The estivo-autumnal para-

site was seen but once, in a man recently arrived

from Panama. The character of the organism was

undetermined in one case in which there were no

chills and where only the hyaline form was seen.

The quartan parasite was not met with.

There was a history of definite chills tu all but

two. Headache was a .striking symptom. Thirteen

of the cases with chills complained of a continuous

headache, which was severe in ten and moderate in

three. In one case there was a continuous severe

headache for a month before the first chill. Headache

was also severe and continuous in one of the two

cases in which there were no chills.

The locality in which the cases originated is of

some interest. Following the course of the Neponset

River we find two cases in Dorchester and one in

Mattapan. Following up the course of the Charles

and its tributaries we find five along the course of

Stony Brook, four being near Roxbury Crossing and

one in Jamaica Plain ; one each in Cambridge and

Somerville, near Fresh Pond ; one in Chestnut Hill;

four in the Nesvtons; one in Waltham ;
three in

Natick; and one in Franklin. As before noted, one

case came from Panama. Three cases living in the

South End and one in the South Cove gave no history

of exposure elsewhere. One case occurred in a man

who had just returned from a summer at Deer Island.

The method of administering quinine which was

found most satisfactory in the tertian cases, is that

based on the facts that the plasmodium malariic is

most susceptible to the action of quinine just at the

period of segmentation and relatively insusceptible

while in the endo-globular stage. Segmentation oc-

curs at or about the time of the paroxysm. Hence

the quinine should be given shortly before it in order

that it may be in solution in the blood when segmen-

tation takes place. In this way a group of organisms

may be almost entirely destroyed by a single dose.

Where there are two groups, each one, of course,

must be treated separately. It is usually advisable to

give a second dose just before the time at which the

next paroxysm would occur in order to destroy any

organisms which may have escaped the first time.

The value of the microscope in determining the na-

ture and stage of the infection in cases where the

symptoms are obscure and thus giving the clue to the

time for treatment can hardly be overestimated.

Most of the cases of malaria occurring in this vicinity

will undoubtedly recover if quinine is given in any

way or at any time. This method, however, seems

the most rational one and has the advantage of requir-

> Read before the '87 Medical Club, December JO, 1895.

ing but little quinine. I can see no justification for

the so-called "intermittent" method of giving quinine

recommended by Dr. F. H. Williams, as the life history

of the malarial organism is 48" or 72° and not seven

days. I have usually given fifteen or twenty grains

for the first dose and ten grains for the second.

In the great majority of the cases no further treat-

ment was necessary. The following case is an ex-

ample. J. R., five years old, had single tertian fever

in Natick the latter part of August, which was con-

trolled by quinine. There was a recurrence of the

paroxysms at 9.30 a. m., October 3d, 5th and 7th,

several weeks after his removal from Natick. The

blood showed a single group of the tertian parasite.

He was given six grains of quinine at 9 a. m. on

October 9th and 11th, that is to say, half an hour be-

fore the time at which the paroxysm should occur.

There was no symptoms after the first dose and he

has had no recurrence. In several cases, however,

there was a continuance of general constitutional

symptoms although there were no further paroxysms.

In one of these the plasmodia persisted in the blood

for thirty days, although quinine had been taken ir-

regularly all the time. In another case they were

demonstrated twenty-two days after the first parox-

ysm. This patient, however, had from the first taken

his quinine three times daily. In three cases there

was a recurrence after an interval of three or four

weeks. In one, however, the type changed from sin-

gle to double tertian and all were exposed to reinfec-

tion. The fact that in certain cases the plasmodia

can be demonstrated in small numbers in the blood

for some time after the paroxysms have ceased as the

result of these single large doses and that they may

in rare instances cause a recurrence of symptoms

later, leads me to think that in some cases it is ad-

visable to supplement them by further treatment.

For this purpose I have usually given for ten days or

a fortnight a dose of two or three grains at the times

when the paroxyms would be expected to occur.

The period of incubation, in the only case in which

it could be fi.ted, was five days. In a child of sixteen

months the first paroxysm was represented by a con-

vulsion, the later ones being chills. In a child of five

the spleen, which at the beginning of treatment

reached almost to the umbilicus, was not palpable

after two weeks. The blood of the case of estivo-

autumnal fever originating in Panama, the so-called

"Chagres Fever," is interesting in that it contains a

type of the organism almost never seen in cases

originating in this vicinity. It shows hyaline forms ;

numerous small, round, pigmented forms within,

without, and protruding from the corpuscles, the pig-

ment being arranged in a circle about midway be-

tween centre and periphery ; flagellated forms ;
and

many semi-lunar forms, the pigment being arranged in

a circle in the centre.

A New Surgical Polyclinic in connection with

the Berlin University is to be opened shortly. Pro-

fessor Kijnig is at its head and Professor Hildebrant

its chief surgeon.

The Berlin Medical Society Honors Pas-

teur.— The Berlin Medical Society has subscribed a

thousand francs toward the monument to Pasteur,

which is to be erected at Dole, his native town.
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I&epoctiei or ^ocietiejtf.

CLINICAL SECTION OF THE SUFFOLK DIS-
TRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

.1. L. AXES, H.D., SBORRTARY.

Reoclar Meeting, Wednesday, October 16, 189.5,

Dr. G. M. Garland iu the chair.

Dr. Edward Wyi.lys Taylor read a paper on

TWO CASES OF TUMOR OF THE BRAIN WITH AU-
TOPSY.'

Dr. Putnam: Dr. Taylor's cases are interesting,

and have been interestingly described. The first case

I did not regard as distinctly one of the type of gen-

eral hyperostosis which characterized my other cases,

involving pretty much the whole of the cranium. I

believed tliat there was a distinct growth of bone, but

assumed that the growth was due to the local injury.

I recall noting the fact that the tumor was somewhat
elastic on deep pressure and somewhat tender, al-

though these facts did not make me feel that I was
dealing with a sarcomatous growth. When 1 first

saw the patient I recommended that he enter the hos-

pital with a view to operation and it might have been
well for him to have done so. The operation was in-

teresting, and no one could easily conceive the amount
of blood which poured out in streams from those vas-

cular spaces in the bone.

As to this subject of hyperostosis cranii, optic neu-

ritis is a very rare consequence. Although blindness

has been reported several times I am not sure that

optic neuritis has been reported except in one case of

my own, a case not verified by autopsy. In this case

the optic neuritis was very slight and lasted without

change for a very long time, ending in blindness. I

now think that a severe and increasing neuritis, as in

the case reported to-uight, would count against diffuse

hyperostosis. As regards the second patient, his con-

dition was a very extraordinary one, and he lay for

days in a condition, not of coma, in which he would
look around with a certain amount of intelligence and
yet entirely failing to answer questions, apparentlv

not wholly because he was too comatose to do so, but
from some rather peculiar condition of the mental
functions. The matter of numbness is one of peculiar

interest. This case is one of several where numbness,
obviously of cerebral origin, has shown itself iu oue
of the principal nervous distributions in the hand—
in either the median or the ulnar. We have had a

number of operations on tumors at the Massachusetts
Hospital in the last year, aud although only oue done
by Dr. Richardson on a patient seen by me privately

in consultation which could be called really suc-

cessful from a clinical point of view, yet we have
learned a great deal from them. We have learned

the value of operating twice as is recommended
by Horsley, the first operation being partly to relieve

pressure, and what is more important, to give time for

tumors to make some progress toward enucleating

themselves. We had another remarkable case in a
girl whom I had seen in consultation, who proved to

have three tumors in the brain although the symptoms
had been of short duration. Although apparently in

good condition she died under ether before any cut

was made. The interesting point is that in spite of

her death as regards respiration the heart was kept

1 Se« page 67 of the Journal.

beating for five hours, and judging from the experi-

ments made by Mr. Horsley, and his opinion (ex-

pressed to me later) as regards this particular case,

the death could perhaps have been averted for the

time by an operation done even after respiration

ceased, death probably being due to anemia of the

brain added to the effect of the narcotic. For oue or

two reasons it is said that chloroform is belter adapted

to these operations than ether.

Dr. Walton : Our thanks are due to Dr. Taylor

for giving us so exhaustive and careful a report of

a variety of tumor with which we are less familiar

than, for example, with gliomata, aud yet these cases

are very important, especially when they invade the

bone as in the first case. It is important to recognize

these cases early, diagnosticating from hyperostosis on

the one hand aud from nodes on the other. These
growths are of irregular consistency, neither uniformly

hard nor soft. I recall a case which I saw with Dr.

Richardson. The patient had had some deafness on

that side and swelling for some months so extensive as

to cause the ear to protrude somewhat as it does in

case of disease of the mastoid. The tumor was seated

over the ear aud had grown quite steadily and rapidly

for five months when we saw her and had not yet in-

vaded the brain in any way. pSpeech was unimpaired.

Optic discs normal. No facial paralysis. No involve-

ment at all of any cerebral function. The pain

radiated at times from the tumor. She had had one

or two rigors; but the tumor was very irregularly

soft, some parts soft and some parts hard. We were

very sure it was sarcoma. Dr. Richardson operated

and found that the tumor had not invaded the brain.

It seems to me quite important to operate early on

these cases because carcinomata and sarcomata seem
to be slow in invading the brain even after piercing

the dura-mater, so that we may postpoue the fatal

issue for a good while. With regard to the secoud

tumor, the most interesting point to me is the question

of sensory areas. Many authorities, notably Mills,

still claim that there is a sensory area posterior to the

motor area, of which there seems to be comparatively

little clinical evidence as compared to the steadily in-

creasing group of cases in which there have been

lesions limited to the cortex or sub-cortex in the motor

area and notably anterior to the fissure of Rolando.

When lesions posterior to the fissure of Rolando cause

loss of sensation, it might be argued that they have

encroached upon a sensory area situated more pos-

teriorly, or tbat an edema has taken place, but when
we find a tumor anterior to the fissure of Rolando,

causing monoplegia, as in this case, and find anesthesia

in the affected extremity, it points very decidedly

towards the motor region as being also a sensory

region. Whether we accept the theory that the so-

called motor cells are also sensory cells or merely con-

ductors, with nutritive function, we need not consider

for practical purposes.

Dr. Putnam has called attention to what we have

learned by operation. Although we have had only

one really successful case at the Massachusetts Hos-

pital we have learned a great deal, one of the most im-

portant points being that the tumor after an unsuc-

cessful operation sometimes comes to the surface. In

the case alluded to the symptoms were localized and

pointed to a certain region of the brain but nothing

definite was found in that locality, but at the second

operation after an extensive hernia, the first opening
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revealed tumor at the surface. If we bad had that

experience before treating an earlier case which Dr.

Richardson and I reported in the American Journal

of Medical Science some time ago, it might possibly

have helped us materially. In that case the symptoms
were almost identical with those in this case and the

result of the first operation was the same ; and hernia

followed. Second operation was not advised, but

when the autopsy was made the tumor was found
under the surface and quite well defined although so

extensive that he thought it doubtful if operation

would have proved successful at that time, still it was
no larger thau that snccesBfully removed, to which I

have just alluded.

I am getting more and more in favor of operating

even in cases in which we cannot be at all sure of re-

moving the growth ; for if we can save one out of a

hundred otherwise fatal cases, this result would jus-

tify the other ninety-nine operations.

Dr. Richardson : I am much interested in the

subject of brain tumor, although the results in the

majority of cases are unpromising. I was much inter-

ested also in Dr. Councilman's explanation of the con-

nection between the testicular tumor and the brain.

Three or four times I have seen brain tumor originat-

ing by metastasis from cancer of the breast. In such

cases the explanation of the metastasis is quite difficult.

I dare say in some of them the lung contains nodules

which are the source of the cerebral infection. It was
interesting to note that all these patients were blind.

The most important fact in connection with opera-

tions upon cerebral tumors, as remarked by Drs. Put-

nam and Walton, is the manner in which, after tre-

phining, the growths approach the surface. I have
observed this fact twice. In one case, the tumor, un-

discovered at the operation, made its way to the sur-

face of the brain, where it was found at autopsy (see

American Journal of Medical Sciences, December,
1893). This condition in the second was recognized

at a subsequent operation. The original operation

consisted in turning down a lid of the parietal bone.

The dura was then opened and nothing definite found.

All present supposed, however, that there was a

glioma. I think we were misled by the punctate hem-
orrhages due to the manipulations of the operation.

At the end of three or four months there was a large

hernia of the brain. On again turning down the lid

we found a lobulated and encapsulated tumor which
permitted most satisfactory enucleation. The tumor
filled the left half of the cerebrum. The technical

difficulties were slight. This man, who was operated

upon in May, now looks and appears well. He knows
everything that is going on, but cannot express himself.

In the case to which Dr. Walton refers a similar

hernia appeared. The man died, but we know from
the autopsy that the tumor had approached the surface

and could have been removed.
As to the use of ether or chloroform, I have never

used chloroform in brain operations, and I fail to see

any advantage in its use.

Tumors of the cranium pressing on the brain may
attain considerable size without causing symptoms. 1

have operated upon one case in which the cranial cav-

ity was much encroached upon. Malignant disease

starting from the outside of the cranium is usually

limited to the bone itself, and does not afiect the dura
or pia mater.

The question of interference interests the surgeon

as much as the physician. I still think that the num-
ber of cases is very small in which we can expect very

much benefit from exploration. I do not think, how-
ever, that we go quite far enough in operating. More-
over, the diagnosis is sometimes uncertain. I operated

recently at the Cambridge Hospital in a case of sup-

posed cerebral tumor. A large flap was turned down
in this case and the dura mater exposed. The man
died in two or three days. Examination of the wound
failed to show any new growth, though one might have

existed which was overlooked. The symptoms were
quite as indicative of intra-crauial relievable trouble as

in the case in which the tumor was removed.
Dr. Knapp: I think possibly the absence of a com-

plete autopsy may be, judging from this case, one of

the reasons why teratomata of the brain are so exceed-

ingly rare. I think usually in most of the treatises

on brain tumor they do not rise above the dignity of a

footnote. The cases of successful operation for brain

tumor in this viciuity are certainly, as Dr. Richardson
has said, exceedingly rare. I know of none in mv
own experience, and I think none at all at the City

Hospital. I have been struck lately by two or three

cases of a rather interesting type, in which the symp-
toms began quite suddenly. The patient had appar-

ently been perfectly well, or suffering from some minor
troubles having no reference to the serious disease,

when the symptoms began by a convulsive seizure lim-

ited to a certain part, in one case to the foot and in

another to the fingers of one hand, the convulsions

gradually increasing in frequency and severity until

finally there would come a general convulsion. Grad-
ually, after the convulsions had existed for some time,

the development of paresis in the affected limb was
observed going on very slowly to a fairly well-marked
paralysis, but in two cases which I now have in mind
there was absolutely no headache of any sort, kind or
description for a long period, no ocular symptoms
whatever, and careful examination of the eyes revealed

no optic neuritis. In one case, which I think Dr. Put-
nam will remember, operated on at the Massachusetts
Hospital, I think optic neuritis did develop two or

three weeks before death. In another case which was
not under my observation in the latest stages, I cannot
say, but for a period of two or three years there was
no optic neuritis whatever ; in both cases just before

death there was some headache. In both cases, curi-

ously enough, there was an infiltrating glioma. The
diagnosis in cases of this sort is by no means an easy
one, for the striking symptoms, the intracranial press-

ure, headache, dizziness, vomiting, optic neuritis,

were absent. In spite of the fact that the statistics

show optic neuritis in a very large percentage of the

cases, it has been my lot lately iu several cases where
I had little doubt there was a tumor, to find no optic

neuritis.

In regard to the question of operation, I may say
that where I am confident I have to do with a brain

tumor I am ready to advise almost any risk in the way
of operation, but the cases where I have very much
hope from an operation are exceedingly few. It is,

perhaps, needless to go over again the percentage of

cases where an operation may be performed with the

hope of success. They amount to about five per cent, of

the total number ; but there is one thing which I think

we must bear in mind in any case where we recom-
mend an operation, and that is, that unless we succeed
in removing the tumor either by a single operation or
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by a secoud operation close upou the first, we are very

apt to hasten the patient's death. The collected sta-

tistics of cases ill wliich liie tuuior is not removed sliow

a very large mortality, and my own experience in such

cases has been that while the operation does give re-

lief from the distressing headache, at the same time,

unless the tumor is removed, a cerebral hernia very

soon develops and death is the speedy result within a

few weeks or two or three months.

Dr. Pdtnam : 1 should like to add a few words

about one or two points mentioned. In the Hrst place,

in regard to the matter of ether or chloroform, I do

not feel at liberty to give an authoritative opinion. I

have seen two cases, to one of which Dr. Richardson

has referred, which made me feel that perhaps there

was a good deal to be said in favor of the English

view. The first of these cases was that of a gentle-

man in whose case 1 was particularly interested, who
was operated on by Dr. Warren with the intention of

making only one of these large openings. The symp-
toms had come on with great rapidity, and only wilhin

a few days of the time of operation had they seemed

to justify interference. The operation was prolonged

on account of an accidental wound of the dura and a

slight hemorrhage from a vein of the pia, which, how-
ever, seemed to be of no consequence. Otherwise

nothing untoward happened. He did not recover

from his ether. The operation was done about noon,

and at five o'clock in the afternoon, having breathed

perfectly well until then, he was suddenly seized with

stertorous respiration and died in a few minutes. We
examined the brain through the wound, and found evi-

dences of a large, deep-seated hemorrhage. In the

second case Dr. Richardson referred to, I suppose the

same thing took place. The man had every symptom
of tumor, double optic neuritis, headache, vomiting,

increasing dulness and hemiplegia coming on giadu-

all}-. We did not find the tumor for the reason that

it was too far below the surface, but the man died, if

I remember rightl}', three days later, and no autopsy

was made. The brain was cut into through the wound
and hemorrhage found. Whether the hemorrhage

could be attributed to the ether I do not know. In

the first case I had some correspondence with Mr.
Horsley, and he thought that it was due to the ether.

In the cases in which chloroform has been used at the

Massachusetts Hospital it has certainly worked very

well. Another obvious possible cause for the hemor-

rhages is, of course, the removal of the excessive intra-

cranial pressure.

In regard to the prospects of cerebral surgery, 1 do

not feel that sufficient hopefulness has been expressed

this evening. Most of the cases have been unsuccess-

ful ; still we have all seen cases which to a certain ex-

tent were successful. I know one patient, a col-

league's, who, in consequence of simple opening of the

bone, has been free from pain for many years, though

blind. I have seen several patients relieved from pain

by large openings in the bone. We do not know much
about these tumors and their relation to the brain sub-

stance, and it may be we have got to a point where
we can take new courage in the matter and look for-

ward more hopefully to doing something or other. Ju

the successful case in question, operated on by Dr.

Richardson, the man Is considerably aphasic, but is

getting more words all the time, and instead of being

absolutely paralyzed he can get about very well and is

steadily improving.

Dr. Richardson : With regarti to the Cambridge
case my impression is that although the calvarium was
not removed, there was a good chance for examination

through the large flap, and yet that no tumor was
found. The other patient is able to enjoy life and to

be a comfort to his family. He attends to his business

daily, though he has a hemiplegia and considerable

difficulty of speech.

Dr. Taylor : The possibility of detecting glioma-

tous growths without microscopic examination is, I

think, in certain cases impossible. If a glioma be

merely proliferation of glia tissue, the same tissue of

which the brain is in part composed, it is evident that,

at autopsy, unless microscopic examination is made, it

is possible for the tumor to be overlooked.

Dr. F. Coggeshai.l then presented a paper on

CLINICAL TESTS OF SOME NEW REMEDIES.'

Dr. Pctnam : I have used testiculin a good deal,

partly with the assistance of Dr. Coggeshall and partly

with that of Dr. Taylor and others at the hospital, in

locomotor ataxia and other cases. My conclusion is

that which Dr. Coggeshall has arrived at. In regard

to the matter of temperatures, I think that it is a very

interesting subject indeed. Dr. Morton, of New York,

has reported a large number of cases of change of

temperature under electricity, which he attributed to

the infiuence of electricity, but they seem to me rather

referable to some general influence of the nervous sys-

tem. I think the paper is a timely and interesting one.

Dr. Knapp : Some two or three years ago when
Dr. Dana, of New York, read a paper before the

Medico-Psychologici^I Society, he reported an interest-

ing case of bulbar paralysis apparently cured by injec-

tions of gray matter. I was sceptical even after that

case had been reported, but I was led to try Parke,

Davis & Co.'s cerebrin in two or three cases, and soon

after I happened to have come under my care one or

two cases of serious disease of the brain or cord which

had been treated by the most approved methods of the

injections of the animal extracts with absolutely no

results. I think the whole subject was fairly well

summed up in a paper read last year by Dr. Meltzer

before the Association of American Physicians, in

which he pointed out most conclusively that while the

use of the thyroid extract iu the treatment of myx-
edema was absolutely scientific, being based upon most

careful preliminary scientific work, that the use of the

other extracts was purely empirical, and a reversion to

old superstitions. 1 myself do not believe in the least

in the use of the animal extracts, excepting the thy-

roid ; and in the little experience I have had I have ob-

tained no good results. I think we must differentiate,

however, between the use of the animal extracts pre-

pared according to the Brown-Sequard and similar for-

mulae, which are definite substances iu a glycerine ex-

tract, and the use of quack medicines put up by an

advertising firm. I think really it is somewhat to be

regretted that Dr. Coggeshall should have put so much
strength and time into demolishing or hunting after

the iyitis foUuus of advertising quacks, for that is

practically what he has done. I have no proof of

the actual formula of these preparations any more

than of Lydia Pinkham's remedies or Paine's Celery

Compound, and I think it is a little to be regretted

that they should have been so far honored as to have

been studied.

* See page GO of tUe Jourual.
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Dk. Coggeshall : In regard to what Dr. Knapp
has just said, I anticipated that objection from the

more conservative, which generally means the more
prominent and intelligent members of the profession ;

but, as I said, my motive was that I knew those very

preparations were used by members of the Massachu-
setts Medical Society, and I thought it might be worth

while to publish once at least a conclusive statement of

negative results, results showing that the preparations

are perfectly valueless.

Dr. Knapp : I did not mean to question Dr. Cogges-
hall's sincerity and honesty of purpose. I very much
fear that to one ignorant but sincere man who may
read his paper and be converted by it from the use of

these preparations there will be ninety-nine who will

go on reading the advertisements and will not read the

cases reported by Dr. Coggeshall.

NEW YORK STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The Twelfth Annual Meeting of this Association

was held October 15, 16 and 17, 1895, Austin Flint,

M.D., President.

FIRST DAV. TOESDAT.

Dr. S. E. Milliken, of New York County, read a

paper on

A CLINICAL report ON ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY,

Id which he reported especially two interesting cases.

The first one was a case of tendon grafting. Dr. Mil-

liken said ho believed this to be the first instance in

which a healthy muscle was made to do the work of

one completely paralyzed. The first case was a

boy of nine years, who for many years had suffered

from the effects of infantile paralysis. The tibialis

anticuB muscle seemed to be the one almost entirely

involved, and owing to its being paralyzed, the func-

tion of flexing the foot on the leg had to be performed

by the extensor proprius pollicis, the extensor longus

digitorum and the peroneus tertius. On February 14,

1894, the operation of tendon grafting was performed

but he had delayed reporting the case in order to be

sure of the result. The tendons having been exposed,

flaps from the tendon of the tibialis anticus and that

of the extensor proprius pollicis were united by inter-

rupted sutures of kangaroo tendon, and a sheath made
for the newly-united tendons. The skin was sutured

with catgut, and the usual antiseptic dressing applied.

After manual correction of the position of the foot, a

plaster-of-Paris bandage was put on. After the first

dressing, on the tenth day, gentle passive motion was
made at each dressing in order to prevent adhesiou of

the tendons to the sheath. After six weeks the plas-

ter was taken off, and a light brace applied. No brace

had been worn for five months. The boy had excel-

lent use of the foot, so much so that he had become
expert at roller skating. The second case reported

was one of excision of the elbow in a child. The in-

dications for excision of the elbow in children were
stated to be : (1) tubercular disease that did not sub

side under proper mechanical treatment, and after par-

tial arthrectomy ; (2) ankylosis in a faulty position

;

and (3) the persistence of sinuses due tobone disease.

THE PRESENT STATUS OF OBSTETRICS,

was the subject of an address delivered by Dr. Henry
McM. Painter, of New York County. He criticised

very severely the present inadequate means provided

in our medical schools for instruction in practical ob-

stetrics, and said that a systematic and sufficiently ex-

tensive course of instruction in this branch was given

in only two institutions— the Sloane Maternity Hos-

pital and the Society of the Lying-iu Hospital of the

City of New Y'ork. A detailed account of the work
of the latter was then given, particularly the manner
in which the student proceeded step by step from sim-

ple observation to observation together with the con-

duct of cases of labor as they occur in tenements

without the facilities provided by hospitals.

Dr. John G. Truax, of New York County, read

a paper on

A domestic test for ALBUMINOUS URINE.

The reagent employed, alcohol, could be obtamed in

almost any house, and it was convenient and pleasant

to handle. It could be readily made at the bedside,

usiug a tumbler in lieu of a test-tube. A little alcohol

having been placed in the test-glass, the urine to be
tested for albumin is dropped into the alcohol, when,
if albumin is present, white streaks will appear and
spread through the alcohol as the urine falls to the

bottom of the vessel. If there is much albumin pres-

ent, the alcohol will become cloudy. The familiar

heat and nitric-acid test was uncertain in its results in

slightly albuminous urine unless the test were very
cautiously applied, and the cold nitric-acid test was
open to the objection that a white baud formed in the

tube when there was an excess of urates, irrespective

of the presence of albumin. With this alcohol test

the only probable source of error would arise in the

case of urine containing much mucus. Mucus, how-
ever, gave a diffuse cloudiness, and not the well-defined

streaks of coagulum seen in albuminous urine. The
reader of the paper claimed that the test was as relia-

ble and delicate as any of the usual tests for albumin
in the urine, and was far more convenient.

Dr. John E. Weeks, of New York County, pre-

sented a paper on

THE EMERGENCY TREATMENT IN ACUTE DISEASES
OF, AND INJURIES TO, THE EYE.

Speaking of the hordeolum or stye, he said that moist
heat should be applied for twenty four hours, but that

as soon as the pus was discovered, a free puncture
should be made. After this, the eye should be bathed
frequently with hot water. In a case of abscess of

the eyelid, the abscess should be freely opened by an
incision parallel to the margin of the lid, and the con-

tents removed with a curette. The parts should be
rendered aseptic, and, if possible, the incision closed

by suture. It should be borne in mind that all acute

diseases of the conjunctiva accompanied by a discharge

are contagious, and that consequeutly an important
part of the treatment of these cases consisted in taking

suitable precautions against the spread of the disease,

for example, by means of towels, washing utensils,

sleeping with a person so affected. In cases of gonor-
rheal ophthalmia or of ophthalmia neonatorum, the

lids should be everted and the eye thoroughly cleansed

with a 3-per-cent. solution of boric acid, and then the

surface of the palpebral conjunctiva freely painted

with a 1-per-oent. solution of nitrate of silver. The
eye should be washed out as often as was necessary' to

keep it free from secretion. Where there was much
swelling, it was advisable to apply cold to the eye at
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intervals of two or three hours. In orbital cellulitis,

it is well at the onset to use cold applications, but after

a day or two, hot applications will be found more ser-

viceable in hastening the absorption of the exudate.

If a small infected corneal ulcer is very cautiously

touched with pure carbolic acid, taking great care to

localize the action of the acid to the diseased spot

alone, the process may sometimes be aborted. Contu-

sions of the eyelids are best treated for the first

twenty-four hours by the application of cold, after

which hot bathing will answer better. Burns from

lime or other alkali require immediate treatment, as the

destruction of the tissue is apt to be great. Any solid

particles that may be present should be removed, and

the eye then washed out with milk. Stings and bites

of insects cause much swelling of the eyelids, but it

differs from erysipelas in beiug more translucent, the

skin not so red, and in the complete absence of consti-

tutional disturbance ; under antiseptic washes and cold

applications, the swelling usually subsides in about

thirty-six hours.

Dr. W. H. Robb, of Montgomery County, read a

paper entitled

THE CAUSE OF MUCH SICKNESS THAT IS OFTEN
OVERLOOKED.

The object of the paper was to call attention to the

fact that the existence of dry rot in the timbers of

cellars was the cause of more or less sickness under

certain circumstances — a fact but little known.

Among the illustrations was that of a case of remit-

tent fever that had persisted for eighty days, but im-

mediately ceased on removing the patient to the upper

part of the house. His removal up-stairs had been

suggested by Dr. Harris, at that time the Secretary of

the State Board of Health, who had found this condi-

tion of dry rot in the cellar, and had become convinced

that this had something to do, not only with this par-

ticular case of illness in that house, but of several

others that had occurred in that same house at short

intervals.

Dr. Thomas H. Manlet, of New York County,

in discussing this paper, said that the importance of

various moulds as etiological factors in the production

of disease had been recently very forcibly impressed

on his mind by an unfortunate case that he had seen

in consultation. The patient was a young girl suffering

from a severe form of thrush, which in spile of all

treatment steadily advanced, and caused death.

Dk. William H. Park, of New York County, in

a paper entitled

RECENT STUDIES ON DIPHTHERIA AND PSEUDO-
DIPHTHKRIA,

referred to the present status of the antitoxin treat-

ment of diphtheria. He said that in New York City

the average mortality for the past four years for-all

cases of diphtheria reported had been over 34 per

cent., and in no year had it been below 25 jier cent.

During the last nine months, however, or since the

quite general use of the antitoxin, the mortality had

been 18 per cent. The cases treated this year were

fully as severe as in previous years — imlced, the

laryngeal cases had been one-fourth greater. In about

10 per cent, of the cases treated with antitoxin, an

urticaria hail been observed to develop between the

fifth and twentieth day, and it had usually lasted about

forty-eight hours. With this there might be a painful

swelling of some of the joints, which in very rare

instances might persist long after the disappearance

of the diphtheria. He had not observed in the Wil-

lard Parker Hospital the evil effects from the anti-

toxin which Dr. Joseph E. Winters claimed to have

seen there from this treatment. In conclusion, he

quoted a number of cases showing that injections of

the diphtheria antitoxin conferred immunity from this

disease for a period of about four weeks.

Dk. Charles Stedman Bull, of New York
County, then read the clinical histories of

some unusual cases of orbital and intra-oc-

ULAR tumors, emphasizing the necessity ok

CAREFUL differential DIAGNOSIS.

This was followed by a report from Dr. Neil J.

Hepburn, of New York County, of two cases, to-

gether with

NOTES ON THE DIAGNOSIS OF INTERSTITIAL CERE-
BRITIS.

The Address on Medicine was delivered in the eve-

ning by Dr. A. A. Smith, of New York County. He
took for his theme,

THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE IN THE LIGHT OF BAC-

TERIOLOGICAL RESEARCHES.

He said that in early bacteriological work it was
thought that the bacteria themselves were the direct

cause of the manifestations of disease, but it is now
known that these manifestations were due to the tox-

ins of the bacteria. It was from this that the idea of

establishing immunity had been evolved. There were

three principal methods of producing immunity in

man, namely

:

(1) By producing a modified form of the disease, as

for example, vaccination; (2) by the introduction into

the system of the bacterial poisons or toxins, but

without the bacteria ; and (3) by the introduction of

the serum of an animal which was either naturally or

artiticially immune to the disease in question. The
very fact that recovery from disease was spontaneous

suggested that there was in the blood a power to pro-

duce an agent antagonistic to the toxins which had

caused the disease. The discovery of the bacillus of

Friedliinder and the diplococcus of Fra;nkel had had

very little influence on the therapeutics of pneumonia.

While pneumonia was occasionally contagious, such

cases were of such very rare occurrence that no at-

tempt at prophylaxis had been made. The cholera

spirillum discovered by Koch in 1884, is now gener-

ally admitted to be the specific germ of the disease,

but this fact, the lecturer said, had had but little influ-

ence on our treatment of the disease, unless it might

be iu the tannin method of treatment. Our knowl-

edge of the existence of the specific germ of cholera

was, however, of vast importance, because it was pos

sible to determine bacteriologically whether a given

diarrheal disease was true cholera or not. Although

the treatment of tuberculosis had not been especially

modified by the discovery of the tubercle bacillus, this

knowledge had exerted a powerful aid iu diagnosis,

prognosis and prophylaxis. The commuuicability of

tuberculosis had been recognized by clinical observa-

tion long years before the discovery of the bacillus by

Koch. The knowledge of the existence of the typhoid

bacillus had likewise had but little effect on our treat-

ment, but it has enabled us iu many important

instances to trace the source of epidemics of typhoid
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fever. Tetanus was first shown to be infectious and
its bacillus isolated in 1884, and, it had been claimed

some success had been achieved in the treatment of

tetanus with a tetanus antitoxin, but on this point re-

ports had been quite contiictiug. The greatest influ-

ence exerted over internal medicine by bacteriology

Dr. Smith asserted, had been in diphtheria. The
knowledge that true diphtheria was due to the Klebs-

Loffler bacillus had not only enabled us to establish

the diagnosis, but it had materially modified our thera-

peutics of this disease. The diphtheria antitoxin

treatment still had some opponents, but even admitting

the possibility of deleterious effects, the wonderful

beneficial results of the treatment many times out-

weighed the possibility of harm. It had beeu esti-

mated that over one hundred thousand injections of

diphtheria antitoxin had been made this year. From
all over the world came the clinical evidence of the

value of this treatment, as well as of its power to con-

fer a temporary immunity from the disease.

Dr. William Cark, of New York County, then

read a paper on

EMPYEMA OF THE ANTRUM.

He said that the surgical treatment of empyema of

the antrum consisted in opening the sinus, either

through the sinus or the alveolus. The opening

through the nares did not afford the same facilities for

cleansing and draining the cavity, and personally he

did not even think the nasal operation a justifiable

procedure. He would prefer to make the opening at

the second molar tooth. Having gained access to the

antrum, it should be very thoroughly explored with a

flexible probe in order to ascertain the existence of

septa, as well as of foreign bodies. The cavity should

next be irrigated with some antiseptic solution, and

the opening tamponed with sterilized gauze. He ob-

jected to drainage-tubes as being a source of unneces-

sary irritation, and particularly to silver tubes, which

were prone to corrosion.

Dr. Edward B. Dench, of New York County,

read a paper entitled

GENERAL SUGGESTIONS REGARDING THE DIAGNOSIS
AND TREATMENT OF ACUTE AURAL INFLAMMATION.

He said that a primary inflammation of the external

auditory meatus in infancy was exceedingly rare, while

an acute otitis media was very common. When the

diagnosis was obscure, any persistent high temperature

in a child should lead to an examination of the ear.

Tenderness elicited by moving the auricle, or by
pressure in front of the meatus, was almost pathogno-

monic of inflammation of the external canal ; in infants,

it is equally certain evidence of inflammation of the

middle ear. Tumefaction of the entrance of the

meatus indicates furuncle; tumefaction of the deeper

portions of the canal means inflammation of the upper

portion of the tympanic cavity, a class of cases usu-

ally leading to mastoid necrosis or caries of the bone.

In the early stages, the removal of from one to four

ounces of blood from the region immediately in front

of the tragus was desirable. One single dose of an

opiate might be given, and after that, dry heat em-
ployed to secure the needed relief from pain. The hot-

water bag, small salt-bags made out of glove-fingers,

or the more elegant Japanese pocket-stove were all

excellent ways of applying this dry heat. The heat

should not be moist, for moist heat bad too strong

a tendency to excite tissue necrosis. If the inflamma-

tion were not checked by these measures, free incision

was demanded. A free incision of any tumefaction,

either at the meatus or deeper, could be done by any
one with an ordinary bistoury, and with far less

danger than allowing the disease to progress. The
canal should be kept aseptic, both before and after the

incision. When this plan of treatment was carried

out, the reader of the paper said that extension of the

inflammation to the mastoid process was of very rare

occurrence.

THE OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF BOSTON.
CHARLES W. TOWXSEND, M.D., SECRETARY.

Regular Meeting December 14, 1895, the Presi-

dent, Dr. J. R. ChadWICK, in the chair.

Dr. C. F. Withington reported, by invitation,

A CASE OF puerperal TETANUS SUCCESSFULLY
TREATED BY ANTITOXIN.^

Dr. C. M. Green had seen in 1880 a case of teta-

nus which followed abortion. The patient was treated

with chloral and bromides, but died in three or four

days.

Dr. a. Worcester referred to two traumatic cases

of tetanus, one occurring this fall since the advent of

antitoxin. The patient recovered, however, before

the antitoxin could be procured.

Dr. Engelman had seen a most violent form of

tetanus before the expulsion of the ovum, relieved by
the expulsion. Here it seemed as if the presence of

the ovum was a reflex cause of the trouble.

Dr. C. M. Green said that cases of abortion where
tampons were used were said to be more likely to have
tetanus, due, he supposed, to infection.

Dr. J. R. Chadwick has had three cases of tetanus

in his practice. The first case followed hysterectomy
for fibroids on the seventh day. The second occurred
five years later after a similar operation, beginning on
the eighteenth day. The third occurred on the eighth

day after an Alexander operation, with Tait's perineal

operation. All resulted fatally. He could never
understand the origin of these cases.

Dr. C. F. Withington, in closing, said that the

germ of tetanus appears to be very common in soil,

but that most people are unsusceptible to it.

Dr. Edw. Reynolds reported

A CASE OF spontaneous RUPTURE OF THE UTERUS.'

Dr. a. Worcester suggested the compression or
ligation of the uterine arteries, or the clamping of the

broad ligament in such a case to prevent hemorrhage.
Dit. E. Reynolds said the patient had already lost

a large amount of blood, in fact, death occurred before
there was time to obtain instruments for any radical

operation.

Dr. C. W. Townsend referred to the great sim-

ilarity between this case and the one reported by him
at the October meeting of the Society.

A Royal Student of Medicine.— The Queen
of Portugal has finished the second year of her medi-

cal course, and passed the examinations before the

Faculty of Lisbon.

' See page 63 of the Journal.
' See page S2 of the Journal.
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RECENT CONTRIBUTIONS TO RENAL SUR-
GERY.

The conservative surgery of the kidney is a subject

which has of late begun to attract an attention in the

surgical world proportionate to its importance.

Fenger ' recently called the attention of the Phila-

delphia Academy of Medicine to the advantages of

lumbar incision in hydronephrosis, and subsequent

operation for the removal of the valve formation in the

ureter which had caused the hydronephrosis. By this

means the lumbar listula was made to heal, and com-

plete cure attained. He also reported a successful

operation for valve formation between the sacs of a

sacculated kidney. By division of the walls between

the sacs, a single sac was produced, communicating

freely with the pelvis of the kidney. He also reported

a case illustrative of the value of resection of the

diseased portion of a kidney instead of nephrectomy in

a case of tuberculosis limited to the lower third.

Our statistics with regard to renal surgery have been

recently enriched by Hildebrand, who in a recent

number of the Deutsche Zeitsch. f. Ghir., gives the re-

sult of operations practised for divers affections of the

kidney at Kouig's clinic at Gottengen.

Thirteen cases are reported of nephrectomy for

tumors — seven in children of from one to seven

years of age, and six in adults past the age of forty

years. Of the seven children, none had hematuria,

and apart from some emaciation all were in excellent

condition. In all these seven the tumor occupied the

right kidney. No diagnosis had been previously made

of the histological form of the tumor. Ablation was

made through the peritoneum, that is, by the abdom

inal metiiod, and was performed in most cases without

a great deal of difficulty.

In one case the tumor had invaded the large blood

vessels, and in another the mesenteric glands, and the

removal was consequently incomplete. In one case

the laparotomy revealed a soft sarcoma ; a severe

» AnoalB of Surgery, December, 1896.

hemorrhage necessitated tamponnement of the cavity.

Only one of these children succumbed to the operation ;

all the rest after three or four weeks left the hospital

well. Five of these tumors were sarcomata, the sixth

a congenital cyst complicated with sarcoma, and the

last a carcinoma. The six patients who survived the

operation afterwards succumbed to a return of the

disease or to metastases (iu from two mouths and a

half to a year).

The six adult patients had all suffered from hema-

turia for several mouths or several years before the

operation. No exact diagnosis was made of the na-

ture of the renal tumor. Extirpation was effected

in all the cases but one by the lumbar way. In sev-

eral subjects the operation was very difficult by reason

of adhesions and hemorrhage. Iu three cases, the

tumor adhered to the liver, and in another to the vena

cava. In one of the subjects the operation was aban-

doned on account of both kidneys being found affected

with cystic degeneration. Of the tumors removed,

three were found to be angio-sarcomata, one a sar-

coma and one was a carcinoma. Two patients suc-

cumbed a short time after the operation. The patient

with cystic degeneration of both kidneys died of

uremia in five days ; of the three others, two suc-

cumbed at the end of several months, and one only, a

woman, from whom an angio-sarcoma was taken, re-

mained in perfect health at the end of twenty mouths.

The results of these operations thus proved to be

as bad for the adults as for the children, evidently the

extirpation of the kidney in cases of malignant

tumor has little chance of success unless practised

early, as soon as the diagnosis can be made with suffi-

cient certainty.

A case of fibro-myo-osteo-sarcoma of the capsule of

the right kidney is reported; the patient was a man

aged thirty years. The tumor, which had been mis-

taken for a floating kidney, filled the whole right side of

the abdomen and was soft in places with other adjoining

parts that were hard. There was no hematuria. This

morbid growth was easily removed by median laparot-

omy. The tumor had developed between the intact

kidney and the suprarenal capsule. The patient got

well in six weeks. He was seen a year afterwards

and was in good health.

There is a very interesting case of a perinephritic

blood cyst in a girl nineteen years of age. The cyst

could easily be felt under the left lower ribs as a firm,

elastic globular tumor. There was no hematuria and

it was impossible to decide whether the tumor was

connected with the kidney or spleen. It was brought

to view by a retro-peritoneal section, and proved to be

an enormous sac from which a litre and a half of fluid

blood was evacuated, with some clots. The internal

wall had the aspect of a mucous surface; the cyst had

developed outside the intact kidney. The margins of

the opening were sutured to the external wound. The

patient, who had previously been in a miserable state

of health and bed-ridden, got well in a little less than

three months. Histological examination proved the
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cyst to be a simple hematoma ; the internal wall of the

sac had no epithelial lining. This hematoma was

supposed to be the consequence of the rupture of an

aneurism. The patient was perfectly well at the end

of twenty-seven months.

There was one case of echinococcus of the left kid-

ney which had been diagnosticated as sarcoma, in a little

girl of live years. The child succumbed the day after

the operation.

There were four cases of hydronephrosis and eight

of pyonephrosis treated either by incision or nephrec-

tomy ; two deaths.

In three cases of tuberculosis of the kidney with

concomitant vesical catarrh, extirpation of the dis-

eased kidney was followed by complete recovery.

These patients were all in good health after the expi-

ration of several years. These were regarded as cases

of primary tuberculosis of the kidney.

In two other cases there was tuberculosis of the

kidney and extensive tuberculosis of the bladder ; here

the renal disease was supposed to have originated in

and extended from the bladder ; these patients suc-

cumbed during or shortly after the operation. It is ob-

served that reual tuberculosis may long remain latent,

while tuberculosis of the bladder soon manifests itsell

by the symptoms of cystitis. When there is concom-

itant renal and vesical tuberculosis, it is not always

easy to tell in which organ the disease occurred pri-

marily. According to Konig, renal tuberculosis is in

many cases of arterial origin and not consecutive to a

tuberculous affection of the bladder or of the male

genital organs.

Of eight patients on whom nephrectomy was per-

formed for tuberculosis of the kidney, four got well, and

have remained well for several years. The four that

died lived a variable time, from twenty-four hours to six

weeks ; on three of these an autopsy was obtained and

in one the other kidney was found to be absolutely

free from tuberculosis. These facts as well as

those of TufEer and Steinthal prove the frequency of

unilaterality of the lesions, and fully justify surgical

interference in renal tuberculosis.

Nephropexy for mobile kidney was practised in

twelve cases (eleven being on the right side) ; no

death. The operation was successful in all the cases

but one, a young hysterical female. A laparotomy

practised subsequently for other reasons showed that

the kidney remained fixed in its normal place. Of the

eleven other patients, six were cured completely and per-

manently. The fixation of the kidney is made by

means of four sutures, two being of silk and two of

catgut. The threads are passed in deeply through the

renal substances with a distance of three or four cen-

timetres between the points of entrance and the exit.

The Fate of Antivivisection in Zurich.— The
canton of Zurich in Switzerland has voted the nega-

tive on the referendum of the proposition to prohibit

vivisection within its borders. The proposition was

rejected by a vote of 39,473 to 17,297.

COMPLETION OF THE FIRST SERIES OF "THE
INDEX-CATALOGUE."

There was issued, several weeks ago, from the gov-

ernment printing office, the sixteenth volume of " The
Index-Catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon-Gen-

eral's Office, United States Army," which completes

the catalogue as originally projected.

The history of the catalogue, or the few facts in re-

gard to it as given by Dr. Billings in the introduction

to this last volume, are extremely interesting. At the

beginning of the year 1876 a specimen fasciculus of

a catalogue was sent to librarians and others to obtain

criticisms and suggestions as to the form of catalogue

that would prove most useful. At that time the li-

brary contained about 52,000 books and pamphlets,

and it was estimated that the catalogue would make
about five volumes of a thousand pages each ; but the

specimen fasciculus attracted attention to the library,

and so stimulated its growth that at the present mo-

ment it contains 308,445 books and pamphlets. At
least one-sixth of this number has been presented to

the library, either in exchange or as a direct gift. The
number of donors is, of course, very large ; but a list

is given of about fifty persons and institutions to whom
the library is especially indebted for numerous con-

tributions. The cosmopolitan value of the catalogue

is illustrated by the fact that it has attracted contribu-

tions, not only from all portions of the United States

and England, but from cities that range from Copen-

hagen to Calcutta. The extent of the work is also

marked by the publication of a separate volume, of

quarto size, uniform with the general catalogue, con-

taining in alphabetical order the abbreviations of the

names of medical periodicals indexed in the catalogue,

which contains 282 pages.

The phenomenal growth of the library has brought

other books and pamphlets too late for insertion in

their proper place in the original catalogue ; so nu-

merous have been these additions that a second series

of five volumes is already projected, the manuscript

prepared and the appropriation for printing the first

volume already granted by Congress.

The influence of this catalogue upon the profession

of the country has been very great. As has already

been mentioned, it has stimulated the growth of the

Surgeon-General's Library in a wonderful manner,

until it ranks as one of the largest in any country.

The library has been conducted in an exceedingly lib-

eral manner in its dealings with other libraries, and
has in its turn stimulated their growth by exchanges,

and increased their usefulness by a very generous sys-

tem of loans.

lu conjunction with its satellite, " The Index-Med-

icus," the catalogue has made the medical literature

of the world available to the scholar, and especially

by the addresses and discussions on medical journals

and kindred subjects to which it has given rise, it has

encouraged clear thinking and accurate writing. Great
as was the work required to complete the catalogue,

its results have been commensurate with the labor be-
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stowed upoD it in raieing the toue of American medi-

cal scholarship.

If the name of the originator of the work fails to

appear at the foot of the modest note to the Surgeon-

General on the index page of the additional volumes,

the honor of the inception is still his, aud his work

will always honor him.

THE PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF BOSTON.

In bis recent inaugural address the Mayor of Boston

has recommended the separation of the lunatic hos-

pitals and almshouses of the city from the penal and

reformatory institutions, and the placing of the former

under separate boards of unpaid trustees, " thus adopt-

ing a system which has been found to secure the best

results ill the public institutions of the State."

The public institutions of Boston have been subject

to much criticism in recent years, and the Journal

has ill the past found occasion to disapprove of certain

acts of the board of directors. Two investigations of

their management have been made by the City Coun-

cil, with the usual unsatisfactory results of public in-

vestigations. During the last year, however, consid-

erable has been done for the benefit of the institutions

bv the appointment of advisory boards of physicians.

Mayor Quincy's recommendation embodies a very

considerable change in the management, which is in

the line of modern views. The problems involved in

the care of the insane, the paupers and the criminals

are so diverse that they cannot well be treated by any

single board or single commissioner, and separate

boards of control for the three sorts of institutions

have been urged for some time by those most inter-

ested in the proper treatment of paupers and the in-

sane.

Committees were appointed last winter by the Bos-

ton Medico-Psychological Society, the Boston Society

for Medical Improvement, the Norfolk and the .Suffolk

District Medical Societies, who urged that the insane

should no longer be under the same management as

the paupers aud criminals, and who petitioned the last

city government in favor of placing the Boston Luna-

tic Hospital under a separate and independent board

of unpaid trustees, appointed as are the trustees of the

City Hospital. That petition, after receiving the

unanimous endorsement of the board of aldermen,

was delayed in the common council. As will be seen,

those committees heartily endorse the mayor's recom-

mendations, and promise to aid him in securing legis-

lation to carry them into effect.

The joint committee of the medical societies enu-

merated below, met January 10, 189G, and passed the

following resolutions, which they directed to be sent to

His Honor the Mayor and the City Council of the

City of Boston :

Whereat, The Committees reprcseutiiiK tUe Boston .Meiiioo-

Psychological Society, the Boston Society for Medical Improve-

ment and the Norfolk and Suffolk District Medical Societies

voted on the 30tli of November, 18i»5, that they were still unan-

imously of the belief that the best method of managing the

Boston Lunatic Hospitiil was by an independent board of unpaid

trustees, and that they still believed that action should proceed

for the accomplishment of that end, and
Whereas, His Honor, the Mayor of Boston, in his recent in-

augural address has advocated the separation of the lunatic

hospitals and almshouses from the penal and reformatory in-

stitutions, and placing the former under separate boards of un-

paid trustees, thus adopting a system which has been found to

secure the best results in the public institutions of the State,

Resolved, That we heartily endorse the mayor's recommenda-
tions as embodying a wise and practical reform in the method
of managing the public institutions, in harmony with modern
ideas and with the petition which we presented to the last city

government and as advocating the most approved method of

managing the Lunatic Hospital and the other public institutions.

Hesolred, That we co-operate with His Honor, the Mayor of

Boston aud the City Council in petitioning the General Court

for legislation to accomplish this end.

The association of the insane under the same man-

agement as the criminals is a relic of the old custom

that locked up the insane in the cells of the county

jail. The separation of the Lunatic Hospital from the

other institutions, and its management by a board of

trustees has been asked for by nearly all the leading

authorities on diseases of the mind and nervous sys-

tem in this vicinity, aud their petition should be

promptly granted by the Legislature. If it were done

and the power to appoint trustees were exercised with

care and discretion, we should hope to see the Boston

Lunatic Hospital before many years take rank at least

equal to that of the City Hospital as a model muni-

cipal hospital.

CRIMINOLOGY IN NEW YORK.

The Committee on Criminology appointed at the

last annual meeting of the New York State Medical

Association, consisting of Drs. Austin Flint, J. W. S.

Gouley aud Wm. A. White, has issued an appeal to

the medical profession of that State asking for their

aid in averting a most serious evil which threatens the

people of the State of New York.

In 1894 the Constitutional Convention, despite the

earnest protests of those interested in prison reform,

passed an amendment to the Constitution which, when

it goes into effect (January 1, 1897), will result in re-

ducing to idleness fully four-fifths of the prison popu-

lation. It is hardly possible, the Committee says, to

compute the evil results of such a policy. Experience

has shown, both in this country aud abroad, and more

especially recently during the operation of the Y'ates

law in 1888, a law in every respect similar to the con-

stitutional amendment under consideration, that the

prisoners reduced to idleness degenerate physically

and morally to a marked degree. Further than this,

it is acknowledged by all authorities that we have in

productive labor the best means through which to

operate for the reclaiming of the prisoner from his

evil ways. The only argument educed for the perpe-

tration of such a stu])endous mistake is that prison

labor competes with honest labor. A table abstracted

from the Annual Report of the Prison Association of

New Y^ork for 1894, effectually refutes this statement.
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To forestall the effect of this amendment the Prison

Association had introduced into the Legislature of

1895 a resolution which, if it becomes a law, will

practically restore the Fassett law now in operation,

and considered to be one of the most enlightened

statutes regarding prison labor ever enacted. This

resolution passed both Houses, but in order to come

to a popular vote in the autumn of 1896 it must again

be passed by the present Legislature.

A NEW COURSE OF LECTURES.

The new course of lectures to be given at the Har-

vard Medical School (see page 76) on Friday after-

noons from five to six o'clock during February, March,

April and May, is intended for those who wish to keep

in close touch with research in various fields of medi-

cine. The lectures will give the results of personal

investigations, together with a sufficiently full account

of the present state of knowledge regarding the sub-

jects treated. They will, in fact, be talks by investi-

gators on matters of which their knowledge is largely

at first hand. The aim is not to cover much ground,

but to make the field of each lecture small enough to

admit of a reasonably thorough discussion of the

questions of most interest to investigators at the pres-

ent day. The course will therefore be open to members

of the second, third and fourth year in the Harvard

Medical School, and to physicians. No fee is required,

nor need any notice of attendance be given.

These lectures will in no way conflict with the

Thursday evening lectures at the same School.

MEDICAL NOTES.

The German Congress of Internal Medicine.

— The fourteenth annual congress will be held at

Wiesbaden from the 8th to the 11th of April, 1896.

KiTASATO AND Cholera.— A report is published

in La Medecine Moderne that Professor Kitasato has

added to the distinguished record of his discoveries,

that of a successful method for the treatment of

cholera. He has not yet published the details of his

method.

The Founder of the "Lancet."— The Lancet

publishes in the first number for the new year an in-

teresting biography of its founder and first proprietor,

Thomas Wakley. Born late in the last century, de-

scended from a sturdy line of Anglo-Saxon farmers

and landholders, the youngest of thirteen children of

a father who lived to be ninety-two, and was a cross-

country rider when more than ninety years of age, his

youth spent on his father's farm, he thus inherited and

acquired the strong physique, sterling common-sense

and good-nature which later stood him in such good

stead in all the struggles and controversies in which

he was involved and enabled him to secure for the

Lancet the high place in journalism which it al-

ways held under its founder's management, and con-

tinues to hold under that of his descendants who have

succeeded him.

The Pennsylvania Colony Farm for Epilep-

tics.— The project of establishing a colony for epi-

leptics, where country living and farm work, judic-

iously apportioned, would constitute the principal

therapeutic treatment, which has been under consider-

ation by the Pennsylvania State Legislature, has at

length assumed a definite shape. The court has

granted a charter for the " Pennsylvania Colony Farm

for Epileptics." A gentleman of Philadelphia has

offered to give $50,000 for the erection of suitable

buildings, providing that the farm be secured before

January 1, 1896.

Dr. Billings Chosen Librarian of the Nevt

York Public Library.— Dr. John Shaw Billings,

head of the Department of Hygiene in the University

of Pennsylvania, has been selected by the Trustees of

the New York Public Library as Superintendent-in-

Chief of the consolidated libraries, consisting at pres-

ent of the Lenox, Astor, and the Tilden libraries.

He has accepted the position, provided the Trustees of

the University of Pennsylvania consented to his res-

ignation from their institution ; and it is understood

that this consent has now been given, though perhaps

not yet officially.

The " Lancet " for Peace and Good-will.—In

a recent issue, the Lancet alludes editorially to the in-

timate and beneficial character of the mutual inter-

course between English and American medical men

during the last generation, and points out that if the

question of peace or war were referred to medical

men, there could be no question of the continuance of

cordial relations. In the same issue Dr. T. Lauder

Brunton under the title of "Psychology of President

Cleveland's Message," points out that that message,

while apparently warlike, was really pacific, and the

time chosen, just before the Christmas season, was es-

pecially favorable for the two great nations which it

concerns to put the proper, that is, the peaceable, in-

terpretation upon it. The friendly feeling between

the members of the learned professions in England

and this country is certainly a matter for congratula-

tion, and it is pleasant to know that the influence of

our valued English contemporary is for peace and

good-will.

A Teaching University for London. — The

large number of editorials which have appeared in the

Lancet and the British Medical Journal of late years

under such headings as, " The Bitter Cry of London

as a Teaching Centre," etc., seems to have been un-

successful in securing their object, namely the estab-

lishment of a university which should make the enor-

mous clinical material of London available for teach-

ing purposes. This prolonged devotion of editorial

space to one topic calls for the following remonstrance

from the Medical Record: " It would be a great source

of comfort to readers and subscribers to Loudon medical
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journals if the question of a ' Teaching University for

Loudon ' could be definitely settled. For a decade

now, a large amount of valuable space — editorial,

annotatory and so forth— has been devoted to argu-

ments upon this most recondite and interminable topic.

We beg the citizens of London to cease verbigeration

and either to have a university or not, at once. We
ask this for the sake of those who have loved to

peruse the one-time valuable pages of the medical

journals of that town."

NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston.— Dur-

ing week ending at noon, January 15, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease

:

diphtheria 149, scarlet fever 38, measles 21, typhoid

fever 12.

The Sanitakt Condition of Boston's Public
Schools. — Mayor Quincy has appointed as a board

of experts to examine into the sanitation and ventila-

tion of the public schools of Boston, Professors Francis

W. Chandler and S. II. Woodbridge of the Institute

of Technology, and Mr. Frederic Tudor.

The Gynecological Society of Boston.— This

Society held its twenty-seventh annual meeting and

dinner at the Parker House on January 9th.

A New Oi'euating Theatre for the Spring-

field City Hospital. — An addition to the Spring-

field (Mass.) City Hospital is to be built at a cost of

$12,000, which is to contain a new and thoroughly

equipped operating theatre.

The New Hospital for Consumptives in Mas-
sachusetts. — The Commissioners to locate and build

the new hospital for consumptives in Massachusetts

have decided to locate it in the town of Rutland,

Worcester County. Rutland is the highest town in

the centre of the State, and is 1,200 feet above the sea-

level. It is on the line of the Central Massachusetts

Road twelve miles from Worcester.

Seats for F"emale Employees.— The New
Hampshire Legislature has enacted that every person,

firm or corporation employing females in any manu-

facturing, mechanical or mercantile establishment in

New Hampshire shall provide suitable seats for the

use of the females so employed, and shall permit the

use of such seats by them when they are not necessa-

rily engaged in the active duties for which they are

employed. A fine of not less than $10 or more than

$30 for each offence is the penalty prescribed for a

violation of this law.

NEW YORK.

The New York Milk-Supply.— At a meeting

of the Section on Public Health of the New York
Academy of Medicine, held January 10th, there was a

discussion on " The Milk-Supply of New York." Dr.

George B. Fowler, Commissioner of the Board of

Health, who was the principal speaker of the evening,

stated that the equivalent of 766,560 quarts of milk

per day are brought into the city. Of this 75 per

cent, comes from New York State. The total quan-

tity of milk delivered represented the product of nearly

100,000 cows, 90,000 of which were in the State.

To insure a perfect supervision over this supply, and

properly guard against tuberculosis and other diseases

among the cows, $400,000 a year should be appropri-

ated. He gave the following figures representing

what had been accomplished by the milk inspectors

during the year 1895 : number of inspectors, 72,636;

citizens' complaints investigated, 166
;
quarts of adul-

terated milk destroyed, 2,677 ; arrests, 408 ; held on

bail, 398; trials, 304; fines, $12,260; days in jail,

87. Dr. Edward W. Martin, Chemist to the Board of

Health, read a paper in which he said that investiga-

tion showed that 99 per cent, of the adulteration con-

sisted of watering or skimming the milk. In a few

cases only was it found that antiseptics, such as borax,

employed for the purpose of keeping the milk from

souring, had been added. Dr. Rowland G. Freeman
said that milk from a healthy cow did not contain

bacteria, while the milk from city cows, as a rule, con-

tained a very large quantity of bacteria. Defective

dairy methods and the uncleanly habits of many of

the dairymen he believed were responsible for a great

part of the bacteria found in milk.

Praise for the Health Department.— The
Mayor in his annual message, which was sent to the

Board of Aldermen on January 7th, gives the Health

Department special praise for the good work that it

accomplished during the year 1895 in the introduction

and free distribution of diphtheria antitoxin and in its

efforts to preserve the purity of the milk-supply of the

city. The death-rate for the year is stated to have

been 23.15 per thousand of the estimated population,

which is considerably lower than the average for the

past ten years. The following figures are given

:

population, 1,907,795; deaths reported, 43,419; mar-

riages, 20,612; births, 53,731.

Census Returns. — The census taken last April

has just been published. The figures show that New
York has 10,942 more females than males, the totals

being respectively, 931,001 and 920,059. The aver-

age population of the city is 71.7 to the acre, or

45,888 to the square mile. The number of inhabited

houses is 87,291, in which live 1,846,677 persons, and

there are 4,423 who reside in ships and boats, making

the total population at the time the census was taken

1,852,000.

Resignation of Dk. Louis J. Rouenstein. —
Great indignation is felt at the forced resignation of

the honored Chief-of-Staff of the Manhattan Hospital,

now known as the J. Hood Wright Memorial Hospital,

Dr. Louis J. Rodenstein. This resignation is due to

the ill-advised action of the board of women managers,

who control the affairs of the institution, and it is said

to be the result of the extraordinary influence of the

hospital matron. Dr. Rudensteiu himself founded the

Manhattan Hospital and Dispensary, in a remote por-

tion of the city where an institution of the kind was
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very much needed, more than thirty years ago, and

ever since he has devoted his most earnest efforts and
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an estimated population of 10,0111,530, for the week ending
December 28tb, the death-rate was 19.1. Deaths reported, 3,S«1

;

acute iliseiises of the respiratory organs (London) 318, measles
207, diphtheria 107, wlioopiug-i'ongh iKI, fever 51, scarlet fever

48, diarrhea 3!i, smallpox (London and Birmingham 1 each) 2.

The death-rates ranged from 10.5 in Huddersfield to '.'7..'i in

Salford: Birmingham L'2.7, Bradford Iti.l, Brighton 12. 'J, Gates-
head 13.1), Liverpool 26.1, London 17.8, Manchester 25.4, Notting-
ham iy.3, Sheffield 15.7, Swansea 19.4, West Ham 13.8, Wolver-
hampton 25.5.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD,

For the week ending .lanuary 4th, in Boston, according to

obserTations furnished by Sergeant J. W.Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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Original SfirticIfiS.

VAGINAL HYSTERFXTOMY FOR PYO-SALPINX
AND FOR UTERINE MYOMATA.i

BY E. W. CDSHING, M.D.

The present opinion in France is very favorable to this

method. I will not say that its adoption there has not

been helped a little by being a French method. 1 saw

a great deal of good work in Paris last summer, and

my methods of operation will be profoundly iutiuenced

by what 1 saw.

It must not be forgotten, however, that this method

has made its way in France against the most violent

opposition. When tirst introduced by Pean, it was

opposed by most of the leading surgeons there, but

gradually one after another was converted and led to

see the advantages of this procedure.

The records of the Surgical Society of Paris and of

the French Congress of Surgery show that the same

arguments and olijectious which are now made in this

country against this procedure, nere made vehemently

and earnesttly a few years ago by eminent French sur-

geons who are now using this method of operation

and favor it.

In Germany, there is Landau who has adopted

this system, and they call it there by his name. He
has done very good work, but in a great many cases

he opens the abdomen to finish. He is not content

with leaving any of the diseased tissue, and opens the

abdomen to finish his operation in all cases where he

cannot remove the diseased appendages through the

vagina.

In this country the method is gaining a foothold in

New York, Chicago and Pittsburgh and a little in

Boston— I hope to make it better known here. The
bulk of the work of conversion is yet to come, how-

ever.

The question has arisen : Why should we change

our methods when we know a way, the abdominal

way, by which we can see what we are doing? for al-

most all of our pus cases that are not septic or mori-

bund are going to get well if the abdominal operation

is properly done. What advantage is there lor any-

body, especially since the vaginal operation is a more

difficult one for the surgeon ? It requires a higher de

gree of technical skill ; it has certain dangers of hem-

orrhage, not necessarily very great if you know just

how to meet them ; still the blood does come pretty

fast sometimes, although if the clamp is applied in the

right place the hemorrhage can always be controlled.

By the abdominal method, however, one ought not to

run much danger of hemorrhage.

The advantages are a certain freedom from shock.

There is no doubt in my mind that there is less shock

with the vaginal than with the abdominal operation.

Just why it is that cutting through the abdominal wall

causes shock it is not easy to say ; but it is certain that

there is less shock from cutting through the vault of

the vagina. In the removal of the uterus through the

vagina for carcinoma, for instance, I think everybody

will admit that there is less shock to the woman than

in the removal through the abdomen.

The danger of hernia in the abdominal wound is

considerable. We have all seen or heard of many

' Presented before the Suffolk District Medical Society, Section for

Obsietrioa and Gyueoology, October 23, 1895.

eucb cases. The avoidance of the risk of hernia by

vaginal hysterectomy is a very impoitant matter.

Then there is the freedom from ihe abdominal scar.

I was prompted myself to stigmatize the desire to

avoid the scar as Freuchy, in my remarks in this room

last spring, meaning that ihe mere dislike of the

woman to have a scar as a blemish on the abdomen

was not a reasonable motive for altering one's plan of

operation, and it is so from our point of view; but

the women have something to say about this, and in

inquiring into the reasons which have brought about

the change, we find that it is partly because the

women have insisted on it. They know how the oper-

ation is done, and that it can be done wuhout a scar

on the abdomen and they are bound to have it per-

formed so, and therefore they have their way, as

usual.

The freedom from shock, hernia and scar are, there-

fore the main advantages. Now come the disadvan-

tages : the greater amount of skill required, and the

lar^e number of instruments needed. There is the

danger of hemorrhage in ihe han<is of one who is not

master of the operaiion, who does not have a good

evesight or is not handy with the clamps, an<i does not

know where the hemorrhage is coming from. It is

advisable to see the operation done a number of times

and be very familiar with the use of the clamps.

Skilled and experienced assistants are also really in-

dispensable.

Then comes the danger from adhesions. I could

understand the method of removing fibroids, but how
to get out an adherent pus tube from below was what

I could not comprehend until I saw it done. But the

principle is very easy. In relation to the uterus, one

lube is generally down at the side ; one may be higher

up. Now in whatever manner the tube may be ad-

herent, the place where it is attached is always the

same; low down, about one and a half inches above

the insertion of the uterine artery is always the point

of attachment of the tube. When we are trying to

enucleate the tube and bring it up in abdominal section

what makes the difficulty is that we have to go down
and lift up the tube and free it from attachments in

the bottom of the pelvis, which we cannot very readily

get at, and we must separate first the attachments to

the bowel. If the intestine is adherent to the uterus,

and when we liberate it we try to keep the bowel in-

tact, we leave a big, heavy, bleeding uterus ; and I

think it has happened to many to gel the tube out and

have the uterus in such a state that they did not dare

to leave it. When you work from below ihe uterus

comes down first. What is there then to keep the

tube? If the bowel is adherent that can come

down, too. If the bowel is particularly adherent to

the uterus, one can snip off a little of the uterus and

leave it attached to the bowel, which cannot be djne

from above unless hysterectomy is to be performed.

It is not done blindly but by sight. After the uterus

is out the tube must be brought dowu. There is a

good space in which to work. It is brought down
liltle by little, and presently the tube comes down
where one can see it. The place where ihe clamp

goes is always the same, at the insertion on the pelvic

wail, compressing the spermatic artery. In that way
it is possible to attack tlie difficult cases ; and 1 did not

see at any time that the French operators had to leave

any of the tube. Sometimes the abscess sac may
have to be left, but there are just as many caseB where
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that is left when working from above. The conten-

tiou is this, that in cases where tiie abscess sac is left

after vagiual lijstereclomy there is a large, free open-

ing downwards for drainage, thus avoulingsepsis.

1 have in mind three women on whom 1 have oper-

ated by abdominal section for pelvic abscess, who I

think would be living to-day, if I had known what I

now know. When 1 began operating, I used the as-

pirating needle, followed by thermo-cautery to enter a

pelvic abscess, dilating the Ofieniug thus made, curet-

ting and draining the abscess and cavity. Then came
celebrated operators, who said these cases were all

pus-tubes, and must be operated from above. In such

cases we find the bowels matted together, and we
work down and get through these and then open into

a great cavity, with pus in it, reaching down into the

cul-de-sac of Douglas. In that cavity somewhere is

the thick tube or a sac formed of the ovary. Finally

we remove all diseased tissue, and the woman dies

that night of shock. That has happened to me three

times. Now in operating on these cases from below,

the uterus is removed first— not all at once, perhaps,

but in a dozen pieces or so ; the pus escapes even be-

fore the uterus is removed altogether. It is held

against this French operation that in some cases we
have to leave some of the tube or some of the abscess

sac. These are cases in which by abdominal section

if we try to do a thorough and finished operation we
lose the patient. Those cases are the same ones

where we could not remove all diseased tissue from
below ; but in the ordinary pus-tubes, and ovarian ab-

scesses we can get all that is diseased out just as

nicely from below as above, usually even better.

There is one thing which is felt more in this coun-

try than abroad, and that is the discomfort of clamps

for forty-eight hours after the operation. There is

more discomfort with clamps than with drainage-tubes.

In Europe the women are not so nervous, and in the

next place they accept suffering more resignedly.

Our women are more nervous, and more determined

to avoid suffering, and thus are relatively more an-

noyed by clamps. On the other band, there having

been litile or no abdominal shock, the whole operation

having been performed without touching the bowel or

opening the anterior abdomen at all, there is not so

much reason why we should not give morphia. After

an abdominal section, if we give morphine, we may
cause paralysis of the intestine. In a great many
cases where there are no pus-tubes, but the operation

is done for old salpingitis with adherent retroverted

uterus and thick tubes, and for other things of that

kind, and also in operations for fibroids, the whole
procedure of vagiual hysterectomy, including morcel-

lation, can be done without clamps, by using ligatures

bringing the incision together with sutures, as 1 have

done repeatedly.

As to the method of performing this operation of

morcellation, there are three principal ways: Pean's,

Miiller-Quenu's and Doyen's. Pean's original oper-

ation is as follows : He makes a circular incision

around the cervix, separates the bladder anteriorly

and the rectum posteriorly from the uterus, and
clamps the lower part of each broad ligament; then

splits up the uterus on each side ; getting hold then

with forceps high up on the anterior portion, he will

cut the posterior flap away. As soon as the posterior

portion is removed the uterus can be m.'ide to roll a

little forward. As the uterus rolls forward, the

bladder is dissected away and the anterior cul-de-sac

opened ; then a narrow speculutn bent at a right

angle is put in, and lifts the bladder out of the way.

Then the operator cuts off the anterior flap, and get-

ting hold with forceps on each side of the stump, pulls

it down. Then the whole process is repeated. Each
lime before cutting laterally a clamp is laid on the

broad ligament so that there is no bleeding as the

uterus comes down. In diliicult cases one cannot al-

ways get on in that way, and then comes the principle

of splitting the anterior flap vertically in the middle.

If the uterus is split in the middle anteriorly after the

lower portion has been removed it comes down very

much more. The minute the consistency of the uterus

is broken by splitting it, each part will come down
separately more than the whole organ would do.

The procedure of Quenu is an amplification of that

of Miiller, who proceeded years ago to split the

uterus and tie each ligament separately. At the meet-

ing of the British Medical Association in London, last

summer, in a discussion of this question, 1 pointed out

that as far as concerns bringing the fundus out through

the anterior culde-sac, Miiller and Fritsch described

that years ago. So it is not anything so particularly

new except that Miiller and Fritsch limited their pro-

cedures to free uteri affected with cancer, and now
their methods are combined and extended to adherent

uteri. Quenu splits the uterus in the median line an-

teriorly, and extracts the uterus by getting new hold

with vulsella forceps as the uterus comes down. He
does not do any lateral division of the uterus but puts

on clamps from below upward, removing the lower

portion of the cervix as he proceeds.

Almost all of the other operators put the clamps on

as follows: One short pair on each side holds the

lower part of the broad ligament and prevents all

bleeding. When the uterus is brought outside an-

other clamp from above is put downward, externally

to the ovary if possible, so as to meet the first one,

and if a little blood comes in the middle, you know
where it comes from and it is easy to put a third

clamp on. The process of Doyen is to split the uterus

anteriorly and thus to bring the whole uterus outside

before he clamps anything and then he makes a long

clamp and puts it on from above downward, trying to

get the broad ligament and round ligament and leav-

ing the ovary and tube on the uterus above, and to

prevent it from slipping off he puts a little clamp on

the free end of the stump of the broad ligament.

That seems to me a thoroughly bad way on account of

the semicircular twisting of the ligament and there

have been a number of cases reported in which bleed-

ing has occurred from slipping of the clamps or tear-

ing of the ligaments. If you use long clamps from

below you cannot turn the uterus forward until you have

cut the tissues clear to the end of the clamp, and this can-

not be done under control of sight, therefore the whole

principle of morcellation is to have clamps with short

jaws so that each will take a limited piece of the

broad ligament, and never let go of the upper portion

of the uterus as the lower parts are successively re-

moved. One thing that is important is to have the

vulsella forceps made so that it will not prick the

fingers. Then the next thing is to have good heavy

scissors for fibroid work. The specula are not so im-

portant, but there are cases in which the best patterns

are highly necessary.

In removing myomata by vaginal bysterectomT
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the principle is the same with modification in the pro-

cedure because the fibroid is larger. The first incision

is the same, and so is the application of the first pair

of clamps and of the speculum in front to keep the

bladder out of the way. The morcellation proceeds

by the same rules, but is longer and more difficult

;

nevertheless, the whole fibroid and the uterus and
adnexa can be removed in this way without shock or

exposure of the intestines. For the morcellation of

the myoma, very strong curved scissors are required,

and often it is better to use a long knife curved on the

flat; with this the myomatous nodules are separated

from their attachments, and the fibrous structure of

the tumor sundered. With strong vulsella forceps the

various pieces are brought out and then they are cut

off. Thus the part of the tumor presenting in the

vagina is attacked, sundered and removed, while as

each portion is taken away another is brought down to

the opening, until finally what remains of the tumor
is delivered like a child's head, in one mass. The
whole morcellation goes on within the capsule of the

tumor, and the intestines only appear at the end when
the mass is delivered.

I know of no operation requiring more nerve and
skill and anatomical knowledge than the morcellation

of a myoma of considerable size ; but when it is over,

if properh' performed, it is certain that the patient

has less shock and is in a better condition than if the

tumor had been removed through the abdominal wall.

The specimen which I show, of the size of a cocoa-

nut and removed in thirty pieces, represents the limit

as to size which I should care to operate on in this

way. The particular advantage of the procedure is

the ease and safety with which it enables us to re-

move small myomata of the size of the two fists or

thereabouts. No tumors should hereafter be allowed

to get much larger.

It is interesting to observe how abdominal hysterect-

omy is performed in France, by the best of operators,

for perhaps their preference of vaginal hysterectomy
is partially based ou not being acquainted with the

latest methods of abdominal hysterectomy.

I saw Bouilly tie the ovarian arteries, put a rubber

ligature around the stump of the uterus, cut the stump
off, disinfect with a cautery, rub iodoform into it and
drop it ; and the woman made a good recovery. He
told me the theory was this : He put the rubber liga-

ture round the stump, and dropped it and sewed up
the abdominal wound. If the woman was in good con-

dition, it was a matter of a few minutes to open the

vagina and take that stump out from below, using

clamps. In this case the woman not being in good
condition, the rubber ligature was left and the patient

recovered.

The second method, that of Richelot, is ingenious.

He opens the abdomen and if the fibroid is large, he

does not try to make an opening large enough to let it

through, but cuts out pieces from the fibroid after de-

livering the tumor. He peels off the bladder, reflect-

ing the peritoneum down to the vaginal junction

which he opens through into the vagina. Then he intro-

duces a long curved clamp into the vagina, and

through the opening in the anterior forni.\, and pushes

the posterior blade of the clamp through the broad

ligament, below the course of the uterine artery ; the

other blade entering from the front, passos along the

anterior face of the broad ligament; when the clamps
are closed ou each side, he cuts the tumor out from

between them, and then comes some blood from the

posterior vaginal arteries. To check this he reaches

in from above and finds the artery, and then puts on

another clamp from below to hold it, taking away the

clamp which was put on from above.

Pean has a peculiar method ; he drags out tho

tumor through the abdominal incision by piercingit with

a huge curved needle with the eye at the point, on a

handle, then he reflects the bladder close down to the

cervix, and thrusts the needle through the cervix as

low down as possible ; then an iron wire is threaded

through the eye of the needle and drawn back and cut

in two. That leaves the cervix with a loop of wire on

each side. The ends of each of these loops he puts

into a tourniquet, including the whole broad ligament

in the loop ; he thus constricts the broad ligaments

with a tourniquet on each side and then cuts away the

whole tumor including the cervix : next he introduces

a clamp on each side, or two if necessary, through the

vagina, placing them on the broad ligaments, to con-

trol the arteries, and then removes the wire loops.

These seem to be the three principal ways of doing

an abdominal hysterectomy in Paris ; although the

perfected American method of tying the arteries from
above has been introduced by one operator very lately,

yet it is practically not known, and in consequence

the vaginal method is preferred even in cases in which

an operator having equal familiarity with our way of

doing abdominal hysterectomy would probably prefer

it. It is of the greatest importance that the operators

of each country should learn the best that those of the

other country have to offer, so that finally the indica-

tions of the best method in any given case may be es-

tablished and surgery may thus be perfected.

VAGINAL HYSTERECTOMY.i
BY GEO. J. ENGELMANN, M.D.

I HAVE closely observed the status and progress of

vaginal hysterectomy, this much-lauded and much-con-
demned operation, since I first convinced myself of

the possibilities of the new procedure, the French
method, as it has been called,' and of its advantages in

its proper sphere.

The admirable results achieved in 1892 and 1893,

in cases then inoperable by celiotomy, gave just prom-
inence to the vaginal method, which has inaugurated

a new era in pelvic surgery ; it made successful oper-

ation in hitherto doubtful cases possible ; it taught the

possibility and the advantages of removal of the of-

fending uterus, together with the diseased adnexa

;

and thus not only led to the rapid perfection of the

rival abdominal operation, but has opened a large

field for major and minor surgical procedures by col-

potomy, by this ready and safe approach to the pelvic

viscera.

Vaginal hysterectomy is an established fact. Too
much may have been claimed for it by enthusiastic

1 Presented before the Section for Obstetrics and Gynecology of tbe
Suflolli District Medical Society. October 23, IS'.'S.

= Rarely bas national prejudice as a factor in medical history been
more prominent than in the retarded tievelopment of this operation,
which, great as bas been tbe intluence it has exerted on tbe develop-
ment of pelvic surgery, by whatever route, made hut slow progress
as a Frtnrh operation ; for such it was practically, no matter if

Leopold did, at an earlier day, in two cases remove uterus with ap-
pendages jjfr uayinam for disease of the aduexa, or if Miiller, of
Bern, flrst divided the uterus l.mgltudinallv to facilitate removal ;

though Jtoyen claims precedence, it was P^an who pave prominence
to morcelleineut which at ouce opened so wide a Held to vaginal bys-
terectouiy.
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advocates, hence we should now endeavor to define the

sphere and tlie indications for the operation. It is

in this sense that 1 shall he glad to say a few words
in connection witii the interesting and impartial resume
of Or. Gushing.

The claim made for vaginal- or colpo-hysterectomy

is not that it is to supplant the abdominal operation

(celio-hysterectomy), but that it is better adapted to

certain conditions, and offers additional resources to

the surgeon. If I have expressed myself more forcibly

in favor of the vaginal route in my first paper in 1893,

at the New Orleans meeting of the Southern Surgical

and Gynecological Association,' my assertions were
based on conditions then existing ; now the indications

for the operation are neither so broad nor so positive,

as the progress and success of suprapubic hysterectomy

at the hands of American surgeons within these last

years must of necessity limit the sphere of the vaginal

operation as then represented.

Since Verneuil, in the Paris Surgical Society in

1886, so strenuously opposed vaginal hysterectomy for

cancer of the uterus on account of its frightful mor-
tality, great changes have taken place. For malignant

disease, which Freuud had vainly sought to reach by
abdominal section, the operation was soon accepted ;

then it was resorted to for disease of the adnexa by

Pean and Doyen; by Segond, of Paris, in 1891, in sup-

purative conditions for purposes of more perfect drain-

age ; .Jacobs, of Brussels, adopted the new method in

cases then inoperable by celiotomy, and with success,

while Pean gave broader scope to the work by his

method of morcellement.

In less than a decade the operation had been devel-

oped and perfected until it surpassed in its results the

older supravaginal method, for which now again the

same low mortality is claimed as for the vaginal route,

both being advocated by their adherents for a similar

class of cases. In 1894 Jacobs cites 1,540 abdominal
sections with a mortality of .5.7 per cent, and 690
vaginal operations with hut 4.49 per cent, mortality.

Dr. J. M. Baldy, in 189.5,* cites 224 abdominal hyste-

rectomies by eminent American operators, with a mor-

tality of only 2.7 per cent., as contrasted to the 403
cases of Dr. Jacobs by the vaginal method with 2.9

per cent.

Yet the 224 celiotomies are recent sections by men
experienced in the work, while 403 vaginal operations

represent the work of one operator, including his first

series ;' but regardless of quibbles or the playing with

figures, it is evident that we have reached a point at

which statistics no longer avail ; we may be guided

by them in the earlier stages of an operation, but now
the results attained approach each other too closely,

they are almost ideal in both methods, and the rela-

tive merits of vaginal and abdominal operation must
be determined upon other grounds and upon a more
scientific basis than that of statistics only, which are

liable to be deceptive.

Let us disregard the mortality, less than three

per cent, by either method; and let us disregard

also the abdominal cicatrix and the possibility of ven-

" Hysterectomy by Morcellement and thB Vaginal Route In Pelvic
OperatinuB hi Place of ]i)iparot<iiny, 'I'rausactlous Suuttieru Surgical
and (iynitculoglcal Acsuciatioii, I'.ltJ.

* Maiiiiiiorn met:tiiig, American Gynecolnglcal Society.
• On tbe o her Laml, .laciliK Ik credited wiili a niortallty of only l.S

percent, in IMca^'esof bilateral aiippurtited dii^easu ol ibe anpeii
dag.-*, and e-i-an Willi but n.TO per cent. In bU Hrnt » rl- 8 of 150; but
eiiiiliar ilgureii tnigbt be obtained from iaolaled •erles of abdominal
operailoua aa well.

tral hernia, both of which have been urged against the

supravaginal operation. Tlie former is purely esthetic

and yet lias weight with the knowing patients of the

present advanceii era ; the latter is now a much more
rare occurrence, with thorough antisepsis and proper

suturing of the abdominal walls. I will not throw
these objections into the balance against the abdominal
operation, although I take them to be somewhat in

favor of vaginal hysterectomy.

To arrive at an impartial and practical result, elimi-

nating the question of mortality, of cicatrix and ven-

tral hernia, we must consider—
(1) The advantages and disadvantages of the two

methods ;

(2) The curative results obtained, the permanent
benefit to the patient

;

(3) The class of cases best adapted to each opera-

tion.

Tbe personal equation is an important factor, and
due consideration must be accorded the experience

and individuality of the operator, upon which results

so largely depend ; and in considering the relative

merits of the vaginal and abdominal methods, we must
avoid the mistake usually made of comparing only the

forci-pressure, or French method proper, with the

perfected abdominal operation, and remember that

for vaginal hysterectomy we may resort to clamp and
drainage or to ligature with suture and closure, an

ideal aseptic operation.

In favor of the vaginal route is the avoidance of

more extensive disturbance of the peritoneum and the

abdominal cavity proper, which is often but little in-

volved in the operation, especially in cases of suppura-

tive or inflammatory disease with boarding off of the

pelvic cavity ; the viscera are not manipulated. The
general condition of the patient suffers decidedly less

under the vaginal operation, recovery is more rapid

and the getting up at an earlier day ; shock, major and
minor, is less, although true surgical shock now rarely

occurs even after the abdominal operation since the

perfection of method and technique.

The vaginal is attacked as unsurgical, and yet the

difficulty of technique is cited as against it, which is in

itself a contradiction. A skilled hand and iuiimate

acquaintance with the pelvic viscera is an essential to

successful operation by this method be it by clamp or

ligature.

The field of operation is not as limited as is made
to appear, nor is the operation a blind one, one of

touch aUnie, as has been said ; the broad, well-adapted

retractors of Pean give ample scope for manipulation,

and the deep, unilateral vagino-perineal incision of

Diihrssen opens a field which readily admits of the ap-

plication of ligature and suture, and can be so enlarged

by additional vaginal incision as to overcome all inter-

ference of the soft parts, limiting the space as he

claims by the pelvic walls only. With good light the

eye guides every step, and touch alone need but rarely

be depended upon, although we must admit that the

field is a very much larger one and more freely ex-

posed by the abdominal incision with Trendelenburg
position and retractors.

Among the advantages of the vaginal operation is

the perfect downward drainage secured by the forci-

pressure method with cautery incision, so esseniial in

suppurative or septic cases. Vaginal hernia, though

it mav occur, is not as common as the ventral, and the

danger from ileus and from injury to tbe intestines no
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greater than from laparotomy, yet repair of the in-

jured viscera is not as readily accomplished as when
exposed in the abdominal incision ; the tearing of tis-

sues is not so liable to occur, as the same necessity for

the complete separation of all adhesions does not exist

as in celiotomy, and firmly agglutinated parts may be

\eil in situ with perfect safety, cutting away all but

the adherent tissue ; recovery is not interfered with

by reason of the ideal drainage by this method.

Disadvantages of the vaginal method are the inabil-

ity to deal with suprapelvic complications, and the

limitation of our field of observation as well as work
by the neighborhood of the pelvic brim ; I may also

add the greater manual dexterity required of the sur-

geon, and yet the safety and apparent simplicity of the

operation which may lead many a novice upon danger-

ous ground ; it is the avoidance of the peritoneal cavity

which gives this feeling of security, so that other diffi-

culties are liable to be overlooked.

The post-operative slough and the offensive dis-

charge which is complained of as liable to occur dur-

ing convalescence is by no means a necessary sequence

to the clamp operation, yet may follow where raw tis

sue has been exposed under imperfect asepsis. This

is avoided by the German method, by the ligature

with perfect adaptation of all parts and closure of the

vaginal vault. This method also disposes of the ob-

jection raised on account of post-operative suffering

caused by pressure forceps and dressing within the va-

gina
;
yet even where the clamp is used, this need not

occur if instruments are properly disposed of and the

dressings properly applied : the clamp is a more rapid

method, and must be given preference where rapidity

of operation is essential and for friable or edematous

ligaments in purulent or septic cases where likewise

drainage is desirable.

The benefit to the patient, the final curative result,

must depend greatly on the skill of the operator, but

will be more perfect by the vaginal operation, regard-

less of the perfection of the abdominal method in cases

in which restoration depends upon the disappearance

of exudates and infiltration, although drainage for sur-

gical recovery only is not essential.

In the selection of cases and in defining the indica-

tions for the vaginal operation we must distinguish be-

tween the method by clamp or forci-pressure and that

by ligature and suture.

'J"he absolute indication for the clamp operation has

been restricted by the perfection of aseptic surgery,

which not only enables us to dispense to a far greater

extent with drainage, but has taught us to avoid it if

possible. The indications for the clamp operation are

to be found in suppurative pelveo-peritonitis with mul-

tiple or nou-enucleable foci, in puerperal and other

septic conditions with a uterine focus, in cases demand-
ing the operation complicated with exudation and infil-

tration of tissues and such in which the abdominal

cavity proper may be avoided, in which the pelvis is

roofed over by the agglutinated viscera: it is indicated

when rapidity of operation is essential or shock is to

be dreaded, and I most heartily endorse the plea of

Dr. Jacobs for vaginal hysterectomy in the case of la-

boring women with pelveo-peritonitis with exudation,

who cannot linger under treatment, who must secure

speedy restoration to health and resume work.

The vaginal operation by the ligature with closure,

and even a thoroughly aseptic clamp operation enables

the surgeon to choose the route, ventral or vaginal, in

simple suppurative and other uncomplicated conditions

or smaller tumors, in accordance with his preference

and experience, and the conditions existing in the par-

ticular case.

Much is left to individual preference determined by
training and the skill of the operator : the general

surgeon with experience in abilominal operation will se-

lect the ventral incision, while the gynecologist famil-

iar with vaginal exploration will prefer this method
which must lead the gyueric surgeon to a more thor-

ough and precise knowledge of these parts and their

pathology, and will, as I have expressed myself as

early as 1893, inaugurate a new era in pelvic surgery.

I then said that the safety and facility with which such

operations can be performed opens up an entirely new
field for colpotomy, the breaking up of adhesions, the

replacing of the uterus and exploration of the impor-

tant parts within reach of the finger.

This and more has been realized : through the vaginal

incision, by colpotomy, we sever adhesions and restore

the retro-displaced, bound-down uterus with the intra-

pelvic tampon (Pryor); or by anterior vagino-fixation

(Sanger) ; and the successful treatment of incipient

septic peri- and para-uterine disease in its early stages

has been made possible by the method of Henrotin,

who enters through the Douglas, and breaking up ad-

hesions and exudates, if possible before pus forms,

drains, thus securing cleansing and absorption with an
early recovery by aborting and controlling the nefari-

ous processes ; Martin has proven anterior colpotomy,

for unilateral disease of tube or ovary and the removal
of small cysts and tumors, a safe and simple procedure,

as already urged by Jacobs, who penetrated anteriorly

or by the Douglas, as indicated, and as it had been re-

sorted to years ago in occasional favorable cases by
Battey, by Thomas and Baker. Digital exploration

of the pelvis, the breaking up of adhesions, and the

restoration of relaxed and contracted ligaments will

be found safe and satisfactory procedures by anterior

or posterior colpotomy, as most accessible.

Whatever may be the extent of its indications, vag-

inal hysterectomy will always have a field in pelvic

surgery by reason of the drainage afforded in one class

of cases, and in another by reason of the avoidance of

the peritoneal cavity and of the abdominal scar and
the assured, or apparent, safety of the interference;

whatever the future of the operation, it has already

been of inestimable service in leading to more perfect

methods in septic and suppurative disease of the pel-

vis, and to the perfection of the abdominal operation.

The new method will remain an important factor in

gynecic surgery, and I ask for it a thorough considera-

tion and a serious trial in proper cases, with proper

instr.umentarium, without which the best efforts may

Blindness in Sca^ndinavia. — The British Medi-

cal Journal summarizes in its issue of December 14th

statistics which have been collected by Wiilmark re-

garding blindness in Scandinavia. These show that

Denmark had in 1890 for every 10,000 inhabitants

only 5.3 blind, Sweden 8.3, Norway 12.8, Finland

16.5. Compared to other European countries, Portu-

gal and Russia stand highest, with 20 blind persons

for every 10,000 inhabitants, and Holland lowest with

only 4.6.
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VAGINAL HYSTERECTOMY FOR PYO-SALPINX
AND FOR UTERINE MYOMATA.'

BY J. C. lltlSU, M.l>., LOWELL, MASS.

It is not at all strange that one skilled and exjieri-

enced in vaginal livstereetomy should welcome the ap-

plication of this operiitiou to other afffctions than the

single one of cancer of the uterus, to nliich it was
fornierly iimited. The important question for coiisid-

eratiou is the choice of operation in cases of small fi-

broids, pus-tubes and pelvic abscesses. Those atlvo-

cating vaginal hysterectomy in these cases present at

least one very strong argument in favor of the abdom-
inal rather tlian the vaginal operation ; that is, that

much greater skill is required for a vaginal than an

abdominal hysterectomy.

Now, when it becomes a question of choice between
the two operations, i[i fibroids, pus-tubes, pelvic ab-

scess, cancer of the body of the uterus, and sometimes
cancer at the os, if the abdominal operation be the

simpler and the easier one to do, this is one good rea-

son for giving it the preference. Then if it be at-

tended vpith as little immediate and remote danger as

the more difficult vaginal hysterectomy and be followed

by as prompt and complete recovery in as large a per-

centage of cases, we certainly have no reason left for

substituting for it the vaginal operation.

We are much more liable to certain accidents in re-

moval of the uterus by the vaginal than the abdominal

route, namely, injury of the bladder, ligation of the

ureters, hemorrhage from defective ligation of uterine

or ovarian arteries. When clamps must be used, in

place of ligatures, there are the accidents that attend

their use.

In abdominal hysterectomy the ligation of the up-

per portion of the broad ligaments, including the ova-

rian arteries, is a perfectly simple matter. Then the

bladder is easily and safely separated from the uterus.

Next the uterine arteries are readily found, just below

the internal os, and there secured without the least

danger of including the ureters. Then with bladder

and ureters well pushed out of the way-, we dissect and

remove the uterine neck with perfect safety, or leave

it in situ, as in Baer's operation.

I recall these steps of the operation to emphasize

Dr. E. W. Cushing's statement that it is a much easier

operation to do than vaginal hysterectomy, and to show
that it is free from the two great dangers of the latter

operation— injury of the ureters and hemorrhage.

As to the after-results of the two operations, in my
own e.xperieuce patients after abdominal hysterectomy

for fibroids, unruptured pus-tubes, or cancer in the os

or body of the uterus, have recovered with less dis-

turbance and as rapidly as after the vaginal. Espe-

cially when clam[>s are used we often get abdominal

distension and reversed peristalsis— in short, a local-

ized sepsis that delays recovery.

The tissue caught in the blades of clamps must
slough and come away — a process often occupying

two or tliree weeks. Rarely after complete abdominal

hysterectomy a hernia occurs, and frequently after the

vaginal operation there is prolapse of the bladder.

This complication I have seen iu several instances ; it

is much more troublesome and incurable than hernia.

It is true that the shock from the abdominal opera-

tion is greater than from the vaginal. This shock,

1 Preseuted before Ibe Sectlou for Ob8t«tr)cs and Gyuecology of
llie bullulk UiBtrict Medical Society, October 23, 18!«S.

even if the Trendelenburg posture is used, is only

temporary. It is very rarely fatal, and only in those

patients septic from pelvic abscesses, or in those who
have lost a great amount of blood from fibroids or

cancer. These patients would die of shock as readily,

and more readily, I think, in ordinary hands, if oper-

ated by the vaginal route.

In one direction I am a good deal iuclioed iu favor

of vaginal hysterectomy, and that is in cases of exten-

sive abscesses in the pelvis. I do not mean pus-tubes

the size of the thumb or wrist, where the pus is con-

tained within them, but when the pus is more or less

diffuse in the pelvis.

Barring acute intestinal obstruction and appendicitis,

they are the most fatal abdominal operations we have.

I have not done the vaginal operation in these cases,

but it seems to me that here would be a very great ad-

vantage for vaginal hysterectomy in its more extended

application.

EXOPHTHALMIC GOITRE TREATED WITH ANI-
MAL EXTRACTS, AND ESPECIALLY EXTRACT
OF THYMUS.

BY ROBKBT T. EDE8, M.D.

It is undoubtedly well iu trying to reach therapeu-

tic conclusions in regard to new remedies to wait until

cases have accumulated iu sufficient number to be used

for statistical analysis. This is especially true where
there are great variations iu the severity and course of

different cases and different epidemics, and when con-

siderable numbers are likely to come under the ob-

servation of a single individual.

When, however, a chronic disease is not very com-
mon, never occurs in epidemics and its usual course

under other methods of treatment is already pretty

well known, the report of a single case with reference

to a new and little-used remedy may, without impro-

priety, be ventured upon as a contribution to more ex-

tensive statistics.

With this apology 1 present the following case of

exophthalmic goitre treated with certain animal ex-

tracts :

Miss X., age thirty-four, whose father died of apo-

plexy and mother of phthisis, had, several years ago,

a goitre described in one account as "exophthalmic,"

which is said to have been cured by electricity in two

weeks. Recently, after much domestic and personal

care and worry, she lost sleep, became nervous and

hysterical, and developed neuralgias in her neck, chest

and arm. She is said to have had pleurisy, but this I

consider somewhat doubtful. When she entered the

Adams Nervine Asylum in October she presented a

typical case of exophthalmic goitre. The eyeballs

were prominent ; there was a tumor iu the neck, not

large, to be sure, but perfectly evident; the pulse was

rapid and irregular, and she was iu a condition of

great nervous restlessness, both bodily and mental.

There was possibly a very slight systolic murmur
along the left edge of the sternum and a very loud

one over the right lobe of the thyroid, but with this

exception and the violent throbbing of the carotids

there were no other physical signs. The weight was

112^ pounds, the blood color 71, and the urine gener-

ally a little below the average, with urea less than 20

grammes per diem.

About a month after her entrance she was put upon

capsules of dried thyroid, which were continued nearly
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another month withoat perceptible influence upon her

condition or the secretions, urea and uric acid being

quantitatively examined.

Early in February she was put to bed, and given

bromide of potassium in considerable doses.

In May and .June she received hypodermic injections

of nuclein prepared from spleen, and later an extract

of spleen prepared for me by Parke, Davis & Co.

There was no favorable result perceived from these.

but a good deal of local pain and increased nervousness

therefrom. On the whole, however, during this time

she gained flesh and lost in restlessness ; but the pulse

was never recorded below 104, and the carotids were

still throbbing with great violence.

On July loth she began to take capsules of dried

aqueo-glyceriue extract of the thymus gland, using

most of the time three, containing each one and one-

half grains, per diem.

On August 5th, she was feeling much better but

there was no very obvious change in the symptoms

;

and on September 7th she was discharged, " relieved,"

still taking the capsules.

She was seen on November 18th. She had stopped

the thymusine about four weeks after leaving the asy-

lum (because her supplv gave out), and until a week
or two ago had felt better. Had tried to go to work,

but could not. Now her general appearance is less

nervous and manner less excitable. Pulse 108, irregu-

lar. Considerable throbbing of carotids, but perhaps

less than formerly. Less swelling of thyroid. Feels

less restless, and considers herself much better. She

was provided with capsules to take twice a day, and

report when they were gone.

On December 6th, the pulse was 92— the first time

I had ever found it at that figure, although it was

taken while she was sitting up and after reaching my
office, presumably by walking, while previous observa

tions had often been when in bed. She said she was

better, and considered the swelling of the thyroid less.

She considered herself competent for not too laborious

employment. Later I heard of her as engaged in a

shop during the active Christmas season.

The number of cases of .exophthalmic goitre so far

reported as having been treated by thymus is by no

means so large as might have been expected in these

days of the popularity of animal extracts in therapeu-

tics. It has, however, been used, and with good re-

sults, in simple goitre.'

David Owen '^ made an interesting and successful

experiment with this agent, and certainly without any

prejudice in its favor, for he thought he was treating

a patient with exophthalmic goitre by thyroid feeding

until he discovered that, by a mistake of the butcher,

she had been having thymus.

R. D. Cunningham ' treated three cases with good

results, the first two with raw or slightly broiled

thymus, and the third with thymus tabloids, twelve to

fifteen five-gramme tabloids per diem.

Miculicz* treated eleven cases of goitre, of which

only one, however, was exophthalmic, with doses of

ten to fifteen grammes of thymus, increased to twenty-

five, three times a week. In ordinary goitre his

results were confirmatory of those of Bruus, but in the

exophthalmic the good results as to nervousness,

palpitation, dyspnea and attacks of threatened suffoca-

Brans : Deutsh. med. Woch., 189», No. 41.
< Brilish Medical Journal, tol. I, 1895, p. 361.
' New York Record, June 15, 1S95.
< Berliner, kliu. Woch., 1895, p, 342.

tion were obtained without any marked diminution in

the size of the thyroid tumor.

All three of these writers close their papers with

interesting discussions of the physiological questions

raised, and to that of Cunningham is appended quite

an extensive bibliography.

My thanks are due to Messrs. Parke, Davis & Co.,

not only for calling my attention, during the course of

a correspondence relative to spleen extract, to this

preparation with which they kindly supplied me, but

also for the references to the recent literature of the

subject.

Clinical ^Department.

MICROCOCCUS BRISOU.

A Contribution to the Study of Diphtheria.

BY A. OASTON EOETH, M.D., BOSTON.

This organism, first recognized by Roux and Yersin,'

has heretofore never been described, nor have its bio-

logical characters ever been studied. Its presence has

simply been noted as being constant in benign forms

of diphtheria and pseudo-diphtheria, beginning with

the case of the child Brisou.

The following are its characteristics

:

M. Brisou.

OccCRREycE. — In membranes and on congested parts of

tbroat.

r General Chabacters-— Small, spherical coccus firt/i in

diameter, single and in irregular groups, non-motile, odorless,

chromogenic. Rapid growth. Non-pathogenic for mice or

gainea-pigs. Stains well with the ordinary stains and with
Gram's method. Grows best at 37^ C. and on serum. Aerobe
grows at 37.5' and at 20- C.

Color.— Gray.

Gelatin is liquefied. Stick culture: Nail-like growth and
liquefies rapidly. Plate: Colouies raised, small, with well-

defined zone, with granu'ar yellowish contents.

Agar. -Streak culture: Broad towards lower edge, with ir-

regular borders. Grows very luxuriantly on glycerine agar.
Wurtz: Litmus not reddened.

Potato.— Dirty grayish growth, and with irregular margins,
spreading towards lower edges and raised above surface.

Milk.— Not coagulated.

Smith Solution.— Gas produced.

Nitrates.— Not reduced to nitrites.

Bouillon. — Turbid, rapid, cloudy growth, on shaking a
white precipitate forms at bottom of test-tube.

Although associated with both the Klebs-Loftler and
with the bacillus of pseudo-diphtheria, it remains a

fact that its presence invariably denotes a favorable

termination of the case ; therefore, to my mind, it

seems that its isolation and recognition is certainly of

great importance to the diagnostician, and consequently

this micrococcus should find a place in the literature of

diphtheria.

What its role may be in this disease, whether it in-

hibits the virulence of the Klebs-Loifler as it is said

the bacillus coli does in the presence of the Eberth
bacillus, or what other functions it may or may not

possess, is not the purport of this communication ;

these points no doubt will be made clear in the future.

The above brief description is purely for the pur-

pose of presenting to the profession another factor in

the study and particularly in the prognosis of this

disease.

Cholera in Egypt is confined to a few villages in

the delta, and is apparently dying out.

Vidt Annates de I'lnatitut Pasteur, le94, p. 660.
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RECENT PROGRESS IN NEUROLOGY.
BY PHILIP rUOMIlS KNAPP, A.M., M.D.

PSEUDO-PARALYTIC MYASTHENIA.

Under this tide Jolly' describeB a very iuterestiug

aud serious affectiou, of which some seveuteeii cases

have beeu reported. His patient was a boy betweeu
fourteen and fifteen, who had no hereditary taint and

who, with the exception of convulsions in infancy, had

always beeu well. At the age of thirteen he noticed

that, if he looked long at the black-board in school, he

could not keep his eyes open, although after a period

of rest or in the morning he had no trouble. Later he

began to have a feeling of fatigue in the legs, which

would come ou so suddenly that he would fail. Later

still the arms, the muscles of the neck, the muscles of

mastication, and the lips were similarly affected. The
tongue and the muscles of deglutition were unaffected.

Ou examination it was found that tliere was no perma-

nent loss of function of any group of muscles, but that,

after a very short period of functional activity, tliey

almost all lost power to act, the power returning after

a period of rest. The gait at first was normal, then

the patient would waddle like a putient with muscular

dystrophy, and finally he would fall. The arm could

be rained eight or ten times, to a lesser height each

time, and finally it became powerless. There was no

mut-cular atrophy or hy|)ertrophy, uo fibrillary twitch-

ing, no sensory distuibances and no abnormalities in

the blood or the internal organs. The reflexes were

normal, except a slight exaggeration of the knee-jerk.

Electrical examination shovveil a very iuterestiug con-

dition, which is described as the myasthenic reaction.

If the muscle be stimulated directly or indirectly by a

tetaniziujij faradic current, it will at first be put into

tetanic contraction like a healthy muscle. If the cur-

rent be brolien repeatedly, the later closures of the

current will cause less contraction, until finally the

closure causes only a single twitch instead of the per-

sistent tetanic contraction, and later even this may
disappear. The condition is one of abnormal exhaust-

ibility with rapid loss of contractile power, whether

the muscle be stimulated by electricity or by the will,

and it seems to be a condition almost opposed to

Thomseu's disease. The condition was first described

by Erb in 1878, who ascribed it to some bulbar trouble

without discoverable lesion. Eleven of the cases have

terminated fatally, but some have recovered. Kalischer

found changes in the central gray matter, with degen

eralion in the cell nuclei, hyperemia and slight

hemorrhages. Jolly has found somewhat similar con-

ditions in extreme fatigue, cerebral and bulbar palsies,

etc., and is disposed to think that several processes

may underlie the condition, some special muscular ab-

normality or a chemical change in the muscles, related

perhaps to some abnormal condition of the central

nervous system. As some cases have recovered there

may be hope from treatment. As exercise brings on

the condition, absolute rest is indicated. Galvanism

of the cord and medulla may be tried cautiously, but

faradism is contraindicated, as it may increase the

trouble. Nutrition must be abundant and rich as pos-

sible, but the muscles of deglutition are often involved,

so that artificial feeding by the rectum should be em-

> Berliner, kilo. Woch., Januikry 7, 1895.

ployed ; the esophageal sound even may exhaust the

muscles. He also suggests muscular poisons, such as

veratrine and physostigmiue, but these must be used
with great care.

thomsen's disease (myotonia congenita).

Dejeriue and Sottas ^ report the first autopsy on a
case of Thomsen's disease. The patient was a man of

thirty-two, of good antecedents, and he had always
beeu well except that his legs had been weak. There
was a very marked muscular development, especially

in the legs. The muscles, however, when relaxed,

seemed in a state of demi-contraction, and, when con-

tracted, were unusually hard. On voluntary move-
ments there was marked stiffness ou contraction and
slowness on relaxation, which diminished on repetition

of the movements. The muscular strength was much
below normal. The trouble was worse on excitement
and in cold weather. There was the distiuci mjotonic
reaction of Erb. The reflexes and sensibility were
uormal. Mechanical excitability was normal. Walk-
ing, at the start, was very difficult, but after he got
started he could walk several hours, except that there

were occasional returns of the rigidity. When lying

down he rose like a patient with muscular dystrophy.

Except for this trouble the health was very good.

Five years later he died of acute nephritis. Ou ex-

amination the nervous system was found to be uormal.

Apart from the lesions due to nephritis the chief

changes were in the muscles. The diameter of the

muscular fibres was much increased, up to 80 to 150^;
the shape was altered, the fibres were less polygonal

and some were almost round ; there was a marked
hyperplasia of the nuclei ; some fibres seemed atro-

phied, others contained vacuoles, and the muscular

substance in parts seemed disorganized. By a com-
parison of the muscles least affected during life with

those most impaired, the process was thought to begin

by nuclear hyperplasia. Then the muscular paren-

chyma swells, leading to hypertrophy of the fibre,

effacing the angles of contour. The swollen fibrilloe

unite, giving the section a homogeneous appearance,

the tissue becomes less transparent, the longitudinal

striation disappears, and the transverse striatiou seems
more marked. The protoplasm surrounding the fibril-

loe may be increased, so that in some fibres the longi-

tudinal stria; are more marked. The muscular sul)-

stance later disintegrates, forming vacuoles and grad-

ually disappears. The connective tissue shows uo
marked changes, and the adipose tissue is not in-

creased. The hypertrophy of fibre coincides with the

greatest functional activity, and as it does not appear

uutil after the hyperplasia of the nuclei shows that

alteration has already begun, it is considered to be due

to the increased functional activity. The integrity of

the nervous system and the muscular changes show
that Thomseu's disease must be classed among the

primary myopathies.

PARESTHETIC MERALGIA.

Bernhardt' has recently called atteutiou to pares-

thesia limited to the region supplied by the external

cutaneous nerve of the thigh, of which he has ob-

served a number of cases. All his patients were
middle-aged men, who complained of abnormal sensa-

tions, usually of a numb feeling, on the outer aad

' ReTue de .M^decine March, 1895
' Neurolog. Centralblatt, March 16, 1895.
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anterior surface of one thigh. These sensations were
sometimes increased to actual pain by long-continued
exertion or by pressure on the affected part. In two
officers they were aggravated by marching and by
wearing a sword. They never complained of pain
coming on spontaneously while at rest. There was
never any disturbance of motility, the general health

was good, there was no affection of the bladder or
rectum, but the patients were all in dread of some
serious and progressive nervous disease. Objective
disturbances of sensibility were limited to the distribu-

tion of the external cutaneous nerve, and were always
slight; there was never true anesthesia. In some
cases the trouble could be referred to a previous infec-

tious disease (typhoid), to some poison (lead), or to

exposure to cold. It is probably due to neuritis.

Embrocations, massage, baths, and the faradic brush
give some relief, but the trouble is apt to be obstinate,

although it does not lead to anything more serious.

In a subsequent communication • Bernhardt reports a

similar case in a pregnant woman, and another case

associated with tabes, so that he modifies his previous

statement by saying that we should always examine
carefully for symptoms of other diseases, such as

tabes and diabetes, and give a guarded prognosis.

Roth ^ has written a monograph upon the subject,

and has given the affection a name (from jivpoi, thigh).

He reports fourteen cases. The affection, he says, is

characterized by a burning pain in the region of the

external cutaneous nerve, not increased bv pressure on
the nerve trunks, but increased by standing or walk-
ing so as at times to become intolerable. There is

also paresthesia in the same region. Patients com-
plain of anesthesia, but it is usually more subjective

than objective. The trouble is usually unilateral. It

may be slowly progressive and last a long time. Men
between thirty and fifty are most frequently affected,

but he has seen two cases in women. It is seen in

rather stout people who lead sedentary lives, and es-

pecially in alcoholic subjects. He thinks it due to

pressure on the nerve, or venous stasis. Revulsives,

massage, galvanism, and regulation of the habits have
given good results even in old cases.

Niicke ° has himself suffered from the trouble,

which, in his case, was clearly of traumatic origin,

coming on four or five days after the injury. In his

case there was a sensation of drawing or tension in the

thigh, but never pain. The sensation was not particu-

larly unpleasant, but on touching the whole outer side

of the thigh the touch was felt as if the thigh were
covered with wool or leather. The trouble disap-

peared in about three months.

Freud' is another medical victim of the disease,

having suffered from it for at least seven years. In

his case he could find no definite cause. The disturb-

ance extended over the outer surface of the thigh from
the trochanter to the knee, and he describes it as a

feeling of wooliness or of a strange skin. The trouble

was seldom noticed when at rest, but it was increased

on walking and there was at times a sharp, stabbing

pain, and sensitiveness to rubbing of the undercloth-

ing. In his case the trouble had distinctly diminished

in severity, but the area had moved downwards. He
had some thermanesthesia and analgesia, and formerly

* Revue Neurologique, November 30, 1895.
< Meralgia pariesttietica, Berliu, 1895.
" NeurologiecLies Centralblatt, April 15, 1895.
' Loc. cit., .June 1, 1895.

distinct anesthesia. Freud thinks the trouble compar-
atively common, and that the pressure of clothing,

perhaps on an irregularly-placed nerve, may be a fac-

tor in causing it. He cites several similar cases.

Escat" has suffered from the trouble for thirteen

years. It began after a long walk, as a burning sen-

sation, which soon disappeared, but later he had at-

tacks like the sudden prick of a needle. This feeling

came on after standing, but it was not increased by
walking. The skin felt as if tense and covered with
cloth, or like the anesthesia after a cocaine injection.

There was some anesthesia. The affection showed a
distinct exacerbation at one period, but treatment has
availed little, and the affection gives him little an-
noyance.

While the persistent affection described is probably
comparatively rare, there are doubtless a large number
of men who not infrequently suffer from brief attacks
of sensory disturbance in the region of the external
cutaneous nerve of the thigh. The sensation is de-

scribed as like the prick of a very fine needle or like

pulling a single hair, and it may be quite severe, but,

as a rule, although there are repeated attacks, each at-

tack lasts only a brief time, seldom longer than an
hour or two. Such a condition, taken in connection
with the protracted cases cited above, would indicate

some special vulnerability of this nerve.

TABES DORSALIS.

Laehr * has studied sixty cases of tabes in Jolly's

clioique at Berlin with special reference to the sensory
disturbances, and becomes to the following conclusions:

Of the various disturbances of sensibility in tabes
hypoesthesia in the trunk seems to be one of the most
constant and early conditions. This consists for some
time only in a lessened sensibility to a light touch,
while in the legs, on the contrary, we first note a dim-
inished sensibility to pain and position, which may
precede the hypoesthesia of the trunk. This onset of

sensory disturbances in the trunk usually corresponds
to the distribution of the middle dorsal nerves, and
extends symmetrically in a zone encircling the trunk;
extending up and down and into the arms in the dis-

tribution characteristic of lesions of the spinal seg-

ments. It may extend in the lumbar and sacral re-

gions in the same way, but here there are often normal
zones between the hypoesthetic zones, especially in the
lower dorsal zones. The distribution of this anesthe-
sia is characteristic ; it does not correspond to the peri-

pheral nerve areas, but to the areas of the spinal roots

or their intra-medullary fibres, like the sensory dis-

turbances seen after injuries of the cord or of the pos-

terior roots. Tabic degeneration affects the intra-

medullary fibres of definite root areas in different

levels of the cord, as we know from recent pathologi-

cal investigations, and this is now confirmed clinically

by the majority of tactile hypoestbesias. Of course
we may also meet with anesthesias from peripheral

nerve disease in tabes. On the boundaries of the
hypoesthetic areas and between the hypoesthetic zones
there is usually a pronounced hyperalgesia, especially

for cold ; the reflex excitability of the skin is here
YQTy lively, but in the hypoesthetic areas it is dimin-
ished or lost. Symptoms of sensory irritation are a
very common but not an invariable accompaniment of

the anesthesia. Analgesia of the ulnar nerve on

' Revne Neurologique, October 30, 1895.
" Archiv flir Fsjchiatrie, xxvli, fi88, September, 1895.
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pressure iu tabes seems, as a rule, to begin with other

sensory disturbances iu the ulnar region. These tabic

anestiiesias, as clinical symptoms of a disease of deli-

nite spinal root areas, give us further light upon the

peripheral cutaneous supply of these areas.

Leitubach '" has studied 400 cases of tabes from
Erb's clinique with reference to their earliest symp-
toms, and to the frequency with which certain symp-

toms occurred. In the majority of cases (67 per cent.)

tabes begins with lancinating pains, but other symptoms
often accompany them. Vesical disturbances come
next (22.5 per cent.), then weakness in the legs, pares-

thesia, ataxia, se-xual disturbances, transitory diplo-

pia, a girdle feeling, gastric crises and ulnar pares-

thesia, and optic atrophy. One hundred early cases

showed changes in the patellar and Achilles-teudou

reflexes iu every case, Romberg's symptom iu eighty

and changes in the reaction of the pupils in sixty-tliree

cases. The frequency with which these symptoms oc-

curred was as follows

:

Per cent.
1 a. Absence of patellar and Achilles-teudoii reflexes 92 1 qf. o^

b. tJb.inges in these reflexes 4.25 ( ''
2 Koraberg'8 symptom 88.75
3 LanciuHtiiig pains 88.25
4 Vesicil (tifturbauces 80 5
5 Ataxia 74.75

6 Changes in the papillary reaction 70.25

7 Paresthesia in the legs 61.5

8 Weakness and easily induced fatigue in the legs , 6-.25
9 Diminution or loss of eexua! impulse 5'«.25

10 Change in The size of the pupils 48.25
11 Delaved conduction of pain 36.5
12 Hypilgesia in the legs 33.75
l.i liir. lie sensation 31
U Tivuisitory diplopia 26.B
!.'» Diiiuiiution of tactile sense in the legs .... 23.25
16 Ulnar jtaresthesia 16.5
17 Kye paralysis and ptosis 16
IS Optic atrophy G.75
19 Persistence of pain in the legs 6
20 Crises 5.25
21 Arthropathies 1.75
Valvular disease was noted only eeveu times, and arterio-sclerosis

three times.

morvan's disease.

Prus " discusses the relations of Morvan's disease

to syringomyelia and leprosy. He gives an elabor-

ate summary of the literature, touching on the au-

topsy reported by Joffroy and Achard, where a cavity

formation in the cord was found iu a case presenting

the typical symptoms of Morvan's disease, and on the

theory held by Zambaco Pasha and others that Mor-
van's disease is merely a form of leprosy, ami then he
reports a case in a Jewess, forty-six years old. The
trouble began with progressive weakness in the mus-
cles of the right shoulder, severe pain iu the right

arm, an ulcer of the perforating type in both feet, and
felons, which caused little pain, on the lingers of both

hands. There was later anesthesia in the fingers,

burning pain in the arms and neck, and stiffness and
paresis in the neck. The tongue became anesthetic

and the teeth fell out. There was atrophy of the foot

muscles, deformities and ankylosis in the hands, im-

mobility of many joints, white spots on the backs of

the bauds, atrophy of the nails and of various muscles

of the arms, with partial reaction of degeneration.

There were thermo-anesthesia, analgesia and impair-

ment of muscular sense, vaso-motor disturbances, par-

esis of the arms, impairment of gait, and diminution

of reflexfiB. These symptoms, he thinks, point to a

typical case of Morvan's disease. Zambaco has proved
the probable existence of leprosy in some of these

ra'ps, bii', when the patient has never been brought in

'" Deulacho ZelUchrlft fiir Nerrenhellkunde, tII, 4^3, November

<i ArcbiT tUr Ptycblatrle, xxvll. ;7I, Bept«niber, ISVS.

contact with lepers, the disease has been excluded. In

Prus's case there was no history of exposure, but he

found lepra bacilli in the blood, and he therefore con-

siders it a case of mutilating anesthetic leprosy, and
he holds that these cases of syringomyelia or glioma-

tosis which present the typical picture of Morvan's
disease must be regarded as leprosy. He does not,

however, claim that all cases of syringo-myelia should

be regarded as leprosy, but he does urge that a bacte-

riological examination should be made in every case,

in order to determine whether leprosy is present.

CEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE.

Stein '* has investigated with much care the causes

which may give rise to cerebral hemorrhage. These
causes are, first, those of a mechanical nature ; second,

those due to diseases of the brain or its vessels ; and,

third, those due to the severe blood diseases, such as

scurvy, pernicious anemia, leukemia, etc. The most im-

portant mechanical cause is, of course, trauma, which

may cause hemorrhage without causing any lesion of

the brain substance; but there are other mechanical

causes of much importance, such as embolism in a
brain artery, sinus thrombosis, increased arterial

pressure (either permanent as in cardiac hypertrophy

or temporary as in muscular strain), and general dis-

turbances of the circulation. Many writers have
claimed that these factors were merely exciting

causes, and that they had no weight unless there was
also disease of the cerebral vessels. Stein, however,
shows that in many cases the mechanical causes are

the chief factor, and that disease of the vessels is

either subordinate or wholly wanting. Many slight

changes in the vessels are without much significance,

for they often occur without any cerebral hemorrhage.
In embolic softening the vessel gives way, not because
of disease of its walls, but because the supporting tis-

sue about it has become softened and weak. Where
there is disease of the cerebral vessels he shows, by
careful autopsies, that the disease is very often ather-

oma or syphilis, and that the miliary aneurysms, on
which so much stress has been laid, do not play so

important a part as was formerly believed.

NEURASTHENIA (ANAGNOSIASTHENIA.)

Biauchi " describes a new form of partial neuras-

thenia, of which he has seen a number of cases iu

educated men, higher officials and army officers. The
patients retain the same intellectual vigor, the same
reflective powers, the same vivacity of wit, the

same memory, the same endurance of work, and
the same muscular force, and they can even write,

but reading becomes almost impossible. They can
perceive letters, syllables, and even words perfectly,

but they cannot concentrate their visual axis and
their attention upon the printed page. If they at-

tempt to do so they have malaise in the head, and a gen-
eral feeling of insupportable suffering, with a feelin"

of weight in the eyes or of vertigo. In some cases

there has been asthenopia or astigmatism, but in others
there has not. The trouble is not associated with
any morbid fears, as in agoraphobia, and, as the pa-

tient can recognize letters and words, it is unlike the
alexia of brain disease. Biauchi therefore gives it

the name of anagnosiasthenia (from avayvuaig, reading).

" Deutsche Zoltschrift flir Nervenhellkunde, tII, 313, Seiitember
189.1.

» Annall di Neurologia, xlli, I, 1S9D.
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It is due, he thinks, to an exhaustion of the special

cortical centres involved in reading, and he regards it

as akin to the professional neuroses, which he thinks

are also of cortical origin. Complete rest and the

appropriate treatment for neurasthenia have cured

several of his cases, and correction of astigmatism

cured one case where that trouble coexisted.

{To be continued.)

A SHIELDED CHROMIC ACID APPLICATOR.

BY H. DPDLET YOUNG, M.D., BOSTON.

Chromic acid, as a cautery for the reduction of nasal

hypertrophies, is equally as satisfactory as it is effec-

tive, when skilfully employed. Its proper

application requires nicety of manipula-

tion, and in the hands of a novice it is

likely to do harm when applied to an un-

intended part, either by the misdirected or

unsteady hand of the operator, or through

an unanticipated movement of the patient's

head.

The usual method of applying the acid

by means of an ordinary probe is coupled

therefore with some disadvantage, if not

danger to the patient, and these are iu

part overcome by the use of a shielded

probe.

The cut represents an instrument^ (two-

thirds actual size) made from my design,

and which I have frequently used with

much satisfaction. It consists of a flat-

tened probe, roughened at its extremity

for about one centimetre and encased iu

an elliptiform tube which is attached to a

handle. The probe is controlled by a

little button which is easily made to slide

to and fro by the middle finger.

I usually heat the end of the probe in a

spirit-flame and then allow a few crystals

of the acid to adhere, which, on cooling,

form a bead. The applicator is intended

to be introduced into the nostrils closed,

the end of the shield placed firmly against

the hypertrophy and the probe then pushed

out, and encased before withdrawing the
|

ii:

instrument. By unscrewing the button

the probe may be easily removed from the

shield to free it from the acid,— nor is

this necessary, chromic acid is readily sol- ..
,

uble iu water, and if the instrument is I I

afterward held over a s|)irit-flame for a

moment it will become thoroughly dry for

use again.

The Utah State Medical Society, at its first Annual

meeting, recently declared it to be the sense of the

Society, "that every member of it interest himself

personally in securing the election of men for the next

legislature who favor the maintenance of a high stand-

ard of medical excellence in the State of Utah, and

that he continue to use his influence."

Made by Mesarg. Feiok Bros., Pittsburgh, Pa.

iaepotrtjEE of M>otittit0.

SUFFOLK DISTRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY. SEC-
TION FOR OBSTETRICS AND DISEASES OF
WOMAN.

JAMES M. JACKSON, SECKETARY.

Meeting of October 23, 1895, Dr. George H.

Washburn in the chair.

DISCUSSION on vaginal hysterectomy for pyo-

SALPINX AND UTERINE MYOMATA.*

Dr. Cumston : The few remarks I wish to make

this evening are based almost entirely upon hospital

practice, and what few cases I have had in private

practice since I returned to America. There are two

contraindications : the first is prolapsus uteri. Dr.

Engelmann and Dr. Irish have spoken of it this even-

ing. Richelot formulates the rule, never to perform

vaginal hysterectomy for prolapsus uteri. In a recent

thesis written at Lyons ou the subject of hemostasis,

the author, whose name I cannot recall, has shown that

in the few cases in which Continental men have per-

formed this operation for prolapsus uteri the hemor-

rhage was severe, owing to the lax condition of the

parts. If a prolapse is present there is one condition

in which vaginal hysterectomy may possibly be indi-

cated, that is, when we have considerable hypertrophy

of the cervix, then you may remove the uterus

through the vagina, but you always want to follow

with a plastic operation on the vaginal walls. The
second contraindication is vaginal hysterectomy in puer-

peral sepsis. I am not aware whether operators in

the United States have removed the uterus through

the vagina in sepsis. I know some of the Philadel-

phia men are removing it through the abdomen in

puerperal sepsis. If you do the French operation

without ligatures, of course the uterus and surround-

ing tissues are undergoing granulo-fatty degeneration

after labor, and are in a condition of great friability,

and will crush and tear, under the pressure of the

clamps; and I cannot conceive of a more dangerous

operation than vaginal hysterectomy undertaken in

such a condition. There is one other pathological

condition of the ovaries in which I consider vaginal

hysterectomy decidedly indicated. It is a complication

of affairs which by its slightness and the gravity of

the operation for its relief, is often puzzling to the

surgeon. I refer to the microcystic degeneration of the

ovaries. This usually begins iu one ovary, but sooner

or later is bound to occur in the other, with the result

that the patient is in continual pain, and life for her

not worth living. There I consider vaginal hysterect-

omy decidedly indicated.

Another important question is the preparation of

the patient for operation. If the patient is syphilitic

she should receive a mixed treatment before the oper-

ation and after during convalescence. Syphilitics are

bound to have most rebellious neuralgias, which are

set up by the clamps; but if a proper course of treat-

ment is given them before the operation and during

convalescence, they will iu all probability avoid it.

Then, too, svphilitic patients are more pione to hem-

orrhage, I tiiink, than oiliers ; again, for this reason

the mixed treatment is indicated. In malaria, if you

find an enlarged spleen, it is well to treat the patient

' See articles by Drs. E. W. Cunhiiig aiui .1. C. Irish on pages 77 and
82 of the Journal

.
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with quiiiiue before performing vaginal hysterectomy-
As to the bowels. I believe it is a very important thing

to practise intestinal antisepsis. Sogond and other

French surgeons, my masters in Geneva, all followed

the rule before abdominal operations, vaginal hysterec-

tomies as well, of giving for about live days a cachet

containing four or five centigrammes of beta-napthol

after each meal. The bowels should be kept regular.

The best thing in private practice is a Spanish water

known as Carabana which has not the irritating effect

of iluiiyadi. The dose is one or two wine-glassfuls

before breakfast.

As to the after-treatment, the question has been
raised regarding the pain. I have seen a good many
cases. What few I had, never had any to speak of.

The morphine is given ad libitum, but the most im-

portant thing is the ice-bag. This practice is due
to Segond, who places the ice-bag on the abdomen
after the patient is put to bed, and it is kept there

four or five days, not so much as a prophylactic

against peritonitis as to prevent colic so frequent in

these cases.

Like other operators, 1 remove my clamps at the

end of forty-eight hours, and I usually remove the

gauze in about eight days. The gauze prepared for

rae by Dr. Garceau, after Prior's method, came away
sweet after ten days. After the clamps are removed,
I order Rochelle powder to be given after about
twelve hours. When the bowels are once moved I let

the patient sit up in bed. For the first day 1 allow

nothing but champagne and cracked ice. The second,

third, fourth and fifth day they have red wine and
boullioQ. After that I put them on a full diet. In

these cases the temperature is always going to stay up
for a few days, and once their bowels are moving
regularly after the third day, the temperature, unlebs

extremely high should not be taken into account, be-

cause the sloughs will keep it at about 38° C. for four,

five or six days, perhaps even longer in pus cases.

Dr. Eugelmaun spoke of Di. Jacobs's method with

the catheter. That method I think is a bad one. As
soon as the clamps are taken off, the majority of

patients will urinate themselves, and all the more so

because allowed to sit up in bed, thus avoidmg reten-

tion by gravitation.

Regarding the elougbs and fistulas. It is not a com-
mon complication, but it does occur that some five or

six weeks after the operation a fistula will be dis-

covered. Now the pressure of the clamps has been
attributed as the factor in the production of these

fistula;, but I argue in this way, that it cannot be the

clamps, because Martin, of Berlin, and other German
0|)erators who do not use clamps, but ligatures, have
had these fistula; in their cases, consequently the

clamps cannot be incriminated for the fistula in every
case. Now, it is best not to hurry to repair a fistula,

because in the majority of cases it will close itself,

and if it does not, the passage of the thermo-cautery
will generally suffice.

Regarding the operation itself. Some of the

French — Poncel, in particular— incise with the
thermo-cautery to avoid hemorrhage. I always make
it a point to ligate the vaginal arteries ; there are two
anterior and two posterior, making four ligatures in all.

If you leave these arteries bleeding, you will have an
oozing through the rest of the operation which is ex-

tremely difficult to control, and which obstructs the

view. I think it well either to curette or cauterize

the endometrium with the thermo-cautery, to render

the uterine cavity as aseptic as possible under the cir-

cumstances.

There is one other thing in regard to instrumentation

to which I wish to call particular attention. I was
brought up on the clamps for everything and am used

to them. I think it is well to have the clamps for

tampons with gold-washed handles. This being the

case, you will always be able to find those holding the

tampons among those applied to the tissues. You
will thus save much time and unnecessary handling of

the instruments.

Dr. Gakcead : One indication for vaginal hyste-

rectomy has not been mentioned. It is the occurrence
of rectal or vesical fistula following a previous celiot-

omy, or a fistula complicatiug suppurative pelvic dis-

ease. The cure is effected in these cases by the con-

traction of the tissues en masse after the uterus hag

been removed. This contraction is of more impor-
tance than the natural healing by granulation, since the

latter frequently fails entirely in the majority of in-

stances. One case of Segoud's is interesting in this

connection. The woman had a rectal fistula, and all

the feces were voided per vaginam. After vaginal

hysterectomy, nothing having been done to the fistula,

in a short while the fistula closed up entirely. This is

the usual result. It is fair to say, however, that when
the rectum has been pierced during the operation, the

resulting fistula may not close for a considerable length

of time. Richelot has reported two cases in which
such fistula; were not closed for one and two years re-

spectively. But piercing the rectum is a very rare

accident if the operator will take pains to keep close

to the uterus in enucleating it, and if he uses the re-

tractors of P^an properly.

The objection has been raised that the ureters are

in danger of being clamped. Undoubtedly this is true

if the ojierator is inexperienced. Segond has done
the operation 400 times without once clamping the

ureters. It is advisable to use the Segond incision,

for by doing so much more room is gained. Most op-

erators make the simple circular incision around the

cervix. This is not enough. If two additional ones
are made parallel to the lower borders of the broad
ligament about a third of an inch long, it will be fouud
that the uterus will descend more easily and that the

ureters can he |iushed out of the way. Kelly's recent
work on ureteral catheterization is a great step in ad-

vance in gynecology, and it would seem the proper
thing to catheterize all ureters previous to hysterect-

omy, for by so doing they can be felt throughout the

operation.

Hemorrhage is the bugbear of the operation, and in

unskilled hands it may |)rove serious. Dr. Gushing
has enumerated the sources of hemorrhage, but there

is one he did not mention. It is from the uterine end
of the uterine artery after the ligament has been
clamped and cut. Not e-xpectiug hemorrhage from
this source, the operator searches diligently elsewhere.

It may be avoided in the majority of instances by
clamping both arteries before cutting either ligament.

If, however, there is still hemorrhage from the artery,

it proceeds from the anastomoses with the ovarian, and
may be arrested by traction downward of the uterus

or by a temporary small clamp. Vaginal hysterectomy
may be done during an attack of peJvic peritonitis with

far greater secur-iy than by the abdominal method.
The effusion disappears in an incredibly short space of
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time ; but owing to the greater difficulty of removing
the appendages, it is perhaps better to wait for the at-

tack to subside. Still, in a critical case, it should not

be considered a contraiudication.

The occurrence of irritable bladder, so-called, after

vaginal hysterectomy, is an annoying complication,

and it has seemed to me to be the cause of the nervous

break-down which is not unusual after these cases.

The patient has to urinate every half-hour, has tenes-

mus and at times scalding. At night her rest is

broken and it is not surprising that she gets into a

condition of excessive nervousness and irritability.

The condition liere is one of hyperemia of the vesical

neck, as may be easily verified by Kelly's cystoscope.

The congestion is intense, and the sensitiveness ex-

treme. This congestion is probably due, it seems to

me, to the fact that the vaginal stump has not yet

healed— it takes three months to heal— and that the

congestion incident to reparative processes has extended
to the vesical neck. The vaginal artery, analogous to

the inferior vesical in the male, supplies both the va-

gina and the neck of the bladder, and being an artery

of no great length, it is easy to see how it might be-

come dilated along its whole course. Treatment is

rather unsatisfactory and should be directed to the

primary source of the mischief. Iodoform powder
dusted on the stump has proved of great value. One
may also make applications of nitrate of silver, three

to ten per cent., to the neck of the bladder. It will

get well in time. The urine in these cases may be

perfectly normal in amount and in ingredients.

Dk. Marcy : I have very little to say at this late

hour. I came rather as a learner, and yet in a ques-

tion of this kind, when still sub judice, we must ex-

pect a variety of opinions. It is not long since I went
over this subject in one of our western discussions

where a day was occupied, and where my friend, Dr.

Sutton, of Pittsburgh, an advocate of the French
method, was a very strong disputant in its favor. It

seems to me, however, that rather than discuss the

question pro and con, as Dr. Engelmaun says, there

are certain conditions we must keep sharply in mind
if we would be in the line of progress, which means
not the estheticism of the scar, but the safety of the

patient. What are these ? Rather unfortunately, I

think, hysterectomy by the vaginal route was early

brought to the attention of most of us as the only wise

thing to do for cancer. I say, impressed upon us un-

fortunately, because most of the men at that time felt

that it was one of the doubtful questions. I shall never
forget discussing it with Dr. Gushing and others, saying
it is not one of the operations I shall do. However, I

have done it many times. I do it still with a feeling of

anxiety about it which does not belong to abdominal
surgery. Why ? Vaginal surgery is too often blind

surgery, and blind surgery is very likely to be— no
matter how skilful the operator— bad surgery. That
brings me to another criticism and I should not feel

quite satisfied unless I referred to it. Two or three

have spoken of a distinction between the surgeon and
the gynecologist. I do not know why it should be
made. Operative procedures are surgical, and most,

so-called, gynecologists would consider themselves ag-

grieved if supposed limited to the use of the tampon
and pessary.

The last lime the discussion upon pelvic surgery oc-

curred in this room, I referred to my distinguislied

friend, Dr. Robert Battey, of Georgia, who startled the

world by performing ovariotomy by the vaginal route.

It should not be forgotten that he pointed out with

much clearness the advantages and limitations of doing

this. One of the first ovariotomies I ever did was by
the vaginal route, but I did not repeat it because I

thought I saw some of the objections that have been
mentioned. But take the class of cases of which two
or three have been spoken, where the pelvis has been

walled off and you have multiple foci of suppuration,

I believe that the vaginal route is much the safer one.

I regret that I have had a number of deaths from
shock in operating upon old pus cases by the abdominal
route. When we take the question as primarily before

us, the removal of fibroid tumors by the vaginal route,

I am still wanting much in evidence before lam willing

to adopt it. Three weeks ago I was shown a splendid

victory wrung from seeming defeat, where a surgeon
had done a vaginal hysterectomy. Why was the pa-

tient's life so specially in danger? Because a loop of

small intestine had become mixed up with the bleeding

parts, pulled down and cut off. He applied a Murphy
button and the patient.made a brilliant recovery. This
was a triumph of success, where the accident ought
not to have happened, and it would not have been so

likely to happen by the abdominal route. I have re-

moved a good many fibroid tumors by the vaginal

route, but when it comes to the removal of tumors
with which there are complications of adhesions, dis-

placed bladder, diseased tubes and ovaries, I claim we
have lost the best guide that is possible for the surgeon

to have, visual inspection, and when this occurs we are

blundering about in the dark to the danger of the

patient.

Certainly there are advantages from this method.
Select the cases carefully, study them with thoughtful

attention, determine those you believe are necessarily

safest to be done by the chosen route, and then feel

that you are not the gynecologist, but the surgeon,

dealing with the life of the patient and are competent
by either route to use the highest and best power for

the salvation of the life of the patient entrusted to

your care.

Dr. CnsHlNG : It seems we are all agreed there are

certain cases where there is pus in the pelvis and out-

side the tubes ; where the pelvic suppuration is roofed
off from the abdominal cavity, and that in these cases

vaginal hysterectomy is a good treatment, a real im-

provement. In regard to the choice of method in the

other cases, of course it is a matter of personal equa-

tion. According to his training one may say of the

abdominal method, it is easier, better, plainer, in many
ways more satisfactory — I am used to it. I can im-

agine that a man trained in the other method would
feel that it is best to operate from the vagina.

In regard to the use of ice-bags on the abdomen
after operation, I have been using ice-bags constantly

since 1887. It is a custom all over Germany, and has
been for a great many years.

In regard to sitting up too soon, it is the concurrent
testimony that after vaginal hysterectomy the women
can sit up in a week and not die ; but at the same time

I do not want my cases to attempt to get up so soon.

The patients are better off to stay in bed up to three

weeks, and be nursed and fed until they are strong.

As for the catheter in permanence, it is pretty to see

it put in ; but it seems to me there will be a had mo-
ment when it comes out. With well-trained nurses

the glass catheter is preferable.
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As I understaud the use of the tbermo-cautery, iu

making the vaginal incision it is not naerely for stop-

ping the hemorrhage, but in order that the middle part

shall not heal by first intention, as if that occurs it

causes retention of secretions, and dangerous symp-

toms.

There is one thing that I did not lav emphasis

enough on, and that is perfect antisepsis of the inte-

rior of the uterus, before beginning the operation.

Different clamps for the tampon is a well-taken

point. There must be a distinction between the ban-

dies of the holders and those of the clamps, otherwise

a sponge is left in the pelvis, the clamp is removed in

forty-eight hours with other clamps, and the woman is

likely to die from the retained sponge.

As to fistulas : I have had one case where a womau
bad a bad gonorrheal pyo-bali)inx ; and although I re-

moved the tubes with some difficulty by the abdominal

incision, she was left with a fecal fistula. She went

home and stayed several months, but it did not heal.

I therefore removed the uterus from below, and I

found some pus which came from the bottom of the

fistula. She recovered from ibis operation nicely, but

at first had two fistula; ; the original upper one soon

healed, and then the lower one in the course of two

months.

As for passing the catheter into the ureters, with all

respect to my distinguished friend. Dr. Kelly, we
must not lose sight of the fact that a good many years

ago Fawlik was catheterizing the ureters, as Dr. Kelly

mentions iu his work on the subject. The great ser-

vice of Dr. Kelly consists in rendering it possible to

introduce the catheters by sight by means of his in-

genious apparatus for seeing the interior of the bladder.

It is customary to clamp both broad ligaments be-

fore cutting either. If this is not done we are liable

to get hemorrhage from the uterine end. In regard to

what Dr. Marcy said about this being a blind opera-

tion, I distinctly claim that this is not a blind oper-

ation. The minute it becomes a blind operation, it

passes my limit. By cutting oS and pulling down a

little at a time, the operator can see what he is about,

and when be cannot see everything he is doing, the

limit for vaginal hysterectomy would be passed for me.

As for fibroids, where the bladder is carried up to

the umbilicus, I should not wish to undertake to re-

move them in this way, but should prefer abdominal

hysterectomy.

NKW YORK STATE MEDICAL .ASSOCIATION.

(Concluded fiom No. 3, page t6.)

SECOND DAT. WEDNESDAY.

Dr. George E. McDonald, of Schenectady
County, reported a case of

extra-l'terink pregnancy; death ok fetus;
unuscal complications.

Iu this paper was described the history of a woman
who had at first presented the symptoms of acute
hepatitis; sliDrtly afterward, of ectopic gestation, and
nearly a year later, an attack of peritonitis, which
proved fatal. The autopsy had confirmed the diagno-
sis in every particular, namely, acute hepatitis, ab-

scess of the liver rupturing into a bronchus, ectopic

gestation, peritonitis.

Db. Henry M. Silver of New York County, in

a paper on

KOKKIGN BODIES IN THE ESOPHAGUS,

reported several interesting cases of this kind, and
then discussed the subject in general. He said

that the old sponge probang should never be
used for detecting a foreign body in the esophagus,
as it was an almost useless instrument. The best

instrument for this purpose was a metallic bulb-

pointed bougie, with a graduated stem, and provided

with bulbs of various sizes. The graduations enabled
the operator to measure readily the distance of the

body from the upper incisor teeth. If this distance

were less than thirteen inches, esophagotomy was the

proper operation ; if the body were located at the car-

diac orifice, or just above it, gastrotomy should be
performed, if possible, or failing in that, intra-thoracic

esophagotomy. Angular bodies with sharp edges

should be removed at once by operation, attempts at

extraction or pushing the body downward being care-

fully avoided. It was not at all necessary to suture

the wound in the esophagus, and this should never be

done where the esophageal wall is infiltrated, ulcerated

or gangrenous. Under no circumstances should the

external wound be entirely closed. During the first

twenty-four hours after operation if the patient suffered

much from thirst, water might be introduced iuto the

rectum, but rectal feeding should not be relied upon,

aiid feeding by means of tubes introduced into the

esophagus was unsurgical and dangerous. After the

first day, liquid food should be giveu by mouth, and
this process would be greatly facilitated by adopting
Dr. Bryant's plan of applying a cotton compress over

the wound during the act of swallowing.

Dr. Charles G. Stockton, of Erie County, read

a paper entitled

A CASE of carcinoma VENTUICILI, WITH THE CON-
TINUED PRESENCE OF FREE HYDROCHLORIC ACID,
AND THE ABSENCE OF LACTIC ACID.

The patient was a womau of thirty-six years, who
had had vomiting for two years or more, and had be-

come rapidly emaciated. Examination showed a

greatly dilated stomach, and a movable tumor iu the

epigastrium. The interesting feature was the large

quantity of free hydrochloric acid present iu the vom-
ited matter, when the case was clearly one of carci-

noma of the stomach. Lactic acid was not present.

She improved temporarily under lavage and regulation

of diet. Dr. Uoswell Park made an exploratory in-

cision, and finding carcinoma of the pylorus and many
secondary growths, simply performed a gastro-enter-

ostomy. .She had since recovered her strength rapidly,

so that at the present time, her weight had increased

from eighty-eight to one hundred and thirty pounds.

Dr. Max Einhorn, of New York County, then

read a paper on

GASTRO-SUCCORRHEA CONTINDA CHRONICA,

a condition in which there is a constant secretion of

gastric juice. During the last seven years he said he
had met with only six genuine cases of this condition.

It occurs much more frequently in men than in

women, and is often associated with some neurotic

disturbance. The vomitiug is most noticeable after

breakfast, and is always acid. The appetite and thirst

are generally increased. Repeated examinations of
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the stomach in the fasting condition are necessary to

establish the diagnosis. It is distinguished from
stenosis of the stomach by the fact that in cases of steno-

sis, food particles are seen in the stomach contents when
withdrawn, which is not the case in the condition

under discussion. The prognosis was generally good,

although relapses were not infrequent. The patient

should not be permitted to drink large quantities of

fluid. The author's method of treatment consists in

practising lavage in the fasting condition, and either

adding a small proportion of nitrate of silver to the

water, or preferably spraving the stomach with a one
and a half per cent, solution of nitrate of silver.

Dr. Stockton said that if these cases were prop-

erly differentiated and treated, the prognosis should be

very good. He believed that the condition was a neu-

rosis, quite probably the result of worry or over-strain.

He thought that while the constant galvanic current re-

lieved the gastric pain, it was apt to aggravate the

succorrhea.

Dr. Allen Jones, of Erie County, said that he
had carefully tested for lactic acid in Dr. Stockton's

case by method of Boaz, but had not been able to find

any. It seemed to him difficult to draw a sharp line

between gastro-succorrhea chronica and cases of food

stagnation with temporary dilatation of the stomach.

Both the galvanic and faradic currents had appeared
to increase the flow of hydrochloric acid.

Dr. a. E. Gallant, of New York County, said

that he had seen cases in which eye-strain had ap-

peared to be the principal factor in the production of

gastro-succorrhea. While lavage had proved benefi-

cial, he had nearly abandoned it, except for diagnostic

purposes, preferring instead the internal administra-

tion of ichthyol, one to eight.

The President said that these stomach troubles

were of great importance. He believed that one

could commit occasional gastronomic indiscretions

with impunity, but where there was persistent and
long-continued excess in eating, or more particularly,

irregularity about the meals, the penalty must be ex-

pected. He could imagine the stomach becoming
wearied at the frequent and unseasonable demands for

gastric juice, and consequently supplying at all times,

whether wanted or not, a sort of gastric juice.

Dr. Frederic S. Dennis, of New York County,
spoke of

THE VALUE OF SUBSEQUENT CONSTITUTIONAL TREAT-
MENT, AND OF LONG SURVEILLANCE OF EVERT
PATIENT AFTER THE OPERATION FOR TUMORS.

He gave it as his opinion that any apparently bene-

ficial effect from the administration of internal reme-
dies in the treatment of malignancy should be attrib-

uted to a general tonic action of the remedy. In only

two per cent, of the cases does recurrence take place

after three years have elapsed since the operation, if

there has been none before this limit has been reached.

There are many cases on record illustrating the value

of repeated operations on recurrences ; hence, the great

importance of keeping the patient under observation.

Dr. Stephen Smith, of New York County, con-

tributed a brief paper to the discussion. He said that

every tumor appeared to be developed from pre-exist-

ing cells by proliferation, and was not an independent
being, but a part of the body, and subject to the laws
governing the body ; hence, common-sense would seem
to clearly indicate the management of every accessible

tumor, and as metastatic tumors were the result of the

transmission of the elements of the parent tumor, it

was evident that these growths should be removed as

often as they appeared.

Dr. J. J. E. Maker, of New York County, then

read a paper entitled

CASES OF ATRESIA AND OF STENOSIS VAGINALIS IN

THE NON-PREGNANT AND PREGNANT STATES, WITH
ONE HUNDRED TABULATED CASES IN LABOR.

In three the whole canal was involved ; in 57 the

constriction or obstruction was located in the middle

third ; in 81 it was below this point Post-partum

cicatrization was thought to be responsible for 42 out

of 86 cases; two occurred after vaginal operations;

six were due to ulcerations; five were traumatic; 31

were thought to be congenital. Many of the cases

had been complicated by abnormal presentations.

Dr. Joseph D. Bryant, of New York County,

who opened the discussion on Surgery, took for his

special subject

THE prognosis of malignant tumors as MODIFIED
BT their management.

Dr. John W. S. Goulet, of New York County,
then spoke of

the early detection and prompt ablation of
tumors.

He advised early excision of all accessible tumors
as soon as discovered, because experience had shown
that when tumors were excised in their incipiency, the

period of immunity from recurrence was often pro-

longed many years. There were many cases now on
record tending to show that many external tumors
were at first benign, and subsequently became malig-

nant by a retrogressive process ; it was certainly

rational to regard all benign tumors as potentially

malignant as they contained all the essential elements

in their structure to make them malignant growths.

Dr. E. K. Dunham, of New York County, dis-

cussed

the metastasis of tumors.

He said that the susceptibility of malignant tumors
to metastasis depended upon the fact that they all con-

tained much cellular structure, and but little intercel-

lular substance. Metastasis is a mere transplantation,

and not an infection, and the greater liability of some
forms of malignant tumors to metastasis is explained

by differences in structure.

Dr. Charles Phelps, of New York County,
speaking to the same question as Dr. Gouley, said

that the best answer to the objection that operation on
quiescent tumors might excite them to activity was,

that accumulated experience had shown that the best

results had followed early operations. All accessible

tumors, whether malignant or benigti, should be re-

moved unhesitatingly.

Dr. Parker Syms, of New York County, discussed

the means of eradication of tumors ; the knife
versus caustics.

He advised thorough removal of all visible disease,

and of a zone of surrounding healthy tissue, together

with the adjacent lymphatics. The disease should be

removed en masse, and not only should the ablation

be effected as early as possible, but every effort should

be made to conserve the patient's strength by the
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avoidauce of undue shock and slow healing. He con-

cluded that caustics could not fulfil these very neces-

sary indications, and moreover that they caused more
distigun-iuent than the knife.

Dr. Ki{ki>kkick IIoi.me Wiogin, of New York
County, read a pajier on

THE NECE3SITV OF COMPLETE EXTIRPATION OF
TDM0R8, AND THE IMPORTANCE OF RAPID CICATRI-

ZATION OF THE WOUND AFTER THE REMOVAL OF
MALIGNANT TUMORS IN THE FEMALE.

After showing that the old surgeons had appreciated

many points in the operative technique, now consid-

ered recent information, he called attention to the

great improvement results that followed the removal

of the a.villary contents, and particularly to the fact

that the lymphatic glands were not infrequently in-

fected before they were visibly enlarged. Rapid

cicatrization of the wound was certainly desirable, but

it should not be allowed to interfere with the surgeon

cutting wide of the disease.

Dr. W. B. CoLEr, of New York County, read a

paper on

THE INDICATIONS OF NON-OPERATIVE LOCAL TREAT-
MENT ; THE THERAPEUTIC VALUE OF TOXINS.

His paper was based on an experience with this

treatment, extending over four years, and comprising

one hundred cases. A little over half of the sarcomata

had been improved. Tliis improvement had been
particularly noticeable in the s|iiudle-cell sarcomata,

and least in the melanotic and osteo-sarcomata. The
erysipelas serum was worthless as compared with the

mixed toxins of erysipelas and bacillus prodigiosus.

Dr. Austin Flint, Jr., of New York County, in a

paper entitled

observations on the minor degrees of con-
tracted PELVIS,

presented an analysis of six thousand carefully recorded

cases of confinement. These cases of contraction

were f(5und to be 10.9 per cent, of the whole number.

The majority of these women were spontaneously de-

livered, with a good result for both mother and child.

The evening was devoted to the President's Ad
dress. The president. Dr. Austin Flint, of New
York County, took for his theme,

the coming role of the medical PROFESSION IN

the scientific treatment of crime and crimi-

nals.

It must he admitted, he said, that the treatment of

crime and criminals under the existing laws and their

methods of execution was a serious failure. The
United States Census shows that in 1850 the ratio of

prisoners to the population was 1 in 3,442 ; in 1870, 1

in 1,171; in 1890, 1 in 757. The chief object of a

penal system is the protection of society, yet it is evi-

dent that this so-called protection is becoming more
and more inefficient. Crime is a disease of our social

organization, and it calls for intelligent and scientific

treatment. Crime may be a constitutional disease, as

in the born criminal, or it may be due to surroundings

and example. Criminals may be divided into two
great classes— the curable and the incurable. As
jurists, so-called lawgivers, and those who execute the

laws have failed in protecting our social organization,

the only hope seems to be in the medical profession,

which should, at least, endeavor to induce the judges,

lawyers and lawmakers to study law in the light of

modern scientific knowledge. The existing system of

criminal law is based upon the ancient idea of ven-

geance and retaliation in the form of punishment. In
the future, according to the results of recent researches

in psychological medicine, physicians will be largely

instrumental in the treatment of moral disease, and it

is to the physician that society will look for the differ-

entiation between the curable and the incurable crimi-

nals. It is pretty generally admitted that the profes-

sional criminal, passed the age of thirty, cannot be
rescued from criminal life.

In the scientific study of crime the physician has to

do maiidy with the occasional criminal, the habitual

criminal and the born criminal. The criminal by pas-

sion presents no criminal history, and his criminal act

is followed by the deepest regret. The criminal by
occasion is of a weak and pliable organization, and he

should be protected, as far as possible, from the influ-

ences which may render him a habitual criminal.

The professional criminal is temperate, without real

friendships, and with transient and unstable sexual

ties. While all authorities agree that education itself

is no bar to criminality, it must be admitted that the

discipline involved in education, and the avenues
which it opens to honest, remunerative labor, are

favorable elements in reformation when other condi-

tions render this possible. On the conviction of a

criminal he should be turned over to the State for

treatment; the judge should not fix the so-called pun-

ishment. All criminologists without exception regard

the indeterminate sentence as indispensable to proper

reformatory measures. The reports of the Elmira
Reformatory show that between 1876 and 1893, 81.9

per cent, were reformed.

In conclusion, he said that if it were criminal for an

individual to take the life of another from motives of

vengeance, it would seem to be equalh* criminal for

society to take a human life as a punishment for crime.

We certainly should be able to prevent a murderer

from repeating his crime without committing a legal-

ized murder.

third DAT. THURSDAY.

Dr. Zera J. LusK, of Wyoming County, read a

paper on

A NEW AND original METHOD OF OBTAINING
material for skin grafting.

Having to treat an unusually extensive burn, the

result of a man falling into a vat of boiling brine, the

reader of the paper thought he would try the eflfect of

using some of the exfoliated skin, the result of vesica-

tion. A piece one-inch square was softened and steril-

ized in warm boric-acid solution, and divided into

twelve grafts. Seven of these grew rapidly. The
process was continued, and at the end of six weeks
the very large surface had been completely covefed

by soft, firm skin. The same process was also suc-

cessfully applied to the treatment of an old varicose

ulcer, the skin being obtained by raising a blister on

the patient.

Dr. Charles E. Lockwood, of New York County,

read a paper entitled

A STUDY of hysteria AND HYPOCHONDRIASIS,

in which he enumerated many conditions leading up
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to the development of hysteria and hypochondriasis,

and cited illustrative cases.

Dr. Frederick Holme Wiggin, of New York
Counfy, read a paper on

THE TECHNIQUE CF MAUNSELL'S METHOD OF IN-

TESTINAL ANASTOMOSIS.

He said that he had been asked to revise this sub-

ject since the untimely death of Professor Mauusell.

After describing the method in detail, he quoted the

results of eleven collected cases. All of these had re-

covered but two, and in the fatal ones death could not

be fairly attributed to the failure of the suture or the

method of applying it. No special appliances were

required, and it could be easily and rapidly performed.

Dr. DjUGLAS Atres, of Montgomery County,

presented

A review OF THE TREATMENT AND RESULTS IN

NINE CASES OF FRACTURE OF THE NECK OF THE
FEMCR.

One of the most practical deductions made from

these cases was the care that should be exercised in

examining these cases to avoid breaking up an impac-

tion. His results were excellent, notwithstanding

that a number of these patients were aged persons.

Extension was usually required in the young, but in

old persons, sand-bags were usually sufficient unless

there was much shortening.

Dr. Thomas M. Ludlow Chrystie, of New York
County, reported

SOME CASES OF DISEASE OF THE ANKLE-JOINT,

and showed the steel shoe that he preferred to use in

the treatment of these cases.

Dr. John Blake White, of New York County,

presented

A brief CONTRIBUTION TO THE THERAPEUTICS OF

DIABETES.

He said that the best results in treatment were ob-

tained by the use of intestinal antiseptics with appro-

priate dietary restrictions. He had found among
these antiseptic agents, benzosol, one of the most use

ful in this disease. It should be administered in cap-

sules, beginning with a grain or two, and increasing to

fifteen grains a day.

Dr. William A. White, of Broome County, then

read a paper on

the criminal; his social and legal status,

and the philosophy of reformation.

His views were similar to those expressed in the

Presidt-nt's Address. The true criminal, he said, was

a degeljerate, and before deciding on our treatment of

him, we must fix the question of responsibility. The
author then spoke of the glaring imperfections of our

present system of expert testimony, and entered a

protest against capital punishment. Our prison sys-

tem should be modelled after the Elmira Reforma-

tory.

Dr. John F. Erdmann, of New York County, de-

scribed

some fractures in children,

particularly epiphyseal separations.

Dr. Darwin Colvin, of .Wayne County, was

elected President.
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LUMBAR PUNCTURE.

The operation of puncture of the subdural space in

the lumbar region of the spine has rapidly become a

recognized diagnostic method, since its first introduc-

tion to the medical world by Quincke in 1891. It is

interesting to note, that an operation, at first de-

signed as a therapeutic measure, should so soon have

shown its almost complete inetificiency as a curative

means, and at the same time have demonstrated, be-

yond question, its extreme value as a scientific and ac-

curate method of diagnosis. In certain hospitals, not-

ably the Charite in Berlin, the operation has entered

into the routine of examination in case of patients suf-

fering from tubercular or other forms of cerebral or

cerebro-spinal meningitis.

The history of the discovery of lumbar puncture

may be briefly sketched. Based on experimental

work done in 1872, Quincke found that it was a com-

paratively easy matter to inject fluids under the dura

without opening the spinal canal. He also showed

that a free communication exists between the brain

and spinal cord through the subdural space, by means

of which fluids may be transmitted from the one

locality to the other. From these researches, and

from having already experienced the difficulties of

tapping the ventricles for relief of pressure through

the brain, Quincke devised the simple method which

now bears his name. This method he first presented

in 1691 at the Tenth Congress of Internal Medicine,

under the title " Hydrocephalus." At that time

Quincke had operated upon ten patients, with a total

of twenty-two punctures, the operation in each case

being undertaken as a therapeutic measure for the re-

lief of intracranial pressure.

Two years later von Ziemssen reported a number of

cases, in which he had removed in some instances as

much as ninety cubic centimetres of fluid without un-

favorable results. Up to this time, no attention had

been paid to the method as a means of diagnosis. To
Lichtheim belongs the credit of having brought for-
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ward iis claims to recognition in this direction, espe-

cially ill the diagnosis of various forms of meningitis.

Recently Fiirbriuger has brought the question again

into public view through the report of a large number

of cases.

New as the whole matter is, a considerable litera-

ture has already grown up about it, largely, however,

in German periodicals. We are therefore glad to

welcome an excellent discussion of the whole subject

by Dr. George W. Jacoby, of New York,' who adds

to the existing literature a list of cases of his own,

with certain experimental work of a suggestive,

though not original sort. During but six mouths' ex-

perience Dr. Jacoby has operated upon more than

thirty-five cases, classified as follows : supposed tuber-

cular meningitis, seventeen; purulent meningitis, one;

meningitis with abscess, one; tumor, six; hydrocepha-

lus, four; ventricular hemorrhage, one; spinal hemor-

rhage, two ; acute mania, three. The variety of con-

ditions present is suggestive of the wide extent to

which the method has been carried, even in America,

which, in general, must be regarded as more conserv-

ative than Germany.

The procedure of lumbar punclure depends upon

the anatomical facts that the subdural space is contin-

uous in the brain and spinal cord, and that in the

adult the cord reaches to the second lumbar vertebra,

and in children of one year, to the third. Hence a

needle pas^sed into the third or fourth space does not

strike the cord, but passes at once into the meshes of

the Cauda equina. The object of the operation, as

already indicated, is to relieve excessive pressure, or

latterly, to obtain cerebro-spinal fluid for diagnostic

examination.

The operation is a perfectly simple one and easily

carried out with an ordinary aspirating needle, better

attached to a syringe. A needle eight centimetres in

length is desirable, since the depth of the dura below

the surface is often much greater than one expects.

It is hardly necessary to say that the puncture should

be made under antiseptic precautions. Care should

be taken to determine accurately the vertebrie be-

tween which the puncture is to be made. An easy

method suggested by Jacoby is to draw a line be-

tween the highest points of both cristse ilii. Such a

line will pass through (he centre of the fourth lumbar

vertebra, from which it is a simple matter to deter-

mine the point of puncture. The spot selected should

be between the third and fourth or fourth and fifth lum-

bar vertebriB, about five millimetres from the median

line to avoid the tough and unyielding llgamentum in-

ter-spinale. Narcosis is often desirable and necessary

where considerable spasm of the dorsal muscles exists.

The position of the patient is important, since a con-

vexity backward of the vertebral column with conse-

quent slight se[iaration of the vertebra; is essential to

an easy introduction of the needle. Such position

may be brought about by a sitting posture with bent

back in the adult, or, in a child, by placing the patient

' New York .Medical Journal. Ucceiiilnr M, IBM, mill .Imiuary 4,

across the knees of an attendant. The depth to which

the needle must be thrust is exceedingly variable.

The limits are from two to eight centimetres. When
the needle has entered the subdural space, the fluid

begins to flow with a rapidity dependent upon the

pressure to which it is exposed, either in a slight

stream or drop by drop. The amount of fluid to be

withdrawn in any given case is a matter of practical

importance, and must vary within wide limits in view

of the object to be attained. If the fluid is allowed

to escape under its own pressure the pain is not great.

If aspiration be used headache is often extreme, espe-

cially in cases of cerebral tumor, possibly, as suggested

by Stadelmann, due to obstruction to outflow of fluid

from the cerebral cavities, leading to pressure of the

brain on the dura, as the external fluid is withdrawn.

The puncture itself is practically free from danger.

Occasionally a spinal vein may be tapped or nerve

roots slightly injured, accidents from which no perma-

nent symptoms result. A certain danger from the op-

eration should always be borne in mind, and that is,

that since a cerebral meningitis may exist a long time

without affecting the spinal meninges, there is always

a chance in such cases of spreading the infection by

exciting to greater activity the normal current in the

cerebro-spinal fluid. In this way it is by no means

impossible that a local meningitis may be converted

into a general one. The after-treatment is simple—
merely the application of iodoform collodion to the

puncture and a compress of cotton, held in place by a

roller bandage.

From the therapeutic point of view the operation of

lumbar puncture has, as already stated, not been at-

tended with the results hoped from it ; nevertheless,

it may certainly take its place among curative meas-

ures to which some degree of attention must bo paid.

The tapping of hydrocephalus through the brain sub-

stance is not to be regarded as an indifferent oper-

ation, entirely free from danger. With the establish-

ment of the fact that there is free communication be-

tween the cerebral cavities and the subdural space of

the cord, it is clear that we have in lumbar puncture

a method of relief for hydrocephalus as efficacious

as that of puncture of the lateral ventricles. That

such an operation affords relief of pressure is self-

evident. Its actual curative effect is naturally to be

doubled, since the cause of the original affection is in

no way removed. It is, therefore, to be expected that

hydrocephalus (acute and chronic), various forms of

meningitis, encephalomalacia, chronic myelitis, tabes

and subdural spinal hemorrhage, should all have been

treated by lumbar puncture with negative results, .ex-

cept for the temporary relief of certain symptoms.

In Jacoby's own cases, the headache of brain tumor

was relieved, and the pulse and general condition im-

proved in cases of meningitis. It is an interesting

fact, noted by more than one observer, that when the

puncture is undertaken for the relief of headache in

brain tumor, there is a temporary aud almost unbear-

able exacerbation ol the pain lasting for about fifteen
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minutes, followed by cocnparative relief for several

days. In one case, reported by Fiirbringer, the pa-

tient, who was suffering from right hemiparesis, weak-

ness of both abduceiis uerves, very severe headache,

slight dizziness, and bilateral choked disc, was relieved

to such an extent by the puncture that the headache

disappeared, the optic neuritis improved and an appar-

ent recovery ensued. Goldschisder also reports a case

of cure after the withdrawal of eighty cubic centi-

metres of fluid, in a child presenting symptoms of

meningitis. As Jacoby suggests, we should regard

such an instance with scepticism as not necessarily one

of meningitis, and if meningitis, as possibly curable

without recourse to puncture.

The very practical question of tubercular menin-

gitis comes up in this connection. Jacoby's experience

has shown in rare cases of this affection slight ameli-

oration and notliing more. Considering, however, the

practically if not absolutely uniform fatality of this

disease, any attempt at relief or possible cure is alto-

gether justified, especially if, as in lumbar puncture, it

be attended with no danger to life. Jacoby discusses

again the old question as to whether recovery from tu-

bercular meningitis ever takes place, and, in view of

a case of Freyhan's, arrives at the conclusion that we

must abandon our former position and at least acknowl-

edge the possibility of recovery. Freyhan's patient

was a man of twenty, who had typical symptoms of

tubercular meningitis, with ultimate paralytic symp-

toms and coma. l\vo punctures in the lumbar region

were made, and in both cases the fluid showed the

presence of tubercle bacilli. After the first puncture

improvement set in, which continued until convales-

cence was established. We have not access to the

original article, and whether or not there was a re-

lapse we do not know, but certainly Jacoby was

right in his assertion that scepticism and not dogma-

tism should hereafter be our attitude.

In the exhaustive article before us Jacoby describes

at some length experiments performed by himself as

well as those done by previous investigators, to show

how free a communication exists between the brain

cavity and the spinal cord. The uniform result has

been to prove beyond question that such free commu-
nication does exist, a fact which clinical observation

had already established with a great degree of prob-

ability. It is, therefore, to be hoped that spinal punct-

ure may have a broader field before it than yet

appears, and that it may be a first step in a more sys-

tematized method of cerebral and spinal drainage.

{To be ccniliuited.)

Diphtheria in London.— The death-rate from
diphtheria in Loudon still continues very high, that

for the last week in 189.5 exceeding the decennial av-

erage for the last week of the ten years, 1885 to 1894,

by no less than 34 deaths. There were in the month of

December 280 deaths from this disease in and around
London. This record appears in striking contrast to

the death-rate of Paris from diphtheria, which is re

markably low.

A MODEL EXAMPLE OF MUNICIPAL SANITARY
ADMINISTRATION."

The value of public health measures adopted and

successfully carried out for a period of years, is no-

where demonstrated so clearly as in the large cities of

Great Britain ; and among these cities Glasgow stands

out prominently as a shining example of what may be

done by intelligent health officials in improving the

sanitary condition of a great city, and consequently in

prolonging the lives of its population.

Dr. Russell, the senior medical officer of health of

Glasgow, has recently submitted to the authorities of

that city a history of its public municipal health ad-

ministration during the past forty years, together with

a brief review of its condition in the earlier half of

the century. Quotations are presented from many
authorities showing the bad condition of the city from

1800 down to 1855. Dr. Robert Graham, writing of

the condition of the city in 1818, said:

" If any man wonders at the prevalence of fever among the

lower classes of Glasgow, or at its spreading from their habita-

tions, let him take the walk which I did to-day with Mr. Angus,
one of the district surgeons. Let him pick his steps among
every species of disgustiug filth, through a long alley, from four

to five feet wide, flanked by houses five floors high, with here

and there an opening for a pool of water, from which there is

no drain, and in which all the nuisances of the neighborhood
are deposited in endless succession, to float and putrefy and
waste away in noxious gases. Let him look as he goes along
into the cellars which open into this laue, and he will probably
find lodged, in alternate habitations, which are no way distin-

guished in their exterior, and very little by the furniture which
is in them, pigs, cows and human beings who can scarcely be
recognized till brought to the light, or, till the eyes of the

visitant get accustomed to the smoke and gloom of the cellar in

which they live. . . . We found in one lodging-house, fifteen

feet long by nine feet from the front of the beds to the opposite
wall, that fifteen people were sometimes accommodated; and
when we expressed horror at the situation in which they were
placed, the woman of the house, somewhat offended, and, I be-
lieve, a little alarmed lest we should cause some inquiry to be
made by the police, said, in support of the character of her
establishment, that each family was provided with a bed, and
that she very seldom had anybody lying on the floor."

Mr. Chadwick, so often quoted as one of the fore-

most sanitary reformers through many years of the

nineteenth century, said of Glasgow in 1842:

" It might admit of dispute, but, on the whole, it appeared to

us that both the structural arrangements and the condition of
the population of Glasgow was the worst of any we had seen in

any pjirt of Great Britain."

The chief constable of the city had also said in

1840:

"In the centre of the city there is an accumulated mass of

squalid wretchedness, which is probably unequalled in any
other town in the British Dominions. . . . Moral degradation,
misery, fever and filth prevailed."

Dr. Russell shows in this volume, by tables pre-

sented in a clear and convincing form, and bv well

designed colored diagrams, the marked progress which

has been made in the condition of Glasgow from that

time down to the past year. In successive decades he

traces the important events in the sanitary historv of

> The Evolution of the Function of Public Healtll Administration,
aa Illustrated by the Sanitary History of tihisgow in the Nineteenth
Century, and especially since 1854, with an Exposition of Kesults.
by James B. Russell, M.\., .M.IJ., LL.U., Senior .Medical Officer ol
Health. Glasgow, 1896.
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the city for the period of forty years (1855-94). The

chief eveuts of this character were the followinj;,

some of them being eutirely local, and others having

a general application :

The iutroductioD o( the pure water of Loch Katrine in 1859.

The suppre'isiun of overcrowding iu tenement-houses by the

system of " ticketing " in 181)3.

The establishment of a municipal disinfecting stRtion and wash-

ing-house iu ISl)-!.

The Scotch vaccination act (1864).

The opening of a municipal fever hospital in 1865.

The cattle sheds act (ISGIi).

Closure of fourteen intramural burying-grounds in 1870.

Improvement Trust demoliiiou and reconstruction (1870-77).

Co-operation with school-board to prevent dissemination of in-

fectious diseases in schools (1871).

Erection of model lodging-houses (1886).

Public baths and district wash-houses (1878-8i).

Hospitals opened free to all citizens (1881).

Refuse disposal works opened (1881).

Systematic drain testing (1882).

Tuberculous meat condemned (1889).

Infectious disease notification act adopted (1890).

Sewage purification works opened (1891).

The author traces the municipal policy as to infec-

tious diseases, and its culmination in the establishment

of the Municipal Fever Hospital, and in this connection

lays down the following principles :

" Prevention is the aim and the raison d-etre of hospitals and

sanitary organization; another evidence of the success of pre-

vention, so far lis isolation is concerned, is and may be formu-

lated as an increasing proportion isolated of a diminishing total

quantity of disease existing."

The course of a half-dozen or more of the principal

infectious diseases for forty years is graphically

described by Dr. Russell, and portrayed by several

well arranged diagrams, and the relation of each is

shown to such public health measures as had been

taken for their prevention.

Typhus fever was reduced from a total of 3,607

deaths iu the five-year period (1865-69) to 70 deaths

in the closing period (1890-94). "All the sanitary

energy which, nowadays, we expend in the whole fra-

ternity of infectious diseases, was thirty years ago con-

centrated in a death-or-life struggle with this one

disease."

The following axiomatic statement concerning small-

pox should be laid down as a principle for the adop-

tion of all municipal boards of health. " Apart from

their possibly sinister influence, hospitals can at best

play only the part of an auxiliary in the campaign

aiJaiust small-pox. The first line of defence is pri-

mary vaccination." Dr. Russell advises the employ-

ment of houses of reception for persons who have been

exposed to infection and for cases of a suspicious

character. "To be efficient against small-pox," he

says, " the inspector must combine the keen scent of

the pointer, the wisdom of the serpent and the com-

mon-sense of humankind."

In his treatment of the subject of the prevalence of

typhoid fever, one instructive fact stands out promi-

nently, and is worthy the attention of all municipal

boards of health. The introduction of a pure water-

supi.ly had prevented much of the illness usually due

to the drinking of polluted well-waters, but typhoid

fever still prevailed to a considerable extent up to the

last decade named. Of this prevalence Dr. Russell

says:

" If we consider the history of enteric fever in detail, we ob-

serve that every occurrence of anything like an epidemic preva-

lence has been caused by the distribution of infected milk; and

that these epidemics have been recorded in every decade but

the last." . . .

The history of enteric fever in Glasgow, therefore,

leads to these notable conclusions: (1) that her epi-

demics have all been milk-borne, and since in the first

alone was the infection acquired locally (from the milk-

ing of the cows in a city stable by a mother nursing

children who had enteric fever), and in all the others

demonstrably from defective water-supply, bad drain-

age and other defects at the source of supply in

the country ; (2) that the status of enteric fever in

Glasgow mainly depends upon rural sanitary adminis-

tration.

In the discussion of the chief infectious diseases of

children the author gays :

" Whooping-cough, estimated simply by the number of its

victims, is by a long way the most formidable infectious disease

known in Glasgow, the highest death-rate having been 1,707

per million in the first five-year period and 979 in the last."

Of the general decline in the mortality from

phthisis, Dr. Russell says :

" Since the tubercle bacillus was discovered in 1882, the

knowledge has not only passed gradually into the minds of

medical practitioners and so influenced the management of

cases of tubercle in man, and dictated certain public measures

to medical officers of health, but it has deeply penetrated the

public mind. Hence the diffused effects of this doctrine in the

direction of controlling the distribution of the infecting element

although impossible to estimate in amount, have been great

and growing during the last ten years."

Due credit is also given to the effect of ventilation,

sub-soil drainage, the abolition of dark spaces and en-

closures, the closure of uninhabitable houses, and the in-

spection of dairy-cows.

Altogether the document forms a valuable addition

to sanitary literature and deserves careful study by

every municipal health-officer.

EXPECTORATION IN PUBLIC CONVEYANCES.

The great danger of the spread of tuberculosis and

other diseases by expectoration in public conveyances

and buildings is so well recognized by the medical pro-

fession, and the vile practice is nevertheless so frequent,

that it becomes the duty of sanitary boards to adopt

every jjossible means of restricting it. Not only

should the public be informed as fully and widely as

possible of the dangers to which they are subjected by

this practice, but every effort should be made to secure

our legislatures to take action for its prevention.

At a meeting of the Board of Health of New York

City, held January 14th, Drs. Hermann Biggs and

T. Mitchell Prudden, the pathologists to the Board,

made a report calling renewed attention to the great

danger of infectious diseases being communicated in
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this manner, and recommending the adoption of meas-

ures to prevent the practice. Not only should all

public buildings and conveyances be provided with

proper receptacles for expectorations, but those in

charge of them should be compelled to see that the

rules laid down by the Board of Health concerning

them should be carefully carried out. The report con-

cludes as follows: "There is apparently a definite

reduction in the mortality from consumption in this

city. This has undoubtedly been fostered by the san-

itary measures adopted by the Health Department,

and by the education of the people as to the usual

means of transmission of the disease. And it espe-

cially behooves the Board and the people to adopt

without delay every reasonable measure to further

limit the extension of this, the most fatal disease to

which the human race is subject, as well as of other

maladies less fatal and less common, but still of very

serious import to the health and welfare of the com-

munity."

MEDICAL NOTES.

Cholera in St. Petersburg.— Cholera still lin-

gers in St. Petersburg. Between December 2d and

15th there were 176 cases of cholera and choleriform

diarrhea, of which 86 proved fatal. In the govern-

ment of Volhynia, between November 19th and "ioth,

there occurred 74 cases with 40 deaths.

Diphtheria Antitoxin in Berlin.— From April

to November, 1895, according to Professor Virchow,

there were treated at Kaiser und Kaiserin Friedreich's

Hospital in Berlin 335 cases of diphtheria. Of these

305 recovered, a mortality of 9.5 per cent. The pre-

vious mortality at this hospital had been 43 percent.

A Large Bequest to the Protestant Episco-

pal Hospital, Philadelphia.— By the will of Mrs.

A. E. Aspinwall, of Pittsburgh, who died in Edinburgh,

Scotland, last December, her entire estate, estimated at

about 83,000,000, was left to the Hospital of the

Protestant Episcopal Church, Philadelphia. The hos-

pital is maintained for the benefit of white female

sick or convalescent orphan children. The will stipu-

lates that there shall be no denominational discrimina-

tion, and asks that preference be given to children who

have lost both parents.

Puerperal Fever and Puerperal Infection.—
Dr. Henry J. Garrigues writing in the " American

Text-Book of Obstetrics" calls attention to the use-

lessness and inaccuracy of the term " puerperal fever,"

a term which might be defined as any rise of temper-

ature occurring during the puerperium. The fever

might be due to pleurisy, rheumatism, malaria— in

short, any acute febrile affection, occurring during this

period. As a substitute for puerperal fever, we should

employ the term '• puerperal infection," a phrase which

adequately and accurately characterizes the disease on

an etiological basis.

A Case of Bullet-Wound of the Heart. —
Fiukh (^Cenlralblatt fiir die Med. Wiisensch., 1895,

No. 46) reports the case of a man who survived for

sixteen days a bullet-wound of the skull and of the

thorax, together with other injuries. The respira-

tion was deep and labored ; the pulse at first 100 and

strong, later slow and weak ; the heart-sounds were

iudistiuct. At the autopsy was found a bullet-wound

of the third right intercostal space. The bullet had

first penetrated the wall of the right ventricle, then

the lower border of the tricuspid valve close to the

septum, and finally the wall of the left ventricle. In

the ventricles were found a few post-mortem clots and

a little fluid blood. In the pericardial sac there was

no blood, but here lay the revolver bullet. The nar-

row bullet-wounds had healed completely. The lungs

were not injured.

Dr. Jameson.— It is only a few months since the

military exploits of the medical hero of the Chitral

defence attracted the world's attention, and now we

have another medical man actively engaged in

military affairs. Dr. Jameson will be indeed fortunate

if he escapes the full penalty for the offence of lead-

ing an armed force into a peaceful territory. He is a

Scotchman by birth, and was educated at University

College, London. He became a member of the Royal

College of Surgeons in 1875, Bachelor of Medicine

and Surgery of London University in the same year,

and graduated as doctor in 1877. Shortly afterwards

he went out to Kimberly, where for many years he

was the leading physician. He then formed the friend-

ship of Mr, Cecil Rhodes, who came to him as a pa-

tient. He has been created a Companion of the Bath,

and is the administrator for the British South Africa

Company.

boston and new ENGLAND,

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston,— Dur-

ing the week ending at noon, January 22, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease :

diphtheria. 111, scarlet fever, 30, measles, 24, typhoid

fever, 14,

Bequest to the Massachusetts General Hos-

pital. — By the will of the late Martin Brimmer of

Boston, the Massachusetts General Hospital receives

the reversion of $20,000 at the death of his widow.

Bequests to Hospitals.— By the will of the late

Samson R, Urbino, $500 each was left to the Perkins

Institution for the Blind in South Boston and to its

kindergarten, $500 to the School for FeebleMinded

Youths in Waltham, $500 to the Massachusetts Char-

itable Eye and Ear Infirmary, Boston, and $200 to

the West End Nursery.

Competition IN Medical Practice, — The fol-

lowing extract from a private letter written by a

young Boston physician under date of May 26, 1827,

may be of possible interest to young doctors of the

present day who are inclined to think that the com-

petitions of medical practice are keener than ever be-

fore : " The profession does not offer even a prospect

of support to a young man here ; and if this plan (the
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establishment of a medical juurnal) fails, I believe I

shall tn some other employmeut. There is as much

contest about a district of the Dispensary which Lewis

is about fjiviug up as if there was a salary of a tliou-

sand dollars to go with it. The fortunate applicant

will perhaps find he has caught— a Tartar." We are

not informed whether this young physician made a

fortune out of a medical journal or "tried some other

employmeut."

Registration ok Physioians. — In the Massa-

chusetts Si-nate on .January 17th, Mr. Hutchinson, of

Suffolk, introduced a bill providing that all applications

for registration as jihysicians or surgeons shall be made

on blanks to be furnished by the Board of Registration

and Medicine, and shall be signed and sworn to by the

applicants ; the Board shall examine all applicants,

and only such as are found qualified and shall give sat-

isfactory proof of being twenty-one years of age, and

of good moral character, shall receive the certilicate.

The Board may, by a unanimous vote, after a hearing,

revoke a certificate. The bill imposes a fine of not

less than $100 nor more than $500 upon a person

practising medicine or surgery under a false or as-

sumed name.

A William H. Thokndike Prize Fund.— Mr.

Townsend W. Thorndike has given $5,0U0 to the

Harvard Medical School to found the William H.

Thorndike Prize Fund in memory of his father.

From the interest of this fund a prize of $200 is to be

given annually to the author of the best essay on

some subject in any branch of surgery. As will be

seen from the notice which appears in our advertising

columns (page 2), the students of the Harvard Medi-

cal School and graduates of under live years' standing

of any recognized medical school shall be eligible in

competition for it. According to the wishes of the

donor, should the principal increase to such an amount

as should be considered sufficient to warrant the offer-

ing of a second prize of lesser amount from the inter-

est of the fund, such a second prize is to be estab.

lished, to be known also as the William H. Thorndike

Prize.

Death at the Age of One Hundred and Two.
— Mrs. Phoebe H. Woodward died in Charlestown

last week at the age of one hundred and two years.

She was married at the age of twenty years to Beu-

jamiu Woodward, wlio fought with distinction in the

War of 1812.

The Daughter of a Revoi.utionarv Soldier.

— Mrs. Lucy Davis, of Ashburnham, Mass., died of

pneuQionia Ja.iuary 17lh, aged ninety-five years and

five months. She was the oldest resident in the town

and the daughter of Lemuel Stimson, who fought in

the battle of Bunker Hill and in the campaign of

Ticonderoga.

NEW YORK.

The Post-Grauuate Hospital. — The eleventh

annual report of the Post-Graduate Hospital, shows

that during the year 1,735 house-patieuts were treated,

an increase of 435 over the previous year; 19,227 pa-

tients were treated in the Dispensary, and 493 at their

homes by the district physicians of the Dispensary.

The new building has now been occupied for more

than seventeen months, and continues to prove itself

for the purposes for which it was intended. During

the year 550 practitioners of medicine, from fifty

States, territories and countries, attended the sessions

of the Medical School. The Post-Graduate Training

School for Nurses furnishes the nurses for the entire

hospital, and especial advantages for learning the care

of young infants are afforded by the babies' wards,

There is in the building a play-room, called the sun

parlor, adopted for the amusement, comfort and health

of infants, while on the roof there is a large space,

with a tent covering, also available as a solarium for

adult and infant patients, in pleasant weather. Alto-

gether, it is claimed that the roof of this hospital has

been utilized as has not hitherto been done in any

similar institution in the city of New York, or by the

occupants of a dwelling, except in Oriental countries.

The ladies connected with the Babies' Wards during

the year organized a " Country Home for Convales-

cent Babies," in a farm-house at Chappagna, New
York, and seventy-eight patients from these wards

were cared for there, and kept such periods, varying

from a week to four mouths, as was found needed.

During the year a legacy of $5,000 was received from

the estate of Henry S. Cram.

The Society of Medical Jurisprudence.—
Dr. Edward F. Brush, who was recently elected Presi-

dent of the Society of Medical Jurisprudence, delivered

his inaugural address before the Society on January

20th.

Death of Dr. Bogart Dr. Stepheu Van
Rensselaer Bogart, at one time head of the medical

staff and a Governor of the Sailors' Snug Harbor on

Staten Island, died at his home in Livingston, Stateu

Island, on January 9th, at the age of ninety-one. He
was born in Albany, March 14, 1804. He was a

graduate of the Western New York College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons, and was appointed to the Sailors'

Snug Harbor staff iu 1844. Six daughters and one

son. Dr. R. S. Bogart, a Medical Director in the

United States Navy, survive him.

Death-Rate of New York City. — In the week

ending January 4th the number of deaths in the city

was 774, which is 168 less than the average for the

corresponding weeks of the past five years. Of the

total number of deaths, 169, or considerably more

than one-fifth, were caused by pneumonia. Since then

there has been some increase in the mortality, the

number of deaths reported in the week ending Janu-

ary 18th being 843, but this is still cousiderably be-

low the average for this season of the year. During

the fortnight the mortality from measles increased

from 15 to 22 ; scarlet fever, from 14 to 21 ; diphthe-

ria, from 26 to 40 ; and consumption, from 91 to 107 ;

while that from pneumonia declined to 150. Scarlet
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fever seems to be on the increase, but the health aa-

tborities state that the disease is not generally of a se-

vere type. There have been six cases at the Hotel

Majestic, on Central Park, "West, and several cases at

both Bellevue Hospital and Charity Hospital on

Blackwell's Island. Among those attacked at the

former was Dr. Robert Taft, of the house staff, and at

the latter Dr. Van Usen, of the house staff of that

hospital. Both were sent to the Willard Parker Hos-

pital for contagious diseases, and are doing well.

Small-Pox in Brookltn.— The first two cases

of small-pox in six months were recently reported in

Brooklyn ; one of the patients being a sailor, and the

other a longshoreman.

THE MORTALITY FROM DIPHTHERIA IN
FRANCE.

Henri Monod, Director of the Public Health De-
partment of France, has recently communicated to the

Academy of Medicine certain statistics which have an

important bearing upon the value of the antitoxin of

diphtheria. In 108 towns of 20,000 inhabitants and
over, with an aggregate population of 8,150,000, the

average number of deaths from diphtheria during the

first six months of the seven years, 1888-1894, was
2,627. In the three months, November, 1894, to

January, 1895, the lustitut Pasteur distributed over

50,000 supplies of anti-diphtheria serum, and this sup-

ply, trhich was maintained, was made available not

only for the well-to-do but also for those who, by rea-

son of poverty, were compelled to receive it b}' means
of gratuitous distribution. Now in the first six months
of 1895 the number of deaths from diphtheria in the

same 108 towns was only 904, or a diminution at the

rate of 65.6 per cent. The rate of diminution month
by month went on almost uniformly from one of 56.2

per cent, for the month of January to 47.5 percent, for

the month of June. On these data alone a saving of

15,000 lives would have been effected during the first

half of 189J.

Although, as suggested in the Lancet, climatic con-

ditions or other unknown causes may have influenced

this result to some extent, it seems unreasonable not

to attribute this great diminution, which has gone on

synchronously with the use of the antitoxic serum, in

a large measure to the action of that remedy.

THE VALUE OF SUGGESTION IN MEDICAL
PRACTICE.

The following account is given in La Medecine
Moderne of the manner in which a distinguished

French practitioner, who was one of the medical at-

tendants of Alexander Dumas, used to manage to cure
some of his patients.

One of the most unique of his methods was success-

fully employed in the case of a fashionable woman,
who was exhausted by too many parties and dinners.

She was told that she must get up at eight o'clock in-

stead of at noon, and immediately drink a glass of

fresh water. Then she most take a walk. At nine

she must drink a cup of chamomile tea without sugar,

then take another walk, and at ten o'clock drink an-

other glass of water. The result of this treatment

was marvellous, until one fine morning after a ball the

patient overslept, and did not get up till nine o'clock.

Having passed the time for taking the glass of water,

she contented herself with the chamomile tea, took

her walk, and returned at ten o'clock to take her

second glass of water. She had hardly finished her

breakfast when she was seized with nausea and faint-

ing. Her frightened relatives sent in haste for her

physician, who on arriving reproached his fair patient

for her laziness, but promised that all would be well if

she would carry out his directions to the letter. " The
important thing, madame, is that the tea should take

its place in your digestive system exactly between two
glasses of water. But you forgot to take the first

glass. Hence this accident has resulted. It is now
only necessary to introduce a cup of water so that it

may be in its proper relation to the tea. Inasmuch as

if I gave it by mouth it would follow instead of pre-

cede the tea, you must kindly allow me to give you a

small enema of fresh water, exactly the amount of the

glass yon forgot to drink at eight o'clock this morn-
ing." The patient complied and recovered promptly.

RECORD OF MORTALITY
Foe thb Week ending Satuedat, Januaet 11, 18ft>.
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From measles New York 23, Brooklyu 8, Pliiladclpliia 7,

Providence 3, Bahiiiiore 2, Chicago 1 From scarlet fever New
York 14, Brooklyn 5. From cerebro spinal meningitis Chicago
9, New York 3, Cleveland 'J, Baltimore, Boston, Washington
and 8omervil!e 1 each. From whooping-cough New York 7,

Brooklyn 4. Philadelphia 1, Chicago and Baltimore 1 each.
From erysi|it'las Nt-w York, Chicago, Baltimore and Boston 1

each. From nialaiial fever New York and Brooklyu 1 each.
From small-pox Biook'yn 1.

lu the thiriy-three greater towns of England and Wales with
an estimated population of 10,S(>0,U71, for the week ending
January 4th, the death-rate was 20.7. Deaths reported, 4,311;
acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) 314, measles
I'JU. whooping-cough V2&, diphtheria 9!i, scarlet fever (M, diar-
rhea 4ii, fever 39.

The death-rates ranged from 9.7 in Croydon to 35.9 in Salford

:

Birmingham 24.0, Bradford Ifi.R, Gateshead 20 1, Leeds 18.8,

Leicester 19.9, 1 iverpool 25.1, London 20.1, Manchester 25.4,

Newcastle-on-Tyne 20.1, Nottingham 15.4, Portsmouth 17.5,

Sheffield 18.0, Sunderland 15.2, West Ham 15.8.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD,

For the week ending .January 11th, in Boston, according to
observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—

Baro-
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MEDICAL LIBRARIES.i

Their Development and Use.

BY JAMES R. CHADWICK, M.D.,

Librarian of the Boston Medical Library AssociatioJt.

In accepting Dr. Osier's invitation to give to you a

short address upon the medical library, its develop-

ment and use, at the inauguration of the new building

of the Medical and Chirurgical Faculty of Maryland,

I find myself handicapped by lack of time for adequate

preparation and an experience which is restricted to

one locality, the city of Boston. Still I have had

practical knowledge of the building up of a library

from a few hundred to twenty-six thousand volumes

and twenty-three thousand pamphlets. The lessons

learned in the twenty years of labor may not be devoid

of interest and value to you.

Soon after a young man graduates from the medi-

cal school and assumes the responsibility of the lives

and health of his fellow beings, he soon realizes the

limitations of bis knowledge, and looks about to re-

move them. He finds two principal means of adding

to his meagre acquisitions, hospitals and books. Hos-

pitals, including dispensaries, if assiduously frequented,

certainly teach him more of immediate practical value

than do books. But the knowledge there acquired

does not always bear upon the particular case in his

private practice which is causing him anxiety, and

moreover the hospital has the disadvantage of being

available only during certain hours of the day and of

necessitating absence from his field of labor during the

hours when he ought to be earning his livelihood.

To the printed words of his masters and colleagues

he must consequently turn and where shall he find

them ? His own few shelves contain the treatises from

which he learned the first rudiments of his knowledge,

but in our day every one of these is superseded in two
or three years by the rapid advance of medical science.

In the early years of practice, few men can afford

to buy or even give shelf-room to a tenth part of the

books that he needs ; no man, whatever his means, can

possibly acquire all. A library is consequently indis-

pensable in every centre of population or the health

and lives of the community will be jeopardized by the

ignorance of its medical practitioners. Could this fact

be realized by the liberal men of means in our midst,

self-protection, if no higher motive, would stimulate

them to endow our medical libraries with as free a

hand as they now evince toward hospitals. The bene-

fits coBferred upon suffering humanity would be greater,

though less manifest, to the ordinary man of wealth.

Admitting then, that a medical library for the use

of the profession in every community is indispensable

and recognizing, that we must not expect many con-

tributions from the public, by what direction of our

efforts can we procure it?

I appreciate that you do not need to be told how to

make a start, for I well know that in the thirty-third

year of your age (1832) you established a library in

your Society under the fostering care of Dr. Samuel
Baker; that in 1852 the first catalogue was published

by Dr. John W. Woods ; and that a few years later

Dr. George W. Miltenberger raised funds for the in-

crease of the library with such marked success that

• Bead before the Medical aod Chirurgical Paculty of Jlarjland at
tlie Formal Opeuiog of the Not Hall and Library, Jauoary 11, 1896,

you already possess about 10,000 volumes, ranking

among the larger medical libraries of the country.

As a stimulus to fresh effort to increase your already

lartre library, I have had this chart constructed show-

ing the yearly rate of growth of the seven largest col-

lections of medical books in the country. An explan-

ation of the peculiarities of the curves will throw much

light on the various means by which the growth of

each library has been effected.

The first library to be founded was that of the

Pennsylvania Hospital in 1762 ; there has been a com-

paratively steady increase to the present day, no an-

nual enumeration having been made. It now numbers

15,007 volumes. The difficulty of procuring books in

the last century and the early decade of this can be

appreciated from a printed circular distributed about

1805 to the members of the Second Social or Boston

Medical Library, in which it is stated that " the books

ordered last year from Europe have not yet been re-

ceived."

The second library in order of senority is that of

the College of Physicians in Philadelphia, which was

commenced in 1788. Its curve of growth shows such

great fluctuations that a brief study of them will be

profitable in making evident the means by which a

librarv is augmented. You will note that the increase

was very slow for sixty years, when in 1858, 1,265

volumes were received from Dr. Thomas F. Betton.

In 1864-5 the library was almost doubled in size,

chieflv by the gift of 2,500 volumes from Dr. Samuel

Lewis, who from that date until his death was a con-

stant contributor to its alcoves, the aggregate of his

donations ultimately reaching the grand total of nearly

10,000 volumes. The erection of a tire-proof building

in 1864 also contributed to securing many accessions.

Between 1882 and 1886 the growth was very rapid

owing to the receipt successively of the libraries of the

late Dr. William F. Jenks, Dr. Alfred Stille, Dr.

Samuel D. Gross, Dr. I. Minis Hays, Dr. John S.

Perry and that of the Obstetrical Society of Philadel-

phia.

In 1880 to 1882 Dr. S. Weir Mitchell contributed

$2,000 as a journal fund, and, later, when president,

roused by his love of books and his enthusiasm

the greatest interest in the library, whereby it grew
rapidly. The falling off of its curve and that of the

New York Academy of Medicine in the 80's merely

means that duplicates were thrown out. The College

now contains 49,748 volumes, besides 28,384 unbound
pamphlets, reports and transactions.

The library of the New York Hospital was founded

in 1796, had a steady increase until 1876 when, like

all the others, it took on a more rapid growth. It

now numbers 22,383 volumes but has practically no

pamphlets.

The library of the Surgeon-General's Office in

Washington, begun in 1845, grew so slowly that in

1865 it contained less than 2,000 volumes. Its in-

crease from that date has been so phenomenal that we
are warranted in pausing to seek an explanation, which

is not, however, hard to find. It was in that year

that a young army surgeon. Dr. John S. Billings, who
had shown literary tastes and marked executive abil-

ity during the War of the Rebellion, was detailed to

take charge of this insignificant collection of books.

He at once conceived the idea of developing this

nucleus into a grand national library. By importun-

ing Congress year after year he secured large annual
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appropriations of money (the annual appropriation for

the purchase of books has averaged nearly $7,000
from 1867 to 1895 inclusive), and by persistently can-

Tassing, personally and by letters, the profession of

every State in the Union be secured large donations of

books. Exchanges were effected with other medical

libraries not only in this country but in all parts of the

world. From these two sources about one-sixth of the

total number was derived. The result of his labors is

the most complete medical library in the world, con-

sisting of 110,847 volumes and 191.598 pamphlets.

The influence of this one man's work is not seen in

the growth of this library only, but is made manifest

by the impetus given to all existing libraries and to

the formation of innumerable new ones, of which my
data are still incomplete. The publication of the

index-catalogue of this library, the first series of

which, in sixteen volumes, was begun in 1879 and
completed in 1895, will, when the new series of five or

six volumes is issued, be practically an index to all the

medical literature of the world up to the end of this

century.

Its value to medical scholars is inestimable, super-

seding, as it does, all the time-wasting labor that used

to be expended in bibliographical research. By its

aid we obtain a reference to every rare case that has

been recorded since printing was discovered in A.D.,

1450. But by indexing the articles and reports of

cases in every periodical, past and present, obscure and

famous, this catalogue has immensely extended the scope

of medical research and created a demand for an array

of books and esfiecially of periodicals that is simply ap-

palling. What is an earnest seeker after knowledge

to do when he has, for instance, a case of inflamma-

tion of the pancreas and refers to this catalogue for

the writings on the subject, when he discovers a refer-

ence to a case in the Medicinische Jahreshuchericht von

Peter-Pauls Hospital in St. Petersburg, to another iu
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the Bullelino di scienzia medica di Bologna, to another
in the Moniteur scientijlque and to another in the

Zeitschrift fur die gesammte Medizin of Hamburg, so

on ad i7ifinitum ? He cannot possibly have complete
files of these various periodicals upon his own shelves.

He must have within reach a library, in which most, if

not all, these volumes may be found, or he will fail to

learn all that can be learned about this subject and, as

a consequence, his patient will suffer from treatment

based on half-knowledge.

The demand thus created for periodicals of all kinds

and countries has done more than anything else to pro-

mote the growth and foundation of public medical

libraries throughout our country. This publication is

therefore the great factor in determining, during the

past fifteen years, the rapid rise of the curves of all

the libraries represented upon this chart. The press-

ure of the demand for an extensive literature thus

created will never wane.

The library of the New York Academy of Medi-
cine, inaugurated in 1847, had the same slow growth
as all the others until 1876-7, when Dr. S. S. Purple
gave to it his large collection of medical periodicals.

Its subsequent rapid growth owed much of its impetus

to the energy of my old and dear friend, Dr. Fordyce
Barker, who, combining the wisdom of age and the

enthusiasm of youth, was foremost in securing funds

for a new building in 1880, when he was president.

In 1890 a new impetus was given to this library by
the erection of a superb new fire-proof building. This
library is fast becoming worthy of the metropolis of

country. It contains 33,140 volumes and 13,000
pamphlets.

The medical department of the Public Library of

Boston was founded in 1852 and has grown, by pur-

chase and gifts, at a comparatively uniform rate. It

now contains 19,609 volumes.

The Boston Medical Library Association, of which

I have been the librarian since its foundation, in 1875,

has had a rapid growth from the outset, chiefly be-

cause, in its early years, it took into its fold the libra-

ries of several local societies. Its growth has been
almost entirely by donations and exchange, having no
funds regularly available for the purchase of books.

Its value is greater than its size would indicate for

the reason that nearly 16,000 of its 26,000 volumes
are periodicals and this class of literature is of most
practical value to the medical public. The complete-

ness of our files of journals and transactions I attribute

largely to the existence of the volume which I hold in

my hand, my " want-book," wherein, upon the left-

hand page, is entered every periodical of which we
have any part, while on the opposite page is entered

every volume or number needed to complete the file

of that particular journal. By invariably carrying

this with me upon my travels in this country and

Europe, I have been able gradually, at a trifling ex-

penditure of money, to complete the files of all the

leading periodicals of the world. I submit this to

your special attention if you wish to know how to

build up a medical library with practically no funds

for the purchase of books. This library now contains

26,082 volumes, and 23,595 pamphlets.

1 have sought by the analysis of these curves to in-

dicate the principal factors in the growth of a medical

library. The lessons to be drawn from this enumera-
tion are that if a valuable collection of books is accu-

mulated, the profession will rally to supply for it a

suitable abode ; and, as my friend, Oliver Herford, says,

" It's a poor pill that will not work both ways," so we
find that if a fine building is erected, the library will

soon be forthcoming. In either and every case some
one man must work early and late to secure contribu-

tions and especially to make complete the tiles of pe-

riodicals.

I would not be understood as intimating that money
is not needed for the building up of a library. As
the Chinese say, " With money you can move the

gods ; without it you cannot move a man." Money
and much money is needed for the maintenance of a

library. The continuous service of a librarian and
perhaps one or two assistants must be paid for. Many
hundred volumes must be bound every year. A cer-

tain number of periodicals must be secured for your
reading-rooms as soon as published, and therefore by
subscription. The list of these may be supplemented
immensely by securing gratuitously the exchanges of

your medical journals ; the journals received by your
instrument-makers and manufacturing chemists, etc.,

in return for their advertisements ; the journals circu-

lated in journal clubs of medical men after they have
gone the rounds. You may also obtain in exchange
for your own Transactions the publications of nearly

all kindred societies.

Finally, an author, subject and title card-catalogue

must be kept up to date, no matter what the expense.

"Who wants a lock without a key, a ship without a

rudder, a binnacle without a compass, a check without

a signature, a greenback without a goldback behind

it?" [O.W.Holmes.]
Before closing, I want to say a word about pamph-

lets, with regard to which you will have noticed that

policies differ widely ; the New York Hospital keeps

no pamphlets, the Surgeon-General's Library has sixty

per cent, more pamphlets than books, the Academy of

Medicine has only one-third as many pamphlets as

books. Some of this discrepancy is doubtless due to

different relative classifications of books and pamph-
lets. In order to secure uniformity, the rule of the

Washington Library should be universally followed :

to classify as a pamphlet everything that is unbound,
up to a hundred pages, and everything that contains

less than thirty pages, even though bound ; to classify

as a book everything above thirty pages, if bound, and
everything above one hundred pages, even though un-

bound. This is purely arbitrary and may not be inva-

riably followed, but it is as fair a classification as can

be devised. No accurate comparison of the size of

the different libraries can be made if, as in my knowl-
edge has happened, one library counts everything

above thirty pages as a book, whether bound or un-

bound. It may thus surreptitiously add many thou-

sand volumes, so-called, to its aggregate of books, and
take thereby an illegitimate rank among the libraries.

Pamphlets should be carefully kept and catalogued

in one library in every city. They include most of

the graduating theses, which are often compilations of

inestimable value ; they often contain the results of ex-

tensive laboratory experiments; they contain much
local history, reports of special committees who have
investigated water-supply, drainage, epidemics, quar-

antine, etc. Reprints of journal articles are of use,

even though the library has the file of the journal

in which they appear, because they may circulate for

home reading when the journal may not be allowed to

leave the building.
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Classify your library by subjects, makiDg the sub-

divisions more oumerous from time to time, as the

books accumulate. Do not agree to keep a man's

library, if on various subjects, together as a unit, if

you can help it, for you thereby break in upon your
regular system of classitication and make the library

harder to administer and less available to the readers,

besides storing many duplicates uselessly.

As to the use of the books, make it as free as is

consistent with their safety. Where the useis of a

library are all members of an association and conse-

quently known personally to the custodian, it is gen-

erally deemed safe to allow them free access to the

shelves. All books that can be readily replaced may
circulate for home reading, but not periodicals, for the

loss of one volume of these depreciates the value of

the whole series.

It is useful to make duplicate tiles, as occasion pre-

sents, of the leading periodicals for home reading.

Beyond this be liberal in the disposal of duplicates ;

there is no market for medical books, so you may as

well bank on the future, by giving freely of your du-

plicates to other kindred institutions on open exchange
account, which is never meant to be balanced. You
hereby establish a claim upon such institution for any
favor it may be in position to do you in the future.

But I find that I am dropping into technical details

that can have no interest for any one but your librarian

and committee on the library.

In conclusion, I want to parry the charge of having

too prosaic a view of a medical library, of seeing only

the utilitarian side of it. To the deep student, to the

true lover of books, nothing that I can say will add
or detract from his appreciation of it. Remember what
Confucius says, " Learning without thought is labor

lost ; thought without learning is perilous."

THE RESULTS OBTAINED BY EXAMINATION
OF THE AIR-DISTENDED BLADDER IN FE-
MALES, WITH SOME REMARKS UPON THE
TECHNIQUE AND A SUAIMARIZED REPORT
OF CASES.!

BV EDWARD BBVS0LD8,

CrsTOSCOPT of the bladder is no new procedure
either in men or women. But the long-established

method of examination of the bladder, when distended
with fluid, through a fenestrated cystoscope carryinc
an obliquely placed mirror within its calibre, is so un-
satisfactory in its results as never to have attained
popularity, nor to have established any very familiar
knowledge of the viscus. This method further labors
under the disadvantage that local treatment is of
course impossible through such an instrument.
The direct exploration of the female bladder was

placed upon a wholly diflFerent plane, however, when,
but little more than two years ago, it occurred to Dr.
Howard A. Kelly, that if a woman were placed in an
appropriate position and air allowed to enter the
bladder, it could be made to dilate under the influence
of negative ab<lomiual pressure, just as the vagina is

dilated in the familiar use of the Sims speculum ; and
it is to-day a matter of familiar knowledge that direct
inspection of the mucous lining of the bladder is by
this method a procedure sufficiently easy, rapid, and
painless to be used in the office, and to be applicable

' R«ad before the Obatetrioal Society of Boston, November 9, 1895.

to ordinary clinical work. Its value and results are,

however, still sufficiently tubjudice to render it desir-

able that we should accumulate as large an amount of

testimony as possible upon this point.

Our knowledge of the pathology of the bladder is

still small, and workers in this field still labor under
great difficulties, many if not most of which are owing
to the absence of a satisfactory literature, and iudeed,

of the knowledge which produces such a literature.

This scarcity of literature is to be deplored, but is per-

haps natural when we remember how very recent

the introduction of the method is. Not quite two
years ago, when I personally first began to study the

subject, there was not even a satisfactory account of its

technique to be procured, and I was obliged to start

by a visit to Baltimore, where Dr. Kelly very kindly

demonstrated his method to me. Even then I was
obliged to expend the labor of a number of months
before I was able to make a satisfactory examination

of the bladder; for at that time even Kelly, whose
mind was principally occupied with the affections of

the ureters, had paid but little attention to the bladder

itself ; and I believe that most workers are to-day in

the same position in which he then was, that is,

occupied chiefly with the ureters and content to ignore

the bladder, unless incidentally; and, although there

is now a considerable volume of periodical literature

descriptive of the technique of Kelly's method, yet

the scantiness of the literature which relates to its re-

sults is shown by the fact that when I attempted to

read up whatever had been written, in preparation for

this paper, an exhaustive search of the " Index Medi-
cus " up to the date when its publication ceased, and a

letter to the office of the Surgeon-General at Washing-
ton, asking for a list of articles published since that

dale, furnished me, indeed, with a few papers in which
single cases were detailed, but with no single effort at

any general statement of what should be looked for, or

of the results of treatment in any series of cases, how-
ever small. The individual cases reported were, more-
over, almost without exception, affections of the ureters,

and there was no single reference to any condition of

the bladder except tuberculosis. 1 am, therefore, led

to hope, that though many others are now working in

this field, a brief statement of my own experience may
help other beginners in avoiding the great waste of

time which attended my own blind efforts to obtain a
knowledge of the normal bladder, and of the more
familiar of the pathological appearances which may be

expected ; or that it may, at least, produce criticisms

and differences of opinion from others who are now
familiar with the method. Sly object to-oight is to

present to you a preliminary numerical statement of

the lesions which 1 have so far observed, of the num-
ber of cases in which each has appeared and of the re-

sults of treatment in these cases ; and, afterwards, to

speak briefly of certain rules of procedure which I

have picked up slowly by the disagreeable process of

studying out the causes of my failures, and which my
experience now leads me to believe to be essential to

success in the diagnosis and treatment of affections of

the female bladder.

In reporting my cases I feel obliged to limit myself

to those which I have seen since December 1, 1894,

the date on which my last year's service at the City

Hospital began, as my records of those which I had
seen before that, time are rendered valueless by many
omissions and errors of observation, which were due, I
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hope, to my lack of experience. Those of these cases

which are of interest I hope to write up in detail at

some future time, and shall therefore content myself
to-night with a simple summary of the lesions which I

saw during a live mouths' service at the hospital last

winter and spring, together with a few which have
occurred in my private practice during the year 189.5.

My hospital work during this period was based upon
the plan of examining the urethra and bladder in

every case in which frequent, or frequent and painful

micturition was constantly present in sufficient degree
to make the patient ready to submit to treatment, and
in which there was no contraindication in her general

condition. As a result of this policy, I cystoscoped at

the hospital twelve patients, to which I may add four

cases taken from my private practice, with the follow-

ing results :

Negative Resultt.— Three cases. Nothing was
found in the bladder in three cases. In one of these

the examination was satisfactory, and the patient re-

ported at her next visit, a few days later, that she was
entirely well. I take it that there was some irritable

condition of the urethra which was relieved by the di-

latation. In the second case the examination was uu-

satisfactory, but was followed by chilly sensations

alternating with hot flashes in the next twenty-four
hours ; and as the urinary symptoms were not im-

portant, the patient was not re-examined and was en-

couraged to endure her discomforts. In the third

case, one seen in private practice, a fairly satisfactory

examination failed to show anything except that the

posterior wall of the bladder was pressed inward by
the fundus of what is known to be a sharply aute-

flexed uterus. The mucous membrane covering this

mound — so to speak— in the bladder was redder
than the remainder of the vesical surface; but this, as

I hope will appear later in my paper, was probably
not pathological but due to the existence of imperfect

dilatation, that is, of less tension over this portion of the

bladder wall. The results of the treatment were, I

regret to say, extremely unsatisfactory and the patient

is at present unrelieved of her urinary difficulties.

[Siuce the paper was written this patient has been re-

examined, after an interval of many months, and a

ureteritis with vesical erosions found. She is now im-

proving with fair rapidity.]

Tuberculosis. — Four cases. There were four cases

which I have classed together under this heading.

One patient was examined for trifling urinary symp-
toms in what proved to be the initial stage of a local-

ized tuberculosis, the diagnosis being sustained by the

presence of tubercle bacilli in the urine. After some
weeks of treatment, the bladder was restored to a

wholly normal condition and the symptoms dis-

appeared. I have seen this patient recently and she
is still wholly well, after an interval of eight mouths.
[Has since returned with a recurrence, but is again

well.] A second case was examined first in a reason-

ably early stage of the disease. She was treated for

some weeks, and was so greatly relieved that she un-

fortunately ceased coming to the hospital and took a

place as a domestic. She returned about a year later iu

an advanced stage of the disease and with well-marked
renal tuberculosis. She was again somewhat relieved

by treatment; but there was, of course, no prospect

of a cure, and she eventually gravitated to Tewksbury.
In a third case the clinical appearances were precisely

those which were seen in the first, but two attempts to

detect the presence of bacilli in the urine yielded

negative results, and as the bladder was shortly

brought under treatment into a normal condition, the

diagnosis is likely to remain open to doubt. In the

fourth case the patient was seen but once, and the

diagnosis was made from the clinical appearance only.

Ureteritis.— Eight cases. In eight cases, or fifty

per cent, of the cases examined, it was possible to es-

tablish an undoubted diagnosis of ureteritis. In

one case there was an acute cystitis, complicated

by an involvement of the ureters. The patient

was discharged well. In one, ureteritis was com-
plicated by a small ulcer near the internal orifice

of the urethra. This patient was discharged well. In

two cases the ureteritis was accompanied by granular

inflammatory patches separated from the mouth of the

ureter by a small space of normal mucous membrane.
One of these cases was discharged well. The other

was treated but twice, and although she was improv-

ing when last seen, I feel bound to enter the result as

not treated rather than relieved. In one case there

was ureteritis and a probable inflammatory patch of

roughened mucous membrane ; but the examination

was somewhat unsatisfactory and the patient never

returned. Discharged, not treated. One case was
uncomplicated ureteritis, discharged well. To these

six should be added two cases of acute ureteritis seen

in private practice, but not cystoscoped ; in one case

because the diagnosis was clear without cystoscopy

aud the patient was extremely sensitive to pain ; iu

the other, on account of the youth and virginity of

the patient. Two other cases, seen iu private prac-

tice, are not included in this lisc because the cysto-

scope was not used and the diagnosis, though probable,

could not be regarded as established.

Ulceration and Sacculation of the Bladder.— One
case. There was one case, seen in private practice, in

which the cystoscope demonstrated the presence of

several deep ulcerations and a large number of cica-

tricial bands iu the bladder of a woman who had been

the subject of considerable, but not extreme, urinary

discomfort for many years. In two places the cica-

trices were annular and the portions of the bladder be-

yond them communicated with the rest of the viscus

only by narrow openings. This patient could be ex-

amined only under anesthesia, and the treatment was
necessarily limited to a single sitting. As a result,

however, of a single local treatment her urinary trouble

is — six months after operation — limited to very

slight frequency of micturition when she is over-fa-

tigued. I prefer to report this case as relieved rather

than well, because I believe the condition likely to

recur.

There were in all sixteen cases, of whom three

were discharged not treated ; nine, well ; two relieved

(one of them the case last reported) ; and two, unre-

lieved.

The list includes every case in which the examina-

tion was made during the period named, and seems to

me to warrant a belief in the frequency of localized

lesions in a very large proportion of cases in which
there is frequent, or frequent and painful, micturi-

tion.

These are, then, my cases of the last eleven months
and are the only ones which I think worth reporting

statistically, but in respect to what they have taught

me, the comparatively ill-observed cases of my first

year were perhaps more valuable.
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lu gummiug up my whole experience, the first point

tbat I notice is tliiit aItiiou>;li some of my early cases

showed wliat was then, to me, an unexpectedly close

localization of the lesions; yet in the great majority

of them 1 was able to make no very sure diagnosis,

and in few or none did I obtain any very marked ben-

efit from treatment ; but that as 1 grew more expe-

rienced, the proportion of cases in which the diagnosis

was clear grew greatlj' larger ; until in the last year,

as instanced by the list just read, there were but few

cases in which I failed to find a definite lesion, and in

by far the greater proportion the results of treatment

were exceedingly gratifying. My resulting position is,

that though I certainly believe that there will always

be cases in which the urinary difficulty is distinctly a

reflex from pelvic or general non-urinary disease, I

have been brought to what was, to me, the very unex-

pected conclusiou that in the majority of cases in

which 1 have been in the habit of believing that

urinary symptoms were the results of a reflex influDuce

from other pelvic diseases, there is, in fact, some local-

ized vesical lesion which is susceptible of independent

treatment, with the result of a relief or cure of the

urinary troubles, independently of the condition of the

other pelvic organs; and, believing as I do, that our

knowledge of the bladder is as yet by no means per-

fect, and tbat our knowledge of treatment is very ele-

mentary, I am led to hope that the proportion of cases

which we must, as yet, still class as reflex, will be in

the future somewhat further diminished.

In searching for the causes of my failures in my
early work, I notice first an imperfect appreciation of

the importance of obtaining complete dilatation of the

bladder. It would seem at first sight as if a moder-

ately complete dilatation would, iu the end, yield as good
results as a wholly complete expansion, even though

the resulting examination were less comfortable and

more tedious ; and such was at first my own belief.

In point of fact, it has been demonstrated to me in

case after case that no diagnosis can be considered

satisfactory unless it is made by the inspection of a

fully dilated bladder.

It is more especially, and most emphatically true

that a negative result derived from anything but com-
plete dilatation is absolutely worthless.

Three factors enter into the difference of results.

First, and least important, in the partially dilated

bladder the speculum is necessarily so near to the wall

which is under examination that but a small field can

be seen at any one time, and a systematic inspection

of every part of the bladder is almost impossible from
the loss of time involved ; whereas, when the bladder

is dilated to its full capacity, by holding the inner end
of the speculum but little inside the internal orifice of

the urethra, the bladder wall is at a considerable dis-

tance from the end of the speculum, and a large field

can be covered by very slight motions of the speculum
and in a short s|)ace of time.

Secondly, and more important, in the partially di-

lated bladder there are necessarily numerous folds in

which small lesions may be concealed ; and, moreover,
our inspection of the all-important trigonal region is

always rendered difficult, and sometimes impossible, by
the presence of even a small quantity of urine ; and
it must be remembered that even if the bladder be
wholly emptied at the start, the urine rapidly re-accu-

mulates during the examination.

Thirdly, and most essential, the appearance of the

mucous membrane during partial dilatation is utterly

and wholly difFerei\t from its appearance when the

bladder is in complete expansion. While the bladder

wall is lax, as must always be the case with partial

dilatation, the mucous membrane has a soft, velvety-

looking surface, which is rendered rough by the pres-

ence of innumerable minute, one might almost say

microscopic, wrinkles; that is, the surface looks

granular; it is uniformly pink iu color, granular

inflammatory patches are almost indistinguishable from

the surrounding healthy mucous membrane, and even

shallow ulcerations are distinguished with the greatest

difficulty. In contrast to this, in the presence of full

dilatation, that is, when the bladder walls are rendered

tense by their intrinsic resistance to the expansile

force of a fully developed negative intra-abdominal

pressure, the normal mucous membrane shows a white

and glistening field, over which branching blood-vessels

throw a coarse network of brilliant red, and against

which the smallest ulcer or inflammatory spot exhibits

itself with almost startling distinctness. The appear-

ance of the vesical mucous membrane in this condition

may be not inaptly compared with the base of the eye as

seen with the ophthalmoscope. All folds are obliterated,

the all-important trigonal region is easily found, and it

can be readily appreciated that only in this condition

can a sure diagnosis be reached ; or, at least, that it is

only when the bladder has been inspected in this con-

dition that we can be safe in assuming the absence of

abnormalities. In the presence of full dilatation we
can inspect with ease every part of the bladder wall

except the anterior portion, and this is, so far as we
now know, unlikely to be the seat of disease. The at-

tainment of complete dilatation is then the first point

which I now insist upon.

The second source of error which I note is that I

was at first unacquainted with the comparative im-

portance of the different regions of the bladder ; and

that when, as is often unfortunately the case, the com-
plete dilatation is inconstant, and the diagnosis must

be made by quick glances during the short periods

when it is present, a hap-hazard search may fail to re-

veal lesions which would be promptly discovered by a

more systematic inspection. As a matter of fact, it

seems to be a rule that if the region of the trigonum

and its neighborhoods on the posterior and lateral

walls, are free from disease, there is every probability

that the bladder as a whole is normal. In every vis-

cus with which we are familiar it is known that dis-

ease is apt to localize itself at a certain point or

points ; and when we consider the physiology of the

bladder, and that any irritating substance, whether in-

troduced from above or below, will first come in

contact with the trigonum; also that the contained

fluids will constantly gravitate to this point in all the

ordinary positions of the patient, it is easy to under-

stand why this should be the most frequent seat of

disease. Jn the event, moreover, of our being obliged

to suspend the inspection after having seen these

regions oidy, we may feel fairly confident that the ap-

pearance of the remainder of the bladder will be but

slightly modified from those seen here. The importance

of this region is further emphasized by a fact in treat-

ment, of which I feel reasonably confident, that if the

region of the trigonum has once been rendered nor-

mal, there is, in the majority of cases, a tendency to

the resolution of the usually less marked lesions iu

other portions of the bladder ; but upon this point I
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mu8t be content with a passing reference, since to

enter upon a discussion of treatment would be to ex-

tend an already long paper to an unconscionable

length. I may, however, be pardoned if, after empha-
sizing the absolute importance of complete dilatation,

I permit myself to add a few words upon the compara-
tive value of the different postures and methods of ob-

taining dilatation and a consequent easy opportunity

of examining the all-important region of the trigonum.

Dilatation of the bladder depends upon relaxation of

the abdominal muscles, and as every gynecologist

knows, this can be attained only by obtaining the full

confidence of the patient, by persuading her that she is

not liable to unexpected pain, and in many cases only

by the training which comes from several examina-
tions ; some points in the avoidance of pain are, how-
ever, peculiar to this special examination, and must be

referred to here. The meatus urinarius is the only

organically narrow portion of the urethra, and is

usually lacerated by the passage of a No. 12 Kelly
dilator. I believe it to be well worth while to make
it a rule to devote the first sitting to this process of

dilating the meatus, and to make no attempt to pass

the cystoscope at this visit.

I am in the habit of beginning each sitting by the

insertion of a small pledget of absorbent cotton,

wrapped upon an applicator, and saturated with a 20-

per-cent. solution of cocaine. At the first visit the in-

troduction of the cotton usually causes considerable

pain, but when it is once in position, one is justified in

assuring the patient that she has passed through the

only very painful stage of the ordeal. After allowing
the cocaine five minutes in which to attain its effect, I

dilate the meatus, as a rule, to the size of a No. 13 or

14 cystoscope. This dilatation is always attended by
bleeding, but the bleeding has never been known to be
of moment. The patient is then assured that the

subsequent sittings will be far less painful, and dis-

missed for the day. At her next appearance the co-

caine is again inserted, this time with little or no pain,

and the meatus is then dilated to about No. 13. The
dilatation is much less painful than on the preceding
occasion. She is assured that the rest of the opera-

tion will be practically painless, and after resting for

a few moments is turned over into position for the use
of the cystoscope. The passage of the No. 12 cysto-

scope is then almost painless, and at this or the next
silting most patients are able to relax completely. I

believe that a gradual training of this kind is in most
cases far preferable to making the first examination
under general anesthesia.

For obtaining dilatation of the bladder, we have the
choice of three positions: first, the Kelly position, that
is, with the patient upon her back, her hips elevated
by a pillow, the thighs flexed to the sides of the ab-

domen, and the knees extended across the chest

;

second, the knee-chest position ; and, third, the famil-

iar Sims. Each position has its advantages and its dis-

advantages. Kelly's position is rather uncomfort-
able for the patient, but is far more comfortable than
the knee-chest. It renders the region of the trigonum
more easily accessible than any other. It is conse-
quently more convenient for both diagnosis and treat-

ment, and more especially for the use of the ureteral
catheter. Its disadvantasjes are that complete dilata-

tion is less easily attained in this position than in

either of the others, that the urine is less completelv
out of the way, aud that a small amount makes more

trouble. Kelly himself says that it is better to use

the knee-chest position until the patient has become
well trained, and always in unfavorable cases. In my
experience Kelly's position has been unsuccessful in

stout patients, in patients with rigid abdominal walls,

and in the great majority of all patients in their early

sittings.

The knee-chest position is perhaps the most gen-

erally useful. Its great advantage is its creation of a

more powerful negative abdominal pressure than can

be attained in any other, and therefore in the attain-

ment, as a rule, of better dilatation than by any other

position. The urine gravitates to the fundus and is

wholly out of the way, so that a comparatively large

amount makes no trouble. Its disadvantages are that

any long maintenance of it is uncomfortable to the pa-

tient, and that the trigonal region is rather difficult of

access for the surgeon, more especially so when we
come to consider the question of treatment or of

ureteral catheterization. It is, nevertheless, the posi-

tion which must be used in a large majority of cases.

Sims position is only occasionally useful. It is the

most comfortable for the patient. Distention is more
easily obtained than in the Kelly position, but less

easily than by the knee-chest. So, too, in the amount
of trouble caused by the urine, it occupies an inter-

mediate position. It produces, however, a lateral dis-

location of the bladder which is confusing to the

surgeon and makes the lower side of the trigonum aud
the lower lateral wall somewhat inaccessible; but this

can, of course, be obviated by placing the patient upon
one or the other side in accordance with the region

which we wish to inspect, and the position is therefore

occasionally useful for the treatment of cases in which
the location of the lesion is already known.

In conclusion, I may say of the value of Kelly's

method of examination of the air-distended bladder

that it has already changed our ideas of vesical disease,

and has certainly transferred the affections of the

lower urinary tract of women from the region of diag-

nosis from obscure symptomatology, to that of a clear

and definite physical examination, that is, from med-
icine to surgery. As our knowledge of the subject in-

creases, this change is likely to become even more
pronounced. The method has already established it-

self as not only the best, but as, so far, the only satis-

factory method for diagnosing and treating the more
serious affections of the bladder. Its practice is likely

to lead us to pay an increasing attention to the lesser

degrees of vesical disease, both because it has already

been established that a very slight degree of irritabil-

ity may be due to the initial stages of important
disease, and because it offers a prospect of cure in

many cases in which we have been in the habit of en-

couraging patients to endure slight urinary distress,

simply because we knew of no way of relieving it, or

because we believed it to be of reflex origin, and there-

fore not susceptible of improvement by direct local

treatment. Many such cases can, moreover, be shown to

be susceptible of cure by but a few local applications,

and it is to be hoped that this number will in the

future prove to be greater than we can believe it to be
to-day. I am unwilling to trench upon the domain of

treatment iti this paper, but must here permit myself
the reminder that when we use the word cure in tliis

connection we must add the corollary that in many of

these cases, the local lesions will be sure to recur un-

less the brief local treatment is backed up by the ap-
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propriate and often long-continued course of general

medicinal and hygienic care, which is alone able to

control ihe underlying vicious diathesis.

It is, moreover, important to remember that the

process of direct treatment of the bladder is yet in its

infancy, that its development requires much patience

and prolonged work, and tliat it is yet too soon to

speak with confidence even of its immediate, and far

less of its ultimate results. It may yet be found that

the examination is uot per se the harmless thing which

we now believe it, though so far no evil results have

been reported. Moreover, to avoid an over-enthusi-

asm, it is important for us to remember that the fe-

male bladder is comparatively seldom the seat of even

slight affections, and still less frequently of serious

disease, so that even the most ideal methods of ex-

ploration are never likely to develop a field for exten-

sive work, but I think that we are justified in saying

that in so far as the comparative unimportance of the

field permits, the method of examination which

we have been discussing has inaugurated a great ad-

vance in our knowledge.

It may be noted that I have said little or nothing of

the exploration of the ureters, but this omission is

compelled by lack of space. I felt it impossible to

discuss both questions, even cursorily, within the

limits of a single article, and chose the bladder,

because, fascinating as the ureteral work is, I believe

that it offers far less promise of valuable results than

are to be attained in the treatment of the bladder.

NOTES ON OPERATIONS ON THE OV.4RIES
AND TUBES THROUGH A VAGINAL INCI-
SION INTO THE POSTERIOR CUL-DE-SAC."

BV W. L. UCIBKAGE, M.D.

If the ovaries and tubes can be operated on through

the vagina instead of through an abdominal incision,

the advantages in the way of lessened shock and

avoidance of an abdominal scar are obvious.

The recent revival of the vaginal route of operat-

ing on fibroids and pustubes has called attention anew

to the utilization of this route for the treatment of the

lesser diseases of the uterine aduexa.

T. G. Thomas is said to have performed ovariotomy

through the cul-de-sac some fifteen years ago and no

doubt it was done by others at that time. With the

lack of asepsis that then prevailed and the inherent

difficulties of the technique it is not surprising that the

operation should have been abandoned in favor of the

abdominal operation then just being perfected.

Of late, excision of tubes and ovaries through the

vagina has been practised with success by several op-

erators both in this country and abroad. Polk, of

New York, has operated through an anterior vaginal

incision, and also advocates breaking up posterior ad-

hesions through an opening in the cul-de-sac previous

to doing an Alexander. Martin, of Berlin, during the

last three months has done an operation he calls ante-

rior colpotomy, 109 times." He says he got the idea

from Diihrsseu. He makes an incision anterior to the

cervix, separates the bladder and ureters from the

aterus and opens the peritoneal cavity ; then antevert-

ing the fundus, brings it with the ovaries and tubes

1 Bead before the Obstetrical Society of UoetoD, Noveuiber 'J, 1895.
> Vule article in Aiiuals of Uyneculogjr and Pediatry, vol. ix,

No. I.

through the incision into view. In sewing up, he

fixes the fundus to the cellular tissue at the base of

the bladder, using catgut for suture. In this way he

operates on myomatous tumors of small size ; movable
retroflexed uteri; peritoneal adhesions; procidentia;

cystic ovarian tumors, and tubal diseases. When the

ovaries and tubes are adherent in the cul-de-sac, he
thinks the operation contraindicated. He obtained

good results in all his cases.

The anterior incision gives more room, and great

facility in vaginal fixation. I have operated in this

way twice. My preference is at present for the pos-

terier iucisiou in most cases, because through it adlier-

ent and prolapsed ovaries and tubes can be more easily

reached, a very common class of cases and one that

Martin considers inoperable through the anterior

opening. Anterior vaginal fixation does not seem
to me a suitable operation and I never perform it.

Drainage through the anterior incision is by no means
as good as it is through the posterior.

My experience consists in having opened the cul-de-

sac fourteen times during the three mouths from July

to October, exclusive of excision of fibroids and va-

ginal hysterectomies. The results form the basis of

this paper and have justified me in the belief that in

selected cases the operation has a future. It is adapted,

I think, only to cases of cystic ovaries
;
prolapsed and

adherent ovaries and tubes ; peritonitic adhesions that

limit the mobility of the uterus; small ovarian and
parovarian cysts ; mild grades of salpingitis, and for

diagnosis in doubtful cases. Where the infiammation

of ovary and tube has progressed to the extent of

forming a hard tumor surrounded by exudate, and
where the disease is high up in the pelvis, the proper

operation is either abdominal section or vaginal hys-

terectomy.

The steps of the operation are as follows : The
bowels are moved thoroughly for several days before

the operation, and an enema is given three hours be-

fore, to insure the rectum being empty. This is a

point insisted upon by the French operators, and does

away with the danger of getting feces or the water of

the enema into the wound during the manipulations

necessary to the operation. After the patient is ether-

ized and placed in the lithotomy position, the abdomen
from the umbilicus down, the pubes, the vulva and
vagina are scrubbed with a nail brush and soap and
water. If th.j pubic and vulval hair is abundant, it is

shaved. The parts are next treated with the usual

solutions of permanganate of potash and oxalic acid,

and are finally rinsed off with corrosive, 1-3,000.

The operator's hands are prepared in the same man-
ner and the instruments by boiling in soda solution.

An Edebohls' speculum is inserted in the vagina. The
uterus is curetted and swabbed out with pure carbolic

acid in order to render the operative field aseptic, and

also because there is a complicating endometritis in

most cases where opening the cul-de-sac is indicated.

The opening into the posterior cul-de-sac is made at a

point about three-quarters of an inch back of the cer-

vico-vaginal junction.

A fold in the vagina is formed by catching up two

points, one in front of, and the other behind the pro-

posed line of incision, with two teuacula, and dividing

this fold in the middle with blunt uterine scissors. In

this way a transverse incision is formed in the vagina

about an inch long, and with an extra snip of the

scissors the wound is enlarged to measure about an
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inch and a half. A little dissecting in the cellular tis-

sue soon comes to the peritoneum, which is caught up
with two tenacula in the same way as the vagina and

divided. Two fingers are inserted into the peritoneal

cavity and the bimanual touch practised. Tlae ovaries

and tubes are brought through the opening into the

vagina by retroverting the uterus and traction with

the two fingers in the peritoneal cavity. Adhesions

are broken up, a new ostium abdominale is made to an

occluded tube, an ovary removed by tying off, or cysts

in the ovaries punctured.

When whatever is necessary as regards treating the

appendages is finished, the cut edges of the peritoneum

are brought together with a continuous suture of cat-

gut, and then the vagina with a right-angle buried sut-

ure of the same material. If there is much of a space

between the vagina and peritoneum a third stitch is

placed in the cellular tissue. Where the adhesions

have been extensive and there has been much oozing,

a piece of iodoform gauze is inserted in the cul-de-sac

and the end left projecting into the vagina. The cul-

de-sac being the most dependent portion of the perito-

neum, the draining is practically perfect. The gauze is

renewed after forty-eight hours if the discharge con-

tinues. In most cases the peritoneum and vagina are

closed. The after-treatment consists in keeping the

patient in bed for a week or ten days. There are no

stitches to be taken out, and in my cases where drain-

age was not used the union has been primary, leaving

an almost indistinguishable scar. The small amount
of shock is truly remarkable, and compared with that

in abdominal operations of the same grade is as noth-

ing, the patient behaving much as after a trachelor-

rhaphy. On this account it is often advisable to do

several operations at one sitting, a proceeding not al-

ways to be counselled where abdominal section is per-

formed. The pain following the operation is incon-

siderable. There is no abdominal scar, no weak spot

in the abdominal wall, no need of an abdominal sup-

porter and no danger of subsequent hernia. Conse-

quently it is unnecessary to keep the patient in bed so

long— a marked advantage.

The field of the operation is distinctly limited to

malposition of the uterine appendages and the lesser

degrees of inflammation, small ovarian tumors and the

division of bands. In several cases ovaries, when
freed from adhesions, returned to their normal posi-

tion. In others, which 1 thought to be of a more
chronic character, ovaries that were prolapsed and did

not return when freed, were held in good position by

an Alexander operation. Shortening the round liga-

ments does not always sufficiently raise prolapsed

ovaries, however.

The operation is easier of performance in the case

of thin women with wide and short vagiuK, especially

where the pelvic floor and the perineum have been in-

jured. It is more difficult in fat women with long and

narrow vaginae and where the pelvic floor and peri-

neum are intact. The combination of a rigid perineum

and long vagina make operating by this method very

arduous.

In looking over the notes of my fourteen cases, it

appears that in five an Alexander was done at the

same sitting; in two, a trachelorrhaphy; in one, a

radical cure for inguinal hernia; in seven, one ovary

and tube were removed ; in two, ovarian cysts, the

size of lemons, were taken out ; in three, peritonitic

bands were divided, and in seven, adhesions were

broken up. Cysts in the ovaries were punctured

wherever found, and if there was much oozing, the

bleeding points were touched with the cautery. A
new ostium abdominale was made in two cases by in-

cising the tube and rolling out a cuff of the mucous

membrane and stitching it to the serous covering of

the tube. A few illustrative cases follow:

Case I. Retroversion, lacerated cervix, endometri-

tis, prolapsed and adherent left ovary.

R. A. J., married, twenty-two. Referred to me by

Dr. C. H. Hare, of Boston. No children. Two mis-

carriages : one, five years ago, at six months; the

other, four years ago, at eight months. Always well

up to the time of the second miscarriage, and since

then has suffered with backache. Three years ago had

"inflammation of the womb," and was confined to her

bed three weeks with it. Backache very severe on

stooping. Catamenia every twenty-three days ; seven

days' flow, using ten napkins : pain in the epigastrium

before and during the flow. Husband says he has had

gonorrhea four times, but not recently. Patient has

been wearing a pessary for the past two years.

Examination shows a large uterus, retroverted with-

out the pessary ; cervix large and soft, bilaterally lac-

erated, the lips being everted ; the uterine cavity three

and a quarter inches in depth, and an abundant endo-

cervical discharge of opaque, stringy mucus. The left

ovary prolapsed and adherent to the pelvic floor. Va-

gina moderately long and wide.

Operations, July 22, 1895. Curetting, opening cul-

de-sac and breaking up adhesions, trachelorrhaphy,

Alexander.

Dilatation of cervical canal easy ; much tissue ob-

tained by curetting. The usual incision into the cul-

de-sac was made, and the left ovary, the size of a

pullet's egg, was found firmly fastened on the pelvic

floor, the tube being adherent to it at its fimbriated ex-

tremity. The ovary and tube were freed from their

adhesions and several corpora hemorrhagica shelled

out of the ovary, leaving it flaccid and about half the

size of a normal ovary. The tube was enlarged and
congested, and its ostium abdominale patent. The
right tube was like the left and slightly adherent to

the ovary, which was normal. When the ovaries and

tubes had been freed from adhesions and had been

pulled out into the vagina for inspection, they were

returned and the peritoneum and vagina closed with

catgut.

Trachelorrhaphy. Bilateral operation. Worm-gut
for sutures ; five on right, four on left; a wicking of

gauze being left in the uterine canal for drainage.

Alexander. Both ligaments short and large and

non-adherent. The ovaries came up well when the lig-

aments were shortened.

Convalescence normal, except slight suppuration in

the left Alexander wound, and a good deal of annoy-

ance from facial neuralgia. August 20th, the uterus

was in good position and the ovaries were normally

placed. There was good union in the cervix, and only

a line marking the incision into the cul-de-sac. Pa-

tient seen again October 25th, and the same condition

noted.

Case II. Retroposition with anteflexion, subin-

volution, endometritis, double tubo-ovaritis.

M. R. H., married, twenty-five. Hospital case. No
children. One abortion at three months, three years

ago. Pain in left pelvic region, front and back, since

the abortion. Menses very irregular ; may go several
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months without auy. Last meoseB in June, 1895, of

seven to ten days' duration. Leucorrhea. Was oper-

ated on for ti^tuia in ano seven years ago. Is very

auxious to liave children. Unable to go up and down
stairs. Patient very stout ; labia minora large, and

much iu the way during the operation ; vagina very

long and narrow ; uterus large, three and three-quar-

ters inches deep, cervii autefiexed. Exact diagnosis

impossible before the patient was under ether, when it

was found that the right ovary and tube were in fairly

good position, left ovary iu the cul-de-sac and adher-

ent. Sphincter ani very tight, and many old cicatrices

in the mucous membrane.
Operations, September 20'.h. Curetting ; opening

cul-de-sac and removal of left ovary, new ostium ab-

dominale to right tube, drainage.

Sphincter aui thoroughly stretched and rectum irri-

gated with corrosive. Vagina dilated with baud, and
prolonged uterine massage to break up posterior adhe-

sions ; but not succeeding, it was decided to open the

cul-<ie-sac. Curetting brought away a large amount of

fungosities. A short strip of iodoform gauze was left

in the uterus. In 0[)eniug the cul-de-sac, the perito-

neal pouch was found lo come well down behind the

cervix. The left ovary and tube were adherent to the

pelvic floor— the ovary cystic, degenerated, and the

tube enlarged and its ostium abdominale closed. The
ovary and tube were torn free aud tied off. Right

ovary normal ; right tube enlarged to the size of my
little 6nger, the fimbriated end adherent to the ovary,

ostium closed. The fimbriated end was torn free and

a longitudinal slit, two centimetres iu lensjtb. made on

its convex surface. The opening was made permanent

by stitching a cuff of mucous membrane of the lining

of the tube to the peritoneal covering, with flue silk.

Tube spoiiged and replaced.

There was so much oozing that the left cul-de-sac

was packed with iodoform gauze, one end of which
was left projecting into the vagina. At the end of

fort\ -eight hours there had been a good deal of bright-

colored oozing. All the gauze was removed, aud a

fresh piece placed m the vagina for another forty-eij;ht

hours. Normal temperature. Not much pain. Pa-
tient discharged in thirteen days at her own request,

there bein;; a slight puruleut vaginal discharge. Seen
October 26th. The uterus was then iu good position,

smaller, and there was a little cicatrix in the cul-de-sac.

Patient had no pain iu the left pelvis and could go up
aud down siairs freely.

Case III. Small ovarian cystoma, lacerated cer-

vix, endometritis, ruptured pelvic fioor.

J. U., married, twenty-six. Hospital case. One
child, a year a;;o ; instrumental labor and patient in

bed seven weeks afterwards. Since then has suffered

with "inflammation of the bladder" and diarrhea.

Complains chieHy of sharp, cutting pains in lower ab-

domen, aud also bearing down and a feeling of weight

io the pelvis. Painful catameuia for the last two pe-

riods. Patient thiu ; vagina wide aud shallow. Left

ovary size of hen's egg and prolapsed ; right ovary

slightly enlargeil ; both very sensitive. The uterus in

good position iu the pelvis, three inches iu depth.

Deep, bilateral laceration of the cervix.

Operations, August 22d. Curetting, removal of

left tube and ovary, trachelorrhaphy.

Curetting brou>>lit away a small amount of tissue.

Cul-de-sac opened by usual transverse incision Left

ovary, a cyst about four by six ceutimetres iu diam-

eter with thin walls, a little normal ovariaa tissue be-

ing distinguishable on one side. A parovarian cyst,

two by three centimetres, in the left broad ligament.

Tube normal. All were pulled out through the inci-

sion, the pedicle ligated in halves, and the tube and
ovary cut away. The preparatory enema in this case

had not been given long enough before the operatiun,

and at this juncture fluid feces came from the rectum
during ihe manipulation aud got into the wound, which
ivas then irrigated with corrosive. The right ovary

proved to be enlarged by a corpus hemorrhagicum.
This was shelled out, aud after the ovary and tube had
been inspected aud replaced, the incision was closed iu

the usual manner. No adhesions. Slight oozing.

Trachelorrhaphj'. Bilateral operation with worm-
gut, four sutures on right and five on left.

Convalescence absolutely uneventful. Temperature
normal. No pain after first day. Out of bed iu ten

days, and discharged in two weeks. Nothing but a

small scar in vagina. Stitches out of cervix. Good
union. Right ovary normal in size aud not lender.

CERTAIN CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS OBTAINED
BY THE UNION OF PHENOL-DERIVATIVES
WITH THE ISOMERIDES AND POLYMER-
IDES OF CAMPHOR.

Their Use in Medicine and Surgery.

BY THEODORE WM. SCHAEFEE, M.D., KANSAS CITV, MO.

In the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal oi

January 8, 1885, the writer drew attention, iu an

article under the heading of " Phenol-Camphor," to

the fact that when common or Japan camphor and
crystallized carbolic acid were mixed together and
heated, a colorless liquid, possessing antiseptic proper-

ties, would be the result.

This very identical substance is now also known
under the names of carbolated camphor, phenolated

camphor aud campho-phenique.

In the year 1887 the writer published a short notice

in the Therapeutic Gazette, of Detroit, Mich., on simi-

lar substauces obtained by the union of certain phenol-

derivatives with the isomerides and polymerides of

camphor.
At the time (in December, 1882) when I was ex-

perimenting with phenol-camphor the thought natur-

ally occurred to me to extend my investigations to the

other camphors and phenol-derivatives. I found that

a large number of such compounds could be easily ob-

tained, closely analogous to combinatious formed by

the union of camphor with the different phenols.

Besides the common or Japan camphor occurring in

the laurus camphora there are many labiate plants

which contain camphors. Matricaria-camphor, for in-

stance, is found in the oil of matricaria partliium

;

absiuthol, in the oil of wormwood ; myristicol, in the

oil of nutmeg; patchouli-camphor, iu the oil of patch-

ouli ;
(caryophyllin, in cloves, I find, is no camphor at

all ;) and homologous with these are a number of

others found iu many essential oils, showing a great

analogy iu their composition, physical and chemical

properties, to common camphor. Most of these cam-

phors readily unite with the different phenols and

form characteristic chemical compounds.

The reaction between camphor and chloral, the re-

sult being a liquid, has been repeatedly observed.

Acetic, benzoic, citric, salicylic aud valeriauic acids,
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salol, alpha- aud beta-oapbthol form similar liquid com-
biuations with camphor. All these combiuatious, as

well as the one obtaiued when menthol is acted upon

by chloral, have been recently employed in medicine.

Even trichlor-acetic acid, as I have observed, forms a

liquid compound with menthol. Thymol, when heated

with camphor, forms a transparent, oily fluid. Tn this

connection 1 should not fail to mention camphor men-

thol, a clear liquid formed by the union of menthol

with camphor. Dr. Seth Scott Bishop was the first

who described it.

Menthol, like camphor, forms a large number of

compounds with the different phenol-derivatives. The
compound formed by the union of menthol with phenol

will be described later on.

Some of the di- and tri-atomic phenols unite wiih

menthol and form characteristic compounds. Pyro-

ffallot menthol, for instance, is a thick, oily liquid.

Resorcin-menthol is even less mobile than the one just

mentioned and gives a beautiful dark blue color on the

addition of concentrated sulphuric acid. Resorcin-

camphor likewise gives a blue color with the acid.

The compound of menthol with alphanaphthol is a

syrupy liquid, possessing the same properties which

characterize phenol-camphor. Beta-uaphthol forms

with menthol a combination which is exactly like the

one just mentioned. Thymol menthol is a transparent,

mobile liquid.

No doubt combinations of this kind, of menthol

with the phenols of hydrocarbons allied to anthra-

cene (o-anthrol, |3-anthrol, etc.) are theoretically pos-

sible. There is no end, so to speak, to these combina-

tions. I do not propose to enter minutely into the

chemistry of these compounds, for the constitution of

the different camphors has not yet been fully estab

lished, especially as there is still some doubt in regard

to the manner in which the benzene nucleus is united.

The benzene-nucleus is supposed to exist in the form

of a para-compound in common with Borneo-camphor
and it is claimed by some chemists that they (the

camphors) do not contain any bivalent ethylene com-
bination. These phenolated camphors, I would sug-

gest, show a great similarity to ac. tetra-hydro-beta-

naphthol.

MENTHO-PHENOL.

Meutho-phenol, as its name indicates, is obtained by
adding one part of phenol to three parts of menthol

and then melting the mixture. A transparent liquid

is obtained, having an aromatic odor and taste. Ap-
plied to the tongue it produces a temporary anesthesia

similar to that of cocaine, although not so lasting as

the latter. It is of course lighter than water, having

a specific gravity of 0.973. It is nearly insoluble in

water and glycerine, but readily dissolves in alcohol,

ether, chloroform aud most of the light and heavy oils.

It dissolves iodine, iodoform and aristol. Water of

ammonia mixed with meutho-phenol changes it to a

dark vinous color in a few days. It is antiseptic with

strong analgesic properties. It may be used prepara-

tory to cauterizing chancroidal sores and currettiug

necrotic surfaces. As a mouth-wash it may be used

with advantage, two drops being mixed with an ounce
of the aqueous menstruum.
My brother. Dr. Edward H. Schaefer, has recently

investigated the therapy of meutho-phenol. He em-
ployed the agent in chancroidal sores of the penis. In

a case of phagadenic chancroid, where there seemed

to be imminent danger of sloughing of the entire glans

penis, the frequent use of ablations of warm water

mixed with menthopheuol (three per cent.) soon

stopped the destructive process and established resolu-

tion. He employed the agent in mucous patches,

syphilitic in character, making daily application of

meutho-phenol, which resulted in the healing of the

abrasions.

In a case of facial erysipelas in which the submaxil-

lary and cervical glands were threatened by a destruc-

tive, suppurative process, the daily syringing of the

suppurating tracks with warm wa'er, mixed with

three per cent, of mentho-phenol. soon resulted in a

subsidence of the suppuration. The most admirable

results he obtained in a case of an abscess under the

finger-nail, the result of traumatism. There was con-

siderable pain and swelling as is usual in such cases,

the slightest touch to the iuflamed member being un-

endurable. The finger was dipped in warm water

mixed with meutho-phenol (live per cent.). My brother

plunged the lancet deeply under the finger-nail into

the abscess, and to his surprise the patient uttered no

cry nor manifested any demonstrations indicative of

pain. The patient assured him that the pain had
ceased like magic when the finger was immersed in

the warm meutho-phenol mixture. The fiuger was
dressed with gauze rendered antiseptic with two per

cent, of meutho-phenol and healed in a few days.

In a case of suppurative otitis media et interna, ac-

companied with great pain and throbbing, an offen-

sive purulent discharge created an eczematous erup-

tion in the vicinity of the outer ear. The frequent

syringing of the auditory canal with very warm water

mixed with mentho-phenol soon checked the suppura-

tive, inflammatory process and resulted in the disap-

pearance of the eczema. In another case in which a

small insect had crawled into the ear of a lady, a warm
mixture of two per cent, of mentho-phenol produced
the insect to the great satisfaction of the patient.

Wounds, incised, punctured, lacerated, etc., will heal

kindly when cleansed with warm water mixed with

two per cent, of meutho-phenol.

In dental practice mentho-phenol finds its indica-

tious, as an anodyne anesthetic, in odontalgia, obtund-

ing the sensitiveness of dentiue and as an antiseptic in

alveolar abscess, suppurating pulps of teeth, periodon-

titis, etc.

I have used the medicament in pustular acne. The
pustules may be opened without causing much pain

after having been first touched with vaseline contain-

ing five per cent, of menthopheuol. Mixed with

almond oil or alcohol, in the proportion of two per

cent, of the medicament, I have used it as an external

application in itching of the skin. I have never used

it subcutaneously nor by the mouth. Mentho-phenol,
like every other remedy, has its natural limitations of

employment. It cannot, for instance, be used in oph-

thalmological practice on account of the unpleasant

burning which follows its use when applied to the

conjunctiva. This ends the enumeration of clinical

trials with mentho-phenol.

THYMOL-CAMPHOR.

This substance is prepared by heating camphor aud
thymol together. It is a transparent, oily fiuid aud
behaves the same way as phenol-camphor does towards

its solvents. It is milder than mentho-phenol and I

often use it in dermatological practice. I have used
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thymol-camplior iu pruritus of the scrotum aud iu ped-

iculosis pubis with apparently good results. Applied

to the normal, healthy skin it does not occasion any
irritation or redness.

RESORCIN-CAMPHOR.

This liquid is simply obtained by heating equal parts

of resorciu and camphor. Its indications are the same
as those of thymol-camphor. It is superior to the old

mercurial ointment iu removing pediculi.

My chief object in writing this article was for the

purpose of directing the attention of those interested

in medical chemistry to the large number of chemical

compounds which can be produced when the different

camphors are united with the phenols and their con-

geners.

The close chemical relationship of these substances,

naturally leads one to infer a correspondingly intimate

physiological affinity.

Clinical SDepartment.

SUDDEN DEATH : CONGENITAL STENOSIS OF
THE PULMONAKY VALVES.

BY Z. BOYL8TON ADAMS. M.O., FRAMISGHAM, MASS.

A HANDSOME, well-growu lad of fourteen or fifteen

years, spoken of by his companions as a " bright,

smart boy and full of life," fell suddenly dead in the

street.

There is a history of heart affection since early

childhood, characterized by shortness of breath on

running or going up-stairs, with occasional blueness of

lips, and faint turns. In all other respects he has

had excellent health. At the time of his death, how-

ever, he was convalescing for three weeks from a mild

diphtheritic sore throat.

Dr. W. F. Whitney, of the Harvard Medical School,

to whom the heart was referred, writes :

" Left side of the heart, valves and cavities normal.

The right ventricle enormously hypertrophied and

cavity dilated. Tricuspid valve normal, tendons

slightly retracted. Cusps of the valves of the pul-

monary artery completely and firmly united, so that

an opening scarcely a quarter of an inch in diameter

was left. A case of congenital malformation (inflam-

mation ?) of the pulmonary valves.

" The extremely interesting and rare specimen I

shall place iu the Museum."

Dr. H. C. Wood the Victim of a Bictcle Ac-

cident.— The Medical News states that Dr. Horatio

C. Wood was quite seriously injured in Philadelphia

on January 16th in a bicycling accident, and that it

was only through good fortune that the results of the

mishap did not prove fatal. In attempting to extri-

cate himself from a very uncomfortable position in a

crowded thoroughfare, his front wheel caught in the

car track and he was thrown over the handle-bar,

causing a slight concussion of the brain and two se-

vere scalp-wounds. He was carried to a hospital, but

recovered sufficiently in an hour to be taken tj his

home.

Medical ^rogreje^jer.

RECENT PROGRESS IN NEUROLOGY.
BY PHILIP COOMBS KNAPP, A.M., M.D.

(Coucluded from No. 4, page 87.)

HTSTERICAL HEMIANOPSIA.

Many writers have claimed that hemianopsia, ex-

cept in the transitory form observed in migraine, was
never seen in hysteria. Pierre Janet,'* however, has

recently reported a case in an hysterical subject whom
he has studied carefully for several years. She had
had various fixed ideas, which led to curious attacks,

somnambulism, permanent contractures, unconscious

writing, etc. She finally, at the age of forty-two,

began to be irregular in her menstrual periods, and to

have uterine hemorrhages, which weakened her and
led to an increase in her nervous and mental symp-
toms. At this time she began to have a persistence

of visual images; on looking at A and then at B,

the image of A peristed and prevented her from see-

ing B. She also complained of not seeing to the

left, and, on examination, there was found to be a

nasal hemianopsia. There was also a right hemianes-

thesia. The inability to see objects on the left was
due to the fact that she could seldom use the two eyes

together, and that the vision in the right eye was
much impaired in association with the anesthesia.

The hemianopsia had been preceded by a monocular
hemidiplopia, seeing objects double in the right-hand

field of the left eye, and single in the left-hand field.

At times objects seemed smaller or larger in the right-

hand field. Under suggestion, she was made to raise

her hand when she was pinched, or when a white

paper was applied to the physician's forehead. She
did this when the anesthetic side was pinched, and
when the white paper was placed so as to be seen

only by the blind side of the retina, which proved the

subconscious perception of those sensations which has

been so often noted in hysterical anesthesia. Janet
has also succeeded, by suggestion, in producing ho-

monymous hemianopsia in hysterical subjects, and, in

view of the peculiar distribution of the hemianopsia

in this case, and from a study of the mental condition,

he thinks the trouble due to auto-suggestion through

some fixed idea rather than to any exhaustion of the

cerebral centres.

epilepsy.

Bechterew " recognizes that, while the bromides
hold the highest rank in the treatment of epilepsy,

they sometimes do no good and in rare cases do posi-

tive harm. Of late, various men have used other

remedies with the bromides in the hope of obtaining

better results. Bechterew, believing that in epileptic

attacks there are vaso-motor changes in the brain of

an hyperemic nature, has used for some years in con-

nection with the bromides an infusion of adonis ver-

nalis, sometimes associated with codeine, in the fol-

lowing proportions :

R Adonis rernalis

Water .

IJroniide

Codeine

. 2.0O- 3.75, infused i

180.00

. 7..'JO- 11.25

. 0.12- 0.18 M.

Of this mixture he gives a tablespoonful four, six,

or even eight times a day. He reports two cases,

'« Archives de Neurologie, May. 1895.
>• NeurologiBches Centrallblatt. December 1, 1894.
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both suffering from frequent attacks under bromides,

in which this treatment caused complete cessation for

a long period.

Guicciardi '* quotes the conclusions of Pellizzi

with regard to this treatment. The latter had never
seen, after using it in twenty-five cases for five

months, complete cessation from the attacks, and in

most cases the remedy seemed to act solely through

the amount of bromide it contained. There was
sometimes an evident amelioration in the number of

attacks, and occasionally nervous or gastro-iutestiual

disturbances, which coutraiudicated its use. Guicci-

ardi himself used it for six months in four epileptic

dements at Reggio. He also finds that while it may
diminish the number of attacks it is not curative, and
that its action is apparently due only to the bromide
it contains. It can apparently be taken for a long

time without unpleasant consequences, and it is es-

pecially useful in those cases where the heart's action

is weak.
Lui" has used Bechterew's treatment in ten cases

with apparently better results. He found in all cases

a distinct diminution in the frequency and severity of

the attacks. One patient who had ten to fifteen at-

tacks a month had only two or three ; another who
had many attacks each month went for two months
without any. Lui had also tried Flechsig's method in

three cases, and concludes that opium has only a doubt-

ful influence on the attacks, but that the resumption

of the bromides suspends the attacks for a variable

period and is in general very beneficial. Both methods
are of value. If the nutrition be good, if large doses

of bromide be well borne, and if the opium can be used

without inconvenience, Flechsig's method is preferable.

Neither Lui nor Guicciardi have obtained any good
results from borax.

Fere,^' on the other hand, has given borax a very

extensive trial, and his observations, which cover a

period of six years, are based upon the treatment of

122 patients. In 87 cases it had no favorable influ-

ence; in 24 cases there was a little improvement,
often less than under bromide, and in eleven cases

there was more improvement under borax than there

had been under bromides. Fere points out that borax

is by no meaus harmless, and he enumerates the

symptoms of borism. Intestinal troubles, a dry skin,

seborrheic eczema or acne, and other skin troubles

are not infrequent, and in rare cases there is a

cachetic edema, and albuminuria, so that the remedy
is dangerous, and, if used, its action must be care-

fully watched for fear of renal complications. Fere "

also urges the importance of keeping up the bromide
treatment after the attacks have ceased. In some
cases, after the apparent cessation of attacks, the pa-

tient (if he is alone) may possibly have petit mal or

vertigo at night of which he has uo memory, so that

we can seldom be sure of an absolute cessation.

Fere, furthermore, cites several cases in which bro-

mide caused suspension of the attacks, but after the

patients had been free from attacks for a very long

period, three years and over, suspension of treatment
led to a return of the attack.

VERTIGO.

Mendel ^^ has made a careful study of the nature

^" Rivista Sperimentale di Freuiatri*, xxi, 371, September, 1895.
" Loc. Cit., xxi, 364, September, 1895.
" Revue do Miideciue, September, 1895.
^^ Loc. cit., March, 1895.
•» Berliner klin. Wooh., July 1, 1895.

and causes of vertigo. On analyzing the symptoms
as reported by patients, the starting-point seems to

be in the muscular apparatus of the eyes ; the patient

is unable to fix surrounding objects, and all becomes

dark. There are often changes in the pupils and

diplopia. To the feeling of altered relations of the

body in space is added a feeling of anxiety and dis-

tress, as of an impending stroke of apoplexy, and

sometimes an actual movement to correct the dis-

turbed equilibrium. Mendel recognizes four degrees

of vertigo: (1) A sensation of a sudden change in

the external world, as a projection outward of the

perception of the altered ocular conditions ; (2) A
disturbance of equilibrium, following the first sensa-

tion; (3) An actual wavering as a result of the sec-

ond condition ; (4) Symptoms following the third

degree, such as occipital pain, tinnitus increasing to

deafness, vomiting, sweating, slow pulse, etc. The
ability to hold and move our bodies so that they re-

main in equilibrium depends upon the adaptations of

muscular contractions and relaxations to the condi-

tions of space. This is in turn dependent upon sen-

sory impressions, tactile, kinesthetic, and muscular.

The centre for equilibrium is probably in the cere-

bellum, whence muscular impulses are sent to the

periphery. This centre receives centripetal impulses

from the oculo-motor apparatus, through its nuclei,

and from the kinesthetic and tactile senses. The
whole apparatus is probably subcortical with represen-

tation also in the cortex. Disease of the centre for

equilibrium in the cerebellum causes ataxia, but not

vertigo. Affections involving the tactile and kin-

esthetic senses, as in tabes, cause ataxia and inability

to stand with the eyes shut, but not attacks of ver-

tigo.

This leaves only the oculo-motor apparatus, and
as is well-known, affections of this apparatus are very

apt to give rise to vertigo. The question naturally

arises, however, as to the cause of vertigo in other

conditions, such as atheroma, Meniere's disease, gastric

affections, poisoning, etc. We must either assume
that there are other centres which may also cause

vertigo, or that the oculo-motor centres are also in-

volved. Mendel points out that the oculo-motor nuclei

in the pons are supplied by fine branches of the

posterior cerebral artery, which are terminal arteries.

They pass off at a right angle from the point where
the currents from the carotid and the basilar meet,

and the nuclei have, therefore, the most unfavorable

conditions of blood-supply of any part of the brain,

and consequently, when the central circulation is im-

paired, they are the first to suffer. This explains the

vertigo from sudden loss of blood. In galvanic vertigo

it is supposed that the electric current has an influence

on the blood-supply of the brain. This theory also

explains toxic vertigo, and vertigo from disease of the

cerebral arteries. In Meniere's disease there is sup-

posed to be an increase of pressure of the cerebro-

spinal fluid. Mendel therefore recommends stimulat-

ing the heart's activity in treating vertigo, either by
alcohol, camphor, or nitro-glycerine. He concludes
that vertigo is a symptom-complex, which depends
essentially upon a disturbance of equilibrium due to a
morbid alteration of the functions of the oculo-motor
apparatus. The starting-point of the vertigo, if the

oculo-motor apparatus itself be not diseased, is in a
temporary disturbance of circulation in the region of

the oculo-motor nuclei.
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CONTRACTION OF THE VISDAL FIELD.

Koiiig" lias continued his investigations in the

visual field by studying it in ten new pathological

cases, and 210 persons without nervous disease. Of
the ten pathological cases five had hysteria, one hy-

steria and epilepsy, one epilepsy, one dipsomania, and

two a post traumatic psychoueurosis. From these ob-

servations he concludes that a contracted field is one

of the sensory stigmata of hysteria, and is of psychical

origin. A slight contraction, if constant and not due

to myopia, is of as great significance as a marked con-

traction, and it may be the only discoverable stigma

of hysteria. The " shifting type " of visual field, due

to rapid exhaustion of the retina, is allied to the con-

tracted field, is a milder form of the same affection,

and is to be regarded as a nervous symptom. It is

rare in persons with an intact nervous system. It is

of importance only when, in a normal field, it is de-

veloped on examination to an extent of at least five or

ten degrees on the temporal side, and proves constant

on repeated examinations. Every field should be

examined for evidences of exhaustion. Both a con-

tracted field and one which becomes contracted from

speedy exhaustion are to be regarded as objective

symptoms which cannot be feigned, pointing to a gen-

eral nervous disturbance, not necessarily severe, but

possibly mild and transitory.

l^eportj6S of ^ocietiejEt.

THE SOCIETY OF AMERICAN ANATOMISTS.

Annual Meeting, Philadelphia, December 27, 1895.

the ddtt of the medical profession to civil-

ization and to science.

De. Thomas Dwight, of Boston, Mass., in his

opening address as President of the Society, spoke of

the horror which the general public have for human
dissection, and the aversion of the popular mind to

this very necessary part of medical research. This
prejudice he believed was founded, first, in the popular

belief that sepulchres were violated ; and, second, that

the remains were subjected to wanton insult.

He further said : It is idle to hope that while human
nature remains as it is that this aversion to dissection

will ever disappear. Our wisest course is to recognize

it and to soften it by removing all just cause of com-
plaint. It should be made clear to the public that dis-

section can and should be followed by decent burial.

I, myself, would go so far as to have the bodies of

Protestants and Catholics buried in their respective

cemeteries when the creed of the deceased is known.
It should also be understood that no wanton insult is

permitted in reputable schools. . . . The policy which
will lead to the most satisfactory results is one of

complete openness. Above all, we should avoid a
timidity which shirks discussion of this topic. When
we shall show so clearly as to carry conviction, that

we have nothing to conceal, a great step will have
been taken.

A radical defect in the laws of many States other-

wise well drawn, is that the delivery to medical
schools of unclaimed bodies is optional with superin-

tendents, boards of trustees, and municipal authorities.

The result of this is that those in authority very nat-

urally hesitate to do anything for the advancement of

science which not only can be of no possible advantage

to themselves, but may involve them in serious diffi-

culties.

German anatomists have recently adopted a report,

in company with representatives of other European
countries, which has been prepared with the ideaof estab-

lishing a more satisfactory and at the same time, more
scientific nomenclature than is at present in use. It is

for us to decide whether their report is satisfactory,

and if so, whether we shall join hands with our foreign

colleagues, or if such is not the case, whether we can

devise an American nomenclature which shall be so

much better as to be distinctly superior to that at

present in use.

ANATOMICAL MATERIAL AND ITS PRESERVATION.

A committee of three, consisting of Dr. J. Ewing
Mears of Philadelphia, Dr. J. D. Bryant of New
York City and Dr. Thomas Dwight of Boston, made
the following report:

In reply to a circular letter which had been sent to the

professors of anatomy in 148 colleges in the United States,

25 foreign countries, and to 25 medical journals in this

country and abroad, the following summary was made :

(1) Anatomical material is received wholly under the

provisions of the law in 30 States and countries ; in part

by law in seven, and without law in five.

(2) The provisions of the law were satisfactorily com-
plied with in 10; fairly so in 10; not satisfactorily in 12,

and no replies were given in 10.

(3) The material was received in excellent condition in

20 instances ; only fair in 21 ; and in one it was bad.

(4) The remains were reported buried in 27; cremated
in 10, and thrown away in four.

(5) Carbolic aci<l stood first among the preservative

agents. Glycerine and arsenic ne.\t. All three of these

agents are best employed in combination. Chloral-hydrate,

the chloride of zinc and the bichloride of mercury came
next in the order of popularity. Alcohol (either pure or

in combination), the carbonate of potassium, the bi-carbon-

ate of sodium, the chloride of sodium, methyl spirit,

formalin, the nitrate of potassium, brown sugar and boracic

acid were employed in a number of institutions, in the

order in which they were named.
A solution of chloride of zinc, of 50 per cent, strength

and of neutral reaction, was found extremely useful, but it

had the great disadvantage of hardening the tissues and
causing a change of color. If subjects have been immersed
for a long time in a saturated solution of common salt, it

has been found necessary to soak (hem in water for twenty-

four or forty-eight hours, in order to soften the tissues.

(6) Injections were made in two instances into the

heart; in 19 into the common carotid artery and in six

into the common femoral artery.

(7) The cost of reception and preservation varied from
one to twenty-five dollars.

(8) The number of students assigned to each subject

varied from four to sixteen.

CONCLUSIONS.

(1) Anatomical material for the promotion of medical
science should be obtained wholly under legal enactment.

The provisions of the law should be compulsory upon all

officers of State and county institutions and municipal gov-

ernment.

(2) Of the anatomical laws which are in furce in this

country the Committee is of the opinion that the law of the

State of Pennsylvania is the b_est.

(3) The Committee believes that it would contribute to

the best interests of anatomical teaching in this country if

action were taken by this Association to secure the enact
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ment in every State of a law controlling the collection and
distribution of anatomical material, and it heartily recom-
mends such action.

(4) No perfect method of preservation has as yet been
secured. The cold-storage plan, however, approaches
nearest to perfection ; and the only objection to its use is

the great expense involved. If in every large city where
this method were made use of, some general plant could be
erected, the cost of preservation would be very much de-

creased. Similarly, the great objection to formalin is the
expense involved by its use.

In discussing the report of this committee, Dk. B.

G. Wilder said : After an experience of over tv^euty-

seven years, vre are wedded to the use of alcohol.

Brain tissue, vpe find, is best preserved by a combina-
tion of formalin, bichloride and salt. For muscles

and viscera, alcohol has been found the best preserva-

tive. There are two objections to its use : First, the

cost ; and second, the property which it has of bleach-

ing the tissues.

Dr. G. B. Hontington, fully agreed with Dr.

Wilder iu regard to alcohol. He recommended, also,

the cold-storage plan, which, after an experience of

three years, has been found to give good results. Any
injection should be made before freezing. Immersion
in cold water was the best method of removing the ice

from the interior of the body, and hastened the uni-

form melting of the parts. Arseuite of soda was used

chiefly for washing the blood out of the body. Injec-

tions were made into the carotid artery, and the

blood was allowed to flow until the water, which made
its escape, was no longer tinted with blood.

Dr. Bevin said, that he had had excellent results

with a combination of cold storage and a preliminary

injection of alcohol, glycerine and bichloride. In

handling the bodies while in cold storage, he made use

of a pair of tongs, which can be made by any black

smith for about one dollar, iu such a way as to fit into

the external auditory meatus of each side. He has found

a solution of formalin and MUller's fluid, to be useful in

the preservation of brain tissues ; the substance so pre-

pared, hardens rapidly, and may be used for class

demonstration ; to within three days the color is well

preserved, and it is possible to distinguish the gray

and white matter at a distance of fifty feet. He uses

a five-per-ceut. solution of formalin in MUller's fluid,

enough of the solution being employed to immerse the

specimen.

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE MYOLOGY OF LEMUR BRU-
NEUS.

Dr. George S. Huntington, of New York City,

read an interesting commuuicatiou on this subject.

He coufiued his attention to the muscles of the trunk,

pectoral girdle and upper extremity. His results

diflfer iu many respects from the descriptions pub-

lished by IMurie and Mivart in their memoir of the

Anatomy of the Lemuridoe and others. The paper

dealt especially with the following points which have

heretofore beeu undescribed :

(1) The presence of an axillary arch from the la-

tissimus dorsi to the pectoral insertion replacing the

cutaneous muscular slips described by Murie and
Mivart.

(2) The peculiarities of the humeral attachment of

the pectorals which may be arranged as follows; (a)

The connection as already stated with a slip from the

latissimus dorsi, reproducing the condition found iu a

distinct variety of the humeral axillary arch. (4)

The connection of the abdominal division of pectoralis

major with the pectoralis minor at insertion into the

lateral humeral ridge, (c) Folding of insertion ten-

don of the sternal division of superficial pectoral, (d)

Insertion of clavicular portion into superficial aspect

of sternal tendon and its fusion with the deltoid. All
the conditions referred to can be properlv regarded as

presenting strong simian and anthropoid affiuities.

(3) The coraco-brachialis presented a division into

an upper, middle and lower parts, the latter was in-

serted into the root of supracondylar arch. The mus-
culo-cutaneous nerve perforated the middle division.

(4) The presence of a large and distinct epitroch-

leo-anconeus from the supracondylar process to the

internal condyle and the ulnar margin of the ole-

cranon.

(5) The union of the brachialis anticus and the lat-

eral head of the triceps, both extending to the head
of the humerus and arising from the outer aspect of

the bone.

(6) Among the trunk muscles the arrangement of

the supracostalis was especially to be noted, extend-

ing from the cartilage of the first rib to the third,

fourth and fifth cartilage at their junction with the

sternum.

The entire group of deep thoracic muscles presented

a typical carnivore aspect. The supracostalis, thoracic

extension of the rectus abdominis to the first rib, a

continuation of the serratus anticus with the levator

scapulai, the thoracic extension of the scalene group
and its relation to the external oblique all conform al-

most absolutely with the type presented by a planti-

grade carnivore, as Taxidea Americana. On the other

hand, the pectoral girdle and brachial muscles conform
to the simian type. Thus far Lemur bruueus is es-

pecially marked in the arrangement of the pectoral

group.

In the abdominal muscle group the arrangement of

the external oblique aponeurosis clearly foreshadows
the structure found in the higher primates, especially in

relation to the construction of the external abdominal
ring ; Gimbernat's ligameut is the triangular ligament
of human anatomy.

De. Frank Baker, of Washington, D. C, read a
paper on

history of THE ciliary MUSCLE.

The muscle is divided into two parts. One set of

fibres is directed meridiaoally along the eye-ball and
the other set of fibres is arranged equatorially. The
former portion has ofteu been called Briicke's or Bow-
man's muscle, under the impression that the first de-

scription of this part belonged to one or both of these

anatomists. The second portion has been called

Miiller's annular muscle under the same impression.

A careful review of the subject, however, shows that

the question of priority cannot be so easily deter-

mined. Bowman first described the ciliary muscle in

his lectures on the parts concerned in operations on
the eye, published in 1849 ; and Briicke gave the name
of the tensor choroidie in a paper read before the Ber-
iner Physikalischeu Gesellschaft, iu May, 1846. Of
the two descriptious Bowman's is the best.

Auledating these writings, however, Dr. William
Clay Wallace, an American, published au article iu

Silliman's Journal in 1835. Dr. Wallace also pub-

lished several other articles descriptive of this muscle.

In his treatise on the eye, New York, 1839, he men-
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tions the ciliary body as containing muscular fibres.

Similarlv, in 1844, in a series of lectures published in

the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal of tliat year,

he goes into the subject at some length ; and again in

his lectures on rayopia, i>ubli8lied in the same journal

for 1844 (XXX, "288). The same author has a com-

munication in the London Medical Gazette (1842-4,3,

I, 412). He su|)pose(l the striations of the orbiculus

ciliaris to be tendinous, however.

Eustachius, living from 1620 to 1574, had appar-

ently some information of the muscular nature of this

structure, although he was unable to demonstrate the

tibres by the means at his control. Fallopius corrects

him, and calls it a ligament.

Plempius (Vopiscus Fortuiiatus), " Ophthahnogra-

phia," Amsterdam, 1G32 (p. 169), also describes this

structure. Descartes, "L'Homme de Rene," 1664,

describes the ciliary muscle, and lias a drawing illus-

trating the position. G. Bidloo, " Auatomia huraani

corporis" Amsterdam, 1685, also describes it. Wm.
Briggs, " Ophthalmographia," 1686, wrote of it as

possessing muscular fibres which by their contraction

produced changes in the lens. It is interesting in this

way to recall the fact that the real nature of this part

of the anatomy of the eye was understood by a num-

ber of the early anatomists, and that all the credit for

a correct description of the part is not due to the ob-

servers whose names are attached to the muscle at the

present day.

ABSENCE OF THK FIBROUS PERICARDIUM OK THE
LEFT SIDE.

Dr. Addinkll Hewson, of Philadelphia, pre-

sented an interesting specimen of this condition. He
had found it in the dissecting-room of the Jefferson Col-

lege. The specimen was removed from an English-

man by birth, aged fifty-four years, who had been an

inmate of an insane asylum for four years previous to

his death. By occupation he had been a scrivener.

There was distinct absence of the fibrous pericardium

on the left side and an adherence between the apex of

the left ventricle and the lower anterior margin of the

left lobe of the lung. The specimen showed in front

the pleura enclosing the internal mammary artery and

the left phrenic nerve displaced anteriorly from its

normal position. An incision had been made in the

median line to expose the vessels. The aorta practi-

cally had no arch ami was near the median line. The
innominate artery was wanting. The subclavian ar-

tery on the left side was found at the highest part of

of the arch. There was a wide space between the

subclavian artery at its origin and the point where it

crossed the first rib. The vena azygos major made a

very decided arch coursing over the right half of the

chest wall. While the patient had been confined iu

the asylum he had been in the habit of sitting with his

knees drawn up and his head between his knees.

This position being the one assumed by him for the

most part may account for the adhesions which were
present. The course of the phrenic nerve on the left

side was normal. The posterior veins were inside of

the |)osterior fold of the pericardium.

Dr. W1LLIA.M Keiller, of Galveston, Tex., read a

paper on

THE DESCRII'TIVE ANATOMY OF THE HUMAN HEART.

He used a mass of gelatine injected into the right

common carotid artery or the femoral artery for the

preparation of his specimens, and he finds that when
the heart has been so prepared it follows in all essen-

tial particulars the description of His's model.

Thus viewed, the heart is an irregular four-sided

pyramid whose base rests on the diaphragm and whose
a])ex has been removed to afford attachments for the

ascending trunks of the great vessels. It presents for

examination five surfaces (including the base), a num-
ber of borders separating these, an anatomical apex,

and a clinical apex. The anterior surface is triangu-

lar iu shape. In sagittal mesial section it is parallel

with the sternum. It includes the greater part of the

right ventricle, portions of the left ventricle, the left

auricular appendix, the entire right appendix, and part

of the right auricle. Its superior angle marks the

anatomical apex and here the surface merges in the

anterior walls of the aorta and pulmonary artery. Its

left inferior aiigle forms the clinical apex. Separated

from it by the pericardium are the margins of the

lungs and pleura, the sterno-pericardial ligaments,

triangularis sterni, internal mammary vessels, and
sternum.

The right surface is markedly convex, quadrilateral,

lies almost verticallj', and is directed toward the right.

It includes the greater part of the right auricle. Its

anterior, posterior and inferior borders are only slightly

rounded, and are therefore fairly well defined. At its

superior extremity the surface blends with the wall of

the superior vena cava, and at its posterior inferior

angle it is similarly related to the inferior vena cava.

It is separated by the pericardium from the right

phrenic nerve and vessels, the pleura and inner sur-

face of the right lung.

The left surface, is a complex triangular area

directed mainly upwards and towards the left. It in-

cludes about one-half of the free surface of the left

ventricle, and the left auricular appendix. It presents

the proximal extremities of the descending branch of

the left coronary artery and great cardiac vein, the

marginal and transverse branches of the same artery,

and the posterior cardiac and coronary veins. It is

separated by the pericardium from the left phrenic

nerve and vessels, the left pleura and surface of the

left lung.

The posterior surface (dorsal surface), is called the

base in text-books' descriptions. It is four-sided,

rather narrower above than below, is convex, vertical,

and directed backwards. It is formed by the left auri-

cle, and by the portion of the right auricle which joins

the two vena:; cav» behind. It presents the opening

of the coronary vein (right and left), the great coron-

ary vein and coronary sinus, and the oblique vein of

Marshall which runs down over the surface to enter

the left extremity of the coronary sinus. It is only

partially invested by the serous layer of the pericar-

dium— it is so separated by the pericardium from the

bronchi, esophagus, vagi, descending aorta, vena
azygos major and thoracic duct.

The inferior surface (diaphragmatic surface or base)

is quadrilateral, slightly convex, or almost fiat when
the ventricle contains blood. It is formed by a small

portion of the right auricle and the opening of the in-

ferior vena cava; the rest of the surface being about
equally divided between the right and left ventricles.

In addition to the inferior caval opening it presents

the inferior extremities of the right (anterior) and left

(posterior) iLterventricular grooves with the right

coronary artery embedded in the former and the
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coronary sinus in the latter. Crossino; it diagouallv is

the inferior interventricular groove with the (iescendini»

branch of the anterior or right coronary artery ami
middle cardiac vein. The posterior cardiac vein runs

along its posterior border. The ajiex of the pyramid
is formed by the aorta, pulmonary artery and superior

vena cava. These structures arise from the heart on a

level with the upper margin of the third cliondro-sternal

articulation extending an inch and a half to the left

and one inch to the right of the middle line.

The clinical apex is indicated by a point between
the fifth and sixth ribs three and one-half inches to

the left of the middle line. The antero-iuferior border

may be indicated on the chest wall by an oblique line

extending from the clinical apex on the left, across and
sliglitly upwards to a point one inch to the right of the

inidille line at the level of the sixtti chondro-sternal

articulation. Along this line the cardiac blends in-

sensibly with the hepatic dulness. Oq a level with

the fourth chondro-sternal articulation the area of the

heart's dulness extends three inches to the left, and

one and three-quarter inches to the right of the middle

line.

The author suggests the following cbanges in the

cardiac nomenclature in accordance with the above
description. Thus the interventricular grooves are

seen to be superior and inferior, the right coronarv

artery might be called anterior, and its branches re-

spectively infundibular (as at present), right ventricu-

lar (now marginal), and inferior interventricular (now
descending); the left coronary artery would be better

named posterior, and its branches superior interventri-

cular (now transverse).

Dk. Fkank Baker, of Washington, D. C, spoke on

the

NOMENCLATURE OF NERVE CELLS.

He regarded the term, "neure." as the best phrase

to one tiescribiug these cells because the word lends

itself readily to combinations. Thus cells which form

nerve roots might be called " risoneures " and cells of

the cerebro-spiual axis might be called " axoneures." If

necessary these cells can be divided into other groups.

Short path cells might be called " atgoneures " or

comml^sural cells, and the long path cells of the corti-

cal surlace might be called " macrodromicneures." In

this Way sensory fibres might be called "esthesio-

neures." Other cells which have their origin in the

spinal cord and are especially connected with the mus-

cles might be called " dynamo-ueures." The term

profiosed by Kolliker, or " neurodendron," is too long.

Other neurologists, among them Dr. Fish, prefer the

term " neuroi-ite." As neurologists and psychologists

are giving considerable attention to this subject, it is

reasonable to suppose that a better terminology will

be aiiO(jted than tlje cue now in use.

THE CEREBRAL FISSDBES OF TWO PHILOSOPHERS.

Dr. B. G. Wilder, of Itbica, N. Y., presented a

paper on this subject, illustrated by specimens and a

number ot photographs. The paper referred to

Chiiuncey Wright, of Cambridge, a philosophic writer,

critic and mathematician, and James Edward Oliver,

Professor of Mathematics in Cornell University. The
brain of the former was very different from the aver-

age pattern, and the two brains presented a distinct

contrast, probably due to the greater activity and

larger breadth of the former's scientific research. The

reputation of the former was wider and better known
than that of Oliver. One peculiarity of both brains

was the simfilicity of structure.

The writer called attention to the fact that there

was no decided standard of comparison for the normal
adult American brain, and he suggested that the mem-
bers of the Association unite in au effort to secure

some such standard.

Dr. B. G. Wilder also read a paper on

THE HUMAN PAR-OCCIPITAL FISSURE. SHOULD IT

BE RECOGNIZED AND SO DESIGNATED?

Ten years ago the same writer suggested that the

occipital portion of the long fissure called " iutra-

parietal " by Turner, "inter-parietal" by Ecker, and
" parietal " by Pausch, be regarded as a distinct fissure

under the title " par-occipital," referring to its constant

and marked relation to the dorsal end of the occipital

(parietooccipital). The U-shaped area between the

two, or first annectaut gyrus, he proposed to call " par-

occipital " gyrus.

The grounds for this suggestion have been given in

the " Reference Handbook of the Medical Sciences,"

(VIII, 155), as follows:

(1) In about half the cases examined by the writer

there are two Assures separated by au isthmus of

greater or less width
; (2) when the two are continu-

ous there is always a vadum (shallow) at the point

corresponding to the isthmus ; (3) each of the two
portions, whether,separate or continuous, is usually

deepest at or near its middle ; (4) at their first appear-
ance in the fetus they are alwa\s completely inde|)en-

deut. While this division is recognized by some ob-

servers it is thought needless by others, and has not
as yet received the sanction of the German Committee
on Anatomical Nomenclature.
The present paper was intended to review all the

accessible literature on the subjfCt as well as the ma-
terial accumulated by Dr. Wilder in the interval, es-

pecially comparing these parts with similar fissures

found in apes and monkeys.
On practical grounds the writer believes that the

fissure should be recognized and called the " par-occi-

pital " division of a "tissural complex." Among
eight educated persons the complete isthmus occurred
seven times, in all but one on the right side. In only
one case did the isthmus occur on the left side and not

on the right, and that was the case of an insane Swiss
patient.

SOME NOVEL METHODS OF DESCRIPTIO.V OF TUE
HUMAN SKULL.

Dr. Harrison Allen, of Philadelphia, in his re-

marks upon this subject, said:

My method is to secure a formula for each skull.

1 begin with the su[ira-orbital ridge, and draw a line

between this point and the outer part of the external
auditory process. The nasal bone may be divided
into three parts, the upper part, the frontal, the main
portion, the maxillary and the third part, the pre-

maxillary. In the human skull the third portion is

not well defined. The frontal portion is very variable.

Holding the bone in such a position as to examine it

in profile it is possible to tell the proximal from the
distal portion. The latter it is well to call the radix,

and below that, the salieut. Variations in these por-
tions serve to identify the individual.

In two skulls of Sandwich Islanders which Dr.
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AUeu presented, the one bad a well-developed incisor

crest, Hnd llie other had unt. The auterior nasal spine

is simply ilie end of the incisor crest. It has received

the name of infantile, but Dr. Allen prefers the word

pedoniurphic.

Tlie writer believes that the hard palate has not

received the attetiliou which it deserves in its posterior

part. In negroes the middle lacerated foramen is very

much narrowed and is frequently closed.

The temporal fossa may be divided into two parts,

the fronto-teinporal ri<lj;e, and the parietal temporal.

They are distinctly different. The former is very apt

to be closed and is very rarely continuous with the

same line as the parietal temporal. No two skulls

show a similar arranjfement. In a study of the tem-

poral bone the remains of a suture are sometimes

found between the siiuamous and petrous portion. To
the lower portion of this suture the name retro-tym-

panic has been proposed. In speaking of the lach-

rymal bones Dr. Allen said that scarcely any portion

of the lachrym:il bone is in advance of the crest. In

the North-American Indian and in the Sandwich

Islander they are apt to be very small.

PRACTICAL HlSTOLOOr FOR LARGE CLASSKS.

Dr. Charlks S Minot, of Boston, spoke as fol-

lows: We have given up entirely allowing students to

make their own preparations, and we find the change

to be an advantageous one. Kvery student is obliged

to make a perfect drawing of ea(»h |ireparation and

the drawing is judged on its accuracy. The geometri-

cal faculty is especially developed. In the second

half-year they are given practical work, and they then

begin the study of the embryo. In commeuciug the

work they are given specimens of the liver, heart,

spleen, etc., instead of beginning with connective

tissue, a piece of bone or the like.

We find it an advantage to teach embryology as a help

to anatomy, and as offering an explanation to a great

many relations that would otherwise be obscure.

OBSERVATIO.N'S O.N THK FOSSA CAPITIS AND A
TUBIiKCLE IX THE TROCHANTEKtC FOSSA.

Dr. F. J. Bkockway, of New York City, pre-

sented a carefully prepared paper on this subject.

Ttie fossa capitis, which in the human femur is tuund

at the extremity of that bone, ami gives attaclimeni to

the ligamentum teres, presents ordinarily a well

marked de|)ressioii. In certain of the lower animals

this depression does not exist. The ligamentum teres

and the fossa cafiitis are absent in the elephant and
hyrax, the rhinoceros and tapir, the liippu|iotaiijus,

hedge-hog, the seal, sea-otter and walrus. They are

absent in the monoiremes, the echidna and orni

thorhynchus, of the marsupials, the great kangaroo, of

the edentates, the three-toed and two-toed sloth and
ant-eater. It is also lacking in one rodent, and in one
of the insectivora, etc.

While the study of comparative anatomy frequently

leads to valuable de<luctiuns as to the function of parts

of human anatomy, the writer dealt more et.pecially

with the human femora, ile examined UOU human
femora, of which the pedigree of over 400 was known.
Moser, in his article in Scliwalbes Arheilen (Vol. II,

p. 3G), says that only one-half the fossa capitis that he
examined preBente<l vascular foramina. Dr. lirock

way, however, found that in the 900 adult specimens
which he examined, 84 per cent, presented these vas-

cular openings. Twenty-six specimens (2.S per cent.)

[resented no fossie at all and in live cases there was a

distinct tubercle in place of a fossa for the insertion of

the ligamentum teres. In live cases there were

double fossa; occujring on one head. In two cases

there was a combination of a fossa and a separate tulier-

cle on the same head. In 3G cases the fetal condition'

persisted, that is, there was a fossa and a distinct

postero-infenor groove descending nearly to the mar-

gin of the articular surface, and always pointing

toward the liiii; passing up from the lesser trochanter

to the inferior border of the neck of the femur. Thus
it is possible to determine to which side of the body

the femur belongs by noting the direction of this

groove; holding the fossa facing the observer the

roove points to the siile to which it belongs.

Twenty-eight cases showed the presence of a fossa

and a connected tubercle. The ligamentum teres is

not inserted into the whole Hoor of the fossa, but

into its upper half and upper margin. The lower part

of the Hoor is free and the ligamentum teres simply

rests upon it. Therefore the vascular foramina are

usually confined to the deepest and lowest portions of

the fossa. The synovial membrane has a more ex-

tensive insertion than the ligament proper. The
author described three types of the fossa : lirst, oval

;

second, triaiiiiular; and third, round. They are all

practically the same, whether they contain vascular

foramina or not. The most common type of all is the

oval form (4.) per cent.) ; the next most common, the

triangular iorm (-"ii per cent.) ; and, finally, the round

type (21 per cent.).

Old people are apt to have shallow fosstp, but their

foramina are not more apt to be absent than in adult

life. Out of 22 |)eo[)le over sixty, 13 had shallow

fossa;. The character of the foramina and fossie are

not symtneirical on both siiles. Out of the 'JOO bones

examined, only four could be called " pilastered."

Twenty-eight specimens showed a good ttiird trochan-

ter (3 per cent.) not counting an exaggerated glu-

teal Hue. Six of these showed also a tubercle in a

digital fossa. From a study of these specimens the

liuea quadrati would seem to be a myth, as Dr. Brock-

way has never seen it as a distinct line representing

the full length of attachment for the quadraius

femoris.

A CASK OF POLYORCUIS.

Dr. D. S. Lamu, of Washington, D. C, showed a

colored sketch illustrating this condition. There were
three testicles iu the right scroium and one in the left.

They varied somewhat in size, but presented nothing

abnormal in the texture of each. The cords couKl be

distinctly seen and felt passing separately ihrougli the

external abdominal ring. The patient was a male,

white, aged forty-live; he was well devtdofieil, an<l en-

joyed good health. He was a widower with two
children. He has offered to submit to operation if

sufficient remuneration is offered.

A comparatively small number of cases of super-

numerary testicles have been reported. A immbcr of

them, if not the majority, have been (|uestioiiable.

Armstrong, Blumiiier, Bulaboff, Ilunser. Hewitt,

Hough, .lacoljovirs, Kennow, Hetard, MaiCann, Mc-
Klinoil, Merckliii, I'ranken, Sibbern, .Stewart and
Vanchrin have reported cases. Dr. ll<;witi's case

seems to be well authenticated and is as follows : The
patient was a soldier with two distinct testicles and

cords in the left scrotum. The cords united before
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enteriug ihe abilomiiial ring. This man is alive at the

present time aud tlie couditiou bas existeil since birtb.

Dr. Latiib also presented a paper entitled

4. UNILATKRAL
TltOCIIA.NTEKIC

NOTE ON THE APPEAKANCE OF
TLUEUOSlTlf JN PLACE OF THE
FOSSA,

ami sliowed specimen.

THE OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF BOSTOX.

CHAULES W. TUWSSEND, M.D., SECRETARV.

Regl'lak Meeting November 9, 1895, tiie first

Vice-Prebideut, Uk. T. M. Kotch, in the cbair. Dr.
W. L. BuKKAGE, Secretary pro tern.

Dk. Edwakd Reynolds read a paper on

THE RESULTS OliTAINED BY EXAMINATION OF THE
AIK-D1STENDKI> BLADDER IN FE.MALES, WITH SOME
KE.MAKKS UPON THE TECHNIQUE AND A SUMMA-
RIZED REPORT OF CASES.'

Dr. Engelmann spoke on tlie great improvement
this method was to the former methods, aud referred

to ilie use of ibe Simon plugs aud the incoutiueuce

ibat they sometimes gave rise to.

Dk. V. H. Davenport said he bad bad a limited

experience with the Kelly method of cystoscopy, lie

was glad to tiud bow little pain it caustd in maiiv

cases and the facility with which the diti'ereut regions

of the bladder could be inspected.

Dk. \V. L. Burkage said that be had practised

cystoscopy since shortly after Dr. Kelly published bis

lirot paper on the subject in January, 189-4. lie

thought that the profession was much indebted to Dr
Reynolds for preseniing the results of his systematic

labors in this tield. Previous to Kelly's work, dis-

eases of the bladder, ureters aud the urethra in women
bad been sadly neglected. Kelly's instruments and
methods have revolutionized diagnosis aud ireatment,

have simplified them and made tbem easy. It is only

by the report of results in a series of cases, such as

Dr. Reynolds bas given us, ibat we can arrive at defi-

nite ideas as to the value of cystoscopy.

lie would agree with the reader that full dilatation

of the bladder was necessary for a diagnosis of bladder

diseaoe, but in cases of injection of the trigonurn,

neck, and upper urethra, which in bis experience was
Very cominou, he bad fouud that by means of the suc-

tion tube that Dr. Garceau has added to the endoscope,

the blaililer could be kept ijuiie dry and that inspection

and treatment could usually be made with the patient

on the back with the hips only slightly elevated. He
tbuught very highly of Dr. Garceau'a modification,

because by its use it is unnecessary to interrupt the

examination every lew uiomeiite to introduce the rub-

ber tube through tlie instrument, and, in addition, it

does away with the lormatiou of bubbles at the blad-

der end of the endoscope, olten a troublesome feature

of cystoscopy.

itnad been his experience that tliere were many cases

eutfenug from freijuent and painful micturition that

were cases of chronic pelvic engorgement, as evidenced

by the presence in the same patient of endometritis,

tubu-ovaritis of mild grade, proctitis aud injection ol

the neck of the bladder aud upper urethra. Jn tlu'se

cases it seemeil to him that the treatment should be

directed at the general alfectiou and not entirely at the

' Se« page lot ot lbs Journal.

manifestations in the bladder. Local applications in

the bladder and urethra in such cases ba<l, iu liis

hands, proved ineffectual iu bringing about a perma-

nent cure.

His experience coincided with that of the reader,

that most of the lesions iu the bladder were situated

at the trigonurn aud on the posterior wall, and that

when the trigonurn cleared up the rest of the bladder

soon improved. As an instance of this fact he cited

a case of a woman, thirty-one years old, on whom be

performed an abdominal nephrectomy last February,

for tubercular kiilney on the right side. She had suf-

fered five years with cystitis, and bad submitted to

many sorts of local and constitutional treatment with-

out relief. Catheterization of the ureters served to

prove that the right kidney was badly diseased and
was secreting a very small quantity of urea, but that

the left kidney was in a fairly healthy condition.

There were superficial ulcerations located iu the infe-

rior zone of the bladder, about the right ureteral ori-

fice, aud above it on the posterior wall.

As far as nephrectomy was concerned, the patient

made an uneventful convalescence ; but on the day fol

lowing the ofieratiou she developed an acute cystitis

with very foul urine, apparently as a result of the ir-

ritation set up by pus squeezed from the right kidney

through the ureter during the manipulation at the time

of the operation. The cystitis proved difficult to cure,

the lower end of the right ureter acting as an abscess

cavity with a small outlet, the pus issuing from it keep-

ing the bladder infected.

At the present time, eight mouths after the opera-

tion, although the cystitis is not entirely cured, it is

decidedly better. A recent examination showed au

ulceration in the left upper zone to be liealint;, the

right ureteral orifice to be entirely closed, aud the ul-

cerations and injection about the trigOLum aud poste-

rior wall gone.

Iu dilating the meatus previous to passing the en-

doscope, Dr. Burrage said he was accustomed to be

governed by the size of the meatus, as shown on the

scale of the dilator, as to what number of endoscope

to use. Most urethr^B will take a No. 12, but in many
cases No.- 10 is large enough. Without ether. No. 10

was the usual size. As regards incontinence, be had

seen it occur for twenty-four hours in only one or two
cases after using No. 14 or No. 16, the patient being

etherized. Permanent incoutiueuce be bad never

seen.

Dr. E. Reynolds, iu closing, laid stress on the fact

that full dilatation of the bladder was necessary for di-

agnosis, and that the act of dilating the bladder does

away with mild congestion. He over-dilates tiie mea-
tus at the first sitting, so as to avoid pain at the subse-

quent examination. He said that in this series of

cases the bladder examination was made only when
the patients themselves realized the severity of the

symptoms as a sulRcieut cause for special treatment,

that is, as a rule, where frequent and painful micturi-

tion was constantly present and had been present for

several months.

Dr. E. J. Forster reported

A UNIQUE case of LACERATION OF THE CERVIX.

The case occurred in his service at the City Hos-
pital. He iiad operated to close a rupture of the cer-

vix, probably caused by the passage of a child's head,

thus formiug a new os, the normal os being found in-
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tact and anteriorly, tlie posterior lip being much liv-

pertropliied.

Du. E. RKYNOi.ns shIi) tliat he had seen a number of

cases wiili a sinnll iiniiilateil os behind the lubes and

the posterior wall buli;iiij> and stretched so lliat if tlie

attendant had tcralched it the cervix would have given

Way and the cliild born ihroui;h the rent. Dr. Fors-

ter reiiiarkt d tliat it was furprising that such an acci-

dent did not happen ofteuer.

Du. A. D. SiNCLAlK said that Dr. Forster's case

reminded him of a case he reported to this Society

maiiv years ago. In his case the cervix was torn off

like the rim of a snuff-box. The patient died of sep-

ticemia.

Dr. W. L. Burrage read a paper on

NOTKS OM OPERATIONS ON THE OVARIES AND TUBES
Til KOI on A VAGINAL INCISION INTO THE CLL-

DE SAC.^

Dr. F. n. Davenport asked whether the reader

had found the ailhesioiis too strong to break up in any

case, and Dr. liurrage replied that he had not, being

careful not to operate by this method when there was

a distinct tumor with exudate present.

Dk. Engei.mann said that he urged the vaginal

route of operating two years ago in a paper he read

iu the South, lie thought that it opened up a new

field, and that in the future we shall do much minor

gynecology in this way. He referred to the older

methods of breaking up adhesions by force and by in-

struments introduced into the uterus or into the rectum

as unscienlific. We must not limit ourselves to the

anterior or posterior incision, but take the one that

seems to be the best suited to the given case. Open-

ing the vagina for unilateral cases, not pua cases, was

done by operators in Belgium two or three years ago,

so that claims lor originality at the present time were

rather out of date. He felt sure that the operation

had a future, and deprecated any partisanship between

the abdomiual or vaginal routes.

IScccnt Jliteraturc.

An American Text-Book of (.hsielri'cs. For Practi-

tioners and Studeiiis. Hiciiakd C. Nokris, M.l).,

Editor; Robert L. Dickinson, M.D.. Art Editor.

With articles by .lames C. Cameron, M.D. ; Edw.
V. Davis. M.D.; Robert L. Dickinson, M.D.;
Charles Warrinjiton Earle, M.D. ; .lames H. Eth-

eridge, M.D. ; Ib-nry .). Garrigues, M.D. ; Barton

Cooke Hirst, M.D.; Charles Jewett. M.D. ; How-
a.d A. Kelly, M.D. ; Richard C. Norris, M.D.;
Chancey D. Palmer, M.I).; Theophilus Parviii,

M.D. ; George A. Piersol. M.D. ; Edward Revnolds,

MD. ; Henry Scliwarz, M.D. Philadelphia: W.
B. Saunders. 1895.

This volume, in the "American Text-Book Series,"

at once attracts attention by the artistic excellence of

the plates and ligures, uearly all of which are original.

Occasionally one recognizes some of the familiar clas-

sical cuts that have done duty in so many text-books,

but even these are made over and given an artistic

quality hitherto unknown. A uniform scale (one-third

or one-sixth of life size) is used. The same half is

* But page 108 of Uia Journal.

always shown iu sagittal sections, and full labelling is

made directly on the drawings. With these rules,

which are stated in the preface, it will be seen that a

comparative study of the figures can be easily made.

It is to be noted that the artistic treatment, while add-

ing to the attractiveness and clearness of the ligures,

is never allowed to obscure them.

The staff of artists, seven of whom are mentioned,

are to be congratulated on thus uniting so successfully

science and art, and great credit is due lo the publisher

for his liberality, by which alone it has been possible, as

the editors state, "thus to re-illustrate an entire de-

partment of medicine." There are nearly 900 colored

and half-tone illustrations in this work of 1000 pages.

The section on the Anatomy of the Generative Or-

gans is by Piersol, as is also the one on Embryology.
The statement is found in the preface that "an effort

has been made to render attractive these sections ";

and we feel that the artist, if not the author, has cer-

tainly succeeded. In fact, a careful study of the illus-

trations alone— many artistically beautiful and all

clearly lat)elled— gives one a clear insight into these

two branches which are often the bugbear of the

student

The classification of the signs of pregnancy by

Palmer, page 170, is convenient and useful. In the

differential diagnosis particular stress is laid on the

sign of Hegar, which is clearly elucidateil by figures.

The chapter on the Hygiene and Management of

Pregnancy, by Palmer, is short and at first sight un-

satisfactory, but its omissions are intentional, being

fully su))plied in the succeeding section by Davis, on

the Patholoiiv of Pregnancy. One is somewhat
startled by reading on page 248 in this secuon, that

" Amputation of the pregnant womb is a familiar op-

eration lor contracted pelvis."

Kelly pre^ent8 a valuable chapter on Extra-uterine

Pregnancy, beginning with some interesting reports of

cases iu the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

showing that the affection is not so very moderu as

many are inclined to think. The operative treatment

is explained in detail, and its manifest importance

urged. On pige 302 the old nomenclature R.O. P.,

instead of O.D.P., occurs.

The section on the Conduct of Normal Labor, by
Jewett, contains some excellent practical hints, and is

fully illustrated by photographs showing the various

steps in external palpation. He recommends highly

the operation of episiotomy.

The division on the Mechanism of Labor, by Ed-

ward Reynolds, is one of the most admirable in the

book, being a clear exposition of this ditlicult but all-

important subject.

The completeness with which the subject of De-

formed Pelvis is treated by Hirst can be understood

when it is mentioned that there are seven plates, each

containing about eight photographs of pelves, many
from the Mijtter Jhiseuui and from the Hirst collec-

tion in Pliiladelphia. To avoid dystocia from loo

large children, which Hirst believes to be commouly
due to the prolongation of pregnancy, he advises the

induction of labor in any case that exceeds the normal

time by more than two weeks. This seems to be rather

dangerous advice, when one considers the difficuhy of

determining exactly the date of conception.

The chapters on Placenta Previa, Hemorrhage and
Eclampsia are given by Parviu. The treatment of

these affections would, perhaps, be more satisfactory
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if the writer had given his own valuable conclusions

and methods, apart from the numerous quotatious from

authors ancient and modern. The quoting of author-

ities seems to be carried here to extremes, exterjdiiig

to such simple and common methods as the prevention

of laceration of the tongue during eclampsia. Thus
he says, "Kaltenbach advises inserting between the

jaws the handle of a spoon wrapped with gauze."

The chapter on Puerperal Septicemia is written by

no less an authority than Garrigues, and is, of course,

of great interest and value. Oue cannot help, how-

ever, being very sceptical about the proof given by

him of the transmission of this disease by the air, as

in the case of the dead rat at the New York Infant

Asylum, and the guano on the grounds about the

Blackwell's Island hospital, both of which were held

responsible for epidemics of puerperal fever. In fact,

he gives no proof at all, but assumes that these were

the sources of infection, and, as the doctors or nurses

did not touch the guano or dead rat, therefore the mi-

crobes must have come through the air! With such

beliefs as this one can see the need of his occlusion

dressing, quite different from the simple, absorbent

pads, similar to the one used at the Boston Lying-in

Hospital, described by Jewett on page 383, which he

expressly states " is not employed as an occlusion

dressing."

Obstetrical Surgery is discussed and figured at length

by Cameron and Dickinson. The figures by the latter

showing the different stages and forms of version are

beautifully done and very instructive.

Symphyseotomy is presented at length by Jewett,

and the book ends with a chapter by Hirst on Celiot-

omy for Sepsis in the Child-bearing Period.

In a composite work it is natural that there should

be some repetitions. Most of these are valuable, and

the differences of opinion expressed are slight and

generally unessential. In fact, the careful work of

the editors, as well as of the individual contributors,

is everywhere apparent. The work is certainly des-

tined 10 be a classic in obstetrics.

A Text-Book of Phytiology. By M. Foster, M.D.,
F.K.S. Sixth edition. Parti. New York : Mac-
millan & Co. 1893.

A Text- Book of Physiology. By M. Foster, M.D.,
F.R.S. Revised and abridged from the author's
" Text-Bnok of Physiology," in five volumes. New
York: Macmillan & Co. 1895.

A Text-Book of Physiology. By M. Foster, M.D.,
F.RS. Sixth American edition. Philadelphia:

Lea Brothers & Co. Ia95.

The first of the three books under review is so well

known that a lengthy notice of it is needless. It is

the revised first part of a new edition of the complete

"Foster," like the one before it, in five volumes. The
wisdom of issuing a text-book in so large a number of

relatively small volumes, bound in cloth and separately

indexed, is questionable. The price of the book is

necessarily raised, reference is made difficult, while

union by rebinding in one or at most two volumes be-

comes impracticable. The absence, too, of necessity

for the author not to exceed the limit of one volume
tends to favor a diffuseness of treatment which has

not been altogether absent since the adoption of the

mode of issue in question.

The second book under review is a return to the

older style of " Foster," in one volume. To enable

this to be accomplished, the chemical appendix of Dr.

Lea and the histological descriptions have been omit-

ted, with " all discussions of a too theoretical nature."

The result is a bulky single volume, which gives an

admirably judicious general account of the present

state of the science sufficiently full for the [lurposes

of the medical student, but tantalizing to the would-be

worker, on account of the total absence of all means
of getting at authorities for the statements made. Jt

is indeed questionable if it is an advantage to have no
mention of authors' names even for the merest exam-
ination candidate, for whose benefit Professor Foster

decided to omit these. A name may answer a mnem-
onic purpose, if none other.

The e(iition of Foster's " Physiology," published by
Messrs. Lea Brothers & Co., is one which had been
heiter left unpublished. Jt is an uiiauihorized reissue,

the first three-qu:irters of which correspond to the fifth

authorized edition of 1888-lh90, the last quarter to the

fourth of 1883. To compensate for this relative an-

tiquity of the author's own matter we are told in the

publisher's notice, "that considerable liberty has been
taken with the text. Useless verbiage has been omit-

ted, obscure sentences have been revised or entirely

rewritten, . . . and such other alterations and addi-

tions have been made as to bring the book up to date and
render it in a more advantageous form for the stu-

dent." Under any circumstances such treatment, de-

scribed in such a way, of a work the merely literary

merits of which are very high and of which an edi-

tion "brought up to date " by the author himself ex-

ists, would he unfitting, but becomes in the lowest

degree so in the absence of an editor responsible for

it. How far the alterations made are an improvement
to the book may be gathered from the fact that all

reference to the results of recent hemodynamical work
is lacking and from a glance at the adiled Fig. 36
(•' Diagram illustrating simplest form of reflex ap-

paratus "), which betrays the grossest ignorance of

modern neurological investigation.

Local Ancesthetics and Cocaine AnalgcEsia ; Their
Uses and Limitations. By Thomas Manlet, A.M.,
M.D., Member New York Academy of Medicine,

The American Medical Association, Visititig Sur-

geon to Harlem Hospital, etc. St. Louis: J. H.
Chambers & Co.

This book contains an account of the various methods
of producing local anesthesia. It consists of two parts.

Part I, which includes the first five chapters, is an
interesting account of the different ways in which heat

and cold can prevent pain : for example, by hot water ;

cold by evaporation, by fluids in motion, or by ice and
salt. Part II, the remainder of the work, treats wholly
of cocaine, of which the writer is an ardent admirer
and champion. This drug is most thoroughly discussed,

and its use in every possible way is fully described;

also in every region and tissue of the body. It is the

most detailed account of the uses and technique of the

local administration of this drug that we have seen.

The writer has used it in plastic operations, strauguUted
hernia, tracheotomy, suprapubic cystotomy, hemor-
rhoids, depressed fractures of the skull, tre[ihiuirig,

afipeudicitis, lumbar colotomy and numerous other

operations. He goes so far as to consider pulmonary
anesthetics as indicated only in protracted operations.

The book is well worth reading, and contains many
practical hints relating to the uses of cocaine.
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LUMBAR PUNCTURE.

(Concluded from No. 4, p. 95.)

As we have seen, the therapeutic value of lumbar

puncture has been in all cases of doubtful curative

effect, and for the most part merely palliative, if not

absolutely negative, in result. As a means of diag-

nosis, however, it must occupy a much higher place in

our esteem. It is, in fact, rapidly taking a position of

recognized scientific importance in relation to the diag-

nosis of a large number of cerebral and cerebrospinal

diseases. It has been found that much valuable in-

formation may be gained from a study of the cerebro-

epinal fluid in diseased conditions of the brain or cord,

a result so unexpected that at the Wiesbaden Congress

the diagnostic import of the measure was scarcely

touched upon.

Normally the cerebro-spinal fluid is transparent,

faintly alkaline in reaction, free from cell elements

and with a speciKc gravity of 1.010 or less. Usually

it contains no albumin, but generally contains a sub-

stance resembling sugar, which reduces Fehling's solu-

tion.

In a question of diagnosis the following points are

of importance:

(1.) The pressure under which the fluid stands.

(2.) The presence and amount of albumin and sugar.

(3.) The presence of foreign substances : for exam-

ple ; blood, pus, micro-orgauisms, especially tubercle

bacilli.

Pressure may be roughly determined by the speed

at which the fluid escapes after the puncture is made.

Normally the fluiii flows by drops, whereas in extreme

pressure, as for example, in hydrocephalus, it at first

spurts and then flows in a stream. The importance to

be attached to the presence of sugar and albumin is as

yet not great, although certain conclusions may be

drawn. Quincke has shown that a larger amount of

albumin poiuts to fresh inflammation. Lichtheim

finds that the transudation occurring in brain tumors

nsoally contains less albumin than is found in brain

abscess and meningitis. In the differential diagnosis

of brain tumors and meningitis more than one per

cent, of albu ii would point toward a meningitis

rather than a i.ew growth. It should be mentioned,

however, in this connection, that the amount of albu-

min increases after repeated punctures. Lichtheim

has found sugar regularly in tumors and only rarely

in tubercular meningitis.

Much more important is the examination of the

fluid for pus, blood and micro-organisms. Lichtheim

again was the first to find organisms iu three cases of

purulent meningitis and in four cases of tubercular

meningitis. Since then, such observations have been

frequently repeated, and a degree of accuracy in diag-

nosis reached which otherwise would have been impos-

sible. As experience accumulates, no doubt we shall

be able to attribute a certain course to a meningitis

produced by a definite organism, which will naturally

make possible a more definite prognosis.

It was perhaps not altogether to be expected that

tubercle bacilli should be found in the fluid drawn off

by lumbar puncture. Experience, however, has shown

this to be the case. Fiirbiuger's statistics, which are

at present the largest, show that out of 37 cases of

tubercular meningitis, tubercle bacilli were found in

27 or about 75 per cent. The diagnosis being in all

cases corroborated by autopsy. Special care is re-

quired in finding the bacilli ; the number is usually

small, and numerous slides should be prepared before

the search is given up as negative.

In the question of operative procedure for cerebral

abscess or sinus thrombosis, it is often desirable to

know whether or not there is a complicating menin-

gitis, and if so, what its character may be. This may
often be readied by lumbar puncture with examination

of the fluid obtained. For example, in tubercular

meningitis one would obtain a clear fluid, with tubercle

bacilli; in purulent meningitis a cloudy or purulent

fluid containing staphylococci, streptococci, or pneu-

mococci ; in brain abscess a clear fluid without organ-

isms. An important question is the significance of

blood in the fluid from the puncture. It is, of course,

necessary to exclude the blood which may result from

the accidental injury to a vein in the operation of in-

troducing the needle. The definite diagnosis of ven.

tricular hemorrhage has of late been made by means

of the lumbar puncture, a condition previously capa-

ble of diagnosis only through symptoms, which, ex-

cept in typical cases, might be confounded with other

pathological conditions. As an aid in the diagnosis of

spinal meningeal hemorrhage, puncture has also shown

itself of value. It should be understood, however,

that accidental causes of hemorrhage must always be

carefully excluded before a definite diagnosis of intra-

cranial hemorrhage be made. Jacoby reports cases in

which lumbar puncture was practised for hemorrhage

within the spinal canal, with positive results and prob-

able amelioration of symptoms. Puncture for acute

mania has been tried with absolutely negative result,

as one would a priori expect.
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Dr. Jacoby summarizes the acquired results of lum-

bar puncture as follows

:

" Cerebro-spinal fluid cau be easily removed from

the subarachnoid sac of the spinal cord and from the

cavities of the brain.

" Therapeutically it is only of direct value as a palli-

ative through the reduction of increased pressure ; it

may, perhaps, prove of more service indirectly as the

first step to local treatment of the cord and brain.

" Diagnostically, it possesses great clinical advantages

in the diagnosis of the various inflammatory affections

of the cerebral membranes and in the recognition of

intraventricular hemorrhage as well as of hemorrhage

within the spinal canal."

There can be no doubt that even after the first en-

thusiasm regarding lumbar puncture has worn off, it

will still take its place among the recognized means of

diagnosis, all the more from the fact that the operation

is so simple a one as to be within the grasp of the

general practitioner. It would be no source of surprise

should cerebro-spinal fluid be regarded as other se-

cretions of the human body in the chemical labora-

tory, and a physician be considered delinquent who
omits this means of establishing a more definite and

exact diagnosis.

THE AUTHORITY OF LOCAL BOARDS OF
HEALTH OVER PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS.

Ample powers have been conferred upon local

boards of health, a fact which is almost daily recog-

nized in courts of law. The various emergencies

which constantly arise in the work of local boards of

health relative to the existence of nuisances, outbreaks

of epidemic disease, etc., require prompt and efficient

action, and back of this the existence of adequate laws

to support such action.

Nearly thirty years ago, Judge Wells of the Su-

preme Court made the following just comments when

giving a decision upon an important nuisance case

which occurred in this State :

The action of locil boards of health is intended to be prompt
and summary. They are clothed with extraordinary powers
for the protection of the community from noxious indueuces
afiecting life and health, and it is important that their proceed-

ings should be embarrassed and delayed as little as possible by
the necessary observance of formalities.

A comparatively new question has recently arisen

which will appear interesting to all local boards of

health since it relates to the authority which such

boards may have over State or National institutions

situated within the limits of the cities and towns. The
Board of Health of the town of Concord recently sub

mitted the following questions to the Attorney-Gen-

eral :

(1) Has the Board of Health of the town of Concord authority

to inspect the plumbing and drainage of that part of the

Massachusetts Reformatory within the walls, or order changes
therein ?

(2) Has the said Board authority to inspect the houses occu-

pied by the superintendent and deputy tiui>eriutendeut upon the

front of the said prisou building, or to order changes therein?

(3) Has the said Board authority to inspect the unattached
tenements belonging to the said Reformatory and upon the land

of the Commonwealth, and occupied by its officers, or to order
changes therein ?

(4) Has the Board of Health authority to make regulations
concerning the keeping of swine by the Massachusetts Refor-
matory, and if so, do we come under the regulation prohibiting
piggeries to be within 600 feet of the highway?

(5) Has the said Board of Health authority to order the dis-

continuance of the transportation of swill from the State Prison
at Charlestown to the Reformatory piggeries?

(6) Has the town of Concord authority to demand that the

dogs belonging to the Massachusetts Reformatory shall be
licensed ?

In replying to these questions the Attorney-General

considered the subject at length, quoting decisions

which had been made in other States on such matters,

and summed up the questions as follows

:

The fountain of the police power of the Commonwealth is

the legislature acting under the authority of the constitution.

The legislature has seen fit to delegate a portion of this police

power to local Boards of Health. Although this delegation is

absolute in terms, it is not to be construed as exclusive of the
authority of the Commonwealth, or as against its public policy.

It would certainly be against public policy to hold that a local

and transient board should have greater authority over the
property of the Commonwealth, cared for and controlled by the
officers of the Commonwealth, acting under direct authority of
the legislature, than those officers themselves. It is much more
consistent to assume that in the delegation of police power to
Boards of Health there is an implied reservation as to the prop-
erty of the Commonwealth which is specifically and fully pro-
vided for by legislation, and the care and control of which is

committed to boards and officers established for that purpose
and acting under the direction and authority of the legislature.

Any other position is inconsistent with the sovereignty of the
Commonwealth. It follows, therefore, that although the dele-
gation of authority to local Boards of Health is general in its

terms, and purports to embrace all persons and property within
the limits of the town, there is an implied exception of such
property as is cared for and controlled by the Commonwealth
itself, and under its special and peculiar jurisdiction.

I am of opinion, therefore, that your first three questions re-
lating to the authority of the Board of Health of the town of
Concord to inspect and order changes in the plumbing and drain-
age (1) of that part of the Reformatory within the walls, (2) of
the superintendent's house, (3) of the unattached tenements be-
longing to the Reformatory and on the land of the Common-
wealth and occupied by its officers, must be answered in the
negative.

The same considerations, in my opinion, apply to the keeping
of swine within the limits of the property of the Common-
wealth occupied by it for the purposes of the Reformatory. It
is unnecessary to decide whether the penal statutes of the Com-
monwealth, or even such provisions of the common law as have
the force of penal statutes, are in all cases applicable to the
officers of the Commonwealth. Many of them, obviously, are
so applicable. An officer of the Commonwealth, even under the
direction of the superintendent of the Commissioners of Prisons,
may not commit felony, or any other grave crime or misde-
meanor. On the other hand, statutes relating to hours of labor
and to fire escapes, and even the ordinary rules of law relating
to assault, are in.-ipplicable to the conduct of the Reformatory.
It may be a question whether if the officers of the Reformatory
permitted a preventable nuisance to exist upon the land of the
Commonwealth, such, tor example, as a decaying heap of vege-
table matter, a filthy and offensive piggery, or other source of
pollution of the health of the neighborhood, they could not be
indicted and punished for maintaining a nuisance. It is not to
he presumed that the officers of the Commonwealth will direct
or authorize acts which are in violation of the rights of the com-
munity ; and if such acts occur, it may well be that the court
would hold them to be unauthorized; or, if authorized, that the
persons in charge exceeded their own authority. So if the keep-
ing of swine should become, in fact, a nuisance to the extent
that people residing in the neighborhood were endangered in

their health, it may be that the persons in charge or responsible
for such keeping would he liable to be indicted therefor as for a
nuisance.

But this is a very different question from that which involves
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the riglit of the local Board of Health to preserihe an arbitrary

distance from the highway within the limits of which swine

shall not be kept. That is a local police refinlation in which a

limit is fixed for convenience, and under which the question of

the actual nuisance does not arise. An offensive and un-

healthy pigsty more than six hundred feet from the highway

could not be complained of under such a rule while i>n the

other hand, one that was clean and in fact inoffensive, would

still be unlawful within that limit. Even if the officers are

liable for maintaining what Isio fact a nuisance, it by no means

follows that they are subject to the regulations of the Board of

Health, with respect to the place where swiue shall be kept, or

that, in order to keep them, they shall be required to obtain a

license from the Board. I assume tli.it the keeping of swine is

an incident of the business of carrying on the Reformatory, an

institution which involves manufactuiing, farming and other

industries, carried on under the exclusive jurisdiction of the

State. Kor the reasons above stated with reference to the plumb-

ing, I am of opinion that Uie rule of the Board of Health which

prohibits the keeping of swine wilhin six hundred feet of the

highway does not apply to the land of the Commonwealth which

comprises the Reformatory.

Question 5, relating to the right of transfer of swill through

the public streets, stands upon a different principle. There is

no exclusive authority over the streets of Concord conferred

upon the prison officers. When they leave the property set

apart for the uses of the Commonwealth and travel upon the

public streets they should be, and in my opinion are, subject to

all reasonable regulations and laws wheiher of the Common-

wealth or of the town, or its officers, in regard to the use of

such streets. And if swill is carried by the officers of the Com-

monwealth through the streets of Concord in violation of the

regulations of the Board of Health, I think the persons so

offending may be prosecuted and convicted ; and that they can-

not plead in justification any authority or direction of the

officers of theiustitutiou.

The statutes of the Commonwealth (Pub. Sts. cb. 102) pro-

vide for the registration, numbering, describing and licensing

of dogs. This is a police regulation, made for the protection of

the community. The license fee is not a tax. It is not author-

ized or designed for a revenue, general or local, but is in the

nature of a license under a special police regulation, and is an

exercise of the police power rather than the power to levy ex-

cises. (Uesty on Taxation, 1404; Blair r. Forehand, 100 Ma.ss.

139, 142, 143.) The object of the law may be said to be the

identification and regulation of dogs running at large. There

is, it is true, no exemption in the statutes of dogs which are not

allowel to run at large, and it may be well that the legislature

contemplated the possibility, that dogs, which although not

beasts /e/a; naUnte, are yet less under subjection than neat

cattle and other like domestic animals, would run at large. I

see no reason why dogs kept by the officers of the Common-
wealth, even though they be the property of the Commonwealth,

sbou d not be registered, described and licensed ; and inasmuch

as the fee is not in the nature of a tax. but for the registration

and license, it should be paid as well in the case of dogs kept by

officers of the Commonwealth, or owued by the Commonwealth,

as in ibe case of other dogs It wouid destroy the purpose of

the law if any dogs were allowed to go at large unlicensed, and

without the provision for identiticiitiou prescribed in the statutes

relating to the licensing of dogs. The Commonwealth, of

course, may not be prosecuted for the keeping of an uulicensed

dog; but whoever, wheiher a Stale officer or other person, keeps

a dog, in my opinion, must have him licensed and pay the fee

therefor, and is subject to the penalties ol the statntes for fail-

ure so to do.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Prokkssor Vikcuow Honorkd by the French
GovERNMKNT. — Ou tile oiie liuiidrt'dtli auniversary

of tbe existence of (lie Freucli Iiistilute, Professor

Virchow was made a Commander of the Legion ol

Honor.

A Prizr for Frhnch Military Surgeons. —
Tbe late Barou Larrey, bou of Mapoleou's eurgeou,

has left a bequest to tbe Academy of Scieuces for an

aDiiual prize of £1,000 for tbe best treatise by an

army doctor on any question of medicine, surgery or

sanitation.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

AccTE Infectious Diseases in Boston.— Dur-

ing tbe week ending at noon, .January 29, 1896, there

were reported to tbe Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease:

diphtheria, 88, scarlet fever, 17, measles, 29, typhoid

fever, 18.

Convictions for Abortion in Boston.— In the

Superior Criminal Court in session at Boston, a jury

has brought in a verdict of guilty against two so-called

"doctors" accused of procuring a criminal abortion.

It is probable also that a true bill will be found against

a female practitioner of this art, the victim, who lived

in South Boston, having informed against her.

Issue of Marriage Licenses to the Feeble-

minded.— The Committee on .Judiciary of the Mas-

sachusetts House of Representatives gave a hearing

recently ou a bill providing that town clerks and reg-

istrars may refuse to issue marriage certificates in

cases where tbe applicants or either of them are fee-

ble-minded, or where for similar reasons a certificate

should be refused. The bill was opposed ou the

ground that it is impossible for town clerks to decide

authoritatively on questions of insanity. Under the

present law marriages between idiots and insane per-

sons are void. City Registrar W. H. Whitmore, of

Boston, proposed as an improvement to the bill that in

case it was thought advisable to stop a marriage, an

application might be made to the judge of probate,

who might issue an order to the clerk or registrar pro-

hibiting the issue of the certificate.

Annual Meeting of the Salem Hospital Cor-
poration. — At the annual meeting of the Salem

Hospital Corporation held last week, the Secretary re-

ported that 1,677 patients were treated in all depart-

ments. The house patients numbered 312, of whom
157 were medical, and 177 surgical. The largest

number at any one time was 40, and the smallest was

18. The average cost per patient was $1.67. Suit-

able mention was made of the loss by death of Dr.

George A. Perkins, who was, during a long time, con-

nected with the hospital. The following trustees were

elected: William G. Webb, President; Arthur Kem-
ble, Oliver D. Way, Edward D. Ropes, E. Aug. Em-
merton, Walter H. Trumbull, Arthur W. West,

George Chase, Henry Harrington, Matthew Robson,

Jeremiah T. Mahouey, William G. Barker.

NEW YORK.

The New York County Medical Associa-

tion.— The annual meeting of the New York County

Medical Association was held on Monday evening,

.lanuarv 20tli. The following officers were elected:

President, Dr. Joseph E. Janvrin ; Vice-President,

Dr. Hermann J. Boldt; Recording Secretary, Dr.
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P. Brynberg Porter ; Corresponding and Statistical Sec-

retary, Dr. Nathan Gross Bozeman ; Treasurer, Dr.

John H. Hiuton ; Member of the Executive Com-

mittee (to serve for four years), Dr. John Shrady.

The report of the Statistical Secretary showed that

during the past jear the Association had lost by death,

removal, resignation, etc., 54 members, and had been

increased by the addition of 113 new members. The

total membership is now 1,065.

Transfer of the City Insane to the State.

— After a hearing. Mayor Strong, on January 23d,

approved the O'Grady bills, providing for the transfer

of the city's insane to the care of the State, and for

issuing bonds amounting to over $2,000,000 by the

Comptroller to pay arrears of taxes for the care of the

insane by the State. The first bill requires the city

to give the State a lease of the lands and buildings on

Ward's Island, and at Centre Islip, Long Island, for

one dollar a year, the lease to be terminated on fifteen

years' notice. It also gives the State the right to use

the insane asylums on Hart's aud Blackwell's Islands

for five years. This bill places New York's insane

specifically under the charge of the newly created

Manhattan State Hospital, which is to be conducted

by a board of seven managers, two of whom shall be

women, to be appointed by the Governor for terms

ranging from one to seven years.

Opening of the New St. Luke's Hospital.—
The New St. Luke's Hospital on Morningside

Heights was opened on January 24th. For some time

past, the managers had refused to take any new cases

at the old building, and consequently there were but

forty-five patients to be transferred. Among them

was Sister Annie Ayers, one of the nurses who served

during thesuperinteudentship of the Rev. Dr. Muhlen-

berg (the founder of the institution), who is now

over eighty years old. While but a comparatively

small portion of this most imposing aud capacious new

hospital has been erected, five of the buildings contem-

plated have been completed, aud the accommodations

now provided are ample for the treatment of a large

number of both medical and surgical patients.

Results of Drinking Tuberculous Milk.—
Fifty-nine cows in the herd of Allen Devereaux have

been destroyed on account of tuberculosis. It is the

prevalent belief that the son of the owuer who re-

cently died of consumption, contracted the disease by

drinking milk from the diseased herd, and it is stated

that two butter makers employed at the dairy, who
drank a large quantity of the milk, are also suffering

from tuberculosis.

Death of Dr. Francis W. Shain.— Dr. Francis

W. Shain, a well known practitioner of Jersey City,

died from cardiac disease on January 16th, the exciting

cause being a fall from his carriage. Dr. Shaiu was

forty-five years of age aud had practised in Jersey

City since 1888. For five years prior to that time be

was a ship surgeon in the employ of the Red Star

Steamship Line.

^tj^cellanp.

OF MORE VALUE THAN POLITICAL PRONUN-
CIAMENTOS.

The politicians having had their chauce to work as

much mischief as possible aud having freely indulged

themselves, one turns with great satisfaction to the

utterances of fair, thoughtful, caijdid, intelligent, genu-

ine lovers of country aud humanity on both sides of

the Atlantic, as such sentiments are now making pub-

lic opinion after the subsidence of mere political froth

and clamor.

We have received from Sir Henry W. Acland, for-

merly Regius Professor of Medicine at Oxford, the

following communication, sent by him to the London
Times— a communication we gladly reproduce:

Oxford, December 25th.

To THE Editor of the Times.

Sir: — I can hardly hope that you will be induced to insert
into your crowded columns a letter from me on the question
which is stirring all serious men on this day of peace and good-
will for mankind. I am neither statesman nor politician. But
I have in the last thirty-iive years been thrice in the United
States, and for more than forty years have had among my most
valued friends visitors from the States. I have been in JJew
York, Boston, Saratoga, Chicago, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cin-
cinnati, Washington, Richmond. In every city I have had the
happiness to see, hear and learn much from men of business,
statesmen, authors, physicians, surgeons, naval aud military
men, divines. I have been received into their families, as they
into mine ; with some I have frequent correspondence, and for
some abiding affection, I believe reciprocal. I have talked
freely with men of every class in railways and elsewhere I

never heard a word I should wish unsaid of the mother country,
nor a word of unkindness to myself; on the contrary, I repeat-
edly speak of the kindness I have received and of the charm of
the freedom and rare humor of their discourse.

I said I am neither politician nor statesman. But my profes-
sion sees much of the true depths of human nature. I will

never believe that any proportion of those whom I have known
would seriously support a war unless some war of urgent neces-
sity. They value too much Washington's advice on that matter;
they know the mutual attachment between our two countries,
depending, if you will, to some extent on the common interest
ot the English-speaking race.

There is further ground for the correctness of my conviction.
The growth and progress of literature and science and of liter-

ary and scientific interests is most remarkable in every depart-
ment. There is original research and translations from foreign
works of the highest class in science aud philosophy, many go-
ing rapidly through several editions. Is this to produce no
common fruit in the interest of peace and good-will towards
men? There are no missionaries more active, more successful,
than the Americans of several branches of the Cliurch of Christ
in every part of the world. In short, whatever be the cause of
the action of the President of the United States and ot the
course taken by the Congress, I believe that, notwithstanding
the present excitement, they will not prevail. The people who
went through a contest which cost nearly 500,000 human lives
will not hastily plunge into another war.

I am, sir, your obedient servant, Henry W. Acland.

IN MEMORIAM.
EDWARD WIGGLESWORTH, M.D.

It was not without a pull at the heart-strings that the

knowledge of the death of this eminent member of our pro-
fession came to some of us. In the routine of daily prac-
tice. Ids stated period of ho.<pital service just completed,
his physical appearance suggestive of years of continued
usefulness and of increasing happiness, the end came, at

the age of fifty-five years, as he would have wi?hed, swiftly

and surely, without suffering, without antici[)atioii, his in-

telligence clear, his thoughts, as ever, mindful of others,

and attentive to his obligation.s to them. A preliujinary

brief attack of unconsciousness, followed by such sliglit dis-

comfort that the few intervening days were rather those

of rest than prostration, and the final apoplectic stroke, so

immediate and so beneficent, that to hiiu, at least, the blow
was surely full of mercy.
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Foremost in the band of enthusiastic and energetic medi-

cal workers who came to the front in Boston in the carlv

70's was Edward Wi^<;lesworth, a graduate of Harvard

College in ISGl, and of its medical school in 11SB5. During

his medical pupilage the war found him ready and anxious

to take his part, and it is for those who were then associ-

ated with him to pay willing tribute to his untiring devo-

tion and constant self-sacrifice to the cause of his country.

A subsequent five years in Europe were none too long an

apprenticeship for him to serve, that he might assimilate

the best teaching of the masters of his chosen specialty—
dermatology— in Vienna, in Paris and in London.
On his return to this country there were but few exclu-

sive practitioners of this branch of medicine and he became

one of the pioneers. It was his ambition to collect, always

with a view to others, the best and rarest books, the most

perfect models and other costly means of illustrating this

subject. It is well-known that his collection of models has

long ago been given to the Harvard Medical School, and

that his library has alw.iys been freely open for the benefit

of those to whom it might prove useful. At his own charge

he opened a dispensary for diseases of the skin, to which

he continued to administer, regardless of expense of time

and of money, until successful special departments for the

treatment of this class of diseases were a part of the lead-

ing medical institutions of Boston, lie was in due time

appointed the head of the Department for Diseases of the

Skin at the Boston City Hospital, a position which he held

till the day of his death. For several years he was one of

the instructors of the Harvard Medical School and many
of its graduates gratefully remember the painstaking earn-

estness with which he labored to impress them and his

patients with the importance of the details necessary for

the successful treatment of the distressing and often repul-

sive maladies which were daily encountered.

During these preliminary years of incessant and arduous

labors in promoting the welfare of his fellow-beings he was

a frequent contributor to medical literature. Mere allusion

mav be made to his paper on Alopecia, read before the

Massachusetts Medical Society in 1871; to his contribu-

tions to the Archives of Dermatology, of which he was a

founder, on Fibromata of the Skin, and on Sarcoma of the

Skin, in 1875; on the Auto-inoculation of Vegetable Para-

sites, and on New Formations, in 1878; on Faulty Innerva-

tion as a Factor in Skin Diseases, in the same year in the

New York Hospital Gazette. In 1882, in conjunction with

Dr. E. \V. Gushing, he published in the Archives of Derm-

atology a paper on Buccal Ulcerations of Constitutional

Ori"in. In 1883 a communication on Purpura from Quin-

ine, was published in the Journal; and in 1886 he deliv-

ered the Annual Address before the American Dermatolog-

ical Association.

Throughout this period of continuous productive activ-

ity there was but little medical work of general public im-

portance to this community in which he was not a partici-

pant. His enthusiastic, costly, although somewhat prema-

ture, labors in behalf of the popularizing of the metric

system are well known. More fruitful were his efforts in

establishing the Boston Medical Library Association, of

the executive committee of which he has remained a mem-
ber from the outset. He did yeoman's service as one of

the committee to raise the large sum of money necessary to

establish the Harvard Medical School in its present admi-

rable building. He was an active participant in the early

attempts at securing the registration of physicians, that the

citizens of this State might be protected against quackery

and extortion. As a member of the Health Department of

the American Social Science Association he spent years

of faithful and persistent effort in promoting its unselfish

objects. Without undertaking to enumerate the entire list

of public obligations lie assumeil. it sulBces to state that he

was always ready to encourage by word and deed, by sug-

gestion, advice and gift of money, all worthy objects de-

manding the active interest of the public-spirited physi-

cian ; and his assistance wa-s usually sought both in the

inception and in the promotion of such objects.

To what extent his ]irivate beneficence may have reached

none know but those who have profited from it. That it

was abundant there is no doubt, but what his right hand
did his left knew not. Through inheritance able to live

solely for his own pleasure, his life was one of contin-

ued devotion to the welfare of others. A hater of shams,

he was fearless in their denunciation. Uncompromising in

his own sense of right, he always recognized that the

golden shield might have a silver lining, and, therefore,

was tolerant of the views of others. With the highest

ideals, his life was a constant struggle in his efforts to live

up to them, for, from the vividness of his imagination, pos-

sibilities often had to him the force of probabilities. He
shone among his friends, to whom his brilliant wit was a
never-failing source of delight and the sparkle of his con-

versation made his seat the head of the table. To them ho

as ever loyal, trustful, chivalrous, tender in sorrow, cour-

ageous in danger, and to them who thus knew him through

many years, his memory will remain always green.

DR. EDWARD WIGGLESWORTH.
Memorial of the Boston Dekmatological Club.

The Boston Dermatological Club desires to express its

deep sorrow at the great loss it has sustained in the death

of Dr. Edward Wigglesworth, one of its most gifted and
accomplished members.

Perhaps no other of the Medical Societies with which he
was connected could so thoroughly appreciate his versatile

and brilliant intellect, his warm-hearted nature, and his

high attainments in medical knowledge. His contributions

to the literature of our specialty were many and valuable

in the early part of his active professional life ; and although

partially disabled by failing health in later years, he has

remained an earnest student of the work of his colleagues

anil of the extensive progress of our art to his last hour.

His interest in this Clinical Society has been warm and
constant since its foundation, and we shall sadly miss his

skilled judgment in the solution of diflicult questions in

diagnosis. His generosity was unceasing, and he has left a

permanent memorial of it of great value to students of der-

matology in the large collection of the famous Baretta

models of cutaneous diseases presented by him some years

ago to the Medical School of Harvard University.

The loss of such an accomplished physician in the matu-

rity of his wisdom is a serious one to the profession and the

community.
To his family we offer our sincerest sympathy in their

bereavement.
Boston, January 28, 1896.

Corccj^ponDentr.

QUININE IN MALARIA.
Boston, January 26, 1896.

Mr. Editor: — In an article entitled "Clinical Notes

on Malaria," published in the Journal, January 16, 1896,

Dr. John L. Morse says: "I can see no justification for

the so-called ' intermittent ' method of giving quinine

recommended by Dr. F. H. Williams, as the life history of

the malarial organism is 48° or 72° and not seven days."

Perhaps in view of this remark it would be well to repeat

here Dock's scheme " for the routine treatment of simple

cases," which was based on careful observations of the |)ar-

asites made by himself and others, and which I have advo-

cated in two pa|)ers. First day, in the decline of the tem-

perature, twenty grains of quinine; second day, if neces-

sary, ten grains; seventh, fifteenth, and twenty-second days,

twenty grains. The single large dose of (juinine is given

in the decline of the temperature in order that it may affect

the ]>la8modia when they are in a susceptible stage. The
second dose is given, if necessary; that is, if the tempera-
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ture rises more than one degree, this showing the presence
of parasites. The doses on the seventh, fifteenth and
twenty-second days were not given because it was thought

the parasites required a week to complete their cycle of

life but to combat the organisms that have escaped the ini-

tial doses and meanwhile not having been destroyed by what
Dock calls the natural defences, may cause a return of the

fever if not checked in time by another dose of quinine.

Charts 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, in my paper published in

the Journal, March 9, 1893, demonstrate the efficiency of

the first dose given on the fall of the temperature. Chart
2 also demonstrates the need of the dose on the seventh

day, for quinine being omitted on the seventh day the fever

returned on the following day. Of course, in many cases

the doses repeated at intervals of seven days might be
simply precautionary.

There are various ways of giving quinine in malaria, and
our knowledge of the disease is constantly growing. The
aim of these initial doses is to have a sufficient amount of

quinine in the blood when the plasmodia are in their most
susceptible stage ; the aim of the subsequent doses given at

intervals of a week is to assist nature in overcoming the

Plasmodia that remaining in the system may cause a re-

turn of the fever after some days, not necessarily seven

days. Very truly yours,

F. H. Williams, M.D.

SUGAR AS A MUSCLE FOOD.

Denver, Col., 1517 Stout St.,

January 22, 1896.

Mr. Editor:— The discussion regarding the use of

sugar in labor recalls a personal experience regarding its

use during a time of great muscular exertion. During my
camping trips in the mountains, with much horseback rid-

ing and, for me, a very unusual amount of tramping over

rough ground at a high altitude, I have noticed for years

an abnormal fondness for sugar. I well remember my in-

tense disappointment on one deer-hunt upon learning that

the sugar had been left behind by accident, and my joy

upon meeting another party from whom we obtained some
by barter.

It had occurred to me that it was because of its being so

readily available as a muscle food that it was so necessary

to my comfort. Some of my companions on different trips

have been ranchmen, who habitually led a life not essen-

tially different from that on the camping trips, and whose
digestive organs were presumably better prepared than

those of a professional man to assimilate the large amount
of food needed under the conditions indicated. Upon in-

quiry I learned that they felt no such longing for saccha-

rine substances as was noted in my own case.

Yours very truly,

J. N. Hall, M.D.

THE "INDEX MEDICUS."

Washington, D. C, January 23, 1896.

Mr. Editor :— We ask permission to announce to the

subscribers to the Index Mediciis ihat the January num-
ber, which comprises the literature of December and the

beginning of January, is printed and will be distributed

in a few days. The " back number," covering the period

from May 1, to December 1, 1895, is ready for the printer,

but from its extent will require some time before it can be

issued.

It is proper to add that it has been found impossible to

adhere to the limited number of subscribers first projiosed,

as subscriptions from distant points in response to applica-

tions Irom friends abroad still occasionally arrive. One, for

example, was received to-day from Ceylon through a Lon-

don friend.

J. S. Billings, ) p ,.

Robert Fletcher,
\

ACCIDENTS FROM EQUESTRIANISM.
Groveland, Mass., December 17, 1895.

Mr. Editor : — The undersigned has in course of

preparation a Statistical Report concerning Accidents

from Equestrianism. Answers to the following questions

would be gratefully received :

What per cent, of such accidents are, in your observa-

tion, fatal

?

What per cent, of such accidents are attended by injury

to the head?
What per cent, by fractures to the bones, more particu-

larly of the shoulder, arm, and leg ?

What per cent, result in dislocations?

What per cent, of accidents render the soldier unfit for

service ?

Any information you may be kind enough to furnish con-

cerning casualties of cavalry service will be gratefully re-

ceived, and credit therefor duly given.

Very respectfully yours,

W. Thornton Parker, M.D.

RECORD OF MORTALITY

Fob the Wbek endino Saturday, January 18,
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Springfield 2 encb, Pliiladelpbia aud Worcester 1 each. From
erysipelas New York 4, Cliicaso '^> Brool<lyu and Boston 2 each,

Pliiladelpliia, Baliimnre, Providence aud Lowell 1 each. From
malarial fever New York 3, Brook yn 1.

In tlie tliiriy-lliree greater towns of England and Wales with

an estimated iiopulation of I0,8iili,'.i71, for the week ending
January Uth, the death-nte was 18.5. Deaths reported, 3,8iil

;

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (Ix>ndon) 3:.'0, measles
19!t, whooping-cough 1(5, diphtheria 73, scarlet lever 48, fever

40, diarrhea 37, small-pox (Loudon and West Ham 3 each) li.

The death-rates ranged from 12.3 in Bradford to 29.7 in Sal-

ford: Birmineham 22.1, Bolton 20.8, Brighton lii.il, Croydon
Irt. 3. Gateshead 15 !•, Hudderstield 15.1, Hull 15 3, Leeds 17.8,

Leicester 21.0, Liverpool 23.5, Loudon 18.1, Manchester lil.l,

Nottingham 17.9, Oldham 17.1, Portsmouth 15.5, Sunderland
13.0, West Ham 18.(>.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD,

For the week ending .January 18th, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—

Baro- 'l°heriuom- Relative
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•©riginal 3llrticlCiS.

A STUDY OF HAIG'S URIC ACID THEORY.
BY GERTRUDE W. VAN PELT, M.D., BOSTOK.

The medical world owes to Dr. Haig, I thitik, a
profound debt of gratitude for his thorough and pa-

tient study on the excretion of uric acid. Whether
his theories, in whole or in part, be true or not, he has
collected with infinite pains a vast array of facts wliich

must be studied and explained in some way, which can-

not fail to advance our knowledge of disease.

The most important facts which he seems to have
proved are, that uric acid is always formed in a defi-

nite relation to urea (according to his observations,

about 1-35) ; that its action when present in excess of

that relation is to increase arterial tension, locally or
generally, and thereby to decrease the urinary flow

;

and that uric acid is present in the blood in inverse

ratio to its acidity, and can be altered at will by affect-

ing its acidity. It follows from this that excretion of

uric acid below the relation of 1-35 implies a storing

up of it in some part of the body, and Haig's theory
is, that it is the liberation from time to time of this

stored-up uric acid which causes the attacks of mi-

graine, epilepsy, and many other nervous disturbances.

According to his experience, sodium salicylate is the

drug most to be depended upon to rid the system of

this excess. These points he has supported by careful

and prolonged experimentation, which he has reported

in his book on uric acid. Its action on pulse tension

he has studied under various drugs, at different hours
of the day, and in a variety of pathological conditions,

by the aid of the sphygmograph, in connection with

auscultation of the heart; also, where possible, he has

driven uric acid out of the circulation and then taken
the pulse tension for comparison. It seems to me, as

I shall explain later, that this is the most important
point on which to be clear, and that it should be estab-

lished beyond a ehadow of doubt, before we can esti-

mate the value of his work.
In speaking of this part of the subject, he says :

'• If my premises are good, and my deductions sound,
and if uric acid really influences the circulation to the
extent which I have been led to believe that it does,

it follows that uric acid really dominates the function,

nutrition and structure of the human body to an extent
which has never yet been dreamed of in our philos-

ophy, and in place of affecting the structure of a few
comparatively insignificant fibrous tissues in which it is

found after death, it may really direct the development,
life history, and final decay and dissolution of every
tissue, from the most important nerve centres to the
most active glands, to the matrix of the nails, and the

structure of the skin and hair."

Such claims for a comparatively innocuous substance
sound extravagant, and yet, I do not see why, if its

effect on arterial tension be true, much of the rest

may not follow; and his theories have appeared to

me so plausible, so carefully worked out and so sug-

gestive, that I accepted them for the time being as

proven, and used them as a working liypothesis.

Since interested in this subject I have made be-

tween three and four hundred urinalyses from a num-
ber of cases, which, though not enough to enable me
to confirm or reject such important studies as Ilaig's,

have been enough to increase my interest in the sub-

ject, and convince me that there is at least some close

connection between these excretions and a great va-

riety of pathological conditions; though his explana-

tions of why this one substance manifests itself in

such a variety of ways, has not seemed to me satis-

factory. Although I have nothing to report which
can in any way be considered as proof, I think 1 have
watched a few cases with sufiicieut care to make them
valuable as testimony one way or the other.

In making the analyses, I have used the same
methods that Haig does, and have tested for urea,

uric acid, and acidity, generally taking the specific

gravity, and often examining for sugar and albumin.

The arterial tension I have only observed by feeling

the pulse, and as such a method can have no value for

any one else, I will merely mention that I have made
no observations on that subject which contradict those

of Haig.

Case I, twenty-six years of age, came to consult me
for a general condition of ill health extending over
years, which had during the past few months culmi-

nated in six or seven curious attacks that had alarmed
her. These always appeared soon after breakfast.

They began by a feeling of sudden drowsiness, with a
pain on the top of the head, after which she passed

into a semi-conscious condition lasting three to four

hours. On recovery she found her eyelids swollen,

and her face of an ashen color. Memory had failed

since the beginning of these attacks. Her general

symptoms were : mental and physical depression ; ner-

vousness ; insomnia ; sudden awakening about 4 a. m.,

with sometimes extreme nausea, sometimes slight dysp-
nea, sometimes much gas in the intestines, and fre-

quent urinations between 4 and 6 A. M. Appetite was
variable; bowels irregular. She was troubled with
acne. She was usually worse in the morning, best in

the afternoon, and the evenings were variable. The
worst time of the year was spring. She had had
malaria as a child, and her symptoms had often been
attributed to that cause : therefore, her blood was ex-
amined for the Plasmodium, but it was not found.

The following is an analysis of the urine, which was
turbid with urates, and from which that passed between
2 and 7 a. m. was omitted through forgetfulness

:

Amount in cubic centimetres (estimated between
2 and 7 A.M.) 1,000.00

Speciiio gravity 1.016.00

Acidity iu grammes of liydrochlorio acid . . 1.70

Urea in grammes 19.00

Uric acid in grammes 0.90

Eelatiou between urea and uric acid . . , 1-21

I ordered sodium salicylate, twenty grains, four
times daily. The effect was like magic. Although
she had only had disturbed nights with the use of
trioual, which she had been taking for many weeks, she
had a good night without any hypnotic, and awakened
feeling decidedly better. The urinalysis the next day
was as follows :

Amount in cubic centimetres .... 1,000.00
SpeciBc gravity 1.024.00
Acidity in grammes of liydrocliloric acid . . 1.20

Urea in grammes 20.00
TJric acid in grammes 1.25

Relation between uric acid and urea . . . 1-lG

In four days she reported that her appetite was
much better and that she felt calm and languid instead
of irritable and nervous as she had for so long, and
I decreased the sodium salicylate to twenty grains
thrice daily. The improvement was almost constant.

Menstruation took place normally, though it had been
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much disturbed. She uever had auother one of her

attacks. In two months she felt perfectly well, all

her symptoms had disappeared, and I stopped all

treatment. Her face at this time was entirely free

from acne, and her color had chansjed from a yellowish

to a pink tint. In the light of subsequent experience,

I think treatment was stopped too early, though prob-

ably salicylates had done all they could for her at that

time. She left the city soon after and 1 could not fol-

low her, though she wrote me once that her symptoms
were beginning to return. I e.\amiued her urine fre-

quently while she was under my care. The uric acid

excretions for a time were higher than before treat-

ment, and then decreased, though they were always m
excess. The average amount of water increased, and

symptoms began at once to disappear, which would

seem to show that the arterial tension was lower while

the uric acid was excreted in combination with the

salicylates.

Case II, I have selected next a case of rheuma-

tism. The affected joints were the knees and to a

slight extent the fingers. This, with the only other

symptom— constipation — had existed for years. It

was severe enough to cause much stiffness and at

times some pain. For a few months before beginning

treatment it had been painful and made the effort of

walking exhausting.

I prescribed sodium salicylate, fifteen grains thrice

daily, but her knees grew so rapidly worse that, remem-

bering Sir AVilliam Roberts's opinion that sodium fa-

vored the deposit of quadiiurates in the joints, I tried

in turn salicylic acid and salicylate of colchicum, regulat-

ing the acidity of the urine with potassium citrate.

She made a certain amount of improvement. The re-

lation of uric acid to urea increased from 1-33 to

1-21.5; but as improvement seemed to come to a

standstill at the end of forty days, I decided to try

sodium salicylate once more, and gave fifty to sixty

grains as could be borne. She improved at once. In

two days the excretions of uric acid to urea were

1-14.5. She continued on this treatment for six

weeks. Her knees slowly improved and her bowels

began to move regularly without cathartics. Once

during this period the urinalysis showed a ratio of

uric acid to urea 1-11. Then as the patient seemed

weakened somewhat and looked pale, and her knees

were so much better, I gave her syrup of hydriodic

acid and later iron. Her strength increased rapidly,

though her knees were still stiff and at the end of two

weeks the ratio of uric acid to urea was 1-30.

The points of interest in this case are : one, that

there were uo general symptoms known as those of

uricacidemia ; two, that her improvement always coin-

cided with an increased excretion of uric acid; three,

that she excreted without constitutional disturbance as

much as seemed to cause it in others, of which I shall

give an example later ; and four, that the symptoms
were aggravated the first time sodium salicylate was

given. This last might be explained according to

Haig's hypotheses as follows : elie had uric acid stored

up elsewhere in the system than in the joints, in such

places as caused uo inconvenience, and iu such com-

binations as had greater affinity for sodium salicylate

than the combination in the joints. It was, therefore,

taken up rapidly into tlie circulation, ami in coming iu

contact with the irritated joints, which on account of

this irritation were relatively acid tissues, some of it

at least was immediately re-precipitated. It seems to

me probable that if I had continued with this treat-

ment in the beginning, the improvement would have

been more rapid. When sodium salicylate was used

the second time, much stored-up uric acid had been

dissolved away, and what was excreted was taken pre-

sumably directly from the joints.

Case III. I refer to this case because, first, it is

an interesting contrast to the preceding, being a case

of severe rheumatism and presenting at the same time

marked constitutional symptoms; and second, it illus-

trates well the peculiar action sodium salicylate seems

to have in numerous cases. The rheumatism was
general, both in the joints and muscles, and once for a

period of six months was severe enough to necessitate

crutches and a daily treatment of massage. The gen-

eral symptoms were a confused feeling in the head,

which was often so great as to make her afraid to go

out alone; occasional loss of power of motion, even

to the extent of inability to grasp an object ; extreme

nervousness and apprehensive feelings. The urine

before treatment was thick with urates, and the anal-

ysis as follows

:

Amount in cubic centimetres .... 1,000.00

SpeciUc gravity 1.026.00

Acidity in grammes of hydrochloric acid . . 2.44

Urea in grammes 25.00

Uric acid iu grammes 1.27

Relation between uric acid and urea . . . 1-20

She was immediately put upon sodium salicylate

(grs. XV t. i. d.), which decreated the excretion of uric

acid. She felt a little better, however, and at the end

of twelve days the analysis was as follows

:

Amount in cubic ceutiuietres .... 875.00

Specitic gravity 1.021.00

Acidity iu grammes of hydrochloric acid . . 1.17

Urea in grammes 17.S0

Uric acid in grammes .90

Kelatiou between uric acid and urea . . 1-19.4

It will be noticed there was a diminished flow of

urine and amount of urea, which suggests a higher ar-

terial tension ; also that the acidity is reduced more
than one-half, and the actual amount of uric acid dimia-

ished, though its relation to urea is little changed
;

also that the per cent, of uric acid is elevated, that is,

that we have a more concentrated solution. This state

of things continued as long as sodium salicylate was
used (which was some weeks), though the figures va-

ried constantly one way or the other. The patient

improved sufficiently as to general symptoms to pre-

vent discouragement, though the rheumatism did not

improve at first, and later grew worse. She is still

under treatment, and although considerably better, the

results are not definite enough to report.

The following seems to me a possible explanation

of the action of sodium salicylate. It makes of the

blood a too good solvent of urates. And when the

tissues are loaded with uric acid, all the salicylates

quickly combine, throwing much more uric acid into

the circulation tliau would otherwise have been there,

and quite probably the blood, with its acidity dimin-

ished, may be capable of holding iu solution a varying

amouut of uric acid besides that which satisfies the

salicylates. This enormous quantity of urates imme-
diately raises the arterial tension, decreasing the urin-

ary fiow and excretion of uric acid. The large

amount of uric acid in the small amount of urine sug-

gests that sodium salicylate is attempting to act as

usual, namely, to facilitate excretion, but that it is

prevented by the action of some other force. But as
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the patients generally feel a little better, there is con-

firmation of Haig's idea that salicvluric acid per se is

less irritating to the nervous system than the ordinary

form, called by Sir William Roberts, quadriurates.

It is certainly more soluble, for a specimen containing

salicyluric acid is clear when one containing a smaller

amount of quadriurates is turbid. This effect of so-

dium salicylate I have noticed over and over again,

whatever the explanation may be. And if, under
such circumstances, arterial tension be lowered by
raising the acidity of the blood, or by some other

means, the excretion of uric acid will increase. Haig
perhaps alludes to the same thing when he says that

sodium salicylate acts piuch better when combined
with an acid.

Case IV. This a case of uricacidemia, which sug-

gests the presence of other poisons. She has been an

invalid for about twenty years, has a poor inheritance

from both parents, and has never been strong. She
has been all over the world for health, and has had all

kinds of treatment. Dyspepsia was a prominent
symptom ; and the gastric analyses, according to the

method of Winter and Hayem, showed a condition of

hyperpepsia with fermentation. Besides this, she suf-

fered from neuralgia, at times in almost everj' part of

the body, and often very severe ; headaches, which

sometimes confined her to a dark room ; extreme ner-

vousness ; irritability
; periods of insomnia ; bilious-

ness ; constipation: dysmenorrhea; and often an in-

ability to use herself in any way without bringing on

some sort of an attack. Her urine was always very

scanty and often loaded with urates. After she had

been under my care for two years. I became interested

in Haig's theories, and my first real interest in them
grew out of the light they threw upon this case. It

seemed to me she had not a symptom which might not

be explained by them. A urinalysis, after she had

been taking sodium salicylate for two and a half

months, and eaten no meat for one month, was as

follows

:

AmooDt in cable centimetres
Specific graTily

Acidity in grammes of hydrocliloric acid .

Urea in grammes
Uric acid in grammes
Relation between uric acid and urea .

1.730.00

l.OH.OO

1.15

10.50

.90

1-11

Under this treatment she was less miserable, the

quantity of the urine averaged about 1,250 c.c, and
the usual disturbance at the menstrual period had al-

most disappeared, but the success was not great. For
three mouths she ate no meat, and the excretion of

urea ran gradually very low, although I tried to sup-

ply its place with gluten. It several times sank be-

low six grammes and once was as low as two and a

half grammes. The average relation of uric acid to

urea during these three months was 1-14.4. The
urine was always pale and very faintly acid. I was
unable to increase the food or to give any drug I knew
of, such as iron, arsenic or iodine, to raise acidity, be-

cause the stomach could not bear it. Hydrochloric

acid did not have that effect, and moreover did not

seem reasonable treatment in a case of hyperpepsia.

Being convinced in this case that elimination was even

more important than feeding, I decided to try pilocar-

pine hydrochlorate. I gave a hundredth of a grain

three times a day for three days, stopping all else.

The character of the nriue changed at once. For the

first time it was highly colored with a brick-dust de-

posit. The analysis was as follows :

Amoont in cubic centimetres .... 750.00

Specific gravity 1.011.00

Acidity in grammes of hydrochloric acid . . .78

Urea in grammes 9.38

Uric acid in grammes ,846

Relation of uric acid to urea .... 1-11

The urea, although so low, was double what it had

been for some time, and I felt as if I had at last, per-

haps, found something that would unlock the system

and allow metabolism to go on. This drug, however,

made her so nauseated and bilious that I only contin-

ued it two days longer. Before beginning it she had

for some period been suffering unusually with neural-

gia. The day after having stopped it, she reported

that she felt better than she had for weeks, more alive,

and had almost no pain. Once a week, for some
weeks, I gave her pilocarpine in the same doses, and

always with similar results. Finally I continued it

for ten days in spite of the most painful symptoms,

headache, nausea, loss of appetite, severe neuralgia

and rheumatism. In five days these subsided, and

metabolism constantly increased. Urinalysis was as

follows :

Amount in cubic centimetres .... 1,500.00

Acidity in grammes of hydrochloric acid . . 2.19

Urea in grammes 17.25

Uric acid in grammes .798

Relation between uric acid and urea . . . 1-21.7

This was the best I had ever found for her, and her

improvement in strength for that short time was re-

markable. It will be noticed that the effect of pilo-

carpine was not so much on the excretion of uric acid

as of urea. In other words, by some means, her

metabolism was increased and her symptoms improved,

though the relation of uric acid to urea was the same
as it had often been before. The depression was not

caused by pilocarpine, inasmuch as it disappeared with

a continuance of the drug, and the question is. Was it

not caused by subtle poisons which the pilocarpine

enabled the system to rid itself of?

I have had at least five other uric acid cases, in

which the action of pilocarpine has suggested the same
question. A comparison of cases of which these are

types suggests to my mind the following four points :

(1) Not all cases of uricacidemia suffer from gen-

eral symptoms, even when uric acid is in the circula-

tion. It may show itself as rheumatism and be ex-

creted from time to time without causing disturbance,

for example. Case II reported. That may be explained

by supposing that in such cases the nervous centres

are less irritable to uric acid, or, by supposing that

these general disturbances are caused by some other

factor or factors usually but not always associated

with uric acid.

(2) When there are general symptoms, they gen-

erally bear a relation to the excretion of uric acid.

This is not always easy to show by a glance at the

figures, as often complicating circumstances must be
considered before they can be interpreted, for example,
different symptoms are produced when equal amounts
are excreted with or without salicylates. Then again,

it seems probable that there is not always a relation

between uric acid excreted and that in the circulation.

Tliis must be the case when the amount of urine is

very small and that which is passed is a very concen-

trated solution. This is the effect which is alluded to

in Case II, which can be produced under suitable con-

ditions by sodium salicylate. But I think the relation

will become apparent to any one who studies the ex-

cretions with this idea in view. As illustrative of it,
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I will give a few aualyses, made from the urioe of a

ueurastbeuic :

and caused death. At the same time he made studies

of the uric acid and treated the patieut for that, as he

April 9th. April lOth.

Amount in cubic ceullmetres

Acidity in grauimes, h;droctilorlo acid

Urea in grammes

Uric acid, grammes ....
Relation of uric acid to urea

Symptoms

Remarks

1,600.00

1.65

23.26

.W6

1 to 36

Just after a period of
great depression.
Feeling relatively

well, Ihougb weak.

Feels ttred and ei-
liausted, and stilt

all over.

Dn;ring the next two
ks. the pendulum

swung so rapidly,
often changing sev-

eral times in IM hre.,

that it was impossi-
ble to follow it.

Excessively irritable

and depressed, with
feeling of CKhaus-
tion.

Uric add higher than

876.00

1.43

14.88

Better than yester-
day, though with
same symptoms.

It will be noticed that on the 9th uric acid, though

low, was great for this amount of urine, and the small

amount of uriue and urea imply very high tension and

a large amount of uric acid in the circulation which is

retained. On the 10th, tension was not so high and

metabolism was improving.

The following are taken from the same patient at a

later period :

said, " not because I believed her symptoms due to

uricacidemia, but because, whatever might be the cause

of her symptoms, I hoped to get the same good results

from treatment that Haig had reported." And as a

matter of fact she improved. He also studied, in the

same way, normal control cases, epilepsy, grand mal,

petit mal, and acute mania following influenza, and

found that these were not caused by paraxanthin. He

9th. 20th.

Amount in cubic centimetres

Acidity in grammes, hydrochloric acid

Urea in grammes

Uric acid in grammes ....
Relation of uric acid to urea

Symptoms Extreme depression,

headache, nervous-
ness.

1,500.00

1.11

12.75

In comparison with
2d, leeis well.

1,600.00

1.44

18.00

.686

1 to 30.8

Still better.

1,000.00

1.36

16.2

.63

Kot quite so well the
last lew days.

After the ]3th tension began to grow gradually

higher, shown by diminishing uriue and decreasing

metabolism.

I could also select periods from this same patient

for comparison with these, which would show similar

variations but in which the background of symptoms,

80 to speak, was very much darker or lighter. In

other wonis, an analysis of the urine does not tell me,

even in the patients I am used to observing, how they

are feeling unless I have been observing them through

that attack, hut knowing the history of the previous

days, I can often form a correct idea of their condi-

tion by watching the uric acid excretions.

(3) The great variety and enormous differences in

Bvmptoms between patients excreting the same amount
of uric acid make it necessary to suppose some other

poison present to pro<luce the results.

]n the Medical Newt of May 26 and November 3,

1894, Dr. li. K. llachford gives the results of some
very careful study on this subject, in which he shows
that a case of migraine and epileptiform attacks was
due to paraxanthin poisoning. lie proved this by ex-

tracting the poison from the urine and injecting it in

mice, in which animals it produced similar symptoms

says, " My investigations show that in a case of mi-

graine and in a case of migrainous epilepsy there was

in the urine passed by the patients during their at-

tacks, not only an increase of uric acid and an increase

in the ratio of uric acid to urea, but there was also

found a very great increase of the poisonous leuko-

maines of the uric acid group, and the paraxanthin

solution from the migrainous epilepsy produced in

mice symptoms very like those from which my patient

suffered." This study and such classes of facts at

once suggests that the particular poisons causing the

symptoms in other uric acid cases have not yet been

isolated. It mav be observed in this connection that

some of my cases treated with pilocarpine were worse

in the beginning of treatment, when we may imagine

that some hypothetical poison was being excreted

freely but that these symptoms abated with a con-

tinuance of the drug ; moreover, that the variations

of excretions of uric acid were out of proportion to

ihe symptoms. These facts, though proving nothing,

point to useful directions lor study.

(4) The uric acid variations, common to so many
conditions, together with certain symptoms accompany-

ing it, point to a relation as well as a difference.
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The relations, clinically, have been long noticed.

Charcot was, I believe, the first to call attention to it,

and it has since been confirmed by many well-known
observers. He speaks of the uric acid diathesis as

forming a tree, the principal branches of which are

gout, articular rheumatism, certain forms of migraine,

and cutaneous affections ; and of there being another

tree comprising neurasthenia, hysteria, epilepsy, all the

hereditary forms of insanity, general paresis, loco-

motor ataxia. And he says that these two trees

spring, as it were, from the same soil, communicate by
their roots, and are so intimately related that one is

tempted to ask if they are not one and the same tree.

Even in my small experience I have had cases vary-

ing from those characterized by a simple decrease of

strength, to those showing alarming mental disturb-

ances. And such apparently different diseases seem
to be associated with or a part of this condition that I

am ready to consider it one whose causes have become
settled in the race, involving more or less most of its

members.
In an interesting article by Dr. J. F. Barbour,

printed in the American TTierapist, June, 1894, he

quotes Dr. Menalac Sakorrhaphos, of Athens, from
the Progres Medical, as saying: "The march of ar-

thritism is slow and progressive ; it results after long

years in the so-called nervous diathesis. As the life-

time of one individual is not sufficient for the evolu-

tion of this disease, it is transmitted by heredity. . . .

One may say arlhritism— and under this name we in-

clude the nervous diathesis likewise— represents, as

it were, the human race in its period of decadence ; it

is a sign of the approaching end of a family, precisely

as an acute disease destroys the life of an individual."

This last I quote to emphasize the universality of

this condition, and not at all because it seems to me
necessary to take so gloomy a view of the situation.

At first glance such facts as those shown by Dr.

Rachford and Dr. Haig may seem to contradict each

other, but I think a more prolonged comparison shows
them to be really in harmony. Is not the high arte-

rial tension caused by uric acid the whole key to the

situation ? If uric acid can lock the kidneys, so to

speak, we must have poisons retained in the system

just as when the bowels are locked. When the con-

dition appears first in an individual and not in her an-

cestry, that is, when there is no nervous inheritance to

start with, it is apt to show itself merely as rheuma-
tism, and probably in a miid form. This is what Dr.

Sakorrhaphos calls the first stage of the disease.

There are no marked general symptoms here. The
blood probably has a normal reaction most of the

time, metabolism proceeds undisturbed, and what ex-

cess of uric acid there is, is stored up in the joints, or

in some tissue where it causes no inconvenience. Such
cases may feel nothing but slight rheumatism all tlieir

lives. If they die by fifty they may never feel any-

thing, in the case of its being stored up elsewhere

than in the joints; but in advanced years, as the blood

becomes more alkaline, they will suffer more or less

from uricacidemia or rheumatism or both. This is a

Haig case in its incipiency.

As the disease proceeds, when for instance, a person

starts in life with it, or when for any reason it de-

velops more rapidly, there will be from time to time

systemic disturbances of more or less severity. By
examining the urinary excretions we shall find, if this

theory be true, that these attacks, whatever they may

be, are accompanied by increased excretion of uric

acid, and that they subside when the uric acid excre-

tions subside, either naturally or when assisted by
treatment. Between these attacks, accompanied by
increased excretion, the patient is perfectly well.

During them, the arterial tension is high, which will

in itself cause certain symptoms. But we may sup-

pose besides, that this state of tension will cause other

poisons to be retained, so that, for instance, attacks of

migraine, asthma, ordinary headache, acute dyspepsia,

or whatever it may be, are due primarily not to

altered local arterial tension as Haig holds, but to

some ptomaine or poison held in the system because

of the arterial tension. For if it is due only to uric

acid, why could Dr. Rachford produce in mice similar

symptoms to those of the patient, by injecting a sub-

stance obtained from that urine, while the injection of

uric acid produces no such symptoms? If, on the

other hand, uric acid has nothing to do with these

symptoms, as many affirm, why do they follow the

curve of the uric acid excretions, and why can they be
produced at will by increasing this excretion, as Haig
has shown ? In the case we have been supposing, the

patient is well between the attacks. The system is

not constantly under the action of these poisons as

they are only periodically excreted. But in still more
advanced cases, the patient is never well. He has his

ups and downs, which will correspond to the fluctua-

tions in the uric acid excretions, but these variations

will take place against a background of ill health,

which, on its hand, will vary all the way from general

lack of strength to grave nervous conditions. These,

then, if such be the explanation, are the cases which
by degrees have succumbed, which were not able dur-

ing their attacks to throw off all the poisons accumu-
lated in the intervals, and so a vicious circle has been
established, which is capable of transference from
father to son.

The causes which bring about this condition mast
be far spread and deeply rooted, and have perhaps not
been even guessed. Haig lays great stress on the eat-

ing of meat as a cause, and believes that its permanent
cure consists in a vegetable diet. He has, I think,

proved, that in some cases this is a fact. I cannot,
however, but suspect, that it is more often due to mis-

takes not so easy to correct. Perhaps it may be a
cause more commonly found in England than America.
Comparatively few of my patients have eaten much
meat. I think most of them from preference have
consumed less than the ordinary amount, though per-

haps the habits of their ancestors ought to be known
in this connection. But if the most important patho-

logical action of uric acid be its power to raise arterial

tension, there are surely other causes potent in this di-

rection, which might in that way originate uricacid-

emia, and run parallel with it. There is, I think

abundant testimony to show that anxiety and nervous
strain are capable of raising arterial tension, and who
can estimate what must be the effect of the eternal

competition and eagerness to outdo others, which is

such a mainspring of action in this civilization?

As to treatment, I have not found anything which
will relieve all, though I have found that by careful

and patient study, nearly all can be relieved. As to

whether they can be cured or not, my experience is

too short to afford me any proof, though I believe

they can be. My aim in treatment is to increase the

excretion of uric acid as much as possible without pro-
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duciug an interference with metabolism and if possible

to hold it at this point, and I use mainly, either alone

or in various combinations, sodium salicylate, sodium
phosphate, pilocarpine, iron, the iodides, salol, acids

and alkalies, and prescribe exercise whenever it can
be taken. Recently I have used a treatment with

potassium permanganate, suggested by Dr. Rachford,
which has been so helpful that 1 hope in a future

paper to report my experiences withit.

RECENT ADVANCES IN THE METHODS OF
LOCAL ANESTHESIA.i
BY F. I). LIND, M.D., BOSTON,

Surgeon to Out-PalietUs, Boiton City Hospital.

It cannot be denied that there are certain disad-

vantages, which may at times assume serious propor-

tions, connected with the administration of a general

anesthetic for certain operations.

The disadvantages of anesthesia by ether and chlo-

roform, the best anesthetic agents we possess, are in

large measure inseparably connected with the fact

that they act directly upon the centres of thought,

sensation, and muscular action. The after-effects—
nausea, dizziness, vomiting, etc., are, as in alcoholic

intoxication, the results of the toxic action of the anes-

thetic upon the central nervous system, reflected to the

peripheral organs. It seems in the nature of things

improbable that a general anesthetic will be found
which will be free from the after-effects due to intoxi-

cation of the central nervous system. With the fact

that there is a certain amount of danger connected
with the action of a general anesthetic, it is always the

duty of a surgeon to acquaint his patient. While in

many, I may say in most cases, this danger is so slight

that it may be almost disregarded, there are others
— such as those of shock from strangulation of the

bowel, respiratory embarrassment from collections of

pus in the chest, asthenia from prolonged malnutrition,

chronic bronchitis and myocarditis complicating abdom-
inal affections demanding operative treatment, etc. —
in which the anesthetic most seriously complicates an
operation.

The employment of general anesthesia in operations

of short duration, as in minor surgery and in out-pa-

tient practice, has the disadvantage of requiring an
extra assistant, and if, as is sometimes the case, the

operation has to be prolonged beyond the period of

primary anesthesia, of subjecting the patient to the

disagreeable nausea, vomiting, etc., following the ether,

and ueceseitaling either a stay over ni^lit at the hos-

pital or sending an attendant home with the patient.

Considerations such as these have led to the adoption

of a rule in many hospitals that no patients shall be
etherized in the Out-patient Department unless they

have some one with them to see them safely home.
As a result of such rules, many patients have been
subjected to the severe pain of operation without an
anesthetic, or the already overtaxed wards of the hos-

pital have been further crowded with patients who
might perfectly well have been operated on and sent

home if they had had someone with them, or if a gen-

eral anesthetic had not been required.

The desirability of a local anesthetic which should

be free from danger — some substance which, without

> Read before the Surgical Section of the SuUolli District Medical
Society, X>ec«mt>er 4, invb.

intoxicating the central nervous system, should tem-

porarily paralyze the sensory nerves supplying the

operative field— has lead to active endeavor on the

part of surgeons to discover some such agent. Up to

the year 1884, when Roller, a student of medicine at

Vienna, accidentally discovered the anesthetic effect of

the drug cocaine upon the mucous membrane of

the eye, the only methods of local anesthesia of wide
practical application depended upon the numbing
efl'ect of cold upon the nerves, and consisted in freez-

ing the part to be operated upon either by the applica-

tion of freezing mixtures or by spraying with some
rapidly evaporating ethereal compound. This method
possessed the disadvantages that the process of freez-

ing and thawing is in itself attended by no slight

degree of pain, and that it could be safely applied only

on regions of most limited area, and sufficed only for

the most rapid operations

The anesthesia produced by cocaine applied to the

mucous membranes was found to be attended with no
such disadvantages ; and although the drug was
poisonous, it was found that sufficient local anesthesia

could be produced without its absorption in poisonous
amounts.

Attempts were at once made to produce local anes-

thesia of the skin and subcutaneous tissues by the ex-

ternal application of solutions of cocaine, but it was
found that sufficient absorption did not take place to

produce anesthesia. The introduction of cocaine

solutions by electrolysis was tried without success.

To an American physician. Dr. Leonard J. Corning, of

New York, is due the credit of demonstrating the fact

that solutions of cocaine injected subcutaneously along

the trunk of a sensory nerve would produce local

anesthesia in the area of its distribution. It was found
difficult, however, to found a satisfactory technique

upon this principle. As applied, it consisted of the

injection of a few minims of a two to five-per-cent.

solution of cocaine under the skin in four or five

places surrounding the operative field, and so situated

as to reach, if possible, the branches of the sensory

nerves which supplied it. It was found necessary to

wait five or ten minutes for the drug to be diffused

among the tissues, and so to be brought in contact

with the various nerve filaments which supplied the

part. Operations performed after this method were
often entirely successful, but often for some unknown
reason the anesthetic effect failed, to the great chagrin

of the surgeon. This failure was due to the well-

known fact of the abundant anastomosis of terminal

nerve filaments. Although one or more of the nerve
trunks supplying the area might be anesthetized, it

often happened that one running deeper through the

tissues or coming from adifferent direction, furnished,

through its terminal anastomosis, a path for the con-

duction of pain.

Dr. Corning also demonstrated the fact, that in suit-

able cases the application of an elastic ligature, by
imprisoning the anesthetic fluid in the part, deepened
and prolonged the anesthesia.

Sometimes, however, even where this precaution

was adopted, the result was unsatisfactory, a fact

which was probably due to the circumstance that some
nerve trunk sent anastomosing filaments which were not

reached by the anesthetic fluid, and served to conduct

the sensation of pain.

Another reason for failure was the mistake some-

times made by the surgeon of making the first needle
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puncture directly into the inflamed tissue, a procedure

almost as brutal as the performance of the operation

without the anesthetic. A large number of surgeons

having been for some such reason unsuccessful in their

first trials with local anesthesia by cocaine, gave the

matter up without further study or trial, and either

employed general anesthesia for all minor operations

or operated without any anesthetic. Certain men,
however, notably Reclus in France, Landerer in Ger-

many and Halsted in this country, persisted in its em-
ployment, and developed the technique. In this city

Dr. S. J. Mixter was one of the first to demonstrate

in practice the advantages of local anesthesia by solu-

tions of cocaine.

The solutions which it was first thought necessary

to employ were, however, so strong (two to five per

cent.), as to render injection of the drug over large

areas a procedure not unattended with danger, and to

limit its employment to slight and short operations.

Gradually, however, weaker solutions came to be em-

ployed and of these it was found possible in many
cases to use enough to infiltrate the whole operative

field with the solution. When this was done, that

is, when the cocaine solution was injected into the

skin, not under the skin, and when, starting from the

area infiltrated by the first puncture, the operative field

was gradually and thoroughly drenched with the fluid,

the needle never being pushed outside of the area pre-

viously anesthetized, a perfect local anesthesia to all

operative procedures was found to be produced.

Weaker solutions (two per cent, and less) were found

to give the best results, because it was safe to use

enough of them to thoroughly infiltrate the tissues.

When this was done it was found not to be necessary

to wail for the anesthetic effect to be produced, but

that the operation could be begun at once. Those
who had the most knowledge and skill in the use of

cocaine used the weaker solutions (one-half to one per

cent.), but the strength most generally employed iu

this country and abroad was two to five per cent., a

strength which it would not be considered safe to em-
ploy except in small amounts, and which limited appli-

cation of the method to very slight operations, and pre-

vented its successful use in more extended operations

in cases, where, owing to the condition of the patient,

a general anesthetic was undesirable.

The occasional reports of fatalities from poisoning

by cocaine employed as a local anesthetic stigmatized

the method in the minds of those not familiar with its

use, although several surgeons, both in this country

and abroad, had had no fatalities, and had found the

appearance of premonitory symptoms of poisoning an

exceedingly rare event.

Those who had most experience in the method real-

ized its limits, and after the amount of cocaine had
been injected which it was thought safe to employ,

and the operative field had to be further extended,

either had recourse to ether, or continued the opera-

tion without anesthesia, both of which expedients

were of the nature of confessions of defeat. In cer-

tain instances it was found that after anesthesia had

been established by cocaine solutions, the anesthetic

area could be extended by injecting pure water, begin-

ning within the infiltrated area. The injection of

water without previous cocainization was, however, as

the writer can testify from personal experience, an

exceedingly painful process.

Such was the condition of our knowledge of the

action of cocaine when Schleich, of Berlin, published

a monograph, which, if true, placed local anesthesia

by the injection of anesthetic fluids upon a scientific

basis, and rendered its more extended application safe

and feasible. This method has since been given

extended trial ; and while it has not and probably will

not, as its author thinks probable, become of such

general application as to render the employment of a

general anesthetic a surgical rarity, it has none the

less widened in some degree the field for the safe and
efiicient use of local anesthesia, and enabled opera-

tions to be performed without pain or danger, in cases

where a general anesthetic was contraiudicated. To
Schleich is due the credit of demonstrating that

the intracutaneous injection of various drugs (not

alone cocaine) in very dilute solution produced local

anesthesia. Instead of the effect depending solely upon
the drug itself, the anesthesia was found to be due to

the pressure of the infiltrating fluid upon the nerve
filaments, the artificial anemia which it produced, and
the comparatively low temperature at which it was in-

jected.

These facts, which are significant in that they en-

able us to dispense with the cocaine except in propor-

tions too small to cause any apprehension of danger,

were gradually arrived at by Schleich in the course of

careful experimentation upon himself, his assistants

and nurses. Beginning by gradually diminishing the

strength of the cocaine solutions employed, and fol-

lowing the principle of endermatic injection, he found
that in the white wheal produced by the injection of a
syringeful of a two-hundredths-per-cent. solution of co-

caine there was absolute insensibility to pain, and also

that no pain was present during the injection. This
solution was so weak as to suggest that the cocaine

might be entirely omitted, which was done with the

result of finding that complete anesthesia was pro-

duced throughout the area of infiltration, but that

severe pain was experienced during the formation of

the wheal. This is a beautiful example of the anes-

thesia dolorosa, demonstrated by Liebreich in experi-

ments upon animals, an anesthesia which follows only
upon a rather severe irritation of terminal nerve fila-

ments by the injection of irritating fluids, resulting in

their temporary loss of function. This process al-

though it finally results in anesthesia is so painful as

to be practically inapplicable.

It was next found that physiological salt-solution

(six-tenths per cent.) produced no pain on injection,

but that it also had no anesthetic effect, a fact prob-

ably due to the circumstance that it was absolutely

non-irritating to the nerve terminals. A salt-solution

of two-tenths per cent., however, was found to produce
only slight paresthesia on injection, while complete
anesthesia was found present in the infiltrated area.

With this solution a nevus was excised from the neck
of Dr. von Bergmauu without producing the slightest

pain.

Solutions of other drugs were also found to have
the same anesthetic effect, notably these : Sugar, three

per cent.
; potassium bromide, three per cent. ; mor-

phine, one per cent. ; carbolic acid, five per cent., and
caffeine, two per cent. The anesthesia was found, how-
ever to be preceded by more or less irritation.

Inasmuch as common salt-solution is an etticlent an-

esthetic iu the strength of two-tenths percent., it may
be asked, Why is not that sufficient, and why should

I

any cocaine or morphia be added to the fluids to be
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practically employed for local aneBthesia? The answer
is that althuugli the injection of two-percent, salt-

solution into healthy tissues produces but slight [)ain,

the surgeon has often to deal with tissues rendered

hypersensitive by inriammatiou. The injection of

salt-solution into inHaiued tissue causes extreme ir-

ritation and pain. The gratifying fact, however, was
ascertained by Schleich that by the addition of a very

small amount of cocaine, morphia or carbolic acid to

these solutions they could be successfully employed
even iu tissue rendered hyperesthetic by the pressure

and tension of iuHammatiou. Although these cases

where the tissues are swollen and brawny are the most
difficult which are presented to the surgeon, it was
found that with care and skill in making the injec-

tions, anesthesia could be produced by the employment
of a solution containing twice as much cocaine as that

employed for normal tissue, though still so little (5^5)
that twenty-five syriugefuls of twenty minims each

could be safely employed.
For successful anesthesia iu these cases a careful

technique is essential. Owing to the fact that

the anesthetic effects of the infiltrating fluids are

greatest when they are injected at a low tempera-

ture, it is advisable, although not absolutely essential,

to keep the bottle on ice before the operation. By
beginning the injection endermatically, not hypoder-

matically, in the healthy skin surrounding the in-

flamed area, and advancing carefully upon the latter,

it is to be gradually and thoroughly infiltrated. The
area of infiltration must be extended not only around

but beneath the inflamed tissue, so as to surround it

with an area of artificial edema, and if this has been

successfully accomplished we are able to cut, curette

or perform any necessary manipulations absolutely

without paiu. In infiltrating the wall of an abscess it

must be remembered that injections into the cavity it-

self do no good. If there is no outlet they cause ex-

treme paiu from increased tension ; if an outlet is

present, they run out without infiltrating the tissues,

and therefore without producing any anesthetic effect.

Injections into the sacs of cysts or the tissues of

tumors which we wish to remove are equally fruitless

in their results.

It is also absolutely essential to remember, that only

the infiltrated, edematous tissue is anesthetic, and that

when it becomes necessary to extend the operative

field beyond the infiltrated area, the injections must be

carefully continued out in the direction required, start-

ing within the anesthetic area. It will not do to take

it for granted that the patient will bear the pain of a

single cut outside of the anesthetic area, for in so

doing we forfeit our claim to the production of anes-

thesia, and will not have an opportunity of trying the

infiltration anesthesia again upon that patient or his

friends. The anesthesia begins immediately after the

infiltration is completed, and lasts about twenty min-

utes. Every tissue of the body, nerve, muscle, skin,

gland, mucous membrane, etc., is rendered anesthetic

when infiltrated in the manner described, and the same
effect is produced ujion bone by infiltrating the peri-

osteum, or injecting the medulla.

Nerve trunks are anesthetized iu the same manner
as mucous membrane, by first touching a spot with a

drop of pure carbolic acid, and through this making
the injection.

Owing to the distention of the tissues produced by
the injections and to the resulting compression of the

smaller blood-vessels, comparatively little bleeding

takes place from incisions made in the infiltrated tis-

sues. When it is necessary to seize a divided artery

with hemostatic forceps, Schleich advises that it be

touched with a pledget of cotton dipped in pure car-

bolic acid, in order to anesthetize the nerve which is

apt to accompany a small arterial branch.

This precaution has been so far found unnecessary

by the writer.

FORMULjE.

The following solutions are recommended by
Schleich, the first or stronger one being necessary only

for operating on inflamed or hyperesthetic tissues.

The second is used for all operations of no more than

moderate extent on tissues not inflamed. The third

is to be used in extensive operations when it has been

necessary to inject so large an amount of the other

solutions that there is danger of exceeding the limit of

tolerance of the drug.
No. 1.

Cocaiu. mur 2

Morph. mur 025

Natr. chlor 2

Aq. dist. steriliBat. ad 100.

Adde acid, carbol. (5%) 2 gtt.

M. D. S.

No. 2.

Same as No. 1, except cocaine I

No. 3.

Cocaiu. mur 01

Alurph. mur 005

Natr. chlor. . 2

Aq. dist. Bterilisat. ad 100.

Adde acid, carbol. (5%) 2 gtt.

M. D. S.

The small amount of morphia present in these solu-

tions has been added for the purpose of diminishing

the paiu which sometimes follows operations under in-

filtration anesthesia during the time the infiltrating

fluid is being absorbed, and the carbolic acid to ensure

the preservation of the solution.

By the use of these solutions Schleich claims to have
performed such operations as ovariotomy, cholecystot-

omy, ligature of the common carotid, and in fact to

have been able almost entirely to dispense with general

anesthesia.

During the last two years more or less trial of the

method has been made in this country, and last spring

a paper was read before the American Association of

Genito-Urioary Surgeons, by Dr. Brausford Lewis,

in which he expressed the greatest satisfaction with

the method in slight and superficial operations, but

said that he had met with comparatively poor success

in infiltrating the deeper tissues in operations of any
extent. He was inclined to think, however, that his

lack of success was in large degree due to lack of

practical experience in the method, and that with im-

provement iu his own operative technique the limits of

the method in his hands would be extended.

In fact, the general verdict has been, where the

method has been honestly and carefully put in prac-

tice, that with experience many errors in the technique

of application could be avoided, and the usefulness of

the method considerably extended.

Since Dr. Post called my attention to the method,

as described in Dr. Bransford Lewis's paper last June,

1 have had the opportunity of practising the method
in a large number of cases of minor surgery in the

Out-patieut Department at the Boston City Hospital.

On comparing the results attained with Schleich's
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solutions, with those of a considerable previous exper-

ience in the use of one- anrl two-per-cent. solutions of

cocaine, I find that Schleich's weaker solutions are

more satisfactorv, for the reason probably that as the

surgeon is freed from anxiety lest a poisonous dose of

cocaine should be employed, sufficient solution is gen-

erally injected to thoroughly infiltrate the tissues,

80 that all the nerves supplying the part are anesthe-

tized. The operations have usually resulted in little

or no pain. Certain failures have been recorded.

These can sometimes be ascribed to faulty technique,

or to the application of the method iri unsuitable cases.

The method is not suitable, in my belief, to exten

sive operations in inflamed and brawny tissues, owing

in large degree to the mechanical difficulty of thor-

oughly and painlessly infiltrating all the inflamed

area. Especially is this true when the inflamed tis-

sues are tough, calloused, and richly interwoven with

fascial fibres, such as abscesses is the palm of the hand

and sole of the foot in laboring men. In these cases,

I have found primary anesthesia to give the best re-

sults. On the other hand, a soft, pliable palm has

often been infiltrated with perfect success.

Where the tissues are loose and spongy, even if con-

siderable inflammation is present, the method is very

successful. Felons of the fingers are opened and

curetted, sequestra removed, amputations and all neces-

sary manipulations performed, often absolutely with-

out pain. The skin, connective tissue, and periosteum

of the part must first be infiltrated beginning in the

healthy tissue above the zone of inflammation. The
saving of the time formerly required for etherization

of these cases has been a marked benefit in the hurry

of out-patient work ; one less assistant at least is re-

quired, and the patients can walk home without wait-

ing for the nausea and dizziness of ether to pass ofi^.

In the performance of more extensive operations by

this method, it has been found that the chief requisite

for success is slow, careful, thorough infiltration of the

tissues, the most scrupulous care being taken not to

cut or roughly manipulate in tissue not thoroughly in-

filtrated. The surgeon must be ready to lay down the

knife and take up the syringe on the slightest expres-

sion of pain by the patient. By carefully infiltrating

the skin, mucous membrane and perirectal connective

tissue, I was able to remove a large hemorrhoidal node

by the clamp and cautery with insignificant pain to the

patient. Stretching of the sphincter by the thumbs

was attended with some pain, which the patient said,

however, did not compare with that caused three days

later by the first movement of the bowels which fol-

lowed the operation.

I have been able to remove fatty tumors and

epitheliomata, some of fairly wide extent, and other

subcutaneous tumors, wens, etc., with the patient an

interested spectator, and have been repeatedly told

that the removal of the stitches at the end of a week
or ten days, was more painful than the original re-

moval of the tumor. Dr. J. C. Warren has success-

fully removed a fatty tumor of the abdomen, of the

size of a cocoanut by this method.
In certain cases, however, in which the patient is of

extremely nervous temperament, and cries out with

apprehension before the knife touches him, I have

found the method difficult to apply. When the patient

feels such a horror of the knife as to express a wish

not to know that anything is being done, then it is

wiser, I think, to give ether.

With regard to the employment of infiltration anes-

thesia in major operations, laparotomies, and the like,

which Schleich advises, the general verdict will, I

think, be against him. Severe and difficult operations

it is not wise to complicate further by the addition of

the inconvenient necessity of constantly stopping the

operation to reinfiltrate the operative field. It is also

not always desirable in these cases to have the patient

a witness to the mental and physical efforts of the sur-

geon, even if they be attended with no pain.

In cases, however, when the condition of the heart,

shock, or the danger from vomiting (for example,

strangulated hernia) render ether dangerous, the infil-

tration anesthesia is destined, I think, to be of im-

mense advantage. Here the surgeon is not justified

in regarding the slight inconvenience of maintaining

local anesthesia, in comparison with the great advan-

tage of doing away with the general anesthetic. And
by the infiltration method properly applied, without

the danger of giving a poisonous dose of cocaine, a

much more satisfactory local anesthesia of the opera-

tive field may be attained.

There is no reason why such operations as kelotomy

for strangulated hernia, tracheotomy, resection of a rib

for empyema, for instance, cannot be performed under

infiltration anesthesia with little or no pain to the pa-

tient, and there is every reason why, this being true,

the use of ether in cases of this class where it becomes

a serious complication, should be avoided.

In regard to the practical advantages of Schleich's

method of local anesthesia, then, we can say that it

has increased the safety and certainty of success

in the employment of local anesthesia in minor opera-

tions, and that it has made possible the safe and com-

paratively painless performance of major operations in

which for any reason a general anesthetic is contrain-

dicated or undesirable.

The advantages of the general anesthetic in long

and complicated operations, and even in short opera-

tions where muscular relaxation is desired— for in-

stance, the reduction of dislocations, or of deformities

due to fracture, etc.,— are so great ihat we cannot

agree with the discoverer of the method that it is des-

tined almost to displace the use of general anesthesia.

TUMORS OF THE PAROTID APPEARING IN
FAUCIAL REGION.i

BY S. J. MIXTER, BOSTON.

Case I. J. W. H., machinist, entered Massachusetts

General Hospital September 6, 1894. Had no symp-

toms pointing to trouble in the throat until a few days

ago, when he consulted a physician on account of a

severe cold, and was told that he had a tumor in the

throat.

On examination a rounded mass, apparently about

as large as an olive, was seen projecting into the left

and upper side of the mouth, being apparently between

the layers ot the soft palate. It was elastic, tense and

not at all painful.

The patient was etherized, and a transverse incision

made through the mucous membrane down to the

tumor, which proved to be a solid mass which could be

easily shelled out from the surrounding tissues. lu-

' Read before the Surgical Society of the Suffollc District Medical
Society, December 4, 1895.
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stead of being tbe size of au olive, however, it proved

to grow larger behind, aud was found to extend back

to the neck of the jaw. It was quite easily separated

by means of the Huger aud blunt dissector, aud when
delivered was considerably larger than a hen's egg.

The patient made a good recovery.

Dr. Whitney reports as follows: "An irregular

oval tumor about five centimetres in long diameter,

dense, opaque, whitish, with here and there bluish-

white areas quite transparent. On microscopic exam-

ination it was seen to be composed of irregular gland-

ular areas, interspersed with tissue having a more or

less hyaline matrix tilled with irregular star and elon-

gated cells. Adeno-clioudroma, probably of parotid."

Case II. Mrs. C, about thirty-five years old, a

patient of Dr. Hitchcock of Rockland, Me., was oper-

ated upon ou September 29, 1895. She had had a

slowly growing tumor of the fauces for some years, aud

it had at last become so large that it seriously inter-

fered with speech aud deglutition. On examination a

mass was seen projecting from the left pillar of the

fauces extending nearly across the mouth and resting

on the tongue— hard, somewhat nodular, and covered

with smooth mucous membrane. Having seen the

first case, the diagnosis in this was au easy matter.

Ether was administered with ditficulty, owing to the

size of the tumor, which so nearly filled the mouth.

A gag having been placed in the moutli, an horizontal

incision was made through the mucous membrane well

down to the tumor, aud the handle of the knife was

used to push back the soft parts covering it. The
tumor was then seized with vulsellum forceps, and the

finger was used to enucleate it. A few sweeps of the

finger, aud it was free aud delivered. There was very

sligbt hemorrhage, and the wound was packed with

iodoform gauze. The recovery was uneventful.

The tumor was a firm, heart-shaped mass, about two

and a half inches in longest diameter. Dr. Whitney

reports that microscopic examination shows it to be

made up of hyaliue cartilage with masses of prolifer-

ating gland tissue scattered through it, aud evidently

originating in the parotid.

In both these cases, when the finger was in the bot-

tom of the wound, the neck of the lower jaw, the ex-

ternal carotid and the transverse processes of the

cervical vertebrie could be plainlv felt.

Cartilaginous tumors of the parotid generally ap-

pear as external swellings in front of, or below the

ear, or even on the cheek near the mouth, when they

start from oue of the small portious of the gland that

are sometimes found well in front of the seat of the

gland. How, then, can we accouut for their presence

iu tbe mouth, and covered by the soft palate? It

must be remembered that oue of the deep processes of

the gland is situated in front of the styloid process,

aud passes into the back part of the glenoid fossa be-

hind the articulation of the lower jaw. A tumor

starting at this point would meet with less resistance

in growing forward aud iuto tbe mouth than outward

towards the face.

Bosworth, in " Diseases of the Nose and Throat,"

says, " we find but seven instances reported iu medical

literature of a fibrous tumor developing iu this region "

(fauces). These seven cases he reports iu full ; aud ou

readiug them, one finds that nearly all of them corre-

gpoud almost exactly to the two cases reported above;

and as the diagnosis of fibroma was made in nearly

every case from gross appearances it seems highly

probable thai, most, if not all, of them were really

tumors starting from the parotid, and some of them
being enchondromata and not fibromata.

Cltntcal SDeparttnent.

A CASE OF FRACTURE OF THE UPPER END
OF THE HUMERUS JUST BELOW THE TU-
BEROSITIES, WITH DISLOCATION OF THE
HEAD OF THE BONE INTO THE AXILLA.'

BY GEORGE H. MONKS, M.D.

A MAN of about fifty fell down stairs, striking

heavily on his left shoulder. He had evidently sus-

tained considerable injury to his shoulder, and was
taken to the City Hospital at once. The external ap-

pearances about the shoulder were those of dislocation

of the humerus. Ether was therefore administered

by the houseoSicer, aud an examination made. It

then became evident that the head of the bone was
broken off from the shaft, and displaced into the

axilla, where it could easily be felt aud moved about.

Its fractured surface rested against the thorax. While
the patient was still under ether I was sent for, and

reaching the hospital soon after, I tried by manipula-

tion to return the fragment to its proper place again,

but without avail. It was therefore' decided, after

consultation with Dr. I). W. Cbeever, to allow the

man to come out of ether, in order to explaiu to him
the exact condition of the shoulder, the necessity for

operation, etc., and, after having obtained his consent,

to cut down upou the head of the bone, and again

attempt reduction.

The next day, therefore, the man's consent having

been obtained, ether was again given and an incision

made into the axilla down to the displaced head of the

bone. The fragment was freely movable, but by com-

bined manipulation it could not be returned to the

glenoid cavity. The fragment was therefore drawn

out through the wound aud a tendon, which was

apparently the only structure to which it was attached,

was divided and the fragment removed. [This ten-

don, as was proved later, was that of the subscapularis

muscle, a fact which explains why the head was drawn

inwards into the axilla, aud could not be returned to

the glenoid cavity.] The forefinger was then inserted

througli the rent in the capsular ligament iuto the

shoulder-joint, but no other fragment could be found
— only the roughened end of the shaft. The axillary

wound was then stitched with silkworm-gut. All did

well for two days, when abdominal disteutiou ap-

peared, as well as other serious symptoms; and the

man died four days after the operation.

Au autopsy was made by Dr. Councilman, but the

cause of death could not be determined with certainty.

There was nothing about the seat of fracture to sug-

gest a cause, and the wound in the axilla was ap-

parently healiug by first intention.

The shaft of the humerus was removed and cleaned,

aud also one small fragment (the greater tuberosity).

The heaii of the bone, which had beeu excised at the

operation five days previously, was then fitted to the

fragments removed at the autopsy, and the specimen as

a whole carefully examined. There were two main

' Specimen shown ami case reported at the meeting of the Surgical

Section of the Suffolk District Medical Society, December 4, 1895.
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fragments in addition to the shaft. The larger frag-

ment consisted of the rounded head of the bone and

the lesser tuberosity, while the smaller fragment com-

prised only the greater tuberosity.

It is, of course, impossible to explain with any

certainty the way in which this combined fracture and

dislocation occurred. The most probable explanation

is, however, that the man's shoulder struck the ground

in such a way that the bone was first fractured, and

then dislocated. The head of the bone (fragment A)
was probably driven out, through the rent in the cap-

sule, bv the shaft, after which the shaft returned to its

normal position leaving the head of the bone in the

axilla. The head, as already stated, could not return

to the joint because of the contraction of the subscap-

ularis muscle which was attached to it. [The arrow

indicates the direction in which this fragment was

drawn by the contraction of the subscapularis.]

The greater tuberosity (fragment B) presumably

did not follow the rest of the bone in its excursion

into the axilla, but was probably pulled upwards and

backwards by the supraspinatus, infraspinatus, etc.

—

a fact which perhaps explains why this fragment was

not discovered at the time of the operation when the

joint cavity was explored.

Whatever the mechanism may have been, however,

the case seems to be a sufficiently rare one to justify

its publication.

ANOTHER CASE OF SPIRAL FRACTURE OF
THE HUxMERUS FROM TORSION.

By F. H. MCXAUGHT, M.D., DEXVEB, COL.,

Division Surgeon, Union Pacific Division and Rio Orande Railroad.

The reports in the Journal of similar cases

(March 21, 1895, and January 9, 1896) lead me to

report the following case :

W. P., weight one hundred and sixty pounds, aged

thirty-six years, engaged in the form of sport men-

tioned (turning wrists), his antagonist being a power-

ful negro, weighing one hundred and eighty pounds.

As they struggled with their left arms, the patient's

humerus broke with a loud "crack," and his arm hung

helpless at his side. Examination showed a spiral

fracture, oblique from about the centre of the bone

upward and outward. There was a suspicion that a

fragment had separated in the fracture somewhat as in

Dr. Monk's last case, but this could not be positively

ascertained.

Dr. J. N. Hall, who assisted me in the dressing,

kindly called my attention to the cases mentioned

above, and suggested that this one should be placed

on record. The patient is doing well at present, and

both he and his antagonist state most positively that

they have tried the trick for the last time.

A CASE OF PERITONISMDS.
BY EDGAB GAECEAU, M.D.,

Surgeon to Out-Patients Free Hospital /or Women, Boston.

Mrs. H. p., seventeen years old, was a Syrian by

birth who had been in this country but a short time.

She was of slight build and of dark complexion. Her
general appearance and her manner suggested the ex-

ceedingly neurotic type, not the effusive, exuberant, fidg-

ety kind, in which the constant explosions act as a safety-

valve to an irritable nervous system, but the more

serious, self-contained, repressed, still-water-runs-deep

variety which belongs to nervous women of a certain

intellectual force, and which manifests itself by sudden

tempestuous outbursts, which relieve the nervous sys-

tem temporarily and leave the patient apparently, as

placid as before.

Her menses began at thirteen years of age, were

always painful, but were regular. She was married at

fourteen, and had two children in quick succession ;

both labors were instrumental, and she was ill for a

long time after the birth of each child. Pain in the

back, bearing-down sensations, leucorrhea and other

symptoms of lacerated cervix and perineum soon de-

veloped and she was a nervous wreck when she first

came under observation. After some preliminary

treatment she was sent to the Free Hospital for

Women, where the cervix and perineum were re-

paired. While under ether a careful examination was

made which showed that both ovaries and tubes were

free from disease. She was discharged from the hos-

pital perfectly well. She went home and was quite

comfortable for four months. Then, without any

special warning, she began to have fever and chills,

and was completely prostrated; coincident with this

the menses appeared, and were unusually painful.

When the period was over, she still continued to suf-

fer pain and was very wretched, the chills and fever

continuing. On examination the uterus was found to

be immovably fixed in the pelvis, and the pelvic roof

tense and hard as a board ; the ovaries and tubes could

not be palpated and the abdomen was tympanitic and

tender to a degree; the temperature was 101°, and the

pulse rapid. A diagnosis of pelvic peritonitis was

made, caused probably by double salpingitis, and she

was recommended to go to the hospital. She declined

to do this.

Exactly one week later she came to the out-patient

department apparently perfectly well. The uterus

was of normal size and shape, and was freely movable,

and bimanual examination was done without exciting

the least pain. Both ovaries and tubes were easily

palpated and were found to be free from disease, and

perfectly normal in every respect. The abdomen was
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soft and there was no evidence whatever of the slight-

est iuflaminatory trouble. She had been through an

attack of pelvic neuralgia with a condition of " peri-

tonisuius."

Richelot's ' studies on pelvic neuralgia are the most

recent. He distinguishes two forms, the light and the

severe. The light form is characterized by remissions,

as in the present case. In the intervals the patients

are fairly comfortable but they are nervous and suffer

more or less. Suddenly without warning the attack

comes on which may prostnite them in the course of a

few hours. The treatment is palliative and no opera-

tive measures are to be advised. Not so in the severe

forms of pelvic neuralgia— "les grandes uevralgies

pelvienues." Here operation is advised, vaginal

hysterectomy. The diagnosis is made as follows : In

the first place there must be an absolutely negative

local condition ; there must be no inflammatory lesion

whatever, but there is with rare periods of remission

au exquisite sensitiveness of the cervix and the lateral

cul-de-sacs. The patients suffer horribly and continu-

ously. " Peritouismus " may come on at any time.

Another point is the duration; it must have lasted an

appreciable length of time. Under these circum-

stances Richelot does not hesitate to remove the

uterus and ovaries through the vagina. He has had

sixteen of these cases. These women, with one ex-

ception, were rescued from a life of misery and tor-

ture and made happy members of society. It has been

claimed that removal of the ovaries alone will effect

this result, or even a simple incision of the abdomen,
the cure in these instances being suggestive. Richelot

has tried this method of treatment; sometimes with

success, sometimes without.

A CASE OF STRICTUKE OF THE DEEP URE-
THRA IN A SYPHILITIC
BY PA.D1. THORSDIKE, M.D., BOSTON.

The following case is deemed of enough interest to

merit recording, and so is briefly reported.

The patient, a man of fifty-four years, entered the

Carney Hospital in April, 1894, with a stricture of

th.e urethra and almost complete retention of urine.

He said he had acquired syphilis twenty -five years be-

fore, but there were no manifestations of it which the

writer could discover beyond slight glandular enlarge

ments in both groins. A gonorrhea acquired fifteen

years previous to time of entrance had left him with

a stricture which had bothered him at intervals up to

the time the writer saw him. Within twenty-four

hours of entrance he was etherized and examined.

Two anterior strictures of small calibre (too small for

Otis's knife) were found and diviiied. Then a tight

perineal stricture was found, through which a very

small guide was passed with some difliculty', and a

long, cartilaginous stricture, involving a large area of

urethral membrane, was divided through the perineum.

A No. 32 French steel sound was then passed from

the meatus into the bladder with ease.

For some reason or other the case did badly from
the start, the perineal wound showing a marked ten-

dency to indurate but not to heal, and the stricture

kept recontracting with considerable rapidity in spite

> Read before the Surgical SecttoD of the Suffolk District Medical
Society, Ueceiiiber 4. lS!t5.

> L'Hyst^rectomie Vaglnsle coutre le Cancer et les Affections non-
Cancereiues, Paris, 1894.

of constant care. The writer went off duty, and the

man came under the care of Dr. John C. Munro, who
was equally unable to belter the condition of affairs.

Six weeks after operation the perineal wound
was unhealed and had hard, brawny edges. The pa-

tient was making no progress. At this time it oc-

curred to Dr. Munro that the man was probably a

syphilitic, and that the syphilis might be a controlling

factor in the progress of the case. He gave the pa-

tient 60 grains of iodide of potash daily. Improve-
ment began at once ; the dose was doubled ; and in

three weeks from the date of the first dose of iodide

the perineal wound was entirely healed, induration had
practically disappeared and a No. 32 sound entered

the bladder without hitch or hindrance.

In connection with this case the following points

seem worthy of notice :

(1) That the primary lesion of syphilis, although

occasionally found in the urethra, is rarely, if ever,

found at a point deeper than the fossa navicularis.

(2) That mucous patches do occasionally occur in

the urethra, and that such patches have frequently

been demonstrated through the endoscope. This be-

ing so, there seems no reason why their presence

should not be followed by the formation of stricture

tissue at the seat of the lesion.

(3) That the chronic, thin and watery urethral dis-

charges which are not uncommon in syphilitics are

usually associated with a history of previous attacks

of gonorrhea, so that the part played by the syphilis

in the causation of them cannot often be determined.

(4) That late urethral syphilis is very rare, and
when it does occur, the gumma is usually near the

meatus and tends to ulcerate and spread rapidly.

"It is common for the urethra, in individuals in the

secondary stage of syphilis, when the use of sounds

is attempted to dilate previously existing strictures, to

take on as a result of such instrumentation, although

no local evidences of syphilis previously existed, a
low-grade inflammation accompanied by such an

amount of brawny infiltration that the walls of the

urethra from the outside present something of the

pipe-stem feeling."'

It seems fair to believe that the case under consid-

eration was affected in some such way as this, and that

the strictures were of gonorrheal origin, the syphilis

proving the factor which determined the unfavorable

progress of the case.

«

RECENT PROGRESS IN OBSTETRICS.

BY CHARLES W. TOWSSEXD, M.D.

CONTRACTION OF THE PELVIS.

Austin Flint, Jr.,' gives some valuable statistics on
this interesting subject. Of 6,000 cases cared for at

their homes by the Society of the Lying-in Hospital

of the City of New York, contractions were found in

10.9 per cent. The term contraction is used wherever
the external conjugate measured seven inches or less,

and the diagonal conjugate four and a half inches or

less. In Germany the frequency of contractions is

said to be 14 per cent. The percentage of spontane-

' New York Medical Record. October 26, 1895.

' A System of Genito-urinary Diseases, Syphilology and Dermatol-
ogy, Morrow, vol. 11, Article on Urethral Syphilis.
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0U8 deliveries in the contracted cases was found to be

86.08 per cent., three delivering themselves with a

true conjugate of three and a quarter and one with a

conjugate of three and a third inches. In the remain-

ing cases the operations were as follows: forceps, 43;

version, 29 ; breech extraction, 18 ; symphyseotomy,

5 ; craniotomy. 2 ; Cfesareau section, 1 ; decapitation,

1 ; induced labor, 1 ; conversion of brow to vertex, 1.

With a true conjugate of three and a half inches or more,

the treatment which gives the best results is expectant

and non-operative. lu pelves with a true conjugate of

less than three and a half inches, Flint finds that op
erative interference usually is imperative. Just under

three and a half inches either forceps may be used or

version done, the latter operation being, in his experi-

ence, the best for the child. Pelves much under three

and a half inches call for more severe operations, de-

pendent chiefly on the size of the child's head.

LABOR IN KYPHOTIC PELVES.

Klien' comes to the following conclusions regarding

labor in kyphotic pelves from a study of his own and

reported cases. He presents a table of 95 cases. Ky-
photic pelves are found in labor about once in 6,016

cases. They are generally developed in childhood on

account of spinal caries. In eight per cent, the spinal

column projects over the pelvis. Both inlet and outlet

of the pelvis are narrowed from side to side and in the

antero-posterior diameter. The inclination of the pel-

vis is diminished, while the true conjugate is almost

always lengthened. The nates are flattened. Thirty

per cent, of all kyphotic pelves are also universally

contracted. Three-fourths of the cases terminated by

spontaneous labor, one-fourth prematurely. In a third

of all head presentations the position was posterior,

and face presentations were more common than in

normal pelves.

From 58 to 60 per cent, of the cases studied re-

quired operative interference. The mortality of the

mothers in the cases most favorable for the mechanism

of labor was 6.2 percent., in unfavorable cases 17 per

cent. The mortality of the children was about 40

per cent.

As regards treatment Klien advises the induction of

labor in cases where the distance between the tuber-

osities of the ischia measures from eight and a quarter

to six and a half centimetres. If the patient is not

seen until the end of pregnancy, symphyseotomy should

be done, if the distance between the tuberosities of

the ischia measures five and three-quarters centime-

tres. If a greater measurement exists, forceps cau be

tried. Caesarean section is only absolutely indicated

when the distance between the tuberosities is less than

five and a half centimetres, and relatively indicated

when the distance is from five and a half to seven cen-

timetres, if by it a living child can be obtained and

symphyseotomy is undesirable.

RESUSCITATION OF THE NEW-BORN.

The treatment of asphyxia in the new-born by in-

version, a method first advanced by Nelaton, is urged

at length by Dr. J. Dougal Bissell,' with a report of

cases.

In the most desperate case the child did not breathe

till seven minutes after birth, and in one case it was

necessary to keep the head lower than the feet for

four hours, else respiration became embarrassed.

The method employed is as follows, where sas-

f)ended animation exists : As soon as delivery is com-
pleted the child is held up by the feet. Auy mucus
that may be in the mouth or throat, obstructing the

free entrance of air, is wiped out with a swab, and a

warm blanket wrapped around the child. The child

is kept suspended until resuscitation has taken place,

no other treatment being employed.

The effect of inversion •' effectually aids by' the ac-

tion of gravity the emptying of the contents of the

liver into the heart, nourishing in turn that organ, and

by the continued action of the same law the flow from
the heart to the medulla is also materially assisted. . . .

Consequently a greater quantity of oxygen is supplied

to the nerve-centre in a given length of time than

would be if the body were kept in any other

position."

[The advantages of inversion together with arti-

ficial respiration are combined in tiie method given by
Reynolds in his " Practical Midwifery."]

Dr. A. B. Cooke* resuscitates babies by dilating the

rectum with the finger. " Coincident with the passage

of the finger into the sphincter, respiration will be in-

stituted."

Erskine ° reports a case where the usual methods of

artificial respiration were tried for ten minutes without

success on an asphyxiated child. By means of a small

artery forceps he seized the tip of the tongue and
made rhythmical traction on it twenty to twenty-four

times to the minute. In less than ten minutes normal
respiration was established.

THE STDDT OF THE MECHANISM OF LABOR FROM
FROZEN SECTIONS.

A. H. Freeland Barbour,' in an elaborate paper,

shows ihe results obtained in the last few years from
a study of frozen sections in their bearing on the

mechanism of labor. Twenty-three reports of these

sections at or near full term are collected and studied.

He concludes as follows :
" Frozen sections have greatly

extended the scope of our investigation of the process

of labor beyond what was possible by clinical study ;

and while the method has its limitations, the results

stand among the most important contributions made
during the last half-century to the science of obstetrics.

The pelvis lined with soft parts has replaced the bony
pelvis in our discussion of the mechanism of labor.

The relations of the peritoneum have been defined,

and the position and behavior of the bladder made
visible. The whole idea of a lower uterine segment
has grown up round Braune's section and the subse-

quent ones. The behavior of the uterine contents in

labor has also become matter of direct observation.

The old idea of the fetus as a more or less rigid body
has been displaced by one which emphasizes the plas-

ticity of the fetal mass, the non-rigidity of the spine,

and the mobility of the head on the shoulders. The
retrogressive changes in the puerperium, in so far as

these affect the bulk of the uterus, and the height of

the fundus and the length of the canal have been
made the subject of exact measurement."

ABDOMINAL SECTION FOR PUERPERAL SEPTICEMIA.

That abdominal section may be not only advisable

but essential in cases of local pus formation occurring

during the puerperium is a well-recognized fact. J.

* American Surgical Balletin, February, 1S95.
' Medical aud surgical Kepurier, l»a,i, Ixxii, p. 525.
• Edinburgh Medical J.^urual, August, September, October, 1895,
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M. Baldy ' states that there has never been reported

an uiiduubted case of general purulent peritonitis in

which an abdominal section or any other line of treat-

ment has succeeded in saving the patient's life. In

cases of doubt as to whether the peritonitis is local or

general, he advises an operation. In cases of purulent

infection of the uterus and adjacent tissues where

iutra-uterine treatment has been tried in vain, he ad-

vises hystereciomy.

Dr. M. Price ' says he has never seen or heard of a

recovery from hysterectomy in puerperal sepsis and

he believes that the mortality is 100 per cent. The

successes are, he says, cases of diseased appendages

with abscess and localized peritonitis.

McMurtry ' reports three cases of diffuse septic

parenchymatous and purulent metritis with recovery

after hysterectomy by the abdominal route. In one

case the pelvic viscera were bound together with ad-

hesions, the uterus so friable that it was penetrated by

the finger, and the appendages mere abscess sacs.

Dr. Miles F. Porter writes,'" " to assist in arousing

a sentiment against the too prevalent idea that in gen-

eral septic peritonitis death is inevitable, and l.o en-

courage in these cases prompt operative interference."

He refers to four successful operations— one by

Abbe," two by Ilenrotin," and one by Hadea." He
himself has operated three times in general purulent

peritonitis ; two were in extremis, and died ; one re-

covered. The latter he reports at length.

[Porter omits from his list the case reported by

Hirst." "A Diffuse Suppurative Peritonitis in a Child-

bearing Woman cured by Abdominal Section."]

STREPTOCOCCUS ANTITOXIN IN PUERPERAL SEPTI-

CEMIA.

Dr. Angus E. Kennedy " has reported a case of

puerperal septicemia in a primipara. Forty cubic-

centimetres of the antitoxin was used, and in six hours

the temperature had fallen from 103° to 100°. Four-

teen hours later the temperature rose to 102°, but fell

in six hours to 99° after a second injection of 4.5 c.c.

of antitoxin. In twenty-four hours the temperature

fell to normal and remained there.

THE INFLUENCE OF INHERITANCE ON THE TENDENCY
TO DUAL BIRTHS.

Robert Cory," in a study of 17 cases of twins, finds

that there was a history of twins among ancestors in

76 per cent, of the cases. In 47 per cent, the inheri-

tance came from the maternal side only, in 24 per

cent, from the paternal side only, and in one case there

was a history of twins on both sides of the house.

Thomas Wakley, .Jr.," records an interesting family

with the tendency to twins. This consisted of two
brothers, A and B. B had but one child, a male,

whose wife bore twins. A had seven children, two
girls and five boys, two of the latter being twins.

The girls married, and bore children but no twins.

Two of the five boys, including one of the twins died

unmarried. The three others married, and each of

' AmericaD .lournal of ObBtetrlcs, July, 1895.
B Aiuericaii Gynecological .Journal, October, 1895.
B AfUfncHN Journal of ubHt«lric8, August. 1^95.
1* American Gytiecologlcnl .Journal, October, 1895.
>> Medical News, .June 15, 1»9.>.

» American .Journal of UbslelricH, August, 1693.
u New \ur\L .Medical .Journal, .Juue'2, 1891.
" Medical News, l"9t.
" Lancet. November 2. 1895, p. 1106.
>• Ibid., November If, 1895, p. 11U5.
" Ibid., November 23, 1895, p. ViW.

their wives bore them twins. A still more remarkable

case bearing on this question is reported by Donald

Macphail '* and is as follows :

First Generation. A woman had twins.

Second Generation. One of ber daughters liad twins twice and
triplets once, and one of her twin sons married a woman
whose brotlier's wife had twins and who herself presented him
with a pair.

Third Generation. One of his daughters had twins twice and
his son's wife bad twins once.

Fourth Generation. Blank.

Fifth Generation. A granddaughter of the woman noted in the

third generation married a widower whose first wife had had
twins and she herself bore him twins.

ECLAMPSIA.

Dr. Emory Lanphear" claims uniformly successful

results in puerperal eclampsia by the intravenous

injection of normal salt-solution, from a pint to a

quart, repeated once or twice if necessary. This,

he says, dilutes the poisons which cause the convul-

sions, and increases the arterial tension to such an ex-

tent as to restore urine secretion, even if there be total

suppression. He believes in immediate forced deliv-

ery, using the intravenous injections only where con-

vulsions continue or begin after delivery.

PREGNANCY ASSOCIATED WITH DIABETES.

This rare complication of pregnancy is discussed by

Partridge,*^ after a study of a case of his own and

twenty-four reported by other observers. About one-

half of these acquired diabetes during pregnancy, the

other half already having the disease before pregnancy

occurred. In the former class recovery took place in

about three-fourths, with, however, an exhibition of a

tendency to recurrence in subsequent pregnancy. In

the class in which pregnancy occurred in women
already subjects of diabetes, safety through delivery

and the lying-in period was apparent in about two-

thirds of the cases. Death of the fetus is noticed in

about one-half of the cases. Premature delivery is

observed in a large proportion of the reported cases,

due to the presence of the dead fetus rather than the

direct influence of diabetes. There were six deaths in

coma or collapse during or near the time of labor—
one in a woman who had diabetes before gestation,

while five were in patients who acquired the disease

during pregnancy. As to treatment by the artificial

interruption of pregnancy, he concluded that each case

must be considered by itself. In a case of long his-

tory, with attacks of threatened coma or collapse, the

indication for abortion seems plain. In the absence of

these critical symptoms, by dietetic and other treat-

ment we rarely fail to obtain some improvement, and

more radical measures are unnecessary.

CURETTAGE FOR PRODUCING ABORTION.

Puech '' Bums up the advantages of this method as

follows

:

(1) Curettage of the gravid uterus should be placed

among the classical methods for producing artificial

abortion.

(2) Practised in the first three months of preg-

nancy, it constitutes a method of evacuation of the

uterus without danger and efficient.

(3) Its principal characteristic is the rapidity of

" Lancet. December 7, 1896, p. 1129.
'• Texas Medical Journal.
»" Medical Record. July 27, 1895.
» Anuales de Uyn^col. et d'Obst., August, 1895, p. 94.
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its action, and it is especially indicated where rapidity

is desirable on account of threatening danger.

(4) There is less loss of blood from this method,

than from the methods commonly in use, and it is,

therefore, indicated in grave conditions and where

hemorrhage is especially to be feared.

(5) In uncontrollable vomiting, in particular, curet-

tage is of the greatest value.

i^epotrtjer of S>tM\ttit^.

SURGICAL SECTION OF THE SUFFOLK DIS-
TRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

C, L. BCUDDEE, M.D,, SECRETARY.

Regular Meeting, Wednesday, December 4, 1895,

Dr. G. H. Monks in the chair.

Dr. S. J. MixTER read a paper on

TUMORS OF THE PAROTID.'

Dr. Farlow: One kind of growth in the mouth is

easily confused with tumor of the parotid. Lipoma
of the cheek may grow outwardly under the muscles

toward or in the neighborhood of the parotid, in which

case a differential diagnosis is difficult. If the lipoma

arises from near Steno's duct, and grows inward to-

ward the mouth, becoming more or less pedunculated,

it may also resemble a tumor or outgrowth from the

parotid.

Last June I reported to the American Laryngologi-

cal Association the case of a child, two years old, who
was brought to me by the mother for hemorrhage in

the mouth. 1 found a soft, reddish, lobulated and

pedunculated body attached near Steno's duct. I did

not know but what it was parotid tissue. I removed
it with a snare, and it proved to be a pure lipoma. A
very good account of such cases is found in a pamphlet

by Kuoche, entitled, " Lipome der Muudhohle," Stras-

bourg, 1888.

Dr. F. C. Cobb : I have a case I think might interest

some of the members. A few years ago a man came
to me complaining of naso-pharyngeal catarrh, and he

had a swelling of considerable size of the parotid re-

gion, which be said he had had a great many years.

On looking into his mouth I found between the pillars

of the fauces, projecting so that the uvula rested upon
it, a swelling over which the mucous membrane seemed
to move as his throat moved, and that was elastic to

the finger. He said that thirty years before he had

suddenly felt a slight pain, and then gradually felt his

throat filling up. The whole process took about three

days, according to hie account, aud the growth had re-

mained the same ever since. He had seen several sur-

geons in New York with regard to it. They were
afraid to operate because in their opinion the blood-

vessels had been compressed so long it would not be

wise. He came without reference to this. Some
three or four years afterwards he died of carcinoma of

the duodenum and pancreas, and I obtained an autopsy

which was made by Dr. Mallory and which I think

may be of interest.

The diagnosis was made of obstruction of Steno's

duct iiiiii blocking up behind it. The diagnosis was a

retention cyst of the parotid, most of the glandular

tissue having been absorbed by the pressure.

1 See page 137 of the Journal.

Dr. G. H. Monks showed

A SPECIMEN OF A HUMERUS, THE HEAD OF WHICH
HAD BEEN BROKEN OFF, AND DISLOCATED INTO

THE AXILLA.'

Dr. Monks also showed a patient, a girl of sixteen,

upon whom, about three months previously, he had

performed the

PLASTIC OPERATION OF TAGLIACOZZI FOR THE
CORRECTION OF A DEFORMED NOSE.

Before the operation the bridge of the nose was so

sunken as to be nearly on the same plane as the

cheeks. A very extensive scar entirely covered it,

and extended for a considerable distance out upon the

cheeks and forehead. The tip of the nose was turned

up to such a degree that the nostrils looked almost

directly forwards. The operation was as follows

:

The lower parts of the nose (that is to say, the tip and

the wings) were separated in one piece from what re-

mained of the bridge by a horizontal cut, and the tip

was depressed so as to bring it down into its natural

position. This cut opened up both nostrils, and left a

large horizontal gap below the scar.

The scar was now dissected off from the depressed

bridge, cheeks, etc. A flap with a broad pedicle, com-

prising skin and subcutaneous tissues, was then cut

from the anterior surface of the left forearm. This

Hap was so constructed that when the arm was brought

to the face, the raw surface of the flap was made to

rest upon the raw surface on the nose, and also to

cover the gap already referred to. The flap was care-

fully stitched to the nose, and a plaster bandage ap-

plied about the head, chest and arm in such a manner
that no movement was possible between the nose and

the arm. In about three weeks the pedicle was di-

vided, and the arm was taken down from the nose.

The flap was then trimmed a little where the pedicle

had been cut, and was fitted accurately.

The result was entirely satisfactory so far as the

shape of the nose was concerned, there being a re-

spectable bridge, and ihe tip of the nose being on its

proper level with the nostrils facing downwards. The
flap was much paler than the surrouuding parts of the

face, but as time goes on, with improved circulation in

the flap and with blanching of the scar about it where
the flap joins the surrounding skin, the contrast will

be less and less marked.
Dr. Mixter : The operation for reduction of the

separated head of the humerus has been done four

times in Boston to my knowledge, aud it has been

done elsewhere. I had last year at the Massachusetts

Hospital a case of similar injury, where the head of

the bone was in the axilla and could not be reduced in

any way without operating. In spite of the great ec-

chymosis and apparently large effusion of blood in aud

about the joint, I went down from the deltoid, made a

good free incision, and then by means of drill aud
hooks I was able to pull up the fragments of the

head.

In addition to the splitting off of the head at the

anatomical neck, there was another fracture through
the bone itself. The pieces were brought up with

some difficulty into position, and the wound was sewed
up tight. The patient made a perfect recovery aud
had perfect use of the arm.

- For a full account of the case, aud a deecriptiou of the specimen,
see page 138 of the Journal.
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Dr. Paul Thokndike read a paper describing

A CASE OF UEEP URETHRAL STRICTURE IN A
SVIMIILITIC PATIENT.

Dr. Mixter: I think, bo far as I can judge, Dr.

Thorndike must be right in the idea that this stricture

was not of syphilitic origin. I think they are very

rare. We see patients who have had sypiiilis, and un-

less there is distinct history of gonorrhea, tiiere is no

stricture, but the wounds act just as they do so often

in syphilitic patients. I think you will see this ten-

dency to ulcer formation and that syphilitic treatment

will result in a cure.

Dr. F. B. Lund, read a paper on

LOCAL ANESTHESIA.

Dr. Mixter : This question of cocaine anesthesia is

something I have been interested in from the first.

One word about the cocaine intoxication. There is

no doubt there are cases where cocaine intoxication

does occur, at the same time 1 can only remark a case

I spoke of the first time I spoke on cocaine in this

room. That was one of the early ca^es. A girl came
into the out-patieut department with a small abscess

which required operation. 1 was then using the five-

per-cent. solution, which was supposed to be neces-

sary. 1 put in some cocaiue, first explaining to the

students that it had been considered rather a dangerous

drug to use and that cases of syncope, etc.. had fol-

lowed its use, but that I had seen no serious results,

and I should use it until I saw some reason to stop.

I put in a few minims of this solution, and down on

the floor went the patient's sister. If the patient in

whom 1 had injected the cocaine had tumbled on the

floor, I should have been very much scared and re-

ported it as a case of syncope following the use of

cocaine. I think you will see fainting in nine cases

where you operate without cocaine to one with

cocaine ; so that these cases of fainting and all that

sort of thing are not to be depended upon. Another
case was one in which I had to pass a sound. The
assistant said, " Doctor, you cannot put cocaine in that

man's urethra. He had an epileptiform attack when
it was used before." I took the sound and said, " We
will try it without." The minute I touched his

urethra he had a similar attack. I have done a great

many hundred cases with cocaine, and have not seen

any dangerous symptoms. I began with the stronger

solutions and gradually worked down. I have not

used the weak solutions Dr. Lund has given on the

board. The best way to use cocaine is to have it in

tablet form. If you keep the cocaine solution or any
weak solution, it is bound to become filled with bac-

teria of one sort and another, and the cocaiue loses its

strength as it is kept, so that I use small tablets of

cocaine, dissolve them in water, never use anything

stronger than one-fourth of one per cent., and from

that to one-eighth of one per cent. The only thing is

you want to use enough.

In the first place, in the iutroductioa of the needle.

It seems to me there are two ways of doing this. I

bad u lot of platinum needles made fine, and those you
can use in two ways. I have some long ones, two or

three times as long as the ordinary needles ; and if

you are going to do certain operations, for instance,

take a punch out of the tumor for microscopic exami-
nation, then I take one of the long needles, and grasp-

ing the part of the tumor, plunge it in suddenly. You

can put one of these needles in three or four inches

without pain to amount to anything.

As regards the anesthesia produced by water; that

was written up a good deal some years ago, and I

must say I do not believe much in it. I had a very

good proof of that at one time in the out-patient de-

partment. I was going to circumcise a man. We
were experimenting witli the weaker solutions, and I

had got down to about one per cent., and I was going

to try some of the half-per-cent solution. I had been
out of the room, and came in and picked up the syringe

and put a lot of the solution into the foreskin, and then

picked up my forceps, clapped it on the foreskin, and
the man jumped nearly off the table. Just then Dr.

Porter came in, and said there was nothing but water
in the syringe. I then took some one-per-ceut. solu-

tion, and injected it into the edematous tissue in just

one place, and went on and did the whole circum-

cision, and it worked perfectly. I am sure by starting

with cocaine you can force it ahead b}- using pure

water.

So far as nervous patients go, there are patients

whom the idea hurts more than the cutting, and those

patients you better etherize for anything. Jt is very

exasperating after you have used cocaine, and feel you
have not been hurting the patient, and he has been
yelling and screaming all the time, when you get

through to make some remarks, and say, " You know
that did not hurt you," and have him say, "No, it did

not ; I was scared."

In regard to the use of cocaiue for tracheotomy, I

think that in a great many cases where you operate

for strangulation you do not need anything, the mere
suffocation of the patient being enough. Where I

have used cocaiue for tumors and such things, where 1

have had to do a low tracheotomy, I have found it

difficult to use from the fact that just above the notch

of the sternum you cannot plunge the needle in indis-

criminately. There, after opening the skin, you some-

times have to go on and give the patient a certain

amount of pain.

In regard to operations that can be done, I have
never done any very large operations with cocaiue. I

have done dissections of the neck of the carotid tri-

angle and submaxillary region that have taken over

an hour, and the only time the patient winced was
when I began to sew up after the operation. I have
taken out pretty fair-sized tumors, chronic tumors of

the breast, wens on the back of the neck and head ;

and I took out last summer a lipoma of the shoulder

bigger than a cocoanut without the slightest trouble

with one-eighth of one per cent. I have only done
one laparotomy with cocaine, and that was inguinal

colotomy. I do not see any reason for etherizing a

patient with fairly good nerves for this operation. Of
course, there is a certain amount of discomfort from
the dragging on the mesentery, but with that excep-

tiou there is no trouble whatever. In cases of appen-

dicitis where j'ou have an abscess and the patient is

seedy 1 see no reason whatever for not operating with

cocaine. Cocaine is so easy to use if men know bow,
and men who do not know how make an awful botch

of it.

There is one other use of cocaine, and that is the

use of cocaine in the urethra. Instead of putting in the

strong solution of cocaine into the urethra itself put in

with a subcutaneous syringe a few drops of cocaine

solution under the mucous membrane, open the meatus,
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if necessary put a drop of strong solution there, put

the point of the needle inside the meatus and give it a

pinch and put some cocaine in and that anesthetizes

the whole thing, i have cut and divulsed nine strict-

ures out of ten in that way in the last few years. In

that way you know how much cocaine the patient is

getting and do not put in a strong solution into the

urethra to be absorbed.

Cocaine has been very much neglected, I think, in

Boston, simply because people do not know how to

use it. They started in with strong solutions, and

gave it up. I have seen twenty-per-cen'. solutions

u?ed within a short time. I am sure that these weak

solutions answer everv purpose ; and I think the sim-

ple aqueous solution you get by dissolving a tablet is

good enough for all practical purposes, and you can

carry about these tablets and dissolve them, and

have a fresh solution which can be used at any time,

without having to sterilize an old solution or have a

new one made up. Use a plenty of a very weak solu-

tion.

Dr. Lcnd : With regard to Dr. Mixter's point

about having fresh solutions, tablets made according to

Schleich's formula have been recently manufactured

by a prominent firm of wholesale drugsists, so that

the solution can be obtained fresh every time. With
regard to anesthesia by salt-solution, I have repeated

Schleich's experiment by injecting two-tenths per

cent, salt-solution intracutaneously into the forearm,

and although the process of injection was somewhat
painful, have obtained perfect anesthesia. Salt, of

course, has not the direct anesthetic effect of cocaine,

and the subcutaneous injection producing edema, as in

Dr. Mixter's case of phimosis will not be sufficient.

The principle of the infiltration method is the intra-

cutaneous injection, the formation of a wheal, and

bringing the lymphatic spaces into a state of high ten-

sion. It seems to me that 1 have been more success-

ful in getting perfect anesthesia with these solutions

of salt, morphia and cocaine, than I was when I em-

j)loyed simply weak solutions of cocaine, one-half to

one quarter per cent., for the same purpose. With re-

gard to the introduction of the needle, this can be per-

formed [)ainlessly by slow and careful introduction, a

little cocaine being worked under the skin as soon as

the point of the needle has penetrated and before its

entire circumference has perforated. Schleich ad-

vises the spraying of the point of first needle puncture

with ethyl-chlorid, but I have found this unnecessary.

With regard to the time the cocaine anesthesia lasts,

I have not found that it would last an hour. It is

usually necessary to reintiltrate the tissues in about

twenty minutes. In the only laparotomies I have

seen done by this method the cocaine has not been

properly put in, and the patient has suffered a great

deal of pain. There is absolutely no reason, however,

why with a proper employment of the infiltration

method, simple laparotomies should not be performed

practically without pain. An operation begun under

cocaine may be finished under ether if numerous ad-

hesions are encountered.

The MiDDLETON Goldsmith Lectures.— Prof.

J. George Adami, of McGill University, Montreal,

delivered these lectures at the New York Academy of

Medicine on January 31st and February 3d. Subject,

"The Relationship between Inflammation and Certain

Forms of Fibrous Hyperplasia."

NEW YORK NEUROLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting January 7, 1896, Edward D.

Fisher, M.D., President.

progressive muscular atropht.

Dr. G. M. Hammond reported a case of progressive

muscular atrophy beginning in the facial muscles. He
said that many such cases were looked upon with sus-

picion, but in this instance the history was so clear

that he felt the diagnosis was correct. The photograph

exhibited had been taken about one year ago. The
patient was a middle-aged woman, who at one time

was exceedingly vigorous and muscular, and weighed

one hundred and eighty pounds. She weighed over

one hundred and sixty pouuils prior to the advent of

this disorder. The family history was excellent, there

being no nervous disorder of a serious nature. Four-

teen years ago, while a nurse, she had contracted some
skin disease which had resulted in the development of

a number of abscesses. About two years ago she be-

gan to notice a hollowing of the left cheek and temple,

and this had increased until at the present time the

atrophy was very marked. The next thing noticed

was a weakness of the arms and legs, and atrophy of

the muscles in these parts. The paresis and atrophy

seemed to affect both arms simultaneously, and later,

both legs. Quite recently the atrophic process had

begun to affect the right side of the face. He had

first seen her in October, 18i)4. at which time all mus-

cular efforts were performed with difficulty; fibrillary

twitchings could be observed on the left side of the

face, and less frequently in the upper and lower ex-

tremities. The electrical reactions were normal in

quality, but reduced quantitatively. There were no

disorders of sensibility except that at times there had

been some rheumatic pains in the neighborhood of the

knee-joints. At first the reflexes were exaggerated,

but at the present time the knee-jerks are less active

than when first seen. The main point for considera-

tion was whether this was a primary myopathy, or

whether it was of secondary origin. The tact that it

began in the face might lead one to suppose that it

was a primary atrophy, but it should be remembered

that this disorder began in the latter half of life;

there was no family history of this disonler, and the

distribution did not correspond to that which was ob-

served in the primary disorder. Moreover, in primary

myopathy the muscles of the forearm and leg would

escape the atrophic process, whereas in the case pre-

sented these muscles were all involved. The case was

chiefly of interest from the situation of the primary

points of atrophy, which, he considered, to be very

unusual indeed. The case was unusual in that the

muscles were not affected in groups, but it did not fol-

low the course of the dystrophies, and it seemed to

him that the case must be of central origin. He
thought it was not a case of progressive facial hemi-

atrophy because there were no changes in the bones

or in the skin and because other parts of the body

were involved, and the other side of the face was al-

ready beginning to be involved. The process was evi-

dently progressive; the patient was decidedly weaker

than a year ago.

JACKSONIAN epilepst : operation.

Dr. Hammond also exhibited a man who had had

Jacksonian epilepsy, and had been operated upon sev-

eral months ago by Dr. Abbe. His attacks had come
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on with !i sensory aura iu ilie band. He had had 88

many as liftcen or more convulsions a day. The ofi-

eratiou was done on the left side of the skull last

March. On removing the hone, the operator had

found a circumscribed a-ea of pachymeninjjiiis, and a

consideral.le adhesion of the membrane underneath.

A piece of thin rubber tissue had heeu inserted after

sep-nraling tlie adhesions. The bone bad then been

replaced, and the wound closed. There had been no

convulsions since this operation. Prior to it the bro-

mides had had no effect on the attacks ; since the op-

eration these reme<iies had been given. Quite recently

the aura had returned, but there had been no attacks.

Tlie speaker said that he could not see the advantages

of using the rubber tissue, which in this case had been

einjdoyed in lieu of gold leaf. There was a well-

marked history of sypliilis, and this was considered to

have been the origin of the disonler.

rav.nald's disease.

Dr. a. Wiener exhibited a man who had been re-

ferred to him by Dr. Goldstein. Nine years ago the

patient had had a fracture of the left forearm, with no

accident to account for it. Iodide of potassium wai

necessary, in addition to splints, to secure proper

union. Later one of his toes became carious, and hail

been finally amputated. The great toe was similarly

affected subsequently, but under h cal and constitu-

tional treatment this. too. healed. Inquiry showed that

years ago this man had been a brass polisher. At the

time of the original fracture there had been no pain.

A few months after lliis he had developed severe pains

over the chest and forearm. He then changed his oc-

cupation, and after this was exposed a great deal to

the weather. At the present lime the same gangre-

nous process which had been present in the toes was

going on in the fingers of one hand. This history

the speaker said, made it evident that the patient was
suffering from Raynaud's disease. He had excluded

syringomyelia because there were no sensory disturb-

ances, and no pain. There was no sugar in the urine.

He expected to put this man to bed and pack his feet

in cotton. Constitutional rem':dies would, of course,

be employed.
Di(. C. A. Herti-r said that there could be little

question tegariiini; the diagnosis. As to the local con-

dition and the sclerosis of the vessels he thought it

was secondary to the extraordinary changes iu the

blood vessel".

Dii. .Joseph Collins said that he also felt that

there could be no doubt about the diagnosis, and he

also agreed with the last speaker regarding the rela-

tion 01 the chaniies in the vessels to the present symp-
tom-complex. He had seen two cases of Raynaud's
disease durinu the past year. The administration of

iodide of potassium ami nitro glycerine — the treat-

ment usually recommended — he considered rather

dangerous unless carried out very cautiously. The
treatment apparently of most service was placing the

patient in the horizontal position for a long time, to-

gether with the administration of water and measures

to control and maintain vascular equilibrium. Where
it was [lossible the patient should be sent to a climate

which would admit of his living out-doors almost all

the time. In looking up the literature of Raynaud's
disease, he had been surprised at the statement made
by several operators that this was an incurable disease.

Personally be was of the opinion that Raynaud's dis-

ease if uot associated with profound disease of the ar

teries, gave an exceedingly good prognosis, provided

the patient could be uuder control.

Dk. IliKSCii did not think that Raynaud's disease,

as such, was a sullicient diagnosis. It was only a col-

lection of clinical symptoms which, it had been shown,

might be due to various anatomical lesions — to dis-

ease of the blood-vessels, disease of the peripheral

nerves, to central lesions, and, iu some instatices, to

pure hysteria. We could not say that the prognosis

was good or bad, for it depended upon the particular

underlying condition.

PARESTHESIA OF THE EXTERNAL CUTANEOUS NERVE.

Dr. Hirsch presented a man, fifty years of age,

who had had syphilis eighteen years ago, and had in-

dulged liberally in alcohol. Two months ago, after a

shipwreck and much exposure, he had arrived iu this

country. At the time he was wrecked, for about one
hour a considerable weight had been borne by one leg,

and shortly after this he had noticed a peculiar sensa-

tion on the outer side of this limb, the left, about four

inches above the knee. It covered an area the size of

the palm, and was never noticed at night, or while re-

clining or sitting. The sensation was especially ag-

gravated by cold. It was not like any ordinary pain.

According to the patieut's description, it was a sort of

burning sensation, or a " burning cold," as he ex-

pressed it. Examination showed no change iu the

electrical reaction, and no evidence of disease with the

exception of a diminution of the thermal sense. The
case was, therefore, a paresthesia in the area of the

external cutaneous nerve. The speaker said that a

number of these cases had beeu reported last March
by Roth, and a few (lays later Professor Bernard, of

Berlin, had independently published several cases of

this kind. A uuml>er of other cases had since beeu

reported, and many of them had occurred iu physi-

cians. One distinguishing feature was the indefinite

cliaracter of the paresthesia, and the fact that it was
never noticed when the patient was reclining or sitting.

Acute infectious diseases had been mentioned in con-

iw;ction with the etiology of the coudition. In the case

presented, it was possible that sypl)ilis and alcoholism

might be considered as preiiisposing causes, while the

prolonged pressure and the exposure at the time of the

shipwreck might be looked upon as exciting causes.

TWO casks op tcmor of the spinal cord un-
accompanied WITH severe pain.

Dr. Pearce Bailet read a paper with this title.

He said that the total number of reported spiual

tumors was not large ; he had only been able to find

130 in all. His cases were presented merely as a cou-

tribution to a subject which merited careful observa-

tion.

The first case was a female, fifty-five years of age,

who had had a good family and personal history.

Last June, she had beeu attacked with a rapid pulse

and increased temperature, and pain all over the body.

There was also albuminuria. Death occurred sixteen

days after coming under observation. The autopsy

showed edema of both lungs and marked atrophic

nephritis. On the posterior and internal surface of

the dura mater was a tumor, three-fourths of an inch

long, one-eighth of an inch wide and elevated about

one-tenth of an inch above the surface of the mem-
brane. It was directly opposite to the posterior lou-
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gituiiiiial fissure, was extremely hard, and finely lobu-

lated. Microscopical examination showed a connective

ca[)^ule, hut the substance ot the miss was subdivided

by many fibrous traliecul;*;. Tlie death of the patient

had been due entirely to one of the attacks of pulmo-
nary edema to which those sutferiug from Bright's

disease are liable.

The second case was a female, twenty-nine years

of ajje. No history of syphilis could be obtained. In

188y, laparotomy had been performed, and a small

tumor of unknown nature, removed. A second lap-

arotomy had been done, and another tumor removed
gome months later. Subsequently a tumor had been
extirpated from the ribs, but it was impossible to ob-

tain any history as to the nature of these growths. In

1889 she developed paralysis and numbness of all four

extremities, which lasted ten months. lu July, 1883,

there had been auoiher similar attack of paralysis.

At this time she had also had cystitis. She was
treated with strychnine and electricity, and was able

after awhile to walk out of the hospital. She was re-

admitteii in 181)5 with another attack of paralysis.

Ou examination, her mentality was excellent; both

pupils reacted to light, but the left pupil was consider-

ably smaller than the right; the right side of the face

was pale as compared with the lelt; there was well-

marked extensor paralysis of all four extremities.

There was a moderate amount of atrophy ; both knee-

jerks aud elbow-jerks could be elicited. There seemed
to be some blunting of the tactile sensibility. The
urine gave evidence of nephritis. .She stated very
positively that she had never been subject to any
severe pain, and she certainly had no pain at the time

of examination. She couhl move her head freely in

all directions, and without any discomfort. There was
no tenderness over the vertebral column. The ab
sence of anesthesia made the location of the tumor
dillicult, and her exhausted condition made the opera-

tion impracticable. She died in July, 1895, from pul-

monary edema and suppression of urine. The autopsy

showed extensive adhesions of the lungs and an old

pulmonary cavity. The spleen aud liver were en-

larged. The ureters were dilated, and the kidneys

showed pyelonephritis and large calcarious concretions.

The brain, with the exception of atheroma of the

arteries, was apparently normal. Ou exposing the

dorsal surface of the cervical portion of the cord, this

appeared to be abnormally prominent, and on its re-

moval a tumor was found, which was slightly adherent

to the cord. It was an irregular quadrilateral shaped
mass limited almost exclusively to the ventral side,

and affecting »he uerve roots one, two, three and four

on the right side, and one, two aud three ou the left

side. Tne dura itself was thickened. The cord was
pressed upou anteriorly and posteriorly, causing it to

bulge so that the posterior roots were considerably

separateil. Sections of the tumor and of the cord

were made aud stained, and exhibited to the Society

uuder the microscope. The tumor was found to

epriug directly from the external surface of the dura
mater. The tumor consisted of an outer zone of

fibrous tissue, inside of which was a zone of polyhe-

dral fusiform cells. The remainder of the tumor was
in a couditiou of cheesy degeneration. The picture

was a typical one of gumma with excessive degenera-

tion. No tubercle bacilli were found. Above the

The anterior horns were normal as regards their shape
and constitueut elements. The nerve roots, as shown
iu the section, presented no evidence of degeneration.
An area of connective tissue surrounded the blood
vessels, and apparently indicated the vascular origin

of the tumor iu the cord. The possible vascular
origin of the process explained satisfactorily the ab-
sence ol pain.

A third case might be added, which had been re-

ported in Brain some years ago. Here, the tumor
had extended from the origin of the fifth cervical to
the first dorsal nerve, and lay chiefiy posteriorly. The
nerve roots were compressed and atrophied, and there
were the ordinary ascending aud descending degenera-
tions. The symptoms caused by the new growth had
been paralysis and loss of sensation, but without the
pain characteristic of spinal tumor. Those symptoms
had existed about three months. The absence of pain
was emphasized in the report of this case. Dr. Bailey
said that an attempt to account for the absence of pain
in these three cases was difiicult. All were of slow
growth, and pressed but slightly ou the cord, and two
of them were yieldiug. The points where the pressure
was applied, or the rapidity of the growth seemed to
to be of secondary importance, and the position of the
tumor with reference to the membrane appeared to in-

fluence but little the occurrence of pain. The most
important factor was the consistency of the tumor—
those which softened and degenerated most easily were
the least liable to be accompanied by pain. His con-
clusions were: (1) That it was probable that tumors
of the spinal cjrd were more frequently painless than
was commonly supposed ; and (2) that the pain was
indicative rather of its nature than of its situation.

Dr. IJ. Sachs said that this question of pain as a
diagnostic symptom of tumor ot the spinal cord had
only been recently discussed before this Society. At
that time lie believed he had been in the minority in
staling that he did not think so much stress should be
laid upon this symptom as had been geuerally done;
hence, he was glad to hear of those cases which cou-
firmed his view. The symptom pain would naturally
arise iu those cases in which there was a very large
tumor on the ventral surface actually pressing the
cord against the posterior surface; it would arise still

more frequently if the tumor invaded the posterior
root fibres. He would again emplia^size the fact that
root symptoms were important in the earlier stages of
tumor, whether they were of the sensory kind, or of
the atrojihic order. In the majority of cases pain was,
of course, present as au early symptom. In addition
to the root symptoms, the next important point was
that the symptoms in the majority of cases were apt
to be unilateral, with a rapid involvement later of both
halves of the cord; there was not that symmetry iu the
symptoms which was usually observed in the subacute
affections of the spinal cord.

Di{. Lkonahd Webek remarked that these tumors
described iu the paper were not tumors of the cord,
but were upon the cord. In LiOl he had met in Ger-
many a physician who had had a large experience
with tumors of the spinal cord. The history of these
cases showed that no special pain had been present.

Dr. C. a. Hehteu thought that without doubt
these extra-dural tumors should be classed as tumors
of the spinal cord, for when they produced symptoms

tumor was a moderate ascending degeneration. The they did so by their influence on the cord aud its nerve
cord opposite tlie tumor was not much compressed.

|

roots. He also thought that it was pretty well eslab-
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lished that extra-dural tumors were ojucli less apt to

produce pain tliaii iulra-dural tumors. The cases so

well reported in the paper were certainly valuable aii-

ditiuus to this subject. Some years ago he liad gone

over the subject of solid tumors of the spinal cord,

aud had found only 2C cases, three of them having

been iu his own practice. In several of tliese there

bad not been much paiu, at least in the beginning of

the disease. A possible explanation of this might be

found in the fact that the origin of a tubercle was
usually in the substance of the cord itself— that the

tubercular process began by the deposition of tubercle

bacilli in that portion of the cord which afforded the

best nutrient basis for the bacilli. In one of his cases

it was (]uite evident how the process had extended by

a narrow line of blood-vessels into the anterior horn of

oue side, and had subsequently extended to the white

matter. It was easy to see how in a case of this kind

there should be uo pain. In syphilitic tumors of the

cord the process was apt to originate in much closer

connection with the pia mater, thus making root

symptoms, or a meningitis involving the circumference

of tlie cord more liable to occur. He had been im

pressed with the dillerent character of the symptoms
iu cases of sarcoma invading the cord from without,

aud cases of glio-sarcoma starting from within. In

the majority of cases of sarcoma of the spinal cord,

the process was a secondary oue, and almost invari-

ably involved the posterior nerve roots, giving rise to

intense pain. Another class of sarcomatous tumors
originated about the central part of the cord, and in

these there was little or no paiu. The reason for the

absence of pain in cases of syringomyelia was the early

involvement of the sensory fibres.

The Pkesidicnt said that tumors outside of the

cord substance were more likely to cause pain, unless

they were extra-dural; but a tumor within the cord,

unless so large as to compress the nerves could hardly

be expected to cause pain. Again, in cases of tumor
outside of the cord the pain was usually of a shooting

character, aud followed the course of the nerve irri-

tated. The explanation of the absence of pain iu the

cases recorded iu the |)a|)er appeared to be due rather

to the situation than to the nature of the tumor.

TWO SPECIMENS OF BKAIN TIMOR WITH RKMAUK8
ON THE DIFFICULTY OF DIAGNOSIS.

The Presidknt presented a pathological specimen
removed from a laborer, fift_\-six years of age, who
gave a history of an injury to the head when twelve

years of age. As a result of this there had been dur-

ing his boyhood repeate<i slight attacks of epilepsy.

Four years previous to his death he had received an-

other injury to the side of the head, and two years

later had begun to have definite localized convulsive

seizures on the left side of the body. They always
commenced with a sensation in the left hand of slight

tingling or numbness. This would be followed by a

full convulsion involving the left hand and arm, and
Bometimes the leg. These attacks recurred at inter-

vals of two or three weeks. He had no pain, and
gave no history of disturbed vision, aud the ophthal-

moscope showed no optic neuritis. The only other

symptom was a slight paresis on the left side, lasting

only a few days, after each epileptic seizure. On
examination, the gross strength was good ; there was
some loss of muscular sense; there was some ataxia

in the left hand, aud exaggerated reflexes, particularly

of the left patella. There had been no headache. In

June, 189.'), an ordinary trephine opening was made,

and some adhesions between the dura anil skull were
found. The attacks ceased for some time after the

operation, but when seen by the speaker last October,

these attacks had returned. A diagnosis had been

made of a localized lesion, probably due to pachymen-
ingitis following a trauma, and involving the hand cen-

tre. An operation was therefore performed by Dr.

Stimson. The dura was found adherent, as had been

expected. The operation was attended by much
hemorrhage, and followed by great shock, and in a

few hours death ensued. At the autopsy, a large sar-

coma was found, involving the leg centre and a portion

of the arm centre, and extending a considerable dis-

tance back into the parietal lobe.

The second specimen had been removed from a

boy, eighteen years of age, having a negative family

history. For two years previous to his death he had
complained of more or less headache. His gait had

been uncertain and staggering, but in no particular

direction. For the last year he had complained of

loss of vision. Examination showed optic neuritis and

optic atrophy, and the boy was almost blind. There
had been no convulsions during this time, but there

was a history of one or two attacks of vomiting at

long intervals. A diagnosis had been made of tumor

of the cerebellum, localized on the left side because

of the deafness of the lelt side, a very slight facial par-

alysis, and the loss of sensation on the left side. Two
or three days before death there were several convul-

sions with vomiting, and he died in coma. There was

at no time any mental dulness or apathy. The autopsy

showed, according to the report of Dr. Warren Coleman,

a large single cyst containing 73 cubic centimetres

of slightly turbid, straw-colored liquid, which had not

been coagulated by the formalin, though the cyst wall

was very thin over its upper part. The growth was

situated in the left hemisphere of the cerebellum.

The liquid apparently contained no albumin, as it did

not coagulate on the addition of the commercial forma-

lin or on the application of heat. It did contain

mucus. Examined microscopically, the liquid was

found to contain an abundance of old blood cells, well

hardened, a moderate number of protoplasmic mononu-
cleated cells, apparently leucocytes whose protoplasm

was (illed with highly refracting globules, and larger Hat

cells, mononucleated, reseiubling endothelium. Strings

of mucus were found in abumlance. The liquid con-

tained something which turned Fehling's solution a

rich purple, and which threw down an ample sediment

after twenty-four hours. The growth w*s a glioma.

Dr. Sachs referred to a case, seen many years ago,

in wiiich there had been attacks of hemiplegia and

intense frontal headache. A diagnosis had been made
of gumma, but the autopsy had shown a glioma very

much like that presented. All the symptoms had dis-

appeared for about four months under the use of anti-

syphilitic treatment.

Dr. L. Stieglitz said that the first case reminded him
of oue operated upon about a year ago in which a glio-

sarcoma had been found. In this case there had been

very few symptoms present for a number of months.

One very valuable symptom had been the exquisite

tenderness on tapping the skull. He believed that this

symptom could have been elicited in the case just re-

ported because of the presence of adhesions. It was

UDfortuuate that iii the first operation, the attending
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surgeou had made the trephining opening so email ^-
altogether too small to admit of proper exploration.

The gecood case closely corresponded to one he bad
intended soon to report, iu which there had been
deafness on one side. The case also brought out the

malignity of many tumors of the brain.

Dr. Herter remarked that the long duration of the

condition of the first case was a point to be considered

in connection with the presence of such few symptoms.

SPECIMEN SHOWING MULTIPLE GROWTHS IN THE
BRAIN OF A CHILD.

Dr. Joseph Collins presented a specimen from a

child who had showed a condition similar to that

formerly described in the books as spurious hydro-

cephalus. The patient was admitted to Dr. H. D.

Chapiii's wards in the Post-graduate Hospital, and a

diagnosis of tumor of the brain pressing on the third

ventricle was made. On the inferior surface of the

cerebrum was a new growth about the size of an

American walnut, and on opening the brain, four other

growths were found ; one situated uear the posterior

commissure, one pressing against the head of the cau-

date nucleus, while another almost completely usurped

the left anterior quadrigeminal body. Microscopic

sections showed them to be tuberculous.

Dr. C. L. Dana described the clinical history of

this case. He said that the child was about two
years old, and had been perfectly well up to last Au-
gust, when there had been a sharp attack of diarrhea.

After this the child became sleepy, and remained all

the time with the eyelids closed. There was no par-

alysis, and no pain and no convulsions. About three

DQOuths later he had examined the child. At that

time he was cataleptic ; there were no paralyses ; no

sensory symptoms ; it could hear and could swallow ;

there were double ptosis and slight nystagmus ; there

was no ophthalmoplegia except the double ptosis. The
hebetude deepened but there were no convulsions.

The child died in the latter part of December. The
speaker said that he had tapped the spinal cord in this

case and removed two drachms of clear fluid which,

on examination showed no evidence of tubercle bacilli.

The autopsy showed these multiple tubercular tumors.

He had made the diagnosis of tumor of the mid-brain.

He believed that most of the symptoms were due to

the growth involving the corpora quadrigemiua. He
had been particularly interested in this marked som-
nolence in cases in which there was pressure on the

third ventricle, or on the corpora quadrigemina.

Dr. Sachs said that there was a marked resem-

blance between the case and one reported by him
in an article on disease of the mid-brain region. In

the case referred to there had been an increased

apathy, but owing to its tubercular nature he had
attributed this to the stage of the disease. He had

been surprised to find also in his case several tumors
in the cerebellum as well as a tumor in the mid-brain

region.

Dr. W. B. Notes presented a specimen removed
from a man who, four years ago, had been crushed

between two cars. The pressure had been exerted at

about the level of the first lumbar vertebra. No par-

alysis or fracture had resulted, but he had suffered

from shock, and had been confined to bed for two
months. About one year ago he had an apoplecti-

form attack characterized by blindness and deafness,

and paralysis of both legs, lasting for twenty-four

hours. When seen by the speaker three weeks ago,

there had been spastic paraplegia, marked ataxia, in-

creased knee-jerk and ankle clonus, great tenderness

all over the body, but especially iu the head. A
diagnosis had been made of brain tumor. Death
occurred from a sudden paralysis of respiration. The
autopsy showed an endothelioma of the dura mater,

occupying the place of the occipital lobe. The tu-

mor was irregularly kidney-shaped, with its broadest
diameter from side to side. Its weight was 300
grammes. It was hard, nodular, and did not infiltrate

the brain tissue. The spinal cord was examined, but
nothing abnormal found.

Kccent literature.

Fibroid Diseases of the Lung, including Fibroid
Phihitis. Bv Sir Andrew Clark, Bart., W. .1.

Hadlet, M.D. (Dur.), M.R.C.P., and Arnold
Chaplin. M.D. (Cantab.), M.R.C.P. With Ta-
bles and Eight Plates in Colors. London : Charles
Griffin & Co. Limited. 1894.

This volume possesses peculiar interest as the last

important work with which Sir Audrew Clark's name
is associated, and emphasizes the loss which the pro-

fession has suffered by his death. It embodies the re-

sults of years of close observation and careful study
given to a class of cases to which he had given special

attention, and with which his name is always associ-

ated, while his collaborators have drawn from a large

experience gained in the special hospitals in London.
The authors divide those consolidations of the lunors,

which have been loosely grouped together under the

general term of "phthisis," into two groups, "differ-

ing in their nature, in their origin, iu the signs and
symptoms associated with them, in their relations to

their environments, in their course and complications,

and in their durations and issues," to one of which,
the larger group, the term "tubercular phthisis" may
be given, the tubercle bacillus being the chief agency
in the production ; while to the smaller they would
apply the term "fibroid phthisis," since tubercle plays
no part. They recognize, however, the occasional as-

sociation of the two forms, either one of which may
be primary. Therefore, under the general heading of
" Fibroid Diseases of the Lung," they have grouped
three distinct conditions : pure fibroid, in which there
is no tubercle; tubercle-fibroid, which is primarily tu-

bercular, but has subsequently ruu a fibroid course
;

and fibro-tubercular, in which primarily fibroid disease

has become tubercular. Each condition is fully con-

sidered from the standpoint of its pathological anat-

omy, its clinical course aud physical signs, while, since

the prognosis is so different, special stress is laid on
points that assist in making a differential diagnosis.

The opening chapter contains an interesting histori-

cal account of the disease up to the time of Dr.
Clark's first paper, which is given in full as an appen-
dix. The text is enriched by drawings of microscopic
changes in the lungs, and colored plates which well

illustrate the pathological changes which they are de-

signed to picture. Though less pretentious in its

scope, the book is a worthy successor of the remark-
able list of monographs by British authors, posthu-
mously published, among whom Wilson Fox and Hilton
Fagge are illustrious examples.
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THE LIVER OF DYSPEPTICS.

The subject of auto-iutoxicatioDS by the alimentary

caDal has of late years come iuto promiueiice, espe-

cially siuce the researches of Bouchard were made

known. This writer emphasizes the toxic character

of the products of fermentation and putrefaction in

the digestive tube iu abnormal states of the stomach

and intestines.

Among the poisons generated by the decomposition

of food may be mentioned butyric, acetic, lactic acids,

leucin, tyrosin, phenol, iiidol, skatol, etc. It is with

the acids of fermentation that Dr. Emile Boix is prin-

cipally concerned in his recent instructive treatise on

" The Liver of Dyspeptics," in many respects one of

the most original books of the past year.^

It is but rpceiitly that Haiiot and Boix made known

to the Congress at Rome the important part played by

auto-intoxications of gastro-intestinal origin iu hepatic

sclerosis, and called it auto-toxic sclerosit.

Among the causes which favor the production of

these toxic |)rinciples, there are two which have the

principal part : insufficiency of motility and stagna-

tion of the ingesta. Next in importance are diminu-

tion of the secretion of gastric juice and alterations of

the mucosa. Dilatation of the stomach (neurasthenic

or. neuropathic gastrectasis) i» the typical condition in

which these pathological states occur. Debove and

Renaud defiue this gastrectasis as " an insufficiency of

the motor functions, in consequence of which the or-

gan contains habitually in the morning, after fastiug,

aliments in notable quantity." Boix calls attention

to the importance of ptomaines and the microbes of

ingesta, but in.sists particularly on the poisons which

form in the digestive tube (organic acids, aldehydes,

etc.).

Dilatation of the stomach is a state in which the

acids of fermentation abound iu the alimentary canal.

This, sooner or later, engenders a catarrhal condition

of the stomach and intestines, sometimes, even, ulcer-

ous gastritis. Mucous transformation of the glands of

> L« Foie des Dysp«ptiques, Paris, 1896.

the stomach takes place. Eventually little or no gas-

tric juice is secreted, the muscular coat becomes atro-

phied or sclerosed. The final stage of all the diseases

of the stomach attended with abnormal fermentations

is atony and chronic gastritis, with atrophic and scler-

otic changes. Dyspepsia, which is often a primitive

nervous state, is also often only the semeiologic ex-

pression of a gastropathy ; the latter begins, the dys-

pepsia follows. But this is not all. Thegaatropathies

prepare the way for a great number of chronic dis-

eases, especially of the liver and kidneys. The intes-

tine is also, and often to an equal degree, morbidly

altered in the divers affections of the stomach, and has

a no less importaut role in the production and absorp-

tion of toxic matters.

The liver has an important office in the arrest and

detention of poisons, both those formed in the alimen-

tary canal and those introduced from without, as was

showu by Schiff twenty years ago or so. Boix com-

pares this protective agency to the part played by the

white corpuscles of the blood in the defence of the

system against micro-organisms, and perhaps other

foreign bodies. But the leucocytes may be overcome

by a massive invasion, and the hepatic cell will not be

able to withstand an overwhelming quantity of the

poison. The liver may, in fact, be profoundly smitten

in its vitality by the noxious substances against which

it is endeavoring to protect the economy.

A toxic substance absorbed from the intestine aud

stomach may provoke pylephlebitis, intra- or extra-

hepatic. When once the poison is brought to the

liver and the function of that organ is insufficient, the

hepatic cell feels its influence aud may perish; or if

the dose of poison be not large enough to immediately

alter the cell, the latter will effect the transformation

of a part of the poison, while the other part, remain-

ing unchanged, will enter the veuous channels and we
shall have, besides a bivenous sclerosis, a slow intoxi-

cation of the entire economy; or the poison will be

eliminated by the bile ducts, but not without damage

to them and more or less angiocholitis and biliary cir-

rhosis.

First iu order of the hepatic lesions of gastro-intes-

tinal origin is congestion {congestive hypertrophy). As
early as 1813, Portal remarked that great eaters have

ordinarily voluminous livers. Audral and Broussais

both noticed the frequency of hepatic congestions in

connection with gastro-intestinal affections. Budd ad-

mitted the iutiuence in the production not only of con-

gestion but of cirrhosis of the " noxious products of de-

fective digestion "
; alcohol has the chief but not the

only r&le of causation. Frerichs knows little of any

cause of cirrhosis but alcohol ; Leveii (1879) insists on

the congestions of the liver which follow chronic dys-

pepsias ; but Bouchard has made the most methodical

researches on the state of the liver in persons affected

with that form of dyspepsia accompanying dilatation

of the stomach, and in 389 observations he found that

tumefaction of the liver existed iu 23 percent. "This

tumefaction is variable ; it augments, diminishes and
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disappears, according as the dyspeptic accidents un-

dergo aggravation or amelioration." In a subsequent

series of investigations, Bouchard has noted 69 cases

of large livers (^gros foies) coinciding with various di-

gestive troubles, as anorexia, constipation, diarrhea,

vertigo. Similar observations have been published by

Le Gendre and Hayem. The latter thinks that the

gastropathies play a most important role in diseases of

the liver. He has noted that in the former, duodenitis

is frequent, and forms the bond of union between the

gastrites and certain hepatic irritations, notably those

of the bile passages. He then recognizes the patho-

genic influence of the passage by the portal vein not only

of microbe-toxins, but of noxious substances which

originate in morbid digestions, " and especially the acids

of fermentation, particularly acetic acid, whose presence

is almost constant in the stomachs of the hyperpeptic."

According to his observations, hypertrophic cirrhosis

coincides often with hyperpeptic gastritis ; atrophic

cirrhosis with the chronic gastrites which manifest

themselves by the type of intense hypopepsia, or even

of apepsia.

Hepatic congestion by intensity and long continu-

ance passes to a chronic and permanent condition of

hypertrophy and hardness known as hepatomegalia. It

is now sometiiing besides a simple chronic congestion
;

it is, says Boix, a veritable cirrhosis, and is eventu-

ally attended with all the irremedial lesions and symp-

toms of that disease. Boix gives a number of clinical

observations, of recent date, of this kind of liver

;

they are of interest as being not dependent on alco-

holism. It would appear from Boix's clinical reports

that this dyspeptic cirrhosis is manifested clinically by

a large, smooth liver of wooden hardness, without

augmentation of the volume of the spleen, without

icterus, without ascites, without augmentation of the

collateral venous circulation ; histologically by a cir-

rhosis generalized, diffuse, inter- and intra-lobular, with

relative integrity of the hepatic cell. The duration

of the affection is very long, ten years and more, the

size of the liver remaining almost stationary. The
termination may take place, as in common atrophic

cirrhosis, by increase of the mechanical impediment

and venous stasis, and the production of ascites. This

histological structure is also recognized in the hyper-

trophic fatty cirrhosis of the tuberculous, cancerous,

and cachectic.

Among the toxic substances which take their origin

in the digestive tube (leaving out ptomaines which are

accidental products) we have to note as possessing a

marked sclerogenous action, the acids of fermentation,

butyric, lactic, valerianic and especially acetic acids.

There is a strong predisposition to the disease brought

about by arthritism, as appears from most of the clin-

ical reports. Of five observations giving the personal

and hereditary antecedents, four bore a heading of

arthritism.

Some of Boix's experiments are very suggestive.

Hares dosed daily with toxic quantities in bran of the

above-named acids soon had hepatic cirrhosis. A hare

fed every day for two months with bran containing fifty

centigrammes of butyric acid in solution, at the end

of that time died greatly emaciated and presented at

the necropsy a typical Laennec liver. Butyric acid

alone was capable, by itself, of inducing in the liver

the lesions which realize experimentally the typical

atrophic cirrhosis of Laennec. Lactic and valerianic

acids gave results less complete, but of the same or-

der. Acetic acid also produced a very pronounced

cirrhosis, and it is these four agents which Boix

thinks endowed with the most marked sclerogenio

power ; while butyric acid may be given in the

doses above-mentioned three months, acetic acid is

badly assimilated by the animals, and in thirty-six

days effects lesions almost as extensive as butyric acid.

Its action on the hepatic cell is much more toxic; it is

both irritative and degenerative. The cirrhosis pro-

duced is both venous and biliary. Aldehyde is a

poison of the hepatic cell and causes granulo-fatty de-

generation. The fatty acids did not produce the least

connective-tissue proliferation. Hares fed with black

pepper also became cirrhotic. Acetone determines

embryonal infiltration in the portal spaces. Black

pepper and alcohol are powerful sclerogenous agents.

Oxalic acid provokes gastro-intestiual irritation, and

consecutive ascending angio-cholitis, granular degene-

ration of the cell, and a certain degree of sclerosis of

the smaller portal spaces.

An interesting chapter of Boix's treatise is occupied

with details of his experiments with cultures of the

colon bacillus and divers coli-toxins. The invariable

result was an ascending angio-cholitis with rapid and

extensive sclerosis of the large portal spaces. The
extract of feces gave similar results. In similar ex-

periments on hares made with alcohol, the predomi-

nant lesion was steatosis of the hepatic cell. Recently

Barighi has confirmed in respect to indol, skatol, and

phenol the data obtained by Boix.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SURGEON-GEN-
ERAL OF THE ARMY.

The report of the Surgeon-General for the fiscal

year ended June 3, 1895, contains certain matters

which attract attention.

One of the first is a new method of treating alcohol-

ism which has been adopted at Vancouver Barracks.

One of the previous reports of the Surgeon-General

has distinguished this post as having the highest rate

of admission to sick report for alcoholism. Dr.

Arthur has adopted the following method of dealing

with the alcoholism in the command:
" Each man who has reported at the hospital in any

stage of simple alcoholism is treated as a case of alco-

holic poisoning, taken immediately to the operating-

room, his stomach emptied by the use of the stomach-

pump, and thoroughly washed out with warm soda

solution. After this he is given a bowl of hot beef-

extract, with cayenne pepper, allowed an hour's rest,
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after whicli he is generally perfectly able, however

uinvilling, to do his duty. If the weather is severe,

either very hot or very cold, it might not be safe in

his depressed condition to force a man to work out of

doors immediately after this procedure, but at this

post the extremes are not great, and it has in uo case

resulted prejudicially to the patient. Occasionally

some resistance is met with, but two, or at most three,

able-bodied hospital-corpe men and a perforated

wo(jdeu gag, such as comes with the stomach-pump,

will, with patience and determination, overcome al-

most any ordinary opposition. The effect of this

treatment has been uniformly excellent. The stom-

ach, emptied of its irritating contents and cleansed of

the thick, tenacious mucus that is always present iu

such cases, is much less irritable and rarely rejects the

beef-extract, which is given immediately ; the nervous

symptoms improve at once; sedatives administered by

the mouth have a far more prompt and lasting effect,

and in almost all cases the craving for liquor is very

much diminished. Of course, cases may occur which

are too serious for such summary treatment. I have

not met with any myself, and have used the stomach-

pump with good effect iu cases even of delirium tre-

mens and alcoholic coma. These cases, of course, are

taken into the hospital and treated as dangerously

sick men. I may add that in but one case has it been

necessary to use this treatment on the same man more

than once."

It is quite an interesting question how far this ther-

apeutic success will tend to the adoption of a similar

method in civil life.

One of the interesting innovations of the Surgeon-

General is the promulgation of a new system of classi-

fication of diseases. Until recently the classification

in use was based on that of the College of Physicians

of England. This system is now inconsistent in many
points with our present knowledge of the causations

and processes of disease. The Surgeon-General has,

therefore, drawn up a new system of classification, in

which the causes of disability are aggregated into five

principal classes : (1) infectious diseases, general and

local; (2) diseases of nutrition, general; (3) struct-

ural aud functional diseases of organs ; (4) accidents

and injuries ; (5) unclassified.

Many of the diseases now classed as diseases of par-

ticular organs are placed among the infectious dis-

eases ; such as tonsillitis, pericarditis, endocarditis.

Of the diarrheal diseases of the old list acute dysen-

tery has been placed among the infectious.

On the whole, this report shows emphatically that

the army-surgeon is the sanitary officer. The reports

from different medical officers may not be any more

careful this year thau previously ; but somehow they

serve to show the great number of interests iu his

hands, as to the soldier, his food, clothing, foot-gear

;

his social habits, his exercise, his environment; the

way he is housed, warmed, washed, and the air he

has to breathe.

In commentiug recently, on the actions of a subal-

tern who has made himself somewhat notorious, it has

been said that all his previous commanding officers

must share the blame in that they have i^ot found

means of keeping the young man too busy to form bad

habits. It suggests itself that the Surgeon General

does not intend to. leave his officers, old or young,

sufficient leisure to go very far astray.

A MODEL PUBLIC BATHING ESTABLISHMENT.

The town of Brookline, Mass., has decided to build

a model public bathing establishment on land adjacent

to its principal public playground which is in the cen-

tre of population aud near the new high school. The
committee of three appointed by the town, consists of

a physician, who is also the local health-officer; a mas-

ter mechanic, formerly on the board of health, and a

lady greatly interested iu practical philanthropy who
is on the board of overseers of the poor. The plan of

the committee is a liberal and interesting one, and

gives the town a suitable brick buildiug, containing a

sufficient number of the best form of cleanliness baths

(twelve rain baths and three tub baths, with space for

more in the future), a swimming-tank, 80 feet by 26

feet, lined throughout with white glazed brick; a tank

22 feet by 10 feet, of the same material, for instruc-

tion in swimming when the large tank is empty and

floored over; a sufficient number of dressing-rooms,

toilet-rooms, a small steam laundry, steam heating,

ventilation, plumbing etc., and two large uufinished

rooms up-stairs in the head-house that will be useful

as meeting rooms, for lockers, etc., while the large

tank-room, when floored over in winter, will afford a

better place for gymnasium work and drill for the

school-boys than any other building now available.

In the committee's later investigations an improve-

ment has been found iu two of the best and most re-

cently completed bathing establishments in Germany
which deserves mention, namely, the addition of a

passageway in rear of the dressing-rooms that sur-

round the swimming tanks, as well as in front of them.

This addition has the hearty approval of Dr. E. M.
Hartwell, Director of Physical Culture in the Boston

public schools, and has obvious advantages, not only

iu convenience but iu keeping clean the passageway

around the swimming-tank, and therefore the water

— a most important point— also securing better venti-

lation for the dressing-rooms and better order among
the bathers ; and this has been introduced here.

At the town meeting January 30, 1896, it was voted

to build according to the plans of the committee; the

necessary amount of money was voted ; and, thanks to

the committee aud to the support of the medical pro-

fession, Brookline will have a suitable institution for

jiromoting the bathing habit and for teaching her

school children to swim. An excellent example will

at the same time be given to other towns, which they

might follow to their great advantage. A bathing es-

tablishment would be as good a memorial gift to a

town as a library buildiug.
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MEDICAL NOTES.

An Outbreak of Ergotism.— The Russian cor-

respondent of the Lancet, in a letter published Janu-

ary 4th, writes that an epidemic of ergotism has ap-

peared in the government of Perm, in the northeast

of Russia. In some districts an average of seventeen

per cent, of the rye grains are found to be infected

with the claviceps fungus. It has been found most

difficult to separate satisfactorily the diseased from the

healthy grain ; but even a greater difficulty has been

that of persuading the peasants that the diseased grain

and the symptoms of ergotism stand in the relation of

cause and effect. Ergotism is popularly called in Rus-

sia '^ zlaia koricha," literally "malignant spasms,"

probably an indication that the nervous rather than

the gangrenous form of the disease is the more com-

mon.

Death following the Injection of Maragli-
ANo's Serum. — Dr. H. Blaise reports {Gazette Heb-

domadaire, January 19, 1896) a case of pulmonary

tuberculosis in a previously vigorous young girl, four-

teen years of age, treated by injections of Maragliano's

serum, where death followed in three weeks. The
serum and the instructions for its use were obtained

directly from Dr. Maragliano himself, and the direc-

tions for use were, according to Dr. Blaise, carefully

carried out. The reporter evidently thinks the rapidly

fatal sequel was due to the serum; and the case is,

therefore, of interest in view of Dr. Maragliano's

claim that his remedy is a harmless one.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston.— Dur-

ing the week ending at noon, February 5, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease:

diphtheria, 89, scarlet fever, 35, measles, 17, typhoid

fevtr, G.

The Free Veterinart Clinic. — The clinical

hospital connected with the Veterinary School of Har-

vard University was formally opened on Tuesday,

February 4th. It is located on Northampton Street,

near Tremont, and is sixty by one hundred feet on the

ground. It is well lighted, warmed, ventilated, and

furnished. It is intended to provide free surgical

treatment of all domestic animals to the large class of

the public who cannot afford to pay ordinary profes-

sional charges, thus contributing to the public good

and relieving the distress of many domestic animals

that are, under present conditions, sadly neglected.

The clinic will be held every week day from one to

three o'clock. The practical work will be by the

senior class of the Harvard Veterinary College. All

the work will be under the supervision of the college

faculty, and owners may be sure that their animals

will receive the best possible treatment. A fully

equipped shoeing forge is connected with the new hos-

pital, where difficult cases will be especially welcome

and will receive the best scientific attention. The

public is invited to inspect the new establishment at

will, and all owners of animals who feel they cannot

afford to pay professional charges are invited to bring

patients to the clinic.

Public Bathing Facilities for Brookline.—
The town of Brookline, Mass., on January 30th, ap-

propriated $40,000 for the purpose of furnishing free

public bathing facilities to its residents.

Precautions against Rabies.— Ju view of the

notice recently published by the State Board of Health

of Massachusetts that rabies was present in certain

cities and towns about Bostou, including Somerville,

the Somerville Board of Health has published the fol-

lowing regulation :

No dog shall be permitted to go at large in the city unless
securely muzzled with a proper fitting wire muzzle. Dogs shall

remain so muzzled for a period of ninety days, dating from
January 23d. No person shall during the continuance of this

order permit any dog owned by him, or which is in his posses-

sion or control, to go at large within the limits of Somerville
unless the dog is at all times securely muzzled.

The punishment for disobeying a rule or regulation

of the Board of Health is a fine not exceeding $500,

or imprisonment for a term not exceeding one year.

NEW YORK.

FiRK AT the State Hospital for Insane
Criminals. — On January 24th the magnificent State

hospital for insane criminals at Matteawan, near Fish-

kill, narrowly escaped destruction by fire at the hands

of one of the inmates, who with the most profound

cunning succeeded in setting fire to the buildings in

five different places. The hospital is the largest and
finest belonging to the State and cost over $1,000,000.

New York Lting-in Hospital.— The ninety-

seventh annual report of the Lying-in Hospital of the

City of New York, states that it begins the new year

with increased facilities for aiding the destitute and
that plans are under contemplation for still greater

improvements. The secretary in his report says

:

"The society has relieved and cared for nearly two
thousand destitute women during the past year, and
with the means of establishing additional sub-stations

in the tenement districts, can undoubtedly reach many
more who are now entirely without medical atten-

dance in childbirth, or only treated by ignorant mid-

wives, who often carry infection from one patient to

another, and in complicated cases cause untold suffer-

ing and hopeless deformity. The work and growth of

the society being greatly retarded. Owing to the lack of

a proper hospital building, the Board of Governors on
May 3, 1894, authorized the purchase of the Hamilton
Fish mansion, on the the corner of Second Avenue
and I7th Street at a cost of $200,000."

The Work of the State Charities Aid As-
sociation. — The twenty-third annual report of the

State Charities Aid Association shows that durinor the

past year special attention has been given to the work
of providing for unfortunate women, particularly

those who have been discharged from maternity hos-

pitals with their infants on their hands. The Associa-

tion undertakes to secure situations in the country for
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this class, and aims especially to prevent the separa-

tion of the mother and child, since the child separated

from its mother, almost always comes to an untimely

end. During the year 277 situations of this character

have been procured. Very many of these women

would otherwise have become dependent upon public

charities, at an average expense of $350 a year, while

the average amount expended by the Association in

each case has been 86.61.

STMrHYSEOTOMY AND TwiNs.— Dr. E. H. Ayres

reports what is believed to be the first delivery of liv-

ing twins by symphyseotomy on record, the operation

having recently been performed at the Mothers' and

Babies' Hospital on East 35th Street. A symphyseot-

omy in a double birth is said to have been done in

Italy in 1836, but the children died. It has been pro-

posed to name the twins, one of whom is a female and

the other a male, respectively "Symphie" and

" Tomos," in commemoration of the successful opera-

tion.

A Plan to Regulate Medical Expert Tes-

timony.— A special committee consisting of Drs. J.

B. Ransom, C. T. McDonald, E. J. Fisher, H. G.

Allison and S. B. Ward, appointed last year by the

Medical Society of the State of New York, has just

reported a plan to improve the methods of introducing

medical expert testimony in the courts. It is em-

bodied in a resolution to be presented to the Society,

and rfcoinmends the enactment of a law providing for

the appointment of experts by the courts, and that

only physicians of repute in this particular branch of

medical science in which the question calling for ex-

pert opinion relates shall be appointed ; that the func-

tion of these experts shall be advisory, and their num-

ber be sutficieut to adequately represent the court and

both sides of the question at issue ; that the experts

shall have access to all evidence, as well as to the

plaintiff and defendant in person (when this is desir-

able) ; that the experts shall submit to the court for

transmission to the jury a report setting forth their

conclusions and the facts in evidence on which such

conclusion is based ; that the crosE-examination of such

experts shall be limited to the facts and opinions em-

braced in their testimony, as embodied in their report;

and that their compensation shall be fixed by the court

at a rate that is reasonable for professional services of

such a nature.

THE MASSACHUSETTS CHARITABLE EYE
AND EAR INFIRMARY.

The Board of Managers of the Massachusetts

Charitable Eye and Ear Infirmary have presented to

the Legislature a petition to be allowed out of the

treasury of the Commonwealth the sum of one hun-

dred thousand dollars towards the cost of construction

of a new building.

This valuable institution was founded in the year

1827 "for the purpose of gratuitously relieving and

curing diseases of the eye and ear, and enabling poor

persons afflicted with such diseases to submit to a

course of medical treatment for the same." The pur-

pose of the original charter has been faithfully carried

out and the institution has increased largely in num-
bers and in its sphere of usefulness.

The present accommodations, especially those of the

Ophthalmic Department, are reported by the managers
as inadequate, and the buildings as old, and unsuited

to modern hospital requirements. The noise of the

teaming on Charles Street is a serious objection to tlie

present situation.

The managers are now able to secure from the

Massachusetts General Hospital sufficient land from its

grounds for the erection of a new, properly equipped

building, where it is believed there will be much less

noise, with the added advantages of a good northern

light for the operating rooms and close proximity to

the hospital, as there is frequent occasion for the trans-

fer of patients from one institution to the other. It

is for the purpose of securing this laud, the right to

take which expires on June 4, 1896, and of erecting

proper buildings upon it, that the petition is made.

The importance and value to the State of this most
worthy and beneficient charity should ensure the

granting of their petition.

THE EFFECT OF MUSIC ON THE GROWTH
OF THE HAIR.

The London correspondent of Le Temps writes that

an English statistician has just demonstrated by fig-

ures the effect of music on the growth of the hair.

The remarkable facts which he has discovered relate

less to composers than to players. Among composers

baldness is as frequent as among other professions,

namely, twelve per cent., a proportion surpassed only

by physicians, thirty per cent, of whom are said to be

bald. The instrumental performer, however, almost

always retains his hair up to an advanced period of

life; performers on certain instruments retain their

hair longer than others.

The piano and the violin, the piano in particular,

prevent or arrest the loss of the hair. We are com-

pelled to admit this on examining the portraits of

Paderewski, Frederick Dawson, Vladimir di Pach-

mann, Leonard Borwich, Sapellnikoff, Henry Richard,

Bird, and fimile Sauer, without including the prodigy,

Joseff Hoffman, whose luxuriant growth of hair

might be accounted for by his youth, even if he were

not a pianist, and the aged Charles Halle who died re-

cently at an advanced age in possession of all his hair.

The same preservation of the hair must be acknowl-

edged to the violin, but in the players of this instru-

ment the hair grows a little less luxuriantly, and there

are a few cases of partial baldness. Eugene Ysaye,

Willy Hess, Sarasate. Tividar Nachez, Joachim, Bette-

mau, Willy Burmesler, Fernandez Arboz, Johannes

Wolf, Victor Wilhelms, all possess luxuriant heads of

hair, but Louis Ries is compelled to use hair restorer,

and John Tiplady Canodus could easily count the

hairs which remain.

Similar observations have been made in the case of

female violinists. The Swedish violinist Freda Scotta

has an admirable head of black hair, and the yellow

hair of the Austrian, Gabrielle Wietrowetz, falls to

her feet.
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Players on other instruments approach the mean of

the learned professions, namely, about eleven per cent,

of baldness. The 'cello, the contra-bass, the alto and

the harp preserve the hair fairly well, but one is not

justified in placing much confidence in the hautboy,

clarionette or flute, which do not guarantee the pres-

ervation of the hair much beyond the fiftieth year.

On the other hand, brass instruments have a fatal in-

fluence on the growth of the hair, notably the cornet,

the French horn, and the trombone, which apparently

will depilate a player's scalp in less than five years.

Our statistician simply states the facts, and leaves

to scientific investigators the task of search for the

causes which underlie them. It would certainly be in-

teresting to find out why the slide trombone makes the

hair fall out, while the piano preserves it. The sta-

tistician does not tell us, but his observations are well

grounded, aad will be easily confirmed by studying the

musicians in the orchestras at concerts and theatres.

The baldness which prevails among members of regi-

mental bands has been given the name of " trumpet

baldness," calvitie des fanfares.

It would be interesting to know whether the pre-

dominance of brass instruments which the music of

Wagner has introduced, has brought with it an in-

crease of baldness among orchestras which are in the

habit of rendering the music of that composer. It is

also just possible that the baldness which is said to

prevail among the habitues of the front royps at the

theatre may be due to the proximity of the brass in-

struments, or may be caught by some contagion from

the players themselves.

THE CARE OF VAGRANTS IN NEW YORK CITY.

Owing to the inadequacy of the various police

station-houses for accommodating the large number of

homeless people seeking a night's lodging, the Com-
missioners of Charities have this winter placed at the

disposal of such lodgers the waiting-rooms on the dock

of the Department at the foot of East 26th Street.

This, however, has been only as a temporary make
shift, and the small rooms, which are totally devoid of

all sleeping accommodations, have been frightfully

over-crowded, so that there has not been space on the

floors for all the miserable wretches to lie down.

The Board of Estimate and Apportionment lias re-

cently appropriated $10,000 for an experimental muni-

cipal lodging-house, and the scheme is to be put to a

practical test immediately. The proposed plan is as

follows : A large barge, such as is used for summer
excursions, is to be leased by the Commissioners and

will be moored at the shore end of the dock. It will

be enclosed with a substantial board sheathing, and

the interior will be kept at a comfortable temperature

by means of a heating apparatus worked by a small

steam engine placed in the hull. At least two hun-

dred iron beds will be erected, and a large space on

the main deck will be partitioned off as a bath-room

fitted up with spraying apparatus; while at the en-

trance to the floating lodging-house there will be a

prominent sign with the words, " No Bath, No Bed."

There will be a disinfecting and purifying room ad-

joining, in which the clothing of the lodgers will be

treated while their persons are being cleansed in the

baths. Substantial meals will be provided from the

kitchen connected with Bellevue Hospital, and three

days' work will be furnished every lodger who desires

to remain that long, the work at which employment
will be given being the handling of the coal used in

and about Bellevue Hospital, the loading and unload-

ing of the steamboats running to the East River

islands containing also city institutions, and the clean-

ing of the large pier.

It is believed that this plan will furnish the means
of sifting out the really deserving poor from the

vagrants and professional lodgers, who, as soon as

their real character is learned will be arraigned before

a magistrate and sent to the workhouse for six months.

(Corre^fpon&ence.

MIXING LOCAL ANESTHETICS WITH THEIR
PHYSIOLOGICAL ANTIDOTES.

Boston, January 29, 1896.

Mr. Editor:— Several alkaloids are used as local an-

esthetics in dentistry. Some of them have produced and
all may cause grave symptoms from absorption.

Combining an alkaloid with its physiological antidote re-

duces the danger and does not prevent the local anesthetic

effect. As cocaine is now frequently injected as a local

anesthetic in minor surgery it may be worth while to call

attention to this principle.

William Herbert Rollins.

RECORD OF MORTALITY

For thk Week ending Saturday, January 25, 18P6.
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croap, diarrheal diseases, wboopiDg-cougli, erysipelas and fe-

rerg) i3:i, acute lung diseases iVAl, eousuiuption 39}, diphtheria
and rrnup Wi, diarrheal diseases 51, typhoid fever SO, measles
4;i, scjirlet (ever 39, cerebro-spiual meningitis 20, whooping-cough
17, erysipelas 14.

From measles New York 21, Brooklyn U, Philadelphia 9,

Washington 3, Chicago and Baltimore 1 each. From scarlet

fever New York 23, Brooklyn 8, Chicago 2, Philadelphia 2,

Baltimore, Nashville and Newton 1 each. From cerehro spinal
meningitis Chicago 7, Washington 4, New York 3, Lynn 2,

Charleston, Worcester, Somerville and Pittsfield 1 each. From
whooping-cough New York H, Brooklyn 5, Boston 2, Philadel-
phia, Baltimore, Lynn and Springfield 1 each. From erysipelas
New York 3, Chicago, Philadelphia, Brooklyn and Boston 2 each,
Cleveland and Cambridge 1 each.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales with
an estimated population of 10,S<)0,y71, for the week ending
January iNth, the death-rate was 19.7. Deaths reported, 4,0!*;
acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) 33i), measles
20N, wbooping-cougb 135, diphtheria 100, scarlet fever 42, diar-
rhea 41, fever 38.

The death-rates ranged from 11.0 in Croydon to 30.1 in Wol-
verhampton: Birmingham 23.7, Bradford 18.5, Bristol 17.2,

Gateshead 17.5, Hudderstield 14.0, Leeds 17.2, Leicester 21.5,

Liverpool 25.6, London 19.1, Manchester 23.5, Newcastle-on-
Tyne 17 0, Nottingham 15.7, Portsmouth lU.fi, Sheffield 18.6,

Swansea 24.3, West Ham 15.8.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD,

For Che week ending January 25tb, in Boston, according to
observations furnished by Sergeant J. W.Smith,of the United
States Signal Corps:—

Baro-
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THE GILBERT MURDER TRIAL.

A Medico-Legal Review.'

BY F. W. DRAPER, M.D.

The victim of the homicide which is the subject of

this report was a girl of eight years, whose short

stature of three feet and nine inches and weight of

less than fifty pounds represented better an age two

years younger. Her bright, childish ways made her

a favorite in her neighborhood and she received with

indiscriminate readiness the good-natured familiarity

of those who frequented her father's shop near her home.

Her precocity, rather than her beauty, attracted atten-

tion, but never, so far as is known, transcended pro-

priety.

The defendant, Angus D. Gilbert, was a young man
twenty-nine years old, a native of Nova Scotia. His

father was a chronic inebriate and his mother had had

a brother and a sister who were insane. The death

of his mother left him in a moody condition of mind

and created in him a restless desire to leave his home
and to seek a livelihood elsewhere. He came to Bos-

ton eight years ago and has worked continuously at

one place, serving as a man of general utility about a

large boarding house at Savin Hill. His duties were

not irksome and in the evening he supplemented his

day-work by caring for the neighboring railroad sta-

tion. He occupied at uight a room furnished for him

in an unused stable adjoining the house of his em-

ployer ; under this stable was a cellar, easily ac-

cessible from the outside by several doors and from

the floor above by a stairway.

During his eight years' residence at Savin Hill,

Gilbert had an excellent name for quiet, praiseworthy

behavior ; he was obliging in disposition and faithful

in the discharge of his duties. Before the present

affair, his record was free from any charge of wrong-

doing. The one recognized stain in his record was
occasional indulgence in intoxicating liquors ; this had

never gone to the point of incapacitating him for the

discharge of his duties, and was known only by the

loquacity and the flushed face which it caused. The
indulgence was intermittent ; and it is established that

he had been drinking too freely during the morning of

April 10th, the day of the homicide.

In his physical appearance, there was nothing to

suggest a wicked nature. He was below the average

stature of adult manhood, rather spare and not ill-

looking. His face invited confidence, and had no in-

dication of either grossness or malice. He would be

accepted as an ordinary young man, free from guile.

In the afternoon Of April 10th, the young girl dis-

appeared. She had her dinner with her brother,

played around her father's shop for a time, then van-

ished. No alarm was felt until the evening, when her

failure to return home excited natural apprehension.

Next day, her father and some of his neighbors began

to search for her. In this search, Gilbert joined, and,

in the presence of witnesses, made use of emphatic ex-

ecrations upon the man who had enticed the child

away. But police inquiry soon uncovered facts which

directed attention to Gilbert himself; it was learned

that he and the girl were seen together at a little dis-

> Read at the October meeting of the Mageachusette Medico-Legal
Society.

tance from her father's shop and a short time after the

father had last noticed her. One witness after an-

other was found who saw the two together on the way
leading to Gilbert's premises ; they were going along

in the most amicable manner, sometimes hand-in-hand,

and all the time without auy sign of restraint or

coercion in the girl's movements. Their route did not

follow the highway, but leaving the public street, took

a course across the railroad tracks and along a path-

way at the upper edge of a marshy area, to the foot

of a street upon which Gilbert lived; and scarcely a

rod of this course was unobserved. They went openly

and with friendly freedom and were last seen walking

along toward the stable where Gilbert roomed.

These facts, attested by so many witnesses, justified

the propriety of holding Gilbert on suspicion, and he

was taken into custody on the afternoon of April 13th.

Immediately after this was done, the police, although

not vet in possession of any real evidence involving

Gilbert as the author of a cruel crime, directed their

efforts to a thorough search of the premises occupied

by him. They examined his room and were re-

warded by finding blood-stained trousers hanging with

other clothing, without any attempt at concealment.

They found, also, three handkerchiefs and a towel

with suspicious stains upon them.

They then turned their attention to the cellar under

this room. After a little investigation, one of the

officers found a spot where the soil was loose, and

carefully scraping it away he soon uncovered a child's

foot; a little more earth was removed, and the body

of the missing girl was revealed lying face down in the

shallow hole, the covering of earth over the back of

the body being not more than eight inches deep.

Further disturbance of the body was postponed until

the medical examiner's arrival. He came upon the

spot an hour and three-quarters later, and assisted in

lifting the body from its shallow grave. It was fully

clothed, the outer garments being in place and but-

toned in proper order ; the hat, a broad-brimmed felt

with ostrich-feather trimming, considerably broken,

lay under the girl's feet ; the felt was neither cut nor

torn. It was evident, however, that severe injuries

had been inflicted upon the head, the hair being much
matted and blood-stained and the cranial contour

greatly altered. The body was rigid and cold. The el-

bows were flexed so that the right hand nearly

touched the right shoulder, and the left hand ap-

peared in the flexure of the right elbow, both hands

thus appearing at the right side of the body.

It was obvious that a more thorough examination

of the body was required than was practicable at that

time and in that dark cellar by the light of a lantern ;

accordingly, after identification, it was removed to the

City Hospital autopsy-room, and the following morning,

was made the subject of an autopsy. The clothing

of the child was first examined. There was a blood-

stain on the upper edge of the neck-band of the dress

where it crossed the front of the neck. The drawers,

of gray merino material, had been unbuttoned from
the inner cotton waist on their left side ; at the part

of the drawers over the genitals the seams which came
together here had been opened by breaking the

stitches so that an orifice admitting three fingers was
left. Careful search was made for any suspicious

stains, but nothing was found to suggest either a sem-
inal deposit or the marks of blood. In the seat of

the drawers was a moderate fecal discharge, and
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around and bcliind this, the fabric was wet; later, the
autopsy found thi' bhidder empty.

Tlie parts of the body which presented most medico-
legal interest were the head, the ueck, the external
genitals and the stomach. Instead of detailing the
autopsy according to the usual routine method, 1 shall

ask the privilege of concentrating attention on these

regions only, prefacing with the genenil staletnent

that other parts presented nothing worthy of note in

relation to this report.

Head.— The condition of this part can best be
described by using the word "smashed." The skull

was comminuted and lay in the scalp— a collection of

larger or smaller bony fragments to the number of

twenty-five. The effect of this extensive breaking
was to change the shape of the head so that it was
elongated from below upwards and resembled a fetal

head delivered after cephalotripsy. The force of the

violence was mainly in the frontal and left parietal re-

gions, and there were ample external indications of the

kind of traumatism which had wrought the mischief.

There were four open, contused wounds, easily dis-

tinguishable in the regions above named. One of

these extended obliquely across the forehead from
the bridge of the nose to a point an inch above the

middle of the right eyebrow ; another was at the outer
end of the left eyebrow; a third was in the left paii-

etal region, and the last of the series was behind the

upper part of the left ear, the edge of the ear itself

showing in its broken aud lacerated state that it had
received a part of the force of the blow. To these
should be added a contusion which was in the left

temple, just above the zygoma ; this had well-defined

parallel edges, three-fourths of an inch apart aud half

an inch long. The edges of the various open lesions

were irregular, ragged and contused ; they were
slightly parted. They varied in length from three

aud a quarter inches (on the left side of the head) to

one inch (hehind the left ear). In general course,

they showed a parallelism which indicated that the

blows Were struck without change of position on the
part of the assailant and his victim.

The effect of all this violence upon the parts be-

neath the surface can easily be appreciated. Out of

the fi>sures in the skull and the wounds of the scalp

and skin, blood and brain escaped freely and luingleil

in a matted mass in the hair. The left hemisphere of

the biain was extensively disorganized, but at no point

showed a clean cut or derinite seiiarate lesion. In the
parts below the cortex, the brain substance of both
hemii-pheres, such as retained some integrity, pre-

sented numerous punctate hemorrhages, especially

marked in the ganglia at the base. The surlace of

the brain on the ri-iht siile, which the blows did not
iuvolve, retained an unbroken appearance, but was
freely blood-stained.

The weapon which caused these wounds and the
manner of u.>ing it were clearly indicated. There was
no dilliculty in determining that repealed blows with
a blunt instrument cau.-ed the fatal head injuries and
of ail such instruments an aXe was the most probable.
Such a weapon, indeed, had already been found on the
floor of the stalile iii the cellar of which the body was
buried. It was an ordinary axe of lull size, showing
long and rough previous u.-e ; its edge was dulUd and
its back part was irregular from much [louiidiiig. On
the surface of the blade were reddish stains ami in the
eye, caught in the uneven wood of the handle-end,

were three line hairs of a light color. Both sides of

the liaijclle near the eye of the blade showed fresh

scraping of the wood, but not deep enough to obliter-

ate some suspiciously red stains in the natural seams
aud depressions. This important witness, found on
ihe premises and so near the room of its habitual user,

came into my possession when the girl's body was un-

covered. I placed my initials on it for iiientitioation

and took the earliest ojjportunity to deliver it, otiier-

wise uuchaug.'d. into the hands of Ur. E. S. Wood
and Dr. W. F. Whitney for their microscopic examin-
ation. It was obvious that it had some significant re-

lations to the crime which destroyed the child's life;

and it was plain that all the lesions on her head could

be explained by blows with the posterior or hammer-
end of its metal blade.

Neck.— Two inches below the left auditory meatus
and a little behind its vertical line was a group of

three marks— the upper, of about the size and shape
of a graiu of rye, having the appearance of a super-

ficial abrasion ; the second, just under this, a curved
line a quarter of an inch long, with its concavity

directed backward ; and the third, below the second, a

curved line, three-quarters of an inch long and with

its concavity downward and backward. On the op-

posite side, midway between the auditory opening aud
the tip of the chin was another group of three super-

ficial lesions of which the upper was a triangular abra-

sion of the skin, of the size and shape of a beech-nut ; the

middle a straight, oblique abrasiou half an inch long; aud
the lower a curved indentation five-eighths of an inch

long, with its Cducavity opening backwards. On the

front of the neck, over the middle of the thyroid carti-

lage, was atransverse, superficial groove, with irregular

edges, an inch and a half long, slightly parted and in-

volving the thickness of the skiu. From the left end
of this ragged cut, there extended a broken hut

straight series of dots and spots toward the lef t sterno-

masloid ; under this brokeu line, there were numerous
red dots, representing pressure from without applied

through a fabric which had imprinted its texture upon
the thin and delicate skin. Under this lesion on the

front of the neck, the tissues were ecchymosed and
intiltrateii with blood, but there was no defined groove

or desiccation. The larynx and trachea were not in-

jured. In the left side of the neck, beneath the

lesions noticed externally, there was much reddening

aud infiltration, giving the parts a mottled aspect.

This appearance, with the evidences of swelling in

the same region, represented some form of external

violence. What was it? It seemed to me to be due,

without a question, to the application of a hand at the

back of the child's neck for the purpose of drawing
tightly U|)on the neck-band of her dress; the edge of

this band, immediately over the transverse ragged cut

iu the skiu was blood-stained. The direciiou of the

curved marks on the left side of the neck and es-

pecially the backward opening of the crescent Hues
suggested a tliumb-nail's pressure, for couuter-exten-

eion or a point of leverage.

It should be added in this connection that the

thoracic and abdomiual organs were without the evi-

dences of asjdiyxia. The cavities of the heart con-

tained only a moderate supply of blood, of a Horid

Color and fluiii consistency. There were no sub-peri-

cardial ecchymoses. The lungs were dry and (lale,

without any 8ul>-pleural, punctate ecchymoses or pe-

ripheral emphysema. The bronchi were pale and
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empty. The spleen, liver, kidneys and mucous lining

of the stomach and intestines were without any ap-

pearance of congestion.

Genitals.— The vulval region had the undeveloped

aspect of chaste and innocent childhood; the deeper

parts were wholly concealed within the external labia.

Tliere was no sign of injury about the groins, or the

thighs, or the labia majora. The nates were smeared
with a fecal discharge, and with this exception the

region of the genitals upon a superficial inspection

offered nothing noteworthy. Careful search for a sem-

inal deposit was made, with negative results. It was
not until the thighs were separated and the outer labia

were parted that any sign of violence came into view ;

then the following appearances were observed : The
mucous membrane of the vestibule, the ostium vagiuiw

and the fourchette was of a vivid red color, represent-

ing active irritation. The hymen was torn in three

directions from a normal orifice situated somewhat an-

teriorly. The laceration took the form of a letter Y,

the posterior rent extending well backwards and in-

volving the edge of the fourchette ; the anterior tears

were shorter. The edges of the laceration were blood-

stained and represented a lesion just before death.

The opening made by this violent entry through the

hymen was not large; it admitted the index finger of

the examiner to the second joint. Upon internal ex-

amination, the vagina, a rudimentary passage of in-

fantile size, showed along its posterior wall a distinct

ecchymosis involving half the lumen and extending half-

way to the OS uteri; the mucous membrane was not

wounded.
This vaginal lesion, taken in connection with the

ruptured hymen and the marked irritation of the

deeper parts of the vulva, left no doubt that a

foreign body had made forcible entry. But the small

size of the artificial vaginal orifice, the undeveloped

anatomical structure of the organs forbidding the intro-

duction of any comparatively large structure, com-

pelled the conclusion that a finger, rattier than a penis,

bad assailed the region and had caused all the injuries

observed there. This conclusion was fortified by the

negative results of a microscopic examination of the

moist mucus of the vestibule and the vagina ; this ex-

amination brought to view epithelial cells, bacteria and

blood-globules, hut no spermatozoa. It is a subject of

regret that the desirability of a microscopic examiiia-

tion of the material under Gilbert's forefinger-nail did

not suggest itself seasonably ; such an examination

might have had startling corroborative fruits.

Stomach.— This organ possessed sime interest with

reference to the time of the death in its relation to the

last meal. The child had dinner at half-past one

o'clock ; the dinner consisted of fried haddock, boiled

potato, squash pie, bread and butter and milk or tea.

She was last seen alive at or about half past three

o'clock the same afternoon. At Ihe autopsy, the

stomach contained five fluid-ounces of partly-digested,

well disintegrated food, in which pultaceous mass, bits

of potato, small, soft, yellow masses and minute frag-

ments of curd-like consistency were distinguij-hable.

What this gastric evidence indicated, when interpreted

with the aid of a microscope, will be set before the So-

ciety in another coniieciion. To my own mind, it was

in entire harmony with other evidence relating to the

time of the child's death, and gave to scientiHc re-

search an exct-llent opportunity to prove its utility for

judicial purposes.

Now, collating and analyzing these various data,

what significance have they with reference to the

purely medico-legal problem of the cause and manner
of this child's death ? I think they lead us to the fol-

lowing conclusions :

(1 ) The cause of the death was fracture of the

skull and injury to the brain, resulting from repeated

blows on the head.

(2) These blows were given with energetic force,

the weapon or instrument being a heavy and blunt one
like the corner of the poll of an axe.

(3) The immediate lethal influence was the stunning

and killing shock resulting from the extensive dis-

organizing lesions of the brain substance ; it was not

hemorrhage, since the organs, though pale, were not

exsanguine to a degree which fatal loss of blood would
require.

(4) The situation and appearance of the forehead

and scalp wounds suggested that they were received

while the little girl lay on her back, with her face

turned somewhat to the right shoulder, presenting the

left side of the head to the blows of her assailant who
stood over her facing the right parietal region.

(5) The condition of the neck showed strangulation

to a degree but little short of fatal. The child was
choked, but not choked to death, by the tightening of the

neck-band of her dress ; and the ragged groove in the

skin where the edge of this band had cut through

showed that the struggling had been severe in the

attempts to escape. The nail-marks on the side of the

neck were a part of the one act of strangulation and
not a separate act.

(6) The vulval and vaginal injuries were proofs of

digital violence. It was an indecent assault, not a rape.

Sexual violence, if contemplated, was not consum-
mated, although the lustful intent was manifest.

(7) The time of the tragedy was between two and
three hours after the child's last meal.

Transposing these data, and weaving them into a

reasonable hj-potbetical narrative of what transpired,

the story runs like this. The little girl went freely

with her half-intoxicated comrade to see the place

where he lived. Whether he enticed her may never be
known. Whether the alcohol in his body permitted

him to realize the nature of his actions may remain an
impenetrable mystery. But the two, after a little ex-

ploration of the main floor of the stable descended to

the dimly lighted cellar beneath. The man's heated

blood craved sexual gratification and in a weak and
cowardly yielding to temptation, he sought to gain

this, first by libidinous manipulation of the child's

vulva, meaning no doubt, to finish with an attempt at

sexual intercourse. This indecent conduct on the part

of the man. her friend and her father's friend, gave
her physical pain and frightened her. In her distress

and alarm, she tried to scream. Then her assailant be-

gan to appreciate what he was doing. Those calls for

help meant discovery and disgrace; the child's cries

must be stopped. Not meaning to destroy her, but
only to silence her and to gain time, he seized her by
the collar of her cloak and band of her dress, using

his right hand at the back of her neck. The child

tried vainly to cry out in her terror ; she struggled

with all her strength. Her assailant's grasp tightened

to such a degree that the skin of her neck was cut.

His lu-.tful fury became uncontrollable. He choked
his little struggling victim to syncope; then, drop-

ping her limp body and seizing an axe near at hand,
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he gave full freedom to his passion and battered

and smashed the head of the already half-dead child

and so destroyed her life completely.

This is the picture which the imaginatiou draws of

what occurred that April afteruoou in the cellar at

Savin Hill. It is possible that some of the details of

the sketch are somewhat visionary ; but to the main

scheme and motive of the tragedy, the proven facts

lend themselves harmoniously. The weapon, the

bloody spot in the sand of the cellar, the anatomical

appearances of the girl's body and the condition of her

clothing, the stains upon other clothing found on the

premises where the homicide was committed, all these

are realistic witnesses of this drama of unsatisfied lust

and unbridled passion.

Let us turn for a moment from the deed to its im-

puted agent. What was Gilbert's demeanor after the

homicide? All the testimony is concurrent that there

was no observable material change from his usual

manner. He joined in the search for the missing girl.

He bestowed his maledictions on the person who had

enticed her away or had harmed her. He attended to

all his duties with fidelity and accuracy. He was
open, calm and uaturak He played " pool " in the

afternoon of April 11th with his usual show of good

fellowship. He kept an appointment with an ac-

quaintance in the evening of April 10th and this man
did not notice anything unusual about him. Immedi-

ately after the homicide, in the afternoon of April 10th,

he reported with accuracy to his employer the several

errands he had done for her that morning and the only

unusual feature which she observed in his appearance

or conduct was a flushed face and some evidence that

he had been drinking, but nothing to suggest that

within the previous hour he had been the principal

actor in a murder of peculiar atrocity.

Then, three days later, when he was arrested, he

was equally free from agitation or incriminating be-

havior. His calmness and self-control did not for-

sake him. If he felt any burden of guilt, he was suc-

cessful in concealing it from the trained observation of

skilled detectives who, again and again, for more than

twenty-four hours plied him with questions in their

search for evidence. At first, he maintained an ag-

nostic attitude toward the whole transaction, he knew
nothing about it. Then, when in the unequal contest

between himself alone and the various officers who
were giving him a taste of the French method of

police inquiry, he was told that be was the one who,

in the detective's belief, had found the body of the

girl and had buried it in the cellar, he replied with the

utmost coolness, "If I admit that, how will it help

me?" After a few hours alone and at night, he said

with entire readiness that the officer's surmise was
right, that going into the cellar in the morning of

April 11th (the day after the murder) he saw the

little girl lying on her back dead, that he was fright-

ened and the thought possessed him that he would be

charged with killing the child, and under the control

of this fear he got a spade, dug a'hole and buried her.

When asked why he made the grave so shallow, his

reply was that he intended to remove the body later.

In immediate connection with this avowal, he went a

step further and to the question, " What did you
think?" he said, "I thought I had killed her, but I

had no recollection of it. I had been drinking consider-

ably that day." To a question whether he felt satis-

fied in bis own mind that he had killed the little girl,

although he did not remember it, bis answer was in

the affirmative. Finally, as a climax and conclusion

of the police cross-examination, he made a long state-

ment of his actions covering the interval from 8 A. m.,

April 10th, until his arrest in the afternoon of April

13tb, and this statement was written as it was deliv-

ered and was signed by him as correct. Its peculiar-

ity is the accurate memory which it represents of

every detail of his conduct, including the burial of the

child's body and the smearing of his trousers with her

blood in that transaction ; but of the really essential

matter, the fact that he was with the girl and the

period of time in which the murder was done, he uses

only the following commonplace words: "Can re-

member of going around the sewer-way to the stable

and through it to my room. Had only been in there

a short time when Mrs. Emmons [his employer] called

me and I went to speak to her." In all these dram-

atic approaches to the central act of the crime, in all

his answers to searching questions relating to it, he
displayed a coolness and a candor which marked him
as either an exceptionally skilful liar who could not

be entrapped or as a victim of tragic circumstances, of

the memory of which not a trace remained. Evi-

dently, this extraordinary behavior makes the man a

worthy subject for psychological study.

Another point in this connection is interesting. If

we assume, as we must in the light of all the evidence,

that Gilbert's hand destroyed the child's life, we can-

not fail to be impressed by the brevity of this un-

planned chapter of wickedness. The data for the de-

termination of the time within which the various acts

were performed, including the horrible consummation,

are more definite than usual. The man with the girl

in his company was seen going toward the stable at

3.24 o'clock in the afternoon ; this time is fixed by the

arrival of a train according to its schedule at the

Savin Hill railroad station ; the two were then about

five minutes' walk from the stable, and they were seen

later going together in close proximity to that spot.

It may fairly be stated that they entered the structure

at half-past three. Gilbert responded to his employer's

call and came out of his room very soon after four

o'clock, certainly not later than ten minutes after four.

And in that brief time of forty minutes, all the sad

details of that homicide were accomplished.

The machinery of criminal jurisprudence in Massa-

chusetts is very apt to move with a ponderous deliber-

ation which has obvious disadvantages. The present

instance, however, is an exception to the rule. The
various steps in the judicial prosecution of Gilbert

were accomplished with a celerity almost sensational.

He was indicted for murder at a special session of the

grand jury April 18th, five days after his arrest and

eight days after the murder. His trial followed ten

weeks later and a conviction of murder in the first de-

gree came very promptly at its conclusion. The trial

proceedings were marked by extraordinary smoothness

and directness. The Commonwealth, represented by

the honorable attorney-general and the assistant dis-

trict-attorney for Suffolk, placed before the jury a

well-ordered body of testimony which must have con-

vinced even the prisoner that he was guilty. It cer-

tainly convinced his counsel, for no serious attempt

was made to meet, deny or control it. Indeed in the

conduct of the defence, the fact that Gilbert was the

guilty agent of the child's murder was admitted, the

contention being that he was irresponsible by reason
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of insanity. To this contention, the principal medico-

legal interest of the case attached itself; and the medi-

cal propositions and opinions of physicians employed
for the accused, with their rebuttal by other physicians

in behalf of the Commonwealth, offered a new illustra-

tion of the prevailing barrister's methods of using

medical experts. Into a consideration of the question

of the defendant's insanity I have no purpose or desire

to enter; that subject will be ably presented to the

Society by another participant in the trial.

During the whole course of the trial, which like a

great river in its normal channel, went forward

quietly, implacably, bearing down all before it, the

accused preserved an unmoved serenity. He was
either a successful actor, able to conceal all emotion

under a mask of the calmest indifference or his feel-

ings were literally anesthetized or benumbed under a

recognition of the situation in which he was placed.

Not even the superb forensic eloquence of the at-

torney-general in his closing address or the dramatic

denunciations hurled upon him by the dead girl's

mother as she left the witness-stand, disturbed him.

As he had conducted himself at the time of his arrest,

80 here, he was passive, patient, an enigma of stoicism.

The medical examiner's part in this trial was second-

ary. His main function was to narrate what he had

seen and done. He had a grateful sense of the value

of comprehensive memoranda of every detail of his

observations and the lesson, long since learned, that

full notes are better than the unaided memory when
the medical witness goes to court was again illustrated.

The proper preservation and identification of all things

relating to the case were also a source of contentment

and helped the smooth progress of the trial. This very

care, however, led to a singular incident which had the

elements of embarrassment in it. The axe with which

the murder was believed to have been committed had

been marked by the medical examiner when he received

it and had then passed from his custody into that of the

experts in microscopy. When it was produced in

court, the defendant's counsel asked, '' Does that re-

semble the axe which came into your hands when the

body was found?" Without pausing to consider the

enigma how an object can "resemble" itself, the wit-

ness answered, " It does, inasmuch as it is the axe it-

self." The answer was objected to but was allowed

by the court, as the only answer possible. Another

question referring to the axe, this time asked by the

attorney-general, suggested some of the snares wtych

a witness is fortunate in escaping. The witness was

asked if he had tried the axe in the several wounds to

ascertain if they corresponded. The answer was in

the negative and the witness had some satisfaction in

the thought that his apparent neglect, or, more prop-

erly, his studied care to keep the weapon exactly as it

was found, had spared him the need of explaining that

the blood spots on it were not the result of his zeal in

an unnecessary direction.

Tracheotomy Tubes for Race-Horses.— The
prevention of roaring in race-horses otherwise valu-

able, has been a desideratum of horse-breeders for

many years. It has been accomplished by the simple

surgical operation of tracheotomy. The value of this

procedure is attested by the fact that in the Selling

Steeplechase at the second January meeting at Man-
chester, England, the horses that finished first, second

and fourth, wore silver tubes in their wind-pipes.

THE GILBERT MURDER TRIAL.

The Defendant's Mental Condition.^

by oeobo£ f. jeli.t, m.d.

On the 16th of April last, I received a note from

the district attorney of Suffolk, asking me to com-

mence to visit Angus D. Gilbert and to make a care-

ful study of him. This was before the prisoner had

been indicted by the Grand Jury or had had counsel

assigned him. He had been arrested three days before

(April 13th) charged with the murder of Alice M.
Sterling.

On April I8th, I visited him, and told him that I

came from the district attorney to examine him, and

to inquire into the condition of his mind and body ; that

I would like to ask him questions, but that he need

not answer them or say anything to incriminate him-

self unless he was willing to do so. He replied that

he was willing to answer questions.

He seemed intelligent, and made his replies quickly

and with apparent clearness. He said that he was

born in Nova Scotia, but had been in the States seven

years ; that he had been employed at Savin Hill, Dor-

chester, as general chore-man, and at the Savin Hill

Station as assistant ticket-agent from 7 to 11.30 P. M.

daily; that he had generally been in good health till

he had suffered from la grippe last January or Febru-

ary, and had been pretty well from that time except

that he had not had so good an appetite as formerly.

(He also mentioned suffering from la grippe before

the present year.)

On inquiry, I found that he had never been arrested

before, but had taken liquor for at least four years,

and to some excess for two years, often drinking eight

or ten glasses of whiskey daily, and more or less beer.

He had been drunk several times, but had generally

planned to have some one substitute for him at the

railroad station, when he went away on his sprees,

and therefore had not lost his place. He had been

drinking a good deal during the week before the day

of his arrest, which was on Saturday, April 13lh.

He stated that on the day the little girl disappeared,

Wednesday, April 10th, he was in her father's barber

shop about 2 p. m. She was there. The next thing

he recollected was finding himself at the Savin Hill

railroad station about 3 or perhaps 3.;i0; that when in

the shop he was drunk ; that he did not go into the

depot, but went by ; that he did not recollect how he

got there, but had a faint recollection of going from
the depot, through what is called the sewer-way, up
Denny Street, to the stable of the house where he had

a room. He did recollect that his employer called to

him and asked him what message he had brought from

Boston, she having sent him there on an errand ; that

he went on and did his chores at the house as usual,

ate his dinner, went to the depot, and to Boston at

7.36 p. ^., returning at 9.34 P. m. ; that he drank

while in the city; that he did his work as usual at the

depot the rest of the night, went home and, he sup-

posed, went to bed, as he found himself there in the

morning but has no recollection of going home, and
wondered how he reached there; that he did his usual

work on the next day, Thursday, and on Friday, and
drank a good deal on both days ; that on Saturday,

the day of his arrest, he did not drink much; that he

had no recollection of having the little girl with him

* Read at the October meeting of the MaflsacUusetts Medico-Legal
Society.
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wlieu lie left the barher's shop, though the statiou

agent and oihers, he admitted, said that they saw her

with him. lie said that on Thursday (April lltii) he

went into the cellar of the stable about 9 a. m., and

found the little girl dead, with blood ou her head, and

he buried her; that he buried her because he was

afraid that he would be accused of murdering her.

I asked him if he thought thai he might have killed

her; ami he sai<l that he did not know, he could not

tell, and ad<led, " If I knew 1 killed her, I wouM say

so." I said to him, " It puts you in a bad place."

To which he replied, "Yes, I realize it," and added

that he understood some man had said that he heard a

noise about 9.30 P. M., Wednesday, and he said,

" When I have counsel I will ask him to find him."

I asked him if he knew of any occasions when he had

done things of which he afterwards had no recollec-

tion ; and he said that once, he thought about two

months before, he had been told that he came out

from Boston ou the train at 11.30, that there was a

girl ou the cars who had a cloak and a gossamer, that

he ()ut the gossamer around her, and the cloak ou him-

self, and went home with her, returuiug to the depot

between 1 and 2 A. m., that a police officer spoke to

him about this, but he had uo recollection of it. He
had been drinking freely at the time. Ou another

occasion, he had met a girl, he said, and a fellow told

him that he saw him talking with her. " When I

saw her afterwards," he said, " she said that it seemed

to her that I was a little off." Of this occurrence he

had DO recollection. He had been drinking. At an-

other time, he took dinner at the house where he

worked aud then went to the station, but recollected

nothing till he reached there. He was told that he

ate not only his own ditMier but also one ordered for

one of the boarders, which he grabbed aud ate with

his fingers. Of all these things he was oblivious.

He had been drinking to excess then. He was sure

that he had never lost consciousness unless he was

uuder the influence of liquor.

1 asked him about the trains which came to the

Savin Hill Statiou; and he gave the list aud the time

of arrival, from memory, accurately.

He said that he had had a good deal of intercourse

with women, and had had veuereal disease (chancre,

clap and a bubf). He said that he slept and ate

pretty well, aud that he did not worry, because he did

not kill the girl, though he buried her. He declared

that if any one would testify that he saw her go into

the barn with him, he would own that he committed

the murder; that he suspected no one else, and that

he would not throw suspicion upon any one, unless he

had reason for it ; that he could uot see what motive

he could have had for killing the child ; that her father

and he had always been the best of friends. He
recognized her by her dress, and was about to tell her

father on Friday, the day before ins arrest, that he

had found and buried her, but concluded uot to do so.

He was not surprised when he was arrested. I asked

him if he was more excited sexually when under the

influence of liquor, and he thought uot so much so, as

he then generally wished to go away by himself and

sleep.

A physical examination revealed nothing abnormal.

His pulse at the close of my interview was 84. and

seemed entirely normal, as did also the heart-aounds

on auscultation.

At my second interview, which took place on April

•28tb, ten days after the first, I found him looking bet-

ter. He recognized me at once. He said that he

slept well, and that his appetite had improved since he

had been in jail ; he supposed this was owing to the

fact that he had no liquor to drink. He again said

that he did not worry about his situation, because he

did not do the deed : that he had been drinking a good

deal on Wednesday, the day of the murder, and had

taken no breakfast. I went over very much the same
ground with him as in my previous interview, and he

gave substantially the same account of himself, vary-

ing in some particulars, which to me seemed important.

While still denying auy recollection of the child after

leaving her father's shop at three o'clock or a little

later, he admitted speaking to Mr. Burns on the

doorstep outside of the shop (he told me accurately

his residence) and something of the conversation be-

tween them. He still insisted that he knew nothing

more till he reached the station, when he saw the

station agent and waved his hand to him. From there,

to the stable of the house where he worked, his ac-

count was clear; and he added that betook off his coat

and sat in his room a few minutes before Mrs. E.

called him. He reiterated his account of his doings

during the remainder of the day, admitted that he

draidi more, and still claimed that he did not know
when he reached his room that night, though he recol-

lected leaving the depot to go home. He rose at 8 a. m.,

did his usual work, aud at 9 a. m. found the little girl's

body. He was much frightened at lirst and could not

thiuk. He buried the body before he went up stairs;

he did not know why he did so, he "guessed" through

fear.

He gave the same instances of the doing of things

of which he afterwards had no reccoUection, and, in

addition, the following: He was told, he said, that one

night he went in town and came out, but he had no

knowledge of it. I asked him if he were pretty drunk,

and he said he must have been as he had been drink-

ing. One day, two years ago, when he had taken a

good deal of liquor, he went dowu cellar to freeze ice-

cream ; he lay down aud went to sleep. When after-

wards awakened by some one, he found the cream was

frozen, but he had no recollection of having frozen it.

Ou the same afternoon, he went for some cream, and

the milkman told him afterwards that he was •' whoop-

ing it " on the street. Mrs. E. had given him money
to pay for the cream ; he gave her the change and the

u^t morning was about to do so again, when she told

him that he had already paid her. On the same night

he went to the statiou as u>ual, but did not know bow
he got there. At the depot, he knew what he was
doing but was "shaky."

I pressed him to recollect if there were any symp-

toms or peculiarities which he had noticed about him-

self; and he recalled that years before, at least five

years ai;o, when not ilrinking. and before he ever ac-

quired the habit of imlulging iu liquor, there were

times when everything would look black, but he would

not lose sight or consciousness. This condition would

continue uot more than a minute or two and would

sometimes, uot always, be followed by headache. He
had had none of these periods for years. 1 questioned

him as to whether he had had impulses to violence or

to do anything out of the ordinary course which were

bevond hi., control, and he was positive that there never

had been anyihing ol the kind.

He admitted, again, that the outlook was pretty
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black for him, but again said tbat he did not worry

about it, as he was iuuocetit of the crime. He said

that he was told at the police station that the litiie

girl was seen with him, but he still had no recollection

of it, and added, " What do I want of little girls when
there are so many big ones about?" and, '• It seems so

foolish of me to take the little girl to the station where
every one knew me."

Mv third interview took place May 18th, about

three weeks after the second. 1 found the prisoner

much the same, and drew from him the same account

of himself and of the periods when he had committed

acts of which he claimed to be uucouscious, but which

he admitted were always done wlien under the influ-

ence of drink. His recollection of his doings on tlie

afternoon of Wednesday, while at the barber's shop

and immediately after leaving, was given more in de-

tail each time and he seemed to recollect more that he

did and said. For instance, he gave the time wht-n he

entered the shop as a little after two. and recalled

looking at the clock; he recalled, also, that he leaned

his head on his arm, went to sleep, and left the shop

shortly after three, looking at the clock on coming out

and noticing that it was ten or fifteen minutes past the

hour. He mentioned the interview on the doorstep

but still denied all recollection of everything else till

he reached the depot. He gave more fully his con-

versation with Mrs. E. after he reached the stahle,

and what she said to him, and his replies. He had

been to invite her cousin and his wife to come out to

tea. He gave their'message and told minutely where

he went. He still stated that he remembered his

walk from the station but could not recall some things

that occurred that evening (lor instance, taking his

supper). He mentioned going in town, and, in addi-

tion, that he bought two lobsters, which he ate with a

man named Sanborn at the main station in Boston.

When I asked him (referring to his former statement)

if he found the child the next day, he declined to

answer. He said that he was arrested on Saturday,

and remained at the police station till Monday ; that a

police commissioner and others questioned him from
six or seven in the morning till twelve, except when
they took him to the stable where the body was fouml

;

that he was surprised when he was arrested, and did

not know why it was done till one of the police told him.

The Commonwealth's attorney asked Dr. Edward
Cowles, of the McLean Hospital, and Dr. William

A. Gorton, of the Butler Hospital, Providence, to

associate themselves with me and examine the pris-

oner. We agreed to have no conference about him at

all, till we had each seen him separately ; and after

each had formed an impression or opinion by himself,

to confer together and then to examine him together.

We saw him together on June 22d. He seemed to

talk as freely at this interview iu regard to most things

as when I had seen him alone, and described the

gradual increase of his drinking habits for years, and

said that for two years his indulgence iu liquor had

been more excessive; that he drank at the depot some-

times and once was so drunk that he slept out of doors

all night. Iu addition to the other periods of uncon-

sciousness which have been previously referred to, he

told of a wedding at South Boston where there was a

good deal of liquor and where he had taken a good
many drinks; on this occasion he had lost all recollec-

tion he said, from the time that he was dancing with a

girl tdl he found himself iu a room upstairs and several

people about him who said they had been looking for

liim for hours (he afterwards said "an hour ") ; that a

friend and himself came iu town that morning, took

breakfast at the Temple House and then weut home.

He claimed he recollected nothing of this also, except

going out of the room. He was asked again about his

habits in regard to sexual intercourse, and admitted a

good deal of indulgence both iu houses of ill fame and
elsewhere. He said that he had gonorrhea two years

ago, and a year ago, gonorrhea and a soft chancre,

with a swelling in his groin; that Ur. L., of Dorches-

ter, had called the sore he had on his penis a "soft

chancre." He said that he had known the child four

years and that she was eight years old, and expressed

himself as perfectly willing to talk about the occur-

rences of the day when the child was killed. He said

that he weut to town at 10.33 in the morning, that

Mrs. E. wanted him to go iu with an order for dinner

and to do an errand for her. He gave iu detail an

account of where he went, of what he purchased and
of the time cousumed. He told of drinkiug freely of

whiskey and beer, at least eight or ten drinks, and of

buying at the last saloOLi he visited a half-pint of

whiskey in a bottle which he put iu his pocket. He
did not recollect going out in the cars, but did remem-
ber iioing into the barbar's shop and sitting dowu, and
that Mr. Sterling was there, the man who worked for

him, and little Alice ; that it was ten or Hfteen min-

utes past two wheu he weut in and that he remained
till ten or fifteen minutes past three. He supposed he

must have gone to sleep or he would not have re-

mained so long. He did not recollect speaking to

Mr. Sterling or Alice, or that they spoke to him. He
thought that Mr. Burns woke him by speaking to him,

and again mentioned his conversation with him. He
still claimed to recollect nothing more till hp reached

the station and saw the station agent; but he added
that he saw two ladies and a gentleman waiting for a

train. He gave rather more lully than before an ac-

count of his interview with Mrs. E. at the stable and
of the events later in the day.

1 asked him if he went downstairs the next morn-
ing, Thursday, and he said that he did, aud added very
quickly, without beiug asked, that he did not see the

cliild and that he did not bury her. 1 recalled to him
the tact that he had admitted in two previous inter-

views that he had found and buried the child aud read

to him from my j otes what he had told me, almost in

his owu words; aud he replied that what I said was
true, aud again insisted that he found uothiug, and
stated that he confessed finding and burying the body
because he thought that they (meaniug the authorities)

were going to prove that he committed the crime any-

way. A police-inspector, he said, told him on Satur-

day, the day he was arrested that he (the inspector)

had known two men who liad committed murder when
under the influence of liquor who, when they came to

themselves, had said, "My God! did 1 do that?" and
had attempted to cover it up. Another officer, he

said, told him nothing could make it any worse for

him as they could trace the thing step by step. He
said also that he had been questioned for hours by the

police, from the chairman of the commissioners down ;

that lie supposed nothing would help him, and that if

he told any other story he would be subjected to an-

other cros—examination by the otiicers and therefore

he admitted what he did about finding aud burying
the body. He reiterated his denial aud said that a
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lawyer had told him not to tell the story to any living

person except his counsel. We asked him about the

clothing he wore on the day tlie child disappeared,

and he recollected having the clothing in his room on
Thursday and that he wore the trousers on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday of that week. He had the

nose-bleed and could account for the blood on his

baudkerchiefs and towels but not on the trousers and
shoes. Ue saw a little blood on the front of the shirt

and understood that there was blood on the arm which
he did not see. He referred to a part of his statement

to the police in which he said that in burying the

body, he had turned it round and placed it face down-
ward, and that he might in that way have got the

blood on his clothing; and denied it as he had prev-

iously denied all knowledge of the child.

At this interview, he was again examined physically

with some care. We found the heart and lungs nor-

mal, his pulse 84 and regular towards the end of the

visit which lasted two hours and fifty minutes;
his knee-jerk was perhaps slightly exaggerated; there

was no evidence of any trouble with his digestion or

with any of the abdominal organs. His sight and hear-

ing were good and sensation was normal.

Dr. Gorton in one of his examinations found an in-

equality of the pupils, but it was immediately removed
by placing the prisoner in a position where the same
amount of light entered each eye, and there was no
permanent change in the size of the pupils. During
my own interview I noticed no change in the pupils.

He seemed to us all to be a man of ordinary intelli-

gence, rather more^iutelligent, indeed, than the aver-

age man in his station in life. We took particular

care to guard him against incriminating himself, unless

he wibhcd to do so and gave him abundant time to

answer questions deliberately. He evidently realized

his situation and was not the indifferent man which
his counsel claimed. He saw the damaging effect of

the admissions which he had made at the time of his

arrest and endeavored to take them back so far as he
could, or to explain them away. He did not have the

appearance of an emotional man, and had excellent

self-control. He seemed to have a certain amount of

confidence, that having had what he claimed were
periods of unconsciousness in the past, when he com-
mitted acts of which he had no recollection, when
drunk, he could prove that the murder of the child, if

brought home to him, was done in a similar oblivious

condition resulting from alcohol.

From au account given by his sister and from his

counsel, we learned that one maternal uncle is incur-

ably insane and has been in au insane hospital many
years ; that a maternal aunt was temporarily wrong
mentally at the climacteric ; that a maternal cousin had
epilepsy and that two second cousins were idiotic.

The prisoner's paternal grandfather is said to have
taken liquor to excess, and his father, who is still liv-

ing, we were told, could not be trusted to come to

Boston to testify at the trial, on account of his drink-

ing habits. While this shows a certain degree of

heredity, it should be understood that this is all that

could be found in all the generations of a large family

connection, many of the families numbering eight or

ten children ; and it was very evident tliat on the

occasion of the defence of this prisoner, all peculiar-

ities in the family connection were made to count for

as much as possible.

1 have gone over the conversations with Gilbert at

length and with perhaps tedious reiteration, because it

seems to me that the successive interviews show that

he unguardedly admitted more and more of his acts

and of the occurrences at the time of the murder and of
the period immediately following it, leaving a suspicioo,

amounting almost to a certainty in the minds of the

physicians who examined him, that he was not telling

the whole truth, and that he was not oblivious of any
of his acts. He denied, at first, all recollection of

anything from the time he left the barber's shop till

he reached the dejiot, and said that he had only an
indistinct remembrance of how he went from the

station to his room. He afterwards admitted talking

with Mr. Burns on the doorstep of the shop. He
described minutely what he saw at the depot and gave
a clear account of how he went to his room and what
he did and said on his arrival there and immediately
after, and at each interview gave a little fuller history

of his movements. He recollected, finally, everything
of importance except the most important fact that the

little girl was with him and that during the greater

portion of the walk from her father's shop to the

stable she had her hand in his ;— facts which were
abundantly proved by several witnesses who knew
them both and by whom they were traced till within a
few feet of the stable door, after which she was never
seen alive. He, however, never claimed that uncon-
sciousness occurred at times other than when he was
drunk. Under pressure at the time of his arrest, he
admitted finding and burying her body. At our last

interview it was evident that he realized himself that

he had said too much or had been so told by his coun-
sel, as he endeavored to take it back, showing to our
minds that he recognized the importance of this admis-

sion in its telling force against himself.

After endeavoring to give the prisoner the benefit of

every doubt, and after carefully weighing his history, his

symptoms and appearance, and without allowing our-

selves to be inHueuced by interviews with the attorney-

general or district-attorney, Dr. Cowles, Dr. Gorton
and myself gave au opinion that Gilbert was not insane

at the time of the homicide, but that he committed the

act while under the influence of liquor ; and further,

that he was not insane at the time of his trial.

He was tried in June last, the proceedings occupy-
ing four days. We were not called upon to testify

until we had heard all the testimony, on both sides ;

and we heard nothing to change our opinion of the

prisoner's mental couiiitiou. His counsel admitted to

the jury that Alice M. Sterling was murdered and
that Gilbert killed her. They claimed that he was
insane at the time of the homicide and introduced

many witnesses, some who had known him from his

boyliood and who were acquainted with his ante-

cedents and family. These witnesses testified to pecu-

liarities, but to nothing which seemed really the symp-
toms of insanity and it was evident that he had never
been considered insane till he committed the homicide.

There was a good deal of testimony showing that he

had been a good-natured, easy-going man, not quarrel-

some or revengeful. All his intimate acquaintances

testified that he indulged in liquor, though the effort

of his counsel was to minimize his drinking and to

bring into prominence his jieculiarities. His associate

at the railroad station testified that he did his work
intelligently and well, except at those times when he

was under the influence of liquor and then some one
else was required to perform his duties.
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I talked with his employer (Mrs. E.) in regard to him
and she said that he had done his work at her house

very well as a rule, and that he was kind and obliging.

She had seen him drunk several times and had warned
him that the offence must not be repeated. She knew
when the child was reported to have disappeared but

had no suspicion that Gilbert had had anything to do
with it, and was much surprised when the girl was
traced to her house and he was arrested. She had
never seen anything in him during the years in which

she had employed him that suggested that he was in-

sane, and spoke particularly of the accuracy of his

memory.
As it had been intimated that the defence would

claim that Gilbert was suffering from epilepsy and

that the crime was committed while he was in an un-

conscious condition, or under the influence of an un-

controllable or automatic influence resulting from an

epileptic seizure, my associates and myself, in all our

interviews with the prisoner, laid especial stress upon
any evidence of unconscious or automatic acts which

he might have committed ; but we failed to find any
such occurrences except when he was thoroughly

under the influence of liquor ; and the trial gave us no
further knowledge. I believe that I am right in stat-

ing that a case of epilepsy never existed which de-

pended solely for its manifestation upon drunkenness

and was never seen nor suspected at any other time.

If we admit Gilbert's claim that he had no recollec-

tion of having the child with him after he left her

father's shop, or of committing the homicide, and that

his forgetfulness arose from the effects of an epilepfic

attack, he must have been under that influence during

the whole of the walk from the shop to the stable, and

it is entirely inconsistent with epileptic unconscious-

ness or automatism, that he should recall so much
which did occur and have no knowledge of the impor-

tant facts that the little girl was with him and that he

murdered her. The defence, however, merely hinted

at epilepsy and endeavored to prove that the defendant

came into the world with a marked insane heredity,

that he had exhibited symptoms of unsoundness of

mind for years, even before he left Nova Scotia, and

that, finally, indulgence in liquor, acting upon a weak-

ened intellect, deprived him of all self-control and led

him, under an impulse which he could not resist, to

commit the murder. Much of this theory was refuted

by the cross-examination of the defendant's own wit-

nesses.

The defence introduced two physicians, one of

whom testified that he did not think the prisoner in-

sane, but believed him irresponsible ; and the other

gave it as his opinion that he was of unsound mind

and was suffering from " homicidal impulse."

The intelligence and good memory which were

manifested by the prisoner when he was visited, aufl

which led his counsel to consult him very frequently

during his trial, did not indicate that he was sutt'eriug

from mental weakness or dementia.

While such a thing as a homicidal impulse is not

uncommon, it is a symptom of mental disease and not

a disease itself; and, standing alone, with no other

evidence of unsoundness, must be open to grave doubt,

especially in the case of a criminal.

That Gilbert's homicidal act was the sudden, un-

controllable, motiveless outburst of transitory mania,

is not probable, as it was manifested when he was

proved to be thoroughly under the influence of drink;

and sufficient motive was furnished in the fear of the

detection of the crime which he had already com-

mitted— the attempted rape of his victim.

Something has been written about the automatism

of the acts of a man when he is drunk as a defence for

a crime which he may commit. I think that this has

not the sanction of good authority, is very danger-

ous ground, and certainly would not be admitted by

the courts. It would be excluded in Gilbert's case

for very much the same reasons which exclude epi-

lepsy— his admission of recollection of acts and events

just before, at the time of, and immediately after the

homicide.

It seems to me probable in the light of all the evi-

dence, that Gilbert took the child to the stable for in-

decent purposes ; that she resisted him and perhaps

made a noise or threatei\pd to tell what he had at-

tempted to do, and that fearing detection, he killed

and buried her ; that though under the influence of

liquor he knew what he was doing at the time and

recollected it afterwards. This was the theory of the

Government— I do not myself believe that he in-

tended to commit murder when he entered the stable,

or that he would have done so if he had not been

drinking heavily.'

THE GILBERT MURDER TRIAL.

The Microscope as a Witness.^

BY "W. F. WHITNEY, M.D.

These examinations, which I had an opportunity of

making with Prof. Edward S. Wood, covered as wide

a range of subjects as often occurs in a single case.

Their object was to show :

(1) The constituents of the victim's last meal from

the contents of the stomach ; and from the stage of

digestion how long after its ingestion she had been

killed.

(2) The nature of stains upon an axe, on the defen-

dant's clothing and shoes, and on objects found at the

spot where the murder was supposed to have been

committed.

(3) The identification of hairs found sticking to the

axe and one of the shoes.

The subjects will be taken up in this order and it

will be shown what could be proved.

CONTENTS OF THE STOMACH.

This consisted of about five and one-half ounces of

opaque fluid, mixed with soft, whitish lumps and ir-

regular fragments, varying in size from a minute point

to that of the end of the finger. Intermingled with

these were small bits of a bright-yellow color. The
appearance of the former suggested potato, and of the

latter squash or pumpkin. Closer examination re-

vealed a greasy look to the fluid. lu addition to the

larger white pieces, smaller, firmer, flaky ones were

detected.

Microscopic examination showed the white, soft

pieces to be composed of large, rather shrivelled cells

with a granular contents staining blue with iodine.

This taken in connection with the gross appearance

left little doubt that the substance was potato.

' Read at the October meeting of the Massachusetts Medico-Legal
Society.

' Since the reading of this papir, Gilbert's counsel have argued ex-

ceptions before the .supreme Court, the exceptions have been over-

ruled, and the prisoner has been sentenced to be hanged.
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Tbe yellow fragmeuts were made up of vegetable

cells of a large size coutaitiiug rouud yellow granules.

Comparisou sliowed these to be ideutical in structure

with those found in cooked squash.

The firmer, llaky bits were found to be masses of

very finely striated muscular fibres, which though

much broken up, were evidently originally short and

flattened. The diameter varied from jjjjj to jiJuiT ^^

an inch, average jg^o o"" ?4i; °f ^^ inch. A comparison

was made with pieces of fried haddock; and the gen-

eral appearance of the flattened fibres measuring from

ciSuo '° i?5?iV' average jjSSs °'' riij "^ *" v^xcXs., was iden-

tical with tine striations.

Roast-beef fibres were found to be round, quite long,

and much finer with relatively coarse striations, meas-

uring from js'js to 5f Jj, average ^\%-^ or
:,J^ of au

inch.

Roast chicken was similar to beef in its long rouud

fibres, the striations were still coarser, and the thick-

ness still less, the diameter being from ^fffftJ '" b^uucJi

average -^\%^ or jjj, of an inch.

There was no doubt, therefore, that the muscular

substance found in the contents of the stomach was

fish, partly digested, as shown by the narrower fibres;

for the gastric juice must act on the thickness as well

as on the length of the fibres.

It is thus evident that a distinction can be made be-

tween the muscular substance of fish, meat and fowl,

if digestion is not too far advanced ; but whether any
finer distinction of these classes among themselves can

be made out, is a subject for future inquiry. It did

not enter into this case, however.

In addition to the above, there was present a quan-

tity of free starch granules, shown by the iodine reac-

tion, some of large size and others quite small and

united in clumps. The former probably were the

potato, and the latter wheat starch.

Free fat was present in the form of finely divided

droplets, staining black with osmic acid.

These two reactions could be made on the same
preparation, first adding a drop of liqor iodini composi-

tus and then a drop of one-per-cent. solution of osmic

acid to a drop of the fluid on a slide, and then placing

a cover-glass over. In this way, the fine granules of

starch could be clearly differentiated from the minute

drops of fat, while this is not always easy in an un-

stained preparation, even for a practised eye. This

reaction took place equally well after the specimen had
been preserved for two mouths, by placing an un-

corked bottle of chloroform in the tightly closed,

wide-mouthed jar that contained the contents of the

stomach. The vapor of the chloroform prevented any
putrefactive change ; the only precaution necessary

being to refill the bottle from time to time.

The inference from the above examination was that

the little girl's last meal consisted of fish, potato,

squash in some form, and something made from wheat
flour (bread or pastry) and fatty substances (butter,

milk, etc.).

At the trial, her father testified that the dinner

which he prepared for her and her brother at one
o'clock on the day she disappeared was haddock, pota-

toes warmed over, squash, and mince pie, and she had
also a cup of milk. Her father did not dine with her,

but saw her again at two o'clock, so that the last time

she was known to have eaten was between those hours.

The amount found at the autopsy (five and one-half

ounces) in the stomach, would be less than half of

what a child of her age (eight years) would take at a

meal (one pint). But as the greater part is fluid,

which is quickly absorbed or passed down, this does

not prove that digestion was more than half completed,

while the relatively intact condition of the more solid

portions point to a comparatively early period. From
these data, it was concluded that the child bad been

killed from two to two and a half hours after her last

meal, that is, between 3.30 and 4 o'clock.

The last time she was seen alive was at 3.30 p. m.,

on Wednesday, April 10, 1895, with the defendant,

and he was again seen at about 4.10 p. m., that is, forty

minutes later.

STAINS.

Auumber of articles on which were suspected stains,

were submitted for examinatiou. These were ao axe,

a shirt, a pair of trousers, a pair of russet shoes, five

handkerchiefs, two towels, a piece of a log, dirt from
the cellar floor, and a piece of a hat feather.

All the stains were first examined with the eye and
a hand-lens. Their position on the object was located

and their general shape, color and peculiarities noted.

The most important were then examined, chemically

and microscopically.

The first consisted in making Teichmann's test for

producing hamin crystals, and was done as follows:

A minute fragment was scraped from the spot with

the point of a sharp knife, placed in a drop of distilled

water on a glass microscope slide, and stirred about

with a finely pointed glass rod. If blood was present

a distinct reddish tinge was imparted to the water after

a longer or shorter time. To this a minute crystal of

potassic iodine was added and allowed to dissolve.

The slide was then carefully heated over a small flame

until the drop was absolutely dry. When blood-color-

ing matter was present, a little cloudiness of the fluid

appeared after the heat was first applied, due to the

coagulation of the albumin (albumin test). A cover-

glass was placed over the dried spot aud a drop of

glacial acetic acid run under, and the slide was again

heated as before, very carefully, until bubbles appeared

under the cover-glass. As Dr. Wood has pointed out,

the crystals are very apt to be carried by the bubbling

over the edge of the cover-glass and deposited on

its upper side, or on the slide beyond it. The prepar-

ation was examined at once and then set aside to dry,

and again looked at after the addition of a drop of

water to dissolve the crystals. The presence of blood

was positively shown by the formation of minute

garnet-red, rhombic crystals, often united in a cross.

The preparations for the determination of the kind

of blood, whether from a mammal or not, and for the

measurement of the corpuscles, were made. The min-

utest possible fragments, scraped with the point of a

sharp knife from the thinnest parts of the stain, were
placed on a slide iu the centre of a circle about half an

inch iu diameter, surrounded b}' a narrow ring of

Bell's cement. [These " ringed " slides were prepared

beforehand by tracing out the circles with a small

brush dipped in the cement, while the slide was rapidly

revolved on a turn-table, and then setting them aside

to dry.] To these was added a drop of a solution of

acetate of potassium of a specific gravity of 1.028,

with each ounce of which a few drops of a saturated

solution of cliloral hydrate had been mixed to prevent

the formation of mold. The specimen was then cov-

ered with a No. 1 round cover-glass, and after the

edges were carefully wiped, it was sealed on the turn-
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table with the same cement. After this was thor-

oughly dry (twelve to twenty-four hours) they were
examined with moderate dry and high immersion
lens. The oil could be removed from the cover-glass

by wiping it off carefully with xylol, which does not

affect the cement if not allowed to stay too long in

contact with it.

Tlie Axe. — Stains were found on each side of the

head of the axe and in the cracks between the handle
and the head, both where it entered and where it

passed out through it. Just below the head, the

handle had been freshly scraped, but in the natural

indentations of the wood a reddish material was found.

In all of these, the presence of blood was shown by
the chemical test, and clots of mammalian blood were
easily recognized with a low power. On examination
with the high power (Ziess, 2 mm. horn oil Immers.)
207 corpuscles were fouud that could be measured,
with extremes of ^^^,7) a^nd ss^iij oi an inch, and an
average of about ^g'^^ of an inch, which is con-

sistent with the limits assigned to the size of human
blood-corpuscles.

The stains were most abundant on the posterior

half of the head of the axe, which was in accordance
with that part having been used to deal the blows.

The nature of the wounds on the head showed that

they had been made by some blunt instrument. There
was only a single spatter on the axe that in any way
indicated direction ; it was an elongated pear-shaped

one with the stem pointing towards the back. If it

came from a spurt of blood, it would show the edge
had been used. But it may have been a drop which
fell on the blade while directed downward, and thus

would bring the bulk of the drop farthest away from
the place where it tell. Several hairs, to be described

later, were found sticking to the axe; but although a
careful search was made, no brain substance was found
anywhere on it.

TTie Trousers which had been worn by the defen-

dant on the day of the murder and were found hang-
ing in his room by the police officers were an ordinary
pair of rather light gray woollen ones. They were
very much soiled and worn, but showed a number of

stains which proved to be blood. The clots removed
showed clearly the characteristics of mammalian blood,

but there were very few corpuscles that could be
measured. In one of the largest stains on the inside

of the left leg, below the knee, was a little yellowish-

white substance mixed with blood. A fragment of

this, mounted as before, showed that it was cellular

tissue and in one bit was a piece of a capillary filled

with blood-corpuscles. One peculiarity of this sub-

stance was, that after it had been in contact with the

fluid, in which it was mounted, for a few minutes, little

pear-shaped and thread-like masses, clubbed at the end,

were seen under the microscope to project from all

sides of it. These were structureless and had a pe-

culiar high refraction. It was thought by both of us

to be the myeline of the brain nerves, which is not re-

tained by the sheath of Schwann, as in the peripheral

nerves. In confirmation of this, a portion of a child's

brain was dried upon cloth, and a fragment scraped
off gave the same peculiar picture of the welling out
of the myeline in clubbed threads and pear-shaped
masses. This took place after a mouth although not
as quickly as at first. It is a point for the identifica-

tion which is quite characteristic. At least none of

the ordinary fats or cheese, that I have tried, act in

this way, and these from their gross appearance might
be mistaken for it.

Very little is said in the text-books about brain sub-

stance, the only reference which I can find being by
Hofmann.'' In his case, the presence of ganglion cells

and the abundant plexus of capillary vessels enabled a

diagnosis to be made. No reference was made bv him,

however, to this peculiar appearance of the myeline.

The distribution of the stains upon the trousers was
interesting. They were chiefly on the inner side of

the left leg from the crotch down, except in the region

of the knee. The only one showing direction was
that in which the brain substance was found. This
was below the knee and its long axis was at right

angles to that of the leg. There were two very small

stains at the upper part on the inside of the right leg,

and quite a number just above the bottom. On the

outside of both legs the stains were grouped close

under the knees and near the bottom. Direction was
only indicated in some of the lowest on the right side,

and in general was at right angles to the long axis of

of the leg.

The prisoner had apparently not observed these

spots, and when told of their existence explained them
by his having brushed past 'the body at the time he
found the dead girl and buried her. This might ex-

plain a few of the lowest ones ; but their number and
position are more consistent with their having come
from handling a recently killed person, from whom the
blood could easily drip, than in one that had been
dead fifteen hours, for then the clots would be dry and
firm.

Although in his statement to the officers he denied
having handled the body while kneeling; still the

spots on the inside of the left leg, above and below the
knee, are best explained as coming from the recently
killed girl while he was kneeling on the right knee
with the left foot on the ground and the leg at a right

angle. The stains on the outside of both legs just be-

low the knee and close to the bottom may have come
from his own hands. For any one can easily satisfy

himself that they would naturally come in contact with
those parts of the trousers, by assuming the position

described above. It is to be hoped that something
may yet come out that will prove whether this assump-
tion is correct.

It is a curious fact that neither the color of the
trousers nor the location of the stains was correctly

stated by a single witness who had seen them before
they came into our hands.

Shirt.— The only important stains were two min-
ute ones on the wristband close to the button-hole
and having a direction from without inwards. They
were evidently spatters from a falling or projected
droplet of blood, as the stem of the pear-shaped stain

pointed inwards. It required a strong pocket lens to

make this out, as they were very small. Microscopic
examination showed it to be mammalian blood, and as

far as the measurements of a few corpuscles were of
value, consistent with human blood.

Shoes. — On a pair of russet laced-shoes, were nu-
merous stains, some of which looked like spatters ; and
in one of these mammalian blood, with corpuscles con-
sistent with those of man, were detected. Otherwise
the shoes were very clean, so much so in fact, that we
regarded it as impossible that they could have been

2 Hofniann : Lehrbuob der Qericbtliclieu Mediotu, Zweite AuUage,
Wten, 1881, page 110.
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worn when iligj^iiig the grave, in which the body was

found buried. Tiiis corroborated his statement, made
to the police, that he did not wear them on

that day. The stains, therefore, must antedate

that time. It was evidently important to connect them
in some way with the dead body, but all that could be

found was a single hair, to be described later, in a mass

of dried mucus-like material on the sole of the shoe.

Towels and Handkerchiefs. — These were found in

his room and on his person, and were stained with

blood as appeared to the eye, and it was proved by
microscopic examination, lieyoud this, little of value

was gained ; and the defendant's statement that they

came from a nose-bleed could not be disproved. One
of the towels looked as if it had been stained by rub-

bing blood from some other article, as it was smooched
rather than stained or spattered.

Earth, Feather and a Piece of Brown Paper, from
the floor of the barn, showed clots and stains of mam-
malian blood, but so poorly preserved that the corpus-

cles could not be measured.

A Piece of Log lying on the barn floor was found

covered with dark brown stains and spatters. Their

color pointed to considerable age, and the microscope

showed clots coinpose<l of oval nucleated corpuscles,

similar to those of oviparous animals (fowls, reptiles,

etc.). In all probability the block had been used in

decapitating chickens at some time.

The possibility of distinguishing between the blood

of birds and man was again demonstrated in this case,

as it has been before.

Hair. — The identification of the hairs was no less

interesting and important than in many other cases.

It served to connect the axe with the murdered child,

thus aiding in proving that it was the instrument with

which the deed was done.

There were three fragments of light blonde hair

sticking to the handle where it projected beyond the

head of the axe. They measured on an average ^ij,

lis' 4^5 of *u mch in diameter. Two were without

a medullary cavity and one had a narrow, interrupted

one. Two others were found where the wooden
wedge was driven into the handle. They were similar

nou-medullated, and each measured on the average ^Jj,

of an inch. All the above were fragments and varied

in length between
'l

and Iv; inches. An entire hair

one inch long, ^iljf of an inch in diameter, without

medulla, was also found here. On the shoe were

found two hairs, one and one and one-half inches in

length ; one a fragment, light blonde, without medulla

averaging ^Jy of an inch in diameter, and the other an

entire hair, rather darker, with a rounded end, measur-

ing 3^^ of an inch in diameter.

All the above, with the exception of the last, were

similar to those taken post-mortem from the head of

the murdered girl. These were of a light blonde

color, and measured between ^Jj and v,!., of an inch

in diameter, giving an average of 4^^ of an inch.

Many of the hairs also had an interrupted, line, med-
ullary cavity. The value of the different pieces of

evidence thus obtained may be summed up as follows :

The presence of human blood alone upon the cloth-

ing could be explained as coming from a copious nose-

bleed. But the association with brain substance in

one of the stains, served to connect them most closely

with the victim ; while the number and size were not

consisteut with what would have been made by con-

tact with the body fifteen hours after death.

The blood on the axe was shown to be from the

victim, as hair consistent with hers was found stickiDg

in it.

The contents of the stomach were the same as her

last meal, only half digested. Thus the time of her

death was fixed very closely to that when she was last

seen with the defendant. This evidence was so strong

that practically no attempt was made by the defence

to overthrow it.

RECENT PROGRESS IN PATHOLOGY,
BY .lAMES H. WRIGHT, M.D.,

Assistant in Pathology. Harvard Afedical School.

THE PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY OF PDERPERAL
ECLAMPSIA.

In a well-known monograph published in 1893,

Schmorl gave the results of his careful histological

studies of the various organs in a large number of

cases of puerperal eclampsia. This investigator found

in the vessels large multinucleated cells, which he con-

sidered to be cells derived from the placenta, and also

multiple capillary thrombosis. From these facts he

concluded that the disease is essentially due to the

presence in the blood of a coagulating ferment formed

either by the degeneration of the free placental cells

found in the blood or by degenerative changes in the

placenta itself.

In connection with the work of Schmorl the results

of a careful microscopical examination of two cases of

puerperal eclampsia by Leusden ' are of interest. In

both of these cases Leusden observed the supposed

placental cells of Schmorl in the capillaries of the

lungs and also hyaline (fibrinous) thrombosis in the

small vessels of the lungs and liver. This thrombosis,

however, seemed to have no such relation to the pla-

cental cells as it should have if Schmorl's idea were

true that these cells set free the coagulating substance.

Marked disease of the kidneys was present in the

cases. From his own observations and after a consid-

eration of the literature on the subject Leusden ar-

rives at the conclusion that the most marked and sig-

nificant lesion of puerperal eclampsia is disease of the

kidneys, a view which has been generally held in re-

cent times. He thinks that the disease is probably

due to a toxic substance circulating in the blood and

seemed to incline to the opinion that this toxic sub-

stance is of uremic nature. The presence of the large

placental cells in the capillaries he considers to be an

accidental phenomenon which may occur frequently in

pregnancy and is of no pathological significance. As
regards the bacterial or infectious origin of eclampsia

he denies most emphatically that there is any evidence

to support such a view.

TUBERCLE BACILLI IN THE GENITAL ORGANS OF
TUBERCULOUS INDIVIDUALS.

Alexander Jiickh ' reports the results of the inocula-

tion of animals with the semen, and testicular or ova-,

rian tissue of tuberculous cadavers, to determine

whether tubercle bacilli are present in these situations

without tuberculous lesions.

Ten autopsies on cases of tuberculosis, most of
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which were of the chronic form, were used as the

source of the material for the investigation. The
presence of tubercle bacilli in the genital organs was
shown in four of the ten cases by the development of

tuberculosis in the inoculated animals. In three of

these cases bacilli were found in the semen, in one of

which in the testicular tissue as well, and in the fourth

case in the ovarian tissue. The absence of tubercular

lesions in the seminal vesicles or other tissues with

which the inoculations were made was carefully deter-

mined. -

This question with which Jackh has occupied him-
self has received a great deal of attention at the hands
of a number of investigators with very contradictory

results. Thus Walther, in a recent study, could not

demonstrate tubercle bacilli in the genito-urinary tract

in a single case of chronic pulmonary tuberculosis

among twelve cases examined. Considering, however,
all of the evidence the conclusion seems justified that

in a certain proportion of cases of tuberculosis in man
and animals virulent tubercle bacilli may be present

in the genital organs and in their secretions, independ-

ent of any lesions of the same.

THREE AUTOPSIES ON CASES OF ACROMEGALIA.

Three cases of acromegalia with autopsies are re-

ported by Dallemagne.' In all three cases more or

less alteration was observed in the structure of the

pituitary body, while in two an adenomatous condition

of the thyroid gland was present also.

In addition to these lesions the most widely different

pathological conditions were found in the three cases.

In one of the cases there was gliosis of the medulla
with glycosuria, in another gastric cancer, and the

third case was essentially one of general arterio-sclero-

sis. It cannot be said that these three cases have
thrown much light on the pathology of this mysterious

affection. They emphasize, however, the frequent oc-

currence of lesions of the pituitary body which has

been observed by others.

Dallemagne offers at the close of his paper some un-

profitable speculation as to the cause of the disease,

but his ideas are too iudefinite and metaphysical to be

abstracted here.

DLCERATIVE ENDOCARDITIS DUE TO THE GONO-
COCCUS.

Thayer and Blumer* report a case of ulcerative en-

docarditis associated with the gonococcus. The case

was that of a woman who presented the clinical signs

of acute endocarditis, but no evidence of gonorrhea.
Gonococci were cultivated from the blood during life

by mixing about two cubic centimetres of the blood

from the median vein with melted agar-agar. The
blood was withdrawn by means of a sterilized hypo-
dermic syringe. The mixture of blood and agar-agar
forms an excellent culture medium for the gonococcus
as has been shown by Wertheim.

There seems no reason to doubt the identity of the

organism thus isolated, for it showed those character-

istics of morphology, culture, and reaction toward
Gram's method of staining which serve to distinguish

the gonococcus from other pyogenic cocci.

The autopsy showed an ulcerative endocarditis and
in the heart lesions large numbers of cocci were found,

" Dallemagne: Arch, do M^d. Exp^r. et d'Anat. Path., tome yli, No.

which, by their form and lack of staining by Gram's
method, as well as their inability to grow on the ordi-

nary culture media, must be accepted as gonococci.

It is to be regretted, however, that the authors did not

isolate the organism on suitable culture media at the

autopsy and thus make complete the demonstration of

its identity.

The infection-atrium in this case seems to have been
the genital tract, for at the autopsy gonococci were
found in the uterine cavity and in the vagina, but
without any marked signs of inflammation of these

parts.

THE DIFFERENTIAL STAINING OF THE NEUROGLIA.

The histology of the nervous system has long felt the

lack of a method of staining the neuroglia, which would
differentiate this delicate reticulum of cells and fibrillae

from the other elements of the brain and spinal cord.

Since 1890 it has been known that Weigert, who has

contributed so much to histological technique, was
working at perfecting such a staining method, and the

publication of the results of his work have been
awaited with great interest. For some years past Dr.

F. B. Mallory of the Harvard Medical School has also

been experimenting with the object of finding a method
of staining the neuroglia differentially and lie lias at

last been successful. In a recent number of the Cen-

tralblatt fiir Allgemeine Palhologie^ Mallory publishes

the results of his work, together with lithographic

plates illustrating the appearance of the stained fibres

and cells of the neuroglia. It is an iuterestiu£ fact,

however, that this publication of Mallory antedates by
about four days the long-expected publication of

Weigerl's work on the same subject. Weigerl's
paper is also accompanied by lithographic plates show-
ing the appearance and arrangement of the neuroglial

network; and from a comparison of the illustrations of

both writers it is evident that both have arrived at the

same result.

The methods, however, of these histologists are dif-

ferent. That of Weigert is probably the most com-
plicated process which has ever been devised in his-

tology, while Mallory's method is much more simple.

Both de|)end on certain changes in the neuroglia pro-

duced by the action of various chemical substances,

which render it capable of combining with an aniline

dye and thus become stained, while the other elements
of the tissue remain uncolored.

This discovery of a differential stain for glia tissue

is of importance for several reasons. In the first

place, it will probably throw much light upon the

structure and origin of certain neoplasms of the brain

and spinal cord, the essential nature of which still re-

mains obscure. Secondly, it will greatly facilitate the

study of those brain lesions in which changes in the

neuroglia have been demonstrated. Thirdly, it will

be of use in determining more accurately than has

been possible hitherto, the distribution and structure

of the glia network in the normal nervous system.

THE ENLARGEMENT OF THE SPLEEN IN HEPATIC
CIRRHOSIS.

Oestreich ' calls attention to the fact that in studies

of cirrhosis of the liver too little attention has been
paid to the alterations in the spleen, and that the

causes of the enlargement and other changes in the

^ Mallory : Centralbl. fiir allgemeine Path, und path. Anat., Bd.
vi.No. 19.

» Oestreich : Vlrohow's Archiv, Bd. HI, Hf. 2.
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organ are very obscure. As ihe results of histologi-

cal examinations of the spleeu in cases of cirrhosis, he

concludes that the splenic tumor is due to the same

irritative causes which are in operation in the liver

and that the enlargement of the spleen is not depen-

dent on, or secondary to, the lesions in the liver. He
finds that in the early stages of the disease there oc-

curs a proliferation of the spleen cells which may per-

sist in the later stages or may lead to induration and

atrophy of the organ.

THE STREPTOCOCCUS IN PSEUDO-MEMBRANOUS OPH-
THALMIA.

Coppez ' reports a case of pseuiio-membrauous oph-

thalmia occurring in a patient with roseola in which

the streptococcus was present in pure culture. The

A DEVICE FOR TAKING SPINAL TRACINGS.
«V K. B. Yol-NO.,

Interne at the Cliililren's Hospital, BoBton.

The method of taking spinal tracings here described

has been used, at my suggestion, for nearly a year at

the Children's Hospital, proving very satisfactory.

The tracer consists of a piece of mahogany two
inches thick, two and :i half inches wide, and twenty-

two and one-half inches long, with a slot in it half an
inch wide and twenty inches long. In this slot a

number of pius, three-eighths of an inch by half an

inch, and eight inches long, play freely up and down.
At one end is a thumb-screw which, when set, holds

the pins in whatever pc-itiou they may be put. The

case had a fatal termination, and at the autopsy a

streptococcus septicemia with broncho-pneumonia was

demonstrated, large numbers of that organism being

found by cultures in the spleen, lungs, liver, kidneys,

and blood of the heart.

The author also gives an analysis of the literature

on the bacteria associated with this condition of the

eve, and cites seven cases in which the streptococcus

was the only organism present. Other bacteria, in-

cluding the bacillus di|)hlheria; and the pueumococcus,

have also been found in pseudo-membranous ophthal-

mia, so that the disease is not to be regarded as due to

any one species of bacteria.

The recent accident to a trapeze performer in Bos-

ton, in which a fall from the trapeze produced a fract-

ure of a cervical vertebra, calls renewed attention to

the dangers of such exhibitions and emphasizes the

question, "Are they worth while? " The ratio of the

interest to the risk we will not undertake to estimate,

but this much, at least, can be said, that these accidents

result, as in this case, from the necessity which the

performers are under of meeting their engagements,

often when they are not in the best physical condition.

' Coppez : Bcrae Q^o^rale d'Opbthalmologle, tome xlv, No. 12.

pins are prevented from falling through by small

brads at each end.

The manner of making the tracing is very simple,

and is shown in the accompanying illustration. The
child is placed on a table in the proper position and

the ends of the pins placed on the spine. The tops of

the pins are gently tapped until all are brought to

bear and the thumb-screw set.

To transfer the tracing, a piece of cardboard is laid

upon a table and upon this the tracer. Mark around

the ends of the pins with a sharp pencil, and a scal-

loped line is obtained. Cut out along the highest

points of the scallops.

The method of making tracings of the spine with

the lead-strip, as is recommended in most works on

orthopedics, is a very laborious and time-consuming

task under the best of circumstances. If the lead is

80 pliable as to allow of easy adjustment to the back,

its shape is almost sure to be changed during removal,

and if stiff enough to avoid this accident, it requires

much time and patience to fit it properly — especially

if the child is at all nervous or unruly.

This simple device ensures more accurate results in

much less time than with the lead, and avoids the se-

vere strain on the patience of both surgeon and child.
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lElcportjS of ^ocietie^.

MASSACHUSETTS MEDICO-LEGAL
SOCIETY.

F. W. DRAPER, M.D., SECRETARY.

The Society met at 19 Boylston Place, Boston,

October 2, 1895, the President, Dr. S. W. Abbott,

in the chair.

The subject for the Society's consideration was the

" Trial of Angus D. Gilbert for the Murder of Alice

Sterling."

Papers were read as follows :

AN INTRODUCTOKT REVIEW OF THE EVIDENCE OF

THE CASE,*

by Dr. F. W. Draper.

THE MICROSCOPE AS A WITNESS AT THE TRIAL,^

by Dr. W. F. Whitney.

THE defendant's mental CONDITION,'

by Dk. G. F. Jelly.

Dr. Hough: I should like to ask Dr. Whitney

the liniits of time during which the myeline reaction

can be obtained.

Dr. Whitney : The longest limit I found was

one month. Yesterday I tried for the reaction in this

case, now five months since the murder, and there was

no indication of it.

Dr. Hodgh : Did the spots on the left of the

trousers leg look as if they could have been done

with the hand ?

Dr. Whitney : Some were small and not very

conspicuous, and only one sufficiently well-marked

to give indication of direction, and that was trans-

verse to the long axis of the leg. It looked more as

though the blood had been projected and had fallen

in this direction. It seemed to point to blood which

was certainly very fluid or that had been spurted or

thrown out from a spurter or very fresh blood.

Dr. Hodgh: I should like to ask if as yet you

can identify human blood as distinguished from dog's

blood.

Dr. Whitney : You cannot make an absolute

identification and say, " This is human blood." But

you can say, " This is consistent with human blood."

Dr. Bronson : I should like to inquire if the

defence did not introduce expert testimony to show

that the prisoner at the bar was iunocent, basing their

view of that matter upon the law of heredity ?

Dr. Jelly: Testimony of that kind was intro-

duced to prove that the man was innocent, and that

the influence of heredity was claimed. In my paper

I called attention to the amount of heredity which

they brought forward, namely, one paternal uncle,

one maternal aunt temporarily insane, one case of

epilepsy in a cousin, and two idiotic children second

cousins. That was all that could be found going

back several generations, and some of the families

numbered ten children.

Dr. Abbott : Gilbert stated that he buried the

body because he feared that he might be accused of

murdering the girl. Now was this suggested to him

by the defendant's counsel ? And, also, was the the-

' See page 157 of the Journal.
' See page 165 of the Jonrnsl.
3 See page Itii of the Journal.

ory of the loss of consciousness suggested by the

counsel?

Dr. Jelly : At my first interview, he had not had

counsel. From what he said afterwards, it seemed to

have been suggested to him by the remark of a

police inspector who told him he had known several

men who had committed murder when under the

influence of liquor; and afterwards had said, "My
God, did I do that ? " and, had claimed to be uncon-

scious. I put that statement, with the statement at

ihe third interview, as his motive for dwelling on the

unconsciousness. I was anxious to find if there was

anything like epilepsy. I thought he was rather more

intelligent than men in his social position.

Dr. Dolan : I should like to ask whose property

the axe in this case was considered to be, whether it

is supposed to be the property of the medical examiner

or that of the police. In a case which came under

my notice recently I claimed that the instrument used

was the property of the medical examiner.

Dr. Hodgh : I think that is a matter which is

settled by courtesy between the police department

and the medical examiner. I have had occasion once

or twice to know something about that thing, and we

never had any trouble in New Bedford. The idea

that animates both parties is to find out about the

weapon in question as quickly as possible, and it is

sealed up and sent to Professor Wood. I know that

in some other parts of the State the same thing is

done. I do not think there is a legal question about

it or that it has been settled definitely. I would like

to inquire what are the limits of time in regard to

digestion. How near can you tell as to how many

hours after a meal a person dies ? The matter came

up in this case, and I have known of its coming up in

other cases, but I have not heard a statement as to the

accuracy with which this may be determined.

Dr. Whitney: I think it is only approximate; it

must be a matter of individual judgment. It must be

a matter of inference in the particular case. I think

there is no absolute hard-and-fast line by which you

can judge from the appearance of the contents of the

stomach within a few minutes or within even- a half-

hour of time, but you can make a good approximate

estimate.

Db. Hodgh : That is what I want to get at, what

are the limits of accuracy ? Can you judge within a

half an hour, an hour, two hours or within six hours ?

Dr. Whitney : I think within an hour. But we

must consider each case by itself.

Dr. Bronson : I have in mind a case in which a

person will take a light supper at six o'clock and for

about six hours regurgitation of food occurs with no

change of taste. Then regurgitation ceases and he

has a good night's rest, no repetition of it until after

breakfast. He is a man in good health, and I regard

it as a case of slow digestion. Now, if he should

meet his death by foul play or in any other way sud-

denly and his body was to be examined, that law

would be entirely inapplicable to his case. I suppose

there are a good many exceptions to the ordinary

rule without regarding a person as in a pathological

state.

Dr. Whitney : Do you meau that he vomits his

food ?

Dr. Bronson : No ; I mean throwing up of the

contents of the stomach into the throat or mouth. It

comes into the mouth without change of taste and is
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re-masticated. I have uot examiued the food. Hia

appetite is not impaired. lie performs the ordinary

functions of life.

Dr. Willis : I suppose the mental condition of

the pereon after taking the meal would have a con-

siderable inHueuce. I have iu mind a case which

illustrates that point. A boy in good health with

vigorous digestion had taken a hearty meal. A few

minutes after, he fell quite a distance from a tree, and

was considerably hurt. He was brought to his home
some tweutv-tive miles in the cars. After coming

home, it seemed necessary to etherize him to dress his

wound properly. While under the influence of ether,

some five hours after taking food, he vomited food

some of which was drawn into the trachea, and lie

died almost immediately. On examination the food

was found to be scarcely at all digested and very

nearly in the condition in which it was taken ; but he

had been under the mental disturbance of the fall,

and had been suffering pain.

Dr. Whitney : As he received the accident almost

immediately after the food was taken you would hardly

call the digestion normal. I think each case must be

considered by itself to see exactly what the condi-

tions are, but I think it is fair that the conditions

should be known.

Dk. Smith : I should like to say a word in con-

nection with this matter of determining the period of

digestion. I wish Dr. Draper had said something

bearing upon the point with reference to the amount

of partially digested food in the small intestine so that

you might have a comparison between the amount of

chyme in the duodenum and in the stomach. My
attention has been called a number of times to the

great difficulty of determining the approximate diges-

tion, because, as Dr. Whitney has put it, it is only a

matter of approximation. In a recent murder trial in

mv own State [Maine], 1 had occasion to try to deter-

mine this question, and I realized forcibly, what 1

think will be admitted by all of us who have attempted

to do anything iu this particular line, that we have

nothing at present from me<lical jurisprudence which

gives us any information bearing upon this particular

point. We are forced back to what information we

can get from our best authorities on physiology ; and

when we consider, as Dr. Whitney has intimated, that

the digestion of every individual will depend a good

deal upon the rapidity of peristalsis, the degree of

mastication of the food, the character of the food

itself, the character of the food so far as its degree of

cooking is concerned, we have to admit that we may
be obliged to go into court and state that that is

simply an opinion according to our own judgment.

It seems to me from my study of the question, par-

ticularly in the case to which 1 referred, that some

evidence can be gained by a comparison between the

amount of chyme in the duodenum and that in the

stomach as well as a comparison between the digested,

macerated condition and the changed condition of tlie

food in each of those cavities. It seems to me also

that societies like this which have for their object the

discussion of medico-legal points are now having a

great opportunity to rendi^r valuable service bearing

upon this particular point. Whenever they are able,

as they are in many cases, to fix the exact time of

killing by undoubted evidence after the known time

of taking food, the character of food and (when they

are able to learn them) the particular habits of the

individual, valuable evidence may be obtained. In the

case to which I refer, it was found that there were

conditions which must undoubtedly have interfered

with normal digestion, because microscopic examina-

tion of the kidneys showed that the man had an ad-

vanced condition of renal disease ; he had also a mild

degree of gastritis. He was an habitual hard-cider

drinker. He had also defective molar teeth, and
these things taken into consideration would justify one

in giving him a little longer time for digestion than in

the case of an ordinary individual. Of course, when
we come to the question of the physiology of diges-

tion, we are obliged to admit that all the statements

of our authorities on physiology upon this subject are

only approximate. We know that certain foods un-

dergo certain chemical changes and that an average

period is required for those changes to take place.

We know the average time the food remains in the

stomach. We do not know anything more than that.

We have not yet arrived at any way of determining

it positively with reference to any particular individ-

ual. In answer to Dr. Hough's question as to the

limit of time, which is really the thing we are after in

these cases, I should be inclined to agree with Dr.

Whitney's answer that we could certainly get down to

an hour, and if we found an individual whose viscera

were normal, teeth sound, and who had taken easily

digested food, I do uot think 1 should hesitate to fig-

ure it down to a half-hour.

Dr. Pkrry : I should like to ask Dr. Whitney, in-

asmuch as nothing has been said in regard to the

character of the food ingested, whether the general

rules applied to the digestion of various kinds of

food would apply in this or in any case, that is, the

time required would make any special difference in

determining the approximate time of death. Suppose

a man had taken a hearty dinner of pork and beans

and another a dinner of easily digested food, would

you make the same allowance that you would think-

ing that the one required a greater amount of time

to digest than the other? If it requires four hours to

digest beef and two to digest soft-boiled egg, and a

man is killed after taking beef and another after tak-

ing egg, would the relative difference between the

times required for digestion be the same; that is, if

the men were killed four hours after taking one and

two hours after taking the other, would the state

of digestion be the same ?

Dr. Whitnky: 1 suppose it would, if I understand

what you mean. If it ordinarily takes two hours to

digest and you liiid the food half-digested, you would

assume that the death occurred an hour before.

Dr. Adams: It seems to me that a very important

point, touched upon by Dr. Smith, is the condition of

the teeth and the fineness of the food.

BOSTON SOCIETY OF MEDICAL SCIENCES.

At the meeting of January 21, 1»96, Dr. Thomas
DwiGHT spoke upon

CASES OF UNILATERAL KIDNEY, TRUE AND FALSE,

illustrating his remarks with specimens and drawings

upon the blackboard. He emphasized the subject as of

importance by recalling his warning to the surgeon,

given at the International Congress in Washington, to

be certain that there was a second kidney before re-
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moving the first. One specimen was demonstrated

with the kidney, artery and vein on the left side—
the usual position — the suprarenal capsules were

present on both sides, and this, too, is the usual condi-

tion of things.

Dr. Langdon Feothingham described

AN APPARENTLY NEW FORM OF TUBERCULOSIS

occurring as a peculiar form of intestinal lesion in a

cow, and differing in several details from ordinary

tuberculosis. The following conclusions were reached

:

(1; There occurs an infiltrated form of intestinal

tuberculosis without ulceration and invisible to the

naked eye. (2) This form may possibly be caused by

infection, through the mouth, with the bacilli of avian

tuberculosis ; or (3) the bacilli of mammalian tuber-

culosis can suffer marked morphological alterations

and loss of their infectious and toxic action without

apparent change in the general feeding and manage-

ment of the animal. (4) In apparently negative re-

sults upon autopsy of animals that have reacted after

the injection of tuberculin, the probability is much
greater that tuberculosis is really present, but not dis-

covered, than that it is absent.

Dr. F. S. Locke read a paper upon

ARTIFICIAL FLUIDS AS UNINJURIOUS AS POSSIBLE

TO ANIMAL TISSUES.

Three conditions especially have to be fulfilled in

such fluids : (1) The presence of small amounts of cal-

cium (for example, .02% Ca CI2) and potassium (for

example, .01% KCl) salts, in addition to sodium

chloride. (2) Freedom of the distilled water used

from traces of compounds of the heavy metals. (3)

Isotomy with the tissues of the animal in question.

For the fulfilment of the last condition in the case of

mammals, the solution must contain .9 to 1% NaCl
instead of .6% as in the case of the frog. In cases of

hemorrhage, the action of calcium salts injected intra-

venously in increasing the coagulability of the blood is

an especial reason for fluids used for infusion contain-

ing them.

Dr. W. T. Porter presented by title

A communication upon the vaso-motor nerves
OF THE HEART.

MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Councillors' Meeting.

A stated meeting was held at the Medical Library,

Boston, on Wednesday, February 5, 1896.

The meeting was called to order at eleven a. m. by

the President, Dr. Frank K. Paddock. One hun-

dred and twenty-seven Councillors were present.

On nomination by the Chair, the following dele-

gates to other State medical societies were appointed

:

Maine: Drs. M. D. Clarke, of Haverhill; J. F.

Young, of Newburyport.

New Hampshire: Drs. F. B. Chapman, of Middle-

ton ; A. B. Chase, of Lynn.
Rhode Island: Drs. H. L. Smith, of Boston ; A. J.

Abbe, of Fall River.

Connecticut: Drs. C. H. Calkins, of Springfield;

W. Davis, of Worcester.

New Jersey : Drs. L. C. Swift, of Pittsfield ; L. G.

Chandler, of Townseud.

The following Committee was appointed

:

To Audit the Treasurer's Aecouyits: Drs. Walter
Ela, J. B. Aver.

In accordance with the request of the Board of

Supervising Censors the following amendments to the

By-Laws (edition of 1894) were passed and referred

to the Society for concurrent vote

:

By-Law XIII, p. 13, line 23, add, " The term of ser-

vice of all the Boards of Censors shall begin ou the

day preceding the annual meeting of the State Society."

By-Law XIX, p. 15, lines 19 and 20, omit the words
" they shall appoint the time and place of the annual

meeting of the Supervisors "
;

By-Law XX, p. 16, line 6, change the word "ten"
to "five," and make the necessary changes in, and addi-

tions to, lines 8-10 so that they shall read :

" For the transaction of business five Supervisors shall

constitute a quorum.
" Tbey shall hold an annual meeting at the same date

and place as that of the Council ; and may hold other meet-

ings at such places and times as they may agree to appoint.

The fares of Supervisors present at their meetings shall be
paid from the treasury of the State Society."

On page 17, strike out lines 10 to 29 inclusive, and
substitute the following :

" The Censors of all the several District Societies shall

meet for the examination of candidates at 2 p. M. on the

Thursday next preceding the annual meeting of the Soci-

ety (Digest XIX), and at the same hour on the third

Thursday of September, and of December ; and at such
other times as the Councillors may direct.

" The Censors for the Suffolk District Society shall offi-

ciate for that District and for the Society at large. They
shall meet in Boston and may advertise their meetings in

such manner as the Board may determine ; but they shall

not examine any candidate who is already a resident, or

in practice, in any District except their own.
" The Censors of other medical Districts shall hold their

meetings for the examination of candidates residing in

their respective Districts, and none other, but shall not ad-

vertise unless the District Societies, at their own expense,
direct it to be done (II, XIII)."

Dr. Jelly read the petition, and draft of an act,

presented by the Boston Medico-Psychological Society

to the Massachusetts Legislature, and moved the pas-

sage of the following, which after discussion was
passed :

Voted, That the Committee on State and National Legis-

lation be instrncted to consider the question of a division

of the State Board of Lunacy and Charity, for the purjiose

of establishing a Board of Commissioners in Lunacy ; and
that the Committee be empowered to act at its discretion,

by petition to the State Legislature, or otherwise, in aid of

a petition to the same effect already presented to the Leg-
islature by the Boston Medico-Psychological Society.

The following was also adopted :

Whereas, It has come to the knowledge of the Council-

lors of the JIassachusetts Medical Society that an attempt
is being made at the present time, through legislative action,

to compel the use of the so called Keeley cure in the Mass-
achusetts Hospital for Dipsomaniacs and Inebriates, there-

fore,

Resoloed, That the Councillors of the said Society as-

sembled in convention on this the fifth day of February,
1896, most earnestly remonstrate against such proposed
perversion of medical science, and pernicious interference

with the management of the said hospital.

Voted, That the Secretary transmit a copy of this vote

to the Trustees of the Hospital for Dipsomaniacs.
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X-RAYS.

It is quite impossible as yet to estimate the full sig-

nificance of Professor Routgen's discovery of a new

sort of rays, invisible to the eye, but which pass

easily through wood and the human body. To the

physician the whole matter is peculiarly interesting

from its very evident applicability to the practical

questions of surgical diagnosis.

The over-enthusiasm which a new and useful dis-

covery inevitably excites is proverbial. The tendency

is toward hopes of its wider value, and development

along lines of diversified usefulness, than later ex-

perience justifies. With all due conservatism, how-

ever, we are certainly fair in saying that Professor

Rontgen's discovery has at once and unquestionably

demonstrated its distinct value to the scientific world,

in general, and to that important branch of practical

medicine, surgical diagnosis of the bony system.

Modifications and extension of the principle involved

are no doubt possible, but for the present that must

remaiu a matter of more or less hopeful speculation.

The history of the discovery and its nature are es-

sentially as follows : For many years it has been

recognized, and was taught by the late Professor

Tyndall, that the invisible rays of heat, stopped by

metals, can penetrate through rock-salt, and that

the equally invisible actinic (photographic) waves,

while penetrating quartz are largely stopped by glass.

Abuey later succeeded in photographing in a dark

room, a kettle of boiling water by the invisible radia-

tions of its heat waves. It was also found that a

screen of ebonite is transparent to heat waves. About

seven years ago, the researches of Hertz and Lodge

demonstrated that electric waves, which are arrested

by metals, may pass through walls of stone or wood

or through the human body. Crooke, in the mean

time, had been studying the eflect of electrical dis-

charges in high vacua. He found that in the atten-

uated gaseous residues in the tubes which he used, the

dischargeB from the negative pole cast shadows on the

walls of the enclosing tube— the so-called cathode

rays. As a conclusion to this series of scientific ex-

periments, comes Routgen's important discovery of

still other rays, wiiich in our present comparative ig-

norance regarding them, he calls x-rays.

Concerning these x-rays, we know the following

facts, as carefully laid down by Professor Miinsterberg,

in Science for January Slst. The cathode rays, to

which we have already alluded, are visible to the eye,

and are characterized by the fact that the magnet

changes their direction ; they do not pass thick card-

board nor wood. The point at which these cathode

rays reach the glass of the tube in which they are pro-

duced is the centre of Rontgen's x-rays. The latter are

neither visible, nor turned aside by a magnet. They
are to be regarded as the product of cathode rays.

In a dark room, if the vacuum tube be covered with

black cardboard, nothing is to be seen during the elec-

trical discharge. If, however, a card covered with

barium platino-cyauide be brought near the tube dur-

ing the discharge, it flashes up and the fluorescent

effect is obtained, even if the paper be as much as two

metres distant from the tube. The same effect is pro-

duced on the paper if a thick book be interposed.

The perviousness of different substances may easily be

estimated, by noting the intensity of the light on the

paper. The question of perviousness may be still

more definitely determined by the permanent effect of

the rays on photographic dry plates. As a result of

such investigations, it appears that wood is very

slightly less pervious than paper ; that hard rubber,

several centimetres thick, does not stop the rays; and

that aluminum plates fifteen millimetres thick, do not

lead to the complete disappearance of the fluorescence.

Glass plates vary with the lead they contain, lead de-

creasing the perviousness. Platinum is much less per-

vious than lead, silver and copper occupying an inter-

mediate position. All substances become less per-

vious as their thickness is increased, a fact easily

demonstrable by photographs taken through tinfoils of

gradually increasing number. Density is the factor of

chief importance in determining perviousness.

The fluorescent effect of the ray? is not confined to

barium platino-cyanide, but occurs also on glass, calc-

spar and rock-salt. Prisms and lenses, whether of glass

or hard rubber or aluminum, do not diffract the rays. It

is a well-known fact that pulverized substances do not

permit much light to pass owing to reflection and re-

fraction. Rontgen found that the x-rays were in no

way affected by their passage through powdered salt,

calc-spar or zinc, and that objects with rough surfaces

allowed them to pass, exactly like polished ones.

It is important to remember that lenses do not re-

fract the rays, and therefore that ordinary photog-

raphy is not possible ; the pictures of the objects are

merely shadows. These shadow-pictures may be taken

in the closed box of the camera in a light room, since

the sunlight does not pass through the wood, while the

x-rays do. Thus Rontgen photographed metal weights

in a wooden box, and a wire wound about a wooden
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stick. The wood being pervious and the metal not,

the metal shadows are seen in the photograph, the

wood being almost invisible.

Eegarding the nature of the x-rays, nothing defi-

nite is as yet to be said. Rontgen lays stress upon

the fact that they show no refraction, and probably,

therefore, move with equal velocity in all substances,

and are transmitted by a universal medium, in which

are the molecules of the substances. In other words,

they are probably ether rays, but not transverse waves,

such as exist in visible light, or invisible ultra-red or

ultra-violet light. Routgen supposes the rays to be

longitudinal ether waves, long suspected by physicists,

but not yet demonstrated. Probably further investi-

gation will do much to clear up the many theoretical

difBculties, which at once present themselves.

No doubt the importance of the new discovery to

abstract science is greater than one can realize who is

not versed in the subtleties of physics. Here will be

its greatest service. Of special interest, however, to

the physician is its immediate practical amplication to

some of the problems with which h has to deal.

That it has such application the accompany ing repro-

duction of a photograph ' taken by x-rays shows. It

has been found that just as the rays pass through

board, so they will pass through the tissues of the

human body, being only interrupted by the bones. It

' Made and kindly sent ns by Dr. G. D. Frost, of Hanover, N. H.

is evident that we have, therefore, a means of definite

and exact diagnosis of injuries or diseases of bone

which affect their external contour. It has been the

writer's privilege to see a photograph of the bones of

the arm near the wrist-joint, showing clearly a parti-

ally healed fracture. That so much should have been

so soon accomplished is sufficient cause for wonder,

yet we cannot resist speculation as to the possible

wider applicability of the discovery to diseased condi-

tions of other organs and tissues. We shall await

eagerly the result of experiments which will no doubt

be instituted to determine whether the rays may be so

modified as to be stopped by substances other than

bone or metal. Should this prove to be the case, as

seems by no means uulikely, an aid to exact diagnosis

will be attained, which is almost uncanny in its possi-

bilities of exactitude.

It is stated that Mr. Edison is about to attempt to

photograph a human brain in situ. The experiment

is to be made in his laboratory with x-rays. He pro-

poses to use a celluloid vacuum instead of one of glass,

and believes that he can so temper the rays, that they

may be made to penetrate substances to any desired

extent. Edison is quoted as saying: "There is no

difficulty at present in photographing the bones in the

hand or body, but just now it is more important to

kuow the effects of the x-rays on metal, so that we can

enclose various fluids and other matters in cells of the

substances most easily penetrated. As yet we have

not attempted to photograph any fluids, and there may
be some wonderful surprises in store for us when we
turn the rays on liquids."

The consequences to medicine should liquids also be

capable of being photographed, are self-evident.

That the discovery, whatever future it may have

before it, will fall short of our over-sanguine hopes is

almost inevitable ; but we must already welcome as of

great importance a means of direct observation of

bones, and of foreign metallic substances which may
have found lodgment in the body. Without going

further we have in this one of the most significant

scientific advances for medicine of modern times. It

reminds us of Helmholtz's discovery of the ophthal-

moscope in its probable wide-reaching consequences to

medical progress. It is noteworthy that both discov-

eries, different as they are in their bearing, should

have come from men working in the field of pure sci-

ence. It is but another evidence of what medicine, as

an inexact science, owes to the work of the theorist, an

obligation which the practical physician is too likely

to forget or ignore.

REPORT OF THE SURGEON-GENERAL UNITED
STATES NAVY.

The annual Report of the Surgeon-General of the

Navy is as usual of great interest. Special reports by

various members of the corps form an appendix which

is of more than passing value, in addition to the body

of the report itself.
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A matter to which the Surgeon-Geueral pays special

attentiou is the care of the wounded under the con-

ditions of modem naval warfare. He quotes from

Commodore McGiffeu, that in the battles between the

Chinese and Japanese fleets off the Yalu River one

steel shell killed iustaiitlj' forty-nine officers and men

and wounded over fifty. Such figures he thinks must

impress every one with the gravity of the subject and

the necessity of making a commencement of better

meihods of handling the wounded. The use of "am-

bulance ships " should be recognized by all nations for

future naval wars. Could the vessels of the navy be

increased by one " Ambulance Ship " built especially

for the care of the sick and wounded, it could be used

in time of peace as a training-ship for the naval liospi-

tal corps which must in time be established. It is be-

lieved that such a vessel, with a competent corps of

surgeons and attendants on board, could render in-

valuable service, and by carrying the Geneva Cross

would have liberty of action and be respected by all

civilized nations as on humane service. In fact such

a hospital ship, which illustrates in its equipment the

progress that has been made during the last decade in

military hygiene, has recently been fitted out by the

English Government for service with the Ashantee

Expedition. The upper and main decks are fitteii up

as wards, which are beautifully light and airy. The

operatiug-room, on the upper deck, contains all appli-

ances for carrying out operations under antiseptic pre-

cautions. There is a complete laundry and drying-

room, filters and condensers; and no expense has been

spared, nor anything omitted which experience could

suggest to promote the welfare of the sick and

wounded. The fact that the nursing is in the hands

of "sisters," gives assurance that the hospital ship will

be so administered as to afford the same degree of

comfort and the same opportunity for recovery as the

hospitals on laud.

A bill for the organization of a hospital corps for

the navy has been prepared and will be submitted at

an early date. The general plan proposes a naval

hospital corps consisting of men enlisted for that

special duty and instructed from the beginning at pre-

paratory schools for nurses, to be established at all

naval hospitals, in order to qualify them for hospital

work ashore and afioat. It is believed that with

proper incentive for promotion, regulated pay, and the

benefit of such retiring laws as may be passed for en-

listed men in the navy after continuous and faithful

service, that a class of young men far above the aver-

age will be attracted to the service, and that the navy

will be provided iu the course of time with a really

efficient organization for the care of the sick and

wounded.

The bay man of the present day is an enlisted man
detailed at the doctor's request for duty as orderly in

the sick bay. He usually does his best, and often that

is very good, but it is not always possible to find

among the crew a man who is at all fitted for such

duty.

The Surgeon-General contributes an article on the

relationship of naval architecture to sanitation, which

is quite interesting. He believes that much more

anxiety has been exhibited in preserving arms from

rusting and cordage from rotting than iu considera-

tions affecting the health of the crews, but improve-

ments primarily intended for the improvement of the

vessel itself result in advantage to the sanitary condi-

tion of the men. The old ships were built of wood,

and had holds of great depth. The lowest part of the

ship was therefore dark and unventilated ; and, as the

bottoms of vessels of war were not coppered until

1779, they always contained some water. Here was

always carried a certain amount of sand or earthy

substance for ballast. This retained putrescent mat-

ters, and was a source of disagreeable odors and dis-

ease. For years the air in this part of the ship was

so foul as to stifle men before they could be drawn up

;

next to drowning the most commou accident peculiar

to a life at sea was suffocation from foul air. All

water was carried in casks stored in the hold, where

the lack of ventilation and the presence of decompos-

ing material and moisture caused more or less decay

in the stores. The decay of water casks on long

voyages caused the utmost distress, and water carried

iu imperfect casks and exposed for months to vitiated

atmosphere caused disease and death. The improve-

ment in the storage of drinking-water, with the accom-

panying changes, caused a marked diminution in the

prevalence of continued fevers.

It was also about this time that glass bull's-eyes

were inserted in the decks and ports and diminished

the use of candles, and thus lessened the consumption

of oxygen between decks. Certain other changes pro-

moting dryness, ventilation, and cleanliness, caused a

further rapid decrease iu sickness. The introduction

of steam on vessels of war was ultimately destined to

exert a marked influence on the prevalence of intesti-

nal disorders. During the whole period of sailing ves-

sels, and on steam vessels before the use of distilled

water became general, it was not unusual for a large

number of the crew to be attacked with diarrhea or

dysentery shortly after a supply of water had been

obtained from the shore. Sixty cases of acute dysen-

tery appeared in one day on the Swatara after filling

the tanks at Norfolk with water from Lake Drum-

mond ; but the disease disappeared rapidly after the

distiller was employed.

The substitution of metal for wood brought about

other beneficial changes. Wood is full of cracks for the

accumulation of filth, and itself decays, while iron rusts

— a difference which has an important bearing on air

pollution and infection. The construction of such ves-

sels as the Monitor compelled the introduction of arti-

ficial ventilation.

With all these changes there appears at least a

promise of the abolition of the conditions necessary

for the existence of many diseases which have long

been considered a necessary curse of the human race

on shipboard.
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MEDICAL NOTES.

Anti-Cholera Serum.— It is reported that Dr.

Behriog has discovered an anti-cholera serum which

he has proved to be efficacious.

The Risks of Anesthesia.— It is stated that 61

deaths have occurred during the past year in Great

Britain and Ireland, 52 of which were from the admin-

istration of chloroform.

A Female Master in Surgery.— Miss Louisa

Aldrich Blake, who is curator of the Anatomical

Museum at the Royal Free Hospital, London, is the

first woman to win the title of Master in Surgery of

the University of London.

" Teratologia " Discontinued.— That curious

quarterly, Teratologia, has been discontinued for lack

of subscribers. All interested in quaint and curious

monsters should rally to the support of this interest-

ing journal, which certainly was unique in medical

literature.

The Cuban Revolution and Medical Jour-

nalism.— Despite the troublous times in Cuba of

which our newspapers advise us, the Havana medical

journals continue their dignified course, publisbiug

their scientific papers and reports of cases. Up to the

present time, at least, they have shown no signs of

perturbation from the dangers of insurgent invasion of

their sanctums.

boston and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston.— Dur-

ing the week ending at noon, February 12, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease

:

diphtheria, 105, scarlet fever, 21, measles, 24, typhoid

fever, 5.

The Proposed Compulsory Use of a Secret
Remedy in a State Hospital.— We call the at-

tention of our readers to the resolution of the Council-

lors of the Massachusetts Medical Society, published

on page 173 of the Journal, and suggest that mem-
bers of the Society throughout the State exert any in-

fluence they may have with members of the Legisla-

ture against the enactment of a law compelling the

use of secret medicines in a State hospital.

The Boston City Hospital Club.— The seventh

annual meeting and dinner of the Club was held at

Young's Hotel on February 5, 1896. Dr. J. F. A.

Adams of Pittsfield, the President of the Club, pre-

sided, and the following officers were elected for the

ensuing year : President, Dr. F. W. Draper, of Bos-

ton ; Vice-President, Dr. C. W. Haddock, of Beverly,

Mass. ; Secretary, Dr. Paul Thorndike, of Boston

;

Treasurer, Dr. J. E. Goldthwait, of Boston ; Member
of the Executive Committee Dr. G. F. Jelly, of Bos-

ton. Twenty new members were elected to the Club,

and Dr. G. H. M. Rowe was unanimously elected an

honorary member. The guests at the dinner, at

which about one hundred members attended, were Dr.

F. K. Paddock of Pittsfield, President of the Massa-

chusetts Medical Society ; Mr. A. Shuman, President

of the Board of Trustees of the Hospital ; Dr. A. L.

Mason, Dr. D. F. Lincoln, one of the first house-

ofiicers of the hospital, and Dr. F. S. Watson. After

dinner Dr. Paddock made a brief address, and Mr.
Shuman gave an interesting resume of the organiza-

tion and work of the Board of Trustees, and of the

general development of the hospital during late years.

Dr. C. J. Blake presented the Club with a ladle for

the loving-cup previously presented by him. Dr. J. H.

McCollom gave an account of the working of the new
South Department for contagious diseases, and gave

figures showing the great improvement which the

antitoxin treatment was making in the mortality

statistics of diphtheria. The Lyman Prize for this

year was then awarded to Dr. G. B. Henshaw, of

Cambridge, for a paper entitled "The Treatment of

Typhoid Fever by the Typhoid-Thymus Extract."

In announcing the above award it was also stated that

the judges had decided (1) that for the future the

amount should be awarded to one paper, and that only

one prize should be given each year ; (2) that the

prize would in future be open to competition to any

one not more than five years out of the hospital, in-

stead of three years, as in the past. Addresses were

also made by Drs. Geo. W. Gay and W. P. Bolles,

and the evening closed about 10 P. m. with a few re-

marks by Dr. F. W. Draper, the new President of the

Club.

NEW YORK.

Death of Dr. Wm. T. J. McLaughlin.— Dr.

Wm. T. J. McLaughlin, a veterinarian employed as

an inspector of live cattle at the stock yards and abat-

toir in Jersey City, died in New York of acute tuber-

culosis. He was personally firmly of the opinion that

he contracted the disease from contact with tuber-

culous animals in the performance of his duties, but

Dr. Stephen G. Cook, of the Board of Police Sur-

geons, who attended him in the latter part of his ill-

ness, regarded this as a matter of speculation. Dr.

Hermann M. Biggs, to whom the case was referred

for an opinion, states that it is improbable that Dr.

McLaughlin contracted the disease in the manner be-

lieved by him. " To have received the bacilli directly

from flesh or contact," he said, " it must necessarily

have been through a wound. Unless the history of

his case shows that he so contracted the trouble, I

should infer that he took the disease in the ordinary

way— through inhalation of the germs."

Death of Dr. Isaac H. Barber.— Dr. Isaac H.
Barber, a prominent physician of Brooklyn, died at

his home in that city on February 5th. He was born
in Florida, N. Y., in 1851, and was a graduate of the

College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York.

Reduction in Mortality.— Since the week end-

ing January 26th, when the number of deaths reported

was 862, there has been a gratifying reduction in the

mortality of the city. In the week ending February

8tb, notwithstanding the most inclement weather of
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the winter thus far, there were ouly 772 deaths, which

ie much below tlie average at this season of the year.

Measles coiitiDues to be the most prevalent of the

zymotic diseases ; over five hundred cases being re-

ported, with a mortality of 32, an increase of 11.

The deaths from scarlet fever decreased from 23 to 13,

and those from diphtheria from 48 to 35. While the

mortality from pneumonia increased from 125 to 133,

that from consumption decreased from 116 to 87.

There were only 5 deaths from typhoid fever.

The Cure of Rhf.dmatism by Elhctricitt.—
An employee of the Flatbush Jilectrical Works who
recently successfully withstood the shock of a current

of two thousand volts, to which his body was ac-

cidentally subjected, claims that the unexpected elec-

trical treatment has cured him of rheumatism, from

which he had long been a sufferer ; and he expresses

his willingness to risk another similar shock in case

his pains should return.

THE ANTITOXIN TREATMENT OF DIPH-
THERIA AT THE BOSTON CITY HOSPITAL.

At the recent dinner of the Boston City Hospital

Club, Dr. J. H. McCollom gave an account of the re-

sults obtained in the department of that hospital for

contagious diseases, which is of more than passing in-

terest. He said, in part

:

" Since the department was opened ou August 31,

1895, 1,139 patients suffering from infectious diseases

have been admitted. There have been 120 deaths,

giving a percentage of 10. There have been 844
cases of diphtheria admitted, with 96 deaths, giving a

percentage of 11.

" All of these cases have been treated with antitoxin,

and the result is certainly remarkable. The lowest

death-rate in any of the foreign hospitals for infec-

tious diseases, has been 13 per cent., which shows that

the South De|iartment of the Hoston Lity Hospital

has reduced the death-rate to a lower percentage than

any other hospital in the world, so far as we can learn

from published reports.

"If we compare this death-rate from diphtheria, of

11 per cent, since the introduction of antitoxin, with

that of a death-rate iu the hospital of 40 per cent, be-

fore the introduction of antitoxin, there can be but

one opinion regarding the efficacy of the remedy.

The effect of antitoxin ou the operative cases has been

very marked. In the report of the Boston City Hos-
pital for the year ending January 31, 1895, before

antitoxin was generally used, there were 86 cases of

intubation, with 74 deaths, giving a percentage of 86.

In the South Department from August 30, 1895, to

February 1, 1896, there were 79 intubations, with 36
deaths, giving a percentage of 45, a diminution of

nearly one-half.

"The change in the appearance of diphtheria wards,

since the introduction of the use of antitoxin, has been

very marked. In making a visit one cannot help be-

ing struck with the bright and cheerful appearance of

the children. They seem to be perfectly contented,

except those of them who are too ill to realize any-

thing. As a rule, although for the first hour or two
after their admission, these children may be a little

homesick, they very soon get over this, and are per-

fectly contented. From personal investigation at

various times, at nearly every hour of the day and

night, I can testify that the nurses are kind to the

children, and attentive to their duties.

" From a study of the published accounts of the

various hospitals for infectious diseases, in different

parts of the world, it seems to me that Boston has the

best-equipped and best-constructed hospital for these

diseases of any city in the world."

Of the substantial benefits to the community of so

well equipped an institution for the treatment of con-

tagious disease, this record gives sufficient proof. The
successful results secured by the antitoxin treatment

have doubtless been emphasized by the faithful care,

skill, and constant presence of the resident physician

of the hospital and the superior general facilities

afforded him in his work by the equipment of the in-

stitution.

THE TREATMENT OF ABDOMINAL PTOSIS BY
LAPAROTOMY.

An extremely interesting account of a successful

operation for this rare and seldom recognized condi-

tion is given by Mr. Frederick Treves in the British

Medical Journal of January 4, 1896.

The disease consists of a relaxation of the abdomi-

nal wall and the supporting ligaments of the viscera, as

a result of which the principal organs are found to

have dropped below the normal level in the abdomen.
The disease is more frequently found in women, and
although uo definite causes have so far been found,

some attach etiological importance to repeated preg-

nancies, to undue exertion and to injuries. The trans-

verse colon, stomach, and small intestines, are drawn
below their normal line; the liver and kidneys de-

scend, become loose, and are described as floating.

General ill-health and depression result from this

condition, with a sense of weight and dragging in the

abdomen. There are gastric symptoms, vomiting,

pain and distress after food, from stretching and per-

haps compression of the pylorus and irregularity of

the bowels. The symptoms of movable kidney may,
of course, be present. Colic is often present, and a

condition of "neurasthenia" naturally often results.

These various symptoms are ofteu more or less re-

lieved by pressure upon the lower abdomen, or by
wearing a supporting belt. The case reported by Mr.
Treves is interesting from the fact that a definite cause

for the trouble was found and successfully removed.

The patient was a woman of twenty-two, who had
suffered for six years with somewhat indefinite ab-

dominal troubles, beginning acutely, but settling down
into almost constant abdominal pain and frequent

vomiting. The symptoms were found to be increased

by movement and by the erect position. Three years

before Mr. Treves saw her, the right kidney had been

found to be floating, and had been fixed in position by

sutures. The operation had been entirely successful,

and the symptoms to which the kidney had given rise

had vanished. General treatment had been faithfully

tried, many health-resorts visited, and the Weir
Mitchell treatment undergone without benefit. The
patient could not move about without a heavy and
cumbrous steel support.
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When the patient was examined in the recumbent
position the area of hepatic dulnees was normal, but

in the erect position the liver descended two inches.

The stomach and whole mass of the intestines ap-

peared to fall downwards. The left kidney could not

be felt. In the erect position there was much com-
plaint of pressure upon the bladder. Mr. Treves ad-

vised an abdominal section, partly for exploration and
partly to fix the liver in position.

On opening the abdomen it was found that the liver

could be dragged downward to quite a remarkable

degree. The stomach was lower than normal, and
was found to be pulled smartly downward by the great

omentum, which was rolled up into a hard and rigid

cord, and fixed to a mass of stony hardness in the

upper part of the right iliac region.

A second incision was made over this mass, which

was found to be a collection of old tubercular mesenteric

glands in the mesentery of the ileum. These were re-

moved. The adherent omentum was released, when
it was found that the stomach could be readily drawn
up. The spleen was very mobile, and the transverse

colon entirely below the level of the umbilicus.

The liver was raised to its normal level, and secured

in place by three stout silk sutures passed so as to in-

clude the round and falciform ligaments, and obtain-

ing their support from the fibrous structures of the

parietes by the side of the xiphoid cartilage.

The symptoms of ptosis and pressure on the bladder

disappeared ; the liver remained in place ; and the

patient was enabled to walk without discomfort and
without abdominal support.

It would certainly be interesting to know if in other

cases of abdominal ptosis there is any actual causative

lesion as in the instances related.

The importance of making examinations in such

cases in the erect position is evident, as in the recum
bent position, in this case, the liver returned to its nor-

mal position. As Mr. Treves remarks :
" Should the

condition be sought for, it may prove to be more
common than is supposed. In the next place it would
be desirable to ascertain if the mere dropping down of

the viscera must of necessity lead to the train of symp-
toms described at the commencement of this article, or

if it be not possible for a patient to exhibit a degree
of ptosis and yet be the subject of no troublesome
symptoms."

In the case of movable kidney, for instance, we
know that there are patients who are unconscious of

it, and who remain in perfect health. In those of a
neurotic type, however, the mobile kidney becomes a

focus of a number of indefinite and troublesome symp-
toms, and in still a third class of cases we have re-

peated attacks of genuine pain due to torsion of the

renal pedicle. These attacks may be extremely acute

in their onset, and as alarming as attacks of intestinal

strangulation. A reasonable inference from analogy
would be that general abdominal ptosis might be, at

least, as varied in its results as movable kidney.

An important fact emphasized by Mr. Treves's case

is this, that the number of cases of nervous hypochon-
driasis and the like, for which no anatomical basis can

be found, is constantly narrowing as our skill in physi-

cal diagnosis increases and our methods are perfected.

Especially in the relief of obscure abdominal symptoms
we have reason to hope for a brilliant future for sur-

gery. In the varied conditions known as intestinal

neurosis, Mr. Treves has obtained remarkable results

by operation, some of which are narrated in this same
paper, which is full of interest and will well repay
reading in the original.

MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS AND THE PERCEPTION
OF DISTANCE.

HiEAM M. Stanley writes to Science as follows on
this subject

:

" I do not know that the attention of psychologists

has been sufficiently called to the experience of

mountain climbers as bearing on the problem of the

perception of distance. Both Sir Martin Conway in

his recent book, 'The Alps from End to End,' and
M. Bonvalot in his book, ' Across Thibet,' have some
suggestive remarks of the same general tenor on this

subject, but I will quote only those of M. Bonvalot,

as they seem on the whole the most pertinent. Speak-
ing of the highlands of Thibet, he says

:

" ' It is difficult to imagine how hard it is to find one's

way among these highlands, where a man loses all

sense of perspective, his eye wandering over immense
spaces without seeing, at eiven distances, either trees,

houses, human beings, animals or edifices, the height of

which is known to him. It is by the incessant and
unconscious comparison of such objects as these that

he has learned to form an idea of distance. Here in

the desert we have in a few weeks lost this sense of

distance which we had gained by the experience of our
lifetime. All that one sees is so alike; one hill is

like another; according to the time of day a frozen

pool either sparkles in the sun or disappears, so that

one does not know whether it is large or small ; a

little bird fluttering its wings upon a clod of earth

looks like a wild animal which has been lying down
and is getting up ; a crow flying away with its prey in

the morning mist seems to be a gigantic condor carry-

ing off a lamb in its claws, while at sunset this same
crow, cleaning itself on the summit of a rock, looks

the size of a yak or a bear.'

" It is plain from this experience that M. Bonvalot
happened upon a new spatial world of size and dis-

tance, which he had to learn by a method of local

visual signs, just as in infancy he learned the space
world of the nursery room. It would be interesting

to inquire of such travellers the exact nature of the

signs they used in constructing the new space world."

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD,
For the week ending February Ist, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—

Baro- Tliermom-[ Relative
meter eter. humidity.

S ..26
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RECORD OF MORTALITY

Fob thb Wxek emdino Saiuboay, Febbuaby 1, 1896.
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THE HARVARD SUMMER SCHOOL OF PHYSI-
CAL TRAINING.'

Its Aims, its Methods and its Work.

by d. a, sargent, m.d.

In the year 1878 the writer opened a gymuasium
in New York City. The -uovelty of its equipment
and the peculiar method of instruction employed im-

mediately attracted attention. A year or two later he

was invited to introduce the same system of appa-

ratus and methods of physical training at the Hem-
enway Gymnasium at Harvard University. The mag-
uiticence of the building, the completeness of the

equipment, and the large number of students that at

ouce availed themselves of its advantages, naturally

attracted the attention of other institutions, and soon

there began to be a demand for a similar equipment

and for teachers familiar with the Harvard methods of

using it.

The nature of the regular curriculum at that time

did not readily lend itself to the preparation of in-

structors in physical training; so in the year 1887 the

writer opened a Summer School at the university for

the training of teachers in this much-neglected branch

of education. At first this was a private venture, but

it proved so successful that the corporation kindly

offered to relieve the director of any possibility of

financial embarrassment, and the school was estab-

lished with others as a summer department of instruc-

tion under the auspices of the university.

To a brief consideration of the aims, methods and
work of this school your attention is respectfully in-

vited.

The aims of physical training, as at present under-

stood, may be included under four general heads : (1)

Hygienic, (2) Educative, (3) Recreative, (4) Reme-
dial.

In the scheme which I have adopted, the hygienic

aims of physical training have been placed first— for

the topics included under the head of Hygiene have to

do with one's self-preservation and personal well-being,

and must necessarily influence all other aims and mo-
tives. Thus it would be difficult to conceive how any

system of physical training could be truly educative,

recreative or remedial which was not also hygienic.

The aims of physical training from thi? point of

view embrace a consideration of the normal propor-

tions of the individual of different races and types in

order to determine normal growth and development

;

a consideration of the anatomical structure of the

body and the physiological functions of its various

organs, and a study of the ordinary agents of health,

such as exercise, diet, sleep, air, bathing and clothing.

Indirectly the question of climate, occupation, nurture,

history, temperament, and inheritance must also be

studied in order to determine their probable influence

upon the individual.

In my opinion it is not only the business of the

physician and the physical director but even of the

school teacher to know the range of these modifiable

agents and conditions, and how to influence them
towards the maintenance of health and the prolongation

of life.

Head before the Boston Society for Medical Improvemest, No-
vember 18, 1895.

Over half the misery and suffering endured by man-

kind at the present day is occasioned by a failure to

observe the simplest laws of hygiene, so simple, so

trite, that we almost smile when they are mentioned,

and yet our whole system of education completely

ignores the practical teachings of this important sci-

ence. I say practical teaching, for I care not how
manv lectures are given or lessons recited on this sub-

ject of hygiene, unless the instruction is applied but

little good will result to the individual in the way of

organic change and personal improvement. Thor-

oughly imbued with this idea one of the first things

that we try to inculcate in the minds of our Summer
School pupils is that they must go through the physi-

cal training, and experience the results in their own
person of correct habits of living. Although the ma-

terial that comes to the school is not selected, those

who have seeu their performances after five weeks'

training will bear witness to the remarkable vigor and

powers of endurance displayed. This may be attribu-

ted largely to the alternate periods of mental and

physical activity with which the course is interspersed,

there being in all four hours of mental work, mostly

in the way of lectures and demonstrations, and four

hours of physical work in learning and practising the

various exercises. The physical exercises are followed

by a cool bath and a more or less vigorous rubbing

down which give the pupils a keen appetite for plain,

wholesome food, and a desire for rest. The com-

fortable sense of general weariness and fatigue that

follows this general activity of body and mind as night

approaches, is sure to allure one early to bed and to

invite sound sleep.

As a consequence of this regular, hygienic life

most of the Summer School pupils, though somewhat
wearied with their year's work, actually improve in

physical condition during their five or six weeks'

course.

Thus far I have spoken of the hygienic aims of physi-

cal training as illustrated by the lives of the pupils them-

selves. The educative aims of the work, though not

opposed to the hygienic aims, must assume a con-

siderable degree of health as a basis for the cultivation

of the special powers of both mind and body. This is

implied in acquiring the diflicult arts of fencing, box-

ing, wrestling or horsemanship ; in learning to skate,

swim, dance or ride a bicycle, in playing ball, learning

to row, in practising with a rifie or in struggling to

accomplish any of the numerous feats familiar to the

gymnasium and the athletic field.

All games of skill and dexterity, all accomplish-

ments, so-called, involve the training of the special

senses and the brain and central nervous system, as

much as they do the muscular system, consequently

where the educative aims are pushed too far and the

hygienic aims neglected, the individual draws heavily

upon the same supply of nerve force which sustains

him in his mental pursuits, and by thus burning the

candle at both ends is likely to break down from ner-

vous exhaustion. The familiar collapse that occurs to

a certain class of men in training is an illustration in

point. The aim should be in this case to maintain a

proper balance between the mental and physical forces,

which should be the object in view in practising recre-

ative exercises.

The prominent part which recreative games, so

called, are now playing in our systems of physical

training leads us to ask just what recreation really
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means. Etymological ly considered, "creation means
a forming, and re-creation means forming anew ; and
when applied to the body re-creation is simply a reno-

vation of the vital energies." Recreation is therefore,

or ought to be, not a pastime, entered upon merely for

the sake of the pleasure which it affords, but an act of

duty undertaken for the sake of the subsequent power
which it generates and tbe subsequent profit which it

insures. Recreation, therefore, may be defined as

that which, with the least expenditure of time, renders

the exhausted energies most fitted to resume their

work. Assuming that the pursuit of knowledge and
disciplining of the mind is the student's work, the

vigor with which he returns to his task and the ease

with which he accomplishes it, measures in a practical

way, the value of his recreation.

Most games are played at the outset for the fun, or
enjoyment or recuperative power there is supposed to

be in them ; but if they are played so long and hard

as to become exhausting, they are certainly not recre-

ative. The absurdity of this claim may be brought to

miiid, when it is realized that college athletes, and
sometimes a whole crew or foot-ball eleven, are not in-

frequently obliged to leave college temporarily, to rest

and recuperate from the effect of their " recreation."

During an active campaign at foot-ball, most of the

participants probably expend more nervous energy
upon this one sport than upon all of their courses

combined. This assertion is not made as an argument
against the noble game, but simply as a plea for a

more liberal indulgence in milder forms of mental
pursuits as a means of affording the players a little

more recreation.

The primary aim in every recreative exercise should

be to secure a frequent change of organic activity, not
only such as is realized in going from work to play,

but even a frequent change in the kind and variety of

play-

The remedial aims of physical training are usually

comprehended in the efforts to restore disturbed func-

tions and correct physical defects and deformities.

Thus attempts are made to improve the respiration by
strengthening the lungs, and adding to their volumet-
ric capacity ; to tone up the action of the heart, or

allay its irritability, and improve the general circula-

tion ; and to aid the stomach in the performance of its

office and assist the power of digestion. In aiming to

imf)rove the functional capacity of these important
organs, the general nutrition of the whole body is in-

creased, and the individual is elevated to a higher plain

of living. The strengthening of weak parts, the

straightening of crooked limbs and curved spines, and
the corrections of malformations of the chest and other
acquired deformities are all included under tbe re-

medial aims of physical training.

The means employed in our physical training school

for effecting these different aims are many and vari-

ous, but may be grouped in general terms under six

heads: (1) Gymnastics, (2) Athletic Sports, (3) Plays
and Games, (4) Free Movements, (5) Developing
Appliances, (6) Medical Gymnastics and Massage.

Gymnastics, as now practised may be divided into

two groups, light gymnastics and heavy gymnastics.
Under the head of light gymnastics are included such
exercises as are performed with light pieces of port-

able apparatus which can be held in the hands, and
moved around the body, such as dumb-bells, Indian

j

clubs, wands, baud-rings, single sticks, balls, etc. I

Heavy gymnastics are usually included under tbe bead
of such exercises as are performed upon fixed or

heavy appliances where the weight of the body is

supported and made to move up and down or revolve

about the apparatus by aid of the hands, arms or legs.

The appliances for these exercises are known as hori-

zontal and parallel bars, ladders, vaulting horses and
suspended ropes, poles, rings, swings and trapeze bars,

of numerous varieties and patterns. Under this head
might also be grouped the .formation of pyramids, and
the different varieties of posturing and tumbling which
are familiarly known by the term acrobatics.

The exercises which are now classified under the

bead of athletic sports comprise those which are pe-

culiar to the race-course, or running-track, and those

which are performed in the open field. In the former
are included the various events in running, hurdling

and bicycling, and in the latter such exercises as jump-
ing, pole-vaulting, weight-throwing, etc. If we in-

clude under the head of athletics all of the competitive

exercises presided over by the Athletic Union, the list

should be made to include boxing, wrestling, fencing,

swimming, skating, etc.

In the popular mind, base-ball, foot-ball and rowing
are included under the general term of athletics ; but

for educational purposes it is better to group base-ball

and foot-ball, with cricket, tennis, golf and La-Crosse
under the head of games. As these games are played,

however, at the present time, they are games of skill

which (excepting golf) presuppose serious work, or

hard and careful preparatory training. There is an
element wanting, especially for children or hard-

worked students that is found in another class of games
which may be well termed plays.

The plays include the different forms of tag with

which we are all familiar, the " scratch ' races and im-

promptu contests of one kind or another like the old-

fashioned foot-bail games, and the gymnastic games
which are often introduced to relieve the monotony of

routine work in the school-room, drill-hall or gymna-
sium. The games of basket-ball, battle-ball, three

deep, over tbe line, pin-polo, hole-ball and pass-ball

were invented to serve this purpose.

Under the head of free movements are classified and
taught a large variety of exercises which are done
without apparatus. The milder forms of these ex-

ercises may be termed devitalizing or relaxing move-
ments, calisthenics or esthetic movements ; and tbe

severer forms, Swedish free movements, free ex-

ercises, various forms of dancing and dancing calisthen-

ics.

The developing appliances with which most gymna-
siums are now so well equipped consist of chest

weights, chest expanders, quarter circles, inclined

planes, rowing machines, etc., to the number of fifty

or more. As the name implies, these different pieces

of apparatus are used as a means of developing the

different muscles of the body. The essential features

of the developing appliances are a pulley contrivance

which enables the instructor to prescribe resistance

from any direction, and the capacity for adjustment
which enables him to adapt the apparatus to the

strength of tbe strong or the weakness of the weak.

The adjustable features of this apparatus render it

very serviceable in the treatment of delicate individu-

als, or what we term special cases.

The Zander machines constitute the outfit which is

used most frequently in the hospitals and sanitariums
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of Europe in administering the so-called medical

gymnastics. Many of these appliances are attached

by belts to the fly-wheel of an engine, and all the pa-

tient has to do is,to seat himself at the apparatus and
the steam engine does the rest. By communicating
to the system a succession of quick vibrations or os-

cillations, rapid tissue changes are produced, and the

vital organs are often stimulated to greater activity.

As a powerful adjunct to be employed in connection

with passive or resistive movements for various pur-

poses we must class massage. The training of the

gymnasium teacher is incomplete without a knowledge
of this important art.

In order that these several means or agencies for

physical training may be beneficial they must be used

judiciously and with some knowledge as to their phy-

siological, therapeutical, and specific effects. All of

the precautions that are necessary in prescribing other

agents of the materia medica must be observed in ad-

ministering those that 1 have mentioned.

The question of kind and combination of exercises,

form and time of administering, dosage, the interval

between doses, individual peculiarities, idiosyncrasies,

habits, temperaments, incompatibilities and variations

for the different sexes and for children and adults, all

must be taken into consideration by the teacher who
would excel in this work.

Just why the same exercise effects different persons

differently, or why the same exercise agrees with a

person at one time and not at another, or why a differ-

ence in manner, method, form and environment should

so affect the value of any exercise to the same person,

are matters concerning which we have very little

definite knowledge. For want of this exact knowl-

edge we can recommend but few specifics for in-

dividual cases. But we do know that certain exer-

cises done in a certain manner under certain condi-

tions may produce special action on the nervous system,

or on the secretions, or the blood, or that they may be

made to act topically.

Without going deeply into the physiology of the

subject, and attempting to state how certain results

are produced, which is an unsafe procedure in the

present state of the science, we may safely settle upon
certain general principles that will guide us in making
an intelligent selection of exercises for hygienic, edu-

cative, recreative or disciplinary purposes.

As a general rule in all exercises the qualities at

first required are the qualities at length developed. If

they require quickness, quickness will be the result; if

they tax the strength, increased strength will follow ;

if they require endurance, improvement in this direc-

tion will come with practice.

Thus exercises are divided into those tending to give

general strength, like the handling of heavy weights,

as in hammer-throwing, and putting the shot; those

tending to give local strength, as chest weights, iron

dumb-bells, Indian clubs, and exercises on the heavy
gymnastic apparatus ; those tending to give quickness,

as running, jumping, hand-ball and tennis. Exercises
requiring a high degree of skill, as in balancing, ad-

vanced work with the Indian club, and the different

feats of juggling with balls, wands, clubs, etc. ; exer-

cises of alertness, such as boxing, fencing, wrestling,

baseball, etc. Exercises of endurance, as distance
running, rowing, swimming, mountain-climbing, etc.

Exercises requiring concentrated attention and varied
responses to commands, as military tactics, Swedish

gymnastics and many calisthenic drills. Exercises

which tend to make one supple and graceful, as the

different varieties of dancing and esthetic movements
;

or courageous and daring as in foot-ball, swimming
and some of the forms of heavy gymnastics.

Then again, some of these exercises may be done in

such a way as to produce different effects from those I

have named, and some may be even so executed as to

enable one to realize nearly all of the results men-
tioned.

The examinations of men distinguished for great

skill, strength or endurance, and inquiries into the

physical characteristics of different types of athletes

has given us valuable information as to the tendencies

of certain exercises to produce certain specific results.

We can safely say that all exercise tends to improve
the organism in some way, and to develop different

traits, qualities and characteristics through their effect

upon the muscles, lungs, heart, brain and general
nervous system.

It is possible to make such a selection of exercises

as will greatly improve the nutrition and consequently
the physical condition of these important parts of the

body and thus re-invigorate the whole organism. In
order to accomplish this desirable object it is important
for the physical instructor to acquire as much knowl-
edge as possible about the normal condition of the be-

ing who is expected to react under the influence of

this physical training. Therefore the question of

diagnosis, not necessarily in the medical sense, but
with a nice regard for the significance of those slight

variations from the normal in the action of the heart,

lungs, and nervous system, iu the tone of the muscles,

and the condition of the skin and special senses, is a
matter of the greatest importance. Not that the in-

structor is expected to treat these premonitory symp-
toms of failing health, but that he may give his pupils

the benefit of the doubt and advise them to consult a
practising physician, who may then be able to exer-

cise what in my opinion should be his highest preroga-
tive, and actually prevent disease.

In referring to my own experiences in Cambridge I

cannot help thinking that one of the best services I
have rendered to the university has been in refusing

certificates of fitness to many aspiring candidates to

the athletic teams whose zeal for the sport was greatly

in excess of their abilities. This is not exactly a
pleasant way of spending one's time, and may lead to

conclusions from which neither honor, preferment nor
popularity naturally arise; but there are considerations

that some of us have learned to prize more highly.

It is right in this connection that I wish to consider
for a moment some of the duties and responsibilities

of the teachers of physical training, for it devolves
upon those of us who prepare men for these positions
" to show them the way wherein they must walk and
the work that they mu-t do."

The position of instructor or director in physical
training in our American colleges today is a peculiar

one. The young men holding these positions are
for the most part college graduates and in many
cases graduates from medical schools. They have
imbibed from these institutions the principles of

ethics, the theories of education and development, and
a knowledge of the structure and function of the

human organism. They have sought to apply these

principles to the advancement of physical education.

Curiously enough the opposition they have met with
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comes liirjjely from the very class of meu whose teach-

ings ami theories these physical iustructors are trying

to put into practice.

Our hest educators tell us that the grand aim of

education to-day is to develop power,— but our medi-

cal instructors teach us that " Power when applied to

the brain depends upon change, and change upon cir-

culation ; the lungs and heart are therefore immedi-

ately involved.
" To high and sustained mental power, ample lungs

and a vigorous heart are essential. And these organs,

again, fall back upon the digestive apparatus, which,

if feeble, may impair the capacity of a good heart,

sound lungs, and a well-constituted brain. Digestion,

and even the caprice of appetite, thus stand in direct

dynamic relation to intellectual results."

If a young man learns these facts from a book and

recites them to an instructor he is given credit for his

intelligence, but if this knowledge kindles within him

a desire to realize in his own person this increase of

energy and power, and he goes to work conscientiously

and perseveringly to accomplish this object he does

not receive the slightest recognition from his college

instructors for his noble efforts. The moral of this

teaching is, if a man knows what he ought to do he is

a wise man, if he does what he knows he ought to do

he may be a wiser man, but his intelligence is of such

a nature as not to be worthy of approval because what

he does cannot be measured in terms that are familiar

to the Faculty.

This iudiffereuce on the part of many of our col-

leges as to the physical condition of the great mass of

students might be borne with greater toleration were

it not for the excessive zeal and exaggerated interest

displayed over the performances of a few picked

athletes.

If we did not know of the benefits of vigorous

physical training, if we were ignorant of the increased

power and energy that results from systematic prac-

tice of physical exercises, the students of our two

largest universities might well afford to expend a hun-

dred thousand dollars a year in calling the attention of

the community to this valuable information. But

when we consider that the general results of physical

training have been known to the world for the past

three thousand years, it does seem a little inconsistent

and strangely at variance with the pretentions of learn-

ing if not with the dictates of common-sense, that the

largest, strongest and hardiest men in our collegiate

institutions sliould be chosen to receive a vigorous

body building in the practice of athietics, while the

great mass of students who really need this training to

fit them for iheir'life's work find no worthy motive for

physical action, and little interest manifested in their

behalf.

I trust 1 may be pardoned for speaking feelingly

upon this subject, but in the discharge of my duties as

physical examiner of the young men who come to

Harvard, the weakness and physical deficiencies of the

majority have become so impressed upon me, that I

should be false to my trust if I did not make some ap-

peal for them.

A few years ago I had a statue constructed that

represented the typical American student. His height

was 5 feet, 7.7 inches, and his weight 139.5 pounds.

Persons who had based their juilgmeut of the typical

student upon the splendid specimens that often appear

(uudraped) upon the floats of our boat-l.ouses, and

athletic fields, or who had formed their ideals of the

human figure by the study of the classic statues, were
not slow to criticize the meagre development of trunks

and limbs exhibited by my composite statue. But
when I tell you that fifty per cent, of all the students

examined, had measurements below those accepted for

the statue you will be prepared to believe that there

is at the present time a marked difference between
vrhat actually exists and realizable ideals in physical

development.

Under our present regime those who most need

physical training do not get it, while those who do not

need it, often get more of it than they want.

I know of no better way of putting this subject on a

rational basis than by checking excessive devotion to

it on one side, and stimulating more attention to it on
the other. The inevitable result of competition carried

too far seems likely to work its own remedy in the first

case if it does not actually kill the patient; but there

is greater need of fostering care in the second.

Inasmuch as it is the scholarly men who will suffer

the most for want of physical stamina, and as the

scholarly men are frequently deterred from taking

regular physical exercise for fear of lowering their

college standing, I think it behooves the authorities to

recognize in some way the well-meaning attempts and
conscientious endeavors of this class of students to im-

prove their physical condition, and encourage them to

cultivate the body as an aid, and not to consider it as

a hindrance, to the development of the brain. If ten

per cent, of the students in our largest universities can

carry their athletics and social propensities to excess,

and still do intellectual work enough to entitle them
to a degree, it is hardly just to infer that the remain-

ing ninety per cent, would be less likely to attain as

high a standard of scholarship if they were induced to

take physical exercise enough to keep them in good

working condition.

I maintain that the only rational method that will

enable us to accomplish this desirable object is by

placing mental and physical exercises on the same
plane, and by rewarding every honest and faithful at-

tempt towards physical improvement by the same
recognition that we bestow upon the efforts to im-

prove the mind.

In order to calm the fears of those who think the

cause of true learning would be injured by such an in-

novation, it may be said that most of the colleges in

New England now have required physical exercises ;

in many others it is necessary to attend a certain num-

ber of physical exercises before obtaining a degree;

and in a few institutions, notably Bowdoin College,

the University of Wisconsin, and the Leiand Stanford

University, the exercises in the gymnasium count as a

part of the work required for a degree. I regret to

say that the institutions that have not taken some step

in this direction have followed the system which Har-

vard practises in term-time, rather than the method
practised and advocated at her Summer School of

Physical Training.

The practical working of this school can best be

comprehended by a visit to the Hemenway Gymna-
sium during its summer session.

There is a formal lecture at nine o'clock bearing

upon the physiology, philosophy or hygiene of physi-

cal training.

At ten o'clock there is a practical talk or demon-

stration in applied anatomy and animal mechanics or a
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special lecture on testing the senses, spinal curvature,

the relation of body and mind, massage and kindred

subjects of great importance to the teacher of physical

training.

At eleven o'clock the practical vrork of the gymna-
sium begins with a general class exercise with dumb-
bells, Indian clubs, wands, etc., in which the greater

portion of the school participates. After the first ex-

ercise, the class is broken up into small divisions or

squads which follow some special line of instruction

for twenty-minute periods on the apparatus with Ger-
man or Swedish gymnastics, or in fencing, boxing,

wrestling and tumbling for the men. and in some of

the numerous forms of light gymnastics and calisthen-

ics for the women until one o'clock. At half-past two
the class assembles again for another lecture ou an-

thropometry, physical diagnosis, or first aid to the

injured.

At half-past three, the men of the class attend a

thirty-minutes talk on athletics and the different meth-

ods of training, and then go directly to the held and
track where the various athletic events are taught and
practised until five o'clock. During this period, the

women as a class are devoting their attention to danc-

ing, calisthenics and the so called esthetic movements
or gymnastics.

Throughout the afternoon, small squads under their

respective leaders or teachers are practising measur-

ing, plotting charts, copying notes, learning the use of

the developing appliances, swimming, hurdling, bicy-

cling or playing cricket, base-ball and other sports and
games.

For special lectures, we have been favored by Drs.

Bowditcli, Blake, Dwight, Bradford and Standisli of

the Harvard Medical School, Dr. Coles, superinten-

dent of the McLean Asylum, Dr. Channing, Dr.

Webber, Dr. Brackett, Dr. G. W. Fitz and other

specialists.

The practical instruction in gymnastics and athletics

has been given by the instructors in these branches at

Harvard aided by numerous teachers and assistants

from other institutions who have been trained in the

Harvard methods in some previous Summer School.

Last summer the list of instructors, including special

lecturers and assistants, contained thirty-two persons.

Since the school was opened, in 1887, we have had

684 different pupils, 206 of whom were men and 378
women; 225 have come from New England, 192 from

the Middle Eastern States, 24 from the South Flastern

States, 111 from the Middle or Central States, 19

from the extreme Western and Pacific Slope, 13 from

England and the Provinces. In all, 43 different

States and countries have been represented.

These pupils are for the most part engaged in teach-

ing gymnastics or athletics in schools, colleges, univer-

sities, athletic clubs. Christian associations, sanitari-

ums, hospitals and asylums all over the country. For
instance, all of the colleges in New England, both for

men and for women that give serious attention to this

subject, excepting Amherst, have had instructors who
have attended our course at Harvard or been uuiler

the personal instruction of the director at some other

institution. And even the department of physical

training at Amherst is presided over by a graduate of

the Harvard Medical School who has supplemented
his fine system of class-drills by the Harvard method
of individual exercises and personal measurements.

In addition to the gymnastic teachers, we have had

several army officers, school superintendents and princi-

pals, instructors and college professors in other depart-

ments, and many persons who have taken the course

for their own personal improvement.
Contrary to the commonly accepted opinion, the

pupils who attend our summer schools are not of the

light and frivolous variety, who are in search of a short

road to pecuniary success, or who are bent upon
pleasure and enjoyment. As one might naturally

infer, the majority of our summer pupils, who
give up their hot-weather vacations, and groan and
sweat five weeks under the commands of a task-

master, in order that they may improve them-
selves and be better prepared to teach their chosen
specialty, must have something in their make-up that

is worthy of cultivation. No one expects a person to

learn as much in five weeks as he would in as many
years, but he can at least discover what he wants to

learn, and carry away enough in his note books to

keep him busy in elaborating and developing for a

good many months.

When our cities and institutions offer sufficient pe-

cuniary inducements, and open up an honorable life

career to physical educators, there will be plenty of

young men and young women ready to prepare them-
selves for the highest duties of this new profession.

In fact, this is the kind of " professionalism " in ath-

letics that needs to be encouraged. We want more
instructors in all branches of this important work.
In point of differentiation or division of labor this pro-

fession has already outgrown the capacity of any
single individual. As no man can hope to be a col-

lege graduate, a medical graduate, a practising phy-
sician, a fine athlete and a first-class gymnast and have
all the special training in theory and practice that is

necessary to enable him to excel as a teacher, it be-

comes vitally essential in order to cover the whole
field of physical education — which I maintain should

be as broad and liberal as any other— that all

branches of this work should be represented by special-

ists and that there should be the closest bonds of sym-
pathy between them.

One of the first lessons that we endeavor to im-
press upon the minds of our Summer School pupils is

the limitations of their work and the desirability of

putting themselves in communication and concord with
a few trustworthy physicians in the neighborhood in

which they are engaged.
I emphasize the necessity of their selecting good

physicians for after an instructor has received a cer-

tificate from one medical practitioner stating in his

opinion Mr. A.'s health is too feeble for him to attend
chapel, and from another practitioner maintaining that

he thinks Mr. A. a fit candidate for bis college crew,
the impression is apt to linger that some physicians

grant certificates that are more in accordance with the

desires of the patient than they are with the facts in

evidence.

According to our present custom, few persons con-
sult a physician unless they are ill or think themselves
so, consequently but few physicians become thoroughly
acquainted with those varying stages of physiological

activity which distinguish a man in tolerable good
health from one in that state of supreme physical vigor

which in sporting terms is called "condition." In my
opinion, this state of vital perfection, so-called, is

rarely attained, and in the efforts to realize it many
men are really put out of condition to meet the extra
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ordinary demands which are often made upon their

strength and endurance.

No one is quicker to recognize a falling off iu abil-

ity or a tendency to grow " stale " as it is termed, than

a skilful trainer who has his men under more or less

constant observation. Like an experienced horseman,

he may not know the physiological or pathological

condition of the animal, but he does know almost by
intuition when he is fit or not fit for the race-course.

In this respect, the physician, unless he has had a

similar experience may better leave these matters to

the judgment and discretion of the physical trainer.

Where the medical student can best apply his time

and energies is in increasing his knowledge of the

being to be trained, and in trying to enlighten the gen-

eral public as to the real significance of the term

education. According to our best thinkers, it is no

longer a matter of mere literary training. To quote

from Dr. Youmans : " Education is an affair of the

laws of our being, involving a wide range of consider-

ations, an affair of the air respired, its moisture, tem-

perature, density, purity and electrical state; an affair

of food, digestion, and nutrition ; of the quantity, qual-

ity and speed of the blood sent to the brain ; of cloth-

ing and exercise, fatigue and repose, health and dis-

ease, of variable volition and automatic nerve action ;

of fluctuating feeling, redundancy and exhaustion of

nerve power; an affair of light, color, sound, resis-

tance; of sensuous impressibility, temperament, family

history, constitutional predisposition, and unconscious

influence ; of material surroundings, and a host of

agencies which stamp themselves upon the plastic or-

ganisms, and reappear iu character ; in short, educa-

tion involves that complete acquaintance with cor-

poreal conditions which science alone can give."

In the bubbling, seething condition of education at

the present day, I know of nothing upon which true

progress is more dependent, than upon a realizing

sense of these important facts, and a just recognition

of the unity of the human organism, and the absolute

necessity of training mind-body and body-mind as the

essential parts of a perfect whole.

Descartes has well said :
" If it is possible to per-

fect mankind, the means of doing so will be found iu

the medical sciences. " In attempting to bring about

this " dual league " between mind and body as a

matter of education, no class in the community have
it within their power to do a nobler service for their

fellowmen than the medical students and the medical

practitioners.

SLIPPING PATELLA.'

BV K. 11. BUADFOUD, li.U.

This affection has received but little attention in

surgical literature, although it is not of great rarity

and may occasion a great deal of discomfort.

The following cases may serve as illustrations :

Ca8E I. A healthy girl of fourteen presented her-

self for advice with a slight effusion in the left knee.

She stated that a few weeks before, lier patella had

slipped to the side, had been replaced after twisting

the limb. Considerable pain had followed, and some
swelling at the knee, obliging her to remain quiet for

a few days. There was at the time of examination

) Preseuted hi the Aniiaftl Mevtiiis
AMociatioD, Ublcoco, September 17, IS

'if the AmoricaD Onliopeilii

slight effusion in the left knee, but nothing else could

be observed. The patella floated, owing to the pres-

ence of fluid iu the joint and could be pushed to either

side. A retention appliance was used, and massage
and electricity advised. Tlie treatment was carried

out faithfully, but in the subsequent history given,

there were occasional attacks of a similar nature, in

case the strap was laid aside or worn loosely. The
case was followed for twelve years. The knee became
gradually stronger and the patella, after the patient

grew to adult life, was dislocated but rarely, not

oftoner than once in a year. The retention appliance

was worn for a year and finally discarded. The limb
never, however, became as strong as the other, and
some muscular atrophy followed the use of the appli-

ance. The disability, however, was not sufficient to

cause more than a passing annoyance.
Case II. A young man of twenty dislocated his

patella while dancing and was brought to the hospi-

tal, where the patella was reduced under an anesthetic.

The subsequent history of the case is not known.
Case III. A woman of twenty-five, in poor health,

presented herself with the statement that she had for

years beeu annoyed by the occasional slipping of the

patella of both knees. The attacks did not occur
more frequently than once in a few months, and were
not followed by synovitis or effusion, but were suf-

ficiently annoying to interfere with her occupation,

that of a domestic, and gave her a sense of insecurity.

Case IV. A healthy young lady of twenty-two
complained of occasional attacks of slipping patella

of tbe left leg. The attacks were not sufficiently fre-

quent to cause her great annoyance, though they oc-

casioned a sense of insecurity.

Case V. A nurse (a woman of thirty-seven) had
suffered for years from a slipping patella. Nothing
could be discovered on examination of the knee ex-

cept a weakness of the extensor cruris muscles. The
patient was placed under the care of Dr. Douglas
Graham, who took charge of massage and muscular

development to the great benefit of the patient."

Case VI. A rapidly growing girl of thirteen suf-

fered great annoyance hy frequent attacks of slipping

of the patella of the right leg. These attacks were
accompanied by considerable pain, great distress ; and
although the deformity corrected itself in a few sec-

onds, it was accompanied by a sense of weakness and
disability, so great that the patient was in constant

apprehension. The patella was secured in place by
means of a supporting appliance, which has been

worn for three years. In addition to this, massage
and electricity have been employed. The patient has

gained in strength, and at present has been freed from

any attacks of slipping jialella for a year. The mus-

cles, however, of tiiat limb about the knee are smaller

than on the other side.

Case VII. A child of eight presented herself at

the hospital suffering from congenital dislocation of the

left hip for which she underwent Hoffa's operation.

On examination it was found that she was able to dis-

locate her right patella at will. This could be done

only when the leg was bent at the knee. It is accom-

panied by a slight twist of the tibia outward. No
pain was occasioned by this. The bony ridge on the

outer side of the articulating surface of the femur
with the patella could be distinctly felt as normally de-

veloped. The cliild was delicate and with feeble muscles.

' DouglaA Graham : Treatise ou Massage, page 279.
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The foregoing cases illustrate the fact that the affec-

tion is more common in girls and women than in men
or boys ; that the attacks of dislocation of the patella

are, as a rule, accompanied by little pain, but by a

great sense of discomfort. Although occasionally

some effusion follows an attack, this is by no means
constant. As a rule, the patella can be replaced by
the patient with proper movements of the limb, but

at times this is accompanied by pain. Sometimes an
anesthetic is necessary. Jn none of the instances here

mentioned was there any noticeable lengthening of

the ligamentum patalla; mentioned by Dr. Newton
Schaffer. After many attacks of dislocation, the

patient complained of a sense of insecurity in walk-

ing, which in severe cases may amount to a distressing

disability, limiting the patient's ability to walk or

engage in active occupation. The affection seems to

be due more to a lack of tonicity of the extensor

cruris muscles, especially of the lower fibres of the

vastus internus, and probably also a laxity of the

internal lateral ligaments, passing from the internal

condyle to the patella and connected closely with the

capsule. An examination of a large number of fe-

mora would suggest that an absence of the ridge

between the outer condyle and the articulating sur-

face for the patella on the anterior face of the femur
is not the cause of a slipping patella. The fact that

the accident takes place with a limb in a flexed posi-

tion rather than in a straight position is perhaps due
to the advantage which the fibres of the lower knee
of the vastus internus have when the limb is slightly

bent. If for any leason the lower fibres of the vas-

tus internus are weakened, or the ligaments are less

strong than normal, the patella could be pulled by
violent muscular exertion to the outer side. The fact

that the slipping is to the outside is perhaps due to

the greater strain which comes upon the ligaments on
the inner side from the habit of walking with the

foot slightly turned out, and from the frequency of

knock-knee in women.

MECHANICAL MEANS FOR SLIPPING PATELLA.

Devices for retention of a slipping patella are many.
The elastic knee-cap which is frequently recommended
will be found of little service, as it presses the patella

downwards upon the femur without exerting pressure

on the sides, not being moulded to fit the osseous con-

tour. The knee-cap restrains slightly the motion of

the limb ; but after the elastic has become stretched

from use, it is worse than useless, as the constriction

of the muscles favors muscular atrophy. If, however,
the elastic knee-cap is split in front and furnished with
lacings which will allow its being secured at any
required tension, and felt-pads are sewed upon the

sides of the cap at such places as would exert pres-

sure upon the sides of the patella, an arrangement is

furnished which when properly adjusted will give a

serviceable support in lighter cases, allowing motion
at the knee.

A more efficient and less comfortable support can
be made by taking a cast of the limb and upon this

moulding a leather knee-cap, which can be laced about
the lower thigh, knee and leg. This restricts bending
at the knee and exercises side pressure upon the

patella, and therefore prevents its slipping. It is not,

however, curative, and favors the development of

atrophy, but is of value after a severe attack followed

by effasion.

A steel appliance will be found to be of service if

made of two uprights, hinged at the end, extending
from the middle of the calf and the middle of the

thigh on each side of the limb, and connected with
cross-pieces above and below. To these are attached,

at the level of the middle of the patella semilunar
plates, which are bent in such a way as to press upon
the sides of the patella. They are covered with pad-
ding and leather. If diagonal leather straps pass

from the uprights to button upon the top and bottom
of these plates, an adequate amount of side pressure
will be secured. Two straps from underneath the

knee prevent the apparatus from falling forward, and
the diagonal straps mentioned prevent the apparatus
from slipping backwards. It is essential that this

appliance should not remain in a bent position. To
prevent this, a spring is furnished connecting the

upper portion of the upright with the lower portion,

and with sufficient strength to force the appliance into

a straight position. This appliance is somewhat heavy.

MASSAGE AND ELECTRICITY.

It is manifest that all treatment by appliances must
be simple in character, and that no cure can take
place except through the development of the muscles
or alteration in the strength or length of the ligament.

In certain cases, reliance can be had upon the natural

development in the growth of the patient, and it is

simply necessary during the growing period to pre-

vent the ligaments from the additional strain of a fre-

quently displaced patella.

OPERATIVE MEASURES.

Bajardi ' describes an operation which he performed
upon a congenital dislocation of the patella in a child

of four, where dislocation of the patella could be pro-

duced at will and without pain.

November 25, 1892, Bajardi excised a semilunar
piece of the internal capsule ligaments, and sutured
the cut edges. His patient is reported as cured. He
has collected thirty-four cases of congenital disloca-

tion of the patella, but none of these were operated
upon.

Dr. Gavin of Boston, in an unreported case, short-

ened the lateral capsular ligaments ; and 1 am in-

formed that this has also been done by Dr. Perkins of
Kansas City in a case of traumatic dislocation of the
patella.

In the following case operative interference seemed
justified. Patient, a healthy young lady, has suffered
from slipping patella since the age of thirteen. Va-
rious methods of treatment had been thoroughly
tried ; gymnastics, massage, electricity and an appa-
ratus had all been employed with thoroughness. By
the means of proper appliances the patella had been
retained in place for a long time ; but on any loosen-
ing of the apparatus or knee-cap, slipping of the pa-
tella was likely to occur, the annoyance and appre-
hension limiting the patient's activity seriously, as
both knees were affected, interfering with the ordinary
enjoyments and occupations of life. Through the
courtesy of Professor Dwight, experinsents were made
upon cadavers to determine the best incision to allow
the shortening of the capsular ligaments on the inner
side of the knee, and also a possible transplantation of
the ligamentum patellae, or shortening it in case it was
found lengthened. March 6th both knees were oper-

• New Tork Medioal Beoord, AprU 20, 189G.
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aieii upou. A semiluuar iiicisiou was made aloug the

iuuer side of the kuee a balf-iuch anterior to the tuber-

cle o£ the internal condyle. The upper end of the in-

cision extended three inches upward and tiie lower

portion curved so as to pass from the ligauientum

patellie at its insertion on the tubercle. The liga-

mentum patelhe was found half an inch longer on the

left side than on the right. It was also thinner than

normal; it was therefore divided by means of an

oblique incision passing from without inwards and

downwards. No attempt was made to free the liga-

ments from the capsule of the joint, but a curved in-

cision was made upon the condyle, of sutiicieut depth

and extent to allow seizing the cut ligament by means
of forceps and pulling the patella to the side ; this

was done without opening the joint, the serous surface

of the synovial sac not being interfered with. The
divided portion of the outer tissues forming the capsule

and containing the ligaments were drawn to the inside

by means of forceps and stitched a half-inch nearer to

the condyle. 'I'he patella was forced down by the

hands of an assistant and the divided ligameutum

patellae stitched in such a way that the lower edge on

the inner side was secured a half-inch lower to the

aponeurosis and the iuuer side, and slightly below the

top of the tubercle of the patella. The remaining por-

tion of the obliquely incised ligament was stitched to

the corresponding portion of the lower cut edge of the

ligament in such a way that the upper portion was slid

one-half inch downward; the free portion of the lower

cut edge was sewed to the side and top of the ligament

80 as to reinforce its strength. The sutures were both

of catgut and silk. Skin was sewed with uninterrupted

sutures. Ou the right leg the ligamentum patellae was

found to be less long and less thin. The patella was

pressed to the inside by the hand of an assistant, the

loose capsular tissue was folded upon itself, and a

pleat sewed at the side half-way between the patella and

the internal condyle. After the proper aseptic dress-

ing the limb was secured in plaster-of- Paris bandages.

The operative recovery was uneventful. On re-

moval of the plaster bandages, lace leather supports

were applied and the patient allowed to stand ou

cratches. On removal of the leather supports, straps

were used to prevent a possibility of the slipping of

the patella. This was secured by means of a pad con-

sisting of a large rubber tube, stitched to a piece of

leather and placed at the outer side of the patella,

being long enough to extend slightly beyond the

patella. This was secured in place by means of a

strip of adhesive plaster, which passes under the thigh

and leg obliquely. At each end of the leather a

buckle was placed, and to this webbing straps could be

attached. These webbing straps were fastened to

elastic webbing and passed obliquely around the thigh

above the leg and below, and fasteoeil to the waistband

and the shoe. When the webbing straps were buckled

firmly, the rubber pad was pressed securely against

the outer side of the patella, and any requisite pressure

could be secured, slipping to the outside being im-

possible. The patient was allowed to walk first with

crutches, then with a cane, then discarding the cane;

the left leg was kept stiff by the use of a leather

appliance for two months. All appliances were dis-

carded from the right knee three months after the

operation, and live months after from the left knee.

Ten months after the operation the patient appeared

entirely well, and has improved in strength and agility,

and has been entirely free from any slipping of either

patella.

The operative treatment of this disability recom-
mends itself as easy of execution and free from danger,

and is of advantage in all cases where the disability is

not remedied by conservative treatment. Where it is

possible to take a fold in the capsule without opening
the joint, it is certainly advisable to do so. The
transplantation or shortening of the ligamentum pat-

ellae will not be necessary except in the severer cases,

but it will be found that it can be done without open-
ing the joint and without any serious danger.

ANALYSIS OF EIGHT HUNDRED CASES OF
ASTIGMATISM WITH REGAKD TO THE DI-
RECTION OF THE PRINCIPAL AXES.

BY HENRY \V. KILBUBN, M.U.,

Assistant Ophthatmic Surgeon to the Carney Hospitat.

It was long ago noticed that, in the majority' of as-

tigmatic eyes, the vertical meridian of the cornea is

more sharply curved than the horizontal, or, in other

words, is the one having the greater refraction. The
axis of the correcting cylindrical glass for such an eye
must, therefore, be vertical if the astigmatism is hyper-

metropic, and horizontal if the astigmatism is myopic.

If the horizontal meridian is found to be the one of

greater refraction, the astigmatism is said to be
" against the rule."

In a very large number of astigmatic eyes, the me-
ridian of greater refraction is not exactly vertical or

horizontal, but deviates from one or the other of these

directions, quite often to a considerable extent. In

this article 1 have considered all cases " against the

rule " in which the axis of the correcting cylindrical

lens deviated 45° or more from the horizontal in

myopic astigmatism, or 45° or more from the vertical

in hypermetropic astigmatism.

Opinions vary so much as to the proportion of as-

tigmatisms with and against the so-called "' rule
"

(some observers having even gone so far as to doubt

the existence of one), that I thought it would be inter-

esting to examine the records of cases in my own prac-

tice, in order to obtain statistics from them. I have
examined the records of 800 consecutive cases of astig-

matism,— they are not selected cases. In these 800
cases, there were 1,485 astigmatic eyes, a number
which seems to me large enough to render statistics of

considerable value. I first went over the records to

see in how many eyes the astigmatism was with the

rule and in how many against it. The results I have
tabulated as follows:

Number of aslli^matio eyes .... 1,485

Hyperiuetroptc asligmatisii

'itb rule
" " against rule

Myopic astigmatism
with rule .

** " against rule

Asttgmatieni ^t>oth kluds), with rule
" " against rule .

Or, by percentage —
Hypermetropic astigmatism, with rule .

" " against rule

Myuplc astigmatism, with rule .

" " againatrale .

Astigmatism (both klods), with rule

against rule .

78.4%
21.6
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These figures prove conclusively the existence of a
" rule " to the effect that, in astigmatic eyes, the prin-

cipal meridian which is vertical (or the more nearly so

of the two), is the one of greater refraction. It will

also be seen that the percentage of astigmatisms

against the rule is considerably higher in myopic astig-

matism (31 per cent.), than in hypermetropic astig-

matism (21.6 per cent.) ; also that, when both kinds

of astigmatism are considered together, there are, ab-

solutely, a considerable number of exceptions to the

rule— a far greater number than some observers ad-

mit.

In the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal of

October 25, 1894 (Vol. cxxxr, No. 17, p. 408), there

is an article by Dr. Swasey, of Worcester, Mass., giv-

ing statistics of the refraction of 220 school children,

(440 eyes). Astigmatism was found in 101 cases and
in 176 eyes. In every case the astigmatism was de-

termined by the ophthalmometer of Javal. An axis

departing 15° or more from the vertical or horizontal

meridian was found only in seven right eyes and four

left eyes, and there were but five cases in which such

a position of the axis occurred in both eyes. By per-

centage, right eyes, four per cent. ; left eyes, two and
three-tenths per cent. ; both eyes, five per cent.

It seemed to me that in my own experience, I had
found a much larger proportion of axes deviating to

this extent, and this opinion I have since verified.

Among the 1,485 astigmatisms found in the 800 cases

I have analyzed, I found such a deviation of the axis

in 300 right eyes and 259 left eyes, and found 159

cases in which the condition was present in both eyes,

or, by percentage, right eyes, 20.2 per cent. ; left eyes,

17.4 per cent.; both eyes, 10.9 per cent. These per-

centages are considerably larger than those found by
Dr. Swasey.

Fully two-thirds of my cases were examined with

the eyes under the influence of a mydriatic, and were
re-examined after recovery from it. The results were
verified by skiascopy in every eye examined under a

mydriatic, and in every eye examined without one
when the pupil was of sufficient size to admit of this

test. During the past year and a half, I have also

used the ophthalmometer in every case of refraction,

but I do not rely upon the results obtained by it unless

they are verified b3' skiascopy. In Dr. Swasey's cases,

the results were obtained with the ophthalmometer
alone, and without the use of a mydriatic. J think

the difference between his figures and mine is due to

this fact.

Clinical aDepactment.

TWO CASES OF LAPAROTOMY.
I. Hemorkhage from a Ruptured Graafian Follicle,

Simulating Hemorrhage from a Ruptured Extra-
Uterine Pregnancy; Laparotomy, Recovery.

II. Enterocyst: Laparotomy, Recovery.

BY F. W. JOHNSON, M.D.,

Surgeon Oynecological Department, Carney Hospital and St. Etiz-
abeth's Hospital, etc.

Case I. A. E. C, aged twenty years, married.

Rheumatic and phthisical family history.

Menstruation began at fourteen years ; regular

;

flow moderate, lasting five days. Has always had

dysmenorrhea. Has had two miscarriages. One was
at seven mouths, eighteen mouths ago, and the child is

alive. One was at eight months, November 30, 1894;
this child lived two hours. Vomited excessively for

six months during the first pregnancy. Two weeks
after the second miscarriage had a mammary abscess.

After the second miscarriage flowed, off and on, for

two months. Menstruated the middle of March, 1895,

when she flowed naturally for five days with the usual

amount of dysmenorrhea. Unwell again April 24th;

flowed naturally five days. Unwell again June 8th;

flowed freely for two weeks. July 4th again begun

to flow, the flow continuing several days. July 4th

she was seized with severe pain in the lower part of

the abdomen, the pain being severest on the right side.

The pain was so severe that she fell to the ground and
literally crawled to her home. She felt faint and very

thirsty. The pain was severe for three days. Since

then there had been pain in both ovarian regions with

soreness throughout the lower part of the abdomen.

Had been in bed a great part of the time since July

4th. Has had at intervals sharp shooting pains in the

abdomen. Painful micturition.

Examination at my office, July 29th, showed tem-

perature 99.8°, pulse 114. Peritonism well marked.

Uterus enlarged and retroflexed. Sensitiveness and

bulging in Douglas pouch. A diagnosis of ruptured

extra-uterine pregnancy was made, and she went di-

rectly to the hospital from my oHice.

On opening the abdomen a small quantity of bright

fluid blood was seen in the pelvis. The fimbriated

end of the left tube and the ovary were glued to the

posterior surface of the enlarged and retroflexed uterus

by blood-clots. The right ovary at one small point

was fastened to the uterus. The left tube and ovary

were removed. The right tube and ovary, freed from

its adhesions, were not removed.
Convalescence was good. September 9, 1895, pa-

tient has remained well up to date.'

Dr. W. F. Whitney's report

:

" The specimen from the case of Mrs. A. E. C, consists

of the tube and ovary. The tube is of normal size and
covered near the fimbriated end with blood-clot, which was
quite recent and loosely adberent. Section of the tube

showed its interior free from blood and everywhere nor-

mal. The ovary was also covered with clotted blood, and
a blood-clot projected from a recently ruptured follicle,

which was the size of a cherry and filled with clut. No
villi or other evidence of a pregnancy were found any-

where. The source of the hemorrhage is in the ruptured

follicle."

Case II. E. J. G., aged thirty-one years, married,

had been complaining for two years of pain and sore-

ness in the lower part of the abdomen. This pain was
worse in the region of the appendix, where a freely

movable tumor could be felt. This tumor could be

palpated down as far as the upper border of the right

broad ligament. The tumor could not be felt per
vaginam. The uterus was enlarged, otherwise healthy.

There was great sensitiveness at the vault of the vag-

ina, both anteriorly and posteriorly.

• Two years ago she had a severe attack of general

peritonitis, and since then has been more or less of an
invalid. Menstruation normal. No leucorrhea. Pain

in the lower part of the abdomen during micturition.

Has one child five years of age
;
pregnancy and labor

1 February 12, 1896. She is now tive mouths pregnaut. The fact

of pregnancy occurring after the fluibriated end of the only tube she
had had beeu stripped oil the posterior surface of the uterus to which
it was tirnily glued sh'^uld be remembered in connection with con-

servative pelvic surgery.
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normal. A diagnosis of uterine fibroid bad been made,
and electricity had been faithfully tried.

Jnly 20tli. Operation. The tumor, which felt like

a semi-solid body, was surrounded by intestines and
omentum, which were adherent to it. After tying off

and cutting the omentum and separating the adherent
intestines from the tumor, a place was reached, in di-

ameter the size of a quarter of a dollar, where the

tumor seemed to dip down into the intestine. It was
found that both the serous and muscular coats had dis-

appeared, probably from pressure, and nothing was
left but the thiu, soft, mucous coat. Spile of the care

used, this was torn through. The mucous coat was
brought together by an over-aud-over silk stitch, and
turned into the lumen of the gut, then the muscular
and serous coats were brought together by silk sut-

ures. Iodoform gauze was packed about the injured

intestine. No fecal fistula followed. There was
chronic salpingitis and ovaritis, and both tubes and
ovaries were fastened to the posterior surface of the

broad ligament. Both tubes and ovaries were re-

moved.
Convalescence was uneventful, except that a fistula

remained after the gauze was removed. Through this

fistula two pieces of the pedicle silk have come away.
Dr. F. B. Mallory's report:

•' The tumor received from you July 20th is an entero-
cyst. It consists of a Meckel's diverticulum 7.5 cm. in

length and 3.5 cm. in diameter. The walls vary from 0.5

mm. to 1.5 mm. in thickness. The diverticulum is occluded
at the end joining the intestine by a thin, bulging mem-
brane consisting apparently of mucous membrane only.

On one side of the enterocyst is a large hernia of mucous
membrane through the muscular coats, measuring 5X6X6
em. At the outer end of the enterocyst are two similar

but smaller herni;E measuring respectively 3X3X3 cm.
and 2X1X1 cm. Microscopic examination of the wall of

the cyst showed the different coats of smooth muscle fibres

(juite well preserved in places. The mucous membrane
was thin and the intestinal glands much shortened by
pressure. The transparent, gelatinous contents of the
cyst were undoubtedly due to the retained secretions of the
glands. Microscopic examination of the walls of the
herniae showed them to consist of practically nothing but a
thin layer of connective tissue. According to Orth, the
number of reported cases of enterocysts is small."

sr^coical ^rogreiafief.

RECENT PROGRESS IN LEGAL MEDICINE.

BY F. W. DItAPBB, M.D.

BULLET-WOUNDS WHICH CAUSE UNCONSCIOUSNESS.

Dr. J. N. Hall, of Denver, Col., has made several

valuable contributions to the medico-legal literature of

gunshot-wounds. In the present article,* he discusses

the question " Whether, after a given gunshot-wound,
the person wounded could have offered any resistance

or committed any aggressive act against the one who
had injured him ?" He considers the subject with re-

lation to the location of the wound— the head, the

heart, the spine, the abdominal viscera— and formu-
lates his conclusions in the following words: '• Con-
sciousuess tuust be immediately suspended after gun-
Bhot-wounds involving the medulla, the cervical cord
above the origin of the phrenic nerve, the great cen-

' llie .MeJical News, November 'i, 1895, p. 477.

tres at the base of the brain, or the region about the

base of the heart, if, in the latter case, the parts are

severely lacerated. It will with very great probability

be suspendeii after wounds involving very extensive

injuries about the solar plexus, or after injury, by a

missile of considerable size, affecting any part of the

brain unless it be the anterior and lateral parts. Tem-
porary unconciousness, at least, will probably follow

any wound of the brain-substance, or any serious jar

to the cervical cord, by a bullet of even moderate size,

and temporary stunning or even death often follows

the shock from the impact of a bullet against

the skull, without gross damage to the brain, and
may follow the concussion of the precordial region,

caused by the discharge of a weapon in close con-

tact, even though no penetrating wound be jiroduced.

In the majority of other injuries from the cause

we are considering, unconsciousness is secondary
to loss of blood, shock, or a combination of these two
causes."

THE LAW OF INFANTICIDE: A PLEA FOR ITS RE-

VISION.

It is a well-known fact that legal precedents and
rulings have so encumbered the competency of the

evidence in cases of infanticide as to render this crime
one of the most difficult of proof before juries. Con-
victions are extremely rare because the law, by its

illogical and inconclusive position, has interposed ob-

stacles which are helpful to the accused. Professor

Glaister, of Glasgow, in an article of great value,' has

traced the history of the jurisprudence relating to in-

fanticide, has shown its present anomalous aspect, and
has suggested desirable statutory reforms. The kill-

ing of a child in the act of birth and before it is fully

born is not an offence under the present law. The
judges instruct juries that to establish the crime of

child-murder, proof must be had that the child must
be wholly born, that its entire body had been delivered

from the body of the mother and that it had an inde-

pendent life by the action of its own organs after com-
plete delivery. That this completeness of delivery is

not essential to independent existence, physiologically

speaking, is obvious to any intelligent medical man.
It is well known that it is quite possible for a child to

breathe, even to cry audibly before it is wholly boru,

and is as much a human being and as much alive as it

is a little later when it lies wholly outside the mother's

vulva. This is, indeed, fully recognized when the

civil rights of an unborn heir are in question ; prop-

erty may be tied up to await the birth of the heir; a

legacy or an estate may be left to it while still in utero

and it may have a guardian or trustee appointed to ad-

minister its affairs. But this care and protection are

wholly ignored where the question of its murder is the

issue, and should a woman desire to rid herself of her

illicit offspring and in doing so to keep within the law

of infanticide, all she would have to do would be to

secure an accomplice to be present at the birth to pre-

vent thereby the charge of concealment of the birth or

the pregnancy, and to assist in strangling or suffocat-

ing the child during the act of birth. Medical experts

might be able to say in such a case whether or not the

child so treated had breathed ; in some cases, too, it

would be quite proper to offer an opinion that the

whole body had been born, from the nature and extent

of the violence found. But in either case, the law

' Edinbmgb Medical Jonrnal.'July, 1896.
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stands in the way of couviction, even though the vio-

lence were of the most brutal character, because the

burdeu of proving that the child was uot born dead

rests on the prosecution and because the medical ex-

pert cannot testify positively that the whole of the

child's body was born before the death from violence

occurred. In either case, the accused gets the benefit

of the doubt.

Professor Glaister would supply a remedy for this

obstructive state of things by legislation providing a

punishment for a woman who has inflicted severe vio-

lence upon the body of her newly-born child, whether
it was born dead or not, the presumption being that

when such violence has been offered and when the

autopsy reveals that the child has breathed, there has

been a living child either just before the final separa-

tion of the body from that of its mother or immedi-

ately after it. In either event, the presence of fatal

violence establishes the intent. If the child were dead

during or just after the birth, or apparently inanimate,

it is difficult to imagine the necessity for the brutal

violence frequently found on the bodies of such chil-

dren, except on the principle of making perfectly cer-

tain that there should be no chance of living. There
can be little doubt of the value of such legislation, be-

cause besides securing appropriate penalties for such

o£Feuders, it would at once get rid of the unfortunate

conflict between the legal and the medical interpreta-

tions of " live birth."

THE IMMEDIATE CAUSE OF DEATH IN FATAL ELEC-
TRIC SHOCK.

Dr. Bleile, of Columbus, 0., states that when dogs

are killed by a lethal charge of electricity, the condi-

tion of the heart and blood-vessels, as observed im-

mediately after the death, is always the same.' He
observed that the left side of the heart was quite re-

laxed, the right cavities were fully engorged and the

large veins near the heart were distended with blood.

It was also noted that deep cuts made in the tissues

showed them to be exsanguine, that the arteries were

contracted and that the blood was crowded into the

venous system. These data suggested to Dr. Bleile

the theory that the electric current acted upon the

arteries through the nervous centre controlling their

diameter, the circular muscular fibres of the arterial

wall receiving the resultant irritation, and, being con-

tracted thereby, causing a general constriction. This

produces a rise in the blood-pressure which the heart

is unable to overcome and the circulation stops.

To this theory, Sir George Johnson interposes the

objection that no distinction is made by Bleile between

the larger arteries whose middle coat is mainly com-

posed of elastic tissue, and the terminal arterioles of

microscopic size whose middle coat is entirely muscu-

lar. A better explanation of the anatomical appear-

ances, he thinks, is found in the view that the electric

shock arrests the breathing by paralyzing the respira-

tory centre, thus causing a condition of true apnea.

He finds in the distribution and character of the blood

after a fatal electric shock an adequate basis for this

theory.

Dr. Richard Shettle * elaborates the view that death

by electric shock is due to a violent and sudden dis-

turbance of the normal magnetic currents through the

body. To this the objection is raised that if these dis-

» Lancet, October 26, 1895, p. 1067.
< Ibi4., September 14, 1895, p. 694.

turbances were severe enough to cause death, we ought

to find, experimentally, marked physiological effects

in animals placed in strong magnetic fields of large

electro-magnets, the lines of magnetic flow through

the body under these conditions being completely

altered from the normal. No such effects, however,

are manifested, the man or animal placed under these

experimental conditions being completely unconscious

that anything out of the ordinary is going on.

Dr. J. Mount Bleyer, of New York, has advanced

the opinion that death by electric shock is a death by
" dynamic apoplexy." ' He describes the post-mortem

appearances in the body of a criminal executed by
electricity ; the blood-vessels of the trunk and limbs

were almost empty while those of the head and neck

were distended with blood. The violent muscular

contractions resulting from the shock naturally tend

to alter the distribution of the blood in the various

parts of the body and it is reasonable, he believes,

that great cerebral engorgement, with hemorrhage into

the brain-substance, should occur.

Dr. J. Kratter * reports the facts relating to the

death of a man just after receiving a current of elec-

tricity of from 1,600 to 2,000 volts. The man was
found, breathing stertorously, a few steps from the

point where he received the shock, and his death pres-

ently followed. The autopsy, twenty-one hours later,

disclosed two small wounds, one on the index finger

and the other on the back. All the organs contained

venous blood ; acute edema of the lungs was present

and there were extravasations in the carotid and pneu-

mogastric sheath, along the vertebras, in the intercostal

spaces, along tbe esophagus and elsewhere. Post-

mortem rigidity was fully established. The heart was
partially relaxed. No gross changes were observed in

any part of the nervous system. Kratter thinks that

the electric shock suddenly paralyzed the heart and
that this was the immediate cause of death, accom-
panied by edema of the lungs "causing hypervenosity

of the blood." His experiments on animals showed
that the electric shock primarily arrested respiration,

thus bringing on asphyxia and a stoppage of the heart

secoudarily, although sometimes the heart was first

aflfected.

INSANITY IN RELATION TO CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY.

In an address before the British Medical Associa-

tion,' Dr. Maudsley attacked the current legal criterion

of responsibility for acts committed by the insane.

He said that the legal tests for mental unsoundness
rested on an unscientific basis and had been condemned
from time to time by jurists themselves. Few men,
to-day, having practical knowledge of insanity would
assent to the proposition that an insane person is fully

accountable for what he does even if he knows the

nature of his act and that it is a wrong act. The suf-

ferer may be tormented with an impulse to do what he
knows and loathes as wrong, an impulse so strong that

in former times it seemed only explicable as a positive

possession by the devil. It has been said that if a

man cannot control himself, he does not properly

know the nature of his act; but such a test must bias

a jury besides formulating a special theory of disabling

mental disease.

The charges against the present legal view of re-

» Ibid., July 27, 1895, p. 223.
'> Oentralblatt. f . die med. Wissenschaften; Lancet, January 26, 1S9G,

p. 238.
' BritiBli Medical Journal, September 28, 1895.
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spoiisibility are: (1) That the court has no more right

iu law to set up a special test of respousibility in a case

of mental disease than to set up a particular chemical

test in a case of poisoning; (2) to do this is to give

important evidence to the jury without permitting the

evidence to be cross-examined or contradicted ; (3) the

evidence so given is bad, for the test is wrong in fact

and is based on unsound psychology; (4) it can be

made decently workable only by construing it in an

unnatural sense and ordaining that words which say

one thing clearly shall mean another thing obscurely,

and (5) the court makes no provision to secure impar-

tial scientific evidence, but requires, or allows, the

parties in the case to ransack the medical highways

and byways to obtain contradictory evidence with

which to confound a jury ignorant of its meaning.

What usually happens is really a condemnation of the

])rfsput system ; for after a person about whose mental

condition there is some doubt is condemned to death,

then competent medical knowledge is summoned to

give the impartial help which should have been given

at the trial,— to undo privately what has been done

publ cly. Lawyers think medical men are too ready

to discover insanity, and from the conflicting evidence

which is brought out in a given case they are too apt

to conclude that there is no such thing as exact medi-

cal science or exact medical honesty.

Dr. Maudsley protested against the lamentable ex-

travagances of the latest school of criminology. A
criminal nature which is degenerate is one thing; but

to say that all criminals are degenerate and bear the

stigmata of degeneracy is another and a false thing.

External circumstances should be taken into the ac-

count concerning criminals ; and as to degeneracy

much has been done lately to take away its definite

meaning by making it cover all sorts and degrees of

deviation from an ideal standard of thinking and feel-

ing.

THE RED BLOOD-CORPUSCLE IN LEGAL MEDICINE.

Dr. M. C. White, of New Haven, in an elaborate

paper on the micrometry of the corpuscles found iu

blood-stains and on other data for the diagnosis of sus-

pected stains' reaches the following conclusions:
" (1) That in favorable cases, blood-stains can be

80 treated that reliable measurements [of the globules]

and credible diagnosis of their origin can be given.

" (2) That if error occurs on account of imperfect

restoration of the form and diameter of the corpuscles

obtained from a stain proved (by the guiacum test, the

spectroscope, and the production of hemin crystals) to

be blood, the error, if any, will be to make human
blooil appear like that of one of the inferior animals,

and never to mistake the blood of the ox, pig, horse,

sheep or goat for human blood.

"(.3) In general, when a slain has been proved to

be blood by the above tests, it may be decided cer-

tainly whether it is or is not mammalian blood. So,

also, a stain from the blood of the ox. pig, horse, sheep

and goat may be distinguished from human blood ; thus

confirming the claim of an accused person that bis

clothes are not stained with human blood. This neg-

ative testimony is certainly quite as important in manv
cases as teetimony inculpating a prisoner.

" Lastly, the expert can say, when the average of a

suitable number of corpuscles from a blood-stain cor

responds with the average of the measurements of

• Medlco-Legal JonrDaJ, March, 189e, p. 419.

fresh human corpuscles, that the stain is certainly not

from the blood of the ox, pig, sheep or goat ; and in

other cases he can say, with great certainty, that a

given stain is not human blood."

lEteportjBf of ^ociettej^.

BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL IMPROVE-
iMENT.

J. O. MCMFORD, M.D., SECRETARY.

Regular Meeting, Monday, November 18, 1895,

Dr. C. J. Blake in the chair.

ANATOMICAL SPECIMENS.

Dr. GoLDTHWAlT : I brought this specimen as it

illustrates a condition we very rarely have the oppor-

tunity of demonstrating. This is a section of the

spine taken from a child who had caries of the spine

with double psoas abscess. The abscess pointed on
one side and was opened, and later on a second abscess

developed on the other side. On pressure over the

second abscess the pus was discharged through the

sinus on the other side. The patient died of general

tuberculosis. The point of disease is very evident.

The interesting feature is that the two abscesses com-
municated directly through the vertebra. Here is the

point : when the autopsy was performed, pressure on
this side squeezed the pus through this sinus directly

through the vertebra to the other side, and was then

discharged into the pelvis. The opening, you see,

goes through just iu front of the Cauda equina.

Dr. D. a. Sargent, of Cambridge, by invitation,

presented a paper on

THE HARVARD SUMMER SCHOOL OF PHYSICAL TRAIN-

ING : ITS AIMS, ITS METHODS AND ITS WORK.*

President C. W. Eliot : 1 hardly know any man
in this country who has been connected with the de-

velopment of an educational subject that has greater

reason than Dr. Sargent to be content with the prog-

ress of his subject during the last twenty years. The
change in our institutions of education in regard to

the protection and cultivation of the physical powers

is simply marvellous. 1 remember distinctly that in

my youth it was an open question whether it was quite

respectable to go to the best gymnasium in the city.

When I first took boxing lessons as a young man, per-

haps twenty years of age, it was not a perfectly repu-

table thing to do. Now almost every college, whether

for men or women, has a gymnasium, and almo^t every

Young Men's Christian Association situated in a city

has a gymnasium. There are many colleges which*

spend more on their gymnasium than they do on their

chapel. When I lately visited the Woman's College

of Baltimore— an unsectariau college created within

the last eight years by persons belonging to the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church— I noticed that it contained

the best and best-administered arrangements for the

physical training of women that 1 had ever seen.

This change in the desires and aims of American
society and in the methods of educational institutions

has been, we may fairly say, a very rapid one ; and

one of the meu who has most promoted it is Dr.

Sargent. As I listened to his paper I thought once or

1 See iMge 181 of the Joomal.
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twice that his zeal rather outran his patience. I think

he may conddently look forward to other great im-

provements in the bodily training and hygienic educa-

tion of young Americans, both men and women.
There were one or two points at which my mind

rather staggered as I listened to Dr. Sargent's propo-

sitions. For example, I do not like to hear recre-

ation spoken of as a matter of duty. To my think-

ing that view of it takes away something of the

recreative quality. I believe that in physical training

and exercise there should always be a high degree of

enjoyment, and that if the enjoyment is not attained,

there is something wrong in the nature of the training

or exercise. I am sure that intellectual work should

be enjoyable and should promote happiness, and that

the intellectual work which is not enjoyed is not per-

formed under right conditions. The same principle

seems to me to apply to every bodily exercise which

can fairly be called recreative. Then I am afraid that

I cannot accept entirely the doctrine that a strenuous

and productive intellectual life is to be founded, as a

rule, on a strong heart, strong lungs, and a well de-

veloped muscular system. It seems to me that wide

experience casts grave doubt on that proposition. I

have known many men of great intellectual powers

productively used through a long life who had not

robust bodies, and particularly who had not strong

muscles. I am inclined to believe, therefore, that the

connection between physical vigor and the intellectual

life is something we are tempted in these days to

exaggerate.

1 wish it could be discovered how to train the ner-

vous system to greater accuracy and endurance. 1

was much disappointed a few days ago when I went

to Professor Bowditch and Dr. George W. Fitz with

the question. Can children or young people be trained

80 as to improve their time-reaction ? for both these

experts told me that it was not sure that the time-

reaction could be improved by training after the person

under training had come to understand the use of the

testing apparatus. I have noticed that there is a great

difference in children and adults in regard to their time-

reaction, and that a quick time-reaction is intimately

connected with what we call alertness. Now I do not

know that there is any quality more important for

success in life than alertness— the power of giving

instantaneous and intense attention. After all the

attention which has been given to psychology and

to mental and physical training, it seemed to me rather

discouraging that we could not be sure of being able

to improve the time-reaction in any individual. The
constancy of the personal equation in astronomical

observers tends to the same conclusion ; but one might

have hoped that this personal equation could be im-

proved by practice begun in youth. I should like to

anticipate that in the future we should not dwell so

much on muscular training, and more on the wise

treatment of the digestive organs and of the nervous

centres, with the intention to develop the endurance

and toughness which the tension of modern civilized

life makes necessary to success.

The experience of our modern athletes proves, I

think, that an exaggerated training of the muscular

system stunts or temporarily obscures the intellect.

The bodily exhaustion which follows muscular exercise

in highly competitive sports prevents iutellectual activ-

ity. It is fortunate if it does not prevent sleep and

cause general nervous irritability. Every man is con-

siderably influenced in such matters by his own per-

sonal experience. I have always had a fair amount of

muscular strength ; but the chief value of this strength

to my intellectual life has been that muscular exercise

calmed my nervous system and enabled me to endure
nervous strains better than many of my contemporaries

who had but little muscular development. A moderate
amount of muscular exercise in the open air, such as

one gets in riding, rowing or sailing, corrects nervous

irritability and exhaustion. If one has not the muscles,

one cannot get the corrective. In short, a moderate
muscular development acts as a sort of balance-wheel

to the nervous spring which drives the intellectual life.

Dr. Sargent laid no special stress on the remedial

quality of gymnastic training, although he mentioned

it. In the case of students, both male and female, I

think that side of the subject needs to be carefully con-

sidered. Nobody can look at a large collection of

photographs or diagrams of the bodies of young men
and women of the present day without feeling very much
discouraged about the physical prospects of our race, so

very small is the proportion of well-shaped and well-

developed bodies. The immense majority have grave
defects of form which clothing does much to conceal.

The results of proper exercises in correcting some of

the gravest defects— as, for instance, curvature of

the spine — are, however, very encouraging. With
intelligent direction and perseverance sure improve-

ment can be depended on in all cases except of the

extremest. I feel strongly, however, that this reme-
dial side of the subject is one that should receive more
attention, especially from physicians, whose duty it

should be to detect such defects in the children under
their care, and to apply at an early age the approved
means of gradual improvement. Such reformatory

measures should not be delayed until the college age,

but should be begun even in the elementary schools.

They involve paying attention to the individual pupil,

to his individual defects of body and mind, and to the

specitic remedial processes for those defects. So long

as the methods of our schools take cognizance of

children en masse, without paying attention to the

individual, and seek for a pupil-product as uniform as

possible instead of a pupil-product as diverse as pos-

sible, our schools will not have the right aim in this

matter of correcting bodily defects. I cannot help

agreeing with Dr. Sargent that the highest office of a

physician is to prevent disease, and remedy or mitigate

congenital defects and evils.

Prof. N. S. Shaler: It has been my duty for a

number of years— and pleasure always— to have a

close look to the system of our Summer School. I

remember the fear which beset me when it was pro-

posed to start instruction in physical training. I par-

ticularly feared the effect that would come from having
men and women together in these classes. I figured

to myself the kind of people who would come to such

a place. I expected many " cranks " and some people of

doubtful quality. I expected trouble. I have watched
very closely the work done under Dr. Sargent in the

ten years it has been doing. I have to confess to him
that for some years I watched it even by setting

people to look carefully when I was not there. In

that whole time, out of those 580 or so students, I

have never been able to find one suspicious case.

There have been people in other parts of the Summer
School we have had to send away for sexual immoral-

ities ; bat in this school— though men and women,
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most of them youiig, from all parts of the country,

are traiued together; people who come to us with uo

kind of moral certificate, uo evideuce except their ap-

pearance— 1 have never beeu able to fiud so much as

a look to criticise ; aud Dr. Sargent vvill warrant me

in the statement that I have spent the aggregate of

manv days standing in the background and watching

these people. I cannot account for the fact that with

men aud women in the heyday of life, brought to-

gether in the jumble of physical exercise, that there

should not be some sign of trouble ; but no trace of it

has appeared. I have questioned many students who

have come back to the school as to the profit they have

had from the instruction. They all tell me they have

found in the teaching resources they could apply iu

their school work which made it worth while in some

cases to journev from the central part of the Missis-

sippi Valley to Cambridge for two or three successive

years. The change iu their physical condition is strik-

ing. It would be instructive to you all to go on the first

day and see those raw recruits aud see what is done with

them at the end of five weeks. 1 have had some

small share in training recruits. I have never, how-

ever, seen a body of people disciplined as rapidly as

those people are. It comes from the fact that the sys-

tem is one of intensive work. All our Summer
School classes run on the theory that we are to re-

quire of them five or six weeks' work for the whole

day. There being no change of subject, they are

forced to give their attention to one matter for the

whole of the days of the short term. In that way, we

get a large measure of concentration.

There is another point to be noted. We have now

some thirty courses in the Summer School, and our

experience has been that the courses in physical train-

ing have beeu most steadfastly attended ; there has

been less oscillation iu the number. In the other de-

partments of the school it is almost impossible to pre-

dict the attendance. There is no means of forecasting

the success of particular courses one year from the

experience you have for the next. "With the courses

in chemistry this year, the numbers were reduced one-

half from last year, while the correspondence indi-

cated an increase. But in the course in physical train-

ing there has been a steady growth. It is evident

that that work commands a more definite clientele than

that of any other course we have as yet offered to the

public.

President Eliot has made some allusion to the use of

physical training. I believe I am the only member of the

college faculty who has continuously and regularly re-

sorted to the gymnasium since it was opened. I was

born with au inheritance to long life, but with an in-

heritance to feeble body. My father, a graduate of

the medical school, saw the need of training for phys-

ical development aud for quickness. The result of

that has beeu that though I entered life as a frail per-

son and had a very serious shock from the trials which

came to me in the Civil War, by the use of this system

I have been able to keep a weak body in such condi-

tion that though I have taught since 1865, I have

never cut an appointment. 1 have been able to keep

up with the work. By the use of regular exercise 1

have been able to keep a frail body in a good service-

able condition up to fifty-five years of age, and I can

still walk fifteen miles with no other effect than exhil-

aration ; I fully believe that that work can control the

nervous system, aud there is where my trouble has

been mainly. 1 believe, moreover, that a man cad be

trained in his lime-equation. 1 was not a quick boy.

My father undertook to have me traiued in quickness

by shooting at balls thrown in the air and by fencing

aud I was tried by Dr. Fitz for time-reaction a year

or so ago and found a good deal quicker than any of

the boys he had tried up to that time. I am satisfied

that it is not a born capacity, but one that was trained

into me in my youth.

It seems to me, in a word, from my watching of the

training iu the gymnasium, that we have there a place

whence you can send all over thfe country any infor-

mation which can be given as to the use of the body ;

what that information is you medical men should

say.

Dr. H. p. Bowditcu : Dr. Sargent has emphasized

the importance of training the muscles in order to en-

able the mind to act properly within its organized

frame-work. President Elliot has expressed some
doubt about thi; matter, and wished we could have

some means of training the nerves. I think these two

views can be reconciled by considering that we really

do train the nerves when we train the muscles. The
nerve and muscle have such a relation that the activity

of one involves the activity of the other. The rela-

tion is so close, that one histologist has expressed it by

saying that the muscular fibre is a contractile termina-

tion of a nerve, the same organic structure. So that

we see clearly that training of the nerves is necessa-

rily associated with training of the muscles, and we
must remember that bringing the muscles into activity

is not the only thing we do through the nerves, but

we often check their activity. We recognize the in-

hibitory as well as exciting processes of the nervous

system. We learn by training to check the natural

reflex actions which would occur, and it is a very im-

portant part of education, and something which I

think cannot be too strongly emphasized. It is that

power of self-control which students learn iu the gym-

nasium and learn in a great many other ways, too,

which constitutes a very important part of their phys-

ical training.

In regard to the question of time-reaction. I do

not remember that I expressed myself quite so posi-

tively as President Eliot seems to recall. I think I

probably said that no great change could be looked

for in a person's time-reaction after he has once been

in training. After a time he reaches his maximum of

quickness; aud then I do not know of any way by

which he can change it, because astronomers and

others concerned with the observations of the time-

reaction, recognize that one person's time is necessa-

rily aud always different from that of others.

President Eliot emphasized very rightly, I think,

the importance of open-air exercise. I could have

wished that Dr. Sargent had spoken more fully upon

that subject. It seems to me that nothing takes the

place of open-air exercise. Work in even the best-

cared-for gymnasium is inferior to open-air exercise,

and I have been led to consider this lately by what I

have read in some recent German papers. I find a

strong reaction against the German Turnuntericht.

The Turnhallen are criticised as hot-beds of disease

by certain writers. It is claimed that the dust which

arises there is an obstacle to ihe health of the students,

so dangerous that many parents are actually forbidding

their children going to them. The parents complain

that the children invariably after a short attendance
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are affected by catarrhal troubles, which they caunot

help associating with gymnastic work because there is

relief as soon as this work is stopped. It seems to

uie that healthful out-of-door exercise ought to play a

more important part in physical training than the pre-

scribed exercises in the gymnasium. A child, and

even a youth, if allowed plenty of time for unbending

and relaxation will naturally take quite as much exer-

cise as is good for him. A healthy young person

needs rather to be restrained than encouraged in tak-

ing exercise, if he has been brought up properly. It

seems to me the life that is led by a country boy, as

far as physical training is concerned, is ideal.

I think the gymnasium of the future will include

very much open-air accommodation, that we shall have

skating-rinks and fields for all kinds of out-of-door ex-

ercise summer and winter ; and I believe then our

students will show a very marked improvement. Not
that I do not appreciate everything that Dr. Sargent

has done. I sympathize with him in his desire to see

physical training put on a better basis and more fully

recognized in the college curriculum. If a badly de-

veloped student by putting himself under direction and

doing exercises conscientiously succeeds in building up
for himself a good, vigorous, physical frame, I con-

sider that he has shown fine moral qualities, and that

he ought to have credit for it.

Dr. E. M. Hartwell : It seems to me that the

view of physical training Dr. Sargent has elaborated,

his description of the Summer School and his account

of its resources, aims and results, are of great interest

and should encourage us much. At the same time,

many conquests remain to be achieved before physical

education shall come into its own. I do not imagine

that any man in ancient or modern times has combined
in himself all the qualities and accomplishments of the

director of physical training whom Dr. Sargent has

held up to us as an ideal. I feel sure also that such

an one cannot be trained in even a goodly number of

five weeks' courses at any Summer School. The
Summer School is a characteristic product of our time.

I am free to admit that the Harvard Summer School

of Physical Training is not only the oldest, but the best

we have. I also think that as time goes on, we shall

revise our opinions somewhat in regard to summer
schools as a class, and consider them as concessions to

the very inadequate professional training provided for

would-be teachers in many branches of education, and
in physical education in particular. Those of us who
have had to meet this question of physical training

practically in the last ten or fifteen years, have had to

meet it as best we could in our own way, and with

very little aid from past experience in this country.

We have not been able to find thoroughly well organ-

ized, steadily maintained courses in physical training

or in school hygiene. It may be said with perfect

justness and fairness that there is to-day no university

or medical school or technical school or normal school

in the country that offers sound, practical courses that

are up to date for the training of school hygienists

though we need them badly.

I was much impressed by Professor Shaler's testi-

mony and that of Dr. Sargent as to the character and

spirit of the pupils in the Summer School of Physical

Training at Harvard. I have been a student in certain

summer schools beginning with that at Peuikese

Island, and a looker-on in others. The kind of sum-

mer school which Professor Shaler started in connec-

tion with his geological field-work in Kentucky,
twenty years ago, and the physical training school

which Dr. Sargent has built up seem to me to belong

to the best kind of summer school, because they in-

volve muscular exertion, and minister to the physical

improvement of those who resort to them. They are

not simply devoted to serving up a menu of lectures

jumbled together in such a way as to suggest an edu-

cational clam-bake. I am inclined to think that a

good many summer schools tend to produce brain-fog

and mental dyspepsia. If appreciation of physical

education shall expand and increase in the next
twenty years as it has in the last fifteen, we may hope
that at least one university will be generous and wise

enough to maintain theoretical and practical courses

in physical training comparable in some degree in

their thoroughnesss and excellence with those now
given in certain schools in Europe. The institution of

summer schools in physical education is a beginning,

but a beginning at the wrong end, as I think.

We need to recognize the importance of securing

the hygienic and educational effects of physical train-

ing upon the rising generation before our boys and
girls get into college. Much of the physical training

attempted in our colleges is primitive, elementary and
comparatively ineffectual because physical education is

inadequately provided for and wretchedly conducted

in our secondary schools. I have had some experi-

ence in the university as well as the school field, and I

have studied the effects of physical training in univer-

sities, colleges, secondary schools and common schools

in this and other countries. My observation and ex-

perience lead me to hold that we are inclined to expect

too much from college and university departments of

physical training. Physical training, I take it, means
systematized muscular exercise under such condi-

tions as tend to promote growth of the organism and
the development and discipline of its motor powers,

and I doubt very much whether it is possible to secure

the ends of physical training, in full measure, if it is

deferred till entrance to the college or the university.

If you purpose to get the full worth of instruction in

gymnastics and training in games and athletic sports,

m terms of bodily weight and height, and in terms of

bodily skill and power, it seems to me you must bring

your physical training to bear upon the adolescent be-

fore his period of most rapid growth and greatest plas-

ticity has passed. What President Eliot has said as

to the evidences of poor development afforded by the

collection of photographs of students at Harvard, and
what Professor Shaler has said regarding the physique

of the average student, simply serves to strengthen

my belief that the best place for moulding and en-

abling the rising generation by means of carefully

selected, rationally ordered, and steadily pursued
forms of physical training is in lower schools, particu-

larly in the secondary schools.

I am not able to indulge in very rose-colored views

concerning the organization of the departments of

physical training in the colleges and universities of

this country. As a class, they are too rudely organ-

ized to accomplish their proper work, or to serve as

satisfactory models for the preparatory schools. Our
faculties do not believe, apparently, aud it has not

been told them, that physical training can be and for

years has been, organized as a department of diversi-

fied and progressive iustruction. They know all about

Greece and Rome in a literary and archaeological way,
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if you please, but they fail to translate the lesson of

Grecian and Roman life into rules of action. Amon
the Greeks not to be able to swica was counted as

great a reproach as not to know one's letters. But
Boston loses as many people from drowning every

year as from measles, largely, I take it, because Bos-

touiaus do not learn to swim as the Greeks did.

In Euglaod where physical training is distinctively

of the athletic sort, the secondary schools play a

much greater part in physical education than is the

case with us. Interest in out-of-door pastimes and

ability to engage in them heartily and sensibly, is

much more widely diffused among English than

among American school-boys and collegians. Take
rowing, for instance. By great effort and large ex-

penditure of time and money our larger universities

manage to maintain a university crew and to keep up

the form of class races. The jirocession of the boats

at Cambridge, Eug., at the end of the May week,

brings out thirty eight-oared crews that have pulled in

four races. At Oxford I saw fifty eight-oared crews

in the procession of the boats. The leading rowing

men of Oxford and Cambridge may be called on to

row half-a-dozen races of one sort and another in the

season. They are seldom over-trained ; one reason for

the larger number of able rowing men in the English

universities is that all through the period of public-

school life there is well-directed and sane athletic

training, which is based frequently on very fair gym-
nastic training. The young men reach a higher gen-

eral level of performance and endurance than with us,

because of their better training in boyhood and youth.

So long as physical training in the preparatory and

high schools is what it should not be, we can hardly

hope that it shall become what it should be in the col-

leges ; but there seems to be little prospect of speedy

and radical reform in physical training in the second-

ary schools at present. The colleges should demand,

I think, that the secondary schools do their duty in

this matter by bringing up their students in accordance

with wise and well-tried foims of gymnastic and

athletic training. There has hardly been a commis-

sion appointed by an European government within ten

years to consider reforms in secondary education which

has not considered the matter of physical training,

which makes it the more regrettable that the American

Committee of Ten had nothing whatever to say upon

any branch of physical training in its report on Sec-

ondary Education.

I am far from denying that physical training is

slowly becoming more scientific and dignified and

effective as a department of endeavor, though we have

not brought together and applied as yet the results of

all the researches tiiat bear upon its nature and effects.

But it is very interesting to note how much the neu-

rologists are giving us in the way of facts and demon-

strations and conceptions as the essential nature of

muscular action along the very line that Presi<ient

Eliot has suggested,— the doctrine that physical train-

ing ia more a matter of nerve training than muscle

training is no novelty. Kussmaul in his classical work

ou disturbances of speech, clearly recognizes the normal

element involved in all forms of physical training, par-

ticularly the physical training which is resorted to in

remedying defects of speech, such as stuttering, etc.

"Eilucaiiou" he says, "aims at controlling the ac-

quired and inherited reflexes through intelligent and

rational motives." Doualdsou in " The Growth of

the Brain " defines education as " the modiBcatioo of

the nervous central system." If we can win general

recognition for the fact that education in all its

branches involves the modification of the nervous sys-

tem through motor reaction to nervous stimuli, physi-

cal training will acquire new significance and be ac-

corded its proper place in education. So long as uni-

versity authorities fail to perceive the true nature and
significance of physical education, it is not strange that

school boards should cling to obsolete ideas and
methods. Physical training has been put into the

school curriculum largely on the ground that it would
take the place of recess, or serve to build up the

health and strength of the child so as to offset the

lacks and disadvantages he labors under from being a

city child. It is increasingly needful that all who are

responsible for the organization and control of our
schools, should view educational problems from the

standpoint of modern physiology and psychology else

they cannot understand the aims of physical education,

or of school hygiene. The value of a good physique,

of a well-balanced and full-grown neuro-muscular sys-

tem for the purpose of education is wofuUy misappre-

hended by educationists. By rights women teachers

are entitled to a lower death-rate from consumption
ihan men. But here in Boston instead of having a

lower death-rate from consumption than their brother

wage-earners, the women school teachers have a higher

death-rate. So far as the vital statistics recently pub-

lished by the United States Central Bureau enable ub

to judge, no class of wage-earners in Boston have so

high a death-rate from consumption as our female
school teachers, with the single exception of marble
and stone cutters. It is also true that Census Bureaa
figures show that women school teachers in Boston die

faster than their sisters in the same occupation in New
York, Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Wash-
ington. It may be a mere coincidence, but I think

there is something more than coincidence in the fact

that Boston is the only one of these six cities that year

by year and decade by deca<ie neglects the washing of

its schoolhouses. Apparently they have not heard as

yet in our school circles of the tubercle bacillus.

Dr. J. C. White: I think that I had when I was
a boy, perhaps, the wisest Sunday-school teacher that

any boy was fortunate enough to possess. Instead of

giving lessons in the Old and New Testament or cate-

chism to recite upon, we had for a Sunday-school

book a text-book on physiology. I should like to see

such a text-book put into every school, primary or

secondary, and all the physical training in secondary

and primarj schools that ought to be given, but un-

fortunately that training does not exist at present, and
thousands of boys go to college without proper physi-

cal training ; ami there is no doubt, I think, that at

least nine-tenths of them would be better for some
physical training, such as I believe would be practi-

cally carried out if physical exercises of a certain kind

were made a compulsory exercise of their first year.

It should apply to every student, and should be under

proper direction and a sufficient number of teachers;

students should have a practical drill and should be

examined upon it, and the progress in their bodies

should be measured and given credit for, as well as

progress in the action of their nerve cells. I believe

that such a filan is practicable, ami if the governing

bodies of Harvard would consider it seriously they

could carry it out. When the president and I were
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in college together, we were obliged to go into a build-

ing for fifteen or twenty minutes twice a day and at-

tend a certain so-called religious exercise. It was of

no use to most of us certainly, and that same amount
of time spent on physical training would have been of

vastly more importance. I do not agree with Presi-

dent Eliot in some of his deductions from the activity

of mind and the accomplishments of certain exceptional

individuals who have had poor physical frames. I

think that the New England stock of a former gener-

ation did have poor physical frames and yet did good
intellectual work ; but I think the stock which has suc-

ceeded them has been worse for their improper culti-

vation of their bodies, and that is why we are obliged

to resort to this constant influx from the country to

keep up our city population to the standard which it

must have. I believe that Harvard College would
give a great lesson to physical training in this country

by the mere fact that it made it a compulsory part of

its education, it would show the importance of it,

would react upon all the schools below and they must
not look, it seems to me, to the managers of secondary

schools to get this lesson; they must do it themselves

and let the lesson work backwards and downwards.
Dr. G. W. Fitz : In the summer of 1888 it was my

privilege to attend the Summer School of Physical

Training in Cambridge, and for the past five years I

have been instructor there. It is with interest I look

upon the students and see their earnest endeavor to

broaden their opportunity for work, and it seems to

me that although the summer school cannot give a

complete training, as Dr. Hartwell has suggested, yet

it does much to extend the beneficial influence of

physical education in the schools. I wish to empha-
size one part of Dr. Sargent's paper, the educational

aspect of physical training. Although the reaction

time per se cannot be shortened very much after the

individual has gained experience with the testing

apparatus, yet the complicated responses which indi-

viduals make are appreciably shortened, because in the

reaction of the individual to his environment, he is

constantly making adjustments which depend chiefly

upon his ability to see the conditions which determine
what movements shall be made, and the educational

result is distinctly in this direction. This power is

gained in the games and plays of childhood, and con-

stantly exercised during life. Everything that one
does is done in response to his perception of conditions.

If he is accustomed to conditions which call for im-

mediate response, he is trained in quickness. If his

responses are of a slow order, the demand being for

deliberate reactions, he is not trained in quickness. In

civilized life where the individual is largely protected,

the tendency is to dignified and deliberate reactions,

and the opportunity of the individual to become
trained in quickness is lessened, especially if he does
not have the freedom for general exercise possessed

by the country boy. Gymnastic work is a substitute

for the natural conditions which bring out the quick-

ness of perce[)iion and furnish opportunity for varied

reactions, and these conditions have to be made broad
to demand as much of ability as possible. It is not

only in sim])le movements, or of certain sets of move-
ments that a boy or a girl should be trained ; it must
be in such a way as to increase the power to meet un-

expected conditions. This is what he gains in the

games and sports of childhood and youth. It is the

demand for quickness of perception and response

which makes the test, and success in base-ball, foot-ball

or whatever game he engages in, is the measure of his

power. The games which call for quickness, with
extreme accuracy of response, as tennis, are the ones
which make a classification of players easily possible

in grades of ability. Dr. Sargent has emphasized the
undesirability of developing a professional class and
giving them exclusive opportunity.

All of us recognize the fact that exercise has a hy-
gienic value, but I think we do not appreciate how far

that is important in the development of the individual.

The medical profession is only beginning to realize

that drugs are not the most important remedies, that

their power over cell nutrition is comparatively slight

and entirely indirect, while, on the other hand, all the
tissues are co-ordinated through the nervous sys-tem,

so that activity is balanced throughout the body and
any influence brought to bear to bring about increased
work by any tissue finds its response in the increased
activity of the other tissues. The natural stimulus to

all the tissues of the body is exercise, and that is not
simply the true remedy, but the true principle of the
development of power. The remedy side has been
mentioned as exceedingly important. It seems to me
it is only relatively important, for if we could only get
rid of the necessity for the remedies, we would be in a
far happier condition. We must not concern ourselves
exclusively with either college or secondary or primary
schools, but rather with the home surroundings ; for it

is in the home a physician can have his chief influence,

and the early years are the most important in the
child's development. Although we see exceptional
individuals of strong minds in weak bodies, yet I think
we must recognize the probability that such individ-

uals would be more capable of mental exertion if

physically stronger, and thus realize the full impor-
tance of Dr. Sargent's proposition.

Dr. p. C. Knapp: It would be futile, I think, to

deny that muscular training has a distinct effect in

education ; but I thiuk that Dr. Bowditch and Dr.
Fitz rather overstate the question by saying that the
nervous system really ends in a contractile fibre. The
contractile fibres which are brought into play by any
system of gymnastics influence only a minority of the
nerves of the body. The whole association system
and the sensory system are quite apart from the com-
paratively few motor nerves which are set in action by
any system of muscular exercises. Although I do be-
lieve that muscular exercise has a certain remedial
influence, I do not thiuk that muscular development is

by any means the essential, as President Eliot has
just said, with regard to the question of endurance.
In a single family 1 know, the members of the family
capable of the most endurance, of the most intellectual

work, are those who have the poorest muscular devel-
opment ; but they do have the greatest capability of
sleeping at any time, and they have a practically per-
fect digestion. Those two factors— the power to

sleep and the good digestion — are of far greater
value in estimating a person's powers of endurance
than the mere question of muscular development. We
see that in neurasthenics. Other things being equal,
if we find a neurasthenic patient who can still sleep
and can digest food properly, the prognosis is vastly
better.

I learned a while ago some rather interesting points
in regard to reaction time. Prof. Sbaler has just said

that he believed his reaction time has been very much
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shortened by his muscular traiuiug. 1 thiuk that is

possible, but wlien Prof. Shaler began his muscular

training the question had been very little studied. A
contest was instituted in New York between some ex-

pert fencers and some new beginners as to the quick-

ness with which they could make a lunge at a given

mark at a word of command. The expert fencers hit

the mark much more quickly, but as each stage of the

entire process was carefully measured the expert

fencers had a longer reaction time. They started in

on the lunge after the other men, but finished up the

lunge after they once got started in very much quicker

time, their muscles acted quicker, but their reaction

time was slower.

Dr. Sargent : I want to say one word in confirm-

ation of the last speaker who addressed us. What he

says is verified by my own experience. Now, it seems

to me that this very fact is one of the most valuable

facts for the gymnasium trainer to know about. I

thoroughly believe that a large amount of muscular

work lengthens reaction time, that is, deadens nervous

irritability, and that is just what we use it for with the

nervous patient. The first thing done is to gradually

put the patient into heavy muscular work to reduce

muscular irritability and make him less responsive to

the wear aud tear of life. The assertion of President

Eliot in regard to being able to reduce this nervous

irritability by taking muscular exercise is in confirma-

tion of this fact. I tliink he ought to have stated that

he devoted considerable time during his college career

to athletic exercises.

During my practice in New York it was largely in

the remedial way, as my clientele was made up largely

of the patients of physicians ; and I learned one or two

verv important lessons. I had a class of men come to

me who were overworked intellectually, and sent by

their physicians because they were irritable, had con-

gestive headaches, and found it ioi|)Ossib]e to get good

sleep. They were rapidly becoming nervous wrecks.

I started them on a certain class of work. I thought

they needed to stimulate the circulation generally.

Some of them came to me aud complained that they

had more headache than before. Others came back

and said they were cured. I inquired into the history

of these cases, and came to the conclusion that those

men who had had athletic work or physical exercises

in their youth and developed their muscular system,

thus opening up new avenues for the blood, when they

took exercise simply relieved the brain of blood pres-

sure because they had somewhere for the blood to go.

The other cases were poorly developed, aud had not

been accustomed to muscular exercises. The moment
the heart was stimulated the blood flowed to the freest

channels, which were in the head, and they were sub-

ject to headaches. I think that is one reason why the

muscular system of brain workers should be well de-

veloped.

I want to say that the corporation has made pro-

vision for out-of-door gymnastic exercise at Harvard.

We propose to take the gymnasium classes out in the

open air when the weather will permit of it.

I think the reaction against gymnastics in Germany
is due to their miserable gymnasiums generally. They
are often over or back of bar-rooms aud beer saloons,

where the fumes of tobacco smoke permeate the build-

ing. Many are in basements, small and meagerly
lighted. I know of only one first-class German gym-
nasium in this country, and that is in Chicago.
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RARE ANOMALIJES OF THE PHALANGES
SHOWN BY THE RONTGEN PROCESS.

The picture on the opposite page exhibits an ex-

tremely rare anomaly of the phalangeal bones shown

by the Routgen process. The picture is taken from a

patient at the Boston City Hospital, by the kind co-

operation of the Department of Physics at the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology with gentlemen con-

nected with the hospital. The picture has a twofold

attraction : (1) as an excellent example of the new
process : (2) as an instance of an interesting aud in-

structive anomaly. In the subject of the picture both

hands present the same peculiarities, as follows

:

Length of each forefinger, 8 cm.; of the second fin-

gers, 11 cm.; of the third fingers, 11^ cm.; of the

fourth fingers, 7^ cm. ; the middle phalanx of each

forefinger is wanting; the distal phalanx of each little

finger is turned in, aud the middle phalanx is quite

rudimentary. The second and third toes of each foot

are webbed ; the first toe of each foot is very movable,

and can be extended to a little more than a right an-

gle. An aunt and two children of this individual have

the same anomalous conditions of hands and feet.

In similar cases which have been recorded, the

proximal phalanges sometimes tend to supply the de-

fect in length of the finger.

Dr. Thomas Dwight, Parkman Professor of Anat-

omy at the Harvard Medical School, has kindly fur-

nished the following list of similar cases :

Gillette' showed the skeleton of a female hand, in which the

second phalanges were very short. In the middle and little

fingers they joined the proximal phalanges. Other extremities

could not be examined.

Grnber- reported the case of a young man with defect of the

second phalanges on all fingers and toes. The peculiarity ex-

isted in his father's family.

Fort^ reports six cases of small second or terminal phalanges.

In a woman of fifty the right middle finger had a phalanx want-
ing; there seems no doubt that it was the second. A man had

> Bull. Soc. d'Anat., Paris, 1S70, xIt.
> Oeatreich. ZeitwUfc. praot. Ucilkunde, 1865.
• Dltformit^s des Uoigta, 1869.
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only two phalanges in both little fingers, club-feet and a phalanx

wanting in the toes. A young man had only two phalanges in

each finger, the second being wanting; the first was much
longer than usual, so that the length of the fingers was little

less than normal; a bone was wanting in each thumb, which

was held to be the metacarpal. His grandfather had the same
deformities; three children of his paternal uncle all lack a

phalanx in both fingers and toes; his father's sister had two

daughters with normal hands, and three sons all wanting a

joint in each finger. The patient was one of eleven children:

five normal girls, and six boys wanting each a phalanx in both

fingers and toes. It is not mentioned that the patient himself

had the defect in the toes, but it appears that he had. His

mother also miscarried twice with male children, each with the

defect.

These cases of Fort's are from various sources. The other

three are not cited as they were mixed with other anomalies, or

were unsatisfactory.

Leboucq sent Pfitzner^ a photograph of a right hand (a skele-

ton) in which the second phalanges of the four fingers were all very

short. The metacarpal of the thumb is reduced to a third of its

length, and that of the ring-finger is rather short; the proximal

phalanges of the fingers are considerably lengthened. Pfitzner

himself saw on the body of a woman the second phalanx of both

little fingers and of the right ring-finger greatly reduced.

THE MASSACHUSETTS LUNACY AND CHARITY
REPORT.

The seventeenth annual Report of the State Board

of Lunacy and Charity is a concise, compact statement

of the work of the Board for the past year. Its great

and varied powers and duties are performed through

four standing committees : on Charities, on Lunacy,

on Inspection of Institutions, on Removal of Insane

Persons out of the State. There are four chief execu-

tive otRcers of the Board : a superintendent of iu-door

poor, a superintendent of out-door poor, an inspector

of institutions, who is the Board's general supervisory

officer and its principal agent in the performance of

its duties as a commission in insanity, and a clerk,

who has charge of the records, correspondence and

expenditures of the Board.

The In-door Poor Department has two transporta-

tion officers, a messenger and six clerks, of whom
three are engaged more or less in outside work; with

also, in the Division of Visitation, three clerks and

fifteen visitors. One woman, a visitor at large, with

her assistant, co-operates with about eighty women,

auxiliary visitors and volunteers, in the placing and

oversight of girls over ten years of age who are placed

in families.

The Out-door Poor Department employs a superin-

tendent and deputy superintendent, nine visitors, of

whom three, a man and a woman, are physicians ; six

clerks and a messenger. For inspection of institutions

there are an Inspector and Deputy Inspector, one

visitor, who is a woman, and three clerks, of whom

one is engaged in visiting to a considerable extent.

The clerk of the Board has an assistant.

The 2,593 dependent and neglected children, juve-

nile offenders, and foundlings and destitute children,

received during the year 4,469 visits from the Board's

visitors and 766 from the auxiliary visitors; 415 of

• Sctawalbe's MorpL. Arbeit., BU. 4, 1895.

super-

them were in public institutions, 736 at board in fami-

lies and 1,462 self-supporting in families at the end of

the year. Notices were received from 185 cities and

towns on account of 8,242 persons sick and needing

relief, of whom 416 had diseases dangerous to the

public health, and of whom 276 died. The applicants

for out-door relief, 12,814, although less than half as

many as during the previous year, is still large, and

the Board says, should be reduced by the most rigid

oversight and the most careful and intelligent study of

each case.

Of the State institutions under its general

vision the Board reports as follows

:

The Lyman School for Boys had 167 boys com-

mitted to it during the year, of whom 66 were for lar-

ceny. The State Industrial School for Girls had 72

commitments, and so admirable an example of institu-

tion management and discipline should be widel}'

known and followed. The State Almshouse had 3,071

admissions for the year, including 88 insane, the State

Farm 1,461, and their management is commended.

The Worcester Hospital for the Insane has ap-

pointed an accomplished pathologist and continues a

good example of hospital management, and the Asy-

lum for the Chronic Insane is as well managed as it

can be with its bad location in the heart of the city.

The Taunton has established a training-school for

nurses and has infirmary buildings which are models

of their kind, but lacks sufficient land for employment

of patients. At the Northampton, old-fashioned ideas

regarding hospital management prevail and there is

little scientific study of insanity, but the institution is

an excellent home for the insane. The Danvers Hos-

pital uses mechanical restraint less and padded rooms

more than others, has appointed a pathologist, and its

training-school for nurses is in its sixth year, but it is

not, with all its excellencies, quite up to the highest

standard of neatness nor is the individual study of the

patients carried to the extent that it is in some of the

other hospitals of the State. The Westborough is

still sadly lacking in some of the essential features of

a good hospital for the insane in spite of all that has

been accomplished in an old building, and as to its

high recorded cure-rate, the use of the word " recov-

ered " depends upon the point of view.

The Hospital for Dipsomaniacs and Inebriates re-

mains about as a year ago, and more efficient methods

are recommended. It is still in the experimental

stage, so to speak. The School for Feeble-minded,

with its 423 in the school or in custody, needs more
room to extend its admirable work. At the Hospital

Cottages for Children a fair amount of good work is

done for its 105 inmates, in spite of the somewhat un-

satisfactory construction of the buildings. The new
McLean, a corporate hospital for the insane, is highly

praised. For the two institutions for the Boston in-

sane, much remains to be done before the patients are

properly provided for. No criticism is made of the

eleven private insane asylums with their aggregate of

101 patients.
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As to the general care of the iusaue, the recom-

mendation of the Board has resulted in the appoint-

ment of special pathologists at some of the hospitals

with a prospect of more. It thinks the number of

assistants too small in most of the hospitals and that

there should be medical internes in all of them so far

as is practicable. It recommends homes for the

nurses, and suggests them for the superintendents, out-

side of the hospitals, approves training-schools for

nurses and cordially notes the great improvement in

the medical treatment of the insane. The commitment

laws are far from satisfactory in several particulars

and a thorough revision of them at an early day is

advised.

The insane under supervision at the end of the year

were 6,768, of whom 5,763 were in asylums and hos-

pitals, 803 in town almshouses and in many cases not

only not receiving suitable care but sometimes even

being cruelly neglected, and 202 in private families.

During the year, Acts of the Legislature have been

passed establishing an asylum for insane criminals and

a hospital for epileptics.

Since supervision of alien immigrants began, in

1848, the Board has inspected 1,009,968, of whom
23,508 were last year.

In the appendices are nearly one hundred pages of

concentrated statistics, and the impression from the

final page of the report is one of a vast amount of

faithful work described in an interesting way. How
far the community has a right to expect so much labor

to be given to it by unpaid boards and how long it can

continue to get such service are questions for discus-

sion. It is quite clear that, with the present system

of serving without pay, even the nine members of the

Board of Lunacy and Charity have powers and duties

greater than they can adequately meet.

THE SANITARY CONDITION OF BAKE-HOUSES.

In view of the recent hearings before a committee

of the Massachusetts Legislature in regard to the san-

itary condition of the bake-shops in this State and the

unpleasant statements there made, it is worth while to

revert to the interest lately manifested in the large

towns of England relative to the sanitary condition of

their bake-houses.' The Sanitary Record ' states quite

clearly the conditions which are desirable in a good

bakr-house, and, first of all, absolute cleanliness. It

should be entirely above ground, the floor preferably

made of concrete, the walls wainscotted to a height of

six feet with glazed tiles, or non-porous plaster. Fit-

tings of such character as to enable the rooms to be

kept thoroughly clean. Sanitary conveniences should

be provided, but not in immediate connection with the

bake-house. Any sleeping accommodations should be

strictly separate from the working department. As

> In regard to the Bcwtun bake-bouses, a definite stateiueDt was
iDHde ibai out of 30 bake-ttbops iu th«; Nortb End of that city, 15 were
lu balf-cvllars, bal(-ba«eraeou ; at the Soath Eod, 18 out of 30 were
in cellars.

> London, December 13, 1B9S.

much of the work as possible should be done by ma-

chinery, which is more cleanly than hand-work.

Flour should not be stored in rooms liable to damp-

ness. Other excellent suggestions are given relative

to the methods of mixing dough, the construction of

ovens, etc.

In a report of Dr. Newsholme, medical officer of

health, of Brighton, England, mentioned in the same

issue, (p. 487) he states that 69.7 per cent, of the

bake-houses in his borough are partially or wholly

underground. In the West End of London 88 per

cent, of the bake-houses were found to be under-

ground.

Dr. Newsholme urges the necessity of ample ven-

tilation in these establishments, since a large share of

the work is done where gas is used, and before sun-

rise, and the ovens themselves add to the impurity of

the air. The work is laborious and conducted at a

high temperature, and in the presence of a consider-

able amount of fine dust. Bakers suffer much from

bronchitis and asthma, and are short-lived. The

keeping of fowls, pigeons, swine and other animals in

close proximity to bakeries should be discouraged.

The following English Act came into operation

January 1, 1896, and will doubtless have a good effect

in preventing upsanitary conditions in new establish-

ments : " A place underground shall not be used as a

bake-house unless it is so used at the beginning of this

Act ; and if any place is so used in contravention of

this Act, it shall be deemed to be a workshop not kept

in conformity with the principal Act."

MEDICAL NOTES.

Yellow Fever in Cuba.— Yellow fever is re-

ported to be unusually prevalent in Cuba, especially

along the Southern coast.

Registration of Phthisis.— It is reported that

an ordinance recently proposed in one of the Califor-

nia health resorts for the registration of people suffer-

ing from tuberculosis, was defeated on the argument

that it might lessen the reputation of California as the

home of consumptives.

Publication of Medical Photographs. —

A

St. Louis surgeon has been sued for $15,000 damages

by one of his patients, of whom he published a por-

trait in connection with a report of his case. The
patient had given the physician the privilege of taking

his photograph for personal use, not for publication.

The Dangers of Advertising. — Dr. Krause

has resigned his position of privat-docent of the Berlin

Medical University owing to a difficulty with the

faculty, who had asked him to give his reasons for

allowing his name to appear at the foot of a testi-

monial for a certain brand of soap. On his refusal to

do this, the faculty inflicted the severest reprimand in

its power, and he resigned.

Youthful Malingerers.— The schoolchildren

of Nassington, in Northamptonshire, England, have
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adopted a new rnse to avoid the hardships of going

to school. A number of the children were found to

be suffering from a peculiar rash on their bodies on

account of which they were kept at home from school.

Dr. Elliot, the medical officer of health for the dis-

trict, found that they had been diligently rubbing

their bodies with the juice of the plant called " Patty

Spurge," which had resulted iu the production of a

plentiful crop of blisters. The editor of the Lancet

suggests that a closer knowledge of the birch tree and

its branches might dull their keenness for practical

botany.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston.— Dur-

ing the week ending at noon, February 19, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

.following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease :

diphtheria, 94, scarlet fever, 23, measles, 3, typhoid

fever, 25.

NEW YORK.

The City Hospitals and Civil Service.— A
motion was made on February 14th before Justice

Andrews, of the Supreme Court, for a mandamus to

compel the Commissioners of Public Charities to no-

tify the Civil Service Board that vacancies exist in

the positions of consulting and attending physicians

and surgeons of the various city hospitals whose med-

ical boards were deposed on the 1st of November last.

Resolutions were then adopted giving the power to

nominate new medical and surgical staffs for the hos-

pitals to the College of Physicians and Surgeons, the

Medical Department of the University of the City of

New York, Bellevue Hospital Medical College, and the

Fourth Division of Bellevue Hospital. The Court was

also asked to direct the commissioners to refrain from

making selections for hospital appointments except from

the entire body of physicians practising in the City of

New York. William B. Hornblower, Esq., on behalf

of a large number of physicians asking for the man-

damus, urged that the commissioners had no right to

delegate their powers to the four bodies named, and

argued that the appointments should be made solely

according to the fitness of the applicants. Assistant

Corporation Counsel Dean opposed the motion and pre-

sented an affidavit of commissioner John P. Faure to

show that the method selected was the best method

that could be adopted. It was also claimed that, as the

places have already been filled, a mandamus could not

issue. The judge reserved his decision.

Resignation op Dr. John B. Huber. — Dr.

John B. Huber having resigned the position of coro-

ner's physician under Dr. Emil W. Hoeber, coroner.

Dr. Otto H. Schultze has been appointed to the place.

Dr. Schultze is a brother of Dr. Louis W. Schultze,

who was himself one of the Board of Coroners for

many years.

The Bertillon System Recommended. — On
February 12th there was a discussion at the Medico-

Legal Society in which the adoption of the Bertillon

system of anthropometric measurements for identifying

criminals was favored, and at a meeting of the Police

Board on February 14th Commissioner Andrews pre-

sented a report recommending the use of the Bertillon

system in connection with the Rogues' Gallery, which,

he contended, should be enlarged so as to include the

photograph of every criminal arrested in any city in

the United States.

High Buildings and Dark Streets.— A bill

has been introduced into the Legislature which has for

its purpose the prevention of very tall buildings on

narrow streets, and it is supported by the New York
City Club and the Chamber of Commerce. The bill

provides that no building shall be erected in New
York City the top floor of which is more than 150

feet above the ground except by consent of the Presi-

dent of the Health Department, the Superintendent of

Buildings and a member of the council of the Fine

Arts Federation. In general the top floor of any new
building shall not be above the curb level more than

fifteen times the square root of the width of the street

on which it is erected. If the building is set back

from the street, twice the distance it is set back may
be added to its height.

Death of Dr. Alexander S. Hunter. — Dr.

Alexander S. Hunter, a prominent member of the

Academy of Medicine and the Medical Society of the

County of New York, died at his residence at Spuyten
Duyvil, in the annexed district of the city (to which

locality he had removed during the past year), on
February 13th, in the 56th year of his age. He was
a graduate of the Medical Department of the Univer-

sity of the City of New York in the year 1863, and
was especially well-known as an obstetrician and gyne-
cologist.

REMARKABLE DEATH OF A MEDICAL
PRACTITIONER.

The peculiar circumstances attending the recent
death of a medical practitioner, Mr. John Robinson,
of Bridlington Quay, Yorkshire, England, are given
as follows by the Medical Presi and Circular :

" Mr. Robinson had under his care a young man
suffering from some slight ailment, for whom he pre-

scribed a bottle of medicine. After one dose, how-
ever, owing to the ' agonizing effects ' caused, the pa-
tient refused to take any more of the mixture. This
surprised his medical attendant, but it led to the latter

taking the bottle away and promising to send another
mixture of less strength than the first. However, the
same effects were produced in the patient after a
single dose of the second medicine, and again he de-
clined to take any more. This having been brought
under the notice of Mr, Robinson, he visited the pa-
tient, and stated that the prescription from which the
medicine had been prepared was one that he was ac-

customed to use every day, and that he himself would
not object to swallowing the whole of the contents of
the bottle at once. Suiting the action to his word, be
called for some water and proceeded to pour oat a
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large dose of the mixture, which he promptly swal-

lowed. Soon afterwards he began to feel ill. He ac-

cordingly proceeded home at once and sent for two
confriret. Everything that was possible was done for

him ; but tiie symptoms of poisoning rapidly developed

and death took place two hours later. His belief, at

first, was that the medicine had contained a strong

dose of tincture of ginger, but before he died he ex-

pressed the opinion that aconite had somehow been

dispensed by mistake in the mixture. Mr. Robinson
had been forty years in practice in Bridlington, and

had reached the age of sixty-four.

A COIN FOR FIVE AND A HALF YEARS IN A
MAN'S BRONCHUS.

The Birmingham correspondent of the British

Medical Journal sends particulars of a case in which a

coin was happily expelled from the air-passages of a

man after a sojourn of more than five years and a half.

In June, 1890, W. H. Westley, a miner, aged thirty-

nine, whilst laughing with a sixpence in his mouth, sud-

denly felt it slip back into his throat, where it became
fixed. Suffocation seemed to be impending, and a

doctor who was called in passed an instrument down
his throat and could feel the sixpence lying edge

uppermost in the larynx. Attempts were made to

extract it, but the coin dropped down into the wind-

pipe. The choking sensation now disappeared, but

the man was much troubled with shortness of breath,

especially on any exertion, with occasional attacks of

coughing and a feeling of tightness and constriction

round the right side of his chest. He kept at work,

however. Occasionally, when stooping or lying down
he would cough the coin up and feel it in his windpipe.

This never took place when he was standing up. On
May 8, 1891, he was suddenly seized with a violent

attack of coughing and a sense of suffocation, and he

was admitted as an in-patient into the General Hos-

pital, Birmingham, under the late Mr. Jolly. The
low operation of tracheotomy was performed on May
29th, and an attempt made to dislodge the coin from

the right bronchus, but unsuccessfully. The right side

of the chest was at this time smaller than the left, the

respiratory movements were less, and air entered but

very poorly into the right lung. . The tracheotomy

wound was kept open for three weeks and then allowed

to close, and he was discharged from the hospital on

June 30lh. He went back to his work as a miner.

He was always short of breath, and had occasional

attacks of coughing. These attacks were invariably

brought on if he la}' over on his left side at his work,

and he could then feel something move in his chest.

During the last year he has coughed up small ijuantities

of very foul-smelling matter. Latterly the ex|)ectora-

tioD had been more abundant, and the coin had be-

come looser in the windpipe.

On January 20, 1896, five years and seven months
after the accident, when lying on his back and tossing

a child up in the air, he suddenly felt the sixpence

come up in his throat and stick there. He again had

a violent suffocative attack. By standing up and bend-

ing his body forwards and coughing violently he man-
aged to expel the coin. He subsequently coughed up

a little blood and pus. His breathing immediately

became easier and freer than it bad been since the

accident in 1890, and he now feels as well as he ever

did. Examination of the chest shows that the right

side of the thorax is a little flatter in front than the

left. No abnormal sounds are to be heard on either

side. The only difference to be detected between the

two sides is a slight increase in the vocal resonance on
the right as compared with the left side. The coin

coughed up is thin .ind covered all over with thick

scales of black sulphide of silver.

OBITUARY.
RICHARD MANNING HODGES, A.M., M.D.

Dr. Richakd Manning Hodges, was born in Bridge-

water, Mass., November G, 1827. He fitted for Harvard
College at the Boston Latin School, and graduated in the

class of 1847. Among his classmates were Judge Charles
Allen of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, Judge Wm.
C. Endicott, Judge Henry L. Hallett, Chester Harding
and Dr. Benj. S. Shaw. Dr. Hodges took the degree of

A.M. in due course and that of M.D. in 1850. He served
twice on the Board of Overseers of Harvard College, and
was a member of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences.

The writer first knew Dr. Hodges when he was Demon-
strator of Anatomy, a position he held from 1853 till 1861.

His dissections for the Professor, Dr. O. W. Holmes, were
marvels of beauty and skill, and one, of a varicose aneu-

rism of the forearm which he dissected at home while ill

with sore throat, is beautifully injected and colored, and is

one of the finest specimens preserved in the Warren
Museum.
At this time Dr. Hodges was fortunate in securing the

friendsliip of one who assisted him materially in a profes-

sional way and to whom he owed much of the reputation

and employment which he obtained. The late Prof. Henry
.1. Bigelow introduced Dr. Hodges among his patients, and
sent him as a substitute when he could not go himsulf.

The skill, earnestness, decision and self-confidence of the

young practitioner made him at once a successful and much-
employed physician and surgeon.

Dr. Hodges was a man of sterling cjualities, by nature

;

he was an active, steady, ambitious worker ; in opinion de-

cided, somewhat dogmatic, and at times blunt and almost

brusque in e.xpressing himself, but always honest and sin-

cere. He was very punctilious and particular in fulfilling

his professional and social duties of etiquette, and an ap-

pointment was always exactly kept and a note or a call

answered or returned at once. He was very modest, al-

though thoroughly self-reliant and decided. He was so well

grounded in anatomy that practical surgery was very easy

and fascinating to him, and if he had confined himself strictly

to it, he would have been an extremely prominent operator

and one of the highest authorities.

He patiently continued his work as Demonstrator, and
at the same time rapidly obtained practice and reputation.

In 18G6 he was appointed Adjunct Professor of Surgery;

Dr. Bigelow, then Professor ot Surgery, depended much
upon his assistance and advice, and could not have had a

more valuable and reliable junior. Although an excellent

clinical teacher, the task of lecturing was not congenial to

him, and he resigned his professorship in 1872, besides he
was in the full tide of active practice and without consider-

able sacrifice could not have prepared and delivered his

lectures. In 1863 he had been chosen one of the visiting

surgeons of the Massachusetts General Hospital, succeed-

ing Dr. Solomon D. Townsund. The surgeons at that time

were : Cabot, Bigelow, Clark, Gay, Hodges and J. Mason
Warren— all are now dead.

As an operator he was one of the best and neatest, and to

see him excise an elbow-joint was an enjoyment and a lesson

to be long remembered. As a scientific and philosophic

surgeon with broad views, he was distmguished above

others of his date, and would have been likely to have be-

come, what is something very rare, a great surgeon. With
the house-ofiicers at the hospital he took great pains to
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show them the right way to treat and care for those under
their charge, and though at times his lessons were some-
what decidedly given and enforced, yet all of these gentle-

men must recognize that they learned much from, and owe
much to, Dr. Hodges's patient, careful, conscientious daily

example.

His various writings, especially upon excision of joints,

upon spiroidal fractures and other surgical injuries, were
authorities as soon as read and known. He first called

particular attention to the sinus which occurs so frequently

in the sacro-coccygeal region, and which he very appropri-
ately named "Pilo-nidal sinus" from its hairy contents and
its nest-like shape. As a fashionable and popular physi-

cian he has rarely had an equal in Boston, and his decided,
sensible advice and warm sympathy made his patients very
dependent upon him. Indeed, he cured many of them bv
his force of character. He toU one lady, who had not left

her room for years, that he should expect her to meet him
down stairs the next time he called, and there she was at

the appointed hour, and she has continued well ever
since. In person he was of just the right height and
strongly built, and his soft eye and very winning smile

made him attractive and handsome. Of a quick, nervous
temperament, he moved straight to his end both morally
and physically. He usually went up-stairs two at a time
when making his professional calls.

In 1885 he resigned bis position as Visiting Surgeon to

the Massachusetts Hospital, and gave up the practice of

surgery. The reasons for this step were only known to

himself, and it is useless to speculate upon them. His in

creasing deafness undoubtedly had something to do with

his act ; the retirement of Dr. Bigelow, the death of all the

colleagues who were on the staff at the time of his appoint-

ment may have influenced him, and perhaps he did not feel

young enough to face and study the new antiseptic surgery

which was coming thick and fast, particularly the abdomi-
nal, and which required a strong effort on the part of a

man nearly sixty years old to cultivate and practise.

His retirement was a great loss to this hospital. In 1.S91

he entirely ceased to practice, and issued a card to that

effect. He did not need his professional income, as he bad
inherited valuable real estate from his father. He trav-

elled but little after his return from Europe, where he
went immediately after getting his medical degree and
where he learned midwifery in Dublin, and surgery and
anatomy in Paris. The group of his contemporaries who
were with him in Paris have almost all passed away : Cal-

vin Ellis, C. D. Homans, J. Nelson Borland, B. S. Shaw
are names that will naturally come up in connection with
his own.

His last illness was, on the whole, a short one. He con-

sulted Dr. V. Y. Bowditch about a year before he died on
account of attacks of difliculty of breathing. It was sug-

gested that tobacco-smoking might be the cause of his

trouble. He gave up cigars which he had always smoked'
freely ; but the attacks returned, and within two months of

his death had become comparatively frequent. He said

nothing about them to his wife until, on the evening of

February 5th, a very severe attack at home, accompanied
by much precordial pain, compelled him to make his state

known and summon assistance. He told his wife and son

that his end was near, and asked for ether to inhale. This
relieved him somewhat. Later, subcutaneous injections of

morphine and the administration of digitalis and nilro-

glvcerin made him more comfortable. On Thursday the

6th inst., any exertion was followed by great dyspnea, and
he resorted to ether inhalation whenever the jiPccordial

pain was severe. An examination during his illness showed
a very slight mitral insufficiency, some dilatation of the heart

and congestion of the kidneys. The urine contained al-

bumin and casts of various kinds ; but, none of them were
large, and the kidneys were not thought to be seriously dis-

eased. On Friday, the 7th, he calmly gave directions

which he thought important, and told his wife where his

papers would be found. In the course of the day he be-

came unconscious and continued so until his death, early on
Sunday morning, the 9th. There was no autopsy.

DR. R. M. HODGES.

Resolutions of the Medical Board of the Massa-
chusetts General Hospital.

At a meeting of the Medical Board of the Massa-
chusetts General Hospital, held February 11th, the
following resolutions were passed :

The physicians and surgeons of the Massachusetts Gen-
eral Hospital desire to express their sense of deep and per-
sonal obligation to the late Richard Manning Hodges,
for many years one of the ablest surgeons of the Hospital,
by entering the following minute upon their records

:

Wise in council, energetic and efficient in action, clear-

headed, skilful, manly and sympathetic, Dr. Hodges com-
bined to an unusual degree the qualities essential to the
model surgeon. Through them he rapidly attained a lead-
ing position among the surgeons of New England, second
only to that of his esteemed and illustrious colleague with
whose name his own was usually coupled.

A successful and experienced teacher, the importance of

his example and of his services to the Hospital in the train-

ing of his juniors will ever he gratefully remembered.
Loyal and generous to them, both in and out of season, his

willing strength was often called upon and never in vain.

THE GILBERT MURDER TRIAL.

A Correction.

Boston, February 17, 1896.

Mr. Editor : — Will you have the kindness to publish
this letter fi-om William W. Doherty, Esq., senior counsel
for Angus D. Gilbert, and oblige.

Yours very truly, George F. Jelly, M.D.

Boston, February 14, 1896.
Dr. George F. Jelly, Boston.
My Dear Doctor : — 1 find in the Medical and Surgical

Journal of February 13th, a statement by you that Gil-

bert's counsel admitted to the jury that he killed the Ster-
ling child. In this you are mistaken. My statement was
that while we did not admit the killing, I expected and as-

sumed that the jury would find on the evidence that it was
he who did it. I have never admitted that he killed her,
nor has he. Very truly yours,

William W. Doherty.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD,

For the week ending February 8th, in Boston, according to
observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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dPrigtnal SdrticIriBS.

TYPHOID FEVER IN CHILDHOOD, WITH AN
ANALYSIS OF TWO HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-
FOUK CASES.i

BY JOHN LOVETT HORSE, A.M., M.D.,

Physician to Out patients at the Boston City Hospital and at the West
End Nursery avd Infants' Hospital.

I HAVE taken as the basis of this study the cases of

typhoid fever which were admitted to the Boston City

Hospital from January 1, 1882, to January 1, 1895.

It seemed to me that a careful analysis of a large

series of cases io connection with a review of the liter-

ature of the subject might teach something concerning

the disease as it appears in childhood, and possibly

show some differences iu its manifestations at different

ages. Up to 1876, when Henoch called attention to

the subject, typhoid fever was supposed to be a rare

occurrence in childhood. Since then, however, it has

been well established that the liability is early devel-

oped, and that the disease is not at all infrequent, even

in the earlier years. In the thirteen years ending

January 1, 1895, 3,680 cases of typhoid fever were

admitted to the Boston City Hospital ; 284 of these,

or 7.7 per cent., were under fifteen. Osier's Montreal

series of 660, of whom 51 were under fifteen, gives

the same proportion, 7.7 per cent. Baginsky's experi-

ence is even more convincing. He was able to watch

carefully an epidemic of typhoid in a village of 800
inhabitants. Out of a total of 50 cases, 16, or 32 per

cent., were iu children under ten. In the recent epi-

demic at Stamford, Conn., reported by Schavoir, 194,

or 48 per cent, of the 406 cases occurred in children

under fifteen years, and 68, or 17 per cent., in children

under five years. In that at Plumstead, reported by

Davies, of the total of 177 cases, 28, or 16 per cent.,

occurred in children under five years, and 41, or 23

per cent., iu children between five and ten.

There is still a difference of opinion as to the oc-

currence of typhoid in children under two years.

Several autopsies have been reported in infants, nota-

bly one by Ogle at four and a half months, and two
by Holscher at two and nine months respectively. It

must be admitted, however, that they are all open to

some doubt, as, so far as I know, Eberth's bacillus

has never been demonstrated in these cases, and simi-

lar pathological conditions occur commonly enough in

other intestinal diseases of children. Northrup, at the

New York Foundling Asylum, has never observed a

case of typhoid, either clinically or at autopsy, iu a

child under two years. Numerous cases have been

reported clinically, however, many of which can cer-

tainly admit of no doubt from a clinical standpoint.

In Vogel's series of 1,017, 7 were under one year.

Moutmollin reports 15 out of 295, and Henoch 8 out

of 280 under two years, while Noyes, in a careful re-

port of the epidemic at Montclair, N. J., mentions 7

cases under three. Northrup reports 4 cases under

two years which occurred in the Stamford epidemic.

In one of these, aged tweuty-two mouths, there

was an autopsy. Cases must be rare under one

year, because of the slight exposure in nursing chil-

dren. After this age the exposure must be the same
or greater than in adults, and there is no obvious

reason why infection should not occur as often. It is

probable that the small number of cases observed at

Read before the C'liaical Sectioo of the Suffolk District MeUicai
Society, N.ijember 20, 1896.

this age is not because they do not occur but because

they are not recognized, being mistaken on account of

their mildness for other forms of intestinal disturbance.

It is to be hoped that bacteriological as well as patho-

logical observations will soon decide the question

definitively. None of my series were under two, but

this is not surprising as small children are rarely taken

at the hospital. This also explains the small number

of my cases under five, and to a certain extent dimin-

ishes the value of the proportions at other ages, which

are as follows :

Up to five years 3=1%
Five to ten years 77 27

Ten to llfteen years 204 72

284

Henoch, Roetb, Earle, Archambault, Smidt and

Wolberg report 686 cases, which give the following

proportions

:

Under five . 78=11.5%
Five to ten 331 «.0
Ten to fifteen 277 40.6

Vogel, in 1,017 cases, found 412 between five and

ten years of age, and 393 between ten and fifteen.

Collectively they show a comparatively small number
in the first five years, while the remainder are about

equally divided between the two other periods.

Morlality.— Of the 3,680 cases of all ages admitted,

477 died, giving a mortality of 12.9 per cent. This is

considerably lower than Murchison's estimate of 15 to

20 per cent. Of the 3,396 adults, 460 died, or 13.5

per cent. ; while only 17, or 6.0 per cent., of the 284

cases under fifteen were fatal.

The collected cases of Hagenbach-Burckhardt,

Ashby, Forchheimer, Holyoke, Henoch, Seifert,

Roetb, Earle, Montmollin, Archambault, Smidt, Wol-
berg and Stork give almost the same mortality, 6.4

per cent., there being 136 fatal cases in a total of

2,117. These figures certainly confirm the general

opinion that typhoid fever is a much less fatal disease

in children than in adults. They also show that Wil-

son's estimate of one per cent, as the maximum is much
too low. The low mortality in childhood is also

proven by the fact that Holscher, in 2,000 autopsies

in cases of typhoid, found only seven under ten years

of age.

The mortality by periods of five years is showu in

the following table :

Age. Cases. Deaths. Mortality.

Under Five years .... 3 0.0%
Five to ten years... 77 1 1.3

Ten to fifteen years . . 204 16 7.«

That is, the mortality increases directly with the

age. Wolberg's series of 277 cases, which is given

below, shows the same tendency but in a less degree.

Age. Cases. Deaths. Mortality.

Under Five years .... 28 2 3.6%
Five to ten years ... 161 6 3.T

Ten to twelve years . . 88 6 5.7

I cannot find any corroboration of Wilson's state-

ment that the mortality is high during the first year.

The youngest fatal case was a boy of nine who died

in a relapse from the " stress of the disease." Of the

16 fatal cases in older children five were due to intes-

tinal hemorrhage, nine to the "stress of the disease,"

and one each to renal and pulmonary complications—
pyelo-nephritis, double fibriuous pleurisy and abscess

of the luug. In 591 cases reported by Stork, Wol-

berg, Smidt, Henoch, Seifert and Holyoke there were
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26 deaths, three being due to hemorrhage, four to per-

foration, aud three to a complicatiug broucho-pueu-
mouia.

Pathology. — These results coincide with and are
explained by the peculiarities of the |)athological

changes met with in childhood. Henoch first called

attention to them, aud his observations have been fre-

quently confirmed. Although, as is well known, the
intestinal lymph elements in children are very readily

inflamed, yet in this disease the process rarely goes on
to deep ulceration. The intestinal lesions often
undergo resolution without ulceration or the ulcera-

tive process is very superficial. The sloughing and
ulceration rarely, and almost never, except in older
children, reach the high grade of development so com-
monly seen in adult liie.

Course. -^The slight intensity of the pathological
process leads us to expect the disease to run a compar-
atively mild course in children in addition to having a
low mortality. In like manner we should expect it

to have a more severe course in older children in

whom the deeper lesions occur more commonly.
Other inherent peculiarities of childhood should also

make the course of the disease somewhat different

from that which it ordinarily takes. The general im-

pression is, I think, that the course is lighter, aud the
sequence of phenomena less regular than in adult life,

while certain symptoms are often unduly prominent.
Earle, however, says that " typhoid fever in childhood
conforms very fairly to the disease as he has noticed

it in adults."

The best way of determining whether or not the
course of the disease in childhood is different from
that in adult life seems to be to consider the various

symptoms separately aud to compare them as they
occur at different ages. For this purpose I have
divided the cases into three classes according to age—
the first class comprising those under five years, the
second those from five to ten, and the third those from
ten to fifteen.

Resume of Cases under Five Tears.— As the first

class consists of only three cases any conclusions drawn
from it must necessarily be of little or no value.

Hence I will merely give a brief resume of it. The
ages were two and a half, three, and three and a half

years. The onset was slow in two, and acute in one.
In the two cases in which it is mentioned there was no
epistaxis. The fever lasted ten, twenty, aud twenty-
five days respectively, the highest points being 103°,
102°, and 104°. None of them showed the so-called
" suppurative " fever. The tongue was considerably
coated in one, little or none in two. None vomited
and all had diarrhea. Distention of the abdomen was
present in two, absent in one. There was slight ten-

derness in one case. None had hemorrhage or per-
foration. Rose-spots were present in two, absent in

one. The size of the spleen was not noted in one
case, while it was moderately enlarged in one and
much enlarged in the other. One case had a mild
bronchitis and in another this masked the other symp-
toms. Headache was complained of in one case; it is

not mentioned iu the others. The mental condition
of two was noted as stupid, while the third had opis-

thotonus and spells of loud crying. All recovereii and
there were no relapses. One had otitis media suppur-
ativa and another boils. The urine of the only case
iu which it was examined contained neither albumin
nor casta.

Onset.— It is rather difficult in many cases to draw
a sharp distinction between an acute and a slow onset.

In making this division I have classified as acute only
those cases in which a child in apparently good health

was taken suddenly sick and in whom severe symp-
toms soon developed. If 1 have erred, it is in not

calling enough cases acute. Of 71 cases! from five to

ten in whom the manner of onset was noted, it was
acute in 26. or 36.6 per cent., while in 198 cases from
ten to fifteen it was acute in 42, or 21.2 per cent. This
is certainly a far greater proportion than is seen in

adults. It is also noteworthy that the proportion of

acute onsets is considerably higher in the second five

years than in the third, showing that in older children

the type approaches more nearly that seen in adults.

Wolberg considers that the onset is sudden iu the

majority of cases, and states that there is often an
initial chill. In my series, however, an initial chill

was rare, but vomiting was often an early symptom,
particularly in younger children. Stork says that

cases which begin acutely take a shorter and more
favorable course than those which begin typically.

No such relation is apparent in these cases, however.

The acute onset is probably largely due to the rapid

reaction of childhood, but possibly in part to the ready
inflammability of their intestinal lymphatic elements.

Jipistaxis.— Osier states that nose-bleed rarely oc-

curs in children. Wilson says it is much less common
and less severe than in adults, while Parrot says that

it is as rare in early life as it is common in later.

Only 38 of 253 cases reported by Parrot, Forch-

heimer, Holyoke, Roeth, and Smidt had nose-bleed,

that is, 15 per cent. Of 21 cases observed by Earle,

two had severe and several slight nose-bleed. My re-

sults do not coincide with these statements. The oc-

currence or non-occurrence of nose-bleed was noted in

58 of the cases from five to ten, and in 168 of those

from ten to fifteen. It was present iu 29, or 50 per

cent., of the first class, and in 86, or 51 per cent., of

the second class. It was severe in 7, or 12 per cent.,

of the j'ounger cases and in 11, or 7 per cent., of the

older. This proportion of 50 per cent, is probably

not far below that met with iu adults, and shows that

nose-bleed is certainly not a rare occurrence in typhoid

fever in childhood.

Fever.— In considering this symptom it will per-

haps be best to take up the duration first and the vari-

ations in the different stages later.

Five to Tkm Yeahs.

Average duration iu 75 recorded cases, not countlDg relapsee, 19.3

days.

Average duration in 75 recorded oases, coantlng relapses, 21 days.

Iu 75 recorded cases the duration, not counting relapees, waj! 10 days
or less In 6 =: 7% ; 10 to 20 days In 40 =z 53% ; over 20 days in 30=
40%.

Ten to FirTEES Years.

Average duration in 202 recorded cases, not counting relapses, 22.6

days.

Average duration In 202 recorded cases, counting relapses, 26 days.

In 202 recorded cases the duration, not counting relapses, was 10 days
or less in 6 = 3% ; 10 to 20 days in 96 = 47.6% ; over 20 days In

100 = 49.5%.

These averages coincide pretty closely with those

obtained by other observers, which are as follows :

Wolberg, average In 277 cases

Henoch, average in 270 cases .

Stork, average in 100 cases

Earle, average In 21 cases

16.3 days.

18 days.

21 days.

26 days.

Wolberg found the average in 28 cases under five

years to be fourteen days, while that in 249 cases
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from five to twelve years was seventeen days. Judg-

ing from these figures, the average duration of typhoid

in children is a little less than three weeks. It is also

evident that the duration varies directly with age, be-

ing less in younger children. It is also noteworthy

that the proportion of cases in which the duration is

ten days or less is twice as great in the younger chil-

dren as in the older. An analysis of Henoch's 277
cases gives similar results, but shows a greater pre-

ponderance of cases with a duration of from ten to

twenty days.

Ten days or less in 17 cases 6%
Ten to twenty days in 172 cases .... 64

Over twenty days in 81 cases 30

The highest point reached by the fever in the vari-

OQB cases was as follows

:

Five to Tes Tears.
102" or less 7 == 9%
102° to 103" II 16

103° to 104° 29 39

104° to 105° 26 34

Over 105° 2 33

Recorded caaes 74

Ten to Fifteen Yeaes.

102° or less 14 = 7%
102° to 103° 22 12

103° to 104° 63 29

104^ to 105° 75 39

Over 105° 24 13

Recorded cases 188

These figures are of no great importance, but are of

interest in that they show that the temperature range

is lower in the younger children.

The distinct periods into which the fever in typhoid

is usually divided are much less evident in children

than in adults. As the onset of the disease is acute

in a large proportion of the cases in children, the

gradual rise of the temperature in the beginning is

often wanting, the maximum being quickly reached.

This rapid rise was common in the City Hospital cases,

especially in those under ten. It is stated by Wilson
and Noyes that the first or subcontinuous stage of the

fever corresponds to the disturbances caused in the

organism by special infection, while the second or re-

mittent stage corresponds to the period of the disease

intervening between the formation and separatiou of

the intestinal sloughs and convalescence, this latter

form being due to a secondary infective process and
not to any specific action of the typhoid infection.

If this be true, the second stage should be imper-

fectly developed or even absent in childhood, at which

time the intestinal lesions frequently undergo resolu-

tion without ulceration or sloughing. In 74 of the

City Hospital cases between five and ten, iu which the

temperature chart was preserved, this remittent second

stage of fever was present in 34, or 46 per cent., and
absent iu 40, or 54 per cent. It was marked in only

2, or 2.7 per cent. In 190 cases between ten and fif-

teen it was present in 116, or 61 per cent., and absent

in 74, or 39 per cent. It was marked iu 27, or 14

per cent. That is to say, these figures show that the

remittent stage of fever, so commonly met with iu

adults, is wanting in about half of the cases in chil-

dren. They also show that this type of fever is de-

cidedly less frequent in younger children than iu older,

in whom the deeper intestiual lesions are more com-

mon. This is confirmatory of the theory that this

form of fever is due to the ulceration and sloughing of

the intestinal lesions. It is worthy of note, however,

that the daily variations of temperature were often

greater from the beginning than they ordinarily are in

adults. The defervescence was, as would be expected,

usually rapid.

Relapses. — Eight of the cases from five to ten and
23 of those from ten to fifteen, or 11 per cent, of each

class, had relapses. Only one, in a child of nine, was
fatal. One boy of fourteen had two. In 533 cases

reported by Ischboldin, Barthez and Rilliet, Stork,

Henoch, Roeth and Earle there were 45 relapses, or

8.4 per cent., a slighter, smaller proportion than in my
cases ; three of these, or 7 per cent., were fatal. These
proportions are not far from that which Striimpell

found in adults at Leipsic, and do not agree with Wil-

son's statement that relapses are much less common in

childhood than in adult life. The average number of

days of fever in 30 relapses was fifteen. The shortest

was seven days and the longest twenty-nine days.

Four were longer than the original attack and 26 were
shorter. The number of days of apyrexia before the

relapse was none in 7, two in 2, three in 2, four in 3,

five in 2, six in 2, eight in 1, nine in 3, ten in 1,

eleven in 2, fourteen in 4, and nineteen in 1. In the

case of double relapse the primary attack lasted seven-

teen days, the first period of apyrexia seven, the first re-

lapse seventeen, the second apyrexia eleven, and the

second relapse eleven days. That is, relapses are

about as frequent in children as in adults and follow

the same course.

GASTRO-INTESTINAi:, TRACT.

Tongue.— All authorities agree that the mouth and
tongue are rarely as dry as in adults, and that the

brown, glazed and fissured tongue is seldom seen in

children. The condition of the tongue in the City

Hospital cases was as follows

:

Five to Ten Years.

Clean or but very slightly coated . . . 11 ^ 15%
Coated, bnt not dry 48 66

Coated and dry, i.e., adult type . . . 14 19

Recorded cases 73

Ten to Fifteen Years.

Clean or but very slightly coated . . . 15= s%
Coated, but not dry 149 77

Coated and dry, i.e., adult type . . . 29 15

Recorded cases 193

These figures confirm the statements made above.

It is noticeable, however, that while the tongue was
practically clean in twice as large a proportion of the

younger class, the dry, brown tongue was relatively

more common.
Vomiting.— As has been before noted, vomiting

was a common occurrence as an initial symptom. It

was a marked feature of the disease in six of the

younger and 22 of the older cases, that is, in 8 per

cent, and 11 per cent, respectively. None of these

cases were fatal. Wolberg states that vomiting is

common at the onset but in 277 cases he saw it only

five times during the course of the disease. Earle
noted vomiting in eight of his 21 cases and Forch-

heimer found it in the great majority of his 70 cases.

It is probable, however, that they include the initial

vomiting. These figures justify the statements that

vomiting is more common iu children than in adults,

especially as an initial symptom, and that it does not

affect the prognosis unfavorably.

Diarrhea and Constipation.— As the intestinal

lesions are, as a rule, less severe than in adults, diar-
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rhea would seeoi likely to be a less commou Bvmptom.
Experience, however, has shown that there is no iu-

tiiuate coiiuectiou between the iuteusity of the lesions

and the number of the dejections. Moreover, treat-

ment decidedly modifies their number. Of 287 cases

reported by Earle, Henoch and llolyoke, 203, or 70

per cent., had diarrhea. Forchheimer, however, found

constipation the rule in his 70 cases. My results are

as follows :

FiVK TO Ten Vbabs.

Diarrhea . . 25 = 32.5%. Marked In 2 = 2.6%
Constipation . . 72 ^ 67.5

Ten to Fifteen Years.

Diarrhea . . . 85 = 42%. Marked iai — i.%

Constipation . . 119 = 58%.

That is, constipation was more common than diar-

rhea, especially in those under ten years, in nearly

two-thirds of whom it was present. Moreover, the

diarrhea was marked in only two per cent, of all cases.

It is noteworthy that all the fatal cases had diarrhea.

The condition of the bowels apparently bad no influ-

ence on the occurrence of relapses, which followed

diarrhea and constipation in an equal percentage of

cases. The average duration of the fever in 110 cases

with diarrhea was twenty-five and six-tenths days ; in

171 with constipation, twenty-two days.

Distention.— Earle says that the majority of cases

show tympanites and distention. Wilson, however,

says that the abdomen is very exceptionally distended

or tense, while Parrot, says that distention is rare, and

Henoch that distention of a high grade is never ob-

served. That it was a common and not infrequently

a marked symptom in the City Hospital cases is shown
by the following table :

Five to Ten Years.

Present in 63 = 63%. Marked in 6 = 6.5%
Absent in 24 = 31%.

77 recorded cases.

Ten to Fifteen Years.

Present In 104 = 56%. Marked in 12 — 6.3%
Absent in 86 = 45%.

190 recorded cases.

This is not surprising when the comparatively weak
muscular development of the intestinal and abdominal

walls of children and the frequency with which abdom-
inal distention occurs in them in other conditions are

taken into consideration. The distention, as is shown
above, was more common in the younger children, in

whom it was sometimes extreme and caused great dis-

comfort.

Tenderness.— Most observers consider this symptom
to be rather inconstant in children. Wolberg, how-
ever, thinks that it is always present at some time.

lu the City Hospital cases it was noted as present in

33, or 43 per cent., of 77 cases from five to ten, and in

112 or 57 per cent., of 196 cases from ten to fifteen.

It was marked in only one of each class. It is note-

worthy that the proportions are exactly reversed in

the two periods, tenderness being a more commou
symiitom in the older children.

Hemorrhage.— Osier estimates that intestinal hemor-
rhage occurs in from 3 per cent, to 5 per cent, of all

cases of typhoid, while Griesinger's estimate is 5.3 per

cent., Liebermeister's 7.3 per cent., and Strumpell's

9.5 per cent. In 553 cases in children under fifteen

reported by Earle, Smidt, Henoch, llolyoke, Forch-

heimer and Wolberg, 9, or 1.6 per cent., had hemor-

rhage from the bowels. There were no hemorrhages
in the 77 cases between five and ten years of age. Of
the 204 cases between ten and fifteen, hemorrhage oc-

curred in 9, or 4.4 per cent. Five of these were fatal,

or 55.5 per cent. A short summary of them is as fol-

lows :

Day of Disease. Number and Size. Result.

11th .... One very small Well
lUhandl2tlj . . Four Dead
lilh .... One very large ; 14th, one small . . Well
16th .... Two small ; 17th, two large . . Dead
17th, 18th and 19th . Many large Dead
21st .... Several small, two large . . . Dead
34th .... One small Well
12th of relapse . . One very large . . Death at once
loth of convalescence One small Well

It is thus evident that hemorrhage is a very unusual

occurrence in children under ten After that age it

rapidly increases in frequency, being about half as

common between ten and fifteen as in adult life. It

is fatal in about half the cases.

Perforation — Owing to the rarity of deep intesti-

nal lesions in children perforation is a very unusual

accident. In 232 cases of perforation collected by

Barthez and Rilliet only 3 occurred in children under

fifteen, while in 73 collected by Murchison 14 were

under fifteen. Perforation took place in only 4, or .5

per cent, of 735 cases under fifteen reported by Earle,

Smidt, Roeth, Henoch, Forchhiemer, Holyoke, Stork

and Wolberg. These 4 make 12 per cent, of the total

of 33 deaths which occurred in the series. Perfora-

tion did not occur in the 284 cases at the Boston City

Hospital.

Roseola.— Murchison states that the rash is fre-

quently absent in children. Cadet de Gassicourt met
with it in about two-thirds of his cases and thinks that

it is less marked in children. Osier says that it may
be very slight, but that the most copious eruption he

ever saw was in a child. Henoch, on the other hand,

says that the rash occurs as in adults. It was present

in 406, or 60 percent., of 671 cases reported by Earle,

Smidt, Henoch, Holyoke and Wolberg. Roeth in 82

cases notes it as surely present in 37, doubtful in 43,

and absent in two. In my cases its presence or ab-

sence was noted in 64 of the cases from five to ten and

in 175 of those from ten to fifteen. It was present in

38, or 60 per cent., of the former and in 119, or 68

per cent., of the latter. It is highly probable that

rose-spots were present in a much larger number of

cases at some time or other but were not noted. It is

evident, therefore, that rose-spots occur in from 60

per cent, to 70 per cent, of all cases in children.

Striimpell states that the roseola is very rarely absent

in adults.

Other Rashes.— These were uncommon but quite a

variety of them occurred, namely :

Sudaniiua 5

Erythema 2

Purpuric 3

T4ches bleu&tres 1

DlHuee macular I

General papular 3

Pustular 2

Urticaria 2

Herpes labialls 3

Spleen.— Osier states that the spleen is invariably

enlarged in typhoid. Clinically, Wilson says that

splenic enlargement is rarely absent in the young.

Henoch, however, says that splenic tumor is not as

constant as in adults. Earle thinks that the enlarge-

ment can usually be demonstrated by percussion bat
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rarely by palpation. Wolberg thinks that it can

almoBt always be felt but that the tumor is usually not

very large. As splenic tumor is a very common ac-

companiment of many chronic conditions of childiiood

it is not of as much value in diagnosis as in adults.

Of 1,103 cases under fifteen reported by Vogel, Earle,

Smidt, Henoch and Wolberg, splenic enlargement was
demonstrated in 968, or 88 per cent. In the City

Hospital cases the spleen was enlarged in 58, or 83
per cent., of 70 recorded cases between live and ten

and in 141, or 80 per cent., of 177 recorded cases be-

tween ten and fifteen. It is probable that here also

the figures are too low as the enlargement may not

have been noted if it developed after the first exami-

nation. The spleen was much enlarged in 5, or 7 per

cent., of the younger children and in 7, or 4 per cent.,

of the older. It is evident, therefore, that a demon-
strable enlargement of the spleen occurs in at least 80
per cent, or 90 per cent, of all cases of typhoid in

children. Great enlargement is unusual, but is more
frequent in young children. This is not surprising as

the spleen enlarges very rapidly, and often extremely

in many of the diseases of childhood. In fact it is

more surprising that the tumor is not always large.

My impression is, moreover, that by far the largest

spleens that I have met with in typhoid have been in

youDg children.

RESPIRATOET SYSTEM.

Throat. — Sore throat was a marked feature in only

one case, but was noted in 4, or 5 per cent., of the

younger cases and in 14, or 7 per cent., of the older.

Laryngitis did not occur.

Bronchitis.— This, as is well known, is a rather

constant phenomenon of the disease at all ages,

although it rarely causes marked symptoms. It is

generally considered to be more marked in children

and to form a more prominent part of the picture,

sometimes even drawing attention from the abdomen
and obscuring the diagnosis. Roeth and Smidt found

the physical signs of bronchitis in 79 of 128 cases, or

62 per cent. Examination showed the signs of bron-

chitis in 39 per cent, of the City Hospital cases be-

tween five and ten, and in 40 per cent, of those be-

tween ten and fifteen. It was the prominent feature

of the disease in 7, or 9 per cent., of the younger chil-

dren and in II, or 5 per cent., of the older. In one

case it was purulent. It would seem from these fig-

ures that, although pathologically bronchial catarrh

may be present in every case, clinically its importance

has been rather overestimated. It is noteworthy,

however, that in a certain proportion of cases, larger

in young children, it is very marked and liable to lead

to errors in diagnosis.

Broncho-pneumonia occurred in two of the younger

cases. Two of the older cases had broncho-pneumonia;

two, dry pleurisy ; and two, abscess of the lung. The
severe lung complications were rather less frequent

than usual in these cases. Thus Roeth, Wolberg and

Smidt observed broncho-pneumonia in five per cent, of

406 cases.

CIRCULATORY SYSTEM.

Heart.— Systolic murmurs were noted in 8, or 10

per cent., of the cases from five to ten and in 35, or 12

per cent., of the older cases. In 10 the murmur was

heard over the whole precordia, while it was localized

at the base in 15 and at the apex in 18. It disap-

peared in all cases during couvalesceace. The heart

was noted once as dilated. Marked cardiac weakness
was observed three times during the febrile period and
five times during convalescence. All these cases re-

covered. A previous organic heart lesion complicated

the disease in three cases, in one instance causing

hemiplegia. Phlebitis occurred once.

Pulse.— As is usual in typhoid the pulse-rate was
low in comparison with the temperature. In 72 cases

between five and ten, the average low pulse-rate was
93 and the average high, 124; in 185 cases from ten

to fifteen, the average low was 87 and the average high,

118.

NERVOUS SYSTEM.

Headache. — Parrot states that headache is rare in

childhood, and Earle savs that it is not as common as

in adults. Only 17 of Smidt's 46 cases had headache,

while, on the other hand, all of Wolberg's 277 cases

complained of it. In the City Hospital cases 55, or

74 per cent., of the 74 cases between five and ten in

whom the symptom was mentioned, complained of

headache. It was present in 158, or 73 per cent., of

203 cases between ten and fifteen. Although head-

ache occurred in so many it was severe in only 3, or

4 per cent., of the first class and in only 10, or 5 per

cent., of the second. These cases seem to show that

headache is a very common symptom in the tvphoid of

childreuf althougb not as common as in adults. The
severe headache, so frequently met with in adults, is,

however, very unusual.

Mental Symptoms.— There seems to be a good deal

of difference of opinion in regard to the frequency of

nervous symptoms in the typhoid of children as well

as in regard to their character. Earle perhaps sums
it up best when he says, " In mild cases there seems to

be but little disturbance of the nervous system while

in the severe form symptoms are very pronounced,

and meningitis is simulated." Wilson says that on

account of the comparatively incomplete cerebral de-

velopment of children, apathy, somnolence and stupor

are much more common than active or wandering de-

lirium. Smidt, on the other hand, thinks that noc-

turnal delirium is more common than stupor. Parrot

says that stupor is rare and that coma almost never

occurs. He thinks that acute delirium is more com-

mon and explains this by the slight mental develop-

ment of children. Wolberg thinks that stupor is rare.

He has rarely seen delirium in younger children but

has noticed it in two-thirds of older children. This is

usually quiet and occurs more commonly at night, the

children being apathetic and sleepy during the day.

All agree, however, that the severe symptoms, such as

coma vigil, subsultus, and carphologia, are extremely

rare and almost never seen except in older children.

Henoch, Striimpell, Earle and Wilson all call atten-

tion to the fact that the nocturnal delirium is often re-

placed by a continuous and causeless screaming.

These differences of opinion are, I think, possibly not

as great as they appear, as it is probable that the vari-

ous authors had children of different ages in mind
when writing. The analysis of the City Hospital

cases is as follows. It is probable, however, that

nervous symptoms were present in many other cases,

as slight or temporary delirium or a mild degree of

apathy would probably not be recorded by the average

house-officer.
Under Five Yeaes.

Nervous aymptoms in 3 = 100%. Stupor In 2. MeniDgeal symptoms
in 1. OpUittiotonus, loud orylag.
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FivB TO Ten Yea^rs.

NerTous ayniptoms In 19 = '25%. Stupor in 3 = 16% of oasea with

nervous ayniptoine. Delirium in 16 ; active 12, passive 4. Noisy

and crying out, especially at night, 4 = 21% of oases with nervous

symptoms. Meningeal symptoms in 4 = 21% of cases with ner-

vous symptoms— the.'^e were : Retraction of head: retraction of

head, teuderuess in neok ; retraction of head, pain and tender-

nees in neck ; retraction of bead, photophobia, unequal pupils.

Ten to Fifteen Ykaiis.

Kervous symptoms in 52 = 25%. Stupor In 13 =: 24% of cases with

nervous symptoms. Delirium in 39 : active 26, passive 13. Noisy

and crying out, especially at night, 9 z= 17% of oases with nervous

symptoms. .Meningeal symptoms in 4::: 8% of cases with nervous

symptoms — these were : Photophobia, retraction of head ; pain

in neck, convulsive movements of hands and arms ;
Opisthotonus,

spasm of neck and extremities, left facial paralysis ; dilated

pupils, not reacting to light. Carphologia occurred in one case,

subsuUus in four, and coma vigil in two.

Au autopsy was obtained in only one case iu which

there had been severe nervous manifestations. The
delirium was very active in this case and the child had

cried out a great deal. No lesions were found iu

either the brain or the meninges to account for the

severe symptoms during life.

These figures show that marked nervous symptoms

occur in at least 25 per cent, of the cases of typhoid in

children under fifteen ; that they are equally common
at all ages below fifteen ; that the condition is one of

stupor in from 15 per cent, to 25 per cent., and of de-

lirium in the remainder; that this delirium is active iu

from two-thirds to three-quarters of the cases in whicli

it occurs; that crying out is a prominent symptom in

many, occurring more frequently in younger children ;

that meningeal symptoms are not infrequent, being

more common in young children ; and that there is no

organic lesion to account for these symptoms.

Aphasia.— Aphasia is said by all authors to be

more common in children than iu adults. The cases

may be divided into two classes: those due to au or-

ganic lesion, usually embolic, and those in which there

is no demonstrable lesion, the condition probably being

a local anemia or edema. In a fatal case reported by

Eisenschitz nothing was found in the brain to account

for the aphasia. 1 have been able to find but 21 cases

reported in which sufficient data are given to render

classification possible. Two only belong to the first

class and are, of course, of no special interest. In 14

of the 19 belonging to the second class the aphasia

came on during convalescence or while the fever was

falling. The disease had usually been severe and ac-

companied by other severe nervous manifestations.

The intelligence was almost always entirely retained,

and there was rarely any other paralysis. Recovery

was the rule, the average duration being three weeks.

Two cases of aphasia occurred in the City Hospital

cases which seem worthy of detailed mention. In the

first case, a boy fourteen years old. the aphasia came

on suddenly on the thirtieth day while the fever was

falling. The course of the disease had been very

severe and there had been active delirium. There

was no paralysis and the mind remained perfectly

clear. Recovery was gradual and complete in ten

days. In the second case, a boy of eleven years, the

onset of the disease was very acute, and the aphasia

developed on the third day while the fever was still

high. He was mildly delirious for several days. He
was unable to protrude his tongue, which deviated to

the left, and he had a partial paralysis of the left side

of the face. Intelligence was retaitied. There was

no organic heart lesion. The further records on this

case are unfortunately incomplete. The facial paraly-

sis disappeared in ten days ; and as no note is made to

the contrary, it is probable that the aphasia was also

recovered from. The first of these cases undoubtedly

belongs to the functional form as does in all probabil-

ity the second also.

Neurilit.— Pitres and Vaillard proved in 1885, by

careful microscopical observations, that peripheral

neuritis may be present in typhoid fever, even apart

from obvious manifestations during life. Bury pub-

lished a very complete paper on the subject in 1892
since which time it has been recognized that neuritis

occurs much more commonly than was previously sup-

posed. It was only noted eight times in the 284 City

Hospital cases, in four of them being limited to the

posterior tibials. These figures are undoubtedly much
too low, as it was probably seldom looked for and

never noted unless very marked.

Complications.— The following were noted :

Otitis media suppurativa 12

Boils 15

Bed-sores 4
Abscesses fi

Parotitis (once double) 6

Hip-dise.^e 1

Conjunctivitis 1

Very severe nose-bleed 1

In one case, which recovered, hemorrhage occurred

from the nose, mouth, vagina, kidneys and conjuno
tivae. Hip-disease is usually mentioned as being a

complication much more common in children than in

adults. This is not at all surprising, as tuberculosis

of bone is far more common in childhood. That there

was only one case in this series shows that it is cer-

tainly not a very common complication and probably

not as common as after some of the other acute fevers.

Albuminuria and Nephritis.— Biedert found al-

buminuria in 40 per cent, of the cases of typhoid in

children and in 72 per cent, of those in adults. In 42

cases of albuminuria observed by Haudford only 3

were in children, while of 32 cases which did not have

albuminuria 14 were children. Hence he concludes

that children are much less likely to have albuminuria.

Eckert, however, in a very accurately observed series

of 19 found albuminuria in 14, while Goier found it in

19 out of 21 cases. One of these had a true nephritis.

He concludes that albuminuria is a very frequent ac-

companiment of typhoid in children and that nephritis

occurs less frequently than in adults. As these last

series were far more carefully observed it seems prob-

able that his conclusions are more nearly correct.

Albumin was found iu 19, or 31 per cent., of the

62 cases between five and ten in which the urine was
examined, and in 66, or 37 per cent, of the 179 cases

between ten and fifteen. Casts were found in 4 of

the first class, that is, in 6 per cent, of the 62 cases ex-

amined or 21 per cent, of the cases of albuminuria.

Casts were found in 22 of the second class, that is, in

12 per cent, of the 179 cases examined, or 33 per cent.

of the cases of albuminuria. This shows that albu-

minuria is equally common in older and younger
children while casts are found more frequently in

older. These figures are of comparatively little value,

however, as the urine was rarely examined more than

once, this usually being at entrance. One fatal case

had cystitis, ureteritis, and pyelonephritis, presumably

in the above order.

Conclusions.—Typhoid is a common disease in child-

hood but rare under two years. It occurs about as fre-

quently iu children between five and ten as in those be-
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tween ten and fifteen. The mortality in cases under fif-

teen is about six per cent., or half that in adults. The
rate of mortality increases directly with the age. The
course is shorter and less severe than in adults, this,

as well as the low mortality, being due to the slight in-

tensity of the intestinal lesions. The severity in-

creases directly with the age. The onset is acute in

about one-third of the cases in the second five years

and in about one-fifth of those in the third five years.

Nose-bleed occurs in about 50 per cent, of all cases and

is often severe. The average duration of the fever is a

little less than three weeks, being somewhat shorter in

younger than in older children. The proportion of cases

in which the duration is not more than ten days is twice

as great in children under ten as in those over ten.

The temperature curve is less typical than in adults.

The remittent second stage is absent in more than 50

per cent, of the cases under ten and in 40 per cent, of

those between ten and fifteen. Relapses are nearly

as frequent in children as in adults and follow the

same course. The tongue is rarely as dry as in adults.

Vomiting is a common initial symptom and is not very

infrequent during the course of the disease. It is not

an unfavorable symptom. Constipation is more com-

mon than diarrhea, especially in younger children.

Distention is present in from 50 to 70 per cent, of all

cases, and is more common in younger children. It is

not infrequently extreme. Tenderness is present in

about half of the cases, but is rarely very marked.

Hemorrhage is very rare under ten years and much
less common above that age than in adult life. It is fatal

in about half of the cases. Perforation is extremely

uncommon. Rose-spots are present in from 60 percent.

to 70 percent, of all cases. The spleen can be demon-

strated clinically to be enlarged in from 80 per cent.

to 90 per cent, of all cases. This enlargement is

usually moderate but may be extreme, more commonly
in young children. Clinical bronchitis occurs in about

40 per cent, of all cases. In some cases it may mask
the abdominal symptoms, especially in younger chil-

dren. Other pulmonary complications are rare.

Headache is complained of in about 75 per cent, of all

cases but is rarely severe. Marked nervous symptoms
occur in at least 25 per cent, and are equally common
at all ages. The condition is one of stupor in from 15

per cent, to 25 per cent., and of delirium in the re-

mainder. The delirium is more commonly active

Crying out at night is common, especially in young
children. Meningeal symptoms are not infrequent

and are more common in young subjects. Neuritis

occurs, probably more often than is supposed. Albu
minuria is common and occurs with equal frequency at

all ages. Serious renal complications are rare, espe-

cially in young children.

In conclusion, I wish to thank the visiting staff of

the hospital for allowing me to use the cases.
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THE TREATMENT OF SEVERE SPASMODIC
TORTICOLLIS, WITH REPORT OF CASES.'

BY F. COGGESHALI,, M.D.,

Neurologist to the Boston Dispensary; Pathologist to the Carney
Hospital.

I THINE that neurologists and surgeons generally

will agree with me that the treatment of torticollis is

in an unsatisfactory state. The severe cases of this

disease have proved the hardest trials of tact, perse-

verance, and resources that my short experience has

subjected me to. I claim no originality for the method

I have adopted in the management of the cases to

which I wish to draw your attention ; but from its

success in mv own experience, and the reports of its

trial by others, I have been led to think that it has not

always been tried with sufficient thoroughness and at-

tention to details.

The three methods of treatment most generally re

commended, are : by antispasmodic drugs, by fixation

of the head by some form of apparatus, and by opera-

tion. As to the first, little need be said. It is ob-

viously only a symptomatic treatment, like the ad-

ministration of anodynes for pain, and though a few

cases of cure by this means alone have been reported

by good observers, it has, I believe, few earnest ad-

vocates to-day. The treatment by apparatus for fixa-

tion has not had many cases reported. I have myself

seen five cases that had been so treated, all without

permanent benefit, most of them without any, and with

considerable discomfort to the patient.

Operation is now advised in severe cases. The
lesser operations of nerve-stretching and nerve-section

are generally granted to have proved failures and the

more radical procedure of neurectomy is now commonly
adopted. I have never advised operation on my own
patients ; but before I treated my first case, I had

> Read before the Clinical Section of the Suffolk District Medical

Society, November 20, 189d.
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seen the results of operation in eleven caees, one of

which roijjht be regarded as a cure, three of which

were distinctly more uucoinfortable and the others not

materially benetited ; and such personal experience

was more impressive than published reports of cases

that I had not seen. Moreover, I must say that I am
inclined to distrust the results of operation for a priori

reasons. Good results must be explained on one of

four grounds : First, that the spasm is due neither

to central nor peripheral irritation but to disease of the

excised nerve. Of this there is no pathological evi-

dence. Secondly, that the peripheral or central irrita-

tion is prevented from acting by completely severing the

nervous connection between the muscles affected and

the central nervous system. This is almost impossible

even by repeated operations and if accomplished would

produce a paralysis almost, if not quite as annoying as

the original spasm. Thirdly, that a partial paralysis

lasting for a time only, will in some unexplained way
give the central or peripheral irritation time to disap-

pear. Fourthly, the mental effect of the operation

and the confidence of cure which it inspires.

1 have been unable to tiud in the published reasons

for operation any other explanations of its effects. I

cannot help feeling, therefore, that the operation is ir-

rational. At least, I should be unwilling to advise it

until 1 had given a very careful and prolonged trial to

other and less radical methods of treatment. I will

even venture to say, from the way in which I have

seen other treatment tried, that the neurologists are

too easily discouraged and turn the patient over to the

surgeon as the shortest solution of a very perplexing

problem which they have failed to solve themselves,

in some cases at least, only because they had not given

to it enough patience and attention to details. The
best surgeons, I know, do not seek these cases, and are

sometimes "driven'" (the very word of one of them)

by the neurologist to operate against their own better

judgment.

In the cases I have treated I have thought that I

could recognize three clinical elements : hysteria,

muscular rheumatism and, in cases of long standing, an

actual mechanical impediment to recovery in the con-

tracture and hypertrophy of affected muscles.

1 have adopted the following four means of treat-

ment, in combination, which I shall name in the inverse

order of importance :

(1) In cases which seemed to present a rheumatic

element, salicylate of soda in large doses, fifteen or

twenty grains every two hours, until distinct head

symptoms were produced, then discontinued until these

bad entirely disappeared, when it was immediately re-

sumed in the same dose and frequency until the return

of bead symptoms.

(2) Of vastly greater importance, massage to soften

down the hypertrophied muscles and stimulate their

antagonists. This includes assisted and resisted move-

ments and nerve pressure on the nerves usually re-

sected in the operative treatment.

(3) Of still greater importance, exercises or medical

gymnastics to help tiie patient to regain his lost coii-

tidence, and the power of co-ordination, to cultivate

the will and self-control, and to distract the attention

morbidly concentrated upon the affected part.

(4) Of at least equal, if not greater importance,

suggestion, an informal hypnotism, if I may so call it,

for the application of which each treatment by massage

and gymnastics is utilized, and each visit to the physi-

cian. But I have avoided, as unnecessary, in my
cases, actual formal hypnotism.

I will give some of the principal data with regard

to three cases of long standing.

Case I. A carpenter, aged thirty-two. Disease of

four years' standing; no known cause. Had been

treated by various kinds of quackery and by regular

physicians with electricity and drugs. Operation had
been advised and refused. He came to me at the

Boston Dispensary early in 1893, seeking admission to

some hospital for operation, to which he had finally de-

cided to submit. I advised him to wait, and placed

him upon the treatment I have described. The only

available masseur at the dispensary at that time was
far from competent even in mechanical skill, quite un-

lit to supply the mental element, for which 1 had to

depend on myself. Massage and exercises were given

three times a week for nearly eight months, and he

was discharged cured. He returned four weeks later

with a slight return of the spasm and a severe return

of pain which came on suddenly during a spell of very

damp weather. He was completely cured in three

days, and by anti-rheumatic treatment. 1 have heard

from him recently as having had no return of the

trouble since that time, December, 1893.

In this case the treatment was not given skilfully or

frequently enough to make it a fair test.

Case II. Book-keeper, aged forty-two. Disease

of a little more than two years' duration. History of

exposure to extreme cold and of being thrown from a

carriage so that he struck upon the right shoulder and
right side of the head. The spasm was in the muscles

of the right side of the neck. Patient had tried drugs,

massage, mind-cure, homeopathy, electricity, fixation

apparatus and hypnotism. Had not consulted any
good neurologist. Came to me as a private patient in

January, 1894. He was unable to pay the expense of

a good masseur, and 1 sent him to the best one within

his means of whom I knew. Ho was treated daily for

six months. The result was a complete cure. I have

heard from him within a few days, and he reports

himself as having had no relapse.

Case III. Mrs. L., aged forty-two, a nervous

woman of neurotic family history. Operated on in

New York for lacerated cervix in November, 1892.

Operation was done without ether, and the patient

suffered severely under the nervous strain. First

symptoms of spasm in her neck appeared during con-

valescence from the operation and she left the hospital

with marked torticollis. She was treated by electricity

and in other ways in New York. She returned to

Boston no better, and placed herself in the hands of

one of our best neurologists, who tried drugs and two

forms of apparatus. She grew steadily worse, and

this gentleman sent her to Dr. H. L. Burrell for

neurectomy, in June, 1894. Dr. Burrell refused to

operate, and, being unable to communicate with her

phy^ician, who had left the city for a prolonged ab-

sence, asked me to see her. She received daily treat-

ment from two excellent masseuses for nearly three

mouths. After this time she received perhaps a

dozen treatments in the course of the next two months.

The result was a complete cure. I have seen her to-

day and she reports herself as still perfectly well, ex-

cept for occasional pain in damp weather, which yields

promptly to sodium salicylate.

I have spoken especially of these three cases as

being of long standing, and of very severe degree. I
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shall only add that I have treated eleven other cases—
three ia private practice, eight at the Boston Dis-

pensary— by the same method. Of these, seven

were completely cured. Three dropped out of the

clinic after they had much improved and have not

since been heard from. The eleventh case, a dis-

pensary patient, was a young man, a sexual hypochon-
driac, with pretty severe spasm, who was treated by

an inexperienced masseur for eight weeks, two or

three times a week. But the details of the treatment

were carelessly attended to. The element of sug-

gestion was practically omitted and would have been
more than counterbalanced by the fact that a young
surgeon who had an opportunity to be present at ihe

treatment was in the habit of talking to the patient to

the effect that when he had gotten tired of his present

treatment, he, the young surgeon, would cure him at

once by operation. The result was that the patient

stopped treatment, not materially improved. He has

since been operated on, 1 am told, four times, and
does not consider himself cured yet.

I am permitted by the kindness of Dr. H. L. Bur-

rell to refer to a case of his of several years' standing,

sent to him for operation by one of our most promi-

nent neurologists, which Dr. Burrell cured by the

same kind of treatment that I have followed in my
cases.

I cannot pretend to draw any positive conclusions

from my, as yet, very limited experience. I have
offered these cases rather as a suggestion than as

evidence to prove a proposition.

I believe, however,—
First, that no very good reason can be given why

the operation of neurectomy should be performed.

Second, that the neurologists generally have not

given a trial to massage, gymnastics and suggestion

sufficiently prolonged, or carried out with sufficient at-

tention to details to warrant them in expressing a posi-

tive opinion.

Third, that my own experience with these methods
of treatment has been sufficiently satisfactory, as far

as it has yet gone, to justify me in pursuing the same
form of treatment in the future until further experience

shows that they fail when carefully tried.

Fourth, and of this 1 speak with much more certainty

that I am right, no proper trial of massage has been

made if it has not been combined with medical gym-
nastics and if the operator has not been chosen with

the same care that would be employed in selecting a

surgeon, and with a care which extends even beyond
the consideration of technical skill m massage and
gymnastics, to the question of fitness as to general in-

telligence, force of character, and natural or acquired

tact to exercise the proper influence upon the patient.

DEXTROCARDIA, WITH TRANSPOSITION OF
ABDOMINAL VISCERA.

ay ALBERT N. BLODGETT, M.D., BOSTON.

The subject of this note is a German barrister, aged
forty years. He knows of no malformation or devia-

tion in development in any of his ancestors or imme-
diate family. As a youth he was not strong, and

escaped military service to which in Germany he

would otherwise have been liable, on account of " weak
circulation," though the abnormal location of his vis-

ceral organs would seem to have escaped observation.

He has never been seriously ill, and has not been

incapacitated for his calling by anything referable to

his development. My attention was directed to the

case by a staff-surgeon of the German army. He re-

garded this condition as very rare, and stated that in a

large experience among soldiers he had not observed

anything like it. I expressed some doubt of the cor-

rectness of the diagnosis in this case, and was at once

invited to satisfy myself, which I proceeded to do, the

subject removing a portion of his clothing for this pur-

pose. The man is well-formed, about five feet eleven

inches in height, and rather full in flesh, weighing

about 190 pounds. The thorax is large and well-

formed. On deep inspiration, there is an unusual ex-

cursion on the left side of the chest which is very

round and full. There is no visible indication of apex

beat in the left mammary area, and no impulse can be

felt in this region. The entire left chest is resonant on

percussion, the normal vesicular murmur is everywhere
distinctly audible. The apex-beat of the heart is no-

where to be heard on this side of the chest.

The right side of the chest is less active in res-

piratory movement, and there is a distinct visible

rhythmic projection of the chest wall at a point within

and below the right nipple, where a positive impulse

may also be clearly detected by the fingers.

The right chest is resonant over its upper portion ;

the pitch is lower than that of the left, and the vesicu-

lar murmur is intensified. At a point beginning near

the upper border of the third rib is an area of dulness

extending downward and outward to surround the

right nipple as a centre, thence rising to the right bor-

der of the sternum above the attachment of the ensi-

form cartilage, and from thence following approxi-

mately the right border of the sternum to the point

first mentioned. Over the area thus included, the

sounds of the heart may be distinctly heard, its rate

and rhythm being in all respects normal. The second

sound (aortic closure) is most distinctly audible at the

left of the sternum, in the second intercostal space.

There is no indication of liver-dulness in the right

side of the abdomen, but in the left side, under, and
at the margin of the ribs is an area of flatness corre-

sponding to the normal size of the liver, which rises

and sinks synchronous with respiration. In the left

side is a limited area of dulness referred to the trans-

posed spleen. The outline of the stomach could not

be defined, nor could the location of the caput coli.

Other organs offered no peculiarities. No deviation

was observed in peripheral vascular distribution. The
course of the aorta and of the great vessels of the

arch could not be distinctly traced. This man is ambi-

dextrous, at least, not positively right-handed and not

left-handed.

I have thus far been able to find only three allusions

to transposition of the heart to the right side of the

body. One of these was evidently the result of some
pathological process, and should not be included in the

same class with the present case.

The second case is reported and described by
Stoven. The cardiac dulness was transposed to the

right side. So far as physical examination could deter-

mine, tlie right lung possessed the incisura and the

processus linguiformis usually found in the left lung,

and the curvature of the spine in the dorsal region

was toward the left side, from which it was inferred

that the aorta was transposed in relation to its arch

and the great vessels. The subject of this observation
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be very rare, occurring only in two instances in the

examination of 20,000 recruits for the German army.
Dr. Eugen Grueufeld * reports a case of dextrocardia,

which was discovered in a female patient aged forty-

four years. The detection of the unusual position of

the heart was made during e.xaiuinatiou of the chest,

as a preliminary to anesthesia for a surgical operation.

There was no indication of any disease of the internal

organs, and the anesthetic was administered without

unusual occurrence. Five days later the patient was
subjected to careful examination, and the following

translation is an abstract from the original report

:

"The patient had never been sick, not even having
had the ordinary diseases of childhood. She has cer-

tainly never had any serious disease of the chest or its

contents. She noticed when fourteen years old that

her heart pulsated on the right side. Six years before

the present report the patient is said to have had an

attack of acute rheumatism, from which she promptly
and entirely recovered, without heart complications.

"She is reported to be very 'nervous,' and cries

easily. She is naturally ambidextrous, knowing no

difference in aptitude between the hands. She is de-

scended from perfectly healthy parents, and her off-

spring is also in no way abnormal. Her parents died

in advanced age, without cardiac disease. Thorax is

well arched, broad, both sides equal in measurement
and expansion. Heart-impulse is observed in the fifth

intercostal space two centimetres internal from the

right mama. A light shock may be felt over this

space by the hand. Percussion reveals resonance in

the parasternal line on the left side as far as the

sixth rib, which descends to the seventh rib in the pa-

pillar line. Below this line is everywhere tympanitic

stomach resonance. There is no difference in the reso-

nance of the two sides of the chest. On the right side

is found the normal percussion area of the liver ; in

addition to which, however, is an added area of dul-

uess rising above the liver area to a point near the

upper border of the third rib, and extending from near

the papillar line on the right side to a line about one
finger's breadth to the right of the sternum. Over this

area the normal heart sounds may be clearly heard.

The relaxed abdominal walls allow ready palpation

of the liver which is in all respects apparently normal.

The spleen is located by its percussion-tone, but is not

appreciable to palpation. The lungs are in no way
the seat of any appreciable disease; and vesicular

respiration is everywhere heard. The heart-sounds

are in all respects normal, and the other somatic con-

ditions are perfectly healthy."

Dr. W. W. Ganuett,* gives an admirable description

of transposition of all the organs in a hospital subject,

in which he made a most thorough and exhaustive
po.-t-mortem examination. This condition had not

been suspected during the life of the patient.

Apropos of woman's limitations as a doctor, the late

Dr. \V. C. van Bibbert, of Baltimore, used to tell this

story. Awakened late one night by a ring at his bell, he

called down the speaking-tube to know who it was.
" It's I, doctor, Mr. . I want you to come at once
to my wife. She is in labor." " Yes, but I don't at-

tend your family. Why don't you go for your own
pbysiciaD ? " And back came the reply : " I did,

doctor; bat she's about to be confined herself."

Prager -Med. Woch., \»A9, Nr. 1, p. 21.
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Clinical SDepartment.

SEPTICEMIA FOLLOWING GONORRHEA.
BY WENDELL 0. BOTD, M.D., LINKKC8, ME.

The following case of septicemia occurring as a com-
plication of gonorrhea is thought worthj' of publica-

tion, because of its rarity in tliis connection, and also

because of the purpose it serves as a reminder of the

fact, that a simple gonorrhea may be serious. The
notes are given as taken during the progress of the case.

W. M., male, eighteen years old. Born and always

lived in northern part of Maine. Family history ex-

cellent, except that the father died of cancer at the

age of sixty-six years. Never knew what it was to

have a sick day until the present illness, except the

sickness that followed his drunks, which have been oc-

curring with increasing frequency during past three

years. Has also been excessive in sexual indulgence.

Present Illness. — Complained of nothing, and
worked until the night of September 26th. Drank
during the evening, and the following day was confined

to his bed, where I first saw him about 2 o'clock P. M.

September 27th. Was resting on his right side, knees

drawn up, face a little flushed and expression some-

what anxious. Answered all questions promptly and
willingly.

Examination showed temperature 103°; pulse 110,

full, strong and not compressible ; tongue covered

with brownish coat; bowels constipated; chest, ab-

domen, reflexes and sensation normal. Complained of

headache and backache. I opened his bowels with

calomel in divided doses.

September 28th. Bowels have moved, and temper-

ature is down to 101° ; otherwise same as yesterday

at same hour. Was called at 10.30 p. m., in haste, to

find him suffering from intense pain in left ankle.

The ankle was swollen and very tender. Asked him
why he didn't tell me that he had the clap, and he dis-

claimed any knowledge of having it. Examined, and

found a moderate creamy discharge, with no swelling

of parts and as he claimed, no pain on passing water.

He admitted that just one week before, he had spent

the night with one of the most prolific sources of in-

fection in our vicinity. So, presumably, this is when
he was infected. The pain in ankle was controlled by

morphia, hypodermically, and never felt after that

night. The swelling and tenderness had all disap-

peared in two days.

September 30th. Nose bled quite freely to-day.

No tenderness in abdomen, and no enlargement of

spleen which can be made out. Temperature and

pulse about the same.

October 8th. Each day has been about the same.

Temperature from 101° to 103°. always a degree or

more higher in evening than morning. There is now
distinct enlargement of spleen to be made out. Ex-
pression dull, with dusky hue ; no rose-spots. Bowels
constipated. Had a severe chill at noon. Six hours

later temperature was normal, and pulse 60.

October 18th. Since the 8th, has had a chill every

day. They occur with no regularity— come on any

time day or night, and are not influenced by quinine.

Temperature just after a chill 104°, pulse 120. Six

hours later, temperature normal or below, and pulse

50. Appetite is returning, and digestion good,

was not left-handed. This condition is pronounced to
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Tongue beginning to naoisten. Bowels still consti-

pated. Area of splenic duluess much increased. No
tenderness to pressure in any part of body.

November 1st. Chills continue. Appetite is gone,

and tongue becoming dry and glazed again. Is in au

indifferent state most of the time, but at times will ap-

pear quite interested in how he is getting along.

Pulse does not come below 72, but temperature

reaches normal nearly every day.

November 8th. Bowels moved eight times to day
— the first time has had any looseness; otherwise

condition the same.

November 20th. Bowels regular every second day

since the 8th. Mouth and throat sore and very dry,

making it difficult for him to talk. Five hours after,

chill, pulse only 74 and quite full, but short and easily

compressed. Sordes have been forming on teeth past

few days. Jaundiceti to-day for the first time. Liver

dulness has been increasing in area since 8th.

November 24th. Has vomited occasionally since

the 20th. At 2 p. m., pulse J 00; no temperature.

Talking in a rambling way, and complains of being

unable to see at times. Continued this way until 4.30

p. M., when stopped talking, and died in about one

minute without any straggle. Had no discharge from

urethra for three weeks before he died.

Autopsy, fifteen hours after death. Emaciation not

extreme. Rigor mortis present. When sternum was

removed, and organs viewed in situ, the heart seemed

to be crowded up from below, and was not covered

anteriorly by lung, but lay in plain view. Other

organs appeared normal in position. The pleural and

pericardial sacs contained about three times normal

amount of fluid. Heart, more than one-half larger

than normal ; shape natural ; color dark and veins of

heart substance much distended with blood. Lungs,

outside of hypostatic congestion at backs, nothing to

note. Liver, size double ; shape, normal ; color dark,

and consistency less firm than normal. Gall-bladder

contained one quarter of a pint of gall, the duct being

plugged with mucus. Stomach, size about normal,

and contained one pint of dirty-greenish fluid. Kid-

neys, left, seven inches long and right, six ; very light

color when opened ; shape normal, except the lower

anterior part of left, which had a bunch size of wal-

nut ; this bunch was of the same consistency, and to

naked eye had same structure as rest of kidney. Pan-
creas had been so compressed that it was a mere string.

Spleen, weighed twenty-five ounces ; very dark color

and of soft consistency ; the capsule was brittle as in-

side, which would break like half-pressed curd ; there

was a spot imbeded in anterior side, size of English

bazel-nut, white in color, which to the naked eye

looked as if composed of pus, and may have been

white infarction. Nothing to be seen about the intes-

tines. The peritoneal fluid was dirty-green, and some
increased in amount.

Golfer's Arm. — A surgeon describes in the British

Medical Journal, an attack of pain in the shoulder

and arm coming on after playing golf, which was con-

fined to the course of the musculo-spiral nerve.

There were painful points where the nerve pierced the

external intermuscular septum, and numbness and
tingling in the dorsum of the thumb and forefinger.

He thinks the trouble is due to the bruising of the

musculo-spiral nerve by the repeated sudden and
whip-like contractioDs of the triceps.

STRANGULATED CONGENITAL INGUINAL
HERNIA COMPLICATED WITH INFLAM-
MATION OF THE APPENDIX VERMIFOR-
MIS CONTAINED IN THE SAC.

BY JAMBS H. KXOWLES, U.D., OLOUCESTBB, MASS.

On Tuesday evening, August 7th, Mrs. W. came to

my office bringing a poorly nourished child aged three

months, suffering from vomiting, hiccough, and in a

condition of profound collapse. Respiration was sigh-

ing in character, and the child was bathed in profuse

perspiration, with clammy skin, eyes staring and pupils

widely dilated.

On examination of the abdomen a swelling was seen

in the right inguinal region, and the scrotum was dis-

tended with a tumor the size of a small orange.

Taxis was gently applied, but was unavailing in re-

ducing the size of the tumor. The inguinal region and
scrotum were scrubbed, and au incision one inch and
a half long was made over the long axis of the tumor
from above downwards, dissecting carefully until the

sac was exposed. The sac presenting in the wound
was opened, and a gush of stinking pus followed.

Through the opening was seen a coil of intestine,

dark, congested, thickened, roughened, and giving a

boggy sensation to touch. At the same time there

also appeared the appendix, two and a half inches long,

deeply congested, thickened and infiltrated, with

mesentery attached, but showing no points of slough-

ing. Numbers of adhesions between the appendix
and intestine were seen, but were easily broken up by
manipulation. By continued taxis at this stage the

appendix could be replaced, but it was impossible to

restore the intestinal hernia to the abdominal cavity.

On following the intestine down to the site of the

stricture, it was found that the adhesions were the

principal cause of the difficulty in the reduction of the

gut. The hernia knife, carefully guarded, was inserted,

and the stricture divided, when on breaking up the ad-

hesions the bowel was easily returned to its proper

site, after thorough flushing with corrosive sublimate

(1-5,000) followed by boiled water. Previous to the

opening of the sac, the external wound was enlarged,

there being so much swelling of the parts involved,

and the very small size of the patient not admitting of

the necessary manipulations.

Owing to the depth of the wound and the condition

of profound collapse, the necessary stitches for the

closure of the external opening of the canal could not

be taken, but the wound was thoroughly packed with

iodoform gauze, and a compress applied over the

external abdominal ring, thus retaining the gut. Then
retaining stitches were taken, au opening for drainage

being left at the lower angle of the incision, the dress-

ing being held in place by a spica bandage of the hip

and groin. At the time the condition of the patient was
very critical ; accordingly external heat was applied,

and whiskey given hypodermatically, causing consider-

able improvement in the circulation. There was little

bleeding during the operation, two small vessels only

requiring ligation.

The question arose at the time of the reduction of

the hernia as to the advisability of amputating the ap-

pendix ; but its appearance (there being no sloughing

points) and the critical condition of tlie little patient

seemed to justify us in restoring it intact. It was as

large as an ordinary lead-pencil, and seemed quite dis-

tended previous to severing the coustricting band.
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After the pressure was taken off at tbe point of strict-

are, the circulation in the appendix improved and it

became markedly paler. All of the above-mentioned

phenomena prompted to non-interference.

Chloroform was the anesthetic used on account of

its convenience in reference to lighting the room and

less liability to cuuse vomiting.

The next morning vomiting had ceased, the patient

had reacted; the color of the skin was better, and the

equilibrium of the circulation was restored, from which

time the patient continued to improve.

On the third day following the operation the wound
was dressed and the gauze packing removed, when the

gut was found in the opening quite restored in color.

At this dressing the bowel was replaced, and a com-

press applied which held it in place.

On the day following the first dressing it was again

inspected, and the condition of the external parts was

much more satisfactory, being greatly reduced in size.

The scrotum had retracted, and the compress was

found to hold the bowel in the abdominal cavity.

The wound was allowed to heal by granulation, fill-

ing up from the bottom ; and at this writing, three

weeks after operation, the external wound is entirely

healed, and all of the functions of the bowel are normal.

The surroundings of the patient were most unfavor-

able, the operation being done in tbe kitchen of a

small tenement-house. As near as could be at half an

hour's notice, all antiseptic precautions were taken.

In concluding this brief sketch of the case I have to

thank Dr. J. C. Jones, of Brookline, Mass., for his

valuable assistance.

RECENT PROGRESS IN PUBLIC HYGIENE.
BT SAMUEL W. ABBOTT, M.D.

OFFENSIVE TRADES.

Bt far the best treatise upon the subject of trade

nuisances yet published was that of Dr. Ballard in the

Reports of the Local Government Board of England.

In a recent review ^ of the same subject, Dr. A.

Bostock Hill presents the following general statement

which is worthy of careful consideration, since the

increasing density of i)opulation in New England and

the introduction of new manufacturing processes give

frequent opportunity for the intervention of local

health authorities in this direction.

"The number of possible trade nuisances is so great,

that I should hardly have time to mention them all by

name in a single lecture. . . . Their classification is dif-

ficult, owing, in many instances, to their complex nature,

but one has been effected by Dr. Ballard, which has at

least the merit of being convenient. It is as follows :

" 1. The keeping of animals.

" 2. The slaughtering of animals.

" 3. Other branches of industry in which animal

matters, or substances of animal origin, are

principally dealt with.

" 4. Those in which matters of vegetable origin are

dealt with.

" 5. Those in which matters of mineral origin are

dealt with.

"6. Those in which mixed matters— auimal, min-

eral, and vegetable, are dealt with.

^ LectDre before tbe Sanitary Institute of Great Britain, (>otober
18, 1S93, Jonroal of tbe Saoltiiry Inatltute, vol. xvi., part 4, p. 429.

" One question of general interest applies to all of

them : How far can such nuisances be considered in-

jurious to health ? This is a question far more com-
plex than it appears on the surface, because of the dif-

ficulty of eliminating from tbe inquiry the influence

of other circumstances— some known, some unknown.
"In certain trade processes emanations of an abso-

lutely poisonous nature are given off, and the effects

are clearly shown on those exposed to the poisonous

fumes; for example, arsenic, or irritating gases like

hydrochloric acid or carbonic acid. This, of course

applies chiefly to the workers, but in a less degree, to

those who live in the neighborhood of works where
such substances are used.

" The general effects produced upon those in the

neighborhood of works where ordinary effluvia arise

may be said to be nausea, perhaps vomiting, loss of

appetite, headache, giddiness, a general depression or

weakness, and malaria; and that such conditions are

produced in some we have abundant proof. It must
be remembered that the question of interest or other-

wise in the works has a very important bearing on the

subject; for while undoubted suffering is caused to

those who look upon the works as an annoyance, and
have no interest in them, the manufacturers themselves

often point to the fact that their work-people, who aro

most intimately associated with the effluvia, are not in

any way inconvenienced.

"In Dr. Ballard's admirable report, he shows first

that in all good faith, employers are apt to forget those

cases in which men have left their employ when suf-

fering from ill-health, and have either gone to other

occupations or to their clubs as chronic invalids.

Again, in many instances such precautions are taken

that the effluvia arising are far more noticeable at a dis-

tance than they are in the works themselves. There
is, therefore, but little doubt that trade nuisances are

in many instances sources of ill-health to many other-

wise healthy people exposed to their influence ; much
more then must they be injurious to weakly people and

invalids, who are more easily affected by conditions

tending to lower the standard of health. That such is

the case is found to be the result of some years' ex-

perience, and we may assume, therefore, that as the

result of theory and practice, any causes which tend

to make impure, even in a small degree, the air we
breathe, are potent means for lowering the vitality

which it is the aim of sanitary science to maintain.

"One more point in connection with this subject de-

mauds a moment's attention, namely, the allegation

sometimes made, that some effluvia arising from works

are disinfecting in their character, and therefore a

blessing in disguise. I have heard this statement made
in all seriousness in the high courts, in relation to a

nuisance arising from the making of charcoal. If,

however, we consider for a moment that for these

agents to be of any use as disinfectants they must be

present in sutiicieut quantity to exert a deadly influ-

ence on the contagia, we see that the infinitesimal

quantities diffused in the atmosphere can have no

effects as disinfectants or germicides, but can only

irritate and damage the health of ^he higher living

organisms exposed to them."

In cumraing up the methods of preventing nuisance

from offensive trades. Dr. Hill groups them as follows :

(1) Solid offensive refuse must be separated from

liquid, the solid portions being removed in close, im-

pervious vessels.
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(2) Zi'^utrf refuse mustjbe conducted away by proper

drains ; deodorants being used.

(3) Vapors and Effluvia should be treated by a

combination of the following methods (the particular

combination depending on the trade), (a) Condensa-

tion by cold. (6) Absorption by water or chemicals,

(c) Destructive distillation by heat in a closed vessel,

{d) Combustion of all gases that can be burned, (e)

Discharge of gases into the air at a great height.

LEAD-POISONING AMONG PAINTERS AND VARNISHERS,

AND THE MEASURES FOR ITS PREVENTION.

The existence of many sick-benefit societies among
the workmen and artisans of Berlin furnishes valu-

able information in regard to the general subject of

metal poisoning. Dr. Stiiler, in a recent paper," says,

with regard to paiuters and varnishers, that in Berlin

there were at work as active members of these so-

cieties in

1885, Varnishers, 203 of whom there were taken sick, 13 = 6.4%

18-15. Painters, 3.191

1886,
•'

3,169

1887, " 3,545

1888, ' 3,000

11.1

8.5

10.4

" Out of 14,000 painters and varnishers employed

in Paris, yearly, an average of 250 visited the hospital

on account of lead-poisoning," says Gautier. If there

are added to this 250 a proportionately higher num-
ber of cases of lead-poisoning which are treated at

home, the morbidity even then seems small when
compared with that of Berlin. As a good French-

man, Gautier lays the blame on the greater uncleanli-

ness of the German workmen.
In summing up this paper and proposing measures

for the prevention of lead-poisoning among this class

of artisans. Dr. Stiiler makes the following statement

:

" In my opinion the students in the professional

schools and colleges should receive short and easy

lectures on this subject, together with printed instruc-

tions. In addition there should be printed in the

bank-books used by these workmen in their sick bene-

fit societies the following directions :

" The use of lead paints is full of danger to the

careless and unclean workman. The danger may be

easily avoided by observing the following rules :

''Old lead paint must not be scraped from walls and

other objects until it has been softened with alkali.

The scraping should be done while the walls are wet.

"The handles of tools used must be kept clean from

any deposits.

" In dusty jobs, the nose and mouth should be pro-

tected with clean cloths. After fiuishing the work,

the hands, hair, face and nostrils should be washed.

For this purpose, in addition to water, soap and

brushes, a watery solution of tartrate of ammonia
should be provided, with which the mouth should be

rinsed. This must be done before eating and drinking.

" Smoking must not be allowed in work-time.
" Work should be done in a suit designed for the

purpose, and it should be put on before and taken off

after work.

"The workmen should apply to a physician upon

the appearance of even the slightest illness."

CONSUMPTION AMONG WORKMEN."

In a monograph by Dr. Sommerfeld, of Berlin, the

! Viertelj ihresiohrift fiir off. Gesundheitspflege, 27, 4, p. 661. 1895.

» Die SoUwinilsuoht cler Arbelter, ihre Ursaohon, Hauflgkeil, uud
Verhiltuug, Berlin, 1896.

author treats quite fully of the causes, frequency and

prevention of consumption among workmen. Chief

among the conditions which predispose workmen to

tuberculosis, the writer places the different sorts of

dust arising from industries in which various materials

both organic and inorganic are treated. He mentions

the well-known appearances found upon section of the

lungs of coal-miners, stone-cutters, iron-workers, knife-

grinders, tobacco-workers, and cotton and wool spin-

ners and weavers. He also dwells upon the effect of

insufficient and improper food among such workmen,

and upon the influence of overcrowding and of poor

ventilation in their living- and sleeping-rooms.

Added to these he places much emphasis upon the

effect of excessive use of alcoholic drinks ou the work-

men, which produces harm, not only through the ef-

fect of alcohol on the organs of digestion and the cen-

tral nervous system, but in equal measure also through

the terrible passion which is inseparably connected

with frequent resorting to the ale-house and which

robs the body after hours of work of its proper nour-

ishment, and carries to the lungs the poisonous odors

of tobacco-smoke, together with carbonic acid, exhala-

tions of clothing, bodies, etc. The author considers

the life-shortening effects of alcohol on workmen as so

thoroughly settled as to need no further comment.

In treating of the frequency of consumption among
workmen. Dr. Sommerfeld presents several tables.

The following shows the mortality of such workmen
from consumption as compared with the general mor-

tality ; the figures on the right show the deaths from

consumption in each 1,000 deaths from all causes, and

the other column the deaths from consumption in each

1,000 living.

Occupations not exposed to dust .... 2.39 381.0

Occupations exposed to dust .... 5.42 480.0

Dust Occupations.

Metallic AvlSX, 5.1^3 470.6

Copper dust 6.31 620.5

Iron dust 5.55 403.7

Lead dust 7.79 501.0

Mineral dust 4.42 403.4

Organic dust 5.B4 537.0

From leather and skins 4.45 565.9

From wool and cotton 5.35 554.1

From wood and paper 5.96 507.5

From tobacco 8.47 598.4

Mean 5.16 478.9

Mortality of the male population of Berlin
ovens years of age 4.93 332.3

In the following table the mortality from consump-

tion of two classes of workmen (knife-grinders and

iron-workers) at different ages is compared with that of

the male population of the same ages in several Ger
man industrial towns.
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The author preseuts a table coutaining the mortality

in tweDty different occupations from phthisis, in which

the figures for uiue years are given. The table is not

very conclusive as to any material changes in this

mortality, compariuj; the first-half and the second-half

of the period.

Prevention. — In general he states that every pre-

caution which promotes better hygienic conditions

among workmen, such as the improvement of the

methods of works, regulating the hours of labor, and

improving the social condition of the workman, serves

to lessen the mortality from consumption.

Children of workmen should not be employed in or

taught such occupations as are attended with the evo-

lution of sharp dusts, such as file-cutting, knife-grind-

ing and stone-cutting.

The air-space and ventilation of rooms is also a mat-

ter of great importance.

The author reaffirms the following conclusions of

the Congress of 1890, so far as the hygiene of work-

men is concerned:

(1) Consumptive workmen should be required to

take care of their sputa.

(2) In places where consumptives are at work with

healthy people, tubercle bacilli must be rendered

harmless by a sufficient number of cuspidors which

can be readily cleansed.

(3) In consequence of the frequency of consump-

tion among certain classes of workmen (steel, cotton,

stone and tobacco workers) the fact that infection is

the primary cause, the inspired dust being onlj' second-

ary, should give rise to renewed exertions for their

protection.

The following rules may be adopted for workmen
in such industries :

(a) Cuspidors in sufficient numbers, better, one for

each workman.

(6) Workmen to be forbidden to expectorate except

into cuspidors.

(c) Arrangements should be made by which sick

workmen can find treatment outside the establishment.

(d) Simple instruction should be given to workmen,

as to the part which expectoration plays in the spread

of the disease. The danger to smokers, in the cigars

made by consumptive workmen, is emphasized.

INVESTIGATIONS RESPECTING THE DISINFECTING
POWER OF SOAP-SOLDTION.*

Dr. Max Jolles, in his earlier investigations, demon-
strated the destructive effect of soap-solutions upon the

cholera bacillus, and the same inquiries are here ex-

tended to the germs of typhoid fever and the bacillus

coli communis, these being two of the most usual

species which have to be dealt with in the treatment

of soiled linen. In this case only one variety of soap

was employed, in the place of the five kinds used iu

the previous tests, as it had been proved that all of

these soaps differed but little in their action upon
the germs. The soap made use of in these experi-

ments yielded the following results upon analysis :

Fatty acids 67.*» %
Total alkaloids 10.40

Free alkali 0.041

Ten sets of test-solutions were made up in sterili^ied

distilled water, containing from one per cent, to ten

per cent, of the above soap, and iu each case 100
cubic centimetres of the solution were introduced into

• ZeltKhrlft fUr Hjrgleue, 1886, p. 130.

Sterilized Erlenmeyer flasks. Each flask also received

'20 cubic centimetres of f/eslily prepared meat-juice-

peptone bouillon, duly impregnated with germs of

typhoid fever and bacillus coli communis. After

three davs' cultivation at various temperatures, test-

plates were cast in the usual way and examined mic-

roscopically. The results obtained are set forth in

tables. Four sets of ten tests e;ich were undertaken

with the typhoid fever cultures, and three sets each of

ten different strengths with the bacillus coli commu-
nis.

As the outcome of the experiments, the author ob-

serves that, iu the case of the typhoid bacilli, the dis-

infecting properties of the soap-solution are much
more marked at low temperatures (4° C. to 8° C.)

than at ordinary temperatures. There is, practically,

little difference in the disinfecting powers of the dis-

solved soap at any range of temperatures between 18°

C. and 30° C. When rags infected with the germs
were treated in the soap-solution, the action of the soap

was very marked, and even a one-per-cent. solution

was injurious to the germs in fifteen minutes, and a

six-per-cent. solution resulted in the entire destruction

of all germs with an exposure of equal duration.

A three-per-cent. solution was fatal in one hour,

and in a one-per-cent. solution no germs remained
capable of development after two hours' immersion.

The tests of the soap-solution with the bacillus coli

communis were not quite so favorable to its disinfect-

ing action as in the former case, but this would be

readily understood because of the far greater powers
of resistance which these bacilli are known to possess.

At low temperatures a two-per-cent. solution was fatal

in six hours. As the temperature rises, the action of

the solution diminishes, but even in the case of these

bacilli an eight-per-cent. solution destroyed all germs
in thirty minutes, a six-per-cent. solution iu one hour,

and a three-per-cent. solution in six hours. The
author concludes that, in consequence of its antiseptic

action, soap furnishes a powerful and safe disinfect-

ing agent for certain of the most prevalent disease

germs.
{To be continued.)

^epott0 or ^ocietiejBi.

CLINICAL SP:CTI0N OF THE SUFFOLK DIS-
TRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

JOHN L. AMKS, M.D., SECKETABY.

Regular Meeting, Wednesday, November 20,

1895, Dr. G. M. Garland in the chair.

Db. J. L. Morse read a paper on

TYPHOID FEVER IN CHILDREN, WITH AN ANALYSIS
OF 284 CASES.'

Dr. T. M. Rotch : The subject in children is a

very interesting one, as it offers a large field for inves-

tigation. The question ie whether all the cases re-

ported as typhoid in young children are really in-

stances of that disease. I think it is one of the most
difficult diseases to diagnosticate in children under two
years of age. When the children are older it assumes
much more the type of the older child. This paper is

a very valuable one. I think the way Dr. Morse has

1 See page '^^05 of the JourDal.
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takeD up the subject will lead to further investigations

and will do much in clearing up a very obscure subject.

I suppose that I have seen quite a large number of cases

of typhoid in young children. I am not, however, sure

they were all cases of typhoid. Supposing that we are

correct in our diagnosis it is certainly a very interest-

ing subject. Beginning with the prodromal stage in

young children, as a rule it is much shorter than at a

later period because children do not resist so readily

the toxic influence of the disease, the toxemia which
accompanies it as when they are older and when their

vitality is greater. They are apt to succumb to the

disease and get to the maximum of the sickness earlier

than adults. The pathological differences are interest-

ing. It is a question in a great many of these cases

even where an autopsy has been performed whether it

is typhoid. You find the hyperplasia of the lymph
follicles, simulating so closely the early stage of

typhoid fever as seen in the adult, that skilled pathol-

ogists have been unable to make the diaguosis of

typhoid until a bacteriological examination had been
made. It is very common to tind this hyperplasia

simulating the lesions of typhoid fever. There is

probably not much doubt that the lesions are not so

extensive the younger the individual. The only case I

have seen in the early weeks of life, which was prob-

ably typhoid, had received nothiug but breast-milk.

It was a case where Dr. Garland took charge of the

mother who was nursing the baby, and the mother had
her typhoid in the very early days. The baby was
three weeks old. The comparison of the two cases

was very suggestive. The temperature chart of the

baby ran very much the same line as that of the

mother, not quite so high, a little more irregular and
not quite so long. The lysis of typhoid in the young
child is much more rapid than that of the adult

and of the older child. Perforation is rare. I have
a case on record two years of age, which evidently

was one of perforation following typhoid, and the

specimen is in the museum at Washington. The dis-

tinction of typhoid fever from tubercular meningitis

is exceedingly difficult. I have a case in mind where,
for a number of weeks, I supposed I was treating ty-

phoid fever and yet it was undoubtedly meningitis.

Relapses in the cases which I have observed have
been very rare. The course of the disease even when
it was long in the children whom I have seen, is not,

as a rule, severe. When the temperature is high,

young children often do not show the nervous symp-
toms which older children and adults do. That is fol-

lowing the general rule that children bear a high

temperature better than adults do.

Db. Buckingham : I think it possible that hospital

statistics may mislead in estimating the proportion of

typhoids in the early years, because such patients do
not go to the hospital to the same extent that they

would be obliged to do, were they adults. Personally

I do not remember seeing a case under five years

where I felt sure of the diagnosis. I remember two
or three cases at the Children's Hospital under three,

that have been supposed to be typhoid, but I think

you will find in the record book an interrogation point

after the word diagnosis.

My own experience would not only lead me to

agree with the writer, that rose-spots are compara-
tively rare ; but to go beyond him and assume that

when they do exist, they are apt to be in small num-
ber. It has seemed to me that where I have been able

to make the diagnosis, 1 have generally found the

spleen, perhaps not every day, but if not to-day then
to-morrow or the next day.

Of children under five I have nothing to say, but in

children from nine to twelve, I believe that in general

the cases are comparatively mild, yet it has so hap-

pened that within two or three years I have seen sev-

eral very severe typhoids with two or three relapses.

Dr. Bcllard : I should like to ask the question as

to what Dr. Morse considers as meningeal symptoms
in typhoid in children. In my experience, these are

rare. I have not seen a very large number of chil-

dren with typhoid, but I have seen a certain proportion,

and, as a rule, the cases with definite meningeal symp-
toms do not appear to me to be very common or form

a very large number. I have, however, seen certain

cases where the diagnosis was very ditficult between
tubercular meningitis and typhoid fever and menin-
gitis.

Dr. Townsend : We all have great difficulty in

making the diagnosis of typhoid fever in children

under five years. I once had the opportunity to ob-

serve three children in one family, aged twelve, eight

and three, where it was perfectly evident that the

children of eight and twelve had typhoid fever with all

the strongly marked symptoms, as diarrhea, epistaxis

and delirium. In all the cases, careful temperature
charts were kept by a trained nurse. The child three

years of age had a temperature running from 102° to

103° for about ten days, then gradually coming to

normal. During all of that time with the exception of

the first few days, when the child was peevish and
fretful, there were practically no symptoms except the

fever, and that was shown only by the thermometer.
It seems to me that was one of those cases of typhoid

fever, where, as Jacobi says, the diaguosis can be
made from the existence of a continuous high fever,

well borne by the infant. I saw a case out of town
last summer, two years and three months old, where a

temperature from 102° to 104° rather irregular, but
never below 102°, had been running for seven days.

The child was a little constipated, the bowels having
been moved by calomel and various cathartics by the

physician in charge. The child was very peevish and
fretful. There was nothing at all to be found on
physical examination, not even enlargement of the

spleen. The only thing in the way of treatment was
proper diet and leaving off of calomel and unnecessary
drugging. I have the report of the case afterwards
with the temperature chart, which ran from 102° to

104° for ten days, and then gradually came to normal,
the whole course being about eighteen or twenty days.

It seems to me that is another of those cases of pro-

longed fever in children where there are no symptoms
and where it is difficult to make any diagnosis unless

we say it is typhoid fever. I feel much indebted to

Dr. Morse for the careful statistics he has compiled.
Statistics of this sort are of much greater value than
general impressions, which are too apt to be errone-

ous.

Dr. Morse : As regards the frequency of typhoid
fever in young children, I cannot see why, when they
have the same or greater exposure to the disease, they

should not have it at least as frequently. It seems to

me that the reason why we do not see it oftener is be-

cause we do not know it when we do see it. As to

the diagnosis of the City Hospital cases, it may be
said that a large number of them occurred in the ser-
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vices of Drs. Rotcb and Buckingham. Manj more of

them came from families of which one and sometimes

three or four other members were in the hospital at

the same time with typhoid fever, which makes it seem
probable that these cases were also tjphoid. As to

the frequency of nose-bleed, rose-spots and relapses in

the typhoid of .young children, it seems to me that the

positive evidence obtained from a series of several

hundred cases is far better proof of the frequency of

their occurrence than the mere impressions which men
have, however good observers they may be.

Dr. Frederick Cogqeshall read a paper on

THE treatment OF SEVERE SPASMODIC TORTICOLLIS,
WITH REPORT OF CASES."

Dr. Richardson: I have listened with great in-

terest to Dr. Coggeshall's paper. Unfortunately the

medical and palliative treatment of severe and spas-

modic wry-neck has been thus far so unsuccessful that

many cases have of necessity been brought finally to

the surgeon. It is extremely desirable, for obvious

reasons, to be able to treat successfully spasmodic wry-

neck without operative interference. In fact, surgeons,

almost without exception, are unwilling to subject

these cases to operation until the physician and the

neurologist have become convinced of the inutility of

palliative treatment. Even in the surgical treatment,

cutting operations should not be undertaken until after

the failure of palliative surgical measures— control-

ling apparatus or absolute immobilization.

Hitherto frequent failures after massage, electricity,

hypnotism and immobilization have been noted by the

most conservative observers. Operative treatment, by

well -tested procedures, then undertaken, has resulted

in an encouraging number of recoveries.

It seems clear to me that palliative treatment must

fail in a considerable number of cases. Efforts in the

direction of non-operative measures should, neverthe-

less be continued, in the hope that a final resort to

surgery may be unnecessary.

A year or more ago, at the discussion of a paper by

Ur. Walton and myself on this subject, Dr. Gold-

thwait suggested prolonged treatment by immobiliza-

tion, thinking that perhaps this, or similar means, had

not been given a sufficient trial. Since that time, sev-

eral cases have received the benefit of Dr. Gold-

thwait's suggestion, and we have made renewed efforts

in the direction of palliation. Certain cases have

nevertheless failed to improve. One has been under

observation and treatment for a year, and operation is

now being seriously considered. Another, operated

upon yesterday, was so severe that Drs. Putnam,

Walton and Goldthwait, all thought palliation of no

possible use.

It is to be hoped that Dr. Coggeshall's suggestion

will enable us to dispense with operation in more

cases than before. That we shall be able to relieve

effectually all cases without operation, I do not be-

lieve. The treatment of this affection is at times very

discouraging; some cases are failures under any and

all methods of treatment. In many, the spasm and

pain render life almost unendurable, and some pa-

tients may become even despondent and suicidal.

Resection of the spinal accessory nerve will affect

at first only the steruo-mastoid and part of the trape-

zius. The operation will in some cases, however,

have a favorable iufiuence beyond the muscles directly

* 8«e page 211 of the JoarnaL

affected, a result due partly to the operation itself, and
partly perhaps to the force of suggestion.

The cases reported by Dr. Walton and myself, were
from the surgical point of view, encouraging. Some
of them were cured, and have remained well for a

number of years ; others were somewhat benefited ;

still others were not at all improved.

I have here the photograph of a case of excessive

contraction of the neck with a spasm. The man, a

musician, is now able to play the violin and the piano.

He can ride the bicycle so that the casual observer

would not notice anything the matter with him.

The evidence in this question, as far as I have been
able to obtain it, seems to show that a certain number
of cases can be cured by measures similar to those

described by Dr. Coggeshall ; that, on the other band,

many cases are not cured, or even benefited, by pallia-

tion. Fortunately, in the operations recommended by
various writers, a rational means of radical treatment

is found, which, in view of its many successes, should

occupy a conspicuous position in the treatment of this

affection.

Dr. Walton : I have at hand a letter from Dr.

Bassett written in 1890. My experience in these

cases was comparatively limited at that time, but I had
various theories. One was that we could cure them
with proper glasses, another with massage, etc. I had
read an article of Dr. Bassett's in which she reported

a cure from the use of gelsemium in large doses. I

proposed to try that treatment on the next patient, but

first wrote to Dr. Bassett from whom this reply was
received :

" I am sorry to have to say in answer to

your letter that the patient after making a great im-

provement has since relapsed, etc." This experience,

resembles that of all who have seen many such cases,

and I think the more we see, the less enthusiastic we be-

come. After seeing a great many of these persistent,

obstinate, spasmodic wry-necks, I incline to agree

with Noble Smith in his dictum that the only relief

for long-standing, severe cases is operation. I still

fear that is what we are bound to come to, though

watching with interest for further favorable reports

from massage. Not that I would be over-enthusiastic

about the results of operation. This affection is as ob-

stinate as any with which I am familiar, short of

organic disease. It is allied to writer's cramp, muscles

overused rebelling by going into a state of spasm,

and if persistently overused, into a state of obstinate

spasm. We use the muscles of the neck constantly.

If we look fixedly at any object, the first step towards

doing so is to fix the head firmly upon the neck as a

tripod is fixed before taking a picture. This effort,

kept up hour after hour, day after day without proper

periods of rest is a tremendous strain, especially in per-

sons of a neurotic disposition. To realize this, we
only need to sit up some night until one or two o'clock

writing constantly. We shall be apt to have intense

pain in the back of the neck not disappearing even

when we lie down, and it may keep us awake a long

time. It is easy to realize that a person who has to

fix his eyes constantly on his work day after day may
bring about a rebellion on the part of the muscles

which will evidence itself by persistent spasm, and

when we realize how many of these muscles there are

pulling in different directions, it is not surprising that

some become dominant, so as to pull the head to one

side or the other. I have not satisfied myself why
the head takes the peculiar position it does, but it is
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almost always rotated to one side by the sterno-mastoid

and then the posterior rotators help to rotate in the

same direction and finally tend to pull the head back-

wards. Possibly ocular defect helps to determine the

direction.

I do not know what to say as to the surgeon. It is

new to me to hear of surgeons eager to seize upon
patients and operate in such discouraging cases, es-

pecially if the posterior branches of the cervical

nerves are involved. The surgeons with whom I have
had experience have approached this operation with the

greatest reluctance, and only as a last resort, unless

satisfied that the type was too severe to justify delay.

About the results of the operation, I am not enthu-

siastic, but I feel it is the last and only hope in long-

standing, troublesome cases, with perhaps a few ex-

ceptions and while the results are not brilliantly en-

couraging, they are enough so to warrant us in giving

these patients the chance of a possible relief from pain

and distress.

Dr. Bollard : I cannot agree with Dr. Coggeshall

in his charges against surgeons in general. I will only

say now that I think the decision in regard to the

form of treatment in these cases is dependent upon
practical considerations. What we wish to do is to

cure our patients, and we wish to set about this in the

best manner possible. If surgical operations will

cure the patients more rapidly than any other way,

they should be resorted to, other things being equal.

In the same way, if medical treatment cures most com-
pletely with the greatest comfort to the patient and in

all ways most satisfactorily, then medical treatment

should be resorted to. I believe that operation should

be used only as a last and final resort. I know no

class of patients whose treatment is more difficult than

that of those suffering from chronic spasmodic torti-

collis. I have not had the success with massage that

Dr. Coggeshall reports, and I have tried massage
thoroughly with the best masseurs in the city. There
is a certain class of these cases with whom scarcely

any treatment succeeds. I think the only question

which really is to be decided in a given case is, when
we have exhausted our other methods, how long we
ought to try massage or whatever other methods it

seems to us well to try. When we have exhausted other

methods, if the patient desires, it may be well to at-

tempt the method of surgery, the patient having a full

understanding of how great or how small the chance is.

I have not personally sufficient experience to express
any very strong opinion in regard to the value of the

surgical operation. In some cases it is certainly not

successful, in other cases it is partially successful, and
1 have reason to believe in some cases it is quite

successful. I have now under observation, a patient

operated on a year ago, and who for a long time after

the operation did not improve. The deformity still

existed to a very considerable degree ; the pain had
remained about the same. Some months after the

operation the patient did improve, and came to nie

about a year after the operation essentially well.

The question in that case was, in my mind, whether it

was the operation that helped her. If the operation

had helped her, one would rather liave expected an

immediate improvement after tiie operation, v\hicli did

not occur. I thought possibly the change of surround-
ings and her being sent to work and the general cir-

cumstances of her case had rather aided her cure than
the operation. I think, therefore, to sum up the

whole matter, that we ought to try very thoroughly all

other methods before attempting operation, and also

that we ought to set before the patient in the clearest

possible manner, as far as we can, what chances he
may have in the operation.

Dr. Bradford : Although the operation of neu-

rectomy has been under discussion for a number of

years for spasmotic torticollis, the results as they ap-

pear do not seem to justify a belief in the certainty of

benefit from neurectomy. It is for this reason that

what Dr. Coggeshall has reported to-night is of inter-

est ; although there may not be anything new in mas-
sage, in these cases he has shown that success follows

thoroughness followed by muscle training skilfully

carried out.

Dr. Coggeshall : Some of the remarks that have
been made are easily answered. First my critics have
caught at the word " massage " and talked as if that

was the one essential point in the treatment I recom-
mended. If they had remembered the early part of

my paper, they would have seen that it was spoken of

as third in importance among four elements of treat-

ment. Secondly, if the gentleman who accuses me of

enthusiasm will take the trouble to recall the conclu-

sions I drew, I think he will hardly say that they jus-

tify the charge. Thirdly, my criticism was directed

against the neurologists rather than the surgeons. I

do not think surgeons with a reputation to lose are at

all anxious to operate for torticollis.

Dr. Walton's admirable description of the way in

which over-use may cause spasm in muscles in neurotic

subjects seems to me only another argument against

operation. I heartily agree with most of Dr. Bul-

lard's remarks, but I think that he would find that in

the cases treated by massage he had hardly followed

the whole method I have been advocating, and I am
not concerned to answer criticisms founded on the fail-

ure of massage alone.

I must say, in conclusion, that I have been surprised

at the carelessness with which even the physicians who
employ massage most, frequently select their oper-

ators, and this more than anything else explains their

disappointing results. Massage is not mere rubbing,

any more than surgery is mere cutting, and if you want
good results, you must recognize this.

IS^ccent literature.

Statistique and Observations deChirurgie Hospitaliere.

By Dr. Polaillon, Surgeon to the Hotel Dieu,

Professor of the Faculty of Medicine of Paris,

Member of the Academy of Medicine. Paris

:

Librairie Octave Doin, Editor. 1894.

The author has here contributed to the profession

the statistics of his work from 1879 at the Hopital de
la Pitie to its continuation at the Hotel Dieu. He has

divided his result into an account of the "Injuries of

the Extremities," which is to be followed by another
brochure upon the " Maladies of the Trunk." The
author has had a very large experience, having seen

in all 2,345 cases and 1,084 operations. The results

of a surgeon of large experience reported in the way
in which M. Polaillon has placed them, statistically,

and, where necessary, illustrated by un account of a

case, are of value.
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THERAPEUTIC USES OF THE GLYCERO-PHOS-
PHATES.

A NEW medical agent, the glycero-phosphates, has

beau introduced by Dr. Albert Robin and Drs. Magniu

and Good of Paris, the diseases for which it is recom-

mended being principally neurasthenia, hysteria, se.

nile debility and persistent chronic dyspepsia.

Dr. Robin has experimented with the glycero-phos-

phates since 1888, using the salts of sodium, potassium

and calcium, either separately or associated, and both

subcutaneously and by the stomach. These salts are

less effectual when given by mouth than when admin-

istered subcutaneously. He has found this agent es.

pecially useful in chlorosis (the glycero-phosphates of

iron, soda and potash) ; in the cachexia of chronic

gout " with feeble eliminations of urea and a lowered

coefficient of oxidation "
; in the cachectic period of

diabetes " when the indication is not so much to com-

bat the glycosuria as to raise the failing organism "
;

in chronic pulmonary phthisis " to put the organism in

a better state of resistance"; in chronic Bright's dis-

ease, where the loss of albumin is considerable and

urea is very much diminished ; in dyspepsias '' with

gastric insufficiency and hypochlorhydria " ; lastly in

neurasthenia characterized by exaggerated nervous dis-

assimilation.*

Dr. A. J. Magnin reports to the Therapeutic Gaz-

ette'- the results obtained with the glycero-phosphates,

both in his own practice and in collaboration with Dr.

Good. He has noted marked improvement in cases of

hysteria, and in neurasthenia in all its forms. A daily

hypodermic injection of a solution of glycero-phos-

phate of soda is administered. The modus operandi

is as follows : " A metal or glass syringe with a piston

of rubber, having been thoroughly boiled, is fitted with

a sterilized solution of glycero-pliosphate of soda, and

one, two and even three cubic centimetres are injected

daily into the glutei muscles on either side. The

> BuU. Gtn. de Tixir., December 16, 18»S, p. 435.

• Therapeutic Gazette, January, 1S96, p. ti9.

syringe and needle must be thoroughly cleansed, pro-

longed boiling being the most convenient method, and

the solution must be thoroughly aseptic. The solu-

tion contains to each cubic centimetre, twenty centi-

grammes of glycero-phosphate of soda. ... If neces-

sary, as much as one gramme of the glycero-phosphate

of soda can be injected daily. If glycero-phosphate of

lime be used, half the amount constitutes a full dose."

Dr. Magnin finds that in a great number of diseases

of the bones, such as rachitis, osteomalacia, tubercular

affections and certain cases of fracture, the glycero.

phosphates of lime and magnesia have rendered good

service.

Dr. Robin has used this remedy in several cases of

locomotor ataxia, of tic douloureux of the face, of sci-

atica, of chronic lumbago, with so much relief to the

pains characterizing these affections, that he is inclined

to attribute an almost specific analgesic power to the

glycero-phosphates.' Under this treatment, the light-

ning pains of tabes dorsalis " are attenuated or disap-

pear in seven cases out of ten." He admits, however,

that the benefit obtained in these cases may have been

by " suggestion " (that is, hypnotic action) rather than

by any actual pharmaco-therapeutic agency.

It is certainly a somewhat remarkable showing, that

out of fifteen cases of sciatica (generally so rebellious

to treatment) twelve should have been "cured." No
effect was observed in mental diseases and in progres-

sive general paralyses ; one case of melancholia was,

however, benefited. In paralyses, in general, the

results were mediocre. Improvement was noted in

several cases of muscular atrophy of rheumatic origin.

A case of Addison's disease was markedly benefited,

though the pigmentation of the skin remained un-

affected.

It is claimed that the good effects of this result from

the way in which this remedy benefits "augmentation

of the nutritive exchanges," while " it is useless in all

morbid states accompanied by azoturia, and in those

in which the organic oxidations exceed the normal."

Robin gives the glycero-phospates not only subcu-

taneously, but by mouth in wafers, pills and syrup;

the}' should be taken with meals and combined with a

little pepsin and maltine. The doses are from 30

centigrammes to one gramme per day for the glycero-

phosphates of soda, potash, lime and magnesia; from

ten to thirty centigrammes of the iron salt.

Cornet in the Progres Medical gives the method of

preparing the glycero-phosphates (at least as far as the

lime salt is concerned).

Tlie glycopbospkoric acid is first made by leaving for six days

at a temperature of 100' to 110' C, 212' to 230° F , a mixture

composed of 3,1)00 grammes (7J pints) of pure glycerine at 28°,

and 3,000 grammes (l> pints) of phosphoric acid at 60°. The
mixture is shaken thoroughly three or four times a day. On
the second day it becomes colored and gives off a vapor; on the

fifth day it is brown and ceases to emit vapor. On the seventh

day, after the mixture has been cool«d, it becomes clear and
transparent, when it is saturated with milk of lime formed of

500 grammes of carbonate of lime and two litres of water.

This saturation must be done slowly in large vessels, owing to

Bull. a<!c. de Th^r., loc. cit.
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the size of the mass caused by the setting free of the carbonic

acid.

The process is about complete in two days, when

the preparation is filtered and neutralized by a weak

solution of milk of lime, then precipitated by alcohol

at 90°. It is then gray in color, resembling glycerole

of starch. It is poured out at the end of an hour an<l

thoroughly tested, then redissolved in water in order

to allow of the evaporation of the filtered solution to

take place at a very low temperature. The phospho-

glycerate of lime is a white powder, slightly crystal-

line, soluble in 15 parts of cold water, almost insoluble

in boiling water, and insoluble in alcohol.^

EFFECT OF CEMETERIES UPON HEALTH.

Professor Petri, of Berlin, had already concluded,

as the result of observation and experiment, that no ill

effects could be traced to cemeteries, provided they

were properly conducted. In order to test the ques-

tion more conclusively, the Imperial Board of Health

of Germany entrusted the question to Staff Surgeon

Lbsener, who conducted a series of experiments for this

purpose.^ It had been asserted that epidemics Lad

arisen in localities free from epidemics, in consequence

of the reopening of old graves in which the victims of

cholera and typhus had been buried years before.

It was known that pathogenic bacteria under certain

conditions may increase in decaying bodies, and others

may retain their vitality for long periods in the cad-

aver, it must also be admitted that such germs in very

porous soil, and even in impervious strata, may be

carried from the bodies by water or running streams

and transmitted to wells, "or even brought to the sur-

face.

Two parcels of ground in the sewage-fields of Berlin

were selected and placed at the disposal of the Board.

A study of the soil showed that it was of so varied a

character as to present all possible conditions, consist-

ing in parts of sand, gravel, loam, peat or bog and

clay.

In this were buried a large number of carcases of

animals, chiefly swine of different sizes and some dogs.

In the bodies of these animals were placed infectious

materials of different kinds, such as portions of tuber.

culous lung from slaughtered cattle, also material from

animals dead from anthrax, typhoid excreta containing

the germs, etc.

The bodies were examined at intervals of one, three

and six months, and one and two years, to ascertain

how long the pathogenic bacteria remained alive in

the cadavers. The cadavers were buried in boxes (or

coflBus) and samples of soil-water, and of the soil in the

neighborhood of the coffins were taken at intervals and

were examined bacteriologically to determine whether

germs had escaped from the bodies, and if so, to what

distance, and to what depth this had taken place.

1 Arbditen aas dem Kaiserlichen Gesundlieitsamtes, vol. xii, No.
2, p. 418.

' Quoted from Sajous Anoual, vol. v, 1895.

The following results of their experiments were ob-

served : Typhoid bacilli were found in the buried cad-

avers only up to the 96th day after burial, and only

once for so long a period. Cholera vibrios survived

only 28 days in the decaying mass. Proof of living

and virulent tubercle bacilli was not so certain at 95

days as at 60 days, and was entirely absent after the

1 25th day. Tetanus bacilli preserved their vitality in

the cadavers 234 days. After 361 days living tetanus

germs could not be found. The bacillus pyocaneus

could not be found after the 33d day. The proof of

Friedlauder's pneumococcus was not present after 28

days.

Anthrax germs remained virulent for a full year.

The experiments with typhoid bacilli were not re.

garded as satisfactory, and the same could be said of

some of the less important germs.

The most important point in these experiments lay

in the observations as to the conveyance of these germs
away from the cadavers.

With the exception of two cases, the pathogenic

bacteria were not found outside the graves, and one of

these was shown to have been accidental. In the

sixth expeiiment (with anthrax germs) the fluid at the

bottom of the grave was found to contain virulent

anthrax germs, though these were not found in the

cadaver itself. By this experiment, a direct trans-

mission of anthrax spores, by the ground-water brought

in by inundation was demonstrated. Ttiese spores

must have been propagated on the surface of the organs

or upon the hide near the seat of inoculation. The
water transmitted them until something of sufficient re-

sistance stopped them.

The earth at the bottom of the graves was found to

be free from pathogenic bacteria. The author con-

cludes that Petri's observations are correct, and are

strengthened by the fact that even continuous or inter-

mittent wetting of graves by soil-water in porous soil

cannot do harm, provided that this soil is surrounded in

its neighborhood, by good filtering material of ordin-

ary character.

A PROPOSED ACT RELATING TO VIVISECTION.

As we go to press, a hearing is about to be held be-

fore the Judiciary Committee of the Massachusetts

Legislature upon a proposed act relating to vivisection

in schools, of which the following are the provisions:

" Section 1. No vivisection of auy dog, cat or other warm-
blooded animal shall be practised or permitted in any scbool,

except regularly-incorporated universities, colleges and medi-
cal schools.

" Sbct. 2. No experiment upon any live animal, which sub-
jects such animal to pain, shall be performed or permitted in

any school or educational institution, except for the purpose of
relieving such animal from sulferiug, unless such experiment
shall be authorized by a permit from the State Board of Health,
specifying the object thereof, and the number and kind of ani-

mals to be subjected thereto. Said Board shall keep a record
of each permit so granted, which shall be open to public in-

spection.
" Sbct. 3. Any agent of the Massachusetts Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals may be present at any experi-
ment designated in this act, and shall at all times be permitted
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to witness the same ; and the time and place of any such experi-

ment sbull, upon tlie request of such agent, be made known to

him.
" Skct. 4. Whoever violates any provision of this act shall

be punished by a fine of not less than twenty dollars, nor more
than one hundred dollars; and all fines collected upon or result-

ing from prosecutions under this act shall be paid to the Massa-

chusetts Society for the I'revention of Cruelty to Animals, in

aid of the benevolent work for which said Society was incor-

porated.

Further hearings will probably be afforded to those

interested in the subject. There are several peculiar

provisions in this singular bill, not the least so of which

are the control of permits for vivisection by the .Slate

Board of Health, which already has enough legitimate

work to do, and can hardly wish to be .saddled with

such a duty ; the designation of agents of the Massachu-

setts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals

as supervisors of physiological laboratories ; and, most

extraordinary of all, the appropriation of lines col-

lected on the information of its own agents to the very

body which gives the information and secures the con-

viction.

The informer who fattens on the spoils wrung from

his victims, is, the world over, so odious a creature

that we are surprised the benevolent society with the

long name desires to place itself before the community

in such a light even though shielded by the cloak of

benevolence. It is difficult to believe that the trustees

of this society are officially cognizant of what is pro-

posed in their name ; we would rather suppose that

this proposition emanated from an enthusiastic but

misguided individual.

We are interested to learn what proof will be pre-

sented that cruelty is practised upon animals in labor-

atories for research in this State; if there is proof of

such cruelty why, if the desire was for reform and not

for sensation, the heads of such institutions have not

been confronted with it and asked to take action them-

selves.

In a circular lately issued by the Committee on

Legislation of the Massachusetts Medical Society the

following statement is made in regard to this proposed

act:

" Legislation of this sort will of course seriously hamper and

may even practically abolish biological and medical research

throughout the State, for self-respecting investigators will

scarcely consent to work under a penal act administered through

the agency of a society, the members of which are for the most

part wanting in that special training which alone could fit them

to understand the importance of an experiment for the advance-

ment of medical science or qualify them to judge whether suf-

fering is or is not inflicted."

MKUICAL NOTES.

The Focndkr of the Rkd Ckoss.— Henri

Dunant, to whose unselfish and tireless efforts the es-

tablishment of the Red Cross organization was due,

now lives forgotten in the hospice of Heiden in the

canton of Appenzell in Switzerland. After spending

all be bad in the cause of the relief of human suffering

he is now in his declining years dependent on p'lblic

charity for support.

The Royal Medical Student Again.— The

statement that the Queen of Portugal had recently

passed the second-year examinations of the Lisbon

Medical Faculty, which ha? gone the rounds of the

medical journals, is pronounced by Professor Rocha,

the editor of the Coimbra Medica, a pure invention.

The only foundation for the report, he says, is the

fact that the queen takes a keen and practical interest

in medical charities.

The Library of the Medico-Chikcrgical
Facdlty of Maryland and Dr. Chadwick's Ad-
dress.— We are informed that since Dr. J. R.

Chadwick's address on "Medical Libraries " in Balti-

more, printed in the Jocknal of January 30th, $4,-

000 has been raised for the support of the library,

$1,000 given for the purchase of books, and an income

of $100 annually secured for the same purpose. These

results appear to be the direct results of the meeting

Dr. Chadwick addressed, and of his inspiriting advice

and example. Such enthusiasm as this should prove

infectious.

A Library Exchange. — Dr. George M. Gould,

925 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, requests librarians

of medical societies, colleges and associations to send

him lists (with precise dates, etc.) of such periodicals

as they need to complete their files. He also begs

physicians (or legatees) to send him accurate lists of

such periodicals (or books) as they are willing to

donate to libraries. Lists only are desired, not the

periodicals themselves, until, after correspondence, it

shall have been determined: (1) Where they are

needed; (2) Where they will be properly cared for;

(3) Where they will do the most good to medicine.

It is Dr. Gould's intention to aid established libraries

in completing their files by thus forming a kind of

(gratis) exchange, and to encourage the formation of

new public medical libraries by utilizing some of the

vast number of valuable medical publications at present

going to waste or destruction.

boston and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston.— Dur-

ing the week ending at noon, February 26, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease:

diphtheria, 99, scarlet fever, 30, measles, 33, typhoid

fever, 5.

The Free Hospital for Women of Brooklinb.
— The opening of the new east wing of the hospital,

which is fitted up for recovery rooms, took place on

February 22d.

A Death from Hydrophobia.— The recent death

of Lieutenant Doe of the Lynn police force by hy-

drophobia emphasizes the necessity of anti-rabic treat-

ment in all cases of dog-bite where there is any possi-

bility of rabies. Lieutenant Doe was bitten in the

hip by a collie dog on December 31st; the dog rushed

at him while be was on duty, ran away after biting

him, and was never seen again. Lieutenant Doe re-
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covered from the eilects of the bite in a few days, re-

turned to duty and remained until February 12th,

when he was seized with convulsions. The case ran its

Qsual rapid course, resulting in his death February 1 6th.

As the dog was not thought to be mad, no antirabic

treatment was begun, and after the active manifesta-

tions of the disease set in, it was, of course, too late.

The conditions of this case are very similar to that of

the New York child whose death from hydrophobia is

reported on this page of the Journal.

NEW YORK.

The New York County Medical Association.
— At a meeting of the New York County Medical

Association held February 17th the retiring President,

Dr. S. B. W. McLeod, delivered his valedictory ad-

dress, and in the course of it gave an interesting re-

sume of the history and progress of the Association

during the past seven years. During that time the

Association has gained 1,051 members and lost 253,

one-third of the number, by death. The average an-

nual accession was 150 members, and the annual loss,

36 ; so that the average annual gain was 114 members.

Seven years ago, when the Association had already

been in existence five years, the total membership was

only 250, and it was determined that special efforts

should be made to increase the numbers and influence

of the Association. These efforts have been continued

up to the present time, and the report of the statistical

secretary, read at the annual meeting in January,

showed a total membership of 1,065.

Civil Service and the City Hospitals.— At
the above meeting the following resolution was adopted :

" Resolved, That the Nevp York County Medical As-

sociation request the Civil Service Commission to

allow it to appoint its quota of examiners, in case the

Supreme Court decides that the positions of Visiting

Physicians and Surgeons to the City Hospitals are

subject to Civil Service examinations." It was also

voted that in case the Supreme Court decides that the

present hospital appointments are illegal, but without

referring the matter of filling such appointments to the

Civil Service Commission, that it should be recom-

mended that the whole matter in question be referred

to the New York County Medical Association, the

New York Academy of Medicine, and the Medical

Society of the County of New York, each of these

three bodies to have an equal voice in regard to the

hospital appointments.

Death of Dr. Ripley.— Dr. John Hovrard Rip-

ley, one of the most prominent practitioners of New
York, died on February 14th in Florida, whither he

had gone on account of his health. Early in the

winter Dr. Ripley suffered from a violent attack of in-

fluenza while on a trip to Hartford, Conn., where he

had been called to a consultation. After his return

his health continued poor, but he devoted himself un-

remittingly to his arduous professional duties until it

became absolutely necessary for him to take a rest;

when, on the advice of his medical friends, he went

South. He was born in Connecticut, May 16, 1837,

and in 1861 began his medical studies in the Medical
Department of the University of the City of New
York. Before graduating, however, he entered the

army, and served with distinction until the close of the

war, when he lesumed the study of his profession.

He was graduated from the University Medical School

in 1866, and his energy and ability soon won for him a

prominent position among New York physicians ; so

that his services as a consultant were frequently called

for, not only in the city but in many neighboring

towns. He took an active part in the various medical

societies to which he belonged, and also found time to

contribute constantly to current medical literature on

both medical and surgical topics. From the time of

his graduation he devoted himself largely to hospital

work, and at the time of his death he was visiting

physician to St. Francis Hospital and consulting physi-

cian to St. Joseph's Hospital and the Hospital for

Ruptured and Crippled. He was also honorary con-

sulting physician to Charity Hospital, on Blackwell's

Island, a position which was awarded him on account

of his long and faithful service in connection with that

institution. While by no means confining himself to

the specialty. Dr. Ripley was more prominently ident-

ified with pediatrics than any other department of

medicine, and for a time he was Clinical Professor of

Diseases of Children in the Medical Department of

the University of the City of New York. Later he

occupied the same chair at the New York Polyclinic,

but was obliged to resign the position ou account of

the increasing demands upon his time. His wife, one
son and two daughters survive him.

A Death from Hydrophobia.— Albert Benz,

aged five years, died in St. Catherine's Hospital,

Brooklyn, on February 19th, of apparently genuine

hydrophobia, and the case presents some features of

special interest. About two months ago the child was
bitten on the arm and the nose by a strange dog which
had wandered into the hall of the house where he

lived. His mother took him immediately to the Dis-

pensary of St. Catherine's Hospital, where his wounds
were cauterized and dressed. After that he remained
in good health until February 15th, when he was
seized with convulsions. On the following day his

father took him in his arms and brought him to the

Pasteur Institute in New York ; but the director of

the Institute was unable to do anything for him, as he

was found to be actually suffering from hydrophobia,

and advised that he be taken to a hospital. At the

autopsy at St. Catherine's Hospital a portion of the men-
inges of the brain was removed and rabbits have been

inoculated from it for the purpose of confirming the

diagnosis of hydrophobia. As the father was con-

stantly kissing the child while carrying him to New
York, and it was discovered that he had a cut on his

lip and that he had accidentally bitten his own finger

in his excitement. Dr. Gibier feared that he might

have inoculated himself with the disease, and he is now
under treatment at the Pasteur Institute.
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The Mortality of New York City. —^ Durii)g

the week eudiiig Februan- 22d there were reported

787 deuchs in the city, against 801 iu the previous

week. The mortality from dijihtheria decreased from

41 to 32, wliile that from scarlet fever and measles

continued about the same. There was a slight in-

crease iu the number of deaths from both pneumonia

and phthisis. From typhoid fever there were only two

deaths in the week ending February 15lh and four in

the week ending February 22d.

^tje(ceUanp.

SOME PROPOSED MEDICAL LEGISLATION IN
MASSACHUSETTS.

MEDICAL registration.

A BILL is before the Massachusetts House of Repre-

sentatives to amend the Medical Registration law so it

shall not apply to applicants over sixty years old who
have practised medicine in Massachusetts for ten years

prior to the passage of the present law, and are grad-

uates of a legally chartered medical college. Sucii

applicants it is proposed to allow to register without

examination.

THE POWERS of boards OF HEALTH.

It is proposed to increase the powers of boards of

health by an act empowering them to enforce proper

isolation and disinfeciion of persons, places and prop-

erty, and to destroy any bedding, clothing or other

articles which have been exposed to infection, and can-

not, in the opinion of the board, be satisfactorily dis-in-

fected otherwise, at the expense of the owner. The
penalty for disobeying regulations or orders made by

the board of health under this act is a fine not exceed-

ing one hundred dollars ; obstruction of the board of

health or any of its agents iu the exercise of the pow-

ers and duties conferred by this act, or removing or

defacing any placard or notice posted by the board is

punishable by a tine of not less than ten nor more than

one hundred dollars.

Expenses lawfully incurred by the board of health

in the exercise of the powers conferred by this act are

to be paid by the city or town.

REGULATION OF THE HODRS OF LABOR, ETC., OF
HOSPITAL NCRSES AND ATTENDANTS.

A proposed " Act to Regulate the Hours of Labor
of Hospital Nurses and Attendants, and designate the

Location of their Sleeping-rooms," provides that

" No nurse or attendant in any hospital or asylum, whether
public or private, or any other institution where patients are
kept for tlie treatment of disease, shall be allowed to reniaiu on
duty more than twelve hours duriu); any one day, nor be al-

lowed to sleep in the same room, or in a room adjoining and
communicutinf; with any room where any patient is kept, or in

any room to which patients have access."

The provision that no nurse shall be allowed to

sleep in a room adjoining and communicating with any
room where any patient is kept would require the

entire rearrangement of many institutions.

REGULATION OF THE SALE OF PATENT MEDICINES.

The provisions of an "Act to Protect the Public

Health by Regulating the sale of Patent Medicines

and to determine the Amount of Alcohol or Liquor
in Each Bottle," are as follows :

" Section 1, Any person or persons, firm or company offer-
ing tor sale to the public any patent medicine of any kind what-
soever, shall present to the State assayer the formula or manner
of making the same, and the State assayer shall certify upon
every bottle or package that the medicine contained therein
contains nothing injurious to the public health; and the State
assayer shall also cause to be plainly marked upon the side of
the bottle, in type not smaller than brevier, the amount of al-

cohol or liquor of any kind whatsoever contained in the bottle
or package, and the person or persons, firm or company, shall
make oath before a justice of the peace, that the formula or
manner of making the same is true, and shall deposit the afore-
said formula or manner of making the same with sworn state-
ment, with the State assayer.
" Whoever violates the provision of this act shall be punished

by fine not exceeding one hundred dollars for each offence."

Another bill seeks to establish high-huildiug limits

for the city of Boston.

There is also a bill which proposes the appointment
of a commission to regulate the practice of chiropody.

A NEW ANASTOMOSIS BUTTON.

Dr. Chaput, of Paris, has invented a new button

for intestinal anastomosis, made of pure tin, a metal
which owing to its malleability allows of approxima-
tion of the edges by pressure through the intestinal

walls without wounding the latter. It is made of pure
tin, in the shape of an elliptical ring, the hole in the

centre being five millimetres wide and thirty long.

The side view shows a circular groove, one centimetre

wide and eight millimetres deep. The rims of the

groove are cut in three places, and are thin enough so

they can be pressed together with the fingers. There
are four different kinds made, for the four principal

kinds of operations where it is needed. It has given

excellent results in several cases where it has been
used, notably iu cancer of the stomach and transverse

colon and also iu stenosis of the pjlorus, although in

one case the two buttons used have not been evacuated.

The following points of superiority to the Murphy
button are claimed :

(1) The rapidity of the operation is equal or greater.

(2) The button is not so large or heavy, and has a

much larger lumen in proportion to its size and
weight.

(3) It can be easily removed after application.

(4) An exact idea can be formed by the operator of

the amount of pressure with which he apposes the in-

testinal surfaces, so that there is no danger of gangrene
from pressure.

THOMAS DOVER, PHYSICIAN AND BUCCANEER.

How many physicians know that the inventor of

Dover's powder, that prescription that has held its

own through so many generations of physicians, was
an oHicer of a successful privateering expedition in

1708, and was actually in command of the boat which

put to shore in the harbor of .Juan Fernandez in 1710
and brought off Alexander Selkirk? Such are the

tacts of Thomas Dover's life, as told by Dr. Osier in

his biographical sketch published iu a recent number
of the Johnt Hofkini Hospital Bulletin.

It seems very little is known of Thomas Dover's

early life, except that he was born in Warwickshire in

1660, and is supposed to have been a Bachelor of
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Medicine of Cambridge, although his name does not

appear on the roll of the graduates. After taking his

degree he settled in Bristol, and having made money,
joined with some merchants in a privateering expedi-

tion. "On Dover's return to England he resumed
practice at Bristol, and from the number of patients

he says he visited each day during an epidemic of the

fever, he nnst have obtained the confidence of the in-

habitants of that city." In 1721 he settled in London
and was admitted a Licentiate of the Royal College of

Physicians. He resided in Cecil Street, Strand, but

in the latter part of 1728 be removed to Gloucester-

shire, where he lived for four or five years, when he

finally settled in London, at first in Lombard Street,

and afterwards in Arundel Street, Strand, where he
died probably in the latter part of 1711 or the begin-

ning of 1742.

As will be seen from this account, " Captain Thomas
Dover," which was his buccaneering title, must have

been forty-eight years old when he took part in the

expedition which rescued " Robinson Crusoe " from
his desert island. Subsequently the expedition at-

tacked the two cities of Guaiaquil, in the assault on

which he led the van, took several prizes, and then

cruised about the coast from Peru to California wait-

ing for treasure ships. Dover took command of one

of the largest prizes as captain, and returned from
this expedition a wealthy man, as the expedition

brought back no less a sum of money than £170,000,
a large share of which fell to Dover who was owner
of a considerable share in both the ships that started.

After his return to England, he is believed to

have travelled for some years. In 1721 he was ad

mitted a Licentiate of the Royal College of Physi-

cians, but did not settle permanently in London till

1731, when at the age of seventy years he began prac-

tice in that city. N'othing daunted by the lateness of

his beginning, the former leader of the assault on

Quaiaquil began his attack on London practice, adopt-

ing the time-honored plan of writing a book, and a

book which was calculated to appeal directly to the

public, and further his fame by lauding his own
methods of practice while detracting from and ridicul-

ing as far as possible the methods of his fellow-practi-

tioners. The book was entitled, " The Ancient
Physician's Legacy to his Country, being what he
has Collected himself in Forty-nine Years of Prac-

tice," and it was claimed that the diseases incident to

mankind were described in so plain a manner "that
any person may know the nature of his own diseases;

together with the several Remedies for each Distemper
faithfully set down." It was expressly issued as a

popular work on medicine, " Designed for the Use of

all Private Families."

"The Ancient Physician's Legacy," in the language
of one of Dover's correspondents, "made a great noise

in London, and was the subject of talk in almost every
coffee-house."

It contains a description in plain language of about

forty-two disorders, illustrated by cases, the majority

of which are made to attest in some way to the author'i-

skill. The later editions abound in le;ters from grate-

ful patients, extolling his virtues. The pictures of

disease are scarcely such as might have been expected
from a pupil of Sydenham. There are evidences

throughout that the book was written "for revenue
purposes only," and the spirit of the buccaneer was
not dead in the old man, as no occasion is missed

either to blow his own trumpet, or to tilt a lance at

his colleagues. " Let me but come to People as early

in this Distemper (dropsy) as they generally apply for

relief from other Physicians, and it shall be cured,"

etc.

In the course of the book he took occasion to de-

scribe his successful treatment of the plague which
broke out among the sailors of the lluke and Duchess,
"when I took by storm the two cities of Guaiaquil,

under the line, in the South Seas."

The Ancient Physician's chief legacy to his country
was quicksilver, which was his specific in almost every
disease, and the use of which is vaunted in a most
forcible manner in letters from patients. He ordered

an ounce or an ounce and a quarter of crude mercury
daily, believing that it freed the patient from all ver-

micular diseases, opened all obstructions, and made a

pure balsam of the blood.

Dover seems to have succeeded in his object of gain-

ing publicity by his book, both by his advocacy of

mercury, which gained him the title of " the quicksil-

ver doctor," and his sharp attack on the too frequent
fraudulent collusions which seem in his time to have
prevailed between physicians and apothecaries. The
"Legacy" stirred up an active pamphlet war on the

subject of the merits of mercury, and no end of coffee-

house gossip about the apothecaries.

The last edition of his book was published in 1741,
and must have been issued by the author, as he refers

therein to his fifty-eight years of practice. He is be-

lieved to have died in 1742.

"Doubtless," says Dr. Osier, "the old buccaneer,

described 'as a man of rough temper, who could not
easily agree with those about him,' was a striking

figure as he passed along the Strand to the Jerusalem
Coffee-House. where he saw his patients. A good
fighter, a good hater, as alas ! so many physicians have
been, his weaknesses and evil behavior we may forget,

but Captain Thomas Dover, who on the 2d of Febru-
ary, 1710, found 'Robinson Crusoe,' the world should
not forget ; and we also of his craft have cause daily

to remember with gratitude the student and friend of

the great Sydenham, who had the wit in devising a
powder, to remember his master's injunction : Hine
papaveribus, sine opiatis et medicameniis, ex its con-

/ectit, manca et clauda, esset medicina."

METEOROLOGICAL RECOKD,

For the week ending February 15th, in Boston, according to
observations furnished bj Sergeant J. W.Smith.of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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RECORD OF MORTALITY

FoK THE Wkkk ending Satcrdat, Fkbbuaby 15, l«y6.

New York .

Chicago . .

Philadelphia
Brooklyn
St. Louis . .

BoetoD . .

Baltimore .

Clnciuuatl .

Cleveland .

Washington
Pittsburg .

Milwaukee .

Nashville
Charleston .

Portland . .

Worcester .

Fall Kiver .

Lowell . .

Cambridge .

Lynn . . .

New Bedford
Springfield .

Lawrence .

Holyoke , .

Salem . . .

Brockton
Haverhill .

Maiden . .

Chelsea . .

Fitchburg .

Newton . .

Gloucester ,

Taunton . .

Waltham .

Quincy . .

Pittstield .

Everett . ,

Northampton
Newburyport
Ameabory .

Jl
Percentage of deaths from

H

1,892,332

1.678.S»6T

I.lb4,0u0
1,1U0,()U0

MU.UOU
49l,:05
4911,^15

336,U0U
314,537
275,500
23k ,617
266,U(10

»7,754
65,lo5 '

40,000 •

9»,ti»7

88,UJO
t4,35!<

b1.519
t>2.3.>5

55,2W
81,oM
62.153
4U,I4»
34,437

33,157
3U,lgS
29,706
31,2»5
26,394
27,122
27,663
27,093
20.l-;7

20.712
20.447

18.578
16,738
14,554

10,920

801 ' 298 I 11.76 20.64

492 I 168 i lO.OK 16.-.7

429 ' 164
; 14.95 23.09

ll.(H
7.65

13.40
11.97

8.01

10.92
20.40
10.72

10.80 i
16.20

(i.lU 21.60
H lO.OO 22.60
6

,
3.48 24.15

9 6.66
I -f

7
I

-1 21.0f
1 14.28 ' 21.42
3 I —

I
20.00

2 . _ i 7.96

1 14.28 I
—

2 30.00 20.00

Deaths reported 2,892: under five years of age 979; prin-
cipal iDfectioUR diseases (small-pox, measles, cerebro-spinal
meningitis, diphtheria and croup, diarrheal diseases, whooping-
cough, erysipelas and fevers) 33(1, acute lung diseases 557,
consumption ;!32, diphtheria and croup 153, measles 51, typhoid
fever 35, diarrheal diseases 28, scarlet fever 27, whooping-
cough 12, erysipelas 9, cerebro-spinal meningitis 7, malarial
fever 5.

From diarrheal diseases New York 7, Brooklyn 5, Philadelphia
and Cincinnati 4 each, Baltimore and Providence 2 each, Boston,
Worcester, Fall River and Lowell 1 each. From scarlet lever
New York 11, Brooklyn and Boston 4 each, Providence 3, Balti-
more, Cleveland, Nashville, Fall River and Waltham 1 each.
From whooping-cough Philadelphia 4. New York atid Baltimore
2 each. Cincinnati, Cleveland, Washington and Cambridge 1

each. From erysipelas New York 4, Brooklyn 3, Boston 1. From
cerebro .spinal meningitis New York 5, Washington and Worces-
ter 1 each. From malarial fever Brooklyn 3, New York 2.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales with
an estimated population of I0,8(in,!)71, for the week ending
February 8ih, the death-rate was 20.5 Deaths reported, 4,2K7;
acute diseases iif the respiratory organs (London) 44f>, whooping-
cough 204, measles 140. diphtheria 97, scarlet fever 14, diar-
rhea 42, fever 33, small-pox (Swansea) I.

The death-rates ranged from 15.0 in Croydon to 25.4 in Nor-
wich : Birminuham 20.3, Bradford 17.3, Bristol 18.8, Hull 18 9,

Leeds 20.2, Leicester 22.(>, Liverpool 25 2, London 20.7. New-
castle-on-Tyne Hi 5, Oldham 21.4. Portsmouth 19 3, Sheffield

20.7, Swansea 15.3, West Ham Ki.B, Wolverhampton 24.7.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE STATIONS AND
DUIIES OF OFFICERS Sl-RVING IN THE MEDK Al.
DEPARTMENT, U. S. ARMY, FROM FEBRUARY 15, lS9li,

TO FEBRUARY 21, ISili.

FiiiST-LiKUT. William W. Quinton, assistant surgeon, is re-

lieved from leni|>orary duty at Fort Logan, Colorado, and
ordered to Fort Grant, Arizona, for duty at sub-.station San
Carlos, Arizona, relieving Fihbt-Likut. Paul F. Stkaub, assis-

tant surgeon.

FiRST-LiKUT. .Sthauu. on being thus relieved, is ordered to
Angel Is and, California, for duty at that station, relieving
FiBST-LiBUT. Chaklks E. B. Flaoo, assistant surgeon.

FiRST-LiECT. Flagg, upon being thus relieved, is ordered to
Fort Du Chesiie, Utah, for duty at that post, relieving Captain
Henky D. Smydek, assistant surgeon.

Captain Snydek, upon beiug thus relieved, is ordered to
Fort Ethan Allen, Vermont, for duty at that station.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE MEDICAL CORPS
OF THE U. S. NAVY FOR THE WEEK ENDING
FEBRUARY 22, I89t).

P. S. Wales, medical director, placed on the retired list from
February 27th

.

D. M. Gi;iTERAS, surgeon, detached from the " Montgomery "

and granted six months' sick leave.

L. W. Curtis, passed assistant surgeon, detached from duty
at Indian Head Proving Ground and ordered to the " Mont-
gomery."

L. Morris, surgeon, detached from the Naval Hospital at
Philadelphia, and ordered to the Indian Head Proving Ground.

DwiGHT Dickinson, medical inspector, ordered as member
of the Retiring Board, February 28th.

SOCIETY NOTICES.

The Suffolk District Medical Society, Surgical Sec-
tion. ~ The regular monthly meeting of the Surgical >ection
of the Suffolk District Medical Society will be held on Wednes-
day evening, March 4, 189ij, at 8 o'clock, at 19 Boylston Place.

Subject: " The Surgery of the Kidney." Dr. W. F. Whitney
will present the pathology of this subject. Drs. F. S. Watson,
M. H. Richardson, H. W. Cushing and others will make brief
reports of cases.

Pathological material upon this subject is desired.
Charles L. Scuddkr, M.D., Secretary.

HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL.
Evening Lectures.

The next lecture will be given on March 5th, at 8 P. M., by
Prof. Harold C. Ernst. Subject: "Diphtheria." The pro-
fession are invited.

RECENT DEATHS.

Eugene Fillmork Dcnear, M.D., M.M.S.S., died in Rox-
bury, February 20, ISiHi, aged forty-four years.

John Stetson. M.D., M.M.S.S., died in West Harwich, Feb-
ruary 19, 189ti, aged eighty-one years.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.
Sleep in its Relations to Diseases of the Skin. By L. Duncan

Bulkley, A.M., M.U. Reprint. 1895.

Response to the Toast, " Ephraim McDowell." By Joseph
Eastman, M.D., Indianapolis. Reprint. 1895.

A New Operation for CongeniUil Ptosis, with Report of Two
Cases. By T. C. Evans, M.D. Reprint. 1895.

On the relation of Sex to the Prognosis of Epilepsy. By
William Browning. M.D., Brooklyn, N. Y. Reprint. 1895.

The Operative Treatment of Fistula in Auo. The Etiology
and Symptomatology of Pruritis Ani. By Lewis H. Adler, Jr.,

M.D. Reprints. 1892-95.

Association of American Anatomists; Extract from Proceed-
ings of Eighth Session held at Philadelphia, Pa., December 27.

and 28, 1895. Reprint. 1895.

Degenerative Heredity; or. Some Degenerative Influences of
Modern Civilization upon Health. By Charles Denison, A.M.,
M.. '., Denver, Col. Reprint. 1095.

The Technics of Maunsell's Method of Intestinal Anastomosis,
with a Ii<'s>it)ir of the Cases of Operation to Date. By Frederick
Holme Wiggin, M.D. Reprint. 1895.

A Contribution to the Study of Some Forms of Albuminuria
ii.ssociated with Kidney Tension and their Treatment. By
Reginald Harrison, F R.C.S. Eng. Reprint. I89t).

The Possibility of Overcoming Permanent Stricture of the
Deep Urethra without Resort to External Urethrotomy. A
Contribiititm to the Therapeutics of Diabetes. By J. Blake
White, M.D. Reprints. 1894-93.

Twentieth Century Practice ; An International Encyclopedia
of Modern Medical Science. By leading authorities of Europe
and America. Edited by ThoiniisL. Stcdman, M.D., New York
City. In iweiitv viiluines. Volume VI. Diseases of the Respira-
tory Organs. New York: William Wood & Co. 1896.
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REPORT OF A CASE OF PEMPHIGUS FOLl-
ACEUS.i

BY THE LATE JOS. W. HASTINGS, M.D.,

Member of the Afasaachusetis State Board of Health.

In deciding upon some subject upon which to ad-

dress you, I have been influenced to a considerable

extent by my own convenience, rather than because of

any great familiarity which I profess to have with the

disease introduced to your attention.

We, as members of the medical profession, are fre-

quently called at a moment's notice to give an intel-

ligent opinion as to diagnosis and prognosis in difficult

cases. It does not matter if the disease is rarely met

with and the case exceptional, still the public expect

us to know all that there is to be known about it.

Any one of us, who has been in practice for even a

short time, has discovered that if the study of disease

were divided, so that one person should only be ex-

pected to investigate a very small portion of the whole

list of maladies, he would find that he had a life work

before him. It is because of this fact, that it is im-

possible for one man to know everything, or to know

a multitude of things well, that I have often thought

we physicians in the country are at a great disad-

vantage with our city brothers.

If a man cannot know a thing himself, it is a great

help to him to be brought in contact with some one

who does know it. It not only keeps him straight,

prevents him from coming to some incorrect conclusion,

but enables him to appropriate to his own stock of

knowledge with little effort and in a short time, that

which has cost the investigator hard study and days of

toil.

If our brother in the city is in doubt in regard to

any particular case under his care, he need not rack

his brain or weary his body in striving to get at the

truth. He will find just on the next corner one who
has made the study of that class of disease his life

work. He can tell him in an hour all he has learned

in years of labor.

Perhaps no one class of disease has derived more
advantage from this system of division of labor, than

has that known as Diseases of the Skin. It has given us

the eminent dermatologists, Hebra, Kaposi, Neumann,
Wilson, Fox, Anderson and others. We now have

plates with such accurate representations of disease

that many cases are recognized with little trouble. If

they could always be as easily cared, then, indeed

would our task be slight.

Some time ago in the month of March, I was
applied to by the mother of a young lady, because of

an eruption upon the neck of her daughter. She de-

scribed it as then of a dry, scabby character, but said

it commenced with a blister. It had at this time

troubled her for some weeks or months. They had

often thought it about well, and supposed it to be

the result of some irritation from her neck-dress, to

avoid which they had used cosmoline. It did not,

however, get well but rather extended. From such

description as I had of the case, I supposed it to be of

an eczematous, or herpetic character and prescribed

accordingly. I ought to say here that this young
lady, aged eighteen, was not strong, but had always

been reckoned, as we say, in delicate health, if not

> Read before the Brooklield Medical Club.

feeble. She is of a nervous temperament, not oi a

cheerful disposition, muscles not well developed, slight

physical organization. I had never supposed her to

be diseased, as we usually apply that term, but had in

previous years had anxiety lest disease should develop.

After the first prescription, it was several weeks be-

fore I saw her, but in that time had heard from her as

not improving. In May, she visited me. I then

found the disease had extended, and covered a space

on the neck on the right side, reaching from below

the ear, six inches or more down. The skin was red,

covered with a dry, scabby crust, which had the appear-

ance of being dried serum, as it probably was. This

crust removed, the skin looked inflamed, and exuded

serum, presenting an appearance not unlike acute ec-

zema.

Without making very careful inquiry, or examina-

tion, as I now think, I considered the case one of

eczema, and prescribed lotions of carbolic acid, oxide

of zinc and lime-water, and directed them to cover the

part with diachylon ointment spread on cloth. I saw

the case again in two or three weeks. There was

then no marked change, except, that the disease had

increased. In June, my wife visited her at her home
(she is a niece of hers), and as she was decidedly

worse, the disease having extended over the front chest

and beginning to show itself on her face and back, she

brought her to our home, hoping that the disease

might be arrested by more careful treatment. I now
had all the opportunity I could ask for to study the

case and watch the effect of remedies. I found the

disease extended, or attacked new surface, not from

vesicular irruption, but a blister or bleb would make
its appearance, of irregular shape, filled with nearly

transparent serum. This serum would seem to dissect

the epidermis, separating the external stratum corneum

from the stratum lucidum, and extended between the

two, so that, if the apparent blister was an inch in

diameter, the skin, if you should puncture the blister,

could be brushed off, or easily removed from a surface

three or four inches in diameter. Sometimes the

blister or bleb would seem to involve the deeper

stratum of the epidermis, and then, when removed, you

would see the papillae of the corium, or true skin.

After the removal of a portion or the whole of the

epidermis, the skin would become red and soon covered

with scabs, or crusts of dried serum. This serum

would seem to exude because after the first destruction

the epidermis did not get strong enough to form the

walls to a blister, but allowed the fluid to escape from

numberless small blisters of a vesicular appearance.

The disease extended very nearly symmetrically, in-

vading the front and back and then the upper and

lower extremities, reaching the hands a little before

the feet, so that by the mouth of August she had not

a particle of healthy skin. The scalp, the inside of

the hands, the soles of the feet, all became diseased.

During the most of this time, she had a very good

appetite, digestion and assimulation of food seeming

to be carried on about as well as usual. There was

not much irritation, or itching, or at least not nearly

as much as one would expect in a case of eczema.

For two or three weeks in August, she had a high

temperature and frequent pulse. At this time the dis-

ease was making rapid progress. There was some

swelling of the feet and edema of the lower extremities,

but as there was no new tissue to become inflamed,

the acute symptoms subsided, the appetite returned
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and she was again in general coudiciou as well as be-

fore.

1 shall not undertake to tell you all that I did or

tried to do for her. I now believe that some of it was

wise, mucii of it foolish. Ko external application had

the least influence to hinder or arrest the spread of the

disease. I found a mild lotion of carbolic acid, about

one per cent, in lime-water, with the addition of two

ounces of glycerine to a pint, relieved any tendency

to itching very effectually. I kept the parts protected

constantly either with diachylon-ointment, cold-cream,

simple cerate or an ointment made with boracic acid

and cosmoline ; these spread on cloths and covering the

entire surface. I used with very good effect to pre-

vent itching and soreness, the liquor picis alkalinus, as

recommended by Dr. Bulkley of New York, in eczema.

In the flexures of the joints and to a considerable ex-

tent over the entire surface, 1 used the unguentum zinci

oxidi, generally with good effect. I commenced giving

her Fowler's solution in tive-drop doses, before she

came to my house. This I continued, sometimes com-

bining it with iron or quiuine, as her condition indi-

cated.

I have thus, gentlemen, outlined a case to you
briefly and hastily, with my treatment, without telling

you my diagnosis.

I have thought it was well to do so, for this was the

truthful condition of things for a considerable time

after she came under my care. I called it eczema for

a time, and my opinion was confirmed by several other

physicians who saw her, upon the supposition tliat it is

safe to call any case of skin disease eczema that we
were unable to classify. But 1 found, after careful

observation, that the essential characteristics of ec-

zema were wanting; for there was uo itching and in

no part was there thickening of the skin. I am satis-

fied, gentlemen, that the case was one of pemphigus,

and to a consideration of this disease I will now invite

your attention.

Pemphigus is an uncommon disease. It is said to

be of less frequent occurrence in this country than in

Europe. According to the statistics of the American
Dermatological Association, but 14 cases were en-

countered out of 16,863 cases of skin disease. Dr.

White, of Boston, reports having met with 15 cases in

5,000 consecutive cases in dispensary practice, a large

proportion of them having occurred in infants. It is

said to occur in all parts of the world, to be more com-

mon with children than adults. Sex, seasou of the

year, food, a period of life, after infancy, seem to have

no influence on its production. Serious menstrual dis-

order may be a cause, and it has been said to first show
itself in pregnancy. Mental depression has been ob-

served to precede the disease. General debility and

nervous exhaustion may be regarded as causes. By
some, tiie disease has been thought to depend upon or

be a neurosis. The disease is not contagious and is

never the result of syphilis.

There are two varieties of pemphigus, presenting

symptoms quite different in character, pemi)higus vul-

garis and pemphigus foliaceus. The former of these,

pemphigus vulgaris, is by far the most common.
The lesions of this disease are the formation of

blisters or blebs, varying in size from a pea to an egg,

and which may make their appearance upon any {lart

of the body. Their number at any one time may vary

from half-a-dozen to many more. In form they are

rounded or oval, and elevated above the level of the

surrounding skin. Their walls are generally fully dis-

tended with fluid, giving them the appearance of hav-

ing been stretched. In color they are yellowish, the

fluid becoming cloudy or puriform as they grow older.

They seldom rupture spontaneously. Each bleb runs

its course in from one to three or six days. A charac-

teristic of the lesions consists in their successive ap-

pearance. A crop of them uo sooner disappears than

others make their appearance and in this way the dis-

ease runs its course. Itching and burning are not

often troublesome, though sometimes, iu a severe form

of the disease these symptoms occasion great distress.

The disease may be either acute or chronic; acute

pemphigus being very rare except with children, when
it runs its course iu two or three weeks. Pemphigus
in the adult has an essentially chronic course, fre-

quently lasting months or years.

This form of the disease which we have been con-

sidering, pemphigus vulgaris, may be either mild or

severe, depending upon the constitution of the patient,

the hygienic surroundings, diet or other causes which

we may not be able to detect, but in this variety we
may usually give a favorable prognosis.

There is, however, a form much more severe in

character, pemphigus foliaceus ; and it is in this par-

ticular form that I am at this time especially inter-

ested.

I find the following description of this disease in

Duhriug's treatise on " Diseases of the Skin":
" The blebs differ from those of pemphigus vulgaris,

in that they are not distended or tense. They are, on

the contrary, flaccid and ouly partially distended with

fluid, which seems rather to undermine the epidermis

than to uplift it into blebs. This imperfect formation

of the lesions constitutes the chief peculiarity of the

affection. They rupture before arriving at a state of

full development, or the epidermis may be so readily

detached from the true skin that large, loose, half-filled

irregularly-shaped blebs are formed, which soon col-

lapse and rupture. They may, however, coalesce,

thus involving a considerable surface. Usually the

greater portion of the body is attacked, and sometimes

the whole surface. The blebs succeed one another with

rapidity and persistency, the same region, moreover,

being the seat of repeated attacks. In this manner
large numbers are continually forming before the skin

has time to regain its normal state.

" In this respect, as regards its course, the disease is

similar to chronic eczema vesiculosum. The fluid dries

immediately into thin, whitish flakes, which are quickly

detached and cast off in quantity ; beneath is seen an

excoriated, red surface — the rete andcorium. When
the disease has existed for a time, the skin presents a

white, flaky appearauce, the epidermis being loose,

shreddy and ragged. It has been well compared to a

superficial scald. The process is invariably chronic,

and may continue for years. Sooner or later the gene-

ral health becomes seriously disturbed, profound pros-

tration supervenes, and the patient may succumb. It

is happily a rare form of disease."

In regard to the diagnosis of pemphigus, it seems to

me now no great difficulty should be had in typical

cases, especially if the patient is seen in the first stages.

The mere presence of blebs does not constitute the

disease, as these may be developed in other diseases as

well as by artificial means. In the case of my patient,

the first crop of blebs was perfectly characteristic, but

after that the epidermis seemed to be so imperfect that
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the serum was not held for a time or space large

enough to form a blister, but escaped and dried in the

form of scabs.

There are two forms of skin disease spoken of as

liable to be confounded with pemphigus — impetigo

herpetiformis and herpes iris.

Herpes iris is always an acute disease, running its

course in a few weeks. The eruption is originally

vesicular, but the vesicles sometimes enlarge or coa-

lesce and become blisters. The vesicles of herpes

iris are arranged concentrically and increase in this

way, which is not true of the blisters of pemphigus.

In impetigo herpetiformis, the lesion is usually of a

pustular character, and the pustules are arranged in

groups, or in annular form. The pustules tend to run

together and dry into a yellowish crust, underneath

which the skin looks red and excoriated. This disease

is almost entirely confined to pregnant women or those

very recently delivered.

Instances are on record where attempts have been

made to produce blisters on the skin by the use of

nitric acid, for the purpose of feigning disease. A
case of this kind is recorded as having occurred in

Guy's Hospital, London.
The treatment of pemphigus must be adapted to

each case, striving if possible to remove the cause.

Constitutional remedies are of the first importance,

for the disease is usually, if not always connected with

impaired health and debility.

The particular remedy from which the authorities

lead us to expect the most is arsenic. They tell us

that its use should be persisted in. Other medicines —
as quinine, cod-liver oil, iron, etc.— should be pre-

scribed when their use is indicated. The patient

should have a full animal diet, and a careful observance

of all the laws of health be insisted upon. Rest and

freedom from mental distress are thought to be of the

very first importance to successful treatment.

The local treatment is of importance, as the com-
fort of the patient will largely depend upon this. In

my reading and investigation thus far, I have not dis-

covered anything of especial value that I did not refer

to in the case narrated. Hebra recommends the con-

tinual bath, as affording in grave cases much comfort

and benefit. The patient may remain in the bath,

eating, sleeping and living in it, for a long period, with-

out any improvement of the general health. I think

it would be very difficult to institute a treatment of

this kind in private practice. Indeed, when we read

of a patient remaining in a bath 270 days, and at

the end of that time that the patient was only more
comfortable in the water than he was out, we are cer-

tainly not much encouraged to resort to it as a cure.

What the result is to be with the patient of mine I

do not know. She remained at my hbuse nine weeks,

and then returned to her home. At this time she is

considerably better than two months ago. The skin

upon the inside of the hands and the bottom of the feet

looks healthy, and she has patches of skin about, here

and there which look pretty well. I do not know but

she is doing as well as could be expected. Her gen-

eral health is fairly good ; she has most of the time

an appetite; food seems to be digested ; and she is free

from functional derangements. I trust, before a very

distant day, to be able to report her entire recovery.

Note.— The subsequent history of the case is substantially
as follows: For some days after her return home the treatment
instituted by my father was continued. She did not improve

at all, they thought, but continued to lose strength. As a last
resort a magnetic healer was called in, and began treatment
with passes over the body, not touching the skin. The result
was immediate relief to the nervous symptoms of pain and
sleeplessness, with a return of her appetite. Treatment was
continued at first twice a week and later once a week. Inter-
nal medicines previously prescribed were discontinued, but the
external ointments continued. These were finally discarded,
and a bland, protective ointment, known as petrolina, was era-
ployed. Thus, about one year from the beginning of the disease,
she was improving perceptibly. Six months later her skin was
apparently healthy, with the exception of two patches, each
about three by five inches in area, oue situated over the upper
part of the sternum and the other between the scapulae. These
were covered by a dry, brownish scab and remained unchanged
for months She was considered well. A considerable degree
of nervous strain was maintained by piano-playing, social
gatherings and certain spiritualistic phenomena for which she
was considered a "medium." In accordance with this belief
she went, the second summer after the appearance of the first

lesion, to Onset Bay, Mass. The nervous strain must have
been extreme to one of her temperament. On her return to her
quiet country home the latter part of August, thoroughly tired
out, and possibly also chilled with a cold east storm, she was at
once taken sick. The scabs, which had shown signs of irrita-

tion from the salt-water bathing, filled with serum and broke.
Fresh lesions appeared on the edges, and rapidly spread over
her whole body. Neither magnetic healer, petrolina, nor any
other agency had the slightest effect in checking the disease.
The lesions differed from those of the first att.ick in that they
affected subcutaneous structures and the mucous membranes.
Small blood-vessels ruptured, bloody crusts formed, became
black and foul, and fell off leaving a slough beneath. The
mucous membranes of the mouth, tongue and nose, and finally

eyes, were invaded in just this same way. Discomfort and pain
became extreme. Taste, smell and hearing failed ; and at last

sight, too, was gone. Consciousness remained almost to the
last, though every motion was difficult and speech almost im-
possible. Still she lingered, day after day; and not till seven
weeks after the beginning of this attack did death relieve her of
her agony, about two and a half years from the appearance of
the first lesion. Robert W. Hastings, M.D.

THE PROPOSED REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMIS-
SION TO THE HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL.

BT F. W. ELLIS, M.D., MOSSOS, MASS.

The recent vote of the Harvard Medical Faculty
to require " a degree in arts, literature, philosophy,

science or medicine " of candidates for admission to

the Medical School, in and after June, 1901, will

doubtless occasion renewed interest in the subject of

preparatory medical education. At first thought the

action of the Harvard ofiicials may appear to be a
decided step forward, and one that merits the approval
of all friends of sound medical education. I am con-

vinced, however, that a little reflection will render it

doubtful if the action of the Harvard Faculty ought to

receive unqualified endorsement.

The purpose of the new requirements is most laud-

able, and every one who has the best interests of hu-

manity and our profession at heart, cannot fail to be
in thorough sympathy with it. No one can deny for

a moment the great need of an ample educational

preparation for a course in medicine. Any one whose
opinion is worth anything must concede this. The
student should bring to the study of medicine very

substantial acquirements and a well-di8ci[)lined mind.

Nothing is plainer than that the tone of the medical

profession in this country needs a decided elevation.

The acquisition of a medical diploma in many of our

medical schools has been little more than a howling

farce in two or three acts ; and we all rejoice that

Harvard began to cultivate a taste for the legitimate

drama a long time ago.

We must all admit, then, that the object of the

new requirements is most praiseworthy ; but a little

I

consideration makes it equallj' evident that the method
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adopted to attaio this object is clumsy, illogical and
calculated to work injustice aud injury. If there is

auy one point upon which medical educators are

agreed— anything which medical men who are quali-

fied to speak with authority, especially those who are

interested in the more scientific departments of their

profession, universally admit— it is that there should
be a special preparation for the study of medicine.

The Medical Faculty of Harvard University has long

advised undergraduates in the collegiate department
intending to study medicine, to pursue a special course.

The scientific elements of medicine are furnished by
physics, chemistry and biology. Every one contem-
plating the study of medicine should be thoroughly

grounded in these subjects. Without a sufficient

knowledge of them no one ought to be allowed to

receive a medical diploma. So necessary are they in

the acquisition of a knowledge of medicine, that they

are reckoned a part of the medical curriculum in the

German universities ; and a candidate for a medical

degree in those institutions is obliged to pass an exam-
ination in these fundamental sciences. It is impossible

to exaggerate the importance of these sciences in the

preparatory equipment of the medical student, and en-

tirely unnecessary to dwell upon this importance, as it

must be universally conceded. How, then, ought we
naturally to expect that the action of the Harvard
Medical Faculty in fixing the future requirements for

admission to their school, would be affected by this

axiomatic truth ? Common-sense would expect that

an adequate knowledge of physics, chemistry and bi-

ology would enter into the new requirements; but

only chemistry is insisted upon.

If the Harvard authorities had desired to disseminate

the idea that a special preparation is not required for

the study of medicine, they could not have adopted a

better method than the one for which they are respon-

sible. We commend the reservation that they have
made in the case of chemistry, but resent the implica-

tion that chemistry is any more important to the med-
ical student than physics, or biology. The one thing

stipulated in the new requirements is a degree — a

degree in arts, literature, philosophy, science or med-
icine: almost anything will do if it bears the sem-
blance of a degree. A bachelor of science with a

degree in naval architecture, or an illiterate graduate

of some one-horse medical school, without sufficient

education to write a prescription properly will be wel-

comed ; but the student who left college at the end of

the junior year, well-equipped in the studies advised

for the intending student of medicine, will be pro-

scribed. Where, may I ask, is the logic, the justice or

reason of any such invidious distinctions ?

Aud then, again, why is chemistry exalted and the

other natural sciences ignored ? and if chemistry is to

be insisted upon, as it certainly should be, why is

nothing said of organic chemistry, a science of vastly

greater importance to the medical student than quali-

tative analysis. Instead of being a step forward, the

action of the Harvard authorities seems to be a leap

into the air, or an attempt to bull the market for

aheep-skius.

Moreover, the vote of the Harvard Medical Faculty

was au act of inconsistency — a disclaimer of former
contentious. We have been hearing a good deal, lately,

from Harvard people, about the desirability of short-

ening the period of study requisite for obtaining a

medical degree. It has been argued that the popula-

tion was likely to suffer from the delayed marriages

of our medical graduates. It has been shown that the

average age of the men who have taken the regulation

A.H., M.D. course is considerably greater than that of

the medical graduates of the German universities,

which have a better educational system than our own.
The conviction has been growing that there is some-
thing wrong in our educational methods. Various
schemes have been suggested for ameliorating the con-

dition of our unfortunate medical students; and just

as we had begun to hope that common-sense was about

to assert itself. Harvard eats its own words, and pro-

mulgates a decree that will render matters worse than

they were before.

The course of medical study at Harvard was recently

lengthened to four years, and we all said, amen. The
various departments of medicine are developing with

such astonishing celerity, that we must expect that a

period of four years' study will soon be inadequate to

cover them. Five years may be demanded. The
load that is now imposed upon the medical student is

a tremendous one, aud is constantly growing heavier.

These facts being granted, there is only one thing to

be done to lessen the burden ; and that is to specify

in unequivocal terms just what a mau ought to know
before attempting the study of medicine ; to insist

upon this knowledge ; aud to leave it to the good sense

of parents, guardians, or the student himself, what his

other attainments shall be. As to how this knowledge
shall be obtained, is obviously no one's business but

the student's and his friends'. There are ways in

which this knowledge can be best obtained ; and, no

doubt, our colleges and scientific schools are the best

places in which to seek for it. But the one thing

needful is specific knowledge, and a special prepara-

tion ; which a degree in arts, literature, philosophy,

science or medicine does not necessarily imply. Of
course, we do not leave out of account the necessity

of a well-disciplined mind for profitably undertaking

the study of medicine. But the contention is that

mere discipline is not enough— that the medical

student should know thoroughly certain things; and
that, if he does not know those things, he is not fitted

to undertake the study of medicine at the present day,

no matter how many degrees he may possess. More-
over, the attainment of this necessary knowledge will

itself insure a proper discipline of the mind.

Let us consider with a little more detail what the

medical student ought to know. In the first place

there is physics, the most fundamental of the natural

sciences, without which we can know no other. A
knowledge of physics is necessary for a proper under-

standing of chemistry, which Harvard acknowledges

is essential. Without physics physiology is incompre-

hensible. If medicine has any scientific basis at all,

that basis is physiology. But no one can obtain the

most elemental knowledge of physiology without a

knowledge of physics ; and for the thorouj,'h knowl-

edge of this science that ought to be required of every

medical graduate, au equally profound knowledge of

physics is requisite. Every department of physics has

its important applications in medicine. Physics has

furnished us our instruments of research and diagnosis,

and some of our most potent therapeutical agents.

Molecular physics promises some day, to shed a Hood

of light on many knotty physiological problems. Not
only is physics of prime necessity to the medical in-

vestigator, but it furnishes the best possible discipline
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to the future practitioner. A thorough traiuing in a

physical laboratory furnishes the best possible intro-

duction to a course in physical diagnosis. Familiarity

with the exact methods of physical measurements will

tend greatly to render the work of the physician pains-

taking, accurate and systematic. Of course it is un-

necessary to say all this. All medical educators will

agree to it. Then why does not the Harvard Medical

School insist upon a thorough, practical knowledge of

physics for admission to its portals?

We have already expressed our pleasure that the

Harvard Faculty proposes to exact special evidence of

a familiarity with inorganic chemistry and qualitative

analysis. But by doing this it sets the seal of disap-

proval on the rest of its work. It virtually acknowl-
edges that a degree in arts, literature, or what not, is

not enough ; and that there ought to be some other

evidence of special fitness on the part of the candidate

to avail himself of the advantages of the school. But
the Faculty is inconsistent in fixing the chemical re-

quirements ; it does not insist upon organic chemistry.

In what way can a student acquire a knowledge of

physiological chemistry— a branch of science, by the

way, that has been sadly neglected in the Harvard
Medical School — without a previous acquaintance

with organic chemistry? The future hope of medicine

is largely set upon physiological chemistry. It has

the closest possible connections with practice, and will

probably, some day, revolutionize medicine ; and yet

the key to this important department of medical

science is not demanded of the entering classes of the

Medical School.

Who will deny the importance of general biology

to him whose business for the rest of his days will be

dealing with biological problems ? A knowledge of

zoology and botany is extremely desirable for medical

men, and these sciences should have a large place in

the scheme of preparation for medical studies. The
acquisition of anatomy, physiology, bacteriology, and
embryology will be greatly facilitated by this knowl-
edge. Medicine is growing more and more compara-
tive, and is laying under contribution a constantly

widening circle of tributary sciences. A vast amount
of opportunity for original work in comparative phys-

iology and pathology is wasted, because of the great

lack of general biological knowledge on the part of

medical men. But the subject has a more practical

side. The fundamental medical sciences are acquired

with vastly greater ease by those who have a compe-
tent knowledge of zoology and botany. Without any
question, zoology and botany should be required of

candidates for admission to a medical school.

So much for the natural sciences. But the student

of medicine should know more than these. He ought
to be able to speak and write accurately some language

;

and as we assume that we are dealing with Americans,
that language ought to be the English. It is not too

much to require that a candidate for admission to the

Harvard Medical School should possess a facility in

the use of English at least equal to that of the average

graduate of Harvard College. Mathematics he must
have in order to understand physics— at least, algebra,

geometry and trigonometry ; but the examination in

physics should cover this department also.

Who can say, theu, that a young man with an ex-

cellent knowledge of physics and the necessary mathe-

matics, inorganic and organic chemistry, the two great

departments of biology, and the English language.

is not qualified to undertake the study of medicine ?

But a thing of much greater importance to remember
is that if our medical schools do not insist upon this

equipment, only a small minority of their students will

have it in its entirety, no matter how much their gen-

eral culture and self-esteem have been augmented by
academic degrees. The sciences that I have mentioned

are a part of medicine, for they are its foundation.

The foolish man may build upon the sand ; but Har-
vard University ought not to encourage any such

fatuous proceeding. It should insist upon the bed-rock

as the starting-point for its medical curriculum. Nor
is it necessary to do anything to increase the pharisaism

of the world, and of its centre of gravity in the eastern

part of the State.

I would not for a moment profess that knowledge
of the subjects that I have mentioned constitutes a

complete education. It is exceedingly desirable that

a medical student should know much more than nat-

ural science and his otvn language. An acquaintance

with the classics and the other humanities, with his-

tory, literature and art is good for the physician as

well as everybody else. The student with medicine

in view should be encouraged to broaden and deepen
his general culture to its utmost; but encouragement
and insistence are two different things. A complete
education is a rare thing, and it is obvious that the

new requirements for admission to the Harvard Medi-
cal School will not tend to make it any more prevalent.

The future students of the school, notwithstanding

their degrees in arts, literature, philosophy, science and
medicine, will differ as much in character and amount
of mental training as in the size and shape of their

noses.

I should be willing to go farther in fixing the require-

ments for admission ; I should be pleased to give them
a gilt-edge by insisting upon a reading knowledge of

French and German. Ability to read text-books and
scientific works in these languages is of inestimable

advantage to the medical student, and tends greatly to

encourage original work. A man can be a good
physician and know but one language; but, if he de-

sires to contribute to his science and become a leader

in his profession, he must know French and German.
And here, I think, we should stop. I hardly see

the desirability of adding to these conditions ; and I

trust that it may be obvious to those who do me the

honor of reading this article, that without these, other

requirements would be sadly lacking.

I trust that I may not be thought over-presumptuous
in giving public expression to views that possibly may
be at variance with those of some of my best friends.

But remarks from the pew sometimes do the pulpit no
harm. In the present very encouraging scramble for

the betterment of medical education in this country, I

should certainly rejoice to see my beloved alma mater
at the head of the procession bearing aloft the banner
with the strange device. I should grieve to see the

halo of sound learning that envelopes her venerable

head in any way dimmed. But we must not broaden
our phylacteries to an unwarranted extent, or indulge

too much in self-complacency. If we would lead the

van, we must (|uicken our steps, and even hustle; for

Johns Hopkins is still a long way ahead. Being
young and vigorous, and not loaded down with tradi-

tion, and not being subject to the chilling climatic and

social conditions of the Back Bay, her pace is very

rapid indeed. The work that has been done in her
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laboratories is maguincent, aud is kuowu througliout

the world. She represents what is best in physical

aud medical science. One of the youugest of our
universities, she has become the teacher of tlie eldest;

aud is the source from which our other iustitutious ob-

tain many of tlieir best professors, of which she has a

constant supply on tap. She scoured the couiitry to

find the best men with whom to mau her various de-

partments ; aud is a sliiuing example of what can be

accomplished where " pulls," nepotism and favoritism

do not count. She was the first institution in this

couutry to exact a thorough educational preparation

for the study of medicine, aud is the only one that has

yet imposed logical couditious. It is true that she de-

mands a degree from an approved college or scientific

school, or evidence by examination that the candidate

possesses the general educatiou implied by such a de-

gree; but, what is of vastly greater importance, a

knowledge of French, German, physics, chemistry aud
biology, is insisted upon. And what Johns Hopkins
has done Harvard should do. By doing this she will

render a real service to the cause of medical education

aud enhance her own scientific productiveness. For
one thing that the Harvard Medical School greatly

needs at present, is a great scientific awakening— au

augmented interest in science for its own sake, aud
not for the loaves and fishes that it may bring. Au
influx of young men who know why they wish to study

medicine, aud fiave been carefully winnowed from the

chaff that ought to make the law, theology or peda-

gogy their profession ; whose faculties have been

trained along the lines iu which they will be exercised

in their future work, and who have the solid substra-

tum upon which to erect a symmetrical superstructure,

will contribute to this desirable end.

Every one who is interested in medical education

should read the admirable address of Huxley at the

opening of the Johns Hopkins University. It was de-

livered nearly twenty years ago; but truth will keep
forever. The reader will find in it a most excellent

antidote for quackery. I may be permitted to quote

from it this sage remark, which we should all lay to

heart: "I have a very strong conviction that what
constitutes dignity in a profession, without which you
can have no liberality at all, is that members of that

profession should be able to do exactly what the public

give them credit for being able to do." This should

be the function of the Harvard Medical School, and
its aim should be to discharge this function in the

most thorough manner.
Huxley was a graduate of a medical school, but he

had no degrees iu arts, literature, philosophy or science,

except honorary ones. He became, nevertheless, one
of the foremost apostles of science of his time, aud a

master of vigorous and incisive Euglish. After the

year 1900, young Huxleys need not apply for admis-

sion to the Harvard Medical School. They will prob-

ably betake themselves to more hospitable institutions;

but Harvard may knock at their doors some day, when
she is looking for a new professor. A bushel of

diplomas cauuot make a Franklin or Faraday or John
Hunter; but it is men like Hunter aud Faraday and
Franklin that make diplomas worth having.

Aud then, again, let us not forget that an ideal

medical course— and Harvard should offer no other—
furnishes, itself, a liberal education. If the student

has been thoroughly drilled iu the fuudamental natural

sciences, in what better way can his observation be

quickened, aud his logical powers developed, than by
studying medicine as it ought to be taught, and will be
taught ill the Harvard Medical School? If discipline

is the object of education, he will find it here. Every
power of his mind will be taxed to its utmost. What
college or scientific school can offer a list of studies

more liberalizing than anatomy, histology, embryology,
physiology and general pathology ? In what way can

you open a man's eyes better than by imparting to

him a knowledge of these sciences? If the proper

study of mankind is man, there ought to be no better

place to pursue this study than a medical school. Au
M. D. degree should take equal rank with a Ph.D., or

an S.D. The proud possessor of the latter is often little

more than a narrow specialist ; but an M.D. degree

from Harvard means that its owner has battled man-
fully for four years with a multiplicity of slippery sub-

jects, aud, if the Faculty has done its duty, has floored

them all.

REPORT OF CASES OF SMALL-POX AT THE
STATE ALMSHOUSE, TEWKSBURY, IN THE
SPRING OF 1894.»

BY J. HOLYOKE KICHOLS, M.D., TEWKSBUBY, MASS.

Being requested to report on this subject, I hope
to be pardoned for including my own case, as it is of

importance in relation to the rest of the series.

During the outbreak of small-pox of 1893 and 1894,
every unusual case of surface eruption was carefully

examined with reference to the possibility of small-pox,

and when a part of Lowell, nearest our own boundaries,

was infested, we were especially watchful for sus-

picious cases.

All of the inmates were vaccinated, as were also the

officers, many of the vaccinations taking and a large

number terminating unsuccessfully. The incoming
inmates were vaccinated on admission.

Ou accouut of the large proportion of skin affections

occurring among our patients, there were quite a

number of suspicious pustular eruptions which upon
investigation proved to be mostly due to syphilis ; a

number were due to the iodide of potash, and one

which was apparently due to an unusual action of the

salicylate of soda. When an extremely suspicious

case occurred, consultation was called, as the attend-

ing physicians had never seen a case of variola ; but

our anxiety gradually relaxed after the winter was
gone without an invasion of the dread disease.

Case I. On the 24th of April, 1894, there was
admitted a man, J. J. H., from the town of Andover,
twenty-one years of age, born in Massachusetts. The
family history revealed that one brother and also his

mother had died with consumption. His early history

was negative. He had had gonorrhea once. Two
and a half mouths before bis admission a sore ap-

peared ou his penis which he claimed came on about

ten days after coitus. He complained of a cough,

which he had had for a week, and a slight amount of

expectoration ; also that there had been paiu iu his

head and back for about a month. A|)petite poor;

bowels regular ; and he slept poorly. The urine was
normal in color; specific gravity 1.020; acid in re-

action, and albumin absent. He was fairly developed

and nourished, and there was a pustular eruption

scattered over the surface of the body. His lungs,

' Keail befdio the Boston Society for Medical IiuproTement, De-
cember 2, 1S95.
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heart and abdomen were negative on examination.

There were distinct cervical, epitrochlear and inguinal

glands and a recent scar on the penis.

As the eruption in this case was somewhat unusual,

the attention of the medical stafE was called, and con-

sidering the man's story of a recent chancre with the

addition of glandular enlargements and a scar to be

clearly seen upon the penis, it was decided to be a

case of secondary syphilis. He was put on a treat-

ment of the green iodide of mercury, and allowed to

remain in the acute ward for six days, when on May
1st, as he had improved somewhat, he was sent to the

convalescent ward. Here, at the end of seven days,

he showed great improvement, the eruption on the

skin, almost entirely cleared up; and the patient ap-

pearing well, he was discharged to the out-patient de-

partment relieved, on May 7th, and soon left the in-

stitution.

Case II. I had been vaccinated when a child, and

showed two good vaccination scars on my left arm,

and was also vaccinated twice during the winter when
we were vaccinating the inmates, but both attempts

failing further trial was neglected.

On May 9th, fifteen days after making the physical

examination of the above case, I had a headache and

could not sleep at night. The following day the

headache was severe and I had additional pain in the

lumbar region of the spine, but was able to keep at

work until May llth, when there was a morning

temperature of 103° and a pulse of 100. There was

loss of appetite, loss of sleep, constipation, nausea and

persistent headache and lumbar pain which symptoms
could be only temporarily relieved. Physical examina-

tion was negative, excepting slight tenderness in the

abdomen.
On the fourth day the temperature went up to 104°,

and the headache, sleeplessness and lumbar pain per-

sisted.

On the fifth day the same general symptoms con-

tinued, excepting that the lumbar pain was the most
severe.

On the sixth day there was a slight drop in tem-

perature and considerable abatement of general symp-
toms ; there also appeared a fine, disseminated, macular

eruption over the face.

On the seventh day, this eruption had continued

down over the trunk and arms, and had increased

over the face, neck and scalp, where it had become
papular; there was also considerable enlargement of

the cervical lymphatic glands.

On the eighth day the temperature had come down
to normal ; the eruption everywhere had become
papular, and extended over the extremities, including

the palms and soles. The papules of the head and

face had greatly increased in size, and the enlarge-

ment of the lymphatic glands was everywhere marked.

So that up to this time, with the exception of a more
marked febrile disturbance than usual and with a

somewhat more rapid development of cutaneous

lesions, the case had the general appearance of a case

of secondary syphilis, with the history of a slight dis-

section wound on the hand a few months before,

which had been very slow to heal, and which was con-

sidered as a possible primary lesion, there being such

an abundance of opportunity for contracting such a

sore among our patients.

On the ninth day the papular eruption became
vesicular over the face, attaining considerable size ;

the whole case seemed to present itself as a case of

variola, which diagnosis was confirmed the next day

by Dr. McCollom, in consultation. There were also

vesicles on the mucous lining of the mouth. After

this the convalescence was rapid.

Vaccination was again carried out through the

whole institution on those cases where it failed in the

first instance, and special attention paid to the nurses

who had been taking charge of the cases. Case I was
sent to the convalescent ward on May 1st, and dis-

charged on May 7th. In this ward was

Case III. A patient suffering with chronic cystitis,

who occupied the next bed, and who was known to be

especially intimate with his neighbor. On May 23d,

sixteen days after Case I was discharged, this man, 0.

A., complained of headache and severe pain in his back,

with a temperature of 105° and a few spots on his

forehead. He was twenty-seven years of age, married,

a mill-hand, born in Vermont. He had had gonorrhea

once or twice, but denied syphilis, and gave a family

history of pulmonary disease. Was fairly developed

and poorly nourished, delicate looking and of a phthisi-

cal habit. The physical examination had been other-

wise negative, excepting great tenderness at the neck
of bladder and other signs of cystitis. There were no
vaccination scars on his body, although he gave a his-

tory of having been vaccinated without success several

times, and had been vaccinated four times in our hos-

pital without any good result.

The next morning the patient was taken to the pest-

house, where I was sufficiently convalescent to take

charge of the case. He was suffering with cystitis,

having to void his urine often during the day and
night, and also had headache and severe pain in the

small of his back. He appeared feeble, and looked

pale, excepting the macules on his face, which ap-

peared in marked contrast to the surrounding skin.

The rash extended over the whole body, and was
clearly marked on the palms and soles. There was
loss of appetite but no gastric disturbances. The
bowels were active, and there was a temperature of

105°; pulse 110, compressible.

On the third day the patient slept well, excepting a
few interruptions when voiding urine. Instead of the

rash there was a papular eruption very thick over the

face, and extending over the whole trunk and some-
what over the extremities. The lymphatic glands

were everywhere enlarged. He took nourishment
fairly well. Temperature 104°; pulse 110. Head-
ache had disappeared.

On the fourth day (May 26th) there was a tempera-
ture of 104°. The pharjnx and palate were injected

and marked with whitish spots ; tongue not thickly

coated. The papules had increased greatly in size.

On the fifth day the temperature dropped to 100°.

There were slight hallucinations. The eruption had
become vesicular all over the body, and was couflueut

over the face, head and arms, and scattered over the

trunk and legs. There was considerable catarrhal dis-

charge from nose and mouth. The tonsils were en-

larged, but exhibited no patches.

On the sixth day the temperature came down to

normal. The eruption was clearly vesicular all over
the body ; there was not a place on the head or trunk
where one could put the point of his finger without

touching a vesicle, and the palms and soles were in-

vaded with an abundant crop of vesicles.

On the seventh day large vesicles on the face were
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coalesciug, and vesicles on the roof of the mouth were
clearl)- shown. Temperature 100°

; pulse 80. There
was a large area on the back, iu the lumbar region,

where the vesicles were very small, about the size of

the head of a pin, but contiguous. '

On the eighth day he felt sore and tender in every

joint. His strength kept up well. He felt hungry,

and took a large amount of nourishment. His face

was so much swollen that he could not see out of his

eyes. Eruption almost confluent over entire body,

and decidedly pustular, depressions appearing in

centres. Temperature 101°
; pulse 110.

On the ninth day the patient was very uncomfort-

able. The pustules began to break open, especially

on the scalp. In lumbar region there was a large

confluent patch, the skin broken and discharging pus.

Temperature 101°; pulse 124.

Ou the tenth day he had considerable trouble in

passing water, and had to use a chair, as he was un-

able to use a urinal in bed. Considerably annoyed by
throat difliculty. The pustules were turning black in

the centre. A large area of epidermis sloughed off

from his back. Temperature 103°; pulse 130, com-
pressible.

On the eleventh day he was able to take nourish-

ment well. The crusts were sealing off from the

scalp. His breathing was noisy. Pulse feeble, 130;
temperature 102°. He was considerably emaciated.

Ou the twelfth day the swelling of the face subsided

so that he could see from his eyes. Respiration was
noisy. Epidermis was pealing off iu patches over

arms and shoulders. The patient seemed a little

stronger. There was a somewhat disagreeable odor

in the room. Temperature 101°; pulse 130.

On the thirteenth day he was losing strength fast.

There was dilDculty in swallowing. Desquamation
continued rapidly. The underlying surface of the

skin was of a dark-red mahogany color. Temperature
102.5°; pulse 130.

On the fourteenth day he lost control of the excre-

tions ; the stools were of a dark-greenish color, very

loose. He felt cold. Temperature down to 100°;

pulse 140. Face very dry ; tongue badly coated.

On the fifteenth day the bowels were very loose.

Patient complained of cold. Temperature 97°. Pulse
13-5. Breathing easy but patient was much weaker
than usual in voice and actions. Died at 11.30 a. m.

The face, arms, thighs and back were denuded of

epidermis, and nearly the whole surface was black in

appearance. Very much emaciated. Rigor mortis

set in in twenty minutes.

The treatment in this case was iu general support-

ive. The patient was able to take considerable nour-

ishment easily, even up to the last day. During the

last six days stimulants were used freely. Salol was
given to meet the bladder trouble ; cathartics and ene-

mata to regulate the bowels; gargles and sprays of

chlorate of potash and peroxide of hydrogen for the

naso-pbaryngeal disturbance; icthyol, collodion and
vaseline for the lesions of the skin ; daily bathing,

and changing of bedding, and duriug the later course

of the disease starch and bismuth powder to the sur-

face and upon the sheets to absorb the discharges.

The room was a large one, well lighted and easily

ventilated. Yellow light only was admitted. There
was very little disagreeable odor from the case, and
scarcely any until three days before death.

Case IV. May 26th, seventeen days after 1 was

taken sick, A. K. D., the nurse, a young man, began
to feel badly. He was twenty-two years of age, born
in New Hampshire. Family history negative. He
had had mumps and measles when a child and scarlet

fever six mouths previous to this present trouble.

He was never vaccinated when a child, but was vacci-

nated in .January, 1894, without any good result. On
May 18th he was vaccinated in two places, and on
May 19th in four additional places. Seven days later.

May 26th, he had pain in the small of his back, and
felt dizzy. Temperature 104°, and pulse 109. He
had felt badly the day before. Face very much con-

On May 27th (second day), face flushed, felt dizzy,

nausea, unable to sleep, constipated morning and eve-

ning. Temperature 105°; pulse 110.

On the third day he felt better, although there was
dizziness, vomiting and a temperature of 105°.

On the fourth day he felt better, slept well, dizzi-

ness abated. There was a disseminated papular erup-

tion over face and arms. Was taken to pest-house.

The tongue was found of a brownish color. There
were six large vaccination sores, two on each arm and
two on left thigh ; there was considerable surrounding
inflammation and also enlargement of the neighboring
glands of groin and axillae. These vaccinations were
very tender and the ulcerations looked very angry.

Temperature 100° morning and evening; pulse 104.

On the fifth day there was pain on the left side of

the axillary line. On examination the heart and lungs

were found negative and the abdomen tympanitic.

There was considerable itching of the skin. The
eruption had become vesicular, being most abundant
about the nose and mouth. Temperature 101°, very
little sleep, occasional hallucinations.

On the sixth day the vesicles increased greatly in

size and were beginning to be umbilicated, some of

them coalescing ou the face and also becoming pustu-

lar. Appetite, digestion and bowels in good condi-

tion. Temperature 101°
; pulse 80.

On the seventh day, the pustules on the face had
increased greatly in size and also in number ; they

were very annoying and painful.

Ou the eighth day the patient was very uneasy,

scratched himself. No pustules were to be seen in the

mouth or pharynx. Temperature 100°; pulse 80.

On the ninth day there were about 250 pustules

counted upon the face. Itching was intense.

Ou the tenth day there was a considerable accumula-
tion of pustules about the vaccination sores ; pustules

had been increasing over trunk, legs and arms. Tem-
perature normal.

Ou the eleventh day he was feeling better and sat

up three-quarters of an hour. The crusts were falling

off his face and arms ; they were not so far advanced
over hands and feet, where they were still vesicular

and invading the palms and soles. A few vesicles

were to be seen on the mucous membrane of the

mouth.

On the twelfth day temperature was normal, and
crusts falling off.

On the thirteenth day the face was clearing up con-

siderably, and vaccination sores healing. He was
gaining iu strength fast.

Ou the fourteenth all of the crusts had fallen from
the face.

From this time on convalescence was uneventful, and
on June 24th he was discharged well. There were a
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good maDy permanent pits left upon the face, but not

enough to cause any unfortunate appearance. Prac-

tically the same line of treatment was carried out in

this case as in Case III, excepting that many of the

indications in the former case were not met with in

this one.

Case V, Miss G. M., a nurse in the male hospital,

was exposed to variola, but had a very satisfactory

vaccination. For a few days she felt miserable, but

kept about her work. On May 29th three or four

papules appeared on the face and neck, which looked

characteristic of variola. She was isolated, and these

papules underwent the characteristic changes of the

cases of variola. She was not sick and kept out of

doors all of the time. On June 14th all of the erup-

tion had entirely disappeared and the patient appeared

well in every respect. Patient discharged well.

This series of cases illustrates a namber of impor-

tant points, in regard to variola. Of great importance

is the fact illustrated by Cases II, III and IV, that

one, two or many unsuccessful attempts at vaccination

are not sufficient reason for considering a person as

inrnune from an attack of variola. Case II shows
that the presence of two good vaccination scars cannot

insure us against a severe attack of variola. Case IV
proves that a successful vaccination is not a preven-

tion against variola if the incubation has begun before

the vaccination is performed. Case V teaches that

very mild cases may be hard to diagnosticate and easily

overlooked when there is no history of other cases

about. All but the last case show that pain in the

head and back are very constant symptoms, and es-

pecially that pain in the back is the most intense and
perhaps the most characteristic of the prodromal symp-
toms.

The small number of this series of cases shows
the great importance of general vaccination in an insti-

tution ; for with our population of 1,100 inmates the

epidemic stopped with the fifth case, although there

were many others exposed. I especially wish to em-
phasize the difficulty in differentiating a slight case of

variola from a case of secondary syphilis when the

knowledge of other cases of variola is absent. This
difficulty is seen in Cases I and II. There is no room
for doubt that No. I was a mild case of variola, and
that Cases II and III were contracted from him, yet

it seemed a typical case of secondary syphilis. There
was the history of a chancre, and a scar was to be seen

on the penis ; there was enlargement of the cervical,

epitrochlear and inguinal glands, and a disseminated

pustular eruption, tlie crusts of which were beginning

to fall off, but no history or evidence of a recent febrile

disturbance. Cases of secondary syphilis are con-

stantly presenting just such appearances when admitted

to the hospital, with macular, papular or pustular

eruptions invading any part of the body and especially

liable to invade the palms and soles— signs as charac-

teristic of the one disease as the other. The pustules

are often umbilicated in the centre in cases of 83 philis,

a condition which is often described as being diagnostic

of small-pox. A slight fever, pains in the head, back
or anywhere are often met with in secondary syphilis.

Although nearly every such case proves itself to be
secondary syphilis, our first case in this group shows
that it is not always certain ; and as these cases of

syphilis are more numerous among our foreign popula-

tion, in a great many instances we are unable to get

any history from the patient and are left to settle upon
the condition which most often occurs.

THE STATE ALMSHOUSE DURING TWELVE
YEARS OF MEDICAL SUPERINTENDENCE.!

BY HEKBEET B. HOWABD, M.D., TEWKSBCRT, MASS.

When Dr. Blake first asked me to give a talk on
the State Almshouse before your Society, I felt I was
acquainted with its work, and that it would be a very

easy task to make you acquainted with it also. I be-

lieve now it would be easy to interest you in the work
of a single day in any one of its departments ; but in

covering twelve years, I find it very hard to say any-

thing without saying too much. What I shall do this

evening, for the most part, will be to present plans

and statistics, and ask you to study them with me.

The State Almshouse at Tewksbury was opened

May 1, 1854. At that time it was one of four in this

State. The one at Monson and the one at Bridge-

water were built at this same time, and exactly on the

same plan as the one at Tewksbury. There was also

one at Rainsford Island which dated back to 1638.

About the time the war closed, the one at Rainsford

Island was given up as a State institution. Later, the

almshouse at Monson was changed into the State

Primary School, and all the children from the other

almshouses were gathered there, and sent there after-

wards from time to time as they accumulated. The
one at Bridgewater became the State Workhouse. So
that, in 1872, the one at Tewksbury had become the

Massachusetts State Almshouse, which title it has since

held, although Bridgewater has had a small almshouse

department used for an overflow from the State Alms-
house.

Although I have said that 1872 marked the time

when the institution at Tewksbury became the Massa-

chusetts State Almshouse, things had really been tend-

ing towards this for some time. The Board of State

Charities in its Fourth Annual Report in 1868 (page

86), refers to (he Tewksbury State Almshouse as fol-

lows :

" This almshouse, under the action of recent laws

and the policy of your Board, has become the chief

receiving station for the State poor. At the same
time, the insane at Bridgewater have been nearly all

transferred to Tewksbury, while many have been sent

in by the towns."

In 1872, the total number of persons supported dur-

ing the year was 2,356. Two thousand and fifty-

three of these were admitted during the year. The
weekly average was 768. Fourteen hundred and fifty-

four of these people were admitted to the hospitals

sometime during the year. Three hundred and thirty-

four of them died— 22.9 per cent, of all who were
admitted to the hospitals, or 14.1 per cent, of all who
were in the institution. Four hundred and twenty-one

of these people were insane, 61 of whom died, or 14.5

per cent.

There were 27 paid employes, or one to every 28

inmates. The percapita cost was $2.06. The average

salary, $474.61. Among the causes of death that

year: Phthisis claims 63 of them, diarrhea 79, debil.

' Read, by invitation, before the Boston Society for Medical Im-
proTement, December 2, 1895.
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ity 55, cholera iiifuutum 29. Sixty-six of those who
died were under one year of age.

My first acquaintance with the State Almshouse was
in May, 1883. At that time it was uudergoing an in-

vestigation by Governor Butler. The employt's liad

not been paid off for four months. The discipline was
lax.

I should feel that it was unfair to describe the insti-

tution under these conditions, but statistics show that

to have been its banner year up to that date.

[Mere a block plan of the institution as it existed in

1883 was shown and described.]

Improvements iiave been made along several lines.

They started when Dr. F"isher became superintendent.

However much he was handicapped, there was im-

provement each month. Discipline was enforced. What
able-bodied men were in the institution were detailed

for detiuite work, and if they did not do that work,

they were locked up and fed on bread and water until

they changed their minds. Supplies were distributed

in a more careful manner. Milk, eggs, gruels and

beef-tea were more plentiful in the hospitals. The
diet of the able-bodied was cut down to what was
necessary to keep an able-bodied man in good physical

condition. The products of the farm and garden were

issued in a systematic manner and were not so largely

the prey of the able-bodied. Laxness in the perform-

ance of duties was no longer tolerated in employe-s.

A reputation for drunkenness since that time has been

considered sufficient cause for discharge. Inmates

were no longer allowed to leave the institution without

permission from the superintendent. Nurses and at-

tendants were required to register at the office when
going from the institution and when returning to it.

Most of these changes, you will say, were common-
sense— what anybody would be expected to do; but

it needed no little courage to enforce these common-
sense rules in a demoralized institution and in the face

of all the opposition of the first year of Dr. Fisher's

administration.

It would take too long to go into details about

changes in hospital management.
The first of July, 1884, the new Board of Trustees

took charge of the institution, of which the Hon. J.

White Belcher was made chairman, which office he has

since held. After this, changes came easier. A hos-

pital for women was asked for, and an appropriation of

$75,000.00 was granted by the Legislature, the plans

made, and the buildings were ready for use January 1,

1888.

[Here the block plan of the institution as it is to-day

was presented, showing that the wooden buildings

have been replaced by brick ones, and explaining that

indirect steam-heating had replaced the direct steam-

heating of former times iu order to bring the ventila-

tion up to the standard.]

We are often asked: "What is the limit— the ob-

ject of the improvements at the State Almshouse ?

Toward what are you working?"
People who look at it carelessly and make but a

single visit sometimes feel that too much is being done
for the poor. So far as the present administration is

concerned, I think it will not be satisfied until we arc

absolutely sure that our sick have as good care as the

patients in the general ho»<pital8 of the State; until the

asylums for the insane afToril as good a chance of life

and recovery as the insane hospitals of the State do

to the same class; until our old ladies' wards and old

men's wards are an equivalent to the old ladies' and
old men's Homes. I do not mean by this that our old

ladies' wards or old men's wards will ever allow whims
to be gratified as they are in the old people's Homes,
but that their physical condition shall be as carefully

looked after and their comforts, not luxuries, shall be

kept up to the grade of other homes for the aged. I

do not believe that theie is any danger in bringing the

hospitals, asylums, and old people's wards at the

Massachusetts State Almshouse to these standards,

providing pains is still taken to make it increasingly

harder for able-bodied men and women to remain
within these walls without doing a full day's work.

I do believe it to be a well-established fact, that

able-bodied men and women of normal mental capacity

will not voluntarily submit to the discipline and restraint

of a well-regulated institution, if a full day's work is

required of them iu return for the mere necessities of

life.

RECENT PROGRESS IN PUBLIC HYGIENE.
BV SAMUEL W. ABUOTT, M.D.

(Concluded from No. 9, page 218.)

THE POLLUTION AND CLEANSING OF RIVERS, IN AC-

CORDANCE WITH EXPERIMENTS ON THE WATER
OF THE OKER.^

Drs. R. Blasius and H. Beckerts have made an in-

teresting report on this subject.

It has always been one of the strictest requirements

of hygiene that public watercourses should be kept

free from contact with domestic and industrial waste-

waters, and this is all the more important in the case

of towns which derive their water-supply from rivers

passing through them. The city of Brunswick makes
use of the water of the Oker for its supplies for drink-

ing and other purposes, iu accordance with the scheme
adopted by the municipal authorities about the year

1862, at which time a chemical investigation was un-

dertaken of the water above the town, which was de-

clared to be suitable for this purpose, after treatment

by subsidence and sand-filtration. At that date there

were but few industrial establishments which drained

into the Oker located above the town, and Wolfeubiit-

tel, situated about ten miles above Brunswick, was al-

most entirely a midden town, and therefore scarcely

any of its sewage entered the river.

The Brunswick water-works, comprising settling-

pond and filter-basin, were opened in 1865, and they

have since that dale been from lime to time extended

iu accordance with the growing needs of the town.

In the period which has since elapsed, the conditions

with respect to the districts above the town have been

considerably changed ; a series of beet-sugar manufac-

tories have been erected which discharge their waste

liquors more or less impure into the Oker; and in the

town of Wolfenbiittel many houses provided with

water-closets now convey their drainage direct into the

river. Notwithstanding all this, the water-works have

hitherto been able to furnish a suitable supply of fil-

tered river-water. Sliortly after 1880 complaints were

received during the winter months of the quality of

the water, and from the year 1887 onwards the au-

• Deutsche Vlerteljiihrescbrlft fUr olf. Gesundhelupflege, 1895, p.
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thors have carried out a series of weekly analyses,

both chemical and bacteriological, of the service-water.

During the severe winter of 1887-88, and again in the

following winter, the number of germs per cubic centi-

metre present in the service-water rose rapidly from

below 30 to 8,505, the water had a bad taste, and oc-

casioned violent complaints. In subsequent years,

during and after the active period of the sugar fac-

tories (the months of November and December) the

same state of things occurred, and legal steps were

taken to compel the offenders to abate the nuisance.

In consequence of this action the authors were com-

missioned to report upon the pollution of the River

Oker throughout its entire flow, and these observa-

tions have been conducted continuously since August,

1890. A description is given of the whole course of

the river, which rises in the Hartz Mountains, and

flows into the Aller, a tributary of the Weser. The
volume of water passing Brunswick varied somewhat
widely from a monthly maximum of 85,500,000 cubic

metres in April, 1891, to 2,500,000 cubic metres in

July, 1893., Its quality is likewise very variable, as

are also its contents in bacteria. The results of the

different analyses are set forth in tables, and also the

composition of the effluent from the beet-sugar works,

which constitutes the most important source of pollu-

tion. There are likewise numerous tables to indicate

the self-cleansing effect of the flow of the river under

various conditions above and below Brunswick. As
it was proved that the waste from the sugar factories

was the chief cause of the foul state of the Oker, it

was made compulsory, after 1891, upon all owners of

works situated in the territory of the State of Bruns-

wick to clarify these foul liquors by irrigation, and the

marked improvement effected by these means is shown
by analyses of the river-water before and after this

remedial process was generally adopted. In a tabu-

lated form a comparison is also made between the

river-water and the filtered service-water at stated in-

tervals throughout the years 1890, '91, '92, '93 and
'94. The conclusions formed by the authors are sum-
marized as follows

:

(1) The pollution of rivers is chiefly caused by
domestic fouled water, and the waste from factories.

(2) The self-purifying powers of rivers depend
upon (a) the extent of the dilution to which the pol-

luting matters are subjected, (i) the access of atmos-

pheric air, (c) the temperature, and (d) the exposure

to sunlight and daylight.

(3) The domestic waste-water, and that from indus-

trial establishments, in so far as they contain organic

substances liable to putrefy (especially in the case of

sugar manufactories), can best be purified by irriga-

tion.

(4) Gravel- and sand-filters are best adapted to

purify upon a large scale, river-water polluted by ex-

creta and manufacturing waste liquors, and to convert

the same into wholesome drinking- and service-water.

LEAD-POISONING Br PUBLIC WATER-SUPPLIES.

Much trouble has been occasioned in several dis-

tricts iu England in the past five years or more, not-

ably in Yorkshire, from the use of drinking-water con-

veyed by lead pipes. A very interesting and valuable

discussion on this subject occurred at a meeting of the

medical health officers of Yorkshire in December,
1894.

Dr. Whitelegge stated that the waters which exer-

cised plumbo-solvent action were mainly those which
came from peat districts. He advocated an obligatory

experimental inquiry as to the action of the water on
lead in connection with every new water scheme where
the source was in a moorland district, this point being

scarcely less important than those which related to

purity, sufficiency, and cost.

One after another, the great water corporations who
supplied plumbo-solvent water had found themselves

compelled to adopt preventive measures by way of fil-

tration and chemical treatment, but not until much
mischief had been done. Either chemical treatment

or filtration involved considerable cost, especially with

the more acid waters, and it could not be assured that

entire success would be obtained.

Dr. Hunter referred to the subtle character of lead

poison, and to the fact that lead-poisoning may have a

strong hold upon a district and be doing irreparable

damage unsuspected for some time by the local medi-

cal men.

Dr. Hunter presents the following list of ailments

found in persons exposed to the influence of drinking-

water containing lead and shows that this form of poi-

son affects nearly every organ in the body :

(1) A state of physical and mental depression, well

described as a state of listless languor, a condition of

body and mind where everything seems a trouble,

where life seems oppressed by an unaccountable bur-

den, and where the only thing to do is to sit down in

a state of misery and let things take their course.

(2) Anemia, with its attendant evils. This, says

Dr. Oliver, is the one physical sign above all others

'which indicates that the system is becoming impreg-

nated with lead.

(3) Blue line on the gums. This is present in a
number of cases that show no other sign, and on the

other hand, may be absent in severe cases.

(4) Colic. A common and early symptom.

(5) Digestive troubles, for example, pain, vomiting,
nausea, constipation, or diarrhea.

(6) Various irregularities of the functions of the re-

productive organs of women, and frequently abortion

to an extent sufficient to affect the birth-rate.

(7) An injurious effect on the male reproductive

organs.

(8) As a consequence of these, the deaths of newly-
born children.

(9) A whole train of severe nervous diseases : for

example, (a) ill-defined pains, and cramp-like sensa-

tions in the limbs and pains in the joints ; (6) weak-
ness and wasting of the muscles, leading to paralysis.

(10) Blindness.

(11) Diseases of the liver.

(12) Diseases of the kidneys, which often are

chronic and cause death after a lingering period of

misery and suffering years after the original cause is

forgotten ; and following on from these, the heart and
blood-vessels are affected.

(13) Gout, according to some, is frequently caused
by lead-poisoning ; others say that it is only a coinci-

dence and not the result of plumbism. Dr. Hunter
agrees with the latter.

In regard to the limit of safety, Dr. Whitelegge
states that no water should be used for drinking which
contains more than one part per million, and any <race,

however minute, indicates danger.'

An epidemic of lead-poisoning has recently occurred

" Public Health, London, ISUS.
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iu a small Massachusetts town of scarcely 1,500 iii-

babituuts furuished with a public water-supply, where
tweuty-live persous exhibited well-tnarked symptoms
of lead-poisoiiing in varying degrees. These cases

mostly occurreii during the past summer (189f>), and
in each instance, or in nearly all, it was found that the

water which stood in the lead pipes all uight had not

been carefully withdrawn and rejected. Lead pipes

were used iu this town everywhere for connecting the

houses with the street mains, and in some cases these

pipes were several hundred feet iu length. The symp-
toms observed embraced nearly all of those which are

named in the foregoing summary by Dr. Hunter. The
amount of lead found in the water in several instances

was as high as one-half grain per gallon, and lead was
found in the urine of patients where examinations for

it were conducted.

PRESERVATION OF INFANT LIKE.

Couveutes (brooders or incubators) for preserving

the lives of feeble infants and those which are prema-
turely born.

Dr. Ciaudo,' of Nice, reports the results of the use

of couveuses at the Maternite Lion at Nice, for a

period of a little more than three years (October 29,

1891, to December 6, 1894). The number of infants

treated was 185 and their weights varied from .8 to

2.9 kg. (If to 6^ lbs.). Of this number 133 were
living and doing well at the end of the period; 48
died, and 4 were under treatment.

Dr. Ciaudo groups them as follows :

(1) All infants of less than 1 kg. (2i lbs.) died, 8
in number.

(2) Out of 32 infants from 1 to 1^ kg. (2i to 3^
lbs.) 18 lived.

(3) Out of 72 infants weighing from 1.V to 2 kg.

(3| to 4^ lbs.) 52 lived.

(4) Out of 54 infants weighing from 2 to 2^- kg.

(4| to 5| lbs.) 49, or 90 per cent., lived.

(5) Of those weighing more than 2^ kg., 14 in

number, all survived.

Dr. Vallin, in commenting on these figures, recom-
mends the establishment of creches using this appara-

tus in all large cities. The heat is supplied by water
warmed by a lamp and regulated by a thermostat to a

temperature of 98 to 99° F.

Creches.— Closely allied to the foregoing subject is

that of creches, and an important contribution may be

found in the Revue d' Hygiene for November, 1895,

by Inspector-General Dr. Napias. The writer makes
the following suggestions:

That creches should present in their construction at

least as good hygienic conditions as should be required

for every human habitation.

That, so far as infection is concerned, it should be

made certain that the infant brings nothing whatever
to the creche, and that he carries no infection home to

Ills family, and to this end the disinfection of the cloth-

ing which the infant wears at entrance and of that

which he wears home should be accomplished as thor-

oughly as possible.

That daily baths should be required.

That the furniture and bedding should be of such
material as will not readily admit of infection, and
there should be separate toilet articles for each infant.

The bottles containing the sterilized milk should

not admit of infection.

< Rerae a'Hygltoe, December, 1899, p. HIT.

The attendants should have the necessary training,

acquired by study and properly certified.

Dr. Napias states that these excellent institutions

now number 58 in Paris and 29 in the suburbs of the

Department of the Seine. The number of other cities

and towns in France where creches now exist is 147.

He gives general plans and descriptions of some of

the best of these establishments.

TRANSMISSION OF SCARLET FEVER BT MAIL.

A case is related by Dr. Grasset ' in which a child

two years old was taken ill with scarlet fever in an

isolated house one and one-half miles from the city

and one-quarter of a mile from any other dwelling.

Scarlet-fever had been unknown in the district for

many years. A sister of the child, aged nine years,

had been visiting her grandparents for about six

months, at a distance of twenty-five miles from home.
This child was taken ill with scarlet fever. The par-

ents did not visit her, but received by mail a letter, in

which, in order to show the extent of desquamation,

the relatives enclosed three scraps of epidermis, of

several centimetres iu diameter. The parents allowed

the infant to take this letter in her hands. It was re-

ceived on the 21 St of November. On December 1st

the child was taken ill with fever, followed by vomit-

ing, sore throat and a general eruption.

A similar case is published by Sanne in the article

on scarlet fever in Dechambre's " Dictionnaire Encycl-

opddique," p. 327. A sick person wrote from Ger-
many that he was " peeling " so abundantly that he

was obliged to shake the letter frequently, which he

was writing. A few days afterward this letter was
received in Brittany, the mother and daughter were
taken ill with scarlet fever ; the mother died, while

the daughter recovered after a serious illness.

I^eto S'njeftrumentjtf,

A LEG APPARATUS FOR SPASTIC AND PARA-
LYTIC CASES.

BY O. W. FITZ, U.D.

Assistant Professor of Physiology and Hygiene, and Medical Viti-
tor, Harvard University.

The leg apparatus here described was devised in

1891 for a case of spastic contraction of thigh adduc-

tors iu the Children's Hospital. It was designed to

meet the following general conditions :

(1) To support the legs;

(2) To determine the movement of the legs in the

plane proper for walking;

(3) To be light, and to utilize the strength of the

leg bones as far as possible;

(4) To be so adapted to the movements of the legs

as to make walking easy ;

(5) To support the weight of the trunk and prevent

ungainly oscillations at the hips.

As will be seen by reference to the cuts, the basis

of the apparatus is a pelvic girdle, getting a firm sup-

port below the crest of the ilium. The girdle consists

of two steel pieces, c, c, fitted to the sides of the pel-

vis and connected before and behind by straps with

buckles for adjustment. From this girdle a steel off-

set, D, drops down on each side to a point over the

' Annales d'Hygltoe et de m^d. legale, Angust, 1896, p. 143.
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bead of the femur. Pivoted to these offsets from the

girdle are two leg upriglits, fastened to the shoes and

having ankle joints and ordinary calf, knee and thigh

supports, but differing from the ordinary apparatus in

having an attached steel band bowing forward and

obliquely across to the other side, where it pivots with

Fig. 1. Standing.

the other upright, thus making a broad axis to de-

termine the movement of the leg. There are three

parts entering into each side joint, for example, at the

right hip, first, the offset from the girdle, D ; second,

the upright, r, carrying the transverse bow ; and,

third, the tip of the transverse bow from the left side.

Fig. l. Walking.

The right bow is made longer so the left shall pass in-

side in walking. If it is necessary to still further

stiffen the brace, it is possible to weld a piece of steel

(indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 1, e,) to the trans-

verse bow, starting from the end of its firet fiflli and
leading down obliquely to the upright. It is here that

the greatest strain comes since the transverse arc and

the upright act as a lever to support the weight of the

trunk and keep it from sagging at each step. The up-

right utilizes the strength of the leg bones longitud-

inally, and its weight can be reduced by tapering from
above downward ; but it must be made strong enough
to withstand the leverage strain that comes upon it at

the hip in paralytic cases. The leg movements are

limited to the antero posterior vertical plane in which
the ordinary walking movements take place, and the

apparatus gives assistance to the muscles involved by
supporting the body weight.

Fig. 2 shows the position of the different parts as

separated in the act of taking steps. Fig. 3 shows the

^:U'

Pig. 3. Sitting.

position in sitting. The parts are labelled to cor-

respond with each upright.

A lock knee-joint can be introduced as in Burrell's

apparatus, and perineal bands may be applied, as in a

hip-splint, to give full support to the trunk.

Applied to cases in which there is contraction of the

thigh adductors or abductors, the apparatus holds the

legs in correct position, and at the same time per-

mits easy walking. In paralytic cases with some resi-

dual power, walking is possible, since the muscles are

relieved of the weight of the body, and have only to

guide the legs in their restricted plane of movement.

ISeportief of ^xitxtixt^,

BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL IMPROVE-
MENT.

J. G. M0MFORD, M.D., SECRETARY.

Regdlar Meeting, Monday, December 2, 1895,
Dr. C. J. Blake in the chair.

Dr. H. B. Howard, by invitation, read a paper on

THE STATE ALMSHOUSE AT TEWKSBURY DURING
TWELVE TEARS OF MEDICAL SUPERINTENDENCE.'

Mr. E. B. Sanborn: I have listened with a great
deal of interest to the clear and thorough exposition

by Dr. Howard of the improvements at Tewksbury,
many of which, as he knows, I have witnessed as they
were going on, and my memory went back further

than the date with which he commences, because, al-

though it is not strictly true that 1 knew the alms-

hoiise when it first opened, I made my first visit in

1863. I am tolerably familiar with its history before

that time, and perhaps it might be well for me to point

out the reason why the institution was in this condi-

tion in 1883, and why it is in so much better condition

to-day. The explanation is very simple, and the

' See page 237 ol the Journal.
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remedy for such evils cau be applied in a great mauy
places ; in this very city of Boston it can be applied.

From 1854 until the spring of 1883 the State Alms-

house was wholly under political government. The
medical element in the government of tiie almshouse

always existed, but either no physician who held any
considerable rank in the profession was appointed to

office there, or if appointed was allowed to have much
control in the medical department of the almshouse.

The first superintendent, and the second, were ap-

pointed for political reasons. The latter held the

place for a long time, and drew about him as under-

olTicers, members of his own family, one of whom was

a physician. The governing board of the almshouse

when I first knew it consisted of three gentlemen

called inspectors, afterwards called trustees. Under
both names the appointments were mainly political.

The superintendent took good care to see that a major-

it}' of the board of inspectors were favorable to his

continuance there, and he in return promised these

inspectors and trustees to regulate (to some extent)

the financial affairs of the institution so as to benefit

them. For example, the chairman of the board of

trustees when I opened an investigation of the affairs of

the almshouse in 1876 was, 1 think the freight agent of a

railroad which brought coal and supplies to the institu-

tion ; and it was commonly sujiposed— the facts seemed

to bear it out— that the almshouse superintendent

used to transport his supplies, or all that could con-

veniently be so transported, over that railroad in order

that the chairman of the board of government should

turn as many dollars as possible into the treasury of

his railroad. We found the greatest difficulty in per-

suading that inspector under those circumstances that

there was anything wrong in the institution. I think

he is persuaded to this day that the almshouse in 1876,

when it was in much worse condition than in 1883,

was quite a perfect institution. The effect of the in-

vestigation of 1876 was to diminish considerably the

percentage of mortality, especially among the insane.

The percentage of mortality among the insane for 1875

was 14 per cent. In the year 1877-78 it had fallen

to not quite 6 per cent. There were two reasons fur

that: one was that in the year 1875 so many died that

the perishable material in the asylum was so much re-

duced that deaths could not occur in the same ratio.

The otiier reason was that we had got rid of the pecu-

liar influence which occasioned tiie great number of

deaths among the insane in 1875. From that lime on,

having effected a change in the law in consequence of

this investigation, the medical service continued to im-

prove, but as you might say by main slreiigth. The
physician ajjpointed, Ur. Fisher's predecessor, a very

good physician, but without much force, could not con-

trol his department, but he could serve it much more
effectively than his [)redecessor8, because he iiad be-

hind him a considerable weight of public opinion, and

in his governing board a considerable support, so that

the more offensive features of the hospital dejiartmeut

which had existed in 1874-75 were considerably modi-

fied under Dr. Lothrop's administration; but the gen-

eral discipline of the establishment I suppose was uiore

lax when Dr. Howard first saw it in 1883, than at

any time during my acquaintance with it. 'I'he reason

was that the Governor of the Commonwealth, purely

for political purposes (his idea of governing the State

institution was precisely that which had existed before),

instituted an investigation which made a great deal of

noise, brought out some facts and a great mauy false-

hoods, and had frightened the superintendent and his

uuder-officers mo that it was no longer possible for

them to maintain the discipline which had existed be-

fore. The discipline was always lax ; but when the

head of an institution and three or four of the officers

are under inquiry and fiercely denounced by the Gov-
ernor of the Commonwealth, you see to what it must
reduce discipline. So I suppose there was never a

time when the discipline was so lax as during the

months from January, 1883, to the beginning of the

summer, and some very serious abuses took place in

consequence. In 1883 we had the greatest difficulty

to find a physician of eminence who would even con-

sider the question of becoming superintendent of the

Tewksbury Almshouse. The position was offered to

a physician whom we considered in every way quali-

fied, and he consulted his friends about it. He finally

came to the conclusion that however desirable the

place might be on other grounds, he could not afford

to take a position from which political influences might

displace him the next year. I told him I thought he

was mistaken, that whoever went into the State Alms-
house, and reformed the condition of things there,

might stay as long as he pleased, and that proved to

be the fact. With the appointment of Dr. Fisher

these improvements began. They continued year

after year, in spite of a great deal of opposition ; and

Dr. Fisher, after serving some eight years, resigned to

take a place of more emolument in the city of New
York. In short, the change which took place in 1883

and for which Governor Butler should have some
credit because he instituted the violent proceedings

which enabled us to dispense with the services of that

superintendent and his familj-, placed this great estab-

lishment (which was at that time an infirmary or hos-

pital much more than an almshouse) under careful

medical supervision, and led to all these improvements

in architecture, and otherwise, which Dr. Howard has

not mentioned, in the training and service of the physi-

cians and nurses ; so that now I am accustomed to say

that the Tewksbury Almshouse is the best pauper hos-

pital in this country, and, so far as I know, the best

in the world, because I have not heard of any in

Europe which in essential features is superior to the

Tewksbury Almshouse.

It contains one or two features which are very well

worthy of consideration by the medical profession, and

by all who have to do witli a mixed population of sane

and insane. The insane patients at Tewksbury, which

last year numbered nearly 600, are better cared for in

all essential respects than the patients were cared for

in the State liosjiitals of Massachusetts in the year

1863 when I began to inspect them, or at any period

from 1863 to 1875. I think it is strictly true that,

with the exception of the private patients in the State

hospitals between 1863 and 1875, the care of the

Tewksbury ]):itients to-day is as good, and in some re-

spects better, than the care of the patients then was

in these State hospitals; yet the weekly cost of the

insane at Tewksbury this year appears to be but little

more than two dollars. This demonstrates, what is

not always bilieved, that the insane poor can be cared

for in a humane and considerate way, with a small

mortality, at a cost not exceeding two dollars and a

half a week. Of course, this is brought about to some
extent by the fact that the whole population of the

almshouse is so large. If there were but 562 insane
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persous I suppose the cost might be raised twenty-five

to fifty ceuts a week. I consider this very important,

because the insane poor in all the communities of the

New England States, and most of the Northern States,

are continually increasing, becoming financially a con-

siderable burden to the community ; and it will be

much easier to provide for this class satisfactorily if it

is understood that they can be properly cared for at a

price not exceeding two dollars and a half a week.

We owe to Dr. Fisher and Dr. Howard the demon-
stration of this fact. There is scarcely a feature in

the treatment of the insane women at Tewksbury
which is not as good as the care of the insane women
in most of the public hospitals of the country which I

have visited. 1 think the care of the men is in some
respects even superior, because they perform to so

large an extent the labor of the institution.

Mr. Whitman : 1 have had the pleasure of Dr.

Howard's acquaintance for a long time, and have had

the privilege of watching the growth of Tewksbury
for a number of years. I have seen with a good deal

of interest the plans which have been presented here,

and it ought to be well known that the larger part of

the change from the wooden to the brick buildings has

been made under his administration. Only a few
years ago the almshouse consisted of a few wooden
buildings, a constant menace to life, which are now
replaced by brick buildings, perfectly safe and kept in

a way that only brick buildings can be kept.

The statistics indicate that the institution is not only

a place for the poor, but also for the sick, and it is as

a hospital that the institution is of interest to you.

One is impressed with the hospital and with the

amount that is being done for the sick. I was im-

pressed a good deal, after looking over the farm and

seeing the large herd of cows, to come back to the

doctor's supper and find his coffee supplied with milk

and not with cream, and to find that the cows existed

for the benefit of the hospital rather than of the super-

intendent. If I might make any criticism on Dr.

Howard's administration, it is that too much attention

has to be paid by him to the business side, perhaps to

the neglect of the medical ; and yet you can see the

improvement in the medical side. 'Phis condition is

due to the fact that the superintendent is the business

manager of the institution, and it is a physical impos-
sibility for one man to look out for all the business de-

tails of this large institution and at the same time have
an intimate superintendence and knowledge of the

medical side. Something over 1,100 persons are there

all the time. There is the purchasing of the supplies,

and that needs an intimate acquaintance of the price

current of almost all the things that go to make up liv-

ing, and it is in that that the doctor shows the highest

business qualifications. There is a large farm with

numerous cattle, and the doctor has to act not only as

farmer but as supervising veterinary surgeon ; then

there are the gardens, too. Any one spending only a

short time, and seeing the business administration,

feels there is work enough for two men instead of one,

so that it is a matter of surprise to me that any im-

provement can be shown from the medical side ; and
yet you will see from the report how that has pro-

gressed. I think Mr. Sanborn would say it was an
impossibility in 1872 or 1883 for the Harvard Medical
School to accept the training of this hospital in place

of work of the fourth year of the Medical School, and
yet that has been done. The hospital is not only do-

ing for the sick, but for medicine. I am not sure how
much attention is given to the institution by the medi-

cal profession. The board of trustees is composed of

estimable men and women, but very busy men and
women, and only a limited amount of time can be
given to the two institutions at Tewksbury and at

Bridgewater. Public interest which must be aroused

in such an institution to enable it to reach its highest

standard of efficiency and to get the proper sup-

plies furnished by the Legislature, must be an outside

pressure ; as the institution is distinctively a hospital,

that pressure should be brought by the medical profes-

sion, and I think I may say that Dr. Howard should

receive from the profession a much greater support

than he has yet received.

Dr. Hildreth: I know but little about the history

of this institution. I was very much impressed by a

visit made there last spring at the completeness of the

affair and its equipment, the general management of it

and the general condition of all its departments. The
thing that impressed me most was that it was a place

where internes and house-officers could have a pecu-

liarly good training as general practitioners. The
amount of medical work that devolves upon the assis-

tant physician and upon the internes there is very
great and very diversified. There are four important
departments in which students and medical men can
study disease in greater variety and in a more com-
plete way than in the average practice of the ordinary
cities and towns, or in any one hospital that I know
of that we have in the State. There is a maternity
ward, amply equipped and capable of giving a great
deal of instruction to men who are seeking knowledge
in that department. The hospital for women is a
model of its kind, has a great variety of disease—
pneumonia, malignant disease, ulcers, and almost all

the ordinary forms of sickness. In the men's hospi-

tal there is a great variety of common forms of sick-

ness. Then there is more or less sickness among the

insane, and together it gives a great variety and divers-

ity of material for study for medical students and in-

ternes. I do not think the doctor has quite completed
his arrangements for having a resident pathologist to

assist in carrying on examinations of the blood and
sputa and urine and of pathological specimens in a
more complete manner than has been done heretofore.

If you look over the column at the number of deaths,

you will see that this institution is a very important
adjunct for the medical schools of Boston, and 1 wish
there might be some change made in the way in which
the material is taken from Tewksbury and given to the

medical schools. The doctor is so generous that he
does not keep enough for bis own use, and he told me
not long ago that it would be very desirable if he could
use more of this material, make more autopsies for the

young men there ; but if the body was used for autopsy,
of course it could not be sent to the schools. It seems
to me there might be some compromise by which the

schools could use the bodies after they had been exam-
ined by the hospital, and that it might be possible to

save the extremities and muscular system for the

schools after the important parts have been examined
by those who make the autopsies at the hospital. I

want to say to the medical gentlemen that unless they
have some personal knowledge by a visit to this institu-

tion they can hardly understand how thorough and
complete the medical side of it is. Tiie gentleman
who just addressed you has spoken of the business side
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of the superinteudeut. The State has in this superin-

teudeut a man of two sides, the business side and the

medical side, and I do not think the criticism which

was made is altogether just. I feel as though the

medical part of the institution was cared for equally

as well as the business side.

Mr. Lank: I have been extremely interested in

this paper. I have watched the growth of the institu-

tion since 1883, when 1 visited it. 1 have visited it

at intervals several times since, and the change of the

past twelve years is a striking one. The business

methods, which I went into in great detail, pleased me
very much, and I found a number of points which I

profited by. The institution is an institution for the

State poor, and when we remember its purposes, I

think the result, considering what they have to do

with, is little short of marvellous. There are other

ho8i)itai8 for acute cases and for the State insane.

The item of the insane interested me very much. I

think it is not realized that there is so large an insane

asylum in the institution. Mr. Sanborn was speaking

about the expense. Dr. Howard has now on the men's

side a select class of cases which can be taken care of

cheaper than the average. I was quite interested in

watching his male ward, as I have one doing the same

work. I think Dr. Howard is not only a business

man, but a competent medical man, and his work has

been a credit to the medical profession, and I think be

has performed what would never have been possible if

it had not been for the demonstration of the fact that

for a hospital you must have a medical superintendent

who must be a superiutendent in every sense of the

word. Only a medical superiutendent can control a

hospital, for only a medical man can appreciate the

needs of the sick. We have before us to-night the

demonstration of what a medical man can do for a

hospital.

Dr. M. H. Richardson : "With reference to the

medical aspects of Tewksbury, I would say that 1

have made frequent visits there since 1879, and have

watched the progress of the hospitals with great inter-

est. As one of the consulting surgeons to the institu-

tion, I have been called several times to operate there

— every time in abdominal cases.

The "facilities for operation are extremely good.

Everything that is needed for aseptic surgery is the

very best, and the opportunities for treating surgical

patients are excellent. The superintendent of an in-

stitution like that of Tewksbury should of course be a

medical man, as in the great hospitals of the large

cities. The actual care of the patient belongs to the

visiting staff. In Tewksbury not only the opportu-

nities for medical observation and treatment are good,

but the visiting staff is an enthusiastic and an efficient

one.

Dr. J. J. Putnam : I have had the pleasure of being

one of the consulting board at Tewksbury for some

years, and have made a number of visits there; and 1

am glad to join those who congratulate Dr. Howard on

the good work accomplished. It is not only that the

inmates are better cared for, but also because it stands

to us as a model of wliat not only the States, but the

cities can do in this direction. The improvements at

Tewksbury form a conspicuous repudiation of the sen-

timent that anyibiiig is good enough for paupers. We
could, of course, wish that Tewksbury was nearer

some large city, so that it might stand in a similar re-

lation to medical education that the Saltputricre does

to the profession in Paris, but that is out of the

question.

Dr. Howard: In regard to the question Dr. Put-
nam asked, I do not think myself that the success of

an institution depends on any particular mode of gov-
ernment. I think it is rather the men who have charge
of it. I think a poor method with good men will

bring success where good methods with poor men will

not. I think it is essential that all institution work, as

well as city work and town work, be divorced from
politics to make it succeed ; but I do not think I would
be competent to judge whether a board of trustees

would be essential or not. I should hate to get along
without our board of trustees.

I do not know that I have anything to add, except

that I thought possibly in describing the 'scrubbing of

the men's hospital I might have conveyed the idea that

the institution was not clean. In 1883, that institu-

tion was scrubbed to snowy whiteness. There was an
institution odor about it, but the floors were clean.

Now we polish the floors, and in so doing, we think

we get rid of the odor which comes from constant

scrubbing to a large extent.

I did not say anything about the training-school for

nurses, but I feel we are largely indebted to that

school for improvement in the care of the sick. As
quick as you begin to give lectures and recitations to

the nurses it weeds out those who are there only to

draw their salary and see how little work they can do.

To those people, study and lectures are mighty irk-

some, and the training-schools bring us a class of

bright girls who are anxious to help us. The nursing

has been brought to a better basis largely in this way

:

Miss Stevens who had been in the institution, took a

course in the Massachusetts General Hospital Training-

School and then came back to us. She grafted what
she had learned onto our conditions and raised the

standard, whereas two other attempts to have trained

nurses come into the woman's hospital and organize

what we had there were absolute failures.

Dr. J. H. Nichols presented a

REPORT OF four CASES OF S3IALL-POX, AT THE
STATE ALMSHOUSE, IN THE SPRING OF 1894.'

Dr. Howard : I would like to say a word to em-
phasize the point that it was not the cases that had not

been vaccinated that got us into trouble, but it was the

cases that had not taken, and were popularly supposed

to be proof against small-pox because they had not

taken. All the cases were looked up, and those that

had not taken were re-vaccinated, and most of them

took when vaccinated in two or more places, and it

demonstrated to my mind that most of these cases

that do not take will take if they have a sufficient dose

of the virus. I tliink in the asylum every patient

was finally successfully vaccinated. We supply our

own virus.

Dr. C. p. Putnam : I think it would be an advan-

tage if we could settle upon what the words " take
"

and "failure" mean. We ought to expect before

giving up any case to get the arm irritated by the vac-

cination in some way. I do not believe it is a test if

nothing happens at all, and I always repeat the opera-

tion until the condition of the arm warrants the belief

that vaccina would have been taken if the patient had

been susceptible.

' See page 20C> of the Journal.
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BOSTON SOCIETY OF MEDICAL SCIENCES.

At the meetiDg in Febmarj, 1896, Dr. J. L. Good-
ale read a paper on

THE IDENTITY OF WANDERING RASH OF THE TONGUE,
AND MOLLER'S superficial GLOSSITIS.

Dr. H. p. Bowditch read a paper on

PHOTOGRAPHS OF hemoglobin BANDS (gaJIGEe).

He said : The photograph which I have to show is

one which represents the absorption band of hemo-
globin, recently discovered by Gamgee in ihe extreme
violet portion of the spectrum. It is interesting to

note that this band (like those previouslv known)
shifts its position in aceordance with the condition of

oxidation of the hemoalobin.

Dr. G. W. Fitz, demonstrated

A WORKING model OF THE EYE WITH KLASTIC
LENS.

The apparatus consisted of a skeleton eye set in

gymbals to allow for free motion in vertical and hori-

zontal planes. The front of the eye carried an elastic

lens made by fastening a sheet of gelatine over a

water-chamber with a glass back. The gelatine was
bulged more or less as the water pressure in the cham
ber was increased or diminished by raising or lower-

ing the reservoir connected with it by a rubber tube.

A portion of the retina was represented, including the

yellow and blind spots, which served the purpose of a

screen for receiving the images of candles used as

sources of light.

The optical conditions involved in normal vision,

accommodation to near and far objects, the use of the

iris, near and far sight and correction by lenses, the

blind spot and corresponding points of retinae, binocu-

lar vision, convergence, estimation of distance, and
Scheiner's experiments were shown to be demonstrable
by means of the model. The apparatus is small enough
to be easily handled by students and was designed for

actual use by them in experimentally studying these

conditions.

iS^ccent Eitcrature.

Notes on Surgery for Nurses. By .Joseph Bell,
M.D., F.R.C.S. Edin., Consulting Surgeon to ihe

Royal Infirmary, and Surgeon to the Royal Edin-
burgh Hospital for Sick Children. Fourth Edition,

thoroughly revised. With an additional chapter of

General Advice to Nurses. Edinburgh : Oliver it

Boyd. London : Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton,
Kent & Co., Limited. 1895.

This little book consists of the lectures which have
been delivered for the past twelve years by the author
to the nursing staff of the Edinburgh Royal lulirmary.

It has already reached its fourth edition, and is revised

and corrected. It consists of twelve chapters upon In-

flammation, Suppuration, Ulceration, Gangrene, Fv-
emia and Septicemia, the Healing of Wounds, Burns
and Scalds, F'ractures and Dislocations, Tumors,
Special Ojieralions, the Surgical Nursing of Children,
and General Advice to Nurses. The book could
hardly be used for a text-book, but would make ex-

cellent collateral reading for nurses, as it is written in

a familiar way, and its descriptions are very clear and
simple.
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THE MENTAL ELEMENT IN THERAPEUTICS.

Judging from the recent editorial comment of cer-

tain of our contemporaries, it would appear that hyp-

notism has had its day and must forthwith be relegated

to the illegitimate use of those standing without the

pale of recognized medical practice. It is a curious

phenomenon that physicians of acknowledged attain-

ment and liberality should stand aloof from a subject

of vital scientific importance and hail its so-called de-

cline with apparent satisfaction. From much current

writing an observer, ignorant of the facts, would sur-

mise that a pernicious influence bearing the name of

hypnotism had forced its way into medicine, which

must, at all hazards, be thrust to the wall before med-
ical practice may again assume its dignified course.

An appeal to hypnotic treatment is too often prefaced

with an apology that other methods have been tried

and failed, and a justification sought for its use "as a

last resort." As in every therapeutic measure in-

volving large problems, the possibility of harm is in-

variably commensurate with that for good, hence the

extraordinary difiiculties with which hypnotism, as

such, has had to contend. The temptation to question-

able practice for the sake of demonstration or experi-

ment has doubtless been greater in this than in many
other fields of research, but we believe that what a

contemporary terms '• the thoroughly disreputable

therapeutics of hypnotism" would occupy much the

same position in the minds of unprejudiced observers,

as do the talked of " hideous atrocities of vivisection."

It is not, however, our purpose to attempt a defence

of hypnotism. Sober experience of the future may
show that the inducing of deep sleep is not practically

useful for the relief of morbid conditions ; much recent

investigation would seem to [loint in this direction, but

what the scientific study of hypuotisra has done — and
this is its notable service— is to establish a principle

of mental treatment on rational grouuds. Looking at

the matter broadly, we must regard the general move-
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meut, which began with tlie active study of hypnotic

pheuomeiia, as one of the most significant in the iiistory

of modern medical advance. Its consequences we are

now beginning clearly to see in the intelligent applica-

tion of 80-called "suggestion" to varied morbid condi-

tions, not "as a last resort." Still, the average physi-

cian remains apathetic ; his chief interest centres in

the physical manifestations of the disease with which

he is dealing, and consequently with physical methods

for its relief. He is not apt to regard as of essential

importance the patient's mental attitude toward his

disease, and to work systematically for its relief

through purely psychical means. An absolutely clear

recognition of the inter-dependence of physical and

mental in our organization remains, for the most part,

unattaiued.

It is, therefore, with the greatest satisfaction that

we draw attention to Dr. T. S. Clouston's address

delivered recently before the Royal Medical Society of

Edinburgh, and published at length in the British

Medical Journal for January 18th. Dr. Clouston's

liberality of thought and suggestiveness of expression

are nowhere more characteristically shown than in this

paper on the " Mental and Nervous Element in Dis-

ease." His attitude is fair, and clearly a mere state-

ment of facts too often overlooked.

At the outset of his remarks he states that his de-

sire is to lay down a principle not sufficiently con-

sidered in practical medicine and surgery. That

principle is " that the brain cortex, and especially the

mental cortex, has such a position in the economy

that it has to be reckoned with, more or less, as a

factor for good or evil in all diseases of every organ,

in all operations and in all injuries." The cerebral

cortex stands in a true sense, at the apex of the evolu-

tionary pyramid and through its functional activity,

serves to bring into harmony the various functions of the

organs, which find in it their final representation. In

structure the cerebral cortex exceeds all other organs in

complexity, a fact which is being forced upon our atten-

tion, as never before, by the disclosures of recent

histological methods. It is inconceivable that we shall

ever know completely the ultimate relation of neuron

to neuron and the possibilities of nerve conduction

which such knowledge would imply ; nevertheless, as

our knowledge grows, we are forced more and more

to recognize the dominance of the brain cortex, and

to admit a wider and wider range to its possible in-

fluence upon structures of less complexity of organiza-

tion.

The fact of the definite dependence of many physi-

ological acts, as, for example, laughing, weeping,

blushing, sweating, upon mental states has long been

recognized. It is therefore strange that we should

have been so slow in making practical and scientific

ajiplication of such facts in our treatment of these and

allied conditions when they have passed the physiolog-

ical limit. Peculiarly suaceptible to mental states are

the bowels, a fact which no doubt will be uiilized in

the future more than it has been in the past. " Surely,"

as Clouston puts it, " a mental suggestion, an effort of

the imagination will be a more pleasant thing than a

dose of castor oil, and surely it will be quite as ' scien-

tific ' treatment."

All evidence goes to show that absorption, secre-

tion, vascular tone and procesSbs of nutrition are regu-

lated from the cerebral cortex. It is a well-known

fact that persons with defective cerebral development

are less resistant to disease than normal individuals.

Idiots, for example, and hopelessly demented persons

are peculiarly liable to tuberculosis. The effect of

the emotions both in the causation of and the curing

of disease is a common observatipn and one with which

literature abounds. Persons with more or less marked

predispositions to disease are not infrequently depen-

dent for their continued health upon their mental

states. Clouston has no doubt that this is the strong-

est of all the internal forces that preserve health and

protect from disease. Death results, not because dis-

ease is overmastering, but because the resistive power
is lessened ; and this peculiar power of resistance de-

pends much more than we ordinarily suppose upon the

existence of a sound cortex and a buoyant mind. We
should guard continually against what Clouston calls not

inaptly "that evil sort of surgical-mindedness, which

takes account only of the gross anatomy," and broaden

our view to include these more subtle agencies which,

so long as we are conscious, are a constant accompani-

ment of our physical life.

A warning note is sounded in connection with the

subject of castration. In contemplating such opera-

tion in either sex, the possible mental effect should

always be seriously considered. As Clouston says

:

"The difference between the mental qualities of an

ox and a bull should be sufficiently evident even to the

most surgical-minded gynecologist. Yet I have seen

the operation recommended with as little consideration

of mental consequences as the opening of a whitlow.

Depend upon it, gentlemen, it may be almost as great

a crime to castrate as to kill."

In the further course of this suggestive address to

which we have so often alluded, an interesting topic is

brought up and discussed at length, namely, the mat-

ter of physiognomical diagnosis. The information to

be gained by the mere inspection of a patient is often

sufficient to base a diagnosis upon. His manner of

speech and of action, facial expression, complexion

and general appearance are all elements of importance.

The muscles of the face have been called the " mind

muscles," and through the expression which they give

much of the normal character and its pathological

manifestations in diseased conditions may be at once

surmised. The better interpreters we are of the

meaning of the physical manifestations of mental states,

the more skilled diagnosticians we shall become, and,

to go a step further, the more clearly shall we come

to recognize that behind such physical changes lies a

mental change to which we must always appeal in the

treatment of the disease presented. Tlie important

matter to bear in mind is not that occasionally we
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have a mind that is influencing in greater or less de-

gree the physical state, but that invariably the mental

side must be taken into account and applied in the re-

lief of the existing morbid condition, with the more

conscientiousness in view of the subtlety of the prob-

lem involved.

Could our teaching be such that every physician on

beginning practice were equipped with an adequate

knowledge of the entire organism with which he will

be called upon to deal, the just reproach of the neglect

of systematic mental therapeutics would quickly be

laid aside. At present our medical curriculum is un-

questionably one sided in the stress it lays upon physi-

cal therapeutics and the slight it imposes upon mental

therapeutics. Such an article as this of Clouston's

should, at least, do something towards bringing home

to us the importance of a complete therapeutic system.

In conclusion we cannot resist quoting a paragraph

in full, which admirably expresses the common atti-

tude toward the entire subject, and especially the curi-

ous distortion which the word " scientific " has suffered

in the popular mind

:

" It some people want to imply that a patient's symptoms are

uaimportant they call them ' nervous '
; if they waat to ticket

them as unworthy of consideration all together, they call them
' mental' ; and if they want to hrand them as quite ahsurd and
out of the pale of human sympathy or medical effort, they call

them 'hysterical.' One would imagine from those things that

the phenomena of sensation, normal and abnormal, and those

of consciousness, feeling, judging, willing and memory and
their disturbances through cortical disease, were not compre-

hended in true scientific work at all, and that mind generally

and nervous influence might be left out of account by the phy-

sician. A man breaks his leg, and it is said to he put up on
' scientific principles.' He loses his memory, his energy of will,

his social instincts, and in the diagnosis and treatment of his

disease the word ' scientific ' is exchanged for terms which are

often vague and meaningless. The mental attitude of the phy-

sician is often changed somehow, when he is treating his pa-

tient's indigestion and constipation, as compared to that with

which he considers and treats the mental pain that accompanied
and perhaps caused the indigestion. The indigestion took its

real origin, it may be, in a disturbance of the action of the

mind and brain cortex, but the stomach only is thought of or

treated by peptones, acids or laxatives, and this is called
' scientific ' treatment. We do not need to hypnotize a pa-

tient to show that the mental centres in the cortex have the

power of directly influencing physiological function and tissue

ANNUAL REPORT OF HARVARD COLLEGE,
1894-95.

In the report of President Eliot we find an interest-

ing and concise statement of the efforts of the college

authorities for the regulation of athletic sports since

the appointment of the first committee for this object

in 1882 to the present time.

From the report of Dr. George W. Fitz, medical

visitor, it appears that the months in which the most

cases of sickness occur among the students in Cam-

bridge are February and March, March being worse

than February. January and April come next in

respect to the number of cases. At least two-thirds of

the students taken ill remain in Cambridge. The
number of contagious cases in Cambridge is very

small in proportion to the number of non-contagious

cases. In the different months from October to May,
inclusive, there were from five to twenty-three stu-

dents simultaneously ill in Cambridge. This number

affords some indication of the use which might be

made of an infirmary for students, if the university

possessed one, although some cases of illness can be

satisfactorily dealt with in the students' rooms. The
need of such an infirmary is recognized, but the cor-

poration have no means of providing one.

The medical visitor, who is a salaried efficer of the

college, made 660 visits to students in their rooms,

and made about 300 calls where he found students out.

He also had about 600 consultations at his ofiice and

the Scientific School. These visits and consultations

are all gratuitous. The students talk with the medi-

cal visitor about their physical condition, their sleep,

exercise and diet.

The dean of the Medical Faculty reports that the

change from the old three years' course to the four

years' course of instruction may now be considered as

established. The Medical School in general is in a

prosperous condition. Owing to the large size of the

entering classes in the last two years, the laboratories

are crowded, and more space is required than can be

provided. In the bacteriological and pathological de.

partments, work has' been increasingly active; the

places for graduate and special students are in great

demand, and applications have to be refused. A most

attractive field lies open here, where more money and

still greater facilities could be put to the very best use.

Where could a better memorial be had than in the

foundation of a laboratory for clinical medicine?

Early in the year the medical faculty voted to

admit women to the graduate courses of the school

at the discretion of the instructors in charge, provided

the rules of the hospitals in which clinical instruction

is given be observed.

The brief report of the new dean of the Dental

School, Dr. Eugene H. Smith, pays a deserved tribute

to the memory of the late dean, Dr. T. H. Chandler.

A summer course for the purpose of giving instruction

to practitioners of good repute and to somewhat ad-

vanced students, has been established in the school.

In the report of the acting dean of the Veterinary

School, an effective plea is made in regard to the im-

portance of the study of comparative medicine, from

which we extract the following paragraphs :

"The conception of the aims and possibilities of a veterinary

school is, I fear, very limited in our community. The aim of

the school of Veterinary Medicine of Harvard University is not

alone that of training men to minister to the ailments of the

lower animals. While this is an essential and worthy object,

the School has a higher purpose — that of demonstrating the

relations in which such diseases stand to the welfare of the

human family. Certain it is that this object is worthy the sup-

port and assistance of the State, the University and those pri-

vate persons whose munificence and philanthropy are directed

to the alleviation of suffering and the improvement of educa-

tion."

From the statement of the treasurer of the univer-

sity, it appears that the net income from investments

shows a loss of -[Vu of one per cent., and the financial
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depressiou is plaiuly mauifested iu the diminished

benefactions. In 1891-92 the gifts and bequests were

S51l),532; in 1892-93. S551,13G; iu 1893-94,8182,-

890; iu 1894-95, S171,060.

A HEARING ON VIVISKCTION.

TuE testimony last week before the Judiciary Com-

mittee of the Massachusetts Legislature at the hearing

CD the proposed bill to regulate vivisection in this

State did not produce results calculated to strengthen

the friends or win over the opponents of the measure.

Tiiose who opposed the bill had evidently had their eyes

opened to the absolutely iniquitous character of at least

one of the provisions of the bill, that is, the provision by

which fines secured on evidence of their owu agents

as inspectors should profit the Society itself coutrolliug

those agents. Nothing transpired at the hearing to

show especial or even ordinary fitness of these agents

to act as inspectors of physiological laboratories.

No serious proof was offered of cruelty to animals

in physiological laboratories in this State, or of geuuiue

and friendly conference with the officials at the head

of institutions. One witness for the bill indulged iu

the positive statement that those whose testimony did

not agree with his were "liars." The same witness

apparently thought that the effect of his advocacy of

the bill would be strengthened by the declaration of

his opposition to vacciuation and his belief iu total pro-

hibition !

There was no evidence to show that the directors of

the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals

had taken any official action in behalf of this bill.

There will be another hearing on this bill before

the same committee on Friday, March 6th.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Death at One Hundred and Five Yeaus. —
The death of Mrs. Hannah Cuddeback, reputed to be

the oldest woman iu Ohio, is announced as occurring

recently at her homo iu Vermillion at the age of 105

years, five montiis and twenty-three days.

The American Medical Publishers' Associa.

TION will hold its third annual meeting in Atlanta,

Ga., Monday, May 4th, and considering the many re-

cent applications for membe; ship, a large attendance

is assured. Members and others desiring to con-

tribute papers will be furnished information upon com-

muuicating with the Secretary, Charles Wood Fassett,

St. Joseph, Mo.

Anthrax in London. — It is stated that on

February 12th there were five cases of anthrax under

treatment at Guy's Hospital iu London. Tlie disease

bad been contracted in all the cases at the same factory

from handling goat skins. The treatment consisted in

the main of excision of the primary lesion.

The Rontgen Picture in Soroert.— In a re-

cent number of the Deutsche Med. Wochensckrift,

Kouig publishes a Rontgen picture of an amputated

limb showing plainly a neoplasm (sarcoma) of the

tibia. Inasmuch as attempts to take the picture prev-

ious to the operation were unsuccessful, probably on

account of the long exposure required, and the diag-

nosis was made by the ordinary methods, the Rontgen

process seems to have been of little value in this case.

The Cornell Brain Association. — This singu-

lar association apparently has for its object the post-

mortem study of the effects on the human brain of

education and good morals. At least we learn from

the daily press that Dr. Wilder of this Association bas

made another appeal to educated and moral persons

to bequeath their brains to the institution for scientific

study. In response to this letter the society has

already received eight brains, and has the promise of

twenty-five others, which are as yet being used by

their owners. These latter include the brains of

Thomas K. Beecher of Elmira and Mrs. McGee,
daughter of the astronomer Simon Newcomb. Appar-

ently no brains of immoral or uneducated persons can

be used by the Association, though it would seem that

a few of the latter classes might prove of advantage for

purposes of comparative study.

The International Congress of Obstetricians

AND Gynecologists.— At the International Congress

of Obstetricians and Gynceologists to be held at Geneva,

Switzerland, in September of this year, one of the

questions for discussion will be the " Relative Fre-

quency and most Common Forms of Contracted Pelvis

in Different Countries, Groups of Countries and Re-

gions." To Dr. Wm. T. Lusk, of New York City, is

assigned the duty of collecting information from the

United States. He has issued blank forms for reports

which can be had on application by any one having

observations and statistics to offer.

ScRDMPOX. — " Scrumpox " is the English school-

boys' name for a severe form of impetigo occurring

among the forwards of Rugby foot-ball teams. The
•< scrum" or "scrimmage" with its close commingling

of heads, arms and legs in indiscriminate confusion

undoubtedly offers ideally favorable conditions for the

communication of this disease, which is usually con-

fined to the head and face, and often results in severe

suppurative dermatitis with glandular enlargement.

The Journal of Experimental Medicine.—
The first number of the first volume of this new peri-

odical, under the editorship of Dr. William 11. Welch,

has made its appearance. It contains an introduction

by Dr. Welch and seven original articles, two of these

with illustrations. None of the articles can be said to

be in any sense popular, but they indicate a high

standard of careful and accurate scientific research as

that which has been set for the new periodical by its

able editor. The paper and press-work are of the

best. It is jiroposed that at least four numbers of

this journal shall appear during the year, but there
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will be no fixed date of issue, and a number will be

published whenever sutRcient material is ready. Each

volume will contain from six to eight hundred pages.

BOSTON AND NEW^ ENGLAND.

Acute Infeotiocs Diseases in Boston.— Dur-

ing the week ending at noon, March, 4, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease :

diphtheria, 90, scarlet fever, 23, measles, 24, typhoid

fever, 7.

Instructive District Nursing Association.—
The annual meeting of the Boston Instructive District

Nursing Association was held February 26th, at the

house of Mrs. Wm. Appleton. The Association works

inclose connection with the Boston Dispensary, having

nurses under its charge in eleven distinct districts of

the city as well as a nurse in Cambridge. Up to the

first of the year a nurse was employed who had charge

of the out-door relief department of the Children's

Hospital. Referring to the work of the Association,

a letter was read from Dr. W. H. H. Hastings of the

Boston Dispensary, which stated : " You have clearly

established the importance of providing instruction

and nursing in the homes of the sick poor, and every-

body now admits the necessity of your charity. The
staff of physicians of the Boston Dispensary know
better, perhaps, than any one else can know the good

work you are doing, and they are very thankful for

the great aid they are receiving from your nurses."

A new district is to be formed in Roxbury about the

first of March for which the Association hopes, through

the kind interest, and generosity of its friends, to be

able to furnish a regular nurse.

The Boston Emergency Hospital.— The Com-
mittee on Public Charitable Institutions of the Massa
chusetts House of Representatives, has reported ad-

versely to the bill appropriating $50,000 to the Boston

Emergency Hospital. Three members dissented.

The Cullis Home for Consumptives. — This

institution, situated at Grove Hall, Roxbury, Mass.,

has lately petitioned the Legislature for leave to erect

new buildings. At a recent hearing Park Commissioner
Hodges and numerous residents of the district, among
whom were several physicians practising in the neigh-

borhood, appeared as remonstrants, stating that they

considered the home a menace to health and a great

drawback to property values, and think that so far

from permitting the construction of any new buildings,

the present ones should be wiped out of existence.

new YORK.

A Floating Disinfection Plant.— Health-

Officer Doty, who has recently been in Albany for the

purpose of urging the appropriation, expresses sanguine

hopes that the Legislature will allow him $30,000 for

converting the steamboat Ripple into a disinfecting

plant to be used at Quarantine. It is proposed to

have two large disinfecting chambers, one for males

and the other for females, fitted up amid-ships, and

connected with them will be baths of fresh and salt

water. After bathing, the persons will receive their

clothing, which will in the meantime have been thor-

oughly disinfected. In the equipment of the boat will

be a sulphur-furnace, steam-hose and a bichloride-of-

mercury tank.

A New Morgue. — The Commissioners of Charity

have decided to build a new morgue, as the present

one is entirely inadequate in its facilities. It is pro-

posed to place it on an iron pier extending two hun-

dred feet into the East River, from the foot of 26th

Street. The Commissioners also contemplate the re-

modelling and extension of the almshouse buildings on
Blackwell's Island and the erection of a new Recep-
tion Hospital at Fordham, in the annexed district of

the city. The cost of the proposed improvements will

be about $1,200,000, and it is expected that the Legis-

lature will grant an appropriation for the purpose.

Contagious Diseases in Wayne and Ontario
Counties.— There is at present a serious epidemic

of scarlet fever and diphtheria in Wayne and Ontario

Counties, New York, and the public schools at

Newark, Port Gibson, Wolcott, and other towns have

been closed by order of the health authorities.

State Control of the Insane Asylums. — All

the insane asylums hitherto under the control of the

city of New York were on February 28th transferred

to the care of the State. All these institutions are to

be grouped together under the general name of the

Manhattan State Hospital for the Insane.

Death of Dr. James W. Elliot. — Dr. James
Woodward Elliot, a well-known practitioner of New
York, died on February 27th, in the seventy-second

year of his age. He was graduated from the College

of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, in 1850. He
formerly took an interest in athletics, very unusual at

that day, and he is believed to have been the oldest

cricketer in the city. He was also one of the founders

of the famous Atlantic Boat Club.

Death of Dr. Fanning.— Dr. Nelson Fanning,

for many years the principal physician in Catskill,

N. Y., died on February 28th, at the age of eight}-

eigbt. For two years during the war he served as

surgeon of the 134th Regiment of New York Infantry.

Death op Dr. Ely.— Dr. Smith Ely died at his

home in Kingston, N. Y., on February 28th, at the age

of sixty. He was a graduate of the College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons, New York, and was for a number
of years resident physician at the Emigrant Hospital

on Ward's Island.

A Memorial Tablet to Dr. Charles Carroll
Lee. — The Directors of the Post-Graduate Medical

School and Hospital have named one of their wards in

memory of the late Dr. Charles Carroll Lee, who was
for man}' years a Professor in the Institution. They
have placed a tablet in the ward, giving the names of

those who combined to contribute the ten thousand

dollars, which was given lor the purpose of the memo-
rial. These names show that the Faculty of the In-

stitution participated largely in the memorial gift.
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Death of Coroner O'Meagber.— Coroner Wil-

liam O'Meagher died of piieumouia at his residence ou

East 84th Street on February 24tli, iu the sixty-eiglith

year of his age. Dr. O'Meagher was born in Ireland

iu 1829, and came of an ancient and distinguished

family. In his youth he was brought by his parents

to this country, and lie received the degree of M. D.

from the University of the City of New York in 1857.

Soon after graduating he was appointed coroner's

physician under Coroner Nugent. He served as a

surgeon in the army during the war, and after the

close practised in Staten Island and later in New
York, where he has ever since been actively engaged

in professional work. He was interested in politics,

and was elected coroner in November, 1894. Dr.

O'Meagber was a widower, and he leaves a married

daughter.

THE PHYSICIAN'S RELATION TO SOCIETY.

The following admirable passages from President

C. W. Eliot's address before the Medical Society of

the State of New York^ is an excellent statement of

the advantages which the modern physician's training

and work give him as an adviser against moral and
social evils to wliich society is subject. He says:

"The trusted physician sees intimately many classes of

society, whether he live in the country or the eity. In the

city he sees the well-to-do in their houses and the poor at tlie

hospitals and dispensaiies. In the country, he visits all the

different kinds of people in the town. The experienced

physician is familiar with the causes of poverty and misery,

and he is equally familiar wiih the ill effects of wealth and
ease unaccompanied by mental and S))nitual cultivation.

He can recognize the socially normal and the socially ab-

normal, and distinguish unerringly between them. In the

city he knows the evils which result from crowded tene-

ments and dark, ill-ventilated working places; in the coun-

try he knows all about the wet cellars in which decaying
fruits and vegetables are stored; the bad cooking; and the

careless disposition of the household sewage on the sur-

face of the ground near the dwelling. He should be the

best adviser on all social defenses against the physical evils

which the greed, ignorance, or carelessness of individuals

inflicts on the community; on the building of hospitals,

large or small, in city or country; and on the training of

competent nurses, whether for hospital or family service.

The ]ihysi. ian should be the chief defender of society

against the super.stitions which still prevail and the impos-

tures which still thrive. His training being essentialh the

training of the naturalist, he should be the defender of the

community against all forms of unreason. If the ])hysician

have the needed persuasive force, no one can defend soci-

ety so effectually as he against those unreasonable ))ersons

who are constantly protesting against dissection, vaccina-

tion, and vivisection ; for no one can understand so well as

the physician the benefits which these processes have con-

ferred ujion the human race."

With regard to the medical profession as a career

for young men. President Eliot says:

" The medical profession has before it an entrancing
prospect of usefulness and honor. It offers to young men
the largest opportunities for disinterested, devoted, and
heroic tervice. 'i'lie times arc passed when men had to go
to war to give evidence of endurance, or courage, or capac-

American .Mudico-Surglcal BullcUn, February 1, 1(96.

ity to think quickly and well under pressure of responsibil-

ity and danger. The fields open to the physician and sur-

geon now give ample scope for these lofty (pialities.

"The times are past when the Church alone asked men
to devote themselves patiently, disinterestedly, and bravely

to the service of their fellowmen. The medical profession

now exhibits in highest degree these virtues. Our nation

sometimes seems tempted to seek in war-— that stupid and
horrible savagery I — for other greatness than can come
from vast natural resources, prosperous industries, and ex-

panding commerce. The pursuits of peace seem to pall

for lack of risk and adventure. AVou'ld it might turn its

energies and its longing for patriotic and heroic emotion
into the immense fields of beneficent activity which sanita-

tion, preventive medicine, and comparative medicine offer

it! There are spiritual and physical triumphs to be won
in these fields infinitely higher than any which war can

offer; for they will be triumphs of construction and preser-

vation, not of destruction and ruin. They will be triumphs

of good over evil, and of haiipiness over misery."

AUSTRALIA AS A SUMMER RESORT.

The recent news from Australia of the severity and
fatality of the hot wave which has recently prevailed

in that country, the temperature in Bourke reaching

119°, and that at Melbourne remaining for four days

in the viciuity of 108°, adds interest to the account

given by Dr. Steele Robertson ' of the delights of a hot

summer iu Australia. He writes:

" I remember one awful summer about twenty years ago,

when we had in ^Melbourne a north wind which ceased

neither night nor day, and which lasted for seven days.

The temperature was over 100° all the time. Suburban
residents could not sleep in their houses, but lay out in the

open air at night, on any vacant grassy space they could

find. The natural accompaniments were epidemics of

measles, scarlet fever, and typhoid fever. I sickened with

measles myself, and on m)- way home from school, a few
hours before taking to my bed, being under the influence

of measles and in the illhumor occasioned by it, I got into

a fight with another boy, was 'licked,' and lost a good

deal of blood. I was down for a week, and delirious most of

the time. During my convalescence my daily entertain-

ment was to sit at a front window and watch the funerals

going by in what looked like one long procession. There
were three gates in use at the Melbourne General Ceme-
tery, and the funerals I saw were not going to the gate

most used, but to the one second in importance. 1 remem-
ber wondering why the people who had died were all in

such small coffins. Our kind old family doctor, on the

day he said I might go out for the first time, told me I

probably owed my absence from the funeral procession to

the extensive bleeding my school-fellow administered to

me. He also ordered me to thank that boy for the same
the first time I met him. I did. Those funerals had taught

me the value of the prompt surgical operation of bleeding."

THE CRYPTOSCOPE.

At a meeting of the Perugia Medico-Chirurgical

Society held on February 5th, writes the Rome corre-

spondent of the British MedicalJournal, Professor Sal-

vioni, teacher of physics at the university, made a most

important communication on the new results obtained

by him in Rontgen's rays.
'

In studying the question, his aim was to invent an

apparatus which would enable one to see direct and

without the intervention of photography, certain bodies

> Interiiattonal Medical Magazine, February, 189C, p. 24.
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enclosed in wood, flesh, cardboard, etc. He tberefore

studied the possibility of rendering the retina sensitive

to Routgen's rays. In this he has succeeded by invent-

ing au apparatus which he bas called a cryptoscope,

which he exhibited at the meeting, and by means of

which one can clearly see the contours of the bones

of one's own hand, objects enclosed in cardboard boxes,

leather purses, etc. This apparatus is very simple,

and consists of a black cardboard tube enclosed at one

end with a disc of black cardboard coated internally

with a fluorescent substance (barium platino-cyanide,

sulphate of calcium, etc.) ; in the other end is placed a

lens which permits one to clearly see the fluorescent

surface. The object to be observed is placed before

the luminous source given by a Crooke's tube, and then

one looks at it through the cryptoscope placed at the pro-

per distance. As in the fluorescent cardboard the parts

of the object impermeable to Eontgen's rays are thrown

into a shadow, thus one sees the contours of the bones

of the hand, etc. A model of the instrument was made
under the direction of Professor Blasema at the Phys-

ical Cabinet of the Roman University on February

11th, and with it one could clearly see the bones of

one's own hand, coins in a purse or the clenched hand,

etc. It is evident from these results that the appara-

tus, when perfected, will be of great use in medicine

and surgery.

Corre]6ipon&ence«

QUIS CUSTODIETV
Boston, March 2, ISPG.

Mr. Editor : — During the last few weeks a new
scheme to draw money from the pockets of the members of

the medical profession, has been worked with more or less

success in this city ; although a few of us flushed with the

pleasure of beholding our faces in the University Mayazine
had no desire to see our names in print in the hotel corri-

dors anil so escaped.

In some cases the physicians have been called upon by a

charming young woman, in other cases by a very smooth-

talking young man. The manner of proceeding seems to

have been somewhat as follows :

A number of well-known names were carefully selected,

and some of them, at least when I was visited, had not been
seen. But it was assumed, and probably truly, that their

names were to appear on a hotel register, which was to

contain only the names, addresses, office hours, and tele-

phone numbers of professional men— lawyers and physi-

cians. Some gentlemen only remember that this register

was to be framed and hung in the hotel, others that it was
to be a quiet book, while others think that both book and
bill-board were mentioned, and that each subscriber was to

have a copy of the book. So far as I know the guarantee
of but one hotel to take such a register was shown. A
number of the well-known men were visited, the matter
explained, and they were asked if they had any objection

to their names being used. No money was asked for, and
the idea of au advertising dodge never suggested itself.

Some of the more careful looked over the type-written list of

names and said if it were made a little more g( neral that

they wuuld have no objection, and made some suggestion as

to who had been omitted. Some signed, some gave their

cards ; thus armed, their visitors went away with valuable

ammunition for the next set of visits. Here it was in

some ca-^es implie<l that they had been sent by some of the

men who were specially interested ; tlie cards, etc., of other

men shown, and a new feature introduced, namely, for a
small sum the physician's name would be added to the list.

The amusing part is that the prices varied. I was sized

up as a three-dollar man, while my neighbors of Be.acon

Street were asked to contribute four dollars.

In the words of Rudyard Kipling,

*' Of this modus operandi only tliis mucli could I gather;
' Pears' shaving sticlts will give yoii little taste and lots of lather.' "

What I want to ask, Mr. Editor, is this : Should not the

prominent men in the profession be a little more careful to

investigate the schemes to which they give their names ?

Very respectfully, A. K. Stone, M.D.

[Brown's Medical Register for New England should

suffice for most legitimate longings. — Ed.]

WARNING AGAINST A FRAUD.
Mr. Editor :— A young man who has suffered the loss

of one hand has recently called upon many of the physi-

cians of Eastern Massachusetts, soliciting money for the

purchase of a microscope and outfit for bacteriological

work. He shows a type-written letter stating that " blood-

poisoning " was contracted while he was a student in the

dental department of the Ohio University, resulting in the

before-mentioned loss ; and this letter is signed by Drs.
Billow and Ross, members of the faculty of the school. In
reply to a letter of inquiry, Dr. Billow, formerly secretary

of the faculty, and late of Columbus, Ohio, tells me that he
has never had any knowledge of such a person or circum-

stance in connection with the institution, and furthermore
that he has never signed or authorized other persons to

sign any letter in regard to such a matter. It would seem
to be a public duty to ventilate this gross fraud in the

Journal. Yours truly, M.D.

RECORD OF MORTALITY
Fob the Week ending Satobdat, Febbuaet 22, 1896.
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croup, diarrlieal diseases, whoopiug-couKli, erysipelas and fe-

vers) y'.'S, acute liiiif; diseases l>T2, cuiisuiiiption l!70, diplitberia
and croup 184, typhoid fever 50, measles 44, diarrheal diseases
41, scarlet fever 24, whoopinji-eough 22, cerebro-spiual menin-
gitis 18, erysipelas 8, malarial fever 7.

From diarrheal diseases ChicaKO Hi, New York 9, Philadelphia
5, Worcester 4, Fall River 2, Brooklyn, liallimore, Cleveland,
Providence and Salem 1 each. From scarlet fever New York 13,

Brooklyn 4, Philadelphia and Boston 2 each, Cincinnati, Worces-
ter and Fall Kiver 1 each. From whooping-cough Brooklyn 8,

Nashville 5, New York, Philadelphia and Boston 2 each, Balti-
more, Providence, Lynn 1 each. From eerebro spinal meningitis
Chicago 7, New York, Boston, Worcester and Somerville 2 each,
Baltimore, Providence and Taunton 1 each. From erysipelas
New York 4, Philadelphia 2, Chicago and Brooklyn I each.
From malarial fever Brooklyn 5, Nashville and Brockton 1

each.
In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales with

an estimated population of 10,860,971, for the week ending
February 15tb, the death-r.ite was 19.3. Deaths reported, 4,029;
acute diseases of the respiratory organs (Loudon) 402, measles
162, whooping-cough 142, diphtheria 83, scarlet fever 55, fever
39, diarrheas].
The death-rates ranged from 13.0 in Huddersfield to 2G.4 in

Norwich: Birmingham IS.ti, Bradford 17.3, Gateshead 18 0,

Leeds 19.0, Leicester 10.0, Liverpool 23.4, London 20.3, Man-
chester 24.2, Newcastle-on-Tyne 19 9, Nottingham lti.3, Oldham
22.5, Plymouth 20.8, Portsmouth 15.5, Sheffield 17.B, Sunder-
land 18.U.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD,

For the week ending February 22d, in Boston, according to
observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps;—
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•©rijinal 3llrticlejf.

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON MALIGNANT DIS-
EASE OF THE UTERUS.i

BY F. H. DAVENPORT, M.D.

The question of malignancy is one which is con-

stantly confronting the surgeon in his work, and de-

termining its character. It is liable to crop out in

unexpected forms and places, and the diagnostician

should be constantly on the alert to detect its presence,

and the operator ready to adapt his methods to the

new conditions. Take, for example, the changes to

which the endometrium is liable, in the various inflam-

matory processes of which it may be the seat. The
symptoms which draw our attention to a diseased con-

dition of this mucous membrane are hemorrhage and

increased discharge. The rational treatment for the

relief of these symptoms is dilatation and curetting,

and the prudent surgeon will submit what has been re-

moved by the curette to the microscope, for informa-

tion as to the true character of the process. Too often

the pathologist is unable to decide from the scrapings

whether the disease is merely a hypertrophic endo-

metritis, a benign disease and one which rarely tends

to become malignant, or whether we have to do with

a beginning adenoma. Meanwhile the patient's con-

dition improves, the hemorrhage and discharge cease

and for a time she considers herself well. But the

symptoms return, and then arises one of those im-

portant questions to decide whether a second curetting

shall be done, or whether a serious radical operation,

the removal of the uterus, shall be undertaken. The
return of the symptoms favors the probability of

malignancy, temporizing may lessen the chances of

the complete removal of the disease, and the ^ro» and

cows have to be very carefully and honestly considered

in deciding upon one's course of action.

Case I will illustrate what I have just said. Miss

A, forty-two years old, single, entered the Free Hos-

pital for Women, April 22, 1890. Her catameuia be-

gan at thirteen, and until within five years had always

been regular, lasting five days, and unaccompanied by

pain. Then the length of time the menstrual fiuw

lasted gradually increased until it became irregular,

varying from nine days to seven weeks. The amount
was usually moderate, but at" times required the use of

six or seven napkins a day. She complained of dull

pain in the lower abdomen.
On May 8th the uterus was curetted, and the speci-

men sent to Dr. W. F. Whitney, who reported as

follows : " The fragments removed from the uterus

by you on May 8th are grayish, medullary-looking

masses which are made up of solid plugs of epithelial

cells, separated by a few small bands of fibrous tissue.

There was no evidence of glands or other normal
structures of the uterus. The diagnosis is cancer."

In view of this report, hysterectomy was advised,

and done by the vaginal method on May 29th ; clamps
were used. The patient made an uninterrupted re-

covery.

Dr. Whitney examined the uterus and reported that

it was " enlarged about one-third, mucous membrane
thickened, and projecting into the cavity as little

polypoid masses. Microscopic examination showed the

glands and interglandular substance both much in-

creased and dipping down below the level of the mus-

cular substance, but only for a very little way. None
of the growth could be found beyond this limit. It

had apparently all been removed. The diagnosis was
malignant adenoma.
The class of cases to which this belongs forms the

most favorable for operation ; and in view of the fact

that scrapings from the uterus are often inadequate for

purposes of diagnosis, and that we have no sure evi-

dence that a simple hyperplastic endometritis may not

become gradually transformed into a malignant ade-

noma, and that vaginal hysterectomy is an operation

which if properly performed has almost no mortality, I

would advocate removal of the uterus in any case of

persistent uterine hemorrhage which recurred after

one or two curettings, unless some adequate cause,

such as a fibroid, or ovarian tumor, could be found to

account for it, and that even though the microscope

showed nothing but simple hypertrophy of the uterine

mucosa.

Again, malignant disease may be present where it is

not suspected, and be discovered only at the time of

operation, thereby modifying the procedure at the time,

or be found out subsequently, influencing the progno-

sis, and determining what course shall be pursued if

later operative measures become necessary.

Case II is an example of this. Mrs. F., fifty-five

years old, consulted me in March, 1895. She had had

three children and three miscarriages. She gave a

history of constant flow for four and a half years,

usually moderate in amount, but at times amounting to

hemorrhage, and requiring packing. No pain. Had
had electrical treatment for six months. On examina-

tion an enlarged uterus was found, about the size of a

four months' pregnancy, movable and hard. The
diagnosis of a uterine fibroid was made, and in view of

the persistency of the hemorrhage, and the anemic

condition of the patient, hysterectomy was advised.

The operation was done June 10th at St. Margaret's.

The enlarged uterus was removed by tying oflE the

broad ligaments on either side, passing ligatures around

the uterine arteries near the uterus, stripping down the

peritoneum anteriorly and posteriorly and then cutting

the uterus across, leaving the cervical portion behind.

The peritoneal flaps were then sewed together with

fine silk, and the abdominal wound closed. The
patient made a good recovery.

The specimen was sent to Dr. W. F. Whitney who
made the following report: "The examination of the

tumor of the uterus removed June 10th showed a

large fasciculated growth in the fundus, white and

fibrous-looking. The examination showed it to be a

fibro-myoma. The fundus of the uterus was enlarged,

the cavity filled with a shaggy growth and the walls

extensively infiltrated with a soft, opaque, new growth.

Microscopic examination showed it to be made up of

irregular masses of gland-like tissue, in places filled

quite solid with epithelial cells. The diagnosis is a

fibro-myoma combined with adeno-carciuoma of the

uterus."

Here was a case where the operation confirmed the

original diagnosis, but where a subsequent examina-

tion of the tumor revealed the presence of an addi-

tional disease very much more serious than the first

apparent trouble. In the light of the later discovery

various considerations presented themselves to my
mind. In the first place, as to diagnosis, it seems to

me that the fact of four years and a half continuous
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hemorrhage iu a womau past the meDopause is very

uuusual from a libroid aloue. The possibility of a

maliguaut degeueratioD should have presented itself.

Ou the other hand, the absence of foul discharge in all

that time favored the diagnosis of myoma alone.

As regards the operation, iu either case hysterectomy
was indicated, but had I known that there was malig-

nant disease iu the fuudus, I should have modilied my
procedure so as to have removed the whole organ and
not left part of the cervix. My habit of cauterizing

the canal with the Pacqueliu might, iu case the disease

had extended below the line of removal, have slightly

lessened the chances of a return, but 1 should not ex-

pect a destruciiou of more than the superficial layers

of the mucous membrane from the cautery. My
patient was iu no condition to have a second operation

done for the removal of the button of cervix left,

therefore I did nothing at the time. If the disease

was confined to the fundus the patient has a good
chance of escaping without further trouble ; if it had
gone beyond the point of separation and invaded the

cervical canal, it will return, and some operative in-

terference may be necessary.

At this time, December, 1895, I have just had a

letter stating that the patient is perfectly well, has no
hemorrhage, discharge or pain, and no evidence of any
return of the disease.

These doubtful cases are more often forms of ade-

noma than other varieties of malignant disease. This
arises from the fact that the glandular tissue which
forms the basis of these growths is not so accessible as

the epithelial surfaces. They are most often found
inside the uterus, the lining membrane of which is rich

iu glandular tissue, but they may arise in other situa-

tions, where their origin is not so clear.

An interesting case of this character is the follow-

ing:

Case III. Miss M., forty years of age, single, first

consulted me July 3, 1895. She brought a letter from
her physician, stating that a few weeks previously he
had removed a small uterine polypus, and had at the

same time discovered a small growth iu the upper part

of the vagina between it and the rectum, which he
feared was malignant. The patient gave a history of

having for a year felt a sensation of pressure in the

rectum ou sitting down, and especially when unwell.

General health has suffered somewhat, and has felt

very nervous about herself. Examination showed in

the upper part of the vagina posteriorly under the

mucous membrane a firm oblong body about the size

of an almond. It was imbedded in the tissues be-

tween the vagina and rectum, apparently not attached

to either membrane as vaginal and rectal examination
showed. It was also entirely separate from the uterus.

Patient was advised to have it removed, the opinion

being expressed that it might not be maliguaut. This
was based on the fact that in May, 1893, I removed a
growth situated almost similarly, and of about the

same size, which Dr. Whitney examined and pro-

nounced a fibro-myoma of the vaginal walls. The
operation was done July 23d, aud the tumor dissected

out aud the rectum not opeued.

The specimen was sent to Dr. F. B. Mallory who
reported as follows: "The two pieces of dense tissue

from the vagina show glands iu small numbers but
often very long aud branching, and occas'unallv a
little dilated, imbedded in smooth muscle fibres aud
dense fibrous tissue. Diagnosis, maliguaut adenoma.

The source of the growth I am unable to state, but it

is more suggestive perhaps of the uterus or ovary thau

of the rectum. The glands are lined with columDar
epithelial cells."

In view of this diagnosis the prognosis is distinctly

unfavorable and I should expect a return. In fact,

the last time I saw the patient, it seemed to me that

there was a thickening at the angle of the cicatrix on

the left side which was not to be explained by the in-

duration resulting from allowing the wound to heal by
granulation.

I do not think the last word has been said as to the

method of dealing with beginning epithelioma of the

cervix. I am well aware that the statement that it is

more surgical to remove the whole organ than a part,

because it insures a greater chance of immunity from
a return of the disease is plausible and at tirst sight

incontrovertible. But with a larger experience with

both operations, I am less and less inclined to give up
the high amputation iu selected cases. Of ten hyste-

rectomies for malignant disease, eight done for epithe-

lioma all have had a recurrence and are dead. Two
cases done for adenoma are living after five years.

Of a similar number of high amputations two are liv-

ing after a lapse of four aud three years repectively,

one absolutely free from return, the other probably so.

I am of the opinion that the majority of the cases

which hoid out any reasonable prospects of cure by
hysterectomy are equally good subjects for high am-
putation. When the disease has got beyond the uter-

ine wall, recurrence is almost sure to take place. In

such cases I am more and more inclined to advise

against operation, aud to alleviate the patient's symp-
toms by minor operations, as curetting, and by the

various applications and douches which are usually

employed. If the patient, as is now and then the

case, demands that some radical operation be tried, it

should of course be attempted. The one argument for

attempting complete removal in apparently hopeless

cases, is that iu case of return, the disease manifests

itself below the surface and the patient and friends are

spared the disagreeable features of a sloughing mass

of tissue aud there is ofteu less pain.

Where the uterus is movable aud the adnexa ap-

parently free from disease, I am governed in my
choice of operation by the extent of the growth and
its character. Cases of true epithelioma, starting on

the external surface of the vaginal portion, forming

masses which project outwards into the vagina, and
where the cervical mucous membrane is but little

aSected are particularly suitable for the high amputa-
tion. On the other hand, cases especiall3' of adeno-

carcinoma which begin iu the cervical canal and cause

deep destruction of the cervical tissues with very little

manifestation of the vaginal portion, are better adapted

for hysterectomy. In these cases the disease is apt

to progress towards the sides, and upwards along the

uterine canal so that only the thinnest layer of healthy

tissue remains. It is therefore exceedingly ditlicult in

high amputation to keep outside the limits of the

disease.

It may be asked, What advantage has the less

severe operation in auy case of undoubted cancer? I

think there are two, aud perhaps three, consideratiouB

which might turn the scale in favor of amputation.

The tirst of these is the lessened danger of auto-infec-

tiou. I am convinced that not a few cases of return

of malignant disease after hysterectomy are due to ia-
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fection of the raw surfaces at the time of operation.

Even where the greatest care is exercised to thor-

oughly curette and cauterize beforehand, the danger

from this source is great. There are extensive raw

surfaces left, to which particles of cancerous tissue

may easily be conveyed by instrument or fingers, and

become in time the starting-point of a second growth.

With the high amputation this danger is minimized.

All the cut surfaces are thoroughly cauterized with

the Pacquelin, so as to completely destroy any bits of

diseased tissue which might accidentally have lodged

upon them.

Again, if the disease makes its reappearance it is im-

possible to reach it for second operation if hysterec-

tomy has been done, while if amputation has been

the operation chosen, it may return in such a situation

as to make a second operation not only feasible but

successful. I have known more than one case where
this has occurred, where the disease has cropped out

after some weeks or months, and a second or third

operation has resulted in a cure, if immunity for years

constitutes a^ure. To be sure, the objector might say

that if the whole organ had been removed these re-

currences could not have taken place. True, as re-

gards the place where they did occur, but the patient

would have run the risk of auto-infection of which I

have just spoken, in which case no second operation

could have been done.

A third reason for advocating high amputation iy

early cases is that many patients would be willing to

undergo what to them would be a simple operation,

who would not be willing to run the greater risk.

Strange as it may seem, even in the face of certain

death if the disease is left alone, patients are unwilling

to undergo a capital operation. I believe that by ad-

vocating the less serious procedure lives could be saved

which would otherwise be inevitably sacrificed.

The experience of Dr. John Byrne of Brooklyn
with high amputation by means of the actual cautery

bears out these propositions. He claims that this

method of treating uterine cancer has two most im-

portant advantages : First, absolute freedom from
danger, immediate or remote; and second a larger

respite from recurrence of the disease.^ The statistics

of Dr. Baker are also confirmative of these views.

As regards definite cure, it is no use to give statis-

tics of cases until a number of years has passed.

There are numerous instances of a return after three.

four and five years of immunity. An interesting e.\-

ample of this occurred this year. A patient of mine
who had shown no evidence of a return for three and
a half years, was found to have a recurrence, and in

an unusual situation. The history of the case is as

follows

:

Case IV. Mrs. W. first consulted me October 22,

1891. She was thirty-one years of age, had been
married seven years, had never had a child, and only

one doubtful miscarriage, the first year of her married

life, when she passed a menstrual period two weeks.

Had had a discharge for five months, at first white,

now at times colored, and increased in quantity. Had
noticed a disagreeable odor for two months. Menstrua-
tion for the past few months somewhat more profuse.

Some pain in lower part of back, and had lost

strength.

Examination showed an epithelioma of the vaginal

portion, principally affecting the posterior lip. It had

» Brooklyn Medical Journal, October, 1892.

not extended beyond the vaginal junction, and the

broad ligaments were not involved. I therefore de-

cided to perform hi^h amputation, which was done
November 3d. Dr. Whitney confirmed the diagnosis.

She made a good recovery, and was seen at frequent

intervals the next two years.

June, 1893, she was found to be three months preg-

nant, but miscarried in -July, without known cause.

Continued well, without any evidence of a return of

the trouble until March 13, 189.5, when she com-
plained of a pain in the left leg. Examination showed
a small, hard lump, the size of a filbert, in the lower

part of the left broad ligament, apparently entirely dis-

tinct from the uterus, moderately sensitive. This was
dissected out on May 21st and was found to be a

metastasis involving the ureter, which was cut. Pa-

tient recovered with an ureteral fistula. She was last

seen November 5, 1895. The amount of urine which

escapes per vaginam is growing less and less and the

patient's health has improved very much. No evidence

of a return of the disease.

In this case one would have expected that if there

was a tendency to a return of the disease, it would

have manifested itself most readily in connection with

the pregnancy and miscarriage, and on the cervix.

Instead, an isolated nodule appeared at some little dis-

tance from the cervix, and three and a half years

subsequent to the first operation. Such a case empha-
sizes the fact that malignant disease is a most un-

certain factor to deal with.

There is one other form of malignant disease which

is most discouraging to the operator, namely, malignant

degeneration of ovarian tumors. Occasionally the

diagnosis may be made beforehand, but more often it

comes as an unwelcome surprise to the operator. It is

not always an easy matter to know what course to pur-

sue under the circumstances. Many surgeons, if they

are convinced that malignant disease exists, close the

abdomen without attempting to do anything. My own
practice has been to do as much as I safely could, and

the reason which has led me to adopt this course is

that I think it is a satisfaction both to the patient and
her friends to feel that an attempt has been made to

complete the operation. Nor is it in my opinion pos-

sible to always diagnosticate malignancy from the

gross appearances, and an honest effort should be made
to remove whatever is diseased. I had two cases this

past summer which, as regards the gross appearances

of the tumors, so resembled each other, that from that

alone I could not have told that one was malignant

and the other not. The presence of metastases in

the omentum in one showed the true nature of the

case ; but the other might well have been an earlier

stage of the process. They certainly seemed almost

equally hopeless during the operation. The case of

cancer was that of a woman of fifty-five, who had had

an abdominal growth for two or three years. It had

not, however, inconvenienced her to any great extent

until a few months before I saw her, when she slipped

on getting on to an electric car and strained her side.

From this time she began to have pain, the abdomen
grew larger, she began to emaciate and grow weak.

Her physician sent her to me June 18, 1895, and I

operated the next day. On opening the abdomen,

there were found two large ovarian cysts, the right the

size of a child's head, the left a little smaller. They
were universally adherent to bowels, omentum and the

' abdominal parietes. Many of the adhesions were
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easily brokeu up, but otbera were very firm and bad to

be tied o£F. Tbe bases of the tumors were transformed
into masses of solid tissue, whicb were in places tied

off and in others separated forcibly. The omentum
was studded with metastatic deposits and tbe peritoneal

surfaces rougiiened with small transparent bodies.

Both tumors and a considerable portion of the omen-
tum were removed. The patient did well for four
days, took nourishment, had movements from the bowels,
pulse and temperature satisfactory. On the fifth day
there was a sudden rise of temperature, and the pa-

tient died in a few hours.

Dr. Mallory's report of the specimens is as follows :

" Two ovarian tumors, one larger than the other ; the
size of each mainly due to a large cyst which had been
punctured. The two tumors were much alike in struct-

ure. Besides the large cyst each contained a number of

small cysts and masses of solid tissue. The inner wall

in places of the large and small cysts was covered with
a delicate papillary growth, in some places one centi-

metre in depth. Microscopic examination of the solid

tissue showed numerous glands lined with columnar
epithelium, also in places solid masses of epithelium,

many of the glands contained small masses of hya-
line material, and some were dilated into small
cysts, with papillary masses projecting into them. The
stroma was well marked, and consisted of fibrous

tissue. The papillary masses on the wall of the large

cyst showed a similar outgrowth of connective tissue

covered with a columnar epithelium. On the base of

the papillary masses were numerous glands. Several
of the small cysts on the surface of the tumors had
ruptured, and papillary masses projected out of them.
The Fallopian tube on the larger tumor had two fim-

briated openings. Attached to the larger tumor was
a considerable portion of the omentum throughout
which were disseminated many small nodules from the
size of a pin's head to a small marble. Examination
of them showed them to be made up of glands and
masses of epithelial cells similar to those in the more
solid parts of the ovarian tumors, imbedded in a well-

marked connective stroma. Diagnosis, papillary adeno-
cystoma of each ovary, with adeno-carciuomatous
transformation, and metastasis in omentum."

Dr. Mallory further says that the transformation of

a papillary adeno-cystoma into a malignant growth is

not very common, although well-known to occur.

The other case, which was operated on within a
week of this one, had the same papillary growths and
the same solid masses at the base and I should not
have been at all surprised to learn that it, too, was
malignant, but no sucb change was found.

A word or two in closing as to prophylaxis. In the

case of abdominal tumors, operate early. Such a case

as the last reported might have been saved had the pa-

tient Consented to operation when the tumor was first

discovered. In the case of hemorrhage from the

uterus, curette, subject the scrapings to the microscope
and at tbe first return of symptoms curette again and
get mucosa into a healthy condition if possible, but if

the hemorrhage recurs even though the microscope
fails to detect malignancy, be on the side of radical-

ism, and remove the uterus.

As regards cancer of the vaginal portion, especially

epithelioma, I believe lacerations of the cervix stand in

a certain causal relation. I would, therefore, on that

ground alone, even in the absence of other symptoms
referable to tbe lesion, urge the repair of all lacera-

tions of the cervix whicb present themselves. I be-
lieve if this practice could be carried out, the number
of cases of cancer would diminish. Finally, 1 would
emphasize the duty of the profession to examine early
all cases of irregular hemorrhage or foul discharge,
that if malignant disease be present they may be
operated on immediately.

ENURESIS IN CHILDREN.!

BY HAROLD WILLIAMS, M.D.,
I'ro/esaor of Oiseasea of Children, Tu/la College Medical School.

In looking over my notes for something to present
to your attention this evening I find that in the past
five years I have treated 62 cases of nocturnal enuresis
in children, a number which is certainly sufficiently

large to apologize for my directing your notice to this

troublesome affection. It is, moreover, a source of
surprise to me to see how lightly this subject is dis-

missed by most of our modern authors. Sachs, for ex-
ample, in his treatise on the nervous diseases of chil-

dren, in spite of the fact that the infirmity is now
classed among the neuroses, disposes of the whole
question in a single page in which I find the assertion

that :
" Many medical men have seriously suggested

that corporal punishment applied to tbe nates is the
only efficient remedy . . . but ... it is very certain
<hat such punishment need not be inflicted in the
majority of cases." The relative frequency of the in-

firmity and the slight notice it has attracted are my
reasons for bringing this subject to your notice this

evening.

Of the 62 cases included in my notes, 34 were in

girls and 28 were in boys, thus showing that sex does
not play an important part in its causation. The
ages of the patients were as follows :

Table of Ages.
Ages. Boys. Girls. Total.

Two 2 1 3
Three 3 3
Four 3 6 9
Five 2 i;

Six 1 3 4
Seven 4 6 10

Eight 1 3 4

Nine I 2 3
Ten 3 I i

Eleven 3 2 6
Twelve 4 5 9
Thirteen 1 1 2

Fourteen 1 1

Fifteen 2 1 3

ToUl 28 34 6>

From this table we again see that age does not seem
to be a particularly important factor, though in this

context it is interesting to note that while Dr. Rotch,

in his new book on pediatrics, in the two pages devoted

to this affection says :
" The cases in which enuresis

does not disappear at puberty are nearly always in

girls," we find that in the fifteen cases in the table

occurring after the twelfth year rather more than 50
per cent, occurred in boys.

In 13 of the cases a definite cause of reflex irrita-

tion was detected and corrected, in 12 with a cessation

of the enuresis. These causes were as follows : Ad-
herent prej)uce, four cases; vulvo-vaginitis, with gon-

ococci, one case ; oxyuris vermicularies, five cases

;

chronic ileo-colitis, one case; prolapse of the rectum,

A paper read before the Medlord Medical CiDb, December 16, 1896.
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one case. A condition of anemia and a neurotic tem-

perament and history were noticed in a large but un-

recorded number of the children. A balance of forty-

nine cases remain in which the cause is unexplained.

In the Archives of Pediatrics for November, 1893,

Dr. B. K. Racbford has contributed a most complete

and exhaustive essay upon this subject. He regards

the incontinence of urine in children as a true neurosis,

and, like other neuroses in children, as made up of "a
tripod of etiological factors, namely, (1) irritable and

unstable nerve centres, (2) anemia with consequent

mal-nutrition, (3) reflex stimulation of certain nerve

centres in the lumbar cord." In his article, the

mechanism of micturition is explained by allusion to

von Zeissl's researches on the innervation of the

bladder, which I cannot recall to your minds more

clearly or concisely than in Dr. Rachford's own words :

"He found (von Zeissl) that the 'erector nerve' was

not only the motor nerve of the muscular coat of the

bladder, but that it was also the inhibitory nerve of the

sphincter vesicae, and that the 'hypogastric nerves'

carry motor fibres to the sphincter vesicas and in-

hibitory fibres to the muscular coat of the bladder it-

self. These researches of von Zeissl make plain the

manner in which reflex causes may act in starting or

checking the flow of urine. For example, a reflex

carried to the proper centre in the lumbar cord would,

through the motor fibres of the erector nerve, contract

the muscular coat of the bladder, and through the in-

hibitory fibres of the same nerve relax the sphincter

vesicae, and in this manner allow the urine which is

being expelled by the contracting bladder to pass with-

out hinderance through the relaxed sphincter vesica."

After going on to apeak of the part played by the

will in hindering or causing the passage of the urine.

Dr. Rachford says that the causes which produce in-

continence must act in two ways : First, directly on

the centres in the lumbar cord making them more ir-

ritable or unstable, and in that way exciting their re-

flex irritability. Second, indirectly through exag-

gerated reflex causes that influence both accelerator

and inhibitory influences sent to the bladder ; these

influences may be psychic, originating in the brain, or

they may be the result of external irritation originat-

ing in or near the bladder itself."

This admirable paper sums up with these conclu-

sions: "There are three important etiological factors

of incontinence of urine in children, namely : First, ex-

citability of the nerve centres produced by heredity

and age ; second, anemia or mal-nutrition, increasing

the excitability of the nerve centres; third, reflex ir-

ritation. These factors are interdependent and act

together in producing this condition."

Up to this point I have nothing to add to what has

been said by Dr. Rachford. My experience closely

coincides with what he has written, and I believe he

has done much toward elucidating one of the most per-

plexing of the disorders of childhood.

I am disposed, however, to emphasize more strongly

than Dr. Rachford has done another factor, namely,

the control which is exerted by the higher over the

lower centres— the influence exerted by the brain.

Pursuing the method of Dr. Rachford, I would state

that according to Coultou, there are fibres in the

columns of the cord connecting the lumbar centres

through the cerebral peduncle with the brain, and

through these fibres the influence of the brain is felt;

this being the mechanism of the familiar fact that after

the first year of life the act of urination is largely

governed by the will.

To the three etiological factors of Rachford's, which

I would take the liberty of slightly modifying, I

would therefore add those cases of enuresis caused, at

least in part, by
(d) Direct volition,

(e) Auto-suggestion,

(/} Retarded mental development,

(jr) Enfeeblement of the will.

But before we consider these seven factors in detail

allusion should be made to local organic causes, such

as malformations, fistulse, polypoid excrescences of the

neck of the bladder, traumatism, etc., without allusion

to which any classification would be manifestly imper-

fect.

All cases of enuresis must, therefore, be divided into

two classes

:

(1) Those of local organic origin, such as malform-

ations, etc., and

(2) Those of functional origin, in which the func-

tion of the bladder is interfered with in consequence

of functional or organic disease of other organs.

These cases of functional origin I regard as due to

seven factors, one or more of which are probably pres-

ent in every case.

(a) Undue excitability of the spinal centres is a

factor which is probably present in a large majority of

cases. It is, therefore, of importance to make careful

inquiry into such possible causes as may augment the

condition : namely, stimulating articles of diet, such as

strongly albuminous food, tea, coffee, condiments and

spices. Hygienic causes, such as sleeping on the back,

stimulating plays, and the bad practice of tickling

children must be thought of. Vicious habits, such as

indulgence in tobacco, alcohol and masturbation luust

be considered. In this context I would say that

Jacobi may be cited as an authority for the frequency

of this last cause [Keating].

(5) Anemia. Dr. Rachford believes anemia to be

a most important factor. In the article from which 1

have so freely quoted he says :
" Over one-half the

cases of incontinence of urine seen in dispensary prac-

tice at Cincinnati, O., have a tubercular anemia ; about

fifteen per cent, have rheumatic anemia, and a smaller

percentage have malarial and syphilitic anemia."

Judging from my own cases this is an over-statement,

though anemia is undoubtedly an important factor in

many cases. But as we all know, anemia exists with-

out enuresis, and in private practice it is rarely found

associated with the neurosis under consideration.

Furthermore, when the two are coexistent it is impos-

ble to say that either is the cause of the other or that

both are not dependent upon some common cause, as,

for example, masturbation. But when an anemic con-

dition existed in the 62 cases it was often treated with

gratifying results. Under such circumstances I have

been accustomed to prescribe the tinct. ferri chlorid.

in an emulsion of cod-liver oil ; and Wyeth's elixir of

gentian et tinct. ferri chlorid. has been the form pre-

ferred.

(c) Reflex irritation, as we have seen, is an impor-

tant causative factor, such causes being detected in 13

out of the 61 cases. But it must be remembered that

it is only a factor ; not all cases of adherent prepuce,

prolapse of the rectum, distention of the bladder, etc.,

lead to enuresis, and the physician must not be satisfied

by removing this cause alone. Other causes are asso-
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ciated and allied, and these other causes'inust come in

for our consideration and treatment. Furthermore, it

must not be lost sight of that causes of reflex irritation

may exist though undiscovered by the physician ; and
he will be most successful in his treatment of such

cases who makes the most careful investigation into

these possible reflex irritants.

(rf) Direct volition is a factor which must be re-

garded as present in some of the cases. The child

awakes with the desire to micturate, but does not get

up to do so because of unwillingness to rouse itself

sufficiently, because it is afraid of the dark, because it

is cold, or for some similar reason, preferring to wet
the bed to subjecting itself to the discomfort of getting

out of it. Or it may be an act of direct wilfulness,

which latter would belong to the class of cases alluded

to by Sachs in which "many practitioners advise

punishment."

(e) Auto-suggestion, I believe, also played an im-

portant rule in some of my cases. For some reason

or other, the habit once instituted is continued by
auto-suggestion. A child who wets the bed is scolded,

ridiculed, or maybe punished for it, and it assumes
immense and exaggerated importance to his mind. He
is constantly thinking of it and wondering about it

until the fear of it becomes a fixed idea. To such a
case the apprehension leads to auto-suggestion and
enuresis follows. In this class probably belong the

cases mentioned by Bernheim,'' in which a boy of thir-

teen and a boy of seventeen were cured by hypnotism,
each in a single seance ; by Liebault, of a girl of eight

cured by hypnotism, and by Albert Moll." Goodhart,
in his " Diseases of Children," speaks of "a form of

nocturnal incontinence which replaces the seminal
emissions of the mature organism." Such cases I re-

gard as automatic, and include in this class. I have
now under my care a man who is troubled by diurnal

incontinence of urine which is unmistakably due to

auto-suggestion, and I am further inclined to the belief

that auto-suggestion explains the efficacy of many of

the vaunted remedies.

(/) Of retarded mental development nothing need
be said. It is merely necessary to bear in mind that

the nerve supply of the bladder is only slightly devel-

oped during the first one or two years of life, and that

this condition may persist longer through retarded de-

velopment.

(g) Enfeeblement of the will is a factor of more
serious importance and of more frequent occurrence
than is probably generally recognized. Inhibitory im-

pulses are conveyed from the brain to the spinal centres,

and these restraining impulses are undoubtedly opera-
tive during sleep. Any cause which may lefd to en-

feeblement of these centres may lead to nocturnal in-

continence, in which case it may be a symptom of

grave import — a warning note, which if properly in-

terpreted, may enable us to inaugurate such a system
of hygienic education as will ward off some of the
neurasthenias and hysterias of adult life. Such an
hypothesis is difficult of proof, yet it has occurred
twice in my own experience ; once in the youth of a

young woman who has suffered from neurasthenia, and
once in a child who was subsequently hysterical. I

find mention of youthful enuresis in the history of one
of Krafft-Ebing's cases— an instance of grave mental
disturbance occurring in an adult male ; and Dr. S.

* SnggeetiTe Therapeutics, pp. 3G0 and 351.
HypooUim, p. 316.

G. Webber writes me, " I have had several cases of

neurasthenia where there was nocturnal incontinence

in childhood." Dr. R. T. Edes, in answer to an in-

quiry of mine, mentions the cases of two persons in

his experience in whom this symptom occurred; one of

whom is " not a neurasthenic in the ordinary sense,

but lacking in certain mental attributes, and the other

who is peculiar and of deficient intelligence." This

last factor I offer as a suggestion which experience

may prove to be of future utility.

Nocturnal incontinence is therefore to be regarded

as a symptom, varying iii degree from a simple indica-

tion of the naughtiness of a wilful child to the precur-

sory warning of subsequent nervous deficiency, and the

treatment of the condition requires careful study into

the causation of each particular case. No case should

be lightly dismissed as of trivial importance until such

careful investigation has been made. When tonic

treatment is indicated, I regard the iodide of potash as

an extremely valuable remedy. Personally, I have
seen no benefit derived from raising the foot of the

bed.

•Clinical ^Department.

A CASE OF CERVICAL RIB, WITH OPERATION.i

BT J. COLLINS WARREN, M.D., LL.D.,

Professor of Surgery in Harvard University.

Mrs. B., thirty-five years of age, is tall and thin and
has enjoyed good health. Has had two children. For
a number of years has supposed she had rheumatism
in her shoulder, and for two or three years much pain.

The principal pain is at about the middle of the right

clavicle, extending down the arm and sometimes reach-

ing the lower end of the ulna. Of late the power of

the arm seems to have diminished, and the pain has

increased so that she is frequently prevented from
sleeping at night.

On examination a bony tumor is observed behind the

middle of the right clavicle, arising apparently from the

first rib; overlying it is a large artery which at times

appears to give a sensation of pulsation to the whole
tumor. The outer border of the tumor is particularly

sensitive, on the opposite side of the neck a similar

bony prominence is felt, but it is much smaller.

A large rectangular flap was turned up, uncovering
the whole region of the tumor, and after the fascia

was incised a bony mass was observed upon which lay

upon the inside the subclavian artery and on the

outside the brachial plexus. On further dissection the

bony mass was found to be a rib articulating with

the first rib by a facet situated a short distance behind
the insertion of the scalenus amicus. The scalenus

medius was inserted into the cervical rib. This rib

was disarticulated and removed piecemeal, nearly up
to the point of its origin from the seventh cervical

vertebra.

The removal of the bone seemed to relax the brachial

plexus which had been somewhat stretched by the

the arching position of the bone. The wound healed

by first intention and the patient has experienced little

or no pain since and is recovering the use of the arm.
[The patient was shown at the meeting, about two

months after the operation, and expressed herself

> Head at tho first Ullntcal Meeting of tbe iMedloal Board of the
MuuchosetU Oeneral Hospital, Decemlwr 16, 189S.
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greatly relieved by the operation. The arm is

steadily gaining in strength. The rib was also shown

as well as several specimens of cervical rib kindly

loaned by Prof. Dwight from the Warreu Museum.]
Reference to the literature of this subject shows an

exhaustive paper by Ehrich ' of which the accompany-

ing is an abstract.

Although the occurrence of cervical ribs is not un-

common, cases in which they have given rise to symp-

toms are exceedingly rare in literature. They are

usually accidentally discovered, and possess only ^
anatomical and embryological interest. Gruber, at St.

Petersburg, has described 76 cases ; and Pilling, of

Rostock, has increased the number to 139. In only

three of this large number did the cervical rib give

rise to symptoms. Ehrich is able to add two cases

from personal knowledge, and live from literature,

making ten cases.

Cervical ribs are second in frequency of recurrence

to lumbar ribs. They have been found at all ages

down to a six-months' embryo. They occur oftener

double than single. In Pilliug's cases, the proportion

was 37 to 16. They always are connected with the

seventh cervical vertebra. They have a costal carti-

lage only in those cases where they articulate with the

first thoracic rib or with the sternum.

The connection with the first rib is usually with the

bone itself, and may be bony or fibrous. It may be

connected with the cartilage, and in this event the

connection is fibrous.

In the first, or rudimentary form the rib reaches no

farther than the transverse process of the vertebra.

In the second, or more developed form the rib extends

beyond this point. In the third form the rib extends

far beyond this point, even forward as far as the car-

tilage of the first rib, and unites by a ligament or by

its end with the first rib cartilage. In the complete
form the cervical rib resembles a true rib, and has a

cartilage uniting with that of the first rib.

With regard to the relation of the subclavian artery

to the cervical rib, the artery always runs over it when
the rib is of sufficient length, otherwise the artery

runs in front of it and over the first rib. lu the cases

where the rib has caused symptoms due to pressure

in the subclavian artery and brachial plexus, it has

seemed to " grow forward " onto them and cause
pressure symptoms.

In all ihe eight cases which Ehrich has found re-

ported, there have been present symptoms of pressure

on the brachial plexus. In three cases pressure on the

subclavian artery has given rise to aneurism, in the

others to thrombosis somewhere in the course of the

artery, and interference with nutrition has resulted.

Poland reports a case of double cervical rib in

which aneurism was produced on the right, which was
cured by digital compression for ninety-six hours.

Poland described this as a case of abnormally high
first rib, but his description leaves little doubt that he
had to do with a case of double cervical rib.

Adams reports a case of double cervical rib, with
aneurism of the subclavian on the left, verified by au-

topsy, which he described as rudimentary or deformed
first ribs.

Baum reports a case similar to Poland's, in which
the condition was recognized as due to a cervical rib,

and the aneurysm cured by compression.
Hodgson and Choper report cases in which throm-

> Seltrage zur kUntscbe CUirurgie, Sd. ziv, Heft.l.

boses were produced in the distribution of the subcla-

vian, attended with a lowering of temperature, and in-

terference with the nutrition of the arm.

Coote operated on a case in which an exostosis

growing from the end of a cervical rib lifted up the

subclavian so as to simulate an aneurism. Pressure

symptoms were relieved by the operation.

Planet operated and resected the end of a cervical

rib for symptoms due to pressure on the brachial

plexus. The pleura was opened during the operation,

but no harm resulted, the pneumothorax even disappear-

ing. Recovery from the symptoms followed the opera-

tion.

Fischer operated upon an exactly similar case.

Ehrich's first case was that of a seventeen-year old

female, for whom Madelung extirpated a cervical rib

for symptoms of pressure in the brachial plexus and

subclavian. The use of the arm was recovered, but

pulsation never returned in the brachial.

The second case was a male, twenty-four years of

age, on whom Karg operated for pressure in the sub-

clavian and brachial plexus, and found the subclavian

compressed between two ribs, which were connected

with the sixth and seventh cervical vertebras. After

the operation a small aneurism of the subclavian was
found. The pressure symptoms disappeared.

The symptoms produced by cervical ribs may be

classified as local and functional. The second group,

functional symptoms, may be also divided into two
groups : (1) symptoms due to pressure on the brachial

plexus, and (2) those due to pressure on the vessels.

The local symptoms are:

(1) A bulging, instead of the normal depression of

the parts, just behind the posterior border of the

steruo-mastoid muscle and above the clavicle.

(2) A visible and tangible superficial pulsation high

up in the supraclavicular region. (This may be absent

if thrombosis has taken place, or if, as often happens,

the subclaviau runs in front of and not over the rib.)

(3) The presence of a smooth, immovable tumor of

bony hardness, in the supraclavicular region.

The functional symptoms are :

(1) Disturbance of the circulation, such as aneurism

believed to be due to the sharp bending of the subclav-

ian, or compression symptoms, such as thrombosis,

attended with pallor and coldness of the arm, perhaps

gangrene of the fingers and muscular atrophy. (This

may be in part due to the compression of the plexus.)

(2) Symptoms due to pressure on the brachial

plexus are motor and sensory disturbances, such as

pareses, severe neuralgiac pain and paresthesia, numb-
ness, etc.

Other bony tumors in the same region, for example,
existing from a first rib, may produce the same symp-
toms, though they are usually less marked.
The prognosis after operation is good.

Since the above paper was written, four other cases

have been published.^

In addition to Ehrich's paper I find reference also

to one by Tilmann * who reports the case of a seam-
stress, forty-four years of age, who had suffered for

seven years with pain in the left side of the neck and
had trifiing sensation in the left arm with loss of

strength and emaciation of the muscles. During the

operation the left pleura was opened ; but this did not

interfere with convalescence. The relief from paiu

' UeriihaiHlt : Berliner kliu. Wocli., No. i, 1P95.

• Duuteobe iSeitsobritl iur Cbirurgie, Bd. xli, p. 330.
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was marked, but four moDths later the muscles had

still not regained their strength. Tilmann refers to

the fact that in most of the cases the symptoms of

pressure do not show themselves until middle life, and

attributes it to the fact that the disappearance of fat

with advancing years leaves the bone more prominent.

A C.\SE OF PELVIC CELLULITIS WITH AB-
SCESS: MISCARRIAGE, PYEMIA, CELIOTOMY,
DEATH.

BY £DUAR GAHCEAU, M.D.,

Surgeon to Out-patients, tree Hospital for Women, Boston.

Mrs. L. was a German woman, forty-two years old.

She was of medium height and in poor physical con-

dition, having been exhausted by hard work. Thirteen

years ago she had malaria, but there had been no re-

turn of the disease. She had three children. For the

past six months she had had pains in the left inguinal

region, which bothered her a good deal but had never

been severe enough to interfere with her duties. Her
menses were always regular and normal. In her ex-

hausted condition she became pregnant, but the preg-

nancy advanced only to the third month when, after

three or four days of chills and high fever, she

aborted. One week later I was called to see the case

by Dr. Charles Stone, the attending physician. Since

the miscarriage the chills and fever had continued

without interruption and there was severe pain in the

abdomen in the left iliac region. Four days after the

miscarriage pain was felt in the elbow-joints, in the

metacarpo-phalaugeal joint of the right forefinger as

well as in the metatarso-phalangeal joint of the right

big toe. She was suffering great pain in these joints

and they were all swollen and red, but there was no

fluctuation felt over them. The temperature was 106°,

and varied at intervals of a few hours. The chills

were frequent, and the general condition very poor.

She was very restless, and was tortured by a burning

thirst. The mind was clear but the expression was

anxious.

On examination the uterus was found to to be some-

what subiuvoluted ; the lochia were not offensive. On
the left side of the uterus was a mass the size of a hen's

egg, occupying the position of the tube and ovary ; the

mass was very sensitive, and gave a sense of semi-

fluctuation when examined bimauually.

As the surroundings prohibited an operation she was

sent to the Boston City Hospital, and celiotomy was

done at once by Dr. H. L. Burrell. At the operation

the mass was aspirated and pus found. Using the

needle as a guide, the sac was incised, and about three

draclims of foul pus let out. Careful examination

showed that the tube and ovary of the affected side

were normal, and not involved by the inflammation

which seemed to proceed entirely from the broad liga-

ment. The operation lasted twenty minutes, and was

not followed by much shock.

The next day the abdomen was tympanitic, but the

patient was quite comfortable; skin, moist; eyes,

anxious ; tongue, cracked and red and dry ; joints, un-

changed ; temperature, 101°; pulse, 140. The next

day she died, the cause of death being general perito-

nitis and pyemic poisoning.

In this case it is interesting to note that the pyemic

focus was in the broad ligament, and that the tube and

ovary were perfectly normal. How long this focus

bad existed is uncertain, but the history of previous

pain and discomfort indicates that it was present some
time before the miscarriage took place ; and the chilis

and fever also happening before the miscarriage,

strengthens this view. Her miserable general con-

dition made it impossible for her to rally after the op-

eration. It is quite probable that her lowered vitality

fostered the development of the pyemia.

REPORT ON PROGRESS IN THORACIC DISEASES.

BY UEOKGE G. SBABS, M.D.

PNEUMO-THORAX WITHOUT PERFORATION.'

Levy reports the first well-authenticated case of the

spontaneous production of gas in a pleuritic exuda-

tion. The patient was a man, forty-eight years old,

who gave no history of previous lung disease. During

the course of two months he had been aspirated five

times for a large serous effusion into the pleura. A
week after the last puncture signs of pneumo-thorax

developed, which increased during the next few days

so that a permanent opening into the chest was made.

Death resulted one mouth after the appearance of the

pneumo-thorax. At the autopsy an old cheesy focus

was found at the apex of one lung, with miliary tuber-

culosis of the peritoneum, especially in the lower sur-

face of the diaphragm, and a fibrinous pleurisy, but no

evidence of a previous perforation could be discovered.

Anaerobic cultures of the effusion, which remained se-

rous to the end, showed tbe presence of the same bacil-

lus which the writer had previously described in a case

of parametritic abscess containing gas, and which was

later found by E. Frankel in four cases of phlegmon

also containing gas. Its subcutaneous or intraperi-

toneal injection into guinea-pigs rapidly killed them

and produced at the site of inoculation a serous exuda-

tion filled with bubbles of gas. The sudden develop-

ment of pneumo-thorax in the case reported was un-

doubtedly due to this micro-organism, but the way in

which it reached the pleura is inexplicable.

THE ETIOLOGY OF ACUTE SEROUS PLEURISY.

Eichorst'^ makes an important contribution toward

the elucidation of the question of the relationship be-

tween acute serous pleurisy and tuberculosis, because

his results are based on inoculation experiments and

not on clinical observation, in which two sources of

error are unavoidably present: first, the possible coin-

cidence of two diseases which are so common ; and,

second, the possibility that the lung had been so crip-

pled by the pleural effusion that it paved the way for

a secondary infection by the tubercle bacillus. During

the past two years he has inoculated guinea-pigs, which

are particularly well adapted for experiment from their

great susceptibility to tuberculosis, with the serum

withdrawn from the pleural cavity of every case

which was admitted to liis ward with this disease. At
first he used an ordinary Pravaz syringe holding a

gramme, and was successful in but one case out of

eleven. Later he used a syringe holding about 15 cm.

and was successful in 15 out of 23 attempts (65.2 per

cent.), the serum being taken from patients who had

come down with pleurisy while in the best of health and

Arcbiv f. exper. Path. t. Pbarniakol.. I3d. xzxv, Hft. 4, N. S.

> Correspblt. f. Scher. Aertze, July 1, 1896.
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without discoverable cause. He is inclined to think that

these figures are rather too small than too large, for one
of the cases which gave a negative result and was dis-

charged well, returned two months later with unmis-

takable tubercular changes in his right lung.

Regarding the source from which the tubercle

bacilli come, which find their way into the pleura, he

thinks that it is more likely to be an affected bronchial

gland than a hidden focus in the lung, yet a primary
tuberculosis of the pleura may occur.

In a similar series of experiments, with serum ob-

tained from 27 cases of pericarditis of spontaneous
origin, positive results were obtained in eight, or nearly

a third, and, reasoning from analogy, it seems more
than probable that a large proportion of spontaneous
inflammations of other serous surfaces, the joints, the

peritoneum and the meninges, are the result of infec-

tion by the tubercle bacillus.

In the discussion which followed, de Cerenville said

that a point in making a differential diagnosis was the

less elevated course of the temperature in pleurisies

of tubercular origin than in the so-called rheumatic
cases as it rareh' rose in the former above 100.5°.

In them also the chest often filled with great rapidity.

Even in cases of undoubted tubercular origin patients

may fully recover, never showing further symptoms.
Socin said that he had been struck by the frequency

with which cases of surgical tuberculosis gave a bis

tory of previous pleurisies, amounting in his experi-

ence of several hundred cases to eight per cent.

Cases of serous pleurisy do not therefore always fall

later into the bands of the clinicians but often enough
into the hands of the surgeon.

Thue' has studied 30 cases of serous pleurisy, both
bacteriologically and by experiments on animals; but
his results were much less positive than those obtained

by Eichorst, perhaps from some failure of technique.

Of these cases 12 gave positive results, but in only
one was the presence of the tubercle bacillus proved,
streptococci or staphylococci being found in tlie others.

Nevertheless, the later history of 17 proved their tuber-

cular origin. He is of the opinion that primary pleu-

risy may occur, but it is very rare.

Levy ' has also studied the subject, and comes to the
conclusion that the tubercle bacillus occupies the first

rank as an etiological factor, though direct proof of

their presence may be difficult to obtain. In pleurisies

of other origin the infecting micro-organism can be
discovered in the exudate; thus in metapneumonic
pleurisy Fraukel's diplococcus can be found, especially

in children, where two-thirds of the cases are due to

this cause ; while in other cases, even when the effusion
is serou=, a culture may show the presence of the strep-

tococcus or staphylococcus. Friedlander's diplococcus
rarely occurred; but, on the other hand, the bacterium
coli commune was frequent where disease of the in-

testine or uropoetic system was present. In cases

complicating typhoid fever the typhoid bacillus has
sometimes proved to be the infecting agent. Inrtu-

enza, articular rheumatism, sepsis and the acute ex-
anthemata, more rarely diphtheria, erysipelas and
syphilis may also be complicated by pleurisy, though
in these cases the pleurisy may at times be due to a
mixed infection, evidence of which will be given by a
bacteriological examination of the exudate.

Faitouf* speaks of the gouococcus as a possible

' Centrblt f. in. Med., No. 41, 1895.
Qaz. M^. de Paris, October 6, 1895.

cause in rare instances. He has collected 10 cases
occurring during an attack of gonorrhea, in some of

which the presence of the two diseases at the same
time may have been simply a coincidence, but in others
there was little reason to doubt the symptomatic nature
of tlie pleurisy, while in one a bacteriological exami-
nation showed the gonococcus to be the only micro-
organism present.

A much rarer cause of pleural infection was found
in a case reported by Charrin and Nobecourt. The
patient was a woman who developed a left-sided pleu-

risy with severe dyspnea and grave general depression,
although the signs indicated but a small effusion. A
culture of the fluid showed the proteus vulgaris. The
case was fatal, and the autopsy showed no other cause
for death.

THE TREATMENT OF SEROUS EFFUSION INTO THE
PLEURA BY INCISION.^

West reports the case of a woman, aged thirty-one

years, whose abdomen and right side of the chest had
been full of fluid for more than twelve months, during
which time she dragged on a miserable existence, the
abdomen being of considerable size and the cause of
great discomfort on account of the weight, while the
breath was very short. When seen by him she was
greatly wasted, looking like a patient with advanced
phthisis. The temperature was normal. Her family
history had a marked consumptive taint, and there

could be little doubt but what tuberculosis was the
cause of both the abdominal and pleural affections.

The withdrawal of two gallons of clear serous fluid

from the abdomen was sufficient to permanently cure
the ascites, but the pleural cavity filled rapidly after

each aspiration, so that between July 13, 1893, and
June 5, 1894, paracentesis was performed 37 times,

the amount obtained varying from 8 to 120 ounces.
At the end of that time there was no appreciable dif-

ference between the two sides, and the movements
were almost equal. The fluid seemed confined in a
small pocket in the mid-axilla, and the patient ap-
peared in excellent health. There had never beeu
any rise in temperature and the effusion had remained
serous throughout. West felt no doubt that in time
recovery would be complete; but at the solicitation

of the relatives of the patient, who were becoming im-

patient at the length of the case and its attendant ex-
pense, it was decided to attempt to expedite matters
by making a free incision with the expectation that

the pleural cavity was in great part obliterated and
that the empyema, which was almost certain to follow,

would be a local one. At the operation a pint or

more of fluid escaped and the lung entirely collapsed.

The next day the temperature began to rise, and in

the course of a week became markedly hectic, rising

to 102° or 103° at night, while the fluid soon took on
a purulent character. The patient became very criti-

cally ill and remained so for several weeks, and then
began to slowly recover, till at the time of the report

she was feeling perfectly well. The tube was only
two inches long and the cavity had almost closed.

Nothing to suggest phthisis could be found in either

lung. The chief points of interest centre, of course,

in the pleura and are the following:

(1) That after the pleura had been full of fluid for

twelve months and more, the lung should not be bound
down, but should be capable of rapid re-expansion.

Britiah Medical JouiDal, April 27, 1895.
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(2) The number of times the side was tapped aud
the probabilities that complete cure might iu the eud
have been obtaiued iu this way.

(3) The fact tliat after thirty-seven tappings the

fluid remained clear aud serous as at first, and that too,

in spite of air having been admitted more than once

into the pleura.

(4) The opening of the side for a simple serous

effusion, which has, he believes, been rarely practised,

and rightly, for do what we will, it is practically im-

possible to prevent the effusion from becoming puru-

lent. Certainly West's experience gives little encour-

agement for further operations of the sort.

(5) The ultimate complete recovery with practi-

cally no deformity aud perfect re-expansion of the

compressed lung.

A second case, which was more immediately suc-

cessful, so far as the pleurisy was concerned, is re-

ported by Morison.' The patient was a young woman,
twenty-three years of age, whose right chest, at the

time of the first examination, was everywhere dull on

percussion with absence of breath sounds, vocal fremi-

tus aud resonance. She was also suffering from a

large multilocular ovarian cyst which was twice tapped

for the relief of dyspnea. During the course of a

month the right pleura was aspirated four times, about

a pint of clear serous fluid being withdrawn at each

puncture.

The fluid, however, rapidly reaccumulated and fin-

ally a free incision was made in the mid-axillary line

under antiseptic precautions, and large antiseptic dress-

ings applied. The constitutional disturbance was
slight and on the sixth day the discharge suddenly

ceased. Examination gave the signs of a complete
pneumothorax, aud a director passed into the pleural

cavity also showed that it was empty. The drainage-

tube was left in position two days longer and then, as

there was no discharge, it was finally removed. The
patient steadily gained ground for a fortnight, at the

end of which time there were no physical signs of auv
chest derangement, except slight impairment of the

percussion note aud some weakness of the breath

sounds. A week later ovariotomy was performed, but

the operation was a severe one from the presence of

dense adhesions and the patient died half an hour after

being put into bed.

THE ETIOLOGY OP ACUTE PULMONARY EDEMA IN

CROUPOUS PNEUMONIA.'

Rivalta gives the results of the autopsies in 51

cases of pneumonia, in 33 of which acute pulmonary
edema was present. Large numbers of Fraukel's

diplococci were always present in the exudate in the

alveoli of the edematous portions of the lungs, and
almost always alone. Very rarely the diplococci were
found iu the capillaries of the alveolar septa, but only

in those rare cases of septicemia in which the same
organisms were also present in the ca|)illaries of other

tissues. He therefore considers that this condition is

an acute imflammatory edema primarily induced by
the dijilococci, and that the causes to which it has

been usually ascribed, active congestion, collateral

fluxion, stasis from cardiac weakness, hydremia
and toxemia, angioneurosis and vagus paralysis, are

at most of secoudary importance.

He speaks of acute nephritis as a very common

complication of fibrinous pneumonia, which, however,

is not caused by the presence of the pneumococci iu

the renal tissues.

THE DIETETIC TREATMENT OF HEART DISEASE.'

GIaz again calls attention to the importance of

limiting the amount of fluids ingested by patients suf-

fering from cardiac disease, a point in treatment often

neglected in practice, and speaks of the particularly

good results obtained from digitalis and other heart

tonics when this is done. He sums up his conclusions

as follows

:

(1) Limiting the amount of fluid ingested is one of

the most necessary measures in the treatment of

chronic cardiac cases, and often alone suffices to re-

store compensation.

(2) In many cases, where they have previously pro-

duced no effect, cardiac tonics show their specific action

as soon as the liquid ingesta are regulated so as to

correspond with this elimination.

A NEW SIGN OF ADHERENT PERICARDIUM.'

Broadbent publishes the notes of four cases, in each

of which there was visible retraction, synchronous

with the cardiac systole, of the left back in the region

of the eleventh and twelfth ribs, and in three of which
there was also systolic retraction of less degree in the

same region of the right back. In all the cases there

was a definite history of pericarditis and in three of

them there were other conditions strongly suggesting

an adherent pericardium. The only means of causing

this retraction on both sides seems to be the diaphragm,
which, if pulled upon, would have more effect upon the

floating eleventh aud twelfth ribs than upon the more
fixed ones. In cases of large heart with adherent

pericardium there is a considerable area of the ventricle

closely adherent to the central tendon of the dia-

phragm, and the powerful contraction of an hyper-

trophied heart must give a decided tug to this struct-

ure. That it should affect the ribs more often on the

left side ought to be expected, since the adhesions are

mainly to the left of the median line, while the liver,

which is often large in these cases, may restrain the

movement on the right. Apart from the adherent

pericardium one was a case of aortic disease of rheu-

matic origin, the others of mitral disease.

THE PRESYSTOLIC APEX MURMUR OF AORTIC RE-

GURGITATION.*"

Fisher reports the case of a man, thirty-two years

old, who gave no history of either rheumatism or

syphilis. At the apex a loud rolling presystolic mur-
mur was heard, most maiked in a small area immedi-

ately around the impulse, but a duller rolling sound

was heard more widely. In addition to tliis murmur
a bruit de galop was audible in a somewliat unusual

position below and outside the impulse. Three separ-

ate sounds were thus distinctly audible. There was
no systolic murmur at the apex but between that point

and the sternum a high-pitched systolic bruit was
present and heard from the fifth to the second right

and left interspaces. A higli-|)itched diastolic mur-
mur was heard down to the left of the sternum. Be-

hind the sternum another murmur, loud and half-

squeaking, half-musical, was sometimes noticed aud

« Coiitrlblt f. in. Med.. No. 52, 1835.
» Laucet, .July :!7, 1B95.

"> XXK). cil., March 8, IS95.
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was auto-audible. The pulse was regular, 100, small

but aortic in character.

At the autopsy the pericardium was healthy, the

heart was enlarged, chiefly in the left ventricle, with

but slight dilatation. The mitral valves were per-

fectly healthy and the orifice of normal size, measur-

ing four inches. The tricuspid valves were also

healthy, measuring four and one-half inches. Immedi-

ately above the valves of the aorta the vessel was sur-

rounded by a raised area varying in breadth from

three-quarters to one inch and a half. The upper

border was serpiginous and the surface irregular and

pouched. The aortic valves were slightly thickened,

but only one, the right posterior, was deformed, and

that was retroverted. The endocardium over the sep-

tum ventriculorum was greatly thickened where the re-

gurgitant stream had impinged. Microscopic sections

of the affected aorta gave evidence of active disease.

In commenting on this case Fisher quotes briefly

two others where a presystolic apex murmur was

noted without mitral disease, in one of which the

aortic valves were incompetent and iu the other nar-

rowed, and refers to a previous paper containing re-

ports of cases in which the same murmur was noted

without either mitral or aortic lesions, but with an ad-

herent pericardium as the most common lesion. An
explanation of these murmurs, which is applicable to

all cases, is beset with many difficulties, but it is evi-

dent that there are two entirely distinct pathological

conditions which will give signs simulating those of

mitral stenosis, namely, disease of the aortic orifice and

adherent pericardium, and it is reasonable to suppose

that some condition common to both must be con-

cerned iu its production, the most obvious being a di-

latation of the left ventricle which might produce a

virtual stenosis even with a healthy valve. The large

size of the orifice, however, in many cases of adherent

pericardium excludes the possibility of such an explan-

ation being universally applicable, while in cardiac

dilatation due to Bright's disease, where a virtual sten-

osis probably exists, he was able to find a record of

this murmur in but one case.

Another explanation is suggested by the condition

sometimes seen in the post-mortem room, where iu a

dilated left ventricle the large anterior flap of the

mitral valve is held taut by the columnce carnea' and

the chordiB tendiuese, which have not shared in the

dilatation. During life, as the ventricle fills in dias-

tole, the large mitral flap is held out by this state of

tension iu the moving blood currents and left free to

vibrate instead of falling against the septum. A similar

explanation has been advanced by Dr. Wilson for the

diastolic murmur sometimes heard over the right heart,

but it unfortunately cannot apply to all cases, as the

murmur is practically never heard in cases of simple

dilatation. Dr. Sansom's explanation that the regurg-

itant stream in aortic incompetency by impinging on

the anterior mitral flap, may set up vibrations that

lead to the production of the presystolic sound is also

of limited application, since in some of the cases the

thickening of the endocardium of the septum ventri-

culorum showed that the impact of the regurgitant

stream was felt there aud not on the valve. Fisher

suggests as one other possibility which is common to

both aortic disease and adherent pericardium, an affec-

tion of the cardiac innervation, the function of the

nerves being interfered with by the presence of in-

flammatory products, and leading to a loss of muscular

tone and the production of vibrations of the muscular

walls by the inrush of blood on the contraction of the

auricle. Whatever the explanation, the fact remains

that mitral stenosis is not the only heart lesion that

will give rise to a presystolic murmur.

^t'm '^n^ttvimtnt^.

AN ASEPTIC NAIL-CLEANER FOR SURGEONS
AND PHYSICIANS.

BY J08KPH C. STEDMAN, M.D.,

Assistant Surgeon to the Department for the Diseases of the Rec-
tum, Boston Dispensary.

Frequently surgeons, after having carefully pre-

pared their hands for an operation, take out a pocket

knife at the last minute and clean their

finger-nails, thus unconsciously making
their hands septic again.

Having observed this many times, the

thought came to me to have this simple

aseptic nail-cleaner made, which can be

used not only immediately before an oper-

ation, but during one, if required. It is to

be kept with the instruments all the time,

sterilized with them, used with them, and

for no other purpose. It is made without

a file for antiseptic reasons, as a file is not

aseptic nor is it needed at the time of an

operation. If it is necessary to scrape the

nails it can be done with the edge of the

pointed part of the instrument. This nail-

cleaner is also useful to an obstetrician be-

cause he can carry it with the other instru-

ments in the obstetric grip and use it each

lime before an examination or a surgical

interference.

If one gets into the habit of using this

nail-cleaner, he will find it not only very

convenient, but can be sure of its being as

aseptic as any of the instruments he is ac-

customed to carry with him. In using it

when cleaning the nails, keep the rounded

side of the pointed end towards the body ;

in scraping the nails have the flat side

towards the body and use the sharp edge.

It is a good plan to have two or three of

them, one for the surgical grip, one for the

obstetric grip and one for use in the ofl[ice

;

aud thus a surgeon or physician is always

sure of having an aseptic nail-cleaner with him and

the old septic pocket knife can be dispensed with for-

ever for that purpose.

X-Rats and Micro-Organisms. — The general

interest in the x-rays, and the enthusiastic study of

their characteristics by scientists all over the world,

has led to the exploiting in the public press of numer-

ous rumors with regard to their important proi)ertie8

and the discoveries which are being made with regard

to them by this and that scientific investigator. They

were reported to have a bactericidal effect, and it was

hoped that they might have a controlling influence

over bacterial diseases in tissues exposed to them.

Numerous trials upon the cultures of bacteria have

shown, however, that their growth is not affected.
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ilepoctjBi or ^octettejt.

BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL IMPROVE-
MENT.

J. O. HUMFORD, M.D., 8ECEETABT.

Regular Meetiug, Monday, December 16, 1895.
Dr. C. J. Blake in the chair.

Db. W. H. Baker presented a specimen of

CANCER OF CERVIX COMPLICATED WITH PREGNANCY
AT THREE MONTHS.

Mrs. J. P. was referred to me on June 3, 1895, by
Dr. E. A. Chase of Brockton. She was thirty-five

years of age, married, and had borne two children,

thirteen and ten years old respectively. She had had
two abortions nine years and one year previously,

without known cause. Had not menstruated for fully

three mouths. Had bt-eu losing flesh and strength for

five or six months past. There had been a watery,
vaginal discharge for two months, somewhat stained

with blood, which for ten days previously had been
foul. Diagnosis of cancer of the cervix was made,
complicated by pregnancy advanced to three and a half

or four months.

The growth nearly filled the vagina, which was
curetted away, and the uterus when removed measured
eight and a half inches long by four and a half inches

wide. Ligatures were used in tying off the uterine

and ovarian arteries, and the opening in the vaginal

vault was so large that it was closed by four inter-

rupted sutures.

The report on the portion of cervix cut away pre-

vious to the hysterectomy, made by Dr. W. F. Whit-
ney, was: "The specimen consists of small fragments
which on section show solid masses of epithelial cells

infiltrating the matrix in all directions. The condition

is that of rapidly growing cancer."

The temperature rose to 102.8° the first night after

the operation, but was at normal the second day, and
did not rise above 99.5° afterwards. Patient was dis-

charged from hospital five weeks after the operation.

Dr. F. H. Davenport read a paper entitled

SOME OBSEEVATIONS ON MALIGNANT DISEASE OF THE
DTEBCS.*

Dr. Baker : There is no field in gynecology in

which any of us looking back fifteen years can see a

more rapid advance nor where there has been a greater

change io the belief of the clinical observer than in the

treatment of cases of cancer of the uterus. It cer-

tainly was not more than eighteen years ago that some
of the best known physicians in this city and the im-

mediate suburbs claimed that nothing could be done
for cases of cancer and thought it even quackish to ad-

vance any other opinion, being satisfied in such cases

to simply use salt-and-water injections, keep the patient

tolerably clean, and let the disease go on. With the
persistent work that has been done ou the line of

operative interference for uterine cancer, with the
great impetus which that work derived from the united

effort made by a few prominent men, especially in this

country, there has come forth a most decided change
in the belief of the profession in this regard ; and I be-

lieve that a great factor in bringing about this change
is due to the good showing of results accomplished by
Dr. John Byrne, whom Dr. Davenport has referred to.

1 See page 253 of the Jonmal.

Id the large number of cases reported a few years ago
he showed such a great proportion of cases cured,

cases in which the disease had not returned after very
many years, that his statistics cannot be set aside in

any slighting way. The criticism of his method, I

think, was the practical value of it to the general pro-

fession in that it required a dexterity of manipulation
in the use of the galvano-cautery knife, which few
possessed and which he depended upon in doing his

work, drawing down the uterus all the time and going
round and round with the knife leaving but a mere
sliell of the uterus. In the early days of his work he
was himself not so successful a manipulator, and he
has two or three times recalled to my mind the case

upon which he was operating when the knife unfor-

tunately went too far, through the shell of the uterus,

80 that I do not think his methods have been followed

up by any number of operators. It seems to me that

all the objects that we attain by the use of the galvano-
cautery knife, can equally well be obtained by the

thermo-cautery following the knife with the scissors,

the cautery searing the denuded surface over and over
down to a char. A question of great interest in this

subject is : Why is it that we get better ultimate results

in high amputation with thorough cauterization, than
in total extirpation ?

In the reported ckses of Dr. Byrne, numbering
something over 300, there was a larger percentage of

cases cured than has been reported by anybody before
or since, and in the limited number of cases I had the

pleasure of reporting to the American Gynecological
Society four or five years ago where the number of

cases was perhaps 26 or more, over 50 per cent,

were living and well after four to twelve years.

In all these cases the essential feature of the operation

was the use of the cautery. Why have not we ac-

complished more then in saving a larger percentage of

cases where the total removal of the uterus has been
practised ? It would seem, as Dr. Homaus said to the

Society some time ago ou this subject, that the re-

moval of the whole organ ought to accomplish a great
deal more than the removal of a part of it; and this

would seem to be reasonable at the outset ; but I be-

lieve, as Dr. Davenport has said, that to the cauteriza-

tion of the portion uuremoved is due the better results

in the cases where high amputation has been practised

followed by the actual cautery. In the discussion of this

subject before the New York Obstetrical Society some
few years ago in which I took part, 1 then held, and I

see no reason to change my opinion now, that if one
could combine the cauterization of the stumps and the

portions of the broad ligament and of the portion an-

removed in a total extirpation of the uterus, I think

we should accomplish the most. For this reason I

have used the thermo-cautery in many cases in separat-

ing the uterus, after tying off the uterine and ovarian

arteries, but if we could more thoroughly sear over
with the actual cautery the portion of the broad liga-

ments left, and the denuded portion of the vagina and
the cellular tissue about the vagina from which we
have dissected the supravaginal cervix, I think we
should accomplish more in giving a longer respite from
the disease if not effecting a cure.

I have seen a few instances when I think there was
a too hasty decision made to remove the uterus for a
very simple cause. There are perhaps some surgeons
ID and around a large city who aspire to do an opera-

tion like that of hysterectomy and who would seize
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upon a case with very slight cause for an opportunity

of performing this operation. I recall a case where

from slight uterine hemorrhage coming on, it was de-

cided very hastily that the uterus should be removed.

The surgeon had never performed the operation and

was anxious to do it. The uterus was removed and on

examination it was found that there was a small

mucous polyp in the upper part of the uterus which

could have been very easily removed with the polypus

forceps after dilating the canal. I have known of a

few such cases where the desire to operate has seemed
to run away with the reason of the operator. I should

agree, I think, with Dr. Davenport in regard to the

proposition of the removal of the uterus after one or

two curettings, with the simple modification that 1

should say, an interval of a few years occurring from
the menopause and there being a uterine hemorrhage
whether the curettings showed malignancy or not, that

case was pretty sure to become one of malignancy and
that the uterus had better be removed. I should

hardly agree to applying this proposition to a period

many years before the menopause, for I have seen too

many cases where two or three or four curettings have
been done and the cases have never gone beyond that,

the patients getting better and never any symptoms of

malignancy ; the patients have been well for years

afterwards, so that I should not agree to the applica-

tion of this rule to women many years before the

menopause, except in cases of malignancy.

There is undoubtedly a great field in the future for

hysterectomy in cases of small fibroids of the uterus.

It seems to me the operation of vaginal hysterectomy
could be done in such cases with great advantage.

For the larger fibroids, above the size of the uterus at

two and a half or three months of pregnancy. I should
prefer to remove by the abdominal route, although
many operators I know remove much larger ones by
the vagina.

The question which I think would be exceedingly
beneficial for an expression of opinion, would be the

frequency with which fibroids of the uterus tend to

become malignant. 1 should' say from my own ex-

perience that the cases were very limited. 1 do not
recall more than two or three cases in all my ex-

perience, and I should not think that because a fibroid

happened to be present in the uterus, it was therefore

best to do a hysterectomy on account of the danger of

malignancy.

I should agree fully with Dr. Davenport as to the
importance of operating on cases of laceration of

the cervix. I called attention to this years and j ears

ago, insisting on the importance of operating on all

cases of laceration of the cervix wherever the lacera-

tion had extended to, or beyond the crown of the cer-

vix, in which cases we expect eversiou of the lips. I

think in such cases the danger of cancer is not to be
ignored, and 1 think we should have a far less number
of cases of cancer to operate upon, if all cases of lacer-

ation of the cervix were operated upon early.

I have been very muclj interested in listening to Dr.

Davenport's paper, and I feel that I can support it in

every way, except in the slight modification I have al-

ready indicated.

Dr. M. H. Richardson: Very little can be said

in the discussion of this paper except to express agree-
ment with the views of the reader. Malignant degen-
eration of uterine fibroids must be extremely rare. I

recall but cue case associated with malignant disease.

In that, cancer of the cervix complicated a large fibroid

of the fundus, and no apparent couuection existed be-

tween the two. I have removed successfully for cancer

of the cervix a uterus three months pregnant— a compli-

cation by no means unusual. It seems probable in such

cases that cervical cancer owes its luxuriant growth to

the activity of the uterus in pregnancy, just as

mammary cancer does in the same condition. I have
recently had under observation a rapidly growing
cancer of the cervix in a patient so long pregnant that

the delay of a few weeks was advised in order to save

if possible the child. Unfortunately, the child was
born dead at seven months ; the delay, far from being

a benefit, was a positive disadvantage, for the broad
ligaments were found extensively infiltrated, and
hysterectomy therefore inadvisable.

In vaginal hysterectomy it is always of advantage,
if possible, to apply ligatures instead of clamps. At
times, owing to the fixation of the uterus, or to other

causes, it is impossible to bring the broad ligaments
down within reach of easy ligation. Under such cir-

cumstances abdominal hysterectomy seems preferable

to vaginal, though it is not always possible to tell be-

forehand just how fixed the uterus may be. I never
close the vagina after removing an uterus from below,
because drainage is thereby prevented. Drainage is

essential, not only because of possible sepsis, especially

in cancerous cases, but because of more or less hemor-
rhage which might by suture be retained in the pelvis.

It may be well, perhaps, to partly close the vagina,

and to leave a small strand of gauze for drainage.

One disadvantage in vaginal hysterectomy is the

production of a kink or flexure in the intestine by ad-

hesion to the denuded pelvic surfaces. I doubt
whether this accident would be less liable to occur
after closing the vagina. It is certainly improbable
after abdominal hysterectomy, because the fioor of the
pelvis is repaired so as to present a smooth peritoneal

surface. I know of one death from acute obstruction

after vaginal hysterectomy, and I have now under ob-
servation a case in which an obstruction is suspected.

The most favorable forms of malignant disease of
the uterus are the malignant adenomata. Hysterectomy
for this condition promises permanent relief. I have
removed the uterus five or six times for this condition.

No recurrence has thus far taken place. Sufficient

time perhaps has not elapsed for me to form any
opinion of value as to recurrence, except that many
carcinomata have recurred fatally since the operations
upon these malignant adenomata. In fibroids of the
uterus, the cervix should be removed if there is any
suspicion of cervical disease. In fact, removal of the
cervix in all abdominal hysterectomies has much to

commend it. The only objection lies in the danger of
wounding the ureters— a danger which can always he

obviated by careful and intelligent dissection.

In some cases of cancer of the cervix I believe that

the combined method is better than either vaginal or
abdominal hysterectomy, not only because the surgeon
can thus dissect carefully the cervical portion from be-

low, but also because he can, from above, avoid the
ureter and determine whether there is infiltration

of the broad ligaments, and peritoneal or other
metastases. The operation is more scientific and sure,

though perhaps somewhat more dangerous. But few
cases occur, however, in which the combined method
is necessary.

The whole question of high amputation of the cer-
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vix depeuds, it seems to me, first upon the pathology

of cervical caucar, aud secondly, upon the matter of

aulo-infeciiou. If cancer of the cervix iu its early

stages, like cancer of ihe lip, is contiued within narrow

boundaries, wiih little tendency to local spreading or

to early lymph-gland invasion, then high amputations

seem preferable to total extirpation. If, on the other

hand, cancer cells may escape early into the intra- and
peri-uterine lymph spaces remote from the original dis-

ease, prudence would seem to demand the most thorough

operation at the earliest possible moment. If auto-

infection in cancer is likely often to take place, it

seems to me that we ought to see more frequent in-

stances of its undoubted occurrence. I have seen but

one case of distinct and unmistakable auto-iufection in

malignant disease, a case of sarcoma of the kidney

which broke during enucleation and infected not only

the parts about the kidney, but even the stitch-holes.

The disease recurred with great rapidity, filled the ab-

domen, and appeared at the surface through the stitch-

holes. This case must, I think, be put down as one

of undoubted auto-infection. Now in cancer of the

breast we never see an infected stitch-hole. If the

wound is infected at the time of operation, it would

seem hardly possible iu drawing the silk through the

skin, not to infect also the stitch-hole. Other evidence

of auto-infection would hardly be as convincing as the

recurrence in a stitch-hole removed an inch or more
from the seat of the original disease. I do not believe

that auto-infeciiou is probable in cases of cancer of the

breast, allhough at times it seems almost impossible

not to contaminate in some way the wound. 1 fail to

see why there is not as much risk of auto-iufection in

high amputation of the cervix as iu hysterectomy, un-

less the operation is preceded by thorough cauterization

of the disease. As a matter of fact, such precautions

should be taken in high amputation as well as iu hys-

terectomy. Preliminary removal of the disease by

cutting cai.uot but contaminate the wound and give

rise to the danger of auto-infection, however great or

small that may be.

It seems to me that removal of the whole organ is

more efficacious than removal of a part, unless the

disease is distinctly localized in the cervix. The only

cases of high amputation of cancer that I have had, re-

curred early. How frequently or how early cancer

has recurred after complete hysterectomy in my own
cases, I am unable to say. Several patients are living

and well, at the end of three years. I am glad to hear

Dr. Baker say that he thinks too many hysterectomies

are performed for slight causes, for it seems to me
also that this operation, though one of the most beauti-

ful aud most successful operations in surgery, is iu danger

of discredit from its too frequent and unjustifiable per-

formance. Though we all may err iu taking out the

uterus too frequently, we may go to the other extreme

and not take it out often enough. Iu all doubtful

cases, when there is good reason to suspect malignant

disease, the least we can do is to explore and determine

the facts. We can only in this manner be sure that

we are giving the patient the best chance of recovery.

If a mistake is made, it should be on the safe side—
on the side of radical extirpation of the uterus, rather

than on that of insufficient surgery.

Dk. Elliot: I think repeated and exhausting hem-
orrhages which are not controlled by curetting are

quite properly treated by hysterectomy, because the

mortality of the operation is very low, and we all

know that anemia is a most trying thing to a consti-

tution, aud therefore I believe in hysterectomy in

cases of hemorrhage which cannot be controlled, with-

out regard to the diHgnosis of cause. There are cer-

tain cases which are not cancer in which even repeated

curetting fails to stop the depletion of blood. So far

as high amputation of the cervix versiu total extirpa-

tion goes, I think the arguments advanced by the

reader iu favor of the former were, first, on account

of auto-infection, and, secondly, that in his opinion the

whole of the disease could be removed quite as well.

It seems to me that auto-infection, although we sus-

pect it and certain examples appear, is not an es-

tablished fact, not enough established to base a line of

treatment on. It is one of those things which might

be used in the way of finesse, but I should hardly

think we could base a radical difference of treatment

on a phenomenon so little uuderstood as auto-infection.

So far as cauterizing the limits goes, we know the

cautery does not cut deeply at all. If it did go deeply,

we should injure the neighboring organs. If you peel

a uterus off the bladder and rectum, you cannot gain

anything by cauterizing, because you go through if the

cautery is effective. You can dissect clean off the

ureter, but you cannot cauterize the ureter, of course.

The disease begins in the cervix and extends in two
directions. It extends more or less into the body of

the uterus, and then the lymphatic channels become
very quickly infected. Now, if you do a high amputa-

tion, you cannot be perfectly certain until you see the

body that you have taken all the disease. You can

scoop out a good deal by high amputation, but I do

not see any advantage in leaving a very little of the

fundus of a suspected organ. I think in all cancer

operations the movement at the present day is to take

out as much of the neighborhood as possible ; the

fundus and broad ligaments should be removed when
possible ; and often you can dissect glands out of the

broad ligament as you dissect the axilla. My tendency

would be to take more instead of less. I think the

great difficulty in the way of curing cancer of the

cervix is that the practitioners do not recognize it

early and do not bring the cases early. My experience

in this matter to-day is just as bad as it ever was. Ap-
pendicitis we get earlier than we used to, also strangu-

lated hernia ; but cancer of the uterus, probably be-

cause the symptoms are not violent enough, almost

always stays in the hands of the physician until it is

too late. I never saw but one case I regarded as a

splendid chance for cure. In that case there was a

nodule about as large as a grape on the cervix which

looked like cancer of the lip. I did high amputation,

and the patient is perfectly well now, some ten years.

I do not think I have had more than three or four

cures from cancer of the uterus in all. What we
want to do is to wake up the doctors who see cases with

a little watery discharge or very slight hemorrhage to

have it investigated promptly. This is the one link

wanting to give the world the benefit of the present

low mortality of hysterectomj.

Dr. Conant : There are two or three points which

I shoulil like to speak upon. One is the method of

operation. I believe that if we are to do anything, the

operation, like that for cancer of the breast at the

present time, should be radical. No one thinks of

removal of cancer in the breast without the removal of

the glands, and even, if necessary, going above the

clavicle aud getting into the supraclavicular region.
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It does not seem reasonable or wise, with our knowl-

edge of wbat cancer is, to do anything except an ex-

tremely radical operation, and the operation it seems

to me, which in the future is likely to add most to the

credit of the surgeon, is that very radical operation

which Clark has advocated in which he cuts clear out

on each side of the beginning of the broad ligaments

at the brim of the pelvis and takes out not only the

broad ligament and uterus but as much of the vagina

as possible. There is no question, if we can get such

an operation as that in the early stages, that results

will be infinitely better than in the past. The records

of cancer of the breast are much more favorable with-

in the last year or ^wo than they ever have been, and
any statistics on cancer of the breast which do not come
under the head of the radical operation are mislead-

ing and not worthy of credit.

I am not a believer in vaginal hysterectomy for can-

cer of the uterus. In vaginal hysterectomy for fibroids

the result of the French and Germans is not as good
as that of the abdominal operations done by Ameri-
cans. The average German and Frenchman does not

do an abdominal hysterectomy as well as it is done
here. Therefore, when we take their statistics of ab
dominal hysterectomies and- place them beside our
own, we want to remember this fact, that the tech-

nique employed is not equal to ours. The American
death-rate is a little over two per cent., while that ol

the French, as shown iu the paper by Dr. Garceau on
vaginal hysterectomy, is about live per cent.

But to my mind, statistics are not of very great

value because the statistics of the present time, I

think, should not be weighed with those of two or

three years ago. I have seen a considerable num-
ber of cases of cancer, some of which I have operated
on and some not. I can remember but two cases iu

which there has been no recurrence— one operated on
four years ago, and the other two. I have been
extremely unfortunate in having cases unsuitable for

operation.

With regard to fibroids becoming malignant, my ex-

perience varies a little from that of Dr. Baker and Dr.

Richardson. I have seen quite a number of cases

which were evidently at first simple fibroids and fol-

lowed by degeneration. I can recall five cases which
if they had been seen early and operated on, the

tumors could probably have been removed with very
little risk. At the time I removed them there was a
fibroid appearance, but the pathologist reported iu

each case a cancerous degeneration, so that it seems
to me, as far as my experience goes, there is a ten-

dency for these small fibroids which are not treated

early, especially if they appear in women after the

menopause, to become malignant. I should most
heartily advocate the procedure Dr. Blake and Dr.
Davenport stated. After the menopause, if a patient

continues to have persistent hemorrhage, and one or

two curettiugs will not relieve it, a hysterectomy
should be done.

Dk. Davenport : The question of auto-infection
has been remarked upon by one or two of those who
have taken part in the discussion, and while it is to a
certain extent theoretical, yet it does seem to me that
it may explain why a good many cases of vaginal hys-

terectomy recur where the examination by the patholo-
gist shows that as far as can be made out there are
healthy tissues surrounding the diseased part, and that

the disease has not gone beyond the line of removal.

The fact that the statistics of high amputation have
seemed to show better results than those of hysterect-

omy may to my mind be partly explained by the fact

of the cauterization. I know that the cauterization

can affect only a very superficial layer of the tissues

which are left ; but if there are bits of diseased tissue

on the exposed and cut surfaces, the cautery will cer-

tainly destroy those, and 1 think that thorough cauter-

ization does tend to prevent a recurrence of the dis-

ease. It may be that the uterus is removed too often

for slight conditions which could be either well-treated

iu other ways, or if left to themselves would inconven-
ience the patient but little. I think there is a tendency
to remove the uterus too often for such troubles ; but
where the disease to be feared is so serious a one as

malignant disease and the operation, if properly per-

formed, is attended with so slight mortality, I am of

the opinion that it should be done in those cases of

persistent hemorrhage which are not relieved by curett-

ing.
_

NEW YORK COUNTY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Stated Meeting, February 17, 1896.

Dr. Joseph E. Janvrin read a paper entitled

THE ULTIMATE RESULTS, IN MY OWN EXPERIENCE,
OF VAGINAL HYSTERECTOMY FOR CANCER ORIGI-
NATING IN THE CERVIX UTERI.

He said that he had performed this operation in 16
cases iu which careful examination before and after

operating convinced him that the disease originated iu

the cervix. The special reason that he presented his

results at this time was that at a recent meeting of the
New York Obstetrical Society, statements were made
to the effect that the statistics and records were such as to

render the operation referred to of doubtful propriety
in this class of cases. His own results showed that
the operation was not only justifiable, but absolutely
necessary, in properly selected cases.

During the past twelve years, among the various
cases in which he had performed vaginal hysterectomy
for cancer, there had been 16 (or about one-fourth the
whole number) in which the disease primarily involved
the cervix. In five, the cervix alone was affected, iu

four the cervix and upper part of the vagina, and in

seven the uterine body as well as the cervix. Of these
16 cases, three died immediately after the operation,
two showed a recurrence of the disease (one at the end
of seven months and one at the end of eighteen) three
were lost sight of within a year, and in four, iu all of
which careful examinations were made at least three and
a half years after the operation, there was absolute ex-
emption from recurrence. Of the remaining four cases,

one had been operated on 22 mouths ago, with no
signs of recurrence up to the present time, two in

September last, and one in October last.

The oldest of the patitnts was seventy-two years of

age and the youngist thirty-four; 14 were married, or
had been, and nearly all had borne children. All of
the three deaths from the operation occurred among
his earliest cases, and were due, he believed, to faulty

technique and prolonged manipulation. If these pa-
tients had been operated on later, when his experience
was greater, he felt convinced that his total results

would have been considerably better than they wera.
In all his cases the ureters escaped injury, but in two
instances vesico-vaginal fistula resulted from the oper-
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atiou. Id one or two cases he had found it advisable

to perform preliminary curettage and apply iodoform

gauze for a time before operating.

Dr. Wm. T. Lusk congratulated Dr. Janvrin on the

very remarkable showing that his cases presented.

He believed that he was the sceptic at the Obstetrical

Society referred to in the paper. At that meeting he

had asked if any one had seen a case in which there

was not a speedy relapse. This speedy recurrence had

certainly been his own experience, and it had only

been a question of months when the disease had re-

turned. He had never been able before to get any-

thing definite on this subject. In Europe last summer
he had talked with Jacobs in regard to it, and the

latter spoke iu rather a vague way, but acknowledged
that his results had been very unfavorable. In London
Kuowsley Thornton had also spoken in very much the

same way. Personally he had gone hack to the old

Schroeder operation, and he believed it gave more satis-

factory results. In the total extirpation of the uterus

there was very little risk at the present day, and it

was much easier than the Schrceder operation. There-

fore, if equally good results could be obtained with it,

vaginal hysterectomy was much preferable. He could

only say that, encouraged by the large percentage of

cures obtained by Dr. Janvrin, he would take hold of

the matter with new interest, and he trusted that in

the future he would be able to report less gloomy
results than hitherto.

Du. Herman J. Boldt said that the success of this

operation depends very much upon the technique. He
believed that where the most recent methods were
more generally employed, more particularly the use of

the cautery (as advocated by Byrne in this country and

some European authorities) the results obtained would

be better. We should endeavor to operate on such

cases and in such a manner that there would be a

reasonable chance of good ultimate results. One
great trouble was that, on account of the condition of

the lymphatics, the surgeon was very liable to infect

sound structures during the operation ; and it was on

this account particularly that the use of the cautery

was so desirable. If, therefore, more attention were

paid to the matter of technique, he believed that we
would get better results. Still, he was satisfied that

disease involving the cervix would always give a

larger proportion of fatal results than cases in which

the body of the uterus alone was implicated. At the

present time he felt very much as Dr. Lusk did in re-

gard to cases of cauliflower excrescence. He there-

fore congratulated Dr. Janvrin on the success he had

met with, and especially on his skill in avoiding doing

injury to the ureters in his operations.

Dr. Gkokge T. Harrison said that it was hie

firm conviction that of all the operations of modern
gynecology this was the grandest triumph— to be able

to remove the uterus when the seat of carcinomatous

infiltration with sucli happy results. The technique

had now been so improved that the mortality from the

operation itself was reduced to a little over nine per

cent. If no relapse occurred within five years the pa-

tient could be said to be absolutely cured. In the sta-

tistics which he had been able to gather, at least seven-

teen per cent, of such cures had been made, certainlj

a very gratifying result when we considered that a few
years ago a woman attacked by such cancerous disease

was irrevocably doomed. But, he asked, why should

the other eighty-three per cent, be allowed to perish ?

He believed that in the future the cases of cure would
be very much larger in number. In his opinion, can-

cer in the beginning was a purely local affection. If

taken in time, therefore, total ablation of the uterus

would unquestionably cure all cases. The great diffi-

culty was that women themselves do not appreciate

the fact that atypical uterine hemorrhages are very
significant and very important. The family physician

ought to make it a matter of conscience to call in con-

sultation a competent gynecologist in every case where
a patient has such an atypical hemorrhage.

Dr. a. Palmer Dddley thought that the results

obtained would depend on three circumstances : first,

the age of the patient; second, tl« form of disease;

and third, the manner iu which the latter was attacked.

If the patient was in active menstrual life the disease

was more apt to return than in older patients, and if

the disease was extensive it was more liable to return.

Iu his experience the average period of return had
been from eighteen months to two years, and he be-

lieved that this was about the average of all cases

operated on at the present time. Much better results,

however, could be obtained in cases seen early in the

progress of the disease, and he was convinced that

there would be a wonderfiil improvement in our statis-

tics as soon as the general practitioner was able to rec-

ognize such cancerous disease in its early stages. He
did not think it wise to wait for hemorrhage, for this

was not an early symptom. Pain, heat, discharge,

feelings of discomfort, should always lead to a careful

local examination.

The skill of the operator and the method selected

had much to do with the success of the ultimate re-

sults. The physical make-up of the patient was also

an important factor, and the difficulty of operating
varied very greatly iu different cases. Having spoken
of the various methods of procedure in vogue. Dr.
Dudley said it was still a question whether the open
method was the best or not. Personally he had al-

ways felt that primary union was better than granula-

tion, and when this could be secured there seemed to

be less liability of return. There was one advantage,

however, in the use of the clamp, namely, that by this

means tissues beyond the reach of ligatures could be
crushed off without injuring the ureters.

Dr. Janvrin, in closing the discussion, said that he
agreed with Dr. Boldt that the selection of suitable

cases for vaginal hysterectomy was the great point to

be determined upon. He also believed, with Dr.

Harrison, that all cancerous disease is purely local for

a considerable time, and it was highly important,

therefore, that the operation should be done at as early

a period as possible. In his own practice it was his

rule to submit a specimen of the diseased tissue to the

examination of an expert pathologist iu every case of

suspected cancer. In advanced stages of the disease

he did not believe that auy operation whatever could

prevent a recurrence, and in such cases only a pallia-

tive operation to save the patient from hemorrhage and
suffering was justifiable. Dr. Dudley bad spoken of

the use of ligatures, of clamps and of open drainage.

Which was best? Personally he had never attempted

to close the peritoneal surfaces. In all cases where
he had applied ligatures (or ligatures and clamps), he
had invariably drawn the broad ligament deep down
into the pelvic cavity (to a level with the ujiper part

of the vagina), and he had then apjjlied a gauze tam-

pon.
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Kccent literature.

The American Tear-Booh of Medicine and Surgery.

Being a Yearly Digest of Scieutilic Progress and
Autlioritalive Opinion in all branches of Medicine

and Surgery, drawn from journals, monographs and

text-books of the leading American and foreign

authors and investigators. Collected and arranged

with critical editorial comments by eminent Ameri-
can specialists and teachers, under the general

editorial charge of George M. Gould, M.D.
In one royal-octavo volume of about 1000 pages,

uniform in size with the "American Text-Book"
series. Profusely Illustrated with numerous wood-

cuts in text and thirty-three handsome half-lone

and colored plates. Philadelphia : W. B. Saunders.

1896.

" The general design of this work is to give physi-

cians in a compact form au annual epitome of the new
and progressive medical truths or suggestions published

during the months of the preceding year, from July to

June inclusive."

The title-page and the above opening sentence taken

from the preface of this book sutficiently describe its

aim and scope. It is au annual summary of medical

progress. The present volume was issued at the be-

ginning of the new year. Au immense deal of work
has been put into it, and the editor, seconded by a large

corps of competent collaborators, has succeeded in

satisfactorily covering the extended field which he set

himself the task of cultivating. It is a very desirable

book for the general practitioner.

- The Medical Digest, or Busy Practitioners' Vade-

Mecum. Being a Means of Readily Acquiring

Information upon the Principal Contributions to

Medical Science durins the last Fifty Years. By
Richard Neale, M.U., London. London : Led-

ger, Smith & Co., 1891. Third Edition. Appendix
to same, including the years 1891-92-93-9-i, and

to August, 1895.

The plan of ^eale's "Medical Digest" is generally

known to our readers. It does not claim to he a
- general Index Medicus, but is a digest of certain

specified British medical journals. For the Lancet it

comprises a period of more than fifty years, and for

the other journals on its list its services to their tables

of contents have been co-equal with their longevity.

The Appendix brings the Digest down to August, 1895.

The value of Neale'a Digest is, of course, greatly

enhanced by accessibility to the journals referred to;

it may, however, be urged with truth, that by consult-

ing other medical periodicals of the same date a

service similar in kind, though possibly less in amount,

will be rendered the searcher.

A very copious index, referring to subjects under

every variety of designation, adds to the Digest's

value.

Twentieth Century of Practice. An International Eu-

C}clopoedia of Modern Medical Science. By lead-

ing Medical Authorities of Europe and America.

Edited by Thomas L. Stedman, M.D. In twenty

volumes. Vol. VI, Diseases of the Respiratory Or-

gans. New York : William Wood & Co. 1896.

The issue of Volume VI of this Encyclopedia pre-

cedes that of Volume V, "owing to unforeseen dillicul-

ties in the preparation of Volume V," as we are in-

formed by the publishers. Volume V will be the next
to appear. The subjects treated in this volume are

:

" Diseases of the Nose," by Prosser James of Lon-
don ;

" Diseases of the Accessory Sinuses of the Nose,"
by Jonathan Wright of Brcoklyn ; -'Diseases of the
Naso-Pharynx and Pharynx and Diseases of the Ton-
sils," by E. J. Moure of Bordeaux ;

" Diseases of the

Ear, by Albert II. Ijuck of New Y'ork ;
" Diseases of

the Larynx," by Francke II. Bosworth of New York;
" Diseases of the Trachea and Bronchial Tubes," by
Sir Thomas Grainger Stewart and George A. Gibson,
of Edinburgh ;

" Diseases of the Lungs (Excluding
Croupous Pneumonia and Tuberculosis)," by Wiuslow
Anderson of San Francisco.

The writers who contribute to this volume are all

competent, and some of them high authorities upon
the subjects on which they treat; they all are or have
been teachers in the departments of medicine within

which their subjects are included. The international

as well as national character of the publication has not

been forgotten in their selection. The volume contains

743 pages ; the articles are all quite full and some
of them are lengthy. The volume sustains the stand-

ard of the series.

Text-Book of Operative Surgery. By Theodor
KocHEK, Professor of Surgery and Director of the

Surgical Clinic in the University of Berne. Trans-

lated from the second revised and enlarged edition

by Harold J. Stiles, M.B., F.R.C.S. (Edin.),

Senior Demonstrator of Surgery, and formerly

Demonstrator of Anatomy in the University of

Edinburgh, etc. London : Adam and Charles Black,

1895.

The second edition of this valuable work is even
more satisfactory than the original one, and presents

the same general characteristics. The book is a guide
for practitioners and surgeons in operating on the living

subject. It aims to be a practical work, and is also,

as was the first edition, a record of the author's per-

sonal experience — a description of his own methods
of operating. The present volume is enlarged from
288 pages (American edition) to 303 pages, and the

number of illustrations increased from 163 to 185.

The introductory chapters describe the general prin-

ciples of operating, including a chapter on anesthetics.

The article on the " Direction of Skin Incisions " is

still a striking feature, and is admirably illustrated.

Part II describes the special operations on the head,

neck, trunk, upper and lower extremity (including

arterial ligation), resection and suture of nerves, with

a majority of the atypical operations.

Part 111 is devoted to excisions and resections, in-

cluding some osteotomies.

Part IV comprises amputations and disarticulations.

The coucije, practical style which characterized the

first edition is also an attractive feature of the present

one. The illustrations are well chosen and executed,

while the arrangement of the explanatory reference is

especially convenient and satisfactory. The work is

one which will be read with much interest, particu-

larly the chapters describing those subjects which

Kocher's special work has associated with iiis name.

Among these may be mentioned the radical cure for

hernia, resections of the joints, extirpation of the

thyroid and resection of the pylorus. The present

English edition is a great improvement over the
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American publication of llie lirsl edition, especially in

regard to illustralious, while paper, type and binding

leave nothing to be desired.

The Pathology and Surgical Treatment of Tumors.

By N. Sknn. M.D., Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of

Practice of Surgery and Clinical Surgery, Rush

Medical College; Professor of Surgery, Chicago

Polyclinic; Attending Surgeon to the Presbyterian

llo.-ipiial; Surgeou-in-Chief, St. .Joseph's Hospital,

Chicago. Illustrated by 515 euj;raving9, including

full-page colored plates. Philadelphia: W. B.

Saunders. 1895.

There can be but little doubt that the presentation

of the important subject of the " Pathology and Sur-

gical Treatment of Tumors " is one of the needed

books. The author has written an e.\tremely interest-

ing volume, tilled with the result of a large amount of

personal e.xperience, and as a whole we can commend
it to surgeons. The personal views of the author from

necessity are very prominent. This is notably the

case in the classification of tumors in which he submits

his own classification and writes the book upon that

basis. He states clearly that "a universally accepted

classification of tumors is one of the great wants of

modern pathology." Whether the author's classifica-

tion, or that of Virchow, Cohnheim or Williams, is

preferable we are not prepared to say.

One of the best chapters in the book is that on the

" Diagnosis of Tumors." In it is combined the knowl-

edge and skill of the pathologist with the practical

knowledge of the surgeon. Under the heading of

"The Value of the Microscope as an Aid in the Diag-

nosis of Tumors," a paragraph is italicized which we
believe cannot be too forcibly impressed on the mind

of the profession ; it is that " the microscope is au iu-

valuabie aid in the diagnosis of tumors, but the conclu-

sions based upon the results of the examination are

not infallible; hence the importance of a careful study

of the clinical aspects of the tumor, followed by a

thorough examination of the patient, of the tumor,

and of its environments."

As a whole, the work is the most satisfactory that

Dr. Senn has written. It is evident that great care

and painstaking have been exercised in its preparation,

and we recommend the book to surgeons.

Obstetrical Pocket-Phantom. By Dr. K. Tuibata.
Preface by Pkof. Franz von Winckel. Trans-

lated from the third edition by Ada Howard-
AuDENRiED, M.D. Twenty-one pages. Philadel-

phia: P. Blakistou, Son & Co. 1895.

The interest of this little book lies in the two jointed

manikins of thin card-board, and a pelvis of the same
material into which they tit. The manikins may be
made to assume any position, normal or abnormal, and
with the diameters of the fetal head marked on them,
will doubtless assist the student's imagination and
memory in the study of the various positions. The
effects of flexion and extension of the head in dimin-
ishing or increasing its diameters can be easily demon-
strated. The practical value of the manikins is of

course limited, owing to the fact that they represent

plane surfaces only, and their value would be very
much increased if the third dimension had been added.

The text, mainly a description of the positions, is

incomplete in not giving the nomenclature adopted by
the International Medical Congress.
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ACHILLODYNIA.

Two years ago Albert described and named a con-

dition of the foot characterized by pain on walking

and standing, located at the insertion of the tendo-

Achillis, but disappearing in the sitting or lying posi-

tions. In addition to this, a small swelling is to be

noticed, apparently due to the thickening at the in-

sertion of the tendo-Achillis. The swelling which is

hard as the tendon in some instances is slightly

sensitive to the touch. It appears as if the bone itself

is enlarged. Eossler* reports nine cases of his afiec.

tion, which he is inclined to consider the result of the

inflammation of the bursa between the tendon at its

insertion and the projection of the oscalcis. In one of

these cases only was there any evidence of presence of

fluid in the bursa on palpation, but an experimental

injection of fluid into this bursa upon a cadaver did

not give clear evidence of fluctuation owing to the

tenseness of the structures.

Schiiller found in two obstinate cases of this af-

fection, reddening and thickening of the walls of the

bursa, and synovial fluid, which was manifest on

operation of the case. He demonstrated the existence

of the bursa in a large number of cadavera. In 140

cadavers he found 25 bursae ; and in 20 cases of new-

born children, synovial membrane was found in this

region.

In a number of investigations upon cadavera Rossler

found frequently thickening of the cartilage and

hyperostosis of that portion of the os calcis which

forms the anterior wall of the bursa, constituting a

bursitis deformans, the result of chronic irritation,

similar in his opinion to the formation of callus on

the skin. A continuance of this irritation develops a

thickening of the periosteum, with a resulting hyper-

ostosis of bone forming a horse-shoe-shaped ridge at

the edge of the bursa. The upper and side walls of

the capsules were also thickened, and in some cases

there was an increase in the size of the bursa.

> Deutsche Zeltscbrift fur Chirurgic, 42 Baud, Heft 3, page 275.
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Weinlechner reports operating upon a case of this

sort in a patient twenty-one years of age ; the bursa

was incised and curetted and a bony prominence

chiselled off. The same affection has been described

by KIrmisson as peritendinous arthritis, and is men-

tioned by Heinecke in his work on the " Anatomy

and Pathology of the Tendon Sheaths and Burf»."

The affection is apparently in some instances in-

duced by injury. Cases have been cited where the

origin is attributed to influenza and to gonorrhea.

In one case apparently the affection was rheumatic.

Treatment can be operative or conservative ; the latter

includes the application of wet sponges with com-

pression and later massage ; the former— incision into

the bursa— curetting the bursal wall and removal of

projecting bone.

Under the name of " sub-tendinous exostosis," Dr.

E. G. Brackett reported in the Journal of January

9, 1896, a case of an affection similar to that described

by Rossler. A few of these cases had been observed

by Brackett independently of the work of the German

observers. In the one operated upon six mouths ago

and recently reported, the affection was considered by

the patient to result from a sudden strain in jumping,

which was followed by a swelling on the outside of

the tendo-Achillis ; this was tender to the touch and

caused pain in walking. The swelling was on either

side of and between the tendon, but was greater on

the outer than on the inner side; and on account of

the resulting disability the patient was obliged to walk

upon crutches for a year and a half. Any attempt to

walk without crutches was followed by an increase in

the swelling and sensitiveness at the side of the in-

sertion of the tendon. A hard swelling was felt on

the back of the heel, with slight puffiness and fluctua-

tion on each side of the tendon. On cutting down
upon the swelling a hard bony growth was discovered

on the upper portion of the os calcis ; the tendon was

split, and the growth was found to occupy the upper

portion of the exterior surface of the os calcis, and

presented a sharp projection under the tendon and

slightly above its insertion, in such a position that on

every step in walking the tendon would be stretched

over a sharp projection of bone. The tumor was re-

moved by a chisel; the patient made a complete re-

covery.

A subsequent case has since been observed by Dr.

Goldthwait; and the probabilities are that the affec-

tion is more common than has been supposed, but has

been overlooked from the fact that attention has not

been called to the subject.

TRAUMATIC INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE.

Deaths by intracranial hemorrhage, the result of

violence (as a blow on the head) are of common occur-

rence, as is shown by the records of our criminal

courts and mortuary statistics. A fall on the head, a

blow from a cane or the fist over the temporal, parietal

or occipital region, may be soon followed by dangerous

if not fatal symptoms of compression due to hemor-

rhage, and in many cases there will be absence of fract-

ure and other external marks of violence. The bleed-

ing in a large proportion of subjects comes from

lacerated branches of the middle meningeal artery and

is between the dura and cranium, resulting in a firm

clot adherent to the dura ; the hemorrhage is due to

separation of the dura from the bone in consequence

of the blow, and laceration of the vessels as they

enter the arborescent bony grooves. As diagnostic

signs of this lesion, we have the primary stunning, then

a period of consciousness of variable duration, then

the secondary coma, attended by certain localizing

symptoms dependent on the region of the cortex im-

plicated. First the motor symptoms — that is, motor

aphasia, from pressure at the bottom — then involve-

ment of the face, then of the arm, and rarely of the

leg centres.' The dilatation of the pupil on the same

side as the lesion is another localizing sign. The indi-

cations will not be materially different whether the

clot be inside or outside the dura ; nor has the modern

surgeon any hesitation about the propriety of penetrat-

ing the dura when there is extravasation of blood be-

neath it.

Intracranial hemorrhage due to external violence is

still the bugbear of the ordinary practitioner who
realizes that such cases are generally fatal, and who
is stdl dominated by such views relative to the utility

of trephining as were formerly prevalent, and found ex-

pression in the declaration of Druitt that " trephining

is a last resource, and, it must be confessed, a very des-

perate one, which modern surgeons become daily more

unwilling to resort to." '

Even Gross taught that the only case in which tre-

phining is really warrantable is " where the extravasa-

tion is associated with or dependent on the fracture of

the skull, complicated with depression, or serious in-

jury of the soft parts, or where the fracture is situated

directly over the course of the middle meningeal

artery." *

Naturally, an impetus to bolder surgery followed

Listerism and modern aseptic methods, and trephining

is now generally regarded by the surgeon as impera-

tively indicated in most cases where there is reason to

believe that there is hemorrhage within the skull —
whether there be fracture or not— provided that there

are external marks, as contusion, ecchymosis and

swelling, or other deflnite localizing indications.

Wiesmann has considered the matter from the point

of view of statistics, and states the mortality of non-

operated cases as 89.1 per cent., that of operated cases

as 32.7 per cent., a difference most remarkably in

favor of trephining. It has not been shown that this

ratio of lessened mortality is an overestimate. The
subject has been frequently discussed before medical

societies. In the discussion before the Philadelphia

Neurological Society in 1894, Drs. Taylor, Keen,

' Keen : Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, May, 1891, p. 21.

* Soutli's remarks in Chelins' Surgery, vol. i.

3 Druitt : Modem Surgery, American edition, 1860.
* System of Surgery, second edition, Tot. ii.
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Laplace, Dercum and Siiikler participated ; three un-

(uccessful and several successful cases were reporteil.

It was also discussed before the Suffolk District Medi-

cal Society several years ago, Drs. Elliot, Putnutn,

Warren and Bradford taking part (see this Journal

Fehruary 9, 1893.) At tins meeting. Dr. John W.

Elliot reported two cases of intracranial hemonliage,

in which the operation was successful ; in hoth the

hemorrhage accompanied depressed fracture. Dr. Put-

nam alleged that " the most satisfactory of the opera-

tions done at the hospital have been in this class of

cases." Dr. Warren pointed out that the point of

election for trephining in cases of hemorrhage is the

pterion or the part where the parietal bone joins the

frontal and temporal bones. " If no clot is found

there, trephine farther back on a line parallel with the

roof of the orbit." lie thinks it a point of great im-

portance '• that we should not only relieve the pressure

caused by the hemorrhage, but that we should also

undertake, by making an opening into a cranial cavity

to remove all the fluid which remains there." The

point of election for drainage "should be a lower point

in the cavity of the skull than the one selected for

searching for a clot or the vessel itself, that is,

through the squamous portion of the temporal bone,

just above and a little behind the external auditory

meatus."

Dr. Griffin, of Lincoln, Nebraska, in the case of a

man who was injured over the arm and leg centre in a

brawl, used a brad-awl and chisel for triphiiiing, and

found the operation surprisingly easy ! The middle

meningeal artery was bleeding profusely, and was tied.

The man got well.'

It has been remarked that in cases of intracranial

hemorrhage without a compound fracture of the skull,

it is not always easy to tiiui the bleeding vessel or even

the blood clot by trephining. During a period of three

years, Kroenlein trephined four closed skulls for the

purpose of arresting hemorrhage from the middle men-

ingeal artery. Two of his patients recovered, while

the remaining two died because the extravasation was

located posteriorly to the trephine openings and could

not be found and removed at the time of the operation.

Kroenlein therefore recommends that in cases where

the surgeon is reasonably certain that the symptoms of

compression are due to hemorrhage, exploratory tre-

phining be continued uutil the hematoma is found.

Thiersch had to remove three disks of bone before the

blood clot was found.^

Scudder and Lund ^ in an analysis of 45 cases of

trephining for intracranial hemorrhage since 1886,

found 33 recoveries and 12 deaths, a mortality of 27

per cent., which is a cousiderable improvement on

older statistics. This improvement has doubtless re-

sulted from the more accurate diasjnosis which a care-

ful comparative study of the symptoms in numerous

cases has made possible, and in part from imnrove-

ment in the operative technique.

' Medical News. Octolier 14, 1(93.
• Sajuus' Annual, 1H«8.
' American Journal of the AleUical .Sciences, April, 1695.

Tiie recent methods adopted in certain surgical cen-

tres, of opening the skull by the chisel alone without

the trephine, have, however, not proved an improve-

ment to the technique of hemorrhage cases, as it is

in these cases particularly that the repeated shocks of

the blows of the mallet will tend to increase hemor-

rhage, and further lacerate the already injured brain.

Repealed trephining and rapid enlargement of the

trephine openings with the rongeur are preferable.

The best trephines so far designed, however, are

slow and clumsy instruments, and in those cases

where rapid operating is, on account of the condition

of the patient, often essential to success, every possi-

ble effort should be made to secure some better

method of opening the skull. The circular saw pro-

pelled by an electric motor has been recently endorsed

by Von Bergmann, and seems to be the most promis-

ing and to have the least objections of any of the re-

cent methods. It has not yet, however, been given

general trial.

The lines on which there is most reason to hope for

improvement in the immediate future in these cases,

are, early and accurate diagnosis, rapid and thorough

operation.

THE LKGAL ASPFXT OF AUTOPSIES.

A CASE which was tried in the Superior Court in

Boston during the past week is of interest, as showing

the present state of the law in regard to the making of

autopsies. There is no statute which prescribes when
&post-mortem examination may or may not be made, ex-

cept that which relates to the duties of medical exam-

iners ; and there are no decisions of the courts which

bear directly upon the subject. Although a dead body is

not legally property, it has been held that a man has

the right to have the body of his wife buried where he

wishes. It is claimed by the plaintiff's counsel in this

case, that this right of sepulchre includes that the body

shall not be in any way mutilated. An action of tort

was brought to recover damages for mental distress,

due to the fact that an autopsy had been done on the

body of the wife of the plaintiff', who alleged that he

had not given his consent. The autopsy was not done

by the defendant, but by his direction as visiting phy-

sician. The defendant maintained that permission had

been given to his house-ollicer, in the presence of the

matron of the institution, by the plaintiff. The coun-

sel for the defence moved, that, even if consent had

not been given, the plaintiff had no legal right to re-

cover. The judge ruled that he had such a right, and

the case went to the jury on the question of fact, and a

verdict was found for the defendant. This ruling was

practically for the purpose of getting the question of fact

before the jury, and was subject to appeal in case the

verdict was given for the plaintiff, aud did not cousti.

tute a precedent.

It remains, then, entirely undecided whether a phy-

sician may make, or may cause to be made, an autopsy

except with the consent of the next of kin, without
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ruuning the risk of a suit for damages. This would

apply equally to a public institution or to a private

case. The question can only be decided by an appeal

to the Supreme Court in some suit actually brought,

unless the Legislature should pass a statute covering it.

Permission in writing has the advantage of verbal per.

misfion onlv as additional evidence that consent was

MEDICAL NOTES.

Scarlet Fever in London.— The latest returns

of the Metropolitan Aslyums Board show that scarlet

fever is still prevalent in London. The total number

of patients in the several fever hospitals of the Board

suffering from this particular disease on February 19th,

was 3,020.

Corpse Eaters. — "Corpse Eaters" is the not

very elegant phrase applied by a member of the Lon-

don Vegetarian Society to people outside the pale of

his society, who indulge in the ordinary gross mixed

meat and vegetable diet.

Hunting a Lost Ball.— The Rontgen ray and

the location of bullets brings to mind an old army

story about a general officer, who having been wounded

in the fleshy part of the leg, the surgeons made many

incisions. At last growing tired and worn with pain.

he asked if they were nearly through dressing his leg.

" I am looking for the ball," said the operating sur-

geon. " Why the devil did you not say so before ?
"

roared the officer, " I have the ball in my pocket." —
Journal of the American Medical Association.

The Dangers of Chloroform. — Reports of

deaths under chloroform anesthesia continually appear

in the English medical journals. The Medical Press

and Circular reports that the son of a solicitor in

Dudley, Worcestershire, died recently under chloro-

form, which had been administered for the purpose of

the extraction of some teeth. The anesthetic was

given in the house of a local dentist by a medical prac-

titioner.

The Gentle Jane Cakebread.— The latest ex-

ploit of Jane Cakebread, the chronic inebriate whose

case has attracted so much attention lately in England,

largely on account of Lady Henry Somerset's deter-

mined efforts to "reform " her, and that lady's subse-

quent suit against the Pall Mall Gazette for $25,000

damages for defamation of character, and who on her

280th appearance as drunk and disorderly was com-

mitted to an insane asylum, emphasizes the value of

efforts to " reform " people who are mentally irrespon-

sible. It seems that on learning from Dr. Gordon,

Medical Superintendent of the Hackney Intirmary,

under whose charge she was, that she had been ad-

judged insane, she kicked the doctor in the chest with

such force as to break two of his ribs, so that he is for

some lime incapacitated from duty.

The State Hospitals Bulletin. — We are in

receipt of the hrst number of this bulletin, which is to

be published quarterly as a report of the clinical and

pathological work of the New York State hospitals

for the insane, and their pathological institute. It

contains a number of interesting and valuable articles

on the clinical and pathological features of various

forms of insanity, some of which are illustrated by

photographic plates, and a few original articles on sub-

jects in general medicine and reports of cases. We
note with pleasure the announcement of the appoint-

ment of Dr. Ira van Grieson as Director of the Patho-

logical Institute of the Stale Hospitals for the Insane.

A man better fitted, both by talents and training, for

the position it would have been difficult to find. The
Bulletin is a handsomely printed pamphlet of 140

pages, and the character of the first number augurs

well for its permanence and value.

boston and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston.— Dur-

ing the week ending at noon, March 11, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease:

diphtheria, 57, scarlet fever, 26, measles, 54, typhoid

fever, 4.

Vivisection at the Harvard Medical School.
— At a Meeting of the Medical Faculty of Harvard
University on March 7, 1896, the following Preamble
and Resolution were adopted :

Whereas there is no wanton or unnecessary vivisection in tlie

Harvard Medical Scliool and none except tliat which is indis-

pensable for humane objects of instruction and research, and
Whereas no abuse of vivisection either by instructors or stu-

dents would be permitted in the School,

Resolved, that the legislation proposed by the Massachusetts
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals is not only un-
necessary, but might easily interfere with legitimate medical
and surgical researches which are of great importance to the
present and future welfiire of the whole community.

Diphtheria at Stoneham.— The primary and

intermediate schools at Stoneham, Mass., were closed

last week for disinfection on account of the occur-

rence of cases of diphtheria among the pupils.

NEW YORK.

Rabies and the Pasteur Institute.— Some
cases of special interest are now being treated at the

Pasteur Institute. On February 29th a Gordon setter

suffering from rabies, having started from some un-

known locality in the upper part of the city, came
rushing down the Bowery and through the crowded

East Side streets. Before he was killed he had bitten

at least fifteen persons. Two of these were grown-up

men, and the others lads ranging in age from seven to

fifteen years. Of the two men bitten, one refused to

come to the Pasteur Institute at all for treatment, and

the other came but three times. He then discontinued

his visits, stating that he could not spare any more

lime for the purpose. All the thirteen lads are receiv-

ing the regular two weeks' course of aiiti-rahic injec-

tions, and as their cases have been taken in hand so

promptly, there would seem to be every prospect of

their escaping hydrophobia. The effort will be made
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to keep them, as well as the two men who refused

treatment under observation for a year, and, if possi-

ble, for three years. Judging from its actions on the

streets and from the results of the autopsy made on it,

there can be little question that the dog which bit

these persons was really the subject of rabies. The

authorities of the Pasteur Institute were fortunate

enough to secure the carcass of the animal, and rab-

bits have been inoculated from it. The contents of

the stomach presented a strong confirmation of the

existence of the disease in question. There was not a

particle of food in it, but instead a curious collection

of pebbles, coal-ashes, rope, twine, plaster-of-Paris,

bits of slate and other miscellaneous articles.

Politics AND Hospital Appointments. — Even

"reform politics" do not seem to be entirely free from

partisan bias. Of the three Commissioners of Public

Charities recently appointed by Mayor Strong, two

are Republicans, and during the past week Mr.

O'Rourke, for a number of years the efficient superin-

tendent of Bellevue Hospital, has been summarily dis-

missed from the position apparently for uo other reason

than that he was a Democrat. That he was a compe-

tent official and performed his duties in a perfectly sat-

isfactory manner would seem to be abundantly shown

by the fact that resolutions commending his efficiency

during his incumbaucy and expressing regret at his re-

moval were unanimously passed by the Medical Board

of the Hospital, consisting of the various consulting

and attending physicians and surgeons, and also by

the entire House Staff of Bellevue. It is intimated

also that there are to be a number of other removals,

on political grounds, in the Department of Charities.

The Healing Spring in Hodston Street.—
For the past week or two the newspapers have been

exploiting the supposed virtues of a wonderful hot

spring of " healing water " that has made its appear-

ance down town in East Houston Street, and visions

of untold wealth have been floating before the minds

of the proprietors of the premises. Alas, these hopes

have been cruelly blasted by the Board of Health, who

ordered an analysis of the water to be made. Dr.

Ernest J. Lederic, who performed this work, made his

report on March 3d, and he states that the water is

really diluted sewage and that its use for domestic

purposes is extremely dangerous to life and health.

Dr. E. W. Martin, of the Health Department, also re-

ports that the spring is situated almost in the centre

of a narrow drainage outlet to the P^ast River. It is

thought that the water is heated by a neighboring

steam-pipe, as was the case with a similar " hot

spring " that was discovered iu Madison Avenue some

time ago.

The Babv Hippopotamus. — A hippopotamus was

born in the Central Park Menagerie on March 6th,

the second in the history of that institution; and it is

an interesting fact that this new arrival is the o£f-

spring of the other hippopotamus born there. The
present baby hippo is of the male sex, and weighed

forty pounds at birth. The baby enjoys the distinction

of being both the son and grandson of his father, as

his mother is both the daughter and consort of the

male animal.

Jerset Cattle and Tuberculosis.— Mr. George

Vanderbilt has purchased the entire head of Jersey

cattle, 135 in number, of the Pittsford farm, near

Rochester, for iiis stock farm near Asheville, N. C.

It is stated that Mr. Hawley, the proprietor, was in-

duced to dispose of his stock by the low rate of com-

pensation for condemned cattle awarded by the Board

of Claims. Among his herd until recently was the

cow Katharine of Pittsford, which won the butter

prize at the Chicago World's Fair, and was valued at

$2,400. She and other animals whose value aggre-

gated $30,000 were killed by order of the authorities,

and all the compensation allowed was $35 apiece. It

is believed that Governor Morton and other large

herders of Jerseys will also give up their herds on the

same account. It is claimed by the dairymen that the

test for tuberculosis is too severe, and that it is unjust

and unreliable.

The Tuberculin Test Endorsed.— On the other

hand, at a conference of the New York State and City

Boards of Health, held at the Academy of Medicine on

March 6th, resolutions in regard to tuberculosis were

adopted in which it is strongly re-affirmed that it is

possible to detect the existence of tuberculosis in cattle

by the tuberculin test, and urging that no half-way

measures can stamp out the disease. The resolutions

end by asking the Legislature for an appropriation of

$300,000 for carrying on the work of eradication.

^tjSiceUanp.

HEARING ON THE ANTIVIVISECTION BILL.

Before the Judiciary Committee of the Massa-
chusetts Legislature, February 27, 1896.

The Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of

Cruelly to Animals petitioned the Legislature to pass

an "Act Relating to Vivisection in Schools" (House,

548). A public hearing on the proposed bill was
given by tlie Judiciary Committee of the House, Feb-

ruary 27, 1896, at 11 A. m. The following account is

extracted from the stenographer's report. All un-

bracketed words are quoted directly. Great pains

have been taken to state fairly all matter of impor-

tance.

J. A. Bailey, Jr., Counsel for the Petitioners,

[called attention to the existing act. Chapter 151 of

the Acts of 1894]. The gist of that act is that no

teacher shall practise vivisection in the presence of any

pupils. We put in with our petition a somewhat elab-

orate bill, but we have changed our bill very radically.

We come before you today with a simple bill iu two

sections.

An Act Relating to Vivisections in Schools.

B« it enacted, etc.

Section I. Any agent or agents of the Massachusetts Society
for the Preveutiou o( Cruelty to Animals may be present at any
experiment on or dissection of any live animal iu any school or
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educational JDStitution in this Commonwealth, and shall he per-

mitted to witness the same ; and the time and place oT any such
experiment or dissection shall, upon the request of any such
agent, be made known to him by the person having charge of

such experiment or dissection.

Skct. 2. Whoever violates this act by preventing any such
agent from being present or failing to give any such agent in-

formation when requested as above provided, shall be punished
by a tiue of not less than twenty dollars nor more than one
hundred dollars.

George T. Angell, President of the Massachu-

setts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Ani-

mals. The law which we originally presented to you

seems to us au eminently fair and proper one, but, ou

advice of counsel, and after consultation with various

friends, we have concluded to drop three of its sections

and confine ourselves to the other two. We are told

through many articles in the public press and letters

from students and others, the writers of which we are

not at liberty to disclose, that there is much cruelty

to animals in some of our medical and other schools.

We simply ask that our agents, every oueof whom shall

— if desired— be furnished with a first-class certificate

from his clergyman — or his lawyer, if preferred —
that he is a truthful man of good moral character, may
be present at these operations on live animals. [Wit-

ness now read extracts from the annual address before

the Massachusetts Medical Society by Dr. Henry J.

Bigelow, of which a fair idea may be giveu by the ex-

pressions : "Horrors of vivisection."— "Spinal mar-

row, the seat of all that is concentrated and exquisite

in agony."— " The rumpled feathers of a pigeon de-

prived of his cerebellum may indicate not so much a

specific action of the cerebellum on the skin as the

more probable fact that the poor bird feels sick."—
" My heart sickens as I recall the spectacle at Alfort

in former times, a wretched horse bound upon the

floor, and every conceivable and fiendish torture in

flicted upon him, while he groaned and gasped" —
" The limit of physiological experimejit, in its utmost

latitude, should be to establish truth iu the hands of a

skilful experimenter with the greatest economy of

suffering, and not to demonstrate it to ignorant classes

and encourage them to repeat it."]

[Witness then presented " a letter from a student
"

{Boston Evening Transcript, May 25, 1895), in which
these words occur : " Then let it at once be known
that it is the opinion of over four-fifths of the students

of one of our largest medical schools that work iu

practical physiology on living animals is both obnox-
ious, debilitating and comparatively profitless . . . not

intensely interesting even to the earnest and scientific

student is the sight of a small dog, weak with the loss

of blood, running about the laboratory with a cork

stopper iu his neck. The object of this is to see how
far they can carry certain experiments and have the

dog still live."] I do not know the name of this

student, but I have given you his letter as printed in

the Transcript. Gentlemen,— we simply ask that the

best agents we are able to furnish and employ shall

have the privilege of being present wherever opera-

tions on live animals are performed, in order that we
may satisfy ourselves that the laws for the prevention

of cruelty to animals are not violated.

Cross Examination. Q. What tests do you apply,

if any, for the appointment of your agents? A. We
select from the very best men we can get ; for the

last of those aj)pointed we studied the list of the Boston
police and selected a man. The captain said there was
no better man on his force. We usually give some

preference to men of experience in enforcing the laws.

Q. But men of no scientific education ? A. We can't

afford to pay scientific men, you know; the dumb
animals have not money enough to get very scientific

men. Q. Do you take the grouud that vivisection is

unnecessary ? A. I came here to say what these an-

imals would say if thev could talk. They would all

vote against it to a man. Q. Are you familiar with

experiments upon animals in these schools ? A. No.

Q. Are you yourself aware of any abuse or cruelty

practised on the animals? A. Only through reports

and publications. Q. Your opinion, then, is formed
on evidence which has been brought to you by pub-

lished newspaper accounts? A. And by statements

of students in medical schools and other persons. Q.
Then you have never asked to be allowed personally

to be present? A. No. Q. Have you evidence of

specific acts of cruelty ? A. I think some of these

gentlemeu have. I have invited certain gentlemen
here who have expressed great sympathy. I don't

know what they will say. Q. The purpose of the act

is to select any agent paid or unpaid? A. Yes. Q.
This bill is promoted by your Society or yourself ?

A. By the Society, of course. Q. Has the Society

taken any action in regard to this bill ? A. It has

been brought before the directors.

[In answer to repeated questions, witness was
brought to say that the proposed bill was discussed at

a directors' meeting, at which seven out of the twenty-

four directors of the Society were present, and was
"sanctioned " by the seven, including himself. Neither

he nor Vice-President Hill could " remember whether
any formal action was taken. The President had
authority to take charge of the work of the Society.

The specific thing done here was done very largely

under his general authority as President. A good
many of the people who supported his Society were
intensely interested against vivisection. He supposed
some would like to stop it and some would not, but he

could not tell."] Q. Your expectation would be that

you could get, if this bill were passed, such informa-

tion that you could secure prohibition of vivisection?

A. I will say that the dumb animals hope it would
be prohibition. Q. Have you not published an offer

of a reward for evidence of the abuse of the practice

of vivisection ? A. Yes, 1 have had a standing offer

iu Our Dumb Animals, which goes to almost every

professional man iu the State, an offer of $100 reward
for evidence which will enable us to convict any man
iu Massachusetts of any violation of the law in the

practice of vivisectiou. Q. Have you procured any ?

A. No. Q. If your agent reported that paiu was in-

flicted in a certain experiment, would you consider

that that report would be something to be acted on ?

A. The only question would be whether there was
sulRcient torture to the animals to warrant a com-
plaint. The agent could report what he saw and
heard, and it would remain with the judge, whether he

should grant a warrant or not.

Dr. Albert Leffingwell, of Cambridge. My
experience as a physician, and my experience in look-

ing into this question, convinces me that vivisection

has been of great service to humanity, and that within

limitations, there is no danger in its continuance. I

believe in vivisection with certain limitations, but

think it should be guarded against abuse; this bill is

nousence if there is no such thing as abuse. [An ex-

tract was then read from an address by Dr. Parviu :
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" There are some who seek useless knowledge and who
seem to be blind to tlie writhing agony and terrible

pain of their victims, and who are guilty of the most

dam«al>le cruelty. Tliese criminals are not alone

found in or confined to Germany or France but may
be found in our own country." Names were men-

tioned of physicians who favored the restriction of

vivisection by law. Accounts of cruelty in Europe

were given.]

Cross Examination. Q. Do you feel that the

agents of this Society, with the qualifications described

by the President of the Society, would be competent

and a safe body to be the censors of the colleges of

this Commonwealth? A. Not censors, but proper

witnesses. Q. You have read some very harrowing

descriptions of what goes on in Paris ; tell us whether

in your opinion that is a fair and just description of

what goes on in Massachusetts. A. I am cot person-

ally acquainted with what happens in Massachusetts.

I can't get into the medical schools and laboratories.

Q. Have you tried? A. No; 1 have tried iu New
York. Q. Have you tried in Massachusetts ? A.

No, it is said that no one would be allowed to go. Q.

I understood you to say that unless there are abuses

this bill is nonsense; have you any evidence of any

abuse in Massachusetts ? A. The abuses are simply

these, that students are allowed occasionally to practise

vivisection on animals for their own purposes. I don't

think it would be considered abuse by those having it

in charge. Q. Are you sure that that is the fact ? A.

No, sir ; only Mr. Angell says so. Q. Then I under-

stand you have no evidence of any abuse ? A. Not
in this State, only that those doors are closed. Q. In

your opinion could these experiments be properly con-

ducted in the presence of agents of the societies? A.

I think so ; certain experiments could be. Q. Would
that apply to all experiments ? A. No ; persons must

exercise common-sense.

Mr. Philip G. Peabout, President of the New
England Autivivisection Society. 1 hold in my hand

a list of physicians, I think several hundred, who are

in favor of the abolition of vivisection. [Mr. Peabody

here quoted several names therefrom.] The bill has

been very carefully treated by those who have pre-

ceeded me, and I will not spend any time upon that.

Cross Examination. Q. Do you favor this partic-

ular bill or not ? A. I do favor this bill, but 1 should

like to have it altered so that the agents of the Anti-

vivisection Society should be allowed the same privi-

lege of witnessing the experiments, as those of the

other society. If the people of Massachusetts had the

remotest idea of what vivisection really means, it

would not be tolerated one month. I have seen vivi-

section iu many instances, and I have never seen any

anesthetics used. I think the anesthetics are for the

public. Q. Have you observed those experiments in

this State? A. I have never been permitted to ob-

serve them in this State. Q. Do you feel that a per-

son who goes to see an operation with his mind already

prejudiced against the whole question, a member of a

societv whose avowed purpose is to exterminate vivi-

section, is a proper man to go to such a place ? A.

Yes. [Witness now said, in answer to questions, that

he had been engaged in investigating these matters ten

years, had ijublished a good deal in the newspapers and

elsewhere, and had got all the evidence bearing on this

question " that he could reasonably get."] Q. Have
yon any evidence showing any abuses iu Massachu-

setts ? A. Yes. Gentlemen come to my office almost

every day, and give me information concerning this,

but say they don't want to be expelled from the school

that they attend, as they would be if they were known
to have stated these things. In a medical school in

this State they take guinea-pigs in handfuls, two or

three at a time, and crowd them into a vessel with

a sponge of chloroform and jam them down and
put on a cover to the vessel, and sometimes the legs

protrude and no pains are taken to put the legs in.

[Witness declined to state where this occurred.
| I

have heard of many experiments performed without

anesthetics. Q. Have you any other evidence? A.

No. Q. You yourself have not seen any experiments

on live animals in Massachusetts ? A. No. Q. You
were not permitted to ? A. No. Q. Have you
asked? A. I asked at the Harvard Medical School.

[Witness, being questioned further, stated, that six or

seven years ago he had asked to see the experiments

on animals, and was told none took place there. He
did not know the location of the school, nor whether
the person asked was an officer of the school. Thought
that it was at the frontdoor. Should say that the per-

son asked was the janitor, not a professor. Had not

been there since. Did not at that time represent the

Society, but went as a person interested in the subject.

Could not remember that he had asked for the pro-

fessor in charge of that department. Did not think

he knew who the professor was at that time.] Q. Is

that the only evidence you have on which to base your
statements that you have been refused admission to

these operations in medical schools in Massachusetts?

A. Yes, the only personal evidence.

Dr. Eugene W. Hill, of Newton. [Spoke in

favor of the bill, though not opposed to vivisection.

Thought that the bill would prevent unauthorized vivi-

section by students.]

Cross Examination. Q. Have you any evidence

that any abuses are practised in Massachusetts in vivi-

section ? A. Not in the laboratories. But I have

been told that rabbits have been taken and tied up by
the heels and hung out of the windows. [Witness
said also that he had heard of students torturing

guinea-pigs in barns.] If an agent goes into these

laboratories, he can tell very quickly those students

who propose to go out and experiment by themselves.

Q. How about this case you speak of, of students

torturing guinea-pigs in barns ? How could an agent

help that? Do you think he would learn iu the school

that a student was going to do buch a thing in a barn ?

A. No, but 1 think he would learn the drift of the

students' minds. Q. Does not the [existing] law pro-

vide for the suppression of this kind of crutUy ? A.
Yes, but it must be proven.

Mr. p. D. Richards, of West Medford. [Not a

physician, of no particular business. Spoke as a mem-
ber of the community. Read from a manuscript so in-

distinctly that he could not be reported. He was un-

derstood to relate cruelties practised in Europe, and to

attack professors in the Harvard Medical School be-

cause of their alleged misrepresentation of facts. He
spoke of persons in Ohio who had petitioned the Legis-

lature to permit vivisection of criminals. The vivi-

sectors would be after paupers and babies next ; babies

because " they were easy to handle."]

Cross Examination. The Chairman. Are there

any questions to be asked of this gentleman ? [Silence

of several minutes.] Mr. Richards. No questions ?
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Perhaps it is just as well that they don't ask me any
questions about the Harvard Medical School or the

Boston University. Q- You have something to say

about the Harvard Medical School ? A. I can tell of

the open doors which Dr. W. T. Porter speaks of in

his letter. [Replying to various questions, witness

stated that he had applied for permission to be present

at vivisections in the Harvard Medical School, and

had been referred to the Dean. On writing the Deau,

a Secretary replied that he was in Europe, and re-

ferred him to some one else, who, when witness wrote,

had also gone to Europe. Had written also to the

Boston University and to General Walker at the in-

stitute of Technology. The Boston University had

replied " that the doors were not open to morbid curi-

osity." General Walker had answered " that we were
not competent to inquire into the matter, and were not

permitted to go there."] Q. What reason did you
state in any of those letters for wishing to visit the

laboratories ? A. I can't say, but they could natur-

ally infer from my articles in the papers that it was
for inquiring into cruelties. Q. Are you acquainted

with Dr. Richardson or Dr. W. T. Porter ? A. Yes,

sir. He lied to me ; they all lie ; all that I have met

;

all of them lie. Q. What are your grounds for ar-

raigning these doctors, simply because they did not

want to gratify a morbid curiosity ? Don't you think

in the case you have stated it was a proper refusal ?

A. No. 1 met with no refusal in Cambridge, and no

honest person would be refused. Q. The man who
invited you knew something personally of you ? A.
Yes. Q. Doesn't that make an entirely different case,

where a man knows the person who makes the appli-

cation for such a privilege ? A. Yes. Q. You are

an opponent to vivisection in any form? A. Yes, a

strong opponent. Q. And in the same way you are

opposed to vaccination ? A. Yes, I am opposed to

tliat. Q. How many times have you been to the Har-
vard Medical School? A. Three or four times, in-

cluding the stock-room for housing the animals. Q.
How did you happen to go in there ? A. I was pass-

ing the alley-way and saw them going in, and I touk

the opportunity to go in. i followed a cart, 1 went in

like a man. Q. At that time you went in the back
door, and after that went to the front door? A. Yes.

Q. You met Dr. Porter, did you not ? A. Yes. Q.
And had a long conversation? A. Yes. He said they

only used curs in their experiments, but immediately
after that one of the students told me they used New-
foundland dogs.

Mr. Bailey, Counsel for Petitioners. I wish to

say that counsel regrets keenly that any epithet should
have been applied to so honorable a body of gentle-

men as the instructors of the Harvard Medical School.
Mr. Winslow W. Fifield, of Maiden. I am in

the real estate business, and have been for years, and
am also a justice of the peace. I am a friend of the

dumb animals. Mr. Bailey Do you wish to testify

to any facts known to yourself or on information given
you ? Witness. No, i do not, only I speak for the

dumb animals. I would be one to contribute to a fund
which should be used to employ Professor Gamer to

go into the kennels of Massachusetts and learn the

language of the animals there. The Chairman. We
cannot go as far as that. [No questions were asked
this witness.] Mr. Bailey. I think we will rest here.

The Chairman. Then at the next meeting we will

liear the remonstrants to the bill.

THE FOUNDING OF THE LANCET.
In the interesting biography of Thomas Wakley,

the founder of the Lancet, now cominf out in that
journal, is given the preface published in the first

number under date of October 5, 1823, defining the
aims and objects of the then new journal.

The boldness with which Wakley declares war upon
the favoritism and nepotism by the aid of which most
of the valuable hospital positions in London at that
time were obtained, does credit to his courage and in-

dependence, especially when we consider the magni-
tude of the interests attacked His good policy is

shown in the moderate way in which his intentions
are stated.

In the words of the writer of the biography : " Not
a word is said in abuse of persons flourishing under a
corrupt system. Their words as tlieorists and their

acts as clinicians are to be made public ; if they object
it must be ffir interested reasons. But it is assumed
that, being the men of distinguished light and leading
that they should be, they can have no motive for de-
siring the shelter of the bushel ; while the publicity

promised for them is not to satisfy any narrow curios-

ity, but to benefit the medical profession, and there-
fore the world at large, by furnishing an opportunity
to the rank and tile of that profession of remaining in

intellectual touch with their leaders."

As an excellent description of the character and
aims of the Lancet, and of the general plan and scope
which a good medical journal, even of the present day,
would do well to follow, and as an interesting histori-

cal document, we subjoin Wakley's preface:

Pre/ace to No. 1, Volume I, 0/ The Lancet.
Reprinted in the second edition, but not in subsequent editions.

It has long been a subject of surprise and regret that in
this extensive and intelligent community there has not
hitherto existed a work which would convey to the Public,
and to distant Practitioners as well as to students in Medi-
cine and Surgery, reports of the Metropolitan Hospital
Lectures.

Having for a considerable time passed observed the freat
and increasing inquiries for such information, in a depart-
ment of science so pre-eminently useful, we have been in-
duced to offer to public notice a work calculated, as we
conceive, to supply in the most ample manner whatever is

valuable in these important branches of knowledge ; and as
the Lectures of Sir Astley Cooper, on the theory and prac-
tice of Surgery, are probably the best of the kind delivered
in Europe, we have commenced our undertaking with the
introductory address of that distinguished professor i^iven
in the theatre at St. Thomas's Hospital on Wednesday
evening last. The Course will be rendered complete in
subsequent numbers.

In addition to Lectures, we propose giving under the
head, Medical and Surgical Intelligence, a correct descrip-
tion of all the important Cases that may occur, whether in
England or on any part of the civilized Continent.

Although it is not intended to give graphic representa-
tions with each Number, yet we have made snoh arrange-
ments with the most experienced draughtsmen as will en-
able us occasionally to do so, and in a manner we trust,
calculated to give universal satisfaction.

The great advantage derivable from information of this
description will, we hope, be sufficiently obvious to every-
one in the least degree conversant with medical knowledge

;

any arguments therefore to prove these are unnecessary
and we content ourselves by merely showing in what direc-
tions their utility will prove most active.— Vo the Medical
and Surgical Practitioners of this City whose avocations
prevent their personal attendance at the Hospitals— to

Country Practitioners whose remoteness from the head-
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quarters, as it were, of scientific knowledge leaves them
almost without the means of ascertaining its progress — to

the numerous classes of Sluilcnts whether here or in distant

Universities— to Colonial Practitioners— and, finally by
adding to the slock of useful knowledge of every individual

in these realms. In this attempt we are well aware that

we shall be assailed by much interested op[)osition ; but we
will fearlessly discharge our duties. We hope the age of
'^ Mental Delusion " has passed and that mystery and con-
cealment will no longer be encouraged. Indeed we trust

that niysterv and ignorance will shortly be considered syn-
onymous. Ceremonies and signs have now lost their

charms, hieroglyphics and gilded serpents their power to

deceive. But for these it would be impossible to imagine
how it happened that medical and dietetical knowledge, of

all other the most calculated to benefit Man, should have
been by him the most neglected. He studies with the

greatest attention and assiduity the constitutions of his

horses and dogs and learns all their peculiarities ; whilst of

the nature of his own he is totally uninformed and equally
unskilled as regards his infant offspring. Yet a little re-

flection and application would enable him to avert from
himself and family half the constitutional disorders which
affect society ; and in addition to these advantages, his ac-

quirements in medical learning would furnish him with a
test whereby he could detect and expose the impositions of

ignorant practitioners.

AN UNUSUAL ENTANGLEMENT OF THE UM-
BILICAL CORD.i

Bishop reports the case of a woman with justo-

minor pelvis, in which death of the fetus was diagnosed

by absence of fetal heart sounds and movements. On
dilatation of the cervix a partially macerated head pre-

sented. It was thought best to perform craniotomy,

but while preparations were being made a strong

uterine contraction was followed by collapse of the

head and birth of the fetus. The cause of its death

was now found to be the fact that the umbilical cord

was entwined around the left thigh in a slip-knot, so

that each movement of the thigh would tend to draw
it tighter. Edema of the leg showed that strangulation

had gone on for some time before the knot was drawn
80 light as to cut off the circulation in the cord. The
cord showed a sulcus where it was constricted. The
case was therefore one of automatic cranioclasis fol-

lowing the death of the fetus from the knotting of

the cord around the thigh in such a manner that each

movement tied it tighter until strangulation followed.

It is rare if not unique, although one can but wonder
that serious entanglement of the cord is not more com-
mon, when we take into consideration the violence and
frequency of the intrauterine movements of the fetus.

DENTAL CARIES AND TUBERCULAR CERVI-
CAL ADENITIS.'

Two cases of dental caries attended by tubercular

cervical adenitis in patients previous!}' healthy and
with no tubercular family history are reported by
Starck. The point of chief interest with regard to

these cases was the demonstration of the tubercle

bacilli in the carious cavities and in the granulations

surrounding an old root. Extraction of the teeth and
excision of the glands resulted in cure in both cases.

We have evidently in these cases to do with a

primary infection in the carious teeth, a distinctly

> AiD«rlcaD Journal of Obstetrics, February, 1S96.
' MiiucbeDer uied. Wocb., February 18, 1896.

local process, followed by secondary infection of the

lymph-glands. Such cases are of importance with re-

gard to both prognosis and treatment. In all cases of

tubercular cervical adenitis the physician should as-

certain whether he has to do with a purely local in-

fection, as in these cases, or with a localization of a

general tuberculosis in the glands. In the absence of

evidence of tuberculosis of the lungs, or multiple

tubercular ulcers of mucous membranes, or other evi-

dence of general tuberculosis, tubercular cervical

adenitis should be regarded as a local process. In the

presence of a chronic rhinitis, conjunctivitis or otitis

media, we often tiud enlargement of the cervical

lymphatic glands. In these cases also we should not

think of a general tuberculosis, but should rather re-

gard the chronic inflammation as the primary process,

the tubercle bacilli finding the point of entrance in the

inflamed mucous membranes, and secondarily infecting

the lymphatic glands. Chronic pharyngitis can also

furnish the starting-point for tubercular cervical ad-

enitis, and many observers have found that the tonsils

were the infection atrium for the invasion of tubercle

bacilli.

The treatment of the infection atrium of the disease

is, of course, essential to the prevention of recurrence

after extirpation of tubercular glands.

MENTAL VIGOR AND LONG LIFE.

The Medical Record quotes the following from the

National Popular Review :

"Great men usually carry their full mental vigor

and activity into old age— M. Chevreul, M. de Les-

seps, Gladstone, and Bismarck are evidences of this

anthropological fact. Pius IX, although living in

tempestuous times, reached a great age in full posses-

sion of all his faculties, and the dramatist Crebillon

composed his last dramatic piece at ninety-four, while

Michel Angelo was still composing his great canvases

at ninety-eight, and Titian at ninety still painted with

all the vigor of his earlier years. The Austrian Gen-
eral Melas was still in the saddle and active at eighty,

and would have probably won Marengo but for the

inopportune arrival of Desaix. The Venetian Doge
Henry Dandolo, born in the beginning of the eleventh

century, who lost his eyesight when a young man
while on an embassy to Constantinople through the

treachery of the Greek Emperor Manuel, was never-

theless subsequently raised to the highest office in

the Republic, managed successfully to conduct various

wars, and at the advanced age of eighty-three, in alli-

ance with the French, beseiged and captured Constan-

tinople. Fouteneile was as gay-spirited at ninety-eight

as in his fortieth year, and the philosopher Newton
worked away at his tasks at the age of eighty-three

with the same ardor that animated his physical prime.

Cornaro was as happy at ninety as at fifty, and in far

better health at the age of ninety-five than he had en-

joyed at thirty. These cases all tend to show the

value and benefits to be derived from an actively culti-

vated brain in making a long life one of comfort and
of usefulness to its owner. The brain and spirits need

never grow old, even if our bodies will insist on get-

ting rickety and in falling by the wayside ; but an ab-

stemious life will even drag that old body along to cen-

tenarian limits in a tolerable state of preservation and
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usefulness. The foregoing list can be lengthened out
with an indefinite number of names, but it is sufficiently

long to show what good spirits and an active brain will

do to lighten up the weight of old age. When we
contemplate the Doge Dandolo at eighty-three animat-
ing bis troops from the deck of his galley, and the
brave old blind king of Bohemia falling in the thickest

of the fray at Crecy, it would seem as if there was no
excuse for either physical, mental, or moral decrepti-

tude, short of the age of fourscore and ten."

CorrcitfponDencc.

THE INVALID'S LIFE IN COLORADO.
Denver, March 1, 1896.

Mr. Editor : — About a year ago I wrote you some of

the commonplace facts about Denver as a place of resi-

dence for invalids. A continuance of my stay here for

another year has served to confirm me in all the state-

ments I then made. During the past year and a half I have
had time and especial opportunity to observe invalid life

here, and certain phases of it have continuously deepened
their impress upon my mind. They are of such vital and
immediate importance to the patient, and too often neg-
lected or quite as fatally misunderstood, that I wish to call

them to the most earnest attention of such of vour readers
as have not a personal knowledge of life in Colorado. Let
me add that a short visit here of a week or so does not ^ive
one a correct idea of the effect of this climate either upon
the invalid or the robust. Indeed, I think it is rather apt
to mislead one as to the proper conduct of invalid life.

The longer I am here the more I am impressed with the
fact that not one person in ten who conies here for his

health makes a business of getting well. They do not
make the recovery of their health their single,' constant
aim, letting every other wish or project be secondary and
subservient to that restoration. I do not speak of those
who unfortunately are obliged to work immediately and
continuously after their arrival, but of those who have the
means for continued or even temporary lying-to. When
one sees what this climate can do under adverse conditions,
it is the more discouraging to see those who have every
opportunity to make a permanent recovery throw away
their chance, not on some great stake, but in dribbling it

out in little indifferences and carelessnesses.
Lack of sustained earnestness is not unknown in patients

in the East; but in cases of incipient phthisis sent out
here it is of the greatest moment, especially at lite start.

It has, too, two causes especially operative out here. One
is the peculiar bracing effect of the climate upon the patient
which, marked at the start, misleads him till too late as to
the amount of his real gain ; the other is the insufficient
and even harmful advice given by the physician at home.
There is frequently a most surprising gain' in strength and
nervous energy and weight. It is not infrequent to see a
patient gain two pounds a week for eight or ten weeks at
the very start. It is needless to say that the repair of |iul-

monary tissue does not keep pace with this spurt. The
delicious sense of snap and exhilaration from the drv air
and sunshine — it is like a dry champagne— lead's to
serious overdoing, and the essential hold on the invasion is

lost. The importance of inactivity at the first cannot be
oyerestimateil. AVhatever tlie conditions elsewhere, e.xer-
cise is not for tlie pulmonary invalid here at the beginning.
I should not venture to call this to the attention of vour
readers were it not for the fact that too often the conduct
of the patient is the result of insufficient or wrong advice
given before starting. It is this second cause of failure
which, 1 think, lies partly at the door of the physician.

Colorado climate alone will not cure tuberculosis, and no
patient should be sent just to Colorado to live, lie should
be told emphatically that be must be under the close obser-

vation of a competent physician as much as if he were at
home. This is not sufficiently impressed upon the patient.
The physician knows it, but does not make his patient feel
its absolute necessity. The invalid comes and at once feels
the invigoration of the place, finds himself gaining in
weight, thinks he is doing well, and spoils it all by startino-

in to ride and tramp, and " do things " generally, and doel
not come under medical control until the break down comes,
and the real first chance is lost. Patients are sent here
with the idea that an out-door life means e.xercise, ridino-

and activity. They say that they were told to " get a horse
and live out doors, and so long as they gain in weight and
energy to keep away from doctors." Even if they go to a
physician they have this erroneous and attractive idea to
set up against the advice they are given by the new and
untried physician here. It puts a conflict of wishes and
advice which is a bar to the quick accord of the patient
and his new physician.

This incorrect idea is partly due to the misconception of
the climate. Exercise is not essential here to cliest ex-
pansion. 1 have seen an inch and a half increase in chest
girth in three months when the patient only sat out on the
veranda, taking no active exercise at all.

From my own experience and repeated observations I
wish to emphasize these two points :

(1) The importance of inactivity at the start, even
though the patient " never felt so well in his life."

(p) The importance of the patient being sent, without
prejudice as to his manner of life, to some physician, and
made to understand that this supervision is to be imme-
diate, and not simply if some time he finds that he has lost
ground. Truly yours,

Carroll E. Edson, M.D.

RECORD OF MORTALITY
Fob the Wbek ending Saturday, Febrhary 29, 1896.

New York .

Chicago . .

Philadelphia
Brooklyu
St. Louis . .

Boston . .

Baltimore .

CtncLnnatt .

Cleveland .

Washington
Pittsburg .

Milwaukee .

Nashville .

Charleston .

Portland . .

Worcester .

Fall Kivor .

Lowell . .

Cambridge .

Lynn . . .

New Bedford
Springfield .

Lawrence .

Holyoke . .

Salem . . .

Brockton .

Haverhill .

Maiden . .

Chelsea . .

Pitchburg .

Newton . .

Gloucester .

Taunton . .

Waltham
Quincy . .

Pittsfield .

Everett . .

Northampton
Newburyport
Amesbiiry .

H

Percentage of deaths froio

1,892,332 ' 893 ! 335
1,678.967 601 !

19-'

1.164,0U0 ' 492 ' 162
I.IOO.OUO I 470 I 172
66U,00U '

491,105
496,315
336,000
314,537 ;

275,500

65,106
40,000
98,687
88,0^0
84,359
81,519
62.355
55,254
51,534 ;

62.153
40,14a
34,437

33,167
30,185
29,706
31,296
26,394

20,C77
20.712
20.447
18,578
16,73S

14,554

10,920

13.86 i 21.67
17.40 19.60

10.80 I 18.00

13.02
j
24.36

6.56 : 19.68

7.38
!
15.68

11.66 17.08
8.82 8.82

30.30

45.45
22.60

6.SH0
i
37.98

19.04
I

9.62
—

I
3.86

—
; 12.60

—
!
13.33

6.66

16.66

28.66
8.33
5.66

8.33

40.00

14.28

De.itbs reported 3,5()8: under five years of age 1,22.'!; prin-
cipal infectious diseases (small-pox. measles, diphtheria and
croup, diarrheal diseases, whooping-cough, erysipelas aud fe-
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vers) 105, acute lung dtseasefi 708, cooBumption 404, diphtheria
and croup 173, diarrheal diseases 66, measles G>!, typhoid (ever
39, scarlet fever 21!, erysipelas lit, whooping-cough 16, cerebro-
spinal uieiiingitis IS, malarial fever 5.

From typhoid fever Chicago 13, New York, Philadelphia and
Cinciiiuati 5 each, Brooklyu and Baltimore 3 each, Bostou 2,

Cleveland, Nashville, Charleston and W'altham 1 each. From
scarlet fever New York 16, Brooklyn 4, Chicago 2, Philadelphia,
Boston, Providence and Fall Kiver 1 each. From erysipelas
New York 7, Chicago, Philadelphia and Brooklyn 3 each, Nash-
ville 2, Baltimore I. From whooping-cough New York S, Brook-
lyn 4, Philadelphia 3, Baltimore and Lynn 1 each From cerebro-
spinal raenincitis New York, Chicago and Baltimore 3 each,
Cincinnati, Worcester, Lynn, Somerville, Chelsea and Maiden 1

each. From malarial fever New York and Brooklyn 2 each,
Philadelphia 1.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales with
an estimated population of 10,860,971, for the week ending
February 22d, the death-rate was 19.4. Deaths reported, 4,052;
acute diseases of the respiratory organs (Loudon) 377, measles
196, whooping-cough 176, diphtheria 83, fever 44, scarlet fever
32, diarrhea HO.

The death-rates ranged from 12.7 in Burnley to 27.4 in Nor-
wich: Birmingham 21.4, Bradford 16.0, Croydon 13.7, Hull 13.0,

Leeds 16.5, Leicester 18.4, Liverpool 24 6, London 20.0, Man-
chester 22.0, Newcastle-on-Tyne 19 7, Nottingham 12.9, Ports-

mouth 14.3, Salford 19.8, Sheffield 19.4, Sunderland 17.8,

Swansea 18.0.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD,

Fur the week ending February 29tb, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W . Smith , oi the United
States Signal Corps:—

Baro-
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(©rtginal Slrticlejf.

SURGICAL MORALS.i

BY DAVID W. OHEEVER, M.D,

An educated layman once said to the writer, " If

you undertake an operation and do your part, and

anything goeB wrong, why should you feel any more

responsibility than the carpenter, who does his job and

has no more anxiety about it ? " Going a step farther,

we have the uneducated public, who consider the sur-

geon a licensed cutter, without care or conscience.

That this cannot be the enviable state of mind of the

educated surgeon will be familiar to any one of us who
exchanges, in his position, the calmness of an assistant

for the anxiety of a principal in a capital operation.

" Would that this callousness did more generally pre-

vail," is often the wish of the overworked and too

sensitive surgeon. " Bad for humanity, but good for

us," would be the verdict of all our brethren. This

false estimate of the surgeon's indifference may be

general, but is almost never true. The architect who
swings a great stone noiselessly and safely into its

place, the captain on the bridge of a coast-neariug

steamer, the locomotive engineer who runs the ex-

press,— these are comparable examples of the alert-

ness, the vigilance, the ever-present and wearing anxi-

ety of the surgeon. Watchful of the field of danger

beneath his knife, he also is burdened with the whole

weight of the chances of life or death to his patient,

from his constitutional condition. How much can he

stand? and how long can he stand it? These ques-

tions are ever present. Is it safer to stop or to go

on ? are problems as familiar and as unpleasant to the

operator's mind as the diagnosis and the decision as to

whether he shall begin at all. In the present feverish

condition of operative surgery, it may be prudent to

ask ourselves, first, what is the object of an operation ;

second, how should we regulate our conduct in unfore-

seen contingencies ? We may, perhaps, condense the

problem into the following simple questions

:

When to operate ?

When not to operate ?

When to stop ?

When not to stop?

It has been a mooted question whether the practice

of vivisection, even more than ordinary dissection,

may not thicken the surgeon's skin and dull his sensi-

bilities. And, again, it can hardly be a disputable as-

sertion that antisepsis and its immunity have rendered

exploratory operations, based on a halting diagnosis,

more frequent and safer, if not more desirable, than in

the past. And yet, in dealing with the great question

of the life or death of a human being, what operator

of any sensibility can put aside the saying of the

Roman philosopher: "Homo sum; Humani nihil a me
alieuum puto."

What is more distressing than a death upon the

table ? What injures our art more than a fatal oper-

ation, which pathology proves to have been useless, or

even more, unnecessary ?

When to operate?

If we confine our selection of cases to those which
clearly come under the cardinal rule for operation,

namely, to relieve suffering, or to prolong life, or

both, we shall have little difficulty in the choice. Is

life imperilled ? should be the first question. Can we
probably relieve the suflEering ? the second. But when
asked to operate, shall we accept only good risks, and

refuse the doubtful or hopeless cases ?

When not to operate ?

When to decline is the real difficulty of decision to

be met. Do not operate without the full consent of

the patient and friends, if possible. See that some re-

sponsible party understands what operation you intend

to do, and what may be reasonably expected from it.

Do not operate in a state of shock, unless hemor-

rhage, apnea, or obstruction of the bowels, as in

hernia, is going on. If you have time, consider fully

the systemic condition of the patient— the integrity

of the heart, arteries, kidneys. In a case of no emer-

gency, the age and prospect of life of the patient are to

be taken into account. A person of seventy yeajs,

having an expectation of life of five or six years, is in

a very different category from a youth of sixteen, who
has a reasonable expectation of life of sixty years.

You would take a risk with the latter which you

would not with the former.

Do not operate in glandular infiltrations so exten-

sive as to preclude perfect removal. Do not operate

where you cannot remove the whole disease, as in a

tuberculous organ, if you excise a part ; or a sarcoma

of the antrum where you cannot extirpate the sphenoid

cells. To these rules we would make two important

exceptions

:

First. To relieve agonizing pain operate on any

slight chance; for unless the suffering can be palliated,

the patient had better die than live.

Second. In a " forlorn hope," so called, after you

have fairly stated the risk, the patient is entitled to an

operation if he wishes, and if he takes the responsibil-

ity ; but even here you must limit yourself to cases

where there is a single, or some, chance of success.

During an operation when must we stop ? When
the patient fails ? Not always. That failure maybe
due to ether, or even to simple nausea. Pause, stimu-

late, consider maturely, before abandoning your task.

Stop when you have reached the end of all you can

take out, in a malignant tumor, for instance.

Stop in an operation in the abdominal cavity when
a glance or touch reveals that the tumor is not remov-

able, and has grown into vital parts. Do not explore

it farther, or you will get where you cannot stop.

Stop in an operation on the surface of the body

when stopping will ijot imperil life as much as going

on ; in syncope, with a pulse at 108°, with sighing

respiration, with a colliquative sweat.

When must you not stop? When the patient surely

will die if you do. Keep on as long as he breathes.

It is his only chance. What terrible contingency is

this ? Such is an operation which has so far displaced

and broken up a soft internal tumor as to render deatli

from bleeding or sepsis sure, if any is left. An oozing

hemorrhage ; a difficult tracheotomy ; a crushed skull

with a pulse of 40°, and a Cheyne-Stokes respiration;

having trephined, we cannot stop until compression is

removed and bleeding checked. Extravasation of

urine, and a bladder to be drained : if the patient dies

in the process, we must drain the bladder.

Not doing all these things, the patient necessarily

dies ; his only chance lies in their being done.

Surrounded with these terrible chances, the sur-

geon, like the executioner, raises or depresses his
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thumb, and the patieut lives or dies. Surely there is

uo respousibility like this!

Such imuiiueuce of peril should teach us, first, to be
overcareful and wary about gettiug iu so deep that we
cauBot withdraw, or about meddliug with what liad

better be left aloue. Second, uot to imperil life to

cover our mistakes; we all make them, aud the busy
surgeon more thau others, by a simple arithmetical

law. Third, iu self-defence to withdraw from au
operation, or a case, at once if our advice is not fol-

lowed. To bear the respousibility we must be abso-

lute masters.

SOME EXPERIMENTS UPON THE RELATION OF
URIC ACID TO DISEASE.i

BV FREDERICK L. HILLS, M.D.,

Assistant Physician^ JJanvers Lunatic Mospital, Mass.

Whether the relation of uric acid to certain dis-

eased conditions is a causative one, or is the result of

the altered metabolism associated with the disease,

is a question which still arouses much discussion.

That this is so is largely due to our uncertain knowl-
edge of the physiological chemistry of uric acid, and
until the complexities of the subject have been un-

ravelled by the physiologists, and we are given a more
definite knowledge of its normal relation, much in its

pathology must remain purely a matter of conjecture.

Considerable has been written upon the subject, and
many theories advanced— theories almost as numer-
ous as the writers. Among these that of Alexander
Haig stands prominently, aud attracts one's attention

because of its plausibilit}' and the key which it offers,

could it be proven true, to the understanding of many
obscure pathological phenomena. The experiments
here reported were undertaken upon lines laid down
by Haig in his monograph ; aud it is with his theory

that this paper will deal almost entirely.

Haig's Theory is as follows:

(1) When from any cause the alkalinity of the blood

is increased, the amount of uric acid in the blood is

also increased ; a reduction in the alkalinity of the

blood results in a precipitation of uric acid into the

tissues, chiefly the liver and spleen. When the

alkalinity of the blood is decreased, there is a corres-

ponding increase in the acidity of the urine, which
therefore furnishes an index of the condition of the

blood.

(2) The ratio of the formation of uric acid to urea
is constant. Urea is always eliminated from the body
as formed ; and as the relation of uric acid to urea in

the urine is variable, this variability arises from the

retention or excessive elimination of uric acid.

(3) The uric acid daily excreted in the urine is de-

rived from three sources: (a) That formed by ni-

trogenous metabolism along with a certain amount of

urea, probably iu the proportion of 1 of uric acid to

35 of urea. (6) Uric acid and other members of the

lanthin group introduced into the body with the food,

(c) That previously stored in the body which passes
into the blood whenever the alkalinity is increased.

"When" Haig says, "in the twenty-four-hour
urine uric acid is present in relation to urea of 1-35,
we conclude that this uric acid was formed along with
the urea of that day, and passed directly into the

urine, uo uric acid being furnished direct from the

' Read before the Essex South Ulstriot Medical Society in Lvdu,
January 28, lb96.

food or from the stores in the body. If any uric acid

was introduced in the food, this was not allowed to re-

main in the blood because the condition of that fluid

<lid not favor its solution, and for the same reason no

uric acid was taken up from the stores iu the body.

If, however, uric acid was excreted in a ratio of 1-20

or 25, we conclude that the excess over formation is

made up from uric acid introduced with the food or

taken up from the stores iu the body. If, on the

other hand, the excretion of uric acid is low, 1-45 or

50, we must conclude that some of the uric acid formed

on this day met with conditions in the kidney which

were unfavorable to its solution and it was retained

there instead of passing at once down the ureter."

According to this theory uric acid may be precipi-

tated into the tissues, there producing symptoms, or

may be latent in other tissues, no ill effects resulting.

On the other hand, circulating in the blood it will

cause a contraction of the arteries (by mechanical ir-

ritation) producing increased arterial tension and giv-

ing rise to various diseases among which are some
forms of migraine, epilepsy, mental depression, asthma,

bronchitis, angina pectoris, etc. Dyspepsia aud gout

of the intestines, anemia, albuminuria, Bright's disease,

diabetes mellitus, rheumatism aud gout are likewise

ascribed to uric acid. There are a large number of

drugs which so affect the alkalinity of the blood as to

produce a retention or excessive elimination of uric acid

with the corresponding symptoms. Most acids pro-

duce a deposit of uric acid iu the tissues but salicylic

acid and its compounds increase its excretion, as the

salicyluric acid which they form with it is more solu-

able than other uric acid salts, and is especially soluble

in slightly acid fluids.

This, then, is the theory, briefly stated, upon which

the following experiments were made to note the re-

lation of uric acid to the existing disease, and to trace

if possible an etiological connection.

Of 34 male epileptics in the hospital it was im-

practicable to attempt to save the urine in 28 on ac-

count of the dementia or the infrequency of the fits.

Of the remaining six, four saved their urine for a con-

siderable time and one for a few days.

Case I. Aged twenty-four, weight 155 pounds.

When fourteen years old, while at play and standing

on his head, he fainted and was unconscious for an

hour or two. Again, two months later, he fainted

while at play. These fainting spells became more
frequent, and finally in place of them he began to have

convulsions about once a month. He had been a

bright boy at school ; but his memory soon began to

fail, and he became irritable and at times violent.

Admitted to the hospital November, 18iJ2. A
maternal niece was epileptic ; uo insanity in the fam-

ily. He had tits at frequent intervals after his admis-

sion, usually at night. He was very quarrelsome, and

at intervals of a month or six weeks had a period of

mental confusion, being dazed and stupid, wanting to

fight over trivial matters and was noisy at night,

laughing and talking incoherently.

Urine examined fifteen days, beginning October 24,

1894. He had a fit at 2 A. M. of that day, the uric

acid to urea ratio being 1-25 iu 1,800 c. c. of urine. The
following day the ratio was 1-34, and he was in his

usual health ; no fits. On the 28th aud 30th there

was no fit, aud the ratios were 1-21 and 1-22 respec-

tively. On November lat he had a severe frontal

headache in the afternoon (be has these two or three
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times a month). He was given two ten-grain doses of

sodium salicylate three hours apart. The headache

stopped, and there was ringing in the ears. He had a

fit at midnight. The uric acid to urea ratio for the

twenty-four hours was 1-33.8. That in a sample of

urine obtained during the headache was 1-38. On
November 3d he had a fit with a ratio of 1-42. The
average ratio for fifteen days was 1-34. The actual

daily excretion of uric acid was high. There was no

increase following the salicylate of sodium.

Case II. A well-developed, muscular man ; age

twenty-two; weight 180 pounds; intemperate. Thir-

teen years ago fell on the ice and was unconscious

many hours. Was at the Massachusetts General Hos-
pital four days. Four years ago had a severe attack of

influenza, and it is since then that he began to have

convulsions. They occurred about once a month at

first, but have since been increasing in frequency. He
showed no violence or excitement until three days be-

fore his admission to the hospital, March 10, 1894,

when he had several fits at frequent intervals followed

by a period of confusion and excitement. Mother said

he was entirely unmanageable ; stood in the window
all night, partially dressed, repeating the expressions :

" the moon is the Son of God "
;
" Everybody is put-

ting their sins in the custom-house." He had been
drinking heavily for three weeks. When admitted to

the hospital there was no confusion or excitement.

At supper that evening he suddenly dropped his knife

and fork and became unconscious. When seen about

an hour later he was lying perfectly quiet, eyes fixed,

pupils dilated ; when spoken to would do as he was
told; could understand what was said to him but could

not speak. He passed a quiet night, and in the morn-
ing his mind was clear, and he remembered perfectly

the happenings of the evening before. Said there had
been no previous similar attack. He was in the hos-

pital five weeks, during which time he had three gen-

eral convulsions followed by a period of mental con-

fusion lasting two or three hours.

April 23d he was allowed home on a visit, and was
brought back May 18th in an excited, confused state.

The officer stated he had been having fits, and had
been in this condition for two weeks. When he be-

came rational after two days, he acknowledged having
been drinking again. May 2l8t he began to complain
of abdominal pain, which was not localized, and had a

slight diarrhea. He grew rapidly worse, and by the

24th had all the symptoms of a severe general peri-

tonitis. His condition was critical for several days,

but by the 29th the temperature was normal and he

was much improved in every way. Continued well

until June 5th, when he again had a diarrheal attack

and considerable abdominal pain, greatest in the right

iliac region, where there was an area of dulness, and
his symptoms all pointed to appendicitis. His parents

refused an operation. June 8th all the symptoms had
disappeared and the temperature was normal. He
was very ugly and abusive to his attendants. He con-

tinued irritable until July 1st, when he passed through
a period of three days' duration in which he was pro-

fane, obscene and threatening. There were no fits

from May 18th to the middle of June. During the

summer he averaged one fit a week and there was
nothing notable in his condition.

On the afternoon of October 17th he had severe
pain in the region of the vermiform appendix. Tem-
perature at 6 p.m. 102.8°F., puke 120. There was

nausea and a severe headache. The pain became gen-
eral over the abdomen on the following day, and he
could retain nothing on his stomach. Temperature,
A. M., 100° F.; p. M., 101° F. Pulse 100. There was
an area of dulness in the right iliac region.

October 19th. Temperature 100° F., pulse 96.

Given salicylate of sodium, ten grains every two hours.

The following day the temperature was normal, pulse

78; and there was a marked improvement in all his

symptoms. On the 2l8t he was up and dressed. He
continued well.

October 29th, his urine was being examined, and he
began taking nitro-muriatic acid dil., twenty minims,
a. c; salicylate of sodium, five grains, p. c.

November 3d, he had a severe convulsion at 7 p. M.

Pulse 90 and full. After the fit, passed 160 c. c. urine

with a uric acid to urea ratio of 1-30. The ratio for

the twenty-four hours was 1-37 in 1,150 c. c. of urine.

November 5th, there was an attack of abdominal
pain similar in every way to the previous ones, except
that there was little fever. Temperature 99° F.;

pulse 84, soft. The attack began at noon quite sud-

denly. One hour later he passed 400 c. c. of urine,

uric acid 1-27 of urea. Ratio for the day. excluding
the amount passed at 1 p. m., was 1-30 in 950 c. c. of

urine. He was given salicylate of sodium, ten grains

at 1, 4 and 7 p. m., and at 9 p. m. one-fourth grain of

sulphate of morphine hypodermically. The next morn-
ing his pulse was 90 and soft, temperature 98° F. He
was much better, and was up and dressed in the after-

noon. Ratio for the day 1-24 in 600 c. c. of urine.

Four days later (November 10th) he had two severe

convulsions at 12.30 P. m. and 4.30 p. m. Most of the

urine for that day (400 c c. from 6 a. m. to 6 p. m.)

was passed after the first of these fits and the uric acid

to urea ratio was 1-23. The following day, with no
fits, it was 1-24. November 12th, with a petit mal
attack in the afternoon, the ratio was 1-29. Novem-
ber 14th, a sample of urine (55 c. c), passed after a

petit mal attack in the afternoon, gave a ratio of 1-39.

During the next six months there were seven at-

tacks of localized pain in the abdomen, but none were
severe enough to confine him to bed. There were fits

every one or two weeks, and he was occasionally irri-

table. He took salicylate of sodium, five grains, three

times a day, during two months, with no apparent im-

provement. He left the hospital July 29th, and re-

turned again December 16th, his commitment papers
reading, " violent, dangerous, destructive, excited,

homicidal and at times depressed." It was learned

that he had been dissipating, and had had a series of

fits. He was confused and incoherent for two or three

days, and has since been in a ver}' comfortable condi-

tion. This case is given with so much detail because
it is a good example of the cases mentioned by Haig
as being due to uric acid. When he is out of the hos-

pital, drinking and eating largely of meats, as his par-

ents and he admit, his fits are more frequent and his

symptoms more severe than when under the regular

diet and regime of the hospital. There is quite a de-

cided correspondence between the abdominal symptoms
and those detailed by Haig as the result of uric acid.

It was not possible to trace any such relation in this

case, the urinary examination often showing a greater

amount of uric acid on well days than when any symp-
toms were present. The average daily excretion of

uric acid was 1-82.

Case III. Age nineteen, weight 130 pounds. Used
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no alcohol or tobacco. Both father and mother of a

nervous, hysterical temperament. Mother died of

spinal meningitis, father of cirrhosis of the liver.

Two and one half years ago, while working as an ap-

prentice in the navy, fell from the rigging of a ship,

striking the deck upon the back of his head. He was

unconscious for a number of hours. A severe pain in

the back of the head lasted two or three days. After

the lapse of six weeks had his first convulsions. They
at first occurred every day, but their frequency was

diminished by bromides. Has severe occipital head-

aches, and has had two petit mal attacks. He was for

six weeks under observation at the Massachusetts Gen-

eral Hospital, where it was decided that an operation

was not indicated. He knows when he is to have a

convulsion by a peculiar feeling in his head and as

this comes on four or five minutes before the convul-

sion, he carried a bottle in his pocket and emptied his

bladder at the onset of the aura.

Urine was examined from October 24 to November

13, 1894. There was an excess of uric acid during

the twenty-four hours of the convulsion, and a large

excess immediately before and after the convulsion —
a much higher ratio than for the day. The average

daily excretion was 1-28.5 in 31 examinations.

November 2d, a fit occurred at 6 P. m. When he

felt it coming on he passed 95 c. c. of urine, the uric

acid to urea ratio being 1-19. Immediately after the

fit, that is, after the stupor, which lasted from ten to

twenty minutes as a rule, 42 c. c. were passed, with a

ratio of 1-9. That for the twenty-four hours was 1-15

in 1,050 c. c. of urine.

November 4th, a fit at 9 A. M. One hour before he

passed 65 c. c. of urine, with a ratio of 1-11 ; after the

fit, 29 c. c; the ratio being 1-4.5.

November 11th, immediately after a fit at 12.30

p. M., 90 c. c. of urine were passed, giving a ratio of

1-14; that for the twenty-four hours was 1-22 in 600

c. c. of urine.

October 27th, there was a ratio of 1-15; 17 grains

of uric acid were excreted, and he was perfectly well.

Case IV. Age eighteen, weight 136 pounds.

Parents are Portuguese, and can talk little English, so

that history is imperfect. This is probably a case of

infantile hemiplegia. Left side of body is distinctly

smaller than the right. Fits begin with tonic spasm

of left side of face, left arm, leg, right leg, arm and

face, and then a general clonic convulsion lasting all

together two to three minutes, unconsciousness being

complete from the beginning and lasting from five to ten

minutes after the cessation of the convulsion. There

is an aura described as "a feeling of something work-

ing up from his stomach into his throat." Fits began

when seven weeks old, and were ascribed by his mother

to a fright she received just before his birth. They
were infrequent until his fifteenth year. During the

last three years they have occurred frequently in series,

after which he was stupid and would not eat for two

or three days. He was a bright, active boy, and did

well at school, but has been irritable and unruly, and

there has been a decided mental failure of late. Since

coming to the hospital in August, 1894, he has had

convulsions once or twice a week. Has appeared

somewhat brighter under bromides.

May 30, 1895, his medicine was stopped, and he

continued as usual until the night of June 15th, when

he had 25 fits, a few the following day, and 11 the

next night. He was weak and confused, and remained

in bed on liquid diet until June 22d. From May 27th

to 29th inclusive while taking ammonium bromide the

uric acid to urea ratio was 1-36. The two days follow-

ing the leaving off of the bromide it was 1-21, and on

the second day there were two convulsions, the ratio

being about 1-20.

He continued well from June 22d to July 3d, when
he had an attack of rheumatism in both ankles, which

improved quickly under salicylate of sodium. After

this he got along uneventfully— except that he was

unruly in the ward and irritable with the other pa-

tients — until December loth, when he had 45 fits be-

tween 8 p. M. and 1.30 a. m. During the following

forenoon spasmodic movements continued in the left

side of body and face, and he was in bed for two days

following. There was decided mental confusion for a

week. Potassium bromide had been stopped October

26th, and he was taking no medicine at the time of

the attack.

This case is evidently one of organic brain lesion,

and not one in which we would look for a cause of the

convulsions in uricacidemia. The urine was easily

saved, the patient taking an interest in its collection,

and it was, therefore, examined for six weeks, begin-

ning October 2d, and being obtained regularly in

twelve-hour lots, thus separating the day and the night

urine.

During forty days he had 13 fits. Eight times the

twelve-hour urine gave an excess of uric acid ; once it

was diminished. Four times the urine immediately

after the tit was saved separately, and gave an excess

of uric acid twice. There were seven petit mal at-

tacks ; five with an excess of uric acid in the twelve-

hour urine, two with diminished uric acid in the twelve-

hour urine.

October 18th, 19th and 20th, he was taking salicylate

of sodium (ten grains, three times a day) and potassium

bromide (twenty grains, three times a day). The
ratio of uric acid to urea for the three days was 1-24;

there was a headache in afternoon of 20th, the ratio

for that day being 1-23.3, amount of urine 300 c. c.

October 2l8t, 22d and 23d, taking only potassium

bromide ; ratio 1-32, and there were no fits.

October 23d, there was a fit at 3 P. M., a headache

and a fit at 5.30 p. m. Pulse at 5.15, 78 per minute,

soft and compressible. Ninety-five cubic centimetres

of urine passed ten minutes after the fit gave a ratio

of 1-35.4.

October 24th to 27th, inclusive, ratio 1-31. A fit

at 2 A. M., October 28th, gave a ratio of 1-24 in the

night urine (400 c. c).

October 28th to November 2d, inclusive, no med-

icine and no fits ; uric acid to urea ratio for the six

days 1-36.

November 3d, he was given thirty grains of bicar-

bonate of potassium at 10.30 A. M. At 10.40 he had

a fit, and ten minutes later passed 37 c. c. of urine (the

last passed before the fit was at 9.30 a. m.), and the

ratio was 1-21.6. The urine for the twelve hours was

250 c. c. — urea 5.44 grammes, uric acid .4820 grammes,

ratio 1-11.28. Not only was the amount of uric acid

somewhat increased, but there was a large diminution

in the urea excretion. During the next forty-eight

hours there were no fits, and the ratio was 1-27.

A fit occurred at 8 p. m. November 5th, the twelve-

hour urine (125 c. c.) giving a ratio of 1-25.4.

Beginning November 7th, he was given salicylate of

sodium (twelve grains, three times a day) during five
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days, which gave an average excretion of 1 of uric

acid to 27 of urea. On the second day there was a fit

at 8 A. M. One hour afterwards he passed 43 c. c. of

urine containing uric acid 1 to 13.5 of urea, the

450 c. c. for the day giving a ratio of 1-19.7. During
these five days he complained more frequently than

usual of headache and " a feeling as if the fit was work-

ing over him."

November 12th to 16th, inclusive, five days with no
medicine, the ratio of uric«acid to urea averaged 1-32.

During this time there were two fits, with ratios in

the twelve-hour urine of 1-18 and 1-26.4. November
14th, a headache in the afternoon, pulse 55 per minute
and full ; uric acid to urea ratio 1-37 for the day.

Again, on the 15th, there was a headache iu the

morning, the pulse at 10 a. m. being 67 per minute,

and the twelve-hour ratio 1-23.7.

Eighty-one examinations of the twelve-hour urine

gave an average ratio of 1-29.96.

There were many days with a high ratio and no fit.

7 daye, with headache or tit, the ratio was 1-30 to 1-40

9 " " " " 1-20 to 1-30

15 " with no headache " " 1-30 to 1-40

9 " " " " 1-20 to 1-30

In the large majority of instances during these ex-

aminations, then, an excess of uric acid was coincident

with the occurrence of the fit, headache or petit mal.

An equally large excess was found on as many days

when there was no fit or ill-feeling of any kind, and
when there must have been an equally large excess of

uric acid in the blood. It would seem, therefore, that

the fit aod uric acid excess were coincident merely,

and did not bear the relation of cause and effect.

In the following three cases of mental depression

the urine was examined also with relation to uric acid

excess.

Case V. Age forty, weight 135 pounds. Decem-
ber 18, 1894, he was admitted to the Massachusetts

General Hospital, having attempted to cut his throat.

He was sent to Danvers Hospital December 21st; was
depressed, apprehensive, unwilling to talk and inclined

to resist any interference. He took liquid food after

considerable urging. Urine on admission was 1.022

specific gravity ; no albumin nor sugar ; uric acid to

urea 1-20.

December 27th, he was restless, still refusing to

talk or eat suBiciently, taking only milk, eggs and
bread. He was picking at the wound in his neck, but
was not actively suicidal. Ratio of uric acid to urea
1-27. December 28th, 1-31 ; 3l8t, 1-28.

January 2, 1895, he was less depressed, eating well,

talking a little, and going to walk. Uric acid to urea
ratio 1-64. He steadily improved, became more
cheerful, interested himself in the ward work, and by
the middle of February did not appear at all depressed.

January 12th, 15th and 22d, the ratios were 1-35, 32
and 42 respectively. The average in the examina-
tions was 1-36.6. The excess of uric acid disappeared
after he began eating regularly ; and as he was starv-

ing himself when admitted, it is quite possible to ac-

count for the slight excess of uric acid by the conse-

quent tissue destruction.

{To be continued,)

Medical Department of the University of
Buffalo.— The Medical Department of the Univer-
sity of Bufialo announces that it has adopted a four

years' course, beginning with the session of 1896-97.

ANTERIOR COLPOTOMY.'
BY 3. P. COTTRELL, M.D.

I DESIRE to present for consideration an operation

directed, mainly, to the satisfactory surgical treatment

of posterior displacements of the uterus, and, secondly,

as a path to the conservative surgical treatment of

diseases involving structural changes in the uterus and
appendages. Anterior colpotomy had its origin in

Berlin, and Martin was the first to bring it to the

notice of the medical world. He, however, used it

only for the treatment of displacements. To Duhr-
sen and Mackenrodt belongs the credit of having

adapted the operation to the treatment of many condi-

tions of tubal and ovarian diseases which were form-

erly treated through the abdomen.
The technique is first to be considered, and its

adaptability to conditions other than displacements,

later. I commend, as a procedure never to be neg-

lected, the careful curettement of the cavity of the

uterus, first for the sake of cleanliness, and secondly,

for the well-known results of by, or through, this

operation decreasing the size of the uterus, in posterior

displacements ; this is always, I might say, in a state

of chronic congestion, or hypertrophy, due to the ab-

normal position of the uterus. After the curettement

and washing out with sterilized water, through the

double-current catheter, the vagina is thoroughly

scrubbed with green soap in alcohol and glycerine, and
then douched with a oneto-five-hundred bichloride

solution followed by a wash of absolute alcohol, which,

by the way, I consider the true antiseptic. The ex-

ternal genitals and surrounding parts are treated in

the same way. The uterus is now to be brought, if

possible, into normal position, and the cervix iu the

grasp of a double tenacula is brought to the vaginal

opening. The instrument devised by Orthman, a com-

bination of uterine sound and tenacula, will be found

to serve an excellent purpose here. The sound is first

introduced ; and then, with the tenacula at the upper

surface of the cervix, the two are brought together

and locked. The mucous membrane now being on the

stretch, an incision is made extending from just below

the meatus to the tenacula and a transverse one just

above the tenacula extending about a halfiuch on

either side of the median line. The mucous mem-
brane is now separated from the bladder and connec-

tive tissue in the neighborhood of the cervix and ex-

tending up to the meatus ; the bladder is now brought

into view. The transverse incision below the bladder

allows this organ to be separated from its posterior at-

tachment by the use of the thumb-nail or scissors and

pushed up below the symphysis pubis and the fold of

the peritoneum, forming the anterior cul de-s.ac, ex-

posed. This fold of the peritoneum presents usually

as a round bag, and is not difficult to recognize.

The question now arises as to the advisability of

opening this sac. Authorities differ on this poiut

;

and, in my opinion, it is best, in uncomplicated dis-

placements, where there are no adhesions to be freed

or ovaries requiring examination, to leave the sac in-

tact. Martin always opens it, and brings the fundus

out through the opening. Veit follows the non-open-

ing plan, for the reason, as he says, that he does not

desire to expose the patient to any more chances of

trouble than necessary. Moreover, the union between

' Presented before the Section for Obstetrics and Gynecology of

the Suffolk District Medical Society, December 11, 1895.
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the uterus aud the tissues immediately above the upper

fold of peritoneum will be a hard aud fixed oue aud

will not, in case of preguaucy, allow as a periteueo-

peritoneum juuction will, a certain amount of stretch-

ing. The irritation of the needles gives all the ele-

ments required to set up adhesive inflammation. In a

case reported by Gusserow, where he did a sectiou on

a woman in labor who had previously undergone aute-

rior colpotomy, the fundus was held down during preg-

nancy bv this strong unyielding attachment, until the

08, at the time of labor, presented toward the promon-

tory of the sacrum, which would not have been the

case had the two layers of peritoneum been united.

The bladder now being up out of the way the uterus

is successively grasped by double tenacula, the first at

the cervix being removed, the sound withdrawn aud

the cervix pushed back toward the rectum. Another

tenacula is placed above the first and by steady trac-

tion of tenacula after tenacula one above the other

gradually creeping up toward the top of the uterus the

fundus is soon found presenting at the vaginal open-

ing. Beginning at the upper augle of the wound the

needles, armed with silkworm-gut are now introduced

through the mucous membrane, connective tissue aud

peritoneum down into the fundus and out on the oppo-

site side in reverse order. About four of these are

used, the bladder being carefully kept out of the way
until after the first suture is tied. Then there can be

no danger of its being caught in the hold of the liga-

ture. A continuous catgut closes the spaces between

the sutures aud the uterus is held firmly in the position

desired.

The applicability of this operation for the treatment

of diseased couditions of the adnexa is easily recog-

nized. In conservative surgery, for instance, diseased

portions of the ovaries have been removed aud the

ovarian wound closed with fine silk or gut and returned

to the abdominal cavity to continue its good work.

Atresia of tubes has been remedied by sectiou below

the diseased portion, and then joiniug mucous aud ser-

ous coals together, or, as I saw Mackeurodt do, sew

the tube to the ovary after removing a small cyst of

the ovary. Landau removes fibroids from the poste-

rior surface of the uterus, closes the uteriue wound
with catgut, aud returns the uterus to the abdominal

cavity, closing the vaginal wound with silk. In one

case, however, hemorrhage was so severe as to neces-

sitate hysterectomy, which was easily done by placing

clamps on the broad ligament from above instead of

working from below. In the more radical operations,

pyo- aud hydro-salpinx, ectopic gestation and large

ovarian cysts have beeu successfully treated by means

of this method.

The advantages of this over other operations for dis-

placement alone are many, the principal of which are

the ease of operation, without necessity for the open-

ing of the abdominal cavity ; the absolute certainly of

no heruia; and the positiveness regarding the couditiou

of affairs surrounding the uterus. In case of dense

adhesions it is not advisable to operate by this method,

the abdominal is much to be preferred, although this

morning I did release a uterus which was closely bound
down, liy entering into the abdominal cavity through

the anterior cul-de-sac and with the finger passed over

the uterus in the posterior cul-de-sac, release the uterus

which was then put in position and sutured.

I have had but oue opportunity of doing this opera-

tion since my return, the case to which 1 refer ; but 1

have had the pleasure of assisting my friend. Dr. Gush-

ing, in eight, all for posterior displacements, uncompli-

cated, and all have done well. Nevertheless in Europe

accidents have occurred; wounds of the bladder, and

three cases of tied ureters have been reported in Ber-

lin. These latter were due to the carelessness of the

operator in going too far from the median line in the

silkworm suturing. The chances of pregnancy seem
with this operation to be _much lessened. Martin,

Mackeurodt and Duhrsseu all agree on this point.

Incidentally I may here mention a matter, which to

us in Massachusetts, where chloroform narcosis is al-

most interdicted, is an interesting and valuable point,

namely, the use of oxygen after etherization. This

came under my observation while with Landau in Ber-

lin. It is admitted by all that the nausea following

etherization is one of the curses of delicate surgical

work, aud to rid one's self of this has been the aim of

many operators. This, it seems to me, Laudau has

accomplished, although I do not remember if he claims

to be the originator of it. It is the administration of

pure oxygen gas, immediately upon completion of the

operation, through an ordinary inhaler. The patient

is given this gas for a period of five or ten minutes, or

until the face of the patient begins to assume a natural

appearance. Out of fourteen consecutive cases, com-

prising all kinds of operations, extending from half an

hour to oue aud a half hours, not one vomited ; and he

claimed never to have a case of nausea. I have tried

it with fair results, but could not get my oxygen at the

hospital in time to give it an extended trial. The ad-

ministration of ether and oxygen combined, by passiug

a stream of compressed oxygen gas through ether

seems to me deserving of attention. Certainly,

patients take the ether with less struggle, have less

irritatiou of the bronchial mucous membraue, and they

seem to recover very quickly from the effects of the

ether.

LUMBAR NEPHRECTOMY IN ANURIA DUE TO
UTERINE CANCER.1

BV CHARLES UREEXE CCMSTON, B.H.S., M.D.,

Instructor in Clinical Gynecology, Tu/I» College.

Obsteoction of the ureters and consecutive anuria

is one of the most frequent complications of cancer of

the cervix uteri, aud, in a goodly number of cases, is

the direct cause of the patient's death.

F^re aud Caron made autopsies of 51 women who
died from uterine cancer, and found bilateral dilatation

of the ureters, calices and pelves in 21 subjects, while

iu 19 others the same condition was found on one side.

Charcot states that one-half of the women with can-

cer of the uterus die from uremia. Soexinger found

compression of the ureters with dilatation and hydrone-

phrosis, iu 28 out of 62 autopsies, made on women
dead from cancer of the uterus ; while Ebstein records

39 deaths from slow uremia and three from acute

uremia, iu the affection under consideration.

According to Laucereaux, uremia is only infrequently

absent in this disease, and notes its absence in 5 out of

23 cases ; but believes that it would have made its ap-

pearance in the former if the patients had not prema-

turely died from hemorrhage.

The frequency of this complication is suflScient, I

think, for all surgeons to give it close study both as to

' Bead before the Section for Obstetrics and Gynecology of the Suf-
folk Dintrict Medical Society, DecemlMr 11, 1893.
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the pathology, symptoms and treatment. Gusserow

states that of 311 cases of uterine cancer the disease

invaded the urinary system in 128 subjects. In more

than one-half of the cases bilateral obstruction and di-

latation occur ; but usually these changes are more
pronounced and of older date on one side or the other,

and as naturally results, the lesions on the most recent

side are less advanced.

Obstruction of the ureter by the neoplasm may take

place at its intra-vesical portion or on its course along

the side of the cervix uteri. In the first case, the neo-

plasm obstructs the ureteral orifice, or simply pulls ou

the vesical walls by the retraction of the growth. In

the second case, the ureter is surrounded by the tumor,

which may compress it, or, as is more frequent, infil-

trates the walls, thus narrowing the calibre of the

duct. The projection of the granulations into the

ureter completes its occlusion. When the ureter is not

invaded by the growth, inflammation of its walls, by

propagation of the frequently attending cystitis, may
cause obliteration of the canal.

In a case recorded by Rayer, the diseased lymphatic

glands produced obstruction of one ureter by compres-

sion.

The characteristics of this obstruction are that it is

incomplete, chronic, progressive, and subject to varia-

tions. It is incomplete and for a long time the urine

will come in part into the bladder, thus delaying

uremic symptoms. It is chronic and progressive,

which distinguishes it from obstruction due to calculus,

and allows of the formation of an hydronephrosis.

The flow of the urine may reappear without any ap-

parent cause, only to stop again according to the pre-

dominance of the phenomena of infiltration or ulcera-

tion. The obstacle to the passage of the urine into

the bladder brings about a diminution in the flow, and
an increase of pressure of the liquid which, little by
little, accumulates in the ureter, then the pelvis and
calices. A slow and progressive dilatation of these or-

gans results, and at the same time a thickening of their

walls from simple irritation. The ureter becomes tor-

tuous and may attain the dimension of the small intes-

tine ; the pelvis is dilated to the volume of a hen's egg
or even more and hydronephrosis is the ultimate result.

The urine that accumulates in these organs loses part

of its properties. It is transparent, odorless, contain-

ing only a relatively small quantity of urea, about
seven to eight grammes per litre according to Debove
and Dreyfus.

The kidney soon becomes pathologically altered,

even when there is no infection from bacteria coming
from the bladder. Fere and Caron found 17 cases of

unilateral and seven of bilateral interstitial nephritis

out of 51 cases of uterine cancer.

Strauss and Germont ligated the ureters of ani-

mals with every antiseptic precaution, and demonstra-
ted two stages in the kidney lesions, namely, (1) ecta-

sia, (2) atrophic cirrhosis coming on from four to five

weeks after the first stage.

Artaud took up the same experiments and compared
them with the kidney lesions resulting from cancer of

the uterus, and demonstrated that the latter only differ

by their inflammatory element.

Cornil and Brault studied the lesions histologically,

and demonstrated three stages. In the first a simple ob-

struction without inflammation, with simple mechanical
dilatation of the uriniferous tubes by the urine and pro-

gressive atrophy of the epithelium with infiltration of

the conjunctive tissue. In the second stage the in-

flammatory phenomena are added to the mechanical.

There is a dilatation of the tubes up to the papillae,

infiltration of the conjunctive tissue and diffused scler-

ous nephritis, with progressive atrophy of the epithe-

lium. And lastly, in the third, there is an irritation

of the conjunctive tissue by the altered urine and dif-

fused suppurating nephritis.

In closing the pathology, let me say that Lancereaux
declares that a nephritis consecutive to an epithelioma

of the uterus is a constant complication if the neoplasm

is at all advanced, for during the twenty-five years

that he has performed autopsies he has not once met
with a case in which this was not realized. The prac-

tical deduction to be made from what I have said re-

garding the pathology is, that uterine cancer is very

frequently complicated by uremic accidents.

Anuria from cancerous obstruction of the ureter

presents symptoms different from those met with in

other forms of anuria, and giving it a particular char-

acter, especially well described by Merklen. The de-

but is generally most insidious, and suppression of

urine is for a long time unnoticed, all the more easily

so because it is not absolute. It is only when the

symptoms of anuria appear that the attention of the

surgeon is attracted. Usually uremia shows its pres-

ence by gastro-intestinal troubles, such as repeated

vomiting of mucus or a liquid slightly colored with

bile, accompanied by nausea and hiccough, and a very

pronounced fetidity of the breath. Diarrhea is also

sometimes present. The patient is then overtaken by

stupor, which is followed by somnolence. The tem-

perature descends progressively, and may fall as low as

36° or even 35° C, edema is infrequent. At last the

breathing becomes ditBcult, slow and sighing ; the

pulse is small and irregular ; death occurring during

coma, which is sometimes preceded by one or more
convulsions.

Symptoms of acute uremia are infrequent, such as

prolonged coma or eclampsia. The two following

cases, due respectively to Gauchet and Aran, are most

instructive

:

A woman of about thirty-five was sent to the hos-

pital without any history ; and as the patient could not

reply to the questions, nothing could be obtained re-

garding the nature of her case. She was in an extremely

serious condition with epileptiform convulsions and

died in twenty-four hours without regaining her intel-

lect. Autopsy showed a cancer of the cervix com-

pressing both ureters.

An old cachectic woman fell suddenly on the side-

walk. Taken to the hospital, no paralysis was found ;

but the patient was in a deep coma, and died a few

minutes after. At the autopsy both kidneys were

greatly distended, measuring vertically 18 and 20 cen-

timetres, and were converted literally into two cysts.

The ureters were compressed and obliterated by a can-

cer of the cervix.

There is a particular form of cancerous uremia to

which I would particularly call yonr attention, because

it may be relieved by surgical operation ; and that ie,

those cases of anuria, coming ou, either at the debut

of the malady, when the general heallh of the patient

is not attacked, so to speak, or as an initial symptom of

an up to that time unknown neoplasm of the uterus.

Under these circumstances, nephrotomy will certainly

give good results ; the life of the patient may be pro-

longed for many months.
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From a careful Btudy of the symptoms present in

cases reported aud two that have recently come under
Uj) personal notice, 1 think that the accidents from
anuria may be classed into two distinctly different

groups as to the conditions which produce them. In
the tirst, aud by far the most common, the patient is

iu a state of cachexia, weakened by repeated hemor-
rhages or infection, when an anuria appears either

suddenly or, as is more frequent, after a period of

oliguria. Surgical interference is certainly justifiable

in such a case but the lease of life is prolonged for a

few months only. In the second class a uremia ap-

pears; a vaginal examination is made and a latent

neoplasm of the cervix is found. It is in this class of

cases that nephrotomy will give good results; for in

these patients, who are not iu a state of cachexia, life

may be extended for perhaps a year or more.
The only means of saving life in cases of anuria due

to cervical cancer is by the knife ; there are to my
mind no scieutilic contraindications for an operation.

We have the choice between opening the kidney or

sewing the ureter to the bladder, intestine or at the

skin. The two last-named procedures appear to me
to be too complicated under the circumstances, for it

must not be forgotten that the operation performed is

one of urgency, consequently its duration should be
short aud the technique easy.

To my thinking nephrotomy is the operation of

choice, because it seems to me the simplest. Le Den-
tu's operation, however, should be mentioned, aud
may possibly be preferred by some ; it consists of

bringing the ureter to the surface of the skin in the

flank and is executed as follows : A large oblique in-

cision is made in the flank, and by carefully separating

the peritoneum, the point at which the ureter is crossed

by the utero-ovarian vessels is reached. The ureter

is then isolated with care and caught up as low as pos-

sible with two hemostatic clips aud sectioned with

scissors between them. It now remains to draw the

renal end of the ureter to the surface of the incision

and to suture it by four silkworm-gut points. After

the deep muscles of the incision have been sutured a

rubber tube is inserted into the ureter, which passes

through the dressiugs into a urinal.

In performing nephrotomy, the kidney may be

reached by the lumbar incision or through the abdomi-

nal cavity ; but in the operation under consideration,

the former is to be selected.

After a complete and wide sterilization of the tegu-

ments, with the patient placed on the side, with a bard

pillow inserted under her between the crest of the

ilium and the costal border, in order to make the lum-

bar region on the side on which the operation is to be

performed stand out, an assistant holds her in this posi-

tion.

The operation is divided into three steps, namely,

(1) incision of the skin, (2) incision of the deep struct-

ures, (3) incision of the kidney.

The incision can be made vertical or oblique. If

the vertical be selected, it should be made at eight

centimetres from the dorsal spine outside of the verte-

bral muscles and the external border of the quadratus

lumborum. The oblique incision is recommended by

Aumout, and may be made in the following way :

After having made a vertical incision of three centi-

metres, starting from the lower border of the twelfth

rib and internally to the muscular mass of the spinal

column, Le Deutu continues it by following along

parallel to the last rib. The important point, how-
ever, is to make a sufficiently long incision, in order

that the remainder of the operation may not be hind-

ered by want of space. After the incision of the skin,

the cellular tissue is cut through, which may be more
or less edematous, aud through the muscles to the

quadratus lumborum. This muscle is held aside by a

retractor, but if this is found impossible, is simply in-

cised. The fatty tissue surrounding the kidney is then

seen, aud is torn with the lingers, or, as I prefer, with

a Kocher's sound; and iinally the kidney is reached.

Not infrequently the organ will be slightly movable,
in which case an assistant opposite the operator, by
means of his closed fist under the ribs, pushes the kid-

ney up into the wound, the organ being either fixed by
two or three silk sutures through it or incised at once.

This is known as Guyon's method.

The incision of the kidney is very easy, the only

important point being to make it on the convex
border, as is advised by Le Deutu. The experiments

and injections made by Tuffier and Lejars have demon-
strated that the vascular supply is the least on the con-

vex border of the organ. It must be remembered that

in subjects having obstruction of the ureters there is

always a certain degree of sclerous nephritis, conse-

quently there is atrophy of the renal vessels, and
hemorrhage is not to be greatly feared.

A large incision into the kidney is not necessary,

two centimetres being quite enough, after which a

pair of hemostatic clamps is pushed through the paren-

chyma into the pelvis of the organ and the blades then

separated and the instrument withdrawn, thus increas-

ing in width the size of the incision. The finger is

then inserted into the pelvis of the kidney in order to

make sure that it communicates with the incision. If

the pelvis of the kidney is distended by a retention,

some urine will escape when the organ is incised. A
slight hemorrhage may also occur, but which is easily

controlled by a tamponade. The remainder of the

operation consists of deep catgut sutures, leaving only

a little space for drainage. The cutaneous incision is

also closed in greater part.

The after care of the patient is simple. The urine

is voided by the lumbar fistula and by the bladder.

The uremic symptoms disappear, the general health

improves.

In the three cases reported by Aumont and due to

Picque, Jayle and Labbe, life was prolonged respec-

tively 105, 73 and 19 days; but these were desperate

cases, aud I think that if the operation should be per-

formed in a fairly strong patient the results will be

still better.

The dressings over the wound should be changed
daily with all aseptic precautions. The strips of gauze

which were packed into the kidney may be removed
after forty-eight hours, and replaced by a drainage-

tube, the important point being to keep the fistula

open.

As a matter of course, the local condition of the

uterus should be attended to, and the vaginal douche

with some good antiseptic solution should be fre-

quently administered to prevent septicemic complica-

tions.

Carrying Children on Bicycles.— San Fran-

cisco has passed an ordinance prohibiting bicyclists

from carrying on their machines any child under the

age of six years.
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Clinical 2?epartmcnt.

A CASE OF CASTRATION FOR ENLARGED
PROSTATE AND RETENTION OF URINE.

BY JOHN HOMANS, M.D.,

Visiting Surgeon to the Massachusetts General Hospital.

When au operatioo is still, in some degree at least,

suhjudice, one ought to report every case, so that our

iufereuce may be drawn from a large number of iu-

stauces.

G. F. S., age sixty-four, American, married, entered

the Massachusetts General Hospital April 4, 1895.

He was a strongly built man, with a prominent, thick-

walled abdomen ;
probably his abdominal muscles

were developed from his occupation, which was that ot

a teamster. The bladder dulness reached to within au

inch of the umbilicus and percussion was very painful.

His shirt was stained with blood. Cocaine and oil

were injected into the urethra ; a soft-rubber catheter

(No. 10, French scale) was passed without difficulty,

and twenty ounces of brown, smoky urine were with-

drawn. Six hours later in distress again. The soft

catheter would not enter; an English-webbed one was

used. There was some bleeding. The bladder seemed

very weak and to have lost its contractile power. Ou
April 6th constant drainage was begun, and was con-

tinued till the operation on April 9th.

His history before entrance is as follows: Always
strong and well. For four years had got up four

times each night, between two and five a. m. ; from

eight to two had slept well. Ou the 21st of March,

two weeks before entrance, tried to pass water at nine

A. M., and could not do it. Five hours later was

catheterized ; then went fifteen hours without passing

water, and called on a doctor who tried to pass a stiff

instrument, but failed to do so and caused much hem-

orrhage. Later in the day he was tapped suprapubic-

ally, and has had his water drawn from that day till

his entrance into the hospital.

Ou examination he was found to have large hemor-

rhoids, and with the finger in the rectum the prostate

was found to be quite large. The urine was of high

color and slightly acid. Its specific gravity was 1.010.

There was a trace of albumin, and the sediment was
excessive (half an inch in the glass). Pus was found,

both free and in clumps ; also an occasional blood

globule, with squamous and small round cells.

Both testicles were removed on April 9th. In the

afternoon a soft catheter was passed with ease. On
April 15th he passed urine voluntarily. On April

16th did not require the catheter at all in the day-

time, but could not pass his water during the ni);ht.

On the 17th he passed his water every two and a half

hours during the day and once at night. The residual

urine was found to be seven ounces. He has never

required the catheter since this time. He went home
ou the 20th, sooner than I thought prudent, it being

only ten days after the operation.

On January 28, 1896, 1 found Mr. S. at work in

his office superinteuding his teams. He said he had

had no trouble in urinating since he left the hospital,

that he passed his urine about seven times during the

day and three or four times at night. His urine

looked healthy. He said that the operation had en-

tirely cured his piles, from which he formerly sufl'ered

much, and that his health was excellent. Just before

wanting to pass his water, what he calls " hot spells
"

come over him. Are not these spells analogous to

those that are so common in women after the ovaries

have been removed, and which also occur sometimes at

the menopause— the so-called " hot flashes " ? An
examination of the rectum revealed not a trace of

piles, and the finger showed a small prostate.

I think this ought to be put among the cases favor-

able to the operation ; and, incidentally, the cure of

the hemorrhoids, from the relief to the circulatiou and

to the straining, is another argument in favor of re-

moving the testes for the cure of enlarged prostate.

COEXISTENCE OF TWO ZYMOTIC DISEASES
IN THE SAME PATIENT, ONE BEING LA-
TENT WHILE THE OTHER IS PATENT.

Coexistence of Variola and Vaccinia.

BT SAMrEL L ABBOT, M.D.,

Of the Board of Consultation of the Massachusetts General
Hospital.

A GOOD many cases have been reported of late in

the medical journals, in which one zymotic disease is

said to have run its course during the latent period of

another in the same person. So far as I have seen,

they have all been instances of the coexistence of scar-

latina and measles. Of this I have had one case

which differed, however, from those I have read, inas-

much as the eruption of measles appeared at such a

stage of development of the latent scarlet fever, that

it abruptly receded on the third day, giving place to a

full eruption of the latter. During the stage of des-

quamation of this disease measles reappeared and com-

pleted its course. I have had under my observation,

however, one instance of the coexistence of two
zymotic diseases in the same person, which seems to

me unique— at least I have seen no report of such a

case— namely, the coexistence of variola and vaccinia

in the same individual. The case occurred some years

ago, before vaccine virus could be obtained from the

heifer.

I was summoned one day to a young woman who
was said to be a little indisposed, but ou account of

the appearance of a slight eruption it was thought ex-

pedient to call in a physician. I found her up and
dressed, her symptoms not having beeu severe enough
to keep her in bed at any time. All that I could see

was a few, perhaps half-a-dozen, abortive pustules of

varioloid. She did not feel at all sick. Its character

was unmistakable, however. At the time there was
a moderate epidemic of small-pox in the city, kept

under control by general vaccination. The patient, of

course, had been vaccinated in childhood, which ac-

counts for the mildness of her attack. In the same
room with her was a nursing infant, six months old,

which had not been vaccinated, and which I vacci-

nated at once. The vesicles of vaccinia developed

normally, and were of such a perfect type that on the

eighth day I took virus from the arm and vaccinated

two interesting little girls about five and seven years

old who had never been vaccinated before, the ouly

children of a poor widow.
The following day, ou visiting the infant from

whom I had taken the vaccine matter 1 was horrified

to find a commencing eruption of small-pox. This

developed rapidly, became very full and finally conflu-

ent— the pustules about the mature vaccine vesicles

crowding upon them and entirely overwhelming them,
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80 that they did not dry up in the usual way, but lost

their iudividuality in the surrounding confluent erup-

tion — and the child died iu a few days. It can well

be ima<;ined tliiit the succeeding week was not a very

comfortable one for the vaccinator, who, however, suc-

ceeded in keeping bis own counsel and waited for

events. The vaccine development, however, went on
in the vaccinated children iu normal fashion, produc-
ing perfeclly normal vesicles. Iu fact, it was so effect-

ual that one more vesicle appeared in addition to those

directly produced by the punctures of the vaccine

quills, and close to them. No constitutional disturb-

ance occurred, and the vesicles dried up iu the usual

way. There was no evidence whatever of variolous

infection.

A little consideration shows that the first child was
vaccinated at a very early stage of the variolous infec-

tion, the system not being very powerfully impressed
by it at the time, so that the vaccine virus was able to

overcome it locally, establishing, so to speak, little

islands of pure vaccinia which went to complete devel-

opment before variola appeared on any part of the

body.

It seems to me that this case is of special value at

the present time, when the claim is being made that

the bacillus of variola and vaccinia is the same, and
lately, in Paris, that vaccinia is nothing but attenu-

ated variola.

With regard to the former claim, if the assertion is

true, the question comes up, What is the significance

then of the bacillus ? If the second is true. How
could it happen that an attenuated virus, when
planted in a soil already preoccupied by the same
virus, did not develop with it and add to the intensity

of its development ?

RECENT PROGRESS IN ORTHOPEDIC SUR-
GERY.

BY E. H. BKADFORD, M.D., AND B. O. BRACKETT, M.D.

PATHOLOGY OP RARE FORMS OP BONT ANKYLOSIS.

Howard Marsh * tabulates various forms of anky-
losis not attended with suppuration. He reviews
briefly the previous theories that the only cure after

joint suppuration was bony ankylosis, and that there

is but one cause for bony ankylosis, namely, suppura-
tion. He states that the opinion has entirely changed,
and it is nonr known that, in the first place, suppuration
is not necessarily followed by ankylosis, and in the

second place, bony ankylosis often occurs independent
of suppuration. The article is chiefly devoted to the

consideration of the forms of bony ankylosis which oc-

cur apart from suppuration, and he groups them as

follows

:

(1) Iu tuberculosis, iDcludiug such cases as recover
from early and prompt treatment, and included in this

group those cases in which the joint becomes gradu-
ally stiff without active symptoms, frequently occurrini:

as the second joint affection in a case under treat-

ment. He reports one such case iu which excision was
done, and on microscopic examination, specimens
showed a true bony ankylosis.

(2) In Charcot disease.

' BrltUb Medical Jonrnal, 1895, November 2, 1087.

(3) After nerve injury, with the resulting trophic

changes.

(4) Gout and rheumatism.

(5) Gonorrhea.

(6) Following trauma.

(7) Conditions seen in extreme cases of lateral cur-

vature.

(8) Cases of multiple ankylosis.

(9) Ankylosis of the spine in osteo-arthritis.

In this latter condition it is either an ossification of

ligaments, or by the formation of bone which passes

from one vertebra to another. He considers that

from the study of these forms, this condition of anky-

losis may be regarded sometimes as a reparative, and
sometimes as a degenerative process. In cases of

pyemia, suppurative traumatic arthritis, and some
cases of tubercular disease, the inflammatory exudation

becomes converted into normal bone, and to the bene-

fit of the patient; and these form the examples of the

reparative processes. At other times it is associated

as a part of the widespread degenerative process, such

as seen in Charcot's disease, gout, and after nerve in-

jury. But little space is given to the clinical side of

the question, and he concludes with four propositions

which are of value:

(1) Whenever this conditiou seems likely to occur,

great care should be taken to keep the joint concerned

in a useful position.

(2) We know of no means by which bony anky-

losis can be averted.

(3) The use of passive movements cannot prevent

bonj' ankylosis.

(4) When bony ankylosis has occurred, excision

or osteotomy may be freely employed.

POST-TYPHOID BONE LESIONS.

Dr. Harold C. Parsons " has considered the question

of bone disease following typhoid, in an article in

which he has given the history and the present knowl-

edge in regard to it. Since the identification of the

Eberth-Gaffky bacillus as the specific cause of typhoid

fever, the nature of the bone lesions following these

conditions has been more accurately studied. The
different opinions which have been held in regard to

the influences of the bacillus on the bone are considered,

and there seems to be some reason for believing that

although the typhoid bacillus plays an important role,

the condition is one secondary to pyogenic cocci.

Five cases are reported which present more or less

different phases of this condition. In all but one the

pure culture of the bacillus was found, and all but one
required operation. The results of the operation show
that more or less radical measures must be used to

remove all of the diseased area, as simple incision and
drainage required a second operation. Pus was found

in greater or less quantity, but it is doubted by some
whether this should be called pure pus. The disease

seems to have been attended with considerable destruc-

tion of bone tissue, so that the fluid obtained in an in-

cision contains a considerable quantity of detritus

mixed with leucocytes. The peculiarities of this dis-

ease are that it may present itself a long time after

recovery from the fever, from ten to eighteen months,

and may present a long period of quiescence before the

attack fully develops. In one case only the local

conditio:' appeared within a few weeks after the

typhoid, and one case only has been reported in which

I Annaia of Sargcry, November, 189B, p. 623.
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to find complaint of pain, usually sharp, and also

tenderness complained of during convalescence, and

the point of attack is usually found to correspond with

this locality. The symptoms present more or less re-

missions for the months intervening; later there de-

velops marked pain, tenderness, gvrelling and redness

over the site of the lesion ; incision discloses at times

edematous and phlegmonous conditions of the soft

parts, thickened periosteum, and destruction of the

bone, with greater or less amount of pus. The opera-

tion requires thorough removal, and in instances cited

the wound was usually packed with iodoform gauze.

The typhoid bacillus has been found in different

tissues of the body, and has give& rise to conjecture

why these lesions were not more frequent. Il is sup-

posed, however, that it may be a secondary infection,

that the bacillus is present in the marrow, and with a

presupposed condition of lower vitality and suscepti-

bility in the tissues, the necrosis is set up by the pres-

ence of other bacteria, and that in the process result-

ing these other bacteria are destroyed, leaving the

typhoid germ alone. The effect of strain and trauma

is one of consideration. In one of the cases resolution

took place, although, of course, no culture could be

obtained ; in this it corresponded closely with the

clinical signs of the others.

APPARATUS TO INCREASE HEIGHT.

Lacroix ' describes an apparatus for increasing the

height of a dwarf 108 cm. tall. The legs were in-

serted into stiffened leather sockets, furnished with

artificial feet. The patient was raised in this way 30

cm., and learned rapidly to walk and go up steps.

SPONTANEOUS DISLOCATION OF THE HIP-JOINT IN

CONNECTII N WITH TYPHOID FEVEK.

Leonard Freeman * reviews among the various

causes of dislocation of the hip, those which are recog-

nized as occurring during and after typhoid fever, and

finds that this usually occurs in the adynamic forms,

and may also be found in other continued and exan-

thematous fevers.

In 1877 Keen reported all the cases, and found

in 43 arthritis of fevers, in 27 luxation of hip, 15

of which were traced definitely to typhoid. It is

generally monarticular, resembles acute rheumatism
;

suppuration may occur, but resolution frequently takes

place, and this often masks the diagnosis. It is usually

considered to be ordinarily the result of an effusion in

the synovial capsule, which stretches and weakens it,

80 that some slight exertion or twist may result in a

dislocation. It is not necessary for the ligameutum

teres to be torn. Since the Koch-Eberth bacillus has

frequently been found, it may very naturally be due

to a lodgment of the bacteria in the joint; but what-

ever the cause of the origin, the dislocation seems to

result from an overdistention, and the resulting weak-

ness of the capsule. As it usually occurs in the

severe forms of fever, it may be produced during de-

lirium and not observed at the time. The malposition

is usually flexion, abduction and inversion, with dis-

location on the ilium near the side of notch, sometimes
higher on the pelvis, and rarely in the thyroid fora-

men. The accident is often not accompanied with

pain, but this may, however, be severe. Typical con-

ditions are severe typhoid, swelling of the hip-jo'ut;

it appeared during the time of fever. It is common
and while in bed it is noticed that one leg is shorter

than the other, one and one-half to two inches, and
held in flexion and abduction and inversion. The
most usual mistake in diagnosis is that of old hip-

disease with dislocation.

HYPERTROPHIC PULMONARY OSTEO-ARTHBOPATHY.

Thayer ^ after quoting the fact that Bamberger
called attention to the relation between club-fingers

and painful enlargement of certain long bones in

bronchiectasis, reports four cases of the association of

osteo-arthropathj and lesions of the lungs and accom-

panied by some of the symptoms of acromegaly. He
thinks that acromegaly is a secondary process.

In the simplest cases, the affection is represented by
marked clubbing of the finger tips, associated with

subjective symptoms of slight tenderness about the

epiphysis of the long bones, particularly the distal ex-

tremities of the bones of the forearm and of the leg.

At autopsy, a slight periostitis is to be found in these

regions. In the more advanced cases the enlargement

of the lower ends of the bones of the forearm and of

the leg may be extreme, as well as the increase in size

of the terminal phalanges, and in fact of all of the

fingers. There is an absence of headache and nervous

symptoms found in pure cases of acromegaly. He
thinks the affection should be termed secondary hyper-

plastic osteitis, instead of the term proposed by Marie
which has been generally adopted, "hypertrophic pul-

monary osteo arthropathy." The course is a very

slow one. He mentions that in some instances recov-

ery has been reported after draining of the empyema
or of a tubercular cavity in the lung.

Club-fingers are to be found in all cases of this class

with or without involvement of the long bones.

RUPTURE OF THE LONG HEAD OF THE BICEPS, ASSO-

CIATED WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS.

Davis ° reports two cases in which he met rupture

with this condition of the joint. The rupture occurred

during the exercise of only moderate force, and the

case showed no distinctive features except that of

rheumatic condition of the joint. It is claimed that

this condition affects to a certain extent either the ten-

don itself or its sheath, so that the rupture much more
easily occurs than in the normal.

SPONTANEOUS HEALING OF RHACHITIC CURVES.

In an investigation as to what curves heal spontane-

ously and what do not. Veil,' in 1891, photographed a

number of rhachitic curves, and again two and three

years later. A comparison shows the amount of spon-

taneous change. From this a conclusion was drawn
that even severe cases of rhachitic curves may
straighten ther.iselves spontaneously, if there is a

tendency to growth, but if there is no tendency

for growth, the curves remain the same. Where
there is growth, the growth is in the direction of

straighter limbs. He concludes that to the sixth or

seventh year expectant treatment is indicated; after

this period, if there is but little improvement, or if the

curve remains, surgical interference is justified. Ar-

rest of growth is unfavorable for correction of rhachi-

tic curves. Bow-legs, where the femora are impli-

cated, are more inclined to persist than knock-knee.

' New York Medical .lourual, January 11, 189G.

Medical News, August, 1S9.5, p. 121.

LangeD. Arch., Bd. 1, S. 130.
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SPONTANEOUS STRAIGHTENING IN RICKETY CURVES
OK LEGS.

Bruus ' gives results taken from observations in

cases in Tubingen, from which he gives the following

conclusions :

(1) That the greatest number of cases undergo

spontaneous cure.

(2) That the process of spontaneous cure lasts from

two to four years.

(3) If the curves are unchanged at the sixth year,

spontaneous cure does not occur.

(4) The chief aim of the treatment is to improve

the general health.

Of the number of cases observed, 75 per cent, were

cured ; 15.3 per cent, were improved, and only 9.7 per

cent, remained in statu quo. He considers that after

the acute stage, it is not detrimental for the children

to be on their feet.

RUPTURE OF THE PLANTAR FASCIA.

In 14 patients who had suffered from fracture of

the leg, Ledderhose,^ observed sharp pain in the mid-

dle of the sole of the foot; and on palpation, near

the posterior end of the tirst metatarsal bone, a spin-

dle-form small tumor, the size of a bean, was felt under

the skin, with which it is in certain cases loosely con-

nected. The swelling was hard and sensitive; this

seems to be rather the result of the rupture of the

fascia than of the swelling described by Medeluug.

The alterations did not in any way resemble the

Dupuytrens contraction of the hand ; the condition cor-

rected itself spontaneously.

HALLUX VALGUS.

Pay r '" has examined 1 28 cadavera with hallux valgus

of different grades, and has published his views upou

the pathology and treatment of this affection. This

appears to have been developed in growing persons

from fourteen to sixteen years of age, although Volk-

mann claims that it hag been first noticed at the

fourth year. The deformity is due entirely to the

faulty shape of the modern shoe, which presses irregu-

larly upon the toe, stretching the ligaments and soft

parts; as a result of this, there is a gradual dis-

location, with the sliorteuing of the tendon of the ex-

tensor longus pollicis. There is an alteration in the

cartilaginous euil of the first metatarsal bone, in such a

way that the plane of articulation is changed to the

extent of from thirty to forty degrees, and the outer

portion shows irregularity of the cartilage. There is

a flattening of the head and of the sesamoid bones.

The head of the metatarsal bone is thickened by hy-

pertrophy from pathological irritation. Microscopical

alterations are similar to those seen in arthritis deform-

ans. The writer shows that as a result of this

deformity, there is a formation of artiticial bursa; with

either inflammation and suppuration, which in excep-

tional cases may shorten the joint. In certain in

stances there may be a contraction of the second toe,

which is not, in the view of the writer, in contradic-

tion to the opinion of Adams, a hereditary tendency,

as it is always the result of altered surrouniling condi-

tions. There is an alteration in the gait, not simply

from the pain, but also from the fact that the sole is

thrown more upon the ground. Stretching by means

Beltriise Cbir. toL xtI, 1.

» Archr. fijr klhi. Chlr., Bd. xWiii. Heft 4.

>• Z«it«<:hrlft f . Urthop. Chlr. p. 160.

of mechanical appliance is useful in less developed

cases. For operative treatment a wedge-shaped oste-

otomy from the neck of the metatarsus is the best

treatment.

TREATMENT OF FLAT-FOOT.

Marcinowski," formerly an officer in the army, suf-

fered from flat-foot, for which he tried different

methods of treatment. Later in life, he studied medi-

cine, and gives an excellent critique on the whole

theory of treatment. He considers that bicycle riding

is an advantage to persons with flat feet, but riding is

not so beneficial. He prefers low shoes to high boots,

and rejects all of the ordinary apparatus. Massage
is of some assistance for the purpose of making the

foot flexible. The raising of the inside of the sole

and heel of the boot is of use in certain cases, but not

in the severer cases. The use of metal plates he

recommends as of great value. In the severer type, the

plates are steadied by light uprights passing up the

side of the leg.

TE.NDON TRANSPLANTATION IN THE TREATMENT OF

PARALYTIC DEFORMITIES.

Although the operation of tendon transplantation

is not new, having been tried by Nicolodoni, it has

been much elaborated by Dr. Goldthwait.'^ He re-

ports a series of cases of paralytic deformities of the

foot, in patients varying from ten to nineteen years of

age, all of which have shown marked benefit in the

practicable usefulness of the member, this extending

over a period of time (in one case of over a year). The
points of importance are, that in these old cases, the

position of the tendons is such that many times they

act at a decided mechanical disadvantage, or even in

such a manner as to exaggerate the distortion. The
writer makes no claim to replace or substitute the

work intended for the large and strong muscles by that

of the smaller ones, but aims only at such an arrange-

ment of the tendons of muscles which have not become
degenerated, that they may work to the best mechani-

cal advantage. An important step in the operation is

the method of securing the divided ends of the tendons

so that they may not yield to the strain before the

union is firm, as the tendons do not unite as readily as

some other tissues. It is desirable to obtain as much
of a surface as possible for adhesion ; and the author

therefore advises the following method which he has

found very satisfactory :

" The tendon to which the attachment is to be

made is split, and the end of the severed tendon, after

it has been scored across to make the surface rough,

is drawn through this slit and held by two quilted

sutures. In this way both sides of the severed tendon

become attached ; and, to offer a still greater area for

adhesion, the sutures are so i)laced that when tight-

ened the outer tendon is spread out. . . . The outer-

most suture is passed through both tendons and tied.

The other is passed through the outer portion of the

split tendon, then through the free tendon, from an

eighth to a quarter of an inch away from the edge of

the first tendon, then through the posterior portion of

the sj)lit tendon and then back in the same way.

When this suture is tied it spreads the outer tendon."

In concluding, the author states that the aim of the

work is to show the possibility of improving the me-

" ZeiUohrift f. Orthnp. Chlr., Band iv, Heft i, p. 8.

" Boston Medloal And Surgioal Journal, JanuAr; 9, 1896.
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chauical arrangement of the non-paralyzed muscles.

The best results are to be looked for in cases in which
one group of muscles is paralyzed, leaving the antag-

onized group unimpaired. Of the cases operated ou

they show a marked improvement. In three of the

cases the arrangement was the attachment of the

peroneus lougus and the tendo-Achillis and the pero-

neus brevis and the flexor longus pollicis. In two
cases the anterior tibial was attached to the peroneus
tertiuB.

TENDON TRANSPLANTATION.

Dr. Cesare Ghillini" reports a case of tendon trans-

plantation in a paralytic foot, in which the method
was somewhat different from others reported. The
foot apparently presented no characteristics other then

the paralytic valgus. He considered that in his case

the chief fault was with the tibialis auticus, and tliat

the greatest benefit would be derived from the attach-

ment to the peroneus longus. The incision was made
along the transverse fibrous of the peroneus longus,

near the outer border of the foot, the tendon cut and
the free end secured by silk. The second incision was
then made across the tibialis auticus, extending from
its insertion to the first cuneiform, and the tendon
severed six centimetres from the bone. The end of

the peroneus longus and the end of the tibialis auticus

were then secured by silk sutures in such a manner
that the two ends overlapped two centimetres. Twenty
days after the operation the wounds were redressed
and bandages reapplied. In six weeks the foot was
left entirely free ; the position was then excellent, ab-

duction being almost normal, the patient able to stand
upon the foot, to flex it to the right angle, and to go
about with an ordinary shoe with the heel two centi-

metres high.

FLOATING BODIES IN JOINTS.

A. Houston " has grouped the various conditions
with their causes ; and although but little which is new
is presented, the present knowledge is well stated in

the brief article. He uses Volkmanu's general classi-

fication in dividing these bodies into (1) those that

are found in otherwise healthy joints, and (2) those
that are found in diseased joints. Those of the first class

are of pure traumatic origin, and consist of either car-

tilage alone, bone, or bone and cartilage. These usu-

ally result from a severe trauma, and can be hardly
regarded as a common variety. To confirm diagnosis
of this type, we must have sufficient violence to have
broken off a piece of the articular end of the bone;
there must be found a loose body immediately after

injury ; these bodies must correspond in size and con-
tour to gaps in the bone; and microscopic examination
must show it to be made up of normal cartilage and
bone, or cartilage alone.

(a) Others of traumatic origin in healthy joints mav
be grouped as :— Those loose bodies which are com-
posed of pieces of cartilage or bone, not broken off at

the lime of injury, such as have been studied by
Konig, as osteochondritis dessicans.

(b) Loose bodies which originated from hemorrhage
into a sound joint, as a result of trauma; they are
rare, usually follow injury, and present symptoms for

a time, possibly lasting over some years.

(c) Loose bodies which are caused by drawing into

a joint some foreign bodies in the capsule ; as, for in-

" Zeitschrift f. Orthoii. Chlr., Band, iv, Heft. I.
" Annals of Surgery, September, 1896, p. 3«7.

Stance, bullets which have been found in the centre of

a cartilaginous body.

Under the second class, or those occurring in dis-

eased joints, he gives four varieties :

(1) The most common, the so-called corpora ory-

zoidea, such as are found after tubercular hydrops.

As a rule, the symptoms in these conditions are not

severe, partly because the bodies are small, and partly

because the condition of the joint obscures symptoms
occasioned by loose bodies.

(2) Bodies that originate from cartilaginous meta-
morphosis, such as have been carefully studied by
Gurlt.

(3) Those resulting from changes occurring in the

normal joint villi, which became subsequently detached.

These have been studied by Rokitansky, who was in-

clined to believe that all cartilaginous bodies and
joints were formed in this way.

(4) Loose bodies that occurred in arthritis defor-

mans ; these are not common.
,He gives the following conclusions:

(1) That the etiology of some of these bodies is yet
not fully understood; but that the condition described

by Kbnig, under the name of osteochondritis dessicans,

explains the most of those that are found in otherwise

normal joints. This deserves further investigation.

(2) That few, if any, are the direct result of vio-

lence.

(3) That the most pronounced spmptom is the sud-

den onset of severe pain in the joint with locking of

the joint, usually in a nearly extended position, this

being followed by acute inflammatory process in the

joint involved.

(4) That lengthening of femur (in movable bodies
in knee) may occur as a result of irritation produced
by the pressure of these bodies.

(5) That the only treatment for this condition is the

removal by direct incision, preferably under cocaine

anesthesia, as soon as diagnosis is made.
iTo be continued.)

<Kcportj6f of JvocietiCiB!.

SUFFOLK DISTRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.
SECTION FOR OBSTETRICS AND DISEASES OF

WOiMEN.
J. M. JACKSON, M.D., SECRETARY.

Meeting of Wednesday, December 11, 1895, Dr.
G. H. Washburn in the chair.

Dr. C. G. Cumston read a paper on

LUMBAR NEPHROTOMY IN ANURIA DUE TO UTERINE
CANCER.^

Dr. £. W. Gushing : I have very little to say.

The process is new to me. I have seen one or two
cases. I remember one case in which I removed a
cancer of the uterus and the woman died soon after.

It was found at autopsy that the kidneys were very
much dilated and distended, cystic. The operation

described by the reader certainly is serviceable if de-

sired, but if I were in that condition I never would let

anybody do it to me. The question arises how far it

is our duty to prolong life under such circumstances.

One cannot imagine anything much more uuliappy

' See page 286 of the Journal. <
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thau a person sinking under cancer, and the bed soaked

with uriue all the time. If the patient wants it done,

it is evidently a good operation, not dangerous, very

efifective.

Dr. Ccmston : I hardly agree with Dr. Gushing as

to the prolongation of life. I think if you can give

your patient three mouths or more, it is decidedly in-

dicated to do 80. I am sure that if it were my case 1

should much prefer ending my life peaceably with a fist-

ula iu my kidney than 1 would to die in coma, and I

think that the family would also. I wish particularly

to call atteulion to that one class of cases. I do not

think myself it is applicable to all, but I think where

the patient is not aware of her cancer, which is very

often the case until the severe symptoms of uremic

coma appear, I consider that it is perfectly justifiable

and should be done, because you may prolong the life

of the patient not only for a few weeks, but for some
months.

Dr. S. p. Cottrell read a paper on

ANTERIOR COLPOTOMT.''

Dr. Ccshing : I think this is a very valuable pro-

cedure. 1 met Dr. Martin at the meeting of the British

Medical Association, last summer in London, and he

read a paper on anterior colpotomy, which he gave to me
to publish. He also gave me their instrument just ex-

hibited, and kindly invited me to go to Berlin. I

could not go, but Dr. Cottrell went for the purpose of

studying this as well as other operations. The pro-

cedure has bad a gradual growth. Some time ago, in

discussing the surgical treatment of retro-displacement

of the uterus, I had occasion to trace the various

methods which had been used, beginning with that of

Schultze, and then came to the operation of Schueking

which was the beginning of this. It was a bad opera-

tion, but led to better things. The theory of it was to

take the retroverted uterus, bring it forward into posi-

tion, and passing a needle through the fundus to try to

bring it out between the bladder and the cervix.

That was a delicate thing to do. The string was

passed round and by tying the ends together the fun-

dus and cervix were drawn together. That brought

the cervix into anteflexion, and it was found it would

stay so. The trouble was that the bladder was fre-

quently punctured. Sanger next adopted the not un-

natural procedure of making au incision and pushing

the bladder out of the way, and that made a more scien-

tific thing of it. That gave the cue to this later oper-

ation,— seizing the upper part of the cervix and
'• climbing " until you get up as far as you want to on

the uterus. There are two ways of doing this.

Jacobs makes an incision like that made in the prelim-

inary anterior incision for vaginal hysterectomy, then

dissecting the bladder away, the uterus is brought for-

ward and sutures are introduced on each side. That
method has the advantage that if on opening the an-

terior cul-de-sac it is found that there is such condition

as to necessitate removal of the uterus, the first part of

vaginal hysterectomy has been performed. It has the

disadvantage that you are nearer the ureters than you
are in the middle. Martin claims that there is more
actual room gained in carrying the incision in the me-
dian line. As far as 1 have gone I have followed his

method. I have operated on eight cases since last

summer, and they have done nicely. In none were
there adhesions ; they were simple cases of retrover-

' S«e page 285 of the JourDal.

sion either in young women, or in women who have

had children. In the regular operation for colpor-

rhaphv, where there is retroversion of the uterus and

descent of the pelvic floor, it is perfectly easy after

making the elliptical incision in the anterior vaginal

wall, to fasten the uterus in anteposition with the same
sutures which close the vaginal wound. I have done

that several times with good results.

In regard to the use of this procedure, as Martin

and others use it for graver couditiions — for remov-

ing the tubes and ovaries, for pyo-salpiux, even for

extra-uterine pregnancy— I must wait for further

light on the subject. It seems to me there is no good

in saving the uterus after the tubes and ovaries are re-

moved. By removing the uterus we get drainage and

remove a future source of trouble, and, if tubes and

ovaries have to be removed, I should always finish the

operation by removing the uterus too. Martin reports

excellent results. Last summer he had some 300

cases, in none of which had there been any rise of

temperature or death ; they had all recovered from

the operation. It is comparatively safe, and with me
it has superseded the ventral fixation which I was

doing up to the time when I learned of this operation.

As to the oxygen administered with ether, my ex-

perience has been the same as that of Dr. Cottrell.

The patients seemed to recover without any vomiting

to speak of, no nausea ; and one case of laparotomy

passed flatus almost immediately after the operation

and had no further trouble with the bowels. Whether
that flatus may have been oxygen we introduced, or

whether it was simply the general eflFect of the stimu-

lation, I do not know. I think possibly she may have

swallowed some.

Dr. Northrup of Philadelphia has just published an

article in which he recommends giving chloroform by

passing a current of oxygen through it. If it shall be

shown that passing oxygen through chloroform would

rob it of its danger, it would be a great blessing.

Dr. Burrage : The paper of Dr. Cottrell opens up

a new and very interesting field, that is, the treatment

of the diseases of the ovaries and tubes through a vag-

inal incision rather than through the abdomen. His

paper is on anterior colpotomy. If the time permits I

should like to discuss colpotomy, posterior as well as

anterior. I have had some experience in operating

through the vagina since the first of last July, and I

read a paper on the subject of operating on the

ovaries and tubes through a vaginal incision at the last

meeting of the Boston Obstetrical Society, and in that

paper stated that from the first of July to October I

had operated on 14 cases through the posterior cul-de-

sac and one through the anterior. Since then I have

operated on five through the posterior cul-de-sac and

on one more through the anterior, making a total of

21 cases of colpotomy exclusive of vaginal hysterec-

tomies. I have not used the anterior operation for

retroversion because anterior vaginal fixation does not

recommend itself to me. It does not seem to me a

rational procedure to stitch the uterus to the vagina or

to the base of the bladder. To my mind it is a much
better plan to rectify a retroversion by shortening the

round ligaments or by ventral fixation. In opening

the anterior or posterior cul-de-sac to get at the ovaries

and tubes in cases of diseases of those organs, I should

limit the field of operating to the lesser diseases, to

cystic ovaries and mild salpingitis. By mild is meant

insufficient disease to make a distinct tumor surrounded
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by exudate. In more advanced cases I advocate the

abdominal route of operating or vaginal hysterectomy.

Pelvic abscess with severe constitutional symptoms had

better be drained by the vagina and a radical operation

deferred until the patient's strength will warrant. I

have operated on cystic ovaries as large as a hen's egg

and larger, on unilateral pyo-salpinx with moderate ad-

hesions, on prolapsed and adherent ovaries, particu-

larly where one ovary alone was prolapsed and ad-

herent. It seems to me that this field is one that is

going to be worked in more and more, and that more

often diseases of the ovaries and tubes are going to be

treated from below, and less often from above. It has

a great many advantages over the other method ; but

before I state what I think some of those advantages

are and say a word in regard to the technique, I want

to confess a failure in one case, but a failure, which, it

seems to me, was the fault of the operator and not of

the operation. It was a recent case, a case of pro-

lapsed and adherent tube and ovary in a poorly

nourished girl. In tying off the ovary and tube I used

small silk, and my pedicle slipped. 'The artery slipped

out of the separate ligature that was placed on it.

The hemorrhage was controlled within a few hours

by opening the abdomen, but the patient did not re-

cover from the loss of blood. I opened the rectum in

one case and sewed it up again with catgut, and there

was no bad symptom from it whatsoever. I had an

abscess in one case where infection was introduced by

an assistant.

The convalescence after colpotomy is surprising.

Instead of being in bed three weeks with a good deal

of pain the patients have very little pain and are up in

from ten to fourteen days. A patient from whom I

removed a prolapsed and adherent left ovary said to

me recently that the operation did not pain her more
than her ordinary menstruation, and she was out in ten

days. The operation has the great advantage over the

abdominal operation that there is no abdominal scar

left and no subsequent danger of hernia, no handling

of the intestine, and therefore no subsequent paralysis

of the gut, very short time of convalescence and next

to uo pain, very little shock, and it thus gives one the

opportunity to do several operations at one sitting.

lu my operations the uterus has always been curetted

for the purpose of securing asepsis and because of the

endometritis .that is generally present. Alexanders
and trachelorrhaphies have been most often done at

the same sitting with colpotomies. In two cases a rad-

ical cure for inguinal hernia was done with the Alex-

ander.

As regards the choice of incision Dr. Cottrell has

spoken of opening through the anterior cul-de-sac.

One may get more room through the anterior cul-de-sac.

It is nearer to the pubes, and one may feel the parts

much better, but in using the posterior culde-sac one

can get at adherent tubes and ovaries best. Martin of

Berlin, in a recent article says that he does not do ad-

herent ovaries and tubes through this anterior incision.

It is one of the advantages of the posterior incision

that such adherent appendages may be reached through
it. Another great advantage with the posterior in-

cision is the fact that by it drainage is practically per-

fect. Unless the adhesions are extensive, I have gen-

erally closed the opening with a continuous suture of

catgut to the peritoneum and a buried right-angled sut-

ure of catgut to the vagina. Thus there are uo stitches

to take out. The after-treatment is extremely simple.

The technique of the operation is asepsis through-

out. The limits of the operation it seems to me are

distinct— to lessen disease of the ovaries and tubes,

and one must not be led away to removing large pyo-

salpinx or anything with very extensive adhesions

by this route unless the uterus is to be removed also.

It seems to me that there is a great field for this

method of operating, and I believe within the next

four or five years, after the technique has been more

thoroughly learned, we shall see the lesser diseases

operated upon in this way rather than through the ab-

domen. It is not an easy method of operating and

that ought to be kept in mind. It requires a prac-

tised touch because a great deal of it is done by touch.

But the ovaries may be inspected in the vagina and the

tubes also, and in several cases I have made a new
ostium to the tube where it was occluded, resected por-

tions of ovaries and put them back into the abdominal

cavity. What the end results are to be, it is too soon

to say.

I do not think that the credit for working in this

field ought to be given entirely to foreign operators.

Various operators in this country, Polk of New York
in particular, have been operating through the vagina

a year or more. T. Gaillard Thomas did an ovari-

otomy by this method as early as 1880.

Dr. Garcead asked Dr. Gushing whether there had

been any trouble with the bladder after these opera-

tions.

Dr. Gushing replied that there had not been the

slightest trouble.

Dr. Gottrell : In regard to the advantages not

only the question of hernia and scar is to be con-

sidered, but in literature there is the history of the

bowel being caught in the adhesion formed between

uterus and abdominal wall in the operation by ventral

fixation. The rapidity of the operation is a point in

its favor, as also the ease with which one can see the

ovaries and the tubes and examine them. In regard

to seeing adhesions, it was only a few years ago that

we expected to see adhesions. Formerly we worked

by the finger altogether. Regarding its use for more
serious cases, that is an open question. I certainly

would not advocate that myself. I think such cases

are better treated through the abdomen or by vaginal

hysterectomy.

APPARATUS.

Dr. E. W. Gushing showed a sterilizer made on

the well-known principle of the Ghamberlin steam

cooker, but constructed entirely of copper, nickel

plated. It is 15 inches in diameter and 27 inches high

in three sections ; the lowest section contains a tray

with perforated bottom in which instruments can be

boiled in soda solution, while in the sections above

dressings and robes can be sterilized at the same time.

This form of apparatus is in use at the Garney Hos-

pital and the Woman's Gharity Glub Hospital, as well

as at Dr. Gushing's private hospital and in many other

institutions. For convenience, cheapness and dura-

bility it is not surpassed, if it is equalled by any ster-

ilizer on the market.

SPECIMENS.

Dr. Gushing also showed two fibroid tumors extir-

pated entire by abdominal section, and one removed

by morcellation through the vagina. He showed in

the two removed from above, the manner in which the
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tumor is enclosed in a capsule, composed of uterine

tissue, and pointed out how in the operation of mor-

cellation through the vagina this capsule is opened
from below and the tumor is eneucleated piecemeal

from the capsule, so that the abdominal cavity is not

really opened until (he very end of the operation,

when the capsule, which is the uterus, is removed en-

tire. In a certain proportion of cases the tumor can

be removed in this manner from its bed in the wall of

the uterus, leaving the latter wall in situ, and packing

with iodoform gauze the cavity from which the tumor
has been removed.

ISccent Eiteraturr.

Immunity, Protective Inoculations in Infectious Dis-

eases, and Serum- Therapy. By George M. Stekn-
BEBG, M.D., LL.D. New York : William Wood
& Co. 1895.

During the past five years bacteriologists have
brought forward a vast amount of interesting and sug-

gestive facts concerning the experimental production

of immunity toward infections with a great variety of

pathogenic bacteria. The results of these investiga-

tors are scattered through many scientific journals and

are not accessible to most medical men, who may be

interested in the subject. The publication, therefore,

of an epitome of the scientific work on immunity and
serum-therapy by a distinguished bacteriologist is

timely and welcome.
The first part of the volume before us contains a

discussion of immunity, both natural and acquired,

from the standpoint of general principles.

The second, and greater part of the book, consists

in a presentation of the results of experimental work
in protective inoculations and serum-therapy for each

of the important infectious diseases of both man and

animals, a separate chapter being devoted to each dis-

ease. A valuable feature is a list of references to the

original papers of the investigators whose results are

summarized, at the end of every chapter.

In discussing the causes of the mortality in cases of

diphtheria treated with antitoxin, we note that the

author makes no mention of the rule played by the

pyogenic cocci in fatal cases of the disease. That in

more than half of the fatal cases of diphtheria the pus-

producing bacteria, particularly the streptococcus, are

to be found more or less generally distributed through-

out the internal organs, is a fact which has been

brought out in reports of the work carried on at the

Boston City Hospital and published in the Joiirnal.

A History of the Chronic Degenerative Diseases of the

Central Nervous System. By Thomas Kirk-
PATRicK Monro, M.A., M.\). 8vo; pp. vi, 82-

Glasgow : Alex. Macdougall. 1895.

This work, which formed part of a graduation

thesis, is reprinted from the Glasgow MedicalJournal.

It is an interesting study of the development of our

knowledge of many of the chronic forms of nervous

disease— tabes, spastic paralaysis, ataxic paraplegia,

hereditary ataxia, progressive muscular atrophy, bul-

bar paralysis, ophthaluioplegia, the peroneal type of

muscular atrophy, and multiple sclerosis. Tabes
naturally holds the first place, and more than one-

foortb of the Tolnme is devotad to a study of the

various steps whereby we have attained our present

knowledge of the disease. The writer has made a

careful study of the older contributions on spinal dis-

eases, and he points out the important contributions

made to our knowledge of tabes by Cruveilhier and

Steinthal, and above all by Todd, to whom Gowers
has recputiv given just credit for the discovery of the

disease before the days of Romberg and Duchenne.

The history of the later study of the pathology of the

affection is unfortunately deficient, for no mention is

made of the recent controversies as to the origin of the

spinal changes, and their possible dependence upon

lesions of the spinal ganglia. In various chapters the

writer seems to have paid less attention to recent work
than he has done to the earlier contributions. In the

account of primary spastic paralysis he takes no ac-

count of the autopsies of Striimpell and others, which

have finally established the affection as an independent

disease ; under hereditary ataxia he takes no note of

the recently described cerebellar form ; although he

refers to Erb's paper on muscular dystrophy, he says

nothing of the work done by Erb and Sachs to de-

monstrate the essential unity of the different types of

muscular dystrophy ; and in the article on ophthalmo-

plegia no note is taken of the work of Westphal. We
question, too, whether the " Wetherbee ail " can be

regarded as an instance of the peroneal type of muscu-
lar atrophy, and Mauthner has shown that Heine's

disease should be mentioned in the chapter on ophthal-

moplegia rather than in that on tabes. In spite of

these omissions, however, the author has given us a

very useful and interesting book, and his study in the

main has been thorough and accurate. Similar studies

of the history of individual affections have often been
made, but this is, we believe, the first study of the sort

of a considerable number of diseases which has ap-

peared in book-form.

System of Surgery. Edited by Frederick S. Den-
nis, M.D., Professor of the Principles and Practice

of Surgery, Bellevue Hospital Medical College;

Visiting Surgeon to the Bellevue and St. Vincent

Hospitals; Consulting Surgeon to the Harlem Hos-
pital and the Montefiore Home, New York ; Presi-

dent of the American Surgical Society ; Graduate
of the Royal College of Surgeons, Loudon ; Member
of the German Congress of Surgeons, Berlin. As-

sisted by John S. Billings, M.D., LL.D., Edin.,

and Harv., D.C.L., Oxou., Deputy Surgeon-General,

U. S. A. Vol. I : The History of Surgery, Path-

ology, Bacteriology, Infections, Anesthesia, Fract-

ures and Dislocations, Operative Surgery. Vol. II :

Minor, Plastic and Military Surgery ; Diseases of the

Bones ; Orthopedic Surgery ; Aneurism ; Surgery of

the Arteries, Veins and Lymphatics ; Diseases and
Injuries of the Head ; Surgery of the Spine ; Surgery
of the Nerves. Profusely illustrated. Philadel-

phia: Lea Brothers & Co. 1895.

The first volume of Dennis's System of Surgery
leads us to expect that as a whole it will bo the most
comprehensive and elaborate which has been published.

All of the contributors are American surgeons, and
many of them are eminent in their respective special-

ties. The " History and Literature of Surgery " is

presented in a very interesting manner by John S.

Billings, M.D., and he has succeeded in making a

chapter that will always be turned to for reference.

The other notable chapters in the book are those on
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the " General Bacteriology of Surgical Infections," by

Wm. H. Welch, M.D. j that on "Gunshot Wounds,"

by P. S. Conner, M.D. ; that on "Fractures and Dis-

locations," by Frederick S. Dennis, M.D. ; and that

on the " Technique of Antiseptic and Septic Surgery,"

by Arpad G. Gerster, M.D.
The majority of the illustrations are excellent.

Some of them are old and mean but little. The print-

ing is well done, and with the exception of the size of

the volume, it is convenient for reference. It was

fully time that such a system of surgery as the one

before us vsras written, for "Holmes's System" and

the " International Encyclopaedia of Surgery " have

long since been out of date.

The second volume of Dennis's System of Surgery

is fully the equal of its predecessor, and maintains the

high standard which was promised by the first volume.

The opening article is on " Minor Surgery," by Henry
R. Wharton, M.D. The illustrations of bandaging

are capital. The scope of minor surgery is thoroughly

covered, and the section is very satisfactory. " Plas-

tic Surgery " is presented by George R. Fowler, M.D.
It is an excellent article, but the author might well

have gone into more detail. " Military Surgery and

the Care of the Wounded on the Battlefield " is care-

fully presented in a a short article by Lieut.-Col. W.
H. Forwood. The outline alone of the subject is pre-

sented. A well-written article on " Diseases of the

Bone " is contributed by N. Senn, M.D.
" Orthopedic Surgery " is presented in one hundred

pages by V. P. Gibney, M.D. This is by no means
an exhaustive article, but presents the subject in a

suitable manner to the general surgeon. An article

on " Aneurism " is contributed by Lewis A. Stimson,

M.D.
The " Surgery of the Lymphatic System," by Fred-

eric H. Gerrish, M.D., is worthy of the highest com-

mendation, for it calls attention to a subject of which

little is known. By far the most exhaustive article in

the volume is the one by Roswell Park, M. D., on
" Diseases and Injuries of the Head." The " Surgery

of the Spine," by W. W. Keen, M.D., is carefully

given, and the conclusions drawn as to operative

measures are very judicious. " Surgery of the Nerves
'"

is very well presented in an article by John B.

Roberts, M.D.
To analyze in detail the foregoing articles is unnec-

essary. It is sufficient to say that they are excellent

presentations of the individual subjects.

Diseases and Injuries of the Genital and Urinary Or-

gans. By Henrt Morris, M.A., M.B., F.R.C.S.

London. New York : William Wood & Co. 1896.

The department of surgery treated of in this volume
has been so thoroughly and so well presented in recent

text-books, essays and compendiums, that any new
publication on the subject seems unnecessary unless it

can claim originality or make important contribution

to our knowledge.

This work does not seem to us to show either of

these qualities, nor is it such a one as we should have

expected from Mr. Morris, some of whose writings—
the articles upon renal surgery, for example— liiive

been so valuable. The various subjects are sullicienlly

well presented, it is true, and it would be entirely ac-

ceptable were it not that its place has already been

as well and sometimes even better filled by other

authors.
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ACCIDENT NEUROSES.

In spite of the extent of its literature, the question

of the immediate and ultimate effect of traumatic or

psychic shock on the nervous system remains one of

the most important with which practical medicine has

to deal. At this point perhaps more than at any other

medicine comes into contact with problems which do

not lie directly within its own sphere. The moral

effect upon the community, and especially upon the

working class, of the more or less indiscriminate be-

stowal of damages for real or fancied injury, involves

a questiou of extreme sociological importance, and one

which we, as physicians, too often overlook in our

greater interest in the purely medical aspect of the

matter. This ethical side of the question is doubtless

more prominent in the European countries than in our

own, where the various organizations of workmen have

reached a greater degree of perfection than in the

United States. In conversation with a sociologist of

distinction some years ago, the writer recalls a state-

ment made by him, that he regarded the attitude of

mind inculcated by the general bestowal of damages

in Germany and England, whose social conditions he

was then studying, as one of the most ominous with

which sociology in the future would have to deal. If

this be true, it is certainly the duty of physicians at

large, into whose hands the cases first come, to have

as clear an idea as possible of the subtlety of the

problem with which they are called upon to deal, and

to realize fully the wide bearings of their expert de-

cisions.

Professor Adolf Striimpell, in recent numbers of

the " Miinchener Medicinische WochenschriJ't " (3il and

10th December, 1895) has again gone over much of

the disputed ground with a precision and clearness of

detail characteristic of all his writing. The papers

are eminently practical and, as such, justify a some-

what closer study.

There can at present be no doubt whatever that

many of the symptoms following accident are psychi.

cal, however they may be physically manifested. This
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is generally accepted and needs no proof. A matter

also well recognized is that the chance of money re-

dress is now much greater than formerly, hence an

inevitable tendency, inherent in human nature, to

exaggerate and through more or less voluntary auto-

suggestion to construct an organized complex of symp-

toms, which otherwise might have sunk into the back-

ground of consciousness and disappeared. As a result,

then, of a persistent sort of introspection many dis-

turbances are brought into existence, which have gen-

erally gone by the name of " traumatic neuroses

"

since the introduction of that specific term by Oppen-

beim. On the whole this designation has been unfor-

tunate. It served a valuable purpose in defining a

condition which was in need of special study, but in-

evitable confusion has arisen from the fact that the

term has been continually used without a proper con-

ception of its exact meaning, a fault, however, not to

be attributed to its originator. '• Trauma " has come,

in the popular mind, to be identified with "accident,"

a "'traumatic neurosis" means popularly an "accident

neurosis." Experience will no doubt show that the

term " traumatic neurosis," should be used with more

and more caution, and never as indicating a special

disease. No doubt both practically and scientifically

we shall do as well to speak of "accident hypochon-

dria," "accident neurasthenia," "accident hysteria,"

since it is evident that not every trauma is an accident.

Frequently the diagnosis between an organic lesion

and one due to a purely mental effect is easy to make

by methods which are familiar to every experienced

physician. The general appearance of an accident

patient, and his attitude toward himself are exceed-

ingly characteristic. Almost without exception his

tendency is to exaggerate, and as a natural conse-

quence of his self-observation, pain and weakness are

felt with an increasing intensity. This is the result of

the introspective frame of mind into which the ac-

cident with its attendant circumstances and the further

prospect of litigation have plunged him. The point of

importance is entirely apart from the question of simu-

lation, that the symptoms, in large measure, are at-

tributable to a subtle mental condition, and are there-

fore mentally produced. A clear realization of this

fact is essential to a proper judgment as to the so-

called " objective symptoms " of accident cases. Most

common of these are the anesthesias, or better, analge-

sias. Naturally, beyond the patient's statements, the

physician has no means of judging of their pressure.

There can be little doubt that such conditions, whose

actual existence is not to be doubted, have their beiug

through suggestion and may be so increased, hence

the advisability of not making too detailed examina-

tion of sensibility. Much stress has been laid upon

these anesthesias ; they have been exhaustively studied,

and in the future should be relegated to a position of

less importance. Especially is this true in determin-

ing ability for future manual work, since only rarely

do sensory disturbances affect one's power in this

direction.

For practical purposes the determination of the

visual field is of still less importance, especially when
no complaint of defective vision is made. It is also a

matter of common knowledge that respiration and

heart action are strongly influenced by the psychical

state, although of course not actually determined by

it. The same may be said of the drop reflexes. On
analysis, therefore, it appears that the so-called objec-

tive symptoms are in reality subjective, and that their

diagnostic worth lies in the fact that their presence

points more or less distinctly to the absence of organic

The stumbling-block in the whole matter of the ac-

cident neuroses lies in the interpretation and signifi-

cance of the term " simulation." Recrimination and

argument without end have centred about this word,

certainly to a quite unnecessary degree. Recognizing

the fact that we have to do with a clinical picture

largely of psychical origin, it at once becomes evident

that a changing set of symptoms by no means points

to conscious simulation. Theoretically the distinction

between hysterical or hypochondriacal conditions and

simulated ones is easy to draw and is of the most ex-

treme importance to define with accuracy. In the first

case we have to do distinctly with pathological fixed

ideas, which are deeply rooted in the patient's mental

life and entirely beyond his control ; in the second

case, in simulation, we have to do with ideas, which

the patient evolves at will and which he may lay aside

at will. The distinction is, of course, fundamental.

The hysterical person himself believes in the existence

of his paralysis, and has, for example, actually lost the

means of normally innervating his arm. That he may
raise the arm under the influence of certain stimuli in

no way implies, as is too often supposed, that he is

thereby a simulator. The true simulant naturally

wilfully inhibits the normal innervation of the arm.

In other words, in one case the will is involuntarily in

abeyance ; in the other voluntarily.

It hardly need be said that the practical application

of these self-evident principles is not always easy ; on

the contrary, the most skilled diagnostician must often

fail of a perfectly correct determination. The problem

is a psychological one and must depend for its solution

upon a great variety of factors, which will vary with

the varying character and mental endowment of the

subject. The reproach so often heard that expert

physicians of equal education frequently testify in

diametrically opposite ways is only in part justified.

The personal attitude and point of view of the physi-

cian toward his patient may with all conscientiousness

be widened to the extent of apparent contradiction.

A definite rule of diagnosis is impossible to apply, as

must unfortunately so often be the case, in dealing

with matters in the psychical sphere.

Especially difficult of diagnosis are head injuries of

varying degrees of severity. The point of vital inter-

est is, whether from a so-called " commotio cerebri
"

without gross lesion of the brain, finer material changes

may persist and give rise later to cerebral symptoms.
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as, for example, headache, vertigo, mental disturbances,

which otherwise would be iuterpreted as of purely

psychical origin. Such a possibility is, at least, always

present, however unlikely in many cases, and we

should certainlv be on our guard in the estimation of

such true " traumatic neuroses."

The whole subject of treatment is one of peculiar

interest. Its essence, as Striimpell points out, is so

far as possible to prevent the establishment of the

hypochondriacal ideas which later are much more diffi-

cult if not incapable of removal. Treatment from the

very first should be a psychical one, and should be

persisted in as long as or longer than the false ideas

prevail. The anticipation of a trial with the hope of

reward for supposed or real injuries received, must in-

evitably be a serious hindrance to the therapeutic

measures undertaken. During the time of suspense it

is more than likely that an attitude of mind may be

established which no effort, however painstaking, can

later alter. Hence the perfectly well-established fact

that the bestowal of damages does not usually cure

the disease, as the radical simulatiouisls would have us

believe.

Striimpell's conclusions in the articles to which allu-

sion has already been made are so moderate and fair

that we give them in substance here

:

(1) The name "traumatic neurosis" in its common

acceptation should no longer be used as the expression

for a definite and special disease.

(2) It is probable that a true " traumatic neurosis
"

exists in the sense of a chronic organic change result-

ing from a severe commotio cerebri or commotio spin-

alis. Such cases are, however, rare.

(3) The so-called objective symptoms of accident

neuroses, do not properly deserve the name. All such

symptoms are dependent upon the psychical state of

the patient.

(4) The distinction between simulation, purposive

exaggeration and a true neurosis is easy theoretically.

Practically the difficulties in diagnosis are often great.

The changing character of certain symptoms does not

necessarily imply simulation.

(5) It is of the utmost practical importance, when-

ever possible, to prevent the onset of the neurosis.

Palliation has a much more brilliant outcome than

treatment when the condition is established.

(6) In all cases it is the duty of the physician to

bring it about that the patient shall again gradually

accustom himself to work.

OPERATION FOR MULTIPLE ABSCESSES OF
THE INTERNAL ORGANS.

A CASE of successful double nephrotomy for multi-

ple metastatic abscesses of both kidneys which has

been recently reported by Lilieuthal, of New York,'

was certainly a surgical triumph, and is pregnant with

interest as showing the possibility of the surgical cure

of a class of cases which have been heretofore con-

• Annals of Surgery, March, 1896.

sidered hopeless. The surgeon is to be congratulated

both on his accurate diagnosis and boldness in treat-

ment, as will be seen from the following outline of the

case :

The patient, a male, aged thirty-four, had been re-

cently treated for abscess of the alveoli and floor of

the mouth following extraction of carious teeth, and

necessitating free incision. An attack of facial erysip-

elas followed, from which he soon recovered. Two
days after he had left the hospital he returned, com-

plaining of severe pain in the abdomen, worse over

the right lobe of the liver and in the right lumbar

region, chills and high temperature (reaching 105°) on

the day after admission.

Abscess of the right kidney was diagnosticated

;

the right kidney was exposed by lumbar nephrotomy

and a small abscess opened. As the urine contained

no pus, it was evident that the abscess did not com-

municate with the pelvis of the kidney, which was

therefore not opened. The pain in the right side dis-

appeared, but severe septic fever continued ; and two

weeks after the first operation a second abscess was

opened in the lower part of the same kidney. The

urine still showed no pus ; but the patient's con-

dition continued to grow steadily worse. Emaciation,

fever, alternating somnolence and delirium ensued,

but no point of teuderuess was found, and the patient

was too weak to make much complaint.

Although there were no signs pointing to abscess

of the other kidney, in the absence of localizing the

trouble anywhere else, iucision of the left kidney was

advised by Dr. Gerster, who saw the case in consulta-

tion. The patient's consent was finally obtained ; and

six weeks after the first operation, left lumbar nephrot-

omy was done. Three abscesses of the left renal

parenchyma were disclosed and opened. The right

kidney wound was reopened and a large perinephritic

abscess found and drained. A condition of extreme

prostration followed this operation, which was finally

followed by complete, though gradual, recovery. The
urine on the patient's discharge from the hospital

showed only a trace of albumin and no casts.

As Lilienthal truly says, acute multiple kidney ab-

scess, not resulting from disease of the lower urinary

tract, is a condition rarely recognized during life. In

a case of this sort, in which there can be no doubt of

the presence of general sepsis, starting primarily from

the abscesses of the jaw or the facial erysipelas, the

localization of the abscesses in the renal parenchyma

may perhaps be regarded as the result of an effort of

the system to excrete the microorganisms by way of

the kidneys. No examination of the urine, cystoscopy

or catheterization of the ureters is of assistance, as the

abscesses have not connected with the pelvis of the

kidney ; physical examination is negative, until the

abscesses have coalesced and one large cavity has been

formed. Waiting for this condition of things, on the

other hand, is attended with the gravest danger to the

patient.

Where multiple kidney abscess is Buspected, says
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Lilienthal, early nephrectomy is iudicated. The renal

pelvis should not be opened, for fear of infecting the

genito-urinary tract. He believes tiiat early surgical

intervention in these cases will sometime be the rule

instead of the rare exception.

It is an interesting fact that, coincidently with the

publication of Lilienthal's paper, the propriety of

operation upon cases of multiple abscess of another

important internal organ, the liver, should be pro-

posed to the surgical world. .J. Kuowsley Thornton,

in a lecture on '• The Lines of Advance in Abdominal

Surgery," recently delivered before the Hunterian So-

ciety, makes the following statement with regard to

the treatment of abscess of the liver: "The multiple

nature of hepatic abscess has been one great bar to its

successful treatment; but the tendency is for the mul-

tiple to coalesce into the single, and the process is

aided by opening and draining the main cavity, and,

as I can vouch by practical experience, secondary col-

lections can be found both by sight and touch, and

opened into the main cavity in the course of the prim-

ary operation."

With Lilienthal's case as an example, and Thorn-

ton's advice, thoughtful surgeons ought to receive a

distinct stimulus to devote special attention to the

early diagnosis, and having made the diagnosis, to the

prompt operative treatmeiit of abscess of the internal

organs, even if multiple.

Thornton further says : " I firmly believe that with

an improved early diagnosis and prompt operation no

case of abscess of the liver need in the future be fatal

or seriously damage the health of the patient."

Whether this sanguine prophecy will be realized in

the cases of multiple abscess of the liver from septic

infection by way of the portal vein may admit of

grave doubt, but at least no case of abscess of the liver

should be deprived of the possible help which may
come from early operation. But for early operation

early diagnosis is essential. In Thornton'* words :

"The key of the whole position as to advance in ab-

dominal surgery has been reached when allusion is

made to improved diagnosis; and just as a statesman

once gave advice to his followers in the simple reitera-

tion of the word ' Organize, organize, organize,' so I

would say to those intending to work out improve-

ments in abdominal surgery, ' Diagnose, diagnose,

diagnose.' The mere performance of operation is

easy enough with our present resources and knowledge,

if we can only know beforehand exactly what we have

to do."

To this statement of the case those surgeons who
have carefully followed the histor}' of abdominal sur-

gery and knowing its present scope and limitations.

are like Thornton seeking for the lines upon which

we can hope to advance our art, will give unqualified

assent. To see into the future is given to none of us,

but a general survey of the field certainly gives the

impression that along the lines of improved methods

of diagnosis rather than of operative technique, lies

greatest hope of progress in the near future.

MEDICAL NOTES.

A New Trustee.— Dr. Morris J. Lewis has been

elected a Trustee of the University of Pennsylvania,

to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of Dr.

William Hunt.

Tilt RoNTGEN Rats and Litigation.— It is

possible that the Routgen pictures may play an im-

portant part in litigation regarding fractures and other

injuries, and that a shadowgraph may be an essential

part of every surgical record of a case of fracture.

Precocious Prkgnanct. — Gleaves, in the

American Journal of the Medical Sciences, for Decem-

ber, 1895, records the delivery of a living child, weigh-

ing five pounds, from a mother ten years and two

months of age. The mother had menstruated regularly

since the age of five years, but had no other signs of

development. The labor was uneventful.

The Meccan Pilgrimage.— The pilgrimage to

Mecca began this year as usual towards the end of

January, and early in February several shiploads of

pilgrims had started for Jeddah. It is understood that

all the Egyptian pilgrims will be kept for several days

in quarantine at El Tor before being allowed to go on

to Mecca.

The Possibilities of the Shadowgraph—
Thornton in his lecture alluded to in our editorial,

speaking of the possible help we may derive from the

Rontgen photography in the diagnosis of abdominal

disease, says :
" A photograph of the liver, taken

through the adipose abdominal parietes of an elderly

gentleman, sounds absurdly impossible, but who shall

say that it is not within the range of accomplishment in

the near future ?
"

A Physician's Heroism. — We learn from the

British Medical Journal that Dr. Ernest Helby re-

cently saved a child's life at the Croydon Fever Hos-

pital by sucking the diphtheritic membrane from its

throat after tracheotomy. The usual story of such

ventures ends with the death of the doctor, but this

one does not. The doctor caught the disease and was

for some time in danger of death, but recovered under

the antitoxin treatment.

Anti-Ttphoid Serum.— In a communication to

the Paris Societe de Biologie on February 22d, M.
Chantemesse stated that he had succeeded in immunizing

several horses against typhoid fever, and had employed

their serum in the treatment of three cases of this dis-

ease. The temperature in all three cases had shown a

regular fall from the time the first injection was made,

and seven days after the injections were begun all

three patients were free from fever, and convalescence

was established. The cases are, however, too few to

allow the formation of any trustworthy conclusion.

The Third International Congress of Der-
matology will be held in London, August 4 to 8,

1896. The following are the subjects for discussion :

Tuesday, August 4th, Presidential Address, " Prurigo."

August 5th, " The etiology and varieties of keratosis,"
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"Syphilitic re-infection." August 6th, "The con-

nection of tuberculosis with diseases of the skin other

than lupus vulgaris," " The duration of the period of

contagion of syphilis," " Ringworm and the tricophy-

tons." August 7th, " The nature and relations of the

erythema multiforme group," " Malignant syphilis.''

Geo. Thos. Jackson, 14 East 31st Street, New York,

is Secretary for the United States.

Another Medical School Proposes to Raise
ITS Standard of Admission.— The University Med-
ical Magazine states that a committee of the Board of

Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania has under

consideration a recommendation of the faculty of mep-
iciue to increase the requirements for entrance to the

Department of Medicine. The recommendation is

that, beginning with the year 1896, the entrance re-

quirements shall be increased, and thereafter be in-

creased, year by year, until 1899, when they shall be

the same as those required for admission to the Fresh-

man Class of the Arts Department. In addition to

raising the standard of admission, it is proposed to

increase the amount of the tuition fee from $150 to

$200 per annum.

Another Attempt to Enforce the use of the
Keelet Cdre.— It seems that in New York, as well

as in Massachusetts, attempts are being made to com.

pel the use of the Keeley cure by authority of the

State. We learn from the Medical Record that Mr.
C. Smith has introduced a bill in the New York Legis-

lature providing that every person after having been

twice committed for drunkenness shall be compelled to

take the Keeley cure. The Record characterizes this

proposition as utterly absurd and as not only an un.

constitutional interference with personal liberty, and

an impudent endeavor to legalize and encourage the

work of a private corporation to the exclusion of

other methods, but as an insult to the medical profes-

sion of the State.

The Effect of Vaginal Fixation upon Sub-

sequent Parturition. — Riihl {Cenlralblatl fur
Gynecologic, 1896, No. 6), has seen twelve cases of

pregnancy following vaginal fixation of the uterus.

In seven cases spontaneous delivery took place, in three

version was successful in saving both mother and

child, and in two parturition was attended with se-

vere complications. In these two cases the head of

the fetus was incarcerated in a diverticulum in the

anterior wall of the uterus, and the internal os sur-

rounded by a dense unyielding baud. In the first case

Ruhl perforated the head and then incised the con-

tracted cervix, suturing the incision immediately with

catgut. In the second, incision of the cervix was fol-

lowed by forceps extraction. Convalescence was nor.

mal in both cases.

boston and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston.— Dur-

ing the week ending at noon, March 18, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease

:

diphtheria, 83, scarlet fever, 26, measles, 31, typhoid

fever, 6.

The Lowell Lectures on State Medicine.—
Dr. Henry P. Walcott, President of the Massachusetts

State Board of Health has begun a series of lectures

on State Medicine in the Lowell Institute Course.

The Boston Medical Library.— At a meeting

of the Boston Medical Library Association on March
12th it was voted to change the name of the corpora,

tion from Boston Medical Library Association to Bos.

ton Medical Library.

Amherst College to have a Hospital for
Students.— Mr. G. D. Pratt, of Brooklyn, and of

the class of 1893 at Amherst College, has given to that

institution a fund sufficient for the erection of a hos.

pital for undergraduates. The work will be begun in

the coming spring.

The Emergency Hospital. — The Massachusetts

House of Representatives has accepted the report of

its committee adverse to the appropriation of $50,000
to the Emergency Hospital at Boston, and has rejected

a bill offered as a substitute approximating $50,000
for the same purpose.

A Monument to Robert B. Tolles.— At the

September meeting of the New England Association

of Opticians, a committee was appointed to solicit and
receive subscriptions for the purpose of erecting a

monument over the grave of the late Robert B. Tollas

iu Mt. Auburn Cemetery. Five hundred dollars will

be needed for the purpose and one hundred and fifty

dollars have been already secured in one-dollar sub-

scriptions. The object is a worthy one, as the grave

of this distinguished optician is unmarked even by a

headstone.

NEW YORK.

A Board of Medical Examiners. — At a meet-

ing of the Medico-Legal Society held March 11th,

there was a discussion of the bill now before the Leg-
islature which abolishes the office of Coroner and rests

that official's duties in a Board of Medical Examiners
and the District Attorney. The opinion expressed

was decidedly in favor of the bill, which has received

the endorsement of the Medical Society of the State

of New York, the Bar Association, and other impor-

tant bodies. Letters were also read from Mr. Theo-
dore H. Tyndale, of Boston, who drafted the system

now practised in Massachusetts, and from Dr. Wyatt
Johnson, of Montreal. Mr. Tyndale wrote that while

the proposed system was as good iu many respects as

the Massachusetts one, it was a vast improvement over

the old one now in vogue. Dr. Johnson wrote in the

same vein, and added that the appointment of a chem-
ist and pathologist as provided for in the proposed law

was a distinct step iu advance. The principal speakers

in defense of the present coroners' system were Drs.

E. J. Donlin and A. T. Weston, who are both cor-

oners' physicians, and who had been specially invited

to participate in the discussion on that account.
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Opening of the Floating Lodging-Hocse.—
The city's new floatiug lodging-house for homeless

men, which is moored to the pier at the foot of East

26th Street, was thrown open for the first time on the

night of March 11th, and proved a wonderful improve-

ment over the wretciied quarters for this purpose at

the various police station-houses. Most of the lodgers

expressed themselves as highly pleased with the tepid

shower-baths, the clean night-shirts, and the clean and

comfortable beds, and there can be little doubt that

the public health, as well as the comfort of these

homeless unfortunates, will be greatly benefited by

this long-needed institution.

The QcALiTT of Antitoxin Improved.— The
Board of Health has sent word to the Medical profes-

sion of the city that it now has on hand diphtheria anti-

toxin of a much better quality than has hitherto been

produced, the improvement being the result of investi-

gations carried on in the bacteriological laboratory of

the department. The antitoxin is furnished to physi-

cians at cost price and public institutions are supplied

free of charge.

Bequests to Hospitals.— By the will of the late

George Blies, a partner of Governor Morton in the

firm of Morton, Bliss & Co., bankers, the Woman's
Hospital and the Hospital for the Ruptured and Crip-

pled each receive $20,000, and the Manhattan Eye
and Ear Hospital $10,000.

"Death of Dr. Mandeville.— Dr. Dorrance

Kirtland Mandeville, a prominent physician of Brook-

lyn, died at his home in that city on March 12th of

pneumonia. He was born in New Brunswick, N. J.,

in 1828, and was graduated from Hamilton College in

1849. He received the degree of M.D. from the Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, in 1853,

and afterwards served as house surgeon in Bellevue

Hospital. In 1854 he began private practice in

Mobile, Ala., where he remained until after the war.

While in Mobile he for a time occupied the position

of surgeon to the United States Marine Hospital there.

In 1866 he removed to Brooklyn, and for thirteen

years he was one of the staff physicians at Brooklyn

Maternit}' Hospital.

The Mortality of New York City.— The
mortality of the cit)-. while it has remained below the

average all winter, showed some slight increase about

the last of February. Since then it has again dimin-

ished. During the week ending February 29th there

were reported 893 deaths, and in the week ending

March 14th, 838. The deaths from diphtheria de-

creased from 47 to 32, and those from scarlet fever

from 16 to 8. The mortality from measles has re-

mained about the same during the past three weeks

;

21 being reported for the week ending February 29th,

24 for the week ending March 7th, and 23 for the

week ending March 14ih. While the deaths from
pneumonia decreased from 161 to 156, those from
phthisis increased from 95 to 108.

A BLUE BLOOD CORPUSCLE.

"'Hamlet's Acnt,' in 'David Copperfield,' like

many worthy folks, has a pronounced taste for Blood
(with a large B). ' We see Blood,' she says, in an en-

thusiasm worthy of the subject, ' in a nose and we know
it. We meet with it in the chin, and we say ' There it is.

That's Blood !
'
" It would be flippant to suggest that

in the latter case at least the true inwardness of the

phenomenon might be a bad razor. As regards the

other situation, the lady would have rejoiced had she

foreseen that the day would come when Blood could be

known for what it is, even outside the proudly-arched

nose of its patrician owner. Hitherto noble blood

could only be recognized as Falstaff knew the Prince
— "by instinct," though sometimes physicians may
have been tempted to think that its cerulean tint

might be due to the accumulated imparities of genera-

tions of diseased ancestors. Now at last, if report is

to be trusted, a special character has been discovered

by which Blood can readily be identified with the

microscope. Oddly enough it has been reserved for a

citizen of that great country ' across the faem,' where
one man's blood is theoretically as good as another's,

to make this interesting discovery. We read in the

Medical News that a Philadelphia physician who
comes of 'a good old stock,' has satisfied himself as to

the existence of ' a distinct and separate corpuscle of

blue blood.' The doctor, it is added, has made the dis-

covery ' by experiments upon his own person,' a cir-

cumstance which may perhaps somewhat discount its

importance in the eyes of the effete aristocracies of

Europe. Still, the corpuscle might have a distinct

sphere of usefulness as a kind of guarantee that its

possessor could be ' known ' or even ' called upon '

without fear of social contamination. An exchange or

mutual exhibition of 'slides' might make it possible

for Englishmen to speak to each other without being

introduced. In the arrangement of marriages the

corpuscle would perhaps occasionally be helpful, and
it might be of some assistance to the Lord Chamberlain

in deciding on the claims of persons anxious to be pre-

sented at Court. But before it is accepted as a Hall

mark of gentle birth, or even of what Carlyle called

' gigmanity,' it is essential that the morphology and
life history of the new ' cyanohematocyte,' should be

fully worked out. We await with respectful interest

further details from the City of Brotherly Love."

Britilh Afedical Journal.

A SUCCESSFUL OPERATION FOR STERILITY.

Gersl'ny' reports the following rare case, an opera-

tion upon a closed Fallopian tube, which allowed im-

pregnation to take place.

The patient was twenty-five years of age. Men-
struation appeared at seventeen years of age and had

always been regular. She had been married five years

and had never conceived. She was admitted to the

hospital for the operation of oophorectomy, the re-

moval of a tubo-ovarian cyst, the size of a child's head,

from the left side. After removing the cyst, tube and
ovary, it was noticed that the uterus and right ovary

were normal. The tube was of normal dimensions

> Centralblatt fur Gjniikologie, Ko. 2, 1896.
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towards the uterus, and ended at the Fallopian ex-

tremity in a closed sac the size of a walnut. In the

pelvis there were the signs of an old peritonitis. Con-
sidering the fact that the patient had been sterile and
wished children, the following experimental operation

was immediately decided upon : The tube-sac was in-

cised upon the surface towards the ovary, a consider-

able quantity of thin, dark, bloody fluid escaping.

The inner surface was seen smooth and covered by a

thin layer of mucous membrane. The ovary was in-

troduced into this opening in the tube and held in

place by six interrupted sutures, which attached the

ovary near the mesovarium to the edges of the in-

cision. The ovary was thus almost entirely intro-

duced into the tube-sac. The enclosure of the ovary
in the tube-sac was an experiment with a doubtful re-

sult, yet it was quite positive that in ovulation the

ovum must enter the tube, but there still remained the

question whether the tube in relation with the uterus

was patent.

The further history of the patient was as follows :

Three weeks after the operation (April 30, 1895) she

left the hospital in good health. In the beginning of

June she menstruated for the first time; again in the

beginning of July and August, and then no more. On
November 25th she stated that she was in good health,

but that her breasts had increased in size, and she had
noticed that the girdle of her dress had become uncom-
fortably tight. On examination at this time the uterus

was found to be the size of a large orange, the fundus
reaching above the symphysis. The cervix was short,

and nothing abnormal could be found in the pelvis.

It was therefore a normal pregnancy in the middle of

the fourth mouth.

AN ACTION FOR LIBEL AGAINST THE BRIT-
ISH MEDICAL JOURNAL.

As is well known, the British Medical Journal has a

special department in which the editor undertakes to

answer questions on the subject of medical ethics pro-

pounded by correspondents. That the assumption of

a judicial authority on ethical questions has its danger-

ous side is demonstrated by a recent incident, the follow-

ing short account of which is taken from the Medical
Prest and Circular.

" A case of unusual interest to medical men gen-

erally was tried at the Manchester Assizes on Satur-

day last. A medical practitioner residing in Black-

pool is connected, but without payment on either side,

with two hydropathic establishments in that town.

His name appears on large plates at the entrances and
on the tariil' bills. These facts were submitted to the

editor of our contemporary, the British Medical Journal
for comment, and an expression of opinion with re-

spect to the ethical aspect of the case. The view

given was that the exhibition of the plates was wholly

incompatil)le with the honour and dignity of the pro-

fession. This was the libel complained of. For the

plaintiff, Drs. Renaud, Collins and David Little gave
evidence to the effect that no ethical rule had been
broken. While for the defendant, Sir Dyce Duck-
worth — whose testimony was wholly discounted by
his admission that his name, the hospital with which
he was connected, and his private address appeared in an
insurance prospectus widely circulated, and placed in

numbers upon public counters— Dr. Ward Cousins and
Dr. Batemau stated that Dr. Kinsbury had broken an

unwritten law of the profession. The judge, in sum-
ming up, apparently regarded the statement of which
complaint was made as one of fair comment. But the

jury were asked to consider whether there had been mis-

statement and comment which was unfair. They ar-

rived at the latter conclusion and awarded the plain-

tiff £150 damages. In reviewing the evidence and the

facts of the case, it appears to us that the matter re-

solved itself into one of whether complaint had or had
not been made by the local practitioners against their

confrere. The British Medical Journal said that the

practitioners had complained, and this is borne out by
the fact that the editor was asked to express his

opinion on the case. But at the trial it was appar-

ently impossible to obtain any evidence in support of

this statement from the other practitioners in Black-

pool, from which we are led to the conclusion that at

the last moment they left the editor of our contempor-

ary in the lurch."

The decision of an ethical question in this case had
evidently placed the editor of the Journal in the posi-

tion of champion of a certain number of disgruntled

practitioners of Blackpool, who, when the matter came
to the test, were unwilling publicly to support the editor

in his position, a fact which demonstrates the inadvis-

ability of assuming to decide questions of ethics ex
cathedra, without assurance of support, and a definite

understanding of all the conditions in the given case.

RECORD OF MORTALITY

Fob the Week ending Satubdat, March 7, 1896.
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ers) 340, acute lUDg diseases 4!I0, consumption 325, diplitberia
aud croup 1'_'7, measles (>8, typlioid fever 4li, diarrheal diseases
35, scarlet fever 21, wlioopiuK-coujjh 21, cerebro-spiiial meniu-
giiis 17, erysipelas 8, malarial fever ti.

From diarrheal diseases Cliiogo 14, New York 10, Fall River
3, Brooklyn. Ualiimoreand Cleveland 2 each, Providence, Lowell
and Cambridge 1 each. From scarlet fever New York 8. Brook-
lyn 4, Boston and Providence 3 each, Baltimore, i'all River and
Brockton 1 each. From whooping-coush New York 10, Brook-
lyn 4, Baltimore 3, Providence, Nashville, Lowell and Salem 1

each. From cerebro-spiual meningitis Chicago 7. Brooklyn,
Lynn and Somerville2each, New York, Cleveland, New Bedford
aud Chelsea 1 each. From erysipelas New York 3, Brooklyn
and Boston 2 each, Worcester I. From malarial fever Brooklyn
3, New York 2, Boston 1.

Id the thirty-tbree greater towns of England and Wales with
an estimated population of 10,8()0,971, for the week ending
February 2iltb, the death-rate was 20.0. Deaths reported, 4,15'.t;

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) 404, measles
222, whooping-cough 150, diphtheria 91, scarlet fever 41, diar-
rhea 41, fever 29.

The death-rates ranged from 10.2 in Derby to 25.2 in Preston

:

Birmingham 20.7, Bradford 20.5, Cardiff 12.2, Gateshead 19 1,

Hull IK. 8, Leeds 18.5, Leicester 20.2, Liverpool 23 9, London 20.3,

Manchester 23.7, Newcastle-on-Tyne 19 7, Nottingham 19.5,

Portsmouth 20.4, Sheffield 19.5, Sunderland 18.6.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD,

For the week ending March 7th, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W . Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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SENILE PNEUMONIA.!
BT J. B. AYEB, M.D.

It is a matter of common observation that in old

people the weak organ is the lung; accordingly pneu-

monia is known as "the dreaded scourge of old age."

Gendrin was one of the earliest writers to call at-

tention to the fact that bronchorrhea which is purely

physiological in the old, is frequently a point of depart-

ure for broncho-pneumonia.

StrUmpell speaks of the easy development of lobu-

lar pneumonia in the old (as well as in children), being

due to their imperfect expectoration.

Charcot is seemingly in the minority when he wrote :

" Notwithstanding the contrary statement of many
authors, lobar pneumonia is more frequently observed

in old age than catarrhal pneumonia."

I will not try to determine which form is the more
common, but I feel convinced of the truth of the distinc-

tion drawn by Dr. J. H. Pryor (in a paper before the

New York Medical Society last year) that the catar-

rhal form occurs most frequently in pneumonia of the

aged and the croupous form in pneumonia in the aged.

When the croupous form occurs it is frequently not

frank in its character, many of the cases belonging to

a mixed type answering to this description of Delatield :

"There is a form of broncho-pneumonia in adults

which resembles lobar pneumonia— a general catarrhal

bronchitis with bronchopneumonia and consolidation

of one or more lobes, the invasion being less sudden

than in lobar pneumonia."
" In pneumonia of aged patients," says Zeigler,

" the fibrin is often scanty, so that the exudation has

rather the character of inflammatory edema and only

in isolated spots is firmly solidified."

Clinically I am convinced that a large proportion of

pneumonias in aged patients have a distinct type much
more marked in character (and occurring more fre-

quently) than cases of senile phthisis.

Typical Senile Pneumonia is liable to be latent,

masked, asthenic and migratory— this last character-

istic (the tendency to wander from one part to another

of both lungs) being a distinctive feature.

Quoting Osier: "In old age pneumonia may be

latent, coming on without a chill, the cough and ex-

pectoration slight, the physical signs ill-defined and

changeable, and the constitutional symptoms out of

all proportion to the extent of the local lesion."

Its irregular course is well described by Delafield

:

"The extent of lung inflamed may be small and the

physical signs uncertain— a little dulness on percus-

sion, a few subcrepitant rales, a diminished intensity

of breathing, or even no physical signs at all."

The unreliability of temperature, pulse and respira-

tion, the great prostration and tendency to early de-

lirium are to my mind prominently marked features of

typical senile pneumonia.

The Danger of Overlooking Pneumonia must be

constantly borne in mind. I doubt if more errors of

omission are made in medicine than in overlooking

this disease.

" The physiological diagnosis of an acute and not

very extensive catarrh," says JUrgensen, " belongs to

the most difiicult task in our science."

' Read before the Boston Society for Medical Improvement, Janu-
ary 13, 18%.

" When a generally ill-defined illness is present in

an old person," says Loomis, " lobular pneumonia is

to be expected. I never regard the examination of

an old person complete, no matter what the trouble,

without examining the chest."

" Sometimes," according to Lupine, " the patient

falls into a comatose, apoplectiform state with uni-

lateral paresis and hyperesthesia, and death super-

venes in the midst of the coma which the pneumonia

has provoked."

I can speak from experience of the great difficulty

of making a diagnosis — of the rapid course— of the

early delirium. I have seen an elderly patient die

within eighteen hours after the discovery of pulmonary
congestion, though vague and general symptoms had

been present during the two preceding days.

A slight feeling of chilliness is a danger signal. A
gentleman of eighty-five was seemingly threatened in

this way on several occasions, but quickly recovered

under careful nursing; but at the end of a few months

he succumbed to senile pneumonia, quickly becoming
semi-coraatose and dying in three days.

One cannot be too careful with the aged patient

when any symptom occurs which vaguely suggests a

pulmonary attack. If he will remain in bed and be

carefully watched, there is a good chance of " warding

off" pneumonia, vigilance being the price of safety.

After an injury or a shock of any kind the elderly

patient needs close watching for some little time, as

experience shows that pneumonia is apt to supervene

when the patient's vitality is lowered from such

causes.

PROGNOSIS.

Typical senile pneumonia, if not averted, generally

wears out the elderly patient, owing to his impaired

vitality, before, during or after the crisis.

With the croupous form we are much more success-

ful. Our prognosis depends upon the frank element

in the case.

While preparing this paper I attended a lady of

seventy-one years with the symptoms of typical senile

pneumonia up to the tenth day, when a frank crisis

occurred with extreme restlessness and vomiting, the

pneumonia at that time changing to the croupous

form which resulted in speedy recovery. The tem-

perature for a few days before the crisis was about

100.3°; respiration in the neighborhood of 24, and

pulse 78.

Dr. Thomas L. Stedman, speaking of the " Recuper-

ative Powers of Old Age," states that his percentage

of recovery in patients over seventy was fifty per cent.,

showing that he met with an exceptionally fortunate

proportion of more or less frank cases in his experience.

It is by no means rare for the aged patient attacked

with pneumonia to surprise us with his recuperative

power.

CONTAGIOUSNESS OF SENILE PNEUMONIA.

I have in mind the cases of a matron of a Home,
aged seventy-nine, and a nurse of forty-five, both

nursing a woman fifty-seven years of age, who died on

the fourth day following the onset of an attack of

pneumonia. The matron died four days later with

typical senile pneumonia. The nurse also died of

pneumonia, surviving the patient eleven days. I can-

not recall another case where the disease was so plainly

transmitted.

Probably a typical senile pneumonia is less contag-
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ious thau frank pueumonia, as there is said to be no

bacteriological unity for broncho-pneumonia. Feubler

states that the diplococcus pneumonia is not generally

present iu broncho-pneumonia.

FREQUENCY.

The statement of Loomis that nine-tenths of all

fatal acute inflammatory ilisease iu patients above the

age of sixty-five were due to pneumonia, awakened

my attention and interested me suflBcienlly to make
inquiry and to write tliis paper.

I recall 32 deaths at a Home for the Aged in this

city — three only being .acute, excepting septic cases.

These three died from pueumonia. In private prac-

tice I recall my acute inflammatory, senile, fatal

cases as all being cases of pneumonia and bronchitis.

I do not feel that septic cases from such causes as

cancer, carbuncle and pylephlebitis are to be classified

as " acute inflammatory " diseases.

The frequency of the cases of senile pneumonia de-

scribed by Charcot where the aged patient " without

previous signs of noteworthy illness walks apathetically

about, takes to bed, lies down and dies," is, 1 believe,

uncommon, some of our City Board of Health officials,

to whom I am indebted for suggestions and statistics,

assuring me that they cannot believe that a large por-

tion of the sudden and mysterious deaths of old people

have been due to pneumonia.

The medical examiners of Massachusetts investi-

gated 1,506 deaths above the age of seventy, from

1885 to 1894 inclusive, and credited only 22 of this

number to pneumonia.

Pneumonia is rendered as the cause of death much
more frequently than formerly. This is only partly

due to the influenza epidemic. Where the registration

is most carefully conducted in this country the propor-

tion of pneumonia at all ages has increased.

In Massachusetts the percentage of pneumonia for

19f years preceding January 1, 1861, was 4.67 per

cent, for all ages ; while in 1894 it had increased to

11 per cent. In 1849, 3.7 percent, was the percentage

of pneumonia in this Stale in cases over seventy years

of age ; in 1894 it was 9.29 per cent.

In examining statistics to help me form an opinion

regarding the frequency of pneumonia in the aged, I

arranged tables which 1 admit are faulty in many re-

spects. Only three of the lists for Massachusetts

and two English tables are given as examples.

It will be seen that the cases of senile pueumonia

are first given, and the percentage to the total specified

senile mortality. The " acute respiratory" list follows

witli its percentage. One can but feel that a large

proportion of the cases of senile bronchitis, pleurisy

and influenza would at autopsy afford some evidence

of pneumonic infiltration. The third list comprises

acute non-respiratory senile diseases.

While a fraction of the cases of bronchitis were not

acute I have rarely found in the statistics any separa-

tion between the forms. This is also true of rheuma-

tism and diarrhea in the third list.

I feel that cases^of laryngitis ought to be included

in the second list, and such cases of meningitis, gas-

tritis and nephritis as can properly be classed as

"acute inflammatory" should be placed in the last

group, but the total number of these cases cannot be

large. Septicemia and pyemic troubles did not seem

to belong to this list.

It will be seen by this table that the percentages of

pueumonia to total senile mortality in no case bear

out the statement of Loomis; but that, if we substitute

the "acute respiratory list" for pneumonia, the per-

centage of some countries, notably England, will

nearly reach 90 per cent.

All causes specified

.

Cases (over 70 years)

Pneumonia .

Pleurisy . .

Bronchitis .

Acute respiratory diseases, 1266=16.42%

MA88ACHCBBTT8.

Typholil fever . . .

Intermittent fever .

Remittent fever . .

Rheumatism
Pericarditis
Erysipelas
Diarrhea, cholera morbus
Dysentery
Enteritis
Peritonitis
A^ariola
diphtheria
Cerebro-spinal meningitis,
Parotitis
Other zymotic diseases .

All acute senile diseases,

. I

Deaths (over 70 years)

.

1703=22.(

1573=a0.41% 1738=19.92% 905=41.1%

1849

82=3.7%

All causes specified . .

Cases (over 65 years) . .

Pneumonia
Pleurisy
Bronchitis
Influenza

Acute respiratory diseases

Typhoid fever
Intermittent fever . . .

Remittent fever ....
Rheumatism
Pericarditis
Erysipelas
Diarrhea, cholera morbus
Dysentery
Enteritis
perlloniiifl

Variola
Diphtheria
Cerebro-spiual meniogitis
Parotitis
Other zymotic diseases .

All acute senile diseases

.

Deatlu (over 66 years) . .

125,795=22.07%' 16,456=18.34%

In trying to construct a satisfactory table I met two

insuperable difficulties. The first is in the difference of

nomenclature used— especially of the respiratory dis-

eases. In Great Britain bronchitis is much more com-

monly certified as the cause of death in old people

than pneumonia. In Canada the respiratory diseases

are grouped under the head of " lung diseases "
;
" in-

flammaiioii of lungs," is an indefinite term which is

not infrequently used.

The second difficulty is the frequent use of the term
" old age " in certifying the cause of death. Un-
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doubtedly we must make use of the term to describe a

considerable number of cases, as substitute expressions

do not always make our meaning clearer. In Italy

instead of " old age," the terms " senile marasmus,"
"disease of the arteries," and " syncope," are used.

In 1891, in Italy, 15.4 per cent, over sixty years and
36 per cent, of the deaths over eighty were credited

to • senile marasmus."
Registration reports are generally improving in this

respect. In Massachusetts in 1893, 39.4 percent, were
given to old age while in 1893 the percentage was 20.4

per cent. In Boston the percentage in 1893 was 18.1

per cent., in 1894, 18.6 per cent. What shall we
think, however, of the Western State which gives 92
per cent, of all deaths over seventy to ''old age"?
The statistics of Ireland are useless for the purpose
we have in view, as the percentage of deaths from
"old age " in that country above the age of sixty-five

was 58.9 per cent, in 1892, and 56.5 percent, in 1894.

In conclusion, while our tables of different States

and countries show that pneumonia of old people is not

reported so frequently as some authorities state, yet

the conviction is strongly impressed upon the mind
that the statistics greatly underrate the frequency of

senile pneumonia.

SOME EXPERIMENTS UPON THE RELATION OF
URIC ACID TO DISEASE.i

BY FREDERICK L. HILLS, M.D.,

Assistant Physician^ Danvers Lunatic Hospitai^ Mass.

(Concluded from No. 12, p. 285.)

Case VI. Age fifty-four, weight 186 pounds.

Came to the hospital March 10, 1895. He had been
depressed since the death of his wife two years ago,

but regularly at work until two months before ad-

mission, when he suddenly broke down. Slept but

little ; was restless and excited at times ; ate heartily,

but lost flesh during the last two years. Said very
little ; was obstinate and hard to manage, but not

violent. Threatened suicide, but made no suicidal at-

tempts. A few days after coming to the hospital de-

veloped a large abscess in left buttock. A month later

he was somewhat more active but still depressed. Im
provement continued slowly, and August 1st, seeming
to be as well as ever, he was allowed home on a trial

visit. He returned September 22d, in exactly the

condition as when first admitted ; restless, agitated

and depressed. The agitation disappeared in two
days, but he continued considerably depressed and un-

willing to talk throughout the whole time his urine

was being examined, namely, from September 25th to

October 19th. He took no exercise and ate regularlj'

of the hospital diet. The chart for this period shows
verj' slight variation in uric acid excretion, which was
quite constantly normal. The average daily urinary

excretion was 850 c. c. The average uric acid to

urea ratio was 1-35.7 iu 17 examinations.

Case VII. Age fifty-four, weight 108 pounds.

Admitted to the hospital December, 1893. Tall,

anemic, poorly nourished. Has for years suffered

from dyspepsia, constipation and insomnia. Grandfather
and father committed suicide, a brother was insane,

and his mother a chronic invalid. He has been low-
spirited for years, but not markedly so until recently,

when the loss of his employment has unduly weighed

upon him. Thought people despised him, and de-

clared he would kill himself. Suffered extremely
from insomnia; had an unnatural appetite and palpita-

tion of the heart. Two weeks before admission opened
a vein in the arm with suicidal intent. Two days be-

fore stabbed himself in the chest with a pen-knife, and
again with a pair of scissors. Wound was just below
apex of the heart; the edges closed like a valve and
the wound healed readily. Was very hypochondriacal,
but expressed no delusion. For several months after

admission would not admit that he ever had a move-
ment of the bowels or slept any at night. He confined

himself to his room ; would eat little but milk, eggs
and toast, saying that all the food remained undigested
in his stomach. Slept but little. After a few mouths
began to eat a little better, and by December, 1894,
would take two meals a day quite regularly. There
was some gain in flesh and he was rather stronger,

hut otherwise there was no change. Urine was ex-

amined for two weeks in October, 1894. The amount
of uric acid was small, but there was little variation

from day to day. His diet was mainly eggs, milk,

bread and toast. The average ratio of uric acid to

urea in 12 examinations was 1-32.6. The amount of

urinary water was small— 300 to 400 c. c. per day.

He took no exercise, sitting in his room all day. The
pulse varied but little from 60 to 65 per minute, was
full and fairly strong.

In two other cases, with mental depression and
suicidal impulse in men, four examinations of the

urine were made on days immediately following ad-

mission to the hospital. In the first, age thirty-four,

a case of acute melancholia of short duration, the uric

acid to urea ratios were 1-39, 1-35, 1-28 and 1-34.

In the second, age fifty-four, with mental depression

and fixed delusions, the ratios were 1-32.5, 1-36,

1-47.6.

These five cases all give a ratio of uric acid to urea
which is very near if not quite normal.

The following is a case of acute confusional in-

sanity, during the recovery from which there was an
acute rheumatic attack.

Case VIII. Age fifty-four. Temperate. No in-

sanity in family ; some eccentricity on his mother's

side. Father died of kidney disease. Has suffered

from chronic rheumatism for years ; had frequent at-

tacks of facial neuralgia, for which he used cocaine

applied by brush to nasal mucous membrane. Says
he did not abuse it, but his commitment papers say

he had been adclicted to the cocaine habit for years.

Has an attack of facial erysipelas almost every year.

When a boy was a somnambulist, and during the last

five years has frequently left the house without dress-

ing and walked long distances. A mental change had
been noticed several months before his admission to

the hospital (October 12, 1894). He had been irrit-

able and depressed, thought his family and friends

were against him. Had suffered much from insomnia,
and had taken chloral and sulfonal for its relief.

When admitted he was verv much emaciated, .skin dry
and scaly. He was not excited >fi- depressed. Said

his family wanted him out of the way and would not
give iiim proper food.

During the first few days at the hospital he re-

mained in bed ; was restless, and would get much con-

fused, especially at night, when he would be noisy,

talking excitedly and pounding the door. He slept

but little, and remained iu this confused condition
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until the 24th, when he was given tifteen grains of

sulfoual and slept most of the time for thirty-six hours.

After that his miud was clear, and remained so, he
continuing to improve mentally and physically as long
as he remained at the hospital. He had an excellent

appetite from the time of his admission to the hospital.

Complained of thirst, and drank large quantities of

water. Urinary examination began October 30th and
continued to November loth. During this time the

amount of urinary water was large, averaging 2,740
c. c, the specific gravity varying from 1.010 to 1.015;
no albumin or sugar. He gained rapidly in flesh, his

weight rising from 135 pounds to 159 pounds in 17
days. The excretions of urea and uric acid were both
large, but the ratio low, averaging 1-46 for 17 days.

November 3d there were rheumatic pains in the
ankles and left wrist ; there was no fever ; the pulse
was 100 per minute and soft. There was little swell-

ing. These pains lasted for several days, gradually
diminishing until November r2th, when they ceased
altogether. On eight days without rheumatic pains,

the average uric acid excretion was .888 grammes and
the ratio to urea 1-44. The average for eight days
with such pains was .8843 grammes, the uric acid to

urea ratio being 1-51.75. This lower ratio is due to

increase of urea.

The following is the case of a man who leads a
sedentary life, takes little exercise, eats heartily, and
is subject to attacks of sick headache. January 10,

1895, he had an attack, with headache, dizziness,

nausea, considerable prostration but no fever. The
pulse, which is normally slow, was 48 per minute, full

and strong. A sample of urine was 1.019 specific

gravity; no albumin or sugar; ratio of uric acid to

urea 1-23. He was given calomel (one-fifth of a grain
every half-hour) for five hours, followed by a Siedlitz

powder, with relief of the nausea and headache. He
was at his work the next day and taking salicylate of

sodium (ten grains three times a day), eating little and
avoiding meats. Ratio for the day 1-15. He con-
tinued the salicylate, and the urine was saved. Dur-
ing the 13th, 14th and 15th the urine was 1,000 c. c.

daily ; the ratios being 1-20, 1-24 and 1-27 ; the

amounts of uric acid 21, 17 and 14 grains respectively.

The salicylate was stopped upon the 20th, and there

was no further trouble until the 28th when he had a

headache in the afternoon, the urine for the twentv-
four hours being 1,500 c. c. with a uric acid to urea
ratio of 1-50. On the 29th, Slst and February 2d
the ratios were 1-48, 1-41 and 1-44.

This case illustrates the effect of salicylate of

sodium, as described by Haig. The drug produced an

excessive excretion, presumably clearing the tissues of

uric acid, and when again given a week later there

was no excess because the surplus uric acid had been
previously removed and the patient was living upon a

diet poor in meats. The headache, with the very low
ratio of 1-50, would tend to show that the excess of

uric acid was not the cause but the result of the

disturbance producing the headache, there being no
excess in the latter case because of the previous ex-

cessive excretion.

The urine was examined for 28 days in a case of

diabetes mellitus, the patient having for years suffered

from the symptoms of the arthritic diathesis. Sugar
was present in the urine of the first week, there being

at one time 30 grains to the ounce, and the amount of

uric acid was large, the ratios running from 1-22 to

1-14. During the next three weeks, while sugar dis-

appeared entirely from the urine, the uric acid to urea

ratio seldom varied from between 1-21 to 1-15.

There was considerable dyspnea from pulmonary
edema and the patient was living upon a nitrogenous

diet. The average ratio for the 28 days was 1-19.8.

In the case of a man, seventy-one years of age, who
had suffered from asthmatic attacks for many years

the uric acid to urea ratio was approximately deter-

mined to be 1-36 in eleven examinations of the

twenty-four-hour urine, one day upon which an attack

occurred the ratio being 1-38. Five examinations

with the Haycraft method gave a ratio of 1-41.6 and
of 1-40 on a day when he was suffering from asthma.

The last case I will report is that of a man who died

of chronic Bright's disease, age sixty-eight. The
urine contained a large amount of albumin, hyaline

and granular casts. Only morning specimens could

be obtained because of the extreme dementia of the

patient. Specific gravity 1.008. The urea percent-

age was small as is the common experience in Bright's

disease. The uric acid percentage was rather less

than normal, but was high in its relation to urea.

The blood contained 2,888,000 red cells, 4,500 white

cells and 35 per cent, hemoglobin.

In addition to these cases the urine was examined
in 84 cases on admission, a morning sample as a rule

being obtained. Uric acid was found in the following

ratios.

17 cases from 1-10 to 1-20

35 " ' 1-20 to 1-30

15 •• " 1-30 to 1-40

10 ' " 1-40 to 1^0
7 " over 1-50

There were albumin and casts in 20 of the 84 ;

casts without albumin in 8. Of the 20 with albumin

15 contained uric acid in greater amount than 1-30.

Of the 8 with casts only, 6 contained uric acid in

greater amount than 1-30.

As to the relation of uric acid to the acidity of the

urine, in none of the cases examined could a constant

relation be determined. That, however, can hardly

be accepted as proving the condition in the urine as

passed, for in collecting urine for twenty-four hours it

must stand for some time under conditions favorable

to a decrease in the actual acidity. The acidity was
determined in grammes of oxalic acid in all the exam-

inations.

Very little work has been done upon the blood to

determine its alkalinity in relation to the uric acid it

contains. In chlorosis, a disease ascribed by Haig to

uricacidemia, the alkalinity of the blood is increased ;

but Ketcher found a decrease in the excretion both of

uric acid and urea in this disease. Von Jaksch ex-

amined the blood in 105 cases, including a variety of

diseases. An increase of uric acid was found in prim-

ary and secondary anemias and in diseases of the liver,

intestinal tract and stomach where there was an accom-

panying anemia ; also in empliysema, pleurisy with

effusion, in heart diseases with cyanosis and in renal

diseases. It is not often found in febrile conditions,

where, as is well known, the alkalinity of the blood is

decreased. There is likewise a decreased alkalinity

of the blood in anemia, ami yet Vou Jaksch found the

uric acid increased in the blood and Haig in the urine.

Diabetes and cachectic conditions are accompanied by
lowered blood alkalinity and also by an increase of

uric acid in the urine. Von Jaksch concludes that

i
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uricacidemia is due to insufScient oxidation and is de-

pendent upon disorder of the red blood cells, the car-

riers of oxygen. This is substantially the theory of

Ebstein, who considers uric acid a byproduct from

deficient oxidation of the nitrogenous waste into urea.

The theory of Horbaczewski as to the formation of

uric acid is important, and may be mentioned here.

From spleen pulp he obtained by putrefaction uric

acid and hypo-xanthine, both being derived from the

same mother substance, a uuclein, formed during

putrefaction in the lymphoid tissue of the spleen. He
also obtained uric acid from other tissues rich in lym-

phoid elements. Upon feeding nuclein to men and

animals he was able to demonstrate an increase of uric

acid. It is his theory, therefore, that uric acid is

formed from a nuclein furnished by the leucocytes of

the body as one of the end products of their metabolic

changes. After a rich flesh diet there is a temporary

leucocytosis and a corresponding increase in the

amount of uric acid eliminated. In the exceptional

individuals in whom a flesh diet does not cause a diges-

tive leucocytosis, there is no increase in uric acid.

Quinine and atropine cause a diminution in the num-
ber of leucocytes in the blood and also in the excretion

of uric acid. Haig, however, claims that quinine con-

tracts the spleen and squeezes out the uric acid, hav-

ing previously decreased the alkalinity of the blood

and caused a retention, thus acting in a double way.

Horbaczewski has also shown that pilocarpine pro-

duces a leucocytosis and a plus excretion of uric acid.

Antipyrine and autiflbrin, however, while increasing

the leucocytes, diminish uric acid, possibly, as is sug-

gested by Levison, by prolonging their existence.

Leucemia and pneumonia are accompanied by an in-

crease of leucocytes and a rise in the amount of uric

acid excreted. lu pleurisy, pericarditis, anemias, car-

cinoma, lymphatic swellings and severe burns not only

has there been noted a plus excretion of uric acid but

also a decided leucocytosis.

Maress found that after thirteen hours of fasting

the amount of uric acid excreted was practically cou-

stant. The excretion rose rapidly after a full meal,

reaching its maximum in five hours and sank after sev-

eral hours. The quantity of urea did not rise with

the uric acid but later, reaching its maximum in

nine hours and then falling. He concludes that urea

only arose from the albuminous substances of the food,

the uric acid being the result of increased cellular

activity during digestion. This agrees with the theory

of Horbaczewski. With these observations, Levison

mentions many others going to prove the origin of

uric acid in the disintegrating metabolism of the body

tissues, " processes which are decidedly influenced by

the food but not in proportion to the albuminoids in-

troduced, whereas urea can be largely increased by in-

crease in albuminous food and rises in proportion to

the introduction of such food."

If uric acid was formed by oxidation of albuminous

material and by the further oxidation of urea we
should expect to find a somewhat definite ratio between

uric acid and urea. For such a ratio search has long

been made and a variety of results obtained. Ranke
gave the ratio as 1-46, Yvou and Berlioz 1-30 in one

series of experiments and 1-40 in another, Lecaiiu

gives 1-33, Ferguson in a series of 1,000 experiments

obtained 1-35, Haig gives 1-33 and E. E. Smith ob

tained 1-45 to 60. The experiments at Danvers gave

the following results : 270 experiments with twenty

four-hour urine gave 1-33.65 ; 130 experiments, mostly

with morning samples, gave 1-30.17.

It has been noticed in these experiments that often

on two days with an approximately like excretion of

uric acid there is a wide difference in the ratios, due to

changes in the amount of urea excreted. It is, there-

fore, apparent that a study of the ratio of uric acid to

urea may be very misleading from the fact of this va-

riation in the urea excretion. The amount of urea in

the urine is an index of the nitrogenous metabolism

and is varied so constantly by the introduction of nitro-

genous food that it can be made fairly constant by the

regulation of the ingestion of proteids.

When this is done it becomes feasible to use the

uric acid to urea ratio in the study of uricacidemia.

All the cases here reported were on a mixed diet,

unless it is otherwise stated, and had meat or fish

twice a day. Although there are occasional wide va-

riations in the amount of urea, yet I think on the

whole the urea in each individual case is so reasonably

constant as to allow of the use of the ratio in the

study of these cases. While it may not be possible to

fix upon a definite ratio as applicable to all cases, yet

by a study of an individual, the normal variation may
be so determined as to make any unusual variation a

practical guide in diagnosis in any particular case.

Without entering into the many other theories and
experiments upon uric acid, it is necessary to close

this paper with the statement that, so far as present

knowledge goes, the purely chemical theory of uric

acid pathology as set forth by Haig, cannot be con-

sidered as proven ; and that it is very probable that

the symptoms of uricacidemia are not produced by uric

acid, but rather by a perverted nutritional state,

possibly of nervous origin, which results in an altered

cellular metabolism with the excessive production of

uric acid and other leucomaines of the uric acid group.

Finally, I desire to speak briefly of the Haycraft

process for estimating uric acid, which was used in

th^se experiments, and with which all the work of

Haig was done. This method depends upon the pre-

cipitation of a urate of silver from a urine made alka-

line with bicarbonate of soda and ammonia. The
silver urate is washed, dissolved in nitric acid and the

uric acid determined by titration with a centinormal

solution of ammonium thiocyanate. It is a simple

process, and can be completely carried out within an

hour, during which time the actual attention needed is

but a few minutes. Unfortunately the silver urate is

a variable chemical compound, the number of silver

molecules not always being the same. In use it has

been found that there is quite constantly an error in

that an excess of uric acid is obtained.

I submit tables showing the results of tests made
with uric acid solutions and with urine to determine

the error and note the variation in several tests of the

same nrine.

With the uric acid solution it will be seen that the

error has been most generally an excess, in most cases

small but in some equal to a half or the whole of the

original amount. In the experiments with urine, in

but one instance was the error large, indeed it was so

constantly small that, considering also the fact of a

long series of experiments showing so little variation

in results, which correspond so closely with those of

Haig and Ferguson, it seems to me the process can be

considered sufficiently accurate for approximate work.

It is certainly one which can be carried out with little
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Sims, preferably the right as it allows more freedom of

the right arm and hand in treating and examining the

patient and also more convenient for use of the specu-

lum. The back is the best position for external in-

spection and aversion of the anal margin because the

nates naturally spread more in this position and the

pressure from the flexed thighs on the abdomen causes

a certain amount of downward pressure upon the rec-

tum. A female should almost invariably be placed in

the Sims position for obvious reasons. The anus of

.the patient should be on a level with the eyes of the

physician, and it will be found more advantageous in

examining the cases to use reflected light from a head

mirror, particularly when the speculum is used.

In making the examination the tissues surrounding

the anus should first be carefully inspected, for in

many cases the condition of the anal integument will

give a clue to what one is to expect as to the conditioi]

internally, either present or past. After having in-

spected the anus carefully the next step is to make an

internal examination. This can be done either with

the finger or the speculum, or both. A digital exami-

nation will be much more agreeable to the patient if

the finger is introduced slowly and gently, as any at-

tempt to force the finger through will cause an invol-

untary resistance on the part of the patient, thus caus-

ing unnecessary discomfort. The anus and finger

should be well lubricated, preferably with some
preparation of vaseline, as eucalyptus. In introduc-

ing the finger into the anus the first thing to be noted

is the amount of resistance offered by the aual sphinc-

ters, the external being a voluntary and the internal

an involuntary muscle, and it is possible to distinguish

between these two muscles by the presence of a well-

marked interspace between the two. A firmly con-

tracted anus with more or less hypertrophy of the in-

ternal sphincter is met with in cases of fissure aui,

rendering the introduction of the finger oftentimes

impossible, without the aid of an anesthetic, because

of the pain and spasmodic contraction, whereas a loosely

contracted anus may be due to atony or paralysis, or a

sympathetic relaxation is often noticed coincident with

an acute suppuration in this region, or that it has been

stretched and weakened by the frequent prolapse of

internal rectal tissue, as hemorrhoids, mucous mem-
brane or invagination.

It is not at all uncommon for a physician to make
the mistake of considering a certain amount of hyper-

trophy of the internal sphincter as present in a given

case, where in reality the anal contraction is no more
than normal.

On further introduction through this sphincteric

portion of the rectum, the finger comes into the large

cavity of the rectum proper called the rectal pouch,

which unless distended with gas or feces is apparently

without shape or form, the loose and flabby anterior

and posterior walls being in apposition. lu this

manner it is possible to explore the lower four inches

of the rectum, and a well-trained finger will in most
cases comprehend the condition present before resort-

ing to a speculum.
A great aid to a digital examination is the intro-

duction of air or water through an ordinary bulb

syringe. Here the rectum will be in the opposite con-

dition, that of distention, with its loose and flabby walls

put upon the stretch and having definite shape and
form— any diseased condition of its surface can be
most readily detected. A marked feature in this mode

of examining will be the presence of two or three well-

marked transverse folds, semi-lunar in shape, on alter-

nate sides of the rectum. This condition is un-

doubtedly the origin of the so-called third sphincter;

but Dr. Otis has proved without a doubt by careful

anatomical investigation that this idea of a third

sphincter is erroneous, but that these folds are in

reality the divisions between the sacculi, and if we
could feel the entire length of the rectum we would

find the condition prevailed throughout— in other

words that the rectum is sacculated, a doctrine con-

trary to the teachings of all our anatomical text-books.

After the digital examination a very useful aid in

diagnosis and carrying out treatment, is the examina-

tion with a speculum. There are so many different

devices for this purpose, many of which are worthless,

that I will only mention those which I prefer and have

found most satisfactory, namely, the tubular ones, such

as those of Ives, Otis's low-rectal, Kelly and Aloe's.

Most surgeons agree that successful rectal examina-

tion with specula requires anesthesia and forcible

dilatation of the anus ; but Dr. Otis has demonstrated,

with his new rectal speculum, that high rectal inspec-

tion, nearly the entire length of the rectum, can be

made satisfactorily and without much pain, without the

aid of an anesthetic. This is done with the patient in

the knee-chest position, which is the best position for

inspection of the middle and upper portion of the

rectum without ether. For inspection of the lower

portion the back or the Sims position is preferable.

As a general rule all instruments that change their

shape after introduction are to be avoided because of

the greater amount of discomfort and pain caused by

the spreading and closing of these instruments.

Of the pathological conditions of the rectum to which

I will draw your attention, hemorrhoids, or piles,

come first in order as to frequency. Of this condition

there are to be distinguished two varieties, external

and internal. The external piles are an affection of

either the external hemorrhoidal veins or the cir-

cum-anal integument. As they are always outside and
covered with skin they are dry and as a rule do not

bleed. Internal piles are essentially a varicosity of

the internal hemorrhoidal veins. These, on the other

hand, are within the rectum, covered with mucous
membrane, are moist, bright red, bleeding being a

characteristic symptom.
External piles are either venous or cutaneous. Dr.

Otis has recently suggested that these two groups can

be still further subdivided. Of the venous pile he

recognizes two kinds, first, a varicose condition of the

external hemorrhoidal veins. This is about all that

need be said of this form of venous pile as it is a con-

dition that exists in all adults, due no doubt to the erect

posture and the act of defecation. It can hardly be

called pathological and requires no treatment.

The second variety he calls the thrombotic pile, due
to a thrombosis in the external hemorrhoidal plexus

of veins. Some claim that it is an extravasation of

blood due to the rupture of a small vein ; but others

claim, Drs. Ball and Otis, that it is a thrombosis in the

vein itself, and we have surely found it so at the dis-

pensary, for on cutting down upon it the clot pops out

pear-shaped, and is apparently a true cast of the vein,

leaving a smooth lined cavity which Dr. Ball in his

excellent treatise on rectal diseases has ascertained

microscopically to be similar to the endothelial lining

of the vein.
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A thrombotic pile is inflamed more or less, tense,

hard, very painful and the bluish appearance of the

iliiombus can be seen in most cases. The thrombotic
pile is due to various causes, as a prolonged straining

at stoo! either from constipation or diarrhea. It also

occurs at other times, as for instance a run down state

of the sjstcm or where a regular stool has been de-

layed or skipped or during pregnancy or neglect dur-

ing debauchery. It generally comes on suddenly and
the patient complains of considerable paiu and a bunch
at the anus. This form of pile will nearly always
disappear without any treatment and leave no trace of

its former existence ; but if from the size of the

tumor and the suffering of the patient interference

seems necessary, immediate relief will be given by in-

cising the pile and turning out the thrombus. A very
important feature of the treatment after incision is

pressure applied with a pad and a tight T-baudage to

prevent the cavity from refilling.

The palliative treatment is often beneficial and
when the patient will not consent to a cutting treat-

ment it answers the purpose just as well, only taking a
little longer to subside. A mixture of extract of

belladonna and glycerine smeared on, followed by a

warm stupe or some soothing lotion and the adminis-

tration of some mild laxative to insure a soft and easy

stool.

Cold applications are often very useful, especially the

cooling anodyne preparations, such as Pond's Extract

of hamamelis, liq. plumbi subacet. dil., etc. As for

cutaneous piles, Dr. Otis recognizes and describes three

varieties, the convenience of this classification being

that the name of each variety suggests and indicates

the nature of the process which produced it.

These varieties are, first, redundant cutaneous pile,

which is a mere redundancy of the muco-cutaneous in-

tegument, a condition brought about by a stretching

of the skin from the engorgement of the varicose

veins beneath, in those individuals where there is a

considerable straining at stool. This condition is most
marked in those individuals suffering from internal

piles and, in fact, may be regarded as diagnostic of in-

ternal piles with more or less weakness of the internal

sphincter, due to the frequent prolapse of the internal

piles.

The second form of cutaneous pile he calls a hyper-

plastic pile, because it is a hyperplasia of the connec-

tive tissue from the presence of abrasions, fissures or

ulcerations. It is generally known as a cutaneous tab.

It is most frequently seen at the posterior border of

the anus in connection with fissure ani, and, in fact, is

pathognomonic of that disease.

The third is the hypertrophic and differs from the

former varieties by being a hypertrophy of one or

more of the normal radiating folds at the anus, the re-

sult of an eczematous inflammation. In these last

two varieties treatment consists in treating the ulcera-

tion and the eczema— in other words, treating the

causes which produced them.

Internal piles, as stated above, are varicosities of the

internal hemorrhoidal veins. They are often found
singly or in clusters, sometimes entirely surrounding
the bowel. The prominent feature of this form of

pile is protrusion and bleeding. It is very important
to distinguish between the internal and external piles,

as a great deal of unnecessary suffering is caused by
attempts to put back the thrombotic piles, as, for in-

stance, under the supposition that they are internal

piles, a mistake which has been often made, not only

by patients, but by physicians. The internal piles are

moist, bleed freely, are bright red and covered with

mucous membrane. The external that are liable to be

mistaken for internal piles are the venous variety, par-

ticularly the thrombotic, especially where it is ac-

comj)anied with a good deal of edema. They are

covered with skin and have a bluish appearance where
edema is not too much to obscure the vein. Another
differential point is the ano-rectal groove, the junction

of skin and mucous membrane, as described by Dr.

Otis, and also divides the internal from the external

piles.

The treatment of internal piles may be palliative or

operative. A good deal can be done in way of pallia-

tive treatment, particularly in those cases where there

is no redundancy of the external cutaneous tissue

which shows that the internal piles have not sufficiently

advanced to produce any weakening of the internal

sphincter. It is in these cases that much can be accom-

plished by medical treatment and a cure looked for

by regulating the diet to make sure of the proper pro-

portion of liquids and solids. Diminish amount of

meat, increase vegetables and fruits, stop tea and urge

necessity of drinking water. To aid in bringing

about this result it will often be necessary to admin-

ister a mild laxative and for this purpose there is noth-

ing better than the fluid extract of cascara sagrada,

which is best administered three times a day before

eating, in ten- to twenty-drop doses, in water. Maltine

with cascara sagrada is also valuable in this condition.

Applications of an astringent ointment before and

after stool are also beneficial, as also enemas of some
astringent solution. Proper exercise is good, es-

pecially that form which will compress the liver to re-

lieve engorgement of the portal veins, as horseback

riding. It is only in this form of piles that treatment

by injection ought to be thought of, because the in-

ternal sphincter is strong enough to hold the pile that

has been treated in this way in its place and keep it with-

in the rectum ; but as this method of treatment is very

uncertain in, the amount of disturbance it will set up,

and as I consider it more or less dangerous because of

possible thrombosis, iutra-venous injection, extensive

suppuration and sloughing, and at its best not a per-

manent cure, 1 am opposed to this method of treat-

ment and cannot recommend it.

While on this subject of treatment of piles by injec-

tion I would like to add that external piles ought

never to be injected, as such treatment would only

cause unnecessary torture and shows an erroneous con-

ception of their pathology.

lu those cases where the piles have sufficiently ad-

vanced to produce a weakness of the internal sphincter

and a redundancy of the circum-anal integument, pallia-

tive treatment may stop the bleeding, but the prolapse

will continue and the patient will sooner or later have

to submit to operative interference. Of the various

operations for internal piles, as ligature, clamp and
cautery and excision (as Whitehead's operation), the

clamp and cautery is the one generally preferred by

the best surgeons. Dr. Kelsey and Dr. Otis both pre-

fer the clamp and cautery to every other and my own
observation and experience have led me to use that

method in every case where the patient will take

ether. If the clamp and cautery is used properly,

there is no other method that is so quick or so free

from pain and where the patient will be entirely cured

i
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and able to resame his work in as short a time as this.

I have watched several times hospital patients who
have had the ligature operation and the clamp and
cautery performed, lying side by side in the same
ward, and almost invariably the patient who had clamp
and cautery used was up earlier and discharged first.

I will not go into detail with the operation, simply

a few suggestions. The patient should have a good
cathartic two days beforehand and a good enema the

day before and the day of the operation.

The sphincter should be well stretched and tem-

porarily paralyzed at time of operation, in order to

facilitate exposure of the pile tumors and to prevent

any spasmodic contraction of the internal sphincter

after the operation, which might cause pain and inter-

fere with the healing of the wounds. A precaution to

take in applying the clamp is not to allow the margin
of the external skin to catch between the blades, but

to cut around it with scissors, because that is where
most of the pain and swelling after the operation

would come from.

The clamped pile can be partially cut off with

scissors, leaving sufficient stump to be seared with the

cautery, or it can be burnt down to the blades of the

clamp with the cautery without any previous cutting.

In the latter method less bleeding will result. The
cautery should be used at a dull red heat and not at a

white heat. This also will insure less bleeding if ob-

served. In removing the clamp the pressure should

be let up gradually to see if there are any bleeding

points that need further cauterizing. No packing is

necessary afterwards, except a good external pad with

a T-bandage that can be tightened in case of necessity.

There is no danger of secondary hemorrhage where
the operation is done correctly. In forty-eight hours

the bowels can be moved with liquorice powder, castor

oil, salts, etc., and in five days the patient can be dis-

charged.

I will next take up the subject of fistula, as they

are met with next in frequency in general practice.

Kelsey says that a fistula which is not due to ulcera-

tion and perforation of the rectal wall from within is

the result of a previous abscess, and so it is that nearly

every abscess around the anus or in the wall of the

rectum is apt to terminate in a fistula which is com-
plete when it has two openings, one without and one

within the bowel, or incomplete or blind fistula with

only one opening.

The external opening may be situated anywhere in

the integument about the anus and the cleft between

the nates. The internal opening will generally be

found in that portion of the mucous membrane within

the grasp of the internal sphincter. Occasionally it

will be found situated higher up.

Oftentimes while the internal opening may be low

down, yet the sinus may extend farther up the bowel

and rarely a second opening may be found higher up.

In the fistula resulting from a marginal abscess, the

sinus is generally short and the two openings close

together, making its treatment simple; while in the

fistula following an ischio-rectal abscess, the sinus is

apt to be tortuous, of varying lengths with off-shooting

branches, making the treatment of this form more com-
plicated. A better term for the blind forms of fistuhe

is, as Ball states, internal and external rectal sinus ac-

cording as the opening is within or without.

An internal rectal sinus is a suppurating tract and
if left to nature will sooner or later make an open-

ing in the skin, thus forming a complete rectal fistula.

The external sinus is the result of an abscess and gen-

erally points to the rectum although often it runs

away from it into the ischio-rectal fossa. The tracts

of the fistula are seldom straight and it is very difficult

many times to find the course which it takes. Some-
times it goes around the bowel and comes out on the

opposite side, forming the horse-shoe fistula.

The symptoms vary somewhat. If there is an ab-

scess, there will be all the symptoms of an abscess,

pain, heat, redness and swelling. Little pain is felt

when a fistula becomes complete but there will be a

discharge staining the clothing and more or less blood

at stool ; but if the external opening becomes closed,

the distention caused by the accumulation of the dis-

charge will cause considerable paiu and rise of temper-

ature which will disappear on the opening being re-

established again. The diagnosis is generally easily

made when the external or internal opening is found.

Sometimes it is very difficult to find the internal

opening. If the external opening is found and the

probe carefully run in and the internal opening cannot

be found easily (it is never wise to force the probe
through the rectal wall no matter how thin may be the

tissue between probe and finger to make an internal

opening), by injecting peroxide of hydrogen either

with a glass syringe or better still with a hollow probe

and syringe, it will often find its way through and the

disorganized pus can be seen foaming into the rec-

tum.

All external abscesses should be opened as early as

possible and curetted and treated antiseptically. They
can often be done in the office under cocaine, as can

also the fistulse be incised and curetted or the tract

dissected out. At the Boston Dispensary we have
treated ten or twelve cases of complete fistula with the

openings from half an inch to three inches apart with the

elastic ligature with very good success. We draw it

tight and allow the patient to go about his or her work
with more or less pain the first day after. In three to

seven days it has often cut nearly through and one in-

teresting thing to notice is the fact that while the lig-

ature is cutting, the tract is beginning to granulate

behind it, so that in some cases we have noticed that

where a fistula is entirely cut through, two-thirds of

the tract will be healed and covered with a healthy epi-

thelium. The rest of the tract generally heals after a

few applications of the nitrate stick and europhen,

aristol or Metealf's powder. We are now trying

europhen and aristol, in equal parts, for the granulat-

ing surface and old fissures and ulcers, with very good
results. If the patient can take ether, cutting is the

best treatment, and curetting or else dissection of the

fistulous tract with stitching afterwards.

Directions to patients are generally to keep the

bowels open, and we also give them boracic-acid oint-

ment to use before stool, and some antiseptic powder
to place in the wound on a little cotton after stool,

after thorough cleansing.

Fissures or irritable ulcers are also a very common
trouble and are generally the result of either over-

stretching at stool by large-size feces, or a tear in the

mucous membrane of the spliincter ani, or an excoria-

tion the result of syphilis, dirt or the irritating discharge

of a diarrhea, etc. The pain is very severe, and is

worse at period of defecation — most severe immedi-

ately or shortly afterwards, lasting sometimes many
hours. The patient therefore avoids goiug to stool
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oftener than he can help, and therefore becomes more
or less coustipated, aud when he does have a stool, the
pain is very severe. With severe pain at stool and
lasting a long time afterwards, one may generally
suspect a fissure as the cause. On examination a small

pile, sometimes called the sentinel pile, or Dr. Otis's

hyperplastic pile above mentioned, is found at the

base of the Kssure. Hleediug is also a prominent
symptom with persons suffering with fissures, and in

fact such persons are apt to think that because of the
bleeding, with the pain, they are suffering from in-

ternal piles. A deaf and dumb man came to the dis-

pensary a few days ago, and wrote on paper the fol-

lowing : " I have tried different remedies for the cure
of my piles, but without any benefit. Perhaps the
reason is I could not reach the internal parts, which
are inflamed and swollen. Can you recommend any
sure aud quick cure for my inflamed piles?" On
further questioning his symptoms were pain, bleeding
and constipation. On examination he was found to

have a bad fissure, but no sign of an internal pile. He
had been treated for a long time for internal hemor-
rhoids and thus the result. This case illustrates the
uselessness of treating patients by taking their word
for their trouble without an ocular examination by the

physician, who in every case should insist on an ex-
amination, or refuse treatment.

The best treatment (according to Kelsey) is a deep
incision through it and the sphincter. At the Boston
Dispensary, frequent local applications with nitrate of

silver aud some dry powder, as europhen aud aristol,

equal parts, with a cotton packing, has proved suc-

cessful in every case.

Non-malignant ulcerations of the rectum are also

very frequently met with, and there are many different

varieties. Kelsey has classified them into the following
group: Traumatic, catarrhal, tubercular, scrofulous,

dysenteric, venereal. I will not have time to describe
them or to give the various lines of treatment for the
same. The best treatment, however, for extensive
ulcerations in the rectum is rest in bed and fluid diet,

with possibly hot saturated solution of boracic-acid

douches twice a day. Good results may be obtained
by local treatment, as, for instance, equal parts of
calomel, zinc oxide and subnitrate of bismuth brushed
on. To small ulcers strong acids are beneficial if

used properly : silver-nitrate solutions, ten, thirty or
Bixty grains to an ounce, or the nitrate stick.

The knife is also useful at times. I saw a case of

extensive dysenteric ulceration, in the Post-Graduate
Hospital, that would not yield to local applications,

treated by Dr. Kelsey by inguinal colotomy. This
gave absolute rest to the ulcerated surfaces by prevent-
ing the irritating discharges from passing over them,
and in a short while they were healed. The inguinal

opening was then closed and the function of the bowel
re-established.

Many cases of pruritus aui will be found in general
practice, and they are often very annoying to the pa-
tient and trying to the physician, aud will often tax
his powers to the utmost to relieve it. It is generally
a symptom of some other trouble, as eczema, hemor-
rhoids or from the presence of oxyuris vermicularis in

the rectum. When a patient comes to us suffering
with pruritus, the first thing to do is to examine for

the cause. If due to eczema it will be discovered
immediately on examining the anus and surrounding
issues. The eczema may be either moist or dry or it

may be the result of the scratching of the patient to
i

relieve the intense itching. In the moist form there
|

will be a reddening of the skin surrounding the anus
:

and a gummy exuclaiion. It is attended with more or !

less smarting pain, with severe itching, particularly at

night when the parts get warm. In the dry form the

skin is dry aud cracked, and the surface covered with I

dry scales; the itching is severe. I

The most successful treatment we have found for

eczema of the anus is black wash and unguentum
|

zinci oxidi, or else black wash and calomel, pulverized

bismuth and zinc oxide, equal parts, and a little cotton
j

to keep the parts separated. Almost immediately
|

there is a marked improvement in the character of the
i

eczema, and the itching gradually subsides.

The presence of oxyurides is a very common and a
|

very obstinate disease, and causes more or less pruritus,
|

aud the diagnosis can be made by finding the little '

worms around the anal folds or in the rectum. Heller

claims " that these worms live principally in the cecum
and lower part of the ileum, and the females when
about to deposit their eggs descend to the rectum."

|

If this is so, then it is almost futile to use simply
j

enemas of lime-water, infusion of quassia, etc. Our
j

treatment in the dispensary has been to use a stomach
]

tube as a rectal tube, washing out the colon and
|

rectum with large clysters of salt and water. This

will bring away large quantities of the worms. We '

then direct the patient to wash his finger-nails twice a
1

day with green soap, using a nail-brush, because from
j

scratchiug, the hands carry the eggs to the mouth and
\

they enter the system again. We also give cathartics

as a means to detach them higher up aud bring them
down. We have treated with benefit several cases

with this line of treatment. But further experience

with this affection shows us that oxyurides are very
|

persistent, and we have come to the conclusion that all I

injections are useless as a cure ; but we use them now |

as a means of diagnosis, because we find cases that we I

supposed were cured by the above local and prophy-

latic treatment are coming back again in as bad a con- i

ditiou as ever. At present Dr. Otis is using with ap- ]

pareut success in adults aud children naphthalin in I

doses of two to eight grains accordiug to age, given in
\

capsules four times a day between meals, for ten doses,
\

then waiting a week and repealing the same. A pre- j

caution in treatment is not to take any fatty food '

during the time of taking the capsules. i

There are many cases of pruritus where no ap- ;

preciable cause can be found. In these cases several J

plans of treatment may have to be tried. Kelsey
\

cured several such cases during my service with him ^

by placing the patient under ether and using the J

Paquelin cautery. He passed the cautery lightly over j

the whole affected surface, and where there was much i

induration he made a few stripes radiating from the '

anus directly through the derma. When the burns

were healed, which they did in a few days, the patient

was cured. Pruritus cau also be caused by chronic

constipation, derangements of the functions of the

liver, etc. These need general dietetic treatment, with

perhaps more or less local treatment. Other causes

may be hysterical conditions, a gouty diathesis and
others.

Where there is no appreciable cause, I have found

that a prescription of a five-per-cent. ' solution of

salicylic acid in peppermint water, to which a little

alcohol must be added, is very valuable, often curing

I
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it. It always relieves it, however. Then again, an

ointment of menthol, twelve grains to the ounce, is

nseful.

Stretching the sphincter forcibly with dilators will

sometimes cure a case of pruritus where no other

cause can be discovered, no other treatment having

succeeded in effecting a cure. A most important pre-

caution to be observed in the treatment of this affec-

tion is to caution the patient to resist the temptation

to scratch the parts, and to have the hands tied at night

to prevent the unconscious scratching during sleep.

We have treated several cases of non-malignant

strictures of the rectum in the dispensary very success-

fully with the use of Dr. Otis's new rectal sound, a

metal sound curved to follow the shape of the rectum.

It is very much easier and more effectual than Wales's

rubber bougie. I will not go into the etiology,

pathology or symptoms of non-malignant diseases.

There are many varieties, but almost all can be bene-

fited by dilatation, bearing in mind, of course, that

this affection is probably incurable.

This instrument can be used with safety in the hands

of the physician or surgeon in his office. We have
had several cases where the stricture when first exam-
ined would not admit the tip of the finger ; and after

several treatments, beginning with the smallest, it

would finally allow the largest size to go through.

We also use internally, particularly if the stricture is

specific, the compound tincture of iodine, beginning

with five drops three times a day after eating, in milk,

and increasing until twenty drops three times a day
are taken, and continuing the same several weeks (and

perhaps months) with good results. These bougies of

Dr. Otis's cannot be used by the patients ; but they are

generally given one of Wales's soft-rubber bougies to

be used at night on going to bed. A very good oint-

ment for lubricating the bougie is boric-acid ointment
(two drachms to one ounce of vaseline).

The last condition I will speak of to-night is pro-

lapsus ani, which is most common in children. It is a

distressing condition when it happens, but the physi-

cian can assure the parents or friends that it need cause

no anxiety, because it can be readily corrected, by
correcting the faulty habits of the child which tend to

produce it. In almost all cases it is brought about by
constipation and too long-continued sitting and strain-

ing on the part of the child while at daily stool.

The treatment consists in regulating the diet, by

suitable laxatives, insisting on the child's being in a

horizontal position at every movement of the bowels,

which has a tendency to keep the bowel up and re-

lieve the straining or tenesmus. Astringent enemas
(alum, vinegar, hydrastis, Pond's Extract, etc.) may
possibly aid expulsion of the feces. If these are per-

sisted in a few weeks or months, a cure will be produced.

Prolapse in adults, however, is quite a different

affair, is much more serious, and may require some
form of surgical interference, as the cautery. Several

cases, in which the cautery was drawn over the mucous
surface in various places, I saw successfully treated in

the hospital by Dr. Kelsey. Excision, plastic opera-

tions, removal of some of the rectal folds, and other

methods have cured the condition in many cases.

There are many conditions that I have not touched
upon, because not so common as those I have men-
tioned, and also for want of time: for instance, mal-

formation, malignant diseases, polypi, venereal dis-

eases, proctitis, the presence of foreign bodies and

others. I have only tried to give a few observations

on some of the more common troubles which one will

find in general practice.

In the above observations I have attempted to show

that a large majority of rectal disorders are amenable

to treatment; and if the general practitioner can rec-

ognize the condition present in the case in hand, and

apply appropriate treatment, many cases that are al-

lowed to run into a chronic condition could be cured

or very materially benefited.

PROCREATION OF SEX AT WILL, ETC.

A Letter from Petrus Truong Vinhky or Annam.i

BY F. B. STEPHENSON, W.D.,

Surgeon U. S. Navy, Member of the Asiatic Society of Japan.

In the New York Medical Journal of March 2,

1895, page 269, appeared a letter from the Annamite
savant, Petrus Truong Vinhky, with some remarks
concerning his work as linguist and litterateur.

Mr. Vinhky has lately written to me, referring to a

problem in physiology, and giving his experience in

attempts to solve the same. I herewith subjoin some
extracts translated from his communication:

"Inasmuch as you occupy a position enabling you
to reach the public ear, as to professional and scientific

matters, in the great country of the New World, I beg
that you will allow me to make known to you my
theory concerning the procreation of children of dif-

ferent sex at will i^faire des enfants, gargons et Jilles, a
volonte).

" I will tell you in a few words, how I came upon
this discovery.

"In 1861, as I was about to marry, the idea came
to me to examine carefully the particular laws that

control generation in man. After having consulted

the various books on medicine, of both the Eastern

and the Western civilizations, I found that the wise

men who had devoted their time to the investigation

of this subject, seemed to have been wandering rather

indefinitely all about the truth, without daring to de-

termine and fix, once for all, the veritable fact.

Therefore, I made up my mind to proceed in a

rational manner; and, through combinations intelli-

gently made, to attain the object of my researches and
experiments, hoping for the desired result. First of

all, I founded my plan of action on the system known
as dualism, or the hina principia (Am et duony) male
and female principles (pri7icipes opposes), alternating

and constituent of the life of human beings, as well as

of the existence of things in nature. In all that is,

we must recognize the control of definite laws (condi-

tions of existence). Moreover, the procreation of

male and female is one of the fundamental bases of

terrestrial life. It is for us, therefore, as investigators,

to determine these laws. Furthermore, physicians all

recognize that there are, in the ovary of woman, both

male and female germs (potentially ?). These two op-

posite elements should act alternately. Knowing,
then, the beginning and the duration of this alternate

action, our course of procedure becomes plain.

"Once having determined both the time of begin-

MDg (point de depart) and the duration — point x—
I contracted marriage. I succeeded perfectly in alter-

nating son and daughter. In this manner I eugen-

' Read before the Boston Sooioty tor Medical Improvenient, Janu-
ftry J3, isae.
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dered a bod, then a daughter ; a eon, tbeu a daughter

;

and so continued, with the fifth child, a eon.

" I communicated my ideas to the Governor of

Cochin-China and his medical staff, to their great

amusement. However, I answered satisfactorily the

various criticisms offered by the medical men ; still,

like St. Thomas, they were unbelieving. ' Well,' said

I at last, ' as you are going to remain here some time,

and I have as yet taken no steps towards the procre-

ation of another child (since the fifth, which was a

boy), I engage to beget another boy, and you will re-

ceive my letter announcing his birth.' And sure

enough, ten months afterward, I informed them that a

male child had been born. Since that time, inasmuch

as I desired to have boys only, boys have come, one

after the other.
" From time to time I have given my ' recipe ' to

those asking it, and they have succeeded as well as

myself. I could fix the time of beginning, and write

down indications and directions for those desiring

them. If both the man and woman are productive

(potent), and they comply strictly with the instruc-

tions, success is sure. If the advice given is followed

until the woman becomes pregnant, it will not be

necessary to omit the usual conjugal duties, or to

abstain from gratifying passion.

"It is my intention to demonstrate this theory in a

series of lectures at Paris, during 1900; but if, in the

mean time, any of the profession in America desire

that 1 should explain the principles upon which this

theory is based, I will be glad to do so."

Reflection upon the foregoing has prompted the fol-

lowing remarks germane to the subject:

There are many and various means for the care of

the imperfect branches and leaves of the human tree

— for congenital defects, for disease, for injuries—
even establishments for their especial benefit ; but

what serious attention is given to the procuring of

good seed, to wise care for its proper implantation in

tit soil, and free, natural growth to perfect maturity ?

For iustruclion in scientific matters, wise men
recommend us to read the latest books. Concerning
morals, they refer to those precepts on ethics which

have stood the test of the long, long experience of

mankind. Sound morals must, however, be founded
upon sound science. From the following citation, it

will be seen that the customs of antiquity accord with

the dicta of modern learning.

In a recent book on the people whose great teacher

is Confucius, we read that when a marriage engage-

ment is proposed, it must be made clear to the families

of the bride and bridegroom that neither of them is

" infirm, diseased, or over or under age." Deceit

herein renders the offender liable to severe punish-

meut.°

Considering the heedless— may we not say crimi-

nally careleis— manner in which a very large part of

humanity is engendered, and the consequent misery

existent in every-day life, I beg to reiterate some of

the ideas presented in an article entitled " The Bear-

ing of Anthropology on Hygiene," published in the

New Fork Medical Journal, October 1, 1887.'
" It may, at first glance, seem trite to say with Pro-

fessor Spatuzzi, that growth (evolutionary change) is

not a thing of chance, unaffected by climatic, anthro-

= The Keal Chinsman (lf95), by Charlps Holcoinbe, p. 197.
' In iho New York Medical Jourual, April S, 1890, is an editorial OD

" Tbe Caused Deteriulniug Sex."

pological and ethnographical influences ; yet the ap-

parent failure of so-called enlightened persons and

communities to realize this, should give rise to serious

thought. In the breed of domestic animals and the

cultivation of plants, scientific rational methods are

followed, resulting in greater strength and beaut)'.

But with man too much is left to unreasoning impulse,

and the consequences are seen in the feeble frames

and weak brains of the children.

"By utilizing the indications of physiognomy—
understanding this term to mean not only the charac-

ter-study of the face, but that of the whole individual

— physical, mental, emotional — much could he done

to Ijring about marriages from which, in the offspring,

we might reasonably expect a better development, a

nearer approximation to perfection. Other means to

this end will readily suggest themselves to instructed

minds."

Note. — I have already sent a letter to Mr. Viuhky request-
ing him to surely leave a description of liis method, so that in

any case the world may have the henefit of this discovery. Mr.
Viuhky was sood enough to send me a cat.ilogue of his publica-

tions, which I have presented to the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences. He also sent me the two volumes comprising his

History of Annam, together with a photograph of himself in the
national dress. — F. B. S.

Citnical SDepactment.

HYPOSTATIC PNEUMONIA DUE PRIMARILY
TO A CONGENITALLY SMALL HEART.i

BY F. I. KNIGHT, M.D.

The patient was a young puerperal woman (seen

in consultation with Dr. Swift) with edematous swel-

ling and tenderness of both lower extremities, in

whom supposed pulmonary infarction had taken place,

there having been sharp pain followed by signs of

edema and consolidation, first in one lower lobe, and
three weeks afterwards in the other. After the affec-

tion of the second lung there were marked symptoms
of septicemia.

An autopsy made by Dr. Councilman twenty-four

hours after death showed, as reported by him :

" The body very large, with excessive development of

subcutaneous fat. Post-mortem decomposition somewhat
advanced. On posterior surface of body extensive post-

mortem congestion. The blood in the vessels everywhere
fluid. The peritoneum sinootli. Post-mortem staining on
posterior surface of peritoneum. Considerable develop-

ment of gas in intestines and in the large veins. In the

pericardium a small amount of blood-stained fluid.

" 'J'he heart very small. The walls flabby. The myo-
cardium pale ; the valves normal. Weight of entire heart,

225 grammes. IJoth sides of heart have very thin walls;

this is especially evident in the right side. The myocardium
on the right side, in several places, only one to two milli-

metres in thickness.
" The right lung in the lower lobe is firmly bound to the

chest walls by connective-tissue adhesions. Tliefe adhe-
sions are over the entire lower lobe, and partially involve

the upper. The lower lobe of the right lung edematous
and enormously congested. Portions of the lung consoli-

dated. 'J'he consolidation exceedingly lax. Both lungs

rather small. In the ujiper lobe there is slight edema. In

the left lung the congestion and edema not so marked as

in right ; and in the lower lobe a very slight degree of lax

consolidation.

1 Reported to the Boston Society for Medical IniproTenient, Janu-
ary 13, 1896.

1
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" The liver large, exceedingly pale, very friable.

" The spleen large, rather soft.

" The kidneys and pancreas unchanged, save for post-

mortem decomposition.
" Stomach and intestines normal.
" In the right iliac vein there is a mural thrombus, in

places not entirely occluding the vein, and which extends

up to and partly into the vena cava. In the left iliac vein

there is also a thrombus. These thrombi are soft and fri-

able.
'• The uterus is of normal size. The endometrium and

muscularis normal.
" Anatomical Diagnosis: Thrombosis of iliac veins, con-

gestion and hypostatic pneumonia of lung, adhesions from

old pleurisy, fatty degeneration and atrophy of heart, fatty

degeneration of liver and probably- of kidney.
" With regard to the cause of death, it is probable that

the patient from the beginning had a heart which was im-

perfectly developed. Estimating the weight of the body
at 230 pounds, the heart should have weighed at least from
350 to 400 grammes. Not only is the heart exceedingly

small, but the myocardium shows a considerable degree of

fatty degeneration. The functional power of the heart,

even previous to pregnancy, must have been imperfect. It

is probable that the imperfect function of the heart has

been felt more on the right side.

" The thrombosis may be partly explained by the slow-

ness of the circulation in the large veins of the abdomen
due to weakness of the heart and the decrease of intra-

abdominal pressure after delivery.
" There is no evidence of any infection having taken

place from the uterus. In the right lung there is intense

hypostatic congestion and a certain amount of flaccid pneu-

monia with pleurisy.
" The acute swelling of the spleen and the fatty degen-

eration of the liver is to be referred to septicemia. In the

condition of the patient with such a marked weakening of

the circulation, and with a portal of entry for micro-

organisms given in the condition of the lungs, there is

such a lowering of the general resistance of the tissue that

blood infection easily takes place.
" It is difficult to give the exact proof of this on account

of the advanced post-mortem decomposition of the body."

The weakness of the heart had attracted attention,

and cardiac tonics and stinaulants were given from the

first. There vrere no cardiac signs except weakness,

and there had never been anything during the previous

life of the patient to lead any one to suspect an ab-

normal condition of the heart.

LAPAROTOMY AND INTESTINAL SUTURE
FOR PERFORATING ULCER DURING TY-
PHOID FEVER; RECOVERY.

BY FRANCIS S, WATSON, M.D.,

Visiting Stirgeon, Bostiyn City Hospital.

The patient, a Scotchman about twenty-eight years

old, was progressing favorably in the seventh week of

typhoid, until twelve hours before I saw him, when
he was seized with sudden severe pain and great ten-

derness at a point about midway between the umbilicus

and Poupart's ligament on the right side of the abdo-

men. There was a sharp rise of temperature at the

same time, and iu the course of the next few hours he

became critically ill. When first seen by the writer,

twelve hours after the onset of these symptoms, there

was slight cyanosis of the face and extremities, liic

latter were damp and cool ; the features were slightly

pinched; and he showed the signs of beginning col-

lapse. Pain bad diminished.

Operation was performed September 29, 1895. An

area of induration, about the size of the palm of the

band, could be felt in the region mentioned as the seat

of pain. The abdomen was opened at this point by a

small incision. The peritoneum was found to be

thickened and a loop of the small intestine was attached

to the abdominal wall by recent and delicate adhesions.

In the centre of the adherent area there was a perfora-

tion of the intestine with a ragged border, and of the size

of the end of the thumb. From this feces were oozing.

There was a localized, but no general, peritonitis. The
adhesions were very delicate, of recent formation, and

liable to have been penetrated at any time by the fecal

extravasation. The perforated knuckle of the bowel

was drawn out of the wound ; the edges of the intesti-

nal ulcer were excised until sound tissue was gained,

and then sutured together by a continuous Gushing

suture, with fine silk. No other ulcers were found,

and the bowel was returned, and the abdominal wound
was closed.

There was a good deal of shock ; but the patient

rallied soon and the convalescence was uninterrupted.

He left the City Hospital three weeks later well.

This is, I believe, the sixth successful case of lap-

arotomy for perforating typhoid ulcer.

RECENT PROGRESS IN ORTHOPEDIC SUR-
GERY.

BY E. H. BRADFORD, M.D., AND E. G. BRACKETT, M.D.

(Continued from No. 12, p. 293.1

CONGENITAL DISLOCATION OF THE PATELLA.

Bajardi '^ reports the case of a four-year-old child,

who was operated upon two days after birth for con-

genital occlusion of the rectum. As soon as the child

was able to walk, his parents noticed that on bending
the knee in a certain direction, he fell suddenly to the

ground, and the patella slipped to the outside. The
patient was operated upon by an excision of the fascia,

a portion of the aponeurosis, and joint capsule on the

inner side of the patella. The writer has collected 34
cases of congenital dislocation of the patella and quotes

Guerin, Roux, Lucas, Champoniere and Polland.

fat embolism after FORCIBLE STRAIGHTENING
OF THE KNEE.

A. Hreus ^^ reports a case in which forcible straight-

ening of both knees was done, and from the result con-

siders that it is an operation which is not devoid of

danger. The patient was fifty-three years of age, and
the condition of ankylosis had existed for a long time.

Gradual straightening by extension was first employed,
and later forcible straightening for the remainder of

the deformity. Two days after the operation the

patient became drowsy, and died the next day.

The autopsy revealed a fat embolism of the lungs.

The ends of the bones were iu an advanced stage of

osteo-porosis, and showed two recent crushes. He
cites two other analogous cases reported by Halle and
Marburg, and concludes that the field is limited for

this work, and is contraindicated when one may expect

fatty degeneration of bones and muscles.

" Arch, di Orthop^die, 1894. Fasc. iv, v.
'• liruns : Bdtrage Klin., Cliir., vol. xiv, 1.
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SPASUODIO TORTICOLLIS.

Weiss " presents a case of severe torticollis, with

clonic spasm, iu the region of the right Bteruo-mastoiii,

and rotators of the head and neck. Previous treat-

ment was unsuccessful, and stretching of the accessory

nerve at the anterior border at the sterno-mastoid

was undertaken. Improvement followed the opera-

tion, but not cure, which, however, resulted later from
injection of curare in the neck.

REMOVAL OK THE STERNO-MASTOID IN MUSCULAR
WRY-NECK.

Slikulicz '* has removed the sterno-mastoid iu 17 cases,

8 being partial and 9 total. A long incision is made
between the clavicular and sternal portions ; both por-

tions of the muscle are separated from the bone ; the

muscle drawn out as far as the mastoid process, a por-

tion of it being left, in order not to injure the acces-

sory nerve. The result from the operation was excel-

lent, except the deformity of the neck following. The
muscles which were removed were examined micro-

scopically, and the result of a chronic diffused inflam-

matory process was found, without evidence of a rup-

ture in any portion. In ten cases the lymphatic glands

were enlarged ; three were tubercular and seven were
hyperplastic.

MUSCULAR WRY-NECK.

Koster'' made an examination on a child twenty-

seven days old, born by artificial delivery. Iu place

of the right mastoid there was a thick fibrous lump,

four centimetres long and two wide. The normal left

sterno-mastoid was six and one-half centimetres long

and one wide. The right was not firmly united to the

surrounding tissue. A microscopic examination of

the diseased muscle showed fibrous degeneration, but

at the upper end true muscular structure was to be

found. The process, according to Koster, was fibrous

degeneration, which existed before birth.

ETIOLOGY OF WRY-NECK.

Krukenberg ^^ reports a case iu his experience as

of value in regard to the origin of wry-neck, and as to

whether the deformity is caused by birth. The case

was one of a large child where the birth was difficult.

No hematoma was preseut, nor any forceps marks on

the neck ; but there was a deep fold of skin upon the

affected side, and a noticeable lack of fat development

on one side of the neck. This he attributes to the

fetal position in utero, which can, according to Koster,

under certain conditions give rise to an abnormal posi-

tion of the head, and cause torticollis without injury

of the muscles.

APPLICATION OF PLASTER JACKETS IN RECUMBENCY.

Dr. Hermann Nebel " describes an appliance which

be has used for the application of a plaster jacket

while the patient is in an oblique recumbent position.

The uppliauce consists of a frame placed in an oblique

position of about forty-tive degrees, and stretclied

across the lower half are transverse straps, to bear the

weight of the patient's legs and pelvis. At the sides

of the upper extremity of the frame are several rods

parallel with the uprights of the frame, which the

" Benedlkt: Welner klin. Woch., 1895. No. II.

" Oniralbl. f. Chirurgle. IKilS, No. 1.

'» Ueuteche iiied Wncb., It-as. No. 8
»' Arcblv. fUr GvDakologlo, Bd. 46, S. J97.
» ZoiUcbrill f. Ortbop. Cbir., Band Iv, Helt 1.

patient grasps and which serve as rounds in a ladder

of adjustment. In the centre of the frame throughout

its entire length is stretched a canvas strap, which

serves as an abdominal belt, on which the patient lies.

At its up])er portion it is divided into three parts, all

of which are designed to support the chin and face.

The slacking of this belt allows greater or less position

of lordosis, in the same way as an ordinary hammock
method. The author claims for its advantage a wide

range of adaptability in the treatment of all forms of

spinal disease requiring plaster-jacket supports, and

uses it in scoliosis as well as in caries.

DEFORMITIES OF THE AORTA IN POTT's DISEASE.

Leon Bouchachourt ^'^ presents a valuable contribu-

tion on deformities of the aorta, which are sometimes

found in Pott's disease with marked curvature. He
divides them into five types:

(1 ) The most frequent is at the level of the kyphos,

in which the aorta describes an angular curve with the

vertebral column, and may be regarded as a V-shaped

deformity with the opening above.

(2) The aorta is thrown forward by an abscess, in

which there is a curve with the concavity posteriorly.

(3) The artery is deflected to the side, and presents

a curve of the concavity toward one side and the con-

vexity toward the other, giving a curve something

of the form of a letter C, with the opening on the side.

(4) In rare cases there is an association of both

lateral bends ; the parts deflected present a double

curve, with the concavity and the convexity at the side

resembling the letter S.

(5) In certain cases there is found an association of

these previous types, presenting a multiple curve

superimposed more or less regularly. He reports the

result of an autopsy on one case, to show the remark-

able curve in which the aorta was doubled upon itself.

The symptoms and the results of these conditions are

also considered at length.

HEMl-ATROPHT OF THE TONGUE IN SUB-OCCIPITAL
CARIES.

Vulpius" reports two cases, in which this sign ap-

peared as an accompaniment of disease at this point.

In the first case the left half of the tongue was
atrophied, and was protruded to the right. The case

ended fatally, and the autopsy showed a mastoid ab-

scess on the left side, hemorrhage from the left ear,

ulceration of the trigeminal, facial and auditory nerves,

causing a masseteric and facial paralysis.

The second case was a girl of eighteen, with disease

of the axis and atlas, and showed atrophy of the right

half of the tongue. Under fixation and rest, the con-

dition improved and the symptoms disappeared. He
quotes from other cases showing that these symptoms
are not infrequently seen, are of importance, and
should be looked for as evidence of the extent of the

disease at the base of the brain. Conditions which
must be considered in diagnosis are syringomelia,

syphilis, apoplexy, tabes and general paralysis.

EXTIRPATION OF SPIN A-BIFIDA.

A. Broca" reports results of operations on ten

cases. He claims that there are exceptions to the

rule that hydrocephalus follows excision of spina-

bifida. He refuses to operate on such cases where the

« Uevue <f Oribopi-die. M.-iy 1. 1805. p. 224.
» Boitriige klin. Cbir.. xiv, 1.

u Revue d'Orlbop^die, January 1896, p. 38.
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tumor is rapidly increasing, but is willing to do so

when rupture threatens, providing the general condi-

tion is good. In cases where there is normal skin cov-

ering the tumor, he waits for a year or two to make
sure that the patient is growing up without signs of

hydrocephalus. In the operation he dissects the sac,

replaces the cord, and pays considerable attention to

the dressing. He lays stress upon the necessity of

great care in this respect ; collodion will often do, but

in cases of very young infants where the skin is easily

irritated, he uses an adhesive paste of gelatine and

oxide of zinc. Of ten cases operated on, seven were

successful ; death resulted from immediate infection in

two, and from late infection in one.

CONDITION OF SPINAL SUKGERT.

In this paper, E. Kirmisson ^' has considered the

subjects of operation in fractures of laminae or bodies,

subluxation. Pott's disease and neoplasm. In trauma-

tism of the cord, 12 cases were successful, 150 bene-

fited, and out of 110 remaining, only 80 deaths up to

the time of publication. The question of time of opera-

tion is a difficult one to determine, but should be done

immediately in cases with symptoms of abundant hem-

orrhage ; with luxation, treatment should be tentative.

In Pott's disease, he advises operation when there is

hope of removing a localized tubercular area, and also

when complicated by paraplegia. When there is actual

suppuration, he advises the use of iodoform injections

before resorting to the knife, but in the presence of

paraplegia, considers there is immediate danger and

risk in delay. In reference to the bearing of paraple-

gia on operative measures, the fact must be remem-
bered that it is usually due to a caseous pachymenin-

gitis, but that it may follow cold abscess, or from a

direct medullary fungoid compression, or from pachy-

meningitis becoming sclerotic. Further indication for

operation is the presence of severe pains, which

rapidly exhaust the patient.

In regard to neoplasms, if one is sure that syphilis

is not the cause, and the tumor in the canal is benign,

as, for example, the cystic hydatids and lipomata, one

can reasonably hope for a successful operation ; but in

the diffused malignant tumors of the meninges, one

cannot completely extirpate them. In spina-bifida he

dissects the sac. The operation is often disappointing,

as this occurs in weak children who are afflicted by

other conditions and deformities which will influence

death. At other times death results from the increase

of the paraplegia, also the development of accompany-

ing hydrocephalus. In the simple meningocele, one

may hope that the cord is not involved, and expect a

successful operation ; but more often the nerve ele-

ments of the cord are spread over the tumor, and form

a part of the deformity.

SPINAL SURGERY.

Smits" has made some interesting investigations

upon the results of operations upon the spinal column

of anthropoid apes. He has found that the bone in

the spinal-canal opening is redeveloped after sub-peri-

osteal operations, and that almost a complete canal is

formed. In certain cases, he found that, where the

spines and transverse processes were partially removed

they were in time redeveloped, but with a different

« Review of Jtonograph at the Congress of Surgery at Lyons,
Revue d'Orihoptdle, January, 1895, p. 65.
» DieChlTurgledesKuakeiimarkB, Volkman'eche Vortrage, No. 109,

1834.

shape, according to the pull of the muscles attached to

the points of ossification. The ossified portion de-

veloped in the line of the muscular insertion. He re-

ports a complete restitution after the removal of three

vertebral arches.

LAMINECTOMY IN CARIES OF THE SPINE.

Edmund Owen '"
is doubtful as to the value of lam-

inectomy in paraplegia from caries, as in the natural

course of the disease there is a recovery from the

paraplegia. He would not advise operation unless

there are very strict indications for it; it is difficult to

know beforehand, whether there is direct pressure

from bone or granulation. He has secured two ana-

tomical preparations which show that the vertebral

arches were ankylosed in a case of laminectomy.

Parkin,^* on the other hand, recommends the oper-

ation with a great deal of enthusiasm. He considers

that paraplegia in caries is due to three causes :

(1) Pressure upon the cord by means of tubercular

or cheesy masses ; this is the most frequent cause.

(2) Dislocation of the vertebral bodies, or compres-

sion of the cord through portions of bone.

(3) Pressure upon the cord through newly formed

fibrous tissues. External pachymeningitis.

He considers that extension and counter-extension

have no influence upon paraplegia, but that laminec-

tomy has an immediate effect, and that a permanent

cure can be accomplished by curretting tubercular foci

;

the deformity can be improved and the operation is

not a difficult one.

JUXTA ARTICULAR TUBERCULAR OSTITIS.

Menard ^ considers that juxta tubercular articular

disease is rare in the region of the hip. In the large

experiences at the hospital at Berk, he was unable to

find but five cases, though he admits the affection may
be more common in adults. The affection is less rare

in the knee, and is in the lower portion of the femur

or in the upper portion of the tibia. The joint itself

may be only slightly affected. Tubercular juxta artic-

ular ogiiiis in the region of the elbow is occasionally

seen. In two cases reported by Menard, the ulna was

the bone affected. Treatment consists of the removal

of the tubercular focus.

CONGENITAL DISLOCATION OF THE HIP.

Broca '° reports 28 operations upon congenital de-

formity of the hip. He claims to have fair results,

with complete cure in a few cases. The objections to

the operation are, he thinks, due to the imperfections

of technique, which will be overcome as experience

teaches the operator. The method used has been that

of Hoffa, preceded by traction in bed. In some cases

it was necessary to shape the deformed head. The
incision made has been both that of Langenbeck and

that Y-shaped incision of Jaegar ; that of Lagenbeck
is preferred. After the operation, traction in bed is

carried on for six weeks. In twenty-five cases oper-

ated upon, twenty-two were of one side, three were of

two sides, three of the patients were thirteen years old.

In these resection of the femoral head was performed,

as it was impossible to reduce its dislocation. Four
were from ten to thirteen ; six were from five to ten ;

and eight were from three to five. Five died— one

" Archives of Pediatrics. December, 1894.
'• Britls-h Medical Journal, September 29, 1894.
•' Kevue d'OrthopWie, September 1, 1895, p. 326.
» Loo. olt., November, 18a6, p. 401.
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six months after the operation, from tuberculosis

;

four of septicemia.

BLOODLESS UEDLCTION OF CONGENITAL DISLOCA-
TION OF THE HIP.

Mikulicz " cousiders the noQ-operative treatment of

cases of cougeuital dislocatiou. He apparently cou-

siders that there is but little malformation of the parts

iu the young cases, and that the femur is in the capsule,

and when replaced lits into the acetabulum, but in the

cases of dislocation, it becomes flattened by the press-

ure on the ilium, and the changes in the acetabulum
and in the neck of the femur take place during growth ;

and he agrees with Scliede, that in cases that never
walk, it is possible to briiig the head of the femur into

the acetabulum. He tabulates the difficulties of reduc-

tion as

:

(1) Shortening and retraction of muscles.

(2) Shrunken condition of the middle of the capsule,

or the small size of the opening of the acetebulum.

(3) Difference in size between head and the acetab-

ulum.

(4) Hypertrophy of the ligamentum teres.

AH of these he considers can be overcome by the

slow method as well as by operation in these young
individuals. He has constructed an apparatus which
fulfils the conditions for the reduction of this deform-
ity, and which consists of two boards, extending from
the buttock to near the foot of the bed, united above
and arranged so that the lower ends can be supported

;

the legs are attached to these, and are abducted by
supporting the lower ends, and provisions are also

made for rotation and extension. The requirements
which this apparatus fills are means for extension, ab-

duction and outward rotation. He does not keep pa-

tients in that apparatus all the time, but begins slowly,

and later continues day treatment for ten or twelve
hours, while during the rest of the time they wear the

corset intended to keep pressure on the trochanters.

He cites five cases, three of which were entirely cured
in twelve, seventeen and eighteen months. In these

the head was iu the acetabulum, and the gait was nor-

mal ; the ages were one, three and one-half and four

respectively. He considers that, whatever may be
the merits of the operative procedures, they should

not be tried until after the bloodless reduction has

been given a thorough trial.

THE TKEATMENT OF TUBERCULAR JOINTS BY PASSIVE
CONGESTION.

Bier*' further considers the treatment of tubercular

joint affections by passive congestion maintained by
long-continued elastic pressure. He gives instructions

for method of application in different parts of the

body, and reports the result in fifty-two cases. From
his experience he considers this to be one of the most
valuable and effective measures of dealing with the

disease, although he states that it is not to be recom-
mended for all cases of tuberculosis, but thinks it is

capable of sometimes restoring the function of the

painful and crippled joints in a few days. He lays

stress on the early recognition and treatment, and
argues that since the congestion of the lungs insures

immunity to a large degree, the analogous condition in

the joints should yield even more readily.

» Archiv. t. kiln. Chlr., Baod xlU, Heft. 2.
« Berliner Kliulk, Norember, 189;.

AUSCULTATION OF THE JOINT.

Richardson " recommends the auscultation of the

joints as a means of diagnosis, or of confirming any
doubtful cases, and prefers to use a double stethoscope

with two single mouth-pieces and separate ear-pieces.

The mouth-piece is three-quarters of an inch in di-

ameter and covered with rubber. He claims that a

healthy joint yields no sound on motion, but whenever
there is a condition of disease existing which is severe

enough to cause even rtflex symptoms, that there are

enough changes to cause auscultation sounds, as, for

instance, when the head of the healthy bone is brought
into collision with bone that opposes it. there is given

a soft percussion sound, but this ceases when motion
is carried out without pressure, and even slight im-

pediment leads to sounds which are distinguishable,

and which increase with the amount of impediment.
He recognizes five modifications of joint sounds, and
describes them as follows : simple dry friction sound,

dry grating sound, coarse grating sound, moist crepitant

sound, coarse crepitant sound.

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE IN THE HIP-JOINT.

Querken " has made a number of investigations to

verify the theory of the Weber brothers (hitherto

almost universally accepted), according to which the

atmospheric pressure keeps the bones of the hip-joint

in contact ; but as a result of his experiments he con-

cludes definitely that the Weber brothers are entirely

in error. He laid bare the large trochanter, cut the

insertions of the muscles, and attached to the femur
weights for the purpose of separating the femur from
the acetabulum. He found that on traction of a light

weight, the head of the femur could be drawn from
the socket. The author has estimated the pressure of

synovial fluid iu the hip-joint as from four to ten

millimetres of mercury, if the joint is in a state of rest.

Querken also reports clinical facts which controvert

Weber's theory, citing cases of infantile paralysis, with

non-traumatic dislocations of the hip.

( To be continued,)

^tpott^ of M>ocittie0,

BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL IMPROVE-
MENT.

J. G. MUMFORD, M.D., SECBKTARY.

Regular Meeting, Monday, January 13, 1896, Dr.

C. J. Blake in the chair.

Dr. James 15. Ayer read a paper on

SENILE PNEUMONIA.'

Dr. F. I. Knight : I have been very much in-

terested in the paper of Dr. Ayer, and can endorse
what he has said. The remarks on the difficulty in

diagnosis in old people and the importance of making
a thorough examination of the lungs in all cases,

called to mind an old patient I saw a few years ago
who made little complaint, but whose friends thought

he was not quite well. I examined and found a
pulse of sixty, respiration of 16 and temperature

1 See page 305 of the Journal.

" Aacluplad, vol. xi, No. 43, p. 270.
" Kevue d'Orthop^die, May, 1896, p. 223.
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aboat normal. On examining his back, I found he

had double pneumonia.

It seems to me that the difficulty in making tables

from statistics not recorded for our purpose is so great

that it is almost impossible to make them satisfactory.

This is readily uuderstood when you see the nonsensi-

cal returns that have been made, as you can imagine

a man who would report a death from " heart failure
"

might report one from bronchitis when it was pneu-

monia or pneumonia when it was something else. So
that taking old tables and trying to get modern in-

formation out of them is very unsatisfactory. Dr.

Bigelow used to say when you go back to tiud what
you want it isn't there, unless the record was made for

the purpose for which you are yourself investigating.

Dr. WiTHiNGTON : One point Dr. Ayer touched

upon, the possible contagiousness of pneumonia in the

old, suggests a case which struck me very forcibly two
or three years ago. A family consisted of three very

old ladies of the ages eighty-six, eighty-eight and

ninety-one, all maiden ladies who had been living in

their house without going out of doors at all for a very

long period of time, I think about a year. A niece

sixty-four years of age was living with them and was

the head of the house, also unmarried. She was in

the habit of going out daily. She came down with

lobar pneumonia, of which she died. The middle one

of the old ladies (bed-ridden for mouths) soon de-

veloped pneumonia ; she was at the time sleeping with

her younger sister and continued to do so. This

younger sister then developed it, and finally the one

ninety-one years of age developed symptoms identical

with the other two sisters ; and although no definite

evidence of solidification could be obtained, the char-

acter of the symptoms, cough, rapid respiration, mod-
erate fever, left no doubt that it was the same infec-

tion. Finally, the nurse who had taken care of the

niece and the old ladies developed pneumonia in the

house, and went home and had the disease in the

typical way at her own home. So that there were

five cases of pneumonia within two weeks in this one

family. The sequence of events in this household

was as follows : December 9th, Louise, aged sixty-

four, develops lobar pneumonia and dies December
18th ; December I5th, Rebecca, aged eighty-eight, de-

velops catarrhal pneumonia, dies December 21st;

December 20th, Caroline, aged eighty-six, who slept

with Rebecca, develops catarrhal pneumonia and re-

covers ; December 20th, Mrs. J., nurse, has chill, and

two days later shows lobar consolidation, leaves with

temperature at 103°, and passes through regular course

with recovery: December 22d, Mary, aged ninety-

one, has fever, cough, rapid respiration, pain in side,

friction rubs, no clear signs of consolidation, but re-

covers coincidently with Caroline, both sleeping in the

same bed.

ScKGEON F. B. Stephenson, U. S. N., presented

a paper on

PBOCREATION OF SEX AT WILL.*

Higher Preliminary Education.— Missouri

University has signified its intention to raise the stand-

ard of educational requirements for admission to its

professional departments, beginning with the medical

school.

' See page lilS of the Joarual.

Keccnt literature.

The Jntemational Encyclopcedia of Surgery. A Sys-

tematic Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Sur-

gery, by Authors of Various Nations, Edited by
John Ashhdrst, Jr., M.D., LL.D., Barton Professor

of Surgery and Professor of Clinical Surgery in the

University of Pennsylvania; Surgeon to the Penn-
sylvania Hospital, etc. Illustrated with chromo-
lithographs and woodcuts. In seven volumes. Vol.

VII (supplementary volume). New York : William
Wood & Co. 1895.

This supplementary volume furnishes a brief account
of the advances that have been made during the seven
years that have elapsed since the last edition of the

book was published. Many surgical subjects have
arisen which have become of great interest to the pro-

fession ; for example, " Cerebral Surgery" is essentially

a new subject. All of the subjects are treated by
specialists.

The article on " Wounds and Wound Treatment,"
by Fred Kammerer, M.D., is admirable in its com-
pleteness. That upon "Tumors," by B. Farquhar
Curtis, M.D., is of great interest. The article upon
" Diseases of the Bones," by Charles W. Dulles, M.D.,
and that upon " Diseases of the Joints," by R. W.
Lovett, M.D., are excellent. "Injuries of the Head,"
by Charles B. Nancrede, A.M., M.D., and " Surgical

Diseases of the Head," by W. W. Keen, M.D., LL.D.,
are presented in an elaborate manner. The article on
" Hernia," by John A. Wyeth, M.D., is good, but we
miss any allusion to Halsted's operation for the radical

cure of hernia.

The remaining articles vary in completeness, but as

a whole are satisfactory in that thej' present what of

importance has arisen during the past seven years in

surgery. It may be fairly questioned whether it is

practical to bring an Encyclopaedia of Surgery like

this up to date, and whether it would not have been
better to have re-written the whole Encyclopaedia.

The Functional Examination of the Eye. By John
Herbert Claiborne, Jr., M.D., Adjunct Profes-

sor of Ophthalmology, New York Polyclinic; In-

structor of Ophthalmology in the College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons, New York; Assistant Surgeon
to the New Amsterdam Eye and Ear Hospital, New
York, etc. With twenty-one illustrations. Octavo,

pp. 96. Philadelphia : The Edwards & Docker Co.
1895.

This little book is admirable in many respects, and
certainly the clearness with which a difficult subject is

reduced to its first principles, and then taught in a
swinging, colloquial style, is very attractive.

The chapter on mydriatics is an exceptionally judi-

cious piece of writing.

It seems to us, however, that a book upon the ex-
amination of the eye for refractive errors, which
makes no reference to the objective tests of retiuo-

scopy and the ophthalmometer is singularly incom-
plete, and the description of the mechanism of accom-
modation in this book, as in many another more pre-

tentious volume, is confused, and falls much below the

standard maintained by the rest of the text.

According to the Lancet 199 medical journals are

published in Paris, an increase of 22 during 1895.
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THE TREATMENT OF ERYSIPELAS BY ANTI-
STREPTOCOCCIC SERUM. COMPARATIVE
RESULTS OF OTHER TREATMENTS.

Chantemesse, in a recent communicatiou to the

Academy of Sciences (December 30, 1895), makes

known the results which he has obtained at the hospi-

tal of Bastion No. 29, by the application to the treat-

ment of erysipelas of antistreptococcic serum prepared

by Marmorek at the lustitut Pasteur."

This presentation in which the treatment by serum

is compared with other treatments to the great advan-

tage of the former, is based chiefly on the statistics of

patients treated by Chantemesse from December 25,

1894 to December 25, 1895. So enthusiastic is the

writer over the success of serotherapy that he advo-

cates the treatment of erysipelas exclusively by this

method.

This paper was criticised at a subsequent meeting

of the Soci^tc de Therapeutique by Bologuesi, who

demurred at the conclusions of Chantemesse. He
stated that since 1893 he had been placed in condi-

tions for observation similar to those of Chantemesse

at the department for infectious diseases at the Auber-

villiers Hospital. He had tried all the modes of

treatment in current use in erysipelas, and from the

numerous cases which he has treated he selects a thou-

sand observations which serve as the basis of the

affirmation that as criteria of the results of treatment,

statistics taken "in block," unsifted and 'unselected,

are utterly unreliable and deceptive. It is only by a

selection of cases— elimination of such as are benign

and simple and uncomplicated in healthy subjects, and

experimentation with those which are "frank," "acute,"

and present considerable gravity, that we can determine

the real value of a therapeutic method and especially

of serotherapy. We are reminded of some similar

observations anent tj-phoid fever, made by Dr. Jack-

son more than fifty years ago.

Erysipelas is a disease of very variable severity.

There are mild forms, forms of medium gravity, and

Meiiiolres de la Soc. de TL^rapeullque, March 1, 1896.

forms that are malignant. As a rule, it is a remark-

ably benign disease, only becoming fatal in those

whose nobler organs— heart, liver, kidneys, nervous

system— are diseased, or in the aged or alcoholic or

those (whether old or young) who are from any cause

enfeebled or broken down. Doubtless extreme viru.

lence of the streptococcus is sometimes a factor.

In 1893, while studying erysipelas with Juhel-

Renoy, Bolognesi noticed that in two-thirds of the

cases this affection was of extreme mildness. Some
cases are primarily benign, others are so secondarily

to one or more previous attacks. These secondarily

attenuated forms are of great frequence, and constitute

at least one-third of the cases treatetl at the hospitals.

It will be remembered that Trousseau, regarding

the disease as, in the great majority of instances, abso-

lutely benign, maintained that the best treatment of

erysipelas is expectancy.

If two-thirds of the cases are benign, the remaining

third are cases that present danger from the causes

above mentioned and furnish the contingent of deaths.

This schematic division of the forms of erysipelas

furnishes an explanation why statistical investigations

embracing all cases indiscriminately are likely to vary ;

and the results of any therapeutic method will depend

for the most part on the predominant form, or the

class of cases that may be made the subject of the

special treatment. Of the thousand cases treated by

Bolognesi, thirty-five died, a percentage of 3.5. The
mortality was greatest in the months of March (3.75),

April (3.95), May (5.70), August (5.55), and October

(2.22). It would appear from this that the virulence

of the disease is modified somewhat by seasonal influ-

ences. In February, September and December, there

were no deaths, although 185 cases were treated.

With regard to treatments instituted, in 250 cases

(benign and grave) borated vaseline was the only out-

ward application; there were 6 deaths— a mortality

of 2.4 per cent. Of these deceased persons, one was a

woman aged fifty-nine years who had cancer of the

uterus and erysipelas of the leg; one was an old man
aged seventy-three years, with arterio-sclerosis ; one

was a man aged thirty-eight years, a common drunk-

ard ; the three others were intemperate.

Ichthyol ointment was used in 200 cases with a

mortality of four (two per cent.). Three of these

patients were advanced in years, and the other was

intemperate.

In another series of 165 cases, mild forms and

severe forms, the treatment was varied — pulveriza-

tions of bichloride of mercury, applications of carbolic

oil, of creoline ointments, etc.; there was a mortality

of only 2, and these were given to alcoholism (1.21

per cent.).

One hundred and fifteen patients "affected with the

acute, typical form " were treated with traumaticin, a

collodion with ichthyol, corrosive sublimate, phenic

acid, etc. ; there was but one death, a mortality of

0.90 per cent. The late Juhel-Renoy claimed very

brilliant results from the use of ichthyol-traumaticin.
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The more severe forms of erysipelas {les formes

vraiment graves) at the Aubervilliers hospital were

subjected to a routine cold-bath treatment every three

hours, which Juhel-Renoy regarded as the only effica-

cious treatment of the grave infections. The patieut

was put into a bath at the temperature of 18° C ; while

in the bath cold affusions were practised over the

medulla oblongata. Two hundred and twenty-five

cases were treated in this way with a mortality of fif-

teen (6.66 per cent.). These were the worst possible

subjects (alcoholism, Bright's disease, arterio-sclerosis,

cardiac disease, meningitis, puerperal infection and

ambulant erysipelas, etc.).

Bolognesi contrasts these results with the serum

treatment by Chantemesse, and shows that there is

not much reason to boast of the superiority of the lat-

ter method, as the results given by Chantemesse are

variable like his own, being largely determined by the

Datare of the subjects (whether feeble or strong) and

the benignity or virulence of the infection. It is

worthy of note in this connection that the percentage-

rate of mortality of erysipelas is not high— Bolognesi

places it at two to four per cent. In several of the

series of cases given by Chantemesse the figure is con-

siderably below this, but this is also true of the statis-

tics furnished by Bolognesi and previously by Tala-

mon (such series, however, comprise selected, that is,

not the gravest cases). Bolognesi sums up as follows

:

(1) Benign cases (primary or secondary erysipelas

of mild form) do well under ichthyol ointment, or any

other good local treatment.

(2) Frankly acute cases with cyclical course,

rapidly amend under ichthyol-traumaticin which aborts

more than half the cases.

(3) Grave cases should be treated by cold baths at

a temperature of 18° C, twelve to fifteen minutes every

three hours with cold douches to the nucha. In very

grave cases complicated with anuria and rapid, weak,

irregular pulse, the bath should be given every two

hours, lasting five to seven minutes only, with

affusions over the nucha during the entire duration of

the bath. The local treatment may be used conjointly

with the baths.

(4) When serotherapy shall have been proved to be

a more efficacious treatment, giving sure and definite

results, for the most part favorable, not only in the

mild cases which get well of themselves but in the

frank, acute and especially in the grave forms of ery-

sipelas, there will be no hesitation on the part of the

practitioners in resorting to this treatment to the ex-

clusion of all others.

REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE TWELFTH
INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CONGRESS.

In the issue of the Journal of January 9th, were

published the general arrangements and division into

twelve sections of the next or twelfth Internatioiuil

Medical Congress, to be held at Moscow in August,

1897. These were taken from an official circular re-

ceived from Prof. F. F. Erismann, of Moscow, Secre-

tary-General of the Congress. It was then announced

that French would be the official language of the Con-

gress. It now appears from a communication, in-

spired by Prof. Erismann, to the Lancet, from its St.

Petersburg correspondent, that the use of other Euro-

pean languages will be admitted at the general meet-

ings, and of Russian and German in addition to French

at the sectional meetings, from which English, Italian

and all other European languages will be excluded.

The multiplicity of languages and of sections proved

a great drawback to the usefulness of the last Congress

at Rome. The sections have been cut down and the

subjects advantageously regrouped. The other diffi-

culty of languages, however, which proved too much
for the tower of Babel, has also proved too much for

the Executive Committee of the Congress. The dif-

ficulties arising from the polyglot nature of the last

two congresses have been evident enough, and this

time a serious attempt has been made to avoid them
by adopting French, as the language which most of

the members would be likely to understand. But, as

it was manifestly impossible to exclude the language

of the country in which the meeting was to be held,

Russian had to be added, although the Russian mem-
bers are wisely advised to refrain as far as possible

from the use of a language which so few of their

guests understand. The admission of Russian led to

another difficulty, owing to the fact that a large num-
ber of the Russian professors who have been educated

at German universities understand German much bet-

ter than French, or French not at all. To be cut off

from their own language and also from the use of the

only other language available to them, was manifestly

rather hard, and therefore German was added to the

list of " official " languages. Under these circum-

stances, as the Congress has already three official lan-

guages, the editor of the Lancet sees no reason why
English, the language of Harvey, Jeuner, Addison,

Bright, etc., should be left outside the pale of official

recognition.

It is undoubtedly true, as the Lancet remarks, that

a large number of Americans, Canadians, Australians

and others might be prevented by these regulations

from attending the Congress, or sending their papers

to be read thereat. There are only two strictly medi-
cal reasons for attending such congresses : one that of

making professional acquaintances and of absorbing

information from the papers and discussion by foreign-

ers— representatives of his own country one can hear

often enough at home ; the other that of enjoying the

satisfaction of hearing one's self elucidate original the-

ories or relate interesting cases. From the first of

these privileges the physician who understands only
English is debarred, and if he is compelled to put his

own paper into a language he does not understand, he
is also cut oft' from the second. It would be just as

well, and less expensive and fatiguing, to stay at home
and read the proceedings of the Congress when trans-

lated.
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SANITARY CONDITION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

Thkre is a growing conviction in this community

that crowtled and unsanitary public schools contribute

unduly to the spread of infectious diseases and to our

high mortality-rates; aud the recent organization by

the Boston Board of Health of a system of daily medi-

cal inspection of the public schools is likely to stimu-

late imitation and may lead to far-reaching results.

Recent developments in Boston point to the need of a

more thorough-going, intelligent and responsible super-

vision of schools and scholars by experts in sanitation

aud hygiene, in order that the tax-payers may have a

fair return on the money expended in providing the

rising generation with school-houses, teachers, and

educational appliances.

General interest attaches in an unusual degree to

two reports made to the Mayor during the past week,

concerning undoubted defects in certain Boston school-

houses in respect to ventilation, sanitation, and jani-

torial care. Full abstracts of these reports have ap-

peared in the daily papers, to which our readers are

referred for details. The first report— reprinted as

City Document, No. 74, 1896— is particularly worthy

of careful perusal by the profession. It was prepared

bv a commission consisting of Mr. F. W. Chandler,

Professor of Architecture in the Institute of Tech-

nology ; Mr. Frederic Tudor, sanitary engineer, and

Mr. S. H. Woodbridge, Instructor in Ventilation and

Heating in the Institute of Technology. These gen-

tlemen were appointed by Mayor Quincy, soon after

his inauguration, to examine particularly into the san-

itary condition of certain school-houses, for the repair

of which the school committee had asked an extra-

ordinary appropriation of $440,000. The second re-

port is by a committee of ladies representing the Bos-

ton Branch of the Association of Collegiate Alum'u:*;. It

embodies the results of an elaborate statistical inquiry,

which was begun before the appointment of the mayor's

commission. The two reports reinforce each other.

They are calculated to quicken the interest of the gen-

eral aud educational public, as well as that of the med-

ical profession in the subject of school hygiene, and to

raise questions as to the responsibility in the present

untoward condition of the schools.

The facts set forth in these reports are of such a

nature, that Mayor Quincy's action in " urgently
"

recommending the city council to appropriate the sum

of $300,000 "'at once," to be expended " in making a

beginning towards putting the school-houses of the

city in a proper condition as regards ventilation and

sanitation " seems to be fully warranted and to deserve

the hearty support of both the profession and the

public.

Lack of space forbids anything like a detailed sum-

mary of the interesting reports referred to above ; but

in general it may be said that the mayor's commission

finds : that the " defects of the school-houses are chiefly

those of principle ; the workmanship as a rule, except-

ing the buildings most complained of, being above the

average found in private houses ; " that the " health de-

partment has been most diligent in its inspections . . .

unremitting in its exertions to have this subject taken

up, with a sincere intention to carry out reforms long

regarded as imperative and not proper to be put off

for a single day ;
" that there is need of a more intelli.

gent and elficieut janitorial service ; that radical im-

provements in the matter of lire-escapes are called for;

and that the present system of administration in regard

to the erection, repair and inspection of school-houses

is ill-organized, confused and ineffectual. The report

of the collegiate alumnse, in addition, lays special

stress on the unwashed floors of the school-houses aud

on the large number of unoccupied seats.

We have touched on only a few of the most salient

facts brought out in these reports ; but the facts

alluded to suggest certain questions which seem perti-

nent. Why has the school board allowed or been

forced to allow the school-houses to get into their pres-

ent state? Who is responsible for the present lax and

unsatiel'actory methods in planning, building and re-

pairing the school-houses ? Why should it be neces-

sary for a volunteer committee of lay-women to insti-

tute an elaborate investigation into the sanitary and

hygienic conditions surrounding teachers aud pupils—
when the city maintains an active and alert health

department, a highly-paid superintendent of public

buildings, aud a sub-committee of the school board

charged with the general supervision of hygiene in

all the schools ?

VEGETARIANISM AND VIVISECTION.

It is perfectly consistent with the attitude of the

antivivisectionist that strict vegetarianism and the ab-

juration of animal food should be advocated, and this

logical outcome of the movement against vivisection

is defended by a writer in the Wettmimter Review for

March, 1896. " Vegetarianism," he says, " has become
a part of the moral growth of man." If the practice

of flesh-eating was formerly of some service to the

race, we have happily outgrown the savage type of

life. Vegetarianism becomes our duty, " on the

grounds of humanity and justice." Although man's

superior knowledge has given him complete power
over the other animals, yet that power must be regu-

lated in its exercise by our moral consciousness, which

will not justify the taking of animal life, unless such

act of destruction is necessary to our own existence.

That we do not need animal food for our heathful

existence is what he labors to prove by the usual

stock arguments.

He scores the antivivisectionist " who devours kid-

ney for breakfast and thereby encourages vivisection

on a gigantic scale !

"

Essentially the same stand is taken by Salt (vide

" Animal Rights," p. 50), who gives a lurid picture of

the horrors of the slaughter-house, and affirms that ex-

perience proves that man is under no necessity of

killing animals for food. He has some scathing words

for " murderous millinery " and for that " amateur
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butchery " called " sport," " which is the most wanton

and indefensible of all possible violations of the prin

ciple of animals' rights."

MEDICAL NOTES.

Medical Legislation in Ohio.— The Oh
Legislature has recently passed a law to regulate the

practice of medicine in that State.

The Serum Treatment of Snake-Bite.— The
serum prepared by M. Calmette at the Pasteur In-

stitute in Paris for the treatment of snake-bite h;

been successfully used at Agra, India, in the treatment

of a native bitten by a cobra. A number of sheep

poisoned by snake venom were also saved by the use

of the serum.

A Name Wanted for the New Photography
— Routography, electro-skiography, electrography,

shadowgraphy, skiagraphy, skiography, radiography,

actinography, and scotography are a few of the names

proposed. Some of these are impossible enough, and

none possess such definite advantages over the others

as to stand out unquestionably as the best. Skia-

graphy and radiography up to the present seem to

have met the widest acceptance.

No Admission for Women to Cambridge Uni-

versity (England). — At the congregation held on

March 12th the Senate of the University of Cam-
bridge was asked to pass a grace appointing a syndi-

cate to consider what further rights or privileges, if

any, should be granted to women students by the Uni-

versity, and whether women should be made admis-

sible to degrees in the University. The proposed

syndicate was rejected by 186 votes to 171.

The Metric System in England.— The new
Pharmacopeia will use the metric system. The
Geographical Congress, recently held in London, has

decided to plot a new world-map, in which the dis-

tances given will be based upon the kilometer, with

longitude reckoned from Greenwich. A committee of

the House of Commons has reported in favor of the

adoption of the metric system as the official standard,

and urges that, meanwhile, the study of this system in

the public schools be made compulsory.

A Successful Laparotomy in an Infant of

Three Months.— Dr. Charles B. Kelsey, in a letter

to the New York Medical Journal, reports a success-

ful laparotomy for intussusception in an infant tliree

months old. The symptoms had existed only twenty-

four hours, but the caput ceci was presenting at the

anus. Mr. Frederick Treves writes to Dr. Kelsey

that he cannot recall a case of successful operation for

this condition in a child of three months or under, and

he thinks it probable that Dr. Kelsey's case is unique.

Whether it be unique or not, it is certainly an argu-

ment for the early operative treatment of intussuscep-

tion.

A Typhoid Epidemic Explained. — There has

been in Duluth, according to the New York Polyclinic,

an epidemic of about 1,000 cases of typhoid fever,

with 30 deaths, caused, it is believed, by the infection

of the water. An inquiry disclosed the fact that the

intake of the water company in the adjoining great

lake was only 359 feet from the shore, was in a filthy

condition, and was situated about 800 feet from the

mouth of a large sewer. It appears that the superin-

tendent himself has for a year or two procured water

for his family from a spring several miles from
Duluth. The city now compels the company to sup-

ply spring-water to consumers without additional cost.

The supply is said to be abundant and the quality of

the water pure and excellent.

The Danger of Allowing Dogs to Lick the
Face. — The story is told in La Medecine Moderne,

of a seamstress of Berlin, who was in the habit of

allowing her dog to lick her face. She was attacked

one day with a severe inflammation of the right eye.

Oculists were consulted, but their treatment was un-

successful, and owing to the fact that inflammation of

the left eye was beginning the right eye was enuclea-

ted. In the enucleated eye was found a tasnia echino-

coccus, which the dog had probably picked up while

licking some less pleasing object than his mistress's

face. The danger of the transmission of parasites by
dogs who are well-known to be indiscriminate in choos-

ing objects for the exercise of their tongues, to the

hands and faces of their masters, would seem to be a

great one. It is surely remarkable that accidents of

the kind related happen as rarely as they do.

boston and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston.— Dur-
ing the week ending at noon, March 25, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease:

diphtheria 64, scarlet fever 23, measles 77, typhoid

fever 6.

Dr. Walcott Nominated for Water Commis-
sioner. — Acting Governor Wolcott has nominated

Dr. H. P. Walcott, Chairman of the State Board of

Health, for member of the Board of Water Commis-
sioners.

"Blood Purifiers," "Nerve Tonics," and
Alcohol.— The following so-called "blood-puri-

fiers," " nerve-tonics," and other remedies of similar

character were recently examined by the Chemist of

the Massachusetts State Board of Health with refer-

ence to the amount of alcohol contained in them :

Percentage of Alcohol by Vol.

Ayer's Sarsaparilla 2fi.2

Thayer's Compound Extractor Sarsaparilla . 21.5

Paine's Celery Compound . . . .21.0
Hood's Sarsaparilla 18.8

Greene's Nervura 17.2

Allen's Sarsaparilla 13.5

Dana's Sarsaparilla 13.5

Brown's Sarsaparilla 13.5

Corbett's Sbalcer Sarsaparilla .... 8.8

Radway's Resolvent 7.9

These are all vaunted remedies for " that tired feel-

ing."
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The MAssACHnsETTS State Board of Health
OKFKRS TO MAKE BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS.
— The Massachusetts State Board of Health has estab-

lished a department of bacteriological examinatiou aud

will make examinations of material iii cases of sus-

pected diphtheria aud tuberculosis. The Board is

ready to make arrangements with local boards of

health in the State for a limited number of bacterio-

logical examinations. For this purpose it is suggested

that local boards should arrange for some place or

places (drug stores when convenient) where such cult-

ure specimens may be left to be forwarded to the

State Board aud where a supply of fresh culture tubes

may be kept on hand.

NEW rORK.

Obstetrics in Literature.— On Monday even-

ing, March 16th, Professor Theophilus Parviii, of

Philadelphia, appeared b)' invitation before the New
York County Medical Association and delivered a

learned and entertaining lecture on "Obstetrics in

^

General Literature," in the course of which he re-

ferred to various works from Genesis to " Jude the

Obscure." by Thomas Hardy.

A Boon to Hospitals.— The Distributing Com-
mittee of the Hospital Saturday and Sunday Associa-

tion met with Mayor Strong on March 16th, to dis-

tribute to the various institutions entitled to a share,

the fund for 1895, which amounted to the gratifyingly

large sum of 358,538.31. The distribution was made
on a basis of a trifle less than seven cents a day for

each free patient cared for, and the largest amount

awarded to any one institution ($4,600), was received

by the Montefiore Home for Chronic Invalids.

Restriction of the Height of Buildings. — A
resolution has been introduced in the Senate at Albany

authorizing the President of the Senate to appoint a

special committee of five members to conduct an in-

vestigation of the subject of restriction or regulation

by law of the height of buildings in the city of New
York, aud, in the discretion of the committee, in the

city of Brooklyn. Such committee is to have power to

prosecute its inquiries in every direction necessary to

arrive at a full and accurate knowledge of the subject

in question, and shall report to the Senate on or before

January 15, 1897.

City and State still at Odds over the In-

sane.— A serious clash has arisen between the city

and the State authorities in regard to the reception of

insane patients. When the insane were transferred

from the care of the city to that of the State the State

Commission issued an order that no patients should be

received into the Manhattan State Hospital unless

they were providetl with a complete outfit of entirely

new clothing. As this would involve an expense to

the city of about $15 for each patient, amounting

altogether to from $50,000 to $75,000 r» year, and

as there was no provision for this expenditure, the

Commissioners of Charities declined to comply with

the order, which they regarded as entirely unreason-

able. Consequently, no patients were sent to the State

Hospital, and as a result the insane wards at Bellevue

Hospital soon became overcrowded with patients

awaiting transferral to Ward's Island. Finally, when
the accommodations at Bellevue had become taxed to

their utmost capacity, the Charities Commissioners

secured a peremptory mandamus from Justice McLean,
of the Supreme Council, directing the managers of the

State Hospital to accept P. T. O'Donohue, an insane

patient from Bellevue Hospital, whether provided with

new clothes or not. This was to be made a test case,

and on March 20th, O'Donohue was taken to the

Manhattan State Hospital on Ward's Island. The
authorities then promptly sent him back to Bellevue,

and the Charities Commissioners, acting under the

authority of the Corporation Counsel, refused to again

receive him. Consequently, the man was set at large,

and it is said, fouud his way to his home in Hoboken.

On the following day the Charities Commissioners

sent sixteen female patients to the Manhattan Hospi-

tal. They were allowed to land on the island under

protest, but the hospital authorities, acting under the

direction of the State Commission in Lunacy, refused

to admit them to the hospital, and they were suffered

to remain in the grounds without any adequate protec-

tion from the weather and without proper supervision.

RECENT PROGRESS IN RONTGEN PHOTO-
GRAPHY.

Sydnet Rowland reports, in the British Medical
Journal of March 7th, that a form of tube has been
perfected in London, which is a great advance on those

previously employed, owing to the fact that a detiuite

point of origin has been obtained for the rays, instead

of the diffuse surface of the tube hitherto in use.

This new tube has been named, therefore, the focus

tube, and its use has resulted in the production of

pictures showing far sharper outlines than those hitherto

produced, aud in an appreciable shortening of the ex-

posure, so that an exposure of three minutes is ample
for such thick parts as the wrist aud elbow. An ex-

cellent picture of an outward dislocation of the radius

and ulua at the elbow is given.

In order to test the possibility of skiagraphing the

fetus in utero, an attempt was made to hold a pregnant
cat quiet in the apparatus for eight minutes, which
was unsuccessful, although clear outlines of the pelvis

and vertebral columns, with faint indications of the

uterine cornua aud their contents were obtained. If

the animal could have been kept quiet a little longer,

Mr. Rowland thinks that a perfectly sucxessful result

might have been attained.

The value of the process in forming exact diagnosis

of the epiphyseal lesions of childhood and in assisting

the surgeon in the choice of operative methods of

relief, promises to be great.

In the study of the time of union of epiphysis and
diaphysis, as noted by our correspondent on page 327,

this process bids fair to prove invaluable. The field

of observation will be transferred from the study of

the rare specimens obtained from young subjects at
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autopsies and dissecting rooms to actual observation

on the living. This can hardly fail to give exact

results, and greatly to increase our knowledge of this

difficult subject.

In the succeeding number, that for March 14th,

Mr. Rowland reports further results with the focus

tube, among which he demonstrated the possibility of

skiagraphing through the thickness of the body. A
skiagraph taken in a case in which the diagnosis lay

between gall-stones and malignant disease of the gall-

bladder showed the outlines of the ribs plainly, and no

opaque bodies which could do duty as gall-stones were
discovered. As this is the first case of the kind upon
which the rays have been tried, it is, of course, impos-

sible to say absolutely that there were no gall-stones

present, but the definite outline of the ribs shows that

it is possible to skiagraph through the thickness of the

body, a step which is of no slight importance.

CASE OF STERNAL DISLOCATION OF SECOND
AND THIRD COSTAL CARTILAGES AND OF
CLAVICLE WITH FRACTURE OF THE FOURTH
AND FIFTH CARTILAGES.

McCosH reports in the March number of the Annals

of Surgery, a case in which this complicated and serious

condition resulted from a crush between a moving
horse-car and an iron pillar. The patient had a chest

measure of forty-two inches, and the space between

the side of the car and the pillar was six inches.

Severe shock, cough (with bloody sputum), and em-
physema of neck and chest resulted, with a pulse of

140 and a respiration of 48. The left clavicle, second,

third, fourth and fifth ribs were dislocated backward
and inward from their sternal attachment, the clavicle

being also displaced upward well above the top of the

sternum and inward one and a half inches, so that its

sternal end pressed against the trachea. The inward

displacement of the dislocated ribs was one inch, so

that their ends lay opposite the middle of the sternum

and about two inches behind it.

The sternal end of the clavicle was raised onto the

anterior surface of the sternum with marked relief to

the patient. Attempts to spring the ribs into position

by hyperextending the spine and pulling back the

shoulders were only partially successful. The inward

displacement was corrected, but the backward could

not be completely reduced, a discrepancy of half an

inch remaining. Appliances and bandages to keep

the shoulders back and reduce the deformity caused so

much distress and cyanosis of the upper extremities

that they were abandoned, and the patient was left

sitting up against a bed rest with a pillow between his

shoulders and cautioned to keep them back as far as

possible. This he did as he found he was more com-

fortable.

The injury was followed on the third day by con-

solidation of the entire left lung and effusion into the

pericardium, but in the course of two weeks the cougli

and dyspnea disappeared, and in six weeks the man
left the hospital cured. Two weeks later he was able

to resume his work, and has remained in perfect health

ever since. The ribs and clavicle are firmly fixed

in their new position, the man has no pain, and would
not know that he had been injured were it not for his

feeling some weakness of the left side of the chest

when he attempts to lift a heavy weight.

CocceiEfponDence.

RADIOGRAPH OF FETAL ARM.

Boston, March 20, 1896.

Mr. Editor : — The accompanying radiograph was
taken at the Harvard Medical School by the kindness of

Drs. Dwight and Bowditch. It is interesting as showing
the degree of ossification of the fetal bones at birth, the

subject being the cadaver of a full term child. Only the

shafts of the long bones are ossified, while the wrist bones
and epiphyses are still cartilaginous.

That the application of the Rcintgen process is increasing
our knowledge of anatomy is evident. The present statis-

tics of the time of union of the epiphyses are very insuf-

ficient, but with this process the course of development can
be followed on the living. This radiograjih was taken by
the use of a four-inch spark induction coil and a storage
liattery.

The Crooke's tube was made in Boston.

Very truly yours,

E. A. CoDMAN, M.D.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD,

For the week ending March 14th, in Boston, according to
observations furnished b; Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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(Original Sdrticlejef.

HOMICIDE WITHOUT EXTERNAL MARKS OF
VIOLENCE.!

On Monday, February II, 1895, I was summoned
to North Easton to view the body of John Johnson,

3d, who was found dead in bed at his boarding-house

on that morning. The deceased was a Swede, uu-

married, twenty-four years of age. The family in

which he boarded was Swedish, and the history was

obtained through the woman of the house, who spoke

Englisli fairly well, but had had but little experience

in interpreting testimony.

Johnson had spent the day before, Sunday, with his

companions, in drinking to considerable excess, and

had finished the day in a saloon, where he was still

drinking at 7.30. In the saloon the Swedes met a

party of young Irishmen, and between the two nation-

alities there appeared to have been a feud which led to

a quarrel, and after leaving the saloon while upon the

street some one hit Johnson with a " board." John-

son did not fall, but the combatants dispersed, and

Johnson with his companions walked along, and his

friends left him sitting upon the porch of his boarding-

house. The next known of Johnson, he was found in

the out-house, unconscious and apparently sleeping.

He was taken to his room and placed upon the bed,

where he remained in a snoring sleep. He was seen

at 3 A. M., and was still snoring. At 6 A. m. he was

found dead in bed. An old Derby hat with the brim

on the left side broken, was shown, and it was said to

be the hat he wore the day before. There was a little

bloody froth about the nose and mouth, and a soft,

dark dejection was in his clothes. The pupils were of

medium size and apparently equal. The most

thorough search failed to show any mark of violence

on the body. The head was carefully studied, but

nothing suggesting a blow could be found.

Under the circumstances, I was of the opinion that

the cause of death was the large amount of alcohol

that he had taken during the day and evening, and I

accordingly made out my report "alcohol poisoning"

and hence 1 did not feel that it was my duty to make
an autopsy, and the body in due time was buried.

Three days later, I received a telephone-call from

the town clerk, informing me that some of the Swed-

ish people felt that Johnson had been killed by the

blow rather than by his own indulgence. 1 accord-

ingly made an appointment to meet their people to get,

if possible, a more accurate history ; and on Friday I

again visited North Easton, and at the bouse of the

chairman of the selectmen had an interview with three

Swedes, who told me that the board mentioned was a

picket taken from the fence near the saloon, and that

there were witnesses who saw some one strike John-

son on the head with this picket. This gave a very

different aspect to the case, and I at once requested

the chairman of the selectmen to sign the paper giv-

ing me authority to make an autopsy. It was agreed

that the body be exhumed, and that I should make the

examination on the following Monday morning, lherel)y

giving opportunity for the Swedes to engage one or

more physicians of their nationality to be present

to witness the autopsy.

' Read before the Massachusetts Jledlco-Legal Society, February 6,

On Monday, February I8tb, at 10.30 a. m., the au-

topsy was made with proper legal witnesses, and in

the presence of several physicians who had become

interested in the case, and among the number, Dr.

Richard Hogner, of Boston.

The body was generally discolored. Again a rigid

search was made for any mark of violence, but with

negative result. The spinal cord and the organs of

the abdomen and of the thorax were examined, but no

cause of death was found. In dissecting back the

scalp, a little extravasated blood was found in the cell-

ular tissue just above the left ear. This blood did not

stain the true skin, as was shown by dividing the scalp

over the extravasation. Under the left temporal

fascia and between the fibres of the muscle, there was

a considerable collection of blood. The outer surface

of the skull showed no mark of injury. The calvarium

was carefully removed and a large clot of blood could

be seen lying within the dura mater, but there was no

blood between the skull and the dura mater. On re-

moving the dura, a large, thin clot was found covering

a considerable part of the left side of the left cerebrum,

measuring four inches in length by two to three in

width, the thickest part about one-quarter of an inch

in thickness. The thickest part was over the anterior

portion of the middle lobe just back of the fissure of

Sylvius, and at this spot there was a dark stain of the

brain tissue one and one-half inches in diameter, but

no laceration of the brain substance. The ruptured

vessel could not be differentiated. There was no

blood extravasated in the brain substance and none in

the ventricles. The blood-vessels appeared to be nor-

mal, as did also the cerebral substance. The whole

skull was carefully examined, but no fracture or fis-

sure or indentation or abnormal irregularity could be

found. A new report was made giving the cause of

death " pressure of a blood-clot within the head, caused

by a ruptured vessel and probably the result of a

blow," and the case was reported for inquest.

At the time of my second visit, Mr. George E.

Seaver, the State detective, was notified, and he took

charge of the case, and when I gave him the result of

the autopsy, he at once arrested Martin J. Conroy and

John F. Moynehan upon a charge of assault with a

dangerous weapon, and they were kept in jail till after

the inquest which was held in Taunton February 'ilst,

before W. H. Fox, Esq. As a result of the inquest,

the justice directed that the process for the apprehen-

sion of Conroy and Moynehan be issued, and Febru-

ary '28th they were both held and bound over to the

grand jury on a charge of manslaughter. In due time,

the grand jury found a bill against them, and the trial

occurred in Taunton, November 26, 1895.

At the trial, the facts were established much as in

the foregoing history ; but the testimony was not very

incisive, which may possibly have been due to the

necessity of interpretation, or possibly to other causes,

such as indistiuctness of recollection because of the

convivialities of the Sunday in question, or from timid-

ity and class prejudice. The important evidence was

that of the medical witnesses, the contention of the

defence being that the clot of blood, and hence the

death, was due to inherent causes, such as excitement)

whether physical or alcoholic or both.

The medical examiner gave the facts of the autopsy,

and in answer to questions by the district attorney

tried to establish the following propositions:

The cause of death was the pressure of the intra-
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crauial clot, which probably formed very gradually,

since 110 laceration of a considerable vessel could be
found ; the same gradual bleeding enabled Johnson to

walk home with his companions without showing
symptoms of severe injury; increasing pressure may
have caused nausea and determined the retreat to the

out house where the pressure became sufficient to pro-

duce coma.

An abrasion of the surface, or a laceration, even,

may have been prevented by the hat that he is said to

have worn and by the form of the striking body.

If life had been prolonged for a few days, doubtless

the clot of blood in the cellular tissue would have dif-

fused and made itself evident in a discoloration of the

skin more or less extensive. The three centres of ex-

travasation, each independent of the other and all in

one plane, establish great probability of a common ori-

gin, namely, a blow.

The clots within the skull resulting from blows upon
the head are generally situated upon the surface of the

brain, sometimes within the membranes, but perhaps
more generally between the dura mater and the skull.

Whereas clots due to internal causes are more com-
monly found within the substance of the brain or in

the ventricles of the brain, and generally there may
be found in the circulatory system, brain substance, or

elsewhere, evidence of a weakened condition to account
for such hemorrhage. Cerebral hemorrhage from dis-

ease is rare in persons under middle age.

By cross-examination, in answer to questions by the

defence, the following points were brought out:

Coma may be one stage of death bj' poisoning with

alcohol. The symptoms due to the clot in the head
might be the same, whether the clot were due to vio-

lence or to internal disease. The same results to the

head might have followed a fall as well as a blow, pro-

vided the head struck some hard substance. The ex-

aminer was asked if the three clots in one plane may
not have been a coincidence, instead of the result

of one common cause ; to this the reply of " Yes " was
given with the suggestion that " many coincidences

establish great probabilities." He was then asked to

give the exact position and relations of the meningeal
artery (which had not been mentioned before) and to

describe fully to the jury the dura mater. This minute
anatomical examination went as far as demanding to

know what lay between tiie meningeal artery and the

dura mater; and the answer given was, cellular tis-

sue.

It was agreed that alcoholic stimulation and physical

excitement might increase tension and help to cause

ru[)ture of a weakened vessel.

The defence called a gentleman who "qualified " as

a professor of surgery in a medical school in Boston,

and joint owner and proprietor of a private surgical

hospital in the same city. He appeared with a human
skull wherewith he demonstrated the grooves for the

meningeal artery. In his opinion, since the clot was
not external to the dura tlie extravasation was not the

result of a blow, but due to causes from within, such

as excitement, whether physical or alcoholic. The
clots outside the skull seemed to have no great impor-

tance, and they were supposed to be coincidences.

At the close of the testimony the judge, on motion
of the counsel, ordered a verdict of not guilty as to

Conroy, since the evidence did not sufficiently impli-

cate him.

The evidence was reviewed, and the case of Moyne-

han was given to the jury who returned in thirty min-

utes with a verdict of "guilty."

Moyuehan was immediately sentenced to nine

months' imprisonment in the House of Correction.

STAB-WOUNP OF THE PULMONARY ARTERY.

A Medico-Legal Rki-ort.'

On May 28, 1890, at 7.40 o'clock, a. m., the select-

men of Stamford, Vt., summoned me to an old farm-

house in a remote section of the town to examine the

dead body of a woman, and ascertain, if possible, the

cause of her death. Two esteemed confreres, Drs.

Bushnell and Nichols, were present.

The body was lying upon a bed in a dark room,

nine by nine feet, opening into the kitchen. A pro-

longed drunken carnival had been going on in the

house for three days. The deceased was the only fe-

male participant. Four men were in custody, charged

with drunkenness and a possibility of murder. The
whole house was in a condition of filthiness and disor-

der. Windows were broken out, rooms were strewn

with fragments of broken glass and earthenware. The
kitchen table was covered with broken bread, cheese,

and particles of glass, all so thoroughly mixed as to

appear as one article of fare. A barrel of sour cider

had been brought from the cellar to the kitchen for

greater convenience, and placed on tap. The room
where the body was lying had served as a common
urinal. There was fecal matter upon the floor. Un-
der the front edge of the bed near its foot was a spot

of blood about four inches in diameter.

The body was that of a rather attractive looking

woman, middle-aged and of medium weight. It was
lying on the back, a little inclined to the right side ;

the head a little lower than the hips. The right fore-

arm was at a right angle with the arm, the hand rest-

ing over the stomach, with fingers extended. The left

arm, nearly extended, lay by the side, with the hand
in front of the left hip. The legs were drawn up at

a right angle, the left one lying over the right; The
hair was very long and badly snarled. The eyes were
sodden and the teeth badly decayed. The body was
clothed in a black jersey sack, plaid gingham dress,

light undershirt, Canton-flannel skirt and cotton che-

mise. On the feet were rubber boots and two pairs of

cotton hose. The clothing was old and soiled ; the

skirts and chemise were a little spotted with blood.

Under the body was a feather bed, a mattress, an old

pillow, a quilt, and a sheet.

Upon bringing the body into a better lighted room
and removing the clothing 1 found all that portion of

the apparel that was in contact with the chest satu-

rated with blood. In the left side, two inches from

the median line of the body and one and one-half

inches below the clavicle, was a wound. It was a

smooth, nearly transverse cut, one-half inch long and
directly over the third rib. A cut corresponding with

this was found, through all the clothing covering the

chest. A closer inspection of the dress-waist revealed

still more blood-stain. An ordinary pocket-case probe

easily entered the wound one and one-half inches. Its

course (the body lying on a horizontal plane) was
> Read before the MassacbunettB Kledico.Legal Society, February 6,
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downward, backward, and to the right. Upon opening

the chest, blood flowed freely from the left pleural

cavity. The course of the wound was now readily

seen, and could be followed through the chest wall just

below the third rib. It had penetrated near the ante-

rior margin, through the upper lobe of the left lung
;

it had also pierced the pericardium, from which blood

oozed, and which was filled with liquid blood and soft

clots. Now that the pericardium was laid freely open,

the wound was further seen, extending into and com-
pletely through the pulmonary artery into the muscu-

lar wall of the heart. The heart, normal in appear-

ance, was practically empty. I found two quarts of

blood, mostly liquid, in the left pleural cavity. The
lungs, aside from the wound, were normal.

The abdominal organs were in a healthy condition.

Animal heat was still noticeable in these organs. Tiie

stomach was empty. The organs of the pelvis were

in a fair condition ; the uterus, however, showed signs

of disease in the cervical portion. There was a filthy

condition of the vagina and a markedly flabby appear-

ance of the external genitals.

The contents of the skull were normal in appear-

ance.

The cause of death was defined as "a punctured

wound in the left side of the chest, penetrating the

pulmonary artery and the heart."

At this time, none excepting the perpetrator of the

deed had mistrusted the cause of death ; and not until

the result of the autopsy was made known, did it dawn
upon the other prisoners but that each, on account of

criminal relations with the woman, might be held ac-

countable for her death. No weapon or instrument

could be found about the premises that was likely to

have been used in making this wound. The four

prisoners were then searched and upon the person of

one of them was found an ordinary jackknife that in

length and size of the blade corresponded to the size

and depth of the wound. This man was upon trial

found guilty of murder, and received a life sentence.

It appeared in evidence that, at the time of the stab-

bing, the house was comparatively quiet, the inmates

having relapsed into a state of repose ; this was quickly

terminated, however, by audible groans— " Oh ! Oh !

Oh !
"— three in number, uttered by the dying woman.

The prisoner having the knife had been seen returning

to the house from a spring ten rods away, at the time,

or very soon after, the dying groans were heard.

There was no blood-stain found upon the knife.

Could death have taken place so slowly as to allow

this man time to visit the spring, wash away all blood-

stain and return by the time the other prisoners (the

only inmates of the house) had been fairly awakened
by the dying groans ? The defence endeavored to

prove this claim an impossibility. It was declared that

death must have occurred almost instantly, and that

the wound was inflicted by another while this prisoner

was away from the house after water.

In the long, tedious trial, and after one year in a

second trial of this case, there arose many interesting

medico-legal interrogations ; for example, When was

the approximate time of death? How long did the

woman live after receiving the mortal wound? And
questions relating to the circulation were aske<i ; as.

What is the quantity of blood in the body? How
long a time is required for it to traverse the wliole

course of the circulation ? What are the uses of the

blood ? etc. Both Commonwealth and defence had

the usual array of medical experts ; but happily in

this trial their testimony was candid and unbiased.

Their replies substantially agreed, commanding the

close attention and profound respect of court and jury.

I will quote in substance some of the more interesting

answers, and make references to authors who have

treated the subject of the circulation with elaboration.

The time (approximately) of the murder was deter-

mined by the temperature of the body and rigor mortis

at time of autopsy. It was practically agreed that

death had occurred twenty-four hours before the time

of autopsy.

To determine the length of time the woman lived

after the infliction of the wound was more difficult.

Most of the medical witnesses testified that death took

place in from twenty to thirty seconds. I was forced

to believe it slower, and stated that while it probably

occurred within one minute after the infliction of the

wound, two or even three minutes might have elapsed

before the complete cessation of the heart's action ;

that this organ continued its work as long as there was

any blood-pressure is proved by its being found empty

at the autopsy. It is my impression that the right

side of the heart would rarely be found empty in

fatalities of this nature. Taylor teaches,'^ that " A
quantity of blood escaping from a vessel, although in-

sufficient to cause death by affecting the heart and cir-

culation may readily destroy life by disturbing the

functions of the organ or part into which it is effused.

... A few ounces effused in the cavity of the mem-
brane including the heart (pericardium), will entirely

arrest the action of this organ."

Our answers to inquiries pertaining to quantity and

velocity of the blood were practically alike. The
average quantity of blood in the healthy adult was

estimated by weight as about one-thirteenth of the

weight of the body. There is considerable difference

in this estimate among authors, who give the quantity

of blood, by weight, compared with the weight of the

body, as follows

:

Kirk .... Oue-tweltth to one-fourteenth.

Foster .... One-thirteenth.

Alendelsohu . . . One-twelfth to one-thirteenth.

Bi5clard . . . One-twelfth to one-thirteenth.

Volkman * . . . One-twelfth.

Welcker * . . . One-thirteenih.

Vierordt* . . . One-thirteenth.

Blschoff* . . . One-thirteenth.

Valentin* . . . A little less than one-flfth.

Taylor .... One-Hfth.

Dalton (minimum) . One-eiglith.

Flint .... One-teuth.

Allen Moulins t . One-twentieth.

Hirst t . . . . A little more than one-twentieth.

Hoffman t . . • One-titth.

• Cited by Btelard. t Cited by Flint.

The time required for all the blood to pass through

the heart, or make one round of the circulatory sys-

tem, was given as about thirty seconds. Upon this

subject the same authors are more harmonious. Kirk's '

estimate of the time required for all the blood to pass

through the heart is from 20 lo 50 seconds, Foster's*

less than 30, Mendelson's '' 23, 15eclard's ° 374, Dal-

tou's' IS to 45, and Flint's" 23.

Wliile physiological (juestions like these may not

' Taylor's Manual of Medical Jurisprmlenci;. idiap. x.wlii.

' Kirk's Handbook of Physiology.
' Foster's Textbook of Physiology.
° Wood's Handbook of IMedical .Scienoes.
" Traits fiWmentaire de Pbysiologie Huiuaine. par J. BcJclard.

' A Treatise on Human Physiology, by John C. naltou.
" Textbook of Human Physiology, by Austin Flint.
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often occur in court, tbey are practical, and tlieir solu-

tion affords aid in solving the pathological problems
that so frequently confront us. It is the current opin-

ion of the laity and possibly some of the profession

that the quantity of blood in the body is subject to

great variation. The plethoric or florid individual, it

is thought, or one who has just regaled at the dinner-

party, possesses considerable more blood thau the per-

son of pale countenance, the hungry and poorly fed.

That the male has considerable more in proportion to

the weight of the body than the female, and that in-

fants possess much less in proportion than adults, is

also believed. While under certain conditions or to a
slight degree these theories may be true, they are, gen-
erally speaking, fallacies. Authors now teach that the

actual quantity of blood in the body is practically the
same under nearly all circumstances, and their claim is

well substantiated by experimentation.
With further reference to the case of the woman we

have been considering, it seems that there must have
been an abnormal tardiness in the circulation of the

blood to permit her to survive a stab, penetrating the

pulmonary artery and heart, so long that the convicted
murderer could go to a spring 165 feet away and re-

turn, after cleaning his bloody weapon, and be noticed
by bis comrades who were aroused by the dying groans
of his victim, while he was retracing his steps to lie

down by their side and in slumber seek forgetfulness
of his crime.

THE CROSBY HOMICIDE.i

On the 17th of August, 1894, there lived in Merri-

mac, Essex County, Jacob D. Crosby and his family.

They lived on the direct road between Haverhill and
Merrimac, in that part of the town that is known as

Saunders' Hill. That part of Merrimac in which the

Crosby house was situated is in the farming district

and is somewhat away from the village, and is about
five miles distant from Haverhill. The next house in

the direction of Haverhill, on the same main road, was
a house occupied by a brother of .Jacob D. Crosby.

The Crosby family retired upon the night of this

occurrence at the usual hour. Some time between
eleven and twelve o'clock of the same night, the in-

mates were aroused by sounds that indicated that some
one was endeavoring to break into the house. An
alarm was given, and the household awakened. Those
who were seeking entrance first sought it at the rear

of the house; subsequently they went to the front of

the house, and were seen by one or more of the family

but not identified. Mr. Jacob Crosby went to the front

door, lifted the curtain and saw some one pointin<r a

revolver at him ; he dropped the curtain and retreated

hastily to the rear of the house toward the barn, where
he kept a double-barrelled shot-gun. In the mean-
time a shot had been (ired through the glass |ianel of

the front door; the bullet passed through the wood-
work of a staircase and was found some time after-

wards, showing evidence of rats' teeth upon it. This
bullet was of ..32 calibre, and, as will afterwards be
proven, was not the size fired from the revolver that

did the fatal shooting. Mr. Crosby, upon reaching
the baru, found that his gun had been taken from its

accustomed place. The gun was afterwards found

hidden in a grape vine behind the barn, and it was
afterwards proven that it had not been used at any
time during the shooting. The eldest son went with

his mother to the house of his uncle above mentioned,

and notified him that there were burglars in their house.

The uncle dressed himself and accompanied by bis

nephew, started in the direction of his brother's house,

coming up a pathway which leads by the barn. As
they turned a corner in the path, they saw three men
approaching from the direction of the house around a

corner of the shed. On the witness-stand, the boy
said that the burglars had in their hands drawn
revolvers, and as tbey met, the first salutation that

came from the burglars, was " Hands up " or '* Throw
up your hands 1

" Crosby said nothing, still advanc-

ing toward the men, and grappled with one of them,

but before they grappled, the same one who had

accosted Crosby by the challenge " Throw up your
hands !

" fired his revolver, not hittiug him, however.

The weight of evidence bore out the fact that the

man be grappled with was a man named Johnson, one
of the burglars, who had in his possession the .32

calibre revolver, and which, it was proven, was not the

one that inflicted the fatal wound. While they were
still struggling, one of the other two burglars came up,

either with, or without saying something, and fired

deliberately at Crosby's side. The wounded man
made an outcry, but still clung to the man with whom
he was in conflict, and then the same one who fired

the shot, took his revolver and beat Crosby over the

head, until he fell insensible. The wounds on the

head, which will be described later, indicated that they

were inflicted by a blunt instrument, and this was
afterwards shown to be the sight-piece on the revol-

ver, owned and proven to have been in the possession

of Hunt, the undoubted murderer of Crosby. Crosby
never regained consciousness and died within fifteen

minutes of the time of the shooting.

The first knowledge I had of the murder was at

seven o'clock the next morning, showing an unpardon-
able neglect on the part of the police or other responsi-

ble parties, in not notifying the medical examiner. I

proceeded immediately to the place of the murder, and
met the body on the road, being carried from the

house of Jacob Crosby to that of the deceased, where
I made the view, and in the afternoon of the same day
made the autopsy.

The clothing at this time had been removed from
the body, and the body was prepared for burial. I

made a search for the clothing, and found it scattered

about in the house of Jacob Crosby and that of the

deceased. An examination of the coat showed two
perforations in the lower portion of the left sleeve.

about six inches from the body ; a perforation in the

left side of the body of the coat, but no rent in the

right side ; a perforation through the vest and shirt,

and in the waistband of the trousers, on the right side.

I examined these perforations very carefully for pow-
der-stains, and signs of burning, aud found neither

present. The clothing was afterwards examined by
experts, and their opinions will be given later.

An autopsy was made on the afternoon of August
18lh, assisted by Drs. Sweetsir, Bolton and Duraut,

sixteeu hours after death. The weight of the body
was about loU pounds ; its height was 5^ feet. Rigor

mortis was present. There were two incised wounds
on the forehead, one over the upper and outer margin

i
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of the right orbit, a quarter of an iuch above the super-

ciliary riilge, an inch and an eighth long by one-fourth

of an inch wide; the other wound on the forehead was
an inch and three-quarters vertically above the inner

estreniity of the superciliary ridge, and was half an
inch long by one-fourth of an inch wide. There was
a contused wound over the upper middle portion of

the occiput, three-eighths of an iuch long by one-fourth

of an inch wide, which penetrated the scalp ; there

were aiso several minor contusions on the right side

of the face.

An examination of the chest showed a wound half

an inch by a quarter of an inch in the eighth inter-

costal space, on the left side, one inch and a half an-

terior to the axillary line and three and a half inches

below the left nipple.

There was a wound in the right flank, half an inch

by a quarter of an inch, in the mid-axillary line an

inch and a half above the crest of the ilium.

The pericardial sac contained one ounce of bloodv

fluid, but the heart was normal. No fluid was found

in the pleural cavities and there were no adhesions.

The right lung was normal ; the left lung the same
except for a slight ecchymosis in the most deoendent
portion of the lower lobe. On dissection a perforation

was found in the left anterior segment of the dia-

phragm, admitting the tip of the index finger.

The abdominal cavity contained five pints of blood.

The examination of the stomach showed two perfora-

tions in its anterior wall — a wound of entrance and

one of exit, admitting the tips of ^wo fingers ; other-

wise the stomach was normal. The path of the bullet

could then be traced by a bloody line to the under sur-

face of the right lobe of the liver, which was torn and

lacerated in several places. No other change was
noted. The intestines were not perforated, and were

normal in appearance except for slight post-mortem

discolorations.

All the other organs were found to be normal.

The course of the wound was now followed through

the muscles, to the point of exit, one inch and a half

above the crest of the ilium.

Within forty-eight hours of the time of the murder,

three men had been arrested. Hunt, Johnson and

Little, the latter of whom had been employed on the

Crosby farm during the early spring and summer, and

was particularly familiar with the hiding-place of the

gun, before mentioned ; these facts gave the first clue

to the discovery of the murderers. Within the next

few days Little became a witness for the Common-
wealth.

Soon after the murder, at the very place, or within

a foot or two of the spot where Crosby fell, was found

what was first supposed to be a bullet ; its weight and

size were such as to indicate to the non-professional

observer that it might have been fired out of the re-

volver proved to have been in the possession of Hunt
before the murder. It was sent to Professor Wood
of the Harvard Medical School, and the following in

substance was his report : The supposed bullet was

roughened, filled with holes, and these holes were filled

with gravelly dirt. In the small end, the dirt had a red-

dish color, and on removing this dirt, a small piece ot

iron or steel was found at the bottom of the cavity, and

on testing the dirt for blood pigment, none could he

found ; (he re<l color evidently was due to iron rust.

A suspicious spot on the side was also tested for blood,

with negative result ; the dirt was then removed from

the hole in the side, and it was noticed that the portion

from the inner part, came out as though it were caked,

more or less moist aud flaky, and the tests for blood

with that dirt, indicated the presence of blood pigment.

A large number of red blood-corpuscles were found

of the average measurement sj'jy of an iuch, or there-

abouts, being withiu the limit of average of human
red blood-corpuscles. The cavity in the other end was

tested with negative results. The piece of lead or

bullet was accurately weighed and found to be 222.45

grains; but, although this piece of lead had all the

appearances of a bullet, there were some doubtful

peculiarities about it, and it was presented for exami-

nation to two different experts, independently— Chas.

H. R. Dimond and George E. Russell — and it was pro-

nounced by them to be not a bullet that was ever fired

from Hunt's revolver, or any other rifled weapon.

The most natural inference, after the testimony had

been submitted, was, that it was a piece of lead used

as a curtain weight, having the appearance and shape

of an old-fashioned bullet.

Three days after the murder and twenty-four hours

after the arrest of Hunt, the pawnshops of Haverhill

were diligently searched, when it was accideutly learned

that Hunt's father had brought a revolver to the shop

of a Mr. Jewell to be pawned. Mr. Jewell volun-

teered the information that the revolver had been pur-

chased by the younger Hunt about one year previous.

This revolver was immediately taken possession of by

the police and sent to Professor Wood for examina-

tion. It had previously been cleaned, apparently with

great care. Dr. Wood reported that he looked the

revolver over very carefully aud saw no.hing to indi-

cate the presence of blood, until he examined it with

a magnifying glass, when he saw a suspicious spot on

the end of the rivet which held the sight-piece in place,

on the right front side of the sight. On examining

the sight more carefully, it was noticed that it was

quite loose, so that the point of a knife blade could

pass down the sight on either side, to a depth of one-

sixth or one-eighth of an inch, indicating that the sight

was not held tightly in its socket. He pressed on the

rivet and loosened it, and removed the sight from its

position, and saw underneath, on both the right and

left sides of the sight, quite a number of red stains,

and testing all of these, the stains on the end of the

rivet, the stains on the portion of the sight which was

visible on inspection before removal, and the staius on

both the right and the left side of the site, ou the

deeper portion, where it could not be seen without

being removed, he found that they all contained blood,

blood mixed with more or less iron rust, blood pig-

ment; on examination of the blood corpuscles with

a microscope, he found red blood-corpuscles of the

average measurement of human red blood corpuscles.

The finding of blood-stains on the sight of the re-

volver, proved conclusively, that this was the weapon
used to inflict 'the wounds described in the autopsy,

aud assumed to have been made by a blunt instrument

ou the forehead of Crosby after the shooting. The
clothing was also submitted to Dr. Wood, who found

no evi<ieuce of scorching or burning or appearance of

powder.

Dr. Frank W. Draper was called by the government

as an expert on the question of the effects of pistol-

shots upon the clothiug, with reference to the distance

from which the shots are fired. Mr. Crosby's coat

was submitted to Dr. Draper for examination, and the
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results were negative, he finding no evidence of pow-
der staining or burning. Dr. Draper procured cloth

as near tlie texture and weight of Mr. Crosby's coat

as could be found. Ten shots were tired, one being

rejected on account of an error in distance; the cart-

ridges were of .44 calibre, of Smith and Winchester
make, centre fire, and the result of the experiments

was presented to the jury in the shape of pieces of

cloth, showing the effects of the shots tired at different

distances ; the distances were from four to twenty-four

iuches. At a distance of twenty-one inches, the effects

were very indistinct, only a little singeing of the nap
of the cloth above the bullet hole being left, and a few
grains of powder lying loosely on the surface of the

fabric.

The next shot was at a distance of twenty-four

inches ; the effect was scarcely to be seen ou minute

inspection, a little singeing of the uaj) of the cloth

could be discerned above the entrance hole of the

bullet, but it had to be examined with the greatest

care to be discovered. Dr. Draper stated that in his

opinion, and to the best of his judgment, the distance

that Hunt stood from Crosby when he (ired the fatal

shot, was above eighteen inches and probably above
twenty-two inches range.

Hunt and Johnson were tried at the February term
of the Suiierior Criminal t ourt holdeu at Salem, Feb-

ruary, 1895, Justices Bond and liraley presiding.

District Attorney Moody conducted the case for the

government ably, and Messrs. Brickett, Jones, Hurl-

burt and Bartlett for the defence. The jury returned

a verdict of manslaughter, and the prisoners were
sentenced to twenty years in State's Prison.

REPORT OF THE LEEMAN MURDER.^

On the evening of April 26, 1892, about 9.20

o'clock, I was called to the residence of Collin A.
Leeman, who had been found assaulted on one of the

principal streets in Brockton. I found him in a dazed
condition, and bleeding freely from wounds on the

head. There were two incised wounds ; one on the

back of the head (transverse), the other just to the

left of the median line (longitudinal). Each wound
was two and one-half iuches in length. There was a

severe bruise under the left ear ; another, on left side

of chin, with considerable swelling. Scratches were
found on the back of both hands and wrists. He
knew me and talked about his injuries, but was un-

able to remember how they occurred. I dressed the

wounds and put him to beil, not considering the inju-

ries serious. I learned from his wife that lie was
found by some young men about a quarter of a mile

from his house, and they assisted hiiA home; that he

had been robbed, as his watch, and pocket-book, and a

shot-bag, in which he carried his change, were missing.

Ou my way home 1 met the police, and with them,
looked over the ground. We found signs of a scuffle,

and, down an embankment, marks on the ground
where something had been dragged. We found the

man's dinner-pail, knife and key.

Just after miiinight I was called again to see Lee-

man, his wife, a short time before, having found

> liead Iwfore tlie Miusacbuaette Me<lico-I,egal Society, February G.

that she could not wake him ; he was in a comatose

condition, with paralysis of the right side ; he re-

mained in the same condition until about noon, when
he died.

In the afternoon 1 made an autopsy. I found the

wounds as described. The one on the back of the

head was simply a tlesh wound ; the one ou the top of

the head extended through to the skull. Ou removing
the scalp, the whole left side of the skull was seen to

be covered with a thin clot and a fracture of the skull

without any depressions was found, about one and one-

half inches long, corresponding with the wound of the

scal(). On removing the calvarium, the fracture was
found to extend through, rupturing one of the branches

of the middle meningeal artery. A clot seven inches

by five and one-half inches, and one and one-half

inches thick was found external to the dura mater on

the left side. The brain was somewhat engorged, and

showed a few small clots in its substauce. At the

posterior lobe of the cerebrum, iu the median fissure,

was a clot about the size of a bean.

All the other organs were normal.

Collin A. Leeman was a barber and repairer of

watches ; he was about five feet, six inches in height,

and was club-footed on the left side. On the night of

the assault two ladies called at his shop with reference

to repairing a clock; they had some conversation with

him, and noticed a man in the chair, but could not

identify him. The police were unable to get any
trace of the party who committed the assault until the

spring of 1895, -when word was sent them that a

woman could tell them something about the Leeman
murder. After a severe questioniug, they learned

from the sister-in-law of a man named Albee that ou

the night of April 26, 1892, he came to her bouse

about nine o'clock; in going into the kitchen a few

minutes later she found him putting a pair of shoes

and overalls into the stove ; she noticed blood on them.

His reason for destroying them was, he said, that he

had been on a hen-raid and was afraid the police would
find him. Afterward he told her he was at Leeman's
shop that evening, and while there two ladies came in ;

and he gave her the same conversation as the ladies

had stated they had. He also told her he came near

being caught, as he met a man near the place of the

assault with two dogs; this man watched him. The
officers found a gentleman (a physician) who said he

saw a man near the place of the assault, and described

Albee. Albee was arrested in the spriugof 1895, and

an indictment was fouud by the grand jury. He was
tried in October, 1895, for murder. The defeuce was
an alibi.

A woman was brought from Rhode Island, where
Albee had been living, who testified that he was try-

ing to have her live with him, and said if she would not,

he would kill her as he did the club-footed barber in

Brockton. He said he did not intend to have killed

him, that he liad a hard tussle with him and he found

after a few days he hud only taken a |)art of the

money, as he threw the shot-bag away (this bag was

fouud near the place the day after the assault, and iu

it were two five-dollar bills). Part of a sword-fish's

snout was found at the house in Brockton where
Albee slopjied ; and in Rhode Island an old-fashioned

wallet was found which Mrs. Leeman identified as her

husband's. Parlies testified they saw Albee when be

went into his brother's house April 26, 1892 ; he was

running.
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The accused said he was not in Brockton that night,

and had respectable witnesses who said he was work-
ing four miles away, although they could not say
where he was that night. The Commonwealth was
unfortunate in having some of its most important wit-

nesses of an inferior kind, and the prisoner was ac-

quitted.

CASES OF CONVULSIONS OF DOUBTFUL ETI-
OLOGY.i

BY HENET JACKSON, M.D.

I WISH to call the attention of the Society l,o a few
cases of convulsions in all of which the etiology was
obscure. In two we have additional light thrown upon
the cases by a post-mortem examination.

In the first case it seems to me fair to assume that

lead-poisoning was the cause of the convulsions, this

being a rare though well-recognized cause of convul-

sions, one of the forms of so-called lead encephal-
opathy.

Case I. R. F., twenty-one years of age and a painter

by trade, entered the Boston City Hospital August
18, 1895. He was unconscious on entrance, and the

following account was obtained from his sister.

His father died of lead-poisoning at the age of

thirty-two. The mother died of a chronic lung
disease ; one sister and one brother have had some
chronic lung disease. R. F.'s health was good up to

one year ago, when he complained of pain in the left

side ; for three mouths he had been troubled with in-

definite pains and weakness in his wrists, which
made it ditflcult for him to paint, but he worked until

one week before entrance to the hospital, when he had
been obliged to stop work on account of absolute in-

ability to raise the wrist. For three days there had
been some swelling of the face ; none of the hands or

feet. He had had severe pains all over, especially in

the arms and legs.

At 9 o'clock on August 18th he had a convulsion ;

and the convulsions returned at intervals of twenty
minutes up to the time of entrance to the hospital at

5.30 p. M. His sister described these convulsions as

violent, with contortions of the face, and violent

movements of the legs and arms. He had not been
rational since the first convulsion.

When brought to the hospital he was unconscious,

very restless, constantly throwing himself about so

that restraint was necessary to keep him in bed. His
face was somewhat swollen ; no edema of the feet or

hands ; tongue coated ; lead line ou the gums. ' Heart
area and sounds not abnormal. Liver, lungs and
spleen not abnormal. There was paralysis of the ex-

tensors of the forearm, causing complete wrist-drop.

A moderate amount of urine was drawn by catheter,

and later in the day the bed was soaked with urine

more than once.

Soon after he came to the hospital there was a con-

vulsion which lasted three minutes. This convulsion
was general in character, and violent ; the pulse was
very rapid, aud felt with difficulty. No more convul-
sions came during the night but the patient was rest'

less, requiriog to be tied in bed.

August ]9th. Marked stupor. He did not reply
to questions. No paralysis, except that of the exten-
sors noted. Pupils not abnormal. Urine : specific

' Read before the Clinical Section of the Sutfolk District Medical
Society, December 18, 1695.

gravity 1.017; high in color; trace of albumin; in

the sediment numerous hyaline, granular and brown
granular casts ; a little abnormal blood.

August 20th. Patient was stupid, but answered
questions when roused. The swelling of the face was
less marked. Heart not abnormal. Examination
of the fundus oculi negative. Iodide of potash in

small doses was ordered.

August 24th. In good condition. Absolute wrist-

drop.

August 27th. Up and dressed. Appetite good.

Urine negative in all respects.

August 28th. An examination of the blood

showed a normal number of red corpuscles and an
absence of leucocytosis, the white corpuscles being 1

to 300 reds.

R. F. was in the hospital until September 17th, and
during this time no untoward symptoms appeared.

The wrist-drop continued.

Temperature and Pulse.
Aug. 18: temp. 104.2°, pulse IS5.

Aug. 19; A. M., temp. 102^, pulse 140; p. m., temp. 100=', pulse 140.

Aug. 20: A. M., temp. 100=, pulse 145; P. M., temp. 100', pulse 140.

Aug. 21; A. M., temp. 99^, pulse HO; P. M., temp. 100=, pulse 110.

From this time on the temperature was practically

normal, while the pulse was rapid until the first of

September.

In November I tried to find R. F. He had moved
from South Boston, his former home, and all I could

find out was from friends, who said he had had no re-

turn of the convulsions and was perfectly well with
the exception of the paralysis of the armS, which
still continued, though less marked.

In this case the diagnosis of lead-poisoning was
definite

;
pains and gradually increasing weakness of

the extensors of the forearm leading to absolute

paralysis; lead line. The only doubtful sign was the

edema of the face noticed at entrance ; his sister said

this was not present until the convulsions came on.

There was also a very extensive and marked acne
eruption, apparently the result of iodide of potash,

which may have caused the swelling. Against the

existence of renal disease we have no history sugges-

tive of renal disease, no general edema, no diminu-
tion of urine, no cardiac hypertrophy, no retinal

changes, and a rapid disappearance of the albuminuria
and casts. There was no evidence of syphilis to be
derived from the history or the physical examination ;

no arterio-sclerosis.

The convulsions were much more severe and pro-

longed than are usually seen in the first convulsions of

a beginning epilepsy, and we have no history of epi-

leptoid convulsions previous to this attack. No proof
can be offered that lead was the cause of the convul-
sions ; but in the absence of any other cause I think
I may consider lead as rhe probable cause of these
severe convulsions, associated with or intercurrent in

a well-marked case of lead paralysis.

The literature devoted to lead encephalopathy, and
especially to lead as a cause of convulsions is not ex-
tensive. Eichhorst and Strumpell mention lead as a
cause of convulsions. Flint devotes a page to " Sa-
turnine Encephalopathy," giving essentially a resume
of Tanquerel's elaborate essay on this subject. Flint
agrees with Tanquerel as to the gravity of the symp-
tom, detailing especially the frequent association of

coma, convulsions and delirium dependent upon lead-

poisoning. Osier, under the head of lead-poisoning,
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says. " epilepsy is not uncoiuiuoii, aud in (its devel-

oped ill tile adult lead should always be considered.

"

Tauquerel, in his monograph on lead-poisoning, de-

votes several chapters to •' Lead Encephalopathy,"
in which is included a description of lead convulsions.

As Taiiquerel's work is the classic to which appar-

ently all subsequent writers refer, I give a short

resume of his description of this form of lead-poison-

ing. Lead encephalopathy may manifest itself by
various morbid phenomena, such as delirium, coma,
convulsions, accompanied or not by the loss of one or

more of the special senses. Encephalopathy is of all

the diseases produced by lead the rarest, Tanquerel
citing 70 cases only.

Tanquerel makes the following classification of

cases of cerebral disturbance due to lead :

(1) Delirium.

(2) Comatose form.

(3) Convulsive form.

(4) Combination of the three preceding forms.

The third, convulsive form, is rarely found alone,

but usually associated with other forms of lead en-

cephalopathy. Three subdivisions are made of this

form of the cerebral type of lead-poisoning, namely :

(a) Partial convulsions, usually associated with
severe headache, delirium, etc.

(i) General convulsions. Rapid shocks, rather than
complete convulsive movements, and without a com-
plete loss of consciousness.

(c) Epilepsy ; 36 cases observed by Tanquerel.

A cooiplete aud severe epileptic seizure is graphi-

cally described by Tanquerel. Many fits may occur

in a day, thirty-four having been noted in twenty-four

hours. Prolonged coma usually follows, deep in char-

acter aud lasting for hours and perhaps days.

As distinguishing epileptic seizures due to lead from
idiopathic epilepsy Tanquerel notes : (1) the absence
of an aura; (2) the fits are longer than in epilepsy ;

(3) severe aud prolonged coma usually follows the

convulsions. The prognosis is grave, many of the

cases ending fatally.

1 have found little to add to Tauquerel's description ;

and, in fact, most writers speak of the existence of

such a disease, referring to his detailed descriptions of

the symptoms.
Dr. \. \. Stewart re|)orts sixteen cases of lead con-

vulsions in a recent number of the American Journal

of Medical Sciences (Vol. CIX, p. 288) ; these oc-

curred in individuals who had eaten largely of buns
colored with chrome yellow. In eight of these cases

the symptoms of lead-poisoning were marked, includ-

ing colic, lead line, in several cases lead in the urine

and cachexia. In the other eij;ht cases the symptoms
of lead-poisoning were not so definite, though in all

lea'l was found in the viscera post-mortem, in the

urine during life, or a marked lead line was seen.

Ten of the cases ended in death.

Stewart has made previous reports of some of these

cases, as in the Philadelphia A/edical AeiDS (Vol. L,

p. 676). In this article he reports the history of the

family of a baker who made the chrome-yellow buns.

Out of his family of nine members, six had convulsions

and four died. In two years he lost a wife and six

children of convulsions, while his second wife had lead-

poisoning. Cheiijical examination of these buns showed
that they contained each two grains of the chromate of

lead, giving them not only the rich yellow color at-

tributable to butter aud eggs, but also a sweetish taste.

In the Philadelphia Medical A^ews (Vol. LI, p. 753)
Stewart gives a preliminary report of the cases of

lead-poisoning due to these same buns, 64 cases in all.

Lead encephalopathy occurred in 15 cases. Eclampsia
occurred in 1 1 cases. In 10 of the cases of eclampsia

there preceded other manifestations of leadi)oisoiiing,

as cachexia, colic, pains in the joints, etc. Plight of

these cases were fatal ; in five fatal cases where the

viscera were examined, lead was found in all. Stewart
speaks of the convulsions as severe and the coma as

prolonged. No aura was observed in these cases,

though Stewart noticed an aura in one of bis list of

16 cases subsequently published.

It is ditlicult to see why Stewart should have met
with such a large proportion of cases of cerebral dis-

turbance in the bun-poisoning series. Many of his

patients had eaten a very large number of the buns so

that the symptoms may be spoken of as subacute,

rather than chronic. I have found no series of cases

in any way comparable in point of interest to Stew-
art's, nor, as it seems to me, so conclusive of the im-

portance which lead may play in the etiology of con-

vulsions.

Dr. Putnam,' in the re|)ort which he made as to the

occurrence of lead in the urine of patients not present-

ing the classical symptom of plumbism, reports his

results in eight cases of epilepsy. Lead was found in

three cases. Two of these cases suffered from petit

mal, and otherwise presented no symptoms except

anemia. In the third case petit mal of some years'

duration was followed by a true epileptic seizure;

there was pallor aud a partial paralysis of the exten-

sors of the right arm.

In this paper Dr. Putnam reports the case of a

young lady who had for several years been subject to

" fainting spells " without convulsions, followed by
headache and dizziness. She used drinking-water

which came through a lead pipe twenty feet long.

Finally, severe convulsions came on, followed by pro-

longed loss of consciousness. When seen by Dr. Put-

nam, there was a lead line on the gums, and there was
paralysis of the extensors of the wrists, with atrophy.

The next case which I have to report is one of con-

vulsions occurring in amyloid degeneration of the kid-

ney, complicated by alcoholic excess.

Case II. Woman, M. C, married, twenty eight

years of age, entered the Boston City Hospital Septem-
ber 27, 1894. Family history negative. She said she

had always been well until the preceding summer,
when ^he had an attack similar to the present, and

was confined to the house for two weeks. She had
used alcohol to excess, and denied venereal disease,

though it was later found out that she had had syphilis.

Four days before her entrance to the hospital nausea

and vomiting came on ; she had been drinking hard
for some time. Diarrhea followed the vomiting ; and
both continued, resulting in great weakness. She said

she had not slept since the attack came on, and com-
plained of great abdominal pain. Examination showed
a very nervous woman, constantly tossing to and fro

on the bed ; face flushed ; physical development good ;

pupils somewhat contracted ; the tongue had a thick,

white coat. The area of heart dulness was somewhat
increased and the apex beat was seen in the mammillary
line; in the lungs a few coarse rales were heard at the

bases; the liver and spleen were not enlarged. The
abdomen was not tender, was lax, not tympanitic and

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, vol, cxvil, p. 99.
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showed no rose spots. There was no edema of the

legs ; the knee-jerks were present. Along the nerve
trunks there was moderate tenderness.

She was delirious at night, and on the 29th became
so noisy and unmanageable that she was transferred to

a private room. On entrance the urine showed the

presence of about one-half per cent, of albumin ; specific

gravity 1.018; in the sediment numerous hyaline and
granular casts. A fair amount was passed, but could

not be measured as most of it was passed with the

stools or involuntarily. Two days later some fatty

elements were found and waxy casts.

During the afternoon of the 29th, convulsions, tonic

and clonic in character came on ; the head was thrown
back, the eyes were rolled up and the tongue was
bitten; three convulsions occurred in the afternoon

and ten during the night. After each convulsion the

periods of unconsciousness were longer, and on the

the 30th there was complete unconsciousness.

Throughout her stay in the hospital her temperature
was normal, and the pulse was about 100, until just

before death when it rose to 130.

Post-mortem examination showed the following

pathological conditions : Purulent peritonitis, probably

secondary to gonorrheal salpingitis ; heart somewhat
dilated and hypertrophied ; visceral syphilis ; amyloid
disease of kidney, spleen and liver; syphilitic hepatitis,

with small gummata.
I had considered the case as undoubtedly one of

uremia until my attention was called to the possibility

that the convulsions were the result of chronic alco-

holism, the " rum fits " of police parlance. The peri-

tonitis was not recognized during life, so that the

vomiting, followed by convulsions, seemed to point to

uremia as the most probable cause of the convulsions.

There was no evidence of central nerve lesion, and
the large amount of albumin showed that there was
disease of the kidney.

In this case the alcoholic excess was undoubtedly
the essential exciting factor; but in the light of the

autopsy I think my original diagnosis of uremia can

be maintained.

The third case is of especial interest to me, as my
diagnosis of uremia and delirium tremens was dis-

proved by the autopsy.

Case III. E. H., twenty-nine years, single, entered

the Boston City Hospital September 23, 1895. Fam-
ily history good in all respects. He was a piano

polisher. He admitted that he had used alcohol to

excess. The foreman of his shop said he took a very

large amount of whiskey ; he took several drinks in

the morning, drank during the day a pint of whiskey,
had several drinks before supper, and during the eve-

ning drank beer. The same story was told by his

family. He worked hard ; we have therefore a his-

tory of great alcoholic excess combined with hard
work, as be had not been away from the shop for four

years.

He had never been sick until the last year or so.

During the last year he had not felt as well as usual ;

there had been occasional vomiting in the morning ;

on occasions he had been dizzy! Once he had fallen

down stairs— according to the patient's statement two
years before, but, according to his sister, six months
before his entrance to the hospital. The history of

the fall was that at 7 o'clock in the evening he felt

dizzy as he stood at the top of a flight of steps, knew
that he should fall, and did fall to the bottom ; after

the accident he was unconscious for about two hours,
but had no convulsions, and on the following day was
all right and went to work. Since this attack he had
frequently been dizzy, but had never been unconscious
and had not fallen again.

Patient said his urine was abundant, pale, and that

he had to pass water several times during the night.

At noon September 23d, he felt dizzy as he was
walking on Washington Street, went into a druggists,

then walked to a doctor's office, and later he was
brought to the hospital in the police ambulance. There
had been no convulsions and he was not unconscious.
The history — such as it is — was given by the pa-

tient the morning after he entered the hospital : at

this time he said that he felt all right and wished to

go home.
He appeared to be a man of intelligence ; was well

developed and nourished ; his speech was thick. Thor-
acic and abdominal examination negative. Tremor
of the hands ; patellar reflex present. Shortly after

he entered the hospital he had a clonic convulsion last-

ing seven minutes ; the tongue was bitten ; conscious-

ness was soon recovered. One hour later he had a

second convulsion lasting six minutes ; during the

somnolence which followed the pupils were contracted
and dilated upon recovery. Urine passed soon after

;

contained a trace of albumin.
Towards night on the 24th of September the patient

was very nervous and restless, later becoming violently

delirious, so that restraint by camisole was necessary.

Bromides and chloral were given as soon as the rest-

lessness appeared.

The following examination of the urine was made
September 24th : Color yellow ; acid ; specific gravity

1.005; very slight trace of albumin; no sugar; an
occasional hyaline cast in the sediment and many crys-

tals of uric acid.

September 25th, he was delirious all day, not being
rational for a moment; during the night he had four

slight convulsions.

September 26tb, he was much weaker, usually quiet.

His respiration became shallow, and he died in the

afternoon.

An autopsy was performed by Dr. Stedman. The
heart was not abnormal. The kidneys showed no
macroscopic evidence of disease. The brain was some-
what edematous. Diagnosis : death from delirium
tremens.

lu this case the history of attacks of dizziness of

some months' duration, the large amount of urine

passed, and the occasional vomiting lead me to suppose
that I had to treat a case of uremia. I found no en-

largement of the heart ; there was no edema.
This case is of interest as proving, beyond any

reasonable doubt, that fatal epileptiform convulsions

may occur in alcoholic poisoning independent of renal

disease. Until the occurrence of convulsions due to

alcohol was brought up, in discussiug my second case,

I did not know that such a cause was recognized. In

a careful search through a good many articles upon
delirium tremens, I have found convulsions mentioned
only by Dr. Cheever in his " Lectures on Surgery."
On page 40 Dr. Cheever says, in speaking of acute

alcoholism :
" He easily passes to another state wherein

alcoholism terminates in positive convulsions ; and
they are a well-known occurrence— not very frequent,

but they do occur; are distinctly epileptiform in char-

acter and quite severe."
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Clinical SDepartment.

HOUll-GLASS STOMACH DUE TO CICATRIZA-
TION OF GASTRIC ULCER."

Operation by Anastomosis between the Cardiac
AND Pyloric Portions by a New Method : Re-
covery WITH Restoration of Health.

UV FRAKCIS S. WATSON, M.D.,

Visiting Surgeon to the Boston City Hospital; Instructor in Genito-
urinary Suryery, Harvard Medical School, Boston.

Seven years ago, the patient, a woman aged thirty-

two, had an attack of jaundice accompanied by pain in

the epigastrium and vomiting of blood. She remained

well for two years after recovering from this attack,

when the following symptoms appeared: eructations

of wiuil, nausea, and tenderness in the epigastrium,

these being most marked immediately after taking

food. The symptoms gradually increased in severity

and for the last three years she has been in almost

constant pain. Vomiting began nine mouths ago, and

has occurred almost daily ever since, with the excep-

tion of five weeks when the patient was fed by rectal

enemata. Within the last year she has lost forty

pounds in weight, and weighs now eighty-seven pounds.

Menstruation has been absent for six mouths. She is

very weak and can scarcely walk. There is no look

of cachexia, but great pallor and emaciation, and she

is in a very critical condition.

The abdominal wall is retracted and rigid. On the

left side of the epigastrium there is an area of tender-

ness, and an ill defined ioduration and swelling.

Operation, September 13, 1895. A V-shaped inci-

sion, as shown in Fig. 1, was made in the epigastrium,

and the stomach exposed. At a point one-third of the

way from its duodenal end was a hard mass of cicatrix,

circular in form, involving the larger part of the cir-

cumference of the organ and constricting it very nar-

rowly. The constriction did not seem to be of a can-

cerous nature, but rather to be due to the cicatrization

of former ulcers of the stomach (see Fig. 2).

The writer had expected to find cancerous disease

of the stomach or duodenum. In the face of the con-

ditions described above, gastro-enterostomy or a plastic

operation by division of the stricture longitudinally, and
suturing it transversely after the manner of the pyloro-

plastic operation, or resection of the cicatrix, were, so

far as the author knew, the only operations that were
applicable. It seemed to him that it would be better,

however, to establish an anastomosis between the

upper and lower parts of the stomach, instead of be-

tween the stomach and the intestine, and in this way
to retain the useful function of the natural outlet of

the stomach. The pyloro-plastic operation was not

selected because of the great amount of cicatricial

tissue present, and the difficulty of securing a suffi-

ciently wide opening. Resection of the cicatrix, and
union of the two jjortions of the stomach afterward
seemed to involve greater danger than the operation

which suggested itself to the writer— as mentioned
above.

Anastomosis between the two ends of the stomach
was accomplished in the following way : The pyloric

portion and the first part of the duodenum were lifted

upward and turned over upon the cardiac portion (the

constricted part acting as a hinge), and united to it by

' Ii«ad before the Surgical Section of the Sutfoik District Medical
Society, February G, 1896.

a single row of fine silk sutures in the form of an
ellipse, four inches in length, and one inch and a half

in width. One suture was left long on either side of

the ends of the ellipse, to indicate the space enclosed

by the line of sutures, and to serve as a guide for mak-
ing the communicating incisions in the stomach (see

Figs. 3 and 4). The sutured surfaces were somewhat
nearer the greater than the lesser curvature of the

stomach.

This complete joining of the two portions before

making the communicating incisions between them
was done in order to avoid spilling any of the stomach
contents into the peritoneal cavity, and is, so far as

the author can learn, an original method.
The operation was now continued as follows : The

only way to gain access to the surfaces united within

the sutured ellipse, was by making an incision through
the upper part of the turned over pyloric portion (see

Fig. 5). Tiirough this opening, a communicating in-

cision, three inches in length, between the two por-

tions of the stomach, united within the sutured ellipse,

was made ; this allowed examination of the stricture

from within the stomach. The stricture was found to

be dense and non-dilatable, and barely admitted the

little finger. The edges of the communicating inci-

sions were sewed over and over, so as to prevent their

uniting (see Fig. 6). The patient's condition at this

point being critical, the incision through the pyloric

portion of the stomach, which had given access to its

interior, was rapidly sutured, the stomach returned to

the abdomen, and the abdominal wound completely
closed.

SUBSEQUENT COURSE.

The patient rallied twelve hours after the operation.

She vomited twice in the first twenty-four hours, but

not afterward, and she was free from all pain after the

second day. She was kept on nutrient enemata for

the first five days, then fed by the mouth very cau-

tiously with liquids. On the tenth day she was given
solid food ; on the twenty-first day she was eating

heartily, and was out of bed.

At the end of the first day, after taking food by the

mouth, she said with conviction that she was sure

there was a free exit from the stomach for all food taken

into it, that the passage of food was painless, and felt

natural.

The return of strength and gain in weight were
rapid. On the 2d of November, she had gained eleven

pounds. December 29th, three months and a half after

the operation, there had been a further gain in weight
of eleven pounds, making in all twenty-two pounds,

and at the date of this publication she has added eight

more, making in all a gain of thirty pounds during the

six mouths. The patient's general condition was ex-

cellent, and she had resumed her work, that of a cook.

It is now (February 5, 1896) nearly five months since

the operation ; the total gain in weight is twenty-seven
pounds, and the patient remains in excellent health

and is hard at work.

At the time I operated, I was not aware that any
operation like this had been done before, but subse-

quently found this was not the case. Wolfler per-

formed a similar operation for the first time upon a

female thirty-seven years old, on May 22, 1894.

Four months later he reported the case.^ At that

time the patient was in excellent condition, had gained

' BeitrSge zur klin. Chir., illi, 1, 1894.
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steadily in weight, and appeared to be fnlly restored

to health. Eiselsberg ' followed with a second case

in September of the same year. My case, therefore,

is the third so far as I can learn. " Eiselsberg's pa-

tient was a woman twenty-eight years old, who had
symptoms of pyloric stenosis with hematemesis ; a

hard tumor could be felt in the region of the stomach.

On the 25th of October, 1894, laparotomy showed an

hour-glass contraction of the stomach (the constriction

being nearly in the middle of the organ), due to au

nicer of the stomach which had cicatrized upon the

anterior wall, forming a hard cicatricial mass nearly

encircling the entire circumference of the organ. The
incision in the pyloric end in this case was unfortu-

nately carried too close to the strictured portion, and
indeed extended somewhat into it, which resulted in a

tearing out of the sutures on the second day, from
which there resulted a fatal peritonitis.

Fig. 1.

A B, Line of incision.

The writer would call special attention to his

method of making the anastomosis in this case. It

has the advantage over previous methods of making it

easier to prevent the pouring out of stomach or intes-

tinal contents into the peritoneal cavity. The long

sutures left at each corner of the ellipse, when drawn
upon, define its form and limits, so that the communi-
cating incisions can be safely made.

The opportunity to do this operation must necessa-

rily be rare, because of the relative infrequency of the

condition for the relief of which it is applicable, and

because in a certain number of cases its performance

will be embarra«ed by the presence of adhesions

which will so restrict the mobility of the stomach as to

make it impossible to turn one part over upon the

other ; when, however, it is practicable to do this, the

operation seems to the writer to possess decided ad-

vantages as compared with others in vogue.

The illustrations— intended to be diagramatic only

— are from photographs of a model of a stomach, and

represent the different stages of the operation, with

the exception of Fig. 6, in which the stomach is re-

turned to its original position in order to show the

= Arch. f. klin. Chir., 1895, Band 60, Heft 4.

sntares uniting the two portions of the stomach, and

the communicating incisions between them.

Sbows the position of the stricture.

Fig. 3.

This shows the pyloric end laid upon the cardiac end of the stom-
ach, and united by the ellipse of sutures, one side of which is shown
tf. f.). g. g. is the incision through which the interior of the pyloric
part of the stomach was entered after the two parts of the stomach
were wholly united — in order to make the communicating incisions.

Fig. 4.

A, Esophagtis. B, Cardiac end of stomach. C. Pyloric end of
stomach. D, Stricture. E, Duodenum. F F F F. Sutures left long
to indicate the line of sutures joining the two parts of the stomach.
gg, A part of the suture joining the two parts of stomach. Fig. 4
shows the other side of the two united parts of the stomach.

This shows the incision through the upper surface of the pyloric

lortion of the stomach (f f) and the four long sutures (F F F F) which
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Fig. 6.

The stomach is here represented as being turned back

position iu order to show the fttnn (A A A A f the sutured areas

which uuited the two parte of the stomach. The commuuicating in-

cisions (B B) and the position of the four long sutures (CC C C) which

served as guides to Indicate the limits of the sutured areas.

A REPORT OF TWO CASES OF INFANTILE
SCURVY."

BY JOHN LOTETT MORSE, A.M., M.D.,

Phusician to Out-Patients at the Boston City Hospital and at the West

End Nursery and Infants' Hospital.

It was uot kuown until comparatively recently that

scurvv occurred in infancy. Cheadle and Barlow in

England, Heubner in Germany, and Nortbrup and

Rotch iu tliis country were among the first to recog-

nize it and call attention to its importance. During

the last two years many cases have been reported by

those especially interested in the diseases of children

which bear witness to the comparative frequency of

the disease. The facta that most of these cases were

seen iu consultation and that the disease was over-

looked by several physicians in my own cases show

that it is not as yet generally recognized, and form the

excuse for this report.

The disease has been so admirably described by

several authors recently, that it seems hardly neces-

sary to take it up again in detail. It is a constitu-

tional disease closely associated with imperfect nutri-

tion and is the result of the persistent deprivation of

fresh food. Hence it is almost invariably met with in

infants who have been fed on some of the proprietary

foods. It has been denied, notably by Nortbrup and

Rotch, that sterilization of milk can cause scurvy.

My second case and three recently reported by Starr '

seem to prove the contrary. Pasteurization, however,

can certainly not produce it. The disease is character-

ized by anemia, ulcerative stomatitis, and a teudeucy

to hemorrhage. The most frequent and characteristic

seat for the hemorrhage is under the periosteum of the

long bones, the results being swelling, extreme tender-

ness, and pseudo-paralysis. Death occurs from ex-

haustion. The treatment is to give a proper, fresh

food, and to administer lemon-juice or orange-juice.

Recovery almost always takes place under proper

treatment, even in the most advanced cases. As a

rule it is extremely rapid.

Helen M., the llrst child of healthy parents, was

born December 3, 1894. She never nursed but was

fed on " Nestle's Food " for the first three mouths.

As she had considerable gastro-iutestinal disturbance

> Rea^l before the Clinical Section of the .Suffolk Dietrict Medical

Society, December 18, 1^'*5.

> American Journal Medical Sciences^ 1895, cz, 652.

while taking tliis it was changed to " Horlick's Malted

Milk " which she continued to take until she was ten

months old. when I first saw her. While taking this

food she did uot vomit and had normal dejections.

When three mouths old she is said to have had an

attack of influeuza complicated by suppression of urine

for two da) 8 and diminished secretion for two weeks.

Recovery was complete, however.

Early in July, when seveu months old, it was

noticed that she did not use her legs and that her feet

were tender. After a few weeks she began to draw

up her knees and soon held them completely flexed.

Her mouth began to be sore about the first of August.

The tenderness in the legs increased steadily, and

about the middle of September swelling was noted iu

both knees and both ankles. At this time swelling

was also noted at both wrists. 1 first saw her October

8, 1895, when she was ten months old. She had then

been kept on a pillow for several weeks because of

the excessive pain which any movement caused. Even

bathing had been omitted for the last fortnight.

She was fairly developed and somewhat emaciated.

The skin was dry and pale. There were a few pur-

puric spots here and there on the body and extrem-

ities. Only the lower edges of the two upper middle

incisors were visible, the body of the teeth being cov-

ered by the dark-purple, swollen gum. The same

condition, but to a less marked degree, was present

about the four lower incisors. The heart, lungs, and

abdomen were normal. She was unable to sit up

alone, but when supported the spine showed a marked

general kyphosis, greatest in the lower dorsal region:

There were no signs of rickets beyond a slight rosary.

Both wrists were swollen, the swelling being most

marked about the lower epiphysis and diapbysis on

each side. They were not tender or painful and all

the motions of the arms were normal. The child lay

on her back with the thighs flexed on the body and

the knees flexed to a right angle on the thighs. There

was a marked swelling about the lower epiphysis and

diaphysis of the left femur, which was very tender but

not hot or red. The same condition was present on

the right, but to a less degree. The motions at the

hips and ankles were normal except that there was ab-

normal mobility in the right ankle as the result of lax

lioaments. No motion whatever was allowed at the

knees. There was moderate edema of the feet. The

child cried out in terror when approached, so great

was her fear of being touched.

She was given a carefully modified milk from the

Walker-Gorilon laboratory and ordered to take the

juice of a lemon daily.

In a week she could be moved a good deal without

pain, the swelling at both wrists and knees was much

diminished, the knees were held almost extended and

could be flexed about three-quarters of the normal

amount, while the mouth was much improved. In

another week she had shed her pillow, was being

bathed regularly, could be held sittiug up, held her

legs almost extended and had begun to use them.

Motion was completely normal in the right knee and

almost normal in the left. The swelling at the knees

was almost gone and that at the wrists entirely so.

The mouth was well, and she had another tooth.

Orange-juice was now substituted for the lemon-juice

and continued for several weeks. At the end of the

third week she sat up alone, and the spine was straight

and perfectly flexible. She continued to improve

1
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steadily ; but when last seen, about the first of Decem-
ber, had not begun to try to creep or stand.

The second case is a much less marked one, but

illustrates the earlier symptoms. Baby C, the eight-

months-old son of a physician, was seen in the spring

of 1894. He had always been fed regularly with

proper amounts of a modified milk which had been
vigorously sterilized. He had always been well, but

had taken less food for a mouth or two and had lost

some weight. Two weeks before he had tumbled over

on ihe bed and was thought to have doubled his legs

under him. He cried a good deal for the next twenty-

four hours, and disliked to have his legs, especially the

right, moved. Frequent examinations made by his

father at the time and afterwards were negative. He
continued to have more or less pain and tenderness in

his legs, and cried vigorously whenever moved.
Examination showed a fairly developed and nour-

ished child with a large, slightly rhachitic head, slight

rosary, and slight enlargement of epiphyses at wrists.

He had no teeth and the gums were normal. He pre-

ferred to lie on his back with his right knee flexed

and cried out when the back or legs were moved, the

right leg being the more tender. Passive movements
were all normal, however, and physical examination

was otherwise negative. The temperature was and
had been normal. The case was considered to be one
of scurvy and the fall merely a coincidence. He was
put on an uncooked modified milk and given syrup of

the iodide of iron and small doses of lemon-juice. As
there was no improvement in the right leg in the

course of a week and the tenderness in the left leg

was increasing, he was put on a Bradford frame and
the right leg put up in a light plaster. The lemon-

juice was omitted and he was given the juice of half

an orange daily. The plaster was kicked off nine

days later and the next day he was taken off the

frame. Recovery was apparently complete at that

time, and there has been no recurrence.

These cases are instructive in that they represent

both the mild and the severe types of the disease. In

the first case a positive diagnosis of Pott's disease had

been made and an unfavorable prognosis given, while

in the second infantile paralysis and fracture or sepa-

ration of the epiphysis had been considered. Both
showed slight evidences of rickets, and responded

quickly to proper treatment.

a^cbicai ^rogrejefjBS.

RECENT PROGRESS IN ORTHOPEDIC SUR-
GERY.

BY B. H. BRADFORD, M.D., AND E. G. BKiCKETT, M.D.

(Concluded from No. 13, p. 320.)

THREE OBSERVATIONS ON OSTEOTOMY OF THE FEMUR
FOR VICIOUS ANKYLOSIS.

Le Dentu '* considers the operation of osteotomy
by three methods, that of the transverse section, the

oblique osteotomy and cuneiform incision.

In the first, that of transverse section, he shows
that the fragments correspond at their posterior borders

and are therefore, in reality, floating in the midst of

the soft structures, and there is great deviation from

» Kevne d'Orthop^dle, Marcli 1, I8:i6.

the normal line due to an imperfectly antagonized

force of the adductors. The superior fragment pre-

sents its face to the posterior surface of the lower

fragment, hence the resulting shortening equal to the

thickening of the femur, and a decided loss of strength.

In oblique section the cut is made on an angle of

forty degrees to the antro-posterior plane, and before

finishing, the leg is rotated externally, while at the

same time, the lower fragment is brought upward and
outward. In spite of effort, the operation has always

been attended by a shortening of at least four centi-

metres, as in this the fragments touch only at their

borders, the length is sacrificed to strength, and there

are osseous angles projecting into the soft parts.

In cuneiform excision, to which he gives decided

preference, there is a perfect coaptation of the surfaces

of the sections. In correcting the adduction during

the operation, it is necessary to make the plane of the

superior fragment more oblique than that of the in-

ferior. The objection to this method is that the

shortening may be greater that in others, although

continual extension modifies this result to a marked
degree; while applying the extension the patient lies

upon a flat surface fifteen to twenty days, and later he

employs gymnastic exercises.

correction OF EXCESSIVE SHORTENING FOLLOWING
HIP-DISEASE.

Calot'^ reports the result of forcible correction,

without section, of deformity following old hip-disease,

and gives results in 21 cases. The field is rendered

aseptic, and several cutaneous fissures made at the

level of the inguinal fold, where the skin can be easily

distended by manipulation. Two assistants hold the

pelvis in a fixed position, while a third makes counter-

extension on the shoulders. The author prefers this

method to that of apparatus, and he himself supports

the leg of the patient with his own shoulder, seizing

the middle of the thigh with his hands, and mobilizes

the joint by flexion and extension, combined with ab-

duction and adduction. It requires from thirty-five to

forty minutes of manipulation, before all the tissues

have yielded so that the bones can be brought into

their normal position. The operation takes from one

to one and a half hours. After the mobilization, the

leg is brought into the normal position, and with the

trunk is encased in plaster-of-Paris bandages, which
are left on from three to six months, and a second

then applied, which remains from three to five. The
plaster fixation is continued for ten months at least,

and sometimes fifteen, and even then the leg is some-
times supported by silicate bandages, while the patient

uses crutches. From eighteen to twenty months from
the time of operation he is allowed to use the limb,

but is still kept under observation. The dangers of

the operation are from the risk of too violently bruis-

ing the limb, and are (1) inflammation in the region

of the hip, (2) reproducing a vicious attitude, (3) rais-

ing the femur from its former position to the ilio-

ischiatic line.

architectcre of scoliosis in children.

Nicoladoni " has made special examination of the

spinal column of scoliotic children, making sections of

decalcified vertebral bodies imbedded in celloidiu and
stained with carmine. After extensive examination

» ReTue d'Ortbop^dle, March 1, 1895.
» Zeitschrift f. Ortbo. Chlr.. Band Iv, Heft 1, p. 115.
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be has given the followiag conclasioDg : In the struct-

ure of (he vertebrae are to be found changes on the

concave side ; on this side the arches are more slender,

but lonj;er through the alteraliou of the position of the

corresponding vertebrai. Tliere is a change in the

axis of the concave half of the body, both in the for-

ward direction and also to the side. There is a ten-

dency on the axis of the body toward the side which is

free of pressure. There is a flattening, though the

half that is flattened appears to be widened, as if yield-

ing under pressure. This is also seen in the vertebra)

discs, and changes are also noticed in a number of

facets, those which bear the greater part of the

pressure being enlarged as well as altered in form,

adapting themselves to the altered pressure. The in-

tervertebral foramina are higher on the convex side,

though longer on the concave side, and the spongy
bone on the concave side is in structure more dense

than on the convex side. Nicoladoui in consequence

of these facts has rejected the theory which he form-

erly held of an alteration in growth as a cause of scoli-

osis, and considers the changes as the result of super-

incumbent weight. The shape of the bones in scoli-

osis is due to a structurally weak vertebra yielding

under an excessive load. The superincumbent press-

ure is exerted to a greater extent upon the concave

side, and the bones become pressed abnormally ; this

influences, through the marrow, the growth of the bone

and the effect of this is seen in two directions, one on

the vertebral arches on the concave side, the other in the

antro-posterior direction. Where the vertebral column
is straight, a bending forward and backward is constantly

possible. If the spine is bent to the side constantly,

the forward and back curve is limited in the part

curved, and becomes more like a stiff column, and this

constant pressure, according to Nicoladoni, alters the

shape. He considers there is no real torsion, but the

vertebrae grow in a twisted position owing to the

altered pressure. The concave side being flattened

and pressed forward, the part with least pressure,

namely, the convex side, develops abnormally.

CONTKA-LATERAL TORSION IN SCOLIOSIS.

This name is given to a curvature of the spine

where the rotation is toward the concavity instead of

the convexity. Three cases are reported by Vulpius'*

all of which curved to the left, involving the whole of

the spinal column. The writer rejects the explana-

tion of this unusual phenomenon, namely, that in three

cases the axis of rotation is behind the spines, on the

ground that this is not proved, and contents himself as

8im])ly stating the fact, mentioning a similar case re-

ported by Kirmisson.**

SCHOOL DESKS.

The writing position of a school child is at its best

when the upper arm touches the body slightly. The
school desk should be adapted to this position, and this

can be accomplished if the writing-paper is in front of

the body. Writing is then by rotation and not by ab-

duction. This can be accomplished if the distance be-

tween the back of the chair and the edge of the desk
is made equal, and the difference between the upright

of the chair and the table should equal the length of

the forearm of the child. Schenk *" has constructed a

school desk upon this principle, which he claims ful-

'* ZeltDchrift f. Ortbop. Cbir., Bund It, Heft 1.

"• Kerne d'Orthop^dle, 1890, No. 1.

*' Zeitscbrift f. Scbulijeaundbeltapflage, vil, Jatargang, ISM.

fils all conditions, hygienic, technical and scholastic.

The back should be so high as to cover the shoulder-

blade of the smallest scholar, and the seat should be
broad enough to reach to the hollow of the knee, lu
an adult two-thirds of the back and two-thirds of the

thigh are su|)ported. An adjustable arrangement is

made for two heights.

DEFORMITIES FOUND IN HOD CARRIERS.

Golebiewsky has examined the spines of hod-carriers

obliged to carry from 80 to 90 kilogrammes up four

ladders, five to six times an hour, working nine hours

a day, and has described the deformity which is found
in all cases. A hod was carried on the left shoulder,

and a dorsal scoliosis with the convexity to the left

was developed, with an elevation of the left shoulder,

compensatory torticollis, neck and lumbar scoliosis,

and a muscular hypertrophy on the left neck and hack.

After giving up the work, this hypertrophy dimin-

ished. Hypertrophy of the heart was found, and in

many instances flat-foot.

ISCHIAS SCOLIOTICA.

Guse*' describes a case of left-sided sciatica follow-

ing which a dorsal scoliosis, with the convexity to the

left, was developed with a compensatory convexity to

the right in the dorso-cervical region. Its occurrence

may be explained by the fact that the pyroform muscle

when contracted presses upon the sciatic nerve. To
avoid this pressure, the patient takes a peculiar posi-

tion in order to obtain relief, tilting and twisting the

pelvis, and from this scoliosis develops. Guse en-

deavors to prove through experiments upon the cad-

aver, that the sciatic nerve can be pressed by a con-

traction of this muscle, and that this pressure can be

avoided by the described position of the pelvis. He
explains the fact that the scoliosis is sometimes on the

side of pain, and again on the opposite side, from dif-

ference in the development of the muscles of the back.

lE^epoctjBi of J>octettej^.

MASSACHUSETTS MEDICO-LEGAL SOCIETY.

F. W. DRAPER, M.D., SKCRETARY.

The Society met at 19 Boylston Place, Boston,

February 5, 1896, the President, Dr. S. W. Abbott,
in the chair.

After some executive business, a paper was read by
Dr. S. D. Presbrey on

HOMICIDE WITHOUT EXTERNAL MARKS OF VIOLENCE.'

Dr. Hough : I should like to ask how to exclude

in this case meningitis interna hemorrhagica.

Dr. Presbret : I don't know, sir, how it is possi-

ble exactly to exclude it. It seemed to me that all

the evidence was rather conclusive that it was not

from any disease whatever, and there was no indica-

tion to the examiner of any disease of the tissues

within the head.

Dr. Hurd : I have lately in my own practice as

medical examiner seen cases of death by hemorrhage
inside of the cranium. One was the result of a blow

over the left ear ; in another, a stone was thrown at a

Sec page 329 of tbe Journal.

Wien. Kledlo. Preaee, 1894, Nn. 30.
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party from some little distance ; in a third, death was
the result of a blow by a billiard cue. In all three of

the cases there was external extravasation of blood, in

two of them considerable ecchymosis visible on ob-

servation, lu one there was no external extravasa-

tion, but quite a large clot between the inside of the

cranium and the dura mater and also a minor clot be-

tween the dura mater and the pia mater ploughing
into the substance of the cerebellum for some little

distance. In none of these cases was there any fract-

ure of the skull. I rose principally for information

and to make this point. In two of these cases, I was
refused an autopsy by the mayor of the city, on the

ground that the cause of death was obvious enough.
Everybody knew that the stone in one case killed the

man and in the other the blow from the billiard cue,

and it was not important to know how death was pro-

duced. In the other case, iu Amesbury, I obtained

authority from the selectmen. I was obliged in both

cases to consult the district attorney in the matter.

In both instances, he was very emphatic in the expres-

sion of the opinion that in all such cases an autopsy

was desirable and necessary. Both the mayor and
the judge of the police court refused to authorize the

autopsy, the mayor feeling it was unnecessary and a

needless expense to the county. In both instances the

district attorney gave his opinion that an autopsy was
desirable and necessary, and that he would not be will-

ing to excuse a medical examiner from making an

autopsy. I made the autopsy in each case. In two
cases death was caused by compression from hemor-
rhage.

Dr. Hough : I should like to mention a somewhat
similar case. A man supposed to be in fair health

was struck on the back of the head a little to the right

of the median line by what was practically a club in

the hands of a woman. Immediately after the injury,

he walked something less than a quarter of a mile to

the police station, and entered complaint against his

assailant who was arrested. After remaining about
the police station a little while, he started to walk
home ; an officer was sent home with him. Ou the

way, he began to be unsteady, had difficulty in walk-

ing, and toward the end he had great difficulty so that

the officer had almost to carry him upstairs and help

him to bed. I was called in the afternoon by the

chief of police to see the m'an, to see if I could get an
ante-mortem statement. He was comatose and hemi-

plegic, and I advised that he be taken to the hospital

for operation. Iu the evening we operated and found

a large blood-clot inside the skull. It was between
the bone and the dura, perhaps three inches in

diameter, irregularly circular and about one-inch

thick. The blood-clot was removed and the source of

the hemorrhage was found to be a laceration in the

longitudinal sinus. A tampon of iodoform gauze was
put in and the man improved somewhat. The mental
condition, however, never cleared up. He was at no
time able to carry on any connected conversation

whatever. He died on the ninth day of January.
The assault took place on the 28th of November.
Three hours after death, I performed an autopsy and
found the conditions about the operation wound nor-

mal and everything doing as well as might be ex-

pected. There was a widely diffused meningitis over

the whole of the convexity on both sides, over the

upper surface of the cerebellum and to some extent at

the base of the brain. There was a general, translu-

cent, nearly opaque condition of the pia, but without
the formation of any pus. The immediate cause of

death was found to be in the right lung. It was a

septic inflammation, a multitude of minute pus-foci

being scattered through the lower lobe and about one-

half of the upper lobe of that lung. The lung gave
to the hand such an impression as you get when tak-

ing hold of the lung of a person who has been drowned,
and the sero-pus exuded as the water exudes from the

lung of one who has been drowned.
The case illustrates the fact that a considerable in-

terval may elapse after assault before the serious

symptoms come on, and illustrates, too, the difficulty

that may arise in medico-legal proceedings as to the

connection between the assault and the death.

Dr. Dolan : I had a man found dead, killed by a
train, lying one side of the track on the bank ; there
was DO mark on him, the only sign of injury being
hemorrhage from the nose. I could find nothing of

an abnormal nature about the body, and at the under-
taker's I went over the body thoroughly again and
could not find a scratch or ecchymosis or anything.

At an autopsy later, I found a complete circular fract-

ure of the entire calvarium, extending round and
round the skull, going through both tables and the

brain full of blood.

Dr. Hartwell : In relation to a point not ger-

main to the paper, but still having perhaps something in

line, that is, death without marks of external violence.

I recently attended a case of suicide in which a pistol

was found near the body and no external marks of

violence were present, nothing but a little blood run-
ning from one nostril. The body was frozen stiff

;

and when it thawed out, a day or two afterwards, a
circular hole was seen through the hard palate where
the pistol ball, calibre .32, had entered. The man had
a very heavy mustache which was not burned ; there

was no powder-mark on the lip or face. He was a
man in good circumstances, and evidently understood
how to kill himself without a mark. He put the re-

volver in the mouth and fired. The ball evidently

entered the basilar process of the sphenoid bone.
Death must have been instantaneous.

A word on another part of the paper, the length of

time before death after a serious injury. Ten years
ago a man received a heavy blow with a flat-iron over
the head, which made a three-cornered dent through
the tables of the skull. He worked three weeks
The local physician sewed up the external wound
Nothing particular had taken place until I was called

He was then comatose. He partially regained con
sciousness, and died three days later from meningitis
There was very great injury of the brain at the site o:

the blow, but he performed his usual duties six days.
Dr. Pinkham: In relation to the matter of obtain-

ing permission to make autopsies. I recall one case
of death by cutting the throat in which the cause of

death was perfectly obvious, but still the district at-

torney insisted that I make a careful autopsy and
examine the whole body, and I think that is generally
true of district attorneys, but it is different with the
mayors and especially with the selectmen of towns.
It seems to me an argument might be made here in

favor of some change in the law by which the medical
examiner should be put upon salary in all these smaller
districts, then we should be in the same position as the

medical examiners in Suffolk County, then we should
make an autopsy whenever we think necessary or iu
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auj obscure death. I ttiiak some movement has been
made iii reference to a change in the law. I think it

would be a very beneficial change.

Dit. Hough: I know tiiat has been suggested. I

suggested it myself on at least two occasions, but the

feeling has been one of hesitancy on the part of this

Society to attempt to change the law in any way,

through fear that if we make any suggestion looking

to revision of the law it may be made worse than it

now is.

Dr. Paink: In reference to injuries without exter-

nal signs. In 1878, one Sunday night the police

called me to see a man whom they had pulled out of

a pond-hole one-founh of a mile away from where I

found him. They found the man hallooing and got

him out of the water. They took him, by my direc-

tion, to the lock-up. He was bleeding on the left side

of the head. He walked down to the lock-up. On
examination I found a compound comminuted fracture

of the skull. The man could talk all right, walked all

right, but could not give an idea of how it happened.

We made arrangements to take him to the hospital.

When I got to the station he was walking around the

platform. I made him keep still. All the time he

was conscious, but could not tell how this occurred,

lie remembered that he was in a certain saloon and
did not remember of having any row. When I took

him to the hospital they asked what I had and I told

them. The house-officer looked as though it was a

big story, and they let him walk to the ward. When
the visiting surgeon examined the man, he put him on

the stretcher and would not let him walk. They
operated, and removed fifteen pieces of the skull. It

was a very thin skull. The man lived seventeen days
with hernia of the brain. It shows what a man can

do with severe injury of the skull.

Dr. Adams: In regard to cases of death by vio-

lence without sign of external injury, I recall a case.

An old lady, over seventy years of age, was walking
beside a railroad track. A train came up behind her

and struck her a violent blow. She was thrown down
and died in about two hours. I made the autopsy and
found no signs of external injury whatever, nothing I

could call a bruise or severe injury of any sort, skin

not broken, ribs not broken. I found by autopsy that

she died from rupture of the liver. The liver was
ruptured and the cavity of the abdomen was full of

blood. I made the autopsy on my own responsibility.

It was a post-mortem examination, not a medico-legal

autopsy. The contention of the paper I read here a

year ago or more was to the effect that it was desir-

able we should have authorit}' to make post-mortem
examination in all doubtful cases. I bad another case,

somewhat similar to the one 1 have spoken of, where
there was fracture of the kidney. In that case, I be-

lieve I called for a medico-legal autopsy. The man
was doing work for the town. There were no signs of

external injury. The kidney was ruptured by the fall-

ing of earth. The question has been raised as to how
long a man might live after a fatal wound of the brain.

A case occurred when I was in the army. A man was
shot directly through the temples. The ball passed

right through and he lived three weeks, and at the

end of three weeks was walking about the wards car-

rying water to the other patients and talking a little,

apparently not seriously hurt. He was taken suddenly
with violent paiu iu the head, became delirious aud
died in twenty-four hours, aud the post-mortem showed

he died of disease of the brain, a piece of cap being I

carried in and lodging in the braiu substance and fio- A
ally producing abscess.

' '

Dr. Dolan : I saw a case, a little child shot just !

above the forehead, and the child lived a week and '

played around and died of abscess of the brain. I ,

went before the grand jury, and said it was perfectly
j

possible for a child to live with a bullet in the brain. !

The other physicians scoffed at the idea, aud the very '

next week there came out a report in the University

Medical Magazine, of a sailor who died in a hospital, i

and they traced the history and found that a year
j

before, he had been shot in a street brawl, was laid off

a few days and from that time until he came to the

hospital, a few weeks previously, he had been working
before the mast, and died of abscess of the brain after ,

a year.

Dr. Hough: Dr. John C. Gray, formerly a great

expert in mental diseases iu New York State, told me
he had seen a great many cases of people who had re-

ceived bullets in their brains and had not died very

soon, but that his experience was that ultimately some
serious brain trouble would develop iu such cases

which might lead either to permanent mental deterio-

ration or very likely to death. ,

Dr. Presbrey: I recall some experiences before i

the day of the medical examiner. I remember two
cases that happened to me somewhat in the same line, :

the first an injury without immediate death. 1 was
called as physician to attend this man who in a squab-

ble had been struck with a knife which entered the

side of the head in front of one ear. We had no hos-

pital iu Taunton, and I advised his removal to the

Massachusetts General Hospital. He was taken to

the hospital, where he was kept two or three weeks,

and no operation was done. This was about twenty
years ago when brain surgery was looked at timidly. '

The man was supposed to be doing well, and he came
home. On coming home he was suddenly attacked

with violent pain in the head, and I was called again,

and he lived but a day or two. The death was over

three weeks from the time of the injury. I made an 1

autopsy, and that man died of abscess of the brain. I

Another case that occurred to me, when I was em- \

ployed by the coroner iu former days, was that of a

man who went out of a drinking saloon; and as he

came out upou the sidewalk, he met a friend who had
been lying in wait for him. This friend struck him
one blow under the ear. He collapsed upon the side-

walk, was picked up and taken to the police station ;

and when they got the man to the station, he was
dead. I made the autopsy. There was no mark
upon the man, but the autopsy was very satisfactory

in that it showed a large clot of blood— I cannot re- "?

call now just its relation to the dura mater, but I pre-

sume it was within, because the pressure was mainly

at the medulla oblongata aud extending into the verte-

bral canal. The man who struck him went to the

State's prison for fifteen years.

Dk. Paddock: This is an interesting paper of Dr.

Presbrey, and the discussion following has reminded
me of two instances that came under my observation ;

one in reganl to the amount of injury which can be

done to the brain and still allow the person to live in

comparative health is illustrateil in a case that occurred

about three years ago. A man iu Berkshire had pre-

sented to him a bird dog. This man was strong aud
vigorous, took the dog into the yard with a chain on
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him, and took his old-fashioned gun to see if the dog
was gun shy. Looliing at the dog held by the chain,

he raised his gun and fired. The gun burst, and the

breachpiu was blown out and struck the man in the

forehead making a hole larger than the finger. This

man lived about four miles from a physician and
twelve miles from my own place of residence. This

was in the afternoon. Late that night I received a

telephone-message to come and see this man. As it

was very dark and rainy and he was not unconscious,

1 went in the morning. I found the man in bed, per-

fectly conscious, with this large opening in the skull

just above the ropt of the nose— a great many frag-

ments of bone loose. I took out a handful of pieces

of bone of the internal and external table. A large

amount of brain substance had oozed out, and I told

the doctor there was nothing to do except to clear out

this opening and let him live as long as he would.

The breachpin of the gun was lost, and there was
every supposition that it was in the cavity of the skull.

We let the man out of ether, and upon further ques-

tioning we found he was perfectly deaf in his right

ear. The wound granulated and healed kindly, and
the man got perfectly well with the exception of par-

tial loss of the hearing of the right ear; and about a

year afterwards he sold his place and moved to Illi-

nois. A few months ago I received a letter from the

doctor to whom he had just paid his bill, that he was
in perfect health, and had no headache. There is

reason to think that the breachpin, which was one-half

inch in diameter, is in there now.

Dr. Brown, of North Adams, read a paper on

A CASE OF STAB-WODND OF THE PCLIIONARY ARTERY.^

Dr. Hough: It is a pretty well-known fact to those

who have investigated this subject that after pretty

considerable wounds, even of the heart itself, a person

may live for a surprising length of time. In a num-
ber of cases that have come to trial for homicide it has

been proved that a person after a stab-wound or bullet-

wound may without doubt live and even walk about

for some months. I think that is perhaps important

in this connection as bearing upon how long this

woman may have lived after this injury was received.

As to hemorrhage into the pericardium as cause of

death, I recently saw an interesting case. A man was
taken suddenly with severe precordial pain, growing
rapidly worse, the pulse becoming very feeble. He
died twenty-four hours from the first symptom. The
autopsy showed the pericardium distended with at

least a pint of blood and blood-clots which came from
the ruptured atheromatous aorta within the peri-

cardium.

Dr. Croston, of Haverhill, read a paper on

THE CROSBY .MURDER.'

Dr. Paine, of Brockton, read a paper on

THE LEEMAN MURDER.*

Where He was Hit.— A Baltimorean being in-

jured was asked if he was hurt near the pelvis.

"Why, no," be said, "it was near the monument."—
Journal of the American Medical Association,

' See page 330 o£ Ihe Journal.'
' See page 332 of the Journal.
' See |.age 334 of tbe Jouriia:.

CLINICAL SECTION OF THE SUFFOLK DIS-
TRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

JOHN L. AMES, M.D., SECRETARY.

Regular Meeting, Wednesday, December 18, 1895,

Dr. R. W. Greenleaf, Chairman pro tern.

Dr. J. L. Morse read a paper on

TWO CASES OF infantile SCURVY.'

Dk. C. p. Putnam : This disease, which Dr. Morse
has so well illustrated with two cases of different char-

acter, is one of the most striking— one may say dra-

matic— that we know. The symptoms with which it

appears are severe, and, as Dr. Morse has described,

suddenly change the whole life of the child for the

time being. They are often attributed to some acci-

dent or to a sudden attack of rheumatism. On the

other hand, from the time when the proper treatment

is initiated the rapid change in the little patient is

almost startling, and from a condition of extreme suf-

fering it rapidly comes into one of relatively good

health. It is also interesting because no one really

knows the cause of it. It has been attributed to the

use of patent foods, but in fact many thousands of

children have been brought up on these various foods

with perfect success. Why should one here and there

be affected so differently from the rest ? Dr. Morse
says it has been settled that it may occur in an infant

fed on sterilized food, though not on the Pasteurized.

But when sterilization first came up it was widely

practised, and of course, also, many thousands of chil-

dren were fed on this method without causing any

such disease. In fact, scurvy in adults is not really

understood, even though it is well known that either

lemon or lime juice prevents and cures it. In the

case of adults, however, vegetable acids are likely to

be a part of the regular food. It certainly is extra-

ordinary that the juice of lemons or oranges should

become a necessary part of the diet of infants under

such circumstances, when not only are they never

taken by infants in health but nothing resembling

them, 80 far as is known, is taken in the normal con-

dition.

Dr. Geo. F. Eames : I have been much interested

in the paper just read, and will venture some remarks,

not because of anything new which I have to offer re-

garding the essential characteristics of this disease,

but because of several interesting conditions connected

with the cases which I have seen.

It seems that in this disease, like many of the mani-

festations of syphilis, in cases of doubtful diagnosis, a

certain line of treatment will remove the doubt.

In one of the cases to which I was called in con-

sultation, the patient was a child of thirteen months,

apparently well nourished, presenting dark cherry-red

tumors hanging over the partially erupted incisor teeth

of both jaws. There were no hemorrhagic spots to be

seen in any other part of the body, but the lower ex-

tremities presented decided rheumatic symptoms.
The gums beyond the tumor were normal, and the

tumor itself had no tendency to bleed as is usually re-

ported in cases of scurvy, its surface was tough and
shiny, although au incision into it caused profuse

hemorrhage. For these reasons, and from the fact

that a practitioner of large experience in cases of

adult scurvy pronounced against this disease, I advis-

edly called it fibrous angioma, meanwhile pending any

> See page 340 of the Jourual.
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operation suggesting a change in diet from the Mellin's

food which had been exclusively given, and the addi-

tion of grape-juice. The recovery was so rapid and

pronounced, that there was no room for doubt as to

the diagnosis. At the present time, however, errors

in diagnosis are less frequently made, and the disease

is, therefore, more frequently recognized, since the

eleven cases reported by Norlhrup in 1891 and fol-

lowed by those of Rotch, Starr and others.

One of the cases reported by Dr. I. IS'. Love, at the

meeting of the Americau Medical Association at Balti-

more last May, is of interest from tlie fact that it re-

lated to twins, eight months old. Both had a history

of marasmus. The food of boiled cow's milk, diluted

largely with water or lime-water, and other conditions

were exactly alike ; yet, according to Dr. Love, one

developed scurvy and the other did not. It seems to

me that it is significant, that while the child suffering

from scurvy died iu three days from the time it was
seen by Dr. Love, the surviving patient was put upon
antiscorbutic remedies with the result that "it began

to thrive, and soon became well nourished." Dr.

Love also states, that in this case the gums were

spongy, with a tendency to bleed, yet " no teeth had

as yet appeared."

As far as my experience goes, the otherwise normal

irritation attending the eruption of the teeth, is neces-

sary to produce the spongy growth of the gums ; in

other words, scorbutic infants before the eruption of

the teeth, present a normal appearance of the gums,

or, the growth may appear at the site of the erupted

teeth, while at those parts of the jaw in which there

are no teeth, the gums are normal.

In this case of Dr. Love, while the teeth were not

yet fully erupted, yet the process of eruption was
probably going on, for we remember that the eruption

of the incisors usually occur between the seventh and

ninth months, and the child was then eight months
old. It would be difficult, of course, to state just how
far advanced the process of tooth-eruption must be in

order to produce the characteristic local expression on

the gums ; that would depend, I think, upon the sus-

ceptibility of each individual case, but it should be

taken into consideration, when statements are made
that no outgrowth or spongy condition of the gum
appears before the eruption of the teeth.

Dk. H. Jackson read a paper on

CASES OF CONVULSIONS OF DOUBTFUL ETIOLOGY.'

De. Bullard : I have been much interested in the

paper by Dr. Jackson. But I should like to say a

word on several points. First, I think there is some
question about nomenclature. I object to the use of

the term eclampsia when we mean general convulsions.

It seems to me that the word eclampsia is used by dif-

ferent people in different ways. With many people it

is a term connecte<l with functional disease.

In regard to the first case, it seems to me that very

good reasons have been advanced for considering the

diagnosis one of lead-poisoning. In my experience

convulsions from lead are rare. I think Dr. Webber
and Dr. Edes both have published fiapers on this sub-

ject from their experience in the City Hospital where
they saw a certain number of cases. While seeing a

good many cases of lead-poisoning, I have never seen

a case where the origin of the lead was not apparent
iu which I was satisfied that the convulsions were due

> See pace 335 of the Journal.

to the lead in the sense that they are due to lead in

cases of professional lead-poisoning, that is, directly

due to its toxic action. We all know the connection

that exists between lead-poisoning and renal disease.

Interstitial nephritis is very apt to occur in conjunc-

tion with lead, and in cases of interstitial nephritis we
may have hemorrhages in the brain as well as else-

where. It is consequently quite possible in any given

case that convulsions should be produced by this means
indirectly by lead. The question in this case lies be-

tween lead causing the convulsions directly, or causing

them by means of the renal disease (which seems im-

probable), or there being some cerebral attack iu con-

nection with lead-poisoning but not related to it. The
elevation of the temperature at the time of the convul-

sions might be due to the shock of the convulsions

themselves, but generally we do not expect elevation

in simple convulsions of toxic form.

In the second case the only question would be the

question of syphilis, which is always to be considered

in such cases. Of course, in adults with convulsions

that is a cause which can never be neglected. Syphilis

produces convulsions in many different ways. It is

one of the commonest causes of convulsions in the

young adult. So that, particularly iu a case where
there is gonorrheal salpingitis, it can hardly be ex-

cluded without further investigation. Alcoholic epi-

lepsy has been studied by many writers.

As regards the third case, I do not see how we can

tell whether there was renal disease or not. I have
not seen as large a number of convulsions in renal dis-

ease perhaps as some of the gentlemen more directly

interested in clinical medicine, but it seems to me there

is a distinct tendency to rhythmic action iu many of

these cases. In a certain class of cases we have con-

vulsions which have a rhythm more or less suggesting

the Cheyne-Stokes respiration. I saw a case of

uremic convulsions the other day in which the convul-

sions came on at regular intervals. They consisted iu,

first, stoppage of respiration lasting about thirty sec-

onds, then slight general twitchings, and then the pa-

tient became cyanosed and went into general clonic

convulsions, with opisthotonus. He then recovered

;

his mind became as clear as normally, and he had no
recollection of the convulsions whatever. These at-

tacks were repeated at intervals of about one minute.

They had existed for forty-eight liours with short in-

tervals, the longest being one hour, but for some hours

they had come at intervals apparently the same as

when seen. The intervals and the duration of the at-

tacks were carefully timed by several observers and
were respectively the same in each attack. I would
suggest that in certain cases rhytlimical convulsions

point rather to toxic origin than to organic irrita-

tion.

The Ccre of Hiccough bt Tractions on the
Tongue. — The method devised by Laborde for the

treatment of asphyxia, namely, rhythmical tractions

on the tongue, has been recently applied by Lepine for

the cure of a case of obstinate hiccough which had

lasted three days. The use of the method was sug-

gested by the observation that when the tongue was

protruded for examination the hiccough ceased. The
result of the rhythmical tractions was an almost im-

mediate cure.
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SURGICAL SECTION OF THE SUFFOLK DIS-
TRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

C. L. SCUDDEB, M.D., SECRETARY.

Regular Meeting, Weduesday, February 5, I89G,

Dr. M. H. Ricuardson in the chair.

Dr. F. S. Watson described

A CASE OF hour-glass CONTRACTION OF THE STOM-
ACH DUE TO GASTRIC ULCERATION ; TREATMENT
BT ANASTOMOSIS OF PTLORIC AND CARDIAC ENDS
OF THE STOMACH; EXHIBITION OF PATIENT.'

Dk. Harrington: This is a very interesting case

indeed, and I cannot see how Dr. Watson's operation

could have been improved upon. The method is to

me original, and I think very valuable because it

avoids the danger of leakage of the stomach contents.

Dr. Watson is to be consratulated upon this case. The
result is most satisfactory.

Dr. Monks : While Dr. Watson was reporting

this case it occurred to me that I had read recently an
article in an English journal, I think by Ogston, in

which he reports the treatment of cicatricial strictures

by means of little hard-rubber balls which he gives to

the patient to eat. By the size of the ball which will

pass the pylorus he estimates the calibre of the con-

striction. He reported a case he had dilated to three

times the original size of the contraction.

Dr. Lund : As Dr. Watson has said, I suggested an

operation on the stricture similar to the Heinicke
Miculicz operation for stricture of the pylorus. By
this operation the strictured opening would have been
utilized as a part of the anastomotic opening, and the

operation would have been simpler than the one which
Dr. Watson performed. It would not have left, how-
ever, as his operation did, the new opening entirely

separate from the cicatricial tissue surrounding the

old. It seems to me that taking balls to be forced

through the pylorus would be ineffective in cases where
such enormous dilatation of the stomach is present as

in Dr. Watson's case.

Dr. Watson: In regard to the treatment by food.

An important question arises in cases of operation on
the stomach as to feeding. You have a hole liable to

close. On the other hand, there is danger of perfora-

tion and peritonitis through tearing out of the stitches.

I fed on rectal enemata five days, then began with

liquid food. She lived for ten days on champagne
and milk, one-third champagne and two-thirds milk,

following the suggestion of Dr. Ingalls.

Dr. Richardson : We have an opportunity I think

rarely presented to any Society of criticising and bene-

fiting from a new operation. This to me was abso-

lutely new, unknown, though I have recently had all

the literature on stomach surgery looked up, and for

some reason we overlooked these cases of Woelfler.

I think we ought to congratulate Dr. Watson on this

case, for it certainly is one of the most brilliant cases

that has ever been reported here. I had occasion to

remark the other day that the surgery of the stomach
in this community is very much neglected. I believe

we can do an enormous amount of good work on the

stomach, if we have the courage of our convictions

and if we can have an early diagnosis, especially in

cases of carcinoma. If we remember that cancer of

the stomach is the commonest form of cancer in the
' human body, and that metastases of gastric cancer are

' See page 338 of the Journal.
|

late and the outer wall of the pylorus is invaded at a

comparatively late time, we ought to interfere more
often. In a case of this kind, which to be sure is un-

usual, we have in these procedures described to-night

a most brilliant method of cure. I was very much im-

pressed by Dr. Watson's method of making the anas-

tomosis. All of us who have done intestinal anastomo-
sis cannot but be pleased by this suggestion. I do not
know why it could not be done in intestinal anastomosis
as easily as anastomosis of the stomach. If we make
an opening into the distended intestine the abdominal
cavity is flooded with feces even with every effort to

prevent the escape of liquid feces. The prevention of

that seems to me by no means the least brilliant part

of this operation.

I should think in these hour-glass contractions as well

as in other contractions from ulcers we should have to

select the procedure according to the circumstances of

the case. Certainly the pylorus is often so immovable
that this procedure could not be carried out, and in

that case we would have to do the pyloroplasty. In-

testinal anastomosis is unsatisfactory as regards imme-
diate prognosis, and I thiuk as regards ultimate prog-
nosis, on account of the contraction of the opening. I
should like to ask Dr. Watson as to the bleeding of

this anastomosis cut. As he described it, it would be
about half-way between the epiploic and gastric artery.

Was it easy to control the hemorrhage, and was it

necessary to take a continuous suture of the mucous
membrane? Another question was whether in this

case it would be possible to employ preliminary lavage,

as is recommended in many operations on the stomach.
The fact is in this discussion that none of us have had
experience, and there is very little to say except to

congratulate the reader and make up our minds to

follow suit when we get the chance.

Dr. AVatson : I am very much indebted to the
members for the acknowledgment of whatever there
may have been of originality in this operation. The
only part of itl can find described is the going through
the roof of the pyloric end. I think I was led to that
by thinking about a gall-stone case I had in which I

failed. The patient was a fat woman who I supposed
had gall-stones impacted in the common duct. I

opened the gall-bladder, palpated all the way down to

the common duct. She died forty-eight hours later,

and the gall-stone was half-way in the duodenum and
half-way in the common duct. Another hard push
would have pushed it out. I said then, where you
take it for granted that there is a stone, what is the
harm in going in the roof, putting the finger into the
intestine and feeling through there. When I came to
this case, I said there is not the least harm in going
through the roof, which I did. The bleeding was quite
lively from one or two branches that came up, espe-
cially from the larger curvature from the dextra. The
cut ought to be horizontal, but I could not get room
enough between the two arteries. She vomited a good
deal of blood the next morning, but there was not
enough bleeding to trouble the pulse. The incision
was three inches long.

The Leidt Fellowship of Anatomy. — It is re-

ported that nearly one half of the sum desired to found
the Leidy Fellowship of Anatomy, in Philadelphia, has
been collected, and the prospects are encouraging that

before long the entire amount will have been secured.
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I£leceiit Uiterature.

Medical and Surgical Report of the Children's Hospi-

tal, 1869-1894. Edited by T. M. Rotcii, M.D.,

and Hekueut L. 13l'1!UKLL, M.I). IJostoii : Pub-

lished by tlie Board of Maiia^'cre. ISy.J.

Tbe appearance of the lirst Medical Report from tlie

Boston Children's Hospital is an event of much inter-

est, not only to the physicians of Boston, but to those

interested in hospital management and in the medical

and surgical care of children everywhere.

The Report opens with an historical account of the

liospital and a description of the buildings. F'ollowing

this is a statement of the executive management of the

hospital and an account of the Convalescent Home.
The daily work of the hospital is given with consider-

able detail, and one can obtain a good idea of the plan

of administration in an institution of this kind. This

chapter contains many useful hints on hospital service.

An excellent feature of this service is the close rela-

tion between the in- and out-door departments, and the

harmony which exists in the practice of the different

surgical services.

Division II comprises papers by the various mem-
bers of the medical staff and covers a wide range of

subjects.

Dr. F. G. Morrill contributes an article on Typhoid
Fever, with a table of 42 cases. The fact that there

were but two deaths speaks well for the work of the

hospital. A careful analysis of the various symptoms
of this disease is shown in this tabular report. Dr.

Morrill also gives an account of three outbreaks of

diphtheria which occurred at the hospital during the

year 1894. The disease was finally eradicated by the

use of antitoxin — all the patients of the hospital re-

ceiving injections of the antitoxin.

Among the many interesting medical papers may be

mentioned the article by Dr. T. M. Rotch, on the

Value of Milk Laboratories- for Hospitals. The Chil-

dren's Hospital is tbe first public institution in the

world where this method of feeding has been em-
ployed. This is an excellent example of the high

grade of work performed by the hospital btatf.

Dr. C. J. Blake calls attention to the relation of an

aural service to the hospital. The importance of a

frequent examination of the ears during the course of

scarlet fever and measles is emphasized, and Dr.

Blake proposes to offer in the aural department of the

Massachusetts Charitable Eye and Ear Infirmary a

short special course on examination and diagnosis for

the house-officers of the Children's Hospital as a pre-

liminary to (heir entering upon their hospital duties.

Dr. E. M. Buckingham has a (laper on Malaria in

Children. This article ia of special interest at the

present time, owing to the recent appearance of mala-

ria in Boston. It is interesting to note that the treat-

ment has not recjuired so large doses of quinine as are

sometimes used in regions where the disease is more
firmly roottd.

Dr. C. W. Townsend's paper ou the Etiology of

Chorea, and an article on an Epidemic of Scarlet

Fever, by the late Dr. T. F. Sherman, complete the

list of medical contributions.

The value of this Report is perhaps even better

shown in the record of the surgical work of the hospi-

tal. Here we have an epitome of orthopedic work
presented in a most condensed and readable form, and

admirably illustrated by photographic studies of all

the interesting points of cases treated in the clinic.

The methods of examination, the application of plaster

dressings and apparatus, and the results of treatment

are all shown in the clearest manner.

Drs. H. L. Burrell and 11. W. Cushing are the

authors of the chapter on Pott's Disease, and Drs.

Brackett and Lovett contribute the chapter on Hip
Disease.

Among the most interesting features of this depart-

ment is the description of the method of treating psoas

abscesses, and the illustrations allowing the results ob-

tained in the mechanical and operative treatment of

hip disease. Disease of the knee-joint is treated

mainly by protection and fixation. Forcible correc-

tion, when needed, is effected by Goldthwait's geuu-

clast. We presume resection is rarely performed, and

in the elbow it is employed only as a last resort. Free

incisions are made, and abscesses are curetted in prefer-

ence to formal excision. Good results have been ob-

tained in excision of the ankle-joint.

In the operative treatment of hernia various methods

have been employed, and in a total of 25 cases there

are 19 cures without recurrence at the end of eight

months, and one death. After a few weeks no appa-

ratus is employed.

Drs. Bradford and Lovett's study of Traction in Hip
Disease is one of the most original and notable contri-

butions to this volume. They show that traction does

distract, and is of value in preventing erosion of the

joint-surfaces, and that it' may be employed with

benefit in the acute stage of all cases of hip disease.

Dr. Burrell gives some valuable suggestions as to

the cause of bow-legs and knock-knees— position,

muscular action and change in distribution of weight

being considered as important factors.

Among the closing chapters we find an interesting

study of Tenotomy for Spastic Paralysis, by Dr. W.
N. Bullard. Dr. H. W. Cushing's <lirections for the

examination of the spine indicate the careful study

given to cases by the staff at this hospital.

The work closes with an account by Dr. Brackett of

the method of treating Club-Foot at the hospital

It is with difficulty that one finds much to criticise

in this Report. The attempt has been made to present

samples covering nearly the whole field of medical

and surgical work. This has necessitated articles

which are, as a rule, very brief, and at times show
evidence of somewhat hasty preparation. They give,

however, an excellent idea of the range and grade of

work periormed. In another volume we may hope to

see more elaborate studies in some of the special de-

partments of children's diseases.

The press-work leaves nothing to be desired, and the

illustrations are excellent, and add greatly to the value

of the articles. The book is not only ornamental but

most instructive, both to hospital organizers and to the

general practitioner; and we trust the success of this

report will encourage other hospitals to follow the ex-

ample.

Manual of Surgical Asepsis. By Carl Bicck, M.D.,
Visiting Surgeon to St. Mark's Hospital, etc. Phil-

adelphia: W. B. Saunders. 1895.

This book of 300 pages and 65 illustrations, as well

as 12 full-page plates, is an attempt to place at the

disposal of students and practitioners the essentials of

surgical asepsis, a subject which is usually absent in
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all except the tnost recent surgical text-books. The
plau has been to write a practical text-book, but inas-

much as most of the technique of modern wound treat-

ment is founded on laboratory work, theory cannot be
wholly omitted. But only such as are indispensably
associated with the practical work or can be corrobor-
ated by clinical observation has been introduced. The
writer makes a distinction between asepsis and anti-

sepsis, as may be seen in the chapters on infected
wounds, open-wound treatment, and renewal of dress-
ings.

The book is well written. The data are clearly and
concisely given. The facts are well arranged. It is

well worth reading to the student, the physician in

general practice and the surgeon. It contains the
principles on which antiseptic and aseptic work are
based. It describes sterilization and disinfection by
mechanical and chemical methods ; how materials,

utensils, solutions and instruments are prepared, kept,
and properly used. The methods described are prac-
tical. Robb, Watson, Cheyne and Schimmelbuscb,
have recently published excellent books on aseptic
and antiseptic technique, but this volume can well be
added to the list.

Legons de Chirurgie {La Pilie, 1893-1894). Par Le
Dr. Felix Lejars, Frofesseur Agrege a la Faculte
de Medecine de Paris, Chirurgien des Hopitaux.
Illustrated, pp. 629. Paris : G. Masson, Editeur.

This book is a publication of the lectures of Pro-
fessor Lejars given during the years of 1893 and 1894
at La Pitie. The first one hundred pages are devoted
to the discussion of general pathological conditions.

Next are several chapters entitled '• Surgery of the
Extremities," which describe a variety of surgical

conditions, such as fractures, dislocations, deep
femoral abscess, genu varum, tuberculosis of the

knee, delayed union in fractures, some varieties of

fiat-foot, etc. The subjects seem to be selected and
arranged as the cases would occur in a hospital ward,
rather than according to any system designed to give

instruction in any complete or connected series of

diseases or cases.

The section bearing the title " Head and Neck

"

describes " Malignant tumors of the upper jaw,"
cases of infection of dental origin and "cervical torti-

collis." Under " Alimentary Canal " one finds re-

marks deduced from forty-two operations for the radi-

cal cure of hernia, treatment of cancer of the rectum
and radical cure of hemorrhoids.

Tlie remainder of the volume is devoted to sections

on geuito-uriuary and gynecological affections. These
are arranged in the same heterogeneous way that char-

acterizes the preceding portions of tlie work, the affec-

tions descrilied being disconnected and the special sub-

jects incomplete. Pathological conditions of major or

minor importance are intermingled. At other times

aflectious of great importance or frequency of occur-

rence are not mentioned. Such a volume, as one will

readily see from the above description, interests chiefly

those who may have listened to the lectures as they

were delivered or who happened to be investigating

one of the special affections described. The latter

readers will find much of interest and value scattered

through its pages, a good example of which is the sec-

tion on hernia operations. Here are described a num-
ber of uncommon forms of hernial sacs. The style is

colloquial and entertaining.
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' PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS

'

FESSIONAL MEN.
TO pro-

Medical and social circles in London have been
a good deal exercised very recently over a suit for

slander brought by a lady, whom he had seen as a

patient in consultation, against Dr. Playfair, the well-

known obstetrician — a suit resulting in a verdict

against the defendant with the extraordinarily heavy
damages of $60,000. The trial and the verdict sug-

gest and emphasize several questions of such impor-

tance to the profession and to our own public, that we
feel more than justified in giving a brief statement of

the main points in the case as we learn them from the

cabled letters to the daily press.

Dr. Playfair being called in consultation by the

physician of his wife's sister-in-law, a Mrs. Kitson,

felt himself at liberty, as a result of observations then
made and conclusions drawn therefrom in his profes-

sional capacity, to warn his wife that her sister-in-law

was not a suitable or desirable person for her to asso-

ciate with. As a result, other members of the family

were admitted to this confidence and an annual allow-

ance of $2,000 which had been previously paid to Mrs.
Kitson by her husband's family, was cut off. The
suit for slander followed. Many of Dr. Playfair's

most eminent colleagues supported him in his position

with unflinching but unavailing loyalty upon the wit-

ness stand. The jury apparently doubted his dia^uo-

sis, but evidently abhorred his ethics; and, capitaliz-

ing the annual allowance of $2,000 at 3^ per cent.,

gave the plaintiff the unusually heavy damages of

$60,000. A verdict which, it seems, was heartily ap-

plauded by the public at large.

The amount of the damages does not concern us,

but as far as the question of professional ethics is in-

volved, we are impelled to say most emphatically—
granting always that the report as rendered is accurate

— that the jury must have found in favor of the

plaintiff.
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Now, why does this trial in London concern us here,

beyond its affecting tlie interests of an able and dis-

tinguislied practitioner, well known personally to some

and by reputation to us all; and why have we given a

statement of the case ? Not to gratify idle curiosity,

l)ut because it furnishes a useful opportunity for some

much-needed remarks in regard to the most undesir-

able situation in our own country which is accorded by

the courts to '" privileged communications."

That "privileged communications" should be in-

violable, except perhaps in criminal cases involving

questions of life and death, is, we believe, a proposi-

tion which would be upheld everywhere in this coun-

try by the so-oalled "learned professions." How is

this very important question actually treated by the

courts? First of all, in regard to our own, the medi-

cal profession, there is an utter and pernicious absence

of uniformity in the various States of the Union. In

the Slate of Massachusetts, for instance, we are

ashamed to say, the " doctor " is not protected by the

Court in his refusal to reveal a professional secret— a

" privileged communication." He may preserve his

professional honor untarnished and go to jail for it.

In New York, on the other hand, and in Michigan,

for example, the " doctor " is not only protected by

the Court in his refusal to betray a professional secret,

but punished if he answers a question involving such

betrayal.

The priest, certainly in Massachusetts, finds himself

in the same position as the "doctor." But the lawyer,

for some fiction best understood by the legal profes-

sion, is. in all our States, we believe, a privileged per-

sona<Je for privileged communications. Theoretically

and practically there undoubtedly should be uniformity

in practice in the courts of the different States in

regard to this matter, and there should be uniformity

in the treatment of the three professions we have

cited.

We are not forgetful of the difTiculties which have

been experienced in France for instance, in accurately

defining what is and what is not " privileged "
; in our

own country, however, there is both this difficulty of

definition, which after all should not be insuperable,

and the absence of uniformity to be contended with.

When will the legal profession not oidy permit, but

encourage a reform?

The verdict with which we began these remarks as

a text suggests the present abnormal and unenviable

position of the medical adviser, at least in Massachu-

setts : If he privately makes use of knowledge acquired

iu a professional capacity to guard the honor or protect

the interests of members of his own family, he is liable

to severe puuishnaeut, and yet the same knowledge

whicli should be secret and should be privileged is, in a

public trial at law, at the mercy of opposing counsel

and the Court. Is this as it should be? Do not the

best interests of the public, of the medical profession,

of the clergy, demand some change in the direction of

consistency, of greater national and professional uni-

formity in the provieioDB of the law ?

ERUPTIONS SIMULATING SCARLATINA.

TnK difficulty of distinguishing an erythema due to

scarlatina from one arising from a variety of causes,

is often so great as to emphasize the fact that no dis-

ease should be studied from a single point of view, nor

should any one symptom be exclusively relied on. At
the outset we are not acquainted with the course that

the affection may pursue, nor with the important

symptoms that may arise in connection with the erup-

tion. Griffith ' discusses the question in an interesting

paper, illustrated by cases that occurred in his own

practice.

He speaks first of an erythematous eruption witli

all the characteristics of that of scarlatina, which oc-

curs in connection with tonsillitis, and rapidly disap-

pears. In some instances this is associated with the

cardiac and articular manifestations of rheumatism.

The affection that has been called surgical scarlatina

is often puzzling and the authorities are not as yet

agreed as to its etiology. Some consider that it is

really a scarlatina occurring in a surgical case, others

that it is a manifestation of a septic condition. There

can be no question that in many of the cases scarlatina

is not present, although an eruption that cannot be

differentiated from that seen in scarlet fever, is met

with. The diagnosis in these cases is of the utmost

importance, especially in a hospital, where the dan-

ger to others has to be considered. There is also a

scarlatiniform eruption that occurs during the puer-

perium which is probably of the same origin as the

surgical variety.

A scarlatiniform eruption has been described as oc-

curring after the administration of enemata. It has

been described also in the course of various diseases,

such as gonorrhea and typhoid fever, and in the pro-

dromal stage of small pox. It is exceptionally present

in the prodromal stage of varicella also. Moreover, a

good many cases have been reported where scarlet

fever and varicella existed together in one person. It

is probable that in a good many of these cases, the ery-

thema was not of scarlatinal origin. Diphtheria may
sometimes exhibit an erythematous eruption of the

scarlatiniform type. The diagnosis is made still more

difficult by the fact that in very severe cases of scarlet

fever the eruption may be very faint while the throat

symptoms are very pronounced, and also by the fact

that diphtheria often occurs in combination with scar-

latina. Sometimes a scarlatinal rash may be of the

macular type seen iu measles, and it may be difficult

to distinguish between the two affections. For those

who believe in the existence of rubella or rbtheln as a

distinct disease, many cases may be found where the

eruption simulates that of scarlatina very closely.

It is well known that various drugs may cause scar-

latiniform eruptions, and as many of these are the

drugs commonly used, a further source of perplexity

is introduced. Quinine may produce an eruption

easily mistaken for that of scarlatina, and so may
antipyrin. Copaiba, although producing as a rule a

< Medical Newt, August 31, 1895.
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bright red macular type of eruption, seated about the

joints, may sometimes bring out a scarlatiniform rash.

Antitoxin is also to be included in this class, and also

belladonna. Numerous other drugs not mentioned are

equally capable of producing a scarlatiniform eruption,

especially morphia, mercury and chloral. Mention is

also made of the class of cases where there are recur-

rences of a wide-spread scarlatiniform eruption, fol-

lowed by disquamation, which has been called ery-

thema scarlatiniform.

With regard to diagnosis, the difficulty that is often

experienced has been shown by the foregoing. The

peculiar peeling is of importance as favoring the prob-

ability of scarlet fever. Yet this guide is not present

at the outset and is by no means infallible. The ab-

sence of peeling would make the diagnosis of scarlatina

rather improbable, but its presence would by no means

be certain proof of the existence of scarlet fever. The

limitation of the eruption to certain parts of the body

is against the diagnosis of scarlatina in a general way,

yet malignant cases of this disease occur where there

is little if any eruption. The eruptions that simulate

scarlatina are more likely to be evanescent, yet this

attribute is not a constant one.

The importance of deciding at the earliest possible

moment whether or not we are dealing with a case of

scarlet fever, need not be dwelt upon. Unfortunately,

as has been shown in this paper, it is often very dif-

ficult to do so, sometimes impossible. The disquama-

tive scarlatiniform erythemata produced by various

causes copy an eruption from scarlet fever so closely,

that at the outset there is no way of deciding the ques-

tion definitely. Undoubtedly a great many cases of

scarlatiniform erythema, either of the desquamative

recurrent variety of the French writers, or due to

drugs and the other causes that have been mentioned,

are continually diagnosticated as scarlet fever, and so

treated from start to finish. Fortunately this error is

a safe one to make. The responsibility of the physi-

cian who would eliminate scarlet fever in a somewhat

doubtful case is very great, and it is wiser to treat the

case with all the precautions that would be taken if

the diagnosis of scarlet fever were confirmed. Besnier

considers, and our own experience leads us to agree

with him, that the early desquamation in a scarlatini-

form erythema, seen sometimes by the second or third

day, is one of the most valuable means of differenti-

ation from scarlet fever, and that furrowing and shed-

ding of the nails and loss of hair are so infrequent in

the latter affection, that these symptoms may be taken

as strong evidence that the eruption is not a scarlatini-

form erythema. After all is said, many cases must

remaiu in doubt, even to the end of their course.

Sir William Kingston Nominatkd for the
Senate.— Sir William Kingston, of Montreal, who
was a guest of the Massachusetts Medical Society at

its annual dinner in June, 1895, has been nominated
by the Canadian Government to a seat in the Senate.

This is said to be the first time that the medical profes-

sion of Montreal has been honored in this way.

THEOBROMINE IN CARDIAC AND RENAL
DISEASES.

At a recent meeting of the Soctete de Therapeuli-

que of Paris, Huchard announced the results of an ex-

haustive trial of theobromine as a diuretic in affections

of the kidneys and heart. Theobromine is an alkaloid

resembling caffeine, obtained from the theobroma

cacao (cocoa) and is a colorless crystalline substance,

bitterish to the taste, slightly soluble in cold, and more

soluble in warm water ; like caffeine contains N. and

is convertible into caffeine by certain chemical re-

agents.

Huchard stated that his trials of this remedy had

extended over two years and embraced two hundred

or more cases. As a diuretic, he thinks it superior to

both caffeine and digitalis. The dose is 50 centi-

grammes (7^ grains)— this may be given every two

hours till five grammes (75 grains) are taken as the

daily " dose," not to be exceeded. The only incon-

venience is an occasional " bursting " headache which

may compel discontinuance of the medicine ; rarely

there is nausea and vomiting.

Theobromine, according to Huchard, belongs to the

class of direct diuretics, acting without, however, pro-

ducing alteration in the renal epithelium whose func-

tions it exalts. It is one of the very best diuretics in

anasarca dependent on renal or cardiac disease. The
association with digitalis or caffeine does not augment

its diuretic effects. The diuretic action of theobromine

is rapid, manifesting itself from the very first day of

its administration (in this respect it presents an advan-

tage over digitalis) and persists from two to four days

after the suspension of the medicine. Theobromine

has no cumulative effects ; is not toxic.

At a former meeting of the same society, Hallopean

reported success from the use of theobromine in a case

"of generalized, persistent edema which had resisted

all other modes of treatment." He administered it in

doses of one-half gramme, giving five grammes daily ;

there was " rapid disappearance of the edema," and

the effect was ' lasting." Since then he had had the

same good results in several similar cases.

Schroederin 1888, and Gram in 1890, were the first

to call attention to the diuretic properties of theo-

bromine, which was subsequently the subject of a

thesis by Mme. Kouindjy-Pomeranetz in 1890, and a

communication by Germain S6o to the Academy of

Medicine in which the details of seven cases were

given where he thought striking benefit had been ob-

tained from the remedy.

A BILL TO PROHIBIT VIVISECTION OR DIS-
SECTION IN NEW YORK PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

A BILL has now been introduced into the New York

Legislature making it a misdemeanor to practise vivi-

section in the public schools of that State, or for any

teacher or other person employed in the schools to

kill or cause to be killed any animal for the purpose

of dissection before the pupils.
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The Society for the Preveution of Cruelty to Ani-

mals has very properly protested agaiust the passage

of this bill, as objectiouable aud uuuecessary legisla-

tion, ou the followiug grounds: (1) That the evil

which it is intended to correct does not exist in the

Stale; (2) that the existing law is amply sufficient

to prohibit its introduction and to suppress it if it

should be introduced; and (3) that the bill, if it

should be enacted, would have no other effect than to

weaken the provisions of the present law.

During the past few months reports have been in

circulatiou that vivisection has been practised in three

of the public schools of the State, but the above Soci

ety, after a thorough investigation, has found that

these reports were entirely without foundation.

In regard to the dissection of dead animals, or i)arts

of animals, in schools, the New York Society takes

the following ground : ''The question is whether the

humane killing of an animal for dissection is 'unjusti-

fiable,' and the answer must be that it is not neces-

sarily unjustifiable. If the dissection is lawful and

beneficial to human beings, then it is as justifiable to

kill an animal for that purpose as to kill it for food.

Now, no one pretends that a dissection of a dead ani-

mal is wrong per $e ; consequently the whole question

turns on the right or wrong of dissection in schools.

. . . We do not believe that public opinion will sus-

tain a measure forbidding all dissection in schools of

an advanced grade. There must be some discretion,

or the whole movement will presently be discredited

as a piece of theoretical legislation, unworthy of re-

spect or obedience. Something, too, we submit, must

be left to the discretion of teachers, who are the best

judges of the sort of instruction which is adapted to

their pupils."

MEDICAL NOTES.

Professor Brouardel elected Dean of the

Paris Medical Faculty.— Professor Brouardel,

who occupies the Chair of Medical Jurisprudence in

the Paris Medical Faculty, has been elected Dean of

the Faculty for a period of three years.

Foreign Medical Men in Paris.— In Paris

there are 2,922 medical men, 521 of these being for-

eigners. The total number is in the proportion of 22

foreign medical men to 100 French. In the fifth and

sixth arroudissements there are 246 foreigners to 521

French practitioners. With the exception of these two

districts the foreign practitioners are mostly practising

in the most fashionable parts of the city.

The Treatment of Bee Stings.— A physician

was recently attacked by a swarm of bees in Baroda,

India, according to the Indian Medical Gazette, and

so severely stung in the hands, head, face aud neck,

that one hundred and fifty stings were extracted from

the neck alone. The swelling and pain were greatly

reduced by ipecacuanha powder, which was made into

a paste aud smeared over the affected parts.

Resection op Vas Deferens in Prostatic Ht-

PKKTROiMir. — Ilelferich reports (in the Deutsch med.

Zeituiig., No. 3, 189G), that he has performed this

operation ten times, with exceedingly good functional

results, although no diminution in the size of the pros-

tate was noted in most cases. The excision of a piece

of vas deferens is a simple and safe operation and

does not even require an anesthetic.

Sir William Fkrgcsson as a Teacher of Sur-

GERT.— It is noted by the Lancet that at the present

moment at five of the large general hospitals in Lon-

don pupils of the late Sir William Fergusson are the

senior surgeons. They are William Rose at King's

College Hospital, Christopher Heath at University

College Hospital, George Lawson at Middlesex Hos-

pital, Charles Macnamara at Westminster Hospital,

and Boyce Barrow at the Royal Free Hospital.

The Administration of London Hospitals

Seventy Years Ago.— A paragraph published in

the Lancet seventy years ago gives an interesting side-

light upon the way the large Loudon hospitals were

at that time managed, and also shows the stand taken

by the Lancet as a fearless reporter of abuses. The
paragraph is as follows :

" We understand that ])ersons

vpere allowed to vend porter in the wards of St.

Thomas's Hospital, and to hawk oranges, tarts, etc.,

through those of Guy's. We cannot suppose that

the medical officers of these institutions are aware of

these facts, aud on that account we refrain for the

present from making any remarks on them. The
abuse is too glaring to be allowed to exist by any one

concerned in the treatment of the sick aud who has it

in his power to effect its redress."

Relation of the Brain and Spinal Cord in

Man.— Some interesting facts were developed by

Professor Ranke at the last meeting of the German
Anthropological Society, in relation to the relative

weights of the brain and spinal cord in man. It is

well known that man has not the heaviest brain of

any animal,— the whale aud elephant have heavier.

Neither has man the heaviest in proportion to his

weight,— some siuging-birds, various email apes and

the mole have proportionately heavier brains. What
Ranke brings out is that the weight of the human
brain is much greater in proportion to the weight of

the spinal cord than in any other vertebrate ; and this,

therefore, constitutes an anatomical distinction of man,

strongly contrasting him with all other animal forms.

The article of Professor Ranke may be found in the

" Correspondenzblatt " of the Society.— D. G. Brin-

ton, in Science, January 1 7th.

Charitt versus Feasting.— A Russian jour-

nal is quoted by La Medecine Moderne as publish-

ing the following story : It was proposed to cele-

brate the twenty-fifth anniversary of the scientific

career of Professor Korsch, of Odessa, by a banquet,

which was to be given by his students aud friends.

When one hundred and fifty names had been sub-

scribed, aud the total amount of the subscriptions

I
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amounted to one thousand roubles, the professor pro-

posed instead of having the banquet, to devote the

sum to the payment of the tuition fees of poor medical

students. This proposition cooled the ardor of the

subscribers to such au extent that all but seventeen of

the hundred and fifty withdrew their subscriptions,

and the total amount left was hardly ninety roubles.

If these are the facts Professor Korsch lost his birth-

day dinner, and the peor medical students gained but

little by it.

A Colloquial Style in Medical Leotokes.—
An early event in the history of the Lancet, as we
learn from a recent number, was a suit brought by the

surgeon Aberuethy, against the publishers, to restrain

them from reporting his lectures. On learning that

the suit was begun, the Lancet reporter began to be

rather cruelly accurate in his reproduction of the

lecturer's style, as is evidenced by the following pas-

sage. " If I am wrong I shall be very happy to have

my errors pointed out and corrected. I'll he hanged

if erysipelas is not always a result of a disordered state

of the digestive organs. . . . Egad, it is a travelling

disease, and, as I say, the parts are disposed to swell.

... If it be seated in an unimportant part, in the

name of G let it go on there. . . . O, said the

dresser, it is a case of erysipelas and he only came in

last week. Good G .' said I, is it possible? . . .

Ho ! he had hisjawingtacks on board, as a sailor would

say." No wonder he objected to seeing himself in

print

!

A Wonderful Horse. — Dr. Paltauf, of Vienna,

has a horse of which he is very proud. The causes

of pride in horseflesh are usually the superb beauty of

the animal, his record iu the matter of speed, his an-

cestry, his temper, his style, his color or his price.

But none of these things have inspired the enthusiasm

of the Vienna phj'sician. His horse has beaten the

record simply in the production of antitoxin units.

The animal is a six-year-old gelding and the strength

of his serum is five hundred antitoxin units. In the

last year this noble animal has produced six quarts of

antitoxin, and, while others have saved their hundreds,

this horse has saved its thousands of lives. In the

civilization of the future, and perhaps in the annual

New York horse-show of the future, the element of

antitoxin may yet be taken into consideration in test-

ing the qualities of the horse. We should respect-

fully submit to those gentlemen who run future horse-

shows that a collection of animals labelled with their

toxin-bearing capacity would form a most interesting

addition to the parade of fair women which is put on

view on this occasion.— Medical Record.

Early Rising as a Cause of Insanity.— In

reference to a paragraph on this subject published iu

the British Medical Journal of January 18th, a corre-

Bpoudent writes as follows : — " Cervantes had ob-

served the connection between early rising and in-

sanity. In the first chapter of ' Don Quixote,' it is

stated that the Knight of the Sorrowful Countenance

was 'nigh fifty years, of a hale and strong complexion,

lean-bodied and thin-faced— an early riser and a lover

of hunting.' It is added that 'he gave himself up so

wholly to the reading of romances that a-nights he

would pore on until it was day, and a-days he would

read on until it was night, and thus by sleeping little

and reading much the moisture of his brain was ex-

hausted to that degree that at last he lost the use of

his reason.' The case is not altogether in point, as

the factors of want of sleep and much reading of

romances must be taken into account, whereas it is

early rising, iu the purity of its own unassisted viru-

lence, that lies under< suspicion as a possible cause of

insanity. We are, of course, willing to accept early

rising as an aggravating circumstance in the case of

the ingenious hidalgo."

Management of Out-Patients at the Royal
Free Hospital, London. — "A noteworthy feature

in the management of the Royal Free Hospital is the

systematic inquiry which is made into the pecuniary

circumstances of the patients who apply for out-patient

treatment. This has been carried out for some years

by the ordinary officials of the institution and with good

effect, but last year the board, acting in conjunction

with the Charity Organization Society, appointed an

officer to investigate carefully the circumstances of the

out-patients. The result is beneficial in several ways;
those who can afford to pay for medical treatment are

excluded (but it is found that these form only a small

proportion of the whole) and those who require help

in addition to treatment are assisted, and this is ren-

dered much more easy by the fact that the officer is in

close connection with the Charity Organization Society.

If careful inquiries such as these were made at all

hospitals the difficult problem of out-patients would be

in some measure solved." Such are the comments of

the Lancet on this system, which seems in this instance

both to have protected the hospital which employs it

against the abuse of its charity, and at the same time

made that charity more effective in the case for which

it is intended, namely, those deserving of aid. The
example of the Royal Free Hospital is one. which is

well worthy of imitation in hospitals on this side of

the water. If this simple step were taken we should

hear less about hospital abuse.

boston and new ENGLAND.

Accte Infectious Diseases in Boston.— Dur-

ing the week ending at noon, April 1, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease:

diphtheria 67, scarlet fever 30, measles 38, typhoid

fever 8.

" Pertinent Questions " as to Boston's Public
Schools.— When in an editorial last week, on the

"Sanitary Condition of Public Schools," the Journal
asked certain "pertinent questions" touching Boston's

[)ublic school-houses, we were well aware that the City

Board of Health had made some years ago an urgent

report on this very subject, which had never been

acted on. It was in view of that knowledge that we
considered those questions especially " pertinent."
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NEW YORK.

A CoROXKR Api'ointeu.— Ou March 27th Gov-

eruor Moriou appoiuied Dr. Theodore K. Tuthill

corouer to succeed the late Dr. William O'Meagher.

He will hold office until his successor is elected iu

'

November. He is a member of the Medical Society

of the County of New York and was au examining

surgeou of the Board of Pensions during a portion of

President Arthur's Administration and the whole of

President Harrison's. He is a Republican, and for

some years has taken au active part in political afEairs.

A Park Sitb in the Sodth eastern Section. —
The Board of Health, in response to a resolution of

the Board of Street Opening asking it to select a site

for a new park iu the south-easteru portion of the city,

has chosen the block bounded by Put, Houstou, Wil-

lett aud Stanton Streets. This is said to be probably

the most densely populated block in the world, aud it

has long been regarded by the sanitary authorities as

a menace to the health of the surrounding region,

which is also thickly populated. It includes sixty-

three houses, forty-six of which are tenements, which

are inhabited by 363 families, comprising 1,650 per-

sons, many of whom are rag-pickers. On the block

are a number of rear teuemeuts, which are reached by

narrow alleys, among them the notorious Shiubone

Alley.

Legacies to Charities. — By the wills of the

late Wm. Moir and Bryan Lawrence a large amount

is left to various charities. From the estate of the

former the Presbyterian Hospital aud Northern Dis-

pensary each receive §5,000, and from that of the lat-

ter St. Vincent's, St. Fiaucis's aud St. Joseph's Hospi-

tals aud the New York Foundling Asylum each receive

legacies varying from $1,000 to $2,500.

Annual Report, State Board of Charities. —
The twenty-uinth annual report of the State Board of

Charities, which was transmitted to the Legislature on

March 25th, shows that at the present time the State

of New York is cariug for 67,828 dependent individuals,

exclusive of patients in the State Hospitals. Economy

iu making appropriations for improvements in public

institutions is recommended in the report, except in

the case of the Craig Colony for Epileptics, the Rome
Custodial Asylum, aud the U'omen's Reformatory at

Bedford, all of which are in urgent need of additional

fuuds. Since the report was presented the Senate has

passed a bill appropriating $5,000 for the first of these

iuslitutious.

Death of Dr. Job S. Cbane. — Dr. Job S. Crane,

of Elizabeth, N. J., died at St. Augustine, Fla., ou

INJarch 26tli, of cardiac disease. He was a native of

Elizabeth aud seventy-one years of age. He was oue

of the organizers of the County Jledical Society, aud

a founder of the Elizabeth General Hospital. He also

established the Home for Aged Women iu Elizabeth,

aud was one of the most honored aud influential citi-

zens of the place.

a^iififccllanp.

ANTITOXIN OF DIPHTHERIA IN TOKIO.

Dr. a. Nakagawa writes to the Lancet, from
Tokio, as follows :

" Dr. Kitasato has just published a detailed report

of 353 cases treated at the institute with the serum
prepared under his supervision. For those who have no

access to the original a few brief extracts may be of some
interest. Mortality : Professor Kitasato collected from
reliable sources 26,52) cases of diphtheria iu Japan
previously to serum-therapy, with 14,996 deaths (56
per cent.) ; while of 353 cases treated here from

November 13, 1894, to November 25, 1895, there

were only 31 deaths (8.78 per cent.). There is reason

to believe that the mortality can still be lowered if the

treatment could be commenced early in the course of

the disease. Thus in 110 cases in which injections

were made within forty-eight hours after the invasion

all ended in recovery. On the other hand, of 33 cases

treated after the eighth day of the disease 11 were
lost. Some of the patients were brought into the in-

stitute in a moribund condition, and 6 children died

within five hours after admission, 6 more within ten

hours ; altogether 21 cases (two-thirds of the total

mortality) were lost within the first twenty-four hours.

As to the effect of the serum on the course of the dis-

ease the first thing to be noted is (a) the fall of tem-

perature ; in many cases the defervescence was almost

critical, aud it takes place usually at the end of

twenty-four to forty-eight hours. Secondly, (i) the

separation of the false membrane, which takes place,

as a rule, after the return of the temperature towards

the normal. Very large casts of the trachea aud larger

bronchi have been coughed up. (c) Urticaria-like erup-

tions were observed in very many cases, being in some
quite severe aud annoying. They, however, disappeared

iu a few days without any treatment, (rf) In 4 cases

marked albuminuria was observed at the time of ad-

mission. In these cases albumin disappeared from the

the urine in the course of treatment. Pyrexia was ac-

compauied by albumin iu the urine, but there was no
reason to believe that any renal trouble was caused by
the injections, (e) Five cases developed paresis of

the soft palate. I wish to note, iu conclusion, that

microscopic as well as culture examinations were made
in every case, aud Dr. Kitasato's report only deals

with those cases in which Loffler's bacilli were demon-
strated to be present."

THE HORSELESS CARRIAGE.

To those physicians who are thinking of some day
substituting the horseless carriage for their present

method of transportation, the following facts published

in the Independent by Mr. William Steiuway, the

piano-maker, may prove of interest:

"The price of the horseless carriage at the present

time is from $1,200 up ; but later ou— even the man-
ufacturers cannot tell how soon— when the carriages

are turned out in considerable numbers, and when the

method of making them may be still further simplified,

it will be possible to reduce the present rate. The
conditions are very much as they have been seen iu

the bicycle industry, aud in the manufacture of fire-

arms ; such improvemeuts have been made in the con-

struction of both these articles as to make it possi-

(
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ble for a persoD of ordinary means to own a good
bicycle or a trustworthy gun. At first tlie horseless

carriage will necessarily be used by the rich residents

of cities in neighborhoods where good roads predomi-

nate. It was the design of the maker of tiaese car-

riages that in the beginning they should be used as

luxuries; but they will also be found valuable in the

business world. Large dry-goods houses and other

stores having many parcels to deliver, will use them
instead of the delivery wagons, sending them to the

outskirts of the city and the suburbs, and finding this

method of transporting their packages both rapid and
cheap, as compared with the old way. A three-horse-

power petroleum engine, it has been demonstrated,

can be run in New York at a cost of three cents an

hour. Such a motor would do the work of two horses

which cost many times more than three cents an hour.

The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
is already speculating on the cost of making a change
in its ambulances trom horses to Daimler motors.

The Daimler motor carriages are built for four dif-

ferent speeds — three and one-half, six, nine and four-

teen miles per hour. The speed can be properly

regulated by means of a hand lever, to suit the condi-

tion and grade of the road. By means of the lever,

also, the carriage can be made to back like any ordi-

nary vehicle. In France and Germany carriages are

not allowed upon the street unless they can back.

This requirement is much more necessary in the

United Slates, where our roads are much narrower
than they are abroad. Our roads, however, are be-

coming better and better each year, thanks to the gen-

eral interest which has become awakened among the

people on this subject, and to the special efforts of the

great army of bicycle riders to whom good roads are

of such importance. The vehicle can be properly

steered and can be used over hilly roads. Many of

the trial trips of these carriages have been made
"through mountainous regions, such as the famous
Black Forest in Germany, with which most American
travellers are familiar. A journey in that region

means up and down hill all the time. The cost for

fuel is about one cent per hour per horse-power, and
enough gasoline or petroleum can be carried for a run

of twenty hours, or even more."

RESOLUTIONS ON THE DEATH OF DR.
EUGENE F. DUNBAR.

At a meeting of the Clinical Club at the house of

Dr. W. P. Bolles on the 20th inst., the following resolu-

tions were passed, and the Secretary was instructed to

publish the same in the Boston Medical and Surgical

Journal.

Whereas, In the providence of God our friend and col-

league. Dr. Eugene F. Dunbar, has been removed from us

by death,

Resolved, That we, the members of the Clinical Club, do
hereby express our sense of loss and our appreciation of

his many sterling qualities.

Resolved, That we recognize his influence in the history

of this Society as one of its earliest membirs, and we would
bear witness not only to the excellence of his private char-
acter, but also to his ability as a physician. The uniform
fairness and courtesy of his professional relations were a
marked characteristic of the man, and the fidelity and gen-
erosity shown to liis patients endeared him to them in an nu-

usual degree. His memory will ever be cherished by us all.

H. Lincoln Chase, M.D., Secretary.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD,

For the week ending March 21st, in Boston, according to
observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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Quincy 1 each. From eerebro spinal meningitis Chicigo 7, New
York 4, Baltimore and Washington 2 each, Worcester, Lowell,
Taunton and fittstield 1 each. From erysipelas New York 5,

Philadelphia 4, ChicHgo and Brooklyn 2 each, Nashville 1.

In the ihirty-three greater towns of England and Wales with
an estimated population of 10,8li0,'.)"l, for the week ending
March 14th, the death-rate was L'0.0. Deaths reported, 4,101);

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) 377, measles
249, whooping-cough 195, diphtheria ill, scarlet fever 40, fever

34, diarrhea 27.

The death-rates ranged from 24.1 in Sunderland to 10.0 in

Swansea: Birmingham 20.4, Bradford 17.3, Cardiff 20.5, Croy-
don 1J.4, Halifax lil.rt. Hull 17.5, Leicester 20.5, Liverpool 24 0,

London i;o.(>, Manchester 2.i.l, Newcastle-on-Tyne 20.4, Norwich
22.1, Nottingham 14.8, Portsmouth 15.5, Sheffield 17.3, West
Ham lti.2.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE STATIONS AND
DUllES OF OFFICERS SKRVING IN THE MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT, U. S. ARMY, FROM MARCH 21, 1890, TO
MARCH 27, 1890.

Leave of absence for two months with permission to apply
for an extension of two months is granted Major Cdbtis E.
Price, surgeon, Fort Sill, Indian Territory.

The following named officers will report in person to Lieut. -

CoL. Charles R. Gheenleaf, deputy surgeou-general, presi-

dent of ihe examining board appointed to meet at San Fran-
cisco, Cal., on 'luesday, April 14, 1890, at 10 o'clock for exami-
nation as to fitness for promotion : First-Lieut. Merritte W.
Ireland, assistant surgeon ; Fihst-Lieut. Benjamin Brooke,
assistant surgeon ; First-Lieut. George M. Wells, assistant

surgeon.

FiiiST-LiEUT. William F. Lippitt, Jr., assistant surgeon,
will report in person to M.\jor Henry S. Turrill, surgeon,
president of the examining board appointed to meet at Fort
Kiley, Kansas, on Tuesday, April 14, 1890, at 10 o'clock a. m.,

at such time as he may be required by the board for examina-
tion as to his fitness for promotion.

Leave of absence for two mouths and fifteen day.«, with per-

mission to go beyond sea, is granted Captain Charles F.

Mason, assistant surgeon, U. S. Military Academy, West Point,

New York.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE MEDICAL CORPS
OF THE U. S. NAVY FOR THE WEEK ENDING
MARCH 28, 1890.

R. B. Ward, passed assistant surgeon, detached from C. S. S.
" Blake," and ordered to the " San Francisco," holding survey
on Chaplain J. J. Kane, in London, en route.

J. C. Wise, surgeon, ordered to examination for promotion,
March 27th.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The forty-seventh Annual Session will be held in Atlanta, Ga.,
on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, May 5th, lith,

Tth and Hlli, commencing on Tuesday, at 10 a. m.
Address in Surgery, Nicholas Senn, Chicago, III. Address in

Medicine, William usier, Baltimore, Md. Address in State
Medicine, George H. Rohe, Baltimore, Md.
Committee of Arrangements.— W. F. Westmoreland, Atlanta,

Ga.
Officers of Sections.

1. Practice of Medicine. Wm. E. Quine, Chicago, 111., Chair-
man ; DeLancey Rochester, Buffalo, N. Y., Secretary.

2. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women. J. Tabor Johnson,
Wa.-hington, D. C, Chairman; Reuben Peterson, Grand
Rapids, Mich., Secretary.

3. Surgery and Anatomy. C. A. Wheaton, St. Paul, Minn.,
Chairman ; Wm. L. Estes, South Bethlehem, Pa., Secre-
tary.

4. State Medicine. Chas. H. Shepherd, Brooklyn, N. Y., Chair-
man; Eimer Lee, Chicago, 111., Secretary.

5. Ophthalmology. Lucien Howe, Buffalo, N. Y., Chairman
;

Frank Allport, Minneapolis, Minn., Secretary.
0. Diseasi-sof Children. A.C. Cotton, Chicago, III., Chairman;

A. J. Work, Elkhart, Ind., Secretary.
7. Dental and Oral Surgery. R.R.Andrews, Cambridge, Mass.,

Chairman ; Eugene S. Talbot, Chicago, III., Secretary.
8. Neurol'igy and Medical Jurisprudence. Thos. D. Crothers,

Hartford, Cpnn., Chairman; W. J. Herdman, Ann Arbor,
Mich., Secretary.

9. Dermatology and Syphilography. L. D. Bulkley, New
York, Chairman; T. C. Gilchrist, Baltimore, Md., Secre
tary.

10. Laryngology and Otology. G. V. Woolen, Indianapolis
Ind., Cbairmao; M. K. Ward, Pittsburgh, Pa., Secretary.

11. Materia Medica and Pharmacy. F. E. Stewart, Detroit,

Mich.. Chairman ; W. B. Hill, Milwaukee, Wis., Secretary.
12. Physiology and Dietetics. H. Bert hllis, Los Angeles, Cal.,

Chairman; Henry Salzer, Baltimore, Md., Secretary.

Wm. B. Atkinson, Permanent Secretary.

SOCIETY NOTICES.

Boston Society for Medical Improvement.— A regular
meeting of the Society will be held iit the Medical Library, 19

Boylstoii Place, on Monday evening, April 0th, at 8 o'clock.

Papers: Dr. J. J. Putnam will read on "The Responsibilities

and Opportunities of Physicians Testifying as Experts in Cases
of Traumatic Psychosis." Discussion by Dr. M. Prince and Dr.

G. L. Walton.
Dr. H. R. Stedman on " Prognosis of Insanity." (Postponed

paper.) Discussion by Dr. W. A. Gorton, of Providence, Dr.
Edw. Cowles and Dr. E. B. Lane.

Clarence J. Blake, M.D., President.
James G. Mumford, M.D., Secretary.

The Association of Military Surgeons of the United
States.— The sixth annual meeting of this As.sociation will

convene in Philadelphia, Pa., on May 12, 13 and 14, lS9o. Many
distinguished representatives from the several military services

of the United States, as well as a large gubernatorial detail

from nearly every State in the Union, has been assured.

The morning session of '1 uesday will be held at the Broad
Street Theatre, at 10 o'clock, where addresses will be made by
Governor Hastings, Mayor Warwick, General Snowdon, Dr. Da
Costa and President Read ; also the Report of the Committee of

Arrangements, by Chairman Major J. Wilks Neill.

An interesting programme of scientific papers lias been ar-

ranged to be read and discussed during the day sessions.

The evenings will be given up to pleasure, which has been
amply and generously provided for by the Committee of Ar-

rangements, in the manner of receptions, social entertainments,
etc.

On Tuesday afternoon, at 3 o'clock promptly, at Hotel Wal-
ton, the regular business session will begin, with reports of

committees .and reading of papers.

On Thursday morning and afternoon a business session and
reading of papers will be resumed at Hotel Walton.
The Registration Committee will have headquarters ,it Hotel

Walton and members are urged to be enrolled as soon after

arrival as possible.

Lt.-Col. Eustathius Chancellor, Secretary, St. Louis, Mo.

THE CARTWRIGHT LECTURES.

The Cartwright Lectures of the College of Physicians and
Surgeons for 1890. will be given by George S. Huntington,
A.M., M.D., Professor of Anatomy in the Medical Department
of Columbia University, New York.

I. Wednesday, April 8th. " Morphology of the UeoColic
Junction and Large Intestine in Vertebrates."

II. Wednesday, April loth. " Evolution of Human Cecum
and Vermiform Appendix, and Probable Lines of Derivation of

the Corresponding Structures in the other Vertebrates."
III. Wednesday. April 22d. " Morphology of the Bronchial

System and its Relation to the Pulmonary Vascular Supply in

Mammalia."
The lectures will be given in the hall of the New York Acad-

emy of Jledicine, 17 West 43d Street, on the above dates, at 8.15

o'clock, P. M.
D. Bryson Dklavan,

jWm. K. Draper, > Committee.
Samuel W. Lambert, I

RECENT DEATH.

Professor Sappey, the distinguished anatomist, died March
14th at the age of eighty-six. In 18n8 he succeeded to the chair

in the Medical Faculty left vacant by the death of Jarjavay.

At the Academy of Sciences he succeeded Professor Milne-
Edwards in the Anatomy and Zoology Section. In 1887 he was
promoted to the rank of Commander in the Legion d'Honneur.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED

Transactions of the Seventeenth Annual Meeting of the Amer-
ican Laryngological Association held in the City of Rochester,

N. Y., June 17, 18 and 19, 1895. New York: D. Appleton & Co.

1890.

Atlas of Traumatic Fractures and Luxations with a Brief

Treatise. By H. Helferich, M.D., Professor at the University

of Greifswald. With 100 illustrations after original drawings.

By Dr. Joseph Trumpp. New York : William Wood & Co. 1696.

i
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BRAIX COMPLICATIONS OF EAR DISEASE.i

BT EDWARD SWASET, M.D., WORCESTER, MASS.,
Oculiit and Aurist to Worcester City hospital.

The brain complications of chronic suppurative

otitis media are of three kinds :

(1) Abscess.

(2) Meningitis (nsually suppurative).

(3) Thrombosis of the lateral sinus.

Regarding abscess, there may be one or more and
variously located, but most commonly a single ab-

scess. It may be found between the bone and dura
mater. It may be circumscribed between the dura and
the brain substance. It may be just within the brain

substance ; or, lastly, it may be deeply located in the

white substance of the brain. These various locations

may be directly connected by a carious bone or pus

channel with the original pus pocket, the suppuratin"

ear, or those deeper in the cerebral substance may be

shut off from this fountain source.

I have said chronic suppurative inflammation of the

middle ear, because any of these three conditions al-

most never come from a virgin case of acute middle-

ear trouble. There has been a history of more or less

protracted otorrhea, with, perhaps, seasons of quies-

cence. In such a case some exposure will light up
again the fire which has almost, or quite, smoldered to

embers, and once started it will burn and extend and
stop not until the patient's life is sacrificed. This is

the rule ; there are, however, a few cases on record

where there was no otorrhea from first to last, though
in one case it took seven months to wear out and ex-

haust the patient, and the autopsy showed a sinus

thrombosis, an abscess of the temporal lobe and one of

the cerebellum.

There is another rule that holds good in the great

majority of these cerebral cases, that is, the mastoid

has been involved more or less severely prior to the

brain symptoms. But this is not essential, for necro-

sis may occur in the thin bone that forms the roof of

the middle ear, the attic of the tympanum, so called,

and pus gain access to the cranial cavity through this

channel, or the veins and the foramina of the nerve and
lymphatics may be the means of letting pus in. It is

a well-kuown fact that these cases of inflammation in

the attic of the tympanum are far more productive of

biaiu troubles than in those where the inflammation is

lower down in the middle ear. The process is con-

fined in a very narrow space, that part of the drum
membrane does not readily rupture spontaneously, and
where it does occur this space does not readily and
effectually draiu itself. The passage that extends back-

wards and connects this space with the antrum of the

mastoid readily becomes closed by the swollen mucous
membrane. It is liable, therefore, from all these rea-

sons, principally the lack of proper drainage, to cause

necrosis of this thin bone, and extend directly upwards
and involve the middle cranial fossa and the tempero-

sphenoidal lobe. And, moreover, these attic inflam-

mations are the most productive of mastoid troubles of

any form of middle-ear inflammation. A narrow open-
ing connects the attic with the chief mastoid cell, the

antrum, and both these chambers are lined by a con-

tinuous mucous membrane. From the antrum down-

wards the mastoid process is made up of cellular

structure and chambers. But these differ greatly in

structure and number in different individuals.

Once the mastoid has become involved several re-

sults may follow : First, the inflammation may subside

and a cure follow ; second, it may increase and extend,

and the cellular structure become tilled with pus,

which may find exit in several directions. It may
necrose throujih the anterior wall of the antrum and
discharge at the upper and posterior will of the ex-

ternal auditory canal. It mav go through the foram-

ina of the outer table of the mastoid, setting up peri-

ostitis and abscess of the mastoid. It may go through
the inner table of the mastoid at its lowest point, and
here entering the groove of the digastric muscle it will

gravitate and spread between and around ihe muscles

of that side of the neck, giving us a case of so-called

Bezold's perforation. Or, lastly, it may find the least

resistance upwards, and going in that direction either

by a necrosis or by the avenue of the veins, nerves and
foramina, gain access to the cranial cavity, or going
inwards involve the lateral sinus. And it is these two
latter events— upwards to the brain and inwards to

the sinus— that bring us to the suhject proper of this

paper.

The desperate condition of these patients you will

all admit, and without the intervention of surgical aid

the case is almost hopeless. Much careful study and
clinical record have been bestowed upon tliese cases in

the past ten years, and especially so in the past three

or four years. It is the only hope of this paper to

present to you our present state of knowledge on this

subject. Much remains obscure regarding differentia-

tion and localization, and probably always will remain
obscure.

And first regarding Meningeal Symptoms. We may
have only meningeal irritation, and symptoms of this

are marked in a great number of cases of midiUe-ear

disease. These symptoms are transient headache,

nausea, vomiting, dizziness, a possible moderate rise in

temperature and accelerated pulse. But these symp-
toms soon improve on the free discharge from the ear

of the imprisoned secretions ; and these cases almost
all recover, only a few exceptional cases of a fatal

termination being on record.

But contrast this picture with a case of true and
real meningitis in which we have persistent and dis-

tressing headache, unrelieved by any treatment to the

ear, or by any medicines we may administer. The
patient is hyperesthetic in his whole being; noises dis-

tress him ; the light hurts him, and must be excluded
or tempered ; the face is flushed ; the temperature is

high and remains high; the pulse is rapid and con-
tinues rapid and perhaps intermittent; the pupils are

contracted; the neck painful and rigid. There is

nausea and vomiting ; local spasms, such as trismus
and stabismus, are common ; and as the case progresses

convulsions and coma and then the dilated pupils tell

us that the end is not far off. The rapid onset and
progress of these symptoms mark the case as one of

unmistakable meningitis.

But in Abscess we have again another picture, and
this tornado of symptoms does not come down upon
our patient and rapidly hurry him to his end. In
cerebral abscess the symptoms will much depend on
its location. As in a central pneumonia we may not
have any severe pain in the lung until by extension it

reaches the surface and the pleura, so in braiu abscess
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located in the white uon-sensitive brain substance, it

is only wiien the Burface and meninges are reached
that we get the severe and local pain.

A^-iie from extra-dural abscess, it occasionally hap-

pens that an abscess lies superficial ; but, as a rule, it

lies very deep in the white substance of the brain.

Tlie headache of abscess has not the severity of

meningitis, ami it often has remissions and is usually

more on the side where the abscess is. The patient is

irritable, dull, slow of speech and intellect, disposed

to sleep and to mild delirium. There is more in the

whole aspect of the patient, and in his prostration,

that indicates some more serious illness than his vital

signs of pulse and temperature suggest. For the

pulse is slow (60, 50, 40) and intermittent. The fever

is never high, and is more often subnormal. If there

be a slight rise in temperature and a slow pulse at the

svme time, this points very decidedly to an abscess.

Chills and chilly feelings of various degrees are com-
mon. If convulsions occur, they are more general

and epileptiform. Or if our patient has passed through

a meningeal storm and these symptoms follow, we may
be very sure an abscess has developed.

In Sinus Thrombosis the symptoms are more those

of pyemia, frequent and severe chills, a rapid pulse, a

rapid rise and then a fall of tempera'ure, vomiting,

headache (more on the aflected side), some degree of

choked disc; but in spite of these severe symptoms,
the patient is conscious and his mind more clear than

in the two preceding conditions. But there are local

signs that are more decisive than any general symp-
toms. The sinus may become infected by necrosis of

the thin bone partition that separates it from the mas-

toid antrum, or it may come by way of the numerous
veins that empty themselves from the cells of the mas-

toid as well as from the tissues that cover it, or from

both these sources. A phlebitis is set up, a thrombus

is formed that will extend to the point where the cur-

rent of blood is disturbed by a fresh current from

some large vein. As the lateral sinus becomes the in-

ternal jugular vein when it passes out of the skull,

this thrombus will extend down the internal jugular

until it reaches the facial vein. Hence it is that the

distinctive sign of sinus thrombosis is this hard, tender

cord passing down the neck in the course of the inter-

nal jugular as far as its junction with the facial. The
swelling and pain in the neck, the prominent veins

over the side of the head and face, and if the caver-

nous sinus be involved, tiie swelling and edema around

the eye involving the lids and conjunctiva, and may
even produce exophthalmus and choked disc ; these

signs can come from onlj' one cause. The only con-

dition that could simulate it in the neck is the iiiKl-

trated pus that I have before spoken of in describing

Bezold's perforation of the mastoid. But this could

hardly long remain a good counterfeit for a sinus

thrombosis. The rule is that the thrombosis will

break down into pus and give us the symptoms of

pyemic fever, yet with pure thrombosis without degen-

eration, symptoms may be completely wanting. The
chief danger is that the lungs will become infected,

and where the jugular is well involved the lungs are

infected in 75 to 80 per cent. Septic meningitis is

also the rule in these cases of thrombus.

But, alas ! how different would be the practice of

medicine in all its branches from what it really is if

our cases would give us the clear-cut and shar|)ly-out-

liued picture at the bedside that we can give to them

on paper ! Medicine would then be more of a science

than an art. From the commingling of these several

lesions in one case, and likewise the commingling of

the various symptoms, this class of cases must always

remain dilhcult problems in differential diagnosis.

Regarding localization, I shall consider only the

subject of Abscess. Quite large abscesses may occupy
various locations in the brain and yet give us no local-

izing sign. The most frequent seat of abscess within

the brain is the temporo-spenoidal lobe. About 65

per cent, of all such abscesses are located here. We
may, of course, have a crossed hemiplegia with such an

abscess, and the muscles of the face may be involved,

but we should not wait for nor expect definite localiz-

ing symptoms from an abscess here. If they occur, so

much easier becomes the problem. Next in frequency

to this location comes the cerebellum, about one third

to one-half as frequent as the temporo-sphenoidal lobe.

We are more liable to have a larger array and more
definite symptoms from the cerebellum than from any
of the other lobes of the brain. Dizziness and vertigo

will be very prominent if the central lobe be pressed

upon. But we must remember that these symptoms
may both come from trouble in the inner ear, labyrin-

thian vertigo. Stiffness and pain in the back of the

head and neck may give us a clew. Pressure on the

pons will paralyze some of the facial muscles, if the

abscess be large enough to make such pressure.

Vomiting is a common symptom. Slowing of the

respirations, and still more frequently, slowing of the

pulse, are important symptoms. Nystagmus is a

symptom pointing to cerebellar trouble, and choked

disc is a quite common symptom. In any of these

symptoms of brain abscess this subject of choked disc

may well be worth our attention. Bilateral choked
disc indicates some brain lesion, and if found may
clear up a doubtful case of typhoid or malaria or

pneumonia. Cerebellar abscess comes more from
mastoid cases, because the bone which separates the

mastoid cells from the brain forms a part of the poste-

rior cranial fossa in which the lobes of the cerebellum

rest. An inflammation extending upward from the

attic of the tympanum, however, would most likely

cause abscess in the temporo-sphenoidal lobe, for it lies

just over it. The right side of the head is much more
frequently the seat of abscess than the left, because

the bone that forms the roof of the tympan on the

right side is thinner than on the left, and hence mors
readily necrosed through pain and tenderness on per-

cussion and jiressure over the seat of abscess, and not

infrequently some increase iu the temperature may all

be found, especially if the abscess is not deep in the

brain substance. Abscess iu the frontal lobe and also

in the occipital, coming from ear disease, are very in-

frequent and need not detain us.

In the Treatment of these cases surgery offers us

our only hope, for without it these cases are doomed.
Regarding the time and indications for surgical inter-

ference, the tendency in the past few years is to oper-

ate earlier and more radically than was the case a few

years ago.

One of the latest authorities, Thomas Barr, of Glas-

gow, in an article read before the International Oto-

logical Congress in 1895, lays down this as a rule to

follow in these cases :
" I would therefore say, that

the present tr^nd of surgical opinion is that we shall

rarely go wrong if, in the presence of grave intra-

cranial symptoms evidently due to a chronic septic
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process in the middle ear, we explore the various path-

ways by which the disease invades the interior of the

skull, and, if no extra-dural collection be found, or

when found, if its removal be not followed by marked
improvement, we open the dura mater and examine
the subdural space ; and even then, if the results be
negative, we need not hesitate to explore the temporo-
sphenoidal lobe or cerebellum or both."

Starr, of New York, so recently as 1893, in his

work on " Brain Surgery," says : " As a rule, abscesses

lie very deep within the white matter of the brain and

to be reached and emptied the brain must be incised."

Hence it has been the practice, until very recently

at least, to open the skull by the trephine at a point or

at points distant from the fountain source of the

trouble, and to mark these locafities, measurements
were taken. What is known as Reid's base line is

drawn backwards from the under margin of the orbit

through the centre of the external auditory canal to

the occiput. Along this line measurements are taken

from the centre of external auditory canal.

As Barker stated that nine-tenths of all the abscesses

of the temporo-spheuoidal lobe could be opened at one

certain point, this he located by measuring backwards
on Reid's line one and one-fourth inches, and then

directly upwards one and one-fourth inches. Here it

is that the trephine should be placed if we wish to ex-

plore this particular lobe. To go directly into the

lateral lobe of the cerebellum we measure on Reid's

line one and one-half inches and then directly down
one-fourth of an inch. We here avoid the occipital

artery. If we measure backwards one inch and then

upwards one-fourth of an inch, we come directly down
upon the lateral sinus. To open the mastoid antrum

go back one-half of an inch and upwards one-fourth

of an inch. To explore the anterior surface of

the petrous bone and part of the temporo lobe we
measure directly upwards from the centre of the

meatus one inch. Van Bergman makes this his point

of entrance, and from here he would, if necessary, ex-

pose the lateral sinus and open the antrum. It is seen

that the trephine is very seldom used in front of the

meatus and only once below Reid's line.

But the surgeons at the present day seem to be less

inclined to make these distant openings at first, but

they attack the fountain source of the infection by

going through and clearing out the antrum, searching

for a carious opening inwards and following it up if

one be found. To expose and examine the mastoid

emissary vein at this time may give us much important

information. If found thrombosed it will indicate the

same condition in the sinus, which will necessitate a

careful examination of the sinus. If this is filled with

a thrombus, or more especially if it contain pus, it will

need to be shut off from the lungs by a ligature around

the internal jugular vein in the neck. If the symp-
toms indicate more serious trouble than would prob-

ably come from simple antrum or attic involvement
and the sinus be free from clots, then more and deeper

explorations will be justifiable, for the desperate con-

dition of our patient will necessitate it. In this man-
ner only does the operator feel that he is burning all

the bridges behind him as he invades the enemy's
country. And, moreover, we are very likely turning

the tide in our patient's favor by just entering the

cranium on an exploring expedition, if we do nothing
more, for we may be giving an avenue of drainage to

an extra-dural abscess, or a peri-sinus abscess, or a

septic meningitis. For cerebral abscess when in the

stage of development is small and superficial and is on
the surface of the brain. When it is larger and of

longer duration it sinks into the substance of the brain.

And still more frequently is there a subdural abscess

just adjacent to the tympanic roof or the wall of the

antrum. This is shown by some recent statistics of

Jansen of Berlin, who found in 184 cases of intra-

cranial suppuration no less than 144 cases of extra-

dural abscess ; only 35 were sinus thrombosis and but
five were cerebral abscesses. This, you notice, contra-

dicts Starr's statement I have already referred to, and
who in another place states that cerebral abscess,

lepto-meniugitis and sinus thrombosis occur with

about equal frequency. Jansen's cases show, also,

that extra-dural abscess was five times more common
in the posterior fossa than in the middle.

These figures seem to show that if we should operate

earlier, and go into the cranium more frequently, if we
would be content to explore at first near the roof of

the tympan and mastoid, rather than go to some dis-

tant point at once and so leave a large area untouched,

which very likely holds the key to the whole trouble,

we might in place of many failures in the past show
still more and brilliant successes in the future.

I have already quoted Thomas Barr; let me in clos-

ing do so again, to indicate what has been done in the

past few years in this line, and in a way be a prophecy
of what we may expect in the future. He says: "In
the various medical journals 1 have found in these

seven years records of 158 cases in which operations

followed by complete recovery have been performed for

relief of the intracranial complications of purulent ear

disease. . . . The record of work during the past

seven years in operations for cerebral and cerebellar

abscess has been remarkable. At least 59 cases of

cerebral and 7 cases of cerebellar abscess have been
thus successfully treated. Many of these were asso-

ciated with septic thrombosis of the sigmoid sinus,

some with meningitis."

The following literature has formed the basis of this

article:

Archives of Otology.

Braun : July, 1891, p. 269.

Truckeobrod : April, 1893, p. 178.

Knapp: July, 18H2, p. 239; July, 1894, p. 155; April, 1895, p. 121.

Uench: .July, 189i, p. 252.

Slieild: July, 1892, p. 282.

Paulsen: July, 189J, p. 346.
Heiman: January, 1893, p. 33.

Adams: April. 1893, p. 182.
Keoiner: April, 1893. p. 191.

Pritfbard: January, 1894, p. 24.

Keuling: January, 1894. pp. 41, 109-111.
Moos: July, 1S94, p. 198.

Farselles: October, 189*. p. 371.
Hansberg: January, lb95, pp. 12, 91-93.
Cleveland: April, 1895, p. 136. .

Guye: April, 1S95. p. 170.

Barr: July, 1895, p. 302.
Trietel: July, 1895, p. 311.

Joel : July, 1895. p 330.

Jansen : .July, 1895, pp. 303, 376-382.

Reference Iland-Book.

Green: vol. ii, p. 619.

Journal American Medical Association.

Allport: December, 17 and 24, 1892.

Medical Record.

Weir: April 9, 1887, p. 404; April 18, 1891, p. 4i;5.

Heinniann: April 23, 1892, pp. 471, 658

Brain Surgery.

Starr: April, 1893, p. 188.

Lancet.

Winter: December 8, 1894, p. 1338.
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ONE YKARS KXI'ERIKNCE IN THE MEDICAL
INSPECTION (»E SCHOOLS AND HIE SUPEK-
VISION OVER THE ISOLATION AND RELEASE
OF INFECTED PERSONS.'

BY 8. H. DUHOIN, M.D., BOSTON.

Among the more recent work taken up by the City

Board of Health, is that of making daily medical iu-

spectioii of the public and parochial Bchools, detecting

cases of contagious disease and giving timely profes-

sional advice to the teachers couceruiiig cbihlren who
may be too ill to remain iu school for the time being.

and giving official supervision over the isolation and
discharge of all cases of diphtheria and scarlet fever

which are treated at home. It is my purpose to give

in this paper only a brief statement of how this work
was started, the method of procedure, the result of the

first year's work and the impression which the work
has made on the medical profession, the school man-
agement and the public, so far as the evidence which
has come to me, will warrant. It will be remembered
that n)any doubts and prejudices, both in and out of

the school board, had to be overcome before our
scheme for school inspection could be carried into

effect. Our first set-back was in 1891 from the school

board to whom we had courteously applied for formal
permission to render this professional aid to the

schools. lis first action was against us, but this was
subsequently reversed, and we are indebted to Dr. C.

M. Green, [hen a member of the school board, for aid

in advocating our cause at that time.

The Board of Health began its otiicial efforts in this

direction in December, 1890, and got alternate suc-

cesses and defeats from the governments which con-

trol tbe finances of the city and the public schools for

a period of four years. We finally succeeded under
the influence of a severe epidemic of diphtheria, and
began work November 1, 1894, with the consent of

the ma\or and the tacit consent of the school hoard.

Tbe Hoard of Health divided the city into fifty dis-

tricts, giving an average of about four school-houses
and fourieeu hundred pupils to each district. Js'o dif-

ficulty was experienced in finding well-qualified and
discreet pliNsicians who would undertake the duties

prescribed ; and the Board selected and appointe<i,

without interference from any source, one physician
for each district, with a salary of t«o hundred dollars

a year, plus the honor and satisfaction of serving iu a

good cause. His duty is lo make a visit to each mas-
ter's school daily soon after the beginning of the morn-
ing session. The master receives from each of the
teachers iu his district, early reports as to the appear-
ance of symptoms of illness in any pupil iu their

charge. These reports are given to ihe visiting physi-
cian, who at once examines llie reported children and
makes a record of his diagnosis and action iu books
furnished by the Board of Health for this purpose,
and kept in the custody of the master. H tlie visiting

physician finds the child too ill to remain in school, he
advises the teacher lo send the child home for the ob-
servation and care of its parents and family physician.

If the illness is from a contagious disease, the child is

ordered home and the case reported to the Board of

Health. If the ciiild, who is thus sent home, returns
the next day with continued illness, the same action

by pjiysiciau and teacher will be repeated and sus-

tained by the Health and School Boards. The dis-

Rwail before tbe Uoston Society of Medical Improvement Decem-
ber 3U, 18ii3.

position of the sick child while at home and the possi-

bilities of neglect in cases where contagious diseases

develop in such children, as well as giving them a war-

rant for returning to school, has not yet been fully

provided for, but is in contemplation, and the Iruaut-

otficers may need to be brought into this service iu

making the system complete.

Iu the examination of the children in school every

facility is extended to the doctor, and he, in turn,

reaches a satisfactory conclusion with the least possible

delay or annoyance to any one. There being frequent

need for looking into the children's throats, 1 looked

about to find something for a tongue depressor which
could be used once and destroyed, and thus get rid of

the danger of communicating any disease from one
pupil to another, as well as to avoid unfavorable criti-

cism upon that score. After looking over many clever

devices, including the split wooden clothespin sug-

gested by Dr. Temple, and which, by the way, forms

a surjirisingly cheap, available and useful depressor, I

at last found in the little piece of wood, which is in

common use by florists for labelling plants, the hint to

the successful article which I have caused to be manu-
factured and used by our medical inspectors, a pack-

age of which I have here to show you. These little

pieces of clean pine are made for us in a saw-mill up
in New Hampshire, and they cost the city one-eigh-

teenth of a ceut each. They are without olijection in

use or appearance, and will burn as easily as a match,
which is the intended destiny of each after being used

once. The thermometer is rarely a necessity iu these

examinations, and when used is treated with due care.

The medical inspector never undertakes to give pro-

fessional treatment in any case. They merely point

out the need of professional treatment where the need
exists. The treatment itself must be received from
the family physician or iu the hospitals or in the dis-

pensaries. The total number of children examined
between November 1, 1«94, and October 31, 1895,
was 14,CG6, of whom 9.188 were found to be sick and
5,472 were found not to be sick. The number found
sick enough to be sent home was 1,745. Of these,

437 were suffering from contagious or infectious dis-

eases as follows: diphtheria 70, scarlet fever 26,

measles 110, whooping cough 28, mumps 43, pedicu-

losis 66, scabies 42, congenital syphilis 8, chicken-pox

34. These children were iu their seats spreading con-

tagious diseases amongst other children. The number
01 children who were saved from these diseases by the

timely discovery and isolation of the sick ones is, of

course, beyond computation. The other diseases

which were discovered and for which the necessity for

treatment was pointed out were as follows : abscess 33,

aiienoids 116, anemia 41, bronchitis 226, catarrh 195,

cellulitis 13, chorea 18, colds 93, coughs 26, coryza

70, debility 80, dermatitis 31, diseases of the ear 62,

diseases of the eye oy2, eczema 200, enlarged tonsils

691, enlarged uvula 11, epilepsy 11, headache 326,

indigestion lOO, influenza 15, laruigitis 132, malaria

20, nausea 63, Pott's disease 3, pharyngitis 1,196,

ringworm 61, sore throat 765, swollen glands 111,

tinea 28, tonsillitis 2,269, ulcer 16. wounds 53. vaccin-

ation needed 582, miscellaneous 496. total 9,187.

To find these diseases at home in the family of the

pupil, whether contagious in character or unpleasant

to the sight, is looked upon with comparative indiffer-

ence by the public, but when they are found in the

public schools or in any other place where the public
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or private rights of other parties are concerned, then

the laws which deny one the right to use his own or

the public place to the injury of his neighbor, must be

invoked. We have now 71,495 pupils and about

1,500 teachers in our public schools and 11,808 in the

parochial schools of Boston. It is fair to say that

under the stimulus of this daily medical attention,

every teacher will become more and more expert and

desirous to detect any existing illness amongst the

children under his or her charge. Every parent

can feel that his child is less exposed to disease in

school and less likely to be ill without immediate and

proper attention from teacher and physician than at

any previous lime. 1 am satisfied that it would be

hard to find a field for medical inspection and super-

vision which presents equal facilities for detecting dis-

eases amongst congregated bodies or which offers more
encouraging results.

In looking over the list of diseases which we have
found amongst the children attending our schools, one

is forced to notice several ills which may not only be

induced but aggravated and perpetuated by the present

faulty means of seating children, a subject which has

recently engaged the attention of this Society with

very hopeful results. But that which strikes one

more forcibly is the excessive prevalence of diseases

in the throat, lungs and air-passages. We find, of the

9,188 children found to be sick, no less than 5,689

had acute or chronic diseases thus located, and of these

5,053 were located in the throat. I would not over-

look the many faulty conditions of the homes of the

school-children or the many other outside influences

which contribute to the causes of these ills; but we
are painfully aware of the fact that in many of our

school-houses there are such grave deficiencies in ven-

tilation, heating and cleanliness, with the attendant ex-

cessive heat or cold and sudden alternations from one

to the other, that we are warranted in concluding that

a proportion at least of this illness is chargeable to

school attendance. The very large number of cases

of tonsillitis, pharyngitis, laryngitis and sore throat

found, gives rise to a strong suspicion, especially in

view of our recent work in culture diagnosis, that if

cultures had been made in all these cases many of

them would have been found to be accompanied by

diphtheria bacilli. We hope to have, hereafter, such

arrangements as will be convenient to make more cult-

ures at the schools before sending the children home.
Incidental to this school inspection the same corps of

medical men is also serving as agents of the Board of

Health in the control of contagious diseases which are

treated at home. The Board of Health sends to each

of the school inspectors, every morning, a full list of

the cases of diphtheria and scarlet fever which have
been reported during the previous twenty-four hours.

Each medical officer selects the cases reported in his

district, visits them to see if they are properly isolated

at home, leaves a card for the attending physician,

politely informing him of the official visit and reports

his approval or disapproval of the isolation at once to

the Board of Health for its action. If the patient is

properly isolated, the officer places a card on the door

of the room to indicate the official designation of such

room for the isolation of the patient. If the case is

not [iroperly isolated and such isolation cannot be

commanded at home, he reports sucli facts to tlie

Board of Health, and such patient is at ouce ordered

to the hospital. He makes another visit to the patient

in the question of discharge from isolation, and again

reports bis conclusions to the Board of Health. If it

is a case of diphtheria a negative report from the labo-

ratory to the Board of Health is necessary ; and if it is

a case of scarlet fever, desquamation must have ceased

and the fact certified by the school inspector before

such patient can lawfully be released from isolation.

This school inspector and agent of the Board of Health

is indirectly held responsible for the proper isolation

of the patient at home, for causing the patient's re-

moval to the hospital when necessary, and for the

patient's release from isolation ; in other words, the

Board of Health is thus provided with trustworthy in-

formation upon which it can act for the best protec-

tion of the schools and the public against the spread

of contagious diseases.

THE CLIMATIC TREATMENT OF PHTHISIS
IN COLOKADO.

BY H. B. HOORB, M.D., COLOKADO SPRINGS, COL.,

Member of American Climatological Association.

The writer scarcely expects to say anything on this

subject which will be new to those of the profession

whose special interest in the climatic therapeutics of

phthisis has led them to keep up with all the advances
made in this line. On the contrary, his object is to

communicate to general practitioners some truths which

may be of value to them and their patients if they but

have a correct understanding of their application.

Probably a majority of medical men of to-day, while

perhaps familiar with the statements constantly ema-
nating from the autopsy-rooms of large hospitals, that

healed tuberculous lesions of the lungs are of every-day

occurrence, nevertheless instinctively form in their own
minds a most unfavorable prognosis when they discover

the physical signs of this dreaded disease in the lungs

of a patient. The old picture passes in review before

their eyes— alternating periods of hope and despond-

ency on the part of the patient's family, according as

the symptoms are now better, now worse, but prac-

tically always with the same sequel. The fact that

healed tuberculous lesions of the lungs are so often

found post-mortem is of much importance in enabling

us to form a correct conception of the strength of the

morbid tendency to be antagonized, and how often nat-

ure unaided by drugs or change of climate, succeeds in

limitiug tuberculization and converting already dis-

eased tissue into hard, atrophied, innocuous masses.

The degree of efficiency of this effort on the part of

nature is often truly remarkable, and not sufficiently

recognized by the profession. The true object of treat-

ment should be to secure time, or, in other words,

chronicity of the morbid process. Everything contrib-

uting to this result is valuable by prolonging those

critical, early periods of the disease wheu nature's

efforts are most apt to be efficient.

We believe that in almost every case of pulmouary
tuberculosis a zone of time exists— if such an expres-

sion may be permitted— when the supplementary ac-

tion of a radically improved climatic environment will

result in a cure. Certaiu very rapid cases occasionally

seen are exceptions. Here, either in consequence of

an unusual degree of virulence or the great numbers of

the invading bacilli, or by virtue of a special condition

of the tissues constituting a good culture medium, as

the bacteriologists would call it, tuberculization pro-
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ceeds so fast that notliiog avails. But it is the ordi-

nary cases of philiisis, sliowiug a fair degree of toiiic-

itj', that we are considering. In no department of

practice can tlie responsibility of the medical adviser

be greater. If he adopts the custom, too much in

vogue, of allaying his own fears and those of the pa-

tient by calling the cough a result of " cold " or a little

"bronchitis," he is wasting in a prodigal manner time

that is golden, that is the very life of the patient.

We are constantly learning that the true line of

progress in handling all diseases is in prevention, or,

if too late for that, in the earliest possible recognition.

Time will only accentuate the truth of this statement.

The art of therapeutics is lamentably inadequate.

The consequences of disease, even if arrested, are per-

manent. Let me urge physicians whose practice is

too general or too much in other lines to admit of

keeping up a high degree of skill in chest examina-
tions, to call skilled counsel to their aid, or, if that is

not feasible, to be governed more in making a diagno-

sis by rational signs and oft-repeated sputa examina-
tions. How difficult it is, even for the experienced

auscultator, to discover deeply seated and perhaps dis-

crete tuberculous lesions, often impossible in fact ; but,

on the other hand, certain rational signs may render

the diagnosis in such cases very probable, indeed al-

most certain. It is always most suspicious, for in-

stance, when a cough in a young or middle-aged per-

son lasts more than a very few weeks, and such a case

should be most carefully watched. If error is to be
made, how much better to make it on the safe side.

In my opinion physicians, generally, little realize how
frequently cases of incipient tuberculosis and exacerba-

tions of chronic latent tuberculosis are diagnosed as

cold or catarrhal bronchitis; and yet it is just these

cases which are enjoying an opportunity never to be
recalled, for the time soon passes when a cure is possi-

ble.

Let us now ask ourselves, what, if anything, we
have to guide us in the selection of a climate best

suited to the arrest and cure of this disease. Irre-

spective of actual trial and its results on a large scale,

which wouhl, of course, be conclusive, that climate or

region would suggest itself to the thoughtful miud as

being the best suited to the purpose which shows the

most marked degree of immunity from tubercular dis-

ease among the native population. Making due allow-

ance for density of pojiulation, character of prevailing

occupation, etc., a marked degree of freedom from the

disease would evidence the existence of an anti-tuber-

cular influence. It has been known for thirty years

that such an immunity existed at high altitudes. We
believe that it was first noted by European travellers

in Mexico and the Andean cities of South America.
About the same time the fact was turned to practical

account in the actual treatment of cases of phthisis in

the Engadine, and the Hourishing resorts Davos Platz
and St. Morilz are instances of a fuller development of

the idea. A few years later Miiller published his oft-

quoted statistics— the result of the work of the Swiss
commission — which proved that a relative immunity
existed at various altitudes, modified i)y latitude and
local conditions. How far these theoretical expecta-
tions are satixlied by actual results can be seen by
reference to 790 cases reported by various observers as

treated at high altitudes and collected and tabulated in

the first volume of Hare's "System of Therapeutics."

Without going into details, it may be seen at a glance

that the difference in results between low and elevated

regions (over 4,500 feet) is so radical as scarcely to

admit of comparison, and leaves no doubt as to the ex-

istence of a new factor— three times as many cases

recovering at high altitudes as elsewhere. It will also

be noticed that the result was very much influenced by
the stage of the case. The practice of keeping pa-

tients at home until all reasonable prospect for recov-

ery is at an end, and then sending them away to die,

hundreds of miles from home and its comforts, cannot
be too severely condemned.
At the risk of being tedious I cannot refrain from

repeating, again and again, that, if a case of tubercu-

losis of the lungs is to be treated successfully, it must
be recognized at the very start, and climatic treatment

begun at once. We must bear constantly in mind that

tuberculosis is an infective disease, and that, if it can

be recognized promptly, as is probably possible in al-

most every case, while there is scarcely more than a

little local infiltration at the seat of invasion, its treat-

ment is very simple and successful compared with the

hopeless problem which confronts us later when the

lesions have become mixed cultures of all sorts of pus

bacteria, flooding the system with their products, which
produce fever, sweats, anorexia and all the phenomena
of sepsis.

To one who is thoroughly impressed with the extra-

ordinary and radical results of the high altitude treat-

ment in properly selected cases of phthisis, the strength

of the old habit of sending consumptives south is a

matter for profound regret. It is also hard to under-

stand what could, in the first place, have given rise to.

the idea that southern climates were useful. A study

of the vital statistics of hot and cold countries, shows
that phthisis, so far from being a disease peculiar to

the latter, is no more frequent than in the former.

Phthisis is as frequent in Italy, the south of France
and the southern States of this country, as in Norway
and Sweden, England, Canada and the northern States

of America, that is, comparing rural and urban popu-

lations with their appropriate class. Furthermore, I

think no one with much experience in these cases, will

dispute the fact that in all climates consumptives eat

better and are more apt to gain in weight in the cooler

times of the year when the atmosphere is bracing and
refreshing sleep can be had. Of course, cold ceases to

be a virtue when it confines patients to their houses.

On the other hand, nothing is so debilitating and so

apt to relight the tubercular fire as the intense heat of

our American summers. Patients can neither eat

nor sleep, and generally lose steadily in weight. A
comparison of the hygrometric conditions of the North
and South will show, too, that the latter possesses no

advantages in this respect either. A glance at the

hygrometer in F'lorida, for instance, on almost any

bright sunny day, will show that, while the moisture

is not palpably apparent, it is none the less there,

lurking in the bright sunshine, like a concealed enemy.

No one will deny that the.«e mild, equable, moisture-

laden atmospheres often palliate an irritable cough re-

markably, like a spray in a physician's office; but we
must not forget that the cough is not the disease, but

only the manifestation or symptom of it, and that an

improvement in it does not necessarily imply a corre-

ponding improvement in the diseased areas producing

it. • In a word, the object of our search should not be

to find an opiate or hypnotic, under the gentle influ-

ence of which the patient may be chloroformed off into
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eternity even without a cough, but rather to surround

him with those invigorating conditions, if such can be

found, which will ultimately arrest and cure his dis-

ease, perchance at the expense of extra coughing.

These mild, soothing climates have their uses, how-
ever, and should not be despised. Many cases of

phthisis come too late under the eye of the physician

to admit of their being sent to a high altitude. The
disease has already made extensive ravages, their sys-

tems are consumed with fever, and to send such an

one to the stimulating and not very equable climates

of high altitudes would be to hasten tissue waste and

shorten his days. Here the soothing, palliative influ-

ence finds its proper sphere of usefulness, and may be

of much value and comfort to these poor unfortunates.

As regards medium elevations, of which Asheville,

N. C, and the Adirondacks may be taken as a type,

they render undoubted service in a certain number of

cases; but when we come to ask ourselves why they

are useful and what feature of their climate is peculiar,

we are forced to admit that altitude is their one essen-

tial climatic peculiarity, and that they possess this in

insufficient degree, together with numerous minor
climatic disadvantages— such as much rain in sum-

mer, snow in winter, and a generally damp, raw
atmosphere. In arriving at these conclusions we
properly deprive these places of their raison d'etre as

health-resorts for the affection under consideration.

Coming now to the consideration of high altitudes,

such as the plateaux along the eastern slope of the

Rocky Mountains in the United States and Mexico,

we find conditions which, from our present point of

view, must be considered ideal for this disease. Here
great elevation coexists with great dryness of atmos-

phere, general mildness of climate, warm winters and

cool summers, and what is also of practical importance,

communities by the score having all sorts of business

activities where a living can be earned, and not simply

health-resorts whose location is such that a trip of a

few miles, in any direction, takes one out of his proper

climate and back to sea-level.

Clinical aDepartment.

APPENDIX ATTACHED TO KIGHT FALLOPIAN
TUBE.i

By W. H. BAKER, M.D.

Mrs. M. E. W. from Western Pennsylvania was

referred to the Free Hospital by Dr. Neil of Upper
Lehigh. She was thirty-three years of age, had been

married twelve years, and had given birth to two chil-

dren, eleven and seven years respectively. Had com-

plained since birth of first child from bearing-down

pain and pain in each groin ; due, evidently, to a sun-

dered perineum and lacerated cervix which were found

present. Two years previous to her admission to the

hospital on October 25, 1895, after an attack of in-

flammation of the bowels, being much run down, she

had a large discharge of "matter" from the rectum,

and at times since then has had attacks of diarrhea

with discharge of blood and matter in stools.

Examination revealed a mass at the right and be-

hind the uterus which held the uterus immovably in

the pelvis.

* Reported before the Boston Society for Medical Iinprovenient,
December 3(i, 1895.

On opening the abdomen, November 5th, the omen-
tum, intestines, ovary and tube of the right side of the

pelvis were found matted together, and were with

much difficulty separated. In this mass was found the

appendix, the end of which was firmly attached to the

right Fallopian tube. The appendix was tied off and
removed, with the ovary and tube, and the raw surface

covered by peritoneum.

She made a good recovery, and left the hospital

December 6, 1895.

Mrs. C. E. W. was admitted to the Free Hospital

for Women the present mouth. She was thirty-six

years of age, and although married seven years had
never been pregnant. Ten years before was in the

Boston City Hospital, where a celiotomy was per-

formed for an abscess in the left pelvis, which was
finally drained through the vagina. For six years

after this she remained fairly well, but for the past

four years she has complained of much pain and ten-

derness in the right pelvis, backache and constant

pain in the right hip and leg.

Examinatiou revealed a fibroid tumor of the uterus

about the size of the gravid uterus at three and one-

half months, which seemed not only fixed in the pelvis

but also attached to the scar of the abdominal walls

from the previous celiotomy.

In performing abdominal hysterectomy December
27th, much difficulty was experienced ; first, from
omental and intestinal adhesions— a result of the in-

flammatory process of ten years before, together with

the necessary surgical operation at that time; and,

second, from the difficulty in securing the uterine

arteries on account of the uterus and fibroid being so

wedged in the pelvis and held there by the old exu-

date, also of the previous inflammatory process. Here,

also, the appendix was found attached to the Fallopian

tube of the right side ; and after being tied off, in the

manipulation necessary to free the impacted fibroid,

it was detached from the tube.

Thus far the patient has done well, but it is too

soon to report anything more than the operation.

Sl^etiical l^rogrei^^.

REPORT ON DERMATOLOGY.
BY JOHN T. BOWEN, M.D., BOSTON.

EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF LEPROSY.

Marcano and Wurtz ^ quote Goldscbmidt to the

effect that it is but very rarely possible to determine

the beginning of a contagion from leprosy, and for that

reason it is difficult to see how certain authors can

claim for this disease an acute onset similar to that of

scarlatina or of variola, before the cutaneous symptoms
have appeared. Furthermore, it is extremely difficult

to obtain, even from people of the better classes, any
accurate information with regard to the onset of the

disease.

As we are in so much darkness with regard to the

early manifestations, it becomes very difficult often-

times to make a positive diagnosis of leprosy when
the disease has not progressed beyond the earlier

stages. The importance to the community of an early

1 Archives de Mt^d. Exp^rimeut., January, IS96.
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diaguosis, aud the respousibility assumed b)' the diag-

uostician can liardly be exaggerated.

It has been establislied that two signs are pathogno-
monic of the disease, localized anesthesia and tiie pres-

ence of the bacillus of leprosy. Consequently, if we
tiud a macula or nodule isolated and anesthetic, that

has not been preceded by any other lesion, aud if on
bacteriological examination the bacillus of leprosy is

foun<i in the tissue, we are justilied in concluding that

we have discovered the initial lesion of this disease.

The writers believe that the therapeutic iudication is

complete extirpation of this focus.

The following case is reported by the writers. It

occurred in a child twenty seven months old, who was
born in a country where leprosy is endemic. When
about two years of age, the child, accompanied by his

father and by an elder brother who was suffering from
a generalized leprosy, left his native city for France.

During the journey his father noticed one day a small

red spot in the middle of the child's right temple,

about the size of the head of a pin. and non-sensitive.

Little im|)ortance vias attached to this at first; but the

spot slowly increased in size until it had attained its

definite dimensions at the end of five months, when it

ceased to enlarge. The diaguosis of syphilis or tuber-

culosis had been suggested by several physicians.

When seen by the writers, it was of a pale red color,

completely round in shape, with a sharp line of demar-
cation from the sound skin, but more pronounced at

the centre. There was no tumefaction, desquamation
nor pigmentation. It was the seat of total anesthesia.

Wheu seized between the thumb and forefinger, it was
found to be distinctly indurated.

A bit of skin was excised from the anesthetic area.

Sections from this showed the presence of some bacilli

which possessed the characteristics of the bacillus of

leprosy. These organisms were also found in the

products of curetting. Histologically, a tissue com-
posed of cells corresponding to those found in leprosy

was present in the lower layers of the corium. Four
months later the lesion was totally extirpated, and the

wound cauterized with the thermo-cautery.

The lesion when examined bacteriologically did not,

much to the surprise of the investigators, reveal the

presence of any leprosy bacilli. It was thought that

this might be owing to an imperfect preservation of

the specimen.

As regards the differential diagnosis of leprosy, the

characteristic that is easiest to recognize, aud that is

almost never absent, is anesthesia. This is not found
in any other cutaneous lesion. In very rare instances,

however, hyperesthesia has been observed, so that an-

esthesia is not an absolute characteristic. The pres-

ence of the bacillus of Hansen remains, therefore, the

pathognomonic test. This bacillus is rarely found in

the epidermis, but invades the corium and suljcutaueous

tissues. The examination of llie blood is of little real

service, as the bacillus is very rarely found there.

The examination of a bit of skin, that is easily excised

on account of the anesthesia of the part, is necessary

for a |)0sitive diagnosis. The piece excised for exami-
nation should include the whole thickness of the skin.

The writers insist upon the necessity of excising the

initial plaque of leprosy, whenever it is practical

;

this they regard as the most rational and scientific

treatment. Leloir has matie a similar attempt upon
a patient io Italy, but the ultimate result was not
known.

The following conclusions are reached : Leprosy
may have, as its first symptom, an isolated spot, with

no specific characteristics except anesthesia, which is

present iu and about the affected territory. It is in

such cases that a bacteriological examination is imper-

ative. In case the bacillus is found, excision of the

initial lesion and of the surrounding anesthetic area is

indicated. The excision should be performed as soon
as possible, and should be carried well beyond the au-

eslhetic zone. There is ground for the hope that iu

this way the disease may be aborted.

MULTIPLE NECROTIC GANGRENE."

Spontaneous gangrene of the skin is a rare affection

that has hitherto been observed only in young women.
Joseph reports the case of a man of twenty -seven, who
was accidentally burned with strong sulphuric acid on
the back of the left hand. Three months later, when
the wound was not completely healed, a small discol-

ored area suddenly appeared io the lower third of the

left forearm, which was completely anesthetic. Soon
afterward a line of demarcation from the sound skin

was formed, and the skin became gangrenous and was
gradually thrown oft'. In five or six weeks the lesion

had healed with the formation of a keloidal growth.

Afterward the same process appeared regularly twice

a year, usually at the beginning and end of the winter.

There was never any vesiculation nor pustulation seen.

For some time the affection was limited to the left

arm, but suddenly was transferred to the right.

When seen by Joseph, the patient had, on the upper
third of his left forearm, a sharply bounded area of

cutaneous gangrene, surrounded by normal skin, aud a

similar lesion in the middle of the right forearm.

Some days later two similar lesions appeared on either

forearm. The general health was unaffected, and the

only symptom was intense local pain shortly before

the beginning of the gangrene. A number of scars

were observed, indicating the seats of former gangre-

nous lesions. The lesions were treated with com-
presses soaked in corrosive sublimate solution, as rec-

ommended by Doutrelepont, and healed readily, leaving

a smooth scar. No further symptoms were observed

for the space of a year, when some new areas of gan-

grene made their appearance. There were no symp-
toms of hysteria nor of a neurotic predisposition in

the patient's history.

Only one case similar to the preceding has been ob-

served aud that was reported by Bayet. In this case

also the affection appeared first after a burn from sul-

phuric acid. The patient exhibited distinct signs of

hysteria.

In considering the origin of these instances of spon-

taneous gangrene, there seems to be much ground for

believing that the nervous system plays an important

part. Whether this is effected through trophic or

vaso-motor fibres, is a matter of speculation. It is

worthy of remark, that iu the case reported, as well as

iu several others mentioned iu the literature, there

were keloidal growths at the site of the ulcers. The
question of malingering arises in all these instances of

cutaneous gangrene. Uesides the fact that this has

only been observed iu the case of hysterical women,
there was, iu the case reported, no sign of iuHamma-
tiou at the periphery of the lesions, which must have

been present to some extent, if they had been artifici-

ally produced. Nevertheless a chemical aualysis of

' Joseph : Arcblv. f. Derm. u. Syph., 1895, p. 323.
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the gangrenous portions was made, but with a nega-

tive result.

There is ground for the belief that in certain sensi-

tive and predisposed individuals a slight injury may
be followed by severe cutaneous alterations. Kaposi
has shown that the ))rick of a pin may be the starting-

point of an atypical herpes zoster, which may be fol-

lowed by circumscribed gangrene of the skin. In the

case reported a burn from sulphuric acid caused the

appearance of the gangrene, and this causal relation-

ship was emphasized by the further history of the

case, for one of the later attacks came on immediately
after a wound of the finger.

THYROID TREATMENT OF PSORIASIS.'

Thibierge relates the results of his experience with

this treatment in eleven cases of psoriasis in the Saint-

Louis Hospital in Paris. His method was by the use

of the natural thyroid glands, uncooked, cut into thin

slices, and given in warm bouillon. This method he

considers superior to that where pharmaceutical prepa-

rations and subcutaneous injections are relied upon.

The glands were taken from animals that had been

killed ou the same day that the drug was administered.

No other internal or external medication was given

during the thyroid treatment.

These observations were most carefully carried out.

Before taking the thyroid, each patient was kept under

observation for several days, his weight taken, and the

temperature and pulse recorded. The duration of the

treatment varied from 18 to 54 days. The daily dos-

age varied from two to seven grammes. It was found

that the pulse was always accelerated from the first

two or three days of treatment, but that it did not, as

a rule, exceed 100 or 104. It was always strong and

regular. There was no palpitation or tendency to syn-

cope. The temperature remained almost always within

normal limits, showing only a slight transient elevation

in a few instances. In all the cases there was head-

ache during the first few days, generally frontal in

character, more intense in the morning and at night.

There were often pains in the joints without swelling.

Sometimes the pains were more muscular and general-

ized. All of the patients were affected with digestive

troubles, of greater or less severity. The appetite was

diminished at the beginning of the treatment, abnorm-
ally increased later on. All of the patients without

exception lost in weight, but this was speedily regained,

in most instances after the treatment was discontinued,

and the patients became heavier than they were before

the treatment was begun. No desquamation or other

change of the cutaneous surface was observed, as has

been frequently seen when the drug is used hypoder-

matically. The writer concludes that the thyroid

treatment in those affected with psoriasis, is con-

stantly the cause of various troubles, which are some-

times anno)ing; and although not dangerous when
under proper surveillailce they suggest caution in its

employment. These accidents are of the same nature

as those observed in myxedematous patients, but are

far less intense.

The therapeutic results of the treatment were quite

varied. In a certain number of cases, there was
simply a diminution in the redness, without modifica-

tion of the appearance, quantity and size of the scales.

In these instances the treatment was actively pushed,

and faithfully persisted in. In the other cases there

* Thibierge: Annales de Derm, et de Sypli., 1895.

was a pronounced improvement, which was shown by

a decrease in the extent and intensity of the redness,

and in the extent and thickness of the scales. The
large patches seemed to become decomposed into a

number of small papular elements, covered with a

scale, which later on disappeared in places, but in no

instance were the lesions completely effaced. During

the course of the treatment new lesions were seen to

appear, which is neither more nor less than we ob-

serve when other methods are employed.

The writer concludes from his experience that the

thyroid treatment cannot be called specific in psoriasis,

as it often fails completely. It must be closely

watched by the physician, and offers no more hope

of warding off a recurrence of the disease than other

methods. It is true, however, that external applica-

tions have a much more marked effect when employed
subsequently to the thyroid treatment. He would

banish the latter method from the therapeutics of

psoriasis, were it not for that class of patients, who
have successively tried a long series of drugs without

benefit. If any of this class wish to try a new method,

the thyroid treatment may be given, with proper pre-

cautions, as a last resort.

PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF PRCRITCS.

This subject was discussed at the meeting of the

British Medical Association in July, 1895, being in-

troduced by a short and practical paper by McCall
Anderson, of Glasgow. He thought that the portions

of the skin that were most concerned in the phenome-

non of itching were the free terminations of the nerves

in the epidermis— the small groups of cells connected

with the nerve fibres in the lower layers of the epider-

mis and upper layers of the corium, and the hairs,

which are surrounded by a network of fine nerve fibres.

He regards it as probable that irritation of the hair

may cause pruritus. Other causes enumerated are old

age, jaundice, gout and functional derangement of in-

ternal organs, especially of the digestive system, dia-

betes, cold dry weather (pruritus hiemalis) and mental

distress or derangement. He was of the opinion that

most cases are caused by direct irritation of the nerve

endings in the epidermis. With regard to treatment,

we must first eliminate if possible any exciting or pre-

disposing cause. After that we are forced to proceed

empirically, and the writer's preference was for elec-

tricity, atropia subcutaneously, or antipyriu and phe-

nacetiu in gradually increasing doses. Where any

nervous debility can be detected, nerve tonics, as phos-

phorus, arsenic and strychnia should be tried.

Dr. Brooke referred to the pruriginous skin affec-

tions in which pruritus is the primary disease, which

have been classed by the French as nevrodermites.

While he was not prepared to admit that all of the

cases were of purely nervous origin, he thought that

the recognition of the papular indurated condition of

the skin to which they had given the name " lichenifi-

cation," was a distinct advance, as it was entirely sec-

ondary to scratching and was not like an eczema.

In the discussion following there was considerable

jliffereuce of opinion as to the respective efficacy of

local and constitutional treatment. Dr. Myrtle had

seen good results from the various preparations of coal

tar, especially when combined with chloral. In one

severe case, much relief had been obtained from a so-

lution of caustic potash from 15 to 45 grains to the

ounce. Others spoke of the advantages to be derived
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from counter-irritation in the form of a blister over tlie

vaso-motor centres of the aflected part. The salicylate

of soda internally had also proved useful. Dr. Taylor

dwelt upon the necessity of removing sources of local

irritation. In pruritus hiemalis much relief is obtained

by avoidance of bathing. He spoke of a form of

pruritus that is now frequent in bicyclists, which af-

fects the parts about the perineum and is best treated

by protecting the surfaces from pressure.

(To 6c continued.)

ItlcportiS of J>ocictJCjB:.

BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL IMPROVE-
MENT.

J. O. MUMKORD, M.D., SECRETAKY.

Regular Meeting, Monday, December 30, 1895,

Dr. C. J. Blake in the chair.

Dr. S. H. Ddrgin read a paper on

ONE year's experience in the medical inspec-

tion OF SCHOOLS AND SUPERVISION OVER THE
ISOLATION AND RELEASE OF INFECTIOUS PERSONS.^

Dk. Charles M. Green: I wish that all who
were members of the School Board in 1891, when the

subject of thi! medical inspection of schools was under

consideration, could have been present here this eve-

nine, and have heard Dr. Durgiu's able and interest-

ing report. It is a great satisfaction to me that the

carefully-matured plan of the Board of Health for the

daily examination of suspected cases of contagious

disease in our public schools and for the supervision

over the isolation and release of infectious school

children, has been put into successful operation. It

will prove of great value to the entire community.
It was not a legal necessity ihat the Board of Health

should have the consent of the School Committee to

allow the inspectors of the Board to enter the schools
;

but it was believed that the proposed plan of medical

inspection would work more smoothly with the active

co-operation of the school authorities, and therefore

the formal consent of the School Committee was
sought in the spring of 1891. The Board of Health's

plan met with a most unqualified opposition. There
were at the time eight medical members of the Com-
mittee, and they were all, with one exception, more
or less actively opposed to granting the Board of

Health's request. It was apparently believed by some
that the medical inspectors would interfere with the

family physicians and would seek to displace them
;

it was didicult to convince the opposition that such
would not be the case. Then 1 think there was an
unwillingness to submit to the espionage of the in-

spectors in the matter of adequate provision for isola-

tion and release. The probability of spreading con-

tagion with the tongue spatula and thermometer was
also urged in opposition.

At first the measure was voted down ; but a recon-

sideration was secured, and finally, late in December,
with the assistance of Dr. Durgin and Dr. McCollom,'
I was enabled to secure an almost unanimous vote in

favor of the plan. I trust I may be pardoned the

personal allusion when I say that, as far as I can
honestly judge my own work, this was the most impor-
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tant public service I rendered during the five years I

was a member af the School Committee.
As soon as the necessary means could he obtained

from the City Council, the plan was put into operation.

The results of one year's work we have heard to-night.

No arguments are needed to convince this Society of

the great importance of the work, and of its great

value in promoting the public health. Success will

depend largely on the active interest of the regular

profession, and 1 beg to urge the members of this So-

ciety to give to the measure their cordial co-operation

and support.

Dr. H. E. Marion: I do not know as I can say

anything of importance in this matter. I am most

thoroughly interested in the work. One of the strong-

est arguments, it seems to me, for the establishment

of this board of inspectors is the confidence and assur-

ance it has given the public since it has been estab-

lished. We can but contrast the condition one year

ago, when every one was clamoring to have his child

taken from school or have the schools closed, with the

present when one hears nothing about it, although the

number of cases of diphtheria is nearly as large as a

year ago. That is due to the exact and careful diag-

nosis. With reference to the book Dr. Durgin has

shown, it may be of interest to some of the inspectors

and teachers to know the device one of the teachers in

my district has adopted for simplifying the work. He
has an ordinary card with the date printed on it, and
every morning each teacher throughout his jurisdiction

is supposed to inquire into all the cases of ailment that

appear ; and, more than that, at my request he has

required all pupils absent from any cause whatever to

report for examination. They put the name of the

pupil on this card, and the card is brought to the mas-

ter's office. When I call I record my diagnosis or

recommendation on the card and send it back to the

teacher for her information. She signs and returns it

to the master, and he has it copied into the book Dr.

Durgin has shown. He thus has a record on file, and
I have a record from which to make my report. In

regard to the cases of nasal catarrh alluded to, I have

felt sure that many were due to adenoid growths and

it has been my recommendation to the teacher that

the parents' attention be called to these ; and in many
instances I have known them to go to their physician

and have the growth removed much to their benefit.

Another thing I have noticed is the willingness that

many of the parents have shown in sending their chil-

dren or going themselves to the hos[)ital. Since we
have been so well provided with hospital service they

have no repugnance in allowing their children to be

taken to the hospital, thus making more effectual the

isolation of the patient. With reference to another

thing not strictly connected with this— to the cards

we are obliged to sign — I think it is a statute law

that two weeks must elapse after the recovery, re-

moval or death of an individual before any pupil from

the family can return to school. Of course we want

to be law abiding, but it seems to me that this rule is

rather nonsensical now. If the culture is negative and

the house has been fumigated, it is just as safe the day

after as two weeks after for the rest of the family to

attend school. It seems wrong to the [lupil and unjust

to the school not to have the other children in school.

Another point with reference to vaccination, the exam-
ination of the arm. I think the time is not far distant

when the Board of Health will take charge of the pro-
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duction of the vaccine virus as they have the matter

of autitoxiu. lu these days of micro-organisms I do

not know how many different kinds 1 am introducing

with the virus.

I have been in most hearty co-operation with all

these advanced ideas in the care of our schoolchil-

dreu, and I think the testimony of the figures Dr. Dur-

gin has shown must be convincing to all that we have
opened a new and broad field and one that will amount
to something in the future.

Mr. J. A. Page, Master of the Dwight School : I

thank you, Mr. President, for inviting me to be here,

but I do not really know what oue can say after the

very full exposition Dr. Durgin has made of the scheme
as a scheme. I should like to say with what hearti-

ness I endorsed the plan and how it works in my
school. Many years ago I used to feel a certain em-
barrassment as to what it would be proper to do in

given cases, and since this plan has gone into opera-

tion I have been very greatly relieved, as well as the

teachers of my district, some twenty or thirty. That
alone would be a great thing to say in favor of any
scheme. I therefore bear the most willing testimony

to the arrangement that has been perfected with so

much detail ; and the only thing that I can suggest ii

that the master of the school ought to have the card

come to him from a reliable source, when the house

has been properly disinfected, instead of its coming
through an irresponsible physician whom he has never

heard of. If that could be furnished from head-

quarters I see no difficulty with the scheme.

Mr. a. H. Kellt, Master of the Lyman School:

I bear most willing testimony in favor of the good
work that is being done by the Board of Health in

connection with our public schools. We Boston mas-

ters have a great deal of responsibility, which we
would very gladly divide with others. The responsi-

bility for the physical conditions of our children, we
feel that we are incompetent to pass upon ; and it is

with great pleasure that we feel now that we can turn

to those who are fully competent to decide every ques-

tion in regard to that matter. The establishment of

confidence is always a great factor in assisting in any

right action. I think this establishment of confidence

in the communities has led parents to send their chil-

dren more readily to school, now that they understand

fully, as they do, the action which has been taken by

the Board of Health and is being taken daily. The
confidence which comes to us as masters and teachers

is equally helpful to us. It is reported, and I believe

it to be true, that fear is a strong element in spreading

contagion. I know that just before the establishment

of this scheme, by which the Board of Health was
brought into such close relation with the schools, that

there was a great deal of fear of contagion in the

schools. Especially was this true in the community
where my work is done. It would crop out not only

in the homes, but in the schools as well. I could de-

tect a feeling of unrest among teachers; and it was
necessary for me to do what I could to calm their

fears. Whenever any sickness was reported in the

classes among the children the report would bring to

them the fear that contagion was spreading at just

that time. I had no one to whom I could appeal if I

except certain physician friends who in certain cases

assisted me to allay suspicion. Now in matters of

that sort we have prompt help ; and to my mind the

feeling of security on the pan of teachers, principals,

children and parents is one of the best possible things

that can happen to maintain confidence in our public

schools. I suppose it is a fundamental principle that

those who are best qualified to take charge of an under-

takin" are the ones who should take charge of it. Of
course, physicians should take charge of matters of

health. The decided relief which comes to all of us

who feel that we are wholly incompetent to take

charge of such things, is too great to be expressed,

when we feel the amount of responsibility we have in

other respects. I am certain that in my own district

there were many instances where contagion was pre-

vented from spreading to any great degree, where it

certainly would have spread alarmingly had it not been

for the prompt assistance of the medical inspector.

One or two cases I have now in mind. Oue was that

of a child who was feeling ill in the morning, not ap-

parently very ill, but the teacher said she thought the

boy ought to be examined. He was examined, and the

inspector found the child in a very bad condition, and

he was immediately removed from school. There were

other children in the family who were sent home at

the same time, for fear the disease that was apparent

in this one might also spread through them ; but I was

entreated by the father to allow the children to come
back at once. I said :

" It is for your good that this

is done "; and I finally made him to understand that

it was not on account of anything against the children,

but for their benefit that they were not allowed to at-

tend school. Before the case was over the father felt

just as we did, that the greatest possible favor had

been done his children ; for they were removed and

cared for where the disease might be treated before it

was beyond control. I want to bear witness to the

general helpfuluess that comes to us through the med-

ical inspector in other ways. We find in the district

where I am, much more than in some others, that

when children are sent home they have no family

physician upon whom to call, and no money to pay for

medical advice ; and they do need help sadly at times.

I want to bear evidence to the help that they have

received from our medical inspector, when there was

no possibility or expectation on his part of ever getting

anything of a financial value for his work. I feel that

if all the medical inspectors have been as faithful and

true in the localities wherein their work is done, as is

the medical inspector who has charge in my district,

that the good that comes to us from the Board of

Health is much greater and wider spread than might

at first appear.

Another thing in regard to a single case, that would,

if I am correctly informed in regard to the matter,

make it advisable, as it seems to me, to have the

powers of the Board of Health further extended. It

happened that there was a little fellow playing about

in the yard, who attempted to jump across from oue

granite curbing to another. He fell a little short, and

cut a bad gash in his knee. The child was at once

sent home with the expectation that he would be cared

for by the family physician ; but the parents came to

see me soon after, and said that the boy's leg was in a

very bad condition. I asked the medical inspector, if,

as a favor to me and to the family, he would go and
see the boy. He did so. It was fortunate for the

child that the medical inspector went as soon as he

did.

Since a medical inspector was appointed for my dis-

trict, I have allowed do child who had been out be-
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cause of sickness to return to school without iiis sanc-

tiou.

I am ill hearty sympatiiy with this work of the

Board of Health and liope it will receive the aid of all

those who can streugtlieu it in every way it needs

8treiif;tlieiiiiig.

Mr. Tkti.ow : I hardly feel there is any need of

my saying anything after what has been said by Mr.

Page and Mr. Kelly, and I think 1 will content my-
self with merely endorsing what they have said, and

will add one word to express the satiefaction it gives

me to see the very sympathetic attitude of physicians

towards the public schools in this matter and in other

matters. I assure you, gentlemen, it is an attitude

that we very cordially appreciate. As master of a

girls' school 1 have sometimes felt that I had occasion

to anticipate tlie attitude on the part of physicians

towards the work of a girls' school which of necessity

makes somewhat severe demands on the time out of

school of the pupil. It has seemed to me sometimes

as if there were a tendency on the part of physicians

to attribute to the school almost everything that proved

to be injurious to the physical condition of the young
girl, and no matter what the social conditions the

school was the cause of whatever physical injuries or

physical disabilities the pupil suffered under. But
since 1 came more into personal relations with physi-

cians, and especially since this movement started by

physicians for medical inspection of schools has been

established, 1 have felt that I was mistaken.

Dk. Tavlok, of Cambridge: It is with great inter-

est that I have heard this paper and discussion, but

my voice does not allow me to say anything. We in

Cambridge are endeavoring to put in operation this

system which you have put in operation in Boston,

and it is a great encouragement to me to hear of the

success of it.

Dr. Tanner: I would like to offer a few sugges-

tions to Ur. Durgin. The Board of Health make
regulations, but I think very few physicians know
what the regulations are. I think it would be well to

print and mail them to the general practitioners.

Then 1 would call his attention to the fact that certain

of the inspectors keep the children unnecessarily long

in quarantine. Several times patients have complained

to me that the Board of Health has not come to fumi-

gate the house after being notilied three or four times.

1 would also suggest that the oflicers who go about to

fumigate the houses be requested to be a little more
civil to the people. I also think it would be well if

the Board of Health would give us a card of directions

which we could give to the people.

Dr. Marion : 1 will just draw attention to the fact

that whereas in the Christmas vacation the number of

cases examined fell off, yet the number of cases of

positive cultures went up. I do not know that that

argues anything exce[it that on this particular occa-

sion we had more diphtheria during vacation. Since

it has been called to our attention by Professor Welch
and others that pure diphtheria is amenable to the

treatment by antitoxin, whereas mixed infection is not

80 amenable, 1 have asked the bacteriologists to in-

form me as to what other micro-organisms were present

in the culture, so that if I had a pure culture I could

rely pretty securely on the antitoxin, whereas if it was

a mixed infection I sliould work vigorously with other

means, until they get an antitoxin for the other forms

of infectioue germs.

Dr. Durgin: The certificate which must come to

the teacher with the returning children after contag-

ious disease in the family must come from the attend-

ing physician or the Board of Health. It is a statute

law which cannot be avoided. The law requires a

certificate that two weeks have elapsed since the re-

covery, deatii or removal of the last case. That with-

out this certificate the teacher has no lawful right to

receive the recovered pupil back into the school or

any other one from that household. I have instructed

the inspectors that whenever they could advise the

teachers that a child from the same building was not

directly or indirectly from the same household the law

would not apply, and those children might come to

school.

In regard to sending out the notices of regulations

of the Board of Health, in order to be legal they have

to be published in the newspapers. That is not al-

ways sufficient, and I think that there is very much
justice in what Dr. Tanner has said. We intend to

send these circulars out and packages will be sent out

this week to every practitioner in the city of Boston.

I am very sorry to hear of such an unfavorable ex-

perience with our Dorchester friends. This is the

first that I knew of it. We have a corps of ten men
in this work of disinfection which the statute law re-

quires of the householder. He has not the facilities

or desire to do it, however, and we do it all free of

expense. These men have been long in the service

and have been pretty well trained. They are good,

honest, working men who mean to do right. If they

have been uncivil I did not know it, and will see that

they are not so in the future. If you take into con-

sideration the fact that we often disinfect thirty to

forty houses per day you will understand that there is

not much time for these men to be very social or polite.

I assure you, however, our men shall be civil and

courteous.

Dr. H. C. Ernst made a brief statement on

ONE year's experience in cultural diagnosis of
DIPHTHERIA, ILLUSTRATED BT A CHART.

NEW YORK NEUROLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Statisd Meeting, February 4, 1896, Edward D.

Fisher, M.D., President.

SCLERODERMA.

Dr. Leonard Webeb reported a case with the fol-

lowing history : Mrs. C, a farmer's wife, of German
parentage, was first seen October 25, 1894. She was

of medium height, quite stout, of pale and sallow com-

plexion, hair of scanty growth. She was intelligent,

and physically able. There was no hereditary or ac-

quired taint. She had had five children and one mis-

carriage. During the thirteen years of married life

she had had two severe uterine hemorrhages, one after

a labor, and the other after a miscarriage. Three

years ago she noticed that the right arm and side of

the neck were becoming stiff and hard in patches.

Gradually "strings" of cicatricial-like tissue devel-

oped beneath the cutis of the upper arm and wrist.

Tliere had been no contractures, and these strings had

developed in the first year and a half of the affection.

The sclerosis extended a little to the left of the median

line. There was a small sclerotic patch on the chin
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and on the lower lip. The sense of touch, and the

feeling of pain and the muscular action were appar-

ently normal. The surface temperature of the scler-

osed area was about one degree lower than that on the

other side. There was an effusion of fluid in the pre-

patellar bursa associated with some tenderness. The
right knee was also tender, but showed no effusion.

She also complained of rheumatoid pains in the lower

extremities and muscles, but not especially distributed

along the nerve trunks. The tendon reflexes were

normal. Her appetite was good, and for several

months previously she had had a slight looseness of

the bowels. The urine had a specific gravity of 1.014,

but contained no albumin or sugar.

The treatment was directed first to improving the

general condition— giving quinine, sodium salicylate,

sodium bicarbonate, and small doses of morphia to

check the diarrhea. After this she was given increas-

ing doses of Fowler's solution, but there was no im-

provement in the scleroderma. On January 25, 1895,

treatment was begun with the English thyroid tablets,

giving five grains, three times a day. All other treat-

ment was suspended except the use of elixir of cali-

saya. When seen on April 2d, after having taken

one hundred of the tablets, she was very much im-

proved ; the cicatricial strings and the patches on the

lip and chin had almost entirely disappeared. When
seen again, October 3, 1895, she had taken 250 tablets,

stopping for two weeks after each hundred tablets.

The improvement had been steady and marked.
The speaker said he was disappointed that the

patient had not come this evening, as had been ex-

pected she would do. Neurologists were inclined to

look upon scleroderma as a disease of tropho neurotic

origin, and he had nothing new to add regarding the

etiology or pathology of the disease. All that he

wished to say was that when last seen this woman was
practically cured.

Dr. B. Sachs said that he was reminded of a

patient who had come under his notice about three

years ago, a widow of about forty-five years. She had

had extensive' sclerodermatous patches for a number
of years previously. When first seen by him, a course

of massage and galvanic treatment had been adopted,

but only very trivial improvement had been observed.

She was very slow in all her movements, and was un-

able even to pout her lips. Her face presented the

appearance of one with double facial hemiatrophy.

She also had very abundant deposits of yellow pig-

ment in the hands, particularly in the spaces between

the knuckles. In January, 1895, she was placed on

the thyroid treatment, receiving two to five grains of

the pulverized extract of thyroid, three times a day.

She did not return, as directed, after a week, but in-

stead remained away for three weeks. At this time

she was so greatly emaciated that he had since been

led to employ the thyroid as an anti-fat remedy before

be had read anything about it in the German journals

But aside from this emaciation, the scleroderma had

undergone a most remarkable change for the better,

and the spots of pigment had disappeared. When
seen last, some months ago, she was entirely cured.

The question of whether or not scleroderma was a

thyroid disease, he was not at present willing to dis-

cuss, lie was fully convinced that the scleroderma

was not curet/ by the thyroid; it had been necessary

to keep his patient on about two grains a day of the

thyroid.

Dr. Pearce Bailey referred to a case of typical

scleroderma which had lasted for five or six years,

and had resulted in immobilization of the elbow and the

knee. He had given her Parke, Davis & Co.'s thy-

roid extract, five grains, three times a day for a month

or two, but without any appreciable improvement.

Dr. William H. Thomson said that he would cer-

tainly recommend the trial of a thyroid extract made by

another firm, because he had known a case to undergo

relapse after changing from the thyroid extract of

another manufacturer to that of the firm referred to

by the last speaker.

Dr. Weber, in closing the discussion, said that

there had been very little loss in weight in his patient

during the thyroid treatment— about fifteen pounds

after having taken the first one hundred tablets.

When last seen he had not noticed any great loss of

flesh. The disease was very chronic, and he feared

there would be a relapse.

SYMPATHETIC NERVE SYMPTOMS, WITH ULNAR PAR-
ALYSIS FOLLOWING DIPHTHERIA.

Dr. B. Sachs presented a girl of fourteen years

who still exhibited the remnants of a poliomyelitis of

the right upper extremity, which came on when she

was about eighteen months old. It would be noticed,

he said, that the atrophy of the arm was extreme.

In March, 1895, this girl had had diphtheria, and after

this had developed an atrophic paralysis of the left

upper extremity, chiefly of the muscles of the hand,

and more particularly the interossei muscles. This

condition was associated with a narrowing of the pal-

pebral fissure on the left side, and it was for this

reason that he presented the case. There could be no

doubt that ever since the beginning of the poliomyelitis

the left side had been entirely normal up to the attack

of diphtheria. Examination had shown that there

was a diminution of all the forms of sensation in the

ulnar distribution on the left side. The condition of

the hand might be possibly due to a poliomyelitis, but

owing to the presence of sensory disturbances and the

very acute onset of the trouble after a diphtheria, this

could be safely excluded. The diagnosis, therefore,

was a peripheral neuritis coming on after diphtheria.

The curious point was the association of the sympa-

thetic nerve symptom with this peripheral neuritis.

The only way he could account for it was by supposing

that the affection must have been very near the issu-

ance of the roots of the spinal cord, and in that part

where there were communicating branches between

the roots and the sympathetic nerve system.

Dr. Onuf said that if we assumed an affection out-

side of the spinal cord, we must assume that it is at

the point of union of the two roots where the sensory

fibres had passed the spinal ganglion and joiued the

motor roots. It was at this point that the communi-
cant branch of the sympathetic nerve which conducts

the pupillary fibres entered. Such a combination of

symptoms could not be explained by any other lesion.

Dr. Sachs's patient showed impairment of tactile sen-

sation for the sense of pressure and that of pain. It

was hardly possible to assume that such a combination

of symptoms could be produced by an affection of the

gray substance of the cord ; we must assume an affec-

tion of the eighth cervical and first dorsal nerve close

to the point where the motor and sensory roots meet
the communicant branch which conveys the fibres to

the pupil.
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Dr. C. a. Hkrter said lie was not eure that the

possibility of the cord being iovolved at the level of

the ciliO'Spiiial centre could be excluded. The nar-

rowiug of the lid and the contraction of the lid on that

side would suggest very strongly that either the cord

were involved, or the roots were involved close to the

cord. He had never seen that symptom in a peripheral

lesion, which without any doubt could be said to be

strictly limited to the peripheral nerves. He had seen

this ocular symptom several times iu cases of crushing

injury to the spinal cord.

Dk. William H. Thomson said he agreed with

the last speaker that the case appeared to be one of

localized myelitis. Such cases were not unknown iu

connection with peripheral palsy. It would be very

difficult to account for that association on any theory

of peripheral neuritis. For a good while he had

given up the idea that a diphtheritic paralysis was
necessarily a neuritis ; he thought the changes were
very often characteristic of pure degenerative pro-

cesses rather than intlammatory processes. More than

once had he met with cases which could be explained

better on such a theory.

Dr. Sacus said that the case was an unusual one,

and had been very closely studied by him for a num-
ber of mouths. He had at first supposed there was a

myelitis or a poliomyelitis on the left side, but he had

abandoned that idea because of oue symptom which

would be hard to explain if there were only a mye-
litis, that is, the sensory disturbances iu the arm.

He saw no reason to depart from the diagnosis he had

expressed. He believed that this case differed from
others of dijihtheritic palsy in that, instead of the

peripheral portion of the nerve being affected by the

diphtheritic poison, the part of the plexus very near

to the spinal cord was affected — in other words, the

nerve roots. Between the anterior roots and the

sympathetic system were communicating branches,

and if oue or more of these branches were affected,

the influence of the cilio-spinal centre would be cut

off. This would explain the loss of function without

supposing an invasion of the cord.

DISCCSSION ON THE DIFFERENTIATION OF SKIN AND
MUSCLE SENSATIONS AS A MEANS OF DIAGNOSIS.

Dr. C. a. Herter said that he believed dissocia-

tion of sensation was met with, especially the loss of

pain and the temperature sense, with only a partial

loss of the tactile sense, in cases of peripheral

neuritis. He had seen cases of alcoholic neuritis iu

which in certain areas of lost sensibility this couditiou

was present, and this was particularly true late iu the

disease when the period of hyperesthesia had passed.

Hut he had not met with any cases of absolute loss of

pain and temperature sense with preservation of the

tactile sense except those which might be reasonably

supposed to be instances in which the lesion could be

located in the spinal cord. He called attention es-

pecially to cases of hemorrhage into the spinal cord,

and especially into the central cai.al. About a year

ago he had bad a patient in the City Hospital who had

fallen into a hatchway and struck on the right shoulder.

This man said that immediately after this accident, be

had been partially paralyzed in all four extremities.

When seen by the speaker, about two months later,

tiiere was an atypical Brown-Sequard paralysis. His
right leg was completely paralyzed ; the left leg ex-

hibited loss of sensation to |iain and temperature with

perfect preservation of tactile sense. The internes

of the hospital had made a diagnosis of syringomyelia,

as had been expected. After two or three mouths,
there had beeu a gradual return of pain and tempera-
ture sense. This case was undoubtedly one of hemor-
rhage into the gray substance of the cord. He had
noted iu the recent literature the report of hatf-a-dozen

cases of a similar character. From this it appeared to

be an established fact that hemorrhage into the central

canal and gray matter of the spinal cord was very apt

to give rise to this symptom. These were the only

conditions under which he had met with this particular

dissociation of sensations.

Dr. Sachs said that it had probably been the com-
mon experience with most neurologists that whenever
the pain and temperature sense were diminished or

lost, and the tactile sense remained, the case was
looked upon as a gliosis or a syringomyelia, particu-

larly if associated with atrophic palsies iu the parts

where the seusory disturbances were manifest and the

reflexes altered in the lower extremities, showing, ou
the whole, a process most marked iu the cervical por-

tion of the cord. His experience had led him to doubt
the pathognomonic value of this special symptom.
Many years ago, Wier Mitchell had described this dis-

sociation of seusatiou in injuries of the peripheral

nerves without attaching much importauce to the symp-
tom. The cases in which the speaker had observed it

were several of syringomyelia, and iu a case of Pott's

paralysis. It was the occurrence in this last disease

that had led him to give this subject considerable

thought. This patient, an adult, was still under treat-

ment for the disease, which had been progressive.

When first seen by the speaker, the man had beeu
supposed to be suffering from vague rheumatic pains,

but an incipient kyphosis had been found, and other

symptoms indicating Pott's disease and Pott's paraly-

sis. On making the sensory examination, he had beeu
greatly surprised to find a very distinct dissociation of

sensation in exactly the order observed in cases of

syringomyelia. He had therefore beeu inclined to

think at first that there must be some central changes
iu the cord in this case, but further progress of the

case had shown it to be simply one of Pott's paralysis

and nothing else. At the present time, this man had
spastic rigidity of the lower extremities without any
involvement of the bladder, or other symptoms pointing

to marked myelitic changes. Moreover, there was now
complete loss of every form of sensation. He was in-

clined to regard the condition therefore as having been
due to the first impact of the vertebral trouble— that

in this case it was practically a root trouble. We were
likely to get this dissociation in all those diseases be-

ginuing, not in, but around the spinal cord, choking
up some of the root fibres.

Six years ago he had seen a case presenting distinct

atrophic paralysis in both upper extremities with slight

increase in the reflexes in one lower extremity and with

a distinct dissociation of sensations, as seen iu syringo-

myelia. The man gave a specific history. The progress

of this case had shown that iu all probability it was
oue of localized specific meningitis around the cervical

portion of the cord. The disease had become abso-

lutely stationary ; he had developed absolutely no other

symptoms, and now there was loss of tactile sense and
absolute loss of the muscular sense, with preservation

of the pain sense. The temperature sense was dimin-

ished. Such a case showed that we must not attach
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too much importance to that special form of dissocia-

tion of sensations which had been associated with

syringomyelia. He had still another case under obser-

vation— one of gliosis in which there was some dis-

sociation of sensation but not exactly of the kind

ordinarily described as present in such cases. This

symptom of dissociation, he thought, would occur where
the central gray matter was affected, whether from

hemorrhage or central gliosis. The greatest impor-

tance should be attached to the fact that it was a symp-
tom of early root disease.

Dr. N. E. Brill said that about ten years ago he

had reported a case which would corroborate the posi-

tion taken by Dr. Sachs. It was one of fracture of

the lamina of the fifth cervical vertebra. The patient

was then thirty years of age, and the fracture had

occurred when he was about ten years of age. When
seen by the speaker be had presented marked signs of

compression of the cord with some anomalous muscular

dystrophias. Dr. Sayre had examined the case and

found undoubted callus, and on pressure posteriorly,

over the injured region, there had been a sensation of

cold which the patient had himself noticed previously.

Dr. Herter said that while he would agree with

Dr. Sachs that damage to the posterior nerve roots

might be a cause of dissociation of sensations, his ex-

perience had been that it was ordinarily not so. In

most cases in which the vertebrse were so fractured as

to give rise to compression of the nerve roots, and in

most cases of tumor in which the posterior nerve roots

were implicated, all forms of sensibility were abolished

at the same time. He had seen several cases of fract-

ure of the vertebrae with pinching of the nerve roots.

In some of these the autopsies had shown that only the

nerve roots had been damaged. In these cases all three

forms of sensibility had been lost.

Dr. Sachs said that he did not wish to be under-

stood as considering disease of the nerve roots a frequent

cause; he only wished to point out the possibility of

such a cause.

Dr. Ira van Gieson said that there was much
reason to believe that the long fibres in the posterior

columns conveyed pressure or tactile sensations. There
was probably a small complement of fibres which also

conveyed muscular-sense impulses. It seemed to him
to be pretty definitely shown that the column of Gowers
conveyed pain sensations. There were some cases

which seemed to show that temperature sensation and

pain sensation travelled together. The tract of Flechsig

seemed to be concerned with a conveyance of muscular

impulses. In syringomyelia, the pain tract was liable

to be interrupted, but whether this column of Gowers
were interrupted, or the interruptions occurred in the

cord, there was invariably an analgesia of the opposite

side. When these tracts in the medulla were separated

80 that tumors might destroy one or the other of them,

it was found that Gowers' tracts in certain cases con-

veyed temperature and pain sensation; Flechsig's

column, muscular-sense impressions, and the posterior

columns tactile sensation and muscular sense. Regard-

ing the association of muscular and painful sensations,

clinical evidence was conflicting. In some cases there

might be a distinct loss of pain sensation, but not of

temperature sensation. One might conclude, therefore,

that in certain individuals the temperature-sense fibres

passed along with the pain fibres, and that in other

cases they pursued another course. He thought that

certain reported cases of syringomyelia of traumatic

origin had been nothing more or less than hemorrhages

into the spinal cord. Hemorrhage into the spinal cord

was liable to assume a columnar distribution in the

lymphatics, or perivascular spaces which pass in from

the anterior spinal artery. In his opinion, a lesion of

the posterior roots would result, not in dissociation of

sensory impressions, but in the destruction of several

of them at the same time.

The recovery of lost functions, as shown in Dr.

Sachs's case was an exceedingly interesting topic. The
only explanation seemed to be the cutting off of the

conducting path at some particular level, and the seek-

ing out of new channels of conduction in the spinal

cord.

Dr. a. Wiener said that he had also observed Dr.

Sachs's case of Pott's disease, and had since then ex-

amined other cases regarding the dissociation of sensa-

tions. He had been surprised to see how often this

occurred. He had, however, never yet found in any
particular case such a complete absence of pain and
temperature sense as in syringomyelia. If the tem-

perature and pain senses were simply diminished, the

lesion might be at the roots, or at the cord, but where
they were completely absent, we could be pretty sure

about placing the lesion within the gray matter of the

spinal cord.

Dr. Sachs said that Dr. Van Gieson expected all

forms of sensation to be abolished when there was a

lesion affecting the posterior roots. In reply, he

would say that a case had been reported some years

ago by Thompson, in which there was clinically a dis-

tinct nuclear palsy, yet at autopsy there was found to

be an infiltration of the tliird nerve root fibres, and
this infiltration had evidently choked up some of the

fibres, but not all of them. In the case of specific dis-

ease, it had been shown that a lesion might affect part

of the root without involving all the fibres ; hence, he

felt that dissociation might after all be due to partial

affection of the posterior root fibres.

Dr. Herter said that we must distinguish quite

sharply between the cases in which pain and tempera-

ture senses were absolutely lost, and the tactile sense

perfectly preserved, and those cases in which the tac-

tile sense was nearly perfect, and also between cases

in which tactile sense was perfect, but there was a

partial loss only of the pain and temperature senses.

Dr. Van Gieson said that the example quoted by

Dr. Sachs was hardly a parallel, for in that case the

anterior roots were involved. The fibres of the poste-

rior roots all had different functions, while the ante-

rior root was strictly motor. He was willing to admit

that there might be chronic processes which would
only involve certain fibres of a root.

Dr. Charles L. Dana said that (1) differentia-

tions of cutaneous sensations did not occur in periph-

eral neuritis except to a very minor extent. The
only exception which he recalled was the doubtful one

of Morvan's disease, and perhaps of leprous neuritis.

(2) Differentiations of cutaneous sensations occurred

in spinal-cord diseases, but only completely in those

diseases involving the central part of the cord (trau-

matic hemato-myelia, syringomyelia). In columnar

and spinal-root disease, like tabes, the differentiations

occurred, but were never complete— for exam[)le,

complete separation of touch from pain or temperature

anesthesia— at least this had been his personal expe-

rience. (3) Differentiations of cutaneous sensations

occurred most strikingly and completely in ponto-bul-
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bar lesions, and were of diaj^nostic value bere, taken

witb otlier symptoms. (4) Differentiations of cutane-

ous sensiitions did not occur iu any sliarp extent in or-

ganic cortical lesions. Tbe cutaneous " locality sense
"

was the one most singled out. (5) Differentiation of

cutaneous sensations did not occur completely in hy-

sterical anesthesia, though the pain sense was most in-

volved. There were some exceptional cases in which
the pain sense was distinctly singled out. The differ-

entiation of cutaneous sensations, therefore, was least

in peripheral-nerve lesions, increased in spinal-root le-

sions, and again in central epinal-cord lesions. It was
most striking aud complete in ponto-buibar lesions,

and became very slight again in cortical lesions.

Through the whole series the pain sense was the one
ofteuest differentiated, except in the cortex cerebri.

'1'he Prksiokxt said that in cases of transverse

myelitis, although there was a loss of sensation, the

pressure sense might remain. It was possible to

imagine a lesion from hemorrhage into the cord, which
would follow out exactly the lines of syringomyelia.

It must be, however, a very rare condition.

BOSTON SOCIETY OF MEDICAL SCIENCES.

At the meeting held March 17, 1896, Dr. Franz
Pfaff read a paper on

AN KXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE HUMAN
BILIARY SECRETION, AND OF THE INFLUENCE OF
SO-CALLED CHOLAGOGUES UPON IT.

The subject of the investigation was a female pa-

tient of the Massachusetts General Hospital. Dr. H.
H. A. Beach had operated on the patient for distention

of the gall-bladder. The gall-bladder was stitched to

the abdominal wall, laid open and thick green bile re-

moved. As a result of the operation a fistula remained
through which all the bile secreted was discharged.

The jaundice, which existed before, disappeared com-
pletely in the course of a few weeks, the urine becom-

ing bile free. The feces remained completely clay-

colored. At the time the investigation was begun by
Dr. Pfaff and Mr. A. Halch, a student in the Harvard
Medical School, the patient felt perfectly well aud had
gained somewhat in flesh, in a fortnight from 113
pounds to 113^ pounds. The bile escaping through

the tistuluus opening was collected iu graduated jars,

measured and analyzed each six hours. The speciKc

gravity, the total amount of solids and the ash of each

sample of bile were determined.

The influence of human bile, ox bile, salol, subli-

mate and calomel on the daily excretion, and the com-
position of the bile was studied. Human bile and ox

bile, dried and made into pills, increased the daily se-

cretion and the amount of solids. Salol had scarcely

any effect. Sublimate aud calomel slightly decreased

the daily secretion, both of liquid bile and solids.

During the time of observation, now more than two
months, the patient has remaine<l perfectly well, and
has increased in weight from 113^ to 126 pounds.

Dr. G. W. Fitz demonstrated

A NEW METHOD OK DETERMINING THE AMOUNT OF
CAKUONIC ACID IN THE AIR OF ROOMS,

devised for practical use in school-rooms, factories and
stores, where the standard methods cannot be used on
account of difficulty aud expense.

The process is essentially a volumetric analysis, and

consists iu taking a measured volume of lime-water

colored with pheuolphthalin which is neutralized by a

certain amount of carbonic acid, aud shaking the solu-

tion successively with small, determined volumes of

air until this amount of carbonic acid is obtained, as

shown by the decolorization of the solution. Then,

by means of a table prepared empirically the number
of parts of carbonic acid in 10,000 of air, correspond-

ing to the amount of air, is read off without farther

trouble. The comparative tests of this method with

Pettenkofer's show that it is accurate within a moder-

ate error, which cau probably be reduced by care and

experieuce. The shaking is done in a specially de-

vised shaker which measures the air as it is used aud

is small enough to be readily handled. Enough vials

(10 c. c.) for a day's testing can be easily prepared iu

the morning aud carried iu the pocket, together with

the shaker, to be used when desired.

Dk. W. F. Whitney showed

THREE rabbits INOCULATED WITH SUSPECTED
STREET RABIES,

which demonstrated the typical progressive paralysis

of true rabies.

Kcccnt Siterature.

Affeclioni Chirurgicahs des Membres. Statistique et

Obiervations. Par le Dr. Polaillon, Chirur-

gien de I'Hotel-Dieu. Pp. 810. Paris : Libr'airie

Octave Doin, Editeur. 1895.

The above work by Professor Polaillon is a publica-

tion of his clinical experience since ]b79 at La Pitie

and Hotel-Dieu. The affections described are classi-

fied anatomically into those of the extremities and

trunk. These are subdivided into traumatic aud or-

ganic lesions and deformities. Then follow the statis-

tics of operations. Tumors and infectious diseases

form the concluding chapter. The author has at-

tempted to give a complete account, with statistics, of

all the clinical material which has passed under his ob-

servation, believiug that it would be as interesting to

know the final results in cases not operated on as to

know the fate of those patients on whom operations

were performed. In addition to the statistics, are

added reports of cases and facts which have seemed to

be important, contributions to our knowledge of the

etiology, pathology or treatment of the diseases de-

scribed.

The work is well arranged, and so classified that

any particular affection can be readily found. It is

chiefly interesting to those seeking statistical data,

since it contains much valuable information of this

character iu an accessible form. The book represents

a large amount of work, and work apparently well

done. It represents the work of an individual, not a

compilation of the work of other surgeons.

The Treatment of Wounds, Ulcers and Abscesses. By
\V. Watson-Cheyne, M.B. Edinb.. F.R.C.S.,

F.U.S., Professor of Surgery, King's College, etc.

Pp. 1»8. Philadeli>hia: Lea Bros. & Co. 1895.

The above title is an accurate description of the text

of this interesting little volume. The opening chapter

describes the different processes by which wounds heal.

Those immediately following enumerate the method to
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be used in the treatment of these diflferent processes,

namely, aseptic sutured wounds, aseptic open wounds,
aseptic granulating wounds, septic wounds, sinuses and
fistuloe. In these pages are given the details of aseptic

and antiseptic technique. The author is a firm advo-

cate of antiseptic surgery and is a good exponent of

the Listerian System as contrasted with the aseptic

surgeon of the German school. The style is clear and
forcible.

The last half of the book is devoted to ulcers and
abscesses. It is equally well written. Abscesses are

considered as acute and chronic. Under acute abscess,

cellulitis is discussed. The above affections, although

80 common, are, notwithstanding, always easy to treat

so as to cure the lesion promptly and satisfactorily.

Hence a well-written book on this subject can be read

with profit. This volume is such a one.

Lectures on Appendicitis and Notes on other Subjects.

By Robert T. Morris, A.M., M.D., Fellow New
York Academy of Medicine, American Association

of Obstetricians, etc. Illustrated, pp. 163. New
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1895.

This book treats of a variety of subjects, the most
conspicuous of which are the chapters on appendicitis.

The collection consists of portions of lectures at the

Post-Graduate Medical School in New York, and notes

on subjects which have interested Dr. Morris's stu-

dents on account of their novelty or the fact that they

have received little attention by medical writers.

Much of this work has already been published from
time to time in medical journals or the reports of the

transactions of medical associations. In its present

form ttie book is an attractive and interesting little

volume. Dr. Morris's style is well known. It usually

attracts notice, and this work does not differ from his

previous publications. The articles, with the excep-

tion of that on appendicitis, are short ones, usually two
or three pages in length. They mostly describe

clinical or experimental work of the author. Such
titles as •' The Action of Various' Solvents on Gall-

Stones," " A Last Resort Hernia Operation," '' An-
other Method for Palpation of the Kidney," " The
Drainage Wick," " The Action of Trypsin Pancreatic

Extract and Pepsin upon Sloughs and Coagula," " Is

Evolution trying to do away with the Clitoris?"
" Mallet Finger," " Ovarian Transplantation," and a

dozen others show their diversified character.

The work of the publisher is very satisfactory.

The Principles and Practice of Medicine. Designed
for the Use of Practitioners and Students of Medi-
cine. By William Osler, M.D., Professor of

Medicine in Johns Hopkins University, etc. Second
Edition. New York : D. Appletou & Co. 1895.

The preface to this second edition of Dr. Osier's

book tells us that "several sections have been rewrit-

ten, all carefully corrected, and here aud there many
fresh details have been added." The important addi-

tions in the several sections are more specidcally

stated. This edition contains 63 pages more than the

last.

In regard to the treatment of typhoid fever, the

author takes a more positive stand than in the first

edition in favor of hydrotherapy. His present posi-

tion is that thBre is no treatment so efficacious as that

by cold water; and that a rigid system of hydrother-

apy should be carried out in institutions, the only con-

traindications being peritonitis and hemorrhage. There
is, he thinks, no plan of treatment which gives such

results.

For the treatment of tuberculosis he prefers the

Adirondacks for early cases, and has seen better re-

sults from this region than from any other place.

Koch's tuberculin is dismissed with the statement

that modifications of it now under trial by several

trustworthy investigators may produce results justify-

ing its adoption in suitable cases.

The subject of appendicitis has been completely re-

written and extended. A new section has been added
on affections of the mesentery. From the use of bone-

marrow in pernicious anemia the author has seen no
benefit. In exophthalmic goitre the use of the thyroid

extract is stated to have been unsuccessful, but noth-

ing is said of the thymus extract.

This edition retains, of course, the old charm of

style, is well up to date, and the book is one to be

again recommended to those for whose guidance and
instruction it is designed— practitioners aud students

of medicine.

Manual oj Gynecology. By Henry T. Btford, M.D.,
Professor of Gynecology and Clinical Surgery in

the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Chicago;
Professor of Clinical Gynecology in the Woman's
Medical School of Northwestern University ; Pro-

fessor of Gynecology in the Post-Graduate Medical

School of Chicago. Philadelpliia : P. Blakiston,

Son & Co. 1895.

This is a well-printed and well-gotten-up manual of

about 500 pages, which is apparently intended to fur-

nish Dr. Byford's students with a synopsis of the lect-

ures which they are to receive, and to afford the gen-

eral practitioner a ready means of reviewing any point

in gynecology which may interest him at the moment.
Its arrangement is a somewhat new one. It is divided

into ten parts, of which the first is called Diagnosis

and Treatment, aud deals with general principles. It

aims at furnishing rather more than the usual intro-

ductory chapter on methods of examination, but is

hardly full enough to be uf much greater value. The
remaining sections are devoted to Anomalies of Devel-

opment, Functional and Nervous Diseases, Trauma,
Displacements, lutiammatory Lesions, Tuberculosis,

Malignant Disease, Benign-Tumors, Ectopic Preg-
nancy, etc. As a whole the arrangement is a good
one, and as a whole the book fulfils well its purpose
of enabling the reader to obtain rapidly a brief state-

ment of the general principles which would be con-

tained in a more extended special treatise on any
gynecological subject which he may wish to look up.

Tlie descriptions of operative procedures are iu the

main excellent, and worthy of the author's well known
operative skill, though the illustrations are sometimes
not all that could be wished iu point of clearness.

Under Minor Treatment, it is somewhat surprising to

find that so distinguished au authority still recommends
many methods which are to-day condemned by the

majority of gynecologists ; as, for instance, the dilata-

tion of the cervix by tents, the reposition of a retro-

deviated uterus by the sound aud uterine repositor,

and the use of a prolonged course of intra-uterine ap-

plications in the treatment of endometritis. It is also

to be regretted that the chapter on After-Treatment
of Operations should not have beeu accompanied by
one upon preparatory treatment.
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THE NAUHEIM-SCHOTT TREATMENT OF
HEART DISEASE.

This method of treating diseased conditions of the

heart has been of late attracting considerable attention

in England ; at Buxton and elsewhere arrangements

have been made for carrying out the treatment in a

thorough manner on a considerable scale ; and the

medical journals through the winter have had numer-

ous articles and discussions on the details of the treat-

ment itself, its results and the theories as to its prob-

able mode of action.

Nauheim itself is a small town in the Grand Duchy

of Hesse, about forty minutes by rail north of Frank-

fort, and a day's excursion by carriage from Homburg.

As in so many other towns in Germany there are

springs and baths there. The springs are twelve in

number : four of them are used for drinking, and three

for the baths. The water of these latter springs con-

tains about three per cent, of sodium chloride, three

parts per thousand of calcium chloride, some carbonate

of iron, and is highly charged with carbonic acid gas.

Professor Beneke, in 1872, first directed attention

to the beneficial effects of the baths in chronic diseases

of the heart. Shortly afterwards Drs. August and

Theodor Schott, now resident at Nauheim, having in

mind the Zander movement-cure, devised a system of

mild resistance-gymnastics ( Widertlandsgymnastik) for

the treatment of neurasthenic and hysterical patients,

a good many of whom had rapid and weak hearts.

As it was found in these cases that the action of the

heart was slowed, steadied and strengthened, they

were led to combine these exercises with the baths in

the treatment of organic diseases of the heart ; and

again with excellent effect in many cases.

The baths are given at first at a temperature of 95°

F. for a duration of six to eight minutes, in a water

with one per cent, of salt and free from carbonic acid ;

later on the temperature is successively lowered to 86°

F., the duration is increased to twenty or thirty min-

utes, the salts are increased and the carbonic acid is

admitted. The exercises consist of nineteen distinct

movements slowly executed by the patient and gently

resisted by the operator or nurse.

This is a very brief outline of the combined system.

The originators claim that it is of distinct value in all

cases of chronic heart disease except where there is

advanced degeneration of the myocardium, aneurism

of the heart or great vessels, or advanced arterio-scle-

rosis.

That this claim is in a considerable measure justified

seems to be admitted by such critics of the system as

Lauder Brunton, Sir William Broadbent. Dr. Sturge,

of Loudon, and Dr. Robert Saundby, of Birmingham,

as well as by others, as Mr. William Armstrong, of

Buxton, and Dr. Bezly Thorne, of Salisbury, who are

actively and enthusiastically engaged in practising the

system. The differences of opinion are mainly mani-

fested in discussing the way in which the results come

about, and the value of the method of auscultatory

percussion introduced to measure and define those re-

sults— the chief of which Dr. Schott thinks is a

diminution in the size of the heart.

Schotl's auscultatory percussion is practised by so

adjusting a binaural stethoscope to the patient's chest,

that the percussion note is conveyed in a relatively un-

diminished and unblended sound to the observer's ears.

The stroke, of course, may be delivered in a variety

of ways. Dr. Bezly Thome's practice is " to touch

the chest lightly with the tip of the round-pointed

ferule of a long clinical pencil, and to let it travel in a

radial line from a point well outside the region to be

defined to the point at which a rise of a semitone is ob-

served to take place in the percussion note." The
factor which introduces the element of uncertainty is,

in Dr. Thome's estimation, the observer's appreciation

of sounds, which may be defective or exhausted, but

which is susceptible of education to almost automatic

action.

Impartial observers of the application of ausculta-

tory percussion question its value as applied to the

heart, partly on account of the personal equation

which enters in, but mainly on account of the change-

able relations of the heart to the lungs especially, and

to other neighboring organs.

Whether the main action of this combined treatment

is upon the heart, upon the blood-vessels, or upon the

nervous system, there seems to be no reasonable doubt

that in a considerable proportion of cases marked im-

provement results, for which the treatment itself de-

serves a large measure of credit.

The literature of this subject is already large: one

writer gives fifty-two titles in his bibliography. A
small book by Dr. Bezly Thorne, published by

Churchill in 1895, and entitled "The Schott Methods

of the Treatment of Chronic Diseases of the Heart,

with an Account of the Nauheim Baths and of the

Therapeutic iixercises," will give all necessary infor-

mation, as acquired by the writer at the spot from the

originators, to those who may have further curiosity

in regard to it.
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THE TREATMENT OF SURGICAL TUBERCU-
LOSIS IN CHILDREN BY IODOFORM INJEC-
TIONS.

During the last six years at the Children's Hospital

at Basle, most cases of so-called surgical tuberculosis

have been treated in a routine manner by injections of

iodoform in sterilized olive oil or glycerine (oil being

preferred), a ten-per-cent. solution being used. Wie-

land has given the results in a recent article.'

In cases of tuberculous abscess, the quantity of oil

injected has varied from 20 to 50 cubic centimetres.

Before the injection, the abscess is evacuated and irri-

gated with a four-per-cent. solution of boric acid. If

the abscess again tills, after the lapse of a few days

the iodoform injection is repeated. This treatment is

continued for a long time. Compression is maintained

by means of a flannel bandage, and the member is kept

at rest bv a suitable retention apparatus.

Out of 21 tuberculous abscesses treated by this

method, Wieland records 16 complete cures. Four

left the hospital before definite recovery was obtained.

In one case there remained a fistula which would not

heal, and in three months caused a septic infection of

the abscess. The seat and dimensions of the abscess

are without importance from the point of view of

rapidity of the cure. Sometimes a large abscess will

get well after one injection ; at other times little ossi-

fluent abscesses (as of the ribs) get well only after a

series of injections. Abscesses of rapid development

accompanied by fever resist this kind of treatment the

most.

Fourteen of the 21 patients above mentioned were

seen again after the lapse of two years or more; eight

were quite well, having had no return of the local

tuberculosis. In one case there had been a relapse,

but incision and curettage of the abscess had been fol-

lowed by a definite cure. One patient long had a

fistula, but ultimately got well. Four died one or two

years after leaving the hospital, one of tuberculous

meningitis and general tuberculosis, three of amyloid

degeneratiou of the internal organs.

Out of 12 cases of tuberculous arthritis, four of which

were of the hip and eight of the kuee, nine got well

under the iodoform injections. In two cases of coxitis

only a simple amelioration was obtained. In some

cases recovery from the arthritis was coincident with

some shortening of the limb or anchylosis. Of the

eight cases afflicted with arthritis of the knee-joint,

several were complicated with ossific deposits. It

matters little, as far as the chances of cure are con-

cerned, what may be the age of the patient, or the

duration of the arthritic lesions. The number of in-

jections has varied from a minimum of six to a maxi-

mum of 13, and the duration of the treatment has been

from two to six months. Five of these children who

left the hospital cured were seen later on ; four still

remained cured, while in one there was a return of the

arthritic affection. In only one of the cases the move-

> Deutsche Zeitsch. £. Chir., xli, 4, 6; Semaine JWdicale, December
30, 1895.

ments of the knee were possible, though limited ; in

all the others there was complete or almost complete

anchylosis with a certain tendency to flexion. One
patient succumbed to miliary tuberculosis one year

after leaving the hospital, notwithstanding the absence

of return of the articular disease.

Two of the four cases of coxitis got well, although

one of them was complicated with abscess. One of

these two subsequently succumbed to broncho-pneu-

monia following measles. In the other, after two

years and a half the hip was completely auchylosed,

though presenting no symptoms of arthritis.

The iodoform injections have also given good results

in many cases where they have been used conjointly

with or supplemented by various surgical means (curet-

tage, orthopedic appliances, etc.), but the radical opera-

tions have comparatively seldom been found necessary.

Of course, none of the resources of hygiene or medical

therapeutics must be neglected. The cases most re-

bellious to the iodoform injections are those in which

the tuberculous arthritis is accompanied with grave

suppuration with periarticular abscesses. This mode
of treatment has moreover its disadvantages, for its loug

duration subjects the patient to the dangers of iodoform

poisoning. In four cases, Wieland has seen symptoms

of poisoning follow these injections, two of these were

attacks of acute nephritis. It is important, then, to

use great prudence and to examine the urine after each

injection of iodoform oil.

MEDICAL NOTES.

The Rdsh Monument Fund. — The total of the

subscriptions to the Rush Monument on March 31st

amounted to $3,729.39.

The British Institute of Public Health.—
This year the annual congress of the British Institute

of Public Health will be held in Glasgow from July

23d to July 28th.

The Grace Testimonial.— The subscriptions re-

ceived by the various funds which have been engaged

in raising a testimonial to Dr. W. G. Grace now
amount to the grand total of £9,000.

A Foreign Body Retained for Six Days in a
Right Bronchus.— J. N. Hall, in the University

Medical Magazine, reports the case of a girl eleven

years of age who put a stone from a scarf-pin into

her mouth, whence it slipped into the larynx, causing

violent coughing. The stone was a quarter of an inch

in greatest diameter. On the second day the patient

was inverted, and made to cough and sneeze by the in-

halation of snuff. Duriug the following days sharp

pain in the chest persisted, which on the fifth day sud-

denly disappeared, together with the abnormal auscul-

tatory signs. On the morning of the following day

the stone was expelled with moderate cough and im-

mediate recovery took place. The spontaneous dis-

lodgement of a body which has filled a bronchus for six

days is certainly an interesting and fortunate occurrence.
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CiGARETTKS PROHIBITED IN lOWA. The lowa

Legislature has passed a law forbiddiug the manufact-

ure or sale of cigarettes or cigarette material in that

State.

Dk. W. M. L Coim.in, who is at present professor

of pathology in Vaiiderbilt University, has been elected

professor of pathology and bacteriology in the Jeffer-

son Medical College of Philadelphia.

The French Congress of Internal Medicine.
— The Third French Congress of Internal Medicine

will be held this year at Nancy, beginning August 6th.

The subjects for discussion are " The Prognosis in

Albuminuria," " Intravascular Thrombosis," " Sero-

therapy."

Sjiall-Pox in Cdba. — Small-pox is reported to

be raging in Manzanillo, Cuba, and fears are enter-

tained of its spreading over the island. The victims

are mostly unvaccinated negroes, and the conditions

due to the war give every facility for the spreading of

the disease.

An Unkind Scggestion. — The Kansas Medical

Journal quotes the following from the Pacific Record

:

" If by tapping a horse filled with diphtheria bacilli

can be obtained a cure for the disease, why shouldn't

we tap an old Kentucky colonel and get a toxine that

would knock the gold cure out of sight?"

Ether in Strangulated Hernia.— Several cases

of death from asphyxia due to inhalation of fecal

vomitus were reported at a recent meeting of the So-

ciety of the Alumni of Hellevue Hospital {New Tork

Medical Journal, March 21st). Another argument

for local anesthesia in strangulated hernia, and a strong

one.

American Medical Students in Paris.— Pro-

fessor Brouardel, Dean of the Paris Medical Faculty,

has stated that the following resolutions which place

foreign medical students on an equal footing with the

French, will soon be adopted by the faculty :

" Every French or foreign student who wishes to be inscribed

at the Faculte' de Medecine will present the same diplomas, and
will, in consequence, be on an absolute footing of equality.
" At the conclusion of his studies he will obtain the diploma

allowing him to practise medicine in France.
" Those among foreign students who wish to obtain a diploma

testifying only to the assiduity with which they have followed

the usual course for medical students in France may receive a

diploma pro honores, which will not allow them to practise

medicine in France."

The German Surgical Association. — The
Twenty-fifth Congress of the German Surgical Asso-

ciation will be held at Berlin on May 2oth to 30th.

The Anniversary Aildress will be made by the Presi-

dent, Professor von Bergmanu. The subject, " The
Results of Artificial Anemia," will be presented by

Esmarch ; "The Evolution of the Modern Treatment

of Goitre," by Bruns ; "The Development of our

Knowledge of Local Tuberculosis within the Last

Twenty-live Years," by Konig; "Operations on the

Stomach and Intestinal Canal," by Wolfler ;
" Opera-

tions on the Vermiform Ajjpendix," by Sonneuburg

;

" Operations on the Biliary Passages," by Langen-

buch.

New York and Philadelphia Again. — Medi-

cal journalism in Philadelphia, says the New York

Medical Record, seems to be very nearly of the

past. The Medical News has left, the Times and
Register is published there but edited in Boston, and

the Medical and Surgical Reporter, which left there

once and then returned, is administering weekly re-

bukes to its readers in that city for their lack of energy

and their failure to keep abreast of the times. Surely

this cannot be so !

Gall-.Stones and the Rontgen Rats.— In a

recent number of the Lancet is given an interesting

Rontgen photograph taken through the body of a dead

monkey. In the right kidney had been placed a uric

acid calculus, and in the left kidney a gall-stone. The
interesting point is that the uric acid calculus shows

plainly by the new process, while the gall-stone can

hardly be distinguished from the surrounding tissues.

This observation seems to show, if it shows anything,

that the value of the new process in differentiating

biliary lithiasis from malignant disease would not be

great.

A Successful Operation for Gunshot Wound
OF the Intestines.— Dr. George Woolsey reports

in the Annals of Surgery a case in which he operated

for pistol-wound of the small intestines, suturing twelve

bullet-holes, and excising a piece of intestine where

there were four holes close together, restoring the con-

tinuity by the Murphy button. Normal salt solution

was freely used during the operation for cleansing the

gut and abdominal cavity. The patient recovered and

was presented to the New York Surgical Society on

January 22, 1896. It is in cases of this sort, where

time is an all-important element, and anastomosis must

he effected with the greatest possible haste, that the

Murphy button finds its legitimate sphere of useful-

ness.

A Whistling Larynx. — A young woman of

Waterbury, Conn., writes Dr. Mungar in the Medical

Record of March 28th, can whistle without the use of

the lips, tongue, pharynx, soft or hard, palate or

cheeks. This feat can be accomplished during laryn-

goscopic examination, which shows clearlv the mechan-

ism of the act. The anterior three-fourths of the

vocal cords are approximated, while a triangular

aperture is left between the posterior fourth, through

which the expired air escapes with a whistling sound.

The young lady's range is an octave and a half. She
ought to be able to whistle in company and enjoy

watching her companions try to find the culprit.

boston and new england.

Annual Report of the Carney- Hospital.—
According to the annual report there were 2,210 per-

sons treated in the wards of this hospital during the

year, and 8,773 in the out-patient department. The
appeal made for funds last September resulted in the

subscription of $10,248.32 in less than two months.
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EjiERGENcr Stations for Boston.— The trustees

of the Boston City Hospital have recommended to the

City Goverument the establishment of one or more

Emergency Stations in connection with the hospital.

Dr. Walcott's Nomination Confirmed.— Gov-

ernor Wolcott's nomination of Dr. H. P. Walcott as

Metropolitan Water Commissioner has been confirmed

by the Executive Council.

Children, Paupers and Insane.— The majority

of the Committee on Metropolitan Affairs, of the

Massachusetts Legislature, has reported in favor of

the bill transferring from the charge of the Commis-

Biouer of Public Institutions the care of the children,

the paupers and the insane.

Another Fatal Knock-Odt Blow. — The recent

fatal result of a knock-out blow during a sparring con-

test at Haverhill, Mass., calls renewed attention to the

danger of blows in tiie region of the angle of the jaw.

According to the reports, almost all the fatal knock-

out blows have been in this region.

NEW YORK.

Population of "Greater New York."— Dr.

Roger S. Tracy, Register of Vital Statistics, has made

a careful estimate of the population of the various dis-

tricts making up the "Greater New York," and places

the total at 3,195,059 at the present time. The popu-

lation of New York and Brooklyn are given as jiub-

lished in the weekly reports of the Boards of Health.

Those of Long Island City, Newtown, Flushing and

Jamaica are estimated by the usual formula from the

United States censuses of 1880 and 1890. That of

Richmond County (Staten Island) is estimated from

the United States census of 1890 and the State census

of 1892, the previous iutercensal period showing a de-

crease which has not persisted. The estimate for the

annexed portion of Hempstead is that of the town

clerk and register, and is based upon the registration

and vote of 1895.

The Coroner Still Lives.— The Assembly

Judiciary Committee, it is announced, has killed the

bill before the Legislature abolishing the office of

Coroner. On April 3d the committee favorably re-

ported a substitute bill retaining coroners, but doing

away with coroner's juries. The effect of this is said

to be to place in the hands of the coroner the same

power as a police magistrate, enabling him to hold or

discharge an accused or suspected person. The origi-

nal bill, which was drawn up under the supervision of

the State Bar Association and the State Medical Soci-

ety, provided for a system of medical examiners to

take the place of the coroners, who were to be ap-

pointed by the Appellate Divisions of the Supreme
Court after undergoing such examinations and fulfill-

ing such other requirements as the Court should estab-

lish.

A Site for Diphtheria and Scarlet Fever
Hospital.— On April 2d the State Senate passed

the bill authorizing the Sinking Fund Commiesiouers

of New York City to convey a site at the foot of East

17th Street to the Diphtheria and Scarlet Fever Hos-

pital. This much needed institution, the money for

which has been raised by private subscription, is de-

signed for persons able to pay for accommodations and

treatment, particularly those living in hotels and board-

ing-houses, who frequently now have to be sent to the

public hospitals for contagious diseases.

Pneumonia.— Pneumonia continues very prevalent

and fatal. In the three weeks ending March 22d and

29th and April 4th, the number of deaths reported

from it was respectively 165, 182 and 165, agaiust

104, 108 and 111 from consumption. The general

mortality of the city, however, has not been large, the

total number of deaths per week varying from 850 to

922. There has been a considerable decrease in the

mortality from measles and quite a marked decrease

in that from diphtheria. On the other hand, there

has been some increase in that from scarlet fever, the

number of deaths caused by it in the three weeks men-

tioned being respectively 5, 8 and 14.

A MEDICAL WOMAN IN AFGHANISTAN.

Miss L. Hamilton, M.D., who at the request of

the Ameer of Afghanistan accompanied the Shazada
on his trip to England last year, and had charge of

his health, is the subject of a sketch in a recent num-
ber of the Indian Lancet. The portrait which accom-

panies the sketch is that of a self-reliant and not un-

pleasiug face, and one which looks as if its owner
would not be daunted by dangers or difficulties.

According to the Indian Lancet, " Miss Hamilton is a

lady of a singularly resolute character, and remains cool

under the most exciting circumstances. Siie received

her primary education at the Cheltenham Ladies Col-

lege, and was first trained as a sick-nurse at the Liver-

pool Infirmary, and later on was induced by the medi-

cal men connected with that institution to study for

the profession. In 1890 she obtained the L.R.C.P.
& S., Edinburgh, after which she took her M.D. de-

gree at Brussels. After practising for a short while

at Birmingham, with characteristic independence she

resolved to seek professional success at Calcutta, where
she was rapidly securing an excellent practice. She
was in charge of the Lady Dufferin Hospital, and ac-

tive in medical societies. Suddenly she was induced

to proceed to Afghanistan. This resolution created a

considerable impression throughout the whole of India.

She was engaged by the Ameer, through the Foreign

Office, but the Indian Government officially informed

her that it could undertake no responsibility for her

safety. This did not deter her in her resoUuiou."

She herself said, however, in an interview with a

representative of the Queen that she did not go to

Cabul, as was reported, to treat the ladies of the

Ameer's harem, but on account of her health, which

had become so much weakened by overwork in the

climate of Calcutta that she had either to go to the

hills or go home, and chose the former alternative.

There were few if any qualified medical men in Cabul,

and as soon as the people there learned to recogDize
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her skill, she was overrun with practice. She was

successful in restoring to health some of the ladies of

the Ameer's harem.

The mother of the princes HabebuUah and Nasrullah,

who would have the best title to be called the queen,

is the only one of the Ameer's wives who wears

European dress. Of the general dress of the Afghan

women, Ur. liamiUon says: "If the Ameer's wife is

advanced in her notions of dress from the Afghan

point of view, the Afghan ladies' dress is advanced to

our ideas (so topsy-turvy is the world !), for 1 learnt

that the ordinary costume consists of an emphatically

'divided' skirt, cut extremely full, and a tunic reach-

ing to the knees. Both garments are made of the

richest brocades, and in winter are supplemented with

costly furs. Not the poorest woman would demean

herself to wear wool, and Miss Hamilton, my sister

(who was also in Afghanistan), told me that when she

exhibited a tailor-made tweed with some satiofaction.

an Afghan lady observed with scorn that she ' would

not care to wipe her feet upon such stuff.'

Miss Hamilton found the Afghan women less liable

to neurasthenia and troubles due to overwork and over-

strain than the women of her own country, but, on the

other hand, found her therapeutic resources limited by

the impossibility of prescribing out-of-door exercises

or diversions— pleasures to which the ladies of the

harem are necessarily strangers.

The Ameer himself was so gratified at the results of

Miss Hamilton's attendance upon himself that he built

a temporary wooden hospital (cr her, containing forty

beds for men and six for women. He has promised

to build two well-equipped hospitals in Cabul— one a

military hospital, and another for women, of which

Miss Hamilton will undertake the superintendence.

VARICES OF THE ESOPHAGUS.

FuiEDBiCH, in a recent number of the Deutsche

Archiv. fiir klin. Med., makes an interesting com-

munication on a case of this rather rare condition. A
girl six and a half years old, had for two years and a

half suffered from headache, pain in the abdomen,

digestive disturbance and weakness. Later repeated

hematemesis had ensued. When first seen by Fried-

rich, the child was very pale, owing to an attack of

bloody vomiting on the day before. Physical exami-

nation of the chest was negative ; the abdomen was

moderately distended, but not tender. The probable

diagnosis was ulcer of the stomach, and treatment for

this supposed condition was begun. After several

days the hematemesis recurred, the vomitus being

bright red blood mixed with dark clots. Bloody stools

followed, and the child became so weak from loss of

blood that salt infusion was thought of, but was not

necessary, as improvement took place under iced milk

and opiates.

An attack of chorea came on ten days after the

hematemesis, attended by cardiac dilatation and mur-

murs, which were, beard also over the veins at the base

of the neck.

Several weeks later, after an error in diet, severe

vomiting of blood again ensued, and the child died.

At the autopsy a high degree of varicosity of the

esophageal veins was found. The veins ran in two

cords, of which the right was the larger. There were

numerous anastomoses between the cords, and in the

loose connective tissue between the trachea and
esophagus there was another cord of varicose veins.

The mucous membrane of the stomach was pale and

not swollen.

MILITARY SURGERY IN THE SIXTEENTH
CENTURY.

In his address at the closing exercises of the Army
Medical School Session for 189.5-96," Ur. John H.

Brinton gave the following picture of the conditions

which confronted the military surgeon of the time of

Ambroise Pare, in contrast with the facilities now
given by the Red Cross organizations, aided by mod-

ern methods in the care of the wounded.

"We entered," writes Pare of the campaign of the

French against the army of the German Emperor at

Turin, " the throng in the Citie and passed over the

dead bodies and some of which were not yet dead.

We heard the cry under our horses' feet ^hicb made
my heart relent to hear them, and probably 1 repented

to have forsaken Paris to see so pitiful a spectacle.

Being in the Citie I entered a stable thinking to lodge

my own and my man's horse, where I found four dead

soldiers and three which were leaning against the wall,

their faces wholly disfigured and neither saw nor heard

nor spoke, and their clothes did yet flame with gun
powder which had burned them. Beholding them
with pity, then happened to come an ould soldier who
asked me if there were any possible means to cure

them. 1 told him no. He presently approached to

them and cut their throats without anger. Seeing

this great cruelty I told him he was a wicked man.

He answered me that he prayed to God that whenever

he should be in such a case, that he might find some
one that would do as much to him that he might not

miserably languish."

"And here at Turin," says Dr. Brinton, "Pare ob-

tained by gifts and presents from a surgeon famed
above all others for curing gunshot wounds, the recipe

for his excellent balsam. He thus gives it: 'Boil

young whelps newly pupped, in oil of lillies, prepared

earth worms with turpentine of Venice,' and adds,

' then was I joyful and my heart made glad that I had

understood his remedy.' Great stress in those old

«lays was laid upon the composition of these ' vulnaria,'

or wound powders, ointments and balsams from which

much healing value was expected. I would have you

note that in the liecoctions of worms, puppies and geese

there was a plentiful admixture of turpentine, aloes

and myrrh, poppy, hyoecyamus and gentian, tolu, red

wine and oil of juniper, and here we have articles of

real therapeutic and almost antiseptic value. Such,

were the accompaniments of war three centuries ago;

such was the surgery at the hands of one of the princes

of our craft who, conferring great gifts on humanity,

was destined to professional immortality. Think of

the import of this sentence regarding amputations :

'The ends of the vessels lying hid in the flesh must be

drawn forth. To conclude, when you have so drawn

them forth, bind them with a strong double thread.'
"

In regard to the use of puppies in medicine Dr.

Brinton gives the following anecdote which we hope

will not attract the attention of some of the agents of

the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals,

as they would find in it what they would consider an

incontrovertible argument against vivisection in our

Journal of the Auerlcau lledical Association, March 28th.
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medical schools. The fact that puppies were pounded
in mortars in England in the sixteenth century would,

according to their methods of reasoning, be undoubted

evidence that gross cruelty is now being practised in

the vivisection of animals at the Harvard Medical

School. However, we are willing to take the risk and

quote Dr. Brintou as follows :

" Quite recently I was told by an aged and vener-

able friend this, which may not be irrelevant : Fifty

years since in the Philadelphia library was a small

medical folio on the side of which was stamped the

royal arms of England. It had been bequeathed to

the library by a book collector, but a visitor from

London recognized it as the former property of the

British Museum, from which it had been stolen, and

it was returned. In it was the following: 'Take
three blind puppies, put them in a mortar and pound

them well, add' so and so, what at this long interval

my informant had forgotten. In a marginal manu-

script note, identified as the handwriting of King
Charles I, were these words :

' Tried this on the

Prince. It did his business.'
"

Corre^ponDcnce.

CONTAGIOUS PNEUMONIA IS DIPHTHERIA.

Berkshire, Mass., April 2, 1S9G.

Mr. Editor : — The paper of Dr. J. B. Ayer, ami its

discussion by the Medical improvement Society, published

in the Journal of March SGth last, are very interesting

and valuable. But in regard to the subject of contagious

pneumonia, there is a deficiency of information, which I

desire to supply.

Both Dr. Ayer and Dr. Withington speak as if senile

pneumonia might at any time be contagious, and relate

such cases witliin their personal e.xpericnce. Dr. Ayer
says also: " Pneumonia is rendered as the cause of death

much more frequently than formerly. This is only partly

due to the influenza epidemic. Where the registration is

most carefully conducted in this country, the proportion of

pneumonia at all ages has increased."

The increase of pneumonia has been in the last thirty

years— or since diphtheria became established in this

country. Before the advent of diphtheria, in 1858, conta-

gious pneumonia was unknown ; and single, uncomplicated

pneumonia was rarely fatal. It was not recognized as a

constitutional disease, but only a local inflammation, pro-

duced by exposure to cold.

More than twenty years ago. Dr. William P. Seymour
(not now living), of Troy, N. Y., began to recognize a

pneumonia of diphtheritic character, without any membra-
nous e.xudation in the tliroat— he verified his observations

by oecasiouiil cases from year to year— in which there was
evident contagion. The fauces presented a stringy secre-

tion, but no membrane.
About ten years ago, I learned from Dr. Seymour the

results of his experience, and later embodied them in a

paper entitled, "Angina and Pneumonia before 1857 and
since," presented to the Kings County Medical Association

(N. Y.), and printed early in 1889 in the New York Medi-
cal Journal. The paper included a summary of Dr. Sey-

mour's careful observations, and those of his son. Dr. Wm.
Wotkyns Se)mour, of Troy, with some cases of my own.

In Troy and its vicinity correct views on this subject

have taken root in our jirofession ; but their general ado])-

tion is still to come. The importance of corroborating

them by careful observation, in view of correct and prompt
treatment, will be allowed by all physicians to be very great.

I trust that my appeal to the medical profession may be of

avail. Yours truly,

William Henry Thayer, M.D.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD,

For the week ending March 28th, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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Worcester, Fall River and Somerville 1 each. From cerebro-
spinal meniDgitig New York 8, Somerville aud Chelsea 2 eacb,
Cambridge, Spriugtield and Norlli Adams I eacb.

In the ibirly-lbree greater towns uf England and Wales with
an estimated iHipiilaiion of 10,8t>0,ll71. for the week ending
March 'JUt, the dciitb-ratc was lU.li. Deaths reported, 3,il!)t>;

acute diseases uf the respiratory organs (Loudon) 343, measles
240, whooping-cough lUt. diphtheria 72, scarlet fever 42, diar-
rhea '.iy, fever 25, small-pox (Swansea) 1.

The death-rates ranged from 12.7 in Gateshead to 26.9 in

Norwich: Birmingham 22.2, Bradford 20.5, Bristol 22.2, Croy-
don 18.ti, Hull 17.2, Leeds 14.4. Leicester 14.4, Liverpool 22.2,

London 18.8, Manchester 2.f.!l, Newcastle-on-Tyne UI.2, Notting-
ham 15.4, Portsmouth 13.1, Sheffield 20.<J, Sunderland IS.li,

Swansea 15.3.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE STATIONS AND
DUIIES OF OFFICERS SERVING IN THE MEDICAL
DEPART.MENT, U. S. ARMY, FROM MARCH 28, ISSMi, TO
APRIL 3, 18SW.

Captain Francis J. Ives, assistant surgeon, is relieved from
duty at Plattsburgh Harracks, N. Y., and ordered to St, Francis
Barracks, Fla,, for duty at that station, relieving Majok Daniel
G. Caldwell, surgeon.

By direction of the President, Major Daniel G. Caldwell,
surgeon, on being relieved from duty at St. Francis Barracks,
Fla., will report in person to the president of the Army Retiring
Board at Washington Barracks, D. C, for examination by the
Board,

Captain Philip G. Wales, assistant surgeon, now ou duty
at Fort McPherson, Ga., will report in person to the command-
ing officer, Fort Monroe, Va., for temporary duty at that post.

Captain Adrian S. Polhemus, assistant surgeon, will be
relieved from duty at Fort Douglass, Utah, upon the expiration
of his present sick leave of absence and ordered to Fort Win-
gate, N. M., for duty.

FiBST-LiEDT. Henry C. Fisher, assistant surgeon, is re-

lieved from duty at Fort Yates, N. D., and ordered to Platts-
burgh Barracks, N. Y,, for duty.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES OF STATIONS AND DUTIES
OF .MEDICAL OFFICERS OF THE UNITED STATE.S
MARIN E-H0,SP1TAL SERVICE FOR THE FIFIEEN
DAYS ENDING MARCH 31, 1896,

Bailhache, P, H., surgeon. Granted leave of absence for
three days, March 30, 18%,

Banks, C. E., passed assistant surgeon. To proceed to Balti-
more, Md.. to inspect unserviceable property; then to rejoin
station at Washington, D. C. March 30, 1896.

Peckham, C. T., passed assistant surgeon. Granted leave of
absence for thirty days. March 26, 18il6.

Williams, L. L., passed assistant surgeon. Granted leave
of absence for fifteen days March 26, 1896.

Cobb. J. O , pa.ssed assistant surgeon. Granted leave of ab-
sence for two days, March 2o, IS'.lii.

Stoner, J. B., passed a.«sistant surgeon. To proceed from
Baltimore, Md,, to Savannah, 6a,, and assume command of
service, March 16, 1896.

Prochazka, Emil, assistant surgeon. To proceed from De-
troit, Mich., to Evansville, Ind., for temporary duty, then to
rejoin station at Detroit, March 19, 1896,

SOCIETY NOTICES.

SuFKOLK District Medical Society.— The Section for
Clinical Medicine, Pathology aud Hygiene will meet at 19 Boyl-
Bton Place on Wednesday evening, April 15th, at 8 o'clock.

Papers: Dr. J. L. Morse, ' Infant Feeding,"
Dr, G. G, Sears, "Hemorrhagic Pieurisy; a Study of Thirty

Cases,"
Dr, A. H, Wentworth, " Some Experimental Work on Lumbar

Puncture of the Subarachnoid Space."
John L, Ames, M,D., Secretary.

National Confederation of State Medical Examining
and Lickn>ino Boards — The sixth annual meeting of this
organization will be held in Room No, 1, Hotel Aragon, Atlanta,
Ga,, Monday, May 4, 189ii, at 10 o'clock a. u.

RECENT DEATH,

Professor Vulliet, President-elect of the International
Congress of Gynecology and Obstetrics to be held at Geneva in
September next, died last week.

APPOINTMENT,
Dr, John L. Ames has been appointed physician to out-pa-

tients at the Boston City Hospital.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

Criminal Abortion. By William McCollom, M.D., Brooklyn,
N. Y, Reprint. ISlKi.

Report of the Commissioner of Education for the Year 1892-
93, Volume II, coiitainiug Parts 3 and 4, Washington: Printed
by the Government, 1895,
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(<^n0tnal 3llrticlrjes.

A MEDICAL CLINIC AT THE BOSTON DIS-
PENSARY.i

BY ROBERT W. QREENLEAF, M.D.

Coincident with the growth of medicine in other

directions it is apparent that our hospitals and dispen-

saries are also growing, and that an endeavor is being

made to improve their methods of work and opportuni-

ties for usefulness.

It is DOW generally recognized that a threefold duty

is imposed upon those who assume responsibilities in

such work. Besides the care of the patient and the

improving of his own knowledge, the physician must
remember that he is under obligations to the profes-

sion. This third duty he may meet either by actively

using his clinic for the instruction of students, or by

studying his cases with a view to adding something of

value to the common fund of medical knowledge.

It is not necessary nor desirable that all should

strive along the same line. One may serve by devel-

oping facility in the investigation of hemic elements,

another by demonstrating improved methods of per-

cussing the cardiac area, still others by making practi-

cal or agreeable applications of data originating in the

chemist's laboratory.

With this ideal in mind the writer determined to

improve on his preceding terms of service at the Bos-

ton Dispensary by an endeavor to perfect his clinic

along the lines of threefold duty above indicated.

The record presented this evening is partly of ac-

complished successful results, partly of disappoint-

ments, and it is also partly indicative of ways by

which it appears that such a clinic may be still further

improved.

The following summary, kindly furnished me by our

superintendent, will serve to show how the patients

were distributed among the special clinics at the Bos-

ton Dispensary during the months April to July, 1895.

DEPARTME>'TS.
Men's Medical 776

Women's Medical 1,478

Children's 887

Surgical 1,104

Skin 326

Nervous 403

Throat 728

Gynecological 311

Ophthalmic 322

Aural 177

Genito-Urinary 318

Rectal 36

Orthopedic 74

Dental 148

Total, 7,088

There were also 3,351 patients treated in the Districts.

The women's medical service, being relatively a

large one, is divided between two rooms, of one of

which I was in charge. From the considerable

specialization above referred to, and from the fact that

the patients seen are able to walk to the dispensary, it

is obvious that the range of diseases to be studied in

such a room is necessarily limited. This specializa-

tion has certain advantages, as it permits one to con-

centrate his attention on special groups without feeling

that he is neglecting other equally important groups
by 80 doing.

' Read before the Clinical Section of the Suffolk District Medical
Society, January 16, 1896.

The general plan adopted for improving the service

was as follows :

(1) To ensure far more complete examinations of

patients than had previously been the case.

(2) To record results of inquiries in a manner that

should be useful for purposes of study.

(3) To give in connection with the service instruc-

tion of value to students attending.

(4) To study the cases in the hope of ascertaining

data available either directly or indirectly for the ad-

vancement of medical knowledge.

To meet the first point several assistants were
chosen, two being graduates in medicine, and the

others being students. Each was expected to make a

full inquiry of the cases assigned to him, and in the

greater number of cases to make a thorough physical

examination as well.

A considerable degree of privacy was ensured to the

examiners and their patients, by partitioning off the

common room with curtains.

The assistants, of whom three were on duty at a

time, gave their entire morning to the clinic. They
were permitted to begin their work before my arrival,

thus giving them an untrammelled opportunity for ac-

quiring a sense of personal responsibility in examina-

tions, and also giving me time to make private visits

before the work of the clinic. It is curious to note

how customs vary on this point. In some places it is

customary to devote afternoons to hospital work, sav-

ing the mornings for private practice. With us the

reverse is true, except that afternoon and some even-

ing clinics are beginning to come in. The importance

of clinical hospital work is such that a considerable

amount of time should be given to it. Indeed, the

opinion is growing that it would be well for a certain

number of physicians to devote all their time to scien-

tific clinical investigation of cases, with the same de-

votion and self-sacrilice that is shown by our patholog-

ical brethren, going out only in case of special con-

sultations. While this would probably be very

desirable as tending to add materially to our medical

knowledge, the community would be losers if its lead-

ing practitioners were debarred the privilege of abun-

dant hospital work. It should be borne in mind,

however, be hospital work as attractive and engross-

ing as it may, that private patients have a right to

expect visits at seasonable hours and when the physi-

cian is not fatigued or otherwise rendered objectionable

by hospital work. It is interesting to note in this

connection that certain of the recently constructed

hospitals which I have visited elsewhere provide com-
fortable dressing-rooms equipped with modern con-

veniences, such as fine shower-baths and the like, for

the use of their visiting stafE.^

An important feature of the clinic was an endeavor

to effect a much more intimate relation with pathology

than had previously been the case. Hitherto it had

been the custom to send a few urines and an occasional

suspected sputum to our pathologist, a report of which

would be received a day or so later. While appreci-

ating his labor and courtesy, the method seemed to me
unsatisfactory. I therefore invited a physician, Dr.

Blanche A. Denig to assist me in this particular. A
table was equipped for her, with a good microscope,

an abundant supply of re-agents, also the necessary

' Since writing the above I have learned that facilities of this com-
plete character have been recently introduced in Ihe Massachusetts
General Hospital for the convenience of the surgeons operating iu
the Bradley ward.
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instruments and apparatus for the examiiiatiou of tlie

blood, tlie stoiuacli couteiits, uriue, etc., so tliat 1 could

thus have the exaoiiiiatioiis made while the patients

were still at hand.

This plau proved so satisfactory that I propose to

coutiuue it as far as I can ; moreover, 1 hope to elab-

orate it still further by availing myself of improved
methods of obtaining chemical and bacteriological re-

ports expeditiously, as by the use of micro-chemical

tests and the use of centrifugal machines and hema-
tocrit* for the rapid separation of solids from the vari-

ous fluids of the body. For the study of the blood the

hematocrit should prove a most useful accessory, as

by means of it a few drops of blood collected in a

small, almost capillary, tube, in two or three minutes

may have their red corpuscles separated from their

white and they in turn from the eerum, when one can

read off on an index, suggesting that of a thermometer,
the relative amount of each.

To ensure a better record of cases the scanty two-

line entry of our old-time record books, though still

kept for official purposes, was replaced by the use of a

specially prepared blank. To guide the student in the

sequence of his inquiries, also for the purpose of sav-

ing time by avoiding needless repetition of constantly

recurring words, this blank had printed upon it in sys-

tematic order the terms applicable to most diseases, as

family, personal and clinical history, present symptoms,
pain, fever, etc. It also had ou.it a small figure to

serve pictorially in locating the principal lesions of (he

case, the plau being to have special points delineated

more carefully according to the requirements of each.

Regarding this point of figuring cases, I believe we
should be much more particular than is usually the

custom. Wherever au illustration can be used to de-

scribe anything it should be given. Indeed, I would
have every hospital equipped with a photographic

plant and a special artist if possible, as by full illustra-

tion at the time much valuable information may be

saved for purposes of comparative study.

Another feature of the blank, which did not receive

adequate expression on several of the blanks I found

in use elsewhere, was the saving of considerable space

for entering notes on the progress of the case under
observation and treatment.

A large part of the time of the clinic was devoted

to the instruction of students. My plan was briefly as

follows : When a student had completed his examina-
tion of a patient and submitted his report for my in-

spection, I reviewed each important case carefully,

and pointed out the clinical picture of its type, also

wherein his patient departed from it. Where possi-

ble, which was usually the case, several patients pre-

senting somewhat similar conditions were examined
and discussed comparatively, just as one would study

the plants of a given family. Then I personally

directed the treatment. A word may be said on this

point. I believe it is more for the advantage of the

patient and for attending students to thus have the

treatment directed by the physician in charge, than to

have it deputed to an assistant. This applies also to

subsequent visits. The opportunity for observing the

effect of treatment is little enough at best in out-patient

services, but such as it is it should be used, and 1 con-

sider the custom in some hospitals of permitting the

subsequent care of patients after a first visit to rest in

the hands of assistants to be objectionable, as prevent-

ing the benefits arising from trained watching of cases.

In connection with the clinic I gave and repeated to

a second set of students a six-weeks' course of twelve

exercises on practical therapeutics.

It would needlessly prolong this paper to give the

details of this instruction, but as I am not aware that

therapeutics is anywhere taught by such a plau and

as it possesses certain advantages I will give its main
features briefly as follows :

The ends to be gained by treatment were first sum-

marized, then the different agencies employed in the

treatment of disease were presented for discussion in

as practical a manner as I could do it. For exam-
ple, when the subject of insomnia was under consider-

ation patients so suffering and representing different

types were exhibited, and the choice of different agents,

drugs and otherwise for the relief of this condition

was then discussed. Such a method of presentation is

practically the same as one would use in studying

surgery, chemistry, botany, geology or any other

objective study in accordance with modern methods.

In this way I exhibited some 75 or more of our com-
mon drugs, showing them sometimes in their crude

form, but more often in the preparations in which they

are best administered.

They were presented for study in a classification

which, while open to objection in certain parts, serves

on the whole to greatly simplify this extended and

complex subject. Its main features are as follows

:

Neurants, Cardiants, Hemants, Digestants, Elimiuants

and Dermauts are the groups into which all drugs,

with few exceptions, are readily classified. Each title

represents a large, comprehensive group, comparable

to a family of plants and expressive of the chief action

of the drugs contained in it. Each of these main

groups is in turn subdivided into subgroups, compar-

able to genera and species, and expressive of the action

of its members more explicitly ; for example, chloral is

an hypnotic (or better, a depressant) neurant, digitalis

is a tonic cardiant, aconite is a depressant cardiant,

buchu is a diuretic eliminant, pilocarpine is a diaphor-

etic elimiuant, alum is an astringent dermant, etc.

As to the agencies other than drugs, the same plan

of objective instruction was adopted ; for example,

electricity and massage were thus demonstrated to my
students through the courtesy of the physicians of the

nervous department, where they are being used with

satisfaction. As to hydrotherap)' and scientific ali-

mentation in their relation to the destructive waste

products of the body, I was unable to more than men-
tion these important therapeutic measures, since, as

far as I am aware, they have not as yet become en-

grafted in this neighborhood.

I should like now to say a few words on the results

obtained in the clinic. Although we had quite a num-
ber of individually interesting cases, it is not my inten-

tion this evening to refer to them except as they illus-

trate some s-pecial point. I would rather call your

attention to certain groups of cases on which I have a

few suggestions to offer as a result of my study of the

reports. Though these suggestions lack the value of

finished observations, I hope they will not be without

interest as indicative of lines of research in which it

seems to me we have much to learn, and on which the

roadways are already being opened.

Including the 51 patients remaining from my pre-

decessor's service, 749 cases were attended. Among
them 74 different diseases were diagnosticated; 176

were suffering with diseases of the respiratory system.
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illustrating 16 types of disease. Besides the abundant
material for demonstrating the details of auscultation

and percussion, certain questions arose, some of which
deserve special attention. I will note in passing the

considerable percentage of cases of cough found to be

due to affections of the naso-phar3'nx. Though we
have a throat department and a fairly efficient service

for distributing the patients to their proper rooms, 23

cases of coughs occurred in patients in whom no pul-

monary signs were present, but in whom nine different

types of nasopharyngeal disease were illustrated.

These cases were, of course, referred to the laryngolo-

gist.

A fact which impressed me as much as anything in

the clinic was the curious relation found to exist be-

tween the cases of bronchitis, rheumatism and lithe-

mia, with a condition of faulty elimination of waste

products. No especial attention was directed to the

point during the service, which I regret, as, had such

been the case, very likely I could have stated the sug-

gestions I have to offer more emphatically. What I

have to state, besides illustrating the importance of

keeping full notes of cases, is of special interest from

a therapeutic point of view. It transforms these btt.es

noirs of old-time clinics from a relation in which they

were unwelcome and undesirable because little could be

done for them, into cases of the utmost interest, often

rewarding our efforts with the satisfaction of accom-

plished cures. In the 25 cases of chronic bronchitis,

36 per cent, were noted as having red urine, and 56

per cent, as having defective digestion. In the 21

cases of chronic rheumatism, cough was noted in 36

per cent., red urine in 56 per cent., and disturbed

digestion in 75 per cent. lu the lithemias, of which

there were 17 cases, cough was noted in 29 per cent.,

red urine in 94 per cent, and digestive disturbances in

88 per cent. The fact is an important one that in

these diverse diseases urate deposits were so frequent

that patients reported them on an average in 62 per

cent, of the cases, a percentage perhaps under the

actual if the inquiry had been carried out more faith-

fully, for no statements on this point, one way or the

other were made in many of the reports. It certainly

suggests a causative relation between the urates and

the variously affected organs. This hypothesis is by

no means a new one, but as far as I am aware its

clinical aspects have not as yet been scientifically set-

tled. The subject receives very little mention in our

text-books. Osier, however, refers to it and in a re-

cent paper by Beverly Robinson it was noted. More-

over, we are all familiar with cases of bronchitis which

do not yield to treatment until potash or lithia salts

are given, and the laryngologists tell us that what

they call rheumatic throats present a characteristic

appearance and are not uncommon, that in such cou-

ditions local measures aloue are useless, and that on

giving their patients abundance of water and solvent

elimiuants, recovery speedily ensues.

It is interesting to note that the recent views as to

the etiology of uric acid and urates help materially in

understanding this relation. Potter, in a paper pub-

lished in the Post- Graduate, details them at length.

The main point is that proteid retrogade metamor-

l)hosis, at the time of forming uiic acid and the urates,

is an oxygenation process, which, under normal con-

ditions of the body, takes place chiefly in the renal

cells. Excessive ingestion of proteid food may pro-

duce these products in the body before the blood

stream reaches the kidneys, and any pathological

process which diminishes the normal oxygenation in

the kidneys will lead other parts to perform this func-

tion vicariously; for example, it may occur in the

liver, or even in the cartilage cells of joints.

The amount of harm capable of being caused by
these products is shown in the cases of extensive de-

struction of joint structure in some cases of chronic

gout ; and lesser degrees of this action may well ex-

plain the varied symptoms of some of the cases of

bronchitis, rheumatism and lithemia — indeed, as

some maintain, even of such conditions as neurasthenia

and neuralgia.

This hypothesis is certainly worthy of the revival

of interest now being given it, and leads to two sug-

gestions : first, that we study the micro-chemistry of

the blood from a clinical standpoint far more assidu-

ously than hitherto; and, secondly, that we plan our

treatment tentatively in this direction.

Valuable as have been the discoveries in bacteri-

ology, it is quite a question, whether, like anatomy,
the field for practical purposes (except as it relates to

the chemistry of micro-organismal products), is not
well-nigh exhausted. However that may be, it is cer-

tain that a rich and far less thoroughly explored field

awaits the explorations of our laboratory colleagues in

the direction of the micro-chemistry of the blood.

We are greatly in need of practical tests for retrograde

waste products, the albumoses, the tox-albumins, even
the urates, etc., that we may detect these substances

in the blood when present in small amounts and before

they have produced their train of irritant or destruc-

tive effects in our patients.

(To be continued.)

SUTURE AFTER CATARACT EXTRACTION.^
BY CHARLES H. WILLIAMS, M.D., BOSTON.

Abodt thirty years ago my father first used a

suture in the cornea after cataract extraction.^ His

usual operation was either a flap or the upward corneal

cut of Lebrun, and a single silk suture was placed at

the apex of the wound in the corneal tissue ; but dur-

ing the later years of his life he abandoned its use.

In the following series of eleven cases sutures were

used; but instead of being placed in the cornea, I

have put them in the small flap of conjunctiva

which is left adherent to the cornea at the apex of

the wound, for after trying the corneal suture I gave

it up in favor of the conjunctival location.

Years ago Professor Homer in Zurich called my at-

tention to the fact that when a conjunctival flap was
attached to the cornea, you had a better healing, pro-

vided the flap remained in its proper place, for the

conjunctival tissue heals more rapidly than the cor-

nea and helps to keep all parts iu position while the

cornea is uniting ; on the other hand, this unfastened

conjunctival flap olten becomes rolled iu upon itself

and gets entangled in the wound, and in such cases

the epithelial surface of the conjunctiva interferes

with the healing ; he therefore advised avoiding a con-

junctival flap.

In the following cases I have made the wound in-

Read at the meeting of the New Englaud Ophtlialmological So-
ciety, February 4, 1S9G.

- See liie paper iu tlie Royal Loudon Ophtliulmio Hospital Reports,
vol. vi, part I, 1867.
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elude about one-third of the corneal circumfereuce
with the |>uiicture and counter-puncture in its clear tis-

sue, and l)y inclining the edfje of the knife slightly

backward and cutting out with a very gentle pressure
the knife will have a small band of conjunctiva

stretched across it when the apex of the cut is

reached, the knife coming out at about a point corre-

sponding to the junction of the cornea and sclera on
their inner surface, then inclining the knife edge still

further backward this conjunctival band can be so

divided as to give a small flap attached to the upper
part of the cornea, from one-sixteenth to one-eighth

of an inch in length and of varying breadth.

After the extraction of the lens has been com-
pleted the flap and ocular conjunctiva are brought to-

gether with from one to three sutures of fine steril-

ized black silk, which are made by untwisting the fin-

est sewing silk and using one of its three strands.

The wound is thus held in good position ; hernia of

the iris is not likely to occur; and in cases where
there has been loss of vitreous during the operation a

further loss is prevented and healing promoted.
Either the corneal needle used by my father or a fine

curved needle can be used. The suture generally

comes away spontaneously about the seventh to the

tenth day, or it can be removed under cocoaine with

forceps and scissors; it is well tolerated by the con-

junctiva, and does not seem to cause pain or irritation

of the parts.

Case I. Male, sixty-six years of age, in good health.

Functional examination normal. Cataract of five years'

standing. The operation was a Graefe with large con-

junctival flap, one suture being placed at the apex ; there

was no pain or bad symptoms during the healing.

The eye was first opened on the eighth day, the suture

being in place, but it came away spontaneously on the

next day. With -(- 8, vision = 0.3.

Case II. Female, sixty-five years of age. Cata-
ract two years. Graefe operation. After extraction

of nucleus, vitreous presented and a small amount es-

caped. Three sutures were placed in conjunctival

flap, which held wound in place and prevented fur-

ther loss of vitreous. The eye was first opened on
ninth day ; wound well healed ; some effusion of

blood under conjunctiva. Has complained of occa-

sional pain in eye. Now some blood in anterior

chamber. Sutures came away spontaneously on elev-

enth day. Blood in anterior chamber absorbing.

With -|- 6, vision= 0.3.

Case III Female, sixty-two years of age. Cat-

aract ten years. Graefe operation. After iridectomy

some vitreous, which was very fluid, escaped. One
suture at apex of conjunctival flap. Patient slept

well without anodyne. Slight pain in eye. First

opening of lids on seventh day ; wound well healed
;

no signs of irritation. Two days later some injection

of sclera, which ceased after two days. Suture came
away spontaneously on ninth day. With -(-8, vision

= 0.1.

Case IV. Male, sixty-four years of age. Cataract
five years. Graefe operation. Rather a large con-
junctival flap, suture at apex. On the fourth day he
hit his eye with his hand. Oq sixth day eye opened

;

wound well ; healed parts in good position ; at inner

angle of wound slight cystoid cicatrix ; slight film

across pu[)il. With -|- 10, vision = 0.1.

Case V. Female, seventy years of age. Cataract
two years. Modified flap operation. No iridectomy.

After completing the corneal cut the recti muscles

contracted, causing vitreous to escape ; lens removed
with a scoop. Two sutures placed at upper part of

flap. On the first afternoon after the 0|)eration she

had cramps in her stomach, with pain in her eye and
hernia of iris into the wound. Patient had asthma, which

was so troublesome that she had to sleep sitting in a

chair or propped up in bed. For first two nights one-

quarter of a grain of morphia gave good rest in bed.

Conjunctival sutures held in place, and limited the

hernia of the iris to the outer corners of the wound.
With + 11, vision = 0.1.

Cask VI. Male, sixteen years of age. Congenital

cataract; posterior portion of lens opaque, anterior

quite clear. Modified flap operation. Large conjunc-

tival flap ; three sutures in flap ; no iridectomy. Irri-

gation of the anterior chamber after the extraction

brought out numerous pieces of sticky cortical sub-

stance. No pain in healing. Iris drawn upward
somewhat and attached to inner surface of wound ;

no hernia. With -\- 15, vision= 0.6.

Case VII. Male, seventy-six years of age. Cat-

aract four years. Modified flap operation without iri-

dectomy ; one suture at apex of conjunctival flap.

Numerous masses of cortical substance was removed
by irrigation with a solution of one-half per cent, of

chloride of sodium, with one-eighth per cent, of pilo-

carpine. Complained of considerable pain in the eye
for the first few hours after the operation. Eye
opened on the second day ;

pupil slightly drawn up.

With + 12, vision= 0.3.

Case VIII. Male, sixty-two years of age. Cat-

aract three years. Graefe operation, with one suture

at apex of flap; irrigation with one-half-per-cent. so-

lution of chloride of sodium. Eye first opened on
fourth day ; wound well healed ; little redness ; no
pain. With -j- 16, vision:^ 0.2.

Case IX. Male, fifty-three years of age. Cata-

ract of perhaps three years. Posterior polar. Graefe
operation. Lens extracted in its capsule with scoop ;

small loss of vitreous ; one suture at apex of flap.

Eye first opened on fifth day ; wound well healed ;

parts in good position ; some circumcorneal congestion

of blood-vessels, which increased up to the fifteenth

day and then slowly subsided. With-)- 11, vision

= 0.1.

Case X. Male, sixty-three years of age. Cata-

ract four years. Modified flap 0|)eration without iri-

dectomy ; irrigation with one-half-percent, solution

of chloride of sodium ; slight protrusion of vitreous

into wound ; three sutures in conjunctival flap. Eye
healed well ; no pain ; iris and pupil drawn up some-
what toward the wound; no hernia. With -j- 12,

vision ;^ 0.3.

Case XI. Male, sixty-five years of age. Cataract

three years. Cut in periphery of cornea ; small iri-

dectomy ; one suture at apex of conjunctival flap.

Eye first opened on seventh day ; wound well healed ;

suture had already come away spontaneously ; very

little injection of blood-vessels ; pupil in good posi-

tion ; slight amount of capsule in pupil. With -|- 12,

vision =. 0.3.

In all the above cases the functional examination of

the eye before 0])eratiug was apparently normal.

The record of vision was maile in most of the cases

about three weeks after the operation ; subsequent ex-

aminations will probably show an improvement in the

average result. Seven of these operations were done
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with iridectomy, four without. Id four irrigation was
used after the extraction ; in four cases there was a loss

of vitreous ; and in one (No. 5) the conditions were
most unfavorable, as the patient was asthmatic, had
an attack of colic the first afternoon and also had
some loss of vitreous at the time of operation, the

lens being removed with a scoop ou this account, yet

in spite of these drawbacks she had vision of 0.1 six-

teen days after the operation, and the sutures held the

wound in place so that there was only a small hernia
of the iris at each corner of the wound, whereas
without the sutures there would probably have been a
very extended and troublesome hernia. This was the
only case in which hernia of the iris occarred.

A CASE OF GLANDERS IN THE HUMAN
SUBJECT.i

BY J. RICHMOND BABSS, M.D.,

Surgeon to the Maiden Hospital^ Maiden^ Mass.

C. E. L., aged forty-one, was sent to the Maiden
Hospital, October 24, 1895, as a case of felon. The
only history obtainable at that time was, that he was
a vegetable peddler and had injured the middle finger

of his right hand several weeks before.

I saw him the same evening, and found his tempera-
ture 105° and his pulse 108. His hand was badly

swollen and inflamed, pus discharging from several

openings in the middle finger ; the forearm was also

swollen. The parts were thoroughly cleansed and a

corrosive poultice applied. He was given ten-grain

doses of quinine, with sulphate of morphia, p. r. n.

October 25th. Had a good night ; temperature
100°, pulse 87. Under ether the middle finger was
removed at the metacarpo-phalangeal articulation.

Openings were made in the hand, and drainage was
made as thorough as possible.

October 26th. Temperature 102.8°, pulse 100.

Quite thirsty, but feeling comfortable. Wound looks

well, but very dry.

October 27th. Record about the same, except that

two or three small pustules have appeared on the fore-

head.

October 28th. Temperature 10.3.8°, pulse 115.

The number of pustules on the forehead has increased,

and there is an erysipelatous blush over the face and
neck to the clavicles. Several pustules were found
on different parts of the body. The patient was iso-

lated, and opinion given of pyemia, which was con-

curred in by one of my colleagues who saw him.

October 29th. He is a very sick man. Tempera-
ture 105°, pulse 120. Mind clear; tries to be cheer-

ful ; very tremulous. Pustules cover the whole fore-

head ; they are confluent, have a puuched-out look,

and together with a purpuric condition, give the ap-

pearauce of variagated marble. The right eye is

swollen and closed, with considerable discharge from
the lids; cornese clear. No discharge from uares.

Fourteen dejections from the bowels.

October 30th. Quite stupid ; can be roused. Says
he has no pain. His tongue is dry, brown and cracked.

He is very thirsty, but does not take any food. Ten
dejections.

October Slst. Gradually failing; practically un-

conscious. Four dejections.

' Head before the Maiden Society for Medical Improvement, Feb-
ruary 11, 1896.

November 1st. Died at 4.30 a. m., on the ninth

day after admission.

An autopsy was made by Drs. Frank B. Mallory
and James H. Wright of the Pathological Department
of the Harvard Medical School, whose thorough ex-

aminations and experiments give to this report^its

scientific value.

DR. MALLORY's report.

Skin.— The skin of the forehead as low as the eye-

brows, and of the scalp as far back as the vertex, pre-

sented a very unusual appearance. It was thickened, in-

durated to the touch, discolored and eroded. The limiting

edge was scalloped as though composed of small circles,

and was rather sharply elevated (two to three millimetres)
above the adjoining normal skin. In color it was purple,
mottled with small yellow areas. Over the upper portion
of the forehead and at the beginning of the scalp the epi-

dermis was purple to black in color, more or less detached
from the underlying tissue, from which it could be easily

stripped, and in places lacking, leaving e.xposed irregular
and rather superficial ulcerations in which could be made
out many yellow specks not soft enough to be termed pus.
On section the tissues were found deeply infiltrated with
opaque, yellowish-white material, which %vas rather firm
and tenacious, and could not be squeezed out like pus.

In the left upper eyelid were several single and grouped
pustules, yellow in color but with a purplish tinge around
the base. Over zygomatic arch on the right side were two
small separate groups of pustules like those in left eyelid.

In the skin of the left arm on its outer and posterior
surfaces were scattered several single pustules from one to

three millimetres in diameter, and about one millimetre
high ; they were yellow and opaque at the tops, with in-

jected bases sharply defined from the adjoining normal
skin. On section of one the centre was found only par-
tially softened into pus. Three or four similar pustules
were present in the skin of the right arm, and one in the
skin over the right tibia. On the front of the chest were
two, besides a small group below the outer end of the left

clavicle, showing little above the surface, but extending
into the underlying muscular tissue. In the pectoral mus-
cle on the right side near the sterno-clavicular articulation

was a small, oval, yellow, semi-solid, tenacious mass about
two millimetres long and one millimetre thick.

Axilla.— The left axilla contained a suppurating mass
in the axillary fat tissue about five centimetres long and
three centimetres in diameter; on section, it resembled a
bit of very coarse sponge of which the meshes were filled

with a thin, odorless, yellow fluid. Some of the lymph-
glands were still well preserved though considerably swol-
len, and on section two showed a yellow infiltration on the
side towards the pus.

Lungs. — The left lung was adherent over the upper
lobe by fibrous adhesions, right free; both moderately con-
gested and a little edematous posteriorly. On the lower
surface of the right upper lobe were two yellow, elevated
areas two millimetres in diameter, surrounded by a dark
red zone. Both areas and the adjoining tissue were
covered with a thin coat of fibrin ; one of the areas was at-

tached to the upper surface of the middle lobe by fibrin,

and had slightly infected the surface. Scattered through
the rest of the right lung were in all about a dozen small
injected, resistant areas (the largest not over one centime-
tre in diameter) usually solidified and mottled with yellow
specks, occasionally soft and filled with pus. They all

seemed to lie just beneath the pleura, and were covered
with a slight, fibrinous exudation.

Ceroical Glands.— The deep cervical glands were en-
larged and moderately injected.

S/j/cen.— The spleen was enlarged to about half again
its normal size; soft; on section pulp increased, follicles

not visible. ,
Kidnei/.i. — Capsule very slightly adherent ; on section,

cortex slightly more opaque than normal; pyramids in-

fected.
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Liver.— Liver showed slight cloudy swelling.

Mesenteric Lipn/ih-Olands. — Mesenteric Ivinph-glands

slightly swollen and injected. The nasal cavities and the

]>liarynx were not examined.
.1 natiimical Diagnosis. — Glanders. Extensive conglom-

erate area of pustules of forehead and scalp with super-

ficial ulcerations. Pustules of skin over eyelid, arms, chest

and leg. Abscesses of pectoral muscles, of left axilla and
of lungs. Acute splenic tumor. Cloudy swelling of kid-

neys and liver.

DR. WKIGHT'S report.

Corir-slijj Preparations from the lesions in the skin of

the forehead and from the pus of the axillary abscess

showed a few bacilli resembling the bacillus of glanders in

shape anil appearance.
Cultures on coagulated blood serum (Loffler's mi.\ture)

were made from the skin lesions, liver, spleen, kidneys, i)us

of axillary abscess, pus of lung abscess, and blood of the

heart. The results were as follows : Four cultures from
the pustules and ulcerated portions of the foiehead all

showed colonies of the glanders bacillus in variable num-
bers, and in two of these cultures colonies of the staphylo-

coccus pyogenes aureus in addition. The culture from the

pus of the axillary abscess developed very numerous colo-

nies of glanders bacilli. The culture from one of the lung

lesions showed a few colonies of glanders bacilli as did also

the culture from the spleen. Tlie culture from the blood

of the heart was sterile, while the cultures from the liver

aud kidneys were negative for specific organisms, but

showed some putrefactive growth.
The glanders bacillus (bacillus Mallei) was, therefore,

found in the skin lesions, in the axillary abscess, in the

lung ab^cess, and in the spleen.

The identification of the bacillus isolated from these situ-

ations with the glanders bacillus depended upon its patho-

genic effect upon guinea-pigs and upon the appearances of

its growth on potato as well as its microscopic appearances.

A number of guinea-pigs were inoculated with the bacillus

and the characteristic lesions of experimental glanders

were produced in them. These lesions in general consisted

in the presence of the so-called glanders nodules in the va-

rious organs and in the characteristic swelling and inflam-

mation of the scrotum with eventual breaking down of the

tissue of the testicle.

On ])Otato the bacillus grew in the form of a viscid,

translucent layer, at first resembling honey, but later be-

coming brown in color and more opacpie, while the potato

around it assumed a dark gray color. Growth in cultures

was slow, requiring about forty-eight hours in the incubator

for comi)lete development of colonies.

Under the microsco])e the bacillus presented the appear-
ances which are figured in the published descriptions of the

bacillus of glanders.

The organism was a bacillus of about medium size, with
rounded ends, of variable length and usually slightly bent
or curved. Its protoplasm freijuently showed the clear,

unstained spaces which are seen in the glanders bacillus.

Three days before his death I obtained the follow-

iug history of the case from its very inception.

The statement that he was a vegetable peddler was
only partially true ; for, in addition, he was iu the

habit of .skinning dead horses. Ou September 29th

he was in his usual good health. Ou September 30ili

he skinned a horse known to have died of glanders,

and pricked the middle finger of his right hand during

the operation. Said he never skinned a horse iu such

a bad condition, and anticipated fatal results.

On October Ist lii.'* finger ached, and on the 2d he
came home and went to bed, complaining of great paiu

in the finger. ,IIe did not get up till the 9th, when he

saw a physician, who advised operation, which he de-

clined— this physician was also kept in ignorance of

the cause of the wound. He returned home, where

he remained in bed very feverish and restless, and fi-

nally became delirious. The next day he was brought

to the Maiden Hospital.

This is a very typical case of glanders, as pictured

by most writers, and is reported, first, ou account of

its rarity iu New England, as seen by the subjoined

reports of the various boards of health, this very rarity

making it a fruitful source of error in diagnosis when
the true history is withheld. The only marked point

iu this case was the total absence of any discharge

from the nose, whereas usually this is well marked iu

man as well as in animals. The case is also reported

because it has been carefully traced from the day aud
the cause of the wound, through its clinical career,

then its pathological condition has been considered,

and finally a careful aud scientific treatment has been

given to the subject bacteriologically— the whole
making a well-rounded case from start to finish.

The following are replies from the New England
Boards of Health, to my request for information on

the subject

:

Massachusetts. — About 20 cases reported in the

past fifty years.

Maine. — Dr. A. G. Young, Secretary of the State

Board of Health, writes :
" I am sorry I am not able

to furnish you with any statistics on the subject, as

our State records of vital statistics extend back only

to the year 1892. Three or four years ago our State

Veterinary Surgeon reported a case of glanders in a

woman, who cared for a horse with glanders ; she re-

covered."

New Hampshire. — Dr. Irving A. Watson, Secre-

tary of the State Board of Health, writes : " I do not

know that a single fatal case of glauders has been re-

ported in this State, certainly not for the past twelve

years."

Connecticut. — Prof. C. A. Lindsley, Secretary-

State Board of Health, writes: '"The last fatal cases

of glanders reported in Connecticut, occurred as fol-

lows : one iu Tolland in 1884, aud one in Muuroe in

1893."

Rhode Island.— T'he Secretary of the Board of

Health, Dr. Gardner T. Swarts, very kindly writes:

"The registration reports of Rhode Island show but

one death from glauders iu 1877 and one in 1894. I

have looked up both cases in the records of the Provi-

dence Medical Association, and give you the copies of

the records.

" 'April 2, 1877, Dr. W. W. Potter reported a case

of glanders seen on the twenty-first day of the sickness.

The patient had been taking care of a horse which was

affected with the disease. Pulse 130, temperature
104.2°. The tongue had a black coat, and there was
an offensive discharge of pus, mucus aud blood from

the mouth, nostrils aud rectum. Much headache in

the frontal sinuses, and delirium were present. Ab-
scesses appeared on the extremities, some of which

formed in twenty-four hours. On the twenty-fifth day

a papular eruption covered the face, body and extrem-

ities, and went ou to umbilicated pustules much like

those of small-pox. The patieut died on the twenty-

sixth day. The treatment consisted of stimulation and

opeuing the abscesses.'

" ' December 26, 1893, Dr. G. H. Stanley (Paw-
tucket, R. I.), reported a case of glanders iu a hostler,

aged sixty. He had chill, headache and lumbar pains ;

temperature 101°. On the third day an axillary ab-

scess appeared. Two days later he presented a mot-
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tied appearance on both forearms and severe pain in

knee and feet; abscesses formed in the groins, on the

dorsum of the penis, over both eyes, then smaller ones

all over the body. Death, from exhaustion, January
24tb. Treatment was iron, quinine and food. The
man stated that he knew the horse had glanders.'

"

Vermont. — Not heard from.

These reports, coming as they do from official

sources, prove how rare the disease is in New Eng-
land. I take this opportunity to acknowledge my in-

debtedness to the Secretaries of the several State

Boards of Health.

A REPORT OF SURGICAL OPERATIONS IN
THE HOSPITALS OF BOSTON AND VICINITY
WHERE ANESTHESIA WAS PRODUCED WITH
ETHER OR CHLOROFORM COMBINED WITH
OXYGEN GAS.

BT I. N. DE I IKT, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

While ether has had a preference in the hospitals

of Boston and other New England cities, as an anes-

thetic, since it was first used in the Massachusetts

General Hospital by the late Dr. J. C. Warren in

1846, yet chloroform has recently been adopted, either

alone or in the A. C. E. mixture, in many hospitals of

cities adjacent thereto.

The numerous inhalers that have been made for the

administration of these anesthetics have had a brief ex-

istence and have been very soon replaced by the con-

ical-shaped sponge or cone made of a towel. The
need of a proper inhaler for giving anesthetics com-
bined with oxygen gas, was suggested to the writer,

after reading Dr. Carter C. Cole's valuable contribu-

tion in the New York Medical Record, October 12,

1895, in which he describes the one that was used in

21 surgical cases in the several principal hospitals of

that city, by Drs. F. H. Markoe, Bryant, Willy Meyer,
A. M. Phelps, Tull, Guiteras and himself. After vis-

iting several surgical instrument stores and inspect-

ing the numerous inhalers which they had in stock, I

decided that a rubber masque or face-hood made in the

form of a cone, with a valve for expired air, or a

metal face-hood provided with a soft-rubber face-pro-

tector and a similar valve for expired air, would make
very practicable inhalers. Having procured a suitable

mould I had several rubber masques made and air

valves attached for expired air, so that a patient could

not breathe the same air a second time. The latter

consists of a metal disc, with a rubber disc underneath,

both of which are secured by a movable pin, the latter

passing through the cross-section of the bottom of a

round metal box, in which they are enclosed. This

metal box is placed on the upper side of the masque
and firmly secured with brass rivets. A slot, three-

quarters of an inch in length and three-sixteenths of

an inch in width, is made in the side of the box and
also in its cover through which air escapes on expira-

tion, and the disc closes on the bottom of the box on

inspiration. The rubber masque is connected with a

graduated bottle containing the anesthetic by a soft-

rubber tube which is attached to a short hard-rubber

tube passing into the bottle. A long hard-rubber

nebulizing tube is connected with the cylinder contain-

ing the oxygen gas by a soft-rubber tube. By this

means the anesthetic used is converted into a fine

spray and the oxygen gas, which conveys the vapor of

ether or chloroform to the patient is more readily in-

haled and proves less irritating to the bronchi.

The accompanying illustration shows the rubber
masque or face-hood attached to the bottle, and the

latter to the cylinder ; also a nickle-plated masque,
which is preferred by some to use in their private hos-

pitals and practice. The
first nickel-plated metal

~

masque was provided with

a bard-rubber disc and se-

cured by a long pin

;

around the latter was a

spiral brass-wire spring

which kept the disc in

position during inspira-

tion and allowed of its

movement so that air

could escape during expi-

ration. I afterwards sub-

stituted a steel ball-valve

or marble, which seemed
more practicable. I am now having a mould made
for a nickel-plated metal masque to which will be at-

tached the same valve that has proved to work so ad-

mirably on the rubber masque, which will be com-

pleted in a few days.

Pure oxygen should not be used with ether on ac-

count of its tendency to counteract etherization or

make it a very slow process ; but it can be used with

chloroform, the latter being a more profound anes-

thetic. I have found that oxygen diluted with 33 per

cent, of nitrous monoxide or atmospheric air is the

best form of gas to be used in producing anesthesia,

either with ether or chloroform during surgical opera-

tions.

The amount of oxygen gas used during the surgical

operations of which I shall give a brief history in this

paper averaged about one gallon per minute during

the etherization, and afterwards it was given with less

pressure during the operation. A test gauge was used

to test the cylinder from time to time. The amount

of ether consumed by an adult averaged about four

ounces per hour, and not having had occasion to give

it to a child, I am not prepared to state positively

how much would be used, but from the experience of

others who have used it I presume it would require

about half that quantity— two ounces. Of chloro-

form from two and a half to three drachms per hour

were used. Of the A. C. E. mixture about four

ounces were used in one hour and forty minutes ; as

the latter mixture was only used in one case, it may
require the use of it in a number of patients before de-

ciding the quantity of this special mixture. In one

case only eight ounces of ether were consumed in

two and one-half hours. The longest time required to

produce complete anesthesia with ether and oxygen

gas (diluted) was fourteen minutes; the shortest time

with the same anesthetic, seven minutes. With pure

oxygen etherization with ether requires from 20 to 25

minutes, and then it will sometimes require the giving

of ether with a cone and dispensing with oxygen gas

for two or three minutes. This has occurred in three

patients among the sixty-six to whom 1 have given

pure oxygen gas with ether. With chloroform and
oxygen gas (diluted) the results are far more satis-

factory, and etherization is very rapid, usually requir-

ing about two or three minutes— once seven minutes

was required, and at another time eight minutes, show
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ing the uon-suscepcibility to aneslbetics. Pure oxygen
gas cau be adminiBtered with cbloroforoi with more
satisfactory results than with ether.

Of the mauy advautuges derived from the use of

either of these masques during the administration of

anesthetics with oxygen gas (diluted), we find

(1) That there is no excitability during the first

stage.

(2) No cyanosis nor bronchial irritation during

anesthesia.

(3) No nausea during the etherization, and very

seldom any afterwards, unless brandy has been given

as a stimulant, and then only one case in fifty, and
only mucus.

(4) A more rapid return to consciousness, when
etherization is discontinued, than when ether or

chloroform is used without oxygen gas.

(5) A saving of about two-thirds of the anesthetic

less than was formerly used.

The effect of oxygen gas upon the circulation has

been very marked— the pulse becoming stronger, but

not increased in its beats. A very rapid pulse would
diminish from five to ten beats per minute after giv-

ing the gas from fifteen to twenty minutes, and con-

tinue strong but slow; except in patients who were
very much debilitated by disease and where operations

were prolonged to two or three hours, when frequent

administration of the oxygen would be required in

order to maintain a good pulse.

The respirations have been nearly normal, and no

sensation of suffocation has been complained of. The
period of excitement has been very often entirely ab-

sent and never annoying. There was no cyanosis ex-

cept in one case where chloroform was substituted for

ether after the patient was thoroughly etherized.

There was no perceptible change in the temperature,

when it was taken in a few cases.

The following is a report of cases in which this

method has been applied in the practice of various

surgeons of Boston and vicinity :

Case I. F., age thirty-five. Dilating and curet-

ting. Dr. F. W. Johnson, Carney Hospital. Ether
was used with oxygen (diluted with 33 per cent,

nitrous monoxide), and patient became etherized in a

few minutes, without any excitability or nausea.

About four ounces of ether were used and 20 gallons

of oxygen. Time one hour, including etherization.

No cyanosis during the entire hour, and patient ral-

lied very soon after leaving the operating-room.

Case II. F., age forty. Right inguinal hernia.

Dr. E. W. Cushing, Woman's Charity Club.

Chloroform was given with oxygen (diluted). Pa-
tient came under the influence of the anesthetic with-

out any period of excitement or nausea, but the small

amount of chloroform in the bottle rendered the ether-

ization rather slow. The operation was completed
within one hour, and about two and one-half ounces
of chloroform were consumed. No cyanosis was ap-

parent during the entire operation.

Case ill. Dr. W. M. Couaiit was operating at

time of my arrival for the removal of an encysted

kidney and ovary. The patient was very much nau-

seated, 80 that it interfered with the operation. I

gave oxygen for a few moments, and the patient was
very promptly relieved of the nausea, so that the doc-

tor was enabled to complete the operation, and at his re-

quest I gave oxygen to resuscitate the patient. There
was no return of the nausea afterwards.

I was invited by Dr. H. O. Marcy to visit his pri-

vate hospital at Cambridge and administer anesthetics

to his patients. He informed me that he had used

oxygen in abdominal surgery for many years, and had

employed it as an antiseptic by allowing it to flow into

the wound during the operation.

Case IV. F., age thirty-five. Lacerated cervix

and perineum. Dilating and curetting was first done,

and then the lacerated cervix was repaired. Ether

was administered previous to my arrival, and the pa-

tient was thoroughly etherized aud brought into the

operating-room. The doctor suggested that I should

give chloroform, I objected at first, but the doctor

quite insisted upon it, aud I gave it with some anxiety

lest cyanosis would result. After half an hour the

pulse became feeble, aud a slight cyanosis began to

show itself. I discontinued the chloroform and gave

oxygen for five minutes, when the pulse became
strong and all cyanosis disappeared. The chloroform

was again given with oxygen, and the operation was

completed at the end of forty-five minutes. There
was no excitability nor nausea during the entire time

that the patient was under the anesthetic, nor after-

wards. Pure oxygen was used to restore the patient

to consciousness. One aud one-half drachms of

chloroform were given and 15 gallons of oxygen were

consumed during the operation.

Case V. F., age twenty-five. Service of Dr.

Bell, St. John's Hospital, Lowell. Dilating and curet-

ting of uterus. Chloroform and oxygen (diluted)

were used. Patient yielded to anesthetic without

any excitement or nausea, and passed from first to

second stage very quickly. Consciousness was re-

stored before patient left operating-table.

Case VI. M., age thirty-five. Necrosis of tibia

at upper third. Dr. Bell, St. John's Hospital, Lowell.

Chloroform was given with oxygen (diluted). As this

patient had a very feeble pulse ever since his admis-

sion to the hospital, the administration of the anesthe-

tic was watched very carefully. After a few inhala-

tions the pulse became stronger and the pulsations

were but slightly increased. The patient took the

anesthetic very readily, without manifesting any excite-

ment. There was no nausea at any time. The loss

of blood during the operation was slight and the pulse

was very much improved during the administration of

the anesthetic. Operation lasted forty-five minutes,

and patient became conscious before leaving the oper-

ating-room.

Case VII. F., age twenty-six, weight about 110

pounds. Dr. Hatch, Lynn, Private Hospital. This

patient had been in feeble health for some time and a

short preparatorj' treatment had been given at the

hospital, while she had been under the care of her

physician. Dr. Bangs, for some weeks. Chloroform

was selected as the anesthetic, with oxygen (diluted);

and it was given with extreme care, and the pulse aud

respiration very carefully watched. The pulse, which

had been very feeble aud rapid previously, became

stronger and slightly accelerated ; but after fifteen

minutes it was slower. She became unconscious in

one moment, and was removed to the operating-room

in five minutes. There was no period of excitement

nor nausea during the entire period of etherization or

the operation. Vaginal hysterectomy was performed,

together with removal of the tubes and ovaries. Once
during the operation oxygen was given to lessen the

anesthetic effect of the chloroform, and the patient
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was given oxygen after the operation was completed

to restore her to consciousness. Two and a half

drachms of chloroform were consumed and 20 gallons

of oxygen (diluted) in forty-five minutes, including

etherization and operation.

Case VIIJ, F., age forty. Laparotomy. Dr.

McCarthy, Salem Hospital. Ether with oxygen
(diluted) was given. As the patient had been under

preparatory treatment for some time and during the

past few weeks had not shown any marked improve-

ment, it was thought best not to defer the operation

any longer. Her pulse which had been very feeble

and quick previously, after taking the oxygen for fif-

teen minutes showed a marked improvement both in

tone and strength. It had averaged about 120 for

some weeks. Her pulse and respiration were closely

watched during the etherization. There was no ex-

citability during the first stage and patient became
thoroughly etherized in about ten minutes. At the

end of the first hour the pulse jumped up to 160.

Heat and oxygen was given for five minutes without

ether, and it came dowu to 140. An injection of

strychnia (;j^ gr.) was then given, and also brandy (60

m.). There was no delay in the operation during the

giving of the oxygen, as patient was thoroughly under

the anesthetic. On opening the abdomen a large multi-

locular cyst was found attached to the broad ligament

of left side, to which was firmly attached intestines,

omentum and peritoneum. In the wall of the cyst

was imbedded a coil of small intestines which was un-

avoidably incised. There was considerable hemor-
rhage during the dissecting out of the tumor. At the

end of one hour and a half the pulse had increased its

beats to 166 and oxygen was given for ten minutes and

pulse reduced to 150. Strychnia (g>jj gr.) and brandy

(60 m.) were also given. The operation continued dur-

ing the entire time. Respiration was very fair. An-
other small multilocular cyst of right broad ligament

was then removed. After thoroughly washing out the

abdomen with antiseptic fluids and ligating also the

bleeding vessels, the incised intestine was stitched to-

gether and replaced. The wound was then closed.

During the last half-hour of the operation the pulse

increased it» beats to 168, and oxygen was given for

fifteen minutes, which reduced the pulsations to 155.

Strychnia {^j^ gr.) and brandy C60 m.) were also

given. The patient was removed to her room, and
oxygen was given every few moments for some time

afterwards, until the patient was restored to conscious-

ness. Strychnia (jJ^, gr.) and brandy (60 m.) were
also given quite frequently to sustain the patient.

The patient had a slight nausea just before leaving

the operatiug-room which no doubt relieved the stom-

ach of the saliva which had been swallowed during the

prolonged operation. She passed a very comfortable

night, and was doing nicely the next day when 1 called

at the hospital to give an anesthetic for another opera-

tion.

Case IX. F., age thirty-five. Married. Lacerated
cervix, amputation of cervix. Dr. Geo. Ryder, Salem
Hospital. A. C. E. mixture was given with oxygen
(diluted). Patient came under it slowly, but passed

from first to second stage without any excitability or

tiausea. After dilating and curetting the uterus, the

cervix was trimmed off and it was thought that it might

be stitched up, but the surrounding tissues were found

to be 80 callous that it was thought best to ampu-
tate it.

As this was the first patient to whom I had given

the A. C. E. mixture, I watched the patient with con-

siderable interest, and am convinced from my experi-

ence in this case and some others where I have since

used it, that it is preferable to the use of ether because

it is less nauseating to the stomach and less irritating

to the bronchi, and brings the patient under its anes-

thetic effect much sooner. I would not hesitate to

use it, even in Boston, which has the honor of being the

home of etherization and where the use of any other

anesthetic in many of its hospitals would be regarded

as heresy. In Boston the use of chloroform is looked

upon in much the same way. I am glad to say, how-
ever, that one of the first surgeons whom I asked about

the use of any other anesthetic than ether agreed in

the above opinion. I have had the extreme satisfac-

tion of using the A. C. E. a second time with very sat-

isfactory results.

Clinical SDepatrtment.

THE USE OF OXYGEN IN PREVENTINCx OR
OVERCOMING THE AFTER-EFFECTS OF
ETHER IN SURGICAL OPERATIONS.

BV WILLIAM A. MORRISON, M.D., EAST BOSTON, MASS.

As the medical journals are now quite frequently

calling the attention of the profession to the advan-

tages in the use of oxygen gas in preventing or over-

coming the after-effects of ether, and as I Gave had
some experience myself in the use of the gas for this

purpose, it occurs to me that an account of certain

cases, in which I have used it, may be of interest.

Some years ago, while on the service of Dr. A. L.

Mason at the Boston City Hospital, a patient was ad-

mitted who had been asphyxiated several hours with

illuminating gas. I attached a small rubber catheter

to a cylinder of oxygen, passing the catheter through

the nose several inches, so that the eye of the cathe-

ter was opposite the opening in the trachea. The
oxygen was used for about three hours continuously,

when signs of returning consciousness appeared. Af-

terwards the gas was administered for several hours

at short intervals. The patient made good recovery.

It occurred to me later to use the gas in overcom-
ing the after-effects of ether, the nausea, the general

depression, etc. ; and this I did first, November 12,

1895. The case was one in which I operated for

laceration of the cervix. After the operation there

was a good deal of nausea and vomiting, the result of

the ether. Oxygen was inhaled, and the patient ex-

perienced immediate relief.

A second case was treated soon after this and with

a similar result.

A third case was a female forty years of age, weak
and debilitated. The operation was dilating and
curetting the uterus. Several hours after the opera-

tion oxygen was given and the nausea and vomiting

which had been persistent up to that time, were
checked at once. The gas was given for two miuutes

in every ten. The pulse became stronger, and the

patient slept after the third inhalation.

The fourth case was a male, fifty-five years of age,

with appendicitis. He was very short and stout, with

a weak fatty heart aud intermittent pulse ; respiration

40, pulse 130, temperature 103°. A large amount of

foul pus was removed at the operation. During the
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operaciou tlie patient became cyauosed from time to

time aud breathed very badly. Tbe removal of the

ether coue at such times aud the use of oxygen iu its

place materially improved tiie color and pulse. On
completion of the operation, oxygen was given con-

tinuously for an hour. At the end of twelve or fif-

teen minutes after the operation, tbe patient became
sufficiently conscious to recognize members of his

family, aud within half an hour the odor of ether had
apparently entirely disappeared from the patient. In

fact, it could scarcely be detected iu his breath.

The use of oxygen after ether iu these, as well as

iu other cases, has led me to believe—
(1) That some cases receive much more benefit

from its use than others.

(2) That iu the most favorable cases, astonishing

results follow : the nausea is apparently relieved or

prevented, consciousness is quickly recovered, tbe

breath is entirely deprived of the odor of ether iu a

very short time, aud the feeling of malaise, so fre-

quently complained of, is absent.

(3) That some cases are not benefited (or are posi-

tively harmed) by its use. In another case of mine—
a man with a gangrenous foot— convulsions appeared
soon after inhaling the gas, and I was therefore ob-

liged to discontinue its use. I am unable to state

why the man did not tolerate it.

(4) That the best method of administering oxygen
after etherization is by the use of a soft-rubber

catheter gently introduced into the nares until the

eye of •the catheter is approximately opposite the

opening in trachea.

It seems to me desirable that all cases in which
oxygen has been used after etherization should be

reported, so that the profession may be assisted in

determining what cases are likely to be benefited by
the iuhalatiou, and iu what cases its use is contra-

indicated.

FOUR SELECTED CASES OF SYPHILIS.
By BENJAMIN TENNEY, M.D.

The following cases have been selected simply with
the thought that as each has brought the writer some
new ideas they may be of use to others of our profes-

sion.

Case I. A girl just past thirteen, white, with al-

most adult development, began menstruation in April
last. Her inoculation occurred in June. She began
to feel sore about the vulva July 4th, and a diffuse

macular eruption appeared about a week before I saw
her— August IZth. At this date the eruption was
most promiueut ou her hands, forearms, face and neck,
but could be seen everywhere on her body. She also

had a large mucous patch on the corner of her mouth
exteudiug inside uearly an inch, and shallow ulcera-

tions on both anterior pillars and the left tonsil. There
was a typical chancre on the right labium major, a
foul vaginal discharge aud some superficial erosions
and venereal warts were to be seen iu that region.

I saw her but once and could not examine the vagi-

nal discharge for gonococci at that time, but I suspect
something of the sort set up the early soreness of

which she complained. There was no marked gland-
ular enlargement to be made out.

I report this case simply on account of the youth of
the patient, considering her consent to the method of
inoculation.

Cask II. A woman, twenty-seven years old, mar-
ried five years, sterile, had never noticed any eruption

or genital sore. I saw her at the Throat Clinic of the

Carney Hospital last June, to which she came for ex-

cessive nasal secretion.

Anterior nasal examination showed nothing abnor-

mal. Posteriorly much mucus was to be seen on the

roof of the vault and in the posterior nares, also what
looked like a continuation of the same ou the posterior

surface of the soft palate. There was nothing unusual

about her voice to suggest any thickening or stiffening

of the palate. She was given an alkaline wash to

clean up the nose, but did not return for two weeks,
when she came with a perforating ulcer of the soft

palate a quarter of an inch across. After six weeks
of iodide treatment tbe hole would barely admit a

silver probe. I can find no record of a gumma of the

soft palate appearing first as a swelling, pale and
glistening, ou its nasal surface, but I see no reason

why such an appearance, if it is not to be brushed off

with a swab, might not arouse the examiuer's sus-

picions in season to prevent the inconvenience of an

artificial connection between mouth and nose.

Cask III. A man of sixty-five years, a widower.

He contracted syphilis, with primary lesiou on his

frenum, in 1884. His sore was treated with caustics

and for three mouths he took pills that made his

bowels loose. No eruption was noticed. In 1891 he

had some suppurating disease of bis right leg, for

which it was amputated. In 1892 he had a single

"shock," followed by left hemiplegia, and was treated

with iodide of potassium, with pretty good recovery.

Eighteen mouths later he began to have severe supra-

orbital neuralgia on the lelt side. In spite of six

months' treatment with large doses of iodide of potas-

sium, the pain persisted, aud, when I first saw him in

March, 1894, required occasional doses of morphine to

control it. At this time also there were mucous patches

on his tongue and cheeks. He had been taking sixty

grains of the iodide of potassium three times daily for

about six months ; had severe coryza and bronchitis,

every cough producing a paroxysm of pain ; and he

was also very constipated. The iodide was dropped,

and inunctions of mercury ordered. At the end of

six weeks the coryza and bronchitis had disappeared

and the pain had almost gone. Then the mercury
wa? omitted and iodide of potassium ordered again.

In four days the coryza aud bronchitis returned. A
change to the iodide of sodium brought no improve-

ment, aud we returned to the inunctions for another

six weeks, when mixed treatment, with small doses of

the iodide, was begun.

In May he gained ten pounds and felt well, but iu

June had another "cold" which stopped within five

days of leaviug off the iodiile. Through the summer he

took smaller doses of both mercury aud iodide, three

weeks of each mouth, and in the fall he came back to

the city as comfortable as a man of his years and losses

could expect to be.

This case was interesting to me as showing the

effect of mercury on the late nervous mauifestatious of

syphilis where the ioiiide had done little good, aud
where anything over fifteen grains daily of the iodide

would produce not only coryza but bronchitis. I have
not found bronchial iiritatiun mentioned as a result of

the use of the iodide in any of the books ou the sub-

ject.

Case IV. An unmarried man, twenty-nine years
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old, came to me in October, 1892. At that time he

had a slight urethral discharge containing gonococci,

and a constriction in the membranous urethra. With
permanganate injections and gradual dilatation these

troubles disappeared. He said he had had a gonor-

rhea once before, lasting six weeks.

January, 1893, he came again with a slight, hacking

cough. Physical examination showed a very small

area with rales, and increased voice transmission at

right apex. His temperature was 99°, pulse rather

rapid. He was thin ; very short of breath, with

dyspnea on exertion ; had lost some of his own family

from consumption, and was living in the house where
they died. His left testicle was enlarged, somewhat
tender, and the right was in the inguinal canal. I

could get no sputum for examination. He was urged

to take a vacation, but would not ; tried horseback

riding, but on account of pain in the left testicle had
to give that up ; and finally moved to a country town
near by, but came in daily for his business.

In June, 1893, I found him in bed, with a tempera-

ture of 101°, increased cough and a lame throat. A
few days later he came to me with an ulceration on
the left anterior pillar of his pharynx; no great swell-

ing around it, no temperature, but pain in chest and
signs as before. Dr. Vincent Y. Bowditch very kindly

examined his chest, and agreed with what I had found.

His throat not .improving under other treatment, he

was given mercury protiodide as a last resort, and
within a week the throat was clean. Then the ques-

tion of syphilis was gone over carefully. While ad-

mitting the possibility of infection, he absolutely denied

ever having any external sore or noticing any eruption

of any kind. Neither had he been treated by any
physician except for these two attacks of gonorrhea.

He was told frankly of the doubt in the diagnosis and
given an idea of the possibilities ahead, and we de-

cided to await further developments before beginning

specific treatment.

He took a vacation that autumn, intending to return

within three weeks. While away he had an attack' of

iritis, and one hot day he fainted and was in bed some
days with very severe pain in his head. He told his

attending physician of his previous illness and our sus-

picions, and was again put on specific treatment. Not
feeling well enough to work, he decided to spend the

winter in a warmer climate, and there he continued his

treatment. He improved much. The enlarged testi-

cle diminished, iritis disappeared and the cough troubled

him very little. Returning in May he would not then

admit that he had syphilis, even after the diagnosis

was confirmed by Dr. F. I. Knight, who saw his throat

in one of the ulcerated periods.

Since June, 1894, he has had some nervous symp-
toms in the intervals when he would leave off treat-

ment. At one time there was a slight facial paralysis

on the left side, with some ptosis— not marked; and
last summer the left pupil was larger than the right

for almost two weeks, but reacted to both light and
accommodation.
He has now grown stout, shows no muscular or

other weakness, works constantly nine hours a day,

and says he cannot remember ever feeling so well

before. I examined him within a month, and could
find no sign of the old trouble in the right apex, no
glandular enlargement, and his left testicle is normal
in size and feeling, and nowhere more tender than it

should be. There is no contraction where the pharyn-

geal ulcers were and he is without pain or discom-

fort.

I believe this patient is perfectly honest, and yet he

has undoubted syphilis. I did not infect him, for I

used a new set of sounds on him, and had no other use

for them while using them on him. Had there been

an intra-urethral chancre when I first saw him, I should

expect either the patient or the sound to give me a

hint of it ; and the urethral discharge containing gono-

cocci cleared up too quickly for a chancre to heal.

He must have had an intra-urethral chancre at the

time he was treated for his first gonorrhea. Whether
the process in the lung was tubercular or syphilitic I

do not know. The location, temperature, rapid pulse,

wasting and pain are all accompaniments of tubercu-

losis. In this case the dyspnea on exertion was alto-

gether out of proportion to the lung lesion, and he fre-

quently complained, while the trouble was active, of a

feeling of compression or tightness in chest. At pres-

ent I cannot make out any of the signs that I associate

with a healed tubercular spot, and yet I am inclined

to think his a case of double infection.

A CASE OF FRACTURE OF THE ASTRAGALUS
WITH DISLOCATION INWARD: SUCCESSFUL
REDUCTION BY INCISION AND DISPLACE-
MENT OF TENDONS.

BY J. COLLINS WARREN, M.D., BOSTON.

There are two points of special interest in this

case. The more important of the two was the irre-

ducibility of the dislocation, owing to the presence of

the tendons of the tibialis auticus, the flexor longus

pollicis, and the flexor longus digitorum between the

larger fragment, which was dislocated, and the smaller

fragment, which remained in its place. The second was
the successful reduction of the dislocated fragment
after a free opening had been made.

C. S. K., a carpenter, forty-four years of age, fell

from a " Safety " bicycle on May 22, 1891. He was
riding down hill, and as he fell his right foot struck

on wet, sloping ground at the side of the road, and
turned outward. He was carried home, and seen soon

after by Dr. Joseph W. Heath of Wakefield, who
called Dr. Charles .Jordan in consultation.

On examining the ankle, Dr. Jordan found the as-

tragalus thrown inward and upward on the external

malleolus, which brought the tibia directly on to the

08 calcis. Ether was given, and an attempt of an
hour's duration was made to replace the bone, but
without success.

I was asked to see the case on the following day.

On examining the joint under ether, I found it possi-

ble to move the astragalus about freely beneath the

integuments and to push it beneath the articular sur-

face of the tibia, but impossible to hold it in position.

The limb having been carefully prepared for opera-

tion, a curved incision about six inches in length was
made beneath the internal malleolus, and the astraga-

lus exposed. The bone was found to be attached to

the tibia by the internal lateral ligament. A small

portion of the outer part of the bone had been
broken off and remained in place. The line of sep-

aration appeared to be above the line of the deep
canal on the inferior surface of the bone occupied by
the calcaueo-astragaloid ligament. On inspection of

the interior of the joint, the cause of the irreduci-
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bility became at once apparent, the flexor and tibial

tendons having become hooked under the articular

end of the tibia and thus placed between the frag-

ments of the broken and dislocated bone. The ten-

don having been withdrawn from this position, the as-

tragalus was replaced with ease. The tendons now
seemed to act as a clamp, and to hold the fragments

of the bone firmly together.

Rubber drainage-tubes were allowed to remain in

the ends of the incision, as there had been some com-

minution of the bone and bruising of the soft parts.

An aseptic dressing having been applied, the foot and

leg were placed in a posterior wire splint. Some sup-

puration followed, but not enough to interfere with

the healing of the greater portion of the wound. A
sinus was left, through which a few crumbs of bone

were discharged. The patient was confined to his

bed for ten weeks. The sinus remained open for

twelve months, but he returned to work in about six

months from the time of injury. One year from the

time of the accident he was able to do nearly a full

day's work. A year later another small piece of bone

was discharged.

He was examined for me by Dr. James S. Stone,

November 25, 1895, four and a half years after the

injury, who reports as follows

:

There is an elliptical scar six inches long encircling

the internal malleolus (Fig. 1). The arch of the right

foot is somewhat exaggerated. There is a slight condi-

tion of claw-toe. The patient walks well, except in go-

ing up and down stairfi. Here, of course, the limitation

of motion in tlie ankle-joint is much more noticeable

than in walking on level ground. There is no pain

except under the hall of the foot after long standing

or exercise. The motion of flexion and extension is

limited to about ten degrees; most of this comes
through the tarsal joints rather than in the ankle-

joint itself (Fig. 2). Eversiou and inversion are im-

possible. There is a slight atrophy of the right calf

muscles, the measurements being 12^ inches on the

right side and 13f on the left side.

The patient makes no complaint of his feet, beyond

some tenderness on the soles. So far as the injured

ankle is concerned, it gives him no trouble to walk.

He is able to run up and down a ladder, and he walks

without perceptible limp.

REPORT ON DERMATOLOGY.
BY JOHN T. BOWEN, M.D., BOSTON.

(Conclnded from No. 15. p. 366.)

CHRONIC CIRCUMSCRIBED NEURODERM ITIS.

Much attention has been called by the French, and

especially by Brocq, to the existence of a class of cases

in which the primary symptom is itching, followed by

an alteration of the skin, that has been called an

eczema, but which Brocq has named " lichenification."

Touton, who is a good representative of the younger

school of German dermatologists, discusses the ques-

tion in an interesting way in the Archiv. f. Derm. u.

Syphil, 1895.

The Germans are almost unanimous in restricting

the name lichen to the affection described as lichen

ruber by Hebra, and to the lichen planus of Wilson.

They side with the French in considering that lichen

scrofulosorum belongs among the inflammatory folli-

cular affections, and regard lichen ruber acuminatus

as identical with pityriasis rubra pilaris.

The lichen simplex chronicus of Vidal is described

as a sharply bounded plaque, raised above the skin's

level, of a round or oval form, and with a rough, ir-

regular surface, which is covered in places with small,

branny scales, and is divided by small furrows. Ex-

coriations are produced by the scratching caused by
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the intense itching. Dark red papules are often

found in the vicinity of these plaques, which may
coalesce to form plaques themselves. These plaques

are often symmetrical and are often seated on the

back of the neck, on the extensor aspect of the

wrists and forearms, on the lower legs and about the

genitals. The aflfection is exceedingly obstinate and

subject to remissions, when the plaque is only recog-

nized by the thickening and roughness of the skin

and a slight desquamation. It is very apt to show
exacerbations in autumn and wiutei.

Brocq and .Jacquet in describing this afifectiou, dis-

tinguish three zones as making up the plaque, an

outer pigmented zone with a feebly developed papil-

lary hypertrophy ; a middle or papular zone, com-
posed of papular elevations of irregular form, some-
times covered with a fine scale ; and an inner zone,

which is characterized by a light red or brownish
color, by a pronounced infiltration and thickening of

the tissue, by a tine furrowing, and by absolute dry-

ness. The plaques are sharply bounded, slightly

elevated, either smooth or slightly rough, with a thin,

yellowish-brown, closely adherent scale..

Itching is the most prominent symptom, which is

often worse at night, and is at times unendurable.

This precedes the cutaneous lesion. Protective appli-

cations improve the skin lesions, without influencing

the itching.

Histologically the upper layers of the corium are

found to be infiltrated with lymphoid cells, the papil-

la are hypertrophied and slightly edematous, the rete

is increased in size and undergoing proliferation, with

an "alteration cavitaire " of some of the cells, so

that there is the first stage of vesiculation. The
stratum lucidnm has almost disappeared and the

keratinization is somewhat impaired.

The writers consider that this affection is entitled to

a separate place, and from the general symptoms and
from the fact that the subjects are to a greater or less

degree nervous, they consider it a form of " nevroder-

mite circouscrite chronique." It is not an uncommon
affection.

Touton, after describing several cases of his own
that fall under this heading, declares that we have
here to do with a characteristic, special form of cuta-

neous affection which cannot be included among the

chronic eczemas. The points of distinction are that

lichen simplex chronicus (neurodermitis chronica cir-

cumscripta) never begins with an acute outbreak but

has a sluggish course. Many of the most intelligent

patients declare that a long period of severe itching

preceded the cutaneous eruption, while in eczema the

eruption and the itching go hand in hand, and the af-

fection is much aggravated and spread by the scratch-

ing. Lichen simplex chronicus is further characterized

by its absolute dryness and by its great persistence in

one spot. It is remarkable that this affection is never

spread nor converted into an ordinary eczema by the

most violent use of the nails. The intensity of the

itching is, as a rule, far greater than in chronic

eczema. The action of preparations of tar, of so

much aid in chronic eczema, is far lees apparent in

lichen simplex chronicus, where protection from the

air and maceration with water and salicylic soap plas-

ter afford much more permanent relief.

With regard to the question of a relationship between
lichen simplex chronicus and lichen planus. Teuton
points out the differences between the two affections

although he thinks the clinical resemblance of the for-

mer to lichen planus is much greater than to eczema.

The lichen planus nodule is absolutely characteristic,

however, and may be detected, as a rule, in the most
confluent cases.

The prurigo of Hebra begins with the appearance

of primary nodules, which are also called urticaria

papulosa, or lichen urticatus, while lichen simplex

chronicus never presents such appearances. The two
affections resemble one another, however, in the fact

that the predomiuating symptom is itching, while the

objective symptoms are not pronounced. A further

point of difference is the universal dissemination of

prurigo, while lichen simplex chronicus is usually

limited to one or several plaques.

Teuton's conclusions are that neurodermitis circum-

scripta chronica (Brocq) or lichen simplex chronicus

(Vidal) is neither a chronic eczema, nor a lichen, but

a local pruritus with a resulting thickening of the

skin, or licheuification, and in some respects allied to

the prurigo of Hebra. The association of other

lesions which are the result of scratching, and of in-

fection with the pus micro-organisms as shown in im-

petigo and furuncle, is not essential to the process, and

does not warrant a division into a simple, and a poly-

morphous variety, as has been proposed by Brocq.

CASEIN OINTMENTS.

Unna^ in his attempt to bring medicaments into

contact with the skin by means of varnishes that dry

and form a coating, found that these preparations

whether soluble in water, alcohol, or ether, were in-

ferior to the older ointment bases in the severer and
more obstinate cutaneous affections. Hence the var-

nishes were reserved for the milder cases seen in out-

patient practice. The advantages of the varnishes

are their cleanliness, simplicity of application, and
economy.
The attempt was then made, by mixing the drying

varnishes with ointments, to obtain a vehicle for

drugs which should combine the neatness of the var-

nishes with the greater efficacy of the ointments. It

was found that casein varnish was to be preferred to

the other varnishes, and the following combination

was finally adopted

:

Casein 14.0

Alkali 43

Glycerine 7.0

Vaseline 21.0

Antiseptic 1.0

Water, ad 100.0

This is called tJnguentuin Caseini,

It forms a thick, homogenous, white emulsion, a

sort of thickened artificial milk, in which the fat is in

a state of very fine subdivision. This preparation

holds an intermediate place between the varnishes

and the ointments. When rubbed upou the skin it

dries immediately to a smooth, elastic pellicle, which

possesses all the advantages of the varnishes, but

which does not need a protective covering, nor is it

necessary to warm it beforehand. The pellicle is very

thin, but may be made still thinner by the addition of

water during the application. It cannot, naturally,

be used upon surfaces covered with hair.

Its use as a vehick for medicaments is somewhat
limited by the fact that acids when combined with it

in considerable proportions, cause a coagulation of

the casein. Most of the useful dermatological medi-

* Unna: Monatshefte f. Prak. Derm., March, 189S.
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caments, however, have a neutral or basic reaction.

Salicylic acid can be used uo stronger than one per

cent., so that the effects that may be produced by

stronger applications of this drug, cannot be obtained

with this vehicle. Feebly acid substances, such as

the different varieties of tar and balsams, can be in-

corporated with unguentum casein to the extent of

twenty per cent. The acid reaction may be neutral-

ized to some extent by the addition of sapo raliuus, in

the proportion of one part sapo ralinus to four parts

of tar.

This preparation fulfils all the usages of the var-

nishes and drying liniments, but is often far superior

to them. This is also true of the various pastes,

although unguent casein cannot compete with the lat-

ter in cheapness. Therefore the pastes are more
practicable in cases of universal eczema and derma-

titis, while in circumscribed cutaneous affections, as

eczemas of the face and hands, and acne, the casein

ointment in combination with oxide of zinc and sul-

phur, or with sulphur and sublimate, may be used

with advantage. The antipruritic effects of this

preparation combined with oxide of zinc, ichthyol,

Peruvian balsam, and especially with tar, are rated

very high by Unna. It is of especial value in the

form of chronic eczema that is attended by a pru-

riginous habit. As a simple protective covering for

the skin or as a cosmetic preparation its value is

very great. It is, therefore, indicated as a prophylac-

tic against sunburn, freckles, summer-eruption, xero-

derma pigmentosum, etc., when it may be used with

the addition of some coloring matter to the ointment

base. In this way it may also serve as an admirable

substitute for the ordinary theatrical paints, having

the advantage of not injuring the complexion.

The writer thinks it not improbable that unguentum
casein may produce a chemical action, as casein be-

longs to the substances that have a chemotactic

quality. It is possible, therefore, that it may exert

an influence on the albuminates and albuminoid fluids,

and on the movable cells of the skin.

i^cpoctiEE of S>tititi\t^.

CLINICAL SECTION OF THE SUFFOLK DIS-
TRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

J. L. AMKS, M.D., SECRETABV.

RfcGULAR Meeting, Wednesday, January 15, 1896,

Dr. J. C Whitk, Chairman, pro tern.

Dk. Robert W. Greenleaf read a paper on

A MEDICAL CLINIC AT THE BOSTON DISPENSAKV.'

Db. G. G. Sears : I have been much interested in

Dr. Greenleaf's paper. It is unfortunately true that

the large amount of material which appears in our

out-patient departments is only rarely properly worked
up, and Dr. Greenleaf is to be congratulated on the

thoroughness with which he has done it. Under or-

dinary circumstances, at least such has been my expe-

rience, the physician in charge is swamped by the

number of patients and is often unable, simply from

this cause, to devote the attention to the minor points

in the diagnosis of a case which its clinical importance

and scientific interest demands. The question of the

S«e page 381 of tbe Journal.

best way to conduct such a clinic becomes therefore a

very important one from the standpoint of both the

physician and patient in order that time may be econo-

mized in the routine cases so that it may be more
profitably expended on those which are more obscure.

The reader has made several valuable time-saving sug-

gestions, not the least of which is the |)rinted blank

shown bv him as the one on which his patients' his-

tories are taken. It seems very complete and should

facilitate the work of both physician and student in

getting at the necessary facts about them.

I believe that the best results in out-patient work
would be obtained by the presence of a graduate assis-

tant, in line for later promotion, to whom a certain

amount of responsibility could be delegated and who
should have charge of the routine cases. I do not

agree with the reader that the physician in charge

should see every one. There are very many patients

who require practically no treatment beyond directions

as to proper diet and hygiene and at later visits a little

encouragement to persist in their efforts to get well

and who could be turned over to an assistant aud not

occupy the time of the physician or the other patients.

Where such an arrangement is impossible the success

of the clinic will depend on the number of student as-

sistants, which should be large enough for the work to

be thoroughly specialized in the way Dr. Greenleaf

has suggested, each one having his own duties, and

those duties being assumed in turn so that all may
have the same opportunities before their term of service

expires.

Dr. Stone : I do not believe that any one who has

a clinic to run can listen to the detail of another man's

clinic without learning a good deal. I am sure we all

can learn much from the thought Dr. Greenleaf has

put upon his clinic. The chart for taking the history

shows how much consideration he has given to the

details of his work. I know of uo blank that com-

pares with the chart Dr. Greenleaf has shown us to-

night. I find in my own clinic it is with the greatest

difficulty I can get the men to take a history worth

anything at all, and what they do take is too mixed to

be of much value ; and lecture them though you may,

they will put the patient's diagnosis down with one or

two words and let you make out the rest yourself.

Though we can all learn something from another man's

clinic, yet every man's own individual clinic, of course,

entails special changes. I think the majority of clinics

are too large and require too much routine work. I

know that is the case with my own clinic. The clinic

is, I suppose, first for the good of the patient, then for

the benefit of the physician himself, and lastly for the

benefit of the public at large, whether he do work for

the public by teaching or in the way of collecting sta-

tistics of the work.

In regard to teaching, each man of course follows

the line that especially interests him. Dr. Greenleaf

being especially interested in therapeutics would spend

most of his time in that direction. Another man in-

terested in physical diagnosis would direct his thoughts

in that way. The great trouble with a mixed clinic

is the impossibility of following up all the interesting

lines that suggest themselves. It seems to me neces-

sary to mark down at the beginning of your service

some special line to follow— and follow that, come

what will — giving as much time and attention to the

other cases as is for the good of tbe patients, but in

other respects letting them go ; otherwise we spread
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ourselves out over too large a surface and are unable

to get the amount of good we should from following

some special line we can think about, read about and
gather our information from.

In regard to the assistants and the division of the

clinic, it seems to me the difficulty I find is in getting

the students to do special work. They are more in-

terested in seeing cases, seeing a whole lot of cases

;

and if you are permitted to have a physician as an as-

sistant, the difficulty is in keeping that physician as an
assistant. If he is ambitious he has thoughts and
theories of his own he wants to follow out, and is apt

to let yours be secondary and have his own as primary ;

and as the clinic is run primarily for your benefit and
not for the assistant's, it sometimes leads to some fric-

tion. The thing, it seems to me, is the idea Dr. Green-
leaf advanced, to have a goodly number of assistants

and give them definite work to do. That subdivides

the work, and enables a complete examination to be

made of each patient as he or she may present them-

selves.

Dr. Morse : It seems to me that the most impor-

tant question which now confronts us in the manage-
ment of an out-patient clinic is how to make the clinic

smaller. All the out-patient clinics with which I am
acquainted are grossly abused. A considerable pro-

portion of the patients are able to pay a moderate fee,

and not a few the full fee. It seems to me most im-

portant that this large number who are able to pay
should be weeded out. By treating them I feel that

we are doing great harm in several ways. First, we
are pauperizing the public ; second, we are cutting

down the legitimate income of the younger members
of the profession ; third, we are prevented from giving

the proper amount of time to worthy patients.

It seems to me that all printed forms are bad. To
my mind the way to get good histories is to teach the

student how to take them and then give him a blank
paper to take them on. In that way you get a history

of the individual case without a lot of stuff that does
not refer to the case in point.

I feel with Dr. Greenleaf that every patient should

be seen personally by the physician in charge. 1

think, as does Dr. Stone, that it would be very hard
to keep a graduate assistant in his proper position.

The importance of careful physical examination can-

not, of course, be over-estimated and is so self-evident

that it hardly needs to be emphasized. It seems to

me that the value of the present methods of clinical

examination of the blood is decidedly over-estimated,

that we have got about as far as we are going to on
these lines, and that they do not help us a great deal.

I feel, with Dr. Greenleaf, that the line in which pro-

gress is to be hoped for is in the chemical examination
of the blood. At present, however, that is so difficult

that it is useless for clinical purposes. My experience
with the stomach-tube leads me to think that the

pharynx, esophagus and stomach of the average Amer-
ican citizen must be decidedly different from those of

the German. I cannot induce many to have it passed

and after they have had it passed once they usually do
not want to try it again.

Dr. Greenleaf: In regard to assistants, it seems
to me that we have not availed ourselves of them
hitherto as we might. I think we can improve this

line of usefufness considerably. If students were re-

quired to devote a portion of their time to assisting

and not merely looking on, they would have a better

opportunity of becoming familiar with the elements of

diagnosis than is now the case, and, with a little direc-

tion, could aid materially in securing complete records.

It seems to me that no case ought to be considered as

mere routine. To be sure, as Dr. Sears says, many
are in general accordance with a type and may safely

be left to a trained assistant. It is not necessary, even

if possible, for the physician in charge to give personal

attention to every detail. The point I wish to make
is that we should learn all we can, either personally

or by assistants, of each case, as otherwise something

may escape us which may be of considerable impor-

tance either to the individual or for purposes of com-
parative study, of cases of its class.

As to the blank shown this evening it is simply a

tentative one. Its chief value is for purposes of in-

struction by serving as a guide in asking questions. I

should have a different, a more detailed blank for the

study of special groups of cases. Blanks of such a

character are already in use. Dr. Goodale showed me
an excellent one for a critical study of certain diseases

of the throat. They are certainly of great value for a

comparative study of cases and are a distmct advance.

As regards utilizing the clinic for teaching purposes,

I agree with Dr. Stone that that must take expression

in accordance with each physician's fitness. Some are

not good teachers and had better direct their energies

in other directions. If one can teach, however, it is

well that his individuality should have abundant oppor-

tunity for its best expression, and it is not to be ex-

pected that all will teach in the same way. I hope to

see our medical clinics much more fully used for teach-

ing purposes than has hitherto been the case. As it

is now, much material is wasted. There is certainly

room for progress in this direction. We can learn

more from our clinics, and we can give better service

to the patient attending them.

Dr. Benjamin Tenney read a paper on

FOUR SELECTED CASES OF SYPHILIS.'

Dr. Harding : Speaking of the use of iodide mak-
ing some cases of late lesions worse and where mer-

curial treatment made the case improve, I think a

number of such cases have been reported ; and I think

in some of these cases small doses of the iodide will

have better effect where large doses wont. I think

very often you will get a case where the iodide will

cause iodism, and where upon stopping it and giving

mercurial treatment you get improvement.
Dr. Sears : There have been a number of cases

reported where patients have been sent South for

climatic treatment, the signs and symptoms all point-

ing to tuberculosis of the lungs, who have failed to

improve but who rapidly recovered after their return

under specific medication.

Dr. Clark : I should like to emphasize the im-

portance of certain nasal lesions of syphilis. I think

that cases very often go unrecognized in which these

are the only manifestations of syphilis in the patient.

I have seen a number of cases where the only evidence

of syphilis that could be found was a small mucous
patch or slight superficial ulceration in the nose, and
where without thorough examination of the nose the

case would have been unrecognized, the symptoms
often resembling those of a chronic catarrhal trouble,

with some mucopurulent discharge from the nose, but

with no pain or other suspicious symptom.

- See page 390 of the Jourual.
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Dk. Tennet : The third case was reported, not be-

cause tlie iodides failed to relieve the patient, but

because of the appearance of bronchitis four successive

times, each time disappearing as the iodides were
omitted. Coryza, gastritis and certain lesions of the

skin are the recognized symptoms of iodism. In this

case I can't help thinking that the bronchitis was a

direct result of saturation with the iodides though I

have not been able to tind this result mentioned in any
of the books on the subject.

is fcent Eitcraturc,

An American Text-Book of Surgery, for Practitioner$

and Students. Edited by William W. Keen,
M.D., LL.D., and J. William White, M.D.,
Ph.D. The list of writers includes Charles H.
Hurnett, M.D., Phineas S. Connor, M.D., Frederic

S. Dennis, M.D., William W. Keen, M.D., Charles

B. Nancrede, M.D., Roswell Park, M.D.. Lewis S.

Pilcher. M.D.. Nicholas Senn, M.D., Francis J.

Shepherd, M.D., Lewis A. Stiinson, M.D., William
Thomson, M.D., J. Collins Warren, M.D., and J.

William White, M.D. Second edition, carefully

revised. Philadelphia: W.B.Saunders. 1895.

The " American Text-book of Surger}'," owing to

the fact that it has been adopted as a text-book in so

many medical schools, is an extraordinary success. A
second edition is now necessary, and the editors, with

their colleagues, have revised and corrected certain

portions of the book.

A new chapter has been added upon the Effect of

Modern Small-Arms in Military Surgery ; and the

subjects of Acromegaly, the Hartley-Krause Method
of removing the Gasserian Ganglion, the Osteoplastic

Method of Resection of the Skull have received fresh

consideration. A number of other additions have been
made to the operations and methods in endocranial

and spinal surgery. Additions have also been made
to the Surgery of the Chest. A description is given

of Schede's Operation. Surgery of the Digestive

Tract, Witzel's Method for Gastrostomy, the Use of

the Murphy Button in Intestinal Anastomosis, Retro-

peritoneal Tumors and Castration for Enlarged Pros-

tate, are new subjects. A chapter on Symphysiotomy
and Macewen's Method of compressing the Aorta in

Amputation at the Hip-Joint have been added.

The book has been improved by these additions, and
it will undoubtedly remain the principal text-book in

surgery for medical students in this country. An ex-

cellent plan has been adopted in regard to illustrations;

in those in which the cut is not original, credit is

given, directly beneath the cut, to its author.

Atlai of Traumatic Fractures and Luxations, with a

Brief Treatise. By H. Helferich, M.D., Pro-

fessor at University of Greifswald. Illustrated.

New York: William Wood & Co. 1896.

Tiiis volume is one of the series of hand atlases re-

cently published by William Wood & Co. The char-

acter of the book is perhaps best described by saying

that it consists of a collection of sixty-three ciiromo

lithograph plates, illustrating the various forms of

fractures and dislocations, to which are appended brief

anatomical descriptions by Professor Helferich. The
book is intended as a "graphic" aid to persons inter-

ested in the study of this class of injuries. Most of

the figures are from original drawings of actual speci-

mens, many of which were recently prepared ; the re-

mainder are from lesions artificially produced or from
museum specimens.

Of course, the chief value of the work lies with the

plates. They represent recent injuries, for example,

dissection of a dorsal dislocation of the hip, position of

head and its relation to surrounding tissues, fractures

after union, and in some instances methods of treat-

ment.

The book is five by seven and a half inches in size

and contains 142 pages. The description relating to

each plate is placed facing it, an arrangement which

adds greatly to the convenience of the reader. It is

an attractive work of convenient size, and containing

much valuable information relating to fractures and

dislocations in a form exceedingly available for rapid

reference.

System of Surgery. Edited by Frederick S. Den-
nis, M.D., Professor of the Principles and Prac-

tice of Surgery, Bellevue Hospital Medical Col-

lege, etc., assisted by John S. Billings, M.D.,
Deputy Surgeon-General U. S. A. Vol. III. Sur-

gery of the Larynx, Tongue, Jaws, Teeth, Salivary

Glands, Neck and Chest ; Diseases and Surgery of

the Eye and Ear; Surgical Diseases of the Skin;

Surgery of the Genito-Urinary System; Syphilis.

Profusely illustrated. Philadelphia : Lea Brothers

& Co. 1895.

This third volume of Dennis's System of Surgery
opens with an article on the " Surgery of the Larynx
and Trachea," by D. Bryson Delevan, M.D. It is

illustrated by some new photographs and is fairly

complete. " Surgery of the Mouth and Tongue," by

Henry H. Mudd, M.D., is presented in a short arti-

cle. " Diseases of the Salivary Glands," by Charles

B. Porter, M.D., is set forth in an attractive manner.
" Surgery of the Neck," a very complete article by
Willard Parker, M. D., is very satisfactory. "Surgi-

cal Diseases and Injuries of the Chest," by Frederick

S. Dennis, M.D., includes a method proposed for op-

erating on posterior mediastinal tumors and for the re-

moval of foreign bodies from the esophagus and
bronchi, described by J. D. Bryant, M.D.
The article on " Diseases of the Eye," by George

E. de Schweiuitz, M.D., and one on " Surgery of the

Ear," by Gorham Bacon, M.D., are both given a

large amount of space. It may be fairlj' questioned

whether it is wise to include such distinct specialties as

the eye, the ear, and the skin in a system of surgery.

The plates which appear in these two articles are

most excellent. " Surgical Diseases of the Jaw and
Teeth," by Louis McLane Tiffany, M.D., is an excel-

lent article ; but under the heading of "Ankylosis of

the Jaw " we find no account of the work of J.

Ewing Mears, M.D.
" Surgical Diseases of the Skin," by W. A. Harda-

way, M.D.. is an interesting article which judiciously

presents this specialty. " Surgery of the Genito-Uri-

nary System " is presented in an article by J. Wm.
White, M.D., assisted by Wm. H. Furness, M.D., and

covers 331 pages. " Syf)hili8," by R. W. Taylor,

M.D., is an article of marked value.

The standard of this system is more than main-

tained by the present volume, and we look with inter-

est to its completion in the fourth volume.
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Clinical Lectures on Diseases of the Nervous System.

Delivered at the National Hospital for the Para-

Ij'zed aud Epileptic, London. By W. R. Gowers,
M.D., F.R.S. 8vo, pp. 279. Philadelphia: P.

Blakiston, Son & Co. 1895.

The lectures contained in this volume have already

appeared in various medical journals, but their collec-

tion in this convenient volume is most welcome. The
volume contains twenty lectures, written with all the

clearness, suggestiveness and learning which are in-

evitable in everything that Dr. Gowers writes. The
opening lecture, on the principles of diagnosis of

diseases of the nervous system, is one that should be

studied again and again by every student and general

practitioner. A knowledge of this lecture would do

much to remove the notion, so widely prevalent, that

neurology is an obscure and difficult subject which

the general practitioner need not consider ; it would

show him that the difficulty arises, not from any in-

trinsic obscurity in the subject, but from his own ig-

norance of anatomy and physiology, his incompetence

to make a careful examination of his patient, and his

incapacity for making the proper deductions from his

observations. The subsequent lectures consider vari-

ous rare and common forms of disease, syphilis, bulbar

paralysis, facial paralysis, acute ascendinr myelitis,

tabes, foot clonus, syringomyelia, muscular contrac-

tions, epilepsy, lead-poisoning, neuralgia, and optic

neuritis. In these lectures there is somewhat less of

the elaboration of the symptoms of the individual case

than we find in other writers, but there is a constant

recurrence to the general underlying principles which

govern the morbid manifestations, which renders them

of even greater value to the student.

Diseases of the Male Sexual Organs. By Edgene
Fuller, M.D. Philadelphia: Lea Brothers & Co.

1895.

This work deals with the anatomy, physiology aud

pathology of the seminal vesicles, and especially with

inflammatory conditions affecting them. The clinical

consideration is limited almost entirely to the inflam-

matory states of the vesicles.

We take this occasion to criticise a frequent cus-

tom, especially in this department of surgery, namely,

that of giving a comprehensive title to publications

which treat of but a limited portion of the subject an-

nounced.

The inflammatory affections of the seminal vesicles

and their consequences, primary and local as well as

the secondary neurotic, have been already pretty

thoroughly given to the profession ; the former, es-

pecially, by Jordan Lloyd of Birmingham, and the

latter most admirably by Ultzmann as long ago as

1878, although the latter author ascribes the symp-

toms of sexual neurasthenia more frequently to in-

flammatory changes of the deep urethra and the pros-

tate than to the seminal vesicles themselves. To
neither of these writers does the author of the present

work seem to us to give due credit. Dr. Fuller's

monograph is a very thorough, well arranged aud well

expressed disquisition of the vesicular inflammations.

Indeed, we think it, in one sense, too thorough, for we
believe that the writer errs on the side of exaggerat-

ing the frequency of the disease, though not so seri-

ously as does the majority of the profession which

minimizes, overlooks, or is whollv ignorant of its ex-

istence, as he justly asserts. We do not think that

it plays quite so imposing a role as that which he at-

tributes to it, and especially as a primary affection

with reference to the prostate. Fuller states (page

80) that it is often impossible to demonstrate that the

condition of the seminal vesicles is responsible for the

neurotic symptoms— which he attributes, however, to

it— nor does the assertion that the disappearance of

these symptoms after treatment of the vesicles, which

he puts forward as proof, seem to us to be convincing.

The appropriateness of the treatment of the more
chronic forms of vesicular inflammation by " strip-

ping " the vesicles, that is, by expressing their con-

tents by pressure with the finger, with the forefinger

in the rectum, undoubtedly has its place as a useful

measure ; but it has seemed to many surgeons who
have tried it to have been somewhat exaggerated in

the benefits claimed for it.

The volume of Dr. Fuller is admirably illustrated,

and its form is attractive. It is a work which is, in

our opinion, worthy of being studied, whether it

meets the reader's views or not, and in this sense we
recommend it while not endorsing its author's beliefs.

A Text-Booh of Practical Medicine. Designed for the

use of Students and Practitioners of Medicine. By
Alfred L. Loomis, M.D., LL.D., Professor of

Pathology and Practical Medicine in the Medical

Department of the University of the City of New
York, etc. Revised and enlarged, with two hundred
and seven illustrations and one chromo-lithographic

plate. Eleventh edition. 1134 pages. New York :

William Wood & Co. 1895.

As we are informed by a prefatory note. Dr. Loomis
was actively engaged in the revision of the present

edition of his "Text-Book of Practical Medicine"
at the time of his last illness aud had completed the

greater portion of the work. Since his death only

such alterations and additions have been made as

seemed necessary.

In accordance with Dr. Loomis's wishes, Dr. C. G.
Coakley has revised and rewritten the section on
" Diseases of the Nose and Throat and Diphtheria "

;

Dr. E. D. Fisher has revised the section on Nervous
Diseases ; Dr. Warren Coleman assisted in the general

revision of the book.

The eleven editions of Dr. Loomis's work have suc-

ceeded each other rapidly. The first edition was pub-

lished in 1884.

Relations of Diseases of the Eye to General Diseases.

By Max Knies, M.D. ; Professor Extraordinary at

the University of Freiburg, forming a supplement-

ary volume to every manual and text-book of prac-

tical medicine and opthalmology. Edited by Henry
D. Notes, A.M., M.D., Professor of Ophthalmol-

ogy and Otology in Bellevue Hospital Medical Col-

lege, etc. Octavo, pp. 467. New York : Wm. Wood
& Co.

This book serves the valuable purpose of a cross-

index between the general field of medicine and an

important specialty; and if carefully read, whether by
the general practitioner or the ophthalmologist, the

reader will certainly be impressed with the number of

symptoms he has probably overlooked in many former
cases.

The work is a careful compilation of all cases bear-

ing upon its subject-matter published in the last

twenty-five years, arranged and commented upon by a

master workman in the field of ophthalmology. The
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amount of labor represeuted by this volume is so great

that oue pauses in aslouisbment the first time he skims

over the pages, to wonder how a busy practitioner and

teacher of medicine ever found the time to carefully

read and digest such a mass of medical literature and

then have it ready to his hand for such judicious use

as has here been exemplified. The possession of this

book is, iu regard to its subject-matter, equivalent to

the possession of a large medical library ; and if the

book meets with the success it deserves, it will be

found upon the shelves of every practitioner who de-

sires to keep up with the times.

An Atlas of Ophthalmoscopy., with an Introduction to

the Use of the Ophthalmoscope. By Dr. O. Haab,
Professor of Ophthalmology, University of Zurich.

Translated and edited by Ernst Clarke, M.D.,

V.S. (Lond.), F R.P.S., etc. 12mo, pp. 55, with 63

colored plates and accompanying explanatory text.

New York : Wm. Wood & Co.

This litile book has much that is good about it. In

the tirst place the shape is such that it is a handy

volume. The plates are very well done, and the sub-

jects selected with more regard for the student's needs

than any atlas we remember to have seen. The series

of plates upon choked disc, neuritis, papillitis and neuro-

retinitis, delines those terms better than any series of

plates ever published together. The plates represent-

ing the various stages of choroiditis are also very satis-

factory as recording the various stages of that disease.

In the text we are glad to notice that the shadow-test

has at last crossed the English channel and has re-

ceived recognition iu Continental Europe as a valu-

able and rapid test of the refraction. The test, as

here descril)ed, is not so elaborate as has been advo-

cated recentiv bv some American authors, but is fully

as practical.

The 01. e exasperating thing about the book is that

as one turns over a plate it is impossible to prophesy

as to where the explanatory text of the next plate will

begin, whether at the top, the right-hand side, or the

left-hand side of the page; fortunately, however, the

printer has never completely reversed the matter so as

to have the letters stand on their heads at the bottom

of the page.

Trattato di Palologia e Terapia Chirurgica Generale

e Speciale Da Prof. Francesco Durante,
Diretlore della clinica chirurgica della R. Uni-

versiia di Roaia. Roma: Socieia Edilrice e Dante
Alighieri. Is95.

Only the second and third sections of Volume I, of

this work of this well-known Italian surgeon are at

hand. These are devoted to the consideration of the

subject of tumors and neoplasms. As the author

states iu his preface, the book is intended for the use

of students, and is not at all exhaustive in its scope.

In the sections before us the modern views of the

pathology of tumors are presented in a very clear and

interesting way, numerous original drawings, illustra-

tive of the histology of neoplasms adding greatly to

the value of the book. As to the parasitic etiology of

tumors, the author is very sceptical and says: "The
bacterial origin of cancer has now for some time been

completely dethroned, but the coccidium and the spor-

ozoon, with varied fortune, yet hold the field, although

one may be sure that soon they also will pass into the

domain of bietory."

Medical Diagnosis, With Special Reference to Practi-

cal Medicine. A Guide to the Knowledge and Dis-

crimination of Diseases. By J. M. Da Costa,
M.D., LL.D., etc. Illustrated with engravings on

wood. Eighth edition, revised. Philadelphia: J.

B. Lippincott Co. 1895.

Da Costa's Medical Diagnosis is so well and so

widely known that a new edition scarcely needs a

notice, except as an announcement that the work still

retains its old popularity, and is still in demand not-

withstanding the successive appearance of many
younger rivals since the first edition in 1864.

New matter has been inserted, and old matter in

part condensed. Whatever of bacteriological interest

appeared to be established as valuable for diagnostic

purposes has been incorporated.

Hypnotism : How it is Done, Its Uses and Dangers.

hy James R. Cocke, M.D. 12mo, pp. v, 373.

Boston: Arena Publishing Co. 1894.

The Lancet has recently discussed the decline of

hypnotism. The present much-advertised book be-

longs to the period of decline. Among the mass of

literature on the subject which has appeared since

hypnotism aroused fresh interest some years ago, we
may note a few valuable scientific studies, but now
hypnotism has fallen so low that it serves merely as

material for the romancer or as copy for the space-

writer in the Sunday papers. The present work is

oue of the usual compilations on the subject, written

by a believer in the thera|)eutic virtues of hypnotism,

who has made much use of it in practice, who has a

fair knowledge of the literature, but who has con-

tributed nothing new of importance. As an attempt

to give a knowledge of the methods of hypnotism to

the general public, it deserves disapproval.

The Practice of Massage. Its Physiological Effects

and Therapeutic Uses. By A. Symons Eccles,
M.B., Aberd. 12mo, pp. xii, 377. London and

New York: Macmillan & Co. 1895.

That massage is of distinct use in the treatment of

certain conditions and certain forms of disease may be

frankly admitted ; but we question whether, if it could

be administered by the ordinary practitioner without

special training, it would be necessary to devote whole

volumes to the subject. The present volume is not to

be condemned, but the necessity for its existence is

hardly apparent. The author has familiarity with the

literature of the subject ; he is a practical masseur as

well as a physician ; he writes in an agreeable style ;

his descriptions are clear; and the book is a very ser-

viceable treatise on the subject.

The Tear-Book of Treatment for 1896. A Critical

Review for Practitioners of Medicine and Surgery.

Philadelphia: Lea Brothers & Co.

This year-book*has established a place for itself, and

will be of service to all practitioners who desire to

have at hand brief and well chosen abstracts of the

current literature of this department of medicine.

Many sections of the work deserve special commenda-

tion, particularly that u[)on " Diseases of the Heart

and Circulation," by Sidney Coupland, M. D., F.R.C.P.

The Indiana State Medical Sooibty.— This

Society will hold its Forty-seventh Annual Meeting at

Fort Wayne ou May 28th and 29th.
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THE EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF UTERINE CANCER.

The subject of early diagnosis of uterine cancer has

been much discussed at the gynecological societies.

Drs. J. K. Thornton and W. S. A. Griffith treat of

the subject in a practical manner in a late number of

the Archives of Gynecology. Dr. GrifiBth laments that

an early diagnosis is an exceptional occurrence, and

that cases continually present themselves to the con-

sulting gynecologist which are too far advanced to ad-

mit of any but the routine palliative treatment of the

symptoms. The symptoms of cancer of the uterus, he

says, do not materially differ, whatever may be the

kind or the situation of the disease. The essential

early symptoms are hemorrhage, pains, and a thin,

watery, and often offensive discharge.

As for the hemorrhage, that due to cancer is essen-

tially not a menorrhagia; it has no connection with

menstruation except in the rare cases of cancer of the

body, and by no means constantly then. If a woman
suffering from cancer of the cervix has menorrhagia,

there is usually some other cause for it besides the

cancer. We should beware how we accept the state-

ment of patients that a hemorrhagic flow is menstrual.

The first symptom of cancer is often a hemorrhage oc-

curring without any assignable cause, which often

slight at first may become profuse, and this svmptom
occurring iu a woman neither pregnant nor recently

confined, or who has not miscarried, and still more
particularly if she has passed the climacteric, should

at ouce raise our suspicions and lead us to investigate

it fully.

As for the pain, the characteristic feature of that

which attends cancer, distinguishing it from pelvic

pain due to inflammation and other causes, is the fact

that it is not only not relieved when the patient lies

down, but it usually becomes worse, or at least less

bearable. It is also more frequently referred to ihe

region of the trochanters than is pain due to the other

causes.

As regards the discharge, this is not rarely the first

symptom. It is not purulent except in rare cases of

cancer of the body in old women, or viscid like the

white of egg, but is watery, and often fetid and pro-

fuse. The occurrence of these three symptoms, to-

gether or separately, should lead us to insist on a thor-

ough examination.

Dr. Griffith alludes to the suspicious character of all

hemorrhages occurring about or after the menopause.

Serious mistakes have been made, and times without

number, in referring such hemorrhages to the climac-

teric, and in neglecting to make such examinations as

would lead to a proper diagnosis. He says, and justly,

that physiologically the natural process should pass

without any serious symptoms, and it may be laid

down as an axiom that the climacteric is not a suffi-

cient explanation of the occurrence of serious symp-

toms whether pelvic or cerebral, or of other kinds, and

it is imperative that the cause of such symptoms should

be investigated with the same care as if the supposed

climacteric were not near. There is no more serious

symptom than uterine hemorrhage after the climacteric

has been passed; and though it does not invariably

mean cancer, yet if there is bleeding, not mere stain-

ing, it very often does, and no time should be lost be-

fore determining the matter.

The great feature whicli distinguishes a malignant

ulcer or nodule from a simple erosion or the nodular

enlargement of the cervix, the result of chronic cer-

vicitis, is the ease with which the malignant disease

bleeds when touched. The absence or presence of

bleeding when a suspicious cervix is examined gently

with the finger is of the highest importance, and where

on scratching a suspicious nodule with the finger,

bleeding out of all proportion to the injury done oc-

curs, the disease is almost certainly malignant.

In all doubtful cases of disease of the cervix, a

piece of the suspected part should, of course, be cut

out and submitted to microscopical examination.

Dr. Griffith states that out of 61 cases of cancer of

the uterus under his care at St. Bartholomew's Hospi-

tal during the year 1894, there was only one of cancer

of the body. This was an advanced case of papillary-

gland cancer invading the whole body, and was as

large as a large potato. The patient made an excel-

lent recovery after the hysterectomy. Sixty of the

cases were cancer of the cervix, 16 having the char-

acter of squamous epithelioma, and 37 intra-cervical

gland cancer ; seven were so far advanced that it was

not practicable to ascertain their origin. Out of these

60 cases, only four were in a sufficiently early sta^e

to admit of complete removal.

Dr. Thornton emphasizes the necessity on the part

of the clinician of watchfulness to detect enlargements

and nodular new formations about the cervix or corpus

uteri " bleeding easily and hard to the touch." Then
again, we must not forget the characteristic sacral pain

so commonly present, the frequently offensive dis-

charge, and the cachexia which is often apparent at

an early date. If the disease be hidden from view iu

the cervical canal or in the interior of the uterus, then
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dilatation and examination by touch may be conclu-

sive, or it mav be uecessarv to remove a portion for

microscopical examination. The forms of malignant

disease are adenoma (frequently but by no means

always malignant, and most hopeful for early excision) ;

sarcoma (rare, but very malignant) ; and carcinoma in

its papillary, glandular and scirrhous varieties (most

common and most malignant).

Cancer of the body is probably always of the col-

umnar-celled glandular type, having a tendency to the

formation of papillary growths both into the cavity

and into the wall of the uterus, and spreading into the

broad ligaments, etc. Cancer of the body is, therefore,

much more difficult to diagnose in the earlier stages

than any of the malignant diseases of the cervix; it is

fortuuatelv much less common and at least in its earlier

stages, less malignant.

The adenomata have a definite gland-like structure,

the carcinomata begin, as it were, to form glandular

epithelial structures, but never reach any definite glaud

formation. The sarcomata are of the connective-tis-

sue type, and grow from the cells of this tissue—
rapid, soft, fleshy growth, with a tendency to hemor-

rhage, and later, breaking down and ulceration, as in

carcinoma.

The sarcomata of the alveolar type are, however,

very difficult to distinguish microscopically from the

epithelial tumors. The cells lining the alveoli are

exactly like the cells lining the imperfect acini in

glandular carcinoma. The growths which we most

often find palpable in the vagina and visible to exami-

nation by the speculum are the cauliflower or papillary

epithelioma ; the sarcomatous growth, which very

often closely resembles it ; the adenoma and the gland-

ular form of carcinoma, which is a projection from the

cervical tissue. The symptoms are hemorrhage, pain,

especially pain at the lower part of the back, dis-

charge, and loss of flesh (cachexia). Sometimes even

quite early in the growth the bladder is irritable.

HARMFUL EFFECTS OF THE BICYCLE UPON
THE GIRL'S PELVIS.

Under this title. Dr. T. R. Evans, of Mt. Carbon,

W. Va., writing in the American Journal of Obstetrics,

draws a harrowing picture of the effects of the bicycle

saddle upon the plastic pelvis of the growing girl.

" Walking," he says, " is necessary to the proper

moulding of the semi-cartilaginous bones of the girl's

pelvis iu reference to natural child-bearing," while a

girl riding a bicycle makes a counter-pressure of only

four pounds against the weight of the head and trunk,

balanced upon a too narrow and rigid surface. Dr.

Evans further says

:

" As ID our climate the bicycle is used nine months in the

year, and em the modern girl walks less and less, while more

abundant nutrition, both intellectual and animal, is supplied,

increasing the size of the fetal skull, her prospects for instru-

mental delivery, symphysiotomy and celiotomy increase. It is

yet too early to verify this prediction, but for years the very

large increase in the number of cases in which the forceps has

been used by the masters in obstetrics demonstrates the evil

effects of the lack of walking.
" When Nature increases the size of the fetal head it increases

the capacity of the mother's pelvis, hut such increase may be

frustrated by art. Through laziness man is said to have worn

his tail off by much sitting, and through the fashion of not walk-

ing woman will add to the inconveniences, if uot the impossi-

bilities, of natural labor. For centuries the horse has been

utilized, but both the teaching of anatomy and of propriety

has prohibited the woman from bestriding his soft back. The
fact is that the straddling attitude is unnatural in man and only

became popular through the chase and through war, and surgi-

cal injuries are suflSciently common on account of such attitude.

The parts traversing the male perineum are sensitive and im-

portant and lie superficially. But they are slightly protected

from pressure by broad and comparatively long ischial tuberosi-

ties which are near tofjether. In addition the perineum of the

male is moderately protected by hair. In the female perineum

the tuberosities are smaller, sharper and wider apart, and it is

comparatively without hair. As shown by its tissue, physiology

and function, the perineum of woman is a kind of supplemental

uterus. It is padded with connective tissue, prolonged pressure

upon which must cause condensation and atrophy, thus adding
' atrocious ' pains to the second stage of labor and much liability

to rupture."

Dr. Evans calls attention to the fact that until after

puberty the pelvic bones readily yield to mechanical

influences, and thinks it probable that during this

yielding period the narrow saddle will press the ischial

tuberosities upward and inward, the distortion being

greater the younger the girl, thus adding a serious

complication to the flattened pelvis which is the most

common pelvic deformity in Europe and America.

He thinks that the slight forward inclination of the

body while on the bicycle may tend to increase the

pelvic flattening.

'• The difference," says Dr. Evans, " between the

shape of the child's and the adult's pelvis is most

largely due to pressure and counterpressure through

living levers, the body and lower extremities. This

is well proven in the exaggerated development of the

side of the pelvis used by a youth with one leg.

Dr. Evans, in concluding, expresses the opinion

that the bicycle will predispose to placenta previa, the

basis of the contention being that all the cases of pla-

centa previa which he has seen have been in hard

working and active women.

While we must admit that the pressure of an im-

proper saddle upon the pelvis of a growing girl might

have a tendency to deform it, we cannot see that Dr.

Evans has advanced any cogent arguments against the

use of the bicycle with a suitable saddle, that is, one

which throws the weight of the body upon the ischial

tuberosities and not on the perineum. The direct

downward pressure upon the ischial tuberosities ought

not to force them either inward or outward, and the

vigorous play of the muscles in the exercise of riding

ought to have a favoring instead of a retarding in-

fluence upon the development of the pelvis. On the

other hand, too much can hardly be said against the

use of improperly constructed bicycles by women
whether growing or grown, and Dr. Evans's con-

tention that the bearing of the weight upon the

perineum might tend to pull the ischial tuberosities

inward is a sound one. It should uot rank, however,

as an argument against the use of the bicycle bj
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growing girls, but rather as an additional reason why

they should not ride on improperly constructed sad-

dles. By the simple precaution of choosing a proper

saddle, it is to be hoped that our growing girls may

escape the instrumental deliveries, symphysiotomies

and celiotomies which Dr. Evans thinks are threat-

ening them as a result of the pleasant and healthful

exercise of bicycling.

THE REGISTRATION OF PHYSICIANS AND
SURGEONS IN MASSACHUSETTS.

We append the text of a bill relative to the regis-

tration of physicians and surgeons, which has passed

both branches of the Massachusetts Legislature, and

received the Governor's signature the first day of this

month.

Section one, experience has shown, is necessary as

a check upon false oaths and false applications.

Section two compels the great majority of appli-

cants after May 1st next to pass an examination.

Section four is designed to control a practice which

has been found to be unfortunately quite frequent.

Section 1. All applications for registration as physicians or

surgeons under the provisions of chapter four hundred aud fifty-

eight of the acts of the year eighteen hundred and ninety-four,

shall be made upon blanks to be furnished by the Board of

Registration in medicine, and shall be signed and sworn by the

applicants.

Sect. 2. Said Board shall examine all applicants, and only

such as are found qualified and shall give satisfactory proof of

being twenty-one years of age and of good moral character,

shall receive certificates of registration as provided in said act;

provided, however, that said Board shall regi.ster without exam-
ination any applicant whom it may find to be of good moral

character, of more than sixty years of age, and a graduate of a

legally chartered medical college having power to confer degrees

in medicine, and who has been a practitioner of medicine in this

Commonwealth for a period of ten years next prior to the pas-

sage of this act, and who otherwise complies with the provisions

of this act.

Sect. 3. Said Board may by an unanimous vote, after a hear-

ing, revoke any certificate issued by it to, and cancel the regis-

tration of any person convicted of any crime in the practice of

his professional duties, or convicted of a felony.

Sect. 4. Any person who shall practice medicine or surgery

under a false or assumed name, or under a name other than that

under which he is registered, or who shall personate another

practitioner of a like or different name, shall be punished by a

fine of not less than one hundred nor more than five hundred
dollars for each offence, or by imprisonment in jail three months
or both.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Phtsicians' Beards.— " The Nord Medical re-

plies to an article on this subject by our esteemed

contemporary the Boston Medical Journal, which con-

cludes that medical men should not wear beards for

bacteriologic reasons, acquiescing, and adding that they

should all be bald also."

To this note taken from the Journal oj the Ameri-

can Medical Association, it may be worth while to add

that the sentiments in regard to beards, were those of

a correspondent of this Journal.

The Consistency of Medical Legislation in

France.— Dr. Brouardel recently gave, as reported

in La Medecine Moderne, No. 23, as an example of

the inconsistency of the law with regard to medical

examinations in France, the following statement for

the guidance of medical examiners :
" Doctor, you

are expected to find evidence of a capital crime ; if

your report establishes that death was due to suicide

you will receive no pay for your trouble ; on the con-

trary, if you express a suspicion that a crime has been

committed you will be paid, as the case at once be-

comes medico-legal."

Dogs and TENi.a;. — As an appendix to the story

of the Berlin seamstress who lost an eye owing to a

tenia which was deposited there by her pet dog. La
Medecine Moderne gives a formidable list, the Latin

names of six species of teniaj which may inhabit the

dog's intestine, and which dog lovers are in a fair way

to hospitably entertain if they persist in the habit of

allowing dogs to lick their faces.

Le Tuedr de Microbes Radam.— For dealing in

this preparation, which we presume is the one known
in England and this country as Radam's Microbe

Killer, two Paris drug firms have been sentenced to

pay a fine of a thousand francs, for the illegal practice

of pharmacy aud medicine, and for having sold medi-

cines without a prescription from a doctor of medi-

cine or an officer of health.

A Fetds carried for Twelve Years in the
Abdominal Cavity.— M. Denis presented at a re-

cent meeting of the Lyons Medical Society, according

to the Lyon Medical, a fetus which, as the result of an

extra-uterine pregnancy twelve years ago, had re-

mained in the abdominal cavity that length of time.

The fetus had not become calcified nor macerated.

Operation had been done for pain which had appeared

shortly before. The walls of the cyst containing the

fetus had become very thick, aud it was emptied of

its contents with considerable difiiculty.

A Murder Every Two Hours.— The Italian

criminologist Garofalo recently stated at a public meet-

ing that there had been four thousand murders in

Italy during the last year, or one about every two

hours. This is surely a large number, since the

number in France for the same time was only one-

tenth, and in Denmark one-thirty-fifth of that in

Italy. As explanations for the number being so

large, Garofalo adduces the vendetta, duelling, and

perhaps most important of all, certain evil tendencies

of the race, which are allowed to increase ^y defec-

tive education. Even with the twenty-seven cases

contributed by an enthusiast like Holmes, who is soon

to be hanged, we allow ourselves to hope aud to think

that murders are proportionately less frequent in the

United States than in either Italy or France.

BOSTON and new ENGLAND.

Deaths of Mr. C. L. Damrell and Mr. J. E.

Cdpples.— Within a little more than two weeks the

Journal has sustained the loss by death of the senior

member of its publishing firm, Mr. C. L. Damrell, and

of its business manager, Mr. J. PI Cupples.
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The Care of Boston's Insane Poor. — The bill

for transferring the insaue poor of Boston to the care

of a separate board of unpaid trustees, who are to be

appointed by the Mayor, will come up for considera-

tion iu the Massachusetts Senate on Wednesday,

April 22d.

The Invalid Aid Society of Boston and Tu-
berculosis. — A bill has been introduced into Con-

gress by Senator Galliuger of New Hampshire, look-

ing to the cession of the abandoned Fort Stanton res-

ervation in New Mexico, to the American Invalid

Aid Society of Boston. It is not clear to us, as we

have said before when this matter has been brought

up by Senator Galliuger, why the United States

should undertake the treatment of tuberculosis in

human beings, or why either the Invalid Aid Society

or any other Society should be its trustee.

The Rotal Arcanum Hospital Association.—
The Royal Arcanum Hospital Association of Massa-

chusetts, has arranged for a series of entertainments to

be given nightly throughout the week beginning May
18th, at the Tremont Theatre, Boston. They :ire to be

given for the benefit of the fund for free hospital

beds for the order, it being the intention to establish

as fast as possible such beds in the different hospitals

throughout the State. This has been done in New
York State by the Arcanum there and what at first

was regarded as an experiment has proven to be of so

much usefulness as to become a permanent fixture.

The Catalogue of the Massachusetts Medi-

cal Society. — The Catalogue of the Officers and

Fellows of the Massachusetts Medical Society, which

has just appeared, shows that on January 1, 1896, the

whole number of Fellows of the Society was 2,137,

of whom 2,025 were resident in Massachusetts.

Since the issue of the appendix to the catalogue in

June. 1895, fifteen members had died, two had re-

signed and one had been dropped. The catalogue,

which is a handsomely printed pamphlet of 125

pages, contains a local directory of the Fellows resid-

iniT iu the various cities and towns of the Common-
wealth, and a summary of the membership of the

eighteen district societies. The Suffolk District has

the largest membership (504), and the Barnstable the

smalieBt (23).

That Fatal Sparring Accident.— We are in-

formed by one of the physicians who was present at

the autopsy of the man whose death was noticed in

last week's Journal as due to a blow upon the angle

of the jaw while sparring, that the condition found

was one of subdural hemorrhage due to rupture of the

left lateral sinus. This condition exactly corresponds

to that found in the case which occurred during a box-

ing match at Harvard College and which was reported

in the Journal for March 1, 1894. This blow upon

the angle of the jaw, by which the violence is transmitted

directly through bony structures to the region of the

lateral sinus may be undoubtedly most dangerous, much

more dangerous than the ordinary knock-out blow.

which, as described by Dr. Walton, in the Journal for

November 29, 1894, p. 545, is delivered upon the side

of the jaw when the muscles are relaxed. The differ-

ence may be said to be that the former is a permanent,

and the latter a temporary knock-out. This most recent

case was brought up before the Massachusetts Legisla-

ture, in an argument iu favor of a bill which has been

recently passed to be engrossed by that body, which

forbids boxing contests in this State.

NEW TORE.

A Chemical Laboratory for Columbia Uni-

versity.— Through the generosity of a number of

members of the Havemeyer family, Columbia Uni-

versity is to have on its new grounds on Morningside

Heights the largest and most perfectly equipped

building for the study of chemistry in this country.

This building which is to cost about $500,000. will be

erected as a memorial of the late Frederick Christian

Havemeyer, and will be known as Havemeyer Hall.

At a meeting of the Trustees of the University held

April 6th, the gift was formally accepted and the

plans for the structure approved. The site for it has

already been selected, and ground has been broken

for the work.

The Study of Alcohol in the Public Schools.
— The Assembly at Albany has had the good sense to

pass an amen<lment to the absurd law enacted by the

last Legislature in regard to the study in the public

schools of the State of the effects of alcohol and nar-

cotics upon the human system. This amendment pro-

vides that the study iu question need not be taken up

by pupils of so early an age and that a smaller num-

ber of hours per week shall be devoted to it than was

required by the previous law.

Death of Dr. James West Roosevelt.— Dr.

James West Roosevelt, one of the most distinguished of

the younger medical men of New York, died on April

10th, of pneumonia, after an illness of only eighteen

hours. He was born iu that city in July, 1858, and was

graduated from the College of Physicians and Surgeons

in 1S80 ; after which he pursued an extended course of

medical study iu Europe. At tbe time of his death he

was attending physician to Bellevue and Roosevelt Hos-

pitals and to the Setoii Hospital for Consumptives. He
was especially identified with the Roosevelt Hospital,

the founder of which was a relation of his. In the

matter of professional work he was best known as a

pathologist and as a teacher in the department of

diseases of the chest.

The Library of the New York Academy of

Medicine. — A committee from the New York

Chamber of Commerce has been organized to pro-

mote the efficiency of the medical library in the New
York Academy of Medicine. An attempt is being

made to collect $100,000 for the library. The library

of the New York Academy of Medicine is oue of the

most complete in the world and is open, without

charge, to all wishing to use it.
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44, scarlet fever 33, wboopiDg-cough 27, cerebro-spinal menin-
gitis 1-', erysipelas 4.

From typhoid fever Cliicago 12, Cleveland 7, New York and
Brooklyn tieaoli, Pliiladelpliia 5, PittsburaliS, Baltimore, Provi-
dence, Worcester, Cambridge, I.ynn and Newton 1 each. From
scarlet fever New York 13, Boston H, Washington 3. Brooklyn,
Baltimore and Pittsburgh 2 each, Providence and Nashville 1

each. From whooping-cough New York S*, Baltimore. Boston
. and Pittsburgh 3 each. Chicago, Brooklyn, Cleveland, Nashville
and Northampton 1 each. From cerebro spinal meningitis New
York (i, Boston 2, Wnshington, Providence, Worcester and
Somerville 1 each From erysipelas New York 3, Chicago 1.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales with
an estimated population of 10,8W>,'.I71. for the week ending
March 28th, the death-rate was 1«.8 Deaths reported, 3,(KHI;

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) 285, measles
2(>7, whooping-cough 177, diphtheria 87, scarlet fever 41, diar-
rhea 31, fever 27, small-pox (Bradford) I.

The death-rates ranged from 11.7 in Brighton to 26.1 in Man-
chester: Birmingham 22.3, Bolton Id.il, Croydon 1B.3, Halifax
20.4, Leeds 17.1), Liverpool 23.7, London 17.9, Newcastle-ou-Tyne
21.6, Nottingham 13.6, Plymouth 18.5, Sheffield 21.3, Sunderland
23.3, West Ham 12.2.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD,
For the week ending April 4th, in Boston, according to

obserTations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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OBSERVATIONS UPON ACQUIRED HYDRONE-
PHROSIS.'

BY A. T. CABOT, A.M., M.D.,

Stirgean to the Massachusetts General Hospital,

Ant obstruction iu the urinary passages between
the kidney and the outer air may cause an accumula-

tion of urine in the renal pelvis and lead to a hydrone-

phrosis. It is with the obstructions in the upper part

of the ureter due to some acquired mechanical disar-

rangement of that tube that this paper has to do.

Whether these acquired, non-congenital cases of hy-

dronephrosis are due in any part to congenital malfor-

mation or malposition of the ureter is a matter which
in most cases must remain in doubt. For when these

cases come to autopsy the acquired changes due to the

pressure and displacement of part-s by the great accu-

mulation of fluid, mask and make doubtful the original

condition.

Two forms of obstruction are found in these cases.

These are valvular folds at the entrance of the ureter

;

and contortions of this tube iu the first part of its

course which favor the kinking and closure of it

when the heavy kidney presses down upon it.

Taking first the valvular folds at the ureteral ori-

fice : their etiology is somewhat doubtful. Virchow re-

garded the condition to be consequent upon a congeni-

tal oblique insertion of the ureter iu the pelvis, while

Simon thought that this slanting insertion was an ac-

quired condition due to the stretching of the pelvis

and the pressure of it down towards the ureter.

Kiister believed that an inflammatory swelling of the

pelvic mucosa was necessary to assist Simon's dis-

placement in forming a valve. He thought that the

swollen mucous membrane was shifted somewhat on

the submucosa and so partly pushed over the ureteral

orifice.

Hausemaun explains the valve formation by the

pull of the kidney upon the comparatively immova-
ble upper part of the ureter. It is plain that if this

part of the ureter is fixed, as Englisch asserts, and

the kidney then sags downward it carries the ureteral

opening with it and produces a valvular condition

such as is seen diagrammatically in the cut, at b.

This explanation seems applicable and satisfactory

in many of the cases, and accounts for the not infre-

quent association of hydronephrosis with mobility of

the kidney.

It also helps us to understand those instances iu

which by change of position an escape of the re

tained fluid is brought about. As the valve is usu-

ally formed by the falling of the kidney downward,
Hausemaun recommends raising the hips of the pa-

tient in order to correct the condition. It is, how-

ever, to be remembered that tlie displacement of the

ureteral orifice may be upwards or to either side if

the pelvis dilates unequally in different parts, and in

this case some other than the inverted position may
straighten the orifice. He saw one case at autopsy in

which a hydronephrotic kidney had the orifice so dis-

placed upward that it was only made patent when the

pelvis contained considerable fluid and so dragged the

kidney down by its weight. This condition was tested

by the injection of varying quantities of water and it

Read before the Surgical Section of the Suffolk District Medical
Society, January 8, 1^96.

was found that a certain amount of distention of the

pelvis was necessary to alter the orifice so as to allow

of the escape of fluid through it.

The effect of position in relieving such mechanical

obstructions may also be helped by kneading and

moving the tumor about, and iu these ways relief may
sometimes be obtained in those cases of intermittent

hydronephrosis where the valve is not a very perfect

one.

The hydronephrosis sometimes owes its origin to

some temporary condition, as for instance, to the

stopping of the ureter by a blood-clot, by an inflam-

matory swelling or by other pressure from without.

If, now, this temporary cause is removed, the weight

of the hydronephrotic sac may then be sufficient to

keep up the obstruction by maintaining the valvular

condition by the downward pull of the kidney. Under
these circumstances a very thorough aspiration, by re-

lieving the weight, may suffice to correct the condi-

tion, and, indeed, a certain number of cures are ob-

tained in this way.

(f\

a. Diagram of normal condition.
6. Diagram showing change produced when the kidney sags and car-

ries the urethral oritice downward.

Drainage of the sac through an incision in the loin

is a more efficient means of treatment in such cases,

for the constant escape of the fluid gives the sac an

opportunity to shrink up and resume its more natural

contour. Moreover, the nephrotomy gives the oppor-

tunity of drawing the kidney up to the loiu and fixing

it there, thus preventing any further sagging down.

In this way cures have been obtained and the fol-

lowing operators have been fortunate with this method,

more or less perfectly carried out : Weir,^ Peters,"

Tuckwell,* Cabot.''

The disadvantage of this method of operating is,

that, in case the obstruction for any reason remains,

the patient is annoyed by a persistent urinary fistula.

With the fear of this result in view and the valvular

nature of the obstruction being recognized, it is natu-

ral that attempts should be made to obviate it by

direct surgical correction of it. Unsuccessful at-

tempts to relieve the valve at the entrance to the

ureter were made by Simon ^ prior to 1876, by Tren-

delenburg' in 1890 and by Kuster ^ in 1891. In

Simon's and Trendelenburg's operations the ureter

was slit up for a considerable distance as it lay along-

side the pelvic wall and then an attempt was made to

unite the divided borders of the ureter to the lower

part of the pelvis. Kiister began his operation on the

same plan, but finding a stricture, ended by resecting

the upper end of the ureter. All of these cases re-

sulted fatally.

2 New Y.->rk Medical Record 1880, ivii, 294, and 1882, xxi, 4T7.
3 Loc cit., 1882, xxi,477.
* London Lancet, 18^2, ii, 141.
'• Boston Medical and Surgical .lournal, February 22, 1S83.

Chirurgie d. Nieren, vol. ii, Stuttgart, 18T<:.

' Volkmann's Samml. kltu. Vortrage, No. 355.
» ArchiT. f. klin. Chirurgie, Bd. xlvi. Heft 4, p. sm.
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lu May. 1892, Feiiger* did a successful operation

for valve formalioii by cuttiug through the fold that

made the valve and so applying the sutures as to con-

vert the longitudinal cut into a transverse wound.
In this case he left a bougie in the ureter for two
days and stitched up the kidney that was movable.
Myuter '" has since done a similar operation, likewise

with good result.

These cases are too few to enable us to reach any
decision as to whether this is the best way to correct

this condition. We must remember the etiology of

the valve formation, and must accept the fact that

many cases have recovered after a simple nephrotomy
with fixation of a movable kidney. We may feel,

however, that if a distinct valve formation is found,

Feuger's method of division may be practised without
adding materially to the danger of the operation, for

the chance of inliltration of urine must be slight when
the tension is wholly removed by lumbar drainage.

These operations are certainly attempts in the right

direction for they seek to re-establish the function of

the kidney ; while a nephrectomy, which is the last re-

sort in these cases, is an unscientific proceeding when
it removes an organ still doing good work.
We come now to consider the other form of obstruc-

tion due to mobility of the kidney. A tortuous con-

dition of the upper end of the ureter may be asso-

ciated with a very movable kidney. This happens so

often that it is probable that the twisted condition of

the ureter is dependent on the mobility of the kidney.

Sometimes, too, an obstruction in the lower part of the

ureter leads to a dilatation of the upper part of that

canal, which in this case becomes tortuous and mav
lead to an actual torsion. If, now, at any time by
twisting or kinking, a retention of urine is caused and
leads to an accumulation in the pelvis, the heavy kid-

ney pressing down towards the already twisted ureter

aggravates the previously existing condition and pro-

duces a permanent stoppage. The point of obstruc-

tion in this case may be at some little distance from
the pelvis.

Under such circumstances a good result may per-

haps be attained by frequent aspirations which, empty-
ing the kidney, allow of a shrinkage of the pelvis and
in this way pull up the ureter into place. A nephrot-
omy, however, offers a much better chance of cure, for

by drawing up and fixing the kidney in the loin it

tends to straighten the ureter and so to restore its

calibre.

If, however, the ureter is so slack and tortuous that

its condition does not seem to be remedied in this way,
it might even be worth while to resect the upper part

of the ureter and, after straightening the tube, to insert

its upper end into the pelvis in the manner practised

by Kiister and recommended for correction of this

condition by TufBer." This is, however, an operation

difficult of performance and not devoid of danger. As
a less dangerous proceeding, the writer would suggest

that this tortuous condition can be corrected by insert-

ing a bougie and leaving it in situ for several days.

In this way the various curves of the canal are effaced

while the pelvis is contracting and pulling it into shape.

Furthermore, a moderate amount of inflammation is

set up in the walls of the ureter which stiffens them,
attaches them to the parts about and thus tends to

" Transactions Ameriran Surgical Association, vol. xil, page 112.
^ Annals uf Surgery, December, 1893,
>> Anualee de« Mai. dea Organes Uenlto-Urlnalres, January, 1894.

keep the form given to the tube. The writer tias car-

ried out in one case tliis plan of operating and with so

much success that he reports it as a suggestion for

future trial. The history of this experience is as fol-

lows :

Miss H. M. A., thirty-two years of age, was sent to

the Massachusetts General Hospital by Dr. Cooper of

Northampton on March 25, 1895, with a cystic tumor
of the abdomen. Catameuia had been irregular and
rather scanty. For four years, from the time she was
twenty-two until she was twenty-six, she suffered a

great deal of pain in the right side of the abdomen.
Two years ago she first noticed an enlargement in the

abdomen a little to the right of the median line, and
the past year she has had an increase of the pain, which
has been almost constant and is more noticed for a

week following the catamenia. She has never noticed

any symptoms in connection with urination.

Examination showed that she was thin and pale, of

a feeble muscular development. Nothing found in

the chest. Examination of the abdomen when lying

on the back showed a large, fluctuating mass in the

right side extending up under the liver and going well

down to the brim of the pelvis. When she stands up,

this mass rests across the lower part of the abdomen
just above the pelvis, and the region about the neigh-

borhood of the liver is then empty.
The catamenial history had led to the diagnosis of

an ovarian cyst, but the position of the tumor when
she was on her back strongly suggested a hydrone-

phrotic kidney. The examination of the urine was
wholly negative. The great mobility of the tumor
made it seem probable that if it were the kidney it

must have a long meso-nephron, and there was danger

that a puncture in the loin might traverse the peri-

toneal cavity. We thought it wise, therefore, to ex-

plore by an abdominal incision, which was done March
29th.

The tumor was found to be a large hydronephrotic

kidney, which was extremely movable as had ap-

peared by previous examination. With the hand in

the abdomen guiding the aspiration, a needle was in-

troduced through the loin and the sac entirely emptied.

The abdominal wound was then closed. This opera-

tion was followed by no reaction, and the patient

made a good recovery.

The examination of the fluid drawn gave the follow-

ing result. It was of a pale, amber color, with a

specific gravity of 1.007, and having a slight trace of

albumin. The sediment consisted of brown, granular

cells with occasional granular and fibrinous cylinders,

like renal casts. The examination for urea showed
that the tluid contained 1.01 per cent.

For at least a fortnight there was no sign of any re-

filling of the cyst, but at the end of that time the

tumor began again to be noticeable in the loin. Ex-
amination of the urine soon after the operation gave a

specific gravity of 1.020, a slight trace of albumin,

hyaline and granular casts, with fat adherent in the

sediment.

The patient was in a rather feeble condition during

her convalescence, with edema of the ankles, which

postponed further operative treatment. On May 7th,

her condition being then pretty good, the kidney was

opened in the loin, and after it was emptied the ureter

could be seen emerging from the cyst by a funnel-

shaped opening and running in a tortuous course

downward towards the pelvis. There waa no valvular
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appearance to the opening of the ureter nor any con-

dition which could be corrected by incision or other

alteration of that orifice.

The mechanical condition which had led to the hy-

dronephrosis appeared to be a twisting of the ureter

at some point in its tortuous course, that point not

being determinable after the sac was emptied and the

parts were lax. It being desirable, therefore, to ef-

face, as far as possible, all of these abnormal twists

and turns in the ureter, a gum-elastic bougie, about

No. 6, French, was introduced and carried with some
difficulty down through the ureter until it reached the

neighborhood of the bladder. The sac was sewed to

the edges of the wound through the muscles with

continuous catgut. A drainage-tube was then intro-

duced into the pelvis of the kidney, and the bougie

was left in situ.

The recovery was rather slow, but, as far as the

healing of the wound went, was uneventful. The
bougie was removed at the end of three-and-a-half

days, and the drainage-tube was out in nineteen days.

There was a considerable escape of blood-stained

urine through the tube, which was caught in a bottle

and examined.

Ou May 8th the urine from the bladder had a speci-

fic gravity of 1.025 and contained an occasional pus

cell and hyaline cast of large diameter. Twelve
ounces were passed from the bladder, that is, from the

left kidney, in this twenty-four hours.

May 11th (four days after operation). The urine

draining from the loin had a specific gravity of 1.015,

while that from the bladder had a specific gravity of

1.008.

May 13th. The urine draining from the loin and

collected in a bottle measured eight ounces, some con-

siderable quantity being lost in the dressings. It was

cloudy with pus and blood, while the urine frojn the

bladder was clear.

May 14th. The urine from the right kidney had a

specific gravity of 1.010, while that from the left kid-

ney through the bladder had a specific gravity of 1.008.

May 18th. The specific gravity of the fiuid from

both kidneys was the same, 1.010.

May 21st. The urine from the drain in the kid-

ney contained 0.5 per cent, of urea ; that from the

bladder contained 1.39 per cent, of urea.

May 26th. The urine ceased to come through the

wound, and the urine in the bladder began to contain

a little blood and pus.

June 1st. The wound in the side having been

drawn together on the previous day, there began to be

pain in the abdomen, and on June 2d there was a

chill and the temperature went to 105°. There was

soon an escape of urine and pus from the wound, and

after this all went well. The sinus finally closed on

June 21st.

The patient was seen and examined November 30,

1895. She had made a considerable gain in flesh and

strength. She reported that in October she had an

attack of dull pain in the right side, which lasted a

week. The lumbar scar was solid. In the right renal

region was an indefinite sense of resistance, but no de-

fined tumor. The abdomen was so thin that any con-

siderable enlargement could have been easily made
out.

The examination of the urine at that time showed
it to be acid, with a specific gravity of 1.017, and to

contain no albumin. The sediment was considerable,

and consisted mainly of vaginal cells and mucus with

an occasional small round cell.

This case is interesting, first, because of the consid-

erable degree of activity retained by a kidney so long

affected by a very great dilatation. This is shown by
the quantity and quality of the urine obtained through

the loin, a quantity certainly underestimated owing to

the necessary loss in the dressings.

The function of this organ was well worth retain-

ing even had the operation required been as severe as

that of nephrectomy. When we take into account

the far greater safety of a nephrotomy, the argument

in favor of the more conservative method is greatly

strengthened. If nephrotomy is done first in these

cases, we have the opportunity to do a nephrectomy
later if the occasion requires.

The second point of interest is the success which

attended the treatment of the ureter. The restora-

tion of permeability of the canal which was accom-
plished by the bougie and assisted by the fixation of

the sac in the loin, seems to have endured for a suffi-

cient time since operation (seven months), to lead to

the hope that it may prove permanent.

How far this method may be relied upon in these

cases must be shown by the accumulation of experi-

ences. Also, it will be interesting to see whether the

valvular obstructions at the renal orifice of the ureter

can likewise be corrected in this way.

Dr. Christian Fenger " in his published case men-
tioned above, left a bougie in the upper part of the

ureter for two days. This he did " partly with the

same object with which we pass a sound through a

meatus which we have cut, to prevent healing with

restoration of the part cut ; partly to keep the nar-

rowest territory (operation territory) dilated during

the first twenty-four to forty-eight hours, during the

time when hemorrhage might leave a clot around the

ureter and compress it."

The experience in my case suggests a question as to

how important a role the bougie played in bringing

about the success of this case of Dr. Feuger's, and

we are led to wonder whether, combined with fixa-

tion, it would have been efficacious even without the

division of the valvular fold. Tuffier reports that he

has cured nine cases of intermittent hydronephrosis

by fixation of the movable kidney approximately in

its normal position. Others have had similar favorable

experiences showing that these valvular obstructions

are not alwavs difficult to correct.

A STUDY ON THE SURGICAL TREATMENT
OF PERFORATION OF GASTRIC ULCERS.'

Perforation of gastric ulcer is a most fatal acci-

dent, the mortality being estimated by Morse at 55

per cent., by Scheurlen at 82 per cent., by Barling at

95 per cent.

This accident occurs, I think, far more frequently

1 Read before the Surgical Section ot the Suffolk District Medical
Society, January 8, 189G.

'2 In a private letter Dr. Fenger writes rae that he has leftabouEie
In place in three other cases of combined vaWe and stricture. In
these cases the bougie was left in the upper four to six inches of the
ureter for from two to four days. In none of the cases did it do any
harm. Encouraged by this experience of Dr. Fenger's, I shall try to
keep the bougie in the ureter for more than tiiree days in ray next
case, in order more certainly to get the desired effect in straighten-
ing and establishing the patency of the canal.
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thau is generally supposed. It may suddenly happen
without the patient being aware that the stomach is

diseased unless a physician has already been consulted.

After a perforation one or two things must take

place, namely, either death by acute general perito-

nitis results in a few hours, or adhesions are produced

which localize the infection, thus forming a perigastric

abscess. In the latter event, the patient has escaped

the immediate danger of a generalized peritonitis, but

he still runs the risks offered by a serious deep sup-

puration.

Now, even if a patient has escaped all these com-
plications, secondary perforation, intestinal occlusion,

stenosis by faulty cicatrization, etc., may occur, ending

in death in a year or much less time, after the imme-
diate danger of a perforation has passed. Consequently

it is readily seen that the immediate or ultimate dan-

gers are very great.

We have two treatments to select from in face of

perforation of a gastric ulcer, namely, the medical and
surgical.

Now, the medical treatment I shall leave entirely

aside, for I think that all surgeons of to-day will cer-

tainly admit its utter uselessness. On the contrary,

surgical interference will allow us to make a correct

diagnosis, and at the same time, if performed in season,

to clean out the septic material which has been poured

out into the peritoneal cavity, and immediately close

up the perforation.

As these patients are surely near their end of life,

surgical treatment should, I think, be undertaken in

all cases, with a chance of saving them. Necessity

imposes ; the lesions may be repaired if taken in time
;

the diagnosis of perforation is possible.

Poncet says :
" Surgical interference in lesions of

this kind (perforation) should be considered as inno-

cent, and if a patient dies after an operation performed
according to the rules of complete asepsis, he would
have died in spite of the operation which alone could

have saved him, and not from the operation."

INDICATIONS AND CONTRAINDICATIONS FOR INTER-

FERENCE.

Michaux says : " Operation is always indicated if

the surgeon is summoned in time and the patient suffi-

ciently strong to support it. If shock and collapsus

are too advanced, they should be treated by subcuta-

neous injections of ether orcaffein, subcutaneous injec-

tions, or better still, intravenous injections of artificial

serum, the operation being put ofl for an hour or two
in order to judge of the effect produced."

When a relatively young person, having formerly

had symptoms of gastric ulcer or not, is suddenly

seized with very acute pain in the epigastric region

with an internal tearing sensation ; when it is stated

that the slightest quantity of liquid taken has increased

the pain ; when these subjective symptoms are accom-

panied by retraction of the muscular walls, especially

in the region of the stomach, with absence or diminu-

tion of liver dulness ; if continuous and attentive ol>-

servation demonstrates the beginning of a rise in tem-

perature to about 38°C., if the pulse is good, sufficiently

strong and not too rapid, exploratory laparotomy

should, I believe, be immediately resorted to.

The only argument that can be brought against an

immediate laparotomy is the uncertainty of the diag-

nosis, and this argument must certainly not be lost

sight of. The diagnosis is not always easy, but the

contrary belief that it is impossible must also not be

indulged in.

As a proof that the diagnosis can be made, I would
mention the cases of Barling, Barker, Poncet, Micku-
licz, Roux of Lausanne, and many others ; and in the

majority of the cases the diagnosis was made before

the laparotomy.

The only serious contraindications for operating

that 1 can see are shock and low vital condition of the

patient. After perforation of the ulcer the patient is

in a most critical condition. The face is pale, the eyes

sunken ; there is cyanosis of the extremities. This

state of affairs is in all probability due to the shock to

which the abdomiual nervous system has been sub-

jected, and generally only lasts a few hours. To
operate, time must be given for the patient to regain

consciousness and to restore heat; but the delay must

not be too long. The many cases reported in the last

few years demonstrate that the collapsus disappears

under the influence of the anesthetic and irrigations of

the peritoneal cavity with a hot salt solution.

THE TIME FOR OPERATING.

I shall again quote Michaux :
" On the time for

operating greatly depends the success of the interfer-

ence. This is quite enough to show the importance

for the patient to call medical advice at once, so that

the physician may make the diagnosis and summon
the surgeon. Each hour lost diminishes the chances

of the patient. The successes that have been reported

by hasty interference have been made from ten to

twenty hours following the perforation. It is the

same in perforations of gastric ulcers as in tears or

wounds of the intestine ; the careful reading of cases

leaves no doubt in this respect."

As Niilaton remarks, if we wait for the first symp-
toms of peritonitis, it is not the commencement of in-

flammation that is discovered at the laparotomy, but

the most advanced lesions.

If the operation is undertaken after a certain time

has elapsed, the condition of the patient increases by

the infection, and the operation is rendered more diffi-

cult. The peritoneum cannot be perfectly cleansed by

the irrigation, even if a number of litres are employed.

I will now consider the preoperative precautions

that should be taken. A gastric ulcer perforates,

either from a slight traumatism or spontaneously; the

immediate pain and local signs lead the physician to

consider the probability of a perforation within the

abdominal cavity ; by exclusion, it may be thought

that a rui)ture of the stomach has taken place.

Before considering the advisability of an operation

the first necessity is to preveut the general condition

from becoming more serious, absolute restriction of

food or liquids being the first step. The stomach-tube

has not been em|)loyed for emptying what may remain

of the stomachal contents, and I do not think that it

ever will or should be, for by its use the chances of

further infection would be increased and the perfora-

tion, if it be small, might be increased by the passage

of the tube through it. As I have already remarked,

subcutaneous injections of ether, caffein or artificial

serum should be given and the pain relieved by mor-

phine and ice bags over the abdomen.

The operation may be divided into three distinct

steps, namely, incision of the abdomiual walls, the

search for the perforation, the treatment of the per-

foration.
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In order to render the exploration and treatment of

the perforation more easy to accomplish, the incision

should be in the median line and above the umbilicus.

This may be from eight to ten centimetres, extending
between the eusiform cartilage and the umbilicus, and
will be quite suiBcieut for exploring the abdomen, but
generally a longer incision will be required, and, as is

advised by Chapt, I think that it should be carried

from the ensiform appendix to the umbilicus ; iu other
words, it should measure from fifteen to twenty centi-

metres. If the abdominal walls are thick, an even
longer incision is recommended.

If for any reason the median incision does not give

sufficient light, a second transversal incision, carried

to the left may be made, cutting through the rectus,

thus exposing the greater curve of the stomach. This
incision was practised by Barker and Kriege, who also

made a third one to the right, but this latter appears
to the writer as unnecessary in most cases.

The poor principle of making a small incision in

these cases is well illustrated by the fact that Nisseu
made one admitting two fingers, and lost his patient

because he did not discover a small perforation that

really existed.

The incision following the costal border, which may
be good for gastrostomy, is not to be chosen for the

exploration and search for gastric perforations. The
only operator who has employed the costal incision

that the writer is aware of, is McCIaren, who made a

left oblique one.

When the peritoneum is largely incised, three
eventualities present themselves to the surgeon,
namely, the perforation is immediately under the oper-

ator's eye and the contents of the stomach seen to

escape through it; the alimentary substance is seen
flowing out into the abdominal cavity, but the perfora-

tion is not visible and must be searched for ; and,
lastly, the operation having been delayed, the surgeon
comes upon a subhepatico-gastric focus of inflammation
which is more or less localized. In the latter event
there are present false membranes, fetid gas and fluid

;

perforation is probable, but as the nature of the liquid

prevents a positive diagnosis, search is more ditficult

and must be carried out with great care.

When the perforation is immediately exposed by
the abdominal incision, all that is necessary to do is to

clean out the peritoneal cavity by continued irrigation

of hot, sterile water, after which sterile gauze pads,

which have been counted and mounted on clamps, are

placed behind, in front, and on both sides of the stom-
ach in order to protect the peritoneum from an escap-

ing stomachal contents.

In the second case, where we are dealing with an
abdomen filled with the contents of the stomach, but
the perforation is not to be seen, the same precautions

are to be observed, and after the field has been made
absolutely clean and the gauze pads well packed in,

search must be made for the perforation, which must
be done methodically. The pyloric region and the

greater curve of the stomach are directly seen ; the

deeper parts of the anterior aspect, in other words,
those which are near the cardia, and the region of tiie

large cul-de-sac must be explored.

In order to explore the region of the cardia, the

manner indicated by Michaux might be well to follow.

The incision having been made up to the appendix
xiphoid, the left hand is introduced flat under the

liver, the palmar surface directed upwards, and by a

careful pressure, the liver is pushed up, pushing the

diaphragm and the lower part of the thorax upwards
before it. The hand of an assistant then takes the

place of that of the operator. The light that is thus

obtained is really very great, the entire cardiac region

being well exposed. By this manoeuvre, Michaux
was able to find and occlude a perforation deeply situ-

ated hardly two centimetres below the cardia, near

the vertebral column.

This procedure is very important, the hand being

the best retractor for the reason that it presents a con-

siderable surface and at the same time being smooth,

it does not injure the delicate parenchyma of the

liver.

If nothing is to be found in the cardiac region, the

hand used as retractor is directed towards the border

of the right rectus muscle, thus exposing the large cul-

de-sac and the neighborhood of the spleen.

If there is alimentary substance in the peritoneal

cavity and no perforation is to be found on the an-

terior aspect of the stomach, the organ should be

caught up and drawn out as much as possible along

with the mesentary. It is then turned over on the

upper part of the intestines, as in doing von Hacker's

gastro-enterostomy and the posterior aspect is very

easily explored. If necessary a transversal tear may
be made iu the posterior layer of the mesentary in

order to explore the cavity and to make sure that the

perforation is on the posterior aspect of the stomach.

Now, if we are dealing with the third condition,

namely, more or less localized peritonitis, perigastritis,

gastric perforation being uncertain, the peritoneum
should be cleansed by irrigation and the stomach ex-

plored with all the more care, especially if the symp-
toms have called the surgeon's attention more particu-

larly to the spleen, whicli has been found normal and
the liver as well.

When one perforation is found, it is most important

to make sure that there are no others. Mickulicz and
Helzner each lost a patient because they failed to see

a second perforation on the posterior surface of the

stomach.

Kelynack says that many anomalous cases of sudden
illness with acute abdominal symptoms terminating

fatally, even before the patient can receive adequate
medical aid, are due to perforation of gastric or duo-

denal ulcer. Of 157 deaths from acute peritonitis oc-

curring at the Royal Infirmary, at Manchester, six

were cases of perforation of gastric, and six of duo-

denal ulcer. The same author draws attention to the

fact that perforation is often exceedingly small and may
only be found with great difficulty after death, and that

a gaseous injection through the esophagus might prove

of service in discovering the perforation in such cases.

In this respect the writer would suggest the injection

into the stomach of a weak solution of methyl blue or

some other of the coal-tar products.

The perforation once found, it must be attended

to. We may suppose that one of two conditions is

present: (I) the perforation is either on the anterior

or posterior aspect of the stomach and is easily acces-

sible
; (2) it is difficultly accessible.

In cases of easily accessible perforation four pro-

cedures may be resorted to, namely, resection of the

ulcer and suture, suture without resection, gastro-

enterostomy with or without resection, fixation of the

stomach walls establishing a gastric fistula.

The resection of the ulcer followed by the suture is
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an ideal operation, for it obliterates the perforation

and radically cures tlie pathological condition.

Id order to accomplish this method, that part of the

stomach to be operated on must be well drawn out

and separated carefully from the jieritoueal cavity by

gauze pads. An assistant holds the organ with both

hands, the edges of the ulcer clamped by straight or

curved clamps with the jaws encased in a rubber tube

and sufficiently locked to prevent the escape of the

contents of the organ but without interfering with the

vitality of the tissues on which they are placed.

The diseased portion is then cut away with scissors

and the wound closed as in enterectomy, namely,

suture of the mucous membrane with catgut, serous

membrane with a double row of fine silk, either con-

tinuous or interrupted.

In order to resect sufficiently, a considerable portion

of the stomach may have to be removed, and, as a mat-

ter of course, it takes time. If one is familiar with

the pathological histology of gastric ulcer, it will be at

once seen that no comparison can be made between

the size of the perforation and that of the tissues in-

volved in the processes of the ulcer, so that in order

to perform a good operation the surgeon should go

beyond the limits of the ulcer, which may necessitate

quite an extensive resection.

If the perforation is situated on the anterior aspect

of the stomach, it may be freely exsected ; but in the

larger number of cases it occurs at the lesser curve, in

which event the tissues removed must be limited in

extent on account of the ultimate production of

stricture.

On the other hand, time is necessary for the resec-

tion, and in emergency cases the surgeon has to deal

with patients already suffering from shock ; conse-

quently it is of importance to restrict the operation to

the immediate necessity. The perforation should in

all events be closed, but it must be done rapidly.

When the perforation is so situated as to reuder re-

section of the ulcer easy, we think it should be done ;

but if there be any difficulty in accomplishing this, it

is preferable to simply suture the perforation. Di-

rect suture takes less time. It is only necessary to

recall that the walls of the stomach in the neighbor-

hood of the perforation are often thin and friable and
are easily cut by the silk. Michaux tried to close the

perforation of his patient by this means but the walls

were so friable that he was obliged to pass his sutures

well outside the limits of the ulcer. I shall again re-

fer to this method.

For perforations on the posterior aspect of the

stomach, they should always be directly and com-

pletely sutured. Smith, in experimenting on the

cadaver, found that by making a sufficiently long in-

cision it was always possible to bring the posterior as-

pect of the stomach fully into view providing the

great mesentery was opened, and that with proper re-

tractors and packing the abdominal cavit}' with

sponges, sutures could be placed anywhere in the wall

of the organ. The same writer says that if too many
difficulties are encountered in suturing a posterior per-

foration, he would advise leaving it alone and by an

incision made in the anterior wall the perforation is

brought through and the mucous membrane sutured.

The incision of the stomach is then closed as in gas-

trotomy for foreign bodies.

Cbapt prefers for posterior perforations, to exsect

the ulcer and perform gastro-enterostomy by von

Hacker's method. The seat of the lesion will, how-
ever, decide the correct operation, if the condition of

the patient will allow of a procedure of this kind.

Qu^nu has shown that the Murphy button will di-

minish the duration of the operation, but the cases Id

which it has been employed are too few to be able to

appreciate the value of this method, and what must
not be lost sight of, is the fact that the neighboring

tissues may be so altered by the pathological process

that they are not in a condition for the application of

this excellent device or to submit to the compression

that it produces.''

In the case of an easily accessible anterior perfora-

tion in a much weakened subject on whom an opera-

tion must be of short duration, the edges of the per-

foration may be sutured to the abdominal incision, the

resulting gastric fistula to be closed later when the

general condition of the patient is satisfactory. Two
cases treated by this method have been reported, re-

spectively by Dickinson and Parsons, and although

both terminated fatally, the writer wished to mention

this therapeutical plan, for it might give better results

at some future time.

When we have to deal with an anterior or posterior

perforation which is with difficulty to be reached, the

surgeon must do what he best can in the given case.

Michaux was obliged to make a fold in the stomach

wall, thus hiding the perforation and placed a double

row of Lembert's sutures, bringing both peritoneal

surfaces in contact, thus occluding indirectly the per-

foration. Martinez has also applied this method in

patches of gangrene of the intestine met with in um-
bilical hernia.

When there is an absolute impossibility of closing

the perforation, the lesion should be carefully sur-

rounded by strips of iodoform gauze to protect the

peritoneal cavity and facilitate the natural formation of

a gastric fistula.

When the perforation has been sutured, the field of

operation should be cleaned, and by careful examina-

tion the surgeon should assure himself that a second

perforation does not exist. The gauze pads are re-

moved and the stomach returned into the abdomen
with strips of gauze about the ulcer, and a large

drainage-tube inserted near the sutures.

Some operators, Poncet among others, have ad-

vised fastening the ends of the sutures to the abdomi-

nal wall by two stitches. The remainder of the ab-

dominal incision is closed by two or three layers of

sutures in order to diminish the risks of future hernia.

Nothing should be given by the mouth for several

days, the patient being nourished per rectum ; and if

all goes well milk may be given by the mouth about

four days after the operation, beginning with a tea-

spoonful every half-hour, the quantity being increased

very gradually.

The removal of the drainage-tube and gauze will be

subject to the progress of the individual case and the

judgmeut of the surgeon.

As to the treatment of perigastric abscess, like all

collections of pus, it should be freely incised as soon

as the diagnosis is made, which is often a very difficult

and delicate affair. The pocket should be freely

washed out, and a large drain, surrounded by iodoform

gauze, should be inserted. The drain is shortened

* Since writing thl8 article, the writer has received Or. Cbaput's
new anastomosis buttons which, be thiults, may be of considerable
value in tlieso operations. A detailed account of tliese buttons will

be found in the April number of " Mathew'6 Medical Quarterly."
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daily at each dressing, the amount cut off being regu-

lated by the rapiditj' of the retraction of the pocket.

If the abscess points towards the epigastric region a

vertical incision, parallel to the rectus muscle, is indi-

cated. If the abscess points towards the thorax, it

should be treated as a purulent pleurisy, by resection

of one or more ribs, and, according to Chapt, a lum-

bar incision should also be made as a counter-opening

for the deeper part of the abscess cavity.'

A MEDICAL CLINIC AT THE BOSTON DIS-
PENSARY.i

BT ROBERT "W. GREENLEAF, M.D.

(Concluded from No. 16, p. 383.)

In the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis, of

which we had 36 cases, peppermint by inhalation and
internally as advised by Carossa, was given. The de-

tails of this treatment have been discussed several

times in our meetings so they need not now be con-

sidered. A relief of cough and gain in weight were
noticeable in several of the cases. A three-mouths'

service is too short a time in which to base any posi-

tive statements as to the real value of this treatment.

It seems to me, however, that hitherto we have ex-

plained its action from a mistaken point of view. It

has commonly been considered that the antiseptic

action of peppermint, which it shares to a limited ex-

tent with other volatile oils, is the source of its value.

It has been shown, that there is not enough antiseptic

action to have any material effect on the bacilli of

tuberculosis when in the body. In endeavoring to

explain its action it has seemed to me that we might
explain it, and indeed go further, and safely make a

hypothethical generalization which would also explain

the benefits accredited to certain other drugs (as

creosote) having some value clinically in the treatment

of phthisis, as follows, namely, that the chief value is

due to their stimulant effect on digestion. Volatile

oils are well-known appetizers, and it is also known
that whatever improves digestion is of value in phthisis.

Moreover, it does not appear that either peppermint
or creosote produce any more improvement in phthisis

than they do in other conditions dependent on diges-

tion alone.

Regarding the digestion in phthisis it has generally

been observed that anorexia is present. This was so

in 75 per cent, of my cases. It has furthermore been

noted that the assimilating power is greater than the

appetite would lead oue to suppose. This fact has

lead some to treat by gavage or forced feeding. I

did not adopt this measure in the clinic, but advised

simpler measures to aid digestion. I am inclined to

regard a generous diet as the measure which, combined
with exercise iu the open air and sunshine, is of the

most importance in the treatment of phthisis, at least

until the results of some form of serum-therapy are

more developed than is the case at present.

Certain interesting questions were suggested in the

clinic in connection with the diseases of the digestive

system. About 60 per cent, of the entire number of

' Read before the Clinical Section of the Suffolk District Medical
Society, January 15, 1«86.

" In the Clinical Journal of April 8, 1896, is to be found a most in-

teresting lecture on " Perforating Gastric Ulcer "by A. E. J. Barker,
F.K.C.S., based on four cases that were recently operated on by him.
The writer is pleased to see that this surgeon expresses substantially
the same views as those given in his paper.

patients treated in the cliuic complained of defective

digestion. Then 200 cases, that is, 26 per cent, of

the whole, were ailing with some form of digestive

disturbance alone. This is a large proportion. It

may be very interesting for purposes of study, but it

carries with it the thought that etiological factors are

present, to correct which we ought to strive harder

than we commonly do. It is lamentable to sit day

after day in such a clinic and to see the number of

young women ailing solely from ignorance and pre-

ventable causes. Surely it is our duty to endeavor

more strenuously than has hitherto been the case to

help create an intelligent public opinion on the impor-

tance of good foods, good cooking, and proper atten-

tion to eating. Hardly anything could be worse than

the abominable cooking in most of our cheap restau-

rants, and we should heartily welcome and encourage

all thoughtful efforts to improve matters in this respect,

such as are being made in the various cooking schools

and in such establishments as the New England
Kitchen, where the principles ascertained by a scien-

tific study of nutrition have been used in supply-

ing the poor with nutritious and palatable food at a

minimum of cost. Oue is surprised to see the num-
ber of girls coming to our clinics with whom it is the

custom to content themselves with a cup of coffee or

tea and a roll for breakfast (perhaps taking several

bowls of tea a day), to rush through a scanty luuch,

then to find themselves too tired to eat a suitable

evening meal. Then, too, it appears to me that we,

as a rule, are altogether too remiss as to inquiries

about the teeth and mouth in our consideration of

patients. The number of young women with bad

teeth or false teeth is simply appalling. When we
consider that mastication not only furnishes saliva, to

aid in the starch-digesting functiou, but also the ade-

quate amount of alkali to set in motion the gastric

digestive mechanism, we recognize the importance to

the individual of good teeth. But I fear we do not

always think of this in our care of patients with ex-

hausting diseases or with pregnancy when we are

prescribing tr. ferri chloridi or the various mineral

acids. The solutions O and H, of our dispensary and
hospital formularies, are altogether too easily and
glibly ordered without sufficient instructions accom-
panying them to prevent harm to the teeth. No
examination of a patieut's mouth, when any digestive

disturbance is at hand, is complete without a careful

inspection of the teeth and throat. iVIillar has shown
the frequency and variety of micro-organismal condi-

tions. We have all had an idea that defective mouth
conditions influenced digestion. Recently their rela-

tions have been more exactly studied. Turck claims

to have collected micro-organisms from the gastric

mucous membrane which had evidently migrated there

from diseased foci in the mouth or pharynx. The in-

strument he used is called a gyromele. it consists of

a tube enclosing a spring by means of which, on re-

volving a wheel at the handle, a sponge is extri-

cated trom the stomach end of the tube and made to

cleanse the mucous membrane. He reports cases iu

which cures of the gastric conditions resulted on cor-

recting the morbid conditions iu the mouth and throat.

One hears of so many cases of neglected dental condi-

tions, as pyorrhea, which either have not been recog-

nized or have been made light of by attending physi-

cians, that I wish heartily to second the views of some
of my dental friends that a course in the diagnosis of
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the common deutal diseases sbould be given as a reg-

ular part of every physiciau's traiuiiig. We are uot

likely to look for or recoguize couditious iu which our

knowledge is limited. Witness, fur example, the num-
ber of adenoids, with their unfortunate train of symp-
toms, which stared us in the face every day until the

late Dr. Hooper and others called our attention to the

subject. Indeed, I think it very probable that uot a

few physicians are unable to locate the so-called fourth

tonsil, yet it is occasioually a source of irritable coughs.

The number of cases of digestive disturbance gave
us an excellent opportunity to demonstrate the

methods of examination in such diseases. Palpation

and percussion were thus demonstrated, and students

were advised to employ careful physical examination

for diagnostic purposes just as freely as they would iu

thoracic diseases. Such examinations enabled us to

diagnosticate two cases of separation of the recti, one
floating kidney and one dilatation of the stomach, iu

which reliance on the symptoms alone would not have

suggested the diagnosis. Each assistant had an op-

portunity of passing the stomach tube ; and tests for

hydrochloric and lactic acids, starch, proteids, etc.,

were demonstrated. Lavage was practised iu a few
cases, but with nothing like the frequency that was
expected, partly because there were very few cases

where it was considered essential, and partly because

iu some of the cases where it was thought best, the

patients objected to the treatment. 1 hope with im-

proved technique, the freer use of local anesthetics,

the use of the stomach bucket, etc., to have better re-

sults in this direction in another service.

As a substitute for lavage, copious draughts of warm
(not too hot) water, an hour before meals, seemed to

answer very well. This appeared to be of special

value iu the cases of dyspepsia in which the motor
function was deticient. There were 127 of such cases.

The symptoms were very definitely stated— distress

after eating, bad taste in the mouth, flatus, eructations,

palpitation, and frequently constipation. Besides the

hot water an hour before meals, it was customary to

advise bicarbonate of soda before meals and a com-
bination of the tincture of nux vomica, a bitter, and

hydrochloric acid after meals, with a podophyllin pill

at bedtime. The cases varied iu severity and in length

of time of treatment, but very generally they responded

well. As many of the patients were anemic and debil-

itated, after their tongues were clean it was customary

to add a chalybeate. In some of the cases, instead of

the acid after meals, it was customary to give only a

small dose of bicarbonate of soda before meals, alone,

or more generally in combination with a bitter. I call

special attention to this use of the soda iu small doses

before meals, as I found iu certain hospital formularies

that the dose of soda was needlessly, indeed, objection-

ally large. Only a small amount is desirable, say two
or three grains, simply enough to replace the amount
which should go in by salivation to set up the gastric

secretions. It more than this enters into the prescrip-

tion, it serves to neutralize the gastric juice; more-
over, it makes au unsightly mixture as only about that

quantity of soda in the prescription is dissolved.

There were several cases of subacute gastritis, also

a few of varying degrees of dilated stomach.

We had seven cases in which the diagnosis of hyper-

cblorhydria was made, the diagnosis being based on the

symptoms given by the authorities on the subject and

not from chemical analysis. This condition differs from

that of the defective motor forms notably in having

pain, which comes on about two hours after eating, and
also vomiting of burning fluid. The excess of acid may
set up gastritis, which may proceed to ulceration. It

is a nice point to decide between hyperchlorhydria,

which simply means an increased amount of hydro-

chloric acid during the normal time for its secretion

aud continuous hypersecretion, of which condition

hyperchlorhydria may be the forerunner. The diag-

nosis is made partly by quantitating the amount of

hydrochloric acid during the normal secreting period,

and partly by repeating the test later, say six hours

after a meal, in which case the stomach should uot

contain hydrochloric acid unless continuous hypersecre-

tion is present. A convenient way of making this

test is said to be to give a test supper and theu to ex-

amine the gastric contents early the next morning.

In illustration of how much can be done for hyper-

chlorhydrias, I offer a brief summary of the following

case:

A. McD., a servant, thirty years of age, with a his-

tory of two attacks of gastric ulcer, one five years and

the other two years ago, came to the clinic June 1st.

She had been suffering for about six months, and had

been advised to enter a hospital as the condition had
been considered by the family physician too extreme
to warrant treatment in the household where she was
employed. Her symptoms were burning pain two
hours after eating, frequent vomiting, etc. She had

lost flesh and strength. The diagnosis of probable re-

turn of the conditions leading to ulceration was made.

There had been no vomiting of blood this time. She
was too ill to safely walk to the clinic; and as the dis-

pensary is not provided with beds as yet, though we
hope that such will soon be the case, 1 attended her at

her room. The treatment consisted chiefly of milk

and lime-water at two-hour intervals; eggs, etc., after

a few days (letting the simple albuminous food serve

for purposes of licutraliziug the excess of acid); of

dermatol in cachets, to introduce it so as to be effective

locally ; theu of bismuth subnitrate after the symptoms
had partially subsided. Vomiting subsided on begin-

ning treatment, and within a week the tenderness had

wholly gone. In two weeks she was well enough to

come to the dispensary and report herself practically

well. She was so, with the exception of regaining her

strength, which gradually returned.

liegarding intestinal disturbances, I must pass over

much that I had in mind to say. Varieties of consti-

pation and diarrhea were the principal conditions met.

There were 36 cases iu which constipation was the

main symptom. The choice of cathartics is quite an

important matter, and was explained at considerable

length to my students. So many patients were taking

laxatives improperly, as in the contiuued use of salines,

either by their own idea or by following advice not in-

tended to relate to prolonged use, that it seems neces-

sary for us to remember that cathartics and laxatives

are not to be given carelessly, or as a matter of routine.

As to the diarrheas, their etiology was a matter of

considerable interest. I have come to the conclusion

that no case, except where the etiology is perfectly

obvious, should be treated without a careful physical

examination, abdominal and rectal. Besides those

caused by irritant food, arrested digestion, etc., cases

appeared from causes, some of which we could hardly

have diagnosticated but for the physical examination.

Fecal impaction, carcinoma of the rectum, also (iu
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aDother case) gumma of the rectum, ulcerative colitis,

retroversion and prolapse of the ovaries were all repre-

sented as causes of the diarrhea. This last cause was
particularly interesting from a diagnostic point of

view. The one case of it was in a strong, vigorous-

looking young woman, a salesgirl. She had been

troubled with diarrhea for two years, having several

movements each day. She complained solely of that

and of dysmenorrhea. The heart, the lungs, etc.,

were negative. Examination by rectum revealed no

sufficient cause for the diarrhea. Moreover, micro-

scopical examination of the feces showed that diges-

tion was normal. The diagnosis was made on the

conditions found on vaginal examination, and was con-

firmed by the treatment carried out by the gynecolo-

gist to whom she was referred. Rectifying the uterine

conditions cured her diarrhea.

Among the other etiological curiosities were cases

of diarrhea due to the ignorant continuous use of

cathartics, alcohol, also the free use of a patent sarsa-

parilla.

There were many other cases of interest during the

service, such as those of intestinal parasites, various

transient neuralgic pains, urticarial eruptions, compli-

cations of pregnancy, etc. ; but I will refrain from

further statement of them, partly because I fear 1

have already presumed too long on your patience, and

more especially because such elaboration would be

likely to divert attention from the main question I

wish to bring before you for discussion, namely. How
may we more fully utilize and develop the rich mate-

rial in our out-patient clinics along the line of three-

fold duty which I have endeavored to indicate in this

paper?

tfltntcal ^Department.

CASE OF ACROMEGALY, WITH AUTOPSY.
TUMOR OF PITUITARY BODY.

BY W. L. WORCESTEK, M.D..

Assistant Physician and Pathologist. Danvers Lunatic Hospital.

M. T., aged seventy, widow, a native of Ireland,

was admitted to the Danvers Lunatic Hospital from

an almshouse, January 14, 1894. No history of the

case was furnished and the patient was too much de-

mented to give any reliable account of herself. The
notes made on admission are by Dr. A. H. Harring-

ton.

Physical Examination.— Short and stout. Feeble

and infirm. Heart and lungs apparently normal. Pa-

tient presents a well-marked case of myxedema. Eye-

lids thick, nose very broad, skin of forehead markedly

affected, cheeks, lips and tongue thickened. Hands,

including fingers, thickened, club-shaped ; feet and toes

also affected. Skin below elbows and knees scaly.

Motions slow and difficult. Reported by nurse to

have an abnormal appetite.

Mental Examination. — Mind is sluggish and mem-
ory impaired. No evidence of excitement or delu-

sions.

January 2l8t. Weight 142 pounds. Put on one

capsule per day (5 grs.) desiccated thyroid.

January Slst. Two capsules per day (5 grs.).

March 1st. Took capsules for about four weeks.

Myxedema underwent considerable improvement. Then
refused to take any more

That the patient's appearance was at first suggestive

of myxedema can be seen from the photograph (Fig.

1) taken shortly after her admission. No more notes

were made of the case until she came under my care

in May, 1895. My notes are as follows :

May 7th. Since above date has had no medicinal

treatment. Her physical condition would seem to be

in some respects considerably altered. There is no-

where any edematous appearance. The skin is not

tense, but on the forehead is very deeply wrinkled,

and is very coarse in texture. The face, hands and

feet are much enlarged. The nose is very thick but

the bones do not seem increased in size. The tongue

is so large that there is scarcely room for it in the mouth
and in sleep it habitually protrudes. There is a con-

siderable degree of kyphosis. There is a nearly bald

spot over upper part of left parietal bone ; with this

exception the hair of the scalp is rather unusually thick

Fig. 1.

and coarse. There is a rudimentary beard on upper

lip and chin ; hair of axillis and pubes is retained ; and

the arms are rather unusually hirsute for a woman.
The following are some of her measurements :

Height 148.6 cm. 584 in.

Girth of chest 96.5 38

waist 86.4 34i

pelvis 101.6 40
' hand 20.3 8

" thumb 8.1 3J
" index finger .... 8.7 3J

little ttnger .... 7.6 3

Length of middle finger.... 8.3 3S
" foot 22.9 9

Girth of instep 25.4 10
*' great toe 11.4 4i

2ii toe 5.6 2i

Her temperature has been taken repeatedly during

the last three days, and varies between 98.6° and 99°F.

The action of the heart seems rather feeble and the

cardiac impulse aannot be felt. Thyroid gland not

palpable. She seems very feeble. When she walks,

she does not raise the feet from the floor, but shuffles
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along two or three inches at a time. Walking three

or four feet in this way eeems to exhaust her very

much and puts her completely out of breath. Knee-
jerks are normal. She is said to have a ravenous
appetite. Bowels are regular, digestion good, and she

is free from pain. Her mind seems feeble and memory
much impaired ; an hour after a hearty meal she will

assert, with every appearance of sincerity, that she

Las had no food for two or three days. There does

not seem to be any active disturbance. She lies in

bed, sleeps a good deal, and, apart from being always
hungry, seems fairly comfortable.

Examination of blood resulted as follows

:

Hemaglobin. 85 per cent.

Red corpuscles, 5,800,000 per cubic millimetres.

Leucocytes, 13,000 per cubic millimetres.

Folyuuclear leucocytes 70, lymphocytes 23, eosinophiles 7 per 100.

inch in thickness, and the skull was also unusually

thick, with greatly enlarged frontal sinuses, extending

considerably above the line of section. The brain

weighed 1,170 grammes (41^ oz.), and apart from soft

consistency, probably due to the length of time elapsed

since death, seemed healthy. The pituitary body was
much enlarged and rather soft, of a grayish color and
smooth surface. It weighed 58 grammes (89^ grs.),

and measured 4.6 centimetres in its longest diameter.

The heart was dilated and hypertrophied, weighing
540 grammes (19 oz.). The viscera seemed otherwise

healthy.

Microscopical examination of the enlarged hypophy-
sis showed it to be composed of spindle-cells, supplied

with pretty numerous thin-walled blood-vessels, and
containing numerous calcareous nodules of concentric

structure— the so-called brain-sand. Not a trace of

the normal structure was to be found.

At the time of the above examination, the absence
of any edematous appearance, normal temperature and
abundant growth of hair seemed to me conclusive
against myxedema ; and the disproportionate size of

the head, chest and extremities, compared with the
patient's stature, the kyphosis and hypertrophy of the
tongue, seemed sufficiently characteristic of acromegaly.
Vision was tested as far as practicable in her demented
condition, but no evidence of hemianopsia could be
found.

The patient's appearance can be seen by the photo-
graphs (Figs. 2 and 3) taken in October, 1895.
No striking change, beyond a gradual failure in

strength, occurred until about November 22d, when
she passed gradually into a somnolent state, dying
November 26ih.

Permission to perform the autopsy was not obtained
till thirty-six hours after death, and it then had to be
done rather hastily. The scalp was nearly half an

Autopsies on cases of acromegaly have not been
ver}- numerous, but enough, it seems to me, have been
reported to refute the hypothesis advocated in various

quarters, that the enlargement of the hypophysis in

acromegaly is, like the other hypertrophies, merelv a
symptom of the disease. Sternberg ' has collected re-

ports of 19 cases, classified as follows:

Hypertrophy (Fritsche, Klebs, Cepeda) 3
Hypertrophy with increase of connective tissue (Holstl). . 1

Sarcoma (Wolf, Caton, Paul, Striimpell) 3
Adenoma (.Marie-Marinesco, Arnold) 2

Softened adenoma (Liusmayer) 1

Tumor with little cavities lined with epithelium (Wolf). . 1

Glioma (Bury) i

Tumors, character not spociiied' (Verga. Henrot, Lancereaux) 3
Vascular hypertrophy (Brigidi) 1

Colloid degeneration (Fratnich) 1

Sclerosis and atrophy (Benard) 1

Necrosis with aoftenlng (Glaus, Van de Strioht). ... 1

Zeitschr. f. klin. Med., vol. xxvil, 1896, p. (
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In addition to the foregoing, I have found reports

of the condition of the hypophysis in six cases:

Sqaance (British Medicaljournal, November4, 1893): pituitary body
Uypertrophied ; uo report of any histological examination.

Dana (Journal Nervous and Mental Diseases, November, 1893)

:

weight of hypophysis 4.5 grammes; " apparently somewhat cystic."

Lathuray (Lyon m^d., 1893, p. 446): pituitary body very large and
softened.

Bonardi (Arch. ital. de clin. raed., 1893) : no tumor of hypophysis.

Tauiburini (Ceutralblatt f. Nervenheilk., t, C25) ; tumor size of a

hen's egg ; structure somewhat similar to that of the normal gland ;

septa very few and thin ; little alveolar structure.

Sigurini .and Capociosco (Eit. med., xi, p. 107, 1895) : large round-

celled tumor.

My own case might, I suppose, be classified as a

sarcoma with psammomatous degeneration.

If simple hypertrophy were the constant lesion of

the pituitary body in these cases, it might be plausibly

claimed that it was a result and not a cause of the

disease, but it hardly needs argument to show the im-

probability that any one disease would cause, in a

single organ, so many and various morbid conditions

as are above enumerated, having nothing in common
except alteration of structure.

Points of interest in the case are the advanced age

of the patient and the conditions suggestive of myx-
edema, permanently disappearing during treatment

with thyroid extract.

ACCIDENTAL SUFFOCATION WHILE SWAL-
LOWING A PIECE OF MEAT.

BY HOWARD A. LOTHKOP, A.M., M.D., BOSTON.

The unusual occurrence of sudden accidental suffo-

cation, while swallowing masses of food, is my excuse

for recording the following case :

D. C, a healthy laborer, thirty-five years of age,

whose previous history has no connection with this ac-

cident, had returned home to partake of his noon re-

past. While he was seated quietly at the table, his wife

was startled at the sudden onset of severe symptoms
of choking. The man was unable to utter any sound,

began at once to become cyanotic and threw himself

about restlessly. All the accessory muscles of respira-

tion were called into play, but were of no avail, aud

after a minute or more of severe convulsive efforts, the

man fell to the floor exhausted.

The cyanosis became deeper and his veins more
prominent, aud at the end of three or four minutes, all

muscular action had ceased, and the man appeared to

be dead. During this interval, friends from an adjoin-

ing room had endeavored to dislodge the obstructing

mass by pounding him on the back, palpation about

the neck anteriorly, and by introducing the fingers

into the mouth. The occlusion was complete from
the outset, and continued so in spite of all efforts,

until death followed, after the lapse of a period of

about five minutes.

I reached the patient about fifteen minutes after the

accident had occurred, and found him lying quietly on
his back. His hands were deeply cyanotic, his face

only moderately so, while his expression did not por-

tray any evidence of the agony through which he had
just passed. A hasty examination revealed no pulse

at the wrist, nor did the stethoscope aid in detecting

any sound over the cardiac area. A small stick of

wood served as a gag with which to pry open the jaw
which was held firmly by the muscles of mastication,

and during this act, there were several rapid clonic

contractions of these muscles. The mouth was empty

and nothing was visible in the pharynx, but on intro-

duction of the finger a soft mass was felt in the lower

part of the pharynx at the entrance into the esophagus

and completely obstructing the entrance into the

larynx. This mass was removed quickly and easily

by means of a pair of tongue forceps.

Artificial respiration, friction to arms and legs,

heavy percussion over cardiac area, and ammonia
vapor to nostrils, were all of no avail. The obstruct-

ing body was an unmasticated triangular piece of beef-

steak, containing much fibrous tissue, and was about

six centimetres long, three centimetres wide at base,

and two centimetres thick. Its apex was firmly im-

pacted in the larynx, so as to push the epiglottis for-

ward against the tongue. There was no autopsy.

Accidental choking, more or less alarming, during

the process of deglutition, is of every-day occurrence,

but very rarely does it terminate in sudden death from

asphyxia. During the last twenty years Medical Ex-

aminer Draper has seen about five fatal cases.

Dr. W. H. H. Hastings has kindly allowed me to

mention a case which occurred recently in his practice.

While seated in a public dininghall, he observed a

sudden commotion at a neighboring table. An elderly

lady in attempting to swallow a piece of meat was

seized with symptoms of suffocation. Respiration was

completely obstructed and the patient deeply cyanotic,

and veins prominent. She threw herself about in an

excited manner, and used every resource to obtain air.

The obstruction was too far distant to be removed

with the finger, but with considerable force, it was
pushed down into the esophagus, and then readily

entered the stomach. The period of suffocation may
have been about two minutes. The respiratory func-

tion was resumed at once after the removal of the ob-

struction, and the patient recovered rapidly. From
the degree of impaction, it is reasonable to suppose

that a fatal result was thus avoided.

Suicidal and homicidal suffocation from this cause

are extremely rare, for, as a rule, most of the cases are

due to some accident. The obstruction from these

large masses of food is generally at the entrance to

the larynx and is both sudden and complete. In order

to save life, help must be at hand almost immediately,

for experiments on animals and statistics of such cases

show that a delay of more than five minutes will be fatal.

The danger is immediate on account of asphyxia.

The inhalation of smaller masses into one of the

larger bronchi, during deglutition or the act of vomit-

ing, does not concern us here. The danger is more
remote, and is to be attributed to the consequent sep-

tic sequel® in the lung.

The treatment of the cases under consideration con-

sists in (1) removing the obstructing mass, (2) re-

establishing the respiratory function.

The mass may be removed by the finger or by the

use of tongue forceps. If this cannot be done, it

should be pushed on into the esophagus with the finger

or any suitable apparatus that may be at hand. Fail-

ure in these attempts is to be followed by tracheotomy.

Efforts at sneezing, coughing, or vomiting, may dis-

lodge the mass, hence the value of irritating the nos-

trils, glottis or fauces. Rapidity of action is most

valuable, for about five minutes of complete asphyxia

constitute the period beyond which respiration cannot

be restored, while cessation of heart-beat renders the

case practically hopeless.
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After the obstruction has been removed, or the

trachea opened, the usual measures to re-establish

respiration and to stimulate the heart siiould be re-

sorted to, according to the exigencies of the case.

A CASE OF LARYNGEAL DIPHTHERIA: TRA-
CHEOTOMY, RECOVERY.

BT CHASI.K8 A. ATWOOD, M.D., TADNTOH, MASS.

J. C, five years and eleven months old, had sore

throat for several days. I saw him December 6, 1895.

The child was fairly nourished and of good appearance.

On examination a grayish patch was seen extending

from the tonsil onto the soft palate. There was
labored respiration, but not marked. There was no

glandular enlargement, nor was there any appearance

of sepsis. Whiskey and milk were prescribed and a

gargle of permanganate of potassium ; also inhalations

of steam. Patient isolated.

He had a very poor night, and his mother informed

me that several times she thought he would strangle

owing to the laryngeal obstruction.

December 7th. Had several severe choking spells.

I found him with weak, thready pulse, labored breath-

ing and cyanosed, suffering from tracheal obstruction.

With the assistance of Dr. W. S. Robinson, I immedi-

ately opened the trachea and inserted a tracheal tube.

Three hours after I injected a solution of Gibier's

antitoxin and repeated it in twelve hours. The two
injections contained 25 c. c. of antitoxin. Patient had

a restless night.

December Stb. Another injection of antitoxin (20
c. c. of the Massachusetts State Board of Health solu-

tion of antitoxin) was injected. A hot, wet sponge
was kept over the throat. Steam was used for the

first thirty-six hours after the operation, afterwards

dry air. Pulse 120, respiration 30, temperature

101.8°; pulse thready and volume poor. Rfistless.

December 9th. Pulse 120, temperature 99.4°.

Vomited. Pulse very weak. At 3 p. m. pulse 94,

temperature 98.4°. There was some slight discharge

of blood from the tube. Slept well.

December 10th. Pulse 88, temperature 98°.

Vomited slightly. Slept well. Coughed some.

December 13th. Pulse 95, temperature 98.4°.

Slept well, and seemed very comfortable. At 7 a. m.

severe paroxysm of coughing. Vomited ; vomitus con-

tained several large pieces of membrane.
December 14th. Pulse 90, temperature 99°. Slept

well during the night. Patient completely peppered

with an urticarial eruption.

December 1 6th. Tracheal tube removed and a gauze
dressing applied.

December 18th. Pulse 95.6, temperature 98.4°.

Slept all night. Wound dressed. Ate beef, potato,

eggs and toast. The urticaria lasted four days.

December 20th. Pulse 88, temperature 97.8°.

Patient convalescent.

The other members of the family — consisting of

the mother, an aunt of the boy, an infant a few weeks
old, the cook and a child nineteen mouths old, although

all were given an immunizing dose of antitoxin in the

meantime— came down with the disease, and were
probably infected before the injections were made.

The infant at the breast alone escaped. The child

nineteen months old was very sick, the diphtheritic

exudate extending over both tonsils and involving to a

largeextent the fauces and palate. Antitoxin (Gibier's

solution, 20 c. c.) was injected ; stimulants were used ;

and within forty-eight to seventy-two hours the exudate

had commenced to disappear and the throat to clear

up. In the case of the cook 20 c. c. of antitoxin was
injected, and this, as in the tracheotomy case, was fol-

lowed by a severe attack of uticaria. All the cases

made an uninterrupted recovery and in my experience

I have never seen the diphtheritic exudate disappear

so quickly. I am verj' certain that no physician, no

matter how sceptical, gives his diphtheria patients

every chance for recovery who neglects the use of the

diphtheria antitoxin.

REPORT ON PROGRESS IN GYNECOLOGY.
UY EUWAKD UEVJJ01.D8, M.D.

CARDIAC LESIONS AND PELVIC DISORDERS.

Out of 300 gynecological cases in which Dr. John
H. Williams ^ had made records of the condition of

the heart during six years, he found a coincidence of

functional heart disorders and obvious abnormal con-

ditions in the pelvis, in 25 cases. He excluded from
the 25 all cases in which there was a previous history

of rheumatic fever, or any reason to believe in the

existence of organic valvular disease. Cases of preg-

nancy and anemia were also excluded. The ages

ranged from seventeen to forty-two years. Treatment
directed to the relief of the pelvic troubles relieved

the cardiac symptoms of 17 out of the 25 women.
Dr. Williams prefers not to attempt any explanation

of the interdependence of the lesions or the relief of

the one by the cure of the other, but contents himself

with recording the fact.

NEW OPERATIONS FOR THE CURE OF UTERINE
FLEXIONS.

Nourse - describes a new operation for the radical

relief of uterine flexions. He splits the cervix trans-

versely up to the angle of flexion, then straightens the

uterus and sews the severed cervix together in the

straightened position. The lip which corresponds to

the convexity of the flexion then slightly overlaps the

Other at the os externum ; but Nourse states that this

projection disappears in a few months. The author

believes this operation practicable for all cases, except

those in which there is pus in the pelvis. He reports

three cases of uncomplicated flexion in which the

operation was successful.

ABDOMINAL HVSTERECTOMY WITH CLAMPS.

Richelot' believes that the uterus would more often

have been completely extirpated in abdominal hysterec-

tomy if the technique of the operation had been more
simple. He believes that this object can be accom-
plished, and the lime necessary for extirpation short-

ened, by abaniioning the ligature and using forceps,

as is so often done in the vaginal operation. He says

that by this method the armamentarium needed can

be reduced to a knife, a few pairs of artery forceps,

and two long curved Richelot clamps. The uterus is

Lancet. No. 18, vol. ii, 1R95.
' American Juunial of Obetetrfca, January, 1896.
3 Aouaies du Gyiiiicologie et d'Obstetrtque, May, 189S.

i
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freed from the bladder and the vagina opened anteri-

orly and posteriorly in the usual manner. The cervix

is separated, laterally, from below until the bases of

the broad ligaments are exposed ; each broad ligament

is then included in a single clamp, when it is only

necessary to cut them away on the uterine side of the

forceps.

[Hysterectomy so performed may well be an ex-

tremely rapid operation, yet it is to be doubted

whether the short additional time necessary for the

application of ligatures, is not more than made up for

by the possibility of covering over the stumps of the

peritoneum, and so leaving a closed abdominal cavity.]

REGENERATION OF THE ENDOMETRIUM AFTER CO-

RETTAGE.

Werth * has made an extended microscopical study

of this subject, and considers especially its practical

relations. Even after careful curetting, it is rare to

find a really thorough removal of the mucous mem-
brane, islets of which are commonly left intact, while

at other spots, even the submucous muscular tissue is

removed. He emphasizes the importance of using a

small curette duriug at least a portion of the opera-

tion and of having the shank flexible, so that it may
be possible to pass the blade well up into the cornua,

and along the narrow portions at the lateral edges of

the viscus. He has found that the islets of intact mu-
cous membrane are quickly surrounded by new epithe-

lium, and that in this process they are apt to lose

their abnormal character. He finds that the recur-

rence of a diseased condition after curettage is more
dependent upon the character of the disease than

upon the thoroughness of the curetting, provided, at

least, that this is reasonably well done. When there

is marked hyperplasia and the glands penetrate

deeply into the muscular layer, the most vigorous

scraping is apt to be followed by a recurrence ; but

even in this condition, if the curettage is followed by

a caustic application, the recurrence is rendered un-

likely. He concludes that since it is impossible to

distinguish the degree of hyperplasia by clinical evi-

dence, it is better to cauterize in every case after com-

pleting the curettage.

[It is to be remembered that this procedure has

sometimes resulted in an obliteration of the uterine

cavity.]

changes in the female genital organs in

Basedow's disease.

Theilhaber ^ reports several personal cases of Base-

dow's disease, from which he concludes that in indi-

viduals who are predisposed to this affliction it may
be consecutive to pelvic disease. He also admits for

other cases the established view that the circulatory

disturbances of Basedow's disease may initiate pelvic

troubles. Among the causative pelvic conditions he

includes pregnancy, severe local hemorrhages and

operations, especially the removal of the ovaries. He
believes that the disease may result in the production

of atrophy of the uterus and aduexa, and that pelvic

disturbance would be found to be more frequently

present if such patients were more often subjected to

a pelvic examination. In one of his cases, atrophy of

the uterus appeared before there was any sign of the

morbus Basedowii. He is prepared to advise young

women who are afflicted with Basedow's disease

' Arohiv fUr Gynakologie, Band xlix, Heft 3.

^ Loc. cit.. Band xlviii, Heft 3.

against marriage, and to advise married subjects of it

to avoid pregnancy. Local treatment is demanded

only in the presence of severe uterine hemorrhages,

in which case he recommends a curettage. He be-

lieves that there is no reasonable ground for the treat-

ment of Basedow's disease by castration.

NEW OPERATION FOR CTSTOCELE.

Hadra ' describes a new operation for the relief of

cystocele. He thinks that the ordinary operations

fail by not restoring sufficient longitudinal tension to

the anterior vaginal wall. In order to accomplish

this aim, he dissects a broad flap of anterior vaginal

wall from above downwards, the transverse incision

being made on the vaginal portion of the cervix. He
then draws the flap upward until by its tension the

cystocele is effaced. The redundant portion of the

flap is then cut off, and the remainder is stitched in

place upon the cervix, and along the lateral lines of

incision. The operation is especially recommended
for cystocele with retro-version or retro-flexion, acting

in those cases as a substitute for vaginal fixation.

When this complication is present, the bladder is

freed from the cervix for a short distance and pushed

upwards, the uterus is placed in normal position, and

the cervix is held backward by a tenaculum while the

vaginal flap is being attached to the uterus. Hadra
states that the normal relation between the cervix and

the anterior vaginal wall is much more completely re-

stored by this than by the ordinary methods of repair-

ing cystocele.

EDEMA OP THE BLADDER.

Kolischer ' describes a peculiar appearance of the

bladder, as observed through the cystoscope, which he

believes to be a localized edema. The mucous mem-
brane as a whole is normal, but is studded with local-

ized blotches, which are usually of the size of a split

pea, but may be larger. The patients complain of

painful micturition, tenesmus, and a feeling of weight

and pressure over the bladder. This form of edema
is said bv Kolischer to be most frequently seen when
the bladder is pressed upon by pelvic exudates. In

some cases of pelvic abscess in which this edema was

seen, the blebs and the symptoms disappeared spon-

taneously soon after the abscess was opened. In non-

operative cases in which an exudate was gradually ab-

sorbed, the disappearance of the vesical edema was

equally gradual. Both from its symptoms and its ap-

pearance, it might easily have been mistaken for

malignant disease. Kolischer experimented with irri-

gation of the bladder, with the result of merely in-

creasing the symptoms. He reaches the reasonable

conclusion that a disease which is plainly consecutive

to inflammatory troubles of other organs should be

treated by the relief of the other conditions.

INFLCENCE OF SEA BATHING ON MENSTRUATION.

Honzel ' reports his observations upon 123 fisher-

women whose occupation led them to stand in the

water for hours together, even during the menstrual

period, and who, in spite of their unfavorable sur-

roundings, were wholly free from menstrual discom-

fort. He believes that sea bathing duriug menstrua-

tion in those who are accustomed to it is favorable to

the sexual health of women.

» Centralblatt fur Gynakologie, 1895, No. 26.
' Loo. cit., 1895, No. 27.
» Anuales de Gyueoologie et U'Obstetiliiue, vol. xll, lt94.
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THE PROPHTLACTIC TREATMENT OF VESICO-VAGINAL
KISTULA.

Schuhze," in the course of an article upon this sub-

ject, states tlmt a considerable proportion of all cases

of vesico-vaginal (istula can be prevented by the sim-

ple precaution of drawing the urine by catheter, at

least every eight hours, during the tirst few days after

auy case of difficult and prolonged labor.

AN OPERATION FOR TUE CURE OF INCONTINENCE
OF URINE IN THE FEMALE.

Gilliam '" reports four cures of aggravated cases

of the above distressing complaint, by a new operation ;

three occurring in his own practice, one in that of his

colleague. Prof. Thomas C. Hoover. The operation

was suggested to Gilliam by an examination of a girl

of eighteen years who had suffered from incontinence

from infancy, and in whom he found an anomalous
band attached to the urethra near the meatus, and
spreading itself over the muscles of the anterior aspect

of the vulvo vaginal junction. This was clipped with

the scissors, and the incontinence immediately disap-

peared. In other cases he failed to find the band, and
not having fully appreciated what he now considers

the etiological factor of the condition, failed to cure

the cases ; but finally after examining another patient,

a girl of twenty-one, who had been through an infinity

of treatment for incontinence, and failing to find any
local cause, it occurred to him to free the urethral

margins from the surrounding tissues. On placing

her under an anesthetic, he found a membrane which
occupied the position of the anterior segment of the

hymen and was attached to the sides and under sur-

face of the urethra. When put upon the stretch, it

presented the appearance of wings. This membrane
was excised, the excision was carried up along the

urethra on either side for a distance of a third of an
inch, and the raw surfaces closed by suture. The re-

sult was an immediate and complete cure. In Profes-

sor Hoover's case, there was a growth over the urethra,

which was dissected out and resulted in a cure. Gill-

iam quotes another author who has cured cases by
making an incision on either side of the meatus and
introducing sutures parallel to the line of incision in

such a way as to bring the line of union at right angles

to that of the incision. The intention of this operator

was to form a buttress of tissue on either side of the

meatus so as to close it by mechanical pressure, but
Gilliam believes that this operation, which was essen-

tially that which he had performed, was effective as

removing a source of reflex irritation, and not by a

mechanical [)rocess. He quotes another case of ex-

tremely bad nocturnal enuresis in an adult in which
his operation was equally successful.

METRORRHAGIA WITHOUT ASSIGNABLE CAUSE.

Sivitalski " reports the case of a woman, aged
twenty -nine years, who began to have profuse metror-
rhagia a week after the cessation of the menstrual
How. The same phenomenon was noted after the fol-

lowing period, when the patient became so exsangui-

nated that she entered the hospital. The removal of

a quantity of hypertrophied mucous membrane by
curettage failed to check the bleeding, which recurred

a few weeks later and could not be controlled. She
' Centralblatt (Ur Uyniikologie, 1S95, No. 27.

'" American JourDal of Obatetrics, February, 1896, vol. xxxlll.
No. 2.

" Uontralblatt fUr Gyniikologle, 1S»G, Ko. 33.

was readmitted to the hospital, and a digital examina-
tion of the uterine cavity was made with a negative re-

sult. It was finally decided to perform hysterectomy,

for the patient was in extremis. A careful examina-

tion of the specimen threw absolutely no light upon
the cause of the hemorrhage, as the only pathological

change was a minor degree of interstitial endometritis.

The adnexic were normal. The patient developed a

pelvis abscess, but eventually made a good recovery.

The writer calls attention to the rare occurrence of

metrorrhagia without any discoverable local or general

cause, and regards it as a clear indication for local ex-

tirpation.

CURIOUS MALDEVELOPMENT OF THE UTERUS, SIMU-

LATING OVARIAN HEMATOMA.

Baer " reports the case of an unmarried girl of

twenty in whom puberty occurred at the usual age and
was followed by painless menstruation until she was
eighteen, when she began to suffer from menstrual

pain referred to the right ovarian region. During the

two years which succeeded, the pain gradually in-

creased until it reached a severity which was beyond
the control of morphia or any of the ordinary ano-

dynes, subsiding only with the subsidence of the flow.

On physical examination Baer found a tumor about

the size of a hen's egg in the position of the right

ovary, except that it was higher than an enlarged

ovary usually lies. It was not tender, nor fixed in po-

sition. The cervix was infantile, the os small, and

the uterus in left lateral version. Operation was ad-

vised and accepted, but under ether, Baer became un-

certain as to the correctness of his diagnosis of a hema-

toma of the ovary on account of the form and elasticity

of the tumor and its high position. Upon opening the

abdomen he found a tumor of the color and consistency

of uterine tissue, to the outer side of which was at-

tached the right ovary and a portion of the right Fal-

lopian tube. By its inner side it was attached to the

under-developed uterus by a membranous band. This

band was ligated and the tumor, together with the

right ovary and tube, removed. The left ovary was
also removed on account of the uuder-development of

the uterus. The patient made a good recovery. On
section of the tumor it was found to contain a small

cavity lined by mucous membrane resembling the en-

dometrium, but with no outlet whatever. The expla-

nation of the continued dysmenorrhea was evident.

With each catamenial period, there was an effusion of

blood into the cavity, and as there was no outlet, pain

was the inevitable result.

St. Louis on the Expectoration Problem.—
The Health Board of St. Louis, Mo., has under con-

sideration the framing of an ordinance to make it a

misdemeanor for any person to expectorate on the

floors of street-cars or other public conveyances, or in

hotel corridors, theatres, public halls, and places of

worship ; also that the porters or persons in charge of

cars and public places be required to furnish cuspidors

in sufficient number, and that they be required to clean

the vessels daily, using some disinfecting fluid ap-

proved by the Board of Health.— American Medico-

Surgical Bulletin.
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iieporticr of ^atittit^,

SURGICAL SECTION OF THE SUFFOLK DIS-
TRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

C. L. SCDDDER, M.D, SECBETABY.

Regdlab Meeting, Wednesday, January 8, 1896,

Dr. M. H. Richardson in the chair.

Dr. C. G. Cumston read a paper entitled

A STUDY OF THE SORGICAL TREATMENT OF PER-

FORATION OF GASTRIC ULCERS.^

Dr. Richardson : I think the subject of stomach
surgery is one which has not been fully discussed in

this community, and it seems to me there is a great

field for surgery in the consideration of gastric ulcers,

gastric hemorrhages and in cancer. I personally

should like to hear the subject extensively discussed,

and this very branch that Dr. Cumston has written

about. As long as the reader is not present, it is per-

haps hardly best to call attention to a few points

which occurred to me during the reading of the paper.

The number of gastric ulcers we have in the hospi-

tal is not small in comparison with any of the rarer

disturbances of the alimentary tract. The number of

deaths from perforation is not large in comparison

with all deaths in the hospital. Of course, the num-
ber of cases of death from perforation in compar-
ison with the number of cases of perforation is

very large, as Dr. Cumston has pointed out. It seems

to me that this suggests the desirability of more fre-

quent operation in gastric ulcer and hemorrhage from

gastric ulcer. As far as I know, the cases operated

on and published have been very few. I do not know
of an operation on gastric ulcer in Boston. Certainly

none have been reported. I know of one case that

died from perforation and hemorrhage from gastric

ulcer— I saw it myself— which might have been

saved by timely interference. That case I have pub-

lished in the Medical and Surgical Journal. The
operations, like Weir's operation, in which the gastric

ulcer is either excised or the perforation taken care of

by infolding the ulcer, seems to promise very much
in those ulcers situated anteriorly. I should like very

much to hear this subject discussed at some future

meeting.

Dr. Cabot asked if it was easy to make out the

seat of the ulcer by inspection of the outer wall of the

stomach before perforation.

Dr. Richardson : I have just looked up the sub-

ject extensively, with the assistance of Dr. Cobb, and
I find that in the cases that have been reported it is

not difficult in most instances to find the ulcer by the

sense of touch. The common situation is in the an-

terior wall near the pylorus. The rarer situations are

hard to find. The gastric wall is changed so that the

seat may be detected by the finger. Of course, the ex-

cision of the ulcer or appropriate treatment depends
entirely on the situation and extent. The indications

for operation in gastric ulcer, as the bulk of authority

seems to demonstrate, is in persistent and debilitating

and alarming hemorrhages and in perforations ; and I

take it that gastric ulcers unattended by hemorrhages
are the class that sometimes demand exploration.

Dr. Harrington referred to a case of perforation

of the stomach which he operated upon during the

summer.

> See page 407 of tUe Journal.

Db. a. T. Cabot read a paper describing

A CASE OF HYDRONEPHROSIS : TREATMENT OF THE
URETER BY A NEW METHOD, CURE.''

Dr. Harrington : How closely did the bougie fit

the ureter after it was in ? I should also like to ask,

if, when the abdominal exploration was made, you
saw the ureter.

Dr. Cabot said that the bougie caught somewhat in

passing through the tortuous part of the ureter, but

after it was once in place it was not grasped, but

slipped to and fro with perfect ease.

Dr. Harrington : I think Dr. Cabot makes a

very important point in recommending the saving of

these kidneys, when it is possible. Under improved

conditions the kidney may be of great service.

Dr. p. Thorndike : In speaking of the temporary

forms of hydronephrosis and the influence of gravity

(raising the hips, etc.) as a method of treatment, I

want to mention a case of hydronephrosis which was
under my care a short time ago, and in which at a

subsequent nephrotomy a calculus was found impacted

in the mouth of the ureter. Before the operation it

was noticed by the patient that perhaps several times

in a month the tumor would disappear during the night.

In thinking it out I made up my mind that the stone

had frequently been dislodged enough to allow fairly

complete evacuation of the pelvis of the kidney during

the night while the patient was in the horizontal posi-

tion.

Dr. Richardson : I think one of the most interest-

ing questions in connection with the subject of renal

surgery is the desirability of saving a portion of the

kidney if it is capable of doing any good work what-

ever. The question is, for instance, in traumatic

surgery of the kidney, when a portion of the kidney

has been destroyed, as in gunshot wound, whether a

nephrectomy is then justifiable. This last remark is a

little off from the subject of the paper, yet the reader

has discussed the question in this case of saving the

kidney that was doing good work by this very opera-

tion. In other conditions of the kidney should we
not make an attempt to save one-third or one-fourth

of the secreting surface ? In case a kidney is doing

good work, and if it is certain that the other kidney is

doing good work, is removal of the kidney for urinary

fistula desirable ? Would a urinary fistula resulting

permanently after operation for hydronephrosis justify,

in his opinion, the operation for nephrectomy ? Twice
I have been confronted with this lesion, hydronephro-

sis : in one case, a large cystic kidney dependent upon

stone impacted in the beginning of the ureter; in the

other, extensive pyonephrosis with an enormous

amount of calcareous matter. In both cases I removed

the kidney. Both recovered, and I have heard from

both within a few weeks. One operation was per-

formed two years ago, one a year ago ; and both

patients are in perfect health. Perhaps I removed
those kidneys needlessly in the light of recent im-

provements in the technique of ureteral surgery. The
pathologist reported in these particular cases that the

kidneys were of no use, so I dare say they were prop-

erly removed. I have recently operated on a large

tumor of the right kidney in which the diagnosis was

made of stone impacted in the beginning of the ureter,

and in which it seemed to me pretty certain there was

malignant disease. I refrained from removing this

' See page 405 of the Joonial.
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kiduey because the other was in the same condition.

The surgery of the kiduey seems to me, as it is now
developed, considering the great perfection of tech-

nique, as perhaps the most brilliant, certainly the

most interesting operation of abdominal surgery.

Dk. Cabot: Of course, a certain proportion, per-

haps a considerable proportion, of kidneys largely

dilated do lose their functional activity. I have no
doubt this was the case in those cases Dr. Richardson
has spoken of, particularly in the one of pyonephrosis

with calcareous matter.

There is a method by which we can tell somewhat
in regard to the functional activity of the kidney by
the examination of the fluid. If you aspirate and find

the fluid contains a considerable proportion of urea,

you have the right to suppose that kidney is still in

tolerable activity, whereas if it does not contain urea,

it means that the urea has been reabsorbed, and prob-

ably that no more urea is being excreted by the kidney.

It is not always in the largely dilated kidneys that

the secretion is most completely stopped, for an ob-

struction which is not complete allows the function- of

the kiduey to go on and leads to gradual dilatation of

the pelvis to a much greater extent than where the

obstruction is complete. Where you get a very big

hydronephrosis, you may take it for granted that ob-

struction was not at first complete, and that perhaps it

is not yet so. In such a case it may be found that the

function of the kidney is considerably preserved.

I^ecent Hiterature.

Atlas of Nerve Cells. By M. Allen Starr, M.D.,
1*1). I)., Professor of Diseases of the Mind and Ner-

vous System, College of Physicians and Surgeons,

etc. With the co-operation of Oliver S. Strong,
A.M., Ph.D., and Edward Leaming, M.D.,
F.R.P.S. Quarto, II by 14 inches, pp. x, 78.

With 53 plates and 13 diagrams. Published for

the Columbia University Press. New York and
London: Macmillan & Co. 1896.

Not since the publication of Dalton's " Brain Sec-

tions " has there appeared in this country so sumptu-
ous a work on the anatomy of the nervous system as

the one before us. Its scope is exceedingly limited ;

it portrays only the nerve cells as stained by the Golgi

method, but, within its scope, nothing could be finer.

As a rule, the results of micro-photography are disap-

pointing; the pictures may be faithful to the original,

but they are usually confused and obscure. In this

volume, however, Drs. Strong and Leaming have con-

quered most of the difficulties that make micro-photo-

graphy unsatisfactory, and, by the aid of the artotyp-

ing process of Mr. Edward Bierstadt, they have given

us a series of plates which must be very perfect copies

of the originals. In the works of Golgi's followers,

and even in the magnificent atlas of Golgi himself, the

representation of the neuron, with its dendrites and
iieuraxons, has been simply diagrammatic, and this is,

we believe, the (irst attempt to give an actual repre-

sentation of the neurons as they appear when stained

by Golgi's method. The diagrams are, of course,

much better adapted for the student, and these plates,

by contrast, seem confused and obscure, but they ap-

proach nearer to what is actually seen than anything

excej)t the sections themselves. Representations are

given of the nerve cells in all parts of the nervous

system, those of the corpora quadrigemina, optic thai-

ami, and corpora striata being of special interest, as

having been less thoroughly studied than those of the

cord, cortex, and cerebellum. Dr. Strong furnishes

an introductory chapter on the histological technique,

which is followed by a brief note on the photographic

technique by Dr. Leaming. In the text Dr. Starr

gives a very good summing up of our present knowl-

edge of the arrangement of the neurons and the course

of the Iieuraxons in the different parts of the nervous

system, illustrated by a number of very clear and sim-

ple diagrams, which are a distinct help in understand-

ing the plates, and he adds, furthermore, a description

of the individual plates. Although containing nothing

original, this nevertheless gives a very clear and con-

cise account of the structure of the nervous system.

A second volume on the peripheral nerves and the or-

gans of sense is promised, which we shall look forward

to with interest. The Columbia Press, in undertak-

ing the publication of such a work, in so magnificent

and expensive a style, is deserving of the highest

praise. It is not only a beautiful specimen of book-

making, but a monument of admirable and elaborate

scientific work.

Principles of Surgery. By N. Senn, M.D., Ph.D.,

LL.D., Professor of Practice of Surgery and Clini-

cal Surgery in Rush Medical College, Chicago, etc.

Second edition. Royal octavo, pp. 656, illustrated.

Philadelphia: The F. A. Davis Company. Lon-
don: F. J. Rebman. 1895.

Many of the recent treatises of surgery are defec-

tive in that too little attention is given to the funda-

mental principles of the science. The author of this

volume has tried to fill this gap in surgical literature

and furnish a systematic work in which those princi-

ples on which scientific and successful tieatment de-

pends are not neglected. He has discussed those af-

fections of most frequent occurrence. The application

of general surgical principles to special pathological

conditions is a conspicuous feature of the work. The
connection of bacteriology with etiology and pathol-

ogy is fully presented. The cellular process of regen-

eration and inflammation are introduced. Diagnosis,

prognosis and treatment are also included. A num-
ber of new subjects appear in this edition and more
than fifty new illustrations have been added. The
abundance of new material has enlarged considerably

the size and scope of the work.

The plan of Professor Senn has been well carried

out and the book is certainly one which contains the

most recent and approved methods. It is evidently

intended to occupy the place so long held by Billroth's

celebrated work on surgical pathology which it closely

resembles in its arrangement.

A Alanual of Operative Surgery. By Lewis A.

Stimson, B.A., M.D., Surgeon to the New York,

Bellevue and Hudson Street Hospitals, etc., and

.John Rogers, Jr., B.A., M.D., Surgeon to Out-

Patients, Hudson Street Hospital, etc. Third edi-

tion, 12mo, 614 pages and 306 illustratioos. Phil-

adelphia : Lea Brothers & Co. 1895.

In order to prepare this third edition of a satisfac-

tory manual, recent progress in operative surgery has

made it necessary to rewrite the volume. Those
operations which have stood the test of experience
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have been retained ; those supplanted by improved
methods have been omitted. Numerous additions of

new procedures have been introduced. The most im-

portant additions and modifications have been made in

the surgery of the head and abdomen.
The demand for a third edition of Professor Stim-

son's excellent work furnishes proof that it has been a

useful book to the medical profession. It is unusually

complete for a book of its class, in that it describes

operative technique in special lines of work ; as, for

example, the ear, eye, and the genitourinary organs
in woman. The book is well arranged, and excel-

lently well illustrated ; the bibliographical references

to more detailed accounts of special operations much
enhance its value.

Surgery : A Practical Treatise with Special Reference

to Treatment. By C. W. Mansell Modlin, M.A.,
M.D., Oxon., F.R.C.S., Lecturer on Physiology to

the London Hospital, etc., assisted by various

writers on special subjects. Third American edi-

tion, revised and edited by J. B. Hamilton, M.D.,
LL.D.. Professor of Surgery and Clinical Surgery.

Rush Medical College, etc. Pp. 1250, illustrated.

Philadelphia: P. Blakiston, Son, & Co. 1895.

The changes claimed for this work, the previous

editions of which have been favorably received, are its

thorough revision, many changes of text necessitated

by recent advances in theory and practice, and the ad-

dition of numerous illustrations from the later foreign

and domestic monographs. Some of the latter are

colored, and about two hundred have been made from
special drawings. A brief chapter on Military Sur-

gery has been added. Portions of former chapters on
Dermatology, Otology and Laryngology have been
omitted. The article on Amputation has been en-

larged by new illustrations, and that on Surgical Bac-

teriology by colored engravings. An effort has been
made to bring the book up to date. The editor has

performed his task satisfactorily, and has tried to in-

corporate his own experience and that of other Amer-
ican surgeons in special lines of work.

A System of Surgery. Edited by Fredekick
Treves, F.R.C.S., Surgeon to and Lecturer at the

London Hospital, etc. Vol. I, 1150 pages, illus-

trated. Philadelpliia : Lea Brothers & Co. 1895.

The object of this work is to produce a concise ac-

count of the science of surgery as it exists to-day.

The idea of the editor has been to publish a book use-

ful to both student and practitioner. Pathology, clin-

ical data and treatment have received special attention,

but the actual details of operative procedures are

omitted. The work has been divided among a num-
ber of men who are more or less identified with the

subjects assigned them. Conspicuous among these

are Watson-Cheyne, Hutchinson, Pearce Gould,

Bowlby, Bland Sutton, Barker, and Treves himself.

This co-operation indicates that the various chapters

have been compiled by writers who are fully compe-
tent, and thoroughly familiar with their individual

subjects.

While most of these articles are excellent, at times

one notices that it is dilRcult for the writer to com-
press his knowledge into the limited space assigned

him. Many have already published very satisfactory

treatises on their special subjects contrasted with which
the present articles, although good, do not compare

favorably, and do not represent the best work of the

author. Aside from this the work is a good one and
one to be recommended. It is satisfactorily arranged,

well illustrated and indexed. It will, when completed,

consist of two large octavo volumes of about 2400
pages, 900 engravings, and a number of colored

plates. The publication of the second volume will be

awaited with interest.

Some Physiological Factors of the Neuroses of Child-

hood. By B. K. Rachford, M.D., Professor of

Physiology and Clinician to the Children's Clinic,

Medical College of Ohio; Member of the Associa-
tion of American Physicians and of the American
Pediatric Society, etc. Cincinnati : The Robert
Clarke Co. 1895.

This excellent and truly scientific little book is for

the most part a republication of a series of papers
which have already been published in the Archives of
Pediatrics. Since their first publication they have
been thoroughly revised. The chapter on auto-intoxi-

cation has been entirely rewritten and has become a
most important part of the book. All the subjects are

clearly dealt with and are of much clinical value and
interest.

The author speaks in succession of " The Normal
Functions of Nerve Cells," " The Physiological

Peculiarities of the Nervous System of Infancy and
Childhood," " Fever and the Variable Temperatures
of Childhood," ' Heat-Dissipating Mechanism," " Auto-
genetic and Bacterial Toxines," " Venous Condition

of the Blood," " An Impoverished Condition of the

Blood," " Reflex Irritation," and " Excessive Nerve
Activity."

Dr. Rachford has certainly given us a book worth
reading.

The Diseases of Children's Teeth ; Their Prevention

and Treatment. A IMauual for Medical Practitioners

and Students. By R. Denison Pedley, M.R.C.S.,
L.D.S. Eng., F.R.C.S., Edin., Dental Surgeon to

the Evelina Hospital for Sick Children, Southwark,
London. With numerous illustrations. London

:

J. P. Segg & Co. Philadelphia: S. S. White Den-
tal Mfg. Co.

This work has been written with special reference

to drawing the attention of physicians to the impor-
tance of a practical knowledge of the teeth during the
early years of life. It contains much useful informa-
tion for the general practitioner, especially where he
is not living in a community where he can at once
refer his patients to a dentist. The chapter on Oral
Hygiene should be carefully read by all who have
children under their care, as it is replete with valuable

suggestions in connection with preventive medicine.

Students' Aid in Ophthalmology. By Gesrtrdde A.
Walker, A.B., M.D., Clinical Instructor in Dis-

eases of the Eye at the Woman's Medical College of

Pennsylvania. With forty illustrations and colored

plate. Crown octavo, pp. 183. Philadelphia: P.
Blakiston, Son & Co. 1895.

"This book is intended," so the authoress slates,

"for study preliminary to a course of clinical lectures

upon the eye, or for reference during attendance upon
such a course. ... It is hoped that the book may
prove useful to practitioners who desire to obtain suffi-

cient knowledge of the specialty to enable them to

diagnosticate and treat cases of ocular disease."
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For the first of tlie above purposes it 18 ailiuirat)ly

compiled, clearly mikI concisely written, and would

serve as an admirable syllabus around wbicli to gather

knowledge derived from a i;ood course of clinical lect-

ures ; but, as to the second purpose, it would be alto-

gether too much like trying to extract a system of

medicine out of a medical dictionary.

The Diseases of Children, Medical and Surgical. By
lltNKV AsiiBY, M.I)., Lond., F.UC.P., Physician

to the General Hospital for Sick Children, Man-

chester, etc.; and G. A. Wright, B.A., M.H.,

Oxon., F.R.C.S. Eng., Assistant Surgeon to the

Manchester Hoyal hifirnjary, etc. Third edition.

Edited for American students by William Pekky
NoRTHKLP, A.M., M.D., Adjunct Prolessor, Dis-

eases of Children, Bellevue Hospital Medical Col-

lege, New York, etc. New York : Lougmaus,

Green & Co. 1896.

This admirable work has already been so thoroughly

reviewed in its previous editions that especial mention

of what has been added in the third edition is all that

is needed to bring it again before the medical public.

The articles ou Infant Feeding, Anemia aud Chronic

Heart Disease are stateil in the preface to have been

almost entirely rewritten, but the former at least is

still far from satisfactory, and as in the previous edi-

tions does not represent the information which should

be given in such an important part of a work on chil-

dren.

The surgical part of the book is especially valuable

for reference.

The American author has made some valuable addi-

tions to the appendix, where the formuke have been

rewritten to conform to the United States Pharma-

copoeia.

Color- Vision and Color-Blindness. A Practical Manual

for Railroad Surgeons. By J. Ellis Jennings,

M.D. (Univ. Penna.) ; Consulting Oculist to the

Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway System ;

Fellow of the British Laryngological aud Rliiuolog-

ical Association ; Secretary of the St. Louis Medical

Society. Illustrated with one full-page colored

plate and twenty-one photoengravings. Crown
octavo, 110 pages. Philadelpliia : The ¥. A. Davis

Co.

This little book endeavors to present the subject in

the simplest po8sil)le manner, and certainly does so; in

fact, the book is almost a popular treatise upou the

subject. It is well printed, with good clear type, on

good paper and put into a rather unattractive cloth

binding.

A Plea for a Simpler Life. By George S. Keith,

M.D., F.R.C.P.E. Loudon: Adam and Charles

Black. New York: Macmillan & Co. 1895.

Dr. Keith has long been convinced that the present

system of medical teaching and practice is wrong;

that the means commonly adopted at the present day

for the cure of a large part of the diseases which are

commonly met with in our ordinary practice are pre-

cisely those, which are themselves, when used impro[)

erly, tiie main causes of these same diseases— food

and stimulants — and these assisted by drugs do their

evil work unobserved. He pleads earnestly but pleas-

antly and hhrewdly, as a Scotchman may, in these 150

pages for a simpler life with less food, less stimulants

aud less drugs.

A Manwd of Medical Jurisprudeitce and Toxicology.

By Henhy C. Ciiai'.man, M.D., ProfesKor of Insti-

tutes of Medicine and Medical .lurisprudence in the

Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia, etc.

Second edition, revised. Philadelphia: W. B.

Saunders. 1896.

The fact that a new edition of this manual is re-

quired iu less than four years after the initial appear-

ance of the work is proof that Professor Chapman's

volume has met with cordial favor. Within the limit-

ations fixed by the author in the preparation of the

book, and in fulfilment of a purpose to publish a

manual rather than a complete treatise, this volume of

244 jiages enables the reader to obtain an acceptable

condensed view of the subjects included in legal medi-

cine, aud should also give him a wholesome appetite

for greater knowledge in the same direction. The
book is advertised as one of an " Aid Series of

Manuals," and does not pretend to discharge any

higher function.

Medical Jurisprudence. Forensic Medicine and Tox-

icology. By R. A. WiTTHAUS, A.M., M.D., Pro-

fessor of Chemistry, Physics and Hygiene in the

University of the City of New York ; and Tracy
C. Becker, A.B., LL.B., Professor of Criminal

Law and Medical Jurisprudence iu the University

of Buffalo. Volume III. New Y'"ork : William

Wood & Co. 1896.

The high grade of excellence undertaken when this

work was planned by its creators is again illustrated.

There is no evidence in this, the third volume of the

series, of any decline iu the avowed purpose to make
this publicatiou one of the best of its kind. The field

of medical jurisprudence is a broad one, aud those

who cultivate it welcome the counsel of specialists iu

every department of science which can contribute to

the promotion of justice and of public morals. The
method chosen iu this treatise is therefore justified;

the four volumes will be the composite product of

many minds, working under the general guidance of

accomplished editors.

Professor Woodward of the University of Vermont,

supplies a long chapter on the eye and ear in legal

medicine. Two members of the New York bar,

Messrs. Murray and Edwards, write upou the medico-

legal aspects of life insurance and accident insurance,

giving many citations of adjudicated cases relating to

manilold questions arising iu this form of contract.

The larger part of the volume it devoted to mental

disorders, the medical side of the subject being pre-

sented by Prof. E. D. Fisher and the legal rela-

tions being elaborated by Professor Becker, one of

the etiitors-in-chief ; both these chapters are very full

and omit nothing which one would look for in the

treatment of this great theme. The last section of

the book is a codification of the laws relating to the

care and custody of incompetent persons and their

estates, the commitment aud control of lunatics, and

the statutes in operation iu the various States of this

country relating to those of unsound mind ; this chap-

ter is by Mr. Goodwin Brown, Lunacy Commissioner

for New York.

It does not require any critical analysis of these

various writings to show that the possessor of this

volume will probably find iu it all that he can reasoua-

bly require iu a book of reference concerning the mat-

ters treated.
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COMPARATIVE MEDICINE AND COMPARA-
TIVE PATHOLOGY.

McGiLL Univeksitt, Montreal, confers upon the

graduates of its veterinary departments a degree in

Comparative Medicine and Veterinary Science. The
degree of the same department of Harvard University

is that of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine. It seems

to us that the title of the degree and the treatment of

the subject thereby indicated is better expressed in

the former than in the latter. Our expanding knowl-

edge, fosteriid by recent methods of investigation, of

the community and interdependence of many diseases

in men and animals, emphasizes the importance of a

more careful aud extended study of the diseases of

animals by " doctors iu medicine," and of the diseases

of human beings by doctors of veterinary medicine.

The former is to-day unfit to pursue scientific medicine

or to be trusted with the health of the community or

of individuals without such study, and the latter, if

properly trained, has ceased to be simply a " Vet,"

but must have a wide knowledge of comparative medi-

cine.

In a recent valedictory address' to the graduates of

the Veterinary Department of McGill University, Dr.

Wesley Mills, Professor of Physiology in the Faculty

of Human Medicine and the Faculty of Comparative

Medicine, touches upon this point in the following

pleasant and liberal manner:

" It so happens that just at the present time there are appar-

ently some special grounds for discouragement. The clatter of

horses' feet in the streets of cities has been in no small degree

replaced by the electric motor and the noiseless speeding wheel

of the bicyclist; aud the great horse ranches and breeding

farms have, in many cases, ceased to exist. But the pork bar-

rel is still being filled, and butter, cheese aud milk have not

been banished from our tables. People as yet prize woollen

garments above all others. Boots and shoes continue to be

made from the prepared skins of our domestic animals, and all

require them. The broad pastures of this great coutiuent are

dotted over with tleecy sheep, and the cattle on a thousand hills

have a utilitarian as well as a poetical significance. The hungry
millions of Europe await our supplies of meat and I only wish

that we could put some into every expectant mouth.

' New York Medical Journal, April 18, 1896.

"It is scarcely likely that that animal which has played so

conspicuous a part in domestic service, in the chase, in war, in

romance and on the course will cease to grace the earth and to

delight mankind. I am inclined to believe, however, that the

present subordination of the horse, with the consequent neces-

sary decrease in equine medical practice, is a hlessing in dis-

guise. It has always seemed to me unfortunate, both for man
and beast, that the veterinarian's education and practice were
so largely confined to the horse. In reality, the interests of the

mass of mankind are more closely bound up with the well-being

of other animals. We are all dependent on them for our neces-

saries, even our very food; and it is becoming more and more
apparent with the progress of medicine that the health of man-
kind is in large measure determined by that of our domestic
animals.

"It must therefore follow that the profession of medicine is

greater in its importance to-day than ever before. The tempor-
ary subordination of the horse may prove a blessing in disguise

if the students of comparative medicine are led to devote their

energies to a more thorough investigation of the nature of our
other domestic animals, both in health and in disease. All the

great advances in medicine, those most afifecting the financial

and the domestic interests of mankind, those appealing both to

the pocket and to the heart, have been effected through a study
of the lower animals."

The same view of the importance to the community

at large of the study of animals aud tiieir diseases was

taken by Hon. Charles Francis Adams in an eloquent

address sometime since before the Veterinary School

of Harvard University, and the more enlightened lay-

men are very generally appreciating its force.

There is a most useful professorship of Comparative

Literature in Harvard College to-day ; for many years

we have all been taught to recognize the importance

and value of comparative anatomy, and more lately of

comparative physiology ; why are we not already

paying the same tribute to comparative medicine and

to comparative pathology ? We shall, undoubtedly,

from year to year hear more of such studies. In that

way the future lies, and the sooner we tread therein

the better for the art and science of medicine.

The above was already iu type, when the announce-

ment was made yesterday by a daily contemporary of

the gift to Harvard University of the sum of §100,000

by a wise and thoughtful Boston merchant, himself

the son of a physician, for the endowment of a chair

of Comparative Pathology in the Harvard Medical

School. The holder of this professorship is to be a

member of the Faculty of the Medical School, and is

to devote himself to research as to the conditions

aud causes of disease of both men and animals, and

the means of avoiding and curing disease. He is not

expected to be a practitioner of medicine.

This will be, we believe, the first professorship of

the kind established in connection with a medical

school, and will surely not be the last.

PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS IN THE AGED.

Barie has recently published ' some statistics giving

the mortality from pulmonary tuberculosis during the

decennial 1884-1894 of senile subjects (from sixty

years of age and upward) in ten of tlie great hospitals
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of Paris. From this inquiry it appears that during

this period the deaths from this malady were 2,202—
1,604 being males and 598 females; and as the entire

mortality in these hospitals during that decennial was

92,141, the percentage of mortality from senile tuber-

culosis alone amounted to 2.30.

From a careful study of the clinical records, Barie

finds that, as a rule, the pulmonary tuberculosis of old

people resembles in the main that of early adult and

middle life while differing in certain particulars, one

of the most important of which is the little tendency

to become generalized in the lungs. This fact, he

thinks, is explained " by the almost constant existence

in the aged of emphysema and diffuse pulmonary peri-

arteritis, which reduce considerably the extent of the

capillary system of the lungs and the lumen of the

small vessels of this organ."

Senile tuberculosis is generally chronic ; only ex-

ceptionally is it acute or subacute.

Chronic tuberculosis in the aged may take on six

distinct clinical forms, which are : the bronchial or

catarrhal form ; the latent form, in which the ordinary

signs of the pulmonary affection are wanting till the

end of the disease ; the chronic ulcerous form which

is quite frequent ; the fibro-emphysematous form, or fi-

broid phthisis; the hemoptoic form ; the pleuritic form

In all these varieties of senile tuberculosis, we re

mark as clinical peculiarities, the rarity or little inten

sity of the fever, cough, dyspnea, night-sweats and

thoracic pains, which characterize the disease in

younger patients. The general appearance (facies

and habitus) does not markedly suggest tuberculosis.

Gastro-intestinal troubles are not rare, and generally

manifest themselves by anorexia and diarrhea. Most

authorities consider hemoptysis as exceptional in old

people; Barie has found this symptom sufficiently

common in senile tuberculosis, though not so frequent

as in younger phthisical subjects.

Acute or sub-acute tuberculosis in the aged may

present three principal clinical forms : the latent form,

the galloping consumption of old people, and acute

tuberculosis of pyrexial form. This third form in-

cludes two varieties: granular pneumonic phthisis, and

miliary tuberculosis taking the form of typhoid fever.

The diagnosis of senile tuberculosis is often difficult

by reason of the frequency of latent forms of 'the

affection, and also from the fact that the detection of

Koch's bacillus is more difficult in the sputum of the

aged than in that of adults ; therefore, the negative

result of this investigation does not of itself warrant

the conclusion that the tuberculosis does not exist.

Even in cases where stethoscopic sounds are plainly

marked, senile tuberculosis ma}' be confounded with

the chronic bronchitis of the aged, bronchectasis, em-

physema, dothinenteritis (in granular phthisis of

typhoid-fever form), etc. At the same time, it is often

possible to make a correct diagnosis by taking account

of certain signs, such as the unilateral character of the

pulmonary lesions, the predominance of the physical

signs at the apices, etc.

The prosnosis of tuberculosis in old people is, apart

from the acute forms, less grave than in the younger

adult, seeing that in a great number of cases senile

tuberculosis has a slow and torpid course.

The principal indication of treatment in senile tuber-

culosis is to prevent denutrition and to preserve in

good condition the digestive organs. This can in a

measure be effected by giving arsenic and the phos-

phates or hypophosphites, as also the stimulants of the

appetite, and eupeptics, such as cinchona, gentian, nux

vomica, hydrochloric acid, pepsin, malt preparations,

etc. Cod-liver oil easily provokes digestive troubles,

and seldom suits old people. For the same reason,

creosote can only be given in suppositories.

When the tuberculosis is complicated with emphy-

sema, iodide of potassium or sodium may be prescribed

in small doses to advantage ; with this may be asso-

ciated, according to indications, morphine, lobelia,

ether, belladonna or hyoscyamus.

The salicylate of sodium, according to M. Bari^, is

sometimes very useful in fibroid phthisis. This may

be given in doses of five grains, four times a day, and

the dose may be gradually increased. At a more ad-

vanced period, the salicylate should be replaced by

iodide of sodium or potassium.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Anti-cholera Inoculations in India.— It is re-

ported that Professor Haffkine has arrived in Calcutta.

A plan for guarding against cholera among laborers

intended for the Assam Gardens is being tried at Cal-

cutta, where coolies enlisted for the gardens are being

inoculated by Professor Haffkine's method.

Excursions of American Medical Associa-

tion.— The American Medical Association has made

an arrangement at reduced rates for excursions of

members to Lithia Springs, Ga., May 6th, and to the

health resorts and beautiful scenery of East Tennessee

and Western North Carolina, May 8th, after the meet-

ing.

Words OF Wisdom from the "Medical Rec-

ord."— " The Vermont healer, Bradley Newell, the

blacksmith, has arrived in Boston. Now for a season we
may expect that the hitherto excellent business of the

Hub clairvoyants, faith-curers, and the numerous

body of 'scientific' healers in general will suffer a

reverse. The Hub is admittedly a great city, but how

its citizens do love the occult!
"

Semi-Centennial of the American Medical
Association. — At a meeting of the Philadelphia

County Medical Society held April 15th, a commit-

tee, consisting of Drs. John B. Roberts, James C.

Wilson, and William M. Welch, was appointed to

urge the members of the American Medical Associa-

tion to favor the holding of a semi-centennial cele-

bration of its organization. The Society also in-

structed its delegates to invite the Association to hold

the meeting of 1897, which will be the semi-centen-
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nial, in the city of Philadelphia. This proposition

seems to be an excellent one.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

AcDTE Infectiods Diseases in Boston.— Dur-

ing the week ending at noon, April 8, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease

:

diphtheria 66, scarlet fever 25, measles 76, typhoid

fever 9. For the week ending April 15th, the follow-

ing were reported: diphtheria 64, scarlet fever 31,

measles 81, typhoid fever 3. For the week ending

April 22d, there were reported these cases : diphthe-

ria 81, scarlet fever 32, measles 63, typhoid fever 4.

Three Centenarians.— Mrs. Nancy A. Washing-

ton, an inmate of the Home for Aged Colored Women,
Boston, recently celebrated her one hundred and

first birthday. She is said to be in excellent health.

Mrs. Charity Green, another inmate of the same in-

stitution, has reached the age of one hundred and

four. Mrs. Rowena Shelbey, of Keene, N. H., re-

cently celebrated her one hundredth birthday. We
are waiting to hear from the male centenarians, whose
birthdays perhaps do not come at this time of year.

At any rate they are not at present in evidence.

The Middlesex South District Medical
Societt.— The annual meeting and dinner of the

Middlesex South District Medical Society was held

in the Unitarian Building at Watertown, on April

15th. Dr. H. E. Marion of Brighton presided. A
paper on " Insanity " was read by Dr. Cowles of the

McLean Asylum. The following-named officers

were elected : President, G. C. Pierce, Ashland

;

Vice-President, E. H. Stevens, Cambridge ; Secre-

tary, Albert August, Cambridge.

NEW YORK.

Death op Dr. Mapes.— Dr. James Jay Mapes, a

young physician of the highest promise, died on

April 10th at Dr. Trudeau's Sanitarium at Saranac,

of pulmonary disease. He was a graduate of Colum-

bia College and of the College of Physicians and

Surgeons, and after receiving the degree of M. D.,

pursued an extended course of study in Europe. On
returning to New York he became a member of the

House Staff of the Nursery and Child's Hospital, and

he retained that position until a few months ago,

when the breaking down of his health compelled him
to seek relief in the Adirondacks.

Death of Dr. Dalt.— Dr. John Joseph Daly

died at his home in Rahway, N. J., on April 14th.

He was born in Rahway in 1852, and was graduated

from the Medical Department of the University of the

City of New York in 1873. From the first he prac-

tised his profession in his native city, and he soon at-

tained unusual success. He also took an active inter

est in public affairs and was four times elected Mayor
of Rahway. His death occurred on the anniversary

of his last election, the year previous. In addition,

he was City Physician of Rahway for several years.

To Improve the Water-Supply.— A resolution,

introduced by Dr. Bush, which provides for the ap-

yointment of a committee to investigate the water-

supply of the cities and towns of the State, has been

favorably reported in the Senate at Albany. In the

resolution, supplies from rivers and small lakes are

condemned as dangerous to health, and the opinion is

expressed that the supply must eventually come from

the chain of great lakes. The sum of $7,500 is ap-

propriated for the researches of the committee, which

is empowered to employ the services of a chemist and
an engineer.

Ambulance Surgeons Must Take Cases. —
The Assembly Judiciary Committee has favorably re-

ported a bill making it a misdemeanor for an ambu-

lance surgeon to refuse to take a person for whom a

call may be made to the hospital from which the am-
bulance came. This is intended to stop the practice

of ambulance surgeons of refusing to take persons

whose cases they hastily diagnose as alcoholism, as

a number of instances have occurred in which such

persons have really been suffering from serious

disease or injury.

The First Annual Dinner of a New So-

ciety.— The first annual dinner of the new Ameri-

can Laryngological, Rhinological and Otological So-

ciety occurred at the Hotel Savoy on the evening of

April 18th. Among the invited guests were repre-

sentatives of a number of other societies, including

the Presidents of the New York Academy of Medi-

cine, the County Medical Society and the County
Medical Association.

Sunstroke out of Season.— On April 16th

were reported the first two deaths of the season from

sunstroke. During the week quite a large number of

persons were prostrated by the heat. During the

week ending April 11th the number of deaths from

pneumonia amounted to 200, an unprecedented figure

except at times when influenza has been widely epi-

demic. The mortality from it was nearly double that

from consumption and was equal to more than one-

fifth the entire number of deaths in the city from all

causes. In the week ending April 18th, notwith-

standing the unusually hot weather that prevailed,

there was only a slight decrease in this mortality, the

number of deaths reported from it being 181.

^tiSiceUanp.

RESOLUTIONS ON THE DEATH OF DR. ED-
WARD WIGGLESWORTH.

Adopted by the Visiting Staff of the Boston
City Hospital, April 7, 1896.

The Visiting Staff of the Boston City Hospital desires

to express by these resolutions its sense of the loss that the
hospital has sustained in the death of Dr. Edward Wiggles-
worth, for many years the head of its department for dis-

eases of the skin.

lie served the hospital with unusual devotion ; and in

his work showed kindness not only to his jjatients, but also
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to members of his own profession. He was generous, pub-

lic spirited and deeply interested in medical progress. His
independence and enthusiasm, always marked traits of his

character, led him at an early ])eriod of his professional

career, to make experiments upon himself which were of

influence in advancing the stmiy of his own specialty.

It was voted that these resolutions be entered upon the

records, and that copies be sent to his family and to the

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

A true copy

:

Edward J. Forster,
Secretary of the Visiting Staff' of the Boston City Hospital.

THE STRENGTH OF VARIOUS DIPHTHERIA
ANTITOXINS.

Undkk authority of the Statutes relating to food

and drug inspection, the State Board of Health has

examined such samples of diphtheria antitoxin as are

offered for sale in IM.issacbusetts, with the following

results

:

Serum No. 2, Bkiiking. Bottle containing ten cubic

centimetres of serum of an advertised strength of 1,000

units.

The test showed that the serum was up to the standard.

Serum of Parkk, Davis & Co. Bottle guaranletd to

contam ten cubic centimetres of a total strength of 1,000

units.

The test showed that the serum was up to the standard.

Serum No. 2 of Mulford & Co. The label states that

the bottle contains ten cubic centimetres of a total strength

of 1,000 units.

The test confirmed the statement, and showed the serum
to be up to the guaranteed strength.

Serum of the Pasteur Institute of Paris, France
(Roux). The circular states that the serum is at least 1

to 50,000 in strength. As this is considered equivalent to

Behring's serum No. 1, the test was carried out with this

strength in view. It was, however, found to be weaker
than this. A second test showed that the ten cubic centi-

metres of serum contained a total of 500 antitoxic units in-

stead of 600 units.

GiBiKu's Diphtheria Antitoxin, New York. The label

states that the bottle contains 25 cubic centimetres of a

total strength of 2,500 units. The test showed that the

serum was far below this in strength. In a second test it

was determined that the bottle contained from 625 to 750

units instead of 2,500, as advertised. The strength of this

serum is thus a trille below one-half of that of Behring's

serum No. 1 ; ten cubic centimetres of Behring's serum No.
1 contain 600 units.

We understand that the samples vpere obtained di-

rectly from the producers or their agents.

CONNECTICUT PHYSICIANS AND THE REG-
ISTRATION LAWS.

Dr. C. A. LiNDSLEY, Secretary of their State Board
of Health, calls the attention of Connecticut physicians

to their delinquencies with regard to the registration

of births in the followiiis; a|>peal, published in the

Bulletin of the Slate Board of Health

:

The habitual neglect of obeying the registration laws in

regard to the reporting of births, by so many physicians,

has driven the authorities to take peremptory action.

Mr. Hoadley, the County Health Oflicer of New Haven
County, gave a list of delinquents last month to the

prosecuting attorney. The latter, in a spirit of leniency

which he says will not continue, refrained from prosecut-

ing the law-breaking doctors, but wrote them each a warn-

ing that future comjjlaints would be vigorously investigated

and liabilities enforced.

The County Health Officer of Fairfield County, Mr.
Geo. E. Hill, caused the arrest of a |)rominent jiractitioner

in Stamford, last month. In his case, too, the court sus-

pended judgment with an intimation that his future con-

duct would determine further proceedings.

At a meeting of the County Healtli Officers held in

Hartford on Saturday the 4th of April, it was voted, that

in future an examination of all the certificates of births,

marriages and deaths would be made, and whenever a vio-

lation of the law was found, the name of the offending

party would be given to the prosecuting attorney of the

town in which the offence is committed. The certificates

themselves are evidence, as the Registrar is required to en-

dorse on them the date of their return.

In the hope of promoting more successfully the above in-

tention, a circular letter has been prepared and sent to the

physicians, setting forth the objects of the registration

laws and their weighty importance to the public interest.

Among other things, this circular says :
" The main pur-

pose of the registration of vital statistics is to furnish to

the public a reliable means of tracing relationship, upon
which depends matters of inheritance, descent of property,

pension rights, etc., and to furnish such records as will be
reliable and full, years hence, when collateral sources of

information have disappeared." The circular dwells upon
the importance of exactness in the statement of particulars.

" Alany inaccuracies and abbreviations appear in the cer-

tificates, which at first seem to be of little importance, yet

when the purpose of the record is considered, it is seen

that the certificate is vitiated for the purpose for which it

is designed."

In all civilized countries the importance of registration

of vital statistics is recognized. But the value obviously

depends upon its completeness and accuracy. Public opin-

ion will sustain the action of the County Officers in requir-

ing an observance of these laws.

A SERIOUS AND INSTRUCTIVE SMALI^POX
OUTBREAK AT GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND.^

After a persistent neglect to perform their statu-

tory duty under the Vaccination Acts, the guardians

of the Gloucester Union now find themselves respon-

sible for one of the most appaJling outbreaks of small-

pox which has for a long series of years visited any

provincial town in England.

During the last seven weeks the notifications of

fresh cases of small-pox in the cathedral city of

Gloucester, dating from the week ending February

15th to Saturday last, March 28th, are as follows,

which will show the enormous strides the disease has

made : First week, 9 ; second week, 61 ; third week,

50; fourth week, 79; fifth week, 130; sixth week,

155; seventh week, 154. Since then the telegraphic

statements of the Local Government Board show
there is a still further rapid increase of the spread of

the disease, and it is still spreading. Up to this date

there have been 118 deaths, which will show the ter-

rible nature of the disease, and this is not all, be-

cause it is so virulent that it has attacked maujr in the

eyes, leaving the young, particularly, blind for life.

The hospital wards are tremendously crowded, and

the pain and suffering must be intense, not to mention

the maiming of looks and eyesight that must follow

those who survive.

It is mainly unfortunate young children who are

the victims of the deplorable attitude which has been

adopted by the guardians. That this action— non-

compliance with the laws of vaccination— was based

' From the [,ocal flove

4, 18U6, as givcu lu tlie Ti

iient Board Chronicle of Kiiglaud, April
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on ignorance and perversity, and not conviction, be-

comes clear from the fact that getting frightened at

the disaster their default had brought about, they is-

sued notices to the public, for the first time in some
ten or more years, urging the people to be vaccinated

and revaccinated ; and, getting still more alarmed,

about a week since they actually decided to attempt

to undo the mischief of past years, and passed a reso-

lution deciding to enforce the compulsory clauses of

the Vaccination Acts. It is officially stated that the

Local Government Board, in view of the altered atti-

tude of the guardians, has sent a medical inspector to

Gloucester to aid, so far as is now practicable, in or-

ganizing a system of public vaccination, and it is

strongly held in official minds that in vaccination and
revaccitiation lies the only hope for the escape of the

city from further spread of the disease. Dr. Parsons,

one of the assistant medical officers of the Local

Government Board, is the officer selected for this ar-

duous and humane and also dangerous duty, and he is

already at Gloucester assisting the local authorities

in every way in his power. The Local Government
Board has also issued notices to the guardians of

unions within a radius of thirty miles of Gloucester
calling attention to the action they should take in

preventing the danger of the importation of the

disease from Gloucester.

It may be stated that the town council of Glouces-

ter from the fjrst did their utmost by isolating the

sick in hospital, by disinfecting houses, burning
clothes and bedding, and placing relatives of sick in

practical quarantine, to stay the outbreak. Finding
the outbreak gaining, they built extra hospitals, and
have now hospitals for 120 patients, but the disease

continued to spread with such virulence that it was
quite beyond their power to cope with it. The char-

acter of the disease may be judged from the fact that

out of 90 deaths that have occurred in hospital up to

March 27th, 74 are among unvaccinated persons.

DOCTORS BEGINNING TO MAKE THEIR
INFLUENCE FELT.

Time was when a physician practised physic and

was known by his good works of a professional nature.

To judge by what one reads in the daily press, this

good old custom is fast giving way to habits of gaining

renown by exploits wholly foreign to medicine. In

the same week we read that " Doctor " A takes many
of the Boston horse-show prizes, and "Doctor" B
allows himself to be worsted by a Boston prize-fighter,

while "Doctor" C superintends a private scrap in his

down-town bar-room, known as "The Doctor," which
results in the death of one of the contestants. Then
comes along "Doc" McLean with his thoroughbred
" Berclair," and wins the Derby. But best of all is

the story of the burglar who tried to rob a physician

in East Eighty-Fourth Street. Most assuredly the

profession has advanced. Formerly it was the lawyer,

the plumber, or the ice-man who was complimented in

this way by the burgling fraternity. The doctor had
iu bis office a safe,— another sure sign of progress,

but a habit to be deprecated as tending to attract out-

side physicians to the metropolis. However, the safe

was there and the doctor found a man working at the

lock. The latter explained his presence by a plea ol

feeling unwell and desiring medical advice. The

doctor percussed his chest, and it is acknowledged by
the thief, now in custody, that the percussor was
applied more vigorously than he thought the urgency

of his case required. The doctor then wrote a pre-

scription and charged a fee of five dollars, spot cash,

which he immediately placed within the safe (just as

an angler puts a fish bait upon his hook), reset the

combination, and retired to watch for further prey.

With gossips busy telling how a doctor of one va-

riety has just stolen a sermon in New York, and how
a doctor of another kind has embezzled from an order

of United Friends in Poughkeepsie, it is refreshing to

read that one of our own ilk has held up a bold, bad

burglar and given him a dose of his own medicine.

—

Medical Record.

Corrtj^ponlience.

SHOULD THE STATE TREAT TUBERCULOSIS?

Geoveland, Mass.. April 19, 1896.

Mb. Editor : — In the Boston Medical and Surgical
Journal of this week (April KJth, p. 402), you ask "why
the United States should undertake the treatment of tuber-

culosis in human beings." I know nothing of the Invalid

Aid Society or their plan for a national sanitarium. My
action in this matter antedates that of Dr. Gallinger's.

General Cogswell introduced a bill for me providing a na-

tional sanitarium for consumptives in 1891.

In answer to your question why the United States should
undertake the treatment of tuberculosis, I might reply by
asking another, Why should the government undertake the

treatment of cholera, smallpo.x, yellow fever, etc., diseases

by no means as deadly as tuberculosis? Why should the
government establish a sanitarium at Hot Springs, Ark.,
for military men ? Or why should the government inaugu-
rate any humane or hygienic undertaking ?

You are probably aware that many military posts have
been abandoned. These are in locations where I have
witnessed the recovery of consumptive patients. They
could be utilized to mitigate the suffering of tuberculous
patients, to prolong their lives and in many instances to ef-

fect a cure.

The great good work accomplished during the past
twenty years by the National Consumptives Hospital at

St. Laurence, Isle of Wight, England, is generally- known.
Why is it that the general government has not a consti-

tutional right to establish such a sanitarium in our Western
health section ? Verv truly yours,

W. t. Parker. M.D.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD,
For the week ending April 11th, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, ofthe United
States Signal Corps:—
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RECORD OF MORTAUTY
For the Wbek ending Satdrdat, April 11, 18y6
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Deaths reported 3,549: under five years of age 1,199; prin-

cipal infectious diseases (small-poz, measles, diphtheria and
croup, diarrheal diseases, whooping-cough, erysipelas and fe-

vers) 3<jt), acute lung diseases 747, consumption 396, diphtheria
and croup 123, diarrheal diseases 80, measles 60, typhoid fever

33, whooping-cough 22, scarlet fever 19, cerebro-spiBal menin-
gitis 15, erysipelas 14.

From typhoid fever Philadelphia 14, Chicago 9, Baltimore 3,

Boston and Nashville 2 each, Somerville, Springfield and Salem
1 each. From whooping-cough .New York 12, Chicago 4, Brook-
lyn 2, Cleveland, Nashville, Kail Kiver and Waltham 1 each.

From scarlet fever New York 7, Brooklyn 5, Boston 2, Chicago,
Philadelphia, \Vashingtou, Fall River and New Bedford 1 each.
From cerebro-spinal meningitis New York 5, Washington 3,

Baltimore, Worcester, Kail Kiver, Lynn and Somerville 1 each.

From erysipelas New York li, ciiicago and Baltimore 2 each,

Brooklyn, Cleveland, Lowell and Springfield 1 each.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales with
an estimated population of 10,860,971, for the week ending
April 4th, the death-rate was 18.3. Deaths reported, 3,814;

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (Loudon) 270, measles
247, whooping-cough 183, diphtheria 68, scarlet fever 48, diar-

rhea 39, fever 30.

The death-rates ranged from 11.7 in Portsmouth to 26.7 in

Birkenhead: Birmingham 18.1, Bradford 21.4, Bristol 18.5,

Cardiff l.i.l, Gateshead 15.4. Hull 18.4, Leeds 20.5, Leicester

16.0, Liverp<jol 22.0, London 17.9, Manchester 22.1, Newcastle-on-
Tyne 16.5, Nottingham Hi. I, Sheffield 16.7, Sunderland 18.2.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES OF STATIONS AND DUTIES
OF MEDICAL OFFICERS OF THE UNITED STATES
MARINE-HOSPITAL SERVICE FOR THE FIFIEEN
DAYS ENDING APRIL 15, 1896.

KiNYouN, J. !., passed assistant surgeon. To proceed from
Washington, D. C, to Wilmington, Del., for special temporary
duty. April 8, 189(i.

Wf.rtenbaker, C. p., passed assistant surgeon. To proceed
from Delaware Breakwater Quarantine to Wilmington, Del.,

(or special temporary duty. April 8, 1896.

Mydkqokk, J. A., assistant surgeon. Granted leave of ab-

sence for two days. April 13, 1896.

Stewart, W. J. S., assistitut surgeon. Granted leave of ab-
sence for six days. April 6, 1891).

NoiiMAN, Skaton, assistant surgeon. Granted leave of ab-
sence for fifteen days. April 14, 18iH).

Tabb, S. R., assistant surgeon. To proceed from Richmond,
Va., to Chicago, 111., for duty. April 14, 1896.

MATTHK^v^oN, H. S., assistant surgeon. To proceed from
New York, N. Y., to Boston, Mass., for temporary duty. April
6, 1896.

appointments.

Sherrard K. Tabb, of Virginia, and Henry S. Mathew-
SON, of Connecticut, commissioned by the Presideut as assistant
surgeons, April 1, 1896.

SOCIETY NOTICES.

Suffolk District Medical Society.— The Annual Meet-
ing of the Society will be held at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Walker Building (corner of Boylston and Claren-
don Streets), Room 22, Saturday, April 25th, at 7.45 P M.

1. " Observations on Malaria." Francis H. Williams, M.D.
2. " Demonstration of X-Rays." Francis H. Williams, M.D.

This will be given by means of photographs and lantern slides,

and by showing apparatus in actual operation.

Business: Reports of Librarian and Treasurer, Election of
Officers.

Lunch will be served after the meeting, at Hotel Brunswick.
H. L. Smith, M.D., Secrttary

.

New England Conference of Educational Workers.
- The regular Spring Meeting of the Conference will be held in

the hall of the English High School, Boston, on Saturday, April
'25, 1896, at 10 o'clock, a.m. Subject: " School Hygiene."

" The Public Schools and the Public Health." Dr. H. P.

Walcott, Chairman Massachusetts Board of Health.
"The Medical Supervision of City Schools." Dr. S. H. Dur-

gin. Chairman Boston Board of Health.
"School Text-Books in Hygiene." Dr. G. W. Fitz, Instruc-

tor in Physiology and Hygiene, Harvard University.

His Honor Josiah Quiucy, Mayor of Boston, will open the dis-

cussion of the foregoing papers. The discussion will be cou-
tiuued by Pres. G. Stanley Hall, of Clark University and S. Ed-
ward M. Hartwell, of Boston.

John O. Norris, Secretary.

National Confederation of State Medical Examining
and Licensing Boards.— The sixth annual meeting of this

Organization will be held in Room No. 1, Hotel Aragon, Atlanta,
Ga. (which offers reduced rates), Monday, May 4, 1896, at 10

o'clock A. M.
The objects of the Confederation, though purely of an advis-

ory nature, are to discuss questions that pertain to State
Licensure in Medicine, with a view to a comparison and im-
provement of methods, a collection and dissemination of in-

formation on the subject, and to consider any and all proposi-
tions that have for their purpose the adv.nncement of the stand-
ard of medical education in the United States.

'I'he officers of the confederation, therefore, beg to extend a
cordial invitation to members of State examining boards aud
all ex-members of State boards and especially to every physician
and educator who is friendly to the objects sought, to attend
the meeting and participate iu the proceedings.

Wm. \V. Potter, M.D., President.
B. M. Griffith, M.D., tiecrelary, Springfield, 111.

American Lartngological Association.— The eighteenth
annual Congress of this Association will be held at the Monon-
gahela House, Pittsburgh, Pa., May 14, 15 and 16, 1896.

The profession is cordially invited to attend.

The President of the Association is Dr. Wm. H. Daly, of

Pittsburgh, Pa., and the Secretary Dr. Henry L. Swain, 232 York
Street, New Haven, Conn.

RECENT DEATHS.

Dr. a. L. Williams, of Brookfield, Conn., who was said to

be the oldest practising physician in that State, was killed re-

cently near the Brookfield Iron Works by a railway train. He
had practised in Brookfield for sixty years and was eighty-eight

years old. He was a member of the Connecticut Medical Society

and registrar of vital statistics.

Dk. Moses W. Russell, of Concord, N. H., died April 17th,

aged fifty-nine years. He graduated from Dartmouth Medical
College in 1863, practised in Sutton, his native town, three

years, and then removed to Concord, where he had since prac-

tised. He was a member of the Centre District Medical Society

and the New Hampshire Medical Society, having been secretary

of the latter in 1879 and 1880 and president iu 1892.

RESIGNATION.

Dr. W. N. Bullari) has resigned the position of visiting phy-
sician to the Carney Hospital.
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<l^nginal %xtu\t$.

NOTES OF CASES OF CRIMINAL ABORTION.'
BY F. W. DRAPER, M.D.,

Medico-Legal Pathologist.

Case I. Margaret O., uineteen, single, died Octo-

ber 6th, after an illness of eleven days. It appeared
by the statements of the girl just before her death and
from facts otherwise obtained, that having missed two
catamenial periods, and believing herself pregnant, she

induced her lover to go with her to a " magnetic " ad-

venturer in a neighboring city, and to arrange for the

induction of a miscarriage. These preliminaries hav-

ing been adjusted, and a money consideration of fifteen

dollars having been promised by the man, the girl

went, by appointment, September 26th, and received

her first "treatment." This operation consisted of

the passage of " a current" through the womb, a tube

like a rectal bougie being passed into the vagina, to

cover and carry one pole, while the other pole was a

wet sponge placed over the abdomen. After the ap-

plication of the electricity had been made, the girl re-

ceived an enema, and was given a pint of spearmint
tea to drink. The electrical operation gave her much
pain. A portion of the contract money was paid, and,

after an injunction to the girl to keep silent as to the

operation, she was dismissed. She returned to her
home and began to flow the following night ; this con-

tinued during the next forty-eight hours, but nothing

recognized as a fetus came away. She went out on
the fourth day after the operation ; on the fifth day
more pain and flowing kept her at home, but on the

sixth day she went to her employer's store, and ou
the seventh day she attended church. On this seventh

day she had chills, but she kept about and did not sur-

render to her increasing illness until the ninth dav,

when she went to bed, with much abdominal pain and
recurrent chills. Next day she was seen for the first

time by a physician, who found fully developed peri-

tonitis, with a temperature of 10.5°, vomiting, tympan-
ites without great paiu or tenderness, constipation.

She sank steadily, and died in the evening of the elev-

enth day after the operation.

Autopsy.— The body had been kept in ice, but
there was no rigidity sixteen hours after death. The
breasts were weli-developed, without any pigmentation
of the areolae or enlargement of the areolar tubercles.

A little thin, milky fluid appeared on the nipples when
they were pressed. The abdomen was tympanitic.

The external genitals were rather swollen. A little

dark, thin, fetid matter exuded from the vagina. The
ostium vagina was not dilated. There were some
superficial abrasions at the inferior end of the right

labium minus and on the fourchette. The remains of

the hymen were distinct.

The heart and lungs were normal.

There was general, acute, purulent peritonitis. In
the pockets made by the agglutinations of opposing
intestinal folds and adjacent visceral surfaces, thin,

very fetid pus had collected, to the amount of nearly a

quart. The blood-vessels of the peritoneum were
everywhere injected, but the intensity of the inflam-

mation appeared greatest in the pelvis.

The spleen, liver and kidneys were normal.
The stomach contained four fluid-ounces of dark,

' This paper will appear iu the Boston City Hospital Keports,
Seventh Series.

grumous matter, of fluid consistency. The gastric and
intestinal mucous membrane was of healthy aspect.

The pelvic organs were much agglutinated through-
out their peritoneal surface. The vagina showed a
discolored surface without any local sign of violence.

The OS uteri admitted the 'tip of the little finger

;

around this orifice were limited ecchymoses, and at

the right angle was a small abrasion. The womb was
perceptibly, though moderately, enlarged ; its cavity
was three inches deep, measured from the external os.

The canal of the cervix was reddened. At the inter-

nal OS were two excavated ulcerations, one anterior,

the other posterior in situation ; they were nearly alike

in size, five-sixteenths of an inch in diameter, and one-
eighth of an inch deep ; their edges were ragged and
irregular, with an outline nearly circular; the color of
the base and edges was nearly black. A section of

these ulcerations (which probably represented eschars
resulting from the primary electrical operation) showed
that they rested on a reddened tissue of uterine muscle
one-sixteenth of an inch in depth.

The placental site was found as a raised and red-
dened area on the anterior wall of the uterine cavity,

about one inch in diameter. The mucous membrane
of the cavity was covered with gray, creamy pus. The
uterine wall was from half an inch to one inch in

thickness ; section showed the sinuses well-developed.

There was double purulent salpingitis.

The right ovary displayed, on section, a typical

corpus luteum of the size of a large pea.

The bladder was of healthy appearance.
The meningeal blood-vessels were injected. The

brain was normal.

Case II. Abby H. J., thirty, married four years,
and the mother of a living child three years old, found
herself again pregnant. Her first labor was not espe-
cially difficult, but it was reported that the attending
physician had warned her that she ought not to bear
any more children because she had a lateral curvature
of the spine in the lower dorsal and upper lumbar re-

gions. When she was a little more than five months
advanced in the present pregnancy, she visited the
office of Mrs. X., the successor iu business of a notori-

ous abortionist at that time in the hands of the law.
Mrs. J. was under the escort of her husband at this

visit, but she prudently left him on the sidewalk while
she interviewed Mrs. X., and made an appointment for

another call. A week later she went again to the

office of Mrs. X., this time being accompanied by her
sister. Except her pregnancy she was in perfect
health. Mrs. X. took Abby into an inner room, leav-

ing the sister in a waiting-room. In a few minutes,
hearing some confusion in the adjoining room, the sis-

ter invaded its privacy and saw Abby flat on her back
on the floor ; there was no sign of life except a little

gurgling noise in the throat. Ou the carpet by the
patient's feet was a " silver thing, about five inches

long, and of the size of a pencil." The sister, alarmed,
went hastily to find and fetch the husband. On their

return the doors were locked ; but Mrs. X. soon ap-
peared with a doctor whom she had called from his

office nearly a mile away. The husband and sister

were informed that Mrs. J. was dead ; and when the
husband asked how it happened, the reply was that
Mrs. J. " sat down on a chamber vessel to make her
water, aud she suddenly went over on the floor."

There was some talk about heart-disease aud about
the removal and burial of the body. But the husband
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and sister, on visitiug an undertaker, received wise

counsel, and on bis suggestion informed the police,

who promptly took action.

The body was found lying on its back, with the

clothing loosened and tjie corsets off. There was
some froth at the nostrils. The genitals were found

uncovered, and the feet were separated to the extent

of eight inches. In the room where the body lay was

a variety of gynecological instruments, dressings and

drugs.

Autopsy.— The body was examined eighteen and a

half hours after the death, having been kept in a cold

room during the last twelve hours of that period.

Rigor mortis was fully developed.

The tip of the tongue was engaged between the

teeth.

The breasts were flat ; the areolae were pigmented ;

there was colostrum in the nipples.

The abdomen was prominent, and within its flaccid

walls a large, soft, globular mass could be felt just

above the pubes.

The external genitals showed no sign of injury.

The vaginal orifice admitted three fingers. There was
no vaginal discharge.

When the usual incision was made over the sternum,

the divided blood-vessels gave vent to some dark, fluid

blood, without bubbles.

In the pericardium there was half a fluid-ounce of

clear, thin serum.

The heart was of normal size. The right auricle

and right ventricle were distended. The left ventricle

was firmly contracted. The wall of the right cavities

was very elastic and yielding : no crepitation was felt

under pressure. When a slight puncture, half an inch

long, was made in the anterior wall of the right ven-

tricle, there was a puff of air, without any odor ; then

some dark, fluid blood followed ; and then some bloody

bubbles, coarse and tine, welled out in large amount.
The desirability of opening the heart under water was
considered, but the advanced position of the organ, as

the result of the spinal deformity, rendered this im-

practicable. The left ventricle was empty. The
valves in both sides of the heart were normal in all

respects.

The lungs showed some hypostatic reddening, but

the general aspect was normal, and the anterior and
upper parts were pale.

In the pulmonary arteries, in both lungs, were many
bloody bubbles, even the smallest branches containing

them.

The spleen, pancreas, esophagus, stomach and in-

testines were of normal appearance.

The liver and kidneys were somewhat injected

;

there was no appearance of bubbles in their blood-

vessels.

The mesenteric vessels were injected, and some of

them showed bloody bubbles through their walls.

The inferior vena cava and its branches displayed

many air-bubbles, the vessels being inflated and show-

ing alternating collections of bubbles and blood.

The aorta was empty.
The pelvic organs were carefully examined before

their removal. The womb appeared as a globular

tumor, of the size of a foot-ball ; it extended nearly

to the level of the navel. It measured eight and a

half inches from os to fundus (externally) and six and
a half inches in width. Its sinuses were prominent,

standing out from the surface as elastic, cord-like

canals, through whose walls columns of air were plainly

visible, and were displayed, to and fro, under light

pressure. The color of the surface was pearly-white

anteriorly, red laterally and posteriorly. Through
the uterine walls, fetal limbs and outlines could be

easily felt. The pelvic veins at each side of the womb
contained air-bubbles.

The vagina was pale, and was free from all signs of

traumatism.

The OS uteri admitted the tip of the little finger. A
small plug of yellowish, viscid mucus depended from
the orifice. Around the external os, the mucous sur-

face was abraded to a width of three-eighths of an

inch, and showed some blood-stained bruising.

The bladder and urethra were normal. An incision

carried along the anterior wall of the womb, from the

external os to the fundus, exposing the following ap-

pearances : The canal of the cervix was reddened and
bruised in its upper half ; below this it was of natural

aspect. The cavity of the womb contained a fetus in

its unbroken amniotic sac. This was easily turned

aside ; on its posterior surface was an area two inches

wide, which was blood-stained, and represented separa-

tion during life. A thin clot of blood lay between the

membranes and the uterine wall ; this clot was small,

not above half a teaspoonful in amount. In the uter-

ine wall itself, at this point, were four lesions : a rent,

one inch long, was found just above the internal os,

transverse in direction; immediately above this was
another transverse tear, half an inch long, with the

bridge of decidual tissue between the two rents raised

and separated from the underlying parts ; a quarter of

an inch higher was a round abrasion of the size of a

large pea ; and, finally, an inch and a half higher, was
a separation of the lower edge of the placenta, the

laceration here being an inch and a half long and a

quarter of an inch wide. The placenta was four inches

in diameter, and occupied the middle uterine zone, pos-

teriorly.

The uterine sinuses were fully developed in the

muscular wall, some of them being larger than a goose

quill. Air blown into one of them was observed to

issue from the placental laceration above described.

The left ovary was of normal size and appearance

;

the right ovary contained a fully-developed corpus

luteutn of the size of a filbert ; its centre was a de-

colorized pearl-white clot; its convoluted wall was
one-sixteenth of an inch thick. The tubes were nor-

mal.

The amniotic sac held a male fetus, normally formed,

eight inches long and weighing eight ounces.

The brim of the pelvis measured in its conjugate di-

ameter four and a quarter inches, and in its transverse

diameter, four inches ; at the outlet, the antero-pos-

terior diameter was four and three-quarters inches.

Though slightly twisted from its normal planes, it did

not present any obstacle to normal delivery at term.

The scalp, skull, meninges and brain showed nothing

abnormal.

Case III. Eliza M., nineteen, single, pregnant

between three and four months, submitted herself to

an operation, to induce a miscarriage, in the afternoon

of December 1st, or the following morning. She re-

mained at the house where the operation was per-

formed. She flowed December 2d and 3d. She com-
plained of lameness, pain in the head and fever on the

3d. On the 4th she was delirious. On the 5th a phy-

sician was called, who found the patient so dull and

i
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" thick of speech " that he was unable to obtain any
satisfactory statement from her. Her temperature

was 102°; her pulse was 140. When he moved her

limbs, or touched them for examination, she cringed

with pain ; but she would not, or could not, answer

the simplest questions. Her knees were swollen.

There was no vaginal discharge and no suggestive

fetor. A digital examination was made ; the os uteri

admitted his finger. This condition aroused his sus-

picions, but he was unable to find any satisfactory evi-

dence to corroborate them. Another physician was

called in consultation, who, while sharing his suspic-

ions, agreed with him in the diagnosis of "rheumatism
with typhoid symptoms."
The stupor deepened into coma, and the girl died at

9.20 p. M., December 7th.

Autopsy, seventeen hours post-mortem : The body

was well nourished. There was no cadaveric rigidity.

The skin was pale. There was no sign of injury about

the vulva. The ostium vaginae admitted two fingers.

There was some excoriations of the nates and of the

skin over the sacrum.

The heart was of normal size. On the anterior

surface of the left ventricle, near the apex, was an area

slightly raised, of a bright-red color, of irregular out-

line, which a dime would cover ; it was superficial and
did not involve the muscular tissue. The right auricle

and ventricle were well-filled with partly-decolorized

clot. The mitral valve admitted three fingers. At its

right edge, the free border was reddened, slightly

swollen and superficially ulcerated. Attached to this

reddened border was a narrow, ribbon-like clot, whose
free end trailed into the middle of the left ventricle,

with firm adhesions here and there in the chordas ten-

ding. The aortic and pulmonary valves were normal.

There were two punctate ecchymosis in the peri-

cardium.

The veins on the surface of the heart were injected.

The lungs were normal.

The spleen was enlarged to twice its normal size ;

it was softened almost to difHuence. In its substance

were three infarctions, one occupying nearly one-third

of the volume of the organs, the others being much
smaller; they were all of a dull pale yellow, rather

firm and homogenous, showing an irregular but distinct

limiting periphery.

The stomach, pancreas and intestines were normal.

The liver showed no change except some limited

areas of anemia beneath the capsule.

The kidneys were moderately swollen and softened.

The cortex was pale, the medulla red. In the latter

were numerous minute white foci, and in the right

kidney was a large infarction, involving fully one-

quarter of the organ, showing its base at the surface,

beneath the capsule, and extending nearly to the pelvis

of the organ, its limiting wall being marked by an ir-

regularly defined reddish line, having the general

shape of a wedge or cone with the apex at the deepest

part.

There was no sign of inflammation or other altera-

tion of the peritoneum.

The vagina was free from trauma.

The bladder was empty and of healthy aspect.

The womb measured three and three-fourths inclies

long and three and one-half inches wide. There was
no sign of wounding. The os uteri admitted a finger ;

its edges were everted, red, bruised, but not greatly

swollen. The cavity was empty. The mucous mem-

brane of the endometrium was covered with foul-

smelling, thick fluid, reddish gray and easily washed

away. The placental site was on the posterior wall, a

raised and roughened area an inch and a half in

diameter.

The Fallopian tubes were reddened externally, and

their canal contained mucus, with some creamy pus

toward their free ends.

The left ovary contained a corpus luteum of the size

of a filbert ; its wall was thick and its central cavity

small.

The scalp and skull were normal. The blood-vea-

sels of the meninges, both dura and pia, were fully

iujected, and the surface of the brain under the dura

had a distinctly reddened aspect ; on the surface of the

left hemisphere, just behind the upper third of the fis-

sure of Rolandw, was a group of small red elevations

with white points at their apices. Section of the brain

found numerous puncta cruenta. In that part of the

roof of the right lateral ventricle above the middle of

the corpus striatum, deeply situated in the white sub-

stance of the brain, were two centres of disorganized

tissue, softened to diifluence at their middle, without

reddening, and without distinct limiting wall ; each of

these was of the size of a cherry. In the left hemi-

sphere, in the white substance above the optic thalamus

and about an inch from the roof of the lateral ventri-

cle, was another centre of white softening like those

just described. In the left optic thalamus, just behind

its centre, was a well-defined infarction of yellowish

color, rather firmer than the adjacent tissue, without

any appearance of disintegration ; its size was that of

a large beech-nut.

Case IV. Rosa A. L., thirty-four, single, died at

five o'clock A. M., December 1st. On the the 12th or

14th of the previous month (there is some uncer-

tainty with reference to the day) she visited a " physi-

cian " for the purpose of having " a tumor " removed
from her womb. November 22d, her neighbors first

learned that she was confined to her bed by sickness,

and that she was not having proper care ; and on that

day, as the result of their interest, a medical attendant

was secured. What had occurred between November
14th and November 22d is not known. The physi-

cian learned from the woman that she had been suf-

fering from " rheumatism," and had been in bed all the

time for a week. He found much abdominal tender-

ness, a weak, irregular pulse, a high temperature, and

constant nausea ; asked about her menstruation, she

said that she had been perfectly regular, and had just

recovered from a monthly period. He made no vaginal

examination.

Two days later, the first physician was dismissed

and two others were called. To one of these the his-

tory of rheumatism was again related, with the addi-

tional fact that the abdominal symptoms had begun

two or three days before his first visit. He found

abdominal tenderness and distention ; temperature

104° ; right arm and both legs much swollen and very

painful ; persistent vomiting; suppression of urine.

At his next visit he was told of her delirium in the

previous night ; he found her unconscious ; in other

respects her condition was unchanged, lie failed to

ascertain any fact suggesting a recent miscarriage.

Before his call the following morning she was dead.

Autopsy, twenty-eight hours post-mortem : The body

was spare. The skin showed a marked sallow hue
i generally diffused.
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The abdomen was moderately distended. Botb
knees were swollen. There was edema of the shins.

The heart was normal. The lungs were normal,

with moderate hypostatic reddening. Some fresh ad-

hesions of intestinal loops in the left iliac region were
easily broken. Deposits of fibrinous exudate were
found on the surface of the spleen, the liver, and along

the intestinal loops in the left iliac region.

The spleen was enlarged to double its normal size

;

it was red and soft, showing two pale-yellow infarc-

tions, irregularly cone-shaped, homogeneous, with nar-

row limiting red line at their periphery.

The stomach and pancreas were normal.

The intestines (about the middle of the ileum)

showed four small infarctions, appearing as slightly

raised red areas of the size of grape seeds ; they were
situated in the mucous membrane, and*on section pre-

sented reddish-yellow contents.

The liver was enlarged ; injected ; with two infarc-

tions, both in the larger lobe, each showing a dark,

nearly black, irregular base within the capsule, and

presenting, on section, a rather firm, cone-shaped, clark

yellowish-red, well-defiued area, with a narrow, reddish,

limiting boundary line. In other respects the organ

was healthy.

The kidneys were enlarged and soft ; their capsules

came away readily, leaving a smooth surface. Sec-

tion showed numerous, minute purulent depots in the

medullary portion, and some small infarctions in the

cortex. The general aspect of the organs was pale.

The anatomical elements were well-defined.

The great blood-vessels were of healthy appearance.

The condition of the blood was much altered by

embalming fluid which had been injected immediately

after the death.

The scalp and skull were normal.

The brain and its meninges were fully injected. At
two points on the surface of the right hemisphere, on

its posterior aspect, were small, bright-red, irregular

areas, invading the cortex to the depth of one-eighth

of an inch.

The vaginal mucous membrane was smooth, and

showed some irregular reddish discoloratious.

The uterus was five and one-half inches long and

four inches broad, externally. On its surface was a

deposit of fibrin, easily detached. There was no sign

of trauma.

The OS uteri admitted the finger easily ; its edges

were bruised, swollen and discolored.

The cavity of the womb was empty ; its lining was
covered with a grayish, quite dense deposit, removed
with difficulty from the adjacent tissue ; upon this exu-

date was a foul-smelling, dark-red fluid of creamy con-

sistency. At one point on the left side of the uterine

cavity there was a projection of the endometrium of

the size of half a filbert; on section, a central, red,

homogeneous, rather dense kernel was disclosed.

A placental site, two inches in diameter, raised,

ragged, blood-stained, displaying placental elements,

was found on the rear wall near the fundus.

The bladder was empty ; it showed much reddening

of the urethral mucous membrane.
The left ovary contained a corpus luteum of the size

of a small cherry ; its central cavity was obliterated by

the development of a thick convoluted wall. The
right ovary was normal.

Case V. In a village more than fifty miles from
BoBtOD, a widow, forty-two years old, the mother of

two adult children, found that as the result of iudiscre-

tion she was pregnant. She had not lived with her

husband for several years before his death, and it is

inferred, but not proved, that an unmarried man, a

neighbor, was a partner with her in pseudo-marital

performances, the bitter fruits of which she alone was
compelled to endure ; from him she borrowed the

money to pay the expenses of her journey to Boston.

She l^ft home under the false pretence that her pur-

pose was to visit some friends in an adjacent town
;

her real purpose was toconsult some abortionists whose
advertisement she had seen, and to these Boston pro-

fessionals she applied for treatment. A week after

her departure from home a room was hired for her

occupancy at a distance from the abortionist's office.

A week later a regular physician was summoned to

these lodgings to attend the woman, then very sick.

To him she said she had a pain in the heart, attended

with pain in the left arm. No physical examination

was made, and on her death, shortly after this brief

interview, the physician last called certified that "an-

gina pectoris " was the fatal disease, and the body was
hastily and cheaply buried under an assumetl name,

and with scant ceremony. The abortionist sought out

the woman's friend and financial helper in the distant

country village, tohi him what had happened to the

widow, and counselled him to keep quiet till some time

in the indefinite future, when proper papers would be

sent to explain to the dead woman's children the cause

of her mysterious disappearance. Two months later,

the friend, uneasy and impatient because of the delay,

wrote to the abortionist, reminding him of his promise.

This communication fell into the hands of the Boston

police department, and became the kej' which unlocked

the entire plot of the tragedy.

The body was exhumed and identified. Decomposi-

tion had been diligent but not destructive. The face

was covered thickly with a gray pulverulent mould.

The soft parts were dry and shrunken. The eyes had

disappeared. The hands and feet, like the face, were

dry and mouldy. The odor was penetrating, and lin-

gered long in the memory. There were no larvae.

The parts which were covered with clothing were not

so far changed by putrefaction as to be of no use for

definite conclusions. The breasts were flat, without

areolar pigmentation
;

pressure upon the nipples

caused a yellowish, creamy fluid to exude. The abdo-

men was moderately distended. The vulval mucous
membrane was of a uniform dull-red color; there were

no traumatic lesions. The ostium vaginse admitted

four fingers.

The heart was of normal size; its aortic and pulmo-

nary valves were translucent, elastic and entire; the

mitral valve was normal ; the cardiac cavities contained

masses of altered blood-clot ; the coronary arteries

were of full size, with smooth, healthy walls.

The lungs were decomposed.
The spleen, stomach, pancreas, intestines, liver and

kidneys were considerably altered, but showed no ap-

pearance reasonably attributable to disease. The
stomach contained some small, broken masses of

curdled milk ; its mucous membrane was smooth and

pale.

The womb was enlarged to the size of a large fetal

head. Its color was light red. There were recent,

easily-broken adhesions in the fossa of Douglas ; in

the act of separating these and removing the organ, a

coUectioQ of pus was found, mostly gathered under
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the left broad ligament ; its amount was about half a

fluid-ounce.

The vagina was dilated and reddened. At a point

half an inch below the os uteri there was a group of

four punctured wounds, round, admitting a large

probe. A small catheter, passed into one of these

punctures, took a direction upwards and backwards,

and emerged in Douglas's fossa, just below the level of

the 08 internum. The other punctures were explored,

and found to be superficial.

The OS uteri admitted two fingers readily, and three

with a little forcing. Its tissue was shreddy, ragged,

and blood-stained, and showed lateral tears extending

nearly to the outer edge.

The womb measured seven inches long and five and
a half inches broad externally. Its depth internally,

from OS to fundus, was six inches. Its cavity was
empty, showing a dark-brown, nearly black surface,

with the placental site raised, rough, three inches in

diameter, placed posteriorly near the fundus. The
wall of the womb was thick and pale.

The right ovary contained a corpus luteum of the

size of a filbert; it had a thick, yellow, convoluted

wall, and a central decolorized clot of very small di-

mensions. The left ovary was missing; in its place

was a tumor of the size of a large plum, elastic, con-

taining a quantity of thick, whitish fluid, a bunch of

coarse brown hair, two incisor teeth (one lying loose,

the other attached to the cyst lining), and other minute

bony fragments.

The Fallopian tubes did not show any abnormal

change.

The scalp and skull were free from disease or injury.

Decomposition had so far affected the scalp that the

hair came out freely on slight traction. The brain

was diffluent, and showed advanced putrefaction, much
beyond the degree apparent in any other organ.

These cases are examples of the anatomical prob-

lems which the abortionist supplies for the medico-

legal pathologist. They illustrate the difficulties

which obstruct the way to conviction and punishment.

In nearly every instance the autopsy is helpful, but is

entirely inadequate to prove that an abortionist's in-

terference with the pregnancy was the clear cause of

the death. The usual experience is that one finds

satisfactory evidence of a recent miscarriage and of

sepsis as its consequence ; but the demonstration of an

instrumental interruption of the pregnancy is wanting.

The most that the medical examiner can declare,

under these circumstances, is that his observations lead

to conclusions which are consistent with the presump-

tion that the miscarriage was induced by the careful

passage of a catheter, or some similar instrument, into

the womb ; but that presumption must rest on data

which must be found, if found at all, by detective skill

of another sort. Too often the researches in this lat-

ter direction are baffled. It is sometimes possible to

determine when and in what way the abortionist ac-

complished his or her work ; but the identity of the

criminal agent and the place where the act was per-

formed remain impenetrable secrets. Even the dying

declarations of the victims of the crime are subject to

such exacting legal conditions that they often fail to

have value as evidence; if the woman's mind is not

unreservedly convinced that death is at hand and in-

evitable, if any hope of recovery, no matter how small,

lingers and finds expression, then her statements are

of no service as a help to convict the abortionist.

To this description of the circumstances which give

the abortionist immunity, one exception should be ap-

pended. If, in the course of the passage of an instru-

ment into the pregnant womb for the purpose of induc-

ing an abortion, uterine sinuses are opened, and the

accident of air embolism results (as in Case II) in the

immediate death of the passive partner in the crime,

the anatomical appearances have a chance to be of

great value. They can show conclusively that the

unlawful procedures which have been undertaken in

the case were identified with the time and place of the

woman's death, and they make the dead and undeliv-

ered woman as good a witness against herself and her
abortionist ally as she could be if she were living.

REMARKS ON THE PROBABLE EFFECT OF
EXPERT TESTIMONY IN PROLONGING THE
DURATION OF TRAUMATIC NEUROSES.

BV MORTON PRIKCE, M.D.,

Physician for Nervous Diseases to the Boston City Hospital.

While listening lately to the expert testimony
given in court in the suits of two cases of traumatic

hysteria for which damages were claimed, and after

hearing the terrible description which the expert for

the plaintiffs gave of the present and future condition

of the plaintiffs, the thought was impressed upon me
that it was scarcely possible that such statements,

given in the presence of the invalids, could have other

than a powerful influence in delaying the recovery

from the disease. It would seem to be rational, judg-

ing by all that we know of hysteria, that here was a

factor entirely extrinsic to any hypothetical changes
in the nervous system and not an essential element in

the disease itself, that must have a very strong influ-

ence upon the final result in such cases and may be

the reason why some of them pursue an unfavorable

or protracted course after litigation has ceased.

One of the cases I have just referred to was a typi-

cal one of traumatic hysterical paralysis in the male.

I think that no two neurologists would have differed

in opinion in regard to the nature of the disability.

There were present all of the well-known hysterical

stigmata, such as anesthesia, amblyopia, contraction

of the field of vision, color-blindness, changes in the

reflexes and so on. The experts for the plaintiff,

who, it may fairly be said did not claim to be ex-

perts in nervous affections, maintained that the patient

was suffering from an organic injury of the brain, and
described with considerable vividness the nature of

the lesion, which was called a peppering of the brain

with hemorrhages, in consequence of which the tissue

was destroyed ; consequently, it was said, it was
impossible for the plaintiff ever to recover the use of

his paralyzed leg or to regain the use of the other in-

jured functions. The effect of this upon the plaintiff',

as I watched him listening attentively to this pessimis-

tic description of himself seemed to me to be apparent.

The second case was that of a girl, who also bad
hysterical monoplegia with the usual stigmata; in this

case also there was no question on the part of the

neurologists engaged as experts on both sides of the

case regarding the nature of the disability. But two
other experts for the plaintiff held a different opinion

from that of the neurologist, with whom they were
associated for the plaintiff, and claimed that there had

been a severe meningitis, and in almost eloquently
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picturesque language, described the terrible effects of

this meuiugitis upou the tissues of the braiu. The
greatly increased cerebral spinal fluid and disordered

vaso-motor system had produced, it was claimed,

neural changes which, if strange to the ears of the

pathologist, must in their relation have had a most
profound effect upon the ears of the victim, as well

as the jury- The prognosis, as told in the presence of

ihe plaintiff, was in keeping; she was told by the ex-

perts, who claimed organic disease, that recovery was
impossible, that she was a wreck and ruined for life,

that marriage was out of the question, and that she

was unfitted for any of the vocations for which women
are destined by nature. The neurologist who testified

on the same side, while disagreeing with the " ex-

perts " associated with him in the matter of diagnosis,

testified that the case was one of hysteria, yet gave an

almost unqualifiedly unfavorable prognosis on the

ground that hysteria is alniost universally recognized

by neurologists to be an organic disease of the cortex

of the brain and that, therefore, recovery could not

possibly take place, and that her future condition

would be essentially that as described by the ex-

pounders of the organic theory.

My intention in describing these historical facts, is

not to criticise or call into question the correctness of

the opinions of the medical experts, but only to call

attention to the effect which such opinions, when given

under the above circumstances, would probably have

upon the course of traumatic hysteria, if we are to

judge from our experience with this disease under

other circumstances.

The plaintiff, a young girl of about twenty, during

the whole time that this testimony was given listened

to the fate that was prophesied for her. Whether she

believed it or not, one cannot tell ; but it would seem
very unlikely that the opinions of friendly physicians

engaged in her own behalf, said opinions being given

after continuous and repeated observations of herself,

should not make a deep impression on the mind. It

would seem likely that they would be more acceptable

than that of those engaged by the opposing side who
could only be regarded as unfriendly to herself. One
of the peculiarities of hysteria is that the subjects of it

are open to suggestions, whether from external sources

or from the mind itself. Every one who has much to

do with hysteria and neurasthenia, especially with a

neurosis which might be called hysterical-neurasthenia,

is familiar with a class of patients whose symptoms,
whether thus originating or not, are, as a final result,

the effect of auto-suggestion ; in many cases there is

no true neurasthenia but merely a complex group of

symptoms which are prevented from subsiding by the

effect of the mind upon the body. For example : 1

have under my care now a patient who, for a year and
a half has suffered from a group of symptoms which
have tried the patience of her physician, as well as of

her family. They have consisted of general exhaus-

tion, early fatigue, paresthesiae of different kinds,

cardiac symptoms, mild melancholia, hallucinations of

sight, general restlessness, etc. A careful study of

ibe case has convinced me that the persistence of her

symptoms is almost entirely the result of auto-sugges-

tion resulting from the firm idea which the patient had
that her nervous system was diseased, the logical con-

sequences of which, in her mind, were the existing

symptoms. The treatment has been little more than

compelling her to accept a belief in the fallacy of her

preconceptions and her illogical deductions. After a

few weeks' treatment she is nearly well, and I hope to

discharge her in another week or two.

I am taking this case merely as an example of what
every one is familiar with. It would seem then, that

t would not be irrational to expect similar effects in

cases of hysteria, the subjects of legal litigation, and it

would seem to me that the wonder is, not that so

many pursue a protracted course after the settlement

of their suits, but that so many get well. This is a

question to which, of course, it is impossible to bring

absolute proof, whether on one side or the other, but

the probability above suggested is one that must be

taken into consideration. If this theory is sound, it

would seem to have some pathological bearing, as it

would indicate that when traumatic hysteria and

neurasthenia run a protracted course, or even fail to

get well, the cause may not be in the nature of the

disease itself, but rather in the continuance of the

effect of previous unfavorable external causes. This

distinction from a practical point of view is one of

considerable importance.

The further moral to be drawn is that it is the duty
of physicians to advise, at least, that persons suffering

from a traumatic neurosis should be removed from the

court-room while the expert testimony is being given.

In reference to the foregoing remarks, I have re-

ceived the following letter from Dr. James J. Putnam.
Although a private letter and not written for publica-

tion, I avail myself of his permission to print it here.

His endorsement of the view above expressed, as well

as the other suggestions of his letter, will be read with

interest.

Dear Dr. Prince :— I entirely agree with you, and
have often thought how bad the effect of such statements

must be. I imagine, however, that the effects are partly

swallowed up in those due to previous remarks by friends,

lawyers, etc.
;
perhaps the sort of dazed excitement in

which the patients must be when in the court-room would
save them fiom fully taking in ihe meaning of what is said

unless subliminally.

I think we (the medical profefsion) ought to lead public

opinion as to the importance of settUng cases ; and con-

versely, as to the wickedness of letting them run on indefi-

nitely in the hope of larger verdicts. Also it ought to be-

come a matter of common knowledge — if it is true, and
this needs investigation— that much can be done in the

way of suggestive treatment at the very outset, between the

time of ai'cident and that of onset of symptoms [Janet's

idea].

If justice is to be done, and at the same time the number
of these cases lessened, it can only be done I think, through
first the lawyers, and next the public understanding the

matter at stake pretty clearly. I think also, that we ought

to get up some sort of expert association for the considera-

tion of such subjects. Yours, Jamks J. PtJTNAM.

A CASE OF SACCULATED BLADDER.i

BV KDWABr> BEVK0LD8, M.D.

Mrs. F. came under my charge early in 1894.

She was a much debilitated and rather cachetic-looking

woman of fifty-eight. She was nine years past the

menopause; had had two children and several miscar-

riages. Some years ago she bad been through a long

course of treatment for "ulceration of the womb" at

the hands of a well-known practitioner, of an older

generation, since retired from practice. She had been

> Bead t>«(ore tbe Ubetetrlcal Society of Boston, January 18, 18S6.
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troubled ever since that time with moderate leucorrhea,

slight disturbances of her digestion, and constant lia-

bility to fatigue. For many years she had urinated at

least every two hours during the day-time, and from
two to three times at night. Within the preceding

year she had several times seen a slight bloody dis-

charge from the vagina. She was hyperesthetic to the

last degree, and had been taught by her former attend-

ant to believe that it was impossible to examine her

without anesthesia, and that she could not take

ether.

I was unwilling to use chloroform if it could be

avoided, and was unable to persuade her either to take

ether or to be examined without anesthesia, until June
5th, when an examination under ether showed me that

the uterine body had undergone complete senile invo-

lution ; while the cervix had involuted but little, if at

all, and was covered, as were the neighboring portions

of the vagina, with doubtful-looking ulcerations ; the

vagina was small and senile, the vesico-vaginal and
recto-vaginal partitions extremely thin. I removed a

small portion of the cervix for microscopic examina-

tion and submitted it to Dr. W. F. Whitney, who
reported that it was probably non-malignant. I then

recommended an amputation of the cervix^ but the

patient was unwilling to accede to an operation without

the advice of her former practitioner, and he refused

to listen to anything but a hysterectomy, which seemed
to me unnecessary. We finally compromised the

question by requesting Dr. Whitney to be present at

the operation and examine the cervix immediately

after its removal, agreeing that the immediate perform-

ance of a hysterectomy or not should be determined

by his report. An examination of the urine immedi-
ately before the operation showed it to be normal
except for the presence of "numerous bacteria, which I

thought might be due to contamination of the specimen
with the vaginal secretions.

On June 15th, with the assistance of Dr. F. B. Lund,
I dissected off the upper part of the vagina and ampu-
tated the cervix just below its junction with the very

small uterine body, the operation being rendered ex-

tremely difficult by the remarkable thinness of the

vaginal walls and surrounding tissues. An immediate
examination of the specimen by Dr. Whitney demon-
strated its non-malignant character (which was con-

firmed by a subsequent and more exact examination).

The vagina was stitched to the remaining portion of the

uterus, and, although there was great tension on the

stitches, the wound was subsequently found to have
healed completely. During the operation a specimen of

urine was drawn by catheter, and found by Dr. Whitney
to be swarming with bacteria, though not offensive in

odor. (The odor was distinctly stale and not that of

freshly-drawn normal urine, but was not ammoniacal,

nor what is usually known as urinous.) The conva-

lescence was uneventful ; the stitches were removed
under ether and the bladder washed out with boracic

solution on the 29th of June.

During the succeeding three months the patient

gained strength rapidly, the treatment consisting of

general tonic and hygienic care, and of the use of a

variety of diuretics and so-called internal antiseptics

in the hope of clearing up the turbidity of the urine

and of lessening the frequency of urination.

During the next six months her general condition

was much better than before the operation, and might

be described as fairly good ; but in spite of all treat-

ment the frequency of her urination was undiminished,

the quantity of bacteria in the urine was but slightly

decreased, and her general appearance led me to infer

that there was still some drain upon her strength,

which was to my mind best explained by the continu-

ance of a slight chronic sepsis as the result of some
ulcerative process in the bladder. Local treatment or

examination was, however, steadily refused until April

24th, when I examined the bladder with the cysto-

scope in the Kelly dorsal position, under chloroform

administered by Dr. J. M. Jackson, Dr. F. B. Lund
assisting me. The patient reacted badly to the chloro-

form, which I was afraid to push, and the examination

was unsatisfactory. I did, however, succeed in seeing

several ulcerations upon the posterior wall of the

bladder. The anesthesia was followed by severe

nausea, considerable epigastric distress, and a much
increased frequency of urination, which was, however,

only slightly painful.

On May 2d, she was etherized and placed in the

knee-chest position, the position being maintained by
strapping her knees and thighs to the legs of a kitchen

table which I had placed upside down upon the operat-

ing-table. The ether was well borne ; the bladder

dilated excellently, and I was able to demonstrate its

condition in a thoroughly satisfactory manner. The
walls of the bladder were extremely anemic and evi-

dently thin, resembling closely the vaginal walls as

seen at the former operation. At four points on the

posterior wall were extremely superficial chronic-

looking ulcerations, having a hard-looking, pale base

which bled at a touch, and resembling closely the ul-

cerations which formerly existed on the vaginal wall

of the cervix. Two of these ulcerations were situated

along the edges of raised bands which were evidently

due to a cicatricial contraction of the fibrous base of

the ulcers. At many other points in the bladder were

to be seen sickle-shaped cicatricial elevations, which

were evidently due to ulcerations which had long

since healed. At two points the shortening of cica-

trices had partly cut off portions of the bladder from

connection with its general cavity. One of these was

situated at the upper left lateral portion of the

bladder ; the other nearly opposite to it in the upper

right lateral part; these I have endeav-

ored to indicate in the accompanying dia-

gram, which represents a nearly horizon-

tal section of the bladder, the patient

being in the knee-chest position. Upon
the left side the constricting band occu-

pied about two-thirds of the circumfer-

ence of the circular neck by which the sacculus was
separated from the general cavity of the bladder,

and it left an opening which would have admitted

the finger. The cavity of the sacculus could be seen

fairly well, and its size was, as nearly as I could

judge, but little larger than an English walnut.

Upon the right side the neck of the sac was formed
of two cicatricial bands, each extending a little more
than half-way around the circle, but that which was
upon the external wall of the bladder was about one-

fourth of an inch higher than its fellow. They thus

produced a somewhat valvular and tortuous tubular

entrance to the sac, through which its interior could

not be seen, but the opening which was left was of

about the size of a lead-pencil and could be so far

straightened as to permit of the easy passage of an

irrigating tube into the sacculus. So far as could be
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8eeu there was at ihe time uo ulcerative process about
the neck of either sac.

As 1 was contideut tliat the patient would not ac-

cede to any prolonged course ol local treatment, and
as she had indeed expressed a determination that this

should be the last examinatiou, I was obliged to

adopt the most thorough methods which I dared, at

this sitting. The whole surface of the four active

ulcerations was thoroughly cauterized with the solid

nitrate of silver, which was rubbed into the base of

the ulcers as deeply as 1 dared ; each of the sacculi

was theu thoroughly and rapidly washed out with a
half-of-one-per-cent. solution of nitrate of silver,

which was allowed on its return to flush the entire

bladder. The patient recovered from the ether with
but little vomiting or trouble. To my surprise and
gratification, the operation, so far from temporarily
increasing her uriuary difficulties, resulted in imme-
diate improvement. Within twenty-four hours the

frequency was less than it had been for years, and
there was an entire absence of pain.

She rapidly gained strength, and on May 16th
came to my office just before leaving town, and told

me that she now urinated but once iu four hours dur-
ing the day-time, and but seldom rose at night. The
urine was at this time still slightly turbid, aud still

contained a slight amount of pus and a few bacteria,

but much less than formerly. I thought her some-
what improved in general condition. 1 did not see
her again until October, when she told me that the
urinary improvement was still maintained; that she
had gained greatly through the summer and now con-
sidered herself well. Her appearance was that of

good, though not very robust health. In December,
at my request, she sent me a specimen of urine,

which presented about the same characteristics as that

examined two weeks after the operation in May.
It must be evident to every one that the restoration

of such a bladder as this patient presented, to a condi-

tion of perfect health is far beyond the resources of

our art, aud that even the eradication of the active

inflammatory processes by a single treatment is

hardly to be hoped for; but the almost complete re-

lief of symptoms which followed the application, aud
which has persisted for eight months, seems to me so
remarkable as to be well worth reporting. I think,

too, that the existence of a well-marked cachexia aud
general debility as the result, in my opiniou, of a
chronic sepsis by absorption from a set of long-stand-

ing simple, that is, benign ulcers of the vagina and
bladder; its partial relief by the vaginal operation;
the fact that complete relief of the cachexia and de-

bility was obtained only by the performance of the
vesical operation ; and the extraordinarily deformed
state of the bladder, are all points of unusual interest.

I am also much interested iu the question of the
etiology of the vesical ulcers. A long and careful

cross-examination of the paiient failed to elicit any
history of an attack of acute cystitis such as we
should expect as the result of an urethral iufection ;

and the close similarity between the somewhat pecu-
liar ulcers of the vagina and bladder, taken in connec-
tion with their separation from each other by the con-

nective tissue of a very thin vesico-vaginal septum, to

my mind raises the question of the possibility of a
direct penetration of the septum and invasion of the

vesical mucous membrane by the bacteria of the vagi-

nal ulcerations.

In conclusion, I may say of the present state of the

patient, that I have urged further treatment of the

bladder on the ground that without it she would
surely relapse ; that she has so far steadily refused, on
the plea that she is well satisfied with her present con-

dition ; but that I have no doubt the time will come
when a recurrence of the former urinary symptoms
will lead her to submit .igain to local treatment, I

hope with equally gratifying results.

Clttitcal Department.

REPORT OF A CASE OF CESAREAN SECTION.i

BY GEORGE HAVEN. M.D.

On the 15th of December, 1894, I had the pleas-

ure of reading a paper before this Society on the

Caesarean operation, and at that time reported my
first case. I outlined so far as possible the indica-

tions for the section and described the operation in

detail. It now becomes my privilege to read to you a

report of another case of this operation. I shall con-

fine myself purely to a 'consideration of the case and
to its subsequent history.

G. M., born in Baltimore, Md., aged twenty-two,

height about four feet, ten and a half inches, weight

one hundred pounds, had her first labor pains on

Tuesday, November 14th, at 9 o'clock in the morning.

They were not severe and were infrequent. In the

afternoon the pains became harder, and at about 6.30

were good in character, coming at intervals of five

minutes and lasting from one minute to a minute
and a half. The position .of the child was 0. L. A.
The head was well flexed and almost completely ro-

tated. The cervix was taken up and dilated suffi-

ciently to admit the lips of two fingers. The fetal

heart was heard in the median line half-way between
the symphysis and umbilicus, beating at the rate of

140 a minute. The mother's pulse was 75, regular

aud strong. At 11.30 p. m. the condition was the

same, no progress having been made. The pains,

however, were just as severe and just as frequent as

immediately after my arrival. At 1 o'clock A. ll.,

November 15th, the condition had merely changed in

so far as dilatation was concerned, the cervix having
dilated to about the size of a half-dollar. The finger

during this examination ruptured the membranes, and
there was an escape of a small amount of liquor

amnii. At 3 a. u. the patient was again examined,

and the only difference noted was a very soft cervix,

two-thirds dilated and with au edematous anterior

lip. Dr. John L. Ames was sent for, ether was given,

and the forceps applied. The head was fully rotated

and well flexed, but not engaged. Traction rods

were used, but vigorous traction did not advance the

head. The hand introduced to assist in the applica-

tion of the forceps was cramped by the pelvis in all

diameters. The forceps were now removed, and I en-

deavored BO far as possible to ascertain the measure-

ment of the true conjugate. It was apparently about
three-aud-a-half inches. The forceps were re-applied

without success.

Having now used all the strength that I thought

advisable, I asked for a consultation, and at 5 o'clock

> Uesd before the Obstetrical Society of BoetoD, January 18, 1896.
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Dr. William L. Richardson saw the case with me.
TractioD in his hands resulted as it had in mine. We
advised the Caesarean operation, which was conseuted
to by the husband. The patient was removed from
her house to the Lying-in Hospital, arriving there

shortly after 6 o'clock. The abdomen and vagina
were rendered aseptic by means of soap, permangan-
ate of potash, peroxide of hydrogen and corrosive

sublimate. Ether was given by Dr Starbird, and at

7.45 A. M. the patient was placed upon the operating-

table.

Drs. William L. Richardson, Charles M. Green and
Abuer Post were present. Drs. Edward Reynolds,
Charles W. Townsend, John W. Bartol and Erb as-

sisted, divided as follows : Dr. Townsend was to care

for the baby, Dr. Reynolds was to control hemorrhage
from the uterus. Dr. Bartol was to assist me and Dr.

Erb was to care for the sutures and sponges.

The first cut in the abdominal wall was made at

7.55^, the peritoneum was incised at 7.57, the uterus

was exposed at 7.58, rubber ligatures placed around
the uterus 7.59, uterus incised 7.59^, child delivered

8.00^, cord tied and cut 8.01, uterus sutured 8.02 to

8.18^, abdomen sutured 8.21 to 8.31, dressing applied

8.34, patient in bed 8.40. Total time of operation

35^ minutes.

The incision in the abdominal wall was in the

median line, about seven inches in length and ex-

tended down to within three inches of the symphysis.

The uterus was taken outside the abdominal cavity

and covered with hot towels. The incision in the

organ was made in the median line, beginning about
two inches from the top of the fundus and extending

downward for about five inches. The placenta was
attached to the posterior surface of the uterus and
was easily removed. The uterus was closed by seven

deep silk sutures and by eight superficial ones which
united the two peritoneal surfaces. As the uterus

was outside there was no blood or detritus in the ab-

dominal cavity. There was apparently no bleeding

after the uterine sutures were tied. Ergotine was
given subcutaneously, and firm contraction resulted.

The abdominal wound was brought together and
united by silkworm-gut sutures. The child was a

girl, weighing seven pounds and one ounce. Hemor-
rhage was controlled by the hands of an assistant and
the rubber ligature was not tightened.

A few weeks before delivery the patient had recov-

ered from typhoid fever, and there had been more or

less trouble with pain and swelling in both legs. This

returned about two weeks after delivery, and there

was a certain amount of pain and tenderness along

the area of the large veins, extending as far as the

popliteal space. This entirely passed away in the

course of three weeks, and the convalescence after

that was uninterrupted. The measurement of the pel-

vis is of interest. It was of the justo-minor type,

and the measurements were : crests 9 inches, spines 8

inches, external conjugate 6f inches, and the internal

conjugate 4^ inches. Deducting from this list

measurement from one-half to three quarters of an

inch, gives us a true conjugate of about three and
one-half inches.

I believe that there are but two operations to be

considered in connection with a pelvis as small as

this, when the child is living. They are symphysiot-

omy and Ctesarean section. The first possibly would
have been of avail. I believe not, however ; and

even if it could have been resorted to with advantage

to the child, I should still prefer the section.

With the almost uniform success which attends the

operation when carried out after the manner of San-

ger, I can only repeat what I have often said, that for

me, at any rate, with the child and mother in good

condition, craniotomy is an operation of the past

never to be employed.

RESECTION OF THE HEAD OF THE HUMERUS
FOR OLD IRREDUCIBLE DISLOCATION.!

BY G. H. MONK.S, M.D.

A MAN, fifty-nine years of age, was admitted to the

hospital October Ist, with an old dislocation of the

humerus. While wrestling, some ten months before,

he stumbled and fell sidewise, striking upon the left

arm and shoulder. A physician was called, who made
the diagnosis of dislocation. The dislocation was
reduced, but that night the head of the bone dropped

out of the socket again. The next day it was again

put back, but dropped out again soon after, and re-

mained dislocated until the present time, the man hav-

ing sought no medical assistance whatever. On ad-

mission to the hospital the dislocated shoulder was

carefully examined, and found to be of the subcoracoid

variety, with atrophy of all the muscles about the

shoulder-joint, as well as of the muscles of the arm
and hand. The patient's grasp was very weak, and
voluntary movements extremely limited.

A careful examination of the condition of the

nerves was made by Dr. Prince, one of the neurolo-

gists of the hospital. His report states that there was
complete ulnar paralysis as well as partial paralysis of

the median, musculo-spiral, and circumflex nerves.

The man declared that he had been daily losing power
in his arm up to the time he entered the hospital, when
he stated that it was about useless. The question

City Hospital Reports,
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arose as to whether operative iuterfereuce should be

attempted, and Dr. Cheever and Dr. Prince kindly

acted as consultants in the matter. It was finally

decided that, uiider the circumstances, excision of the

head of the bone would relieve the pressure upon the

nerves, and that possibly, to a certain extent, their

functions might be restored. With the patient's con-

sent, therefore, I excised the head of the humerus on
October 17th. through an incision in the anterior mar-
gin of the deltoid. The muscles in this operation

were the supraspiuatus, teres minor, and subscapu-

laris. The long tendon of the biceps was dislocated

from its groove, but not divided. Tlie wound healed

rapidly by first intention, and the patient was very

soon able to use his arm to a far greater degree and
with a much greater range of motion than was possible

before the operation. He was very much pleased with

the result of the operation. The condition of the nerves,

also, improved considerably, but I am told by the neu-

rologist that six mouths or a year will have to elapse

after the operation before any very marked improve-

ment can be noticed. Even if no further improvement
actually does take place in the condition of the nerves,

I should feel satisfied with the result of the operation,

in that the patient has thereby secured a much greater

range of motion and a corresponding increase in the

usefulness of his arm. It may be interesting to note

that the head of the bone was very much atrophied,

and that, on being removed, it could be easily crushed
in the bone forceps, showing pretty conclusively that

had an attempt been made to reduce the dislocation

by manipulation, a fracture would probably have taken
place at the neck of the bone, and thus a new compli-

cation would have been added, and no good whatever
accomplished.

In view of the good result thus far obtained in this

case, 1 think I should be in favor of excising the head
of the bone in any case of old-standing irreducible dis-

location of the humerus, where the function of the

arm has been seriously interfered with as in this case.

ADENOID VEGETATIONS.
BY FBAJTK M. SHEBMA>*, M.D., WEST NEWTON', UASS.

The method of removing adenoid vegetations from
the vault of the pharynx as practised in the clinic of

Prof. B. Fraenkel in Berlin, appears to the writer so

much better than any other that he has seen that he
feels sure a description of it will be appreciated by
those, not already familiar with it, who are interested

in this subject.

The chief feature of the method is to have the pa-

tient 80 lightly anesthetized that although conscious-

ness is lost, reflex action is not abolished, and blood or

mucus ia therefore voluntarily expelled. The patient,

if a child, is held in the arms of an assistant in the up-

right sitting position, the operator sitting in front of

the patient. The anesthetic is administered to the

primary stage of anesthesia ; the mouth is opened, and
the tongue depressed with a rather long and slender

tongue depressor— no gag is used— and with the

GottBtein curette the growths are rapidly removed.
Usually the larger portion of the separated growths is

brought out with the instrument, and then the patient,

on account of the most decided irritation of the fauces,

begins to expel the blood, mucus and portions of the

growths which have been cut oflf. The finger is now
[)assed into the uaso-pharyux ; if there still remain

more vegetations, the curette is again used. It is

often better to use the curette of Ilartmanu for the

removal of these last remnants and tags of tissue.

The operation done in this way— during the short

duration of the primary anesthesia— must be done
very quickly ; the average time required is not far

from one minute, although one fiequently does it in

less time.

The obvious advantages of the method are its safety

and the speed with which it can be done. After the

necessary practice it can be done very thoroughly.

The anesthetic used very satisfactorily in Fraenkel's

clinic is bromide of ethyl. The writer has used ether

in all his cases, and likes it better than the ethyl.

Patients who are not excessively nervous, nor too

young to control can be treated without general anes-

thesia. The benefit from the removal of these lym-
phoid masses from the naso-pharynx is so great, so

quickly seen, and so permanent, that there are few
surgical procedures so satisfactory to the patient and
the doctor. The opinion has been expressed, however,
that notwithstanding the appreciation on the part of

specialists and by very many general practitioners, of

the exceedingly large number of children who suffer

from the trouble, there still remain a great many cases

which are not recognized and thus are debarred from
the benefit of operative treatment. Mouth-breathing,

earaches, " winter colds," nasal intonation, are symp-
toms that call for investigation, and simple palpation

of the naso-pharynx will settle the question of the

existence of adenoids.

A CASE OF ABDOMINAL PREGNANCY.
BY QEOKGE W. KAAN, M.D.,

Surgeon to Out-Patients^ Free Hospital for fFomen, Boston,

This case occurred in Brockton, Mass., in the prac-

tice of Dr. E. L. Frost, through whose kindness I

was permitted to see it ; and by his request I make
this brief report.

The patient, a strong, well-nourished woman of

thirty-six years, had one child and a history of a mis-

carriage some eighteen months before the present*

pregnancy, followed by recurrent pelvic pain.

Dr. Frost was called May 1, 1895, the patient com-
plaining of pain in the right groin. The last menstrual

fiow was about April 1st, and this was considered one
of her usual attacks. She apparently recovered from
it, as she had from previous attacks.

One mouth later Dr. Frost was called for another

attack of pain in the right side, much more severe

than the previous one; but there was no collapse and
nothing to indicate a ruptured tubal pregnancy, beyond
a distinct tumor at the right side of the uterus, about

the size of an orange, which could be felt from the

outside. This gradually disappeared and the patient

recovered slowly. At about this time she began to

have morning vomiting.

There is nothing further to note until December 6,

1895, when Dr. Frost was called at noon and found

the patient in labor. Examination of the abdomen
showed a tumor of about full term with a sulcus across

the lower third, and the part below the sulcus would
harden as the pains came on. The fetal parts could

be detected through the abdominal walls more distinctly
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than usual. The fetal heart could be distinguished.

Vaginal examination showed the head well down in

Douglas's fossa ; the cervix pressed close to the pubes,

and the finger passed readily into the cavity of the

uterus.

The diagnosis of abdominal pregnancy was made
;

and Dr. A. E. Paine, of Brockton, called in consulta-

tion, confirmed it. Knowing I was in Brockton that

afternoon. Dr. Frost sent for me. A consideration of

the best interests of the mother and child induced us

to relinquish any idea of operating in Brockton and
an attempt was made to obtain her admission to the

Boston Lying-in Hospital. Through some misunder-

standing there this could not be done, and she was
taken to the Massachusetts General Hospital, where
she arrived at about seven o'clock P. M. in fairly good
condition and the fetal heart still beating.

The celiotomy was performed next day, and the

child found dead. The report from there reads

:

" Median incision from umbilicus to within three

inches of pubes into peritoneal cavity, when tumor
presented covered with peritoneum. Sac opened and
gush of blood came, the knife entering the placenta.

Hand plunged through placenta and child brought out

;

cord tied, cut, and sac packed with gauze. Placenta

clamped with large forceps, intestines having been
previously walled off. Across summit of tumor was
adherent large intestine. Walling off removed. Sac

packed with gauze. Upper part of incision sewed up
with silkworm gut. Sterile dressing, swathe."

The mother did not recover. The autopsy showed

:

" Sac in median line, evidently in left broad liga-

ment, entirely covered by peritoneum. Uterus pushed

downward, forward and to right. Across top of mass
ran sigmoid flexure. In sac was placenta and about

half a pint of post-mortem clot. Uterus enlarged,

walls thickened. Tumor surface covered with soft,

decidual membrane. Os patulous. Mass which lay

above and posterior to uterus presented large cavity

lined with smooth, soft membrane, in which lay por-

tion of umbilical cord connected with placenta."

REPORT ON PROGRESS IN GYNECOLOGY.
BY EDWARD REYNOLDS, M.D.

(Concluded from No. 17, p. 418.)

DOUBLE UTERUS AND VAGINA WITH ADHESION OF
ONE SIDE.

Baer also reports in the same journal the case of a

girl of fourteen who had menstruated for eleven

months before he saw her. At the second or third

period she began to suffer intense pain with each re-

currence, and soon after she detected a swelling in the

right iliac region and a small protrusion at the vaginal

orifice. The history was that of retained menstrua-

tion, except that there had been a regular monthly

flow. On physical examination the right iliac region

was found distended by a tense, globular, fluctuating

mass as large as a cocoanut. On the upper border of

this mass, an elongated, firm body, somewhat the

shape of the uterus, could be distinctly outlined. The
right side of the vaginal orifice was occupied by a

mass the size of an egg, covered by vaginal mucous

membrane, purplish in color. By the side of this mass
the finger entered what appeared to be a normal vag-

ina, except that it was flattened by pressure on the

right side by a dense fluctuating elongated mass which

was continuous with the vulvar tumor. A small cer-

vix was to be felt in the upper end of the vagina. A
sound passed into the os entered the small, firm body
already spoken of as borne on the side of the iliac

tumor. A diagnosis of double uterus and vagina, with

atresia of one vagina was made. Incision of the vagi-

nal septum resulted in the escape of about a pint of

the usual fluid. A pin-hole os was then discovered,

and a free incision of the cervix resulted in the escape

of a quart more of the same fluid. The uterine sep-

tum was then divided to the fundus, and the patient

made a good recovery.

SEPTIC PYEMIA ORIGINATING FROM A PY08ALPINX.

DUrck '' reports the case of a girl of nineteen who
was admitted to the hospital for acute rheumatism of

the right shoulder. After the failure of the usual

remedies, pus was evacuated from the joint by an in-

cision, but the patient died a few days later with the

symptoms of general pyemia. A careful autopsy

showed that the infection had originated in a pyosal-

pinx of the left tube. The urethra contained pus

which under the microscope showed numerous intra-

cellular gonococci. Cultures taken from the pus of

the abscess in the shoulder-joint, from the left com-
mon iliac vein, and the pyosalpinx, all developed

staphylococcus pyogenes aureus.

BACTERIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE DISIN-

FECTION OF THE HANDS.

Reiuicke '* has made careful bacteriological tests of

various methods of disinfection of the hands, under the

direction of Zweifel. The methods used were scrub-

bing the hands for five minutes with a brush, hot ster-

ilized water and green soap, after which they were

scrubbed with a one- to two-percent, corrosive-sublim-

ate solution, five-per-cent. carbolic-acid solution, a one-

per-cent. lysol, and a three-per-cent. trikresol solution.

No one of these methods resulted in complete sterility ;

but complete sterility was obtained by hot sterilized

water and soap, and then three minutes of scrubbing

in either ordinary or absolute alcohol. Five minutes

scrubbing in ninety-per cent, alcohol without previous

preparation yielded a rapid and comparatively com-

plete sterility of the hands.

IMPORTANCE OF EARLY RECOGNITION OF CANCER
OP THE UTERUS.

Kessler "" presents a statistical report of cases of

cancer of the uterus with a special reference to the

amount of effort which their family physician had

exerted in the diagnosis of their cases. He finds that

in the majority of his cases the symptoms had been

well marked for at least a year, and that in fifty per

cent of these no vaginal examination had been made
by the general practitioner. He emphasizes the long

established principle that a vaginal examination should

never be omitted in the case of a woman of middle or

advanced age with atypical hemorrhages, and insists

upon the importance of disseminating an impression of

this necessity throughout the mass of the profession.

'» Much. med. Woch., 18'.I4, No. 37.
" Centralblatt tiir Gvniikologie, 1894, No. 47.
'' St. Petersburg med. Woch., 1896, No. 37.
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IRRITABLE BLADDER IN WOMEN.

Dacheux '^ States that examination by the cystoscope

of apparently functionally deranged bladders, in the

presence of congestion of the other pelvic organs,

usually demonstrates a localized hyperemia of the

vesical mucosa, which sometimes disappears on the

relief of the condition of the uterus and adnexte, and
sometimes requires direct treatment of the bladder.

BACTERIOLOGT IN PELVIC SCRGERT.

Penrose," under this title confines himself to an ac-

count of his bacteriological studies of the inflammatory
diseases of the Fallopian tubes and ovaries. He
divides the great majority of cases of pyosalpix into

venereal infection by the gonococcus ; and septic infec-

tion after abortion, labor, and operation, usually by
the staphylococcus or the streptococcus. He believes

that the bacillus coli communis, which is occasionally

found, enters the abscess cavity secondarily, through
an adherent and diseased intestinal wall. He states

that a few cases have been reported in which the pneu-
mococcus was found in the tube, and refers in passing
to the common presence of the tubercle bacillus. He
lays down the rules (1) that the pus of a pyosalpinx
does not always contain micro-organisms at the time
when it is operated upon, though he considers that

such organisms have always been present in the begin-

ning, and that in the cases which are sterile at the

time of operation, this sterility is due to the death and
disappearance of the micro-organisms after the sub-

sidence of the acute inflammation; (2) that the danger
of peritoneal infection during the removal of a pyosal-

pinx is dependent upon the variety of organism
present.

After quoting different authors upon the relative

virulence of the different organisms, he gives his own
rule of practice, which is, that whenever any intra-

peritoneal rupture of a pus-tube occurs during the
course of an operation, a bacteriological examination
of the pus is made at once. If the pus is sterile, the

pelvis is sponged out and the abdomen is closed. If

micro-organisms are found, the pelvis is washed out
with distilled water, or sometimes with a one to two
thousand bichloride solution, and is drained with a

glass tube or with gauze. If the abscess is removed
without rupture, drainage is of course unnecessary.
He gives a list of sixteen cases so operated upon, in

eleven of which the pus was sterile ; in the other five

micro-organisms were found.

THE BEST TIME FOR DILATATION OF THE CERVIX
OF THE tJNIMPREGNATED UTERUS.

Braithwaite '* writes an extended paper on the

value of dilatation of the unimpregnated uterus in the
treatment of some cases of dysmenorrhea and for diag-

nostic purposes. He recommends the use of Hegar's
dilators up to the size which admits the index finger,

of course under anesthesia. The paper is largely de-

voted to the advantages of this method of dilatation

over the use of tents, a point which is perhaps no
longer of much interest to American gynecologists.

He states that it has been his custom for many years
to do the dilatation during the last day of menstrua-
tion, that is, at the time when the discharge is ceasing,

'« Th<«« de Paris; abstract Id Cenlralblatt fur GynSkoloEle. 1896
No. 40.
" American Gynecological and Obstetrical Journal, Aneost, 1895,

vol. vll, No. 2.

> British Medical Journal, June 29, 1895.

or has just ceased. He believes that the choice of this

time renders the process easier to both patient and
operator, and much quicker ; that less injury is done
to the cervix ; and that the dilatation is more perfect

as well as more permanent. He has seen no ill re-

sults since he abandoned the usual practice of dilating

in the interval between the periods.

RENAL INEFFIENCY IN GTNEOOI.OGIOAL CASES.

Etheridge '° in a very valuable paper, calls attention

to the frequency with which pelvic symptoms are de-

pendent upon, or maintained by, a chronic uremic
poisoning, dependent on a functional insufficiency in

the action of the kidneys. He bases his paper ou the
following proposition :

" Urine is composed of water
and certain solids dissolved in it. The amount of
solids is proportionate to the normal body weight.
This proportion is fairly constant, enough so to con-
stitute a safe working basis. If the solids are ex-
creted in sufficient quantity a normal condition exists.

If they fall short of it, say 20 per cent., an insufficient

quantity is excr«!ed, a coud tion called renal insuffi-

ciency. . . . Very many gynecological patients suffer

greatly from renal insufficieucy, and properly selected

diuretics will relieve many of their symptoms com-
monly referred to the reflexes from pelvic diseases."

Among the symptoms often produced by this renal

difficulty, he places nervousness, dyspepsia, bronchitis,

neuralgia, comparative amenorrhea, leucorrhea, chronic
perimetritis, vesical irritability, dysmenorrhea, and pel-

vic peritonitis. He is careful to state that he thinks
these disorders are seldom, if ever, produced ab initio

by renal insufficiency, but he believes that when once
present, they are frequently prolonged indefinitely by
the mild and chronic uremic poisoning which results

from this insufficiency. He gives a careful table con-
structed by a physiologist to show the amount in

grains of normal excretion of urinary solids in human
beings weighing from 40 to 200 pounds. An exami-
nation of the table shows that a woman of 90 pounds
should pass about 800 grains of urinary solids, while
one of 180 pounds should pass about 1,250 grains in

the twenty four hours ; the immediate weights being
nearly proportional, so that a woman of 130 pounds
should pass just over 1,000 grains. The total amount
of urinary solids which is actually passed by a given
patient is easily estimated by the following rule

:

Multiply the last two figures of the specific gravity of

the urine by the number of ounces voided in twenty-
four hours, and the product by 1.1. Etheridge says:
" It is simply astounding to see how common renal

insufficiency is in gynecological cases. Women pass-

ing only 50 per cent, of the normal amount of urinary

solids are extremely nervous. Women passing not to

exceed 400 grains of solids daily, present various de-

grees of nervous irritability. When the amount has

been lessened to 300 grains or less daily, the condition

of nervousness becomes a verv serious semeiological

factor." He illustrates his position by a marked
case, which he states is only one among many of his

cases.

THE ULTIMATE RESULTS OF TRACHELORRHAPHY.

Willis E. Ford'" discusses this question from the

standpoint of an early training in nervous diseases

and a present practice which is devoted to gynecology.

" Transactions of the American Gynecological Society, 1895, vol
IX, |). 179.

'" Loc. clt., vol. XX, p. 297.
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He bases his conclusions upon 136 cases of his own
which have been carefully observed for from one to

nine years. In 60 of his cases, there were no marked
nervous symptoms, and the operation was done for

the relief of general ill health, with pelvic pain due to

erosion of the cervix, metritis, etc. In all, a restoration

to good general health followed, and the ultimate re-

sult was all that could be asked for. In the other 76
cases there was marked neurasthenia, and the lacera-

tion, erosion, subinvolution of the uterus, etc., were
discovered only after the neurasthenia had led them to

seek advice. In each of these cases the cervix was
repaired and a union obtained, the patient being kept
in bed for a sufficient time to allow the involution of

the uterus to take place. In 49 cases (64 per cent.)

recovery from the nervous symptoms took place,

under proper management, in a year ; but in the re-

maining 27 cases (36 per cent.) there was no marked
change after the operation. In two of these the ap-

pendages were later removed for actual disease of the

ovaries, thus leaving 25 patients (33 per cent.) un-

cured one year after the operation. Ford thinks this

result to have been no better than he might reason-

ably have expected in the same cases of neurasthenia

without operation, and concludes that when the conse-

quences of a lacerated cervix have produced a general

disturbance of the health, a trachelorrhaphy may be
relied upon for brilliant results ; but that when the

general physical health is but little affected and the

effects of the local lesion are perceptible only in a

well-marked affection of the nervous system, the

operation promises much less, while if the general

health is not at all impaired, he believes a nervous
disease is not likely to be at all affected by the per-

formance of a trachelorrhaphy, even if the laceration

and its consequences were the original cause of the

affection.

DIAGNOSIS OF RE.VAL CALCULUS BY URETERAL
CATHETERIZATION.

Kelly " reports three cases in which he was enabled

to establish a diagnosis of calculus in the pelvis of

the kidney by withdrawing granular debris, and in

one case a broken bit of stone, by catheterization of

the ureter. The end of the catheter was scratched

by the stone, and the debris was sucked through the

catheter by a strong metallic syringe which was at-

tached after its introduction.

i^eportjET of ^ocietiejet.

THE OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF BOSTON.
CHARLES W. TOWySEND, M.D., SECRETARY.

Thirtt-fifth Annual Meeting, January 18, 1896,
the President, Dr. J. R. Chadwick, in the chair.

Dr. Edward Reynolds reported
"

A CASE of sacculated BLADDER.'

Dr. J. R. Chadwick said he had seen Dr. Kelly
explore the bladder, and could not help wondering
whether the method was applicable to all cases. In

one case that he had seen there had been much pain

and considerable irritation from the proceeding. Of
> See page 434 of the Joarnal.

*^ Medical News, vol, Ixii, No. 22.

course, this method is a great improvement on the old

method of local treatment where no speculum was used

and the application was a blind one. Of late he had
been able to relieve most cases of irritable bladder by
the use of internal medicines, and it is hoped that this

simple method will not be forgotten in the adoption of

local treatment by means of the speculum.

Dk. G. Haven had seen very little or no pain re-

sulting from the examination of the bladder by Kelly's

method. He has seen retention but never incontinence

following.

Dr. Edward Reynolds said that a small propor-

tion, perhaps five per cent., of patients treated in this

manner at the Boston City Hospital never came back.

Probably some of them found it painful. In private

practice there was some discomfort for twenty-four

hours, rarely for forty-eight hours. In only one case

did the symptoms amount to anything. It must be
remembered that a small speculum can be successfully

used, even as small as a No. 30 French, while he habit-

ually uses one of No. 36. Much discomfort is also

saved by filling up the bladder with salt solution or

getting the patient to thoroughly empty it.

Dr. Engleman said that formerly too much force

was used in dilating the urethra. In one case he had
seen incontinence lasting some time follow. He has

preceded and followed the dilatation with cocaine, and
he would differ from Kelly as to its efficacy, as he had
often found it very unsatisfactory. He has preferred

gradual dilators having a curve of the male catheter,

and he has needed rather a large cystoscope. We are

in an experimental stage at present and are sure to

get some negative results, but positive ones, as in the

paper of the evening, are of great value.

Dr. Reynolds, in closing, said that there was no
comparison between washing out the bladder and care-

ful topical applications through the cystoscope.

He would exclude cases in which the examination

of the urine showed Bright's disease or diabetes. He
should use a small cystoscope and do the operation

rapidly. Gradual dilatation, while often more satis-

factory, he believed caused more pain to the patient.

Dr. George Haven reported

A CASE of cesarean section.''

Dr. a. Worcester said that most men, after a

failure with high forceps, would do version and lose

the child ; and it is of great interest that this case was
so successful, and it may prove the means of saving

much life in the future.

The rapidity and ease of this operation contrasts

with the case reported before this Society by himself

where the placenta was on the anterior surface of the

uterus and there was much hemorrhage. The child is

still living and well, but the woman has left her hus-

band.

Dr. M. H. Richardson said that he saw no reason
why the mortality in Caesarean section should not be

made very small indeed, provided the case was taken
early enough.

Dr. Engle.man suggested that the present case was
one for symphysiotomy and he should like to ask why
Caesarean section was preferred.

Dr. Edward Reynolds said that he considers the

method employed by Dr. Haven of lifting the uterus

out of the abdomen before incising it to be preferable

to leaving it in, for, although a longer abdominal cut

' See page 430 of the Joarnal.
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is ueeded, there is uo danger of blood and uterine con-

tents getting into the abdomen.
He believed that this was not a case for symphysi-

otomy which he believed to be a good operation but

one to be used where the patient is not iu a good con-

dition and not clean. Where the patient has been

kept aseptic and where she is in a good condition, as

iu the present case, he would prefer the Caesarean

operation.

Dk. a. Worcester remarked that in his case he

found considerable difficulty in bringing together over

the uterus the peritoneum which had slipped back in

some places three-quarters of an inch.

Dr. G. Haven, iu closing, said that he used silk in

both cases for suturing the uterus. In properly se-

lected cases the mortality is very small in Ctesarean

section.

NEW YORK NEUROLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, March 3, 1896, Edward D.

Fisher, M.D., President.

Dr. William B. Notes read a paper on

A STCDY OF SPORADIC CRETINISM.

He said that on September 1, 1895, be saw a child,

two years old, who was not more advanced than a

child of six months. The abdomen was protuberant,

the nose short and retrousse, the tongue swollen and
protruding, and the saliva dribbling from the mouth.

There were two swellings on the neck, just in front

of the sterno-mastoid muscles. The child appeared

to be idiotic. Its length was twenty-four inches.

The epipli3'ses of the long bones was somewhat
swollen. There was no rhachitic rosary or any other

rhachitic symptom. The mother stated that this was
her first child, and that it had been born after a nor-

mal labor. Both parents were young and healthy.

The child reached a weight of fourteen pounds after

two months, and then did not gain for more than a

year. The chief complaint had been constipation

and weakness. There was no family history bearing

on the condition. On September 15th, the child was
ordered a daily dose of one-fourth of a Burroughs &
Welcome five-grain tablet of thyroid extract. By
mistake a daily dose of five grains was given at first,

with the result that the circumference of the neck was
reduced two inches, and the child had begun to per-

spire. The temperature rose to 102°, and there were

prostration and sleeplessness. At the end of a week,

the entire body had desquamated, leaving a clear,

white waxy skin. On November 24th, after having

taken one grain daily, the amount of improvement
was wonderful. By February the child had grown
eight inches, and its weight had increased three or

four pounds.

The effect of heredity might be manifested in three

ways, namely : (1) in a congenital local defect ; (2)

in a defect of growth ; and (3) in a defect in the gen-

eral vitality. One or more of these defects might ex-

ist in the same individual. Many epileptics, inebriates

and insane |)er80U8 showed this physical and psychical

taint. There was a very significant hereditary ele-

ment ill cretinism. Some European observers had be-

lived the cretins to be the descendants of a degenerate

race, but this could hardly be credited. Recent epi-

demics of cretinism had shown that heredity was the

chief cause of sporadic cretinism. Only those whose

parents had goitre seemed to develop cretinism.

Those with goitres were not cretins, but cretinism

appeared iu the next generation. Endemic cretin-

ism was not so much hereditary as an hereditary local

deficiency. All over Europe, and particularly in the

mountains, statistics showed that deaf-mutism was

much more prevalent than in the lower-lying regions.

This was probably due to the evils of consanguinity,

poverty and unsanitary surroundings. There were

certain cretins who did not present all the typical indi-

cations of cretinism. In various parts of the world

were to be seen cases presenting the general features

common to endemic cretinism, which were known as

sporadic cretinism. In early childhood these cases

had been frequently confused with the more common
forms of idiocy. When the thyroid gland is removed

by operation, or when it atrophies from disease, cer-

tain changes are observed. First, there is a general

disturbance in the nutrition and the development of

myxedema— a general increase in the bulk of the

body, a deposit or infiltration of mucin. The latest

examinations by Hal burton showed a practically nor-

mal percentage of mucin in the skin, and a very

slight increase in the subcutaneous tissues. There

was an excess of " basement substance " or young

connective tissue holding mucin. In the later stages

of myxedema the subcutaneous connective tissues be-

came permeated by white fibres and fat cells — the

atrophic stage. The blood is altered, and there is

some evidence of toxicity in the blood. Acute or

operative cases in animals showed certain nervous

symptoms, such as fibrillary tremors or convulsions.

In the young infant the myxedematous process tended

to produce (1) a condition of idiocy ; (2) edema
and swelling of the subcutaneous tissues would be

more marked than in the adult because the tissues

were softer ; and (3) a general change occurred in the

bony framework of the body, for example, a peculiar

shape of the skull, lordosis of the spinal column and

a general dwarfed appearance. In the long bones of

cretins the almost geometrical relation of the rows of

ossifying cells found in the normal condition gives

place to irregular cells, and growth iu the longitudi-

nal direction is stopped. At some of the autopsies,

fibrous connective tissues had been found around the

epiphyses. Rhachitis was a very different process

from that seen in cretinism ; the cartilage cells pro-

liferated rapidly and very irregularly, and ossification

was irregular and failed entirely. Hofmeister re-

moved the thyroids from a number of rabbits. They
developed only very slight symptoms, but those oper-

ated upon were soon noticed to be smaller than the

control animals, their bellies were more protruding

and their skulls broader. After from two to seven

months they were killed. Few changes were found

in the soft parts; there was no myxedema and no

special changes iu the viscera. There was a decided

retardation in the development of bone in the thyroid-

ectomized animals ; the skull and jaw were the least

affected. There was a difference in growth of one-

third in the tibi* of the thyroidectomized rabbits and

the control animals. The case of a boy had been re-

ported, from whom the thyroid had been removed

when he was ten years of age, and who had not

grown at all during the eighteen months that he sur-

vived the operation.

The etiology of sporadic cretinism was even more

J
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obscure than that of the epidemic form. Of the re-

ported cases, several seemed to have been the first

children of quite young parents ; one or both of the

parents were apt to be neurotic ; there was often a

marked alcoholic taint ; there were other children in

the family with some other nervous disease or pos-

sessing some stigma ; and in Edinburgh the preva-

lence of cretinism was apparently due to squalor and

poor food and air.

In conclusion, the speaker emphasized the follow-

ing points: (1) that the symptoms of cretinism were

to be explained as a result of myxedematous process

in the undeveloped tissues of the infant ; (2) the sci-

entific application of the principles of heredity, by

such methods as had been used in deaf-mutism, idiocy

and other nervous diseases, would yield similar results

in cretinism.

Dr. W. M. Lesztnskt said that he had had under

his care a cretin, twenty-five years of age. It was a

case of sporadic myxedematous cretinism, and the

mental development was so defective that the man
acted like a child of six years. There was an ab-

sence of the thyroid and there was some myxedema.
The man was treated in the hospital for some weeks

by the thyroid extract, with but very little benefit.

Dr. L. Sceiglitz said that Ewald, in his most re-

cent study of myxedema and cretinism, had not been

able to accept the thyroid theory alone as the cause of

cretinism. He adduced a number of good reasons for

believing that this was not the only etiological factor.

He thought the excellent result in the case just re-

ported was due to the fact that the child came under

treatment at a very early age. It was hardly to be

expected that the older cases would respond quickly

to the treatment. An interesting point about the de-

velopment of cretinism was that very many of these

children appeared to be perfectly normal until about

the time of weaning. This could be explained by the

fact that animals who fed on vegetables and milk did

not develop myxedema nearly as rapidly as animals

fed on flesh.

The President said that it was now pretty well

established that sporadic cretinism occurred chiefly

among the poor and amid unsanitary surroundings.

The photograph of Dr. Leszynsky's patient closely

resembled one of a family of three cretins living in

this city. They were typical cretins, and they had

given absolutely negative results from the thyroid

treatment. He had seen a considerable increase in

the intelligence even in patients of forty years.

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF ACUTE ASCEND-
ING (lANDRY's) PARALYSIS, WITH EXHIBITION OF

SPECIMENS STAINED BY THE NISSL METHOD.

Dr. Pearce Bailey said that the labor of prepar-

ing this paper had been equally shared by Dr. James
EwiNG and himself. Although it was nearly forty

years since Landry described the disease which bore

his name, there were today conflicting views regarding

its pathology. The symptoms of the original case had

been acute paralysis ascending from the legs and arms,

unaccompanied by marked loss of sensation, or by in-

volvement of the sphincters. The intellectual facul-

ties remained unimpaired. After death no lesions were

found in the nervous system to explain these symptoms,
and careful microscopical examination of the spinal

cord by several observers was absolutely negative.

The nerves were not examined.

The authors of this paper said that they had recently

seen a case of acute ascending paralysis with extensive

lesion in the spinal cord. The patient, a female, thirty-

six years of age, was admitted to the Roosevelt Hos-

pital, November 25, 1895, in the service of Dr.

Francis Delafield. The family history was negative.

The patient had previously enjoyed good health. On
November 19th, the disease began with vomiting,

which continued until the third day, when she went to

bed exhausted. She then began to have occasional

attacks of vertigo, and dimness of vision. On Novem-
ber 23d, she suddenly lost the power of both legs, and

the next day there was paralysis of both arms. Sensa-

tion was undisturbed. The temperature was 101.4°

at the time of her admission, and the urine examination

was negative except for finding a few hyaline casts.

The only important point in her personal history was

that she had been a rather excessive beer drinker.

There was moderate ptosis* on the left side ; tactile

sensibility was normal ; there was no pain or tender-

ness in arms and legs ; the bladder control was normal

;

the knee-jerks were lost ; there was diminished re

spouse of the paralyzed muscles to the faradic current.

On the 27th, she complained of headache and dyspnea

;

on the 29th, the urine contained a trace of albumin ;

and on the 30th, after a severe attack of pulmonary

edema, she died.

At the autopsy, which was made twenty hours after

death, the serous cavities were normal; the lungs were
moderately congested ; the bronchial lymph nodes were

normal. The muscle of the heart was rather pale, and

there were a few atheromatous patches in the aorta.

The liver was reduced in size, and the general outline

of the lobules was indistinct. The spleen was large

and rather firm ; its trabeculae were faintly visible, and

the Malpighian bodies imperceptible. The kidneys

gave evidence of acute degeneration. Examination of

the brain showed considerable distention of the veins

and sinuses ; there were no thrombi. Sections dis-

closed a large, but not distinctly abnormal blood con-

tent. The consistence of the spinal cord was normal

;

the white matter appeared normal ; the gray matter

was plainly outlined and very slightly congested. The
anatomical diagnosis was congestion and edema of the

lungs, acute degeneration of the kidneys, acute hyper-

plastic splenitis. In the microscopical examination

the Nissl stain furnished the most satisfactory result

of the many stains tried. It is excellent for studying

the changes in the ganglion cells. The vessels of the

Cauda equina were tilled with blood ; the axis cylinders

of the nerve fibres appeared to be normal. The nerve

fibres in the nerve roots appeared to be normal ; in

some nerve roots there was a slight perivascular infil-

tration of small round cells. Examination of the

spinal cord showed the gray matter to be extensively

affected throughout the entire length of the cord

;

there was intense congestion of all the blood-vessels,

especially of the anterior branches of spinal artery.

Nearly all the vessels showed pronounced perivascular

infiltration of small round cells. There was a diffused

cellular infiltration of the gray matter, at times extend-

ing slightly into the white matter. The central canal

appeared not to be especially affected. There was a

more or less complete absence of chromophyllic masses

in the cells. In some cells the cytoplasm was entirely

bereft of chromophyllic bodies, being replaced by fine

bluish particles. In the areas where the exudative

inflammation was most pronounced, many shrunken
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cell bodies without visible cell nuclei were recognized

with difficulty. lu the white matter, where the iu-

tiammatory process extended into it from the gray

matter, there was moderate perivascular infiltration.

In the cervical region of the cord the lesions were

most pronounced, while iu the sacral region they were

the least, many ganglion cells in the anterior horns

remaining fairly well preserved. The lesions iu the

medulla and pons were chiefly marked in the gray

matter, and were similar to those described iu the cord.

The nuclei of the cranial nerves were all more or less

damaged, but chiefly in the sixth or seventh nerves.

The basal ganglia showed the perivascular lesion and

numerous small foci of cellular infiltration. The tem-

pero-sphenoidal lobes were normal. Throughout the

cerebellar cortex were found lesions similar to those

found in the spinal cord.

In the case just rejjorted the clinical symptoms
were attributable to most extensive lesions affecting

chiefly the gray matter of the spinal cord. The fact

that the lesions were but slight in the sacral region

explained the persistence of sphincter control.

There were many recorded cases, the speaker said,

in which an ascending paralysis, unaccompanied by

sensory symptoms soon involved the bulbar nuclei.

An ascending paralysis pursuing a rapidly fatal course,

without prouounced sensory symptoms, was a distinct

clinical entity. These had always been considered the

essential symptoms of Landry's paralysis.

To this paper was appended a table of all the care-

fully recorded cases, except those published in the

Russian and Scandinavian languages, and a few old

monographs. Several cases had been included which

had been hitherto described as acute poliomyelitis

anterior.

Fatal acute ascending paralysis might be divided

into the following groups : (1) cases in which no histo-

logical changes could be demoustrated in the nervous

system ; (2) those in which there was an acute exuda-

tive inflammation of the cord, medulla, and sometimes

of the brain ; (3) acute inflammation of the peripheral

nerves ; (4) acute inflammation, both of the central

and peripheral nervous systems. In sixteen of the

collected cases there were lesions limited to the cere-

bro-spinal axis. A consideration of the etiology, symp-

toms and pathology of the disease point to the action

of a toxic agent as the direct cause of the lesions.

The lesions indicated an acute exudative inflammation,

such as is usually found in cases having a bacterial

origin. The authors had found it impossible to differ-

entiate those various groups by their clinical manifes-

tations.

Their conclusions were: (1) that acute ascending

paralysis was probably a toxemia in which the poison-

ous agent affected chiefly the nervous system ; (2) that

its most common seat was in the spinal cord or me-

dulla, though it might be present in the cortex and

nerve roots ; (3) that the lesions in other parts of the

cerebro-spinal axis were of a similar nature ; and (4)

that when the lesion affected the peripheral nerves

there was an increase of neuroglia cells.

Dr. Beverlet Robinson said that he had not seen

more than one case of this disease, and that one had

been reported some time ago to the Practitioners'

Society. In the clinical history of that case there

was no evidence of any toxemia. The pathologist

having charge of the case had failed to examine the

nervooB system by the improved methods detailed iu

the paper, or by bacteriological methods, but he had

rejiorted that there was little or no evidence of lesion

in the spinal cord, although there were some patholog-

ical changes in the nerves themselves. The case had
run a rapid clinical course, and the patient had died of

edema of the lungs.

Dr. C. L. Dana said that as he recalled Dr. Robin-

son's case, the clinical history was clearly one of Lan-

dry's paralysis, but there were no careful microscopical

or bacteriological examinations reported ; hence though

the case was apparently some form of toxic neuritis,

there was no proof that the nerve cells were not prim-

arily implicated. Three years ago, when discussing the

subject with Mr. Victor Horsley, the opinion had

been expressed that paralytic rabies might be classified

clinically as Landry's paralysis, and that probably

some of these cases were really examples of rabies.

The sections at present under the microscope showed
some cellular changes, yet the general pathological

picture was that of a very marked vascular trouble—
an infection or toxemia. He would say most certainly

that the primary changes were vascular, and those in

the ganglion cells were secondary. His experience

with the Nissl stain had led him to place much less

confidence in its revelations than did many others.

In almost any brain one could find all sorts of changes

in the chromophyllic substance, and the method of

preparing the staining and sections made it seem to

him almost impossible that there should not be consid-

erable difference in the way in which the various cells

took up the coloring substance. The cortex cells in

this specimen seemed nearly normal, although there

was here evidence of this same vascular irritation.

He thought that if the nerves had been examined it

would have been found that they had been damaged
even more than the nervous system. He recalled a

case resembling Landry's paralysis, although running

a slower course, in which there had been evidence of

nervous and vascular irritation ; the history of the case

showed it to be rapidly fatal alcoholic neuritis.

Dr. B. Sachs said that Landry's paralysis had been

buffeted about a great deal by various writers. For-

tunately the day had passed when diseases were classi-

fied entirely on more topographical lines. That there

was a toxic agent causing Landry's paralysis he

thought there could be no doubt, and hence it was to

be particularly regretted that a bacteriological exami-

nation had been omitted in this, and many other cases.

Since the bacilli of influenza had been found in cases

of spinal-cord troubles following that disease, it be-

came incumbent on every careful observer to make a

bacteriological examination. He also felt that we
should be very careful in making inferences regarding

slight changes iu the structure of the cells in speci-

mens stained by Nissl's method. In the case reported

in the paper, one of the chief symptoms had been ab-

sence of sensory disturbance quite early iu the disease.

If this one clinical feature must be accepted as essen-

tial, we could not suppose that the changes which had
been described were those chiefly responsible for Lan-
dry's paralysis. It was more than probable that the

changes occurred not only in the brain, but iu the

spinal cord, and the peripheral nerves.

Dr. George Jacobt said that if we accepted

Landry's definition of the paralysis, we could only

make a clinical diagnosis, for Landry claimed that

there must be a lack of anatomical evidence. He bad

been struck by the fact that iu the case described in

i
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the paper the patieot was a beer-drinker, and that the

symptoms had developed quite rapidly. This had
been noted in quite a number of cases. The lesion

might be localized in the cells of the spinal cord or in

the cortex. The report presented seemed to indicate

that in the future we would probably find pathological

changes in the cell body aualogous to those which had
been thus far found in the peripheral nerves. It

would seem that we were dealing with a chronic alco-

holic intoxication of the central nervous system.

Dr. Landon Carter Gray said he thought that

the paper just presented was an extremely valuable

contribution to the subject of Landry's paralysis.

He could recall a number of cases of this disease

which could be divided into several groups. Some of

these had rapidly proved fatal ; some had run a

slower course ; some had improved and then re-

lapsed. Those which had recovered, had subse-

quently had atrophy of the muscles, and had pre-

sented a condition similar to that of poliomyelitis.

He had also seen cases of alcoholic neuritis present-

ing several types — some few had died, some had had
obstinate vomiting for days and weeks, some had
passed into a miserable condition of invalidism. He
could not recall any of these cases having recovered.

The clinical definition of the disease could not be

taken as anything more than a guide. Undoubtedly
there was an underlying toxemia, and possibly an in-

fection. It seemed to be pretty generally agreed that

Nissl's stain was still on trial, and certainly some
very serious objections had been made to it, so that

our deductions based upon it must be made with great

caution.

Dr. Joseph Collins said that the paper just con-

tributed had served to crystallize what had been in

our minds, that is, that Landry's paralysis had been

handicapped by a name aud a tradition which for

years had prevented us from forming a legitimate con-

ception of the pathology of the disease. All must
have been impressed with the fact that Landry's

paralysis was a disease dependent upon a poison, and
that its clinical forms varied as to the part of the ner-

vous system implicated. It had not yet been proven

that the disease was one of the spinal cord or of the

peripheral nervous system. When it had been said

that Landry's paralysis was a disease dependent upon
infection, or upon a toxic substance manifesting its ac-

tion on a well-defined part, or on the entire nervous sys-

tem, the pathological location of the disease so far as

known, had been stated. In the case reported in the

paper the lesions were universal, hemorrhagic splenitis,

parenchymatous nephritis and an exudative inflamma-

tion in the spinal cord, all of which pointed to an in-

fection. The changes in the cord were virtually

those of acute anterior poliomyelitis, a disease which

was very probably due to some micro-organisms.

The underlying condition should not be described as a
" toxemia," which meant a primary blood infection,

but as toxic. If epidemic cerebro-spinal meningitis

and acute anterior poliomyelitis had been shown in a

number of instances to have been associated with pyo-

genic micro-organisms, why should not Landry's
paralysis be dependent upon such a condition also ?

Dr. Sachs said that in almost every case in which
the disease had been named after a person who had

first described it, an unusual reverence had been
shown for the symptomatology first reported. Thus,
Landry bad insisted that there should be bulbar com*

plication, yet this was more or less accidental, although

present in most of the cases. It would not be right,

it seemed to him, to exclude all those cases in which
the process had not extended into the medulla, pro-

vided the other symptoms were those of acute ascend-

ing paralysis. It would be better to speak of the

disease under discussion as an acute infectious ascend-

ing paralysis.

The President said that it seemed to him that the

so-called Landry's paralysis was an acute infectious

process, which at times affected the spinal cord, and
at other times affected the nerves to a greater extent.

He could not see how it at all resembled the ordinary

cases of even the most acute alcoholic multiple neuritis.

Dr. James Ewing thought the Nissl stain had
been very generally accepted as the best method of

studying the pathological changes in the ganglion

cells. Dr. Dana's trouble with this stain was proba-

bly due to the use of alcohol as a hardening agent

;

the cells should be treated with bichloride of mercury.
The examination of the Cauda equina and the nerve
roots in this case seemed to absolutely negative the

opinion expressed by Dr. Dana, that in the nerves, if

examined, would have been found even more pro-

nounced changes. We would have to assume that

the central nervous system and the peripheral nerves

were markedly affected, and yet the intervening por-

tion, the nerve roots, had escaped. In the case re-

ported, sensory symptoms were almost entirely ab-

sent. A careful examination of the literature showed
that cases of acute multiple neuritis resembling Lan-
dry's paralysis were exceedingly rare. The word
" toxemia " had been used advisedly in the paper, for

the authors were not ready to state that Landry's
paralysis was an acute infectious disease. They used
the word " toxemia " because they believed the

disease was produced by a toxic agent in the blood
which, at least in some cases, was of a bacterial

nature.

iS^cccnt EitcratUK.

Functional and Organic Diseases of the Stomach. By
Sidney Martin, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P., etc., As-
sistant Professor of Clinical Medicine at University

College Hospital. Edinburgh and London : Young
J. Pentlaud. Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott Co.
1895.

Dr. Martin has apparently aimed to cover the same
field in English that Professor Ewald has covered in

German, though the latter's thorough work on " Dis-

eases of the Stomach " is accessible to English readers

through Mange's excellent translation. However,
with the great advances of the past few years in phys-
iological and pathological chemistry and in the methods
of examining the secretions aud contents of this viscus,

'

there is room for a strictly English treatise, especially

as none has been published for some years. The
author constantly quotes from the latest German
authorities aud shows himself well acquainted with
their work in this department.
The book is a good one. It is thorough without

being too abstruse aud diffuse ; it is practical and yet
is evidently the offspring of sound learning. The
paper, the printing and the illustrations are all excel-

lent.
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SCHOOL HYGIENE.

It is highly siguificant that sioce our last issue the

Superintendent of the Boston Public Schools, Mr.

Seaver, has issued a lengthy rejoinder, apparently on

behalf of the school committee, to the preliminary re-

port of the Collegiate Alumnoe ; that the final report

of their committee has been endorsed by the Alumna;

and given to the public; and that the New England

Conference of Educational Workers has held a largely

attended public meeting, at which papers on " The

Medical Supervision of City Schools " and on " School

Text-Books in Hygiene" were presented respectively

by Dr. Durgin, Chairman of the Boston Board of

Health, and Dr. G. W. Fitz, Assistant-Professor of

Physiology and Hygiene in Harvard University — the

papers being followed by a very vigorous and sugges-

tive expression of opinion on the part of Mayor

Quincy and Dr. Hartwell, Director of Physical Train-

ing in the Boston Schools.

Mr. Seaver, in his reply to the Collegiate Alumna;,

characterizes their prelimiuiary report as "a helpful

piece of disinterested public work" adapted to arouse

public opinion to the necessity of providing the money

(hitherto denied) which is requisite for improving the

sanitary condition of the Boston school-houses, and

avers that the facts brought out in the report of the

Alumna;, " though well known to the school commit-

tee, to the board of health, and to others concerned

iu the care and management of the public schools,

cannot be urged upon public attention too often or too

forcibly, as the chief difficulty for some years has

been the want of money." Nevertheless, Mr. Seaver

challenges the statement of the Alumuie that Boston

has 7,000 unoccupied seats in its schools, and disputes

their couteutiou that a portion of the two-million loan

for new school-houses should be diverted to sanitary

repairs. He claims, on the basis of his own investiga-

tions made since the report of the Alumuse, that there

are only 5,000 unoccupied seats iu Boston, which " are

found partly iu quarters of the city which have re-

cently suffered a decrease of population ; and partly in

growing districts where new school-houses have re-

cently been built iu anticipation, to some extent, of

future needs. The unoccupied seats not thus ac-

counted for are scattered all over the city and consti-

tute a comfortable working margin of school accom-

modations." He also shows that the suggestion of the

Alumna; that certain assembly halls be turned into

class-rooms is inadvisable.

In their final report the Alumna; admit somewhat

of precii)itancy and error in their returns concerning

vacant seats. The report is chiefly an amplification of

their first report. It bristles with figures as to the

age of buildings and their proximity to other struct-

ures ; the location, style and condition of privies ; the

number of ill-lighted or uulighted rooms ; the character

of the janitorial service in respect to sweeping, clean-

ing, etc. ; the inadequacy of fire-escapes ; estimates of

air space and supply of air ; the results of chemical

analysis of samples of air ; and the prevalence of noi-

some odors. Taken as a whole, the report makes a

rather gruesome showing, and conveys the impression

that the health of the school population of Boston has

been considered a matter of minor importance by those

who are ostensibly responsible for the regulation and

management of the public schools. Still it would be

a mistake to indulge in wholesale condemnation, for it

should be remembered that this report is very largely

made up of statements made by teachers, whose good

faith we do not question, but whose competency as

scientific observers remains to be proven. The Alum-

nae do well to attribute what they unhesitatingly term

" unpardonable sanitary conditions," to divided responsi-

bility and the failure of the city council to grant the

requests of the Boston School Committee for funds

wherewith to make absolutely necessary improvements.

It may be doubted if the school committee has ever

called the attention of the Boston public to the sani-

tary and hygienic needs of its schools so clearly or

forcibly as has been done by the committee of the

Alumna;. There appears to be a large and fallow

field of usefulness open to the Standing Committee

on Hygiene of the Boston School Board.

At the meeting of the New England Conference,

Dr. Durgin described the system of daily medical

inspection of the Boston schools instituted by the

board of health in November, 1894, and reviewed the

results obtained during the first twelve months' history

of the new departure. The nature of these results is

familiar to our readers, as they are set forth in exteitso

in Dr. Durgin's paper which was printed in the Jour-

nal of April 9th. The efforts of the board of health

to limit the spread of infectious diseases among Bos-

ton school-children and to remedy the unsanitary con-

ditions in their environment are deserving of wide

recognition and imitation, and the board is to be con-

gratulated ou the determination of Mayor Quincy to

second its efforts.

In his paper on " School Text-Books iu Hygiene,"

Dr. Fitz took the position that the policy of teaching

physiology and hygiene, which are experimental sol-
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eDces, as a form of mental discipline in the lower

school-grades was a mistaken one, and had led to much
confusion of mind with regard to the laws of health, and

to the multiplication of text-books of doubtful value.

There is a tendency in the present method of teach-

ing these subjects to stimulate children to attempt to

reason in matters beyond their grasp. The moral

effect of teaching hygiene with a bias is unfortunate,

as the pupil on discovering through experience that

certain doctrines in hygiene were distorted or false,

would be tempted to distrust his teacher's instruction

in other matters. Dr. Fitz urged that maxims should

be taught and suggestions given to pupils in the lower

classes regarding healthful habits of action, instead of

attempting to teach casuistry in hygiene. There

should be less of the teaching of hygiene but more of

its study on the part of the teachers ; who should give

particular attention to the hygienic conditions of their

pupils, and learn to recognize conditions that were not

normal and to train their pupils in right living. Mere
information in hygiene is insufficient as a means to

securing health, or the habits of doing right.

If hygiene and physiology must be taught in the-

schools. Dr. Fitz would limit the teaching of them as

sciences to the high schools and have them taught by

specialists, for neither physiology nor hygiene can be

satisfactorily taught except by specialists. The spec-

ialist had best be the medical visitor to the school.

This is looking forward — for primeval conditions still

prevail in school life.

Mayor Quiucy, who spoke at some length following

Dr. Fitz, assured his audience of his entire sympathy

with the present movement to provide healthful condi-

tions for the children and teachers in the public

schools, and " that every power within the control of

the executive branch of the city government would

be exhausted to bring about such conditions— and at

as early a day as possible." He said

:

" I feel that there is no possible object for the spend-

ing of money in the city of Boston that should take

precedence of the putting of the school buildings into

the best condition. ... I don't care what it will

cost to place the school-houses of Boston in proper

condition as to their sanitary and ventilating arrange-

ments. The city of Boston is rich enough to do this

work ; and other objects of public expenditure should

wait until this primary necessity is relieved. I wish

we might have the money appropriated at once.

" I am perfectly aware of the fact that the school

committee has called attention to the need of having

improvements of the character which I have men-

tioned carried out ; but the present system of divided

responsibility, in my opinion, is so radically defective

that we cannot do anything better than has been done

in the past unless there is some single-headed responsi-

bility. Nothing would do more to place the school

committee in its true position— the position in which

it certainly can do much good work— than to relieve

it of the performance of executive duties, that is, to

place it in the position of an advisory body."

In conclusion, Mayor Quincy said he was in favor

of providing bathing facilities in certain of the school-

houses for the benefit of school-children in the most

crowded quarters. In this connection Mayor Quincy

foreshadowed the liberal policy which he desires to pro-

mote in providing public cleanliness baths to be kept

open throughout the year. Since Mayor Quincy ad-

dressed the New England Conference he has sent a

message to the city council endorsing the report of a

Special Committee on Public Baths, which committee

recommends the erection of an experimental bath-house

for men and women at the South End of Boston at an

expense of $50,000 to $65,000. The committee also

recommends " that steps be taken toward placing sim-

ple outfits of spray baths in school buildings in various

parts of the city for the use of school-children and of

people living in the immediate neighborhood of the

schools."

If the reports be true as to the unwashed and un-

kempt condition of the school-children in certain quar-

ters of Boston, their subjection to regular or even semi-

occasional shower-baths during the winter would tend

to simplify the problem of securing better air in some

of the ill-ventilated schools we venture to think.

We believe that rain-baths have been introduced

into school-houses in a number of German, Swiss, and

Scandinavian cities within recent years, and have emi-

nently commended themselves by their results, both

to the health authorities and the school managers.

We believe that there is need of more intelligent,

direct and vigorous measures in the interests of school

hygiene by several departments of the city government

of Boston than any department excepting the board of

health has hitherto shown a disposition to undertake.

The sanitary and hygienic interests of the schools are

too numerous and diversified to be successfully cared

for by any single board or officer under our present

system of semi-bucolic school management.

We hope the discussion of school hygiene will con-

tinue, and that clearer ideas as to its scope and nature,

greater facility in its methods, and more effective ad-

ministrative machinery for attaining its ends will ulti-

mately be secured. We are inclined to think that

Mayor Quincy has put his finger on the weak spot in

the present system of school management, which is a

survival from more primitive times.

A NOTABLE DEMONSTRATION OF THE
X-RAYS.

At the meeting of the Suffolk District Medical

Society which was held in Walker Hall of the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology on April 25th, Dr.

Francis H. Williams gave an extremely interesting

demonstration of the work that had been done at the

Institute of Technology in developing the application

of the x-rays, and in particular of the fluorescope to

medical purposes.

Several excellent radiographs of the hand and
wrist were shown, and also one which showed in a
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very perfect manner the elbow-joiut. The fluorescence

of a plate covered with tungstale of calcium was

demonstrated so that it could be seen by every mem-

ber of the large audience, and those near could see

clearly the outlines of the bones of the hand and wrist

placed between the tube and the fluorescent screen.

This demonstration was made of course, with the room

darkened. Later, individual members had an oppor-

tunity to look through the fluorescope, which is simply

a pasteboard box, having tungstate of calcium spread

upon the inner surface of the distal end, and all could see

with startling distinctness the outlines of the bones of

the hand and forearm when held between the fluore-

scope and the Crookes tube which was the source of

the rays.

More wonderful even than what was actually shown

to the audience was Dr. Williams's account of what

had been accomplished with the fluorescope in the

diagnosis of diseases of the thorax. Dr. Williams and

Messrs. Norton and Lawrence had found the thorax

much more transparent to the x-rays than the abdo-

men. The lungs were particularly transparent, the

rays passing clearly through them, and the outline

of the ribs being plainly seen. The liver was com-

paratively opaque to the rays, and they were able to

mark out accurately the position of the upper border

of the liver in extreme inspiration and expiration, and

there was found to be a difference of three inches in

these levels. Dr. Williams had brought a patient from

the City Hospital to the Institute upon whose skin the

area of a greatly hypertrophied heart had been care-

fully marked out by percussion, and by using the

fluorescope an outline was marked out on the man's

shirt which everywhere corresponded very closely with

the area previously marked out on the skin by per-

cussion.

Dr. Williams was warmly applauded at the close of

his most interesting and successful demonstration. By
it was made evident an important fact, which was

brought forward by Dr. Williams as well as by Dr.

Maclutyre in a recent demonstration at Edinburgh

(described on page 449 of the Jodknal), namely, that

the surgeon would not be obliged to await the tedious

process of developing a photographic plate before

making his diagnosis, but would be enabled to look

right through the bandages and dressings of a fract-

ured limb, for instance, and see at a glance the posi-

tion and relations of the fragments. To-day a physi-

cian might take his patient with a broken arm to the

Institute, and there with the aid of Professor Cross's

apparatus and the fluorescope, see at a glance the

position of the ends of the bone, and that without re-

moving the bandages.

The applicability of fluorescopy to the diagnosis of

internal disease was not the least interesting and

significant of the observations made by Mr. Nor-

ton and Dr. Williams. The statement of Dr. Wil-

liams, that they had up to the present time been un-

able successfully to outline the viscera of the lower

abdomen and pelvis by the rays, (rbicb are not freely

transmitted to the intestines, need not discourage us

when we consider the short time in which the other

already remarkable results have been attained.

The applicability of the method to cerebral surgery

is in some degree assured, for we are informed by

both Drs. Williams and Maclntyre that the skull is

permeable to the ra)'8 ; and, as we have noted else-

where, Dr. Maclntyre has published a radiograph

showiug with the utmost distinctness three ballets

placed inside the skull.

Dr. Williams's account of the examination of the

skull by the fluorescope, which is of interest, is given

ill his letter on page 451 of this issue. A foreign body

in the interior of the skull, unless it lay very low in

one of the hollows at the base could evidently be

located with ease by the Routgen rays.

The results attained by Dr. Williams and Messrs.

Norton and Lawrence in the application of the fluore-

scope to internal medicine seem to us such an advance

that they are not only well worth recording in them-

selves but offer much promise for further application

of the fluorescope to medicine.

Referring the reader to Dr. Williams's letter, we

hope later to give a more detailed account of the re-

sults sketched in this hasty report.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Deaths of Centenarians. — Mr. James Oney,

aged one hundred and fifteen, who was said to be the

oldest man in Kentucky, died in Knott County a few

days ago. He was born near Mt. Vernon, Va., March

31, 1781, and was the oldest of eleven children. He
remembered George Washington, his father having at-

tended both of the first President's inaugurations.

Mr. Ezra Beamon Newton, the oldest Shaker in the

country, died of old age at the Harvard Community,

Thursday, aged one hundred and one years.

Sero-therapy ad Absdrduji. — The last sug-

gestion in sero-therapy says the Medical Press and

Circular, is the injection of the blood-serum of dogs

which have been subjected to large daily doses of

ethylic alcohol. According to Dr. Toulouse, the in-

jection of twenty-four cubic centimetres, thrice re-

peated, of this serum produced markedly beneficial

effects in a case of alcoholic delirium. He is now

about to institute researches with the object of find-

ing out whether the serum acts as an "anti-alcoholic"

serum, or merely qua serum. It would perhaps have

been more in accordance with scientific principles if

he had made his control experiments before taking up

the time of the Academy of Medicine, of Paris, with

an observation which is calculated to bring sero-

therapy into contempt.

English to be Admitted.— According to La
Medicine Moderne, the Committee of the Twelfth In-

ternational Medical Congress have wisely voted not to

enforce the proscription of the English language from

the list of official languages in this Congress. Al-
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though the efforts to restrict the languages of this

Congress have proved so couspicuous a failure, aud its

resemblance to the Tower of Babel will probably be

fully as pronounced as that of those of former years.

There seems to have been no real reason, as noted in

our editorial of March 26th, why when Russian aud

German had been admitted, English should be left

out. French still remains the official language of the

Congress.

BOSTON.

AcDTE Infectious Diseases in Boston.— Dur-

ing the week ending at noon, April 29, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease

:

diphtheria 66, scarlet fever 12, measles 56, typhoid

fever 8.

NEW YORK.

The Relation of Physicians to Hospitals.—
At the last meeting of the New York County Medical

Association (April 2Uthj the committee on The Rela-

tions of Physicians to Hospitals, Dispensaries, and

other Similar Institutions, which was appointed some

months ago, made a report, through its Chairman, Dr.

George T. Harrison, in regard to the sweeping change

recently made by the Commissioners of Charities in

the public hospitals of the city. The report was, in

part, as follows :
" We have listened to much testi-

mony and have found witnesses all agreeing that a

plan of making nominations of attendants in the public

hospitals has been adopted. This plan bars out the

profession at large, and delivers all clinical material

over to the control of the colleges— ostensibly for the

benefit of the students, but really tending to the con-

struction of a monopoly which shall prevent any op-

portunity for the development and higher education of

that large and able body of consultants who are not

affiliated with the teaching Faculties ; thus making con-

sultation fees professors' perquisites. We requested a

hearing from the previous Board of Charities. Our
request was ignored and unanswered. We solicited

an audience with the present Commissioners, in the

interests of justice, and they have heard us fully and

attentively. They are now waiting to hear the other

side before taking definite action. . . . Finally,

from evidence submitted, it does seem as if there had

been a successful attempt to construct a 'charmed cir-

cle,' entrance to which should be granted to very few,

and then only by personal pull with the Faculties, quite

irrespective of scientific attainments. In other words,

our matured opinion is that the so-called ' reorganiza-

tion ' was merely a conspiracy to control the whole

medical patronage of New York County."

The Code op Ethics Approved.— At the same
meeting of the Association the following resolutions

were adopted

:

Resolved, That this Association declares its continued attach-
ment to the Code of Ethics o£ the American Medical Association,
and deprecates any management of the affairs of that Associa-
tion except by the various State and County Associations and
Societies in affiliation therewith, by their regularly appointed
Delegates.

Resolved, That Delegates appointed by this Association to the

meeting to be held in Atlanta, Ga., be instructed in accordance
with this action.

Death of Dr. Pray.— Dr. Isaiah F. Pray died

at his residence in Nesv York on April 23d. He was

born in Maine in 1846. He was graduated from

Dartmouth College in 1870, and from the Medical

Department of the University of the City of New York
in 1874. He was a member of the Count}' Medical

and Pathological Societies.

A Gift to the Orthopedic Dispensary. — It

is announced that a lady, who desires that her name
shall not be divulged, has made the generous gift of

$42,000 to the New York Orthopedic Dispensary and

Hospital. A year ago, through the efforts of Dr.

Newton M. Shaffer, chief surgeon in charge, this in-

stitution acquired the property adjoining, No. 120

East 59th Street, and $22,000 of the amount will be

applied to paying off the mortgage on this acquisition.

The house now standing on the lot will be torn down
after May 1st, and a five-story fire-proof addition to

the hospital erected. This addition will be fifty-five

feet deep, and twenty-two feet wide, and will conform

in general character with the present building. The
hospital accommodations will thus be increased one-

third.

DEMONSTRATION OF THE RONTGEN RAYS.

Dr. John MacIntyre gave before the Glasgow
Medico-Chirurgical Society on March 10th,* a demon-
stration on the Rontgen rays which was full of inter-

est. He laid especial stress upon the fact that the

x-rays did not mean photography alone. By the use

of fluorescent salts, such as barium platino-cyanide, the

x-rays could be made to throw images on the human
retina, a fact which surpassed at present all other con-

siderations in point of interest. He was led by his

experiments to hope that in surgical work direct vision

would ultimately be more important than photography
itself.

" A month ago it was considered a wonderful thing

to be able to photograph the bones of the hand and
foot, but now they had gone far beyond that. Per-
sonally, he had been able to photograph the extremi-
ties, and, in many cases, the intimate structure of the

bone itself. From long exposures of about forty min-
utes, he had been able to reduce it in certain cases to

forty seconds, and he showed on the screen photo-
graphs of the frog, fish, foot, hand, leg, knee, elbow-
joint, etc. He next showed pathological lesions, in-

cluding the discovery of foreign bodies (needles), and
stated that he was pleased to be able to say that he had
photographed the ribs and vertebrae straight through
the body of an adult with sharp definition and good
results."

He was of the opinion that in the future the crypto-
scope would largely replace the photographic plate,

and did not think it a dream to believe that in the
future we should be able to see through the deepest
parts of the body. He thought that in the surgery of

the future the surgeon going his daily rounds would

' GUagow Medical Journal, April, 189G.
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be able to look through his splints and bandages and
see the condition of iiis fractures.

With the paper are publislied excellent photographs,

one of a hand made with a three-miuute exposure,

showing all the bones distinctly) and one of a frog show-
ing the skeleton distinctly after an exposure of forty

seconds. Another, which is one of the best examples
of the value of x-ray work we have seen, shows with

perfect distinctness an ununited fracture of the ulna,

with a wire suture. There is also a very distinct pict-

ure of bullets placed inside a skull.

THE ANHTOXIN OF DIPHTHERIA IN LONDON.

The report of the Metropolitan Asylums Board of

London on the results from the use of antitoxin in

diphtheria shows that during the year 1895 there were

3,529 cases of diphtheria treated in these six metropoli-

tan asylum hospitals, of which 796, or 22.5 per cent.,

proved fatal; in 1894 the number of cases treated was

3,042 and the deaths 902, showing a mortality equa

to 29.6 per cent. Thus the proportional case-mortal-

ity was 7.1 per cent, lower in 1895 than in 1894.

This marked decline in the mortality of hospital-

treated cases of diphtheria in 1895 considering that

the average severity of the cases was "about equal
'

in the two years, has been ascribed by the medical

superintendents to the antitoxin treatment in nearly

62 per cent, of the cases in 1895.

The unanimous testimony of all the reporters has

been that this method of treatment has had a marked
influence in mitigating the severity of the disease, and

the degree of benefit lias been found proportionate, as

in all the series of cases reported, to the promptness

with which the remedy was applied. Extension of

the disease to the larynx after admission occurred in

a much smaller proportion of cases in 1895. The
mortality of tiaclieotomized cases in 1894 was 70.4

per cent., in 1895, 49.4 per cent. This marked im-

provement in the tracheotomized cases, as the Lancet

says, cannot be ascribed to any accidental circum-

stance.

Although the percentage of albuminuria and nephritis

has been somewhat greater under the antitoxin treat-

ment, it is only just to consider, that (1) a more effi-

cacious treatment by tiding the patient over a severe

illness would, other things being equal, necessarily

tend to cause an increase in the number of cases pre-

senting complications, since a larger number of patients

who had suffered from severe attacks would survive ;

(2) that there is some evidence that there was in 1895

a greater tendency to complications than in 1894, since

among the cases in 1895 not treated with antitoxin

there was a larger percentage of complications, espe-

cially of albuminuria and paralysis; (3) that clinical

observation may have been, and probably was, more
minute in 1895.

The statistics show a percentage of 40.9 of albumin-

uria in 1895 against 24.1 in 1894, and 23.2 of paralysis

in 1895, as against 13.2 in 1894. A rash followed the

use of the remedy in 45.9 per cent, of the cases.

The report ends with the following statement, signed

by the six medical superintendents :
" We are of the

opinion that in antitoxic serum we [lossess a remedy
of distinctly greater value in the treatment of diphthe-

ria than any other with which we are acquainted."

Corrr^ponDtnce.

A REVERSED RADIOGRAPH.

liosTON, April 18, 1896.

Mr. Editoii: — I send you a radiograpli which is inter-

esting for two reasons: first, because it illustrates the prac-

tical use of the Riintgen process ; and, secomlly, because
the photograph is a reversal— the first one I believe which
has been reported in this kind of work.
The subject was a man who had a small shoe nail in his

hand. Tlie nail had entered the thenar eminence some
weeks before and had been so painful and troublesome that

he had been unable to work. The ease was brought to me
by Dr. C. A. Porter who removed the nail on the following

day. Notwithstanding the fact that tlie negative showed
clearly the anteroposterior position of the nail, it was
only after a search of over an hour that it could be found.
It was thoroughly encysted and so well covered with a
fibrous coating that no metallic grating could be gotten
with a steel instrument.

The fact that this radiograph is a reversal is encourag-

ing as well as interesting. Heretofore the effect of over-

exposure in this work has been supposed to have been
shown by the obliteration of the more transradiant (if I

may coin a word) objects leaving only the opaque or dense
substances.

This radiograph at the end of an hour's development
showed no sign of bones, though the outline of the hand
bad a|)peared almost immediately, when the plate was first

put in the developer. At the end of an hour I was hope-

less about the plate, and disgusted threw it into the de-

veloper where it remained over night. To my surprise in

the morning, I fouml the bones distinct and the brad at the

base of the metacar])al of the index finger. You will see

at the wrist another brad which I put under to serve as a
guide. Perhaps the best method of developing these plates

is to keep them in process eight or ten hours. It is to this

long develojunent that I attribute the reversal, as the treat-

ment of the plate in other respects was the same as that

which I have used before. Very truly yours,

E. A. CODMAN, M.D.
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NOTE ON X-RAYS.
Boston, April 26, 1896.

Mr. Editor : — During the past few weelis I have been
much interested in studying the x-ra_vs ; and recently, with
the assistance of Mr. C. L. Norton and JNIr. R. R. Law-
rence of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, wlio

have been investigating the x-ray problem in the Rogers
Physical Laboiatory, 1 have tested the application of the
rays to medical practice in various ways.
The photographs of the bones of the hand demonstrated

the application of these rays in surgery, but their service-

ableness to physicians was not so promising. To bring
about this latter result our aim has been to make the rays
pass through the body; and recently this was attained,

when Mr. Norton saw in a dark room by means of the
fluorescope the ribs and backbone of an adult. On the

same evening I examined Mr. Norton from behind, and
saw, besides his ribs and backbone, that the lighter portion

of the area of the right lung was limited below by a darker
outline at about the height of the fourth rib, and that

this outline moved up and down with expiration and in-

spiration. Evidently this was the upper border of the

liver. In order to test still further this observation, I gave
Mr. Norton a strip of brass i)late one-sixteenth of an inch
thick, one and one-half inches wide, ind a foot long, which
he held in front of his chest ; and I then saw the plate as

a somewhat darker liorizontal band in the fluorescope. Mr.
Norton changed the position of the plate, and I said im-

mediately, " Now you are holding it vertically "
; and I

found I could follow its position as he held it at variou-;

angles. He then rolled a piece of tinfoil into the shape of

a bullet and held it over his sternum. This was not seen
till he placed it over the left cliest and over part of tlie

cardiac area, when it could be distinctly seen as a round
disk, which appeared much darker than the brass plate

had done, and its position could be followed perfectly as he
moved it over the upper part of the left chest.

Having seen through the body, the next step was a
photograph which we took of a part of the trunk of a boy
ten years old. This photograph showed the spinal column,
its transverse processes, the intervertebral spaces, the [jos-

terior portions of the ribs, the lighter area of the lung, and
so forth. It was also evident in using the fluorescope that

more rays pass through the body of a boy than of an
adult ; on the other hand, it was much less easy to differ-

entiate the various tissues in a young subject than in an
adult.

In looking at the head from side to side, we found that

the rays penetrate the skull of an adult to some extent

;

that is, there is some fluorescence throughout, but there is

not a differentiation of the bones, although the light varies

in intensity over different areas, it being darker in the
neighborhood of the thick part of the temporal bones.
The rays readily penetrate the muscles at the back of the
head below the occipital protuberance. The profile is seen
in faint outline, and the soft tissues of the face are lighter

than the outline of the skull, which is comparatively dark
and ghastly. The lower jaw and teeth are easily seen, es-

pecially when the mouth is wide open.
This point being reached, it seemed to me desirable to

examine some of my patients by the x-rays.

The first case was that of a man with an enlarged heart
(seven inches in transverse diameter). I found that the
outline of the heart, as seen from the front of the body
through the fluorescope, corresponded in a general way to

the outline drawn on the skin with percussion as a guide.
Messrs. Norton and Lawrence confirmed my observation.
It was interesting to note that the heart could be made out
through the man's waistcoat and two shirts.

The next case was that of a man with an enlarged spleen
who had leukemia. Tlie outline of this spleen could be
followed in part; but it was so obvious by palpation that
the latter was a readier way of tracing it.

One of the most interesting cases was that of a patient
suffering from tuberculosis of the right lung, who was under
the care of one of my colleagues at the Boston City Hospi-
tal. A part of the hospital record is as follows : I

January 31, 1896. Charles B., twenty years of age. Left
lung negative. Dulness at right apex, and just below this an
area of tympany, over which is heard amphoric breathing. At
apex expiration prolonged, and fine moist and crackling rales.

Dulness in back nearly to middle of scapula, with numerous
fine, moist and crackling rales.

April 14th. Dulness in upper two-thirds of right back; tubu-
lar respiration on top and rather obscure breathing below, with
rather dry rales over area of dulness. Percussion at second
space dull rather than tympanitic. Tubular respiration rather
more circumscribed, and most marked toward anterior axillary
line. Fire, dry rales, increased by cough, extending about
two-thirds down.

After looking at him from behind for a moment, the dif-

ference in the amount of rays which passed through the

two sides of the chest was very striking, as seen through
the fluorescope. The diseased lung, as I had predicted,

being darker throughout than the normal lung. The ribs

on the left side were much more distinct than those on the
right, and the heart of this patient could be seen more
clearly than usual.

In a patient convalescing from pneumonia, the part of

the lung which was affected was darker as seen through
the fluorescope than normal.

The density of the lungs being so much less than that of

the other organs, and the fact that their density is increased
in many diseased conditions, will undoubtedly make the
x-rays serviceable in diagnosis. It is unnecessary to here
enumerate the various diseases and conditions in which this

underlying principle of ditt'erence in density will apply.

My observations show that the x-rays will be serviceable to

physicians as well as surgeons, and it will soon be possible

to use them to greater advantage than at present.

Very truly yours,

Francis H. Williams.

P. S. Since writing the above I have examined with
the fluorescope a patient of Dr. Burrell from the Boston
City Hospital who was thought to have a buUel in his right

forearm. The suspected bullet was readily detected about
the middle of the radius. In order to indicate its position

to the surgeon a small rod of metal, opaque to the x-rays,

was held vertically and moved until its image was tangent
to one side of the dark spot shown by the fluorescope ; then
using the edge of the rod as a ruler a line was drawn on
the skin and the dark spot, indicating the bullet, was ap-

proached in this way from four sides ; the rectangle drawn
by this means showed the size and position of tlie bullet.

To indicate its position still further the arm was turned so

that the rays went through at right angles to their first

direction and a second marking was made on another side

of the arm ; on the following day the bullet was readily re-

moved by one of the surgeons at the City Hospital and
found to be of the size observed through the fluorescope.

F. H. W.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD,

For the week ending April 18th, in Boston, according to
observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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RECORD OF MORTALITY

Fob thb Wbek ending Satckdat, April 18, IHSiti.
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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS",

Delivered at the Eleventh Annual Meeting of
THE Association of American Physicians,

Washington, D. C, April 30, 1896.

BY A. JACOBI, M.D., NEW YORK.

Gentlemen:— The scrutiny of the programme
you have prepared for this meeting of the Association

of American Physicians yields au eloquent exposition

of its scope and aims. The fellows who are offering

their contributions to the discussions of these three

days, have in the distant parts of the country, each by
himself, and unknown to their far away co-operators,

acted the parts of different constituents of an organ-

ism. Indeed, whatever conduces to make up internal

medicine— from the special biological study of a coc-

cus to the prognosis in a particular disease, from the

etiology of a morbid condition to its therapeutics, from
the consideration of a local ailment to that of public

hygiene— is well represented. Gathering up the ap-

parently detached threads, 1 therefore find it far from
difScult, to express in a few words what I consider to

be the relation of medicine, such as it is exhibited in

this Association and on its programme, to medicine as

it is taught and practised, either undivided or in its

specialization, and of this Association to its national

sister societies.

At a time when a number of national special organ-

izations had been in existence several years it was
founded, I take it, because the leaders felt that the

natural tendency to the division of scientific labor

should be, not checked, but guided by a controlling

band, and that the independent position of internal

medicine should be demonstrated and vouchsafed.

Since Boerhaave— aye, since Galen— specialties

branched off from the original trunk of medicine.

The accumulation of experience, the multiplicity of

observers, the increasing depth of studies, the perfec-

tion of tools and instruments, and the limitation of the

capacity of individual practitioners, at one time even
the dictates of the church, have from century to cen-

tury, and lastly from decade to decade, added to the

number of specialties in practice and of specializations

in study. Indeed, at the present time, a medical man
may do his full duty to his profession, be an expert

largely quoted, the first amongst his peers and a peer

amongst the first, an authority of the first rank, with-

out ever having paid the slightest public attention to

the demands of social hygiene, or for years seen a

single sick-bed. On the other hand, there are those,

most of whose time is spent and efforts exhausted in

attending to the sick, both in hospitals and private

dwellings. Their observations may be quite as cor-

rect as those of the microscopist and experimenter,

but they are not so easily proven to be so. In their

case it takes, as a rule, a large number of statistical

data to establish facts as truths and worthy of accept-

ance, for indeed truth is not bo simple as many a

proverb will have it. The reason for this is manifest.

The object of the microscopist is single, is one ; and
still mistakes are made, for explanations differ in re-

gard to what has been seen, and corrections and refuta-

tions are numerous. That of the physician is com-
plex, therefore more difficult. His subject is man,
and usually man whose physiological functions are dis-

turbed by a pathological process. His work is also

more comprehensive, his aim higher than that of a
practical specialist who claims to deal with a single

organ. When we look upon modern specialties as

they frequently are, not as they ought to be practised,

we have to admit that they suffer from the danger of
limiting the view of the practitioner. An isolated

organ is the centre of his perspective, and everything
not enclosed in his field of vision which is occupied by
the organ of his choice, is doomed to remain insignifi-

cant in his estimation. Moreover, the mercantile and
mercenary spirit of the end of the century matures oc-

casional eagerness for early reputation and social and
financial success. The public is easily impressed by
visible manipulations and manual dexterity, and un-

able to follow or correctly rate the results of unob-
trusive and unornameutal brain work. Thus it is

that, to establish himself in reputation and standing
amongst laymen, it takes the accomplished physician
as many decades as the young specialist years. On
the domain of practical medicine the specialties have
gradually encroached. No cavity but has been in-

vaded by the surgeon, no special organ ever so small
but has been appropriated by a specialist. Is it

true, however, that medicine becomes more surgical or
specialistic? Is it not rather to be demanded that

surgery and the rest of the specialties should remain,
or, more than hitherto, become medical ?

It is not given to me to value scientific labor, beyond
the personal happiness conveyed to the searcher for

truth by the broadening of his mental horizon and by
revelations never rnanifested before, except by the

good it does to the race. " Nisi utile est quodfaciamus
stulta est gloria."

The researches which have contributed most to the
success of all branches of surgical medicine are the

same that have added to our knowledge of a large

number of infectious diseases and benefited both pri-

vate and pul)lic hygiene. That is where the bacterio-

logical hermit, the studious histologist, the bedside
practitioner, and the public statesman join hands.
That is where medicine proves itself to be the bene-

factor not only of the individual, but of mankind.
Political economy and individual and public hygiene
are equally interested in the progress of medicine.

When society will have passed beyond the mire of

mercenary wire-pulling and bickering, when every
man will be a political being in the sense of Aristotle,

with the tendencies of the statesman rather than those
of the politician, when the welfare of the people and
race will be the only aim of enlightened representa-

tives, then the medical man will be either the legisla-

tor or his advisor, and medicine will take the place

occupied in remote medieval times, before there were
so many churches, by the church. But, to accom-
plish that end medicine must remain one and indivisi-

ble.

Looking over the programmes of the climatological,

pediatric, gynecological, neurological associations and
the rest, you recognize subjects familiar to yourselves.

Let them acknowledge their origin and the ties are no
longer severed. Surgical science is medicine. Its art

only is what constitutes the specialist. The methods
of surgical diagnosis are medical. The very sources

of its practical success are the pharmacological, biolog-

ical and histological laboratories. The very best

minds of both hemispheres were always anxious to en-

force the union of the disjecta membra. No science

deserves its name unless enlivened by this idea.
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Imagine, for instance, anthropology to relinquish its

throne and acknowledge the independence of its

different branches. The collective studies of crania

or of hair, the i)eculiaritie8 of the Esquimo tribe,

the relationship of languages, are only branches

of and contributions to science, not sciences. This

knowledge of consanguineous unity was the cause of

the furiuatiou of our Triennial Congress. From that

point of view this Association with its annual meetings,

drawing on and combining, as it does, pathological

anatomy, histology, bacteriology, chemistry, physics,

and all the practical aids offered by the mechanic, the

optician and by all the specialties, whose number
leaves nothing to be desired beyond that it might be

smaller, and with its constant contact with the inter-

ests of the Commonwealth takes the place of the Tri-

ennial Congress.

One of the wisest members, in my opinion, of this

Association was once asked by me what he did in a

certain case. His answer was, " Amongst other things,

I prescribed a surgeon." One of the leading special-

ists of the country told me, after he had inspected a

volume of our Transactions : " I know how to operate

ou an eye, and now and then I succeed iu making a

good brain diagnosis. After all, however, we do retail

work. When I want statesmanship iu the profession

I look to internal medicine." Among the constituents

of scientific and practical medicine there is one which
has not yet succeeded in conquering its legitimate

place, namely, therapeutics.

Fifty years ago iu Vienna, and where its influence

was paramount, the interest in man began at the

autopsy. It had become, and occasionally still is cus-

tomary, even with large minds, to scoff at the value of

internal therapeutics. The effects of the knife, the

actual cautery, the tourniquet, the local applications

on the integuments are readily conceded. But the

natural difficulties of directing and controlling the ac-

tion of drugs on distant cell-conglomerates, either

fluid or solid, are often emphasized and exaggerated
iuto alleged impossibilities. That is a mistake, for

the merely empirical character of therapeutics, which
after all has a value of its own, is to a large extent
superannuated. The diagnostic methods of Laennec
(with whose illustrious name that of Auernbrugger
ought always to be thankfully remembered) and of

Skoda, and the introduction of the thermometer by
Wunderlich enabled us to prove some of the local or

general actions of medicines. The efficacy of local

treatment was proven by Ilebra in the treatment of

scabies, in the very face of the nihilistic school of

Vienna. Pravaz's invention, as ingenious as it was
simple, facilitated local administrations with tangible

and instantaneous effects. The separation of alka-

loids, beginning with (hat of morphia in 1817, strych-

nia in 1818, catfein in 1819, added to the accuracy of

effect and of observations. Experiments with drugs
on animals have vastly contributed to the exactness of

our medication, though it is true that every newly dis-

covered fact is liable to be accepted or not with the
protest that whatever happens in corpore vili need
not be applicable to man. In that way we are mainly
indebted to Wepfer who worked as early as 1679, to

Mageudie and his pupil Claude Bernard, and to the
greatest of them all, Karl Ludwig. Nor was it ani-

mals alone that were utilized to accomplish accuracy
in the apfilication of medicines. Observation of their

action when they were given to the well and the sick

has vastly increased our exact knowledge in spite of

the absurd caricatures furnished by that erudite quack
Hahnemann. Nor has chemistry and pharmacology,

which was in due time separated from pharmacy, been

idle. The changes undergone by medicinal agents

were studied by Mitscherlich, Schmidt, Wormley and
Horatio C. Wood and Schmiedeburg, and the depen-

dence of the effects of medicines upon their chemical

structure by Richardson, Brown and Frazer, with the

final result of creating through synthesis new and
powerful agents. One of the most promising observa-

tions was this, that certain bacteria are capable of im-

munizing animals against the action of certain poisons,

either through the metabolic products of bacteria or by
the very serum alone of such immunized animals. Fi-

nally it was found that as the absence or the diseased con-

dition of the thyroid gland caused serious disorders,

that some of the latter could be corrected or cured by
the administration in different ways of thyroid tissue

or its extracts. These very facts and the results of

serum-therapy, and the promises of organo-therapy in

general, which are expected to be fulfilled iu the near

future, are most hopeful signs. We are, therefore,

amply justified in believing that internal medicine

will soon reap many of the fruits grown on the fields

of biological and bacteriological laboratory work, thus

far harvested by the external medicine only.

This is more than hope. It is the more a certainty

the more physiological and pathological functions are

found to be chemical. Bacteriology, advanced as it is

beyond tenative beginnings and the overbearing claims

of youthfuluess, no longer pretends to cover the

field of etiology. It recognizes the difference between
the entity of a disease and its cause. All organic

changes in the cells and protoplasm are either physi-

cal or chemical or both. Bacteria cause local infec-

tion, usually primary, rarely metastatic in character,

but never the constitutional symptoms of a disease.

These are produced either by proteins or toxines, the

products of the very microbic bodies ; or ptomaines,

the products of the cells in which the presence of

microbes worked an abnormal metamorphosis. The
latter, however, does not result from bacteric influence

only. Chemical, mechanical, thermic changes are apt

to influence the normal vital processes, which again

impress, or are impressed by, the peculiar individual

disposition created by age, hereditary influence, pre-

vious illness, state of nutrition, nerve force, and the

conditions of rest or exhaustion. What a wonderful

and complicated chain of mutual influences and possi-

bilities, and what subjects for study for this Associa-

tion !

The normal vital processes depend on two powers,

the cells and the blood. The very structure and func-

tion of the former are acted upon or built up by the

latter. Thus it appears, as our master Virchow has

but lately pointed out, that finally we return to a

species of humoral pathology, but not indeed to the

crazes and the diatheses of old; for modern humoral

pathology looks for the presence iu the blood of actual

agents mostly of chemical natures. Part of them has

been shown to be so; in the case of others we have

to rely on inferences. Still, with peptones, acetone,

sugar — with oxalic, lactic, uric, and oxybutyric

acids iu the blood— we are fairly acquainted ; and the

discovery of Fraeukel's thyreoantitoxion proves to

what extent the action of the organic juices is mainly,

if not altogether, chemical.
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The interests of the practitioner and his patients, of

medical science and the Commonwealth are equally

served by these views when tested by practice. As
an Association we have to deal both with the interests

of science and of the community ; of the latter even

more than it is willing to understand or to admit.

We, however, need not be exhorted to continue our

work. The misunderstood sympathy with the alleged

sufferings of animals, and the agitations of the anti-

vivisectionists— no matter whether merely misin-

formed or fanatical— must not swerve us from study-

ing, from learning, and from serving mankind by

combining our efforts for public purposes. The hy-

gienic interests of the community are, or ought to be,

in our keeping. Your Association, being the scientific

representation of internal medicine in America, ought

to be recognized all over the Union as the scientific

lawgiver. What the New York Academy of Medi-

cine has calculated to become for New York City, this

Association ought to be able to be tiirough the scien-

tific labors of its members. In order, however, to

attain this destiny let us not forget that medicine must
be one and inseparable, now and forever.

Some of our co-laborers have left us during the past

year. Dr. James Edmond Reeves, who was a mem-
ber since 1887, and died at Chattanooga, Tenn., on .Janu-

ary 4th, at the age of sixty-six years, was one of those

who happily blended a strictly scientific ambition, as

exhibited by his " Practical Treatise on Enteric Fever,"

and his " Manual of Medical Microscopy for Students,

Physicians and Surgeons," also by his paper contained

in the fifth volume of our Transactions, on " Some
Points in the Natural History of Enteric or Typhoid
Fever," with a sense of duty both as a public servant

and a citizen. From his- early professional years he

interested himself both as a fellow of scientific societies

and as a health oflBcer in public hygiene. He was the

author of the law creating the State Board of Health

of West Virginia, and it was he who felt bound and

was able to take up single-handed a successful fight

against a " consumption cure." At a time when the

practice of medicine is frequently degenerating into a

trade, and the number of quacks, and especially con-

sumption quacks, is swelled even from amongst the

ranks of men armed with medical diplomas and pos-

sessed of official positions, his undoubted courage and

moral strength are a bright example that should not

be forgotten. What I said of the combination of

special medical interest and the instincts and aims of a

good citizen is also due to the memory of Dr. James
West Roosevelt who died in New York on April the

11th. He was, though a member of this Association

since 1889, one of the youngest of us, being but thirty-

eight years old when he died. More extensive obit-

uaries will refer to his various monographical con-

tributions to medical literature. In the sixth volume
of our Transactions there is a paper of his on the

" Frequency of the Localization of Phthisis Pulmo-
nalis in the Upper Lobes." As he was versatile, en-

thusiastic and unselfish, his participation in the fight

against misrule in New York was active indeed. It

will always be gratefully remembered. He was deeply

interested in the efforts of the New York Academy
of Medicine to abolish the pollutiou of the Crotou

Water-Shed and to secure national control of quaran-

tine.

As death is busy causing losses, our responsibility is

to see that the ranks of the Association remain closed.

There being, however, but few vacancies in our roll of

one hundred, but few candidates will be presented for

election. You recollect that in last year's meeting you

declined to increase our membership, which is now
limited to one hundred. The same proposition will

be made again to be voted upon next year. The class

of men anxious to join and, capable of doing scientific

work is certainly growing. Now it is true that the

Association has been justly conservative, but conserva-

tism is not narrow. As it was the pride of every one

of us to be one of the hundred, it will, when we con-

clude to facilitate new admissions, be our pride and

happiness to know that even the number of one hun-

dred and twenty-five does not by far include all the

Americans willing and able to render actnal scientific

services to universal medicine.

<(^n0tnai %nxt\t.

EMPYEMA OF THE ANTRUM OF HIGHMORE.i

BY FREDERIC C. COBB, M.D.

Empyema of the antrum of Highmore has been for

years well known to surgeons both in this country and

abroad, but was considered rare on account of a want

of comprehension of its symptoms. .Jourdain, Des-

champs. Cooper and Desault, in the eighteenth cen-

tury, had described it, and Deschamps had even ad-

vised catheterization of the antrum by the normal

orifice ; a piece of advice, however, much more easily

given than followed. The antrum was already opened

through the cauine fossa by Lamourier and Desault,

while the alveolar process had been used as a point of

approach by Meibomius and Cooper. These cases

were of the acute and violent type, and were rare, as

they are even at the present time.

In the records of the Massachusetts General Hospi-

tal for the last twenty years I can find but about a

dozen cases, and they are all of much the same char-

acter. The patient usually entered the hospital com-

plaining of great pain and soreness over the antrum.

On examination the whole side of the face was found

to be red, swollen and tender and perhaps fluctuating

at some point below the orbit. The question at first

arose as to whether the inflammation was in the

antrum or external to it and in the soft tissues only.

After incising the fluctuating point and giving vent to

the pus, a probe was passed into the antrum, and the

origin of the inflammation thus diagnosed. Carious

teeth were now looked for, and extracted when found,

and the antrum was washed, the fluid entering at the

sinus and passing out of the alveolar opening thus

made. The antrum was then packed, or perhaps cu-

retted, and the patient allowed to leave the hospital in

a week or ten days, with directions to wash the cavity

daily through the alveolar opening. Unfortunately

most of these cases occurred so long ago that it is

hopeless now to follow their history. No mention of

any nasal examination is recorded in any of the older

ones, but in most of them carious teeth play an impor-

tant part. No allusion is made to a possible specific

cause, although in the light of our subsequent cases, it

should, I think, always be considered. Several of

these cases occurred in young children from five to

' Bead before the Boston Society for Medical Improvement, Jan-
uary 27, 1896.
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seveD years of age, and show that where rhinitis per-

sists in childhood antral disease should be thought of.

All these cases were, of course, of a violent type,

and usually not difficult of diagnosis. It is only, how-

ever, in the last ten years that the attention of laryn-

gologists has been drawn to a milder form of the same

affection.

Within the last few years much has been written

about the antrum and otlier sinuses, and light has been

thrown upon many obstinate cases of rhinitis which

were formerly considered incurable. When we read

the reports of the cases I have mentioned, it is hard to

realize that the disease as we meet it in laryngological

and in surgical clinics, is the same, and that its differ-

ent symptoms are simply due to the occlusion or

patency of the antral orifice. These milder cases we

may call latent empyema or blennorrhea of the antrum,

and, instead of the violent symptoms complained of in

the form of which I have spoken, are usually signal-

ized by a discharge of a more or less purulent charac-

ter from one or other nostril, usually accompanied by a

foul smell perceptible, unlike the smell of ozena, to

the patient himself. This discharge may, of course,

be bilateral if both cavities are involved, but is not

usually so. With this history there arises a considera-

tion of the conditions which may give rise to a unilat-

eral nasal discbarge : and these are a foreign body in

the nostril, syphilitic disease and empyema of one of

the accessory cavities. On examination of the nose

we find the passage clear, thus eliminating foreign

bodies from our list. If there is no sign of syphilis,

no necrosis of the septum or perforation of its bony

wall, we can rule out nasal syphilis with probability.

We are then left with an empyema of a sinus, and

must make a careful diagnosis as to which accessory

cavity is affected.

We have to consider in the order of frequency

antral, frontal, ethmoid and sphenoid empyema. Dis-

ease of the antrum is by far the most common, proba-

bly on account of the connection of that cavity with

the teeth, many authors believing that it is ten times

as frequent as empyema of any other cavity. Of
course, the first point to be looked for is the location

of the discharge. If pus is seen issuing from under

the middle turbinate, the diagnosis is simplified, since

the frontal sinus, the anterior ethmoidal and the

antrum have their outlets in that region. The nostril

should therefore be carefully cleansed and wiped dry

with a pledget of cotton, and then the point of issue

of the pus carefully noted. If the pus comes from
under the middle turbinate, we next have to differen-

tiate between the antrum, the frontal and anterior

ethmoidal cells. This is often a difficult matter, and
many expedients have been resorted to in deciding

which cavity is affected. The presence of necrosed

bone in the ethmoid region and the location of the pain

may determine the diagnosis in favor of that cavity.

If these signs are wanting, we are left to make a

diagnosis between frontal and antral empyema. The
location of the pain is here not absolutely reliable,

for frontal pain is met with in empyema of the an-

trum. We may find redness or tenderness over the

frontal sinus, and it is recommended to probe the

sinus through its opening in the infundibulum. If

this fails, the anatomical exits of the sinuses may be

taken advantage of for the purpose in the following

way : As the frontal and ethmoidal have their open-

ing at their lowest parts while the antral opening is at

its highest part, it is evident that the two first sinuses

are best drained when the head is in an upright posi-

tion, but the antrum when the head is inverted. The
patient is therefore directed, after his nostrils have

been wiped clear of pus, to put his head between bis

knees, and if, after a few moments, on assuming the

erect position, the nostril is found full of pus, it has

probably come from the antrum. The method of

transillumination by putting a small electric lamp in

the mouth and darkening the room, is sometimes use-

ful, as is shown in some of the cases to-night. Trans-

illumination, however, does not always give certain

results, for the variation in the thickness of the walls

of the antrum may be considerable, and the skin may
be too thick to transmit light well.

If these methods fail, recourse must be had to ex-

ploratory puncture by the lower meatus, canine fossa

or alveolar process. The former is preferable, in my
opinion, for the following reasons : first, the wall is

usually very thin ; and, second, there is little or no

reactionary inflammation. I have found, in perforat-

ing through the canine fossa, an immediate swelling of

the cheek which much distorted the face for some
days. The passage of the canula was painful and

seemed to increase the swelling. The alveolus is

often thick, and therefore more difficult to use as a

means of approach. It is, however, on account of its

connection with the lowest part of the cavity, and on

account of enabling the patient to wash out his own
antrum, rapidly becoming the favorite location for

puncture. In two of my cases, after an exploratory

opening had been made in the lower meatus, carious

teeth having their roots in the antrum were extracted

and the cavity washed through their sockets ; but in

both cases the patient preferred to have the washing

continued by the lower meatus. If it is decided to

puncture by the lower meatus, a strong trocar should

be introduced below the lower turbinate and turned

obliquely outward as far as the nostril will allow, and

then pushed through into the sinus. Often, however,

the bone is too thick to permit of this proceeding; it

is therefore better, I think, to use a trephine or burr

propelled by a dental engine. When the trephine has

entered, this is at once felt by the sudden lack of

resistance, and it is withdrawn, a canula of the same

size fitted to an aspirating syringe introduced, and

some of the contents of the antrum removed.

For accurate diagnosis this proceeding is better

than at once washing out the pus, because the fluid

passing over the middle meatus may carry with it pus

from the infundibulum which has not necessarily come
from the maxillary sinus. Usually the first washing

is accompanied by a very considerable discharge of

intensely foul-smelling pus. Ziem has, however, re-

ported very slight amounts of pus from apparently

plain cases of empyema; and I have noticed, in two

of the cases reported to-night, so little discharge on

puncture that the diagnosis seemed to me at the time

uncertain, although the result of treatment appears to

me proof positive, for the foul discharge improved

after the first washing of the antrum and ceased in a

short time, although it had lasted many weeks before

the puncture. If the pus be too thick to be drawn
through an aspirating tube, washing is in reality the

only method of ascertaining its presence. In such

cases the nostril should be carefully wiped out before

washing. The odor from pus in long-standing antral

empyema is almost unbearable, and one can easily un-
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derstaod the distress its constaot presence in the nose

must cause the patient. Frequently in suspected

cases at the time of observation, no pus is seen in the

middle meiitus, and the surgeon is obliged to make
the patient lower his head in the manner already de-

scribed, so as to drain the antrum. Often the pa-

tient's history, that pus appears when he lies on the

sound side, will give the observer a hint as to the best

way of obtaining the discharge. I have found a pe-

culiar, thin, brown mark on the handkerchiefs, a valu-

able guide to diagnosis, which I have not seen de-

scribed in papers on the subject. This stain has

disappeared in the cases treated and cured, and much
lessened in those constantly washed. In one case

where nothing could be seen in the nostril, and yet a

constant, thin, brown spot on the handkerchiefs ap-

peared, a probe wound with cotton was inserted uuder

the middle turbinate, and on being removed the stain

on the cotton and on the handkerchiefs was found to

correspond very well. The antrum was opened
through a tooth-socket and washed and cured, the

stains disappearing from the handkerchief after a few
washings. The opening was allowed to close eight

months ago, and there has been no recurrence of dis-

charge or stains since.

Mackenzie has suggested that the pus discharge be

examined for bacilli, and this has been done with as

yet no important results as regards diagnosis. The
staphylococcus pyogenes aureus and albus and citreus,

and the pneumococcus of Telamon-Fraenkel have

been found — the latter of interest since pneumonia is

recorded as having followed antral disease.

The prognosis in cases as regards time of continu-

ance is not of the best, an untreated suppuration last-

ing many years or through life. It may give rise to

many complications directly due to an affection of its

neighboring organs or structures and indirectly to

disease of distant organs. Of the neighboring organs

the eye is perhaps the most frequently affected, and

we have iritis panopthalmitis, narrowing of the field

of vision, orbital abscess and lid abscess all following

empyema of the antrum. Of the skin of the face,

facial abscess and pyodermatoses are mentioned, while

in ear and throat, acute otitis media from entrance of

pus into the Eustachian tube, and peritonsillar ab-

scess (probably from the passage of pus over the ton-

sillar region) have been noted. In more distant or-

gans we find reported pneumonia, lung abscess,

arthritis and nephritis. In none of the cases shown
by me have any of these complications occurred.

As to the question of treatment of empyema of the

antrum, there is much diversity of opinion. In the

fulminant cases there is no question that a wide open-

ing and drainage are imperative. In the latent cases,

on the other hand, the results of brilliant surgery do

not seem to be as gratifying as in some other locali-

ties. It goes without saying that the cause must be

carefully sought if we are to cure the condition. The
most common causes of empyema of this sinus are, I

think, in the order of frequency, carious teeth, nasal

obstruction and syphilis. Other less frequent agents

of suppuration are foreign bodies in the antrum, such

as supernumerary teeth or cotton pledgets introduced

into tooth-sockets by the dentist, from thence escap-

ing into the antrum. A rubber drainage-tube has

been found as an exciting cause, and had remained

some years in the antrum before its discovery and re-

moval. Epidemic influenza seems to have played a

prominent part in many cases. In most of my pa-

tients the teeth have been an important factor, and in

two of them, antisyphilitic treatment has decided the

diagnosis. I think we may say at present that em-
pyema of the antrum is an obstinate disease, and re-

quires the greatest persistence on the part of both

physician and patient.

There is, of course, a limit where patience ceases to

be a virtue and mild methods must give place to more
energetic surgery, but the fixing of this limit must be

dictated by personal experience. Some of my cases

were cured iu a short time, two or three weeks, some
after several months ; and others are still under treat-

ment, and relapse when the washing is intermitted.

With regard to the location of antral puncture authori-

ties dtffer, although the weight of opinion seems to be

in favor of the alveolar opening. Most of my cases

have been washed through the lower meatus, although

some have been washed through the canine fossa and
the alveolar process. The advisability of a large or

small opening into the antrum is still in dispute.

Most surgeons believe in the former, while Ziem, with

his enormous number of cases, advocates the latter.

He, however, makes up for the smallness of the open-

ing by using a powerful pump, which sweeps the an-

trum out uuder pressure as it were. Bosworth, on

the other hand, advises making an opening in the

alveolar process large enough to admit the little fin-

ger, and thoroughly exploring the antrum. This cer-

tainly seems a most rational method of procedure.

Case I. Empyema of the antrum. Mrs. Jessie B.

No specific history. Has seven children, all living

and all well. Has had no diseases except dyspepsia.

Seven years ago she had a yellow discharge from the

nose consequent on a confinement, the only abnor-

mality of which was the bursting of a vein (in the

leg). The nasal discharge from the first was yellow

and thin. She has been subject to headaches on the

same side of the head. The headaches and discharge

have persisted ever since.

Examination shows pus issuing from the region of

the middle turbinate. Examination with the probe

shows the presence of necrosed bone in the middle

turbinate. Transillumination with the lamp in the

mouth shows the antrum on the right side bright,

while that on the left side is opaque. Therefore, a

diagnosis of antral empyema on the left side was
made. As to causation nothing definite could be

learned. There was no history of specific trouble nor

of anything pointing to tuberculosis. There was no

carious teeth. With a trephine an opening was

made into the antrum by the lower meatus, and a

copious discharge of pus was the result. The pus

was very thick, heavy and of a very foul odor. A
straight canula was introduced, and the antrum

washed out every morning by Dr. Chenery into whose

service she came. The operation was accompanied

with but little pain, and was not followed by any dis-

comfort whatever.

On July 18th she reported herself better than for

years as regarded the discharge. The wound below

the lower turbinate was covered with a small mem-
brane as is usual in such cases, but otherwise the nose

was uuaffected. The antrum was washed out for

some time but approaching confinement interrupted

the treatment, and she passed out of observation.

Case II. William C. C, age seventy-three, came
to me, complaining of an offensive discharge from the
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right nostril and pain on tlie same side over tlie antrum.

Three years ajio he liad a toothache on that side, and
the dentist extracted the second molar on tlie right

side. Soon after this he had neuralgia on and ahout

the antrum of the same side. Subsequent to this he

had no neuralgia until the ten days preceding his visit

to me. On examination he had an intermittent dis-

charge of pus from the right nostril of an offensive

character perceptible to himself. His pain was severe

and the discliarge was very annoying.

Examination showed no pus in the region of the

middle turbinate, but a probe wountl with cotton and
passed up under it was stained a yellow-brown, like

the stains on his handkerchiefs. Transillumination

was negative.

The question now arose as to the soundness^f the

first molar on the affected side. The dentist to whom
the patient was sent decided that the tooth was not

the occasion of the antral disturbance. The patient

was not operated on, therefore, for another week or

more; but as the discharge still continued and the pain

persisted, the tooth was extracted, its roots being found

to be in bad condition after extraction. The socket

was washed out and the canula introduced into the

antrum a day later with only a slight discharge of

pus.

The patient's general condition being very poor, he
was advised to go south on a sea voyage on March
27th. lie returned on April 15th, stating that the

discharge had been increased by the damp air and that

the pain was great. The pain was not present in the

night, but came on in the morning and lasted all day
to subside in the evening. There was a slight amount
of swelling over the antral region, but otherwise the

previous examination was unchanged.
After a second consultation with the dentist, it was

decided to bore up through the tooth-socket which had
healed up in the patient's absence on his vacation.

After the tooth-socket was reopened by Dr. Hamilton
the antrum was regularly washed out, at first once a

day and subsequently every second day. From the

first the offensive discharge ceased, but not so the pain,

which, however, was greatly lessened. On damp
days the pain was at its worst, but usuallv yielded to

clearing the antrum out with antiseptic solution. Ou
April .'30th he was almost free from pain, but the

plate which had been put in to keep the opening clear

annoyed him. The intervals of washing were length-

ened, but as the wash water still contained pus, it

was not deemed safe to remove the plate until July
22d, when the water washings came away for some
days perfectly clear.

The result was awaited with some anxiety, but
there was no return of the nasal discharge, although
there was slight pain on damp days. Of the antisep-

tics used peroxide of hydrogen yielded the best results,

in a weak solution at first but afterwards in the fifteen-

volume solution. It was always followed by an alka-

line solution.

The patient has been heard from within a few
days and has no pus discharge, but the pain on damp
days occasionally appears. I believe this to be a
euralgia of the infra-orbital nerve, as it is not asso-

ciated with any antral symptoms.
Cask III. II. C. Potter, age forty-one, entered

the Massachusetts General Hospital, November 21,

1894, complaining of a yellow discbarge from the

left nostril. The discharge was said to be thick, yel-

low and foul. There was headache over the frontal

region, but only in the afternoons. Three mouths
before, he had a "cold" in both nostrils, accompanied
with a thick purulent discharge on each side. This
affected both eyes, making them red and waterj'.

This lasted for two montiis. Before entrance the

discharge on the right side had subsided, but still per-

sisted. At no time did he feel any symptoms of press-

ure or anything like it. On examination a large,

granulating, middle turbinate was seen, with pus oozing

from under it. The nostrils were otherwise normal.

This, of course, suggested an empyema of the antrum,
and further investigation of the teeth showed an open
socket of the second molar tooth, the tooth having

been extracted months before. With an antiseptic

probe the socket was explored, and it was found to

connect with the antrum. The antrum was at once

washed out, and the relief was immediate. This treat-

ment was continued every day, and at the end of a few
weeks the patient learned to do this himself, and when
seen some months later stated that the opening had

nearly closed up, and although he washed it out occa-

sionally to keep it clean, gave him no trouble.

This case was interesting from an etiological stand-

point, as it apparently started from the cold being

bilateral at first. It may seem that the bilateral dis-

charge was due simply to a rhinitis, but the time is

rather long for a simple inflammation. The second

point of interest is the condition of the middle turbi-

nate. The amount of granulation tissue was so large

and exuberaut as to suggest malignant disease, and the

rapid subsidence under washing of the antrum was
very marked.

Case IV. Nellie M., age twenty-one, entered the

hospital October 14, 1895, complaining of an offensive

discharge from the right nostril. This was especially

bad in the morning, but more or less disagreeable

during the day. Two months before, after a severe

cold, she had pain over the antral region of such sever-

ity that it kept her awake for three successive nights.

A sudden and copious discharge of pus was followed

by relief of pain, although the soreness and a slight

swelling persisted until she came to the hospital.

There were no other symptoms of importance except

perhaps a paresthesia of the throat, acid or highly flav-

ored food distressing her.

Examination showed a normal condition of the nos-

trils, except that from under the middle turbinate of

the right side oozed a small stream of pus. This and
the symptoms preceding the examination made disease

of an accessory cavity probable, and the question arose

as to which one was affected. Transillumination

showed the antrum dark on the right side, while on

the left it was brilliantly illuminated. An examina-

tion of the outside of the antrum showed some slight

tenderness and swelling. There was no pain on

pressure over the frontal region. The teeth were next

examined, and found to be perfectly sound j so that

it was decided to make an opening into the antrum
through the canine fossa.

This was done on October 5tli, with a small trephine

run by an electric motor. The antrum was washed

out, a moderate amount of thin pus appearing in the

wash water ; but owing to the inexperience of the

patient, the first wash water was swallowed, the head

being held too far back so that much may have been

lost. The next day the patient felt much better, and

the discharge was less offensive. The face had swollen
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somewhat during the operatioo, as is common (and in

my opinion this is an objection to the canine fossa

opening), and on the following day the disfigurement

was very obvious. Passing the canula into the antrum
was very disagreeable. The antrum was washed out

with alkaline antiseptic solution until November 9th,

when the opening was allowed to heal, as all the symp-
toms were very much improved and the passage of the

canula was very painful.

Two days later she returned, complaining of a slight

increase in discharge, which subsided rapidly, and on

November 25th she had no discharge. On December
22d there was no discharge or symptoms of any kind,

and they have not since recurred.

The lessons taught by this case are that opening by

the canine fossa is an unsatisfactory procedure, since

the swelling of the soft tissues which is apt to follow

any trauma in the cheek is very disfiguring. The
opening is not easier to get into, it seems to me, and

the pain to ihe patient is considerable. It also tends

to show that antral disease which has lasted but a

short time requires a comparatively short time to heal

when the antrum is washed out and kept clean.

Case V. Christina D., came to the hospital Octo-

ber 27, 1895, complaining of afoul discharge from the

left nostril. Eight years before, her teeth were much
decayed, and they were removed by an unskilful den-

tist, who left many roots in the gums, over which a

false set were placed. A year ago she had pain and

tenderness over the left antrum, with swelling in the

canine fossa. About the same time pus began to flow

from the left nostril, staining four or five handker-

chiefs a day at the time she entered the hospital. The
throat and left nostril were normal, but pus was seen

issuing from the right nostril in the region of the mid-

dle turbinate. Transillumination showed darkness of

left antrum, while the right side was brilliantly illumi-

nated, and there was marked tenderness over the canine

fossa. She was sent to the dental infirmary, where
the roots of the teeth on the left side were extracted

by Dr. Paul. No discharge of pus, however, followed

the extraction of the teeth.

On the iiOth of October an opening was made
through the left nostril with the trephine and electric

motor, and a quantity of the most foul-smelling pus

evacuated. The next day the improvement in the

symptoms was marked. Instead of four or five hand-

kerchiefs, she had but two, and the character of the

pus discharge was much less offensive. The patient

was very anemic, and iron, arsenic and strichnia were
prescribed.

On the 4lh of November the pain had quite sub-

sided, and a much smaller amount of pus was evacu-

ated. On the 11th of November peroxide of hydro-

gen diluted one part to three of water, was used, fol-

lowed by an alkaline wash. This resulted in a decided

improvement, and on November 27th very little pus

was found on washing. On December 3d, on lower-

ing the head, a few drops of pus were found in the

nostrils, and two days later no pus was found on wash-

ing out the nose. The patient came at first every day,

and, as the discharge improved, at less frequent inter-

vals. On December 12th the patient had so little

trouble that she staid away, contrary to advice, until

December 26th, when the opening into the antrum
was found to have healed. A return of the symptoms
necessitated another puncture and renewed washing.

She is still under treatment.

Case VI. Constance B. Family history negative.

Patient entered the hospital in October, 1895, com-

plaining of great pain over the antrum, but had no

discharge. The first time she had any trouble was in

May ; then the teeth of the lower jaw were inflamed,

and she could not easily open her mouth. She had

had no nasal trouble or any specific history. She had

been admitted to the hospital in August with a swell-

ing over the antrum, but no discharge. While here

she received thirty grains of iodide of potash, and in

three weeks was discharged with entire subsidence of

symptoms. Less than a month after leaving the hos-

pital she noticed a swelling and pain over the antrum,

and resorted again to iodide, but with no relief. At
last, some months later, she went to a dentist, who ex-

tracted a molar and washed out the sinus, finding pus,

but only temporarily relieving the pain. Before en-

trance the eye had begun to protrude. The head was

sensitive to the touch on the scalp, and the headaches

were worse at night.

Examination of the nostrils was negative, except

for some enlargement of the middle turbinate on the

left side, but no pus was seen oozing from under it.

The socket of the second molar was open, but on pass-

ing a probe into the antrum no pus was discovered,

although it appeared full of some rather soft tissue.

Transillumination of the antrum showed a marked
darkness on the left side. The remaining teeth were

healthy.

The question now arose what was the cause of the

intense pain. An empyema simply it was not, for the

probe failed to find pus, and relief of the pain did not

follow the washing out of the cavity.

The diagnosis lay, therefore, between syphilitic and

malignant disease of the antrum. In favor of the lat-

ter was the failure of the iodide to act after the patient

left the hospital, and a progressive loss of flesh and

strength. In favor of the former, was the subsidence

of the symptoms in the hospital under, specific treat-

ment, the tenderness of the scalp, the headaches worse

at night, and the absence of hemorrhage on probing.

Dr. Warren made an exploratory opening, and found

necrosed bone without any signs of sarcoma. This

was removed as far as was possible, and the pain at

once ceased. She was given iodide, and was dis-

charged doing well.

Case Ml. Maurice K., age seventeen, clerk, en-

tered the hospital December 4, 1895, complaining of

a discharge of three weeks' duration, from the right

nostril, excoriating the right side of the upper lip.

There was no pain and no odor and no constitutional

symptoms. The right side showed darker than the

left on transillumination. There was some atrophy of

the turbinate, but no tenderness over the antrum or

molar process. The diagnosis was made by an ex-

ploratory puncture, and only a small amount of pus

removed. The antrum was washed several times ; on

December 9th the discharge from the nose had ceased,

and the patient felt much better. The excoriation of

the lip was nearly healed. On the lOih there was no

more discharge from the nose, and the treatment was
discontinued. After a few days he was discharged,

with orders to report if the discharge should reappear;

but he has not since been heard from.

It seems to me that this was an acute catarrh of the

antrum, as shown by the one-sided discharge and the

excoriation of the lip under that nostril. Its duration

bad been so short that it yielded readily to treatment.
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Cask VIII. Lizzie M. Patient Las had consider-

able trouble with the teeth of the upper jaw for sev-

eral years. The last three molars were removed some
time ago, and the second bicuspid is at present necrotic

and painful. This symptom occurred over a jear ago,

and has persisted since. With the nose she has had

no trouble. About two weeks ago she had a sharp

pain over the antrum accompanied with fever and
chills, with pain in the back and limbs. These acute

symptoms lasted about a week, and were relieved by a

purulent discharge from the left nostril about ten days
before entrance.

Examination showed pain over the antrum and a

discharge coming from under the middle turbinate.

The second bicuspid was carious, as I have stated. An
exploratory puncture was made under the lower tur-

binate with the trephine, and foul-smelling pus evacu-

ated. The patient is still under treatment by washing

with antiseptics; she has gained several pounds in

weight and very much in general health. The dis-

charge has not ceased, although it has much improved.

Besides washing out the antrum, the patient lias had

the carious tooth removed, and the socket was found

to connect with the antrum.

The interesting points about this case so far are the

rapid improvement under antral washing and the fact

that the bicuspid tooth connected with the antrum, a

fact not very common. So severe was the apparent

cachexia, that I had a small polyp found in the mid-

dle meatus examined microscopically in order to bar

out the diagnosis of sarcoma. This growth was found

to be benignant. This patient has gained ten pounds,

but treatment is still necessary.

Case IX. C. M. D., age twenty-two, entered the

hospital complaining of a foul discharge from the left

nostril. Patient has had trouble with his teeth on

that side for two or three years, and the left second

molar had been especially tender for two weeks before

the onset of his symptoms. With his nose he had

hitherto had no trouble. He had had no trouble of a

specific nature nor any family history of tuberculosis

or new growths. Five days before entrance his acute

svmptoms began with sharp pain over the antrum and
severe headache and chills. The headache was over

both temples and accompanied with high fever. At
this time there was no discharge from the nose. These
symptoms subsided as soon as the left nostril began to

discharge a foul-smelling, thin secretion. The nasal

discharge stained his handkerchiefs a brownish-yellow

color, and was copious enough to necessitate the use

of four or five handkerchiefs a day. He had still some
pain in the temporal region and soreness over the

antrum. Examination showed the left, upper, third

molar to contain a large cavity, but otherwise the

teeth appeared to be sound. The nostril showed pus

in the middle meatus, both under and over the middle

turbinate. The lower turbinate was pushed over

towards the septum, making the breathing space nar-

rower thau normal. There were no lesions of the

skin to be seen. Transillumination of the antrum
showed a marked difference in the lightness of the two
sides, for the left antrum did not transmit light like

the right side. Puncture through the lower meatus
gave rise to a discharge of thin and very foul pus.

The discharge, after the first washing began to im-

prove, but the pain persisted for a few days. He
was washed at first every day, and later, as the symp-
toms improved, every second day. At present the

discharge is slight and the wash water comes away
almost clear. He has been washed with peroxide

followed by Sellers' solution, but this has been given

up as possibly too irritating. He seems to have got

the greatest relief from injections of iodoform in solu-

tion in glycerine. So far 1 have not considered it

wise to stop the washing, on account of the well-known

liability to recurrence.

Clinical Department.

PERFORATING ULCER OF THE DUODENUM.'
BY J. COLLINS WAKRES, M.D.

The following is the account of the previous history

of the case furnished to me by Dr. G. H. Francis, of

Brookline

:

" W. C, age fifty-two. Family history good. Had
a severe sickness when serving in the war, the nature

of which was very doubtful. Six years ago, when in

the Rocky Mountains, had a very sudden and violent

abdominal attack, with severe pain, extreme tympanitis

and very great distention and stoppage. He recovered

in about six weeks. Since that time he has had fre-

quent and sudden pains over the region of the pyloric

end of the stomach. He would take a quarter-grain

pill of morphine and in a few hours would be relieved.

The diagnosis was neuralgia of stomach. I was called

to see him at L30 on the morning of Friday, Decem-
ber 16, 1892. He had very severe pain in the region

of the pyloric end of stomach without any localized

tenderness. There was very marked rigidity of the

abdominal muscles. After taking a subcutaneous in-

jection of three-eighths of a grain of morphine, he bad
some relief and procured a few hours' sleep. In the

morning there was no marked change. In the after-

noon there was less rigidity, and a marked tenderness

could be found at the original seat of pain. The pain

seemed to have extended down and a little back.

Saturday not much pain, slight distention of colon.

The pain and tenderness extended down almost to the

region of appendix. Sunday, pain not very severe

;

tenderness less marked in original seat, but easily

found in region of appendix. No tumor felt. Con-
siderable tympanites."

I was called to see the case in consultation with Dr.

G. H. Francis and Dr. T. E. Francis the following

morning.

On examination the principal seat of pain and ten-

derness was in the right hypochondrium, extending

downwards towards the right iliac fossa. The tem-

perature had ranged above 100° since the beginning

of the attack, and was, on that morning, 100.5°, the

same as the previous evening. The pulse was slightly,

but steadily, increasing in frequency and was then

100. There had been no vomiting on the morning of

my visit, but the patient had vomited after taking

some drink on the previous day. The general condi-

tion of the patient appeared to be good, although there

was a dark circle under the eyes. On consultation it

was decided that his condition was a grave one; that

the diagnosis was doubtful, but that the most probable

explanation was a perforation of the appendix, and

that in any event an exploratory operation should be

advised. This advice being accepted, the operation

> Read at a n.eeting of the Warren Club, March 3, 1S96.
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was immediately performed by me, being assisted by
Drs. G. H. Francis and C. L. Scudder.

An incision was first made i% the region of the ap-

pendix ; and, on exploration of that organ, I found it

to be in a perfectly healthy condition and free in the

abdominal cavity. The finger, introduced from the

upper end of the incision, in the direction of the seat

of greatest tenderness, brought out, when withdrawn,
flakes of yellow fibrin. The incision was gradually

enlarged until it finally extended in a semicircular di-

rection from the iliac fossa to the margin of the carti-

lage of the ninth rib. As the flap thus made was
turned back, it became evident that the seat of the in-

flammation was in the neighborhood of the right hypo-

chondrium. On reflecting back the ascending and
transverse colon, a perforating ulcer of the duodenum
was discovered, which formed the centre of an inflamed

area, around which the adjacent coils of intestine were
glued together, shutting it off partially from the gen-

eral peritoneal cavity. There was no collection of

pus within this area, but its walls were covered with a

deposit of yellow lymph. The lacerated bowel, hav-

ing been partly isolated, the opening was closed by a

number of silk Lembert sutures, without any attempt

to refreshen its edges.

The toilet of the peritoneum was then made as care-

fully as possible, the infected portions being douched

out with boiled water. A drainage-tube surrounded

by iodoform gauze was laid from the point of intesti-

nal suture to the middle of the abdominal incision,

giving ample vent to any fluids which might form.

The rest of the external wound was united by silk

sutures and a voluminous antiseptic dressing was ap-

plied. The patient recovered well from the ether and
was quite comfortable Sunday night. The tempera-

ture was slightly lower the next morning, but the

pulse had risen to 120. He was free from pain dur-

ing the day, but complained of great thirst, vomiting

constantly a brownish substance after drinking. The
temperature continued to rise from that evening, and

the patient continued to faiil until death took place on

the afternoon of the third day. There was no move-
ment of the bowels at any time. No post-mortem ex-

amination was made, but the wound was reopened.

On removing the stitches Dr. Francis found the tube

and packing lying in a canal entirely shut off from the

abdominal cavity by adhesions. The lining of the

canal was gray and sloughy. The edges of the hole

into the intestines were sealed. One of the stitches

had cut through but left no opening.

DERMOID CYST COMPLICATING PREGNANCY.
BY CHARLES F. DESNY, M.D., ST. PAUL, MIXN.

The case presented in this report shows how easily

under certain circumstances extra-uterine gestation

may be mistaken for other conditions. An almost

parallel case was reported by Dr. B. C. Hirst in the

{American Journal of Obstetrics) Vol. xxxii. No. 2,

1895, and it was the reading of that which led me to

report my own.
The patient, a young mulatto woman, twenty-five

years of age, was the mother of six children, and had

had two miscarriages. The last miscarriage was an

early one, aud occurred the latter part of August, 189.3,

and left the uterus in a relaxed condition, giving rise

to a hemorrhagic or post-abortum endometritis, for

which I curetted the uterus at the hospital in October.

After this she rapidly improved, and 1 saw her no more

until February 1, 1896, when she gave the following

history :

Since November 2d, she had not menstruated, save

a slight show in December. She had had all the pre-

monitory symptoms of pregnancy. On the day I was

called she had a sharp attack of pain in the abdomen,

and tenderness on the right side of pelvis. This ten-

derness was so general that it precluded any satisfac-

tory examination at that date. Opiates, an ice-bag,

and absolute quiet brought about a decided change at

the end of forty-eight hours, permitting a more com-

plete examination. This developed by external pal-

pation a mass in the right pelvis somewhat soft to the

touch. Bimanually the uterus was found somewhat
enlarged, and deflected to the left ; though not appar-

ently in keeping with the probable length of fetation.

The vaginal finger detected on the right side merely

a sense of resistance along the tube. No effort was

made to forcibly depress the maes towards the finger,

as I deemed it unwise.

On February 9th, she was well enough to come to

the ofiice, and I referred her to Dr. J. Ohage of this

city, who concurred in my diagnosis of extra-uterine

gestation.

Operation was advised, aud accepted ; and on Feb-

ruary 19th, at St. Joseph's Hospital, I operated, as-

sisted by Drs. Ohage, Nelson and Pool. On opening

the abdomen the tumor on the right side proved to be

a cyst of the ovary. There were no adhesions except

a portion of the small bowel, which was fastened to

the tumor and easily separated. A single silk ligature

was all that was required to tie off the cyst. The
uterus itself was enlarged and pushed to one side from

normal pregnancy. The other ovary was not diseased.

Time of operation from start to closure of abdominal

wall just twenty minutes.

On section the cyst contained sebum and coils of

hair, and at one point a suggestive feeling of bone

formation.

The recovery was progressive, and no miscarriage

occurred.

HEMATOMA OF OVARY.'

BY W. H. BAKER, M.D.

Mrs. B. G., twenty-nine years of age, entered my
private hospital January 23d. Had been married

two years. Had had no children. She had com-

plained for two years of pain in the back and back of

thighs, especially on going up stairs. Pain less

severe when sitting, and did not suffer at all when
lying down. Menstruation began at fourteen ; did

not become regular until nineteen ; since then nothing

of special importance in connection with this function.

General health good. Complained of much nausea in

the morning. Last menstruation occurred December

18th. On examination a cyst of the right ovary was

found, and a smaller one of the left ovary.

Operation, January 25th. The cyst of each ovary

was found and removed, blood having been extra-

vasated into both sacs, making the contents quite

black. The cyst wall was thin, and burst in each

case in separating the adhesions.

> Keported at the Boston Society for Medical Improvement, Janu-
ary 27, 18%.
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The case is of special iDterest: (1) on accouut of

the size of the cysts, which were large for this

variety, which have a follicular origin, rarely attain-

ing a size more than one-half of that in the present

case ; (2) that I have almoat invariably found, that

cysts of this character are bi-lateral, and require the

removal of both ovaries.

RECENT PROGRESS IN SURGERY.
BY H. L. BURRF.I,L, M.l>., AND H. W. CD8HINO, M.D.

THE USE OF OXYGEN GAS WITH ETHER FOR ANES-

THESIA.

Dr. Carter S. Cole,' makes use of the gas which
passed from the receiver through the wash-bottle into

a covered tin case, which is fitted with a rubber face-

piece. The amount of gas used was probably a gallon

a minute; the amount of ether for an adult was about

six ounces an hour, and half of that quantity for a

child. The time required for complete anesthesia

varied from three to fifteen minutes. The time of re-

covery was from fifteen to fifty minutes. Vomiting
has not been serious or troublesome in any case, and
id the large majority not even nausea has attended

the etherization or the recovery. The effect of in-

creasing the flow of oxygen has been to increase the

rapidity of the heart's action and vice vena. Respira-

tion has been easy and comfortable, and no struggling

or suffocation has been present. The stage of excite-

ment has been moderate and never troublesome. The
color has been uniformly excellent, and not in a single

instance has any "bluing" been observed. In the

cases in which the temperature has been taken, no
change has been noted. If each operator will com-
pare the amount of ether used, the time required for

narcosis, the frequent absence of suffocation, saliva-

tion, struggling, nausea and vomiting, with the condi-

tions which now attend his etherization, he will then

be able to draw his conclusions as to the value of the

method. A brief report of twenty-one instances in

which this method has been employed is subjoined.

IS THE disinfection of wounds possible?

Haenel ' believes that the results of the following re-

searches have proved or tend to prove that it is impos-
sible to disinfect living tissues with chemical sub-

stances, and that the best means of producing recov-

ery is to provide free drainage for the secretions of

the wound, to keep the wound broad open, and absorb
all the cosmetic secretions in the dressing.

His experiments were conducted on forty-four

guinea-pigs. The wounds entered the muscular tis-

sues and were infected by tampons containing a viru-

lent fluid, having in it both streptococci and staphy-
lococci. The tampons remained in for times varying
from four to eighteen hours. The wounds were then
washed out and dressed with solutions of either three-

per-cent. carbolic acid or six-percent, sodium chloride,

and were then dressed with tampons and moist gauze
dressings soaked in the respective solutions. Six
cases were dressed with aseptic dressings without
tampons.

I American Journal of Medical Science, December, 1695, p. 700:
Medical KeconI, IMS, No. 1301. p. 603.

' Deut. med. Wooh., If96, No. 8; Cent. f. Chir., 1896, No. 22; Ameri-
can Journal of .Medical Sciences, November, 1869, p. 610.

Under conditions as similar as possible no distinc-

tion could be made between the course of healing,

whether carbolic or^sodium chloride had been cm-
ployed in the solutions. If the virulence was marked,
the animals died of acute infection. If the course

was chronic there was no distinction possible, either

in the intensity of the infection or duration of the re-

covery.

PUIMAKT UNION OF WOUNDS.

Wolfler • reports some interesting observations made
during his investigation of the conditions pertaining

to the primary union of wounds. In four cases he

demonstrated colonies of staphylococci in absolutely

clean wounds treated under the strictest aseptic pre-

cautions. He thought that the blood serum, free of

cells, possessed properties capable of inhibiting bacteri-

ological growth. He found in two cases only during

the first few hours after the operation staphylococci,

which later disappeared. The wound secretions de-

stroyed them ; also the cultures. Secretions taken

from the wound at different times were infected with

streptococci intentionally. All such investigated

secretions showed during the first few hours after their

removal from the wound, bactericidal properties.

Therefore, in wound secretions exists a powerful ob-

stacle against all micro-organisms.

THE ASEPTIC TREATMENT OF SUPPURATION.

Zeidler * commends asepsis in the treatment of sup-

purating wounds. The method employed is the fol-

lowing: The field of operation is carefully prepared.

After the ordinary operative technique the cavity is

wiped out with sterilized gauze. As a rule, irrigation

is not necessary ; if it seems necessary, a sterile six-

tenths-per-cent. salt solution should be used. The
wound is then packed fully with sterilized gauze, but

not tightly. The further dressing is of sterilized ab-

sorbent material.

At the next dressing the skin about the wound is

washed with ether or benzine, and the granulating

wound dressed with dry sterilized gauze without irri-

gation. In most cases a dry dressing is suflScient ; in

some, however, a moist dressing does better; the

moistening should be done with salt solution. The
author has not seen decomposition in the wound secre-

tion in a dressing that remained on for eight days.

Free drainage with plenty of sterile absorbent dress-

ing is all that is requisite. The course of healing is

very good. The amount of secretion is small. The
dressing is renewed every eighth day.

THE ADHESIONS OF SEROUS MEMBRANES.

The experiments and observations which have been
carried out by Graser and others are well set forth in

an editorial in the Annals of Surgery,'' which states

that these experiments and observations teach that ad-

hesion cannot take place without the degeneration of

cells. They further show that two peritoneal surfaces

sewed together for a large area can lie together for

days without reaction. This may be the case with

loops of intestine sutured together, adhesion taking

place only at the places of the passage of sutures.

Between these places, if no damage has been done to

the peritoneum, no adhesion takes place.

A practical application of these principles can be

s Cent. f. Chir., 1895, vol. xxli, p. 837.
* Cent. f. Chir., April 6, 1K9S ; American Journal of Medical

Sciences, August, 189fi, p. 227.
• l>eoember, 1896, vol. xxli, p. 815.
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made use of io operations in the abdomen, in which it

is desirable to diminish as much as possible the forma-

tion of adhesions. As a result of a series of experi-

ments, it was found that all antiseptics, especially

sublimate of mercury and carbolic, damage to a great

degree the endothelium of the peritoneum ; that

thymol and boric acid do this damage in a much lesser

degree than the others ; and that even the dry handling

of the peritoneum has a damaging effect. If the ex-

posed peritoneum is covered with a layer of absorbent

gauze 60 that evaporation is not prevented, and left

for half an hour, there will appear upon the intestinal

as well as parietal peritoneum, as a result of the dis-

turbance in the superficial cells, a deposit of fibrin

over the exposed surface. On the other hand, the

cells remaiu unchanged if the peritoneum is kept

moistened with a warm salt solution.

These experiments are of practical importance, as

are those of Walthard ° upon the drying influence of

the air upon the peritoneum.

Associated with its easy vulnerability the peri-

toneum is characterized by a great capacity for regen-

eration. In order for adhesions to take place, it is

necessary that two damaged surfaces shall be in un-

disturbed contact for a considerable length of time.

Some irritation of the vessels with escape of plasma

into the tissues is also necessary.

Walthard showed that the action of dry air upon
the peritoneum for twenty minutes, with infection,

caused severe damage to the endothelial cells, and re-

sulted in the formation of adhesions or in inflammatory

thickening.

THE CONTAGIOUSNESS OF CANCER.

At the eighth session of the Congres Fran9ais de

Chirurgie, during the discussion of the " Etiology and
Pathogenesis of Cancer," Guelliot, of Rheims,' stated

that the belief in a cancerous diathesis has prevented

a more general acceptance of the infectious nature of

cancer, which, beginning as a local disease, affects the

economy secondarily. The experiences of Hanau and

Moreju prove that cancer is inoculabje in animals of

the same species. Experimental hetero-inoculation

being established, the spontaneous hetero-inoculation

is possible, and remains for the clinic to prove. The
rational proofs of the exterior origin of cancer and of

the transmission of cancer are drawn from the usual

seat of neoplasms, from the influence of lesions, irrita-

tion or ulceration, and the numerous cases of accidental

inoculation. The strongest evidence of this is fur-

nished by observations in the rural districts. The un-

equal distribution of cancer is well known, and can be

explained only by topographic, hydrographic or other

exterior causes in all the cases. On the other hand,

there are veritable cancer-centres, abodes of cancer.

Guelliot has collected 15 examples, embracing 50 vic-

tims ; the inference of contagiousness naturally follows.

More instructive are the cases of epitheliomata occur-

ring successively in persons accustomed to habitual co-

habitation. The author has reported 42 personal

cases of this kind, which, added to those already pub-

lished, give 113 observations; in more than 45 of these

husband and wife were affected. The interval which
separates the appearance of the disease in the two
persons has not exceeded two years in more than half

of the cases. All these observations force upon one

" Rorreepondenzblatt fur Schweizer Aerzte, 1893.
^ Amerioan Jouroal of Medical Sciences, June, 1S95, p. 707.

the idea of direct or indirect transmission of cancer,

which spreads as an infectious disease. The incuba-

tion is from several months to two years; first localiza-

tion, then generalization. The appreciation of this

fact implies in the future the application of efficacious

prophylactic measures.

During the same discussion, Mayet, of Lyons, ex-

pressed a belief in the cellular specificity. Labora-

tory experiments have led him to consider cancer is

inoculable, not only by grafting, but also by the juice.

The white rat is the most favorable animal for carry-

ing out these studies. He has several times inoculated

white rats with the juice of cancer obtained by the

method of Brown-S6quard in extracting testicular ex-

tract, with positive results in one case in three ; at the

autopsy cancerous deposits were found in the kidney.

INOCULABILITT OF CARCINOMA.

Geissler ' claims to have succeeded in producing a

fatal carcinoma in a dog by planting small fragments

of a preputial cancer in the tunica vaginalis and in the

subcutaneous tissues. The dog died at the end of eight

months with the microscopic appearances of carcimona.

The report of Geissler was discussed by Hausemann,
Gerall, Czerny, Wehr and Rosenbach, some of whom
were not convinced of the accuracy of the observa-

tions.

TREATMENT OF MALIGNANT TDMORS WITH
ERYSIPELAS.

Czerny ° thinks that his experience with this method
warrants the conclusions that the injection of a mixed
culture (Coley's method) has a specific influence on

sarcomata, and under favorable conditions can cure

the disease ; but since the method is uncertain, it can-

not yet be preferred to operation, and is to be used in

those cases either of inoperable tumors or recurrent

ones, or possibly after an operation to prevent a recur-

rence.

ON THE VARIATIONS IN THE TEMPEBATDRE OF THE
MOUTH IN HEALTH PRODUCED BT LOCAL APPLI-

CATION OF HEAT AND COLD.

Lazarus-Barlow contributes an article on this subject

to the Lancet,^" in which he states that it seems proba-

ble that the modification in the temperature of the

mouth induced by the local application of heat and
of cold depends partly upon the modification in the

temperature of the tissues of the mouth brought about

by the temperature of the fluid in use, but that this

portion of the modification is of short duration ; the

more important and lasting portion of the change
seems to be due to variations in the blood-supply

brought about by vaso-motor action. Whether this

be connected with the increased activity of the salivary

glands or not is at present doubtful. From the clini-

cian's point of view the most important conclusions

from the investigation are as follows: (I) heat and
cold when applied to the mouth even for a short time

cause marked variations in the temperature of the

mouth ; (2) the effect of heat, though less pronounced,

is considerably more prolonged than that of cold. In

practice, if a great degree of accuracy be required, he

suggests that the temperature should never be taken

in the mouth unless other parts are inaccessible ; but,

if only the mouth be available, then attention should

» Cent. f. Chir., 189,1. Beitrage, 22.

» IMliucUener med. Woob., 1895, No. 30.
'" October 26, 1895, p. 1034.
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be paid to the following poiDts : (a) one hour at least

must have elapsed since the last food or drink of any

kind, and even in the smallest quantity, has been

taken by the patient ; and (b) for ten minutes previ-

ously to inserting the clinical thermometer the mouth

must have been kept completely closed. Under such

circumstances as these, aud under them alone, is a

temperature taken in the mouth a reliable index to

the body temperature.

FRACTURES OF THE SKULL.

In a discussion before the Philadelphia Academy of

Surgery," Dulles made some remarks on fractures of

the bkull. He explained the bursting theory of fract-

ures of the skull, aud expressed the conviction that

the supreme law governing the production of indirect

fractures is that which depends upon the fact that the

skull is practically a hollow, elastic case approximately

oval in shape, aud which may be briefly formulated

as follows : when a sufficient force is applied to any

curvilinear part of the skull, if this part does not give

way immediately, the axis of the skull lying in the

same line as that of the applied force is shortened, and

all the axes lying in planes at right angles to this line

are correspondingly lengthened, with a proportional

lengthening of their circumferences and separation of

their meridians, so that the direct depressing force is

converted into an indirect disruptive force acting at

right angles to the direction of the former. The effect

is to produce a fissure or Assures which will have a

general meridianal direction.

The application of this law is subject to certain

modifications due to anatomic and architectonic pecu-

liarities of the skull, its coverings and contents, and

to certain exceptions due to the amount and velocity

of the force applied as well as the coming into play of

peculiar counter forces.

MODE OF DEATH IN CEREBRAL COMPRESSION, AND
ITS PREVENTION.

Mr. Horsley" calls attention to this subject, and
states that there are three common causes of increased

intra-cranial tension, all of which have been submitted

to surgical treatment. These are cerebral tumor,

hemorrhage and inflammatory foci. In each of these,

death is extremely prone to occur quite suddenly from

arrest of the respiration (and not to heart-failure), this

arrest being inevitably fatal unless, as will be shown
directly, the skull be opened and the pressure relieved.

He speaks of four cases being particularly prominent

in connection with the subject, and describes one case

of this alarming accident. The patient had been suc-

cessfully anesthetized, placed on the operating-table,

the head suitably arranged, and the skin flap and super-

ficial tissues removed from the bone. In one the tre-

phine had already been applied for a few seconds,

in the otiiers not, when the patient suddenly turned

very white, the respiration became extremely shallow

for a few breaths, and then stopped altogether. In

each case artificial respiration was immediately com-
menced, and while it was going on the skull was
opened very freely in a few minutes, as quickly as

possible with the trephine and bone forceps, aud in

each case over the presumed situation of the tumor.

Id one case the dura mater was freely iucised, so as to

allow the severely compressed brain to liberally pro-

' Medical News, July 20. 1M5, p. 81.
11 Quarterly Medical Journal, July, ISM.

trade, and so the more thoroughly release the tension.

In every instance, directly the skull was adequately

opened and the pressure relieved, normal respiration

returned, the movements being naturally a little shal-

low at first, but soon assuming their customary propor-

tions. In these cases the arrest of respiration would
have been inevitably fatal, as has been the result in

other cases of which I have been informed, where the

patient either died on the table, or as soon as artificial

respiration was stopped. A very striking instance of

precisely the same event, and of the recognition of the

true state of things by the operating surgeon, is a

case of cerebral abscess, published by Mr. Jalland in

the Lancet,^* where during exposure of the abscess,

the patient having stopped breathing, he punctured

the brain, and witnessed the gratifying return of respir-

ation in proportion as the pus flowed out.

lu my series, in the case (Case I) of a young man
with a large cerebral tumor, a curious and instructive

feature was observed during the operation. On the

cessation of respiration I immediately ordered the

chloroformizatiou to cease and artificial respiration to

be commenced. Before the skull was opened the

patient recovered consciousness and began to reproach

a dresser who was standing opposite to him. We nat-

urally thought he had recovered, and therefore stopped

the artificial respiration and prepared to give chloro-

form again ; whereupon the face became pale, no
spontaneous respiratory movements occurred, and the

patient immediately lost consciousness. Of course

artificial respiration was at once recommenced, and the

opening of the skull completed, whereupon recovery

of normal respiration followed as already described.

After the operation the patient did not remember
any of the above events, though the restoration to

consciousness by the artificial respiration was appar-

ently complete. In this instance, it should be added
that strychnine (yig gr.) was also injected subcutane-

ously ; but inasmuch as the above facts show that the

respiratory centre was impotent until the skull was
opened, the strychnine cannot be credited with having
had any beneficial effect. •

Having found some six years ago, during some ex-

periments on monkeys, that hot irrigation of the head
has a very beneficial effect in removing shock of the

operative procedure and in restoring the activity of

the respiratory centre, I have invariably had the head
freely irrigated with very hot (100-105° F.) perchlo-

ride lotion (roughly diluted up to yciij^) by an assist-

ant during the operation. While referring to this

latter point in the operative technique, it appears to

me very doubtful whether in cases of head injury the

routine treatment of applying an ice-bag ought not to

be very carefully re-considered, and perhaps given up.

It must be plain to those who have seen a number of

autopsies upon patients who have succumbed to seri-

ous injuries of the head, that the only supposed value

of cold, so applied, could be to check hemorrhage
within the skull cavity, but it still has to be shown
that such an application has the slightest hemostatic

effect on the intra-cranial contents.

I now wish to refer in more detail to a class of

cases mentioned in the first paragraph of this note,

aud which I venture to believe ought not to be so in-

variably reported as fatal accidents. The class in

question is that in which a patient receives a violent

blow, frequently in the occipito-temporal region, for

" March 5, 1892, p. 527.
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example, from a fist or cricket-ball, or from an ex-

plosion, and in which the person struck, falls dead.

In these instances we do not observe that any attempt

is made to do artificial respiration, although this is

just a measure which is universally taught in ambu-
lance classes, and can be practised properly by any in-

telligent layman. In all probability these have always

been considered to be deaths by heart-failure, but they

are as certainly deaths from respiratory arrests, a fact

which can be proved experimentally on the lower ani-

mals, with unfailing accuracy.

Mr. Horsley further states that Dr. Kramer and
himself have recently shown, in the " Proceedings of

the Royal Society, 1894," precisely the same to be the

pathological explanation of sudden death from bullet-

wounds of the cerebral hemispheres, and that provided

no intra-ventricular hemorrhage is pressing directly

on the respiratory centre, recovery by means of arti-

ficial respiration is possible.

In summing up, Mr. Horsley states that of all the

lower nerve centres which are necessary to the func-

tions of so-called organic life, it would appear that

the respiratory centre is the most sensitive to mechan-
ical pressure and shocks; that in cases where death

results in cases of intra-cranial pressure, artificial

respiration should be immediately performed, and the

skull opened freely at once ; that in cases of sudden
shock, artificial respiration, should be directly insti-

tuted ; and that in every case heat should be applied

to the head, and preferably by irrigation.

TEMPORARY RESECTION OF THE NASAL BONES IN

OPERATIONS ON THE FRONTAL, ETHMOIDAL AND
SPHENOIDAL SINUSES.

A new method of attacking the frontal, ethmoidal

and sphenoidal sinuses for the purposes of evacuating

pus or removing new growths is reported by Gussen-

bauer,'* who describes two successful operations, at

least so far as immediate results are concerned, in two
cases of malignant growths.

The method employed was devised with the view of

giving ample room for the operation, and as far as

possible freedom from the disfigurement the scar en-

tailed. The operation was as follows : An incision

was made, including the skin and periosteum, through

the eyebrow along the supra-orbital margin, passing

down the side of the nose close to the inner angle of

the eye, and uniting with a similar incision ou the

other side by a transverse incision over the bridge of

the nose at the juncture of the osseous and cartilagi-

nous portions. By the use of a sharp chisel the nasal

bones were divided from their cartilage, and the nasal

processes of the frontal bones were resected ; the re-

section was then carried upward through the lachrymal

bones and portion of the frontal bone forming the

superior part of the orbit ; after the division of the

ethmoid bone and the attachment of its perpendicular

plate from the vomer, the bone with the attached

superficial structures were turned back in one flap, lay-

ing bare the ethmoidal and frontal sinuses. There
was very little bleeding, although the nares had been

previously plugged ou account of hemorrhage. The
patient made a good recovery, the bone, which was
replaced and sutured in position, uniting by first inten-

tion. The sinuses were packed with iodoform gauze,

with drainage through the nares.

" WIen. klin. Woch., 1895, No. 21; American Journal of Medical
Sciences, November, 1896, p. 609.

In a second operation the incision was carried down
the median line of the nose instead of on either side.

The nasal bones were separated from each other, re-

sected, and turned back with the attached flaps on

either side. Although there was as much room for

operating, the operator prefers the first method, as he

believes the scars are less noticeable, and the cosmetic

effect is therefore better.

OSTEO-PLASTIC OPENING OF THE FRONTAL SINDS

FOR EMPYEMA.

Czerny " reports a method by which he successfully

treated an empyema of the frontal sinus in four weeks

by a temporary resection of the anterior wall of the

sinus. The operation consisted of forming a flap of

skin and bone. The skin incision, curved with the

convexity downward, was made over the sinus. The
bone was chiselled through along the same line.

When this skin and bone flap was turned up the

antrum was exposed. The cavity was cleared of pus

and granulation tissue, after which it was packed with

iodoform gauze. The nasal opening was dilated and

a tube put through into the nose. The flap was kept

from uniting till the sinus was well. It then healed

without difficulty.

THE RESCLTS OF DIVISION OR RESECTION IN THE
NECK OF THE PNEDMOGASTRIC AND PHRENIC
NERVES.

Roswell Park '^ states that he has made a study of

the recorded cases of injury to the pneumogastric, and
arrives at the following conclusions : In Table No. 1,

of accidental injuries to the pneumogastric, there are

15 cases recorded. Scanning the cases collected in

this table, we find that out of 15 instances in which

the pneumogastric was accidentally involved in malig-

nant disease or merely in accidental injuries, 11 died

and two recovered ; while in two instances the result

has not been reported. It is, of course, impossible to

separate the causes of death so far that one may dis-

tinctly state whether death was due to lesion of the

nerve-trunk itself or to coincident lesions of other im-

portant structures. The fact, however, remains, that

out of 13 cases whose results are known, 11 died.

Of the 50 cases included under Table II, " Injuries

of the Pneumogastric during Operations on the Neck,"
we are left in doubt in two instances; while of the re-

maining 48, 21 died, and 27 recovered. All of which

constitutes a favorable showing, which to Dr. Park
seems a sufficient contradiction for statements found

in the older works. Here, too. in the fatal cases it is

impossible to say that in any instance death was due

to injury of the nerve ; and there have been included

under the deaths several cases where the fatal issue

was so long postponed as to constitute valid doubt.

Nevertheless, the preponderance of testimony is in

favor of the comparative safety of attacking this nerve

when involved in disease, and when too much other

operating is not necessitated by the condition which

has caused the operative attack.

Foreign Medical Women in Austria. — The
official journal in Vienna publishes an order of the

Minister of Public Instruction admitting women hold-

ing foreign medical diplomas to registration in Aus-
tria.

'6 Cent, f . Chlr., 1895, Beilage 61.
1*^ AnnaU of Surgery, August, 1895, vol. ;il, p. 145.
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BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL IMPROVE-
MENT.

.1. ti. UUMFUKD, U.D., SECRETARY.

Rkgl'lar Meeting, Monday, January 27, 1896, Dr.

C. J. Blake in the chair.

Dr. Frederic C. Cobb read a paper entitled

EMPYEMA OF THE ANTRUM OF HIGHMORE.'

Dr. Farlow : The subject of empyema of the

autrum is a very interesting one, and the more the

cases are observed and studied the less appropriate

appears the name latent when applied to most of

them. The disease is not latent in the ordinary

sense of the word, as syphilis is latent, but it is often

not discovered because it is not looked for. A dis-

charge of pus from one nostril or dropping back into

the throat, particularly if the patient notices a bad

taste or odor to the secretion, should always awaken
the suspicion of disease of the antrum, and the mid-

dle meatus of the nose should be carefully examined

to see if the pus does not proceed from the antral

opening. I have recently had two cases in which a

diagnosis of probable beginning pulmonary tubercu-

losis had been made, from the offensive expectora-

tion, loss of appetite and weight, and the general bad

look of the patient. The nose had not been exam-
ined. The swallowing of offensive pus day and
night caused the loss of appetite and weight— symp-
toms which entirely disappeared within a few days

after I had bored into and washed out the autrum.

As regards transillumination, what has seemed to

me a valuable point is the sensation of light that pa-

tients have in the eye corresponding to the presum-

ably healthy antrum and the absence of light in the

other eye.

I should say that supra-orbital pain was very com-
mon in antral disease, even where no disease of the

frontal or ethmoidal sinuses existed. In certain

trades and occupations the disease is likely to attract

attention from the fact of the head being bent for-

ward a good deal of the time, and the pus is then ob-

served to come from one nostril and its purulent char-

acter is more manifest than when the discharge runs

principally into the throat, when it is likely to be

designated as postnasal catarrh.

During^ the epidemic of influenza I saw a number
of cases of acute empyema of the antrum, in which
there was a marked tendency to spontaneous recovery

under the use of sprays and keeping the middle

meatus and the opening of the antrum clear so that

the pus had a free exit.

When there is no tendency to spontaneous cure

and when sprays, removal of polypoid masses from
the opening of the antrum, and washing out the an-

trum through its duct, with or without removal of the

anterior end of the middle turbinate, bring about no
cessation of the discharge, I have always felt that the

most rational thing to do was to bore in through the

alveolar process, through the socket of the second

bicuspid or the first molar. In this way the bottom
of the cavity is reached and the patient soon learns

how to pass a canula and wash out his own autrum ;

or a silver tube, to remain in the opening, can be

made by the dentist, and the washing out can be done

1 See page 456 of the Journal.

through this. Such cases get well soon, while others

are very protracted, lasting for months and even lon-

ger, occasionally being nearly well and then starting

up with discharge again. This necessitates a long

course of syringing, or a more radical operation and

curetting, to which the patient is not at all anxious to

submit, especially as the syringing relieves him of the

pain, odor and other disagreeable symptoms.

I have recently had a case in which there had been

marked pain and swelling of the upper jaw, but no

discharge from the nose, in connection with trouble

from a tooth. After extraction of the tooth the

autrum was drilled into and washed out, but no fluid

escaped from the nose. I suppose that there is a sep-

tum dividing the antrum into two parts and that the

cavity containing the pus, which I syringed out, does

not communicate with the nose.

Dr. Coolidge : I do not think that pain is of

much value in diagnosis. There may be a great deal

of pain, or none at all. A one-sided discharge of pus

in an adult suggests that one of the sinuses is in-

volved. Having suspected empyema of the antrum,

the best method of making a positive diagnosis, it

seems to me, is by transillumination, except in those

cases in which the teeth are out and a probe can be

passed into the antrum through the alveolar process.

If you find the suspected side dark and the other

light, the chances are so much in favor of the antrum

being diseased that it is justifiable to open it.

In the treatment of an empyema which is not sus-

pected to be due to a foreign body or to a new
growth in the autrum, it seems to me the operation

through the inferior meatus offers very great advan-

tages. It is not the lowest part of the antral cavity,

but it does not make very much difference whether

you go in at the bottom or one-fourth inch above it.

Opening through the alveolar process, unless there is

already an opening through a tooth-socket, involves

drilling and keeping open a long bony canal, and the

annoyance of a purulent discharge into the mouth.

In opening through the canine fossa the bone is thin,

but there is generally much swelling of the face as a

result, and an opening which is difficult to reach and

keep open. The operation of trephining through the

inferior meatus is simple and easy ; it involves only

momentary pain to the patient, similar to the dental

pain in scraping a cavity in a tooth ; it produces no

unpleasant secondary inflammation, and does not pre-

vent a subsequent larger opening through the canine

fossa if necessary. The antrum can be easily washed

out through the opening in the inferior meatus by the

surgeon, or even by an intelligent patient himself, al-

though not so easily as through a permanent tube in

the alveolar process.

The unsatisfactory part of these antral operations is

the length of time which it takes for the patient to get

well. An empyema of the autrum differs from an

ordinary abscess in that the walls do not collapse.

The lime required depends upon the cause of the em-

pyema and the condition of the patient. If a for-

eign body is the cause, or if there is no destructive

process present ; washing out will be all that is neces-

sary and it may get well in a few weeks. If there

is caries it may last indefinitely. If there is a

reasonable cause to think that the trouble in the an-

trum is kept up by new growth or a large foreign

body, the proper proceeding would be to go in through

the alveolar process, if practicable, that is, if the
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teeth were out and it was easy to make an opening

large enough to get in the little finger, otherwise go in

through the canine fossa. It is easy to naake a large

hole through the canine fossa, and impossible to make
one large enough through the inferior meatus to inves-

tigate with the tioger.

Dr. Langmaid : Dr. Cobb's paper is so admirably

concise, and expresses so well the modern views in

regard to this subject, that there is very little to be

said. I should like to say a word in reference to one

point. In case the pus still continues to flow after

washing a long time, it is well to consider if there is

not disease somewhere else beyond the antrum which

is keeping up this discharge, and that disease will some-

times be found in the ethmoid cells. In one case I

have seen there was no doubt about that, and the eth-

moid being opened the antral disease immediately

disappeared.

Dr. Clark : I should like briefly to mention one

or two cases which illustrate certain points. Although

disease of the antrum is well known to be very obsti-

Date, I tliink there is no doubt that cases do occasionally

recover spontaneously. I had a patient about a year

ago who gave the history that eighteen months previ-

ously a dentist had drilled through a tooth into the an-

trum, of course by mistake, and had injected some

preparation of creosote. There was quite an inflam-

mation following it, which apparently subsided without

treatment. The tooth ached very much at times, and

was removed five weeks before I saw her. Since

then she had a foul discharge from the right nostril.

Transillumination showed that the right antrum was

darker, and light-perception in the right eye less than

in the left. No pus was visible on nasal examination.

I gave the patient an antiseptic wash for the nose and

as the symptoms seemed to be diminishing, determined

to do nothing radical at once but to keep the case

under observation. At the next visit she said the

symptoms were much relieved. In less than a month

with no other treatment the odor and discharge ceased

and the patient has been well since. Another case is one

still under treatment, which I hope to report in full

later, in which the disease undoubtedly originated

either in the frontal sinus or in the anterior ethmoidal

cells. The patient is a dentist who five years ago had

the antrum opened by a physician through the alveolar

process. Since then he has himself washed out the

antrum through the alveolar process. The discharge

diminished very much after the first opening, but

never entirely ceased and at times there have been

exacerbations of the discharge. He has pain over

the frontal sinus on one side and certain other symp-

toms that make me think the diseafe originated in the

frontal sinus or ethmoidal cells. He is unwilling to

have any further operation done at present so I am
trying to treat him with various washes through the

alveolar opening and through the nose, so far with

very indifEerent success.

Dr. Cobb : I have followed the discussion with

great interest. I have been especially interested in

what Dr. Langmaid has suggested. I think it often

^^ happens that frontal or ethmoidal sinuses by draining

^B. into the antrum either through the infundibulum or

^^F through an abnormal connection with the antrum cou-

^^L fuse the diagnosis. Such secondary empyemata I

^^B have found reported elsewhere. I think Dr. Farlovv

^^H misunderstood my statement if be thought that I be-

^^Hlieved in always opening through the lower meatus.

One of my cases was washed through the lower

meatus entirely, two after the extraction of teeth

were temporarily washed through the empty tooth-

sockets. In these cases, at the patient's own request,

the treatment was continued through the lower

meatus and the alveolar opening was allowed to heal.

As I stated in my paper, the weight of opinion is in

favor of the alveolar opening. I do believe that the

opening in the lower meatus is by far the best for ex-

ploratory purposes.

PnBLIC INSTITDTIONS OF THE CITY OF BOSTON.''

Dr. E. W. Dwight read a paper with the above

title.

demonstration OF MODELS.

Dr. J. W. Farlow showed four plaster-of-Paris

models of the nose and accessory sinuses, of natural

size and color, made by Dr. Odo Betz of Heilbronn.

They are very useful for teaching and demonstration,

as the turbinated bones and the relations of the acces-

sory cavities to each other and to the various pas-

sages of the nose are very clearly shown.

Dr. Farlow also showed an Intranasal Vibrator

(made after Dr. Black's model) to be used with the

hand-piece of an electric motor for massage of the

mucous membrane of the nose and throat. This is a

very good device for securing rapid and regular vi-

bratory massage of the atrophic mucous membrane of

the nasal passages, a mode of treatment strongly ad-

vocated by Braun, of Triest.

i^cccnt Hitcraturc,

Handbook of the Diagnosis and Treatment of Skin

Diseases. By Arthur Van Harlingen, Ph.B.,

M.D. Third edition, enlarged and revised, with

sixty illustrations, several of which are in colors.

Philadelphia : P. Blakiston, Son & Co. 1895.

A third edition of Van Harliugen's handbook has

appeared, enlarged by the addition of numerous foot

notes and references, and by the introduction of arti-

cles on some of the rarer affections of the skin. A
considerable number of new illustrations have also

been added, many of them of merit, an attribute that

cannot, however, be accorded to the two colored plates

representing the primary lesions of the skin, intro-

duced before the title-page. The book forms quite a

good manual for hasty reference of the general practi-

tioner, and the advances in dermatology have been

pretty carefully recorded in the revised articles.

A Manual of Syphilis and the Venereal Diseases. By
James Nevins Hyde, M.D., and Frank H. Mont-
gomery, M.D. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders.

1895.

This book is an addition to the many compendia

that have been published of late years, dealing with

the various branches of medicine, and "has been pre-

pared with the intent of meeting the ppecial needs of

the student and of the practitioner rather than the ex-

pert." Ab might be expected from a book that bears

upon its title-page the name of Dr. Hyde, the objects

set forth are most faithfully fulfilled. The objections

to a chronological scheme in the division of syphilis

' To be published in a Ijiter issue of tlie .louroal.
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into a primar}', secoiulary, and tertiary period, are ex-

posed at the beginning of the chapters devoted to ac-

quired syphilis and the division already proposed by

Dr. Hyde in Morrow's System is adhered to. This

division represents tiie disease as following certain

courses in a tolerably regular progression, the divisions

comprising (1) Benignant Syphilis with mild and

transitory symptoms ; (2) Benignant Syphilis with re-

lapsing or persistent superficial symptoms; (3) Malig-

nant Syphilis with relapsing or persistent profound

symptoms ; (4) Malignant Syphilis with relapsing or

profound lesions that are ultimately destructive.

Many variations naturally exist from these four

classes, any one being capable of diverging more or

less towards the others. The chapters on Syphilis

and the Family, and Syphilis and Society are practi-

cal, and important as a valuable reference for the prac-

titioner. A chapter on Hypochondriasis has been in-

cluded, which cannot fail to be productive of much
good. There are many excellent illustrations of the

cutaneous lesions, comprising some capital photo-

graphs that have been rendered possible by the mod-

ern improvement in this art.

The latter part of the book is given up to a consid-

eration of the various genito-urinary disorders that are

usually the result of venereal contact. A very good

abstract of our knowledge of the gonococcus is given,

with a description of the methods of preparation and

staining. Treatment throughout the book is clearly,

concisely and practically dealt with.

Cutaneous Medicine. A Systematic Treatise on the

Diseases of the Skin. By Locis A. Duhring,
M.D. Part I. Anatomy of the Skin, Physiology

of the Skin, General Symptomatology, General

Etiology, General Pathology, General Diagnosis.

General Treatment, General Prognosis. Philadel-

phia : J. B. Lippincott Co. 1895.

Dr. Duhring's Treatise on Diseases of the Skin has

been for many years the dermatological text-book and

work of reference most frequently found on the shelves

of general practitioners in America. This book has

been translated into French, Italian and Russian, and

has achieved a widespread popularity. No new edi-

tion has, however, appeared for a number of years,

and during this time several admirable text-books have

been written by English and American authors, nota-

bly Crocker and Hyde, which have embodied the very

great advances that have been made in dermatology

during the last ten years. A new edition of Dr.

Duhring's popular work has been therefore eagerly

awaited, and its first part now appears, representing

the beginning of a larger and more comprehensive

treatise than the former, and under the new name of

" Cutaneous Medicine."

This title is justified by the author's conviction that

the skin claims a more prominent place iu medicine

than has hitherto been allotted to it. It is not only

subject to many diseases peculiar to itself, but it has a

close connection with many general pathological pro-

cesses ; and its study, if properly pursued, tends in

many instances to afford much aid to the clinician and

the pathologist. Dr. Duhring rightly remarks that no
other organ of the body offers so great inducements to

the pathologist for study. He further insists that

there is a close relationship between the skin and the

general economy, and that there are few general dis-

eases ID which the skin and its appendages are not, at

least to a slight degree, involved. He considers that

it is often impossible to draw the line separating idio-

pathic from symptomatic skin affections, meaning by
the latter those which involve other organs beside the

skin. Hence the study of cutaneous medicine should

include all morbid conditions in which the skin is in

any degree affected.

The chapter on the Anatomy of the Skin has been

much more carefully compiled and elaborated than in

any of the existing text-books of dermatology, and it

cannot fail to serve as a valuable reference for the

specialist as well as for the general practitioner. The
articles that have been published of late years on special

points are impartially referred to and quoted. It

would, it seems to us, have added to the value of this

part of the book if a more critical attitude had been

taken on some of these matters, or if the reception

that they had received from other observers had been

more often referred to. The views of Heitzmann and
of American writers are accorded full space ; in fact,

the work has been dedicated to the American Derma-
tological Association. There is also careful mention

of subjects that have received attention chiefly during

late years, such as the elastic fibres, Heryheimer's

fibres, Eleidin and Keratohyalin, etc. The illustrations

are numerous and exceedingly well done.

The chapter dealing with the Physiology of the

Skin affords a pretty complete resume of our knowl-

edge of the cutaneous functions. The author records

himself as a believer, with Unna and others, in the

view that the sweat glands as a whole secrete fat, and

besides that, at times watery sweat without fat. In

the chapter on General Symptomatology two excellent

plates showing the nerve supply of the skin are intro-

duced. General Etiology is also elaborately consid-

ered, and a large number of observations are cited

from various sources.

The chapter on Pathology is also very complete,

treating at much length of inflammation, hemorrhage,

etc., and embodying much that is to be found only in

works on General Pathology.

Under General Treatment is found much useful

information in addition to the discussion of local and

general methods of treatment ; for example, a para-

graph on hypodermic injections, and a detailed descrip-

tion of Schleich's infiltration method, which will be

found useful for reference. Under Constitutional

Treatment space is allotted to the consideration of the

effects of hygiene, climate, diet, etc., and the few drugs

that exert a specific action on the skin are discussed.

Under Local Treatment considerable space is given to

the newer preparations, such as medicated soaps, plas-

ters and salve-muslins, the various pastes, varnishes,

etc.

A feature of the book is the large number of refer-

ences to books and articles that are found at the bot-

tom of the pages, showing the industry and care of

the compiler. The book is of convenient size and the

paper and type are excellent. We shall await with

impatience the appearance of the succeeding volume
or volumes, in which the author's high clinical attain-

ments will be offered a wider scope than in this intro-

ductory portion.

A French Physician Attends theCzarewitch.
— Dr. Daremberg of Paris has been summoned to

Turbie by the Czarewitch, who is suffering from

fatigue resulting from official receptions.
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NEURON DEGENERATION.

It is a matter of common knowledge that funda-

mental changes have taken place in the last few years,

in our conception of the anatomical structure of the

nervous system, due to the painstaking researches of a

large number of skilled investigators, working with the

methods introduced by Golgi. The significance of the

new point of view has, almost from the first, been

recognized and accepted by anatomists. To the physi-

ologist the deeply rooted postulate that continuity of

physical structure was essential for the conduction of

nervous impulses, has given way to anatomical evi-

dence, and conduction by means of contiguous struct-

ure accepted as a general law. The pathologist has

been more conservative in attempting to apply the new

ideas to his particular field of research, in spite of the

fact of its possible great significance for the solution

of the subtle problems of neuropathology. Tliis, no

doubt, has been due to a variety of causes, the most

apparent of which are the inevitable difficulty of inter-

preting old and generally accepted facts in the light of

a new and somewhat revolutionary theory, and, in the

second place, of correctly estimating the value and ap-

plicability of pathological changes, which are not

wholly unequivocal in their testimony. Yet there can

be no possible doubt that as our knowledge progresses,

the present tentative application of the anatomical

facts now in our possession to certain conditions of

disease, will become bolder, and that changes of

moment will by degrees be introduced into our precon-

ceived pathological notions, which will be of the utmost

importance to the entire science of neurology. The

lines along which such changes are likely to take

place are already sharply indicated. It is evidently

premature to make generalizations from the facts

which we now have, but certain details of significance

may well be pointed out whose full bearing only the

future can show.

The one fact of prime importance in the modern

theory is that in the neuron we have a cell unit. The

conviction is every day growing that just as the lung,

or liver, or kidney is made up of independent cellular

elements, so is the central nervous system, the difference

being merely, that in the nervous system we have cells

of an enormous degree of differentiation, which never-

theless, from beginning to end remain simply individual

cells. The significance of this to pathology lies in the

fact that for the first time we are able to speak intelli-

gently of certain degenerative processes in terras of

units of structure. Now that we know what the

nerve cell really is, and the relation of its differenti-

ated parts we may talk of cellular changes in the ner-

vous system with some approach to accuracy. The
demonstration of the neuron has therefore in so far

placed the pathological anatomy of the nervous system

on a common plane with that of other and much better

understood organs. The study of various morbid
processes peculiar to the nervous system should here-

after be undertaken always with this fact in mind—
that we are dealing with individual cells, and not with

a conglomerate structure of undetermined histological

character.

It is not our purpose at present to do more than dis-

cuss a single line of research, whose significance is

only now beginning to be estimated at its full worth,

and that is cell degeneration, or, in the new nomen-
clature, neuron degeneration. Since the middle of

this century one of the most firmly established theories

of neuro-pathology has been that a nerve fibre, separ-

ated from its trophic centre, degenerated peripherally

from the point of section. This general idea has gone
by the name of Waller's law, in honor of its discoverer,

and has been productive of progress wherever it has

been possible of application. The fate of the proximal

stump of such a severed nerve attracted but little at-

tention, on the supposition that its cell body, with the

nerve fibre still attached to it, remained essentially

normal. Dating back, however, for many years,

scattered observations were made in cases of amputa-
tions as to the histological condition of the nerve cells

to which the severed nerves belonged, with the usual

result that a more or less marked degeneration of such

cells was found. Before these observations could be

correctly interpreted it was essential that a more defin-

ite conception of the nerve cell should be formulated.

With such a conception, namely, that of a nerve unit,

the whole matter has aroused renewed interest and
work is actively progressing toward an adequate ex-

planation of a phenomenon apparently contradictory of,

or at least supplementary to, the generally accepted

law as advanced by Waller.

If we regard, as apparently we must, the nerve cell,

with all its processes, neuraxon and dendritic, as an
entity, we are forced to the conclusion that such an
entity is essentially autonymous and that as a further

postulate, its continued health, as a whole, must de-

pend upon the continued health of each of its parts.

Such a view is not an assumption, unsupported by
facts. On the contrary, the moment attention was
drawn to the fact that theoretically the neuron as a
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whole must suffer, wheu, for example, its neuraxon is

severed, investigations directed to the study of cell

changes, at once demonstrated their presence. Such

study naturally demands histological methods of the

utmost refinement, which have fortunately been sup-

plied by Nissl, whose name is so intimately associated

with the minute anatomy of the ganglion cell. By

the use of Nissl's methods with certain of the aniline

dyes, results of the utmost importance have been at-

tained, leading to a solution of the fundamental patho-

logical problem we are considering. In the first place

it has been shown conclusively by Nissl and others,

that the cell body suffers distinct alterations, if its

neuraxon be permanently severed. Nissl, for example,

has been able twenty-four hours after section of the

facial nerve in rabbits, to find definite alterations in

the nucleus of that nerve, consisting essentially in a

fine granular degeneration and rarefaction of its

ganglion cells.

The significance of such a research is at once evi-

dent, when we compare its conclusions with previously

accepted ideas. Waller's law remains unchanged so

far as the peripheral stump of the severed nerve is

concerned, but needs to be modified to an extreme de-

gree regarding the much more important destiny of the

proximal stump and its cell of origin. Stated briefly,

what we now know is that the proximal portion of the

neuron suffers also an exceedingly short time after the

infliction of the injury, the chief difference being that

its degeneration is accomplished more slowly than that

of the peripheral stump, and demands for its study

methods of special nicety. Investigation of this char-

acter seems to us distinctly to bear out the postulate

previously advanced that no part of a neuron may

suffer injury without affecting every other portion to

a greater or less degree, depending upon various cir-

cumstances, which need not now detain us.

We are glad to call attention to a recent piece of

work by Flatau, from Waldeyer's laboratory,' confirm-

atory of results already attained. Flatau discusses

at considerable length the interesting question to

which allusion has already been made, regarding the

theory of the neuron in its relation to pathological

anatomy, and especially the matter of its pathological

unity. His original contribution to the matter lies in

the examination of the brains of four cats at varying

times after the section of one oculo-motor nerve.

These investigations, carried out with great care,

chiefly by the method of Nissl, fully confirm results

previously obtained, and leave no doubt as to the fact

of central degeneration after peripheral injury. Other

researches, especially those of von Monakow, point to

similar changes in the neurons of the projection and

association systems, and there can hardly be reason-

able doubt that future investigation will go more and

more to confirm the general principle involved, that

we are in every sense justified in speaking of a patho-

logical cell unit, iu the sense that we do of an ana-

tomical unit and are called upon to make such a con-

> Fortccbrltte des MediciD, Bd. 14, Ko. 6, 189G.

cpption the basis of much of our future pathological

investigation in the nervous system.

Of essential importance is the fact that we are in

every case dealing with cells, which since they are

cells and therefore units, must invariably be regarded

as acting as a whole, both iu normal and pathological

conditions. As a corollary of this, a degenerative

process is not and cannot be confined absolutely to

one portion of the cell unit, but must in every case

exert its deleterious effect on the entire neuron. From

this statement the necessary modification of Waller's

law is apparent.

It would lead us too far to discuss the wide bearing

of neuron degeneration in relation to the chronic pro-

gressive diseases of the nervous system. Its applica-

tion here offers an inviting field for future investiga-

tion, one which has already been entered with

promising results by Goldschieder of Berlin.

PUERPERAL FEVER AND SERO-THERAPY.

Early in 1895, Marmorek communicated to the

Societe de Biologie, Paris, France, his discovery of an

antistreptococcic serum, while at the same meeting,

(February 25th) Roger and Charrin announced a similar

discovery, and reported a case of puerperal fever ending

in recovery, and whose recovery they attributed to the

use of this serum.

At the following meeting, Roger reported a second

case of "cure." Later, Roger announced the cure of

a case of erysipelas in a new-born infant, then of a

malignant streptococcus angina under the use of anti-

streptococcic injections. Lastly, Marmorek reported

that 45 cases of erysipelas had been successfully

treated by his serum.

The whole subject of the treatment of puerperal

infections by this new method was discussed at the

recent meeting of the Obstetrical Society of France,

Paris, April 10, 1896.' Charpentier summed up 40

cases in the practice of his colleagues in which the

antistreptococcic serum had been applied to the treat-

ment of puerperal septicemia. Of these 40 patients,

17 died— a mortality of 42 per cent. It is true that

of those 17 fatal cases, five were in extremis when the

serum-treatment was tried, in 25 of these 40 cases,

the bacteriological examination was made. In 16

of these, the streptococcus alone was found— nine

recoveries and seven deaths. In nine the streptococ-

cus was combined with the staphylococcus or bac-

terium coli— four deaths and five recoveries. In no

case was there exclusive dependence on the serum,

antiseptic iutra-uterine medication being used in con-

junction with it.

Charpentier asks, "Is the serum inoffensive?"

There have appeared urticarias, erytbemata, pruritus,

and divers nervous accidents more or less alarming.

Gaulard in one of his fatal cases did not hesitate to

regard the serum as the cause of the death of the pa-

> Semaioe M^dicale, April 18, 1896.
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tient. He regards the results as by no means encour-

aging, and contests the efficacy of the serum.

Bar and Tessier reported 19 puerperal cases in which

they had used the serum of Marmorek— there were

nine recoveries and ten deaths. Three of the latter

were, however, at the last extremity when the injec-

tions were begun ; the remaining seven cases were not

especially malignant. Roger's serum was used in six

cases, with five deaths. They think the antistrepto-

coccic serum which has given such good results in the

erysipelas of adults at the Aubervilliers hospital, to be

wholly without efficacy in the erysipelas of new-born

infants (four typical cases treated, four deaths). These

experimenters regard the term puerperal infection as

somewhat indefinite — certainly not synonymous with

" streptococcie " (a word not yet naturalized in our

language). Though we do, indeed, ordinarily meet

with the streptococcus incases of puerperal septicemia,

yet often the causal agent is some other microbe,

pneumococcus, bacterium coli, staphylococcus, etc.,

and generally the streptococcus when it is present is

associated with some one or more of these micro-or-

ganisms. This is important from the point of view of

sero-therapy, for it is necessary that the serum should

be antagonistic not only to the microbe against which

it is prepared, but also to the associated microbes.

In short, the results thus far recorded have not, in

the opinion of the speakers, been suflBciently eucour.

aging to warrant further trials with any of the serums

now in the market. Especially, is it madness to trust

to the new method to the absolute exclusion of the

older methods. The unbiased testimony goes to show

that there was recovery in the mild cases (where the

infection was relatively light) while all the grave cases

terminated fatally. This is not much improvement on

the older methods of treatment. Moreover, the anti-

streptococcic serum cannot be deemed innocuous ; in

grave cases it causes a rapid and marked sedation

;

erythema is a common occurrence, following closely

after the injection ; and abscesses have not been infre-

quent. It is folly to abandon the local antiseptic and

other treatment which usage has sanctioned for the

antistreptococcic serum. But doubtless any kind of

treatment to be efficacious should be begun early, and

this is especially the case with the antiseptic treatment,

which employed in season gives such brilliant success.

There is reason to fear that the antistreptococcic

serum is not without possible baneful action on the

kidneys. One of the speakers at this meeting (M. Brie)

reported four puerperal cases treated by him at Lille

;

two had become decidedly albuminuric after the treat-

ment.

THE COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY DEDICATION.

The new site of Columbia University on Morniug-

side Heights was dedicated on May 2d with appro-

priate ceremonies and in the presence of a distinguished

gathering. Among those present were the faculty and

students of the medical department of the College of

Physicians and Surgeons, as well as the president and

many members of the Alumni Association of the col-

lege.

In his opening remarks President Seth Low said :

" We are met to-day to dedicate to a new use this his-

toric ground. Already it is twice consecrated. In

the Revolutionary War this soil drank the blood of

patriots, willingly shed for the independence of the

laud. Since then, for three generations, it has wit-

nessed the union of science and of brotherly kind-

ness, devoted to the care of humanity suffering from

the most mysterious of all the ills that flesh is heir to.

To-day we dedicate it, in the same spirit of loyalty to

country and of devotion to the services of mankind,

to the inspiring uses of a venerable and historic uni-

versity."

One of the speakers was President Eliot, of Har-

vard ; and in the course of his address he said : " No
American community can profit so much from the

presence of a strong and progressive university as can

this great city, at once magnificent and squalid, majes-

tic and ignoble, at once Freedom's pride and Free-

dom's reproach. The sister universities hope, and

they expect, that the citizens of New York will pour

riches at the feet of Columbia; but they know that

however much New York may do for the university,

Columbia will do a hundredfold more for the city and

the State through the multifarious services of her

sons, taught there to discharge well their duties to

society."

MEDICAL NOTES.

Bubonic Plague at Hong Kong. — Between
January 1st and March 14th, there were 269 cases of

plague at Hong Kong, with 204 deaths. The disease is

now thought to be decreasing.

CfiSAREAsr Section after Death. — Erdheim

reports in the Centralblatt Jiir Gynak., 1896, No. 14,

the case of a woman upon whom tracheotomy had been

performed for dyspnea due to the pressure of a goitre

which was too large for removal. Erdheim was

called to the case just as the patient was dying from

hemorrhage due to the erosion of an artery by the

pressure of the tube. As the patient was seven

months pregnant, and fetal movements could be felt,

Caesarean section was at once performed, and a living

child extracted. The child, which only weighed

three pounds and was asphyxiated, was revived, but

only lived thirteen hours and a half. On the day fol-

lowing this operation CiBsarean section was performed

one minute after death on a woman pregnant at teim,

who had died from cellulitis of the neck. The child,

however, was dead.

Successful Closure of Sixteen Perforation
Wounds of the Intestine.— Woolsey reports, in

the April number of the Annals of Surgery, a case in

which he successfully sutured twelve pistol-shot

wounds of the intestine, and resected three inches of
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intestine at a point where there were four perforations

close together, effecting anastomosis with the Miirpliy

button. Tiie operation was performed twenty-eight

and one-half hours after the injury, and the peri-

toneum was highly congested and contained fluid

blood, clots, and a little fecal matter. The success of

the operation at so long a time after the injury Dr.

Woolsey attributes to the free use of hot sterile salt

solution for cleansing the peritoneum.

BOSTON.

AccTE Infectious Diseases in Boston.— Dur-

ing the week ending at noon, May 6, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease:

diphtheria 84, scarlet fever 40, measles 7, typhoid

fever 117.

The Scffolk District Medical Societt.— At

the Annual Meeting of the Suffolk District Medical

Society held on April '25th, the officers of the preced-

ing year were unanimously re-elected.

Private Scientific Libraries and Students.

— The Boston Public Library is preparing for publi-

cation a list of the serial publications now taken in the

principal libraries of Boston and vicinity. It is thought

that private libraries may contain certain periodicals

and transactions not to be found in public collections,

and that their owners may be willing to allow them to

be consulted by such students as may come with proper

credentials. It is especially desirable that this list

should be complete as to scientific serials. Persons in

the neighborhood of this city are invited to send to the

librarian the titles and years of publication of such pe-

riodicals and transactions as they may own and be

willing to offer for such occasional consultation.

NEW YORK.

A Proposed Hospital for Contagious Dis-

eases.— On April 29th the Richmond County Medi-

cal Association held a special meeting to consider plans

for a contemplated hospital for contagious diseases, the

money for which has been generously contributed by

some donor whose name is withheld, through Dr. Theo-

dore Walser. The new building will be erected on the

grounds of the S. R. Smith Infirmary, and will be fitted

up with the most approved modern appliances. At

present there is no place on Staten Island to send a

patient suffering from a contagious disease.

A Marked Rkduction in the Mortality. —
There has been a marked reduction in the mortality of

the city. During the week ending April 25th there

were reported 974 deaths, and during that ending May
2d, 846. This decrease has been most gratifying in

the case of pneumonia, in which the number of deaths

declined from the extraordinary figure of 210 to 170.

The mortality from consumption declined from 117 to

99 ; that from measles, from 35 to 20 ; and that from

scarlet fever, from 14 to 10. In the case of diphthe-

ria, however, there was some increase, the deaths num-

bering 38, against 28 during the week previous.

lai^ijeicellanp.

ON ANTIVIVISECTION.

Memoriai, of thk Medical Association of the District
of columiila to the american medical association.

Whereas, There is now pending in both Houses of the Cou-
gress of the United States, a bill entitled " A Bill for the fur-

ther prevention of cruelties to animals," which, if enacted into

a law will prohibit vivisection or animal experimentation in

the District of Columbia, and effectively close the biological

laboratories connected with the surgeon-general's department
of the United .Slates Army, Bureau of Animal Industry of the
Department of Agriculture, and Marine-Hospital Service, and
prohibit all illustrative experimentation ou living animals in

the medical colleges of this district;

And Whereas, The proposed legislation is being urged with
unremitting zeal and persistence by the Humane Societies and
their coadjutors throughout the country, by personal solicita-

tions of senators and representatives, hy letters and petitions

setting forth charges of cruel and atrocious tortures upon dumb
animals committed by investigators and experimenters in medi-
cal and biological research, and by misrepresentation and per-

version of facts established by biological and experimental
investigation, to which the science of medicine owes its present

sti^vge of advanced progress and wider scope of beneficence;
And Whereas, It is not known to this Association, or to any

member thereof, that such alleged abuses and cruelties are be-

ing, or have been, perpetrated in any of the biological or medi-
cal college laboratories in this District, and it is assured by
those in charge of such laboratories that such charges are with-
out foundation

;

And Whereas, The medical profession throughout the coun-
try does not seem to realize the significance and importance of

such proposed legislation, which, in its direct operation, will be
limited to the District of Columbia, but in its indirect effects

will add impetus and force to this crusade against the scientific

progress of medicine in general, this Association appeals to the

American Medical Association for such expression of the con-

census of medical opinion on the subject as it may in its wisdom
see fit to promulgate

;

Therefore, be it Resolved, That the delegates of this Associa-
tion to the meeting of the American Medical Association, at

Atlanta, Ga., be instructed to present this memorial to that As-
sociation and ask a prompt and favorable consideration.

W. P. Carr, M.D., President.
J. K. Wellington, M.D., Secretary.

THE LIFE INSURAN'CE COMPANIES AND
BOVINE TUBERCULOSIS.

Dr. Howard Carter, Milk Inspector of St. Louis,

is sending to the editors of the principal medical jour-

nals and to the medical directors of leading life insur-

ance companies the following letter, with the object of

calling their attention to the importance of securing

legislation for protection against bovine tuberculosis :

Gentlkmkn ; We are convinced that the great preval-

ence of tuberculosis among dairy cattle and the transmis-

sion of infection to human beings through the meat, and
especially through the milk of such animals is not second

in importance to any question confronting the intelligent

medical mi n of the day.

I have demonstrated the presence of bacillus tubercu-

losis, not only in the lesions and pus, but in the mill: of

cows apparently healthy which reacted to the tuberculin

test, establishing the identity of bovine with human tuber-

culosis and eonlinning the examinations reported by Drs.

Salmon and Smith of the United States Department of

Agriculture, and others.

I am not aware that this aspect of the subject has been

at any time hrought to the attention of life insurance com-
panies. Its direct bearing upon the public health, and
consequently u])on the death-rate, should specially com-
mend It to tliem as a problem, the practical solution of

which would result in a saving of thousands of human lives

and of millions of dollars annually. Not only would the

death-rate be reduced, but an improved vitality would be

developed in coming generations by avoidance of the entry
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into the system of toxic germs, which, if they do not directly

lead to conditions resulting in death may lie dormant until

the general vitality is sufficiently lowered to permit their

full development.
In bringing this matter to your attention I desire to re-

quest an energetic and persistent demand from the medical

profession in general and from the directors of life insur-

ance companies in particular for the enactment in all the

States of protective legislation— protection that will pro-

tect and benefit our whole people and diminish the ravages

of this most insidious and dreaded enemy of the human
race. Very respectfully,

Howard Carter, M.D.

AN UNPUBLISHED ENGLISH ANATOMICAL
TREATISE OF THE FOURTEENTH CEN-
TURY.

The manuscript of au iuterestiiig old treatise on

Anatomy, with an incompleted treatise on Surgery, to

which it was the preface, was presented to the Section

of Anatomy and Surgery of the British Medical As-

sociation in Loudon last August, by Dr. J. F". Payne.

The date of the composition was 1392, as given in the

text; and, according to Dr. Payne, the subject and

language of the work assign it unmistakably to the

end of the fourteenth century. The only surgical

works with which it is comparable are the works of

John Arderne, which were originally written in Latin,

and only translated into English at a considerably later

date, the translation of Lanfrank's Surgery and of the

works of the French surgeon Henry de Mondeville.

The MS. in question is a folio, in double columns, of

190 pages. The preface of the work gives in quaint

language an idea of the worthy aims of the writer,

and some excellent ethical advice to the practitioners

of surgery who shall read his work.

" The Holy Trinity that is head and well of cunning giver and
graunter of grace to all tho tbat by her power trevailen truly

about science and cunning, tbat is help and edification to bis

people, graunte you grace tbat this compilation shall have so

for the usen and disposen the fruyt of medicyns and of wor-
chynge in it conteyned tbat it turne specialy to the worschipe

of God and profit of the peple. The which compilacion of

sirurgie I have compiled and drawen aftir the discreet autoritie

of my moost worscbipful maistris and predecessouris of the

same science. And specialy aftir the noble counseil of my
wortbi maistir Lanfrauke, puttyijge therto worcbynge tbat I

have assaied and proved in my tyme and other expert medicyns

y gaderid of dyvers woreheris tbat tbey also have assaied and
proved, y compilidand eudid in the year of our Lord MCCCLXX-
XXII.
" Wherefor I prie and counseile you tbat you usen the wor-

cbiuge in this doctrine, contynue tbat ye ben gracious and belp-

inge to the pore for Goddis sake, and to the riche for a compe-
tent salarie, and also tbat ye seien for his soule that compilide

this tretis, and for all tho tbat belpide therto and lor alle cristen

a paternoster and an ave marie. And though it be so tbat I y
sum tyme addynge and sum tyme with drawynge have traus-

posid the ordynance of tbes myn aforseid maistreis, and so by
cause of ignorance have fallen otbir while in to errour, I bi-

secbe you tendirly that it schal reden or beren or uudirstonden
thatyebave me excusid, and that ye adden and fulfilleu benygly
the defautis in it conteyned after the decre of the worscbipful

Galen in the ij De morbo et accideute, and in the v and in the

last chapitie leggynge this text. Olde meunys sawis schuleu be

declarid frendly of here feloweris, and if tber failen ony thing,

it scbal hen bi hem benygly fulfilled."

The advice " to be gracious andhelpiuge to the pore

for Goddis sake and to the riche for a competent

salarie," is certainly au excellent rule for medical

men of the nineteenth as well as the fourteenth cen-

tury.

The Anatomy is divided into three sections called

" Distinctions," and the classifications is as follows :

" The First Distinction bath seven chapters ; treats of the defi-

nition of anatomy, and of embrion, and of all his consimilar
members : 1, Definition of Anatomy ; 2, Anatomy of Embrion ; 3,

Anatomy of Marrows, Bones and Gristles; 4, Anatomy of Liga-
ments, Sinews and Cords; 5, Anatomy of Arteries, Veins and
Gristles; 6, Anatomy of Brawnes, Lacertes, and Villis; 7, Anat-
omy of Fatness, Skin, Hair, and Nails.

"The Second Distinction batb fifteen chapters; treats of a
man and all divers members: 1, Anatomy of the Head ; 2, Anat-
omy of the Forehead; 3, Anatomy of the Eye; 4, Anatomy of

the Nose; 5, Anatomy of the Mouth; 6, Anatomy of the Neck;
7, Anatomy of the Shoulder ; 8, Anatomy of the Arm ; 9, Anat-
omy of the Breast; 10, Anatomy of the Wombe; 11, Anatomy
of the Matrice; 12, Anatomy of the Haunches; 13, Anatomy of

Manne's Privy Members ; 14, Anatomy of the Thighs, Legs, and
Feet; 15, Kecapitulation of all the Bones in a Man's Body.
"The Third Distinction treats of the four complexions, with

the signs of the Zodiac, and has ten chapters."

" The first ' distinction ' defines anatomy according

to Henry de Amanda Villa (Henry de Mondeville)

thus : ' Anatomy is rightful division aud knowiug of a

man's body, aud of his singular parts aud members,

the which body is the subject or the matter in all

science of medicine and sirurgery.'
"

The manuscript of the Anatomy is founded almost

entirely upon the works of Lanfrank and Mondeville,

which were not original with those writers, but formed

a part of the common stock of anatomical tradition,

which was drawn at this time largely from Arabian

sources, the Arabs in their turn having derived them
from the Greeks, chiefly Galen and Aristotle. One
portion of the manuscript, says Dr. Payne, is interest-

ing as showing that the writer of the treatise was in

actual practice in London.

"Speaking of the inefficacy of operation on cancer of the
breast or other parts, he says: 'And furthermore to speak of

this sikenes in woman's pappes, there was a worscbipful riche

woman in London in my tyme, the whicbe bad such a canker in

her pappe, to whom weren clepid the most discrete woreheris of
the Cyte, both of flsik and surgerie, among whom I was present
and worcbiug in the same cause. . . . But I seie surely ever-
more the malice encreside fiom day to day, and for al that we
mygbten do the syknesse was so fervent tbat it profitid ful litil

to the patient, so that not agenstoudynge al our craft and kun-
nynge at the laste it is woundid and so the woman diede with-
ynne short tyme aftir.'

"

With regard to the number of bones in the skull,

which was a disputed question, one author says :

" But though it so be tbat we have tretid in this partie of

these VI. bonys in the heed that ben necessarie to the dosinge
and difference of the brayn. Netbeless we afferme not that
tber both siche vi. bonys in ech manuys heed ffor trooly I

foond in the cbarnel of Seynt Marie spetil at London a scolle

bone tbat was al oon bool boon lik a basenett, outtaken oonlicbe
the ij. small petrouse bonys and the nether chekebon," etc.

The history of the manuscript is interestiug as show-

ing how the author having appropriated other material,

was finally appropriated himself, and that without

acknowledgment, by no less distinguished a person

than "that excellent Chirurgeon, Mr. Thomas Vicary,

Esquire, Serjaunt Chirurgeon to King Henry the

Eyght, to King Edward the VI, to Queen Mary, and

to our most gracious soveraigne lady Queen Elizabeth,

and also Chief Chirurgeon of St. Bartholomew's Hos-

pital, etc. (1586)," under the title of "The English-

man's Treasure with the True Auatomy of Man's
Body."
By far the greater part of this great man's treatise,

Dr. Payne finds, was taken bodily from our fourteentii

century author, and he cites numerous convictiug paral-

lel passages. Dr. Payne charitably suggests that per-

haps Vicary did not pretend to be the author, as the

only known printed edition of his works was brought

out fifteen years after his death by his colleagues at

St. Bartholomew's Hospital, who may have found a

manuscript which they regarded as Vicary's aud pub-
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lisbed as bis. In any case the real author or compiler

was, as Dr. Payne says, our aDonymous frieud of the

fourteenth' century. The full text of Dr. Payne's

article is given in the British Medical Journal of Jan-

uary 25, 1896, to which we are indebted for the above
account.

IN MEMORIAM.
DANIEL DENISON SLADE, iM.D.

In the death of Dr. Slade, the profession has lost a

gentleman of unusual attainments, who in the course of a

long career added a di;;nity to its ranks.

Daniel Denison Slade was born in Boston in 1823, of

the best New England parentage. A graduate of the

Boston Latin School, winning there a silver medal for a

Latin poem, he gave early evidence of a fondness for

natural history, which led to the choice of bis profession.

He was graduated from Harvard College in the Class of

1844 and formed as a classmate an intimate and life-long

friendship with the distinguished historian, Francis Park-

man. After graduation he remained at Cambridge for a

short time, and as a post-graduate assisted Jared Sparks in

the examination of original manuscripts and letters. He
entered the Harvard Medical School, aud was graduated

in medicine there, and later became a bouse surgeon in

the Massachusetts General Hospital, visiting Europe in

1849, studying in Dublin and Paris. He returned to

Boston in 1852 and practised medicine there until 1863.

In 1855 and 1S5G, be delivered a course of lectures on
Veterinary Medicine, and was President of the Veterinary

Society. During the Civil War he was one of the inspec-

tors of hospitals under the Sanitary Commission. In 1870

he was made Professor of Apjilied Zoology at the Buzzey
Institute, and resigned in 1882; but was in 1885 ap-

pointed lecturer on Comparative Osteology and placed

in charge of the arrangement of the osteological specimens

at the Agassiz Museum.
In 1857 he wrote a Boylston prize essay, and in 1859 he

was awarded the Massachusetts Medical Society prize ;

and in 1860 and 1862, be won the Fiske Fund prize.

Two of these essays were published under the titles of

" Diphtheria, its Nature and Treatment " and " To what
Affections of the Lungs does Bronchitis give Origin ?

"

As a partial list of bis scientific writings the following are

mentioned :
" Vacuities or Deficienees in the Crania of

Mammals," "Peculiarities in the Metacarpals of Bison

Bonasus," " Notes on the Boundaries of the Four Bones
composing the Occipital Segment of the Mammalian Cra-

nium," " The Wild Turkey in Massachusetts," " Osteo-

logical Notes," " The Absence of the Patella in Marsu-
pials," "The Significance of the Jugular Arch," "The
Jugular Arch in Primates," "On the Genus Cblamy-
dophurus," " The Jugular Arch in the Order Insectivora,"
" The Jugular Arch in the Order Rodentia," " Review of

Professor Flowers' Volume on 'The Horse,' " " Abnormal
Attachment of the Atlas to the Bones of the Skull." He
was an eye-witness to the first administration of ether at

the Massachusetts Hospital, and has left the best written

record of that historical event in an article published in

Scrihner's Mayaziue, October, 1892. He was a frecjuent

writer on horticultural and agricultural subjects. His last

book was entitled "Evolution of Horticulture in New Eng-
land."

At tlie time of his death, be was President of the New-
ton Historical Society and an honored member of various

historical and medical societies.

The foregoing is sufficient to indicate the varied tastes

and interests of this cultivated gentleman ; to these were
added sound sense and an excellent judgment, which
placed him, in spite of a modest disposition, in a promi-

nent place in the estimate of bis contemporaries. If to

attain to worthy aims and expectations is, as Bacon ex-

presses it, the ^um of living, the record of Daniel Denison
Slade is a rich one, leaving as he did, in addition to honors
won, a pleasant memory to those who knew him.

Correj^ponDence.

THE PSYCHICAL INFLUENCES WHICH OPER-
ATE IN RETARDING OR PREVENTING RE-
COVERY IN TRAUMATIC NERVOUS AFFEC-
TIONS.

Pittsburg, Fa., May 2, 1896.

Mr. Editok:— The baneful effects upon claimants in

damage suits, who suffer from nervous affections in bear-

ing hopeless prognoses of their cases given in court can
scarcely be doubted; and the position taken by Dr. Mor-
ton Prince in your issue of April 30tb, and endorsed by
Dr. Putnam, can scarcely be questioned.

But this is only one of a number of hurtful mental influ-

ences to which these cases may be subjected. 1 have so

very recently been impressed with this matter and have
had an experience so similar to that of Dr. Prince that, 1

believe, a few facts and observations upon them may be of

some interest to those of your readers who have read Dr.
Prince's interesting article.

On February 27, 1895, a gas explosion occurred in a
cigar factory with enough force to wreck the building.

Seven persons who were in the factory at the time brought
suits for damages, six of the seven making their claims

largely or wholly because of nervous symptoms, from
which they alleged they were suffering. These plaintiffs

had all been employees (or employer) in the cigar factory

at the time of the explosion ; and all, with one exception,

after various periods of absence went back to work in the

old factory, it having been promptly rebuilt. The suit

was tried last week, the testimony alone occupying nearly

four days.

One of the plaintiffs I examined May 30, 1895, and
again April 9, 1896. He exhibited upon both of these oc-

casions, absolute hemianesthesia, with partial hemiplegia,

constriction of the visual fields, and other minor symp-
toms which it seemed to me made out a pretty clear case

of traumatic hysteria, with some admixture of neurasthenia.

Like Dr. Prince's case, I believe it is one in which no two
neurologists would be apt to differ as to diagnosis ; and as

a matter of fact, another neurologist did examine this

claimant during the progress of the trial, and his testimony

(we were on opposite sides) both as to points observed and
interpretation of them almost coincided with my own. We
only differed somewhat as to prognosis. As for myself, I

testified that the claimant's symptoms might disappear in

fifteen minutes or might last for many years, but that on

the whole, major hysteria fiom which be suffered was a

serious disease, but by no means hopeless or incurable ;

that given proper conditions, and medical care, there was
a fair prospect of recovery sooner or later. The familj'

physician, who had constantly attended the claimant since

the explosion, testified that severe organic disease was
present; that the condition was totally incurable; that he
expected to see him sink lower aud lower, become more
and more helpless until be died. It is not fair to supjJOse

that this physician in private gives this man such a hope-

less prognosis. Yet the claimant when he heard these

statements from his family physician under oath must have

regarded them as his real opinions of bis case.

The other six plaintiffs I examined April 9th and 10th,

and concluded that two girls were suffering from traumatic

bystero-neurasthenia, that one girl was suffering with

severe traumatic neurasthenia, that two men were suffering

from minor or insignificant symptoms of neurasthenia.

One girl with an immense cicatrix on the arm resulting

from a burn, complains of no nervous symptoms. A great

many physicians testified in the suit, and prognoses of vary-

ing degrees of gloom were given in the different cases.

Now let us consider the psychical factors which operated

in bringing about or maintaining morbid mental states in

these six jilaintiffs who complained of nervous symptoms.

In the first place the explo^ion itself, with the scenes im-

mediately following it, doubtless produced a more or less

mental shock in all of them, depending upon certain pre-

disposing conditions in each, "rhen the various physical
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injuries from which all, to a greater or less extent suffered,

was another factor. These may be considered the legiti-

mate or non-preventable factors. Working at the scene of

the catastrophe with others who were injured there, and
the consequent frequent opportunities, which were no

doubt seized, of conversing with fellow-sufferers ; the dam-
age claims which were pending for more than a year ; the

sympathetic interest of physicians, relatives and friends,

interviews with attorneys and other preparations for ihe

trial ; and finally the four-days ordeal of the suit itself, and
the hearing of more or less gloomy prognoses as to the out-

come of his or her case^ were all harmful psychical fac-

tors operating to a greater or less extent in each of these

cases in maintaining or exaggerating morbid mental states

and through them physical symptoms.
The review of cases such as these must, it seems to me,

make it evident to any thoughtful man that the early ad-

judication of damage claims, where nervous symptoms are

complained of, is to the advantage of both parties concerned

in the claim ; and I quite agree with Dr. Putnam, that we
sliould do all in our power to further this idea. What
physician treating patients under the circumstances I have
detailed could hope to see them make satisfactory progress?

Yours respectfully,

Theodore Diller, M.D.

[With regard to the effect of litigation in prolonging and
exaggerating the symptoms of accident neuroses, we may
refer the writer to our editorial of March 19th. There
can be no question that, listening to the testimony of ex-

perts as to the plaintiff's condition, must be a most aggra-

vating factor.— Ed.]

ICE-COLD APPLICATIONS IN ACUTE PNEU-
MONIA.

1829 Spruce St., Philadelphia, May 1, 1896.

Mr. Editor : — My two collective reports already pub-

lished on "Ice-Cold Applications in Acute Pneumonia"
give a record of 195 cases so treated, with seven deaths, or

a mortality-rate of 3.58 per cent.

Being desirous of making as full a report as possible on
this subject, I take the liberty of asking those who have
tested this measure to kindly give me the result of their

experience. Full credit will be given to each correspond-

ent in the report which I hope to publish. Blanks for the

report of cases will be furnished by me on application.

Thomas J. Mays, M.D.

WILHELM MEYER MEMORIAL.

New York, May 1, 1896.

Mr. Editor :— In the death of Prof. Wilhelm Meyer,
which recently occurred, the profession of medicine has

lost a brilliant, useful and greatly appreciated member,
and the world at large one of the leading and most practi-

cal philanthropists of the time. It is a familiar fact that

Professor Meyer's recognition of the condition known as

adenoid hypertrophy at the vault of the pharynx, the

clear and urgent warning which he gave as to its dangers,

and the efficient means which he devised for its prompt
and easy cure, have been the means of bringing relief to

hundreds of thousands of suffering patients throughout the

civilized world. It is safe to say that no man of his time

has conferred so great an obligation upon the rising genera-

tion of the last twenty years.

In recognition of his great service to humanity, it has

been determined to erect a monument to his memory in

his native city, Copenhagen, Denmark. To this end com-
mittees have been formed in all the principal countries of

Europe for the purpose of raising the necessary funds. A
large and influential National Committee, representative

of all the leading sections of this country, has been ap-

pointed, and power given to each member of it to make
such local arrangements as in his judgment shall best se-

cure the success of his work. It is hoped that all who
have profited by the results of Dr. Meyer's teachings, not

only of the medical profession, especially in the depart-

ments of laryngology, otology and pediatrics, but also

amon" the laity, will be willing to aid in the accomplish-

ment of the object for which the committee was formed.

Contributions should be handed to the representative of

the National Committee through whom this letter has been

received. D. Bryson Delavan, M.D.
1 East 33d Street, New York.

[Any contributions sent to Dr. John W. Farlow, 234

Clarendon Street, Boston, Representative of the National

Committee, will be duly acknowledged.]

LIGHT ANESTHESIA IN THE REMOVAL OF
ADENOID VEGETATIONS.

Boston, May 2, 1896.

Mr. Editor:— In the Journal of April 30, 1896,

Dr. F. M. Sherman, in an article on " Adenoid Vegeta-
tions," describes Prof. B. Fraenkel's method of rapid

operation under light anesthesia.

On November 6, 1893, before the Society for Medical
Observation, I read a paper on " Hypertrophy in the

Post-Nasal Space," which was published in the Journal
of January 18, 1894. In this paper, and particularly in

the discussion which followed, light anesthesia was recom-
mended and rapid operation described, so that this method
is not a novelty in Boston. Very truly,

John W. Farlow, M.D.

RECORD OF MORTALITY

Fob the Week ending Satdbdat, April 26, 1896.
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'

meningitis, diphtheria and croup, diarrheal diseases, whooping-
cough, erysipelas and fevers) 473, acute lung diseases 72G, con-
sumption 415, diphtheria and croup 13Jj, diarrheal diseases 107,
meiuiles Ills tj'phoid fever 42, whooping-cough ;!0, scarlet fever
2!i, erysipi'las lit, ccrt'liro-spinal nieiiiugitis 7, malarial fever 3.

From wliooping-coiigli New York 11, Chicago, Brooklyn and
Pittsburgh 3 each. From scarlet fever New York 14, Brooklyn
y, Boston 5, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, New Bedford and Law-
rence 1 each. Fioin erysipelas Brooklyn (i. New York and
Chicago 3 each, Newton 1. From cerebro-spiual meniugilis New
York 3, Cincinnati 2, Baltimore aud Melrose 1 each. From
malarial fever Cleveland, Nashville aud Everett 1 each.

Id the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales with
an estimated population of 10,8l)0,it71. for the week ending
April 18th, the death-rate was ly.O. Deaths reported, 3,'J5i;

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) 328, measles
252, whooping-cough 20li, diphtheria 66, diarrhea 48, scarlet
fever 35, fever 27, small-pox (Leeds) 1.

The death-rates ranged from 11.1 in Swansea to 25.2 in Bir-
mingham: Bradford IK.il, Cardiff 16.3, Gateshead 20.1, Hull 15.3,

Leeds 18.5, Leicester 15.2, Liverpool 22.0, London 19.4. Man-
chester 19.8, Newcastle-ou-Tyne 20.1, Nottingham 18.2, Ports-
mouth 14.6, Sheffield 17.6, West Ham 17.2.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD,

For the week ending April 26th, in Boston, according to
observations furnished by Sergeant <J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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<&tiqxn&\ "SHxtitXt^.

THE TREATMENT OF TYPHOID FEVER WITH
TYPHOID THYMUS EXTRACT.i

Br QEOBGE B. HENSHAW, M.D., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Within the last few years, more than fifteeo hun-

dred remedies have been suggested for the treatment

and cure of typhoid fever. All sorts and kinds of

foods have been advocated as of special value in the

diet; hydrotherapy and antipyretics have been advised

for the reduction of the fever; attention has been
called to the value of intestinal antisepsis; while the

special symptoms arising during the course of the dis-

ease have been relieved, experimentally, at least, by
almost every resource of the pharmacopoeia. These
methods, however, have not proved invariably efficient

in modifying the course or severity of the disease.

While the researches of certain bacteriologists which
have led to the undoubted success of antitoxin in the

treatment of diphtheria have been going on, other in-

vestigators have been laboring to apply the same prin-

ciple to other specific infectious diseases. Tuberculin

and a streptococcus antitoxin are already on the

market. Why not, then, a typhoid antitoxin ? As it

directly leads up to the subject of this paper, let us

briefly review the work that has been done along this

line.

The bacillus discovered independently by Koch and
Eberth (1881), and carefully studied by Gaffky

(1884), is now generally recognized as the specific

cause of typhoid fever. It is constantly found in the

form of small scattered colonies in the spleen, the

liver, the glands of the mesentery, and the diseased

intestinal glands in fatal cases of typhoid fever, and

may be obtained by puncture from the spleen during

life. It may also be isolated from the stools of

patients during the active stage of the disease. The
typhoid bacillus closely resembles the common bacillus

found in the intestines of healthy individuals, the

"bacillus coli communis" discovered by Escherich.

But it can be differentiated from this by certain bio-

logical tests, and is considered as a distinct species.

Both the typhoid bacillus and the "colon bacillus"

however, vary considerably, "as a result of conditions

relating to their environment."

Brieger (1885) found in cultures of the typhoid

bacillus small amounts of volatile fat acids, and where
grape sugar has been added to the culture medium,
lactic acid. He also obtained a highly alkaline basic

substance possessing toxic properties, which he named
typbo-toxin (C- Hj; NOj). This he supposed to be

the specific product to which the pathogenic action of

the bacillus is due. It produced in mice and guinea-

pigs, salivation, paralysis, dilated pupils, diarrhea and
death.

More recent experiments by Pfeiffer (1894) led

him to conclude that the specific poison of the typhoid

bacillus is not present in filtered cultures, but it is

closely associated with the bacterial cells. According
to Pfeiffer, the bacillus may be killed by a tempera-

ture of 54° C. without injury to this toxic substance.

The fatal dose of the dead bacilli is from three to

four milligrammes per hundred grammes of body
weight for guinea-pigs. He claimed that susceptible

1 This paper, which was awarded the Lyman Prize for the year 1S95,
will appear in the Boatoo City Hospital Beports, Seventh Series.

animals could be immunized by means of this toxic

substance, and their blood found to contain an anti-

toxin which had a specific bactericidal action on the

typhoid bacillus. He also demonstrated the presence

of a typhoid antitoxin in the blood serum of itidi-

viduals who have recently suffered an attack of

typhoid fever. Similar conclusions were drawn by
Chantemesse and Widal, Bitter, Bruschettini, and
Stern, from elaborate experiments on mice and guinea-

pigs, conducted in their laboratories. Unfortunately

the immunity created in all the animals experimented

upon has only been of very short duration. More-
over, in cases of typhoid fever which have been

treated with considerable doses of serum from immu-
nized animals, the progress of the disease has not been

altered. In a short series of experiments on guinea-

pigs and white mice which 1 have been conducting

during the last three months at the Harvard Medical

School, I have been unable to produce any appreci-

able immunity, or secure an antitoxin which would
give any satisfactory reaction.

In October, 1893, Eugene Fraenkel reported to a

medical association in Hamburg his treatment of fifty-

seven cases of typhoid fever by the deep injections

of thymus bouillon in which the typhoid bacillus had
been grown and then killed. He had followed the

work of Brieger, Pfeiffer, Chantemesse, Widal, Bitter,

Stern, Orlandi, and others, and believed that a shorter

method than the production of an animal antitoxin

could be used to accomplish the desired result. The
use of a bouillon made from the thymus glands of

calves as a culture medium was probably chosen for

two reasons : First, it was found to be a favorable

medium for the rapid growth of the typhoid bacilli,

and one in which a particularly virulent form would
undergo only very slight, if any, change; and second,

from a theory on which the use of the thymus glands

in the treatment of certain other diseases was founded,

through the promotion of leucocytosis, or possibly,

phagocytosis. It has been claimed that injections of

an extract of the thymus glands of calves favor a

separation of the "alexines " (defensive proteids pos-

sessing peculiar germicidal properties) from the leuco-

cytes. These " alexines," according to Buchner, are

derived from the eosinophile granules of the eosiuo-

phile leucocytes. Thus the germicidal power of the

blood serum is said to be increased when the number
of leucocytes is considerably augmented. That the

examination of the blood during the active stages of

typhoid fever commonly reveals a marked leucocytosis

is suggestive in this connection. So thymus extract

plus the toxic products of typhoid bacilli should be an

excellent substitute for an antitoxic serum. The
preparation of such an extract is certainly simpler,

surer, and more expeditious than an animal antitoxin

could be. The method of preparation of this typhoid

thymus extract, so-called, as used by Fraenkel, Wool-
dridge, Brieger, Kitasato, and others, and the one
which I tried in my experiments, is as follows :

Thymus glands of calves, obtained as soon after the

death of the animals as possible, are chopped very fine,

mixed with distilled water, using for every gramme
of the chopped glands two cubic centimetres of water.

This mixture is allowed to stand in the ice-box to

digest for eighteen hours. It is then strained through

cheese-cloth, and squeezed out as thoroughly as possi-

ble. This gives a cloudy, mucilaginous fluid, which is

alkalinized with potassic hydroxide (E O H) until not
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quite neutral to the phenolphthalein test, but distinctly

alkaline to litmus. Tlie fluid is then further diluted

one-third with water, and sterilized one-half hour in

steam at 100° C. This chan<;es the color to a grayish
brown. It is then filtered until the resultant fluid is

of milky-white opalescence. Fifty cubic centimetres

of this fluid is pipetted into a small, previously steril-

ized Ehrlenmeyer flask. This is sterilized in steam at

100" C. for two successive days, then the culture

medium is ready for use. The extract is inoculated

from a broth culture of the pure typhoid bacillus

(Eberth's), obtained fresh from the spleen of a patient

tiead of typhoid fever. It is then placed in a ther-

mostat at 37.5° C., and allowed to develop for seventy-

two hours. A perceptible sediment at the bottom of

the flask shows a well-couceutrated culture medium con-

taining the typhoid toxin, as the sediment is largely

made up of the disintegrated bodies of dead tyj)hoid

bacilli. The flask is then sterilized by heating in a

water bath at 63° C. for one-half hour. This kills

the typhoid bacilli without injury to the toxic product.

The extract is then tested on agar-agar plates, and,

if sterile, is ready for administration. I have been
unable to find any record of or to determine as yet

the exact strength of this toxic product, so that, for

the present, this must remain empirical. Eight cubic

centimetres, which is the largest dose I have given at

one time to a typhoid patient, did not produce any
noticeable toxic symptoms in a full-grown guinea-pig
(weight 920 grammes).
Two obstacles to the preparation of this extract : It

is obvious that the more virulent the typhoid bacilli

are, the greater will be the toxic value of the desired

product. The typhoid organisms soon deteriorate by
successive inoculations on artificial media. Hence
fresh cultures from the spleen of a patient dead of

typhoid fever are to be preferred. But these are very
rarely to be obtained at the moment they are wanted,
and this fact proved a great hindrance to me in my
work.^ Another obstacle to the use of this extract is

the fact that it cannot be kept long after it is made.
When preserved in Ehrlenmeyer flasks, or in the

ordinary 20 c. c. bottles, and stoppered with cotton

and a rubber cap, at the end of two or three weeks it

shows marked signs of decomposition, and would
appear unsafe for use. The cause of this change,
which is probably chemical in nature, is not known.
This necessitates the making up of fresh extract for

almost every case to be treated. To overcome this

objection I am at present trying to determine how
long the extract may be preserved intact by several

expedients. The simplest one and that promising the

best success is by enclosing the fresh product in her-

metically sealed tubes, and keeping these at a constant,

low temperature in a dark compartment. Sutticieut

time has not as yet elapsed for me to report conclu-

sively on this method at this time.

To secure favorable results with the typhoid thymus

' Eisner ban recently reported his eucce8H in obtaining a pure cuit-
are of typhultj bacilli from the stools of typbuid patients by ualn^
potato gelatin nm.iH np wilh one percent, of iodide of potaiib a» a
culture medium. '1 lie iodide reDtralns the growth of all organisms
save the typhoid bacillus and the coll coniniunls. These can be separ-
ated by appropriate nietliotls and lest«. I tried a flask of typhoid
thyniuK extract made from fresh cultures from typhoid stools on one
case, but the virulence of tlie typhoid organisms seemed to be dimin-
Isbed, as shown by the lessened reaction to the injections, l-'rom stools
passed early In the c<»urs.' of the disease, when the organisms present
are 8Upi>Oped to be more virulent, it may be possible to secure a cult-
ure of the desired strength. A final method for the determinaliou
of the virulence of the typhoid bacillus has yet to bo discovered. The
siateuients made by several Qeruian Investigators that they have suc-
ceeded in doing this has not been verified by experience.

extract, the cases must be treated in the early stages

of the disease, within the first ten to fifteen days after

the initial symptoms have manifested themselves.

The extract is administered by deep injection, usually

into the gluteal region or in the thigh, alternating from

side to side with each dose. For this [lurpose I pre-

ferred to use a Koch's tuberculin syringe. The needle

is of the ordinary hypodermic size, and the cylinder is

measured off into cubic centimetres. For the first dose

I have given usually one cubic centimetre. The injec-

tions are repeated every twenty-four hours, and the dose

is increased one cubic centimetre each day until five or

even eight cubic centimetres are injected at a time, or

the desired reaction has occurred. After the second

or third injection, Fraenkel reported a slight rise in

temperature with or without a chill, and on the third

or fourth day " a decided fall in temperature, not to

be accounted for by the usual course of the disease "
;

and on the following day a fall still more marked.

The pulse came down to normal with the temperature.

The typhoid stools (typical — light-colored, pea-soup)

disappeared, perspiration and diuresis were copious,

and the whole condition of the patient showed marked
improvement. No untoward symptoms appeared refer-

able to the heart's action, lungs, or kidneys. If the

temperature rose again, under a continuance of the

injections in increasing dosage, the patient in from five

to eight days would be apyretic. Even when the fall

of temperature was not complete, the fever changed

from the continuous to the remittent type. Still more
marked was the change in the general condition of the

patient under the influence of the injections. The
somnolence, stupor and delirium disappeared ; sleep

became natural ; the coated tongue cleared ; the patient

began to feel hungry ; the stools became normal, and

the meteorism improved. The diazo reaction in the

urine, supposed by some to be due to the elimination

of the toxic products of the disease, was said to disap-

pear after the second or third injection. This did not

prove to be affected in the cases where 1 could make
observations. This treatment did not prevent compli-

cations or relapses, but when the latter did occur, they

quickly yielded to further injections. Fraenkel claimed

that he did not select his cases for this treatment, but

believed it to be effective in the severe as well as the

mild forms of typhoid fever. His results in the fifty-

seven cases treated were most favorable.

Dr. A. Lambert, of New York, in the spring of

1895, reported twenty-eight cases of typhoid fever

treated by him with typhoid thymus injections at the

Bellevue Hospital. Of these, "fifteen showed more
or less marked improvement fairly attributed to the in-

jections. Twelve did not improve, and one death oc-

curred." In the twelve cases showing no benefit he

began his injections too late — from the tenth to the

twenty-second day of the disease. The fatal case was
also tried as a last resort, but death occurred from in-

testinal hemorrhages. In two cases he recorded a local

reaction— redness and tenderness at the point of in-

jection and extending for an inch or two into the

neighboring tissues. This subsided in one or two days.

He states that this treatment certainly modified the

severity and in several cases shortened the duration of

the disease, and is positive that no harmful results en-

sued from the injections. One case, which in the

second week of the disease had a temperature ranging

from 104° to 105°, after five injections was apyretic,

and the temperature remained normal, and the patient
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was up and about, practically well, by the beginning

of the fourth week.

Perhaps the most marked advantage to be gained by

this method of treatment is the entire omission of the

classical third week of the fever, called by some " the

sloughing period." Instead of this much-dreaded

stage, patients who have been injected early should be

convalescent.

Through the favor of Dr. A. L. Mason, I began this

method of treatment on a few typhoid fever patients

at the Boston City Hospital early in October last

(1895). The cases were not especially selected, but

only those patients were injected who entered the hos-

pital early in the disease, before the fifteenth day, if

possible. Since that time 1 have treated thirteen

patients with the injections of typhoid thymus extract

(prepared by the method previously rehearsed).

Notes on these cases will follow.

Previously, Cases A, B and C are mentioned for com-
parison. These three cases are cited to illustrate the

not unusual course of typhoid when not treated by

any injections. The routine treatment of typhoid fever

at the Boston City Hospital has been the giving of

sponge baths, water at 70° F. every four hours if the

temperature of the patient is 102.5° or over ; stimula-

tion according to the indications of the pulse, and

strictly milk for nourishment during the active stage

of the fever. Attention is called to what may be con-

sidered the average range of the fever : about 102° for

thirty-two days in Cases A and B, when the tempera-

ture falls by lysis, not remaining normal until some
time during the seventh week.

In Case C the temperature ranged higher, and con-

tinued about 102° until the forty-third day. All charts

were omitted after the normal temperature was estab-

lished.

These cases were perfectly typical in every way, so

that a positive diagnosis could be undoubted. Case C
shojved a tendency to relapse during the fifth and sixth

weeks. He was very low during the thirty-ninth and

fortieth days. These cases made perfectly good recov-

eries, as indeed, most of the typhoid patients at the

hospitals have, whatever the treatment, during the last

six months.

CASES TREATED BT INJECTION OF TTPHOID THYMUS
EXTRACT.

Case I. A. E. L., thirty-one, M., colored.

Present Illness. — Began, ten days before entrance,

to have diarrhea, severe backache, and stiff neck.

Epistaxis. Constipated.

Physical Examination.— Tongue shows thick, dirty-

white coat. Abdomen : distended, tympanitic, not

tender. Many rose spots. Spleen never enlarged to

percussion.

Four days after entrance, on thirteenth day of dis-

ease, injected with 1 c. c. typhoid thymus extract.

Complained of some pain at site of injection for two
hours following.

Fourteenth day : injected 2 c. c. No change. Fif-

teenth day : injected 3 c. c. Followed in p. M. by
unusual rise in temperature and considerable perspira-

tion. Sixteenth day : temperature dropped, and ap-

pearance of patient improved. Seventeentli day : in-

jected 5 c. c. Followed by some redness and tender-

ness at point of injection, right thigh. He appears

brighter. Nineteenth day : temperature normal.

Patient bright and looking well. Twenty-ninth day :

sits up in chair and blankets. Thirty-fourth day : dis-

charged from hospital well.

Case II. H. R. D., twenty years, S.

Present Illness. — Six days before entrance anorexia

and general malaise. No chill. Has been delirious.

Physical Examination.— Slight general abdominal

tenderness. Ten rose spots present.

Eighth day : injected 1 c. c. Considerable discom-

fort followed, 'l^inth day : injected 2 c. c. Tenth
day: injected 3 c. c. Eleventh day: injected 5 c. c.

Slight tenderness present. Twelfth day: tempera-

ture falls by crisis. No chill. Seventeenth day

:

temperature normal. No delirium since first injec-

tion. He appears bright, and is rapidly improving in

general condition. Thirtieth day : sitting up out of

bed. Thirty ninth day : discharged well.

At entrance this case bid fair to be quite a sick

man, and have a protracted fever. Baths were
omitted as unnecessary on the twelfth day.

Case III. N. D., male.

Present Illness.— Six days before entrance, ano-

rexia, epistaxis and chills. Had to give up work and

go to bed.

Physical Examination.— Face flushed. Lethargic.

Abdomen: gurgling, few rose spots present. Spleen:

enlarged, edge felt.

Eighth day : injected 1 c. c. Some pain and head-

ache in P. M. Twelfth day : although case is only

mildly sick there is a tendency to resumption of

fever. Injected 2 c. c. Thirteenth day : injected 3

c. c. After fourteenth dav, temperature never above
100°.

Case was complicated with gonorrhea, which pro-

longed convalescence. He steadily improved, how-
ever, and was up on the thirteenth day. Forty-fifth

day : discharged well.

This case would probably have done as well with-

out the injections, so that no claim can be made in

favor of this treatment.

Case IV. S. U., female.

Present Illness.— Anorexia and severe headache

for five days. Nausea. No chill or epistaxis.

Physical examination shows spleen enlarged to per-

cussion, and edge felt. Abdomen : slight tenderness,

no rose spots.

Fifth day : marked fall of temperature, due possi-

bly to sponge-bath. Ninth day : temperature has fal-

len by crisis to normal. Marked general improve-

ment. Eighteenth day : has bed rest, convalescing

steadily. Thirtieth day : discharged well.

This was a mild case in the female ward R, and did

well without any injections. The fall by crisis is

quite unusual. Cited for comparison.

Case V. M. E. B., twenty-five, M., female.

Present illness. Four days before entrance had

headache and general malaise. Anorexia and pallor.

Diarrhea.

Physical Examination.— Typhoidal look. Anemic.

Has chronic hip-disease. Abdomen shows few rose

spots. Spleen enlarged.

Eleventh day : injected 1 c. c. Temperature rose

to 105 degrees in p. m. Complained of considerable

pain and tenderness at point of injection. Thir-

teenth day : injected 2 c. c. She complained consid-

erably of pain and distress. Fourteenth day : in-

jected 3 c. c. Followed in p. Jl. by severe chills.

Fifteenth day : temperature dropped in A. .m. to 99°.

She looks and feels much better. Sixteenth and eev-
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enteeiUh days : would have giveu injections, but

patient refused treatment.

From this time on tlie temperature ran an irregular

course, generally lower, however, than at any previ-

ous time.

She steadily improved in spite of her temperature

indications, and by the thirtieth day felt quite well.

Fiftieth day: sat up out of bed. Convalescence

longer, owing to chronic hip-disease present. Sixtieth

day : discharged well.

C.\SK VI. P. G., twenty-eight years, S., male.

Present Illness.— Stopped work the day before.

Anorexia and i;eneral malaise.

Physical Examination. — Face flushed. Dull.

Spleen enlarged to percussion. No rose spots.

Fourth day: injected 1 ex. Temperature 104°,

Sixth day: injected 2 c. c. No reaction. Seventh

day : injected 3 c. c. Eighth day : injected 4 c. c.

Ninth day: injected 5 c. c. Twelfth day: tempera-

ture fell by crisis to normal. He appears much
brighter and says he is hungry. Sixteenth day : tem-

perature rising to 101°. Injected 6 c. c. Seven-

teenth day : temperature rising to 102.5°. Injected

7 c. c. Eighteenth day: a drop to 100°. Patient

feels better. He continued about the same for a

week, when there was a resumption of fever tempera-

ture. Unfortunately, I was unable to resume injec-

tions at that time, and the disease continued to run its

own course until convalescence was fairly established

by the forty-second day. He was entirely well by the

sixtieth day.

Case VII. M. L. C, male.

Present Illness. — Taken sick three days before en-

trance. Symptoms typical. Jinlarged spleen, and

rose spots present. Face flushed.

Eighth day : injected 1 c. c. Ninth day : injected

2 c. c. Tenth day : injected .3 c. c. This was fol-

lowed in P. M. by nausea and vomiting, headache and

perspiration profuse. Twelfth day : temperature nor-

mal. Tongue clean. Fifteenth day : tendency to-

ward more fever, so injected 5 c. c. Sixteenth daj'

:

injected 6 c. c. Seventeenth day : injected 7 c. c.

No reaction. Complains of hunger. Nineteenth day :

temperature normal. Appears bright. Convales-

cence slow but steady. Thirtieth day : discharged

well. He had been much sicker than the chart would
show.

This is a case where I feel confident that the injec-

tions were of undoubted value. The case was a mild

one, and he would probably have done well without

any treatment whatsoever, but the rapid fall of tem-

perature (by crisis) and the rapid improvement in the

general appearance of the patient can be attributed

fairly to the use of the extract. The patient himself

believed this strongly — that his improvement began
with my treatment.

Case VIII. C. B., twenty-six years, S., ward-

master.

Present Illness.— Worked up to day before en-

trance as patient. General malaise, chilly sensations.

No epistaxis. Bowels constipated.

Fifth day : general appearance typical of typhoid.

Rose spots and enlarged spleen present. Injected 1

c. c. Sixth day : injected 2 c. c. Seventh day : in-

jected 3 c. c. No marked reaction. Tenth day : in-

jected 4 c. c. Slight general improvement. Eleventh

day : injected 5 c. c. Appears much brighter.

Thirteenth day : temperature almost normal. He

has begun to feel hungry. Fourteenth to sixteenth

:

slight resumption in evening temperature, but general

condition is excellent. Twenty-second day : sat up.

Thirtieth day : discharged well.

This case also showed marked improvement as the

result of the injections. The patient himself fell

that he had been much helped by the treatment. He
felt much better after the injections were given, and

thought he became well quicker.

Case IX.— T. G., brother to Case VI, twenty-four

years, S. He entered on the fourth day of the

disease, with well-marked symptoms.
On the fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth days, he

was injected with the extract. On the tenth and

eleventh days his temperature was normal, almost,

and he appeared quite bright. Then he had a chill,

followed by resumption of fever for three days. Dur-

ing the time, he was injected with five c. c, and then

with six c. c, of extract. Fifteenth day : tempera-

ture ranged about 90°. Then followed a marked re-

lapse, and this lasted for a week. Injections were

not resumed for want of material, the supply of ex-

tract and first cultures gave out, and the disease ran

its usual protracted course. Convalescence was not

well established until the seventh week, and the pa-

tient remained for a long time in the hospital. It is

fair, I think, to assume that had the injections been

resumed for a few days, the course of the disease

might have been shortened by two weeks.

Case X. A. P., Italian.

This case closely resembles the preceding. The in-

jections were started on the eighth day, and the tem-

perature tended downward until the twenty-ninth day,

when a relapse began, and the fever proceeded to run

its usual slow course. The case was a complicated

one, and continued in the hospital over two months.

The first injections promised well, but during the

relapse should have been continued to cause a crisis,

if possible. This case, also Case XII, bore the ex-

periment of an unusually rapid increase of dosage

with perfect impunity, owing to its severity.

Case XI. Brenda Davidson, S. twenty-nine years.

She entered on the eighth day of her attack,

anemic and considerably prostrated.

Injections were not started until the sixteenth day.

They were continued until the twenty-fifth day, when
there was an attempt at a crisis and considerable im-

provement in the patient. But the course of the fever

was resumed, and convalescence took place by lysis.

Although the injections were started late, they cer-

tainly succeeded in correcting the diarrhea, and as the

general condition of the patient improved, helped

rather than hindered her final recovery.

Case XII. K. S., twenty-three years, S.

Entered on the seventh day of disease. Face

flushed. Tongue : thick, dry, brown coat ; spleen en-

larged, and rose spots present; also some gurgling.

Diarrhea and characteristic stools. Continued head-

ache.

Injections begun on the fourteenth day, and con-

tinued through the eighteenth. The diarrhea ceased

after the second injection, and no further headaches.

On the twentieth day temperature was normal, and

she appeared very much brighter. Convalescence has

continued since that time. She is still in the hospi-

tal, but feels quite well.

Case XIII. H., wardmaster.

The injections were not started until the third

i
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week, and then as a last resort, as be was a very sick

man. No effect resulted from the injections, as might
have been predicted, and the patient died from intesti-

nal hemorrhage during the fourth week.

Of these thirteen cases, the results in eight have
been as satisfactory as could be expected ; in four the

course of the typhoid has not beeu materially short-

ened, and one death from hemorrhage occurred.

One case of typhoid fever (in Ward T) was treated

with injection of the plain sterilized thymus extract

(without inoculation of typhoid bacilli, for control ex-

periment). There was no appreciable change in the

chart, or in the condition of the patient at any time.

This shows that the presence of the typhoid organisms

is essential to the success of this treatment.

In reporting such a small number of cases, compara-

tively, it would be quite absurd to draw any conclusions.

I am sure that the injections given have not been in any
way injurious to the welfare of the patients, while, on

the other hand, I believe that several of the cases

have been materially benetited by this method of

treatment.

If my cases can be added to those previously re-

ported, there would be a total of ninety-eight cases of

typhoid fever treated with this extract. Where the

treatment has been started reasonably early, there has

not beeu a single death as yet recorded. I believe that

this is worthy of further trial, and after two or three

hundred cases have been reported, some positive con-

clusions can be reached. I would suggest the use of

a more concentrated and stronger extract, and, if pos-

sible, earlier and more persistent injections than could

be given in the cases hitherto reported.
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The Case of Kitson vs. Platfair.— This case

which attracted such wide attention from both the pro-

fession and the public, on account of the important

questions of medical ethics involved, which were dis-

cussed editorially in the Jodrnal of April 2d, and

of the large amount of the verdict ($60,000) re-

turned by the jury at the trial, has been settled out of

court, according to the lay press, by the payment by

Dr. Playfair of $42,500 and the costs of the case,

which amount to about $10,000,

BOSTOJJ'S PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS.'

BV EDWIN W. DWIGHT, M.D.

On October 16, 1857, the first Board of Directors

for Public Institutions was organized, and on the r2th

of November in the same year the direction of the

Houses of Industry and Reformation, the House of

Correction and Lunatic Hospital was formally surren-

dered to them by the several boards who had them in

charge previous to that time.

The Board of Directors of the Houses of Industry

and Reformation had nine members ; the Overseers of

the House of Correction, five; and the Board of Vis-

itors to the Lunatic Hospital, seven.

At this time 1,236 persons were turned over to the

care of the directors. The several boards who had
had up to this time the control of these institutions

were composed of men of the highest standing, and
certainly could not be improved upon now.

The number of directors was decreased from twelve

to nine in 1886, and in 1889 the institutions were
placed in the hands of a board of three commissioners,

who had them in their charge until after the late change

in the city charter, when this board was abolished and
all of the city pauper, insane, and correctional institu-

tions were given into the control of a single commis-
sioner. The number of institutions had increased, as

well as the population of each, until on July 1, 1895,

when the present commissioner took charge, there

were nine institutions with a population of 4,000, di-

vided as follows: pauper, 1,101; insane, 500; crimi-

nals, 2,272; out on leave, 135. This number fluctuates

somewhat at different seasons, being from 400 to 600
larger in winter than in summer. The greater part of

this increase is in the pauper institutions.

The increase in population has been due to several

causes beside the normal increase of the city's popula-

tion, namely, to changes in our laws, which have ma-
terially added to the number of criminals in the various

correctional institutions, and the transfer of insane

cases from the State hospitals to Austin and Pierce

Farms.

It will be readily seen that the problems presenting

themselves to the commissioner, upon his assuming
charge on July 1st, were numerous, great, and, it

might be supposed, exceedingly complex, if it be not

appreciated that it is but one question, after all, the

pauper question. For the first time in her history

Boston has unified that question, and made it possible

for its various branches to be treated as one question

and by one man. The importance of this unification

can only be appreciated by those who have made some
study of the question and who are familiar with the

insurmountable difficulties under which those have
worked who have in the past treated its various

branches as units. It is but as impossible and absurd

as the treatment of disease without knowledge or care

as to its etiology and pathology. Its results have been
the same — as difficult, and as unscientific as our
knowledge of tuberculosis in its various manifestations

before the discovery of its baccilus. The measurements
of Lombroso and others are the physical examination.

The etiology, the pathology, and therefore the treat-

ment of pauperism lies deeper. Trimming the branches
without care of the roots or cultivation of the soil will,

if it be well done, make the tree more presentable, but

* R«ad before the Boston Society for Medical ImproremeDt, Janu-
ary 27. 1896.
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will add little to the character of the fruit which it

bears.

•If degeneracy were, as many say, entirely a question

of heredity, the study of the question, if question ex-

isted, would be as unprofitable as it would be UTiinter-

eetiug. The treatuieiu would consist of isolation, and
permanent isolation, and our various institutions would
take on the character of those in the early part of the

century. Fortunately we are beyond that stage, al-

though some people, even medical gentlemen, are doing

their best to bring us back to it. And the subject

becomes interesting as we begin the study of the bac-

cilus of environment, which, if it be not the only etiol-

ogical factor, is certainly a great one.

.lust as one inherits weak organs with their tendency

to disease, so, unfortunately, do many of the children

born in these days inherit the weak mind, lack of self-

control, and lack of perspective which are the most
prolific of culture media and upon which, after infec-

tion by environment, we have that rapid growth of

pauperism, crime, and insanity with which we are all

familiar. We, as physicians, should see the roots of

these trees, which are growing so rapidly among us,

perhaps better than any other class in the community,
but we see them but dimly, obscured as they are by

the debris which has been and still is being heaped
upon them. Not only have we the natural accumula-

tion of dead wood from the tree itself, but every body
of reformers and " ologists " of all degrees, has, in its

anxiety to erect a monument to itself, or its ideas,

added its share of rubbish to the rapidly increasing

mass.

The city of Boston, whether intentionally or unin-

tentionally, is now in a position to clear away a large

portion of this rubbish. 1 speak for the commissioner
when I say that the medical profession is cordially

invited to assist in this work. The amount of material

for study and work is vast. The questions which pre-

sent themselves are many and broad. There is no
class of men who are so well qualified to study the

question as medical men. There is room for all who
go into it with the true scientific spirit, and who are

willing to study it as they would a problem in pa-

thology.

When Dr. Heath, the present commissioner repre-

senting the movement in single-headed commissions,

took charge of the Institutions Department on .July

1, 1895, he assumed control of 3,884 persons, inmates

of eight institutions. In various ways there had been
expended upon these institutions during the year 1894-
9.5, §908,336.89. Included in this sum was that which
had been spent upon the Parental School, West Rox-
bur}', which had not been occupied up to this time.

Let us now look somewhat briefly into the history of

these various institutions, and beginning at the roots,

or at least such portions of them as have been partially

uncovered, we will see what Boston has done for her

children.

MARCKLLA-STKEET nOME.

The old buildings of the Marcella-.Street Home were
originally used as the Roxbury Almshouse, then, dur-

ing the war as barracks, again, as an almshouse, later,

as a small-pox hospital, after which it was closed, re-

modelled, and in 1876 or 1877 it was reopened as a

temporary home for pauper and neglected children.

Id 1881 a large addition was made which included

dormitories, school-rooms, and their accessories. The

original idea with which this institution was opened
was that it should be used as a temporary home for

these pauper and neglected children on their way to

homes which were to be found for them in the country.

At first, children of all ages were taken and re-

mained in the home for a short time only until board-

ing-places could be found for them. It was later found

that infants in arms and young children could not be

well kept there, and they are now sent out at once to

homes in the country, usually in the immediate vicin-

ity of Boston, where their board is paid in selected

families. This nearness to Boston makes frequent

visits possible on the part of the agents and the super-

intendent of the Marcella-Street Home, under whose
direct charge they are.

It was also found that older children could, with de-

cided advantage to themselves, be retained in the in-

stitution for a longer period, and that by this means
not only were homes more readily found but the chil-

dren were better fitted for those homes than when
taken directly from the street as so many were.

There are three definite lines upon which it is im-

portant that the education of these children should be

carried out in order to fit them satisfactorily for the

changed conditions under which they are to be placed.

They are to be taught first, self-respect; second, indus-

try and application ; and third, neatness, good habits

and discipline. It must be self-evident that progress

along these lines may be made more rapidly and satis-

factorily in an institution under the charge of those

who are especially conversant with and trained in the

care of children, and in such a location as to be con-

stantly under the supervision of those who are respon-

sible for the policy by which this institution is governed

than when in separate families scattered throughout

the State. Perhaps of still greater importance is the

fact that after this training the children are better

fitted for the homes to which they are to go, are bet-

ter able to appreciate the advantages of these homes,

and are much more satisfactory to the families taking

them.

There are at present about 500 children in the Mar-
cella-Street Home, divided by sex, age, and ability

into seven schools, where they are given such regular

school-work as children of the same grade would re-

ceive in the public schools. These children are of two
large classes, known as pauper and neglected children,

according as they are placed there by their parents or

sentenced there by the courts. The pauper children

are received from parents who through poverty or

sickness are unable to care for them, and are returned

to their parents upon application. The stay of these

children in the home varies very widely. A consider-

able number are not reclaimed for years, and are

placed in homes in the country either temporarily or

permanently. Neglected or abused children are sen-

tenced by the courts, usually on complaints made by

the agents of the Massachusetts Society for the Pre-

vention of Cruelty to Children. The law allows

parents to have their children returned to them when
they have established a suitable home and character.

These children are usually retained in the home for

one or two years, in order to allow time for the

parents to prove themselves worthy of the child's care.

A very small proportion of them do so, however, and

the children become wards of the department and are

under its control up to their majority.

During their stay in the institution, as has been
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said, all children are given the advantage of a good
public school, the little ones in kindergarten and the

older in such grades as they may be fitted for.

Special attention is given to their instruction in self-

discipline, cleanliness, table and general manners.

Suitable time is allowed for recreation, and noise is

not prohibited. It is always a source of gratification

to me to hear the amount of noise that J 50 or 200
boys are capable of making when playing base ball,

hockey or other outdoor games.

It is the intention of the commissioner to organize a

number of industrial schools in connection with this

institution, one of which, basket-making, is now in

operation and doing good work. Others will be

started in the near future. It is not so much the in-

tention of the commissioner to manufacture in this or

any other institution articles of commercial value as it

is to teach the children to use their heads and hands,

as this class of work does so well, and, at the same
time, to put them in a better condition for the future.

While this institution is at present in a quite satis-

factory condition, several important changes will be

necessary before any great development either in

numbers or industrial schools can be carried out. Of
special importance are the removals of the city stables

and swill-sheds from the immediate rear and the ac-

quisition of more land for future buildings and play

grounds.

PARENTAL SCHOOL.

The Parental School in West Roxbury was not oc-

cupied until the beginning of the school year, in Sep-

tember last.

The buildings for the school are two in number,

and had been erected at a cost of $95,000. There

are two of them— one a power-house, laundry, kitchen

and bake-shop ; the other containing dormitories for

fifty boys, school-rooms, dining-room, with toilet facil-

ities, and a play-room.

This institution is located on Spring Street, West
Roxbury, close to the Charles River, which at this

point is the boundary between Boston and Dedham.
Formerly the truants, for whom these buildings

were erected, had been kept at Deer Island where,

while they were not lodged or fed with the prisoners,

it was impossible to thoroughly separate them. The
number of boys who were in the school varied, 93

being, I believe, the highest number of late years.

This number, however, did not represent the number
of truants who should have been sent, as, on account

of the fo' mer location, a considerable number who
otherwise would have been sentenced, were put on

probation. Now that the surroundings have been so

much improved, a considerably larger number of chil-

dren will be sentenced.

To provide accommodations for the number of boys

who might with reason be expected, an appropriation

of $50,000 was granted by the city government to be

expended on two dormitories and a hospital. The
number of boys, however, exceeded expectations,

and in a month there were 50, filling all the beds.

Ou December 1st, three months after the school

was opened, it contained 112, with the number still

increasing. Work has been begun on the dormitories

and hospital, and they should be finished during the

spring or early summer.
The hospital gives excellent opportunity for classi-

fication and isolation, and accommodates about twenty

boys in small wards and single rooms, the contagious

department being separated by a solid wall and open

corridor.

Each dormitory is to contain forty single rooms,

with matron's rooms and toilet facilities on each floor,

besides play-rooms, and a dining-room and sitting-room

for the boys in each building.

While the location of this institution is fairly good,

the land itself is of such a character that it will be

necessary to expend a considerable amount of money
upon it before it will be at all satisfactory ; and even

after it is expended it will probably be necessary to

acquire more land for future buildings.

Boys are sentenced to this institution for various

terms, usually from three mouths to two years. Dur-

ing their stay in the institution they are given the

same instruction as in corresponding grades in our

public schools. The school is under the supervision

of the school board, and instruction, as in our other

institutions, must be satisfactory to them.

There is at present no provision for female truants,

although a few years ago an appropriation of $25,000

was made for this purpose, but later transferred to

another department.

HOUSE OF REFORMATION.

By this unfortunate title is known one of our most

interesting institutions. I call the title unfortunate in

that it gives, to a very large extent, an entirely false im-

pression of the character of its inmates. A very large

proportion of the boys need more education than they

do reformation ; and I question if there are many of

us who have not at some time, at a similar age, been

as criminal as they are. In many of the cases where

the sentence is as a " stubborn child " it is the family

and not the boy that needs the reformation ; and I

would suggest for future legislation the sentencing of

the parents of stubborn children for the crimes and

negligences of which they have been guilty.

Formerly the House of Reformation was located on

Deer Island, where the association and the prison dis-

cipline resulted, as it might be expected to, in making
the institution a preparatory school for criminal insti-

tutions of the State rather than an instructive or re-

formatory school.

This school was transferred to Rainsford Island in

May, 1895. Previous to this time the highest num-

ber during the past few years was 78. This number
has gradually increased until now we have about 110.

A few of these boys have "non-payment of fines"

for their sentences, and to a considerable extent inter-

fere with the general scheme which has lately been

put in force. Most of them, however, are sentenced

for their minority. They remain in the institutions

for varying lengths of time, and are then usually sent

out into the country where they remain under the

supervision of the commissioner until their majority.

Formerly many of these boys were pardoned after a

short stay in the institution, and there was no regular-

ity about the terms which were spent there by the

others. The credit system has now been introduced,

and each bov is expected by his own efforts, to settle

the duration of his stay in the institution, and it is not

intended by the commissioner to interfere by the exer-

cise of his pardoning power, with the good workings

of this system.

The old buildings now occupied by the boys are uu-

Buited for this purpose ; they have been occupied for
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yeare by female paupers ; and, while the buildiDgs

themselves are substautiai, their possibilities are few
iu the way of improvemeut.

These buildings are excellently fitted for use as

work-shops, wiiich are much needed iu connection with

the trades-schools already organized, and those which
will be iu the near future ; and it is hoped that during

the ensuing year suitable dormitory facilities will be

supplied ; when they can be used for that purpose.

The priutiug-otfice, which was iu operation before

the advent of the present commissioner, has been in-

creased in size, and several boys have been added to it.

They have now resumed the publication of a paper,

which was formerly issued, and it is expected that the

value of this to the boys will be largely increased by

the publication in it of original work by the boys

themselves.

The •' Sloyd system " has been introduced, and the

result is all that could be expected, not only iu the

effect on the boys themselves but in the character of

the work turned out.

A shoe shop has been started, and, while it has been
run but about two months, the boys are turning out

better shoes than those furnished them in the past by
Deer Island labor.

A band has beeu organized, and while the results

may not be yet of symphony standard, they are cer-

tainly startling at times.

Of these various departments perhaps the most
pleasing result is, the interest in them of the boys
themselves, and next to that the good common-sense
of those immediately in charge. Without these ele-

ments success would be at least doubtful ; with them,
it must be assured ; and we find them both developed

to a high degree at Rainsford.

One of the greatest steps in advance has been in the

diet, where the change has beeu made from prison fare

to one which will compare favorably with many
schools of so-called higher standard. With the im-

provement iu diet has. come a corresponding one in

table manners, and the boys are no longer criminals

but self-respecting young men.
While on the subject of Rainsford Island I wish to

call your attention to the work which it is proposed

to carry on there during the ensuing summer iu the

care and treatment of infants.

During the past three years Dr. Ernst has almost

literally " carried on " a similar institution on that

island, using the old hospital buildings loaned him for

that purpose by the Commissioners of Public Institu-

tions. At the time this hospital was opened there

was no suitable place for the reception of infants

under two years, during the summer months in or near

the city. Dr. Ernst, almost unaided, demonstrated
the necessity and possibilities of such an institution,

not only to the public but to the Institutions Departr

meut. It is evident that the city should, and can,

with small exjjense, support such an institution, and
the Institutions Commissioner has therefore assumed
that work and will carry it on in the future. Dr. T.

M. Rotch has been urged and has very kindly ac-

cepted the " medical directorship," and will have en-

tire medical control.

I feel that the profession, aa well as the city, owes
Dr. Ernst a debt of gratitude for the good work he

has done iu this line, as in others. I also feel that it

should be expressed iu this Society, as it is certainly

in the line of medical improvemeut.

ALMSHOUSES.

The city has at present two almshouses : one, the

larger, is located on Long Island, where the large

body of paupers are received, together with those

needing hospital care ; the other in Charlestown, is the

old Charlestown Almshouse, and is now utilized for

deserving couples and other selected cases.

THE CHARLESTOWN ALMSHOUSE

is an old institution, and was in use long before the

annexation of that district. The buildings are sub-

stantial, and, while they need many minor changes,

are satisfactory as a whole.

It has been proposed several times to close this in-

stitution on account of the additional expense of sepa-

rate maintenance. The uecessity for its maintenance
is, however, very plain, as, if any definite system of

classification is to be carried out, this or a similar in-

stitution will be needed, where couples or other deserv-

ing people may be kept at a distance from the large

mass of paupers, and where on account of their isola-

tion certain restrictions can be removed.

The institution needs to be thoroughly renovated,

and it is suggested that a wing, to contain about forty

separate rooms be built, where deserving couples may
be allowed to room together.

There are now something less than two hundred
beds, which are usually filled, it being quite popular,

especially with Charlestown people.

(To be continued.)

SOME STATISTICS ON WEIGHT OF INFANTS,
SEX AND FETAL HEART-RATE.'

BY CHARLES W. TOWNSEND, M.D.

Statistics of large numbers of cases are often use-

ful to correct erroneous impressions or statistics from
small numbers.
Thus the statement is often found in text-books that

the fetal heart of girls is more rapid than that of boys.

It appears to depend on the statement made in 1859
by Frankeuhauser that the average fetal rate in boys

was 124, in girls 144 ; and this he obtained as a result

of fifty observations ! It is no wonder that predictions

of sex based on such a small foundation should be dis-

appointing.^

Taking a thousand cases at full term at the Boston
Lying-in Hospital, the average rate of the fetal heart

was as follows: 500 male, 140.26; 500 female,

141.83. This difference of one-and-a-half beats is, of

course, valueless for prophetic purposes.

Let us hope that Frankenhauser's statement wjll no

longer be copied iu the text-books.

The average weight of these 1,000 full-term babies

was as follows : 500 male infants, 7 lbs., 8.9 oz. ; 500
female infants, 7 lbs., 5.1 oz.

It may be said that the slightly slower heart-rate in

the boys depends ou the slightly heavier weight of

this sex. It is interesting to note, however, that some
of the very heavy babies had rapid hearts, and vice

versa; so that no individual prediction of the weight

of the child could be made by the heart-beat. The
variations in the rate of the heartbeat at different

periods in the labor is also a commonly observed fact.

Of 7,515 deliveries at the Boston Lying-in Hospital

1 Head before the Obstetrical Sooiety of BoBtoo. February 18, 1896.
' The subject has been studied since by Dauzats, VVilsou, Cuni-

uiiugs, Devilliers, Engleborii and others, and Budin and Chalguot.
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the heaviest child was a female weighing twelve
pounds. The iufants are all weighed carefully, and
the actual weight without clothing is obtained. The
following table shows the number of heavy children

over ten pounds in weight born at the hospital :

Male. Female.
10 to 11 IbB. ... 46 ... 25

11 to 12 lbs. . . . 10 . . . 6

I21ba 1

66 31 Total 87

The records of the out-patient department were not

considered sufficiently reliable to examine for this pur-

pose. The largest baby, however, in which the record

could be trusted weighed exactly thirteen pounds.
This child was carefully weighed on scales that had
been tested.

I am greatly indebted to Dr. F. P. Denny, who did

most of the work in compiling these statistics.

Ciintcai aDe)iartnient.

IMPERFORATE RECTUM

:

The OpERATivii Treatment, with Report of a Suc-
cessful Operation by Excision of the Coccyx
AND Part of the Sacrum.^

BY F. A. HIGGUfS, M.D.

Imperforate rectum is the common name by
which the various congenital defects of the anus and
rectum, which result in obstruction of the bowels,

are designated. The defect is rare if we take into

consideration the whole number of births yearly, yet

it is of sufficiently frequent occurrence to be seen oc-

casionally by the surgeon and obstetrician.

In a joint collection reported of over 73,000 births

at the Lying-in Hospitals of Dublin, Vienna, Paris

and Havre there were only seven cases of imperfor-

ate rectum, or about one case in 10,000 births. This
seems, however, to be much below the usual number,
as other places give an average of about one case in

6,000 births.

At the Boston Lying-in Hospital the percentage, as

reported by Dr. Townsend in 1892, is very much
higher, he having found seven cases among .5,500

births in that hospital ; or about one to 800.

In several reports of private cases the percentage is

even greater than those figures. Dr. Anger met five

instances in 2,000 and Dr. Duncalfe five in .3,000

births. These statistics vary somewhat widely, but

taken togetlier they give an average of one case

to 3,300 births, and are perhaps as valuable in that

respect as most statistics.

The malformations of the rectum and auus are gen-

erally attributed either to arrested development or to

accidents happening during the development of the

parts in early fetal life. It has been suggested also

that fetal peritonitis and other peritoneal changes are

responsible for these defects ; and a certain amount of

evidence to this effect has been observed.

A knowledge of the manner of development of the

intestinal canal shows the method of production of the

deformity in its various forms. In the earliest stages

of fetal life the whole alimentary canal consists of a

simple sac or bag from which the intestines form as a

' Read, by invitation, before the Obstretrlcal Society of Boston,
February 18, 1896.

small tube. The rectum eventually develops from

this tube, and gradually separates in the form of a

blind pouch. This pouch advances downwards, and

in the normal process finally communicates with the

anal depression. An invagination of the skin in the

perineum forms the anus, which ascending a short dis-

tance meets the rectum.

These processes may become arrested at various

stages and positions in the development, and result in

any one of the several malformations which are usu-

ally found. Briefly these are :

(1) A narrowing of the calibre of the rectum with-

out complete occlusion of the lumen. This narrow-

ing may be of moderate amount and extend for a

short distance only, or it may be reduced to a small

opening through a considerable space, and produce

symptoms of acute obstruction. The prognosis in this

variety is generally favorable, and treatment may usu-

ally be carried out by gradual dilatation, unless the

stricture is too narrow and extends through too great

a distance, in which case a more radical operation is

demanded.

(2) The rectum itself may be perfectly formed, but

the anus is partially or completely wanting. In such

a case the occlusion of the anus may be by a mem-
branous diaphragm of greater or less thickness and
the anus marked by a mere dimpling of the skin, or

the skin may even bulge, when straining takes place

from distention and presence of meconium above.

Fluctuation also can sometimes be made out in such

cases.

(3) In this form also the anus is absent, while the

rectum terminates in a blind pouch at a point some dis-

tance away. This may be low down in the pelvic

cavity, or it may end high up in the pelvis. There
may be present in such cases a distinct fibrous cord of

some size, to indicate the place for the rectum, and ex-

tending from its terminus to the skin ; on the other

hand, there may be nothing to show its proper place,

the space being merely filled with cellular tissue.

(4) The anus is normal in appearance, but ends in

a short cul-de-sac just inside the external opening,

while the rectum also ends in a blind pouch at a point

more or less distant above. This class of cases in-

cludes as well that form in which the partition be-

tween the two is composed of only a thin membra-
nous septum, through which it is sometimes possible

to successful introduce a trocar and safely dilate the

opening thus made. Such a case may be deceptive,

however, in that the distance between the rectal and
anal pouches is greater than appears to the finger,

owing to the fact that the distended rectum above

overhangs and crowds down upon the smaller part

below. In such an instance instead of going directly

through, the trocar may penetrate the rectum by way
of the peritoneal cavity and result in peritonitis and

death.

There are other rare forms of rectal malformation

in which the rectum is wholly absent, or in which it

discharges through a fistulous opening into the vagina,

bladder or urethra; or externally in the perineal or

sacral region. The first form is amenable only to

colotomy, while the operation described here is believed

to be of utility for relief of the latter. Yet whatever

operation is done, is usually one of expediency and per-

formed at a later date and under more favorable circum-

stances than in those cases where there is no exit

whatever to the rectum.
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Several methods of operative procedure are in use

for the relief of imperforate rectum. Wiieii there is a

membrauous covering ouly, at the auus, the treatmeut

is a simple crucial incision and dilatation. Atrophy
of the superfluous tissue follows.

Puncture with a trocar or director, and subsequent

dilatation by the finger or other means, if one is so

fortunate as to find or make a passage, entails a

chronic stricture demanding constant dilatation or a

subsequent operation of much greater magnitude.

Moreover, by the blind introduction of the trocar the

rectal pouch may not be reached and other important

structures are liable to injury. All authorities now
agree in condemning the operation of puncture, pro-

nouncing it an entirely unsurgical and dangerous pro-

ceeding. Kelsey says the use of the trocar is unjusti-

fiable even after a careful dissection in the perineum.

The perineal operation is the one considered the

most favorable to attempt, as it leaves the patient with

an anus in the natural position, and with usually a fair

control of the bowels in the event of success. It

consists of a median incision from the base of the

scrotum to the coccyx, carried to a depth of two inches

if necessary. The rectum, if found, is freed and its

edges brought down and sutured to the perineal wound.
In addition the coccyx may be excised, if its removal

is indicated, for room. If the rectum is within reach

this operation is likely to prove successful ; but it has

been found that after the incision has been carried to

a depth of two inches and the rectum is then not ex-

posed, the operation should be abandoned and the

question of a colotomy considered.

Of the three operations for colotomy— in the left

loin, the right groin and the left groin— the latter,

known as Littr^'s operation, is the least objectionable.

The question of the advisability of doing any colot-

omy operation may be mentioned in this connection.

There seems to be an increasing tendency among
writers and surgeous to protest against an operation

which would subject a child to the life-long odium of

an artificial auus in the groin, and many now condemn
it altogether, refusing even to operate.

The prognosis in all forms of imperforate rectum in

which there is complete occlusion is necessarily very

unfavorable.

Results obtained in point of safety and comfort to

the patient show that the perineal operation is the one

to be preferred to all others.

Cripps in a series of one hundred cases shows a

mortality of fifty per cent, with the largest number
of recoveries from the perineal incision, of which there

were thirty-nine cases with fourteen deaths.

There were also out of the one hundred operations,

nineteen colotomies with thirteen deaths, and seven-

teen cases of puncture with a mortaiity of fourteen.

Ordinarily, colotomy is a comparatively simple

operation and can be done with little shock and a

low death-rate, but many of those reported were per-

formed with the patients in extremis and after failure

to give relief by other methods.

In 1892 Dr. Conant reported the case of a baby
three days old on which he performed a laparotomy
combined with the perineal incision. In his case there

was no anus or even dimple to mark its position.

The perineal incision was made first and carried to

a depth of one-and-a-half inches and a trocar inserted

a short distance farther without result. A laparotomy

was then performed, the bowel was not opened, but

with the finger introduced through the wound into the

bottom of the pelvis, acting as a guide, a trocar was
inserted into the rectum through the perineal wouud.
The opening thus made was subject to frequent di-

latation during the life of the baby, which was unfor-

tunately cut short by an attack of enteritis at the end

of three months. Dr. Conant's operation was un-

questionably an advance over other operations of

that nature, as only by aid of the laparotomy was he

able to enter the trocar into the rectum.

In a number of cases, however, in which the rectum
has been left with an opening of this description, the

persistent tendency to obstruction and to fecal accu-

mulation, together with the pain necessary to keep the

canal from contracting have invariably caused early

death.

The case which I have to show here to-night is one

which was operated upon by Dr. H. L. Burrell, who
has kindly allowed me to report the case and to bring

the patient here.

Robert Norman, aged four days, entered the Chil-

dren's Hospital, November 24, 1891. His general con-

dition was very good. He had passed nothing from

the bowels since birth and there was increasing ab-

dominal tenderness and distention.

The anus admitted tip of little finger to a depth of

nearly an inch and a half, but no fluctuation above

could be felt.

An incision was made backward in the median line

from the outer margin of the sphincter ani, extending

up on the dorsum of the sacrum.

The coccyx and the left half of the sacrum up to

the second sacral foramen were excised with bone

forceps.

An opening of sufEcient size was thus obtained with

the rectum lying exposed directly in front.

In this instance the rectal and anal portions of the

intestines were seen to be continuous and the obstruc-

tion found to be due to a membranous diaphragm
stretched across about two inches above the anal

opening.

The anus was dilated ; the diaphragm punctured

from below ; the opening stretched, and the wound
sutured.

The stricture was dilated every three or four days

while the child remained in the hospital. The recov-

ery was uneventful, he being discharged from the hos-

pital on the eighteenth day. Now, at the age of four

the boy is apparently perfectly well, with perfect con-

trol of the sphincter.

I believe this case illustrates the possibilities of the

sacral operation as it may be applied to the treat-

ment of all cases of imperforate rectum which are

susceptible of relief by any method other than co-

lotomy.

By the removal of a portion of the sacrum a good

view of the rectum is obtained for several inches and

a clear space to work in, sufficient for the purpose.

It is evident that the bowel can be made available

to a point considerably higher than by any other

method jet tried; as also a higher exploration of the

pelvis ; and that when the rectum ends in a blind

pouch, it can be more easily found, freed, brought

down and sutured to the skin. This leaves the artifi-

cial opening in practically the normal position, one of

the most important objects aimed at in attempting the

operation. While perhaps the operation appears

more severe and dangerous than others, inasmuch as

i
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it is neccessary to excise the bone, yet our experience
does not support this theory. The loss of blood is

slight and the bone can be very quickly cut away with
forceps.

The left lateral portion of the sacrum has been re-

moved up to the fourth sacral foramen without im-

paired function. Higher resections are likely to re-

sult in permanent damage to the bladder on account
of nerve injury.

It may perhaps be said that this case does not show
the difficulties usually met with in the disease.

This to a certain extent is perfectly true, but it

does nevertheless serve to illustrate the advantages to

be gained by this operation and the ease and accuracy
with which the bowel may be brought into view.

POSTURAL TREATMENT FOR NOCTURNAL
ENURESIS.

Br F. B. STEPHENSON, M.D,,

Surgeon U. S. Navy.

I BEG to offer the following report, as illustrating

the application of the postural treatment for nocturnal

enuresis proposed by Dr. Stumpf (Miinehener med.
Wochenschrift.) to which reference is made in the

Joornal's editorial of July 4, 1895.

The history shows that the patient, a female, when
five years of age, had scarlatina. Subsequently, noc-

turnal enuresis had been continuous, until she was in

her fifteenth year. She was then an averagely healthy

child, but with an organization inclining toward the

so-called lymphatic temperament. Various remedies
had been tried without apparent benefit. About this

time the article referred to was seen by the writer

;

and the means therein recommended were at once
adopted. They were used each night for about two
weeks, no nocturnal enuresis taking place. The
remedial measures were omitted one night, and the

trouble reappeared. The treatment was renewed and
kept up for three weeks with success. Nine months
have since passed, and the patient states that there

has been no recurrence.

An ordinary excelsior-filled pillow, five inches thick,

was used under the hips (causing very little discom-

fort) to maintain the necessary elevation. No disturb-

ance of the usual functions of life was manifest.

Menstruation has been normally established.

In the "postural" treatment, enuresis being attrib-

uted to irritation, during sleep, of the neck of the

bladder by normal urine, the hips should be raised

enough to partially invert that organ, allowing the

secretion to accumulate in the dependent portion of

the viscus, thus obviating the pathologic excitation of

the organ.

Induced Labor in a Case of Previous C^sa-
RBAN Section.— Dr. Schlaepfer reports, in a recent

number of the Centralhlatt fur Cfyndkologie, the case

of a woman who had been delivered of a dead child

by Cajsarean section at her first pregnancy, but at the

second, a year and a half later, premature labor was
induced during the ninth month, and a living child was
delivered by version. The case was one of simple

flat pelvis of the first degree. After the uterus had

contracted, a depression was felt on its surface, which

was supposed to be the scar resulting from the pre-

vious operation.

RECENT PROGRESS IN SURGERY.
BY H. L, BDRRELL, M.D., AND H. W. C0SHINO, M.D.

(Continued from No. 19, p. 465.)

THE RESULTS OF OPERATIVE TREATMENT OF IN-

JURY OR DISEASE OF THE CERVICAL VERTEBRA.

Mr. Victor Horslet * read a paper on this sub-

ject. The cases on which the paper was based were
seven in number, and in each laminectomy had been
done for caries or for fracture. All the patients re-

covered. Case No. 1 was admitted to the hospital in

1888 with caries of the atlas and axis. There was
complete paralysis of all four limbs, and the skin was
dusky from interference with respiration. The arches

of the atlas and axis were removed. Power began to

return on the sixth day. The patient is now well ex-

cept for some wasting of the interossei. In Case No.
2 there was caries of the fifth and sixth cervical verte-

brae, weakness of the intercostal muscles and of the

lower limbs. There was no sensory paralysis. Lami-
nectomy of the affected vertebae was performed, and
the patient recovered. In Case No. 3 there was
caries of the lower cervical vertebrae, with complete
paralysis in the legs and right arm, and a little power
in the left arm. The vesico-rectal centre was inter-

fered with, laminectomy of the third to seventh cer-

vical vertebras was performed. On the third day
some return of power was noticed, but this was only
ephemeral, and very little further progress was made.
Three months afterwards the patient left the hospital,

and a month later died. In Case No. 4 there was
fracture of the cervical spine, with paralysis of all

four limbs, which had lasted eight months. The pa-

ralysis began to extend. Analgesia was present, and
this always points to an affection of the central gray
matter of the cord. The laminae of the fifth and
sixth cervical vertebrae were removed, and the thick

fibrous tissue was dissected off the dura mater. The
patient steadily improved, and only wasting of the in-

terossei remained. In Case No. 5 the patient had

fallen from a cart, striking his head and right shoul-

der. He walked about for a week, but gradually lost

power in all his limbs. When admitted to Queen's-

square Hospital, fracture of the sixth cervical verte-

brae was diagnosed. The left optic disc was swollen.

Laminectomy of the fourth, fifth and sixth cervical

vertebrse removed a ridge which had been pressing on
the spinal cord. Power began to appear on the

twelfth day. He has since recovered completely.

In Case No. 6 the patient sustained a fracture of the

sixth cervical vertebrfE ; the onset of paralysis was
gradual. There was marked contracture and well-

marked anesthesia of the post-axial border of the

upper limbs. The arches of the sixth and seventh

cervical vertebrae were removed, when a projecting

ridge was felt, but on extension this disappeared. He
is recovering slowly. In Case No. 7 the patient had
struck the fore part of his head, and after walking

200 yards rapidly, became completely paralyzed.

After partial recovery spastic paraplegia appeared,

with post-axial anesthesia of the upper limbs. The
laminae of the sixth and seventh cervical vertebral

were removed. Permanent recovery commenced
three weeks after the operation. He now can walk a

' Lancet, August 17, 189S, vol. 11, p. 487.
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mile. In many of these cases there was an ephemeral
recovery followed by a return of the paralysis, this

probably beinj; due to edema arising in the cord.

The author states that complete vaso-motor paraly-

sis liud entire loss of deep reflexes showed complete
division of the cord. In an ordinary case extension

should be tried for six or eight weeks. Laminectomy
relieved caries because there was always a thickening

over the dura mater, which was a source of pressure.

In some cases the reason for operating was impending
asphyxia.

THE RESULTS OK OPERATIONS FOR CANCER OF THE
BREAST.

Thomas Jones and John E. Piatt ^ present the

following conclusions on this subject:

(1) Cancer of the breast, although a formidable

disease, is amenable to treatment by operation, and
the proportion of cures so obtained may confidently

be put down at 12 per cent.

(2) Non-success after operation is very frequently

due to the extensive character of the disease when it

first comes under observation ; probably if relief were
sought earlier, a much larger proportion of cures

could be obtained.

(3) Moderate enlargement of the axillary glands is

no bar to operation or to a successful issue, provided

they are systematically and carefully removed, and the

axillary space throughly cleared.

(4) It is well-nigh impossible to discover trifling en-

largement of the axillary glands by an examination
through the unbroken skin.

(5) No operation for removal of cancer of the breast

can be considered complete unless the axilla be exam-
ined through the wound, the additional risks of such

a procedure being very slight.

(6) The large number of cases in which recurrence

occurs locally points to the necessity of very free re-

moval of the disease ; all doubtful skin must be taken

away and great care must be exercised not to leave

any outlying portions of breast tissue.

(7) Operation is coutraindicated when the whole of

the growth cannot be removed or when the supra-

clavicular glands are enlarged. The only condition

which might render an operation justifiable under
such circumstances would be the presence of a foul

cancerous ulcer, the removal of which is desirable on
account of the great inconvenience which it occasions.

A STUDY OF STRANGULATED HERNIA.

De Garmo,' has during the past ten years recorded

39 cases of true strangulated hernia. These he has

recorded in detail and analyzed, and draws the follow-

ing conclusions :

(1) Prompt operation saves complications and life.

(2) Infants seldom require operation.

(3) Medicines and external applications are danger-

ous, as their use causes delay.

(4) Operations done early are neither difficult nor

dangerous.

(5) Rough handling is more dangerous than an
operation.

(6) Morphia masks symptoms, but does not stop

destructive changes.

(7) Local symptoms are misleading.

> Lancet, AuguBi 31, 1895, p. 622.
> Aonali of Surgery, A|irl1, 189S, toI. zxH, p. 438.

(8) Hot water saves resection, or furnishes prompt
evidence of its necessity.

(9) Operate rather than attempt the reduction of a

hernia acutely strangulated for twenty-four hours.

(10) Open to internal ring in every instance.

(11) Always draw the bowel down far enough to

examine the actual point of constriction.

(12) It is not considered good practice to give

cathartics after strangulation and the return of suspi-

cious bowel.

ACUTE PERFORATION OF AN ULCER OF THE STOM-
ACH ; LAPAROTOMY; RECOVERY.

The Lancet, in its " Mirror of Hospital Practice,"

has during the past year reported eight cases of acute

perforation of an ulcer of the stomach, with operation.

The case which was under the care of Dr. W. Pasteur

and Mr. Henry Morris,* is a very important one, be-

cause it shows distinctly the local symptoms which
may be present soon after perforation has taken place

— at the stage, in fact, when morphia is so often given

and much valuable time lost in consequence of the

masking of symptoms which that drug produces. The
absence of rigidity of the abdominal muscles when the

girl was first seen, although there was already a loss

of the liver dulness, should be especially noted ; it

was not long before this rigidity or " guard action
"

was found, but that it may be absent at first is an im-

portant observation. In the seven other cases referred

to, life was saved by operation in four cases and in a

fifth it was prolonged until the eleventh day. In all

but one the perforation was of an ulcer on the anterior

surface of the stomach. The fact which comes out

most prominently in these records is the importance of

early operation. The successful results were gained

when there had been intervals of six, nine, nine, and
thirteen and a half hours between the first symptoms
and the operation, and death ensued when the intervals

had been fourteen, nineteen, and nineteen and a half

hours. This is a most striking fact, more strongly

emphasized as the patient who only lived for ten days
was the one operated on fourteen hours after the com-
mencement of the symptoms. In the larger number it

was possible to suture the opening in the stomach, but

in one the tissues around the opening gave way, and
it was necessary to excise the edges in order to reach

healthy parts for the sutures. In one case a tube was
passed into the stomach through the opening.

A young woman, aged twenty-four years, single,

presented herself at the out-patient department of the

Middlesex Hospital on March 10, 1894, at 3.30 p. m.

She had enjoyed good health until two years ago, when
she became subject to indigestion, which, however,
had only given trouble during the preceding six

mouths. The chief symptom was epigastric pain very

soon after taking food and lasting for some two hours.

During the previous three months there had also been
sickness after food, sometimes on several successive

days, and for the last six or eight weeks the patient

had not touched meat or potatoes on account of the

pain which followed. On one occasion, four months
previously, she vomited a small quantity of dark blood.

The bowels had never given her any trouble. She
had been under treatment for dyspepsia during the

last few weeks.

The patient was in her usual health on the morning
of the 10th, and took boiled haddock at her midday

< Lanoet, December 21, 189B, p. 1B73.

I
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meal (12.30). At 2.30 p. m. as she was hurrying up
stairs, she was suddenly seized by a strong "drawing"
pain in the lower abdomen. This rapidly increased in

area and intensity, and by the time she reached the

hospital, an hour later, had spread over the whole

abdomen. She managed to walk to the hospital, about

a quarter of a mile, but was doubled up with pain and

felt faint. There was no vomiting. Her appearance

when first seen did not in any way suggest the nature

of her illness. As she lay on a couch in the out-pa-

tient room, with slightly flushed cheeks, without pinch-

ing of features or anxiety of expression, answering

questions readily in a clear voice, there was little to

suggest acute perforation of the stomach. Physical

examination of the abdomen, however, left little room
for doubt as to the true state of things. There was
slight uniform distention of the abdomen ; the abdo-

minal wall was quite flaccid, and gentle palpation could

be borne without much pain. The percussion note

was everywhere tympanitic and the liver dulness was

completely obliterated. The patient was at once re-

moved to the wards, and when seen again an hour later

her condition had already changed considerably for

the worse. The face was now anxious and somewhat
pinched, the abdominal wall had become rigid and

acutely tender, the girth at the umbilicus was greater

since admission by more than one inch, and pain was

rapidly becoming more acute.

At 6.30 p. M., just four hours after the first onset of

symptoms, Mr. Henry Morris operated. A median

incision four inches long was carried from the costal

angle towards the umbilicus. After dividing the su-

perficial structures the peritoneum bulged up into the

wound, and on being nicked allowed a quantity of

offensive gas to escape. When the peritoneum was

divided the distended colon presented in the wound.

This was returned into the cavity, flat sponges were

introduced, and the wound enlarged downwards to the

umbilicus. On drawing the stomach up into the wound
a perforation the size of a No. 12 catheter was brought

into view. It was situated close to the pylorus on the

anterior surface near the greater curvature. The ul-

cerated portion of the stomach was invaginated by

means of eight Lembert sutures of No. 2 silk, a second

row of sutures being placed more superficially to

strengthen them. The peritoneum was thoroughly

irrigated with a 1 in 400 carbolic solution at 105° F.,

and the pelvis sponged out as dry as possible. The
various peritoneal pouches were similarly dealt with.

Much lymph was removed from the surface of the

liver. The abdominal wound was closed with nine

thick silk sutures, and the ordinary dressing applied.

During the irrigation of the peritoneum the pupils

became widely dilated, and there was a tendency to

failure of respiration. Much diflSculty was experienced

in maintaining respiration for an hour or two after the

operation. At 9.30 p. m. breathing was of the Cheyne-

Stokes type, the pulse had improved considerably, and

the temperature was 98°.

On March 11th the patient had slept five hours and

a half during the night. She complained of pain on

respiration. There was no sickness. The temperature

was 99.8°. She was ordered to take nothing whatever

by the mouth ; a morphia suppository was to be re-

peated if necessary, and a rectal tube to be passed fre-

quently. On the night of March 11th the patient was

sick twice and again four times on March 12th. The
vomit was watery and bile-stained, but contained no

blood. At 4 p. M. she was ordered one teaspoonful of

hot water every hour. The pulse was 116, the tem-

perature 99.6°, and the respiration 26. On March
13th there had been no more sickness. She was

ordered two teaspoonfuls of hot tea and milk every

hour. On March 14th a simple enema was adminis-

tered. Her diet consisted of six ounces of tea and

twelve ounces of hot water in the twenty-four hours.

Nutrient enemata were ordered to be given every four

hours. On March 15th urine was passed naturally

for the first time. One teaspoonful of prepared meat-

juice every two hours was ordered. On March 18th

the patient was improving steadily. The stitches were

removed on this day. Two ounces of arrowroot every

five hours were ordered. On March 22d progress was

uninterrupted. There was some distention, which was

relieved by a rectal tube. On March 24th the wound
was nearly healed.

The patient left the hospital cured on April 7th.

She came again to the out-patient department more
than twelve months after the operation complaining of

pain after food, which rapidly yielded to simple reme-

dies. She stated that she had been perfectly well and

strong ever since leaving the hospital.

EXTRA-PERITONEAL CLOSURE OF ARTIFICIAL ANUS
AND FECAL FISTCLA.

J. Greig Smith ' describes the method which he has

successfully employed in closing cases of artificial

anus and fecal fistula. The object sought is to per-

form enterorrhaphy without opening the general

peritoneal cavity. The author thinks too much has

been made of the agglutination of peritoneal surfaces

in abdominal surgery. It is by no means certain, he

says, that two opposed surfaces of intact peritoneum

unite as quickly as two surfaces denuded of peri-

toneum, and he insists that an opening in the gut can

be closed as satisfactorily and as speedily by the appo-

sition of rough cicatrical tissue on its surface as by

the apposition of intact peritoneum.

Between the parietal peritoneum and any discharg-

ing intestinal opening is a circle of adhesions binding

the bowel to the parietes. In the operation to be de-

scribed these adhesions are left undisturbed. The
bowel is delivered through an incision carried above

and below the parietal opening, along with parietal

peritoneum, which is separated from the parieties to

any desired extent. The chief feature in the opera-

tion is this separation of parietal peritoneum with its

fat, all around the fistula, for a distance of one or two

inches, as is found necessary. The detachment should

be begun at a distance from the fistula and carried

down to it ; it may be done almost entirely with the

fingers.

In a case of fecal fistula the bowel does not pro-

trude through the parietal opening, and there is no

spur, or only a slight one. A simple fistula leads

from the skin to the bowel. The first step in the

operation is the scraping of the granulations lining

the fistula, which is done with a sharp Volkmann's

spoon. If there is any discharge from the intestine,

a small sponge with a string attached is pushed

through the fistula so as to block it. An incision is

then made in the direction of the underlying muscular

fibres, with the fistula iu the centre ; the incision does

not pass through the fistula, but is carried around it.

' Bristol Medico-Chlrurgical Jourual, vol. ilil. No. 47 ; American
Jouroal of Medical Scleucea, August, 1896, p. 23S.
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The fistula, with the cicatricial tissue surrounding it,

is removed bodily. The parietal peritoueum, with its

areolar tissue, is separated with the fiuger for a dis-

tance of oue or two inches all around. Wheu the

separation is complete the fistulous tract is removed
down to the gut. The bowel is now lifted out of the
parietal incision by means of forceps, and the opening
closed by infolding the raw surfaces and uniting with
Lembert's sutures. This is followed by a coutiuous
(Dupuytren's) suture. The parietal wound is then
closed. A small drainage-tube laid over the line of
gut sutures adds to the security of the operation by
preventing burrowing.

In cases of artificial anus there is always a spur
present, in which case it is necessary to devote a few
days to removing this condition. For this purpose
the method adopted by Mitchel Banks is recom-
mended. This consists in introducing a piece of rub-

ber-tubing of proper size in the bowel ; by being put
upon the stretch during its introduction one of large
calibre may be employed. It is anchored by a piece
of aluminum wire, which passes into, but not through,
the wall of the tube. In a few days the spur will

have been removed and the lower segment of the
bowel will have been dilated, and the tube may then
be withdrawn. Two days may be allowed for the ir-

ritation caused by the tube to subside before the final

step in the operation is performed. The incisions are
made as already described for fecal fistula, and the
succeeding steps are also carried out in the same
manner. Free detachment of the parietal peri-

toneum, with accurate suturing of the bowel, is the
most important element of success.

A STCDT IN TECHNIQUE OF OPERATION UPON THE
APPENDIX.

Dawbarn ' describes the following method of dealing
with the stump after removal of the appendix, which
he has employed since 1890 in all suitable cases:

(1) A continuous Lembert suture of silk is made to

surround the appendix, running like a purse-string or
gathering-string, in the superficial layers of the cecum,
oue-fourlh inch from the appendix. The suture is not
yet tightened, although the first half of a surgeon's knot
is already made.

(2) The ajjpendix is divided, leaving a stump of

variable length, but never shorter than a half-inch.

(3) This stump is stretched for a moment gently by
introducing through its calibre a closed pair of slen-

der, mouse-toothed forceps, passing them into the
cecum, and gently opening the blades ; thereby any
stricture from swelling of mucous membrane or from
plastic deposit will be stretched, and the next step will

be the easier in consequence.

(4) The stump is seized at the extremity of its free

end by a similar fine-pointed j)air of mouse-toothed
forceps, and the stump is promptly invaginated —
turned "outside in" — as a glove finger might be.

So that when completed the forceps and appendix-end
are one-half inch inside the cecum.

(5) The suture is now tightened, during which
step the forceps are withdrawn. Sometimes it is a
help to insert a probe or grooved director between the
open jaws of the forceps prior to withdrawing the
latter, in order to prevent the appendix drawing itself

out again with them.

• Internationa! JouruHl of ^5U^gery, 1895, vol. Till, No. 8 ; Ameri-
can Journal of Medical Sclencea, August, 1896, p. 234.

Two points in the technique should be noted : the
use of dry sterile gauze to hold the viscera, to pre-

vent slipping, and pressure of the thumb and finger

upon the cecum near the appendicular attachment to

prevent the escape of fecal contents during the

manipulations.

TWO CASES OK APPENDICITIS ASSOCIATED WITH
RHEUMATISM.

Brazil' reports two interesting cases of appendici-
tis associated with symptoms of rheumatism. In the

first patient there was pain and tenderness at and
around McBurney's point ; he had vomited several

times, the temperature was slightly over 102°, and
there was double tonsillitis. In the next few davs he
complained of pain in the right shoulder-joint, and
profuse perspiration. He was then given fifteen grains

of salic^'late of sodium every four hours. On the

following day pain and tenderness had almost disap-

peared, and by the next day, the seventh from the

commencement, he was practically convalescent.

The second case, a girl aged twelve years, had pain
in the right iliac fossa, and vomiting, followed by pain
in the left shoulder-joint and along the spine. She
had pain and tenderness at McBurney's point, extend-
ing downward toward Poupart's ligament. The tem-
perature was 101.2°, pulse 120, urine loaded with
urates. Salicylate of sodium (fifteen grains) with

tincture of opium (ten minims) every four hours, re-

duced the temperature and pulse, and relieved the

pain, so that on the following day she was convales-

cent.

The author makes the following remarks : The oc-

casional association of the symptoms of typhlitis or

appendicitis with those of rheumatism appears only

to have been noticed quite recently. Haig published

the first case in 1893, and others have since been
mentioned. Recent researches have shown that cases

which used formerly to be termed typhilitis and peri-

typhlitis are almost invariably appendicitis in reality,

and we shall probably not greatly err in regarding all

the cases here alluded to as belonging to that category.

Whether the symptoms of appendicitis were really of

rheumatic origin or not is a question on which we
cannot dogmatize as yet. The author ventures, how-
ever, to think, that there is already some clinical evi-

dence pointing to that conclusion, and the remarkable
similarity of structure between the vermiform appen-
dix and the tonsil, together with the well-known
liability of the latter organ to rheumatic inflammation,

would lend support to the view.

EXTERNAL PILES AND THEIR RELATION TO THE
EXTERNAL HEMORRHOIDAL VEINS.

Otis ' states that the classification of hemorrhoids or

piles into external and internal is based, not oulv on
the fact that one group is in view and covered with

skin while the other is concealed within the bowel and
covered with mucous membrane, but also on account
of their relations to the external and internal hemor-
rhoidal veins respectively. He states that as the es-

sential element in a large majority of hemorrhoidal
swellings is a varicose condition of the hemorrhoidal
veins, the study of the disease cannot lead to any satis-

factory results unless based upon a comprehensive and
accurate knowledge of the arrangement of these veins,

' American Journal of Medical Sciences, September. 1895, p. 353 ;

British Medical Journal, May 25, 1895.
' American Journal of Medical Sciences, February, 1895, p. 147.
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which comprise the internal or superior hemorrhoidal,

the middle hemorrhoidal, and the external hemor-
rhoidal, all of which accompany the arteries bearing

the same names.

After describing the arrangement of these veins in-

dividually, he takes them collectively and states that

two points are to be noted : (1) The lower end of the

rectum is surrounded by two rings, or zones, of dilated

plexiform veins, forming an internal and an external

hemorrhoidal plexus, the one situated just within the

bowel, and corresponding in area with the internal sur-

face of the internal sphincter, the seat of internal

hemorrhoids ; the other zone situated just without the

bowel, and corresponding in area with the internal

border of the external sphincter, the seat of external

hemorrhoids. (2) That the two plexuses communi-
cate, the anastomosis taking place in the submucosa
underlying an ano-rectal groove. Whether this ar-

rangement of the rectal veins exists in the early stage

of life. Dr. Otis cannot say ; but that it occurs nor-

mally in the adult seems to him very probable, intensi-

fied and aggravated, no doubt, by the erect position of

the body, the dependent position of the veins, and the

act of defecation.

He selected as the topic of his paper external piles,

particularly on account of the intimate relations borne

by some of these swellings to the external hemor-
rhoidal veins ; some, on the other hand, having no con-

nection whatsoever ; he, therefore, uses the general

term piles in preference to hemorrhoids, as, bleeding

not being a symptom of external piles, external cutane-

ous piles certainly cannot, strictly speaking, be called

hemorrhoids. Of 895 cases of rectal disease under
the personal observation of Dr. Otis at the Boston
Dispensary, 338 were cases of piles, 171 internal, 167
external. These data are not sufficiently exhaustive

to warrant the inference that internal piles are of

more frequent occurrence than external, yet he be-

lieves it to be the case, for it must be remembered
that external piles in the acute stage are very distress-

ing, with no cessation during the attack, compelling

the sufferer to seek medical aid ; while, on the other

hand, many persons who are subject " off and on " to

internal piles are only conscious of the disease during

a period of constipation, and then only at the time of

defecation, with comparative comfort during the in-

tervals.

As the tissue involved in the production of external

piles is either vein or skin, they can be divided into

two principal varieties, venous and cutaneous. The
venous variety of external pile occurs in two forms

:

as a varicose condition of the external hemorrhoidal

plexus, as a thrombosis of the external hemorrhoidal

plexus.

A varicose condition of the external hemorrhoidal

plexus is probably the normal arrangement in every

adult. A familiar instance of this is seen in every

operating-room with a patient in the lithotomy position

when pressure is brought to bear on the abdominal

contents, as by the straining of vomiting. It is also

made evident by the act of defecation when the inter-

nal sphincter dilates to let the contents of the rectum

pass out. The extent to which this venous dilatation

is carried will vary with the habits of the individual

as regards constipation and the amount of straining

and bearing-down at stool. This form of the disease

is most marked in persons who are subject to internal

piles; in fact, in these cases it is a symptom of internal

piles. Inasmuch as the blood by which this plexus of

v^ins is dilated comes from within the bowel, that is,

a backward flow from the portal veins, the condition

of the internal sphincter is also going to affect the

amount of varicosity present in these veins ; the

stronger and tighter the muscle contracts the less

amount of regurgitation ; the weaker and looser the

contraction the greater the amount of blood that will

be forced by. As long as the veins remain pervious

and free from inflammation there will be no very

marked symptoms, and the patient will, in all prob-

ability, be unaware of the existence of the disease
;

but when any portion of these varicose veins becomes
the seat of thrombosis and phlebitis, a not infrequent

occurrence, then will be produced the second variety

of the external venous pile, known as the thrombotic

pile.

The thrombotic pile is of very common occurrence.

Of the 167 cases of external piles already mentioned,

107 were of this nature. It is liable to happen to any
one— regardless of his condition, circumstances, or

habits— and is found much oftener in the male than

in the female. The disease makes its appearance

quite suddenly, sometimes with a premonition of from
a few to twenty-four hours of local soreness and slight

swelling before the tumor is fully formed. From the

suddenness of its appearance the patient often imagines

that it is a prolapsed internal pile, and needless suffer-

ing is caused by fruitless attempts to push it back.

The site of the pile is identical with that of the vari-

cose pile just described, that is, in any portion of the

zone of dilated veins forming the external hemor-
rhoidal plexus. Such a tumor would be located just

below the lower border of the internal sphincter, oppo-

site to and within the grasp of the external sphincter.

The size depends entirely upon the size and number
of the thrombosed veins, while its shape is flat, with a

broad base resembling somewhat in appearance a large

bleb of dark color. The color of the pile is quite

characteristic, livid, with dark-blue spots here and
there, this color not belonging to the tissue, but trans-

mitted through it from the thrombus or thrombi within.

If the thrombotic pile is let alone it will, as a rule,

entirely disappear without leaving any external evi-

dence of its existence. However, if from the amount
of pain present, and from the inconvenience of the

swelling, incision be deemed advisable, immediate re-

lief will be given; but by the addition of the element
of trauma a small but permanent cutaneous pile is

likely to remain after complete convalescence. In all

such cases immediate incision should be advised to let

out the clot, and relieve the tension, to accomplish

which purpose an ordinary but sharp scalpel should be
used, first washing the surface of the pile with a five-

per-cent. solution of carbolic acid; selecting as the

point of incision a dark-blue spot or a point directly

over the largest nodule (for it is rare uot to find more
than one), a deep incision is made directly into the

thrombosed vein. Oftentimes the thrombus will shell

out like a bean from its pod, but more often the throm-

bus will only protrude from the opening, being held

back either by an adhesion to the wall of the vein or

by an extension into a communicating branch, requir-

ing a little force to relieve it. On looking into the

wound thus made, more thrombosed veins will be seen

which can be opened as well from the cut already

made as from a second incision ; but a second and even
a third incision is sometimes necessary, especially in
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case tlie pile occupies the eDtire side of the aDus.

After the removal of the thrombi, the swelliug being

perceptibly reduced in size, the pile is washed with a

1 to 3,000 bichloride solution and the wound dusted

with a powder of equal parts of iodoform and boric

acid : to prevent bleeding and further swelliug tirra

pressure is ajiplied by means of a graduated compress
and maiutained with a T-bandage tightly drawn for

the next twenty-four hours, or longer if possible.

In the second variety of external piles (the cutane-

ous) the external hemorroidal veins do not play so im-

portant a role as in the venous pile just described.

Cutaneous piles are essentially swellings or hyper-

trophies of the muco-cutaiieous integument, and with

one exception are brought about by, or are secondary

to, some inflammatory process just within or near the

anus. They are classified thus: (1) the redundant

pile, (2) the hyperplastic pile, (3) the hypertrophic

pile. The main object of Dr. Otis's contribution is to

emphasize the important fact in the etiology and path-

ology of external piles, that certain pre-existing ab-

normal conditions are indicated whenever such piles

are found.
(To be continu€<i.)

I^eport^ of S>xM\tt\t$.

THE OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF BOSTON.
CHABLES W. TOWNSEND, M.D., SECBETART.

Rkgli.ar Meeting, February 18, 1896. The Pres-

ident, Dr. James R. Chadwick, in the chair.

Dr. F. a. Higgins read, by invitation, a paper on

I.MPERFORATE RECTDM,*

ami showed a patient.

Dr. J C. Warren said thai the most interesting

point about the case reported is the perfect control of

the rectum, when we take into consideration the fact

that the sphincter is not included. He had recently

done a Kraske on an elderly woman for malignant

disease. The bowel was drawn down and sutured,

making a sharp angle around the end of the sacrum.

The patient has since suffered from constipation owing
to the valve-like closure of the rectum at the angle.

Dr. a. D. Sinclair asked as to the danger of in-

juring the nerves from cutting higher on the sacrum?
Dk. F. a. Higgins said that in one case where the

sacrum had been removed to the third foramen, count-

ing from below, the fundus of the bladder had been

paralyzed for a few days. Some claim that the sacrum
can be removed as high as the fourth foramen, count-

ing from below, without injuring the nerves.

Dr. M. H. Richardson said that the idea of find-

ing the obstruction in cases of imperforate rectum by

means of the Kraske operation was a brilliant one.

It seemed to him preferable not to cut the sacrum on

account of the danger to the nerves, but to follow the

plan of Dr. Warren by an incision in the gluteal

region. This gives a satisfactory view of the rectum

aud avoids the danger of cutting the sacral nerves.

Dr. F. B. Harrington never could understand

why some men refused to operate in cases of imper-

forate rectum, thinking the case was necessarily fatal

or wishing to avoid the evils of an artificial anus.

See page 48S of the Journal.

He would certainly adopt this operation at the next

opportunity.

Dr. Warren referred to the " paradox of M.
Huguier." M. Huguier having found in children the

sigmoid flexure in the right instead of the left groin

advocated right colotomy. Dr. Warren on this ground
performed this operation in the right groin in a child

that afterwards died of inanition. This was due to

the fact that the ascending instead of the descending

colon had been opened. The facts of the case are

that M. Huguier's rule applies to only about 20 per

cent, of the cases.

Dr. C. W. Townsend said that he had found seven

cases of imperforate rectum in the records of the Bos-

ton Lying-in Hospital, out of a total of 7,758 births,

and four cases in the out-patient department of the

hospital, out of 8,853 births, or a total of 11 cases

among 16,611 births, a proportion of one to 1,500

cases. The results in these cases were as follows:

One was still-born ; three died without operative treat-

ment, one of these holding out till the eleventh day.

Seven were operated on (nearly all at the Massachu-
setts General Hospital), three on the second, three on

third and one on the fourth day. All died but one.

The case that recovered was operated on the second

day. The operation in this case, as in most of the

others, consisted simply in passing a trocar into the

blind pouch of the rectum and dilating. In one case

the lower end of the gut was sutured to the blind rec-

tal pouch and the partition between the two was then

incised and dilated. In one case Littre's operation

was done, but the child died soon after. In another

case an artificial anus was made in the median line of

the abdomen after failure to relieve by puncture from

below.

Dr. Townsend remembered especially a case oper-

ated on by Dr. Cabot in 1886. There was a normal

anus with a blind anal pouch nearly an inch deep.

The lower end of the gut above could be felt through

the anal pouch, and a trocar was passed, giving vent

to meconium. The opening was then dilated but no

more meconium appeared, and the patient died in four

days. At the autopsy the inner end of the rectal

pouch was found separated from the outer part of the

gut by a slight fibrous cord an inch in length. Now
it was evident that before the introduction of the

trocar the inner end of the gut being distended with

meconium, pushed down on the anal pouch. As soon

as some of the meconium was evacuated the gut re-

turned to its normal position an inch distant from the

anal pouch, which alone was dilated, leaving the gut

above unrelieved except for the trocar puncture,

through which meconium escaped into the abdominal

cavity.

In an out-patient case the child died on the third

day, with all the symptoms of imperforate rectum,

namely, non-passage of meconium, distention and vomit-

ing. Dr. Townsend saw the case only after death and
made the autopsy. Nothing was found in the way of

intussusception or congenital occlusion of the bowels,

but a distinct valve-like fold existed about two inches

from the anus, which allowed easy passage of the fin-

ger up from below but which had apparentl)' effectually

blocked the passage of meconium from above.

A case of atresia of the jejunum occurred in the

hospital last July. A male infant died on the third

day, not having had either vomiting or movement of

the bowels. Dr. Mallory found a complete occlusion
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of the upper part of the jejunum, due to a thin trans-

verse membrane covered on each side by normal

mucous membrane continuous with that lining the in-

testinal tract. From the pylorus to this point, a dis-

tance of 13 centimetres, the jejunum was distended to

a cavity considerably larger than the stomach. There
was no narrowing of the lumen at the site of the mem-
brane which could point to any old inflammatory pro-

cess.

Dr. Charles W. Townsend read

SOME STATISTICS ON WEIGHT OF INFANTS, SEX AND
FETAL HEART-RATE.''

Dr. W. E. Boardman had once brought into the

world a child weighing twelve pounds. This is the

largest he has seen.

Dr. a. D. Sinclair's largest record was in a case

of twins where the children weighed twelve and eight

pounds respectively.

Dr. Engleman had seen a child of twelve and a

half pounds at birth.

Dr. a. Worcester referred to the slowing of the

fetal heart as a danger signal.

Dr. a.. D. Sinclair referred to a case where the

pulse sunk to 106. The child was easily delivered by
forceps, but died.

Dr. W. E. Boardman said he had supposed that in

these cases the pulse was in reality rapid, and that the

feebler beats failed to be heard.

Dr. a. Worcester said that this could not be so,

for he hadyeft a pulse-rate of 70 or 80 in the cord and
soon after the child was born dead.

Dr. E. Retnolds believes that when the fetal

heart is slow it is laboring against an obstacle it cannot

overcome, for example, pressure on the cord. There
is no safer clinical rule than to deliver at once when a

fetal pulse which has been rapid becomes slower. It

is a most dangerous symptom. Most men neglect the

fetal heart. His rule is to examine the fetal heart

every time he examines the mother. When the pulse

gets above 160 it should be watched closely, and as

soon as it begins to get irregular one ought to operate.

Dr. a. Worcester said that Dr. Reynolds's ex-

planation did not fit in with the fact that the heart

becomes more rapid during a pain, for then the ob-

struction is increased.

Dr. Reynolds replied that the heart beats faster

at first when an obstruction is opposed, but goes more
slowly when tired out. He had actually found the

cord pressed upon in cases of slow fetal heart-rate.

B

BOSTON SOCIETY OF THE MEDICAL
SCIENCES.

Meeting of April 21, 1896.

the centrosome as a permanent organ of the
CELL,

by E. G. Gardiner, Ph.D.
To the cytologist one of the most interesting phases

of cell life is that of karyokiuitic division. The
changes which occur at this time, bring out with em-
phasis certain structural features which may be hardly

discernible in the resting cell.

The corpuscules centraux of E. van Beneden or

eentrosomes as they have subsequently been called by

See page 484 of the Jourual.

Boveri, are eminently conspicuous structures during

karyokinitic division, but until comparatively re-

cently they were believed to be of cytoplasmic origin,

and to exist only during cell division. With the de-

velopment of a finer microscopic technique they have

been demonstrated in a large variety of cells in

the resting stage. That is, in the resting cell a minute

structure, a centrosome, distinct both from the cyto-

plasm and from the nucleus, is found. At the ap-

proach of the prophase, this structure divides into two ;

each daughter structure, or centrosome, moves around

the nucleus, until they lie opposite to each other and

there form the centres of the asters. In this position

they were first recognized and described as aster cen-

tres, attraction-spheres, centro-spheret or eentrosomes by

different authors. Also these names or some of them

at least, have been applied by some to a part of the

central structure of the aster, and by others to the

whole structure. Hence a good deal of confusion has

arisen in the terminology.

After the anaphase is past the eentrosomes in the

daughter cells lie dormant while the daughter cells re-

mains in resting stage, but if karyokinitic division is to

be repeated, as in segmenting ova, the centrosome re-

peats the action just described as occurring in the

mother cell. Hence it would appear that in the cen-

trosome, we have an organ which always arises from

the division of a parent centrosome, just as the cell

nucleus always arises from a nucleus ; it is therefore as

much a distinct organ of the cell as the nucleus is. Its

function apparently is to regulate karyokinisis, and some
eminent cytologists hold that without the centrosome

karyokinitic division cannot occur. In certain cells

endowed with contractile power, such as chromato-

.

phores, leucocytes, muscle cells, etc., the centrosome is

at all phases, a far more conspicuous structure than in

most cells not so endowed. This fact corresponds well

with the observation that in ordinary cells the centro-

some is most conspicuous during karyokinisis, for

motion is present in all cases of karyokinitic division.

In the fertilization of the ovum the centrosome

plays an important part, but its action does not ap-

pear to be the same in all forms. In cases where a

"quadrille of the eentrosomes " occurs the eentrosomes

of the first segmentation asters are each due to the

union of half of the sperm and half of the ovum een-

trosomes. In other cases the eentrosomes of the first

segmentation astro-spheres seem to owe their origin

entirely to the sperm centrosome, while in still other

forms which have been studied the ovum centrosome

is alone responsible for the eentrosomes of segmenta-

tion.

The number of observations on this stage of fertili-

zation IS still but few, and it is possible that when a

larger number of forms have been thoroughly studied

a greater similarity in the behavior of the sperm and
ovum eentrosomes will be discovered, or the reason
for this diversity of action will be found. At present,

however, the number of facts known form too small a

basis on which to found general laws.

Dr. Harold C. Ernst gave a

preliminary description of the staphylococ-
cus AUREUS LIQUEFACIENS,

obtained from a fatal case of puerperal fever, and
studied by Messrs. Flint, Howlaud and Frost — more
especially in the later time by the former.
The peculiar characteristics of this bacteriumare
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are, that at first it was a streptococcus of verj' marked
appearance — llie iudividual cells being of the average
size of the stapiiylococci, and the chains containing

from two to ten and sometimes more cells; but as the

virulence has been increased by rapid passing through
animals, the chain formation has gradually disap-

peared and the bacterium has looked more and more
like a staphylococcus, until at the extreme degree of

virulence now reached, that one-tenth of a centimetre

of a bouillon culture injected subcutaueously kills a
rabbit in from fifteen to twenty hours, the microscopic

appearances are distinctly those of an ordinary

staphylococcus. The chain formation makes its reap-

pearance, however, after a few generations passed
throuuh fluid media, so that the alliance with the

Btapliylococci is only temporary. The results pro-

duced in the animals are not in the least like those of

the ordinary staphylococcus invasion, for at no time,

with a comparatively weak or with the strongest cult-

ures, has there ever appeared any sign of pus forma-

tion. The effects are due to a pure septicemia, with

large numbers of the bacteria in the peritoneal fluid,

the blood and scrapings from the various organs.

The other main characteristics of the bacterium are

that it grows in the various nutrient media with the

early appearance of fine white colonies like the ordi-

nary streptococci, but that later these colonies take on

a golden-yellow color; and that gelatine is liquetied

slowly during the growth of cultures in it. This is a

preliminary study of the bacterium in question ; but

if the results thus far oblaiued are verified, they are

of great importance in connection with the production

of a streptococcus antitoxin.

Keccnt Eiteratuirc.

A Handbook of Medical Diagnosis for Students. By
James B. Hebrick, M.D., Adjunct Professor of

Medicine, Rush Medical College, with 80 engrav-

ings and two colored plates. Philadelphia: Lea
Brothers & Co. 1895.

Dr. Herrick's Medical Diagnosis is intended chiefly

for students. It is a duodecimo volume of 429 pages,

with good paper and print and numerous well executed

illustrations.

It must be confessed that the necessity for adding
to the already large class of books of which this is a

type, is not patent. Jf the class must he increased, it

is legitimate to welcome this one to an honorable place

beside its numerous predecessors and to recommend it

to a share in students' favor.

The National Formulary. Revised edition. Issued

as a Supplement to The National Dispensatory.

Fifth edition. 115 pp., 8vo. Philadelphia: Lea
Brothers & Co. 1896.

The vast consumption of unofficial pharmaceutical

preparations renders a standard for uniformity in these

scarcely less essential than in the simpler medicaments
from which they are compounded ; and this work, now
thoroughly revised, contains full working formulie for

most of those of approved value. This revision of the

Formulary, first issued in 1888 by the authority of

the American Pharmaceutical Association, became
Decessary through the revision of the Pharmacopoeia
of the United States in 1890.
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A HUNDRED YEARS OF VACCINATION.

Inasmuch as the centenary of the general introduc-

tion of vaccination as a means of preventing the spread

of small-pox occurs on May 14th, the date of issue of

this number of the Journal, it is worth while to take

a brief retrospect of the subject. Dr. Jenner made
his first successful arm-to-arm vaccination. May 14,

1796, having vaccinated James Phipps from a vesicle

upon the hand of Sarah Nelmes, a dairymaid, who
had contracted the cow-pox while milking.

Brigade-Surgeon Pringle of the British army has

shown the previous existence of vaccination in India

more thau ten centuries ago, but the practice appears

to have been lost, and the fact was probably unknown

to Jenner, to whom should be accorded the honor of

the general introduction and spread of vaccination in

civilized countries. Notwithstanding violent hostility

to its introduction in his own day and in his own coun-

try, as well as more recent opposition during the past

twenty years or more by organized effort, the practice

of vaccination has made its way, completely altering

the condition of the population with reference to the

existence of small-pox, and changing the outward ap-

pearance of the people. For, " whereas previously,

nearly every one suffered sooner or later from small-

pox, which was looked upon, just as measles are now,

as one of the common diseases of children, and one

which, if a person did escape in childhood, he was ever

after in danger of contracting; and a large proportion

of the attacks proved fatal, the survivors, if not left

blind or crippled, being in the majority of cases more

or less disfigured, and every other person covered with

' puckmarks,' it is now a comparatively rare disease,

and its visits viewed with alarm."'

The following quotation from the writings of Dr.

George Derby, the first secretary of the State Board

of Health, states our present condition very tersely :

" We may turn the vaccination question with ingenious

skill, so that its many facets may reflect a multitude of

< Saulury Record, LoDdon, April 10, 1896, p. 185.

i
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curious lights, and after all we find that we rest in a

security, against this most horrid pestilence, unknown
to former generations. The disease is the same now
as then, for we see its effects among barbarous tribes,

but because Dr. Jenner lived, and made the greatest

of all discoveries in preventive medicine, we are almost

completely safe."

'

This statement of Dr. Derby loses none of its force

at the present day, a quarter of a century later. In

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries small-pox ap-

peared with great frequency, in epidemics which oc-

curred as often as a new band of infant children had

been born in sufficient numbers for the disease to prey

upon, as appears by old records of the cities of

Geneva in Switzerland, of Chester and Pudsey in

England, and of Kilmarnock in Scotland.' In Massa-

chusetts, although in consequence of greater sparsity

of the population in the eighteenth century, the out-

breaks were less in frequency than in densely settled

countries, yet their occurrence was attended with

great havoc among the population. In 1721, 850 out

of a population of 11,000 in Boston; in 1730, 500 out

of a population of 15,000; and in 1752, 569 out of a

population of 15,700, died of small-pox ; and, in addi-

tion to these deaths, there were from 4,000 to 7,000

additional cases in each of these years in which the

majority of the victims were disfigured to a greater or

less degree by this pest.

Enough has been presented in this Jodrnal with

reference to the prevalence of small-pox in Massachu-

setts in recent years to show the vast difference in

this respect between its prevalence in this century and

in the last.^

But the most striking proofs of the value of vaccin-

ation exist not so much in comparisons of the preva-

lence of small-pox at different periods of time as in its

relative prevalence in different countries with and with-

out efficient and well-executed laws upon this subject.

Among Asiatic countries Japan and China afford con-

spicuous examples. In the former country compulsory

vaccination of infants has been recently introduced
;

and as a consequence small-pox has experienced a

remarkable and sudden diminution, while in China it

continues unabated. In Europe the most conspicuous

example of a thoroughly vaccinated people is the Ger-

man Empire. The mortality from small-pox is from
fiity to four hundred times as great in the contiguous

countries as it is in Germany where both vaccination

and re-vaccination are compulsory. Almost the only

cases which now occur in Germany are either those of

foreigners (chiefly unvaccinated Russians who have

recently settled within the German border) or those

of Germans who were born before 1860 and have

therefore not been re-vaccinated, as required by the

Act of 1874.

The Imperial Board of Health of Germany has just

issued a publication, entitled " Small-pox and Vaccina-

» Third Keport of State Board of Health, January, 1872, p. 303.
'' Suppleiueut to Local Goverument Board Report, Englaud, 1884.
• Small-Pox In ilaseachuBetts, a KeTiew of its Prevalence, Boston

Medical and Surgical Journal, Tol. cxxxl, p. 42.

tion," which presents very fully the history of the

subject, together with much that is valuable with refer-

ence to present conditions in that country.' Many
figures are presented which do not refiect creditably

upon the condition of the neighboring countries, and

show that the prevalence of small-pox in these com-

munities is inversely as the thorough manner in which

vaccination and re-vaccination are conducted.

Ki'r

I

The accompanying picture from the work already cited of a case
of small-pox in an unvaccinated Italian child in Berlin in 1895,
shows the present potency of the disease, and gives some idea of the
horrors from which Jenner has freed the present generation.

It appears from this document, that, in the five

years (1889-1893) the death-rate from small-pox in

the German Empire was only 2.8 in each 100,000 in-

habitants, while in the neighboring countries it was as

follows

:

In France .

In Belgium
In Austria ,

In Russia .

147.6 per 100,000

262.9

313.3 "

836.4

Or, in other words, had the same rates of mortality

from small-pox prevailed in Germany as existed in

each of these four countries, there would have been a

loss by death from small-pox, respectively, of 7,321,

12,584, 15,558 or 41,584, according to the country

with which the comparison is made. These figures

speak for themselves. It is no wonder that the com-

piler in closing the volume pays a glowing tribute to

the memory of Jenner and expresses the hope that

"the number of those who look back upon this day

° Blatteru und Scbutzpockenlmpfung, bearbeiteu Im Kaiserllobeu
Qesundheitsamte, Berlin, 1896.
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(May 14, 1796) with thankful hearts, may continually

increase."

In this country, the American Medical Association

devotes a day to the subject of vaccination in lionor of

Jenner. The American Public Health Association

will also take similar action at its meeting in October.

We do not learn that in England (the birthplace of

Jenner) any special notice will be taken of the occa-

sion, except that of the Epidemiological Society which

is considering the subject of founding a Jennerian

medal, to be awarded to works of unusual merit in

connection with the study of Epidemiology.

In Russia, however, the National Society of Public

Health has arranged for an International Congress to

honor the memory of Jenner, under the Presidency of

his Imperial Highness the Grand Duke Paul Alexan-

drowitch. Surgeon F. B. Stephenson, U. S. N., has

kindly translated the prospectus of this Congress which

is herewith presented :

The Russian Society for the Prbskrvation of the
National Health Honors Jennee.

This Society, in order to commemorate the centenary of

Jenner's beneficent discovery, and to spread the knowledge
thereof, has determined to fitly celebrate the occasion on May
U, 18HK.

The following from the European Messenger (Vestuik

Europy) for March, 1896, gives a general idea of the scope con-

templated. They propose:

(1) Four prizes for the best works on vaccination.

(2) With assistance of the general government, local authori-

ties, learned societies and individuals, physicians and private

persons, to collect and publish materials for the history of the

development and results of vaccination in Russia.

(3) To publish a translation, in Russian, of Jenner's works.

(4) To form an exposition of the materiel used in vaccina-

tion.

(5) To iuvite the Society to a general memorial reunion on

the one hundredth anniversary of Jenner's discovery.

Steps for this purpose have already been taken by the Soci-

ety.

The Jubilee Volume, to be published by the Society, will

coDtain

:

(a) A history of the development and results of vaccination

in Russia, together with a short review of such events in

Western Europe.

(b) A Russian translation of Jenner's works, with his biog-

raphy and portrait; also, his drawings of small-pox.

This book will comprise some fifty pages - price three

rubles [about SI.75J. The names of institutions and persons,

seuding materiel, histories, notes, etc., will be printed in the

Jubilee Edition. Objects sent will be returned, if desired ; or

placed in the Library and Museum of the Society.

All data, in re (vide supra), should he sent to the Society,

St. Petersburg, Dmitry, tirst, 2fo. 15.

THE VAGINAL DOUCHE BEFORE LABOR.

The question of puerperal self-infection, of the pos-

sibility of a puerperal sepsis taking place as the re-

sult of the presence of pathogenic bacteria in the nor-

mal or diseased vagina, and not introduced from

without, is a subject of great practical importance,

and has recently been the subject of careful study in

European clinics. As a result, the common routine

practice of giving an ante-partum antiseptic douche

has beeu discontinued by certain men of large experi-

ence, after careful consideration of its advantages and

disadvantages. The question of self-infection practi-

cally limits itself to the vaginal secretion, as micro-

organisms present in the tubes and ovaries are beyond

the reach of the antiseptic procedures of the accoucheur.

Is the average parturient woman, then, liable to in-

fection by bacteria present in the vagina, and if so,

what preventive measures are to be taken? In answer

to this question, as pointed out by Jewett in an inter-

esting article in the American Gynecological and Ob-

stetrical Journal, the conflicting opinions have in the

main, been divided into three :

(1) That the vaginal secretion may infect whether

healthy or diseased.

(2) That only pathological secretions can infect.

(3) That the vaginal bacteria, either in health or

disease, have practically no part in the etiology of

childbed fever.

Ahlfed is an example of those who believe th^
pathogenic organisms are always present in the va-

gina, and that every lying-in woman is liable to infect

herself. Others have found pathogenic bacteria only

in pathological secretions.

Doderlein in 1892, as a result of observations on

nearly two hundred cases in a Leipsic clinic, found

that pathogenic bacteria did not live in healthy vagi-

nal mucus, but that in diseased conditions there was

liability to infection.

Konig, in 1895, published the conclusion as a result

of experiments at a Leipsic clinic, that the streptococ-

cus is killed by healthy mucus within two or three

days after its introduction into the vagina. Clinically

the genital canal may be considered clean if from

forty-eight to seventy-two hours have elapsed since

the last examination. He is supported by other ob-

servers in the view that the vaginal secretion is not an

important agent in puerperal infection.

Jewett (loc. cit.) has collected statistics of 23,467

cases from large maternity clinics in this country and

in Germany, where the ante-partum antiseptic douche

is a routine practice, and finds the mortality from sep-

sis to be one-tenth of one per cent. In the small

number of non-douched cases (2,764) the mortality is

one-and-a-half tenths of one per cent, a difference

too small to prove anything for auto-infection.

These figures, however, do not support the oppo-

nents of the douche in any claim that it is harmful, the

mortality being too small. The most that they can

indicate is that it is unnecessary. The fact that with-

out the douche an equally low mortality has been ob-

tained conclusively shows, however, that the chief fac-

tor in the prevention of sepsis is the avoidance of

contact infection.

More conclusive, as Jewett remarks, are the results

of observations in parallel series of cases at the same

clinic, such as those of Zweifel and Leopold. Zweifel

found iu a large number of births that better results

were attained without vaginal douches than with them,

and considers the natural secretion a better protection

against infection than any antiseptic. Leopold's statis-

tics show that of 4,584 cases treated at the Dresden
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clinic, from April, 1886 to 1889, with the ante-partum

douches, 80.7 were free from fever. From April,

1889 to 1893, when the douche was omitted, out of

4,088 cases, 92 per cent, were free from fever. The
douche was omitted again in 1893; and from that

time till June, 1894, 1,200 cases were treated, the per-

centage of fever-free cases falling to 85.

If we accept these figures, which come from a reli-

able source, and are carefully collated, we must, as

Jewett says, reject the routine douche as an unreliable

and even injurious practice.

In his own practice Jewett has for several years

used no ante-partum douche except for cause. In

healthy cases, even where instruments or the hand

have to be introduced into the uterus, if, as goes with-

out saying, rigid disinfection of hands, instruments and
external genitals is carried out, the ante-partum

douche is unnecessary. Gonorrhea in child-bed,

acute or subacute, is generally followed by puerperal

infection, and in these cases antiseptic measures are

to be adopted.

The presence of a yellowish, greenish or fetid dis

charge is, however, an indication of the presence of

virulent bacteria, and indicates prophylactic disinfec-

tion, not merely the perfunctory antiseptic douche, but

a thorough scrubbing with soap and hot water, followed

by antiseptic irrigation, as carefully performed as in

ordinary surgical and gynecological practice. An
asepsis should be aimed at which is no less strict than

is practised in major surgical procedures. When time

permits, vicious secretions are but corrected by a mild

but prolonged antiseptic douche once daily or oftener,

for several days previous to labor.

Dr. Jewett submits the following conclusions :

There is no clinical proof that puerperal infection can occur
from normal vaginal secretions.

All child-bed infection iu women previously healthy is by
contact.

Prophylactic vaginal disinfection as a routine measure is un-
necessary, and even in skilled hands is probably injurious.

Its general adoption in private practice could scarcely fail to
be mischievous.

In healthy puerperse, delivered aseptically, post-partum
douching is also contraindicated.

These rules must hold good in the simpler cases of manual or
instrumental interference in which the uterus is not invaded.
A purulent vaginal secretion exposes the woman to puerperal

infection.

In the presence of such discharges at the beginning of labor
the vagina should be rendered as nearly sterile as possible.

Concentrated antiseptic solutions should not be used, and the
process should be conducted with the least possible mechanical
injury to the mucous surfaces.

In case of highly infectious secretions, the preliminary disin-

fection should be followed by douching at intervals of two or
three hours during the labor.

Sterilized glycerin, or other suitable material, may be used
to restore the proper lubrication of the birth canal.
The safest and most efficient means for correcting vicious

secretions is a mild antiseptic douche repeated once or more
daily for several days during the last weeks of pregnancy.

It is the duty of the obstetrician to know before labor the
amount and character of the vaginal discharge.

Clinically, the amount of the discharge, its gross appearance,
and that of the mucous and adjacent cutaneous surfaces usually
furnishes a sufficient guide to the treatment.
Probable unclean contact within twenty-four or forty-eight

hours is an indication for prophylactic disinfection.

MEDICAL NOTES.

A Fair Division.— The French Academy of Medi-

cine has decided to divide a prize of 25,000 francs be-

tween Dr. Roux of Paris and Dr. Behritig of Berlin,

in recognition of their joint work upon the antitoxic

treatment of diphtheria.

Professor Ehrlich Receives an Important
Appointment. — Professor Ehrlich has been ap-

pointed Director of the new State Institute in Berlin

for the testing of therapeutic serum, and of the

laboratory attached thereto.

The Late Baron Hirsch and Medical Chari-
ties.— Hospitals in England will feel most seriously

the loss of Baron Hirsch, as he was one of the most
generous contributors to their maintenance. Accord-
ing to the Charity Record London hospitals received

from him in 1893 some forty thousand pounds sterling.

A Slight Mistake.— The editor of the General

Practitioner makes the following confession with re-

gard to an article reprinted from the Cincinnati Medi-
cal Journal \n the January number, and evidently sup-

posed by him to be the product of some Dr. Johnson
now living in the West :

" Our article in the January
number, reprinted from the Cincinnati Medical Journa.1,

on ' Marriage and Celibacy,' turns out to be from the

pen of Dr. Samuel Johnson, in ' Rasselas,' written so

long ago that it might have rested in an Egyptian sar-

cophagus. We know a good thing when we see it,

and we humbly apologize to our readers for not having

seen this particular good thing a long time ago. We
wondered who it was who wrote Johnsonese in 1895,

but we were perfectly innocent, we confess, of ever

having read the article."

boston and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston.— Dur-
ing the week ending at noon. May 13, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease

:

diphtheria 78, scarlet fever 19, measles 108, typhoid

fever 15.

The Norfolk South District Medical Soci-
ety.— The annual meeting of this Society was held at

Quincy, on May 7th, and the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year: President, T. Haven
Dearing, Braintree ; Vice-President, John A. Gordon,

(.Juiucy ; Secretary and Treasurer, John F. Welch,
Quincy ; Commissioner of Trials, O. H. Howe, Cohas-

set; Librarian, John F. Welch.

A Gift to the Malden Hospital. — At the

annual meeting of the trustees of the Maiden Hospital

on May 7th, the announcement was made that the

president of the board, Hon. Elisha S. Converse, had
made a gift of $9,000 to the hospital. Since the hos-

pital was incorporated, six years ago, Mr. Converse,

it is stated, has given $100,000 for its support.

An Advisort Committee on the Public Insti-

tutions OF Boston — Mayor Quincy has called for

nominations of two members each from the Associated
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Charities, the Massachusetts Prison Reform Associa-

tion, the Twentieth Century Club, the Citizens Asso-

ciation, the St. Vincent de Paul Society, the Chil-

dren's Aid Society, the Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Children, and of one member each from

the Suffolk District Medical Society, and of the

Medico-Psychological Society, to constitute an advi-

sory committee, for the purpose of visiting the public

institutions, and reporting to the mayor from time to

time. This board is designed to assist the present

management in the conduct of the institutions and

keep them in touch with the public.

The Supreme Court Sustains the Boston
Board of Health. — On April 28tb, an Italian

violinist was found by the Boston Board of Health to

be fiddling in restaurants and other public places,

before he had ceased desquamating after an attack of

scarlet fever. He was taken to the City Hospital by

order of the Board of Health, there to be confined until

he could be allowed his liberty without being a menace

to others. A petition was brought before the Su-

preme Court for a writ of habeas corpus for his release,

but was promptly denied by Judge Allen. He will

not be allowed to have his "corpus" at large in public

places until it is freed from the contagious portions of

its outer integument. It is reported that the Court, in

referring the petition, remarked that a case of this

character never ought to have been brought before it,

a fact which, it is to be hoped, will discourage counsel

who may in future think of presenting cases which are

so obviously at variance with common-sense and public

health.

NEW rORK.

New York Post-Graduate Medical School.—
At the last meeting of the Board of Directors, Dr.

Eugene Fuller was elected Professor of Venereal and

Geuito-Urinary Surgery, and Dr. John McG. Wood-

bury was elected Professor of Orthopedic Surgery.

Commencement of the University of the City

OF New York. — The annual commencement of the

Medical Department of the University of the City of

New York was held at Carnegie Music Hall on the

evening of May 5th. The graduating class numbered

82, an unusually tmall one compared with the classes

of the past few years. The valedictorian was William

Alexander McLeod, and the prize of S200, for the

highest general standing, was awarded H. S. Parcal.

Commencement of the New York College of

Pharmacy. — The sixty -sixth annual commencement

of the New York College of Pharmacy was held at

Carnegie Hall on May 6th. The degree of Ph.G.

was conferred upon 134 graduates, two of whom were

women.

The Vaccination Record Beaten.— On Satur-

day, May 9ih, 740 vaccinations were performed at the

Bureau of Contagious Diseases. This is the largest

number for any oue day on record. The total num-

ber of vaccinations during the week at the Bureau

aiz>2:led to 2,115. There is no 8maI!-]-"yj zaii, and

DO small-pox whatever in the city. The large number

of vaccinations is accounted for simply by the fact

that the Hebrew population generally have come to

select the month of May as a favorable time for hav-

ing their children vaccinated.

Acquittal of Louden.— It will be remembered

that some time ago " Louden Hall," an alleged private

insane asylum at Amityville, Long Island, was closed

by order of the State Commission in Lunacy. During

the past week John Louden, the proprietor, was tried

and acquitted before Judge Reeve at the County town,

Riverhead. The charge was that of conducting an

insane asylum without a license, and it was the first

trial under tne new State iDsane Asylum law.

ai^iitfceUanp.

THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES ON
THE PROPOSED LEGISLATIVE RESTRICTION
OF VIVISECTION.

The following able presentation of the views of the

National Academy of Sciences on the proposed legis-

lation restricting vivisection in the District of Columbia,

was forwarded to the Hon. Jacob H. Gallinger, chair-

man of the sub-committee of the Senate which had

the matter in charge. As the Academy is the official

adviser of the government on scientific questions, it

was hoped that an opinion so definitely and forcibly

expressed by it would be sufficient to influence the

committee to report against the bill.

Washington, D. C, April 24, J 896.

To the Honorable Jacob H. Gallinger, Chairman

of the Sub-Committee, etc.

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a

letter addressed to you by D. E. Salmon, the Chief of tlie

Bureau of Animal Industry, J. R. Tryon, Surgeon-General

U. S. Navy, George M. Sternberg, Surgeon-General, U. S.

Army, and Walter Wyman, Surgeon-General, U. S. Marine-
Hospital Service, asking that the National Academy of

Sciences be called upon to express an opinion as to the

scientific value of e.'iperiments upon lower animals and as

to the probable effect of restrictive legislation upon the ad-

vancement of biological science. The letter of these gentle-

men is supplemented by an expression of your desire that

the National Academy of Sciences should report or make
suggestions upon the subject. In accordance with your
request, I have the honor to submit to you the following

Report as the unanimous expression of the opinion of the

National Academy of Sciences.

Biology is the science of living organisms and tissues,

and must therefore advance by means of observations and
experiments made on living beings. One of its most im-

portant branches, namely, physiology, or the science which

deals with all the phenomena of life from the activity of

bacteria to that of the brain cell of man, forms the founda-

tion upon which the science and practice of medicine are

built up, since a knowledge of the bodily functions in their

normal state is essential for the understanding and treat-

ment of those derangements of function which constitute

disease.

The fact that the pursuit of physiology consists chiefly

in the study of physical and chemical phenomena, as mani-

fested by living beings, makes it necessary that physiology'

should be studied by experimental methods. The phy-

siologist, no less than the physicist and chemist, can expect
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adTancement of his science only as the result of carefully

planned laboratory work. If this work is interfered with,

medical science will continue to advance as heretofore, bv
means of experiment, for no legislation can affect the posi-

tion of physiology as an experimental science; but there
will be this important difference, that the experimenters
will be medical practitioners and the victims human beings.

That animals must suffer and die for the benefit of man-
kind is a law of nature from which we cannot escape if we
would ; and as long as man claims dominion over the brute
creation and asserts his right to kill and mutilate animals
in order to obtain food and clothing, and even for purposes
of amusement and adornment, it is surely unreasonable to

wage a humanitarian warfare against the only kind of pain-

giving practice that has for its object the relief of pain.

The death of an animal in a physiological laboratory is

usually attended with less suffering than is associated with
so-called natural death, for the discovery of anesthetics has
extended its beneficent influence over the lower animals
as well as over the human race, and in modern laboratories

anesthetics are always employed except when the operation
involves less suffering to the animal than the administration
of the anesthetic (as in the case of inoculation) or in those

instances in which the anesthetic would interfere with the

object of the experiment.
The suffering incident to biological investigations is

therefore trifling in amount, and far less than that which
is associated with most other uses which man makes of the

lower animals for purposes of business or pleasure.

As an offset to this trifling amount of animal suffering

are to be placed incalculable benefits to the human race.

From the time when Aristotle first discovered the insensi-

bility of the brain to the time when the latest experiments
in the use of antitoxin have largely robbed diphtheria of

its terrors, almost every important advance in the science

of medicine has been the direct or the indirect result of

knowledge acquired through animal experimentation.
It is, of course, conceivable that persons whose occupa-

tions lead them to sacrifice animal life for scientific pur-

poses may at times pay too little regard to the suffering

which they inflict, but the Academy understands that even
those who advocate restrictive legislation by Congress do
not claim that such abuses exist in the District of Columbia,
and until evidence of this sort is presented, it would seem
to be the part of wisdom to leave the regulation of research
in the hands of the governing bodies of the institutions in

which the work is going on. The men engaged in this

work are actuated by motives no less humane than those

which guide the persons who desire to restrict their action,

while of the value of any given experiment, and the amount
of suffering which it involves they are, owing to their

special training, much better able to judge. When the

men to whom the Government has intrusted the care of

its higher institutions of research shall show themselves in-

capable of administering them in the interest of science

and humanity, then, and not till then, will it be necessary

to invoke the authority of the National Legislature.

I have the honor to be, sir, Yours very respectfully,

WoLCOTT GiBBS, Pres. Nat. Academy of Sciences.

Ju spite of this strong protest, the sub-committee

have reported in favor of the bill against vfhich it is

directed, and the Committee on the District of Colum-
bia have adopted the report; and we are informed

that Senator Gallinger, the chairman of the sub-com-

mittee, " who is himself a physician," was authorized

to present it to the Senate. Senator Gallinger is a

type of the physician in politics of whom the nation

and the medical profession may well be justly proud.

His exalted ideas of the noble profession he represents

were exemplified in his speech against the bill to pro-

vide for the distribution of antitoxin in the District of

Columbia, in which, as noted in our issue of February

7, 1895, he took occasion to ridicule medicine as the

" science of gtiegging."

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD,

For the week ending May 2d, in Boston, according to
observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the Dnited
States Signal Corps:—
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land I each. From erysipelas New York 3, Chicago 2, Philadel-
phia. Baltimore, Boston, Washington, Providence, I>owell and
Lyon 1 each.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales with
an estimated pupiilatiou of 10,860,971, for the week ending
April JSth, the death-rate was iy.5. Deaths reported, 4,0()2;

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) L'S?, measles
297, whooping-cough 231. diphtheria ti4, scarlet fever 40, fever
33. diarrhea 33,

The death-rates ranged from Il.ti in Swansea to 27.8 in Man-
chester: Birmingham 19.2. Bradford 16.2, Croydon 15.0, Gates-
head 19.1. Hull 16.5, Leeds 17.1, Leicester 13.6, Liverpool 23.3,

London 19.3, Newcastle-on-Tyue 17.0, Nottingham 17.2, Ports-
mouth IG.l, Sheffield 21.8, Sunderland 23.0.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE STATIONS AND
DUTIES OF OFFICERS SERVING IN THE MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT, U. S. ARMY, FROM MAY 2, 1896, TO
MAY 8, lSii6.

MA.IOR Daniel G. Caldwell, surgeon, having been found
incapacitated for active service by reason of disability incident
to the service is, by direction of the President, retired from
active service this date May 2, 1896.

Captain Charles E. Woodruff, assistant surgeon, now at
Fort Sheridan, III., is detailed for temporary duty as attending
surgeon, in Chicago, retaining bis station at Fort Sheridan.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE MEDICAL CORPS
OF THE U. S. NAVY FOB THE WEEK ENDING MAY
9, 18<i6.

A. M. D. McCoKMicK. passed assistant surgeon, detached
from the Naval Academy and ordered to the " Bancroft."

Daniel McMurtrie, medical inspector, ordered for exami-
nation for promotion May 8tb.

W. A. McClukg. surgeon, detached from the " Concord,"
home and three months' leave.

P. H. Bryant, passed assistant surgeon, detached from the
" Petrel," home and three mouths' leave.

J. M. Flint, medical inspector, J. C. Byrnes, surgeon, and
C. F. Stokes, passed assistant surgeon, appointed a board to

examine applicants for admission to the Naval Academy.

MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL SOCIETY.

One Hundred and Fifteenth Anniversary.
The annual meeting will be held at 9 o'clock a. m., Wednes-

day. June 10, 1896, in the building of the Massachusetts Chari-
table Mechanic Association, on Huntington Avenue, Boston.

ileetings of Sections will be held in the same building, on the
preceding day, Tuesday, June 9th.

Tuesday, June 9th.

At 10 A. M., the Fellows of the Society are invited to visit the
Massachusetts General Hospital, on Blossom Street; the Boston
City Hospital, on Harrison Avenue; the Children's Hospital, on
Huntington Avenue, and the Carney Hospital, South Boston.

The. ShaHuKk Lecture. Cotillioi, Hall, 1 p. m.— Dr. W. W.
Keen, of Philadelphia. " The Surgery of Typhoid Fever."
Section in Afniicine, Banquet Hall, 2.30 p. m.— Dr. A. L.

Mason, of Boston, Chairman; Dr. G. G. Sears, of Boston, Sec-
retary. " Diphtheria Antitoxin." By Dr. J. H. McCoUom, of
Boston. " Treatment of Diseases, other than Diphtheria, by
Antitoxin." By Dr. Henry Jackson, of Boston. Discussion by
Dr. H. C. Ernst, of Boston. " Internal Secretion of Glands."
By Dr. W. T. Porter, of Boston. " The Clinical Use of the Pre-
parations from the Thyroid, Pituitary Body, Suprarenal Capsules
and Bone Marrow." By Dr. R. C. Cabot, of Boston.
Section in Hurrjery, Cotillion Hall. — Dr. John Homans, of

Boston, Chairman; Dr. J. C. Munro, of Boston, Secretary.
"Operative Treatment of Congenital Dislocation of the Hip."
By Dr. E. H. Bradford, of Boston. " Excision and Erasion of
the Knee ; Results." By Dr. H. W. Cusbing, of Boston. " Ul-
timate Results of Excision of the Hip." By Dr. R. W. Lovett,
of Boston. "Treatment of Lateral Curvature of the Spine."
By Dr. E. G. Brackett, of Boston. " Measurements in Lateral
Curvature of the Spine." By Dr. G. W. Fitz, of Cambridge.
" Operative Treatment of Infantile Paralysis." By Dr. J. E.
Goldthwait, of Boston. "Treatment of Club-Foot." By Ur.
Augustus Ihorndike, of Boston. "Pathology of Bone." By
Dr. E. H. Nichols, of Boston. " Operative Treatment of Caries
of the Ankle." By Dr. C. L. Scudder, of Boston. "Surgical
Treatment of Spastic Paralysis." By Dr. W. N. Bullard, of
Boston. "Treatment of Cold Abscesses." By Dr. Homer Gage,
of Worcester. " Diagnosis of Hip Disease." By Dr. E. G.
Brackett, of Boston. "Diagnosis of Pott's Disease. " By Dr.
K. W. Lovett, of Boston. " Treatment of Fiat-Foot." By Dr.
J. S. Stone, of Boston. " Methods of Treatment and Progress
iu Orthopedic Surgery ; Illustrated with the Stereopticou." By

Dr. E. H. Bradford of Boston, The reading of each of these
papers will be strictly limited to live minutes. There will be an
exhibition of orthopedic apparatus at the close of the meeting.

Wednesday, June 10th.

Annual Meetimj, Cotillion Hall. 9 A. M.— Business of the An-
nual Meeting. "The Pulmonary Invalid in Colorado." By Dr.
C. E. Edson, of Koxbury. "The Treatment of Phthisis in Sani-
taria near our Homes." By Dr. V. Y. Bowditch, of Boston. Dis-
cussion by Dr. F. I. Knight, of Boston. "The Treatment of
Tuberculosis by the Injection of Tuberculin and its Derivatives."
By Dr. Alfred Worcester, of Waltham. " Nucleins and Nucleo-
Proteids in their Relation to Internal Secretion." By Dr. R. H,
Chittenden, of New Haven. "Extra-uterine Pregnancy from
the Standpoint of the General Practitioner." By Dr. E. 8. Bo-
land, of South Boston. " Ectopic Gestation." By Dr. M. H.
Richardson, of Boston.

The Annual Discourse, 12 M. — By Dr. H. P. Bowditch, of
Boston.
The Anntial Dinner, 1 p. M. — At the close of the discourse

the annual dinner will be served.

Bureau of Information.

The Bureau of Information which was established last year
will be continued during the coming meeting. The object of
the Bureau is to furnish information of any kind to members,
and to add in every way possible to their comfort and pleasure
while in Boston.

Exhibit.

On Tuesday and Wednesday, in Mechanics' Building, from 9
A. M. to 5 p. M.. there will be an Exhibit, including the usual
features.
A valuable collection of original paintings representing path-

ological specimens and anatomical dissections will be exhibited.
The collection of paper models from the anatomical depart-

ment of Harvard Medical School will be shown.
In addition to the above special exhibit, there will be a display

of surgical instruments, books, electrical and orthopedic appar-
atus, artificial limbs, trusses, carriages and bicycle saddles.
At an hour to be announced later in the circulars sent out by

the Bureau of Information, there will be a demonstration of
X-Rays and the Rijntgen process.

Councillors' Meetings.

The Annual Meeting, at 7 o'clock p. m., Tuesday, June 9,

1896; Stated Meetings on the first Wednesday of October and of
February at the Medical Library, No. 19 Boylston Place, Boston.

F. W. Goss, M.D., Recurdinr/ Secretary,
217 Warren Street, Roxbury.

SOCIETY NOTICES.

Boston Society for Medical Improvement.— A regular
meeting of the Society will be held at the Medical Library, 19
Boylston Place, on Monday evening. May 18th, at 8 o'clock.
Papers: Dr. Malcolm Storer: "The Traumatic Rupture of

Ovariau Tumors, with the Report of a Case." Discussion by
Drs. Johu Homans, W^m. M. Conant and Walter L. Burrage

Dr. Howard A. Lothrop: " Tetany, with a Report of Cases."
Discussion by Drs. James J. Putnam, Geo. L. Walton, E. Willys
Taylor. James G. Mumford, M.D., Secretary.

American Neurological Association. —The twenty-second
annual meeting of the Association will be held iu Philadelphia,
June 3, 4 and 6, 1896. G. M. Hammond, M.D., Secretary.

American Pediatric Society.— The eighth annual meeting
will be held at Montreal, Can., May 25, 26 and 27, 1896. The
headquarters and meetings of the Society will be in the Windsor.

American Gynecological Society. — The twenty-first an-
nual meeting of this Society will be held in the Academy of
Medicine, 17 West Forty-third Street, New York, May 26, 27
and 28, 1896. Physicians are cordially invited to be present.

William M. Polk, President, New York.
Henry C. Coe, Secretary, New York.

RESIGNATIONS.

Dr. John C. Munro has resigned his position of surgeon to

out-patients, Carney Hospital.

Dr. Carroll E. Edson has resigned his position of visiting
physician to St. Mary's Infant Asylum.

RECENT DEATHS.

Samuel Edwin Wyman, M.D., M.M.S,S., died in Cambridge,
May 7, 189<i, aged forty-three years. He graduated from Har-
vard College in 1874 and from the Harvard Medical School iu

1878, and completed his medical education at the Boston City
Hospital, at Heidelberg and at Vienna.

Amos Howe Johnson, M.D., M.M.S.S., died iu Salem, May
12, 1896, aged sixty-four years.
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<©riginal Sllrticle?.

AN EXAMINATION OF ONE HUNDRED CASES
OF DISEASE OF THE HEART COLLECTED
FROM THE AUTOPSY RECORDS.i

BY HE>'RY JACKSON, A.B., M.D.

With the view of determining the etiological factors

in the causation of various disturbances of the heart,

and especially the role played by lesions of the valves

in patients presenting the clinical phenomena of " Car-

diac Cases," I have examined tlie autopsy records of

the hospital, covering a period of eighteen months. I

have taken each case consecutively, vehere mention

was made of any pathological lesion of the heart, until

I have accumulated a series of one hundred. Many
of these cases represented merely a pathological proc-

ess, as fatty degeneration or cloudy swelling, and in

some there is evidence of slight valvular lesion which

in no way could have interfered with the efficiency of

the valves during life.

Many patients present themselves with a history of

shortness of breath, dyspnea, perhaps, cough, cyanosis,

in whom physical examination demonstrates enlarge-

ment of the heart, and irregular or rapid action, but in

whom we find no valvular lesion to account for the

condition of the heart. These cases are variously

classified as " Cardiac," " Weak Heart," " Dilated

Heart," "Parietal Disease" of the heart; perhaps

any one of these terms is as desirable as another, as

we do not and cannot commit ourselves in all cases as

to the diagnosis of the pathological lesion present.

This investigation suggests the probable pathological

cause in a good many such cases. On the other hand,

with what certainty may we diagnose an organic val-

vular lesion from the presence of distinct well-marked

murmurs ?

In the fifth series of medical and surgical reports of

the hospital I have tabulated 92 cases of disease of the

heart seen in the out-patient department. In this

series 1 made the diagnosis of non-valvular disease, or,

as I then suggested, following the nomenclature of

Dr. Gannett, parietal disease of the heart, in 48 cases

;

valvular disease, 39 cases. It is my wish, in the fol-

lowing collective examination of post-mortem results, to

determine what relation the pathological data as to

disease of the heart bear to diagnoses made during

life.

I have collated from the autopsy records the follow-

ing data as to the heart, namely weight, hypertrophy,

dilatation, or both ; the condition of the coronary

arteries ; condition of the arteries of the body in gen-

eral, valves, kidney.

The hundred collected cases may be classified as

follows :

Valvular disease

Valvular disease with adherent pericardium .

Adherent pericardium without valvular disease

Legion coronary arteries and arterlo-sclerosis .

Fatty and acute degeneration of the myocardium .

Kenal disease

Chronic lang-disease

Disease of myocardium

There were also five cases of acute verrucous endocar-

ditis in which there was no chronic valvular disease.

Of these latter three occurred in septicemia following

surgical operation, one in acute lobar pneumonia, and

one in diphtheria. There were two cases of acute

ulcerative or malignant endocarditis.

Examination of the table of the weights of the 34

cases of valvular disease shows that in 23 cases where

the weight is given 17 hearts weighed 500 grammes or

less. In seven cases the heart was not enlarged.

Comparing these figures with the weights of the heart

in 27 cases of sclerosis where the weight is given, we
find that on the average arterio-sclerosis causes a much
greater enlargement of the heart than valvular disease.

In the latter class of cases, 12 hearts weighed more

than 500 grammes, and in 12 of the cases the weight

was over 550 grammes, the heart weighing 800

grammes or over iu two instances. In only three

instances did the weight exceed 550 grammes, in en-

largement due to valvular disease.
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list, and in all there was great enlargement of the

heart itself. In these cases the weight alone is, of

course, deceptive, as the pericardium was necessarily

included iu the weight of the heart. Id one of these

cases, the heart and pericardium together weighed
1,300 grammes, in another 1,090, while two others iu

which the weight is given, weiglied over 800 grammes.
In four of tlie cases of adherent pericardium there

was also valvular disease ; in the fifth case there was
no valvular lesion — the heart was slightly hypertro-

phied and dilated. During life the heart presented no
signs of an abnormal condition, death resulting from
acute appendicitis with subsequent septicemia.

Four cases I have designated as unclassified : oue,

a syfihilitic myocarditis in which no valvular lesion

was found, and no disease ot the arteries; one, a patho-

logical curiosity, in which multiple sarcomatous tumors
were found in the heart in a case of multiple sarcoma
of the skin ; two cases of acute myocarditis, in oue of

which sudden death followed rupture of the ventricle.

One heart, weighing 500 grammes, was found iu a case

of chronic non-tubercular pulmonary disease, the patho-

logical diagnosis of caruification with gangrene of oue
lung being made.

Adherent pericarditis with valvular lesiOD, 900, fOO, 1,300, 1,090.

Adhereut pericarditis without valvular lesion, " much enlarged."
Syphilitic luyocarditie, 490.

Unclaseitied multiple sarcoma, "enlarged."
Two cases acute myocarditis, " not enlarged,"

In 75 cases the weight of the heart is given. In

27 of these cases the cause of the enlargement was
valvular disease, including the four cases iu which
there was in addition to the valvular disease an ad-

herent pericardium. Iu 47 cases the cause of the en-

largement was found outside the heart itself. In 27
of these cases the cause of the heart trouble was
arterio-sclerosis or disease of the coronary arteries,

the two affections being associated in almost every

instance.

From a study of these 75 cases we may say that

practically, in enlargement of the heart, we have al-

ways the two factors, hypertrophy of the muscular
substance of the heart, and dilatation of its cavities.

In eight cases of the 75 the heart is spoken of sim-

ply as hypertropliied, though in none of these cases

is the positive statement made that there is no dilata-

tion of the cavities; in three of the eight cases the

enlargement was so slight that it would have given

rise only to a slight increase of the size of the heart

as determined by percussion. Fraentzel, iu his mono-
graph on the heart, insists strongly that as clinicians,

we must bear in mind that an enlargement of the

heart sufficiently great to cause an increased area of

dulness iu the living, indicates dilatatiou of its cavi-

ties.

From these statistics it appears that it is difficult to

recognize an increase in the size of the heart unless

the heart weigh 400 grammes or more. Of 18 obser-

vations as to the size of a heart that was shown post-

mortem to weigh 400 grammes or less, enlargement
was diagnosed during life in only three, while enlarge-

ment was diagnosed iu five out of eight cases where
the heart weighed 450 grammes.
We may, therefore, draw the lesson from pathologi-

cal data that when by physical examination we can
diagnosticate an enlargement of the heart, we have
already a certain dilatatiou of its cavities, and are to

watch carefully to determine the time when the com-

pensatory hypertrophy is beginning to fail, and we
must, with the aid of various drugs, step in to assist

nature to fight against the obstacles which are already

beginning to overpower the heart.

VALVULAR CASES.

A review of the clinical histories of the cases of

valvular disease is satisfactory as to the correspon-

dence of the clinical diagnosis with the results of

post-mortem diagnosis. In five cases the records state

that the heart was normal where there was found

post-mortem a "thickening" of the mitral valve. In

all of these cases there was very slight enlargement,

the heart iu no instance weighing over 350 grammes.

During life there were no symptoms suggestive of car-

diac disease, the patient dying of some intercurrent

process in no way connected with the heart.

Apparently the lesion which most frequently es-

caped observation was aortic disease, combined with

insufficiency of the mitral valve; four of these cases

are noted, and in oue the aortic lesion is described as

extreme stenosis. Three cases of mitral stenosis

were not recognized, the only sign during life being a

systolic murmur at the apex ; this lesion is certainly

the most difficult of diagnosis, and often exists with-

out giving rise to a murmur. In another case of mi-

tral stenosis, no murmur was heard, but the lesion

was appreciated, as at one time during the patient's

stay iu the hospital a marked presystolic thrill was de-

veloped, though not present at the entrance of the pa-

tient. One case of aortic stenosis occurred in the

case of a very anemic girl who died of ulcer of the

stomach ; no enlargement of the heart was diagnosti-

cated during life, as emphysema of the lungs ob-

scured the area of the heart dulness, and there were

no symptoms suggestive of heart disease; a systolic

murmur was heard at the base, but was considered to

be hemic. An interesting case of acute ulceration of

the pulmonic valves was not diagnosed ; the heart was

slightly enlarged ; a diastolic murmur was heard loud-

est at the left edge of the sternum ; the man had

many slight chills and an irregular temperature as

seen in septicemia ; there was pulmonary tuberculosis,

and it was considered that the fever and chills were

dependent upon the tubercular condition.

From the clinical records it is difficult to determine

the relative accuracy of percussion in diagnosing the

size of the heart ; in most cases the records state that

the area of dulness was increased or extended a cer-

tain distance beyond the nipple. In one case where

the heart weighed 900 grammes with the adhereut

pericardium, the dulness extended two inches to the

right of the sternum and one inch to the left of the

nipple on the left. Interesting statistics might be ob-

tained as to the ratio of cardiac dulness during life to

the size of the heart if the area were carefully

mapped out by percussion, and the breadth of the

area in centimetres noted.

The following table shows the frequency of the

various lesions :

Aortic and mitral valves, 17 cases.

Mitral alone, 13 cases, including four cases where sclerosis was
noted post-mortem.

Mitral aortic, and tricuspid, 2 cases.

Aortic valve alone, ^ coses, including one of marked stenosis.

Pulmonic valves, 1 case, (.\cute ulcerative endocarditis.)

Of 26 cases of valvular disease where a history

was obtaiDed, nine had had acute articular rbeuma-
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tism, two had chronic renal disease, and four had

moderate arterio-sclerosis. Id seven the etiology of

the endocarditis was undetermined. Four cases of

malignant endocarditis were noted, three occurring in

acute septic disease, and one, already mentioued, iii

chronic pulmonary tuberculosis.

I have a record of 32 cases of disease of the heart

dependent upon arterio-sclerosis, and in only four was
the weight under 400 grammes.
As to the etiology of the disease : in eleven there

is a distinct history of great alcoholic excess ; in

seven, on the other hand, the statement is made that

no apparent cause was found for the disease. In sev-

eral of the patients the history is deficient, as they

were very sick on entrance, or unconscious, so that no

history was obtained. It is noteworthy that articular

rheumatism had existed in only two cases. In one of

these the rheumatism antedated the onset of the

symptoms by eight years, and there was no valvular

lesion. In the second case the sclerosis was slight,

and may properly be considered as entirely indepen-

dent of an acute verrucous endocarditis which came
on during an attack of acute articular rheumatism,

which was the direct cause of the patient's death by

giving rise to a cerebral embolus. Therefore, in dis-

tinguishing cardiac disease, dependent upon arterio-

sclerosis from valvular disease, a history of alcoholic

excess and an absence of a history of rheumatism
may well be considered as of importance.

As to age, these cases do not correspond to How-
ard's, who reports that " the greater portion of the

cases (arterio-sclerosis) were in the prime of life."

Where the age is given the following data may be

cited :

30 to 40
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TABLE II.

Cases of Arterio-Sclerosis.

Case.
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noted, nor was enlargement of the heart diagnosed
during life, the largest heart of the series weighing
420 grammes.
One extremely fatty heart was found in a case of

acute phosphorus poisoning ; during life the pulse

was rapid and poor ; there was no murmur ; the heart

was not enlarged, and the fatty degeneration of the

heart formed only a part of a general acute fatty

degeneration of all the internal organs. I include

under this classification a case of purulent myocarditis

with fatty degeneration and acute fibrin-purulent peri-

carditis. The history of the case is as follows:

Man of sixty-nine ; previous health good. For six

weeks he had been sick with a fever of irregular

course. The area and sounds of the heart were nor-

mal ; the pulse was rapid, of poor streugth, and irreg-

ular. Death occurred in four days ; no diagnosis was
made during life. In the areas of purulent myocarditis,

bacilli were found which in shape suggested the Klebs-

Loffler bacillus, though biologically they differed from
these organisms.

Two of the cases of fatty degeneration occurred in

cases of pernicious anemia; in both of the cases there

was marked edema ; the heart was enlarged towards

the left and murmurs systolic in time were heard.

The pulse in each instance was rapid, irregular, and
intermittent. Very careful examination of the heart

was made in both instances, as the diagnosis was doubt-

ful, and on both cases the entry is made in the clinical

records that the area of cardiac dulness extended to

the left of the nipple line ; in one case the heart

weighed 360 grammes (a woman), and in the other

420 grammes (a man).
One case of fatty degeneration of the heart was

found in a case of cancer of the liver ; the history

was of pain in the chest, with cough and edema, with

gradually increasing pallor for several weeks. Ex-
amination showed enlargement of the heart to the

left, with a murmur systolic in time transmitted into

the axilla. There was no evidence of cancer of the

liver during life, except that just before death there

was slight pain in the right hypochondrium and mod-
erate jaundice.

Especial interest attaches to three of the cases,

there being no sufficient anatomical cause for the size

of the heart in the valves, arteries, or kidneys. All

were excessive drinkers. In the first case the heart

weighed 575 grammes, being dilated and hypertro-

phied. The muscular substance was pale, the artesJes

were normal, and the valves also were normal ex-

cept for dilatation. The following is a brief history

of the case

:

Patient aged twenty-nine; alcoholic excess. For
several weeks dyspnea and cough. Examination
showed a pale, fat, cyanotic man. The heart was
much enlarged to the right of the sternum and to the

left of the nipple ; in action it was very irregular and
feeble, no murmur being found. Dr. Councilman
added the following note to the autopsy record :

" This case is obscure. Death has apparently been

the result of an overloading of a weak and hyper-

trophied heart. There was no anatomical cause, so

far as could be ascertained, of heart hypertrophy. It

is possible it was hypertrophied from alcohol, similar

to the ' Munich heart.'
"

A second somewhat similar case is recorded. A
man of twenty-six, a hard drinker, entered the surgi-

cal service on account of ulcer of the leg. Delirium

tremens developed and he died suddenly. No clinical

record is made as to the heart. Post-mortem the

heart was found to weigh 450 grammes, and there was
marked dilatation of the right side. There was no
valvular lesion and no disease of the arteries or kid-

ney.

The third case was a man of fifty-eight years, a hard
drinker. The pulse was rapid, feeble and irregular;

the heart's action was noted as turbulent, otherwise
no abnormality was recognized. Many rales were
heard in the chest. Post-mortem the heart was found
to weigh 590 grammes ; it was hypertrophied, dilated,

and fatty degenerated ; the valves and kidneys were
not abnormal, and there was no arterial disease ex-

cept a slight atheroma of the aorta. Many areas of

broncho-pneumonia were found, and a widespread
bronchitis.

In all these cases it seems probable that chronic al-

coholic poisoning was the cause of the disease of the

heart, in that other anatomical cause sufficient to ac-

count for the pathological process was wanting.

In five cases of renal disease and in four cases of

chronic pulmonary disease there was enlargement of

the heart independent of other pathological processes.

The results obtained by this examination of the

autopsy records of the condition of the heart itself in

its relation to so-called "Cardiac Cases," aud the

clinical diagnosis made in the out-patient department,
bear a moderately close correspondence. In the first

series of cases the disturbance of the heart was de-

pendent upou valvular disease in about 35 per cent,

of the cases, and in the latter, the clinical records, in

40 per cent.

The important role played by disease of the arter-

ies in causing " heart disease " is seen in that this was
the cause of the trouble in some 60 per cent, of the

cases of disease of the heart independent of valvular

lesioD.

It is to be noted that the presence of murmur is not

of value in eliminating organic valvular disease.

BOSTON'S PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS.^

BY EDWIK W. DWIGHT, M.D.

(Concluded from No. 20, p. 4S4.)

LONG ISLA.VD ALMSHODSE AND HOSPITAL.

Contrary to the opinion which is generally held,

especially by those whose knowledge of the subject is

gained from the newspapers, at Long Island Boston

has an establishment of which it may justly be

proud. Not that there are not many improvements
which have been made, and which are to be made in

the future, but taken as a whole the institution is in

excellent condition and its inmates kindly and well

cared for.

The buildings, with one exception, are new and
satisfactory. The hospital compares favorably with

many which consider themselves of higher type ; and
certainly since the introduction of a visiting staff and
training-school, the patients are as well cared for as

they are in most if not any hospital with which I am
familiar.

You are familiar with the gentlemen who form the

' React before the Bo8tOD Society for Medical Iinprovemeut, Janu-
ary 27, 1896.
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visitiug staff, and it is certaiiilj' unnecessary for me to

tell you what their work must be.

As to the training-school for " nurse attendants," it

is, I believe, the first of its kind in the world, and its

graduates will (ill a place, the importance of which

has been recognized for some time by the medical pro-

fession. The course is a year in length, and during

that year the instruction is as complete as it can be

well made. The standard of applicants is high, and

their numbers sufficient to have furnished us with a

full school, and a considerable waiting-list, within five

months of the sending out of the first circular.

Together with this, a course of six months is of-

fered to graduates of other recognized training-

schools; while there the pupils in this course act as

head-nurses of the various wards and give instruction

to the attendants. This course is also full and has a

waiting-list, and its pupils are from the best graduates

of our best schools.

The sanitary system of the old main building was

perhaps the worst blot on the entire institution.

This has been condemned and a completely new sys-

tem introduced.

A superintendent's house and chapel have been

erected and occupied since July 1st, and add much to

the general tone of the institution.

One of the greatest needs of this institution is

proper employment for the very large proportion of

the inmates, who are physically or mentally unable to

do hard manual labor. Progress in this line has

been retarded by the absence of suitable, or indeed,

any room which could be utilized for this purpose.

It is hoped that something can be immediately done

in this way, and that suitable buildings may be had in

the future.

One of the most urgent needs of the city of Bos-

ton is a proper hospital where venereal diseases

can be admitted, detained and treated. It is entirely

unnecessary for me to explain this to you who are but

too conscious of the fact now.

Such an institution should, and it is hoped will, be

erected on Long Island, where for various reasons it

could be built and maintained in the most satisfactory

manner and at the least expense.

Such an institution should be separated as thor-

oughly as possible from the pauper institution, and

should be maintained for the benefit of paying as well

as free patieijts.

HOCSE OK INDUSTKY, DEER ISLAND.

To Deer Island are sentenced that large class of

petty, and so-called criminals, who are suitable for a

" workhouse," which this institution should be. To-

gether with these there are yearly sentenced about

600 men and women who should go to the House of

Correction, where a similar number of improper cases

are also sent. We say that a drunkard is a crimi-

nal ; and as there might, in the minds of some, be

doubt on the subject, we do the best we can to

make him 80. Our present " drunk law," — may the

credit be upon the shoulders of those would-be re-

formers who are responsible for it ! — is the cause of

much evil, and if there be good I have failed to find

it. About 85 per cent, are sent to our Deer Island

iustitutiou for drunkenness, which is a crime because

we say it is ; we who say it, however, are able to pay

carriage hire and are exempt from its penalties. This

85 per cent., many of whom are respectable working-

men, who, because there are more than three holidays

and Saturday nights in the year, are taken from their

work, their families pauperized, and are turned over

to our tender mercies ; where they learn to do the least

possible work in a given time, and that the world

owes them a living, which knowledge they begin to

take to heart after two or three experiences.

The women in the institution have been moved
from the main building to those formerly occupied by

the Truant School and House of Reformation, where

the "first offenders" are separated from those whose

experience is greater. These buildings contain no

cells except those for punishment, are overcrowded

and inconvenient.

A new women's prison, with suitable shops and con-

veniences, is one of the great needs of this institution.

When, in July next, the new cell-house, containing

500 cells, is completed, the present great overcrowd-

ing will be relieved and the male " first offenders

"

separated from the others. That historical room

known as " Loafers' Hall " will then be abolished.

All of the inmates of this institution are employed

in one way or another, the majority of them in stone-

sheds, sewing-rooms, and in outside manual labor. The
large number of skilled mechanics who are there, are

worked, so far as it is possible, at their own trades, most

of the work of this character on the various islands being

done in this way.

A very excellent hospital of about one hundred beds

is maintained on the island, and in it are treated from

2,000 to 2,500 cases yearly. Besides those cases of

disease belonging to the institution, a considerable

number of mental cases are sent for observation.

These cases should be cared for elsewhere.

All dark solitary cells have been abolished, and

light solitary cells, considerably larger than the old,

and well ventilated, built in a separate group by them-

selves.

HOUSE OF CORRECTION.

This institution is a very old one, most of the build-

ings having been built previous to 1840. The cells

are small and poorly ventilated, workshops inadequate,

and the entire institution antiquated and inconvenient.

Plans have been prepared for a new House of Cor-

rection which will, if accepted, furnish the city with a

most excellent institution of this class ; and one which

will certainly compare favorably with any similar insti-

tution.

During the past year the dark solitary cells have

been abolished, and the old hospital is now used for

punishment. The old hospital cells are much larger

than those in the main institution, and make very good

light solitaries, distinct from the main building.

The Lunatic Hospital having been abandoned, its

easterly wing has been enclosed in a separate yard,

and is now used as a hospital for the House of Correc-

tion. The building is three stories in height, and is

divided into a considerable number of small rooms,

each one of which accommodates one patient. The
windows are large and the ventilation very good.

There has been a very decided improvement in the

condition of those patients who were transferred from

the old hospital to these wards, and certainly cases

which are now sent there do much better than they

did in the old surroundings.

As at Deer Island, any proper classification, either

in ceils or workshops, is absolutely impossible under
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the present coudition. At Deer Island a considerable

amount of classiQcation can be made in the near future

when the new cell-house is occupied, but at the House
of Correction there is no chance for such work to be
done on the present grounds.

If the plans which are proposed for the new House
of Correction are accepted, it is hoped that it may be
placed on one of the harbor islands— not on Long
Island, as has been stated in some of the newspapers.
There are many reasons why such an institution can
be run more economically and satisfactorily when in a

thoroughly isolated position, and our harbor fortu-

nately contains a number of islands which are suitable

for this purpose.

As has been stated in connection with Deer Island

there are about 600 cases sent to the House of Correc-

tion annually who are unfitted for this institution
;

and even the amount of classification that would be
possible in the present institution is hindered, if not
prohibited, by the presence of these people. It is

very desirable that this condition should be relieved

by suitable legislation.

BOSTON INSANE HOSPITAL.

The old Boston Lunatic Hospital, in South Boston,

next to the House of Correction, has been entirely

closed, and is now not used excepting, as has been
before stated, for a hospital connected with the House
of Correction. The patients have been moved to two
institutions located in the neighborhood of Forest

Hills, known as Austin and Pierce Farms.
Austin Farm had for a long time been utilized for

overflow from the Boston Lunatic Hospital, especially

for chronic cases. Pierce Farm has been occupied
this year, and was built with the intention of using it

for strictly acute cases. This plan, however, has not

been carried out; and on July 1st there were, as there

are now, about the same class of cases at each institu-

tion, excepting that as Pierce Farm had the larger

number of separate rooms, more single-room patients

were kept there.

The location of these institutions is very good.

Most of the land in the immediate vicinity being pub-
lic— Forest Hills Cemetery, Mt. Hope Cemetery,
Franklin Park and Franklin Field nearly encircling

the land occupied by these two institutions. The lo-

cation is fairly high, and the land occupied by the

buildings is well drained and fairly good soil.

When the commissioner took control of these insti-

tutions in July, it was very evident that some change
must be made in order that the work of the two insti-

tutions might be carried on to the best advantage.

As the two institutions were separated by a consider-

able distance, it was thought best to separate them en-

tirely or as far as was possible. Previous to this time

the superintendent had lived at Pierce Farm, and he

was responsible for both institutions, with an assis-

tant in charge of Austin Farm. For various reasons

this scheme did not work well ; and Dr. Lane, at that

time the assistant superintendent, was promoted to the

superiutendency and placed in charge of Austin Farm.
Many improvements have resulted from this change.

The placing of authority in the hands of the one who
must of necessity be responsible for the care of the

institution on account of the absence, for a consider-

able portion of the time at least, of his executive
chief, has worked very well.

Dr. T. W. Fisher, who had for so many years acted

as superintendent of the Boston Lunatic Hospital, and
of whose reputation and ability it is unnecessary for

me to speak among his friends, resigned, on Novem-
ber 1st, the superiutendency of Pierce Farm, and has,

as you all know, gone into the private practice of his

profession. Since that time Dr. Bolton, formerly as-

sistant superintendent at Pierce Farm, has been acting

superintendent, and is now in charge of that institu-

tion.

AUSTIN FARM.

Austin Farm, which has been intended for the resi-

dence of Boston's chronic insane, is the larger of the

two institutions at present, and usually contains about
375 inmates.

Three of the ward buildings and the chapel are

comparatively new. The other building, into which
are now crowded 170 women, is old, and together

with the superintendent's house, was formerly used as

an almshouse. This old building is entirely uusuited
for its purpose, overcrowded, and in nearly all ways
unfit for the reception of insane cases. It will, of

course, be condemned and the patients more satisfac-

torily cared for as soon as it is possible to furnish suit-

able accommodation for this number of women.
The superintendent's house was formerly the man-

sion house of the owner, before its use as a public in-

stitution, and is old and hardly up to its requirements,
and it is hoped that in the immediate future a suitable

administration building can be furnished. The other
three buildings are fairly well constructed and suited

to their purposes, and with the addition of suitable

buildings for the cases already confined there, the in-

stitution will be a very satisfactory one.

Classification to any considerable extent is prohib-

ited at present on account of the lack of suitable dor-

mitories and the overcrowded condition of the present
buildings. It is hoped that this will be remedied in the
near future.

Employment for the inmates is being gradually in-

creased and with very good results. This is being
done at present in a very modest way, largely on ac-

count of the lack of suitable accommodation and the
chance for classification. As it is, considerable is

being accomplished.

PIEKOE FARM.

At Pierce Farm, together with that land immedi-
ately adjoining, is found the large majority of the

available building sites for future extension of these

two institutions, and for that reason any large growth
in the number of inmates will have to take place

here.

There seems to be little question that at some time
in the future Boston should care for her own insane.

There probably will be in ten years' time something
over 1,800 insane whom Boston must support, either

in her own institutions or those of the State, and for

many reasons it is advisable that she should support
them in her own. If this is done, some of the land
which is in the immediate neighborhood of the present
buildings on Pierce Farm must necessarily be acquired,

and even now it would add much to the safety and
value of the present institutions.

The buildings at Pierce Farm are new, and have
been occupied but a few months. The plant is not
complete, but it is hoped that during the next year
some decided steps towards that end may be made.
An administration building is necessary, also shops, a
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chapel, and perhaps more dormitory space, before it

will be at all satisfactory as a plaut.

It is hardly uecessary for me to call your attention

to the Advisory and Cousultiug Board who are giving

their time and study to the questions to be met at

Austin and Pierce Farms. You know the men and
their work in the past. They are devoting a very

considerable amount of time to this work and the re-

sults cannot be but of great importance to the institu-

tion and the city.

One of the most interesting departments connected
with public institutions is that whose work can be

divided into three heads: first, to assist discharged

prisoners from the city institutions ; second, to receive,

record, and report upon a(iplication for the pardon of

prisoners ; third, to find free and permanent homes for

children from the Marcella-Street Home and House of

Reformation, and to this department is also given the

responsibility and care of these children in such homes.
The average number of discharged prisoners who

are aided annually is about 1,800. Their application

is usually made at the office of the department, and
they are helped in one of the following ways : trans-

portation to their homes or to where employment
awaits them ; tools to work with at their different

trades ; board and lodging while seeking employment

;

and articles of clothing which may be necessary. The
help thus rendered to these people is most beneficial,

and has been gratefully received and acknowledged in

many cases.

The agent for aiding discharged female prisoners is

a woman and usually assists some 800 annually, and
renders assistance much in the same way as is done
for the males.

Those persons who are sentenced to the House of

Correction and the House of Industry for minor
offences, such as drunkenness and vagrancy, may be

released by the Institutions Commissioner, with the

approval of one of the justices of the court from which
they are sentenced. Children from the other institu-

tions may be released for any offence.

The number of applications for pardons is very

large. Under the present law the number of pardons

is comparatively small. There are many who should

be pardoned who, under the present conditions, are

not. All these pardons or permits are granted on the

condition that if the person is again committed he must
serve the unexpired term of his previous sentence.

Children from the House of Reformation and the

Marcella-.Street Home, especially neglected children

from this institution, are furnished homes in the coun-

try in approved families. These homes are carefully

selected, and in very few instances is any mistake

made in the character of the people into whose care

the child is given. Very complete records are kept of

the cases who have been sent out, and in that way, as

iu many others, a very good knowledge may be ob-

tained of persons or families applying for children.

It is surprising to see the class of people who apply

for these children. They are among the best in the

country towns scattered throughout New England.
The children are usually kept iu the family to whom
they are first sent; but if for any reason they do not

do well, they may, and usually are, transferred to

another family rather than be brought back to the in-

stitution, it being recognized that the fault is as apt to

be with the adults as with the children.

All of these children are frequently visited by the

agents of the commissioner, and the conditions under

which they are living thoroughly investigated. If not

satisfactory they may at any time be removed. The
agent in charge of this department says of his work :

"Our aim is to place these boys in families who
will take an interest in their welfare, who will encour-

age them and make them feel that they have found

friends. Many prove themselves worthy of such

homes, and by our records we find a large number
who exposed to a bad home, previously doomed to a

life of crime, were placed iu well-ordered households

and have been benefited by the example and com-
panionship of such families.

" The per cent, of well-doing is much larger among
those who go to country homes than those who return

to their own homes. The removal from the tempta-

tions of city life and from evil companions has proved

to be the turning-point in the lives of many.
" We could, if expedient, give the personal histories

of some of those placed in families during the past

twenty years who are now holding positions of trust

and responsibility in stores, counting-rooms, and in

many trades and professions, who previously, for the

want of homes and friends and the influence of friend-

ship, had been brought to the condition of offenders."

CONCLCSION.

The tendency of the times is not, as is so frequently

said, towards the separation under local management
of different institutions. Abroad, as in our own coun-

try, iu those States where the greatest improvement is

being made in institution work, the movement is very

strong towards centralization of authority and respon-

sibility.

Local management under distinct boards of gov-

ernors or trustees is the old method; it is the one that

has been most thoroughly tried and found wanting.

It is the method by which the pauper question has

been treated for so many years, and under which

practically no progress has taken place.

By centralization of authority and responsibility,

our successful business houses and governments have

been built up. It has been proved to be the way by
which most great objects have been accomplished.

The older method has been tried, and in many in-

stances failed in our own institutions, and we are at

last attempting something which should lead to more
gratifying results.

The public institutions of Boston are, as a whole, iu

a quite satisfactory condition— open to improvements,

of course, but many of the most important are under

way and will make themselves known and felt during

the ensuing months.

There are three lines, however, that have been

largely neglected iu the past : suitable employment,
classification, and scientific study. Lack of develop-

ment on the first two lines has been due, not to any

lack of interest, but to the great overcrowding from

which nearly every institution suffers, and from which

many of them will be relieved iu the near future.

The blame for the last lies with the medical profes-

sion. From a scientific standpoint the public institu-

tions are what the medical profession makes them or,

by the lack of intelligent interest, leaves them to be

made. In this matter the medical profession of Bos-
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ton occupies an uuenviable positioo, etaodiDg as it ap-

parently does, not for progress, but for obstruction.

It is not enough for our medical societies to sit by
and criticise. The right of any man to criticise with-

out at least a working knowledge of his subject is

justly deniable. It is not enough to appoint commit-
tees who, in the sanctity of their homes or their clubs,

frame resolutions and do their best to bring about

changes, the results of which, would be certainly

doubtful and may be disastrous.

These matters are too serious to play with ; if they

are not worthy of our careful study, they should be

let alone. But they are worthy of the best we can

give them ; any subject that controls the life history of

four thousand of our fellow beings is worth consider-

ing seriously.

How much more this subject includes ! If we take

but the immediate family and multiply their numbers
by five, there are twenty thousand persons affected ;

and when we include others who come in contact with

or are influenced by them, it affects us all.

We may try to lay the ghost of pauperism, but " it

will not down."

" The poor are always with us."

i

SCURVY IN INFANTS : A REPORT OF TWELVE
CASES.i

BY CHARLES W. TOWNSEND, M.D.

The first case is of interest as it was diagnosticated

in 1884, seven years before the publication of Dr.

Northrup's case, and the diagnosis entered in my own
record-book and in that of the Sea Shore Home where
the child was admitted.

Case I. Marian D., eleven and a half years old.

Breast fed for six weeks ; after that peptonized food

and water for three weeks ; later a little milk was
added. For last tliree weeks milk and a malted food

used. Five weeks ago gums became black and swollen

so as to cover up teeth. A large ''blood blister"

formed on the gums. They bled occasionally. Three
weeks ago a swelling was noticed on the left foot,

which gradually extended up to the hip; on right foot

to ankle only. Left foot seemed to be painful. Swell-

ing has disappeared in last two weeks.

Physical Examination.— Fair amount of fat ; gums
and teeth dark; dark-blue under eyes. The child has

a distressed look when any one approaches, and cries

out as if suffering great pain when touched or moved.

Child fairly nourished, not rachitic.

The above is taken verbatim from the records, and

presents a perfect history of scurvy, fully justifying

the diagnosis.

The child was given fresh milk and oatmeal, brandy

and cod-liver oil, and improved during its stay of five

days at the Sea Shore Home.
Case II. Francis F., ten months old, January,

1892. When four months old, it was seen in au atro-

phied condition due to improper artificial feeding.

Was put on milk and cream, modified as follows :

Cream (16 per cent.) 4 ounces
Milk 2 ounces
Water 9 ounces
Sugar of milk 6} draobms
Lime water 1 ounce

This was sterilized for twenty minutes at 21-'^.

< Kead before the Clinical Section of the Salfollc District Medical
Society, February 19, 1896.

The child improved and grew fat, so no change was

made in the diet. When ten months old he was found

to have been very fretful for two weeks, crying out

with pain when touched.

Physical Examination.— Well nourished, pale, fret-

ful, dislikes to be touched. Small subcutaneous hemor-

rhages of legs. Gums not swollen. Head large,

perspiring.

Sterilization was stopped, the strength of the milk

mixture gradually increased, and cod-liver oil was
given. Within two or three days there was rapid im-

provement ; the child became bright, did not mind
being touched and drank the milk greedily, which was
not the case before.

Case III. George, a physician's child, fourteen

months old. Breast fed till seven and a half months
old ; since then fed on milk modified as follows :

Cream (16 per cent.) 3 ounces
Milk 2 ounces
Water 10 ounces

Sugar of milk 6§ drachms
Lime water 1 ounce

Sterilized at 212'^ for twenty minutes.

The proportions were changed in the last few weeks

as follows

:

Cream i\ ounces
Milk 2 ounces
"Water 8J ounces
Lime water \\ ounces

Sugar of milk and sterilization as before.

Formerly very well and active, but for past two
weeks fretful and pale, for past two days moaning
feebly most of time. Blood-blisters appeared on upper

gums, which the parents attributed to the child's strik-

ing them against a chair.

Physical Examination.— Very pale. Upper gums
over incisors spongy and filled with dark-blue blood,

bulging out over the teeth. Large ecchymoses below

each knee. Cries when laid on back. Child fairly

nourished and developed, and shows no evidence of

rickets.

Treatment.— Fresh modified milk, gradually in-

creased in strength ; orange-juice and beef-juice.

Marked improvement at once, followed by complete

recovery.

Case IV. John W., twelve months old. Nursed
for two weeks ; since then was fed on carefully modi-

fied sterilized milk for four months. Then a variety

of proprietary foods were tried, including a diet of a

malted-grain food and water for two weeks. For the

last three or four months fed on sterilized milk one-

third to one-half, oatmeal water two-thirds to oue-half.

Three weeks ago he cried when the right leg, and

later both legs were touched. This was thought to

be rheumatism. For a time the right leg hung power-

less.

Physical Examination. — Poorly nourished and de-

veloped ; pale ; large blood-blister over right upper

lateral incisor. Cries when touched. Head large and

square. No enlargement of epiphyses.

Treatment. — Fresh top milk and oatmeal jelly,

orauge-juice and beef-juice.

Rapid improvement and complete recovery.

Case V. Frances S., ten months old. Never
nursed. Was fed on a proprietary food consisting of

dried milk and malted grain, together wiih water, since

birth. For the last six months a few drops of beef

extract were added to each feeding.

For the last six mouths has been very pale and
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waxy ; fretful ; dislikes to be touched. Two weeks

aj;o the eyes became " black and blue " after a hard

cry ; wlieii seen by uie the child presented the follow-

iuj; remarkable appearance

:

Poorly developed, but fairly well nourished. Skin

waxy white. Both eyes prominent, especially the

right, which is markedly protruded by hemorrhage in

socket. Both eyes surrounded by black and blue

rings of hemorrhage. Small ecchymoses on wrists.

Gums swollen and hemorrhagic surrounding the lower

incisors, also at one spot in upper jaw where an incisor

has come through. Right foot swollen and excessively

tender. No evidence of rickets. A history of bloody

urine.

Treatment.— Fresh milk and strained oatmeal,

orange-juice and beef-juice.

Rapid and complete recover^'.

Case VI. Raymond F., nine months old, never

nursed. Fed on a proprietary food and cow's milk

for two weeks ; since then on condensed milk and

water, one teaspoonful to a pint, together with a table-

spoonful of a popular proprietary food.

General health good until seven weeks ago, when
moving or lifting him caused him to cry with pain.

The diagnosis of rheumatism was then made. For

five weeks he has been unable to move his legs and

the diagnosis of spinal paralysis was made by the at-

tending physician.

Physical Examination.— Well nourished and well

developed. Both legs hang nearly powerless, but in-

fant is able to move them slightly. Cries and moans,

especially when touched. Slight fusiform swelling of

left lower leg, very tender. Small ecchymosis iu gums
below two lower incisors, which are the only teeth the

child has.

Treatment.—Fresh cow's milk and water, orange-

juice, beef-juice. The child began to improve the

next day, and took the milk, and especially the beef-

juice, greedily ; and iu four days he moved his legs

freely, the swelling disappeared and the child sat up

and played.

Recovery was complete.

The above six cases, with the exception of the tirst,

were seen in private and consultation practice. The
following six cases presented themselves at the out-

patient department of the Children's Hospital.

Case VII. Ralph C, eleven mouths old. Never
nursed; fed chiefly on condensed milk and proprietary

foods. For two weeks has not used his legs ; very

fretful
;
gums sore.

Physical Examination.— Poorly nourished and de-

veloped. Anemic. Gums at base of incisors spongy

and swollen ; bleed easily. Slight rachitic enlarge-

ment of epiphyses.

Treatment.— Fresh milk, beef-juice, orange-juice.

In five ilays the child was apparently well.

Case VIII. Christina F., ten months old. Has
been fed on condensed milk and water (1 to 32) with

a proprietary food or oatmeal added.

Patient pale, fretful. Legs are moved very little,

and are very tender to the touch. No ecchymoses.

Gums not spongy. No evidence of rickets.

Rapid improvement on fresh milk and orange-juice.

Case IX. Albert V., ten months old. Never
nursed. Fed on various proprietary foods added to

equal parts of boiled milk and water. Six weeks ago

sensitiveness of feet and ankles was noticed. A little

yater the legs were thought to be paralyzed, as the

child scarcely moved them. The gums were not

swollen and there were uo ecchymoses.

On milk, beef-juice and orange-juice a complete re-

covery took place.

Case X. Harold L., sixteen months old. Never
nursed. Has always been fed on condensed milk,

with one or another proprietary food added. For

three months the child had been sensitive to handling;

his gums had been sore ; and he had ceased to walk or

crawl, the legs being apparently partly paralyzed.

The child had ten teeth, was under developed, but

quite fat, with moderate evidence of rachitis. The
gums were spongy and bleeding, especially over the

upper incisors. No ecchymoses on skin.

Rapid and complete recovery on milk, orange- and

beef-juice.

Case XI. Mildred C, nine months old. Nursed
for six weeks; then fed for two mouths on boiied milk

with a malted grain ; and for the last five mouths on

condensed milk and the same malted-grain food.

Four weeks ago she began to scream when touched

and her feet and legs were swollen. At the same time

she lost the use of her legs, and for several hours the

use of one arm. The diagnosis of rheumatism, and

later of spinal trouble, had been made. Later her

gums became swollen.

On examination the child was found to have a slight

rosary, but no other evidence of rickets. The gums
over the two incisors were swollen and purple. The
right leg was swollen below the knee to the toes.

With the usual treatment prompt and complete re-

covery took place.

Case XII. Elbert M., nine months old. Never
nursed. Fed on condensed milk and a proprietary

food during the first five months of his life ; then, until

the scurvy was discovered, on cow's milk carefully

modified so as to contain fat 3.50, sugar 6.50, albumi-

noids 1.00, lime water -^g. Pasteurized at 167°.

He first lost power in right hand and both legs
;

there was pain on handling the legs, and the gums
were swollen and purple over the incisor teeth.

Recovery was rapid and complete on the addition of

orange-juice and beef-juice, and increasing the propor-

tion of the milk to fat 4, sugar 7, albuminoids 2.

The food was Pasteurized at 167° as before.

By way of summary, it is to be noted that the twelve

infants were between seven and sixteen mouths of age,

all but three being either nine, ten, or eleven months
old.

All suffered from pain, especially on handling, par-

ticularly in their lege, and often mistaken for rheuma-

tism. In eight pseudo-paralysis occurred; in four

fusiform swellings of the legs were discovered. In

nine the gums were swollen, spongy and bleeding, and

in four ecchymoses of the skin were noted; and in five

the extreme pallor was a prominent symptom. In one

case there was hematuria. Three were complicated

with a moderate amount of rachitis.

As regards the diet, two had been fed on proprietary

foods and water without any milk; five had been fed

on condensed milk and water (generally very much
diluted), with some proprietary food added iu all but

one case ; one had been fed on boiled milk and a pro-

prietary "food ; another on sterilized milk and oatmeal

water; while three had been fed on a mixture of

cream, milk and water with sugar of milk, sterilized

at 212° in two cases and "Pasteurized" at 1G7° iu

another case. This group of five cases suggests that

i
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boiling or sterilization was the cause of the scurvy, but

a careful examination of the case shows that the qual-

ity of the miiture was insufficient iu three of the cases

(Nos. Ill, IV and XII), considering the age of the

child. In one of these, Case XII, the milk was
heated only to 167°, and the child recovered ou anti-

scorbutic treatment and increasing the quality of the

food without omitting the Pasteurization, showing
conclusively that the trouble could not be laid at the

door of this process. This leaves Cases II and IX,
where the quality of the food, although not up to the

standard, was of fair strength, where in one case boil-

ing and in the other case steaming at 212° was em-
ployed. As in both cases the quality of the milk was
improved when the sterilization was omitted, it is not

fair to say that the doing away with sterilization was
the cause of the recovery, although this was perhaps a

factor in it.

The treatment in these cases consisted in giving fresh

cow's milk and orange-juice; and in some of the cases

beef-juice was added.

Clinical ^Department.

A CASE OF TOTAL EXCISION OF THE SCAPULA
FOR SARCOMA.i

BY J. COLLIKS WARKEN, M.D.

This case seems worthy of record, as it is the first

case of excision of the entire bone performed at the

hospital.

A. W., fourteen years of age, was in good health

before the present disease. There is no history of

similar disease in the family. Two mouths before

entrance the patient fell ou his back, hitting the right

shoulder-blade. Immediately after this a soft swelling

was noticed over the right scapula, which subsided

somewhat under the use of liniments. When the gen-

eral swelling disappeared, a hard lump was left behind

which has doubled iu size in the interval. He has lost

flesh and strength since the appearance of the tumor
and looks somewhat anemic. The entire right scapula

appears to be involved in a firm elastic non-inflamma-

tory growth (Fig. 1). The skin is normal iu appear-

ance and freely movable over the tumor. There is

no paiu or tenderness on pressure in the tumor, no

glands are to be felt iu the axilla or above the clavicle.

December 28, 1895. Total excision of the scapula,

according to Treves method, was performed. Tlie

subclavian artery was controlled by digital pressure by

Dr. H. H. A. Beach. A vertical incision was made
along the inner border of the scapula; and a second

incision at right angles to this was made over the

spine, beginning at the acromion process. The skin

flaps having been reflected from the tumor, the tra-

pezius was separated from the inner and superior

border of the bone. The acromion process was then

separated from the clavicle, and the coraco-clavicular

ligament was divided. The muscular attachments at

the outer borders of the bone were next severed, and

the tumor was seized and lifted upward, forward and
outward. This movement brought into prominence
the coracoid process, which now projected backwards.

The muscular attachments of this process being

divided, the shoulder-joint was opened, the glenoid

' Bead at a Clinical Meeting of the Medical Board of ibe I>Ia»»u-

cbusetts General Hospital.

cavity liberated and the scapula removed. Two small

glands at the inferior angle of the scapula were also

removed. The hemorrhage was slight during the

operation, about thirty vessels being tied. A thick

layer of the capsule of the bursa beneath the deltoid

was stitched to the periosteum at the outer end of the

clavicle. The trapezius and the deltoid muscles were
stitched together and all divided muscular tissues con-

nected with the arm were attached when possible to

the muscular stumps springing from the thoracic wall.

The wound was united with silkworm-gut sutures,

and a small gauze drain was left in for twenty-four

hours in the axilla. There was little shock, and the

wound healed by first intention.

The boy has since been subjected to the Coley anti-

toxin treatment on the principle of a post-operative

treatment for sarcoma.

The patient was first inoculated with three minims,

January 20, 1896, thirty-two days after the operation.

After four hours the temperature rose to 101.8°. No
constitutional symptoms. Eighteen hours after inocu-

lation the temperature had reached normal again ; the

pulse was scarcely affected at all.

Second inoculation, January 22d, six minims. Eight

hours later the temperature was 99.8° and remained

so during the 22d and 23d, striking normal again on

the 24th.

Third inoculation, January 23d, eight minims. No
reaction. The temperature, which at time of inocula-

tion was 99.2°, steadily came down to subnormal, so

that eight hours after the temperature was 97.2°.

Fourth inoculation, January 24th, six minims. No
local or constitutional reaction. Temperature and
pulse continued close to normal.
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Fifth inoculation, January 27th, eight minims.

Eight hours later tlie temperature rose to 99 8°.

Slight constitutional symptoms.
Sixth inoculation, January 28th, ten minims. One

hour and a half after injection the temperature began

to rise, and in six hours reached 101°. Normal again

in twenty hours. No constitutional disturbance.

Slight local reaction, that is, redness and swelling.

Seventh inoculation, January 30th, ten minims. No
reaction whatever.

Eighth inoculation, January Slst, ten minims.

Eight hours later the temperature rose to 102.2° with-

out any constitutional disturbance. Considerable local

reaction. The temperature did not touch normal

again until February 2d, when the last injection (ten

minims) was given without reaction of any appreciable

kind.

The syringe used had a glass barrel ground at the

ends to hold the needle and piston collar. The
plunger was of asbestos, which was heated in a flame

while the other parts were boiled. The skin was pre-

pared several hours before injection by scrubbing with

ether and corrosive and dressing with a corrosive

pad.

These injections were all given in the afternoon be-

tween three and five o'clock. The material used was
the filtrate containing the toxic products of the strepto-

coccus of erysipelas and the bacillus prodigiosus.

Notwithstanding this treatment two small glands ap-

peared at the lower end of the dorsal wound about one
month later. These were promptly removed and there

has been no recurrence since.

The patient when last seen, on May 16th, was in

excellent health and was able to use the forearm with

ease, but was able to lift the elbow only a few inches

from the side of the body. The contour of the

shoulder (Fig. 2) is remarkably well preserved.

RESULTS OF THE USE OF ANTITOXIN FOR
IMMUNIZATION AGAINST DIPHTHERIA AT
THE CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL DURING THE
PAST FOUR MONTHS.

BY F. GORDON MORItlLL, M.D.

The results obtained from immunization during the

first five months of the year 1895 were such as to

justify its further trial ; and at the request of the visit-

ing staff an appropriation was voted by the trustees of

the Children's Hospital for "the prevention of the oc-

currence of diphtheria in the wards."

The first step taken was to engage the services of

Dr. H. W. Gross as resident bacteriologist; and from
December 15, 1895, to April 10, 1896, the following

rules were observed, with one exception to be noted

later on :

(1) No else to be refused admission so far as diphtheria is

coucerned, unless clinical evidence of the disease is present.

(2) Oue-h;ilf the usual curative dose of autitoxiu (Dr. Ernst's)

to be given each case when admitted, and the child to be placed
in the upper story of the east wing (containing five observation
rooms and two small wards of six beds each) and kept there
until two cultures made twenty-four hours apart have shown
the nose and throat to be free of the Klebs-Lijffler bacillus.

When this has been demouftrated, the patient to be transferred

to a common ward — medical or surgical as the case demands.
(3) Cases in the common wards to be immunized every twenty-

eight days, and an examination of all noses and throats (bac-

teriological) to be made every week.
(4) Should the bacillus (without membrane) he found in any

case, the child to be moved to the upper story of the east wing.
If no antitoxin has been used within ten days in such a case an
immunizing dose to be given at once and then repeated every
twenty-eight days.

(5) Should a case of what may be properly called " clinical

diphtheria" appear, it is to be at once transferred to the City
Hospital if the patient is in condition to bear transportation ; if

not, the case to be moved over to the regular infections ward.
(li) Cases transferred from the common wards to the upper

story of east wing to be kept there until three succesive cultures
have shown them to be free of the bacillus.

The scheme as outlined above seems to be as per-

fect as the construction of the hospital would permit.

At times, owing to the large number of new cases ad-

mitted, it has been impossible to keep each child in a

separate room until his or her bacteriological status

could be ascertained. Consequently cases with the

bacillus have occasionally occupied beds adjoining

those of children whose noses and throats were clear.

The same thing of course has occurred from time to

time in the common wards— a weekly examination

(bacteriological) of each case being the most which

could be done by Dr. Gross, of whose work I cannot

speak too highly. In spite of the fact that at no time

was the house clear of the bacillus from December 18,

1895, to April 10, 1896, excepting from January 6th

to 1 1 th, but one case of what is now termed " clinical
"

diphtheria has been observed. In this particular in-

stance the immunization had been omitted (uninten-

tionally, of course), and thirty-six days had elapsed

since antitoxin had been given. So far as we have

observed at the Children's Hospital, our experience

goes to prove that immunization lasts twenty-eight

days ; but that it is unsafe to depend upon it for a

longer period. Last year the bacillus was not found

in any case in a period of time less than thirteen days

after antitoxin had been used ; but this year it has

i
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been discovered four or five days after immunization.

Antitoxin Las no influence whatever on the mere pres-

ence of the germ, nor does it prevent its taking up its

abode in the noses and throats of those to whom it has

been given. What it does is to prevent the Klebs-

Lofiler bacillus from performing what is generally re-

garded as its specific work, that is, the causation of a

very serious disease.

It is not worth while to give many statistics in this

short paper which is published merely to show the

practical results of pretty radical precautionary meas-

ures taken " to prevent the occurrence of diphtheria

in the wards "
; so I will merely state that of 290 chil-

dren who were in the house between December 15,

1895, and April 10, 1896, seven and one-half per cent,

were found guilty of harboring the bacillus. When
present the germ resisted treatment for a space of

time varying from three days to three months — the

latter in one case only, that of a boy whose history in

this connection is interesting. In spite of local and
internal treatment together with outdoor air (within

the limits of the hospital grounds) whenever the

weather permitted, the bacillus refused to depart.

The fact that three successive negative cultures were
obtained and a fourth that was positive is worth men-
tioning, as without the last, the boy would have re-

turned to his home with a fine capacity for distribut-

ing bacilli, cultures of which have recently proved

rapidly fatal to guinea-pigs in two instances. Let us

hope the day may soon come when the germ will an-

nounce its capacity for evil under the microscope or

by its culture— for it is not always feasible to make
the guinea-pig test nor is this at all times satisfactory.

In conclusion I would say that the fact that the

only case in which membrane was present was like-

wise the only one in which immunization was omitted

deserves consideration.

RECENT PROGRESS IN SURGERY.
BY H. L. BORRELL, M.D., AND H. W. CUSHINO, M.D.

(Concluded from No. 20, p. 492.)

INDICATIONS FOR THE SURGICAL TREATMENT OF
CHOLELITHIASIS.

Gersuny ' gives the following indications for opera-

tion in cholelithiasis.

(1) Momentary danger by bursting of the gall-

bladder, obstruction of the intestine, beginning sepsis.

If traces of sepsis are found, the necessity for opera-

tion becomes imperative. Such cases may be cured

by expectant treatment, but the danger to life is

greater than that incurred by the operation.

(2) Frequent attacks of colic and persistent icterus.

Marked frequency of the attacks makes one apprehen-

sive of danger to the patient. Further, the fact of

permanent irritation is not to be underrated, because

it may cause carcinoma. Persistent icterus results, as

a rule, in the decline of the general health, so that

one is obliged to operate to improve the nutrition of

the patient.

(3) Inability to work and constant pain. Even if

there were no momentary danger to demand an

> American Journal of Medical Sciences, June, 1895, p. 709

;

Wiener med. Press., 1894, No. 47.

operation, if the suffering of the patient prevents him
from doing anything, surgical interference is indi-

cated, especially if the patient is dependent upon his

own exertions.

OPERATION FOR VARICOCELE.

Parker ^ reports an excellent result in seven cases

obtained by the following method of operation

:

After the ligated veins have been exposed in the

usual manner through a longitudinal skin incision, the

mass is doubly ligated, and the intervening portion

resected. The venous stumps are then sutured to-

gether and finally the skin wound is united trans-

versely instead of in the usual longitudinal direction.

By this method the scrotum is shortened and raised.

CATHETERIZATION OF THE MALE DRETER.

The one obstacle in this operation (which is now,
owing to the investigations of Pawlik and Kelly, a

comparatively easy task in women) is the difficulty in

engaging an instrument in the vesical opening of the

ureter. Although the orifice can be seen through a

cystoscope, the angle the instrument makes with the

direction of the ureter is such that the catheter

passed through the former cannot easily turn in the

right direction unaided. Dr. Nitze' has overcome
this difficulty by fitting to the cystocope a metal tube

curved at its end so that it can be fitted into the

curve of the endoscope. When in this position it is

introduced into the bladder, and after the ureteral

orifice is seen the tube is withdrawn a little so that

its tip directs a catheter or bougie passed through it

directly into the ureter. It then can be passed on to

the pelvis of the kidney. He claims that he can

thus catheterize the ureter with ease.

DISLOCATION OF THE ULNAR NERVE.

Wharton * reports a case of dislocation of the ulnar

nerve, and appends thirteen additional cases of this

injury. He states that dislocation of the ulnar nerve

at the elbow is a comparatively rare affection, occur-

ring independently of fractures or dislocations of the

bones of the elbow, and may result from direct vio-

lence, or from muscular effort or violent flexion of

the arm at the elbow, causing laceration of the fascia

which holds the nerve in its groove at the back of the

inner condyle of the humerus. Zuckerkandl, in an
examination of two cases of dislocation of the ulnar

nerve in dead subjects, noted that the internal condyle

of the humerus in each of these cases was small, and
the groove for the nerve shallow, and the fascia bind-

ing down the nerve was poorly developed ; an unusual

forward position of the internal lateral ligament was
also noted. Annequin considers that rupture of some
of the fibres of the internal lateral ligament is the

determining cause of dislocation of the ulnar nerve at

the elbow. The symptoms resulting from this injury —
pain, tingling in the parts supplied by the ulnar

nerve, and a certain amount of disability of the elbow—
are usually more marked immediately after the injury,

but the symptoms usually become less marked in a

short time ; in many cases very little permanent disa-

bility seems to follow, the nerve accustoming itself to

its new position. Very rarely a neuritis is developed.

In view of the possibility of the development of a

neuritis, it seems wise to replace the dislocated nerve,

and fix it in its normal position as soon as possible

» Medical News, March 23, 1896, vol. Ixvl.
» Cent. f. Ohlr., 1896, No 9.

' American Journal of Medical Sciences, October, 1895, p. 416.
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after the injury. To accomplish this, various plans

have been suggested and practised. First, fixation of

the elbow by means of a splint or plaster-of- Paris

bandage, with the forearm extended, will keep the

nerve in place, but can only be employed for a limited

time. The application of a compress over the back of

the internal condyle has also been employed, in addi-

tion to the fixation by the splint. The use of a splint

to fix the arm at the elbow, and a compress over the

nerve, have not been satisfactory, as the dislocation

has generally returned after its removal when the

function of the elbow-joint is restored ; but this

method should be employed in any case, and should

be given a fair trial, where the patient refuses a more

radical form of treatment. The most satisfactory

method of securing the nerve seems to be that prac-

tised by Mr. MacCormick, who exposed the ulnar

nerve, and having made a bed for the nerve by divid-

ing the fibrous structures behind the inner condyle of

the humerus, fixed it in its usual position by two kan-

garoo-tendon loops passed through the inner margin

of the triceps tendon and somewhat loosely around

the nerve; several sutures were also used to unite the

divided margin of the facial expansion of the triceps-

tendon superficial and the nerve. In Mr. Croft's case

the sheath of the nerve was sutured to the inner mar-

gin of the triceps tendon, and he finally attached the

edges of the same to the periosteum covering the inter-

nal condyle of the humerus, leaving the nerve com-

pletely imbedded. Aunequin and Poucet exposed the

nerve, and having made two fibrous flaps from the

walls of the sulcus between the olecranon and inter-

nal condyle of the humerus, enclosed the nerve by

suturing the edges of the flaps ; the result was satis-

factory. Aunequin also performed a similar opera-

tion in a second case with success, and suggested the

union of the edges of tiie external flap to the triceps

tendon. Andral, in a case of dislocation of the ulnar

nerve at the elbow, which was accompanied with

neuritis, resected two to three centimetres of the ulnar

nerve and sutured the ends; the result in this case, as

regards securing the nerve in its normal position, was

not satisfactory. In Zuckerkandl's case sutures were

employed with success.

As far as the author can discover, in all cases where

the nerve was exposed and sutured in its normal posi-

tion the result was satisfactor)-, and the dislocation

did not recur, and in no case is it recorded that

neuritis developed in the nerve as a result of opera-

tive treatment.

SCRGEKT OF SUBCLAVIAN ANEURISMS.

Edmond Souchon ' gives the following deductions

in the surgery of subclavian aneurisms:

Left Idiopathic Aneurisms. — The perusal of the

tables of 24 idiopathic aneurisms of the left side

shows that out of 25 operations of all kinds, 12 re-

covered.

Out of 18 ligations of all kinds, 11 recovered.

Out of 17 proximal ligations, 11 recovered. Out of

15 proximal ligations of third portion, 11 recovered.

The single case of ligation of the second portion died ;

also the only case of ligation of the first portion died.

Hemorrhage occurred five times out of the 24

operations ; sepsis, inflammation, etc, six times.

Ten of the 24 cases were subclavian aneurisms

;

the balance were subclavio-axillary aneurisms.

Anoab of Surgery, December, 1895, vol. xxil, p. 763.

Aneurisms of the Third Portion.— Recapitulatory

tables of the final results of operative treatment, are

shown, as follows

:

(1) General Table, including all kinds of aneurismg

and all kinds of operations. There are 115 operated

cases, 31 traumatic, 81 idiopathic and 3 recurrent.

Of the 115 cases 40 recovered, or about 35 per cent.

Sixteen different kinds of operations were per-

formed ; 13 different kinds of ligations.

(2) Table of Final Results of Traumatic Aneu-

risms. Out of 31 II aumatic aneurisms, 19 recovered,

about 66 per cent.

Four on right side: two out of three by incision of

sac and ligature of both ends (Langenbeck, No 2,

Miles) ; one out of three by ligature of second por-

tion (Bullen); one out of one by ligature of innomi-

nate and carotid (Lewtas).

Fifteeen on left side; 10 out of 10 by ligature of

third portion (Sawinkoff, Gibb?. Pereira, Earle, Manec,

Mott, Madden, McKinuon, O'Reilly, Parke) ; and five

eut of six by ligature of the second portion (Dupuy-

treu, Majeste-Lallemand, Warren. Morton, Michel).

(3) Table of Final Results of Idiopathic Aneurisms.

Out of 81 cases, 21 recovered, about 25 per cent.

Eight on right side ; one out of one by incision of

the sac and ligature of both ends (Syme) ; one out of

11 by proximal ligature of third portion (Green) ; one

out of two by ligature of innominate and carotid (Cop-

piuger) ; one out of two by ligature of innominate,

carotid, and later, vertebral (Smyth) ; one out of one

by distal ligature of third portion and carotid (Monod) ;

one out of one by extirpation of the sac (Schopf) ; two

out of five by amputation at the shoulder.

Thirteen on left side; 10 out of 10 by proximal

ligation of the third portion (Sawinkoff, Gibbs,

Pereira, Earle, Manec. Mott, Madden, McKinnon,

O'Reilly, Parke) ; one by extirpation of the sac (Hal-

sled) ; two by amputation at the shoulder (Heath,

Spence).

Recapitulatory Table of the Complications. Of 115

aneurisms of all sorts, 79 presented complications

(about 60 per cent.), of which 17 recovered (about 19

per cent.).

(1) Hemorrhage occurred in 48, of which 10 recov-

ered (about 20 percent.).

(2) Inflammation, suppuration, sepsis occurred in

15, of which five recovered (33 per cent.).

(3) Pleuritis, pneumonia, pericarditis, bronchitis

occurred seven times, and they all died.

(4) Phlebitis occurred in two cases, of which one

recovered.

(5) Cerebral symptoms in five cases, and they all

died.

(6) Gangrene occurred in four cases, of which three

recovered (75 per cent.).

(7) Penetration of air in veins occurred in one case

in external jugular vein ; it recovered.

(8) Wound of thoracic duct occurred in one case ; it

recovered.

(9) Wound of pleura occurred in one case ; it

recovered.

(10) Shock in one ; it died.

COSTO-TRANSVERSECTOMIE.

V. Menard ^ has successfully treated six patients

suffering from compression paralysis due to tubercu-

lous spinal abscesses. The method of treatment has

« Revue d'Orthopedle, 1895, No. 2.
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been by resection of the transverse process of the in-

fected vertebrae and adjacent rib. In all cases imme-
diate improvement was the result of removing the

contents of the abscess. The paralysis disappeared

more rapidly on the operated side than on the other.

In all six cases the operation was on the right side.

This was selected on account of the dull percussion

note and the diminishing elasticity of the rib as com-

pared with the other side. The relief was permanent.

THE PATHOLOGY OF PARAPLEGIA IN VERTEBRAL
CARIES, WITH THE INDICATIONS FOR OPERATION.

William Thorburn,' in a lecture on the surgery of

the spinal cord and its appendages, gives the following

summary :

Paraplegia may be produced in one or other of the

following ways :

(1) Mere kyphosis is not usually competent to pro-

duce paraplegia.

(2) Sudden paraplegia may result in rare instances

from fracture of carious vertebrae. The frequency of

this occurrence is, according to Kraske, about two per

cent, of the total number of paraplegias caused by ver-

tebral caries.

(3) Still more infrequent causes are the bursting of

an abscess into the spinal canal, hemorrhage into the

canal, and displacement of bony sequestra which press

upon the cord.

(4) The most usual cause of paraplegia is pressure

by granulation-tissue.

(5) In a few cases true tuberculous peri-arteritis is

found within the cord, generally in association with

tuberculous lepto-meningitis.

In regard to the prognosis, the author says that his

own experience is that nearly all cases will recover if

kept fixed in the recumbent position for a sufficiently

long time, but the time required may be very prolonged.

Cases in which the paraplegia is due to intramedullary

tuberculous peri-arteritis can hardly be expected to

get well ; and those in which pressure has arisen from

fracture of the carious bones are not likely to improve

to any great extent. Equally unfavorable are some
of the other rare varieties of paraplegia.

The following indications for operation are given :

(1) A steady increase in symptoms in spite of favor-

able conditions and treatment.

(2) The presence of symptoms which directly

threaten life.

(3) The persistence of symptoms in spite of com-

plete rest is the indication which has been most com-

pletely adopted.

(4) In posterior caries (caries of the arches) opera-

tion is clearly indicated, as here we can readily both

treat the paraplegia and remove the whole of the tu-

berculous tissue.

(5) The existence of severe pain, if the patient is

being exhausted thereby.

(6) Children, as a rule, yield better results than do

adults.

Contraindications : The presence of active tubercu-

lous changes in other organs. Maceweu holds that

we should not operate in the presence of pyrexia.

The exception to this would be if the cause of the

pyrexia could be removed by operation. General

meningitis will probably prove fatal whether an opera-

tion be performed or not. Cases of fracture of carious

vertebrae are manifestly unsuitable for laminectomy,

and most paraplegias of sudden onset will fall into this

category.

HISTOLOGICAL STUDY ON BONE-IMPLANTATION.

Barth ' gives the results of his study of the implan-

tation of bone. The first portion of the work deals

with the implantation of living bone, and the second

portion with dead bone.

In regard to the implantation of living bone, the

author says that the apparent vitality of the fragments

is frequently only apparent. In reality they often

undergo anemia-necrosis, and are substituted by new
bone-tissue. This may not be apparent to the naked

eye, but the microscope shows it to be the case. The
same is true in cases of fractures.

Dead bone seems to answer the same purpose as

the living if it fills the defect properly, the formation

of bone in each case taking place throughout the im-

planted portions of bone. With decalcified bone the

case is different ; the deposition of bone takes place

only on the surfaces of fragments.

Bone in which the animal matter has been destroyed

by heat answers the same purpose. The beneficial

influence seems to depend upon the presence of the

calcium salts.

The author states that calcined bone placed in the

soft parts, or even in the abdominal cavity, is followed

by bone formation.

THE EDUCATION OF THE VICARIOUS FUNCTIONS IN

THOSE IN VFHOM AMPUTATION HAS BEEN PER-

FORMED AND IN THE PARALYTIC.

Gluck^ calls attention to the necessity of teaching

those who have suffered amputation of a limb the use

of the artificial member which has replaced it. He
presented a number of patients before the Medical So-

ciety of Berlin in illustration of the methods he em-
ployed. In the first case the patient was twenty years

of age, and had had a paralysis since infancy of all

four limbs, with contraction of the flexors of the

elbow and wrist, and of the knee and hip of the left side.

The patient could not move without great effort, and
the muscles were greatly hypertrophied. The con-

tractions were overcome by sectioning of the fascia

lata and all the soft parts about the elbow-joint and
hand. The muscles of both the right hand and right

thigh recovered their power through appropriate ex-

ercise. The result was very good. The patient

walked very well with the use of an apparatus, and

could use the muscles of the right hand sufficiently to

earn her living by writing. In the second case, a

child who had lost the left leg, danced and jumped on
the right. In the third case, an infantile paralysis of

the lower extremities in a boy, the patient had no use

of the lower limbs, but could walk and jump on his

hands.

THE INFECTIONS OF BONE, PERIOSTEUM, JOINTS,

AND FASCIAS BT THE POISON OF INFLUENZA.

A very interesting and timely observation has been

made by Franke '" concerning the forms of osteitis,

periostitis, and inflammation of the plantar fascia and
joints that accompany or follow attacks of influenza.

"* Ziegler'8 IJeitrage zur patliologischen Anatomie, Bd. xvii ; Aiuer-
ioaii Journal of Medical Scieoces, October. 1895, p. 477.

" American .loiirnal of Medical Sciences, September, 18D5, p.
365 ; La Mt-d. Mod., May 15, 1895.

'" American Journal of Medical Sciences, October, 1S95, p. 4S0
;

Arohlv. f. klin. Ohlr., 1896, Band xlix, Heft 3.
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He re|)ort8 in detail twenty cases of very great inter-

est. The disease manifests itself in the fascias, princi-

pally iu the plantar fascia, which becomes thickened

and sensitive to pressure, and renders standing or

walking painful, while it is relieved on lying down.
Another manifestation, the author believes, is seen in

the condition described by Albert as " Achillodynie,"

where the insertion of the tendoAchillis becomes the

seat of a periostitis without any definite history of

injury or traumatism. The inflammation is most fre-

quently seen in the bone and periosteum, where it may
either produce edema and swelling, or may go on to

suppuration without resolution taking place. The in-

volvement of fascias is next iu frequency of occurrence,

while instances of a pure arthritis of this description

are very rare. The disease may manifest itself three

or four days after an attack of influenza, or it may
not appear for weeks after the attack. It is more lia-

ble to be found after a second attack or in patients

who have been the subjects of a series of attacks. The
stubbornness with which the disease resists all methods
of treatment should lead one to suspect its etiology,

and a history of previous attacks of influenza or indica-

tions of a concurrent attack should confirm the diag-

nosis. The best treatment is moisture, with warmth,
followed by massage, with appropriate treatment iu

case of suppuration.

DIRECT DIGITAL COMPRESSION OF THE COMMON
ILIAC VESSELS IN DISARTICULATION OF THE HIP.

M. Chariot (Toulouse) " has devised a method of

disarticulation of the hip-joint by means of which the

danger of hemorrhage is reduced to the same degree

as in other amputations. A buttou-hole incision is

first made through the abdominal parietes, just iuside

of the anterior superior spine of the ilium ; the peri-

toneum is stripped up and pushed aside, and the fin-

gers are passed beneath this reflected layer as far as

the angle formed by the psoas muscle and the sacral

promoutor}' ; there the termination of the common
iliac artery is found and compressed. The disarticu-

lation can then be done iu whatever mauner is deemed
best under the circumstances. It should be remem-
bered that the upper end of the divided femoral vein

may bleed from reflux, notwithstanding the fact that

the common iliac vein be compressed at the same time

as the artery.

Chariot carried out this plan in the case of a man,
twenty-one years of age, who was suffering from an
encephaloid sarcoma involving the fleshy part of the

thigh. The execution was easy, and the patient was
cured.

EARLY MOTION IN FRACTURES, ESPECIALLY OF THK
LOWER EXTREMITY.

V. Bardeleben " gives the results of his treatment
. of fractures by the use of bandages, permitting the

patient to walk about iu all cases in which the condi-

tion did not demand an amputation, and in which the

extremes of age did not make it dangerous. In the

past year he lias treated 58 cases; 17 fractures of the

thigh, 39 fractures of the leg, and two patellar fract-

ures, making a total of 181 fractures iu which this

method has been employed by him. Iu no case were
the results defective. The advantages of the method,

•' Aijiials of Surgery, September, 1895, vol. xxli, p. 404.
" BeilHge zuin Cent. f. Cblr., 1896, No. 27; Amerlcau Journal of

Medical Scleucea, November, 1895, p. 614.

both for the limb and for the general health of the

patient, were very great. Joints that were not directly

involved could be easily moved after the bandages

were removed. Muscular atrophy, delirium, and se-

nile catarrh were never present. The time required

for healing was shorter than usual.

RESULTS OF AMBULATORY THEATMKNT OF FRACTURE.

Krause " reports the results of his experience with

this method of treatment. The injured bone is sup-

ported by plaster-of-Paris bandage. In fractures of

the ankle the dressing reaches to the upper end of the

leg, and iu severe fractures to above the knee-joint.

With fractures of the leg it extends to the middle of

the thigh ; with fractures of the lower end of the

femur to the hip. Bed treatment has been from one
to two days. The duration of the treatment, as com-
pared with ordinary treatment, has been as follows:

iu fractures of the fibula no' special difference ; in

fractures of the leg, lower third, the duration has

been 38f days up to the time of consolidation, instead

of 47^ as with this usual treatment, and 54^ instead of

80 days to the time of discharge; in fractures of the

leg, middle and lower third, the duration has been

41^ instead of 70|- days up to the time of consolida-

tion, and 60^ instead of 106 days to the time of dis-

charge. It should be noted here that the time of re-

moval of the plaster bandage has not always fully

corresponded with that of consolidation. Instances

of delayed union have been occasionally observed

during this ambulatory treatment, especially in one

case of complicated fracture of the leg iu a laborer

sixty-two years of age, where consolidation was de-

layed to the 115th day. In other instances consolida-

tion has been much more rapid than usual.

TUANSVEliSE FRACTURES OF PATELLA.

P. VoUmer " reports as the result of his investiga-

tions that 26.9 per cent, of these injuries are due to

muscular action. This result is obtained by a com-
parison of 65 actual cases seen at Charite Hospital,

Berlin, and 302 cases collected from medical litera-

ture.

THE TREATMENT OF SPRAINED ANKLE.

Gibuey '^ describes a method of treatment that he

says involves no loss of time, requires no crutches,

aud is not attended with any ultimate impairment of

function. The method is as follows: A number of

strips of rubber adhesive plaster twelve inches iu

length aud appropriate width are prepared. For a

sprain about the external malleolus the first strip is

applied beginning at the outer border of the foot near

the little toe and ending on the inner side of the foot

about its middle just under the plantar arch. The
second strip is applied vertically, and passes from
about the junction of the middle with the lower third

of the leg, down along the side the tendo-Achillis,

over the heel, aud terminating at a point just above

the internal malkolus, but posterior to it. The re-

maining strips are applied in the same way, each one
overlapping the last about one-half of its width, until

the whole external malleolus and side of the foot up
to the middle third of the leg are covered. It is well

to reinforce just under the malleolus by strips passing

criss-cross so as to give additional support to the in-

" Cent. f. Cliir.. 1895, vol. ixii, p. 685.
'* Loc cit., p. 7-17.

I*' New York Medical Journal, vol. Ixi., No. 7 ; American Journal
of Medical ;<cleuce8, November, 1895, p. 612.
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jured part. Care should be taken not to completely
encircle the ankle, which might cause injurious com-
pression. For sprains of the tarsal or mid-tarsal
joints or other parts the adhesive plaster is to be ap-
plied in the same manner, the idea being to give sup-
port to the part.

THE USE OF SILVER WIRE.

Halsted, in an article on Operative Hernia,'^ states

that for a year he has sewed all of his hernia wounds
with silver wire and has covered them with silver foil.

Without exception the wounds have healed absolutely
per priman. Not a single stitch-abscess has been ob-
served either during or subsequent to the healing of

the wound. Such absolutely perfect healing of the
hernia wounds we have not had heretofore, and he is

convinced that the use of silver as a suture material
has contributed somewhat to this result. The effect

of silver on the growth of the more common pvogeuic
organisms has been tested. He states that he has two
Petri plates which Dr. Bolton has kindly prepared for

him. They have both been inoculated with staphylo-
coccus pyogenes aureus. In the centre of each plate

is a piece of silver foil, such as is used in our wounds.
Just outside, and completely surrounding the foil, is a
perfectly clear zone several millimetres wide. Except
for the clear zone and a slightly intensified zone just

outside of this, the agar is quite uniformly clouded.

The cloudiness is due to the growth of the micro-

organisms with which the agar has been inoculated.

Dr. Bolton has studied the effects of various metals on
the growth of bacteria, and has recently read a most
interesting paper on this subject before the Association
of American Physicians. With cadium, zinc and cop-
per. Dr. Bolton observed that the inhibitory action

was greater than with silver. Prior to his knowledge
of Dr. Bolton's experiments, Dr. Halsted tried to use

copper and brass foil for protective, and copper and
brass wire for sutures ; but these metals corroded the

tissues so much that he soon stopped using them. We
do not hesitate to employ buried sutures of silver wire

in sewing tissues on the confines of an infected region.

In cases of acute suppurative appendicitis, for exam-
ple, we close the wound in the abdominal wall with

deep, interrupted, buried sutures. These wounds are

drained by a few strips of gauze. Two of the sutures

are taken very close to this gauze, and sometimes
must pass through tissues which are infected. Not
even in such cases has a stitch-abscess ever occurred.

Ouce a silver stitch and once a silver bone-plate, hav-

ing been exposed to view and to the air by necrosis of

the overlying tissues, were allowed to remain and to

become imbedded in the granulations of the wound,
which healed by suppuration. Neither the stitch nor
the plate at any time caused the slightest disturbance

in the tissue or inconvenience to the patient. Much
has already been observed in the use of silver wire

that is worth recording and enough to satisfy us that

it will play a new and more important role in the

surgery of the near future.

THE QUESTION OF STITCH-ABSCESSES.

Lauensteiu " discussed before the German Surgical

Congress the cause of the stitch-abscesses observed in

patients after aseptic operations. He made 216 ob-

servations on different suture and ligature materials in

"' American Journal of Medical Sciences, July, 189.5, p. 13.
" Beilage zum Cent. f. Chir.. 1»9d, No. 27 | Amerioau Jourral ot

Medical Sciences, November, 1896, p. 613.

regard to their bacteriological relations. Among these,

bacteria capable of development in so-called sterilized

catgut were found 35 times. In 149 samples, 107
were sterilized by dry heat ; but 29 were afterward
found to contain bacteria capable of development.
The bacillis subtilis occurred most frequently, although
the micrococcus tetragenus and the staphylococcus
albus were also found.

The author summarizes his observations as follows :

(1) Clinical observations show that there are cases
of wound infection which have their origin in the cat-

gut used in the operation.

(2) It cannot be definitely settled in any case that
the catgut was the source of infection.

(3) But it can be said that the so-called sterilized

catgut sold in shops contains bacteria capable of de-
velopment and growth.

(4) So long as this catgut is found to contain bac-
teria, it cannot be free from the suspicion of being the
source of infection in wounds.

In the discussion that followed, Kocher, of Bern,
said that since 1888 he had employed silk only, and
that in his goitre operations before that time he had
only 35 per cent, of absolutely primary healings, while
since then he had had 85 per cent. Kocher believes
that the suture material should be not only aseptic,
but also antiseptic. The past winter he has placed his
silk in a watery solution of arsenious acid, and as a
result in 35 cases has had absolute primary union.
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itlcportjBf of M>^titt\t^,

CLINICAL SECTION OF THE SUFFOLK DIS-
TRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

J. L. AMES, M.D., SECRETARY.

Regular Meeting, Wednesday, February 19, 1896,
Dr. G. M. Garland in the chair.

Dr. C. W. Townsend read a paper on

SCURVY IN infants: a REPORT OF TWELVE CASES.'

Dr. T. M. Rotch : This is a very interesting sub-
ject, and one which should be brought fully before the
profession here as it has been in New York and other
cities. For many years the diagnosis of scorbutus
was not made in infants. It is a question what the

' See page 609 of the Journal.
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disease is, but the question of treatmeut has solved the

uature of the disease, this treatmeut being witli orange-

or lemon-juice.

The word sterilization is used in such a lax way
that 1 think it would be better to drop it altogether iu

couuectiou with the feeding of infants.

In this connection, however, supposing that it may
be thought that lieatiug milk to 212° might cause

scorbutus, 1 will say that this question has been thor-

oughly investigated in one of the hospitals in New
York where milk heated to 212° F. has been used in

thousands ot cases, and that there has never been a

case of scorbutus in the institution. I have seen 70

or 80 cases of scorbutus. In these cases very few

were found to have been fed on modified milk or on

milk heated to 107° or 212°. In the early cases I

had not the slightest idea what the disease was, and

they almost invariably died. The cases which I now
see even in extremis, where you can hardly believe

they can help dying rapidly, recover under the admin-

istration of orange-juice ; and where fed on properly

modilied food, the treatment need not be changed so

far as milk is concerned. The pathological condition

in the mouth is that of ulcerative stomatitis.

Dr. G. M. Oakland : The experience of Dr. Rotch

in regard to the value of orange-juice has been my
own experience. The first case 1 saw I began treat-

ing with iron. 1 forget whether I gave anything else.

I was not clear in my own mind what ailed the child.

Dr. Rotch kindly saw the case in consultation, and

told me to give orange-juice and stop the iron ; and

the immediate and almost marvellous change iu the

child in the first twenty-four hours was very surprising

as well as very gratifying. I have had two cases this

winter. One I saw only twice. The child was about

a year old, presented the " bumped gums," tender legs,

and was reluctantly handled. 1 prescribed change of

milk, and orange-juice, and a few days later the child

was completely well. So far as I can make out, that

seems to be the constant result of the use of orange-

juice and attention to the diet.

Dr. Townsend : My experience in these twelve

cases bears out what Dr. Rotch has said, for in all the

cases in which there were spongy gums the sponginess

was found only over incisor teeth ; and where there

were no teeth there were no spongy gums. Dr. Gar-

land has spoken of the " bumped gums." In several

cases the mothers have thought that the child must
have bumped the gums and caused the bleeding in

that way.

Dr. H. C. Ernst gave, by invitation,

A LANTERN-SLIDE EXHIBITION OF BACTERIA.

A Medical Missionart Honored by the
Emperor of China.— Dr. Eli Barr Landis, of the

class of 1888, Medical Department of the University of

Pennsylvania, ex-resident physician of the Lancaster

County Hospital and Insane Asylum, has recently had

conferred upon him the Order of the Double Dragon

by the Emperor of China, for services rendered during

the war between China and Japan. Dr. Landis is

now on his way to Chemulpo, Corea, after a brief

leave of absence, to resume his connection with the

Church of England Mission in St. Luke's Hospital, in

which institution he has held a position for about six

years.
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ASTHENIC BULBAR PARALYSIS.

The growth of a more or less vague complex of

symptoms into a disease bearing a definite name is

always a matter of interest, and usually an indication

of progress. The propounder of a new disease cer-

tainly takes upon himself a considerable responsibility,

especially if he be, as is usually the case, a leader iu

thought among the members of his profession. His

suggestions in that case always demand respect, and

the lesser minds find it necessary to discuss at length

the questions involved from their smaller standpoints.

Much of such discussion is no doubt worthless, and it

would have saved time had it never been ; neverthe-

less, ultimately a clearer conception of the processes

of disease is almost sure to follow, and a distinct bene-

fit to the profession at large to result.

An excellent example of an apparently endless con-

troversy comes to mind iu the symptom-complex of

Landry's paralysis, so-called, which was first adequately

described in 1859. From that time to this there has

been no cessation in the discussion of this more or less

characteristic group of symptoms. As our knowledge of

pathological anatomy has increased, and delicate means

of staining have developed, the matter has continu-

ally been taken up with renewed energy and enthusi-

asm, and with widely divergent opinions and results ; so

that now Landry's simple disease represents one of

the most difficult problems of neuro-pathology, and

each new anatomical observation makes us more and

more sceptical of its essential unity.

To generalize well is unquestionably the highest at-

tribute of the scientific mind ; and absolutely the only

means of real progress in knowledge. To generalize

badly, however, is the unfailing gift of the poorly

equijjped mind, and of such generalizations, as every

one knows, medicine is full. Fortunately, however,

such weak attempts at unifying knowledge are for the

most part self-destructive, and the assertion of princi-

ples from such sources does not long attract our atten-

tion.
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Medicine on its clinical side is certainly exposed to

great temptation, on account of its inexactness.

Symptoms are not unequivocal in their testimony as

to the underlying disease. The same symptom in dif-

ferent individuals may have a totally different signifi-

cance, and even were this not the case, the mind of

the physician is the final judge of the meaning of what-

ever symptoms he may be observing, and the mind of

the physician is quite likely to be inexact in its

processes of reasoning, and incapable of reaching logi-

cal conclusions. The study of pathological anatomy

has, no doubt, come to the rescue of vague clinical

notions, and with its exact methods is continually hold-

ing up to ridicule or commendation, as the case may
be, the clinical conceptions brought to it for judgment.

Landry, for example, describes what he very naturally

supposes to be a clinical entity. Pathological investi-

gation, concerning itself secondarily with clinical

manifestations, finds as yet no unity whatever in the

microscopic appearances, and no explanation of the

symptoms included under a definite name. Until such

an adequate pathological basis be found, the disease

must if necessary continue its vagrant life under the

contradiction of a clinical entity and a pathological

multiplicity. We may even be disposed to question

Landry's service to medicine. On the other hand,

should in the course of time an explanatory lesion be

found, we should have only words of praise for him,

in that he has enriched our knowledge with a symp-

tom-complex corresponding to a definite and constant

lesion and thereby raised his vague clinical facts to

the dignity of a distinct disease.

Another case in point, also at present the subject of

much discussion, is that of tetany, a complex of symp-

toms with a manifold etiology. Here again we have

no right whatever to generalize into a disease, a symp-

tom or set of symptoms whose underlying causes are

multiple, so far as our present knowledge goes. In

fact, the tendency is an exceedingly strong one to

make diseases of symptoms, and this is especially true

of the nervous system. Observe, for example, the

popular use of the terms epilepsy and hemiplegia to

designate diseases. Nevertheless, progress is alone

possible by means of generalizations of certain symp-

toms which usually occur together, into a definite

group, which may provisionally be termed a disease,

until more complete investigation establishes or de-

molishes its claim to a separate existence. Research is

thereby stimulated, a clearer point of view ultimately

reached, and finally diseases come to exist as such.

The history of the symptom-complex which forms

the subject of these remarks is interesting as affording

an example of the genesis of a disease which, however,

deojands much further investigation before its essential

unity may be established.

Scattered observations, since a publication of Erb's

in 1878, by Oppenheim, Eisenlohr, Jolly, Goldflam,

Senator, Hoppe and others, on a peculiar form of bul-

bar paralysis, without apparent pathological nuclear

changes, has led Striimpell to give the definite name

of "asthenic bulbar paralysis " ' to the group of symp-

toms, which previous writers had more or less com-

pletely described. To Goldflam belongs the credit of

laying due stress upon the peculiar muscular weak,

ness, which Strumpell holds to be the chief character,

istic of the newly described disease. The careful

observation of a fatal case of his own leads Striimpell

to go over the literature in detail, and finally to give

the symptoms the provisional name of " asthenic bulbar

paralysis," as opposed to the previous designations of

" bulbar paralysis without anatomical changes " (Op-

penheim), and " myasthenia gravis pseudoparalytica
"

(Jolly). Under this designation we have then a pro-

visional new disease, which will no doubt give rise to

the usual amount of discussion, with the hoped-for

result that our knowledge may ultimately be widened

by a definite addition to our constantly growing list

of morbid processes.

The disease, as described by Striimpell, begins with

a characteristic motor weakness, and especially with a

peculiar fatigue in one muscle or definite muscle

group, and in muscles much used a lasting paresis,

due, Strumpell thinks, to an extreme degree of fatigue.

In addition to this most characteristic feature there is

a palsy of certain cranial nerves, manifested by diffi-

culty in chewing, swallowing and speaking. Occa-

sionally the ocular nerves are to a certain degree af-

fected, and notably the facial nerve. The muscles of

respiration and the heart are but slightly involved, and

only late in the course of the disease. The bladder

and rectum remain intact. Remarkable is the chang-

ing character of the symptoms, and especially of the

intensity of the muscular weakness
; good and bad

days alternate as would not be seen in chronic pro-

gressive bulbar disease. Death not infrequently re-

sults, as in Striimpell's case, under symptoms of grad-

ually progressing weakness, but complete restoration

to health may occur. The essential feature of the

entire complex of symptoms is muscular weakness.

This fact Strumpell emphasizes. The pathological

anatomy of the condition remains as yet entirely nega-

tive, and herein lies its interest. The etiology is

equally obscure.

Striitnpell gives a careful differential diagnosis from

other somewhat similar conditions, and discusses the

probability of an endogenous or ectogenous source

without arriving at any definite conclusion. An omis-

sion of much importance is that of a disease we have
already alluded to, Landry's paralysis, in its possible

relation to the subject under discussion. The similar-

ity in clinical course of the two conditions would seem
to warrant at least a mention of Landry's paralysis, and
lead to the suspicion that we may be dealing with

allied diseases. Landry's paralysis, so-called, is not

infrequently ushered in by bulbar symptoms, and often

has disturbances of cranial nerves during its course,

and general motor weakness is its constant accompani-

ment. It is also without definite and constant patho-

logical lesion as explanatory of its symptoms.

' Deutselie Zeitsohrift fUr Nerveiililelkuiuie, Bd. viii. Heft 1, 2.
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Ill view of tliese facts it seems that possibly Striim-

pell has been premature in describing as a probably Jis-

tinct disease a group of symptoms wbicb is iu many

ways analogous to, if not identical with, tlie symptom-

complex of Landry's paralysis. Furtber work and

added observation is much needed, and no doubt will

be forthcoming.

StriimpeH's article is of great value, and is most sug-

gestive in its treatment, but the utmost conservatism

is justified before we accept, as distinct, a symptom-

complex which has much in common with one, at

least, already described, and which as yet is not ex-

plained by the accurate methods of pathological

research.

THE SUMMER HOSPITAL FOR INFANTS.

An important addition to the Institutions Depart-

ment as well as to the hospital facilities of the city of

Boston has been made by Dr. Heath, the Institutions

Commissioner, in the establishment on a permanent

basis of a summer hospital for infants on Rainsford

Island, the feasibility and advantages of such au under-

taking having been demonstrated by Dr. H. C. Ernst,

with the assistance of private charity, during the past

three years. The establishment of an infants' summer

hospital by the Institutions Department should not

only put the work on a permanent basis, but under

suitable medical supervision, should furnish the city

with a most excellent hospital for the care of this im-

portant class of patients. Dr. T. M. Rotch has been

appointed medical director, and it is hoped that his

success in the development of the Infants' Hospital

may be continued iu this new undertaking.

The summer hospital will have the added advantage

of being connected, through its medical director, with

a winter hospital already in successful operation and

devoted to the same class of cases.

During the past sixteen months Dr. Rotch, with his

staff of assistant physicians and surgeons, has been

giving a complete course of instruction in the care of

sick infants to graduate nurses ; and nineteen nurses

have already completed their course and received their

diplomas.

As experience has shown that it is not wise to keep

the wards at 37 Blossom Street open in the summer,

the directors of the Infants' Hospital have decided to

close the wards, but to keep the hospital open for out-

patients, seven to eight thousand of whom are treated

annually. In this way the Infants' Hospital, having

the same director as the summer hospital, can be a

centre to which physicians from all parts of the city

can telephone for information as to the admission of

patients to the summer hospital, and thus cooperate

with the city in rendering the management of its hos-

pital more efficient, while still remaining a separate

institution and a private corporation.

Dr. Ilotch has arranged that as soon as the wards

of the Infants' Hospital are closed the nurse superin-

tendent, with four picked graduate nurses, who have

received their diplomas, should be transferred to, and

take charge of, the summer hospital. There will also

be a resident assistant physician. A number of young

women, who have been chosen for this purpose, will

help in the nursing of the babies, and will be trained

as nurse-maids by the nurse superintendent and others,

with the assiataoce of the director and the assistant

physician.

A physician connected with the Infants' Hospital

will be on the wharf every day to superintend the

transfer of the babies to the summer hospital, and a

trained nurse from the same institution will accompany

them on the boat.

The hospital building on Rainsford Island has been

thoroughly renovated, and will be used entirely as

wards for the accommodation of about fifty babies

under two years old. All adults, with the exception

of the nurse superintendent, will sleep, and all domes-

tic work will be done in detached buildings which are

being erected. It is hoped that the completed institu-

tion will be ready for patients as soon after the tirst of

June as the demand may necessitate. The hospital

and its buildings, occupying as they do high land and

on the southerly end of the island, will be practically

isolated from the larger part of the island and its insti-

tution.

It is hoped that the work of this institution will

be kept upon the same high plane upon which it is

to be started, as in this class of cases, perhaps more

than iu others, the work to be good must be of the

best.

A PENNY WISE AND POUND FOOLISH POLICY.

The Engineering Record of May 16th, makes the

following just comment upon a foolish attempt to pur-

ify the city water-supply of Philadelphia at the houses

of the consumers instead of at its source. One-tenth

of the proposed sum expended for cheap flannel bags,

would strain the water quite as efficiently as the ordi-

nary household filter, which affords no protection

whatever against the bacillus of typhoid.

" An ordinance was introduced into the Philadelphia

Common Council on May 7th directing the chief of

the Water Bureau to examine all detachable filters and

to select one to cost not more than Sl-50 having a

capacity of twelve gallons an hour, and place one or

more in each house using water from the city supply.

The appropriation for this purpose was to be §500,000.

It is stated that this contemplates the provision by the

city authorities of these faucet-filters to the poor people

who are unable to supply themselves with large house-

filters. Such a scheme is a simple waste of money of

the tax-payers and a delusion and a snare for the poor

householder, who will assume that the authorities have

provided him a filter effective for removing disease

germs, when iu fact he will get a simple strainer and

nothing more. Philadelphia should spend its money

on filtering its supply, and that with the least possible

delay."
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MEDICAL NOTES.

Death of the Quintuplj:ts.— The daily press

announces the death of the last of the quintuplets

born in Kentucky April 19th, and remarks that it is

believed they were visited to death by the curious in

the town.

BOSTON.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston.— Dur-

ing the week ending at noon, May 20, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease:

diphtheria 92, scarlet fever 15, measles 139, typhoid

fever 11.

new YORK.

The City must Clothe the Transferred
Insane. — The Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court, Justice Rumsey writing the opinion, has reversed

the order of Justice MacLeau, which granted a per-

emptory mandamus directing the Manhattan State

Hospital to receive a patient transferred from Bellevue

Hospital, who was rejected because the city authorities

had not supplied him with a new outfit of clothincr,

although he was neatly dressed and his clothing had

been disinfected. The State Hospital authorities had

acted in accordance with a regulation adopted by the

State Commission in Lunacy. Justice Rumsey concludes

that the issue was solely one of law, and not of fact,

and that the regulation of the State Commission is

reasonable. This disputed question is, therefore, fin-

ally set at rest, and the city will be obliged to provide

a complete outfit of clothing for all patients transferred

to the State Hospital, involving an expense of about

$15 per capita.

The Jenner Centennial. — On May 14th the

Kings County Medical Society celebrated the centen-

nial of Jenner's vaccination of James Phipps by holdinor

a banquet at the Pouch mansion, in Brooklyn. The
President of the Society, Dr. George McNaughtou,
presided, and among those who made addresses were
Bishop Potter, of New York; Prof. "William Pepper,

of the University of Pennsylvania, and Prof. William

Welch, of the Johns Hopkins University.

<0bitnarp.

EDWARD JACOB FOKSTER, M.D.

Edward Jacob Forster, M.D., M.M.S.S., Surjeon-
General of Massachusetts, died suddenly in New York,
on May l.'ith. of cerebral hemorrliRge. He was returnino-

from Philadelphia, where he had attended, by order of the
Governor of the Commonwealth, the annual meelinfof the
Association of Military Surgeons of tlie United States, of

which society he was vice-president. Dr. Forster had left

Boston in apparently perfect health; and the sail news of

his death, in the full vigor of middle age, came as a great
shock to his many friends and professional and official as-

sociates.

Dr. Forster was born in Charlestown, of early colonial
stock, on July 9, 1846. He received his degree in medi-

cine from Harvard University in 1868, and then continued
his studies in Paris and Dublin before establishing himself
in practice in bis native city. As bis professional life un-
folded, and wider interests of official and civil character
enlarged his opportunities for usefulness, he ceased to be a
local practitioner merely, and became identified with the
larger affairs of Boston and the Commonwealth. Four
years ago he removed his home to Boston.

Of Dr. Forster's private professional life, it is not for

the writer to speak. The record of his years of devotion
is written in the grateful memory of his patients. To
medical charities he gave a large part of his time, in bis

earlier life to the poor of Charlestown, and for many years
past, as one of the visiting pliysicians of the Boston City
Hospital. For some years he has served as secretary of

the medical staff, and has rendered most efiicient and ac-
ceptable service in promoting the best interests of the
hospital.

The value of Dr. Forster's services to the JIassachusetts
Medical Society it is difficult to characterize ; their extent
is probably fully realized by comparatively few. For many
years he has been a member of the Committee on Medical
Diplomas ; and the duties of that committee have been at
times onerous and important, especially when, a few years
ago, it became necessary to revise the list of colleges
whose degrees were acceptable for membership in the so-

ciety. This labor involved a large amount of correspon-
dence, and much painstaking and conscientious work, of
which he bore his full share. In 1891 he was elected
treasurer of the society, an office for which he was particu-
larly well qualified. He immediately devoted himself to

simplifying and improving the system of accounting, and
to the stupendous task of preparing a complete catalogue
of the society from its foundation in 1781. This cata-
logue, which was published in 1893, is an enduring monu-
ment to Dr. Forster's ability and devotion to self-imposed
duty.

'The Boston Medical Library is indebted to Lr. Forster
for many years of faithful service as treasurer. The
future of the library, and the plans for a new building en-
gaged much of his thoughtful attention. The Obstetrical
Society of Boston will long cherish the remembrance of
his generous nature and of his service in various offices.

As a citizen Dr. Forster was active in all that aimed to
promote the public welfare. In city politics he was non-
partisan, and some years since took an active part in secur-
ing the election of the nominee of a citizens' convention,
over the candidates of the two great parties. As long ago
as in 1879 or 1880 he, with others, endeavored to secure
from the Legislature a Medical Registration Law. .And
when, after several defeats, the law of 1894 was enacted,
he was appointed a member of the Board of Registration
in Medicine, and was elected its secretary. It therefore
fell to his lot to do the pioneer work of preparing the meth-
ods of procedure, the forms of certificates and other papers,
and to act as the general executive of the board. In all

his dealings with men and measures, and with the manv prob-
lems of this new and difficult work, he was just and incor-
ruptible.

While yet a medical student, in the late years of the
War of the Rebellion, Dr. Forster became a member of
the Massachusetts Volunteer Militia, and soon after he be-
gan his professional life he was made surgeon of the Fifth
Regiment, M. V. M., an office which he filled acceptably for
many years. In 1894 he was made medical director of the
First Brigade, and in April, 1895, he was appointed Sur-
geon-General of the Commonwealth, on the staff of Gov-
ernor Greenhalge. To the duties of this office he brought
a ripe experience and an indefatigable industry. He was
a master of what is known in the service as " red tape "

;

but besides this he was a man of ideas. lie not only com-
pleted the admirable plans of his immediate predecessor,
but studied to perfect the ei|uipment of the medical staff,

and increase its efficiency. In his brief administration of
this office. Dr. Forster won not only the approbation of his

commander-in-chief, but the respect and esteem of his

subordinates.
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Want of space forbids the enumeration of other fields of

Dr. Forster'.s interest and activity, or of the social, chari-

table, patriotic and scientific societies of which he was a
member. He was a student of natural history ; his work on
the identification of edible mushrooms is known to many,
and his intimates will recall his interest in the life and hab-
its of bees. He was staunch in his friendships, and help-

ful to all. A certain brus(|ueness of manner sometimes of-

fended those who did not know him, and who had not

discovered the sterling iiualities of his nature. In an ac-

quaintance of twenty-five years the writer never knew him
to do a mean or unkind act. Of his acts of generous kind-

ness and helpfulness to others, many will testify. He will

be remembered as a conscientious physician, a patriotic,

public-spirited citizen, a genial, generous, and helpful

friend, a just and upright man.

AMOS HOWE JOHNSON, M.D.

Bv the death of Ur. Amos Howe Johnson at his home in

Salem on May r2th, after an illness of several months' dura-

tion, the medical profession of Massachusetts has lost one
of its foremost and noblest members.
He was born in Hoston August 4, 1831, received his pre-

liminary education in Phillips Andover Academy, and
graduated from Harvard College in 1853. It was the

writer's privilege to enjoy intimate friendship with him
during college days, and he remembers well how earnest

was his desire at that time to study medicine, and how deep
was his interest in the few studies then pursued which
might strengthen such natural inclination — some all too

brief but deii;;litful instruction from Jeffries Wyman in

Anatomy and Zoology, a triHe of Chemistry from Professor

Cooke, and a little voluntary practical Botany with Profes-

sor Gray in his private laboratory. To his great disap-

pointment, however, he felt bound to honor his father's

desire, and took up the study of theology instead of medi-

cine. After graduation in Andover Theological Seminary,

he became the pastor of the First Congregational Church
in Middleton, Mass., where his ministry was conducted
with marked ability, but after five years he was obliged to

relinciuish preaching on account of the weak condition of

his throat.

He then entered the Harvard Medical School, graduated
from it in l.S6o, and settled immediately afterwards in

Salem. Later he continued his medical studies in Europe.
His great nobility of character and earnest devotion to the

highest interests of his profession were early and fully

appreciated by his colleagues at home, and he was made
secretary and later president of the South Essex District

Medical Society. For fifteen years he was a member of

the staff of the Salem Hospital, and was chairman of the

board of consulting physicians of the State Insane Hospital

at Danvers at the time of his death.

His fellow-citizens also recognized his worth, and he

served them ably upon the school board, as secretary of the,

Essex Institute, and as president of the Essex Congrega-
tional Club. While living at Middleton he had been a
member of the State Legislature.

Also, in the wider circles of his profession. Dr. Johnson
was well known an<l honored. He was chosen orator of

the State Medical Society for 1883, and delivered an ad-

mirable address :
" Nature guides best when guided." In

1890 and \x'.t\ he was elected to the highest office in the

Massachusetts Medical Society, and fulfilled the diver.-^ified

duties of j)resident most accejitably to his colleagues

throughout the State. He was also a vice-president of the

Harvard Medical Alumni As.«ociation for two years. No
member of our profession ever deserved better these many
and honorable offices, or filled them all more ably or con-

scientiously.

But let us nut forget in this brief mention of his public

services what Dr. Johnson never forgot, that he was a

practitioner of medicine. He was studious, progressive

and judicious, and thoroughly deserved the success he won

He was warm-hearted, actively benevolent, and modest.
He always appreciated and acknowledged the worth of his

associates. He opposed everything wrong with persistent

courage. He fulfilled his professional relations to all

classes in an exceptionally earnest and Christian spirit, as

became one well trained in the two great humane profes-

sions.

CorreiSfpontience.

SCHOOL HYGIENE.

Boston, May 15, 1896.

Mr. Editor : — In your edition of April 30th you say,

in an article entitled " School Hygiene," " It would be a
mistake to indulge in wholesale condemnation, for it should

be remembered that this [Alumna^] report is very largely

made up of statements made by teachers, whose good faith

we do not cjuestion, but whose competency as scientific ob-

servers remains to be proven."

AVhile it is true that the figures of the teachers and mas-
ters were taken as the most reliable concerning seating

capacity, frecjuency of sweeping, dusting and cleaning in

general, the fact evidently has been overlooked, although
stated, that the Alumnse hired two of Professor Wood-
bridge's assistants, under Professor Woodbridge as expert,

to examine and report upon all points relating to plumbine,
heating and ventilation of each of 186 school-houses, and
that their figures were taken as a basis for the statistics on
those^ the most important subjects and the only subjects

requiring " scientific observers." The two men making
the examination were scientifically trained for their work
at the Institute of Technology and were hired by the

Alumnae at a large expense to avoid just such criticism as

is made in the sentence quoted.

Moreover, the facts obtained for the Alumnae by their

paid assistants were used at the request of Mayor Quincy
by the commission of paid experts appointed by him to

examine into the sanitary condition of the schools and in

the newspapers and elsewhere the commission has ex-

pressed its " Appreciation of tlie facts " ascertained by the

Alumnae " which," they say, " the work undertaken by
them has verified."

I write this note of explanation because the Alumns
have made every effort from the first to avoid the criticism

of doing their work as amateurs and to do it in such a
way that the facts obtained should be scientijic in value.

Very truly yours, Alice U. Peakmain,
Chairman of Committee in charge of the Alumnoe School

Investigations.

AN IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENT IN RADIO-
GRAPHY.

Boston, May 18, 1896.

Mr. Editor : — Since Rontgen's original article in

January describing the x-ray ])henomena, scarcely any real

advance has been made in the direction of giving a scien-

tific explanation of these effects. Thousands of articles

have been written in these four months, but they merely

describe repetitions of his experiments. Advance in the

perfection of the details of the mechanism for producing

the phenomena has, however, been made.

Of this advance the most imjiortant step has been the

invention of the "focus tube" in England. The principle

of this tube is founded on the observation of the fact that

the x-rays are generated at that |)oint within the tube

where the cathode rays (Crookes' radiant matter) strike.

This bombarded portion may be the inner side of the glass

wall, as in the tubes reed by Rontgen, or may be the anode
itself, as in tlx focur tube. The accompaning diagram il-

luitratfa wl».' fr. The concave anode focuses the
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cathode ravs which are given off normally from its entire
surface. The point of the cone is made to come as nearly
as possible on the anode, which is a platinum disc reflector.

The effect of this arrangement is to very much increase
the intensity of the rays as well as to increase the defini-
tion of the shadow. The exposure is shortened to perhaps
one per cent, of that required for the old tubes.

The improvement alluded to in the title of this article is

the practical application of the focus tube to use with the
alternating current raised to an excessively high voltage
by the so-called Tesla or Thomson apparatus. This con-
sists of two oil-insulated Rhumkorffs coils so arranged that
the secondary of the first coil becomes the primary of the
second coil. The interruption is made by a spark gap in
the secondary of the first coil. The effect of this is to
produce an enormously high potential.

This apparatus has been used by most of the experimen-
ters with x-rays, but has been found impracticable for two
reasons : First, because it is very destructive to the tubes

;

second, because, as the direction is alternating, each termi-
nal becomes alternatelv anode and cathode.

From the Electrical World, April 18th.

Professor Elibu Thomson, of the General Electrical

Company, has devised a tube which is here illustrated. It

obviates both of the difficulties mentioned above. De-
struction is prevented by the fact that the cathode streams
from both poles are focussed on a bent sheet of platinum
in the middle of the tube. This receives the bombard-
ment and may be heated with impunity as its surface is

large and it can dissipate the heat without coming in con-

tact with the glass. The x-rays are generated from this

double surface and are given off as in the diagram, striking

the object nearly parallel.

This tube may be used with the alternating current, as

if either pole is cathode, the rays are given off in the same
direction. As the alternating frequency is hundreds of

times more rapid than the interruption of the Rhumkorff
the time of exposure is immensely shortened. As the po-

tential is higher the x-rays are given off with more velocity

and hence penetrate much thicker substances.

Using this form of tube, it is easy to make out the out-

lines of the heart, lungs and liver with the fluorescope.

The bones of the hands may be seen at a distance of fifteen

feet from the tube and the fluorescope shows light through
a cast-iron door one-quarter of an inch thick. Good skia-

graphs of the elbow and ankle can be taken in five min-
utes, and of the whole trunk in fifteen. Those cf the body
are apt to be faint and blurred. This I believe to be due
to two causes : the motions of respiration blur the outlines,

and in passing through the soft parts the rays are to a cer-

tain extent diffused. Owing, I believe, to these reasons 1

have not been able either to see with the fluorescope or get

radiographs of the details of the vertebrae.

To do this, however, 1 believe will be quite possible in

another month, as there are still points which can be much
improved. E. A. Codman, M.D.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD,

For the week ending May 9th, in Boston, according to
observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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York 4, Boston 2, Pbiladelpliia, Baltimore, Provideuce and Med-
ford 1 each. From malarial fever New York 2. From small-
pox New York 1.

In tlip tliirty-three greater towDS of England and Wales with
an esiimated population of 10,860,971. for the week ending
May 2d, the death-rate was 18.4. Deaths reported, 3,838;
acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) 'JSl, measles
258, whooping-cough 204, diphtheria t>7, fever 42, scarlet ferer
3li, diarrhea 30. small-pox (London 2, West Ham 1) 3.

The death-rates ranged from 8.i; in Burnley to 28.7 in Salford :

Birmiiiu'hani 17.8, Bradford 17.'.l, Brighton 11.3, Gateshead 18.5,

Hull 18.2, Leeds 17. i!, Leicester 15.il, Liverpool 19.2, London
18.5, Manchester 2ii.y, Newcastle-on-Tyne 19.9, Nottingham 14.8,

Portsmouth 18.1, Sheffield 18.1, Sunderland 21.9.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE MEDICAL CORPS
OF THE U. S. NAVY FOR THE WEEK ENDING MAY
Iti, 18SI6.

R. A. Marmio.v, medical inspector, detached from the
" Newark," ordered home and placed on waiting orders.

L. B. Baldwin, surgeon, detached from the "Cincinnati"
and ordered to the " Newark."
N. H. Dr.\kb, surgeon, detached from the " Franklin " and

ordered to the "Cincinnati."

L. W. Kite, passed assistant surgeon, detached from the
Naval Hospital at New York and ordered to the " Franklin."

P. Leach, passed assistant surgeon, detached from the Naval
Laboratory, New York, and ordered to the Naval Hospital,
New York.

R. A. Mabmion, medical inspector, ordered as member of the

Board of Inspection and Survey, .June 3d, and member of Medical
Board, Navy Yard, Washington, D. C.

W. K. Van Reypen, medical director, granted three months'
leave of absence from June 3d, with permission to leave the
United States.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES OF STATIONS AND DUTIES
OF MEIIK Al. OFFICERS OY THE UNITED STATES
MAKINE-liO.-PITAL SERVICE FOR THE FIFTEEN
DAYS ENDING APRIL 30, 18!K>.

MuKBAT, R. D., surgeon. Granted leave of absence for four

days. April 30, 1896.

Hamilton, J. B., surgeon. Granted leave of absence for

fourteen days. April 21, 189(5.

Stonee, G. W., surgeon. Detailed to represent Service at

meeting of American Medical Association at Atlanta, Ga. April

29, 1896.

BOABDS CONVENED.

Board for physical examination of candidates for appoint-
ment in Revenue Cutter Service.

At Philadelphia, Pa., George Purvlince, surgeon. Chair-

man, and G. T. Vaughan, passed assistant surgeon. Recorder.
April 22, 18!Ki.

At San Francisco, Cal., John Godfrey, surgeon, Chairman,
and Rupert Blue, assistant surgeon. Recorder. April 28, 1896.

At Washington, D. C, C. E. Banks, passed assistant surgeon.
Chairman, and W. J. S. Stewart, assistant surgeon. Recorder,
to convene May 1, 1896.

AMERICAN SURGICAL ASSOCIATION.

The annual meeting will be held at the Detroit College of

Medicine, Detroit, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, May 26,

27 and 28, 1896.

provisional programme.

1. The Operative Treatment of Trifacial Neuralgia. Loais
McLane Tiffany, M.D., Baltimore.

2. The Surgical Treatment of Tuberculosis of the Soft Parts.

(a)Tuberculosisof the.MaleGenito-Urinary Apparatus. Nicholas
Senn, SI.D , Chicago. (6) Tuberculosis of the Female Genital

Organs (including Tuberculosis of the Kidney). Albert Vander
Veer, M.D., Albany. (Clinical History. Etiology, Symptoms
and Diagnosis, Treatment.) (c) Tubercular Peritonitis. Robert
Abbe, M.D , New York, (d) Intra-Thoracic Tuberculosis. George
Ryerson Kowler, M.D.. Brooklyn, (e) Tuberculosis of the Super-
ficial Glands. Del'oresl Willard, M.D., Philadelphia.

3. Does .Additional Experience Show that Castration is a
Curative Remedy in the Treatment of Hypertrophy of the Pros-

tate Gland ? Arthur T. Cabot, M D., Boston.
4. The Ambulatory Treatment of Fractures of the Lower Ex-

tremities. Louis S. Pilcher, .M.D., Brooklyn.
5. Susceptibility and Immunity to Surgical Infections. Ros-

well Park, M.D., Buffalo.

6. Treatment of Tratiniatic Lesions of the Kidney. William
Williams Keen, M.D., Philadelphia.

7. The Effect of Anesthesia upon the Temperature. Dudley
P. Allen, M.D., Cleveland.

8. Appendicitis. .John B. Deaver, M.D , Philadelphia.
9. Operative Treatment of Anchylosis of the Shoulder-Joint.

Edmond Souchon, M.D., New Orleans.
10. The Peculiarities of the Structure and Functions of the

I^rgc Intestine which h.ive a Surgical Interest. Theodore A.
McGraw, M.D., Detroit.

11. Retention from Bending and Valve-Formation (oblique in-

sertion) ill the Biliary Tract. Christian Fenger, M.D., Chicago.
12. An Unusually Liirge Parosteal Sarcoma of the Thigh Suc-

ce.ssfully Treated by Extirpation. Joseph RansohotI, M.D., Cin-
cinnati.

13. A Clinical, Pathological and Fxperimental Study of Fract-
ure of the I^wer End of the Radius with Displacement of the
Carpal Fragment toward the Flexor Surface of the Wrist.
.John B. Roberts, M.I).. Philadelphia.

14. Double Dislocation ol Uie Jaw of Three Months' Duration;
Reduction by a New Method. S. J. Mixter, M.D , Boston.

15. Succes.sful Laparotomy and Kraske for Imperforate Anns
on an Infant Two Days Old. J. W. Elliot, .M.D., Boston.

16. Note on a Case presenting the Usual Symptoms of Ap-
pendicitis and Peritonitis in which the Condition was simply
Retention of Urine with Great Distention of the Bladder in a
Child. Thomas G. Morton, M.D., Philadelphia.

17. An Improved Method of Exploring the Thoracic Cavity.
J. McFadden Gaston, M.D., Atlanta.

18. The Surgical Peculiarities of the Negro. Rudolph Matas,
M.D., New Orleans.

19. Two Cases of Gunshot Wound of the Kidney. Maurice
H. Richardson, M.D., Boston.
Members of the profession are cordially invited to attend

these meetings.
M. H. Richardson, M.D., Secretary.

SOCIETY NOTICES.

New Hampshire Medical Society. — The One Hundred
and Fifth Anniversary Meeting will be held on Monday and
Tuesday, June 1 and 2, 189H, at Concord, Pilgrim Hall, 33 North
Main Street.

The Annual Meeting of the Alnmni of Dartmouth Medical
College will be held at the Eagle Hotel at 6 o'clock, p. M., and
will be followed by a banquet.
Anniversary Dinner will be served at the New Eagle Hotel at

1 p. m., Tuesday, June 2d.

Granville P. Conn, M.D., Secretary.

Maine Medical Association. — The forty-fourth annual
meeting, will be held in the Common Council Chamber, City
Building, Portland, Me., June 3, i and 5, 18'.t6.

The Annual Oration will be delivered by A. Palmer Dudley,
M.D., of New York.

Chas D. Smith, M.D., Recording Secretary, Portland.

New York State Medical Association, Fifth District
Branch.— The twelfth annual meeting of the Fifth District

Branch will be held in Wurzler's Building. 315 Washington
Street (near City Hall Square), Brooklyn, on Tuesday, May 26,
1896.

Note.— 1 he DeKalb Avenue Electric Car Line at Fulton
Ferry and at the Bridge Terminus in Brooklyn passes the door.

E. H. Squibb, M.D., Secretary, P. O. Box 760, Brooklyn.

APPOINTMENTS.

Dr. Franklin G. Balch has been appointed surgeon to out-
p.ttients at the Massachusetts General Hospit;il.

Dr. Frank B. MALLORYhas been appointed assistant profes-
sor of pathology at the Harvard Medical School.

Dr. W. p. Coues has been appointed visiting physician to
St. Mary's Infant Asylum.

RECENT DEATHS.

Edward Jacob Forstkr, M.D., M.M.S.S., of Boston, died
May 15, 1896, aged forty-nine years.

William Reynold Salmon, M.R.C.S., died at Penllyn Court,
Cowbridge, Glamorganshire, South Wales, May 11th, aged one
hundred and six years. He was born Tuesday. March 16, 1790,

the son of a phj'sician in Market Wickam, Suffolk. He was at

the time of bis death the oldest physician in the United King-
dom, the oldest member of the Royal College of Surgeons and
the oldest Freemason in the world.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

Inversion of the Vermiform Appendix. Diagnostic Palpation
of the Female Pelvic Organs. By George M. Edebohls, A.M.,
M.D. Reprints. 1895.

Clinical Remarks on Division of the Vas Deferens in Cases of

Obstructive Prostatic Hypertrophy. By Reginald Harrison,
F.RC.S. Eng. Reprint. 1896.
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THE VALUE OF RESPIRATORY GYMNASTICS
IX MAINTAINING THE INTEGRITY OF THE
LUNGS, AND AS AN AID IN THE TREAT-
MENT OF DISEASES OF THESE ORGANS.'

BY EDWARD O. OTIS, M.D., BOSTON,

Medical Director 0/ the Young Mtn's Christian L'nion Gymnasium,
Visiting Physician to the Free Home for Consumptives.

In the differentiation of medical work and the

minute attention which is accorded to each organ of

the body, the function of respiration seems, iu a

measure at least, to have escaped the careful attention

granted the other vital processes. One consults his

physician and is interrogated by him to see, for exam-

ple, if his kidneys are acting properly or his heart is

in order; if his digestion is well performed and his

diet correct ; or his hepatic secretion normal ; but fre-

quently neither thinks to ask if the breathing is ade-

quately performed— a function which is of such vital

importance, not only for the integrity of the pulmon-

ary tissue itself, but for the well-being and health of

the whole body. Upon the efficient performance ol

this act, we know, depends largely the condition

of the circulation, assimilation and excretion, as well

as the process of combustion, the greater or less com-

pleteness of which depending also upon the greater

or less perfection of the respiratory act. And fur-

ther, so far as the lung tissue itself is concerned, it

responds very delicitely to the mauuer in which it is

used or disused. Full and free respiration of pure air

strengthens the pulmonary tissue and nourishes it

with well-oxygenated blood ; its vitality is increased

in direct proportion to its work, exactly as is the case

in muscular activity ; the resisting force of the lung

tissue is also increased. On the contrary, inadequate

and partial respiration, such as so many persons of

sedentary habits and indoor occupations are accus-

tomed to, throws into disuse more or less of the lung

tissue and reduces to a minimum the respiratory func-

tion. In consequence of this the nutrition becomes

defective ai.d the tissue weakened, becoming an invit-

ing soil to disease and the bacillus. The deprivation of

the pulmonary exercise furnished by the articulation

of words is said to be the cause of the frequency of

pulmonary tuberculosis among deaf mutes, and I can

readily believe it. Among the inmates of the Con-

sumptives Home almost all, with the exception of

teamsters, were of indoor occupations, which meant

as a rule, insufficient respiration.

" There is no apparatus," says Lagrange,^ " where

we can verify in a more striking manner the law that

' action makes the organ ' than in the respiratory ; no

organ is so rapidly modified as the lung in accommo-

dating itself to the more active working which is de-

manded of it." We all know that it is the apices of

the lungs which offer the least resistance to the inva-

sion of the tubercle bacillus, because they are the por-

tions of the organ which remain habitually inactive

in the inadequate breathing of sedentary life. Time
and again have I heard the click or rale at the apices

of the lungs on full inspiration in examining candi-

dates for the gymnasium, which indicated that this

portion of the organ was ordinarily inactive, and

' Read before the Boston Society for Medical Improvement, Feb-
ruary 10, 18S6.

- Ur. Feiuand Lagrange : La Medication par I'Exercioe, i'arie,

18W.

never have I detected it when the person has been in

the habit of taking deep inspirations.

This question of proper respiration becomes one of

exceeding and especial importance to the person of

sedentary habits and occupation, which is the condi-

tion perforce of a large proportion of our city popu-

lation. The little round of the city dweller's life is

one of limited movement and slight bodily activity.

A short walk frequently comprises all the exercise he

takes, and even this is often " more honored in the

breach than in the observance." The modern eleva-

tor, even, is often a curse in disguise, for walking up

stairs, which Sir Andrew Clark was so fond of pre-

scribing for his patients, is, I believe, an excellent

form of exercise as well for the respiration as the

heart. Indeed, when one reflects upon it he will be

struck with the similarity of the life and its results of

the sedentary individual, who takes little or no exer-

cise and eats and perhaps drinks too much and the

stall-fed ox or the pale de foie goose ; in both cases

over-feeding and inactivity are the causes which lead

to fat deposition and infiltration of the organs with a

continual surplus of the products of iucomfilete com-

bustion. Now the lungs suffer from this abnormal

life quite as much as the liver and other organs ; the

lung tissue is only partially and inadequately brought

into play, and, consequently, poorly nourished. The
supplementary respiratory muscles are rarely or never

called upon to do their important part in the act of

respiration, and, in consequence, they atrophy and

become incapable of action, like any other disused

muscle of the body. As time goes on the portion of

the lungs which takes part in respiration becomes

more and more reduced, and a large number of pul-

monary vesicles become inactive. Whenever such a

person is called upon to undergo any unusual exer-

tion, like ascending several flights of stairs, climbing

a mountain or riding a bicycle, he finds his breathing

embarrassed, he suffers from a " thirst for air," for

the air cells in use cannot furnish the necessary oxy-

gen. On the contrary, if he is in the habit of taking

such exercise as calls into play the reserved pulmon-

ary vesicles, then these cells are always ready to per-

form their function whenever any unusual exertion is

demanded. And further, even in a state of repose

these so-called reserved cells take part in respiration ;

one's "ordinary" lung capacity is large, as I have

frequently proved by the spirometer; the respiration

is slower and fuller, and finally, this fuller respiration,

introducing a larger amount of oxygen, produces a

better hematosis and increases the general activity of

the organic functions.

Now good breathing came naturally to man in his

original state, for he was intended to be an active ani-

mal — to run and climb, to bend and twist his body,

to stretch and extend his arms and, in brief, use all

his muscles; and as long as he followed nature in this

respect his lungs had full play and the respiratory

muscles were maintained iu a state of efficiency. So-

called civilization, or at least city civilization, has so

modified all this, that one's life has resolved itself into

a mental hunt for subsistence rather than an active

bodily one. The natural life with its bodily activity

has become an artificial one of more or less bodily

immobility, and what nature unconsciously did to pro-

mote and maintain proper respiration must now be

done by conscious effort and artificial methods, like

gymnastic and athletic exercises and training. True,
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a man could live in tolerable health iu this inactive

condition, only half filling his lungs, if he were al-

ways sure of remaining in it, but he never knows
when an emergency may arise which will require the

respiration \Yhich well-trained lungs can only give, be
it an unwonted exertion, an acute disease, or exposure

to a tubercle bacillus when the nutrition happens to be
poor or the system depressed. And further, the sense

of physical well-being is much greater when the res-

piratory tide is full and strong, as the experience of

all of us will testify after some exercise which makes
large demands upon the " wind," as bicycling, for in-

stance. As the late, lamented Baron Posse' has so

well said, •' To breathe well means to live well, to

live longer and to live better."

Having then determined the necessity of full, free

respiration, what are the means to obtain it? First,

there are the indirect ones, iu the form of general ex-

ercise, gymnastics, athletics, and all forms of muscu-
lar exertion, provided it is energetic enough. Of
course, the result is obtained by a greater demand for

oxygen and a greater production of carbonic acid,

which requires more energetic respiratory activity.

Now these are applicable not only to those in ordi-

nar)' health but as well to those who suffer from
some pulmonary lesion but at the same time are capa-

ble of a certain amount of muscular effort •— bron-

chitics, the emphysematous in the intervals of the

acute attacks, convalescents from pneumonia and
pleurisy, and the tuberculous when not febrile.

The following case is an illustration of the benefi-

cial effect of breathing exercises in pulmonary disease.

Miss C, the head nurse of the Consumptives' Home,
contracted while in service a pleuritic effusion of the

right chest, presumably tubercular. The fluid filled

two-thirds or more of the cavity. Aspiration was
performed several times ; and as soon as the patient

could sit up, breathing exercises were instituted.

The absorption of the remaining fluid and the expan-
sion of the lung was prompt, and the process, I be-

lieve, was materially hastened by the persistent use

of the respiratory exercises.

The general exercises which are good for increasing

the respiratory power are very numerous, as we
know. Walking, however, I do not consider a very

valuable one. " A person who only works and
walks," as a recent writer on bicycle exercise says,

"hardly ever fills his lungs." There is swimming,
tennis, rowing, bicycling, skating, golf, running, jump-
ing, hand-ball, mountain climbing, going up stairs, the

cure de terrains of Oertel, dancing, singing, reading

aloud, free-hand classwork in the gymnasium, and
rope-jum|iing. I was recently told by one conversant

with the training of boxers that rope-jumping was a

common form of exercise with them for increasing

the " wind." All exercises which bring the legs into

violent action are especially good for the respiration,

on account of the number and size of the muscles em-
ployed. Secondly, there are the direct or local res-

piratory exercises, those especially devised for training

and developing the respiratory muscles and lungs.

Now these direct lung exercises are also applica-

ble not only to the well but to those who, from pul-

monary lesion or general bodily weakness, are unable

to undergo the more active general exercises, for

they increase the efficiency of respiration, without in-

= Baron Nils Toese, G. M. : Special KiDeaiolngy of Kdiicatloual
Oymnastioc, 1894.

creasing the need of respiration, creating the " thirst

for air." Of course, all exercise is interdicted to

those suffering from acute inflammation, the febrile

state or serious hemorrhage.
These especial pulmonary exercises are simple and

yet efficacious : Standing erect in a well-ventilated

room, or wherever there is pure air, with the hands on

the hips and taking long deep inspirations and slow

expirations, beginning at the bottom of the chest and
filling up, so to speak. This, alone, done several times

a day will often materially increase the lung capacity,

as I have frequently verified. "Numerous observa-

tions," says Lagrauge,* "prove that it is enough, volun-

tarily to take a certain number of deep breaths every

day, to produce iu a short time an increase in the cir-

cumference of the chest, which may amount to two or

three centimetres."

In these breathing exercises the rhythm can be

varied according to the following schedule :

'

(1) Slow and long inspiration and expiration.

(2) Inspiration and expiration long and quick,

(3) Slow and long inspiration, and long and quick expiration.

(4) Long and quick inspiration, and slow and long expiration.

(5) Short inspiration and long expiration,
(li) Long inspiration and short expiration.

(7) Short inspiration and expiration.

(8) Inspiration hy two or three stages or jerks, and expiration
long.

(9) Inspiration long and expiration by stages or jerks.

(10) Inspiration and expiration by stages or jerks.

In all these exercises one should breathe through the nose only.

Then there are the various arm movements with

their modifications, in connection with the deep
breathing, slowly raising the arms to a horizontal posi-

tion and then over the head until the hands meet,

slowly and deeply inspiring while performing the

movements, and expiring while lowering the arms,

thus the supplementary respiratory muscles of the

chest and shoulders are brought into action.

Raising the arms and then carrying them back and
down, describing a movement of circumduction.

Standing erect and straightening up and finally rising

upon one's toes, deeply inspiring during this move-
ment. Extending the arms in a horizontal position

and carrying one of the legs back so as to offer a

large base of support to the body. Lying on the

back horizontally upon the floor or a table and raising

the arms backward and over the head while inspiring;

if lying upon a narrow table, the arms can describe a

circle about the head. The exercises with wands or

bar-bells, which demand rather more exertion perhaps

than the free-hand movements. In the Swedish sys-

tem of gymnastics there are almost an innumerable

variety of respiratory exercises, most of which, how-
ever, are but modifications and combinations of a few

simple movements, and most of them can be per-

formed without apparatus. Then there are the gym-
nastic devices and apparatus for increasing the lung

capacity and developing the respiratory muscles; the

so-called " chest-develo|)ers " and "lung-expanders";

the " chest-weights " and "quarter-circle"; the high

parallel bars and travelling rings; and the heaving

movements of the Swedish gymnastics, which are usu-

ally exercises of hanging and climbing by means of

rings, bars, ladders and poles.

Renzi' describes the following apparatus for

prompting deep respiration, which be makes use of

* La Medication par I'Kxercice.
^' De Bouirt;tnont: Manual de Gymna^tique Eclectique.
» I>r. E. Do Renzi : rathogenese, Syiuptomatologie und Bebaiid-

lang der Lungeuscbwindsucbt, 1S94.

1
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with beneficial results ia his clinics as well as in his

private practice. To two hooks in the wall are at-

tached cords, and to these a cross-bar much like a

flyiDg trapeze ; the height of the bar is adjusted to

the height of the patient. This cross-bar is seized

by the patient with outstretched arms, who leans

forward, forming a curve with his body ; the two
points of support being the hands on the bar and the

toes on the floor. In this position of the body the

patient is forced to take deep inspirations whereby the

thorax is much expended. The standing position is

then resumed, and the thoracic muscles relaxed, when
a deep inspiration is practised. These two move-
ments are performed alternately from twelve to twenty

times a minute.

If the patient is too sick or too feeble to take any

of these various exercises, either free-baud or with

apparatus, he can be given passive respiratory exer-

cise, much after the manner of the Sylvester method
for producing artificial respiration. Sitting upon a

bench or stool and leaning upon the chest of an atten-

dant standing behind him, the arms are raised above

the head synchronously with inspiration. With the

lowering of the arms and pressure against the sides

forced expiration is produced. This can also be

practised in the recumbent position.

Although the movements of inspiration are the most
important in the respiratory act, yet expiratory exer-

cises have their place. These are generally passive,

like the act itself. One which Lagrange especially

notes is the following : The subject lies flat upon

the abdomen on the floor or a bench and raises his

head and shoulders, thus contracting the extensor

muscles of the vertebral column. In this attitude the

abdominal muscles are stretched and prevented from

contracting and pulling down the chest walls. In this

position forced expiration is practised. In emphy-
sema especially, expiratory movements are useful

;

these can be simple direct pressure upon the chest

walls, with various manipulations of the thoracic mus-

cles, or a peculiar Swedish movement also noted by

Lagrange ; it has for its object the mobilization of the

semi-ankylosed chest wall, which is a condition exist-

ing in chronic emphysema. The patient is seated

astride a narrow bench or his legs are held and two at-

tendants seizing him by the shoulders rotate the trunk

upon its axis, alternately from right to left and left to

right, the object being to mobilize the vertebro-costal

articulations and to restore movement to the chest

walls.

Besides all these methods of respiratory exercise

there are certain machines or apparatus devised by

Zander and Nycander. Some excite deep inspiration

by passive movements for raising the ribs, others

render the expiration more complete by compressing

the ribs through the use of girths or straps whicli com-

press the thoracic walls at the moment wlieu the lungs

empty themselves of air. The latter machines are said

to render great service in pulmonary emphysema, where

the expiration is always laborious and incomplete.

Finally, we have massage of the respiratory muscles,

which the Swedish physicians always prescribe at the

same time that active and passive gymnastic move-

ments are given. As will be seen, the number of

exercises available to produce better respiration are

very numerous and varied, but the underlying princi-

ple is simple, namely, to bring into more vigorous play

the muscles which expand the thorax, and at the same

time excite deep, full, free breathing ; to bring the

vital force of the lungs to its maximum. It must be

borne in mind that all exercises of the thoracic mus-

cles for the purpose of producing an increase in that

cavity must at the same time be coincident with deep

breathing; the amplitude of the respiratory move-

ments must be increased ; the lungs must push out

from within as well as the thoracic muscles pull from

without. Once having established a proper respira-

tion by the use of some of the simple respiratory exer-

cises and devoting a few minutes to it every day the

habit of full and deep breathing is formed even when
one is in a state of repose. And further, one is forti-

fying himself against the possibility of disease of the

lungs by thus maintaining the pulmonary tissue in an

active, healthy and well nourished condition ; and there

is no portion of the apices which from insufficient use

and poor nourishment is a menace to the individual by
offering a fitting soil to a wandering bacillus. In con-

valescence from pneumonia and pleurisy with effusion,

the importance of expanding and revivifying, as soon

as possible, the lung, whose functional capacity has

been diminished and whose nutrition has been de-

pressed, can hardly be overestimated. As Lagrange

truly says :
" In all the inflammatory maladies of the

lungs there persists a tendency to stasis and passive

congestion, to correct and obviate which no means is

more efficacious than very ample and deep inspiration."

When the border line has been passed and incipient

phthisis has been developed, respiratory exercises are

a most important and precious means for restoring the

weakened lung tissue and increasing its resisting

power. The beneficial effects of the high altitude

treatment are largely due to the fact that one is com-

pelled to breathe fully and deeply in order to obtain

the requisite amount of oxygen.

In every well-arranged plan of treatment of pul-

monary tuberculosis, where any exercise at all is

allowable, pulmonary gymnastics, carefully arranged

and adapted to the strength and condition of the in-

dividual, should, I believe, be embraced. In the fa-

mous sanitariums abroad, where such excellent results

are obtained, they play an important part in the treat-

ment. We may in the future obtain a serum product

which will accomplish all that was hoped for from

tuberculin ; but one must not forget that large num-
bers of consumptives are now being cured and restored

to usefulness by means of the persistent application of

nature's remedies, sunlight, abundant alimentation,

continuous out-door life, hydrotherapy and good

breathing. The vis medicatrix naturce may not

always give brilliant and rapid results, but when intel-

ligently employed it is a method which rarely disap-

points either the confiding physician or trusting patient.
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CHLOROSIS, WITH ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO
ITS TREATMENT BY INTESTINAL ANTI-
SEPTICS.'

BT CHARLBS W. TOWN8EMD, M.D.

Ddking my last year's service in the out-patieut

department of the Massachusetts General Hospital I

endeavored to observe the results of the treatment in

chlorosis from intestinal antiseptics according to the

theory of Forscheimer."

In order to make sure of the diagnoses, the blood

corpuscles were counted at least once in each case,

and the hemoglobin was estimated at each visit. For
this work, by means of the Fleischl hemometer and

Zeiss blood-couuter, I am greatly indebted to my
assistants, particularly to the hospital exterues, Drs.

Elliot P. Joslin and C. B. Barney.

The average per cent, of hemoglobin in the 87 cases

of chlorosis studied was 35.5 per cent, the extremes

being 18 and 72 per cent.

The youngest patient was fifteen, the oldest thirty-

four years ; 70 per cent, were between sixteen and

twenty years of age, 20 per cent, between twenty-one

and twenty-five years.

Sixty-three per cent, were born in the United States ;

19 per cent, were Irish; 12 per cent, from the Prov-

inces; one was colored. Twenty per cent, of the

immigrants became chlorotic within a year of their

arrival here, and more than half of these came from

the Provinces. This is a familiar fact, and is com-

monly explained by a change of manner of living from

out-of-doors to the confined work of domestic servants.

This, however, cannot explain the effect in all cases,

for I have known nursery maids who spent a larger

part of their time in the open air and who led very

hygienic lives to become chlorotic within a short time

of their emigration from the Provinces. The climatic

change seems to be the underlying cause. The dura-

tion of the disease was under six months in 70 per

cent, of the cases, while 15 per cent, had suffered from

SIX months to one year, and another 15 per cent, had

suffered over a year.

The most common symptom was palpitation, all the

patients complaining of this, generally on the slightest

exertion. All but three complained also of dyspnea

on exertion.

Seventy-four per cent, complained of headache, 75

per cent, of dyspepsia, 65 per cent, of constipation,

leaving 35 per cent, where the bowels were regular.

In 54 per cent, menstruation was scanty, in many
of these being also irregular. In 15 per cent, it was
normal. In II per cent, it was profuse; and in 20

per cent, there was amenorrhea in periods of two
months to a year. In two of these menstruation had
never occurred.

Edema, usually confined to the legs but sometimes
more general, was said to occur in 34 per cent, of the

cases.

The color of the checks, lips, conjunctiva:, tongue

and finger-nails was noted in each instance ; and as

this record was, with rare exceptions, made only by

myself there was less chance of error by variations in

the scale of estimation. I have tabulated these results

in percentages of the total number, classing them as

pale (which includes the white or colorless), fair and
good. I have put them in the order of their value for

» Kead before the Uoflton Society for Medical ImprovemeDt, Febru-
ary 1«. I -US.

> Transaction of Association of American Physicians, 1893.

diagnosis. Thus the nails are placed first, being pale

in 95 per cent, of the cases, while the conjunctivfe are

put last, showing pallor in but 64 per cent, of the

cases.

Table ok Colok in Percentagks.

Pale., Fair. Good.
Nails 95 5

Cheeks 89 7 4

Tongue 84 15 1.2

Lips 76 21 2.4

Conjunctiv.u 64 25.5 10.5

I was surprised at this last result, as I had formerly

considered the color of the conjunctiva; of special

value in diagnosis. The color of the nails varies some-

what with the method of examination. When the

fingers are fully extended, as is usually the case when
the patient presents them for inspection, the circula-

tion under the nails appears to be partly cut off, and

the middle or sometimes proximal half of the nail

becomes white. This I found could occur, espe-

cially by hyper-extension of the fingers, even among
the plethoric, but was much less marked, as a rule, than

in the anemic. By examining the fingers partly fiexed

this error could be avoided. Besides the color of the

tongue, the flabby and often indented appearance was

generally present. Marked indentation from the teeth

was noted in 34 per cent, of the cases, which is much
understating its frequency, as this condition was

recorded in the latter half of the cases only.

All of the cases were examined for bruits and heart

murmurs. The bruit de diahle was present in 86 per

cent, of the cases, being heard in a little more than

half of these, or in 45 per cent, of all the cases, in

both sides of the neck. In about 15 per cent, of all

the cases a bruit was heard in the left side of the neck

alone, and in 25 per cent, of the cases on the right

side alone.

As regards the systolic murmur at the base of the

heart this was present in 50 per cent, of all the cases ;

but in nine of these it could be heard only after in-

creasing the heart-beat by exertion, the patient being

made to walk across the floor several times. In a few

cases the disappearance of the bruit or murmur was

noticed ; thus the systolic murmur disappeared in one

case when the hemoglobin reached 63 per cent., and

in two cases 68 per cent., the hemoglobin before treat-

ment being respectively 23, 28, and 28 per cent. A
bruit heard at the left alone at 50 per cent, disappeared

at 75 per cent. Bruits heard at both sides at 40 and

38 per cent, disappeared from the right at 55 per cent,

in one of the cases, and from the left at 76 per cent, in

the other.

TREATMENT.

It is to be remembered that as out-patients these

cases continued in their former life, modified but

tlightly by directions given as to diet, etc. The
results should not, therefore, be compared with those

obtained inside a hospital.

There were 30 cases which could be carefully fol-

lowed who were treated with beta-naphthol without

iron for purposes of intestinal antisepsis. Two grains

were given three times daily, and the average length

of treatment was three and one-third weeks. The
average gain in hemoglobin per week in these cases

was a little less than 2 (1.85) per cent., the greatest

gain being 10 per cent, per week for two weeks and

6 per cent, for five weeks. The patient that did the

worst lost 7.50 per cent, per week for two weeks.
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After three weeks of beta-naphthol treatment, if the

patent gained less than two per cent, of hemoglobin
a week she was put on Blaud's iron pills.

There were 31 cases treated with Blaud's pills, five

grains only, t. i. d., for an average length of four

weeks. The average gain per week was a fraction

over five per cent. (5.07) or more than two and a half

times as much as in the case of beta-naphthol. In

Dr. Stone's cases treated in this clinic with Blaud's

pills, a gain of five per cent, per week is stated to be a

fair average.

As so many cases were constipated (65 per cent.),

although less than are generally supposed, and as this

symptom was always treated with cascara, whether
the patient was given beta-naphthol or iron, it seemed
to me of interest to treat a series of these constipated

cases with cascara alone. Seven cases were so treated ;

to some of these nux vomica and hydrochloric acid

being also given where the stomach was also disordered.

The results, however, were not encouraging, as these

cases after treatment averaging two weeks and one
day lost on an average one and a half per cent, of

hemoglobin a week. The greatest gain made was but

four per cent, in one case. These results, as well as

the 35 per cent, of the cases of chlorosis without con-

stipation, do not bear out Sir Andrew Clark's deduc-

tion that chlorosis is largely dependent on constipation.

Of the 31 cases treated with iron, 12 had previously

had a preliminary treatment for three weeks with

beta-naphthol with an average loss of one-twelfth per

cent, per week. When put on iron these gained 6.7

per cent, per week for an average of four and two-

thirds weeks. This certainly shows the superiority of

the iron treatment in these cases and seems also to

point to a certain advantage from the preliminary

treatment with beta-naphthol; for of 19 cases treated

with iron without the preliminary beta-naphthol treat-

ment, the average gain for three and one-half weeks
was 4.5 per cent, per week. A simple computation

will show, however, that at the end of seven weeks
the last set of cases continuing the slower gain would

be ahead of the other cases with the two sets of treat-

ment. What the efifect of a combination of the two
treatments at the same time would be I am trying to

find out at the hospital now and the field looks prom-
ising from the results obtained above.

Tabulated Spmmarv of Treatment, Showing Average
Gain in Hemoglobin per week.

Beta-naphthol, 30 cases 1.85%
Blaud's iron pills, 31 cases 5.07%
Cathartics aloue, 7 cases —1 50%
Blaud's pills, after a preliminary treatment of beta-naph-

thol, Vi cases 6.70%
Blaud's pills, without a preliminary treatment of beta-

naphthol, 19 cases 4.50%

ADDENDA.

Since the above was written I have been able to

test the effect of iron and beta-naphthol combined in

three months' service in the out-patient female medical

department of the Massachusetts General Hospital.

During this time 92 cases of chlorosis were recorded.

Of these 28 were observed from two to seven weeks

'Wt or an average of 4.3 weeks.

^B Those seen once or twice only were excluded.

^B In all the hemoglobin was estimated at each visit

^m and, to make sure of the diagnosis, the blood was

^k counted once. For this work I am greatly indebted

^E to the externe, Mr. W. H. Smith, and a number of

able assistants. It is to be noted that the average of

two readings of the hemometer was always taken,

and without the knowledge of the percentage obtained

at the previous visit, the examiner thus avoiding preju-

dice.

The cases were all treated with two grains of beta-

naphthol in tablet form and five grains of Blaud's iron

pills three times daily.

The average gain per week in these 28 cases was
7.9 per cent., the maximum gain being 20 per cent,

per week for two weeks in one case, 14 per cent, for

three weeks in another, 13 per cent, for four weeks in

another, while another patient averaged a gain of 11.4

per cent, a week for five weeks.

The average amount of hemoglobin possessed by
each patient before beginning treatment was 48 per

cent. After 4.3 weeks of treatment it was 82 per

cent. The rapid return of health, as shown by the

symptoms of the patient and the improvement in color,

was often most striking.

The results of this combined treatment, as will be
seen, are considerably better than those obtained with

iron alone, and much better thau those with beta-

naphthol alone.

A STUDY OF THE BLOOD IN CASES OF TU-
BERCULOSIS OF THE BONES AND JOINTS.

BY JOHN DANE,
Assistant Surgeon Infants' Hospital, Boston.

Although snch a vast amount of labor has been
spent during the past ten years in investigating the
conditions occurring in the blood in a great number
of diseases, as yet very little has been recorded con-
cerning the alteration that it shows as a result of
tuberculosis affecting the various bones and joints.

The surgical aspect of disease in these situations has
been ably dealt with by many of the leading surgeons,
both in general works and in special volumes devoted
to this subject. Moreover, making up, as disease of

the bones and joints does, so large a part of the cases
that are brought for treatment to the orthopedic sur-

geon, their nature has been most exhaustively dealt
with in all the text-books and countless monographs
of that specialty. But so far as 1 have been able to

find, no attempt has as yet been made to see if there
is any constant relation between the pathological
lesion in these cases of surgical tuberculosis and the
condition of the blood, especially with reference to the
presence or absence of a leucocytosis. Feeling that
such a relationship, if it were proved to exist, would
not only be interesting from a scientific |)oiut of view,
but might be made to contribute some valuable data to
the practising surgeon in his attempts to treat this

frequently recurring disease, I set about a series of
examinations of the blood upon the cases in the wards
of the Children's Hospital iu Bostou. For the use of
this clinical material, and for many acts of kindness
during the progress of the work I am indebted to Dr.
Bradford and Dr. Burrell of the staff of that institu-

tion.

In the literature of the blood it is generally agreed
that tuberculosis, in all the vast variety of forms in

which it occurs, is a disease that does not increase the
number of the white corpuscles to any considerable
extent. When it appears to do so, it is owing to a
superseded lesion of an inflammatory nature. Iu
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dealing with the subject of tuberculosis, however, the

authors of the various treatises upou the blood couliue

themselves almost exclusively to tuberculosis of the

luDgs. lu this disease Hayem ' says that the leucocy-

tosis follows the irritative lesious and is not at all

marked where these do not exist. His figures, for

adults, range between 6,200 leucocytes in simple cases,

to 18,600 where inflammatory complications were

present. He also states that tlie erythrocytes follow

the general condition of the patient, and not the local

coudition in the lung. Kleiu " in his catalogue of

affections that do not give rise to a leucocytosis in-

cludes miliary and pulmonary tuberculosis and tuber-

cular meningitis. He does not mention any other

varieties of tuberculosis, except that of the serous mem-
branes, where he says that he found the number of

white cells normal. He reports one case of tubercu-

losis pulmonalis in which there were 9,800 leucocytes

and a proportion of mononuclear to polyuuclear ele-

ments of 15 to 85 ; and one case of tuberculosis sero-

Berum with 7,840 leucocytes and a proportion of 28 to

72. Still more interesting for us in this connection

are his reports upon two cases of what he calls "struma

cystosa " in women of twenty-seven and twenty-three

years respectively ; the counts were 9,400 and 10,640.

Rieder' does not go into the subject much more than

the others, and turns as usual to tubercular affections

of the lungs. He reports one case of chronic anemia

following tuberculosis in a girl of nineteen years, in

which there were 8,700 leucocytes and the percentage

of the mononuclear elements was 22. Also a case of

" scrofula, combined with rhachitis," in a boy of three

years, where the blood count showed 11,800 leucocytes

with 29.2 per cent, of mononuclear cells. With a few

exceptions such as these, there seems to be no data

with which to compare the counts that I am about to

give.

As regards the interesting question of the cause of

leucocytosis iu general, about which so much has been

written, the accompanying reports can, so far as I can

see, add nothing. The theory of chemotaxis as ex-

pounded by Goldscheider* is the one that seems to

have least to be said against it and most fully to ex-

plain the facts as we meet them clinically ; but as to

the nature of the chemotactic substance or its manner

of origin or increase, little that is liefiuite has yet been

said. Dealing as this paper necessarily does, with

cases of fairly well-advanced disease— for under

hardly any conceivable circumstances could we hope

to get a case of tubercular disease of the bone in its

very beginning— there has been no chance of finding

the diminution, the '• hypoleucocytosis " as many of

the later writers so strangely choose to call it, in the

white cells that has been proved to occur at the com-

mencement of so many acute diseases. The leucocy-

tosis of digestion was excluded as far as possible in

makin<; these counts by taking the specimen of blood

just as the mid-day meal for children was being served ;

thev had been fasting between four and five hours. A
more serious source of difficulty, however, lies in the

leucocytosis arising from the age of the patients, which

varied, with a single exception, from two and a half

1 Q. llayeiii: Du Bang et de sea aUerations anatomtques, Paris, 1889,

p. 924.
' S. Klein : Die dlagnontlecbe Xerwerthung tier Leukooytose, Volk-

manu'fl Saniiiilung kiln. Vortrage, No. 89, p. 730.
> H. Kieder : Uelirage zur Kountules dor Leukocytose, Leipzig,

1892, p. 27.
• A. Ooldscheider uud P. Jacob: Zeltachrlft f. klinische Medicio,

1894, xxr, p. 3T3.

years to twelve years. Not only is there considerable

difference of opinion as to what is to be considered a

normal number for the total leucocyte count in chil-

dren, but the proportion of the various kinds of leuco-

cytes is also a matter of some dispute. As this matter

of a fixed starting-point is one of much importance in

determining the meaning of any given count, it will be

well to quote some of the authorities on children's

blood. Schiff' states it broadly that during "child-

hood " the normal number of leucocytes is about

10,000. Bouchut and Dubrisay,^ however, between

the ages of two and fifteen years, find only 6,700.

Emma Bayer,' a pupil of Denis, places the number up

to the sixth year at between 9,000 and 10,000 ; while

Gundobiu ' regards children of eight years as practi-

cally adults as far as the blood is concerned. When
we turn to the percentage of the various forms of leu-

cocytes, although there is still quite a marked variation

in the actual figures, yet upon some points all are

agreed. It is certain that in the adult the polyuuclear

forms are greatly in excess of the mononuclear forms,

while in childhood the reverse is the case, and as the

child develops, the polyuuclear variety steadily in-

creases at the expense of the mononuclear elements.

For the adult the figures of Klein represent, perhaps,

as fair an average as any ; he finds that the lympho-

cytes are represented by about 24 per cent, of the total

number of leucocytes, the large mononuclear by 3 per

cent., the polyuuclear neutrophiles by 66 per cent., the

eosinophiles by 2 per cent., and the transitional form

by 5 per cent. For children an average must be had

for each succeeding year, and this is a matter of much
difficulty. Up to the third year, the figures, according

to Guudobin, are 50 to 60 per cent, for the lympho-

cytes and 28 to 40 per cent, for the polyuuclear neu-

trophiles. From the beginning of the third year the

neutrophilic cells steadily increase until the eighth or

tenth year, when the normal adult proportion should

have been reached. In the counts that follow, this

normal variation, according to the age of the child,

must constantly be borne in mind in estimating the

presence and the degree of a neutrophilic leucocytosis.

The technique used in making the counts was as

follows: The specimen of blood was taken from the

lobule of the ear, and counted by the aid of a Thoma-
Zeiss apparatus. In estimating the number of the

erythrocytes the blood was diluted iu the proportion

of 1-200 with " Toisou's solution " and five hundred

squares upon the stage were counted. For the leuco-

cytes a 0.3 per cent, solution of acetic acid, slightly

colored with methyleneviolet was used, and the blood

diluted in the proportion of 1-100, and 20,000 of the

small squares were counted. The cover-glasses, which

were taken at the time, were hardened by heat or with

benzine and stained with the Ebrlich " triple stain."

A differential count of from 500 to 800 cells was then

made based upon the classification of Ehrlich. In the

following table the temperature taken in the evening

of the day on which the count was made has been

added, and when the case was operated, between the

time of taking the count and taking the temperature,

the fact has been noted. In the detailed description of

the cases, a fuller account of the temperature range

has been given.

• SoliitT: Zeitschrift f. Heilkunde, Bd. xi, 1890.

« BaucUut und Dubrisay : Gazette M«dicale de Paris, 1878.
• Denis : liecliercbesexperimentellessur le saDg humaln considdr^

i, r^tat sain, Paris, IMO.
oQundobin : Jabrbuch f. Kinderh., Bd. xxv, 1893.



TABLE I. — Cases of Tobercular Arthritis of Hip-Joint without Abscess.

Sex.
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In cases of abscess where an operation was per-

formed, cultures from the pus were taken directly

upon blood serum ; some were taken from the first

flowing of the pus and, if pockets existed, others were

taken from the deeper parts. If, after keeping these

at the proper constant temperature for ten days, no

growth appeared, the abscess was considered to be due

to the action of the bacillus of tuberculosis. It is

much to be regretted that the material was not at hand

for inoculation of animals in all these cases, but it was

not found to be practical at the time. In a few cases

there was a microscopical examination of the pus and

the walls of the abscess. In the tables that follow,

the results of 51 examinations made upon 43 cases are

recorded. Finally, it should be stated that these

represent consecutive counts and are all the counts

made upon this kind of disease, none have been with-

drawn from the series to attempt to make it more
regular. They are here arranged under the separate

headings according to the total number of leucocytes

present at the first examination.

Case 1. Girl, seven years old. General condition

good. Entered hospital three years ago with symp-

toms of hip disease dating from six months. No
known cause. Hip was sensitive, but admitted motion

through whole arc. Discharged in a mouth without

pain. Returned with history of a kick on the joint.

Generally very nervous. Hip held rigid by muscular

spasm at 35° flexion ; very sensitive ; somewhat swollen

posteriorly. After three weeks' treatment, the hip

was not sensitive, and nearly full amount of motion

returned.

Erythrocytes 5,464,000

Hemoglobin 70 p. c.

Leucocytes 6,419

Lymphocytes 33 p. c.

Large monoDUClear and transitional forms . 13 p. c.

Polyiiuclear neutrophilea . . . . 54 p. c.

Eosinophiles p. c.

Case 2. Girl, three years old. Previous history

unknown. Examination of chest and abdomen was
negative. The left hip was held rigidly flexed at an

angle of 30°, and was very sensitive to motion. The
temperature ranged at entrance from 99° to 100° F.

In a month the permanent flexion had disappeared

under a traction of four pounds, and the hip was no

longer sensitive. The temperature, however, became
irregular ; and when the count was taken (a week
later), it ranged from normal in the morning to 101. .5°

or 104° F. in the evening. There were, however, no

local or general symptoms ; the limb could be abducted

about 10° and rotated through one-third of the normal

arc. There was one-fourth inch shortening, but no

noticeable bony thickening. The blood count showed

Erythrocytes 4,288,000

Hemogloi)in 63 p. c.

Leucocytes 7, '224

Lymphocytes 11 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 17 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophilea . . . . 69 p. c.

Eosinophiles 3 p. c.

The case was sent to the country and improved

greatly.

Case 3. Boy, seven years. Apparently spontan-

eous onset. Right hip sensitive to attempts at motion,

but not especially so to pressure. Thigh held flexed

at an angle of 4o°, slightly abducted and rotated out-

wards. No motion possible. Under traction in bed

the boy did well, and in a month left the hospital

wearing a Taylor long-traction splint. There was a

slight remission under poor care at home, and the boy

was readmitted for malposition. The hip was not,

however, sensitive. After two weeks he was again

sent out, having 7° permanent flexion ; no shortening;

one-fourth inch atrophy of calf. There was no

motion at the hip, but likewise no pain or sensitive-

ness. The temperature was nearly normal.

Erythrocytes 4,916,000

Hemoglobin 65 p. c.

Leucocytes 9,718

Lymphocytes 31 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 11 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . . 55 p. c.

Eosinophiles p. c.

Case 4. Boy, nine years old. Came under ob-

servation five weeks ago, with history of having been
roughly treated by father. General condition good.

Right hip held rigid by muscular spasm at an angle of

45°. Oue-quarter inch actual shortening of leg, one-

half inch atrophy of calf, aud one-quarter inch atrophy

of thigh. No pain or sensitiveness about joint. Under
eight pounds' traction the deformity proved resistant

for three weeks, but under nine pounds' longitudinal

and three pounds' lateral traction the leg was brought

to the normal position in three weeks more. The de-

formity showed a marked tendency to return as soon

as the child got up, despite a traction splint. There
was throughout no rise in temperature over 99°. The
blood count showed

Erythrocytes 5,936,000

Hemoglottin 70 p. c.

Leucocytes 11,110

Lymphocytes 22 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 18 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . . 58 p. c.

Eosinophiles 2 p. c.

It is interesting to note in this case that the count
is but very slightly altered from what we should ex-

pect to find for a boy of this age, and yet, as shown by
the one-quarter inch actual shortening, there must
have been some erosion of the bone. The case con-

tinued to do well after discharge.

Case 5. Girl, ten years old. Seventeen days be-

fore entrance the child began to limp and complain of

pain in the hip and knee. Two weeks before she fell

in the street, striking on the hip-bone, and since then
has suffered constant pain. The left thigh was held

rigid and abducted about 10°. There was one-quarter

inch atrophy of calf, and a slight amount of post-

trochanteric thickening. The count, taken on the day
of entrance, showed

Erythrocytes 4,808,000

Hemoglobin 68 p. c.

Leucocytes 11,609

Lymphocytes 24 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms , 9 p. c.

I*olynuclear neutrophiles . . . . G6 p. c.

Eosinophiles 1 p. c.

There were night-cries at first, but under six pounds'

traction they disappeared, and in two weeks the limb
was in a normal position and had a fair amount of

motion. The child stayed in the hospital for about
two months. One-quarter inch bony shortening de-

veloped, and there was considerable thickening all

about the hip, but no pain. The temperature ranged
between 99° and 100° F.
Case 6. Girl, nineteen years old. Hip disease

of four months' duration. The onset was insidious;

there was limitation of motion to a very few degrees
in all directions ; some tenderness on manipulation,
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and slight thickeiiiu>; about the joint. The tempera-

ture rauged about 99" F. The couut showed

Krytbrooytes -1,290,000

Bemoglobin 89 p. c.

Leucocytes 12,300

Lympbocytes 31 p. c.

Large moiioiiucleiir and traiiBttional forms . 10 p. c.

I'olyuuclear iieutropbiles . . . . 59 p. c.

Kosiuopbiles p. c.

The case was lost sight of and its result is unknown.
Case 7. Boy, five and a half years old. His-

tory of pain iu knee and hip for nine months. The
left thigh was held rigid at 45° Hexiou, not very sen-

sitive. Three days after entrance a count showed

EryiUrocytes 5,016,000

Hemuglobiu 7U p. c.

Leucocytes 12.447

Lymphocytes 16 p. c.

Large mononuclear and trHUsitioual forms . 14 p. c.

Polynuclear neutropbiles . . . . 67 p. c.

KosinopUiles 3 p. c.

The night-cries persisted for nearly three weeks

under rest in bed and traction. He stayed in the hos-

pital for a month, when motion had returned for a few

degrees and there was no paiu on gentle manipulation.

Case 8. Boy, seven years old. Duration un-

known. The hip was held rigid, sensitive, and there

was considerable swelling of the soft parts about the

great trochanter. The couut showed

Erythrocytes 4,828,000

Hemoglobin 74 p. c.

Leucocytes 13,000

No differential count. Subsequent history unknown.

Case 9. Girl, seven years old. Phthisical family

history. Seven and a half months ago complained of

pain iu hip and knee, and limped on walking. A
mouth later fell down stairs, and since then the symp-

toms have been acute with night-cries. On entrance

the leg showed one-quarter inch actual shortening and

considerable thickening about great trochanter. Ten-

derness on pressure or attempt at motion. Much mus-

cular spasm limiting motion to a few degrees. In a

month, under eight pounds' traction, the motion had re-

turned to more than half the normal amount. The
couut taken at that time showed

Erythrocytes 5,296,000

Hemoglobin 70 p. c.

Leucocytes 13,824

Lympbocytes 24 p. c.

Small mononuclear or transitional forms . 9 p. c.

Polynnclear neutrophiles . . . . 65 p. c.

Eosinopbiles 2 p. c.

The case progressed steadily, and was discharged

teu days after couut. The temperature ranged about

the 100° F. line.

Case 10. Boy, eight and a half years old. Pain

in hip and limping for two months. The leg was held

Hexed while walking, but straight when the child was

lying down. No actual shortening; three-quarters of

an inch ajjparent shortening. Three-quarters of an

inch atrophy of muscles in thigh and calf. Hip
allowed 70° motion in Hexion, 30° abduction, was not

sensitive to manipulation. Next day a couut showed

Erythrocytes 5,048,000

Hemoglobin 60 p. c.

Leucocytes 13,824

Lymphocytes 20 p. c.

.Small mononuclear or transitional fornts . 5 p. c.

Polynnclear neutrophiles . . . 73 p. c.

Eosinophiles 2 p. c.

The case stayed in the hospital three weeks, and

was discharged with all motious somewhat increased

and wearing a Taylor spliut. The temperature was

normal on the day of the couut, but varied between
99° and 100° F. for nearly the whole time.

Case 11. Girl, nine years old. Six years before

entrance fell, striking upon hip; was lame for two

mouths. Entered hospital a month before count with

history of having become suddenly lame two months

previous. The hip was then held rigid by muscular

spasm, and there was a permanent flexion of 45°.

There was some tenderness on pressure over joint and

slight postTtrochanteric thickening. The treatment

was re.st in bed with six pounds' traction. Tempera-

ture 99° to 99.5° F. Count

Erythrocytes 5,120,000

Hemoglobin SO p. c.

Leucocytes 14,600

Lymphocytes 11 p. c.

Small mononuclear or transitional forms . 14 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . . 75 p. c.

Eosinophiles 5 p. c.

The child remained in the hospital three weeks

longer, but at the time of discharge there was scarcely

any motion at the hip. Despite careful use of a splint

and constant attendance at the out-patient department,

the case developed an abscess in six months.

Case 12. Girl, eight and a half years old. Four-

teen months ago was taken with pain in hip and knee

following a fall. Pain grew worse for a month and

was followed by night-cries. When the child was first

admitted to the hospital, the hip was held rigidly by

muscular spasm and was very sensitive ; thigh atrophy

was one-quarter of an inch, calf one inch. After

treatment for nearly a month, the child bad scarlet

fever. When readmitted to the surgical ward, ten

weeks later, the thigh was still held rigidly by spasm,

and there were 30° of permanent flexion. Traction

and counter-traction were used, but the deformity

yielded slowly. The temperature ranged between

normal and 100° F. A count taken two months after

admission the second time showed

Erythrocytes 6.064,000

Hemoglobin 65 p. c.

Leucocytes 15,253

Lymphocytes 19 p. c.

J^arge mononuclear and transitional forms . 9 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . . 70 p. c.

Eosinophiles 2 p. c.

The case was discharged with a little permanent ab-

duction and no motion, wearing a Taylor splint. She

came regularly to the out-patient department, but had

to be readmitted in six months for a large abscess.

Case 13. Boy, five years old. Six weeks ago be-

gan to show lameness and had paiu iu knee. Night-

cries soon developed. On entrance the hip was mark-

edly sensitive to pressure, held quite tirmly by sjjasm

after an arc of 15° motion in flexion, but allowing no

abduction or rotation. There was 10° permanent

flexion, an actual shortening of half an inch, three-

quarters of an inch atrophy of the calf, and half au

inch of thigh, with marked bony thickening behind

the trochanter. The temperature was irregular; 100°

on the day of the count, it ranged between 98.8° and
101° F. at other times.

The count taken a week after entrance showed

Erythrocytes 5,072,000

Hemogloijln 811 p. 0.

Leucocytes 20,654

Lymphocytes 12 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 5 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . . SI p. c.

Eosinophiles 3 p. c.
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The night-cries persisted for nearly two months,
though the motion was slowly returning. He was
unfortunately lost sight of after discharge.

Case 14. Boy, five years old. Twelve days before
entrance was kicked in the hip, and in a few days de-

veloped a high temperature and held hip flexed. Tlie

soft parts around this joint were much swollen and
very painful on pressure or attempt of motion. It

could, however, be put through 18° in flexion and 20°

in abduction. The temperature on entrance was
102° F., but fell to normal on the third day. Count
taken the day after entrance showed

Erythrocytes 4,336,000

Hemoglobin 63 p. c.

Leucocytes 24,212

Lymphocytes 13 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 4 p. c.

Polyiiuclear neutrophiles . . . . 80 p. c.

Eosjnophiles 3 p. c.

In three weeks the motions were nearly normal,

and there was no pain. The case has continued to do
well for eight months.

Case 15. Girl, five years old. Hip disease dates

back over three years. Had been in the hospital

about a year ago for pain and malposition of joint,

staying two and a half mouths and having 90° flexion

and 20° abduction at the time of discharge. Read-

mitted three months ago with an acute exacerbalion

said to have come from taking cold. The hip was
very sensitive and admitted no motion. Longitudinal

traction gave no relief, and even seemed to increase

the pain. Lateral traction increased up to two pounds,

finally gave some improvement. After two months'

bed treatment, she was gotten up with a combination

double splint on. At the time of the count, three

months after entrance, there was no motion, and al-

though she was apparently free from pain, she refused

all attempts to make her walk. The temperature

ranged between 98.4° and 100°, being 99.4° at the

time of the count.

Erythrocytes 4,874,660

Hemoglobin 63 p. c.

Leucocytes 30,9S0

Lymphocytes 12 p. c.

Large mouonuclear and transitional forms . 14 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . , 72 p. c.

Eosinophiles 2 p. c.

Case returned to the house in seven months with a

large abscess.
iTo be continued.')

Clinical SDepactment.

A CASE OF SEPTICEMIA FROM SEWER-GAS.
BV ARTHUR P. PERKT, M.D.

Mrs. a. B., primipara, age twenty-eight years, was

delivered by forceps after a labor of twenty-four

hours.

The head was low down when these were applied,

and the child was easily extracted, no violence being

done to the mother's parts.

The usual precautions were observed as to asepsis

in the instruments, hands, etc., and a post-partum

douche was given.

Mother and child did well for three days. On the

fourth the patient had a chill, with a temperature of

103°. There was, however, no uterine tenderness,

and the lochia continued to flow. There was good secre-

tion of milk and no trouble with the nipples. A thor-

ough examination of the other organs failed to show
any cause for the rise in temperature.

This had continued for a day or two when a dis-

agreeable odor was noticed in the sick-room, appar-

ently localized about the bed, which was in a corner.

Careful inspection of the paiient and the bed did not

disclose the source of it, however.

Suspecting that the odor might come from a dead

rat in the walls or floor, I urged the removal of the

mother and child to another room, but to no purpose.

The husband thought that "the place was good
enough " for his wife, and could not be made to be-

lieve that there was any harm in the odor.

Finally, investigation was made in the cellar directly

under the room in which the patient lay, and here the

cause of the trouble was found. A bath-room was
situated across the hall, just outside the sick-room.

From this a four-inch soil-pipe ran under the floor and
through the underpinning of the house, at a point

under the head of the bed. After passing through

the wall the iron pipe terminated some two or three

feet from the house in an earthen pipe, which ran

about twenty-five feet and emptied into a cesspool.

This earthen pipe was much larger than the iron

pipe, and at the joint the plumbers had merely brought

the two to meet each other and run cement around
the joint. The frost had " heaved " the pipes and
broken the connection, allowing some of the contents

to find their way along the outside of the iron one and
into the cellar directly under the head of the bed, and
even that side of it on which the patient lay most of

the time.

As soon as this was discovered, the patient was re-

moved to another room at a safe distance, a trained

nurse was engaged, and recovery began to take place,

she finally being discharged well.

The pipe-connection having been repaired and dis-

infectants used the foul odor disappeared. Great care

should be taken in building houses to have a trap

in the soil-pipe outside the house wall and easily

reached.

In Boston the law requires that plumbers shall carry

the soil-pipe ten feet out from the building and this is

usually the limit of their contract. Earthen pipe is

somewhat cheaper than iron, and for this reason con-

nection between the point where the plumber leaves

off and the sewer is nearly always made with this. It

if unsafe to do so, however, on account of earthen

pipe being so easily broken by frost, settling of the

ground, etc. The iron soil pipe should be carried

completely into the sewer or cesspool, be it as dis-

tant as may be.

SUBMUCOUS FIBROID OF UTERUS, OCCA-
SIONING HEMORRHAGE IN A WOMAN OF
SIXTY-FOUR YEARS.i

Mrs. S. p. W., American, aged sixty-four years,

was admitted to the Free Hospital for Women in .Jan-

uary, 1896. She had been married thirty years, and
had given birth to thirteen children, the youngest of

which was nineteen years of age. She had also had

four miscarriages. She had complained of " falling of

* Read before the Boston Society for Medical Improvement, Feb-
ruary lU, 1896.
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the womb," for forty-four years, or before ibe birth of

any children. There was uothiug of special interest

in regard to her menstrual life except its long continu-

ance. She noted no lessening iu its amount, which
was always rather abundant, until fifty-six years of

age, when it diminished to a slight flow each mouth
until the past year, when she had a violent hemorrhage,
from which she recovered iu a few mouths, and entered

the hospital complaining of weight and dragging in

the pelvis. On examination, laceration of the peri-

neum, cystocele and urethrocele were found, together

with a submucous fibroid of the uterus, the loner part

of which was presenting through a well-dilated os.

January 30lh. Under ether, enucleation was accom-
plished by traction with the volcellum forceps, strip-

ping the tumor from its capsule with the forefinger.

Iu accomplishing this, however, partial inversion of

the uterus occurred, and I was able to demonstrate the

separation of the fibroid from the uterine wall, to physi-

cians present most satisfactorily. There was no diffi-

culty in effecting the immediate reposition of the uterus

after the removal of the fibroid, after which the cavity

of the uterus was packed with sterilized gauze. She
made a good recovery ; and a week after this operation

the cystocele, urethrocele and lacerated perineum were
corrected by appropriate operations.

The case is of interest,

(1) As demonstrating a source of uterine hemor-
rhage iu elderly women.

(2) As showing the effect which a uterine fibroma

may exert in continuing the menstrual life of a woman
many years beyond its allotted time.

(3) As being remarkable that this fibroma should
have withstood the destructive influences of repeated

labors, she having had thirteen children, the youngest
of which was nineteen ; for we cannot credit the opin-

ion that this tumor began to grow after the birth of

the last child, or when the patient was forty-five years

of age.

RECENT PROGRESS IN ANATOMY.'
BY THOMAS DWIOHT, M.D.

FORMALINE IN TOPOGRAPHICAL ANATOMY.'

The number of papers on the use of this agent is

well-nigh endless. We have taken no note of the dis-

cussion, as it applied largely to microscopic methods.
We make an exception for a part of this paper because
it treats of a method of great practical importance.

Since His revolutionized our ideas of the true shape of

many of the viscera by his hardening iri situ with

chromic acid, much work has been done in the same
field, and several variations of his method have been
tried besides the process of reconstruction by put-

ting together the parts of organs taken from frozen

sections. We take from an elaborate article by
Gerota, in which he discusses both the microscopic

and macroscopic uses of formaline, what relates to

this purpose. The subject is injected with five litres

of a five-per-cent. solution and then frozen, after which

This ie tbe writer's ttflleth and laatseini-aunual report. Tlie first
appeareil in .September, 1k7I. being tlie flrst of the present sy.sleui of
report* on various brancheHof medicine. In order not to retire In the
course of a year, the writer proposes in the lecond volume to trace
tbe general progress of anatomy during the past twenty-tlve years.

> Internat. Monatschft. f. Anat. und Phys., Bd. xill, 18!'4.

the sections are made. They are placed at once in a

four-percent, solution to complete the hardening,

which requires five or ten days. For embryos and
infants in which the bones o£Fer no serious resistance,

he injects an alcoholic solution of formaline. If we
understand it rightly, this is made by substituting

alcohol of 90 per cent, for about one-quarter of the

preceding solution. The injection being made, the

body is immersed in a ten-per-cent. solution of forma-

line for three or four days, after which it can be cut

in any direction. Such sections can be decalcified and
used for microscopic work.

VARIATION OF THE MANUBRIUM STERNI OF THE
HIGHER PRIMATES."

Dr. Arthur Keith has collected the observations in

human anatomy of cases in which the manubrium,
instead of ending at the second costal cartilage, reached

to the third ; or, in other words, those in which the

joint between manubrium and body occurs at the third

rib instead of at the second. This is extremely rare

in man, there being only some seven cases reported,

of which two were recorded by the writer of this

report, who has since seen another. Dr. Keith inti-

mates that it is impossible at present to estimate its

frequency in man, and provisionally puts it at one in a

thousand. He has made many observations on apes

and monkeys with interesting results. He finds that

this arrangement is normal in the great majority of

gibbons, that it is frequent in the chimpanzee and the

gorilla, and very rare in the orang. Before giving his

percentages we must call attention to one point,

namely, that occasionally when the chief joint is at

the level of the third cartilage, a smaller suture is

found opposite the second. What is this to be consid-

ered ? Unless we know the age of the subject it is

impossible to say whether it is a permanent arrange-

ment or merely an immature stage. Dr. Keith seems
to have included such cases with the anomalous ones,

and probably justly. He finds that it occurs in about
80 per cent, of the gibbous, in about 30 per cent, of

the chimpanzees, and in about 20 per cent, of the

gorillas ; while among the orangs it is found only once
in a hundred. He has apparently found it only once
among the lower monkeys. His explanation is rather

lame, as indeed, he seems inclined to admit. He
writes : " The prevalence of this form of presternum
in hylobates (the gibbons) may be taken as evidence

that it is for them more advantageous than tbe ordin-

ary of human form. Its exact advantage is not very

evident." He then suggests that it may have to do
with the great development of the greater pectoral,

but it is not in the least clear that one kind of sternum
is more adapted to this than the other. Dr. Keith in

his theorizing omits all mention of the fact noted by
the writer, that according to Meckel the same condi-

tion is found in the hippopotamus.

SOME PROCESSES OF THE OCCIPITAL AND MASTOID
REGIONS OF THE SKULL.*

Mr. E. M. Conner has written a paper on the proc-

ess or processes at the junction of the exoccipital and
mastoid regions. In man there is very frequently,

perhaps we should say always, a rudimentary process

in this place, which, when large, is called the paramas-
toid and paroccipital process indiscriminately. He
found in 93 per cent, of 152 skulls a distinct process

> Journal of Anatomy and Physiology, vol. zxx, January, 1896.
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on the iuner lip of the digastric fossa of the temporal
bone. He proposes to restrict to this the name para-

mastoid and to call the jugular process the paroccipital.

THE ASTRAGALO-CALCANO NAVICULAR JOINT.*

Dr. Barclay Smith has written an elaborate and in

some respects a remarkable paper on this interesting

joint. He insists ou the fact that it should be taught

that the head of the astragalus is contained in a socket

formed by the anterior articular surface on the os cal-

eis, the hollow of the scaphoid and the ligaments con-

necting these bones below, after the fashion of a ball-

and-socket joint, the remaining ligaments inclosing the

head of the astragalus being practically the capsule.

It is essentially what the writer has taught for some
time. Two parts of the paper are more novel, thougli

as he himself points out, one is but the revival of a

structure described by Retzius more than fifty years

ago. This is the canalis tarsi, the canal formed by
the apposition of the grooves in the os calcis and as-

tragalus, and is occupied in part by a band going to the

ligamentum fundiforme, the fibrous loop restraining

the tendons of the extensor longus digitorum and the

peroueus tertius, usually described as a part of the

anterior annular ligament of the ankle. Quite new,

we believe, is his account of a variable fold of synovial

membrane, which may or may not contain a fibrous

band lying in the groove between the two parts of the

anterior astragaloid surface of the os calcis when it is

double, and in as nearly a corresponding place as pos-

sible when it is single, and connected with the fibrous

floor of the socket, or its synovial covering on the one

side and the head of the astragalus on the other.

This, he believes, serves to adapt the socket to the

varying pressure of the head in different positions of

the foot.

MOVEMENTS IN THE CARPO-METAOARPAL JOINT OF
THE THDMB.'

The joint between the trapezium and the first meta-

carpal is usually described as a saddle-joint, that is, one

at which the ends of the bones are reciprocally re-

ceived ; a section iu one plane showing one bone con-

vex resting in a concave socket, while in a section at

right angles the disposition is reversed. It is custom-

ary to describe this kind of joint as allowing flexion

on the two chief axes and on an indefinite number of

intermediate axes, so that, unless hampered by some
special arrangement, ligamentous or other, the more
movable bone can bend in any direction and also can

pass from flexion iu one plane to that iu another, thus

performing circumduction, but rotation, or motion on

a single axis corresponding with the long axis of the

bone, is excluded. This has been long taught of this

joint, which is a favorite instance of this class. Now
Dr. Rene du Bois-Reymond maintains, apparently

correctly, that in the position of flexion the thumb
rotates some 30°. It is obvious that this is impossible

if the two parts of the joint are throughout in close

contact, or if the curves of the two surfaces accurately

correspond. He finds that this is not the case. Tliis,

thougli it may seem trifling, involves an important

principle in the study of joint movements that is much
overlooked. It is that they do not have the mathe-

matical accuracy we are too apt to ascribe to them,

and that consequently there is a certain looseness of

• Journal of Anatomy and Physiology, vol. xxx, 1890.
f" Anat. Anzeiger, Bd. xl, January, 1895.

motion that we neglect. This is emphasized by the

variation we find iu the surfaces of joints, which can-

not be reconciled with rigid mathematical formuliE.

PREPATELLAR BURS^.°

A very interesting paper on this subject has been

written by Bize under the direction of Professor

Charpy. To follow the author we must first note his

view on the number of layers in front of the patella.

Beneath the skin is the thickened superficial fascia

tolerably adherent to the layer below it, with which it

may be confounded ; it is often lamellated. Below
this is the fascia lata, or the aponeurotic layer. The
third layer is the continuation of the tendon of the

quadriceps extensor which splits into two layers, the

deeper of which is intimately connected with the

patella. We have then to recognize three spaces

:

the subcutaneous one, filled by the subcutaneous layer;

the subaponeurotic one beneath the fascia lata, and
the subtendinous one between the subdivisions of the

tendinous layer. A bursa may, and generally does,

exist in each of these spaces : a subcutaneous bursa

between the lamellae of the subcutaneous fascia, a

middle or subaponeurotic bursa, and a deep or sub-

tendinous bursa. The first is found in 88 per cent. ; it

may be multilocular but is usually single. It is well

defined, of uncertain size, and found most often over

the lower half of the patella. The middle bursa is

the most constant, occurring in 95 per cent. ; it is

most commonly found at the inner inferior part of the

knee-pan. The deep bursa occurs in 80 per cent.,

and generally over the lower part of the bone. The
author states that these bursEe, or at least the cellular

spaces which they occupy, are developed in the second
half of embryonic life. We would observe with re-

gard to the last statement that the number of the

author's observations seems rather limited ; and the

same may be said as to his percentages, though we do
not question that his facts are substantially correct.

The discussion of the interpretation of the various

prepatellar layers that exist, or can be made, would
carry us too far.

THE POSITION OF THE FOLDS OF THE SMALL IN-

TESTINE.'

In previous reports this question has been noticed.

The general trend of opinion is that order is to be

found in what once we thought was chaos : that there

is some approach to a definite arrangement of these

folds. This view gaius support from the work of

Weinberg on new-born infants, the body being care-

fully hardened by the chromic acid process. He finds,

of course, that there is no constant plan, that in many
cases no order is to be recognized, if we consider the

superficial coils only, but apparently he finds more
constant results from the study of the hardened
mesentery. The general plan is that the upper two-

fifths are disposed in transverse folds in the upper left

part of the abdomen. The succeeding fifth in the left

iliac region is without definite arrangement. The
lower two-fifths, placed in the median part of the ab-

domen and in the right iliac region are in the main in

vertical folds.

THE LYMPHATICS OP THE ANOS AND RECTUM.'

Dr. D. Gerota has done some excellent work on

» Journ. lie I'Anat. et de la Phys., IfSIG, No. 1.

' lulemalion. Mouatschft. f. Anat. und Phys., Bd. xiii.
» Arch. f. Anat. und Entwick., 1895.
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this subject at Waldej'er's laboratory at Berlin. He
made bis injectious of the lyniphatics iu young cbil-

dreii, having first filled the blood-vessels. His resuhs

seeoi to confirm those of Quouu, but he has gone

further and has discovered glands, which he calls ano-

rectal ones, on the outside of the rectum lying directly

on the muscular coat. He finds that the lymphatics

of the cutaneous part of the anus open usually iu the

upper inner group of the inguinal glands. The lym-

phatics communicate above, apparently pretty freely

with those of the mucous portion. These latter are

extremely rich on the columns of Morgagni, aud very

scarce in the depressions between them. The vessels

ou the columns connect with those of the mucous
membrane of the rectum proper above. The glands

are at the back along the course of the inferior hemor-

rhoidal arteries. The fact that the lymphatics follow

the blood-vessels is worth noting. Exceptionally

ly Bphatics run, as seen by Queuu, to a gland at the

side of the pelvis near the greater sacrosciatic fora-

men. The lymphatics of the muscular coat are in-

jected with great difficulty in man ; according to ob-

servations ou dogs they follow the course of those of

the mucous membrane. The author points out that in

operations ou the rectum these new glands should be

remembered, and states that the rectum is separated

from the sacrum by a fibrous layer for which Wal-
deyer proposes the name oi fascia propria recti.

THE TOPOGRAPHICAL ANATOMY OF THE FOUR-
CHETTE.'

Dr. Blacker discusses at length the perplexing ques-

tion of this region which, either from a faulty nomen-
clature or from the inherent difficulties, is extremely

confusing. We cannot introduce the subject better

than by following him in quoting Luschka :
" The

posterior extremities of the nymph* are not always

arranged in the same way, as at one time they merge
with the inner surfaces of the labia majora ; at another

they unite with one another at the anterior extremity

of the perineum. In the last case there is present a

connecting band,yrenM/uwj vulvae leu labiorum, which

almost universally has been called a derivative of the

labia majora. But even in those cases iu which the

posterior ends of the uymphaj seem to cease, one can

show by traction on them forward a longitudinal fold

which passes directly into the frenulum." We must
remark in passing that this would seem to us to imply

that Luschka held that the termination is always essen-

tially the same, the fourchette being formed by the

labia minora, but Dr. Blacker takes a different view.

He then gives a passage from Sappey quoted by Budin
with the latter's comments thereon. Sappey says

:

"The posterior extremities of the nympha; do not

usually pass the transverse diameter of the vulvar ori-

fice, but lose themselves insensibly upon the sides of

the vulva." Budin comments as follows: "Such is

the usual form of the labia minora iu a certain number
of women ; in some, however, instead of stopping a

little beyond the middle of the height of the vulva, the

labia minora are prolonged backwards, turning towards

the middle line, where they join one another. While
iu the usual condition the fourchette is formed by tiie

labia majora, in the cases of which we are now speak-

ing we find from before back, the vaginal orifice, the

fossa navivularis, then the fourchette, constituted by
the union of the labia minora." Dr. Blacker cou-

• Joum. of Aiiat. and Pby«., vol. xxx, January, 1890.

tinues :
" There can be no doubt from the descriptions

of Luschka and Budin, that two definite varieties of

the fourchette exist ; one where it is apparently a baud

connecting the two labia majora, aud another where it

is formed by the union in the middle line of the two
posterior extremities of the labia minora or nymphae."

Dr. Blacker examined 397 women at his clinic, in 344
of whom the relatiou of the parts could be determined

with exactitude. He found that the fourchette was in

direct continuation with the labia minora in 14.9 per

cent. Of the number examined 45 were virgins, and
of these this was fouud only in 13.3 per cent. It ap-

pears that in nearly 40 per cent, of the cases where
the labia minora were continued backward they were
distinctly hypertrophied. We must admit that we
had some ditticulty iu deciding what Blacker really

concludes, for after having found that the labia minora
do not go to the fourchette in the great majority of

cases, he quotes with approval Cullingworth's observa-

tions that iu pulliug the nympha; forward their con-

nection with the fourchette is easily shown, and adds

that it is shown almost better by pulling the four-

chette backwards. Ou the whole he seems to think

that the fourchette is really a part of the labia minora,

but apparently in a certain number of cases without

evident continuity. He advocates the giving up of

the terms anterior and posterior commissures. The
former is the mous veneris aud the latter is not re-

quired. " The posterior extremities of the labia

majora blend with the perineum, and are not really

united by any commissure other than the fourchette;

but the use of the name posterior commissure for this

structure only tends to confusion, more especially if

we are to regard the fourchette as really a part of

the labia minora or nymphae."

HOMOLATERAL PYRAMIDAL FIBRES, AND THE TER-
MINATION IN THE CORD OF THE VARIODS BUNDLES
OF THE ANTERIOR PYRAMIDS.'"

Dejerine and A. Thomas have made two communi-
cations, which we take together. They have shown
for the first time in man the existence of certain fibres

iu the pyramids beside the crossed and the direct

tracts, both of which it will be remembered ultimately

go to the opposite side. The new fibres, which they

call homolateral pyramidal fibres, leave the pyramid
and run backward and outward through the gray sub-

stauce so as to cut off the anterior horn and run down
iu the lateral column of the same side. That this is not

an accidental condition is i)robable from the fact that

these fibres have been fouud iu the cat and the mon-
key. These observers have been able also to trace ou

certain specimens of total disease of one pyramid the

course of the coustituent bundles much farther down
than they have before been followed in man. Not
only have they traced iu four cases the descent of the

crossed pyramidal tract to the level of the third aud
fourth sacral pairs aud the direct tract to that of the

first lumbar, but iu one case they have traced the

crossed tract to the beginning of the filum terminale,

aud been able to determine that at the level of the

fifth sacral these fibres no longer form a distinct

bundle in the lateral columu, and that they become
more and more superficial. In the same case the

fibres of the direct bundle were traced to the level of

the origiu of the fourth sacral. In the lumbar region

this bundle ou section presents the shape of a comma,

'" Comptes ReuUuB de la Soc. de Biol., February 14, 1896.
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with the head behind near the anterior commissure.
Still lower the tail of the comma becomes thinner and
thinner, till at last the few remnants of the bundle are
at the back aud inner part of the anterior column.
In this same case the homolateral fibres, which by the

way are much the fewest, were traced with certainty

to the level of the fourth sacral rool, where they were
found scattered through the lateral column.

THE FIXATION OF THE KIDNEY.''

Gerota has written an elaborate paper on this sub-

ject, which is worthy of mention, though the multi-

plication of views is confusing. The following is an

abbreviation of his own summing up. The chief agent
is the renal fascia, which encloses the organ, and thus

has a priB-renal aud a retro-renal layer, from both of

which fibres and bauds pass through the fat around
the kidney to join its fibrous capsule. The real inser-

tion of the renal fascia, however, is not to the kidney,

but through its hind layer, iuto the angle between the

quadratus and psoas where itjoins the fascia covering

each. The above-mentioned fat inside the capsule is

not to be confounded with other fat outside of it,

which may extend down into the iliac fossa. The
peritoneum assists, especially in the case of the left

kidney. Two layers of fascia are to be made out cov-

ering the inner surface of the transversalis muscle.

The one directly against the muscle is the true fascia

transversalis, the other is more areolar. It is from
this one, if we understand our author correctly, thai

the renal fascia is derived. He admits only two layers

of posterior aponeurosis for the transversalis, making
the anterior one, which covers the quadratus, an inde-

pendent structure. The kidneys have in life a certain

sliding motion, which can be imitated after death.

DIAPHRAGMATIC BRANCHES OF THE INTERCOSTAL
NERVES."

The existence of such branches has been long siuce

observed, but they have received little attention aud
are barely mentioned, if indeed at all, in the text-

books. Cavalie has dissected with great care the

diaphragms of six subjects, making twelve sides, with

the following results : The six lower nerves are the

ones giving fil)res, and they do so as they pass through

the diaphragm on their way from the thorax to the

abdominal walls. From these few observations it ap-

pears that the eleventh, eighth, aud seventh are the

most important. There are some five or six branches

to each side of the diaphragm, from which it appears

that all do not always contribute. The muscular
branches are apparently both short aud delicate ; they

pass almost at once into the diaphragm, supplying but

a limited region.

The Cost of Criminal Prosecutions. — In

Chester, England, there recently died a man who had
distinguished himself by appearing before the city

justices 130 times iu the capacity of a criminal. His

father had beeu tried 35 times, one sister 67, and an-

other 29 times, making a grand total for the family of

347 trials. The estimated cost of these prosecutions

was $10,000. This is only one example of inherited

criminal propensities, a knowledge of which must ex-

tend to the masses before popular opiuiou will demand
that the State shall provide for this class of defectives,

as is now done for the insane.— Medical News.

" Arch. f. Aiiat. uiid Entwiok., 1895.
'' Jouru. de TAuat. et de la Pliys., 1896, No. 2.

McportiBf of ^ocirtieief.

BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL IMPROVE-
MENT.

J. G. MUMFOKD, M.D. SEOKEIARY.

Regular Meeting, Monday, February 10, 1896,

Dr. C. J. Blake iu the chair.

Dr. Edward 0. Otis read a paper on

the value of respirators gymnastics in main-
taining the integrity of the lungs and as

an aid in the treatment of diseases of these
organs.'

Dr. Knight : It does seem strange, as Dr. Otis has

suggested, that we have been so many years and gen-

erations without its occurring to most writers on ther-

apeutics to suggest exercise in weakness of the lung.

One of the first things we think of iu trying to give

tone to other parts is to give exercise ; but if we look

through the text-books of mediciue for a good many
years when patients are supposed to have an inherited

tendency to pulmonary disease we find that they are

put upon tonics, medicines of various kinds recom-

mended, but almost nothing said about exercise of the

organs. Of course, this is the rational method to

strengthen organs which are weak, the lungs when
they are weak, and of treating them in the incipient

stages of disease. One of the first experiences 1 had
iu respiratory therapeutics was with what was called

Fitch's tube, which 1 began to use a good many years

ago— a little wooden tube with a pea-valve. I was
astonished in the first cases I tried it on to see how
quickly the lung expansion increased. I remember in

the first case 1 got one and a half inches' difference in

the circumference of the chest in two or three months,

and I have continued ever since that time to use this

tube or modifications of it, or breathing exercises.

Dr. Denison, of Denver, got out a tube on the same
principle with an arrangement for medication of the

air. I think, as far as iuflueuciug the pulmonary dis-

ease is concerned, the medication of the air is of little

use. To think that we are going to influence a tuber-

cular infiltration of the lung by medicine inhaled

seems to me to be nonsense. Of course the condition

of the bronchial mucous membrane may be so altered.

Now, in regard to the practical application of lung

gymnastics there are certain difficulties. Very few
persons can afford to have a trained person come from
a gymnasium to give regular exercises every day. Of
course, if that is possible, that is the best way to ac-

complish what we are about— to have some one who is

conversant with methods of respiratory exercises get

certain prescribed exercises from the physician and
carry them out, increasing them from time to time when
it seems best; but most persons cannot afford this. If

they are given exercises to carry out themselves they

almost always get sick of them and give them up.

There are a few enthusiastic patients bound to get well

who will do anything you tell them, and they are the

patients who reap the reward. Now, any way in

which you cau make the exercises attractive, of course,

is going to be beneficial, and for that reason the recom-

mending of elocutionary exercises and singing and
playing on wind instruments is to be commended. 1

do not kuow that statistics have beeu gathered to

establish the fact, but it is understood pretty generally

' .See page B37 of Journal.
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that meu who play on wind inBtruments very seldom

develop tubercular disease ; aud that would be my
impression. That is a good way to get respiratory

exercise. If, instead of telling the patieut to take a

certain number of deep inspirations through the uose,

aud let them out slowly, you give liim some little instru-

ment which makes inspiration easy and expiration

diHicult, he will perhaps be more likely to carry out

the exercises ; he feels more as if he were doing some-

thing. Certainly there is no question but that this is

a very important field in therapeutics, aud one which

has been almost universally neglected, except by a few

meu half in the profession aud half out, who have

obtained excellent results, as we all know in this com-

munity. It is worthy of the attention of all men who
have to do with this class of patients.

Dr. V. Y. BowDiTCH : I can simply emphasize

what has been said by the previous speakers, especially

the point in which Dr. Otis speaks of the respiratory

gymnastics having been neglected. It is a surprise to

me to see how many physicians neglect this in the

treatment of the lungs. The simple method of taking

a long breath at regular intervals in the day, holding

it a few seconds, aud letting it out, will accomplish

remarkable results sometimes. In order to make pa-

tients do it regularly I tell them to take five long

breaths in the morning, before dinner, before supper

and before going to bed, increasing the number gradu-

ally. I remember one very striking case, a young

fellow with a very Hat chest and signs of disease at the

apices whom 1 told to follow this method. In two

months he came back and told me he had taken fifty

of these deep breaths in a day. The whole contour of

his chest had changed, and the percussion note at the

apices had changed for the better. In convalescent

pleurisies I always impress upon the patients the

necessity of taking long, deep breaths to expand the

lungs.

Dr. H. K. Oliver : I have been very much inter-

ested in the paper, and believe the subject is of very

great importance. Like Dr. Knight, for many years

I was accustomed to preach this sort of doctrine, and

I thoroughly believed in it. I was once asked to go

aud see a so-called doctor who practised almost exclus-

ively this sort of lung breathing. I went incognito.

He practised it in a way that 1 had myself recom-

mended, chiefly to expand the lungs, after expansion

to expire against an obstacle. His obstacle was sim-

ply the teeth. Expand the chest by. slowly breathing

through tlie nose, raising the arms aud then blowing

out suddenly strongly with an obstacle and that obsta-

cle may be teeth, if you have teeth, if not blow through

the closed lips. And it seems to me that blowing up

the lungs, blowing up the apices, for that idea that the

apices of the lungs give a better soil for the bacilli of

tubercle, has been held by many men and for many
years. As Dr. Otis suggests, iu my opinion that is

the reason the bacillus finds its first choicest place in

the lung, because these places are not thoroughly

expanded, and become the proper soil or accumulate

the proper soil for the bacilli of tuberculosis. Dr.

Otis mav or may not have spoken of the propriety of

breathing through the nose and thus warming the air

and making it more acceptable for the lungs. I be-

lieve it is an important thing, even iu a warm room,

certainly iu the open air, for the lungs repudiate cold

air, contract and resist its entrance, and therefore

I believe in these exercises the air should be inhaled

very slowly and always through the nose. I think if

any one in a warm room will breathe quickly through

the mouth he will he surprised to see how cold it will

make the upper part of the chest, and I believe in that

case the lungs will not be open in a receptive way at

all. A man may breathe as quickly as he likes through

the nose and wont feel the cold air at all in the throat.

I recall the fact that two successive leaders of the

Salem Brass Baud, players on the bugle, died of

phthisis.

Dr. Otis : 1 intended, in my paper, to emphasize

the importance of proper breathing and breathing ex-

ercises for the well, quite as much as for those of dis-

eased lungs, or those convalescing from pulmonary

trouble. I believe, as I have tried to show, that, with

most people, proper respiration has got to be a matter

of definite attention. One would be surprised, I think,

to know how few people on trial either did or knew
how to expand their lungs properly. When you ask

them to do so they elevate the shoulders and throw

out the chest but do not really expand it; its circum-

ference will not be increased by a centimetre even.

They roust first be taught proper respiration aud chest

expansion and then they can practise the breathing

exercises by themselves.

Proper and full respiration and chest expansion is

not always coincident with muscular development of

the chest ; and because a man has a well-developed

muscular chest it does not always follow that he has

good lung expansion, or the contrary. If you have

compared the chest of a swimmer with that of a simple

athlete you will frequently see a marked difference

between the two chests ; the former exhibits a large

expansion, induced by the special form of exercise,

while the other, although exhibiting a fine muscular

development, may have an indifferent or poor expan-

sion.

With regard to breathing through the nose, all the

special respiratory exercises are to be performed in

this way, and, so far as possible, the general exercises.

Speaking of pseudo-medical men, who prescribe and

practise respiratory gymnastics, I am reminded of a

business man I know who told me that when a young
man he was informed by a certain specialist that he

had phthisis with an unfavorable prognosis. He
devised a system of breathing exercises which cured

him, and he now exhibits with pride a remarkably

well-developed chest with large expansion. Meeting

with such good results in his own case he now treats

other sufferers by his system, aud with equally happy

results, he says, in many cases.

Dr. Charles W. Townsend read a paper on

CHLOROSIS, WITH ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO ITS

TREATMENT BY INTESTINAL ANTISEPSIS.^

Dr. F. C. Shattdck: Dr. Townsend paid me the

compliment to ask for some suggestion as lo a line of

investigation during his out-patient service, and I had

shortly before heard that Dr. Forchheimer's paper be-

fore the Association of Physicians in Washington with

very great interest. The paper was a remarkable one,

and elicited tlie comment of Dr. H. C. Wood to me,
" That is one of the best papers we have ever had

read before us." It seemed to play with the remark

of the old Dublin physician, which has been attributed

by some to Sir Andrew Clarke, that if he were obliged

to depend exclusively on either cathartics or chaly-

1 See page b'2:6 of the Jouroal.
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beates io the treatment of anemia and chlorosis be
should take the cathartics. Then Sir Andrew Clarke
wrote and spoke about fecal auemia, aud this paper of

Dr. Forcbheimer seemed to give good reason for

thinking that chlorosis is in its essentials a hemolytic

process, the blood destruction being due to the forma-

tion of toxic principles in the intestinal canal, aud that

therefore the best treatment for chlorosis was intesti-

nal antiseptics. I made up my mind I should try it

myself, and was very glad of the opportunity to urge

Dr. Townsend to try it with his much larger oppor-

tunities in the out-patient room. I have no figures to

present because my number of cases has been limited
;

but for a year or so in the wards I tried at first beta-

naphthol or a drug of that class, having accurate

hemoglobin estimation made, and was very much dis-

appointed to find in a much smaller number of cases

that my results were essentially the same as those of

Dr. Townsend. The improvement under the intesti-

nal antiseptic was slow and slight, and then on chang-

ing to Blaud's pills, fifteen to twenty grains, the im-

provement would be very rapid indeed. Certainly

the practical evidence seems to be very strongly in

favor of the chalybeate treatment of chlorosis. It

would be interesting to hear Dr. Townsend's final

conclusions as to the combination of the two agents.

His figures seem to suggest that they may possibly

constitute the best treatment.

There are one or two points about chlorosis which
seems to me worth noting. As far as its etiology

goes, it seems to me we know practically nothing.

Virchow's observation quoted in every book about the

hyperplastic aorta seems to me most unsatisfactory.

How can a hyperplastic aorta, a thing which is coeval

with life, play any very important role with a purely

transitory condition ? Unless I am very much mis-

taken, most of the books say that chlorosis is an affec-

tion equally common among all classes of people.

That certainly has not been my experience. It seems

to me the cases of chlorosis that I have seen in private

practice among well-to-do people have been very few
in number, that the field where chlorosis grows is in

the servants aud in the sewing-women ; aud it is in

hospital out-patient departments and in dispensaries,

therefore, that cases are seen in largest numbers.

Dr. Stone : The question of diagnosis is one I

have followed with a good deal of interest the last

three or four years. In a paper written by my
student and two of my assistants some years ago the

matter was summed up at the end by saying, " Our
experience convinces us it is difficult to diagnosticate

anemia by the appearance, and that it was as impossible

to know the degree of anemia as to estimate the tem-

perature by touch."

The paper Dr. Townsend refers to was written on

the subject of anemia and not on the subject of chlor-

osis. I think it is perfectly easy and possible to pick

out a goodly number of cases of chlorosis, but there

are a large number of cases, many of them present-

ing exactly the same conditions as a beginning chloro-

sis, and many of them presenting symptoms of second-

ary anemias, where it is almost impossible to make
out the conditions from the general symptoms. 1 find

iu looking over three hundred cases tabulated last

year that the mistakes were less than the year before.

i tried to make a tabular view of the symptoms of the

cases having very high percentage of hemoglobin aud

those presenting a very low percentage, but found

that the majority presented about the same sort of

symptoms that Dr. Townsend has recounted.

In regard to intestinal antisepsis, it always seemed

to me that the greatest advantage was to be obtained

by using salts in the morning in small doses to produce

more or less watery evacuation, and that by doing this

the intestinal tract was swept clear, and the chance of

removing micro-organisms and preventing their work

was much greater than by putting in small doses of an

antiseptic which would hinder them in their work.

Dr. Jackson : I have not used the intestinal anti-

septics in the treatment of chlorosis. My treatment

has been always to precede the giving of iron by the

giving of cathartics for a week or longer. During

that period many of the uncomfortable symptoms are

somewhat relieved. I have not given beta-naphthol.

I have used to considerable extent cascara and the

mild salines which Dr. Stone has spoken of. I find

that cascara often makes the patients complain of

griping. I do not know why it is. Blaud's pills I

have used in all cases. This autumn I have been

especially interested in several cases of chlorosis in

which the blood count showed a practically normal

number of red cells with the hemoglobin falling from

25 per cent, to 35 per cent, in each of the cases. The
blood corpuscles were well over four million. I think

the indented tongue which Dr. Townsend spoke of as

very common in the last half of his cases is a common
symptom, often indented when it is not extremely pale.

It seems as if it were hard to believe that edema of

the tongue could give rise to such marked indentation.

It is not clear in my mind what the indentation is due

to.

De. Morse : Unfortunately I can only speak from
impressions, as I have not had au opportunity to work
up my figures. I feel with Dr. Stone that appear-

ances are very deceptive, and that if we try to esti-

mate the amount of hemoglobin in the blood by the

appearance of the patient we shall be mistaken in a

very large proportion of the cases. In estimating the

amount of improvement in the hemoglobin by
Fleischel's hemoglobinometer, it seems to me that we
must remember that it is not au instrument of pre-

cision and that we cannot accurately estimate small

changes. Changes of five per cent, or even ten per

cent, must be regarded as being within the limits of

error. I have found, I think, that the first symptom
to disappear has ordinarily been the palpitation. The
dyspnea disappears next perhaps ; while the last of all

to disappear is the headache. I have not been able to

determine any definite relation between the murmur
in the heart and the amount of hemoglobin. As to

treatment, I have never considered that intestinal

antisepsis had a rational enough basis to justify me in

employing it. I have found Blaud's pills in large

doses to be altogether the most satisfactory of the

forms of iron. As examples of what Blaud's pills will

do in some cases, I will mention two which have re-

cently been under my care. One of them gained 44
per cent, and the other 37 per cent, of hemoglobin in

the last mouth under the use of Blaud's pills alone.

Dr. Townsend: I did not wish to be understood

to say that one could estimate the amount of hemo-
globin in the blood by looking at the patient. 1 think

there are a good many cases that are very deceptive.

For example, tn'o cases presented themselves which
looked chlorotic in whom the hemoglobin was over 100
per cent. I do not, however, think it is correct to
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say, as had been stated, that tlie amount of color in

the skin and mucous men)brane8 bears no relation to

the amount of hemoglobin, because I think some esti-

mate can be made in a great many cases, though I

think there are some where it cannot be made, and
those are chietiy among the Russian Jews, who very

often look very anemic or chlorotic when the hemo-
globin is up to 80 or SIO or 100 per cent. About cas-

cara, I am surprised to hear Ur. Jackson say it caused
so much griping. I consider it a very mild and effi-

cient laxative.

NEW YORK NEUROLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, April 7, 1896, C. A. Hkrter,
M.D., Vice-President, in the chair.

A CASE OF CRETINISM.

Dr. Frederick Peterson presented a case of

sporadic crelenism with the following history : H. P.,

aged eighteen months, born in New York, of Hunga-
rian Hebrew parents, was brought to the Vauderbilt

Clinic June 25, 1895. He was the fifth of five chil-

dren, the other four being normal in all re.spects. His
hair was very thin and reddish-brown in color. He
had no teeth. His lips were thick, eyelids and face

heavy and puffed, the mouth wide open, the tongue
thick. There were supra-clavicular swellings. The
thyroid gland was small and hard. There was lordo-

sis ; the abdomen was prominent, and there was a slight

umbilical hernia. The child was very small for its

age; temperature 97.2" F. It was absolutely unable

to sit up, stand, walk or turn over. It paid attention

to nothing. It could repeat the words " papa " and
"mama'' without understanding their application.

The cretinous condition was perfectly distinct, though
it had not advanced far. The child was photographed,
and on June 28th was put upon one grain of thyroid

extract daily, which it had taken ever since. Six
weeks after treatment had been begun it had been
again photographed. The change for the better was
very marked. The chikl had grown thinner, the

abdomen was normal, the umbilical hernia had disap-

peared, the hair was thick, two teeth had been cut,

the child could sit up on the floor, it had begun to

laugh and play with the other children, to understand
everything said to it, and to take notice of everything
going on. During the past winter the child had had
the measles, but had continued to improve remarkably.
It is now an intelligent and robust child for its age— twenty-seven months — and in respect to bodily

growth, development of teeth and hair, use of language,
play, etc., it must now be considered as in every
respect a normal child, and it seems proper to call

the case cured. The treatment might require to be
continued iudefinitely.

ANOMALOUS case OK MULTIPLE NEURITIS.

Dr. W. M. Leszynskt presented a man, fifty-six

years of age, a book-keeper by occupation. He was
first seen on March 7, 1896. He had been well up to

one year before, at which time he had begun to have
a tingling and numbness in both hands. There was
slight dilficulty in picking up small objects. Since
November, 1894, there had been frequent cramps in

various parts of the body, and both feet had been
almost continually numb. There were no bladder

symptoms. He denied syphilitic infection, but ad-

mitted alcoholic excesses for a number of years past.

There was no tremor of the upper extremities ; the

grasp was good ; there was no ataxia, and no objective

sensory disturbance. There was a slowness in all

movements, but no trouble in walking. Muscular

resistance was good ; both knee-jerks were marked ;

the plantar reflexes were active. The urine contained

a trace of albumin and some granular and hyaline

casts. The provisional diagnosis was alcoholic periph-

eral neuritis. The treatment was abstinence, rest and

general tonics.

On February 18, 1896, he was admitted to the

Post-Graduate Hospital, complaining of cramp-like

pains and tingling in both legs and thighs, and he

said that his feet felt as if there were rubber cushions

under them. Examination showed wasting of the

muscles of the lower extremities and general emacia-

tion. The muscular resistance was good ; there was
slight ataxia on both sides ; both knee-jerks were well

marked ; there was no clonus and the electrical and
ophthalmological examinations were negative. There
was no apparent atrophy in the upper extremities.

The urine had not changed materially in character.

On April 2d it was noted that all the symptoms
were more marked. He could not walk without a

cane, and was unable to rise from the sitting posture

without difliculty. There was no tenderness on pres-

sure over the muscles or nerve trunks. The patellar

reflexes were then absent. There was partial anal-

gesia affecting the plantar surfaces of both feet, with

only slight impairment of tactile sensibility. The
temperature sense appeared to be impaired. There
were no anesthetic areas over any part of the body,

and there were no special mental symptoms.
The case was presented as an anomalous one of

multiple neuritis, with possibly an involvement of the

cord, or posterior roots above the lumbar region.

Dr. J. Arthur Booth said that he had seen this

man in May, 1894, at which time he had complained
of pains in various portions of the body. There had
been no evidence of involvement of the brain or spinal

cord. The kiee-jerks had been present, equal and
low ; there had been no bladder symytoms or ocular

symptoms. The diagnosis at that time was multiple

neuritis from alcoholic excess.

Dr. C. L. Dana said that he had had an oppor-

tunity of examining this man a week or two ago, and
had looked upon the case then as one originally of

multiple ueuritus, but followed by degenerative

changes, secondary to a neuritis in the spinal cord.

He had seen a number of cases which had followed a

somewhat similar course, in which the symptoms re-

sembled those of combined sclerosis. He believed that

now there were degenerative changes in both the pos-

terior and lateral columns of the cord.

Dr. B. Sachs said that without the history one
would have very little hesitation in calling the case

one of ataxic paraplegia. The only objection to call-

ing it a neuritis was that there should be more marked
atrophy and electrical changes.

Dr. H. Allen Starr said that he had seen the

patient last December, and had made a diagnosis of

ataxic paraplegia.

Dr. C. a. Herter said he would have very little

hesiiation in looking upon the case as one of ataxic

paraplegia, but in the light of the history it bad been

at first uiquestionably one of alcoholic neuritis. He
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did not think it was very uncommon to meet with

cases of alcoholic neuritis presenting a considerable

degree of incoordination without very marked atrophy,

and often with the knee-jerks retained. It was possi-

ble that the presence of a nephritis in this case might

have exercised a considerable influence in preventing

a rapid recovery from the symptoms of the multiple

neuritis.

Dr. Lesztnskt, in closing the discussion, said that

he had watched the case for over a year, and the

course of the disease had not been that of an ataxic

paraplegia. The knee-jerks had been well marked all

the time. The paraplegic symptoms had developed

very recently. Sensory symptoms were well known
to exist in both multiple neuritis and in ataxic para-

plegia.

graves' disease ; OPERATION.

Dr. J. Arthdk Booth presented a case of Graves'

disease. It had been recently presented to the Society,

showing the prominent eyes, enlarged thyroid, rapid

pulse and the nervous symptoms. Since then she had

been operated upon, the right lobe of the thyroid being

removed ; and this operation had been followed by

slowing of the heart action and the disappearance of

the nervous symptoms. The peculiar edema of the

eyelids, however, still remained.

TUMOR OF THE CBREBELLUU.

Dr. Frederick Peterson presented a tumor of

the middle lobe of the cerebellum. The history of the

case was as follows : A. S., male, twelve years of age,

was sent to him for examination in July, 1895. He
had been perfectly well up to December, 1894, when
he had had an attack of the grip with meningeal symp-

toms. After recovery from this he suffered from peri-

odical headaches, which grew worse as time went on.

They occurred once a week, were frontal, and lasted

a few hours. Sometimes he was delirious during

these attacks. Six months previous to seeing him the

man was said to have had optic neuritis. Examination
showed optic atrophy with feeble perception of light;

knee-jerks absent ; no nystagmus; no ocular palsies;

no paralysis or alteration of sensibility ; pulse and

respiration normal. He had headache with vomiting

weekly. A very peculiar symptom was that of con-

stant choreiform movements of the head, mouth and
face muscles and all four extremities, precisely like an

ordinary chorea. There was a staggering gait. The
diagnosis of a glioma or glio-sarcoma of the middle

lobe of the cerebellum was made, the symptoms being

typical. The boy, while on a visit at Syracuse some
time ago, fell down stairs, fractured his skull and died.

Dr. Van Dayn, who made the autopsy, had kindly

sent the brain to Dr. Peterson. On microscopical

examination by Dr. Bailey the tumor proved to be a

glioma and the situation of the tumor in the vermis

was verified. The tumor was encapsulated, five centi-

metres broad, by two and five-tenths centimetres deep,

and lay directly in the vermis, encroaching equally

on each side into the lateral lobes of the cerebellum.

The fourth ventricle was widely dilated, and the whole

bulk of the pons seemed to have been subjected to con-

siderable compression. Dr. Peterson said that he had

seen many cases of tumor of the cerebellum, but had

never before seen one with the choreiform movements
which distinguished this case.

Dr. Terriberry said that he had seen the case in

June, 1895, at which time the choreiform movements

had been well marked in the face, head and tongue,

but not in the extremities. The right side had

drooped considerably lower than the other in walking.

The boy stated that in running he had been in the habit

of falling much more frequently than other children.

For this reason the speaker said that he had been led

to think that there was imperfect development in the

cerebellar region. His diagnosis had also been a tumor

of the cerebellum.

DISCUSSION ON the nature and treatment op
exophthalmic goitre, with special refer-

ence TO the thyroid theory, and the ques-

tion OF thyroidectomy.

Dr N. Allen Starr opened the discussion. He
urged the theory that this disease was due to hyper-

activity of the thyroid gland — a theory first proposed

in 1886, and which had gradually gained ground since

then. The essential symptoms of exophthalmic goitre

are swelling of the tl.yroid gland, protrusion of the

eyeballs, rapid heart action, burning of the skin and

perspiration, intense nervous excitement, irregular and

rapid respiration, and sudden exhaustion. In myx-
edema there was a primary atrophy of the thyroid

gland, or a destruction of the gland by a cystic growth.

There was also a marked tendency to the falling of

the eyelid independently of the thickening of the lid.

In exophthalmic goitre the eyes were abnormally wide

open, and there was a tendency to retraction of the

upper lid. The condition of the heart and arteries in

myxedema was exactly the opposite of that found in

exophthalmic goitre, the pulse being slow and of high

tension. In myxedema the skin is thickened and

dried, the growth of the hair is impaired, and the nails

are discolored. In exophthalmic goitre the skin is

soft, moist and smooth, and the hair and the nails

grow rapidly. In myxedema the patients suffer con-

stantly from a sensation of cold ; in exophthalmic

goitre they suffer from a sensatiou of heat, and at

times the temperature is actually elevated from half to

one degree. In myxedema the patients are particu-

larly dull and apathetic; the patients with exophthal-

mic goitre are characteristically alert and active, and

intensely emotional. In exceptional cases acute mania

is a serious complication. Patients with exophthal-

mic goitre show an abnormal physical activity.

In the treatment of myxedema by thyroid extract

he had repeatedly observed that the use of an exces-

sive quantity produced a rise of temperature, increased

rapidity of the pulse, burning of the skin, flushing and
exophthalmos. The rapidity of the pulse had been

increased markedly in all his cases of myxedema
treated with the thyroid extract. He had never seen

excessive sweating produced by the use of thyroid

extract. It was well known that this remedy had

been used successfully for the relief of obesity. The
pathological changes described by Greenfield, in 1893,

were exactly those which would occur in a gland

whose functional activity was greatly increased, and
they were quite comparable to the changes which the

mammary gland underwent during lactation. It was
perfectly possible for a gland to show hyperactivity

without becoming enlarged. It was well known that a

large proportion of cases of exophthalmic goitre re-

cover, indicating that the disturbance was functional.

A reduction of the secretion of the thyroid gland to a

normal amount would result in a cure. The various
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remedies recommended for this disease caused a dimin-

ished activity of the gland. Thus, belladonna was

one of tlie remedies, and it was quite possible that its

beneticial action was due to its power to check glandu-

lar secretion. There was much evidence to show that

the mental condition exerted a marked iuliuenceon the

activity of the thyroid gland, just as it did on many
other glands. It was for this reason that tlie rest cure

proved beneficial. It was somewliat difficult to explain

the well-known favorable action of aconite and vera-

trum viride, although it is possible that by their de-

pressing action on the heart they materially diminished

the blood-supply to the tliyroid gland. The glycero-

phosphate of sodium in doses of twenty grains, three

times a day, he had found very useful in a number of

cases. This remedy had been first used in the treat-

ment of the ordinary goitres seen in Switzerland.

Attempts had been made to treat cases of exophthal-

mic goitre by thyroid and thymus extracts, but the

consensus of opinion at the present time seemed to be

that this treatment was not only of no value, but was

decidedly harmful. If the tlieory propounded were

correct, there was, of course, every reason why the

thyroid treatment should be avoided, and he did not

think the few cases of reported improvement from this

treatment would bear critical investigation.

Very little was known regarding the thymus gland

or its function, although in a few instances the thymus
gland, in common with other glands, had been found

to be enlarged in autopsies on cases of exophthalmic

goitre. The most rational treatment would appear to

be surgical removal of the thyroid gland, if the theory

advocated were correct, but as the disease showed a

tendency to spontaneous recovery, operation should

not be resorted to except in long standing cases, or

those in which the symptoms were very urgent. Out
of 190 recorded cases of exophthalmic goitre operated

upon, 23 died within two or three days after the oper-

ation ; 74 were cured ; 45 were reported as improved

or cured ; 3 as not improved ; and the final result was
uncertain in 45. The deaths were not due to sepsis,

but indicated a sudden poisoning of the entire system

by an absorption of the thyroid juice during the oper-

ation. The patients knew very well that manipulation

of the thyroid gland was liable to increase the symp-

toms of the disease ; hence, it was not at all improbable

that the handling of the gland during the operation

greatly increased the quantity of thyroid secretion

absorbed into the system. Many of tlie cases reported

as " cured " had been kept under observation for a

considerable time. As a rule, the cure had not fol-

lowed immediately, but within several months after

the operation, the exophthalmos being the last to dis-

appear. In the severe and untractable cases, extirpa-

tion of the thyroid gland should be considered justifia-

ble. It should be remembered that if a small portion

of the gland were not left, myxedema would develop.

Dr. Gray said that in all his cases of exophthal-

mic goitre he had found that the hair fell just as it did

in myxedema, although it was soft and fine, lie had

not seen excessive sweating in myxedema, but in a

series of cases of psoriasis treated by thyroid, this

symptom had been noted. The fact that exophthal-

mic goitre was sometimes produced or aggravated by

mental disturbance did not seem to him any proof that

it was Dot due to disorder of the sympathetic system.

He was inclined to think that the tliyroid secretion

was a secondary rather than a primary cause of the

disorder. Undoubtedly the symptoms of exophthal-

mic goitre were due to an excess or change in the

secretion of the thyroid gland, but he did not think

the secretion acted directly on the tissues of the body,

but in some way through the central stimulation. In

51 cases of exophthalmic goitre, treated by the thyroid

extract, the size of the gland had been diminished, but

the other symptoms had not been relieved. It was
difficult to understand in any case how the thyroid

extract caused a diminution of the thyroid gland. It

was possible that by prolonged use of this extract the

gland became sluggish, somewhat after the manner of

the stomach in secreting pepsis after this substance

had been administered for a considerable time. He
had treated a few cases of exophthalmic goitre with

the thymus extract, but without any definite results.

Dr. R. C. Ccnningbam said that after extirpation

of the thyroid gland in animals the first symptom
observed was tremor ; then there was a marked rise

of temperature and acceleration of the pulse. If,

however, sufficient residual thyroid tissue were left,

the animal might go on to the myxedematous stage.

Quite early after the operation there was sometimes a

slight exophthalmos. He thought that many observers

had compared the first with the second stage.

Dr. Henry Power said that about two years ago

he had carefully observed one of the first cases treated

here with the thyroid extract. At the autopsy he

had found a symmetrically enlarged thyroid, a thymus
gland which weighed thirteen grammes, an infantile

uterus and a lobulated kidney. The patient was
twenty-six years of age. He had been impressed with

the general lack of development in this case. After

consulting the literature of the subject, he had found

that there were a number of instances in which per-

sistence of the thymus had been noted at autopsies on

cases of exophthalmic goitre.

Dr. Leonard Weber said that about ten years

ago he had succeeded in curing a case of Graves' dis-

ease by a course of iodide of potassium. This woman
had presented the usual symptoms, although the goitre

was of large size and rapid in growth. He had begun
with ten grains of iodide of potassium, three times a

day, and in five weeks had increased the dose to forty

grains, three times a day. By this time there had been

a marked improvement in all the symptoms. This

treatment had been continued for two years, at which

time the goitre had not quite disappeared, but gave no

trouble. This case had led him to adopt a working
theory — that the disease is a hyperplasia of the thy-

roid gland. In several other cases he had noted simi-

lar benefit from this remedy. At the last meeting of

the International Congress of German Surgeons, Mik-
ulicz had spoken in favor of the enucleation of the

goitre or ligation of the four thyroid arteries. Usually

more than twelve months would elapse before all the

symptoms would disappear. This observer believed

that there was a primary neurosis producing hyper-

plasia of the thyroid. Koc-her, of Berne, had tied

three thyroid arteries in a recent case, and he thought

this a safer |)rocedure. The glycero-phosphate of

sodium, internally administered, had also given him
good results. He laid much stress upon the chemical

theory of the disease.

Dr. a. D. Rockwell said that a number of years

ago in this Society very pessimistic views had been

expressed regarding the therapeutics of exophthalmic

goitre. In considering the etiology it was important
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to determine whether the effect on the nervous system
was primary or secondary. We could notv understand

how even the faradic current applied to the gland
might possibly he of benefit. He was of the opinion

that all the external and internal methods of treatment

should be attempted before operation, but that opera-

tions were of value and were justifiable in grave cases.

Dr. Dana said that the chief symptoms of Graves'

disease appeared to be due to the overactiou of the thy-

roid gland. Five or six years ago he bad come to the

conclusion that many of the symptoms of Basedow's dis-

ease were due to thyroid poisoning, the primary trouble

being a neurosis brought on by some shock or emotion.

He did not believe this was any more a disease of the

thyroid gland than a gastric neurastheuia was a disease

of the stomach. We should also remember that

nearly all the symptoms of Basedow's disease might
exist without the disease itself. Such symptoms
would often follow a fright. He had beeu sceptical

regarding the value of surgical treatment, not only be-

cause of its intrinsic danger, but because it did not

seem rational ; ten per cent, of his cases of Basedow's
disease not showing any goitre.

Dr. Sachs said he was thoroughly satisfied with

the theory advocated in the paper. He felt, with the

last speaker, that the disease should be looked upon
as a neurosis which produced in the gland a condition

of hyperplasia, and afterwards of hypersecretion.

There were other hyperplastic conditions of the gland

which were not associated with the symptoms of ex-

ophthalmic goitre. In youug girls it was not at- all

uncommon to find a decided enlargement of the thy-

roid gland, lasting for a considerable time, and yet

with none of the usual symptoms of Basedow's disease.

Dr. Hallock said that he had had one case which

had been apparently much benefited by the adminis-

tration of tliyroid extract. The case had existed for

a number of years, and the thyroid enlargement had
been quite distinct. After the thyroid extract had

been given for about a week, the pulse had dropped
from 110 to 80, and ever since then the patient had
been much more comfortable. It was necessary, how-
ever, te take the thyroid every few months. There
had been no return of the enlargement except for a

few days while the patient had had a cold.

Dr. Booth said that the evidence seemed to be in

favor of the thyroid being the cause, or the chief cause

of the disease. If there was an additional factor, it

was probably a neurosis, or some involvement of the

sympathetic. He was of the opinion that the thyroid

secretion was altered in character. The first of his

cases that had been operated upon he had first seen in

January, 1893. At that time, the pulse had beeu 148,

in September, 156; in November, just before the

operation, 146. In January, 1894, it had beeu 120;
in March, 104; in April, 104; and since then, and
during the past year, 88 to 93 Four others had been

operated upon, and in all of these there had beeu a

very marked and prompt disappearance of the nervous

symptoms. Oue case had died on the third day after

the operation. He had not had any satisfactory re-

sults from the use of the thyroid extract in these

cases of Basedow's disease, although he had carried

out the treatment thoroughly.

Dr. Terriberry said that he had always held the

view that this disease was a neurosis. His experience

had been that the majority of these cases got well

without operation, and hence it did not seem to him

justifiable to resort to the dangerous operation of

thyroidectomy. His cases had been treated by rest

and the application of cold to the precordium to con-

trol the pulse. The rapid heart action was the main
indication demanding relief.

Dr. Leszynskt said that he had had one patient

die from the disease itself. She was about fifty-five

years of age, and had had a marked dilatation of the

heart. He knew of oue patient who had been made
very much worse by the thyroid extract, and he had
never thought this treatment a rational oue.

Dr. Stieglitz said that he thoroughly believed in

the theory advocated in the paper, but he was inclined

to think that there was a disturbance in the secretion

rather than an increase in its quantity. The disease

could not be entirely explained by a disturbance of the

gland alone. Some recent experiments seemed to

show that 10 effect on the secretion of the gland could

be produced artificially by irritation of the nerves.

As only a few people develop Basedow's disease as a

result of fright, it would seem fair to suppose that the

disease was latent in these cases, and had been simplv

made manifest by the shock. He believed the tremor

to be one of the most important symptoms of this dis-

ease, and he had seen it produced by thyroid feeding.

Dr. Hertee said that he had seen a number of

patients with Basedow's disease who were stout. He
was disposed to cling to the view that there is prima-

rily a nerVous disturbance, and that the hypersecre-

tion of the gland was secondary. The influence of

fright might be explained by its depressing action on
other glandular secretions, which were normally coun-

teracted or neutralized by the thyroid juice. These
couditions were not local, but were intimately asso-

ciated with the general system. He had examined
four glands from cases of Basedow's disease, and had
been much struck with certain appearances. The
acini in these were lined in places by an unusually tall

cylindrical epithelium— epithelium such as is found
in very actively secreting cells. This was most
marked over certain papillary ingrowths which pro-

jected into the lumen of the acini. The glands were
more richly provided with cells than normal glands.

This fact seemed to indicate that the gland was secret-

ing more actively than normal. From the altered

staining of the colloid material, he had beeu led to infer

that the secretion was altered in character. Consider-

ing the condition of the blood-vessels during life, the

vascular changes in these glands were surprisingly

slight. There were a number of apparently well

authenticated cases of Basedow's disease which had
been markedly benefited by thyroid extract.

Dr. Starr, in closing the discussion, said that the

surgeons were agreed as to the great number of new
blood-vessels found in the gland at the time of opera-

tion. The secreting activity of the gland had beeu
particularly noticed in those cases treated by operation

and simple exposure of the thyroid gland without ex-

tirpation. If the disease were due to disturbed secre-

tion, it did not seem to him that we would get the

results in myxedema that we did from the thyroid

treatment. The experiments performed by Dr. Cun-
ningham went to show that the effect of extirpation

of the thyroid iu the lower auimals was esseutially

different from that produced in the human subject,

and also that the effects of the admiuistratiou of thy-

roid extract to animals was different from that seen iu

man.
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Kccent Sitcraturc,

A Text-book on Nervous Diseases. By American

authors. Edited by Francis X. Derccm, A.M.,

M. D., Ph.D., Clinical Professor of Nervous Dis-

eases ill the Jefferson Medical College of Pliiladel-

phia ; President of the American Neurological As-

sociation. Pp. 1056. Philadelphia: Lea Brothers

& Co. 1895.

The volume before us is an imjiortant one to Ameri-

can neurology. It is an application, as its title im-

plies, of the multiple authorship method of text-book

writing to a special field in medicine, a method whose

growing popularity is suHicieutly manifest. Under

the editorship of Dercum, we have articles covering

the whole field of neurology from the pens of twenty-

two writers, including, with but few exceptions, the

leading names of the country. As a natural conse-

quence there are many articles of great merit and

suifgestiveness, whose detailed consideration we defer

for a moment.
In the preface, after stating that the prevailing im-

pression of the difficulty of the study of nervous dis-

ease has but slight foundation in fact, the editor re-

marks :
" Possibly the difficulty is not inherent so

much in the subject as in the manner of its presenta-

tion, a belief, which has led, after careful study, to

the somewhat novel arrangement of this work." The
arrangement alluded to is that of transposing the or-

dinary plan of neurological text-books, by considering

the general affections first and leading by degrees up

to the more special forms of disease. Thus hysteria,

neurasthenia and general morbid states jirecede the

discussion of diseases with a definite anatomical or

pathological basis. Such a method is undoubtedly an

advance over previous classification, and is worthy of

more general adoption. It is an open question, how-

ever, whether the editor's hope of materially simply-

fyiug the subject of neurology is thereby realized in

this particular volume, since the encyclopedic method

of writing is certainly not conducive in itself to

clearness. A reading of the book before us does not

leave the impression that the difficulties of neurology

have been essentially lessened, or that we would wil-

lingly put it into the hands of a young student as a

preparation for his later work. It is, in fact, a little

difficult to see to what class of readers such a treatise

particularly appeals. Its method, its size, its devotion

in many of its chapters to minute detail, clearly unfit

it for ordinary text-book use in our medical classes, a

place which Dana's " Nervous Diseases " fills. On
the other hand, the contained articles, with but few

exceptions, do not attain the dignity of monographs,

and therefore to the special student and skilled neu-

rologist the book must be of limited value as a source

of reference. Nor do we think the larger class, repre-

sented by the general practitioner, will find in it the

most available presentation of the facts which he es-

pecially needs in the prosecution of his particular

work. The " multiple authorship method " clearly

has shortcomings of a serious sort. A book so con-

structed necessarily lacks the coherency which would

come from a single point of view. Repetitions are

unavoidable and contradictions are extremely likely to

occur. Limitation as to space entails not infrequently

a superficiality of treatment, which does injustice to

the writer, and makes his work inferior to that which

he may already have done in the same line of re-

search. These shortcomings, though minimized to a

great extent in (his volume, are everywhere apparent.

The fault is to be attributed to the method, rather

than to the individual writers. Starr, Osier, Sinkler,

for example, do not appear at their best in the papers

ihey have contributed, nor do many others add any-

thing to the knowledge which they have already ex-

pressed in previous writings.

The book opens with a chapter of "General Con-
siderations," by Weir Mitchell and Dercum, in which
is discussed methods of examination, brief in certain

points and detailed in others, especiallj' in a treatment

of normal and pathological walking. Electrical ex-

amination is dismissed in two pages, with no mention

of the partial reaction of degeneration. Oliver's

article following, on " The Examination of the Eye,"
should be omitted in view of completer discussions

later on.

Dercum writes on " Neurasthenia," giving due con-

sideration to the Mitchell rest-cure. His attitude to-

ward the animal extracts is, as we should expect,

sceptical, with the somewhat remarkable exception

that extract of testicle is granted a place of therapeu-

tic usefulness. "There can be no doubt that, even

when the possibility of suggestion is excluded, the

use of this remedy is of benefit."

Lloyd's article on "Hysteria" is excellent, with

good bibliographical references. That the pathology

of hysteria is to be psychological and not anatomical

is rightly insisted upon.

One of the best papers in the book is Knapp's, on
"Nervous Affections following Railway and Alliipd

Injuries." It is a scholarly presentation of a difficult

subject, written throughout with moderation, and
with a complete knowledge of the literature, which
has a further testimony in the cited references. The
article has the character of a monograph. Knapp
regards the term " Traumatic Neurosis " on the whole
as unfortunate, a view which Striimpell in a recent

article also shares.

Fisher writes on " Diathetic and Toxic Affections
"

briefly, entirely without references, and adds but little

to our previous knowledge.

Osier on " Infective Diseases of the Nervous Sys-

tem," is disappointing.

"Choreiform Affections" are discussed by Wharton
Sinkler at considerable length. The article is sugges-

tive and shows evidence of much care in its preparation.

Speaking of myoclonus multiplex, we are surprised to

see the argument used that since it occurs rarel)' in

women, it is less likely to be of hysterical origin.

Landon Carter Gray writes short articles on
" Functional Tremors " and " Paralysis Agitans,"

and somewhat more at length on " Epilepsy." Gray
admits the term " hystero-epilepsy," and describes its

manifestations, in opposition to Lloyd, who, it seems

to us, correctly maintains and establishes the fact (hat

such a condition does not exist. To Gray's article on
" Epile[>8y " is appended a table showing the results of

operation in forty-four cases, chiefly of traumatic

origin. The importance of the subject of epilepsy in

all its bearings would justify a much more careful and
exhaustive treatment than is given us.

A chapter of much value is that on " Arrested De-
velopment and Allied Conditions," by Brill. Of in-

terest is the importance attached to maternal impres-

sions in the production of cerebral defect.
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;

Dercum, writing on " Hemorrhagic Pachymenin-
gitis," brings up again the disputed point as to its

genesis, and, ou the whole, disagrees with Virchow
that the affection is primarily inflammatory in origiu.

Under the differential diagnosis of the various forms

of leptomeningitis Dercum makes no meutiou of lum-

bar puncture, which unquestionably, in the light of

recent research, is the most accurate and the most
important means to that end in our possession.

Mills writes on "The Anatomy of the Cerebral

Cortex and the Localization of its Fuoctions." one of

the completest chapters in the book, the material beiug

drawn largely, as stated in a foot-note, from the writ-

er's monograph on "Cerebral Localization," published

in 1888. In view of Mills's well-known opinion as to

the purely motor function of the central convolutions,

it is gratifying to note the liberality of his attitude

towards others of different opinions. The inadequacy

of the otherwise complete article, lies in the compara-

tively slight mention of Golgi's work and that of his

followers in the same line of research. A complete

discussion of the significance of the new anatomical

conception finds no place in the paper. On the other

hand, we believe Mills goes too far when he states :

" Golgi's method of silver staining has revealed a

new world to the neuro-histologist, and the work in-

augurated by him and carried •forward by his pupils,

and by Ramon y Cajal, Van Gehuchten, Kiilliker, and

others, bids fair to place upon a firm foundation the

whole subject of brain function." We question

whether the new methods can ever have so broad a

physiological bearing.

Dana writes on " Apoplexy," and Starr on " Tumor
of the Brain." The articles offer nothing essential

which has not already appeared in their published

work.
Dercum again contributes a careful section on the

" Cerebral Palsies of Children," and Lloyd on " Mal-

formation of the Spinal Cord and Certain Diseases of

the Cord." The subject of malformation is clearly

and admirably presented, and should be of great ser-

vice to any one desiring a comprehensive view of the

subject. Speaking of hemorrhage and softening of

the spinal cord, Lloyd draws the much-needed dis-

tinction between softening and myelitis, and in the brief

special section on " Softening of the Spinal Cord,"
philosophically presents the confusion and inaccuracy

of our present nomenclature and our loose use of the

term " inflammation." It is a source of regret that

he has not further elaborated the ideas advanced in

this short paragraph.

Uufortunately Prince, in the following chapter on
" Myelitis," undoes Lloyd's attempt at definition by
confusing the term myelitis under a manifold etiology,

with no preliminary statement as to what he means by
inflammation. The result is an unsatisfactory chapter

80 far as etiology and pathological anatomy are con-

cerned. Prince also writes on "Syringomyelia,"
" Landry's Paralysis," " Tumors of the Cord," and cer-

tain other diseased conditions of minor importance.

Peterson writes ou " Diseases of the Spinal Cord,"
" Bulbar Palsy " and " Multiple Sclerosis," in a space of

about fifty pages. Owing, perhaps, to the small space

allowed, we must regard this portion as the most
superficial and least valuable in the book. It con-

tains also certain rather unaccountable inaccuracies ;

for example, that there is no pathological evidence to

establish the disease, lateral sclerosis, and thut the

pathological anatomy of multiple sclerosis is thor-

oughly uuderstood. The well-kuown illustrations on

page 643 of normal and degenerated posterior nerve

root and ganglia in tabes dorsalis, should be acknowl-

edged. No mentiou is made iu Peterson's work of

the recent idea of neuron diseases (GoMscheider).

Dercum's chapter on "Paretic Dementia" is excel-

lent. He makes no special mentiou of the loss of the

tangential cortical fibres, a matter of considerable patho-

logical importance. " Syphilis of the Nervous System "

is also written by Dercum, and maintains the high

standard which all his articles have.

The remainder of the book is taken up chiefly with
" Diseases of the Nerves," inclusive of the cranial

nerves, of the muscles, the tropho-neuroses and trophic

diseases, and, finally, certain symptomatic disorders, a

chapter on the surgery of the nervous system, and a

short one on neuro-electrotherapeutics.

De Schweinitz contributes a valuable concise chap-

ter on " Diseases of the Optic, Oculo-motor, Pathetic

and Abducens Nerves." Collins writes on " The
Tropho-Neuroses," and Keen on " The Surgery of

the Brain, Cord and Nerves."

The illustrations of the book are profuse, and for

the most part original and excellent. Especially to

be noted is the new method to us of serial photog-

raphy, which serves a valuable end in depicting cer-

tain disturbances of motion. Photography iu general,

is freely used, with good effect. Certain of the repro-

ductions of microscopic sections are of decidedly less

value. Print and paper are both good, and typo-

graphical errors not conspicuous.

As a whole, the volume represents much paiustak-

ing work on the part of its editor, who has also con-

tributed most liberally to the text. He is certainly to

be congratulated on the production of a representa-

tive work, whose faults are rather those of the form
in which it appears, than of the subject-matter con-

tained. Apart from the method, which, as already

indicated, seems to us unfortunate, the main defect of

the book lies in the failure to estimate properly the

significance of the anatomical and pathological advance
of the past few years in its relation to clinical neu-

rology. The neuron as the unit of organization is

not alluded to. No attempt is made even toward the

suggestion of an improved nomenclature of so-called

system diseases in the light of our new knowledge.

Of the fundamental modification of our conception of

Wallerian secondary degeneration, brought about by the

researches of Nissl and others, we find no mention nor

of the significant work on central changes following am-
putations. No proper distinction is made between neu-

roglia and connective tissue by many of the writers,

with a consequent inevitable and, it would seem, in-

excusable confusion of pathological nomenclature.

On all these points we have a right to expect an ex-

pression of opinion in a book of the magnitude of

that before us. The repetition, possibly in improved
form, of facts already known and frequently written

upon may have a certain value, but the opportunity of

the new book is to promulgate new and significant

fundamental facts ; and this opportunity, we think,

the present volume, with all its excellence of detail,

has in great measure failed to grasp.

Elkctkocution in Ohio. — The Legislature of

Ohio has passed a law substituting electrocution for

hanging as the death-penalty iu that State.
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THE PREVENTION OF TUBERCULOSIS.

Coincident with the progress of improved sanita-

tion in general, as well as in the household, the school

and the workshop, the mortality from tuberculosis is

steadily diminishing in civilized countries. The publi-

cation by sanitary authorities of popular statements of

facts, accompanied with instruction as to the best

means of prevention, undoubtedly has a favorable in-

fluence in lessening the prevalence of this destructive

disease, and in diminishing the mortality from the

same cause.

Two noted recent publications upon this subject de-

serve more than a passing notice. Dr. J. B. Russell,

Senior Medical Olficer of Health, of Glasgow, has

published a report, entitled " The Prevention of Tuber-

culosis," * which treats of the whole subject of preven-

tion in his usual clear and practical manner. This re-

port was suggested by a memorial drawn up by the

Medico-Chirurgical Society of Glasgow, and presented

to the Committee on Health of the Council, in Janu-

ary, 1892.

Dr. Russell discusses very clearly the natural his-

tory of the bacillus of tuberculosis, especially in human

beings. He classifies the sources of infection as three :

(1) through the excretions or discharges from infected

animals, including man himself; (2) the milk of in-

fected animals, including his own species
; (3) the

flesh of infected animals.

In treating of infection by sputum, he says

:

" Tbe tubercle bacillus is Dot ' ubiquitous.' It baunts the

vicinity of tbe consumptive. It is not in tbe expired air. It is

not in tbe cutaneous exbalations. It abounds in tbe sputum.

It abounds in tbe dust of tbe apartment. It is a well-known
physical law tbat fluid or moist surfaces will not part witb solid

particles by evaporation or to a current of air. Hence tbe ab-

sence of tbe bacilli in tbe expired air, and bence tbey are like-

wise imprisoned in tbe sputum. Even particles of sputum
sprayed into tbe air by tbe violence of coughing, being gross,

subside at once, and could only infect if coughed into tbe face

of some one and mixed witb tbe actually in-going air. In order

< On tbe Prevention of Tuberculoslg. By Jas. B. Kuesell, B.A.,
M.D.. LL.D.. Senior Medical Officer of Health, of Glasgow. A Iteport
from the Coinnititee on Health. Glasgow, 1S96.

to be air-borue, the sputum must be dried and broken up into

dust.
" This is tbo golden rule in dealiug not only witb sputum but

with all forms of tuberculous discharge —with the feces when
infected, tbe pus from tuberculous absces.ses and sores, etc.

Keep thciii tiwi.tt.

" It is not merely the dried substance of the discharge which
determines tbe bulk of the danger. All dust must be regarded as

suspicious in the neighborhood of consumptives. If there is any
infection at all about, it is there. The ordinary constitueuts of

dust— the fibres of linen and cotton, tbe shreds of wool — all

act as rafts on which the infective germs are borne about, and
with which tbey rise when disturbed.

"The first person to suffer from carelessness with reference
to sputum is tbe patient. He breathes an infected atmosphere;
and in the struggle which is going on between his tissues and
the bacillus the latter is coustautly reinforced, fresh territory

is invaded, and the chance of recovery is destroyed. Auto-iu-

fection is one of the unavoidable risks of phthisis."

In that portion of the report which treats of the

conditions which control infection the author states

the question of inheritance in an unusually clear man-
ner :

" A condition of perfect health is one of insusceptibility. In

this condition the juices of the tissues are poisonous to microbic
life, and their cells active agents of destruction. Depression of

vital resistance by disease, debauchery, fatigue, want, even by
mental causes, induces susceptibility. Susceptibility may be
constitutional, and may be so great and so marked as to amount
to a predisposition. This it is which passes by inheritance, and,

until tbe discovery of tbe bacillus, was regarded as hereditary

tuberculosis. It is not the disease which is inherited, it is the
predisposition, the feeble constitution, the low vitality, the tout

ensemble of conditions, some of which are recondite and imper-
fectly understood, some obvious and capable of specification and
comprehensiou."

To the question " Is tuberculosis an infectious dis-

ease?" Dr. Russell answers:

" Yes and No. It must be apparent from what precedes, that,

while in the academic sense the tuberculosis is infectious, in the

popular sense it is not. Even in the language of the schools,

where words are weighed, and meanings are qualified to a
nicety, hydrocephalus, although it is tuberculous, cannot in any
sense be said to be infectious. Neither can many forms of tu-

berculosis of glands, bones and joints. Until a discbarge is es-

tablished, tbey cannot be infectious. Indeed, it is doubtful if

even those cases of miliary tuberculosis of the lungs which have
ended in recovery, in which every deposit has become a gritty

particle, ever were infectious, and it is certain tbat no case of

phthisis is infectious until the expectoration becomes specific.

Tuberculosis, therefore, even in an academic sense, is a disease

which, though in all cases caused by infection, is not in all

cases infectious."

The author discusses many of the practical points

relating to the preventive treatment of the disease.

Compulsory notiticatiou advocated by the Paris Con-

gress is " chiefly noteworthy as a warning of the direc-

tion in which science, without practical discrimination,

is moving."

He dwells at length upon the value of popular in-

struction in regard to phthisis, and quotes the circulars

of Cornet and of the municipal authorities of Berlin

in full.

In a chapter devoted to the statistics of the subject

he shows, both by a diagram and by a table, that the

mortality from phthisis in Glasgow has fallen from

3,977 per million inhabitants in 1855 to 2,257 per

million in 1894, and that a simiFar decrease has been

observed in other countries.

We understand that the Massachusetts Board of
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Health is about to publish a reprint of this valuable

paper for public distribution.

In a somewhat different, but equally important,

direction the Imperial Board of Health of Germany
has issued a brief circular " upon " The Advantages of

Hospitals for Lung Diseases," in which the great value

of such institutions to the working classes is conclu-

sively set forth. The circular first gives a statement

of the prevalence in Germany, showing that one-third

of all deaths of persons between the ages of fifteen and

siity years is from tuberculosis, the ratio varying in

the different districts of the Empire from 22 out of

each 100 at these ages in Eastern Prussia to 43 in

each 100 in Bavaria. The figures for the whole Em-
pire were as follows: for the years 1889, 1890, 1891,

1892 and 1893: 358, 346, 341, 317, and 313 per

1,000, at the ages of fifteen to sixty years. The
higher figures, 1889 to 1891, were undoubtedly due to

the unusual prevalence of influenza in those years.

These figures lead to a consideration of the means

which may be employed to limit the spread of this

pest which threatens the life of the working-people

and shortens their wage-earning years. The circular

proceeds in a very hopeful tone to show that consump-

tion in its earlier stages is by no means incur.ible.

The observations of pathologists derived from autop-

sies of persons dying of other diseases than consump-

tion, in whom the evidences of cured tuberculosis were

present, are cited.

Brief statistics are also given of the results attained

at different hospitals of lung diseases at Gorbersdorf

and Falkenstein, and also of the very favorable results

obtained by the Hanseatic Insurance Company, which,

it would appear, provides treatment for its members.

In order that hospitals for consumptives may prove

most useful to the community, it is suggested that

admissions be limited to persons in the earlier stages

of the disease, among whom the probable ratio of cures

is the greater, and that not only treatment should be

given them, but also careful instruction as to their

habits and mode of life after leaving such establish-

ments.

The author of the circular gives a financial estimate

of the actual money value of hospital treatment in pro-

longing the lives of the wage-earning population. He
estimates that about one-seventh or one-eighth of the

persons who annually die of consumption in the Ger-

man Empire, or say 12,000, are amenable to treatment,

and that of this number 9,000 may be cured or restored

to a sufficient degree of health to return to work, with

an added average of three years of life. The average

earning capacity of these 9,000 persons (500 marks

each, per year, or $120) would more than pay the cost

of supporting the hospitals, with a revenue to the gov-

ernment in addition. Added to this is the gain in the

enjoyment of prolonged life and better care for chil-

dren and relatives.

Finally, encouragement is held out, that, with im-

« Ein Beitrag zur Beurtheilung des Nntzeiis von Heilstatten, filr

Lungeokranke, Bearbeit«tiui KaiserlicbenGesundbeitsamte. 1896.

proved treatment of incipient tuberculosis, the ratio of

cases in advanced stages of the disease will probably

diminish more rapidly than before.

The circular closes with a general benediction upon

establishments of this class.

A table is published with this circular presenting

the death-rates from consumption at different age-

periods as compared with the deaths from all causes

at such periods.

For this important period of life (fifteen to sixty

years) the figures for different countries are as follows

— to which those of Massachusetts for the census

year 1890 are added by way of comparison :

Deaths from Consumption to each 1,000 Deaths from all
Causes (15-€0 Years).

I
Tuberculosis, 321.7

(do. of luDgs only, 288.3
Gerraau Empire, 1892-9:

Prussia, 1892-93 j
Tuberculosis,

•

\ do. of lungs ODly,

Bavaria, 1892-93 . . .

England, 1885-93

Tuberculosis,

( Tuberculosis,
\ Pbtbisis only.

France (cities only), 1892-91
{ Jfo^^^ngfonly,

Anitria IRII 19 (Tuberculosis,
Austria, isai-JJ

j do. of lungs only,

Belgium, 1885-94 .
Tuberculosis,
do. of lungs only,

Massacbusetts, 1890 Lungs only.

The following table presents the figures for Massa-

chusetts, for the census year 1890, more in detail for

each sex and for the different age-periods.

Mortality from Consumption in Massachusetts, in Terms
OF THE Mortality from all Causes, for Each Sex, and at
Each Age-Period from 15-60 (the Waoe-Earninq Period)
for the Massachdsetts Census Year 1890.

Ages.
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length of time the isolation of couvalescent cases shall

be continued. Tiiis circular is accompauied by an-

other, which explains in detail the methods of adminis-

tering the antitoxin furnished by the State Board of

Health, and of caring for the syringe, etc.

The Board also offers to make examinations of spu-

tum for tubercle bacilli, the object being, as stated in

their circular, not so much to enable the physician to

make an early diagnosis as to protect the public from

manifestly infectious sputum. Examinations of cover-

glass preparations of blood for the malarial organism

will also be made by the Board.

The opportunities offered by the Board to physicians

and local boards of health for having such examina-

tions made without charge cannot fail to be of great

value to the promotion of public health by the preven-

tion of infectious diseases, especially in our smaller

communities, where absolutely no facilities for having

this work done have existed.

The State Board of Health furnishes an example

well worthy of imitation by other boards in this State

or elsewhere, in the thoroughness and efficiency which

they have shown in making available to all who may

need them the best modern scientific methods in the

diagnosis, prevention and cure of infectious disease.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Yellow Fever.— A British bark, lately arrived

at the New York quarantine station from Rio Janeiro,

reporting five deaths from yellow fever during her

voyage. She has been held for disinfection.

Vaginal Fixation.— Among two hundred and

seven patients operated upon by Dr. Dilhrssen for

vaginal fixation twenty have had children. Of these,

three, or fifteen per cent., have had ditiicult labor.

CoMPCLSORT Vaccination in Germany.— The

motion to abolish compulsory vaccination, recently in-

troduced into the Reichstag by Foerster, the Socialist

Democrat, has been voted down by a large majority.

Philadelphia Polyclinic. — Dr. Judson Daland

has been elected Professor of Diseases of the Chest,

Dr. H. M. Christian, Adjunct Professor of Genito-

urinary Surgery, and Dr. D. Riesman, Adjunct Pro-

fessor of Clinical Medicine and Therapeutics.

Post-Graduate Hospital Appointment.— At

the last meeting of the Board of Directors of the

New York Post-Graduate Medical School and Hospi-

tal, Dr. Thomas E. Satterthwaite was appointed Con-

sulting Physician to the Hospital.

Bellevl'e Hospital Medical College. — The

faculty, at its meeting on May 6th, took the following

action : Dr. .1. Lewis Smith, in consideration of his

long connection with the college, was appointed

Emeritus Professor of Diseases of Children. Dr.

George D. Stewart was appointed Adjunct Professor

of Anatomy. Dr. William P. Northup was appointed

Professor of Pediatrics.

Will She Stand a Laparotomy?— This re-

mark is stated by Dr. J. H. Greene, of Detroit, in a

letter to the Medical Record, to have been made to the

medical attendant of a lady by a noted consultant,

with reference not to the recuperative powers of the

patient but to her linancial standing.

The Tokyo Jenner Celebration.— Owing to

some delay in the mails we have received a little late

the following pleasant invitation :
—

The Centennial Celebration of Jennee's Discovery
OF Vaccination. — The Reception Committee have the honor

to invite the Editor of the Boston Medical and Snrr/ical Journal

to attend and tiilie part in the proceedings of the Centennial

Celebration of Jenner's Discovery of Vaccination to be held in

Tokyo, Japiin, May 14, IS96.

The donations of beoks, pamphlets, instruments, or any arti-

cles concerning vaccination are cordially solicited by the com-
mittee. They are intended to be preserved in the Public Library

of Tokyo as the memorials of Edward Jenner.

J. K. Kimura, M.D., Tokyo, Hon. hoc. Sec.

Hon. H. Miyake, M.D., Pres. Elect of the Celebration.

Castration Fails to Cure.— A case in which

castration failed to relieve retention with cystitis due

to enlarged prostate, and in which it was necessary to

establish permanent drainage by perineal section three

weeks after the castration, is reported by Kelsey in

the Medical Record of May 23d. The patient died

two and a half weeks after the perineal section (five

and a half weel* after the castration), of chronic

nephritis. Neither in gross appearance or microscopic

structure did the prostate show the slightest evidence

of any atrophic or degenerative change.

The Dispensary Question in Berlin. — It is

said that about .!25,000 cases are treated gratuitously

each year at the Berlin Polyclinics, many of which

are conducted under the direction of private physi-

cians. Of the number of cases treated it is claimed

fully one-half are well able to pay. An effort is

being made by the physicians of the city to secure leg-

islation for the correction of the abuse.

A Cure for Consumption. — [It is reported that

a benevolent lady has presented the French Academy
with 8U0,i»O0 francs, the interest of which is to be

awarded, without regard to nationality, for the discov-

ery of a cure for consumption.] — If we may judge

of the future by the past, the number of annual ap-

plicants for this prize will be large. If it is not

granted until a remedy is discovered which will cure

patients whose lungs are filled with patches of con-

solidation and riddled with abscess cavities, it will

probablv be some time before it is awarded. It

would seem as if a prize ought to be offered for the

cure of old age.

To Prevent the Spread of Contagious Dis-

E.vsES.— Secretary Carlisle has issued an order de-

signed to prevent the spreading of contagious disease

by immigrants in other places than the port of entry.

It provides that after arrival at a quarantine station of

a vessel upon which there appears, or has appeared

during the last voyage, a case of cholera, small-pox,

typhus fever or plague, and after quarantine measures
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provided by regulations of the Treasury Department
have been enforced and the vessel given free pratique,

it is ordered that notification of the above-mentioned
facts be transmitted by the quarantine oflScer to the

commissioner of immigration at the port of arrival,

whose duty it shall then be to transmit, by mail or

telegraph, to the State health authorities of the several

States to which immigrants from said vessel are

destined, the date of departure, route, number of im-

migrants, and the point of destination in the respective

States of the immigrants from said vessel, together

with the statement that said immigrants are from a

vessel which has been subject to quarantine by reason

of infectious disease, naming the disease. This in-

formation is furnished to State health officers for the

purpose of enabling them to maintain such surveil-

lance over the arriving immigrants as they may deem
necessary.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

AcDTE Infectious Diseases in Boston.— Dur-

ing the week ending at noon, May 27, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease

:

diphtheria 93, scarlet fever 15, measles 86, typhoid

fever 5.

A Bequest to the Boston Medical Library.
— By the will of the late Dr. Edward J. Forster his

library was bequeathed to the Boston Medical Library.

The Treascrership of the Massachusetts
Medical Societt. — At a special meeting of the

Councillors of the Society held on May 22d, Dr. Ed-

ward M. Buckingham, of Boston, was elected Treasurer

to fill the unexpired term of the late Treasurer, Dr.

Edward J. Forster.

The American Medico-Psychological Asso-

ciation. — The fifty-second annual meeting of the

Association, held in Boston this week, has been

largely attended. On Tuesday morning an address of

welcome was made to the Society by Governor Woi-

cott, in Huntington Hall, and the President, Dr.

Richard Dewey, delivered an address on " Our Asso-

ciation and Our Associates." At the afternoon meet-

ing papers were read by Dr. Theodore W. Fisher of

this city, Dr. W. L. Worcester of Danvers and Dr.

Henry J. Berkeley of Baltimore. An evening session

was held at the Hotel Brunswick, the headquarters of

the Association, on which occasion there were given

addresses by Dr. R. M. Burke of London, Ontario,

Dr. Joseph G. Rogers of Logansport, Ind., and by

Dr. E. N. Brush. On Wednesday morning the an-

nual election of officers took place, and in the after-

noon the members, with ladies, were given a lunch at

the McLean Hospital, in Waverley. In the evening a

reception was given to the members by the Boston

Medico-Psychological Society at the University Club.

NEW YORK.

Dk. Winters again Attacks Antitoxin.— In I

a discussion on the antitoxin treatment of diphtheria

at the Academy of Medicine on May 21st Dr. Joseph

E. Winters made another vigorous attack against the

use of the remedy, which he still regards not only as

useless but in many instances dangerous to life. Most

of the speakers, however, were of an entirely opposite

opinion. Dr. Winters's opinion was based principally

on observations made at the Willard Parker Hospital for

Contagious Diseases ; but it is a noteworthy fact that

all the other physicians of this hospital have been thor-

oughly convinced by their experience there of the

great benefit derived from antitoxin.

Antitoxin at the Willard Parker Hospital.
— At the same meeting of the Association Dr. Henry

W. Berg, one of the attending physicians at the Wil-

lard Parker Hospital for Contagious Diseases, made
the statement that since the introduction of the anti-

toxin treatment of diphtheria in that institution not

only had the proportion of deaths from the disease

been greatly diminished but the numbers of cases of

post-diphtheritic paralysis in those who recovered had

been far fewer than formerly.

The Alumni of St. Luke's Hospital. — The
annual banquet of the Alumni of St. Luke's Hospital

took place on the evening of May 19th at the Savoy

Hotel. About sixty alumni were present, and Dr.

A. A. Davis presided. Dr. Charles F. Collins was
toast-master, and speeches were made by Mr. George

M. Miller, President of the Board of Governors, Mr.
Percy Sanderson, the British Consul General in New
York, and others.

Faulty Ventilation of High Buildings.—
In the lower business part of the city, which contains

many enormously high buildings, but which is sparsely

populated at night, it has been found of late that

there has been an unusually high rate of mortality.

In many of these high buildings the families of the

superintendents and janitors live in quarters constructed

upon the roof, and Sanitary Engineer Wingate, who
has made an investigation of the matter, found that

such families are constantly exposed to the danger of

poisoning by sewer gas. In nearly all the buildings

examined he discovered that ventilator pipes and

chimneys are so close together that the foul air rising

from the many floors is carried down the chimneys,

and, the ventilator vents being on a level with the

windows of the roof structures, persons living there

are forced to breathe it.

"One Foot in the Grave."— Sidney Wachter,

a lad nine years of age, enjoys the distinction of

being the only living person whom the Health Depart-

ment officially recognizes as partially buried. A short

time since his right leg was crushed by being run

over by a street car, necessitating the amputation of

the limb in the hospital to which he was taken, and as

the father was desirous of having the member buried

in a cemetery this rendered it necessary to secure a

certificate from the Board of Health. For this pur-

pose the Board was obliged to issue a special docu-

ment.
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ZOOLOGT AND BOTANT IN BrONX PaRK. Tho
directors of the New York Zoological Society have

finally selected Bronx Park as the site for their new
garden. The portion of the Park decided upon com-

prises 261 acres, and this area is much larger than

that of any other zoological garden in the world. It

is proposed that the garden shall be free to the public

ou six days of the week. It will be remembered that

Bronx Park has also been selected as the site for the

new Botanical Garden. Nathaniel L. Britton, Ph.D.,

Professor at Columbia University, has now been

chosen President of the Society, and it has been ar-

ranged that the extensive herbarium of the University

shall be deposited in the garden. This, together with

the herbarium collected by the late Henry Edwards,

which has lately been given by Mrs. Hermann, and

the Ellis collection of over 75,000 specimens of the

lower forms of vegetation, which has been purchased

at a cost of $8,500 by individual contributions, will

form the nucleus for a most admirable botanical ex-

hibit as soon as the necessary preparations for its re-

ception in the new garden shall have been com-

pleted.

The Mortality of New York City. — For the

past three weeks the mortality of the city has con-

tinued about the same. During the week ending May
23d the number of deaths was 811, a decrease of 24

from the week previous. The mortality from scarlet

fever was exactly the same, 23, and that from measles 1

less, while that from diphtheria showed an increase of

11. There were 130 deaths from pneumonia, an in-

crease of 4, and 114 deaths from consumption, a de-

crease of 3. Of late the mortality from typhoid fever

has been exceedingly small. During the week ending

May 23d, there was not a single death reported from

this disease, and in the two weeks preceding the

deaths from it were only 2 and 1 respectively.

lO^ijESceUanp.

J:DWARD JACOB FORSTER, M.D.

Resolutions adopted by the Boston Society for
Medical Improvement.

At a meeting of the Boston Society for Medical

Improvement held May 18th, the following resolutions

were presented and unanimously adopted :

Resolveil, That by the death of Dr. Edward Jacob Fors-

ter the Boston Society for Medical Improvement has met
with an irreparable loss.

His prompt, fearless and incisive energy; his quick and
ready inlellii;en(e ; the thoroughness with which he per-

formed many self-imposed labors for the good of his pro-

fessional brothers, are recognized by all of us, and will

never be forgotten.

To his family we send our heartfelt sympathy in their

great sorrow.

Hekiiert L. Bukrell, )

Charles P. Putnam, >- Commtllee.
Charles M. Green, )

CHILD MURDER AND BABY FARMING.

It has come out recently in the course of a case in

the London Police Court, that thirty to forty bodies

of strangled infants were found in the Thames last

year by the London police. Evidence has recently

been obtained by reason of which two persons have
been arrested at Reading, and charged with murder.

Three nursing babies were found in their house, who
had been adopted on the payment of ten pounds.

Seventeen children were found to-have been at vari-

ous times " adopted " by this precious pair, the bodies

of five of whom had been taken by the police from

the Thames or the Kennet at Reading, and the rest,

except the three which were found in their house, are

unaccounted for. The woman at the head of this

firm was later adjudged insane by the court.

With respect to the indiscriminate way in which

dead babies are left around London, the British Medi-

cal Journal slates that the body of a well-formed in-

fant was recently found wrapped in brown paper in-

side the reredos of St. Paul's Cathedral. Another
brown paper parcel was kicked about a vacant lot by

some boys who used it for a foot-ball, until the string

broke, and the package was iound to be the dead body
of a strangled infant.

Ten pounds will not pay the expense of caring for

an infant for a very long time, and if the " farmer "

is to make any profit out of the transaction the poor

baby must disappear ; a logical conclusion which is

proved frequently and brutally enough. It has been

suggested that the Infant Life Protection Act be so

amended as to make it illegal for a baby farmer to ac-

cept a fixed sum for the adoption of a child, thus ac-

quiring a direct pecuniary interest in its early demise.

A system of weekly payments would obviously make
the continuance of the baby's life the interest of the

" farmer."

The horrible traffic in child murder which this trial

has revealed should be made not only illegal, but im-

possible. The depravity of the perpetrators of such

crime is almost beyond conception.

ON THE APPLICATION OF THE RONTGEN
RAYS TO THE DIAGNOSIS OF ARTERIO-
SCLEROSIS.

One of the possible uses of the new discovery will

be help in the diagnosis of arterial degenerative lesions.

Hoppe-Seyler * has obtained, by means of the x-rays,

two photographs showing clearly certain vessels af-

fected with sclerous degeneratiou.

One of these was a leg amputated for fibro-sarcoma,

the arteries of which were found greatly calcified dur-

ing the operation. In this case the Rontgen rays

were made to pass for more than an hour through the

mass of muscles of the calf in such a way that these

radiations in traversing the interosseous space from
behind forward had to meet in their passage the two

tibial arteries without being intercepted by the bone.

On the negative proof thus obtained the bones of the

leg were lepresented by two clear bands of unequal

size separated by a zone of deeper color, the interosse-

ous space. Near the latter were seen two well-defined

streaky lines, one of which after a short course disap-

peared under the tibia; these were evidently the au-

' Munch. mtHl. Wocb., April 7, 1S96.
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terior and posterior tibial arteries sclerosed. On the
positive proof, the lines in question were dark at the

periphery and clear in the centre; they were more or
less wavy. Besides the numerous flexures, there were
seen along their course spots larger and darker in color,

due to greater thickness at these points of the deposit

of calcareous matter.

The second photograph was obtained by exposure
to the x-rays for half an hour of the hand of a living

subject, aged sixty-four years, in whom the radial and
brachial arteries as well as those of the head and feet

were very sinuous and manifestly hard to the touch.

In this case the negative proof presented along the

internal border of the fifth metacarpus a coarse line as

large as a knitting-needle and almost as clear as the

bone itself. On the positive proof this line was dark
at the periphery and more clear in the centre, and cor-

responded evidently to a branch of the ulnar artery

affected with sclerosis. Another similar streak corre-

sponding to a vessel was seen farther down toward
the wrist, crossing one of the carpal and soon lost

between the last two metacarpal bones.

THE SECOND PAN-AMERICAN MEDICAL
CONGRESS.

The Committee on Organization of the Second Pan-
American Medical Congress has elected Dr. Manuel Car-
mona y Valle, President, Dr. Rafael Lavista, Vice-Presi-
dent, and Dr. Eduardo Liceaga, Secretary, and has
announced November Ui, 17, 18, 19, 1.S96, as the date of
the meeting to be held in the City of Mexico.
The most cordial invitation is extended to the medical

profession of the United States to attend and participate
in the meeting.

Titles of papers to be read should be sent at the earliest

prai'ticable date to Dr. Eduardo Liceaga, Calle de San
Andres, num. 4, Ciudad de Mejico D. F. Republica Meji-
cana.

The date selected is in the midst of the delightful mid-
winter season, when the climate of Mexico is the most at-

tractive to the northern visitor.

The occasion should stimulate the medical profession of

the United States to a most cordial reciprocation of the
generous patronage accorded the Washington meeting of

the Congress by our Mexican confreres.

It should be remembered that the United States is the
largest, and in many regards the most important, of the
American countries, and that as a consequence more is e.x-

pected of it than of any other occidental nation. In no
particular is this more true than in the maintenance of
its position in the realm of .scientific medicine on the West-
ern Hemisphere. It is, therefore, simply essential that in

this Congress— the most important of all medical con-
gresses, in its exclusive, yet broad, American significance— the best thought and the best work of the American
profession shall be conspicuous in the proceedings.
The zeal and enthusiasm of the Mexican profession and

the active interest of the Mexican (iovernment are co-

operating to make the second Pan-American Medical Con-
gress attractive, important and memorable.

Those who contemplate attending should send their
names and addresses at as early a date as possible to Dr.
Charles A. L. Reed, St. Leger Place, Cincinnati, that the
committee in Mexico may be advised of the probable at-

tendance.

William Peppek, ex-officio President,

A. M. Owen,
A. Vander Veer,
Charles A. L. Reed, ex-officio Secretary.

International Executire Committee for the United States.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD,

For the week ending May 16th, in Boston, according to
observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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Ill tlio tliirty-tbree preater towns of England and Wales, with

an ustiinaled population of 10,HliO,!l71, for the week ending
May '.Hli, the death-riite was 1S.6. Deaths reported, .".SDS;

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (Loudou) 2(iO, measles
ai5, whooping-cough 205, diphllieria 74, diarrhea 53, scarlet fever

40, fever 25.

The death-rates were : Birmingham 22.8, Bolton 13.9, Brighton
Iti.O, Gateshead 12.7, Hull l'.l.4, Leeds lU.O, Leicester l!i.4,

Liveriwol 20.4, London 17. ii, Manchester 23.1, Newcastlo-on-

Tyne 17. !l, Nottingham 13.8, Plymouth 23.1, Sheffield 10.1, Sun-
derland 23.0.

OKFUUAI. LIST OK (;HANGES IN THK STATIONS AND
DUTIKS OK OKKICKKS SKKVINti IN THE MEDICAL
DKPAKTMENT, U. S. AKMV, KROM MAY !), I8'.«i, TO
MAY 22, ISiUi.

Major H. O. Penley, surgeon, granted three mouths' leave

of absence, to take elTect about July 1, 18[I6.

FiusT-LiKUT. Jamks M. Kknnedy, assistant surgeon. Fort

Missoula, Mou., ordered to Fort Yellowstone, Wyo . for tem-

porary duty with troops in the field, in the National Park, dur-

ing the season.

Captain Richard W. Johnson, assistant surgeon, granted

leave of absence for thirty days, to take effect about May 14,

189S.

Lieut.-Col. Wii.i-iam E. Wateiis, deputy surgeon-general,

granted leave of absence for two months, to take effect on or

about July 1, 18'Jli.

PROMOTIONS.

To be assistant surgeons, with the rank of Captain, May 4,

1896, after five years' service

:

FiRST-LiEUT. William F. Lippitt, Jr., assistant surgeon.

FiRST-LiEUT. Meruittk W. Ireland, assistant surgeon.

First-Lieut. George M. Wells, assistant surgeon.

OFFICIAL LLST OF CHANG ES OF STATIONS AND DUTIES
OF MEDICAL OFFICERS OF THE UNITED STATES
MARINE-HOSPITAL SERVICE FOR THE FIFIEEN
DAYS ENDING MAY 15, 18S«.

Murray, R. D , surgeon. To inspect quarantine ports on

Gulf Coast of Florida, west of and including Apalachicola, and

the coasts of Alabama aud Mississippi. May 1, ISilfi.

Bailhache, P. H., surgeon. To inspect quarantine ports on

the coasts of Connecticut, New York and New Jersey as far

south as Saudy Hook. May 1, 189(i.

Purviance, George, surgeon. To inspect quarantine ports

on coast of New Jersey, south of Sandy Hook and on Delaware

Bay and River, May 1, I89U.

Sawtelle, H. W., surgeon. To inspect quarantine ports on

the coasts of Louisiana and Texas. May 1, 1S9B.

Austin, H. W., surgeou. To inspect quarantine ports from

northern port of Maine to extreme northern port of Rhode Island.

May 1, 1896.

Stoner, George W., surgeon. To inspect local quarantine

station at Baltimore, Md. May 1, 1896.

Godfrey, John, surgeon. To inspect quarantine ports on

the coast of California. May 1, 1896.

Carter, H. R., surgeou. To inspect Cape Charles Quaran-

tine Station and quarantine stations at Newport News, Norfolk

and Richmond, Va., and quarantine ports on the coasts of North

and South Carolina. Georgia, Florida and the coast east of

Apalachicola, excludiug Key West. May 1, 1896.

Peckham, C. T., passed assistant surgeon. To inspect quar-

antine ports on the coast of Wa.sbington, exclusive of ports on

the Columbia River. May 1, 1896. Granted leave of absence

for thirty days on account of sickness. May 15, 1896.

Wasdin, Eugene, pa.ssed assistant surgeon. Granted leave

of absence for two days from May 14, 1896. May 14, 1896.

Guiteras, G. M., passed assistant surgeon. To inspect local

quarantine station at Key West, Fla. May 1, 1896.

Perry, J. C, passed assistant surgeon. To inspect quaran-

tine ports on the coast of Oregon and the Columbia River.

May 1, 18'.W.

Speaguk, E. K., assistant surgeon. To proceed from Mobile,

Ala., to Boston, Mass., for duty. May 1, 189(i. To defer de-

parture for Boston, Mass., until return of Surgeon Murray.
May 6, 1896.

Gumming, H. S., assistant surgeon. To proceed to Norfolk,

Va., for temporary duty. May 12, 1896.

Mathewson, H. S., assistant surgeon. When relieved at

Boston, Mass., to proceed to San Francisco, Ual., for duty.

May 1, 1896.

CENSORS' MEETING.

The Censors of the Suffolk District Medical Society will meet
for the exauiinatiou of caudidates at the Medical Library, No.
19 Boylstou Place, on Thursday, June 4th, at 2 o'clock, p. m.
Caudidates should make personal application to the secretary

and present their medical diploma, or its equivalent, at least

three days before the examination.
H. L. Smith, M.D., Seorelanj, 156 Newbury Street.

RECENT DEATHS.

George Wallace Kelley, M.D., M.M.S.S., formerly of

Barnstable, died at Passadeua, Cal., May 20, 1896.

M. Germain See, died in Paris on March 13th, aged seventy-
seven. He was a member of the French Academy of Mediciue,
and a pathologist of European celebrity. He had tilled many
important offices aud made valuable discoveries of new medica-
ments. His lectures on heart diseasejldelivered at the Charite
in 1874-76, were translated into several foreign languages.

Carleton Pennington Frost, M.D., Dean and Professor of

the Science and Practice of Mediciue in Dartmouth Medical
College, died iu Hanover, N.H , May 24th, aged sixty-six years.

He was graduated from Dartmouth in the class of '52 and from
the Medical College in '57. He was surgeon of the Fifteenth
Vermont Regiment during the war and after its close practised

medicine in Brattleboro, Vt., uutil he began his work iu Han-
over. He received the degree of A.M. from Dartmouth in 1855,

and LL.D. in 1S92. He was chosen trustee of Dartmouth in

1891. He had for many years been one of the trustees of the

State Insane Asylum, and had been president of the State medi-
cal societies of New Hampshire and Vermont.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

Thirteenth Annual Report of the Superintendent of Health of

the City of Providence tor the year ending December 31, 1895.

Should Medical Registration Laws Cover the Science of

Ophthalmology? By F. M. Harrington, M.D. Reprint. 1896.

Sarcoma of the Choroid, Glioma of the Retina, and New
Formed Blood Vessels in the Vitreous. By L. Webster Fox,

M D. Reprint.

The National Formulary, New and Revised Edition, Supple-

ment to the National Dispensatory. Philadelphia and New
York ; Lea Brothers & Co. 1896.

Diets for Infants and Children in Health aud in Disease. By
Louis Starr, M.D., Editor of the American Text-Book of the

Diseases of Children. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders. 1896.

Transactions of the American Pediatric Society, Seventh
Session, held at the Virginia Hot Springs, May 27, 28 and 29,

18!l5. Edited by Floyd M. Crandall, M.D. Volume VII. Re-
print. 1895.

A Handbook on Leprosy. By S. P. Impey, M.D., M.C., late

Chief aud Medical Superintendent Robben Island Leper and
Lunatic Asylums, Cape Colony, South Africa. Philadelphia;

P. Blakistoii, Son & Co. 1896.

Brain Surgery for Epilepsy. Neuralgia of the Fifth Nerve;
Treatment. Rupture of the Left Lateral Ventricle. Modern
Surgery of Serous Cavities. By B. Merrill Ricketts, Ph.B.,

M.D., Cincinnati, O. Reprints. 1895.

Traite de Chirurgie C^re'brale. Par A. Broca, Chirurgien des
Hopitaux de Paris; Professeur agre'ge a. la Faculte de Me'decine

et P. Maubrac, Ancien prosecteur a la Faculte de Mddecine de
Bordeaux. Avec 72 figures dans letexte. Paris: Masson et Cie,

Editeurs. 1896.

Supplementary Report of a Case of Puerperiil Septicemia of

Prolonged Duration and with Manifold Complications. The
Position or Posture of the Patient during Parturition, with
Special Reference to the Merits of the Walcher Position. By
Andrew F. Currier, M.D., of New York City. Reprints. 1895-

96.

Obstetric Accidents, Emergencies and Operations. By L. Ch.

Boisliniere, A.M., M D., LL.D., late Emeritus Professor of Ob-
stetrics in the St. Louis Medical College; Consulting Physiciau

to the St. Louis Female Hospital and to the St. Ann Lying-in

Asylum; ex-President of the St. Louis Medical Society, etc.

Profusely illustrated. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders. 1896.

Uric Acid as a Factor iu the Causation of Disease; A Con-
tribution to the Pathology of High Arterial Tension, Headache,
Epilepsy, Mental Depression, Paroxysmal Hemoglobinuria and
Anemia, Bright's Disease, Diabetes, Gout, Rheumatism and
other diseases. By Alexander Haig, M. A., M.D. Oxon., F.R.C.P.,

Physician to the MctiDpoIitan Hospital and the Royal Hospital

for Children and Wimii-n ; late Casualty Physician to St.

Bartholomew's Hospital. Third edition, with 54 illustrations.

Philadelphia: P. Bhikiston, Son & Co. 1896.
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A CASE OF PARANOIA UNRECOGNIZED FOR
TWENTY-EIGHT YEARS, AND ITS LESSON.i

BY EDWARD C. EUNGE, M.D., ST. LOCIS, MO.,

Superintendent of the St. Louis Insane Asylum.

A DAT in December, 1892, saw a mau make his

way to a small railway station in his native county.

He had just narrowly escaped death at the hands of

his brother-in-law, postmaster in W , who emptied
at him both barrels of his gun at near range. One
load tilled the victim's right knee, while the other

came within a line of piercing the skull that harbored

the never-tiring, ever-scheming brain of one of F -

County's most remarkable sons. The casus belli was
furnished by a series of letters threatening exposure
and death. Not being able to obtain the assistance

of a local physician, the wounded man, whom I shall

call B., hobbled on a pair of self-constructed crutches

to the station, took the first train to St. Louis, and
applied for treatment at the City Hospital ; this was
on December 31, 1892. The fact of his admission to

the hospital was taken notice of by the county and
city press, the comments not being verv flattering to

his previous character. As this bears directly on our
subject, I shall give a few quotations to show how he

was viewed by public opinion as reflected by the pub-
lic press :

"B., one of the most notorious characters who ever
claimed a home in F County, was shot by his brother-

in-law, O., last Saturilay morning. B , who has the faculty

of writing more insulting and threatening letters than any
man that ever lived, had written to O. that lie would kill

him at first sight. . . . Public sentiment, so far as we are

able to learn, entirely justifies O. in his action. B.'s ad-

ventures in this county would make an interesting book.
He possesses a very fine address, and can impress a stranger
very favorably. He has spent two sieges of several months
in our county jail, but the cases were both dismissed under
peculiar circumstances."

Meanwhile, the detectives identified him as a man
" who had quite a reputation in St. Louis and Chicago
as a confidence man ; he had a dozen aliases, and was
wanted in Chicago for fraud, disposing of mortgaged
chattels, conveying a false deed and other charges."

Thus brauded, eur man faced the medical officials

at the hospital. It did not take them very long to

suspect the patient's mental balance ; suspicion grew
to certainty upon close acquaintance and on receiving

corroborative evidence from his wife and brother. On
February 2, 1893, he was duly committed to the St.

Louis Insane Asylum. When 1 assumed charge of

the asylum, in May, 1895, I was told by Dr. Ernst
Mueller, my predecessor, of how troublesome an in-

mate the asylum possessed in this man B. He had
succeeded some time ago in smuggling out a letter to

the post-office inspector, stating that the mail of the

asylum was handled in a way violating the United
States postal laws, that is, letters addressed to inmates
were opened by the superintendent, and then turned
over to the former. He gained a signal victory, and
ever since all mail has come addressed to the superin-
tendent direct.

I was quite eager to meet this gentleman face to

face. When I first stepped on the hall which was his

> Read, by invitation, before the Southern Illinois Medical Aesooia-
tioD, at Anna, 111., on November 22, 1895.

abode, and is reserved for the combative and aggres-

sive cases, I was at once surrounded by a veritable

mob of frantic inmates. Through the din of clamor-

ing voices, I heard mainly such words as '' trial by

jury" and "-judge," "injustice," "illegal confine-

ment," and quotations from the Statutes of the State.

While attempting to pacify and conciliate the vocifer-

ous petitioners, my glance caught the figure of a fine-

looking man about six feet tall, with an intelligent

face, and piercing, almost staring, eye ; he stood at the

door of his room looking down on the surging crowd
with a contemptuous smile. On the next day when
the same scene was enacted, he called a stop to the

aggressors in about the following words : " You act

just like fools. How can you expect the doctor to

act in your behalf at this time. It will take him fully

three or four weeks to get the run of this institution.

After that, he will do you justice. I can see that

from his face." These words had a magic effect ; the

crowd slowly receded, except for a few of the more
tenacious ones. The thought flashed through my
brain that here I had a leader among my most dan-

gerous wards ; the possibility of concerted action, this

most dreaded element in dealing with the insane, was
plainly shown. And to make my fears still stronger,

I was approached in different portions of the institu-

tion by inmates with the whispered advice, "If you
want to get some information, go to B. ; he knows it

all." I did not temporize, but determined to break

the spell by transferring my general to the hall of

"duck suits," whose intellects were not responsive to

the arguments and promptings of a superior mind. It

worked like a charm ; the appeals on the former hall

lost gradually in substance ; the law points so glibly

bandied around before soon disappeared from the

vernacular of the justice-seeking inmates; the entire

tone of the hall had changed in the course of a week.
Mr B. sent me word that he was very much pleased

with the transfer, for he had taught those "fools

downstairs all they ever could learn."

At the very start 1 got very much interested in Mr.
B.'s case, of which I intend now to give a composite

picture drawn by the help of the information gleaned

from his relatives, most estimable people, and from
his associates and neighbors in F County. The
latter source I reached in a trip planned for the special

purpose of treading the ground which was the stage

of activity during a great portion of my unfortunate

friend's life. I wanted to move in the atmosphere
where he had spent many of his days, living in a maze
of misconceived reality, amidst a population misconceiv-

ing him from beginning to end, him the " terror of

his native county."

He was born about forty-eight years ago in one of

the larger Missouri River towns. His father was the

descendant of a sturdy Eastern family, some of the

members of which have gained national reputation as

preachers. He was a man of unquestioned probity, a
rigid Presbyterian, unassuming in deportment, tem-
perate in habits. He succeeded in accumulating a
small competency in business as carpenter and builder,

and after abandoning this pursuit, he retired to a

farm near town. Not a trace of physical or mental
defects has ever been found in his ancestry as far as

traceable. The mother was a lovable, mentally-sound

woman. As she was an orphan brought up by stran-

gers, her family history remained a sealed book to her

descendants and to me, which circumstance I must
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deeply deplore, for, if anywhere, I should have looked

for an hereditary taint iu that direction in the light of

the theory of cross-transmiltance. There were four

boys and one girl in the family ; they were the pride

of their parents and friends, for one of the latter told

me that his father felt quite secure as long as his boy

was in the H.'s company. Our J. B. was a bright

child, grew up to be a tine boy of irreproachable habits.

rather impulsive, highly imaginative, truth-loving, of

quite a religious turn of mind. In the little farm

school-house there was no pupil more apt than 1?., as

his teacher testified. His stay in school was short,

ending when he reached his fourteenth year. A
preacher who formed a strong attachment for the boy

gratified the latter's thirst for knowledge in a course

of gratuitously given private instruction. The father

took him home, and found in his youthful companion

a reliable and resourceful partner in managing the

farm. The trust the elder placed iu the youngster

knew no bounds.

This went on until the boy, when eighteen years of

age, met with an accident; he jumped from a moving
express train, and sustained a severe injury by strik-

ing his head on a stone, which rendered him un-

conscious for several hours. All his relations are

curiously unanimous iu relating that the boy's whole

nature seemed changed after this accident. His bro-

ther writes

:

" I had fears of his insanity since 1868. My first im-

pressions of his insanity were caused by his untruthfulness

and exaggerations. As a boy and youth, or young man,
his veracity was never questioned. After the accident I

could not believe a word he wrote me."

And the same brother's sworn deposition contains

the following passages :

" After that occurrence the family noticed that his con-

duct was changed as well as his disposition and general de-

meanor. His representations of being connected with a
detective agency, and strong determination to be after

other men's private affairs ; his utter disregard for the

truth, not as an habitual liar, but purely imaginary state-

ments. He became so deceptive and regardless of conse-

quences as to sign my name to a note of one thousand dol-

lars, which I ])aid to avoid his disgrace to the family by
being arrested as a forger. When I toM him of the nature
of such an offence, of its criminality, etc., he seemed to

think he had a perfect right, as my brother, to sign any
])aper he pli-ased. This convinced me he was not respon-

sible for his conduct. His manner and letters to me are

such as to mislead any man not intimately acquainted with
his condition. His memory is remarkable as to dates; his

language forcible ; his reasoning strong at times, but not al-

ways coherent. Ever since the accident he is a changed
man."

He began chafing under the yoke of the humdrum
life in the country ; his ambition was to seek another,

more exciting, field of action, and this he thought to

find in a city. Here commences his career of a vision-

ary schemei". First, he thought he owned a most valu-

able patent harrow, which was going to revolutionize

farm labor. He tried to introduce it iu the adjoining

county, but failed. Being still in full possession of

bis father's unlimited confidence, he succeeded in per-

suading the old man to raise sonae ready money on his

farm, and invest it in a business venture. When
twenty-two, our friend B. went into business in Kan-
sas City. He rented a large store, hired quite a force

of help, and laid iu a stock of agricultural implements
and hardware. That is as far as he ever came in this

venture. The ability to work up a trade, to set the

commercial machine going, seemed to be entirely

wanting. The unavoidable crash came ; the paternal

resources having been exhausted by heaping mortgage

upon mortgage on the farm, Mr. B., Sr., was threat-

ened with foreclosure and loss of all his possessions,

when his oldest son stepped in and undertook to post-

pone the event. Our B. returned to the farm, the

greater portion of which was sold soon after. His

father went theu to live East, where he died a few
years ago, broken iu heart and in spirit by the career

of his pet boy.

This career is so crowded with events that I do not

claim to relate the latter in absolutely true chronologi-

cal order. His first experience in matters of a legal

nature dates evidently back to 1875, when he fought a

township for three years to prevent it from using a

road leading through his father's farm. No sooner

had he breathed the air of a court-room than he took

to it as a fish to water. The first taste of a legal bat-

tle aroused such a ravenous and continuous desire for

its excitement as to push every other interest to the

background. This law process was the nucleus of

some other processes ; he was arrested in rapid suc-

cession for carrying coucealed weapons twice, swear-

ing to a false affidavit once. He passed through this

fight unharmed, beating his antagonists on pure tech-

nicalities (as admitted to me by several county-court

judges whom I personally questioned). Then he claimed

some adjoining property as his own, objecting to the

actual owner's improvements. Here we find him tak-

ing matters into his own hands, and attempting to

" destroy the property " single-handed with an axe.

The rest of the farm being sold, he goes into the in-

surance business as solicitor and special agent. Conn-

plications ensue at once ; he is arrested for violating

the insurance laws of the State, and twice for embez-
zlement. The ubiquitous tax-dodger proves a happy
prey for our legal dillelante ; he works like a beaver

for three or four months at a time, and day and night

over the tax returns at the county court. His zeal in

this direction gets him into legal difiiculties for black-

mailing twice and for carrying concealed weapons re-

peatedly. He decides to have a bill passed through

the Legislature, creating the post of a tax-inspector.

This bill is still called in F County the " smelling

bill." Mr. B. succeeded iu convincing one of the

younger members of the Upper House of the neces-

sity for such a measure, but as soon as it was kuown
who was back of the bill, a general outcry arose and
the senator had to drop the bill. Mr. B. was at the

time boarding at one of the best hotels of the State

capital ; he paid his board bill with a check ; the

check was returned, marked " worthless "
; our lob-

byist was arrested, tried for obtaining goods under

false pretences and fraud, and sentenced to two
months in jail.

His further escapades in his native county may be

summed up as follows : Forging his oldest brother's

name to a note of $1,000, and obtaining the money
on the same. This transaction was hushed up, as the

brother actually took up the note to save the family

from disgrace; he has admitted to me having spent

$14,000 in cold cash in tiding over his junior brother,

and he adds that " misrepresentations of the most
plausible schemes, which finally led me to doubt bis

sanity, were my reasons for discontinuing sending him
drafts." Two more forgeries are recorded against him :
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one of a note of $300 ; he managed to abstract this

note from the judge's desk while out on bail, the latter

transaction being followed by an arrest for grand lar-

ceny. The other forgery was one of a note for $500,
and the grand jury's indictment for this offence is still

pending over B.'s head, as I learned from the original

record. Through all these legal difficulties he man-
aged to steer clear of sentences, except on a few occa-

sions, spending, of course, a great deal of his time in

jail during preliminary hearings. He showed all

through a great deal of ingenuity in prompting his

attorneys, and wearing out the court officials by a sys-

tem of changes of venue. While in W he was

known to patrol the town at all hours of the night,

gliding about noiselessly in his proverbial rubber shoes.

Many a time he was seen by friends crossing the coun-

try in big strides with an air of great responsibility and

concern.

After leaving F County he came to St. Louis,

drifted to Hannibal, where he intended to start a

paper-mill, but wound up with obtaining two suits of

clothing from St. Louis, for which his younger brother

had to foot the bill. He roamed about the country

after this, spent some time in Columbus, O., whence
he mailed circulars signed by the Tax Payers League
to the opulent citizens of F County, threatening

them with dire vengeance unless they would appease

him by paying out to him a portion of the profits

accruing to them by their tax-dodging tactics. In the

latter place he left his wife and two children suddenly,

returning on some "important" business to Missouri,

without having paid the board bill. Their St. Louis rela-

tives had to send Mrs. B. money to return to St. Louis.

He lived for about four years in Chicago, soliciting,

and peddling stationery ; he succeeded in obtaining to

his wife's knowledge $50 from a wealthy namesake
of his, in a manner unknown to her. They lived in

Chicago as everywhere else, according to his wife's

sworn statement, on the verge of destitution, being

repeatedly threatened with ejectments, the rent never

amounting to more than $10 a month. The year 1891

finds him back in St. Louis. Here he goes once more
into business on an extensive scale, purporting to es-

tablish a branch of a well-known Chicago stationery

firm. His plausibility obtains him sufficient credit to

furnish handsome offices in the central part of the

city. Day after day, late into night,, he would sit

there and write innumerable letters. The need for

money is urgent ; he mortgages the unpaid furniture,

is found out by the T. Desk .Co., his chief creditor,

waylaid by detectives, and brought to the St. Louis

jail. Here the case is continued off and on, lastly a

change of venue obtained to his old county-seat. After

spending some months in the county jail, the case is

nolle pressed, as the plaintiffs do not care to incur any
more expenses on a bill of $91. Now follow events

related in the introduction of this paper ; he is shot

and landed, via the City Hospital, in the St. Louis
Insane Asylum.

Tlius far I have tried to unroll before you the

actual life of this remarkable individual. Jf I should

stop here, the impression of having to deal wilh a fair

specimen of Lombroso's homo delinquens would be

justified. But now it behooves me to bring out in

striking contrast the unreal, delusional life that this

man has led for nearly onescore and ten years, with-

out ever having been more than suspected of mental

disease, and that only by his nearest kin. lu the fol-

lowing I shall quote as much as possible from Mr.

B.'s letters written to friends and attorneys. In my
intercourse with him, I have frequently heard him de-

nounce crime and express his hatred for criminals and

wrong-doers. Here is a part of a letter which will

substantiate this, and lead us to the very heart of Mr.
B.'s delusional sphere :

" I gave the inclosed letter to Dr. Runge, Superinten-

dent of the Asylum, yesterday afternoon to mail to you.

After he read it, lie wanted to ask me aliout it, and called

me down to his private office last night. The parties who
had me incarcerated here have told many stories about me
for the purpose of creating the impression that I have

been guilty of many crimes, and that there are dark se-

crets in my life which I try to conceal. Dr. Runge has

heard some of those stories, and he now sees that I volun-

tarily write about being arrested and put in jail time after

time, and that I make no attempt to conceal my past his-

tory. I have nothing to conceal. I defy any person on

the face of the earth to prove that I have ever been guilty

of one dishonest or di.^honorable act. In my business we
have to resort to many means to accomplish our purpose.

The end to be gained justifies the means used. I have done
many things which look crooked, until my reasons for

doing them were known. I have not cared to tell Tom,
Dick and Harry that I was doing detective work, and ex-

plain the whys and wherefores of my conduct. I have

done my duty faithfully to my employers. 1 have done it

quietly and avoided publicity. 1 go into court and prose-

cute or defend as needs be, and that ends the matter." . . .

With regard to the foundation, purpose and ulti-

mate fate of the secret organization, the Tax Payers

League, in the service of which he claims to have

been such a faithful, untiring worker, he writes to his

oldest son on September 24, 1895 :

" Dkar N-:— You wanted me to tell you about the Tax
Payers League. I cannot tell you much. But the League
will soon be disbanded now, and another order will take

its place. I refer to the A. O. L. A. (Ancient Order of

Loyal Americans). I am certain that you never heard of

the A. O. L. A., and never saw a word about it in the

newspapers. It will not be heard from until the political

campaign of 1896. Then it will sweep this country from

the Atlantic to the Pacific, from the Lakes to the Gulf, just

as the T. P. L. and the A. P. A. did on Tuesday, Nov. 5,

1894. The Republicans claim that they won great victo-

ries in the election of 1894. They won nothing. It was
Americanism asserting itself in no uncertain manner ;

—
not a Republican victory over the Democrats. You are

not old enough to understand political principles, or party

politics, and 1 will not write you a political letter. I have

been a politician since 1856. . . . Now about the Tax
Payers League. It was organized on July 4, 1876, the

"Centennial year" and the organization was perfected in

October and November, 187(1, when we visited the "Cen-
tennial " in Philadelphia. The Centennial was like the

World's Fair in Chicago. The T. P. L. was American
from the ground up ; an oath-bound organization, the pri-

mary object being to secure honest government. (I can-

not go into details.) I don't know what you have been

reading during the past four years, and I was much pleased

with the books which you and Will selected and read in

Chicago. When you read political works you will find the

sentence, ' A free country cannot exist without common
schools and general education.' That was written by

James Madison, President of the United States. 1 changed

that sentence to read, ' A good government cannot exist

where the voters are ignorant or the officials corrupt,' and

my change was incorporated in the League platform. The
League advocated free books, free schools, and compulsory

education up to the age of twelve years. Religion to be

excluded from the schools, so that any child could attend,

no matter what the religious views of the parents might

be. Make the schools strictly non-sectarian. On citizen-
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ship we had : 'We havo room for, and welcome, all healthy,

sober, imlustrioiis, honest immigrants, who come to this

country with the iniention of becoming good Americans,

who come and adopt our customs, speak our language and
obcv our laws.' (I wrote that in our platform.) The
T. P. L. grew rapidly, and fanaticism crept in ; the old

spirit of ' Kiiow-nothingism ' is the parent of Republican-

ism. The Republican party of to-day is the outgrowth of

the old ' Know-nothing ' party. I saw the fanatics trying

to get control of the T. P. L., and I proposed that a new
order be organized. It was done, and it was called the

American Protective Association. The T. P. L. then re-

organized on a basis of pure Americanism, absolutely free

of religion and party politics. The T. P. L. will be the

A. O. L. .A.., and will be organized just as fast as men and
money can do it. On July 1, 1895, we had in our Treas-

ury $o,4"21,532.T2, so we are not wanting in having enough
money to accomplish anything we undertake. No man can

attain to the higher degrees of the A. O. L. A. until he

proves himself a thorough American. If any man thinks

that any country is better than America, we want him to go

there and stay there. . . .

" It has been asked, ' Why does the T. P. L. work so se-

cretly and quietly ? ' It is necessary to success in our busi-

ness. We are aiming at corrupt officials, and dealing with

them. If our inspectors were known to every body, dishon-

est officials would hire men to watch every move made by

our inspectors, and they would be unable to secure evidence

to convict. As we work, we have a man trapped before

he knows we are after him." . . .

There is positive evidence that Mr. B. had shouldered

the responsibilities of an iuspector of this mysterious

octopus soon after 1865, the year of the railroad acci-

dent. One brother writes (vide supra) that he made
frequent mention of it to him in 1868 ; the other

brother relates that on a trip through F County
in 1870, Mr. B. spoke about his connection with a

secret service, showed him some sort of a badge, and

remarked, " I cannot reveal the methods of this organ-

ization, for this would mean death." Some time in

1877, six months after his marriage, he turned up the

lapel of his coat, and showed his wife a badge, saying

that he had been a detective for some time and jok-

ingly threatened to arrest her. She states in her

deposition : " About a year after we were married, he

told me he was a detective, and that is how he ex-

plained his wanderings. He always claimed he was a

detective, and that his insurance business and all his

other business, he used as a kind of mantle, as a blind."

Not only was this connection with the secret service

of the T. P. L. reality to him, but the enUre personnel

of the same is named with remarkable consistency.

Day is the Superintendent; his workers are Wilson,

Muiison, Cornell, Lyons, Johnson, Gibson, Geyer, et

al. His younger brother thinks that all of these are

people who crossed our inmate's life-path at some time,

probably during his employment as special a^ent for

an insurance company. There is no question about
their being flesh and blood to him. He told bis wife

at the time of forging his brother's name that the

signature was written by Wilson, asking her whether
it was not well done. In one of his letters, he writes :

"Our Superintendent had Johnson on the Stillwell-

Hearne case. Johnson died August 8th, and I may be
taken out and assigned to the Ilearne-Stillwell case and
also to the Holmes butcheries." Then again : " At 4

o'clock, A. M.. August 19, 1895, J. O. (the brother-in-

law who shot B.) paid a final debt. Munson and Cor-
uell visited him a short time before, and he had ' neu-
ralgia of the heart — scared to death.'" Further:
" Dr. Ruuge is not Dr. Mueller, not by a long shot.

Dr. Runge could not be induced to accept money as

Dr. Mueller did to keep me here. [The writer accuses

my predecessor of having received a monthly subsidy

from his brother-in law just for that purpose.] Our
inspectors put Dr. Runge in this position, and they

will do all in their power to help him."

One of those slips which every superintendent of an

asylum is so familiar with, reads: "Judge Henry L.

Edmunds was due from the East on September 3d ;

and Judge Elmer B. Adams was due from Europe on

September 12th. When they return and our men get

things ' ship-shape,' we will begin to give Brenuan,

Marks, Mueller, Oatmau, Homan and ' M. C. Brown '

[all of whom were concerned in his commitment and

retention] a foretaste of . B. — 9-10-95. You
[that is, 1] will be protected fully just as long as you
conduct yourself O. K." On another slip : " Munsou
sent two men to jail under indictments for murder,

and he will convict them. You have nothing to fear

if you obey the law, send my petition to the judges to

whom they are addressed.— B. 9-21-95."

This last sentence will explain why for nearly six

months 1 had not entered the magic circle of the pro-

scribed officials. By dint of a great deal of mauoeuver-

ing, I bad succeeded in stemming the tide of merciless

prosecution, but I had all along a strong presentiment

that mv hour of reckoning was not far ofiF. 1 knew
that I should soon join the host of bribe-takers and

corrupt officials. Even then did the inspectors par-

ticularly watch the course I pursued in dealing with

inmates' mail. Thinking I might have lawfully re-

fused to forward mail if postage was not furnished, he

conceived a scheme to trap me in the meshes of the

U. S. postal laws (as interpreted by him). He man-

aged to obtain some small coin and would send me
down the legal tender to defray the expenses for post-

age. W^henever unobjectionable, I did follow " in-

structions " implicitly, and in this way I remained

under the sheltering wings of the omnipotent T. P. L.

The task proved a pretty arduous one, as every one

will admit who has ever tried to steer clear off the

rocks surrounding the persecutory insane. It is a

hard struggle to avoid either Scylla or Charybdis ;

you never know how soon a treacherous whirlpool will

dash your bark against one or the other. The tide

against me turned sharply after B. heard that I was

forcing the judicial inquiry into his sanity. I think

that my course convinced him that I held him to be

insane.

It was sad and still.interesting to watch the gradual

development of his antagonism against me, the keeper

of his liberty. Here are a few upshots of this feeling :

" We [that is, the T. P. L.] have copies in our vault

of letters passing between you and my family. Your
schemes are all threadbare. I could make you open

your eyes if I wanted to tell you what I know. We
have as plain a case of 'criminal conspiracy' against

3'ou as it would be possible to get. You are at the

mercy of the shrewdest gang of detectives in the

United States. ... I am a cautious and a very

shrewd man. I can make you believe that I am a

complete fool, and lead or drive you into a trap."

When I forced Mr. B. to state the exact extent of my
guilt, he said that my case was not quite one of crimi-

nal nature within the meaning of the law, as no intent

can be shown ; hut he adds, " Ignorance of the law is

no plea in breaking the law." In order to show that

he was not actuated by any personal animosity, he
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writes: "I will just stay here aud play poor devil and
fool, just to see how long a man can be imprisoned iu

direct violation of all law. You can bet your bottom
dollar that your bond will pay me well if you don't act

square with me. I caught you for $1,500, peaalties

and forfeitures. I can show you the law. I am in a

perfectly good humor. I am writing you as a friend.

— B." Then again: "I hate you as much as it is

possible for one man to hate another." The rest of

the epistles are bristling with such violent invectives

as to render their rfiproduction hardly permissible. I

may mention here that his manner has changed greatly

since I instituted some restrictions, and forbade him
emphatically to ever address me with anything but

polite speech.
( To be continued.)

THE HOME MODIFICATION OF MILK.

BY JOHN LOVETT MORSE, A.M., M.D.,

Pkysician to Out-Patients at the Boston City Hospital and at theWest
End Nursery and In/anls' Hospital.

We are justified, I think, in advancing the following

propositions concerning the nourishment of infants.

The best food for an infant is human breast-milk.

Any substitute for this should be like it. That
substitute is best which is most like it. This substi-

tute must be composed of some substance which can

be easily obtained and which can be easily prepared.

The substance which best fulfils these requirements is

cow's milk. Cow's milk can be best converted into a

substitute food in laboratories established for this pur-

pose. Where these are not available it can be satis-

factorily, accurately and scientifically prepared at

home. Every one will, I think, admit the truth of

all these propositions except the last. Many will ob-

ject to this, I feel sure. It will be said that the pro-

cess is too complicated, that it takes too much time,

that it requires more intelligence than the average

woman possesses, that it is too expensive, and that for

these reasons people cannot be induced to employ it.

It is my purpose to attempt to answer these objections

and to demonstrate the truth of this last proposition.

Before doing this, however, I wish to state some
other propositions which may be regarded as corolla-

ries of those just presented. Any substitute for human
breast-milk which is not like it is not fit for use. Any
food which contains substances not normally found in

human breast-milk (as starch or cane-sugar), which is

not fresh, or which is not comparatively free from

bacteria, is unfit for use. Any food which, although

containing the proper constituents, contains them in

improper proportions is unsuitable. As all proprietary

and patent foods are open to one or more of these

objections, they should not be used in the substitute

feeding of infants.

There is nothing new or original in the method of

modifying milk which I am in the habit of using. It

is that which has been developed and perfected by Dr.

Rotch, and consists in separating cow's milk into

cream and milk and recombiuing them in different

proportions with the addition of water, lime-water

and milk-sugar to imitate human milk. It was impos-

sible to do this accurately until the Walker-Gordon
Laboratory supplied us with accurate formula; for pre-

paring the various modifications. Dr. Rotch has given

a very complete list of those which are ordinarily

used in the feeding of normal infants in his recent

work on "Pediatrics" (page 279), and I have always

found the laboratory very willing to give me the pro-

portions needed for the preparation of any special for-

mula which I have desired.

The apparatus needed for the preparation of the

milk is as follows :

Two or three glass jars to set the milk in. Mason's

fruit-jars are perfectly satisfactory and are found in

every family.

Bottles to bold the milk. These can be purchased

at the laboratory for ten cents each or a dollar a

dozen. These are the best, but any bottles which are

smooth inside will do.

Siphon. A piece of glass tube suitable for this

purpose can be bought for eight cents, and bent at

home.
Thermometer. A thoroughly reliable thermometer

can be purchased at the laboratory for fifty cents.

Cheaper ones can be obtained for twenty-five cents,

but are not trustworthy.

Graduate measuring ounces. The best eight-ounce

graduate costs seventy-five cents, but a satisfactory

four-ounce graduate can be bought at the department

stores for nineteen cents. " A family measuring-

glass," made by Silver & Co. of New York, which

will answer every purpose, can also be obtained at

any of the department stores for ten cents.

Cotton stoppers. Ordinary cotton-wadding at thir-

teen cents a roll is perfectly satisfactory for this pur-

pose.

This is all the apparatus that is necessary. If de-

sired, a rack to support the bottles while the milk is

being Pasteurized may be made at home from a sheet

of tin with holes cut in it. The first cost for appara-

tus thus amounts to —
Bottles, one dozen Sl.flO

Glass tube for siphon .08

Thermometer .50

Family measuring-glass 10

Cotton for stoppers .13

$1.81

This certainly does not seem exorbitant.

The materials used in the preparation of the food

are milk, milk-sugar and lime-water. The price of

milk varies, of course, in different localities, but good

milk may be obtained here for seven cents a quart.

The diet kitchens will furnish it for five cents a quart

on a physician's order. Druggists and grocers sell

milk-sugar at prices varying from thirty to sixty cents

a pound. The laboratory will furnish the best quality

for forty cents a pound, and will make a discount on

large amounts. Wholesale druggists will sell twenty-

five pound lots at the rate of nineteen cents a pound.

The lime-water can be made at home, aud costs practi-

cally nothing. The method is as follows : Slake a

small piece of quick-lime in a little water. Add to

this a gallon of cold water. Shake and let settle.

Decant and use clear solution from top. If left for a

long time exposed to the air the calcic hydrate may be

precipitated as calcic carbonate. No organic change

rendering it unfit for use can take place, however.

I always give the following written directions :

Wash thoroughly and boil the glass-jars, bottles,

measuring-glass and siphon every day before using.

As soon as the milk comes, put it in the jars, cover

with a clean cloth and set in a cool place for six

hours. I find that it is usually most convenient for
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working-people to set tbe milk in the morning and

prepare the food in the afternoon. At the expiration

of this time siphon off the lower three-quarters of the

milk into a clean, boiled glass jar. Start the siphon

with boiled water. It may be stated here parentheti-

cally that the upper one-quarter has been found to be

ten per cent, cream. Then mix in the following pro-

portions in a clean dish which has been previously

boiled.

Upper one-quarter

Lower three-quarters .

Lime-water . . . .

Boiled water (not boiling) .

Sugar of milk

These proportions, of course, vary.

Then put x ounces of this mixture in each of y
bottles, and stopper tightly with cotton. Place these

bottles upright in a dish of water, the water in the

dish being at the level of the milk in the bottles.

Put the dish on the stove and heat until the ther-

mometer in the water reaches 170°. Then take it off

the stove and cover with an old blanket or comforter.

Leave this on for twenty minutes. Then take the

bottles out, set in a cool place and use as necessary.

This process may seem long and complicated, but

practically it is not so. It usually takes from three-

quarters of an hour to an hour to do the whole thing,

including the Pasteurization. This is all the time that

is required for twenty-four hours, however, and I have
repeatedly had mothers tell me that they much prefer

to take an hour once a day and get the work done for

the day to preparing the food at intervals all day.

Moreover, the aggregate amount of time consumed is

less. It is self-evident, I think, that the process is not

too complicated for everyday use. I certainly have not

found it so. In fact, I have usually erred on the

wrong side in considering people too unintelligent to

do it whom I have later found capable of doing it

gladly and well. It is rather difficult to describe

classes of people as regards their intelligence. I can

only say that I have almost invariably found the wives

of men earning from twelve to fifteen dollars a week
perfectly able to carry out the process in all its de-

tails, if any one is still unconvinced I shall be glad

to refer him to some of my patients.

The cost of the food varies, of course, with the

strength and the amount of tlie special mixture. A
better idea of this can be obtained, I think, by an

analysis of a few sample mixtures than in any other

way. A child two weeks old will probably require

ten feedings of two ounces each of a milk containing

fat 2.00, sugar 5.00, albuminoids 0.75, and of an
alkalinity of five per cent. To make this mixture re-

quires—
Upper one-quarter 4 ounces
Lime-water 1 ounces
Water 16 ounces
Milli-Bugar 6}Urachms

A pint of milk will furnish four ounces of " upper
quarter." This means seven pints of milk a week,
which, at seven cents a quart, amounts to twentv-five

cents. Six ounces of milk-sugar will be required per
week. This, at forty cents a pound, costs fifteen

cents. One cent a week for lime-water and three

cents for cotton are liberal estimates. The cost per
week, then, of the milk for a two weeks' old baby is

forty-four cents. This is certainly not excessive. The
ekim-milk is also available for use in other ways.

A three months' old baby will need about seven

feedings of four ounces each of a milk containing fat

3.00, sugar 6.00, albuminoids 1.00. The formula for

this mixture of an alkalinity of 5 per cent, is as fol-

lows :

Upper one-quarter 8 ounces

Lime-water IJ ounces

Water 18 ounces

Milk-sugar 1} ounces

This mixture requires one quart of milk a day,

which will cost forty-nine cents a week, while the milk-

sugar will cost thirty-one cents a week. The lime-

water and cotton, may, as before, be estimated at four

cents a week. This amounts to eighty-four cents a

week.

An eight months' old infant will, as a rule, take

eight ounces of a milk of this formula :^—-fat 4.00,

sugar 7.00, albuminoids 2.50, six times a day. The
formula for this mixture, of an alkalinity of five per

cent., is as follows :

Upper one-quarter 19 ounces
Lower three-quarters 12 ounces
Lime-water 2i ounces
Water 14J ounces
Milk-sugar 2k ounces

This requires five pints of milk a day, costing $1.23

per week. The milk-sugar will cost forty-five cents,

and the lime-water and cotton four cents more. This

makes a total of $1.72 a week. This is the most ex-

pensive mixture, and represents the maximum cost.

These figures can be still further reduced if the milk-

sugar is bought at wholesale. In this case the cost of

this last mixture would be reduced to $1.50 a week.

In the country where milk is cheaper, 05 when the

milk is purchased at a diet kitchen, the expense may
be made still less.

The milk-sugar may be measured by level teaspoons,

or by the 3| drachm measure which may be obtained

at the laboratory. It is unnecessary, I think, to

weigh it.

In the rare instances in which the patients are not

sufficiently intelligent — or, what is more common, too

lazy— to follow this method, I have them set the

milk and then separate it by pouring. I then tell

them how to mix the food for each feeding by tea-

spoons. For example, reckoning six teaspoons to an

ounce, four ounces of a milk containing fat 3.00,

sugar 6.00, albuminoids 1.00, and of an alkalinity of

five per cent., is as follows

:

Upper one-quarter 7J teaspoons
Lime-water li teaspoons
Boiled water 15^ teaspoons
Milk-sugar 1^ teaspoons (level)

This is readily worked out from the formula for

the tweuty-four hours' amount by dividing it by the

number of feedings and multiplying by six. The
milk cannot, of course, be as accurately prepared in

this way. Moreover, it is not Pasteurized. Hence
the method must be regarded merely as an imperfect

substitute for that first described. With all its inac-

curacies, however, it gives a fairly satisfactory food

and one which is susceptible of modification to suit

the individual case. It requires but little time, and
is certainly within the mental capacity of every one,

however stupid.

If, as sometimes happens, the results of the home
modification are not successful it must not be thought

that these infants cannot be made to thrive on modi-

fied milk. In such cases the milk from the labora-
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tory, where it can be more accurately modified, should

be tried until the proper combiuatioo is found. The
home modification may then be successfully resumed.

In conclusion I can only add that, having employed
the home modification of milk in the out-patient de-

partments of the Infanta' Hospital and of the City

Hospital as well as in private practice for several

years, I can testify to the feasibility of the process

and the good results obtained from its use.

A STUDY OF THE BLOOD IN CASES OF TU-
BERCULOSIS OF THE BOXES AND JOINTS.

BY JOHN DAXE,
Msistant Surgeon Infants' Hospital, Boston.

(CoDtiiined from No. 22, page 533.

)

Case 16. Boy, six years old. The symptoms of

hip disease were said to date back two and a half

years. It began with pain in the knee and lameness,

and was followed iu about four months by night-cries.

Two years ago he was treated in the wards of the hos-

pital. On entrance the hip was held rigidly by mus-
cular spasm, there was half an inch actual shortening,

and the tip of the great trochanter was found to be a

little higher than it should be. The joint was some-

what sensitive on manipulation. In a mouth he was
discharsed in good condition, and with all motions

possible through about one-quarter of the normal arc.

After an absence of six weeks he returned with a

large fluctuating area in front of the joint and a

smaller one behind the trochanter ; no superficial heat

or redness. The count taken on the second day after

entrance showed

Erythrocyies 6,096,000

Utimoglobin 75 p. c.

Leucocytes 6,756

Lymphocytes 2K p. c.

Large mouonaclear aiid trausitioi^l forms

.

12 p. c.

Polyiiuclear neutrophjles . . . ..=>*< p. c.

Eosiiiopbiles 2 p. c

A second count ^taken the next day gave

Erythrocytes 5.R23.000

Heuioglobiu 74 p. c.

Leucocytes 6,93H

Lymphocytes 32 p. c.

Suiall mononuclear and transitional forms . 7 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . 59 p. c.

Eoslnophiles 2 p. c.

The case was operated on the following day, and

five ounces of greenish pus were evacuated. The
head of the femur was found nearly separated at the

epiphyseal line, and much of the surrounding bone

was denuded of periosteum. The wound was nearly

healed in a month and the boy was discharged to the

out-patient department with three-eighths of an inch

shortening, free motion up to 20°. Cultures taken

from the pus showed no growth upon blood serum at

the end of a week. The temperature here was be-

tween 99° and 100° before the operation and had re-

turned to the same level on the fifth day after it.

The subsequent history has been good.

Case 17. Boy, seven years old. Hip disease for

two and a half years following a fall. Nine mouths
before he was treated in the hospital for two weeks.

The hip was then acute, and the child had night-cries.

He was discharged in fair condition wearing a traction

splint. The parents did not keep the splint in place,

and he returned with a painful joint admitting but a

few degrees of motion and showing deep fluctuation. !

The count taken the day after entrance showed
j

Erythrocytes 5,712,000
j

Hemoglol>in 70 p. c. J

Leucocytes 8,932
j

Lymphocytes 49 p. c.
]

Large raonouuclear and trausitioual forms . 8 p. c. ^

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . . 40 p. c.

Eoslnophiles 3 p. c.

The case was operated immediately after the count

was taken. About eight ounces of tubercular pus was i

found under considerable tension. On removal of a

sequestrum from the floor of the acetabulum, an open-

ing was found into the pelvis and a second pocket of

pus existed there. Cultures from the pus failed to
I

grow. The temperature previous to operation was
j

normal in the morning and 99° in the evening. I

Case 18. Boy, six and a half years old. Hip dis- i

ease of ten months' duration following a fall. On en-

trance the general condition of the child was poor; the
j

left thigh was held flexed at an angle of 40° and the
\

joint was very sensitive upon manipulation. There
was no sign of abscess, but the joint was somewhat I

enlarged by fibrous or bony thickening, mostly behind '

the great trochanter. Three weeks later an abscess

began to show itself in the ischio-rectal fossa, the hip
]

continuing sensitive all the time. The temperature
j

was not markedly irregular, being 100° on the evening i

the count was taken, which was twenty-two days after I

entrance and three days after the detection of the i

abscess. j

Erythrocytes 7,2SS,000
]

Hemoglobin 68 p. c.
j

Leucocytes 9,900
j

Lymphocytes 24 p. c. i

Large mononnclear and transitional forms . 7 p. c.
j

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . , 68 p. c.

Eoslnophiles 1 p. c.

The operation, performed the following day, evacu-

ated a moderate amount of pus and showed a sinus

leading to the great trochanter, but apparently not in-

volving the joint. The culture tubes from this case

were unfortunately broken, but microscopic examina-
tion showed no large quantity of leucocytes. The
wound, however, became secondarily infected, and the

temperature ran at 105° for several evenings. He
was discharged a mouth later with a firmly healed

cicatrix, no pain in the joint, and motion of 30° in

flexion and 20° in abduction.

Case 19. Girl, thirteen j-ears old. Hip disease for

several years, and previous operation for abscess.

There was little or no motion at the hip, and a slight

discharge from one of the old sinuses. Girl was being

treated as an out-patient.

Erythrocytes
Hemoglobin
Leucocytes
Lyntphocytes
Large mononuclear and transitional forms
Polynuclear neutrophiles
Eoslnophiles

4,f00,00n

6b p. c.

13,058

35 p. c.

8 p. c.

51 p. c.

3 p. c.

No cultures were taken.

Case 20. Boy, six years old. Disease dated from
a fall over three years ago. A year after onset was
treated in the hospital. At the time the joint was iu

a very sensitive condition, but yielded to traction ; and
he was discharged wearing a long traction splint.

Three months before second entrance, deep fluctuation

was found, which steadily increased. On entrance his

general condition was fair and the hip in good position
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and uot very eeiisitive. Anteriorly and over the great

trochanter was a large abscess. The temperature

ranged between 90° and 101° F. The count taken

the day after entrance showed

Erytlirooytes 6,136,000

Hemoglobiu 63 p. c.

Leucocytes 15,253

Lyinpliocytes 16 p. c,

I.argu inonouuclear and traiisitioual forms . 5 p. c.

Polyuuclear iieutropbiies . . . .
7" p. c.

Kosiuophiles 2 p. c.

The case was operated the next day, and six to eight

ounces of pus found under much tension. The sinuses

went up in front of tlie joint, and on the side had bur-

rowed half-way to the knee. Of tubes inoculated

with tiiis pus, two were sterile and a third developed

a single colony of the staphylococcus aureus.

Case 21. Boy, six and a half years old. Hip dis-

ease following a fall from a ladder; symptoms began
eleven weeks ago. Entered hospital with very acute

hip held rigidly at 40° permanent flexion. There was
marked tenderness and some thickening behind the

trochanter. Under bed treatment the sensitiveness

diminished somewhat, but an abscess was found point-

ing behind the tuberosity of the ischium, with consid-

erable reddening of the skin. The count taken three

weeks after entrance showed

Erythrocytes
Hemoglobin
Leucocytes
L>niphyucyte8 and transitional forms
Polynuclear neutrophiles

21,300

21 p. c.

79 p. c.

The temperature ran about in the 100° line. The
case was operated tlie day following the count, and a

small amount of cheesy pus found. Cultures of this

pus showed the presence of the staphylococcus pyo-

genes aureus in large numbers.

Case 22. Boy, age seven years. Hip disease for

three years, treated part of the time with a modified

Thomas splint. On entrance the thigh was firmly

held by muscular spasm, slightly abducted and rotated

outwards. Permanent flexion 10°, half an inch actual

shortening of limb, half an inch atrophy of thigh,

joint sensitive to all manipulation, marked thickening

and doubtful fluctuation behind and outside the great

trochanter. Temperature, 99° to 101° F. Count
taken three days after entrance showed

Erythrocytes
Hemoglobin
Leucocytes
Lymphocytes
Large mononuclear and transitional forms
Polynuclear ueutrophiles

£o»inopbi1es

5,016,000

73 p. c.

21,520

10 p.

6 p. c.

81 p. e.

Under rest in bed the swelling of the soft parts sub-

sided. In eighteen days there was little or none to be

felt and the count showed

Erythrocytes
Hemoglobin
Leucocytes . . ...
Lymphocytes
Large mononuclear and transitional fo

polynuclear neutrophiles

Eosinophiles

5,048,000

70 p. c.

23,387

29 p. c.

8 p. c.

60 p. c.

2 P.O.

There were occasional paroxysms of pain, but the

boy was discharged in fairly good condition to get

built up in the fresh air. He returned in six months
with a large superficial abscess occupying the upper

third of the outside of the leg. The count then

showed

Erythrocytes 6,296.000

Hemoglobin 72 j). c.

Leucocytes 25,648

Lymphocytes 21 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 7 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . . 71 p. c.

Eosioopliiles I p. c.

On operation the joint was found to be involved.

Cultures from the pus failed to give a positive result.

Case 23. Boy, ten years old. Hip disease for a

year, treated with long traction splint. On entrance
the hip was very sensitive, held flexed at an angle of

45°, and all motion prevented by muscular spasm. In

front of tiie joint was an abscess as large as the palm
of the hand. The temperature varied between 99° and
100° F. A count taken the day after entrance showed

Erythrocytes 5,00»,000

Hemoglobin 73 p. c.

Leucocytes 21,828

Lymphocytes 6 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 7 p. c,

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . . 85 p. c.

Eusinophiles 2 p. c.

Operation four days later evacuated about four

ounces greenish pus, and showed a disintegrated hip-

joint with a portion of the upper rim of the acetab-

ulum carious. Cultures taken from the pus showed
it to be thoroughly infected with the staphylococcus

aureus. The case was discharged in six weeks with

one-half inch actual shortening, but no motion.

Case 24. Girl, three years old. Hip disease for

seven months treated with Taylor splints in the out-

patient department. There had been considerable

free motion and very little thickening. Two mouths
ago deep fluctuation was detected over the anterior

part of joint and the great trochanter. On entrance

the hip was held rigidly by muscular spasm. A large

abscess with considerable reddening of skin and super-

ficial rise of temperature covered the upper part of the

thigh. The temperature was 99.8° on entrance, 100°

the next morning, 101° in the evening, 99.8° the fol-

lowing morning, and 103° that evening. The count
taken on the third day showed

Erythrocytes 3,741,000

Hemoglobin 65 p. o.

Leucocytes 41,369

Lymphocytes 14 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 5 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . . 81 p. c.

Eosinophiles p. c.

Operation the same day evacuated eight ounces of

thick pus, and showed a joint opened and beginning

to be disorganized. Cultures showed the presence of

the staphylococcus pyogenes aureus and albus in large

numbers.

Case 25. Boy, three and a half years old. Well
until ten days previous to entrance, when be began to

limp and complain of pain in knee. On entrance the

left hip was held rigidly by muscular spasm, permanent
flexion at an angle of 85°, joint hypersensitive, some
thickening of soft parts about joint, possibly some
bony thickening. Under traction the case appeared

to do well. Three weeks later the temperature began
to go up, and a count was taken, which showed

Erythrocytes 5,061,000

Hemoglobin 65 p. c.

Leucocytes 31,676

Lymphocytes 12 p. o.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 9 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . . 76 p. c.

Eosinophiles 3 p. c.

Temperature 102.3° V.
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The abdomen was found to be distended and tym-
panitic. After free purgation the abdominal symp-

toms subsided and the temperature came down to 99.5°

on morning of same day. A count was then taken.

Erythrocytes 4,704,000

Hemoglol)in 70 p. c.

Leucocytes 29.753

Four days after this a boggy spot was found on the

back on a level with the tenth and eleventh dorsal

vertebrae, about four inches from the spinous processes.

This was opened, and several ounces of pus evacuated ;

but on account of the poor condition of the child, no

search for its relations was made.

When the case was discharged a month later, there

was no pain in the hip, which allowed an arc of flexion

of 50°, of abduction 35°, and normal rotation. No
cultures were taken.

Case 26. Boy, four years old. Had had Pott's

disease for three years, and had worn a Taylor back-

brace. Deformity said not to have increased for eigh-

teen months. On entrance the child was in poor

general condition, no increase of patella reflexes, un-

steady gait, back held rigid, marked prominence of

fifth to eighth dorsal vertebrae. Temperature 99° to

99.5°. Count taken a week after entrance showed

:

Erythrocytes 4,776,000

Hemoglobin 60 p. c.

Leucocytes 9,510

Lymphocytes 40 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 6 p. c.

Poly nuclear neutrophiles . . . . 50 p. c.

Eosinopliiles 4 p. c.

The case progressed favorably.

Case 27. Girl, six years old. Had been under

treatment in out-patient department with a Taylor

brace for nine months. On entrance general condi-

tion poor, sharp kyphosis involving fifth to seventh

dorsal vertebrce, considerable spasm of dorsal muscles.

Knee-jerks slightly increased. Much pain referred to

abdomen. Temperature 99.8° to 100° F. Count

taken after a month's treatment in bed showed

Erythrocytes 4,288,000

Hemoglobin 68 p. c.

Leucocytes 10,360

Lymphocytes 28 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 10 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . . €2 p. c.

Eoslnophiles p. c.

Case 28. Girl, eight years old. General condition

fair. Has had a high cervical caries for a little over

a year, treated with a brace combined with head sup-

port. Only entered hospital for repairs to apparatus.

Temperature 99° to 100° F. Count showed

Erythrocytes 5,652,000

Hemoglobin 82 p. c.

Leucocytes 12,083

Case 29. Boy, four years old. Boy in good gen-

eral condition. A prominence of several spines at

level of eighth dorsal vertebra, said to have appeared

suddenly after a period of nearly eighteen months'

stiffness of back and malaise. Muscles of back iu

state of tonic spasm. Knee-jerks not increased.

Temperature 99° to 100° F. Count taken four weeks

after entrance showed

Erythrocytes 6,808,000

Hemoglobin 70 p. c.

Leucocytes .... . . 12,100

Lymphocytes 18 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 8 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . . 73 p. c.

Eoslnophiles 1 p. c.

Case 30. Girl, three years old. Duration of

trouble indefinite. Admitted to hospital seven

months ago with sharp kyphosis involving the spines

of the first and second dorsal vertebrie. Motions of

head partially restricted, and marked night-cries.

Treated by rest in bed with traction and later with a

Thomas collar. Discharged in three weeks. Re-

turned in ten weeks, having neglected to wear collar.

At this time the kyphosis in cervical region was gone

and its place taken, or obscured, by a marked running

forward of the head. All the posterior cervical mus-

cles were in a state of spasm, and the lumbar region

was also carried stiffly. The general condition was

poor and the temperature varied from 98.4° to 102° F.

Count taken four weeks after entrance the second

time showed

Erythrocytes 6,768,000

Hemoglobin 78 p. c.

Leucooytes 14,500

Lymphocytes 29 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 6 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . . 65 p. c.

Eoslnophiles p. c.

The case was discharged ten days later somewhat
improved and wearing a Taylor brace with head splint.

Case 31. Boy, three years old. Entered hospital

with history of having held his head and shoulders

stiffly for a month, and being unable to walk for

at least five days. General condition was good.

Stood with trunk pushed forward and all the dorsal

muscles tense ; head retracted and right sterno-mastoid

contracted. The spine was prominent in the upper

dorsal and lower cervical regions, but there was no

definite kyphosis. The knee-jerk was increased on

both sides, and there was an ankle clonus. The tem-

perature varied in long waves from normal to 101.3° F.

The count taken a week after entrance showed

Erythrocytes 5.176,000

Hemoglobin 70 p. c.

Leucocytes 20,866

Lymphocytes 29 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 11 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . . 69 p. c.

Eoslnophiles 1 p. c.

(To be continued.)

Clinical aDepartment.

TWO CASES OF CENTRAL BRAIN DISEASE,
WITH AUTOPSIES.

BY SAMOEL B. WOODWARD, M.D., WORCESTER, MASS.,

Surgeoti to City, itemorial, and St. Vincent's Hospitals.

Case 1. Neuroglioma of corpus striatum, with

sudden hemiplegia. Trephining, with partial recovery.

Death two years later.

A. M., age fifty-five, manufacturer, was seen by me
in April, 1890, when he presented all the symptoms

of intense coryza, accompanied by unbearable head-

ache. Twenty-four hours later something " burst" in

bis head; there was a profuse discbarge of bloody pus

from the right nostril, and almost instant relief.

June 4th of the same year he walked into my office,

swerved to the right in a half-circle, nearly falling on

the floor, threw himself violently on a couch, crying

out, " My God, how my head aches ! I can't think !

I don't know anything !
" meanwhile furiously rubbing

and slapping his head. He located the pain in the
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right frontal regiou, aud complaiued of numbness in

the left foot, lie slept fairly well that night, with

moderate doses of bromide of soda ; and the next

morning drove to my office. Informed that 1 was not

at home, he rushed out, passed his wife silting at the

door in her carriage, walked rapidly down the street,

opened and shut several shop-doors, finally jumped
into the carriage, and lashed the horse into a run
through the crowded streets. Reaching home, he

went into the house, but soon jumped out of the win-

dow aud, running to the stable, began violently to

crack a whip. Three hours later I found him in bed,

— jovial, excited, loud-8|)oken, shouting out, aud com-
plaining bitterly of his head, aud of numbness in his

left hand and arm. There was some loss of power in

the left leg (he had fallen when coming up stairs),

but he could move it freely. His temperature, taken

with much difficulty, as he was in constant motion,

talking and gesticulating, though quite rational, was
97.6°.

At 4 the next morning the nurse noticed that the

left side was paralyzed. At 8, I found him with com-
plete paralysis of the left arm and leg, and partial

paralysis of the same side of the face; temperature
97°, pulse 1 00. The bowels had moved most copiously,

aided by crotou oil and enemata.
Dr. Francis, who saw him with me at 11, agreed

that exploratory trephining was indicated, and that

800n. The facial paralysis was now complete, and
there was mumbling speech. After a period of excited

shouting he would fall back and apparently sleep,

snoring loudly, soon to start up again aud complain of

his head, always locating the pain in the same spot

over the right temple. Two hours later the pulse had
fallen to 58, and was hard and full. The patient

could be roused with difficulty. His eyes reacted very
slightly to light (the pupils were equal) ; aud he could
neither see nor speak intelligibly. He was becoming
comatose, and the end seemed not far off.

A button of bone was removed from over the ex-

treme anterior border of the arm centre, close to the

centre for the head on the right side. This point,

kindly measured off for me by Dr. H. W. Donaldson,
then of Clark Uuiversit)', was a compromise between
the frontal prominence, the seat of the pain, and the

several motor centres apparently involved.

The arteries of the right side of the head pulsated
more vigorously than those of the left. Hemorrhage
was free. The dura did not protrude. It was freely

incised. The brain pulsated. The pia mater was
somewhat edematous. The brain seemed normal. A
probe was moved about between the dura aud the

skull, aud finally the braiu was aspirated for a dis-

tance of two inches in three directions : downward,
downward and outward, and downward, outward aud
forward ; the latter direction being toward the assigned
seat of pain. No pus or other fluid was obtained, and
there was uo sense of abnormal resistance. The dura
was replaced, a catgut drain inserted, and the wound
closed. Every antiseptic care had been taken.

At 8 o'clock that night the patient answered ques-
tions intelligently, but was roused with difficulty;

the intense paiu had entirely disappeared ; the eyes
reacted slightly and sluggishly to light. The dress-

ings were soaked with serous discharge. The next
morning he could move hie leg and extend but not
fltrx his arm, and the facial paralysis was slightly

better. His speech was mumbling aud his conversa-

tion silly. He yawned every few minutes, and com-
plaiued of being "so tired." He was no longer stu-

pid, but self-willed and determined.

Two days later he could flex his fingers and power-
fully straighten his arm. He still mechanically said

"lam so tired" about every three minutes. The
wound had healed except at one corner and all sutures

were removed. The scalp was quite edematous, and
for several days more bloody serum poured from the

opeuing left for drainage. Facial paralysis bad prac-

tically disappeared. For a week there was double

vision, and some difficulty in swallowing. For a

month bis mental condition was poor, and he was more
or less childish. His conversation, at first almost in-

cessant, consisted of exclamatory sentences, such as,

"Saw two clocks!" "Two Jennies" (his wife)!
" Have n't looked at head !

" " Better oue than yours !

"

" Head does not ache !

"

He gradually improved until mentally, his condition

was not noticeably different from what it had been
immediately before the attack, while he regained suffi-

cient control of his leg to walk with a cane, and of his

forearm and hand to use them in fine work. He was
never able to raise his arm from his side, and it became
somewhat rigid, nor did the grasping power of the in-

jured hand equal that of the other.

At the end of six months, a second attack of pain

was followed by temporary complete loss of power in

arm and leg, but from this he quickly recovered.

Headache, however, continued to greatly distress

him. A mental change was noticeable. He became
ugly, and at times dangerous ; thought he was being

poisoned, and had other delusions. He had repeated

attacks of diarrhea, and finally, in July, 1892, twenty-

five months after the trepbiuing, died of exhaustion,

but without further paralysis.

Only after the operation was it learned that for some
time his wife had noticed a change in him. He was
averse to meeting people, complained that be could

not see well, and neglected his business. This was
in such confusion that it was almost impossible to

unravel it ; he had borrowed money on every side

in a manner totally new to him, and with the most
supreme indifference as to the outcome. For about

two years he had been free from a chronic diarrhea,

which for over twenty years had been unchecked.

An examination of the head was made by Dr. W. S.

Miller twelve hours after death.

The brain did not fill the skull to an unusual degree.

The convolutions were not flattened. The dura was
thickened over both parietal regions. The braiu was
apparently firmer in consistence than usual, aud this

was particularly noticeable on the right side. In the

right corpus striatum, and extending into the parietal

lobe, ending just beneath the cortex of the posterior

central couvolution, was a tumor of the size of an

English walnut, microscopically found to be a " neuro-

glioma gauglionare." Just in front of this was the

opening in the dura made by the knife. The three

tracks of the aspirating needle could be clearly made
out as scars in the brain substance. The posterior oue

passed into the growth.

This case was trephined under the impression that

a collection of pus would probably be found. There
had been relief from intense headache several mouths
before, coincident with a profuse discharge of pus from

the right nostril. Pain was in the same side (though

more intense), and I at first thought of a renewed
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frontal sinus inflammation. When paralysis of the

arm and leg supervened, a diagnosis of inflammation
by extension was made, with a localized abscess under,
or nearly under, the point selected for trephining.

Nothing of this being found, we were left with the

diagnosis of a deep-seated lesion involving, probably,

the internal capsule, and autopsy showed that the situ-

ation of this, as far as its relations with the cerebral

cortex were concerned, had not been misjudged. The
track of the aspirating needle, still visible at the

autopsy, showed that the tumor, two years before

death, had reached the cortical gray matter, but it

would be difficult to believe that the gradual growth of

the tumor alone had caused the extremely sudden

paralysis affecting, in turn, and within ten hours, the

centres for arm, leg and face.

To operative shock and the relief of an intensely

congested brain by the withdrawal of serous exudate

must be attributed the great and sudden improvement
which followed the removal of so small a portion of

bone as was taken away.

To what this sudden congestion was due I am un-

able to say.

Case II. Softening of optic thalamus after re-

peated capillary hemorrhages.

C. H., age lifty-two, a manufacturer, had in the

night of February 15, 1891, a convulsion, described as

general, followed by stupor lasting several hours.

When ten years of age he fell twenty-five feet, strik-

ing on his head, and was unconscious for several days.

In 1865, on seeing the dead body of his brother, he

fell to the floor and was unconscious for half an hour.

Three years ago he told a friend, that, while walk'ug
along the street, he often felt as if there were steps to

climb, and lifted his feet as if to get over them. For
six months he had had attacks of "dizziness." These
came on at irregular, though somewhat frequent inter-

vals, with no traceable relation to time of day, to dis-

tanc- from meals, or to the work in which he was en-

gaged. His general health was unaffected. During
1891 he had numerous convulsions, a« well as tempor-
ary attacks of unconsciousness lasting several minutes.

Refusing rest or medical treatment, he continued to

carry on his business and in fact to extend it, until his

bookkeeper gave such information to his friends that

it was closed out, so mismanaged that litigation re-

sulted. He theu went "on the road." His attacks

becoming more and more frequent, after eight mouths,
his friends forced him to come home, and, as he still

insisted on working, a place was found for him in the

business where he had formerlv been proprietor. He
performed work usually entrusted to a boy, for which

he naturally received very meagre pay. He still had
frequent fits, but maintained his usual cheerfulness,

seemed contented with both work and wages, and did

not apparently understand that five dollars a week
could scarcely support himself, wife and child.

In January, 1893, I saw him again (the first time in

eighteen months). He had now begun to lose his mem-
ory, was confused, could neither tell the number of

his house nor for whom he worked, and, on reaching

home, would not know that he had been to my office.

He occasionally fell down, without losing conscious-

ness, and suffered from moderately severe frontal

headache.

No scar of the injury received in childhood could be
found, but a tender spot was twice detected to the

right of the median line and about one inch in front of

the occipital protuberance. No effect beyond winc-
ing was, however, produced by pressure here.

He soon had epileptiform attacks almost every
night, was taken from his work, and, after a very
severe convulsion, followed by persistent vomiting and
temporary loss of speech, was sent to the Worcester
City Hospital for observation. No physician had ever

seen him convulsed, and from March 7th to April
17th, while in the Hospital, there was no convulsive

attack. Dr. Harrower found the fundus in both eyes
normal. There was slight sluggishness of accommoda-
tion ; none of contractility to slight stimuli. No anes-

thesia or hyperesthesia of any part of the body could
be made out. The reflexes, deep and superficial, were
normal. The grasp was equal in the two hands.
There was no one-sided aura, or other sign, to locate

a brain lesion. There was frequent vomiting without
apparent cause, and occasional dizziness which often

came on while the patient was lying quietly iu bed.

He became secretive, resented inquiries of his wife

into his condition, and often hid food in his pockets or
the bed. After walking a while, he would lurch to

one side, and once or twice actually fell, and always
to the left; but he used his right hand with less free-

dom than the left. During all this he was cheerful,

seemed unable to realize that he was seriously ill, and
wanted to go out and go to work.

When he left the hospital he went to Boston, where
he fell into the hands of a physician who regarded his

case as one of rheumatism. His condition after two
months became so bad that he was sent back to

Worcester, and was at once sent to the Worcester
Lunatic Hospital, where he remained until his death
on September 7th of the same year. In June he had
entirely failed to recognize me; he soiled the bed
nightly, had very frequent convulsions and partial

paralysis of speech. He became absolutely demented
and incoherent, and for three weeks before his death
was in a epileptic condition most of the time.

The brain, examined twenty-seven hours after death,

showed an extensive softening at the posterior part of

the left optic thalamus, extending to, and involving,

the cerebellum. There was also an area of recent

hemorrhage, the size of a chestnut, in the left thala-

mus. The arteries at the base of the brain were athe-

romatous.

With lesions in the optic thalamus are often associ-

ated general paralyses of the limbs, or of the upper
limbs in particular, impairment of tactile sensibility,

or of vision ; but in a considerable number of cases no
defect, motor or sensory, has been detected. So numer-
ous are the negative cases that it is generally thought
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that the 8_vmptoms observed are in all probability due
to lesions of the internal capsule, anatomically so situ-

ated as almost of necessity involved in any extensive

lesion of this part of the brain. Hughlings Jackson
reports a case of homonomous hemiopia, associated

with lesions of the posterior part of the thalamus ; the

corresponding side of both retina; being paralysed ; but

with almost complete destruction of the whole thala-

mus there was, in ray case, no change five mouths be-

fore death. Says Ferrier : "We can, in the absence

of any definite symptoms resulting from destruction of

these ganglia, apart from such as may with more prob-

ability be ascribed to coincident lesions of the internal

capsule or optic tract, only speculate as to their proper

function."

The diagnosis of inoperable, deep-seated, right-sided

lesion was in the above case only arrived at with con-

siderable difficulty ; and it was a curious coincidence

that a tender point was twice found, which autopsy

showed to be almost directly over the hemorrhagic

area. Had this persisted I should certainly have tre-

phined, hoping that possibly it denoted the site of the

injury received in boyhood.

FIVE CASES OF PSEUDO-HYPERTROPHIC
PARALYSIS (?) IN ONE FAMILY.

BY EVERETT FLOOD, M.D., BALDWISVILLE, MASS.

Through the courtesy of Dr. 1 have learned

the following facts about the family whose photo-

graphs are appended.

Mr. X., the father of the family is now eighty years

of age, strong and well, and has always been able to

do the work of " a man and a half," as he himself

expresses it, and he certainly has the appearance of

an unusually strong man. He bad six brothers and
three sisters.

Of these, four brothers died in Louisiana of what
was then called " woods fever," a very fatal and com-
mon disease. One of these brothers left two or three

children, of whom nothing is known. The fifth

brother died at eighty-three, was strong and healthy.

He left one son, who is now well, and three daughters,

two of whom died young (one at age of sixteen, and

another after becoming mother to some children of

whom nothing is known). The third daughter is living

and in good health, and has one married daughter also

well. The sixth brother, always well, died at seventy

of some acute disease. No nervous trouble noted

among any of the brothers or their families.

The father of the family, Mr. X., had three sisters,

one of whom is now alive at the age of eighty, having

one well daughter. Another sister, who was very

rugged, died at eighty-three of a cold. She had three

children ; one was intemperate and died early ; one

daughter died at sixty ; another daughter is now well

at sixty. Another sister died of diphtheria at the age

of three years. No nervous troubles noted among any
of the sisters or their families.

Family history of the mother of the family, Mrs. X.,

No. 1. One uncle, one aunt, and her mother died of

consumption. Mrs. X., No. 1, died of lung fever at

the age of forty. She had one brother only, and he

died in boyhood. She had two sisters, both of whom
are now living. The oldest sister had two daughters

and one sou. One daughter is weak, but has one
healthy child, two years old. The other daughter is

able to be about the house and do her work, but is not

strong ; she has three children who are all well, and
strong. The son is strong and rugged, and has one
child two years old, who is well. The youngest sister

lives in the West, is herself in good health. Has
three sons, one of whom is illegitimate (this child's

father was five years older than the woman), well and

strong. The second son has a nervous disease which
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is about the same in kind and degree as that which

the four boys of the family of Mr. X. have. His

bones break easily from his falls. The third son is

all right and strong ; the father of the last two children

is the woman's husband and he is twenty-five years

older than she.

Mr. X. has had rheumatism since he was twenty-

one at intervals, and his father had it in the same way.

When he married, the wife was twenty years younger

than himself, but the exact ages of either party were

not ascertained. This couple had seven children, who
are more especially the subject of this sketch. Two
were girls, of whom one died at thirty-six, having suf-

fered from chronic diarrhea for nine years. She had

no family.

Another girl is still living, and is well and has well

wheel-chairs. They hitch about with difficulty ; they

all have some weakness of arms, and two can with

difficulty place the arms on the knees ; while one still

does some tinkering, though with difficulty. The
mind is bright and active in all but one ; he seems

duller, and does not look as intelligent. The others

are fully appreciative of their condition and converse

very intelligently on current matters. They do a

large part of their own housework though very slowly

and with much difficulty. They have invented a

tackle to lift the tea-kettle with, as they are not strong

or certain enough to lift it directly. The wheel-chairs

which they all occupy all the time are largely their

own handiwork and invention.

Dr. found the knee-jerk absent in all, but

neither of us made sure as to other reflexes.

children. One boy died when five years old, but the

brothers remember that he had the same symptoms that

they had, and would unquestionably have gone on in

the same way if he had lived. We give the pictures

of three of the four living brothers : A, the oldest ; C,

the next but one in age ; and D, the youngest living.

All of the four brothers began at ages varying from

four to eight to be clumsy on their legs, to stand

with lordosis, to fall suddenly while walking, and to

tumble about in all shapes though never breaking any

bones. When walking across the floor or going up

stairs, the legs would suddenly fail and the child come
down as if struck. They never had unconsciousness

or any indication of a fit; two had prominently en-

larged calves and buttocks, which still persist to a cer-

tain degree ; the others were fat and heavy boys, but

did not note any very marked hypertrophy.

The muscular weakness persisted and increased

until at the present time they are all confined to

The second wife, Mrs. X. No. 2 (now deceased), had

seven children, and all are now dead but two. The
two living are well. The others died of tuberculo-

sis of the lungs and wasting diseases; but showed no

symptoms such as these present cases do.

Mrs. X., the mother of these children, was large

and fleshy, weighing two hundred pounds, was not

rugged as the average, but did her work and often

washed for a large family. In her family there were

many intermarriages. " Nobody ever heard of a Y
who did not marry cousins." There were many crip-

ples among the many branches of the family.

In the Near Future.—Lawyer : " I now offer in

evidence a photograph of the broken heart of the

plaintiff, taken by the Rontgen process." Judge :

"Admitted. Let it be marked 'Exhibit X.' "—
Puck.
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I^rportjef of ^ociettej^.

SUFFOLK DISTRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.
SECTION FOR OBSTETRICS AND DISEASES OF

WOMEN.
C. H. UAKK, M.D., SECKF.TAKY.

Regular Meeting, Wednesday, January 29, 1895,

Dr. G. H. Washburn in the chair.

ABORTION SOCIALLY, MEDICALLY AND MEDICO-
LEGALLY CONSIDERED.

Dr. E. W. Gushing : This is a very old and uni-

versal subject which we have to discuss, and it is

shown how much the world is alike in all times by the

fact that in the oath of Hippocrates one of the things

that all physicians promise is to commit no abortion.

In the time of Hippocrates it was done by introducing

a pessary of some kind into the vagina, probably with

irritating properties. Juvenal relates that few puer-

peraj lie in gilded beds. The same pressure which

exists on the population here existed in Rome and
with the same results. I do not wish to appear to

doubt that the world is getting better in the last ten

years, but 1 am afraid that the girls who come into

the bauds of the Watch and Ward Society are those

who have not succeeded iu getting abortion performed,

and when they begin to feel the motion, and they

realize the existence of the child, then they get over

the desire for abortion. Ruyscius, of Amsterdam,
writing in Latin in 1725, explains how the virgines

corruptee used to come to him for abortion, and how
he put them off with innocuous medicines till three

months were over, and they would then be ashamed
to seek for it and be willing to bear the child. I do

not see very much of the young women in this way.
Their mothers bring them sometimes supposing they

have tumors, and sometimes up to the end of preg-

nancy they will stoutly affirm it is a tumor and noth-

ing else. To my mind the greatest evil is in the mar-

ried women. There is a good deal to be said in behalf

of a young woman who, more or less without retlect-

ing on tlie consequences, has made a misstep and, having

got herself in that condition, is wild and desperate and
ready to throw herself into the river. I do not think

that any one who has not seen one or two of those

cases and heard their lamentations and seen their

misery can realize the terrible temptation they are in

to have an abortion performed. Looked at as a moral
question, what is there to lead them to bear the child

and go througli all the obloquy of it, when the married

women, and women who are members of churches and
great workers in societies of all kinds, having had as

many children as they feel they can support, claim it

is a right and necessity to have an abortion, and do it

without scruple or shame ? No doubt every man in

this room has had patients come and take that ground.

Husbands come. They think it is wrong to meddle
with an unmarried woman, but claim that a married
woman has the right to seek to be disembarrassed of

her pregnancy.

The reason is not far to seek. There are compara-
tivejy few people in this world who can reason logi-

cally or feel deeply, or who are actuated by their ab-

stract reasoning. The average woman can recognize

that she is in the family way when she feels the motion
of the child. As long as she can persuade herself that

she has only skipped her period, she is willing, by self-

deception and suppression of the truth and suggestion

of the false, to persuade herself that she has only

skipped her courses and must have them brought on.

The average man looks no farther than the law ; and
the law as it is framed in this country, and where it is

a relic of the common law of England, as far as I know
and am informed, punishes abortion, not on account of

the suppression of the life of the child during the first

two or three months, but on account of the danger to

the life of the mother. In one of Cicero's orations,

when he is berating Oppianicus, who had married a

woman, agreeing at the same time to murder his own
two living children, Cicero emphasizes the enormity

of this child-murder by stating that when he was in

Africa a woman was put to death merely because she

had allowed an abortion to be procured on herself,

and had thereby taken away the " expectation of the

family, the hope of the father and the designated

citizen of the republic." That was the Roman way
of looking at it. The child was a possible soldier,

possible tax-payer, and the State had an interest in

him. As far as I know, that position does not obtain

iu our legislation. It is on account of the danger to

the mother that an abortion is a misdemeanor ; and an

abortion is only criminal in the case of a woman who
is " quick with child." As a matter of fact, no abor-

tionist is ever prosecuted or punished in this country

unless the mother dies. In late times in England
that common law has been amended by judicial deci-

sion, and a judge has defined it that " quick with

child is, having conceived." Undoubtedly the average

man and woman do not consider that a child has any
rights until it has a certain size where it can be recog-

nized ; and when there is an abortion and a fetus is

produced, the women will wonder whether it has bead,

legs, arms. I am leaving out of my remarks the

Catholics, who are trained to have strict ideas on the

subject, not only on the question of abortion but on
that of prevention of conception (which we might dis-

cuss some time), wherein again our community, owing to

the difficulties of living and the press of circumstances,

take very different grounds from what is taught by the

Catholic Church. Other married people perhaps begin

bravely enough ; but when they have had four or five

children, or even less than that, their friends stare at

them and think it is wrong and beastly and immoral
to bring into the world more children than they can

support and educate " properly."

Therefore, there is this great crop of abortionists in

Boston and in all our cities; and one is met every

day by ladies who insist that if you will not get them
out of their trouble they know where they can get it

done, and that it is a shame for them to have to go to

an ignorant man when they might have it all done
comfortably by their own physician. We have to

explain to them, and reason and argue and all that

sort of thing; and it is to be supposed and hoped and
believed that all the members of our Society do what
is right. Nevertheless, it seems to me there has got

to be an education of the community as to the crimi-

nality of this procedure before there can be any convic-

tion. It is practically impossible to get evidence of

abortion unless the woman dies. There is not a man
in this room but knows of abortions, yet we say noth-

ing ; whereas, if any of us saw a man shot or stabbed,

we would go at once to the police. It is all very well

to say that abortion is murder of the unborn child.

Practically the community does not regard it so, and
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it is going to take a long process of education before

they can be made to believe that it is murder.

Whether that can be accomplished, in view of the

increasing crowding of our civilization and the press-

ure under which people are put, is a question ; but I

think it can. I think that something could be accom-

plished if the medical profession would take united

ground on this, and if the Protestant clergy would

take the stand of the Catholic clergy and up and down
roundly denounce the practice as a crime. But the

stream will not rise higher than its source. The aver-

age sentiment of the community does not come up to

the sentiment of the medical profession in regard to

the criminality of abortion, except as regards the risk

to the mother.

It is curious to know how widely spread, and in

what countries, and by what various and crude means
abortion is carried on. I once read an account of an

Eskimo method of producing an abortion. Here one

has to hire a flat and pay for coal, food, clothes, thea-

tres, etc., and finds it inconvenient to have a family.

There they have to go out and kill seals in the dark,

and find it perhaps impossible to feed a family. They
have a stylet made of whalebone, and that is enclosed

in a sheath of leather, and there is a little opening for

a piece of deer tendon by which when the sheath has

been introduced into the os uteri the point of the stylet

can be pushed through, then the sharp piece of whale-

bone can be used to rupture the membranes, and by

pulling on the deer tendon the sheath comes out again

over the whalebone and is extracted without further

trouble. It is a pity that all the abortionists in Boston

are not so careful with their procedures. One of our

profession in the South has invented a sort of snare,

the description of which he published ; with this, after

after dilating the uterus, the fetus could be snared and

the woman go home. I never heard that this man
was put out of any Society for it. In some savage

countries they lay the prospective mother down and

trample on her belly, and as the women are tough they

stand it, aborting, but not dying. It is well known
that the abortionists in the Orient have attained a high

pitch of perfection. I do not know what way it is

done there. Their system of living never could stand

so many children. Even one rich man with three or

four hundred concubines would have a crop of children

that would fill a train of cars if there was no way to get

rid of them. In some other countries where they fight

and hunt continually they have one wife for a family of

brothers, and the children are in common. The Chi-

nese have tremendous masses of population collected in

cities built on boats. They castrate all the little boys.

If you look at a good many of the Chinese here you
will see that they have the appearance of eunuchs.

I have nothing to say in regard to the surgical

aspects of legitimate abortion for saving the mother's

life except that there is room for great advance in our

methods by treating it on strictly surgical lines. You
have what is practically a bleeding polyp in the uterus,

and it is your business to get the uterus clean, and
that is not done by stuffing a tampon in and calling

again in twenty-four hours to see if it has come away,
although this used to be the orthodox way of treating

accidental abortion, while all attempts to empty the

uterus designedly were clumsy, crude and dangerous.

Now all is, or ought to be, changed.

Dr. Ccmston : I want to say a few words regard-

ing the treatment of abortion, either abortion occur-

ring in a diseased uterus or one to which you are

called if it has been produced mechanically. What
experience I have had in private practice has led me
to believe that many general practitioners treat mis-

carriages in too light a manner. The after-care of the

patient is decidedly neglected in a great many cases,

with very bad results to the woman. I recall as an ex-

ample a case I saw about ten days ago. A lady had

aborted three times, and supposed herself to be ten

weeks' pregnant. She came to me to know if there

was any way by which she could carry her child to

term. On questioning, I learned that her physician, a

man of large experience, allowed her to get up about

the second day after the first miscarriage, and also

after the following two miscarriages. I attributed

the trouble entirely to the poor care in the first mis-

carriage ; because if a woman gets up immediately af-

terwards, it is evident that the uterus will be troubled

in its involution, and I think many cases of endome-

tritis result from rapid getting up after miscarriages

as well as after labor. As to the operative technique

of miscarriage, unless you are satisfied that the ovum
has come away whole and that no membranes remain

within the cavity, the uterus should be curetted and

treated surgically. 1 think in many cases there is dif-

ficulty in properly curetting a uterus that has just

contained a fetus. If there is any amount of peri-

uterine inflammation, as there often is, you do not

want to draw the organ down to the vulva. I prefer

the dull, irrigating curette for curetting the uterus after

miscarriage or in the puerperal condition, for I think

the endometrium is then in a fungus condition and

more easily removed and with less danger by the dull

than by the sharp curette. I have never seen any

trouble come from the irrigation. Many operators

say it is a poor practice to irrigate while curetting,

but in the case of abortion or labor the os is quite

largely dilated and will allow the return flow of water

to escape very easily. This is Reinstatter's dull curette.

He also has a sharp one. The Fritsch valves, to my
mind, are very good in cases in which you do want to

draw down the uterus. The upper valve has a stop-

cock which may be connected with the irrigator, and

you can irrigate the whole time the operation is going

on. You use the tenaculum forceps to steady the

uterus while curetting, but the shape of the lower

valve is such that by a little traction on the posterior

wall you can draw it down and shorten the posterior

cul-de-sac and the cervix will come into sight. The
valves have this advantage in miscarriage, in which

you want to curette immediately, sepsis perhaps being

present— the upper valve is very broad and has two

wings coming from each side which will conceal behind

it and keep out of the way of the operator the hairs on

the vulva and pubes when you have not the time to

shave them. That curetting should be done in all

cases where there is any symptom of hemorrhage fol-

lowing abortion seems to me decidedly indicated and

do not wait for any slight elevation in temperature or

a chill, as many physicians do. In closing, I would

say that I think that miscarriages and abortions should

be treated with as much care, and even more, than the

post-partum after a normal coufiuemeut.

Dr. Forsteu : My experience at the City Hospital

is that we have a great many of these cases, and the

number seems to be on the increase. I looked up my
cases to-day, and I find that since 1882 in the City

Hospital 184 cases of abortion were entered. That
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seems rather a small number for that hospital, but all

the cases are uot entered as abortion. Many were en-

tered as sequela; to abortion, pelvic cellulitis, septice-

mia, when the primary cause was abortion. In my
ward, which is a small one of 27 beds, I have had

34 cases in the last three jears of abortion, so entered,

and a great many other cases which were entered as

sequela; of abortion. In regard to the number of

abortionists in Boston, since our present law a great

many have left town, and many are being prosecuted.

They cannot advertise aud call themselves doctors in

the papers. You hardly find a single advertistmeut

now of a doctor who is not registered. In the last

few weeks a great many cases have been brought to

notice and punished for using the name doctor. In

regard to what Dr. Gushing said about the married

women, out of the 34 over half were married, aud

some as old as thirty-eight. The older ones were all

married. In regard to treatment : if there is no

rise of temperature, no bad odor and no discharge

from the uterus, I let them alone; but as soon as

there is any rise of temperature, any odor, or con-

tinual bleeding, I curette at once, and I do not use

the dull curette or one having an irrigation tube

through it, which to my mind might carry the germs

of sepsis. I prefer to use the ordinary douche. The
sharp curette never has done harm in my hands. I

wash out with a fountain syringe, and wipe out thor-

oughly with iodoform gauze. I insert dry iodoform

gauze, put to bed, remove the gauze about the sixth

day, and I let them up the eighth. I have had no bad

results. In seeing these instruments, it occurs to me
that miscarriages are generally treated by the general

practitioner ; and I doubt if many of them could af-

ford to carry round so many elaborate articles.

Du. Tavombly : It seems to me that this class of

cases is on the increase. It is a burning shame that

our city of Boston cannot do better in this respect to

prevent such things. Our medical law is a step in the

right direction. We, as practitioners, have a tremen-

dous responsibility aud duty to prevent this criminal

act from occurring. Many times we are drawn into

these cases through no fault of our own. I remember
being asked to see a case of which I knew nothing.

When I arrived I suspected something had been done.

Strict questioning failed to give me any information,

and I treated the case to the best of my knowledge.

I found out afterwards that it was a criminal abortion.

In another case where I suspected such a thing I felt

that it was necessary to protect myself, and had the

woman give me a written statement, witnessed by

some one in the room, saying that she had had an

abortion procured without the knowledge and consent

of the doctor then attending her, before I would have

anything to do with the ease. I tried to get her to say

by whom the abortion was performed. She refused,

and said she would rather die than give the name. I

think it is well to avoid those cases where you can.

There is always apt to be trouble about them, but

where you can conscientiously come in and give help

to a woman it is justifiable to do so. You have a

right to protect yourself, and so, if possible, have a con-

sultation with a practitioner whom you trust and who
will aid you and back you up in case the thing should

come into court. The temptation is very great to

the younger practitioners oftentimes who have learned

antiseptics and can do the operation perfectly well

with the best results, and large offers of money have

been made, but we should not be tempted by the offer

of money to do any such thing.

Dr. Charles M. Grken : It seems to me that

criminal abortions are increasing, rather than decreas-

ing, in this community. Before we can hope for a

decrease, we must have a different moral sense in

many women. Criminal abortion is by no means con-

fined to those illegitimately pregnant ; there are many
married women who resort to it because, for one reason

or another, they do not wish to have more children.

I have dissuaded a good many of the latter class from

resorting to the abortionist, and some of them have

thanked me afterwards; but I have been disappointed

to see how many there are who see no wrong in the

illicit induction of abortion. Some have asked me
whether, if they went to an abortionist, 1 would take

care of them afterwards. I have always said "No,"
and I have been criticised for taking this position. In

hospital practice I necessarily treat the cases admitted

to my service; but I do not care, in private practice,

to take charge of those who knowingly and wilfully

put themselves into the hands of an abortionist, and

then ask the regular profession to assume the subse-

quent responsibility. It has seemed to me that if repu-

table physicians would refuse to succeed the abortion-

ist knowingly, and decline to assist in repairing his mis-

chief, criminal abortions might become less frequent.

It has never seemed to me that there was any dan-

ger in the induction of abortion in trained and aseptic

hands. I suppose that almost all the fatal cases have

occurred in the hands of uneducated, criminal abor-

tionists. I have never known disaster to follow abortion

legally and advisedly induced. I believe that abortion

should never be induced on the judgment of any one

physician, but only after consultation, with the full

knowledge and consent of the patient, and with the

sole object of the patient's life and health. It is un-

necessary for me to add that under other circum-

stances, in my opinion, the induction of abortion is a

highly immoral, as well as an illegal, procedure, not

to be countenanced by reputable men. We may pity

women who find themselves illegitimately pregnant

;

and, perhaps even more, married women whose hus-

bands fail to support adequately the children they al-

ready have. But pity should not lead us to immoral

acts. The physician is to save life, not to destroy it.

Dh. Comston : The question has been asked whether

the legalizing of prostitution, as iu Europe, would di-

minish the evil. I can only speak with any knowledge

of the condition of affairs by taking Geneva, whose

laws are based on the French laws, where prostitution

is controlled by the police. I never was interne of

this maternity, but followed it daily for four years as

a student, and my recollections are that we saw at least

one new case a week of puerperal infection following

induced abortion. Professor Vaucher said the number

of abortions produced among the country people was

far greater than those in the cities, and they were done,

at least in tiie canton of Geneva, by the registered mid-

wives, who follow a course for three years in the mater-

nity. My general impression is that at least iu Geneva,

which is a good example of a Continental city, the num-
ber of abortions is quite large. 1 cannot speak from

hospital experience here, but judging from the statistics

of various hospitals in the United States I should say

it was full as large there as here. Professional abor-

tionists are few in number on the Continent, such

illegal practices being performed by the midwives.
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Accent Eiteratuce.

Epitheliome Primitif de I' Urethre. Par Melville
Wassermann. Paris : G. Steinheil, editeur. 1895.

It will surprise mauy members of the professiou, we
believe, to kuow of the large number of jiublislied

cases of primary epithelioma of the urethra that Dr.

Wassermaun has been able to collect. He reports 47

cases— 17 in which there was no histological examina-

tion, and three in which the disease originated in Cow-
per's glands being included in the series, the former,

however, not being counted as proven cases. The inti-

mate connection between the urethra and Cowper's
glands is given as the reason for including the latter.

Table No. 1 contains 20 cases occurring in males,

seven of which lack the proof of microscopic examina-

tion. Table No. 2 shows 24 cases occurring in females,

of which 10 lack microscopic proof. Table No. 3

gives the proved cases of the disease originating in

Cowper's glands.

The monograph begins with a short historical

sketch, in which it is shown that the first case re-

ported is that of Thiaudiere in 1834. It appears that

in many surgical writings little or no mention of the

existence of primary cancer of the urethra is made,

though since 1888 several satisfactory treatises upon
the subject have appeared— notably by the following

authors : Lahaye, 1888 ; Soullier, 1889 ; Daumy, 1895 ;

Carey, 1895.

In the chapter upon the pathological anatomy of

these growths, the writer points out that the macro-

scopic appearances vary with the sex. In the female,

the epithelioma develops more frequently around the

meatus, the lower wall of the urethro-vaginal septum
being its favorite site, although several cases have

been observed in which the growth occupied the

clitoris and the retro-pubic tissues. The macroscopic

appearances of the growth in the female resemble

those of cancer of the mucous membranes elsewhere.

Microscopically the structure is the same in both

sexes. The gross appearances in the male have been

described in only two cases, those of Griinfeldt, and of

Oberlauder. Griinfeldt describes having seen, on endo-

scopic examination, two very small polypoid growths

on the mucous membrane of the urethra ; they were of

a yellowish-white color, and were attached to a dull-

blue base of mucous membrane by minute pedicles.

A third, tilling the whole urethra, was seen near the

veru montauum ; its surface was covered by an exten-

sive network of fine capillary vessels. The mucous
membrane of the rest of the urethra was covered by

numerous cicatrices, as if from former ulcerative

processes. In the case of Oberlauder there was a

semicircular cicatrix in the deep urethra, behind which

was a growth lilling the whole urethra at that point,

and having the appearance of a raspberry in form and
color. During the later stages there are often tistu-

lous tracts leading from the skin to the interior of the

urethra.

The writer considers that prolonged and frequent

irritation is the chief etiological factor, as in cases of

epithelial growths elsewhere. The condition is of

great rarity. With few exceptions the disease oc-

curred, in the examples collected by the author, after

middle life.

There are, at any rate in the early stages of the

disease, no symptoms which can be called characteris-

tic. The long continuance of an urethral discharge,

the spontaneous appearance of the same independent

of gonorrhea, the tinging of the discharge with blood,

tenderness on pressure over some parts of the urethra,

the feeling of thickening of the urethral wall and its

persistence in the later stages, are significant signs of

the nature of the disease. Sometimes actual proof is

found in the form of cancer-cell nests in the urethral

discharge. Pain sooner or later becomes a prominent

symptom. The endoscope furnishes the best means of

determining the nature of the trouble.

Of the complications of the later stages, that of fis-

tulae is the most frequent in men ; these are usually

formed in the region of the bulbous urethra and in the

perineum.

The progress of the disease is ordinarily rapid, its

duration varying from a few weeks to three or four

years. In rare instances the progress is very slow,

being in the case reported by Riberi forty-seven years.

Regarding prognosis, there is but one case among the

whole number reported by the writer in which no

return of the disease for three years after operation

has been reported. The importance of early recogni-

tion by the endoscope is pointed out by the writer;

and he mentions one case in which growths were re-

moved, after detection by this means, in which there

has been no return twenty-one months after operation.

In regard to treatment, the writer favors resection,

as practised by Oberlauder and Rupprecht in one case,

if the disease be detected at an early stage, and be-

lieves that there is a fair prospect of success if this be

done. In the next stage he counsels amputation of

the penis, and in the later stages total emasculation.

The monograph concludes with a thorough review of

the cases of the series which he has collected, and

which afiford an interesting and instructing study.

There are several excellent illustrations of the macro-

scopic and microscopic appearances of these growths.

We cordially recommend this painstaking and valu-

able contribution to this subject to our readers.

An Atlas of the Normal and Pathological Nervous Sys-

tems. Together with a Sketch of the Anatomy,
Pathology, and Therapy of the same. By Dr.

Christfried Jakob, Practising Physician in Bam-
berg. With an introduction by Prof. Dr. Ad. v.

Strumpell. Translated and edited (authorized)

by Joseph Collins, M.D. Pp. xxvii, 322 ; 5 by

7^ inches; with 78 plates and 14 illustrations in the

text. New York : Wm. Wood & Co. 1896.

The plan of this work is excellent. It gives the

student, in convenient form and at a moderate price, a

very complete series of plates, most of them from speci-

mens from Professor Striimpell's clinic at Erlaugen,

illustrating the most important features of the anatomy

and pathology of the nervous system, with a very

concise but satisfactory descriptive text. The first ten

plates, some of which fold in layers like the anatomi-

cal manikins, give the general morphology of the cen-

tral nervous system, and twenty-two pages of the text

are devoted to the same subject. This section is thor-

oughlv satisfactory, the plates are good, the descriptive

text clear and accurate in the main. The endeavor

to be concise, however, has led to an occasional ob-

scurity, for which, in the absence of the original edi-

tion, we cannot say whether the author or the trans-

lator is responsible. To say, for example, that ''one

part" of the convolutions "is constant while the other
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depeuds on iudividual variatiou," altliougb comprehen-

sible to the trained anatomist, is hardly clear to the

average student. The next thirty-eiglit plates, with

fifteen pages of text, deal with the development and

structure of the nervous system, and the topographical

anatomy as shown by serial sections through the basal

ganglia and spinal cord. Some of the plates of the

development of the nervous system are tawdry in

color, and others, as llis's well-known section of the

medullary channel in the first month, are far from dis-

tinct. We miss, too, any plates or diagrams showing

the development of the cerebral vesicles. The dia-

grams of the convolutions are far from satisfactory, no

representation being given of the fissures, and the

topographical relations between the cortical centres

and the skull being very misleading. The somewhat

crowded and confused plate giving the cerebral and

spinal nerves might well have been supplemented by

diagrams of the more important nerve plexuses. The

serial sections are in the main excellent, although

some of the plates are indistinct. Nevertheless, by

the aid of the text and the diagrams they are fairly

well deciphered. The four plates that follow, with

the text on the anatomy and physiology of the more

important tracts, are based on the new theories of the

neuron. The more important tracts are represented

in diagrams in a clear and striking manner, and the

text enables the student to return to the serial sections

and to study the course of these tracts in a satisfac-

tory way. The final sections on the pathology and

symptomatology are much less satisfactory. It is no

easy task to crowd the whole subject of diseases of the

nervous system into one hundred and fifty pages.

The general symptomatology, and the discussion of

localization are well done, but in the special section

there are frequent omissions and misstatements. The

plates in these sections are also among the least satis-

factory ; the diseases of the brain are insufficiently

represented, and some of them are quite obscure.

The translator has endeavored to be literal. He has

in so doing fallen into the error of giving us phrases

which are not English, but a mere Anglicized German,

which is far from clear to the English reader. In

spite of these defects, however, the work is a useful

guide for the student.

The Toxic Amblyopias: Their Symptoms, Pathology

and Treatment. By Georgk E. de Schweinitz,

M.D., Clinical Professor of Ophthalmology, Jeffer-

son Medical College, Philadelphia. Very handsome

octavo, 240 pages, 41 engravings and 9 full-page

colored plates. Limited edition. De luxe binding.

Philadelphia and New York : Lea Brothers &, Co.

1896.

This book, which is an essay to which was awarded

the Alvarenga Prize of the College of Physicians of

Philadelphia, October, 1894, is a careful, painstaking

digest of the literature upou the toxic amblyopias.

The subject-matter is well handled, and the author has

the happy faculty of expressing himself clearly and

accurately and iu a few words. The volume is gotten

up in a stvle unusual for a medical book, with a cream-

white canvas cover, and is elegantly printed with large

clear tvpe. The illustrations are good, with the ex-

ception of the plate representing the ophthalmoscopic

appearances in tobacco amblyopia, which is so poorly

done that it would not aid one who had never seen the

couditioD ID recognizing the ophthalmoscopic picture.
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BABIES, BICYCLES AND LEGISLATION.

The recent action of the Chicago Humane Society

against a citizen and father for ill-treatment of his

three-year-old child in carrying it in a basket slung in

front of his bicycle is worthy of at least passing notice.

The particular case at issue had merits or demerits of

its own which make it of personal interest only to the

parties involved ; but the agitation raised by certain

zealous and doubtless well-meaning persons to prohibit

by legislation the carrying of one's offspring in baskets

on bicycles has a wider significance. So far as the

baby is concerned it is to be approved. Most people

nowadays own bicycles and many have babies. It is

becoming a common and not unpleasant sight to see

fathers out riding on their wheels with the baby in a

sling in front. It is a good habit for fathers to enjoy

their children. But iu these days of high tension and

nervous strain it seems a practice likely, if unduly con-

tinued, to be of evil consequence to the baby. The

position of the sling over the front wheel and against

the handle-post is such as to receive the greatest amount

of jar and jolt from any unevenness in the road. The

man's saddle is back, where it receives far less " jump "

at each surmounted obstacle. The babj' is also the

more exposed to the wind of rapid motion and to

take the brunt of a possible collision. It is dis-

tressing to see the gasping countenances of some poor

babes when their " scorching " fathers are wheeling

them out.

Now that the prostate gland has been medically

guarded and forewarned, and the British public put to

caution against " bicycle fever " and " vibration fatigue,"

it is certainly well that the babies should be protected.

For very young children the practice is most certainly

not to be approved, especially because of the exposure

to wind and jar. A timely word of warning by phy-

sicians to their patients who have recently acquired

bicycles and heirs is to be desired and recommended.

The enactment of legislation for this end is, however,

not to be encouraged. The American people have
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done very well so far with comparatively little statutory

help.

The growing spirit of dependence upon laws to take

the place of common-sense is much to be deplored.

The spirit of paternalism in government, a not un-

natural result of present foreign immigration, is most

un-American. We are as far from desiring complete

centralized paternalism as we are from wishing anarchy.

There seems of late years much of this spirit abroad

iu the land, of supplying common-sense and kindness

by the enactment of laws upon the rolls of State.

The smoking of cigarettes by lads is better combated

by Leagues and example than by " shall not " com-

mandments ; and we have no doubt the majority of

American fathers, even the most enthusiastic bicyclers

of them, have still a rudimentary bump of philopro-

genitiveness, which can be by word and appeal suffi-

ciently stimulated to cause them to take their babies

out wheeling slowly and only on proper days, without

the restraint of the penal code.

ORIGIN AND HISTOKY OF DISEASE-NAMES.

The origin of many of the disease-names iu com-

mon use is the subject of a paper by Dr. William

Sykes in the London Lancet, April 11th.

The word scarlatina first appears iu English medi-

cal literature in Sydenham's " Observationes Medi-

carum," published in 1676. The word is of Italian

origin, having been actually employed by an Italian

writer in 1527, and is derived from the Italian scarlatto

(scarlet) in allusion to the color of the patient's skin.

James Cooke of Warwick tells us that the English

term scarlet fever, as applied to this very disease, was

in provincial use in Sydenham's own time.

Dr. Sykes says that the name scarlatina is Italian,

and was long a vernacular term in use on the shores

of the Levant before it was imported into Great

Britain. Dr. Mason Good tried in vain, in the early

part of this century, to replace scarlatina by the old

term roialia.

Another disease-name of Italian origin is influenza,

which " was established in both popular and medical

use during the epidemic of 1782." Huxham, in 1758,

uses the term iu its application to an epidemic " rife

all over Europe." Dr. George Baker speaks of a

severe pestilence called influenza, in 1743: " Influenza

is a term directly imported into England from Italy,

and imposed on our medical terminology by popular

approval." Dr. Creighton points out that as early as

1554, the Venetian ambassador in London called the

sweating sickness of 1551 an influsso, which is the

Italian form of injluxio. The latter is the correct

classical term for a humor, a catarrh, or defluxion, the

Latin deflaxio itself having now a special limited

meaning. "It was therefore not astrology, but

humoral pathology that brought in the word injlusso

and injluxio, out of which Dr. Creighton suspects that

influenza grew, rather than out of any notion of influ-

ence rained down from the heavenly bodies." Curi-

ously enough, the same popular caprice which placed

the name influenza in the list of specific diseases

almost succeeded in finally degrading it into a syno-

nym of a common cold ; but the present cycle of out-

break, commencing in 1889, has finally dissociated the

name with any form of catarrh.

In or before 1782, popular favor established the

name la grippe in as firm a condition of acceptance in

France as its rival influenza in England. La grippe,

according to Joseph Frank, is derived from the Polish

word chryplca (hoarseness), but was at once in France

referred for its etymology to the French word agripper

(to seize), the sudden onset of the attack in those

afilicted apparently rendering this derivation a very

likely and apt one. If the term la grippe has not yet

been popularized in England, iu this country, at least,

it has come more and more into use during to the epi-

demics of the last seven years.

The word diphtheria (from a Greek word meaning

a pellicle or skin) was first used by Brettonean in 1821

in a communication to the Royal Academy of Medi-

cine, Paris. This new designation for a certain form

of croupous inflammation was imported into English

medical literature to a somewhat limited extent, and

in the modified form diphlheritis. In 1855 Brettoneau,

in a fifth memoir, altered his diphtherite into diphtherie,

because, as Sir J. R. Cormack asserts, he had discov-

ered that the disease was not of an inflammatory char-

acter. In 1857 a historical epidemic of the disease

crossed the channel from France to England, bringing

with it its eagerly adopted French title diphtherie in

the slightly altered form diphtheria. The word ap-

peared in the English medical journals in 1857, while

those of 1858 actually abounded with it, as did the

American medical journals for the same year. Its

acceptance was widespread and immediate.

Croup, the name of a disease which is by some

thought to be really diphtheria, was transferred during

the last century from the lowland Scottish dialect into

a permanent position in our medical nomenclature.

The word easily came to designate the clinical syn-

drome of the acute cynanche in children, as in parts of

Scotland to croup means to cry hoarsely, to croak as a

raven, to make a hoarse, crowing sound. The word

croup was first used in medical literature by Dr. Blair,

of Cupar, Angus, in 1718, who, in describing a hither-

to unnoticed malady, gave it its local designation. In

1765, Dr. F. T. Home, another Scotchman, published

his treatise on the malady, and the name croup ob-

tained a permanent place in English medical nosology.

Measles is an old English name which the classical

nosologists have in vain tried to replace by such syn-

onyms as morbilli and rubeola. Dr. Skeat says that

the word measles is derived from the Dutch maseln

(measles). The disease is also called in Holland

masel-sucht, the measle-sickness, so translated by an

old English writer. The literal sense is "small

spots." The original word occurs in the Middle High

German mase ; Old High German masa, a spot; Sans-

crit masura, spots. Doubtless it is to this meaning of
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spots, hence spotty, that we owe the term " measly

pork," as applied to pork iufested with the scolices of

tenia.

The word hronchitis was introduced into use by Dr.

Badham iu 1810, and by Dr. Frank in 1812. The

disease had before been little recognized or investi-

gated under its old name of peripneumonia notha.

The word aphasia was " forged by scholars for

scholars," the pathological condition it represents

being wholly, and the clinical condition nearly, outside

the observation and analyt-is of laymen. The affection

now called aphasia was in 1841 termed alalia by

Lordat ; and in 1861, Broca changed this name for

that of aphemia. But M. Chrysaphis, a Greek scholar,

though accepting the term alalia., proposed as a bet-

ter one that of aphasia, derived from alpha, priva-

tive, and phasis, speech. Trousseau, Littre and other

authorities then adopted the word aphasia, and it

came into current use.

The term typhoid fever, originally introduced by

Louis in 1829 in his memoir on the subject Jievre

typhoide, has been iu general French use ever since,

and has been widely adopted in England and in this

country. Dr. Wilks, of Guy's Hospital, for theoreti-

cal reasons proposed the name entericfever as a prefer-

able term. This for a long time had quite a general

acceptance, especially among the writers connected

with Guy's Hospital. It has, however, never gained

a footing in the language and literature of the people,

and will finally, when it has produced its only effect,

that of confusing the lay mind, die a natural death.

The black death, which ravaged Europe during the

years 1348-1350, is not to be found in any contempo-

rary literature under that name, and had no more re-

condite a source than Mrs. Markham's " History of

England," published at the beginning of the present

century for the instruction of children.

Dr. Sykes closes with some sensible suggestions

about the principles on which disease-names have been

successfully formed, and says that "since medical

literature in this country has become essentially

English, disease-names which are most in sympathy

w'th the genius and structure of our language, or are

ac'ually drawn from our speech, are most suitable for

adoption by us."

MEDICAL NOTES.

Cholera in Egypt. — The present cholera epi-

demic at Cairo is said to be more virulent than in

previous years at so early a season. Ninety per cent,

of the attacks are said to be fatal.

The Plague at Hong-Kong.— The Colonial

Office has been informed by telegrams from the Gov-

ernor of Hong-Kong that 70 fresh cases of bubonic

plague occurred in the colony in the week ending May
19th, and that the number of deaths from the plague

in the same period was 91.

An Aftkr-uangkr ok the Tornado.— Not a

little uneasiness is felt in St. Louis lest serious trouble

result along the river front from the decay of animal

bodies amid the ruins and debris from the tornado.

There is much delay in removing the wreckage and

the stench is reported as already very annoying.

The New "Western Medical Review."— We
have received a copy of the first number of the first

volume of the Western Medical Review, a new monthly

journal of medicine and surgery published in Lincoln,

Nebraska.

American Association for the Advancement
OF Science. — The American Association for the

Advancement of Science will hold its forty-fifth an-

nual meeting in Buffalo during the week from August

22d to 29th. The affiliated Societies will meet in the

same city just prior to or after the Association meet-

ing. The Geological Society of America, the Ameri-

can Chemical Society, the American Mathematical

Society, the Association of Economic Entomologists,

the Society for Promoting Agricultural Sciences, the

Society for Promoting Engineering Education, and

the Botanical Society of America, are thus affiliated.

Vacancies in the Medical Corps of the United

States Army.— There are at present three vacancies

in the Medical Corps of the United States Army, and

it is expected that at least three more will occur dur-

ing the present year. An Army Medical Board will

meet in Washington early in October for the examina-

tion of candidates. The medical requirements for ad-

mission to the Medical Corps are stated in a circular

issued by the Surgeon-General of the Army, dated

May 21, 1896, and approved by the Secretary of War,

as follows :

" Professional branches, including anatomj', physi-

ology, chemistry, hygiene, pathology and bacteriology,

therapeutics and materia medica, surgery, practice

of medicine, obstetrics and the diseases of women and

children.

" Examinations will also be conducted at the bed-

side in clinical medicine and surgery, and operations

and demonstrations will be made by the candidates

upon the cadaver.

" Hospital training and practical experience in the

practice of medicine, surgery and obstetrics are essen-

tial to candidates seeking admission to the Medical

Corps of the Army, who will be expected to present

evidence that they have had at least one year's hospi-

tal experience or the equivalent of this in practice."

boston and new ENGLAND.

AcDTE Infectious Diseases in Boston.— Dur-

ing the week ending at noon, June 3, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease:

diphtheria 81, scarlet fever 27, measles 73, typhoid

fever 3.

Dk. Chadwick Honored.— At the recent meet-

ing of the American Gynecological Association in

New York, Dr. James R. Chadwick, of Boston, was

elected President of the Association for the ensuing

year.
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The State Board of Lunacy and Chabitt.—
Actiug Governor Wolcott has appointed Dr. Edward

Hitchcock, of Amherst, and Col. E. H. Haskell, of

Newton, to be members of the State Board of Lunacy

and Charity of Massachusetts.

Dr. Blood Appointed Sdrgeon-General.—
Acting Governor Wolcott has appointed R. A. Blood,

M.D., of Charlestown, Surgeon of the First Brigade,

M. V. M., Surgeon-General of Massachusetts, to fill

the vacancy caused by the death of the late Dr. E. J.

Forster.

The Waltham Hospital.— The Committee of

the Trustees of the Waltham (Mass.) Hospital ap-

pointed to investigate and report upon the manage-

ment of the institution have decided that the best

interests of the hospital necessitate its being conducted

as a closed hospital, attended by its own staff, and not,

as hitherto, open to any and all physicians. The

trustees have accordingly passed the following resolu-

tions :

As is well known, the Waltham Hospital has been unique in

its liberality in giving to patients absolute freedom in the choice

of their medical and surgical attendance. At times it has been

a great inconvenience to all parties to have as many physicians

as patients in the hospital at the same time, and this inconven-

ience has increased as the hospital has enlarged, but by mutual
forbearance to all, and with the hearty co-operation of the phy-

sicians, the trustees have been able to continue this policy of

absolute freedom long after its eventual discontinuance became
plainly inevitable.

During the past nine years fifty physicians have treated their

patients within the walls, and no complaints have been made of

their own, or their patients' treatment. It is, therefore, with

great regret that the trustees have been forced to withdraw this

privilege on account of the declared and extraordinary hostility

of a physician, whose excuse, perhaps, lies in the fact of his

ignorance of the hospital's traditions and purposes, and of the

proprieties considered essential in this community.
Upon the withdrawal of this privilege of choice of a medical

attendant, which takes effect this day, and the consequent in-

crease of labor devolving on the physicians and surgeons, who
shall be directly responsible to the trustees, the staff has been

increased to eight members by the addition of Drs. I. S. Hall,

W. S. Hoyt and L. B. Clark.

NEW YORK.

Enteroptosis.— The twelfth annual meeting of

the Fifth District Branch of the New York State

Medical Association was held in Brooklyn on May
26th. The President, Dr. J. R. Vanderveer, of Mon-
roe, Orange County, delivered an address, and a num-

ber of excellent papers were read. Among them was

one by Dr. Max Einhorn, of New York, on '• Entero-

ptosis," and in the course of it he made the somewhat
remarkable statement that among 92 female patients

treated by him for digestive troubles during the

months of January and April last, no less than 32, or

34.8 per cent., were the subjects of ptosis of the

stomach and intestines, with movable kidney. Out of

141 male patients treated during these two months for

the same class of troubles, only 9, or 6.2 per cent.,

suffered from enteroptosis. Dr. Einhorn was disposed

to regard tight-lacing as the principal etiological

factor in women, and expressed the opinion that the

wearing of corsets accounted for the difference in the

proportion of cases in the two sexes.

A Reception to the American Gynecological
Society. — On Tuesday evening. May 26th, Dr. Wil-

liam T. Lusk gave a handsome reception at his resi-

dence in honor of the American Gynecological So-

ciety, which was attended by many prominent medical

men of the city.

School Closed on Accodnt of Diphtheria.
— Public school number 47, in East 12th Street, has

been temporarily closed on account of the presence of

diphtheria among the children attending it. Some
twenty cases, with two deaths, had been reported

among the pupils of the primary department, and the

Board of Health deemed it advisable to close the

school for a time.

Tenements Condemned by the Board of
Health.— Seven tenement-houses, among the worst

in the city, have been ordered to be vacated by the

Board of Health. This is the first measure of the

kind under the new law giving the Health Depart-

ment authority to condemn such buildings as cannot

be rendered properly habitable. These structures, all

of which are old and badly constructed, will be torn

down, and the city will reimburse the owners at a

valuation fixed by a Supreme Court appraisement.

With one exception, they are all rear tenements. At
the present time they are inhabited by 491 persons,

and in some of them the death-rate for the past six

years has been as high as 45.87 per thousand.

EDWARD J. FORSTER, iAl.D.

Resolutions adopted by the Staff of the Boston
City Hospital.

The Staff of the Boston City Hospital desire to give ex-
pression to their deep sense of the loss which the hospital
has sustained in the death of Dr. Edward Jacob Forster.

After a considerable service in tlie Out-patient Depart-
ment, Dr. Forster was appointed to the Visiting Staff in

1884, serving on the Medical Staff until 1892, when he was
assigned to the newly established Department for Diseases
of Women. In 188S lie was chosen Secretary of the Vis-
iting Staff, a position for which he was singularly well fitted,

and to whicli lie devoted much time and enen.'y.

Dr. Forster was deeply interested in all that pertained
to the welfare of the hospital. Both in his responsible
medical duties and in the oftentimes delicate affairs of his

secretaryship, he displayed that fidelity, kimlliness an<i de-

votion which distinguished him in other fields of useful-

ness. In his death the hospital has lost an able physician,

and his colleagues a generous and helpful frienil.

To his family we offer our heartfelt sympathy in their

great bereavement.
John G. Blake, )

Charles M. Green, I'
Committee.

A "PENNY-IN-THE-SLOT" DOCTOK.

To the uses to which the " peuny-in-the-slot " system
can be put there seems to be no end. The latest con-

trivance of the sort is an automatic penny-iii-the slot

doctor, invented, according to the Medical Press, by a
Dutchman :
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" A petiiiy is droppeii into the slot correppondiiifr

with the disease from which tlie customer is sujiposed

to be suffering, and out pops a small packet of medi-

ciue 'suitable for the case.' But, however advantage-

ous this arrangement might prove, it obviously in-

volves a question of etiquette. Vox example, it would

be very ditiicult to proceed against the metal practitioner

for divulging professional secrets, but clearly when-

ever he happened to be consulted by one of the public,

say at a railway station, all the little boys and other

persons standing near would know at once, from the

particular slot operated upon, what the complaint hap-

pened to be for which assistance was required. An
engaging young lady might covertly drop a penny in

one of the slots, but before she would be able to push

the drawer back a casual passer-by might see that she

wanted something for the toothache. Again, an elderly

female taking the opportunity when nobody was look-

ing might manipulate another well-worn slot, but an

inquisitive little boy might pop round the corner and

just be in time to see that she had taken something for

the " spasms." Of course the metal practitioner would

reveal all the secrets of which he was capable, corre-

sponding with the number of slots which entered into

his construction. This unethical character of his

might, or might not, interfere with his practice;

nevertheless it is certain that no matter what he

divulged, he could never be proceeded against."

SMALL-POX AND VACCINATION IN GUERN-
SEY.

Dr. E. L. Robinson, of Guernsey, publishes ' some

verv interesting and, as usual, conclusive facts con-

cerning the efiect of vaccination upon small-pox, as

shown by the statistics of an epidemic of small-pox

which occurred in the island of Guernsey 1894-5.

" Guernsey has been peculiarly free from smallpox for

some time, there not having been an epidemic of this dis-

ease for about 17 years. The epidemic began early in De-

cember, 1.S94, and the last case notified to the authorities

appeared on February 17, 1895. The disease was evi-

dently imported from St. Walo, where a severe epidemic

was raging at the time, liy French people, as the first cases

occurrin" in the island were found amongst some women of

that nationality, living in a low quarter of St. Peter Port.

" Before the disease had existed more than a few days,

an ordinance was framed and publishe<l whereby compul-

sory vaccination was ordered and enforced in all parts of

the island, the conse(iuence being that by the middle of

January, 1895, nearly half the poj)ulation liad been vacci-

nated or revaccinated. To the great energy of the authori-

ties in enforcing these measures with scarcely a delay of

one day is to be attributed the fact that the disease was

eradicated in about two months from its first appearance

and that only 41 persons out of a dense population of con

siderably over 35.000 were attacked.

"There were altogether 41 cases; two of these were at

tended by a medical man, who died shortly afterwards, so

that all that 1 can say about lliem is that they were botl

mild, and that botli recovered. Of the remaining 39 I have

collected the following facts : Four deaths occurred; three

of these victims were unvaccinated, and the fourth (a

prostitute worn out by various excesses) was only vacci-

nated some three days before the initial fever. Of the

whole 39 cases, 24 were unvaccinated (these latter includ-

ing seven who were vaccinated during the period of incu-

bation of the fever), and 15 were vaccinated. I may add

here that of the seven cases vaccinated during the period of

tSritiali Medical Journal, .May 'i. 1896.

incubation, one died, as before mentioned, and the remaining

six suffered mild attacks (discrete) only, showins that vac-

cination, even when performed so late in the day, is still

very efficacious.

"There were 17 cases of confluent small-pox, 15 of these

being unvaccinated, an<l two vaccinated, whose ages were re-

spectively thirty-four and fifteen ; the last had not even a

trace of his old marks.
" There were twenty-two cases of discrete small-pox (all

returned as mild cases), of which 13 had been vaccinated

in infancy. Of the remaining nine six had been vaccinated

during the period of incubation of the fever, leaving only

three absolutely unvaccinated.

"There was not a sinole case of a revaccinated person

catching the disease, with the exception of one person, who
was revaccinated during the period of incubation.

" The ages of the 13 mild cases among the vaccinated

patients were thirty, twenty-four, nineteen, thirty-five,

thirty-one, four (only two marks), thirty-five, thirty, twen-

ty-two, eighteen, twenty-si.x, thirteen (only two marks), six-

teen. Thus only one of these was under ten years of age,

namely, a child of four, with only two very indistinct

marks."

AN ENGLISH SURGEON ON THE BICYCLE
SADDLE.

An English surgeon, Mr. Arthur Charles Roper,

Consulting Surgeou to the Exeter Dispeusary, etc.,

gives, in the Lancet of April 16tb, a vivid portrayal

of his personal experience of the disastrous results of

the use of an improperly constructed bicycle saddle.

He had only noticed the symptoms, it seems, " for the

whole of last summer, and for an uncertain number of

antecedent cycling seasons," to quote his own words,

when by a masterly stroke of diagnostic skill he con-

cluded that he had better take measures to secure a

suitable saddle. The symptoms, which could hardly

be expected to escape the notice even of a layman, we
give in his own words:

" When riding a cycle any considerable distance, and es-

pecially when riding at a good pace, I have found it neces-

sary to dismount and urinate every hour or oftener, and
this was obviously not on account of any increase in the

amount of urine excreted. When doing this I have found

the penis to be cold and shrunken and the scrotum in a simi-

lar condition. The return to a normal condition was often

accompanied by considerable aching. There was usually a

very slight dilHculty in passing urine and a difficulty in get-

ting rid of the last few droj)S, so that if one was unhappily

hurried or disturbed in the final stage of this somewhat com-

monplace operation a familiar and uncomfortable trickle

down the left thigh marked the fact that one was in a more
or less senile condition. Another thing which 1 noticed or

subsequently called to mind, that I had to micturate oftener

than usual at night. I mean that, my usual habit being to

empty my bladder before getting into bed and having no

further occasion to pass urine before morning, I found that

after riding I had to get up once or perhaps twice for this

purpose."

After an unusually long jaunt over a rough road

our author had an attack of retention, requiring hot

baths and morphia for its relief, and finally traumatic

cystitis, which lasted two months. He gives a pathetic

picture of the way he had to arrange his professional

visit so as to pass a public urinal every hour or so, or

at least get to a patient's house where he could '• lose

himself in the w. c. on the way to or from the bed-

room. It was astonishing to me," he says, " how
closely these places are watched ; I had never sus-

pected it before." It would seem as if he had almost

to confine his practice to patients who had suitably
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located urinals in their houses. After trying a long
list of drugs he was finally cured by arsenic, but when
his urine was alkaline and the mucus was unusually

abundant, had to wash his bladder out with hot water
and boro-glyceride, though he did this as rarely as

possible because his urethra was so tender in front of

the triangular ligament.

Although his troubles had lasted so short a time

(several seasons) and consisted merely of the trivial

symptoms above described, he wisely infers that some
other poor fellow might really get into serious trouble,

and for this reason has made a thorough study of the

subject, and has published an excellent practical paper
on the construction of saddles. Mr. Roper may have
been a little slow about reaching conclusions, but he
seems to have been sure, and his paper will prove of

interest to any one who is interested in the construc-

tion of a saddle which is at the same time a help in

riding and affords a comfortable seat without injurious

perineal pressure. He points out that the broad sad-

dles with a very blunt peak, or no peak at all, are,

properly speaking, seats and not saddles. The fact

that they do not project at all between the legs pre-

vents their giving the rider any security in turning

sharp corners or fast riding over rough roads. They
are excellent as seats for perfectly smooth riding on a

park road, but for all-round riding a saddle with a

more or less sharply projecting peak must be chosen.

Those without a peak, to be sure exercise no perineal

pressure, but they do not afford security from falls in

ordinary riding. The saddle which Mr. Roper has

found to answer best is one of the ordinary shape with

a peak, but having a wide longitudinal strip cut out in

the middle, in something the same way as an old regu-

lation United States Army cavalry saddle. This
seems a sensible plan, as affording the necessary sup-

port without perineal pressure.

THERAPEUTIC NOTE.

Pilocarpine in Uremia.— At a meeting of the

New York County Medical Association held May 18th,

Dr. Charles .J. Proben read a paper on " Experience
with Pilocarpine in the Treatment of Uremia of

Bright's Disease." In the course of it he gave the

histories of three cases in which fatal collapse from
cardiac paralysis rapidly ensued after the administration

of the drug hypodermically. In none of the patients

was there any appreciable cardiac or pulmonary dis-

ease, or any other contraindication for the use of

pilocarpine. More recent experience, attended with

the most satisfactory results, with the intravenous iu-

jection of hot saline solutions, as advocated by Dr.
Beverly Robinson and others, has lead him to the cou-

viction that we have in this procedure a more reliable

and valuable agent than any drug in this class of cases.

Only the week before he read his paper Dr. Proben in-

jected two quarts of a hot saline solution into the median
cephalic vein of a patient suffering from puerperal
eclampsia, with 20 per cent, of albumin in the urine,

who was in a most desperate condition. The injection

was almost immediately followed by an increased

secretion of urine and an amelioration of the other
symptoms. In the first twenty-four hours afterwards
she |)as8ed 109 ounces of urine, against two ounces in

the preceding twenty-four hours, and she made a rapid

recovery.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD,

For the week ending May 23d, in Boston, according to
observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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Sonierville 3, Worcester 2, Baltimore, Lynn, Newton and North
Adiims 1 each.

lu the thirty-three preater towns of Enplaud and Wales, with
an estimated population of 10,8«0,y7l. for the week ending
May Kith, the death-rate was 18.4. Deaths reported, 3,830;

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) :;49, measles

201, whooping-cough WA, diphtheria 7:!, scarlet fever 40, diarrhea

34, fever 30, small-pox (CardilT) \.

The death-rates ranged from 11.7 in Brighton to i8 5 in Man-
chester; Birmingham 19.0, Bradford 17. S, Cardiff 19.6, Gates-

head lil.C), Hull 14.6, Leeds Hi. 7, Leicester 14.4, Liverpool 21.2,

Loudon 17.8, Newcastleou-Tyne 17.2, Nottingham 15. », Shef-
field 18.9.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE MEDICAL COKPS
OF THE r. S. NAVY FOR THE WEEK ENDING MAY
23, 1896.

H. D. Wilson, assistant surgeon, ordered to examination pre-

liminary to promotion
C. M DeValin, assistant surgeon, detached from the Phila-

delphia Hospital and ordered to Chelsea Hospital.
E. M. Shipp, assistant surgeon, detached from the U. S. Re-

ceiving-ship " Vermont" and to the U. S. 5. " Monongahela."

MASSACHUSEITS MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Annuai. Meeting, Tuesday and Wednesday, June 9 and
~^—" '

10, 1896.

AUNOUNCEMENT OF THK COMMITTEE OF AKRANGEMENXS.

BUREAU OF INFORMATION.

The Bureau of luformatioa will he open at Mechanics Hall,

on Tuesday, from 9 A. M. to 5 p. M., and on Wednesday from 9

A. M. to 1 p. M.
The Committee of Arrangements will gladly furnish informa-

tion heforehaud in regard to the meetings, hotels, excursions,
theatres, or anything else whereby they may be of assistance to

the Fellows. Address all iucmiries to Ur. Augustus Thorndike,
101 Beacon Street, Boston, Chairman Committee of Arrange-
ments.

REGISTRATION.

Members are requested to register as soon as they arrive at

the ball. The registration book was a great convenience last

year, as it enabled many to ascertain the presence of friends.

HOTELS.

The committee will secure hotel or boarding-bouse accommo-
dations for those who write beforehand. Rates vary from one
dollar to five. Several prominent hotels have offered reduced
rates for members and delegates. A list giving prices may be
consulted at the Bureau of Information.

THEATRES AND CONCERTS.

Theatre seats and tables at the Promenade Cencerts at Music
Hall will be reserved for those who apply early by letter or on
Tuesday at the Bureau of Information.
Through the kindness of Mr. Arthur J. Clark, Manager of the

Castle Square Theatre, JOO tickets for the performance of the
opera of " Rigoletto " on Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock have
been placed at the disposal of the committee to distribute free.

Members wishing to sit with friends will please mention the
same in their letter of application. As far as possible seats will

be distributed with this end in view. Applications for tickets
should be mailed at once to Dr. A. Thorndike, 101 Beacon Street

ORTHOPEDIC APPLIANCES.

Illustrative of the topics discussed by the Section in Surgery
there will be an exhibition of orthopedic apparatus. Special
attention will be paid to simple and effective appliances such as
any blacksmith could make.

X-RAVS.

Dr. E. A. Codman will give a demonstration of the use of the
x-rays throughout Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday forenoon.
Every one will have a chance to examine patients with the
fluorescope, to see shadowgraphs and to study the methods em-
ployed in their production.

DINNER.

After the annual discourse and the introduction of delegates
there will be music by the band for three minutes only, during
which time the Fellows will assemble in Exhibition Hall, in the
alcoves, according to seniority, there to join the President of the
Society, Governor of the Commonwealth, delegates, speakers,
etc., etc., and at 1 o'clock promptly, preceded by the band, will
march in to dinner in order of seniority. Dinner tickets must
be presented at the door of the dining hall. It is requested that
no fees be given to the waiters, as much confusion and delay
has been caused by this practice.

The following speakers have promised to be present: The Act-
ing Governor ot Massachusetts, the Mayor of Boston, Rt. Rev.
Wm. Lawrence, -Judge Barker of the Supreme Court, Dr. W. W.

Keen of Philadelphia, Dr. H. P. Walcott of the State Board of

Health, the President of Harvard University and others.

ladies' gallery.

The gallery of Grand Hall will be open at 1.39 p. M., for the

wives and friends of members who wish to listen to the speeches.

It is hoped that many will avail themselves of this opportunity.

harbor EXCURSION.

Through the courteous invitation of the Boston Board of

Health and the Commissioners of Public Institutions, there will

be a free excursion down the harbor Wednesday afternoon,
weather permitting. Two, or possibly three, different trips

will be offered, including a visit to the Quarantine Station,

where .a leper can be seen, also the Antitoxin Farm, the Pauper
Hospital on Long Island, and either to the City Prison on Deer
Island or the City Almshouse and the Summer Hospital for

Babies on Rainsford Island.
Special electric cars will he ready in front of Mechanics Build-

ing at 3 p. M., for Eastern Avenue Wharf, foot of Fleet Street.

The steamboats return to the same landing at seven.
Tickets for the trip can be obtained by handing in your name

at the Bureau of Information before 1 o'clock on Wednesday.

PLACES OF INTEREST.

The following places of interest will be open to members with-
out charge

:

The Public Library on Copley Square, the Art Museum on
Copley Square, the New State House on Beacon Hill, the Old
State House on State Street, City Hall on School Street, New
Court House on Pemberton Square, Bunker Hill Monument,
Charlestowu, United States Navy Yard, Cbarlestown.
A guide book can be consulted at the Bureau, also a Boston

Directory, and information may be obtained about drives in

Franklin Park and the suburbs and electric-car trips through
the surrounding towns.
The Committee of Arrangements will as far as possible en-

deavor to bring about introductions between members wishing
to meet.

COMPLAINT BOX.

There will be a box at the Bureau of Information in which
every one is requested to place in writing any complaints. You
are also asked to make suggestions by which this or subsequent
meetings of the Society may be improved.

SOCIETY NOTICE.

Massachusetts Medico-Legal Society.—The annual meet-
ing of the Society will be held on Tuesday, June 9, 1896, at 11

A. M., in the hall at l.'J Boylston Place, Boston.
The usual business of the annual meeting will be transacted

and the following communications will be presented;
" On Criminal Abortion," by E. G. Hoitt, M.D.
" The Legal Value of Dying Declarations," by Daniel March,

Jr., M.[).
"Identification of a Human Skeleton." by Robert Burns, M.D.

F. W. Draper, M.D.. Recording Secretary.

APPOINTMENTS.

The following changes and appointments have been made in

the staff of the Carney Hospital

;

Dr. W, N. Bullard, eousulting neurologist.

Dr. William H. Devine, visiting physician.

Dr. Henry F. Hewes, physician to out-patients.

Dr. Farrar Cobb, surgeon to out-patients.

Dr. W. J. Daly, assistant ophthalmologist to out-patients.

RECENT DEATH.

Sir J. Russell Reynolds, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P., physician
in ordinary to her majesty's household, late president of the
Royal College of Physicians, died March 29th, aged sixty-eight

years. When in March he declined re-election to the presidency
of the Royal College of Physicians, his health had begun to fail,

and for the last few days his physicians had realized that his

condition hardly permitted the hope of his recovery. Dr. Rey-
nolds was educated at University college, London. He gradu-
ated in 1851. and commenced practice in 1852 in London. He
was elected Fellow of the University College in 1856, of the

Royal College of Physicians in 1859, of the Imperial Leopold
Carolina Academy of Germany in 1864, of the Royal Society in

1869, of the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society in 1855, and
vice-president of the latter body in 1883-84. He was examiner
in medicine in the University of London from 1868 to 1873, mem-
ber of the New York Society of Neurology and of the American
Neurological Association and corresponding member of the So-
cie'te de Psychologic Physiologique de Paris. He was appointed
assistant physician to the Hospital for Sick Children in 1855, to

the Westminster Hospital in 1857, and assistant physician to

University Hospital in 1859. He filled many other similar posi-

tions, and had been physician in ordinary to her majesty's
household since 1878.
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THE ADVANCEMENT OF MEDICINE BY
RESEARCH.i

BY HENRY P. B0W1>ITCH, A.M., M.D.,

Professor of Physiology in the Harvard Medical School.

The recent attempt by the Society for the Preveu-

tion of Cruelty to Animals to secure legislation for

the restriction of biological research in Massachusetts,

and the probability that the attempt will be repeated

during the next session of the Legislature, may serve

as my excuse for asking you to consider the history

and signihcauce of the movement, the inevitable result

of its success, as well as the moral principles which

here find their application.

That the Legislature of Massachusetts should be

requested to restrict the right of physicians to study

their profession, and of the higher educational insti-

tutions of the State to teach the sciences on which

the practice of medicine rests, is a phenomenon which

surprises no one who has watched the progress of the

so-called "antivivisection " agitation during the last

quarter of a century. At various times within this

period have the efforts of misguided benevolence been

directed to checking the progress of medical science by

interfering with one of the most important methods

by which advances can be made. Fortunately for

humanity these efforts have, in nearly all cases, been

rendered futile by the sound common-sense of the

community. In England alone, of all civilized coun-

tries, has a certain measure of success crowned the

efforts of the fanatical agitators, and by the enactment

of a restrictive law a serious blow has been inflicted

upon English physiology.

In the presence of such an agitation it is, of course,

to the members of the medical profession that the com-

munity, distressed by the constant repetition of tales

of imaginary atrocities, will naturally turn for the

assurance that teachers of the medical sciences are not

brutes and criminals, and that medical students are

not young ruffians who delight in blood and suffering.

It is, therefore, important that physicians should be at

all times ready to explain to the laity how, as Dr.

J. G. Curtis has happily expressed it, " in the slowly

woven fabric of achievement pure science and applied

science, biology and medicine, have always been warp
and woof."

It requires no professional training to comprehend
that a knowledge of the bodily functions in their nor-

mal state is essential for the understanding and treat-

ment of those derangements of function which con-

stitute disease, and that physiology, which deals with

these normal functions, must, therefore, form the

basis upon which medical science and medical practice

alike must rest. Now nearly all the phenomena of

life which form the subject-matter of physiology are

either physical or chemical in their character. In

fact, physiology must be regarded as the physics and
chemistry of living bodies. Therefore, just as the

physicist and the chemist build upon the basis of expe-

riment the solid superstructure of their sciences, so

the physiologist can hope to advance firmly and suc-

cessfully to the discovery of the laws of life only on

the condition that the same experimental method sup-

plies the stepping-stones for his progress.

^ The Annual Discourse before the Massachusetts Medical Society,
delivered at the One Hundred and Fifteenth Anniversary, June 10,

1896.

Self-evident as this proposition seems to the student

of nature's laws, certain persons are ready to deny the

legitimacy of the experimental method of research

when applied to living bodies, while they admit it to

be absolutely indispensable in the case of non-living

matter. The cauee of this attitude of mind is not difii-

cidt to discover. In fact, it has its origin in the noblest

feelings of human nature, in the sentiment that bids us

be merciful as we would obtain mercy. Those who
hold these views, profoundly impressed by what they

conceive to be the painful nature of experiments per-

formed on living animals and by the alleged indiffer-

ence to animal suffering shown by the experimenters,

have not hesitated to bring charges of cruelty against

those who are engaged in seeking to penetrate the mys-

tery which still surrounds the actions and reactions of

living organisms, and thus to lay, broad and deep, the

foundations on which the medical science of the future

is to be built up.

I have used the words " misguided benevolence " in

speaking of this agitation, and there is no doubt that

many, though unfortunately not all, of the persons

engaged in this crusade are benevolent in their dispo-

sition and conscientious in their attitude ; but it

should be remembered that, us Mr. Roosevelt recently

remarked, " Conscience without common-sense may
lead to folly, which is but the handmaiden of crime."

In judging of the moral and mental attitude of those

who are engaged in this mischievous agitation, it is

important to distinguish carefully between the leaders

and the followers. The former are fortunately very

few in number, but by their activity and apparent

ubiquity they easily create an impression of being in

much larger force. Dominated by the single idea that

vivisection is " an abominable thing and hateful in the

sight of God," they presume to teach lessons of hu-

manity to the members of a profession which exists

for the relief of suffering. Unable to comprehend the

reports of biological investigations published for pro-

fessional readers, they recklessly denounce perfectly

painless experiments as cases of fiendish torture.

Deliberate and authoritative statements setting forth

the necessity of animal experimentation for the ad-

vancement of medical science, the vast amount of good

already accomplished, and the comparatively trifling

amount of the suffering involved, are treated simply

as falsehoods such as might naturally be expected from

the "cowardly criminals " who practise vivisection.

This movement is. therefore, by no means to be

regarded as a simple humanitarian effort to reduce to

a minimum the amount of animal suffering connected

with vivisection. Restrictive laws like that of Eng-
land are denounced as useless, and the total abolition

of the practice is imperatively demanded. That this

will have the effect of seriously checking the advance

of medical science some of the leaders ignorantly deny,

while others contemplate this result with satisfaction,

for they deny the right of the huoian race to profit by
animal suffering, and condemn the saving of a human
life by the sacrifice of that of a dog. That this is not

an exaggerated statement of the position assumed by
antivivisectionists, a single quotation from the writings

of Henry Bergh will suffice to show. Mr. Bergh was
for many years president of the New York Society

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, and was
throughout his life the acknowledged leader of the

antivivisectionists in America. In a lecture on this

subject, after describing the experiments of Dr. Robert
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McDonald, wlio successfully practised the trausfusiou

of auimal blood into the veins of a dying person, Mr.

Bergli commeuts as follows: "In other words, this

potentate has discovered the means of thwarting the

decrees of Providence where a person was dying, and

snatching away from its Maker a soul which He had

called away from earth." It seems to me that this

blasphemous denunciation of a physician for saving a

human life needs absolutely no comment.
It might naturally be supposed that such extrava-

gances of statement would carry their own refutation

and would demand no more attention from serious

people than the utterances of those medical philoso-

phers who deny the utility of vaccination. Acting

upon this supposition, and unmindful of the fact that

lies travel faster than truth, biological investigators

have, as a rule, not thought it necessary to contradict

specitically the various misstatements which have been

published with regard to their work. The result has

been that certain excellent people, of emotional dispo-

sitions and without the special training which would

enable them to judge correctly of such a question, have

been led to believe that where there is so much smoke
there must be some fire. They have, therefore, by

joining antivivisectiou societies, lent the weight of

their names and their purses to a movement fraught

with danger to the welfare of the State. That mem-
bers of our own profession have occasionally expressed

themselves in a way to encourage this agitation is to

be deplored, but not wondered at, for no one listens

more sympathetically to a tale of suffering than a true,

tender-hearted physician ; and, if he does not happen

to be in a position to contradict from his own knowl-

edge the heart-rending stories which are poured into

his ears, he may be readily convinced of the existence

of abuses requiring legislative interference.

Recognizing the true nature of the antivivisectiou

agitation, it is evident that educated physicians would

be false to their high calling did they not resist with

all their energy the attacks of au enemy whose suc-

cess would destroy all hope of establishing medicine in

the position to which it is rightfully entitled, the most

important branch of biological science.

In thus maintaining their right to study and teach

their profession, physicians are not called upon to

maintain that unnecessary pain has never in the his-

tory of the world been inflicted in connection with

vivisection. Their true contention should be:

(1) That the men in charge of the institutions where

vivisections are practised in this State are no less hu-

mane than those who desire to supervise their actions,

while they are at the same time vastly better informed

with regard to the importance of animal experimenta-

tion and the amount of suffering which it involves.

(2) That no abuse of the right to vivisect has been

shown to exist in these institutions.

(3) That the governing bodies of these institutions

possess both the will and the power to put a stop to

such abuses should they arise.

(4) That the existing statutes furnish sufficient pro-

lection against cruelty in vivisection as well as against

cruelty in general.

(.5) That for the reasons above given legislation on

this subject is wholly uncalled for.

These propositions define substantially the position

assumed by this Society in the resolution adopted four

years ago in response to a communication from the

Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelly

to Animals, and, with the medical profession united in

their defence, no fear need be felt that our Legislature

will ever yield to the pressure of fanatical agitation,

to the detriment of the best interests of the com-

munity.

A full account of the origin and progress of the

antivivisectiou agitation would, of course, be impossi-

ble within the limits of this discourse ; but it will be

well to refer briefly to the history of the movement in

other communities, calling attention to certain points

which are full of instruction and warning for our-

selves.

The first serious attack upon biological research in

England seems to have been made in an essay entitled

"Vivisection, is it Necessary or Justifiable?" pub-

lished in London in 1864 by George Fleming, a Brit-

ish Army veterinary surgeon. This essay is an im-

portant one, for, though characterized at the time by

a reviewer in the London Athenceum as " ignorant,

fallacious and altogether unworthy of acceptance," its

blood-curdling stories, applied to all sorts of institu-

tions, have formed a large part of the stock in trade

of subsequent antivivisectiou writers.

A fresh stimulus to the agitation was given by the

publication in 1871 of a work edited by Prof. J. Bur-

don Sanderson, entitled " Handbook for the Physiolo-

gical Laboratory." This book was intended to be

used by students of physiology under the guidance of

their instructors and contained a description of the

experimental basis on which modern physiology rests.

Unfortunately, however, it fell into the hands of ex-

citable men and women who were ignorant of many
things which had properly been taken for granted in

writing for members of the medical profession. That
anesthetics, for instance, would be used in all cases to

which they are applicable was tacitly assumed, just

as it would be in a work on operative surgery. In

consequence of this failure to comprehend the object

for which the book was written, many well-meaning,

but too impulsive people jumped " to the conclusion

that raw medical students were being encouraged to

repeat for their pleasure every expeiment that had

ever yielded results, careless whether the subjects

were conscious or unconscious of pain." This miscon-

ception tended to produce an excited state of popular

feeling which was intensified by the performance at

the meeting of the British Medical Society in 1874 of

some experiments on dogs, showing the difference be-

tween alcohol and absinthe in their physiological

action. The excitement culminated in the appointment

of a Royal Commission to inquire into the subject.

The result of the investigation was a report which

cannot be better described than in the language of

Lord Sherbrooke (better known as the Right Honor-

able Robert Lowe) :
" The commission entirely ac-

quitted English physiologists of the charge of cruelty.

They pronounced a well-merited eulogium on the

humanity of the medical profession in England.

They pointed out that medical students were ex-

tremely sensitive to the infliction of pain upon animals,

and that the feeling of the public at large was pene-

trated bv the same sentiment. They then proceeded

to consider to what restrictions they should subject the

humane and excellent persons in whose favor they had

so decidedly reported. Their proceeding was very sin-

gular. They acquitted the accused and sentenced

them to be under the surveillance pf the police for

life." Remarkable as was this conclusioD of the com-
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mission, the action of Parliament based upon it was
still more extraordinary, for a law was enacted, wbicb,
taken in counectioa with previous legislation, has

brought about a state of things in England which has

been well described as one "in which it is penal to

use domestic animals in any way cruelly, but in which
any one may torture wild creatures in whatever fash-

ion he likes, provided it is not for scientijic purposes."

The amount of mischief which may be produced bv
this English law depends very much upon the good
judgment of the Home Secretary, to whom its enforce-

ment is entrusted. The most eminent members of

the medical profession in England have at times been
refused a license to perform experiments which they

declared to be of the greatest importance for medical

science, and in general it may be said that the system
of licensing and government inspection under which
biological research work must be conducted, is, under
the most favorable conditions, a source of serious an-

noyance to investigators, while it does not secure any
better guarantee for the humane treatment of animals

than is afforded by the character of the men engaged
in the work.

The system, moreover, fails entirely to satisfy the

antivivisectionists, who, in support of their demand for

a prohibitory law, continually circulate the most exag-
gerated and perverted accounts of experiments per-

formed in licensed and inspected laboratories.

The first outbreak of the antivivisection agitation in

this country occurred in New York some sixteen or

seventeen years ago, when the State Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, under the leader-

ship of Henry Bergh, attempted to secure the passage

of a law prohibiting the practice of vivisection. The
agitation was conducted with so much fanaticism and
the method of garbled quotation employed by Mr.
Bergh was exposed so effectively by the late Dr. J. C.

Dalton in the columns of the New York Nation, that

the Legislature not only declined to enact any restric-

tive laws, but maintained in full force an amendment
to the general law against cruelty to animals adopted
in 1867, providing that " nothing in this act contained
shall be construed to prohibit or interfere with any
properly conducted scientific experiments or investi-

gations, which experiments shall be performed ouly

under the authority of the Faculty of some regularly

incorporated medical college or university of the State

of New York."
New York has thus set an excellent example to her

sister States in protecting her men of science, in their

attempts to enlarge the bounds of human knowledge,
from the vexatious interference of persons who can

know nothing of the importance of the work or of the

amount of suffering which it involves.

In Pennsylvania, also, attempts have been made to

secure restrictive legislation by the American Anti-

vivisection Society, which has its headquarters in Phil-

adelphia, but the energetic protests of the medical

profession have sufficed to render these attempts abor-

tive.

In Washington, during the present session of Con-
gress, the efforts of the local humane societies have
been so far successful that the Committee on the Dis-

trict of Columbia has brought before the Senate a bill

providing for the licensing and restricting of vivisec-

tion, but there seems to be little reason to fear that

suj^h a bill can ever become a law.

In Massachusetts the State Society for the Preven-

tion of Cruelty to Animals has, until quite recently,

treated this question with moderation and good sense.

While regretting the necessity for sacrificing animal

life for the advancement of science, and anxious, like

all right-minded people, to reduce the sufferings of

such animals to a minimum, it has not seen in the

existing state of things any reason for demanding ad-

ditional legislation or for taking any action under laws

already in force. A few years ago the president of

the society publicly called attention to the failure of

the antivivisection agitation, both in this country and

in Europe, to effect any material reduction in the

number of animals subjected to experiment, and main-

tained that the proper attitude of the society should

be one of co-operation with the best men of the medi-

cal profession in seeking to prevent any abuses from

arising in connection with the practice of vivisection.

To the friends of the society who rejoice in the good
work it has been able to accomplish in the community,

it must be a matter for sincere regret that this wise

policy has been abandoned, and that the society now
finds itself arrayed in opposition not only to the medi-

cal profession, but also to the higher educational in-

stitutions of the Commonwealth. It is, however, but

just to state that this position has been assumed with-

out any formal action by the governing body of the

society.

The bill first presented by the society to the Legis-

lature of 1896 provided that no painful experiments

upon living animals should be performed in any edu-

cational institution of the State, except under the

authority of the State Board of Health, and that the

Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty

to Animals might supervise all such experiments.

Violations of the law were to be punished by fines

which, when collected, were to be turned over to the

society.

During the hearings before the Judiciary Commit-
tee of the House this bill was twice modified, first by

the omission of the section relating to the State Board

of Health and of the clause requiring the fines to be

paid into the treasury of the society, and subsequently,

by providing that the agents of the society employed

to supervise vivisections should be doctors of medicine.

The petitioners for this legislation were, one after

another, compelled to acknowledge under cross-exami-

nation, that they were unable to present any evidence

of cruelty practised in the educational institutions of

Massachusetts in connection with vivisection, while

the remonstrants, by a straightforward account of

what actually occurs in physiological laboratories and

by an exposure of the exaggerations and misstatements

with which antivivisectionist literature abounds, sought

to convince the committee of the mischievous charac-

ter of the agitation and of the unfortunate results

which would necessarily follow the proposed legisla-

tion. Shortly after the close of the hearings the com-

mittee presented a unanimous report, recommending
" that the petitioners have leave to withdraw."

Having thus endeavored to present a few salient

points in the history of the antivivisection movement
and to indicate the methods employed by the leaders

of this crusade against the work of a profession whose

glory is to save, let me next ask you to consider the

reasons which not ouly justify students of medical

science in resorting to experiments upon living ani-

mals, but require them to do so as a necessary condi-

tion of any important advance.
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In dealing with this question I shall make free use

of a work entitled " Piiysiological Cruelty, or Fact vs.

Fancy," by Philanthropos. This book, which ap-

peared in 1883, contains by far the most comprehen-
sive, logical and dispassionate discussion of the subject

with which 1 am acquainted.

The vivisection question reduced to its simplest ex-

pression may be stated as follows :
" Have we a riglil

to give pain to animals in order to study the phenom-
ena of life?" In answering this question we perceive

at once the necessity of a clear conception of what
pain really is ; and in striving to obtain this concep-

tion, we are struck with the fact that pain is a purely

subjective phenomenon. We know absolutely noth-

ing about pain except that which we have ourselves

suffered. We infer, of course, when we hear another

person describe a painful sensation that his feelings

are similar in a general way to those which we imagine

we ourselves should experience under like circum-

stances. This assumption of similarity of sensation is

justified by the facts of our common human nature;

but we are often struck, when listening to such de-

scriptions, by the apparent difference between the im-

pressions produced upon different individuals by the

same external cause. A trifling surgical operation,

which will not be considered worth mentioning by one
individual, will to another be, apparently, the source

of most acute suffering. We are thus led to suspect

that, even in the circle of our own acquaintances, there

must be quite a wide range of sensibility to pain. If

we extend our observation over a wider field, we find

reason to believe that in the human race there is a

certain rough proportionality between sensibility to

pain and intellectual development. A case is re-

corded, for instance, of a Russian serf who, while

splitting logs in a forest, was caught by the thumb in

the crack of "a large log from which the wedge had
unexpectedly flown out. He tore himself free from
bis painful imprisonment, as a wild animal might have

done, leaving the thumb in the log with the long ten-

dons of the foiearm still attached to it. It is doubtful

if a more civilized man could have subjected himself

to this operation even with the alternative before him
of an indefinite imprisonment in the forest. The cruel

tortures which savages inflict upon their friends and
themselves, as in the initiation rites of the Mandan
warriors, seem to be best explained on the supposition

that their sensibility to pain is less acute than that of

civilized races.

In the case of the lower animals the evidence of a

low sensibility to pain is much more conclusive.

Among our domestic animals the horse and dog are

commonly regarded as standing nearest to man in in-

telligence and sensibility, and yet nearly every one
who has bad much to do with these animals will recall

instances of great indifference shown by them to what
would be to us severe pain. A single illustration of

this insensibility may suffice. A horse whose leg was
badly broken was sentenced to be shot, but during the

two hours which intervened between the sentence and
the execution the animal limped about to graze, drag-

ging the fractured limb dangling behind it in a wav
which would have caused a human being exquisite

agony. It is evident, therefore, that it is entirely im-

possible lo draw conclusions with regard to the sensa-

tions of animals by an effort to imagine what our own
would be under similar circumstances.

Our common human nature, which serves as a guide,

though an imperfect one, in estimating the sufferings

of other human beings, fails us entirely when we have

to do with animals, and we are left to draw conclu-

sions from cries, motions and other external signs of

suffering. Now these external signs are apt to be

misleading, for they only prove " that something is

going on which the organism repels," but do not prove

that the animal is conscious of what is going on. Id

other words, the cries and struggles of an animal

whose skin is cut or burnt belong to that class of phe-

nomena known as " reflex actions "
; that is, they are

movements having their origin in impressions made
on the terminations of the nerves and not in impulses

coming from the nerve centres in the brain. They
may be accompanied by consciousness; but conscious-

ness, so far from being necessary for their production,

acts rather to check and interfere with their manifes-

tation.

We are all perfectly well aware that, when the

spinal cord of an animal has been divided in the cer-

vical region, an impression made upon the nerves of

the skin, either by a sharp instrument or a chemical

irritant, will cause the animal to execute violent move-
ments of very definite character, adapted to remove
the source of irritation and differing in no respect,

except perhaps in increased energy, from the move-
ments of a perfectly uninjured animal. But in this

case we know that the movements are not attended by
consciousness, for, by division of the spinal cord, the

channel by which impressions are conveyed to the

nerve centres whose activity is a necessary condition of

consciousness is entirely obliterated. The movements
are, in fact, no more indicative of suffering than are

the convulsible flutterings of a decapitated chicken.

We can speak with great positiveness upon this point,

for the testimony of hospital patients suffering from
injuries to the spinal cord shows clearly that violent

reflex movements of the lower limbs may occur abso-

lutely unattended by consciousness. It is, moreover,

a matter of common experience that in certain stages

of anesthesia consciousness may be entirely abolished,

while the activity of the lower reflex centres remains

unaffected. In such cases patients may struggle and
scream during an operation, but subsequently declare

that they have suffered no pain.

It is evident, therefore, that great caution must be

exercised in drawing conclusions with regard to the

sensations of animals from the external signs of suffer-

ing which they manifest when undergoing operations,

and that the " spasm of agony " of sensational writers

is, in most cases, much better described as a nerve-

muscle reaction.

We have thus seen that for the production of a

painful sensation three things are necessary :

First, the stimulation of a sensory nerve.

Second, the transmission of the stimulus to the

nerve centres whose activity is associated with con-

sciousness.

Third, the response of these nerve centres to the

stimulus thus received.

Pain may then be defined as the consciouinesa of the

excessive stimulation of a sensory nerve. This defini-

tion excludes those cases in which the brain is narco-

tized or separated from the rest of the nervous system

so that there can be no consciousness of the stimula-

tion of the nerve, however severe it may be, and also

those cases where the stimulation of the nerve is mod-
erate in amount and therefore gives rise to agreeable
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sensations. The precise point where the stimulus of a

nerve ceases to be moderate and agreeable and becomes

excessive and painful cannot be determined with pre-

cision, for a stimulation which is moderate for one

individual will be excessive for another, or for the

same individual at a different time. The strong alco-

holic liquor, for instance, which pleasantly titillates the

throat of a drunkard will sear the delicate mucous
membrane of the child unaccustomed to its use.

Having thus arrived at a definition of pain, and

noted that the phenomenon in man and the lower ani-

mals is similar in kind though vastly different in

degree, we recur to the original question, Have we a

right, in studying the phenomena of life to inflict

upon animals whatever pain may be necessary for the

attainment of our object ? This leads us to consider

the broader question, how far it is right that one indi-

vidual should suffer for the good of another, and this,

again, involves the still broader problem, how far the

prospect of future good may compensate for present

evil. A full discussion of these questions would carry

us far beyond the limits of this discourse. For our

present purpose it will be sufficient to note the fact

that we unhesitatingly submit ourselves and subject

those we love to physical suffering for the sake of

future benefit which we think will outweigh the pres-

ent pain. Nor is this deliberate choice of present evil

for the sake of future good limited to those cases in

which the evil and the good are both experienced by

the same individual. The law of vicarious suffering

by which pain to one individual secures pleasure to

another is a law from whose operation we cannot

escape if we would ; and, however much we may at

times rebel against it, a calm consideration forces us

to recognize its stern beneficence. The law which

bids us bear one another's burdens and that which

declares that the sins of the fathers shall be visited

upon the children tend powerfully to bind the human
race together and contribute perhaps more than any

other causes to the development of the moral sense.

We see, then, that there is nothing repugnant to our

moral feelings in the abstract idea that one individual

should suffer for the benefit of another ; and, if we
accept this principle, as indeed we must^ when applied

to two individuals belonging to the highest grade of

sentient creatures, there is still less reason for reject-

ing it when the suffering individual belongs to a lower

grade than the individual who is benefited, since, for

the reasons already given, the suffering in this case

bears a smaller proportion to the benefits obtained

than when both individuals are equally highly organ-

ized. Moreover, when the sufferings of the lower

animals have, as a result, not a benefit to a single indi-

vidual but an increase of human knowledge, the dis-

proportion between the suffering and the benefit

becomes practically infinite, for the suffering remains a

constant quantity, while the benefit, since it accrues

to the whole human race and through all time, is mul-

tiplied by an infinite factor.

{To be continued.)

An Irate Female. — A female medical student,

says the Medical Record, who failed at a recent ex-

amination in London so effectually lost control of her

inhibitory moral sense as to retaliate in the following

ungrammatical convulsive outburst :
" Very soon doc-

tors will be drawn from we pure, noble-minded women,
and you vile, drunken, filthy men expelled forever."

(Original %vtidt0,

CASES ILLUSTRATING RENAL SURGERY.^

BY F. S. WATSON, M.D.

Case I. Impacted ureteral calculus. Exploratory

laparotomy and lumbar incision. Subsequent forma-

tion of retro-peritoneal abscess. Recovery, with

entire relief of all symptoms.

November 18, 1894. Boston City Hospital, Ward
B. Male, aged forty-three.

Obstinate constipation for many years. Gradual

loss of appetite and flesh for three years. Three

months ago, severe attack of pain in the region of the

vermiform appendix. Pain was paroxysmal, and there

was marked tenderness at McBurney's point. Reten-

tion of urine occurred simultaneously, requiring use

of a catheter for forty-eight hours. Catheter cystitis

resulted, lasting one month. Previous to this attack

there had been no bladder symptoms. Symptoms of

appendicitis ceased after two days.

Patient was discharged well six weeks after enter-

ing the hospital. Two weeks later he began to have

intermittent dull pain below the tip of the eleventh

rib on the right side. The pain shifts occasionally to

a point midway between the eleventh rib and the crest

of the ilium ; it has gradually increased in severity,

and at times has been very acute ; bladder irritability

has generally been associated with these attacks, and

the urine is greatly diminished in quantity. In the

intervals the quantity invariably increased. The
smallest amount in twenty-four hours was eight

ounces ; it has been frequently as small as sixteen

ounces. The largest amount was fifty-two ounces,

which was passed three days consecutively. Specific

gravity ranged from 1.018 to 1.025. There was occa-

sionally a slight trace of albumin, and a few hyaline

casts were found in the sediment. A few red blood-

corpuscles were also noted, but no crystals were found

at any time. At no time during an attack of pain

could the amount of urine be increased by diluents or

diuretics.

The patient is incapacitated by the attacks of pain,

although he has not lost much flesh or strength. He
has no appetite, is pale, and slightly icteric ; during

the attacks of pain the bowels are obstinately consti-

pated, in the intervals there is marked relief from this.

A provisional diagnosis of ureteral calculus was

made.

Operation, November 18, 1894. An incision three

inches in length was made through the linea semilu-

naris extending upward from a point opposite to the

anterior superior spine of the ilium.

Through this wound the ureter was explored. At
its point of crossing the iliac vessels, a small stone was

detected ; while examining it, it slipped from beneath

the finger, but was presently felt again.

A lumbar incision parallel with the border of the

quadratus lumborum was made with the intention of

extracting the stone extra-peritoneally through an

incision in the ureter, or of pushing it onward into the

bladder, but while trying to accurately locate and fix

the stone in the ureter, it again slipped and could not

be found.

The patient's condition now became critical, and

both wounds were closed as quickly as possible. The
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patient rallied well, and was entirely free from pain

until December 6tb, wlien be bad for tbe first time a

severe and perfectly cbaracteristic renal colic, associ-

ated witb a sudden diminution in tbe quantit}' of

urine, nausea and vomiting. A similar attack followed

tbe next day. Tbe bladder was wasbed out witb

Bigelow's evacuator on tbe day following tbe operation,

and after tbe second attack of renal colic ; but no
stone was found. Sbortly before tbe first attack of

renal colic, tbere was marked tenderness on rectal

examination.

On tbe tentb day a large fluctuating swelling was
detected bigb up in tbe rectum ; tbere was no commu-
nication between it and eitber of tbe wounds made by
operation.

On tbe eleventb, the abscess was incised from tbe

rectum, giving exit to about eight ounces of foul pus.

No stone was found in this fluid or tbe abscess cavity,

but a small one might readily have escaped notice and
been washed away in tbe first gush of pus. Tbe ab-

scess cavity extended far up in tbe course of tbe ureter

toward the right kidney, but no communication be-

tween it and the ureter could be discovered.

The cavit\- of the abscess was packed with iodoform
gauze ; two drainage-tubes were inserted, and their

ends carried out through tbe anus. Tbe rectum was
packed above tbe incision witb iodoform gauze for

twenty-four hours. The packing and the drainage-

tubes were removed from the abscess cavity on tbe

third and sixth days respectivel}'. Very little pus
came from the abscess, and tbe incision was healed

completely on tbe tenth day.

The abdominal and lumbar wounds healed bv first

intention. From that time to tbe present (one year),

there has been entire freedom from all pain. The
patient has made a great gain in weight and is for tbe

first time in several years enjoying perfect health.

During bis convalescence from tbe operation, crystals

of calcic oxalate were seen in the urine for tbe first

time. The periodic diminution in the quantity of

urine has, with tbe single exception of one period of

three days, been absent.

The urine has been perfectly normal for six months,
and tbe patient is in robust health.

This operation was begun as an exploratory one
upon tbe provisional diagnosis of a calculus impacted
in the ureter. This was suggested by tbe concurrence
of sudden diminutions in the quantity of the urine,

pain in the region of tbe kidney, and bladder irritabil-

ity, and the absence of any other condition to explain
the symptoms.
The supposition was proved to be correct by the

detection of calculus with the finger, and only lacked
final proof by removal of tbe stone.

It seems probable that the manipulation of the stone

during tbe first part of tbe operation injured tbe ureter

at that point; that ulceration, abscess formation, and
the escape of tbe stone into the abscess cavity, followed
in consequence, and that the stone was wasbed away
and lost when the abscess was opened. That tbe

operation brought about a radical change in the pa-

tient's condition, and cured the trouble, there can be
DO doubt.

Case II. Abscess of tbe right kidney, cystic dis-

ease of the left kidney. Exploratory laparotomy,
double lumbar nephrotomy, permanent drainage of

right kidney. Recovery, with relief of symptoms.
June 18th. Female, aged twenty-four, unmarried.

well until six months ago, when she was suddenly

attacked with violent pain in tbe region of tbe vermi-

form appendix, and was operated upon for appendicitis,

which condition was not found.

The patient was relieved of pain for one month,
then bad a number of cbaracteristic attacks of renal

colic in the right side. The urine contained no pus
previous to tbe operation. A few blood corpuscles,

and a trace of albumin, were the only abnormal con-

stituents.

There was nothing to be felt upon examination of

tbe abdomen and renal region.

On June 18th, an exjiloratory incision two inches in

length was made in the linea semilunaris, midway
between the ribs and the crest of the ilium. Through
this tbe kidney was palpated; a fluctuating area was
felt on its convex border. The abdominal wound was
then closed, a lumbar incision parallel witb tbe twelfth

rib, and continued in a V-shape downward along the

border of the quadratus lumborum, was made ; the

flap thus formed was turned back and the kidney
exposed. The peritoneum was slightly nicked, and
was immediately sutured ; no harm resulted ; the fluc-

tuating area in the kidney was incised, and about two
ounces of pus were evacuated.

The abscess seemed to have originated in the cor-

tex of the kidney, since it communicated by a narrow
opening only with the pelvis, which was not dilated,

nor did the organ present the characteristics of gen-

eral pyo-nepbrosis. Attempts to find the exit of the

ureter, and to explore it, were not successful. No
stone was discovered, although the ureter was pal-

pated as far down as the iliac vessels.

A drainage-tube was inserted and retained for three

weeks, the abscess cavity being daily wasbed with solu-

tions of boracic acid or permanganate of potash.

Twenty-six days after tbe operation the wound
closed, the patient was up and about, feeling perfectly

well again. Pus, however, which had been absent

from the urine until the wound healed, now appeared,

and at the end of ten days she had another attack of

pain in tbe right kidney, and also for the first time in

the left.

July 27th. The left kidney was exposed by a lum-

bar incision similar to that made by the former oper-

ation. Tbe lejt kidney appeared to be perfectly nor-

mal, except for a small cyst in its cortex containing

about two drachms of clear fluid. This was evacuated

by a small incision, the cyst wall was partly destroyed,

and the wound in tbe kidney and tbe lumbar wound
were closed tight. Hemorrhage was not severe.

[The wounds healed by first intention, and there was
no return of pain on that side up to the time of the

patient's discbarge from the hospital, six weeks later.]

The old wound of the right side was next reopened,

and the abscess, which had refilled, was again emptied

by incision and drained permanently, by means of a

soft catheter passed through a curved hard-rubber tube

attached to a plate of the same material which was
held to the side by elastic bands passed round tbe

waist. This contrivance has the form of a tracheot-

omy tube and plate and suits its purpose excellently.

There was entire relief of pain in this kidney also

after the operation. Tbe patient left the hospital six

weeks later, in excellent condition. There was but

little pus coming from the kidney through the wound
and none in the urine.

This operation was undertaken upon tbe strength of
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one symptom alone ; namely, pain, which occurred in

the form characteristic of renal colic. The proba-

bility was that a renal calculus was present, although

prior to the first operation there was no evidence in

the urine of its existence or of the abscess that was
found. That there was no absolute blocking of the

ureter after the first operation on the right kidney,

whether by calculus or other condition, is evident

from the reappearance of pus in the urine as soon as

the lumbar wound was closed. It is, on the other

hand, difficult to explain the occurrence of the corti-

cal abscess in the absence of calculus or tuberculous

disease, or some obstructive condition in the urinary

tract below the kidney. Calculus was not found. Of
tuberculosis there was no evidence, the urinary sedi-

ment and the pus issuing from the kidney through the

lumbar wound having been frequently examined with-

out detecting tubercle bacilli. The ureter, as stated,

was not, however, explored except by palpation

through its upper two-thirds, and a stone may have

been lodged in its lower third and possibly have been

passed ouf through the bladder later. The return of

pain on closure of the wound in the kidney and refill-

ing of the abscess suggests, however, that the abscess

was the source of pain. The operations were justified

by the condition found in both kidneys, and the case

illustrates the value of exploratory operation in cases

in which the diagnosis cannot be carried beyond mere
supposition.

Case III. Disseminated abscesses of the right kid-

ney (tubercular), subsequent involvement of the left

kidney. Lumbar nephrotomy (right side). Six

months later resection of the upper half of the right

kidney. Recovery, with marked gain in weight and

general health.

June 25, 1895. Boston City Hospital, First Surgi-

cal Service, Ward C. The patient is an Italian wo-

man, married, and about twenty-five years old.

For one year has had dull pain in the right lumbar
region and over the right kidney, pyuria, and occa-

sional hematuria and irritable bladder. Chills and
feverish attacks, now and then, and marked loss of

flesh and strength. Six months ago Dr. Bolles per-

formed a right lumbar nephrotomy, and opened and

drained an abscess of that kidney. A fistulous tract

giving exit to a considerable quantity of pus and urine

remained from that time to the present. The patient

was pregnant, and six weeks ago gave birth, without

accident, to a child at term. Since then there has

been a return of pain in the right kidney, an increased

discharge of pus through the fistula, daily rise in tem-

perature, weak and rapid pulse, pallor and emaciation.

Operation, June 25th. As a preliminary step, an

incision two inches long was made in the left linea

semilunaris, a little below the free border of the ribs,

for the purpose of palpating the left kidney. This

was readily done by two fingers passed through the

wound. The kidney appeared to be of normal size

and consistency. This wound was immediately closed,

and the fistulous tract, from the former operation on

the right side, was dilated sufficiently to admit the

finger, which passed into a small abscess cavity in the

cortex of the kidney. Other small areas of suppura-

tion could be felt in the neighborhood of this one.

The former nephrotomy incision was now reopened
and extended into a V-shape by a second incision

parallel with the outer border of the quadratus. The
flap thus formed was turned back, A portion of the

kidney, which was adherent about the fistula, was
separated by the finger. The whole organ was then

freely exposed. Its lower half, so far as could be
judged, was not diseased ; its upper half was occupied

by numerous small abscesses.

A nephrectomy had been intended; but in view of

the apparently healthy condition of the lower half of

the kidney, and of the improbability of the patient's

surviving in her then prostrated state, it was decided

to do resection instead. This was carried out in the

following manner:
Four large silk ligatures were passed close to the

pelvis, through the cortex, at about equal intervals,

from the top of the kidney downward to a little below
its upper half, in such a way that when tied each
should include a separate portion of the kidney, and
constrict the vessels. These were then drawn tight,

the ends left long, and subsequently carried out

through the wound. The sections of the kidney lying

above these ligatures were then removed by the scis-

sors and curette. There was no hemorrhage. The
portion of the kidney removed was entirely occupied by
numerous small abscesses, which proved to be of a

tuberculous nature.

There was very little shock. Entire relief of pain

within two days followed the operation, and a steady

gain in flesh and strength followed in the next two
months, during the last three weeks of which she was
up and out of doors daily. Very little pus came from
the wound, and there was almost none in the urine,

which had been loaded with it before the operation,

until the last fortnight of her stay in the hospital,

when there was a sudden reappearance of pus in the

urine, following a chill and an attack of pain in the

other (left) kidney.

There had been a decided diminution of the hectic

until the development of these symptoms pointing to

the involvement of the other kidney. The daily rise

of temperature then became more marked again.

Nevertheless the patient maintained the gain in

strength and weight that she had made. So far as

the author knows, this is the first case of resection of

the kidney practised in Boston.

The tubercular nature of the disease had not been
discovered at the time of operation, or the case would
not have been considered an appropriate one for re-

section, but although there is no hope of ultimate re-

covery of the patient, the remarkable gain in her con-

dition following the resection of the diseased half of

the kidneys suggests that even in tuberculosis it may
be a desirable thing to do, if on exploration such a

condition of the kidney as was found in this case

should be met with, rather than a nephrectomy with

the patient in such a critical condition. The author

would call attention to the manner in which the liga-

tures were applied to the part to be removed, and to

the fact that no hemorrhage occurred during the opera-

tion. The ligatures were placed in this manner with

the intention of constricting the blood-vessels in their

main branches before their subdivisions in the cortex.

Case IV. Renal calculus, acute pyo-nephrosis oc-

curring in a movable kidney. Exploratory laparot-

omy, followed by lumbar nephro-lithotomy and
nephrorraphy. Recovery, with closure of wound.

Septemljer 5, 1895. Boston City Hospital, First

Surgical Service. Female, aged twenty-nine years.

The patient was well until two weeks ago, when
she had an attack of moderate paiu in the region of the
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right kidney. Two days later she noticed a tumor in

the right side of the abdomen below the free border of

the ribs which has steadily increased in size. There

has been rapid loss of flesb and strength, constipation

and apathy ; no urinary symptoms, so far as she knows.

In the right side of the abdomen, most prominent in

the region of the cecum, is a freely movable, semi-

elastic, smooth tumor, the size of two fists. It can be

moved upward and backward, or downward easily,

but not beyond the median line. There is no pain or

tenderness about the tumor.

The diagnosis lay between an acute hydro- or pyo-

nephrosis in a movable kidney, and a small ovarian

cyst with suppuration or twisted pedicle, with the

probability in favor of the kidney. The patient's con-

dition was very poor, and she was rapidly growing

worse.

Operation, September 5, 1895. An exploratory

abdominal incision was made over the most prominent

part of the tumor, which was presently seen to be the

right kidney, greatly distended by fluid and displaced

downward from its normal position. The peritoneum

covering its anterior surface was not disturbed. After

protecting the anterior wound with a sterilized gauze

pad, the patient was turned upon the left side and the

V-shaped cut described in connection with the preced-

ing cases was made. The kidney was then pressed

firmly outward in the lumbar wound by an assistant's

hand passed through the abdominal wound in front.

The kidney was llieu opened by an incision three

inches long through its convex border. About ten

ounces of foul-smelling purulent urine at once escaped.

Upon exploring the pelvis a rough, elongated oxalate-

of-lime calculus one-half an inch long, and with the

circumference of a small slate-pencil, was found. The
calculus was firmly imbedded in the ureteral orifice,

which it wholly occluded. Just after dislodging it

with forceps, it broke in their blades longitudinally ;

the smaller of the two fragments dro|)ped in the dilated

pelvis, but was passed subsequently through the wound.
The cortex of the kidney' was dilated into several

large pus cavities. The walls dividing them were

broken down with the linger so as to make one large

cavity. This was thoroughly cleansed. The edges of

the kidney wound were sutured to those of the lumbar
wound by four silk sutures, two rubber drainage-tubes

were carried into the pelvis of the kidney, and the

wounds were left to heal by granulation.

It should have been stated that the tip of the vermi-

form appendix was bound to the lower end of the kid-

ney by Krm old adhesions, and the separation of these

and the removal of the appendix were the first step in

the operation. The patient made a rapid and uninter-

rupted recover}'. Twenty-four days after the opera-

tion the wounds were healed, and she went home well.

There was no pus whatever in the urine at the time

patient left the hospital. This case has special interest

from the facts :

(1) That it is one of the very few (two or three,

on the authority of Albarran) in which pyo-nephrosis

has been noted in connection with floating kiduej'.

The coincidence is no doubt accidental, and the pyo-

nephrosis is referable to the presence of a calculus,

and would have been quite as likely to occur in a kid-

ney not movable, and the kidney may have become
movable owing to the weight of the organ due to the

pyo-nephrosis.

(2) That there was entire absence of symptoms

referable to the kidney until within a fortnight of the

operation, which demonstrated so serious a condition

of the kidneys, including the presence of a rough cal-

culus blocking the orifice of the ureter.

(3) That the adhesion of the appendix to the lower

end of the kidney from a long-standing process, sug-

gests that in this particular case the displacement of

the kidney may have occurred because of this connec-

tion with the appendix.

Case V. Movable kidney. Exploratory laparot-

omy, lumbar uephrorraphy. Recovery, with entire

relief of symptoms.

September 7, 1895. Boston City Hospital, First

Surgical Service.

Patient, a woman, married and a multipara, is

thirty-three years old. She is stout and has some-

what relaxed abdominal walls. In robust health until

one year ago, then began to have attacks of pain in

the left kidney. The pain, which was intermittent

and radiating in character, began beneath the twelfth

rib, and extended downward to the groin. The blad-

der was frequently irritable during these attacks of

pain. The attacks which were not very severe at first,

gradually increased in intensity and became more fre-

quent, and for the last three months have incapacitated

the patient for work.

The examination of the patient was negative with

the exception of a sense of increased resistance on the

left side of the abdomen below the free border of the

ribs, and a marked tenderness, upon pressure, below

the twelfth rib. Urine was normal.

Operation. An exploratory incision was made on

the left side of the abdomen sufficient to admit two
fingers, and to explore the kidney ; the latter was
found to be somewhat enlarged and freely movable.

It was also (when the patient lay upon the right side)

in a position of anteversiou. The patient having been

turned upon this side, the incision, as for lumbar
nephrotomy, was made parallel with the last rib, and
the kidney exposed in the loin. It was then sutured

to the deeper edges of this wound by sis stout silk-

worm-gut sutures, which were passed through the

fibrous capsule of the kidney, at intervals of about

half an inch, beginning near its upper end and continu-

ing along its convex border to the middle of the organ.

The sutures were not drawn very tight. The capsule

was not incised. The outer wound was then sewed

tight, and the abdominal wound was closed, it having

been left open until the end of the operation in order

to facilitate the suture of the kidney in the loin.

The patient had a good deal of pain during the two
days following operation, but it was easily controlled

with morphine.

The recovery was only interrupted by a superficial

abscess, which developed on the sixth day, owing to

urine having soaked into the dressing while urinating,

the dressing having been carelessly carried too low

down and between the legs.

The wound was entirely healed on the twenty-fourth

day after operation and the patient discharged well.

The patient stated that she was absolutely free from

the pain which she had had for the past year.

It will have been noticed that in all of these cases

the operations were begun by an exploratory laparot-

omy. This was done because the diagnosis was so

doubtful that it seemed to the author the best method
of proceeding, but he would not be understood as ad-

vocating it except nnder such special conditions.
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A CASE OF PARANOIA UNRECOGNIZED FOR
TWENTY-EIGHT YEARS, AND ITS LESSON.i

BY EDWARD C. BUJTGE, M.D,, ST. LO0IS, MO.,

Superintendent of the St. Louis Imane Asylum.

(Concluded from No. 23, p. 557.)

In the course of many pleasant conversations, either

under the shade trees of the asylum grounds or in my
private otfice, Mr. B has given me a plausible

explanation of most of the occurrences I have related.

All of the crimes charged np to him were perpetrated

with a view of unearthing criminals. The end, he

says, justifies the means. Here are a few versions of

the actual incidents. At the time he was " Member
of the Third House," lobbying the tax-inspector bill,

he and " Wilson " were on hot trail of two dangerous

counterfeiters. He succeeded in tracing them to the

Jefferson City Jail, where they were doing time for

some slight offences. He had himself indicted and

sent to jail. " It took me just two months, doctor, to

pump those fellows," that is, the length of his own
actual sentence. As soon as the pumping process was

finished he left jail, and had the counterfeiters sent to

the penitentiary. I quote from another slip : " I will

get proof that I sent seven men to the Pen. from F
County. I would have sent seven times seven if my
wife had let me alone in November, 1883. I had the

tax-dodgers on nettles.— B. 10-27-95." And so

he did, as I was told by reliable informants. He had

frightened several of this numerous species into paying

him hush-money. This money reverted, as Mr. B.

says, into the treasury of the T. P. L.

The incident in St. Louis, where he was tried for

obtaining goods under false pretence from the T. Desk
Co., is explained as follows :

" The T. Desk Co. was

a gang of bank thieves, the best organized band of

elegant gentlemen, shining lights in the social circle,

pillars in the church, presidents and directors of big

banks and corporations, who referred to any bank in

the United States. I came to St. Louis on October

1, 1891, assigned to the T. case. I got them. Seven

of them are now convicted, five- to fifteen-year terms
;

eight more will be convicted ; one suicided. I am
insane. Wait and see." The failure of the T. Desk
Co. to prosecute him he explains by saying that they

were in deadly fear of appearing against him, for ex-

posure meant ruin to them. The frequent, almost

literal reiteration of the same stories proves that they

have grown real to him ; but I hold proofs that he did

not always explain his misdeeds by his connection

with the T. P. L. service. While in jail, under the

charge of having defrauded the T. Desk Co., he wrote

to his brother on December 2, 1891: "This is the

work of an enemy. The charge against me is fraud.

I am not guilty of a fraud, and have not intended any-

thing dishonest." And then follows a pitiful appeal

for help— not a word alluding to his crime-hunting

exploits. For a time, at least, did our friend lose

faith in his resources and his knowledge of the nooks

and crooks of the law. His frequent conflicts with

the law, which made him a familiar figure in the court-

rooms and jails, have helped him to acquire a super-

ficial knowledge of law; on many occasions he displays

the latter with a great deal of pomp and pride. " I

know more law than any lawyer in the city or State,"

is a standard, ever-recurring expression. There is no

abatement of his reformatory zeal ; under the most
adverse circumstances does he fight the battle of

reform under the flag of the T. P. L. From the City

Hospital on January 30, 1893, he wrote to the foreman

of the grand jury :
" I am the man who first dug the

foundation from under the St. Louis ' Push ' ; exposed

the ' Four Courts' den of thieves ' and drove Normile

to suicide." He addresses a voluminous expose to

President Cleveland, protesting against the pardon of

a defaulting cashier, and affixing to it his official signa-

ture as " special inspector." He takes a vital interest

in the reform movements in our municipalities. The
Civic Federation is addressed repeatedly. "The C. F.

is wasting time after such fellows as P. Better fry

fish that will have more fat and do the taxpayers of

St. Louis more good. I can take one of our contracts,

go to work, and put a big pile of money in ' C. F.'

Treasury. ' Money makes the mare go.' It takes

money, experience and hard work to accomplish the

reforms for which ' C. F.' was organized."

Insane asylums come in for their share: "I am
playing the role of a poor devil with no money and no

friends, — the poorest of poor devils, helpless, friend-

less, just to see how far the abuse and wrongs of these

hell-holes, which are called insane asylums, will be

carried. I am now ready to throw off the mask, and

prosecute to the full extent of the law, the vile wretches

who rob men and women of their liberty, and then

hound them to insanity and death. I have worked

hard and honestly all my life and accumulated a snug

little fortune. I will sink my last dollar, if need be,

to secure justice and humane treatment for the most

helpless class of human beings, those who are entitled

to the sympathy and assistance of every man who has

a heart in him." Not a charity commissioner or

grand-juror is ever allowed to pass through the hall,

but that their attention is called to some loose board,

broken faucet, or any other defect which has almost

always been caused by one of Mr. B.'s fellow-inmates.

His sympathy for the latter exhausts itself in pen and

ink, for he himself has not rarely chastised some of

them, cautiously selecting the defenceless ones.

A man who works so unremittingly and whose work
is always crowned with success must have accumulated

a small fortune. His oldest brother writes that B.

imagined all the time that he made a good deal of

money. This is strongly reflected in many of his

writings. He speaks of his Kansas City venture as

follows: "On November 20, 1869, when the C.

Reaper Co. made me their general western agent

[which is a myth] it was admitted that I was the best

posted reaperman in the U. S. I was then twenty-two

years old. The Reaper Co. was wrecked by the spec-

ulations of its President. G. W., N. Y., posted me,

and when the wreck came I was fully prepared for it,

and I saved a snug sum of money out of the wreck.

Not a living being knew that I had a dollar except my
sweetheart [not his wife] and her uncle (a millionaire).

I have always had sense enough to keep my eyes

open, and my ears likewise, and my mouth shut. Cau-

tion and secretiveness are strong traits of my charac-

ter." And then again :
" There has been a big bug-

bear about my business in Kansas City. I don't care

who knows that I saved $55,000 out of that wreck.

My sweetheart, a niece of the President of the First

National Bank and owner of the Ft. S. A. &G. R. R.,

kept the money for me. On December 23, 1873, it

was paid to me and invested in gilt-edged stock, where

I could not touch it for twenty years. On December

24, 1894, it was re-invested, and it is mine for a rainy
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day. I was uot fool eiiouf^h to let my money be taken

from me to pay tlie ilebts of the C. Reaper Co. in

Pennsylvania. I bail enough to pay my own debts."

In Chicago he was the contidential man of a street

railroad king, his namesake. His wife knew only of

his obtaining a small sum of money from the latter ;

she didn't know of their co-operation in managing

some extensive Missouri lead mines. " I was destitute

in Chicago," he writes, " when I represented fifty-two

millions, our street-car syndicate. I am always fiat

broke."

As an inspector of the T. P. L., he has been draw-

ing, and is still drawing, $6,000 as a fixed salary, and

a part of the profits, the latter having in one year

reached to $19,000. When asked how this story of

wealth was to harmonize with the tale of destitution

his wife gave, Mr. 15. would say :
" When I married

into my wife's family, I thought it to be one of the

best families in St. Louis. Upon closer acquaintance

I found that they had many a skeleton in their closets.

I wished to get rid of them in a decent way, and by

playing the destitute, my plan was to have my wife

seek for a divorce on the ground of non-support."

Mr. B.'s property is not all in bonds and cash, for

he wrote on November 10, 1892, while in jail, to the

clerk of the county court :
" I pay taxes on 2,736

acres of land and 1 have a little interest in the counly

which few peojile know anything about." He writes

frequently to prominent attorneys for information and

records of laud belonging to him, never failing to men-

tion exactly the same acreage. Thus, he writes :
" 1

was anxious (and still want) to get a copy of a de-

scription of a piece of laud, recorded in Book 539,

page 130, in the Recorder's office. City of St. Louis. I

think that it is the transfer of Peter Haines to A. C.

Bramel, but I am uot certain. I am certain that I am
the owner of the laud, and that it is worth good money
now. Meramec Highlands Electric Road runs through

it." When I told him that his name did not appear

anywhere as a tax-payer and that he seemed to be the

greatest tax-dodger of them all, he would explain the

discrepancy by describing a system of buying and sell-

ing the land through straw-men whose names appeared

on the records.

Of late he and his associates have concluded to dis-

band. He writes to me :
" The T. P. L. goes out of

existence on January 1, 1896. I quit then and devote

the balance of my life to my children." And then

again, " I have played the role of a poor devil with no

money and no friends, since 1880, and I am getting

very tired of it. I have not accumulated the fabulous

millions of an insane man, but 1 have saved enough to

keep me in comfort as long as I live, and give my
children a good start in life. My 'friends' (?) who
have tried so hard to ' down me ' will get sadly left as

usual."

The mention of these friends followed by the ironi-

cal point of interrogation, leads us to another phase of

our inmate's inner life. He who has been, and still

is, the unrelenting foe of evil-doers, could not have
passed through life without having engendered bitter

animosity and hatred. A conspiracy to render him
harmless and thus to shield the guilty ones whose lives

avvd deeds were all known to him, was the natural

sequence to his crime-hunting career. On October 1,

1892, he writes: "I will begin now on the Four
Courts' den of thieves, meaning the chief of police and

chief of detectives and their subordinates." 'ihey were

conniving with the T. Desk Co. in keeping him a pris-

oner. Two health commissioners, the superintendent

of the hospital, and the assistant physicians who signed

the certificate and the permit for commitment, were

chiefly concerned in the kidnapping process, which

brought him to the asylum, for the Health Department of

St. Louis in all its branches was "rotten to the core";

the disclosure was imminent. Then came his brother

and wife, who testified and signed the paper. Mr. B.

points out that he, for a purpose, let them pursue the

course, always serving under orders from Superinten-

dent Day of the T. P. L. inspectors. It is one of the

standard methods of the " service " to lead on persons

of criminal instincts to perpetration of crime, thus

ridding society of this undesirable element. It is re-

markable with what vehemence B. turned against his

wife after ascertaining her connection with his confine-

ment to the asylum.

Here is a portion of a letter written to President

Cleveland, appealing to him in behalf of Mrs. B.'s

being appointed to the postmastership in W. :
" My

wife begged me to let her assist me in my office. I

finally consented, and soon found that she had unusual

ability iu business, and removed a heavy burden from

me. We have labored together, assisting each other

ever since our marriage, and we are considered by our

friends an exceptionally happy married couple." If

ever a woman lived who deserved praise from his lips,

it was certainly Mrs. B., who through all the struggles

and destitution, in the face of shame and ostracism,

clung to her husband with a trust and confidence that

seemed almost superhuman. She thought him at times

queer iu action and speech, but never once suspected

his sanity or his probity. At one of the trials in F
County she had to be prevented from chastising the

prosecuting attorney, accusing him of hounding her

poor husband. We may well ask what the result had

been if she had harbored a neuro-psychopathic predispo-

sition. The opportunity for developing 9,folie-a-deux,

or communicated insanity, was surely given in this in-

stance. This faithful wife must now suffer the most

vehement outbursts of Mr. B.'s wrath ; her character

is decried in such an unspeakable way as to render

the reproduction of the language used out of place

even in an impersonal medical report.

This ends the sketch of our inmate's delusional life ;

before our eyes stands, in clear-cut relief, the perse-

cuted persecutor.

To emphasize the threatening attitude of this perse-

cutor, which he would not only assume but act out if

allowed to face society, 1 cannot do better than by the

following quotation :
" If a man tries to run over me

' rough shod,' he will find me vindictive, in this way :

I use reason first, then legal redress, and if both fail,

I use force to secure my legal rights." To satisfy his

persistent appeals to these legal rights, I forced his

trial by jury at the Probate Court. He sat through

the proceeding with admirable dignity aud reserve, not

once showing the often-promised vehemence against

us, his accusers. He took extensive notes of all that

was said, prompted his attorneys, and cross-examined

witnesses. He listened coolly to the jury's verdict,

and requested the court to appoint a guardian. While

on the witness-stand he gave me valuable information

with regard to a new feature iu his case, which had

only transpired recently, that is, the actual posseseion

of an hallucination.

Until a few months ago, B.'s case was one of a
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purely delusional, nou-hallucinatory type. When
questioned as to the means of communication be-

tween his fellow-workers and himself, he at first

hinted at some mysterious channels that were imper-

vious to the most watchful eye of the outsider. Grow-
ing more communicative, he writes : " The ways of

experienced and shrewd thief-catchers are mysterious

to other people. A man who does not know how
things are done, does not believe that they can be

done. I can write a letter with urine, milk, salts,

and other things and send it through your hands, and
you will not detect me. [Here his boastfulness gets

the better of bis judgment.] 1 will take a sheet of

paper, write on it with urine using a small stick or

piece of match or any soft wood, let it dry, then take

a pen or pencil and write some simple message over

it. It will pass through your hands unsuspected by
you. The friend who gets my note knows what to do
to bring out the matter which I wrote with urine

;

and there is one way the ' dummy ' works. No chemi-

cals are needed. As a thorough and well-posted de-

tective, I know every trick known to our shrewdest
criminals. I took the smartest counterfeiter who ever

operated to the penitentiary. My kindness to him
caused him to unbosom himself to me. He said :

' I

have been handled by lots of officers, but you are the

whitest man I ever saw.' I knew that kindness would
cause him to weaken ; and could not have shown him
more favors if he had been my own sou. I got him
to tell me many of his shrewdest tricks, just by being

kind to him. . . . You [that is, I] are as green as

grass. I can play all around you, and you would
think that I was a fool. Letters are intercepted by

us (our men and women) and copied and resealed, and
no one knows it but the persons who do it."

In October last, he began to speak of an electrical

contrivance, " the alphagraph," which enabled one of

the League inspectors to transmit messages to him by
a system of ciphers. The apparatus was said to be

placed at quite a distance from the asylum. I sus-

pected a trap, for my friend B. is at times quite face-

tious, aud waited for developments. When he gave
his demonstrations of the workings and mechanism of

the alphagraph before the jury, with the mien of con-

viction and truth, I concluded that my inmate had

actually entered upon a new phase of his disease. I

have since paid special attention to this " visual " hal-

lucination. I found B. on many occasions, at night

and thinking himself unobserved, gazing into space

aud taking down messages. My feigned attempts at

catching a glimpse of the mysterious alphagraph were

met with ridicule and derision. In his notes he now
continuously refers to this system of signals, which is

said to be based on the different juxtaposition of elec-

tric lights. " Cornell," he writes, " turned on a strong

current aud made the signals so distinct, that he had

all the dogs barking within five miles of Caroudelet.

He did it for fun, and then took out the ' electro
'

aud put in the ' monograph.' He is a great electri-

cian." (These are improved modifications of the

original alphagraph.) "Cornell's 'alph' report has

changed my plans." " Cornell kept me awake half

of Saturday night." (The nightwatch reported that

B. was up the greater part of the night.) The ap-

pearance of a hallucination has materially changed
the aspect of B.'s case ; it shows it to be of a pro-

gressive, instead of a stationary, nature, and we must
expect in its future course signs of further deterioration.

After having unrolled the clinical picture of the

case, it would seem proper to fit it in the frame-work

of at least one of the recognized systems of classifica-

tion. I shall choose v. Krafft-Ebing's : paranoia refor-

matoria, a sub-class of paranoia expansiva, with abor-

tive persecutory delusions would seem to cover the

case fairly well.

Etiologically, our patient's case is one of regrettable

obscurity. As I have already mentioned, the family

history on the paternal side is absolutely negative,

while on the maternal side the condition of even the

immediate ancestors is shrouded in mystery. The
head injury, which left no palpable traces, seems to

have played the rule of the exciting cause, ushering

in, as it did, the complete change in character and
morale of the individual. (Mr. B. writes with regard

to this injury : " I did not jump from a train, was
never unconscious, never had a fall that hurt or

injured me seriously.") B. does not present any of

the somatic stigmata of degeneracy. He is the picture

of perfect physical manhood, six feet tall, weighing

about 175 pounds, well proportioned in every way.
His features— the well-marked eyebrow, the speaking

eyes, the deep vertical furrows between the brows,

the straight Roman nose, the somewhat cynical mouth,
a good chin and jaw — make up an attractive, striking

whole. After a somewhat delicate childhood, his

physical well-being was but rarely disturbed during

his entire adult life, except for some slight ailments
;

he never had a headache. All the organic functions

are preserved perfectly ; he is a sound sleeper. His
habits were always of the best; alcoholic beverages

were taken but rarely ; tobacco he never used in any
form. He was a model husband and father.

Our patient's intellectual faculties and habits are

quite remarkable. His memory — especially for

names, dates, and faces— is phenomenal. He is

methodical to a high degree ; hardly an event in his

daily life is too insignificant for immediate perpetua-

tion in a note-book. Mr. B. is a graphophile jiar ex-

cellence, always writing well and much, underscoring

continuously. His legal documents have been pro-

nounced models of correctness by good authorities.

As a conversationalist on certain topics he is a master ;

thus he is able to discourse for hours on horticultural,

political and kindred subjects. Being not much of a
general reader he digests his daily newspaper most
thoroughly, and appropriates portions of this intellec-

tual food for the enlargement of his delusional sphere.

His Presbyterianism of yore has given place to agnos-

ticism of the Ingersoll type. His cheerful disposi-

tion cannot be disturbed by any incideot. His future

appears always bright ; from day to day, from month
to month, he contentedly awaits the consummation of

his pet hopes and wishes. He is the Micawber of the

asylum.

As in all kindred cases, B.'s egotism is of colossal,

all-permeating dimensions ; still at times a bright ray

of warming sentiment breaks through the heavy
clouds of his ego-worship. This happens whenever
he speaks of his father and children. In the following

1 use his own words as illustration. He writes to a
friend : " My father was seventy-three years old when
he died, on August 31, 1889. He was a picture of

health, and looked good for twenty years more. But
he took cold the day after his arrival in Chicago, and
pneumonia set in and he only lived a week. His
death was the hardest blow I ever had. I idolized
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my father aud mother ; but was devotod to my father

because he always made me his companion aud con-

lided in me and trusted me implicitly." To his iillle

daughter he writes: "I just think this moment of

one night in Chicago, in June, 1890, when you were

just getting well. 1 took you ou my lap to rock you

to bleep. I had been in the habit of rocking Walter

to sleep every night. He got sleepy, and came to me,

and looked at you in his place, and his face was a

study. Your mother said, ' Ah, ha, Mr. Walter, little

sister has your place! ' Walter looked at his mother,

and then looked at me and smiled. He said, ' Papa,

put little sister on this knee for just a minute.' I did

as he suggested, moved you onto the left side. The
cunning little follow then quietly climbed up ou the

right leg, settled down with his head on my right arm,

and said, ' Ah, ha, Mr. Mama, who has my place

now? Papa has a place for both of us.' His eyes

were just laughing at the way he had 'ousted' little

sister from his old place. Walter was just right

;

' Papa has a place for both of us,' and papa will al-

ways have a place in bis big heart for four of you.

Separation from my children is the hardest thing that

I ever had to bear ; but I will not have to bear it

much longer." And then again to his eldest son, in

almost Ciceronian style: " A father must remember
that he was a boy once ; that he had boyish thoughts ;

boyish desires ; boyish ways ; boyish games and sport.

He must not expect the boy to be a man. He must re-

member that 'All work and no play makes Jack a dull

boy.' He must encourage the boy to play with a vim, to

have just as much fun as he can while he plays; and to

work energetically and intelligently while he works ;

to be thorough aud prompt in all he does. That old

motto ' Whatever is worth doing is worth doing well,'

is a good one to be guided by, and the injunction,

'Whatever thou doest, do it with thy might' is the

keystone to success. If ever I get so old and crusty

that I cannot enjoy the companionship of good boys

then I want to ' get off of the earth.' Any man who
does not love boys and assist them to enjoy life is a

mean man. A good man knows that the boys of to-

day will soon be men, aud it is his duty to help them
become good men. How can a man fail to be de-

lighted with the charm of a lot of happy boys at play ?

There is a peculiar charm in their enjoyment of mar-

bles, tops, balls, kites, stilts, skates swings, running,

jumping, rowing, swimming, and harmless athletic ex-

ercise ; and a good man cannot fail to feel a deep inter-

est in good boys."

And so I could not fail to feel a deep interest in

this remarkable creature. Nature had primarily en-

dowed him with geuerous gifts, and then utterly

spoiled her beautiful handiwork by that fatal " blot on

the brain."

Tracing this man's steps through the meshes of his

adventurous career, I felt most deeply the whole truth

of Krafft-Ebiug's words concluding his chapter on
" Paranoia Querulautium," which to a great exteut

apply to our case: " It is a sad fact that these patients

are only placed under guardianship, and committed to

an asylum— a measure so essential to their well-being

— after having sacrificed all of their property in law-

suits, worried coutinuously the legal authorities, dis-

turbed jhe public peace and undermined the respect

for law and order, frequently communicated their in-

sanity to their kin, yea, after having wreaked bloody

vengeance ou their enemies."

Here we have a man who bore the stamp of insan-

ity for nearly thirty years, acting out his delusions,

under the irresistible stress of an imperative concep-

tion. Society and its official agents took him seri-

ously, houuded, punished, branded him an outcast.

Let us assume that he had lifted hie hand against one
of his persecutors, committed murder, particularly if

the victim had been one of prominence, what would
have been the result? The vox populi would have

cried out, " Blood for blood "
; the insanity plea would

have been branded as an attempt at cheating justice,

the experts for the defence as sellers of ware to the

highest bidder, the defendant's attorneys as venal

wretches ; aud through all this din of mob frenzy, our

victim would have preserved the most bloodcurdling

coolness, directed the steps of his attorneys, confident

of ultimate triumph of justice and vindication of his

deed. Poor wretch ! his fate would have been a fore-

gone conclusion, the hangman's rope logically the last

link in this chain of iniquities. The gallows is an in-

genuous safety-valve for popular indignation ; the trap

drops, the victim is hurled into eternity, and society

turns iuto the stream of its daily humdrum life in a

spirit of self-complacency, for justice has been meted
out.

Such occurrences do not often affect us, for in the

face of clamor and condemnation we shall stand un-

swervingly on the ground of our scientific findings

;

but the lesson of the man's life herein unveiled should

reach the masses— a result, I confess, difficult and
slow of attainment. More feasible and easier would
seem an attempt at instilling such a lesson into the

legal profession. Give us lawyers who possess some
knowledge of psychopathy, not knowledge gleaned

from text-books alone but also from immediate obser-

vation of the afflicted. There is but one country, and,

strange to say, it is benighted Russia, that makes it

obligatory upon its law students to study the science

of mental disease. Why should we remain behind?
Every law school in this couutry should incorporate

iuto its curriculum, lectures on psychopathy with

special reference to criminal and civic responsibility,

richly illustrated with clinical demonstrations. Lack
of opportunity is no plea, for we have opened the

doors of the asylum to the medical student and would
gladly welcome the student of law. The lawyer who
will ask the medical expert in open court that often-

heard, absurd question, " Doctor, you say this man
made such a statement ; now, do you not think

that a sane man may make such a statement?" This

lawyer would be a thing of the past. The student

need not penetrate very far into the mysteries of psy-

chopathy to realize that not a single act, not a single

statement, will ever justify him to make a conclusive

diagnosis of a case of suspected insanity. He will

learn that the sum total of all psychical manifestations,

the entire man, has to be taken into consideration,

before any such result can be reached. I repeat again,

give us judges and lawyers imbued with the funda-

mental knowledge of mental disease, in its manifold

forms and phases, and we would not be pained in wit-

nessing farcical mock-trials in which fanaticism and
bitter prejudice render the administration of justice

absolutely out of question.

Should this dream of mine ever take real tangible

form, the lesson so solemnly taught by the life history

of such men as my friend B. will not have been taught

in vain.
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A STUDY OF THE BLOOD IN CASES OF TU-
BERCULOSIS OF THE BONES AND JOINTS.

BY JOHN DANE,
A8$iitant Surge&Ji In/ants' Hospital, Boston.

(Concluded from No. 23, p. 561.)

Case 32. Boy, five years old. Entered hospital

with history of pain in abdomen for a year, with

dragging of feet for four months. He had been

treated by plaster jackets. At entrance there was a

well-marked kyphosis involving the twelfth dorsal and

first two lumbar vertebrae ; there was a feeling of re-

sistance in the left iliac fossa and slight psoas contrac-

tion. The temperature was 98.8° to 99.5°. The first

count was taken two weeks after entrance ; it showed

Erythrocytes 4,824,000

Hemogloi)in 72 p. c.

Leucocytes 12,000

Two days later the case was operated, and nearly a

pint of pus evacuated from sheath of the psoas muscle.

The pus proved sterile on blood serum. Two weeks
later the second count was made, the abscess draining

well; temperature 100° to 101°.

Erythrocytes 5,312,000

Hemoglobin 70 p. c.

Leucocytes 10,780

Lymphocytes 21 p. c.

Large monouaclear and transitional forms . 7 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . 69 p. c.

Eosinophiles 3 p. c.

A third count was taken three days later. There
was then a free discharge of pus in which the staphy-

lococcus aureus was abundant.

Erythrocytes 4,691,500

Hemoglobin 50 p. c.

Leucocytes 14,940

Lymphocytes 7 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 5 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . . 85 p. c.

Eosinophiles 3 p. c.

The case subsequently developed a second abscess

on the other side, and did very poorly.

Case 33. Boy, eight years old. Entered hospital

with history of kyphosis in lower dorsal region for

about two years, coming on after a fall. For three

months had walked much bent over, treated with

plaster jacket. On entrance the general condition

was poor, both thighs were held flexed and there was

a feeling of resistance in the left iliac fossa. The tem-

perature was between 99° and 100° F. A count

made a week after entrance showed

Erythrocytes 4,624,000

Hemoglobin 70 p. c.

Leucocytes 12,800

Lymphocytes 16 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 11 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . 73p. c.

Eosinophiles p. c.

The following day the case was operated. Cultures

taken from the pus were sterile.

There was a free discharge from the opening, which

later became foul, and the temperature ran as high as

104.2° F. with marked morning and evening differ-

ences. Cultures from the pus showed it to be inocu-

lated with the staphylococcus aureus. A count taken

nineteen days after the first showed.

Erythrocytes 4,852,000

Hemoglobin 58 p. c.

Leucocytes 22,010

Lymphocytes 9 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 6 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles , . . 84 p. c.

EoalnophUes 1 p. o.

Freer drainage was furnished later, and the case

improved.

Case 34. Girl, seven years old. Doubtful history

of two years' duration. On entrance the girl was in

good general condition ; she showed a marked knuckle

in lower cervical and upper dorsal regions ; the head

was held stiffly by a spasm of the deep muscles at the

back of the neck. There was a decided lateral curva-

ture of the spine, and on the left side of the neck was

a discharging sinus, as though from an old prevertebral

abscess. There was no increase in the knee-jerks or

ankle clonus, yet the child had incontinance of both

urine and feces. The temperature was irregular, be-

tween 98.8° and 101.2° F. Staphylococcus aureus

found in the discharge. A count taken two days after

entrance showed

Erythrocytes 4,086,000

Hemoglobin 47 p. c.

Leucocytes 13,252

Lymphocytes 20 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 8 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . . 72 p. c.

Eosinophiles p. c.

Case 35. Boy, eleven years old. Entered with

history of general loss of strength and locomotion for

three months. There was a kyphosis of tenth and

eleventh dorsal vertebrae, a fluctuated area a little over

two inches in all diameters situated between the lower

ribs and the brim of the pelvis. There was no sense

of resistance in the iliac fossae or increase in the knee-

jerks. The child was treated by recumbency with

pads under the deformity. The temperature was very

regular, between 99° and 99.7° F. A count taken a

week after entrance showed

Erythrocytes 4,976,000

Hemoglobin 70 p. c.

Leucocytes 16,022

Lymphocytes 21 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 5 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . . 72 p. c.

Eosinophiles 2 p. c.

The abscess slowly absorbed and in three weeks

only a small dull area, without fluctuation, remained.

The polynuclear count is interestinglj' low in connec-

tion with the result.

Case 36. Girl, two and a half years old. A very

poorly nourished child, with symptoms of tubercular (?)

meningitis. Said to have had trouble iu breathing and

to have held head rigidly for nine months. Four
months ago had a retropharyngeal abscess opened in

another hospital. No kyphosis, all the deep cervical

muscles in tense contraction, any motion causing great

pain. Knee-jerks much increased and ankle clonus

marked. Puriform discharge from both ears. Tem-
perature 99° to 100° F. A count taken the day after

entrance was as follows :

Erythrocytes 5,112,000

Hemoglobin 60 p. c.

Leucocytes 21,334

Lymphocytes 17 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional foi-ms . 8 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . . 73 p. c.

Eosinophiles 2 p. c.

The child died of meningitis six days later.

Case 37. Boy, two and a half years old. Six

months before entrance fell, striking on chin, but ap-

parently made a perfect recovery. Six weeks before

entrance there began to be swelling of the feet and

legs as far up as the knee. There were no subjec-

tive symptoms and the temperature did not go above
99° F.
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A count was taken, and the case operated upon the

second duy after entrance.

KrytliroojtfS 6,61l>,000

Hemoglobin 76 p. c.

Leucocytes 6,003

Lymphocytes 30 p. c.

Large iiiononucleHr and transitiouiil foniis . G p. c.

rolyiiuclear neiitrophiles . . . . G4 p. c.

Kosinophile» p. o.

At the operation a cavity waa found in the head of

the tibia at epiphyseal line that contained half a

drachm of pus. Cultures failed to grow upon blood

serum.

Casb 38. Boy, eleven years old. A case of acute

arthritis of the ankle and knee, with multiple abscesses

and caries of the metatarsal bones, of a little over six

weeks' duration. The temperature was irregular, and

at the time the count was taken there were several

discliarging sinuses at the knee, ankle and on the dor-

sum of the foot. The staphylococcus aureus were

abundant in these discharges. The boy was anemic

and generally in very poor condition.

Erythrocytes 2,468,000

Hemoglobin 56 p. c.

Leucocytes 10,047

Erythrocytes 14 p. c.

Large mouonuclear aud trausitional forms . 10 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . 76 p. c.

Eosinopbiles p. c.

Case 39. Girl, live years old. A case of tumor
albus of two years' duration following a fall. The
joint was in a subacute condition, with some elevation

of superficial temperature and tenderness. The knee

was held flexed at an angle of 45°. The temperature

ran nearly normal. The count taken a week after

entrance showed

Erythrocytes 6,378,000

Hemoglobin 70 p. c.

Leucocytes 12,100

Lympliocytes 27 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 6 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . C7 p. c.

Eosinopbiles p. c.

Case 40. Boy, (?) age. A case of tubercular

ostitis of the femur with secondary involvement of the

joint in a run-down and tuberculous boy. The dis-

ease was quite acute, and the knee much swollen, hot

and painful. Pressure on the internal condyle of the

femur gave rise to acute pain. The temperature

ranged between 100° aud 101.5° F.

The count showed

Erythrocytes 4,976,000

Hemoglobin 67 p. c.

I>eucocytes 16,700

Lymphocytes 17 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 6 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . , . 76 p. c.

Eosinopbiles 1 p. c.

Case 41. Boy, ten years old. Entered with his-

tory of what seem to have been successive attacks of

osteo-myelitis, that have left dejiressed and adherent

scars over several of the long bones. A year ago fell

and bruised knee, which has steadily enlarged. On
entrance the external condyle of the femur was found

very sensitive to pressure and somewhat enlarged.

The joint was full of fluid, much distended, hot and
tender, parts surrounding it boggy. On the inner side

was a small, discharging sinus. The knee was held

flexed at a right angle. The temperature varied be-

tween 99° and 102° F. The count taken a month
after entrance showed

Erythrocytes 4,232,000

Hemoglobin 68 p. c.

Leucocytes 39,300

Lymphocytes 6 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 10 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . . 8,'j p. o.

Eosinopbiles p. c.

The case was operated on the same day, aud the

joint found to be thoroughly disorganized. The orig-

inal focus seemed to have been in the end of the femur.

Cultures showed presence of the staphylococcus aureus

and the streptococcus pyogenes.

Case 42. Girl, five years old. Came to the hospi-

tal with diagnosis of possible typhoid fever, and a bad
superficial burn of abdomen. On this being healed,

the abdomen was found to be still large and there was
marked resistance felt in the right iliac fossa. The
temperature was subject to periodic variations in which
for a week it would run at 100° in the morning and
104.5° F. or so in the evening; then for ten days the

swing would be between 99° and 100° F. Both the

pulse and respiration sympathized accurately with the

variations of the temperature. Six weeks after en-

trance the diagnosis of probable tubercular peritonitis

having been made, the case was transferred to the

surgical side. A count was taken which showed

Erythrocytes 3,960.000

Hemoglobin 54 p. c.

Leucocytes 21,230

Lyraphocytes 14 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 10 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . 76 p. c.

Eosinopbiles p. c.

On the following day, there being a distinct increase

in the abdominal tenderness and an inclination on the

part of the temperature to take another of its irregular

periods, a second count was taken :

Erythrocytes 3,790,000

Hemoglobin 53 p. c.

Leucocytes 19,110

Lymphocytes 8 p. c.

Large mononuclear and transitional forms . 7 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . 85 p. c.

Eosinopbiles : p. c.

A week later the case came to operation. The
peritoneum over the tumor was found thickened and
adherent all around ; a deep cavity, walled off sharply

everywhere, was opened, contained purulent material

and cheesy flakes. It extended as high as the umbili-

cus in the median line and higher on the sides. Cult-

ures from this pus showed the presence of the staphy-

lococcus aureus, the streptococcus, and bacillus coli

communis, while portions of the abscess wall showed
tubercle bacilli. The case progressed favorably and
ultimately recovered.

Case 43. Girl, eleven aud a half years old. She
had had a slowly growing glandular enlargement for

about eight months on the right side of the neck at

angle of jaw aud following the anterior edge of the

sterno-mastoid. The trouble began without known
cause in a child of feeble constitution and anemic ap-

pearance. At the time of entrance the pocket of

glands numbered some six or eight, the largest the

size of a horse-chestnut, there was no fluctuation to be

felt, aud no involvement of the skin. Temperature
about the 99° F. line. Count showed

Erythrocytes 5,104,000

Hemoglobin 72 p. c.

Leucocytes 11,251

I^ympbocytcs 22 p. c.

Large mouonuclear and transitional forms . 10 p. c.

Polynuclear neutrophiles . . . . 68 p. c.

Eosluophiles p. o.
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Upon operation, two days later, the largest of the

glands was found to have degenerated in the centre

and already contained purulent material. The wound
healed per primam. Cultures from the liquid portion

gave a negative result upon blood serum.

Although in the foregoing series the number of

counts is in many places too small for us to feel cer-

tain that they represent a fair average ; in many a

bacteriological examination is wanting where it would
have been most interesting; and in others even the

approximate result could not be seen on account of

the child failing to report at the out-patient clinics,

and the parents to answer any letter of inquiry

;

nevertheless, in reviewing the series as a whole, certain

points seem to be indicated with sufficient clearness to

warrant some deductions being drawn. These seem
to be:

(1) Most cases of tuberculosis of the bones and
joints do not decrease the number of the red corpuscles

in the blood.

(2) They do, however, affect the percentage of

hemoglobin, giving rise in fact to a mild degree of

chlorosis.

(3) The leucocyte count seems to bear no direct

relation to the temperature (see Cases 2, 15 and 23).

(4) High counts, especially in hip disease, point to

the probability that there is or shortly will be an ab-

scess formation ; but low counts do not preclude the

presence of abscess, especially in cases of long stand-

ing (see Cases 11, 12, 13 and 15).

(5) Where, in connection with a low leucocyte

count an abscess is found to exist, the pus from it is

sterile, and the case is generally one of long-standing

(see Cases 16, 17, 18, 32 and 37).

(6) In the presence of an abscess, a low leucocyte

count generally indicates the absence, and a high count

the presence, of a secondary infection with pyogenic

organisms (compare Cases 16, 17, 18, with 21, 23, 24).

(7) Cases where, at the primary operation, the pus

has proved sterile, show an increase in the leucocyte

count where the wound becomes infected with pyo-

genic organisms (see Cases 32 and 33).

(8) High leucocyte counts do not always affect the

differential count (see Cases 15 and 22).

(9) Cases with a traumatic origin are generally ac-

companied by a high leucocyte count and run a more
severe course. This is especially shown in cases of

hip disease, where Cases 5, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18

and 21 gave a fairly clear history. Case 13 is inter-

esting in this connection, for it breaks into the series

of cases with a high leucocyte count that failed to pro-

duce an abscess, but even here the severity of the dis-

ease was shown by the stubborn persistence of the

night-cries under the recumbent form of treatment.

That more of tlie cases which entered with a developed

abscess did not give a definite history of trauma is due
no doubt to the fact that the length of time the disease

had been progressing had caused a lack of accurate

detail at the beginning being remembered. The clin-

ical side of this is alluded to by Watson Cheyne" in

his latest work.

The weekly circulation of the British MedicalJour-
nal is said to be over 19,000 copies.

» W. Wat8on Cheyne: Tuberculous Disease of Boues and Joints,
London, 1895, p. 105,

REMARKS ON THE TREATMENT OF PLACENTA
PREVIA, WITH ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO
THE USE OF THE INTRA-UTERINE TAMPON
AFTER DELIVERY.i

ET CHARLES W. T0WN8END, M.D.

In the presence of anti-partum uterine hemorrhage

due to placenta previa, it is generally admitted that

the only road to safety lies in emptying the uterus.

Under special conditions only is delay for the sake of

the child justifiable, and these are that the physi-

cian remain constantly in the house of the patient, so

as to be prepared at any minute to deliver should

alarming hemorrhage arise. This is, of course, im-

possible for most patients outside of a hospital, and
even here delay is often undesirable.

The patient suffering from placenta previa is gener-

ally anemic as a result of one or more hemorrhages, is

liable to lose considerable blood during the delivery,

and is therefore ill prepared to stand a loss of blood

post-partum. Post-partum hemorrhage is, however,

very apt to occur in these cases, owing to the weak
state of the patients and to the fact that the torn

sinuses left by the detachment of the placenta are

situated in the lower uterine segment, and often re-

tract but poorly even when the fundus of the uterus

is as hard as may be desired. This can be demon-
strated in these cases by the examining hand, which

feels the lower segment hanging loose and flabby,

while with the other hand on the abdomen, the fundus

of the uterus is felt to be tightly contracted.

The bleeding after delivery from this lower seg-

ment may be profuse, or, as is more often the case,

slight but continual, so that the previously weakened
patient becomes collapsed before the physician sus-

pects that much blood is lost. In fact, a slight loss of

blood post-partum may in placeuta-previa cases cause

a fatal collapse.

I am inclined to think that most of the deaths after

delivery in placenta previa are due to this slight or

sometimes great additional loss of blood, and that the

patient could have been saved if this had been abso-

lutely prevented. This view has been forced upon
me by a study of my own cases and those in the Bos-

ton Lying-in Hospital.

Packing the uterus after collapse has taken place is

apt to be unavailing, and even intravenous saline in-

jections in these cases may prove useless in warding
off the fatal result.

The three following cases are illustrations of the

value of immediate tampouage of the uterus:

Case I. M. K., twenty-one years old, piimipara,

entered my service at the Boston Lying-in Hospital,

September 4, 1895, then seven months advanced in

pregnancy, with the history of a sudden, profuse

hemorrhage the day before. She was kept in bed and
watched closely, so that immediate delivery could be

done at any time if it should prove necessary, the de-

lay being chiefly on account of the child.

A second hemorrhage occurred September 9th, and
a third September 30th.

On October 10th a serious hemorrhage took place

while the patient was sleeping,— sudden and without

pain, as is almost the rule in placenta previa. The
patient was blanched, and it was evident tliat further

delay was unjustifiable. I at once dilated the os manu-

^ Head before the Sutfolk District Medical Society, Section for Ob-
stetrics and Difleaaes of Women, March 26, 18DG.
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ally and found the placenta completely covering it.

Dilatation occupied ten tuinuteg — it is almost always

short and easy in cases of placenta previa— and a liv-

ing child weighing four pounds and ten ounces was

easily turned and extracted. The placenta, which had

been largely dissected off with the fingers during the

dilatation of the os, followed immediately. The
uterus was cleaned of clots and a hot iutra-uterine

douche given. Again, immediately, the uterus was

found full of clots, was again cleaned out, and it and

the vagina packed with iodoform gauze, which imme-

diately controlled all bleeding. The pulse was then

120 and the patient much blanched by loss of blood

previous to and during the delivery. She collapsed an

hour later but revived with the use of intravenous

salt solution and stimulants. In eighteen hours the

packing was removed, and for twenty-four hours fol-

lowing this there were no lochia. After this the nor-

mal lochia appeared. The patient made a good but

slow convalescence.

In this case more blood was lost than necessary

after delivery, owing to the delay in packing, and in

waiting to use a hot douche first.

In the following two cases 1 packed immediately

after emptying the uterus, thus saving every ounce of

blood.

Case II. Mrs. L., multipara, seen in consultation

with Dr. York, March 5, 1896. Nearly at full term,

the patient had a sharp hemorrhage without pain two

weeks ago. When seen by me she had had a second

hemorrhage, and the placenta could be felt covering

the undilated os. The os was easily dilated manually,

a living child turned and delivered, followed immedi-

ately by the expulsion of the placenta. I at once

packed the uterus with iodoform gauze and the copious

hemorrhage was immediately stopped. The patient

made a good and speedy recovery, the gauze being re-

moved in thirty-six hours. Severe labor-like pains

were occasioned by the presence of the gauze in the

last few hours.

Case III. Mrs. M., multipara, seen in Rockland,

Me., March 14, 1896, in consultation with Dr. J. E.

Walker. The patient had had considerable hemorrhage

for several days each mouth, with the exception of

the second month. For the last month there had

been almost a continuous flow, which became profuse

and with clots the day before I saw her. She was

then nearly seven months pregnant. She had had at

no time any pain. The diagnosis of probable placenta

previa was made, and longer delay for the sake of the

child seemed likely to result in the loss of both child

and mother. Under ether the os was easily and

quickly dilated, a lateral placenta previa found, and

the child, which presented by the breech, extracted.

The placenta at once followed. In the presence of a

sharp hemorrhage the uterus and vagina were at once

packed solidly with iodoform gauze, and all flowing

ceased. The patient had severe labor-like pains re-

quiring morphine before the gauze was removed,

which was at the end of thirty-six hours. She made a

good recovery.

In this case I feel sure that a moderate post-partum

hemorrhage, which would certainly have occurred

were it not for the gauze, would have cost the patient

her life. The packing was done in all cases with the

patient ou her buck without the use of a speculum,

the anterior lip of the uterus being held with double

books.

In conclusion, the points I wish to make are these:

(1) After delivery in cases of placenta previa post-

partum hemorrhage is likely to occur and is dangerous

and often fatal.

(2) A moderate, and, under other circumstances,

normal loss of blood post-partum, may, owing to the

previous loss of blood, prove fatal.

(3) This dangerous loss of blood may be prevented

by immediately packing the uterus after delivery.

Clinical SDepartmcnt.

TUBAL TREGNANCY, COMPLICATED BY AN
INGUINAL HERNIA.

BY EMILY F. MORPHY, M.D.,

Assistant Surgeon to the Charity Club Hospital, Jloston.

J. P. M., aged thirty-nine, housewife. Family his-

tory good. Four children, last child twelve years ago.

One miscarriage five years ago ; remained in bed two

weeks. Had gonorrhea at the time. Catamenia ap-

peared at age of thirteen ; regular ; duration, three

days, amount, one half-dozen napkins; bright color;

no pain. Last regular menstruation July 28, 1895.

Leucorrhea. Bladder symptoms only at time of gon-

orrhea. Appetite poor. Dyspepsia for years. Bow-
els regular up to one mouth ago. Has had a left

inguinal hernia for five years, which gave her no in-

convenience until last summer, when she had attacks

of pain and vomiting from time to time, usually after

carrying coal or water. These attacks lasted but a

short time, the pain and nausea disappearing upon

lying down.
Did not menstruate from July 28, 1895, to Septem-

ber 28, 1895. After doing a heavy washing felt a

little pain and saw some blood for one day ; no clots.

From this time, September 28, 1895, to February 25,

1896, has been unwell every four and five weeks,

the flow lasting one or two days. From February

25th to the present time has had a slight bloody dis-

charge every day.

Monday, March 9, 1896, at 4 p. m., while washing,

felt sleepy and was seized with severe pain in lower

abdomen. Pain was sharp and constant. At 9 p. m.

her husband gave her some whiskey, and she went to

sleep. Tuesday she resumed her work, and at 4 p. m.

was seized with the same pains, but more severe. She

walked to her home, a distance of about one-half mile,

suffering intensely. She entered the house, placed a

quilt upon the Hoor near the stove, and sat down upon

it, as she felt cold.

First called March 10, 1896, at 10.30 p. m. Was
informed that another physician had seen her and pre-

scribed morphia and whiskey, with no relief. Patient

was vomiting a dark, greenish-brown liquid, and was

in great pain, tossing about the bed. Could not obtain

a definite history. Pulse 98, temperature 99.3° F.

Face flushed and abdomen tender. A left inguinal

hernia, size of a hen's egg, was found. There was no

flowing.

Wednesday, 10 a. m. Still in great pain. Vomit-

ing had ceased, although she was still nauseated.

Pulse 108, temperature 98.6°. Complained of being

very weak ; face pallid and drawn. All pain referred

to left side over hernia, and radiating down left thigh.

Eutire lower abdomen was tender on deep pressure.
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Vaginal examination sliowed a dark-red, very offensive

discharge and a badly lacerated cervix. Left inguinal

hernia, about the size of an orange, which gave an

impulse on coughing, was very tender on any manipu-

lation at reduction, did not diminish upon assuming

the recumbent position and was irreducible. The
uterus was anteverted by two masses which entirely

obliterated the lateral and posterior cul-desaca. The
mass upon the right presented to the examining finger

a " boggy sensation." The left mass appeared to be

of firmer consistency and more irregular outline.

Called Dr. J. B. Murphy in consultation, and the diag-

nosis of strangulated inguinal hernia complicated by a

probable extra-uterine pregnancy, was confirmed.

Operation was decided upon, and Dr. Elliott AVash-

buru called in to administer ether. After as thorough

a preparation as the limited time would allow, an in-

cision was made over site of hernia. Parts dissected

to sac, which was adherent and presented a dark-blu-

ish appearance. Upon opening the sac a semisolid,

chocolate-colored flaid escaped ; below this was a large

clot of dark blood extending into the ring, which
upon removal was followed by dark-colored blood.

No intestines were seen. The sac was ligated and re-

moved. The ring closed by silkworm-gut sutures, and
the skin approximated.

A central abdominal incision was made; upon open-

ing the peritoneum a large amount of free blood

and clots escaped. The right tube and ovary were
brought up with dilliculty on account of the numerous
adhesions matting together the pelvic viscera ; the

tube and ovary were ligated and cut off. Douglas's

cul-de-sac was filled with blood-clots, which were as

thoroughly removed as possible. Left tube and ovary

bound down firml3' by adhesions. It was not deemed
advisable to take these out on account of the proba-

ble nature of the contents (gonorrheal history) and
extreme degree of collapse, the pulse ranging from
140 to IGO. The peritoneal cavity was flushed with

hot sterilized salt solution, gauze drainage inserted,

and the abdomen quickly closed. During entire time

of operation strychnine, salt infusion, and coffee per

rectum were employed.
March 11th, 8 p. m. Patient has vomited but little,

somewhat nauseated, reacting nicely. Pulse 102,

temperature 99.2°. One-thirtieth of a grain of strych-

nine every four hours, nutritive enemata every six

hours. Nothing given by mouth.
March 12th, 8 a. m. Passed a comfortable night.

No vomiting. Complained of pain in the abdomen.
Pulse 84, temperature 99°. Dressings completely
soaked with bloody serum ; removed and fresh steril-

ized ones reapplied.

Drainage was removed Friday morning. Bowels
moved after the usual treatment. Nothing of note

occurred from this time out. Temperature did not

reach higher than 99.5.° Average pulse, 85. Stitches

removed upon the eighth day. Primary union.

Patient rapidly convalescing.

Dr. W. F. Whitney reported as follows :

" The specimen from this case consisted of a portion of

the Fallopian tube and ovary attached together and cov-

ered with thin fibrous adhesions. The entire length of

the lube was about eleven centimetres. At about four
and one-half centimetres from the fimbriated end, which
was open, the normal tube suddenly dilated into an
oval, thin-walled sack about four centimetres in diame-
ter, the walls of which were covered by thin, more or

less folded, mucous membrane, in which at one or two
points were evidences of hemorrhagic infiltration. From
this the tube passed normally for the distance of about
three centimetres to the cut end of removal. Close to the
proximal (uterine) opening of the tube into the sac, there

was found a small fragment showing minute branching
villous projections, similar in every way to tho«e of the

early months (two to three) of the chorion. AVith this

was a large mass of clotted blood mixed with fibrin, in

which, however, careful search failed to show any further

chorion villi or fetal remains. In the ovary was a large

corpus luteura, the central part of whi'jh contained a clear

fluid. The condition was due to a tubal pregnancy, with
abortion at an early period, with subsequent abiorplion of

the embryonic remains."

REPORT ON THERAPEUTICS.
BV FRANCIS H. WILLIAMS, M.D.

INFANTILE SCDRVY FROM STERILIZED MILK.

Dr. Locis Starr ^ begins this article by stating

that sterilization of milk, while undoubtedly a process

of great value, is neither so universally applicable in

the preparation of food for infants nor so free from
disadvantages as was supposed at the time of its origi-

nal introduction. The prolonged and intense heating

that destroys the bacteria and prevents the milk from
acting as a medium in transmitting zymotic diseases,

that adapts it to the treatment of various gastro-iutes-

tinal diseases, and that preserves it for a long time in

an aseptic condition, produces changes in certain con-

stituent elements of the milk that interfere with its

easy digestion, and in this way make it a less perfect

and nutritive food. These changes occur especially

in the lacthyalbumin, the solubility of which is dimin-

ished, and in the fat globules, which are made to

coalesce with each other and with some of the insolu-

ble albuminous matter.

Among artificially-fed infants, especially those be-

longing to the wealthier classes, where the surround-

ings are most favorable and the supply of cow's milk
as nearly perfect as possible, the writer says one en-

counters cases of malnutrition verging even on simple
atrophy which are due solely to sterilization of the

food, a fact readily established by the rapid improve-
ment following the use of the same milk mixtures
either Pasteurized or untreated by heat. The writer

thinks that the alterations produced in cow's milk by
sterilization may also lead to the development of the

complex of symptoms known as infantile scurvy and
details three cases in support of this view.

The first which he describes is that of a child of
healthy parents with several older brothers and sisters,

also healthy, who lived in a good house in one of the

most healthful suburbs of Philadelphia. This child

had been fed from birth on a mixture of sterilized

milk and water, in the proportion at first of one-third,

then one-half, and next two-thirds with two teaspoon-
fuls and a half of cream and one teaspoonful of sugar
to each six-ounce bottle. lie thrived apparently until

the age of eight months, when the symptoms of scurvy
appeared ; namely, spongy and bleeding gums, pain in,

and immobility of the legs, and some swelling above
the knee- and ankle-joints. About three weeks after

the beginning of the attack the infant, while pale, was

> American Journal of Medical Sciences, December, 1895.
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sutiicieiilly well grown ; four teeth were cut aud there

were no symptoms of rickets ; both legs were passive

but not fiarulvlic. I'icking u|> the child or any at-

tempt at moving or palpating the limbs caused violent

screaming. Tlie treatment adopted was discontinuance

of sterilization without alteration in the composition

of tlie milk food, the administration of a teaspoonful

of orange-juice aud the same quantity of raw beef-juice

three times daily and small doses of citrate of iron.

Complete recovery in a little over three weeks.

Dr. Starr concludes by saying tiial he had seen in

consultation in the past eigiiteen months live cases of

scurvy in children ranging from twenty-two to fourteen

months old, which illustrate the etiological point in

question. In all these cases the food was properly

l>ro]iortioned and had for its basis sound cow's milk,

but it had been sterilized. All recovered rapidly upon

the same food uusterilized, with the addition of a small

(juantity of raw beef-juice and orangt-juice to the diet.

TUE QCININE TREATMENT OF TCSSIS CONVULSIVA.

Dr. G. Theodore Fischer' was induced by Dr.

Baron's monograph to use quinine in whooping cough,

and since June, 1894, has treated 27 cases with the

following results

:

In general he has had the same experience as Dr.

Baron, and agrees with him in his deductions. The
success has been variable for the first few days, be-

cause in the majority of cases the patients inclined to

vomiting, and so the full quantity of (juiuine was not

absorbed. But usually on the fifth day, at latest, a

decided improvement had taken jilace in both the

vehemence aud the number of attacks ; and the im-

provement once begun, rapid progress was made.

Three of these 27 cases were in the first stage of per-

tussis, aud were children of two, two and a half and four

years old respectively. In the first two cases the spells

occurred five or six times a day, but after four days'

Use of the remedy diminished to two, and after four

days more the whooping cough had changed to a simple

bronchitis, the course of which the writer did not

longer observe. In the third case the child had so

nearly recovered after ten dosts of quinine that the

parents discontinued its use, especially as the child

took the medicine with difficulty, fsineteen cases were

of four to five weeks standing when they came under

this treatment, aud four of these were complicated

with broncho-pneumonia and one with gastro enteritis.

Sixteen of these cases were reduced to a slight bron-

chitis in thirteen da^s on an average, while mostly

from the fourth day a decidtdly favorable effect was

noticed fiom the quinine. The catarrh of the bron-

chial tubes ceased alter ten to twelve days more,

according to the statement of the nurses.

In three cases the use of quinine had to be discon-

tinued. Dr. Fischer administered it in a powder,

solution, in amylum capsules aud bread pills, but

failed, on account of the vomiting which immediately

followed its use. He gave a mixture of hydrochloric

acid directly after the remedy in the hope of stopping

the vomiting but did not succeed — this state having

continued four days. The writer stopped the quinine

and gave a solution of autipyrine, with the result that

in two weeks the children were nearly well, the only

cases where he had noticed such a prompt effect from

this remedy.

Following Baron, Dr. Fischer gave either the

' New York Medical Joornal, May 11, 189S.

hydrochloride or sulphate of quinine in the form of a
powder, three times a day, 6 a. m., 2 p. m., 10 r. m.,

in doses of one centigramme (a sixth of a grain for

the month, one decigramme (a grain and two thirds)

for the year of every patient, the highest single dose
not exceeding four decigrammes (six grains and two-
thirds). In spite of the comparatively large doses, the

quinine agreed with the children very well, and was
taken without much resistance, except in the above-
mentioned cases. When an apparent improvement
took place the dose was given less frequently, then

diminished, and finally onl}' one full dose was adminis-

tered in the evening. Older children took the powders
in amylum capsules, while little children took them
without any integument. Sometimes if the appetite

is not improved a solution of hydrochloric acid may be
given in addition.

The writer concludes from the results he has ob-

tained iu the quinine treatment of pertussis that the

remedy given in proper doses is the best for whooping
cough at present known.

(1) It diminishes the number of attacks essentially

in five days at latest.

(2) It reduces even the most vehement whooping
cough to a mild bronchitis in twelve to fifteen days.

(3) It influences most favorably a possibly existing

broncho-pneumonia.

(4) It often stimulates the appetite.

THE EFFECT OP PEPPERIIINT INHALATION OX EX-
PERIMENTAL TCBERCCL0S13.

Dr. Edward 11. Baldwin ' begins this article by
stating that coincident with the clinical trials of the

peppermint treatment described by Carasso aud carried

on at the Adirondack Sanitarium the following ex-

periments were undertaken at the Saranac Laboratory
under the direction of Dr. E. L. Trudeau : (1) to test

the effect of the vapor of peppermint-oil upon pure
cultures of the bacillus tuberculosis as a preliminary

to (2) a test of its influence on the course of the dib-

ease in animals inoculated per tracheam and kept in

an atmosphere charged with the vapor.

The following experiment shows the effect of the

peppermint vapor: Twelve agar tubes were planted

with pure cultures of the bacillus tuberculosis, twelfth

generation. Six tubes were kept for controls, while

the rest received three drops of ol. menth. pip.,

dropped on the cotton plug. Two months later good
growth iu all control tubes ; none whatever noted on
those treated with mint.

The theory stated by Carasso, as the basis of his

treatment for pulmonary tuberculosis, preserves the

germicidal influence of peppermint, which in volatile

form penetrates the diseased area and secretions aud
kills the bacilli. In order to attempt an imitation of

the conditions experimentally, intra-tracheal inocula-

tions of tubercle bacilli were made in guinea-pigs aud
rabbits ; the animals were then put into cages where
the air was kept saturated with peppermint vapor.

The writer describes these experiments iu some dttai),

and gives tables showing their results and closes by
saying that they seem to warrant the following con-

clusions :

(1) Although ol. menth. pip. may prevent the bacillus

tuberculosis from growing iu a test-tube, its parasitic

existence is not hindered by even constant inhalation

of the strong vapor of peppermint.

' New York Medical Joarual, May IS, 1895.
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(2) Although it has a high power of diflusiou, its

local antiseptic action in the respiratory tract is proba-

bly slight, both in the tubercle bacillus ami other

bacteria. [An additional observation tends to con-

firm this latter view. Fully as many colonies developed

on an agar plate made from a swab of the posterior

pharyngeal wall of a patient inhaling peppermint faith-

fully at the time as on others not receiving that treat-

ment.]

THE DANGERS OP TUB NASAL DOUCHE.

Extract from the Quarterly MedicalJournal, January,

1896: "Min. 6, Med. Weekblad, Nederlaud, May,
1895.— Author draws attention to the dangers of the

nasal douche — It is also dangerous to blow the nose

directly after the use of the douche. He uses a spray.

In children the use of Politzer's bag removes the

mucus from the nose and nasopharynx. [For the

last few years attention has agaiu and again been

drawn to the dangers of the nasal douche. They very

frequently cause disease of the middle ear. The
douche is particularly dangerous in cases of infectious

disease, such as scarlet fever, diphtheria, etc.—A. B.]"

SALICIN AND SALICYLATES IN THE TREATMENT OF
PSORIASIS AND SOME OTHER SKIN AFFECTIONS.

Dr. II. Radcliffe Crocker* says that the new field

for the employment of these drugs, for which he

claims a not unimportant place in cutaneous therapeu-

tics, may give and receive assistance in our under-

standing the nature of the diseases in which they

have already established a reputation, and to some

extent their modus operandi.

The first case of psoriasis in which Dr. Crocker

used salicylates was that of a man thirty-two years

old who had had this disease for a mouth only and

who said it came on two weeks after the beginning of

a quinsy ; the tonsils were still somewhat swollen at

his first visit to the hospital. The well-known asso-

ciation of tonsillitis and rheumatism induced the writer

to give the patient salicylate of soda in fifteen-grain

doses three times a day without any external treat-

ment. The psoriasis was in round, defined patches on

the arms, elbows, legs, chest and abdomen j they were

very abundant, bright-red and scaly, and had coalesced

into large sheels of eruption on the chest and loins.

At the next visit there was much improvement, the

patches had become much paler and most of the scaks

had fallen off. The improvement continued, and the

following week there was no longer any crusted fcali-

ness left, and the surface was paler. In six weeks

from the beginning of the treatment it was quite

smooth and pale except for a few fragments here and

there ; for these Dr. Crocker gave, a week later, a

resorcin ointment, and the patient did not come agaiu.

This case led the writer to a more extensive use of

salicylates.

Another interesting caee described was that of

psoriasis guttata in a woman of twenty-eight years of

age who had been subject to the eruption off and on

for fourteen years, was never absolutely free from it,

and was generally worse every two years. Her father

had suffered from gout but she presented no evidence

of gout or rheumatism. AVhen Dr. Crocker treated

this patient she had spots from an eighth to halfan-

inch in diameter very abundantly distributed all over

the limbs and trunk. He gave her fifteen grains of

< Lancet, June 8, 1895.

salicylate of soda in one ounce of infusion of quassia

three times a day after meals. The mediciue was

continued for about seven weeks, when it was noted

that the eruption had almost cleared off the legs, leav-

ing very slight staining; the knee patches had entirely

lost the hyperemia and the lower part was quite well,

but there was some crusting at the upper part. A few

small patches still had the remaiusof a scaly crust upon
them, but when this was removed— and it was easily

detachable— there was only very slight redness be-

neath. The eruption on the trunk had entirely cleared

off, leaving very faint, fawn-colored stains. On the

left forearm there was still a single patch the size of a

florin slightly reddened and rough, but there was very

little crusting. At this time a local application was

given in the form of weak ammouiated mercury oint-

ment, and the patient did not go to the hospital again.

Dr. Crocker has had several cases since these, in

which the results were equally startling and conclu-

sive, and particularly so in extensive spreading cases

of psoriasis guttata of recent development, the very

form which is usually unsuited both for thyroid ex-

tract and for arsenic, the former, especially, sometimes

producing a very rapid extension and multiplication

of the patches in this class of cases. In cases where

there were only a few chronic patches the result was

not so brilliant, but many of them distinctly improved

and some got quite well. The writer has always care-

fully abstained, where possible, from local treatment

until quite the end of the case, when the drug, having

amply proved its efficacy, a few remaining fragments

of disease could be at once removed by local treatment.

The first effect of the drug appears to be the diminu-

tion of hyperemia, so that the patches become paler ;

the scales are no longer formed abundantly ; and the

old scaly crusts are detached or are easily detachable,

exposing a pale, red surface, which gets smoother

week by week, and finally only leaves a slightly

stained surface. Dr. Crocker has not met with any

case in which salicylate of soda aggravated the dis-

ease, with the slight exception of one who had been

improving under its use, when he increased the dose

to twenty-five grains three times a daj'. Gastro-in-

testinal irritation followed, and the eruption, which

was very extensive and severe, began to get more
hyperemic and crusted; but the unpleasant symptoms

passed off as soon as the drug was stopped and a

gentian and soda mixture substituted. The patient

was soon able to resume the salicylate in fifteen-graio

doses, and the disease again began to improve. This

patient had extensive general psoriasis which had on

previous occasions gone on to pityriasis rubra.

In a case of extensive psoriasis punctata the im-

provement was slow at first, but at the end of two

months only needed a little local treatment to remove

the last traces of the disease. Dr. Crocker has only

used the salicyl derivatives or its allies in one case.

Considerable improvement took place after the use of

salophen ; but as the patient was also having local

applications, the writer can only say that he thinks

this drug played a considerable part in the beneficial

results of the treatment.

A few patients were unable to continue salicylate

of soda, as it produced dyspepsia in the form of paiu

in the epigastrium soon after taking it. The mediciue

was always given after meals, to obviate any gastric

irritation as far as possible.

The writer has used salicylate of soda in various
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forms of eryllietna niuhiforme, including erjlliema

iris, and Le tliiuks nitli advantage, and would espe-

cially suggest its administration in erytliema nodosunn.

In one case of lupus eryiliematosus Dr. Crocker thinks

the striking improvement was due to the drug.

'i'he writer considers the manner in which salicylate

of soda acts beuelicijlly in these various forms of skin

diseases and raises the question whether its beneficial

action is a confirmation of the French view of the

close relationship of psoriasis and arthritism, wlietlier

rheumatic or gouty, or what in our ignorance we cull

rheumatoid. The writer does not deny that these

conditions favor the development of psoriasis, hut

thinks that the fact that salicylates are beneficial to

both acute rheumatism and psoriasis must not neces-

sarily be interpreted as a proof of their being more
closely connected etiologically than has generally

hitherto been suspected. He suggests rather that the

result is due to a microbicide action of salicylates in

the blood — the more so, as the evidence accumulates

and has recently been ably slated by Dr. Newsholme,
that rheumatism is itself a microbic disease— and that

the result in both is due to the microbicide action of

the drug. Dr. Crocker goes on to say that the psori-

asis microbe is at present hypothetical and, if existing,

possibly is only one factor in the causation of the

eruption, and that the clinical facts point to its acting

from within the body, and that it is not a microbe

simply deposited ab extra on the skin. Further, it

seems probable that it has periods of quiescence, from

which it may be an^akeued by various conditions of

mind or body, chiefly of those of a depressing char-

acter.

Dr. Crocker concludes by saying that salicylate of

soda, and probably salicin and its derivatives, are of

great value in psoriasis, especially in the period of

active devolopment and in hyperemic cases which are

unsuitable, as a rule, for arsenic and thyroid extract.

They are useful in all forms except when they produce

dyspepsia and, perhaps, in old chronic patches. Fi-

nally they are much less likely to upset the general

health of the patient than either arsenic or thyroid

extracts.

STVPTICIN IN UTERINE HEMORRHAGES.

The market is so overrun with new remedies that

Dr. Sigmund Gottschalk ^ was somewhat sceptical in

regard to the usefulness of stypticin, and this sceptism

was increased after his first trial of the drug. lie

learned, however, by its further use that the lack of

good results was not the fault of the drug, but was due

to the fact that he had given it in too small doses. In

bis first ten cases he gave only 0.025 three times a

dav in powder during the hemorrhage; but, on in-

creasing the individual doses as well as their number,

he obtained quite different results. In profuse uterine

hemorrhage he injected daily in one dose 0.2 stypticin

Eubcutaneously into the gluteal muscles.

The writer has tabulated 47 cases of uterine hemor-

rhage from various causes— the first ten already al-

luded to are set aside— and thinks they show that

the action of stypticin was, on the whole, very satis-

factory.

Stypticin should be avoided where an abortion

threatens, it it ai)i)ears possible to check it, as one can

almost certainly reckon on a hastening of the abortion

if stypticin is given. According to the experience of

• Tlicrapeatiecbo ilonatsbcfte, Decem)>er 1, 1899.

the writer, the effect of the drug is far surer if it h
given four or five days before the menstrual hemor-
rhage is expected ; at this time small doses, 0.025 four

times daily, are sufficient. As soon as the hemorrhage
appears, the dose should be doubled during its contin-

uance. In certain cases 0.2 stypticin should be in-

jected subcutaneously into the gluteal muscles ; this

dose may be repeated for successive days without in-

jurious accompanying effects. Dr. Gottschalk thinks

the subcutaneous injection produces results sooner than

the internal use of the remedy. The accompanying

effect of stypticin is to quiet pain, soothe the patient,

and induce sleep, which is very desirable in dysmen-
orrheic conditions.

^Yhen used internally, he gave 0.05 stypticin five or

six times daily, in the form of a powder or in gelatine

capsules. The writer saw no disagreeable accompany-

ing effects, either from the injection or from the in-

ternal use of the remedy ; only in exceptional cases,

in which, as a rule, opiates could not be borne, the

patient was excited or nauseated. These effects were

evidently due to a special idiosyncracy as the remedy
besides its quality of stopping hemorrhage is quieting

in its action. Dr. Gottschalk, in numerous injections,

has never seen one case where there was irritation at

the site of the injection ; in a few cases a burning

sensation and a feeling of numbness was felt in its

immediate neighborhood. He always used an abso-

lutely sterile solution, and injected it deep into the

gluteal muscles.

li^eportjsf of ^atitiit^,

SUFFOLK DISTRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.
SECTION FOR OBSTETRICS AND DISEASES OF

WOMEN.
C. H. HAKE, M.D., SECRETARY.

Meeting of March 25, 1896.

Dr. C. W. Towns end read a paper on

the treatment of placenta previa, with es-

pecial reference to the cse of the intra-

uterine TAMPON AFTER DELIVERY.*

Dr. Charles M. Green: It is easy to understand

why there is great danger of post-partum hemorrhage
in cases of placenta previa. It is well known that the

lower uterine segment does not retract as elficiently as

does that part above the contraction ring ; conse-

quently, when the placenta is more or less situated in

the lower segment, the uteriue sinuses there are liable

not to be effectually closed by muscular compression,

but are more or less imperfectly plugged by throm-

bosis. Even if the patient does not bleed seriously

directly after delivery, there is great liability to

secondary hemorrhage, as the thrombi plugging the

sinuses may easily be di8])laced by coughing, straining,

or any undue motion of the patient. This secondary

hemorrhage may occur after the departure of the phy-

sician ; and serious, if not fatal, loss of blood may en-

sue before medical aid can be obtained. I therefore

agree entirely with Dr. Townsend, that in cases of

placenta previa, after delivery, it is best to thoroughly

pack the uterus and vagina before leaving tiie jiatieut.

The sterile gauze not only acts effectively to prevent,

> See pige 691 of Ibe Journal.
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by mechanical pressure, any secondary hemorrhage,

but also, as a foreign body, stimulates the uterus to

contract, and thereby promotes efficient retraction.

Of course, every case of placenta previa does not

bleed post-partum ; but it can never be foretold what

cases will bleed, and unless measures are adopted to

prevent secondary bleeding, it becomes the duty of the

medical attendant to remain for many hours with his

cases. Moreover, if aseptically and skilfully per-

formed, gauze packing can do no harm. It must be

remembered, however, that the packing must be firmly

applied from the fundus to the ostium vaginae. Im-

properly applied packing may be worse than useless,

and may not only not prevent hemorrhage, but convert

what would be otherwise an open hemorrhage into a

concealed one.

The two following cases, both of which entered my
service at the Boston Lying-in Hospital on the same

day, illustrate very well the value of the gauze utero-

vaginal pack :

Case I. A. H., thirty-six, Vl-para, had had several

ante-partum hemorrhages, and suffered a sudden,

larger loss of blood on the invasion of labor at full

term, on the morning of February 10th. She was

brought to the hospital by ambulance, with a pulse of

110, a temperature of 97.2° and somewhat cyanotic.

There was no bleeding at the time of entrance ; conse-

quently, as immediate operative treatment was avail-

able in the event of hemorrhage, it was thought best

to delay delivery until the patient's general condition

could be improved. Under heaters, brandy ami

strychnia, the temperature rose to normal, and the

pulse improved. Three hours after entrance there

began to be a slight oozing. The os uteri at this time

was partly dilated, and the edge of the placenta was

easily felt. Manual dilatation and internal podalic

version were then performed, and a living, full-term

child was delivered. There was little or no hemor-

rhage during or directly after delivery, and the

patient's condition was quite good. About an hour

later, however, there was quite a gush of blood and

clots, although the uterus had been held firmly all this

time and had seemed well contracted. This was fol-

lowed by another gush, and the pulse rose to 150,

with diminished volume. A firm, iodoformized-gauze

packing was then applied to uterus and vagina, after

which there was no further bleeding. But the pa-

tient's condition was such that saline intravenous in-

fusion was found necessary. The patient slowly im-

proved, and was discharged well ; but had the gauze

packing been applied directly after the conclusion of

the third stage, the secondary hemorrhage might have

been prevented, and the convalescence very materially

shortened.

Case II. K. M., thirty-seven, Vll-gravada, entered

the hospital February 10th, with the history of having

had a severe hemorrhage when about five months

pregnant, and several smaller hemorrhages since that

time. On entrance she was about seven months preg-

nant, was not bleeding, and was not in labor. As she

was in the hospital where immediate attention was

available, it was decided to defer delivery. Two days

later labor began spontaneously, accompanied by some
bleeding. The os uteri was then dilated digitally, and

delivery easily effected. The placenta was found to

be completely previa. Twin pregnancy had been sus-

pected on entrance, from the size and shape of the

uterus ; but the diagnosis could not be positively made.

Living twins were delivered, however, which survived

one and eight hours respectively. There was no
hemorrhage during the third stage, and the patient's

condition postpartum was excellent. Soon after,

however, there began to be a slight oozing, which did

not yield to hot, intra-uteriue douching, and the pulse

rose to 140. The iodoformized-gauze packing was
then applied to uterus and vagina with very satisfac-

tory results, and the patient was duly discharged well.

Had the packing been applied directly after the third

stage, the secondary hemorrhage from the imperfectly

closed sinuses might have been prevented.

Dr. E. W. Gushing: In regard to concealed

hemorrhage. When Duhrssen introduced this treat-

ment some years ago he sent me a communication on

this subject and called attention to the fact that in case

one does not have iodoform gauze, which he recom-

mended that every attendant should have by him,

other substances could be used. One could knot a

string of handkerchiefs together, boil them and wring

them out.

Dr. Townsend : In the first case I used an intra-

uterine douche, and I think by that I lost a good deal of

time, for when I was prepared to pack I found the

uterus had again filled with clots and had to be again

emptied, and I think that additional loss of blood was
unnecessary and could have been avoided if the patient

had been packed at once. As a result the patient

went into a very severe collapse, and salt solutions

were necessary. There are a certain number of cases

of placenta previa that have lost so much blood before

delivery, and necessarily lose considerable during de-

ivery, that the additional loss of blood is apt to bring

on a fatal collapse, and that waiting until the collapse

and then packing is like locking the stable door after

the horse has gone. This treatment of immediate

packing in cases of placenta previa with much loss of

blood has been so successful— and I do not see any
drawback to it— that I welcome it as a great advan-

tage in these cases. The last case I reported, where I

was in the house only an hour after delivery, I should

have felt, if I had left the case at the end of the hour

without packing in the hands of the local practitioner,

that I was abandoning the post, and that he very likely

would have to deal with a fatal collapse due to a

gradual leaking afterwards ; but having the uterus

well packed, and having it held by a trained nurse, I

felt safe. In this case though the patient lost a great

deal of blood, was very pale and weak before I began

and necessarily lost a good deal of blood during deliv-

ery, the result was entirely a success.

iS^ccent literature.

A Guide to the Practical Examination of Urine. By
James Tyson, M.D., Professor of Clinical Medi-

cine in the University of Pennsylvania. Ninth edi-

tion. Philadelphia : P. Blakiston, Son & Co. 1895.

This work is too well and favorably known to re-

quire any additional words of coojmendation. The
present edition does not differ essentially from the one

which preceded it. Some less important paragraphs

have been omitted, and a few additions have been

made in order to bring the subject-matter up to date.

The book is a reliable one, and has no superior among
the numerous manuals devoted to the analysis of urine.
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CAUSATION AND TREATMENT OF MAMMARY
ABSCESS.

The general practitioner is priucipally concerned

with abscess of the breast as a very unwelcome accom-

paniment of the puerperal state. Since antiseptic

midwifery has been taught and practised, the belief is

no longer entertained (except possibly by the remain-

ing old fogies of the profession) that simple engorge-

ment by milk is a sufficient cause of mammary abscess,

and the well-informed physician regards the occur-

rence of such abscess as a reflection on his skill and

care as medical attendant— as, in fact, a complication

often, if not always, to be avoided.

It is now known that abscess of the breast is the

result of an infection, generally through a crack or

abrasion of the nipple or areola. The most common

agent is the staphylococcus, especially the staphylococ-

cus aureus. The vascularity of the breast during lac-

tation and the presence of an animal fluid (the milk)

are favoring conditions ; while any breach of surface

about the nipple gives the microbe ready access ; the

infection is through the lymphatic channels. There is

another possible source, alluded to by Dr. Shield in a

late number of the Lancet^— the entrance of organ-

isms along the milk ducts themselves. He refers to

the fact now known among dermatologists that organ-

isms may enter the sebaceous glands of the skin and

thus produce boils and pustules. Seeing that the

breast is only a highly differentiated sebaceous gland,

it would seem that the same result might occur here,

that is, th*t there might be infection of the breast

tiirough the nipple and milk ducts. Chassaignac

called the disease canalicular intrormammary abscess.

lioissard (quoted by Shield) speaks very positively of

the invasion of the milk ducts by streptococci and

staphylococci, and- terms the resulting suppurative iu-

fiammation galactophoritis. The branching nature of

the abscesses along tlie milk ducts seems especially to

impress the writers upon galactophoritis. Shield

thinks it always open to doubt in these cases that some

1 Loi.doii Lancet, May '1, IfW.

breach of surface does not really exist, and although

the experiments of Nocard who produced mammary
abscess by injecting tuberculous virus into the milk

ducts of a lactating goat place it beyond doubt that

infection of the ducts is possible, this mode of infec-

tion certainly is not common. Shield attirms tliat for

three years he has closeh' examined many cases of

mammary inflammation and abscess without tindiug a

single case where he could certainly attribute the ab-

scess to infection through the milk ducts themselves.

The experiment has been tried of rubbing pus into the

orifices of the milk ducts of lactating animals, the

breasts having previously been drained of milk ; in

none of the cases did any reaction or alteration occur.*

With regard to the position and effects of purulent

collections iu the mammary gland, in some cases the

suppuration is superficial — supra-mammary. Here

the pus forms immediately beneath the skin of the

areola. The majority of mammary abscesses are un-

doubtedly in the substance of the breast itself— intra-

mammary. Great havoc is wrought by untreated sup-

puration of the breast. The abscess burrows irregu-

larly so that numerous pockets and recesses are formed,

and multiple " pointings " and sinuses ensue.

Statistics have been compiled showing the relative

infrequeucy of acute mammary abscess at the present

day in the great lying-in hospitals. Shield states that

careful examination of the records of 2,000 puerperal

cases at the Queen Charlotte Lying-in Hospital has

failed to disclose a single case of mammary abscess.

Most of the patients were primiparse in whom the

nipples are often badly developed, badly cared for and

frequently sore. The cause, he says, is not far to seek

in the precautions taken by the physicians to ensure

the cleanliness of the nipples and of the infant's mouth.

Acute mammary abscess is generally preventable by

such simple precautions. Many cases are due to faulty

development of the nipple; here much can be done in

the way of prevention by the judicious use of the

breast pump, and by hardening, astringent lotions be-

fore parturition. The prevention of mammary abscess

when threatened, by expression of milk and the use of

an exhausting bottle, is favorably spoken of by Spencer

and Beale, who also advocate the treatment of mam-
mary abscess by opening with a trocar and canula

and applying the exhausting bottle to the aperture.

Shield would hesitate to apply this method to deep-

seated collections of pus with loculi iu the substance

of the gland. He also feels sure that the treatment of

acute mammary abscess by the method of establishing

a free opening anteriorly radiating from the nipple is

essentially wrong. It leaves a scar in front of the

breast and opens the purulent collection in a position

the least suitable for drainage. As a consequence,

many of these cases need several operations until

drainage-tubes are seen projecting through various

openings and very unsightly scarring and deformity

results, and the breast is afterwards almost functionally

useless.

i Lancet, Way L', ISUU, p. Vim,
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His method is as follows : As soou as elasticity and

deep fluctuation are evident, an incision is made radi-

ating from the nipple just large enough to admit the

index finger of the operator, and this is deepened until

pns flows. The finger is now passed into the cavity

and it will generally be found that the end of the digit

may be brought fairly near the surface in a dependent

position, and this is generally at the thoracic mammary
junction. Sometimes the finger passes toward the

axillary margin, and occasionally the cavity is so large

that a stout bent probe must be used to indicate the

deepest part of the abscess. In this situation, the

gland being well raised by an assistant, a free opening

is to be made, large enough to well evacuate the pus,

and the finger being now introduced through this, the

inferior opening, the operator will be surprised to find

that the pus has burrowed about, and is contained in

loculi bounded by fibrous septa. It is especially note-

worthy that in many cases quite a narrow channel

towards the nipple connects the deep abscess with the

more superficial collection of pus opened anteriorly,

and it will then be clearly understood how inefficient

is drainage in the practice of those who are content

with a small incision anteriorly in these cases.

The remainder of the treatment is obvious : the cav-

ity is well flushed out with an antiseptic solution, and

a full-sized tube is introduced from below (this must

be confined by a silk thread). The opening made near

the nipple is closed with fine horse hair and painted

with collodion. It readily unites with only a faint

scar, and the free drainage prevents the possibility of

the re-collection of pus and a necessity for further

operation. The tube, a large one, can be left in the

cavity as long as is needful, and is slowly shortened

and withdrawn. The wound heals with a large scar,

but this is completely hidden by the position and

volume of the gland above.

INCONSISTENT LEGISLATION.

Section 20 of Chapter 397 of the Acts of 1896 of

the Massachusetts Legislature, entitled "An Act to

regulate the Practice of Pharmacy " (approved May

15, 1896), makes the following excellent provisions

with regard to the sale of poisons by pharmacists :

" Whoever sells arsenic (arsenious acid), atropia or any of its

salts, chloral hydrate, chloroform, cotton root and its fluid ex-

tract, corrosive sublimate, cyanide of potassium, Donovan's

solution, ergot and its fluid extract, Fowler's solution, lauda-

num, McMunn's elixir, morphia or any of its salts, oil of penny-

royal, oil of savin, oil of tansy, opium, Paris green, Parsons'

vermin extirminator, phosphorus, prussic acid, ' rough on rats,'

strychnia or any of its salts, tartar emetic, tincture of aconite,

tincture of helladonna, tincture of digitalis, tincture of nux

vomica, tincture of veratrum viride, without the written pre-

scription of a physician, shall keep a record of such sale, the

name and amount of the article sold, and the name and resi-

dence of the person or persons to whom it was delivered, which

record shall be made before the article is delivered, and shall at

all times be open to inspection by the officers of the district

police and by the police authorities and officers of cities and

towns. Whoever neglects to keep or refuses to show to said

officers such record shall be punished by line not exceeding fifty

dollars. Whoever sells any of the poisonous articles named in

this section without the written prescription of a physician,

shall affix to the bottle, box or wrapper containing the article

sold, a label of red paper upon which shall be printed in large

black letters the word, Poison, and also the word, Antidote, and

the name and place of business of the vendor. The name of an

antidote, if there be any, for the poison sold, shall also be upon

the label. Every neglect to affix such label to such poisonous

article before the delivery thereof to the purchaser, shall be

punished by fine not exceeding fifty dollars. Whoever pur-

chases poisons as aforesaid and gives a false or fictitious name
to the vendor shall be punished by fine not exceeding fifty dol-

lars, provided that nothing in this Act shall be construed to apply

to wholesale dealers and to manufacturing chemists in their

sales to the retail trade."

In Section 23 of the same Act, however, we find it

provided that

" This Act shall not apply to physicians putting up their own
prescriptions or dispensing medicines to their patients; nor to

the sale of drugs, medicines, chemicals or poisons at wholesale

only; nor to the manufacture or sale of patent and proprietary

medicines."

The Act as it reads thus makes legal the sale of

poisons in the form of patent and proprietary medi-

cine in a curiously inconsistent way, and one in which

there is grave possibility of harm. It is dilScult to

see why it is more dangerous for a licensed pharmacist

to dispense poisonous drugs under their own name

than in a patent and proprietary medicine. There

would seem to be, on the other hand, every reason, in

case patent and proprietary medicines contain poisonous

drugs, for informing the public of the fact, in order to

prevent their careless use in dangerous quantities.

Again, in looking over the list of drugs which are

enumerated as poisonous, we notice the omission of

carbolic acid, a dangerous corrosive poison, from the

careless use of which physicians often see severe and

sometimes fatal results. There is certainly every

reason for regulating the sale of the drugs enumerated ;

and granted that this is the case, why should not car-

bolic acid also be included ?

MEDICAL NOTES.
!

The American Orthopedic Association, at

the meeting held at Buffalo, May 19th to 21st, elected

the following officers : Dr. Samuel Ketch, of New
York, President ; Drs. H. M. Sherman, of San Fran-

;

Cisco, and W. R. Townsend, of New York, Vice-Presi- i

dents ; Dr. John Ridion, Chicago, Secretary.
^

Indiana State Medical Society.— The Indiana

State Medical Society held its annual meeting at Fort i

Wayne on May 28th aud29lh. The following officers

were elected for the ensuing year : President, J. H. i

Ford, Wabash ; Vice-President, W. A. Batson, Ladoga; '

Secretary, F. C. Heath, Indianapolis; Assistant Secre- '

tary, Dr. Rucker, Shelbyville ; Treasurer, A. E. Bui-

son, Fort Wayne.

The American Association opGenito-Urinart
Surgeons.— At the meeting of the American Associa-

tion of Genito-Urinary Surgeons, held at the Hotel
|

Brighton, Atlantic City, N. J., June 2d and 3d, the fol-
[

lowing officers were elected for the ensuing year : Presi-

dent, Dr. Francis S. Watson, Boston ; Vice-President, '
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Dr. J. William White, Philadelphia; Secretary, Dr.

W. K. Otis, New York.

Ohio State Medical Societt.— The annual

meeting of the Ohio State Medical Society was held

at Columbus the last week in May. The following

officers were elected for the coming year : First Vice-

President, Dr. M. Stamm, Fremont ; Second Vice-

President, C. F. Clarke, Columbus ; Third Vice-Presi-

dent, John S. Beck, Dayton ; Fourth Vice-President,

G. W. Crile, Cleveland; Secretary, Dr. Thomas Hub-

bard, Toledo ; Assistant Secretary, Dr. H. M. W.
Moore, Columbus ; Treasurer, J. A. Duncan, Toledo.

The Pan-American Medical Congress. —
Professor Dr. Don Francisco Bastillos, Calle de

Tacuba, No. 7, Ciudad de Mexico, D. F. Eepublaca

Mexicana, has been elected Treasurer of the Second

Pan-American Medical Congress to be held in the

City of Mexico beginning the 16th of November. All

members residing in the United States and Canada,

and others who contemplate attending, should forward

the registration fee, five dollars, gold, to him at once,

and notify Dr. C. A. L. Reed, Cincinnati.

American Climatological Association. — At
the last meeting of this association in Lakewood, N. J.,

May 13, 1896, the following officers were elected

:

President, Dr. E. Fletcher Ingals, of Chicago; Vice-

Presidents, Dr. S. A. Fisk, of Denver, and Dr. John

C. Muuro, of Boston ; Secretary and Treasurer, Dr.

Guy Hinsdale, of Philadelphia ; Council, Dr. W. E.

Ford, of Utica, Dr. Roland G. Curtiu, of Philadelphia,

Dr. Isaac Hull Piatt, of Lakewood, Dr. S. E. Solly,

of Colorado Springs, and Dr. James B. Walker, of

Philadelphia.

The Moscow Panic. — The latest figures of the

panic at Moscow during the festivities of the Czar's

coronation place the number of killed at 3,873.

The Presidency of the Royal College of

ScRGEONS. — Sir William MacCormac is spoken of

as the most likely candidate to succeed Mr. Christo-

pher Heath in the presidency of the Royal College of

Surgeons.

A Life Insurance Decision. — The Supreme

Court of Illinois has ruled in a recently tried case that

the killing of a person, whose life is insured, by an

insane beneficiary, under circumstances which would

have constituted murder if such beneficiary had been

sane, does not work a forfeiture of the policy.

The Plague in China. — The black plague is

reported as steadily on the increase in China, there

being some twenty or more new cases each day in

HoDg Kong and a large number in Canton. As the

government endeavors to suppress all publication of

the number of cases, it is not improbable that these

figures are too small. The disease has also made its

appearance in Formosa.

No Cholera in Europe.— The reports of the

Marine-Hospital Bureau show that Europe is free

from cholera. It entirely disappeared in Russia be-

fore the end of March, and for some months not a case

has been discovered in any other European country.

There is, however, danger that cholera may be brought

into Europe from Egypt, where, on account of the

difficulty of enforcing sanitary laws among the people,

the epidemic is growing.

"Archives of Clinical Skiagraphy." — The
first number of this journal, which is edited by Sydney

Rowland, who is special commissioner to the British

Medical Journal for investigation of the applications

of the new photography to medicine and surgery, has

just appeared. The periodical, which is a beautiful

example of the printer's art, contains a description of

the process of skiagraphy, and several excellent plates,

most of which have previously appeared in the British

Medical Journal. The careful reproduction on glazed

paper in the Archives has, however, improved them so

as to give an excellent idea of their real value, an idea

which could by no means be formed from the indistinct

and blurred pictures as they have appeared in the

British Medical Journal, As they appear in the

Archives they are the best and clearest examples of

skiagraphy we have seen.

boston and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston.— Dur.

ing the week ending at noon, June 10, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease :

diphtheria 76, scarlet fever 29, measles 118, typhoid

fever 4.

Recent Bequests. — The will of the late Miss

Harriet Brown makes the following bequests, among
others, to medical charities : Massachusetts General

Hospital, $5,000; Boston Female Asylum, $3,000;

Gwynne Temporary Home, $2,000 ; North End Diet

Kitchen, $2,000. Also these bequests, to be paid after

the decease of annuitants : Children's Hospital, $1,000 ;

Kindergarten for the Blind, $1,000; Children's Aid
Society, $1,000.

Melrose Hospital Training-School.— The
graduating exercises of the Melrose Hospital Training

School for Nurses were held Monday evening, June

Ist, at the Melrose Club. Four nurses received

diplomas.

Bequests to the Lynn Hospital.— The Lynn
Hospital has received a bequest of fifteen hundred

dollars by the will of the late Elizabeth C. Newhall,

of Lynn. It also receives by reason of her death a

residuary bequest from her husband's will. The Lynn
Home for Aged Men receives similar gifts.

Bequest to the Brattleboro Hospital. —
The will of the late Hon. Homer Goodhue, of West-

minster, Vt., leaves the sum of $15,000 to the Brattle-

boro Retreat for the Insane.

Supervisor of the Insane.— Dr. Edward H.
Pettengill, of .Saxtons River, Vt., has been appointed

by Governor Woodbury, State Supervisor of the In-

sane of Vermont, to succeed the late Homer Goodhue.
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Yale Medical School.— The anniversary ad-

dress before the Yale Medical School this year will be

delivered by Colonel George E. Wariug, Jr., head of

the street-cleaning department of New York, upon
" The Proper Disposal of Sewage."

NEW YORK.

Mortality. — The mortality of the city is now
considerably below the average for this season of the

year. During the week ending June 6th there were

reported 670 deaths, precisely the same number as in

the week preceding. The most marked decrease is in

the mortality from pneumonia, which list a short time

ago amounted to 210 in a single week. In the week
ending May Slst the number of deaths from it had

declined to 95, one less than those from consumption,

and in the week ending June 6th, there were but 70

deaths, or 25 less than those from consumption.

The deaths from measles increased from 11 to 23, and

those from diphtheria, from 34 to 39 ; while the mor-

tality from scarlet fever decreased from 9 to 2.

Murder OF a Medical Missionary.—-At the

Amity Baptist Church, on "West 54th Street, the pas-

tor on Sunday, May 24th, announced from the pulpit

the murder of a medical missionary, Dr. Charles F.

Leach, as well as that of his wife and six-year-old

child, at Fsax, near Tunis, North Africa, probably by

Mohammedans. Dr. Leach was formerly a practising

physician in New York, and was sent out as a mission-

ary to Algiers eight years ago by the Amity Baptist

Church. He was thirty-eight years of age, and was
born in the East Indies, of English parentage, but

came to New York (where he was educated) when a

boy. Five or six years ago he was transferred to

Fsax, where he conducted a dispensary for the Arabs
in connection with his missionary work.

A Verdict against a Physician for Slander.
— In the Supreme Court of Queens County sitting

at Long Island City, with Justice Wm. D. Dickey on

the bench, a case has just been tried which possesses

features similar to the noted case in which Dr. Play-

fair was recently defendant in London. The plaintiff

was Mrs. Ida C. Sorcerson, of the village of Ever-

greens, Long Island, and the defendant, Dr. Siegbert

Balaban, of 35 Palmetto Street, Brooklyn, who is

said to be a graduate of Heidelberg University and who
has been practising in Brooklyn for the past fourteen

years. Mrs. Sorcerson asked for $10,000 damages
for alleged slanderous statements involving a breach

of professional etiquette on the part of the physician

in connection with the death of her daughter, an un-

married girl of nineteen. It was claimed that the de-

fendant cast a slur upon the character of the deceased

by telling a professional secret to his wife, and that

the secret became promulgated throughout the village

of Evergreens. The prosecution contended that Dr.

Balaban, who was the physician in attendance, ex-

pressed the opinion that the girl's death was due to

peritonitis resulting from a criminal abortion opera-

tion. Dr. Calvin F. Barber, who was called in shortly

before the girl's death, testified that the cause of death

was appendicitis, and the autopsy is said to have con-

firmed this diagnosis. The trial of the case occupied

two days, and after three-quarters of an hour's delib-

eration the jury returned a verdict in favor of the

plaintiff for $5,000. It is stated that the case will be

appealed.

^an^tjBfceUanp.

JEFFERSON'S ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF
JENNER.i

The following letter sent by Thomas Jefferson to
Dr. Jenner is not without interest at the present time :

MoNTicELLO, Virginia, May 14, 1806.

Sir : I have received the copy of the evidence at large
respecting the discovery of the vaccine inoculation, which
you Lave been pleased to send me, and for which I return
you my thanks. Having been among the early converts in
this part of the globe to its efficacy, I took an early part in

recommending it to my countrymen. 1 avail myself of
this occasion to render you my portion of the tribute of
gratitude due to you from the whole human family.

Medicine has never before produced any single improve-
ment of such utility. Harvey's discovery of the circulation
of the blood was a beautiful addition to our knowledge of
the ancient economy ; but on a review of the practice of
medicine before and since that epoch, I do not see any
great amelioration which has been derived from that dis-

covery. You have erased from the calendar of human
afflictions one of its greatest. Yours is the comfortable
reflection that mankind can never forget that you have
lived ; future nations will know by history only that the
loathsome small-pox has existed, and by you hns been extir-
pated. Accept the most fervent wishes for your health
and happiness, and assurances of the greatest respect and
consideration. Th. Jefferson.

VITAL STATISTICS OF ENGLAND FOR 1895.

The following are the advance figures resulting
from the tabulation of the vital statistics of England
for the year 1895.

The final figures, which will be published in the
Registrar-General's Annual Report about a year later,

usually differ but slightly from this first count.

Estimated population of England at the nuddle of the
year ]li95 30,394,078

Births 921,860
Birth-rate 30.4 per 1,000
Deaths 568,758
Death-rate 18.7 per I.OOO
Marriages 227,865
Persons married 455,730
Marriage-rate 15.0 per l|ooO

Of the births, 468,753 were boys, and 453,107
were girls, being in the ratio of 1,035 boys to each
1,000 girls.

Of the deaths, 290,714 were males, and 278,044
were females, giving an estimated death-rate of 19.7
per 1,000 for males, and 17.7-|- per 1,000 for feiilales,

which is equivalent to 1,113 deaths of males to each
1,000 deaths of females in equal numbers living.

The marriage-rate of London for 1895 was . . . 17.1
The birth-rate " " ... £0.4
The death-rate " '* ... 19.4

> Brooklyn Medical Journal, June, 189C.
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THE AMERICAN PEDIATRIC SOCIETY AND
ANTIVIVISECTION LEGISLATION.

The following preamble and resolutions were

adopted by tbe American Pediatric Society at tbe

meeting in Montreal, May 27, 1896:

Whereas, A bill is at present pending before the Congress

of the United States entitled, " An Act to prevent Cruelty

to Animals in the District of Columbia," which curtails

experimentation upon animals, and would put a stop to

medical research ; and
Whereas, It is very probable that such legislation would

influence greatly similar legislation in the various States

whicli would prevent the advancement of medical science

and of medical education ; and
Where<tis, Such legislation would be very prejudicial, and

is not called for by any existing facts of cruel experiment,

as the advocates of the bill themselves concede so far as

the District of Columbia is concerned; be it

Resolved, That the American Pediatric Society, now in

session at Montreal, presents these resolutions as a memo-
rial to Congress and enters a protest against the enactment
of such legislation, declaring it to be needless and injurious.

Resolved, further. That a copy of these resolutions be sent

to the Journal of the American Medical Association and to

the other weekly journals.

Carried. Samuel S. Adams, M.D., Secretary.

An endorsement of these resolutions was signed by

all the members of the Society who were present at

the meeting.

VIVISECTION.

The following resolutions, presented by Dr. Gould,

and recommended by the Council, were discussed and

adopted unanimously at the last meeting of the Ameri-

can Academy of Medicine :

Resolveil, That the American Academy of Medicine de-

sires to express its opinion that no legislation is required

or desirable in the United States in regard to the so-called

practice or subject of " Vivisection," and for the following

reasons

:

(1) Because only by careful discrimination and collection

of facts can public and legislative opinion be truthfully

formed. To illustrate but a single of many popular errors

upon this subject : the dissection or use of dead animals by
scientific men is termed " vivisection," when the same pro-

ceeding carried out by the butcher, the hunter, the restaur-

ant keeper, cooks, etc., does not enter into the consideration,

neither do the cruelties in the use and keeping of domestic

animals, nor those in the deaths of animals for other pur-

poses than those of experimental medicine.

(2) While admitting and deploring the facts of abuses

in the past and in some European countries— to a very

limited extent also in America— it is the conscientious belief

of the members of the Academy that at present with us

such abuses do not exist, nor are they in danger of occur-

ring, to a degree justifying or calling for legislation, as,

under the circumstances, the evils that would inevitably

result from such legislation would greatly exceed the bene-

fits to be obtained by it. The charge ini]ilied or openly

made that physicians, either in theory or ni practice, are

more cruel than other classes of the community, is a fancy

or prejudice of ignorance which cannot be proved, and
which we strenuously deny.

(3) Legislation upon the subject of cruelty to animals

shoul'd be so framed as to include consideration of cruelties

infinitely greater and more extensive in many other fields

of human activity at present not actively objected to by
those who urge legislation as regards experimental medi-

cine. Not only this, but legislation concerning these matters
should be broadened out in order to prevent tbe destruction

of species of birds and other animals by the votaries of

fashion, by the hunters, etc., to prevent derangement of the

delicate balance of animal and vegetable life upon which
civilization ultimately and largely rests, to prevent defor-

estation of the head-waters of our streams, to establish

Sanctuaries or Resorts for animals, and many such biologic

re([uisites, — as also to establish such arrangements with
other nations as will ensure their permanent and e.xtensive

effectualization.

(4) Legislation upon a subject of vital importance to a
peculiarly technical branch of science should be framed
under the guidance and by the aid of those who by educa-
tion and experience are alone fitted and capable of forming
and expressing sound judgment upon it, that is, the experts
in the special subject. It would be as absurd to have legis-

lation as to vaccination, insjiired and shaped by laymen
who were antivaccinationists, without weighing the opin-

ion of the medical profession, as to allow legislation upon
the question of vivisection by laymen who are antivivisec-

tionists, and even inexpert in any branch of inductive
science.

(5) The American Academy of Medicine therefore
urges its members and physicians generally to write to

their representatives in Congress (or wherever legislation

of the kind in question is proposed), and otherwise seek to

influence public and official opinion against the passage of

a particularly ill-advised bill before Congress, to wit, Senate
Bill No. 1552, introduced by Mr. McMillan, entitled " A
Bill for the Further Prevention of Cruelty to Animals in

the District of Columbia." In the opinion of the Academy
the passage of this bill would be harmful to the true inter-

ests of medical and social science and to the pubUc health.

PHYSICIAN'S EXPERIENCE WITH A TORNADO.

It is not often that a person caught up in the vor-

tex of a tornado can keep a sufficiently clear mind to

observe the process. The following very interesting

account of his sensations while being carried through

the air is given by Dr. W. F. Michael, of Sherman,
Texas. At the time of the recent tornado in that re-

gion he was making his professional visits in the sub-

urbs of the town. Seeing the storm approaching he

got out of his buggy and turned the horse out of the

shafts, and ran for a neighboring fence for shelter.

His description of what followed is a most vivid one.*

" 1 heard a roaring sound," said Dr. Michael, " when the

storm was two miles or so distant, but it was beyond the

hills, and I didn't discover that 1 was right in the path of

it until it reached the nearest hill, from a half to three-

quarters of a mile south of me. It didn't resemble a fun-

nel-shaped cloud. It looked to me like a great ball of

vapor, rolling over and over toward me. When I first saw
it distinctly at that hill it seemed to me about 250 yards
wide and 100 feet high. The motion as it presented itself

to me was that of a ball rolling over and over, not spiral.

Whatever the ball of cloud struck was lifted right up from
the ground. I saw the effects as it came to house after

house between the hill and mc. W'hen the ball reached a

house, it went right up in the air off its foundations.

It was whole until it was up ten or fifteen feet. Then it

went all to pieces, just as if it had ex[iloded. The same
thing happened to the other houses. Above and around
the rolling ball of cloud the air was full of bits of boards

and tree limbs and other things which had been gathered

up.
" When the ball reached me, I had got to the east fence

of the cemetery, and had thrown myself down beside it.

All at once tbe bright daylight disappeared, and I was in

total darkness. The picket fence, posts and all, was lifted

up and came down flat upon me. Then two trees fell on
the fence. In a few seconds the trees went up in the air

;

the fence followed. I felt myself drawn u|) off the ground.

' St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
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I didn't lose consciousness. It was so dark I couldn't tell

how high I went, but 1 was high enough to escape the
monuments in the cemetery, and also the tree tops, per-

haps forty feet from the ground. As I went along in the

air, I tried to keep an upright position, but couldn't.

Something kept turning me over and o^r in one somer-
sault after another. I passed almost over the cemetery be-

fore I struck the ground. I came down easily at an incline.

But I was still moving along, and when I hit the ground,
I went over and over for at least thirty feet. The lessen-

ing force would raise me a little and then let me back,
until, at last, I dropped into a hole just inside the north
fence of the cemetery-.

" I was conscious all of the time, until I stopped rolling

and settled into that hole. After that I knew nothing
more until people from town were about me. It must have
been ten minutes at least that I lay in the hole until dis-

covered. My best friends didn't recognize me. From
head to foot I was covered with mud. I was able to walk.
At first it didn't seem to me that I was much hurt, but
after awhile I discovered that I was bruised from head to

foot. When I was up in the air it seemed as if some things

were peeking me all of the time. They must have been the

boards and other flying wreckage. Before the ball reached
me I could see on the outer edge of it objects whirling
with it. But when I was in the cloud I could see nothing.

I had passed from bright light to complete darkness."

THE DETERMINING OF SANITY BY JURY
TRIAL.

An excellent example of the folly of having a roan's

sanity passed upon by trial before an ordinary criminal

jury is the verdict recently given by a Pittsburgh jury in

a case tried in that city.^

" The testimony of three physicians (two of whom
are specialists in mental diseases, and the third of whom
is one of the best-knowu and most careful general prac-

titioners in the city) brought out these points concerning

the subject of the inquiry. He is a man about sixty

years of age. In general conversation on indifferent

topics he gave no evidence of insanity. He, however,
believes that his wife (a woman of fifty) is unfaithful ;

that she is frequently visited by other men ; that her

own son has frequent sexual intercourse with her ; he

frequently charges his wife with infidelity in the pres-

ence of his children ; he had stuck pins in the carpet

in front of the bedroom door in such a manner that

they would be knocked down by the opening of the

door ; all the windows in his bed-chamber were nailed

down by him to prevent men from entering the room
to have intercourse with his wife.

'' No attempt was made to show that his suspicions

were well-founded. These three physicians testified

that the man was insane and that he should be placed

in an asylum because (1) he might do violence to his

wife, or (2) to some man whom he might suspect of

having improper relations with his wife
; (3) the disputes

in which he charged his wife with infidelity had a bad
effect on the morals of his minor children in whose
presence these disputes often occurred.

" The jury found that the man was not a lunatic,

hut recommended his separationfrom his wife !

" The following is the verdict

:

" ' That said is not a lunatic ; but that he is at

times dangerous to his wife, -, and that, in their

opinion, to avoid danger to her life, he should be
restrained or put under stipulation, or promise to

remain away from her, his said wife.'

"

' Cleveland Journal o( Medicine, June, 189U.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD
For the week ending May 30th, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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delpbiH aod Boston 2 each, Baltimore and Havcrliill 1 each.

From malarial fevor New York 3, Pliiladelpliia and Nashvillo 1

each.
lu the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales, with

an estimated population of 10,SiiO,'.)71, for the week ending
May I'Sd, the death-rate was 18.1. Deaths reported, 3,775;

measles 214, whooping-oongh INi, diphtheria 83, diarrhea 50,

scarlet fever 31. fever .'5, small-pox (Bristol) 1.

The death-rates ranged from \IA in Bristol to 20 in Salford :

Birmingham 22.'.l, Bradford 1(>.4, Brighton 12.S, Croydon 15..'),

Halifax 20 4, Hull l.'.S, Leeds 20.7, Leicester 12.1), Liverpool 20.1,

LondoD 17.8, Manchester 22.9, Newcastle-on-Tyne 18.7, Notting-

ham 15.2, Plymouth 19.1, Portsmouth 17.2, Sheffield 18.9, Sun-
derland 24.6.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE STATIONS AND
DUTIES OF OFFICERS SERVING IN THE MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT, U. S. ARMY, FROM MAY 23, 1896, TO
MAY' 2!l, 18!H>.

Leave of absence for four months on surgeon's certificate of

disability, is granted Fihst-Likut. Benjamin Brooke, assist-

ant surgeon.

The order assigning Captain Ashton B. Hkyl, assistant

surgeon, to duty at Fort Canby, Wash., is revoked; he is re-

lieved from duty at Fort Thomas, Ky., and ordered to Fort

Riley. Kan., for duty, relievingCAPXAiN Thomas U. Raymond,
assistant surgeon.

Captain Raymond, on being thus relieved, is ordered to Fort

Canby, Wash., for duty.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE MEDICAL CORPS
OF THE U. S. NAVY FOR THE WEEK ENDING JUNE
6. 1896.

L. L. von Wedekind, surgeon, ordered to the Naval Acad-
emy.

G. A. Siegfried, surgeon, detached from the "Columbia,"
and ordered to the " Massachusetts."

E. Z. Derr, surgeon, detached from the " Raleigh," and or-

dered to the " Columbia."

H. G. Bkyer, surgeon, detached from the Naval Academy
June 6th, and ordered to the " Raleigh," June Bth.

H. S. Guest, passed assistant surgeon, detached from the

"Constellation" June 8th, and ordered to the "Massachusetts,"
June 10th.

OFFUIAL LIST OF CHANGES OF STATIONS AND DUTIES
OF MEUK AI. OFFICERS liF THE UNITED STATES
MAHI.NE-HO.SFITAL SERVICE FOR THE SIXTEEN
DAYS ENDING MAY' 31, 1890.

Hamilton, J. B., surgeon. Granted leave of absence for ten

days. May 23, 1896.

Brown, B. W., passed assistant surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for six days. May 25, 1896.

Gardner, C. H., assistant surgeon. Ordered to examination
for promotion. May 27, 1896.

BOARDS CONVENED.

Board convened to meet in Washington, D. C, June 15, 1896,

for the examination of officers for promotion and candidates for

appointment in Service, G. W. Stoner, surgeon, Chairman;
Fairfax Irwin, surgeon, C. E. Banks, passed assistant sur-

geon, Recorders. May 25, 1896.

Board convened to meet in New York City, May 27, 1896, for

the physical examination of candidates for appointment in

Revenue Cutter Service, W. A. Wheeler, surgeon. Chairman

;

J. H. White, passed assistantsurgeon, Recorder. May 25, 1896.

APPOINTMENTS.

Dr. J. J. Thomas has been appointed assistant neurologist

and electrician to the Children's Hospital.

Dr. W. a. Brooks, Jr., has been appointed demonstrator of

anatomy for five years in the Harvard Medical School with a
seat in the Faculty.

RECENT DEATHS.

Walter (-cott Robinson, M.D., M.M.S.S., died in Taunton,
June 3, 1896, aged fifty-seven years.

Abel C. Burnham, M.D., died recently in Concord, N. H.,

aged eighty-four years. He was a memher of the New Hamp-
shire Stale Medical Society and had twice been sent to the State

Legislature. He was for three years a member of the State

Board of Education.

Gerhard Rohlfs, the German explorer, died June 4th, at

Gedesherg in Rhenish Prussia, aged sixty-five years. He re-

ceived a medical education, but went to Algeria in the service

of France. In 18riO he went to Morocco living for some time in

Fey. In 1862 ho announced the existence of the oasis of Tafilih

in the Sahara. His greatest work was begun in 1865 when he
made his famous journey from Tripoli to Lake Tchad, crossed

the Central Soudaii States of Boriiu and Sokota, reached the
lienue branch of the Niger and descended to the mouth of that

river. This journey ranks among the greatest of African ex-
plorations, lie made several prolonged explorations in the

great Libyan desert. In late years he has lived in Weimar.
I'hough he wrote much, only one book, that on Morocco, has
been translated into English.
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(Concluded from No. 24, p. 581.)

Admitting then that there is uo abstract reason

why animals should not suffer for the benefit of man,

it i-emains to be considered whether we have a " right

to constitute ourselves administrators of this law of

vicarious suffering and to apply it to animals for our own
interest." The right of man to inflict pain upon the

lower animals for his own benefit has never been very

distinctly formulated. Our relations to the wild deni-

zens of the forest, field and stream are very largely an

inheritance from those times when our savage ances-

tors disputed with the lower aiiimals for the right to

exist on the face of the eat'th. In fact, they do not

differ materially, except in degree of complication, from

the relation of the lion to the lamb or the hawk to the

dove.

In the words of the author of the above-mentioned

work on "Physiological Cruelty": "It is generally

admitted that we may chase and kill an animal, often

necessarily with much pain, not because its life and

liberty interferes with ours, but because its death will

render our life more complete, perhaps in the most

trivial detail. We kill them (without anesthetics),

not only that we may have food and clothing, but that

the food may be varied and attractive and the clothing

may be rich and beautiful. We subject them to pain-

ful mutilations in order to make them more manage-

able for service, to improve the flavor of their flesh,

and even to please our whimsical fancies. We im-

prison them in cages and zoological gardens, to im-

prove our knowledge of natural history or merely to

amuse ourselves by looking at them. It is abundantly

clear that in all our customary dealings with animals

we apply to them without scruple the law of sacrifice,

and interpret it with a wide latitude in our own favor.

... So far, the general principle of dealing with

animals which is in a vague way accepted by most

humane persons . . . seems to be that we may kill,

inconvenience or pain them, for any benefit, conveni-

ence or pleasure to ourselves, but that the pain must
be within moderate limits (of course undefined), and

that it must form no element in our pleasure." Now
the point to be especially emphasized in this connection

is that physiologists, in experimenting with living or-

ganisms, cause an amount of suffering utterly insignifi-

cant compared with that which animals are called upon

to endure in other ways and that the suffering thus

caused is inflicted with a motive and with an expecta-

tion of benefit quite adequate to justify the infliction

of a much greater amount of pain than even the most
serious operations in the laboratory can be supposed

to produce.

In this respect the physiologist stands, it seems to

me, on higher moral ground than that occupied by
most persons whose occupation leads them to sacrifice

animal life. Compare, for instance, the occupation of

a sportsman with that of a physiologist. It is ditticult

to imagine how an animal such as a deer or a rabbit

can be made to endure greater physical agony than in

1 The Annual Discourse before the Masaachusetts Medical Society,
delivered at the Que Hundred and Fifteenth Anniversary, June lu.

being hunted to death by hounds. It is hard to con-

ceive of animal suffering more entirely out of propor-

tion to the object sought and gained by it than that

produced by the average sportsman whenever he fires

a charge of shot into a flock of birds, since, for every

bird actually killed, several more will probably be

wounded and, escaping with broken limbs, fall an easy

prey to their enemies or perish from starvation. Yet

we inflict this suffering, not because we need the ani-

mal for food, not because its existence interferes in

any way with our own, not because we expect to derive

any permanent benefit from its destruction, but simply,

as the word "sport" implies, because we are in search

of amusement and the sufferings of the animal are in-

cidentally associated with our enjoyment of the moment.

It must not be supposed that I desire to bring the

charge of cruelty against sportsmen, for, of course, the

fact that the animal suffers pain forms no part of the

pleasure of the hunter ; nor do I overlook the great

benefit which the sportsman derives incidentally from

his pursuit in the acquirement of health, strength and

skill. I merely wish to point out, first, that as far as

the charge of cruelty is concerned, the physiologist

may claim the same exemption which is accorded to

the sportsman, for, so far from enjoying the sufferings

of the animals on which he experiments, it is his con-

stant object to reduce those sufferings to a minimum;
and, secondly, that with regard to a justification for the

infliction of pain, the advantage is on the side of the

physiologist, for the desire to enlarge the bounds of

human knowledge and to fix firmly the foundations of

the healing art must be regarded as a higher motive

than the wish to secure one's own temporary amuse-

ment, and, moreover, the proportion between the bene-

fit obtained and the pain inflicted is much larger in

physiological experimentation than in the vocation of

the sportsman.

In this connection it is interesting to contrast the

fate of the victims of science with that of similar ani-

mals living in a state of nature. In doing this we are

struck by the vast amount of animal suffering which

the laws of nature necessitate. The weak are inevita-

bly the victims of the strong. The chain of destruc-

tion extends throughout the animal creation, and

every link involves the death of victims under circum-

stances which from a human point of view seem those

of revolting cruelty. The cat plays with the mouse, ap-

parently enjoying its terror and distress. The butcher-

bird impales its living victims on the thorns of the

locust tree, thus laying up in its hideous larder a store

of food often far beyond its needs. The larger carni-

vora tear their living prey limb from limb. In fact

the relations of animals to each other are such as to

fully justify, from a moral standpoint, an indictment

for cruelty against Nature herself. With regard to

domestic animals the case is often not much better.

The vagrant cur and the prowling cat lead a life of

constant terror, eking out a miserable existence

amongst piles of garbage, and dying finally, when
physical strength fails, from sheer starvation. Com-
pared with misery like this the fate of the chosen vic-

tim of science may well be regarded as enviable, for

once within the laboratory precincts warmth and abun-

dant food are assured and, though the term of life

is shortened, its closing scene is often absolutely

painless and is, in any case, likely to be attended with

less suffering than a so-called natural death.

With regard to physiological experiments which in
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volve operations of a paiuful nature upon living ani-

mals, it is iiuportaut for us to ascertain as accurately

as possible the amount of suffering thus caused. The
tirst important fact to be liere noted is that the great

boon conferred upon mankind in tiie discovery of anes-

thetics extends its beneficent influence over the animal
world as well. Just as no modern surgeon ever thinks

of performing a severe surgical operation without plac-

ing the patient under the influence of ether or chloro-

form, so no physiologist neglects to use an anesthetic

when performing a prolonged or painful experiment
except in those rare cases iu which its administration

would interfere with the result of the experiment.
Even on the supposition, which too many sensational

writers are prone to make, that a physiologist is abso-

lutely regardless of the amount of suffering which he

causes, he will still be compelled to use an anesthetic

for his own convenience in order to suppress the cries

and struggles of the animal which would otherwise

disturb the adjustment of his delicate instruments and
iulerfere with the mental concentration essential for

the proper performance of his work. This very con-

centration of the mind upon the work iu hand prevents,

of course, any active feeling of sympathy with the ani-

mal experimented upon ; but the same may be said of

the surgeon who, however tender-hearted he may be,

never in operating allows his mind to wander from the

work in which his hands are engaged. Neither the

one uor the other can be charged with cruelty or in-

humanity.

In this connection it may be well to allude to the

question whether curare, a drug frequently used by
physiologists, is or is not an anesthetic. This substance
is the arrow poison of certain tribes of South American
Indians and has the property of paralyzing the volun-

tary muscles. The earlier experiments of Claude
Bernard on frogs, showing that sensory nerves are

not affected by the poison, led him to the conclusion

that an animal poisoned by curare preserves his sensi-

bility to pain, but has lost the power of giving any
sign of suffering. Strictly speaking Bernard's ex-

periments only show that the drug affects the sensory
nerves and the spinal cord less readily than the motor
nerves, while they throw no light on the question of

the persistence of consciousness, but the fact that they

succeed equally well after the removal of the cerebral

lobes seems to exclude consciousness from any impor-
tant participation in the phenomena. The arguments
which have sometimes been used to sustain the propo-
sition that curare increases the sensibility to pain
would prove also that small doses of morphia have
the same effect, whereas we know that morphia in

small doses diminishes and in larger doses annihilates

the sensibility to pain. Thus the weight of physiolog-

ical evidence seems to be in favor of the view that

curare may be to some extent an anesthetic, though it

is not employed by physiologists for that purpose.
Psychological evidence pointing in the same direction

may also be urged, for, on the theory promulgated and
ably defended by Prof. Wm. James, that all emotions
are but the conscious recognition of the reflex actions

produced by the exciting cause of the emotions, it

seems evident that so much of the substratum of the
feeling of pain as is dependent upon the reflex con-
traction of voluntary muscles must, iu cases of curare
poisoning, be absolutely wanting.

Of the possibly painful physiological experiments
which we are now considering, it has been calculated

by Professor Yeo that seventy-five per cent, are ren-

dered absolutely painless by the use of anesthetics

;

but it must, however, be admitted that the giving of

an anesthetic to an animal is not the same agreeable

operation that it is to a human being. The animal^-'
does not understand the reason why it is compelled to

breathe a vapor which is gradually depriving it of its

consciousness and usually struggles against the admin-
istration of it, thus rendering some sort of forcible

confinement necessary. The inconvenience thus occa-

sioned to the animal is, of course, overbalanced in the

case of prolonged or serious operations by the exemp-
tion from subsequent suffering. When, however, the

operation is of a trifling character it is doubtless more
merciful to the animal to dispense with the use of an-

esthetics. For the complete understanding of this

portion of the subject it should be mentioned that a
large portion of the animals thus rendered insensible

for physiological purposes are killed after the experi-

ment has been performed and before the effect of the

anesthetic has passed off. Where the object of the

research is to observe the subsequent effect of

the operation it is, of course, necessary to allow the ani-

mal to recover from the anesthetic and to endure what-

ever pain may be connected with the healing of its

wounds. This has, however, been reduced to insignif-

icance by the modern methods of antiseptic surgery,

the discovery of which was led up to by physiological

experiments and the benefits of which are now ex-

perienced by the brute creation as well as by the human
race.

Accepting Professor Yeo's estimate that seventy-

five per cent, of the possibly paiuful physiological ex->

periments are rendered absolutely painless by the use

of anesthetics, it remains to be considered how much
suffering attends the remaining twenty-five per cent,

of these experiments ; and here it is important, in all

discussions of this subject, to correct a rather preva-

lent popular notion that a wound is painful in propor-

tion to its depth. The fact is, however, that sensibility

to pain is, iu a healthy body, confined almost wholly

to the surface. A consideration of the function of

the sensory nerves shows us why this should be the

case, for these nerves are only distributed to points

where under normal circumstances they can receive

stimulation and thus serve to bring the organism into

relation with the outer world. Pain, caused by exces-

sive stimulation of a sensory nerve, is the sign that

the integrity of the body is threatened by some exter-

nal agency, and at this signal the body reacts con-

sciously or unconsciously to ward off the threatened

danger. Now external agencies can act upon the

body only at the surface. Hence sensory nerves dis-

tributed to internal organs would have no raiton d'etre ;

and, in the wise economy of nature, we find, accord-

ingly, that they do not exist. The apparent contra-

diction to this statement furnished by the painful sen-

sations— for example, cramps and colics— which
we sometimes experience in our internal organs are

really illustrations of the same general law, for the

pain in this case is the indication of some morbid ac-

tion of an organ, and is usually the sign that rest is

necessary to enable the organ to recover its normal
condition. It is a matter of common experience,

therefore, that the cutting of the skin is the only

really painful part of even quite serious operations.

As the knife divides the deeper organs no pain is felt,

except indeed when a sensory nerve-trunk is divided,
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which operation is attended by a momentary flash of

pain. Even the brain, the seat of consciousness it-

self, is no exception to this rule, for its substance may
be cut and operated on in various ways without caus-

ing the slightest pain. It is evident, therefore, that

in a large proportion of the actually painful experi-

ments performed in physiological laboratories the pain

must be of the briefest duration, since it is almost

wholly confined to the preliminary incision. It must
also be borne in mind that a large class of experiments

consists in the introduction of drugs under the skin,

an operation about as painful as vaccination or as a

subcutaneous injection of morphia. Bearing these facts

in mind we are well prepared to accept Professor

Yeo's estimate, and that of the twenty-five per cent.

of actually painful experiments, twenty per cent, are

about as painful as vaccination, four per cent, about

as painful as the healing of a wound, and one per

cent, as painful as an ordinary surg^ical operation per-

formed without anesthetics.

I have thus sought to set before you the material

for forming a judgment with regard to the amount of

animal suffering which the practice of experimental

physiology involves. It remains for me now to speak

of the value of the discoveries thus made or, in other

words, to present to you briefly the evidence of the

debt owed by the practising physician of the present

day to the physiologists of the past. We shall then

be in a position to answer the question whether on

the whole " vivisection pays." To enumerate all the

discoveries that have been made iu physiology by

means of experiments on animals would be utterly

impossible within the limits of this discourse, for

there is hardly a single organ of the human body

whose functions have not been investigated and ex-

plained in this way. It will suffice at this time to call

your attention to a few of the more important physi-

ological discoveries which form the groundwork of

our knowledge of the human body, and to ask you to

imagine, if you can, what would be the condition of

the healing art if these discoveries had never been
made.
To begin with, let us consider the circulation of the

blood, a discovery bearing the same relation to medi-

cine that the law of gravitation bears to physics. It

is well known that the ancients believed the arteries,

as their name implies, to be tubes containing air.

When Galen, in the second century of our era, studied

the arteries on living animals, the fact that they carry

blood was, of course, apparent. The circulation of

the blood was, however, far from being made out. In

fact, it was not till the beginning of the seventeenth

century that Harvey, gathering up the learning of

the time, contributed by the great Italian teachers

Vesalius, Eustachius, Fallopius, Fabricius of Aqua-
pendente, and others, and making important addi-

tions of his own (as he himself saj's) " by fre-

quently lookmg into many and various living ani-

mals " was finally able to promulgate the true theory
of the circulation of the blood. Since the time of

Harvey our knowledge of the conditions under which
the blood circulates has been greatly extended, and
always by means of experiments upon living animals.

The pressure which the blood exerts upon the walls of

the vessels iu different parts of its course has been
carefully measured. The fact that its white globules

can pass through the vascular walls into the tissues

outside has been clearly demonstrated, and forms, in

fact, the basis of the modern theory of inflammation.

The influence of the nervous system in controlling the

size of the channels through which the blood circu-

lates, thus regulating the nutrition of the tissues, the

activity of the organs and the distribution of heat, has

been studied by a host of observers, and is, indeed,

one of the most fruitful fields of modern physiological

research. It is difficult to imagine what the practice

of medicine would be without this knowledge which

has been wholly obtained by experiments on living

animals and which is now the common property of

educated physicians. It has, indeed, been very per-

tinently asked, " How will those earnest antivivisec-

tionists, who like Miss Cobbe, ' prefer to die sooner

than profit by such foul rites ' provide themselves with

a medical attendant warranted ignorant of the circula-

tion of the blood ?
"

The direct benefits received from animal experimen-

tation are perhaps more obvious in surgery than in

the other departments of medicine. The proper mode
of applying ligatures to arteries and the antiseptic

treatment of wounds have reached their present stage

of perfection largely through experiments on the

lower animals. To give you a vivid idea of the privi-

leges which we are now enjoying I will ask you to

listen to Ambrose Fare's description of an amputation

as performed in his time :
" I observed my masters,

whose method I intended to follow, who thought

themselves singularly well appointed to stanch a flux

of blood when they were furnished with various store

of hot irons and caustic medicines, which they would
use to the dismembered part, now one, then another,

as they themselves thought meet, which thing cannot

be spoken or but thought upon without great horror,

much less acted. For this kind of remedy could not

but bring great and tormenting pain to the patient,

seeing such fresh wounds made iu the quick and sound
flesh are endured with exquisite sense. . . . And
verily of such as were burnt, th^ third part scarce

ever recovered, and that with much ado, for that com-
bust wounds with difficulty come to cicatrization ; for

by this burning are caused cruel pains, whence a fever,

convulsion, and ofttimes other accidents worse than

these. Add hereunto, that when the eschar fell away,

ofttimes a new hemorrhage ensued for stanching

whereof they were forced to use other caustic aud
burning instruments. Through which occasion the

bones were laid bare, whence many were forced, for

the remainder of their wretched life, to carry about an
ulcer on that part which was dismembered; which

also took away the opportunity of fitting or putting to

an artificial leg or arm, instead of that which was
taken off."

Let us now contrast this ghastly picture with the

methods of a modern amputation. The patient is first

made unconscious by the use of ether or chloroform.

The blood-vessels of the limbs are then emptied by
means of an elastic bandage. Hardly a drop of blood

is shed in the amputation itself, the divided arteries

are firmly tied, and the wound, treated antiseptically,

heals with little or no pain. At every step in the

process which has led to this brilliant result experi-

ment has been the guide. Various technical details of

the method remain still to be worked out. It is this

beneficent work which antivivisectionists seek to

abolish.

I will allude to but one other benefit conferred

upon suffering humanity by scientific experiments in-
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volviiig the sacrifice of animal life. The therapeutic

use of autitoxiii, though still iu its infaucy, shows hy
the unimpeachable records of hospital practice that

the physician has now within his grasp the means of

successfully treating one of our most dreaded diseases.

The anxiety, almost amounting to despair, with which
a physician formerly approached a serious caee of

diphtheria has given place to a feeling of well-

grounded hope of a favorable result. Who can esti-

mate the burden of (error and distress thus removed
from the anxious watchers by the bedside, and who
will dare to say that the boon has been dearly pur-

chased by the lives of some thousands of guinea-pigs?

Let us now briefly review the points over which we
have already passed. We have seen, in the first place,

that pain is a purely subjective phenomenon, the sensi-

bility to which differs very much in different indi-

viduals, and is in the lower animals reduced appar-

ently much below that of the least sensitive human
beings, and that, moreover, the external signs of suf-

fering are apt to be misleading unless the conditions

under which these signs are made are well understood,

a knowledge which can be acquired only by careful

physiological study. We have seen, in the second
place, that pain is onl}' relatively an evil, that we sub-

mit to it ourselves and subject others to it for the sake

of subsequent advantages which we consider sufficiently

important. Thirdly, we have seen that our relations

to animals are such that there is no well recognized

objection to our causing them very great suffering for

the sake of very slight benefits to ourselves. In this

matter there is, of course, great room for improvement.
The practical question always is " How much suffering

may we inflict on an animal for the sake of how little

benefit to ourselves ? " In the progress of civilization

there is a constant tendency to draw the line more and
more in favor of the animal ; but when we remember
how much opposition was, within a few years, arrayed in

this State against the passage of a law to abolish pigeon-

shooting, we cannot flatter ourselves that we have,

as yet, reached any very advanced humanitarian stand-

point. It is certainly no very extravagant concession

to the rights of animals to enact that they shall not be
set up as living targets at a shooting-match when glass

balls thrown into the air will answer the same purpose.

In forming and fostering a public opinion which de-

mands a greater consideration for the brute creation

the societies for the prevention of cruelty to animals
have played an important part, and their work would
doubtless be still more effective were they in the habit

of making more frequent applications of the results of

physiological research to the problems of animal life.

By the efforts of these societies and by the general
growth of humane sentiments in the community, we
may expect that a larger and larger prospective bene-
fit will be demanded as a justification for the infiiction

of pain upon animals. To this raising of the require-

ments of humanity physiologists will be certain to offer

no objection, provided the same rule is applied to all

occupations involving pain to animals; for it is evi-

dent. 1 trust, from what has been said that a standard
80 high as to be practically inapplicable to the daily

affairs of life will still leave a wide margin for the
carrying on of physiological research. A questionable
practice cannot, of course, be justified by demonstrat-
ing that another still less justifiable practice exists;

but it may be fairly urged that while practices are per-

mitted which cause great suffering to animals with

only incidental benefits to mankind, " it is irrational

folly," to quote a writer in Nature, " to waste the

energy of humanitarian feeling in a warfare against

the only kind of pain-giving practice which is directed

toward the mitigation of pain, and which has already

been successful in this, its object, to a degree out of all

proportion to the pain inflicted."

Enough has been said, I trust, to demonstrate the

expediency of permitting physiological research to go
on unchecked, and even of encouraging it in every
possible way, as the only legitimate basis of scientific

medicine. Before leaving the subject, however, it is

well to notice that, whatever restrictions be imposed
on the physiologist working iu his laboratory, the ad-

vancement of medicine by experiment will be certain

to go on. Agitation cannot check it. Legislation

cannot prevent it. Once admit, what no one thinks

of disputing, that physiological phenomena are chemi-
cal or physical in their character, and the position of

physiology among the experimental sciences is a mat-

ter of necessity. All that legal enactments can do is

to determine to some extent who shall be the experi-

menters and who the victims of the experiments.

Shall practising physicians grope blinding in search of

methods of treatment when chance brings disease

under their observation, or shall men of science, sys-

tematically studying the nature and results of morbid
processes in animals, point out to the practitioner the

path to be followed to render innocuous the contagion

of our most dreaded diseases? In illustration of this

point permit me to quote a few lines from Dr. John
Simon's address on State Medicine: "The experi-

ments which give us our teaching with regard to the

causes of disease are of two sorts ; on the one hand we
have the carefully pre-arranged and comparatively few
experiments which are done by us in our pathological

laboratories, and for the most part on other animals

than man ; on the other hand, we have the experi-

ments which accident does for us, and above all, the in-

calculably large amount of crude experiment which
is popularly done by man on man under our present

ordinary conditions of social life, and which gives us

its results for our interpretation. . . . Let me illus-

trate m}' argument by showing you the two processes

at work in identical provinces of subject-matter. What
are the classical experiments to which we chiefly refer

when we think of guarding against the dangers of

Asiatic cholera? On the one side there are the well-

known scientific infection experiments of Professor

Thiersch performed on a certain number of mice. On
the other hand, there are the equally well-known popu-
lar experiments which during our two cholera epidemics

of 1848-49 and 1853-54 were performed on half a mil-

lion of human beings, dwelling in the southern dis-

tricts of London, by certain commercial companies
which supplied those districts with water. Both the

professor and the water-companies gave us valuable ex-

perimental teaching as to the manner in which cholera

is spread. . . . Now, assuming for the moment that

man and brute are of exactly equal value, I would
submit that, when the life of either man or brute is to

be made merely instrumental to the establishment of a

scientific truth, the use of the life should be economi-

cal. Let me, in that jioint of view, invite you to com-
pare, or rather to contrast with one another, those two
sorts of experiments from which we have to get our

knowledge of the causes of disease. The commercial

experiments which illustrated the dangerousness of
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sewage-polluted water-supplies cost many thousands of

human lives; the scientific experiments which, with in-

finitely more exactitude, justified a presumption of dan-

gerousness cost the lives of fourteen mice."

We see then in one way or another experiment
must form the basis on which medical science is to be
built up. The question for us to decide is, "Shall
these experiments be few, carefully planned, conclu-

sive, economical of animal life, or shall they be numer-
ous, accidental, vague and wasteful of human life ?

"

I think in settling this question we may safely take
for our guide the words of Him who said, " Ye are of

more value than maiiy sparrows."

(Original 3firticIcjS.

PHOTOGRAPHY OF THE HUMAN STOMACH
BY THE RONTGEN METHOD, A SUGGESTION.

BY JOHS C. HEMMETER, M.D., PH.D., B.ILTIMOKE, MD.

In the Deutsche Medizinische Wochentchrift, No.
13, March 26, 1896, Dr. Wolf Becker, of Berlin,

describes a method for photographing the hollow

organs of the animal body by the Routgen process.

In his work on " A New Kind of Rays," Routgen,
after stating that the various metals are permeable to

the rays to different degrees, says that the salts of the

metals, in a solid form or in solutions, can be arranged

in a similar manner to the metals, with regard to their

permeability.

This property of solutions not to allow the Rontgen
rays to penetrate, he utilized to photograph the stom-

ach and a loop of intestine of a guinea-pig by distending

both with liquor plumbi subacetici of the German phar-

macopeia. To till the organs mentioned Becker did a

laparotomy, tied the stomach both at the cardia and
pylorus and the intestinal loop at both ends, and then

injected the solution of subacetate of lead by means
of a Pravaz syringe. In doing so he tore the gastric

walls, which had to be sewed up again, but could not be

repaired so tightly as to prevent leakage. The possi-

bility of injecting the subacetate through the mouth
and esophagus did not suggest itself to him, it seems.

A Rumkorff inductor producing a spark fifteen centime-

tres long was used, and the distance of the lowest pole

of the Hittorf (Geissler) tube from the highest point of

the object was twenty-three centimetres. The time of

exposure was thirty-five minutes.

In the photograph, the only parts of the abdominal
contents that are visible are the parts that contain the

lead-acetate solution. It cannot be claimed, however,
that the outlines of the stomach and intestinal loop

are at all well defined, which is explained, perhaps, by
the circumstance that the solution leaked out into the

abdominal cavity.

To obtain a photograph of the human stomach a
solution is necessary having two properties : (1) it

must not injure the stomach of the subject to be pho-

tographed
; (2) it must be impenetrable to the Ront-

gen rays. Then it will be important to observe in

what dilution these solutions may yet refuse penetra-

tion to these rays of light.

In No. 18, April 30, 1896, of the same journal, Dr.

Carl Wegele, of Kciuigsborn,Westphalia, in commenting
upon Becker's experiment, suggests the introduction

of his spiral electrode into the stomach in such a man-

ner that it should come to lie along the greater curva-

ture of the stomach. A small coin is suggested to be
placed over the umbilicus. Both the metal of the

electrode and the coin would show in the photograph
and thus some idea of the location of the stomach
might be obtained. This would, however, give no im-

pression of the size of the organ as the metal of the
electrode would in favorable experiments map out the

greater curvature only. Although the duration of

exposure for the Rontgen method has been much
shortened by the improved technique of the physical

laboratory of the University of Jena, the plan to deter-

mine the location and size of the stomach by the

Rontgen photography can hardly be considered any-
thing but circuitous.

A rapid and most reliable method of determining
the location of the stomach is by Einhoru's electro-

diaphany ; and its capacity and also its location can be
readily ascertained by the use of my intra-gastric,

deglutable, elastic-rubber bag.'

The liquor plumbi subacetatis used by Dr. W. Becker
is not a solution of simple plumbic acetate, but con-

tains also oxide of lead in the proportion of three of

the former to one of the latter; besides being poison-

ous, it acts upon mucous membranes like a corrosive.

I do not consider the use of the Rontgen method, on
account of its complexity and long duration of expos-
ure, as practical for determining the size and location

of the stomach ; if, however, one wishes to experiment
with it to ascertain whether there is any value in it,

I would suggest that the solution of plumbic acetate

be injected into my intra-gastric, stomach-shaped rub-

ber bag. These bags as made by Tieman & .Co., of

New York, for me, can be made strong enough to hold
sufficient of the solution to distend the adult stomach,
and at the same time can be swallowed easily or pushed
down, after they are folded over a thin esophageal tube.

When the bag which has exactly the shape of the
stomach, has reached the cavity of the organ, the

plumbic acetate solution can be slowly filled in through
the mouth by means of the esophageal tube until the

bag is distended far enough to closely apply itself to

the gastric walls. The umbilicus might be marked by
a coin as suggested by Wegele. A photograph taken
in this manner would give, not only a part of the

stomach, but the entire organ and show its location

and size. After the exposure the solution of plumbic
acetate would have to be removed by aspiration, for

which a stomach-pump would be useful for speedy
evacuation.

Recently a method for intubating the duodenum
has been described by the author,^ which makes it con-

ceivable that elastic bags may be introduced into and
distended in the duodenum for diagnostic purposes
and also for similar experiments as those suggested in

this report. (See also article on " Intubation des
Duodenum," in Boas's Archiv fUr verdauuugs Krank-
heiten. Band ii. Heft 1, by the author.)

ADDENDDM.

Plumbic acetate precipitates albumins, proteids, al-

buminoids. It is essential, therefore, to have the

India-rubber, intra-gastric bag made of pure gutta-
percha. Recently I made a number of experiments
in the biological laboratory of the Johns Hopkins

'Hemmeter: Motor-functions of the Human Stomach, etc.. New
york Medical -Joarnal, -June 22, 1895, p. 7T1.

2 Hemmeter ; Intubation of the Duodenum, Johns Hopliins Hospi-
tal Bulletin, April, 1890.
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Uoiversitv ou the resistance of gutta-perclia bags to

acetateof-lead solutious. It was found thai in very

thin bags of this material, tiuy spots of some proteiil

substance occur at times, wliich are corroded by t'le

plumbic acetate, producing pin-point holes. This,

however, resulted only when concentrated solutions

of the salt were used. Still it is very important to

assure one's self that the intra-gastric bag is intact, by
pouring the solution into it outside of the body first.

Also by using as weak a solution as will suffice to cut

off the Riintgen rays. As it is a well-established fact

that bone tissue is particularly impervious to this form

of light, an emulsion of bone powder suggests itself as

a proper substance with which to distend the intra-

gastric bag.

GYMNASTICS IN HEART DISEASES.'

BY UB. OLAES J. ENBBDSKK.

The term " gymnastics " has not acquired a gener-

ally accepted definition in the English language, so

far as I have been able to learn. A reasonably clear

presentation of the subject, the discussion of which,

by your courteous invitation, I shall have the honor

to open here to-night, depends in no small degree upon

au agreement at the outset of the actual meaning of

the term gymnastics, inasmuch as it must be one of

the fundamental technical terms in my paper. There-

fore, I solicit your generous patience with a few gen-

eral introductory remarks about gymnastics from my
present standpoint, before I pass over to my particular

subject.

For my present purpose, I wish to define gymnastics

from its theoretical aspect as, the attempt to under-

stand the activity of the human body, which expresses

itself in its movements and postures, as far as it can

be understood by the aid of present biological knowl-

edge, and especially the attempt to understand, as far

as possible, their effects upon the body. The results,

gathered from these attempts, form the contents of the
' theory of gymnastics," if that term may be spoken
at present.

1 wish to define gymnastics from its practical aspect

as, the attempts to utilize the theoretical knowledge
of the movements and postures in such a way, that

they may become means to serve the purpose of

ameliorating the body.

It is, therefore, the definition of the postures and
movements, with regard to form and degree of activity

for the said purpose, which determines them as gym-
nastic in contradistinction to others.

Moreover, the selection of such defined postures

and movements and combining them in such a way
that they together shall yield the best possible results

in the desired direction, that is, combining them to

what is called in the gymnasium a "gymnastic day's

order,"^ and in the "gymnastic clinic," " a " gymnas-
tic prescription," ' is what constitutes a gymnastic

lesson or a gymnastic treatment in contradistinction to

other forms of physical exercises.

Finally, the substitution at proper time of a given

gymnastic day's order or gymnastic prescription by
another of modified composition, so as to meet the

change in condition of the individual engaged in the

gymnastic lessons or receiving the gymnastic treat-

Read, by invitatioii, before the Boston Society for Medical Im-
provement, February 2A, 1S96.

'^ Trauaiatiouij of .Swcdieb terms.

meut, causing a rational progression of the postures

and movements to take place parallel with the change
in the condition of the individual, is what constitutes

a course in rational gymnastics or in gymnastic treat-

ment in contradistinction to other courses of exercises.

I said that the amelioration of the body is the pur-

pose. The amelioration may be understood as the

amelioration of the healthy individual, so that he may
actualize in his body the most of his possible physical

beauty, strength and efficiency. Gymnastics for this

purpose have been called " pedagogical gymnastics,"

and, through the pedagogical profession, they serve, in

the first place, the schools and higher educational in-

stitutions. The gymnastic pedagogy, by its near re-

lation to the subject of school hygiene, is related to the

physician's interest. Ou the other hand, the ameliora-

tion of the body may be understood as the amelioration

of the diseased body, that is, the postures and move-
ments may be defined to serve the purpose of alleviation

and cure of disease. Gymnastics for this purpose, as

far as they actually adapt themselves for this purpose,

serve medicine and demand a place in materia medica.

They have been called " medical gymnastics," and by
the inner order of the things they have the same rela-

tion to the business of the medical profession as the

pedagogical gymnastics have to the business of the

pedagogical profession.

The postures and movements needed for the purpose

of pedagogical gymnastics have generally a different

character, are more active than those generally needed
for medical purposes, which sometimes are entirely

passive. However, in the preparatory training under
pedagogical gymnastics of weaker, yet healthy individ-

uals, postures and movements are often needed, which
resemble or are identically the same as those used in

medical gymnastics. On the other hand, in the treat-

ment of patients by medical gymnastics, particularly

in the after-treatment, postures and movements of the

same character as those used in pedagogical gymnastics

are often employed. The boundary-line between peda-

gogical and medical gymnastics cannot be clearly

drawn by stating that such or such movements and
postures are pedagogical gymnastics and such others

are medical gymnastics. The movements and postures

are common, belonging to both branches. The dis-

tinction lies in the purpose to which they are adapted.

They are pedagogical gymnastics when they serve

education and are administered by persons qualified

to serve education ; they are medical gymnastics when
they serve medicine and are administered by persons

qualified to serve medicine.

The title of my paper, "Gymnastics in Heart Dis-

eases," may perhaps at first impress with an accent of

novelty. I feel confident, however, that if, by your
courtesy, gentlemen, the definitions of the terms gym-
nastics and medical gymnastics, which I have sug-

gested, are adopted by you during the discussion of

my subject to-night, a few words only may suffice at

the outset to divest the title of my paper of all trace

of novelty. When, ages ago, a physician advised a

sufferer from heart disease to go to bed and by the re-

clining posture the embarrassment of his insufficient

heart-action abated, a gymnastic remedy was success-

fully employed. When you advise your heart patient

to go to bed, or to sit up, or stand up, or begin to

walk, to walk about more, to begin to walk downstairs

and upstairs and so forth, you deal with gymnastic

measures from the staLdpoiut of my definition. In
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recent text-books on medical practice the discussion of

the therapy of heart diseases contains in due place also

the advice to take regulated exercises, a suggestion

again of a gymnastic remedy.

This traditional and recognized essential part of the

therapy of heart diseases contains, although in a com-
paratively vague and incomplete form, an outline and
suggestion of the essentials of the gymnastic therapy

of heart diseases. The reclining posture, the half-re-

clining, the sitting, the standing postures, a little

walking, more of walking, walking up stairs, walkiug

up hills and mountains, and other regulated exer-

cises : these are somewhat defined postures and move-
ments, and in the order I have mentioned them they

represent an approximate progressive scale of exer-

cises. They are, therefore, gymnastic from the stand-

point of my definition of gymnastics. They are de-

fined with reference to desired effects. When, for

instance, the reclining posture is advised, it is not only

because the patient is unable to stand or walk, but be-

cause the reclining posture brings the mechanism of

his circulation to act under modified conditions, which
make his insufficiency less felt and favor recuperation.

The posture exercises a remedial influence. When
again, sitting and standing and walking are advised,

these exercises are not only marks of improvement
gained under preceding conditions, but they help to

adapt the mechanism of the circulation to their own
more active conditions ; they are therefore means of

a remedial training. The same may be said of the

other exercises mentioned.

However, the postures and movements mentioned
are not so exactly defined gymnastic remedies as can

be given. By rough comparison, they may be said to

stand in a similar relation to the exactly defined gym-
nastic movements and postures, as the crude drugs,

such as roots, barks, etc., stand to the active principal

substances, alkaloids, glycosides, etc., which by chemi-
cal processes may be eliminated from them. The pro-

gression they represent is not an even, continuous,

successive progression, but a progression by discon-

tinuities, the members of the series distanced from
each other by considerable intervals. Finally, they
do not contain any suggestion of the idea of a gym-
nastic day's order or a prescription of a number of

exercises, which combined give better result than one
form of exercise alone.

If, however, we elaborate further the principles,

spoken or unspoken, but surely involved in the em-
ployment of the postures and movements which I

have enumerated and which are prescribed by all phy-
sicians in dealing with heart diseases, if we elaborate
them so far in details as present knowledge and ex-

perience admits of,— we will reach practical conclu-
sions that shall resemble the distinct method of gym-
nastic treatment which will be presented in the further

development of my subject.

As the title of my paper implies, it is not my pur-
pose to discuss the therapy of heart diseases in toto.

What the therapy of heart diseases in general teaches,
stands or falls with or without the gymnastic treat-

ment of them. It is only one of the remedies at dis-

posal which claims its own place among the rest. It

is a fact, that in comparatively recent times, or since
the first half of this century, perhaps from the early
thirties, attempts have been made to understand and
bring to practical applicability the effects of gymnas-
tic movements and postures upon heart diseases. The

result has been, that at present three distinct methods

are elaborated and described and practised. In

chronological order mentioned, they are :

(1) The manual gymnastic method, originated by

the Swedish gymnasiarch Ling, further elaborated by

his followers, and during the last thirty or forty years

by an increasing number of physicians in Sweden.

(2) The so-called medico-mechanic method, elabor-

ated bv Dr. Zander in Sweden.

(3) The mountain-climbing or terrain cure, elabor-

ated by the German professor Dr. Oertel.

Of these methods the two first mentioned are most

distinctly gymnastic, consisting of formally defined

postures and movements. Oertel's is less formal in

the movements employed, inasmuch as they consist in

walking up hills, but in them certain physiological

principles are employed, which are also employed in

the two first mentioned, more distinctly gymnastic

methods. Oertel's method is described in his "Ther-
apie der KreislaufsStorungen," the description easily

accessible. Zander's method is based upon the same
principles as the manual gymnastic method, but elab-

orated differently in the technique inasmuch as me-
chanical machines, run by steam or electricity, give the

postures and movements to the patient. The tech-

nique of this method cannot be well demonstrated

without the machines ; the theory is described, if the

theory of the manual method is described.

The manual gymnastic method is the oldest, em-
braces the principles of all the methods, has the wid-

est scope of applicability, and is continually being

fuller elaborated by physicians in Sweden who hold

olBcial positions under the Swedish government as

well as by private practitioners of medicine. The
term " gymnastic physician " sounds as natural in the

Swedish language as the title " orthopedic surgeon
"

in English. By this is meant men who have studied

gymnastics in connection with medicine, have taken

medical examination and are licensed by the Royal
Medical Council in Stockholm as practitioners of

medicine and surgery.

The manual gymnastic method can be demonstrated

without elaborate accessories. I consider, therefore,

I can best serve the opportunity of this occasion by a

condensed description of this method and a demonstra-
tion of its technique.

Some of the principal workers and writers upon this

subject may be mentioned. They are Dr. Sotherberg,

former head-physician of the Orthopedic Institute in

Stockholm ; Dr. Jiiderholm, former Professor of State-

Medicine in the Royal Carolina Institute of Medicine
and Surgery in Stockholm, also former head-physician

of the Orthopedic Institute in Stockholm ; Dr. Har-
telius, former, and Dr. Murray, present Professor of

Medical Gymnastics in the Royal Central Institute of

Gymnastics in Stockholm ; Dr. Rossander, former
Professor of Surgery in the Royal Carolina Institute

of Medicine and Surgery ; Dr. Zander and Dr. Wide,
both docents of Medical Gymnastics in the Royal Car-

olina Institute of Medicine and Surgery (Dr. Wide is

also head-physician of the Orthopedic Institute in

Stockholm, and Zander, head-physician of the Medico-
mechanic Institute in Stockholm) ; Dr. Levin and Dr.
Wallgren, Assistant Professors in Medical Gymnastics ;

Dr. Levertin, docent at the Royal Carolina Institute

of Medicine and Surgery, etc.

I became first interested in the subject some ten

years ago, when during the second year of my medical
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courue iu tlie Medical School of the Royal Universily

in Lund, Sweden, I received instruction in medical

and i)edagogical gymnastics. During last year I have
returned to the study of the subject. In preparing
my resume for tliis occasion I have consulted the fol-

lowing writers :

Robert Murray, M.D. : The physiological basis of the gyiuuastio
treatment of organic heart diseases (Swed.)-

T. J. Uartelius, M.U. : Manual of medical gymnastics (Swed.).
A. Wide, M.D. : Gymnastics iu the diseases of the organs of cir-

culation (Swed.).
Astley Levin, M.D. : Contribution to the knowledge of the intlu-

ence of medico-gymn;istic movements upon the rhythm of the
pulse in organic heart diseases (Swed.).

Fraus Lindblom, M.D. : Gymnastics in heart diseases (Swed.).
M. J. Oertel, M.D. : Iherapie der Kreislaufs-Stilrungen.
Herman Nebel, M.D. : Beweguugs-kuren mittelst Schwedischer
Heilgymnastik uud Ma.ssage.

When last spring I received the invitation from the

President of the Boston Society for Medical Improve-
ment to read a paper before the Society on some sub-

ject bearing upon gymnastic therapy, 1 decided to ob-

tain further information upon the suhjectof gymnastics

iu heart diseases. At the summer clinic iu Lysekil,

in Sweden, I found Professor Murray and Dr. Wide,
and through their courtesy I received their further

information. Disclaiming originality on my part iu

connection with this subject, I feel confident that my
resume will be a correct, although necessarily con-

densed, representation of the method such as at present

is uuderstood and practised in Sweden.
The heart-diseases treated by gymnastics in Sweden

are : valvular disease, fatty heart, weak heart (from nu-

tritive disturbances), uncomplicated hypertrophy. Only
in the uucomplicated juvenile hypertrophy, if that

term is accepted clinically, cure can be obtained. In

the other diseases, the result is alleviation of all the

symptoms, making the patient more useful and com-
fortable, with prospective retardation of fatal develop-

ment.

According to statistics just received from Stock-

holm, during the 27 years from 18t55 to 1892, there

were treated at the medical clinic of the Royal Central

Institute of Gymnastics 1,209 cases, and at the Ortho-

pedic Institute in Stockholm, 994 cases of heart dis-

eases. Dr. Wide, the present head-physician at the

Orthopedic Institute in Stockholm, states that he has

about 100 cases of heart diseases a year under gym-
nastic treatment. The greatest number of these cases

are mitral insufficiency with symptoms of failing com-
pensation iu various degrees. Inasmuch as the indi-

cations for treatment in the main are the same for the

different heart diseases, mitral insufficiency may be

chosen to exemplify the application of the gymnastic
method.

The indications are :

(1) To increase the force of the systolic stroke of

the heart.

(2) To relieve the venous hyperemia of the abdom-
inal organs.

(3) To relieve the venous hyperemia of the lungs.

(4) To relieve the hydropic exudations.

The gymnastic treatment strives to meet these indi-

cations by (1) bringing in more efifective operation

the auxiliary forces of circulation, and by, on the other

hand, (2) stimulating the heart to more forceful con-

traction.

The auxiliary forces of circulation are brought iu

more effective operation by
(A) Manipulationg, passive and active movemeuts

which push the venous blood from the peripheric parts

towards the vena; cavae. Such are

:

(a) Massage of the extremities in centripetal direc-

tion.

(J) Abdominal massage.
(c) Certain passive movements (circumductions,

flexion and extension).

(rf) Certain active movements, with resistance.

{B) Movements which increase the negative pres-

sure within the thorax and thereby produce increased

aspiration to the auricles. Such are the respiratory

movements (deep inhalations).

The stimulating action upon the heart contraction

is produced

\A) By the increased inflow of blood, caused by
the movements mentioned, particularly as the inflow

now consists of blood, better oxvaenated, because of

the respiratory movements.
{B) By manipulations upon the chest, which act as

cardiac stimuli.

The larger inflow of blood gives a larger volume of

blood for the ventricles to contract upon, gradually

raising the arterial, diminishing the venous pressure.

As the pressure difference between the aorta and the

right auricle increases, the condition for the nutrition

of the heart-muscle by the coronary circulatiou im-

proves.

The increased pressure difference between the aorta

and the right auricle promotes the relief of veuous stasis

and hydropic exudations.

Localized effect upon the venous congestion within

the abdomen is added by the abdominal massage and
certain passive and active movements involving that

region, such as circumduction of trunk, alternate

twisting of trunk.

Localized effect upon the chronic hyperemia of the

lungs is added by the respiratory movements.
Localized effect upon the hydropic exudations is

added by massage upon the region involved.

This is the physiology of the method, reduced to

brief terms.
{.To be continued.)

CUnical SDepactment.

GENITO-URINARY CASES.'

The following cases seem to me to present some
points of interest, and are therefore briefly reported :

SEMINAL VESICULITIS.

J. B. has had vesiculitis a long time, the result of

gonorrhea. During the first three mouths of 1895 he

was treated by stripping the vesicles, with marked
improvement. Early iu June he had a mild exacerba-

tion of urethritis, but this had practically disap|)eared

by the 27th. On that day, while urinating, the stream

stopped for an instant, and he then expelled from the

meatus a mass of membranous-looking substance. On
inspection it was seeu to have numerous branches,

some very long and slender, some finger-like, some
clubbed. Under the microscope it appeared structure-

less and transparent. It was examined by Dr. Coun-

' Itead before the Boston Society for Medical Iniprovenieut, Febru-
ary 'ii, 18%.
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cilman, who said it was iospiesated mucus and might he

a cast of a seminal vesicle. In view of the history aud
the difficulty of imagining any other origin for it, this

would seem the most probable source. During the

next two weeks he passed a few similar but smaller

masses ; since then nothing of the kind has occurred.

TUBERCULOSIS.

Case I. A. H., age thirty-eight, without previous

venereal history, on August 29, 1894, had a urethral

discharge of six weeks' duration which, although ap-

parently the result of coitus, had beeu very slight from

the beginning ; no gouococci could be found. He also

complained of partial loss of sexual power. His gen-

eral health had always beeu good and he never had

any pulmonary trouble. Rectal examination showed

both seminal vesicles somewhat enlarged, soft and

slightly sensitive.

Three weeks later the right vesicle was about the

same, while the left (or, perhaps, rather the ampulla

of the vas deferens) had become very much indurated,

forming a long, sharply defined, nodular tube, perfectly

hard and unyielding. The prostate was normal.

The urine was turbid and alkaline.

Micturitiou gradually became frequent and painful,

and the uriue grew worse until, on November 5th, it

was very turbid with a large trace of albumin and a

heavy sediment containing pus, granular detritus aud

bacteria. By this time the induration of the left vesi-

cle had diminished, but the left epididymis had become

swollen, the globus miuor being the size of a walnut,

hard aud nodular, but not sensitive. A week later an

indurated nodule appeared in the right epididymis.

Tubercle bacilli were found by Dr. Balch in the urin-

ary sediment and in the fluid squeezed from the

vesicles.

From this time improvement set in. The urine

gradually cleared up until in January it was practically

normal. The induratiou of the vesicle and epididymes

had then almost entirely disappeared. His general

condition had also so far improved that he felt per-

fectly well. He was seen in September and, although

under treatment for iritis, had continued well in other

respects, complaining only of sexual weakness.

This patient was seen only at infrequent intervals,

and what little treatment it was possible to give him
seems to me to have been entirely insufficient to ac-

count for his marked improvement, or rather apparent

recovery, which, I believe, was due to hygienic influ-

ences. He was a carpenter and worked out of doors

all winter.

Case II. April 14, 1895. G. R., age twenty-nine,

has had gonorrhea two or three times, the last time

three years ago ; he never had any complications.

Five months ago a painful swelling of the globus

major of the right epididymis appeared, and gradually

spread to the rest of the organ. The whole epididy-

mis is now greatly swollen, hard and comparatively
smooth, except at the upper part which is nodular and
shows at one point a soft, fluctuating area just under
the skin, apparently a small abscess nearly ready to

break. The epididymis is not especially sensitive and
the cord does not seem to be implicated. In the upper
posterior part of the left epididymis there is a very
small, sensitive, iudurated nodule. The patient thinks

the left testicle is growing smaller ; right testicle not
affected. Prostate apparently normal ; right vesicle

indurated aud very sensitive. No trace of urethral

discharge. No urinary symptoms; urine examined by
Dr. C. M. Smith and found practically normal ; no
tubercle bacilli. Sexual function normal. General
health good ; never had any pulmonary trouble.

Two weeks later the abscess had broken and was
discharging slightly. The swelling of the epididymis

had somewhat diminished, and it looked less inflamed.

The nodule in the left epididymis had disappeared.

Pus from the sinus in the epididymis at this time, and
also another specimen taken a mouth later, were ex-

amined for tubercle bacilli by Dr. Smith, with nega-

tive result.

Three mouths after the first visit the left epididymis

swelled suddenly without apparent cause, and in a few
days was greatly enlarged and extremely painful, red

and tender, looking exactly like an ordinary acute

epididymitis. There was no urethral discharge, nor

even auy shreds in the urine. This inflammation sub-

sided somewhat, but then grew worse again and ex-

tended up the cord, forming a very paiuful swelling

in the groin.

Ou August 9th, when last seen, this acute inflamma-

tion had subsided again, leaving the epididymis indu-

rated and nodular with a soft, red, fluctuating area

over the globus major. Meanwhile an unsuccessful

attempt had been made to heal the sinus in the right

epididymis by laying it open and curetting. The pa-

tient would not allow auy more radical operation.

A change of climate and an out-door life were ad-

vised.

In this case the diagnosis of tuberculosis was made
by exclusion aud based on the clinical history and
course of the disease, and seems to me justified, al-

though not confirmed by the microscope.

I believe opinion is at present divided as to the ex-

pediency of radical operation in cases of this kind.

Dr. Alexander of New York has recently reported

two successful cases of removal of both epididymes for

tuberculosis.
AZOOSPERMIA.

A man, twenty-nine years old, was referred to me in

December, 1894, by Dr. D. E. Baker of Newtouville.

He has always beeu in good health and never had
gonorrhea or any affection of the scrotal contents.

No history of excess. He was married six years ago ;

coitus has always been perfectly normal. Testicles

small; otherwise normal. Seminal vesicles apparently

normal.

Dr. Baker writes :
" This young man and one

brother have small testes that can be pushed back into

the abdomen. He is not impotent, but I am afraid he

was born sterile ; brother also. I can find no sperma-

tozoa in the somewhat thin and translucent fluid

which be brought me."
Dr. Baker writes again (February 21, 1896): "I

have yesterday examined again the semen of Mr.
,

and find it has the appearance of thickened serum,

somewhat turbid and without spermatozoa. He has

never been excessive in the matter of coitus, and had

been away three weeks on a business trip, this being

the first connection subsequent thereto. I have exam-
ined the semen three times, and the uriue directly

after coitus twice, without finding spermatozoa in

either semen or uriuary sediment. His brother re-

mains sterile; two out of a family of five sons."

This is apparently a case of congenital azoospermia,

which is rare, and ou this account, I thiuk should be

put ou record.
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ACCIDENTAL CAUTERIZATION OF PENIS.

A mau recently came to the dispensary with a penis

muck swollen and inflamed, and f;ave the following

history. The previous night his wife, acting on the

advice of friends and with the purpose of preventing

conception, liad injected pure carbolic acid into her

vagiua shortly l)efore coitus. The husband, ignorant

of this fact, experienced an unwonted burning and

smarting during and after the act, but thought little of

it, and soon fell asleep. In the morning he found

large blisters on the glans, but no longer had pain.

When seen the prepuce was retracted and very edema-

tous, the whole penis was much swollen, and there

was a large, perfectly raw surface on either side of

the glans, most Djarked underneath.

MASSAGE OF THE PROSTATE.

September 21, 1895. C. S., age fifty-two, never

had any veneral disease ; no history of excess. Dur-

ing the last year on a few occasions he has had dis-

agreeable nervous symptoms — dizziness and fulness

of the head— after coitus, especially two or three

times last spring. Three months ago he began to

have a dull, burning pain at the end of the penis com-

ing on toward the end of micturition, sometimes last-

ing several hours, sometimes severe enough to interfere

with work and sleep. The same pain is caused by

jolting. Coitus sometimes seems to relieve it. There
are also occasional disagreeable local sensations, cold-

ness of perineum and nates, etc.

Rectal examination showed the prostate slightly and

asymmetrically enlarged, the left lobe being consider-

ably larger than the right and very hard and smooth;
not sensitive. Left seminal vesicle slightly enlarged

and sensitive; pressure causes a strong desire to urin-

ate rather than pain. Small amount of viscid substance

squeezed out and passed with the urine.

The next week there was marked improvement in

the symptoms, and stripping of the vesicle was re-

peated and continued weekly until it was apparently

restored to a healthy condition. In the process the

prostate was necessarily massaged more or less, and

after a time I began to notice a marked change in this

organ, the left lobe having become much softer and

diminished in size.

Attention was then directed especially to massage of

the prostate, which has been given weekly ever since.

It is now difficult to detect any difference in size of

the two lobes which, although slightly enlarged, are

of normal consistency. The symptoms have nearly

disappeared.

OCCIPUT LEFT POSTERIOR.

BV A. F. WHEAT, M.D., MANCHESTEK, N. H.

The following case may be of interest, as the O. L. P.

presentation is not very common.
Mrs. B., married, age nineteen, primipara.

Pains began about midnight. May 27tli.

Seen at 7.30 a. m., May 28th. Pains every five

minutes, rather short and not severe. External palpa-

tion showed a small fetus, probably a left position.

Fetal heart to the right and below, rate 128. By
vagina, head in pelvis. Os size of a twenty-live cent

piece; cervix taken up. Head partly extended; an-

terior fontanelle to the right and anterior ; membranes
unruptured, and no pouching. Bowels had moved dur-

ing the night. Bladder empty. Pains continued for

three hours, then nearly stopped. Os now size of a

half-dollar. Considerable vomiting. Os gradually

dilated, head remaining in same position. Pains started

up, aud hea<l rotated to O. L. A., flexing and coming
down a little. Pains then remained quiescent.

About 12.30 P. M., same date, pains came on vigor-

ously ; membranes ruptured ; and head was shelled

out at 12.50 P. M. pjxternal restitution, to O. L. A.
Weight of baby, six pounds.

Caput was on the right parietal bone, posterior part.

I have had one other case of this nature, during
'' clinic days."

The case was an interesting one, both from the posi-

tion aud from the opportunity of watching the mechan-
ism.

Hepott!^ of ^otittit^,

MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL SOCIETY.

One Hundred and Fifteenth Annual Meeting.

The Sessions of the Sections in Medicine and Surg-

ery were held at Mechanics Building on Tuesday
afternoon June 9th.

The Shattuck Lecture was given on Tuesday after-

noon by Dr. W. W. Keen of Philadelphia on

the SORGERT OF TYPHOID FEVEK.'

The Exhibits this year were, as last year, exceed-

ingly interesting. The water-color illustrations of

pathological structures by William J. Kaula were
again shown, with many new ones drawn more re-

cently. A considerable exhibit of excellent photo-

graphs of anatomical and pathological cases was made
by Messrs. Umpleby and Coolidge. The display of

apparatus by the Children's Hospital was valuable and
interesting. The surgical appliances and materials

shown were many and of great excellence. The most
interesting and novel part, however, was the elaborate

arrangement for the display of the Rontgeu rays under
the charge of E. A. Codman, M.D. The large Direc-

tor's Room was darkened, and throughout both Tues-

day afternoon and Wednesday morning a large num-
ber of Crookes tubes were kept in constant operation

for the study of those interested. An abundant sup-

ply of fluorescopes enabled all to have a look at their

own bones. Some excellent transparencies of skia-

graphs were also shown.

The One Hundred and Fifteenth Annual Meeting

was held at Mechanics liuihling, Boston, June 11, 1896.

The following papers were read :

" The Pulmonary Invalid in Colorado," by Dr. C.

E. Edson of Roxbury.
" The Treatment of Phthisis in Sanitaria near our

Homes," by Dr. V. Y. Bowditch- of Boston.

"The Treatment of Tuberculosis by the Injection

of Tuberculin and its Derivatives," by Dr. Alfred
Worcester of Waltham.

"Nucleins and Nucleo-Proteids in their Relation to

Internal Secretion," by Dr. R. H. Chittenden of

New Haven.
" Extra-uterine Pregnancy from the Standpoint of

the General Practitioner," by Dr. E. S. Boland of

South Boston.

This will appear in later libers of the .Journal.
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" Ectopic Gestatiou," by Dr. M. H. Richardson
of Boston.

THE ANNUAL DISCOURSE

was delivered at twelve o'clock by Dr. Henry P.

BowDiTCH of Boston.^

the annual dinner.

President F. K. Paddock in presenting the first

speaker, Acting Governor Wolcott, made the follow-

ing address of welcome :

Fellows of the Massachusetts Medical So-
ciety and Invited Guests: — We observe to-day

the one hundred and fifteenth anniversary of this or-

ganization.

I extend to you all a hearty welcome to this social

gathering, with the hope that it will prove as agreeable

and pleasant to you as any of the exercises of the

annual meeting.

I deeply regret that the duties of the position which

I occupy to-day have not fallen upon one more compe-
tent to satisfactorily inaugurate the method, new this

year, of conducting these exercises.

If. fortunately, they are sufficiently successful to

meet your approval the merit belongs to your very

able aud efficient Committee of General Arrange-
ments, whose material and intelligent assistance has

been invaluable.

1 do not need to remind you that the office of Anni-

versary Chairman, after an existence of nearly half a

century, was abolished by your Councillors last year.

This office, as you know, has been tilled by the

most brilliant and eloquent men in the Society, men
who knew just how to preside at such a gathering as

this. Hereafter you must elect such men to be your
President ; in this way only, can you compensate
yourselves for the loss of the Anniversary Chairman.

These annual gatherings are landmarks iu the life

of a physician ; in looking back over these landmarks
to the beginning of his professional life he sees with

what regularity, certainty and rapidity medical science

has advanced.

The science of medicine and the art of surgery

have developed to such an extent, that he is forced to

realize that no one individual can so fully comprehend
and become proficient in ail their branches as to over-

shadow his professional brethren as did Hippocrates

and some of the physicians of earlier times. At
present, a physician is exceedingly fortunate who can

excel his fellows in a single department. It is conse-

quently evident that no man, nor even a moderate
number of men, cau fully represent the entire scope

of medical science to-day. For that complete repre-

sentation, we have to look to the medical profession

as an association of members and not to a single indi-

vidual. We are each of us members of this one grand
body, the perfection of which can only be attained by
the complete performance of the function of every
one of its organs ; iu fact, as its members we are

iuterdepeudent.

The necessity of intimate, professional and social

intercourse among medical men is to-day imperative.
Therefore it is that these gatherings as well as similar

ones in the District Societies should be encouraged
aud cultivated by every member.

In citizeuship and in loyalty to the executive de-

partment of the government of the State, I am cer-

2 See page 577 of the Journal.

tain the physicians do not stand second to any other

class or profession.

Many times our Chief Executive has honored us

by his presence at these gatherings, and to-day we are

again favored by him.

I have the pleasure of presenting to you His Honor,

Lieutenant-Governor Roger Wolcott, Acting Gover-

nor of the State.

Acting Governor Wolcott spoke as follows :

Mb. President and Members of the Massa-
chusetts Medical Society:— Extreme physical

exhaustion, accompanied by headache, loss of sleep

and appetite; other symptoms of a grave nature, pos-

sibly tiie suggestion of an attack of acute legislation ;

late hours; hearings granted on important bills; hear-

ings granted to apparently a majority of the people

of the Commonwealth, who think that either they or

their friends possess all the qualifications for each and

every one of the offices at the gift of the executive,

are a few of the ills from which the Chief Executive

of vour State is a constant sufferer.

Now, gentlemen, it is seldom that one is able with-

out paying for it, to secure a consultation of physi-

cians. It is still more seldom that one is enabled to

call in any such number of physicians. But I will

not risk the danger that might come to the profession

by asking for an opinion ou this occasion from this

great body of Massachusetts physicians. I will

simply say that, acting with such reflected knowledge

of medicine as I possess, I have come to the conclusion

that a short period of seclusion and rest is absolutely

essential to the speedy recovery of the patient.

I have already brought you the greetings of the

Commonwealth two or three times. I can assure you
that if the novelty of my greeting may have worn off

in a measure, it loses nothing of its sincerity or its

cordiality to-day.

The speaker went ou to remind his hearers of the

fact that the present year is memorable as the fiftieth

anniversary of one great discovery (anesthesia), and
the one hundredth anniversary of another (vaccination).

He urged that in the future that the year of 1896
might be looked back upon, fifty or one hundred
years hence, as marking a wonderful advance in medi-

cal science. The discovery which enabled us to see

through solid flesh might alone mark an era in the

history of medicine and surgery, «nd it might be that

much which was to-day tenative and conjectural, to-

morrow might bring results on which medicine and
surgery would tread to future victories and to future

ameliorations of suffering.

As one, continued the speaker, reads the stories

written with the pen of genius, and with the infinite

sympathy and pathos, that McLaren has given us, of

a physician of the old school afar off among the glens

of Scotland, one may indulge in a little regret that

the life and duties of that typical physician may be

giving way to the newer order of things. Aud yet,

I suppose there are among you those who would say

that upon the hills and iu the valleys of Berkshire,

there are men to-day who are devotiug their lives, as

that physician iu Scotland did, to obey every call, to

meet every emergency, to bring to every routed army
of the household the aid that they need.

I close as I began, by briuging you the congratula-

tions of the Commonwealth.
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President Paddock then introduced the second
speaker, Bishop Lawrence, as follows :

There is a very important part of the human
economy — I should say its most important part—
which attains its highest and most perfect develop-

ment under the care and direction of other than medi-
cal men.
The physical healtii of the individual is so often

dependent upon the state of his, or her, spiritual and
mora! condition, that the physician always considers

his patient's spiritual adviser an important co-laborer

in the work of restoring the entire man to his highest

normal condition.

The kindly and generous nature of one distinguished

for the cure of souls and pre-eminent iu rendering our
profession such aid. has prompted him to accept an
invitation to be present to-day.

I have the pleasure of introducing to you the

Right Reverend William Lawrence, Bishop of Mas-
sachusetts.

Bishop Lawrence said .

In inviting me to speak to you, to-daj', the chairman
of your committee asked me whether I thought I could

make myself heard in this great hall, and said that this

ability to make cue's self heard was the most essential

qualification for a successful speaker before your Soci-

ety. I replied that I thought I could succeed in mak-
ing myself heard, but was in considerable doubt as to

what subject I ought to talk to you about. His

answer was, " Oh, that does not make the slightest

difference."

1 thank you for inviting me here, for I can say hon-

estly that there is no body of men for whom— and 1

speak for the great body of clergy— I have a higher

respect than for the members of Massachusetts Medi-

cal Society. And in electing your new president I

can say that you have not only honored yourself, but

you have honored the city of Cambridge. You may
know your new president olficiall}- and professionally.

I know him as a neighbor and a fellow-citizen, and
can say that he represents what you want this Society

to represent— high character, public spirit, devotion

to his profession and to the welfare of humanity.

Speaking not only for myself, but also for the great

religious sentiment of this Commonwealth, I can say

that wherever one finds any representative member of

this Society, one is impressed, he is humbled, by the

devotion of the doctors to their work, by their instinc-

tive love of their profession, by their interest iu the

scientific lines of their work, and by the service they

devote unweariedly to their fellow-men.

The public spirit of the physicians throughout this

State, in relation to their hospitals, to sanitary move-
ments, and to all other civic movements which bear

upon their profession, is recognized ; but I cannot

quite believe that they are sulliciently recognized by

the people. They are doing untold work in all those

lines.

The readiness with which the physicians of Massa-
chusetts and of this Society respond to calls, without

asking questions as to whether they are to receive

money in return or not— and they are sometimes im-

posed upon — is remarkable. The work is done
cheerfully and willingly, and is the best form of char-

ity. I cannot, therefore, understand how it can be

that a great body of people in this Commonwealth
can so far distrust the great body of these physicians—

can so far distrust their tenderness, their humanity,
their sensitiveness to pain — as to bring any unwise,

unreasonable restrictions to bear upon scientific study

as expressed in vivisection. The people of this Com-
monwealth have tender hearts, and though they may
be New Englanders externally, they are desirous of

seeing that no hurt shall come to the animals. At the

same time, it seems to me that into no hands can the

welfare of lower forms of creation and the question of

vivisection be more confidently placed than into the

hands of the recognized medical fraternity of this

Commonwealth.
In reviewing in my mind the character of the good

physician and his value to the community in which he

lives, I cannot help thinking if another medical man,

whom, like your president elect, I have known as a

friend and neighbor for many years, and to whose
sympathy and help in time of need so many in Cam-
bridge can testify, I mean Dr. Morrill Wyman. He
comes of a family in which are united the love of purie

science and that of humanity. I need not remind you
of the scientific work of his brother, Jeffries Wyman.
Dr. Morrill Wyman unites the qualities of an enthusi-

astic, earnest, progressive student of the medical sciences,

and a most skilful and devoted practitioner of his art.

I remember his telling me of the remark of an old lady,

a patient of his uoon whom he ha<l just performed a

very delicate operation, which illustrates the regard

which is felt for such men by their patients. After

the operation was over she said to him, rather to his

chagrin, " After all, physicians are but instruments in

the hands of God." But she soon set him at ease by

adding, " but there is a great deal of choice in the in-

strument." If each physician learns, as I hope he

does, to regard himself as an instrument in the hands

of God, to be more fully developed for His honor and

the welfare of humanity, he has within him untold pos-

sibilities of usefulness.

The President then said:

Those of us who reside in the rural districts never

come to Boston without a feeling of great admiration

for the individual who possesses the extraordinary and

peculiar ability necessary to so perfectly administer

the municipal government of the Metropolitan City of

the State.

Very few physicians have the time to actively en-

gage in municipal affairs, but there is no class of peo-

ple in the State who better appreciate good govern-

ment.

I have the pleasure of introducing to you Honorable

Josiah Quincy, the Mayor of Boston.

Mayor Quinct began by referring to the excellent

organization of the departments of the city govern-

ment, especially those in which medical men were en-

gaged, such as board of health, the City Hospital, and

the public iustitutions. I am glad to come here, he

went on to say, and meet so strong and powerful a

body as the medical profession. 1 take it that one of

the most important modern developments of medical

science lies iu the direction of studying the conditions

of health iu cities — proper drainage, proper water-

supply, proper ventilation and the watering of streets,

as well as other matters pertaining to the health of

the whole community. This, I take it, is acknowledged

far more now than in the past, that all these things

have a most vital relation to the health of the com-

munity, so that the medical profession necessarily
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co-operates with the efforts of those who are trying to

introduce better municipal government in all these

respects. There is. in fact, au interdependence be-

tween the efforts of the medical profession and the

municipal officers to secure the conditions that are

needed for the maintenance of the public health.

I take pleasure, therefore, in recognizing and ex-

pressing the appreciation which the municipality

alwavs feels for the work that is being done in connec-

tion with our public institutions — our City Hospital,

our institutions for the insane, for paupers, and for

children— by members of the medical profession.

An appeal may be made to physicians to interest

themselves in everything that makes for good govern-

ment, and particularly municipal government. One
thing doctors may enforce on the community, and that

is the need of intrusting the various branches of public

work ?o the hands of experts. And I suggest that

they will do well to co-operate in all branches of pro-

fessional and philanthropic endeavor that tend to raise

the spiritual and moral as well as the physical health

and well-being of the community.

President Paddock introduced the next speaker

as follows :

There are few subjects more interesting to medical

men than the one in relation to their employment as

medical experts upon the witness-stand in our courts.

The present system of pitting as experts two or

more physicians against each other upon the opposite

sides of a case is not only very embarassing to said

experts, but too often results in confusing the minds of

the jury, instead of rendering the subject under con-

sideration more clear. Would not this condition be

remedied if the court should select the expert or ex-

perts as may seem desirable, rather than the opposing

counsel ?

We are very fortunate in having for our guest to-day

a justice of the Supreme Judiciary Court of the State.

He may be willing to kindly explain this matter to us.

I have the pleasure of introducing Honorable James
M. Barker.

Judge Barker spoke in eulogy of the character of

the country physician, who, living in the Berkshire

Hills or other regions remote from medical cen-

tres, was yet master of the remedies— often

homely and often self-compounded— required in the

treatment of the vast variety of cases he was called

upon to relieve ; and in extremity or emergency, when
perhaps there was not time to call the great surgeon
from the city, could himself perform the severe opera-

tion and save his patient's life. He spoke of the en-

thusiastic study by which such physicians, in the in-

tervals of their exacting professional duties, kept
abreast of the progress of medical science, and de-

scribed them as ever on the alert to learn of newer
remedies and to try them on their patients.

With regard to the difficult position of the expert
physicians upon the witness-stand, and the danger of

misconstruction of their testimony by couusel and jury,

he said that while such difficulties and embarrassments
were to be deplored, there were certain fundamental
principles of the common law which militated against

the appointment by the court of a body of expert wit-

nesses who without being called by either plaintiff or
defendant, were alone to have the right to testify as

medical experts. If the courts of law were as able

and willing to adopt new methods of practice, as phy-

sicians were to try new remedies, such a plan as the

appointment of a constituted board of experts would

undoubtedly have been tried, and adopted or found

wanting before this. But the practice of the law was

essentially conservative and it was one of the funda-

mental principles governing trial by jury that the

plaintiff or the defendant in a cause had the right to

call whom he chose to bear witness in his behalf.

The appointment of a special board of experts to tes-

tify in all medico-legal cases would be subversive of

this essential right of the litigant to call whatever wit-

nesses he pleased in support of his case. Thus,

although there were some disadvantages attached to

medical testimony under the present system, there is

no evidence that they would be entirely corrected by
the appointment of a board of experts by the court,

and as such a system would deprive the litigaut of his

legal rights, the harm done would be manifestly greater

than the advantage gained.

Judge Barker finished by speaking in terms of com-
mendation of the average results of trial by jury under

the present system, and said that our people could

safely trust the adjudication of their disputes to courts

constituted as ours are at preseut, with confidence that

justice would be done in the vast majorit}' of the cases.

The President then introduced Professor Keen,
in the following terms :

We have with us to-day a distinguished representa-

tive of advanced medical education and modern surg-

ery, from a sister city. We are greatly indebted to

him for his very interesting and instructive address

yesterday.

1 have the pleasure of again introducing to vou Dr.
W. W. Keen, of Philadelphia.

Professor Keen alluded to the tremendous pro-

gress which had taken place in surgery since the

founding of the Massachusetts Medical Society, espe-

cially in the surgery of the abdominal organs, of the

brain, and the nervous system, and of the important
part which members of the .Society had played in

many of the advances, which he briefly reviewed. He
closed by warmly commending the strength and cour-

age with which Bishop Lawreuce had spoken the truth

upon the question of vivisection.

The President then introduced Dr. Walcott, the

President-elect, saying:

It is a privilege and a pleasure to present to you my
distinguished successor in office, who is already known
to you as a representative of two of the most impor-
tant Institutions in the State.

I have the honor of introducing to you a member of

the Corporation of Harvard University and Chairman
of the State Board of Health, Dr. Henry P. Walcott,

of Cambridge.

The President-elect, Dr. Walcott, after express-

ing his deep appreciation of the great honor conferred

upon him by the Society, declared the meeting ad-

journed.

It is estimated that there are 17,500 medical men
in France in the active practice of their profession.

Of this number about 450 die annually ; but their

places are more than made good by the addition to

the medical ranks of some 650 new men each year.

These figures do not include foreign practitioners who
may have settled in the country.
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BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL IMPROVE-
MENT.

J. G. MU.MFOKI>, M.D., SKCRKTAKY.

Rkgulak Meeting, Moiida_v, February 24, 1896,
Dr. C. J. Blakk in the chair.

ANATOMICAL SPECIMENS.

Dr. J. C. McNRO showed a sarcoma of the rigiit

testis from a man forty-seven years of age. It began
eighteen months ago, but aside from the discomfort due
to its weight it bad caused no symptoms. Before
operation a thiclseniug of tiie cord due probably to its

dragging against the pillars of the external ring could

be felt, but after opening up the canal a fusiform
swelling from secondary deposit above the level of the

internal ring was found. The cord was ligated as far

beyond this as possible, no further deposits being de-

termined.

ORAL COMMDNICATION.

Dr. Brodghton: I have some pictures that I trust

will interest the members of the Society. They are

shadowgraphs by the Rtintgeu process, and are inter-

esting from the fact that they have not been shown in

this country before, and are among the very earliest

taken in Berlin. They were forwarded to this coun-
try by Mr. R. W. Wood, now studying at Berlin.

The only others here are in the possession of Profes-

sor Hyatt. They are certainly remarkable for their

excellence of detail. The first picture is the familiar

one of the hand, and it shows the skeleton with more
distinctness than those pictures that I have seen pub-
lished in the various journals of this country. This
next picture represents an ordinary purse with two
coins visible through the purse itself. The next one
represents the skeleton of a bird with a fractured leg.

The last is quite remarkable, being the photograph of

a live mouse; and with the aid of the magnifying
lens you will see several very interesting things. In

the first place the heart, which is visible as a dark line

at the lower part of the body, then the lungs can be
seen as a white mass. The spinal column with the

vertebne to the very tip of the tail is very beautifully

shown.

Dr. Claes J. ENEBtJSKE, by invitation, read a jjaper

on

GYMNASTICS IN HEART DISEASE.'

Dr. Whittier : I am very certain that there are

many [ireseut who would desire to express thanks to

our guest for the knowledge gained on this subject,

and beg him to accept their high appreciation of the

paper he has read.

I have begun to fear that I have been lacking in

observation of medical progress the last few years, for

to me the method presented to-night is practically a
method limited to so few things or in the control of so

few men as to be practically a method of locality

rather than a method applicable to the treatment of a
disease world-wide in its distribution. I had been led

to feel that the subject was encompassed by such a
cloud of confusing conditions as to be practically out
of sight, though I know no subject which compels for

its consideration wider knowledge, larger experience
or riper judgment than the therapeutics of heart dis-

ease. I know of no subject wliicli faces us with such
a formidable array of |)athoiogical and clinical facts,

no subject more complex or perplexing. To look at a

* See page 610 of the JonmaL

few facts in the case. Thirty per cent, of all the cases

of heart disease which come under observation are be-

lieved to be of endocardia! origin and valvular organic
disease. The remainder we call, for the purpose of

classiticatiou, neuro-muscular ; from that number we
derive the largest number of the cases which come
under treatment, and it is from this class of cases that

the efficacy of treatment is demonstrated. 1 do not
think we can place much dependence upon the state-

ments of the more urgent advocates of this gymnastic
treatment. Thorn claims to cure mitral stenosis, re-

gurgitation, aortic stenosis, fatty iutiltratiou of the heart,

patent foramen ovale. It seems to me by his statements
he practically rules himself out as a credible witness.

The other more prominent men use processes violent

in comparison with anything that has been set forth to-

night, methods that are seemingly beyond reason. In

Professor Oertel's method, applicable to beer-drinking,

beef-eating P^nglishmen, insisting as it did upon a ces-

sation of the practises which had produced the trouble,

we find— not so much in these enforced violent exer-

cises, as in the cessation of the causes of the disturb-

ances— the explanation of the relief he may have
conferred. There is a great difference of opinion with

reference to the advantages of prolonged rest in the

treatment of these forms of heart disease. Some
claim that prolonged rest increases the trouble.

Others claim that prolonged rest is the only way out
of the trouble. The midway course is the better.

One thing in my mind is extremely sure. Until we
shall have had in this neighborhood a prolonged series

of demonstrations competent to produce the influence

upon the medical community which has been produced
ou the members of this Society to-night, gymnastics in

the treatment of cardiac disease will not obtain a very
strong footing.

Dr. Knight : It is a very interesting subject cer-

tainly, and I have no question in my mind at all of

the benefit of certain light gymnastic methods in the

treatment of certain heart affections. There is a great

variety of affections of the heart, and it is a great mis-

take 1 think to group them all together in the consid-

eration of a subject of this kind. We should consider

them separately. 1 know the paper to-night refers

particularly to valvular disease, but in much that has

been written there has been a great deal said about
the effect of exercise upon heart disease in general.

A most striking effect occurs in cases of simply weak
heart. It is a method we should particularly recom-

mend in the weak, undeveloped heart, such a heart as

I reported the autopsy of a few meetings ago, where a

hypostatic pneumonia occurred apparently from a

small heart; nothing else being found to account for

it. Now, if that had been detected or suspected in

early life and that patient had been subjected to

methodical exercise, it seems to me there is very good
reason to think that heart might have been developed,

and it is possible that such an early termination of life

might have been averted. Certainly the reports of

Oertel and others in cases of fatty heart are striking,

and there can be no question that graduated exercises

in such cases do good. When we come to the cases

of valvular disease we must, of course, step more
cautiously, but I think it has been abundantly proven

that in the earlier stages of want of compensation good
can be done by exercises— for instance, the reports of

the Shott brothers. The Shott treatment is a com-
bination of cold bathing which is a decided stimulant
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to the heart, and of light movements which consist

mostly of fiexion and abduction against light resistance,

and ot rotation of the limbs and trunk such as have

been shown to-night. The reports from the Sliotts

and from those who have followed them have been

certainly very satisfactory. Caution, of course, must

be used by everybody, even in these earlier cases of

lack of compensation, and particularly where there is

reason to suspect a disease of the myocardium.

Whether the gymnastic method should ever be em-

ployed when we know tliere is a degenerated heart

structure may be a question. Certainly when there

is evidence of arterial sclerosis, in the present state of

our knowledge I think it safer to avoid it.

Dr. ViCKEur : I think that we need to see more of

these things with our own eyes here in Boston. It seems

reasonable to suppose that getting a lot of the blood

in fresh parts of the body, equalizing the arterial cir-

culation with the venous and bringing out the auxiliary

influences to lessen the strain upon the heart, dilating

the arterioles, ought to benefit cases of heart disease

that are capable of benefit, and it is a puzzle to me
why such things occur so far off and why we do not

see them. I hope that it will be done in some of our

larger hospitals. I think one sees, as Dr. Knight has

said, heart cases that are perfectly hopeless, where no

possible treatment does any good and where any

decided mechanical strain might be very promptly fatal.

The improvement of certain mitral cases under almost

any treatment is often satisfactory and even startling.

I can think of quite a number of elderly persons in

whom ten or twelve years ago I myself found good
evidence of mitral regurgitation, and yet these individ-

uals on whom the strains of life are gentle, keep along

in very good comfort still.

Dr. Folsoji : I do not like to let such a valuable

paper go without my testimony to its value, and with-

out some words of caution in regard to its use, which
seems to me desirable, particularly in this community.
When I was in Munich in 1879 I had considerable

talk with Ziemsseu about the treatment of organic

heart disease by muscular exercise, to which Oertel

had called the attention of the profession several

years before. Ziemssen was using it pretty generally

in his practice, and I asked him to see an American
gentleman who had seen a number of specialists in

this country and in London and had been advised not

to take vigorous exercise. Ziemssen immedately put

him on Oertel's treatment, and that very afternoon

this gentlemen walked a number of miles over the

hills in the vicinity of Munich. He has kept up that

treatment, more or less, under suitable guidance. He
now walks, rows, walks over hills, rides horseback,

and has absolutely no symptoms so far as his heart is

concerned. The valvular murmur is pronounced and
the heart is larger than it was then. The compensa-
tion is perfect, and it seemed to me an extremely good
result. It was not one of the cases to which allusion

has been made, of beef-eating, beer-drinking English-
men. He was very temperate in all respects, and did

not materally change his course of life.

Five or six years ago a highly accomplished Swedish
medical gymnast came to this country. She had a
large practice after graduation, and was so proficient

in her work that she had been the assistant of the pro-

fessor in charge in Stockholm. She came into the

wards in my service at the City Hospital and did some
work to show what she could do. Since then, I have

used gymnastic exercises very largely in my prac-

tice. There were three things with regard to the

Swedish medical gymnastics which struck me : in the

first place, the very complicated system ; secondly,

their apparent simplicity, and thirdly, their great

power for good or for evil according to the judgment
and skill of the operator. I think in the whole system

which Ling introduced there are something like one

thousand different movements. I was also struck

with the extreme simplicity of them. One would
hardly think their physiological effect would amount
to so much. As regards the very great power of these

movements, the movements to correct slight scoliosis

may defer menstruation one, two, three, or four weeks.

On the other hand, in absence of menstruation it can

be brought on with great rapidity. It is the most
efficient means of correcting metrorrhagia without

organic trouble that I have seen. I have had a num-
ber of cases of organic disease of the heart treated in

this way. I have four at present. One is a lady who
five years ago had valvular disease of the heart, dilated

heart, weak, irregular, intermittent pulse, and had had
complete hemiplegia of one side including the face.

She has continued that treatment more or less all this

time, and it has constituted one of the chief means of

treatment. The pulse is regular, a little above sev-

enty. She considers herselt in perfect health. An-
other is a lady with marked anerio-sclerosis and dilated

heart. She has been under my care about two years,

and that has been the chief method of treatment. The
benefit in that case has been striking.

With regard to the matter of caution, 1 think Dr.

Eiiebuske has not impressed upon us sufficiently the

danger of these movements if not properly used ; and
that danger is great. My own belief is that the best

way of using physical exercise, if the person is able to

do it, is some out-of-door regular, general exercise.

Of course, a very large number of patients cannot do
that, and the medical gymnastics which would be re-

quired in valvular disease of the heart where there is

compensation or hypertrophy would be entirely differ-

ent from the movements which would be required in a
dilated heart where the walls are weak, and especially

where there is arterio-sclerosis. It seems to me that

while there are people in this community who are suf-

ficiently accomplished and can be trusted in these cases,

and who have demonstrated the very great value of

this treatment, there is also a large number who call

themselves Swedish medical gymnasts, who have cer-

tificates or diplomas of varying value and whose
knowledge is so imperfect that they are dangerous
persons to set to work on any important or difficult

case.

Dr. Hartwell : I was very much interested in

Dr. Enebuske's paper because it was my good fortune

to spend the winter of 1888-89 in Stockholm, going
out and in every day or two to Dr. Zander's Institute

and the Central Gymnastic Institute. He has brought
together in the clearest and most telling fashion the

facts and theories as held by the medical men who
have developed this gymnastic treatment of heart dis-

ease and other troubles after taking it out of the hands
of the fanatical gymnasts not medically trained. I

must confess that there were not many cases of heart

disease to be seen at the Central Institute. The
reports of Zander's Institute show that a very large

proportion of the cases that come to him have some
trouble of the heart. Taking Zander's figures for two
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successive years, the number of patieuts treated was
something like 1,200; of that number 224 were for

diseases of (he heart and 226 for diseases of the loco-

motor apparatus. Tliese were the two largest items.

lu one year he iiad 1()S cases of heart disease, of wliich

he noted 52 as asthenia cordis, and some 20 as organic

disease of the heart. The theory and belief of Dr.

Zander, who has developed the mechanico-g\ mnastic

side of it, seems to be practically identical with that

stated by Dr. Enebuske, that by it we expect to amel-

iorate troublesome conditions in valvular disease. The
wonder has been expressed that we have not heard more
of this before. The trouble is that Sweden has not

sent to this country the gymnastic physicians. They
have exported graduates of the Central Institute some-
times, and those who have not any claim to full knowl-

edge. ] know of masseurs who claim to have been
assistants of Dr. Meizger, probably the best masseur iu

Euro[>e, and who has done more to develop its tech-

nique than anybody else. But it is well known that he

never had any assistants ; so we have been at the

mercy of a great many undesirable people. There is

a gymnastic school with a medical gymnastic attach-

ment in this town which, according to the papers of last

week, proposes to become incorporated, if it can pro-

cure a charter from the Legislature.

!Xow, if an institution of that kind is seeking per-

mission to give ^Mait medical training and give degrees,

it seems to me there ought to be some society or a

committee of some society in Boston that should watch
for the advent of that petition to the Legislature and
see that it is effectually opposed, lu my opinion,

medical gymnasts should be trained by medical teachers,

in medical schools— there is more than a sutScieucy

of quacks iu mechanic-therapy as it is.

Dk. G. W. Allen read a paper on

GENITO-tJKINARY CASES.*

Dr. Cabot: Of the subjects presented by Dr.

Allen the one which most interested me was tubercu-

losis and massage of the prostate. In regard to tuber-

culosis it has been pointed out, and I certainly have seen

a great many cases illustrating the fact, that the prog-

nosis of genito-uriuary tuberculosis is by no means neces-

sarily bad. 1 have patieuts now under my eye who have
bad tuberculosis for a good many years and who have
remained in a state of pretty tolerable comfort. 1 be-

lieve that Dr. Allen's case showed very clearly what I

believe to be the case in moat of these tubercular pa-

tients, that out-of-door life and hygienic measures are

almost the only means by which we can influence the

disease. Occasionally 1 have seen in painful prostatic

tuberculosis instillations of nitrate of silver do a little

good for a time, but generally the good is of a very

passing character ; and on the whole I firmly believe

iu leaving these patients alone, as far as any iusiru-

meutatiou goes.

In regard to operation upon tuberculous testes, 1

confess 1 think the chance of stopping a tuberculosis

by catching it while in the testicle and removing that

testicle is very small, must be very small. In fact,

some of the French observers have insisted that it is

never primary in the testicle, that it always extends
there from the neck of the bladder. This I do not
believe. But it so quickly extends to the prostate, to

parts about the neck of the bladder, that I think the

cbance of checking the disease by operating on the

> See page of £12 Jourual.

testicle must be very small, and the time for doing
that must be while the tubercular mass in the testicle

is a small one and not causing the patient trouble.

After it becomes a supjjuratitjg testicle the patient is

willing for operation, but the chance for limiting the

disease has passed. If there is a good deal of dis-

charge and the general health is bad, I believe in re-

moval or possibly a thorough curetting of the mass.

In regard to massage as applied to inflammations

about the prostate and vesicles, I think that it is a
measure of very decided benefit. In some prostatic

patients or in those having disease of the vesicles, the

urine passed is tolerably clear, and if then massage is

applied to the prostate and afterwards more urine is

passed, this second portion will be found filled with

clumps from the prostate and oftentimes with consid-

erable masses of mucus from the ampulla and vesicles.

This shows what is accomplished by this manipulation.

It seems to me especially appropriate in some of

those cases of follicular prostatitis— cases in which
localized hard masses are felt in the prostate which

do not appear to be tubercular in character, but have
followed possibly a jiosterior urethritis secondary to a

long-standiug gonorrhea. In those cases I think the

massage is a very valuable method of treatment, and
in such cases I usually practise it just before giving

an injection of nitrate of silver into the prostate.

I should like to bear Dr. Allen presently as to the

technique of his massage, bow long in such a case he

gives the massage at any one time, and as to how firm

pressure he uses, and particularly as to what he did

in the case iu which he noticed this improvement in

the size and condition of the prostate.

I have sent patieuts away in several instances, and
do not think they got any more benefit than those

who stayed about here and lived in the open air. In

pulmonary tuberculosis I feel that they get certain

benefits from high and dry climates, but 1 have not

seen any special benefit from changes of climate ex-

cept in so far as the patient went to a place where he

could live out of doors, leaving a place where he

could not live so much out of doors. I think it is im-

portant to remember that in these cases of geuito-uri-

nary tuberculosis the tubercle bacilli get to the testi-

cle (unless occasionally a case is infected from the

urethra) through the general circulation.

Out of some 100 cases of bone tuberculosis investi-

gated in regard to this point, cheesy bronchial glands

were found in almost every one, showing that the

disease is usually iu the system before it gets to the

point of local outbreak, and I think that that rather

militates against a cure being obtained by removing

what is really not a primary nodule.

Dr. Paul Thorndikk: I am interested to hear

Dr. Cabot speak as he does in this connection. The
question of the operative treatment of genito-urinary

tuberculosis is a very interesting one. It is still a

very generally accepted idea that genito-urinary tuber-

culosis originates most commonly in the epididymis

and extends from there up the cord, to the prostate,

etc. This view is substantiated by plenty of pathologi-

cal evidence, but there is much equally good evidence

to the contrary ; and we are, I think, beginning to see

more and more clearly that tuberculosis has not of

necessity a definite line of march in the genito-urinary

tract. It is also becoming more and more certain that

the prostate rarely escapes invasion, whatever direc-

tion the progress of the disease may take, and that
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the prostatic iuvolvement often comes early in the

disease. So that our duty to operate on localized

tubercular lesions in the genito urinary tract with the

idea o£ eradicating and curing the disease is by no

means clear, and we shall probably keep quite as near

the right path if we use the knife as a palliative

rather than as a curative measure.

Primary tuberculosis of the seminal vesicles is a

very great rarity, but one or two doubtful cases of

its existence beiug recorded. It is usually secondary

to disease in the prostate. Operations aiming at ex-

tirpation of the disease in this locality will therefore

be failures, as a rule.

Dr. Munro : With regard to the advisability of

operation in tuberculous epididymitis I feel that sur-

geons will, before long, operate more and at an earlier

stage than heretofore, especially in cases that cannot

avail themselves of the benefits of climatic treatment.

Of 26 patients castrated of late years at the City Hos-

pital and in my own practice, 14 at their discharge

had persistent sinuses ; and although it is not possible

to trace many of these cases for any length of time,

it is fair to assume that the majority went from bad to

worse. Adding to these cases the not infrequent type

where operation is done only for temporary relief, one

cannot help feeling that if the disease could be recog-

nized earlier in its course and radically treated at the

first signs of a fresh outbreak, the results might be

better. Much can be done by climatic treatment or

by operation combined with climatic treatment, but

how much can be done is still an open question.

Dr. Allen: The fact that in my first case distinct

nodules in both epididymes entirely disappeared would

make me hesitate about operating early.

In regard to the method of stripping the vesicles, 1

do it about once in five days or a week, and I should

think nut more than three or four minutes at a time.

Considerable force is required, and it is rather fatiguing

both for the patient and the surgeon. I do not think

it is well to keep it up much longer. The patient

stands bent over with his hands resting on a chair,

kutes straight and feet spread apart. The operator

places the foot corresponding to the examining hand on

another chair. By bracing the elbow against the

knee and exerting counter-pressure with the free

hand over the pubes of the patient the resistance of

the perineal muscles is overcome and it is possible to

reach well up beyond the prostate. In the case re-

ported the vesicles were easy to reach and but little

force was required. Since attention has been con-

fined to the prostate, this organ has been subjected

only to a rather gentle kneading process.

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PHYSICIANS.

Eleventh Annual Meeting, Washington, D. C,
April 30, May 1 and 2, 1896.

first day. morning session.

President A. Jacobi, of New York, in his address

considered the relations of this Association to the vari-

ous .'pecialties, and spoke of the great possibilities of

internal medicine in the future. He briefly reviewed
the lives of Drs. James E. Reeves and James West
Roosevelt, members of the Association who had
passed away during the year. Dr. Jacobi strongly

advocated an increase in membership from 100 to 125.

The class of men anxious to join and capable of doing
scientific work is certainly growing. The Association

has been justly conservative, but conservatism is not

'narrow, and the number of 125 will not by far in-

clude all the Americans willing and able to render

actual scientific services to universal medicine.

Ou motion of Dr. Busey, Drs. Welch, Pepper,

Vaughan, Edes and Smith were appointed a commit-

tee to prepare a memorial to Congress on the subject

of vivisection, and to ask for a hearing before the

Committee on the District of Columbia.

Dr. F. H. Wii liams, of Boston, read a paper on

TIIE X-RAYS in the DIAGNOSIS OF CHEST TROUBLrS,
WITH AN EXHIBITION OP A FLDORESCOPE.

Dr. Williams, by means of the x-rays and a fluore-

scope, had been able to locate tuberculous areas in the

lungs, and had seen the heart beating. The fluore-

scope consisted of a pasteboard cone, the larger end of

which was covered with white paper containing crys-

tals of tungstate of calcium. The smaller end, which
was used next to the eye, was quite open.

Dr. G. M. Sternberg, U. S. A., said that it was
very clear that the x-rays were going to be very use-

ful in diagnosis, but some physicians had gone further

and imagined that they were going to be useful in

therapeutics, that they would kill bacteria in situ. In

this connection he read a letter from J. Hamilton

Stone, Assistant-Surgeon, U. S. A., detailing some ex-

periments conducted by himself and Professor Blake

of the Kansas State University. Tubes containing

cultures of cholera, typhoid, diphtheria, anthrax and
pus organisms were exposed to the rays for ten min-

utes. Forty-eight hours afterwards the tubes were
examined and an abundant growth found in every

case.

Dr. F. H. Williams related experiments by Mr.
Keefe of the biological laboratory of the Institute of

Technology, in which various kinds of pathogenic bac-

teria were subjected to the x-rays for half an hour

and in some cases for an hour. The organisms so ex-

posed afterward grew as well as those from similar

sources which had not been exposed.

Dr. H. C. Ernst asked if there was any truth in

the newspaper report that where a Crookes tube had
been held to the head of a gentleman in an attempt to

photograph the brain, the gentleman lost his hair in

that particular spot.

Dr. Williams answered that he had had his head
in the rays for some lime without subsequent loss.

Dr. Osler desired to know if the fluorescope would
detect gall-stones. Apparently they are not capable

of being skiagraphed.

Dr. Williams : I cannot answer Dr. Osier's ques-

tion. I am waiting for a case of gall-stones to try it

upon.

leucomain-poisoning,

by Dr. B. K. Rachfoed, Cincinnati.

In a paper read before the Association last year the

author made the assertion that leucomain-poisoning is

a most important form of auto intoxication, which may
manifest itself in at least three distinct but closely

allied clinical forms, namely, (1) a true migraine or

leucomain headache, (2) a migrainous epilepsy, (3) a

migrainous gastric neurosis or leucomaiu gastric neu-

rosis.

Another year of work has enabled the author to
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separate anotber clinical type of leucomain-poisoiiing

wliicb be desiguates as " leucomaiii astbma." It pre-

sents tbe same cliuical features as ordiuarv bronchial

astbma. Tiie urine passed during certain of those

astbtnatic attacks contains a very great excess of para

xantbin and otber leucomains of tbe uric-acid group.

Tbe paraxautbin separated from the urine of these

cases will, when injected into mice, produce intense

djspuea with otber symptoms of paraxantbin poison-

ing. Tlie characteristic symptom in each of tbe above

four types of leucomain-poisouing is produced by para-

xautbin rather tbau by tbe less soluble and less

poisonous leucomains.

From a study of tbe group of nervous symptoms so

commouly associated with chronic alcoholism and

cbronic lead-poisoning it is the author's belief that cer-

tain of the nervous symptoms which occur in these

conditions are in part due to leucomain-poisoning.

Paraxantbin is in excess iu the urine of patients suf-

fering from delirium tremens ; and also in enormous

excess iu tbe urine of cases of cbronic lead poisoning,

Paraxantbin is also a very important factor in pro-

ducing tbe symptom complex which we call uremia.

Paraxantbin was obtained by tbe author from the

blood of a patient who died from uremia, due to inter-

stitial nephritis, while it does not exist in appreciable

quantities iu normal blood.

Dr. V. C. Vacguan, Ann Arbor: I would like to

ask whether there was any leucocytosis in these cases.

Tbe present trend of opinion is that xantbin bases

come from tbe nuclei of the cells, and it would be in-

teresting to know if tbe white blood-corpuscles were

counted in these cases.

Db. Wm. Osler, Baltimore, asked if Dr. Richford

had studied tbe presence of Neusser's granules in these

cases. Neusser, some eighteen months ago, noticed

that with a sligbt modification of Ehrlich's methods in

all instances of tbe so-called uric-acid diathesis there

could be seen surrounding the nuclei of the leucocytes

certain dark, granular bodies, which be regarded as

pathognomonic of the uric-acid diathesis and of gout,

and be thought that possibly they were related to

these xantbin bodies. It is remarkable in what extra-

ordinary numbers tliese dark granules occur in tbe

majority of cases of gout. It would be interesting to

know if in these cases of xantbin poisons tliese gran-

u'es were present in large numbers in tbe leucocytes.

This subject is one of greatest interest, and the studies

from Neusser's laboratory indicate tbe possibility of a

xantbin diathesis closely related to tbe gouty condition.

Dr. J. J. Putnam, Boston : I would like to ask

Dr. llicbford if he baa studied tbe urine in tbe inter-

mediate stages of epilepsy, as to whether paraxmtbin
occurs in increasing amount; also whether paraxantbin

is to be fouud in the urine after epileptic attacks

brought on experimentally, as by irritation of tbe cere-

bral cortex.

Dr. S. .1. Mkltzeis, New York, asked whether
paraxantbin bodies had been found in the urine after

convulsions from other sources, as, for instance,

strychnine-poisoning.

Dr. J. M. Da Costa, Philadelphia : If these ob-

servations should be confirmed, it would do away with

a great difficulty in explaining why it is that two proc-

esses, ap|>ftrently so entirely dissimilar, as chronic

lead poisoning and gout, should both lead to contracted

kidney. If these leucomains and derivatives of uric

acid be present in both conditions, it is easy to under-

stand that one common cause would lead to the same
organic changes in the kidney.

I)u. Kachfokd : Id a number of the cases of head-

ache where I examined tbe blood I did not find any
leucocytosis. 1 have not examined for Neusser's

granules.

I have examined the8.» patients in tbe intermediate

stages, and have always failed to find paraxantbin
present until the symptoms of paraxantbin poisoning

appeared — the heiidacbe, the epilepsy, the gastric

neurosis and tbe asthma. In a patient with arterio-

sclerosis with gouty attack I find that the patient ex-

cretes the xantbin bodies in excess during these

attacks, and that immediately following these attacks

the urine is entirely free from them. Then very

shortly the xantbin increases in quantity until it cul-

minates in an attack.

Leucomain epilepsy is quite distinct from tbe ordi-

nary epilepsy. It comes on as a rule iu middle life,

and usually follows tbe sick headache of former years.

A TOXICOGENIC GERM FOUND IN ICE CREAM, AND
ITS CHEMICAL PRODUCTS,

by Drs. Victor C. Vacghan and Geo. D. Pekkixs,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

In August, 1895, the authors were furnished with

some cream which had poisoned a large number of

people at a social gathering. Tbe symptoms were
quite different in some respects from those observed in

otber cases of the kind. In this cream a bacillus was
isolated. The poison produced by this bacillus is not

identical with any which has yet been obtained from

milk or any of its products.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

A STATISTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STCDT OF TER-

MINAL INFECTIONS,

by Dr. Simon Flexner, Baltimore.

This paper dealt with the results obtained from sys-

tematic bacteriological examinations at human autop-

sies in cases of chronic disease. It pointed out that

in a very large proportion of such cases the terminal

event in the history of the disease is a terminal infec-

tion ; and besides the local infection processes not un-

commonly met with in the serous membranes, upon

tbe endocardium and in the meninges, examples of

cryptogenetic infection likewise occur, and actual sep-

ticemias are not infrequent.

Of 793 autopsies performed in Johns Hopkins Hos-
pital, 255 occurred in which chronic heart or kidney

disease was present, and in which tbe bacteriological

examination was sufiTiciently complete to make them

of use for the present study. Of tbe 255 cases men-

tioned, 213 gave positive and 42 negative bacteriologi-

cal results. Cases of tuberculosis were not included

in the summary.
Charts were exhibited to show tbe relative fre-

quency of infection in heart, kidney and other chronic

diseases. Of 32 cases of chronic Brigbt's disease

unassociated with cbronic heart disease, the bacteriol-

ogical examination showed infection to be present in

29 cases. Out of 112 cases of combined chronic kid-

ney and heart disease, 85 gave positive and 27 negative

results. In 41 cases in which the heart alone was

affected, 32 showed infecting micro-organisms ; in 22

cases of chronic heart disease associated with cirriiosis

of tbe liver, chronic proliferative peritonitis, etc., but
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without clironic Brigbt's disease ; in 16, bacteriological

exsiminations were positive. The subjects of local aa

distinguished from general infections, portal of entry

of the micro-organisms, and the characters of result-

ing lesions as illustrated by these cases, were con-

sidered.

The experimental part of the paper referred to the

bacteriological quotient exhibited by the blood serum
of heathy human beings, as compared with that of

those who have suffered from some of the chronic dis-

eases under consideration. The micro-organism em-
ployed in these experiments was the staphylococcus

pyogenes aureus, and the results obtained indicated

that normal human blood serum possesses distinct bac-

tericidal properties for this micro-organism, and also

that this power is absent, or at least diminished, in

many cases of advanced chronic disease.

Dii. G. M. Sternberg said that he was particu-

larly interested in the statement made by Dr. Flexiier,

that the blood which had passed through the placenta

bad not the bactericidal properties of the blood of the

general circulation. This favors the view which he

had been disposed to entertain that the antitoxins

when ouce in the circulation may perhaps be retained

indefinitely because they do not dialyze. The origin

of these antitoxins is now attracting great attention.

Is there a continuous production, or having once been

produced do they remain for a length of time or as

long as immunity last^ ?

Dr. Theobald S-MIth, Boston, thought that the

problems of antitoxins and bactericidal actions were
merely forerunners of more abstruse questions that

will later come up regarding the detection of bacteria

in the body. He had inoculated a small quantity of a

pathogenic organism into a rabbit, which produced a

fever which lasted for two weeks, after which there

was a rapid recovery. After fifty days in one case

the rabbit was killed, and bacteria were found in the

liver, spleen and kidney. Why, after the animal
passed through the disease were not the bacteria en-

tirely destroyed fifty days after recovery ? Where
were the bactericidal forces usually supposed to be

aroused by the disease ?

Dr. B. M. Bolton, Philadelphia, said that the

antitoxin must sometimes pass through the placenta,

for the progeny of an animal immunized against te-

tanus, for instance, certainly contained a certain

amount of antitoxin.

Dr. G. M. Sternberg thought that the young ani-

mals were not immune by reason of being born from
an immune parent but because of having taken the

mother's milk.

Dr. B. M. Bolton recalled the experiments of

Ehrlich, which proved that although the young de-

rived a great deal of antitoxin through the milk, yet a

large amount of antitoxin was derived from the

mother's body.

Dr. Sternberg then coincided with the statement

of Dr. Bolton.

Du. Bond, Richmond, Ind., asked if an examina-
tion was made of the white corpuscles of the blood in

these cases.

Dr. Flexner stated that he had made no study of

the corpuscular elements of the blood in his cases.

Referring to the remarks of Dr. Sternberg, he said

that the study of the placental blood was a mere inci-

dent in his work. He had been surprised to find an
absence of the bactericidal property as described. He

would not apply the observation farther than that it

seemed to hold for the staphylococcus.

Referring to Dr. Smith's observation, he recalled

the report of an instance in which the typhoid bacilli

were found by Welch and Blackstein in the bile of a

rabbit 125 days after the animal had heen inoculated

with the typhoid organism. It could only be sug-

gested that away from the fluid of the body, hiilden in

the recesses of the tissues, these organisms are not sub-

ject to the same condition which exists in the circulat-

ing blood, and thus are not exposed to the same favor-

able opportunity for destruction.

the influence of acute alcoiiolism on toe
norsial resistance of rabbits to various
FORMS ok infection,

by Dr. A. C. Abbott, Philadelphia.

Under the daily administration of ethyl alcohol to

the stage of intoxication, the normal vital resistance

of rabbits to particular forms of infection and intoxi-

cation is seen to be diminished, while to other forms
of infection and intoxication it is little, if at all,

affected. This diminution of resistance is most
marked in alcoholized animals that are inoculated

with cultures of streptococcus pyogenes (erysii)elatos),

an observation that accords with the results of clinical

experience with alcoholic subjects sntfering with phleg-

monous and erysipelatous inflammations.

upon the identitt of tbe streptococci and a
description op a NEVr VARIETY,

by Dr. H. C. Ernst, Boston.

That there is one streptococcus to which most ap-

parent varieties are related every one may admit, but
that there is one type to which all will return, if

placed under proper conditions, does not permit of

such ready assent, and the author takes ground against

this assumption. He describes a streptococcus, the

"streptococcus aureus liquefaciens," which was de-

rived from a case of fatal puerperal septicemia. This
organism liquifies gelatin slowly, produces a golden-
yellow pigment, and kills rabbits in from fifteen to

twenty hours after subcutaneous injection of one-tenth

of a cubic centimetre of a twenty-four-hour bouillon

culture. As the degree of virulence is increased by
constant and rapid transmission through rabbits, the

chains become shorter and shorter, and there is no
apparent difference between this and the staphylococ-

cus pyogenes aureus. The chain form returns after a
few generations have been passed through culture

media.

Dr. G. M. Sternberg considered the germ to be
quite distinct from the ordinary streptococcus of puer-

peral infection, and quite different from anj' heretofore

reported.

Dr. A. C. Abbott, Philadelphia, said that the con-

troversy concerning the identity of streptococci has

been directed to those having the same morphological
and cultural characteristics but differing in being asso-

ciated with different pathological conditions. The or-

ganism of Dr. Ernst has so little in common with the

streptococcus pyogenes or erysipelatos that it has no
important bearing upon the disputed point.

Dr. B. M. Bolton, Philadelphia, had no doubt
that the organism was a new streptococcus.

Dr. Ernst, replying to Dr. Abbott, said that the

point which he wished to make was iu answer to Mar-
moreck's assertion that the immunity obtained by one
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sireptocoucus is effeclive agiiust any otber streptococ-

cus. TLie aul'uoxiu prepared from such a virulent or-

uauism as that ilescribed must be diffi-reut from llie

uulitoxiD derived from the ordinary bacteria of erysi-

pelas or septicemia.

COSIHTIO.NS IXFLUtNClSG THE AITEARANCE OF

TOXINE IN TUE CULTLKES OP THE BACILLUS OF

Dll'UIllLRlA,

by Dr. 'I'heobald Smiui, Boston.

This paper discussed the factors which favor or re-

tard tlie foiuiation of toxiue, and their relation to one

another. Of these the most important are muscle-

dextrose, peptones and oxygen.

In ordinary bouillon the best means of obtaining a

coucentrulid toxiue from dipiitht-ria bacilli is to first

eliminate the muscle glucose, preferably by allowing

the beef to partly decompose. Anoiher point is the

addition of peptone after the beef-juice has been boiled

and filtered.

Dr. B. M. Bolt n, Philadelphia, said that bacteri-

ologists are much indtbted to Dr. .Smith for first point-

ing out that the development of the toxine iu the cult-

ure is largely influenced by the presence or absence of

sugar. This discovery had enabled them to produce

the toxiue without any ditBculty. Dr. Bolton had

tried a yeast ferment to eliminate sugar with some
success.

UlrHTUERIA ANTITOXIN' SOMETIMES EOUND IN TUE
BLOOI) OF llOKSKS THAT HAVE KOT BEEN IN-

JECTED WITH TOXINES,

by Dk. B. M. Bolton, Philadelphia.

This paper consisted of a report of the finding of a

certain degree of antitoxic power against diphtheria in

the blood of some uninoculated horses.

Dr. Simon Flexner, Baltimore, stated that the in-

teresting observation of Dr. Bolton is confirmed b} the

experiments of Fisch and Von Wunschheim, who
found that eighty-five percent, of the blood-serums ob-

taiuid at childbirth possessed antitoxic power for the

diphtheria infections iu guinea-pigs. Pfeiffer and

Kalle have also shown that the blood-serum of normal

goats is cajiable of influencing the intra-peritoneal

cholera infection iu guinea-pigs.

Dk. Theobald Smith, Boston, thought that this

line of work was very important. It is of great value

to know that there are some horses that will not pro-

duce antitoxin beyond a certain strength, and that the

(juautity of toxine injected has" no direct relation to

the amount of antitoxin produced.

Dr. a. Jacobi, New York, asked if the age of the

horse had anything to do with it. He had recently

seeu it stated that the blood of the newly born is

rather more germicidal than the blood of older in-

dividuals.

Dr. Bolton, repl) iug to Dr. Jacobi, said that he

had no record of the ages of the horses which had

been used iu his experiments.

DIPHTHERIA antitoxin OBTAINED BI ELECTKOL VSIS,

by Dus. B. M. Bolton and H. D. Pease, Philadel-

phia.

This paper corroborates the observation that the

prolonged action of a weak electrical current upon
diphtheria to.\ine produces a certain amount of anti-

toxin.

Dr. G. M. Sternberg asked if Dr. Bolton antici-

pated that it might be practicable to produce antitoxin

in this way rather than by the iuotulation of horses.

Dk. Theobald Smith asked if, in accordance with

the experience of Smiriiow, Dr. Bolton had found that

an overdose of the antitoxin was likely to be injurious

to the animal.

Dr. V. C. Vaughan, Ann Arbor, said that Smir-
now had found that if he gave an overdose of ihe anti-

toxin, his animal died of diphtheria-poisoning. Smir-

now's work proved only that he had reduced the

virulence of the toxine with the electrical current.

Dr. Bolton did tlot know whether the method of

producing antitoxin by electrolysis would be of any
practical value. The tfifurts so far made to concen-

trate the antitoxin have not been very successful. In

regard to an overdose, he had never seeu any ill re-

sults follow the injection of the material obtained by
the action of the electrical current, even when used in

large doses. He did not underttaud Smiruow's re-

sultp.

The following papers were read by title

:

" Bacteriological Examination in Acute Endocardi-

tis," Dr. \V. H. Welch, Baltimore; "A Case of Tii-

cuspid Stenosis, with other Heart Lesions and Cardiac

Liver, with Specimens," Dr. George Dock, Ann
Arbor; " The Pathology and Pathogenesis of Acute
and Subacute Diffuse Nephritis," Dr. W. T. Council-

man, Bo.-tou ;
" A Case of Subdiaphragmatic Abscess

— Diagnosis, Operation, Subsequent Death from
Pleurisy of the Other Side," Dr. E. G. Cutler, Bos-

ton ;
'• Protracted, Simple, Continued Fever," Dr. J.

M. DaCosta, Philadelphia.

the SIGNIFICANCE OF PATHOGENIC SPIRILLA IN

AMERICAN SURFACE WAT! US,

by Dr. A. C. Abbott, Philadelphia.

An important obstacle in the settlement of the con-

troversy concerning the relation betneeu the spirillum

cholerse AsiaticiB of Koch and the many varieties of

similar spirilla that have been discovered iu the sur-

face waters of Western Europe, since the late epidemic

of cholera iu Hamburg, is the fact, as pointed out by
Dunbar, that many of these vibrios have been discov-

ered in waters of localities in which cholera had been

present or of those in which cholera subsequently

made its appearance. It is of manifest importance

that surface waters of localities that have not been vis-

ited by cholera at either a near or comparatively

remote period should be subjected to careful investiga-

tion from this standpoint, iu order to determine if sim-

ilar vibrios are present iu them also.

With this in view the more polluted end of the

Schuylkill River has been subjected to such study,

with the result that a spirillum has beeu detected that

possesses all the morphological, cultural and patho-

genic group characteriitics of the suspicious spirilla

discovered iu European surface waters.

That this organism can have nothing to do with

cholera is evident, as the last visitation of cholera to

this city was in 1873, when there were eight cases

reported, six of which were of doubtful nature.

In the event of an outbreak of Asiatic cholera in

this country it is essential for us to be familiar with

the characteristics of spirilla present in polluted surface

waters, at times when the disease is absent ; and it is

for the purpose of obtaining such data that I make
this contribution, hoping to induce other American
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bacteriologists to give special attention to our surface-

waters from this standpoint.

Dr. V. C. Vaughan, Ann Arbor, did not think

that this pathogenic spirillum could be widely dis-

tributed in this country. Since 1888 he had examined

about 400 samples of suspicious water for bacteria, and

never found a pathogenic spirillum. These waters

had come from as far east as Connecticut and as far

west as Colorado. Many of the waters, however,

were well-waters and not surface-waters.

Dr. Theobald Smith stated that, as far back as

1886, he had found the spirillum Finkler-Prior in this

country. He isolated it from a lung affected with

contagious pleuro-pneumonia. The lung came from

West Virginia packed in ice. Whether the spirillum

was in the lung or in the water was not determined.

Dr. B. M. Bolton asked if Dr. Abbott had applied

Ffeiffer's test to the organism.

Dr. Abbott, replying to Dr. Vaughan, said that

the method of testing for the spirillum was of great

importance. One worker, had tested the Schuylkill

waters continuously for several months, and had found

no sign of the spirillum because he did not use the

Koch method of isolating the organism. Since using

this method, the spirillum is found in every test.

Only the water along the river in the immediate

neighborhood of the laboratory has thus far been

examined.

Regarding PfeifEer's test, he expected to use it

shortly, and had no doubt that the spirillum would be

shown to be totally different from the cholera organism.

Replying to a question of Dr. Sternberg's, as to

whether the organism would produce septicemia. Dr.

Abbott said that it would produce a feeble septicemia

in pigeons. Its pathogenic properties are about mid-

way between a virulent Metchnikovi and an ordinary

Asiatic cholera organism.

treatment of anthrax in rabbits bt intraven-

ous INJECTIONS OF NUCLEINIC ACID,

by Drs. V. C. Vaughan, C. T. MoIntosh, and

G. D. Perkins, Ann Arbor.
* The paper presents a brief summary of a large num-

ber of experiments made along the line indicated in

the title. Nucleinic acid was injected into animals

already inoculated with anthrax. Eighty per cent, of

the animals so inoculated have survived. Of the con-

trols which were inoculated with anthrax and which

were not treated at all, 20 per cent, survived. Only a

very small amount of the anthrax germs were used.

The treatment with the acid was begun in from five to

twenty-four hours after the anthrax inoculation. The
age of the animal seemed to have some influence, but

the most important thing seems to be the strength of

the nucleiuic-acid solution. No conclusions were

drawn from the experiments because they are to be

carried out still further.

{To be continued.)

Surgical Tableaux Vivants.— An evening

entertainment given at Kroll's Theatre in Berlin,

before the German Congress of Surgeons, consisted of

tableaux vivants in a series representing the rise and
development of surgery from the earliest times to the

present day. All the performers in this novel enter-

tainment belonged to the medical profession, even the

ladies, who were the daughters or relatives of members
of the Congress.

i^eceiit Hitcrature.

Electricity in Electro- Therapeutics. By Edwin J.

Houston, Ph.D., and A. E. Kennellt, S.D.

12mo, pp. vii, 402, with 128 illustrations. New
York : The W. J. Johnston Co. 1896.

The chapters on electro-physics contained in the

text-books on electro-therapeutics of ten or twenty

years ago, are to-day quite inadequate for the physi-

cian who wishes to inform himself of the modern
methods of employing electricity for the treatment of

disease. From most of them he could learn nothing

of sinusoidal currents, static machines, storage batter-

ies, or incandescent lights. The present volume, which

attempts to give " reliable information respecting such

matters in the physics of electricity applied to electro-

therapeutics, as can readily be understood by those

not specially trained in electro-technics," is therefore

very welcome, and the reputation of its authors gives

promise of the character of the work. That promise

has been well fulfilled. They have given a clear and

full account of the various electro-magnetic phenomena,

and a concise statement of the more important laws of

electro-physics. It is not a battery-maker's catalogue,

but a thoroughly scientific treatise, and from it the

physician can obtain a very satisfactory knowledge of

the different phenomena of electricity, electro-statics,

and magnetism, which will give him a sound basis of

knowledge to be employed in the application of elec-

tricity to the treatment of disease. The present vol-

ume deals only with electro-physics, it scarcely touches

electro-physiology, and says nothing of therapeutics.

Although clear and well written, it requires thorough

study ; not from any fault of its authors, but because

the subject cannot be learned in one sitting. It is a
work which every physician, who wishes to make scien-

tific use of electricity, should study with care.

An Inquiry into the Difficulties encountered in the

Reduction of Dislocation of the Hip. By Oscar
H. Allis, M.D., Fellow College Physicians and
Surgeons, Philadelphia, Surgeon to Presbyterian

Hospital, etc. The Samuel D. Gross Prize Essay.

Philadelphia. 1896.

This valuable and interesting essay received the

S. D. Gross prize of one thousand dollars for the best

original essay of those entered for competition Janu-

ary 1, 1895. It is abundantly illustrated and well

written. The work aims to accurately describe this

affection, and especially those types of dislocation

occasionally met with which do not yield to customary
methods of treatment. The author has thoroughly

appreciated that the subject of hip dislocation is not

one without occasional variations from the usual types,

which, when met, are most puzzling and trying to the

attending surgeon, and which also result disastrously

for the patient. This brochure is an important contribu-

tion to the literature of this subject, and of great inter-

est to surgeons, especially those engaged in hospital

work. It deserves a careful perusal.

The subject is treated in two parts. Part I describes

the anatomy of the hip-joint, bones, ligaments, capsule,

vessels, fascia, muscles, and sciatic nerve ; also the

mechanism of dislocations artificially produced, the

lesions of the capsule (vvitli illustrations), and the mus-

cles. The pathology of the affection is discussed, with

the aids and obstacles to reduction. This part con-
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eludes with a discussion of the pheuomeua of disloca-

tions, their causes and signs. Part II treats of the

reduction of hiji dislocations by manipulation, and con-

cludes with a critical examiDaiioD of methods and

obstacles.

Infantile Mortality during Childbirth and Its Preven-

tion. By A. Brothers, U.S., M.U., Visiting Gyne-

cologist to Beth-Israel Hospital, New York ; At-

tending Gynecologist to the New York Clinic for

Diseases of Women, etc. The William Furness Jenks

Prize Essay of the College of Physicians of Phila-

delphia, pp. 179. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston, Son

& Co. 1896.

The author very truly .states in the preface that in

one branch of the obstetric art we are distinctly in

advance of our forefathers. With the limited means

at their command and with the dangers of shock and

septicemia, it was natural for them to do everything

for the mother and little or nothing for the child.

This superstition of the past still has a strong hold on

the community, and many an infant life is unnecessarily

lost. The object of the essay is to take a careful bird's-

eye view of the entire subject, and to point out the

advances made in recent years in the interests of the

unborn child previous to labor, during the critical

hours of actual labor, and in the earliest period of life

succeeding labor. Each of these periods is taken up

in detail and the results of the author's own experience

are given, together with the recent literature of the

subject. At the end of each chapter is to be found a

careful bibliography, which makes the book of great

value for reference. There are some sixteen pages in

all of these references.

From a study of forty-seven post-mortem examina-

tions, the presence of hemorrhage in the cranium and

various organs of the chest and abdomen emphasizes

the fact that the blood-vessels of the child are very

delicate and cannot be roughly handled with impunity.

TJie importance of pelvimetry is forcibly insisted upon,

and the ease with which a fair estimate of the size of

the pelvis can be obtained without any special appar-

atus is shown.

There are a few things which might be criticised, as

the failure to point out the comparative value of for-

ceps and version in flattened and justo-minor pelves,

and the rather unsatisfactory discussion of occiput

posterior ; but as a whole the book is of great value as

a methodical treatise on this important subject.

Pregnancy, Labor and the Puerperal State. By Eg-
bert H. Grandin, M.D., Consulting Surgeon to

the New York Maternity Hospital, etc , and

George W. Jarman, M.D., Obstetric Surgeon to

the New York Maternity Hospital, etc. Illustrated

with 41 original full-page photographic plates

from nature. Royal octavo, pp. viii, 261. Phila-

delphia: The F. A. Davis Co.

This little work, though published separately,

forms the first portion of a work entitled " Practical

Obstetrics," by the same authors.

Its arrangement is admirable. It is abundantly

and well illustrated. The careful attention paid to

the mechanism of labor is specially to be commended,

as is also the fact that this section is eminently com-

prehensive and practical and divested of much of the

tedious theory so often found under this heading.

The management of normal and abnormal labor is

well treated.
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ANTI-VIVISECTION IN THE DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA.

We commend to the thoughtful attention of the

readers of the .Jourx.vl, Dr. H. P. Bowditch's able

presentation of the question of vivisection and of the

problems which have grown up around it, owing to

the agitation of certain zealous but misguided indi-

viduals. Dr. Bowditch makes this question the sub-

ject of the annual address delivered last week before

the Massachusetts Medical Society, and published in

the last and present issues of the Journal.

In the closing days of the Session the United States

Senate — which did so much last winter to inspire

law-ubiding citizens with shame and contempt for a

law-making body, and to bring into disrepute a branch

of the government formerly regarded with honor and

consideration— passed Senate Bill 1552, entitled "A
bill for the further prevention of cruelty to animals in

the District of Columbia." This was done without'

heed to the protests and representations of men of

special skill, of learning, of humanity, men of na-

tional reputations, memorializing the Senate as the

official representatives of many of the foremost scien-

tific associations of the country. On the other side,

however, was Gallinger, Senator from New Hamp-

shire, a man with a heart doubtless as good as silver,

und a marvellously curious knowledge of .science, as

may be seen hy reference to his remarks in tiie Senate

on diphtheria antitoxin— still, a mighty man in this

Senate and to be treated with " senatorial courtesy,"

not only as member of the Committee on the District

of Columbia, but also as Chairman of the Committee

on Pensions !

In the House of Representatives this bill was not

acted on, and goes over to the neit session, to come

up probably in January. The value to the country

at large, to farmers and stock raisers, of the investi-

sations of a single laboratory in the District of Co-

himbia— that attached to the Bureau of Animal

Industry— is inestimable ; and yet, with this pro-

posed law in force, such investigations, with their
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beueficent economic results, would have been impos-

sible.

It is important that all medical and scientific soci-

eties or associations should memorialize tlie House of

Representatives with reference to this Senate bill,

and where action has been taken or may be taken, it

is fullj' as important that certified statements of such

action should be properlv presented at the proper

time in Washington. If secretaries of societies and

associations will forward such statements to Dr. S. C.

Busey, 15-15 I Street. Washington, D. C, they will

be duly cared for and used to the best advantage.

Action should not be sacrificed to good intentions and

postponed until it is too late.

THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE MASSACHU-
SETTS MEDICAL SOCIETY.

The one hundred and fifteenth annual meeting of

the Massachusetts Medical Society passed off in a

way which should give satisfaction to those who at-

tended it, as well as to those who were charged with

the details of its management. With the excellent

Shattuck Lecture from Dr. W. W. Keen, of Philadel-

phia, on Tuesday ; the annual discourse by Dr. Bow-

ditch on Wednesday ; the papers before the Society

and the discussions in the Sections, the medical intel-

lect was amply provided with interest and instruction.

The exhibit in Mechanics Hall was regarded as per-

haps the best which has been offered ; the demonstra-

tion by Dr. E. A. Codman, on Tuesday afternoon and

Wednesday morning, of the use of the x-rays and of

the examination of patients with the fluorescope at-

tracted general attention, and was to many an in-

structive object-lesson. The speeches at the dinner

were not too long and were to the point, that of the

Bishop of Massachusetts was especially graceful,

timely and gratifying. The change by which the

President of the Society became the presiding officer

of the annual dinner was vindicated.

The Committee of Arrangements deserve lieartv

commendation and congratulation for their intelligent,

vigorous and successful efforts to increase and diver-

sify the attractions of these gatherings, and to offer

those facilities for members from outside of Boston

which had too long been neglected. The Bureau of

Information was useful and appreciated. The atten-

tion given to secure the various extra attractions was

well repaid. On Tuesday evening the members were

given an opportunity to hear the opera at the Castle

Square Theatre, which was fully taken advantage of.

The threatening weather Wednesday morning un-

doubtedly diminished the attendance at the dinner

and the number of those availing themselves of the

harbor excursions, where a choice of several trips was
offered the visitors to see both penal and philanthropic

institutions. By the courtesy of the Board of Health

a leper was to be seen at the quarantine island. The
opportunity for this clinical study was gladly taken.

Notwithstanding the weather and the desperate state

of Huntington Avenue— which, representative of the

chronic upheaval of Boston's streets, was a public

slough of despond rather than a public high way—
about a thousand members of the Society gathered in

Mechanics Hall Wednesday afternoon.

We recall but one discordant note. So good a

Committee of Arrangements should not allow itself

to be responsible for so poor a meal as was served on

that occasion. AVe aim at high thinking, and our as-

pirations are noble ; but the carnal man deserves some

consideration. Per aspera ad astra need not be the

motto for that one brief afternoon in the doctor's life.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Boston and the British Medical Association.

— The sixty-fourth annual meeting of the British

Medical Association will be held at Carlisle from July

28th to 31st. Dr. B. Joy Jeffries, of Boston, has

been invited to read a paper before the Section of

Ophthalmology.

The Washington State Medical Societt. —
At the annual meeting of the Washington State

Medical Society, held in Tacoma May 19th and 20th,

Dr. R. L. Thomson, of Spokane, was elected Presi-

dent, and Dr. J. M. Semple, of Medical Lake, Secre-

tary. The next meeting will be held in Spokane,

May, 1897.

A Medical Drama in Odessa. — There is re-

ported from Odessa the performance at one of the

theatres of a complete medical drama. It was written

by a physician and had the attractive and melodra-

matic title, " Hypnotic Suggestion, or a Woman's Re-

venge." The actors and the musicians of the orches-

tra for the occasion were physicians. The audience

was composed of convalescent patients from the vari-

ous hospitals, who were allowed out for the occasion.

Some Medicine in Texas. — The Texas Medical

Journal publishes the following interesting verbatim

reprint of a card recently issued by a new practitioner.

The names are omitted, but the Journal states that the

colleges are in good standing.

Graduated at University, 1886 and '87.

Graduated at University, 1892 and '93.

Three Years Hospital Experience.

Four Years City and County Practice.

Have Taken a Special Course of Study in Chronic Diseases o£

Women.
I am 35 years of age, and feel that I am qualified to practice

medicine in all its branches, intelligently, and having decided to

make my future home, I shall stand on my own merits

and practice medicine, at the following prices:

Sl.OOfor the first mile and 50 cts. for each additional mile.

At night I will charge .32.00 for the first mile, and 50 cts. for

each additional mile. Furnish my own medicine. Call visits

§1.00 each. Obstetrical cases, .S7.00 each; and all other work
in proportion. I mean business. I have come to stay.

Respectfully,

, Texas. —
.
—

.

, M.D.

Honorary Degrees Conferred at Boda-Pesth.
— In connection with the Millennial Celebration at
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Buda-Pesth the University conferred the following

honorary degrees on May 13th: the degree of Doctor

of Medicine on Prof. J. S. Hillings, of New York

;

Sir Joseph Lister, London ; Prof. R. Virchow, Berlin ;

Professor Than, Bnda-Pesth ; Prof. Auders-Retzius.

Stockholm: Prof. Guido Baccelli, Rome; Prof. Ed-

ouard Roux, Paris. The degree of Doctor of Philoso-

phy on Prof. P. Berthelot, Paris ; Mr. Herbert

Spencer, London ; Lord Kelvin, Glasgow ; Prof. W.
VVuudt, Leipzig ; Prof. Max Miiller, Oxford ; Prof.

Grimm, Berlin ; Prof. Lajos Loczy, Buda-Pesth ;

Prof. R. W. Bunsen, Heidelberg; Prof. J. Bryce,

Oxford; Prof. W. R. v. Hartel, Vienna; Prof. Hugo

Schuchardt, Graz.

BOSTON AND NKW ENGLAND.

A Gift to Garnet Hospital. — The Carney Hos-

pital has received a gift of four hundred and seven

dollars from the employees of the Boston Woven

Hose Company's factory at Cambridge.

The New President of the American Surgi-

cal Association. — At the annual meeting of the

American Surgical Association in Detroit, Dr. J. Col-

lins Warren of Boston was elected president for the

ensuing year.

A Public Bath-House to be open the Whole
Year.— The Boston City Government has appropri-

ated $65,000 for the erection of a public bath-house

at the South End, to be maintained and kept open the

entire year.

A Verdict against the Gold Cure.— A ver-

dict was given in the Superior Court at Boston last

week against the gold cure. A representative of the

Bichloride of Gold Company brought suit to recover

$5,000 under a contract, by which the plaintiff was to

furnish medicines and the defendant to conduct the

business of a "gold cure" establishment. It was a

condition of the contract that a majority of the pa-

tients treated were to be cured or the money not to be

paid. The defendant claimed, in refusing to pay, that

a majority did not recover ; and in this the court sus-

tained him.

The School-house Repairs Deadlock. — The

earnest efforts to have the Boston school-houses put in

a proper sanitary condition have as yet been unavail-

ing. The municipal government has twice defeated

the measure to appropriate $300,000 for the renova-

tion of the school buildings. At present there is one

vote lacking of the necessary number to carry the

measure. The mayor, in the mean time, has secured

by a majority vote of the Board of Aldermen and

Common Council the sum of $75,000 for immediate

and necessary repairs. This sum was voted from the

contingent fund of unexpended balance. A deadlock,

however, has arisen between the mayor and the School

Committee as to the direction of the expenditure.

The School Committee insist that it shall have the

full and unhindered control of the money, while the

mayor says that he iiolds an opinion from the corpora-

tion counsel that it can be spent only under the direc-

tion of the mayor by the Board of Public Works.

He will allow the School Committee to designate the

buildings it wishes repaired to the extent of the money

available, but the committee refuse to yield. There

seems no issue but through the court. Meantime the

sanitation of the school-houses remains defective and

dangerous.

Framingham Training-School for Nurses.—
The graduating exercises of the Framingham Training-

School for Nurses were held on Thursday, June 11th,

at Union Hall, South Framingham.

Connecticut State Medical Society.— The
One Hundred and Fourth Annual Meeting of the

Connecticut State Medical Society was held at New
Haven on May 27th and 28th. The following officers

were elected for the coming year : President, Dr.

Rienzi Robinson, Danielson ; Vice-President, Dr.

Ralph S. Goodwin, Thomaston; Assistant Secretary,

Dr. Julian LaPierre, Norwich ; Treasurer, Dr. W.
W. Knight, Hartford ; Delegate to Rhode Island, Dr.

L. Holbrook ; Delegate to New Jersey, Dr. C. A.

Tuttle ; Delegates to New York, Dr. F. E. Beckwith,

Dr. J. F. Calef and Dr. T. D. Crothers.

NEW YORK.

Columbia University Commencement. — The
142d Annual Commencement of Columbia Univer-

sity was held at Carnegie Music Hall on June 10th.

The degree of M. D. was conferred upon 246 gradu-

ates of the Medical Department (The College of Phy-

sicians and Surgeons) after the President of the

College, Dr. James W. McLane, had administered the

Hippocratic oath. This is the largest class ever

graduated from the school, and is in somewhat strik-

ing contrast to the graduating classes this year of the

University and Bellevue, both of which were con-

siderably under one hundred. At the Commencement
it was announced that the Alumni Association prize

of $500 for the best medical essay, had been awarded

to Dr. Alexander Duaue, and the Fellowship of the

Alumni Association for special researches in anatomy,

physiology and pathology, to Drs. Joseph A. Blake

and Richard A. Cunningham.

Tetanus Antitoxin.— The Board of Health has

announced that it is now prepared to furnish to the

profession tetanus antitoxin prepared in the bacterio-

logical laboratory of the department.

Death of Dr. Thomas F. Cock.— Dr. Thomas

F. Cock, formerly one of the best known practitioners

in New York, died at his country residence at Cold

Spring Harbor, Long Island, on June 11th, in the

seventy-seventh year of his age. For some years

past he had not been in active practice. He was born

in New York City in 1819, and his father, the late

Dr. Thomas Cock, was at one time president of the

College of Physicians and Surgeons. At the time of

his death Dr. Cock was consulting physician to the

New York Hospital, the Woman's Hospital, and the
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Lying-in Asylum. He was graduated from the

Medical Department of the University of Pennsylva-

nia in the year 1839.

Death of Dr. Thomas L. Hough.— Dr. Thomas

L. Hough, the oldest practising physician in Elizabeth,

N. J., died at his home in that city on June 12th in

the sixty-eighth year of his age. He was one of the

founders of the Union County Medical Association.

Jumped from the Brooklyn Bridge. — The

proverbial immunity from serious consequences which

the inebriated are supposed to enjoy under the most

unfavorable circumstances, seems to have been once

more exemplified in the case of Patrick Sullivan, a

printer, twenty-seven years of age, who, on June

13th, jumped from the Brooklyn bridge into the East

River, and lives to tell the tale. The man had been

on a spree for the past fortnight, and is said to have

been intoxicated at the time he made the leap. He
was picked up by Dr. Edward J. Palmer, a physician

of Lexington Avenue, who happened to be passing

in his yacht at the time, and was taken by him to

Bellevue Hospital, where it was found that he was

apparently not seriously injured.

MR. LECKY'S TRIBUTE TO THE MEDICAL
PROFESSION.

Mb. Leckt's latest work, entitled " Democracy and
Liberty," is one likely to cause no little discussion, as

its subject and manner of treatment are alike open to

argument and controversy. One line of thought, how-
ever, is pointed out by the Lancet^ as deserving the

greatest praise and general assent. It is Mr. Lecky's
noble tribute, paid in more than one passage, to the

great benefits conferred during the present century on
humanity by workers in the field of sanitary reform
and pathological research.

" The great work of sanitary reform," says Mr. Leoky,
" has been perhaps the noblest achievement of our age,

and, if measured by the sufifering it has diminished, has
probably done far more for the real happiness of mankind
than all the many questions which make and unmake Min-
istries. . . .

" Among the many addresses that were presented to the
Queen in her jubilee year, none appeared to me so signifi-

cant as that which was presented by the sanitary inspec-
tors, summing up what had been done in England during
the first fifty years of the reign. They observed that the
general health of Her Majesty's subjects had advanced far
beyond that of any great State of Europe or of the United
States ; that the mean duration of life of all the Queen's
subjects had been augmented by three and a half years

;

that in the last year's population of England and Wales
there had been a saving of S4,000 cases of death and more
than 1,700,000 cases of sickness over the averao'e rates of
death and sickness at the beginning of the reign ; that the
death-rate of the home army had been reduced by more
than half and the death-rate of the Indian army by more
than four-fifths. . . .

" The real justification of the law imposing compulsory
vaccination on an unwilling subject is not that it may save
his life but that it may prevent him from being a centre of
contagion to his neighbors."

' May 2, 1896.

The Lancet especially approves of Mr. Lecky's re-

marks upon the lack of honor paid to great medical

men in England, especially their rigid exclusion from
the peerage

:

" Closely akin to science, and perhaps even more impor-

tant among the elements of national well-being, are the

great healing professions. Here, too, our century ranks
among the most illustrious in the history of the world. It

has seen the discovery of anesthetics, which is one of the

greatest boons which have ever been bestowed upon sufifer-

ing humanity. It has produced the germ theory of disease,

the antiseptic treatment in surgery, a method of removing
ovarian tumors which has successfully combated one of the

most terrible and most deadly of diseases, a method of brain

surgery which has already achieved much, and which
promises inestimable progress in the future. . . . Many
of her finest intellects have been enlisted in this service.

In no single instance has this kind of eminence been recog-

nized by a peerage. It is clearly understood that another
and lower dignity is the stamp of honor which the State

accords to the very highest eminence in medicine and surg-

ery, as if to show in the clearest light how inferior in its

eyes are the professions which do most to mitigate the

great sum of human agony to the professions which talk

and quarrel and kill. . . .

"In 1896 for the first time a peerage was conferred on
an English artist. The doors of the Upper House were
never opened to the men who in this century have rendered
the greatest services to the State and to humanity— to

Simpson, whose discovery of chloroform has prevented an
amount of human suffering which it would need the imagi-

nation of a Dante to realize ; to Stephenson, whose en-

gineering genius has done more than that of any other man
to revolutionize the whole economical and industrial condi-

tion of England ; to Chadwick, the father of the great
movement of sanitary reform which has already saved
more lives than any, except perhaps the very greatest, con-

querors have destroyed ; to Darwin, who has transformed
our conceptions of the universe and whose influence is felt

to the farthest frontiers of speculative thought. For their

own sakes it is not to be regretted that the claims of such
men were not thrown into humiliating competition with
those of the acute lawyers and politicians, the great coun-
try gentlemen and the opulent brewers, who throng the ap-
proaches of the Upper House ; but if such a House is to

continue, and in a democratic age is to retain its weight
and influence in the State, it is not likely that elements of

this kind can forever be neglected."

DR. GOWERS ON EMPIRICAL THERAPEUTICS.

In a recent address Dr. Gowers, iu speaking of the

use of drugs, claimed that the best of our still-used

remedies were empirical or chance discoveries :

" We smile at the popular herbal remedies. But it is to

these that we owe the majority of our most useful drugs.
I cannot conceive a therapeutist surveying a list of the

chief drugs on which we depend in our daily work— and
do not depend in vain— without a sense of wonder and
perhaps of humiliation. We disinfect our rooms with
burning sulphur ; and so men did before the time of

Homer. We purge sometimes with rhubarb, especially

when some subsequent astringent influence is desirable,

and so did the old Arabians for the same special reason.

The value of castor oil in its chief use was familiar, proba-
bly for ages, to the natives of the East and of the West
Indies before it was made known in Europe by a physician
from Antigua one hundred and fifty years ago. Aloes was
employed in the same way long before the time of Dioscor-
ides and Pliny. The knowledge of the influence of ergot in

parturition we owe to the peasants of Germany, and the

use of male fern for tapeworm goes back to the old Greeks
and Romans. The employment of mercury in syphilis by
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inunction and fumigation, which our nincteentli-century

therapeutists regard with such satisfaction, seems to go
back to the time of the Crusades, and it is said that its use

can be traced in Malabar as far back as the ninth cen-

tury. Podophyllum as a |)urgative we owe to the North
American Indians. If we go through the list of all the

drugs on which we most rely, wc find a similar story.

Kven in the case of those which are the latest additions to

our resources, wc find that, with very few exceptions, their

use arose from what we must regard as pure empiricism.

It was by accident that the local anesthetic influence of

cocaine was discovered."

BERIBERI IN THE FIJI ISLANDS.^

A VALUABLE coutrlbution to the natural history of

beri-beri is contained in the recent]_v issued official re-

ports on au outbreak of the disease which occurred in

the year 1894 in the British colony of Fiji. All the

patients were Japanese coolies, of whom about 300

were imported for the purpose of working' on sugar

plantations. Their ages varied from eighteen to

thirty years, and they arrived in the colony on April

27, 1894. It was understood that they were all medi-

cally examined in Japan, and on landing in Fiji they

were, with few exceptions, a fine body of men, but

duriug the first month of their employment, which was
chiefly cane-cutting and draining newly-cleared land,

there was a good deal of sickness among them, mostly

malarial fever and diarrhea.

The first hospital case of beri-beri was admitted on

May 30th ; in the month of July at least 17 of the

men complained that they were suffering from kakke,

the ordinary name for beri-beri in Japan, where it is

well known to be endemic; and in the middle of No-
vember there were more than 220 cases. There
were in all 268 Japanese known to be attacked, of

whom 65 died, and in February, 1895, the whole of

the survivors were sent back to Japan.

The disease was entirely confined to these immi-

grants, not spreading either to the Indian laborers

who worked on the same plantations with them or to

the Fijian inhabitants of the villages. The Japanese

were lodged in well-ventilated houses, all of which

(with one exception) were constructed of wood and

were spacious enough to allow at least 330 cubic feet

to each occupant. After their departure these build-

ings as well as the hospitals were washed with a solu-

tion of corrosive sublimate of the strength of 1 in

1,000, to which strong hydrochloric acid was added.

Two days later the buildings were well washed with

hot water and soap and left open for a week, after

which the washings with corrosive sublimate and soap

and water were repeated. They were then occupied

by Indian coolies among whom no cases of beri-beri

appeared during the eleven mouths that elapsed up to

the date of the report.

The colonial medical officers devoted much attention

to the relations existing between beri-beri as it ap-

peared in this epidemic and other diseases which either

simulate it or have passed under the same name. They
conclude that it is independent of scurvy, pernicious

anemia, or ankylostomiasis and that it is a specific

neuritis affecting the motor and sensory nerves, periph-

eral at first, but afterwards involving muscles and
vital organs supplied by the sympathetic system. It

causes death either by paralyzing the heart and res-

* I.aiiCPt, May 2.

piratory muscles or by choking the lungs and other

viscera with the edematous effusion to which, in one
class of cases, it gives rise. The most usual prelimi-

nary symptoms were a feeling of heaviness and weari-

ness in the legs, numbness of the calf muscles, slight

edema over the crest and inner surface of the tibia,

loss of appetite, giddiness, headache, shortness of

breath, palpitation, rapid pulse, and digestive disor-

ders. With respect to the motor paralyses, the calf

muscles were generally first affected, then the peronei

and the flexors of the feet and toes. The muscles of

the hands and fingers were usually the next group af-

fected. As a rule the patellar reflex was early im-

paired and with the progress of the disease, wholly

suppressed. Some cases, however, with well-marked
motor impairment exhibited good patellar reflexes and
in some the reflex was exaggerated. Cutaneous anes-

thesia was constantly present over the calves, the

ankles, and the dorsa of the feet, accompanied by pain

in the deeper parts when firm pressure was made. In

a few cases very small rod-shaped bodies were ob-

served in the blood, but cultivation experiments were
unsuccessful.

BILLROTH'S ADVICE TO A YOUNG MAN IN-
TENDING TO STUDY MEDICINE.

Boston, June 4, 1896.

Mr. Editor : — In the correspondence ' of Billroth, re-

cently published, is found a letter to an old and intimate

friend, in reference to the intention of the latter 's son to

enter on the study of medicine. The advice it gives is so

admirable, and the spirit it breathes throughout so noble and
inspiring, as to make it well worthy the perusal of every
medical student, whether still in the .schools, or already in

practice. For are we not all students ? I venture to

translate a portion of it, not only for the benefit of the

coming medical generation, but as a tribute to the memory
of one of the greatest surgeons of our day. It enables us

to better appreciate his personal character, and adds to his

claims on our respect and regard. H. D.

Vienna, December 19, 1883.

. . . You tell me of the tribulations of the landed pro-

prietor, his subjection to wind, weather, fire and the like

;

well, I have no intention of discouraging you or Robert,

but the doctor does not lie altogether on a bed of roses.

Competition grows constantly more fierce; in the beginning

things generally come hard. ' As a student one has the

pleasure of obtaining something of a glimpse into the

workings of nature, as well as the diseases which assail hu-

manity. The state of entire satisfaction which ensues on

the passing the examinations is gradually undermined by

the discovery that our knowledge is but fragmentary, that

in those cases where we would most gladly render assis-

tance wc often fail of doing so ; often, too, are we harassed

by doubts as to the pro])er course to pursue. Unless one

is willing to pass through the world in a state of chronic

perturbation, one must rest content with doing his duty to

the best of his knowledge and belief. A man's greatest

blessings are then met with in the shape of a placid and
loving wife and undisturbed domestic happiness. Hardly,

however, have you reached your home, prepared to enjoy

these pleasures, when there comes a knock on the door,

and duly calls you out again into the cold and stormy night.

Few arc the joys of the |)hy8ician. Here and there true

loyally on the jiartof his patients, emphasized occasionally,

although perhaps seldom, by a material token, infreijuent

gratitude for the most absolute devotion to duty, nay, even

> Briefe von Tlieodor Billroth, Hannover, 1896.
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for personal sacrifice
;
joy over a completed cure ; the con-

sciousness of having done one's utmost,— these are ordi-

narily the highest satisfactions the physician can attain.

You think, perchance, that I paint the picture in too

gloomy colors ; but when twenty years have gone by and

these lines fall into Robert's hand, he will perhaps say that

I was right. If- once he has a true vocation for medicine,

he need not take this into much account. You wish me to

write you plainly and in detail. Do not fear lest I con-

tinue in this strain ; the worst has been said, and, after all,

the state of things here is not much worse than one finds

in other walks of life.

What special quality must one possess in order to be a

good physician V My colleague here, Nothnagel, whose
woik on diseases of the nervous system will at some later

day be appreciated by Robert, when inaugurated professor

of the house clinic here, said, among other things in his

address, " Only a good man can be a good physician," and

I too share this opinion ; it is the supreme regulator of the

inner, as well as of the outer effect of the physician's ac-

tions. To the phrase " good man " T would like to add the

words "well brought up," tliat is, in a family the existence

of which is permeated by a spirit of charity towards all

mankind. This condition is fulfilled in the case of your

Robert. He must be actuated by an uncontrollable im-

pulse to help other unhappy creatures, at first implanted in

him at his birth and well developed ; while cultivated feel-

ing and the experience of life have later led him througli

reflection to the conviction that, however eagerly the man
of moral training may chase after happiness, he will ulti-

mately find true happiness to lie in making others happy
to the extent of his ability. In this direction alone dare

he cultivate egotism, I mean make himself happy, and as

much so as possible. In so far as this originates in his

moral training, it will be a never-failing source of self-puri-

fication, a means of strengthening the sense of duty, a re-

inforcement of his own moral nature. Should misfortune

overwhelm hiui, he will find that, in assisting others who
are even more unfortunate than himself, he has gained

comfort as well as the strength requisite for pressing on in

the race.

To enable the physician to spend himself freely, he must
have accumulated a rich fund of knowledge. And in pos-

sessing such a treasure the physician enjoys the special

privilege of seeing it increase directly in proportion to the

lavisliness with which it is spent. Activity in the practice

of medicine leads to increase in experience, develop-

ment of judgment, impels us to supply the deficiencies in

our knowledge, enables us to follow the progress of the art of

medicine, which itself results from the progress of science.

A physician who gives himself up to critical, unprejudiced

observation sees his own stock of experience and knowl-

edge increase in the very dispensing of it for the relief of

others— always provided that he is a good man, with a

strong sense of duty, has a sound understanding, and takes

delight in work and in his calling.

And now how shall a young man accjuire the knowledge
necessary for a physician ? German universities provide

for tliis as do those of no other land. Aside from the

fact that at most universities, matriculation once gone
through with, a " plan of study " is presented, this is more-
over determined by the very nature of the thing, by cus-

tom, by the plan of examinations, etc. No special advice

is here needed. Anatomy, chemistry, physics, then physi-

ology, incidentally zoology, botany, mineralogy, these en-

tirely occupy the first two years. Robert must clearly un-

derstand that, while working freely at a high school, he is

not subjected to personal supervision. The lectures never
exhaust the subject ; they incite rather to study, to method
in study. Individual study at home is the great thing.

Not those professors who invariably take up every subject

in its turn are the best teachers, but rather those who offer

incitements to the young, who deeply interest them in the

subject-matter.

Not to attend too many lectures, and each semester to

tieoole uiie's self with particular zeal to some one subject, I

consider judicious ; otherwise misdirected study and waste

of energy result. Better master some one thing in which
you take an interest, than retain little concerning many
subjects. In the former of these cases there are only some
deficiencies to be made up before examination, in the latter

everything has to be learned anew from the beginning.

It is impossible for even the most talented to learn in the

course of ordinary study all that is required at examina-

tion.

What university ? That is a most difficult question for

me to determine, inasmuch as I have not a sufficient per-

sonal acquaintance with the present generation of profes-

sors to be able to criticise them as teachers. Strasburg

stands in the first rank, as regards its medical faculty, but

it is an expensive place, and still more so is Heidellierg.

One of the best teachers of anatomy is Henle in Gdttingen,

but he is rising seventy. Henke in Tubingen is a superior

teacher of anatomy. N. N. is not much of a place at pre-

sent, nor would I advise Berlin, JIunich, Wiirzburg or

Breslau for a beginner ; in Jena, Marburg and Giessen the

material for dissection is limited.

I advise remaining at the same university for the first

three years
;

perhaps spending the last year in Berlin.

After examination, and the completion of military service

send him to Vienna for three months. I will do my best

to give him an insight into practical surgery. But, in other

respects, in this gigantic hospital where everything is con-

centrated, he will see more in a day than in a month else-

where. Here, too, all the courses are especially arranged

for strangers, who come here from all parts of the world.

For medical men Paris and London are now things of the

past ; a physician educated in Germany has now nothing

to learn there. We have far outstripped the French and
English in every department of medicine.

You are now like the apprentice of Goethe's wizard

;

you have evoked the spirits of medicine, and cannot rid

yourself of them. But there is an end to everything,

even to this letter. . . .

CANE-SUGAR FOR MILK-SUGAR IN MODIFIED
MILK.

Jamaica Plain, June 8, 1896.

Mr. Editor : Apropos of Dr. J. L. Morse's interesting

article in the Journal of June 4th, on " The Home Mod-
ification of Milk," I would like to state that three years

ago cane-sugar, which costs about six cents a pound, was
substituted for milk-sugar at forty cents, in the food of the

babies at the Massachusetts Infant Asylum, without causing

any appreciable disturbance in their digestion and at an
annual saving of one hundred dollars a year to the institu-

tion. Very truly yours, Arthur P. Perry, M.D.,
Ph>/sician to the Massachusetts Infant Asylum.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending June 6th, in Boston, according to
observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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RECORD OF MORTALITY

Fob thk Wbbk bndinq Saturdat, June 6, 18i>ti.
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(©riginal SfirticIcjBJ.

GYMNASTICS IN HEART DISEASES.i

BY DR. CLAES J. ENEBDSKE.

(Concluded from No. 24, p. 5S1.)

FDRTHEB EXPLANATION OF THE MOVEMENTS
EMPLOYED.

(1) Massage upon the Extremities, consisting of gen-

tle kneading of the muscles and stroking of the limbs

in centripetal direction under moderate pressure. By
this the contents of the veins and lymphatics are aided

to empty themselves in the direction of the venst; cavM,

vrhile the negative pressure, momentarily produced be-

hind the stroke, causes an increased inflow into the

corresponding capillaries from the arterial side, thus

adding a force to the circulation and locally promoting

the absorption of edema.

(2) Abdominal Massage.— By successive compres-

sion of the contents of the abdominal cavity, the ven-

ous and lymph currents are aided onward in the direc-

tion of vena cava inferior with a corresponding in-

crease of arterial inflow in the part, thus adding a

force to the circulation. It is suggested also, that the

mechanical pressure produced may exercise a stimulat-

ing influence upon the innervation of the vessel walls

and the intestinal walls. Also is the suggestion pre-

sented, that mechanically a reflex stimulus from the

splanchnic area upon the vagus may possibly be pro-

duced, inasmuch as a stronger pulse of slower rate is

observed directly after the abdominal massage, when
administered according to the rules of the art, as ap-

plied upon the case. This suggestion is, of course,

not presented as an established theory.

(3) Circumductions of the Joints that admit of this

form of motion, namely :

Circumductiou of hands.
Circumductiou of arms (that is, shoulder-joint).

Circumduction of feet.

Circumduction of thigh (that is, hip-joint).

Circumductiou of head.
Circumduction of trunk and
Circular twisting of trunk.

The effect of the circumductions is explained by re-

ferring to the fact, established by direct physiological

experimentation, that the capacity of the veins, where

they pass over the joints is increased when they are

lengthened by the extended attitude of the joints, cor-

respondingly diminished when they recoil with the

change to flexion. In the circumductiou of the joints,

therefore, increase and diminution of the capacity of

the veins adjoining the moving joint, alternates, as

the extended and flexed positions of the joint succeed

each other. For each time the veins are thus length-

ened, blood is aspired into the vein from its peripheric

tributaries, which in its order influences the flow from

the arterial side through related capillaries. In the

soon following recoil of the veins they empty them-

selves in centripetal direction.

Particularly effective are the circumduction of the

shoulder- and hip-joints, as by them a strong aspira-

tion is produced in large veins. An additional ex-

planation is offered with reference to these joints.

The femoral vein, having received the greater number
of the veins of the lower extremity as tributaries, in

passing over Scarpa's triangle on its way to the exter-

' Read, by invitation, before the Boston Society for Medical Im-
provemeut, February 24, 1896.

nal iliac is, as known from anatomy, enclosed, together

with the femoral artery, in a strong fibrous sheath,

derived in part from a process of fascia lata ; the an-

terior part of the wall of the vein is thereby in this

region attached to the fascia and follows the move-

meuts of the fascia. In the successive alternation of

contraction and relaxation of the muscles surrounding

Scarpa's triangle, the fascia is elevated and depressed

alternately and the vein dilated and compressed. Ex-

periments by Loviu and Ludwig are quoted in sup-

port of these explanations. Similar reasoning may be

made regarding the circumductiou of the shoulder-

joint. Although it is admitted, that the theoretical

explanation may be open to criticism, the effect of the

ovements upon the circulation, for which they are

administered, is actually obtained.

Circumduction of the head is similarly related to

the veins of the neck and head. Given with due pre-

cautions, according to the rules of the art, it is credited

with a certain effect against congestion of the head.

Circumductiou of trunk and circular twisting of the

trunk act chiefly upon the vena cava inferior. They

are credited with an effect to relieve venous stasis of

the abdominal vessels.

(4) Respiratory Exercises, consisting essentially of

deep inspirations, administered as passive movements.

Two objects are in view : (1) more complete oxygena-

tion of the blood, (2) aspiration of the blood to the

auricles. Their employment for the latter purpose is

based upon the physiological fact, that the negative

pressure within the thorax increases with deep-inspira-

tion, thereby causing the blood to be aspired to the

auricles from the venae pulmonales and cavae. They
influence particularly the pulmonary circulation, but

also the systemic. The diaphragm, by its contraction,

dilates the vena cava inferior at the place where the

central tendon is attached to the wall of the vein on its

passing through the tendon. At the same time the

descending diaphragm compresses the abdominal

organs and drives the venous blood from these organs

into the vena cava inferior. The aspiration produced

within the vena cava superior acts not alone upon the

veins in the upper part of the body, but also upon the

ductus thoracicus and the lymphatic circulation at

large. The respiratory movements most used are

:

a. Liftinf; of chest.

b. Spanning of chest.

c. Certain arm movements.

(5) Certain Passive Movements, found by experience

to have a calming influence upou an irritable heart.

Explanation of their action not attempted. Those are :

a. Vibratory lifting of the chest.

b. Vibratory manipulation of the back.
c. Nerve-pressure of the back.

(6) Local Manipxilation of the Precordial Region.

a. Hacking.
b. Slapping.
c. Vibratory pressure.
d. Stroking.

These manipulations have a traditioual reputation

among gymnastic physicians in Sweden, although no

satisfactory physiological explanation of their effect

can be given. It is found by experience, that these

manipulations, admiuistered according to the rules of

the art, with gentle, delicate touch over the precordial

region, act calming and strengthening upon the heart,

when the beat is weak, rapid and irregular. The ef-

fect, clinically observed, is that of a cardiac stimulus.
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and suggestiug a poseible reflex stimulus from cutan-

eous uerves upon the inhibitory nerve of the heart.

It has been suggested, that the physiological experi-

ment by Goilz, lu which, by slapping tiie surface of

the abdomen of a frog, cardiac inhibitory effects are

exhibited, may be regarded as a possible analogous

phenomenon. However defective the physiological

interpretation of tiiese manipulations may be, among
those who have most experience in the matter there

is a general agreement about the effect of the manipu-

lation. 1 have had occasion to ascertain in cases of

mitral regurgitation with symptoms of insufficiency

in milder degree, that 1 was able to reduce the rate of

the pulse with from five to twelve beats by this

manipulation continued during five to seven minutes.

The effect is most marked, when the pulse-rate is

high, 110 or more.

(7) Certain Active Movements are administered in

the progression of the treatment.

The experience is, that violent, vigorous, rapid,

long-continued and frequently repeated exercises,

particularly of the upper extremities involving the

muscles of the thorax, have a deleterious iuHueuce

upon the heart. On the other hand, experience has

also taught, that milder, active movements of the

lower extremity, carried out in slow rhythm, also

respiratory exercises, have a calming influence upon

the heart.

In the after-treatment of heart diseases several

milder active movements are given in reclining or sit-

ting posture, such as

Flexion and extension o£ the hands.
Flexion and extension of the teet.

Flexion and extension of the knee.
Flexion and extension of the elbow.
Flexion and extension of the hip.

Rotation of the hip.

Abdui;tion and adduction of the hip.

Pronation and supination of the forearm.

They are given with a view of obtaining a livelier

operation of the auxiliary forces of circulation, with-

out causing an active exertion of the body, that ex-

cites the heart action beyond a certain moderate

degree.

From what I have said so far follows, that the

movements administered by the gymnastic physician

in heart diseases are, so to say, movements of the

blood and breath of the patient. The criterion of a

correctly chosen and successfully administered move-

ment is not, that it accords perfectly with the outer,

mechanical definition of the movements, though that

is indirectly important and helpful. No, the criterion

is that the movement actually influences the heart in

such a way as is aimed at. It is necessary, therefore,

in the beginning of the treatment of a delicate case to

examine the pulse before and after each movement
until the physician gets the pulse of the patient, so

to speak, in his grip with aid of the movements;

thereafter the observation may be made less often.

A detailed, formal, verbal description of the tech-

nique of the administration of the movements and

postures mentioned would be tiring to listen to and

not convey an adequate idea of tho work. I prefer,

therefore, on this occasion, to demonstrate practically

some of the technicalities. (Demonstration by model

was here given.)

In the treatment of a given case, several move-

ments are chosen, which respond to the indications

present. These are combined to a prescription of

movements, which are administered with intervals of

rest, so that a day's treatment extends over half an

hour to an hour. The treatment is repeated once

every day until improvement is well established, when
the treatment is repeated less often, and carefully

chosen mild, active movements taken by the patient on

intervening days.

As an exemplification I present four successive

prescriptions of movements, given in a case of a wo-

man, age twenty-three, with symptoms of mitral re-

gurgitation in milder degree consequent upon acute

rheumatism. She had been under treatment for

rheumatism during the last two years, with periods of

recovery intervening. During the last half-year she

had been treated for eudocarditic symptoms. Had re-

covered ; was dismissed by her attending physician ;

had come to Boston with a view of increasing her

strength by exercises; wanted to join a gymnasium
class.

When she came to me, requesting my advice re-

garding her gymnastic exercises, she had just discon-

tinued the use of digitalis and strychnia. She was

still suffering more or less from a sense of precordial

oppression, occasional severe shooting pain in the

region of the heart, headache, diarrhea, occasional

vomiting, and, on slight exertion, fatigue and dysp-

nea. Ou examination she exhibited pulse 128, small,

low tension, regular ; heart impulse in the nipple-line,

fifth interspace, extending down towards sixth ; mitral

systolic murmur at apex, extending to the left of the

nipple-line, lost in the axilla; percussion negative or

a possible increase of dulness to left. She was ad-

vised not to take any class gymnastics at present, but

was offered such a course of gymnastic treatment as

is indicated by the following four prescriptions, which

were given during the next following three months :

Prescription No. 1. Begun November 1, 1895

;

changed November 18th :

1. Wing-sitting, liftina of chest.

2. Half-lj'ing, circumduction of feet.

3. Half-lying, massage of abdomen.
4. High-ride-sitting, circumduction of trunk.
5. Half-lying, circumduction of hip.

6. Half-lying, mauipuUtion of precordinm (slapping, percus-
sion, vibratory pressure and stroking).

7. Same as 1.

8. Opposite standing, hacking of back.
9. Same as 1.

The above movements are all passive.

Prescription No. 2. Begun November 18th
;

changed December 16th:

1. Wing-sitting, lifting of chest.

2. Half-lying, circumductiou of feet.

3. Half-lying, massage of abdomen.
1. Same as 1.

5. Half-lying, circumduction of hips.

ti. Half-lying, manipulation of precordinm.
7. Same as 5.

8. Same as 4.

9. Opposite standing, hacking of back.

10. Same as 1.

The above movements are all passive.

Prescription No. 3. Begun December IGth;

changed January 9, 1896 :

1. Wing-silting, lifting of chest.

2. Half-lying, circumduction of feet.

3. Half-lying, flexion and extension of feet (with resistance).

4. Half lying, massage of abdomen.
5. Half-lying, flexion and extension of knees (with resistance).

6. Half-lying, flexion and extension of elbow, wrist and fingers

(with resistance).

7. Half-lying, circumduction of thigh.

8. Half-lying, manipulation of precordium.
9. Same as 1.
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10. Opposite standing, hacking of back.

11. Same as 1.

The movements, No. 3. 5 and 6, of this prescrip-

tion, are active, with resistance, taken in restful posi-

tion, the active work localized upon the muscles of the

lew, the thigh, the upper arm, and the forearm, in the

order mentioned ; all the other movements are passive.

Prescription No. 4. Begun January 9th ; discon-

tinued January 31st.

1. Cross-sitting, circumduction of arms.

2. High-opposite-standing, flexion and extension of feet (with

resistance).

3. Wing-prone-stride-sitting, raising of trunk (with resist.ince).

4. Opposite half-book, standing, downward pressing of knee
(with resistance).

5. Half-hook, half-lying, extension of leg (with resistance).

a. Halt-lying, flexiou and extension of elbow, wrist and fingers

(with resistance).

7. Half-lying, massage of abdomen.
8. Half-lying, manipulation of precordium.
y. Half-lying, circumduction of thigh.

10. Wing-sitting, lifting of chest.

11. Opposite standing, hacking of back.

12. Same as 10.

The movements, Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, of this prescrip-

tion are active, with resistance taken in restful posi-

tion, the active work localized upon the extensor

muscles of the hip-joint and erector muscles of the

spiue in No. 3, upou the iliacus psoas and abdominal

muscles iu No. 4, and upou the extensor groups of

the hip-joiut acting together with quadriceps extensor

cruris iu No. 5, besides No. 2 and 6 giving the same

localization as introduced in the next preceding pre-

scription.

After the first two weeks of treatment all the sub-

jective symptoms were relieved, expressed by the pa-

tient in these words :
" I breathe easy, feel flexible,

not heavy as before ; my palpitation and pain in the

chest have ceased to trouble me."

When, six weeks after the beginning of the treat-

ment DO subjective symptoms had returned, the mild

active movements were introduced, which are indi-

cated in Prescription No. 3. The effect being favor-

able, after three weeks more a greater amount of

active work was introduced, as indicated by Prescrip-

tion No. 4, the localization in this prescription, involv-

ing all the larger groups of sceletal muscles, except

those attached to the thorax. In administering these

active movements, I graded the resistance, rhythm

and frequency of repetition so as not to allow the

pulse-rate after the movement to reach 100; and

during the latter half of the prescription I adminis-

tered the mildest degree of resistance, or entirely pas-

sive movements, with the aim in view that at the end

of every day's treatment the pulse-rate should be

reduced to beiow 80, or as near that as possible.

serratus magnus, and thereafter somewhat more com-

plicated movements, involving simultaneous localiza-

tion upon a greater number of groups of muscles.

At the end of the three months there was no

change in the objective signs, observed at the first

examination.

The theory of the gymnastic therapy in heart

diseases which I have presented is open to criticism,

and does not claim to satisfy the classical rule " Totum

et rotundum ab omnibus partibus." Whatever may
he the strength or deficiency of the tbeory, all who

have the most experience with the method advocate it

as a rational method, supported by very satisfactory

results— relief from symptoms, increased strength,

usefulness and comfort.

Different views are held regarding the range of ap-

plicability of the method. Some physicians iu Sweden

begin to administer mild, passive movements of the

extremities, orentle massage of the extremities and

mild respiratory movements when the patient is bed-

ridden by severe symptoms of broken compensation.

Others give gymnastic treatment as after-treatment,

when rest in bed, digitalis and other agencies have

done their work. The ultimate end of the treatment

is to establish the compensatory hypertrophy, to train

the patient to such degree of activity as is consistent

with the safety of the heart and to keep him informed

of the limits of exertion which he must not go be-

yond.

My own experience at present is limited to some

cases of mitral incompetency with symptoms in

milder degree. I succeeded invariably by the gym-

nastic movements to reduce the heart-rate, if it was

high before the beginning of the movements, the

pulse exhibiting at the end of the movements appre-

ciable increase in strength. The highest reduction of

the pulse-rate, which I have obtained, within an hour,

has been by 38 beats, in an instance where the rate

was 120 at the beginning and 82 at the end of the

day's exercises. On an average the reduction has

been by 10 to 15 beats after an hour's gymnastics,

more if the pulse-rate was high, less, the nearer it was

to the individual pulse norm. It is my hope, that

larger casuistic material iu the near future will enable

me to give some contribution to the demonstration of

the value and scope of gymnastics in heart-diseases.
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the United States : first, over a long sweep of plains

east of the Rockies from Manitoba to the Gulf;

second, a west to east translation from tiie North
Rockies across t)ie Great Lakes to the Atlantic; third,

from the Red Uiver region south through the valley

of the Mississippi and over tlie Middle States.

Evidence so far gathered, chiefly through meteoro-

logical observation, have led investigators to believe

that these cold waves are the result of radiation from

barren and snow-covered surfaces, principally in the

Arctic north.

The warmer or higher temperature areas which so

often bring soft and pleasant winter weather to the

more humid portions of the Northwest States, and to

the dryer regions of these States the balm of May in

January, pass eastward or southward, and in tlieir

wake, and often under-running them, comes a rush of

cold, dry air, made colder by the pulsations and inter-

minglings of the upper and colder air currents.

When the atmospheric pressure is great and the

earth's surface unbroken by mountains and hills, these

inrushes of cold air are violent, the friction of the

wind is great, and the temperature variation rapid and

extreme. " Cold waves " of great variation have from

time to time passed rapidly over large areas of the

United States, the temperature often within several

hours showing a fall of thirty degrees Fahrenheit.

That extreme and rapid variations of temperature,

notably from a high to a low degree, have a marked
and important effect on the public health; that they

are important factors in the cause and severity of dis-

ease, if, indeed, they are not a potent power in the

production of disease, is not now generally doubted

;

that there are certain influeuces, the character of

which is not definitely known, associated with and ac-

companying variations from a high to a low tempera-

ture and the disturbances of the air currents, which

directly increase general sickness and contribute to

the death-rate from all causes is apparent.

It is an established fact that diphtheria, scarlet fever,

pneumonia, bronchitis and other severe and fatal dis-

eases have a maximum prevalence during the season

of the year when cold-temperature changes occur, and

their severity and the fatality attending them varies

with the degree and rapidity of these changes.

It is fully recognized also that in the high, dry, cold

and uncrowded localities, where epidemic diseases are

comparatively rare, that in the cases of all sufferers,

whether from acute or chronic disease or from trauma-

tisms, a rapid change from a high to a lower temper-

ture, and the atmospheric changes preceding and ac-

companying them, greatly derange the vital functions;

that when from any cause the vital powers are low

and resistance thereby impaired, cold weather changes

are attended by greatly increased mortality.

In many Northern States, excepting those of high

altitude and dry climate, where tuberculosis and other

diseases of the air-passages are not extensively preva-

lent, the mortality varies from 15 to 20 per cent.,

higher during the months of extreme variations from

a high to a low degree of temperature.

In typhoid fever, a disease most prevalent in sum-

mer and fall seasons of the year, it is observed that

the percentage of mortality is much increased as the

winter months approach ; and reaches a maximum
death percentage when etorm periods are most fre-

quent. In the recent endemic of typhoid fever at

Grand Forke, N. Dak., the death-rate has been enor-

mous, and the mortality increased as the seasons of

cold approached.

The zymotic diseases — whose prevalence increases

with the winter's approach — reach their maximum
death-rate during the time of severest storm periods of

low temperature, the percentage of deaths to the num-
ber of cases reported bearing a direct relation to

storms of this character.

Temperature depressions are not so marked as to

affect the death-rate or contribute to the general ail-

ments in New England and farther south than the

35th parallel, nor west of the valley of the Missouri.

The greatest perturbations occur over high elevations

in the more northern latitudes, and in localities other-

wise unsurpassed for climatic conditions conducive to

health, notably the Dakotas and the high elevations of

Minnesota and Nebraska. In the former or humid
localities, the percentage of death is largely augmented
by diseases of an epidemic type and those that arise

during the heated season. In the latter or high, dry

sections, epidemic and hot-weather diseases rarely exist

extensively, or become at any time seriously disas-

trous; but the increased amount of general ailments

and the greatest mortality from various causes takes

place near and at the height of storm periods when the

air is unusually dry, wind velocity great and tempera-

ture low.

The physician whose field of labor has been in the

region of the greatest variation and depression on the

great sweep of plains east of the Rockies will bear

testimony with me to the fact that a strong relation-

ship between weather changes and health and disease

exist, and that bis pain-tossed, sleepless, over-stimu-

lated and eventually depressed patient keeps constantly

reminding him that nature has placed a manacle on

skill and effort that he is often unable to remove.

The writer has more than once, despite his most earn-

est efforts, seen patients whose recovery seemed as-

sured under the influence of favorable weather condi-

tions, pass into hopeless depression and eventually

death under the strain of atmospheric disturbances.

It is a time when death more often overtakes the aged

and feeble, the organic sufferers and weaklings.

Here the inquiry naturally arises. What are the

peculiar characteristics that contribute most toward

deranging the vital functions and disturbing the nor-

mal, healthful equilibrium in the well and vigorous ?

And more especially what element or elements in these

atmospheric variations so add sensitiveness to the

already sensitive organism when under the influence

of disease? What influence in this direction has in-

crease and diminution of barometric pressure ? Do
marked and rapid changes of temperature alone have

the controlling effect? How much may be attributed

to cold, rapidly moving air currents? What, if any,

effect has atmospheric electricity ?

It is an established fact that barometric variations

have a decided effect on the vascular system and there-

by on blood-pressure, and that a diminution of the

pressure, even very slightly below the usual range,

causes alarming and serious results on the robust. It

would therefore seem reasonable that rapid barometric

variations, especially a diminution, would strongly in-

fluence the healthy and still more the ailing. The
correspondence noted between the storm periods and

the barometric variations, together with a low, vari-

able temperature existing at these perio<ls, have been

assigned as the chief cause for the lack of equilibrium
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between the external air and the fjases of the body,

and hence morbidity in the healthy and the aggrava-

tiou of symptoms in the diseased. It is evident to the

writer, after considerable observation in a region

where extreme changes of temperature are frequent,

that a falling or rising barometer does not sufficiently

correspond with marked deviations from health to be

assigned as the principal cause.

What effect has low temperature in itself? It is

believed by high authority that the cold-weather dis-

eases depend upon the presence of non-volatile salts

upon the mucous surfaces ; that they accumulate by
reason of the drying effect of a cold and constantly

dry air ; and that these diseases prevail more exten-

sively and are relatively more severe "in proportion

to the coldness and dryness of the atmosphere."' The
observations that led to this belief were made in a

damp climate ; and if the conclusions were correct, it

would follow that the salts would increase as moisture

decreased, and consequently their influence in the

causation of disease would be alarmingly augmented
in the regions of dry, cold winters. With due regard

for so high authority on this subject, it may be said

that the above conclusions as to the increased preva-

lence of cold-weather diseases— "in proportion to the

coldness and dryness of the atmosphere"— do not

apply to the dry, cold regions elsewhere referred to in

this article. Although in these cold, dry sections a

low temperature is much more marked and the atmos-

phere much less humid than in other regions in the

same latitude, yet observation tends to show that the

relative number of sufferers from cold-weather dis-

eases diminishes instead of increases in the high, cold

localities.

It may be said also that, although the cold-weather

diseases are less prevalent in the high, dry regions of

low temperature, yet when they do occur they are

much more severe and are attended with a greater

death-rate, the severity and the fatility attending them
corresponding to weather purturbations which do not

exist in the damper localities.

What effect has atmospheric electricity ? Doubtless

much more than has generally been supposed, although

not as yet demonstrated. The knowledge gained by

recent investigation in electrical science and chemistry

leads to the conclusion that meteorological conditions,

such as exist in the high, dry regions, subject to

changes to a low temperature, are such as favor high

fluctuating electrical potentials. It has been, I be-

lieve, positively demonstrated that as the temperature

of any medium or body falls the electrical and mag-
netic potentials become proportionately increased ; that

oxygen and other gases and many metals become more
highly electrified as the temperature lowers ; that fric-

tion of cold, rapidly moving air currents over long

sweeps of country tend to still exalt the electrical

potentials; it is thus not unreasonable to conclude that

atmospheric electricity has more to do than any other

cause with the deviation from health in the healthy

and a dangerous depression in those already reduced

by disease. For, could it be expected that a sensi-

tively developed organism, such as a human being,

would be omitted where the air and the surrounding
objects were charged with electricity, whose poten-

tials at these periods are probably constantly fluctuat-

In the application of electricity for the cure of dis-

ease the operator is often reminded of its potency by
unexpected results, and of the importance of the use of

a proper dosage at a time when the vital forces are

more delicately balanced, and the body probably made
a more sensitive conductor by chemical changes un-

usual in health.

May it not be that nature at times and certain

places varies the electrical potentials regardless of

public health, by conditions such as low temperature,

dry air, and the inrushing of upper and colder electri-

fied currents ? The writer has often observed at times

of rapid changes of temperature, notably from a high

to a low degree, when the velocity of the wind cur-

rents was rapid and fluctuating, that friction, such as

rubbing the feet on carpets, would enable one to light

a gas jet by proximity of a finger point, and that

metalic objects would send forth a shock when
touched ; and that the electrical conductivity of a

moist room, when the outside conditions were favor-

able to high electrical potentials, would so charge the

atmosphere as to make the presence of electricity felt

on entering the room. The writer does not pretend

that these suppositions would stand the test of more
exact and scientific knowledge; but, whether right or

wrong, it is clearly evident to him that a different

problem confronts the health officers in different re-

gions. In the dry, north latitudes, the study of mete-

orological conditions and their relation to the public

health— whether conclusions are positive or negative

as to their importance in this connection— should

doubtless claim a large share of attention. Sanitary

science has achieved marvellous results in diminishing

sickness and death. Since the seventeen century the

average life of man has been raised from about thirty

to fifty-four years. It is probable that in the not far

distant future there will exist such security that un-

timely death from large classes of diseases will be rare

indeed; when men will live in reasonable security of

attaining old age ; when an immense burden of sick-

ness and sorrow for the lost ones will be lifted from
the living. In its constant evolution the relation of

meteorological conditions to public health will, no
doubt, come in for a share of notice and investigation.

The United States Meteorological Bureau has given

long and valuable service to investigations for the

benefit of commerce and agriculture ; and it is to be

hoped that the near future will find it working in con-

junction with the boards of public health for a better

understanding of this important subject.

A PLEA FOR MODERATION IN OUR STATE-
MENT REGARDING THE CONTAGIOUSNESS
OF PULMONARY CONSUMPTION.'

BT VINCENT T. BOWDITCH, M.D.,

Assistant in Clinical Medicine at the Harvard Medical School^ Assis-
tant Visiting Physician at the Boston City Hospital.

Gentlemen of the American Climatological
Association : — Recent events in Boston have im-

pelled me to say a few words to you at our annual

meeting with the hope that by discussion of the sub-

ject we may have some influence directly or indirectly

upon the community, especially the laity, in checking
what has of late frequently seemed unnecessary alarm
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about the contagiousness of tubercular disease, espe-

ciall}' in its |iulmouary form.

lu what I am about to say I trust that I shall neither

seem to disparage the great advance in medical knowl-
edge due to bacteriology nor to discourage in any way
all reasonable efforts to prevent the spread of tubercu-

losis. I firmly believe that in another generation we
shall see a diminution in the general death-rate from
this disease, largely due to the precautions wliich are

now so earnestly advocated by the mass of the profes-

sion. I only wish to protest against the unreasonable

and often, as I deem it, cruel attitude taken by the

laity and even by physicians iu their desire to prevent

the spread of the disease.

Not many weeks ago the people in Boston were

treated iu their local papers to hot discussions which

have been carried on at the City Hall relative to the

proposed enlargement of a certain institution in the

suburbs for the shelter of poor consumptives.

I have been surprised and even shocked to read the

statements of some medical men at these hearings, to

say nothing of the extravagant words of members of

the laity — mostly composed of people living near the

institution— who in their desire to rid themselves of

what seemed to them an objectionable neighbor, have

given vent to most unwarrantable statements which

serve to give the public an unnecessary alarm and

create that state of constant apprehension which I

firmly believe is a potent factor in producing disease.

The only excuse that I can conceive of for the

marked opposition to this special institution is that at

one time it was not conducted as a well-regulated hos-

pital for consumptives should be, and that before we
knew the importance of destroying the chief source of

infection, namely, the sputa, patients were allowed to

expectorate upon the grounds about the building, a

method which, I have lately been told by one of the

trustees, has been absolutely prohibited on pain of dis-

missal at the first offence.

Not long after these statements had appeared in

the papers, I was asked by a layman my opinion upon
the subject of the contagiousness of consumption. I

told him that doubtless it was a contagious disease

under certain conditions, but that with certain precau-

tions, chietly in the strict care of the sputa, the dangers

from contagion were reduced to a minimum. It then

came to light that he was one of the opponents of the

institution about which such a controversy had oc-

curred, and he almost angrily turned to me and said,

" It is abominable that such hospitals should be al-

lowed anywhere in our midst. They are a source of

danger to all !

"

The gentleman seemed to be oblivious of the fact

that these same consumptive patients confined in the

walls or in the grounds of the institution were an in-

finitely less source of danger than if allowed to roam
at large, spitting in the street-cars, public places or

even in their own homes. His position represents

that of thousands who hold the same unreasonable

views, and who in their fear of contagion forget the

sympathy and kindness due to those who are suffering

from consumption ; and for these views, the extrava-

gant or careless statements, I regret to say, of our

own profession are largely to blame.

When a physician asserts that consumption is "as
contagious as small-pox " and that " hospitals for con-

sumptives are a source of danger to the whole sur-

rounding community," I consider him culpable for

making perfectly unwarrantable statements that can-

not be borne out by facts.

It has been proved by observation in the communi-
ties near two of the largest sanitaria for consumptives

in the world, namely, Gorbersdorf in Silesia and Falk-

enstein near Frankfort, that consumption has lessened

in amount among the entire population since the in-

troduction of the sanitaria there, largely due, it can

justly be said, to the strict hygienic rules wliich are

used at the sanitaria for the disposition of sputa, and
which are taught to the inhabitants in the surrounding

villages."

It is doubtless perfectly true, on the other hand,

that in various "open resorts" for consumptives

where strict methods for disinfection of the hotels and
boarding-houses are not enforced, the death-rate among
the natives from consumption has increased greatly,

the most striking cases being those of Mentone and

Nice where, according to statistics, consumption has

greatly increased since the place has become such a

common resort for phthisical patients, many of whom
through carelefsness or ignorance become sources of

contagion to others.'

Whether this increase of consumption among the

natives is due to the lack of strict hygienic rules

among the hotels and boarding-houses for phthisical

patients iu Nice and Mentone, or because the native

population have changed their former out-of-door

occupations to the more confined life of hotel attend-

ants may be justly questioned, and yet the difference

between the experiences at Mentone and at the two

great sanitaria just mentioned is very striking.

In a very interesting paper entitled " A Study of

the Infectiousness of the Dust in the Adirondack Cot-

tage Sanitarium," * Dr. Irwin W. Hance has given

some results which prove how little danger there is of

infection in properly regulated institutions.

Guinea-pigs were inoculated with the dust taken

from v^irious rooms of the sanitarium, and tuberculosis

was found to be present only in the animals who had

been inoculated with the dust from the room of a

careless patient who had been complained of for spit-

ting on the floor, a striking example of the absolute

necessity of cleanliness in this particular.

In the large hospital for consumptives at Brompton,

London, where the same strict hygienic rules are

maintained as at the great sanitaria of Germany,
the percentage of hospital attendants who have devel-

oped phthisis is very small indeed, according to the

statements of Dr. C. T. Williams.

Directly bearing upon the subject in question are

the scientific and very important experiments of Dele-

pine and Ransome with reference to the germicidal

effect of various substances upon the bacilli of tuber-

culosis. In these experiments exposure to the full

rays of the sun for a comparatively short time (a few

hours) proved the most efficient germicide of all, it

being sufficient to render the bacilli completely inert,

the inoculated animals showing no signs of tuberculosis.

The experiments were made, it is important to state,

with dried sputa, and not with simple cultures of the

bacillus.

They found, moreover, that the 1 to 10 or 1 to

* R^impler; Beitrage zarLeUrevondercbroniscben Lungenschwind-
sacbt.

s Bennett : Ou the Contagion <if Pbthisis I'ulnionalis.

S. A. Knopf: Letter from l>r. Balestre. quoted in LeB Sanitaria,

Traitement et Propbylaxle de hi Phthisis Pulmonaire, p. 173.

* New York Medical Heeord, December 28, 1S95.
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100 solution of chlorinated lime proved to be the most

efficient method of disinfecting the clothing, the walls

and floors upon which the sputa bad been expector-

ated.

Since the publication of Ransome's paper I have

been rather surprised that no other bacteriologists

have experimented iu this special direction, or at least

that I have been unable to tiud published accounts of

such experiments. A. K. Stone and others have

proved the extreme vitality of the bacilli when not

exposed to the sun— sputa dried for three years in a

dark place having produced tuberculosis in animals
;

but we need the results of more extensive experiments

in the direction Ransome has taken, the importance of

which iu the practical every-day dealing with con-

sumptive patients can hardly be overestimated.

As a result of the experiments of Ransome, it is

certainly a legitimate doubt to come to our minds as

to how far we need fear infection from sputa which are

expectorated onto the open ground exposed to the full

rays of sunlight. Not that I would relax one iota in

the restriction of the disgusting habit (to say the

least) of spitting publicly anywhere; it is only a ques-

tion as to its danger under the condition of exposure

to the sun's rays.

Thus we have scientific facts to help us in trying to

show the laity that the consumptive need not be

treated like a leper, or as one affected with the plague,

but that moderate measures will prevent his being a

source of danger to those about him.

It is doubtless natural that the ordinary hotel-keeper

should prefer not to receive a guest far advanced in

consumption for reasons other than fear of infection ;

but I have seen too much of the sadness arising from

the fairly brutal disregard of the poor sufferer's feel-

ings in some cases not to make me wish to beg for

moderation iu our statements to the laity lest we be

guilty, not only of making assertions not based on

scientitic truth, but also of adding unnecessarily to the

mental suffering of those who are already overburdened
with physical ills.

I can never forget the pathos of a former consump-
tive patient of mine, now dead, as he told me of his ex-

perience once in an Adirondack hotel, the proprietor of

which came to him and told him that he must leave,

when feeling forlorn and ill, " because he had a

cough," and this ins'ance is but one of many, as almost

any specialist for chest diseases can testify.

In conclusion, let me emphasize my own position iu

this matter, lest by any chance 1 should be misunder-

stood as wishing to relax in methods for perfect clean-

liness about the consumptive patient. I advocate

most tirmly the destruction of the sputa by fire or

other methods of disinfection. I believe also that the

rooms occupied by a consumptive patient should be
thoroughly cleansed with chlorinated lime or carbolic

acid; iu short, that all reasonable methods should be

adopted to kill the germs of the disease, but I wish to

refute the statements that properly regulated consump-
tive hospitals are sources of danger to the community
when I believe them to be exactly the opposite, as

showu by statistics. I wish also to plead for the con-

sumptive who in his exile is made to feel the forlorn-

ness of his condition still more keenly by the selfish-

ness of those who in their desire to escape the possi-

bility of infection, shut their doors in his face, as it

were, utterly regardless of the mental suffering they
are inflicting.

Future experimentation will doubtless throw more
light upon the subject; but meanwhile let us in our

zeal as physicians be careful not to make statements

which we may be obliged later to retract as not being

founded upon scientific truths.

A READILY ASSIMILATED AND NON- IRRITAT-
ING PREPARATION OF IRON.

BY C. EARLE WILLIAMS, M.D., BOSTOX.

One of the greatest difficulties a physician has to

contend with in anemic and chloratic cases is to find a

preparation of iron that is free from astriugency, that

is easily absorbed and assimilated, and one that can

be used for prolonged administration without disturb-

ing the digestive functions, or injuring the teeth.

To those who require iron, as a rule, the digestive

powers are weak, and it is therefore of the utmost im-

portauce to have an iron preparation that is easily ab-

sorbed and which will not increase the constipation so

often present. The late eminent physician Sir Andrew
Clarke, in his clinics, constantly impressed upon his

hearers the fact of constipation being so frequently as-

sociated with anemia, and that in many instances it

was the cause of this condition, no doubt by the action

of the excretions of the intestinal canal being again ab-

sorbed during persistent constipation and exercising a

destructive action over the blood-corpuscles. In such

cases an astringent preparation of iron would be worse
than useless.

For the last two and a half years I have been using

a preparation of iron, that from my clinical experience

has acted both promptly and efficiently in cases of

anemia and chlorosis— a fluid albuminate of iron

manufactured by Dr. H. G. Drees, in Beutheim, Ger-

many. It is a thick, albuminous liquid of reddish-

brown color; when diluted it has a pleasant aromatic

odor and taste, and is of neutral reaction. It repre-

sents a salt iu which the acid is replaced by albumin. It

is of a definite proportion, containing five per cent, of

oxide of iron. I have found that under its adminis-

tration the blood becomes richer, the red corpuscles

and hemoglobin increase in quantity, the face gains

color, and the patient improves in strength and is

lustier. It has acted well in my hands in cases of

anemia which depend on specific poisons, in conjunc-

tion with the proper specific.

The effect of its action is remarkable upon the

dyspnea of chlorotic girls, where there is pallor

amounting to waxiness from absolute diminution in

the number of red corpuscles, where there is marked
shortness of breath from lack of oxygen, and where
there is a general loss of body temperature from im-

perfect oxidation. It quickly induces a change and
restores matters to their normal condition.

It is of little use to give hematics which do not as-

similate. We know that in many cases of anemia, the

ordinary methods of giving the tincture of the chloride

and inorganic compounds of iron totally fail, especially

in those cases caused by impaired elimination of nitro-

geuized waste. I find that it is readily digested, does

not affect the teeth, and and that its taste is not ob-

jectionable. I have not found the blackened feces

during its administration which usually occur when
other preparations of iron are given, the color of the

stools appearing to me an indication as to how far the

drug ie assimilated and likely to prove useful. I have
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found it a decidedly eflicieut hematic iu auemia follow-

iug acute disease, and it acts well with children, the

youngest being able to lake it without any gastric dis-

turbance. It has been highly recommended as a cura-

tive agent in gastric ulcer by Professor Crozer-Grif-

fith of Philadel()hia, and De Gempt of Germany,
although \ have had no personal experience of its

action iu that disease.

To sum up the advantages of Drees' albuminate of

iron: it is readily assimilated, easily digested, is with-

out astringent action on the digestive tract, does not

injure the teeth, and is more prompt in its results than

other preparations of iron that 1 have used.

1 append half-a-dozen clinical reports out of the

many in which 1 have used it. The blood in Cases II

and III, was examined by Gowers hemacytometer.

Case I. J. E., female, aged twenty. VVas consulted

by this patient early in November last. Found her suf-

fering badly from chlorosis. She had the typical wax-

like, yellow pallor of the skin ; the bowels were con-

stipated ; passed abundant limpid urine; pulse quick

and weak ; shortness of breath and palpitation ; the

menstrual discharge was pale and scanty ; cardiac and

vascular murmurs very marked; some edema of the

legs. I prescribed for her the following:

Liq. ferri albumiiiiitis 3 iss

Liq. potassii areeuitis m iv

Papain (L. & F.) gr. iii

t. i. d. in milk, at the same time giving aloetic purges.

I saw this patient continuously twice weekly up to

the present time. She commenced to improve from

the first. At the end of the second week there was a

perceptible improvement, the coujunctivfe having a

redder tinge, the swelling of the legs lessening and the

cardiac murmurs becoming less loud. The same mix-

ture was continued, the improvement increasing stead-

ily. There being no digestive disturbance whatever,

on December 25th the dose of iron was increased to

two drachms, the papain and Fowler's solution being

discontinued. Up to the present time she has been

taking two drachms three times a day, and is now in

perfect health. The face, ears and mucous membrane
are quite red ; the bowels and urine are regular; the

menstrual discharge profuse and of good color ; there

are no murmurs whatever; and she feels in the best of

health and spirits.

Case II. Mary H., aged twenty-seven, married.

Saw this patient in November, about three weeks after

her third confinement, during which she had violent

hemorrhages. When 1 iiist saw her she looked very

pale and weak, and complained of attacks of fainting,

with constant diarrhea. The pulsation of the carotid

arteries was very plain ; there was also a systolic mur-

mur. A sample of blood was tested, which was found

to be watery— red corpuscles, per cubic millimetre,

2,500,000. She was placed on Drees' albuminate of

iron in conjunction with arsenic, and commenced to

improve from the first, the attacks of fainting lessen-

ing and the murmurs being hardly perceptible by

the end of January. On examination the red corpus-

cles numbered 3,500,000 per cubic millimetre, the

patient looking quite rosy and stout.

I may mention in this case that the arsenic was dis-

continued in the third week, owing to a puffiuess about

the eyes appearing, with gastric disturbance; the

amount of iron was then doubled, two drachms, three

times daily, being given for the rest of the time, dur-

ing which there was no digestive disturbance whatever.

Case III. J. B., aged twenty-five, single. Family
history negative. Called to see this man in the lat-

ter part of October, 1895. Had a history of malaria

some ten years back. Was intensely anemic, the

integument to mucous membranes being very pale;

suffered from anorexia ; there were loud aortic and
pulmonary systolic murmurs and bruits in (he jugular

veins. There was palpitation and dyspnea, and the

patient informed me that he had attacks of fainting.

He was placed on drachm doses of liq. ferri albumi-

nati (Drees) three times a day ; was also ordered

claret and inhalations of oxygen. He continued this

treatment all through the mouth of November, during

which time he gained rapidly, the red corpuscles

increasing from 3,000,000 to nearly 4,000,000, per

cubic millimetre. The patient looking much better,

the murmurs lessening, the face and conjunctivae be-

coming tinged with red, and the palpitation and faint-

ing being much less.

He then stopped treatment of his own accord, and
took some preparation of the hypophosphites he had
heard of, with the result that he fell back consider-

ably, returning to me at the end of November. I

immediately ordered him to discontinue the hypophos-

phites and placed him again on the liq. ferri albumi-

nati (Drees), increasing the dose to a teaspoonful and

a half three times a day. The improvement was
noticeable from the first, steadily and persistently

continuing until the middle of January, when he was

completely cured, feeling as strong as ever. Both
murmurs and bruits had completely disappeared ; the

face was full and rosy, and the weight increased.

During the whole period of this administration there

was no digestive disturbance whatever.

Case IV. J. B., aged eighteen. Hodgkin's disease.

Family history negative, except that one uncle on

the mother's side had died of acute tuberculosis of

the lungs. When I saw him first, in the middle of

February, 1895, he was intensely pale, emaciated and

dropsical ; the lymphatics were more or less enlarged,

but not painful ; there was also some enlargement of

the spleen. I commenced to treat him with tr. ferri

chloridi in conjunction with iodide of potassium,

which apparently did some good at first, but after

fourteen days the stomach would not stand it, and

vomiting commenced. At this period, namely, the

beginning of March, a consultation was held and the

blood examined, with the result that a diagnosis of

adeuia or Hodgkin's disease was made. He was then

ordered one-twelfth of a grain doses of chloride of

gold, with one drachm of Drees' albuminate of iron,

three times a day, with a result that he held his own
for six mouths, the gold preparation being left off at

various intervals but the albuminate of iron being

continued right through.

In October last, part of the treatment was changed.

He was ordered a mixture of hydrag. bichloridi, with

pot. iodidi, the Drees' iron being increased to two

drachms three times a day with one drachm of essence

of pepsiu, which has been continued until the present

time with decided benefit to the patient, who looks

altogether healthier, the dropsy and emaciation having

disappeared. There is now a slightly ruddy hue to

his countenance, and although the spleen and lymph-

atics are still swollen, they are less so than formerly.

Case V. J. M., aged four. Found this child

badly nourished, pale, pasty-faced, emaciated, with

small flabby muscles and clubbed fingers. The bowels
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were irregular and the digestion imperfect ; there was
incontinence of urine, which was of a low specific

gravity ; there were murmurs to be heard over the

precordium and carotids. The hygienic surroundings

were very bad. The little patient was given twenty-

drop doses of Drees' albuminate of iron in a cupful of

peptonized milk three times a day ; fresh air and
morning baths with West Indian sea salt were ordered.

The little fellow gained from the first, the constipa-

tion of the bowels being relieved. After taking the

iron for one month the child gained weight, became
rosy-cheeked, and the muscles and face filled out.

The incontinence of urine was also much lessened,

the heart and blood-vessels becoming normal in char-

acter, and he now is in the best of health.

Case VI. Anemia following acute Bright's

disease.

H. B., aged thirteen. Family history fairly good.

In December last he had an attack of acute paren-

chymatous nephritis, which was relieved by the usual

purgative, diuretic and diaphoretic treatment. There
were no uremic convulsions. As soon as the acute

symptoms were ameliorated and there was no appear-

ance of blood in the urine, I commenced giving him
Drees' albuminate of iron in teaspoonful doses three

times a day, with the happiestof results, thealbumin dis-

appearing from the urine and the boy gaining in health

and strength daily. He was principally fed on beef-

tea, oysters and milk, the iron being given in milk.

The recovery was very rapid, with no dyspeptic symp-
toms whatever.

Clinical SDepartment.

A CASE OF GANGRENOUS CYSTITIS, WITH
EXFOLIATION OF THE BLADDER WALL;
RECOVERY.

BY J. COLLrSS WARBEN, M.D., LL.D.

The following case is reported, not only on account

of the great rarity of the affection, but as an illustra-

tion of the reparative power of the bladder and the

bearing of the same upon surgical operations contem-

plating removal of a large portion of the bladder or

even the entire organ.

Mrs. X., thirty-eight years of age, and of good gen-

eral health, was married in 1887, but had no children.

A condition of vaginismus and sensitiveness in the

neighborhood of the meatus rendered coitus impossible.

For the relief from this condition Dr. W. L. Richard-

son dilated the vagina on January 31, 1893. During
convalescence from this operation it was noticed that

the urine contained a certain amount of sediment and

that the symptoms of vesical irritation were marked.

The first sign of any irritation of the bladder was
noticed by the patient in August, 1892, but had not

been of sufficient severity to give rise to any complaint.

After leaving St. Margaret's Hospital on February
15th, the symptoms of cystitis became more marked,
and finally so severe as to oblige her to return to the

hospital on February 28th.

An examination of the urine was made February
22d, with the following result : color, normal ; re-

action, very alkaline; specific gravity, 1.018; uro-

phein, normal ; urea, slightly diminished ; chlorides,

normal ; indoxyl, slightly increased ; uric acid, in-

creased ; phosphates, increased ; albumin, good trace

;

sugar, absent; amount and character of sediment,

much. Great quantities of crystalline. Triple phos-

phates. Much pus, bladder epithelium and blood.

March 5ih the patient complained greatly of an ob-

struction of the flow of urine, and on examination of

the meatus a foreign substance was observed by Dr.

Richardson, protruding from the urethra. On being

called in consultation by Dr. Richardson, I found, on

examination, what was apparently a slough, about the

size of two joints of the little finger protruding from

the meatus. It was decided to etherize the patient,

and to make a thorough exploration of the bladder.

The patient was then placed in the lithotomy posi-

tion, and traction was made with the dressing forceps

upon the protruding mass, which gradually emerged
from the urethra, which was greatly distended by the

operation. A fresh hold was then taken with the for-

ceps, and rolls of sloughing tissue continued to be

pulled out until a membrane the size of a small pocket

handkerchief had been extracted from the bladder in

one continuous mass. A large quantity of pus escaped

as the last corner of the slough was withdrawn from
the urethra ; the bladder was then washed out with an

evacuator and carefully examined for stone and

sloughs. Bimanual examination of the interior of the

pelvis showed the uterus to be in good condition, but

somewhat retroflected by an indurated mass, which

occupied the region of the fundus of the bladder.

No disease of the uterine appendages could be de-

tected.

No constitutional disturbance followed this opera-

tion. There was at first complete incontinence of

urine. The bladder was daily washed out with a

weak solution of permanganate of potash and later

boracic acid. No more slough was evacuated from
the bladder. The patient was at times able to retain

small quantities of urine, but suffered from inconti-

nence, chiefly at night. She left St. Margaret's in a

greatly improved condition on May 2d.

The following is Dr. Whitney's report of his ex-

amination of the specimen :

The specimen from the bladder of Mrs. X. was a thin

membrane, one side of which was relatively smooth and
covered with incrustation of triple phosphate crystals.

The other side was ragged and was infiltrated with opaque,

greenish-yellow pus. Microscopic examination showed the

membrane to be largely made up of fibrous tissue, traversed

here and there by the remains of blood-vessels.

When stretched out, the membrane measured twenty by
fifteen centimetres. Besides this there were several other

smaller fragments.

There was no trace of an epithelial surface to be found,

nor were there any muscular fibres.

Its character is similar to that of the submucosa of the

bladder.

During the summer, the period between the evacua-

tions of urine greatly increased, reaching two and
one-half hours. As the patient did not, however,

have full control of the bladder during the day, she

was advised to wear a rubber urinal, which enabled

her to go about much more than before. An exami-

nation of the bladder with the catheter in October,

1893, showed that there was a residual urine of about

two ounces retained behind a bar at the neck of the

bladder after efforts on the part of the patient to pass

water. A report from the patient, on January 24,

1894, shows that she is able to go about as much as

when in ordinary health, and has been able to dispense
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with the apparatus She still tiuds some ditSculty in

emptying the bladder, the urine passing iu quantities

of about three ounces, at iutervals of a minute, until

about seven ounces in all have been passed. It

seemed, therefore, that at this time the bladder had
regaiued its power to retain urine in considerable

quautity.

At the last report from the patient, October, 1885,

there was no dirticulty iu retaining or passing urine,

aud her general condition was excellent. The exami-
nation of the uriue showed it to be normal.

Exfoliation of the mucous membrane of the blad-

der may be complete or partial ; it may include the

submucosa and the mufculur tissue, or it may only

involve the epithelial layers.

It is a rare event, and, including the case under dis-

cussion, has been reported but 56 times in all litera-

ture.

The exfoliated membrane may be only a small por-

tion of the mucous membrane alone, or the slough may
consist of the entire lining of the bladder en matse,

with or without the muscular coats. In the case re-

ported by Morez ' the slough included a portion of all

the coats, even the peritoneum. Recovery followed.

The cause of the process may be :

(1) Severe septic involvement of the submucosa
from cystitis, or exteusiou.

(2) Trauma causing extravasation of blood into

the submucosa.

(3) Obstruction of the arterial supply to the

mucous membrane by retention of urine, pressure of

intra-pelvic tumors, pressure of a child's head or in-

struments during delivery, by pressure of a gravid

retroflexed uterus.

The lesion is by far more common in women.
Stein - found but five cases out of 50 iu males. The
45 cases in women were either due to pressure during

delivery or to the pressure of an incarcerated retro-

flexed uterus.

In men the causes are retention of urine, stricture

of the urethra, stone in the bladder, acute or chronic

cystitis.

In females, though most of the previously reported

cases have been due to pressure and ischemic necrosis,

still intense bacterial infection of the submucosa is an
effective cause, as iu the case of Orlowski ' in which
the bacterial infection of the coats of the bladder took

place by extension in a case of dysentery in a girl

three years old ; necrosis and gangrene with elimina-

tion of the gangrenous portion through the urethra,

followed. Or as iu the case reported by Lockhart* in

which in a young married woman suffering from moder-
ate cystitis, necrosis and exfoliation of the mucous
membrane of the bladder followed a few days after an
attempted perineorrhaphy. The membranes included

portions of the mucous, fibrous and muscular coats.

Recovery followed without complications. This case

corresponds as closely with my case as any of the

other reported cases.

Stein ' reports a case in a man, associated with pye-
litis aud stone in the bladder. Microscopic examina-
tion of the exfoliated masses showed necrosis of the

mucosa and submucosa.

Wlen. ined. Woch., 1K7", No. 51.
' .Journal Cutaneous aud Gcnito-Urinary Disease, July, 1894.
^ CODtralblatl f. Chir., November 17, IbSi.
' Montreal Medical Journal, July, 1S91.

The prognosis iu men is grave, in women favorable.

Of the eight reported cases of this disease in males,

two died (Southam's and Clarke's), six recovered. In
Cabot's and Maichaud's the exfoliated membrane was
only epithelial.

Of the 46 cases occurring iu women, including the

present one, only nine died. In women expulsion of

the necrotic mass is much more easy than in men.
Gottschalk* refers to three fatal cases caused by

pressure of a retroHexed gravid uterus.

Feuwick' showed a specimen of entire exfoliation

of the mucous membrane from the bladder of a man,
removed through perineal section done for relief of

long-standing purulent cystitis.

Haultain (cited by Feiiwick), collected 53 cases of

this disease, 33 of which were associated with preg-

nancy, and 20 due to septic infection, etc.

One of the immediate results of the process of

necrosis and elimination may be spontaneous rupture

of the bladder wall.

A secondary result is the deformities caused by the

cicatricial tissue in the process of repair. Any suppu-
rative cystitis involving the submucosa cannot be cured
without some contraction of the bladder.

Restoration of the sloughing structures and com-
plete return of the normal bladder functions have
been noted iu many of these cases. The capacity of

the urinary bladder for repair, even under the most
unfavorable circumstances, is illustrated by many of

these cases, notably those of Morez, Fenwick and
Lockhart.

This capacity of the bladder for repair has also

been demonstrated in cases of resection of a large

portion for any cause.

One of the most remarkable cases illustrating the

possibility of the restoration of the bladder is that of

Loumeau, of Bordeaux.* The case was that of a
woman thirty-five years of age. During an operation

for the removal of adherent and suppurating uterine

appendages, all of the bladder except the portion

lying upon the vagina containing the orifices of the

ureters, was accidentally cut away. A new bladder

was formed by suturing the peritoneum to the por-

tions still left.

This vesico-cutaneous sac was treated just as in

suprapubic cystotomy. Recovery resulted, aud nine

montlis after the operation the bladder held 360
grammes of urine.

Watson refers to four cases of extirpation of the

bladder, with three recoveries.

Large portions of the bladder have been success-

fully removed in cases of cancer of the bladder.
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A PLASTIC OPERATION ON THE NOSE, BY
TAGLIACOZZrS METHOD.

BY GEORGE H. MONKS, M.D.,

Assistant Visiting Surgeon, Boston City Hospital; Visiting Surgeon
Camel/ Hospital, etc.

The patient upon whom this operation was done
was a girl about sixteen years old, who was kindly

referred to me by Dr. Geo'-ge W. Gay. She had
had since early infancy a very unsightly nose, pre-

sumably the result of inherited disease. There
had apparently existed for a long time an ulcerative

process which had destroyed the nasal bones and
the front part of the septum as well as the skin

over the bridge of the nose. When I first saw the

girl, the deformity was very marked, and the bridge

of the nose was so sunken as to be " Hush with " the

adjacent surfaces of the cheeks. A large scar occu-

pied the entire area where the upper part of the nose
should have been. It extended from the inner ex-

tremities of the eyebrows as far as the tip of the

nose, and on both sides reached out for a considerable
distance upon the cheeks. No trace of the nasal

bones could be felt. The tip and wings of the nose

were perfect, except that the tip was so much ele-

vated that the nostrils looked forward. Dr. John
W. Farlow, who kindly examined for me the inside

of the nose, reported a large perforation of the sep-

tum.

After various expedients had been resorted to with-

out special success, it was decided to try the Italian

method for restoring the bridge, and the girl entered
the Boston City Hospital for the operation. For
twenty-four hours before the operation the left arm
was bandaged to the head in such a position that

the forearm would touch the nose. The purpose of

this was to accustom the girl to the irksomeness of

the position. On the morning of the operation, the

arm was taken down, the forearm sterilized and en-

veloped in a bandage. The patient was then given
ether, and the large scar upon the depressed bridge of

the nose was carefully dissected off with fine scissors

(See Fig. 1). Care was taken that the skin sur-

rounding the dissected area was cut perpendicularly to

its surface, so that there might be a better edge for

the apposition of the flap from the arm. The lower
part of the nose (the tip and the wings) was then
separated from its upper part by a deep transverse

cut. This cut was carried far enough back so that

the lower part of the nose was quite limp, and by its

own weight fell into the proper position, leaving a
large horizontal gap between the upper and lower
parts of the nose (See Fig. 2). A thick flap of skin

S^-

and subcutaneous tissue, which had previously been
marked out with a stick of nitrate of silver, was then

cut on the front of the forearm. This flap, which
was somewhat larger than the denuded area on the

nose, was left attached to the forearm by a broad

pedicle. The flap was turned back upon its pedicle,

and the raw surface on the forearm made as small as

possible by stitching the edges together. The fore-

arm was then placed against the nose, and the flap

pinched up in such a way as to resemble a bridge for

the nose (See Fig 3). This bridge-like shape was
maintained by one or two buried sutures of silk,

placed transversely, and uniting the two lateral sur-

faces of the flap.

The arm-flap was then stitched with silkworm-gut
sutures, by its edges to the edges of the denuded area

on the nose. The horizontal gap already referred to

was covered by the base of the flap, just as it left

the arm (See Fig. 4). A large plaster bandage was
applied over the head, thorax and arm in such a man-
ner as to completely immobilize the parts in reference

to each other.

For three weeks and two days the girl's arm was
kept in this position, and at the end of this time the

plaster was removed, the flap cut off at its base, and
the arm taken down. Some little trimming and con-

siderable stitching was necessary to fit the divided

base of the flap to the lower part of the nose.

The upper extremity of the flap sloughed a little for

a short distance, but the main part of the flap adhered
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firmly and grew iu its new position. In course of

time, tlie appearance of the nose was very much im-

proved, there beinj; a straight bridge from top to bot-

tom instead of a depressed one. The flap appeared
somewhat paler than the surrounding skin at first, and
this appearance was exaggerated by the reddish scar

which completely surrounded it. With time, however,
this scar grew paler and paler, and the circulation of

the flap improved, so that now, seven months after

the operation, the nose has quite a natural appearance.
Fig. 5 gives a fair idea of the patient's profile be-

fore the operation, and Figs. 6 and 7 its appearance

five or six months after it. The photographs have
not been retouched.

In closing, I should like to add a few words as to

my reason for choosing this old Italian method of

rhinoplasty in place of some of the more modern
methods, so extensively used of late.

I had here what seemed to me a very difliicult case

to handle. Not only were the nasal bones absent, but

the bridge of the nose was bound down by a tense

scar which apparently could not be elevated even if

the tissues were loosened up to the vicinity. More-
over, if this had been possible, there would have been

nothing to support the bridge. The case appeared to

me to be utterly unsuited for an artificial bridge of

aluminium, celluloid, or other material. As I had
reason to believe that the scar tissue extended deeply,

and I thought it not unlikely that the cavity of the

nose was covered in front by nothing "but this tissue,

I feared to put it unduly on the stretch, as would be
necessary to bring it up so as to form a proper bridge.

Even were I able to do this, the tip of the nose would
still remain unduly elevated.

It was therefore evident to me that more tissue must
be had.

I considered the different rhinoplastic operations

where flaps are taken from the forehead, or from the

cheeks— but only to discard them. These operations

have, I think, little to recommend them. The ap-

pearance of the nose may be somewhat improved, but

at the expense of other and new disfigurements. I

was unwilling, for instance, to leave au enormous and
unsightly scar upon this young girl's forehead simply
for the sake of covering in the bridge of the nose.

All this inclined me strongly to getting the necessary

tissue elsewhere iu the body— from a part not ex-

posed to view.

Quintuplets.— At a recent meeting of the Sec-

tion in Obstetrics and Gynecology, says the Medical

Record, Dr. Hibbe presented photographs of five

babies of one labor and of the placenta, which had

been given him during a flying trip South. If his

trips South produce such an effect on the fecundity of

the Southern women, the prospective fathers of that

section would do well to get him enjoined from taking

any more flying trips in that section. The possible

effect of a permanent residence would be fearful to

contemplate.
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REPORT ON MENTAL DISEASE.

BY HENRY K. STEDMAN, M.D., BOSTON.

REST AND EXERCISE IN THE TREATMENT OF NER-

VODS AND MENTAL DISEASE,

Clouston ^ opens a discussion on this important

subject by referring to the diversity of ideas and

methods in regard to new patients that prevails both

in asylum and private practice so far as rest and exer-

cise are concerned. It is a routine practice in many
institutions to put a newly admitted patient to bed for

the first few days or weeks. This is contrary to the

practice of others. A tendency also has arisen to re-

gard rest and exercise as antagonistic modes of treat-

ment. Rest, as used medically, is the complete or

partial cessation of certain functions in au organism

or single organ which has been overworked or irritable

or is in a weak or morbid condition. Cessation of

working in a strong organ is not a therapeutic rest.

Rest to be therapeutic must be restorative. Exercise

is the purposive activity of any organism or set of

organs with the view of benefit or restoration of health.

Mere arrest of function is not rest, mere activity is

not exercise, in the medical sense. In insanity the

natural conscious craving for exercise is lost, and must
be met by the physician in some way. Rest and exer-

cise are capable of being used to do much harm and
much good in both nervous and mental diseases. There
is no one test for their use.

In old times the prevalent idea in treating the insane

was against exercise, and all sorts of measures for re-

straint— mechanical, medicinal and chemical — were

used. They have had their day and have not been

found curative. The idea of using normal muscular
exercise in walking, working, dancing, massage, etc.,

as a direct means of producing subsequent brain rest

and quiet and " distraction " of the mind is of modern
growth. He had seen exercise, with the right sur-

roundings, diversions, work, etc., do immense good in

early and later stages of insanity, in producing sleep,

calming excitement and improving the nutrition and

all the bodily functions. Exercise may do harm some-
times, but he believes that he has under-exercised

more patients than he has over-exercised. Many at-

tacks of insanity have been arrested by prescribing

hard walking in the fresh air day by day up to the

point of conscious exhaustion. Most of them were
young patients whose bodies were sound. Those to

whom harm may come from this practice are the older

patients, weak and thin, perhaps from debility or dis-

ease.

As a general rule, a commencing attack of insanity

is not well treated by rest in bed ; and in Ciouston's

experience the plan of putting a melancholy and weak
patient to bed for massage, which is a very artificial

mode of exercise, is extremely hurtful. A great many
depressed patients have been sent into acute melan-
cholia by the use of massage in the early stages of that

condition. We get brain rest by muscular exercise
;

it is physiological. The improved oxygenation of the

blood manifestly restores the normal working of the

brain cortex in these cases. The activity of the motor
centres gives rest to the neighboring mental centres iu

the brain cortex. Putting patients to bed as a routine

' Jourual of Mental Sciences, October, 1895.

measure in asylums is a backward, unscientific and

often hurtful measure. They lose thereby the benefit

of change of scene and surroundings and a new set of

ideas. The practice strengthens their morbid notions,

and may foster bad habits which we want to eradicate.

The cases— few at best — in which confinement to

bed for a short time might be allowed are (1) the

puerperal; (2) the muscularly feeble and the very

neurasthenic; (3) the very old; (4) the paralyzed;

(5) the obviously exhausted, until that exhaustion is

diminished; (6) the cases of certain patients whose
brains have got into an excessively sensitive and re-

ceptive condition, so that any impression from without

produces excitement. He differed in toio from Batty

Tuke's view and practice of the rest treatment. He
denied that more than a few cases of insanity were

due, as Tuke claims, to over-exertion— worry causes

far more ; also, that over-exertion results simply from

a certain amount of brain excitement, the cells of the

cortex calling for more blood ; and that the best plan

of treating that excitement is to put the muscles to

work, so taking the blood into the limbs instead of

leaving it in the brain cortex.

Batty Tuke, the other principal disputant and strong

opponent of exercise as a routine practice, in advocat-

ing the other element, " rest," first called attention to

the recent histological studies of Golgi and Ramon y
Cajal, the complex system of cell bodies, axis cylinders

and protoplasmic processes; to the functioning by
simple contact, and the varied commissural relations

of the neurons which make resulting diseases very

complex. He also called attention to the occasional

very rapid toxic action on the cerebral tissue, which
tissue must be regarded as open to one, few or many
of the various pathological causes. The over-exercise

of the cortex by constant stimulus, producing hyper-

emia. The consequences on the cell and lymphatics,

were outlined as proceeding to a rapid degeneration of

cell integrity. The patient is a sick man. The brain

condition lowers the tone of the general system, as

brain function regulates "general trophesis." Such a

patient requires reduction of stimulus and conservation

of nervous energy. The results of 40 cases of recent

and incipient insanity in the author's practice are

given, showing 90 per cent, of cures by this method.

Even admitting these cures to be selected and hopeful,

he would claim the rapidity of cure to be very notable.

An animated general discussion by Drs. Rayner,
Blandford, Yellowlees, Audriesen, Savage, Conolly-

Norman, Robertson and others, followed, and the pre-

ponderance of sentiment was overwhelmingly in favor

of exercise iu most cases of acute insanity. In closing,

Clouston expressed his disappointment that those offi-

cers of asylums who adopt the routine treatment of

putting their patients to bed for a few days or weeks
had not defended their practice during the discussion.

He thinks the practice goes by default, and will not
long be continued.

Meyer, of Gottingen,' takes up Ciouston's conclud-

ing challenge and shows that his own practice during the

past thirty-six years of treating in bed patients suffer-

ing from recent insanity goes haud-in-hand with his

theory. In a great number of cases of fully-developed

mental disease of some standing, with fits of alarm,

hallucinations, maniacal excitement, etc., he has seen

the symptoms yield to rest for one or two weeks in bed,

whereas in other circumstances a much longer time

' Jourual of Mental Sciences, April, 189G.
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would certainly have been required. He believes with

Tuke that such patients are hospital cases and must
be treated on hospital principles, and that if anything
is to determine the treatment of the insane (as indeed

that of any other sick person), it is his physical state.

Very often amongst violently-excited patients he
found the tremulous tongue; muscular twitchings ; in-

distinct, muffled (even reduplicated) cardiac sounds;
palpitations ; frequent irregular, intermittent or feeble

pulse; irregular respiration; faint diaphragmatic
breathing, etc., all signs of an exhausted and irritable

nervous system. No practical man would fail to order

absolute rest in bed so long as these appearances last.

The duration of the rest in bed varies, although it may
last for a week or two. Quite an impartial verdict in

decided favor of this treatment has been given by
many of his patients who were in a position to judge
for themselves of the beneficial effects.

In somewhat the same line is O'Neill's paper ' on

THE SYSTEMATIC EMPLOTMENT AND TRAINING OF THE
INSANE.

He holds that in every asylum with a skilled and
eflBcient staff of tradesmen-attendants all work in con-

nection with the institution should be executed by house-
labor except that attended with risks, as in the case.

of high buildings. With a competent staff the work
can be done quite as satisfactorily as if carried out
under contract, and every superintendent with practi-

cal knowledge must admit this. At the asylum of

which he is in charge, the entire work of the institu-

tion, including all branches of industry — masonry,
carpentry, plastering, slating, painting, engineering,
baking, tailoring, shoemaking, upholstering and smith
work — is executed by the staff, assisted by the pa-
tients. Every article of patients' clothing, male and
female, as well as that of the attendants, is made in

the house. Every capable patient is induced to do
something, according to his physical and mental condi-
tion. If not found equal to one class of work he is

put to another, until ability or fancy is suited ; and he
is taught to understand that in steady industry lies his

best chance of recovery. Extras as a reward are
given, and in a short time he comes to know that his

labor is appreciated, and that he is gaining ground
bodily and mentally. Some of the best workmen are
the worst cases in the house, but as regards work and
extras are particularly keen, and in the absence of the
latter would strike work at once.

The chief advantages thus desired are (1) the bene-
fits conferred upon the patient, (2) the excellence of
the work, (3) the saving to the rates. A table is

given from which it appears that 208 men out of

289 in the asylum are regularly employed at various
occupations, 148 of them outside of the wards; and
202 women out of 287, 149 of whom are at work out-
side of the wards.

CHEAP ACCOMMODATIONS FOR PRIVATE (iNSANE)
PATIENTS.

In the " Forty-eighth Annual Report of the Com-
missioner in Lunacy for p:ngland " (1894), the hope
is expressed, which has become general in that coun-
try, that in the interest of a large number of persons
of limited means, but socially much above the pauper
class, who are attacked with insanity, not only will the
benevolent public aid in the establishment and endow-

= Journal of Mental .Sciences, April, 1896.

ment of new hospitals on a charitable basis, but that

such of the existing hospitals as are in receipt of large

surplus incomes will therefrom endow themselves and
gradually receive an increasing number of patients at

reduced rates of payment.
In the forty-ninth report of the same board (1895)

actual provision for this purpose is mentioned as hav-
ing since been made in several instances. The Manor
House on the Claybury Asylum estate has been pre-

pared and opened by the London County Council for

the reception of male private patients at low rates.

The adaptation of parts of the Dorset Asylum for the

same purpose is in progress. The committee of the

Cumberland and Westmoreland Asylums are erecting

a detached building for such patients on the asylum
estate, and this is but the first portion of a much larger

plan. The County Council of Yorkshire (AVest Rid-

ing) is in search of a suitable site for a separate asylum
for private patients. The commissioners continue in

the latter report to be strongly impressed by this need
of cheap accommodation for the insane who are not

paupers, but who cannot afford to pay for such treat-

ment. They think that such accommodation should

be separated from that provided for the pauper class

and preferably should be placed on a different site and
be under different management from the pauper asylum ;

or if on the same estate and under the same general

management, should be in a detached and entirely

separate building with separate approach ; and they

are of the opinion further that it would be undesirable

to attach a private department to any of the larger

asylums, the administration of which should already

fully engage the undivided attention of their superin-

tendents.

INFANTILE GENERAL PARALYSIS.

Regis * reports two new cases of general paralysis

with hereditary syphilis. He believes that facts of

this kind show conclusively that hereditary syphilis

invariable exists in juvenile general paralysis, but that

in order to find it we must hunt for it without allow-

ing ourselves to be stopped by the difficulties that attend

such search. Adding these cases to Alzheimer's sta-

tistics, it will be seen that of 42 unmistakable, well-

authenticated cases of juvenile general paralysis there

were 37 with histories of syphilis (hereditary), in 29
of which its existence had been established with cer-

tainty, and in eight it was probable. The father of

two of the patients presents a cerebral condition border-

ing upon general paralysis. The question naturally

arises if there is not some special condition which
allies juvenile genera! paralysis to hereditary or family

forms of organic affections of the nervous system.

Bresler' analyzes 40 cases of general paralysis col-

lected by Ziehen under the age of twenty, and reports

a typical case in a girl of thirteenand-one-half years, in

which the only bad hereditary symptom mentioned is

insanity in uncles and aunts. He finds that girls are

more subject to juvenile general paralysis than are

boys.

THE BREAKING-STRAIN OF RIBS OF THE INSANE.

Campbell ° makes a painstaking effort to clear up
one of those vaguely known subjects which have
drifted about, half-believed, in the treatment of the in-

sane, namely, " Are the ribs of the insane more fragile

* Mercredi M^dicale, 1815, No. 21, May 2'2d.
' Neurol. Centralblatt, December, ls9S.
" Journal of Mental Sciences, April, 1895.
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than those of other people." The author by tests

with Dr. Chas. Mercier's specially devised apparatus,

has tested iu the case of 57 autopsies, and moreover

has made the subject much more conclusive by making
microscopic studies of sections of such ribs, showing

clearly the loss of, or reticulation of, the compact tis-

sues, to be the main cause.

He finds the breaking-strain of the ribs in general

paralytics to be below the normal, iu the proportion

of 62 pounds to 44.8 pounds. Of senile insanity iu

females 11.8 pounds represented the strain, females

having a much less normal, however, than men (about

one-half). Other insanities show in 35 males and an

average breaking-strain of 41.04 pounds in males,

20.68 pounds in females. There is always a difference

between the breaking-strain of the convexity and the

concavity and the strain diminishes from age of thirty-

five toward senility (supposably tliese two statements

are true in the sane as well as in the insane, though

not so stated). It is to be noted also that he finds the

greatest reduction of breaking-strain at the end of de-

generative psychoses.

(Tobt conti7Med.)

l^eportjEf of ^otittit0,

MASS'ACHUSKTTS MEDICAL SOCIETY.

COTJNCILLORS' MEETING.

The annual meeting was held at the Medical Li-

brary, Boston, on Wednesday, June 9, 1896.

The meeting was called to order at seven P. M. by

the President, Dr. Fkank K. Paddock. One hun-

dred and four Councillors indicated their presence by

signing the roll.

The Secretary read the names of 120 Fellows ad-

mitted since the last annual meeting, and of 39 whose
deaths had been recorded.

Dr. Draper, for the Committee on Membership
and Finances, reported the names of two Fellows
whom the Committee recommended to become retired

members, and of three to be allowed to resign.

The report of the Committee was adopted.

It was also voted, on recommendation of this Com-
mittee, that $2,000 of the surplus in the treasury be

distributed among the district societies.

The Committee on Publications reported that Dr.
George L. Peabodv, of New York City, has been
appointed to deliver the Shattuck Lecture at the an-

nual meeting of the Society in 1897.

Dr. Hakvey, for the Committee appointed to ex-

amine and report upon the Digest, also to consider

what changes, if any, in the By-Laws are necessary

that they may conform to the existing statutes relating

to the Society, reported that a compilation of the

statutes now in force relating to the Society had been
drafted, at their request, by legal counsel, also a re-

vision of the By-Laws, that they may conform more
closely to the statutes in force.

It was voted, on recommendation of the Committee,
to print and distribute to the Councillors, copies of

the said compilation and By-Law revision, that they
may be considered and acted on intelligently at the

next meeting.

The Committee on State and National Legislation

presented the following, which was adopted :

Whereas, The Councillors of the Massachusetts Medical
Society have learned that a bill has been introduced into

the Congress of the United States for the restriction of

biological research in the District of Columbia,
Resolved, That a copy of the resohiiion adopted by the

Massachusetts Medical Society on June 8, 1892, in re-

sponse to a communication from the Massachusetts Society

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, be forwarded to

the Senators and Representatives of this State as an ex-

pression of the opinion of the Jlassachusetts Medical So-

ciety with regard to legislation on this subject, either in

Massachusetts or in the District of Columbia.

The Librarian, Dr. Brigham, presented bis report.

The Committee on Nominations reported, and the

following were chosen officers of the Society for the

ensuing year: President, Dr. Henry P. Walcott, of

Cambridge ; Vice-President, Dr. Albert Wood, of

Worcester ; Treasurer, Dr. Edward M. Buckingham,
of Boston ; Corresponding Secretary, Dr. Ciiarles W.
.Swan, of Boston ; Recording Secretary, Dr. Francis

W. Goss, of Roxbury ; Librarian, Dr. Edwin H.
Brigham, of Boston. Dr. Zabdiel B. Adams, of Fra-

mingham, was chosen Orator for the annual meeting
of the Society in 1897.

Voted, That the next annual meeting of the Society

be held in Boston on the second Wednesday in June,
1897.

The following Standing Committees were appointed

:

Of Arrangements, Drs. A. K. Stone, J. G. Mum-
ford, M. V. Pierce, P. Thorndike, J. E. Goldthwait,

M. Storer.

On Publications, Drs. B. E. Cotting, 0. F. Wads-
worth, G. B. Shattuck.

On Membership and Finances, Drs. F. W. Draper,

J. Stedman, E. G. Cutler, L. R. Stone, F. W. Goss.

To Procure Scientific Papers, Drs. H. P. Bow-
ditch, F. H. Zabriskie, H. L. Burrell, F. W. Chapiu,

C. W. Townsend.
On Ethics and Discipline, Drs. G. E. Francis, F. C.

Shattuck, C. G. Carleton, E. Cowles, J. F. A. Adams.
On Medical Diplomas, Drs. H. E. Marion, E. N.

Whittier, 0. F. Rogers.

On State and National Legislation, Drs. H. P.

Walcott, H. P. Bowditch, T. H. Gage, S. D. Pres-
brey, E. B. Harvey.

Dr. D. E. Baker presented a memorial to induce
the Legislature to pass an Act making it the duty and
function of the State to furnish the supply of vaccine

lymph to physicians. Voted, To refer the matter to

the Committee on State and National Legislation.

Dr. Fitz-Hdgh offered an order to amend the

standing vote of the Councillors so that it shall read :

" Voted, That the annual assessment be three dollars."

On motion, the matter was referred to the Committee
on Membership and Finances.

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PHYSICIANS.

Eleventh Annual Meeting, Wasiiixgton, D. C,
April 30, May 1 and 2, 1896.

(Continued from No. 25, page 625.)

SECOND DAY. MORNING SESSION.

TWO VARIETIES OF THE TDBEKCLE BACILLUS FROM
MAMMALS,

by Dr. Theobald Smith, Boston.

The two cultures were obtained respectively from

a bull and a member of the bear family {nasua narica)
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through guinea-pigB. The nasua culture is presum-
ably from the human subject, as the animal was the

household pet of a tuberculous patieut, now dead.

Well-marked differences in morphology, in cultural

characters and in pathogenic activity will be pointed

out, and the question raised whether the bacillus of

the human and of the bovine disease are identical or

racially different.

Dr. V. C. Vadghan complimented Dr. Smith upon
the work he had done. In 1888 Dr. Vaughan had
suggested that we should not relj' on the morphology
of germs, but must also study their physiology and
chemistry. This doctrine was then considered quite

heretical, but recently it is becoming accepted. He
did not then go far enough because he excepted the

tubercle bacillus, as he thought it would be found the

same all the way through.

All experiments with reference to the sterilization

of milk containing tubercle bacilli should be conducted
with milk from tuberculous animals and containing

the bacillus. Experiments made by the addition of

the human tubercle bacilli to milk are not so reliable.

Dr. William Pepper said that he had derived

great help in his clinical work from the suggestions

made by Dr. Vaughan in his early publications regard-

ing the variability of organisms. We should not only

recognize the different degrees of susceptibility of soil,

but also the probability of the immense diversity of

virulence of bacteria which, from morphological and
staining characteristics, must be regarded as of the

same species. Dr. Smith's paper has carried this

matter a step farther. Why we should not have ex-

pected to find the widest range of morbid activity in

these different species is indeed strange.

Dr. G. M. Sternberg asked if Dr. Smith had ever

observed a branching form of the tubercle bacillus de-

scribed by some bacteriologists, and whether inocula-

tion of human tuberculosis gave rise to human tuber-

culosis in cattle.

Dr. a. C. Abbott thought that gradually accumu-
lating observations would justify the opinion that bac-

teriologists will soon, instead of identifying species,

identify them as groups with certain variations.

Dr. Theobald Smith said that he had demon-
strated the existence of varieties among pathogenic

bacilli as far back as 1886. He had never seen the

branching form of the tubercle bacillus. Regarding
the question of testing the death-point of tubercle

bacilli in milk, the recent Report of the Royal Com-
mission on Tuberculosis in England, just published,

contains experiments made with milk from cows with

tuberculous udders. Regarding the inoculation of

human tubercle bacilli on cattle, many experiments

have been made in this direction in the course of the

work at the Bureau of Animal Industry, but without

any effect. What was particularly striking in the two
organisms which were the subject of the paper was
the difference in morphology. Ordinarily we cannot
distinguish certain bacteria under the microscope which
differ in pathological characters, but here we can recog-

nize the difference with the microscope, and we have
also a decided difference in virulence.

A CASE OF PARASITIC CHYLtJRIA, WITH PILARIS SAN-
GCINIS HOMINIS NOCTUKNjE IN THE BLOOD,

by Dr. F. p. Henry, Philadelphia.

The case is an indigenous one, the patient never
having been outside of the United States, and is

the first case of the kind observed in Philadelphia.

The infection was probably acquired in South Caro-
lina or Florida, and, possibly, at the age of twelve.

Patient is a female, age twenty-nine, in whom chylu-

ria first manifested itself shortly after delivery of a

child at term. Filariai absent from the milk of the

mother and the blood of the infant. Ophthalmoscopic
appearance negative. Treatment with quinine, thy-

mol, methylene-blue and vaccination ineffectual. Pho-
tographs of the filarial from this case were exhibited,

and also the living filarise under a one-twelfth oil im-

mersion lens.

Dr. Andrew H. Smith related a case of filarise

which had been under observation at the Presbyterian

Hospital, New York, in the early part of last winter.

The history of the disease extended back five or ten

years and was contracted in South America. There
was elephantiasis of the legs, lymph scrotum, and
there was a history of chyluria. He had had a large

abscess in the calf of one of the legs. About five times

in the course of his disease he had had acute attacks

of fever lasting a number of days. One of these

attacks caused him to enter the hospital. Numerous
parasites were found as readily in the day as at night,

but all were dead. At one time the parasites were
found in the serum which exuded from the punctures

in the legs.

Dr. S. J. Meltzer asked Dr. Henry why, if the

parent worm dies, he would, as stated ia his paper,

expect an abscess to form.

Dr. Henry : I believe that an abscess would be
formed because it is a fact which has been observed.

Adult tilariaj have been removed from abscesses in

various parts of the extremities. One East Indian

surgeon opened an abscess on the inner aspect of the

arm and removed six or more adult filarisB, and this

experience has been repeated in a number of cases.

The parent worm is two or three inches long, and is

plainly visible to the unaided eye. It has been com-
pared to an animated hair. If such a parasite perish

in the body, its decomposition might give rise to an

abscess.

If the filarise are always found dead, as in Dr.

Smith's case, it belongs to the variety which is found

on the West Coast of Africa. Possibly, however,

they have been killed by the manipulation of the

slides, as they are readily killed by slight pressure.

The fever occurring in Dr. Smith's case is described

by Sir Joseph Farrar as elephantoid fever. It is in-

termittent iu character, and has been confounded with

malaria.

I wish to emphasize the fact that the parasite should

be treated kindly, otherwise the female worm, if irri-

tated, will abort, and the products of such an abortion

are globular, and instead of being about ^-^jj of an

inch iu diameter are about -is of ^^ inch, and cannot

traverse the lymphatic glands, and will give rise to

chyluria and other symptoms.

THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF DILATATION OF
THE STOMACH,

by Drs. William Pepper and Alfred Stengel,
Philadelphia.

The paper was very comprehensive, and considered

all phases of the subject, including: Methods of de-

termining the size of the organ ; inspection ; inflation

with carbonic acid by effervescent mixtures ; infiation

with air, using an air-pump ; percussion, direct aus-
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cultatory percussion
;
palpitation (splashing sounds) ;

examination with the stomach-tube ; diminished motor-

power, fermentation of the food, hydrochloric acid,

lactic acid ; the general condition of the patient. Dif-

ferential diagnosis— Megalo-gastria and gastrectasia
;

atonic dilatation, mechanical dilatation ; cicatricial

stenosis and carcinoma. Treatment— Diet; massage;
moderate use of the stomach-tube ; colonic injections ;

surgical treatment.

Especial stress was laid upon the value of ausculta-

tory percussion after the stomach had been inflated

with air by the use of the air-pump.

Dr. F. B. Henrt, referring to the diagnosis be-

tween pernicious anemia and gastric cancer, said that

he had found that the blood-count for the number of

red corpuscles to the cubic millimetre was of great

value. He had never seen a case of pernicious ane-

mia proceed to a fatal termination without the number
of red corpuscles descending below one million, and
sometimes as low as three or four hundred thousand,

per cubic millimetre. He had never seen a case of

carcinoma of the stomach which ended fatally with

any such reduction in the number of red corpuscles;

even a few days before death there is usually two or

three million red corpuscles per cubic millimetre. Dr.

Stengel has frequently confirmed this observation.

Dr. M. H. Fdssell said that he had abundantly

confirmed the observations of Pepper and Stengel as

to the value of auscultatory percussion in the diagnosis

of stomach trouble. An interesting proof of its value

is the fact that students who are not especially skilled

in the work will almost invariably strike the same
lines for the boundaries of the stomach.

Dr. S. J. Meltzer, referring to the statement of

Dr. Pepper, that the sounds which usually accom-
pany the entrance of food into the stomach are of no
value in the diagnosis of dilatation of the stomach,

said, that when he described these sounds twelve or

thirteen years ago he stated that usually in the nor-

mal stomach they could be heard mainly to the left

side of the xyphoid, l)ut in dilated stomach the larger

the stomach the larger the area where these sounds
could be heard. Possibly, he thought. Doctor Pepper
had not made use of this method.

Dr. Graham, of Toronto, mentioned a case in

which the ordinary means of diagnosis, such as de-

scribed by Dr. Pepper, were not sutEcient to diagnose

a dilatation of the stomach. The patient had had a

tuberculous peritonitis, and the transverse colon was
dilated and attached to the lower margin of the ribs,

thus preventing the stomach from coming in contact

with the abdominal walls. He said also that he had
examined for dilatation of the stomach in a large

number of cases of rosacea and acne rosacea, and had
found it present in a considerable proportion of cases.

Dr. a. Jacobi, speaking of the diagnosis between
carcinoma and pernicious anemia, said that he had
been able to make the diagnosis in doubtful cases by
reason of the fact that in carcinoma the blood cells

are of absolutely normal shape, while in pernicious
anemia there are poikilocytes, microcytes and macro-
cytes.

A CASE OF LEOCOCTTHEMIA,

by Dr. J. H. Mcsser, Philadelphia.
The case was that of a male, aged thirty-one, who

presented the symptoms during life of splenic and
myelogenic leukemia. Myelocytes were found and

the differential count was characteristic. A general

anasarca was the only unusual symptom. Diarrhea

was present the last ten days of his illness. This was
found to be due to an intestinal ulceration. Death
occurred suddenly. The liver, spleen and glands

showed the characteristic changes. In addition iron

was found in the cells of the glands and the spleen, and
in the former large giant cells containing red and
white corpuscles were found. They were undoubtedly

phagocytic. There seemed to be a process of blood

destruction, in addition to increased formation of

white cells. This was probably a terminal infectious

process resulting from the intestinal lesion. Contrary
to expectation during life the marrow did not appear

to be diseased.

NOTES ON THE TREATMENT OF PERNICIOUS AND
OTHER FORMS OF ESSENTIAL ANEMIA,

by Dr. I. N. Danforth, Chicago.

Iron— tolerant and intolerant forms — no perma-
nent benefit from any of them.

Acid preparations of phosphorus will have and
exert a temporary tonic effect onlv.

Intestinal antiseptics, advocated by Hunter, of no
use, except in cases complicated by gastro-enteric fer-

mentation.

Alcohol (that is, distilled liquors) does no good ;

malt liquors — ale or beer— if borne well, retard

progress of disease.

Arsenic, when tolerated in heroic doses, is very
beneficial, but no permanent cures have been authen-
ticated.

Bone marrow has produced variable effects ; in some
cases very slight improvement; in others very great
improvement ; but its real value is still questionable.

The best form of bone marrow and its mode of prepar-
ation are still open questions.

The glycerine extract of the red marrow is thought
by the author to be the best adapted to practical use
and most eflScient as a hemogenetic. The glycerine
extract of the red marrow produced an almost miracu-
lous improvement in a case of pseudo-leukemia, but
after a while lost its effect and the patient died.

Pernicious anemia is still an incurable disease.

Dr. Janeway said that it was surprising how fre-

quently cases of leukemia, pseudo-leukemia and per-

nicious anemia make a marked improvement, and not
a few of the cases reported in the literature as cures
have come from observations made during one of the
temporary improvements. He had never seen a case
of leukemia where the cure was permanent. The
same is true of pseudo-leukemia and of pernicious
anemia.

A point worth mentioning in the diagnosis of
leukemia is this, that the patient often does not show
enough pallor to make the physician suspect the
disease. The lips have a dirty-red color rather than
a peculiar pallor. The number of white corpuscles
would cause pallor in a patient with simple anemia,
but in this disease the opacity of the blood is great
and the pallor fails to show.

Dr. F. p. Henrt said he had called attention
many years ago to the fact that pallor was not com-
mon in leukemia, and hematologists speak of " leuke-
mic plethora." At least two years should elapse
before a patient is reported cured. He had a patient
who has been cured of pernicious anemia for the
space of two years by the use of arsenic pushed to
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the point of tolerauce. The geutlemau is uoss an

active busiiiees raaii.

Dk. J. P. Ckozkk Gkifkith said that as yet we
are ignorant of the cause of pernicious anemia, and

until that is discovered tliere is not much hope for a

cure. The disease is a hemolysis, the red cells being

destroyed chieHy in the portal circulation, conse-

quently iron is of no value.

Dr. M. H. Fusskll related a case which came
under his observation in 1892 of a man whose blood

showed only 1,600,000 red corpuscles to the cubic

millimetre. Under arsenic the red corpuscles rose to

4,000,0U0, and the man was practically well. In

189^ he relapsed, and on ascending doses of Fowler's

solution he improved and went back to work as roller

in a rolling-mill. Jn the following year he returned

to the hosjiital in a worse condition than previously.

Again on arsenic he improved. Now, two years later,

he is a large portly fellow, weighs 250 pounds. His

hemoglobin is 90 per cent, and blood -corpuscles

4,800,000. lie does not complain of anything.

Dr. II. A. Hark related a case of pernicious anemia

in a boy who improved under arsenic up to the point

of tolerance and then relapsed, then with practically

no treatment at all he had an extraordinary period of

improvement, thus illustrating the fact that cases of

pernicious anemia very frequently improve rapidly

with no treatment.

CERTAIN EFFECTS OF BROMIO-INTOXICATION,

by Du. S. Weir Mitchell.
The ordinary or excessive use of bromides some-

times occasions symptoms which are familiar in their

mild expressions, but which are rarely seen in their

more interesting and aggravated forms, or, if so seen,

are not always suspected to be due to the use of these

salts. In certain instances the prodromes or the con-

sequences of an epileptic fit may, because of the

bromides, be intensified even in those whose attacks

are being lessened in numbers. A number of cases

in illustration were given. Bromides are competent

to "ive rise to suicidal and homicidal impulses.

Dr. Janeway said he had seen a number of deaths

from bromides, the deaths followed by autopsies in

which there was no discoverable lesion. Two of the

cases sank into a condition of apathy from which they

did not arouse. In one case an ounce a day of bro-

mide of ootassium was used; in another, six drachms,

and in another only three drachms, but these doses

were kept \x\> for some time. In all he had knowl-

edge of five deaths from bromides. He had known of

two cases of supposed general paresis due to bromides.

In one case an expert had pronounced it general

paresis, and advised the patient's removal to an

asylum. The patient had been taking " Bromo-soda."

There is a disposition on the part of alcoholics to take

something of this kind and sometimes in very large

quantities, which may bring on conditions simulating

dementia from alcoholism and general paresis. A
physician recovering from typhoid had marked melan-

cholia and suicidal tendencies. He was found to be

usinf bromides in considerable quantities. When the

bromides were abandoned the man made a marked

improvement. The effects of drugs should be care-

fully scrutinized by the profession, and the symptoms

of dru"» separatnl from the symptoms of the disease.

Dr. 11. A. Haki; thought it well to recall in this

connection the dejjressing influence exercised upon

the nervous centre and upon the functions of the heart

and respiration by the potassium salts. Even the

citrate and acetate in large doses will produce con-

siderable depression. Perhaps in a certain number of

such cases as those reported by Dr. Mitchell the base

with which the bromide is combined has had as much
to do with the disturbances of the nervous symptoms
as the bromide itself. Of course this would not apply

to all cases because in some the bromide of lithium

and other salts were used. The bromide of sodium is

devoid of the depressant action of the potassium salt.

In cases taking bromo-soda or bromo-seltzer and such
preparations, perhaps the caffein contained may be

accountable for some of the symptoms, for large doses

of caffein can give rise to suicidal tendencies.

Dr. H. M. Lyman said that his experience had

verified all that Dr. Mitchell had said. He thought

that the depressant effect of the potassium salts should

be borne in mind. He has for years discarded their

use except occasionally in obdurate cases, preferring,

as a rule, the sodium salt.

Dr. W. H. Thompson related a case of apparently

acute mania which recovered upon the withdrawal of

bromide ; also two cases of epilepsy in which symp-
toms of insanity appeared only to disappear upon the

cessation of the bromide.

Dr. C. L. Dana felt rather sceptical regarding the

depressant effects of potassium salts upon the heart

and nervous system as having anything particularly to

do with the effect of the bromide of potassium. He
had heard the statement made and bad kept it in mind,

but had never been able to see any more depression

from the bromide of potassium than from the soda

salt. The typical bromide depression can be pro-

duced by hydrobromic acid. People take potassium

salts iu the form of iodide of potassium in larger doses

than we ordinarily give the bromide and for a con-

siderable period of time, and without any depression

of the heart. This bugaboo it would be well to dis-

card and select our bromides on some other ground.

While pernicious mental effects do occur from the use

of bromides and are to be watched for, yet fatalities

are rare. On the other baud, small doses of four or

five grains have absolutely a cheering effect upon
most people.

Dr. Wharton Sinklek had seen one death from

the excessive use of bromides. He thought it a curious

fact that bromides had no beneficial inHueuce upon at-

tacks oi petit mal, but in large doses aggravated them.

Dr. S. Weir Mitchell said he had never been

able to see anv more depressant effects from the

potassium salt than from any other of the bromic salts.

He uses principally the lithium salt for its large per-

centage of bromide, and its solubility.

(To be continued.)

According to an official account, the number of
,

deaths of French soldiers from sickness in the Mada- i

gascar campaign was very large. While the enemy
only killed seven and wounded 94, 6,000 died from

i

disease, and 15,000 went on the sick list. This high
j

percentage of mortality was eclipsed in 1802, in the
|

Jawaca expedition, for out of 60,000 men who sailed
j

from Brest, 50,000 died from yellow fever, and of the
1

10,000 men left, but 300 got back to France, and then I

only after a lapse of seven years. The 50,000 men
died of yellow fever in four months.— American

|

Practitioner and Netoi.
\
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PHYSICAL TRAINING IN THE BOSTON PUB-
LIC SCHOOLS.

The fourth report of the Director of Physical

Training in the Public Schools of Boston is contained

in the report of the Superintendent of Schools recently

published as School Document, No. 4, 1896. It has

also been reprinted as a separate pamphlet.

In 1891, Dr. Hartwell gave au account of the local

movement vphich culminated in June, 1890, in the

vote of the Boston School Committee, to introduce

"the Ling or Swedish system of educational gymnas-

tics into all the public schools '' of the city, and com-

pared the various Boston movements for promoting

physical education with similar movements elsewhere

in America and Europe.

The second report, in 1894, contained an exposition

of the essential principles of physical education de-

duced from the modern doctrine of the human body,

together with the result of special studies relating to

the death-rates of the school population of Boston, the

prevalence of stuttering among school-children, and of

the unsatisfactory methods of school-seating then in

vogue.

In 1895 his report was mainly devoted to a discus-

sion of the principles of school-seating, to an account

of the most successful attempts to carry these princi-

ples into effect, and to urging the appointment by the

School Committee of an expert commission on the

seating of school children. Such a committee was ap-

pointed last December.

In his last report Dr. Hartwell confines himself

chiefly to reviewing the history of his department dur-

ing its existence of five years, to considering its present

standing and condition and to indicating the policy he

deems best calculated to ensure its permanent useful-

ness and prosperity.

Lack of space forbids our attempting even a con-

densed abstract of the report under review ; but cer-

tain of its leading topics are enumerated to indicate

its scope and character : Periods in development of

physical education in America
; physical education in

Boston schools, 1860-1876; low condition of physical

training, 1876-1888; spread of German, Swedish

school gymnastics since 1885; the situation in 1891;

Mrs. Hemenway's helpful munificence; physical train-

in" in the normal school ; special needs of the normal

school ; physical training in the high schools for girls

;

committee of experts on seating; class for stutterers,

and emergency lectures.

Dr. Hartwell holds that although there has been

marked and hopeful progress in the spread and im-

provement of school gymnastics, both in New Eng-

land and in the country at large, since 1885, and par-

ticularly since 1890, still " in our city and State, as

throughout the country, physical training is yet in the

experimental or embryonic stage when compared with

the physical training which obtains in the older and

more highly developed educational systems of Europe."

His view of the problem he has had to deal with in

strengthening and developing his department, is stated

as follows :

The department was a new creation, and in no sense tlie out-

growth from one previously existing. It was, however, a new
department injected along with other new departments into a
crowded and exacting course o£ study, and it was a matter of

prime importance that its injection should cause as little jar

and disturbance to the existing school machinery as possible.

I have endeavored from the outset to adapt the work of this de-

partment, so far as possible, to existing conditions and to avoid

all conflict with other departments, and I believe I have suc-

ceeded in so doing. My aim from the first has been to secure

steady, sustained and increasingly intelligent effort on the part

of the class teachers, so that gymnastics shall become a regular,

inevitable part of the daily course of instruction, receiving due
attention, no more no less; it being my conviction that the

primary ends of school gymnastics — especially free gymnastics

in the school-room or school-hall— are educative, not recreative.

The fact that school gymnastics cannot take the place of play

and recess, or vice versa, can hardly be too strongly emphasized.

If the gymnastic lesssn prove unduly exhausting, then it is

pretty certain that other portions of the course of study are too

severe, and should be modified.

The report concludes as follows:

Looking back over the past five years, I am convinced that

the hygienic and educational results gained by the experi-

mental introduction of systematic physical training in a small

way warrant our attempting to expand and diversify the work
of this department all along the line, but particularly and at

once in the upper classes of the grammer grade and in the high

schools for girls. Our present system of school gymnastics is

good as a beginning and so far as it goes, but it is necessarily

restricted in its range, since — leaving out of account the girls'

classes belonging to the Charlestown and Brighton High
Schools, which are specially privileged in having small col-

lections of Swedish gymnastic appar.itus - no provision has

been made for instruction outside of the single branch of the

so-called " free-standing movements." which do not require

apparatus of any sort. Free-standing movements are invalu-

able in the preliminary motor edncation of the child, and
should not be neglected during the two later periods of im-

maturity, as they aiford a ready and effectual means of de-

veloping the principal forms of motor coordination, which are

requisite in acquiring normal habits of carriage in sitting,

walking, running and jumping. But free movements alone

do not fully meet the bodily and mental needs which charac-

terize the phase of adolescence, in which are found the major-

ity of the pupils who belong to the high school and the two
upper classes of the grammar-school grades. Hence, all pupils

in and above the second class of the grammar school should

have instruction in Swedish-apparatus gymnastics, which are

more effectual than free-movements in promoting growth, and
the development of agility, strength, endurance and the higher

forms of presence of mind and self-control. So long as ap-
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paratus Ky™''astics do not constitute an organic part of our

8cliool gymnastics, so long will it be idle to claim that the vote

of tlie School Committee ordering "that the Ling or Swedish
system of school gymnastics he introduced into all the public

s<-bools of this city " has been carried into effect. It would be

easily practicable to expand our present, partial and rudiment-

ary system of physical training into a comprehensive system
that should be approximately adequate to the needs of all

classes of pupils. The question here is one of will, not of vay.
Possibly, if the City Fathers of Boston were to provide the

school children of the city with playgrounds, gymnasia and
instruction in games and gymnastics according to the policy

established in very many European cities, for example, Uerlin,

the City Registrar of Boston would have occasion to record

fewer deaths and more births as time elapsed.

Boston's avenige excessive loss of school children, judged by
the Berlin standard of specific intensity of life, at present

amounts to about one hundred lives annually.

THE CONTAGION OF PHTHISIS IN THE HOS-
PITALS.

The subject of the contagion of tuberculosis in the

hospitals has lately been discussed at several meetings

of the Paris Academy of Medicine, though no definite

conclusions were formulated. There was general

agreement as to the contagiousness of tuberculosis, a

subject investigated several years ago by the British

Medical Association through a committee of inquiry

with results, on the whole, confirmatory of the thesis

that pulmonary phthisis maj- be communicated from

man to man. just as veterinary surgeons have long

affirmed is the case with cattle, which infect one an-

other by contact.

There was also at these meetings re-affirmation of

the danger of dried sputa as the principal, if not only

means of contagion, and several speakers emphasized

the importance of the ready disinfection and destruc-

tion of the products of expectoration as the main point

of hygiene to be insisted upon as far as hospitals are

concerned. Others (as Debove) thought that com-

plete seclusion and isolation of phthisical patients in

the hospitals is imperatively demanded, and appealed

to the results obtained in English, Russian and Ger-

man hospitals where such isolation is carried out. Iso-

lation is also the order of the day in Norway and

Switzerland. In France it is practised principally in

Besantjon, of which RoUaud writes: "There is no

longer possibility of contagion in the common wards.

In the wards assigned to the phthisical, those who ex-

pectorate much are separated from the others, and the

gpula are well disinfected. The ordinary tuberculous

diseases do not become more virulent by reason of

contact of patients with each other, owing to these

precautions, and patients in the phthisical wards are

absolutely removed from all other patients occupving

the general wards." Debove claims that the carrying

out of these isolating precautions in England has re-

sulted in the lessening of the mortality by tuberculous

diseases from 2.410 per million of inhabitants in 1870

to 1,408 in 1893.'

A writer in the Progret Medical urges an extension

to all hospitals of this measure of prophylactic hygiene

> Progrte >K-dical, 1896, p. 213.

and points out the real danger of placing in the same

ward with phthisical patients and perhaps in near

proximity, persons affected with pulmonary affections

which may prepare the soil for the tubercular infec-

tion.

At one of the meetings of the Academy, Jaccoud

presented four facts of the kind. These concerned

previously healthy individuals, without known heredi-

tary taint, who, after being first treated in the hospital

for some non-tuberculous disease, occupying beds uear

a consumptive patient, recovered and were discharged.

Within a short period all returned to the hospital, suf-

fering from acute phthisis. It might be inferred that

these previously robust men had derived the contagion

of tuberculosis at the hospital. This couclusion,

Jaccoud says, cannot in the present state of our knowl-

edge be affirmed ; and he called attention to the likeli-

hood of auto-infection in many cases where traumatism

or some disease, as measles or la grippe, has awakened

to virulence a latent germ.

A workman of excellent physique and good inheri-

tance falls against a wheel and bruises the left side of

his chest. The next day a pleurisy of that side sets

in, and after a month the patient dies. At the autopsy

there are found tuberculous lesions old and new of the

left pleura (case reported by Bamberger).

In 1888 Bollinger made the autopsy of several chil-

dren, not scrofulous, who had died of mea.sles. He
found in them no tuberculous lesion, but noted the

presence of tubercle bacilli in the lymph glands of the

hilum of the lungs aud mediastinum. Supposing now
that these children had survived their attack of measles

and at a later period had become tuberculous after a

sojourn in some hospital for some other disease, it

might have been thought that they contracted the

tuberculosis in the hospital.

In 1890, Dr. A. L. Loomis, of New York, made an

experimental study of glandular bacillosis without

tubercular lesions, and proved that in many instances

(40 per cent.) the bronchial glands of individuals not

tuberculous contain active bacilli capable of infecting

susceptible animals. Pizzoni's experiments made in

1892 point to the same conclusion. In 1893 Carl

Spengler reported that in four children dead from

diphtheria he discovered the tubercle bacillus in the

bronchial glands in the absence of all tuberculous dis-

ease of the organs. In 1894 Straus demonstrated the

presence of the tubercle bacillus in the nasal cavities

of a healthy man, and proved its virulence by the re-

sult of inoculation in animals.''

In the face of such facts as these, Jaccoud thinks

that we should be cautious how in any given case we
affirm the hospital source of a tuberculous infection.

At the same meeting. Terrier stated his conviction

of the extreme contagiousness of tuberculosis, and

favored greater care in the isolation and seclusion of

phthisical patients. Hospital employees in France be-

come tuberculous in considerable proportion, and the

number of students who contract tuberculosis is large,

' Semaine Medicale, January 'JO, 1896.
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and the hardest worked aud those who spend most

time in the hospitals are the most likely to become

victims.

MEDICAL NOTES.

An Honarart Degree froif Brown.— Dr.

George M. Sternberg, Surgeon-General U. S. N., was

given the degree of Doctor of Laws by Brown Uni-

versity at Commencement last week.

The Plagde in Canton.— The plague continues

to increase in Canton and the daily deaths now amount

to nearly two hundred and fifty. There is reported

also a serious famine in the province of Kwang Si.

The Cholera.— The latest reports from Cairo

show that while the cholera is decreasiug in Cairo and

Alexandria it is on the increase in the provinces, there

being about one hundred deaths reported daily.

Dr. Retnolds's Successor.— The Queen has ap-

pointed Thomas Barlow, M.D., F.R.C.P., to be Phy-

sician to the Household in Ordinary to Her Majesty,

in the room of Sir John Russell Reynolds, Bart.,

M.D., deceased.

Mississippi Valley Medical Association. —
The Meeting of the Mississippi Valley Medical Asso-

ciation will be held at St. Paul, Minn., October 20-23,

1896. Dr. H. N. Moyer, of Chicago, will deliver

the Address on Medicine, and Dr. Horace H. Grant,

of Louisville, that on Surgery.

Disinfection of Chinese Baggage.— In view

of the continuance of the plague in Hong Kong, the

Surgeon-General of the Marine-Hospital Service has

ordered the baggage of all Chinese insurgents arriving

in this country to be disinfected. Similar precautions

are being taken in British Columbia.

Cremation in Paris.— The report of the Paris

Society for Incineration shows that during the year

1895 the bodies of 187 persons were cremated at the

request of relatives. The bodies of 2,482 hospital

patients and 1,511 fetuses were also cremated. The

figures for the first quarter of 1896 shows an in-

crease in the number of private cremations.

Diphtheria and the Antitoxin Treatment.—
In our issue of May 28th, we alluded to the discussion

on the use of antitoxin in diphtheria which took

place at the New York Academy of Medicine on May
21st, in which Dr. Joseph E. Winters, on the basis

chiefly of his experience at the Willard Parker Hos-

pital, condemned the use of antitoxin in diphtheria as

dangerous. The other side of the question was ably

presented by Dr. John Winters Brannan, Dr. W. H.

Thompson and others. The papers of these gentle-

men, which are given in full in the Medical Record of

June 20, 1896, form a most interesting presentation

of the subject. In our next issue we shall publish an

exhaustive report on this subject prepared by the

American Pediatric Association, aud hope in connec-

tion with this to give a brief review of the present

status of the antitoxin treatment, a subject which is

certainly of sufficient importance to justify extended

presentation.

boston and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston.— Dur-

ing the week ending at noon, .lune 17, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease:

diphtheria 78, scarlet fever 18, measles 69, typhoid

fever 9. For the week ending June 24th, the follow-

ing were reported : diphtheria 80, scarlet fever 35,

measles 87, typhoid fever 7.

College of Physicians and Surgeons.— The

Eighteenth Annual Commencement of the College of

Physicians and Surgeons was held in Boston last

week. Thirteen graduates were given diplomas.

The School-Hocsf, Repairs Loan. — The Com-

mon Council of Boston has at last passed in concur-

rence the order for the loan of three hundred thousand

dollars necessary to put the public school-houses in a

proper sanitary condition for safe occupancy.

Adams Nervine Asylum.— The annual report of

the Adams Nervine Asylum for the year ending

April 30, 1896, shows that during the year there were

treated 102 women and 11 men. The first male pa-

tient was received into the new building for men on

June 21, 1895.

new YORK.

A Case of Hydrophobia.— An apparently well

authenticated case of hydrophobia is reported from

Alpine, on the Hudson opposite Youkers, which oc-

curred fully a year after the bite occasioning the

disease was received. The patient was a lad fourteen

years of age and died three days after the onset of

the attack. He was bitten by a strange dog in June,

1895, and the wound was cauterized.

Death of Dr. J. B. Taylor. — Dr. J. B. Taylor

died at San Angelo, Texas, on June 16th from septi-

cemia, resulting from a compound fracture of the

arm which was caused by his horse falling on him

several weeks previous. Dr. Taylor was fifty years

of age and a native of New York City, where he

studied medicine and practised until about ten years

ago, when he removed to Texas on account of his

health. He was at one time Health Officer of the

Port of New York.

Dr. Knapp's Escape from Drowning. — Dr.

Herman Kuapp, the eminent ophthalmologist, met

with a very narrow escape from death by drowning

on June 20th. lie would in fact certainly have lost

his life but for the presence of mind and intrepidity

of his daughter Ida, a young lady of twenty, who was

with him at his summer cottage at Monmouth Beach,

on the New Jersey coast. As the day was unusually

warm he decided to take his first ocean bath of the

season, and his daughter watched him from the shore.

Dr. Knapp is an expert swimmer, aud went out some

distance in the water : but as he was on his way back

she noticed that he showed signs of distress. Imme-
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diatelr she secured a life preserver which was !> ing

near by on the sauil, aud having tied a line to it

plunged with it, dressed as she was, into tlie sea.

Wading in the water up to her neck she just managed
to throw the life-preserver to a point where her

father, who by this time had sunk twice, was able to

grasp it. She then struggled bravely for the shore,

carrying the line with her, and both she and her

father were dragged on land in an extremely ex-

hausted condition by some fishermen who had come to

the rescue from quite a distance.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY BEGINS SUIT AGAINST
A CHICAGO INSTITUTION.

The authorities of Harvard University are protest-

ing against the use of the name Harvard Medical Col-

lege by a Chicago institution. A bill for an injunc-

tion, sworn to by President Eliot of the university,

was filed in the Federal Court of that city lately.

The Chicago institution is charged with infringing

upon the title aud the rights of the great university.

The local institution is located at Washington Boulevard
and Elizabeth Street. It was organized in 1893 aud is

conducted as a co-educational medical college, having
night sessions only. The president is Dr. A. H.
Tagert, and its faculty of twenty professors are all

local physicians and surgeons.

The bill filed on behalf of Harvard College, Massa-
chusetts, recited the history of the university since

its inception in 1636. The name of Harvard being

adopted in 1638. The bill asserts that it ''Has ac-

quired a peculiar and exclusive right and title in and
to the name Harvard, when used or proposed to be
used as the name of a university, college or profes-

sional school, and it ought not in equity aud good con-

science to be assumed by any other institution of

learning, and if ever so assumed by any other institu-

tion must of necessity be so assumed and used in fraud

of your orator's rights and for the purpose of assuming
some of the credit and reputation properly belonging

solely to your orator, and of injuring and endangering
your orator pecuniarily and otherwise, and imposing
upon and defrauding the public everywhere."

The case will probably come into court next autumn.

THE OHIO STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY AND
ANTI-VIVISECTION LEGISLATION.

At the Fifty-first Annual Mei-ting of the Ohio
State Jledical Society, Dr. .James E. Pilcher, Captain

in the Medical Department of the United States

Army, brought before its notice the impending legis-

lation against vivisection in the District of Columbia.
He said

:

'• There is no profession in which humanity is so

much a part of the daily life of its practitioners as

medicine ; no class of mankind so conspicuous for

gentleness, tenderness and charity as medical men ;

no body of individuals of whom it could be so truly

said that they would inflict pain upon no living being
as the practitioners of the healing art. The absurdity

of placing such persons in the attitude of defence
against an accusation of cruelty or inhumanity of any
kind is evident to every one."

He reminded the anti-vivisectionists that the shoe-

trade, based entirely u|)on the prodacts of the death
of millions of God's most harmless creatures is pros-

perous in the extreme — and unmolested. At the

close of his remarks the following resolutions were
unanimously adopted :

Resolved, That the Ohio State Medical Society earnestly
joins in the protest of the American Medical Association as

e.xpresscd in the resolutions adopted at the recent meeting
of that representative body of American Physicians and
Surgeons held in the city of Atlanta.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be sent to the
Senators and Representatives of the State of Ohio in the

Congress of the United States, and that they are hereby
requested to use their influence in opposition to the pro-

posed legislation, " unless it shall first be shown by an im-

partial investigation that cruel and unnecessary experi-
ments are being performed in the District of Columbia,
and that existing laws do not provide suitable punishment
for cruelty to domestic animals."

The following amendment proposed by Dr. L. B.

Tuckerman, of Cleveland, was accepted by Dr.
Pilcher, au<l the resolutions as amended were unani-

mously adopted :

Resolved, That a delegate be appointed by this Society
to go to Washington and interview the Senators and Rep-
resentatives in person in behalf of these resolutions, and
that one hundred dollars be appropriated to pay his ex-

penses.

COST OF IMPURE WATER.

"If a human life is worth $5,000, as the Legisla-

ture of the State of Illinois has decreed, then it is an
easy matter " says the Assistant Commissioner of Pub-
lic Health of Chicago, " to demonstrate beyond any
peradventure that the City of Chicago is losing at the

rate of more than $3,000,000 a year through a pol-

luted water-supply.

"The diagrams furnished with the March, April

and May monthly reports show, in graphic manner,
the sanitary quality of the water and the average

daily deaths from the diseases directly affected thereby

for a period of twenty-four weeks— from the week
ended December 21, 1895, to the week ended May 30,

1896, inclusive. Examinations of these diagrams dis-

closes three periods of several successive weeks each,

to wit: first, from December 21st to January 25th, six

weeks; second, from February 22d to April 2d, seven

weeks; third, from April 11th to May 30th, eight

weeks. During these periods the deaths from the

acute intestinal diseases— also shown on the diagrams
— were 206, 137 and 258, respectively.

" The water-supply was ' suspicious ' or ' bad ' during

the first and third periods, with an aggregate of 464
deaths, or a daily average for the fourteen weeks of

4.7. The water was 'usable' or 'good' during the

intermediate period of seven weeks with an aggregate

of 137 deaths, or a daily average of 2.8. The higher

death-rate of the first and third periods can be at-

tributed to no other cause than polluted water.

"Applying to the entire year the figures of the

twenty-four weeks covered by the diagrams— which

is certainly a sufficiently long period to generalize

from— we should have with a good sanitary quality
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of water, 365 days X 2.8 deaths= 1,022 total deaths ;

with a bad sanitary quality of water, 365 days X 4.7

deaths^; 1,715 total deaths. Excess of deaths due to

polluted water, 693, at $5,000 each= $3,465,000.

This sum represents the interest at 5 per cent, on a

capital of nearly $70,000,000."

Akin to this is the present financial condition of

Gloucester, England, where the epidemic of small-pox

made possible by continued neglect of vaccination has

resulted in almost stopping all trade between the city

and the surrounding country. The result has been

great financial depression and many failures, to say

nothing of the actual money outlay by the town for

hospital care.

CorreiBEponDcncc.

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON MEDICAL TOPICS IN
FICTION.

ROXBURY, June tO, 189G.

Mr. Editor : A few days ago while reading a new novel

by John Strange Winter, 1 was very much impressed by a

remark made by the married heroine to her husband in

reference to her somatic condition— she was pregnant at

the time— and I could not help reflecting on the curious

medical aspect of life in fiction. For instance, what a

charmed— or, if you please, sad— existence the married

heroine usually leads I Gifted with a libido— if we are to

infer anything from the passionate love scenes which take

place previous to the marriage— which is only surpassed

by the horrible examples in the pages of Krafft-Kbing,

she goes merrily along in her butterfly, society life with

never, or seldom, an accident in the way of pregnancy to

interrupt her pleasure. Her sterility is a thing to marvel

at. She may even not be satisfied with her own husband,

but her liaisons with other men are just as fruitless. Should

the author by any mischance get her pregnant, she usually

does not suspect it until very near full term ; then it comes
upon her like a shock and she communicates her suspicions

with much cov hesitancy and in a few well-chosen words to

lier astonished— no, not astonished, that is too mild —
her astounded husband. Such a thing has never entered

his head for a moment. When her time has come, the

good and skilful old family physician is summoned to my
lady's chamber,and in less time than it takes to tell, an

heir has come to the vast estates of Slippery-Ehnhurst.

The prognostic and therapeutic powers of the unmarried
heroine are something to make the keen and experienced

specialist shed bitter tears of envy. Her betrothed lover,

Count Kickhisownwhiskersoff, is carried almost lifeless from

the hunting field where bis spirited steed has thrown him
back downward across a fence. The eminent neurologist.

Ur. Neuron, is called in consultation, and after a careful

and detailed examination pronounces it— fiction M.D.'s
always pronounce— a case of fractured spine, and says

there is no hope. The poor paraplegic Count goes on from
bad to worse under the most skilful hands that money can
procure, and we can see for him only the usual dismal pict

ure of sphincteric disturbance, bed-sores, cystitis and tlie

rest. Just before the time when we usually get ready to

fill out the necessary paper for the undertaker, the heroin
takes a hand in the game. Her beautiful, spirituelle face

is deadly jjale, but there is a gleam of quiet determination
in her tear-dimmed eyes. From the side pocket of her el

gantly-fitting gown which clings in soft folds to her tall,

svelte figure, there fieeps forth the upper border of a little

red-bound volume with a maltese cross in the riglit-han
'

corner. " Do not give up hope, dearest," she says in a
tone of <juiet assurance, " my heart tells me that under the

tender care of your adoring Coccygodynia, you will live."

The sorrowing relatives silently retire, for now they

know that the Count is saved. The next day on making

his visit, the doctor is surprised at the marvellous change

for the better in his patient, and looks in wonder at the

calm, beautiful face of this mere slip of a girl who has in-

stalled herself as sole nurse in this most difficult case.

How she manages with catheter and bed pan are totally

unimportant and insignificant details— to the author.

At the end of a few weeks in such cases — or even less

according to the skill of the individual heroine— the patient

is restored to his usual vigorous health, and the virgin

heroine joins that wonderfully numerous band of sterile

married heroines above mentioned.

The mere simplicity of the therapeutic measures by
which these gifted young women bring about such marvel-

lous results is truly astounding. By their sunny smiles

alone children with far-ailvanced tuberculous joints are re-

stored to blooming health and new joints. Nothing seems

to be able to resist them from advanced phthisis to an im-

pacted gall-stone.

A course of si.x lectures on " First Insults to the In-

jured " makes them as skilful as the most practised surgeon

in real life. Ever and anon some sorrowing, but grateful

mother of the slums is heard to remark that were it not for

the coolness and presence of mind of that angel— one of

the above young ladies— in giving Mikey a dose of castor

oil when he sucked the ends off the sulphur matches, the

dear child would never have had such a speedy and happy
death.

With the comparatively few births and the large number
of deaths which occur annually in fiction, it seems as if the

juvenile population must soon be wiped out completely.

The life of the child of fiction seems to hang usually by the

merest thread. He may look healthy and seem vigorous,

but it is merely apparent. Let the society-loving mother

neglect such a child for a single evening and its goose is

cooked. Some go off the hooks from simple failure to re-

ceive the usual good-night kiss. The demise of others is

attributed to the careless habit of their otherwise well-

meaning fathers of acquiring a jag at the club. A mere
cross word spoken in the heat of passion frequently brings

about a fatal issue.

When one takes into consideration the extremely deli-

cate health of the ordinary children of fiction and how com-
paratively small their numbers, it seems strange that their

parents can go on killing them off in the grossly careless

fashion in which they do. If by any chance, however, the

fiction child be vigorous, he is vigorous with a vengeance ;

his vitality serves the medical reader as an endless source

of wonderment. Electric cars may break his legs and
fracture tiis skull, be may fall from dizzy heights, burn

almost to a crisp or be buried under any number of tons of

coal ; he may even be given up by his ordinary medical at-

tendant, but there is always lurking somewhere in the

realms of fiction a skilled surgeon to whom such cases are

the merest child's plav. Truly the advance in fiction sur-

gery in the last few years has been something incredible.

Prognosis, that pons asinorum of real life medicine, is

just too simple in fiction. There is no heart-rending sus-

pense as to how any particular case is going to turn out

;

we know from the very start. "A very serious case my
dear madam," says the eminent physician. Sir Willingtew

Gullem, "a very serious case, hemorrhage into the medulla,

but have no fears ; with good care we shall have him about

again in a few days."
Verily the penetration of an x-ray is nothing to that of

this man's keen mind.
Were I a person of fiction and marked out by my creator

for a few days' illness, there is no disease under heaven I

would more willingly elect than a good smart cerebral

hemorrhage, or a fractured spine, provided always I could

have the attention of a man like Sir Willingtew Gullem.

1 will not occupy your time further by multiplying in-

stances of the wonders of medical fiction ; the few I have
mentioned are enough to make us poor medical men of real

life despise our puny efforts to accomplisli anything among
mere creatures of flesh and blood. Very truly yours,

J. W. Courtney, M.D.
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METEOROLOGICAL KECOED

For the week ending Juoe 13tb, in Boston, according to

observations furnished b; Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—

Baro-!Xhermom- Relative
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Hccture.

GANGRENE AS A COMPLICATION AND SEQUEL
OF THE CONTINUED FEVERS, ESPECIALLY
OF TYPHOID.!

Shattuck Lecture for 1896.

BY W. W. KEEN, M.D., LL.D.,

Professor of the Principles of Surgery and of Clinical Surgery, Jeffer-
son College, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mr. President and Members of the Massa-
chusetts State Medical Society:— It is first of

all my pleasant duty most cordially to thauk you for

honoring a stranger by electing him to deliver the

Shattuck Lecture for 1896. Yet I am not a stranger

in the old Bay State, for I see around me many es-

teemed former pupils and many men who honor me
with their friendship. Even were this not so, do we
not all belong to one common guild united by one
common impulse, the relief of human suffering and
the prolongation of human life — a guild, which, God
be thanked, knows no dividing lines of State or nation,

creed or color, but all around this goodly earth is

marching on, hand clasped in hand in its heavenly
mission of healing ?

When I received the invitation, in casting about for

a subject, it occurred to me that it would be just twenty
years since I delivered the fifth Toner Lecture on " The
Complications and Sequels of the Continued Fevers,"

which required a sequel, a sort of " Vingt ans apres."

That lecture for the first time gathered together the

many isolated cases reported in the previous thirty

years and systematized our knowledge of the surgical

relations of typhoid fever. The twenty years that

have elapsed since its delivery have rendered some of

its pathology quite obsolete, especially by the discovery

in 18nO by Eberth of the bacillus of typhoid ; but the

clinical facts and deductions there set forth are as true

to-day as they were then ; and that typhoid and other
continued fevers have important surgical relations is

now well recognized by the profession.

It was my intention at first to consider in this, as in

that, lecture all the surgical relations of typhoid ; but
when my intelligent and industrious friend. Dr. Thomp-
son S. Westcott, of Philadelphia, who kindly consented
to tabulate all the recorded cases of such complica-
tions and sequels since 1876, brought to me a harvest

of between seven and eight hundred cases, I found
that it would be quite impossible to review them all

within the limits of a single lecture.

These, with the 433 included in the former lecture,

make a total of nearly 1,200 cases (besides 352 cases

of parotitis not included in the general summary in

the first lecture, for they chiefly followed typhus), by
far the largest and most complete table ever published.
They practically cover the reported cases of the last

fifty years.

I would neglect another pleasant privilege as well as

duty were I not to acknowledge the repeated courtesy
and hroadminded liberality of the officers of the Li-

brary of the Surgeon-General's Office of the United
States Army for the important aid they have rendered
me in placing the treasures of their unrivalled collec-

tion at my disposal for frequent consultation ; without
which this extensive tabulation would have been abso-
lutely impossible.

' Dttlivered before the Massachusetts Medical Society, June 9,

The bone lesions following typhoid have been more
or less prominently considered of late, especially by
Parsons, of Johns Hopkins, in this country." Gangrene
as a complication or sequel, however, is less frequent,

and also less well known ; and I purpose, therefore, in

the present lecture to consider it alone. The many
other complications of typhoid I hope to take up
in a monograph, which I shall publish hereafter,

which will include both my Toner and the present

Shattuck lectures, with the tables of all the cases

gathered together by Dr. Westcott, with observations

and deductions as to their symptoms, pathology and
treatment.

English and American authors in the past have not

given the attention to gangrene after typhoid which

its importance deserves. Thus Reynolds and Bartho-

low make no allusion to it ; Wilson only alludes to

gangrene of the lung and the mouth, two of its rarer

sequels ; Flint mentions it, but had never seen a case ;

while Murchison in his classical work, and Hutchinson
in an excellent chapter on typhoid in "Pepper's Sys-

tem of Medicine" give it only a brief notice. Nor
have the surgeons done it any better justice. Neither

Gross, Agnew, Ashhurst nor Holmes (" System of

Surgery ") mention it. Harwell, in the " Interna-

tional Encycloptedia of Surgery," refers to it briefly.

We owe our chief knowledge of the subject to

French authors, to a few recent German and American
publications. Larrey,' Hildebraud,* Alibert,* and
Fabre ^ mention sporadic cases of gangrene ; but atten-

tion was first seriously called to its occurrence in

typhoid fever in 1857 by Bourgeois' and Bourguet.*

The next papers of any importance were by Gigon in

1861 and 1863.° The former established the fact of

gangrene from arterial obstruction by autopsy, though
he regarded the gangrene as a coincidence rather than

a consequence of the fever. In 1863, Patry "* con-

firmed these earlier observations. The cases reported

by these authors were included in the summary pub-

lished in the Toner Lecture already alluded to.

Since my own contribution, some of the more impor-
tant papers are those of Spillman," Gaston David,"
Barie," Deschamps," Haushalter," Flexner," and
Quervain,!' beside a very large number of individual

cases, which have been reported by various authors.

One would suppose a priori that gangrene would
only follow severe attacks, but so large a number of

cases of gangrene have been reported after relatively

mild attacks that we must concede the possibility of

gangrene in mild cases as well as severe ones. Hence,
the watchfulness of the physician should never relax

by reason of the fact that the case is running a mild
course and that gangrene is an infrequent result of

typhoid.

Following the example of my Toner Lecture, Dr.
Westcott has included in his table a few cases of ty-

' Johns Hopkins Hospital Reports, vol. v, 1893, 417, and Annals of
Surgery, November, 1K95, 623.

3 Mem. et Campagues, iii, 72.
> Typhus Coutagieux, 1806.
= Tli6se de Paris, 1838.
« Gaz. M^d. de Paris, 1851, 639.
' Bull. Soc. M^d. des Hop., Paris, iii, 311.
» Gaz. Hebd., 11-67, 646.
" L'Union M«dicale.
'" Arch. G*n., 1HK3, i, 129.
" Arch. G^n., 18S1, 7th s., vl, 150.
'- La Gangrene Typhoide, Tht^se de Paris, 1.S83.

" K,.v. de M^d., 18S4, No. 1.
'* Th^se de Paris, 1886.
" Merc. M^d., September 20, 1893, 463.
^fl Johns HopkinsH nspital Reports, November, 1894, 120 ; and Jour-

nal of Pathology and Bacteriology, November, 1894, ill, 21)2.

" Centralbl. f. inner. Med., August IT, 1896.
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phus aud other continued fevers as well as of typlioid.

The vast majority, however, are cases of typhoid,

much more so than appears in the statistical numbers,
for by " typhus " is often meant " typhus abdomiualis,"

especially in the cases of my first series. The other

cases, therefore, do not materially affect the conclu-

sions reached, and any one who desires to do so can

separate those of typhoid from the remainder by

referring to the table when published. Owing to the

great preponderance of typhoid, I have often in the

text used the word " typhoid " as a single descriptive

word rather than the cumbersome, though more
accurate phrase " the continued fevers, especially

typhoid."

While gangrene is an important complication or

sequel of typhoid, it is fortunately rare, so that most
practitioners, even men of vast experience in large

hospitals have never seen a case, for example, Flint

and Murchison. Holscher " in 2,000 fatal cases of

typhoid does not report a single case, though he

records 59 cases of thrombosis of the femoral vein, and

Bettke " in 1,420 cases found only four cases of gan-

grene, all limited to the toes. In my former lecture

I tabulated 43 cases from typhoid and 56 from
typhus.*> Since 1876, Dr. Westcott has found 90

cases of actual gangrene, in addition to which be has

tabulated 21 cases of arterial and 48 of venous

thrombosis not followed by gangrene. In its infre-

quency, therefore, it is in marked contrast to the bone

lesions, of which he has found 168 cases, all after

typhoid, to which from my former lecture are to be

added 37 after typhoid and four after typhus, or a

total in typhoid alone of 205 cases of bone lesions to

133 of gangrene.

Date of Onset.— While gangrene is generally a

late complication during the course of the fever, or an

early sequel during convalescence, it is never a very

late sequel, as is the case in the bone lesions. The
latter often do not occur till several weeks, sometimes

mouths and occasionally even years after the attack

of fever. This is doubtless due to the fact that the

bacilli of typhoid find a favorable nidus in the bones,

especially in the marrow, and have been repeat-

edly demonstrated by stain and culture after six,

twelve or eighteen months, and even after so extraor-

dinarily long a period as six and seven years."' In

addition to this, the slowness of all pathological

processes in the bard osseous tissues, as contrasted

with their rapidity in the soft parts, would naturally

lead us to expect that gangrene would occur far

earlier than lesions in the osseous tissues.

The earliest time at which gangrene occurred, I

find is on the fourteenth day and the latest in the

seventh week. By far the commonest time for this

dangerous complication to appear is the second and
third weeks, during which 39.2 per cent, of all the

cases occurred.

The causes for the appearance of gangrene in the

second or third weeks, or later rather than early in the

disease, are probably twofold. First, during the earlier

stages of the disease, the general vitality of the patent

and the resistance of the tissues are such that they can

combat successfully the evil tendeDcies of the fever

;

'" Miiiicb. med. WocU., 1891, ixivili, 43.
>•' Inaug. Di»B., BHgel, 1870.
*' Thirty-four of ibe«t; after typhuB were reported by Estlander

(Langeubeck'8 Arcbiv, lf.70, p. 453), in a frightful epidentic following
a Unaocial crisis and a series of bad harTesta In 18C2-<;7 in Finland.
" Sultan : Deutecb. med. Wocb., lS»t, 676. Buschke : I'ortscbrltte

d. Med., 18»4,6;3.

but, secondly aud chiefly, just as for the production of

the intestinal lesions, so for the gangrene, a certain

length of time is required for the diffusiou of the

bacilli and their toxic products, aud for their resulting

evil effects. Both causes unite in working together

and to the same end. By the second or the third

week, the bacilli and their toxic products have become
diffused through the system ; excessive feebleness has
followed the small amount of food taken and the ex-

haustion from the continued high temperature ;
" the

heart has become weakened and favors the formation of

thrombi, not only in the heart, but also in the ves-

sels, either as a result of arteritis or of autocbthonoas
thrombosis ; emboli frequently result ; and with the

sluggish circulation, the general enfeeblement both of

mind and body and the frequently obstructed vessels,

the advent of gangrene at this period of the fever

should occasion no surprise. Indeed, the surprise is

rather that it is so rare.

Let us now consider the pathology, symptomatology
and treatment.

I. PATHOLOGT.

Various writers have been the partisans of one or

another single cause for the occurrence of gangrene
during and after typhoid fever. This seems to me an
error, for, as I hope to show, there are a number of

causes, of which one will exist in one case and an-

other in another case ; sometimes singly, sometimes in

combination.

In my former lecture, I was disposed to regard the

causes of gangrene as chiefly three : first, the altered

blood ; secondly, the weakened heart ; and, thirdly,

the mechanical difficulties in carrying on the circu-

lation, especially in distant parts; and that all of

these caused the gangrene by the production of

thrombi either macro- or micro-scopic. Since that

lecture was delivered, however, the bacillus of typhoid

has been discovered, and has been proved by a very

few careful examinations to play an important, aud in

some cases at least, a direct role in the production of

gangrene. It is greatly to be regretted that but very few
cases have been studied with the scientific precision

which they deserve. By calling renewed attention to

the subject, however. I hope to stimulate others, es-

pecially in this country, to make thorough bacterio-

logical examinations in the future. All the more are

such careful examinations necessary, since the oppor-

tunities to make them are so rare and when they do

occur it is only too seldom that they fall into the hands

of men with the opportunities aud capabilities for mak-
ing such examinations.

The pans which should especially be examined
bacteriologically are, first, the endocardium ; secondly,

the endocardial clots ; thirdly, the walls of the arteries

and of the veins at the point where they are ob-

structed by thrombi or emboli ; fourthly, the thrombi

or emboli themselves ; fifthly, the perivascular tissues

in the same neighborhood ; and, finally, if there are

DO visible coagula, then the gangrenous tissues them-

selves should be examined.

In two cases in my table, ergot had been freely

given in consequence of hemorrhage. Were these the

» We do Dot appreciate how much a continued high temperature
alooe exhausts a patient. Were the body composed of water alone to
raise the temperature of a person weighing 150 pounds from 98.5*^ to
]03..'>\ that is, tlTe degrees, to say nothing of the expenditure of force
needful to keep It there, requires an expenditure of force equal to
raising 285 tons one foot (150x5x772 foot pounds). A girl of 100

pounds weight, simply lylDg still in bed and suffering from such a
fever does daily the work of two or three men.
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only cases of gangrene, one might suppose that this

had had a determining influence, but as gangrene fol-

lowed iu 88 other cases, in none of which was this

drug administered, its exhibition must be considered

as merely incidental.

Aa a foundation for our study of the pathology of

typhoid gangrene, let me recall a few of the facts

which have been demonstrated bacteriological ly.

First, not a few cases of typhoid suffer from a

mixed infection. This is much more apt to lead, how-
ever, to other disorders than gangrene. For example,
as I shall show hereafter, there have been a number
of cases of tetanus, of erysipelas and of malignant

pustule, due. of course, to a mixed infection of the

typhoid and these specific bacteria. In addition to

that, the large number of cases of suppurative dis-

orders in various organs, bones, spleen, muscles, etc.,

presume the presence of the ordinary pyogenic bac-

teria, and their presence has been proved by stain and
culture. Jn two cases in my table, pyemia or septi-

cemia, a rare condition, is noted. One by Wagner ^

commenced with a crural phlebitis relatively early in

the disease (the ninth day), death occurring from
pyemia on the eighteenth day. In another reported

by Spillman,-* gangrene of the lips occurred, probably

from carious teeth, and the patient died from staphy-

lococcus septicemia, the aureus being found in the

spleen, kidneys and liver. They had probably ob-

tained entrance from the mouth. That mixed infec-

tion should occur in typhoid fever is not at all

remarkable, since the intestinal ulcers and, in a large

minority of the cases also, ulceration of the mucous
membrane of the mouth, and the bed-sores which
are so frequent in typhoid, afford favorable ports of

entry.

The researches of Vincent -° are very noteworthy
in this respect, especially as to mixed infection by the

streptococcus. In mixed cultures of the bacillus of

Eberth and the staphylococcus or the streptococcus,

the greatest difference is observed in the influence of

these two pyogenic organisms on the bacillus of

typhoid. The staphylococcus is remarkably inimical

to the growth of the bacillus of typhoid, so that the

latter soon disappears, while, on the contrary, when
mixed with the streptococcus the typhoid bacillus

grows vigorously. In his experimental researches he

found that doses of the streptococcus or of the bacillus

of typhoid, neither of which was fatal if injected

singly, if injected together, would produce the most
violent reaction and death.

In 41 cases of typhoid in which various suppurative

processes occurred, in 32 the complication was due to

the aureus or albus. All of these recovered in spite

of extensive suppuration and multiple periostitis.

On the other hand, of eight cases in which the strep-

tococcus either alone or associated with the bacillus of

Eberth was found, five died, showing a striking dif-

ference in the fatality of the mixed infection by these

two pyogenic organisms. Sanger ^^ also found the

streptococcus in the vegetations of typhoid endocar-
ditis.

Turning now to the cases in which bacteriolpgical

examinations have shown pure cultures of the bacillus

of Eberth, we must note that they may be found (a)

in the blood, (6) in the endocardium, (c) in the walls

M Briefly mentioned in the British Medical Journal, ISIU, i, Is.
=* Merc. M6d., 1895, No. 13, Ua.
^ Annalea de I'lnstitut Pasteur, 18S3, vol. vil, 141.
' Deutscli. Med. Woch., 188G, iy.

of the arteries, (d) in the walls of the veins, (e) in

the thrombi, and (f) in the perivascular tissues.

(a) Typhoid Bacillus in the Blood. The bacilli of

typhoid are tnost numerous in the blood in the first

twelve days of the disease. From then till the end

of the third week, they diminish rapidly, and during

the fifth and sixth weeks, are only found exception-

ally (Park). It is probable that they reach the blood

by the lymphatics, since they are found in abundance
in the thoracic duct." That they must be distrib-

uted by the blood (though so rarely actually found
there) is made probable also by the fact that occasion-

ally they are found in multiple organs of the body
which could only be reached through the circulation.

This is strikingly shown in the remarkably well

studied cases of Flexner^' in which he found them in

the mesenteric glands, the spleen, the liver, the bile,

the kidneys, the lungs, the marrow of the bone and

in the blood in the heart. In the kidneys were a

large number of abscesses resembling miliary tuber-

cle, which were, however, proved to be real abscesses

containing the bacillus of typhoid in pure culture.

Vincent also, in the paper alluded to, gives details

of six cases in which they were found in the blood,

the spleen, the liver, the mesenteric glands, the brain,

the spinal cord, the cerebro-spinal fluid, the kidneys

and the lungs. Moreover, the fact that in several

cases they have been found in the fetus proves with-

out possibility of question their transmission by the

blood.=»

(b) In the Endocardium. Viti'^not only found the

bacillus of Eberth in the granulations of endocarditis,

but by the injections of the bacillus only into rab-

bits, he was able to produce endocarditis with vegeta-

tions.

Vincent" records another case of a soldier who
was undoubtedly free from preceding endocarditis,

but died from typhoid and in the vegetations on the

mitral valve pure cultures of the bacillus of Eberth
were found.

Girode '- made a similar observation. Gilbert and
Lion" were also able to produce such endocardial

vegetations experimentally.

Besides the actual discovery of the bacillus of

Eberth in the endocardial vegetations, it is not uncom-
mon to find ante-mortem clots in the cavities of the

heart. Forgues,^* Beaumanoir,^^ Fritz,"' and Vallette

(quoted by Ferrand), have all recorded such post-

mortem findings. These clots are formed probably

during the period of cardiac weakness, especially in

the second and third weeks,'' and, as the heart begins

to regain its force and loses its frequency, are washed
into the circulation as emboli. In the viscera their

presence is shown by multiple infarcts ; in the legs by
the occurrence of gangrene.

(c) In the Walls of the Arteries. Rattone ^' reports

four cases iu which, in section of the arterial tunics,

-^ D^liu : Le role do bacille d'Ebertb dans les complications de la

fievre typhoide, 'J'ht-se de Paris, lt93. p. oi).

2« Loc. cit.
''•' Freund and Lovy : Berl. klin. Wocb., \mh, Xo. u.i. Cbanteniesse

and Widal : Gaz. Hebdom. March 4, 1887, Hi;. For other references
see Flexner's paper.
^ Atti della R. Accademia dei Fislocritici di Siena, 4 s., ii, fasc.

5, 6, 1890.
" Merc. MM. February 17. 1892, 73.
« Comptes Kendus Soo. Biol., I(i89, 622.
^ Comptes Kendus. 1889.
" K^c. de Mem. de Med. .Militaires, ItSO, 3d s., xxx»i, 386.
'^ Prog. MM., 1881, ix. 364.
M Charite Annalen, vi, 169.
•' Drewitt : Lancet, 1890, ii, 1023.
» Della -irterite Tifosa in Dehu, loc. cit.
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he was able to obtaiD pure cultures of the bacillus of

typhoid.

(rf) In the Walls of the Veins. Haushalter *" found

the bacillus in sections through the veins ; and both he

and Vaques found the pyogenic microbes in the vein

walls in casus of typhoid phlegmasia.

Arteritis, endarteritis and peri-arteritis, phlebftis

and periphlebitis have been described by a number of

authors, especially Ferrand, Deschamps, Metller,

Baric', Quervaiu and Haushalter. With the exception

of the last two, the descriptions are pathological, but

without bacteriological confirmation. Ferrand quotes

numerous cases of endarteritis of the iliac, femoral

and popliteal arteries followed by thrombosis and

gangrene. Bariii describes two forms of arteritis

;

first, an obliterating form, and, secondly, a parietal.

In the first there is profound alteration of the middle

coat, the muscular fibre cells being infiltrated with

embryonic cells, with sclerosis of the external coat

and vegetations in the lumen. Sometimes, indeed,

the three coats are indistiuguiehabie. In others the

lining membrane is covered with small elevations con-

sisting of masses of round and fusiform cells. There

if a loss of elasticity in the vascular walls, which be-

come friable and easily distended. The loss of

smoothness of the intima, the irregularities of its sur-

face and the diminished calibre from the swelling are

readily conceived causes for the formation of thrombi

resulting frequently in gangrene. The thrombi at

first red, but later decolorized, become adherent to

the wall, and finally the artery becomes a solid cord.

The secondary thrombosis is slow. The calibre is

gradually obliterated, and the gangrene, therefore, is

correspondingly slow and not sudden as in embolism;

but from the original thrombi secondary emboli may
form, and so hasten the gangrene by obliteration of

the anastomotic circulation. As a rule, therefore, in

arterial thrombosis the gangrene is dry, but occasion-

ally during the course of the dry gangrene from ar-

terial obstruction, the vein becomes obstructed and

part or all of the limb may fall into sudden ruin

from moist gangrene.

The parietal arteritis, according to Barie, is not

attended with thrombosis, and is usually followed by

recovery.

That arteritis should occur in typhoid is rendered

also probable by its appearance in other allied specific

diseases, such as small-pox, diphtheria, tuberculosis,

syphilis, rheumatism, etc.

How the bacilli reach the walls of an artery or vein

is a question. Ordinarily they are not found in the

blood ; and yet the fact that they may be so widely

distributed throughout the body, and that the only

reasonable mode of such an extensive diffusion is by the

blood, the cases of Flexner, Vincent and others amply

prove. Haushalter believes that during their maxi-

mum they may reach the vessels by the vasa vasorum,"

which it must be remembered, especially in the veins,

reach the middle and often the internal coat. Me is

inclined, however, to believe that the process is as

follows: that an infection of the pelvic or crural gan

glia occurs followed by an infection of the perivenous

cellular tissue by retrograde lymphatic circuluiion. In

these cases he sujiposes that a periphlebitis exists,

followed by a secondary eudophlebitis precipitating a

M Merc. Med., September 20, 1893, 453.
« For a number of caaeo iu wkicb bacteria were fouu<l in the vasa

raaorum see Lockwood's " Traumatic Infection," lyonduii, 1S96.

thrombus by the ferment furnished by the bacilli.

This, I confess, seems to me much less likely than the

former view.

(e) In the Thrombi. Both Rattone and Haushalter

found the bacillus of typhoid in thrombi. The latter

calls attention to the fact that he was not able to stain

them in the thrombus, due, he thinks, to the fibrin,

which being decolorized with great ditficulty, probably

obscureil the bacilli ; but he was able to demonstrate

their presence by cultures. He found the endothelium

of the veins destroyed. On the surface of the clot

next the vein wall a layer of leucocytes was intimately

united both to the clot and the wall of the vein. The
typhoid bacillus existed only in the thrombosed por-

tion of the vessels ; and he is of the opinion that either

the bacilli or their products caused the destruction of

the endothelium and the resulting clot, and that iu all

probability in the products of the bacilli was found

the ferment necessary to produce the coagulation.

(/) In the Perivascular Tissue, (^uervain found

the bacillus in pure culture in the pus surrounding the

popliteal artery and vein. That the bacillus should

exist in the pus and in pure culture ought not now to

astonish us.

The pyogenic power of the typhoid bacilli has been

very generally doubted in the past ; but, as I shall

show hereafter in connection especially with the bone

lesions of typhoid, the bacilli have been so frequently

found in pure culture, in abscesses, periostitis, osteo-

myelitis and other purulent conditions that we can no

longer doubt their occasional pyogenic function. If

any additional proof were needed, the experimental

researches of Orloff," Colzi,''^ and later especially by

Dmochowski and Janowski,^' and by Flexner in the

paper already alluded to, would dispel any lingering

doubt. In Flexuer's case, having in mind the objec-

tions of E. Fraeukel and Baumgarten, and especially

the alleged difficulty of distinguishing between the

typhoid bacillus and the colon bacillus, and the belief

that all of the abscesses asserted to be from the ty-

phoid bacillus were really the results of mixed infec-

tion of the typhoid bacillus and the ordinary pyogenic

bacteria, special attention was paid to their differentia-

tion. Inasmuch as the commonest pyogenic organism,

the stapbvlococcus, has a greater vitality and is more
persistent than the typhoid bacillus (cf. page 3) so

that the latter would die out before the former, it is

reasonable to conclude that when the typhoid bacilli

are found in pure culture in an abscess they must have

been its pathological cause.

Why in some conditions the typhoid bacillus should

be pyogenic and in others not, we can only at present

speculate. No reason can be alleged. But we are

precisely in the same position as to the pyogenic func-

tion of other bacilli, lor example, the colon bacillus,

which we certainly know to be a possible, and one

might almost say a frequent cause of suppuration in

certain conditions, for example, appendicitis, whereas,

ordinarily it is an entirely harmless intestinal organ-

ism. The care taken by Flexner and Dmochowski
and Jauowski, Haushalter and Quervain to distinguish

the two bacilli by their various stains and different

reactions are so manifold that the differentiation of

the two may be regarded in these cases as complete.

Having now determined the bacteriological facts,

" Wratscli, No. 49, 1S89, and No8. 4, B and G, 1890.
*^ Lo Speriiiienlale, IblX). Ixv, 623.
» Zeigler's Boitriige I'alb. Anat. U AUgemeln Patbol., 1896, xtU,

221.
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let us see how they may be applied pathologically in

explaining the causation of gangrene.

The cause of gangrene may be stated in practically

a single phrase, obstruction to the circulation. The
three factors I have already quoted from my first lect-

ure, the altered blood, the weakened heart and the

mechanical difficulties of the circulation in distant

parts, especially the last two, still hold good, but there

must be added to them, the important role of the

typhoid bacillus in assisting and often it may be in di-

rectly precipitating the coagulation of the blood, which
is the cause of the obstruction. Four different varieties

of obstruction, therefore, may exist and sometimes
co-exist : first, arterial emboli of cardiac origin ; sec-

ondly, autochthonous thrombi in the arteries ; thirdly,

autochthonous thrombi in the veins ; and, fourthl_v—
probably, though I believe there has been no cases

absolutely demonstrated pathologically — thrombi in

the peripheral vessels.

(1) Arterial Emboli of Cardiac Origin. This has

been observed not only at post-mortems, but clinically.

Thus Hayem " observed the alterations of the heart

two days before gangrene of both legs commenced ; the

first symptoms being acute pain in the legs with a sensa-

tion of cold. The pulsation first in the dorsalis pedis,

then in the popliteal, then in the femoral disappeared.

Amputation showed that though the arterial walls

appeared to be healthy, the femoral artery was partly

obstructed by a clot. The obstruction being only par-

tial allowed a feeble circulation to go on. The pop-

liteal and all its branches below the inferior articular

were entirely free from any clot. The patient died,

and the autopsy showed endocarditis and clots in the

heart, the aorta obstructed by a clot extending from
its bifurcation to a point above the origin of the infe-

rior mesenteric, but the iliac arteries were entirely

free. The spleen and the kidneys presented multiple

infarcts. Mercier ** reports also a case of dry gan-

grene of both legs with fibrinous clots in both the

primitive iliacs, deep femoral and popliteal, the walls

of which were healthy, and in the left auricle where
there were old fibrinous clots with endocarditis. This
form of arterial obstruction is quite common in my
table, as will be observed in the resume given later.

It leads, as would naturally be supposed, almost always
to dry gangrene, because it cuts off the supply of blood,

as a rule, absolutely, though in a few cases, as in the

one quoted from Hayem, a small amount of blood may
still reach the distal parts and so restrict the extent

of the gangrene. The very fact also that the walls of

the arteries were healthy and that there were multiple

infarcts in the viscera, all testify to the cardiac origin

of such emboli.

(2) Arterial Thrombosis. In a great number of

cases in the table, there were no evidences of preced-

ing cardiac disease, and yet obstructive clots were found
in the arteries, and were followed by dry gangrene.
These are undoubtedly autochthonous thrombi probably
produced largely from the ferment furnished by the

bacilli themselves or possibly more frequently from an
endarteritis, such as has been already described. The
consequences of the thrombosis, as of the embolism of

the arteries, will be a greater or less degree of dry
gangrene, the extent of which will depend upon the

completeness or incompleteness of the obstruction.

(3) Venous Thrombosis. This is much more fre-

" Prog. JltU., 1875.
*•'' Arch. G6n., 7th »., 1878, vol. ii, 402.

quent than the arterial form, probably from the more
sluggish circulation in addition to the infectious proc-

esses which undoubtedly sometimes cause a phlebitis

or a peri-plilebitis. It results in gangrene in a moder-
ate number of cases, but in the majority, as in venous

thrombosis from puerperal fever, pneumonia, etc., gan-

grene is much less apt to follow venous than arterial

thrombosis. The circulation is not nearly so com-
pletely cut off by venous obstruction as by arterial,

since the collateral venous channels are less frequently

blocked. Moreover, in arterial obstruction, the limb
below the obstruction is entirely deprived of blood,

whereas in venous obstruction, the blood is dammed
up in the part beyond the obstruction. The circula-

tion may be hindered, but if it be not practically en-

tirely arrested, a feeble nourishment goes on, sufficient

at least to prevent gangrene.

It is to be observed that both in venous and arterial

thrombosis, especially the latter, the clots are often

discontinuous. (See cases of Hayem, Mercier and
Beaumanoir.) This possibly may be due to isolated

spots of local infection from the bacilli. The venous
clots are often very extensive, much more so than the

arterial, as shown by a number of cases in my table.

Thus, in a case of De Santi," the clot extended down-
ward to the deep femoral vein and upward through
the common iliac to the vena cava. Beaumanoir" re-

ports not only clots in the arteries of both legs, but
also fibrinous clots in the right ventricle and pul-

monary artery and its branches, in the left auricle and
in the femoral arteries aud veins and in the aorta to

the level of the first intercostal artery. Naturally
such extensive obstruction was followed by gangrene
of both lower extremities. Clots extending into the

vena cava are also reported by Dumontpallier,*'

Sorel « and Bouley."'

Occasionally, as would be supposed, venous throm-
bosis is followed by sudden death, as in a case re-

ported by Nauwerck" of thrombosis of the left iliac

vein, which was followed by sudden embolism of the

pulmonary artery while the patient was at stool, and
death in ten minutes, and in another reported by
Bourlet,'- also of thrombosis of the external iliac

vein, which extended to the inferior vena cava aud the

right auricle of the heart, and the patieut died from
syncope. As would naturally be supposed also, the

thrombosis, both arterial and venous, but especially

the former, is apt to lead not only frequently to

double gangrene, for example, of both lower extremi-
ties, but sometimes to a gangrene which is so symmet-
rical as to remind one of cases of Raynaud's disease.

When the gangrene results from venous obstruction

rather than arterial, the gangrene is, as a rule, moist.

Not uncommonly thrombosis of the arteries and veins
is either successive or simultaneous. In either case,

the gangrene is apt to be a combination of dry and
moist gangrene. Occasionally where the venous
thrombosis follows the arterial, the gangrene will be
at first of the dry variety in the distal parts and when
the venous obstruction occurs, moist gangrene will

follow in the proximal.

(4) Thrombosis in the Peripheral Vessels. In
addition to the three forms above recited, there are a

*6 Rec. de yiem. de Mt;d. Alilitaires, 3d s., vol. xxxv, 1879, 50i.
" Prog. MM., 18:il, ii, 36-1.

"> Comptes Rendus Soo. Biol., 1879, 6th 8., vol. iv, pt. 2, 3.
" L'Union .Med., IfSS, 3d s., xxxiv, 521.
"' Prog. :Med., 1880, viii, 9a8.
^' CorreBp.-blatt Schweizeraerzte, 187y, 485.
" Prog. M^d., 1880, viii, US8.
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Dumber of cases reported in which the disease began
as dry gaugreue iu tlie toes aud gradually crept

up the leg. The persistence of pulsation in the dor-

salis pedis and other higher arteries showed that

there was no arterial thrombosis or embolism in the

arteries higher up, but after a time the coagulation,

which began in the periphery extended centrally

aud first the dorsaiis pedis, then the tibials at the

ankle, and later the popliteal and even the femoral
were successively obstructed, resulting, of course,

ID a more widespread gangrene. The symptoms
show that none of the three preceding conditions

existed, but they enable us by analogy to reach the

conclusion that spontaneous thrombi formed in the

distal vessels. Whether the cause of this thrombosis
is abacillary infection or not has not been studied with

that care which it deserves and no absolute pathologi-

cal or bacteriological confirmation of this view, I be-

lieve, hag beeo reported.

( To be continued.)

(Original Sflrticle.

THE REPORT OF THE AMERICAN PEDIATRIC
SOCIETY'S COLLECTIVE INVESTIGATION
INTO THE USE OF ANTITOXIN IN THE
TREATMENT OF DIPHTHERIA IN PRIVATE
PRACTICE.!

Tins subject was chosen by the officers of the So-

ciety for its eighth annual meeting, with the belief

that a large amount of valuable experience not other-

wise available, might in this way be reached and col-

lated. It was also believed that a more i.rustworthy

estimate of the value of the serum treatment of diph-

theria might thus be obtained than by statistics taken

from hospital practice. There are very few hospitals

in America that receive diphtheria patients, and the

conditions under which patients are admitted to hos-

pitals aud the surroundings while there, are so differ-

ent from those of private practice, that the measure
of success in hospital cases cannot be taken as an
index of the results which have been obtained upon
this side of the Atlantic with the new treatment.

In order, therefore, to obtain an expression of opin-

ion from American physicians as to the serum treat-

ment, after what had been, with most of them, their

first year's experience, a circular letter was prepared

and issued by the Committee early in April. This
was distributed through the members of the Society as

widely as could be done during the time allowed.

An attempt was made to reach as many physicians as

possible who had had experience with the remedy.
The first surprise of the Committee was in learning

how very widely the serum treatment had been em-
ployed, especially in the Eastern and mid-Western
States. With more time, the number of cases col-

lected might easily have been doubled and perhaps

trebled ; but enough reports have come in to enable

one to see what opinion was held on the 1st of May,
1896, by American physicians who have used this

remedy.

The circular letter asked for information upon the

following points: Age; previous condition; dura-

tion of disease when the first injection was made ; the

> Iteporled at tL« Eighth Annaal .Meeting held at Montreal,
Canada, .May 26, lim.

number of injections ; the extent of the membrane —
tonsils, nose, pharynx and larynx ; whether or not
the diagnosis was confirmed by culture ; complications

or se(juela:, namely, pneumonia, nephritis, sepsis,

paralysis; the result; and remarks, including other

treatment employed, the preparation of antitoxin

used, and general impression drawn from the cases.

Reports were returned from 615 different physi-

cians, with 3,628 cases. Of these, 244 cases have
been excluded from our statistical tables. These were
cases in which the disease was said to have been con-

fined to the tonsils and the diagnosis not confirmed by
culture, and therefore open to question. A few cases

were reported in such doubtful terms as to leave the

diagnosis uncertain. The figures herewith given are

therefore made up from cases in which the diagnosis

was confirmed by culture (embracing about two-thirds

of the whole number) and others giving pretty clear

evidence of diphtheria, either in the fact that they

had been contracted from other undoubted cases, or

where the membrane had invaded other parts besides

the tonsils, such as the palate, pharynx, nose, or larynx.

It is possible that among the latter we have admitted

some streptococcus cases, but the number of such is

certainly very small.

There are left then of these cases, 3,384 for analy-

sis. These have been observed iu the practice of 613
physicians from 114 cities and towns, in fifteen differ-

ent States, the District of Columbia and the Dominion
of Canada.

In the general opinion of the reporters the type of

diphtheria during the past year has not differed mater-

ially from that seen in previous years, so that it has

been average diphtheria which has been treated. If

there is any difference in the severity of the cases

included in these reports from those of average diph-

theria, it is that they embrace a rather larger propor-

tion of very bad cases than are usually brought to-

gether in statistics. The cases, according to the extent

of the membrane, are grouped as follows : In 593 the

tonsils alone were involved. In 1,397 the tonsils and
pharynx, the tonsils and nose, the pharynx and nose,

or all three were affected. In 1,256 cases the larynx

was affected either alone or with the tonsils, pharynx,
and nose, one or all. In many instances the statement

is made by the reporters that the serum was resorted

to only when the condition of the patient had become
alarmingly worse under ordinary methods of treat-

ment. This is shown by the unusually large number
of cases in which injections were made late in the

disease. Again, many physicians being as yet iu some
dread of the unfavorable effects of the serum have
hesitated to use it in mild cases and have given it only

in those which from the onset gave evidence of being

of a severe type. The expense of the serum has un-

questionably deterred many from employing it in mild

cases. These facts, it is believed, will more than out-

weigh the bias of any antitoxin enthusiasts by includ-

ing many mild cases which would have recovered

under any treatment. It will, however, be remem-
bered that tonsillar cases not confirmed by culture

have not been included.

Only two reports embracing a series of over 100
cases have been received, most of the observers hav-

ing sent iu from five to twenty cases, although there

are many reports of single cases, particularly of sin-

gle fatal ones.

In addition to this material which has come iu re-
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sponse to the circular, there have been placed at the

disposal of the Committee by the courtesy of Dr.

H. M. Biggs, 942 cases treated in their homes in the

tenements of New York. Of these, 856 were in-

jected by the corps of inspectors of the New York
Health Board, upon the request of the attending phy-

sician, and 86 others were treated by physicians re-

ceiving free antitoxin from the Health Board. In the

first group the diagnosis of diphtheria was confirmed

by culture in every case, and in all of the latter ex-

cept 26; in these the diagnosis rested upon extensive

membranous deposits or laryngeal invasion The
cases of the New York Health Board were of a more
than ordinarily severe type, 485, or more than 50 per

cent, of these being reported as being in bad condi-

Of the 4,120 cases injected during the first three

days there were 303 deaths— a mortality of 7.3 per

cent., including every case returned. If from these

we deduct the cases which were moribund at the time

of injection, or which died within twenty-four hours,

we have 4,013 cases, with a mortality of 4.8 per cent.

Behring's original claim, that if cases were injected on
the first or second day the mortality would not be 5

per cent., is more than substantiated by these figures.

The good results obtained in third-day injections were

a great surprise to your Committee. But after three

days have passed the mortality rises rapidly, and does

not differ materially from ordinary diphtheria statistics.

Our figure emphasizes the statement so often made,

that relatively little benefit is seen from antitoxin after
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bund cases, the mortality is but 9.6 per cent., which

differs but slightly from the cases confirmed by bacteri-

ological diagnosis.

In our subsequent statistics we shall consider to-

gether all the cases bacteriologically confirmed and

otherwise, as the statistics are not materially altered

by this grouping.

THE RESULTS AS MODIFIED BV THE AGE OK THE
PATIENTS.

Unfortunately the ages have not been furnished in

the report of the Chicago cases, and we have therefore

only tlie cases reported to the Committee and those

from the New York Board of Health for analysis. In

Table III are shown the mortality of the different

ages grouped separately.

Case V. Sixty years old ; in bad condition ; had

serious mitral regurgitation ; injected on the fourth

day ; membrane covering tonsils, pharynx and larynx;

died from heart failure on following day.

Case VI. Sixty years old; "kidney trouble for

years"; injected on the third day; very extensive

membrane, covering tonsils, pharynx and nose; pro-

found sepsis; in bad condition; died suddenly on the

day after injection.

Case VII. Seventeen years old; in bad condition,

convalescing from measles ; enormous adenopathy

;

profound sepsis ; exceedingly high temperature ; mem-
brane covering tonsils and nose ; injected at the end of

forty-eight hours; three injections, temporary improve-

ment after each one; duration of life not given.

Case Vlll. Fifteen years old; in bad condition;

TABLE lU. —AGE AND RESULT OF TREATMENT.
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PARALYSIS.

Reliable data upon this point and those hereafter

to be mentioned are to be had only from the 3,384

reports returned to the Committee. Of these paralytic

sequela; appeared in 328 cases, 9.7 per cent. Of the

2,934 cases which recovered, paralysis was present in

276, or 9.4 per cent. Of the 450 cases which died,

paralysis was noted in 52, or 11.4 per cent.

The variety of the paralysis and the date of injec-

tion is shown in the following table

:

TABLE IV.

Vaeiety of Pakaltsis and the Day of Injection.

Recovekt Cases.

Paralysis mentioned (variety not
specified)

Tliroat only (aphonia, nasal voic
regurgitation

Extremities
Ocular
General (multiple neuritis) . .

Sterno-mastoid

Fatal Cases.

Paralysis mentioned, (variety not
specified)

•Cardiac, late after throat clear (in 4

of them throatralso) ....
Throat only
General late
Muscles of respiration ....

Day of Injection.

• Cases of heart failure occurring at the height of the disease have
not been inclu*led here ; although they are mentioned among the

cases of cardiac paralysis in the table of fatal cases.

Observations of some of the individual cases are

interesting, particularly those of cardiac paralysis.

It is twice stated that the child had gotten up and

walked out of the house, where it was found dead.

Twice death occurred after sitting up suddenly ; once,

on jumping from one bed into another. One patient

of twenty years got up contrary to orders and died

soon afterward. Another patient was apparently

well until he indulged in a large quantity of cake and

candv, soon after which cardiac symptoms developed,

and he died shortly. One case was that of a woman
sixty years old, who had serious organic cardiac

disease.

It is difficult from these statistics to state what pro-

tective power the serum may have over nerve cells

and fibres. Apparently this is not great unless the

injections are made early in the disease, and even

then in severe cases the amount of damage done to

these tissues in twenty-four hours may be very great,

even irreparable. Time is not the only element in

estimatmg the efifect of the diphtheria toxines.

Great discrepancy exists in the statements made
regarding the frequency of paralytic sequela; after

diphtheria. In a series of 1,000 cases reported by
Lennox Browne, paralytic sequels were present in

14 per cent. In 2,448 cases by Sanne;, paralysis was
noted in 11 per cent. In the series of cases liere re-

ported, the difference is slightly in favor of the anti-

toxin treatment, but paralysis is certainly frequent

enough to show how extremely susceptible the ner-

vous elements are to the diphtheria toxines. One

thing is quite striking from a study of these cases,

and that is the proportion that have died from late

cardiac paralysis. That very many of them would

undoubtedly have succumbe(i earlier in the disease

from suffocation (laryngeal cases) or diphtheritic

toxemia, had the serum not been employed, is beyond

question. Although the serum is able to rescue even

many such desperate cases, it cannot overcome the

effects of the toxines upon the cells, which have oc-

curred before it was injected.

Sepsis is stated to have been present in 362 of the

3,384 cases or 10.7 per cent. It was present in 145

or 33 per cent, of the fatal cases. Some explanation

is necessary for a correct appreciation of these figures.

The majority of the reporters, it is plain from their

remarks, have not distinguished between diphtheritic

toxemia and streptococcus sepsis. The former is cer-

tainly meant in the great majority of the cases.

There is a very small proportion in which there is evi-

dence of streptococcus sepsis. The six cases cempli-

catiug measles, and the five complicating scarlet fever,

however, should possibly be included among this list.

NEPHRITIS.

The statements on this point are quite unsatisfac-

tory. The reports state that nephritis was present

350 times, or in 10 per cent, of the cases. On the

one hand it must be stated that the diagnosis of

nephritis rests in many cases simply upon the presence

of albumin in the urine ; but, on the other hand, it is

true that in a large number of the cases, more than

half, no examination of the urine is recorded as hav-

ing been made, so that it is impossible to state with

anything like approximate accuracy, the frequency of

nephritis in these cases. Of the 450 fatal cases, the

presence of nephritis is meutioued without qualifica-

tion or explanation in 39 cases ; these being usually

put down also as septic, dying in the acute stage of

the disease. There were 15 fatal cases, however,

in which the renal disease was stated as the cause of

death. In no less than nine the nephritis occurred

late in the disease, usually during the second or third

week. In these 15 cases the evidence of severe

nephritis was conclusive, such symptoms being present

as dropsy, suppression of urine, with coma or convul-

sions.

BRONCHO-PNEDMONIA.

Broncho-pneumonia is stated to have been present

in 193 of the 3,384 cases, or 5.9 per cent., a remarka-

bly small proportion when compared with hospital

statistics. Among the patients that recovered, bron-

cho-pneumonia was noted 114 times or in 3.8 per

cent. ; among the fatal cases 79 times, or in 17.5 per

cent., but in only about one-half of these was the

pneumonia the cause of death. Of these 37 were

laryngeal cases operated upon late, 10 were septic

cases, and the pulmonary disease was coincident with

the height of the diphtheritic process. In seven pneu-

monia was independent of both the above conditions,

occurring late in the disease in all but two.

LARYNGEAL OASES.

Of the 3,384 cases reported to the Committee, the

larynx is stated to have been involved in 1,256 cases
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or 37.5 per cent. Tliis proportion is sotuewliai higher
than usual, ami is partly explained by the fact that

several physicians have sent iu the reports only of

their laryngeal cases. These laryngeal cases occurred
iu the practice of 37'J physicians.

In 691, or a little more than one-half the number,
no operation was done, and in this group there were
128 deaths. In 48 of them laryngeal obstruction was
responsible for the fatal issue, operation being re-

fused by the parents, or no reason for its being neg-

lected having been given. In the 80 remaining fatal

cases the patients died of other complications, and not

from the laryngeal disease.

In the 563 cases, therefore, or 16.9 per cent, of the

whole number, there was clinical evidence that the

larynx was involved, and yet recovery took place

without operation. In many of these cases the symp-
toms of stenosis were severe, and yet disa|ipeared after

injection without intubation. No one feature of the

cases of diphtheria treated by antitoxin has excited

more surprise among the physicians who have reported

them, than the prompt arrest, by the timely adminis-

tration of serum, of membrane which was rapidly

spreading downwards below the larynx. Such expres-

sions abound in the reports as "wonderful," "marvel-
lous," " prepared to do intubation, but at my next

visit the patient was so much better it was unneces-

sary," "in all my experience with diphtheria have
never seen anything like it before," "no unprejudiced

mind could see such effects and not be convinced of

the value of the serum," etc.

In establishing the value of the serum, nothing has

been so convincing as the ability of antitoxin, properly

administered, to check the rapid spreading of mem-
brane downward in the respiratory tract, as is attested

by the observations of more than 350 physicians who
have sent in reports.

Turning now to the operative cases we find the

same remarkable effects of the antitoxin noticeable.

Operations were done in 565 cases, or in 16.7 per

cent, of the entire number reported. Intubation was
performed 533 times with 138 deaths, or a mortality

of 25.9 per cent. In the above are included nine cases

in which a secondary tracheotomy was done, with seven

deaths. In 32 tracheotomy only was done with 12
deaths, a mortality of 37.4 per cent. Of the 565
operative cases, 66 were either moribund at the time

of operation, or died within twenty-four hours after

injection. Should these be deducted, there remain
499 cases operated upon by intubation or tracheotomy,

with 84 deaths, a mortality of 16.9 per cent.

Of the 2,819 cases not operated upon, there were
312 deaths, a mortality of 11.3 per cent. Deducting
the moribund cases, or those dying within twenty-four

hours after injection, the total mortality of all non-

operative cases was 9.12 per cent.

Let us compare the results of intubation in cases in

which the serum was used, with those obtained with

this operation before the serum was introduced. Of
5,546 intubation cases in the practice of 242 physicians,

collected by McNaughton and Maddren (1892) the

mortality was 69.5 per cent. Since that time statis-

tics have improved materially by the general use (in

and about New York, at least) of calomel fumigations.

With this addition, the best results published (those of

Brown) showed in 279 cases a mortality of 51.6 per
cent.

Let us put beside the cases of McNaughton and

Maddren the 533 intubations with antitoxin, with 25.9

per cent, mortality. With Brown's personal cases let

us compare those of the fourteen observers who have
reported to the Committee 10 or more intubation

operations iu cases injected with serum. These com-
prise 280 cases with 65 deaths, a mortality of 23.2

per cent. In both comparisons the mortality without
the serum is more than twice as great as in the cases

in which serum was used.

The reports of some individual observers concerning
intubation with the serum are interesting :

Neff, New York : 27 operations, with 27 recoveries.

Rosenthal, Philadelphia: 18 operations, with 16 re-

coveries.

Booker, Baltimore: 17 operations, with 17 recov-

eries, including one aged ten months, and one seven
and a half months.

Seward, New York : eight operations, with eight re-

coveries.

McNaughton, Brooklyn : "In my last 72 operations

without serum, mortality 66.6 per cent.; in my first 72
operations with serum, mortality 33.3 per cent."

O'Dwyer, New York :
" In my last 100 intubations,

first 70, without serum, mortality 73 per cent.; last 30,
with serum, mortality 33.3 per cent."

But even these figures do not adequately express

the benefit of antitoxin iu laryngeal cases. Witness
the fact that over one-half the laryngeal cases did not

require operation at all. Formerly 10 per cent, of

recoveries was the record for laryngeal cases not oper-

ated uj^on. Surely, if it does nothing else the serum
saves at least double the number of cases of laryngeal

diphtheria that has been saved by any other method of

treatment.

The great preponderance of intubation over trache-

otomy operations shows how much more highly the

profession in this country esteems the former opera-

tion.

A STUDY OF THE FATAL CASES.

Of the 450 fatal cases in the Committee's Report,

229, or one-half, received their first injection of the

serum on or after the fourth day of the disease, and
152, or over one-third of these, on or after the fifth

day.

There were 58 cases in which it was stated that the

child was moribund at the time of injection, the serum
being administered without the slightest expectation of

benefit, but at the earnest solicitation of the parents.

There remain 350 cases in which the cause of death

could be pretty accurately determined by the reports.

These died from the following causes, the most impor-

tant cause being placed first:

Sepsis {including diphtheritic toxemia) was the

cause of death in 1 05 cases ; of which 1 6 had nephritis,

four were intubated or tracheotomized, two were laryn-

geal cases not operated upon, four had paralysis, one

bad pneumonia, and iu one the fatal sepsis was attrib-

uted to a traumatic condition of the left knee.

Cardiac paralysis was the cause of death in 53

cases. Under this head are included cases of sudden

heart failure occurring at the height of the disease (21

in number) as well as those more commonly designated

as heart paralysis, where death occurred suddenly after

the throat cleared off. Of the latter there were 32

examples ; four of these cases had throat paralysis, 19

were septic, eight had nephritis, five were intubated,

and one tracheotomized.
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Broncho-pneumonia was put down as the cause of

death in 54 cases. In 37 of these it followed laryn-

geal diphtheria ; of these 22 were intubated, and four

tracheotomized ; two had nephritis; nine were septic.

Broncho-pneumouia and sepsis was the cause of death

in 10 cases, of which three had nephritis and one gen-

eral paralysis. Broncho-pneumonia caused death in

seven cases, apart from sepsis or laryngeal diphtheria
;

of these only one had nephritis ; one died from heart

failure ; and in five pneumonia came on late in the

disease.

Laryngeal diphtheria without operation caused death

in 48 cases. In some of these the operation was re-

fused by the parents, in others it was neglected by the

physician, the patients dying of asphyxia; three of

these cases had nephritis, four were septic, two had
pneumonia, and one had sepsis and nephritis.

Diphtheritic tracheitis or bronchitis caused death in

11 cases ; all of these were intubated, and in two there

was evidence of the existence of membrane in the

bronchi before operation. There were 33 other cases

in which death followed laryngeal diphtheria without

the supervention of pneumonia. It is highly probable

that in some of these death was due to membranous
tracheitis or bronchitis. All of them were operated

upon ; ten were septic, two had paralysis, and one had
nephritis.

Sudden obstruction of the intubation tube was the

cause of death in three other laryngeal cases.

The tube was coughed up in three cases, fatal asphyxia
occurring before the physician could be summoned.
Died on the table during tracheotomy, one case.

Nephritis was the cause of death in 15 cases ; seven

of these were septic, and three had been intubated.

General paralysis was the cause of death in five

cases; in all probably the pneumogastric was involved.

Paralysis of the respiratory muscles produced death
in one case, one of laryngeal diphtheria, which was in-

tubated, and was complicated by broncho-pneumonia.
Measles associated with diphtheria produced death

In six cases ; five of these were laryngeal and were in-

tubated ; in two there was pneumonia, and in two sep-

sis. Diphtheria developed during the height of the

measles, or immediately followed it.

Scarlet fever with diphtheria was the cause of death
in six cases ; in three of these there was broncho-pneu-
monia, nephritis and sepsis ; in two scarlet fever pre-

ceded diphtheria, and in one of these there was sepsis

with gangrene of the tonsils. In the sixth case the

patient died of scarlet fever, which developed during
convalescence from the diphtheria.

Gangrene of the cervical glands or cellular tissue of
the neck was the cause of death in two cases associated

with profound general sepsis.

Endocardilit caused death in one case, nineteen days
after the diphtheria.

Diphtheritic inflammation of the tracheal wound with
sepsis caused death in one case.

General tuberculosis, five weeks after diphtheria,

was assigned as the cause of death in one case.

Exhaustion was the cause of death in three cases,

one a protracted case; another complicated by pneu-
monia and sepsis ; one by nephritis.

Convulsions was the cause of death in three cases
apart from disease of the kidneys. In one, the well-

known Brooklyn case, the girl died in ten minutes
after the injection, in another twenty-four hours after

injection, in the third the particulars were not given.

Meningitis was assigned as the cause of death in

one case.

THE KINDS OF ANTITOXIN USED.

They are given in the order of frequency with which
they have been used. First, the serum prepared by
the New York Board of Health ; second, Behring's ;

third, Gibier's ;
* fourth, Mulford's ; fifth, Aronson's ;

sixth, Roux's. In addition a large number of cases

are reported as having been treated by the serum pre-

pared by the Health Boards of different cities—
Brooklyn, Newark, Rochester, Pittsburgh, etc. The
largest number of cases have been treated by the

serum prepared by the New York Health Board, a

very large number by Behring's serum, all others

being relatively in small numbers.
Dosage and number of injections. In the great

majority of cases but one injection is reported. In
very severe ones two and three have been given. The
largest amount is in a case by Weimer (Chicago) who
gave eighteen injections of Behring's serum to a laryn-

geal case in a child thirteen years old. Another in-

stance of ten injections is reported with no unfavorable
symptoms.
As a rule the dosage has been smaller in antitoxin

units than is now considered advisable, particularly in

many of the laryngeal cases and others injected later

than the second day.

CASES INJECTED REASONABLY EARLY (DURING THE
FIRST THREE DATS) IN WHICH ANTITOXIN IS SAID
TO HAVE PRODUCED NO EFFECT, THE DISEASE
ENDING FATALLY.

These cases are 20 in number. Brief reports are
introduced that the reader may judge to what de-

gree they may be regarded as a test of the serum treat-

ment. In our statistical tables all of them have been
included among the fatal cases.

In Cases I and II the cultures were reported nega-
tive. Case I, by Gallagher, New York : Child, eigh-

teen months old; septic; although no eruption was
present, the reporter was "inclined on reflection to re-

gard this case as one of scarlatinal sore throat."

Case II, by Potter, Buffalo. Male, fourteen months
old ; two cultures made, but no Loffler bacilli found ;

membrane in the nose and pharynx. Injected on the
third day, one dose of Behring's serum No. 1. No
improvement; death from sepsis. "Probably pseudo-
diphtheria" (I. H. P.).

In Cases III to IX no cultures were made.
Case III, by Tefft, New Rochelle. Seven years

old ; injected after eighteen hours' illness ; two injec-

tions of Behring's No. 2 serum ; membrane on the ton-

sils, pharynx and nose, no effect observed from injec-

tions
; patient dying on the third day.

Case IV, by Tefft. Male, four years old; mem-
brane on the tonsils and pharynx ; injected after thirty-

six hours' illness with Behring's No. 2; died on the

third day ; no noticeable effect from the injection.

Case V, by Tefft. Six years old; membrane on
the tonsils, nose and pharynx; septic; injected after

thirty-six hours' illness ; three injections of Behring's

No. 2. "Saw no effect from the injections, the dis-

ease going steadily on to a fatal termination."

' It is worthy of iioto that in the tests nuide by the State Boaril of
Health of Massachusetts, published under dale of April «, 18%, this
serum was fouud far below the standard as labelled upon the bottle;
thus a package marked to contain 2,500 units, by test was found to
contain less than 700. All the other varieties of serum tested were
found essentially up to the standard.
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Case VI, by Cameron, Moutreal. Two and a half

years old ; fifty liours ill ; membrane on tlie tonsils,

nose and pharynx; septic; no improvement noticed,

and child died twenty hours after injection.

Case VII, by Baker, Newtonville, Mass. Three
years old; laryngeal diphtheria ; injected on the third

day 10 c. c. Roux's serum ; cyanosis ; intubation ; tem-

perature 103° F., and continued high until death in

eighteen hours after operation ; injections had no
effect.

Case VIII, by Anderson, New York. Three years

old; injected after three hours' illness; membrane on
the tonsils, nose and pharynx ; one injection New
York Health Board antitoxin. " A case of malignant
diphtheria, full duration twenty-four hours."

Case IX, by McLaiu, Washington. Four years

old; twelve hours sick; membrane on the pharynx
and larynx; two injections; no operation; first in-

jection early in the morning, the other early in the

afternoon ; died the same day ; no change in the con-

dition ; antitoxin had no apparent effect.

In Cases X to XIII diphtheria complicated measles,

all reported by W. T. Alexander, New York. Disease

confined to the larynx in all ; in three the stenosis de-

veloped during measles, and iu one while the patient

was convalescing from measles; diagnosis confirmed

by culture in every case, and in all intubation per-

formed. Antitoxin seemed to have no effect, the cases

going on to a fatal termination ; all received their in-

jections within twenty-four hours after the laryngeal

symptoms appeared.

In three cases — XIV to XVI— the type of the

disease was malignant from the outset.

Case XIV, by Lloyd, Philadelphia. Fifteen

months old; injected after thirty-six hours' illness;

diagnosis confirmed by culture; membrane covered
the tonsils, pharynx, nose, and larynx ; intubation

;

sepsis ; death on the fifth day. Although antitoxin

was used as promptly as possible no perceptible effect

noticed. One injection, Behring's No. 3, was given.

Case XV, by Wert, Mount Vernon, N. Y. Eigh-
teen months old ; injected on the third day ; diagnosis

confirmed by culture; membrane on the tonsils and
pharynx. " Very intense type of the disease." An-
titoxin could not be procured before the third day ;

Gibier's serum used. " Died suddenly in apparent
convulsions about ten hours after injection ; urine

not examined; very little passed."

Case XVI. by lugraham. Six years old ; mem-
brane covered the tonsils, pharynx, and larynx ; diag-

nosis confirmed by culture ; pneumonia present; con-

dition very bad ; injected after two and a half days'

illness ; three injections of Behring's serum ; no bene-

fit noticed.

Case XVII, by Johnson, Buffalo. Three years

old; twelve hours ill; case septic from the start;

membrane on the tonsils, pharynx, and larynx; diag-

nosis confirmed by culture. " Antitoxin apparently had
very little effect."

Case XVIII, by Baker, Newtonville, Mass. Two
and a half years old ; twenty hours ill ; disease con-

fined to larynx ; diagnosis confirmed by culture, one
injection of Gibier's serum ; intubation. " Was doing
well a few minutes before death when child got up in

its crib, changed color and died almost immediately."
Death attributed to "sudden heart failure; found no
obstruction of the tube."

Case XIX, by Story, Washington. Five years

old ; in fair condition ; thirty-six hours ill ; diagnosis

confirmed by culture ; membrane on the tonsils,

pharynx and larynx ; one injection of United Slates

Marine Hospital antitoxin ; injection produced no
effect.

cases in which unfavorable symptoms were,
might have been, or were believed to have
been, due to antitoxin injections.

Only three cases reported to the Committee could

by any possibility be placed in this category. All of

the details furnished by the reporters are here repro-

duced :

Case I, by Kortrigbt, Brooklyn. Sudden death in

convulsions ten minutes after injection. This case is

the already well-known Valentine case, occurring in

Brooklyn in the spring of 189.5. The principal points

were as follows: A girl sixteen years old; in good
condition ; tonsillar diphtheria ; diagnosis confirmed
by culture; injected on the first day with 10 c. c.

Behring's serum ; died in convulsions ten minutes
later.

Case II, by Kerley, New York. Fairly healthy
boy, two and one-half years old ; membrane on ton-

sils, pharynx and in nose. Diagnosis confirmed by
culture ; injected on the morning of the fourth day
with 10 c. c, (1,000 units) New York Health Board
serum; temperature at time of injection 100.4° F;
no sepsis, and child apparently not very sick ; urine

free from albumin. Distinctly worse after injection ;

in ten hours temperature rose to 10-'3°F. ; urine al-

buminous
; throat cleared off rapidly, but marked

prostration and great anemia, with irregular fluctu-

ating temperature continued and death from exhaus-
tion with heart failure four days after the use of the

serum.

Case III, by Eynon, New York. Male, three and
one-half years old ; diagnosis confirmed by culture ;

two days ill ; membrane on tonsils and in nose ; two
injections New York Health Board serum. " A
rapid nephritis developed after the second injection

causing coma, convulsions and death twenty hours
after the second injection." In response to an in-

quiry for further particulars the following was re-

ceived: "The case seemed a mild one, but the injec-

tion was given one afternoon and repealed the following

afternoon, about 1,500 units in all. The urine up to

that time had not been examined. About fourteen or

sixteen hours after the second injection unfavorable
symptoms began to develop jiointing to infection of

the kidneys. The urine was found to be loaded with

albumin. My impression at the time was that the

antitoxin either produced, hastened or intensified

nephritis, thereby causing the fatal termination."

In regard to the three fatal cases just cited. Case I

is wholly unexplained. In Case II the query arises.

Did this sudden change hinge upon the injection of

the serum, or was it one of those unexplained abrupt

changes for the worse in a case apparently progress-

ing favorably, so often observed in diphtheria? As
regards Case III it will be seen from the letter that

the evidence is not at all conclusive. All details

available are given, and the reader may draw his own
conclusions.

CLINICAL COMMENTS.

The following are selected from hundreds which

have been received, and may be taken fairly to repre-
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sent the sentiments of the physicians who have sent

in reports :

Dr. Douglass H. Stewart, New York, sends reports

on four cases, all desperate ones, and all " presumably

fatal under any other form of treatment." Very ex-

tensive membrane in all ; larynx involved in three
;

in one neglected case in a child three years old, in-

jected upon the fifth day, the membrane covered the

tonsils, nose, pharynx and larynx. Broncho-pneu-
monia, nephritis and sepsis all present. Temperature
107° F. at the time of the first injection. Prostration

so great that he dared not attempt intubation. Be-

lieves that this case would certainly have been fatal

in a few hours without antitoxin. Perfect recovery.

In another case, three years old, membrane first dis-

covered in the left ear, next morning seen upon the

tonsils, and spread in a few hours over the pharynx
into the larynx and trachea. Intubation necessary in

a few hours ; had never seen membrane spread so

rapidly as in this child. Urine albuminous ; mem-
brane subsequently expelled from larynx and trachea

in large casts, with profuse bloody expectoration.

Complete recovery on the ninth day. The physician

describes this as " the very worst case of diphtheria

that has ever come under my notice." Five thousand

four hundred antitoxin units were given in four injec-

tions. He remarks :
" My experiences in the past

have been so very unfortunate that the advocates of

antiseptics or therapeusis were a constant surprise to

me. It has been my fate to have the most desperate

cases unloaded upon my shoulders. I had been forced

into the belief that the profession was absolutely pow-
erless in the presence of true diphtheria; have lost

case after case with tube in the larynx and calomel

fumigations at work. Previous to antitoxin my only

hope had become centered in nature and stimulants.

In two years have not lost a single case, and surely I

may be pardoned if I suffer from diphtheria phobia in

a sub-acute form, and use antitoxin sometimes unnec-

essarily."

Dr. L. L. Danforth, New York, states that during

his twenty-two years of practice in New York he has

seen many fatal cases of diphtheria, had used all

kinds of remedies, mainly those of the homeopathic
school, and while he had as much confidence in the

latter as in anything else, he bad seen so many deaths

during the year past that he "hailed with delight the

advent of antitoxin, and determined to use it." Re-
ports five cases, all of a severe type. " The result in

every case has been marvellous, I would not dare to

treat a case now without antitoxin."

Dr. H. W. Berg, New York, reporting 14 cases,

says :
" I have not yet ceased to be surprised at the

recovery of some of these cases, which, in the light of

my former experience with diphtheria treated without
antitoxin, seemed to be irretrievably lost."

Dr. George McNaughtou, Brooklyn, reports 72
laryngeal cases, with 24 deaths ; 67 of these were
intubated, with 21 deaths. He states that he has kept
no records of cases other than laryngeal ones, as these
seemed the best test of the serum treatment. He
believes that if the serum is used early, very many
cases will not need operation for the relief of stenosis.

" I would urge the use of antitoxin in all cases of

croup in any patient who has an exudation upon the

pharynx ; would not wait for bacteriological confirma-
tion of diagnosis, for in so doing valuable time is lost."

Has noticed that the tube is coughed up more fre-

quently in injected cases, and believed this due to the

fact that the swelling of the tissues subsides at an

earlier date.

Dr. D. C. Moriata, Saratoga, reporting four cases,

says that the first was a malignant one, and " I only

used the remedy because 1 am health officer and was

urged to do so, as the type of the disease was that

from which I have seen recovery but once in eleven

years." Boy five years old, four days ill when in-

jected ;
great prostration, rapid breathing, and he was

" practically gone." Nares filled, and tonsils and

pharynx covered ; severe nasal hemorrhage ; cervical

glands greatly swollen ; heart's action very frequent

and feeble ; child unable to lie down. Behring's

serum, 20 c. c. injected ; in sis hours evidently more
comfortable ; in eighteen hours decidedly improved

;

in twenty-four hours sitting up and feeling much
better; in forty-eight hours all urgent symptoms gone
and membrane loosening. Subsequently bad nephri-

tis, which lasted six weeks, and multiple neuritis,

which persisted for three months, but ultimately re-

covered perfectly. " I send this report because it

converted me. No unbiased person familiar with

diphtheria could see such results as this and not feel

there must be good in it."

Dr. F. M. Crandall, New York, sends report of a

child seven years old. Membrane on the tonsils and

in larynx, with croup for forty hours when antitoxin

was injected and intubation done. Progress of the

disease had been rapid ; semi-stupor and eyes half

open ; very feeble, rapid pulse ; intense toxemia

;

general cyanosis. Both cyanosis and dyspnea per-

sisted after intubation, showing clearly the presence

of membrane below the tube. Case regarded as " ab-

solutely hopeless." The first change was seen in the

disappearance of toxemia, with improvement in the

pulse, clearness of the mind, etc. ; later a change in

the local condition ; large masses of membrane were
expelled from the larynx and trachea, necessitating

frequent removals of the tube. Tube finally removed
in a week, with complete recovery.

Dr. Reynolds, Baltimore, mentions a case showing
the danger of relying too implicitly upon the bacterio-

logical diagnosis. Male, three years. Culture re-

ported only staphylococcus and streptococcus, conse-

quently injection delayed until the fifth day, when
membrane covered tonsils, nose and pharynx. Child

died two days later. A sister subsequently contracted

the disease, received antitoxin on the third day and

recovered. The reporter would not wholly rely upon
the culture test for diagnosis.

S05IMAKV.

(1) The report includes returns from 615 physi-

cians. Of this number more than 600 have pro-

nounced themselves as strongly in favor of the serum
treatment, the great majority being enthusiastic in its

advocacy.

(2) The cases included have been drawn from
localities widely separated from each other, so that

any peculiarity of local conditions to which might be

ascribed the favorable reports must be excluded.

(3) The report includes the record of every case

returned except those in which the evidence of diph-

theria was clearly questionable. It will be noted that

doubtful cases which recovered have been excluded,

while doubtful cases which were fatal have been in-

cluded.
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(4) No new cases of suddeu death immediately

after injectiou have been returued.

(5) Tlie number of cases injected reasonably early

in which the serum appeared not to influence the

progress of the disease was but nineteen, these being

made up of nine cases of somewhat doubtful diagnosis ;

four cases of diphtheria complicating measles, and

three malignant cases in which the progress was so

rapid that the cases had passed beyoiui any reasonable

prospect of recovery before the serum was used. In

two of these the serum was of uncertain strength and

of doubtful value.

(6) The number of cases iu wliich the patients

appeared to have beeu made worse by serum were

three, and among these there is only one new case in

which the result may fairly be attributed to the injec-

tion.

(7) The general mortality iu the 5,794 cases re-

ported was 12.3 per cent. ; excluding the cases mori-

bund at the time of injection or dying within twenty-

four hours, it was 8.8 per cent.

(8) The most striking improvement was seen in the

cases injected during the first three days. Of 4,120

such cases the mortality was 7.3 per cent. ; excluding

cases moribund at the time of injection or dying withiu

twenty-four hours, it was 4.8 per cent.

(9) The mortality of 1,448 cases injected on or

after the fourth day was 27 per cent.

(10) The most convincing argument, and to the

minds of the Committee an absolutely unanswerable

one, in favor of serum therapy is found iu the results

obtained in the 1,256 laryngeal cases (membranous
croup). In one-half of these recovery took place

without operation, in a large i)roportion of which the

symptoms of stenosis were severe. Of the 533 cases

in which intubation was performed, the mortality

was 25.9 per cent., or less than half as great as

has ever been reported by any other method of treat-

ment.

(11) The proportion of cases of broucho-pneumonia
— 5.9 percent.— is very small and in striking con-

trast to results published from hosjiital sources.

(12) As against the two or three instances in which

the serum is believed to have acted unfavorably upon

the heart, might be cited a large number in which

there was a distinct improvement in the heart's action

after the serum was injected.

(13) There is very little, if any, evidence to show
that nephritis was caused in any case by the injection

of serum. The number of cases of genuine nephritis

is remarkably small, the deaths from that source num-
bering but 15.

(14) The effect of ihe serum on the nervous system

is less marked than upon any other part of the body ;

paralytic sequelx being recorded in 9.7 per cent, of

the cases, the reports going to show that the protec-

tion afforded by the serum is not great unless injec-

tions are made very early.

The Committee feels that this has been such a re-

sponsible task that it has thought best to state the

principle which has guided it in making up the returns.

While it has endeavored to present the favorable

results with judicial fairness, it has also tried to give

equal or even greater prominence to cases unfavorable

to antitoxin.

In conclusion, the Committee desires, iu behalf of

the Society, to express its thanks to the members of the

profession who have cooperated so actively in this in-

vestigation, and to Dr. A. K. Guerard for the prepa-

ration of the statistical tables.

(Signed)

L. Emmett Holt, M.U.,
W. P. NORTHRCP, M.D.,

Joseph O'Dwveu, M.D.,
Samuel S. Adams, M.D.,

Committee.

THE ACTION OF THE SOCIETY UPON THE KEPORT.

At the close of its presentation, the Society voted

to accept the report of the Committee and after a full

discussion it was decided to embody its conclusions in

the following resolutions:

(1) Dosage. For a child over two years old, the

dosage of antitoxin should be in all laryngeal cases

with stenosis, and in all other severe cases, 1,500 to

2,000 units for the first injection, to be repeated in

from eighteen to twenty-four hours if there is no im-

provement ; a third dose after a similar interval if

necessary. For severe cases in children under two
years, and for mild cases over that age the initial dose

should be 1,000 units, to be repeated as above if neces-

sary ; a second dose is not usually required. The
dosage should always be estimated iu antitoxin units

and not of the amount of serum.

(2) Quality of Antitoxin. The most concentrated

strength of an absolutely reliable preparation.

(3) Time of Adminittration. Antitoxin should be

administered as early as possible on a clinical diagnosis,

not waiting for a bacteriological culture. However
late the first observation is made, an injection should

be given unless the progress of the case is favorable

and satisfactory.

The Committee was appointed to continue its work
for another year and was requested to issue another

circular asking for the further cooperation of the pro-

fession, this circular to be sent out as soon as possible

in order that physicians may record their cases as they

occur through the coming year.

Clinical 2Department.

FURTHER CASES ILLUSTRATIVE OF RENAL
SURGERY.i

I)V F. 8. WATSON, M.D., BOSTON.

Cask VI. The patient, forty-three years old, was

first seen by the writer fifteen months ago.

He had had a urethral stricture for twenty years.

Sixteen years ago it was operated upon, and two sub-

sequent operations were done during the next three

years. From these he made a good recovery. The
passage of sounds once in three weeks has been sutfi-

cient to maintain the calilire of the urethra at the size

of 23, French scale, until within the past year.

During the last ten years he has had attacks of

urethral fever once or twice every year. In the

autumn of 1894 these attacks became more serious,

and he was much prostrated by them. At that time

there was a large tumor discovered by his ])hysician in

the left loin. As he recovered from this illness the tumor

gradually diminished iu size, and at the time of his

first visit to the writer was not well defined, although
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it could be felt. The urinary stream was very small

The uriue was loaded with pus, and of a rather low
specific gravity (1.011). The patient was sallow,

weak, often feverish at night, and looked like a seri

ously sick man.

Early in January, 1895, the stricture of the anterior

urethra, of which there were two, of a calibre of 15,

French scale, were divided by internal urethrotomy,

and the stricture of the deep urethra, which admitted

a filiform bougie only, by an external perineal ure-

thotomy.

A drainage-tube was tied into the bladder through

the latter wound, with the intention of draining the

bladder and the left kidney, which was believed to be

the seat of a pyo-nephrosis. This effort was, however,

unsuccessful, and the tumor in the left renal region

having reappeared suddenly a few days after the

operation for stricture, and the patient's condition be-

coming suddenly alarming, it was decided to explore

the left kidney, and to drain or remove it according to

the conditions found.

Operation.— Lumbar nephrotomy was performed
January 16, 1895.

The kidney was rapidly exposed in the loin by a

wide-armed, V-shaped incision, one arm of which was
parallel with the twelfth rib and the other with the

outer border of the quadratus muscle, the angle of the

V being pointed upward and toward the spine.

A greatly distended kidney presented in the wound,
and was opened through its convex posterior border

by an incision about three inches long. The kidney

was the seat of an immense pyo-nephrosis. There
were several distinct pus cavities, the separating walls

of which were broken down so as to form one large

cavity, which was carefully cleansed.

The edges of the kidney wound were sutured to

the abdominal wound with silk sutures and two drain-

age-tubes were inserted into the kidney pelvis. A No.
13 French bougie was passed from the pelvis of tiie kid-

ney into the bladder through the ureter, showing the

latter to be pervious. The patient remained iu a criti-

cal condition for twelve hours, then rallied, and made
an uninterrupted recovery. He was up and about at the

end of the third week. The drainage of the kidney
through the loin has been maintained ever since.

There is but little pus in the uriue from this kidney,

and almost flone in that which comes from the bladder.

The specific gravity of the urine from the kidney
operated on is from 1.011 to 1.013.

The patient had regained his health entirely and is

in excellent condition. He wears a mechanical con-

trivance consisting of a hard-rubber plate and tube,

through which a soft-rubber tube passes into the kid-

ney, its outer end being led into a fiat bottle which is

attached to the waistband, and rests upon the left

buttock.

It is now seventeen months since the operation, and
the patient's condition has steadily improved. He
seems likely to be another example of the advantage
that nephrotomy offers, at any rate as a preliminary
operation, as compared with a primary nephrectomy,
even when there is very extensive suppuration of the

kidney, for there are numerous cases reported iu

which restoration to health has occurred (some of the
most interesting being those of Knowsley-Thoruton)
after nephrotomy with permanent drainage through
the loin.

The kidney operated on in this case has shown its

ability to perform a fair share of its proper work, and
is likely to do so for a long time to come, and mean-
while the other one will have time to establish a com-
pensatory function at its leisure.

Case VH. Movable kidney. Nephrorraphy, re-

covery.

The patient, a young woman twenty-six years old,

who had previously been well, after lifting a heavy
weight two years ago, began to have pain iu the left

kidney ; at first this was occasional only, but soon be-

came almost constant. It took the form for the most
part of a dull ache below the twelfth rib ; but from
time to time it came iu spasms, which were accom-
panied by a sense of fulness iu the renal region.

These attacks lasted ordinarily about an hour or two;
sometimes they were of longer duration.

The patient soon became anemic aud lost flesh and
appetite. The anemia gradually yielded to treatment

by iron, out-door air and careful regulation of. the

digestion.

Crystals of oxalate of lime appeared in the freshly

passed urine from time to time, sometimes associated

with attacks of pain, but not invariably. Albumin
in slight traces was also present frequently, aud the

quantities of the urine became very variable, the most
striking feature in this respect being the occasional

occurrence of polyuria which lasted for about twelve

hours at a time, the specific gravity at such times

being usually 1. 001 to 1.002.

With the attacks of pain the patient complained
sometimes of a sense of nausea, which was greatly

increased if pressure was made over the left kidney.

Six mouths after these symptoms appeared, there be-

gan to be an improvement in her general condition,

and during the spring of 1895 she gained iu health

for about three months. At the end of this time,

however, pain began in the right kidney, and that in

the left increased. At no time did these attacks as-

sume the character of true renal colic.

In July of 1895, while examining the patient dur-

ing an attack of pain felt in both sides, a floating

tumor was felt on either side of the abdomen. These
tumors were of the shape and size of the kidneys, and
could be made to pass between the place low down
toward the brim of the pelvis which they occupied to

their natural position, giving as they did so a thor-

oughly characteristic sense to the fingers as they

slipped into place iu the back.

In August the attacks of spasmodic pain became
more frequent, aud it became evident that the left

kidney was the seat of an intermittent hydronephrosis,

from the following signs : Together with the attacks

of pain a swelling could be plainly felt in the left

loin aud left side of the abdomen ; after a time this

would spontaneously disappear or could usually be
made to do so at once by raising the hips of the pa-

tient. There always then occurred a sudden desire to

urinate, and the patient would pass about eight ounces
of urine, generally of a pale color and of low specific

gravity. There was often au accompanying sense of

nausea. The patient said that she could feel a swell-

ing come gradually in the renal region, and was con-

scious that it subsided suddenly and that with this

came almost at once the strong desire to urinate, and
relief of pain. The writer actually observed the ap-

pearance and disappearance of this swelling several

times.

Operation.— August 25, 1895. Nephrorraphy, by
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a lumbar iucision parallel with the last rib, was per-

formed by Dr. Maurice H. Richardson. The kidney

was seen to be of normal appearance, and palpation

failed to reveal calculus. The kidney was sutured to

the abtlomiual wound by six silkworm sutures passed

through the fibrous capsule of the kidney, but not

through the substance of the organ. The capsule was

not split. The abdominal wound was closed by silk-

worm sutures. It united by tirst intention.

A A, B B, Ix>iigitudinal eutures passing through lumbar muscles, cap-
sule aud cortex of kitlney.

C C, D I>. Transverse sutures passing through the same structures.

A and B, and C aud D, are tied together at either end, thus slinging
the kidney as in a hammock and apposing the muscular incision.

E £, Longitudinal slit In capsule.

During the first six days the patient suffered a de-

gree of pain such as I have never seen follow any sur-

gical operation. The urine diminished in quantity

during this time, and it was feared to give large doses

of morphia such as would have been required to stop

the pain. She had, however, subcutaneous doses of

one-quarter of a grain three or four times in the

twenty-four hours, but these were almost without

effect. The only relief to the pain was found in the

sitting posture, and the patient could not be kept on

her back in consequence. It was on this account, I

think, that the kidney became detached again.

Ou the sixth day the patient said that she was sure

that the kidney had dropped down ; the pain suddenly

ceased, which seemed confirmatory, although at the

time there was not much importance attributed to

what the patient said. It was subsequently found to

be true, for at the end of a mouth the kidney could be

plainly felt again in its abnormal position in the ab-

domen.
The pain returned in this kidney, but was at no

time so severe as before the operation. The pain in

the right kidney became very severe, and almost con-

stant, and attacks of intermittent hydronephrosis

were well marked and frequent.

Nephrorraphy with a new method of applying the

suturet. — An incision was made along the border of

the quadratus. There was very little perineal fat.

The kidney was slightly enlarged, but otherwise

seemed to be normal.

The posterior border of the kidney was freed from

its fat cajjsule. Two chromicized catgut sutures

were then passed through the fibrous capsule aud the

kidney substance, through two-thirds of the length of

the organ, parallel to each other and about half an

inch apart on either side of the posterior border of

the kidney. These sutures were passed through the

edges of the muscular layer of the lumbar wound.

Two cross sutures were then carried through the kid-

ney close to the points of entrance and exit of the

long stitches. This method of applying the sutures

is illustrated in Fig. 1. The object of so placing

them is to sling the kidney as in a hammock, in order

to secure the longest line of bearing for them and the

least amount of cutting action, the cross sutures being

placed as an extra security to prevent the tearing out

of the long ones by placing an obstacle across their

path should they do so.

Attention is called to the way in which the sutures

are tied together, for on that depends their acting as

a sling or hammock, aud the avoidance of their cut-

ting out. Before tying them aud closing the lumbar

wound, the fibrous capsule was split between the two

long sutures over nearly the whole length of the

kidney.

The fat capsule was cut away on either side of the

convex border of the kidney, as recommended by

Edebohls, the four kidney sutures were tied, and the

lumbar wound closed by two layers of catgut sutures,

one for the muscular, and one for the skin wound.

There was much less pain following this operation

than the first, although the patient suffered much for

the first four or five days. The pain was, however,

bearable in the recumbent posture.

Three mouths and a half have passed since the

operation. The patient has gained eight pounds in

weight; there has been no pain in the right kidney

since the first three weeks ; and for the last six weeks

pain has ceased in the left kidney also.

A CASE OF ACROMEGALY TREATED WITH
THYROID EXTRACT.

BY G. G. SEARS, M.D.,

Assistant Visiting Physician, JiostOH City Hospital.

Mrs. C, a widow, forty-five years old, first pre-

sented herself for treatment at the Boston City Hos-

pital in January, 1895. Her maternal grandfather

died insane; her father of a "complication of dis-

eases," probabl} of cardiac origin, at the age of fifty ;

her mother of apoplexy at seventy-one. She has lost

two brothers from consumption, while one brother,

when last seen several years ago, had a brownish dis-

coloration of the skiu similar to that of the patient

herself, and was '' all bloated up."
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She has had three children, none of the labors being

noteworthy, one of whom died of cholera iufantuin,

the other two are well but not strong.

Her previous medical history consists of an attack

of varioloid, when eight years old, erysipelas when

eighteen, and pneumonia when twenty. Five years

a^o she bad an attack of grippe accompanied by se-

vere pain in her left ear. She has had occasional

attacks of cholera morbus, and has been under treat-

ment for retroversion of the uterus and a lacerated

cervix. She reached the menopause about six months

aco, but had been irregular for about a year. Her
general health has always been good, but she has com-

plained all her life of drowsiness, which in recent

years has so increased that now she is liable to drop

asleep at any time. With this exception she dates all

of her symptoms from twelve years ago, when a flat-

iron fell upon her left side, starting up a brisk uterine

hemorrhage, which lasted, however, but a short time.

The nervous shock was much greater than the physi-

cal injury, and after this she passed large quantities of

urine and bad attacks of sudden weakness, in which

she fell but yet retained consciousness. She began

also to be very susceptible to cold, so that she had to

wear extra flannels and take hot-water bottles to bed

with her even in summer. Lately this symptom has

grown decidedly better, and she now complains chiefly

of local chilly feelings with the appearance of "goose-

flesh" in spots about as large as a five-cent piece.

Soon after the accident she noticed that her hands

and feet were increasing in size, so that while she

once wore a 3^ shoe she now requires a broad 7, and

instead of a 6^ glove she now wears a 7^, while her

tongue has become so large that it is frequently bitten

and at times "feels so big that she wonders whether

or not she can thrust it out of her mouth." Her face

grew fuller, her nose more prominent and her hair

coarser and drier, but it has never fallen out and still

hau"8 nearly to her knees. She has suffered intensely

at times, especially at night after sweeping or wash-

inc, from a feeling of numbness in her hands, which

is accompanied by itching, pain and a sensation of

pins and needles. Her body also has at times felt

sjre and tender all over and on lying down her joints

become so rigid that she moves with difficulty, while

on rising her knees are so stiff that the first few steps

are hard to take. She has had frequent attacks of

cardiac palpitation as well as very distressing hot

flashes recurring every ten or fifteen minutes. Sweat-

ing, especially at night, and most noticeably over the

chest, has also been a fairly constant symptom.

Every little while she hears a "puffing" in her ears

synchronous with the heart and lasting for a longer or

shorter period, but which for a day at a time may be

nearly constant. About five years ago she lost her

husband after a very long and trying illness, and after

this she noticed that her mental processes seemed slow

and that her memory was greatly impaired, so that

she would often begin a sentence and then forget what
she was about to say. She also became unusually

nervous and irritable over trifles. A month ago her

nose was cleared of mucous polypi by Dr. Leland, but

they have now returned. Her appetite has been
ravenous and her thirst excessive.

The patient is a rather heavily-built woman about

five feet five inches tall and weighing 175 pounds.

She stands fairly erect without the marked kyphosis

which has been noticed in many of these cases. Her

face appears somewhat lengthened, and the frontal

aspect of the head is triangular in shape from an en-

largement of the jaws, especially the lower, the under

teeth closing a little outside the upper. Theie is no

elevation of the eyebrows, but the eyelids appear

puffy, and the skin of the face is thickened and mask-

like. The nose is noticeably large, the enlargement

being in both the soft parts and the bones.

The hair of the head, as well as of the pubes and

axillEB, is coarse and dry, but very abundant and only

slightly streaked with gray. The teeth are in good

condition, but there is some retraction of the gums.

The tongue is enlarged to at least a half more than its

normal size. Over considerable areas on the neck

and face the skin, which is everywhere moist, is

brown in color, and similar patches of discoloration

are seen over the trunk and limbs.

Scattered over the neck and trunk are very numer-

ous small growths varying in size from the head of a

pin to that of a bean, some of which are deeply pig-

mented. A few are pedunculated but most are sessile.

There is no marked fulness above the clavicles.

The clavicles themselves are not noticeably en-

larged, but the manubrium seems heavier and thicker

than normal, while the angle at its juncture with the

second piece of the sternum is more than usually

acute. Over the manubrium the percussion note is

somewhat dull, the probable result of the increased

thickness of the bone.

The ribs seem heavier and are somewhat closer to

each other than they should be. Owing to the thick

fat layer it is difficult to determine changes in the ilia,

but they seem to have become thicker aud heavier.

There is a very marked enlargement of the hands,

especially in their breadth and thickness, which is due

less to changes in the bones than in the soft part

covering them. The fingers are thick aud stubby ;

the nails are short, broad and marked with longitudi-

nal striatioDS. The crescent is covered.

The feet show similar alterations, but in them an

enlargement of the bones is more readily made out,

the toes appearing decidedly longer than normal. The
ankles and lower part of the legs are puffy and pit

deeply on pressure. The chest is fairly-well shaped

and measures at the two respiratory extremes 32 and

34^ inches. Except for a prolongation of the expira-

tory sound, which can be accounted for by a loss of

elasticity of the chest walls, examination of the lungs

is negative. The area of cardiac dulness is slightly

enlarged laterally, but except for their rapidity aud

weakness there is no modification of the sounds.

The voice is thick, monotonous and plaintive, while

words are very slowly enunciated. All muscular

movements are slow and weak, while the tenderness

of the hands is so great that she is unable to grasp the

dynamometer with sufficient force to move the index.

Pulse 128. Temperature 100° F.

The following measurements of the head, hands and

feet may be of interest. The patient is left-handed.

Circumference of lioad 213 in.

Circumference (chin to vortex) ... 26 lu.

Circumference of riglit palm . . . . Si in.

Circumference of left palm .... 8i in.

Lengtli of right middle linger . ... 4 in.

Length of left middle linger .... 3^ iu.

Circumference of middle finger (proximal joint) 3 in.

Length of right toot 9S in.

Length of left foot 9J in.

Width at ball 3J in.

Length of great toe 2} in.
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The eulargemeiit of the bands and feet, however, is

more conclusively eliown by the larger sizes of gloves

and slioes which she now requires thau by these meas-

uremeuts.

For the csaminatioD of the special senses as well as

for the electrical tests, I am indebted to Dr. P. C.

Knapp, who went over the case with much care.

Smell is nearly lost, there being no i)erception of

camphor or menthol with tlie right nostril and only

slight with the left, a condition probably exf)hiined by

the presence of polypi. Vision is practically normal,

the lield is not contracted and the color sense is good.

Nothing abnormal was seen in the fundus oculi. Hear-

ing in the right ear is normal, but with the left ear a

watch cannot be heard more than six inches away.

Taste, cutaneous sensibility and the muscle sense are

unimpaired.

The electrical reactions are considerably diminished

quantitatively to galvanism and slightly to faradism,

but there are no qualitative changes.

The urine had a specific gravity of 1.018 and con-

tained neither sugar nor albumin ; the daily amount
was slightly in excess of the normal quantity.

She was put on general tonics and on the dried ex-

tract of thyroid gland in gradually-increasing doses

until 12 grains a day were taken, while galvanism was
lor a time given by Dr. Knapp.
On the 17th of April, three months after her first

visit, she reported that she was feeling very much
better and took more interest in current events. Her
memory had improved and she spoke and moved more
rapidly. I'ain in the hands had greatly diminished,

so that she slept well at night, but her joints still felt

stiff. Her grasp was firm, and she was able to do her

own washing and ironing, even to wringing out the

clothes with her hands. The " puifiug " in her ears

was gone and the palpitation of the heart better. There

was much less putfiuess about the eyes and no pitting

over the ankles. She had lost over twenty pounds in

weight, but felt stronger than for many months.

From this time to the present her general condition

has remained practicall}' the same or possibly has

slightly improved. She has been able to do all her

own housework, even to the sewing, and has also gone

out on one or two occasions in the capacity of monthly

nurse. Her mental condition is normal except that

she complains that her memory is still somewhat de-

fective. Her weight is still further reduced so that

she now tips the scales at 146 pounds, but there has

been no change in the measurements of her hands or

feet. The longitudinal furrows on her nails are, how-

ever, less marked and her tongue shows a considerable

diminution in size. The mucous growths in the nose

have disappeared and the nasal passages are unob-

structed. During last June she suffered for a lime

from very severe vertical headaches and she has had

occasional attacks of palpitation and vomiting, which

were apparently due to an overdose of thyroid ex-

tract, which she has taken almost continuously in daily

amounts varying from three to nine grains. The
temperature, which was taken only at infrequent in-

tervals, ranged from 98.5° to 99.2°, more commonly
the latter.

The history of the case and the marked physical

changes leave little doubt that we were dealing with a

case of acromegaly, but certain anomalous symptoms,

such as the puffy conditions of the eyelids, which may
however, have been simply the result of anemia,

though its appearance was somewhat different, the

slow speech and the altered mental state suggested

that her condition was also associated with a loss of

function of the thyroid gland, which was strengthened

by the fact that it could not be felt even after she had
lost considerable flesh, and the decided improvement
following the administration of thyroid extract. The
direct effects of treatment were seemingly apparent
in the loss of weight, the diminished trophic disturb-

ance of the nails, the decreased size of the tongue, the

disappearance of the mucous growths in the nose, and
perhaps also, if Schaefer's observation is correct, that

the thyroid secretion dilates the blood-vessels, in the

cessation of pain in the hands ; but in the latter case

it is somewhat doubtful how far this result was due to

the action of the remedy and how far to the diminish-

ing intlueiice of the climacteric which she had recently

passed and which may have been a more or less potent

factor in causing pain from the vasomotor disturbances

incidental to it. The other treatment employed con-

sisted of tonics and the careful regulation, so far as

possible, of her diet and general hygiene.

Regarding the etiology of the case, the condition of

her brother, as she describes it, is interesting as show-
ing a possible family taint, which has not been ob-

served in any of the reported instances; but the facts

are too meagre on which to base even a probable diag-

nosis, and as he lives many miles away no more defi-

nite information could be obtained. In her own history

no adequate cause could be found. It is true that she

dates her symptoms from the time when she was
struck with a flat-iron, but the nervous shock which
this produced simply called her attention to a condi-

tion which had imperceptibly come on, as a photograph

taken some months at least before the accident, shows
that quite marked changes had already taken place.

fll^cbical progreieEiei.

REPORT ON DISEASES OF CHILDREN.
UV T. M. KUTCn, M.D., AND A. H. WE^'TWOHTH, M.D,

DIABETES MELLITCS IN CHILDHOOD.*

The author collected 108 cases from the literature

which was tabulated. A review of the table shows

that 48 of the patients were females, 47 were males,

and of the remaining 13 the sex was not stated. In

six of the cases, the age was not given. Three were

under one year ; 20 between one and five years; 31

between five and ten years, and 42 between ten and

sixteen years. Traumatism was supposed to be the

cause in 11 cases; unfavorable hygienic surrouudings

in seven ; severe illness in four ; difficult dentition in

two ; taking of cold in two, and over-exertion in two.

Poverty, fright, worry, convulsions, are all considered

to be causes. Heredity and a neurotic family history

play an important role in the etiology. In 12 cases

the parents or near relatives had diabetes. In two

cases the father had syphilis.

The symptoms in children are very similar to those

met with in adults. The amount of urine jiassed in

twenty-four hours, as a rule, ranged from one and

one-half to fourteen jiints. In two cases the amount

was ten quarts. One of these was a fourteen-year-

i Wcgeli : Arcbiv. f. kindcrhcilkunde, lf05. B. xlx, H. 1, 2;
Archives of IJcdiatrlcB, February, 189ti.
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old boy ; the case was fatal. The other was a ten-

year-old boy, who improved under treatment. The
largest amount passed in twenty-four hours was twelve

quarts. The patient was a fifteen-year-old boy. The
illness was of twenty-one months' duration. Death

resulted from general tuberculosis. In this case,

1,240 grammes was the amount of sugar voided in

twenty-four hours. The urine was examined for al-

bumin in 28 cases ; in 13 it was present. It usually

appeared a short time before death. An important,

and for the prognosis, an unfavorable symptom is the

presence of acetones in the uriue. This was fouud in

19 of the author's cases, and was followed by death

in nearly all.

An important symptom was discovered by Ebsteiu,

who found in the urine drawn from a girl while in

diabetic coma, short, thick, granular casts. Kulz and
Aldehoff found similar casts in 20 cases who were in

diabetic coma. They were only found a short time

before the convulsion, and are considered by the

author to be an important sign of threatened attack.

The prognosis is most unfavorable.

Of the 108 cases, 09 died. Of the remaining cases,

not all are to be considered as having recovered, be-

cause many passed from under observation and were
lost sight of.

ASCARIS LCMBRICOIDES IN THE LIVER OF A OHILD.^

At the autopsy held upon a ten-months-old child, a

mass of round worms was found in the intestines.

One was found in the ductus choledochus, another in

the gall-bladder. lu the upper portion of the left

lobe of the liver, a small bile-duct was found dilated

to the size of the little finger. In it were three of the

ascarides. In the right lobe there were three similar

dilatations and all filled with the ascarides.

During life there were no symptoms which pointed

to the presence of the ascarides.

SOME NON-MEDICAL SDGGESTIONS IN THE THERA-
rEDTICS OF EPILEPSY.^

Probably no morbid condition repays wise manage-
ment better or quicker than epilepsy. The ideal

home for the epileptic cannot be in the house of his

parents for many reasons. Many cases must be re-

moved to an asylum, such as the Craig Colony of New
York State, if they are to receive the care they

require.

The ideal home of the epileptic must be equipped
with a gymnasium and a system of baths, especially

the so-called " rain-bath," which is perhaps the best

and only one needed ; the value of the Turkish or

Russian baths has not yet been determined. Next in

importance, as additional resources, are methods of

employment, such as all light trades, broom and brush
making, wire working; besides, if possible, the mani-
fold duties of the farm. An epileptic who is inter-

ested and employed will have fewer spasms, all things

being equal, than an unemployed one whose time is

principally taken up in contemplation of his unfortu-
nate and well-nigh hopeless condition, albeit, he may
be under medical treatment.

Over-eating is almost universal among these unfor-
tunates, especially when feeble-minded. It is neces-

= Krassiiobajew
: Jabrbuch f. kinderheilkunde, 1895, B. xl, H. 2,

3; Archives or Pedialricf, March, 1>UG.
•' Fort, tj. J. :

Journal ot American .Medical Associatiou, 1895, vol.
xxT, No. 26; Archives of PedlatricB, Marcli, 1896.

sary to teach them to eat properly. Coincident with
regularity in evacuations of the bowels and free

flushings of the kiflneys, is noticed a striking diminu-
tion in the frequency and severity of the spasms.
With the disappearance of the unhealthy development
of adipose tissue and the general clearing up of the

symptoms of over-feeding, is seen usually a brighten-

ing up mentally ; and all this without the use of bro-

mides or other medicines aside from cathartics and the

free use of water, internally and externally.

Epileptics are prone to suffer from obstinate consti-

pation, which is extremely difficult to overcome by or-

dinary treatment. The acne of those who are taking
the bromides constantly is in many cases due as much
to irregular action of the bowels as to any direct ef-

fect upon the skin by the drug. This constipation,

skin trouble and depression seen in some cases where
larger doses of the bromides are being given, may be
cured in most cases by gymnastic and other active ex-

ercise, and there is rarely a case so stubborn that it is

not at least benefited.

That diet and exercise are but subsidiary means in

the treatment of epilepsy must be admitted ; that

they are valuable corollaries to such drugs as may be
prescribed, is equally true. But unless properly pre-

scribed and administered, their therapeutic value dimin-
ishes. The older and chronic cases are beyond cure
and almost beyond amelioration. There are many
children who might be cured if taken in time, re-

moved from home environment and placed under dis-

cipline, carefully studied physically and mentally,
thoroughly drilled in exercises calculated to increase
muscular development and to develop muscular con-
trol, with less attention paid to teaching book knowl-
edge and more attention paid to training in habits of
obedience and decorum. Certainly the care of the in-

curable would become a simpler problem.
It may be reasonably concluded that diet and exer-

cise are important auxiliaries in the treatment of epi-

lepsy ; that diet should be, as the term implies, food
prescribed by a physician ; that an extreme opinion
either for or against a dietary consisting entirely of
nitrogenous matter or, on the other hand, strictly

vegetable, is entirely wrong. A middle opinion, which
will give the patient thorough study and afterward ar-

range the diet according to the patient's needs, is the
proper theory. Exercise should also be prescribed by
a physician and followed out under his eye as far as
possible, particular attention being given to exercises
calculated to develop respiratory action, strengthen
the heart and generally promote muscular control.

VARICELLA OF THE LARYNX ; SUFFOCATING VARI-
CELLOCS LARYNGITIS.''

Case I. A boy of three years was admitted with
the symptoms of croup, having been ill three days.
The throat was red, and the tonsils slightly swollen.
No membrane present in nose or throat. Injection of
anti-diphtheritic serum had no effect upon the dyspnea.
Two days after the first observation, three or four
small papules were noticed on the hand, neck and ab-
domen. The following morning the child appeared to

be much worse, and tracheotomy was performed. No
membrane was found. The efflorescence had spread,
and became characteristic of varicella ; but at no time
did more than ten or twelve lesions exist. It was

• Marfan .ind Halle: Rev. Jlens. des Maladies de I'Eufance, tome
xiT, No. 1; Archives of Pediatrics, April, 1836.
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learned that the patient's j-ouiiger brother (at home)

was attacked by varicella at this time.

Tubes iuoculatcd from the throat, and also from the

trachea, showed no colonies of the LiJlller bacillus.

The temperature tIirou<;hout ranged from 37. G° to

39° C, aud the canula was removed three days after

the operation. Recovery was complete.

Case II. A male infant, nine montiis old, covered

with a characteristic and very confluent varicella

efflorescence, showed very prououuced supra- and

iufra-sterual recession, but no trace of asphyxia. The
throat contained neither pseudo-membrane nor vari-

cella papules, and there was nothing in the lungs to

account for the marked dilliculty in breathing. There

was a hoarse cough. After two days the dyspnea dis-

appeared, without operation. No colonies of Liilller's

bacillus were found in tubes inoculated from the throat.

Anti-diphtheritic serum had been injected soon after

admission.

The varicella efflorescence disappeared, but the child

died of acute diarrhea and broncho-pneumonia eight

days after he had tirst been seen. At the autopsy, an

ulcer was found in the larynx, situated upon the pos-

terior portion of the right lower vocal cord ; it was as

large as a lentil, round, and involved the mucous mem-
brane only.

In both of these cases varicella of the larynx caused

stenosis, the symptoms of which resembled those of

true croup. The only other case of varicella of the

larynx published up to this time was accompanied by

spasm of the glottis without symptoms of laryngitis

(Ollivier and Boucherou's case).

The laryngeal lesion of varicella usually appears

early, either at the onset, or very shortly afterward.

This fact is an aid in differentiating from laryngitis

due to secondary infection, although only a bacteri-

ological examination can justify the exclusion of a co-

existing diphtheria.

CIRRHOSIS OF THE LIVER IN A CniLD.^

The author reports the case of a child, six years old,

who had been under his observation for three years.

The liver extended to two inches below the umbilicus.

The abdominal veins were dilated aud the spleen was

enlarged. Ascites was present to such an extent that

tapping had to be performed thirty-six times in the

course of the year. There was neither albuminuria

nor icterus. The child died with pleurisy. Upon
autopsy, adhesions were found everywhere, the left

pleura to the pericardium, the stomach to the liver.

The peritoneum was thickened, aud the abdominal

cavity filled with ascitic fluid. There was perihepati-

tis aud perisplenitis. Microscopically, the liver showed
interstitial hepatitis.

THE TREATMENT OF U YI'ERITRE.XIA IN CHILDREN."

The author reports a series of cases treated by
apolysin. He believes that fever does not, as a rule,

require antipyretic treatment unless it ranges very

high, or unless tiie child seems seriously affected by it.

The diseases selected for observing the effect of the

new drug were chiefly pneumonia, typhoid fever,

rheumatism and measles. Five grains may be given

to a child one year old, to be repealed every two or

three hours. If no effect is observed after two or

° D'Espine : .lalirbuch f. KInderhcilkunde, B. xl, U. ^, 3 ; Arcluvea
of Pediatrics, April, 18116.

1 Fischer, Louis : .Mvdlcal Record, 1S90, vol. xUx, No. 8; Archives
of Pedlutrlce, May, lb!(C.

three doses, the amount may be doubled. As a rule,

however, five grains are sullicient at one year, with

one grain added for each additional year. It may be

administered with sugar, or may be made into suppos-

itories and administered per rectum. The autiior ob-

served no disagreeable effects whatever. Tlie drug

was well tolerated by weak stomachs. No subnormal
temperature was noted. Fever was reduced with ease,

the pulse showing no change in rhythm or frequency.

The drug was administered to 38 cases, eight of which

are reported in detail.

DIAGNOSIS OF PULMONARY TUBERCDL03IS IN IN-

FANCY I!Y MEANS OF TUBERCULIN INJECTIONS.'

The author alludes to the importance of an early

diagnosis of tuberculosis in infants both for the infant's

sake and other members of the family. The diagnosis

is often diflicult or impossible from the general symp-
toms. The injection of tuberculin is the only means
of making a certain diagnosis. Injections of one-

twentieth of one milligramme, given subcutaneously,

are followed by a pathognomonic reaction in cases o£

tuberculosis. In twenty cases subjected to this test

by the author the reaction was never severe. The
symptoms consisted of dryness of the mouth, headache,

redness of the face and a feeling of constriction in the

chest. In view of these facts, the author concludes

that the prudent employment of this means of diag-

nosis will give good results as regards prophylaxis and

early treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis.

iSepcirtitf of ^ocieticjef,

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PHYSICIANS.

Eleventh Annual Meeting, AVasuington, D. C,
April 30, May 1 and 2, 189G.

(Concluded from Vol. CXXXIV, No. 26, page 650.)

SECOND DAY. CONCLUDED.

IDIOPATHIC OSTEOPSATHYROSIS IN INFANCY AND
CUILDnOOD,

by Dr. J. P. Crozer Griffith, Philadelphia.

Osteopsathyrosis, or fragilitas ossium, is a compara-

tively rare condition at any time of life, or dependent

upou any cause. It is far most frequent in advanced

years, aud is then due to an atrophy of the osseous

structure. At other periods of lite it may be symp-
tomatic of other affections, such especially as certain

nervous diseases, osteomalacia, rickets, etc.

There are still a number of cases remaining which

may be called idiopathic, since they can be traced to

no recognizable cause, and, as most of them are not

associated with any atrophy or other visible pathologi-

cal alteration of the bone. Some of these occur in

youth and adult life, but the writer confines himself

to those developed in early years aud reports a case

in point.

This was a boy who had several fractures, occur-

ring at or soon after birth, and who, up to the age of

two years, had suffered in all seventeen or eighteen

fractures. The slightest cause was sufficient to pro-

duce them, and it was necessary to keep the child

upon a stretcher, so great was the fragility of the

bones. The general health of the subject was good,

' Gaffle : These de Paris, 1895 ; Kev. Mens, des Maladies de I'Eu-

fauce, tome xlv, Mai, ls%.
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aud there was no constitutional affection in him or in

his parents which accounted for the condition.

The writer then reviews the cases of unusual fragil-

ity in infancy and childhood of an idiopathic nature,

which have been reported in medical literature, aud

discusses the etiology, pathology, diagnosis and treat-

ment, so far as it is possible with the little light which

the reports shed upon the subject. The cause is. as

the title indicates, unknown. With regard to pathol-

ogy and diagnosis, the writer discusses briefly the re-

lation of the disease to rickets, to osteomalacia, and to

imperfect osseous development, the latter as especially

exemplified in some of the reported instances of multi-

ple intrauterine fractures. The disease may, and
probably does, bear a certain relation to these patho-

logical conditions, but it is distinct from them. Cer-

tainly, in his opinion, it is not at all of a rickety

nature, although it may sometimes be combined with

rickets.

Dr. H. M. Ltman related the case of a young man,
about twenty-five years of age, who had had thirty-

three different fractures of the long bones of the ex-

tremities and clavicles. With advancing years the

tendency to fracture had diminished. One of the

tiba; was translucent, and transmitted light similar to

a hydrocele. The man seemed in perfect health other-

wise.

Dr. J. H. MussER asked regarding the quantity of

urine passed by Dr. Griffith's patient. He had ob-

served polyuria in cases of rickets and in a case of car-

cinoma of the bone.

Dr. a. H. Smith commenting upon the fragility

occurring in advanced age mentioned an autopsy made
by him on a patient one hundred and eleven years of

age. The ribs were so soft that they were cut with

an ordinary pair of scissors. There had been no

fractures.

Dr. H. a. Hare said he was acquainted with the

parents and grandparents of Dr. Griffith's case and

they were of unusually good bony formation.

Dr. J. P. C. Griffith thought that the condition

found b}' Dr. Smith in his aged patient was one that

probably takes place frequently, the atrophy of ad-

vancing years. In the cases reported in bis paper
there was no atrophy and nothing to account for the

fragility either chemically or microscopically. The
urine had not been examined in this case.

PAINFUL POINTS IN GOUTY, COMPARED WITH RHEU-
MATIC, ARTHRITIS.

by Dr. W. H. Thompson, New York.

The localization of painful points in gouty arthritis

is of diagnostic value, as shown by statistical observa-

tions to be submitted. Thus in all diarthritic joints

the painful points in gouty inflammation are, with cer-

tain specific exceptions, on the condyles.

Dr. H. M. Lyman had recently received a volume
from Sir Wiloughby Wade, of Birmingham, Eng., in

which this lateral tenderness in the vicinity of gouty
joints was emphasized. He explains it by supposing
that the nerves are inflamed as a part of the gouty
process and is not so much inclined to implicate the
periosteum.

Dr. Thompson thought there was a mistake with
reference to the nerves, for on the condyles the nerves
are not especially distributed and this supposition
would not explain the difference between gout aud
rheumatism.

HABIT chorea,

by Dr. Wharton Sinkler, Philadelphia.

Gowers considers the term " habit chorea " a mis-

nomer, and regards the affection as a form of spasm or

tic rather than a variety of chorea. Several other

writers hold the same view. The author believes that

the affection is a true chorea. The differences of

opinion as to the disease are mainly due to the fact

that there are two varieties of habit chorea. The first

is one in which the disease is evidently the result of a

trick or habit in child or adult, while in the second

class the result is due to some predisposiug cause, such

as is operative in the production of Sydenham's chorea.

Of 1,059 cases of chorea treated at the Philadelphia

Infirmary for Nervous Diseases in twenty years, 143
cases were instances of habit chorea. The one drug
that seems to exert a special influence ou the disease

is arsenic in ascending doses. Rapid improvement
frequently takes place when the patient is put to bed.

Dr. Wm. Osler thought the opinion expressed in

this paper was a step in the wrong direction. We have
learned of late years to separate the habit spasm from
the true chorea. The work done by the French school

in this respect is first class, and should be followed

very closely by the students of neurology in other

countries. While there are many cases in which the

diagnosis is difficult, yet in the large majority of cases

the two affections can be separated from each other.

In habit spasm the character of the spasm is often en-

tirely different. The cases last a longer period of

time aud rarely, if ever, are associated with endocardi-

tis. There are curious psychical phenomena in habit

spasm not seen in Sydenham's chorea— the echolalia,

the coprolalia aud the various forms of obsession. It

makes no particular difference what the disease is

called, whether chorea or habit spasm, but it does

make a difference whether or not they are regarded as

related.

Dr. J. J. Putnam seconded what Dr. Osier had
said. Dr. Prince, of Boston, has described a form of

trouble which he calls an association neurosis. It is

spoken of usually as being a sensory affection which
has persisted after the pain or sensory cause has dis-

appeared. The origin of the habit chorea seems to

bring it into the same general category.

Dr. S. Weir Mitchell thought the name of the

affectiou did not differ materially. He was glad to

have been able to discriminate this group as apart

from others. He had seen cases of chorea leave chil-

dren with habit spasm, and had seen habit spasm pass

into a condition of chorea minor.

Dr. a. Jacobi said that the majority of cases of

partial chorea and habit spasm principally occurring

upon the face are the result of chronic nasal and
pharyngeal catarrh. Most of them are seen in chil-

dren below ten years of age. Nine out of ten cases

get nearly well simply through local treatment of the

nose and naso-pharyux.

ON A METHOD OF RELIEVING TIC DOULEUREll.X,

by Dr. Charles L. Dana, New York.

The method consists iu the following procedure : ( 1

)

the hypodermic injection of massive doses of strychnia;

(2) the adiuinistratiou of elimiiiauts, such as iodide of

potassium, aud of touics, including large doses of tinct-

ure of iron ; (3) rest iu bed, with light diet and dilu-

ents. The strychnia is given in single daily doses
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hypodermicallv, begiuuiiig usually with one-thirtieth

of a graiu and slowly iucreased until by the teiilh or

fifteeuth or twentieth day one-sixth to one-fourth is

given. A series of cases including two women and

four meu were thus treated. 'I'he ages ranged from

forty-three to seventy-three years. The duration of

the malady before treatment averaged six years. Re-

lief was obtained in all but one. The duration of re-

lief in five cases had been from one and a half to two

years. The doses of strychnia in all cases reached

one-fourth to one-fifth of a grain. The large doses

often have a decided anodyne effect, quieting the

patient for hours like a dose of morphine. Sometimes
the large doses temporarily increased the pain, but

this is rare. The best results were in those who felt

the anodyne effects.

Dr. J. .1. Putnam said he would be glad to try the

new method. He had been moderately successful with

aconitia. In those cases due to neuritis he thought

operation was indicated.

Dr. Janeway spoke of the uncertainty of securing

reliable aconitia. When a good article was obtained

it often had a beneficial effect on tic douleureux.

Dr. Wharton Sinkler was inclined to think

that the accessory hygienic measures mentioned by

Dr. Dana, sucli as keeping the patient in bed at an

even temperature and away from worry, would in

themselves benefit the patient greatly.

Dr. H. a. Hake asked if, when these massive

doses of strychnine were kept up for a period of two

weeks, there were any conditions of irritability of the

nervous system as shown by mental disorders.

Dr. S. J. Meltzer inquired if the effect of the

injection had not been one of suggestion. He had
succeeded in two cases with injections of antipyrine.

Dr. Dana thought that the element of suggestion

might have something to do with the results. He did

not pretend to explain, but he got the results stated.

He had never seen any ill effect or peculiar effect

upon the mind. There is a slight increase in the mus-

cular irritability, but not much. Regarding the mat-

ter of rest, he considered it most important ; still one

or two cases got well without taking much rest. It is

hard to get good aconitia, and even when it is secured

it will not always do good to the patient. Most of

the patients treated by Dr. Dana had been hammered
away at with all kinds of drugs before receiving the

treatment indicated.

the relations ok migraine to neuralgias ok
the kikth nerve,

by Dr. J. J. Putnam, Boston.

Migraine is usually considered as a neurosis $ui gen-

eris, and as quite distinct from neuralgia. The author

wished to show that it stands in a much closer rela-

tionship to neuralgias of the fifth nerve, especially the

ophthalmic division, than to other neuroses, and that

this relationship is much closer than is usually ad-

mitted. Several points of analogy between these two
affections are pointed out, both as regards the charac-

ter of the pain, the course of the disease and the

attacks, and the prodromata. It is shown that the two
forms also tend to occur in the same family, and in

the same individual, as a matter of substitution.

The following questions were then considered :

What do we mean by neuralgia, and by migraine?

what distinctions can be made between the different

forms of neuralgia of the fifth nerve? can any general
|

definition be found for these painful affections which
will indicate the relationship between the neuralgias,

the visceralgias, the periodical headaches and migraine?
is there any definite relation between the pain and its

seal? Finally, the clinical history of " typical, recur-

rent, supra-orbital neuralgia," " brow ague," " inter-

mittent frontal headaches " (different names for the

same affection) are considered.

Dr. W. II. Thompson stated that for a number of

years he had treated migraine and periodical neural-

gias with free doses of ergot with favorable results.

Dr. M. H. Fussell was inclined to think that

these neuralgias are of malarial origin more often than

is generally supposed. Probably in very few cases

have Plasmodia been searched for. Dr. Johnson, of

the Soldiers' Home, Virginia, had recently found Plas-

modia j)resent in a number of cases of supra-orbital

neuralgia of periodical character.

Dr. Janeway asked why these cases should not be
regarded as probably of malarial origin when they are

relieved by quinine and arsenic.

Dr. Putnam said that following the suggestion in

an article published by Dr. W. H. Thompson he had

used ergot in a case of neuralgia of the second branch

of the fifth nerve with excellent results. Regarding
malaria, he did not deny that it sometimes has its

effect, but he could only trace a malarial history in

two cases.

Dr. S. Weir Mitchell spoke of the peculiar

chroual relations of neuralgia. Neuralgias of some
branches of the fifth nerve tend to recur about eleven

o'clock in the morning. The exacerbations in cases

of sciatica are more apt to occur about one or two
o'clock in the morning.

THE VIRULKNCE OF THE DIPHTHERIA BACILLI OC-

CASIONALLY FOUND IN THE THROAT IN CASES
PRESENTING THE CLINICAL FEATURES OF FOLLI-

CULAR TONSILLITIS,

by Dr. H. M. Biggs, New York.
When cultures, made from the throat secretions of

cases presenting the clinical features of follicular ton-

sillitis, show the presence of morphologically typical

diphtheria bacilli, tests for virulence made on guinea-

pigs almost invariably show that the bacilli are

virulent.

Dr. W. H. Welch agreed with Dr. Biggs that

all diseases of the throat in which the Klebs-LofHer

bacillus is present and active are to be called diphthe-

ria, whether they present the usual anatomical and
clinical evidences of diphtheria or not. There is no

way in which the physician can determine whether

these non-membranous cases are genuine diphtheria

otherwise than by bacteriological examination, but he

can feel reasonabl}' safe in his diagnosis if there is the

usual membranous character of diphtheria and it is a

primary inflaaimation of the throat, for the Klebs-

LofUer bacillus is present in UO per cent, of such cases.

Dk. S. J. Meltzer thought that in the light of

experience it would cot do to say that because no

LofHer bacillus was found that diphtheria did not

exist. He mentioned a case that occurred in Koch's

laboratory where for two weeks the bacillus was

looked for in vain and yet ultimately found. It is not

satisfactory to say that where the bacillus of diphtheria

is found the person has diphtheria, because there are

plenty of healthy persons having bacilli in their

throats. A person cannot be considered to have
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pneumoDia because be has ihe dipplococcus in his

moath. We need two points for diphtheria— a lesion

and a bacillas.

Dr. a. Jacobi questioned whether the New Yorli

Board of Health was correct in claiming that every

case iu which there was a Klebs-LofHer bacillus in the

mouth should be isolated and prevented from going

about and attending to business. It is frequently

unnecessarily cruel. Probably many of the physicians

present had the bacilli iu their mouths without ever hav-

ing had diphtheria or being in danger of developing it.

Dr. Biggs did not want to be understood as saying

that where bacilli were present in the throat that

would constitute diphtheria. There must be an in-

flammatory process with it to constitute diphtheria.

Diphtheria is an inflammatory process of the mucous
membrane produced by the diphtheria bacillus;

whether membrane is present or not is immaterial.

As to the failure to find bacilli in some cases where
they should be present, that has been noted by all

observers ; but a properly made culture does show the

bacilli in the vast majority of cases.

In regard to the frequency with which diphtheria

bacilli are to be found iu normal throats, he thought

Dr. Jacobi was wrong. In a large series of examina-
tions, including cases iu dispensaries, only in about

one per cent, of the normal throats were the bacilli

found. Where diphtheria bacilli are found in normal
throats you may almost certainly say that the persons

in whom they are found have been in close contact

with diphtheria. Such contact as simply attending a

case of diphtheria by a physician does not usually lead

to the presence of the bacilli in the throat.

The question of the sanitary management of diph-

theria during convalescence is one of the most difficult

problems in sanitary work and one which has yet to

be solved.

PREVALENCE AND FATALITY OF PNEUMONIA,

by Dr. C. F. Folsom, Boston, was read by title.

PROGNOSIS IN PNEUMONIA,

by Dr. Andrew H. Smith, New York.
Prognosis as afiected, first, by pre-existing condi-

tions, such as age, sex, habits, etc. ; second, as affected

by conditions arising during the progress of the dis-

ease, such as chill, temperature, amount of lung im-

plicated, complications, etc. ; illustrated by statistics

of cases at Presbyterian Hospital, New York. Prog-
nostic indications derived from the pulmonary second
sound. Ditto, from leucocytosis.

Dr. M. H. Fcssell asked if Dr. Smith had made
any observations on the effect of pregnancy on the

death-rate in pneumonia. Three cases observed by
him the past winter, all young women under thirty-

five years of age, terminated fatallv.

Dr. S. J. Meltzer desired to know if bacterial

investigations had been made ; whether the pneumonias
were due to the diplococcus lanceolatus or whether
there were complications with the streptococcus.
Probably those cases due to the diplococcus lanceo-
latus would terminate more favorably if the tempera-
ture ran high because it is destroyed by a temperature
of 41 C.

Dr. W. H. Thompson had seen three cases of

pneumonia in pregnant women, and all got better.

The presence of herpes had always been regarded as

a favorable sign, and it had seemed to be so in his

cases.

Dr. H. a. Hare was convinced that in a large

number of diseases, and particularly in pneumonia,

fever is actually a protective process on the part of

the body. Besides this, the processes developing the

heat are useful in destroying the toxines, iu addition

to being deleterious to the micro-organisms them-

selves. The fever, moreover, seems to aid in the

development of leucocytosis.

Dr. W. H. Welch thought that the bacteriological

examination of cases of pneumonia gives no informa-

tion of any value in the way of prognosis. All cases

of genuine lobar pneumonia, in his opinion, are due to

the micrococcus lanceolatus. If the streptococcus is

present in the sputum there is no evidence that it is

doing anything in tlie lung. The essential factor in

croupous pneumonia is the jioison produced by the

micro-organism, and the influence of the poison on the

heart and other parts of the body. There is as yet

no satisfactor}' bacteriological basis for the conception

of the protective influence of fever. This conception

rests upon nothing more than ingenious argument.

The micrococcus lanceolatus grows at a temperature

of 40-41 C. Above that it ceases to grow, but is not

killed. Its virulence is not materially changed by re-

maining for a considerable time at temperatures of

40-41 C.

Dr. A. H. Smith said that he had not had an op-

portunity of studying cases of pneumonia in pregnant

women. He thought too much stress had been laid

upon temperature iu pneumonia. Forcing down tem-

peratures by chemical means simply blinds our eyes.

If attempted at all it should be by the cold bath. If

the fever is high but the duration not great, it is

better to let the question of temperature alone.

third day. MORNING SESSION.

A CASE OF ESOPHAGEAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH
CIRRHOSIS OF THE LIVER,

by Dr. G. M. Garland, Boston.

The author reported a case which came under hia

own observation, and a case sent to him by Dr. Osier

of Baltimore, and one by Dr. Councilman of Boston.

Up to ten or twelve years ago esophageal hemorrhage
as a complication of cirrhosis was practically un-

known. The manner of dilatation of the esophageal
veins is by an attempt of the overloaded portal circu-

lation to empty itself, to escape around the liver by
passing along the veins of the lesser curvature of the

stomach and working up into the deep veins of the

esophagus. It has been noted that in these cases the

hemorrhages may continue for a long time, and there

may be apparent intervals of recovery. In the case

reported by the author the welling up of blood from
the esophagus was a marked symptom ; it occurred
while the patient was lying quietly in the bed.

Dr. Graham related a case of hemorrhage from
varicose veins of the esophagus not due to cirrhosis of

the liver. The hemorrhage followed the lifting of a

heavy weight, and at post-mortem was found to be due
to varicose veins of the esophagus.

Dr. S. Weir Mitchell related the case of a child

which died from hemorrhage, and post-mortem exami-
nation revealed two or three dilatations of the esopha-
geal veins jBst above the opening into the stomach,
and about ten to fifteen of such dilatations in the
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stomach. There was no disease of the liver and no
other discoverable lesion.

Dr. a. Jacobi thought that the dilatation of the

veins, as such, is no reason why a vein should burst.

There must be some structural change in the vessel

wall along with the dilatation to account for the rup-

ture. He suggested that in future cases the structure

of the vessel walls be more carefully studied.

ON ABSORPTION IN TUB STOMACH.

by Dr. S. J. Meltzer, New York.

Recent investigations have brought to light some
new facts with regard to the power of absorption in

the stomach, the most striking of which is surely the

unexpected result that the stomach does not absorb

any water. The author's paper dealt with experi-

ments on rabbits with strychnine nitrate and hydro-

cyanic acid. Six to ten milligrammes of strychnine

brought into the full stomach of a rabbit with pylorus

open is sure to bring on a tetanus withiu a very short

time. The effect is probably brought about by the

strychnine soon entering the intestines from where it

becomes absorbed in a few minutes. When the pylo-

rus is closed, even such large doses as 200 milli-

grammes of strychnine, remaining for hours within an

empty stomach with good circulation and with intact

innervatiou of the vagi, does not produce any effect

at all. The mucous membrane of the stomach does

not absorb even the slightest fraction of the strychnine.

The mucous membrane of the esophagus also absorbs

strychnine very poorly. The pharynx is apparently

the part of the alimentary canal which absorbs best.

Three to four milligrammes in the pharynx will cause

a tetanus in three to four minutes. The rectum

absorbs nearly as well as the pharynx, and better than

the small intestine.

Prussic acid is absorbed very well from the stomach,

even when the pylorus is ligated. It seems to pro-

duce a hemorrhagic surface on the mucous membrane
which facilitates the absorption. Possibly its absorp-

tion is due to its volatility, as gases seem to become
readily absorbed in the stomach.

Dr. a. Jacobi said that clinical observations tended

to confirm part of Dr. Meltzer's experimental results.

Morphia, for instance, will show its effects much later

if given internally than if allowed to absorb from the

mouth. A few drops of Majendie's solution intro-

duced into the mouth without the addition of water

will have an effect within a very few minutes.

dispensaries and their use in teaching,

by Dr. M. H. Fdssell, Philadelphia.

This paper called attention to what appears to be

the best method of utilizing for teaching-purposes the

patients who attend the out-floor service of the hospi-

tal connected with a medical school. The method de-

scribed is that used at the Hospital of the University

of Pennsylvania, and was that inaugurated by Profes-

sor Tyson. The service is in charge of a chief and

four assistants— two clinical assistants, a recorder and

a microscopist. Each class of students is subdivided

into sections in the charge of an instructor in clinical

medicine. Each section comes in turn to the dispen-

sary, where the section is divided into two groups and

each group given a patient to examine. After the

students have made their diagnosis the instructor goes

over the case with them, corrects mistakes and revises

treatment.

MESCAL buttons (anhalonium lewinii),

by Drs. D. W. Prentiss and F. P. Morgan, Wash-
ington.

The mescal button is a drug that has been used by
the Indians in the valley of the Rio Grande in their

religious services. They eat this button, and sit and
dream and sing songs and make prayers all night.

They commence this about seven o'clock in the even-
ing and keep it up till ten or eleven o'clock the next
day. During this time they take no food. Professor

Mooney has eaten the mescal button with them, and
is familiar with its effects. He brought some home,
and Dr. Morgan has been experimenting with them
by giving them to the medical students. The effect

produced is almost uniform. The most marked effect

is in producing hallucinations of color visions. It

does not produce sleep or unconsciousness but rather

wakefulness. The color visions onl}- appear when the

eyes are closed. They are various and constantl)'

changing, and are of a very beautiful description.

Duriug the time the individual is under the influence

of the drug he is perfectly conscious and can describe

his visions. No unpleasant effects have ever been ob-

served. Dr. Prentiss exhibited the cactus from which
these buttons are prepared. The buttons probably
have some medicinal value, and have been used by
some physicians in the West for various disorders.

syphilitic nephritis,

by Dr. H. A. Lafleur, Montreal, was read by title.

The following new members were elected: Isaac

Adler, New York; J. J. Abel, Baltimore; Walter
Reed, U. S. Army ; D. B. Stewart, Philadelphia.

Officers for the coming year were elected as follows :

President, J. M. DaCosta; Vice-President, F. C. Shat-

tuck ; Recorder, J. Minis Hays; Secretary, Henry
Hun ; Treasurer, W. W. Johnson ; Councillor, I. E.
Atkinson.

After a complimentary speech by Dr. Graham a

vote of thanks was tendered to the retiring President.

Dr. Jacobi acknowledged the courtesy in fitting terms.

Kcccnt Uitcraturc.

Superficial and Surgical Anatomy. By Prof. G. D.

Thane and Prof. R. J. Godlee. London, New
York and Bombay: Longmans, Green & Co. 1896.

This little volume is an appendix to the tenth edi-

tion of " Quain's Anatomy," that is at length com-
plete. We have only to say that it is excellent, and
will undoubtedly be very popular. Here and there

we find statements to criticise, but the tenor of our

remarks must be all for praise. Most readers will,

we imagine, turn first to the sections on the relations

of brain and skull. They will not be disappointed.

The aural surgeon will be pleased with the treatment

of the mastoid, the tympanum and the applications to

the surgery of that interesting region. We are in-

clined to question the accuracy of the relations of the

pleura in the sternal regions as here stated. There is

an elaborate table of the relations of various structures

to the levels of the bodies of the vertebra;. There are

special chapters on the anatomy of hernia and of the

perineum. Several of them are new, and most of the

illustrations are excellent. We understand that the

book is to be obtained separately. t. d.
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THE PRESENT STATUS OF DIPHTHERIA
ANTITOXIN.

Nearly two years have passed since Roux reported

his successful use of Behring's autitoxin in the treat-

ment of diphtheria. His figures were carefully pre-

pared and convincing, yet he admitted himself that a

larger number of cases under varied conditions was

needed to form a final judgment. The period which

has elapsed since then has seen the almost general

employment of antitoxin in large hospitals and in

private practice. The reports from hospitals have

been published from time to time. They are now
sufficient both in number of institutions and of cases

to form the basis for a fair judgment. Leaving for

the present cases in private practice which are notably

not comparable to hospital series, do the hospital

results confirm the hopes of Roux's figures ?

At Buda-Pesth, it will be remembered, he reported

448 cases with a total mortality of 24.5 per cent.

But of these, 20 died within twenty-four hours, not

being given antitoxin ; and 128 were bacteriologically

not diphtheria. Of the 300 cases then remaining of

true diphtheria, all receiving serum treatment, 78 died,

a mortality of 26 per cent. During the same period

of observation 520 children treated at the Trousseau

Hospital without serum showed a mortality of 60 per

cent.

Do our present hospital reports show similar and

continued reduced mortalities? Dr. Joseph Winters,

in a lengthy paper before the New York Academy,
claims that they do not; that not only is the mortality

increased by the use of the serum, but that there are

more frequent and more serious after-effects. He
bases his opinion upon the reports of several Ameri-
can hospitals and upon a personal visit to some of the

chief fever hospitals of Europe. He argues that " it

is owing to the increase in the number of cases of

diphtheria in the various hospitals, and in the increase

in the number of cases reported as diphtheria as the

result of the bacteriological diagnosis in various cities

of the world, that antitoxin is reputed to reduce the

death-rate of diphtheria."

In support of his statement, that while the ratio is

in some cases reduced the number of deaths is actually

increased, he makes use of the "statistics of the Boston

City Hospital, where in 1893 there were 203 deaths,

as against 207 in 1895. This he uses as an argument
that antitoxin is not only ineffective but harmful,

despite the fact that the death percentage was reduced

from 48.44 to 13.21. He is apparently unwilling to

accept the bacteriological diagnosis of the disease ;

for taking the reduced death-rate and actual reduction

of numbers of deaths from the WilJard Parker Hos-
pital for the year 1894 (non-antitoxin) with 699 cases,

205 deaths, mortality 29.32, and 1895 (antitoxin year)

with 778 cases, 190 deaths, mortality 24.42, he now
says this reduction is due to the inclusion of bacterio-

logical cases without marked clinical evidence. He
says if all these cases were omitted the mortality would

be about 38 per cent.

When for any reason figures point to even a slight

increase of deaths, even if not relative to the increase

of total cases, he says that is due to harmful serum
;

but wherever there is both actual and relative reduc-

tion of mortality, no matter how large, he claims it due
to a probable mild form of the disease. He argues

that those who favor antitoxin have taken care to

compare single years of high death-rate when they

should have included all ; but he himself compares
the death-rate of two London hospitals, the Southwest-

ern and Northwestern, for three pre-antitoxin years,

with all the hospitals for one year of serum therapy.

He lays great stress upon the figures of intubation

cases at the Willard Parker Hospital showing a mor-

tality of from 68 to 75 per cent., but gives no figures

to show the relative number of cases now comino to

intubation compared with other years, a most needful

comparison now that only the severer cases do come
at all to intubation, and hence have the doubly high

mortality.

Dr. Winters's paper is worth the reading, for a con-

servative view is always valuable ; but, even by itself

— taking his own arguments and only the figures

given — it leaves one with the sense that he is filling

the part of " advocatus diaboli," bound only to see

the evil.

Touching upon the same figures from the Willard

Parker Hospital, Dr. Brannan's discussion of Dr.

Winters's paper is most helpful. He shows that not a

few of the cases treated with antitoxin and proving

fatal, as Dr. Winters claims directly because of the

serum, had, on the contrary, a distinctly unfavorable

prognosis at entrance. In the 19 fatal cases after

serum in 1895 the prognosis at entrance was not fav-

orable, as inferred from Dr. Winters's paper ; but in

the records given as good in six, doubtful in five, and
bad in eight. Twelve were two years of age or less,

and only five above three. Twelve had laryngeal

stenosis requiring intubation ; seven had besides pneu-

monia. Five of the non-laryngeal cases also had pneu-

monia. The single adult had impending delirium

tremens at entrance. The increased diarrhea claimed
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by Dr. Winters does not show, says Dr. Brannan, on

the clinical charts of the hospital. The atuount of

stimulant used was found to be distinctly less during

the antitoxin treatment.

Without entering further into the discussion be-

tween Dr. Winters and Dr. Hrannau, there remains

little ground for the former's objections to the serum

therapy. Certainly, against his opponent or alone,

he has not proven his case, save perhaps to his own
satisfaction. Hospital figures when carefully studied

in an unbiased manner can only point to the great

efficacy of the antitoxin.

It has from the first been distinctly stated that the

best effect of the serum was at the very start of the

disease, that each day's delay was of great detriment,

so much so that after the fourth day but little differ-

ence was made in the course of the disease by the ad-

ministration of antitoxin. The well-known delay in

cases coming under hospital care was at once pointed

out as making hospital statistics of less value; and

the more difficult and slowly accumulated figures of

private practice have been waited for with no little

interest.

The extensive and elaborate report of the American

Pediatric Society published in our pages to-day is the

answer to this question of the effect of antitoxin when
given early in the disease. The report is based upon

the replies to a circular letter sent by the committee

to the members of the Society to reach as many phy-

sicians as possible who had had experience with the

remedy. The circular letter asked for information

upon the following points: Age; previous condi-

tion ; duration of disease when the first injection was

made; the number of injections; the extent of the

membrane— tonsils, nose, pharynx and larynx ;

whether or not the diagnosis was confirmed by cult-

ure ; complications or sequels, namely, pneumonia,

nephritis, sepsis, paralysis ; the result; and remarks,

including other treatment employed, the preparation

of antitoxin used, and general impression drawn from

the cases. Six hundred and fifteen physicians sent

answers which may fairly represent experience up to

the first of May of this year. The large number of

cases, the scattered sources of statistics, and the vary-

ing conditions of private practice and medical care in

different parts of this country must go far to eliminate

any especial error of a single epidemic or personal

equation. The bacteriological confirmation of the

diagnosis in nearly all the cases leaves no doubt as to

the accuracy of resulting ratios.

The grand total of all cases (5,794) gives a mor-

tality of 713, or only 12.3 per cent. Omitting 218

cases reported moribund at the time of injection, the

mortality is but 8.8 per cent. Taking only the cases

injected within the first three days, the mortality is

7.3 of all cases. Omitting from these those dying

within twenty-four hours of injection, the ratio is further

reduced to 4.8 per cent., which more than substantiates

Behring's claim of a reduction of diphtheria mortality

to five per cent, if treated ou the first or second day.

Among all these cases there were but three in which

the patient appeared to have been made worse by the

serum.

The mortality of the 1,448 cases injected after the

fourth day was only 27 per cent.

The results in the laryngeal cases was even more

convincing of the value of antitoxin. In one-half of

the cases no intubation was required, and of the 537

cases coming to operation only 25.9 per cent, died, a

mortality' less than half as great as ever reported by

any other method of treatment. Broncho-pneumonia

was noticeably infrequent, while nephritis or nervous

disturbances were less than usual.

But beyond the mere facts of mortality is the strik-

ing impression made upon the minds of so many re-

porters of the great change in the picture of the dis-

ease under the new treatment. From all quarters are

heard the comments, " I would never have believed it,

till I saw this case " ; " It is this case which converted

me " ; " In all my experience I never saw a more

hopeless case, but it made a complete recovery."

To one who has not visited the diphtheria wards of

a large hospital in former days and seen the saddening

sight of prostrated, septic, dying children, the signifi-

cance of the present spectacle of cheerful, brightened

faces without distress, is hardly to be realized. Surely

such reports from every side must carry full and con-

vincing weight. Let the doubters read the report of

the Pediatric Society.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Professor of Pathology in Rush Medical
CoLLEGF,.— Prof. Edwin Klebs has been elected to

the Chair of Pathology in Rush Medical College,

which has recently been recognized by the Examining

Board of the Royal College of Physicians and the

Royal College of Surgeons of London, England.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Overseers of Harvard University. — Dr.

David W. Cheever and Dr. George B. Shattuck were

elected Overseers of Harvard University on Com-
mencement Day, receiving respectively the second

and third highest number of votes of all the candi-

dates.

Harvard Medical Aldmni.— The sixth annual

meeting of the Harvard Medical Alumni Association

was held in Boston June 23d. The business meeting

was held in the Medical School at noon. Dr. George

B. Shattuck was re-elected President, and Dr. Thorn-

dike, Secretary. The other officers chosen were

:

Vice-Presidents, Gustavus Simmons, M.D., Sacra-

mento, Cal. ; Wotkyns Seymour, M.D., Troy, N. Y.,

and J. W. Parsons, Portsmouth, N. H. ; Councillors

L. R. Stone, M.D., Newton; R. W. Lovett, 3I.D.,

Boston ; and J. T. G. Nichols, M.D., Cambridge.

It was voted to ask for a hearing before the

Board of Overseers on t'ae question of the exten-

sion of the franchise to graduates of the Medical
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School not already alumni of the College. The din-

ner was held at the Vendome at one o'clock, 150

members being present. Dr. John Homans, 2d, read

the report of the Committee on the Harvard Medical

School. Speeches were made by Dr. H. P. Walcott,

Dr. Cbarles McBurney, of New York, and Dr. The-

obald Smith.

Harvard Dental Alumni Association.— The

twenty-fifth anniversary of the Harvard Dental Alumni

Association was held at the Hotel Thorndike, Boston,

June 22d. At the business meeting the following

officers were elected for the coming year: President,

Dr. Frank Perrin ; Vice-President, Dr. J. T. Paul
;

Secretary, Dr. Waldo E. Boardman ; Treasurer, Dr.

Washburn E. Page ; Executive Committee, Drs. Waldo

E. Boardman, William P. Cooke, Harry S. Parsons.

At the dinner in the evening the speakers were: Dr.

James Shepherd, who spoke of the prosperity of the

Association ; the newly elected dean. Dr. E. H. Smith
;

Rev. Reuen Thomas, Harvey A. Shepard, Rev. Dr.

Perrin and Mr. Colby.

An Ether Prize Fund for the Boston Citit

Hospital. — The Trustees of the Boston City Hos-

pital have received a gift of $1,000 from Mr. Town-

send W. Thorndike under the following conditions:

"I wish to give $1,000 to the Boston City Hospital to

found the ' Herbert L. Burrell Ether Prize Fund,'

from the interest of which a prize of $20 shall be

given semi-annually to the surgical house-officer who

administers ether in the most skilful and humane

manner. Only surgical house-officers of the Boston

City Hospital shall be eligible in competition for it,

the award to be made by three judges to be appointed

by the superintendent of the hospital and senior sur-

geon. In case no officer is considered worthy of the

prize, the interest shall be added to the principal.

Should the principal increase to such an amount as

shall be considered sufficient to warrant the offering of

a second prize of lesser amount, such a second prize

shall be established, and shall be known as the ' Wil-

liam H. Thorndike Ether Prize.'
"

An LL.D. from Yale.— At the Yale Commence-

ment last week Dr. William H. Welch, of Baltimore,

was given the degree of LL.D.

NEW YORK.

A Hospital Tent for Children. — A com-

modious hospital tent, with a smaller tent adjoining

for baths, closets, etc., has been fitted up on the

grounds of Bellevue Hospital, which will be occupied

by the children from the Marquand ward during the

summer montlis.

The Second Congress of Applied Chemistry.
— Prof. Charles A. Doremus, who sailed for Europe

on June 27th, has been appointed by Secretary of

State Olney to represent the United States in the

Second Congress of Applied Chemistry, which is to

meet in Paris during the coming month.

A Large Contingent Fee.— The following curi-

ous notice has recently appeared in the newspapers :

One Million Dollars Reward.— To Physicians, Surgeons,

Scientists, Wise Men, and all others whom it may concern ; Be
it known that I, Charles Broadway Rouse, who possess consider-

able wealth, hereby agree to pay the sum of one million dollars

to any human being who restores to me my sight.

Mr. Rouse is an eccentric New York merchant who

is suffering from atrophy of the optic nerve. Some
time ago he discovered that one of his former em-

ployees, a man by the name of Martin, was affected in

the same way as himself. He took a great interest in

his case and was very kind in securing the best medi-

cal treatment for him and otherwise providing for his

welfare and comfort. Out of gratitude for this kind-

ness he has offered to subject himself to any kind of

treatment that is thought worthy of trial, and any one

who believes that he has a chance of winning the mil-

lion-dollar reward must first test the efficacy of his

treatment on Martin.

A Secret Remedy at Bellevue Hospital.—
Considerable comment has been caused of late by

the setting apart, by order of the Commissioners

of Public Charities, in spite of the protest of the med-

ical board of the hospital, of one of the alcoholic

wards of Bellevue Hospital for the use of a certain

physician of New York, but not connected with the

institution, who is to treat patients by means of a

recent remedy, which he claims to have discovered.

This physician is Dr. Isaac Oppenheimer, and the

curious part of the matter is that up to the present

time he has been a regular practitioner in good stand-

ing, being a graduate of the College of Physicians and

Surgeons (in the year 1876), a Fellow of the Academy
of Medicine, and a member of the Medical Society of

the County of New York. In the only case that has

thus far been made public of which Dr. Oppenheimer

had charge, the patient, who had been transferred to

Bellevue from the Harlem Hospital, died a few hours

after his admission to the ward. In this case, how-

ever, the doctor claims that the man was suffering

from an advanced stage of Bright's disease, and that

he made no attempt to treat him with his new "cure."

Increase in the Mortality Rate. — The effect

of the summer weather has shown itself in a consider-

able increase in the mortality, although the death-rate

is by no means excessive for the season. During the

week ending June 27th there were reported 859 deaths,

against 750 in the week ending June 20lli, and 70.^ in

the week preceding that. Of the total number of

deaths, 473 were in children under five years of age,

an increase of 140 in this class over the week previous.

The deaths from diarrheal diseases amounted to 166,

and of these 155 were in children under five. The
number of deaths from pneumonia declined to 52,

which is probably the smallest mortality from this dis-

ease since la.st summer. There was a slight increase

in the deaths from diphtheria, which numbered 40,

and a slight decrease in those from scarlet fever,

which numbered 6.
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JIETEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending June 20tli, in Boaton, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant j. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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Hccturc.

GANGRENE AS A COMPLICATION AND SEQUEL
OF THE CONTINUED FEVERS, ESPECIALLY
OF TYPHOID.i

Shattuck Lecture for 1896.

BY W. W. KEEN, M.D., LL.D.,

Professor of the Principles of Surgery and of Clinical Surgery, Jeffer-

son College, Philadelphia, Pa.

(Concluded from No. 1, p. 6.)

II. SYMPTOMS OF GANGRENE.

The symptoms of gangrene are marked and charac-

teristic.*' Let us suppose the case to be one of arterial

embolism or thrombus. Towards the end of the

fever, especially in the third week or early in conval-

escence, as weakness is giving place to strength and

the brightest hopes of speedy recovery are cherished,

sudden severe and persistent pain is felt. This may

be at the seat of the impending gangrene, though per-

haps more commonly it is in the obstructed artery,

especially in the femoral, popliteal or tibial, and radi-

ates thence to the periphery. It is followed by numb-

ness, coldness, loss of sensation, and sometimes of

motion, and in a short time discoloration and all the

other usual evidences of gangrene appear. Sometimes,

but not usually, these local symptoms precede the pain.

If the vesselsof the foot or at the ankle or even the

popliteal be examined, the pulsation will be found

feeble or utterly extinguished, while higher up at the

seat of the obstruction the artery will be changed into

a moderately firm but very tender cord in which we

may sometimes differentiate the obstructed artery from

the non-obstructed vein— an important point in prog-

nosis. Week by week, sometimes day by day, the

growth of the secondary coagulum may be traced up-

wards by the progressive abolition of the arterial pulsa-

tion and by the upward march of the gangrene. If

old cicatrices from burns, or unhealed eczematous

ulcers, old fractures or varicose veins exist, all loci

minoris resistentia, they will be among the earliest

parts to yield. Blebs may form in the early stages,

but most frequently they will dry up and the parts

will mummify, although as already indicated, moist gan-

»rene may supervene if a large clot form much higher

up or if, in addition to the artery, the vein also be-

comes extensively obliterated, thus involving great

masses of moist tissue, such as the thigh, in sudden

ruin.

As is generally seen in cases of dry gangrene, days

or weeks will elapse, if the patient lives so long, dur-

in» which nature as usual makes a powerful effort to

rid herself of the dead parts by the establishmeut of a

line of demarcation. On the establishmeut of this,

the pain often ceases.

In case the primary obstruction is in the vein and it

becomes obliterated, extensively and completely, by

a thrombus or by a simultaneous venous and arterial

thrombosis, then the gangrene will be of the moist in-

stead of the dry variety. It will present the usual ap-

pearance of moist gangrene. The vessels at the seat

of the obstruction will be very tender and can

felt a-- hard cords. The clot will extend sometimes

rapidly and widely and the gangrene will be more ex-

> Delivered before the Massachusetts Medical Society, June 9,

1896.
^ Partly quoted from my Xouer Lecture.

tensive in the area involved and far more acute in its

disastrous clinical course, as would naturally be ex-

pected.

In the variety of gangrene beginning in the periph-

eral vessels, the symptoms will vary somewhat. It

is not so uniformly in the lower extremity, and is

much more frequently symmetrical. If small in ex-

tent, pain is not apt to be a leading feature. The

onset is often earlier, and from the nature of the case,

its progress is more acute and its limits much more

quickly defined, so that usually, within a few days at

least, the boundary of the gangrene is well defined.

Its area also is usually much less than in those cases in

which a perceptible coagulum exists, not often extend-

in" in the leg beyond the foot or ankle ; and if it occur

in the nose, ears, genitals, etc., it rarely involves sur-

rounding parts to a large extent. Sometimes, how-

ever, it may extend more widely, as in a case of

typhus and starvation, mentioned by Lyons," in

which the patient walked to the workhouse, and on

barin" his chest the whole of the right side was "a
dark, olive-green, jelly-like, tremulous mass." The
abdominal wall is sometimes similarly involved. The
probably irregular area in which the stasis of the blood

will take place in this form, also accounts for the great

irregularity generally seen in the line of demarcation ;

whereas, if a well-defined thrombus exists in a large

vessel, the gangrene is apt to be fairly evenly bounded.

This sudden history is usually followed by a speedily

decided issue. Death follows quickly, or reaction and

recovery set in within a short time, instead of long

hanging in the balance.

In my Toner Lecture, I collected in all 113 cases of

gangrene, to which Dr. Westcott has added 90, mak-

in" '203 iu all. Excluding from the former collection

34 cases of typhus reported by Estlander in Finland,

of the remaining 169 cases, 115 followed typhoid fever

and 40 typhus fever. Some of the latter were un-

doubtedly really typhoid. In the following resume I

shall combine the results of the former and the later

series together.

The influence of age is not very marked. Of 140

cases, 26 appeared before fifteen years of age, 64 from

fifteen to twenty -five, and 50 after twenty-five years of

age. This will not differ much from the normal age-

distribution of typhoid.

But sex seems to have a marked determining iuflu-

ence. Of 155 cases, 90 were males and 63 females,

or about three to two.

The site of the gangrene is more striking than either

age or sex. In six cases it attacked the ears, in 10

the nose, in 47 the face, neck and trunk ; in five the

arms, iu 20 the genitals and in 126 the legs ; that is, of

214 cases in which the location is stated, in 146 it was

in the lower extremities and genitals, and iu 16 more

in such peripheral districts of the vascular system as

the ears and the nose.

I have found in the two series 128 cases of venous

coagula following typhus and typhoid, especially the

latter, iu which the site is stated. Only four cases in-

volved the upper extremity alone, two of which were

followed by gangrene. Two involved both arm and

leg, but all the other 124 cases were limited to the

lower extremities. Gangrene of both venous and

arterial origin (including both thrombosis and embol-

ism) form most frequently during or just after the

period of greatest cardiac weakness, a weakness felt

" On Fever, p. 191.
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most at sucb distant poiuts as the legs. Of 41 arterial

cases, 18, aud of 107 veuous cases, 40, occurred in the

second and third weeks of tiie fever— tliat is to say,

of 148 cases 68 (39.2 per cent.) occurred in the second

aud third weeks.

These figures, it seems to me, are most instructive.

In discussing the pathology, 1 gave marked prominence

to the sluggish peripheral circulation as a mechanical

factor in the production of gangrene. Even though

we admit in many cases the determining influence of

the bacilli of typhoid, the striking clinical fact above

established must be explained by any accepted path-

ology. If arteritis or phlebitis or emboli of cardiac

origin, whether bacillary or not, were the sole or even

the preponderating cause, tlien gangrene certainly

should attack the upper extremities, the head, the

ueck and the trunk with far greater frequency than is

seen by these statistics. Just as in gangrene from

other causes, often of non-bacterial origin, such as

ordinary senile aud diabetic gangrene ; or of bacterial

origin, as in scarlet fever, measles aud the other exan-

themata, the legs suffer so much more than all the

other parts of the body put together; so in typhoid

gangrene the familiar rule holds good.

It is also in the lower extremities that venous

thrombi causing phlegmasia alba dolens are most fre-

quent in other diseases of microbic origin, as in puer-

peral fever, pneumonia, septicemia, pyemia aud even

in tuberculosis and malarial fever. In both classes of

diseases arising from half-a-dozen or more different

bacteria or entirely apart from any bacterial influence,

the one striking fact is that the legs suffer far more
frequently than all other parts of the body put together.

It is, it seems to me then, good common sense and

good pathological sense to seek for the efiicieut, the

exciting, the actual cause determining the location of

the thrombosis and the frequent gangrene in the legs

themselves as legs, that is, as distal parts of the circu-

latory system.

The distribution as to left- and rigbt-sided gangrene
is very striking. In the early serks, I did not

make such a differentiation, but in the \resent series

of 90 cases, 1 have found that of 46 cases of arterial

gangrene, eight occurred on both sides, 19 were right-

sided and 19 left-sided, showing an exactly even dis-

tribution. In the veins, however, the facts ai;» strik-

ingly different. Both sides were affected in onlj four ;

the right side alone in 10 aud the left side alone in

38. This, as we know, is in accordance with the

usual experience in other diseases. Why ^^^ '^f"-

side should be so much more subject to gangrene due
to venous obstruction, as also to phlegmasia alba

dolens, than the right side has been a subject of specu-

lation for many years. My own conviction is that the

obstruction to the return of the venous blood by reason

of the compression of the left common iliac vein

where it passes under the right common iliac artery is

the most potent factor, slight in itself it is true, but

when the blood is in unstable equilibrium between
fluidity and coagulation, this slight retardation is iu

most cases just sutFicieut to precipitate the coagulation

upon the left rather than upon the right side.

The same predominance of the left over the right

side holds good in cases of venous obstruction, and the

same balance of the two sides in cases of arterial ob-

struction, when they are not followed by gangrene.

Excluding three involving the Sylvian artery, all of

which occurred upon the left side, producing right

hemiplegia," aud one of the right brachial artery, of

the cases of arterial thrombosis without gangrene, six

were right-sided and five left-sided, while four were
bilateral. Of the cases of venous thrombosis without

gangrene, three were bilateral, 13 right-sided and 31

left-sided, or combining together the cases of venous

obstruction, whether followed by gangrene or not,

seven were bilateral, 23 right-sided and 69 left-sided,

while in arterial obstruction the bilateral cases num-
ber 12, the dextral 25 and the sinistral 24. This ex-

traordinarily even distribution would seem to suggest

that the cause iu cases of arterial obstruction is much
more frequently embolic than has been hitherto be-

lieved.

While the male genitals aud perineum are attacked

by gangrene occasionally, it is in women especially

that we find the widest spread havoc. I have found iu

all 20 cases, of which 16 followed typhoid and four

followed typhus. Fourteen cases were in young per-

sons from seventeen to twenty-seven, except one child

of five, aud five women of thirty -two years of age and
over. In 17 of these cases there was gangrene of

the labia, extending sometimes to the perineum aud the

thigh.

The disorder manifests itself either as a distinct

gangrene of the external genitals or by gangrenous
ulcers forming in the vagina. The former occasionally

is followed by complete closure of the vagiua and re-

tention of the menstrual flow as in a case reported by
Martin, '° in which sloughing of the upper vagina aud
the entire cervix uteri occurred. The vaginal ulcers

appear usually on the posterior wall and lead occa-

sionally to recto-vaginal fistula, as in two cases re-

ported iu my former table, one case of vesico-vaginal

fistula in the present table reported by Schick,'" aud
in the fourth, my own case, both recto-vaginal and
vesico-vaginal fislulie occurred.

A resume of this unique case, of which I quote the

earlier part from my former lecture, is as follows

:

Mrs. M. D. was under my observation in St. Mary's
Hospital from 1873 to 1876, and is the only case 1 have
found of both recto-vaginal and vesico-vaginal fistulje. Up
to March, 1872, she was perfectly healthy, when, at the

age of thirty-four, she bad a severe attack of tyiihoid fever

for four months, folluwing exhaustive nursing during her

husband's fatal illness also from typhoid. About the fourth

week the labia uiiuora sloughed away to a large extent and
both water and feces passed by the vagina. In October,

1872, she was admitted to the hospital, under the care of

my colleague, Dr. Grove, with two large vesical openings

(separated by a slight bridge of tissue), wliich had de-

stroj ed the posterior i)art of the urethra and the floor of

the bladder up to the uterus, and one rectal opening an

inch in diameter, and one and a half inches ahovf the aims.

Dr. Grove operated on her three times unsuccessfully;

once on the rectal opening by the rectum when he divided

the sphincter, and twice by the vagina. From December,
1873, to December, 1875, I did nine ojieralions. Thrice

unsuccessfully 1 attacked the fistula proper, when, becom-

ing convinced that the attemjit to close them was hopeless,

with her entire consent after a full explanation of the con-

sequences of the operation, I proceedtd tu close the vagina.

At first 1 attempted to preserve and utilize the remnant of

the urethra, which gave me great trouble and necessitated

several operations ; hut at the twelfth operation, December
28, 1875, I gave u]> the attempt, excised the useless urethra

" For au hniwrlaiil cunlribution to Ibis rare sequel of lyphod see

Osier. Keceiit Studies Iu Tjiihoid Fever, Johns Hopkins Hospital
Reports, Vol. V, and iu ibe Journal of Nervous and .Mental Disease,

.May, 18%, p. 2'J5.
" Centralb. f. Gynekol., 1»81.
« Wleu. klin. Wooh., lb»2, ¥i, 413.
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and closed the entire vulval aperture by ten silver suture?.

The operation was a complete success. At the time of the

delivery of that lecture, nearly seven weeks after the final

closure of the vulva, I stated that she defecated, men-
struated and micturated entirely by the rectum, and with-

out the sliglitest trouble. She rose usually once, sometimes

twice, in the night, and micturated only five or si.\ times

during the day. My greatest fear was that the feces soft-

ened by the urine would pass into the vagina or bladder

and give trouble, but up to that time at least, none had
arisen, and she was happily rid of the annoyance which had
continued four years. Soon after this, however, a small

fistulous opening appeared in the cicatrix, caused probably

by the fece.«. This healed after a thirteenth operation, and
when my lecture was printed (May, 1877) she had re-

mained entire!)' well for over fifteen months. In the last

four operations, instead of the usual sigmoid female cath-

eter to empty the bladder, I inserted the curved branch of

a pocket-case male catheter into the bladder and the vagina

through the recto-vaginal fistula, thus draining these cavi-

ties, while I drained the rectum below the eye of the cath-

eter, by an ordinary drainage-tube inserted into the rectum,

lest the feces should be softened by the urine and then pass

into the vagina. They answered admirably. The diffi-

culty in obtaining a cure, I believe lay partly in the inher-

ent difficulty of the case, and partly in her deteriorated

health ever since the fever.

Her later history is as follows :

Menstruation ceased in February, 1887, over eleven

years after the closure of the vagina. December 11, 1888,

she again came to me complaining of pain in her rectum
and vagina and stated that the urine was intermittent,

sometimes escaping and sometimes not. She told me that

for the thirteen years since the last operationshe had liecn ab-

solutely comfortable, that she was only obliged to rise about
twice in the night to evacuate the rectum and that neither

the urine nor the menstrual flow while it had continued

had irritated the rectum, nor had the feces annoyed her by
gaining access to the vagina so far as her sensations went.

By inserting a finger into the rectum, I found that the old

fistula between the vagina and the rectum had so con-

tracted that it would barely admit the point of my fore-

finger. This examination showed at once that there was a

calculus formed in the vagina, which acted like a ball valve.

I readily, of course, crushed it by means of a pair of curved
forceps introduced through the rectum. The portion I

secured uncrushed weighed seventy grains, and measured
three-quarters by five-eighths of an inch. She made an en-

tire recovery in three or four days.

A month ago, on May 7, 1896, she called again to say

that while she had been perfectly comfortable for the seven

years since the removal of the stone, three weeks ago a

small abscess had formed at the former outlet of the vagina
and that that morning the urine had commenced to dribble

away. Examination showed the orifice of the vagina firmly

closed excepting one small point just admitting a probe,

through which some urine was escaping. Kectal touch
showed that the recto-vaginal fistula was the same as Ijcfore.

1 advised her to keep the parts clean and wear a napkin,
and wait to see whether the small fistula would not close

spontaneously. In two weeks this hoped-for result fol-

lowed, and she is again entirely relieved of her distressing

disability.

The case is particularly interesting, not only for its

unusual character and its cause, but I believe it was
possibly the earliest case in which the urethra itself

was entirely removed and the vagina closed, the rec-

tum tlius being made to serve the triple purpose of a

reservoir for the urine, the menstrual discharge and
the feces. It is an encouraging fact that in any case

requiring similar treatment, the later history shows
that for over twenty years she has only twice had the

least trouble, once from a small calculus forming in the

vagina aud once fiom a small abscess forming in the

cicatrix, which abscess has spontaneously closed. In-

stead of being a constant source of disgust to herself

and every body about her, a hospital patieut depen-

dent upon charity, as she could not earn her daily

bread, and a pariah cut off from all society, she has

been enabled to become self-supporting as a nurse and

to enter freely into her wonted social relations.

Gangrene extends to the perineum or arises pri-

marily around the anus in a few cases. I have notes

of eight men and six women, the sex not being given

in two cases. Excepting three cases of eighteen,

twenty-one and twenty-two years of age, they all oc-

curred, when the age is stated, from thirty-nine to

seventy-four years of age, later in life thau most of

the other sequels of typhoid. This is presumably due

to the fact that in later life, the nutrition of the peri-

neum is apt to be less vigorous thau in early life.

Excepting one in the second week, they all arose

rather later thau other cases of gangrene ; namely,

from the third to the seventh week— in other words,

during distinct convalescence ; aud to this is probably

due the fact that 10 recovered and five died. In a

number of cases the bones of the pelvis were involved

as well as the soft parts. This also probably partially

accounts for the later occurrence of these cases.

Occasionally gangrene attacks very unusual regions

or organs. Thus single cases are reported of gangren-

nous suppuration of the gland of Bartholin (Spill-

mann),'* of the tongue (Gaston David),'" of the uvula

(Freudenberger),'" of both ears (Sanda),*' of the lips

(Spillmann).'^ The cheeks are attacked more fre-

quently and noma and cancrum oris are noted in my
table as having been observed nine times, and as

usual is very fatal, five of the nine having succumbed,
the result in one being unrecorded. The lungs also

suffered from gangreue in five cases, of which three

died. As to all of these, there is nothing peculiar

calling for more thau their mention as indicating the

protean manifestations of typhoid gangrene.

III. TREATMENT.

To the treatment which I advocated twenty years

ago little can be added. The preventive treatment is

the most important, such as good food, fresh air, the

best hygienic surroundings. Should the heart flag,

the stimulation must be maintained at all hazards,

alcohol in liberal doses is perhaps the best remedy.
Digitalis, strychnine, sparteiu, strophanthus and other

cardiac tonics of the later pharmacopeia may be

added. The body should be carefully examined, es-

pecially those parts of it which experience has shown
are most likely to be attacked, pre-eminently the

lower extremities and tiie genitals. The arms, neck
and head being exposed are much more likely to at-

tract attention should they be attacked by gangrene
thau those which are covered by the bed-clothes. If

baths are used, care should be taken that no mechani-

cal injuries are inflicted, especially on the legs.

Chapman's ice and hot-water bags, alternate heat and
cold, with very moderate friction and stimulating lini-

ments should be advised and the use of the constant

current as a means of stimulating the collateral circu-

lation, both in the deep as well as the superficial parts,

M Arch. Giu., 1S81.
f*" Quelques coiisld. 8ur la gangrene typlioide, These de Paris,

18S3.
™ Aerzlich. lutelligeiizbl., 1879, xxvi, 542.
»' Kev. GiSu. de Cllu. et de Thi'rap., 1892, vi, 401.
«» Merc. M^d., 1895, No. 131, 145.
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will be of service. Jf >;augreiie is not oiilj* threatened,

but actually sets in, the gangrenous parts sliould be

kept as aseptic as possible hy the free use of autiscptic

dressings.

The (luestioii of amputation naturally is one of the

most important that is raised. In gangrene of the gen-

itals, head, neck and trunk, operation of course, is lim-

ited to the removal of the dead and sloughing tissues and
especially in the promotion of the utmost cleanliness,

particularly in parts of the body soiled by urine, feces

or the menstrual discharge. Detergent washes and

stimulating douches, the keeping of the rectum free

from accumulated feces and thorough and free incision

iu abscesses in the vicinity of the anus are to be espe-

cially commended.
In the extremities if amputation is necessary, the

time when it shall be done depends largely ujion

whether the gangrene arises from distinct obstruction

by a palpable thrombus or embolus, or whether it

arises in the peripheral vessels without such an appre-

ciable meciianical obstruction of the maiu vessels. In

the latter case, the line of demarcation is usually

established pretty early and the disease is generally

unlikely to advance beyond this line. Amputation,

therefore, should be done as soon as the line of de-

marcation is well pronounced, and it may be done but

little above this line, since there is no obstruction in

the vessels higher up which would threaten the in-

tegrity of the flaps.

In the cases where a distinct thrombus or an em-

bolus has formed, however, the obstruction is very apt

to extend farther and farther as time goes on by

secondary thrombosis. At what level, therefore, the

limit between the tissues which must necessarily die

and those in which nature can still keep up a healthy

life will occur, cannot be stated definitely until the line

of demarcation is well established. But the facts ob-

tained by a study of my two series of cases aid us very

distiuctly in this matter. When the clot extends

only up to the popliteal, the leg may escape gangrene

altogether, and should it follow, I have found it limited

ID 21 cases to the foot six times, to the lower half of

the leg once and to the upper calf in 14 cases. When
the clot extended into the femoral, the gangrene ex-

tended to the upper calf in 11 and to the thigh in eight

cases. When the clot extended above Poupart's liga-

ment, the gangrene was limited in 1.1 cases, to the foot

in one, the calf in eight and extended above the knee in

sir. Amputation in these cases, therefore, should not

be done, as a rule, until a well-defined and probably final

line of demarcation has been formed. When operat-

ing, the leg should be made bloodless by elevation and

kept so by very careful digital compression. The
Esmarch bandage, as pointed out by Quervain, should

not be used, partly because it may injure the vessels

of the stump and so favor a new arterial or venous

thrombus, partly because it may break up an existing

venous thrombus and give rise to a dangerous embolus.

To this I would add another evident objection, that

the septic fluids in the tissues should not be forced into

the general circulation. The hemorrhage will be

slight, since certainly the artery and often both

artery and vein will be obstructed, so that the " mus-

cles will look like meat soaked in salt and water and

there will be no oozing from the marrow of the bone." ^'

Quervain's method of operating was both ingenious

and useful. After forming an anterior fiap and before

« Drewitt: Lancet, 1S90, ii, 1023.

making the posterior Hap containing the vessels of the

lower thigh, he disarticulated only the bones at the

knee-joint, dissected the femur loose for twelve centi-

metres above the joint, and divided the bone, then

exposed the vessels and ligated them and last of all

formed his posterior flap. The wisdom of ligatiug

the artery before divi<ling it was shown by the fact

that in the amputated part, it was found to be filled

with a loose clot, which would almost certainly have
been dislodged by the manipulation if the flap had
been made prior to ligation and so have caused consid-

erable hemorrhage. Such patients have not a drop
of blood to spare.

As a general rule, therefore, we should wait for the

line of demarcation, but the operation should not be
deferred long after its appearance. If danger of sep-

tic infection or speedy exhaustion should appear, im-

mediate amputation at or above the probable limitation

of the disease should be done. The extension of the dis-

ease, if the femoral be free, will not be, in the majority

of cases, above the tubercle of the tibia. If the femoral

be involved, necessitating an amputation of the thigb,

the resources and the safety of modern antiseptic surg-

ery would lead us in general to amputate, but in some
cases it may be a serious question whether expectant

treatment and a relatively long-subsequent amputation

might not be less dangerous than an earlier operation.

(Original %nxt\t^,

REMARKS UPON INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION
FROM KINKS AND FLEXURES AS THE
RESULT OF PELVIC OPERATIONS AND IN-
FLAMMATION, WITH ESPECIAL REFERENCE
TO HYSTERECTOMIES.!

BY MAURICE H. RICHARDSON, M.D.

Intestinal obstruction, both acute and chronic,

sometimes occurs as the result of sharp bends or kinks

in the bowel. The faulty position of the intestinal coil,

is generally due to adhesions formed deep in the pel-

vis. The direct causes of such adhesions are inflam-

mations of the pelvic or of the contiguous viscera, and
operative procedures by which a considerable portion

of the pelvic floor is stripped of peritoneum. The
small intestine is usually affected, though the sigmoid

flexure with an unusually long mesentery, in rare in-

stances, may be involved. Considering the great fre-

quency of pelvic inflammations and of pelvic opera-

tions, it seems extraordinary that acute obstructions

should so rarely proceed from this source.

The remote cause is probably anatomical. A coil

of intestine, with a mesentery long enough to permit

its descent deep into the pelvis, becomes adherent and

fixed there. iS'o subsequent change in the position of

the coil is possible. Any variation which may take

place iu the size, shape, or posture of the pelvic viscera

to which the coil has become attached, may, by stretch-

ing or by twisting the coil, so change its position as to

impede the fecal stream. A considerable diminutiou

in the size of the uterus, as in subinvolution, for exam-

ple, may put upon the stretch even to an excessive de-

gree, a coil adherent to the fundus. A change in the

position of the uterus, for example, a gradual retro-

flexion, may put an adherent coil upon the stretch. A
' Bead before the Obstetrical Society of Boston, March 17, 1896.
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coil adhereut to the denuded surfaces of the broad liga-

ment after a vagiual hysterectomy may, as the vagiual

wound contracts, be dragged upon until a sharp bend

is produced. In the natural processes of cicatrization

and contraction, moreover, the coil may be partially

twisted upon itself, until a kink is produced. Two or

more coils caught together in a general adhesive peri-

tonitis may be so distorted by cicatricial contractions

and by uterine involutions as to produce kinks and

flexures, one or both. Furthermore, a coil may be-

come prolapsed into the raw wound remaining after

vaginal hysterectomy, and be directly constricted there

by the process of cicatrization. In rare instances ex-

tensive denudations incident to the ablation of large

pelvic tumors mav leave depressions into which a coil

may make its way, and become adherent at an unfa-

vorable angle.

The production of obstruction in cases of adhesions

thus produced is purely mechanical. Fortunately, it

is only under the rarest conditions that adhesions,

faulty even to a marked degree, result in serious

obstructions. A kink or a flexure, even if extensive,

does not necessarily cause obstruction. It is only

when the adhesion is so placed that proximal disten-

tion results in a kind of valve formation that any im-

pediment to the fecal stream can arise. In sharp

bends the mesentery of the affected coil will be found
tense. Jf the distal portion of the coil rests upon an
unyielding surface, proximal distention will increase

the sharpness of the angle (Fig. 1).

The greater the distention, the sharper the angle

and the tighter the valve. If the distention can be

overcome, the opening will become patulous, as in

Fig. 2.

Under such conditions we shall find the portion of

the intestine above the kink greatly distended ; the

portion below it, completely collapsed. That the

obstruction is not due to an organic diminution in the

lumen of the intestine, is shown by the fact that the

bowel regains its normal calibre as soon as the adhe-
sions have been completely freed (Fig. 2).

Though many of the obstructions under considera-
tion come on gradually, and give full warning of their

existence, others show no sign of their presence until the

formidable symptoms of acute obstruction suddenly
appear. In the former, attention is called to the abdo-
men by the intermittent peristaltic spasms which are
necessary to force along the intestinal stream. At times
it is possible to see distinctly the peristaltic movements,
especially if the abdominal wall is thin. Moreover,
the coil next the seat of obstruction is often so exces-

sively distended that it can be seen and felt as a
tympanitic tumor in the lower part of the abdomen.

In those acute cases which come on without premoni-

tory symptoms, it is hard to see how a flexure which

for a long time has done no harm, can suddenly close

completely the intestinal lumen. The mechanism is

probably similar to that in acute obstruction suddenly

appearing in the progress of unsuspected chronic

strictures. I have seen several cases of acute obstruc-

tion, for example, in which the most formidable symp-

toms have appeared without any premonition what-

ever ; yet at operation I have found a stricture so small

that an apple-seed or an orange-seed was sufficient to

close it entirely. It seems probable, therefore, that the

intestinal stream succeeds without difficulty in passing

the bend until, for some reason, the proximal end

becomes unusually distended, presses upon the distal

portion of the coil, and closes tightly the valve.

Obstruction from kinks and flexures I have ob-

served as the result of salpingitis and of perimetritis
;

in the course of extra-uterine pregnancy ; complicating

certain forms of appendicitis in which the appendix
was situated low down in the pelvis, between the blad-

der and the rectum ; and as the indirect result of

vaginal hysterectomies.

Peritoneal adhesions are, directly or indirectly, the

cause of the faulty position of the intestines which
results in obstruction. Though we always expect to

find adhesions of some kind after pelvic inflammations,

yet in many instances these adhesions are of no im-

portance. For example, in removing a diseased ap-

pendix, nearly a year after the evacuation of an
abscess which apparently filled the whole pelvis, I

found no evidence of the previously existing inflam-

mation beyond a few loose adhesions in which the

appendix was buried. On the other hand, extensive

adhesions occasionally result after operative proced-

ures unattended by peritoneal denudations or by septic

complications. Considering the great frequency of

inflammations in the female pelvis, it seems extraordi-

nary that intestinal obstruction from faulty adhesions

is so uncommon.
Post-operative adhesions can hardly be avoided if

the peritoneum is extensively injured or if broad sur-

faces are completely denuded. Broad pedicles, un-

covered by peritoneum, are likely to become attached

to those coils of intestine which touch them. After
the separation of adherent pelvic tumors, the depend-
ent intestinal coils can hardly fail to become them-
selves adherent.

Perhaps the most prolific source of post-operative

intestinal flexures is the vaginal hysterectomy. After
removal of the whole uterus by the abdominal route,

a wide opening into the vagina results, into which the

intestinal coils naturally gravitate. To prevent the
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prolapse and adherence of tlie gravitating coils, we
close the raw vaginal surfaces when possible by in-

verting and suturing the peritoneum. The danger
arising from the formation of faulty adhesions is thus

reduced to a minimum. lu vaginal hysterectomies, on
the other hand, we are uuable thus to cover in the

broad denuded surfaces. They are, to be sure, ap-

pro.\imated in some way by the ligatures or by the

clamps which are applied to the broad ligaments before

the uterus is freed
;
yet a very considerable surface re-

mains uncovered by peritoneum. Moreover, unless we
close the vagina— a procedure of doubtful utility—
there is nothing to prevent the prolapse of certain in-

testinal coils, especially if their mesentery is long. In

fact, at the completion of the operation, coils often will

be seen presenting in the depths of the vaginal incision,

lu some instances excessive prolapse of the intestinal

coils can be prevented only by packing the wound with

gauze. As the vaginal orihce contracts, however, the

intestines are doubtless drawn down into the scar

tissue, and there, in certain instances, become adher-

ent and sharply bent.

Bearing in mind the etiology of the condition under
consideration, is it possible to prevent this unfortu-

nate complication of pelvic operations? It is obvious
that in some cases prevention is impossible ; for in-

stance, in abdominal operations upon the pelvic vis-

cera when there are of necessity large denuded sur-

faces, which it is impossible to cover by means of

peritoneum. The prevention of adhesions is also im-

possible in cases of sepsis, and whenever drainage is

necessary. It is chiefly, perhaps, in hysterectomies

that we can modify our technique. By the vaginal

route, it is practically impossible to prevent the occa-

sional occurrence of an obstructive flexure. By the
abdominal route, the pelvic floor can be restored by
inverting and suturing the peritoneum. Whether the

rare occurrence of intestinal- obstruction after vaginal

hysterectomy is sufficient reason for abandoning that

most satisfactory operation is a question which admits
of considerable discussion.

lu inflammations of the vermiform appendix, as well

as in general and local peritonitis, the possibilitj" of pre

venting faulty adhesions should be borne in mind ; yet

little can be done beyond placing the bowels in as natu-

ral a position as possible after removal of the appendix.

My attention was first called to acute intestinal ob-

struction from faulty adhesions by a case that I oper-

ated upon at the Waltham Hospital several years ago.

In this case ovariotomy had been performed some years

previously. Without warning, symptoms of acute in-

testinal obstruction suddenly appeared, which rapidly

brought the patient to a coudition of extreme gravity.

Interference, practised as a forlorn hojjc, was unsuc-

cessful. A coil of small intestine adherent to the right

horn of the uterus was separated with great ditRculiy,

and only at the expense of a tear in the bowel at the

point of contact with the uterus. The intestinal wound
was closed satisfactorily, but the patient did not survive.

A year or two ago I operated upon a young woman
who presented the usual symptoms of acute obstruc-

tion. She was profoundly collapsed, and the operation

was undertaken only as a last resort. A kink of small

intestine in this case was found adherent to the right

horn of the uterus and to the right Fallopian tube.

Separation was accomplished only with ditlicuity and
with laceration of the intestinal wall. The proximal
portion of the intestine was enormously distended, the

distal collapsed. A sharp bend was foun<i at the point

of contact with the uterus, against which the distal-

collapsed portion of the coil was firmly pressed by
the distended proximal end. It was impossible for the

intestinal stream to pass this sharp bend, accentuated

as it was by the excessive proximal distention. There
was great general distention, which not only interfered

with (he manipulations of this operation, but resulted

in extensive extravasations of the liquid fecal matter

through lacerations unavoidably made into the intes-

tine at the point of adhesion. These were closed in

the usual manner by interrupted Lembert stitches. The
patient lived only a few hours.

The third case was that of a young man who had

suffered for a week or more with the usual symptoms
of appendicitis, lie presented, in addition to the

symptoms of the original lesion, those of mechanical

intestinal obstruction. There was paroxysmal and

painful peristalsis with gurgling. Through the ab-

dominal walls intestinal coils could be seen to contract

violently. No peritonitis was found. A kink of the

small intestine was discovered low down in the right

side of the pelvis. The adhesion was separated with-

out difficulty. The fecal stream immediately passed

on. The lumen of the intestine after separation of

the adhesions became in this, and in previous cases,

perfectly restored at the point of obstruction. This

patient, too, succumbed in the course of a few hours.

A fourth case of obstruction, already published in

some detail, was that of a young man upon whom I

had operated during an attack of acute appendicitis.

A gangrenous and perforated appendix was removed.

A week or two later symptoms of acute intestinal ob-

struction appeared. The obstruction was not com-

plete. Peristalsis could be seen through the abdomi-

nal wall, and a diagnosis of a faulty adhesion low

down in the pelvis was made. On opening the wound
the distended proximal coils were found ending in a

sharp bend, beyond which the gut was completely col-

lapsed. The coils were separated in all directions,

washed with normal salt solution, and returned. This

young man made a perfect recovery, and is now en-

tirely well.

The fifth case was a vaginal hysterectomy in a

woman of middle age. There was a well-marked cancer

of the cervix, for which I removed the uterus by the

vaginal route. The broad ligaments were carefully

tied off on both sides, and the uterus delivered in the

usual manner. I packe^l the vaginal wound with

gauze. The patient made an uneventful recovery.

Some months later she was suddenly seized with

symptoms of acute obstruction, and died. At the

autopsy a kink was found in the small intestine.

The sixth case was that of a young woman with an

excoriated and suspicious cervix, who subiuitted to a

vaginal extirpation of the uterus. The disease as in

the preceding case was found to be malignant. The
vaginal wound was packed with gauze. This woman
made an early recovery. Some months later she was

attacked with paroxysms of general abdominal pain.

Dr. Brewster, who had charge of her during this at-

tack, made a diagnosis of intermittent intestinal ob-

struction. The attacks of pain gradually subsided,

and the bowel became patulous.

Some weeks later a similar, much less severe attack

occurred, which I had the opportunity ol seeing. It

was evident that there was some form of obstruction.

The intestinal coils could be seen through the thin
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aLtcioDainal wall, the paiu came on in paroxysms, and
the intestinal stream could be felt with the finger in

the vagina, passing with a gurgla through a coil ad-

herent to the vaginal cicatrix. The second attack

was transitoiy, lasting but a few days. This case,

still under observation, is undoubtedly one of faulty

adhesion with slight and transitory obstruction.

Should ihe symptoms increase in severity, exploration

will be indicated.

A seventh case came under my observation a year
ago. A woman of thirty-five presented the symptoms
of an intestinal obstruction of moderate severity.

Paroxysmal pain located in the region of the gall-

bladder suggested gall-stones ; moderate distention

with increased peristalsis, a slight intestinal obstruc-

tion. Exploration showed abdominal hemorrhage
from a ruptured hemato-salpinx. A coil of small in-

testine, adherent to a tumor of the right tube, was
drawn iuto a sharp bend above which there was dis-

tention, below collapse. Removal of the tumor, afler

separation of the adhesion, was followed by recovery.

The tumor was a hemato-salpinx without evidence of

pregnancy.

A diagnosis of obstruction dependent upon a flexure

or a kink in the intestinal wall, can be made only pro-

visionally. In the absence of any exciting cause of

peritoneal adhesions in the pelvis, it is impossible to

differentiate this form of obstruction from others. In

all cases it is difficult, perhaps impossible, to make an

exact diagnosis, even if the usual cause of flexures is

present. The 6^mptoms are those of acute or of

chronic iutesiinal obstruction. When the valve action

manifests itself suddenly, the symptoms will be those

of acute obstruction ; when gradually, those of chrouic.

If an acute obstruction comes on suddenly after a pel-

vic operation, after an acute intlammatiou of the tubes,

the ovaries, the uterus, or any of the pelvic viscera,

the diagnosis of a faulty adhesion is probable, espe-

cially if no tumor is found in the pelvis of sufficient

size to compress the intestine. In no cases do the

fulminating symptoms— gangrene of the bowel — oc-

cur. The symptoms are those of obstruction, pure
and simple, and, as a rule, obstruction somewhere in

the small intestine. I have never seen the large in-

testine in any way involved in this way by adhesions.

The only treatment for acute flexures is immediate
exploration, with separation of adhesions. The eti-

ology of the disease demands that every precaution

should be taken at the time of the original operation

to prevent the formation of adhesions. Unfortu
nately, this is a problem which as yet has not been suc-

cessfully solved. Many methods of procedure have
been recommended. All of them, however, are faulty

and ineffectual. The fact probably is that those oper
ations accompanied by extensive loss of the serous

epithelium, in spite of every known preventive re-

source, result almost always in the gluing together of

the contiguous peritoneal surfaces. As 1 have before
remarked, however, inflammations even of the most
extensive character are not invariably accompanied
by adhesion formation. On the other hand, cases of

comparatively slight injury may be followed by the firm-

est of adhesions. I operated recently upon a patient
for ventral hernia— a patient from whom the lubes
and ovaries had been removed some years previously.
Though the recovery was uncomplicated after the first

operation, I found that the intestines in all directions
were firmly adherent to each other. To remove the

appendix in the interval of health I frequently have
opened the abdomen a second time, after recovery

from simple drainage of an appendicular abscess. In

most of these cases adhesions have been absent, and
yet at the time of the original operation they were
presumably very extensive. In one case, in which
a simple exploration of the uterus and ovaries

was made, and in which suppuration followed, few if

any adhesions were found. The sigmoid flexure had

a small, loose adhesion to the right ovary. On the

other hand, some of the simplest of abdominal opera-

tions are followed by extensive gluing of intestinal

coils. It would seem, therefore, that we do not as

yet understand the reasons why peritoneal surfaces

adhere to each other. In plastic surgery of the peri-

toneum, it is well known tnat we aid the formation of

adhesions by scratching the peritoneal surfaces which
are to be sewed together. But if septic material gets

between the opposed surfaces, close union is interfered

with, or prevented altogether. This statement is ex-

emplified by the giving way of sutures and the result-

ing extravasations seen in end-to-eud sutures of the in-

testine. Contamination of the peritoneum in most
cases, doubtless, results in an immediate exudation by
which the opposing surfaces are kept apart. With
the absorption of the fluid adhesions are formed.

It is clear, therefore, that sepsis is a by no means
insignificant element in the solution of the question.

Peritoneal irritation without sepsis doubtless promotes
to a considerable degree adhesion formations. The
irritation may be mechanical or chemical. Raw sur-

faces also act as irritants. Could we find some safe

method of preventing the formation of adhesions, we
should not only avoid the formation of kinks or flex-

ures, with the deplorable symptoms of acute obstruc-

tion, but we should doubtless do away with many of

those obscure abdominal pains which are so frequent

after abdominal operations and diseases.

In abdominal operations the general technique

should be so shaped as to avoid as lar as possible the

known causes of adhesion formation. Manipulations
must be as gentle as compatible with the necessities of

the case. If extensive regions are denuded they

should be covered in, if it is possible to do so, by in-

verting the edges of the peritoneum and making a
smooth surface. The extensive denudations in ab-

dominal hysterectomy can be most satisfactorily cov-

ered by uniting transversely the folds of the broad
ligament, and the anterior and posterior uterine flaps

taken from the cervix. The projecting stumps of the

ovaries may be buried in the folds of the broad liga-

ment. Many cases arise, nevertheless, in which it is

impossible thus to cover the surface which is likely to

become adherent.

It is always important in abdominal operations to

disturb the intestines as little as possible. If it is

impossible to prevent the escape of numerous coils

through the wound during the operation, they should

be protected as well as jiossible by covering them
with warm, moist gauze. Moist gauze seems less irri-

tating than dry when used for this purpose, because
the dry fibre sticking to the peritoneum tears it off

when finally removed. Exposure and manipulations
show their effect upon normal intestines long before

the operation is finished. The coils become con-

gested and swollen, the peritoneum rough and sticky.

I have seen adhesions of considerable strength form
during the brief manipulations of an end-to-end suture,
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as illustrated in the following case of intestinal re-

section. To control the feces, 1 had placed in tlie

proximal portiou of tlie intestines a wad of gauze,

which I forgot to remove until the suture was com-

pleted. It became necessary to remove a number of

the sutures. After their removal the joint was so

firm and tight that some force was necessary to

separate the freshly agglutinated surfaces.

The replacing of coils which have escaped during

the operation, or which have been delivered for pur-

poses of inspectiou can be accomplished best by lifting

up as high as possible the edges of the abdominal in-

cision, and allowing the intestines to return in their

own fashion. Beyond this, it seems to me, little can

be done.

With reference to prophylaxis, it is a question

whether gauze does not act as an irritant, and cause

extensive adhesion. If the fibres of the gauze have

beeu left any length of time in contact with the uor-

mal peritoneum, they leave their imprint upon it.

The effect is precisely that of artificial irritation for

the purpose of making two surfaces adhere more

readily. It has occurred to me many times that gauze

used in this manner may excite peritoneal adhesions.

To dispense with gauze, however, is not practicable,

for in many abdominal operations the peritoneal cavity

must be walled off from a septic field. Moreover, in

practically all pelvic operation, large gauze wads are

essential to hold the intestines up and out of the way.

The peritoneal irritation from this cause can be re-

duced to a minimum by keeping the original pieces in

position without change.

The use of chemical solutions in the abdominal

cavity to prevent the formation of adhesions, seems to

me of doubtful utility. The least trouble from the

wluing together of the peritoneal surfaces will follow

those operations in which the asepsis is absolute, and

in which the manipulations are as gentle and brief as

the exigencies of the case permit.

Whatever the cause of acute intestinal obstruction,

the treatment is obvious. Unless the symptoms are

mild and transitory, an exploratory laparotomy should

be performed as soon as the diagnosis is made. Bad

results, almost without exception, are due to delay.

In those cases of acute obstruction in which the lesion

must cause necrosis of the bowel wall, the prognosis

is practically hopeless. This list includes volvulus,

intussusception, mesenteric thrombosis, internal

strangulation, and, in fact, all conditions in which the

circulation of the intestine is cut off. Fortunately in

the disease under consiileration, the circulation is un-

affected, and the prognosis ought therefore to be

good. The trouble in this, as in many other acute ab-

dominal conditions, is that the patient is watched so

long in the hope either of a favorable turn, or of a

clear diagnosis, that the propitious moment for opera-

tion is lost. This error is conspicuous in perforation

of the vermiform appendix, in the perforation of gas-

tric and of typhoid ulcers, and in various other lesions

in which an early operation means recovery — a late

operation, death. As soon as the exploration is made,

the diagnosis will be confirmed by the presence of dis-

tended coils in one part of the abdomen, and of col-

lapsed ones in another part. To find the obstruction,

it is best generally either to seek directly the seat of

the original lesion, or to follow down the collapsed

coil. As soon as the flexure is discovered, the great-

est care must be taken not to tear the distended coil.

From my experience, which as I have shown above is

a limited one, it is extremely difficult to separate a

sharp bend without opening the lumen of the intes-

tine. If two intestinal coils are thus glued together

it is especially difficult, if not impossible, to separate

them without opening either one coil or the other.

In case, however, the adhesion is to the horn of the

uterus, or to the side of the pelvis, or to the abdomi-

nal wall, by making the separation at the expense of

the viscus to which the intestine is attached, we can

be sure of not opening the lumen of the intestines.

To open accidentally, or in sjjite of every precaution,

the intestine, is a very serious complication, for the

proximal coils excessively distended with liquid feces,

empty themselves over the field of operation the mo-
ment the tear is made. Not that the escape of fecal

contents is invariably fatal, for I have known of many
cases in which such contamination has not been fol-

lowed by serious results. Yet this complication must
by every means possible be avoided. As soon as the

adhesion is separated, the operation is finished. If,

by any chance, a tear has beeu made in the intestine,

it must be closed, preferably with the Lembert inter-

rupted suture, either in one or in two layers. As
already remarked, the lumen of the intestine at the

point of constriction, as a rule, will be found unim-
paired. The prognosis in these cases is of necessity

grave, from the tact that in most cases the operation

is performed too late.

As a post-operative complication, acute obstruction

seems to result most frequently from flexures or kiuks

after vaginal hysterectomies. By the vaginal route

it seems impossible to prevent the prolapse of intestinal

coils into the funnel-shaped raw surface left by the

removal of the uterus from below. Even if the vagina

is closed, the denuded surfaces remain.

The question of route in hysterectomies seems there-

fore to be influenced somewhat by the possibilities of

post-operative obstructions. lu many cases of uteriue

disease the abdominal route is the only practicable

one. These are tumors too large to be removed bv
the vagina, or cases in which the uterus is so fixed

that the vaginal route is more dangerous thau the

abdominal. Were it not for certain disadvantages

connected with the abdominal route, I should perform

hysterectomy always in that method; if for no other

reason than the conspicuous one that everything by that

means can be seen. Hemorrhages can be controlled,

— the ureter can be seen and avoided — there is no

blind groping about among anatomical regions filled

with structures of the greatest importance. But, ou

the other hand, there are many cases of uterine dis-

ease which can be treated most successfully by the

vaginal route,— cases in which the body of the uterus

is affected, perhaps, by malignant adenoma, or cases

in which the cervix is but slightly involved ; cases iu

which the uterus can be easily brought down and the

broad ligament tied. In such cases, the vaginal route,

it seems to me, is preferable as far as the technique

is concerned, for we can hug closely the uterine body,

and avoid the ureters ; we can tie the broad ligament.

The only disadvantage is that of the possible formation

of kinks and flexures, with subsequent intestinal ob-

struction.

It seems, therefore, a fair question for discussion

whether, in those cases which are particularly suitable

for vaginal hysterectomy, it is worth while to do the

operation by the abdominal route for the sake of avoid-
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iDg the possibilities of an acute obstruction from a

kink. My method of finishing a vaginal hysterectomy

is as follows: As soon as the uterus has been sepa-

rated, and careful examination shows that there is no

hemorrhage, I pack the wound in the depths of the

vagina by means of sterile gauze, or in some cases by

means of iodoform gauze. This fills in the funnel-

shaped opening left by the removal of the uterine

body. As soon as the uterus is removed, coils of

small intestine are usually seen in the depths of the

vaginal wound. These are pushed up out of place by

the gauze. The two cases which have occurred in my
practice, one an undoubted case of obstruction, as shown
by the autopsy, and the other a probable'case, have fol-

lowed hysterectomy by this method. The only modifi-

cation that could possibly be made to prevent this ac-

cident would be the closure of the vagina. I have never

resorted to this because it seems to me that the good

results following vaginal hysterectomy have been due

partly to the constant drainage of the gauze. It does

not follow that the closure of the vaginal outlet will

jirevent the formation of the kink, for this would be

merely closing the lower end of the ragged wouud,
not the upper. If additional experience should show
that vaginal hysterectomy is likely, in a considerable

number of cases, to be followed by intestinal obstruc-

tion, it seems to me that this route will have to be

abandoned.

THE INFLUENCE OF OVERWORK IN SCHOOL
IN THE PRODUCTION OF NERVOUS DISEASES
IN CHILDHOOD.i

BY PHILIP COOMBS KSAPP, A.M.. M.D.

'' Much of our school system," said Dr. Edes, in

the third volume of these reports, " seems almost ex-

pressly designed for the manufacture of nervous in-

valids from material only too easily worked, and too

abundant, in the form both of scholars and teachers."

True as this criticism was, and still is, in many case?, it

seems somewhat too sweeping. I have therefore studied

a number of cases of nervous disease in school-children.

in order to determine, if possible, how far the school

system, or, rather, overwork due to that system, was
responsible for the trouble.

The number of my own cases available for such

study is, unfortunately, rather limited. In the first

place, cases which were not suffering from distinctly

nervous affections were excluded, and only those cases

were considered which were still enrolled in school.

Excluding such cases, I have examined 150 consecu-

tive cases of nervous disease in children between the

ages of five and fifteen who have been under my own
observation in the out-patient department at the City

Hospital. As the severer structural diseases of the

uervous system are likely to incapacitate a child from
attendance at school, only a comparatively small num
ber of such cases are included. The first of the fol-

lowing tables will show the various affections from
which the patients suffered.

The second table shows the distribution of the cases

according to age.

Above the age of fifteen so few children of the out-

patient class attend school that they need not be con-
sidered.

Tlii.s paper will appear in the .Medical ami .Surgical Reports of the
Boslou City Hospital, Seventh Series.

With patients of this class, too, certain factors which

tend to produce disease are more potent than with

children of the better class who are seen in private

practice. To the unsanitary conditions which are

only too apt to obtain in our school-houses are often

added the unsanitary conditions of their homes. The
evils of improper feediug and of bad cooking are also

more pronounced.

Diseases of the Nerves and Cord.

Peripheral paralysis ....
Diphtheritic paralysis . . .

Anterior poliomyelitis . . .

Diseases of the Brain.

Hemiplegia
Tumor of brain
Concvissiou of brain
Feebleminileil

Functional (?) Affections.

Chorea
Epilepsy
Hysteria
Cephalalgia
Insanity
Torticollis

Total

It is perfectly plain that the question of the causa-

tion of nervous affections in school-children is far from

simple. The school system maj' have a direct influ-

ence by compelling the child to do too much mental

work, and it may and does have an indirect influence

by exposing the child to bad air and unsanitary sur-

roundings, by compelling him to remain in cramped

positions on unsuitable seats and at unsuitable desks,

by straining the eyes by imperfect light, by limiting

the opportunities for proper exercise, by increasing

the chances of exposure to infectious disease, and by

many other conditions. These indirect influences, how-

ever, although important, are due to removable causes

which obtaiu only in certain schools, and are not due

to any inherent defects in the school system itself.

Table II.

Age. Boys. Girls. Total.

Five 1 1 2

Six 3 9 12

Seven 4 7 II

Eight 9 8 17

Nine 9 5 14

Ten 13 13 26

Eleven 15 2 17

Twelve 9 5 H
Thirteen 8 10 IS

Fourteen 5 u 11

Fifteen 4 4 8

In addition to the injurious factors due directly or

indirectly to the school system, other factors wholly

independent come into play. Heredity, injury, infec-

tious disease and bad food are all of great importance.

Only too often, however, we see such factors ignored,

and undue stress laid upon some comparatively insig-

nificant, or at any rate subordinate, factor. We all

know how the laity prefer to attribute any nervous

trouble in children or in adults to a fall or to over-

work, rather than to admit a bad iieredity, evil habits

or an invalid brain. In children between five and fif-
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teen two oilier factors liave 8ome iiiriueuci-. In a few
instances, especially in weak, illuouriBlied, or neuro-
pathic cliildren, the second dentition lius a disturbing

influence, altliough, with the advance in our knowledge
of proper feeding and the causation of various dis-

eases, we shall i>robably tind that the influence of both

the second and first dentition has been much overrated.

The influence of puberty is much greater. A glance
at Table II will show, however, that this is applicable

in less than one-third of the cases, for in children be-

low the age of twelve it can hardly have an influence.

The influence of puberty is also overrated, for the in-

fluence of the period of most rapid growth is associ-

ated with it, and the latter must be very great. In
both sexes, but especially in boys, the psychical effect

of puberty often outweighs the physical. As a matter
of fact, in these cases, out of twenty-live girls twelve
years of age and over, only ten had menstruated, and
in six the function had been established without diffi-

culty, and had proceeded regularly and normally.

As a matter of fact, in any given case of nervous
disease it is practically impossible to apportion out to

each individual cause its share of the responsibility.

Several causes usually work together to bring about
the result, and overwork in school is often merely the

last straw. If under any given school regime only a

part of the scholars break down, there must be some
reason other than the school work why they succumb
while their comrades are unaffected. In most cases a

bad heredity, poor food, bad hygienic conditions at

home, or previous disease will be found to have pre-

pared the way for the nervous trouble.

It is impossible, furthermore, to lay down any fixed

rule as to the amount of school work which is injuri-

ous. Oue child can do without effort what another

child in the same class can do only by straining every

nerve. Folsom ' speaks with unqualified disapproval

of double and treble promotions, but even a treble

promotion may be obtained by a bright child without

undue effort. Home study is also unwise, especially

below the age of thirteen, but in a certain number of

cases it does no harm.

In only 21 out of these 150 cases did the school

work seem to have any influence. In one other case

where there was rather too much school work, the

trouble was so clearly of traumatic origin that the

school work could be excluded. In four cases the in-

fluence of school work was also slight. In a case of

cephalalgia with hypermetropic astigmatism, study, as

might be expected, brought on the headache. A girl

of twelve with a bad heredity had her fifth attack of

chorea after worry over her school work. A boy of

six developed chorea after he had been at school two
weeks, and after he had received several blows on the

head. A boy of thirteen had hysterical convulsions

after a fright, and talked much of his school work,

which had not been severe. Such cas(;s show that

school work may have an influence upon a disordered

nervous system, but that the trouble is not caused pri-

marily by the work.

In eight cases of chorea, six boys and two girls,

there was more school work than was advisable, but
there did not seem to be such an amount of work as

very seriously to tax the children. In seven of these

cases other factors were present : bad heredity, poor
diet, rheumatism, or fright.

' Folaom, C. V, The Belation of our Pabllc Schools to Disorders
of the Nerroos System. Boston, 1886.

In nine other cases of chorea, four boys and five

girls, there was a history of very considerable work,
involving much home study, early rising and late

hours. In six of these cases there was also poor
diet, bad heredity, some previous infectious disease, or

overwork at home.
The following table shows that in cases below the

age of ten, which form over one-ihird of the whole,
the question of overwork plays hardly any part:

TABLE ni.

Moderate Study.

Nine years . .

Ten years . .

Kleven years .

Twelve years .

Thirteen years

Fourteen years

Boys. Glrk. Totals

Totals.

Hard Study.

Boys. Girls. Totals.

These cases, although limited in number, are, per-

haps, enough to warrant certain deductions. It is, of

course, hardly to be expected that overwork in school

would have any influence in producing structural

changes in the nervous system, but it is of interest

to note that it seems to have had as little influence

in the production of epilepsy and hysteria. A sec-

ond point worthy of note is that while the ordinary

result of overwork in the adult is neurasthenia, we
find no case of neurasthenia in these 150 children.

Although neurasthenia is one of the commonest ner-

vous affections, forming nearly 11 per cent, of

over 2,000 consecutive hospital cases, it is rarely seen

in children. On the other hand, in the present

series of cases we tind a history of possible over-

work only in cases of chorea. Chorea forms over
seven per cent, of these 2,000 cases referred to, but it

is almost as rare in adults as neurasthenia is in chil-

dren. This naturally leads us to ask whether chorea

is the manifestation in the child of that condition of

nervous breakdown from overstrain, worry, etc.,

which in the adult we call neurasthenia.

I am disposed to doubt it. Among recent writers

on chorea, Sachs, Gowers, Oppenheim, Blocq and
Soltmann have little to say about overwork in school

as a cause ; Sinkler, Osier, Dana and Slurges, on the

other hand, lay considerable stress upon it. As
Sachs has stated, " the mental calibre of children who
develop chorea is rather above than below par," so

that we naturally see many choreic patients who are

bright, precocious, ambitious, and with a natural ten-

dency to excel in school, and to work beyond their

strength. Chorea is most apt to begin in the spring,

which has led many to associate it with school work,

since then the child begins to show most markedly the

effect of the winter's work and confinement, but

Sturges admits that the bad air and unsanitary condi-

tions of the school-room have an influence. In adults

as well as in children, the effect of confinement to the

house, and the impaired air of the bouse during the

winter, are very apt to lead to a lowering of vitality
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iu the spring. The weather, too, has some influence

upon the development of the disease. Iu addition to

this, the general trend of medical opinion is toward

the belief in the infectious origin of chorea.

In the present series of cases, only nine, or less

than ten per cent., of the cases of chorea gave a his-

tory of auy very excessive school vvork, and in most
of these cases other factors were also present. If,

therefore, school overwork be a factor in the produc-

tion of chorea, it must be of minor importance, and,

as I have said, I am much more disposed to view
chorea as an infectious disease than as an indication

of nervous break-down from overwork, corresponding

to neurasthenia.

Apart from these cases of chorea, overwork in

school does not seem to have been a factor in causing

nervous disease in this series of 150 cases. This cor-

roborates, so far as a limited number of cases can, the

opinion of Charcot* that up to the age of fifteen, and

in the primary and grammar courses, school over-

work is rare. The child will work— will pay atten-

tion — up to a certain point; but up to that age he is

not sufficiently self-conscious, and he has too little am-
bition to make him overdo. When he reaches the

limit of his endurance he stops work and pays atten-

tion to something else ; he does not spur himself on

to work beyond his strength. " The child remains

passive ; when he does not wish to work he does not

work, and overwork is produced only by an effort of

the will."

This rule, which has also been confirmed by Mr.
Galton, holds in the majority of cases. Now and

then we see a precocious child, especially a girl, who
is distinctly harmed by too much study ; but those

cases are rare, especially in children of the out-patient

class. Above the age of fifteen, however, it is an-

other story. In hospital cases the number of chil-

dren who go to school beyond that age is very small.

We see, however, in private practice, especially iu

girls and young women, cases enough to justify the

quotation at the beginning of this paper. After the

age of fifteen, and during the high-school course, the

conditions are altered. The period of puberty has

begun, with its physical strain and its phvsical

changes. The pupil has become more self-conscious,

hia ambition is aroused, the importance of preparation

for the work of life begins to be appreciated, and am-
bition for intellectual victory over his comrades is

awakened. The curriculum' becomes more crowded
and more absurd, and the stress of examinations
greater. The youth keeps at his work, and is less

ready to drop it when he begins to grow tired. Over-
strain results, and, if other factors unite, break-down
may follow. From obvious reasons— a less hygienic
life, limited exercise, and the development of the

menstrual function— this break-down occurs most
frequently iu girls. Before the period which may be
roughly marked by the fifteenth year, overwork in

school is much less common, and rarely occasions
nervous disease.

THE JAVAL OPHTHALMOMETER AND ITHE
METHODS OF TESTING ITS ACCURACY.

F. W. ELLIS, 1., MOXSON, MASS.

A Mixed Metaphor.—A Vice-President of the
PvUglish Pharmaceutical Society, eulogizing the retir-

ing President, said that " the bread which that gentle-
man had cast upon the pharmaceutical waters would
bring forth fruit to his own satisfaction."

I Lesons du Mardi, i, 34 , ii, 29.

The Javal ophthalmometer has been the subject of

numerous discussions and a voluminous literature.

Its votaries are many ; and their praises are fre-

quently loud, and sometimes extravagant. There is

also a censorious contingent that sees no good in the
instrument, and confesses itself unable to derive any
advantage from its use. Although these contending
factions make the most noise, the ultimate status of

the clinical ophthalmometer will probably be settled

by the large number of practitioners who are quietly

using the instrument as an adjunct to their other
diagnostic tools, with profit to their patients and pleas-

ure to themselves.

If it be possible to '• damn with faint praise," there
is an equal liability of damaging with over-praise

;

and the ingenious invention of Javal and Schiotz is

no doubt suffering from the excessive admiration of

some of its friends. On the other hand, the strictures

of those who consider it entirely superfluous are not
likely to be a great detriment to it, as they are too
often due to a lack of intimate acquaintance with the
instrument, and deficient knowledge of the principles

of its construction. It cannot greatly injure the repu-
tation of the ophthalmometer among those who pos-

sess a knowledge of the elements of physiological
optics to be informed that it does not measure the

posterior curvature of the cornea, inasmuch as such a
determination has never been exactly made by any
method, and has no practical importance. The re-

viewer who recently urged this objection in the Jour-
nal possibly forgot, for the moment, that the refrac-

tive index of the aqueous humor is so nearly identical

with that of the substance of the cornea, that the
curvature of the posterior surface of that membrane
has almost no influence on the refraction of the eye.

Nor is it a severe arraignment of the opthalmometer
to be told by the same reviewer that it does not give
us any information regarding the posterior curvature
of the bulb ; as we, unfortunately, have no means of

accurately determining this curvature. Retinoscopy
certainly does not do this, as one might be led to sup-

pose from the context of the critic of Dr. Roosa's
book.

Retinoscopy is an exceedingly valuable objective

method of determining the refraction of the eye.

The writer has employed it for the past ten years
with the greatest satisfaction. If it were to be a
choice between retinoscopy and ophthalmometry, reti-

noscopy, in the writer's judgment, should have the

preference. But we are not reduced to such an al-

ternative. We can avail ourselves of the advantages
of both ; which supplement each other in the most
helpful manner. Ail the methods of determining the

refractive condition of the eye have their limitations

and defects. Retinoscopy is not infallible,— the most
ardent advocates of the method are obliged to admit
this. Fick,' who has made a careful study of the

method, and warmly endorses it, mentions iu his ex-

cellent monograph a number of sources of possible

error in employing it.

The distance of the fovea centralis from the pos-

terior principal point is the all-important thing iu

' Die BestimmuDg des Breclizustandes eioes Auges duroU Scbat-
tenprobe.
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detenuiiiiuu; tbe refraction of the eye. The distance

of the remaiuder of tlio retina from the dioi)lric ap-

paratus, and, consi'(|iiently, the general curvatnre of

the fundus, liave an entirely subordinate inliuence

upon the acuity of direct vision. The fovea, and

even the macula, embrace but a comparatively small

portion of the posterior part of the eye. It is quite

conceivable that tlie sensitive elements of the fovea

mav, in some cases, occupy a position slightly anterior

or posterior to that of the rods and cones in a neigh-

boring part of the retina. A very minute difference

in this respect would occasion an appreciable differ-

ence in the refraction of the eye for the two points.

Theoretically the sjiol of light, the movements of

which in the retinoscopic test reveals the refraction of

the eye, should be a mere point ; which it is not and

cannot be. It must also be borne in mind that, in

testing the visual acuity subjectively, we are ordi-

narily dealing with retinal images of extreme minute-

ness.

The retinal image of a test type that should be

read by a normal eye at twenty feet would have a

height of less than ,„i,jj, of an inch. Compared with

this quantity, tlie dimensions of even the fovea are

enormous ; which, according to late researches, has a

width nearly or quite equal to that of the papilla.'^

The point to remember is that in the ordinary test for

the acuteuess of vision, we are iuvestigadug the con-

dition of a minute area of the retina. The visual

acuity depends upon the position and integrity of this

restricted area. The weak point in retinoscopy is

that we do not ordinarily measure the refraction of

the eye in this area. In order to do this the pupil

and the accommodation must be paralyzed, and a very

small luminous image employed. Without these pre-

cautions, the patient contracts his ciliary muscle in

looking directly at the mirror ; which is necessary in

order to bring his macula into the line of vision of

the observer ; at the same time the pupil contracts to

a very embarrassing extent. Both of these occurrences

vitiate the test. In an ordinary retinoscopic exami-

nation without atropine, we measure the refraction of

the eye for a jjoint a little distant from the macula,

which is alone concerned with direct vision. The
tindiugs of the retinoscope in expert hands are not

always identical with those of the trial case, although

they are generally a close approximation. Cases are

freciuentiv encountered in which the retinoscopic test

is applied with ditliculty on account of the smallness

of the pupil. Retinoscopy is not infallible ; but it

must be admitted that its results are generally satis-

factory, and frequently surjjrisingly accurate. Oph-
thalmometry and retinosco|)y are not rival methods,

but they serve as excellent checks to each other in

doubtful cases.

The ophthalmometer is not indispensable in ordinary

clinical work, but it is a great time-saver. It fre-

quently jiuls the practitioner upon the right track at

tbe very beginning of his examination. Its use con-

duces to accuracy and scientific precision, especially

in complicated and doubtful cases.

The value of the Javal ojihtlialmometer should be

estimated from a scientilic as well as practical staiid-

j)oint. It has served as an energetic stimulus to the

study of astigmatism. There are many problems con-

nected with astigmatism that can only be worked out

with its use. The bulky volume annotated by Javal ^

attests tbe ardor with which numerous observers in

various countries have eui|>loyed the o|)hthalmometer

in physiological and clinical investigations. Although

the work already accomplished is of great value and

extent, many important pi'oblems ca|)able of solution

with the systematic and intelligent use of Javal'g in-

strument, await the investigator. Every owner of an

ophthalmometer who thoroughly understands his in-

strument, and possesses an ade()Uate knowledge of

physiological optics, can contribute to the advance-

ment of ophthalmology by patient, honest work.

It is true that the ophthalmometer does not measure

tbe total refraction of the eye, but only the curvature

of the cornea. It is equally true, however, that the

greater part of astigmatism is due to irregularities in

this curvature. The"oplithalmometer does not always

give the total astigmatism ; if it did its clinical value

would be somewhat increased, but its scienlitic useful-

ness would he greatly lessened. By means of the

ophthalmometer we can resolve astigmatism into its

elements, and study the influence of various factors iu

its production. Every ophthalmologist, who is some-

thing better than a mere bread-and-butter |)ractitioner,

should he anxious for the advancement of his science,

and ready to avail himself of all its practical resources.

It is undoubtedly a mistake to prescribe glasses from

the readings of the ophthalmometer alone ; but it is a

comparatively easy matter to control the results of

the ophthalmometric examination with other methods,

which should never be neglected.

In the many articles that have been written upou

the Javal ophthalmometer very little has been said

upon the desirability of testing its accuracy. It seems

to be taken for granted that all instruments bearinir

the name are equally reliable. If all the Javal oph-

thalmometers emanated from the same maker this as-

sumption would have a better warrant; but this is not

the fact. A considerable number of opticians are en-

gageil iu the manufacture of the instrument with vary-

ing degrees of skill ; and this circumstance should ren-

der us suspicious. Every one who purchases an

ophthalmometer should satisfy himself with proper

tests that his instrument is reliable.

The Javal ophthalmometer is designed to measure

directly the radius of curvature of a limited area of

the cornea. It is necessary, iu order to effect this

purpose, that it should be capable of measuring accu-

rately very minute quantities. A variation of one-tenth

of a millimetre in the radius of curvature of the cornea

may affect the refraction of the eye to the extent of

half a dioptry or more. The ophthalmometer should

be an instrument of precision ; and, like all instruments

of precision, its accuracy should be controlled by teats.

It is a comparatively easy matter to make these tests,

and they should never be neglected.

In measuring the radius of the various meridians of

the cornea, we are dealing with unknown quantities ;

consequently, so long as we conline our measurements

to the eve, we have no proof of the accuracy of the

instrument. But we can substitute an artificial cornea

of glass or metal, the radius of which has been accu-

rately determined by other methods. If the reading of

the scale of radii on the arc of the ophthalmometer

corresponds with the known radius, we know that the

instrument is accurate for this radius, at least. By
employing several artificial corneas with different

3 Mi'-moiree d'Opbtalmomrtrie.
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radii, we can easily assure ourselves of the accuracy

of tbe instrument within the limits necessary for its

purpose. The all-important thing in the test is to

know exactly the radius of the artificial cornea.

Tbe ophthalmometer that I have used for nearly

six years is of the model of 1889, and was made by

Goubeaux, of Paris. Some time ago I determined to

assure myself of its accuracy. I first constructed an

artificial cornea of glass with a radius of exactly eight

millimetres. The spherical surface was ground and

polished by the methods employed in making micro-

scopic objectives. 1 first constructed concave and

convex gauges of sheet-steel, measuring the radius

with a micrometer caliper reading to one one-hundredth

of a millimetre. The grinding tools were made to fit

these gauges perfectly and the finished lens exactly

corresponded with the concave gauge. The lens was

then covered on its edge and back with a dead-black

cement, and mounted in a hard rubber cell. The cell

was fitted to a thin board, which could easily be at-

tached to the head-rest of the ophthalmometer.

The first measurement of this lens with the ophthal-

mometer showed that something was wrong with the

instrument. Upon investigation I found that the

stationary mire had become slightly displaced ; I thus

received my first lesson in regard to the desirability of

occasionally testing my instrument. After replacing

the mire, 1 found to my satisfaction, that the reading

of the scale was exactly eight millimetres, as it should

be. I then proceeded to test the ophthalmometers of

two of my friends with the same artificial cornea.

These instruments were of American manufacture,

and my national pride was hurt by the discovery that

one of them registered 8.6 millimetres and the other

9.25 millimetres. I thus received my second lesson

as to the extreme importance of testing the ophthal-

mometer before pinning one's faith to the instrument.

In order to further test the accuracy of my own in-

strument, I adopted a mode of procedure the reverse

of the first that I employed. I measured the curva-

ture of an artificial cornea of unknown radius with the

ophthalmometer, and found it to be 6.."i millimetres.

I then constructed a concave gauge of the same radius,

and found that it fitted the artificial cornea exactly.

It is not to be expected that many ophthalmologists

will take the trouble to construct their own test-mir-

rors. It should be an easy matter to obtain them
from practical opticians, preferably from those not in-

terested in the manufacture of ophthalmometers. The
essential thing is that they should be of guaranteed

accuracy. Several of these mirrors with different

radii, mounted side by side, form a most useful addi-

tion to the ophthalmometer; and an instrument that

does not indicate accurately their radii, should be re-

jected.

Not only are test-mirrors useful in detecting origi-

nal defects, but they immediately indicate any faults

of adjustment. These latter probably occur much
more frequently than is generally supposed by those

who have not been in the habit of testing their instru-

ment. A slight change in the position of the fixed

mire, objective, or eye-piece produces a very consider-

able change in the reading of the scale. A moment-
ary glance through the ophthalmometer at an artificial

cornea will detect the existence of such faults.

Javal* employed polislied steel balls for testing his

instrument. I have used this method with success.

* L'Ophtalmometrie clinique, Uelniholtz's Fostgruss, p. 41.

It is necessary that the balls should liave a perfect

polish, and that their radii should fall within the

limits of the scale. Their radii are first measured by

a delicate micrometer caliper, and then with the oph-

thalmometer. If the ophthalmometer is accurate the

two readings should agree. If balls perfectly polished

can be obtained, this is a most excellent method.

The artificial cornea is very useful in familiarizing

the beginner with the adjustment and manipulation of

the ophthalmometer. Some of the later French in-

struments have an artificial cornea of metal, curved

differently in the two principal meridians (miroire tori-

que) which is, no doubt, useful and convenient. A
spherical mirror of glass, however, can be employed

instead. Dr. Morgan, of Boston, devised an arrange-

ment made by Meyrowitz of New York, which enables

the student to simulate different degrees of astigmat-

ism. A lens-holder, like that of a trial-frame, is fast-

ened in front of a glass cornea attached to a metal

plate, which can be hung upon the head-rest. By
placing convex and concave cylinders from the test-

case in the frame, astigmatism can be counterfeited.

As the holder occupies an invariable position with re-

spect to the cornea it is not possible to simulate every

degree of astigmatism with this apparatus. In order

to do this, I have mounted an artificial cornea conax-

ially upon the end of a screw. The axis of the screw

is at right angles to the centre of the lens-holder. By
turning the screw the glass mirror can be approxi-

mated to or withdrawn from the cylindrical lens. By
varying the cylinder, and the distance between the

cylinder and the mirror, astigmatism of any amount
can be accurately simulated. By means of this simple

apparatus many interesting experiments can be per-

formed which enable the beginner to master the oph-

thalmometer, and the adept to assure himself of its

good working condition.

Clinical 2Department.

CELIOTOMY FOR INTESTINAL ADHESIONS.i

BY G. H. WASHBUKN, M.D.

M. D., single, about forty-eight years old, was first

seen by me in the spring of 1889. She was then com-
plaining of pain in the lower part of her back, and
across the lower part of the abdomen, with a feeling of

throbbing and bearing down in the pelvis. She had
commenced menstruating at sixteen, generally going
some days over time ; she flowed a week, and gener-

ally used about ten to fifteen napkins. During the two
years previous to my first seeing her (namely, in 1889)
she had menstruated only a couple of times; the last

time in the winter of 1887, about November. She had
considerable leucorrhea, thick, viscid, whitish. Bowels
regular. Micturition normal. Sleep poor; wakeful
and restless. Very nervous ; worries over little things.

Tires easily.

1 found a very small and dense hymen, not admitting

even the little finger. Uterus was atrophied and re-

troverted ; not sensitive; apparently causing no dis-

turbance. I replaced the uterus; but though there

was no pessary used, the organ stayed up very well.

At first she improved a little under tonic treatment.

About July, 1889, she began to have considerable

' Read before the Obstetrical Society of Bostou, -March 17, 18%.
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mucus ill tlie dejectious. The paiu was located more
especially in the right groiu aud up towards the um-
bilicus. At times, on abdominal palpation, a mass

could be felt down towards the right groin. A ques-

tion as to floating kidney was raised, aud she was given

ether for a more thorough examination, ^>othing was

found of any account. She was put on careful but

generous diet, given iron tonics, and the faradic cur-

rent passed through the bowels for fifteen minutes

every other day. There was decided improvement for

awhile, so that she got to going about a good deal.

Then the pain in right groin became worse aud mucus
increased in the dejections. There was continuous

pain across the lower abdomen to the right of the

median line, keeping her awake nights.

She was seen by Dr. Cutler; and at his suggestion

several lines of treatment were carried out, but with-

out relief to the pain or mucous discharges.

I taught her how to take high enemas, in the knee-

chest position ; she would lake a couple of quarts of

hot water this way. After a while it would come away
with a large quantity of mucus, and there would be

relief for a part of the day.

She kept on this way with varying comfort, but on

the whole steadily losing ground until 18i)4, when 1

decided to open the abdomeil and try to lind out the

cause of all the trouble.

Assisted bj' Dr. Kingman at St. Elizabeth's Hospi-

tal, I opened the abdomen. Found the pelvic organs

all right— all atrophied. The appendix was free and

perfectly normal in aiipearance. But the small intes-

tines between the ileo-cecal valve and umbilicus were

fastened together by thin, transparent adhesions for a

short distance. As nothing else was found, I separated

these adhesions. The abdomen was closed up. Pa-

tient made a very good, uneventful convalescence, en-

tirely free from the pain that had been troubling her.

She continued well for about five months, then the

pain began to return again. She had begun to work
again, sewing furs. For a while the use of electricity

(faradic current) gave relief; she would feel quite

comfortable for a couple of days after.

Patient gradually became worse, however, complain-

ing especially of pain about the umbilicus and down
towards the right iliac region. Mucus again appeared

profusely in the dejectious. Finally she took to her

bed.

No remedies seemed to have any effect. Even the

electricity failed at last to give relief.

Last January she consented to another celiotomy.

Assisted kindly by Dr. .John Munro, the abdomen was
opened at the site of the previous incision. The omen-
tum was found adherent to the abdominal wall for some
distance, but was peeled ofl without much trouble

towards the right. Pelvic organs and appendix found

normal as before, but about ten feel of small intestine

was bound together by thin adhesions, in places form-

ing kinks and pockets. An effort was made to tie ofi

these adhesions ae much as possible, to avoid leaving

raw surfaces. This could not be done, however; and

they were torn apart carefully. There was no cautery

at hand to try burning tlie adhesions. A considerable

portion of the omentum, especially on the left side,

was so firmly adherent that it could not be torn oft

without violence.

The abdominal wound healed readily, but the pain

was relieved for only a couple of days. Since then she

Las been iu bed most of the time. She complains of

severe abdominal pain. Various remedies have failed

to give relief; even a quarter of a grain of morphine
every two hours seemed to give little alleviation. She
is kept awake nights. Some mucus again iu dejectious.

This operation has certainly failed to give any relief.

There does not seem to be much prospect of better re-

sults by rei)eating the operation even by using steri-

lized oil in the abdominal cavity after separating adhe-

sions.

I have brought this case before the Society hoping

for some suggestions as to any possibility of relief.

NINK CASES OF INTUBATION TREATED BY
ANTITOXIN.!

IIV CllAKLES 11. STEVE.NS, M.D., WOKCESTER, MASS.

The attitude of many physicians in regard to anti-

toxin is excuse for still reporting cases of diphtheria

treated by that remedy.

The following nine intubations were, with one excep-

tion, seen in consultation late in the disease, and were
in extremis from laryngeal obstruction. Nearly all

had membrane on tonsils or pharynx. Klebs-Lofiier

bacilli were present in eight cases, absent in one.

Four cases were fatal, two of which were profoundly

septic when tirst seen, another being complicated with

broncho-pneumonia at the beginniug, and the fourth,

which was favorable at first, dying of blocking of the

tube.

The recoveries were due apparently largely to the

antitoxin. The best results naturally occurred in those

children who had not become septic from mixed infec-

tion.

Feeding the intubated cases by the soft-rubber lube

passed through the nose also contributes largely to

favorable results. The advantages of nasal feeding

are that nothing gets into the trachea, that the naso-

pharynx does not get irritated by food and drugs (as

happens in Casselberry's method), and that sulficient

aud known quantities of food aud drugs can be given

by the physician or nurse at regular iulervals, aud not

at the pleasure of the palieut. My routine treatmeut

is to feed the intubated child four times a day by the

nasal tube, giviug at each feeding:

Milk 3 iii to vi

"Whiskey 3 ii to It

Tr. ferri chl m ii to v

Tr. nucis voiii in ii to v

The O'Dwyer tubes were removed in two or three

days ; only one had to be replaced. The average time

of wearing tubes in Dillon Brown's ^ 87 recoveries

treated without antitoxin was six days. Antitoxin has

apparently shortened this period. If it accomplishes

any good, it does it iu forty-eight hours, so 1 think it

best to remove tubes soon after that period, aud replace

them if needed.

Cask I. A. B., one year aud five mouths old, was

a case of broncho-pneumonia with laryngeal obstruc-

tion. The O'Dwyer tube relieved the asphyxia.

Antitoxin was used before it was known that Klebs-

Lbfller bacilli were absent. Death in fourteen hours.

Case II. M. B., one j'ear and eight months old.

This child was seen late in the disease. His condition

1 Abstract of paper read before the Worcester Medical Association,
t'ebruary 12, 1»8G.

2 New York Medical Journal, March 9, ltS9; Aiuerican Jourual
Medical Scieucos, April, 1S91.
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was very uufavorable at the time of iutubation by
reason of sepsis, high temperature and suppression of

uriue. The nest day the temperature ranged from
104° to 106°. Death occurred on the third day from

sepsis. There was a mixed infection of Klebs-LofHer

bacilli, streptococci and staphylococci.

convulsion ensued in ten minutes; coma returned;

and the child died in a convulsion one hour later.

Death probably due to sepsis.

Case VIII. E. T., four years old, was a severe

case at the beginning, but recovery was very rapid.

Albuminuria present.
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fonuation of adiicsions. lu that case be bad been

obliged to reopen tbe wound and pack tbe pelvis witb

gauze for secondary bemorrbage ; was obliged, ou

account of tbe low condition of tbe patient to leave

tbe gauze in situ for tliree days, and on removing it

saw tbe intestines roll forward into tbe pelvis, appar-

ently wliolly non-adberent to eacb otber. Dr. Uey-
uolds asked tbe reader wbetlier in tbe operative treat-

ment of kinks and flexures it would be possible to

render tbe separation of tbe gut more easy by first

straigbteuiug out tbe distal portion witb tbe band in

order to relieve tbe valvular enclosure and so permit

tbe proximal coils to empty themselves before tbe

separation was attempted.

Du. Richardson replied tbat this might be possi-

ble, but tbat be thought it would be difficult to bold

tbe coil in position long enough to permit any complete

emptying.

Dr. F. W. Draper had never seen this condition

on tbe post-mortem table.

In closing the discussion. Dr. Richardson said

tbat tbe drag on the mesentery was an important ele-

ment in the formation of valvular closure in these

cases. He was much surprised that Dr. Draper had

never met with the condition, but himself believed it

to be rare. He has of late given up tbe use of the

cautery in abdominal cases. In preparation for this

paper he bad looked up tbe whole literature of pro-

phylaxis by tbe use of chemicals, and believes it safe

to say that there is now a consensus of opinion against

their use.

Dr. G. H. Washburn read a paper on

CELIOTOMY FOR INTESTINAL ADHESIONS.^

AMKKICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Fouxy-SEVENTii Annual Meeting, Atlanta, Ga.,
May o, 6, 7 and 8, 1896.

FIRST GENERAL SESSION.

The Association met in the Grand Opera House on

May otb, and was called to order by the President,

Dr. R. Beverly Cole, of Sau Francisco, Cal., at

10.40 A.M.
Prayer was offered by tbe Rev. Dr. McDonald,

after which addresses of welcome were delivered by

Dr. Frank M. Ridley and Hon. John Temple
Graves.

Announcements were then made by the Chairman
of the Committee of Arrangements.

ADDRESS of TUB PRESIDENT.

This was delivered by Dr. R. Beverly Cole, of

.Sau P'rancisco.

He stated that fifteen years ago he was made tbe

first Vice-President of the Association, his superior

officer being Dr. L. A. Sayre.

Regarding the American Medical College Associa-

tion, President Cole said that it bad within tbe past

two years brought about great changes in the desired

direction. It must be admitted tbat improvement bad
been effected, but very slowly, and tbe usage of many
of the schools to evade the laws established by tbe

Association is so general that tbe good result is small,

and the manifest reluctauce of so many now within

' See page 41 of tlie Journal.

the organization to embrace the last advance, namely,
the adoptiou of the four years' requirement, gives but
little promise for the future. Just so long as the

examinations for matriculation are conducted by mem-
bers of the faculty of medical schools, just so long will

evils continue ; and so long as the professional exam-
inations for degrees are conducted by interested par-

ties, just so long will the ranks of the noblest profes-

sion be filled with uneducated, untrained, so-called

doctors.

Relative to making examinations for life-insurance

companies, be said that no man qualified to make a
thorough examination, such as is required by insurance

companies, if he be properly imbued with tbe value

and importance of his services, will, or can assume the

responsibility attaching to his function as an examiner
without an adequate return. Surely the fee of five

dollars was small enough, and the offer of any less sum
is simply an insult to the educated physician and a bid

for cheap, unscientific service, which can be obtained

from the ranks of tbe unskilled and irresponsible.

Let every examiner plant his foot and decline employ-
ment without adequate compensation ; let it be pub
lished to the world that certain companies employ
incompetent men, or paying cut fees receive cut ser

vices, and very soon they will discover their mistake

and be brought to the realization that the best and
most skilful services command the best prices.

Another question of grave importance, and one
which he thought the Association should take cogniz-

ance of and suggest a remedy for, was the total ab-

sence of reciprocity between the United States and
foreign countries as to laws governing the right to

practise. Why Americans should be required, when
taking up their abode in Germany, Great Britain, and

even in the territory of our first cousin, Canada, to

undergo an examination preliminary to securing a

license, whilst our portals are floodgates through

which every country of the earth pours its surplus of

of medical men — or rather, to put it more correctly,

why our country should receive witb open arms, with-

out hindrance, the excess of product of foreign schools

without requiring of them the same as required of us,

be could see no reason ; and he was distinctly of the

opinion that the time had arrived when we should be

heard and something done to arrest the strides of this

rapidly growing wrong.

The claim advanced by Cyrus Edson of having

discovered a cure for tuberculosis in what he styles

aseptolin, is one that naturally attracts attention and

should be thoroughly tested. Let us hope for better

results than were obtained from Koch's tuberculin.

It is to be regretted that men of the character and
well-known scientific attainments and honesty of pur-'

pose of these should allow a description of what seems

to them to be valuable to find its way into the secular

press, there to be discussed by unscientific minds be-

fore it has been thoroughly experimented with by

its authors or others capable of instituting and of

observing the results of properly conducted tests.

He had noticed witb inexpressible pleasure tbe

action taken by the Association at its last meeting,

together with the hearty support at the hands of tbe

State Society of Pennsylvania, so far as the advertis-

ing columns of the Journal are concerned. In this

case the reform commenced at home, and Dr. Cole

said we should carry it further and apply it to indi-

viduals.
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Equally gratifying is the effort now being made,

asking Congress for an additional member of the Cab-

inet, who shall be known as the Secretary of Public

Health, and who shall be head of a department to be

known as the Bureau of Health, which shall have

general charge of health matters as well as statistics.

Such a department would be of incalculable utility and

value, and the measure should by all means possible

be vigorously pushed forward.

While the year just passed had been marked by

several important discoveries of scientific value, and

the usual advance in the line of medicine and surgery

had been made, yet he feared that the tendency to

push surgery to the exclusion or neglect of medicine

was becoming glaringly conspicuous. It would seem

that every tyro imagines that surgery offers the quick-

est route to success, and that fame is to be attained

only through blood. Hence every case the symptoms
of which are directed to McBurney's point, was neces-

sarily a case of appendicitis, for which the only sover-

eign remedy was the knife; or if it be a woman, and

her suffering is referred to the ovarian region, or she

has a fibroma, very small and barren of symptoms of

importance, not only must she be subjected to celiot-

omy at once, but in nine cases out of ten is her uterus,

or uterus and ovaries, sacrificed, thus unsexing her

without the slightest effort being made to spare these

organs and preserve to the woman her distinguishing

function. If the same practice prevailed to emasculate

every man who might have a neurosis of the cord and

neighboring organs, there would be fewer operations

than are now done on women for no greater cause.

The mere fact that the improvements and advance-

ments in surgical procedures make them relatively

safe, should not be advanced as an argument. We
should look with suspicion upon one who claims, that

as no use can be assigned to the appendix vermiformis,

it should, upon the slightest provocation or excuse, be

removed. Js it not time that a halt should be called,

and that such cases should be assigned to those who
are expert in diagnostic technique as well as surgical

procedures. Can any law of either God or man be

found to justify oophorectomy or hysterectomy except

under the most dire conditions ?

Following the delivery of Dr. Cole's address, the

privileges of the floor were extended to visiting dele-

gates from other bodies.

A memorial to the Medical Association of the Dis-

trict of Columbia was introduced, appealing for an

expression of opinion of the American Medical Asso-

ciation on the subject of vivisection ; and on motion

a committee was appointed to report on the memorial.

Dr. Reed, of Oliio, then introduced a resolution

which provided for the appointment of delegates to

the Second Pan-American Medical Congress, which is

to be held under the auspices of the Mexican govern-

ment. The resolution was adopted.

A preamble and resolutions from the Philadelphia

County Medical Society were read, asking that the

next meeting of the Association be held in that city.

The resolutions were referred to the Committee on
Nominations.

On motion of Dr. Holton, of Vermont, a commit-
tee of five was appointed to consider the recommenda-
tions of the President's address.

President Cole appointed on the committee to

consider the subject of vivisection, Drs. Senu, Gaston,
Osier, Gould and Roswell Park.

SECOND general session.

May 6th. Called to order by the President,

The Secretary read the names of the members of

the Nominating Committee.

An invitation from the Louisiana State Medical

Society was read, inviting the members of the Asso-

ciation to attend its next meeting, to be held in New
Orleans. On motion the invitation was accepted.

Vice-President Le Grand appointed the follow-

ing committee to consider the recommendations in the

President's address: Drs. N. Senn, Alonzo Garcelon,

.loseph Taber Johnson, E. S. Lewis and Dudley S.

Reynolds.

On motion of Dr. Cochran, of Alabama, the Com-
mittee on National Department of Public Health was
increased so as to include one member from each State.

The Address on Medicine was delivered by Dr.
William Osler, of Baltimore, Md. He selected for

his subject

THE STUDY OF THE FEVERS OF THE SOUTH.

He said that humanity had but three great enemies
— fever, famine and war— of which by far the great-

est, by far the most terrible, was fever. It is worthy
of comment that three of the greatest benefits con-

ferred on mankind, beside which it would be hard to

name three of equal importance, have been in connec-

tion with the fevers— the introduction of cinchona,

the discovery of vaccination, and the announcement of

the principle of asepsis. The differentiation of special

forms of the continued fevers, and particularly that of

typhoid, is one of the most interesting chapters in

medicine.

It is a very gratifying sign to notice the attention

which has been given of late to the subject of typhoid

fever in the South. Some years ago a good many
physicians resented the imputation that the disease to

any extent prevailed in the Gulf States. The speaker

had been in the habit for several years of reading the

reports of the discussions on this subject at the New
Orleans Parish Medical Society, and they had been
interesting as showing a progressive development of

knowledge, such as comes to all of us with fuller study

of any problem. Enteric fever presents no constant

picture. On the contrary, scarcely any disease has a
more varied symptomatology. The fever may be said

to be invariable, though afebrile cases are not un-

known ; but in the features of onset, in the length of

its course, in the presence or absence of symptoms re-

garded as cardinal (such a< rose-spots, diarrhea and
splenic enlargement), typhoid fever is so uncertain

that the diagnosis is often dubious.

Advances in the treatment of fevers, "and especially

of typhoid, have not kept pace with the rapid progress

in our knowledge of the etiology. Think of the mis-

ery, the tediousness, the discomfort of a typhoid case

with three relapses; think of the bleeding, the blister-

ing, the purging, from which at least our fever patients

of to-day are free! Contrast the old-time treatment
with the quiet, the care, the gentle nursing, the scrup-

ulous cleanliness, the abundance of cold water to

drink, and fresh air which typhoid-fever patients of

to-day receive.

He would claim the privilege of a faddist to abuse
roundly other faddists who did not swim in his puddle.

As a strong advocate of hydrotherapy, he look especial

pleasure in denouncing as heretics of the worst possi-

ble stamp the advocates of the so-called antiseptic and
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abortive metliods of treatment of ty|)lioid fever. He
would place the man who does not, for lliia purpose,

also give a purge, in a limbo just a little less hot, as he

probably does a little less harm. Scarcely a week

passes in which the speaker does not receive a temper-

ature chart of some case of typhoid fever which has

terminated spontaneously on the twelfth or fourteenth

day, as a triumphant demonstration of the value of

drugs, which from his point of view might as well

have been given per cutem in the tub. At present he

is 60 wholly opposed to cold-waler practices that he

confesses to be anything but an impartial critic. The
advocates in this country for the abortive and antisep-

tic plan of treatment must bring forward a much
stronger body of evidence than has been presented be-

fore they can hope to carry conviction to the sceptic.

To assert an abortive treatment of typhoid in a case

in which on the thirteenth day of the illness and on

the seventh of the treatment, a patient died of intus-

susception, "cured of his typhoid fever on the seventh

day of treatment," so it is stated, when the autopsy

siiowed " the characteristic and extensive ulceration of

Peyer's patches, and tumefied mesenteric glands," is

to talk a language unintelligible to an educated medi-

cal man, and is nothing short of midsummer madness.

Dr. Osier said that full clinical histories should be

furnished of typhoid-fever cases. A man who wishes

to contribute to the subject should not be too busy,

not only to make a careful, critical study of the symp-

toms, but to jot them down in some order, so that at

least they may be intelligible to others.

The second point is the necessity of obtaining

autopsies in fatal cases. We all appreciate how dilii-

cult this is in |)rivate practice; but in determining the

nature of obscure typical cases of fever, it is absolutely

essential. There is not a hospital in the country in

which the determination of the nature of an obscure

case of fever is not settled by the autopsy alone.

Thirdly, it is essential that observers who undertake

to study this question with thoroughness should ap-

proach it with a full acquaintance with the varieties of

the malarial parasites, and with an accurate knowledge

of bacteriological technique.

To us, as a profession, belongs the chief glory of the

century. Enormous as has been the advancement in

material prosperity, and widespread as has been the

diffusion of benefits from the development of the phys-

ical sciences, they cannot compare with the progress

which has been made in the relief of suffering, and in

the prevention of disease. Our work here ranks

among the most memorable achievements in the his-

tory of the race. Fever in its varied forms is still

with us, and tile century has seen in connection with

it but one discovery of the first magnitude, but it is of

almost equal importance to know that the way has

been opened, and that the united efforts of many
workers in many lands are day by day disarming this

great enemy of the race.

{To be continued.)

OwiNO to the low social standing to which medical

officers in the British army are condemned, there has

been an unusual lack of candidates at recent examina-

tions. Instead of removing the diiriculty by recog-

nizing the doctors as gentlemen and soldiers, it is pro-

])08ed to tempt more candidates by lowering the

(standard of requirements.— Medical Record.
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PRESENT STATUS OF EXPERT TESTIMONY.

The Need for a Reform.

In the recent trial of Mrs. Alice Fleming, of New
York, for the murder by acute poisoning of her mother,

Mrs. Evaline Bliss, we have another illustration of

the inadequacy to produce satisfactory results of the

present system of medical expert testimony, and of

the need of some better system, whether by a board of

competent experts appointed by government, or some
other improvement on the present medico-legal ma-

chinery of the courts.

In this case the prosecution seems to have made
out a sufficient motive for the murder, supposing the

death to have been due to poisoning. A competent

chemist testified to having made a careful autopsy in

accordance with instructions from the coroner, and to

have found large quantities of arsenious acid in the

stomach of the deceased— much more than enough to

have caused death. To rebut this testimony, a new issue

was virtually forced on the court, and the "hemist was

confronted with the accusation of having^ .mself put

into the stomach the arsenic which he cla- led to have

found there, in order to compass the diiath of Mrs.

Fleming ! This charge which was based on an alleged

statement of Dr. Scheele (denied by him) that he

"would find enough arsenic there to convict her"

(meaning the defendant, Mrs. Fleniiui;), certainly had

weight with the jury in leading them to discredit the

testimony of the witness. It was said to be "a put-up

job " on the part of Dr. Scheele, and the battle waged

hot over this for some time.

The symptoms of the last sickness were very much

like those of acute poisoning by arsenic; but, to o|)pose

this conclusion, medical testimony was produced to

show that the deceased was a victim of Bright's dis-

ease, and probably of uremia, to which the pain, vom-

iting, etc., of the la&t sickness were ascribed. It was

claimed that certain chemical reactions which the dis-

trict attorney's chemists said were due to the presence

of arsenic might have been the result of " ptomaines,"
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or eveu of an accidental adulteration by autimooy of

some bismuth powders prescribed by the attending

physician.

The jury had been carefully selected by a system

of exclusion— intelligent men who had formed an

opinion by reading the papers being rigorously re-

jected ; and what with the supernal audacity and

adroitness of the counsel for the defence, the hopelessly

contradictory character of the medico-legal testimony,

and the too-successful attempt to discredit one princi-

pal expert witness, the jury were thrown into inextric-

able confusion ; the trial (which is said to have cost

the State nearly twenty thousand dollars), resulting in

a verdict for the defeudatit.

The New York Sun, in commenting on this trial,

asks this pertinent question : " Can there be any duty

enforced upon the members of the bar greater than

that of moving for a drastic change in the laws and

court practices now permitting these disgraceful oc-

currences?
"

Although the Fleming murder trial is a flagrant

example of one of the most unpleasant phases of our

present laws governing the examination of expert wit-

nesses, we must remember that it is much easier to

find fault with the present system than to suggest a

remedy which would correct the abuses without intro-

ducing others still worse. We may refer our readers

to Judge Barker's address on this subject before the

Massachusetts Medical Society at the annual dinner

last month, ^ in which he brought forward the fact that

the establishment of a constituted board of medical

experts, who alone were to be autliorized to testify iu

medico-legal cases, would contravene the essential right

of any litigant to call whomsoever he pleases to testify

in his behalf, a right upon which the whole system of

trial by jury is founded. It is difficult to see how such

a step could be taken without changing the whole

system, and we do not know that such changes would

not bring still greater abuses than the ones they were

designed to correct. The monopoly of all expert tes-

timony, and such testimony would have to be well paid

for, would mean that positions on such a board, unless

the appointments were made under civil-service rules,

would be sought after by many physicians of all grades

of professional standing and moral character. These

appointments would silso be made by lajmen, whose

ignorance on medical subjects and of the relative quali-

fications of physicians is well known. It may cer-

tainly be questioned whether any court could have the

right to exclude all physicians except those on a cer-

tain board from giving expert testimony when it cer-

tainly cannot prevent a litigant from calling any non-

medical witness he chooses.

Although, as Judge Barker said, the drawbacks of

our jury system are evident enough, especially when
presented as forcibly as in the Fleming trial, there is

little evidence to show that they would be corrected

by the appointment of a board of medical experts.

The cross-examination of Dr. Scheele would have been

See the Journal for June 18tb, p. 617.

just as unfair if he had belonged, as he might have, to

a board of experts appointed by the court.

Under the present system, ihe character and tem-

perament of the presiding judge has much to do with

the extent to which lawyers are allowed to go in their

questioning of medical witnesses. Certain judges per-

mit only fair and pertinent questions to be asked, and,

unfortunately, it cannot be denied that others allow

the attorneys to go to outrageous lengths in their

eft'orts to vilify witnesses for their opponents.

While the lawyers are allowed to conduct them-

selves as these learned judges permit, there can be but

little advantage to be gained by the appointment of

boards of experts. The remedy for such abuses as

were brought out in the Fleming murder trial is a law

imposing a severe fine or imprisonment on any judge

who fails to keep counsel within proper limits!

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY PHARMACY.
A WRITER in the New York Evening Post has been

reading a family heirloom of household medicine of

the last century, a perusal of which, as contrasted with

any modern work of domestic pharmacy, is enough to

show the changes of the past one hundred and fifty

years in methods of prescribing among the laity.

More than three-fifths of the plants employed are

the simples of long repute, noted in Girarde and Cul-

pepper. Of proved excellence was the " Green oint-

ment." Wormwood, feverfew, rue, French balm,

ground-ivy, houseleek, mullein, wild celandine, gar-

den celandine, "a handful of each," were steeped suc-

cessively in water, in sweet cream, and in fresh butter,

while the addition of mutton tallow, rosin, and bees-

wax converted the soft unguent into bars of the "green

salve," "extraordinary good for swelling in a part."

There is an old garden now run to weeds where this

group of notable herbs grew together in readiness for

the yearly making of pots of this green ointment,

known the country over.

Many of the minute directions indicate household

conditions no longer existing, as in the remedy "for a

bruise."

For a Bruise : Take a Handfull of Mugwort and a HandfuU of
Catnip & a Handtull of Wormwood, pound it witli salt butter
and simmer it with a Gill of Rum, and card a Bat of tow. Lay
the Herbes upon the Tow and bind it upon the Bruise.

A Plaister for the Rheumatism : Take Unicorn Root and Colts-
foot stamped fine with Rossin and Barrow fat and beeswax
melted together, and put on the pain.

For a Dog's bite, Hog's bite, or a Rusty Nail : Take a Hand-
full of black Wool & grease with Bacon grease & get a Kettle
of Coiils & hold the Wound over the Coals. Cover it with a
Blanket, put the Wool in the Kettle and when it is all dried
away, then put a plaister of Turpentine on the Scar.

To Make an Ointment to Search Sinews: Take Marsh Mallice
& All Heal, a pound of grease of Bacon, I lb : of Dog's grease, 1

Ih: of Spignard, I lb: of Sulleudine, pound the Spignard and
stue them well together, and when you bathe the sinews take
two Spoonfulls of the ointment and one of the Oil of Roses and
simmer them together.

For a Person that their Inwards waste, or for a bad Fever:
Take Brook Liverwort and Upland Liverwort, make a strong
Tea and Drink it well.
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For a Tooth ach if the tooth be Hollow : Pound Fennell roots

& put ill the tooth, & it will have duo effect upon the Marrow.

For Crakt Hands: Take Brook Liverwort, make a Tea.

Drink it well and put Ear wax in the craekes.

For Canser Humours: Take new oysters and put them on the

Part affected.

'• The orauge juice of celandine and the yellow bar-

berry were deemed a logical remedy for the jaundice,

since ' by the icon or image of every plant the ancients

found out its virtues.'"

Nothing is more remarkable than the prevalence of

cutaneous or scorbutic ills ; fully three-fourths of the

remedies are for the cures of " an anguish in an old

running sore," " to eat dead flesh out of an ulcer,"

"to dry a pestilent humor in the blood," or for some

similar ailment.

The preparations are in various forms : unguents,

cataplasms, electuaries, and apozems ; seldom anything

so simple as a mere infusion. Often a dozen plants

are combined in a single decoction.

"Turpentine, rosin. Burgundy pitch, and beeswax

entered largely into the salves and plasters, in com-

position with various fats, specifically named (fat of

lamb's kidney, barrow fat, skunk grease, dogs' grease,

sweet cream, uusalted butter) and oils (olive oil, train

)il, and neatsfoot oil). Spices and aromatic herbs were

generously used, whether for their medicinal properties

or for their ameliorating savor is uncertain. Honey

was preferred to sugar in the making of syrups. The

decoctions were further strengthened by adding cider,

ale, or metheglin, claret or Madeira, or ' Good old

Rum ' of Jamaica or of Barbados, and the patient

is told to 'drink a little every now and then,' or to

'take a drink whenever so inclined.'"

What with prescriptions for " bad humors," and

"angry sores," for killing wens, and ''against a gan-

grene when it turns black," " for scattering abscesses,"

and " to cleanse foul ulcers," the book from which

these extracts are taken is, according to the writer in

the Post, '• a dark record of the sanitary state of the

last century."

MEDICAL NOTES.

American Public Health Association. — The

twenty-fourth annual meeting of the American Public

Health Association will be held at Buffalo, N. Y., on

September 15, 16, 17 and 18, 1896.

The Congkess of French Surgeons.— The

Tenth Congress of the French Surgical Association

will be held at Paris, October 19th to 24th. Profes-

sor Terrier will preside. The two subjects before the

Congress for discussion will be: (1) The Surgical

Treatment of Club-Foot, the discussion to be opened

by M. Forgue, of Moutpellier; (2) The Treatment of

Prolapse of the Genital Organs, the discussion to be

opened by M. Bouilly, of Paris.

The Suicidal Use of a Queue.— The Hong
Kong correspondent of the British Medical Journal

relates that recently a coolie, who had been engaged

in sanitary work connected with the plague, and had.

with others, been imprisoned for receiving bribes, com-

mitted suicide in his cell by hanging himself with his

own hair. Twisting his queue round his neck he at-

tached it to a ventilator, and with a drop of a single

foot managed to dislocate his neck.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — Dur-

ing the week ending at noon, July 1, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease :

diphtheria 68, scarlatiua 20, typhoid fever 13, measles

47. For the week ending July 8th, the following

were reported : diphtheria 82, scarlatina 24, typhoid

fever 8, measles 83.

The CuLLis Consumptives' Home. — Mayor

Quincy has returned without his signature the order

sent him by the Board of Aldermen requiring the re-

moval of the Cullis Home from its present situation,

qualifying his refusal to sign by the statement that he

is not quite sure of the legal right to enforce its re-

moval, or of the wisdom of such a course even though

legal. He asks for more time for the consideration of

these points, and does not wish his present action to

be considered final.

A Bequest to the Lynn Hospital.— By the

will of the late Elizabeth C. Newhall of Lynn, $1,500

is left to the Lynn Hospital.

University of Vermont Medical School.—
The graduating exercises of the Medical School of

the University of Vermont were held at Burlington,

Vt., on July 6th.

The Bangor General Hospital.— At a recent

meeting of the corporation of the Bangor General

Hospital, it was voted to change the name of the hos-

pital to the Eastern Maine General Hospital.

NEW YORK.

Good Health in New York City.— The death-

rate of New York City for the six months ending June

30th was 22.32 per thousand of the estimated popula-

tion. This is the lowest rate recorded since 1890. In

1891, the total number of deaths reported during the

first half of the year was 23,495; in 1892, 22,953; in

1893, 23,734; in 1894, 21,555; while in the year

189G the total number was 21,585. The number of

deaths in the first half of 1894 was actually less by 30

than in the first half of 189G ; but the rate per thou-

sand of the population was 23.83, as against 22.32. In

a communication to the Mayor transmitting these fig-

ures. President Watsou, of the Board of Health, says:

" Only a rash man would assign any specific reason for

the general healthfulness of the city. Comprehen-

sively speaking. I think it is due to the generally bet-

ter sanitary condition of the city, the improvement of

the milk-supply, asphalt pavements on the East Siile,

and cleaner streets." As contributory factors in the

reduced mortality, he might perhaps have added the

general use of antitoxin in the treatment of diphtheria

(always a prominent element in the causes of death in
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New York), and the unusually cool weather that pre-

vailed during the month of June. If it had not been

for the exceptional prevalence and fatality of pneu-

monia during the greater part of the past six months,

the showing would have been even more favorable.

A New Bdilding foe the Gouverneur Hos-

pital.— Ou June 30th the Sinking Fund Commis-

sioners ordered the preparation of plans for a new

$200,000 building for the Gouverneur Hospital, which

is situated down-town, ou the East Side. It will stand

just east of the present hospital building, and will front

on Water and Front Streets and on two proposed new

streets on the other two sides.

An Appropriation for Brooklyn Hospitals.

— On June iiih, the Brooklyn Board of Estimate

appropriated §100,000 for hospitals and dispensaries,

and allowed §247,300 for the use of the Commission-

ers of Public Charities during the fiscal year commenc-

ing July Ist.

The "Bertillon System at Sing Sing.— Tlie

work of establishing the Bertillon system of identify-

ing criminals has just been begun at Sing Sing prison.

On July 3d, Mr. George Porteous, formerly the chief

of the identification bureau at Chicago, arrived at Sing

Sing with a supply of the instruments used for meas

uring bones, cranial angles, etc. ; and after instructing

the officials there in the manner of measuring crimi-

nals and classifying the descriptions, he will proceed

to Brooklyn, where it has been decided to introduce

the method into the Kings County Penitentiary.

The Relations of Physicians to Hospitals.

— At a meeting of the New York County Medical

Association held June loth, the Committee on Rela-

tions of Physicians and Hospitals made, through Dr.

D. H. Stewart, the corresponding secretary, a further

report, which was in part as follows :

" The Committee desires to report that, though it

has used its best endeavors to secure a just balance of

evidence in the hospital patronage affair, yet the testi-

mony given before our body has been given entirely

by the profession, and not by the colleges. The fac-

ulties have ignored our communications and have kept

strangely silent. Yet the very fact of their casting

honorary positions broadcast among those physicians

who were unjustly removed from places long and ably

filled is circumstantial evidence that injustice was done

at the instigation of the colleges, and that peace offer-

ings are now necessary.

" The campaign of the colleges is one of deception,

and in order to make such a campaign successful it

was necessary to ensure no medical man being ap

pointed a Commissioner of Public Charities, as the

whole scheme would have been very transparent to a

physician. Several members of the faculties waited

upon the Mayor and urged that ' no doctor should be

a commissioner, as that would break up the harmony
between the colleges and the Board.' Having thus

rendered deception less easy of discovery, they pro-

ceeded to hoodwink the Mayor and the Board, making

many statements which you have seen exposed as per-

fectly ridiculous by the medical journals.

"The latest plan is to give a sop to complainants,

for quieting purposes, and then to impress the Com-

missioners with the idea that the profession was satis-

fied. These sops are appointments as consulting

physicians. Of course, as is well known, such an ap-

pointment is only a superannuation and practically

is of no value to any one ; but the idea seems to be to

convey to the Commissioners the impression that in-

justice has been righted, while concealing the fact that

the appointees are not returned to their old places,

but are expected to be satisfied with positions that

exist only on paper.

" We had hoped to be able to give definite news

from the Commissioners of Public Charities, but the

following letter is all they think best to have embodied

in this report :

" New York, June 11, 1896.

" By direction of the Board I have to acknowledge the receipt

of your letter of the 9th inst., and to inform you that this Board

is of the opinion that the questions under consideration are of

such importance as to warrant careful and thorough examina-

tion and consideration, and that at the present time they have

nothing to communicate. Yours truly, H. G. Weaver,
" Secretary Board of Public Charities."

PREAMBLE AND RESOLUTIONS PASSED BY
THE AMERICAN SURGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Detroit, May -27, 1896.

Whereas,

(1) The American Surgical Association has learned that

the Committee on the District of Columbia in Congress

has reported favorably a bill adverse to the practice of

vivisection in the District of Columbia, and

(2) The passage of such a law will put an end to all the

experimental work in the Government Laboratories at

Washington from which have emanated important and
useful discoveries, especially as to the diseases of animals,

and

(3) The passage of such a law by Congress will be used

as a lever in promoting the enactment of similar laws in

others parts of the country and so ilo double harm.

Therefore, Resolved, by the American Surgical Associa-

tion,

(1) That to their personal knowledge the marvellous

progress of surger)-, especially within the last twenty-five

years, is due very largely to experiments upon animals, and

the continuance of such experiments is absolutely essential

to the further progress of surgical science.

(2) That in their opinion the humanity of the entire

profession is too well known and too constantly and con-

spicuously shown in their enormous charitable and kindly

work to allow the assertion that they would countenance

the practice of cruelty or the infiiclion of needless pain in

such experiments, to be believed by the American people

or their representatives in Congress.

(3) By reason of this very hum.ine sentiment, this Asso-

ciation protests against the passage of the bill in question,

because it will be a cause of untold cruelty to both man and

animals by arresting to a great extent the beneficent pro-

gress of surgery.

(4) That a copy of these resolutions be sent to the Pres-

ident of the United States and to the Senate and House of

Representatives.

W. W. Keen, )

H. L. BuRKELL, V Committee.

Jos. D. Bryant,^
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EXPLORATIONS OF AN AMERICAN PHYSI-
CIAN.

Dr. Donaldson S.mitu,' of Philadelphia, receutly

addressed the Drexel lustitute regarding his adven-

tures ill Sooialilaud.

" III .luly, 1895, after many hardships and priva-

tions, the explorer reached tlie eastern shore of Lake
Kudolf. near the northern end, having passed tlirough

a country that no white tuan had ever set foot in be-

fore. On July 19th, leaving the caravan at the lake,

Dr. Smith turned north to explore the Nianann River,

which empties into Lake Rudolf. He was taken with

fever and turned back, but set out a few weeks later

aud explored the country one hundred miles north.

On his return to the lake the party journeyed to the

southern end, incidentally discovering that the River

Bass, which a former explorer is said to have dis-

covered emptying into Lake Rudolf, does not exist.

A peculiar source of discomfort to the party was the

frequent invasion of rhinoceroses, these animals taking

particular umbrage at an exploration of their native

haunts, aud venting their spite by driving the human
beings into tlie thorn bushes for refuge. Four carriers

were injured and two camels killed by these beasts.

One of the carriers had an arm bitten off by a croco-

dile, and Dr. Smith amputated the rest of the injured

member. The explorer discovered a mammoth cave

formed on the River Webi by the erosion of the rocks.

The roof was supported by great pillars, shaped like

double cones, and so regularly arranged that they

seemed to have been carved by the hand of man. He
also visited a small town beyond the borders of Somali-

land, built by the Arabs many years ago, though geog-

raphers say that the Arabs never penetrated so far.

It was built aud ruled originally by Sheikh Huslin, a

Mahomedau saint, who came there two liuudred

years ago. It was here that some of his followers

became discpnteuted and an outbreak occurred, which,

however, was soon quelled."

Corrc^efponDcnce.

CONSUMPTIVES' HOMES ON PUBLIC PARKS.

Boston, June 27, 1896.

Mr. Editor: The article of my friend Dr. Vincent Y.
Bowditch, in the current number of tlie Journal (June
21), ISitGj, seems to warrant a word of e.xplanation from
one who, on medical grounds, felt impelled to appear before

an aldermanic committee in op|)Osition to the projiosed new
consumptives' hospital at Franklin Park.

To one who, as a hospital colleague, is aware of Dr.

Bowd itch's own radical and thorough measures for the de-

struction of phtliisii,-al sputa in the wards, it might appear
that if the proposed hospital could be under his watchful

care, even in so exposed a position as that proposed, it

could be rendered safe for llie comnmiiity. But when one
reflects that even under hospital discipline the destruction

of sputa cannot be enforced after the patient has left his

bed and begun to walk in the grounds; when one considers

that the proposed location for the hospital, on the Blue
Hill Boulevard and upon the borders of Franklin Park
and with very little land belonging tcj the institution, is

evidently intended to afford the inmates the advantages of

roaming over the five or si.x hundred acres which the city

had set apart as " Inngs " for its inhabitants ; when one
further remembers that the existing hospital has been for

1 Joaroal American >fediCHl AsHociatioo, Jane 13, 18:>6.

a large part of its history carried on with simply " Faith
"

as its financial and therapeutic basis, and that it is not now
and will not be in the future under the care of regular

physicians, it does not seem so " shocking " as Dr. Bowditch
found it, that this j)roi)osition should be opposed on medi-
cal grounds, even by one who, like myself, favors under
proper circumstances the sanitarium treatment of the dis-

ease in (juestion.

What has been said docs not, of course, at all sanction

the alarmist view which Dr. Bowdilch deprecates nor the

doubtless intemperate remarks of members of the laity

residing in the vicinity, who may have felt that " faith

without works " might be as powerless to kill bacilli as it

has sometimes proved to pay bills.

Prejudiced neighbors who have objected in times past to

having phthisical men lounge in their front porches and
expectorate on their doorsteps, shopkeepers who have found
it disagreeable to have men sitting in their meat-shops while

spitting blood, have, ii is to be feared, used violent terms
about the poor consumptives and the institution which
sheltered them, which are unjustifiable, but in the ])resent

state of luiman nature, not surprising. These considera-

tions, and others affecting depreciated real-estate values,

have, of course, nothing to do with pure questions of public

health.

The Board of Health, being asked by the Aldermen its

opinion, reported that phthisis was to be regarded as an
infectious disease. The Park Commissioners thereupon
protested against a large collection of phthisical persons
being brought together upon Franklin Park. The Board
of Aldermen voted that after 1900 no hospital for this pur-

pose should be allowed on this site, and consequently the

proposed new building will hardly be erected. Ibis action

will not, I think, work any real barm to the hospital, for in

so far as its aim may be the relief of the sick poor, this

purpose can be just as well carried out by a removal of

the institution into the country, where a given sum of

money will buy thirty times as much land as here, and
where the poor victims of phthisis (in sympathy for whom
I yield to no one) can receive whatever care and help the

hospital may be able to afford them, without bringing dan-

ger to the many thousands of people who come daily to this

magnificent park, where they are entitled to find health

and not disease. Yours truly,

C. F. WiTHINGTON, M.D.

PRACTICAL MEDICAL USE OF THE X-RAY.

Boston, July 1, 1896.

Mr. Editor: During the last mouth the electricians

have published little about the Rontgen-ray phenomena.
Edison and Tesla, having succeeded in taking photographs

of the skeleton and shown the wonder to the jiublic, have
handed over the further elaboration to the medical men
and have turned their attention to things more commercially
interesting. In ^lay the electrical jjeriodicals teemed with

Rbntgen-ray experiments, and now they hardly mention
them.

On the other hand, medical men have taken the matter

up. Mr. Sidney Rowland in England, Drs. Goodspeed
an<l Keen in Philadelphia, Dr. Morton in iS'ew York, and
cc'untless others have been reporting practical applications

in surgery. Dr. F. II. Williams in Boston has pointed out

t'ue value of an inspectiun of diseased lungs with the tluore-

scope, as well as recognition of enlargement in other vis-

cera.

Perhaps the most striking case was that of Dr. J.

Williams White, who removed by gastrotomy a jackstone

impacted in the esophagus. Tlie diagnosis was made by a
Rbulgen photograph, which showed the exact position of

the jackstone.

Most of the medical journals of the day mention cases of

more or less interest ; and it seems to me desirable that all

cases in a new subject of this kind should be mentioned, in

order to convince those who are not directly experimenting
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on it that it is a practical and not entirely theoretical dis-

covery.

Perhaps the commonest class of useful cases is that of

localizing foreign bodies. The popular impression, of

which there are undoubted examples, that needles may
wander about the tissues is interesting in this condition,

and mav possibly be proved by a series of radiographs.

Against it I have two cases which show needles at practi-

cally the point of entrance after a lapse of many years.

One in the wrist thirteen years after entrance, and one in

the ball of the foot sixteen years after.

My list of foreign bodies comprises the following: needle

in finger, wrist, foot ; shoe-bead in hand ; bullet in hand,

wrist, forearm, knee, shoulder.

It is interesting (and unfortunate) to note that wooden
splinters cannot be distinguished from the tissues. One
case of a large splinter imbedded in the sole of the foot

showed no sign on the plate.

Far more interesting than foreign bodies are fractures.

Of these I have : Colles' fracture, both bones of forearm,

olecranon, T-fracture of elbow, fracture of greater tuber-

osity of humerus, compound fracture of skull.

On several the diagnosis was made by the fluorescope or

radiograph, and in all the pathological anatomy was clearly

shown.
The advantage of being able to look at the fracture with-

out removing the splints is obvious. A good radiograph

can be taken through an ordinary plaster bandage.

The treatment of fractures is always of the greatest im-

portance, as these cases more than any others lead to

medico-legal difficulties. Jf a physician can show a radio-

graph of the bones in good position in his splints it is the

best possible evidence. On the other hand, nothing could

be more convincing to the jury than a picture of the bones

in bad position. A radiograph is almost a necessary record

of a fracture.

Diagnoses of dislocations, though easier than fractures,

are made more certain by the radiograph. I have a case of

backward dislocation of the forearm combined with an old

fracture of the humerus. The radiograph showed the sur-

geon the impossibility of reduction and influenced his de-

cision for excision of the elbow. Another shows a disloca-

tion of the radius.

Some tumors are explained. One of a tumor of the

elbow of two
J
ears' duration, which prevented fle.Nion be-

yond a right angle, shows an exostosis of the coronoid with

a corresponding one on the end of the humerus ; hence the

inability to flex.

A tumor of the shoulder in which the diagnosis lay be-

tween an obscure fracture of the head of the humerus and
a sarcoma, was decided in favor of the latter, as the upper
fourth of the bone could be seen in tlie mass bent and
eroded.

The extent of caries can be recognized if there has been
a loss of bone substance. I have but two cases ; one of a

metacarpal and one of caries at the base of a bunion in ex-

treme hallu.x valgus.

An interesting case is one of a stiff wrist following a
septic hand. The radiograph shows the bones of the car-

pus united in a solid mass, so that there is no hope of

breaking up the adhesions.

A supposed specific dactylitis in a child with enlarge-

ment of one finger shows the bone correspondingly en-

larged, but of uniform density and apparently normal
structure. Another of a child with contorted arms shows
total absence of the radii, and hence the impossibility of

remedying the deformity.

In mentioning useful cases there is a negative class of

cases where foreign bodies are supposed to exist and the
x-ray shows their absence. Of these I have had several,

greatly to the disappointment of the patients.

If any one will look up the last numbers of the British

Medical Jounud, he will be interested to see the reports by
Mr. Sy<iriey Uowland of recent cases of " skiagraphy," and
will realize how the utility of the process has been recog-
nized abroad. Yours truly,

K. A. CODMAN, M.D.

THE METRIC OR THE DUODECIMAL SYSTEM.

RoXBURY, June 13, 1896.

Mr. Editor : I enclose an item from the Western Drvij-

gist sent me by a friend

:

"Herbert Spencer, strange to say, lias ranged liimself with
the opponents of the metric system. During May he contributed

a series of articles in the London Times arguing against its

adoption, but favoring rather the di.splacement of our world-
wide decimal system of numeration by one on a duodecimal
basis. One prominent English publication stigmatizes the argu-
ments advanced by Spencer, philosopher though he be, as
* moonstruck.' "

The files of the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal

under dates of October 28, 1875, November 11, 1875, and
December 13, 1877, will be found to contain three letters

of mine, in which I took the identical position now held by
Mr. Spencer.

The titles of these letters were :
" The Other Side,"

" Duodecimal Arithmetic," "A Reply to Dr. Curtis."

In justice to all the disputants in this long-standing and
still unsettled controversy, 1 hojie you may think proper to

publish the Druggist's item, with such reference as you
deem fitting to the letters mentioned.

Most respectfully yours, Edw. T. Williams, M.D.

RECORD OF MORTALITY

For the Week ending Saturday, June 27, 1896.
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iiigton, Ixiwell and Everett 1 each. From scarlet fever New
York .">, lialliniore, Boston, Kail Kiver and Quincy 1 eacli. From
cerebro-Rjiinal njeninj^ilis New York 4, I'rovidence 2, Boston,
Worcester anil Quincy I each. From malarial fever New York
4. Cliica^o 2, Philadelphia ami Cleveland 1 each. From erysip-
elas New Y'ork 5, Chicago and Lowell 1 each.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales, with
an estimated population of lU,84(>,iM8, for the week ending
.lune 20th, the death-rate was 17.1. Deaths reported, 3,5il8;

measles 210, diarrhea 114, whooping-cough 111, diphtheria 71,

scarlet fever 4ii, fever 3y.

The death-rates ranged from 10.2 iu Derby to 23.0 in Salford;
Birmingham 21. (i, Bradford 13.7, Cardiff 15.7, Croydon 11.0,

Gateshead UMi, Hull 18.!t, 1-eeds 19.0, Leicester 1(>.8, Liverpool
20.4, Loudon lti.2, Manchester 22.4, Newcastle-on-Tyne 17.0,

Nottingham 13.S, Fortsmouth 21.0, Shetiield 18.2.

.METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending June 27th, in Boston, according to
observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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(©riginai %nitW.

ON PERIODICAL NEURALGIAS OF THE TRI-
GEMINAL NERVE AND THEIR RELATION TO
MIGRAINE, WITH SPECIAL RELATION TO
THE INTERMITTENT SUPRA-ORBITAL
NEURALGIA.!

BV JAMES J. PCTNAM, M.D., BOSTON.

Whenever investigations are being made for pur-

poses of classification, whether in the departnaent of

natural history or in that of medicine, two tendencies

are always obvious, one of which leads the investigator

to recognize the resemblances between the various

objects of his examination, while the other leads him

to see the differences between them. These tenden-

cies are never more noticeable than when the diseases

of the nervous system are at stake, and they have fre-

quently made themselves felt as regards the study of

migraine in its relation to other painful affections,

especially those which are ordinarily designated as

neuralgias.

Anstie, a master of intelligent analysis, and whose

writings are still sound, fresh and vigorous, defined

migraine as a form of trigeminal neuralgia, having, of

course, in mind simply the pain element in migraine

of the common form. Thomas,' a clear-headed and

intelligent observer, and various other writers, take

the same view, while equally good authorities' hold

that there is no excuse for confounding migraine and

neuralgia with each other.

The truth is that we lack a satisfactory touchstone

for each of these affections. We are ignorant of their

pathology, and have no really good theory of their

meaning as phenomena of nervous activity. That

they present points of clinical likeness to each other is

obvious, and we are likely to gain as much from trac-

ing these out as by accentuating the points of differ-

ence between them. In my own belief, both of these

painful disorders are to be interpreted as caricatures,

so to speak, of physiological or quasi-physiological

events. They are probably exaggerated bits of the

emotional complex. The pain is only one element in

both affections.

Wliile some of the cases of supra-orbital neuralgia

would.be declared by many physicians to stand in no

real relationship to migraine, there are other cases of

very similar type, which, without greater reason, as I

think, would often be simply classified as special forms

of migraine.

Tlie literature of migraine has become too unwieldy

to be referred to here in detail in relation to this ques-

tion, but, fortunately, it has been enriched within the

past year by a summing up at the hands of Moebius,

of Leipsic, which is remarkable for its clear, compre-
hensive and unequivocal statements.

The symptoms of this great disease are so numer-
ous, and their grouping is so various, that one is under

the temptation to save himself the trouble of setting

off special symptom groups, if only they have some-
thing of the migrainoid character, by simply classifying

them as varieties of migraine, just as the suburbs of a

great city easily get to be called by the name of their

centre. If one looks at the matter more closely, how-
ever, and especially if one happens to be particularly

' Head before the Association of American Physicians, May, 1S%.
» l.a Migrainw. Paris. 1(1X7, pp. 94 and 97.
' (Joiiipare MirWus: Xothuagel's .Specielle Palhologie. Migraine,

interested in the clinical study of a special symptom, it

becomes evident that a good deal of reclassification is

often both possible and profitable, and that, after all,

the symptoms which go to make up migraine are not,

like the parts of a machine, without an identity of

their own, but are to be compared rather to the indi-

viduals who compose a shifting crowd yet remain lia-

ble to enter into new relations.

Looking at the matter from this point of view, I

wish to call your attention to the migrainoid character-

istics of certain forms of the trigeminal neuralgias,

especially the intermittent supra-orbital or ophthalmic

neuralgia, and, at the same time, to the fact that, after

all, these affections are not identical with migraine.

The intermittent supraorbital neuralgia is an exceed-

ingly interesting affection, and one which has been

described by various writers, and under different names,

but it does not receive in text-book literature the

attention that it deserves. One reason for this is that

which I have already indicated, namely, that some of

the cases have been merged in migraine, and we may
infer that Mcebius would justify this view, both from

the general trend of his remarks and from his refer-

ence to the importance of frontal sinus and nasal catarrh

as an occasional cause of migraine. Other cases, again,

have been merged in malaria, which some of the older

writers considered as the essential cause of the out-

breaks. As a matter of fact, however, the malarial influ-

ence, in this country at least, is of but little account.

The intermittent or migrainoid form of supra-orbital

neuralgia is to be sharply distinguished from other

forms of neuralgia having the same seat, and if we
could determine the reasons for this difference we
should be making a long step toward a better under-

standing of migraine. Thus, one sometimes sees a

typical neuralgic tic of the supra-orbital area, like that

80 common for the lower branches of the fifth, and

forms of supra-orbital neuritis associated with serious

trophic disorders, which are highly interesting and

place in a stronger light the importance of the func-

tions of the fifth nerve. Of these affections I cannot

now speak in detail. It is, however, noteworthy that

analogous differences exist between the types under

which the painful affections of other areas of the body

occur. To a great extent these differences are deter-

mined by the presence or absence of peripheral causes

of irritation on the one hand, and of central tendencies

on the other hand. And " central tendencies " mean
structural peculiarities of -the central nervous system,

generally of hereditary or developmental origin, and

having a physiological meaning. The more strongly

marked is the tendency to periodical recurrence of any

sort of nervous outbreak; even though the outbreak

would not occur at all without some slight peripheral

cause, the greater is the reason to suspect that central

influences are at work, and to look for other signs of

nervous instability.

It is probable that all the periodical neuralgias, and

also the visceralgias, are, like true migraine, to which

they are often so nearly related, signs of what, for the

purposes of scientific classification, may be called a

degeneracy of the nervous system.

The literature of the intermittent supraorbital neu-

ralgia is not very extensive, but contains some impor-

taut contributions. A Paris graduation thesis by Dr.

Ernst Faucheron,* published in 1880, gives a reference

cousidur^e dans ses rapports nvec
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to a Latiu dissertatiou ou the subject by a Daniel Lud-
wig, written as early aa 1672, and others by Van
Swieten and by Morton, about the middle of the sev-

enteenth century. The e»rliest reference given in the

Index Catalogue of the Army Medical Library is to a

pa()er by a Krench writer— Reunes,' of IJergorau —
who describes a sort of epidemic of this malady, due,

as he thinks, to malaria. He had seen thirty-two

cases in a little over one year, and all in private prac-

tice. A careful analysis would probably sliow tliat

this collection could profitably be subdivided ; but

Bertheraud,*a Krench army surgeon, also saw, in 1847,
a group of eleven cases within one month, at a village

in Northern Africa.

Dr. James Jackson, in his " Letters to a Young
Physician," published in 185.'), gives an account of

this interesting form of neuralgia, which, though short,

bears the stamp of clearness which characterizes all

his work. He calls the disease intermittent hemi-

crania ; and though he distinguishes it from migraine,

he points out that the pain may involve nut only the

supra-orbital area but also the temple, and even,

though exceptionally, the back of the head. Dr. Jack-

sou was one of the first to note that these attacks are

usually provoked by nasal catarrh, and are often cur-

able by quiuine or arsenic in large doses.

Another graduation thesis, this time from the Uni-
versity of Giessen, by Theodor Welcker, published in

18G9, gives an excellent account of the whole subject,

and an analysis of twenty-live cases, most of which are

citeii from other writers. lie, also, rejects malaria as

the principal cause, and invokes instead acute catarrh

of the air-passages, but without analyzing this factor

at any leugth.

Meudach,' an ophthalmologist of Zurich, writing in

1879. reports that eighty-two cases had been treated

in twenty years at the Canton Hospital, though the

region was free from malaria. He was the first, I

think, to study with care the interesting seasonal rela-

tionships of the affection, and gives a plotted curve

which indicates tliat the frequency of outbi eaks begins

to increase rapidly in the latter part of autumn, reaches

its culmination in February, and then declines. The
winter season is, he says, the period of maximal catar-

rhal tendency likewise, and therein lies the explana-

tion. The question will be referred to again later.

Of the later writers, I would refer es[)ecially to

Eulenberg,* Aiistie,^ Seeligmiiller '" and Gowers," but

without attem|)tiug to make the list exhaustive. The
impulse given to the study of neuroses of uaso-pha-

ryugeal origin, especially by Hack,''' about fifteen years

ago, also had important results, though it is probable

that Hack went much too far iu ascribing such impor-

tance, as a cause of reflex symptoms, to simjile swell-

ing of the uasal mucous membrane. At any rate,

Hartmann," of Herlin, probably came nearer the true

etiology of this particular form of neuralgia in refer-

ring it to irritation iu the frontal sinus, which he thinks

is due to diminished air-pressure arising from occlusion

of the nasal duct by secretion or swelling and subse-

quent air absorption, such as occurs in the case of the

middle ear. This cause and the possibility, which

' Arch. G('-n. de M.d., 1836. 156.
« Cited by Faucbernn.
' Corre8poDdi-ii/.blatl fUr Scliweize Aerzte, 1876, ix, U-IU.

'NurVHukraukbetten.
'' Nuuralgia and iu Couuterfelte.
i'^Kraiikenbeit«n der reripbureD Nervcu.
" Jjisvjues Qt ibe Nervous Systuiu.
" Wiener iiied. Wocb., IS82, 51.

"Uerl. kllu. Wocb., IgiU, Ti'i.

Hartmann claims to exist, of giving relief by infiations,

are at least worth bearing in mind. Hack reports an

interesting case which reinforces the view that even

where the local cause is predominant, hereditary ten-

dencies are often found lurking in the background.

The patient was of strongly neuropathic temperament,
and had at times vibrating (migrainoid) scotomata.

The pain also had a slight tendency to shift sides.

Yet if, in these respects, the case approached the mi-

graiue t) pe, in others it was distinctly neuralgic, and
the pain was markedly increased both by pressure on

the nerve-trunk and by superficial contacts with the

skin.

As regards the frequency of these cases iu this

neighborhood, the records of the Massachusetts Gen-
eral Hospital show an aggregate of about a dozen cases

during the past year, the majority of the patients hav-

ing presented themselves during the spring mouths.

A comparison of my experience with that of the

authors cited, and others not referred to, justifies the

following clinical sketch of the disease.

The attack is apt to be ushered iu by a dull feeling

in the whole forehead ; or by some form of paresthesia

in the frontal area of the affected side; or by a local-

ized sense of heavy pressure at the nerve exit under

the eyebrow ; or by an enlargement of the pupil, let-

ting in more light than usual to the affected eye; or

by a feeling of dryness in one nostril.

Even the day before the outbreak, or perhaps sev-

eral days before, some warning may be felt, such as a

general sense of depression, with dull head. In one

case, to be referred to later, the face of the opposite

side and both limbs feel prickly or numb or heavy;

but this case ought perhaps to be classed as migraine.

Frequently, the j)atient feels well throughout the at-

tack except for the pain. When the attack is at its

height the pain is liable to be distributed over the

whole frontal nerve area, the eye and the side of the

nose, and the kinship of the affection of migraine is

shown by the fact that painful areas may be found

in the temple, near the vertex, and even at the back

of the head.

Occasionally the lower branches of the fifth or the

forehead of the opposite side are involved.

The eye becomes reddened and weeps; the pu|)il is

generally dilated, but is sometimes coutracted ; the lid

droops ; the muscles of accommodation and even the

external muscles of the eye may become paretic; and

signs of flushing occur.

In light attacks the pain may be definitely localized

in one spot— the eyeball, the eyebrow, the forehead.

In character the pain is boring, deep-seated or pain-

fully pulsating. Tinnitus aurium, sweating of the skin,

and other nervous symptoms may complicate the at-

tacks. If the pain is severe vomiting comes on.

In the thesis of Welcker a case is recorded where

the vision on the affected side was greatly obscured,

and "glimmer" scotomata seem to have been present

in a few cases. Here, again, we touch on the realm

of migraine; but all that 1 claim is that sharp division

lines could only be arbitrarily drawn.

As a final outcome of repeated attacks, the eye may
remain permanently more liable to fatigue, the arte

rioles of the affected frontal area may perhaps become

more or less thickened (Thoma), and signs of impaired

nutrition of the skin and periosteum may appear.

Here we touch hands with the cases where neuritis is

the chief lesion. 1 know of three typical cases where
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slight thickening occurred over the eyebrow, appar-

ently involving the periosteum, and in one of these,

long after any attack had been present, small but

tender papules used to crop out, scattered in small

numbers in the eyebrow or on the forehead.

The pain is. as a rule, regularly intermittent, the re-

currences taking place usually in the morning at eight

or nine o'clock, less often in the afternoon, and only

occasionally in the evening. Sometimes, and that es-

pecially in seizures of long duration, there are two re-

currences in one day, the second being always the

lighter; and, as in the case of migraine, the type of

recurrence may change in the course of years. Very
rarely, instead of a distinct intermitteuce, only a re-

mittance of the symptoms occurs. The attacks occur

in groups, spread over one to several weeks, or even

very much longer periods, provided the local (catar-

rhal) irritation persists, or the nutrition of the nerve

is impaired, or the neuralgic habit is formed. The
outbreaks generally recur daily. It is said that in some
cases there are regular intervals of two or three days,

but this I have never seen. The frequency with which

the groups of daily attacks recur is partly, but not

wholly, dependent upon the frequency of recurrence

of special causes. The observations of Mendach have

already been quoted, according to which by far the

greater number of attacks occur, at Zurich, in the

winter, and this pretty nearly reflects my own experi-

ence, though I have known them to occur in the late

spring and in the fine weather of summer. Another
writer has observed cases showing regular recurrences

every spring and autumn for a series of ^ears. One
patient, a physician, whom I have examined, but of

whose case I have, unfortunately, no notes, had had

regular attacks of this sort for some twenty years, and

had been driven by them to desperation. Anotlier

patient, otherwise a strong, healthy man, had had an

attack every year for four years, and always in March,

except last year, when it occurred in August. It is

doubtless true, as Mendach says, that this tendency is

partly controlled by the fact that catarrhs are more
common in winter, but It is also certain that the habit

of cyclical recurrence makes the nervous system more
susceptible at certain periods. It is generally possible

to trace the actual outbreak to catarrh of the frontal

sinus, but, sometimes, even with persons whose attacks

are usually brought on in this way, an outbreak occurs

for which special causes are sought in vain. It is even
conceivable that the cold and damp weather, when it

does cause coryza, effects this result by acting first on
the predisposed segment of the nervous system, and
through that ou the nasal mucous membrane, the vital-

ity of which has been lowered. It is certain that it is

not every attack of catarrh that ends in neuralgia, even
with a predisposed person. As has been said, it seems
to be the catarrh of the sinus which is specially related

to these seizures, and consequently they usually occur,

as might be expected, rather late in the course of an
ordinary cold in tiie head, unless where, as in a violent

epidemic iuflui'uza, the whole nasal tract lights up at

ouce in inflammation. Sometimes the catarrh, involv-

ing the frontal, sfihenoidal or ethmoid sinus, or the

antrum, becomes chronic, and in such cases the neu-

ralgia also may persist in full violence. I watched
for some time a case of this sort that Dr. R. H. Fitz

was kind enough to refer to me.
The patient was a man of good general health, a

farmer, married, and thirty-nine years old. Toward

the end of September, 1894, he had a catarrhal attack,

attended with great prostration. After this had con-

tinued for about a week he began to suffer from diffuse

frontal pain such as frequently accompanies the exten-

sion of inflammation into the frontal sinus, but in an

unusually severe form. For two weeks he remained
in the house, suffering night and day. As he grew
better the pain changed its character and seat. At
first it diminished in intensity toward nightfall and be-

gan to be limited to the left side of the forehead ; then

it ceased altogether for the night; and very soon the

attacks began to assume the type which they continued

to show for a number of months afterward— that is,

with a recurrence of pain at eight or nine each morn-
ing and a duration of six to eight hours.

This case is interesting from several other points of

view. In the first place, the patient himself used to

have " sick headaches " frequently when younger, and
still continues to have them to some extent, usually

about once a month. His mother was also a sufferer

from migraine. I shall adduce other cases, later, to

show that a tendency of this sort is almost always to

be found in the pergonal or family history of patients

with this intermittent form of neuralgia. It is also

interesting to note that the purulent secretion was
very profuse on the affected side during the attacks of

the pain, and began to grow less when the pain abated,

disappearing almost wholly toward night. I have re-

cently seen another case where, by the account of the

patient, the secretion was never noticeable except dur-

ing the attacks of the pain, so much so that he at first

denied that he had any catarrh at all. His final state-

ment that he had an occasional discharge of thick

muco-pus during the attacks, and on the affected side

alone, was verified by an examination made at the

hospital. I do not think, however, that the pain

necessarily disappears when the local inflammation

ceases, and Dr. Algernon Coolidge, who kindly exam-
ined and treated for me the patient whose case I have
related above, is of the same opinion. Hartmann ' has

reported an interesting case with severe catarrhal

symptoms closely like those which I have just de-

scribed.
{To be continueti.)

THE PREVALENCE AND FATALITY OF
• PNEUMONIA.i
BY CHARLES F. FOLSOM, M.D.

In 1842 the State of Massachusetts commenced the

registration and record of vital statistics, following

almost immediately the example of England.

Allowing ten years for completing details and
methods, and for physicians and otiicials to become
familiar with their duties, we have from 1852 more
than forty years' reports of deaths and their causes for

analysis and comparison.

During that period of time the records indicate a

slight increase in the total death-rate, a marked in-

crease in tlie mortality from cancer, bronchitis and
diseases of the heart, kidneys and brain ; an excessively

increased mortality from pneumonia ; an increase

from diphtheria, including, of course, croup, with three

severe epidemics.

1 Read by title at the meeting of the Association of American
Physicians, Washington, >Iay 1, 1896.

'• Berlin, klin. Woch., 1882, 721.
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The decrease iu the death-rate from pulmonary cou-

sumptioii and from tlie group of infectious diseases as

a whole (diarrlieal diseases, ivplioid fever, cholera,

whooping-cough, diphtheria and croup, meask's, scarlet

fever, and small-pox), is very great, and it is to be ex-

pected that tlie decrease iu diphtheria which has begun
will continue.

In a word, the lessened prevalence of the so-called

preventable diseases is very gratifying. The increase

in the total death-rate, in spite of a diminished birth-

rate, and iu the mortality from the diseases designated

as local and constitutional, indicates that some potent

causes of sickness and death are more than sufficient

to counterbalance the great activity iu measures to

promote the health of the people which have become
general throughout the State.

The population of Massachusetts has increased from
a little over a million (1,047,520) in 1852 to two
million and a half (2,500,183) iu 1895. Over a mill-

ion immigrants have arrived iu New York and Boston
in that time whose destinatiou was given as Massa-
chusetts, and many thousand French Canadians swarm
to aud from our crowded mill towns during periods of

business activity or depression. The deterioration in

the average character of the population of the State is

felt otherwise than in our mortality returns, and from
its aggregation in cities and towns, with their less

healthful occupations than those of the country, an

explanation is offered of the increased fatality from
diseases, the prevention of w^hich is to so great an ex-

tent a matter of individual intelligence and care. The
fact that the preventable diseases have become less

prevalent under such conditions is sufficient evidence

of the usefulness of our boards of health.

These facts and figures are most tempting for minute

analysis and comparison ; but, however interesting

such a study might be, it is not to our present. purpose.

In reply to the natural question, how far these sta-

tistics are exact, it can only be said that investigation

shows that there are many sources of error which can-

not be corrected without more attention to the matter

than is at present given to it in this country. At the

same time, the defects are far less in Massachusetts

than in the national reports and probably less than in

any other of the States. No other of our States has

such full statistics for so many years. It is reasonable

to suppose that part of the reduction in the annual

death-rate per 10,000 living reported from consump-
tion, for instance, from 41.1 for the five years 1851-
55 to 23.6 for the years 1891-1893 is due to more
accurate diagnosis and more careful registration,

while the percentage of unknown or unreported causes

of death has diminished nearly two-thirds.

One would expect the fewest mistakes in those dis-

eases the symptoms of which are the plainest. I am
satisfied that in the reported deaths from typhoid fever

aud pneumonia, for instance, the figures are very

nearly correct for recent years and sufficient ly so for

comparison earlier. General tuberculosis and appen-

dicitis are likely to be mistaken for typhoid fever, but

not in cases enough to materially affect the percent-

ages, and the clinical picture of pneumonia is quite

clear. A comparison of pneumonia with typhoid

fever shows such striking results that I have placed

their death-curves side by side in chart form. In 1852,

pneumonia was the less fatal of the two diseases ; in

1856 their lines cross in the diagram, and iu the last

few years the average death-rate from pneumonia has

been more tbau five times as great as that from typhoid

fever, even after excluding the effect of the recent

epidemic of influenza.

What is thi' inference to be drawn from this extraor-

dinary picture ? One's first thought is that typhoid

fever is the type of an infectious disease the source of

which was early discovered, and the means of control-

ling which were easy to apply. The course of pneu-

monia, on the other hand, suggests to the imagination

the progress of an infectious disease which had been

allowed to run rampaut without any efforts to control

it. But is this the whole truth or indeed a considerable

part of it ?

The diplococcus is one of the most pervasive, viru-

lent and unmanageable of the microbes. Since the

reports of the infectious character of pneumonia in the

Dublin Fever Hospital more than twenty years ago,

frequent statements have appeared iu the medical

journals attesting to its infectiousness, aud the source

of infection in particular cases is by no means infre-

quently thought about and commented upon.

I have had a mass of statistics prepared and tabu-

lated with reference to ascertaining the conditions

which govern the prevalence of pneumonia, but they

prove very little that is definite and that is of value

in this inquiry, so that I will not detain you with

them. Harsh climates, unfavorable physical states,

general ill health, alcohiilism, bad personal habits and
foul air are found by common observation to be its

frequent forerunners, and the adage is that pueumouia
is the friend of the aged.

Unlike typhoid fever which is most prevalent at

the ages when the powers of resistance to disease are

good, pneumonia seeks out those whose resisting

power, by age or otherwise, is weak or enfeebled.

But it can hardly be that so great an increase in the

mortality from pneumonia can be wholly due to a low-

ered general standard of vitality and habits in the

community, although the increase that has taken

place in many of the chronic diseases might be fully

explained iu that way aud through more accurate

diagnosis and better, although still imperfect, regis-

tration.

In England, as I have shown by the second chart,

there is a slightly diminished death-rate from pneu-

monia, if we exclude the effects of the recent influenza

epidemic. In that country, as is well known, social

and sanitary progress have gone hand in hand ; the

prison population and pauperism, as well as the death-

rates, have diminished, and the general condition of

the people has improved.

In Glasgow, the death-rate from pneumonia since

1862 bears a striking resemblance to that of Massa-

chusetts. The sanitary regulations of the city and

especially its control over infectious diseases, uuder

Dr. Russell's able guidance, are probably the best iu

the world except for its smoke-nuisance aud its filth-

laden atmosphere from the sewage-polluted Clyde,

while its climate and fogs are even worse than ours.

But even there an enormous reduction in the total

death-rate has taken place as well as from the pre-

ventable diseases.

It is impossible, with the facts now at command, to

say how far conditions beyond sanitary control are

responsible for the excessive prevalence of pneumonia,

or to what extent it is manageable as an infectious

disease, if at all. But the infectious character of

diphtheria was not generally admitted twenty years
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ago, or of influeaza ten years ago. It is my very

strong belief that boards of health should require

notiticatiou of pneumonia to them as an infectious

disease and that after it the sick-room should be dis-

infected as thoroughly as in diphtheria. I hope that

this Association will feel disposed to vote to advise

boards of healtli in accordance with that belief.

If it should be said that the prevalence of pneumo-

nia follows too closely certaiu seasons of the year for

an infectious disease, a glance at my third chart, from

Dr. Abbott's statistics, shows that its cause is not

very unlike those of scarlet fever and diphtheria.

As regards the treatment of pneumonia, is not

the medical profession in the habit still of relying

too much on medicines ? That certainly seems to me
a fair inference from the last paper and discussion on

that subject before this Association, two years ago.

I tiud in the papers, in medical journals and in the

reports of discussions in medical societies an increasing

tendency, from year to year, to trust to hydrothera-

peutics in the treatment of pneumonia and to depend

less upon drugs. Personally, I have used cold

sponge baths and occasionally applications of ice for

the last three years in my hospital wards in every

case of pneumonia except those absolutely in extremis.

As the months of my service are before the time of

greatest prevalence of pneumonia, my cases are not

yet euough for tabulation and generalization. I am
satisfied that life may be often saved by that means,

and I am sure that thereby delirium is quieted, pain

is relieved, cough is eased and sleep is produced with-

out the necessity of resorting to drugs. That the

tonic effect of cold sponge baths is fully as great in

pneumonia as in typhoid fever is fully borne out by

my experience, and I have never seen any ill effects

from them. The greatest number of baths that I

have used in a single case has been twenty-five, and

every patieut without exception has expressed a feel-

ing of comfort from them and of liking them, unlike

my typhoid fever patients, a large proportion of whom
object to their cold sponge baths.

FIVE CASES OF RUPTURE OF THE URETHRA
TREATED BY EXTERNAL URETHROTOMY
AND SUTURE.

BY A. T. CABOT, A.M., M.D.,

Surgeon to the Massachusetts General Hospital.

The intractable nature of traumatic stricture of

the urethra is so well known that no apology is re-

quired for a report of some cases in which an attempt

was made, by immediate suture of the ruptured urethra,

to furnish accurate coaptation of the divided ends of

the canal and by promoting rapid and smooth healing

of the mucous membrane, to avoid the formation of a

stricture.

French surgeons have interested themselves much
in this class of injuries. According to Salviat,' their

practice up to 1858 was to treat these cases by simple

perineal incision. From that time till 1875 it became
more and more the practice to search for the posterior

part of the urethra by an early perineal section with

the object of introducing and fastening in a catheter

{$onde a demeure).

Some difference of opinion still existed, however,

' Tbiae, Paris, 1882, 1883.

among the best men during the decade commencing

in 1880 as to whether it was well to introduce the

catheter at once or whether it was better to simply es-

tablish perineal drainage by the early operation, and

some days later, after the swelling had gone down, to

search for the posterior urethra and place the sonde a

demeure in position.

The attempt to temporize led to the frequent resort

to aspiration of the bladder for the purpose of re-

lieving its tension until the urethra was able to re-

sume its functions or until the formation of a perineal

abscess or a urinary infiltration compelled a resort to

more radical measures.

During this decade the tendency towards an imme-

diate suture of the urethra began to show itself, and

the very thorough and convincing experimental work

of Dr. Kaufmann, of Zurich, showing that an imme-

diate suture greatly lessened the extent of the cicatrix

in the urethral wall, gave an impetus to a further

trial of this method, even in the face of considerable

opposition from some good authorities. Since that

time a number of cases have been reported in which

the immediate suture of the canal has been followed

by the best results in the way of quick and safe

healing.

The effect of urine leakage in favoring the forma-

tion of indurated, contracting fibrous tissue, aud the

part it consequently plays in stricture of the urethra,

has been pointed out by Mr. Reginald Harrison and

constantly urged by Dr. J. P. Bryson of St. Louis.

A ruptured urethra offers the best possible conditions

for the formation of tough fibrous tissue under the

constant irritation of the urine.

No one who has cut down upon a ruptured urethra

aud found the partially or completely separated ends

of the canal lying in a ragged cavity filled with a

blood-clot ; and then, after the application of stitches,

has seen the integrity of the urethra restored so that

a catheter passes smoothly by the point of union into

the bladder without a hitch, can doubt that by the

operation the amount of cicatricial tissue will be

greatly lessened and the chance of a troublesome

stricture by so much reduced.

If the urine can be kept from coming in contact

with this closely joined wound for a few days, it will

give time for such adhesion as to practically seal the

tissues against subsequent urine leakage. When this

can be successfully accomplished, it seems rational to

hope that the cicatrix will be a thin and supple one
and will not lead to troublesome stricture formation.

Hitherto, the formation of a stricture has been re-

garded as the inevitable consequence of a urethral

rupture; and while in the fortunate cases of moderate

severity, the regular passage of a sound may keep the

urethra permeable, a neglect of this precaution may
be expected to result in a rapid closure of the stricture.

In other cases of greater severity the stricture shows
a constant tendency to contract in spite of every ef-

fort to keep it open, and repeated operations are re-

quired to avert the serious consequences of a complete

closure.

in the cases of sutured urethra that I have found re-

ported up to this time, the patients have been kept

under observation for too short a time to enable us to

get any idea as to the final result in a matter of strict-

ure formation.

That I might contribute as far as possible towards

supplying information on this point, I have followed
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my cases by every possible clue, and bave succeeded

ill liiiding and examining tbree of tliem at periods

from four and a half to two and a half years after

the operation. I sliall be greatly obliged for informa-

tion as to either of the others that may bave come
under the observation of other practitioners.

Cask 1. .1. C, aged eighteen, fell astride of a bar-

rel twenty-six hours before entrance to the hos[)ital,

August 28, 1891. Urination was impossible, and an

attempt to pass a catheter had failed.

Under ether a perineal section was immediately

done. The bulbous portion of the urethra was so

crushed as to be divided across two-thirds of its ex-

tent, 80 that only a luirrow strip of the roof of the

canal remained intact. This rent in the urethra was

closed by four catgut stitches so taken as to iuchnle

the muscular and cavernous tissue surrounding the

urethra but not encroaching upon the mucous mem-
brane. When these were tied the canal was so re-

stored that a catheter slipped in with perfect ease. It

was fastened in place and the outer part of the wound
was left open so that in case of any leakage the urine

should not be shut up within the tissues. Recovery

was uneventful. The catheter was removed upon the

tenth day aud the patient left the hospital well at the

end of twenty days.

For two years this patient had intermittent treat-

ment with sounds and bougies, in accordance with ad-

vice given him at the hospital. A No. 27 French

bougie was the largest size passed in this time.

He was seen aud examined on March 10, 1896,

when he told me that he had not had an instrument

passed for three years. The urine was clear and

passed in a good stream. Sounds Nos. 26 and 28,

French, passed without resistance and caused no bleed-

ing.

Case II. P., aged twenty-three, entered the Mas-
sachusetts General Hospital, October 17, 1891.

Twenty-four hours before entrance he had fallen

astride a pail which caused a sharp hemorrhage from

the urethra. He was unable to pass water, and his

physician could not enter a catheter.

Operation was done immediately upon entrance.

While being etherized there was a sharp hemorrhage

from the urethra, which was restrained by pressure in

the perineum. The perineum was occupied by a large

clot of blood. Upon cutting into this and turning it

out, the two ends of the urethra, completely separated,

were found in the cavity. The ends of the canal

were joined by six catgut stitches, and u]iou tying

these the hemorrhage, which had been persistent and

troublesome, was entirely stopped. A catheter

slipped in easily and was left in place.

The patient proved unruly, and on several occasions

removed the catheter. Presently a small abscess

formed in the perineum which required opening.

After this all went well ; and he was discharged No-

vember 1 1th, thirty-one days after operation.

Case III. J. J. G., aged thirty-one, entered the

hospital July 2, 1892. He had fallen astride a joist

forty-three hours before entrance. This was followed

bv hemorrhage from the urethra and the formation of

a large hematoma in the perineum, and the patient

was unable to pass water nor could a catheter be in-

troduced.

At the time of entraDce the bladder reached to the

umbilicus. The distention of the bladder was re-

lieved by aspiration, and as soon as arrangements

could be made operation was doue. Upon cutting

into the perineum by the median line, a blood-clot

about the size of an orange was found aud turned out.

In this case there was complete separation of (he

urethra and there was some difhculty in linding the

proximal end, but w ben it was found the two portions

of the urethra were easily united by catgut stitches

and a catheter put in place. The patient made a good
recovery, and went home twenty-three days after the

operation.

Case IV. J. D. P., aged twenty-one, entered the

hospital June 29, 1893. In jumping off a bicycle he

had struck the perineum on the rear wheel with so

much force as to break the wheel. This caused ecchy-

mosis in the perineum, hemorrhage from the urethra

and inability to pass water. A large silver catheter was

passed bv his attendant under ether, and the bladder

washed with boracic acid.

The following day swelling and pain in the perineum

had increased, ami he had a chill. He was operated

upon by an incision in the median line, and the clotted

blood lying about the urethra was turned out. The
rupture was found extending transversely across the

bulb, completely separating the two parts. The ends

of the urethra were united by catgut stitches : and

these at once stopped the hemorrhage, which had

been troublesome. The patient for a few days was

prettv sick, with a tendency to a suppression of urine;

but after this was over, he rapidly recovered. The
catheter was out on the eleventh day, and he went

home with the wound wholly healed on the nineteenth

day.

In answer to a letter, this patient reported in Feb-

ruary, 1893. He had never had any trouble in urina-

tion and the water was perfectly clear. On examina-

tion bv sounds the large sizes were arrested at the seat

of the rupture. After a No. 22 French sound had

been passed through the stricture, it easily yielded up

to a No. 25, French. One week later a No. 26, French,

was readily passed without any exercise of force, and

later, still larger sizes were used.

Case V. C. F. M., aged twenty-two, entered the

hospital October 21, 1893. He had fallen astride

a chair five days previous to entrance, since which

time he had been constantly troubled with hemorrhage

from the urethra, especially at the time of urination,

with a tendency to swelling in the perineum.

A perineal section was done. Clots lying about

the urethra were turned out, and it was found that

the lower part of the urethra was torn across, the roof

of the canal being the only part intact. The ends

were joined by catgut stitches, and a catiieter was in-

troduced and left in place. The catheter was removed

on the tenth day, and the wound was entirely closed

on the twentieth day.

The patient returned for a time to the out-patient

department for the passage of sounds. One month

after his discharge from the hospital an instrument of

No. 30 French calibre passed easily. This patient

was seen again February 11, 189C>. At this time a

No. 30 French sound passed with ease through the

whole canal, although he had had nothing passed since

1893.

In all of these cases the immediate result was good.

In three of them the opportunity was given for an ex-

amination some years after any dilating instruments

had been used. In Cases 1 and V no stricture was

found, and instruments as large or larger than any
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used after the operation slipped past the point of rupt-

ure with perfect ease.

In Case IV, while no interference with urination

was noticed, a narrowing of the urethra was found.

This narrow point was, however, not a hard cicatricial

stricture, but was so soft and 3'ieldiug that without the

least exercise of force it was rapidly dilated to a good

size.

These results would certainly encourage a continu-

ation of attempt to promote immediate union of the

urethra when divided by violence.

The operation is not a difficult one. A median in-

cision opens the blood cavity about the urethra.

After the clots have been turned out, a sound passed

down the urethra quickly shows us the anterior end.

If the urethra is not fully divided across, the rent is

then easily seen and rapidly repaired. When the divi-

sion has been complete, the posterior end may not be

so easily found, but in a fresh rupture the profuse

bleeding which occurs from the bulb of the urethra,

instead of obscuring our search, serves as a guide to

that which we are seeking. If then, the bleeding

point in the posterior part of the wound is seized with

forceps and pulled forward, the collapsed and re-

tracted end of the urethra will be brought to view.

In a case of longer standing, when the bleeding has

stopped the search may be more difficult, in which
event firm pressure should be made above the pubes

to force the escape of urine to serve as a guide.

In all of these cases the suture was made with in-

terrupted catgut stitches, which were all placed be-

fore any of them were tied. Care was taken to

include only the cavernous and muscular tissue in the

stitches and not to encroach on the mucous membrane.
In every case, upon tying the stitches, the hemorrhage
immediately stopped.

CONCLDSIONS.

(1) In cases of ruptured urethra, immediate peri-

neal section with suture of the urethra should be prac-

tised.

(2) By this procedure not only do we greatly lessen

the danger of uriuary infiltration and abscess, but we
also, in a large proportion of cases, may hope to pre-

vent the formation of close intractable strictures.

(3) In an early operation the search for the pos-

terior end of the urethra is much easier than it is

later. The hemorrhage from the branches of the

artery of the bulb serves as a guide to that end of the

canal.

Clinical SDepartment.

CARCINOMA OF RIGHT KIDNEY.
BY F. W. JOHNSON, M.D.

Kate W., white, fifty-five years of age, married,

entered the Carney Hospital, November, 1895. Her
father died of old age. Her mother died of "a
tumor in the side." Dr. Malcolm Storer saw her in

the outpatient department and made a diagnosis of

tumor, probably of the right kidney. From her ap-

pearance, and from the history of the case he consid-

ered the growth malignant.

For some eighteen months previous to entering the

hospital she had had sharp pains in the right side, and
frequently had passed bloody urine. For over a year

she had noticed a lump in the right side which, she

thought, had steadily been increasing in size. Often

the pain extended down the right thigh. Night-sweats,

nausea and vomiting had been present.

The pain in the side was constant, requiring mor-

phine for its relief. She was much emaciated, the

skin was of a yellowish, muddy color, and theconjunc-

tivEB were yellow.

The urine was pale, acid, and contained a large

trace of albumin. The quantity in twenty-four hours

was fifteen ounces. The sediment contained a consid-

erable number of blood and pus corpuscles, single and

in clumps. Renal cells with oil drops adherent, and

hyaline and finely granular casts were present.

Ou palpation a freely movable, non-sensitive tumor,

which caused a marked bulging of the anterior abdom-
inal wall, could be felt in the right side over the

region of the kidney. It was so movable, both without

and with ether, that a tumor, with a long pedicle,

starting from the pelvis was thought of, and not ex-

cluded until after the abdomen had been opened.

November 9th an incision, parallel to the median

line and six inches in length, was made over the

tumor. The part first reached was sub-peritoneal,

but it was soon found that the disease had passed

through the posterior parietal peritoneum and had
involved the intestine, mesentery and omentum. The
mass brought to view was about the size of a child's

head.

Further examination showed the mass to be con-

nected with the right kidney. This was freed from

its adhesions, and the renal artery, vein and ureter

were tied separately and divided.

On delivering the growth it was found to have in-

volved the colon, which was firmly attached to it.

The attachments were divided and the tumor removed.
A piece of the omentum as large as half of my hand
was infiltrated with the growth and was removed.

The intestine about the tumor appeared everywhere
infiltrated with carcinoma for a distance of from five

to six inches. For a distance of eight inches along

the intestine the mesentery was divided and a V-shaped
piece as large as my hand was removed. Eight
inches of the intestine, going well beyond where the

disease was visible, were resected, an end-to-end anas-

tomosis being done. The cut edges of the mesentery
were brought together with an over-and-over suture of

fine silk, and were attached to the under surface of

the intestine at the point of anastomosis. The intes-

tine at the place of operation was carefully wrapped
in the omentum and then tucked in on all sides with

Peake & Buzzell's iodoform gauze.

On the day following the operation little urine was
passed, and there was considerable nausea and
vomiting.

On the second day the amount of urine increased,

with a corresponding improvement in the patient's

condition.

Ou the fourth day part, and ou the sixth day, the

remainder, of the gauze was removed. No fecal fistula

occurred, and union took place by first intention ex-

cept where the gauze was placed.

On the fifth day the bowels were moved by calomel.

Ou December 8th the patient was discharged. She
had been free from all pain for some ten days, had
gained in weight, and was passing from 30 to 40
ounces of urine in twenty-four hours.

In answer to a letter, sent by my assistant at the
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hospital, she wrote, February 26, 1896, that she was
sufferiug coiisiderable pain in tlie right side, that the

bowels pained and troubled her a great deal, and that

she could not get strong. She had not been out of

the liouse since getting hotne from the hospital.

Dr. W. F. Whitue\'s report:

The tumor of the kidney received Saturday shows a
large, i^oniewhat lobulated mass, the size of the fist, occupy-
ing one end of the organ which is replaced by il.

J'he capsule of the kidney is directly continuous over
the growth. On section it is found to be jiartly fibrous

and partly soft, with areas of softer, opaque, whitish and
slightly hemorrhagic siib.«tance in the midst of (lie fibrous

tissue. It is (juite sharply differentiated from the rest of

the kidney substance, which presents but little structural
change.

Microscopic examination shows it to be made up of solid

masses of small epithelial cells which had rapidly under-
gone a fatty degeneration.

Diagnosis, cancer ; but its origin and finer histological

details will reciuire time to be worked out. The intestine

removed presented no changes beyond those due to the in-

vasion of the disease into the peritoneal coat.

a^cDtcal pcogrcj^iBf.

RECENT PROGRESS IN OBSTETRICS.
BY CHARLES W. TOWNSEND, M.D.

ECLAMPSIA.

E. Hasting Tweedt' believes that, with the ex-

ception of the removal of sepsis as a cause of death,

the present statistics of eclampsia bear ver}' unfavor-

able comparison with those of former years, and he
thinks that the proofs are convincing that we are not

at present moving along rational paths.

Chloroform, chloral and bromide of potassium act

as powerful depressing agents to the heart and tend to

kill in precisely a similar manner to that of the eclamp-
tic poison. Furthermore, the anesthetic is generally

applied during a convulsion only, with but slight effect

in lessening the severity of the attack; and by limiting

the amount of oxygen passing into the lungs, it in

some cases actually increases the severity of the fits.

Pilocarpine, he believes, is a most fatal drug for uremic
patients, because of its action on the heart, and in pro-

moting free salivation and bronchial secretion. He
does not believe that severe sweating is a justifiable

proceeding, and hopes soon to see it more generally

condemned.
In the uremic coma, Huids which form iji the mouth

and are increased by the use of pilocajpine and anes-

thetics, as well as the drugs that are given, liud their

way more easily into the lungs than the stomach.
This tendency is increased by the fact that the patient

is generally left lying on the back, and also by the gag
which prevents swallowing.

The treatment by immediate delivery in eclampsia.

Tweedy considers unsound in theory and disastrous in

practice, and one of the most serious complications of

eclampsia is the onset of labor, induction of labor

and forced delivery by exposing the patient to the air,

by reflex stimulation, by abdominal palpation, and
above all by dilatation of the cervix are all prone to

aggravate the eclampsia. In proof of this he presents

> Dublin .luiiriial of Medical Sclencea, Marcb, 1896.

the Statistics of Dr. Green from the Uoston Lying-in

Hospital, from which Dr. Green had drawn an oppo-
site conclusion.

At the Rotunda Hospital for the last three years

the treatment has been hypodermic injections of mor-
phine, beginning with one-half a grain, and followed

every two hours by one-fourth of a grain, until either

the symptoms are alleviated, or until two grains have
been given in twenty-four hours. If, in spite of this,

labor sets in, forceps are applied as soon as the os will

safely admit their application.

The best authorities, he states, agree in believing

that opium has but little action on either the heart or

kidneys. Brunton states that the secretion from the

kidneys is at times increased by its employment. It

is a drug which lessens metabolic changes (thus limit-

ing toxin formation), a nervous sedative of the first

order, and lastly, one that drys up salivary and bron-

chial secretions. All practical experience goes to

prove it is not dangerous to the fetus in the uterus.

Blood-letting, especially done twice at an interval of

two hours, he believes of great value, relieving the

kidneys, drying up bronchial and salivary secretions,

diminishing venous congestion and removing an abso-

lute amount of toxin from the body. No nourishment
should be given during the attack, and any medicine
should be administered through a nose-tube, or better

still, the rectum.

In conclusion, he urges the necessity of attention to

small details.

S. Seabury Jones ' comes to the following conclu-

sions as regards eclampsia :

That he who saves four out of five women who have
been attacked by eclampsia before or during labor may
consider that he has been fairly successful.

That we have medicines powerful for good, and
that they should be given a fair trial before resorting

to accouchement force in actual convulsions.

That, at a period when the fetus is viable, espe-

cially at the end of the eighth month, if the patient

suffers from severe premonitory symptoms, such as

anasarca, severe and persistent headache, and the eye

symptoms, and particularly if the evidences of nephri-

tis have persisted for some time in spite of treatment,

premature labor should be induced in the interest of

the mother and child.

That in the actual presence of convulsions we should

endeavor to overcome them by the use of proper medi-

cines and remedial measures, notably by the use of

veratrum viride, morphine, chloral and chloroform,

rather than appeal to the rapid emptying of the

uterus.

That in veratrum viride we have a remedy powerful

for good when properly used, but that of Norwood's
tincture it is better not to inject more than five to ten

minims for the initial dose, to be followed by doses

of five minims at intervals as required to hold the

pulse, and that it is well to combine it with mor])hine.

Zweifel ' analyzes 129 cases of eclampsia that have

occurred in his clinic in Leipzig. Formerly he

avoided rapid delivery on the ground that the irrita-

tion caused by the manipulations increased the num-
ber of paroxvsms. In later years he employed rapid

delivery under chloroform which he much prefers to

ether in these cases, and the comparative results of

the two forms of treatment are as follows : Under the

2 Meiiical Record, April 20, 189G, p. B86.
' Oeiilralbluit fUr Uyniikulogiu, 1S9.J, Nos. 46, 47, aud 48.
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expectant method mortality 32 per cent., rapid deliv-

ery method 15 per cent.

F. K. Willis * reports cases of eclampsia to show the

value of veratrum viride. He considers the fear of de-

pression following the use of this drug to be entirely

unfounded. He believes its beneficial action to be due

to its effects on vascular tension and as a diuretic.

Veratrum viride not only arrests convulsions, but pre-

vents threatening ones. lu the latter class, five minims

of the fluid extract should be given two or three times

daily. In the presence of eclampsia he gives fifteen

minims of the fluid extract at once hypodermatically,

followed in half an hour by five minims, repeated if

necessary. Generally the pulse should be held at .50

or 60 for a day or two.

J. G. Swayne ^ gives the result in 36 cases of eclamp-

sia met with in private practice. In 11 cases with six

deaths, the eclampsia came ou before any signs of labor

were present; 20 with five deaths, occurred during

labor, and five without any deaths occurred after deliv-

ery. His statistics, as he says, tend to confirm the ob-

servations of others, which show that the earlier the

convulsions come ou before labor, the more unfavor-

able is the prognosis. He quotes Dr. Barnes as say-

ing, " Venesection is out of date, but I have practised

it with the best results." He has bled in many cases

of eclampsia, and feels sure that he has saved patients

where other remedies have failed, and that, too, with-

out resorting to accouchement force, which should be

considered a dernier resiort in these cases where labor

is not present. He refers to a case where no other

exciting cause for the convulsions other than uremia

could be discovered ; and that the presence of the fetus

in utero had little share in bringing them on would

seem to be shown by the cessation of the convulsions

and of the albuminuria, notwithstanding the presence

of the dead child in the uterus for a fortnight after-

wards. He attributes the improvement particularly to

the bleeding.

PCERPERAL FEVER.

William T. Lusk ° writes on the nature of puerperal

fever. The cervical canal of pregnant women is pro-

tected from the invasion of vaginal micro-organisms by

the mucous plug. In the mucus the germs cannot

multiply, and Stroganoff believes it possesses distinct

destructive properties. The entire parturient act serves

to guard woman against infection. With the rupture

of the membranes and descent of the child the vaginal

canal is cleansed, and the leucocytosis and increase of

vaginal secretion are both inimical to the action of the

septic germs. Finally, the toilet of the vagina is com-

pleted by the passage of the placenta. Are the dis-

turbing methods of disinfection commendable? The
antiseptic douches dissolve the mucus, set free the im-

prisoned germs, weaken the resistance of the tissues,

contribute to the extension of the sources of infection.

The clinical tests of the advantages of substituting

careful midwifery for the employment of germicides as

a means of profihylaxis have been most satisfactory.

That in most cases infection is conveyed by the hands
of the attendant is self-evident. In these particulars

the obstetrician should take the same minute care as

the surgeon.

There are cases in which the safe conduct of labor

is hardly possible without internal disinfection. The

'Medical Newe, March 28, 1896.
' British Medical Journal, February 29, 18%, p. 523.
" American Journal ot Obstetrics, March, 189C, p. 337.

latter is admissible, too, in febrile conditions depend-

ent on local causes and in the case of unhealthy dis-

charges.

He quotes Konig as stating that in 47 of 63 cases

where pulse and temperature were normal the uterine

lochia were germ-free, while in four cases streptococci,

in four gonococci, and in six saprogenic germs were

present. Of 179 cases ot endometritis due to infec-

tion, 75 were the product of streptococcus pyogenes,

and only four of the staphylococcus pyogenes aureus.

All the fatal cases (6) were caused by streptococci.

In 20 of the 75 cases no internal examination had

been made. There was the widest difference in symp-

toms due to streptococcus infection, in some there not

even being a rise in the temperature. The earlier the

rise of temperature the more severe, as a rule, are the

symptoms. The fatal cases most commonly belong to

the class in which the streptococcus is introduced into

the uterine cavity during labor. If the infection takes

place by the vagina and reaches the uterus one or two

days after labor, where the uterus is contracted, the

vessels are filled with thrombi, and the repair of the

endometrium has begun. The symptoms are usually

of a mild type.

Infection due to staphylococci is of a mild type.

Both streptococci and staphylococci may occupy the

uterine cavity simultaneously, but the former usually

rapidly drives away the latter. The bacterium coli,

of all the infectious germs, appears best able to sustain

itself in the presence of the streptococcus.

Krbnig reports 50 cases and Burkhardt 21 cases of

puerperal endometritis due to gonococci. The disease

is usually of a milder type, but runs a protracted

course. The putrefaction forms of endometritis (50

cases) Kronig found were mostly anerobic; their in-

fluence is confined to the production of ptomaines.

The researches of Bumm show that while doubtless,

in most oases of puerperal diphtheritis, the so-called

membrane is really a necrosis of tissue due to strepto-

cocci, true cases of diphtheria caused by the LofBer

bacillus with production of fibrin do occur in puer-

peral women.
How far the douche is beneficial in fevers due to

the gouococcus is not yet decided. A single douche is

not likely to work any prolonged good, and repeated

douching is in all cases deleterious. Of great impor-

tance in considering the question is the fact that the

process is generally benign and is localized by pelvic

peritonitis. When the organs are fixed by adhesive

inflammations douching is harmful.

In the form due to streptococci great caution must

be exercised. When the malady has gained full head-

way neither curette nor douche is of avail. At an

early stage the germ has already penetrated the under-

lying tissues. The curette, it has been argued, should

therefore be employed to scrape away the entire de-

sidua. As a rule, the curette thus employed destroys

the barrier formed by the leucocytes and opens the

door to the enemy. Mild cases are frequently con-

verted by this process into virulent ones. If douches

are employed they should not be repeated. Iodoform

bougies introduced into the uterine cavity are best for

this purpose.

THE PREVENTION OF PDKUPKRAL FliVEK IN PRIVATE
PRACTICE.

G. Ernest Herman ' presented a paper on this sub-

' British Medical Journal, January 11, 1896.
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ject at the auuual meeting of the British Medical As-
sociacioD. He says tiiere are three possible bearers of

iufeclioii: (1) haud, (2) instruments, (3) dress, as lie

believes that iiifectiou takes place by coiilact only and
not through the air. The hands should be thoroughly
washed with soap and water and a nail-brush, until

the nails and every fold of the skin are spotless. After
this iliey should be immersed iu a solution of corrosive

sublimate, 1 in 1,0U0. lustrumeuts should be steril-

ized by boiling. Cleanliness of the dress, especially

of the uurse, is important, and absorbent pads of cot-

ton or wool should be used.

Asepsis of the patient. As few vaginal examina-
tions as possible should be made. The vulva and ad-

jacent parts should be washed with soap and water.

For a lubricant a solution of corrosive sublimate in

glycerine, 1 in 2,000, he considers the best. There
are objections to douching the vagina with corrosive

sublimate

:

(1) Such a douche given during the first stage of

labor prolongs it. It is only necessary iu the rare

event of the vagina alieady containing some decom-
posing stuff or gonococci.

(2) The douche fluid may not flow freely away, and
enough may be absorbed to injure or kill the patient.

Therefore, sublimate douches should only be given by
skilled persons.

(3) An ignorant or careless nurse might inoculate

septic germs with the syringe.

These objections apply especially to douches before

delivery and during the lying-in. When the medical

attendant himself gives an antiseptic douche immedi-
ately after labor is ended, he has it in his own power
to prevent the douche from doing harm. If the hands
or instruments have been iu uterus, or uterine contents

are unhealthy, an intra-uteriue douche should be given.

HTSTERECTOMY FOR PUERPERAL SEPSIS.

C. B. Penrose ' reports a case of acute sepsis fol-

lowing a miscarriage at the fourth mouth. Five days

later the patient was in a very critical condition with a

temperature of 105° and pulse of 150. Immediate
celiotomy and removal of the uterus at the vaginal

junction was done. Relief after the operation was
immediate, and the recovery was very satisfactory.

Examination of the specimens removed showed acute

puerperal infectious perimetritis with abscess forma-

tion, metritis and endometritis, the infecting organism
being a staphylococcus.

J. M. Baldy ' reports a case of puerperal septicemia

with thrombosis of the veins in the uterus and broad
ligaments. The patient had had a temperature rang-

ing from 102° to 104°, with a pulse of 130 to 140.

The currettage and douching of the uterus causing no
change iu the patient's condition, celiotomy was
done and the uterus removed on the twenty-fourth

day. All the veins running through the broad liga-

ments were filled with a grayish-colored clot. The
patient made a good recovery, with the exception of

an attack of phlegmasia alba dolens of the right leg.

THE INDICATIONS FOR EXAMINATION OF THE
L'TKKCS AND THE TREATMENT OK CI;KTAIN CON-
DITIONS IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING CHILDBIRTH,

This is a subject discussed by Henry D. Fry.'"

' American Journal of Obstetrics, May, 189B, p. 67s.
• Loc. cit.. p. «73.
'" American Journal of ObBtelrics, January, 1896.

In almost all cases in which there is " a slow get-

ting up " after childbirth there will be found some ele-

vation in the ttmperaiure range. No matter how well

the patient expresses herself as feeling, if the temper-
ature range is only one degree above the normal curve
the attendant should not rest satisfied until he has ex-
plored the condition of the uterus and ascertained
the cause. Next to the thermometer, the most valu-

able index of minor departures from the normal state

is the condition of the lochia. They may be too free;
may contain clots or shreds of tissue; they may be
purulent or offensive in odor.

Investigation of the uterus will generally bring to

light some or other of the following faulty conditions :

(1) The uterine tumor is larger than it should be
and is slightly sensitive. Retraction has been deficient,

and there has been oozing into the cavity and some
blood-clots retained.

(2) Retention of some fragments of placental tissue

or shreds of membrane.

(3) The action of the bacteria of putrefaction on
these tissues, and the development of ptomaines, with
or without absorptive fever.

(4) Necrotic endometritis, localized or diffused,

simple or purulent.

(5) Displacements of the uterus.

After referring to precautionary measures that

should be employed in every case of labor, he goes on
to the treatment of the abnormal conditions detailed

above : Hot vaginal douches, the use of the dull cu-

rette and intra-uterine douches, with the introduction

of iodoform gauze. The latter he used more for its

hemostatic effect and not for drainage, believing as he
does that it can only drain serous fluid — clots, debris

and pus being left behind. The treatment of displace-

ments should also be attended to.

(To be continued.)

I^epoct^ of J>octettcj9.

SURGICAL SECTION OF THE SUFFOLK DIS-
TRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

C. L. SCUDUER, M.D., 6ECHETARY.

Regular Meeting, Wednesday, March 11, 1896,

Dr. M. H. Richardson in the chair.

TUMOR OF the liver.

Dr. Elliot: This specimen is a tumor of the

liver. It has a certain appropriateness this evening in

that I thought it was a tumor ot the kidney. It shows
that an enlargement of the right lobe extending down
can be very easily mis'aken for kidney. The patient

was about fifty, and had been ill for six months, and
had had a tumor in the right side for three months.
She had lost fiesh. This tumor appeared, grew rap-

idly and felt very hard. On Ofieniiig the abdomen I

saw at once it was the liver. The abdominal walls were
glued in front to the tumor, and the intestines were
glued to it behind. I examined the liver carefully,

and saw there were no other nodules there. This was
a solid, round, almost pedunculated nodule. It had a

very broad base. I decided it was primary cancer of

the liver or of the gall-bladder extending to the liver,

and decided to remove it. I took it off with the Fac-
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quelin cautery. It came out much easier than I ex-

pected it would. This is about one-fourth of the entire

liver.

Dr. Watson : I am particularly interested in Dr.

Elliot's report of this case because of its being similar

to one ill which one year ago, I excised the gall-bladder

and about one-fourth of the right lobe of the liver, the

patient living sixty days afterward and being relieved

of pain. In that case also there was a large movable

tumor extending from the border of the ribs to the

crest of the iliuna. It was found to consist of cancer-

ous disease of the gall-bladder and lower anterior por-

tion of the right lobe of the liver. The gall-bladder

contained 102 small stones. It was removed after

being separated from numerous adhesions between it

and the intestines, and after division at its junction

with the cystic duct. The diseased area of the liver

was then removed in three separate pieces after three

rubber ligatures had been passed through the liver and

drawn tight beyond the line of the incisions ; hemor-

rhage was entirely avoided in this way. The rubber

ligatures were left in situ, and came away at the end

of three weeks. The patient was relieved of pain,

which was all that was hoped for from the operation,

until shortly before her death, which occurred sixty

days afterward.

Dr. Richardson : Take Dr. Watson's, Dr. Elliot's

and Dr. Porter's cases of operation for cancer of the

liver, and it opens up a field of very great magnitude.

The pathologists will tell whether cancer of the liver

can ever be cured bv excision, but, as Dr. Watson has

said, I have no doubt occasionally the patient is saved

a great deal of discomfort. I had this morning a case

of contracted gall-bladder adherent to the duodenum,
stomach, transverse colon and omentum. I saw it was

contracted upon gall-stones. I separated the contracted

gall-bladder from the under surface of the great lobe

with the scissors, tied off at the cystic duct and re-

moved it. 1 did this because it seems to me that con-

tracted gall-bladder is always a menace in that it may
be the origin of cancer. I think the pathologists will

tell about the frequency and the dependence of cancer

of the liver upon chronic thickening, contraction and
inflammation of the gall-bladder. Clinically, the asso-

ciation is very common of cancer of the liver with

cancer starting in the gall-bladder or in the bile-pas-

sages through the head of the pancreas or somewhere
through the foramen of Winslow.

About a month ago I saw a woman with a rounded

tumor of the region of the right lobe of the liver. I

examined many times, and made the diagnosis of can-

cer of the liver. The diagnosis depended upon the fact

that the tumor went up and down with respiration.

It proved to be cancer of the liver. The woman re-

covered and went home. That was one large mass
from the under surface of the right lobe, with nodules

scattered through the whole liver apparently.

Dr. Whitney : Primary cancer of the liver as inde-

pendent of the gall-bladder is considered a rarity. No
doubt, primary cancer of the liver does occur, and per-

haps more frequently than we think. As regards the

relation of inflamed gall-bladder to cancer of the liver,

1 have no knowledge as to the frequency of their asso-

ciation.

Dr. Richardson : I have operated in one case in

which there was dilated gall-bladder with thickened
walls, with gall stones and cancer of the internal sur-

face of the gall-bladder.

TUMOR OF THE KIDNEY.

Dr. W. F. Whitnet : A tumor of the kidney, of

some form, is not of infrequent occurrence, and may
from the symptoms attract attention before death, but

is often first discovered at the autopsy. The subject

will be taken up chiefly from its practical bearing.

First come the cystic tumors, the differential diag-

nosis of which is of importance in determining what
can be interfered with and what best left alone. At
the head comes hydronephrosis— a cyst from simple

mechanical obstruction, where the kidney is dilated by

the retention of its own fluid. It will be interesting

to consider why there is enormous dilatation in some
cases, and but very little in others. Here, for example,

is a large sack, with a thin wall not much thicker than

a piece of paper, that was removed during life and
illustrates well a hydronephrotic kidney. Through
the ureter a probe can be passed into the pelvis, show-

ing that there is no organic stricture, only a valvular

obstruction. Here is another, also taken out during

life, one-half of which only is reduced to a cystic con-

dition, while the other is solid and normal. This is

explained by double ureters, one of which is occluded

by a stone. The cystic part, however, shows but little

increase of size.

It is now generally conceded that in order to have
one of the large hydronephrotic kidneys like the

first there must be a valvular opening close to the kid-

ney, which acts iutermittiugly. Perhaps the recum-

bent position may allow the sack to be partly emptied
so that the normal secretion is not continually pre-

vented. In cases like the second there is constant

pressure, which leads to a gradual destruction of the

kidney substance, but without great dilatation.

The prognosis of the removal of these forms is good,

provided that the other kidney is sound.

The next form of cystic tumors arises from structu-

ral changes in the-kiilney itself, some of them clearly

developmental. In this class is the large unilocular

cyst often found first post-mortem. It usuallj' lies at

one end of the organ as a cystic mass, often as large as

a man's head, with a very thin wall into which the cap-

sule of the kidney passes. The explanation of their

origin is not wholly satisfactory. The fluid contained

in them is very thin, but contains traces of urinary salts.

From this it is supposed that an atresia of the collect-

ing tubes connected with that part of the labyrinth had
taken place and a local hydronephrosis resulted, the

remainder of the kidney being unaffected. Therefore,

if their removal is indicated, that of the sack is all

that is necessary.

On the other hand, the multilocular cystoma of the

kidney is better understood in its pathology. Of these

there are two forms. First, there is the congenital

one, which is due to atresia of the papillary portion

from fetal inflammation, or, what is more reasonable,

a malformation. In this, there is an incomplete forma-

tion of the straight tubules and a failure to unite with

the convoluted ones. If all the papiliK were thus af-

fected life would be impossible, but usually there are

some portions which are still normal, and in such cases

adult life can even be reached.

The second form has the closest analogy with the

adeno-cystoma of the ovary and breast. In it the cysts

are formed by growth from the glands just as in the

ovary. All the stages have been followed. At the

beginning little side-growths are given off from the
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tubular epitlieliuni. These are gradually separated

froiu the tube, become hollowed out and lilled with

fluid ; from tiie inner surface papillomiitoiis growths

take place, covered bv (he lining epithelium. IJetween

the cysts, porlious of the kidney substance are still pre-

served, so that secretion can still take place to a cer-

tain extent. The sinj;le cysts are not lar-re ; but the

kidneys can form masses the size of a coaii's head, and
may reach this at birth and form a serious ol)stacle to

delivery. On the other hand, their growth can be

gradual, and it is not until late in life that the patient's

attention is called to it and they are brought to the

surgeon's notice. Here the diagnosis is of importance.

Unfortunately, it can only be surely made by au ex-

ploratory laparotomy. If it exists the other kidney

must be carefully felt for, and if found similarly dis-

eased, the question of further operative interference

must be carefully weighed ; for while both may secrete

enough urine to carry on life, if one alone is suddenly

called upon to carry on the function it may not be able

to do so. and a fatal result will follow.

In the solid tumors, there is a most interesting series.

They come under the sarcoma, adenoma and cancer.

The first arises from the mesoblast, and occurs in the

same forms as in other parts of the body, especially as

round and spindle-celled types. They are more apt to

occur in children, even congeuitally, but may be met
with in advanced life. They appear as very soft, me-
dullary, somewhat lobulated tumors, following the gen-

eral outline of the kidney. In one from an adult, form-

ing a mass more than a foot in its longest diameter,

there were but few symptoms beyond gradual failure,

and at the autopsy the disease was found to have ex-

tended through the reual vein into the cava.

The adenomata are often found post-mortem as small,

whitish tumors, which are of the same structure as the

kidney, but sharply differentiated to the eye by their

pallor. In man they rarely reach a large size, but in

the animals it is quite different— one from a pig, iu

the collection, equalling half the kidnej' in size.

A tumor which was removed by Dr. Scudder and
reported elsewhere in detail, belongs in this group. It

represents a stage where au adtnoma has undergone a

cystic degeneration, associated with an extensive hya-

line degeneration of the stroma, giving to it a solid

character, the cysts being microscopic in size. Such
tumors are not malignant.

From their outline, cancers are usually described as

diffuse or nodular. In the former the shape of the

kidney is retained and its size is but little increased,

but there is throughout a diffuse cancerous infiltration,

in structure resembling the ordinary adeno-carciuoma.

In the second form the nodules of new growth are sepa-

rated by areas of normal tissue. At times they appear
beneath the capsule or break through into the pelvis.

Finally, there are tumors the starting-point of which

is very difficult to determine. From a histological point

they are extremely interesting, while from a practical

one they are malignant. I refer to those that may
originate from aberrant fragments of the suprarenal

ca()8ule8. It is to be remembered that tlie small yel-

low nodules found in the cortex of the kidney, and
which, at first, were regarded as fatty tumors, have a

structure like the capsules. These fragments are not

only confined to the kidney, but may be found any-

where scattered along the course of the genito-urinary

track. Chiari reports having met them close to the

spermatic cord, and two small nodules which Dr. Elliot

recently removed from the surface of the Fallopian

tube 1 found to be exactly like the adrenals in struct-

ure. It is from these particles that some tumors of

the kidney originate. Structurally they are very con-

fusing, iu parts recalling sarcoma, in parts looking like

cancer. The chief points of diagnostic importance are

the presence of very large cells, much larger than those

of the kidney, often of an old gold or saffron color, to-

gether with a high degree of vascularity, often to the

point of hemorrhage. These fragments may explain

some forms of obscure abdominal growths, which will

be a subject for future study.
(To be continued.)

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Forty-Seventh Annual Meeting, Atlanta, Ga.,

May 5, 6, 7 and 8, 1896.

(Continued from No. 2, p. 46.)

THIRD GENERAL SESSION.

Dr. E. E. Montgomery, of Philadelphia, read the

report of the Board of Trustees of the Association,

which showed a total balance of SIO. 080.98. The
Board considers this a most excellent showing, when
we take into consideration the financial condition of

the country and the radical change in the policy of the

Journal instituted at the last meeting.

The Board placed on record their appreciation of

the valuable services of their late colleague. Dr. James
E. Reeves, and their deep regret at his untimely death.

On motion, the report was adopted.

Dr. George H. Rohe, of Maryland, in the absence

of Dr. A. L. Gihon, read the report of the Rush Monu-
ment Fund Committee, which, on motion, was received

and filed.

The Nominating Committee made a partial report,

namely, as to the place and time of meeting, recom
mending Philadelphia, and the first Tuesday in June,

1897. Unanimously adopted.

Dr. H. D. Holton, of Vermont, offered to be one
of forty to give $100 toward the Rush Monument.
Ou motion of Dr. Holton, the trustees were author-

ized to establish a building fund.

Vice-Presiuent Dr. J. C. Le Grand then took

the chair, and Dr. Nicholas Senn, of Chicago, de-

livered the Address iu Surgery. He selected for his

subject,

some of the limits of the art of surgekt.

Modern surgery has attained a degree of develop-

ment which entitles it to the distinction of a science

and an art. As a science, surgery is of recent date,

having been founded and perfected duriug the last half

of the present century. As an art, it has been prac-

tised for centuries bj' our ancestors, with credit to

themselves and benefit to the injured, the crippled

and the sick. When Boyer wrote the introduction to

his classic work ou surgery, he expressed the convic-

tion that surgery had reached perfection. How little

did he dream of the great changes that would be

wrought in the practice of his cherished profession by

the progressive pathologists and surgeons of the next

few generations. What a contrast between the stand-

ing of the surgeon of to-day in the community, the pro-

fession, and from a scientific aspect, as compared with

his colleagues of only a century ago !
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Moderu pathology and the new scieuce of bacteriol-

ogy have laid a permanent foundation for the steady

and progressive advance of surgical thought and work.

The inflammatory complications of wounds and the eti-

ology of most of the chronic infective surgical diseases

have been cleared up by bacteriologic investigations

during the last twenty-five years, and the knowledge
thus gained has enabled the surgeon to prevent in a

large measure the former, and to treat intelligently

and with increased success the latter. The wonderful

development of operative surgery during the same time

is one of the earliest and richest fruits reaped from the

vast and fertile field sown and cultivated by bacteriolo-

gists of every civilized nation. Antiseptic and aseptic

surgery have smoothed the rough and rugged pathway
of the practical surgeon. The almost universal introduc-

tion of antiseptic and aseptic precautious in the treatment

of wounds in private and hospital practice has nearly

eradicated the three greatest enemies of the surgeon of

old, namely, hospital gangrene, erysipelas and second-

ary hemorrhage, and minimized the occurrence of sup-

puration and its manifold immediate and remote com-
plications.

In considering special work, Dr. Senn said that the

furor operativus manifested in special departments of

surgery, and its obvious results, render the standing

and legitimale scope of the general surgeon very un-

certain and indefinite at the present time. Let the

general surgeon turn to the right or to the left, advance
or retreat, and he finds himself on reserved territory.

As for the physician, he is expected to answer night

calls, prescribe for diarrhea and whooping-cough,
watch cases of typhoid fever, measles, scarlatina and
small-pox; and should complications arise and he does

not report to the proper authority, he renders himself

liable to censure. Much of this ill-applied energy in

the surgical world has resulted in detriment to patients

and in retarding actual surgical progress. Operative
surgery has been carried to extremes.

The speaker next passed to the consideration of anti-

sepsis and asepsis, saying that the marvellous reduction

in the mortality following injuries and operations which
the present generation has witnessed is largely due to

the prevention of wound complications by the employ-
ment of efficient antiseptic and aseptic precautious.

The employment of antiseptic and aseptic precau-

tions in the treatment of intestinal and accidental

wounds has greatly diminished the frequency of progres-

sive phlegmonous inflammations and their often disas-

trous consequences. That such an occurrence cannot
always be prevented, even by the most scrupulous care

and attention to details, every surgeon of experience is

willing to admit. In the most virulent forms of phleg-

monous inflammation the most heroic and timely treat-

ment, local and general, is often fruitless in averting

speedy death. In the most desperate cases the surface
lesion is often insignificant; the infection, following
the lymphatic pathways, soon reaches the general cir-

culation, resulting in death from acute sepsis before
any decided gross pathologic lesions have appeared at

the seat of infection or in any of the internal organs.
How rapidly general infections may take place has
been shown by the experiments of Schimmelbusch,
who found micro-organisms in the spleen five to ten

oiinutes after infection of a wound. Colin and Niessen
demonstrated by their experimental work that ampu-
tation a few minutes after inoculation of the ears and
limbs of rabbits with pure cultures of anthrax did not

protect the animals against generalization of the dis-

ease. Such cases in the human being fortunately are

seldom met with ; but when they do occur, the art of

surgery is powerless in arresting the progress of the dis-

ease. Parenchymatous injections of solutions of car-

bolic acid or corrosive sublimate along the course of

the inflamed lymphatics, and the internal use of alcohol

in heroic doses, promise the most, but in the great ma-
jority of cases the extension of the infection continues

and terminates speedily in death from general sepsis.

in the treatment of diffuse phlegmonous processes it is

now customary to make free incisions, establish free

drainage, and disinfect the cavity by flushing it freelj'

with a safe and yet efficient antiseptic solution, such as

a saturated solution of acetate of aluminium, a three-

per-cent solution of carbolic acid, or a 1-5,000 solu-

tion of corrosive sublimate, and apply to the part hot

compresses wrung out of the same solution.

Closely allied to phlegmonous inflammations of the

soft tissues is acute suppurative osteomyelitis, as it is

caused by the same kinds of microbes and results in

more or less extensive destruction of tissue. The
etiology and pathology of this disease are now well

understood and upon them is based the early opera-

tive treatment which is generally indorsed by the pro-

fession at the present time. The early removal of

the osteomyelitic product by operative interference, as

a rule, relieves pain promptly, limits necrosis, guards

against joint complications and recognizes the danger

from general sepsis. Immobilization of the affected

limb in proper position, and the exposure of the osteo-

myelitic focus by the use of the chisel or gouge as

soon as a positive diagnosis can be made, are the mod-
ern resources which have succeeded in greatly reduc-

ing the mortality of this disease as well as its imme-
diate complications and remote consequences.

In considering tuberculosis of joints, Dr. Senn
stated that only a few years ago the surgeons who
paid special attention to diseases of the joints were
enthusiastic advocates of early resection or arthrect-

omy in cases of tubercular joint affections. It was
believed that such medical treatment would succeed in

eliminating the local affection and in preventing the

extension of it to distant organs by reinfection from
the peripheral focus. Statistics prove that these hopes
are unfounded and conscientious surgeons have substi-

tuted largely in place of operative treatment conser-

vative measures. A change in practice has taken

place, largely due to the beneficial effects obtained

from intra-articular and parenchymatous injections of

iodoform-glycerin injection. Dr. Senn has resorted

to this treatment in hundreds of cases with the most
satisfactory results. In about one-half or two-thirds

of all cases of uncomplicated joint tuberculosis this

treatment proves curative. It is of special value in

the treatment of tubercular abscess in communication
with a tubercular joint or bone. From one to three

or four injections usually suffice in obliterating the

abscess cavity.

Coming to the subject of malignant tumors, he said

that the essential cause of carcinoma and sarcoma re-

mains to be discovered. The science of surgery must
first divulge the true nature of tumors before we can

expect a decided advance in their more successful

treatment. The essential features of the modern
treatment of malignant tumors he summed up very

briefly as follows : Operate early and thoroughly.

The treatment of inoperable sarcoma by injections of
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the sterilized toxins of the streptococcus of erysipelas

and the bacillus prodigiosus has uot accomplished the

expected results.

The surgery of the three great cavities next re-

ceived attention, after which tlie surijery of the skull

and brain were dealt with. In Dr. Senn's opinion,

operative interference is absolutely indicateil in fract-

ures of the cranial vault under the following circum-

stances : (1) All open fractures, including gunshot

and punctured fractures; (2) Depressed fractures at-

tended by \vell-<letiiieii SNUipioms, caused either by the

depression or intracranial complications ;
(.l) Ru|)ture

of the middle meningeal artery, with or without fract-

ure of the skull. The indiscriminate use of the chisel

and the trephine in the hands of the inexperienced prac-

titioner is fraught with <ianger, and should not be en-

couraged by teachers and expert surgeons. Cerebral

localization and aseptic surgery have ma<ie it possible

to treat a few intracranial lesions successfully by direct

operative interference.

The abdominal cavity was largely a terra incogiiita

to the surgeon of less than half a century ago. To-

day it is the favorite battle-ground of the average sur-

geon and the select field of the so-calieii abdominal

surgeon. Notwithstanding the wonderful improve-

ments in the technique of operations upon the stom-

ach, partial gastrectomy and pylorectomy have

yielded anything but encouraging results. In nearly

fifty per cent, the patients subjected to radical treat-

ment for malignant disease of the stomach succumbed

to the immediate effects of the operation. Dr. Senn

has opened the abdominal cavity for the surgical

treatment of malignant disease of the stomach nine-

teen times, and only in one case did he find the

disease limited to the organ first affected and in

this case the general health of the patient had

been so much deteriorated by the obstructive py-

loric carcinoma as to contraindicate a radical op-

eration ; in all of the remaining cases a pylorectomy

or partial gastrectomy was out of the question, as the

carcinoma of the pylorus or stomach had extended to

adjacent organs or had given rise to regional infec-

tious tlirough the lymphatic glands sufficiently to con-

traindicate any attempts at radical removal of the

disease.

Dr. Senn next considered at length the organs of

generation, saying that the greatest onslaught of mod-
ern surgery has been upon the organs of generation,

male and female. The future historians who will

record the work of many gynecologists belonging to

the present generation will have reason to express

their surj)rise at what disasters the art of surgery has

produced when j)lied in cases far in advance of a sci-

entific foundation. Here and there we hear a feeble

voice protesting against the indiscriminate surgery

upou the organs of generation of the opposite sex,

but the mutilating work continues in spite of such op-

position and well-meant advice. Dr. Senn said when
he arraigns the gynecologists before such a repre-

sentative body composed of representative medical

men of this country for innumerable and inexcusable

transgressions of the rules which ought to govern and

control the art of surgery, he does not include the

scientific, conscientious workers in that <lepartment of

surgery, but his remarks apply to a class of routine

operators which had recently grown to alarming dimen-

sions not only in this, but in nearly every country

which has been penetrated by the dim rays of so-

called bold surgery. The new generation of doctors

finds no longer satisfaction in practising their profes-

sion in some rural liistrict. They have their eyes on
large cities and have heard of enticing fees paid to

specialists for insignificant operations. Why buy a
horse and saddlebags when a fortune awaits them in

devoting themselves to a specialty, more particularly

gynecology ? The recent graduate or the man who
has become disgusted with country practice seeks a

much-employed gynecologist, follows his work for a
month or two and returns to his prospective field of

labor a full-fledged specialist. lie is now ready to

extirjjate the uterus, remove ovaries and Fallopian

tubes, sew imaginary lacerations of the cervix and
perineum. Do you suppose that such an aspirant for

gynecological fame ever examines a woman and finds

her perfect ? Is it not true that in nine out of ten

cases he finds something to mend ? In order to show
that the speaker's views were real and not visionary,

he related a few instances.

Laceration of the perineum is another subject of the

amateur gynecologist. The extent of laceration and
the symptoms caused by it are not always carefully

considered in deciding upon the propriety of an oper-

ation. Dr. Senn said that to do an operation on the

perineum in five or seven minutes still serves as an
attraction for the lookers-on in many private hospitals

and gynecological clinics. lie fully appreciates the

value of a well-performed perineorrhaphy in proper

cases, but he was equally well satisfied that the oper-

ation has often been performed unnecessarily, and
that it requires more than five or seven minutes to

perform it properly.

The frequency with which women are being cas-

trated is one of the most flagrant transgressions of the

limits of the art of surgery. It is not unusual for one
operator to exhibit from five to six normal ovaries as

the result of half a day's work. All kinds of excuses

are made for this kiud of surgery. Dr. Senn asked

the question. Where is this wholesale unsexing of our

female population going to end ? The beginning of

the end has come. The army of women minus tlieir

essential organs of generation is beginning to raise its

voice against such mutilating work. The number of

women who willingly sacrificed their ovaries to restore

their shattered health without securing the expected

relief has increased to an alarming extent. This sad

experience has made the gynecologists more desperate

and bold. It is ditficult to say where this rage for the

removal of the female sexual organs will end or what

organ will be the next battle-ground for the aggres-

sive ijynecologists. The clitoris, the vagina, the cer-

vix uteri, the ovaries, the Fallopian tubes, the uterus

and its ligaments have successively passed through a

trying ordeal of operative furor. What the next fad

will be is impossible to foretell.

He could not dismiss the subject of genital surgery

without making a strong plea in favor of conservatism

in the treatment of prostatic hypertrophy. Reference

was made to the experiments of J. W. White on ani-

mals in this connection, also the clinical experience of

Ramm, whose results covered about the same ground

as those of White, urging the utility of castration as a

legitimate surgical procedure in the treatment of non-

malignant obstructive enlargements of the prostate.

The reason the speaker alluded to this subject was

this, he feared that when this operation on aged men
for hypertrophy of the prostate becomes common
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property and is indorsed by surgeons of high staud-

ing, it would be misapplied iu the same way, probably

to a lesser exteut, thau the removal of normal ovaries.

Men will be castrated for stone in the bladder, chrouic

cystitis aud malignant disease of the bladder. It is

always easy or possible to make a positive differential

diagnosis between simple hypertrophy of the prostate

and some of the couditious which simulate it so

closely. In doubtful cases it appears to him it would

be advisable to make the diagnosis sure by a supra-

pubic cystotomy before resorting to a mutilating oper-

ation, rather thau remove the testicles and later dis-

cover a bladder or encysted stone or malignant disease

of the bladder or prostate. Castration is such an easy

operation tliat every tyro in surgery will be tempted

to perforin it upon willing subjects suffering from ob-

scure affections of the bladder, complicating hyper-

trophy of the prostrate gland. The Ramm-White
operation deserves a fair trial at the hands of cum
petent surgeons, in well-selected cases, but Dr. Seun

apprehends evil in the future, not so much from the

proper use, as the abuse of this procedure.

Finally, he had written aud delivered his address

with malice toward none, in the interest of the suffer-

ing portion of our population, for the true advance-

ment of the science and art of surgery, and as a plea

for recognition of the good work done by the great

and backbone of our profession, the modest, toiling,

inadequately remunerated general practitioner.

On motion of Dr. McLean, of Detroit, the thanks

of the Association were tendered to Dr. Senn for his

masterly address.

The Secretart read his annual report, which con-

tained nothing of special interest. On motion it was

adopted.

The following preamble and resolutions were offered

by Dr. Senn, Chairman of the Committee on Vivisec-

tion of the District of Columbia:

Whereas, The members of the American Medical Asso-

ciation recognize the fact that the development of scientific

medicine has resulted largely from experiments upon the

lower animals; and whereas anesthetics are habitually ad-

ministered to animals subjected to painful experiments

;

and whereas restrictive legislation is in our opinion un-

necessary and opposed to the continual progress of medical

science; and whereas it is an unjust reflection upon the

humanity of those engaged in animal experimentation to

enact laws reiiuiring them to use anesthetics and appoint-

ing inspectors to see that they do so ; and whereas far more
unnecessary pain is constantly being inflicted upon the

lower animals for sport and for game than in biological

and pathological laboratories ; and whereas no evidence has
been presented by those who advocate restrictive legisla-

tion showing that abuses exist in the District of Columbia;
and whereas results of great practical importance have
been attained by experiments on the lower animals made
in the Government laboratories in the District of Columbia

;

therefore, Ije it

Resolved, That the American Medical Association earn-
estly protests against the passage of Senate Bill No. 1503,
entitled " A Bill for the further prevention of cruelty to

animals in the District of Columbia," or any modification
of this Bill, unless it shall first be shown by an impartial
investigation that cruel and unnecessary experiments are
being performed in the District of Columbia, and that
existing laws do not provide suitable punishment for
cruelty to the domestic animals.

Re.-uU-ed, That copies of these resolutions, attested by
the signatures of the President of the American Medical
Association and of its committee appointed to draft these
resolutions, be sent to the chairman of the committees in

the District of Columbia in the House of Representatives
and Senate of the United States.

Nicholas Senn, J. McFadden Gaston,
William Osler, Donald McLean.
George M. Gould.

On motion of Dr. E. D. Ferguson, of Troy, N.
Y., the resolutions were adopted.

On motion of Dr. Westmoreland, the programme
for the Jenner Centennial Memorial was made the

order of the day.

The Secretary read the following from the New
York County Medical Association :

Resolved, That this Association declares its continued at-

tachment to the Code of Ethics of the American Medical
Association, and deprecates any management of the affairs

of that association except by the various State and County
Associations and Societies in affiliation therewith, by their

regularly appointed delegates.

Resolved, That delegates appointed by this Association
to the meeting to be held in Atlanta, Georgia, be instructed

in accordance with this action.

On motion, the resolutions were received and filed.

Dr. H. D. Didama, New York, read the address of

Dr. N. S. Davis, of Chicago, this being the opening
paper of the Jenner Centennial.

The Association then adjourned to continue this

part of the programme at 3 P. M.

afternoon session.

Dr. C. S. McGahan, Minnesota, read for Dr. C.

N. Hewett, of Red Wing, Minn., his paper entitled,

A TRIBDTE TO THE 5IEM0RT OP EDWARD JENNEB,

by title.

Dr. J. Cochran, Alabama, followed by reading a
paper, the title of which was not given.

Dr. George M. Sternberg read a paper entitled

SCIENTIFIC researches RELATING TO THE SPECI-

FIC INFECTIOUS AGENT OF SMALL-POX AND THE
PRODUCTION OF ARTIFICIAL IMMUNITY IN THIS
DISEASE.

Dr. Didama presented by title a record by Dr. D.
H. Storer, Rhode Island, of the memorials, medals,

etc., of Edward Jenner.

Dr. F. C. Martin, Massachusetts, read a paper on

THE PROPAGATION OF VACCINE VIRUS.

Dr. Eugene Foster, of Augusta, Ga., read a vol-

uminous aud valuable paper on the

STATISTICS OF VACCINATION.

On motion of Dr. J. F. Hibbard, Indiana, it was

Resolved, That the papers read at this Jenner Centen-
nial Celebration be referred to the Jenner Centennial Com-
mittee for revision and selection of those deemed proper to

be published in book form and in such number as the com-
mittee may believe there will be demand for.

On motion of Dr. Didama, the thanks of the Asso-
ciation were tendered to the writers of the papers.

FOURTH GENERAL SESSION.

The Treasurer, Dr. Henry P. Newman, of Chi-

cago, read his re[)ort, showing a healthy condition of

the treasury. On motion, the report was adopted.

The address on State medicine was then delivered
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by Dr. Gko. H. Robe, of Maryland. His subject

was

THK PURIFICATION OK PUBLIC WATER-SUPPLIES.

At the outset the speiiker stated that tlie most vitally

importaut sauitary problem coiifroiitiiri!; American
muuicipalities at the present day is, uuqiiestionably,

the supply of pure water for drinking and other domes-
tic purposes. The widespread prevalence of typhoid

fever may be practically looked upon as a measure of

pollution of the drinking-water. Depending, as this

disease does, almost entirely upon au infected water-

supply, the importance of having the latter of a pure

quality is self-evident. In 1894, 25 of the principal

cities of the United States bad an average typhoid

mortality of 39. (i per 100,000 of population. Those
cities, which had the largest mortality from this dis-

ease, were supplied by a highly suspicious quality of

drinking-water.

It will be hardly necessary at the present day to

insist upon etiological relation of infected drinking-

water to typhoid fever. The numerous epidemics in

this country and abroad, which have been studied with

so much care by eminent sanitarians, have demonstrated
this relation. While cases doubtless occur in which
the disease cannot be traced to the water-supply, these

constitute the vanishing minority ; the overwhelming
majority being unquestionably due to infected water.

In epidemics of cholera, a similar relation exists

between the outbreaks and extension of the disease to

an infected water-supply. Aside, however, from the

production of these specilic diseases, pure water, or

water free from all sorts of uucleanness, is demanded
by the '• sanitary conscience " of the public.

In sparsely settled districts, or where a supply of

unpolluted water can be brought from a distance to

a large community, it will probably be better to secure

such a pure supply rather than purify a source of

supply which has been polluted; but in the majority

of instances, [larticularlj' in the eastern and central

sections of this country, the procurement of such an

unpolluted supply is practically barred by financial

considerations. We are therefore reduced to one of

two alternatives— either to limit as much as possible,

or altogether prevent, which is practically impossible,

the access of impurities (notably of sewage or excre-

meutal matter) to the sources of supply ; or else to

resort to some method of purification of the water
after it has become polluted.

The cit}' of New York has recently chosen the first

alternative mentioned, by the purchase of ground im-

mediately bordering on the streams furnishing the

drinking-water to that great metropolis. By the

removal of sources of pollution from the area of land

so acquired, the endeavor has been made to secure a

pure drinking-water, lie had not at hand the figures

showing the amount of money expended in order to

accomplish this purpose, but the sum must have been
extremely large. In Chicago, the extraordinary out-

break of typhoid fever from 1889 to 1893 led to the

extension of the in-take {>ipes in Lake Michigan to a

distance of four miles from the shore, and the constant

diminution of the sewage contamination has reduced

the typhoid mortality from J59.7 per 100,000 in 1891
to 31.4 per 100,000 in 1894.

°A great im|>etus to filtration was given by the ex-

periments conducted under the auspices of the Massa-
chusetts Stale Board of Health at Lawrence in that

State, and carried out so thoroughly by Mr. Hiram F.

Mills and Mr. Allen Hazen. These experiments,
conducted with painstaking care for a number of

years, prove conclusively that water, no matter how
polluted, can be rendered pure by simply filtering the

same through sand filters, provided certain cautions

are observed regarding the construction of the filters,

the rate of filtration, and other conditions varying
with the character of the water to be purified.

For many years filtration through sand has been
used by European municipalities to secure purification

of water. In London most of the drinking-water has

been filtered for upwards of forty years. The filter-

beds of Berlin cover an area of upwards of thirtv

acres. In many of the Continental cities the drinking-

water is subjected to filtration. The construction and
practical management of filters have been investigated

with great care. Comparative studies of the efficiency

of sand filters, and of various processes of so-called
" mechanical filtration," have been made recently in

Providence, R. I., and at Lawrence, Mass. While
the results obtained by different investigators have not
been in entire agreement, the prevailing opinion of

sanitarians and engineers is that sand filtration, where
it can be adopted, gives the best results in purification,

at the lowest cost of construction.

Dr. Bulkley, of New York, of the Executive
Committee, offered the following resolutions and
recommended their adoption :

Resolved, That in accordance with the standing rule of

the Association, the Committee of Arrangements for the
next session is recjuested to arrange the meetings of the
Association and prepare the program for the sections, so

that they will not conflict. It is suggested that if the gen-
eral sessions on Wednesday and Thursday be called at

1 1 o'clock, it will remedy the evil.

Unanimously adopted.

Resolved, That the Committee of Arrangements for ne.\t

year and hereafter be directed to prepare signs for each
state and territory, also for the District of Columbia, and
Army, Navy and Marine Hospital Service, and to locate

the hall of meeting, that the delegates shall meet beneath
them for the selection of members of the Nominating
Committee.

Resolved, That the elections for such members of the
Nominating Committee shall only be legal when held in

these localities.

On motion of Dr. Love, this was laid on the table.

The following amendment was offered by the busi-

ness committee :

Resolved, That there be made an Executive Council of

five, consisting of the three oflieers of the Executive Com-
mittee and two officers chosen by election. Of this coun-

cil of five one must belong to the section on Practice of

Medicine, and one to the section on Surgery and Anatomy.
To this Executive Council shall be delegated all the duties

of the Executive Committee during the intervals between

its meetings.

Laid over for one year.

Dr. Alonzo Gaucelon, of Maine, offered the

following resolution :

Whereas, This Association has authorized the trustees

to establish a building fund, and whereas the (|uestion of a

permanent location for the Journal has never been decided

by a vote ; therefore, be it

Resolved, That the trustees be, and are hereby instructed,

to cause a vote by ballot to be taken, and on this question

all members shall have the right to vote. The ballots may
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be received from and after June 1st until July 31st, when
the ballot shall close. aS'o ballot shall be counted in favor

of any particular place, unless the name of the member
voting shall be signed thereto. The ballot shall be pre-

served by the trustees until the next annual meeting of

the Association, but the result shall be published in the

Journal when the count shall have been completed.

The resolution was adopted.

Dr. J. Cochran read the report of the Committee
on National Department of Public Health, whicli on

motion was adopted, the committee enlarged to include

a member from each State, and continued.

Dr. Senn, chairman of the Committee on Presi-

dent's Address presented the following resolution :

Resolved, That the Secretary of this Association be

requested to inform the Secretary General of the next

International Medical Congress that unless the English

language is fully recognized, this Association declines to

send delegates.

Adopted.
The report of the Committee on Nominations was

then read by the Chairman, Dr. H. A. West, as

follows

:

President— Dr. Nicholas Senn, Chicago.

First Vice-President— Dr. George M. Sternberg,

Washington, D. C.

Second Vice-President— Dr. Edmond Souchon,

New Orleans.

Third Vice-President— Dr. J. B. Thomas, Penn-
sylvania.

Fourth Vice-President— Dr. Willis F. Westmor-
land, Atlanta.

Treasurer— Dr. H. P. Newman, Chicago.

Assistant Secretary — Dr. F. F. Schneidmau, Phila-

delphia.

Librarian— Dr. George W. Webster, Chicago.

Chairman of Committee of Arrangements — Dr.

H. A. Hare, Philadelphia.

Trustee to fill Vacaucy — Dr. C. C. Savage, Nash-

ville.

Trustees — Drs. E. E. Montgomery, of Philadel-

phia ; J. M. Mathews, of Louisville, and C. A. L.

Reed, of Cincinnati.

Judicial Council— Dr. George W. Stoner, U. S.

Marine Hospital Service ; Dr. C. W. Foster, of

Maine; Dr. J. McF. Gaston, of Georgia; Dr. L N.

Quiiiby, of New Jersey ; Dr. H. Brown, of Kentucky,
and X. C. Scott, of Ohio.

Address in Surgery — Dr. W. W. Keen, of Phila-

delphia.

Address in Medicine — Dr. Austin Flint, of New
York.

Address in State Medicine — Dr. J. Cochran, of

Alabama.
Oil motion the report was adopted.

Dr. Senn was then escorted to the platform by a

committee of two, presented by Dr. Cole, and as Presi-

dent-elect of the Association, made a timely and elo-

quent speech of acceptance.

After the introduction and adoption of resolutions

of thanks, the Association adjourned to meet in Phila-

delphia the first Tuesday in June, 1897.

The Order of the Double Dragon, carrying the rank
of Mandarin, has been conferred upon Surgeon-Major
Hueston of the British Army by the Emperor of

China for services rendered the wounded during the

Japanese war.

I^ccent literature.

Borderland Studies. Miscellaneous Addresses and

Essays pertaining to Medicine and the Medical Pro-

fession, and their Relations to General Sciences and
Thought. By George M. Gould, A.M., M.D.
Philadelphia :"P. Blakiston, Son & Co. 1896.

Dr. Gould as editor of the Medical News was an

earnest and fearless writer upon many subjects. His

attention was not confined to tiie questions immedi-

ately connected with his profession, but was given

thoughtfully to the wider and deeper relations of

medical sciences to human life and thought. The
present essays, with five exceptions, have been pub-

lished previously — some of them in the editorial col-

umns of the Medical News. Even those which

seemed to us at the time to have only an ephemeral

value, prove as interesting on a second reading as

when they dealt with immediate issues. This cer-

tainly justifies giving them the permanence of book
publication. The longer essays are much the best.

The opening one is on " Vivisection." This sub-

ject has been exhaustively discussed during the past

few years, Dr. Gould taking no inactive part. To
many the subject has become a little wearisome, but

no one' should fail to read Dr. Gould's paper. It is

fresh, earnest and just. It is the ablest presentation

of the subject we know ; and no one, however strong

his convictions "for" or "against," can read it with-

out seeing a new light thrown upon the merits of his

opponent's position and the unsuspected weakness of

his own arguments. It is a dispassionate and thor-

ough presentation of all the issues of the question,

both immediate and deep reaching. It deserves a wide
reading.

The essay upon " The Role of the Maternal In-

stinct in Organic Evolution " is a thoughtful setting

forth of a great principle of all creative life. Under
Dr. Gould's pen it becomes instinct with earnestness

and tender pathos. His picture of the appeal of

dumb nature's example to human consciousness for

truer love and deeper earnestness of living is tenderly

and finely drawn.

His words on the teaching of biology in public

schools in these two essays are most timely and unan-

swerable : "Make young naturalists of them (the

children) as soon as possible. But guard against

making them mere collectors of dead animals. It is

living and not dead biology that quickens the sensibili-

ties and deepens the child's conceptions of the world.

Trained scientists are better museum makers than

children. Don't let the child kill, and delude himself
that that is science or biology."

In these days of Degeneration, Instinct Perversion
and Criminal Anthropology, Dr. Gould's earnest plea

and argument in " The Modern Frankenstein " give

timely encouragement to all who think there is any
growing power of good in this world. It is a true

and earnest protest against the enervating and over-

accepted belief of unresponsibility by iuheritance.

Why is not man equally bound to his capacity for up-

ward progress as to his degeneracy ? That he is, and
that we should hold him to it, is the text of Dr.

Gould's powerful lay sermon. " Pity without justice

is itself a crime " is a sentence which should be blaz-

oned in every court of justice and over the entrance
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to every iustitution for tlie care of tlie dependent, the

deficient or ibe crimiual.

It is im|i08sible to make mention Ihtc of oilier

cliapters in Dr. Gould's book, even thougli tliey are

equally deserving of extended notice. There are

hours of pleasant readii.g, and after-days of pregnant

thougktfulness in store for all who care for the inter-

esting meeting-place of true science, daily life and

metaphysic thought in reading these " Borderland

Studies."

The mechanical work of the book is attractive and

in keeping with its matter.

The Climates and Baths of Great Britain. Being the

Report of a Cominillee of the Royal Medical and

Chirurgical Society of London, W. M. Okd, RI.D.,

Chairman. Vol. J. The Climates of the South

of England, and the Chief Medicinal Springs of

Great Britain. Loudon: Macmilliau & Co. 1895.

This extensive and carefully prepared volume is the

first fruits of a resolution passed at a meeting of the

Council of the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society

in May, 1889, • that a scientific committee be appointed

for the purpose of iuvestigatiug questions of impor-

tance in reference to the climatology and balneology of

Great Britain and Ireland and to report thereon to the

council from time to time."

The Committee was most admirably selected and

this first volume is a model for its kind. Reports of

climatic statistics are too often dry and confusing

reading, and are so skeletal in nature as to give little

idea of the living character of a resort for invalids.

The present volume is throughout most interesting

readin'', even at our own distance from the places

named and effects a distinct individual impression of

of the various places discussed. It deals cliiefiy with

the southern coast counties of Englaml and such

springs as Bath and Buxton, Harrowgate and Llan-

drindod, Droilwich, Nantwich and Tuubridue Wells.

The statistics are ample and judiciously arranged,

while the practical discussion of the minor details of

dailv manner of life Decessitate<l or possible in the

various places is given that due weight and considera-

tion so seldom seen in reports of climate.

To the American physician it is of value as a stim-

ulus to such efforts as will some day bring into proper

recognition and belter medical jurisdiction our own
very varied and valuable climatic and balneologic re-

sources.

Physics for Students of Medicine. By Alfred
Uaniell, M.A., LL.B., D.Sc, F.R.S.E. London

and Mew York: Macinillan & Co. 1896.

This is a handy little volume intended for the

preparation of medical students in the elementary

principles of physics. We are not in favor of short

cuts iu scientific learning, and find that the author is

of the same opinion. " No book, no mere lectures

can supply tins practical knowledge; and on this

ground I venture to think that the subject of physics

looked at from a medical point of view, ought in every

case to form ao experimental part of the professional

curriculum."

The book is perhaps the best of its kind, for the

numerous illustrations of medical application of physi-

cal principles are «ell calculated to awaken in a stu-

dent an interest and appreciation of the importance

of thorough knowledge of physical laws.
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BATHS AND BATHING AT PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

The report of the " Sanitary Commission of Mas-

sachusetts," which was presented to the Legislature in

1850, has been justly characterized as " the first ^rea/

step in the sanitary work of our times," in the United

States. The report was chiefly the work of Mr.

Lemuel Sliattuck, of Boston, Chairman of the Com-
mission. "1 remember Mr. Siiattuck well," said Ur.

Henry I. Bowditch, in his " Centennial Discourse on

Public Hygiene," iu 1876: " Calm in his perfect con-

fidence in the future of preventive measures to check

disease, he walked almost alone the streets of his

native city, not only unsustained by the profession,

but considered by most of them as an otfen^^e. . . .

The public, ignorant of hygiene, treated him no bet-

ter. The report fell still-born from the State printer's

hands. Its recommendations were ignored."

Prominent among the more comprehensive meas-

ures urged by Lemuel Shattuck, the following may be

mentioned: The establishment of a general board of

health for the State ; the appointment of a local

board of health in every city and town; the adoption of

a general and uniform sysietu of registration of births,

deaths and marriages ; the taking of a decennial cen-

sus, beginning with 1855 ; the revision of the laws

relating to coroners ; the control and regulation of

cemeteries by boards of health. The development of

public and municipal hygiene since the Massachusetts

State Board of Health and Vital Statistics was estab-

lished in 1869 has followed to a striking degree the

lines marked out by Lemuel Sliattuck in 1849.

Politicians ami philanthropists now show interest

and concern in conditions and measures to which only

the most advanced sanitarians gave heed fifty years

ago, thanks to the exigencies due to crowding and

other untoward concomitants of city life. The urban

population of Massachusetts, which amounted to only

11 per cent, of the whole in 1820, has increased from

17 per cent, in 1840, and 34 per cent, in 1855, to 63

per cent, in 1895. Questions which a dozen years
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since were either iguored or dismissed as millenariau

and academic are uow considered timely and practical.

Among such questions school sanitation and hygiene,

public play-grounds, oDunicipal baths and physical

education have recently acquired special prominence.

It is interesting to note that measures which strike

very many people, even now, as startlingly novel,

were foreshadowed in the recommendations of Lemuel

Shattuck's " still-born " report in 1850. For in-

stance, that report recommends " that, in erecting

school-houses, churches and other public buildings,

health should be regarded in their site, structure,

heating and ventilation ; that measures be taken to as-

certain the amount of sickness suffered among the

schools and other seminaries of learning ; that open

spaces be reserved in cities and villages, to afford to

the artisan and the poorer classes the advantages of

fresh air and exercise; and that public bathing-houses

and wash-houtes be established in all cities and towns.

The Boston Herald in a recent article argues in

favor of llie School Committee of Boston following

German example, by the experimental introduction of

shower-baths into a school about to be built in the

most squalid and congested section of the North End.

The writer shows that, even where municipal baths

are most numerous and well devised in Europe, the

policy of providing special bathing facilities in school-

houses for the children who resort to them for in-

struction has developed rapidly in the last decade and

is now highly approved. The initial impulse to the

wide-spread and admirable systeu. of municipal baths

now 80 common in Great Britain and on the Conti-

nent is ascribed by the Herald writer to the success

which attended the establishment of Liverpool's first

public bath aud wash-house in 1842.

Lemuel Shattuck's principal ground for urging the

establishment of public baths in Massachusetts cities

in 1849 was the success attained by Liverpool, Man-

chester and London in the erection and management

of such institutions in the period 1842-49. Pages 209

-212 of the Sanitary Commission's report are devoted,

in the main, to shbwiug the nature and results of the

then recent experimental establishment of municipal

baths in Britain. The extract is too long for quota-

tion here ; but the advocates of municipal baths in

America may find it of value, as the literature of

battling and bath-houses, in English, is not remarka-

ble for its copiousness or freshness. The report

speaks of a " Boston Bathing and Wash-house Com-
pany," which was incorporated, March 11, 1850. It

would be interesting to know how long the Company
lived aud what it accomplished during its presumably

brief existence.

The signal success of the People's Bath which was

built in 1891 by the New York Association for Im-

proving the Condition of the Poor, appears to war

rant the recent appropriation of $150,000 by the

city of New York and of $65,000 by the city of Bos-

ton for the establishment of similar institutious.

That the Bostou School Committee should be forced

to consider the question of school baths before even

the site of the first of Boston's municipal bath-

houses has been determined, bespeaks an enhanced

and diversified interest in school hygiene in the com-

munity.

Fortunately the advocates of school shower-baths

can point to the results of ten years' experiment by

school boards in Germany and Switzerland. It would

appear from the evidence cited from European experi-

ence that school shower-baths have proven popular,

cheap and efficacious wherever they have been given

a fair trial. They are admitted to be very much

cheaper, both in respect to original cost and cost of

maintenance, than any other form of bath. Being self-

cleansing, school shower-baths have commended them-

selves to sanitarians and hygienists as superior to tub-

baths. If, as is claimed by Dr. Hartwell, bathing and

dressing-room appliances adequate for bathing 2,000

children weekly during school hours can be placed in

the Paul Revere School at a cost of less than $.3,000,

we are inclined to think that the School Board will

do well to test the matter practically. It is admitted ,

by the educational authorities that school-house air in

Boston is bad. It is probably as bad in the North

End as anywhere in the city. We have little doubt

that the comfort, health and efficiency of teachers and

pupils in the new school would be greatly enhanced,

as a result of the purer air which would be had if the

the bodies of the pupils who come from "unplumbed "

homes were occasionally subjected to a warm shower of

water during the winter months.

The natural reply of school authorities to so novel

and startling a demand as that for school-baths is the

familiar " n07i possumus," and to many the proposal

savors unduly of paternalism. But school baths have

won the day abroad in spite of these and kindred ob-

jections. We are persuaded that what foreign school

boards do for the health and comfort of the school

population, American school boards can do if they

will.

It sounds plausible to say that free baths for school

children would tend to socialism and pauperization.

But in a city like Boston, which already provides free

instruction, free text-books, free libraries, free parks

and free swimming baths in summer, is not the dan-

ger somewhat imaginary ? Would not the advantages

accruing from cleanly school children offset any dis-

advantage likely to arise during the process of mak-

ing them clean, comely and comfortable?

DIPHTHERIA STATISTICS AT THE HOPITAL
DES ENFANTS MALADES, PARIS.

M. Sevestre of the Hopital des Enfants Malades,

Paris, France, has just published the statistics of treat-

ment during the year 1895 of all the cases of diphtheria

that have been admitted to that hospital, with a strik-

ingly favorable showing for antitoxin.

During the past year, 1,140 children entered tlie

diphtheria " pavilion " with the probable though not
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positive diagnosis of diplicheria ; of these 158 died—
a mortality of 13.85 per cent. If we deduct 71 cases

which came to the hospital morihuud, or who died

within twenty-four hours, we obtain a figure of 1,069

with 87 deaths, a mortality of 8.13 per cent.

The cases of unmixed diphtheria were 392 in num-

ber, with 89 deaths — a mortality of 9.94 per cent.;

or if we reckon out 23 cases which died within

twenty-four hours, a mortality of 4.33 per cent. The

whole number of cases of mixed diphtheria was 486,

and the corresponding figures (including those enter-

ing with fair chances of recovery and those who died

within a day after admission) were 12.11 per cent,

and 19.34 per cent. In other words, diphtheria with

mixed microbic associations gave a mortality double

that of diphtheria pure.

Sevestre declares himself absolutely convinced, in

opposition to the opinion of many other authorities,

that the association of the strejjtococcus materially

aggravates the prognosis of diphtheria. In diphtheria

complicated with the streptococcus, Marmorek's serum

may be employed, but the most that can be expected

of it is a modification in the state of the throat and

glands, with no very clear antitoxic action.

With regard to the accidents which have been ob-

served to follow the use of the serum, they can

hardly (Sevestre thinks) be due to the serum being

spoiled through age, and he believes that a prepara-

tion may be employed without fear however old, pro

vided that it remains clear aud transparent.

All the patients at this hospital were subjected to

the ordinary treatment for diphtheria, and particularly

to injections of Roux's serum in the dose of 10 to

30 c. c, according to the age of the child aud the

gravity of the case. Generally a single injection suf-

ficed, except in cases of croup and grave angina, in

which it was often necessary to make a second and a

third injection of 10 c. c, at intervals of twelve to

twenty-four hours.

Apart from the injections, the little patients were

subjected to lavages aud douchings of the throat with

Labarraque's solution (one per cent.), and nourish-

ment and stimulants were administered.

In a certain number of cases, it was found necessary

to combat laryngeal obstruction by tubage or trache-

otomy. Tubage was generally practised with the

short tube which is more easy to introduce and to

remove, aud which during its sojourn remains perme-

able, at least as well as the long tube does. In a few

rare cases (infra-glottidean laryngitis) the long tube

was preferred. The tube was kept in place three or

four days, and sometimes less ; at other times it was

allowed to remain several weeks without any detri-

ment. Tracheotomy was practised only in exceptional

cases, and in children where tubage had been tried

without success.

The total mortality of cases of croup treated medi-

cally was 14.11 per cent., or, reckoning out cases ap-

parently hopeless on entering, C.04 per cent. The
mortality of children subjected to intubation was 27.07

per cent., or 17.73 per cent., if we deduct cases that

died within twenty-four hours after intubation. The

mortality of children who underwent tracheotomy after

intubation was 87 per cent, of all cases, or 37 per

cent, of those who survived the operation longer than

twenty-four hours.

Sevestre thinks that cases of paralysis following

the antitoxin treatment are quite as frequent as after

other methods, but they are, as a rule, more benign.

This does not precisely correspond with the experience

of Netter, that " post-diphtheritic paralysis is becom-

ing relatively uncommou since the introduction of the

serum treatment," or that of Guelpa, that " what

strikes one most vividly who has followed the clinics

in the children's hospitals before the introduction of

serotherapy and since is the rarity of complications

of all kinds."

MEDICAL NOTES.

An International Surgical Congress.— At
the twenty-fifth anniversary meeting of the German
Surgical Society, at which Professor Paul Bruns of

Tubingen was chosen President, it was voted to hold

an International Surgical Congress in London in the

year 1900, to be followed by others in France, Ger-

many and the United States.

Death of a' German Navy Surgeon. — Dr.

Renvers, fleet-surgeon to the German Asiatic squad-

ron, died of accidental poisoning on board the flag-

ship Kaiter, in Yokohama harbor, on April 11th. In

the early hours of that morning Dr. Reuvers wished

to take a dose of medicine, but inadvertently poured

into the glass a solution of bichloride of mercury aud

drank it off. He at once discovered the mistake, and

the stomach was emjitied without delay, but without

avail, as death speedily followed. — Medical Record.

An Income Tax on Phtsioians.— It is reported

that the city of Louisville has recognized the public

service of its physicians by imposing an income tax

upon all physicians according to tsheir receipts. No
exception is made of those collecting less than $2,000

as did even the unconstitutional law of two years ago.

The tax for those whose income is less than $2,000 is

$10, while the license fee rises from this to $100 for

those whose business brings them in $10,000. The
medical societies of the city have expressed their in-

tention of testing the legality of the law in court.

Medical Journal Enterprise in Paris.— The
publishers of one of the medical papers of Paris, it is

said, have hired a large tliop almost opposite the

School of Medicine on the Boulevard St. Germain,

aud transformed it into a reading room, free to all the

physicians and medical students of Paris, to each of

whom a card of admission was sent. The front part

of the establishment opens directly on the street, aud

on one side contains notices of anything which may

be interesting from a medical point of view, such as

courses of lectures, etc.; the other side is devoted to
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the latest reports from various news agencies. In the

rear of the establishment are found numerous desks,

paper and ink, and a case containing several hundred

medical papers from various parts of the world. The

reading-room opens into a small garden where the

visitor may smoke.

BOSTON.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — Dur-

ing the week ending at noon, July 15, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease :

diphtheria 94, scarlet fever 15, measles 40, typhoid

fever 10.

NEW YORK.

Opening of a Seaside Hospital.— On July 8th,

the St. John's Guild's seaside hospital at New Dorp,

Stateu Island, was opened for the season, and the first

trip of the free floating hospital of the Guild was also

made. These salt-water trips, twenty-six miles long,

will be made every week day until about the middle

of September ; the floating hospital starting on three

days of the week from the East side of the city, and

on the alternate days from the West side. The boat

can accommodate from 1,500 to 1,600 women and

children, and each trip costs about S2oO, including the

food provided.

A Midwife Indicted for Criminal Neglect.—
A case which it is hoped may have some effect in pre-

venting similar crimes in the future recently came

up in the Centre Street City Court. The agents of

the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children

discovered a child one month old living in conditions

of the most frightful tilth and squalor, and blind from

the ravages of ophthalmia neonatorum. They had the

midwife who attended the mother of the child in her

confinement arrested, and she was held in $500 bail

on the charge of violating Section 289 of the Penal

Code in not notifying the Board of Health that the in-

fant was born with diseased eyes. The mother, who

is unmarried, was also arrested ; the specific charge

against her being failure to properly maintain her off-

spring.

The Sl'mmer Mortalitt. — The number of deaths

reported in the city during the week ending July llth

was 967, an increase of 71 over the previous week.

While this is a larger mortality than has been re

corded for many mouths, it is not at all excessive for

this season, which is usually attended with about the

highest death-rate of the year ; the number of deaths

during the second week in July sometimes reaching as

high as 1,400, or even more. There were 242 deaths

from diarrheal diseases, of which 228 were in children

under five years of age. There were 1 1 deaths from

whooping-cough, which is an unusually large number
for that disease in one week.

Deatb ok Dr. Sexton.— Dr. Samuel Sexton, the

distinguished aurist, died at his residence in New York
on July llth. He was boru iu Ohio in 1833, and

graduated from the medical school of the University

of Louisville, Ky., in 1856. In 1861 he enlisted as

assistant surgeon of the Eighth Regiment of Ohio

Volunteers for three months, and afterwards served

throughout the war in that capacity. After studying

for some time abroad he took up the practice of his

profession in New York City. He was one of the

first to devote himself exclusively to diseases of the

ear, and attained such success in his specialty that he

was recognized as perhaps the leading American

authority in otology and also attained an inter-

national reputation. In 1877 he received from the

Venezuela Government a medal of honor in recogni-

tion of his services in the cause of public education.

His lectures on Diseases of the Ear were mainly given

at the New York Eye and Ear Hospital.

Death of Dr. Gray. — Dr. William K. Gray, one

of the oldest practising physicians in New Jersey, died

at his residence in East Orange on July 7th. He was

born at Whippany, New Jersey, and received his

medical education at the College of Physicians and

Surgeons, New York. He practised in the city of

New York until twenty-three years ago, when he re-

moved to East Orange. He leaves a widow, one

daughter and three sons, two of whom are physicians.

^tj^cellanp.

SIR J. RUSSELL REYNOLDS AS A CONSUL-
TANT.

In an extended obituary of Dr. Reynolds, the Brit-
ish Medical Journal^ gives the following account of his

qualities as a consultant

:

" He was remarkable for the courteous consideration and
shrewd kindliness of his manner not less than for the pains-
taking study which he gave to every case. He was not
led by his unsurpassed experience in all forms of nervous
disease or by his keen diagnostic acumen to come to a
hasty decision. He seemed to have ever before him the
idea that he was called not merely to make a diai»nosis,

much less to write a prescription, but to advise the indi-

vidual patient what he or she could best do to regain health
or to diminish suffering, and what changes in the environ-
ment, mental, emotional, or physical, were most likely to

achieve this end. No doubt these are objects which we all

have in view, but Reynolds seemed to make them the guiding
principle of his practice, and the personal interest which
he really felt was quickly perceived by his patients. To
many of them he was something more than a ' doctor ' ; he
was the strong guide which led them back to a clearer-
sighted and calmer view of life, and its possibilities and
duties.

"As a teacher and hospital physician he displayed the
same qualities. His love of precision, order and classifica-

tion in dealing with scientific question>, perhaps also a
rooted conviction that clinical insight was only really to be
gained from [jatient personal study of the individual, pre-
vented him from ever seeking success as a clinical lecturer.

Though far from a sceptic in matters of therapeutics, like

some of his most distinguished contemporaries, he yet ap-
peared to have an almost instinctive aversion to generaliza-
tions as to treatment. Each patient must be considered by
himself and treated individually, not merely as one of a
class."

> June 6, 1396.
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MEDICAL LONGEVITY.

Dr. Salzmann, of Esslingen, according to the

Lancet of June 'iOtli, has recently Ht-voled his atteu-

liou to (leteriuiiiing the average duration of life of

members of the medical profession in difTereut cen-

turies. From an e.\tensive study of old archives he

has concluded that the average duration of a medical

man's life during the sixteenth century was thirty-six

years, live months ; in the seventeenth century it was
forty-five years, eight months ; in the eighteenth cen-

tury forty-nine years, eight months; and in the nine-

teenth ceniury fifty-six years, seven mouths. It would

appear from these data that the duration of medical

life has been increasing iu a marvellous manner. Ac-
cording to Dr. Salzmann the addition of over twenty

years to the average medical lifetime is due to the ad-

vance of medical science, preventive and curative ; so

the ironical apophthegm, "Physician, heal thyself,"

can no longer be launched with any effect. In a

speech delivered some time ago the present leader of

tlie House of Commons alluded to the |)08sibility of

normal human life becoming extended "to the patri-

archal term of 120 years." A fearful prospect truly

iu these days of rapid living when some men (having

exhausted life's possibilities) look upon themselves as

Struldburgs at forty.

BICYCLE RIDING FOR THE UNSOUND.

In the series of special reports upon bicycling by

Mr. E. B. Turner, iu the British Medical Journal,^

there is a most excellent summing up of the limits of

proper use o( the wheel by persons who have any im-

perfections of the circulatory system.

With regard to valvular lesions he rightly says that

no person suffering from aortic lesions should be al-

lowed to ride at all. The risk of serious damage fol-

lowing any sud<len strain is too great to be incurred.

With regard to uncomplicated mitral disease, experience

teaches that in a large number of cases actual benefit has

resulted from a mild course of cycling exercise.

In giving advice on this matter, the fact must always be

borne in mind, that the force necessary to propel the weight
of the body on wheels is very much less than that which is

rLMpiirid to carry it on its own legs; and tlial to ride four

miles on a cycle is a far smaller tax on the circulatory and
muscular systems than to walk one. If a sufferer from
mitral incompetence in its early stages be allowed and en-

couraged to take gentle and regidar exercise on either a

bicycle or light tricvcle, he will maintain his general health

in butter condition, and at the same time give the heart

muscle that amount of work which is necessary to prevent

degeneration of its tis-sue, and thus retard dilatation of the

cardiac cavities. It must, of course, be a rigid law in such
cases that no bills be ridden under any circumstances and
no speed attem|)te(l. Breathlessness must never be pro-

duced, and no ride attemjjted during digestion. . . . With
respect to tricuspid mischief, no actual experience has

been put on record, but it appears theoretically the wiser

course not to experiment, but to carry on tlie treatment on
the old lines. It is superlluous to jioint out that where
aneurism exi^ts or when symptoms of angina are present,

the bicycle must he '• tabu," and that if the arteries show
signs of atheroma, the greatest caution must be inculcated,

and in all cases of doubt the exercise forl)idden.

A weak hcart-niuscle ]}er se is not an absolute bar to rid-

ing and if the weakness depend on a state of want of " tone,"

and general ' flabbiness," it may be much improved by the

June 20, Isao.

judicious use of the wheel. If a condition of fatty degen-
eration be detect! il, or if the cavities of the heart are di-

lated, and their walls thinned, it stands to reason that

nothing but harm can ensue from attempting a new and
unaccustomed form of exertion.

Of particular interest to many will be the observa-

tions upon impaired venous circulation :

Ordinary varix of the lower limhs, however produced, is

very fre<)uently much benefited by regular cycling, but if

the enlarged veins be of considerable size, a stocking should
be worn. Out of a very large numher of such cases the

writer has never seen the slightest increase which could be
put down to riding, not even in men who raced long dis-

tances on the road and path, while in many cases of infil-

tration of the skin and varicose eczema, a perfect cure has
resHlte<l. A suspender should always be used if the rider

has a varicocele, as a protection from injury b_v the saddle,

when the roads are rough and lumpy. Piles diminish and
cease from bleeding in a wonderful fashion by the time a
few hundred miles have been judiciously covered, and
though, of course, external masses must remain, they do
not as a rule increase.

A WINTER DIET IN FRANZ-JOSEF LAND.

In a paper upon the avoidauce of scurvy in Arctic

regions, Dr. William Neale gives an interesting ac-

count ' of the routine diet of a ship's crew while im-

prisoned iu the ice in FranzJosef Land. Their ves-

sel was caught in pack ice and lost, giving the men
but a short time to rescue a few of their beloiigiugs,

and enough food to last about six or eight weeks.

" We lost our ship on August 21, 1881, leaving a crew
of twenty-five all tuld, that had to be fed and kept in health

for at least twelve months before any help could reach us
from the outside world.

" Fortunately, we were only two miles from shore when
the ship went down ; our first work was to convey every-

thing we had saved to land. Here we soon built a hut of

stones and turf, covering it over with a canvas roof ; in this

canvas root I made several ventilators with old meat tins,

so that no foul air could collect. This is a point of vital

importance as regards the health of a crew during the long

dark winter.
" The next thing to be done was to hunt for food. This

we managed to obtain in fairly good quantity, so that be-

fore the winter set in we had killed several bears ami wal-

rus besides some hundred hirds. During the year we ate

36 polar hears, 29 walrus and about 2,000 birds.

" Whenever an animal was shot we collected as much
blood as possible in tins or pails ; this became a solid mass
in a few minutes. I tried to allow one pound of frozen

blood in the soup every day. A\'e saved very little flour, a
few tins of jireserved vegetables and condensed milk, also

about 2U gallons of rum.
" Within three weeks of losing the ship we had settled

down in our hut, and the following daily routine was estab-

lished :

" At 8 A. M. we had breakfast. This consisted of bear

and walrus meat, chopped up and boiled for four hours

with about two gallons of water, so that we had half-a-pint

of sou|) and about two tablespoonsfuls of minced meat for

each man ; we also had half-a|iint of weak tea per man,
colored with a little condensed nulk. During the morning
as many as liked went for a walk or worked in the hut, but

when there was any wind we were obliged to stay indoors,

as our clothing was only the ordinary clothes worn during

the summer on an Arctic vojagc.
" At noon we had dinner. This consisted of about twice

as much meat as at breakfast, with a pound of frozen blood

in the souj) and from two to four jiounds of tinned potatoes,

' Praotllloner, June, 1S96.
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which only lasted from September, to jMarch ; also a small
' doughboy ' (as the sailors called it) for each man, made
of flour and water, about the size of a small orange ; after

March we had to go without this luxury. We had no
biscuit all the winter.

" At 4 p. M. we had grog. This consisted of twelve

ounces of rum and twelve of water, so that each man had
one ounce of the mixture, Mr. Leigh Smith having a glass

of Burgundy, as a rule, instead of rum.
" At 5.30 p. M. we had tea, a similar meal to breakfast,

and at 8 p. ji. all turned in except two men who were on
watch all night, and who were occupied in melting snow
for the next day's cooking.

" In this way twenty-five of us lived for ten months in

the hut, the temperature of which was never above freezing

point, and which was more or less filled with smoke from
our fire, which was kept going by soaking rope-yarns in a

large tin dish with oil obtained from the fat of the animals
we killed. The following summer we started in four open
boats, and in forty-three days worked our way to Nova
Zembla, where we were picked up by Sir Allen Young,
who had been sent from England to look for us. AVhen
we met him we were all in perfect health, except one man
who had epithelioma of the lip, and who died after we
reached Scotland."

HISTORY OF YELLOW FEVER
JANEIRO.

IN RIO DE

Dr. Cleart of the United States Mariue-Hospital

Service bas made ibe following interesting summary
report of tbe history of yellow fever, iu Rio de Janeiro.'

Yellow fever made its first appearance in Rio de Janeiro
in the last days of the month of December, 1849, having
been brought by an American ship to Bahia, and thence to

this port. Being a new and almost unknown disease, it

rapidly extended itself amongst the shipping and throughout
the town, and as it found a favorable soil for its propaga-
tion, it made many victims and became almost endemic in

the place, whose population at that time was, more or less,

200,000. It made 4,160 victims in the year 1850, its

propagation being favored by the situation of the town on
the low, flat margins of an immense bay, fed with fresh

marsh water, and with only one small outlet, so that it is

safe to say that thousands of acres of surface have stagnant
water ; and at that time modern sanitary science was not
as well understood as at present. Besides, there was no
drainage system, nor any method to get rid of garbage
and fecal matter, except by carrying it in carts and on the
heads of negroes to the beach of the bay, where it was cast

into the water to powerfully aid in increasing the putres-
cent matter already contained in the still waters which
almost surround the town. Under such circumstances it

at once obtained a fi.xed status.

In 18.51 there were 471 deaths from the disease, and in

1852 there were 1,943. I have no information for the
years 1853 and 1854, but from 1855 to 1859 there were
2,725 deaths. In 1860 there were 1,236 deaths; in 1861,
247; in 1862, 12 deaths; in 1863, 15, and to the end of

1868 there were no more cases reported.
This immunity may, perhaps, be attributed to the great

system of drainage commenced soon after 1860; but at tbe
commencement of these works they doubtless contributed
to the extension of the disease by opening up the streets in

every direction, but as soon as they could carry off immense
amounts of deleterious maltcr a better condition ensued.
Now, after many years, tlie works are considered ineUica-
cious, if not positively deleterious, as the pipes and galleries
are made of very luirous materials and admit of the escape
of poisonous matter sufEcient to contaminate the subsoil,
and as street excavations are constantly being made, ex-
halations from this poisoned earth are ot daily occurrence.

In the year 1868 it is believed that tbe disease was re-

' Public Health Reporte, June 12th.

imported (and by another American ship), and up to the

end of 1869 there were 293 deaihs from yellow fever.

From 1870 to 1874 yellow fever killed 5,922 persons; in

1873 alone there were 3,659 deaths.

From 1875 to 1879 tbe disease increased in intensity

and killed 7,218 victims, including the great epidemic of

1876, in which year 3,476 persons died from this fell dis-

ease.

From 1880 to 1889 there were 9,563 deaths from yellow

fever. In 1890 there were only 719 deaths, whilst 1891

had 4,454 victims and 1892 4,312. At tliis time the popu-

lation was estimated at 566,800, and the death-rate was
33.5 per 1,000.

In 1893 the disease victimized only 742, whilst in 1894,

4,715 died of the disease, the greatest number yet in any
one year, due perhaps to the fact of tbe town being block-

aded and the garbage not having a free exit. In 1895 the

number fell again to 818. In the present year of 1896 we
have another epidemic, but it will not be as great as in

several of tbe former years.

The above is a sad picture, and I hope something may
be done toward stamping out the pest, or at least for its

amelioration, but I doubt it, for every year, after the evil

is done, the newspapers, the authorities, everybody, cry

out against the bad sanitary and quarantine arrangements,

and threaten to bring about great reforms, but as yet no
real great improvement has been effected, and the evil re-

mains without remedy.
More effective drainage, more effective disinfection, more

effective isolation, better habitations for the lowest class, a

better supply of filtered water, and cleaner streets are all

absolutely necessary.

RECORD OF MORTALITY

Foe the Week ending Saturday, July 4, 1896.

Cities.
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croup, cerebrd-spioal meningitis, diarrheal diseases, wbooping-
cougb, erysipelas and fevers) li'.IJ, consumption 22.S, acute lung
diseases UKl, dipbtlierin and croup Wi, wlioopinj^-cougb 30, ty-

phoid fever Hi, scarlet fever 15, measles 13, cerebro-spinal

meningitis U, erysipeUis 8, malarial fever 3.

From scarlet fever New York !', Boston \, Cbic;igo and Fall

River 1 each. From measles New York 11, Boston 2. From
cerebro-spinal meningitis Washington 4, New York and Balti-

more 3 each, Worcester 1. From erysipelas New York 4. l^well
2, Baltimore and Boston 1 each. From malarial fever New York
2, N,isbville 1.

In the tbirty-tbree greater towns of England and Wales, with
an estimated population of 10,840,1171, for the week ending
June J7tb, the death-rate was 16.9 Deaths reported, 3,513;

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (lA)ndon) 153, diarrhea
228, measles 1K5, wbnnping-eough 114, diphtheria 59, scarlet

fever 43, small-pox (London) 1.

The death-rates ranged from 22.3 in I iverpool to 8.(1 in Nor-
wich: Birmingham 20.2, Bradford 13.2, Bristol 17.4, Croydon
13.3, Gateshead 15.9, Hull 17.2, Leeds 20.3, Leicester 1G.3, Lou-
don 16.2, Manchester 20.1, Newcastle-on-Tyne 16.2, Notting-
ham 16.3, Plymouth U 4, Portsmouth 12.0, Sheffield 16.2, Swan-
sea 12.7.

METEOROLOGICAL KECOKD

For the week ending July 4th, in Boston, according lo

observations furnished bj Sergeant J W . Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:-

Baro-
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INTRA-UTERINE INFECTION OF SYPHILIS.i

BY ABNER POST, M.D.

As one of the possible methods of trausmission of

syphilis to the fetus must be mentioned the inocula-

tion with syphilis of a pregnant woman who was free

from the disease at the time of conception. This is

spoken of as placental or intra-uterine infection, or as

regards both mother and child as post-conceptional

syphilis.

Disease is hereditary in a strictly medical sense

only when it is pre-existent in the jiarents at the time

of conception. If a healthy pregnant woman during

the course of her pregnancy contracts syphilis and

transmits it to her unborn child, that is intra-uterine

infection or contagion of syphilis, and not hereditary

syphilis, though the distinction is seldom observed in

speaking of the children.

In regard to the possibility of intra-uterine infec-

tion of syphilis two opinions prevail— one party af-

firming and another denying its existence; while a

third party may be said to consist of those who admit

its possibility up to a certain period of pregnancy and

deny its possibility after a date which is set at various

periods by different writers. Those who deny the possi-

bility of such transmission rest their belief upon the

well-known relationship between mother and fetus

which does not {)ermit the direct interchange of blood-

corpuscles and upon the probable fact that the cou-

tagium of syphilis is carried only by the blood-cor-

puscles and not by the serum ; so that theoretically

the transmission of the disease through the placenta

is impossible. On the other hand those who believe

in post-conceptional transmission rely upon clinical

observations, which observations the non-believers

consider to be faulty and untrustworthy, because op-

posed to the physiological facts already mentioned.

I have found it of interest to collate the opinions of

American authors of this Association during the past

year.

Diday, whose "Treatise on Syphilis in New Born
Children and Infants at the Breast" was translated

into English and published by the Sydenham Society

about 1858, wrote at that time as follows :
" I had

collected a certain number of instances of fetal

syphilis resulting from an infection communicated to

the mother ulteriorly to conception, but as no one

now doubts the fact it seemed entirely superfluous to

swell my works with these proofs." lie then goes on

to say :
" Another question in reference to this sub-

ject is of more direct practical interest ; up to what
period of pregnancy can syphilis then first contracted

by the mother be communicated to the fetus ? In

other words, is there a period of pregnancy after

which syphilis contracted by the mother can no longer

be transmitted to the fetus ?
"

Sturgis, who edited a republication of Diday, makes
no comment on this particular portion of the book.
In his article on Hereditary Syphilis in " Morrows'
Encyclopiedia," Sturgis treats, with some fulness, of

post-conceptional syphilis in a way that leads one to in-

fer that he believes in its possibility, though he fails to

express fully his own opinion so far as I can make out.

Keyes, quoting from Diday, says, "Syphilis may be

inherited from a mother if she becomes infected dur-

ing gestation, up to the seventh month ; after which

time the child escapes."

Hyde and Montgomery, in a book recently issued

give the following :
" The period of pregnancy be-

yond which the mother cannot, if infected, transmit

her disease to her unborn child is not fixed. It is

probable that with different patients the period

changes, the differences being due to the general

health of the mother and to her aptitude or inapti-

tude for furnishing favorable ground for the action of

the toxines of the disease. After the sixth month, if

the mother be infected there is risk to the fetus."

In " Otis on Syphilis " I find nothing on the sub-

ject, nor in Cornil as edited by Simes and White. In

the article on Syphilis in " Keating's Encyclopaedia of

the Diseases of Children," Post says :
" It must seem

that while the placenta is normally a filter which pre-

vents the passage of the syphilitic germ, either from

mother to child or from child to mother, under the

influence of disease it occasionally loses its control

and allows intra-uterine infection."

Culver and Hayden say :
" The syphilis of the

mother acquired during pregnancy cannot be conveyed

to the fetus through the utero-placental circulation.

The mother cannot be infected by a syphilitic fetus

through the utero-placental circulation." Their

manual was published in 1891, and was intended to

express our existing knowledge in the smallest possi-

ble space.

In the edition of Bumstead of 1883, revised and

rewritten by R. W. Taylor, is quite a lengthy discus-

sion of the subject, which concludes as follows

:

" We reach the conclusion, based upon the physiologi-

cal reasons already given and upon the fact that satis-

factory evidence to the contrary does not exist, that

the syphilis of the mother, acquired during preg-

nancy, cannot be conveyed to the fetus through the

utero-placental circulation."

In his latest book [1896] Taylor reiterates the

same belief and criticises the reported cases, but ad-

mits that " full infection may in rare cases occur

when the filtrative power of the placenta has been

impaired by morbid changes."

Modern text-books on midwifery in use in our

medical schools differ very decidedly in their teach-

ing. Thus Winkel writes :
" If a pregnant woman be-

comes diseased at least four weeks before the birth,

the fetus can become infected and be born diseased;

and if the poison is first introduced after the fourth

month of pregnancy the danger of interrupting the

pregnancy is much smaller."

Schroeder writes :
" If the mother is healthy at the

time of conception and first infected during the preg-

nancy, the children will be born normal and remain
healthy. The infection of a child before the birth is

the greatest rarity."

The opinion of Lusk seems to be contained in the

following sentence :
" Provided the mother were un-

tainted at the time of conception, syphilis contracted

by her during pregnancy is rarely communicated to

tlie fetus." He gives a foot-note, however, to the fol-

lowing effect : " Professor McLane, of this city, has

reported to me the history of a well-observed case,

where error was hardly possible, in which the mother,

previously healthy, was infected in the fourth month,

and gave birth in the ninth month to a dead child

with well-marked syphilitic lesions."
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In the " Americau Text-Book of Obstetrics " oc-

curs the following :
" If a mother wiio is healthy be-

comes infected during pregnancy, tiie ciiild may escape
if this infection takes place in tlie last month, unless

the child becomes infected at birth or while nursing.

Prognosis : The earlier in pregnancy infection of the

mother takes place, the more likely is the fetus to die.

If the infection occurs during the first three mouths
and is not subjected to treatment, the fetal mortality

during the first few days after delivery reaches 1 00 per
cent. Tbe prognosis is a triHe better if infection oc-

curs during the fourth or the fifth month [f>tieune]."

One thing is quite noticeable in the opinions of these

various writers. ^Jo one of them expresses an opin-

ion based on his own experience. All appear to speak
from authority or to reason from anatomical facts. A
desire to reconcile these dififerent opinions must be my
excuse for this somewhat lengthy study of the subject.

We are in the habit of turning to the pathological

laboratory for aid in such questions on other medical

subjects. Unfortunately the only aid we can receive

from comparative pathology in this general discussion

is in the deductions from other diseases. The trans-

mission of other diseases from mother to fetus has

been studied with great care by many observers, and
among them Wolff of Berlin, whose paper I shall

make use of in considering the subject.

The problem of infection of the fetus during intra-

uterine life simplifies itself into the question whether
pathogenic microbes may be transferred from the

mother to the fetus or not. One cannot conclude
from the behavior of one pathogenic microbe that all

others will behave in the same way. The different

species of micro-organisms may differ from each
other in reference to their transference from mother
to fetus as in so many other peculiarities. The dif-

tereut species of animals may differ as to transmission.

Still the study of analogous disease is fruitful. Among
the first observations that involve bacteriology

Brauell reports a mare, five months pregnant, that

died of anthrax. Inoculation with the mother's blood
induced anthrax in other animals ; inoculation with
the blood of the fetus, however, was without result.

He then inoculated three gravid sheep with anthrax,

who died with tbe disease. Inoculation with the

blood from the liver of these three fetuses was also

without result, and he came to the following conclu-

sion :
" That embryos from animals dead from anthrax

show on examination no changes due to anthrax.
Even the blood is not abnormal. In cases observed
by me anthrax is not communicated from the mother
animal to the fetus and the negative results of inocula-

tion with the fetal blood coincide with this conclusion."

Nine years after Brauell's paper Davaine, without
knowledge of Brauell's experiments, reported simi-

lar ones. Davaine concluded that the placenta acted

as a filter through which the anthrax bacillae could
not penetrate.

Strauss and Chamberlain, by a similar series of ex-
periments, reached a similar conclusion, and in addi-

tion, culture of the fetal fluids remained sterile in their

first series of experiments as reported November 11,

1882.' But five weeks later they reported directly

opposite results, and they concluded that the placenta

> Ueber Vererbung von iufectiouu Kraukheiteii laus den pathologiB-
chen Iiistltat zu Berlin), von Prof. Max Wolff in berliu, Vir-
cbow'a Archiv, Band cxil, a. 13(i.

> Comp. rend, de la Soc. de Biologte, altzuiig vom ii, November
1882.

did not present an impossible barrier to tbe passage of

bacteria; that in a large number of cases the blood

of the fetuses of mothers dead wiih anthrax (charbon)

contains bacteria and is virulent. That the law of

Brauell-Davaine generalized an exception and is er-

roneous. These last conclusions were based on the

successful cultivation of the fetal blood.

Two years later Koubassoff, working also in Pas-

teur's laboratory, instituted another set of experi-

ments, to some degree, at least, under the control of

Pasteur himself. Koubassoff limited himself to the

microscopical examination of the fetal organs. He
inoculated five pregnant guinea-pigs with anthrax.

From them he obtained seventeen fetuses. In all

these seventeen fetuses without exception he found

tbe charbon bacillus. He also experimented with

tubercle, malignant edema, and swine erysipelas

(^Schweinerothlaufet), and with few exceptions found

their respective bacilli in the fetuses.

In the hope of settling these two opposed conclusions

Professor Wolff' of Berlin undertook a series of ex-

periments, uniting iu each case all the methods of re-

search used by these different experimenters, and
using the most minute precautious to prevent contact

of the fetus with the surrounding maternal parts.

We are concerned only with his conclusions.

Wolff is of the opinion that only those cases iu

which all three methods of research (microscopic, cul-

tivation, inoculation) agree, give an entirely reliable

testimony either for or against fetal infection. In 24
cases all three methods of research were employed ;

18 of the 24 fetuses showed themselves perfectly free

of anthrax by all these methods. Of the six cases, in

only one was the positive result found in both culture

and inoculation. In none were all three methods
positive. The cases in which positive evidence of

intra-uterine infection was found were exceptional and
not confirmed by control experiments.

When in the cases uuder consideration anthrax
bacilli are found in the fetus, the case is au especial

one which demands the most careful investigation of

the placental and general conditions which have ren-

dered possible the usually impossible trausference of

baciili from mother to intra uterine fetus.

Wolff further studied the reported cases in which
small-pox occurred in pregnant women. In this series

of cases the overwhelming majority are negative,

that is, the child boru of a mother with small-pox

showed no signs of the disease. In a small number
of cases, however, the child is said to have been born
with evidence of the disease. These latter cases,

Wolff says, cannot be thrown aside as errors of ob-

servation, and it seems that it must be admittted that

small-pox is occasionally transmitted from the mother
to the fetus— non-transmission the rule, transmission

the exception. It is worthy of note that the clinical

evidence of such transmission iu small-pox was con-

vincing to an experimenter who did not obtain evi-

dence of fetal infection iu the laboratory.

Wolff advances an explauation for these exceptions

as follows: There are few infectious diseases that

give rise to hemorrhages so often as variola. Such
hemorrhages occur more often in females, and in fe-

males quite often from tbe genital organs. Such hem-
orrhages may give rise to cotnmunication between the

maternal and fetal portions of the placenta and iu that

way cause the communication of natural variola to

the fetus.

1
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Since that date the subject has been constantly

studied by various pathologists, and at the present

time it is safe to say that the microbes of the follow-

ing diseases pass the placenta to attack the fetus in

utero: anthrax, glanders, pneumonia, typhoid, tuber-

culosis and the bacterium coli communis.
From one of the latest of the bacteriological jour-

nals may be quoted the following cases :

Calabrese * describes an interesting case of tuber-

culosis of the placenta, with transference of the infec-

tion to the fetus in a guinea-pig in which after sub-

cutaneous injection of tuberculosis an outbreak of

diffuse miliary tuberculosis had developed. Through
a watery emulsion of the intestines of the one fetus

the infection was transferred to other guinea-pigs.

Two other observers, Chambrelent and Sabrazes,'

injected a pregnant rabbit with a culture of bacterium

coli communis. The animal died after twenty hours.

Bacteria colonies were found in the placenta and in

the kidneys of the fetus.

This passage of micro organisms to the fetus is due
in many cases, where the placenta has been examined,

to the presence of anatomical lesions, in the form of

slight hemorrhages which bring the mother's blood in

direct contact with that of the fetus. ° Other meth-

ods of transmission can be imagined, as through the

lymphatics of the cord.

There is no attempt made here to give proper credit

to the various workers in this field, but rather to show
that the subject has been studied for a long t'me with

great care by many observers who have not always

reached the same conclusion ; that the evidence in

favor of placental transmission of infectious disease is

accumulating, and that in certain cases a physical ex-

planation has been found.

In addition, clinical observation shows that excep-

tionally in small-pox the child born of a mother who
has had smallpox during her pregnancy does show
signs that the disease has passed through the placenta

and reached the fetus. We are justified in saying

that the microbes of other diseases do pass the

placenta to infect the fetus, and hence we may in-

fer that intra-uterine infection is not impossible in

syphilis.

To establish the fact that a mother has acquired

syphilis during pregnancy and transmitted it to her

fetus, Taylor (in the edition of 1883 from which I

have already quoted his positive denial of the possi-

bility of placental transmission) laid down a series of

requirements which must be observed before such

transmission could be accepted :

(1) It must be shown that the father was free from
syphilis at the time of conception.

(2) The infection of the mother during pregnancy,
and her freedom from disease previously, must be
proved beyond doubt.

(3) The child must have unmistakable syphilitic

lesions acquired without doubt before birth.

These requirements of Taylor, as he puts them, are

practically equivalent to proving a negative ; but let

us see how near we can come to establishing a case to

meet these requisites. First let us remember the fol-

lowing self-evident truths :

(1) If the father acquires syphilis after conception,

he was free before.

' Calabrese, A.; Giornale iiitemazionale di pc.
Le Meroredi Medical, 18U3, No8. 12 and 13, s.

;

Malvoz.

ed., 1893, i>. 701.

(2) If the mother acquires syphilis after conception,
she was free before.'

(3) General syphilitic lesions in the baby shown in

the first month were acquired before birth.

Case I. Mrs. was sent to me by Dr. K.,

November 15th. She was the daughter of a family

in which he was considered the family physician, so

that he had known her for years and had watched
her growth from youth up to the married state.

She had come to him on November 7th with sores on
the vulva, which she had seen first a few days pre-

vious. When I saw her there were three sores on the

labia, the nature of which I could not at first de-

termine. She was in her first pregnancy ; having
menstruated last April 7th, she was in her seventh
month. Her husband accused her of giving him "a
disease." The lesions on her labia remained indo-

lent ; they did not spread or multiply ; and shortly

before her confinement, which took place on January
7th, she broke out with a general papular eruption

which made the diagnosis of syphilis absolute. If I

am able to recognize the disease at all, she had pri-

mary syphilitic sores, which were followed after the

appropriate period of secondary incubation by a sec-

ondary eruption.

The baby was at birth quite free from any lesions,

but at the end of a week he was covered with a gen-
eral syphilitic maculo-papular eruption. He soon lost

weight and strength, developed the snuffles, cried

night and day, and seemed likely to die.

On the evening when the baby seemed sickest the
father, whom I had never seen before, sought me at

my office ; not finding me there, he followed me to

the house of another patient and interviewed me in

the hall-way. He confessed that he was the guilty

party, had first acquired the disease himself during
her pregnancy, and then given it to his wife ; and he
urged me to do everything in my power to save the
baby. Had he found me at my office, I should have
examined him. Under mercury the baby improved
very rapidly, and was soon transformed into an ap-

parently healthy child. The disease in the mother
was more obstinate, and I shall return to her case
later.

To recapitulate the facts in this case, which I con-
sider of the greatest importance. These facts were
observed throughout by two of us. The previous
good health of the wife was known. The primary
sores were seen at the seventh month of the mother's
pregnancy. The secondary eruption occurred at

about the average time for the appearance, and was in

full bloom at the time of delivery, two months later.

In other words, the evolution of the disease was regu-

lar. The child was born apparently healthy, or at

least without skin lesions ; but perfectly characteristic

eruption with accompanying snuffles showed itself at

the end of a week (a period so short as to show that

the child was born with the disease; he could not
have acquired it). The father himself accused his

wife of having given him the disease when she first

showed her local lesions, but afterwards confessed that

he had caught the disease outside of marital relations

and transmitted it to liis wife. Is there a link lack-

ing to render the evidence complete ? The only point

where the evidence can be assailed is the failure to

examine the father as to the truth of his story ; but
bis attempt to accuse his wife, and subsequently, when
bis child was apparently failing, admitting his expos-
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ure and his disease aud bis iDOCulatiou of his wife, in

tlie hopes that such confession might aid in saving his

chihl, seems to me, who knew the parties, conclusive.

In May, four months after the birth of the

child, the family left Boston for a western city.

There the wife was attacked with severe pain in the

right temple accompanied by drowsiness, as reported

in a letter from her husband. Her trouble was at-

tributed to disease of the ovaries, but treatment

brought no relief. She was taken to northern New
England, where her condition grew more serious and

her face was paralyzed. She had also skipped one

menstrual period.

I was consulted by letter, and expressed the opin-

ion that her syphilis was the cause of the trouble and

that the doctor ought not to be kept in ignorance of

her history. They returned to Boston, and some six

mouths after the last letter she was delivered of a six

or seven mouths' fetus, which was macerated.

The premature labor and macerated fetus in the

second pregnancy are worthy of note. The first child

became syphilitic in my belief about the seventh

month of intra-uterine life, and though severely af-

fected, lived ; the second was syphilitic ah initio, both

its parents being syphilitic at the time of conception,

and was so profoundly affected that it died before com-

pleting the period of intra-uterine existence. The
first child is still alive, and is reported as healthy.

Case II is as follows (for it I am also indebted to

Dr. K.) : I was asked to see a baby five weeks

old. Baby was the second child. The first was a

healthy girl of four. There had been no miscarriage

between. Baby presented some curious symptoms

;

among them a slight general roseola aud certain ulcer-

ated papules about the anus which were unmistakably

syphilitic. The mother also presented certain signs of

syphilis, chiefly papules on the palms of the hands.

In this case the father acknowledged that he had gone
astray during his wife's pregnancy and had contracted

a chancre which he had given to his wife at about the

fifth month. In this case also the confession of the

father is necessary to establish the exact truth, and it

falls short of scientific proof.

Case III is a case related to me by Dr. M. I

never saw the woman professionally, but I was in-

formed of the progress of the case from time to time.

In regard to it Dr. M. gave me the following notes

:

Mrs X consulted me on account of an unusual and pro-

fuse vaginal discharge. The discharge was purulent. She
was three months pregnant. On examination the mucous
membrane of the vagina was found to be highly injected

and bathed with a muco-purulent discharge ; meatus red

and discharging pns; micturition frequent and painful.

On the cervix uteri, near the os, was a round, indurated

(suspicious) sore. Diagnosis, gonorrhea, with probable
chancre.

The husband would not submit himself for examination.

The wife slated that for the past three weeks he had had
trouble with the genitals, for which he was using ointment,

injections, etc. bhe staled that he was under the care of

a physician, a friend. Later the physician called at my
office in the interest of his patient, and after direct (jues-

tions adniilted that he (the husband) was suffering from
venereal disease. I told Mrs. X. my suspicions, which
were confirmed by the evolution of the secondary symp-
toms — roseola, mucous patches, etc.

She went to full term and gave birth to a male child.

It was afllicted with a |>a|)ular rash, purulent ophthalmia,

purulent discharge from nose, and mucous patches at

angles of mouth. 'I'here was almost absolute proof of the

infection of the fetus through a sore in the mother con-

tracted in or about the tliird month of uterogestalion.

P. S. — I had attended Mrs. X. for several years before

and after marriage. 'J'his was the third child. She never

before had anything suspicious, and the other children

were perfectly healthy. So 1 feel sure this was a primary

infection.

Let me state the case in a little different sequence :

Mrs. X had two healthy children. When about three

mouths advanced in her third pregnancy she had

gonorrhea, and a sore which in due time was followed

by constitutional syphilis. The baby was boru at full

term with signs of syphilis. The evidence as to the

father is a little less direct, but it rests upon the fol-

lowing :

(1) The wife's infection.

(2) The wife saw him applying various remedies.

(3) His refusal to be examined.

(4) The testimony of his physician who told the

story to the wife's doctor, aud begged him to shield

the husband.

As a result Mrs X. obtained a divorce, but the

question of infection was not submitted to the judge.

We have then three cases in which the syphilis of

the child is thought to be due to an inoculation of the

mother during the course of the pregnancy— in each

case by the father, who acquired the disease after the

conception had taken place, the confession of the father

being the ground of diagnosis in the first two cases,

the story of the inoculation by the father's doctor (with

confirmatory evidence) being the ground of such belief

in the third case. Each one of these cases alone falls

short, to my mind, of absolute scientific proof ; but they

are cumulative. They are known to me so well that I

am personally convinced of their truth.

In addition to these cases there are others which

cannot be advanced as proof under the requirements

laid down, because of our ignorance of the father.

Such a case is the following, which occurred at the

Lying-in Hospital, where they do not intend to take

syphilitics.

A young girl was admitted in apparent health. The
day after delivery she broke out with a papular syphilide.

I saw her a day or two later, when careful examination

revealed a sore on the vulva which I believed to be a

primary lesion. The girl admitted intercourse with a

man, not the father of the child, two months previ-

ous. The baby broke out very soon after birth with

a syphilide. I saw it several times. It was under

the care of an old colored woman, in the worst possi-

ble conditions, and finally died, as much from neglect

as from disease. The mother continued to show
signs of syphilis for over a year.

These cases seem to me to possess value beyond

that obvious at first glance. The whole subject of

syphilitic heredity is a ditficult one. Our knowledge

is incomplete. If we can settle the matters involved

in the condition of the placenta we can have so much
clear ground beneath our feet and have advanced a

long way toward understanding the whole question.

I have made no attempt to get together the evidence

already existing on this subject. It seemed to me of

more value to present these cases just as they stand, to

weigh what they may, but particularly with the hope

that they may be instrumental in bringing about uni-

formity in our belief on the subject and that they will

induce more careful observation of the syphilis which

is just as rich in cases for study in this country as in
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those countries to which we are accustomed to look
for instruction.

It seems to me that such a statement as the follow-

ing expresses our knowledge and its limitations, and
might be accepted by all the authors whose statements
I have quoted.

(1) It is universally admitted that there is nor-

mally no direct communication between the maternal
and fetal blood.

(2) There is proof, however, that certain contagious

diseases are conveyed to the fetus in utero.

(3) In some of these cases it is shown that hemor-
rhages have destroyed the original structure of the

placenta aud opened a path of communication.

(4) It is then no longer possible to say that intra-

uterine infection is impossible in syphilis.

(5) Clinical observation shows that intra-uterine

infection does take place in syphilis.

(7) Whether such infection is is invariable or what
its limitations are, we do not know.

ON PERIODICAL NEURALGIAS OF THE TRI-
GEMINAL NERVE AND THEIR REL.A.TION TO
MIGRAINE, WITH SPECIAL RELATION TO
THE INTERMITTENT SUPRA-ORBITAL
NEURALGIA.i

BY JAMES J. PUTNAM, M.D., BOSTON.

(Concluded from No. 3, p. 55.)

Cases of supra-orbital neuralgia of malarial origin,

the true " brow ague," are very rare among us. I

have notes of but two where that seemed a possible

cause. It is also not unlikely that the importance of

this factor has been overrated abroad. Delame " re-

ports a case where the malaria preceded the neuralgia

by five years, which, perhaps, amounts to saying that

there was little connection between the two.

Finally, the question comes up as to the relation of

this form of neuralgia to migraine, and as to its de-

pendence upon an hereditary tendency.

The cases that I have seen range themselves, in this

respect, in the following groups: (1) those in which
no migrainoid or other special neuropathic tendency is

traceable ; (2) those where other members of the fam-

ilj' have had this same form of migrainoid neuralgia

with perhaps a touch of true migraine; (3) those where
the patient's attacks and those seen in other members
of the family approach very nearly to the true migraine

type, so that, in fact, the diagnosis is in question. I

give briefly a few illustrative cases

:

The first case is that of a healthy young Irishman,"
twenty-four years old, who during a good part of the

past ten months, and steadily for the past eleven weeks,

has suffered from severe right supra-orbital neuralgia,

the attacks recurring regularly between eight and nine

in the morning, and lasting from four to six hours.

No malarial history could be obtained, aud, in fact,

the patient was wholly unable to assign any cause,

aud could not recall that the illness had been preceded

by coryza. Neither could he nor his sister remember
that other members of their family had had migrainoid
attacks or other nervous affections. It is, however,
open to question whether the testimony with regard to

either of these points is fully reliable. So far as the

* Read before the Association of American Physicians, May, 18%.
" Gazette m^d. de Paris, 1837, 239.
>< No. 13,729 in hospital tracks.

family record is concerned, the details of the health

of the parents left at home in Ireland, as had happened
here, might easily be unknown to children going off at

an early age to shift for themselves. As regards the

previous occurrence of frontal sinus catarrh, the

patient incidentally mentioned that during his attacks

of pain, but only then, be was apt to have a thick dis-

charge from the nostril of the affected side, and an

examination made at the hospital by Dr. J. P. Clark,

of the laryngological department, showed the presence

of pus above the middle turbinate.

The Dr. Head test, made by passing a blunt point

over the skin, showed that there was slight hyper-

esthesia of the affected area, and pinching the skin

confirmed the observation. There was tenderness to

deep pressure over the supra-orbital nerve. Large
doses of quinine (15 to 20 grains), given at four

o'clock in the morning, at first relieved the pain, then

for a few days failed to relieve it; but by the aid of

this treatment, combined with deep cauterization of

the nostril and a few doses of Fowler's solution, the

patient steadily and rapidly improved.

The next two cases illustrate the second group,

where there is an almost strictly homologous inherit-

ance, yet with a shadow of migraine in the background.
The first is the case of a vigorous Irish patient,"

twenty-seven years old, one of a family of twelve

healthy children. The form of the neuralgia was
exactly that which has been described, with daily out-

breaks, occurring in groups covering several weeks.

The first seizure had attended a sharp catarrhal at-

tack, possibly of grippal nature, four years before his

visit to the hospital ; since then the illness had recurred

each year, and always in the autumn until last year,

when it came in August.

His mother, one brother, and one sister have all

had closely similar attacks and none of them have had
typical migraine, though the sister has had headaches
which are perhaps of that nature. The mother's in-

termittent or migrainoid neuralgia recurred for five or

six years in the form of groups of attacks, each cover-

ing several weeks. The brother has had two such
groups, the first of which was brought on, like his

own, by an attack of grippe, while the second followed

it the next year. The sister had had several groups
of attacks, generally occurring in May.
The next case is that of a healthy man, fifty years

old, somewhat neurasthenic, who had had typical

groups of attacks, separated by intervals of several

years in length, ever since his boyhood. Almost in-

variably, coryza, with inflammation in the frontal

sinus, had been the exciting cause, though one severe

attack came on in .July, without apparent cause. The
severity of the attacks has varied greatly, and in the

severest examples there had been, besides the morning
recurrence, a return of deep-seated, dull headache
toward nightfall. One group of attacks was prolonged
for months, and seemed to give rise to a sort of indo-

lent neuritis of the ophthalmic division of the fifth, at-

tended by thickening, apparently of the periosteum
under and above the eyebrow, which had not wholly
disappeared at the end of several years. The endur-

ance of the eye on the affected side was diminished
for years, and at times scanty crops of tender papules

would appear on the skin of the forehead, indepen-

dently of the attacks of neuralgia. Fatigue would
also bring on slight pain at any time.

" No. 12,931 in hospital books.
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The family and personal history in this case are

quite iiiterestinj;. None of the jjatient's immediate
family had suffered regularly from typical migraine,

but his mother had bveu very subject to headaches of

cue or auother sort, and a cousin hail had migraine her

life long. The patient himself had had, but only once
in his life, an attack of glimmer scotoma, lasting half

an hour, aud not followed by headache. A brother

bad had a similar single attack of scotoma, followed by

headache, iu short, au attack of migraine.

The mother had had numerous attacks of intermit-

tent migraiuoid neuralgia, just like those of the patient,

and a sister had had a single group of severe seizures

of the same sort, covering a space of two weeks.

These had followed a period of intense fatigue aud
excitement, besides a prolonged exposure to a cold

wind, and the painful extraction of a large tooth. The
sister's attack had been succeeded by a severe pseudo-

angina pectoris, which lasted for several weeks and

made walking very difficult. The same sister, when
fifteen years old, had had repeated attacks of intermit-

tent headache of the same sort as those of the pa-

tient.

Finally, I will give briefly three histories showing
how headaches which would ordinarily and properly

be called migraine may change into something more
nearly resembling this intermittent migrainoid neural-

gia, the sort of change to which Anstie long ago

alluded.

The cases to which I wish especially to allude are

the following :

The first patient is a lady,'* now sixty-six years

old, who has suffered for fourteen years or more from
intermittent headaches, which almost invariably affect

the right side though occasionally the left. In the

early days the attacks used to recur every week or

two, but of late years they have come every day, with

rare exceptions. At first, also, the pain used to begin

at nine or ten in the morning and go off in the course

of the afternoon, but for many years the onset has

been at two to four o'clock in the afternoon aud the

pain has continued until night, or even until midnight

or one o'clock in the morning. For some hours before

the attack begins she has au unnatural sensation in the

legs, described as a sort of coldness, and often a sense

of uumbuess about the lower jaw on the left side—
i. e., the side opposite that which is the seat of the

pain. 'Ihe pain mainly affects the forehead and eye,

but as the attack passes away it streams down the side

of the nose. There is frequently nausea during the

attack, but rarely vomiting. Special tenderness over

the supra-orbital nerve and hyperesthesia of the skin

are not present, and there have been no positive signs

of ue'jrilis, nor any distinct history of frontal sinus

catarrh. Before these attacks began the patient used

to have occasional " headaches," though not to any
great extent, and her mother used to have from time

to time so-called " nervous headaches " which came on
in the morning and lasted for a few hours.

The following case is of a similar kind :

The patient was a Hebrew woman, thirty-six years

of age. Ten years or more before my examination

she began to have typical migrainoid attacks, recurring

every two or four weeks and lasting a siugle day ; and
these attacks continued to recur during four years.

Then the neuralgiform seizures of the present type

began, but still intermingled more or lees with the one-

" Very kindly referred to me by Dr. E. H. Fiti.

day attacks. The new type is characterized by daily

attacks of pain in the orbital and supraorbital areas

of the left side, occasionally the right side, coming on
at ten in the murning and lasting till six in the after-

noon. In the course of the past six years she has had
three or four groups of these attacks, each of about
four weeks' duration. One of her eight children and a
cousin have " sick headaches " of some sort. The
group of attacks for which she came to me had been
preceded by a severe colli in the head. While she

contiuueii in attendance she received great benefit

from a vigorous quinine treatment, and has remained
free from pain almost constantly up to the present

time, an interval of four months.

The third case is thaf of a gentleman of sixty-seven

years, who has had, for fourteen years or more, what
he himself calls " neuralgia " of the head, distinguishing

it in this way from the " sick headaches" which fol-

lowed him closely all the years of his middle life, fin-

ally shading off gradually into Ihe attacks from which
he now suffers. I omit the details, because there

seems no doubt that the case is really one of migraine

with changing type. He says that the present pain is

altogether more acute in character, and more inclined

to involve the rest of the face, especially at the junc-

tion of the face aud the nose. The time of onset has

also changed from 10 a. m. to 2 or 4 P. M. His mother
suffered from similar attacks.

As regards the treatment of this intermittent head-

ache, it is certainly true that it is amenable to quinine

to a far greater extent than is the case with migraine.

Certain writers have also found arsenic in large doses

very useful, aud I am now making observations on
this poiut. The quinine needs to be given iu large

doses, fifteen to thirty grains a day, aud the best plan

seems to be to give the whole quantity in one or two
doses about four hours before the attack is due. The
local treatment of the nasal passages is also of great im-

portance, for treatment there may indirectly improve
the condition of the frontal sinuses. For the relief of

the pain itself, the coal-tar remedies are not, I think,

of great value, though they undoubtedly help some
what. Cocaine instilled into the eye occasionally acts

surprisingly well, and I have known galvanization of

the frontal area, with a current-strength as great as

could be borne, to be of service. Iu inveterate cases,

all these remedies seem to fail, even quinine, but change
of climate may remain very useful. I have tried,

with good effect in one case, the treatment by H. ext.

ergot in large doses, recommended some years ago by
Dr. W. H. Thomson, of New York. It is doubtless

true that habit comes in as a factor in perpetuating

these attacks, as it does so often iu nervous affections,

and moral influences and changes of scene exert more
effect than might be expected of them. I know of one

case in which the pain ceased to recur the moment the

patient started on a trip for his health. It is difficult

to give a satisfactory explanation of such a phenome-
non as this, but, taken in conjunction with the many
other facts of kindred significance, we must conclude

that pain, in spite of the prominent place which it

occupies in the mind of the patient, often has a slighter

hold than might be expected. The story is told of

Sir .John Lawrence, who was a man of remarkably

strong will, that a severe facial neuralgia, to which he

had been a long time a victim, disappeared when the

news of the Indian mutiny was brought to him, and

did not return in epite of the hardships which the sita-
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ation induced. Pain is, in fact, the sjmptom which

hypnotism and mental impressions of every sort most

readily succeed in banishing.

I have spoken hitherto of the relationship between

the supra-orbital neuralgia and migraine. I have,

however, the notes of two cases, in one of which the

second division, in the other the third division, of the

fifth nerve was the seat of the main part of the pain,

although in other respects the cases are evidently

examples of migraine. It might be considered as un-

necessary to report these cases, since it is well known,
and Moebius dwells particularly on the fact, that the

pain, even in typical cases of migraine sometimes

involves the face.'' One may also infer from his

remarks, with regard to an analogous point, that when
the paiu is felt in these areas that are usually exempt,

it is not necessarily as an affair of irradiation in a spe-

cially severe attack but rather because the case is of a

certain type. Nevertheless, it must certainly be only

in very exceptional cases that a nerve-area in the lower

part of the face is so exclusively involved as in one of

the instances which I shall report, while the fact that

the localization seemed to be determined by the dis-

ease of the root of the canine tooth would seem to

imply that the corresponding part of the nucleus of

the fifth nerve had acquired an abnormal predisposi-

tion. The case is, in outline, as follows :

The patient, now a lady of fifty-four years, had
suffered at long intervals from ordinary sick headaches,

but only after attacks of indigestion, as she thinks.

Her mother and brother are subject to similar head-

aches. In the year before I saw her she had an ab-

scess of the face set up by the disease at the root of

the canine tooth on the right side, and with it suffered

severely from pain in the cheek below the eye. After

ten days the tooth was withdrawn, but the abscess

discharged a little for several months afterward.

Ever since that time she has had attacks of severe

pain in the face beneath the eye, recurring at intervals

of about two weeks. The pain lasts with severity for

twenty-four hours, sometimes a little longer, and is

often attended with nausea and vomiting. The right

eye is also involved and the gums become sore. Occa-
sionally the lower jaw becomes painful, and occasion-

ally, also, the supra-orbital area. The pain is felt in the

morning the moment she wakes, and does not pass off

till nightfall. The right side of the head is occasion-

ally affected, but not much or often. The eye is sen-

sitive to light during the attack. The attacks come
on sometimes when she has been feeling remarkably
well, as happens often with ordinary attacks of mi-

graine, but they have never been attended with visual

disorders or paresthesia.

The second case is that of a lady of thirty-two

years, with a family tendency to migraine. She has

herself had for some years severe headaches recurring

about once a week. The pain in these headaches
usually begins in the occipital area or at the vertex,

and spreads over the rest of the head. It used to

come in the morning, but now oftener toward night.

Besides these headaches, and, she thinks, as a distinct

affair from them, she has severe attacks of pain of what
she calls " neuralgia " of the face and teeth on the rii;ht

side. These attacks recur with more or less regularity

once or twice a week, and last, generally, several days,

'" Thomas citoa a case of uiigraiue observed by Mastbooni, where
the paiu used to beein in ihe chin, and tlieu attacli successively the
obeek, the vertex, tlie ears.

the paiu letting up toward night and coming on again

more severely in the morning. About a year before

her headaches began she used to have neuralgia of the

leg, and this has of late been troubling her. The
lower jaw becomes tender when the pain is severe,

and there was at the time of my examination a small

lymph-gland to be felt under the jaw, which is said to

become painful and to throb during her attacks.

I have said that Anstie '"' boldly takes the position

that migraine is a neuralgia of the ophthalmic divi-

sion of the trigeminus, and that, like the rest of these

neuralgias, it is diJte to degenerative processes going on

in the primary nucleus of the nerve. He finds his

justification for this classification in the fact that no

sharp line can be drawn between the complex forms of

migraine, on which most of the descriptious have

been based, and the localized neuralgic form. Even
in the life of one individual the disease may change

from one to the other of these types.

Moebius ^'— whose views reflect, as usual, the out-

come of good observation and clear thought— re-

gards migraine as a sign of hereditary degeneration,

though capable of occurring symptomatically in con-

nection with other cerebral disorders. He rejects the

term " neurosis," as meaning nothing and only favor-

ing a mystical dualism, and, after discussing intelli-

gently the arguments for the localization of the dis-

ease-process in migraine, and throwing out absolutely

the vasomotor theory of Du Bois Raymond, he leaves

the problem of pathology as at present insoluble.

Moebius does not discuss at length the relation of

migraine to neuralgia, but sees no value in connecting

them, and notes that the pain in the two sets of cases

is very different in character. Yet, incidentally, he

brings out several facts which are important for the

view which I wish to enforce, such as that the pain

may spread over the upper face and even the maxil-

lary region, and that tenderness may be present over

the points of exit of the supra-orbital and infra-orbital,

and even the mental branches of the fifth nerve, and
that herpetic eruptions may occur on the nose, etc.

Henry Head,^^ of Loudon, whose elaborate investi-

gations on disturbances of sensation of the skin, with

special reference to referred cutaneous pains in visceral

disease, have opened a new line of research in the

pathology of these affections, is also of those who
look upon migraine as an affection of itself. In re-

ferred headache, he says, the pain is felt in definite

areas, which he has mapped out with extreme care,

and the skin within these areas is hyperesthetic to the

touch of a blunt point. In migraiue, he thinks, this

is not the case, but the pain is deep-seated and the ten-

derness developed by deep pressure and by motion.

The accompanying symptoms in migraine point to dis-

orders of highly co-ordinated (cortical) functions, and
Head considers it, therefore, a " neurosis sui generis."

The experience of most writers would doubtless bear

out Dr. Head's statements as to sensibility in the main,

but would show, on the other hand, as I believe, that

they cannot be made the basis of a classification.

Moebius says that, for example, besides the presence

of nerve-trunk tenderness, the skin over the temples

may be very sensitive to light pinching in attacks of

migraine, and similar statements are found elsewhere.

''" Neuralgia and its Counterfeits, Loudon, 1871.
21 Notbnagel's Speclelle Bath. u. Therap., Band xii., Thell. iii., v.

Abtbeiluug.
'" Brain, 1894. Parts Ixyi aud Ixvii.
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I have very recently seen a patieut with tyi)ical

hereditary migraine who says that a spot in front of

the vertex on the painful side is apt to be very sensi-

tive to light pressure during the attacks, and anes-

thetic after them, though the pain is referred mainly

to the temple. In cases of migrainoid supra-orbital

neuralgia cutaneous hyperesthesia seems to be some-

times present, sometimes absent. In conclusion,

though it may be that Anstie's designation of mi-

graine as a form of trigeminal neuralgia is too nar-

row, yet signs and symptoms usually considered as

neuralgia are, to say the least, soiSetimes mixed in

with those of migraine ; and, on the other hand, it

would be easy to call in the testimony of other writ-

ers in defense of a view that some of the symptoms
usually seen only in migraine may complicate those of

pure neuralgia.

My own conviction is that the study of all these

great painful affections should be based on broader

and deeper investigation into the physioloffical (uucllons

which the sensory nerves subserve.

The neuroses in general, and whether motor or sen-

sory, are in my belief a sort of caricature of physi-

ological processes, or bits of these processes cut off

from their normal relations. Traces of the neural-

gias are to be found presenting themselves, quasi-

physiologically, in connection with or as part of the

phenomena of strong emotion.

DISCUSSION.^

Dr. W. H. Thomson : Some five years ago I published

an article upon the treatment of periodical neuralgias with

free doses of ergot, ami read it before the Neurological

Society of New York. Since that time I have seen a very

considerable number of cases of periodical neuralgias of

the supra-orbital nerve of the same kind that Dr. Putnam
refers to, and have treated them successfully with this

drug.

For many years I have treated migraine with the fluid

extract of ergot almost exclusively. I must differ from

the conclusion which I infer Dr. Putnam makes, that supra-

orbital neuralgia of the periodical class is a form of mi-

graine. I have especially asked the ipiestion whetlier the

patients themselves have had migraine Ijcfore or whether

it was a family affection, and in a very small number, I do

not think more than two, it has been admitted. This af-

fection has come on with the antecedent of influenza more
often than with any other antecedent.

Dr. Fussell : 1 was interested in the remark that these

neuralgias are scarcely ever malarial in origin. I imagine

that in a very few cases have the plasmodia been searched

for. Recently Dr. Johnson, now at the Soldiers' Home,
Virginia, says that he has had a number of cases of supra-

orbital neuralgia of periodical character in which he has

found the malarial plasmodium. I shall ask him for the

notes and report the cases later.

Dr. Jankway : I should like to ask why one should

not regard these cases as probably of malarial origin if

they are relieved by ([uinine and arsenic ?

Dr. J. J. PirrNAM : I remember very well Dr. Thom-
son's paper, which I read with great interest, and in one of

these cases, which I did not report, where the neuralgia

involved the second branch of tlie fifth nerve, I used ergot

with excellent results.

With regard to the relation to migraine, I have divided

these eases into three classes, in one of which I was able

to trace no history of migraine, while in the others it ap-

peared.

In regard to malaria, I do not deny that it has its effect

sometimes, but I couid only trace a malarial history in two
cases. In some of the patients the attacks began in ex-

" TrausactlouB of the ABeociatioii of Ainerioau PhyBiclaus, ISSHi.

treme youth and occurred at long intervals during their

lives, but no otlier symptoms whatever of malaria showed
themselves.

Dr. Wkir Mitchell : I want to say a word in regard
to the chronal relations of neuralgia. It will be generally

onfessed that neuralgias of the fifth nerve, and especially

of some branches of the fifth nerve, tend to recur about
1 1 o'clock in the morning. I remember many such cases.

1 also have noticed that people having sciatic pain do not

have a return of it in the mid-morning, but about two
hours after midnight. You must remember a paper by
Captain Catlin, U. S. A., and myself, where a record of

eleven years of traumatic neuralgic attacks is recorded.

He had spells of neuralgia which came on at special hours,

when they were at their worst ; one was at one in the af-

ternoon and one at four o'clock in the afternoon. I also

recall lo you the interesting fact observed by him that

storm conditions were the governing agencies in the pro-

duction of his neuralgia. He discovered that in nearly

eleven years over 90 per cent, of his attacks could be
traced to storms.

Clinical SDepartment.

A CASE ILLUSTRATING A NEW METHOD OF
INTRODUCING A PLATE FOR RESTORING A
DEPRESSED NOSE.i

BV E. A. I'EASE, M.D.

This patient is twenty-two years old. When three

years of age he tripped and fell headlong down three

steps, the whole weight of his body going on the

bridge of his nose, breaking it and flattening it very

badly between the eyes. As there was no doctor

near, the nose was left without surgical treatment,

and when the swelling went down, it was found to be

very much deformed. When I saw him three months

ago, the bridge was nearly down to a level with his

eyes, giving an extremely broad look to it; the tip end

of the nose seemed correspondingly high, and besides

having a very pugged appearance, was turned mark-

edly to right, chiefly because of a deviated septum,

the right nostril being so obstructed as to be prac-

tically useless as a breathing organ.

Knowing that Dr. Harrington, surgeon to the

Massachusetts General Hospital, had bad some good

results in correcting deformed noses, I decided to try

to do something for this man. Dr. Harrington gave

me some excellent suggestions from his experience,

and kindlv loaned me Dr. Weir's article on the sub-

ject of nose deformity. Dr. Frederick Cobb, the

laryngologist, rendered me very valuable assistance at

the operation. In Dr. Weir's method of introducing

a plate, a skin incision is made on the side of the nose

and a celluloid trough-shaped plate put through this

and fitted over the bridge of the nose; but by this

method a slight scar is left. In order to avoid such a

scar in this patient, an incision (under ether) was made
within the left nostril at the junction of the na&al bone

and cartilage well down toward the maxilla; and, cutting

through the mucous membrane and cartilage to the

skin, I inserted a pair of medium-sized scissors through

this incision under the skin and freed it from the peri-

osteum over every part of the nasal bones well on to

the frontal process above and down to the terminal

cartilage of the septum below. In freeing the portion

of skill towards the lower end of the nose, it was
necessary to dilate the incision and turn up the carti-

1 shown at the Surgical Sectiou of the Ejutfolk District Aledical
Society, March 18, 1896.
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laginous portion of the left nostril very much in order

to turn the point of the scissors down ; but as soon as

the scissors were removed, everything fell back into

normal position. Not having had time to get a cellu-

loid plate such as Weir uses with the external in-

cision, I fashioned an aluminum plate 'from a thin

finger splint, which I took to the hospital for that pur-

pose ; feeling that aluminum, being practically a noble

metal, would remain in place without corroding and

acting as a foreign body. This plate I held firmly

at one end by means of a hemostatic and introduced it

without much difficulty through the incision in the

mucous membrane and thence up over the nasal bone

so it straddled it and lay just under the skin.

tubular splints of perforated hard rubber, made to fit

the curve of the nostril.

There was not much bleeding. Patient recovered

well. Operation was on February 27th. No sedative

was required at any time. There was considerable ecchy-

mosis about the eyes for several days following oper-

ation. The nostril splints were removed on the third

day and the nostrils syringed out with Seller's solu-

tion. Occasional syringing was the only after-treat-

ment. The temperature and pulse having remained

normal after operation, the patient was allowed to

leave the hospital (St. Margaret's) on the fourth day.

The plate has remained in good position as you can

feel for yourself; moreover, there is no suggestion

Before operation. Fig. 3. After operatio

The plate was one inch long and five-eighths of an

inch wide, trough-shaped and corners rounded. Be-

fore operation measurements were taken to make it fit

over the bridge of the nose as accurately as possible.

When in position the plate rested like an inverted

trough on the nasal process of the frontal bone, and the

lower end of the nasal bones and cartilage, thus bring-

Thia plate, instead of being circular, should be bent so as to form
an almost acute angle at the apex (x).

ing up the depression in the middle between the eyes

and taking away the very much upturned look to the

nose. No stitches were taken in the mucous mem-
brane or elsewhere, as the edges of the incision fell

accurately together. The incision in the mucous
membrane was so low on the side of the nostril that

the splint in position did not come near it; therefrom

the incision healed at once, careful surgical cleanliness

having been observed.

The deviation of the septum into the right nostril

was now corrected, with Dr. Frederick C. Cobb's
valuable assistance, by sawing off the bony base of the

septum antero-posteriorly and cutting the septal carti-

lage twice, in lines running parallel with the taw cut

one a quarter of an inch above the other. 'I'lie resil-

iency of the cartilage being thus sufficiently destroyed,

the septum came to the middle line easily, bringing the

tip of the nose with it. The septum was held in cor-

rect position by means of two Ashe plates, which are

that the plate may act as a foreign body and work it-

self out.

Throughout life the patient has been so conscious

of the deformity that he would have no pictures taken,

so I am obliged to depend on some snap shots with

my own camera, which unfortunately are not very

good, yet may serve to give some idea of the previous

deformity and improvement after operation. No. 1,

taken before operation, a side view, fails to give an

adequate idea of the flattening of the bridge of the

nose ; but, No. 2, a front view, shows fairly the much
flattened broad nose with marked deviation to the

right. No. 3, a front view after operation, shows the

raising and apparent narrowing of the nose between
the eyes due to the insertion of the plate, and the end
of the nose brought from a right lateral to a straight

forward position by correcting the deviated septum.

Note. — May 4th the patient presented himself at my office

for examination. The aluminum plate (now over two months
in position) is firmly encysted, and the patient suffers absolutely
no inconvenience from it.

A CASE OF SYPHILIS IN MOTHER AND CHILD,
WITH UNUSUAL HISTORY.

i

Phytit

BY GEORGE F. HARDING, M.D.,

I to the Skin Department, Boston City Hospital, and Carney
Hospital.

As the following histories in mother and child

seemed to present some interesting points in connec-
tion with hereditary syphilis, I have ventured to

report them, thinking that they might be of some value

Id the literature of the subject.

Elizabeth B., three years of age, a well-nourished

' Kead before the Boston Society for Medical Improvement, March
23, lb96.
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and well-developed child, was brought to me at the

skiu department of the City Hospital in March, 1895,

and on examining her I found the following cotidilion :

The region about the auus and vulva waa thickly

studded with moist papules (condylomata). Tiiere

were mucous patclies in the mouth and ou the tongue

extending to the fauces, and in one corner of the

mouth there was a small fissure. On the extensor

surface of the right forearm, just above the wrist, was

a circular pigmented patch, about half an inch iu

diameter, iu the centre of which was an atrophic area
;

there were also, scattered over the trunk, evidences of

a pre-existing eruption in the form of small pigmented

spots. There was a general adenitis, but most marked

in the right epitrochlear and axillary glands.

Ou questioning the grandmother, who accompanied

tiie child, I was able to learn that the father and

mother had both had some skin trouble, the exact

nature of which she could not tell. About six or eight

niontiis before the child was born, the mother had a

bad sore throat which she thought was diphtheria, and

about the same time a "red rash" over the body.

She was treated for this by a physician, and it all dis-

appeared in a few weeks.

The child was born in October, 1891, and was, as

far as she remembered, perfectly healthy. She had

never seen any sign of an eruption on her up to the

time when the present trouble began, nor had she ever

noticed any sign of " snuffles."

The mother nursed her for six months, and then, as

her milk gave out, put her on Mellin's Food, upon

which she seemed to thrive, as when she was a year

old she was a remarkably healthy-looking child. Not

long after this the mother went to a neighboring town

to get some employment, as her husband had deserted

her, and the child was left entirely to the grandmother's

care.

In November, 1894, the mother returned, and, for

lack of room elsewhere, occupied the same bed with

her child. She had then a number of sores on her

body, some of which were " running," others covered

with "scabs." Not long after this a sore spot was

noticed on the child's right forearm, where she had

been scratched with a pin, and this was followed by a

noticeable swelling under the child's arm. This sore

— which corresponded in position to the pigmented

patch which I noticed ou examining the child — took

some time to heal, but finally did so under the applica-

tion of an ointment which the mother had been using

herself.

About five weeks after this, that is, towards the

end of .January, 1895, an eruption, which was thought

by the grandmother to be chicken-pox, broke out over

the child's body, but subsided gradually, leaving small

pigmented spots.

Early in February, the papules began to appear

about the vulva and anus, and soon after this the

plaques appeared in the mouth.

This history seemed to me a rather remarkable one;

but 1 ilid not feel justified in putting it on record at

that time, as I had seen neither the father nor mother

and iiad no positive proof of syphilis iu either of them
— although the history obtained from the grandmother

pointed Ktrongly to this. The evidence of the physi

ciaii who had charge of the mother would have been

of value, but, unfortunately, his whereabouts were not

known.
I ordered the child to be treated by inunction, and

did not see her again until October, 1895, when she

came with her mother to bo looked over. The inunc-

tion had been continued for four nioiilhs, and siie pre-

sented no sign of any lesion. Her mother, iiowever,

showed a gumma of the leg, and complained of head-

ache and at^acks of dizziness ; also on iier legs and over

her trunk were cicatrices, indicating previous ulcera-

tive lesions. Upon questioning her 1 obtained the

following history :

Thirty-eight years of age, a German by birth, she

bad always been healthy up to the time of infection.

She was married in October, 1890. Her husband was
a traveling salesman, and was gone on a business trip

for about three months after their marriage. He re-

turned early in .January, 1891, and she then noticed

an eruption ou his body, which he afterwards confessed

to be syphilis, which he ha<l contracted during his trip.

About two months after this she had a bad sore throat

and an eruption, for which she called in a physician,

who pronounced it syphilis. He gave her pills, which
she continued for about two months, and the symptoms
disappeared. Her husband, on learning her condition,

left her, and she had not seen him since.

She was confined in October, 1891, and the child

was born ou the 20th day of that mouth. The child

was perfectly healthy, weighing about seven pounds,

had no sign of any eruption and no " snuffles." She
felt sure ou this point, as the physician who attended

her at the time of her own eruption had told her she

might expect the child to show signs of disease, and

she bad therefore watched carefully.

She nursed the child until she was six months old,

and then gave her Mellin's Food, as her own milk began

to give out. When the child was about a year old,

she left her with the grandmother and went to Brock-

ton, where, through some friends, she had a chance to

get some employment.

During the summer of 1894, she began to have

sores break out over the body, for which she took

some "blood medicine " which seemed at first to make

them better, but soon they began to break out more,

and, as she was unable to do any work, she returned

to Boston. This was iu November, 1894.

As quarters were limited she slept with her child,

who was thus brought in close contact with her. She

now began to treat herself, taking more of the pills

which had formerly been given to her, and applying a

dark ointment, which she got from a druggist, to the

sores. As a result, in a couple of weeks she was able

to return to her work in Brockton.

Before she left she remembered seeing a "sore

spot" on the child's arm, but never thought of it

as being connected with her own condition.

She continued the ointment and pills until the sores

had healed, and then remained well until September,

1895, when she began to have bad headaches at night,

and "dizzy turns"; at the same time her right leg

began to get sore. Being again unable to work, she

returned to Boston, and, as the leg continued to get

worse, she came to the hospital as her child had been

treated there.

In order to make the history of these two cases a

little more connected. I give a short summary — sup-

plying such points as seem to me plausible.

Father and mother were both healthy at the time of

marriage. Father, by his own confession, contracted

syphilis, and infected the mother at, or near, the time

of conception. Mother, when about two mouths on in
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her pregnancy, had a sore throat and eruption, which

disappeared under treatment. Child born healthy, at

full term ; showed no signs of eruption till over three

years of age. At this time mother appeared with pus-

tular, or rupial, lesipns ; slept with child, and infected

her with a primary lesion on the arm, at a point where

there had been a pin scratch. Adenitis and possibly

a vesicular syphilide (thought by the family to he

chicken-pox) followed, and a few weeks later papules

and mucous patches. Ulcerative lesions disappeared

in the mother, under what may be supposed to have
been mercurial treatment, leaving cicatrices. Mother
subsequently developed gumma of the leg and signs of

cerebral infection.

Taking the history as it presents itself in this sum-
mary— although all the points were not proved by
personal observation — it seems to me to be one of a

child born apparently healthy of syphilitic parents,

subsequently infected by its mother with a primary

lesion, and showing signs of an acquired syphilis.

I have been unable to find any report of a history

resembling this. Aruing, in the Vierteljakresckrift

Jtir Dermatologie, in 1893, reported a case; but the

symptoms occurred when the child was but four weeks

old, and might very possibly have been hereditary.

In the present case, however, the circumstances are,

it seems to me, against its being one of hereditary

syphilis.

In the first place there is, to my mind, a distinct

history of a primary lesion— attended as it was by

extreme adenitis in the arm on which it was situated,

together with the pigmentation and cicatrization which

I observed at its site— and this was followed by an

eruption which could very well correspond to the so-

called secondary eruption. One can easily conceive

how a macular eruption could become vesicular in a

child, whose skin is much more delicate than is that of

adults, and such a condition be considered varicella by

the family. This condition being untreated, one could

naturally expect moist papules and mucous patches to

follow.

Then again, it is generally admitted that the early

symptoms of hereditary syphilis cease to appear after

the second year ; yet this child was three and a half

years old, and showed lesions which certainly would
not be called late hereditary.

It is, I think, remarkable that the child was born
healthy and showed no signs of disease up to the time

of its supposed infection ; since, when both parents are

diseased so near the time of conception — and I think

I can assume that this was the case here— congenital

syphilis, or miscarriage and death of the fetus, is most
apt to occur. It seems hardly credible that the short

treatment which the mother had could make such a

difference ; and yet, I think that should be allowed.

It might be remarked, and truly, that parents are

not always observant, and that slight symptoms might
occur without being noticed ; but in this case I have
every reason to believe that the mother was observant,

as she had been told that she might expect the child to

be diseased.

It might possibly be suggested that the mother was
not infected by her husband, but acquired the disease

elsewhere after the birth of her child. But this seems
to me to be far from probable, as the husband, according

to his own statement— I regret that I am unable to

prove it from personal observation— had the disease

in its most active stage at the time of her conception ;

furthermore, she denied ever having had any inter-

course with others than her husband either before or

after the birth of her child. I am perfectly well

aware that such statements are not by any means
always to be depended upon ; but in this case, it seems

to me, there would hardly be any reason for decep-

tion ; moreover, the mother was, I think, a hard-work-

ing and respectable woman.
If, then, the facts obtained from the mother were

true, I should feel justified in drawing the following

conclusions from this history :

(1) That in this case, a short treatment of the

mother (supposed to be mercurial) was sufficient to

render the child free from signs of early hereditary

disease, although the conditions were most unfavorable,

that is, both parents were syphilitic at or near the

time of conception.

(2) That the child was not protected from subse-

quent contagion by the presence of early syphilis in

father and mother.

(3) That the child was inoculated with a primary
lesion by her mother— who had herself contracted

the disease from the father previous to the birth of the

child — and showed signs of an acquired syphilis.

(4) That it is necessary to warn subjects with

active syphilis of the danger of accidental contagion,

not only to those with whom they may be brought in

contact, but to their own children as well.

a^cijical ^rogrejEfiBE.

RECENT PROGRESS IN OBSTETRICS.

BY CHARLES W. TOWNSEND, M.D.

(Concluded from No. 3, p. 62.)

THE WALCHKR POSITION DURING PARTURITION."

Andrew F. Currier calls attention to the value of

this position in lengthening the antero-posterior diam-

eter of the pelvis. The patient lies on her back with

a pillow under the sacrum, and the legs are allowed to

hang downward over the edge of the bed. By this

extreme extension a gain of one centimetre or two-

fifths of an inch in the conjugate, may be obtained

over the ordinary lithotomy position, which is one of

extreme flexion. He relates cases reported by Kalt,

Wehle, DUhrssen and Fehling, showing the advantage

of this position in quickly terminating labor that had
previously been slow. Fehling so elevates the mat-
tresses that the requisite extension will be obtained

with the legs covered in the bed, a modified Trendelen-
burg posture.

CARDIAC DISEASE DURING PREGNANCY AND LABOR.^'

J. Rosenberg reports two cases of mitral disease,

both dying within four hours after delivery. He gives

a table of 157 cases of pregnancy from McDonald,
Wenner, Lubnisky, Schleyer and Leyden complicated
with pronounced mitral and aortic lesions, with a mor-
tality of 52 per cent.

He concludes that the immense risk which a preg-

nancy imposes upon a woman suffering from heart

disease should make it imperative that marriage
be forbidden. If pregnancy exists, the question

" Medical News, March 7, 1896.
" New York Medical Journal, January IS, 1896.
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whether to induce labor \% a grave one. Success can

only be expected if tbe pregnancy is terminated hejore

the onset of serious symptoms. If serious symptoms
from luck of compensation occur, labor should be in-

duced at once, aliliougb deatli may occur in spite of

premature labor.

POST-MORTKM C^SAKUAN SECTION, WITH DKLIVEKY
Of A LIVING CHILI).

Dr. Edward P. Davis " reports a case where the pa-

tient, a primipara, was seized with uremic convulsions

and within six hours died, while preparations were
being made to deliver by forceps. Believing that

Caisarean section would be the quickest method of

delivery after the patient's death, this was done as

quickly as possible and an asphyxiated child delivered,

which was speedily revived.

Erdheim " reports a case of sudden death by hem-
orrhage from a tracheal wound in a woman seven

months pregnant. Immediate C;esarean section was
done, and a small child moderately asphyxiated was
delivered. The child was resuscitated, but died from
asthenia in thirteen hours.

THE POSITION OF THE FETUS IN UTERO.

Murdoch Cameron " advances a theory to account
for the position of the fetus based on the findings of

the position of the placenta in the operation of Caisa-

rean section. Thus, in dorso-posterior positions the

placenta is attached upon the anterior wall, whilst in

dorsoanterior positions the placenta is upon the poste-

rior wall. He does not discuss the theories accounting

for the presentation of the head.

Taking a number of observations, he concludes that

O. L. A. occurs in 67 per cent, of all cases of head
presentations, O. D. A. in 10 per cent., O. D. P. in

20 per cent, and 0. L. P. in 3 per cent. Adding
the first two and the last two together, we find ante-

rior positions in 77 per cent., posterior positions in

23 per cent. Of breech presentations 75 per cent, are

anterior and 25 per cent, are posterior.

The position of the placenta, as found in the Ca;sa-

rean section bears out his theory almost exactly, for in

70 per cent, the placenta has been found posterior, in

,0 per ceni. anterior. Such a relation between the

position of the child and placenta favors the well-

being of the fetus during pregnancy and labor.

THE INFLUENCE OF OPEUATIONS FOR SUSPENSION
OF THE UTEKtS UPON PREGNANCY AND LABOR.

Goubaroff'^ did Ca;sarean section on a woman who
had been operated on for retroversion by ventro-Hxa-

tion. The child presented transversely, and the sec-

tion was done to avoid the risk of rupture. Firm ad-

hesions were found between the uterus and the anterior

wall of the abdomen. Both mother and child were
saved.

Mackenrodt " says that the uterus is held in these

cases in a pathological anteflexed position, and normal
pregnancy and labor are only possible when the ad-

hesions following the operations gradually loosen

spontaneously. If this does not occur abortion or
even rupture of the uteru.s may take place. There is

" Medical News. February I, 1896. |>. 119.
" Centralblatt (iir Gyuakologie, 18S6, No. 14, p. 377.
>• BritlsL Medical .Journal, Fi-bruary 29, IS96, p. S-'B.
" Arcbiv. de Toc«l., l-:*.'). No. II.
' .Monauichrlft fUr Geborii'bUlfe nud (iyniikniogie, 1895, Bd 11,

less danger when the uterus is suspended by ventro-

fixation than by vaginal fixation, because the adhesions

then loosen spontaneously with less difficulty.

GraefFe '' re|)orts a case of a multipara, thirty-eight

years of age, whore the uterus had formerly been
operated on for suspension following the removal of

a subserous myoma. The cord was prolapsed and
the child dead. The uterus was firmly contracted

upon the child ; and to avoid rupture in doing version

laparotomy was done and the uterus amputated.
The patient died shortly after the operation, and at

the autopsy the anterior vaginal wall of the uterus

was found adherent to the vagina. The right broad
ligament contained a rupture which opened the pelvic

cavity into the vagina. Through this rent fatal he-

morrhage had occurred.

In a second case the uterus had been fixed to the

vagina by Mackenrodt's method. The fetus was trans-

verse, and could be plainly felt as the wall of the

uterus was greatly thinned, thus making rupture im-

minent. In addition the patient became eclamptic.

Cesarean section was done, and both mother and child

recovered.

George M. Edebohls " reviews at length the rela-

tion of the operation for vaginal and ventral fixation

of the uterus with pregnancy.

He quotes Strassmau -" as having recorded the fol-

lowing disturbances of pregnancy following vaginal
fixation of the uterus: (1) disorders and pain in the

vaginal cicatrix (Duhrssen, six cases); (2) abortions
— 25 per cent, at least in Diihrsseu's cases, over 27
per cent, in his own ; (3) vesical pain and disturbances

of micturition.

The following are serious complications and disas-

ters of parturition : (1) Strassman :
^' transverse pres-

entation, prolapse of funis, very difficult version due
to abnormal conditions established by vaginal fixation,

severe post-partum hemorrhage, rupture at site of cica-

trix. (2) Strassman:" delivery ^er ra^i'nam impos-
sible, cervix above promontory of sacrum and point-

ing upward, Porro operation, rupture of vagina, death
from intra-peritoneal hemorrhage. (3) Graefe :

"

transverse presentation, cervix above pelvic brim and
directed upvpards, version impossible, Caisarian section.

(4) Wentheira :
^^ version rendered necessary as well

as difficult and dangerous by same conditions as above.

(5) Riihl ''^ reports 235 vaginal fixations with 12 sub-

sequent pregnancies. Three required version. In
two incision of the vaginal cicatrix was needed, with
(in one) craniotomy in addition, before delivery could
be effected, the second child also being lost.

At the last meeting of the American Gynecological
Society, Dr. Charles P. Noble presented a statistical

study of this subject. Out of 808 cases in which sm-
pensio uteri was performed by American operators

and one ovary left, there were 56 pregnancies. From
a study of these cases Noble concludes that inertia

uteri is not infrequent, and that serious obstruction to

labor will occur if the fundus of the uterus becomes
imprisoned in the pelvis. If the fundus and anterior

wall of the uterus becomes imprisoned below the point

of suture to the abdominal wall, two serious conse-

quences result, namely : (1) the posterior wall of the

" Loc. cit., lift. 6.

"» Medical News, March 14, 189il, p. 282.
"" Ges. f. Geb. u. Gyn. 7.>i., Berlin, October 28, 1895.
»' Loc. cit.

" McinutPSdirift t. Geb. u. Gyn. vol. ii. No. 6.
2> Centralbl. f. Gyn., 1896, No. •>.

" Loc. cit.. No. 0.
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uterus must afford the necessary room by exaggerated

development; (2) the hypertrophied fundus and an-

terior wall may constitute a tumor, and so block up
the inlet of the pelvis. This had occurred in a num-
ber of reported cases.

Of 165 pregnancies reported in foreign journals

since 1891, as occurring after suspension of the uterus,

there were 17 abortions, seven premature labors and
60 full-term labors. Of these 60, 18 were complicated,

namely, two artificial extractions, eight forceps, five

versions and three Cesarean sections. There were
three deaths from labor, or about five per cent.

Alexander's operation does not interfere with preg-

nancy or labor, while vaginal fixation must now be
considered as unjustifiable in women of child-bearing

age.

ANESTHETICS IN NORMAL LABOR.

Berkoemsky ^ finds that ether lessens the suffering

from labor pains and at the moment of birth it can

make gestation painless. Given in small quantities it

shortens the duration of labor— 54 minutes in primi-

parse— increases the efliciency of the pains and dimin-

ishes the intervals between them. The puerperal

period was not influenced unfavorably and post-partum
hemorrhage did not occur. Involution went on well,

and there was no unfavorable influence on lactation.

When used to produce complete surgical anesthesia,

the fetus is similarly affected. This condition, how-
ever, speedily passes off without harm to the fetus.

Experiments with chloroform in labor produced the

same favorable results as with ether.

RELATIONS OF PREGNANCY TO SURGERY.-^

Mayo Robson discusses the question of general surg-

ical operation during the course of pregnancy, and re-

lates eleven cases of serious surgical operation during
pregnancy without any effect on the course of the

pregnancy except in one case where premature labor

came on from an emotional trouble after the wound
was healed. The list of operations includes removal
of uterine myoma, amputation of breast for cancer,

ovariotomy, strangulated femoral hernia, operation on
piles by the cautery, and cholecystotomy. The oper-

ations were from the second to the eighth month of

pregnancy. This reversal of the old law of surgery

during pregnancy he believes to be brought about by
anesthesia and asepsis.

EXTRA-DTERINE PREGNANCY.

Harrison Cripps " discusses first the diagnosis of

extra-uterine pregnancy as regards the situation of the

hemorrhage. If the fetal sac protrudes upwards from
the tube and rupture takes place into the abdominal
cavity, pain, though severe, is not so intense as when
the bleeding is into the broad ligament. The general
symptoms are, however, graver, and the patient may
become pulseless in an hour or two. In these cases

the abdomen is resonant in front, but often dull in the

flanks. No tumor can be felt abdominally or •per

vaginam. When the blood is poured downwards it

comes out between the layers of the broad ligament,
the pain is more intense and paroxysmal like labor

pains, and there are slight symptoms of loss of blood.

On deep abdominal palpation and by vagina a hard

!' Monatssobrlft fur Gebrtsli. und Gyiiiik., 1896, Bd. ili, Hft. 3.
"« British Medical Jourual, April 11, 1896.
" Loc. olt., March 28, 1896.

tumor can be felt on one or the other side of the cer-

vix. By rectum a marked constriction is often present

at about four inches from the anus ; this is due to rec-

tal fascia, which pass round the bowel and are contin-

uous with some of the broad ligament fibres. Hence
if the broad ligament is pulled upon, as it is when dis-

tended by an effusion between its layers, the rectal

fascia become drawn tighter, producing a ring-like

stricture. Rupture into Douglas's pouch is, however,

the commonest form of rupture. A localized periton-

itis is set up by the slight oozing, and thus the general

cavity of the peritoneum is shut off. The sudden

acute pain and collapse of the two other varieties are

absent. The general history of pregnancy may be
present, together with some pain about the pelvis.

Per vaginam, a swelling, elastic and like an ovarian

cyst, is felt behind the uterus.

In rupture into the abdominal cavity immediate
operation is the only method of saving life. In rupt-

ure into the broad ligament there is no doubt that a

large number of cases recover spontaneously and the

fetus dies. In some, however, the distended. ligament

may rupture and fatal hemorrhage into the abdomen
takes place; in a very small numiier of cases the fetus

may go on developing; while in other cases suppura-

tion may result in the clot. These latter occurrences

are so exceptional that we are justified, if there is no
increase of the swelling, in simply keeping the patient

absolutely quiet. If the symptoms of hemorrhage
continue, or the swelling increases, and in all doubtful

cases under good surroundings, laparotomy should be
done. The diagnosis of hemorrhage limited to

Douglas's pouch is always doubtful, hence laparotomy
should always be done. Clearing out the hematocele is

safer than leaving it to be absorbed.

Where there is a living fetus three courses are open
to the surgeon : (1) Cooperate at once and remove the

fetus ; (2) to wait till near the natural time, with a
view to remove a living child ; (3) to wait till the

death of the child after its full term. He iqDOtes from
Bland Sutton as follows: "In 16 cases laparotomy
was done after the death of the fetus at full term ; all

recovered. In 13 cases laparotomy was done between
the seventh and ninth months. Of these, eight died,

and only two children lived any length of time."

SYMPHYSEOTOMY, AFTER-EFFECTS.

A study of the after-effects of this operation is pre-

sented by Edward A. Ayers,"' from a table of 73 cases

compiled from the letters of 44 operators in Canada,
the United States and Australia. In 44 of these cases

no motion in the symphysis was found after recovery ;

in 19 there was slight motion, two with a quarter-inch,

and one with a half-inch movement, but none with

persisting defect of locomotion. It is to be remem-
bered that in the majority of parturient women some
motion is to be found at the symphysis to the extent

of an eighth to a quarter of an inch. Pain over the

sacro-iliac region has been temporarily present in some
cases. Injuries to the bladder, of which there were
two instances, should be avoidable. Care in bandag-
ing and supporting the pelvis, followed by a long rest

in bed, seems to be efficient in producing good results.

Under favorable conditions, when symphyseotomy is

performed early as the operation of election, the ma-
ternal mortality has been only a little above two per

cent.

«• New Yorli Polyclinic, .M:iy, 1896.
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I^ett) S'uiestrumcnt^.

AN ORAL CAMERA FOR RONTGEN PHOTO-
GRAPHY.

UY WII.LIAH ROLLINS.

The iuetrumeut cousisis of a hollow metal handle,

H ; a flexible sliding brass rod, B, fastened by the

AD BC

screw, S, ai.d

the camera, C.

struction of the camera is

as follows : BC is a brass

cell one-eighth of an inch

deep ; the front is closed by

the aluminum disk, AD,
which is held in position by
the ring, 8R, over which is

stretched the soft rubber

ring, RR, to prevent painful

pressure on the gum.
To use the instrument,

cut dibks from a Kodak film

and place six or more over

each other with thin disks

of aluminum between, en-

closing them water and
light tight in the camera.

Give full exposure to the

Krst film. As each film

has less exposure than (he

one iu front of it, the ap-

pearances vary and one is

sure to give the information

sought.

1 am indebted to Dr. F.

H. Williams for the opportunity to test the apparatus
with his powerful generator and for coating the fluo-

resceut screens which I use in one form of the camera.

i
A DISPATCH from London is authority for the state-

ment that the Sultan is suffering from a tumor of the

spine. He has refused operation for its removal be-

cause his surgeons are unable to assure him that the

procedure is not dangerous.

Keportj^ or ^ociettejt.

SURGICAL SECTION OF THE SUFFOLK DIS-
TRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

C. L. Sl'UbUKK, M.D., 8B0KBTASV,

(Cuucluded from No. 3, p. C4.)

Dk. F. S. Watson described some

CASES ILLUSTRATING RENAL SL'RGERT.'

Dr. Elliot: It is a very large subject, and 1 do
not know where to begin. There is a great deal to

be said on nephrorrhaphy alone and a great deal on
all the other subjects. The cases have been very in-

teresting. I am especially delighted with his bimanual
examination of the kidney. I do not see any objec-

tion to it. In the second case iu which there was a
cyst in one kidney and abscess in the cortex of the

other, I should like to ask why should not abscess of

the cortex heal up without difficulty. There must be
something back of it.

Dk. Watson : I should suppose it would. 1 acci-

dently punctured the pelvis of the kidney, and that

may have accounted for the failure to heal.

Dr. Elliot : One of the questions most of the

gentlemen will be interested in is the question of leav-

ing the fistula after nephrotomy. The commonest
cases of course are tuberculosis. The common result

after nephrotomy is a discharging sinus. The out-

patient departments of all the hospitals are full of

them ; sometimes these patients do well and sometimes
badly. There is a great deal to be said on both sides,

and I think it is a good question for discussion. It

seems to me that in this patient of Dr. Watson's the

draining seems to be very successful. The patients

often suffer from excoriation from urine, and the smell

is often such that women won't bear it, and the urine

even in this case strikes me as not very valuable. I

dare say it is of some value. It is a question whether
it would not be better to take out such a kidney. If

the kidney really amounts to anything you beg the

question. To go back to Dr. Watson's demonstration
of these cases of pure hydronephrosis where the pelvis

of the kidney is dilated without any disease. 1 see

there are two cysts passed around as having been re-

moved. It seems to me, as Dr. Whitnej hinted, that

that class of cases are not subjects for surgical opera-

tions, especially removing a cyst unless it is very large

and mechanically doing harm. Tapping these cysts

will often cure them, and so far as a simple cyst goes
I do not think it is worth while to remove it. I have
watched carefully most of the experiments done on
the kidneys in the way of tj'ing the ureters. 1 have
always had iu mind the injuring of a ureter in lapar-

otomy as all of us are liable to it. 1 have pretty

much made up my mind that if I should injure a ure-

ter in laparotomy which could not be repaired in its

course 1 should simplj' tie the ureter and not take out
the kidney, iu that all the experiments go to show
that tying the ureter produces hydronephrosis of

rather short duration and finally disappearance of the

kidney. There is no doubt that a great many ureters

have been tied without the operators knowing it and
the patients have done |)erfectly well, especially iu the

vaginal hysterectomy ; ureters have certainly been tied

where the operators knew they were tied, and the

1 See the Jourual for June 11, 1896.
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patients have done perfectly well. The experiments

ou dogs go to show that tjing the ureter simply ob-

literates the kidney. So with simple hydronephrosis:

I should now wait a long time before removing a kid-

ney for simple hydronephrosis. I have just had a

patient under my care who unfortunately died from

the effects of operation with septic salpingitis, and in

the course of this case, which has been watched a year

and a half, the ureter was obstructed by a mass in the

pelvis and followed an acute hydronephrosis. The
ureter was involved in this salpingitis mass in the pel-

vis. The patient died from septic infection from this

tube, and at the autopsy the kidney where the hydro-

nephrosis existed was found atrophied and practically

obliterated, and there was compensatory hypertrophy

of the other side which had occurred in adult life.

I had one case of tubercular pyelitis which I re-

moved by nephrectomy through the abdomen, and

found the kidney entirely disorganized. In this case

the patient made a perfectly prompt recovery without

any disturbance in the amount of urine passed ; and

what was interesting in this case was that the next

year she had a baby and went through the confine-

ment— which is a trying time as far as the kidneys

go— in very good shape.

The existence of movable kidney I don't see how
even the pathologists or any one can doubt. Cer-

tainly every one sees them in hospitals and in private

practice. Almost all the gynecological patients have

them more or less; almost all the neurasthenics have

them to more or less degree, and the question which

one shall be operated on and which one not, I think is

a very difficult question. Certainly the patients most

neurotic who have them are very unsatisfactory

patients to operate ou. Last year I operated on a

very neurotic patient' for movable kidney, and she

vomited I think for three weeks steadily, and finally

recovered. She felt best when we washed out the

stomach, and that gave out, and she could not be re-

lieved of vomiting except on swallowing an electrode,

and when that was passed that gave relief. This kid-

ney was sewed to the back and that gave no relief for a

long time. Finally, she came to my office and said she

was relieved by that operation and the other kidney

was loose. Sure enough the second kidney was in the

pelvis. I did not wish, however, to undertake an

operation on the second kidney. When you go into a

neurotic case you never know where you are coming

out. You may make them a great deal worse. This

patient complained of dragging on the scar.

There is another class of cases where the acute at-

tacks of pain are possibly due to doubling of the ureter

or vessels, in which the relief is simply wonderful.

How any one who has seen a case of that sort cured

can fail to believe in the value of nephrorrhaphy I

cannot understand.

Dr. E. W. Cdshing: I have been extremely inter-

ested in both the papers, and there are several points

which are of a great deal of practical importance. In

the first place, I was interested in what Dr. Whitney
said in regard to the fact that a kidney of which the

ureter is undergoing pressure, although it may become
hydrouephrotic, does not attain the large size which it

does where the ureter is occasionally obstructed and
then able to empty itself. I first met the kidney surg-

ically in a case of tumor of the uterus with a fibroid

polyp in the uterus which completely blocked the pel-

vis. The patient had some symptoms of inflammation

in the abdominal wound, but did well enough as far

as that was concerned, but finally died in about a fort-

night with symptoms of uremia. On examination it

was found that both kidneys were changed into cysts

somewhat larger than my fist, the kidney substance

being spread out over the cyst walls. In the next case

which I had there was a cyst of the kidney, perhaps

as large as my head, and I was rather surprised at

the facility with which a thing of that kind could be

removed. The patient got well without any trouble.

What the cause of that cyst was I do not know. An-
other similar case I saw in a healthy young woman of

about twenty. There was a growth in the abdomen.

On removing it I found one-half to three-fourths of an

inch of dilated ureter attached to the kidney, with

total obstruction of the ureter just below it. What
should cause that I do not know. The cyst was grow-

ing, occasioning a great deal of pain and discomfort,

and it seems to me that it was perfectly proper to re-

move it, and prompt recovery followed. I had an-

other cyst of the kidney, a large hydronephrosis, which

also was removed and the patient recovered. Then I

met a case which was a woful one. I started to find

another similar cyst of the kidney. I tapped a large

cyst and proceeded to remove it when I found there

was no end to it, and the lower part became solid, and

I found that I should have to remove various vital

organs to get it out. I did not know what to do ; so

I tied a rubber ligature around the stump and put the

woman to bed. She died in about three days, and it

was found that there was malignant disease starting

apparently from the suprarenal capsule, involving the

pancreas and kidney and neighboring organs in a man-

ner which was not apparent when I started to operate.

Another case I showed here, illustrating also what

Dr. Whitney says, but which I did not know in time,

was a congenital cyst of the kidney, a very large one.

It was growing, and when I entered the abdomen and

found the thing retro-peritoneal it was not possible to

distinguish what it was. I found afterwards it was a

mass composed of congenital cystic tumors of both

kidneys. I removed the one I had started to, but left

the other. She died within a month of uremic symp-

toms. That is the substance of my experience with

the kidneys.

In regard to this matter of ligating a ureter, it is a

question, I think, of extreme importance to know
whether that is a safe thing to do. I must own that I

have ligated the ureter in the course of an operation.

I presume everybody has who has done a great deal

of surgery and held autopsies on fatal cases. It does

not give rise to any pain in the kidney. I have on

one unhappy occasion ligated both ureters. It was in

the first attempt I made, in consultation with the late

Dr. Strong, to remove a cancer from above. It was
the first time I used the Trendelenburg position. The
woman had no pain whatever in the kidney ; she simply

passed no water and finally died. The kidneys were

not distended. It would appear from that experience

as if the function of the kidney was stopped by the

sudden ligation of the ureter, not simply that it secretes

all it can and then stops, but stops its secretion when
there is no chance for the urine to get out. I quite

agree with Dr. Elliot that a good many ureters must
have been ligated first and last by surgeons who were

doing hysterectomy from above, and it one is ligated

the patient probably would not die, and the slight

symptoms which occur or do not occur would make me
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feel that I sliould agree with him if a ureter was cut

and could not be joined to anything it would be a safe

thing to ligate it> and the kidney could always be re-

moved if necessary from behind.

1 have had some experience with nephrorrhaphy.

I can easily see how a kidney which is displaced

enough to kink the ureter and cause severe symptoms
should be a proper subject for nephrorrhaphy ; but

in the cases wliich 1 have seen and those which I have

done there has not been any particular symptom of

kink, but the woman having found out she bad a

movable kidney it seems to go to the brain and noth-

ing will satisfy her until it is fastened, when in my
experience they have recovered from their nervous

symptoms and expressed themselves as relieved. If

the kidney does not kink the ureter I cannot see what
harm it does to circumnavigate the abdomen. My
practice has been splitting the capsule and fastening it

all around the fascia with catgut, and putting in two
silkworm-gut stitches to hold the kidney in place

while union is taking place, not using any great force

on the silkworm gut stitches and penetrating as little

of the kidney substance as possible. The more we
can get it fastened by means of the capsule and the

less we pass sutures into the substance the better.

Dr. Pease: In uephrorraphy, when one for any
reason needs to examine the abdominal cavity, he

would better, I think, stitch the kidney in place

through the abdominal incision, thus doing away with

a lumbar incisioti. I speak of this, knowing of sev-

eral such cases where the anterior incision was closed

and an additional lumbar iucisiou made to stitch up
the kidney. There are not many cases which really

need nephrorraphy, although the kidney may be ab-

normally movable ; but a year and a half ago a pa-

tient with a movable kidney, whom 1 had watched for

the preceding year, advising against nephrorraphy,

came to my office suffering much pain in her side, and
saying she had not passed more than half her usual

quantity of water in the past three days. These at-

tacks were not infrequent with her, and under my ad-

vice she had often measured her urine during them,

and each time found a greatly diminished quantity of

water.

On examination, the kidney was in the umbilical

region, much larger than normal and tender to touch.

I put her in the knee-chest position and forced the

kidney into place. The next day she was all right,

but was triumphant in proving to me that she really

suffered extremely when she liad these attacks. When
at their worst she was often confined to bed for two
or three days.

Having just read Dr. Osier's article on renal crises

in the Jnhni HopkiJis Bulletin, I determined to operate

on this patient, hoping to prevent, by sewing the kid-

ney into its proper position, the kinking of the ureter,

which doubtless caused these crises, thus straightening

out the ureter and holding it so. Having decided

upon operation, the patient told me to be sure to see

that her pelvic organs were all right, because a good
gynecologist some years ago had told her that all her

trouble arose in her Fallopian tube ; and also, if the

tube was in any way the cause of her trouble, she

wished it removed. I opened the abdominal cavity

along the linea semilunaris, and finding nothing ab-

normal iu the pelvis, I pushed the bowels aside and
divided the peritoneum again iu flank just outside the

colon, which I pushed aside, and came down on the

freely movable kidney. In the kidneys which I have

seen stitched up I always felt that the adhesions were
the chief thing giving success to the operation, atid

that the stitches were useful mainly iu holding the

kidney in ])lace while these adhesions were forming.

I therefore swept my hand around the kidney in all

directions, freeing it from its surrounding tissue. In

doing this, I started up more bleeding than I wanted,

but gauze stopped it. I then took three silkworm-gut

sutures with a needle on each end and passed one

needle of suture through the capsule and substance of

the kidney, and then through the loin to the back ;

the other one I passed through the loin to the back ;

and having placed three sutures in this manner, the

kidney was put in its proper position and the sutures

tied, being careful not to tie them so tightly as to cut

through the kidney substance, which is very soft and
friable. Under the knots I [)Ut bits of gauze so the

stitches would not cut into skin, as often happens.

On account of the free oozing, I put a piece of gauze

down to the kidney and closed the wound with silk-

worm-gut sutures. The gauze came out on the sec-

ond day. The sutures were taken out on the eighth

day in front, and the twelfth day in back. Wound
closed by first intention, except a granulating spot

where the gauze came out. The patient was kept in

the reclining posture for four weeks, to be sure of

firm adhesions. She recovered perfectly, with no re-

turn of her painful crises, the kidney having remained

securely anchored ever since.

Dr. Lund: With regard to removing a congenital

cystic kidney, I have recently seen an autopsy on a

woman who died of uremia, in which both kidneys

were found to be cougeuitally cystic and the liver was
also full of cysts.

With regard to these abscesses of the kidney from

septicemia, Lilienthal has just reported the case of a

man who had an alveolar abscess following a decayed

tooth. The tooth was removed, the abscess drained,

and he had an attack of facial erysipelas. He re-

turned to the hospital after six weeks with pain in

one kidney and no pus in the urine. A lumbar lapar-

otomy was done, and multiple abscesses found in the

kidney, which were undoubtedly the result of the sys-

temic sepsis. These did not connect with the pelvis

of the kidney, which exjilains the fact that there was

no pus in the urine. The patient failed to get well

after the first operation, and on consultation, although

there were no symptoms referable to the other kidney,

an incision was made, and the kidney found filled with

multiple small abscesses. The man lingered several

months and finally got well. It was an example of

very bold and excellent surgery.

Dr. Cumston : I have nothing to say regarding

the indications for suturing the kidney except in cases

of ptosis which is frequently met with in gynecology,

combined also often with prolapsus of the uterus and

vaginal walls. I have seen quite a number of these

cases, and they iiave all got well by the Weir Mitchell

cure. The theory of most of the men under whom I have

studied is that floating kidney is due to a loss of cel-

lular tissue in which the kidney is buried and that by

])utting on a suitable truss such as Glenard's, and put-

ting the kidney back iu place and keeping the patient

in bed with proper nourishment, when the fat comes

back the kidney will be found to be tightly anchored,

and this I have seen take place in a number of cases.

Not only has that proved so iu case of the kidney, but
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the dilatation of the stomach has greatly diminished

and the relaxed uterus and vaginal walls have also

come back into place. 1 believe floating kidney is

frequent, but that in the majority of cases the ptosis

may be cured by medical treatment.

Dr. Sccdder : Only one word and that is in con-

nection with this specimen of a kidney which was

removed from a patient two years ago and reported to

the Society. The patient is alive and in good health.

The tumor was a cystic adenoma of the kidney.

Dr. Engelhan : I cannot assent to the unqualified

statement just made, that intermittent hydronephrosis

results in greater enlargement of the kidney ; though

undoubtedly true in cases of long standing, this en-

largement is by no means a necessary sequence to that

comparatively rare condition.

I have observed two such cases, the most marked
being one in a patient with chronic pelvic inflammation

involving one ureter and with moderate mobility and

downward displacement of the kidney on the same
side ; this was in the earlier days, and I delayed oper-

ation until other means had been tried. The attacks

began to grow less frequent some mouths after active

uterine and pelvic treatment, with the local and gen-

eral improvement which followed. The kidney, which

could be readily palpated, had been but little enlarged

even in the interval between the attacks and was

approximately normal on later examination.

A similar result I saw in another case in which the

ureter was endangered above by dislocation of the

kidney, and in the pelvis by inflammatory masses and a

small uterine flbro-myoma; in both the cystic distention

was, of course, conHned to the pelvis of the kidney,

and that no permanent enlargement of the kidney

itself followed 1 ascribe to the timely relief afforded.

Dr. Richardson : Dr. Gushing did not mention

that most instructive case of his which illustrates the

truth of the statement that one ureter can be tied. If

1 am not mistaken oue case lived five or six years after

the ureter had been practically closed, and the patient

was perfectly well. I remember when Dr. Cushing

reported that case, and it seemed a beautiful piece of

work that he should be able to restore the continuity

of the ureter by a plastic operation. That obviates

the necessity of nephrectomy after opening the ureter.

My experience in surgery of the kidney leads me to

look upon it as one of the most interesting fields we
have and one which is perhaps too little explored. I

was interested to hear Dr. Whitney's demonstration of

the different lesions we can reach, and particularly of

the lesions we ought not to touch. Jf I had known
of some of these lesions J, perhaps, should not have

operated. In looking over the list of all 1 recall, I

do not know of any in which nephrectomy was not

justifiable. The forms of kidney disease which admit

of the most brilliant results are those like the patient

Dr. Watson showed, and 1 agree with Dr. Elliot that,

if the patient's condition is good euough, it is well to

extirpate in the beginning. In Dr. Goldthwait's case,

done a year ago, a most brilliant recovery followed

enormous pyonei-hrosis. I have had four or five cases

of that kind in which the kidney has been extirpated.

The patients have made a perfect recovery and have
been well ever since ; oue has borne a child. In those

cases in which presumably the kidney has been de-

stroyed, in which nothing but pus reaches the bladder

from the kidney, 1 think the prognosis is excellent,

because the operation is of the simplest, most success-

ful kind, as a rule, and the work is already being

done by the other kidney, and the patient is almost

sure to get well. On the other hand, in one gunshot

wound of the kidney death followed in twenty-four

hours. Another case, an engineer of magnificent

physique, died from glomerulo-nephritis from the work
being thrown on the other side. In another case of

chronic inflammation of the kidney, the woman died

suddenly in the course of twenty-four hours after opera-

tion from shock. All the other cases have recovered,

eleven in number.

I must say I agree with Dr. Elliot that in most
cases of pyonephrosis the kidney should be extirpated,

and I do believe that Dr. Watson's plan of exploratory

incision is demanded. 1 recall two or three cases in

which the only kidney the patient had was extirpated

because the other was not fully demonstrated.

My first and only nephrolithotomy, which I reported

fifteen years ago, had a sinus which persisted all his

life. He finally jumped into the canal in Lowell and
perished. This case was not cured, but not because we
did not try. I did my best to take out the kidney, but

the thing was adherent and it could not be done. I

agree with Dr. Gushing as to uephrorrhaphy being an

operation which should be performed only in certain

cases and those of excessive mobility iu which the

symptoms may be due to kink rather than to mental

effect, which this condition always has on nervous

women, and in thin women the kidney is movable in a

very large percentage of the cases. My experience

would lead me to agree with Dr. Pease as to the ad-

hesions being the cause of the cure. I think with Dr.

Gumston it is not necessary to operate on these mov-
able kidneys except iu a very few instances. If we
should take all women with movable kidney and sew
it in position we should do more harm than good.

Dr. C. G. Gumston read a

NOTE ON dr. OHAPUT's ANAST0.M0S1S BUTTONS.

Dr. Richardson : I have used the Murphy button

a number of times. It is a beautiful device, but you
cannot undo it. I think the author cannot have seen

the different sizes of the Murphy button, because there

is a size as small as the smallest button here and a
size not as large as the largest. 1 do not believe in

mechanical devices except when the patient is in

extremis.

IScccnt Hitcraturc.

The Johns Hopkins Hospital Reports. Vol. V, p. 481.

Baltimore, 1895.

This fifth volume of " The Johns Hopkins Hospital

Reports " is devoted to the study of the malarial fevers

of Baltimore, and a continuance of Dr. Osier's report

upon typhoid fever.

The first paper by Thayer and Hewetson is based
upon an analysis of 616 cases of malarial fever ob-

served in the hospital wards or dispensary. There is

an excellent review of the literature of malarial disease

introductory to the study of the cases observed. The
completeness of the study and its deductions make
this paper the best for the general practitioner who
desires to have a scientific basis for his own care of

cases of paludism.

Barker's study of the fatal cases of malaria is equally
valuable from a pathological point of view.
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The studies in typhoid fever are by Osier, Flexner,

Uluui), Keed and Parsons. The statistical piipers

carry out the report by Osier published as Volume IV
of the series, and show a continuauce of the excellent

work done by him at Baltimore. The third paper

upon his live years' experience with the cold-bath

treatment of typhoid fever is especially interesting.

He says: "The cold-bath treatment, rigidly enforced,

appears to save from six to eight in each century of

typhoid patients admitted to the care of the hospital

physician. While 1 enforce the method for its results,

I am not enamoured of the practice. I have been

criticised rather sharply for saying harsh words about

the Brand system. To-day, when 1 hear a young girl

say she enjoys the baths, I accept the criticism and

feel it is just; but tomorrow when I hear a poor fel-

low (who has been dumped like Falstaff, ' hissing

hot,' into a cold tub) chattering out malediction upon
nurses and doctors, 1 am inclined to resent it and to

pray for a method which may be, while equally life-

saving, to put it mildly, less disagreeable."

The volume is a valuable one and adds distinction

to an already splendid series.

A Pictorial Alias of Skin Disease* and Syphilitic Af-
fections. In Photo-Lithochromes from Models in

the Museum of the Saint Louis Hospital, Paris.

Edited and annotated by J. J. Pringle, M.B.,

F.R.C.P. London: F. J. Rebman. Philadelphia:

W. B. Saunders.

Parts 1, II, and III of this atlas have now been

issued and lie before us. The illustrations are taken

chiefly from the admirable models of cutaneous dis-

eases that have been produced by M. Baretta during

the last twenty-five years, which are now collected in

the museum of the Saint Louis hospital in Paris. As
an example of M. Baretta's industry, it is stated that

in 1894 the museum possessed 1,800 models of his

execution. These models are acknowledged by all to

be the best reproductions of cutaneous lesions that

have ever been made. In this atlas a number of these

famous models are reproduced with an accuracy and
finish, such as we are accustomed to find in this work
at the hands of the French. It is aimed to repro-

duce chiefly typical cases of common diseases, with

less attention to the rarer forms than is the case with

other publications of a similar character. The plates

are produced by the latest process of photo-litho-

graphy and are called '' photo-lithocliromes."

The translation has been admirably done by Dr.

Pringle, an English dermatologist of eminence ; and

his annotations, although few, are extremely fitting.

The text, in which explanatory wood-cuts have been

introduced, is by the eminent physicians of the Saint

Louis hospital, including such names as Besuier, Four-

nier, Feulard and others. The plates of lupus vulgaris

aud dermatitis herpetiformis in the first part, lupus

erythematosus in the second part, and disseminated

epithelioma in the third part, seem to us worthy of

especial admiration and praise, although all are so

good that a selection is not an easy matter. We are

glad to see Ur. Pringle's annotation to lupus erythem-

atosus, as the belief in its tubercular nature is con-

fined to a minority of dermatologists, aud is unsup-

ported by the facts.

It is proposed to issue twelve parts in all before

the atlas is completed. If the remaining portions

are in any way the equals of the three that have al-

ready been issued, the work will stand as a remarka-
bly accurate reproduction of a few of the treasures of

the Saint Louis collection.

The Therapeutics of Infancy and Childhood. By A.
Jacobi, M.D., Clinical Professor of the Diseases

of Children in the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons (Columbia University), New York; Presi-

dent of the Association of American Physicians

;

late Presiilent of the New York Academy of Medi-
cine and of the Medical Society of the State of

New York, etc. Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott

Company. 1896.

The name of Jacobi has been for the last thirty or

forty years so intimately connected in the miuds of

the medical profession and the general public with

the subject of children aud their diseases, that a book
freoQ the pen of this eminent practitioner must be
welcomed by all.

The author, while being a firm believer in drugs

when properly used, yet continually impresses upon
his readers the importance of diet aud hygiene in

dealing with the diseases of early life.

Dr. Jacobi's vast experience, extending over a period

of many years, entitles his book to be at once re-

ceived with the greatest respect ; and the common
sense with which one is struck throughout the whole
book impresses one with confidence in what he reads.

The first chapter is devoted to the feeding of sick

children, and this is supplemented in the addenda at

the end of the book by a recognition of some of the

later methods of infant feeding which were but little

developed when Dr. Jacobi began to write his book
eight years ago.

The second chapter discusses the treatment of the

newly-born.

The third chapter, on general therapeutics, is re-

plete with good advice, and should be read bv all.

The author then takes up in succession the treat-

ment of constitutional diseases, infectious diseases,

diseases of the digestive organs, diseases of the genito-

urinarj' organs, diseases of the respiratory organs,

diseases of the organs of circulation, diseases of the

nervous system, diseases of the skin, diseases of the

ear, diseases of the eye, diseases of the muscles, and
diseases of the bones and joints.

Of particular value is the general advice given as

to the treatment of cardiac disease, where the author's

peculiar gift of imparting the important facts con-

nected with an especial subject is well illustrated.

The medical profession has always been indebted to

Dr. Jacobi for the work which, as our foremost

teacher, he has done in pediatrics and must acknowl-

edge this valuable book as coming from the hand of a

master in his art.

Text-Book of Comparative Anatomy. By Dr. Arnold
Lang, Professor at Zurich. Translated into Eng-
lish by He.nuv M. Beknaki), M.A., and Matilda
Bernard. Part II. London: Macmillan & Co.

1896.

In the second part of this work are discussed the

MoUusca, the Echinodermata aud the Euteropneusta.

It is hardly in our province to analyze a work of this

nature; but we would express our admiration of the

apparent exhaustiveuess, of the number and clearness

of the cuts, and the richness of the literature. The
handsome type and (laper must not be forgotten.
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THE SURGICAL TREATMENT OF FOCAL
EPILEPSY.

The recent discussion on the surgical treatment of

focal epilepsy before the American Neurological Asso-

ciation gave rise to two distioctly opposite opiuions as

to the utility of such operations. Drs. Sachs and Ger-

ster of New York presented the results of trephining

in nineteen cases of focal epilepsy due to injury, cere-

bral infantile paralysis, or some other acute cerebral

condition. Three cases were cured, two greatly im-

proved, and three somewhat improved, while in eleven

cases there was no improvement. Some of the fail-

ures to obtain a complete cure, however, were ascribed

to other causes, such as indulgence in alcohol and the

neglect to follow proper treatment after the operation.

As epilepsy in these cases is probably due to a degen-

eration of the association fibres originating from the

focus of disease, and as this degeneration usually de-

velops in the course of a year or two, it is obvious that

surgical interference is warranted only in those cases

where not more than a year or two has elapsed after

the injury or after the onset of the disease which has

caused the convulsions ; although in cases of depres-

sion or disease of the skull trephining is admissible

even though several years have elapsed. If the epi-

lepsy has lasted but a short time and the symptoms

point to a strictly circumscribed focus of disease, ex-

cision of the cortex, after careful testing to determine

the precise location of the centres involved, is justified

even though it may appear normal to the naked eye.

The reason why such excision has not oftener proved

successful is because it has not been done soon enough,

before secondary degenerations were established. In

long-standing cases, where such degeneration is wide-

spread, surgical interference is useless.

Against this comparatively favorable view of the

efficacy of surgical interference Dr. Starr, of New
York, presented his own experience of twenty-four

operations without a single cure. He was unquali-

fiedly opposed to operating in idiopathic epilepsy and
was skeptical as to the value of operation in focal epi-

lepsy due to injury or disease. He recalled Van
Gieson's researches into the very extensive degenera-

tions which may follow focal lesions of the brain,

which would render it impossible to remove all sources

of irritation by operation.

Drs. Sachs and Gerster held that the results after

operative procedure should not be considered until at

least a year has elapsed after the operation. If so

brief a period be adopted, the results, as Dr. Starr

pointed out, would be altogether too favorable, for

both in focal and ordinary idiopathic epilepsy much
longer periods may occur, under various forms of

treatment, during which the patient is absolutely free

from any attack. Out of seventy cases of operation

collected by Dr. Gray, only three remained free from

attacks after three years. Nevertheless, if a patient

be suffering from frequent attacks, and we can obtain

either complete or partial relief for a period of one,

two, or three years by means of trephining, such an

operation, considering the slight risk to life which it

entails, is certainly justifiable, unless it can be shown

that in later years the condition is materiallj' aggrav-

ated by reason of such an operation. Certain cases ap-

parently show this, but careful studies of a large series

Qf cases many years after operation are still necessary.

While in the light of our present knowledge we
would not deprecate any measure which gives any

hope of benefit for so distressing a malady, another

problem arises on the pathological side which demands
further research. If a localized injury to the brain

gives rise to epileptiform attacks as a result of ad-

hesions or thickening of the meninges, focal hemor-

rhage, scar-formation in the cortex, degeneration of

association fibres or proliferation of neuroglia conse-

quent upon that injury, may not the lesions caused by

operation become the starting-point of similar disturb-

ances? It is possible to excise a cicatrix and leave a

smaller scar as a result of the operation, but it is still

a scar, and experience has shown that even a small

scar in the brain may be the starting-point of disas-

trous changes. Careful experimental work on the

healthy brains of lower animals may throw some light

on the still vexed question of the benefits of operative

procedure in focal epilepsy.

BICYCLE ACCIDENTS.

It is a matter for surprise, considering the tre-

mendous and sudden popularity of wheeling, and the

number of men and women of all degrees of skill in rid-

ing and knowledge of the rules of the road who daily

meet and pass each other on our roads and parks, that .so

few accidents result. The rarity of accidents conduces

on the whole to a high regard for the average skill and

care of the general run of riders. This fact of the

rarity of accidents is still more remarkable when we
consider more fully the conditions which render them

probable.

In bicycling we have a considerable weight pro-

pelled at great speed on a machine whose equilibrium
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is far from stable, and whose strength is only a little

more than sufficient to carry its load with safety. The

only sufficient reason for the rarity of accidents can be

found in the fact that the machine is so low that when

it is going slowly or at a moderate rate of speed the rider

generally falls on his feet in case of accident, and all

barm is avoided. If there had been as large a number

of the old high wheels on the road as there are of the

modern low ones, the proportion of serious accidents

would have been undoubtedly much greater.

As it is now with the low wheel, the danger from

falls and collisions increases greatly in proportion to

the speed with which they are ridden. Fatal fractures

of the skull have been reported several times as a

result of the meeting of a pair of " scorchers " riding full

tilt, with their heads low and eyes upon their front

wheel instead of upon the road ahead of them. It

might seem almost impossible to fracture a skull thick

enough to permit indulgence in such practices, but

the bicycle fool at full speed has been able to accom-

plish it. Accidents while coasting also occur at high

speed, and are proportionately serious. In coasting a

certain amount of control of the wheel is lost, and the

accomplishment of sharp turns to avoid obstacles at

the foot of a hill becomes impossible. No rider who

is unwilling to risk the loss of his life, or serious inter-

ference with the regularity of his features, will coast

except on good roads, with straight easy hills, and no

crossings. The prohibition of "scorching" and coast-

ing in our public parks is a regulation which has un-

doubtedly prevented many serious accidents.

Although the worst casualties usually occur to

riders going at high speed, there are certain couditious

which render falls even when going at a low rate of

speed serious and disfiguring. Of these the priucipal

is that iu a large number of cases, particularly those

which are due to suddenly running into an obstacle,

the weight of the head and body being carried high,

and the legs arrested by the handle-bars, the head, and

particularly the face, is the tirst to reach the ground.

A man taking a " header " from a horse starts from

such a height that he may turn a complete somersault

and land in a sitting posture, but the bicycle is so low

that the victim strikes the ground face first, and when

he has ploughed over a few yards of gravel or pave-

ment, his physiognomy is naturally somewhat altered.

A particularly dangerous accident is the breaking of the

front fork of the wheel. Here the victim never has

time to get his hands before his face, and fracture of

the nose and jaw with serious laceration of the soft

parts almost invariably results. These falls are so

quick that before a man has time to let go of the

handle-bars, his face strikes the ground. In fact in

headers from the bicycle generally, there is no time

to let go of the handle-bars in order to protect the

face. Sprained wrists and broken arms are therefore

comparatively rare, while broken noses and serious

lacerations of the face, mouth, and eyelids are com-

mon. Bruises, sprains, and abrasions of the shoulders

occur if the face escapes.

The danger from the breaking of the front fork is,

of course, especiallv great in the case of the tandem

wheel, where the fork has to bear the weight of two

instead of one, and the danger from any flaw in the

steel of which it is constructed is consequently greater.

The writer has recently seen two young women
who were seriously disfigured by falls due to the

breaking of the front forks of second-grade tandem

bicycles. The moral for young men who wish to give

their sweethearts a taste of the joys of riding tandem,

would seem to be, buy none but a first-grade wheel,

and take the front seat yourself.

Although accidents to the face, head and shoulders

are the more common, fracture of the legs and bruises

and sprains of the knee occasionally result from bi-

cycle accidents, and internal injuries are by no means

unheard of. A case of rupture of the pancreas due to

a blow in the epigastrium by the handle-bar has re-

cently been reported.^

The bicycle is proving itself so important a means

of providing fresh air and healthful exercise to a vast

number of people, that the good done by it greatly

overbalances the harm resulting from occasional ac-

cidents, most of which can be avoided by careful rid-

ing and by the selection of a well-constructed standard

wheel.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Small-pox and Yellow Fever in Cuba.— The
United States Marine-Hospital Service reports that

the small-pox in Cuba is increasing daily and is of a

most virulent form. Over eighty per cent, of the

cases occur among the unvaccinated blacks. The yel-

low fever is also of a malignant form, most of the

cases ending fatally. As usual it is difficult to obtain

any accurate report of the number of cases.

The Perils of Militia Ddtt.— The Second and

Seventh Regiments of the Illinois Militia made a trial

march and bivouac last week with disastrous results.

On going into camp at night the men pulled down
vines from walls and trees to make beds of. These

being of the rhus venenata, the night's sleep resulted

in some three hundred active cases of ivy-poisoning the

next morning for the surgeons to attend. Moral : All

green leaves are not laurels of war.

New York Post-Graduate Medical School.
— The fifteenth annual announcement of the New
York Post-Graduate Medical School and Hospital has

just been issued. The rapid increase of new methods

of accurate clinical research and technique at the

present time necessitates occasional post-graduate in-

struction if the general practitioner is to keep fully

abreast of the times. It is this need which post-grad-

uate medical schools are intended to supply. The
report of the New York School and Hospital shows

an attendance at its out-patient clinics last year of

nearly twenty thousand patients.

> Medioal Kecurd, Jnly IStta.
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A New Lectcre Endowment.— Dr. L. C. Lane,

of the Cooper Medical College of San Francisco, has

endowed an annual course of lectures to be known as

the Lane Course of Medical Lectures, to be given, not

less than ten in number, at the beginning of each medi-

cal year of the college. The lecturer must be one

wiio by scientific work has attained eminent distinction

in medicine, and may be selected from any part of the

world. The matter of the lectures is to be some

subject within the sphere of medical art and science.

The lectures are to remain the private property of the

lecturer who is to receive the generous remuneration

of two thousand dollars. The inaugural course of

lectures for 1896 will be given next September by Dr.

William Macewen, Regius Professor of Surgery at

the University of Glasgow.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — Dur-

ing the week ending at noon, July 22, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease :

diphtheria 57, scarlet fever 19, measles 44, typhoid

fever 20.

The Free Home for Consumptives in Boston.
— On Thursday, July 16th, the Mayor of Boston gave

a hearing in the Aldermen's room to the remonstrants

who have petitioned the Mayor not to approve a

measure passed by the city government allowing the

erection of a new building upon the Quincy Street

grounds of the Free Home for Consumptives. The
said building is to be four stories high and some sixty

by over one hundred feet long, and is to be built with-

out the brick dividing walls required by the building

ordinances of the city. The petitioners claim that

the risk to the patients and the neighbors by fire should

forbid the erection of a hospital building without every

precaution being taken for its safety. They claim

damage to surrounding residential property and an

unnecessary exposure of the citizens to infection.

They claim that such a hospital can be as easily and

usefully maintained at a greater distance from the

dwelling parts of the city. Several petitioners were

beard, and the hearing was continued to a later day.

NEW YORK.

The Board of Health and Tenement Houses.
— In carrying out its laudable work of reformation

under the new Tenement House Act the Board of

Health has condemned forty-two additional tenements

as unfit for human habitation, and they will be vacated

and destroyed, unless the courts, to which tiie owners
have appealed, should decide against the Health
Department. In all probability the latter will be fully

sustained in its action. Of these forty-two houses, all

but two are rear tenements, and their construction and
sanitary condition are such as to render any adequate
improvement of the premises out of the question.

The normal annual death-rate in New York at the

present time is 22 per thousand of the population, and
in 36 of these condemned tenement houses the death

rate for the past five years has been 40.53. In one

of them it has reached the extraordinary figure of

75.05 ; in another it has been 68.57 ; in another,

64.84; in another, 58.02; and in four other 52.08.

In only four was it below 25. President Wilson of

the Board of Health announces that this is only the

beginning of the crusade against rear tenements of this

class. It is believed that at least two hundred build-

ings will be condemned, and that, in consequence, the

death-rate will be considerably reduced, not only in

the districts where the condemned houses are located,

but in the city at large, by reason of improved sur-

roundings.

Mortality.— Owing to the hot and humid weather

prevailing, the mortality of the city has increased from

967 during the week ending July 11th to 1,122 in the

week ending July 18th. The death-rate for the week
was 30.23 per thousand of the estimated population,

against 22, the average for the year. Of the total

number of deaths, 655 were in children under five

years of age. The deaths from diarrheal diseases

amounted to 330, of which 272 were in children under

five. The mortality from whooping-cough was 14,

or 8 more than that from scarlet fever. The deaths

from diphtheria decreased to 23, and there was a

slight increase in those from measles, which numbered

19.

Death of Dr. Frank W. Ring.— Dr. Frank W.
Ring, a promising young New York ophthalmologist,

died at the residence of his brother. Dr. Henry Rin i',

in New Haven, Conn., on July 17th, at the age of

thirty-nine. He was graduated from the medical de-

partment of Bowdoin College in 1878 and came to

New York to devote himself to his specialty. For
several years he had been an assistant surgeon to the

Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital.

^x^ttWsiW.^,

THE "INDIAN LANCET" ON THE HEMP HABIT
An editorial writer in the Indian Lancet^ makes

the following glowing comment on the use of hemp:

" The charms of Indian hemp are unknown in England.
The people there are still too robust a race, and prefer to

drown their care in good old ale or its kindred. Yet if

they only once experienced the delights of Hashish, which
are to those of tobacco as Chartreuse is to gin, they would
think more highly of the wisdom of life of the Oriental;:.

In the East enormous quantities of the plant are consumed.
In fact, although so little is heard about it, it runs neck
and neck with opium. But in England it is never used
except as a drug, and even doctors there have not vet
become familiar with its use."

It is not a little interesting to read in the next para-

graph the account of " the most extraordinarily pleas-

ant effects" of this drug, which only the physicians of

India thoroughly know. It is the well-known descrip-

tion of Dr. H. C. Wood of his own use of the drug.

It is said that De Quincey found the greater part of

' May 16, 1896.
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his experience as an opium eater in his own imagina-

tion. Certainly an ecstatic intoxication from an Amer-
ican worlc on therapeutics lias the advantage of no un-

pleasant after-effects and the Lancet migiit recommend
Dr. Wood's account to its inexperienced British

readers as a safe and cautious beginning.

REMARKABLE INSTANCE OF THE APPRECIA-
TION OF THE PASSAGE OF TIME DURING
HYPNOSIS.

At a recent meeting of the Society for Psychical

Research, Dr. Milne Bramwell * related the case of a

young woman who in a state of hypnosis showed a re-

markable power of appreciating the passage of time.

The subject of experiment was nineteen years of age

and had received an ordinary board-school education,

during which and since she had not shown any extra-

ordinary capacity of calculation. Before treatment

the patient had suffered for about twelve mouths from
functional nervous affections, but at the time of the

experiments she was in excellent health. The experi-

ments consisted in suggesting to the patient during

hypnosis that she should perform a simple act at the

expiration of a certain number of minutes, such as

making a cross with a pencil on a piece of paper, and

at the same time writing down the time she thought it

was when she did this. The interval suggested varied

in the course of the experiments from a few hundred
to over 20.000 minutes. Sometimes six such sugges-

tions were made at the same time, and starting from
different imaginary hours. For example, at four

o'clock one day she was asked to fulfil the suggestion

in 10,080 minutes, starting from ten o'clock the prev-

ious day, etc. Fifty-five such experiments were made,

with onl}' two failures. An interesting point was that

on awaking, the patient had no recollection of what
had been suggested and never complained of headache
or gave any indication of nerve exhaustion.

ENGLISH ICE-CREAM.

Certain confectioners and restaurateurs have a

way of advertising their ice-cream of extra richness as

Philadelphia or New York ice-cream, and charging the

credulous with an extra price for the same. But for

real denseness of richness the ice-cream of our sister

cities is not likely to reach the standard of real Lon-

don ices.

Dr. MacFadyeu and Mr. Collyer have recently

completed for the British Institute of Preventive

Medicine an investigation into the nature and quality

of the creams vended on the streets of London. They
report, says the Medical Record " that ice-cream has

only 2(5.5 per cent, of solids, the rest being water;

tliat the solids consist of fats, four per cent.; sugar,

twelve per cent.; starch, six per cent.; albuminoids,

four per cent.; and mineral matter, one-half per cent.

This all sounds well enough, and would lead the un-

wary reader to think that ice-cream was all right, but

the denouement comes in the results of microscopical

research. The microscope shows the presence, in

London ice-cream at least, of bedbugs, bugs' legs,

fleas, straw, hair, coal dust, woollen and linen fibre,

tobacco, epithelial scales, and muscular tissue. Even

1 Laucet, .]uDe 13, 18%.

the microscopical examination, however, is delectable

compared with the results of bacteriological studies.

These reveal in street-barrow ice-cream, a maximum
number of seven million microbes per cubic centi-

metre, while the ice-cream of the shops has only one
million per cubic centimetre. The character of the

micro-organisms is extremely mixed. There are the

bacteria coli communis, besides spirilla; and putrefac-

tive microbes of various kinds. We find no account
of a chemical analysis, which would perhaps add the

final touch to the pathological picture of the ice-cream

of the shops."

THE JENNER CENTENNIAL IN JAPAN.

The centennial celebration of Jenner's discovery of

vaccination was celebrated in Tokyo on May 14th.

The committee in charge had made most elaborate

preparations, which were carried out in a very success-

ful manner.

The meeting was held in a large pavilion in Uyeno
Park, Tokyo, at one o'clock in the afternoon. Over
five thousand guests were present, crowding the build-

ing to its uttermost, so that, as the Sei-I-Kwai Medical
Journal says,' " while the manes oi the great physician

had every reason to be satisfied with the numbers
gathered to revere his memory, the living celebrants

spent two decidedly trying hours." The hall was pro-

fusely decorated with the flags of all nations and the

platform, appropriately backed by the English and
Japanese colors, was ornamented with flowers and a

bust of Jenuer by a Japanese sculptor. On entering

each guest was given a pamphlet in Japanese, setting

forth a brief history of Dr. Jenner's discovery and a

sketch of his life adapted for popular reading. In an

anteroom was a considerable collection of vaccination

relics and a library of books upon the subject in all

languages.

After a display of day-fireworks— which attracted

crowds of sight-seers to the beautiful park and gave it the

kaleidoscopic appearance of a holiday— the exercises be-

gan with music by a military band. Count Hijikata then

read a congratulatory speech, in which the reasons for the

celebration were briefly set forth, and the interest taken

in the proceedings by T. I. M. the Emperor and Empress,
was fittingly referred to. Sir Ernest Satow followed

with a most scholarly address in Japanese, which was lis-

tened to with attention, though frequently interrupted by
bursts of ajijilause ; for His Excellency, being a master of

the Japanese tongue, knew how to give his remarks the

charm and grace always accompanying profound scholar-

ship and diplomatic courtesy. He expressed his delight

that the mL-mory of bis great countryman's discovery was
thus so spKndidly celebrated in Japan ; and said he was
greatly pleased to lie there on such an occasion. Jenner's

merits were indeed of the highest order, for, if he had not

made this discovery, many of the beautiful faces character-

istic of Japan would ihis day have buen so disfigured as to

merit the epithet unl no kao. Other speakers were the

Marquis Hachisuka, President of the House of Peers;

Marquis Kuga; Manjuis Saionji, JMinister of State for

Education; lJ;iron Dr. Ishiguro, Chief Military Surgeon
;

and Air. Shimada Saburo, .M. P. The band discoursed

music in the intervals between the addresses, so that there

was no dragging. 'I"he last speech was that of the Vice-

President, Dr. Nagayo, who knew how to say very pleasant

things of the orators who had preceded him, and who
thanKed in the name of the Committee the assembled

> Juue|l2, 1896, vol. XT, No. e.
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guests for their attendance. At four o'clock all was over,

when the meeting adjourned to the Seiyoken Restaurant,

close at hand, to partake of a collation. Half an hour

later the guests were wending homeward."

JACK RABBIT DRIVES.

Dr. T. S. Palmer, of the Departmeut of Agricul-

ture, has recently contributed ' au interesting study of

the jack rabbits of the United States. There are

some six species found in this country, uoue of them east

of the 95th meridian, while west of that line they are

of almost universal distribution, from Mexico to the

far north. The number of these animals and their

damage to crops cannot be realized by one who has

never lived in the jack rabbit lands. The accounts of

rabbit drives with the " cruel slaughter " of thousands

of these long-legged jumpers are read with protests by

the sentimental, uninformed persons of the East, who
do not consider the results of rapid multiplying of

hundreds of thousands of the dear bunnies, " five of

which will consume as much as one sheep." The
chief means of keeping down these pests is by the so-

called drives — as fences and poison are too expen-

sive and inadequate, and commercial utilization, the

most promising method, has as yet not been exten-

sively developed.
" The temporary effectiveness of some of these drives

is illustrated by the case recorded in the San Joaquin

Valley in California. Some of the early drives took

place on a ranch less than one square mile in extent.

In the first drive, 1,126 rabbits were killed; as soon

as the animals were dispatched, the same field was

passed over again and 796 more were killed. A week
later there were two more drives on the same and ad-

joining ground, resulting in the death of some 5,000

more jacks."

There are throughout the West a large number of

drives — in California some hundred and fifty. Many
of these are stated fixtures occurring each year as a

general holiday or race circuit. One of the chief of

these in Colorado is the annual rabbit drive at Lamar,
in the south-eastern part of the State, about one hun-

dred miles east of Pueblo. The best time for jack

rabbit shooting is immediately after a light fall of

snow, as the tracks of the rabbits are readily seen

and they show against the white better than the brown
plain grass. In the 'early winter every year a great

hunt is given at Lamar. The railroads give reduced

rates and people go from as far as Denver — nearly

two hundred miles— to take part in the sport. Tiie

people at Lamar furnish accommodation and food for

all comers, and the gathering not seldom is numbered
by hundreds. If the weather is propitious and the

morning is clear and frosty the drive is sure to be suc-

cessful. Thousands of rabbits meet their fate and are

taken off by the gathered marksmen. A large num-
ber of the poor of Denver under the care of an effi-

cient charity look forward each year to the Lamar
drive as sure to provide them with one good meal of

jack rabbit.

" While the number of these animals is seemingly as

large as ever, they are likely to pass like the buffalo,

for their natural foes and the advance of irrigation

with the resulting warfare against them, tends surely

to their oxlermination."

' Bulletin No. 8, Uepartmeut of Agriculture.

A COUNTRY DOCTOR'S FEES IN 1831.

Dk. George A. Crothers, of St. Joseph, gives

an interesting account' of some of the details of a

country practice sixty years ago, as evidenced by the

journal and account-book of his grandfather. Dr.

Dunlap, of Greenfield, O. Some of the surgical en-

tries are particularly interesting reading:

To setting thigh-bone ©3.00
To dressing wound 25

To visit and lancing abscess 25

To setting arm 1.00

To lancing breast 25

To two visits, perforating frontal sinus and medicine . 4.00

To visit and dressing ankle 1.00

To amputating hand and salts (!) 5.00

To visit and reducing hernia 1.25

To visit, opening abscess and pills 50

To two visits and puncturing bladder .... 3.00

To dressing wound and medicine 621

Dr. Crothers's comment is that " sixty years ago the

charges for surgical services bore a more just propor-

tion to those for medical treatment than in this age."

I Medical Herald, June, 1896.

RECORD OF MORTALITY

Fob the Week bndino Saturday, July 11, 1896.
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Boston, N.isliTille, Lowell and Waltliam 1 eavli. From measles
New York 10, Pbihuielpbia 4, Cbicago '.', Boston, Cleveland and
WasLington 1 each. From siarlel lever New York li, CliieaKO,

Baltimore and Boston 1 eac-b. From cervbro-spinal meningitis
New York ri, Baltimore 'I, Boston 1. From malarial fever New
York 4, Boston 1. From erysipelas New York, Boston and
Cambridge 1 eacb.

In tbe tbirty-tbree greater towns of Englsind and Wales, witb
an estimated population of IO,!i4ti,!r71. for tbe week ending
July 4tb. tbe deatb-r.ite was 17.8 Deatbs reported, 3,1)91

;

acute diseases of tbe respiratory organs (London) lii2, diarrhea
3()5, measles 175, wbooping-rougb 111, diphtheria (>4, starlet

fever 3H, fever JS, smaK-pox (London) 1.

The death-rates ranged from 9.2 in Derby to 27.5 in Gates-
head: Birmingham Ij.7, Bradford Iti. 9, Brighton 12.1, Croydon
y.7, Hull 15.1, Leeds 17.4, Liverpool 21.3, London 18.3, Man-
chester 20. tl, Newcastleon-Tyne 17.9, Nottingham 15.4, Ports-

mouth Ui.3, Sheffield 18.l>, Sunderland 21.2.

ilETEOROLOGICAL RKCORD

Kor tbe week ending July 11th, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W.Smitb.of the United
State.'i Signal Corps:—

Baro-
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^lecture.

OUR PRESENT KNOWLEDGE OF THE INTER-
STITIAL SECRETION OF THE THYROID
GLAND.i

BV JOSEPH W. WAKKEN, M.D.

Thk observatious aud experiments described in

previous lectures show most convincingly tliat the

thyroid gland subserves important purposes in the life

of many of the vertebrates. The evidence as to its

importance is at present most satisfactory as regards

the mammals. In this group the carnivorous and
omnivorous animals seem to be more dependent upon
the sound condition of the gland than the herbivorous.

The rabbit, however, presents, according to many ex-

perimenters, such evidence of dependence on the gland

in question that we may not as yet make very posi-

tive statements concerning the influence of the food.

Let us now consider briefly the theories advanced
to explain the condition of thyroidless animals in

which the cachexia strumipriva or thyreopriva de-

The reservoir theory, tjiat the thyroid regulates

the flow of blood to the brain, has been revived by
some recent writers (Meuli, Stahel, Waldeyer), and
held to be more or less plausible. As we have already

seen, this idea is at least a hundred years old, having

been brought forward in 1791 by Schreger aud [irob-

ably still earlier by Sommering. The same objections

are valid now that have been urged by various writers.

We have no good reason to believe that any such

method of blood regulation is made use of in the ani-

mal body. It is also difficult to see how any regula-

tion of this kind could be effective, for as soon as the

organ filled itself with blood the flow would go on

much the same as before.

Another theory with which the names of Munk aud
Drobuik have been especially associated, that the

cachexia incident to thyroidectomy is due to nerve
irritation by inflammatory processes need not detain

us long. In its favor little can be said save that

Breisacher got certain periodical respiratory accelera-

tions (resembling polypnea) as a result of electrical or

inflammatory irritations. Against the theory are the

positive statements of various observers that mere
operative procedures about the thyroid do not cause
typical results. The implantation experiments and
the results of the injection of thryroid extracts or of

simple thyroid feeding are all opposed to the theory.

Where local irritation does seem to give positive re-

sults it may be urged that this acts by interfeiing with
the secretory activity of the gland through a hindrance
to the flow of blood and lymph to the gland or from it

as the case may be.

The effort has also been made to establish a hema-
topoetic function for the thyroid. The most recent
extended work in this direction has been done by
Formauek and Haskovec. Anemia is unquestionably
an important concomitant of the cachectic condition
wiiich we are considering but it is hard to be sure of

its significance, it is not evident that there is any
specific anemia thyreopriva and other anemias do not
lead to the development of any such group of symp-
toms as are commonly seen in the fully developed
cachexia of the thryoidless.

A lecture dolivered to graduate students of iihyslolosy at HrynMawr College, iMay 2i!, 1806.
i i bi j

The changes observed in the post-mortem examina-

tions are not such as may be easily used to establish a

satisfactory theory. There are degenerations in the

nervous system, also in various organs (notably in the

spleen, liver, kidney). The loss of flesh and fat is

also common, and there are peculiar changes of an

atrophic character in the skin. These alterations

point, perhaps, to some form of intoxication, and the

chronic poisoning of a peculiar auto-infection has been

held to be a sufficient explanation. The myxedema
seen in man and in some animals as a result of the re-

moval of the thyroid, and hence known as operative

myxedema, presents some difficulties. This, as well as

the spontaneous form of myxedema, has been held to

be a kind of retrogression to a more embryonic state,

with an increase of mucin in the tissues, the loss of

the thyroid having removed some sort of check on
this process. It is doubtful if this view will meet with

the approval of the embryologists. The fact that

some cases of obesity yield to treatment by thyroid

feeding has led to the assumption of some analogous

tissue change here.

We do not know very much about the metabolism

of thyroidless animals and the disturbance of appetite

which is characteristic of the state, renders such ex-

periments exceedingly unsatisfactory. It has been
observed that muscle juice from animals dying of

cachexia strumipriva is toxic for sound animals, pro-

ducing many symptoms such as are seen after removal
of the thyroid. This may mean that when the toxic

substances are presented too rapidly for the normal
action of the gland to overcome them intoxication

occurs. In favor of this view are also observations

made by Fano and Zauda (1889), that when a part of

the blood of dogs in full cachexia thyreopriva is re-

placed by normal salt solution a marked improvement
in their condition occurs. The alleged good influence

of a milk diet on thyreoprivous dogs is perhaps au ad-

ditional support for this view.

It seems then exceedingly probable that the bad
effect of thyroid extirpation is due to an intoxication,

to some kind of an auto infection, whose harmful in-

fluence is no longer counteracted by the normal action

of the thyroid gland— by what is now frequently

called its " internal secretion," or what Burdach, sixty

years ago, called its "interstitial secretion." The
effect of thyroid transplantation or implantation, to-

gether with the positive results produced by thyroid

feeding or by the use of extracts, speaks for the action

of the gland by means of a secretion, that is at a dis-

tance from the gland, and this is against the view that

some have suggested that the toxic substances are

brought to the gland aud there transformed or ren-

dered innocuous. The gland acts, therefore, not by
virtue of storage or of direct blood purification.

Recent writers on the thyroid commonly attribute

to Schiff the view that the thyroid is useful by virtue

of some substance which it secretes. But Schiff

only revives an idea which many others had already

held, although perhaps with less precise notions of the

process of secretion. Thus, Haller (1761) attributes

the view to Ruysch, carrying it back to the end of the

seventeenth century. The quotation " is as follows :

" Liquorem peculiarem in ea glandula parari qui re-

ceptus venulis sanguiui reddatur, quae etiam lienis et

thymi sit utilitas, ipse Ruyschius autumavit." I have
not been able to examine the "epistola" to which

2 Eleinenta iii, 400.
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Haller refers. At least as early as 1835, in this ceu-

tury tlien, Bunlacb had ascribed a secretion to the

various " vascular ganglia," aud he particularly euum-
erates the thyroid along with the thymus and the

suprarenal capsules wiieu he says that " exacter investi-

gations have showu that ducts of this kind (that is,

efferent ducts) are not present, and that a liquid is de-

posited iu tiie vascular ganglia only by interstitial

secretion to be taken up again by the efferent ves-

sels."

Allusion has already been made to the view of John
Simon (1844) according to which some sort of a chem-
ical use is made of the blood when the brain is in-

active and does not need the blood.

Carpenter (1847-9) also attributed true secretion to

the thyroid aud other "vascular glands," "their office

apparently' being to withdraw certain crude matters
from the blood, to submit these to au elaborating action

whereby they shall be rendered more fit for the nutri-

tion of the tissues and then to restore them to the cir

culatory current. . . They all show an essential corre-

spondence with the true and recognized glands in

every respect but this, that they have no efferent

ducts."

Ecker too, in 1853, considered that " the function

of these organs (thyroid, etc.) consists in the forma-
tion of a secretion from the blood aud the delivery of

the same to the blood." He also thought, in view of

the richness of the secretion iu protein substances and
fat, that " the secretion is to be considered as a con-

centrated plasma, a nutritive essence, which is separ-

ated from the blood when this acquires new material

and which is afterwards gradually taken up by the blood
again aud made use of for nutrition." These quota-
tions make it clear that the recognition of the thyroid

as a gland having an active secretory process is not of

recent date.

We have also experimental evidence which shows
that actual secretion, dependent upon active cell

processes, goes on in the thyroid gland. It has been
observed incidentally that when the extirpation of the

gland is partial a certain amount of compensatory
hypertrophy occurs. Details of the actual secretion

as it affects the histology of the gland have been re-

ported liy various observers, especially by Langendorff,
Hiirthle and most recently, a couple of weeks ago, by
Schmid.

Jt has been found that the gland may be stimulated

to increased activity. Pilocarpin, vi'hicli is usually so

efficient in causing glands to secrete vigorouslv, gave
also positive results for the thyroid (v. Wyss, Hiirthle,

Andersson) although Schmid could find no marked
differences in the pilocarpinized glands. Along with
the compensatory hypertrophy following partial ex-

cision an increased secretion is seen. Most curious is

the experience of Hiirthle who found accidentally that

ligation of the bile duct, (that is, entrance of bile into

the blood) stimulates the follicles of the thyroid to

greater activity and the increase<l secretion shows it-

sell in the histological appearance of the cells. On
the other hand, electrical stimulation of the nerves of

the thyroid gave uucertaiu or negative results to the

same investigator.

On the whole what we may call the hypertrophic
condition of tlie partially extirpated, that is, resected

gland, seems to furnish the most clear evidence of the

participation of the cells of the gland follicles in a
secretory process. Under such circumstances some of

the cells lining the follicle are found to change their

appearance and upon staining behave as though they

contained a substance resembliug the "colloid " mate-

rial which fills up the open space of the follicles. It

is held, therefore, that cell changes occur by which

the "chief" cells of the follicle become "colloid"

cells, and that this is analogous to the change which

takes place iu genuine glands elsewhere where gran-

ules of "various kinds form as forerunners in some form
of the secretion which the glands are known to pro-

duce. There is much uncertainty as to the way in

which the "colloid " is disposed of. Laugendoiff has

held that it is stored up— concentrated iu the gland
either in follicular or in lymphatic spaces where its

purpose may be to purify the blood of useless or even

noxious substances. Hiirthle has found evidence that

the follicles empty themselves iuio the numerous iu-

terfollicular lymph spaces. This takes place for pure

colloid secretion through paths forming as intercellu-

lar channels as occasion arises. Under some circum-

stances the secretion process leads to a sort of soften-

ing or deliquesceuce of a part of the follicle wall, so

that an opening is made into the lymph 8pace8,.such

breaking down of the foUicular structure being the

usual outlet for the secretion, according to Langen-
dorff and his pupil Schmid. Schmid was unable to

demonstrate Hiirthle's intercellular duct spaces by any
injection of suitable solutions (ferrocyanide of sodium,

indigo carmine). It has often been sujjgested that the

secretion should he sought in onHowing blood or lymph
but no one has as yet made any deliuitive experiments
in this direction.

It is important to inquire what is the action of

thyroid feeding or thyroid extracts on the metabolism.

There are reports by various observers of myxedema
cases (Mendel, Napier, Ord, Vermehren). In general

they note a distinct diuretic action and an increase of

N-excretion, apparently as urea, and determined by

variably exact methods. The experiments on healihv

men also show a well-defined increase of the nitroi;eu-

ous output aud this does not seem to be lessened bv a

large input of carbohydrates as the normal nitrogen

excretion is. The effect of thyroid feeding or of the

injection of extracts on animals is not uniform in the

reports. A tentative explanation of this will be found

below. Ewald (1887) injected fresh thyroid juice of

dogs into sound dogs. This caused an "apathy"
which lasted one and a half to two hours. Last year

Georgiewsky reported some remarkable results of the

action of ox thyroids on dogs aud rabbits. He notes

a high degree of tachycardia, with polydipsia, poly-

phagia and polyuria. Body weight diminishes, the

nitrogen excretion is much increased aud some sugar

was found iu urine after a week or ten days. On the

other hand, Edmunds (189.5) fed sheep thyroids to

sound dogs aud injected extracts iuto souud monkeys
without visible effect.

The most definite results are those given by Roos '

for feeding a dog with thyroids while souud and in

fairly good nitrogenous equilibrium and agaiu after

the thyroid had been removed : " The thyroid suli-

stance in large doses causes iu a healthy animal (dog)

an incrtased secretion of nitrogen (much more than is

introduced in the substance fed), of sodium chloride,

and of phosphoric acid. The increased excretion of

chlorine lasts hut a short time (two or three days) aud
then sinks rapidly below normal, while the increased

° Zeitscli. r. pbjsiol. Cb., 1895, zzi, 19.
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output of nitrogen and phosphoric acid continues

longer. . . . After loss of the thyroid gland the

action of thyroid feeding on the excretion of nitrogen

and chlorine was still more marked, while the ex-

cretion of phosphoric acid remained much behind the

normal figures." There was also a distinct diuretic

action and the body weight sank steadily. No tempera-

ture record was kept. Evidently a marked trans-

formation of nitrogenous (albuminous) substance iiad

been caused and also of fat tissue, since the loss of

body weight is greater than would correspond to the

destruction of albuminous material.

The alteration in the excretion of phosphoric acid is

very striking. Feeding thyroids to a normal dog in-

creases the excretion much, while loss of the thyroid

gland diminishes the excretion by nearly one-half, and

the loss is not made good by thyroid feeding in this

state. Obviously some profound influence on the

phosphoric acid metabolism is involved. It is not

clear, however, whether we are dealing with a disturb-

ance of the transformation and excretion of the phos-

phates — with a kind of phosphoric acid retention

(and toxic action ?)— or with an inability to assimilate

the phosphates. Lack of assimilation might help to

explain some peculiarities of cretinism and of myx-
edema (delay of bone growth, mental dulness). Roos
recalls that Kocher found Basedow's disease much im-

proved by the administration of sodium phosphate.

The disease may be due to excessive activity of the

thyroid in contradistinction to its diminished action in

myxedema. In this connection it may be noted that

Ducceschi has recently found that in the blood of

thyreoprivous dogs the percentage of globulins and

albumins shows changes from the normal and varia-

tions in the different stages of the cachexia. He holds

this to indicate incomplete or abnormal katabolic pro-

cesses which are the basis of the auto-intoxication.

The effort has also been made to find the actual

substance on which efficient thyroid feeding or the

activity of the extracts depends. The various " thy-

roidius " are, of course, only more or less purified, or

merely more or less concentrated extracts, and do not

in any proper sense represent the " active principle
"

although they must naturally contain it, or them, to

be really potent.

Notkiu says that he has prepared a chemically pure

body from the thyroid of oxen, sheep, swine and dogs.

He calls it " thyreoproteid." This substance will pro-

duce a chronic intoxication having much resemblance

to the condition which develops after excision of the

thyroid. Notkin views the thyreo[)roteid as a product

of the metabolism which collects in some way in the

thyroid gland and is there transformed or rendered

innocuous by some " ferment " of the gland. What-
ever the nature of this thyreoproteid may prove to be,

it evidently is not the substance on which the action

of the thyroid itself depends.

Late last year Friiukel extracted a substance from
the th\roid which he held to be the physiologically

active constituent and named " thyreo antitoxin." This
substance is said to have ihe composition C ^ H j, N ;. O

.;

and is lliought to be a guauidin derivative. It is ex-

tractable by alcohol or aceton after removal of the

albumins and the glutiu. The injection of the thyreo-

antitoxin is said to improve the cachectic state of

thyroidless cats but not to prevent their death. There
is good reason for supposing that this too is not the

important product of the gland and in some more re-

cent publications Frankel appears to admit this or at

least to be in doubt.

What will probably prove to be the most important

step in this line of discovery has been taken by Bau-

manu and Roos at Freiburg. They have found a sub-

stance of very peculiar and interesting character which

seems to be the substance on which the efficiency of

the gland in combating myxedema and other condi-

tions depends. It is, however, quite possible that the

thyroid forms other active compounds also— or con-

tains them.

As a test of their snccess in finding an active sub-

stance, Baumann and Roos made use of the experience

that most strumas (goitres) respond very rapidly to

treatment with an active thyroid or extract. Thus
the use of such material for a few days may be ex-

pected to give positive results by a measurably dis-

tinct change in the size of the thyroid swelling or by

an alteration of its character (softening). Roos had

shown that aqueous extraction and boiling takes out

active substances but does not, even upon repetition, ex-

haust the gland. It was also shown that dry thyroids

may be extracted for a whole hour by hydrochloric

acid of five to ten per cent., and this extract, when
neutralized, concentrated and dried, forms an active

powder, which under the circumstances can hardly

contain an enzyme.
After working over much gland material Baumann

was able to obtain the active ingredient in a simplified

form. When gland substance is treated by prolonged

boiling with dilute sulphuric acid (ten per cent.) much
of it passes into solution. The active principle is not

destroyed by this procedure but is suspended in the

solution in the form of fine flakes which settle out

when the liquid is cooled. A small portion passes

into solution, the amount varying with the length of

time that the acid treatment is carried on. This too,

may be obtained, partly by simple neutralization, partly

by extraction of the residuum with hot alcohol.

Further purification by alcohol and by careful extrac-

tion with petroleum ether is, necessary to remove fats,

fatty acids and other substances.

The resulting material is a brownish powder insolu-

ble in water and soluble with difficulty in hot alcohol.

It dissolves readily in diluted caustic alkalies, and may
then be precipitated by acids. Strong alkalies seem
to have a gradually destructive action. The amount
of this substance is 0.2 to 0.5 per cent, of the weight

of the fresh gland. It contains a small quantity of

phosphorus, about 0.5 per cent, in an organic combina-

tion and about ten per cent, of iodine. To it the

name of " thyrojodin " has been given, and it is pre-

pared for the market by the " Farbenfabriken vorm.

Fr. Beyer & Co." in ElberJeld. The iodine is in

some firm combination whose nature is not yet defin-

itely known. Alkalies or sodium amalgam break up

the compound only gradually.

It is not clear in what form thyrojodin is present in

the gland. Evidently it is not altogether free, for

water and glycerine extracts are not as active as the

fresh glands. Glycerine extracts are rather more active

than those made with water, but even triple extraction

by boiling with alcohol does not remove all.

Other methods extract the thyrojodin more com-
pletely and throw some light on its relations to the

gland. Artificial digestion with 0.3 per cent. HCl,

for two days at 50° C, removes nearly everything but

the thyrojodin and with little loss of this. Further
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purification may be carried on as above. Still more
satisfactory is the repeated extraction witb a dilute

salt solution (0.75 per cent. NaCI) which takes up all

the iodine compounds of the jjlaiid or very nearly all.

From such a solution a globulin may be precipitated

by dilution and by a stream of CO; or by saturation

with magnesium sulphate. The globulin contains

iodine, and thyrojodin may be separated from it by
boiling with sulphuric acid. The previous filtrate

(after the removal of the globulin) gives on boiling,

after acidification with acetic acid, a large precipitate

of albumin which also contains iodine and also yields

thyrojodin on artilicial digestion or on boiling with

dilute sulphuric acid. Tlie final filtrate is free from

iodine. Thyrojodin is then present in the thyroid

gland in small amounts in a free state ; by far the

larger part is united to an albumin (" thyrojodalbu-

miu ") and a smaller part is joined to a globulin

(" thyrojodglobulin "
). The existence of these com-

pounds presumably explains the variable quality of

the aqueous and glycerine extracts.

The thyrojodin seems to be active as a substance

and not merely by virtue of its content of iodine.

Given three or four times in doses of 0.001 gm. it has

a positive and distinct action on goitrous thyroids—
aD effect which the actual amount of iodine (that is,

0.0001 gm. I ) is not known to produce. The action

of thyrojodin is apparently even more rapid than that

of the fresh gland. This is explicable if we suppose

the thyrojodin to be set free but slowly by the diges-

tive processes and that putrefactive processes in the

intestines (resembling the action of sodium amalgam)
may render some of the thyrojodin inert. If thyro-

jodin itself be given we may suppose the absorption to

be more rapid and that putrefactive changes will be

avoided.

Baumann maintains that thyrojodin is able to pro-

duce all the results which are considered characteristic

of the therapeutic uses of thyroids: (1) goitres are

diminished in size
; (2) the metabolism is inHuenced in

a similar way
; (3) toxic action of large doses ; (4)

specific action on myxedema. Leichtensteru and
Ewald report positive results for myxedematous cases.

Hennig and Grawitz used it succestfully in treating

obesity. Treufel and Grawitz found the nitrogenous

excretion markedly increased with variable results as

to the diuretic action of the compound.
The amount of iodine in the thyroid of the sheep is

apparently subject to considerable variations and seems

to differ in different localities. The variation is re-

ported to be at least from 0.26 to 0.44 mg. for 1.0 gm.
of fresh gland substance. The thyroid of the pig also

contains iodine but the quantity is thought to be

smaller. Admitting thf thyrojodin to be the active

substance, these variations suggest an explanation for

the discrepancies in the results of some thyroid feed-

ings. It is important to note that feeding with potas-

sium iodide or with iodoform causes a material increase

in the amount of iodine in the gland. The human
thyroid also contains iodine and the amount was ap-

parently less in two goitrous thyroids which Baumann
was able to examine. In his earlier communication

Baumann reported that the thymus of an ox yielded

no iodine by this method of examination but he has

quite recently found a very small quantity in the

thymus of the calf.

While we may admit that the question is not alto-

gether cleared up in its practical aspects we must con-

sider the discovery of thyrojodin to be of the utmost

theoretical im[)ortance. It shows not merely that the

thyroid gland forms or contains a definite substance

whose significance and value we can at [iresent only

guess at, but it shows also that a neglected element,

iodine, probably plays an important and hitherto unsus-

pected part in the metabolism of the animal body. If

you look through the books you do not find any sugges-

tion that iodine is even found normally in the body of

the higher animals. You will find it mentioned as a

constituent of the sea-water and of certain sea-weeds.

You will find certain invertebrates enumerated as con-

taining iodine and also certain fishes. Even here the

iodine is usually spoken of as though it were a more
or less accidental thing, something found in the body

merely because these animals live in the sea and on

substances containing iodine. You will nowhere find

any intimation that iodine may be supposed to be of

any real importance even to these lower animals.

And yet if we may accept the experiments of Bau-

mann, iodine is present in the bodies of many of the

highest vertebrates, perhaps in all of them. It is

present, too, not as a simple accident of nutrition or

transiently— a mere incident of the metabolism— but

constantly, and, despite the small amount, as an in-

tegral factor in many of the vital processes of the

body, and essential to the well-being of the animal.

(Original SHrticIciS.

PERNICIOUS ANEMIA: A STUDY OF FIFTY
CASES.

BY KICHARD C. CABOT, M.D.

Of the 50 cases of which this paper is an analysis,

33 came under my own observation either in private

practice or at the Massachusetts General Hospital by

the kindness of the visiting physicians ; the remainder

are taken from the records of the Hospital. I have

examined the blood in 35 cases, slides being furnished

me by Dr. Geo. B. Shattuck and Dr. H. F. Hewes in

cases under their care which I did not see myself.

One case I saw and examined at the Boston City Hos-

pital by the kindness of Dr. Henry Jackson.

My very heartv thanks are due to all these gentle-

men for the opportunities they have afforded me, and

I am also particularly indebted to Drs. F. C. Shattuck

and R. H. Fitz for opportunities of seeing private

cases with them.

Diagnosis. — The diagnosis in these cases rests on

the following evidence :

Cases.

1. Autopsy (US well .H« other evideuce) 8

2. Typical etioli>gy, symptoms, signs, blood examination, and
course ^emiing in death) 17

3. Tpyical etiology, symptoms, signs, blood examination and
course, but not known to be dead 6

4. Typical eti.ili'gy, syniplonis, signs, course (ending in death),

but blood examination lacks an account of stained specimens. 9

5. Typical etiology, symptoms, signs, but not known to be dead,
and blood uxiimination lacks au account of stained speci-

mens G

6. Typical etiology, symptoms, blood examination and course
(ending In death) but slightly atypical in physical signs. . I

7. Typical etiology, symptoms, signs and course (ending in death)
but blood slightly atypical 1

8. Typical etiology, symptoms, signs and coarse (ending in death)

but blood examination imperfect * 2

60

> One of these cases was diagnosed as pernicious anemia by W. S.

Thayer, from the stained specimen, but no count was recorded. In

the other we have oily au examination of the fresh blood (pide Infra,

p. 17).
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The blood was atypical in two of the autopsied

cases, farther mentiou of which will be given below.

(a) •• Typical etiology " is discussed below.

(b) By " typical symptoms " I mean the following:

Muscular weakness, anorexia, nausea and vomiting,

diarrhea or constipation, headache, vertigo, tinnitus

and faintuess, short breath, palpitation, edema and
serous effusions, hemorrhages (retinal or other) ; also

the absence of pain (except headache) and of other

symptoms pointing to any other disorders.

(c) '• Typical signs " in pernicious anemia are an

extreme pallor of .the skin and mucous membranes, a

well-preserved fat layer, ' hemic " murmurs over the

base of the heart, fever (99°—100°), normal urine and
the absence of any positive signs of any other dis-

ease.

(rf) ' Typical course " means a gradual and insidi-

ous onset, a gradual advance of the disease checked
often by periods of very great temporary improve-
ment, but ending in death within four years, usually

sooner.

(e) For "typical blood examination " in detail see

below. Roughly speaking it means : red cells near

1,000,000, no leucocytosis, nucleated red cells, a
minority of which are of the normoblastic type.

I regard the diagnosis as reasonably certain in all

the above 50 cases. The details of those whose diag-

nosis might be seriously doubted will be given in the

course of the article.

Definition. — By pernicious anemia I mean a pro-

found and almost invariably fatal anemia without ade-

quate known cause, characterized by an extreme
diminution in the number of red blood-cells, and usu-

ally by other changes in the blood, as well as by an
absence of emaciation, and a tendency to spontaneous
temporary improvement followed bv relapse.

Etiology. — By " typical etiology " I mean the ab-

sence of any causal factor adequate to produce so

grave a disturbance ; not the entire absence of any
events or diseases which have been mentioned in con-
nection with pernicious anemia and other anemias, but
the absence of any cause which could reasonably be
supposed sufficient to account for the symptoms.

Thus the presence of malaria, hemorrhage, parturi-

tion and chronic dyspepsia in the history of some of
these cases does not prevent their being classed as

primary, in distinction from secondary anemias, but it

has not seemed that in any one case the severity of

these antecedents was such as to be able to produce so
serious a disease.

In the etiology of pernicious anemia the important
factors are the unknown factors^ while in secondary
anemia the cause to which the anemia is secondary is

of itself sufficient to produce the symptoms.
It is in this sense that the cases here analyzed are

considered to be " primary."
As a matter of fact, none of the cases are known to

have lived over three years from the time when they
lirst came under observation, but the diagnosis does
not depend upon a fatal result. Cases apparently
similar in other respects have recovered after expul-
sion of intestinal parasites, and there are probably a
few out of the many reported cures in pernicious ane-
mias not due to intestinal parasites, where both diag-
nosis and outcome are correctly reported.

Age.— The larger number of cases have come on
iu middle life— few at either extreme of age, as is

shown by the following table :

Unknown 2
Under 10 1

Between 10-20 3
Between 20-30 3
Between 30-40 9

Between 40-50 14

Between 50-60... .^ ... . 11

Between 60-70 ....*.... 5
Between 70-80 >

Sex.— Of the 50 cases there were 33 male and 17
female.

Occupation. — There was nothing significant in the

occupations of these cases. They included the well-

to-do as well as the poorer classes, there being amouf
them a lawyer and the wife of a prominent physician,

as well as day laborers and farmers. The kinds of

work are almost as numerous as the cases.

Nationality and Residence ure likewise insignificant

;

38 of them lived in Boston and its vicinity.

Parturition, Pregnancy and Lactation appear to

have played a part iu only one of the cases ; in this the

symptoms came on nine weeks after parturition. But
in three of the 17 females the symptoms date from the

menopause. There was a history of a mild attack of

malaria in three, in one eight years before, iu another
ten and in another twenty. Syphilis in none. Intes-

tinal parasites were not observed in any, though spe-

cial examination for tliem was made only in eleven.

Atrophy of the gastric tubules was not found in any of

the autopsies, nor was it searched for through tests of

the gastric chemistry in any case. From the symptoms
it did not seem a likely factor in any case, for in the
digestive disturbances which formed part of most of

them, there were always quiescent periods when food
seemed to be fairly disposed of.

Hemorrhages, exclusive of those from the retinal

vessels, occurred in some part of the course of 17 cases.

In twelve of these the hemorrhage took place after

symptoms of profound anemia were already established,

while in five the hemorrhages occurred before the
anemia was marked. In no one of these five, how-
ever, were the hemorrhages greater in amount (so far

as one could judge from the history) than frequently
occurs without causing any considerable or long-stand-

ing anemia.

Of the hemorrhages occurring after the advent of

other symptoms of profound anemia

2 were from the nose alone.

3 were from the nose and gums.
2 were from the gums alone.

2 were from the nose, gums and subcutaneously (purpura).
1 was from the nose and stomach.
1 was from the stomach, gums and urinary tract (.hematuria).
1 was from the bowel alone.

Two cases gave a history of bleeding from piles

most of the time for three and a half years, and " sev-
eral " years respectively. One case had had purpuric
spots on and off " for years " in various parts of the
body. One case (a girl of nineteen, single) gave a
most circumstantial account (corroborated by her
father) of having had each spring for four years a
period of purpura, bleeding from gums and nose, weak-
ness and dyspnea — lasting from one to three months,
and ending in complete recovery. The attack which I

saw occurred, like all the others, in March, and she died
in October. One case had slight bleeding from piles

off and on and once a slight hematemesis.
Lnset. — In all but one case the onset has been

notably insidious. Patients cannot name the day or
even the mouth when the illness began. In the one
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case which forms the exception to this rule, the pa-

liont'H gyiuptoins (weaknuss, short breath and palpita-

tion) wfre stated by him to iiave come on sinldenly

and without kuowu cause six weeks before. In one

otlier patient the symptoms could be dated fairly

definitely to a period ten weeks before he entered the

hospital.

As a rule, the symptoms have not seemed serious

until a few weeks before the patient presents himself

for advice. " Getting sallow for four or five years,"
'• Gradually getting weak these last two years,"
" Uuuuiug down for a year and a half," are samples

of the accounts given by patients of their symp-

toms.

lu nine cases there was a clear history of one or

more of the periods of marked and unaccountable im-

provement, followed by equally unexplained relapse

which will be mentioned again later as very character-

istic of the difease.

The insidious onset makes it impossible to set down
accurate figures as to the ordinary duration of the

disease.

Symptoms.— (1) In every case (except two), in

which the order of symptoms was carefully noted,

namely, iu 38 out of 40 cases, it was the pallor which

first called the attention of the patient or his friends to

the fact that he was not well. In several cases the

friends thought the patient was getting "jaundiced,"

showing that the yellowish tint is a sign of early ap-

pearance. Besides being the earliest, this symptom is

the most common of all, being s[)ecially noted in each

and all of the cases. In all it is a distinctly yellowish

tint that was noted, and not a simple pallor or a muddy,
cachectic complexion. The records usually describe it

by the conventional term " lemon yellow " but in the

33 cases seen by the writer the color has been really

much lighter than a lemon. It is nearer thecolorof a

grape-fruit, and is notably even all over the face with-

out variations on the cheeks or forehead. One had a red

nose. The color is not so white as iu advanced Bright's

disease, but is eveuer and varies less in different parts

of the face. It is this evenness rather than a differ-

ence in the color itself that distinguishes it from the

skin of a mild case of jaundice. The conjunctiva; are

usually white enough to throw the question of jaundice

out, but in four cases there was noted a slight yellow-

ish tinge in the conjuuctivie which made examination

of stools and urine helpful in excluding icterus. The
patients, so far as I have observed them, cannot or do

not blush or change color, as chlorotics or nephritic

cases often do.

It is then the quality rather than the degree of the

pallor that is most distinctive in the skin. It is in

the mucous membranes of lips, gums and palpebral

cunjunctivie and iu the uails that the degree of pallor

is greater, in marked cases, than in even the severest

forms of secondary anemia or chlorosis.

(2) Next to the pallor the earliest symptoms in this

series have been muscular weakness and shortness of
breath, the two being closely associated and hardly to

be distinguished from each oilier by the patient as to

priority. These symptoms have been very prominent

iu the history of most of our cases. Marked muscular

weakness has been noted as an important symptom in

all but three cases, and iu these it is not noted as ab-

sent but simply not mentioned. Dyspnea is noted as

absent iu four cases only — preseut iu 36, and not

meutioued at all in 10. Sooner or later the patieuts

have been coufiDed to bed by one of these two symp-
toms iu all cases. Palpitation is noted as piesent in

19, absent in 10, and no note as to it iu 21. fainting
was noted as a symptom in nine cases and vertigo iu

23, out of 35 in which there is any note on the sub-

ject ; tinnitus is specially noted in only five, but was
noted absent in only three. In two cases vertigo and
faintness were (after pallor) the first symptoms noticed

by the patient.

(3) Loss of appetite is a very early and a very con-

stant symptom, although a good appetite is noted in six

cases, and one [latient declared that he " could never

get enough." his appetite being excessive during the

disease. Anorexia was the earliest symptom noted in

two cases. As a rule the appetite gradually declined,

subject to the temporary improvements that formed
part of the regular course of the disease.

(4) Nausea and vomiting were present for a consid-

erable portion of the course of 31 cases. It was often

the must prominent symptom for a time, but was
never persistent throughout. In eight it was preseut

only in the later stages of the disease, and in eight it

was an early symptom and disappeared later ; in the

remaining 15 it occured at irregular intervals. It

was usually most marked iu the morning, and the kind

of food seemed to make little difference. Some cases

ceased vomiting under careful dietiug. Other gastric

symptoms such as heartburn, flatulence, eructations

and pain were noted in only five cases. Their ab-

sence, however, was never noted ; in the cases which

the writer has watched it has seemed that these symp-
toms were less marked than in gastric catarrh, ulcer

or cancer. The patients were not dyspeptic— they

simply vomited. This impression, however, is based

on only a few cases, there being very little evidence

for or against it in the records.

(5) The Bowels.— Diarrhea was noted in 12 cases,

constipation iu 13, both in 4 (alternating). The bowels

were regular in 13 cases; no note maiie iu 8.

Diarrhea was the most prominent symptom of all

in four of the cases. The discharge was noted as cou-

taiuing blood in four, otherwise no uote as to their

character. In the four cases in which the diarrhea

was so prominent, it proved to be practically un-

affected by any treatment save opiates, and stopped of

itself at last.

Edema of the Feet has been noted at some period

in 24 of the cases, abseut in 17 and uo note in 9.

It has usually been rather a late and not a prominent

symptom and has not, therefore, been discussed with

the other and more prominent circulatory symptoms.

It has usually disappeared on coufinemeut of the

patient to bed.

Ascites was noted in two, hydrothorax in three

cases. Edema of the face was noted iu four cases as

a late symptom.
Headache was observed in 11 cases, aud was a prom-

inent symptom iu two; in 21 it was absent, and in 17

there was no record. With this exception and that of

the lightning pains of a probable complicating tabes

noted below, the entire absence of pain was a uotable

feature iu the clinical history of these cases.

Nervous System.— Symptoms pointing to the or-

ganic nervous system were noted in 20 cases. Pares-

ihesiie of extremities was noted in two cases. Numb-
ness of extremities was a feature in eight cases, in five

of which there was also motor weakness aud [laiii or

tenderness along nerve trunks. The knee-jerks were
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absent in four cases, in one of which shooting pains

were the patient's chief complaint. In another case

shooting pains with blurred sight and marked constipa-

tion were noted, there being no record of the condition

of the reflexes. Atrophy, weakness and numbness of

the left arm and leg, with tremor of the left hand, was

a feature of one case. A spastic gait with increased

reflexes and clonus was noted in another. Finally in

two cases, both of them women, a total paralysis of all

extremities, with loss of control of sphincters and com-

plete helplessness, came on towards the end of the dis-

ease.

Aphasic seizures were noted in two cases — in one

case occurring only once and lasting a few hours, and

in the other repeated three times and preceded by an

aura like that of epilepsy. This same case had once

complete and sudden coma for two hours, the details

of whicli were not known as it occurred at the patient's

home. In one case there came on while in the hospi-

tal a sudden inability to swallow, the face being drawn
to one side and a slight paresis of the arm and leg on

the other, which gradually passed away in the course

of the next three days.

Mental Symptoms were chiefly confined to dulness

increasing gradually into a stupid, semi-comatose con-

dition which occurred during the last few days of life

in most of the cases. This was preceded or accom-
panied by delirium (especially at night) in four cases ;

in one, very active noisy delirium. In two cases there

were delusions and hallucinations of sight and hearing

for months before death.

Death was gradual and slow in all the fully recorded

cases except one, of which further mention will be

made later. It is worth noting that of the 17 female

cases nine, or over one-half, showed symptoms referable

to lesions of the brain, cord, or peripheral nerves,

while of the 33 male only eleven, or one-third, showed
such symptoms.

PhysicAl Examination.— The color of the skin and
mucous membranes has already been remarked on. A
notable smoothness of the surface of the tongue is re-

corded in five cases. The gums bled easily in 14

cases and possibly in some of the rest in which no
record was made on this point. In one case the tis-

sues of the mouth were also in a very unhealthy con-

dition, and repeatedly broke down in small ulcerating

patches.

Undulation or visible pulsation of vessels in the

neck is recordeil in all of the twelve cases in which
there is any record at all upon the subject. The ab-

sence of emaciation makes this symptom worthy of

note.

The condition of the pulse is recorded in only six

cases, in three of which the note is " full and soft
"

while in the others there is mention of the resemblance
to the Corrigan or water-hammer quality. In two of

these cases a short sharp sound in the peripheral ar-

teries was observed, although there was not thought to

be any valvular lesion. In one a capillary pulse was
observed in the lip.

The heart was examined in all cases. In 35 there
is a record of soft systolic murmurs, loudest at the

base but heard all over the cardiac area and presuma-
bly " hemic." In two cases a double murmur at the

apex was observed, with also a " harsh " murmur at

the base in one. In one case the systolic murmur
was beard also in the left axilla and back. The ab-
sence of enlargement is noted in all but two cases.

where there was some increase in the area of dulness

both to right and left.

The lungs showed the moist rales of passive con-

gestion in live cases for a greater or less period.

Hydrothorax occurred in three, as has been men-

tioned. The liver came two fingers' breadth below the

ribs in five cases, in two of which its area of dulness

likewise extended up to the fourth rib. In one case

enlargement upward to the fourth rib is noted without

enlargement downward, and in one case a considera-

ble and palpable enlargement of the liver was recorded

without further detail. Total, seven cases of enlarge-

ment out of 44 in which this point is noted.

Enlargement of the spleen was observed in five

cases, the organ being paljiable in three of them ; the

area of dulness in the fourth case was six inches by

four inches, and " enlarged " in the other. In one of

the cases where it was palpated, it reached one and
one-half inches below the ribs, in another three and
one-half.

Tenderness over the long bones was observed in

only six cases and noted as absent in 35.

The notable preservation of the subcutaneous fat is

specially recorded in 40 cases. More or less emacia-

tion in seven, no record in the others.

Urine was examined in all cases. Its color was
normal or pale in all but three cases^and in these

only a single examination is recorded so that we do

not know whether the high was permanent or transi-

tory. The specific gravity was low, averaging 1.015.

Albumin, sugar and casts were absent in all but two
cases and in these two, both of whom were over

fifty years old, there was nothing more than is the rule

in well people of that age. Pathological urobilin

was specially looked for in three cases and found

absent. The statement of Hunter that a high-colored or

dark urine is a frequent symptom is not borne out by
these cases.

The eyes were examined in eight cases, and retinal

hemorrhages found in five. One patient said he had
been entirely blind for twenty seconds on one occa-

sion. Another complained of a reddish mist over

everything he saw. In the other cases no symptoms
referable to the eyes are recorded.

Fever was present in all of the 40 cases in which

observation on this point was noted, 99° to 100° in 14,

100° to 101° in 13, and irregular in the others, sel-

dom reaching over 103.° Chills, with chattering

teeth, sharp rise of temperature and sweating were
present without known cause in three cases — a few
times in the course of each.

(To be coittinued.)

THE PULMONARY INVALID IN COLORADO.'
BY CARRIiLL E, EUSO>\ A.M., M.D..

Physician to Out-Patients^ lioston City Hospital.

Certain features in the life of a pulmonary inva-

lid in Colorado have impressed themselves deeply

upon me during a year and a half's residence in that

State. They are non-statistical, every-day facts.

They can be appreciated fully only by actual experi-

ence or observation ; but thoy are of such direct and
vital imjjortance to the well-being of the invalid that

I wish to bring them to your careful attention.

' Read at the Annual Meeting of the Massachusetts Mciticat So-
ciety, June 10, 18U6, and recommended for pubtieation by the Society.
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The meteorological statistics of Colorado climate

wbicli you are acquainted with are chiefly those of

Denver and Colorado Springs ; but please remember
that Colorado is nearly four hundred miles long by

two hundred and eighty miles wide, and varies in alti-

tude from three thousand to fourteen thousand feet

above sea level. Short distances, particularly in the

invalid bell, along the eastern slope of the mountains

from Pueblo to Fort Collins, make marked diffi'rence

in the weather conditions. This is especially so about

Colorado Springs, where the isolated mass of Pike's

Peak acts as a storm centre and meteorologic eccen-

tric of considerable moment. Arrapahoe County, of

which Deuver is the seat, is alone as large as Massa-

chusetts and of about the same shape. Parts of the

State especially attractive to new-comers because of

game or gold-mines, are entirely unsuitable for an in-

valid. Do not then thiuk, from your knowledge of

general sun and humidity statistics, that it suffices to

send a patient simply to Colorado, to settle where he

may please.

The two factors most essential to a successful use of

Colorado climate for pulmonary tuberculosis are these :

early diagnosis, with prompt exile ; and, especially,

medical control of the case trom the start in the new
climate. The importance of the first, and the great

advantage of climatic therapeutics in the early stages

of pulmonary iihlhisis, the malarial stage, if 1 may so

call it — of debility, slight febrile movement, a

quick pulse and few or dubious signs on chest exami-

nation— cannot be insisted upon too strongly. It is

not my purpose, however, to discuss here the question

of climate or altitude. 1 assume throughout this

paper that the invalid has been sent to Colorado as

the place best suited for his case ; and by invalid I

mean a person sent to Colorado because of tubercular

disease, no matter how slight or localized the inva-

sion, or how little impaired his general health.

Let me only say that Colorado as a last resort,

when the patient has gone steadily from bad to woise

iu Florida or .Saranac or Asheville, is very different

from Colorado at the start. As Fisk says : " There
should be no more delay in the wise selection of cli-

mate than in the early diagnosis of the disease.

Delay is dangerous. Tentative methods are not to be

tolerated. The patient is entitled to the best that

medical experience can ofiFer."

What 1 wish to call particularly to your attention is

the need of proper control of the patient while iu

Colorado. Hope alone, even ipes phthisica, or air,

even that of Colorado, if misused, will not cure tuber-

culosis. Many patients, arrived in Colorado, act,

sometimes it must be said under advice from physi-

cians at home, as if the end were gained and they had

no more responsibility. In reality the light has but

begun, and it is a fight to the finish with the deadli-

est foe man has. It lasts a man as long as he lives,

and is won not by some great sacrifice, even the going

West, but is gained only by constant unceasing watch-

fulness of little things. " Every im])airmeut of diges-

tive power, every decline in muscular vigor, every

breath of foul air breathed is a point lost in the fight

iu which every item, however apparently trivial, tells

in the long run."

A change of climate, with no attention paid to

change from confined, unhygienic occupation and in-

jurious habits, to a proper out-door existence, is a

game but half and poorly played. Proper housing

and abundant nourishing food are as essential in

Colorado as iu New England, and require local

knowledge and careful search to find.

The city of Denver itself is often smoky, and a

city anywhere is not the place for a pulmonary inva-

lid to live in. The suburbs of Deuver, however, to

the east, southeast or west, are so situated in refer-

ence to land configuration and wind currents as to be

entirely free from smoke, and offer as clear an atmos-

phere as that of Colorado Springs. The elevation is

a thousand feet less than the Springs and much more
agreeable to many persons. I found, myself, that al-

though I was not troubled by the altitude at the

Springs, a return to Denver gave me an immediate

sense of greater energy and well-being.

Such places as Montclair, University Park, Peters-

burg or ]5erkeley are admirably suited for invalids,

and are all within the street-car service. Living in

Denver is less expensive than at Colorado Springs.

Many places in Colorado, and especially some of

the newly recommended towns in Arizona and New
Mexico, while excellently adapted atmospherically,

are absolutely unfit for an invalid by the impossibility

of procuring proper food. Ordinary ranch-life, with

its changeless diet of soda biscuit and bacon is unde-

sirable for a patient who needs abundant, easily ob-

tained nutrition. A strong man can go with advan-

tage into the wilds of the White River country after

large game, but the hardship and rough diet of the

trip will undo an invalid's winter gain. I have seen

more than one patient seriously and permanently set

back by such a summer's outing.

Let me impress most deeply upon j'ou that an out-

door life in Colorado does not necessitate roughing it,

and for the patient with pluhisis should not include ii,

no matter how slight the invasion or apparently vig-

orous his condition. You do not realize, perhaps,

how often patients, particularly incipient cases, are

sent West with the remark by the physician here,

"Oh! live out of doors; have a gun; live in the

saddle. So long as you gain in weight and are feel-

ing stronger, you need not see a doctor." So they do

not, till a longer ride than usual, or an exposure to a

Colorado wind, with its penetrating power of tiring

you out, puts a stop to their improvement and starts

ihem " down hill." The golden op()ortuuity for the

invalid in Colorado is the start and the keeping it.

The first response of the patient to the new climate

is often astonishingly quick. There is a quality iu

the dry, warm, gloriously sunny air which seems with

each breath to efface that sense of hopeless tire so

common in incipient cases. It is not uncommon to

see patients gain two pounds the first week in Denver
and, under proper regimen, to continue at that rate for

a month or more. In my own case, if you will par-

don a personal allusion, there was a gain of fourteen

pounds iu the first six weeks and an almost entire

cessation of cough in the first three. With the gain

iu weight comes a similar and often greater gain in

nervous energy. The sun and wind soon cover the

pale cheek with the Colorado bronze. The patient

looks and feels like a new person.

It is needless to say that the repair of invaded tis-

sue does not keep pace with this general gain. The
plump, bronzed face is not an index of the condition

of the chest. It is difficult to make the invalid new-
comer realize this and feel the importance of not

jeopardizing the spleudid start. It is the reward of
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inactivity and is forfeited by overdoing. Once lost,

experience shows tliat the climate is chary of a second

gift where her first proffer of health is neglected or

misused.

Out-door life, without exercise, is the secret of suc-

cess during an invalid's early months iu Colorado.

The conditions of air and sun in Colorado are such as

to make an out-door existence of continued inactivity

possible, in a way hard to conceive here iu New Eng-
land.

A knowledge of local surroundings and care in the

selection of a dwelling-place can make such a life pos-

sible and pleasant. A veranda open to the south and

sheltered from the wind by wall or canvas screen is as

important an item to secure, when house-hunting, as a

well-ventilated, warmed sleeping room. It is even

more so, for the patient is to spend the larger part of

his time out-doors. An ideal arrangement is a recessed

loggia above the ground open to the south, and so

sheltered always from the wind, but giving a wide

view over the plains to Pike's Peak and that unsur-

passed stretch of two hundred miles of mountain

range. In such a nook an invalid can sit even in the

shortest cold days of winter, at least seven hours

every day in clear, dry air where every breath is one

of benefit.

Exercise at first should be absolutely forbidden.

The elevation alone causes sufficient pulmonary work.

There is chest expansion gained while the patient is

wholly still. After a few weeks of quiet gain, exer-

cise may be begun by sliort walks, beginning with an

eighth or quarter of a mile, a distance which seems

especially ridiculous in the clear air of Colorado, where
objects twenty miles away do not look five. Keeping
a close watch for slight rise in temperature, or digestive

fatigue, the distance walked may be gradually in-

creased. An excellent change and one agreeable to

the patient, as it allows him to get farther from home
and perchance out of sight of his starting-point, is

driving, not in a high jolting trap, as is too often

seen, but in a buggy with an easy-gaited horse, so that

the patient has no drag upon his chest and arms from
tight reining. From a short drive at first, the invalid

can gradually come to spending the whole day iu jog-

ging about over the plains. Horseback riding is to be

long deferred and most cautiously begun. It has

proved a direful cause of hemorrhage or of set-back.

it is ditficult to make the invalid wait patiently for

this, the most prejudged and attractive feature of his

western life. The objection to horseback exercise

applies with double force to bicycling.

This continued quietness is not the manner of life

pictured to most patients on going to Colorado to

regain their health, but it is the only one which will

be without serious risk.

Let me now call your attention to a few details

which directly aSect the daily life of the invalid in

Colorado.

The climate is very uniform by monthly averages,
but the weather from day to day is not always at the
mean. Changes from hot to cold are as abrupt and
marked as with us. There is not, of course, the damp
rawness of our eastern coast, but the contrast between
sun and shade is more decided. I have, myself, seen
in February two thermometers on my veranda, one in

the sun registering 90° F., and the other not six feet

off, in the shade, at 45°. The clear, dry air holds
little heat, and the warmth is all in the sunshine. A

thin, cirrus cloud, no more than is grateful to the

eyes, will take all the warmth from the air and remind

you that after all it is mid-winter.

The open cars run all winter, and there are but few

days when an invalid cannot ride in them. He should

always have a travelling rug to throw across the knees.

I have ridden seven miles in an open car at eight

o'clock in the evening in February without discomfort

;

but there is no time when a patient should go far from

home without a wrap, even in warm mid-day. The
wind 'comes suddenly and strong from cloudless skies,

and many days, though warm and sunny, are far too

windy for an invalid to walk or ride. While the wind

may last but a short time, it rises suddenly, and the

exposure in reaching home may be great. The dust

storms are less frequent, but more trying.

The battle against tuberculosis is one of detailed

watchfulness. The lack of care which the average

invalid in Colorado shows for the important little

things is most surprising.

To have a few friends in for tea of an afternoon

will seem to you a harmless diversion. Here is the

picture as you see it in Colorado Springs. At four

o'clock, when the western sun is streaming warm and

bright across the mesa, the patient leaves the open air

of the veranda and spends the next two hours in her

room with six or a dozen friends. The air becomes

warm and close, and the energy gained by the day

out-doors is soon spent. The dry and the moist cough,

not heard when the guests first arrive, begin later in

the hour and soon become an integral part of the hum
of conversation. Nature sends her flush of protest to

the cheeks. Two hours of glorious possibility have

been lost. They have been spent iu-doors instead of

out, and in-doors under bad conditions.

Young men sent to Colorado should be made before

they start to feel the seriousness of the fight ahead of

them and the necessity for simple living. The West
is open-hearted, cordial and essentially a man's coun-

try. Club life is offered freely and may have proper

use, but for an invalid to take his afternoon's rest

from a morning's over-fatigue at golf or coyote cours-

ing, upon the couch in the smoking-room of never so

charming a club, is not conducive to his best recov-

ery. Piquet and poker are excitants, but fresh air

and early hours are better tonics for tuberculosis.

The road to health does not lead iu the way of danc-

ing, dinner and theatre-parties. There can be no neu-

trality in the fight and nothing that does not count ;

whatever is not directly for recovery is against it.

I put this earnestly, but the recovery of health from

tuberculosis is not a pastime. As Fisk says, " It is a

hard business, requiring unremitting attention, constant

daily care and a stout heart." The timely courage

and restraining word which can come with effect from

the physician only when he is in close touch with his

patient, are of untold worth. From the few details

even which I have called to your attention it will be

obvious to you that we here cannot direct our patients

out in Colorado. Do not then prejudice a quick and
sympathetic accord between your patient and his new
doctor by cureless and erroueous speech about his new
western life. Not for him are '• the wild joys of liv-

ing . . . the hunt of the bear." His proper conduct

is a quiet, well-nouri^htd out door life under a physi-

cian's control. Our duty in the East, if we are to

do it to the full towards the patients we send to

Colorado, is :
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To make earlier diagnosis.

To seiul our patieut away at ouce while liis chance

for full recovt'ry is best.

To seiul hiin not simply to Colorado, but to a physi-

cian in Colorado, unpreju<liced as to mauuer of life,

admonished to confide and obey.

Clinical aDepartment.

A FEAT OF INTESTINAL PERISTALSIS.'

BY EDWAKD O. llUKliK, M.D.,

SuptTintendent St. Louis Insane Asylum, St. Louis, Mo.

J. D., age fifty-nine, machinist, was admitted to the

asylum ou October 27, 1893, by order of the St.

Louis Criminal Court. On May 11th of the same

year, he had killed his wife in an attack of maniacal

frenzy ; he was tried and adjudged insane. The

record shows him to have been afflicted with delirium

tremens twelve years ago, and to have been struck

twice on the head with a sling-shot. He was the

father of eight children, of whom one girl was an im-

becile and one boy an idiot.

Wheu I saw him first he was in a state of mild

maniacal exaltation of a deeply religious nature ; for

days at a time he would kneel in fervent prayer. By

dint of kindly talk and expressions of warm sympa-

thy, I succeeded in gaining the poor fellow's couti-

deuce. He proved very tractable and submissive, per-

mitting himself to be coached into reading books,

carefully selected with a view of diverting his mind

from its accustomed sombre haunts.

About t-ix mouths ago, he developed a typical mel-

ancholia, with its profound mental agony and unap-

peasable agitation. This was soon followed by abso-

lute food-refusal, which necessitated the institution of

forced feeding by means of the stomach-tube. He
gradually acquired to perfection the faculty of regur-

gitating the entire quantity of the liquid food intro-

duced, which compelled us to resort to feeding with

very small doses of the most concentrated foods. In

spite of our efforts, and rectal alimentatiou failing,

our patient began to decline rapidly. Ou a few occa-

sions 1 succeeded in convincing him that the heavenly

powers did not approve his course, and then he would,

for a short time, take nourishment without compulsion.

A few weeks ago, lie received a visit from the pastor

of the church of which he used to be a faithful mem-
ber. He gave the minister a solemn promise that he

would take food if he were annoiuted. I gave readily

my consent to this procedure that seemed rather unu-

sual for a Presbyterian, and to my surprise, 1). has

kept his word thus far.

Here I shall relate the incident that has led to this

report. Ou or about March 20lh of this year, prepara-

tious were made in D.'s bedroom for the feeding pro-

cess. The attendant placed the tube, a medium-sized

soft-rubber instrument, on the window-sill, and, while

awaiting the arrival of the physician, absented him-

self from the room, leaving D. seemingly helpless in

bed. The latter appeared for quite a while incapable

of performing the slightest act spontaneously ; the

complete cerebral inhibition caused him to micturate

and defecate in his bed. After the lapse of a few

' Ueatl (by iiivitatiou) before the City Hospital Medical Aaeocia-

tloD, May 7, 1886.

minutes the attendant returned, and iu entering the

room was passed by a patient suffering with lues cere-

bralis, who was wont to wander about iu a half-dazed

fashion. His glance fell upon the tube, and to his

amazement, he discovered that the tube had been sev-

ered in two, and that part of the tube had disappeared.

Suspicious of the above-mentioned stuporous patient,

the attendant subjected him to a thorough search but

without avail. A careful search about the premises of

D.'s bed and the abutting yard, proved equally fruit-

less. Another tube was procured, and the feeding

process gone through with in the usual manner.

The incident was much discussed at the time, but fi-

nally relegated to oblivion as an unravellable Chinese

puzzle.

Nothing of any moment developed iu D.'s case, ex-

cept that the passage of an offensive watery discharge

from his bowels had been noticed during the last few

weeks. When I examined him, his abdomen was

slightly tympanitic and somewhat tender. I attributed

these symptoms to fermentative changes that so fre-

quently accompany asthenias superinduced by what-

ever cause. On April 20th, we were called to the

ward, where the night attendant inquired whether a

bougie had been inserted into D.'s rectum, and left in

»itu for a special purpose. When the cover was re-

moved we found about six inches of rubber tubing

hanging from the patient's anus, aud then pulled out a

piece of tubing 22-^ inches long. The recollection of

the almost forgotten incident of the disappearance of

part of the stomach-tube, flashed upon us; the exami-

nation of the two pieces proved them conclusively to

be contiguous parts of the same tube, and thus our

puzzle had found an unexpected solution.

There is no question in my mind that D. had taken

advantage of the attendant's absence, gathnred up his

energy, swallowed the tube, a procedure of the great-

est ease with him, and bitten off the remainder of the

tube. The motive for this action must be sought

either in the desire to frustrate our attempts at inter-

ference with imagined designs of the divine powers,

or what is more likely, in a sudden impulse of ending

his life in such an unusual manner. The most inter-

esting feature in this case is the passage of the long

piece of tubing past the pyloric valve, and its gradual

propulsion along the alimentary tract, the entire pro-

cess having extended over one mouth. This is an-

other illustration of the possibilities of intestinal peri-

stalsis.'

a^rtiical ^togteji0.

REPORT ON CHEMISTRY.
UY WILLIAM U. BILLS, M.I).

CREATININK.

Ackkkmann's experiments,' made on a man on a

mixed diet, and doing regular work, show that, in the

mean, the daily output of creatinine is 1.254 grammes

or 0.017 gramme per kilo, of body weight. The

amount is lessened by rest.

' Hero 1 presonteil to tbe Society both pieces of tbe tube; the one
removed from the patient appears slightly discolored, and strongly

permeated with fecal odor.

Journal of tbe Ubemioal Society, London, February, 1896, ii, 121,

from Uompt. rend. Soo. Biol., 1894, 669.
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URINARY PIGMENTS.

Jolles - points out that urines containing a small

amount of bile-pigment will, after standing exposed to

the air for several days, no longer show any bilirubin

whatever, urobilin having taken its place. In some

urines, pigments can be separated which give all the

characters of the red and brown oxidation products

obtained in Gmelin's test for bile-pigments, whilst

others again yield a substance identical with cholete-

lin, which is the highest oxidation product of bilirubin,

and is, in fact, regarded as the yellow pigment of nor-

mal urine. Two classes of urobilins are distinguished

from one another ;
pathological urobilins, which are

reduction products of bilirubin, and physiological uro-

bilins, which are oxidation products of bilirubin.

These terms are used in a different sense from that in

which MacMunn uses the terms normal and pathologi-

cal urobilin. Among the physiological urobilins is

reckoned the substance which darkens on exposure to

the oxygen of the air.

The source of physiological urobilin is considered to

be the bile-pigment ;
pathological urobilin has usually

the same origin, but it can come from blood-pigment

directly after extravasations of blood.

Garrod * has extracted a new coloring matter, to

which the yellow color of urine may be due. The
concentrated urine is saturated with pure ammonium
sulphate, filtered, and to the filtrate absolute alcohol is

added ; this causes it to separate into two layers, the

upper alcoholic layer containing the pigment. The
latter, when purified, is obtained as a brown, amorphous

mass. As thus obtained it is not quite pure, but usu-

ally contains a little urea mixed with it. It is very

hygroscopic, and readily soluble in water and in recti-

fied spirit, but less so in absolute alcohol, and quite

insoluble in ether, benzine, or chloroform. The solu-

tion shows no absorption bauds, does not fluoresce when
zinc chloride and ammonia are added, and is readily

decolorized by nascent hydrogen. The solution when
treated with nitric acid gives the xanthoproteic reac-

tion. Precipitates containing the bulk of the pigment

were obtained with lead acetate, mercuric acetate, sil-

ver nitrate, phosphotungstic acid, and phosphomolyb-
dic acid, but not with meicurious acetate. When a

colorless solution of uric acid is added to a solution of

the pigment and allowed to crystallize, yellow or

brown crystals are obtained which are indistinguish-

able from those of natural urinary sediments.

According to Garrod and Hopkins,* normal urine

contains a little hematoporphyrin (too small to account

for the yellow color of the urine), but the amount is

considerably increased by various conditions, especially

by taking sulphonal. The causation of this condition

is not yet fully explained, but it does not, apparently,

imply excessive blood destruction : there is, at any
rate, no correspondingly increased excretion of iron.

The best way to obtain the pigment from the urine is

to add sodium hydroxide, and then extract the pigment
from the washed precipitate of phosphates, or to sat-

urate the urine with ammonium chloride, and extract

the pigment from the urates with a mineral acid.

PROTEIUS OF NORMAL URINE.

Mbrner's investigations show that, although

» Journal of the Clieniii-al Society, London, January, 1896, ii, 61,
from Pauger's Archiv., 1k95, 61, 623.

Ibiil., December. 1S95, i, 690, from Proc. Roy. Soc. ISiH, 55, i'Ji-

• Ibid., April, Wm, ii., i!64, from Jour. Pathol, and Bacterlol., lt9G,
3,434.

healthy human urine for practical purposes contains

no proteid, yet there is proteid matter present in ex-

tremely small quantities.^ For the purpose of ascer-

taining its nature, each experiment required many
litres, often 80 or 90 litres of urine. The proteid or

proteid-like material is contained partly in suspension

in the ordinary mucous cloud or nubecula, and partly

in solution. The research naturally, therefore, di-

vides itself into two parts. The conclusions drawn in

reference to the nubecula are the following.

The sediment of normal urine contains a specific

member of the mucin group, named urine-mucoid,

which probably originates from the mucous membrane
of the urinary passages. It has the percentage com-

position : C, 49.4; N, 12.74; S, 2.3; and is readily

soluble in ammonia. From its solutions, it is pre-

cipitable by acetic and other acids, and is only

slightly soluble in excess of the acid. Its solution is

levorotatory (oj, =—62-67°) and it reduces alka-

line copper solution slightly ; after boiling with hydro-

chloric acid, however, it is strongly reducing. It gives

the proteid color reactions. With a-uaphthol and con-

centrated sulphuric acid, it gives no carbohydrate

reactions. It contains neither phosphorus (nucleic

acid) nor conjugated sulphuric acid (chondroitin-sul-

phuric acid). In many particulars it agrees with the

ovomucoid of eggs.

The soluble proteid in urine is chiefly serum albu-

min ; but some is precipitable by acetic acid ; and this

part consists of a nucleo-proteid. Precipitated with

the proteid, chondroitin-sulphuric acid is constantly

present ; this is considered to originate in the kidneys

where its presence has been previously shown. The
relative amounts of albumin and this acid are variable ;

thus there is no compound between them. In some

cases taurocholic acid is present in small quantities.

AOETONCKIA.

According to Becker and Parlato,' acetonuria is a

frequent symptom, in healthy men, after narcosis. It

lasts from a few hours to several days ; this was very

marked in a case of bromether intoxication.

The above statements are confirmed by Abram's .

experiments.' Acetonuria follows anesthesia in two-

thirds of the cases, the anesthetic used making no dif-

ference ; if acetonuria is present before, anesthesia

increases it. The practical outcome is that, except in

cases of urgency, anesthetics should not be adminis-

tered to diabetic patients.

UREA IN ANIMAL ORGANS.

Schondorff's investigations* show that urea occurs

in the organs of the dog, with the exception of the

muscles, heart, and kidneys, in quantity corresponding

with that in the blood.

The muscles contain urea. This is a contradiction

of the work of previous physiologists ; it is present in

too large an amount to be accounted for by the blood

in the muscles.

Urea is a constituent of the red corpuscles, and is

about equally divided between blood corpuscles and

332.

• Ibid., February, 1896, ii., 120, from Skaud. Archiv. Physiol., 1895,

Ibid., October, 1896, ii, 407, from Virchow's Archiv., 1S9.'), 140, 1.

' Ibid., April. 1S96, ii, 264, from Jour. Pathol, aud Bacteriology,
1896, 3, 430.

» Ibid., May, 1896, ii, 318, from PflUger's Archiv., 1895, 62, 332.
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PARAMDCIN.

According to Mitjukoff,' the colloid material formed
in ovarian cysts may l>e of two kinds: (1) Colloid

wiiicii after boiling with acids reduces Feliliug's solu-

tion, and is generally combined with proteid matter, as

metalbumiu or paralbumin ; the chief constituent of

both these substances was termed pseudomucin by
liammarsten. (2) Colloid whicli reduces F'ehling's

solution without treatment with acid ; this is teimed

paramucin in the present research. It is a jelly-like

material, which unites with hydrochloric acid, and was
thus separated from tlie contents of the cvsts. By
boiling with this acid, it is destroyed, forming a humus-
like material. By decomposition with alkalies, it yields

an albuminate, an albumose, and a carbohydrate. The
carbohydrate does not form an osazone, neither does

it ferment with yeast.

PROTEIDS OF MUSCLE PLASMA.

Otto von Fiirth's investigations'" confirm the work
of Halliburton in its main point, namely that there

are two proteids in the muscle plasma, paramyosinogen
and luyosinogen which enter into the formation of the

muscle clot ; the action of a specific ferment to bring

about this change was not specially investigated. The
principal new fact made out is that paramyosinogen

passes into this condition of myosin-tibriu directly

;

while in the passage of myosiuogen into the state of

myogen-librin, there is an intermediate soluble stage

coagulated by heat at the remarkably low temperature

of 40°.

Paramyosinogen is a typical globulin, and is re-

garded as identical with Kuhne's myosin. Myosin-

ogen is described as differing from a globulin in many
particulars ; it is spoken of as a proteid sui generis.

The proteid in the muscle serum, described as myo-
globulin by Halliburton, is not regarded as a definite

substance, but only as a part of the myosiuogen which

has escaped coagulation. The phenomenon described

by Halliburton as recoagulatiou of myosin, is regarded

only as a reprecipitation of globulin.

Peptones, albumoses, and uucleo-proteids were not

found.

PROTEOSKS IN SEROUS EFFUSIONS.

Investigations made by Halliburton and Colls " sup-

port previous conclusions that serous effusions (like

the blood from which they originate) are free from

proteoses and peptones. Gillespie's conclusion to the

contrary is due to his having employed untrustworthy

methods. The methods which give good results are

those in which either alcohol or trichloracetic acid is

used as the agent for coagulating the native proteids.

The trichloracetic-acid method possesses the advantage

of being rapidly performed, although in the investiga-

tion of solid organs like the spleen, kidneys, etc., the

use of alcohol is preferable. Boiling after acidifica-

tion is the least trustworthy method, for the coagula-

tion of the native proteids, since it leads to the

formation of proteoses from the native proteids

present.

ACTION OF CARBONIC OXIDE ON MAN.

Experiments made by lialdaue '' on himself, show

» IblJ., .September, 189.",, ii, 361, from Archiv. I. Gyiiakol., 189r,, 40.

H. 2.
>" Ibid., January, 189G, Ii, 48, from Arch. exp. Path. Pbarm., I8'jr>,

36,231.
>> Ibid., November, 1895, 11. 45.'>, from .lour. Path, and Bacterinl.

1895, 3, 295.
" Ibid., London, January, ifVU, il. r,2, from J. Physiol. 1895, 18, 430.

that the symptoms caused by carbonic oxide depend
on the extent to which the hemoglobin has been satu-

rated; the percentage saturation of the hemoglobin of

the red cor[)U8cle8 may be estimated during life by a

simple colorimetric method. Carbonic oxide is a

cumulative jioison. The symptoms do not become
sensible during rest until the corpuscles are about one-

third saturated; with half saturation, the symptoms
(respiratory distress, headache, etc.) become urgent.

When air containing this gas is breathed, about

half of that actually inhaled is absorbed, except when
absorption is coming to a standstill. The time re-

quired for the production of sensible symptoms in an

adult depends on the time required for the inhalation

of about G60 c.c, or the absorption of about 330 c.c.

of the pure gas ; this time in different animals varies

with the respiratory exchange per unit of body weight,

and is about twenty times as long in a man as in a

mouse ; hence a mouse can be used as an indicator in

a coal mine before men penetrate into it.

The maximum amount of carbonic oxide capable of

being absorbed by the blood from air containing a

given small percentage depends on the relative affini-

ties of oxygen and carbonic oxide for hemoglobin, and
the relative tension of the two gases in arterial blood.

The affinity of carbonic oxide for hemoglobin is about

140 times that of oxygen, and the oxygen tension of

human arterial blood is, approximately, 16 per cent,

of an atmosphere. Distinct symptoms, appreciable

during rest, are not produced until about 0.05 per

cent, of the gas is present ; with about 0.2 per cent,

urgent symptoms are produced. With a given per-

centage of carbonic oxide in air, a certain percentage

saturation of the blood is reached within about 150
minutes, and is not afterwards exceeded, however
long the breathing of the vitiated air is continued.

The disappearance of the gas from the blood when
fresh air is again breathed is always much slower than

the absorption of the gas, and is chieHy due to disso-

ciation of carbonylhemoglobin by the mass influence

of the oxygen in the pulmonary capillaries, and conse-

quent diffusion of the gas outwards through the alveo-

lar epithelium.

POISONOUS EFFECTS OF ACETYLENE.

The poisonous effects of acetylene have been inves-

tigated by Grehant, Berthelot, and Moissau." A
mixture of 20 vols, of acetylene, prepared from cal-

cium carbide, 20.8 vols, of oxygen, and 59.2 vols, of

nitrogen was breathed by a dog for thirty-five minutes

without any marked disturbance, and 100 c. c. of the

blood was found to contain 10 c. c. of acetylene. With
40 vols, of acetylene, the proportion of oxygen remain-

ing the same, a dog died in less than an hour, owing

to failure of the heart's action, and 100 c. c. of blood

contained 20 c. c. of acetylene. With 79 vols, of

acetylene and 21 vols, of oxygen, the poisonous effects

were still more strongly marked. It follows that

acetylene may be fatally poisonous when present in

proportions as high as 40 per cent, by volume.

A mixture of coal gas with air and oxygen contain-

ing 20.8 per cent, of the latter and one per cent, of

carbonic oxide was nearly fatal to a dog after it had

been breathed for about ten minutes, and 100 c. c. of

the dog's blood contained 27 c. c. of carbonic oxide.

Hence acetylene is much less poisonous than ordinary

coal gas. The poisonous properties often attributed

'> Ibid., .March, 1896, Ii, 200, from (Jompt. rend., 1895, cxxl, .',64-566
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to acetylene, as prepared by the older methods, are

probably due to the presence of carbonic oxide or

hydrogen cyanide.

Moissan finds that when acetylene is prepared

from pure calcium carbide, and is purified by being

liquefied, it has a very pleasant, ethereal odor, and can

be breathed in small quantity without bad effects. If,

however, the calcium carbide has been prepared from

coal and impure lime, it may contain calcium sulphide

and phosphide, and the acetylene prepared from it

then has a very disagreeable odor.

Experiments made by Brociner" show that 100
vols, of blood dissolve about 80 vols, of acetylene ; the

solution shows no characteristic spectrum, and is

reduced by ammonium sulphide as readily as ordinary

arterial blood. In a vacuum, part of the acetylene is

evolved at the ordinary temperature and part at 60°.

If the blood is allowed to putrefy, the volume of

acetylene given off at the ordinary temperature remains

practically the same, but the quantity liberated at 60°

decreases as putrefaction advances. If any compound
of acetylene and hemoglobin is formed, it is very un-

stable, and is not analogous to carboxyhemoglobin.
The poisonous action of acetylene is very feeble, and
animals can breathe large quantities of the gas for

several hours without injurious effect, provided tbe

proportion of oxygen is kept up to the normal amount,
and the products of respiration are not allowed to ac-

cumulate.

COCAINE.

H. W. Glasenap's investigations" show that cocaine

can be detected either as such or as ecgonine after

thirty-three days' exposure to the influence of putre-

fying flesh or human blood. In cases of poisoning,

however, if death has ensued within two hours, it will

be found unaltered, but if more than four hours have
elapsed before death, it will be found (in the urine) as

ecgonine.

iScportjS of J>ocicticjBi.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Fortt-Seventh Asnual Meeting, Atlanta, Ga.
May 5, 6, 7 and 8, 1896.

Section on the Practice of Medicine.

Dr. William E. Qcine, of Chicago, Chairman,
selected for his address

THE remedial APPLICATIONS OF BONE MARROW.

He said that for the original mention of bone mar-
row as a possible remedy we were entitled to Brown-
Sequard and D'Arsonval, who, in 1891, suggested its

use in the treatment of leukemia and other diseases
belived to be characterized by defective hemogenesis.
A year and a half later Fillean reported its successful

employment in the form of an abstract in the treat-

ment of the anemia of debility and of tuberculosis;
and Macalister recorded a favorable result of its use
in one case of lymphadenoma.

It was left for T. R. Eraser, of Edinburgh, how
ever, to press the new remedy forcibly upon the atten-
tion of the medical world, and this he did in a report

" Ibi.l., April. 1896. ii, 2C4, from Compt. rend., 1895, cxxi, 773.
'^ Ibid., August, 1893, ii, 336.

upon its curative effect in a case of progressive per-

nicious anemia.' The clinical phenomena described

were those of extreme anemia, and the diagnosis was
based upon repeated blood examinations. The treat-

ment included the use of arsenic, iron and salol part

of the time, but no improvement was noted until mar-

row was given, and the improvement advanced steadily

under the use of the marrow after the other agents

were withdrawn. The animal product— whether of

the yellow or the red variety is not stated — was
given to the extent of three ounces daily. The re-

port ends with the declaration that " The patient is

now in a practically normal condition."

He said that his own observations in relation to the

effects of marrow in cases of chlorosis and simple

anemia agreed in every detail with those already re-

corded. In one case of splenic leukemia ^ the remedy
used alone had the effect of increasing the number of

red corpuscles and lessening tbe hemorrhagic ten-

dency without its appearing to improve the condition

of the patient in other respects, or retarding the pro-

gress of his sickness to a fatal termination. In this

case, also, malarial organisms, so pronounced by two
thoroughly trained microscopists, were found in tbe

patient's blood in the last weeks of his life. They
had been previously diligently searched for on several

occasions without success.

Bone marrow then, and especially red marrow, is

certainly a readily assimilated organic compound of

iron, and is a valuable addition to the resources of the

physician in cases of ordinary chlorosis and anemia,
and in some cases of blood impoverishment of a more
intractable kind.

Whether it is anything more than an assimilable

preparation of iron is not conclusively proved. The
claims made for it in relation to the cure of perni-

cious anemia, leukemia and kindred disorders, seem
to be premature; for sufficient time had not elapsed

in any case to warrant such a conclusion. Moreover,
in some of these cases, as pointed out by Billings, the

correctness of the diagnosis is not above suspicion;

and in others arsenic and iron were given in conjunc-
tion, or in alternation with the marrow. We have no
knowledge that enables us to understand how it is

possible for this substance to effect a cure of pernicious

anemia or of leukemia. It cannot act like an ordinary

animal extract which supplies a deficiency. Its opera-

tion must be unlike that of thyroid extract in myxe-
dema and adrenal extract in Addison's disease. In
these disorders there is atrophy or some degree of dis-

traction of the thyroid and adrenals respectivelj', and
consequently insufficient secretion from them to sup-

ply the needs of the body ; tbe administration of an
artificial extract of the thyroid or adrenal supplies the

demand directly. In pernicious anemia and leukemia
the bone marrow seems to be hypertrophic and cor-

rective, but notwithstanding its over-activity it is un-

able to keep |)ace with the globular distraction that is

going on at the same time. Finally, there is no proof
that marrow is a secretion. Its function seems to be
that of cell production and development. Now, is

there any proof that this function is influenced in any
way by any constituent or secretion of the marrow it-

self (Billings)? Many accurate observations are

needed to make a basis for conclusions that will

endure.

' British .Medical .Journal, April 7, 28',H.
2 Chicago Clinical Review, January, lt95.
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Dr. Elmer Lee, of Chicago, read a paper entitled

HOW TO CURE RHEUMATISM.

lie said that rheumatiem is acute wlieii it is receut,

aud chronic when tlie disease lias extended over a

longer period ; articular when the manifestation is

chietly in the joints ; inflaiumatory when the whole
body exhibits the syiuptoius of intlammatiou and paiu ;

muscular when relating to the striated and non-stri-

ated tissues. Sciatica and luiiibauu belong to the

same family ; even gout is itself closely related in its

origin, dilYeriug only in its symptomatology.

He said the present paper was concerned with a

practical review of the author's system of managing
this disease in its various forms.

Disturbance of nutrition, with consequent impair-

ment of the solids and tiuids of the body, always pre-

cedes rheumatism. Invasion of the soft tissues can-

not take place unless the functional activity of both

structures is impaired. It is impossible to name the

tirst symptom in the series of alterations of the ele-

mentary forms. But in almost all cases which have

come under observation, certain functions are almost

uniformly abnormal. Variation in the volume as well

as the nature of the Huid elements of the body, and

changes in the quality and proportion of the solids

are constant factors in the pathology of rheumatism.

The influencing or producing causes of these changes

in the body are, indeed, hard to exactly discover.

But fortunately they are not indispensable to success-

ful treatment of the condition which is found that re-

quires remedial aid. Whenever there are functional

changes they consist for the most part of abnormal
muscular action in some portion of the body, princi-

pally with reference to the capillaries and small ar-

teries.

The same condition may be an exciting cause of

other diseases, the peculiar symptoms determining

the character of the affection being dependent upon
the state of the general system of the individual.

Thus a given influence may produce in different indi-

viduals quite contrary symptoms. With disturbed

nutrition, alteration of the fluids and solids of the

body is accompanied by obstructions in the circulatory

aud excretory systems. Lowered vitality is the neces-

sary result, which is the basis upon which rheumatism

is determined. If functional activity remains nor-

mal, the vital resistance of the soft structures pre-

vents retention of the impurities. There is no por-

tion of the economy which suffers alteration so readily

as the circulating fluids. Upon the relative main-

tenance of the normal proportion of the fluids aud

solids, the health of the body depends. It has been

found by examinations of the blood that there is a

loss of balance between the fluid and solid ingredi-

ents. It has also been determined by scientific inves-

tigation, that the origin of diseases lies largely in the

imperfect circulation of the fluid elements of the

body through the capillaries, altering in turn the

functional activity of the lymphatic vessels.

The exact pathology of rheumatism is undeter-

mined. The analyses of the blood indicate tio chemi-

cal or organic changes. The cellular structures are

identical with those of usual conditions found in

health. Lactic acid and uric acid and other chemic

substances are not found to prevail to a greater de-

gree than at other times. The only change that is

discoverable is the diminution of red corpuscles.

The various theories concerning the cause and ori-

gin of rheumatism in the light of the exact knowledge
determined by physical aud chemical analysis of the

blood, are not satisfactory. The exact knowledge on

the subject consists in the single positive statement

that there is alteration in the number of red cells of

the blood. In addition to this it is also able to be

deflnitely stated that there is diminution in volume
of the fluid element of the blood. These facts would
seem to throw the responsibility upon the capillary

circulation rather than upon the change in the blood

chemistry. It is upon recognition of the foregoing

physical alteratiou.s of the blood that his practice in

the treatment of rheumatism is founded.

He said the treatment of rheumatism by hydriatic

processes was based now upon an experience in prac-

tice during a period of six years. The plan which is

pursued is satisfactory to the highest interest of

the patient and the physician. It is something that

is deflnite ; it is reliable, aud the gains that are se-

cured in the progress of the treatment are real and
can be determined with an accuracy approaching true

science. The only ditiSculty that is experienced in

pursuing the hydriatic plan lies in the fact that it is

considered by the patient and the friends as novel

and therefore to be guarded against. Besides the

lack of support from the profession, owing to misun-

derstanding by reason of clinical inexperience, lack of

actual knowledge, and doubt, obstacles are sometimes

interposed which operate to the disadvantage of both

the physician and his patient.

The treatment is begun by prescribing regular, defi-

nite doses of pure soft water at frequent intervals ;

each dose of water contains some harmless remedy to

satisfy the notions of the patient and his friends.

The amount of water which is prescribed at each

dose is scientifically determined by the whole weight

of the body, the age of the patient, and the degree

of the fever.

The next process in the use of hydriatics is irri-

gation of the bowels if circumstances favor it.

Many cases have been treated by him in which it

was inconvenient or undesirable to use water to wash

the bowels. It is therefore established, clinically,

that while irrigation is in all cases an aid to treatment,

still it is not indispensable.

The third hydriatic process is the use of water

upon the surface of the body. If the patient is agree-

able to direction and conveniently located, the full

bath is recommended. The temperature of the water

should be a few degrees below the temperature of the

body. When the toilet room is inaccessible or it is

inconvenient to remove the patient, three bathing pro-

cesses are followed in his practice: (1) sponging the

body with water from a basin, (2) the wet pack, and

(3) the use of his sprinkle bath. The sprinkle bath

consists of cool water applied to the surface of the

body at intervals of two or three hours, during the

day and evening, by means of a sprinkle nozzle at-

tached to the end of the tubing of the fountain sy-

ringe, which is suspended from a chandelier, bedpost

or a nail in the wall. Swelled and painful joints are

packed in a compress of cold water until relief comes.

Briefly speaking, this is his process. The precise de-

tail work must necessarily vary in every case. The
food is immaterial ; whatever is the most simple and

the easiest to provide, and which is agreeable to the

patient is all that is required. Purposely the recital
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of cases has been omitted. Such recitals are tedious,

and for this reason are omitted from this paper.

SOME ODD BITS ON CONSTIPATION : SOME OF ITS

EFFECTS AND ITS NON-MEDICINAL TREATMENT.

This paper was road by Dr. E. S. Pettijohn, of

Alma, Mich. He said the large number of people

suffering from constipation and its effects, and the

clinical difliculty met in obtaining relief therefrom,

leads to the conclusion that the full signification of

this affliction and its deleterious influence are not

comprehended either by the people or the profession.

Constipation as a functional disorder may be de-

fined as an abnormal condition of the great colon and

the entire intestinal tract manifested by the unusual

retention of excrementitious material, both as to

quantity and time of evacuation. It may be owing

to either diminished action of the muscular coat, to

the diminished, secretion from the mucous membrane
or both, to defective innervation, to habits and occu-

pation, climate or diet, iu addition to which there

seems to be an infinite variety of causes.

A study of the history of 300 cases shows that

about 60 per cent, of patients are suffering from this

ailment, and that the number is proportionately larger

among women than among men.

Congenital constipation may occur independently

upon the anatomy of the colon, the water being ab-

sorbed by a reduplication ef the colon itself, espec-

ially in the descending part, as that is longer iu in-

fants in proportion as compared with the ascending

and transverse, and hence liable by being crowded

down into the pelvis to flexures and reduplications

that favor impaction.

Coming to the treatment, the author said that hy-

drotherapeutics had proved successful remedies in his

practice. Drinking large quantities of cold water on

arising, and an hour before meals, and two or three

hours after food, taking in the day 70 to 80 ounces,

beside that with the meals, is of exceeding great

value. This remedy, with regulation of habit, has

cured many cases.

Fomentations to the bowels, stomach and liver daily

and a cold pack at bedtime, have been successful.

Alleruation of hot and cold to the spine, and the cool

bath, have shown results.

The difficulty he finds in the use of any of these

measures or a combination of them, is to induce the

patient to be systematic and persistent in following

directions. But he is thoroughly convinced that by

these means producing constitutional and local effects,

more satisfactory results are obtained than with medi-

cines ; and when the patient recovers he stays well.

That constipation has a physical and a moral effect

the laity recognizes, and will agree with the author

who says, " Those persons whose bowels are freed by

an easy, regular movement every morning, so soon as

they have breakfasted, are meek, affable, gracious,

kind; and no from their mouth comes with more
grace than yes from the mouth of one who is consti-

pated."

Dr. E. Flood, Baldwinville, Mass., read a paper

entitled

intestinal ANTISEPSIS, DIET AND CASTRATION IN

relation TO EPILEPSY.

The author first dwelt upon diet. The principle

laid down ig that most foods are suitable when taken

at the proper times, iu right amounts with suitable

mastication.

As to intestinal antisepsis, trial has been made
with a number of drugs, and other observations are

under way. The suggestion is offered that the good

effect of some drugs, such, for example, as potas-

sium bromide, borax, salol, etc., may be more due to

their influence in this direction than to any other

property. Drug treatment is not much relied on.

The main recommendations are lavage of stomach and

bowels with water and ozone preparations, a thorough

system of bathing, exercise to aid digestion, and re-

moval of parasites.

Twenty-two cases of castration are cited. A new
method of operating is suggested, and has been used

in most of these cases — that of making but one

small cut iu the scrotum. Results have shown the

operation advisable.

Dr. W. T. English, of Pennsylvania, read a paper

entitled

LTCOPERSICUM CARDIOPATHIA.

Dr. J. W. Grosvenor, of New York, read a

paper entitled

THE EFFECT OF ALCOHOL ON THE ORGANS OF
SPECIAL SENSE.

Special attention was directed in this paper to the

senses of seeing, feeling, hearing and weight. After

carefully studying this 6ul)ject, some of the thoughts

which have been forced upon the author's attention

are as follows ;

(1) Guided by the chief characteristic of alcohol,

its paralyzing influence, is it not more appropriate to

call it a depressant than a stimulant?

(2) If alcohol becomes popularly known as a de-

pressant, will it not be less frequently used by the

laity in those physical conditions which are commonly
supposed to demand stimulation ?

(3) Knowing that alcohol is a depressant even when
given in small doses, ought not the medical profession

to exercise great care in administering it in debilitated

states of the system ?

(4) The use of alcoholics hypodermically in cases

of heart failure or arrest of respiration, caused by

ether or chloroform narcosis, is bad practice.

(5) It is the duty of the medical profession of this

country, clearly and fully comprehending not only the

damage to the organs of special sense, but also the

ravages upon all the important organs of the body

caused by alcohol, to discourage by every laudable

effort the habit of driukiug alcohol intoxicants, to the

end that our national life maj' be characterized by

physical and moral integrity, clear brains, steady

hands and brave hearts.

Dr. W. C. Weber, of Cleveland, Ohio, followed

with a paper entitled

EARLY DIAGNOSIS OK CARCINOMA OF THE STOMACH
BY MEANS OF CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE GAS-

TRIC CONTENTS.

The question of how to arrive at an early diagnosis

of cancer of the stomach is certainly one wliich has

attracted considerable interest iu recent years, aud

heuce concentrated efforts iu the study of tliis pecu-

liarly interesting disease. The reason of this becomes

apparent iu view of the fact that not infrequently

cases come under one's observation which present fen
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and iiidetinite objective symptoms and a vague sense

of disturbance in the digestive process as the only

subjective symptoms of ailments wliich in tiieir later

stages prove unmistakably to be cancerous.

To proceed in the ordinary way — to palpate, per-

cuss and gather tiie history of tlie case— is iusutlicient

and often ends in negative and disappointing results.

Such failures can, to a great extent, be obviated by
supplementing the usual method of diagnosis with a

process of chemical analysis to wliich the stomach con-

tents are subjected.

Preparatory to the investigation of the gastric juice

all medication is to be excluded for a daj- or two pre-

vious to the administration of the test breakfast, which
consists of a light biscuit or small piece of toast and a

weak cup of tea or glass of water (it is well to note

here that after the test breakfast the HCI may be

absent, but may appear when a meal of steak, pota-

toes, etc., is used) ; this should be given from one to

two hours before the removal of the stomach contents,

which should be forced or expressed through the

stomach-tube without the addition of water, and the

stomach may then be lavaged in the usual manner
before the tube is withdrawn.

Examination of the blood will often lend very ma-
terial aid in differentiating carcinoma of the siomach
from the pernicious anemia caused bv atrophy of the

glandular apparatus of the stomach. In cases of can-

cer of the stomach that have reached a stage where it

may be confounded with the pernicious anemia depend-

ent upon glandular atrophy, there is always a polyuu-

clear leucocytosis of varying degree, poikilocytoses, a

considerable loss of hemoglobin, a diminution of the

number of red cells, which, however, is not as marked
as in cases of pernicious anemia of glaudular atrophy.

The author reported two cases. In Case I, the

diagnosis was made on evidence furnished by the

chemical analysis of the chyme, in conjunction with

the only constitutional symptom present— general

weakness, which refused to be modified in the least

degree by medication. The method crudely outlined

necessitates increased labor and the acquaintance of

certain technique, which will yiehl results, he believes,

that will amply justify the efforts expended in so fas-

cinating a fielii as this one.

Dr. a. F. Pattee, of Boston, contributed a paper
entitled

SPASMODIC TORTICOLLIS, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE
TO TREATMENT.

He said that he had in his own practice seen ten

cases that have had various operations performed on
the nerves and muscles, and the result has been the

reverse of successful — in fact, disastrous. He has

collected statistics from many sources, amounting to

between four hundred and five hundred cases, in which
surgical operations in one way and another have been
performed in torticollis, without deriving the slightest

benefit therefrom ; in fact, the conditions were worse
than before the operation.

Dr. J. N. Hall, of Denver, Col., then read a
paper, entitled

THE VALUE OF THF PULMONIC SECOND SOUND.

The author said that a knowledge of the value of

this sign may at times save one from serious error, as

in the following case, seen in consultation some years
since :

A girl, six years of age, had presented for five days
all the rational signs of acute lobar pneumonia, but

the attending physician had been unable, after repeated

examinations, to locate the disease. Finally, fearing

that some other trouble was setting in, ho asked the

author to see the case with him. After hearing the

history he confidently expected to find the signs of

pneumonia in the left chest, and was surprised to find

the fronts entirely normal, so far as he could deter-

mine. IJecause of the child's weakness it was proposed

to him that the examination of the back be omitted, but

having noted a decided accentuation of the pulmonic
second sound, and called the attending physician's at-

tention to it, he insisted upon the complete examina-
tion, confident that anything of suliicient gravity to

cause a decided increase in the tension in the pulmonic
artery, must be discoverable upon careful examination.

The backs were found normal, however, with the

exception of an area two inches in diameter near the

lower angle of the left scapula. Here very moderate
duluess existed, but the auscultatory signs were marked,
namely, bronchial respiration, bronchophony and moist

rales. It was evidently an acute pneumonia which
approached the surface of the lung only at this point,

and to one not fairly expert in physical diagnosis, not

easy to discover. He admits, of course, that no phy-

sician should overlook such signs, but they were over-

looked by the attendant in this case, and by a [)reviou8

consultant. If the two had appreciated the meaning
of the decided accentuation of the sound in question,

they would probably have been led to make a success-

ful search for the cause of it.

He believed that most of the present generation of

physicians in active practice were taught that the mur-
murs at the pulmonic orifice were not only rare but of

comparatively little importance. The effect of this

teaching has been to lead many of us to entirely neglect

all sounds at this orifice in ordinary examinations, for

he has often seen its area passed by without so much
as the touch of the stethoscope. Inasmuch as a proper

idea of the amount of obstruction in the pulmonic cir-

cuit in pneumonia, and hence of the amount of work
called for from the right ventricle — a most important

factor in prognosis and in deciding upon the advisa-

bility of administering cardiac stimulants — cannot be

obtained without an examination of the sound in ques-

tion ; nor a correct judgment be formed, in a case of

chronic bronchitis, as to whether there is beginning

obstruction and consequent hypertrophy of the right

heart from emphysema which has not yet developed suf-

ficiently to be patent to percussion ; it would seem to

be proven, when the evidence we have heretofore

adduced is considered, that this sound should be inves-

tigated in every-day practice exactly as other accessible

chest sounds are, the ease with which such examination

can be made heing a powerful recommendation of the

procedure.

Several of the papers on the programme were read

by title.

A Dumb Thermometer.— A member of the Zurich

Medical Society recently exhibited a self-registering

clinical thermometer on which there were no degree

marks. The instrument could be left with the pa-

tient's family to take the temperature in the absence

of the physician, and the latter could then read it by
means of an attachable scale of glass or metal.

—

Medical Record.
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The Urine in Health and Disease, and Urinary

Analysis, Physiologically and Pathologically Con-

sidered. By D. Campbell Black, M.D., L.R.CS.
Edin., F.C.P. & S., Glas., Professor of Physiology

' in Anderson's College Medical School, etc. Phila-

delphia : Lea Brothers & Co. 1895.

In this book the author has endeavored to treat

the subject of the urine in health and disease from a

practical and clinical standpoint. He devotes a chap

ter to the anatomy and physiology of the kidney ; he

then takes up the various important constituents of

the urine, both normal and abnormal.

The plan of the book is a good one. Its useful-

ness is, however, very much impaired by numerous
incorrect and vague statements. For instance, one

would infer from the table on page 120 that the leu-

comaines and ptomaines are proteids, and that these

bodies, together with mucin, are varieties of either

(or both) fibrin or coagulated proteid.

On page 148, we find the following incorrect state-

ment :
" Of all albuminous substances, sulphate of

magnesia precipitates globulin aloyie."

On page 123, the author directs the addition of

chloride of sodium or sulphate of magnesia for the

separation of globulin, as a preliminary to the test

of albumin, but gives no directions as to the quantity

to be used — an important matter.

On page 152: "The biuret reaction affords the

best evidence of the presence of peptones in the

urine." The albumoses, however, give the same re-

action, and the process given by the author does not

distinguish between the two.

On page 154, the properties of hemi-albumose are

thus described : " hemi-albumose gives most of tlie

albumin reactions, but it dissolves with difficulty in

cold solutions, though rapidly on boiling, by which it

is contradistinguished from albumin." The author's

meaning here is not quite clear. Possibly he refers

to the fact that albumose precipitates tend to dissolve

upon the application of heat, and to reappear as the

solution cools.

In describing Teichmann's hemin test, on page

204, the author writes : " For this reaction the coagu-

lum which is deposited from the urine is to be gently

treated, etc."

What this " coagulum " is, or how it is to be ob-

tained, is not evident.

The nucleo-albumin of the bile is erroneously

styled mucin ; so also the nucleo-albumin of the

urine.

Some peculiarities in spelling are to be noted ; for

example, albumen for albumin. Fibrin, mucin, and
globulin are spelled, at times with, at times without
(hut usually with) a final e.

We might continue, but the examples given are

sufficient, we believe, to justify our criticism. Some
pans of the book are good ; others, notably Part III.,

need careful revision. We cannot recommend the

book as a whole.

Sterility. By Robkkt Bell, M.D., F.F.P.S.G.,
Senior Physician to tlie Glasgow Hospital for Dis-

eases peculiar to Women. London : J. & A.
Churchill. 1896.

The prevailing impression left on the mind by this

little book is that the author has armed himself witli

a sledge hammer for the purpose of demolishing cob-

webs. Some somewhat strange positions which he

takes are supported rather by assertions than by ar-

gument ; the remainder of his conclusions has long

been thoroughly accepted, at any rate in this com-

munity. The preface is devoted to a rather startlingly

dramatic picture of the active passion with which the

author assumes that the spermatozoa approach the

ovum, and of the satisfaction with which the one for-

tunate individual observes the death of the other un-

fortunates. The first chapter may be summarized as

a statement that sterility is mainly dependent upon

endometritis, or diseases of the adnexai. The next

two tell us that dysmenorrhea and diseases of the ad-

nex* are dependent upon endometritis. The next

two are given up to the discussion of the comparative

inefficacy of iutra-uterine medication and the value of

curettage, together with a description of a somewhat
peculiar instrument which the author uses. A chap-

ter on ichthyol winds up the book, which is at all

events entertaining throughout.

A Manual of Anatomy. By Irving S. Haines,
Ph.B., M.ll)., Adjunct Professor and Demonstrator

of Anatomy in the Medical Department of New
York University. With 134 half-tone Illustrations

and 42 Diagrams. Philadelphia : W. B. Saunders.

1896.

The chief reason of the scarceness of really good

works for use in the dissecting-room is undoubtedly

the great difficulty of well defining the scope of the

work, in keeping it subordinate to a treatise proper,

and also in giving it a distinctly higher position than

a compendium. Some description of organs beyond
the enumeration of their chief features is necessary,

and it is essential that the treatment should be brief.

To do all this well is no easy task. While there is

much that is good in the book before us, the ideal

guide for the dissecting room, which we presume was
the object, has not been produced. The* directions for

making the successive steps of the dissection show the

author's thorough knowledge of this part of his sub-

ject. We wish to praise particularly his attempts to

explain the complicated structure of the brain and of

the peritoneum by the history of development, which
is the only scientific and satisfactory way. The treat-

ment of the peritoneum leaves something, however, to

be desired, but to make it clear to the beginner is well-

nigh impossible. In his description of parts the author

is perhaps a little too brief. Thus, in the case of the

very difficult thyro-arytenoid muscle, some description

of the upper part is essential for its comprehension,

but he contents himself with mentioning its existence.

We should have liked a more precise statement of the

share of the tendon of the flexor hallucis longus in

supplying the smaller foes.

One of the features of the book is the illustration

by means of photographic methods. It confirms what
we have often preached, that for the present at least

this method is inadequate. There are some plates

that do not deserve this criticism. Some of those of

the surface of the brain are truly admirable; but most
of them are of very little value. An expert might
well be puzzled to explain some of them, and for a

student most are unsatisfactory. This is the more to

be regretted that the dissections which they represent

are evidently very fine ones.

The paper and printing are exceptionally good,

I
making the book an uncommonly handsome one.
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An Elementary Course in Experimental and Analyti-

cal Chemistry. By John H. Long, M.S., Sc.D.,

Professor of Chemistry aud Director of tlie Chemi-

cal Laboratories iu the Schools of Medicine and

Pharmacy of Northwestern University. Chicago:

E. H. Coiegrove & Co. 1895.

The three general topics included in the elementary

course of laboratory instruction in chemistry recom-

mended by the autlior are the following : general ex-

periments to illustrate the preparation aud properties

of the important elements aud their compounds, inor-

ganic qualitative analysis, and volumetric analysis.

The author rightly believes that a knowledge of the

properties of substances is more important for the be-

ginner, thau au acquaintance with methods of separa-

tion. Accordingly, in the first part of his manual, he

offers a well-selected list of illustrative ex|)erimeut8 iu

general chemistry, for the fundamental work iu the

laboratory. Ju a course of this kind the student draws

his inferences largely from the results of his own
laborator)' work, and consequently obtains a much
better knowledge of the important facts of general

chemistry than he could obtain from a lecture-room

course, or from the study of books alone.

The processes given in the sections devoted to qual-

itative and volumetric analysis do not differ essentially

from those fouud in other text-books. The principles

upon which the separation and detection of the ele-

ments are based are, however, explained with rather

more detail thau is usual in text-books; and especial

attention has been given to explanations of the re-

actions on which the volumetric processes are based.

The book, as a whole, is an excellent one. The
course outlined, taken in connection with lectures and

demonstrations on the same subjects, seems to us to

be especially well adapted to meet the requirements of

our medical schools, most of which are still obliged

to provide a certain amount of elementary instruction

in chemistry 3s a preliminary to the study of physi-

ological chemistry.

Twentieth Century Practice. An International Ency-
clopedia of Modern Medical Science. By Leading

Authorities of Europe aud America. Edited by

Thomas L. Stkuman, M.D., New York City. In

Twenty Volumes. Volume V, " Diseases of the

Skin."" New York: William Wood & Co. 1896.

The fifth volume of this encyclopedia has suc-

ceeded the sixth. Its list of well-known contributors is

of an international character. Drs. Brocq, of Paris,

Crocker, of London, Kaposi, of Vienna, Leloir, of

Lille, France, are the transatlantic writers. Drs.

Bowen, of Boston, Bulkley, of New York, Hyde, of

Chicago, Montgomery, of San Francisco, Van Har-

lingen, of IMiiladelphia, Allen and Wliitehouse, of

New York, are the contributors representing the

United States. The skin and its diseases is the one

subject treated in this volume of a little over 900

pages. The subject is well covered. One of the best

of these monographs is that by Dr. J. T. Bowen, of

Boston.

The Italian government recently sent an artificial-

limb maker to Africa to supply hands and feet to

about two hundred and fifty native soldiers who had

been captured by the Abyssinians and, after having

each a foot and a hand cut off, were set free again.
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BACTERIA IN DISEASES OF THE SKIN.

How far bacteria are concerned in the etiology of

skin diseases, is a question which is at present occupy-

ing dermatologists, and is discussed by Dr. Frank

Payne in a paper read at the Annual Meeting of the

Dermatological Society of Great Britain on May 20th.'

The connection of micrococci with suppuration in

the skin, as elsewhere, has been sufficiently proved.

The suppurative atfectious of the skin are principally

impetigo, ecthyma (if this be really distinct), pustular

.acne, folliculitis, sycosis, boils, carbuncles, etc., pustu-

lar or impetegiuous eczema, pustular scabies, pustular

phthiriasis. In all these diseases, such micro-organ-

isms as the staphylococcus pyogenes aureus and albus,

and the rarer species of staphylococcus citreus, are

found iu abundance ; and that they are the true cause

of the suppuration is hardly open to doubt. Other

factors, such as the composition of the blood, its con-

taining sugar or products of imperfect digestion, gen-

eral cachexia, weakening of the power of resistance in

the tissues, special susceptibility, etc., are but predis-

posing causes. These suppurative dermatoses are

frequently associated with suppuration of other organs

(conjunctivitis, otorrhea, purulent rhinitis, ulcerative

stomatitis, even purulent vaginitis, and suppurating

wounds and scratches). The cutaneous suppuration

may be derived from the other affections, or it may
give rise to them.

To this whole class of primary or secondary suppur-

ations of the skin. Dr. Payne proposes the name

ttaphylococcia purulenta cutanea (a term borrowed

from Darier aud Louis Wickham).

Streptococci are rare in cutaneous suppurations,

having been observed only in a few cases of impetigo

(not to speak of the streptococcus of erysipelas). The

general |)roperty of the streptococci is to cause diffuse,

spreading iiifl;immations, while the staphylococcal sup-

purations of the skiu are generally remarkably local-

ized. It is known that these organisms are present in

' Lancet, July 4, 1896.
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or on the skin of many healthy people, living a purely

saprophytic life, without producing any pathogenic

effect. They may be seen or raised by cultivation from

such places as the dirt under the nails, the moist parts

between the toes, dandruff or scurf on the scalp, and

numerous other parts. Doubtless in most cases the

cocci which produce suppuration are present on or in

tlie skin beforehand, although they may come from the

clothes or other external objects. Every person who
has pyogenic organisms on his skin or external orifices

is a possible source of danger to others, though he him-

self may be quite free from inflammation. It is doubt-

less very rare that the microbes which produce cutane-

ous suppuration come from the blood, being excreted

by the sebaceous and sudoriparous glands.

Important nurseries for bacteria are the hairy scalp,

the moist parts of the feet, the anal and perineal

regions with the adjoining parts. In all these parts,

saprophytic bacteria are found which may become

pathogenic. The suppuration of comedones or com-

mon acne on the face is undoubtedly often due to the

descent of pyogenic cocci from the scalp. The occur

rence of boils on the nape of the neck may be attrib-

uted to these cocci being worked by the friction of the

clothes into the cutaneous glands. The spread of

seborrheic eczema from the scalp is an unquestioned

fact.

Impetigo contagiosa is a superficial suppuration

caused by the implantation or inoculation of pus. It is

more likely to rise from impetigo itself than from other

suppurations, and more when the disease occurs in an

epidemic form than from isolated cases. It is dis-

tinctly contagious, while acne, boils, whitlow and other

forms of suppuration are only locally or partially con-

tagious. This fact of greater contagiosity remains to

be explained. A remarkable instance of a transform-

ation of local into infectious suppuration is "foot-ball

impetigo " which has been seen so often in public

schools. Boys engaged in a tight " scrum " often get

abrasions about the face and ears, and these becoming

infected, suppuration is set up, which may be trans-

ferred to other boys, and thus an actual epidemic is

produced. Specimens from an epidemic of this sort

were examined microscopically by Dr. Galloway, and

he found chiefly the staphylococcus aureus and albus,

which many of the football players might have been

carrying about on their skin long before they were

attacked with impetigo. The inference would seem

to be that the same cocci show a great variability in

virulence or iufectiveness. We have first, the condi-

tion of a simple saprophyte producing no pathogenic

effect ; next, a condition of local inflammation, such as

pustules, boils, and festering wounds ; next, local in-

oculability on the same person, and finally the condi-

tion of extreme virulence with development of contagi-

osity. Out of a simple saprophytic growth, at length

a definite disease results, quite comparable to a specific

infection.

With regard to the causation of eczema, there is

still wide divergence among dermatologists, one party

affirming eczema to be of parasitic origin, another

denying that it is in any sense parasitic. Many ec-

zemas, as Van Harliugen says, are due to thermal or

chemical irritation, or to stagnation of the blood ; bac-

teria may readily lodge on eczematous surfaces and

thus give rise to the idea that they were the original

cause. While some kinds of eczema are undoubtedly

due to bacteria and should be classed under the head

of " dermatites parasitaria," Payne gives his adhesion

to the theory that eczema in general is due to the

saprophytic organisms " which take advantage of some

disturbance of nutrition to cause inflammation, and

thus develop infective properties."

It is needless to afl[irm that definite proof of this

proposition is lacking, but those who are curious to

see the best that can be said in its favor should care-

fully read Payne's article, in which views formerly

expressed by Eichorst are presented. In eczema, as

in impetigo, we often see local infection proceeding

from certain centres where bacteria abound, the scalp,

the feet, and the perineal region, and adjacent parts.

From these three centres eczema may spread and be-

come general. Certainly the seborrheic eczema, first

described by Unna, is now an accepted form. Start-

ing from a seborrheic condition of the scalp, the ec-

zema may invade the neck or face, and then spread to

other parts of the surface. Rarely chronic eczema of

the anus, scrotum, or perineal region gives rise to an

extension over a large part of the skin. Payne thinks

that there are three types clearly recognizable :
" de-

scending," " ascending," and " centrifugal " eczema.

It cannot, however, be said that the specific bacteria

of eczema have yet been found ; there are doubtless

bacteria enough in all the lesions, but the problem is

to pick out those that are truly pathogenic. There
are first the cocci of suppuration, and there is a pecu-

liar diplococcus seen in sections deep down in the skin.

Forms resembling the gonococcus and sarcoma may
also be found. The problem, as Payne expresses it, is

this: "Are these organisms saprophytic inhabitants

of the skin, or are they introduced from without?
Are they capable of producing eczema in the same
definite sense as the parasites of erysipelas, anthrax

or tinea produce those diseases? Is some preliminary

disturbance of nutrition necessary for them to exert a

pathogenic effect? Can cases of eczema be found
where the lesions are quite free from bacteria? And
may these, therefore, be only accidental concomitants

of the eczema ? Lastly, do the results of treatment

support or discredit the bacterial theory ?
"

THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOSTON CITY
HOSPITAL.

The Thirty-second Annual Report of the trustees

of the Boston City Hospital, together with the Report
of the Superintendent, gives an account of the great

improvements recently made and now in progress at

this institution.

This hospital year has been marked by the opening
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of the Soutli Department, for contagious diseases.

Besides providing tlie city with an institution unrivalled

iu the world in its facilities for the treatment and iso-

lation of diphtheria and scarlet fever, its estiiblishment

freed the hospital from the constant and real danger

of the spread of these diseases among patients, nurses

and employees of the general wards.

The report contains a brief description of the South

Department with photographs of one of the wards and

a private room. During the five months from the

opening of this department, August 31, 189/), to .Janu-

ary 31, 1896, 1,139 cases were treated, with 120

deaths. Of these deaths, 53 occurred within forty,

eight hours after admission. The mortality from

diphtheria was 11 per cent., and the average mortality

from all causes was 10^ per cent. The average age

of the patients treated in this department was nine

years, and it is perhaps partly due to this fact that the

cost per capita in this department is, as nearly as can

be estimated, only 70 per cent, of the average for the

hospital proper. The trustees conclude, and rightly,

that this report of the first five months of the South

Department amply demonstrates the wisdom of the

establishment of such a separate department for con-

tagious diseases.

Another new and most impoitant addition during

the year to the facilities of the hospital has been the

pathological laboratory, mortuary, and mortuary chapel.

The pathological laboratory is a large building, 118 feet

long by 42 feet wide, with a large post-mortem room,

iu the form of an amphitheatre, constructed entirely

of metal or marble, with a seating capacity for seventy.

two persons. The clinical, biological and pathological

laboratory, rooms for special research, etc., which are

briefly described, culture-rooms, photographic-rooms,

etc., provide the best of facilities for special research

and for teaching. The building is ventilated by a

ventilating fan, and the air kept pure by straining

through cloth. These excellent laboratory facilities,

as the trustees remark, provide the professional staff

of the hospital with every facility for the treatment of

patients on the lines of most advanced scientific medi-

cine, and the wisdom of the large expenditure which

has been necessary for their establishment cannot

admit of question.

The two new surgical wards at the date of the report

were well advanced toward completion, and when

opened, will furnish fifty-nine ai1<litioual surgical beds
;

and by the close of the year it is estimated that the

number of beds in all the departments will be 812.

Substantial progress has been made during the year

on the new operating building.

The total cost of maintaining tiie hospital during

the present fiscal year was estimated by the trustees

at $363,225, but the funds found available for the hos-

pital deiiartmeut were only $340,000, so that a restric-

tion of expenditures was necessary.

The total number of patients admitted to the hospital

proper during the year was 7,956 ; 3,206 of whom were

admitted to the medical, and 3,222 to the surgical ser-

vices ; 850 patients were admitted to the contagious ;

503 to the gynecological; 100 to the ophthalmic, and

75 to the aural services.

Iu the out-patient department, 17,740 cases were

treated, 7,341 of whom were surgical, 3,377 medical,

and the remainder were treated at the various depart,

ments for special diseases.

The actual cost of maintaining the hospital proper

for the (iscal year was $228,302.36, an average weekly

cost of $9.7G per patient, as against $10.06 the previ-

ous year.

The average daily number of patients in the hospital

during the year was 448, the maximum at any one

time being 533, and the minimum 373.

iVIEDICAL NOTES.

An HoNOiiARr Degree from Buda-pesth. —
The University of Buda-pesth, among other degrees

given iu commemoration of its millenium celebration,

confers an honorary degree of Doctor of Laws upou

Dr. John S. Billings.

A New Medical Journal. — The first number of

the Laryngoscope, a new monthly journal devoted to

diseases of the nose, throat and ear has been received.

It is published in St. Louis and edited by Dr. Frank

M. Rumbold and M. A. Goldstein.

Yellow Fever in Cuba.— The yellow fever con-

tinues to hold sway in Santiago de Cuba, where the

general mortality is very high and the sanitary condi-

tions unimproved. In Havana there are about a hun-

dred cases iu the hospital, chiefly among the soldiers.

Small-Pox IN Ket West.— The small-pox out-

break at Key West continues, there having been some

thirty cases up to date with seven deaths. General

vaccination is being carried out as fast as the people

will permit, there having been a small riot on the re-

moval of patients to the isolating camp.

An Heroic Remedy.— It is said that in Malta,

where bees are plentiful, bee-stings are in such repute

as a cure for rheumatism that resort to this primitive

method of inoculation has been in common practice in

severe cases for generations, the results having been

most satisfactory to the patients. Certainly in Malta

an ouuce of prevention would be more desirable than

" a cure."

An Attempt at Racial Reform. — According

to the Medico- Surgical Bulletin, the State Legislature

of Connecticut has passed a law making it a felony

for a man or woman who is an epileptic, imbecile, or

feeble-minded to marry or live together as man and

wife when the woman is under forty live. The penally

is imprisonment for not less than three years, and any

person who shall aid or assist, or iu any manner coun-

tenance such a thing, will be fined not less than $1,000

or be imprisoned for not less than one year, or both.

Noise-some Garbage Collecting. — Another

seemingly unnecessary street noise has been instituted
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in Chicago, this time by official direction. If the iu-

fereuce iu the following paragraph is correct, it may

be after all better to fill the air with uoise than the

alleys with refuse. It is the Chicago Medical Record

which states that " Dr. Mary H. Bowen of Chicago,

by armiuff the garbage wagons with tin horns has ac-

complished great good on the West Side. On hear-

ing the gentle toot the garbage is promptly brouglit

to the collector, instead of being dumped iu the alley.

The only solution of the garbage question is a regu-

lar house to house visit, and this is a move in the

right direction."

Compulsory Bathing in Public Schools.— In

view of the present agitation for introducing compul-

sory bathing in our public schools the following ac-

count of the newly introduced douche in the commu-

nal school at Milan, Italy, is of some interest. The

correspondent of the Lancet, July 11, 1896, describes

the experiment as it was made on the first day, in

presence of the municipal representatives, the munici-

pal medical adviser. Dr. Bordoni Uffreduzzi, and Dr.

Sacchi of the Ospedale Magyiore: "Forty boys, ac-

commodated iu a disrobing-room fitted with benches,

were made to strip and then, covered only by their

large drying towel, were told off in relays of five to a

contiguous hall, where they were all made to take the

douche. Thereafter, provided with soap, they cleansed

themselves from head to foot with fresh water, and

returned to the disrobing-room to dry and dress them-

selves. The mechanism of the douche is simple.

Five small reservoirs are suspended in a row at a

height of two and a half yards from the floor and

and furnished, laterally, with two chains. Pulling

that on the right, the boy beneath is douched a colonna

(in a volume of water) or pulling that on the left, he

is douched a pioggia (in a shower). The locale has

been modelled on the lines of similar localet in bar-

racks, and may be heated in winter. Personal ablu-

tion is one of the minor virtues in which modern

Italy has fallen behind her classical forerunner, and

the Milanese innovation (or rather return to antique

usage) may be imitated with advantage, practised as

it is under medical surveillance." To what extent the

self-assertive youth of this land of freedom will con-

sent to being douched in batches is not easy to assert

before a trial.

The Difference Defined.— The Bauble pub-

lishes the following verses:

RONDRA.U.

" I can't conceive," she archly cried,
" Wherein you men can longer pride

Yourselves from fem.ile rivals free,

For surely we have grown to be
Your peers in ev'ry human stride.

It is a truth that none dare hide

;

Yet why you men will not agree
To recognize the new decree,

I can't conceive.

" Now, entre nous, won't you confide
And tell me true, all jokes aside,

What difference the world can see
Between your manly self and me? "

" To tell you truly," he replied,
" I can't conceive."

The New Mexico Territorial Board of

Health and Patent Medicine Books. — The

Board of Health of New Mexico, in a recent cir-

cular for the use of patients having consumption

makes the following appreciative recommendation for

the use of patent medicine literature :
" Every per-

son so affected should spit into some receptacle, and

should see that the sputum is soon destroyed by fire.

About the house there is no better way than to spit

between the leaves of patent medicine almanacs— to

be had freely at all drug stores— and after a half-

dozen or more spittings burn the book."

boston and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — Dur-

ing the week ending at noon, July 29, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease :

diphtheria 46, scarlet fever 13, measles 34, typhoid

fever 14.

The Mayor and Consumptives ' Homes.—As a

result of the hearing held on July 16tli regarding the

order of the Board of Aldermen permitting the build-

ing of a large addition to the Free Home for Con-

sumptives on Quincy Street, Boston, Mayor Quincy

has sent to the Board his veto of that order, giving

the following reasons. The objection of the remon-

strants on the score of tire he does not think serious,

but says :

"The grounds upon which I withhold my approval

are that the granting of this permit would in my
opinion definitely commit the city to the policy of al-

lowing not only the permanent continuance of con-

sumptives' homes in residential districts, but also the

enlargement of such homes, as may be required by the

growth of the demands upon them, and (2) that the

Board of Aldermen, which has the power to order

the discontinuance of these homes, not only does not

seem to have arrived as yet at any definite policy of

this nature, but has taken contradictory action in the

two cases of this character with which it has recently

dealt."

After reviewing the votes of the Board upon the

Cullis Home and the Free Home orders, he continues :

"The city can take one of three couises iu regard

to these homes. It can (1) notify them that their

work must be discontinued upon their present loca-

tions after a certain time, or (2) allow them to go on

and erect new buildings iu the expectation of continu-

ing indefinitely upon these locations, or (3) refuse at

present to adopt definitely either the one policy or the

other, keeping matters in statu quo for further action.

I have declined to apjirove the first course, as at pres-

ent advised, and before I approve the second I think

I can properly ask that it shall appear that at least a

majority of the whole membership of the Board of

Aldermen is definitely committed to it, and prepared

to carry it out consistently.

" If this question is aijiiu presented to me in an}'

form, I shall take it up with the feeling that consump-

tives ' homes ought not to be either required to re-
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move from their present location, or restricted in ex-

tending their work, unless it appears that this work

can and will be cutitinued elsewhere or otherwise. I

do not feel that any action should be taken which

would deprive sick and dying consumptives of the hu-

mane ministrations of those who conduct these homes,

even though it may be shown that the value of real

estate in the vicinity is injuriouslj- affected.

" I am also satisfied that if properly conducted they

cannot be considered a menace to the health of the

neighborhood."

The Board of Aldermen the same evening declined,

by a vote of four to six, to pass its order concerning

the Cullis Home over the Mayor's veto.

The Registration of Phtsicians in Massa-

chusetts.— The recent examination of candidates

for registration in medicine before the State Board of

Registration in Medicine resulted in the rejection of

25 out of 198 applicants; Of these 25, 16 were not

graduates in medicine. The next examination will

be held on September 8th.

Medical Bequests.— Among the many generous

bequests in the will of the late Mrs. Anna White

Dickinson are the following to various medical chari-

ties : the Massachusetts General Hospital and the

McLean Hospital, $30,000 each ; the New England

Hospital for Women, $25,000 ; the Massachusetts

Charitable Eye and Ear Infirmary, $15,000; and the

Perkins Institution and Massachusetts Asylum for

the Blind, $10,000.

The New Winslow Surgery at the Worces-
ter City Hospital.— The formal exercises of pre-

senting the new surgery building to the Worcester,

Mass., City Hospital by Colonel Samuel E. Winslow

were held Wednesday afternoon, July 22d. The sur-

gery is to be a memorial of his father, the late Samuel

Winslow, formerly mayor of Worcester. Addresses

were made by Colonel Winslow in presenting the

building, and by Hon. A. B. R. Sprague, mayor of the

city of Worcester, and Dr. Gage of the Board of

Trustees, accepting the gift. A description of the

building is given on another page.

NEW YORK.

Mr. Steinway's Charitable Distribution of

HIS Salary.— Mr. William Steinway, head of the

firm of Steinway & Co., the large piano manufactur-

ers, has set a very good example for other wealthy

men to follow, under similar circumstances. Having

been awarded the sum of $5,000 by the Appellate

Division of the Sujireme Court for his services as a

member of the Rapid Transit Commission, he has

contributed the entire amount, in sums of from $250

to S500, to various charitable institutions. Among
those thus remembered are the St. John's Guild, Mt.

Sinai Hospital, German Hospital, Monteliore Home
for Chronic Invalids, the Astoria Hospital of Long

Island City and St. John's Hospital of Long Island

City.

Death of Dr. J. H. MoGivebn.— Dr. J. H.

McGivern, a prominent practitioner in the Harlem

district of New York, died on July 21st at Plymouth,

Nova Scotia, and was buried on the 23d at St. John,

New Brunswick, his old family home. He came to

New York to study medicine, and was graduated from

the Medical Department of the University in 1883.

He took an active interest in ]>ublic affairs, and was

prominent in the reform campaign of 1894.

THE WINSLOW SURGERY OF THE WORCESTER
CITY HOSPITAL.

In presenting the new surgical building to the City

Hospital at Worcester last week. Colonel Winslow
said

:

"This operating theatre has been built and equipped

as a memorial to Samuel Winslow, who lived in

Worcester for many years. We remember him as a

calm, just, yet energetic man, whose self-interests were

ever made subservient to the well-being of others and

whose moral and material support were at all times

willingly and freely given to worthy private and pub-

lic undertakings. It is natural that his family, after

careful consideration, should decide upon this form of

a memorial which, we hope, will serve on the broadest

possible lines to lessen human suffering."

The new building is situated at the east end of the

hospital grounds, and connected with the main build-

ings and the new surgical ward nearly completed by a

covered corridor. A hallway eight feet wide and

about thirty-five feet long leads through the middle of

the building directly to the operating amphitheatre.

This circular room has a diameter of thirty-two feet,

with raised seats for sixty spectators upon one-half of

the room. These seats are raised about five feet from

the floor, and are in two tiers. The level is guarded

by a brass railing and a metal foot-board protecting the

room from the soil of the spectators ' boots. The room
is lighted by several windows in the upper half of the

room and by a glass dome. Artificial light, both gas

and electricity, is amply provided, with an excellent

arrangement of lighting directly over the operating

table. The floor is of terazzo, with marble base-

boards. This flooring scheme is used throughout the

whole building— which is in every respect most ex-

cellently built for maintaining modern surgical cleanli-

ness. Directly off the operating-room, on one side, is

a comfortably arranged consulting-room and library,

some eleven by fifteen feet, for the surgeons.

On the left side of the hallway there is the steril-

izing-room, eleven by fifteen feet, provided with ample
apparatus for sterilizing instruments and dressings,

and furnishing hot or cold sterile water. The steril-

izers are all arranged for use either by the steam heat

of the hospital or by gas-burners. From this room
one enters the operating lavatory, with four large,

deep bowls for cleansing and immersing the arms of

the operators. Next to this room is the instrument-

room with the metal and glass instrument cabinets.

The etherizing-room measures nine by twelve feet,

and opens into the amphitheatre; and it, as well as

the recovery-room, is excellently furnished. The
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other side of the building from these rooms is occu-

pied by the accident-room and a small private operat-

ing-room.

The accident-room, entered also directly from the

grounds, is provided, like the operating-room, with

enamelled glass tables— with a small instrument cab-

inet with small sterilizers for dressings, instruments

and water, and is exceedingly well lighted. From it,

at one end, opens a small recovery-room with a bed

for service in emergency cases. The other room opens

into the operating-room by a Lugrin door so that the

two rooms make practically one wheu desired. This

room is lighted by a plate-glass window filling the en-

tire end of the room, and both are furnished with

fixed and portable electric lamps. This room is

thirteen by fifteen feet. In the surgeons ' room
each surgeon is provided with a separate locker for

his own gowns and paraphernalia. A large, amply
furnished bathroom completes the down-stairs equip-

ment. All the generous equipment is throughout of

the best glass and hard-enamel work, and of the most
compact usefulness. The space in the second story

has been finished off more conveniently into a large

sewing-room, twelve by twenty-four feet; a general

surgical work-room, eleven by fifteen feet; an ap-

paratus- and splint-room, nine by twenty feet ; and
two large storage-rooms for dressings, etc., in bulk.

The buildiug is of brick with stone trimmings, and
is an attractive and harmonious addition to the hospi-

tal as well as a generous and very useful gift for the

whole city.

DISCONTINUANCE OF "CLIMATE AND
HEALTH."

The United States Weather Bureau announces that

the publication. Climate and Health, is to be discontin-

ued with the end of the present fiscal year, June 30,
1896. Vol. II, No. 3, (four weeks ended March 28,

1896), will be the last issue.

It has been deemed necessary to take this action in

view of a doubt having arisen as to whether the pub-
lication of Climate and Health was authorized by the

act making appropriation for the Department of Agri-
culture for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1897.

With the discontinuance of Climate and Health will

also terminate the weekly collections of the statistics

of mortality and morbidity that have heretofore been
published therein, and the physicians and health of-

ficials who have co-operated with the Weather Bureau
in collecting these statistics are requested to return,

by mail, under the Departmental frank, all blank
forms and franked envelopes on hand upon the receipt

of this announcement.
The Chief of the Bureau wishes to express to all

co-operators his sincere appreciation of their voluntary
services rendered in connection with the publication of

Climate and Health.

It is the intention of the Chief of the Bureau to

have prosecuted during the coming fiscal year a num-
ber of special climatologic studies, and it is expected
that the statistics collected during the present fiscal

year will be of much value in this connection. The
results of these special researches will, if their im-
portance justifies the so doing, be published in the form
of special bulletins, at such limes and in such shapes
as the circumstances U)ay warrant and make necessary.

THERAPEUTIC NOTE.

GcAiACDM IN Gouty Conditions.— Sir Alfred

Garrod, writes the London correspondent of the Ther-

apeutic Gazette, at a recent meeting of the Royal
Medical and Chirurgical Society, stated that he thought

he had been successful in establishing the following

points in regard to the action of guaiacum: (I) Guai-
acum is innocuous, and may be taken for an indefinite

period of time, and looked upon as a condiment rather

than as a drug, as harmless as ginger or any other

condiment. (2) Guaiacum possesses a considerable

power, but less than colchicum, in directly relieving

patients suffering from gouty inflammation of any
part; it may be given whenever there is but little

fever. (3) Guaiacum, taken in the intervals of gouty
attacks, has a considerable power of averting their

occurrence; in fact, it is a very powerful prophylactic.

(4) Guaiacum does not seem to lose its prophylactic

power by long-continued use. (5) There are few per-

sons who cannot readily continue the use of guaiacum ;

for such cases there are other drugs whose prophylac-

tic action is in some respects similar
; perhaps serpent-

ary is one of the most powerful of these.

RECORD OF MORTALITY

Fob the Week ending Saturday, July 18, l»y6.
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From wlioopinjj-poiiKli New York ](!, Pliiladelpliia 7, Pitts-

burg 4, Baltimore 3, Cliifaf;o ti, Boston and Washington 1 each.

From scarlet fever New York (i, Boston 4, Philadelphia 2,

Chicago, Baltimore, Worcester, and New Bedford 1 eac^.

From cerebro-spinal meningitis New York 4, Baltimore, Boston,
Worcester and fainbridge 1 each. From erysipelas Boston 1.

From ni.ilaiial fi-vcr Nasliville 1.

In the tliiriy-tlin-e };reater towns of England and Wales, with
an estimated jiiipiilation of 10,846,971, for the week ending
July 11th, the death-rate was IH.SI. Deaths reported, 4,145;

diarrhea 428, measles 163, whooping-cough 131, diphtheria C4,

scarlet fever 32, fever 28.

The death-rates ranged from 10.6 in Swansea to 24.5 in

Sheffield: Birmingham 21.2, Bradford 13.7, Croydon 14.fi,

Gateshead 23.3, Hnll 22.2, Leeds 21.'.). Leicester 17.8, Liverpool

23.2, London 20.11, Manchester 20.4, Newcastle-on-Tyne 19.7,

Nottingham 15.4, Portsmouth 19.6.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending July 18th, in Boston, according lo

observations furnished by Sergeant J. 'W . Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—

Baro-
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(Original 5llrticlc^.

THE TREATMENT OF PHTHISIS IN SANITARIA
NEAR OUR HOMES.i

BY VINCENT T. BOWDITCH, M.D., OF BOSTON.

When requested to address you upon the " Home
Treatment of Phthisis," I asked permission to change
the subject, feeling that I could, perhaps, give you
something of greater interest if I attempted to show
you the results obtained by the sanitarium treatment

of phthisis near our own city, as illustrated by five

years' experience at the Sharon Sanitarium for Pul-
monary Diseases in Sharon, Mass. In presenting the

results of the work there, it is with the hope that the

idea of establishing sanitaria for treating tuberculosis

may grow steadily in favor, so that instead of small

isolated institutions here and there in the United
States, we may have in the immediate vicinity of our
large cities in every State suitable establishments

where people of limited means, who are showing the

first signs of consumption, can be sent with the hope
of arresting the disease in its early stages, even in in-

salubrious climates. In Europe, much more rapid ad-

vance has been made than in America in the past few
years in these matters. Of late, the French govern-
ment, convinced of the usefulness of such establish-

ments, has taken steps to found sanitaria for consump-
tives in various parts of the country. Brehmer, the

father of the idea of sanitarium treatment for con-

sumption, has left behind him his now great and cele-

brated sanitarium at Gorbersdorf as a proof of the cor-

rectness of his views advanced nearly forty years ago.

His pupil Dettweiler later established the sanitarium

at Falkenstein, near Frankfort, and his name is now
as well known throughout the medical world as that

of his great preilecessor.

Numerous similar institutions in later years have
been founded in various parts of Germany, and their

results are showing already how much can be done
even in the harsh cold winters of North Germany.

In England, Scotland and Ireland also, they are
following the examples of the Germans. Even in the
damp, chilly climate of eastern Scotland favorable re-

sults are being reported at the Craigleith Sanitarium
for the consumptive poor near Edinburgh.

The Adirondac Cottage Sanitarium at Saranac
Lake, N. Y., and the Winyah at Asheville, N. C,
are now well known in America, the former only,

however, being intended for people of very moderate
means. Others exist in Colorado, Southern Califor-

nia and in the South, but, so far as 1 know, the

Sharon Sanitarium is the only one in New England
which is intended exclusively for people of very lim-

ited means.
The people of New York City, however, have

within the past year founded an institution at Liberty,
N. Y., intended for cases of incipient phthisis in con-
nection with consumptive hospitals in the city.

The Rush Hospital for Consumptives in Philadel-
phia, Pa., and another similar institution near Balti-
more, Md., should be mentioned, but I do not under-
stand them to be devoted especially to cases of con-
sumption in its early stages.

1 Read before the MassachusetUi Medical Society, June 10, Isae,
and recommended for publication by the Society.

As I review the records of the Sanitarium and re-

call the cases of those in whom arrest of the morbid
process has been accomplished, it is gratifying to find

that my former belief in the efficacy of such treat-

ment for a good percentage of cases even in our own
harsh climate was not unfounded.

In presenting to you these records of five years' ex-

perience, 1 should not be so foolish, of course, as to

claim results equal to those coming from a radical

change of climate, such as is possible for the wealthier

classes, but I merely wish to show, if I can, that

what has been accomplished at Sharon is vastly more
satisfactory than any attempt, in my experience at

least, to treat patients in their homes or at the office

in this part of the country.

The reason for this would seem to be obvious. A
bright, cheerful home is provided at very slight cost

to the patients, where in- addition to good food and
the excellent air of a healthy country town, medical
supervision is kept up at a period of the disease when
it is of vital importance that the patient should not be
allowed to follow his own inclinations as to exercise,

food or general mode of life.^

Contrast this with the usual method of treating the

poor or even the wealthier class of patients at one's

office. It is impossible under such conditions to con-
trol as one should the actions of even the most intel-

ligent, and, in such a climate as ours, the results are

discouraging to the last degree.

Even at the Sanitarium we inevitably meet with
certain cases, of course, which in spite of every effort

steadily and surely lose ground; but there are others

which after a stay of many months, possibly, at

Sharon, have remained in apparent perfect health,

and it is these cases which have proved to me how
much can be done with comparatively simple means,
and how much more can be accomplished with in-

creased facilities for the treatment of consumption
when patients are kept under the close supervision of

a sanitarium not far from home. You will notice

that I have in no case used the word " cure," but
have confined myself to the term " arrest of disease,"

simply because I do not feel that the former term is

justifiable until after a number of years in which the
patient shows no signs of relapse. If the general
appearance, however, of the patient can be taken as

an indication of his condition, the term " cure " might
certainly have been used in many of the cases which
I have reported as " arrested." In some, moreover,
who have been away from Sharon for two or three
years and report themselves as in perfect health, we
should be justified in saying that they stand as good a
chance of living long lives as any one, but I have
thought it best to adhere to the less absolute term.

In a paper entitled "Three Years' Experience with
the Sanitarium Treatment of Phthisis near Boston,"
I gave to the American Climatological Association at

Washington in 1894 the results of forty cases of con-
sumption treated at Sharon. Ten of these were re-

ported as " arrested," and later in this paper I shall

hope to give their succeeding histories. The full ac-

counts can be found in the " Transactions of the Cli-

matological Association" for 1894, or in the Boston
Medical and Surgical Journal of July 12 and 19,
1894.

2 The price of board at the Sanitarium is $5.00 a week, which in-
cludes medical attendance, medicines, and everything else but
washing. Only womeu are received at present.
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lu the past two years, up to March 1, 1896, 26
cases have been admitted to the Sanitarium. Two of

these remained less tlian five weeks and are, there-

fore, not included. Of 24 cases treated in the past

two years, seven who have left the Sanitarium were
called "arrested cases," the details of which will be

published with this paper. Of the remaining 17, one
(No. 64) was a suspicious case without very definite

signs except anemia, a slight cough without expectora-

tion, and a questionable dry crepitation near the spine

of the left scapula. She left at the end of four

months perfectly well, and has remained so since,

' never better in her life " at last accounts. This

case, however, was not classed with the " arrested
"

ones, because of the doubtful nature of the trouble.

Twelve others (Nos. 55, 57, 60, 61, 62, 66, 67, 69,

71, 73, 74, 75) were all cases of more or less advanced
phthisis in one or both lungs, several of whom were
admitted merely as an endeavor to better their condi-

tion, with little or no hope of cure. Eight of these

showed a greater or less degree of improvement in

their general condition ; four of them were not bene-

fited. Four others were really incipient cases (Nos.

58, 68, 72, 76), two of whom having opportunities to

live in Colorado left Sharon after a stay of three and
one-half and six months respectively, with decided

improvement in general symptoms, but with no change
or a slight increase of local symptoms ; one other left

after two months, decidedly improved, and one is still

at the Sanitarium, the picture of health, with little or

no cough, the bacilli having disappeared from the

sputa since the early winter.

In addition to the ten " arrested cases" recorded in

my paper before the Climatological Association, five

who were then under treatment and classed as " much
improved " have since been discharged as " arrested

cases," the last one having left Sharon a year ago.

Of these, four are very well (Nos. ;il, 33, 36 and 48),
no symptom of return of the disease having yet ap-

peared ; one (No. 42), after a stay of nearly two
years at the Sanitarium (with the exception of short

intervals, during which she had to undergo serious

operations at the hospital for uterine disease of un-

known nature), left Sharon with the signs of the orig-

inal lesion in the left lung quite healed, and finally

died at the City Hospital following a severe operation

lor a uterine tumor. Just previous to her death I was
able to carefully examine her lungs, and the only trace

of her original trouble was a faint, dry click occasion-

ally heard in the left supra-clavicular space upon
respiration. This result was corroborated by a mem-
ber of the staff. Most unfortunately, no autopsy was
allowed upon this most interesting case, and the nature

of the abdominal tumor was never known. The
details of these cases will also be published with this

paper.

It is, of course, impossible in any paper to convey
the impression made upon the observer by individual

cases, and any attempt to recite in detail the results of

each case would only weary, without convincing the

listener probably. In giving percentages, moreover,
there must inevitably arise small sources of error, but
in publishing results I have tried to avoid the " per-

sonal equation " in the description of cases, and can
only emphasize what I have earlier stated, that the

number of patients whom I have seen improve or in

whom the symptoms of disease have disappeared at

the Sanitarium is much greater than I have ever seen

by ordinary methods of so-called " home treatment

"

in Boston.

I am aware that possibly the diagnosis in some of

the published cases may be challenged, because of the

failure to discover bacilli in the sputa, when the physi-

cal signs were very slight. I can only say in reply to

this, what we all surely know, that the absence of

bacilli is no proof of the absence of tubercular disease

;

that in many cases which show undoubted evidences

of phthisis, upon physical examination we may fail for

months to find bacilli in the sputa, and for myself there

are certain evidences of incipient trouble, for example,

a change in the character of the percussion note or

the respiratory murmur in the apex of a lung in con-

junction with general signs of departure from health,

like fever, malaise, loss of flesh, etc., that mean infi-

nitely more to me than the mere evidence of the micro-

scope alone, whether positive or negative.

With these remarks as a preface, then let me state

that out of 64 cases of phthisis treated in the Sanita-

rium in the last five years, 22 have been classed as

"arrested cases," a little more than 3o\ per cent. Of
these, four (Nos. 3, 37, 41 and 42) have since died,

and in two others (Nos. 1 and 63) the symptoms of

disease again appeared not many mouths after leaving

Sharon, but they are still living. Of those who died,

however, one showed no evidence of return of pulmon-
ary trouble, but died after a uterine operation ; two
others resumed, against advice, the same mode of life

as before, and pulmonary disease again developed.

Another died from some rectal disease, the nature of

which could not be knowu as the patient was lost sight

of. Good accounts are obtained of all of the others, as

far as pulmonary symptoms are concerned, the majority

having left the Sanitarium more than two years ago.

Granting that phthisis in a number of cases is a

self-limited disease, and that such cases get well under
any conditions (Austin Flint having claimed that about
11 i^er cent, are probably self-limited), and granting

that evidences of tubercular processes are found in the

lungs of numbers of people who have died of non-

tubercular disease, yet I feel I am justified in main-

taining that the results in this comparatively limited

number of cases rest on something much more than

mere self-limitation of disease, and that they are such

as to warrant the establishment of similar institutions

near every large city or town.

The work at the Sanitarium has been greatly aided

by the almost daily presence of a medical assistant, and
of a most efficient matron, a former trained nurse, to

whose unremitting care those of the patients who have
regained their health largely owe their lives. That
still better results can be accomplished by the presence

of a resident physician I have no doubt, and it is my
earnest desire that at no far distant date, with increased

funds, this, with other necessary improvements, will

be accomplished.

METHODS OF TREATMENT AT THE SANITAKIUM.

After many trials of various remedies, I am still

convinced that fresh air, sunlight, good food, with

judicious exercise, whether in the form of pulmonary
gymnastics or otherwise, are the chief factors in what-

ever good results have thus far been obtained. The
so-called " peppermint cure " has been faithfully tried

with negative results as far as any curative action is

concerned, although it seemed in certain cases to

ameliorate some of the symptoms, especially the cough.
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It should be said that it was impossible to use the mix-

ture recommended by Curasso, to be taken by the

mouth, as the amount of alcohol caused marked symp-

toms of intoxication, and a modified form was given,

the chief ingredients being creosote and oil of pepper-

mint, but the other details of his treatment were

closely followed.

Klebs's " Antiphthisine " has been used also in sev-

eral cases, and I regret to say that the results in my
hands have not convinced me of its curative power.

It has been given carefully in accordance with the

recommendations as far as possible, and in one or two

cases improvement was noticed, but not more than I

have noticed by different methods. Creosote alone has

beeu tried, but without positive proof of its special

value in my experience, except as a corrective to the

digestion at times. I have never succeeded in giving

the large doses recommended by some on account of

the intolerance of the stomach for such amounts.

Tuberculin has never been used at Sharon, my ex-

perience at the Carney Hospital in South Boston, pre-

vious to the opening of the Sanitarium, having con-

vinced me that it was wiser to wait until we have

heard more upon the subject from Koch before making
further experiments. The methods pursued have
been chiefly these : regular hours of sleep ; rest in the

open air, even in the coldest winter weather, on the

piazza in the sunshine ; exercise by walking, regulated

according to the condition of the patient; pulmonary
gymnastics in the form of ordinary calisthenics, to

develop the chest muscles, or by means of the pneu-

matic cabinet, regular treatment with which has a

markedly beneficial effect upon the expansion of the

chest. When used judiciously I have never seen

harmful results from this treatment, and the patients

almost universally speak of the sense of freedom in

breathing after its use. At times the combination of a

medicated vapor with the cabinet has a soothing effect,

especially if a general bronchitis is present, but I have
no faith in the germicidal effect of any vapor used in

this way as sometimes recommended. Pulmonary
gymnastics, then, in some form, hold in my opinion a

very important place in all methods of cure of con-

sumption, and chief among them stands the pneumatic
cabinet or some equally efficacious substitute.

Tonics, in the form of the preparations of the liy-

pophosphites, bitters, malt and iron, are frequently

used, and special attention is paid to the condition of

the stomach and bowels. Three regular meals in the

day, with lunches, usually of egg and milk in the

middle of the morning and afternoon, are prescribed,

and are varied according to the patients' needs. If

patients are found to be feverish, quiet is recommended
rather than exercise, but if in their rooms, the win-

dows are always open in degrees varying with the

temperature, that the advantages of fresh air treat-

ment may not be lost.

The strictest attention is paid to the care of the

sputa, expectoration being allowed only into certain

receptacles which are provided for this purpose and
are destroyed by fire later. When on the grounds of

the Sanitarium the patients are provided with small
rubber pouches containing sheets of Japanese paper,
which are destroyed after use. Table napkins are of

the same material, and the china utensils, spoons and
forks are boiled after use at every meal. Dusting and
sweeping in the Sanitarium are never allowed, but the

floors and walls are wiped frequently with damp cloths,

which are afterwards burned or boiled, by all of

which means chances of infection are reduced to a

minimum.
Special endeavors are made to procure employment

which will enable the patients after they leave Sharon

to be more in the open air than in their previous occu-

pations, and it has been gratifying to find how many
continue to practise the hygienic methods and gymnas-

tic exercises which have been taught them in the

Sanitarium.

It may be well for me to refer to what I have al-

luded to in previous papers, namely, the idea that the

presence of others who are ill in the same institution

has a deleterious mental effect upon the patients. As
a matter of fact, this objection, which doubtless exists

in the minds of many, amounts, not only in my expe-

rience but in that of every physician who has had

control of a properly regulated sanitarium, to practi-

cally nothing when compared with the advantage to

be gained. It has surprised me frequently to see how
soon patients become wonted to their changed method

of life after the first inevitable sense of strangeness

and homesickness wears off, and how quickly they be-

come cheerful and often happy in their surroundings.

Depression comes usually from some outside source or

from a cause other than the mere presence of other

invalids.

As to the danger of infection in institutions where

proper precautions are used, I believe it to be very

slight, and the lately published paper of Dr. Irwin W.
Hance, entitled " Study of the Infectiousness of Dust

in the Adirondac Cottage Sanitarium," shows in a

most interesting way how little we have to fear on

that ground in such establishments where absolute

cleanliness of the patient and his surroundings is in-

sisted upon.

In conclusion let me say, that I should regret it very

much if in my scepticism as to the curative power of

any of the so-called specific treatments for phthisis

thus far invented I were to give a false impression as

to my own hope and belief. I cannot help feeling

that we are on the eve of a new epoch in the history

of tuberculosis. Steadily and surely, although slowly,

I believe we are approaching the time when phthisis

may be regarded as we now regard the plague and

small-pox, diseases which were once the terror of the

human race, but which are now either unknown in

civilized communities, or so far under control that they

are no longer so much dreaded.

Preventive medicine, with its teachings of proper

hygienic surroundings for those who show a tendency

to weakened constitutions, either acquired or inherited,

has played a most important part in the already no-

ticeable decrease in the mortality from consumption,

and to bacteriology we owe the great advance which

has been made in our ability of late years to recognize

the signs of incipient disease and to grapple success-

fully with them.

Let us, therefore, hopefully, cautiously and pa-

tiently work in the lines that experience teaches us

will give the best results. If I shall have been able

to convince you that the sanitarium treatment of con-

sumption, even in harsh climates, takes a very high

rank among the methods of combating this disease,

and if in so doing 1 can induce you to promulgate the

idea, not only among the medical profession but in the

community generally, the object of this paper will

have been accomplished.
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RECORDS OK SEVEN CASES OF " AURESTED DISEASES"
SINCE THE PREVIOUS REPORT IN 1894.

Case I. (No. 51.) American. Married. Age thirty-

one. Entered January 31, 1894. Mother died of phtliisis.

Pneumonia four years before, and " congestion of lungs
"

eighteen months previous to entrance. Slight cough and
occasional hemoptysis since. Loss of flesh, malaise, slight

fever.

Physical Examination.— Dulness in upper portion of

right lung, with crumpling rale.s, varying in intensity over
most of the lung. A little later, a few rales in top of left

lung. Bacilli in x/mla. Cough persisted, although lessen-

ing, for six months, after which it practically ceased. Tem-
perature became normal. Gain of twenty-five pounds in

weight. Left the Sanitarium one year and a half after en-
trance.

Synopsis. — Catarrhal i>hthisis of both lungs. Arrest of

disease after a stay of one and a half years at the Sanita-

rium. Patient at this time, eleven months after departure,
to all appearances well ; the last e.xamination showing dry
rales in the apices and in lower part of right chest, but the
percussion in both of good character. No cough.
Case IL (No. 53.) Entered May 14, 1894. Ameri-

can. Married. Age thirty-three. Very phthisical family
history. Has for several years had a pain in lower right

chest, and a cough. For eight months previous to entrance
cough was severe, with a good deal of sputa, occasionally
bloody. Loss of llesh and strength.

Physical Examination.— Thin and pale. Right clavicle

prominent. Tenderness upon percussion. Respiration
jerky there. Percussion slightly dull, also in middle third
of right back. No special rales detected. Pulse 108.

Temperature 100°. Bacilli could not be found. Condi-
tion slowly improved. Cough and expectoration ceased.

Gain of twenty-two pounds in weight. Left the Sanitarium
thirteen months after entrance, feeling well and stronger
than for many years before.

Synopsis.— Incipient phthisis of right lung. Arrest of

disease after thirteen months' stay at the Sanitarium.
Case IIL (Xo. 56.) Entered June 27, 1894. Nova

Scotian. Single. Age twenty-four. Domestic. Two
maternal aunts died of phthisis. Never very strong. Fol-
lowing an attack of tonsillitis a year before entrance, a
slight cough with profuse expectoration, occasionally
bloody, developed. Occasional night sweats. Pain in left

side for two months. Catarrh troublesome.
Physical Examination. — Slight dulness in right apex, a

" squeak " heard there once, with broncho-vesicular res-

piration and a questionable " crumple." Nothing over seat
of pain. Temperature 99.3°. Pulse 100. Barring a slight

hemorrhage soon after entrance, there was steady improve-
ment in all symptoms. Cough and expectoration ceased
and catarrhal symptoms greatly improved. JVo bacilli

found. Patient left the Sanitarium against advice after a
two months' stay, feeling very well ; the percussion in the
right apex being normal and no evidence of rale there.

Synopsis.— Incipient phthisis at right ape.x. Disap-
pearance of signs after two months' stay at Sharon.
Case IV. (No. 59.) Entered July 30, 1894. Sent by

Dr. J. J. Minot. American. Single. Age nineteen.
Mother and one sister died of phthisis; later, a brother de-
veloped phthisis. Two years previously had taken care of

a sick sister, and later, in winter preceding entrance, took
cold and began to cough, which became less in the sprin".

Loss of flesh. Occasional pain in the right subscapular
region.

Physical Examination.— Dull in upper right back with
faint •' squeak," and after cough an explosion of rales.

Slight tubular respiration. Respiration decidedly broncho-
vesicular in both apices. Voice increased in both apices.

Pulse 100. Temperature 99.3°. Bacilli in sputa. There
was marked improvement from the outset. At the end of
six months there was a cessation of cough and the bacilli

bad disappeared from the sputa when any could be ob-
tained. Tlie temperature became normal, and for the past
year the patient has been the picture of health, and re-

mained at the Sanitarium merely as a matter of precaution
previous to living in the West. Gain of nineteen pounds
in weight. At the last examination the percussion in the

apices had greatly improved, and although the respiration

was broncho-vesicular in both tops, and after cough a few
rales conld be heard, yet the whole sound was of a dry
character. The general signs had been those of an arrested

process for a year previous to departure.

Synopsis.— Incipient ])hthisis in both apices. Arrest of

disease at the end of six months, the patient remaining in

the Sanitarium twenty-one months.

Case V. (No. 63.) Entered November 7, 1894.

American. Married. Age twenty-three. One aunt died
of phthisis. Two and a half months previous to entrance
developed a cough, with profuse expectoration. Some loss

of flesh, chilliness, malaise.

Physical ICxiimination. — Lack of tone in apices and
faulty expansion of the chest. Slightly higher-pitched note

in left apex behind. Suspicion of a dry rale about spine of

left scapula. Slight elevation of temperature. Sjiula

neijatice. The cough and expectoration rapidly diminished
and finally ceased. The expansion of chest and percussion

greatly improved by the use of pulmonary gymnastics.
Patient left against advice, feeling very well, at the end of

three months, as a doubtful case of incipient phthisis.

Gain of nine pounds.
Synopsis.— Probable incipient phthisis at the top of left

lung. Arrest of morbid signs at the end of three months'
stay.

Subsequent History.— Patient returned to hard work in

unhygienic surroundings. Had whooping-cough later, and
in June, 1805, was re-admitted, with evident signs of

phthisis at the top of the left lung. Bacilli in the sputa.

Owing to disobedience of rules and refusal of treatment

the patient was discharged at the end of three months,
with only slight improvement of general symptoms.

This case is shown as illustrating how the absence of

bacilli in the early history was no proof of the non-existence

of tubercular disease, and yet the physical signs pointed

towards the existence of phthisis, which was proved several

months later when the patient reentered the Sanitarium.

Case VI. (No. 65.) Entered January 8th, 1895.

American. Single. Age twenty-four. Lives at home.
Sent by Dr. George G. Sears. Family history negative,

with exception of asthma in father's family. Seven years

before had been anemic. A year and a half previous to

entrance had la grippe, and continued to lose flesh, and had
a slight cough without much sputa. Malaise and anorexia,

dyspnea and palpitation. Just before entrance Dr. Sears

had found some moist rales at the left apex.

Physical Examination.— Anemic. Rather high-pitched

percussion note in apices and sub clavicular spaces, more
noticeable in apices in the back. Respiration decidedly

broncho-vesicular in both apices, most marked behind, with

increased voice sounds. Later, diminution of respiratory

murmur in lower left chest. Temperature 100°. Pulse

88. Examination of sputa negative. The patient remained
four months, gained twenty-one pounds, looked the picture

of health ; cough and expectoration ceased entirely, and
temperature became normal. Although the respiration re-

mained broncho-vesicular in the apices, yet all other signs

pointed to a complete cessation of any morbid process.

She was advised to stay longer, but was obliged to leave.

Synopsis.— Case of incipient phthisis in one ape.x at

least. Com|)lete cessation of all morbid symi)toms after

four months. Gain of twenty-one pounds in weight. Sub-
sequent history excellent.

Case VII. (No. 70.) Entered June 22, 1895. Ameri-
can. Single. Age sixteen. Mother and sister died of

phthisis. .Dry hacking cough nine months previous to en-

trance. Slight amount of blood. Other symptoms not

marked.
Physical Examination. — Slight dulness in right supra-

clavicular space, and lacking in tone in both apices. Ex-
plosion of moist rales in both tops to second ribs. Less
marked in back. Respiration faintly bronchial. Voice
slightly increased. Temperature 100.8°. Pulse 112. Ex-
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amination for bacilli negative. Steady improvement from

the outset. Cessation of cough and sputa. Gain of fifteen

and one-fourth pounds in weight. The physical signs

became dry in character, although they persisted at the

apices after entire cessation of cough and expectoration.

Patient left against advice in three months.

Si/nopsis. — Incipient phthisis at both apices. Patient

was discharged as " greatly improved " at the end of three

months, although the cessation of cough and expectoration,

the normal temperature and the general appearance of

health justified the terra " arrest of disease."

KECORDS OF FIVE CASES PREVIOUSLY RECORDED IN AN
EARLIER PAPER AS " MUCH IMPROVED," SINCE DIS-

CHARGED AS " ARRESTED CASES."

Case I. (No. 31.) Entered May 31, 1892. Sent by
Dr. C. Ellery Stedman. American. Age seventeen.

Family history bad : father, one sister, one adopted sister,

and later a brother, died of phthisis. Perfectly well until

one month previous to entrance, then took cold, and a

cough with little or no sputa persisted. Loss of tlesh and
strength, pain in chest and soreness.

Physical Examination.— Pale, dark under the eyes.

Slight dulness down to the third rib in left top, also in left

apex behind. Respiration a little jerky in this region, no
definite rale, but in the supra-clavicular space a faint
" crumple " with full breath. Voice a little " nearer " in

right apex. Temperature 99.8°. Pulse 98. One month
later the "crumple " had disappeared, but the jerky respir-

ation continued. Respiration in right apex broncho-vesicu-
lar and voice faintly bronchophonic. in the lower right

back, especially between the scapula and vertebral column,
moist rales. During her stay of a little over two years she

expectorated blood once, and the respiration in the lower
right back became in a circumscribed area rather bronchial,
hut upon the last examination only faint dry rales could be
heard after cough, with obscurity of respiration, but the

percussion note had everywhere improved greatly. The
temperature and pulse fluctuated from time to time, but at

the last became normal. No bacilli loere found at any time.

Gain of twenty-seven pounds in weight.

Subsequent History.— For two years has felt perfectly
well. One brother has since died of acute tuberculosis,

but she has had no return of abnormal symptoms.
Case II. (No. 33.) Entered July 23', 1892. American.

Age nineteen. Single. Worker in box factory. Family
history negative. For some months weakness, cough with
whitish starchy sputa, three times slight amount of blood

;

severe headache ; night sweats, loss of flesh, dyspnea upon
exertion ; occasionally feverish.

Physical Examination. — Except for slight increase in

the expiratory murmur in the right apex in front, and
broncho-vesicular respiration in the upper right back, little

to be found in chest. Anemia present, and sclerotics very
clear. Temperature slightly elevated. Pulse rapid. Later,
slight dulness developed in the right apex, and respiration
was jerky. Bacilli in sputa. Occasional slight hemoptysis
occurred, but patient steadily improved, and at the end of

two years left the hospital and is now very well. At the
last examination there was little or nothing abnormal to
(ind in the chest. Gain of thirty-four pounds in weiglit.

Synopsis.— Incipient phthLsis at top of right lung. The
patient was of very nervous disposition and, although the
temperature never rose very high, it was always slightly
elevated, and was just above normal towards the la.st.

Arrest of disease after a stay of two years. Patient has
remained well since.

Case IIL (No. 3C.) Entered October 5, 1892. Ameri-
can. Age twenty-two. Single. Clerk. Family history :

mother, two aunts and two uncles died of phthisis. Never
vigorous. Two months previous to entrance about a half-
cupful of blood was expectorated. Slight hacking cough
with slight yellow expectoration. Loss of twenty°pounds
of flesh.

' '

Physical Examination No dulness, but in both apices,
in front and behind, rather coarse " clicks " with inspira-
tion. No bronchial respiration. In left back, near spine

of scapula, circumscribed area of slight broncho-vesicular

respiration with increase of voice sounds. Temperature
100°. Pulse 100. Bacilli ivere found in the sputa. The
patient had occasional hemoptysis, and the cough persisted

for months ; but at the end of two and one-half years she
left Sharon looking and feeling well and strong, the cough
and bloody expectoration having disappeared, faint, snap-

ping rales in the apices still being noticed. Gain of seven-

teen pounds.

Sy7iopsis. — Incipient phthisis at apices. Arrest of dis-

ease after two years' stay at Sharon. Patient has remained
very well since, with no symptom of return of trouble (one
year).

Case IV. (No. 42.) Entered January 25, 1893. Irish.

Single. Age twenty-five. Domestic. Never was strong.

Family history : one sister died of phthisis, otherwise nega-
tive. Previous history of uterine trouble for which she was
treated at the City Hospital ; malarial fever and la grippe
six months before entrance. Six months previously caught a
severe cold ; bad cough for four months,with muco-purulent
sputa

;
pain in upper left chest and shoulder

;
palpitation

;

much loss of flesh, anorexia, dyspepsia ; irregular and pain-
ful menstruation.

Physical Examination. — Slight dulness in right apex,
lack of tone in both apices. Respiration obscure in apices,

and a questionable " crumple " in the right top front and
back. The patient, during her stay of nearly two years,
improved greatly in general conditions ; had one or two
attacks of general bronchitis. At one time faint clicks

could be heard in both apices, and whispered voice was in-

creased at these points. On account of the uterine condi-
tion, however, she was obliged to go to the New England
Hospital, and later to the City Hospital, but previous to

her departure all signs had cleared from the chest ; the
percussion was good throughout, and only an occasional
dry " click " could be beard at the supra-clavicular space.
Temperature 99.8°. Pulse 94. Bacilli werefound in the

sputa. Gain of five pounds in weight.

Synopsis.— Incipient phthisis at both apices, with inter-

current attacks of acute bronchitis and complicated with
severe uterine trouble requiring operations. Complete
cessation of cough and expectoration and clearing of mor-
bid pulmonary signs after a nearly two years' stay at the
Sanitarium. No recurrence of pulmonary disease. Death
following uterine operation about one year later.

Cask V. (No. 49.) Entered July 27, 1890. Irish.

Age twenty-eight. Single. Domestic. Family history
bad : two brothers, two sisters and father died of pulmonary
disease. History of illness five years before, with pain in
the right side, but no cough, and was not in bed. Was
told at the time by a doctor in Ireland that she had con-
sumption and would not get well. Came to. America three
years before entrance, and was well until two months pre-
viously, when she had a hemorrhage without previous warn-
ing. Short cough with scanty sputa, malaise, loss of flesh,

anorexia, pain in right chest.

I'hysical Examination. — Large frame. Tenderness at
right apex. In middle of right back, slight dulness ; res-

piration not so free as on left. Two months later moist
rales developed over point of dulness in right back. Tem-
perature 100°. Pulse 88. Bacilli and elastic fibres in the
sputa. Fourteen months later the patient left Sharon, hav-
ing had no cough or expectoration for several months, and
having been well, as far as general appearance goes, for
six months. Splendid specimen of health. Gain of twenty-
six and one-half pounds in weight. The slight dulness in
right back persisted, but the rales disappeared.

Synopsis.— Case of incipient phthisis in right lung with
hemorrhages. Complete arrest of disease after fourteen
months' stay at Sharon. Patient perfectly well and strong
up to the present time ;

" never so well in her life before."
No sign of cough or ill health since leaving Sharon.

A " Green Cross " Society has been organized in

Vienna, its object being to render medical aid to Al-
pine climbers and to instruct guides in "first aid."
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PERNICIOUS ANEMIA: A STUDY OF FIFTY
CASES.

BY RICHARD C. CABOT, M.D.

(Concluded from No. 5, p. 107.)

Blood Hxamination — In one case onl}' an exami-
nation of the fresli blood is recorded, but the diagnosis

in this case was verilied by autopsy. In one case

only the dried and stained specimens were examined.
In all the others we have one or more counts of the

red and of the white cells with the Thoma Zeiss in-

strument, and in 42 of them we have also an estima-

tion of the hemoglobin with V. Fleischel's hemometer.
In all there were 177 counts of the corpuscles made,

an average of over three counts in each case, and 15"2

of hemoglobin, or about three in each. The differ-

ential counts will be given in detail later.

Gross Appearance of the Blood.— The drop of

blood, though generally very pale, was not as pale in

some cases as we should expect from the count. In

one case its color was practically normal. In many
cases it looked streaked and parti-colored imme-
diately on emerging from the puncture. Usually the

blood is unnaturally fluid and runs off the ear very

quickly; the slowness of clotting was notable in all

but one case. One case was markedly hemophilic.

^0
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EXAMINATION OF STAINED SPECIMENS.

A tabular view of the findings in all cases examined

by Erlich's methods will be found at the end of this

article. Summarized, its evidence is as follows :

RED CORPUSCLES.

Pallor of the centres of the corpuscles was very

marked in some cases and not in others. Where de-

formities in shape are present, one of the commonest

of them is the absence of any central biconcavity—
the corpuscles being swollen up, and showing a smooth,

even stain quite different from the normal corpuscle.

Variations in Shape (poikilocytosis) are more apt

to be present if at all near death. Out of 36 cases

in which this point was noticed, 10 showed little or

no variation from the normal shape. The deformities

when present usually belonged to one of a few types

such as are usually pictured in connection with the

disease. The raquet-shaped and sausage-shaped cells

are specially common. In one case (No. V) of the

present series the deformities were almost all of the

sausage type, and affected almost every cell, so that in

looking at the field it seemed at first like a lot of

gigantic bacilli.''

These variations of shape are not commoner in per-

nicious anemia than in any severe case of secondary

anemia or chlorosis. It should be emphasized that in

pernicious anemia they are not infrequently absent—
over one-fourth of the present series.

Variations in Size.— These are more constant than

deformities. They were present in 90 per cent, of

these cases, both microcytes and macrocytes being

seen. The increase in the average diameter of the

corpuscles, which has been noted by many writers on

pernicious anemia, was present in 18 of this series, so

far as could be judged by measuring a few corpuscles

in each case and then endeavoring to apply the stand-

ard so obtained to a large number.
Very frequently the large corpuscles showed the

lack of biconcavity mentioned above, and not infre-

quently variations from the normal staining proper-

ties (vide infra). The largest cell measured was
20.6

fj
in diameter and the smallest 2.8

fi.

Polychromatophilic Cells.— The Erlich-Biondi tri-

color mixture, which was used in all these cases,

stains normal red corpuscles straw yellow. In 19

cases of this series there were present certain red

cells which were contrasted distinctly in color with

the clear yellow of the surrounding corpuscles. The
color of these atypically stained cells varied through

various shades of brown to purple. Care was taken

to exclude the variations in color which result from

differences in the amount of heat applied or from
length of stainingtime. The nucleated red cells very

often have this brown or purple tinge to the proto-

plasm, which makes it hard sometimes to distinguish

them from white corpuscles.

Nucleated Red Corpuscles. — In only one of the

35 cases examined were nucleated red corpuscles

wanting. The diagnosis of that case was verified by
autopsy, and it will be reported in detail later. In

the 34 others there were seen from 1 to 568 nucleated

red cells in the space covered while making a differ-

ential count of 1,000 white cells.

2 I thought at first that the corpuscle must have got pulled out of
shape by the process of sjireadiiig the blood, but they lay poiutiiig in
TariuuB direclioiis and nothing else in the slide showed any signs of
nialtreatment, so that I do not think they are artefacts.

Nucleated red cells have usually been classified as

microblasts, normoblasts, megaloblasts (or gigauto-

blasts) and those with dividing nuclei. Normoblasts

are normal-sized red cells with one small dark-stained

nucleus. Megaloblasts are "very large forms with

large faintly-staining nuclei,"° filling a large portion of

the cell. Microblasts are abnormally small cells with

a dark nucleus.

Any one who makes careful observations of the

nucleated red cells in pernicious anemia will find also

the following varieties :

1. Large cell body with large dark nucleus.

2. Large cell body with small dark nucleus.

3. Large cell body with very fine " nuclear dust " staining dark and

scattered all through it.

4. Large cell body with small, light nucleus.

5. Normal-sized cell body with large, dark nucleus nearly tilling it.

6. Normal-sized cell body with large, liglit nucleus nearly filling it.

7. Normal-sized cell body with small, light nucleus or nuclei.

8. Under-sized cell with small, light nucleus.

9. Nucleus like that of normoblast, with a few shreds of discolored

protoplasm barely visible around its margin.

Besides these we have the cells with dividing nuclei

(some of them of normal size, some as large as any

megaloblast) and cells showing karyokinetic figures.

Now, as the significance of normoblasts is cur-

rently supposed to be one thing and the significance

of megaloblasts quite another, it is important to

know the significance of some of these various other

forms, every one of which I have seen in a single

blood slide. (See Case IV in the table.)

My own impression — based on few cases unfortu-

nately — is that the significance of a blood showing

only normoblasts and small cells with dividing nuclei

is that of an anemia not of the pernicious type, while

that of all the other forms of nucleated red cells, in-

cluding the large cells with dividing nuclei, is the

same as that of the ordinary megaloblasts, that is,

points to pernicious anemia when they are the pre-

vailing type of nucleated red cells. In the table at the

end of this article I have noted the number of each

variety in each case. As will be seen from that table,

the commonest forms, outside of the ordinary normo-

blasts and megaloblasts and the cells with dividing

nuclei, are the (a) large cells with large, dark

nuclei, and (b) large cells with small, dark nuclei.

One of these forms may be the only nucleated cor-

puscles seen in a case of undoubted pernicious anemia,

while in others we find only typical normoblasts and

megaloblasts.

1 call attention to Case IV, in which there were

seen 284 nucleated red cells while counting 500 leuco-

cytes, equivalent to 7,100 nucleated red cells per cubic

millimetre.

In all these cases the normoblasts have been in a

minority among the nucleated red corpuscles ; and, so

far as 1 know, this condition has never been reported

except in pernicious anemia, and may fairly be con-

sidered typical of the disease.

In no case has there been observed any sudden and

marked increase in the number of normoblasts— such

as has been mentioned by some writers as a point of

favorable import. As a rule, the number of megalo-

blasts has steadily increased as the patient grew worse,

while the relative proportion of normoblasts dimin-

ished. Cases where the whole number of nucleated

corpuscles, or the proportion of megaloblasts, was re-

latively large have seemed to be neither better nor

worse off than those where only a few were to be

' Osier ; Loc. cit., p. 205.
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fouud ; but, as above said, au iucrease of tbeee cells

iu the blood of auy oue case is a bad sigu.

WHITE COUriSCLES.

(1) Tbe diffeieutial couut shows usually a marked

increase iu the perceutage of small lymphocytes at the

expeuse of tbe polymorpbouuclear cells. Thus the

average of small mououuclear in these 34 couuts

was 35.4 per ceut. ami of the polymorpbouuclear 58

per ceut., tbe uormal percentages being about 23 and

70. As death approaches, this abnormality sometimes

grows more and more marked {vide Cases I, IX), the

lymphocytes rising as high as 70 per cent., as iu Case

XVll. The large lymphocytes (large mououuclear

aud transitioual, Ehrlich) are usually slightly, if at all,

increased. Tbe eosiuophiles are, as a rule, slightly

more uumerous than normal, averaging 3.1 per ceut.

in this series aud rising once as high as 6.6 per cent.

Of particular interest to me is the almost constant

presence in this series of small percentages of myelo-

cytes. Iu only 5 of tbe 35 cases examined by tbe

writer were myelocytes absent, and one of these 5

cases was the first pernicious case I bad ever seen, so

that 1 was not on the lookout for myelocytes, there

being at that time no reference to them iu literature iu

connection with this disease.

Since in 30 out of 35 cases myelocytes were preseut,

tbe presence of these cells in peruicious aueniia seems

to me fairly constant. The larger forms of tbe cell

were those most often seen, the smaller forms being

rarer than in leucemia.*

Tbe highest percentages found were 10 per cent.

(Case XXIV), y.2 per ceut. (Case IV) aud 8.8 per

cent. (Case II). The average (iu advanced stages of

the disease) was 2.7 per ceut.; earlier in tbe course of

tbe disease the percentage is usually lower, but there

are exceptions to this.

The fiuding of myelocytes in grave anemias is by no

means new, but has not as yet got into the text-books.

(1) Hayem' speaks of cells apparently myelocytes

(he did not use Erlicb's methods) iu cases of extreme

anemia.

(2) E. Krebs ° found tbem in severe anemia.

(3) Loos ' describes them in the anemia of heredi-

tary syphilis, and Rille' finds them iu the auemia of

acquired syphilis.

(4) Neusser' mentions their presence both in per-

nicious auemia aud iu chlorosis.

(5) Hammerschlag "' made a similar observation.

(6) Engel " uoted their presence iu a case of what

he cautiously calls " pseudo-pernicious anemia."

(7) Arnold '^ mentions tbem.

(8) Klein " gives a list of various diseases (besides

leucemia), iu which they have been found many of

which are essentially anemic conditions.

(9) The writer " fouud them especially in tbe aue-

mia secondary to malignant disease.

SUMMARY.

Tbe points most typical iu the blood of pernicious

• Vide Boston .Medical and Surgical Journal, January 2, 13%: Xho
Myelocyte o( Erlicb.

' l>u Sang, fans, 1889, p. ?82,
' iuaug. l^issert. Uerlin, 1S»2.
' Wien, klin. Wocb., IbW, p. 291.
• Loc. cil., Xt'Ji, No. 9.

• Loc. cli,, l»;a. No. ii.
1" Berlin, klin. WocL., AuKUStSO, 1691.
'* Vircliow'B Archiv., vol. cxxxt.
'* L.OC. cit., vol. cxl.
3 VolkmaDU'sSamnicrlang klin. Virtrag., December, 1893.
<* BoaloD Medical aud Surgical Jourual, loc, clt.

anemia, judging from this series of cases, would seem

to be tbe following :

(1) A reductiou of tbe number of red cells to about

1,000,000.

(2) The absence of leucocytosis.

(3) Possibly a relatively high perceutage of bemo-
globiu in some cases.

(4) Increase iu average diameter of tbe red cells.

(5) The presence of large numbers of polychroma-

topbilic red cells.

(6) The presence of nucleated red cells, a minority

being normoblasts.

(7) The presence of myelocytes.

(8) A relatively high perceutage of small lympho-

cytes at the expense of tbe polymorphonuclear cells.

AUTOPSY.

Our eight autopsies brought out nothing not already

well known. Fatty degeneration aud pallor of all

organs is noted iu all, the " tiger lily " heart in six ;

pericardial and peritoneal ecchymoses are recorded in

four. Tbe bright red color of the muscles is men-

tioned in five. The spleen was slightly enlarged in

two; no eulargement of lymphatic glands occurred.

Tbe marrow was examined in live cases, showing in

all a notably red color in the shaft of the long bones.

No microscopic appearances are recorded. No com-

plications in any case.

SOME EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON LUMBAR
PUNCTURE OF THE SUBARACHNOID SPACE.»

BV A. H. WESTWORTH, M.D.,

Assistant in Diseases of Children in the Harvard Medical Schoot

;

Oat-Patient Physician to tlie Children's Hospital; Senior Assis-
tant Physician to the Infants's Hospital, Boston.

The object of this paper is three-fold :

(1) To show that the withdrawal of fluid from the

sabaraclinoid space by means of lumbar puncture is a

harmless procedure.

(2) To show that tbe slightest cloudiness preseut

at the time when the fluid is withdrawn, aud caused

by tbe preseuce of cells iu the fluid ; and tbe forma-

tion of fibrin in the fluid after it has stood for several

hours, are pathognomonic of an inflammatory exuda-

tion in the meninges aud are never absent in cases of

meningitis.

(3) To show that tbe normal fluid is absolutely

clear and free from all cellular elements and fibrin.

I performed the operation of lumbar puncture for

the first time in August, 1895, on a doubtful case of

tubercular meningitis. A brief report of this case

was published iu tbe Boston Medical and Surgical

Journal ol December 12, 1895. After allowing five

or six cubic centimetres of fluid to escape, the needle

was withdrawn. Immediately following this, the pa-

tient showed alarming symptoms. Her pulse rose to

250 beats iu the minute (counted with a stethoscope) ;

she clutched at her hair, tossed herself about the bed

and uttered sharp cries. Her color was not good aud

her extremities became cool. Subcutaneous injections

of ether and brandy were given and heaters were ap-

plied. After one-half to three-quarters of au hour

tbe symptoms bad passed away. During the attack I

felt considerable uneasiness because I was unprepared

' From tbe Sears' Patbologlcal Laboratory of tbe Harvard Medical
School. Tbis paper was read before the Clinical Section of the Suf-

folk District Mcilical Society, April 15. 18%, and also at the Annual
Meeting of tbe Americau I'ediatiic Society iu Montreal, May 27, 18%.



CASES OF PERNUnOUS

Date Jan. 1. Jan. 10. ^,f'
J^"" Jan.

Red celU

White celln

Hemoglobin (pi;r cuut.)

Color analysiB (Kbrlich) showed the following percentages:

Polymorpbonuolear iieutropliiles

Lymphooytea (small)

LymphocyteB (largn, and trausitional cells) . . . . ^

Eofllnopbiles

Myelocytes

Number of white cells counted

While oounting tlieue, the foUuwing varieties of nucleated
red cells were seen:

1. Large cells with largo, pale nuclei ("megaloblasts") .

2. Large oeUs with large, dark nuclei

3. Large cells with smaU, dark nuclei

4. Large cells with dividing nuclei

5. Large oellti with small, light nuclei

C. Normal-sizfld cuUh with large, dark nuclei

7. Normal-sized colls with large, light nuclei

H. Normal-aiaod cellB with amall, light nuclei

9. Normal-Bized cells with dividing nuclei

10. Normal-sized cells with small, dark nuclei ("normo-
blRSta")

11. Under-sized cells with small, dark nuclei ("niicro>
blHBts")

12. Small, round, dark nucleus with tnhrods uf protoplasm)
round It (probably=:"niioroblasi" )

Total nucleated red corpuscles

Variations In size of rod corpuscles

Variations in shape of red corpuscles

Average diameter of rod corpuscles

PolyohromatophlUo red colls

690,OU0

4,200

11

slight. ' slight,

very 8l.|Tery si.

normal normal

430,000

6,700

marked

marked

Dec. 15. Dec,

,540,000

5,300

ji seen a"D_,

tiarmless pro<\

jrfBrs are required u
jf the entire absence o

tljus far observed has rea

764,000

8,750

Blight,

slight.
"

i

600,000

12,600

very 8l.

Dormal.

988,000

7,600

1,006,000

4,900

12

marked

marked

uormal.

marked

marked

896,000

16,000

1,628,000

20,000

marked

May 28. June I. June 24.

1,624,000

0,100

1,506,000

12,t00

062,000

5,200

1,028,000

li,330

1,270,000

6,(00

1.S

narked tiisirkoil

marked

-
I

si. Inc.

many. many.

t Counted po0t mortem.
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for such a result and did not know but that it would

terminate fatally. I now believe that the symptoms
were due to headache, caused by the removal of Huid,

and that her life was not endangered.

This patient did not have meningitis, and left the

hospital shortly afterward, perfectly well. At the

time, I tried to explain the symptoms by assuming

that the sudden alteration in intracranial pressure had

caused them.

In cases of meningitis there is an increase in the

amount of fluid in the subarachnoid space and the with-

drawal of some of it tends to relieve the increased

pressure temporarily. But if there were no increase

in the amount of fluid, it appeared to me possible that

the disturbance of the normal pressure might be a

dangerous procedure. If this were so, the operation

could not be considered so harmless as was generally

supposed. After several months' consideration I re-

solved to try some control experiments on normal

cases in order to determine whether or not the opera-

tion was a dangerous one.

The diagnostic value of puncture of the subarach-

noid space is so evident that I considered myself justi-

fied in incurring some risk in order to settle the

question of its danger. If it proved to be harmless,

then one need not wait until a patient became mori-

bund before resorting to it.

The differential diagnosis between the various forms
of meningitis and many other diseases, especially in

infants and children, frequently presents great difficul-

ties and is often incorrectly made. Any one who bus

had opportunities for observing infants and young
children knows how variable their symptoms are, and
with how much less certainty one can predict the re-

action which will follow a given condition than in the

case of an adult. For these reasons it is of the ut-

most importance to possess a reliable means of diag-

nosticating so common a disease as meningitis. In

this connection it appears to me to be of primary im-

portance to diagnosticate the meningitis and secondarily

to determine the variety.

It may not be superfluous to describe the methods
of procedure and to allude to some of the contingen-

cies which may occur.

The back of the patient, from the last three ribs

downward to the sacrum was thoroughly cleaned with
alcohol, ether and a solution of corrosive sublimate

(1 to 2,000). It is hardly necessary to say that the

operator's hands should be thoroughly cleaned and
disinfected. The needle was boiled for ten minutes.

An antitoxin needle is preferable to an ordinary

hypodermic needle; it is less liable to break and has

a larger lumen, besides being somewhat longer. The
one used on children over three years of age was four

and one-half centimetres long, with a diameter of one
and one-half millimetres. For infants under three a

needle four centimetres long, with a diameter of one
millimetre, was used. A syringe is never necessary,

but it is well to have a sterile wire to pass through the
needle, in situ, in case the fluid does not run well.

Most of the punctures were made between the
third and fourth lumbar vertebrae; others were made
between the second and third. All of the punctures
were made with the patient lying on the right side,

and it was found that the position of the patient was
an important detail in rendering the operation difficult

or easy. It is well to have the patient bent somewhat
forward so as to separate the spinous processes, and

what is of more importance, to have the spinal column

presented directly toward the operator, so that the back

forms an obtuse angle with the table or bed. This en-

ables the operator to control the direction of the needle

better because he thrusts the needle directly forwards

rather than from the side. In some cases when this

position of the patient was not carefully observed it

was found that the point of the needle crossed the

median line toward the left and struck on the bone.

All of the work was done on infants and children,

and on them it is not difficult to find the third or fourth

lumbar vertebra without trying to remember various

lines and landmarks. The free end of the last rib was
found and traced back to its articulation with the last

dorsal vertebra, and from this point it was easy to

count the spinous processes downward. The left

thumb was pressed in the space between the spinous

processes, and the needle was entered about one centi-

metre to the right of the median line on a level with

the thumb and thrust somewhat inwards and slightly

upwards.

The pain appeared to be slight and the depth of the

puncture varied from two to three centimetres, depend-

ing upon the age and development of the patient.

As a rule, when the needle enters the canal the fluid

flows, usually by drops. A little practice enables one

to judge quite accurately whether the needle is in the

canal or not. It is well before performing the opera-

tion for the first time to examine the spinal column of

a skeleton. If the needle doos not enter the canal, or

if it feels as if the point wore not free, it is advisable

to withdraw the needle very carefully for a short dis-

tance and not to make lateral movements with it, be-

cause this procedure is very apt to cause a slight hem-
orrhage and the fluid which is obtained later is cloudy

from the admixture of blood. This obscures the

macroscopic, and to some extent the microscopic,

appearances of the fluid. It is well to always sterilize

the needle with a wire in it so as to be sure the lumen
is clear. In one case this was not done, and the nee-

dle had to be withdrawn and cleared.

Raising the shoulders of the patient does not always

make the fluid run faster. For diagnosis a small

quantity of fluid is sufficient. Ordinarily four or five

cubic centimetres suffices.

The fluid should be collected in an absolutely clean

and sterile test-tube which has previously been stop-

pered with cotton.

The first control experiment was made on a case of

empyema. Preparations were made for an emergency,
and nothing alarming occured. The momentary pain

of the puncture caused the patient to shrink and cry

out, and that was all. A syringe was then applied to

the needle and eight cubic centimetres of fluid were
aspirated, but no ill effects were perceived.

I have performed the operation forty-five times and
have never seen any ill effects, so that I feel assured

it is a harmless procedure. It is obvious that large

numbers are required to base accurate statistics upon,

but the entire absence of any symptoms in the cases

thus far observed has reassured me.

The next point which I wish to emphasize is one
which has received little or no attention in the litera-

ture on the subject, and yet is of the utmost import-

ance.

During the course of the experiments it was observed

that the fluid from normal cases differed in appearance
from the fluid from cases in which some inflammatory
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process was present iu the meuiuges. lu the former

the fluid was absolutely clear, lookiug exactly like dis-

tilled water, while iu the latter the fluid was iuvariahly

cloudy. The cloudiness was caused by a liuely divided

sedimeut suspended iu the fluid. This sediment was

fouud on microscopic examination to consist of mono-
nuclear and polyuuclear cells. After standing a few

hours it contained more or less tibriu, evidently, then,

an inflammatory exudation.

The normal fluid, even after standing for several

days in a sterile test-tube, showed no cloudiuess or any

sediment at the bottom.

Writers hitherto have laid especial stress upon find-

ing tubercle bacilli, or a more or less purulent or tur-

bid fluid.

The finding of tubercle bacilli requires more tech-

nical knowledge of staining methods than the majority

of practitioners possess, and in addition, the recogni-

tion of tubercle bacilli is not invariably easy. On the

other hand, to distinguish between a perfectly clear

fluid like distilled water and one iu which there is

even the slightest cloudiness, is not difiicult, if the

fluid is held against the light and gently shaken. Later

the slight sediment which has collected at the bottom

of the test-tube can be easily examined to see if it

contains cells and fibrin. This gives one the diagnosis

of an inflammatory exudation ; and the variety of in-

flammation, as regards the etiology, may be deter-

mined by appropriate methods of examination.

The importance of this seems to have been over-

looked in the articles which have thus far been written

on lumbar puncture. I will quote from Dr. G. W.
Jacobi's article on lumbar puncture in the New Tork

Medical Journal of December 28, 1895, and January

4, 1896, in which he refers several times to the per-

fectly clear fluid which may be withdrawn in tubercular

meningitis. For example, on page 8, January 4,

referring to the examination for tubercle bacilli, he

says :
" the best way is to allow the fluid, which is

perfectly clear as is the normal fluid, to stand in a

funnel-shaped glass for twelve hours and then to gen-

tly lift out the web-like coagulum which has formed,

etc." This " web-like coagulum " is composej} of

fibrin, which forms later iu the fluid after withdrawal,

but the slight cloudiuess, to which I have alluded, is

due to cells and is present from the first, and the fluid

is not perfectly clear like the normal fluid.

Again, in reference to the differential diagnosis be-

tween tubercular meningitis, purulent meningitis and

abscess, he says :
" If a fluid is obtained which is

clear and serous and contains no tubercle bacilli, we
may nevertheless be dealing with a case of tubercular

meningitis, or even with purulent meningitis ; but if,

as stated, the fluid is clear and serous, and we find

neither pus nor tubercle bacilli, it may nevertheless be

one of those mentioned forms of meningitis, or it may
be a tumor, abscess or a simple meningitis." This, he

says, is acknowledged by all writers upon the subject,

and emphasized by Stadelmann recently. My experi-

ments, thus far, are entirely at variance with these

assertions, and I can only suppose that the slight

cloadiucss has been overlooked. Unless carefully

examined the fluid often appears perfectly clear.

Any one who has searched for tubercle bacilli

knows how difllcult they are to find oftentimes, and
especially so in the cerebro-spiual fluid. In the spu-

tum in cases of tuberculosis of the lungs, where there

is usually more or less destruction of the lung tissue.

tubercle bacilli are not infrequently difficult to find.

How much more so then in tubercular meningitis

where the process consists oftentimes of a few miliary

tubercles in the pia at the base of the brain and along

the fissures of Sylvius and Rolando, together with

more or less inflammatory exudation !

In these experiments, guinea-pigs were inoculated

with the fluid from those cases of meningitis upon
which it seemed probable that an autopsy would not

be permitted, in order to avoid the risk of losing the

necessary confirmation of the diagnosis, which might
have been lacking if the diagnosis had depended upon
the demonstration of tubercle bacilli. I admit that I

did not examine twenty, or more, cover-glass prepara-

tions as most of the observers have done. The experi-

ments were not made with the view of demonstrating

how frequently tubercle bacilli occurred in the spinal

fluid, but were made to prove that the occurrence of

cloudiness, however slight, due to cells, denoted an
inflammatory process in the meninges and was invari-

ably present in cases of meningitis.

All inflammatory processes are accompanied by the

exudation of serum and cells, and there is no anatomi-

cal reason why this exudation in cases of meningitis

should not become mixed with the cerebro-spinal fluid

and appear iu the fluid which one withdraws from the

subarachnoid space, except possibly in cases of abscess

of the brain it is sufficiently encapsulated to prevent

this admixture. On this point I am uncertain because

I have seen no cases.

Cultures were frequently taken in the normal cases

as well as iu the abnormal ones, simply to make the

examination more complete. They were invariably

sterile, except in two cases of cerebro-spinal meningitis,

in which pure cultures of diplococcus lanceolatus were

found, iu one case of purulent meningitis, due to exten-

sion from the middle ear, which communicated with

the air and iu which a mixture of organisms was found,

and in a case of general infection with the staphylococ-

cus pyogenes aureus.

The routine method of examination was as follows :

The fluid was immediately examined by holding the

test-tube toward the light and gently shaking it to de-

termine if the fluid were cloudy or not. This was
done because at times the sediment is so finely divided

and so slight that it might escape detection if not ex-

amined carefully. (One can have a second test-tube

containing clear fluid like distilled water for compari-

son, but it is not essential.) Cultures were immedi-

ately made on blood-serum in all cases iu which the

fluid was cloudy, and in a number of normal cases.

The fluid was then allowed to stand for several hours,

after restoppering the test-tube with cotton.

If the fluid were clear at first, it remained so for

days, and showed no sediment at the bottom, if taken

in a sterile test-tube and not contaminated. If it

were cloudy, the suspended particles settled to the

bottom and formed more or less sediment, depending

on the cloudiuess. Usually fibrin was formed later,

which contained the cells in its meshes. In either

case the supernatant fluid was left perfectly clear.

Cover-glass preparations were made from the sedi-

ment, dried, and stained with Loffler's methylene blue,

which stains the nuclei of the white corpuscles and

also any bacteria which may be present. These cover-

glass preparations were examined with an oil immer-

sion lens, although a dry lens will serve all purposes

so far as distinguishing the white corpuscles is con-
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cerned. Two or three times, cover-glass preparations

were stained for tubercle bacilli, but, as a rule, this

was not done, because inoculation experiments were

relied upon to determine the presence of tubercle

bacilli, and the cultures and Loffler's staiu determined

the presence or absence of pyogenic organisms.

Tests for albumin were made later by means of the

nitric acid, and acetic acid and heat tests. The albu-

min was frequently quantitated by means of the ferro-

cvauide of potassium and acetic acid test and a cen-

trifugal machine. The tests for albumin were not

made for its diagnostic value, but because there ap-

peared to be an error on the part of some observers,

who claimed that it varied from one-half to one per

cent, in the normal fluid, and abnormally often showed

one to two per cent. In none of the cases thus far

examined have I found more than one-tenth of one

per cent. The normal fluid almost always showed a

faint trace, varying from one-fiftieth to one-sixtieth of

one per cent., or even less.

Tests for sugar were performed several times, and

a reaction was obtained with Fehling's solution in

one case. Sugar when present has no diagnostic

value that I am aware of, and is present in very small

quantities.

No case was examined in which the fluid was cloudy

at the time it was withdrawn, that was not a case of

meningitis, excepting the cloudiness due to blood,

which occurred at times and which has been referred

to. In these cases the blood settled to the bottom in

a small drop after several hours, leaving the fluid per-

fectly clear and without any formation of fibrin in it.

A cloudiness caused by staphylococcus infection will

be referred to later. On the other hand, in only one

case of meningitis was the fluid clear when with-

drawn. This case will be described later, and does

not invalidate the diagnostic value of the cloudiness

in the least, because in any doubtful case of diagnosis,

with any methods of examination, it is necessary to

repeat an experiment if it is not positive the first

time, and the second puncture of this case two days
later showed a cloudy fluid.

In my opinion, the degree of force with which the

fluid is expelled through the needle has little diagnos-

tic value as indicating an increased amount of fluid.

I have seen the fluid spurt in a fine stream in several

cases in which there were no brain lesions ; and, on
the other hand, it has dropped from the needle in

most of the cases of meningitis and in one case of

hydrocephalus. In this latter case, when it was
punctured a second time, the fluid spurted at first.

The degree of cloudiness is to some extent propor-

tionate to the amount of cellular exudation in the

meninges. In one case of purulent meningitis caused

by disease of the middle ear, the fluid was very

cloudy, and a thick sediment settled quickly to the

bottom of the tube. In a case of cerebro-spinal

meningitis, in which the pus was confined beneath the

pia, the fluid was more cloudy than in the cases of

tubercular meningitis thus far examined, in which the

autopsies showed that the exudation was slight and
more fibrinous in character.

The microscopic examination of the sediment in the

cases of meningitis thus far examined has shown a de-

cided difference in the character of the cells which
were present in the exudation. This difference ap-
pears to be an additional factor to assist in making a

differential diagnosis between tubercular meningitis

and purulent meningitis. In the cases of tubercular

meningitis the cells have been chiefly small round
cells with a single nucleus and very little protoplasm,

similar to the lymphocytes found in the blood (lymph-
oid cells). In addition to these, there were compara-
tively few polynuclear leucocytes. In purulent menin-
gitis, the polynuclear leucocytes were very numerous,
and the small round cells were comparatively few in

number.
It is possible in the beginning of a tubercular men-

ingitis to obtain a perfectly clear fluid. This was ex-

emplified in one case in which two subsequent punc-

tures showed the fluid to be slightly cloudy and to

contain small round cells and fibrin. At the autopsy

of this case only a few miliary tubercles were found
at the vertex of the brain and but slight inflammatory

exudation, also at the vertex.

Subsequent cloudiness of a clear fluid occurred in

two cases after the fluid had remained two or three

days in the test-tubes. Cultures and cover-glass

preparations showed this to have been caused by bac-

teria, and there were no cells present. Evidently the

organisms had been introduced in examining the fluid

after its withdrawal from the spinal canal.

In one case the fluid showed a very faint cloudiness,

so faint as to require a control with perfectly clear

fluid in order to be certain of it. On the following

day the sediment still remained suspended and no
fibrin had formed. Cultures on blood-serum showed
the presence of staphylococcus aureus, and there were
no cells or fibrin in the sediment microscopically.

The case was one of general infection without menin-
gitis.

In a certain number of cases numerous white par-

ticles were present in the fluid when it was with-

drawn. The exact nature of these particles could not
be determined. They were neither cells nor fibrin,

and showed a tendency to dissolve after several hours.

Solutions of corrosive sublimate and alcohol were
added to normal fluid without causing the particles to

appear. The skin was moistened and scraped and the

scrapings examined, also with a negative result.

These particles appeared in the fluid withdrawn from
cases in which there was no meningitis. They should

not be confounded with the cloudiness due to cells.

The latter is very finely divided and gives a general
haziness to the fluid. The particles may occur in

cases of meningitis, but they do not interfere with the

detection of the general cloudiness.

With regard to the diagnosis of hemorrhage into

the brain, or subarachnoid space, I have had no ex-

perience, but several times a number of drops of blood
have followed the puncture, soon changing to blood-

tinged fluid. In these cases a second puncture has

evacuated clear fluid, so that for diagnostic purposes
I should think that a considerable quantity of blood
would be necessary. In Dr. G. W. Jacobi's two
cases, I believe the blood had undergone changes
and was dark-colored.

The results of lumbar puncture have thus far

shown it to have no therapeutic value. Some observ-
ers have noted a temporary relief of symptoms fol-

lowing the operation.

Washiug out the subdural space, which has re-

cently been suggested by Dr. G. W. Jacobi seems to

me to be impractical as a curative measure, except
possibly in those cases of meningitis due to extension

of disease from neighboring parts. In cases of cere-
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bro-spiual metiiiigitis the exudation is chiefly beneath

the pi:i and cannot be removed by washing, and in

tubercuh»r meningitis the tubercles themselves can-

not be removed. F'urtherraore, tubercular meningitis

is almost invariably the end process of a more or less

extensive general tuberculosis and for this reason can

hardly be compared with those cases of tubercular

peritonitis in wiiich the process may be a local one
and which have been relieved or cured (?) by laparot-

omy.
In the description of the cases which follows, I

have omitted, for the sake of brevity, most of the

clinical details because they bad no bearing on the

results of the investigation. The same applies to the

autopsy reports.

Case I. Female, aged twenty-nine months. Entered
hospital December 8, 1895. Died December 19, 1805.

Diagnosis, tubercular meningitis.

Clinical IJislory.— Vomiting two weeks previously ; irri-

tability ; fever ; attacks of screaming.

Physicul Examination. — Emaciated ; anemic ; irritable

when roused ; apathetic ; head retracted ; moderately ele-

vated temperature until day of death, when it rose to 43°C.
(109.8° F.).

Progressive symptoms ; stupor ; convulsions.

Lumhar Puncture performed at time of death. About
four cubic centimetres of turbid fluid were withdrawn.
The fluid contained about one-thirtieth of one per cent, of

albumin. Microscopic examination showed the presence
of numerous small mononuclear cells, a few polynuclear
leucocytes and fibrin. Two cover-glass preparations were
stained for tubercle bacilli, and none were found.

An autopsy was not obtained. This case occurred be-

fore the systematic examinations were begun, and a guinea-

pig was not inoculated.

Case II. Female, aged twenty months. Under obser-

vation for ten weeks. Diagnosis, empyema, chronic inter-

stitial pneumonia and cerebrospinal meningitis.

First Puncture, January 16, 1896. Eight cubic centi-

metres of perfectly clear, colorless fluid were withdrawn by
aspiration. No symptoms attended or followed the opera-

tion. The fluid contained a faint trace of albumin (about
one-fiftielli of one per cent.). The fluid remained clear for

several days, and showed no sediment at the bottom of the
test-tube.

Second Puncture, January 23d. About seven cubic
centimetres of clear fluid were withdrawn, similar in all re-

spects to the first. No reaction on the part of the patient.

7'hiril Puncture, February 16th. This was performed
on the d.iy of the patient's death. There was some retrac-

tion of the head for a day and a half preceding the pa-

tient's death ; considerable apathy and a slight elevation

of temperature. A somewhat cloudy fluid was withdrawn
which contained one-tenth of one jier cent, of albumin.
Microscopic examination of the sediment showed chiefly

polynuclear leucocytes and flbrin. Cover-glass prepara-
tions stained with carbol-fucbsin, showed numerous lancet-

shaped diplococci surrounded by capsules (diplococcus
lanceolatus).

Autojisy Report.— The vessels of the pia much injected.

Purulent exudation under the ])ia, distributed over the

vertex and base of the brain and extending down on the

cord. The pus was chiefly confined to the lyrajih-spaces

by the sides of the vessels. Cultures on Ijlood-seruui

showed a pure culture of the diplococcus lanceolatus.

The remaining organs showed a right-sided empyema
with perforation into the lung ; chronic interstitial pneu-
monia of right lung ; no evidence of tuberculosis in any
organs.

Case III. Female, aged four months. Under obser-
vation for seven weeks. Diagnosis, infantile atrophy.

Puncture, January 17, 1896. Four cubic centimetres of

perfectly clear fluid were withdrawn. No symptoms at-

tended or followed the operation.

The patient died on January 22d.

Autop.ii) Uc/mrt.— Ibain normal. The remaining organs
showed the changes common to infantile atrophy, namely,
areas of atelectasis in the lungs ; slight hyperplasia of the

mesenteric lynipb-glands ; anemia of the organs.

Case IV. Female, aged ten months. Under oliserva-

tion for six weeks. Diagnosis, infantile atrophy.

Puncture, January 23, 1x96. Five cubic centimetres of

clear, colorless fluid were withdrawn which contained a
faint trace of albumin (about one-sixtieth of one per cent.).

The fluid remained cle.ir and without sediment at the bot-

tom of the test-tube.

Patient discharged relieved on February 24th.

Case V. Male, aged three and one-half years. Under
observation for five days. Diagnosis, primary tuberculosis

of the intestines
;
pneumonia and icterus.

Clinical Hixlory.— The temperature was normal when
he entered the hospital on January 31st, but on the third

day it rose to 40° C. (104° F.). From this time until his

death, a day and a half later, there were constant tonic

spasm and trismus. The pulse and respiration were but
slightly accelerated. There was marked stupor.

Puncture, February 3, 1S9G. About live cubic centi-

metres of clear, colorless fluid were withdrawn. There
was no sediment at the bottom of the test-tube after stand-

ing. Cultures m.ade from the fluid were sterile.

The patient died on February 4tb.

Autap.'fy liejiort.— (Dr. F. B. Mallory.) Brain normal.

Primary tuberculosis of the intestines. Double pneumonia.
(To be continuefl.)

EXTRA-UTERINE PREGNANCY FROM THE
STANDPOINT OF THE GENERAL PRACTI-
TIONER.i

BY ELISHA S. ROLAND, M. D., OF SOUTH BOSTON.

In considering this important subject, we want to

dwell as briefly as possible on the interesting but

dispensable facts of embryology, morphology and
pathology.

Systematic writers have so enshrouded the subject

with needless and clinically impossible refinements of

classification, that the student is prone to give up io

The frequency, etiology, diagnosis and treatment

will concern us most, and these considerations no gen-

eral practitioner can afford to shirk.

Our treatment of the subject will have most to do
with cases after rupture.

When we who graduated fifteen or twenty years

ago were on the benches, our teachers, or rather lec-

turers, generally the gynecologists, talked some of

hematocele, but the professor of obstetrics usuallj'

fought shy of extra-uterine pregnancy altogether.

Our text-books did little more than give us awful

hints of these cases, when diagnosis was more than

doubtful and the anomaly almost always fatal; and so

we were left, blind as Ajax— but without his strength

to meet the dread encounter which must come. h\-

tra-peritoneal hematocele was dwelt on as an entirety

which might be due to extra-uterine pregnancy, but

some authorities hardly admitted even this. (Skene
in 1888.)

When we refer to our text-books up to ten years

ago, and note the contained teachings and recorded

results, aud compare these with later experience re-

corded in current literature, we are struck with the

ephemeral value of our cherished volumes. We are

also forcibly impressed with the fact that our thanks

> Rejid before the Ma9s»chu8ett8 Medical Society, Jane 10, 1896,
aod reooiiimended for publication by the Society.
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for later progress are due to the gynecologists rather

than to the obstetricians. But this is less to the dis-

credit of the latter than at first seems manifest, for

the former have literally the inside track, and have

improved their opportunities.

It is trite to say that abdominal surgery has made
far-reaching advances in the past decade, but some of

as may fail to connect this advance with our subject.

Great lessons are slowly learned by the average mind,

especially when they run counter to conservative in-

stincts and prejudices.

If anything we can report now, or elicit later on in

your discussion, shall help a brother to a clearer,

quicker diagnosis of this anomaly, or nerve the

usually far from languid arm of a gynecologist to a

prompt though desperate laparotomy, we know that

ofttimes the trebly valuable life of woman, wife and
mother can be saved thereby.

Does some one say, I have practised twenty years

and never seen a case ? We see only what we have

learned to recognize, and when we really acquire some
new truth we marvel at the apparently wonderful du-

plication of occurrences involving it. It is the unex-

pected that happens, and your next case may be one
of extra-uterine pregnancy. Some have said the

same of appendicitis, but who doubts that we formerly

overlooked it ? There is a curious parallelism here

between the medical history of appendicitis and that

of extra-uterine pregnancy. Peritonitis for years

masked appendicitis, as inter-peritoneal hematocele
hid its cause, extra-uterine pregnancy, in its own clots.

Peritonitis, like charity, covers a multitude of (di-

agnostic) sins. One is tempted to digress here and
inveigh against our honored boards of health, who
refuse to let us record "heart failure" as a cause of

death, but accept unquestioned our ignorance or blun-

ders if we say peritonitis.

FREQUKNCT.

I can find no available statistics on the number of

extra-uterine pregnancies. I asked the Boston Board
of Health for the number of fatal cases during the

past year, and was told that there were no deaths so

classified, and that it would take too much clerical

work to find out. Personally I know of two fatal

cases in South Boston, during the time covered by my
paper. Allow me to give my own figures. For five

years, from June 1, 1891, to June 1, 189C, I have
cared for about 850 pregnancies, and seen them ter-

minate in abortion, premature or term delivery. Dur-
ing these five years I have met in my own practice

five cases of extra-uterine pregnancy. All five cases

ruptured before a diagnosis was made, were operated

upon, made good recoveries, and are still under ob-

servation.

It does not seem possible that one pregnancy in

every 170 is ectopic, as these figures show. Five
cases in 850 pregnancies are too few to be conclusive,

but it must be admitted that they are very suggestive

and cannot be satisfactorily explained as mere coinci-

dences. It is very probable that such cases often pass

unrecognized when fatal, or are stumbled on at autop-
ties, or at operations, for some other assigned disease.

If we recall the physiology of conception, it is on
the theory that the spermatozoa must reach the ovary
via the Fallopian tubes before the female primary ele-

ment is fertilized. The spermatozoa have to accom-

plish this journey by their inherent wriggling or

sculling motion, and against the current of the ciliated

epithelia lining the Fallopian tubes. The vitalizing

contact having been accomplished on, near, or in the

ovary, the ovum is believed to reach the cavity of the

uterus by the motion of the ciliated epithelium above
mentioned, aided by some vermicular motion of the

tube itself. Now from inflammatory changes in the

tube causing stricture, obstruction from tumor pressure,

diminution of its lining epithelium, or any pathological

cause leading to partial obliteration of its lumen or

change in its lining, the now greatly enlarged ovum,
lacking inherent motion, may get side-tracked some-

where on the surface of the ovary, in the i)eritoneal

cavity, or as oftenest happens, in the free part of the

tube. When we consider the process, the wonder is

that it does not occur more frequently. We believe

that it may happen even where the pelvic viscera are

in a perfectly normal state. Veterinary surgeons tell

us that it is common m cows under the name, when
calcification has taken place, of stone calves, and I

have seen it in the field rabbit (hare).

Whether arrested in the ovary, in contact with the

peritoneum in its vicinity, or in the fimbria or lumen
of the tube, its inherent vitality is such that attach-

ment and growth must go on. The one condition of

this growth and development is enormous vascularity.

An encasing capsule of vessels develops around the

ovum from whatever the contiguous structure, and for

a while the ovum grows.

But the vascular capsule is frail and lacking the

firm backing of the womb, and unless in the intermural

portion of the tube, it is very prone to rupture in the

early months.

Any condition that may determine an abortion in

normal pregnancy acts with much greater certainty

here, and few cases comparatively go to or beyond the

time of placental formation. If the fetus develops in

that part of the tube that traverses the uterine wall,

it is not improbable that gradual dilatation of the tube

may finally merge its lumen with the general cavity of

the uterus, and full development and normal delivery

be accomplished. In one of my cases the sac was
close to the uterine wall, but no such happy termina-

tion occurred.

PATHOLOGY.

On rupturing, the pain is terribly intense, and a sur-

prising hemorrhage with the development of shock

occurs.

The sudden and unaccountable transition from as-

sumed health and comparative comfort to a state of

intense suffering, helplessness and fear, adds an ele-

ment of terror to the prostrated patient which may
amount to delirium or partial stupor.

There are abdominal distress, faintnese, nausea,

vomiting and rectal tenesmus. After the inter-vascu-

lar pressure is reduced by this depletion and the heart

weakened in consequence, the hemorrhage may cease

spontaneously, to begin again after rallying, if the

latter occurs. The effused blood may clot with such

firmness over one or the other tube as to give a visible

projection in the corresponding quadrant of the abdo-

men easily palpable by the fingers, to which it gives

a doughy resistance. This was manifested in one of

my cases, when some time elapsed between rupture

and operation.
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If the hemorrhage does not recur, there is still tlie

risk of septic infection and fatal peritonitis, or the

safer thou>;h slow and exhausting process of iocapsu-

latiou, and later ulceration into some neighboring vis-

cera or through the abdominal wall.

That nature can and does rescue some of these

cases is certain ; but to hope that she will, even in a

fair minority of the cases, is to expose our patients to

a needless risk.

Obstetric authotities are agreed upon the high mor-

tality rate of these cases of extra-uterine pregnancy

after rupture, and twenty years ago Meadows spoke

prophetically of the value of laparotomy for the

same.

DIAGNOSIS.

When we are urgently called to the bedside of a

woman sufifering from a ruptured extra-uterine preg-

nancy her awe-struck face will usually tell the story

more eloquently than her feeble words.

The pinched and ashen features are beaded with

sweat ; the nose and ears are cold ; the pupils dilated,

and the lips are almost as pallid as her cheeks. The
hair may be dripping as if it had been submerged.

The breathing is shallow and the voice feeble. By
choice she lies quietly on her back in the bed, for

motion gives pain. The pulse is small and hardly ob-

tainable, and will vary from 100 to 140. As might

be expected, the temperature in the period of collapse

is sub-normal, 97°, but after reaction, if it recurs, the

temperature may reach 99° or 100°.

No practitioner who has seen a stab or a gun-shot

wound of the abdomen, with hemorrhage, or a case of

perforation of the bowel in typhoid fever, can fail to

be struck with the similarity of appearances presented

by a woman with a ruptured extra-uterine pregnancy,

except that as the hemorrhage is greater the manifes-

tations are more striking. 1 am convinced that the

diagnostic value of the facial expression cannot be

overestimated.

Now, given a patient with the appearance I have
tried to portray, and getting a history of eight or ten

weeks of menstrual irregularity in a married woman,
these conditions ought, at least, to put us on our

guard. Better far to err on the side of assumed
gravity than to lull one's self and the patient into the

fatal blunder of optimistic expectancy. To fix the

value of the patient's appearance, let me give a per-

sonal experience. For some time, when younger, 1

had dreaded to meet extra-uterine pregnancy.

On one occasion, when called to a severe case of

intestinal colic (probably ptomain poisoning) with a

history of missed periods, I was imjjressed with the

belief that I had at last found what I had long dreaded

to meet. 1 did not note that the characteristic aspect

of peritoneal invasion was absent. I summoned a

specialist (at m)' own expense) who examined her,

and he, having no preconceived opinion, decided against

me. Shortly afterward the patient vomited a large

quantity of chocolate pie and ham, and my case of ec-

topic pregnancy vanished, leaving me very sore. Six

mouths afterward, however, a real case of extra-

uterine pregnancy presented itself, the patient bearing'

the evidence on her countenance of the awful plight

she was in. So striking was the sight, that though

still suffering in mind, body and estate from my former

"faux pas," 1 knew that 1 had to deal with an iuter-

peritoueal hemorrhage, and within three hours had the

satisfaction of having my former consultant verify my
diagnosis by a successful laparotomy, on this the first

of my five cases of ectopic pregnancy.

To return to other diagnostic features : When the

abdomen is exposed we are struck by its pallor, cold-

ness, and if the rupture is recent, by its lack of dis-

tention. Later on, distention may be found, especially

if septic infection of the effused blood has occurred.

There will be found a sensitive area over one ovarian

region, and palpation here may meet with a doughy,
mufUed sensation on deep pressure. Percussion over
an area of varying extent will give a note ranging

from intestinal resonance at the margins of the area

to flatness in its centre. If the blood is still fluid it

will gravitate to the lowest flank to some extent, when
the patient lies on that side.

Digital examination by the vagina after rupture has

not been of much help in my experience, except in

excluding uterine pregnancy. During the progress of

an extra-uterine pregnancy there is not usually a total

suspension of the menstrual discharge, and this fact

misleads the patient who may have the subjective

signs of pregnancy and still believe that she is men-
struating.

In ectopic gestation as in normal pregnancy the en-

dometrium develops a decidua, but disappointed at the

non-arrival of the ovum, it is shed in dark semi-fluid

shreds that confuse the patient. This symptom oc-

curred in nearly, if not all of my cases, and has some
diagnostic value.

Given a patient, then, who is living in the marriage
relation, and who is in the period of menstrual activity,

who presents the clinical symptoms mentioned above,
can a diagnosis of extra-uterine pregnancy be made
before three months, unless rupture has taken place?

We certainly see much the same train of symptoms in

some who go the full time, and in some who abort

early. Two of my cases were under observation for

days before rupture, and I did not suspect ectopic

pregnancy, nor was there any urgency in their condi-

tion. I doubt if an expert would have made a diag-

nosis with enough certainty to justify operative inter-

ference.

After rupture has taken place, however, I hold that

the average practitioner ought to make a prompt and
positive diagnosis, and he must have the courage of his

convictions to insist upon radical measures. In no
other way can he overcome the doubt and inertia with

which his opinion may be met by the patient and her

friends, when doubt and delay mean danger or death.

After the urgent pain is relieved by morphine, as it

should be, she will want to temporize.

TREATMENT.

When you reach a patient after rupture of an extra-

uterine pregnancy, the pain and collapse call for a full

dose of morphine, one-fourth to one-third of a grain

with one-hundredth of a grain of atropine subcutane-

ously, and this may have to be repeated. The relief

and apparent improvement induced thereby are sur-

prising, and though necessary, may obstruct your ef-

forts for your patient by making her unwilling for the

radical but imperative laparotomy. Heat applied ex-

ternally, and the horizontal position will help to equal-

ize the feeble circulation. Some authorities advise ice

over the abdomen to check the hemorrhage. Prob-
ably if you depend on this, the undertaker will con-

tinue its use.
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The real treatment must be prompt, and cau be

summarized in the old surgical axiom : Cut down and

tie the bleeding vessels. Remove the sac, clean out

the effused blood, and if possible close the abdominal

wound without drainage. Why hesitate to operate ?

All agree as to the terrible fatality, if left to nature,

of these cases after rupture and hemorrhage. You
are going to operate upon an aseptic intra-abdominal

wound, wliere you know that no vital organ is injured
;

where there is no antecedent disease to militate against

success, and no adhesions to threaten secondary hem-
orrhage or intestinal obstruction later. There is no

inflammation, impaired vitality from pressure, dyscra-

sia or senile changes to offer trouble to the operator

now, or later make life a burden for the family physi-

cian, as is apt to be the case after so many elective

laparotomies. Here it really seems as if there could

be no alternative. Let me emphasize. Don't let the

corpse-like appearance of peritonism make you with-

hold from the pallid creature her one chance of life.

Here, as in happier circumstances, " Faint heart ne'er

won fair lady." Several times when I was giving

ether in two of my cases, the pulse has almost disap-

peared, but rallied again under full doses of strychnia

hypodermically. In another case the rigid exactness

of the peritoneal toilet had to be omitted, so low was
the patient, and still both cases made full recoveries.

If, therefore, you are far from expert help, don't hesi-

tate to do the best you can, using aseptic precautions.

The gynecologists say that it is not a difficult operation

in itself, and bi-chloride and boiling water are every-

where obtainable.

Although I have never performed a laparotomy, I

should not hesitate to attempt it, if I met one of these

cases 80 remote as to require many hours to get

greater skill. Our fathers were expected to be equal

to strangulated hernia or to an amputation above the

knee, and with the better training of to-day no practi-

tioner ought to shirk the relatively no greater respon-

sibility of an emergency laparotomy for an ectopic

gestation after rupture. Fortunately, however, there

are few communities now where special skill cannot

be obtained. Let the general practitioner make the

diagnosis, and no operator will hesitate. If within

reach of a hospital, by all means get the patient into

it. One of my cases was carried in the horizontal

position, in a hack, three miles without much suffering

aud no apparent injury.

Of the technique of the operation it is not my place

to speak. Hardly less important is the after-care for

the first two or three days succeeding the operation.

Sterilized salt solution, one drachm to one pint, aud
strychnia subcutaneously, have given remarkably good
results in the state of peritoneal collapse, in my cases,

before, during and after operation.

i,To be continued,)

Germany Officially Investigates Colorado
Climate.— Dr. Engel Reimers, chief physician to

the public hospital in Hamburg, Germany, has been

sent to the United States, and Colorado [larticularly, to

investigate the influence of the climate upon tubercu-

lar patients. The doctor believes that the experiments
made with lymph and other alleged cures are as

Daught compared with the outdoor treatment, and that

the dry climate of Colorado is ideal for that purpose.

—

Colorado Medical Journal.

Clinical 2Det>atrtment.

TACHYCARDIA, WITH SUDDEN RESUMPTION
OF NORMAL PULSE-RATE.

BY ADDISOS S. THAYER, M.D., POKTLAKD, ME.

At the annual meeting of the American Neurologi-

cal Association in Philadelphia, June 3d, the Presi-

dent, Dr. F. X. Dercum, showed how greatly our

theories of nerve-function may be simplified by suppos-

ing the neuron to be endowed with motility. For ex-

ample, the cessation of hysterical paralysis, he says,

might merely mean that neuraxons from the cortex

cease to be retracted and resume their normal connec-

tion with neurons from the spine.

Dr. Dercum is at least to be thanked for his theory.

To medical teachers it may prove exceedingly useful,

rivalling in value those blessed comparisons which
liken the nervous system to a telephone-exchange, aud
the cerebral cortex to the coil of a phonograph.

The ascription of kinetic power to the neurons of

the cerebrum is not only suggestive as regards the

phenomena of hysteria, of hypnotism, and of sleep,

but also affords a ready explanation of the perform-

ances of nerve-structures which are rarely, if ever,

controlled by the will, — as illustrated by the follow-

ing exploit of the pneumogastric nerve.

June 30, 1896, I was called in consultation by Dr.

H. H. Allen, of Scarboro', with whose permission the

case is reported, to see Mrs. A., age forty-one. For
more than fifty hours the patient's pulse had ranged
between 140 and 170. The carotids throbbed some-
what violently, while the pulsation of the radial was
barely perceptible. There was no evidence of organic

cardiac lesion. The patient complained of precordial

discomfort, rather than pain, and was not in the least

perturbed mentally. She had secured short intervals

of sleep since the onset of the attack, which occurred

in the night, while she was apparently enjoying sound
rest from the effects of a dose of bromide.

For half a dozen years Mrs. A. has had similar

paroxysms of tachycardia several times a year, the

duration of which has averaged perhaps half a day,

and none of which, except the attack now described,

had lasted more than thirty-six hours. External appli-

cations, including ice, have given no relief. Numer-
ous drugs in moderate doses and in large doses have
been used repeatedly, with little effect. Sometimes
the attack would cease gradually ; but more often as

the patient herself expressed it— adopting, I suppose,

the pathology of her various medical advisers —
" the nerve would connect on, I would feel and hear a
snap which would almost take my breath away, and
then would be all right again."

Whatever the pathology, my own fingers and watch
were witnesses to the following facts. At a given time
the pulse was 152. Five minutes later Mrs. A.'s

husbaud came from her room with the announcement,
" It has snapped back." I stepped hastily in, counted
the pulse and found it 96.

A misplaced switch at the cerebral centres of the

pneumogastric, as an anatomical conception, is compli-

cated ; but it is easy to imagine the re-making of a

nerve-current that has been broken by the retraction

of a neuraxon.

The Medical Society of Virginia will meet at

Rockbridge Alum Springs, September 8th to 10th.
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I^eportj^ of J^octetteje(.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Foutv-Sevkntii Annual Meeting, Atlanta, Ga.,
May 6, 6, 7 and 8, 1896.

Section on Surgery and Anatomy.

In his opeuiug address Dr. C. A. Wueaton of St.

Paul, Miun., reviewed at some length the history of

the Sectiou from the time of its formation. Amon^'
other matters he spoke of the conservative treatment

of the diseases peculiar to the weaker sex. In speak-

ing of the medico-legal aspect of cerebro-spinal injur-

ies the Chairman hoped that more attention would be

given this matter, so that neurasthenia might cease to

be the bugbear of the profession as it might be re-

garded at present. The address concluded with some
practical remarks in regard to expert testimony.

SUBPHRENIC ABSCESS AND ITS RELATION TO PTO-
TIIOUAX.

Dr. Carl Beck stated that of five cases of sub-

phrenic abscess which he had observed, only twice was

he able to make a correct diagnosis before operation.

This condition is frequently confounded with pyo-

thorax. The author believes that as soon as the pro-

fession at lai-ge take the same interest in subphrenic

abscess that they do in appendicitis the number of

cases, which in the whole present literature amounts

to less than 200, would rapidly swell to an enormous
proportion and much more would be known about the

disease. It is sometimes impossible to distinguish an

encysted pyothorax from a subphrenic abscess. The
pathognomonic signs of such effusions urged by Ley-
den are absence of cough and expectoration, slight

displacement of the heart and rapid change in the

character of the note if the patient is turned. Ac-
cording to Dr. Beck's observations, however, pleuritic

effusion, particularly pyotliorax, sometimes occurs

without these symptoms. The manner in which the

exploratory needle may be moved about after its in-

troduction into the abscess has also been regarded as

pathognomonic, but when it is considered that in sub-

phrenic abscess the function of the diaphragm is

greatly impaired, and that furthermore the pointed

exploratory needle may be fixed by the diaphragm as

well as by the abscess membrane, neither the presence

nor absence of free movement may be regarded as of

any practical importance. In the author's opinion,

aside from the history of the case— which is of tiie

greatest importance— there are but few absolutely

reliable and characteristic signs of the presence of

such an abscess.

In discussing the treatment, the author stated that

after every aseptic precaution had been observed the

exploratory needle should be introduced over the seat

of abscess. If the first trial is negative, the needle

should be reintroduced several times in different

places— as the pus cavity may be either of small ex-

tent or it may contain aciieesy accumulation, or finally,

it may be divided into several minor cavities by adlie-

sious. After each negative result a wire should be

pushed through the needle, so that any pus which
may have remained adherent to the inner surface of

the needle may become detached. Occasionally it

will be found useful to fill the syringo with sterile

water after the operation and force the solution

through the needle into a Petri dish. If the micro-

scope does not give sufficient information, after exam-
ining this fluid, cultures may be made in properly pre-

pared tubes.

tuoracoplastt in America (schede's opera-
tion) AND visceral PLECRECTOMY.

Dr. Alexander Hugh Ferguson, of Chicago,

read a paper on this subject, and reported a number
of cases. Thoracoplasty, as first performed by
Schede, is an heroic measure for the treatment of

otherwise hopeless cases of empyema, and consists of

the removal of one-half of the chest wall. The
author stated that in spite of any operation some of

these cases of empyema are not cured. Amyloid de-

generation of the liver and tuberculosis certainly con-

traiudicate the operation within certain limits. Dr.

Ferguson first performed Schede's operation in July,

1895. Healing by first intention at the sides of the

wound was secured, and the patient was able to be out

in a very short space of time. In spite, however, of

careful treatment for five months after the operation, a

long central sinus which was constantly discharging

pus remained. An operation, therefore, for the re-

moval of the visceral pleura or pleurectomy was per-

formed. This operation resulted in the patient's com-
plete restoration to health. The first and only other

man in America who has performed this operation is

Dr. Geo. R. Fowler in October, 1893.

Visceral pleurectomy has only been performed five

times altogether, including Dr. Ferguson's case. The
latter's paper was well illustrated by excellent photo-

graphs and drawings.

Dr. Bayard Holmes, of Chicago, in the discussion

of Dr. F'erguson's paper, said : I have performed

three O])erations of this kind, and two of the patients

are now alive and well, and in a third case there was
no improvement after the operation, and the patient

subsequently died of tuberculosis. In one case drain-

age of the pleura had been maintained for over three

months, and after cutting through the chest walls in

both directions the parietal pleura was found to be

half an inch in thickness and the visceral pleura pre-

sented the same appearance. After removing a con-

siderable portion of both of these membranes the

cavity was packed with gauze and the patient made
an excellent recovery. Two adults on whom Dr.

Holmes operated were cases of long-standing empye-
ma; upon one of them EstUinder's operation had
been performed twice. After the third operation

was performed final recovery resulted, although it was
necessary to remove later several pieces of infected

ribs which had undergone necrosis.

Dr. Jas. H. Dunn, of Minneapolis, in discussing

this paper said that it was his belief that the neces-

sity for this operation was due to the failure in arriving

at a proper diagnosis and to the want of proper drain-

age. From his experience he thought that when
operations such as that proposed by Estliinder were
employed in the treatment of empyema the results

had usually been fatal. Where these operations

had been successful he believed that proper drain-

age alone would have secured equally good results.

If a thoroscoplastic operation is necessary the full re-

moval of half of the chest wall is the most desir-

able. Dr. Dunn believes that the presence of old

granulation tissues is what prevents a collapse of

the cavity in these cases. He therefore believes
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that the proper operation is the resection of the

chest wall ami the removal of the granulation tissue.

Dr. 15. Mekritt Ricketts, of Cincinnati, read a

paper ou
ENCHONDRITIS,

especially its surgical treatment. He presented the

report of a case and some interesting specimens.

The following papers were read by title:

THE RATIONAL TREATMENT OF CARCINOMA OF THE
CERVIX UTERI AS VIEWED BT THE GENERAL SUR-

GEON,

by Dr. Geo. Wiley Broome, St. Louis.

POST-OPERATIVE INSANITY,

by Dr. R. Harvey Reed, of Columbus.

EXTRA-UTERINE PREGNANCY,

by Dr. Howard Kelly, of Baltimore.

Dr. Kelly spoke at some length of his new method

of treating this affection, and mentioned the excel-

lent results he had obtained. He spoke of several

causes for error, not only in the diagnosis, but in the

treatment. Among other experiences he mentioned

the fact that he had opened dermoid cysts, pelvic ab-

scesses and small ovarian cysts, all of which he had
mistaken for extra-uterine pregnancies. All of these

he evacuated through the vagina. If you have a

large pelvic hematocele and will evacuate it from
below, and then evacuate the sac, you will very rarely

find it necessary to open the abdomen.
Dr. Nicholas Senn, of Chicago, agreed with Dr.

Kelly.

Dr. Kelly, in closing the discussion, advised all

to look out for the rectum, and also to be very care-

ful to keep clear of the uterine artery and the ureters.

EXPLORATION and TREATMENT OF FISSURES FROM
SKULL FRACTURES,

by Dr. H. H. A. Beach, of Boston.

The modern treatment of fractures of the skull is,

in a word, the impression that Lister and his teaching

have made upon the surgical work of pre-antiseptic

days. The results obtained before that time, through

the application of principles based upon cleanliness as

then understood, were not less astonishing than those of

to-day considering that the work was done in ignorance

of bacteria and their appalling ravages. The confi-

dence and boldness with which the surgeon may now
undertake explorations involving the gravest conse-

quences have really been the outcome of protection af-

forded from septic disease by the gradual development
of aseptic principles.

With all these advantages, the mortality of skull

fractures involving the base remains high. It has an
association with such elevation of temperature, as to

point in the direction of septic infection as an ex-

planation, and suggests a doubt of perfect asepsis in

some cases.

Without question a share is inevitable from severity

of injury as well as from complications" that are de-

pendent on sepsis. Crushing injuries of the head,
with extensive laceration and destruction of tissue,

together with abundant hemorrhage, will surely deter-
mine a proportion of more or less early and irremedi-
ably fatal results.

Of the patients who survive the immediate effects

of injury, a number are subject to a comparatively

slight rise of temperature for a short time, associated

with varying symptoms of concussion, and ultimately

recover. The remainder improve for an uncertain

period, then develop a temperature that gradually

rises as the patient sinks to his death. It is possible

that, of this last group, some die from chronic inflam-

mation of brain tissues following their contusion or

laceration, and the interference with their nutrition

through the pressure effects of masses of clot added
to the degenerative changes characteristic of those pro-

cesses. Progressively high temperatures common lu

fatal cases, however (though every care prescribed

by aseptic rules be followed), and their similarity in

other respects to those treated without asepsis make it

doubtful, to say the least, if sepsis has been com-
pletely eliminated from them. The reduction of this

mortality is a problem that now confronts the sur-

geon, and, as an entering wedge toward its folutiou,

the importance of a series of observations that will

establish beyond doubt the relation of sepsis to

the fatal cases cannot be overestimated. Much may
be accomplished by the systematic and accurate ob-

servation of all cases of fractured skull where there is an
open surface requiring dresssing, or where any dis-

charge exists, by making bacteriological cultures at

intervals during life and at the autopsy ; briefly, free-

dom from sepsis should be definitely and unmistaka-
bly proved in any fatal case by the unassailable evi-

dence supplied by bacteriological tests, to clear it from
the suspicion of putrefactive infection.

In searching for the source of infection, one is im-

pressed with the invariable freedom with which the

immediate seat of injury is now inspected, cleaned

and dressed; relieving in a measure the region of

direct violence from the suspicion of contamination.

Of the more remote sources, the common association

of bloody and serous discharges from the ear and
nasal passages suggests possibilities of bacterial infec-

tion through the extension of a fracture by fissuring

to the internal ear ; which in addition may supply abun-
dant material through the retained products of chronic

disease. By laceration of the membraui tympani,
direct connection is made with the outer air ou one
side, and on the other communication is opened
through the Eustachian tube with the cavity of the

naso-pharynx which Paul Range terms " the store-

house from which the infective elements passing

through the tube into the tympanum are derived."

Fissures communicating directly with the nasal cavity

are of necessity open to the same infective influences.

(A large percentage of those who die from skull

fractures have these bloody or serous discharges, also

those who survive for more than five or six days and
then die. On the other hand, a good proportion ol

those who recover have the same history ; from
which it is proper to infer that such discharges

are «ot in themselves necessarily fatal, nor the bony
fissures associated with them.) Another explanation

for fatal cases must be found either in the character

of the injury to the brain and its vessels, or that of

the fissures through which they escape. A fissure

extending through loosely fractured bone would be
more likely to supply an avenue for infective mater-
ial to reach the skull cavity, than one that could be
barely detected and closely resembled a crack in glass

or porcelain. The variations between these extremes
are common to all fractures and may explain a part at

least of the differences of results in cases presenting
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similar syniptoms. Slmuld Hssuring extend iu the

direction of ihe internal ear, the difficulty of making

that region aseptic and free from the possibility of

dangerously contaminating an opening communicating

with the brain, is a serious one ; especially so in old

cases of otorrhea.

The cavity of the skull is not second to that of the

peritoneum in the importance of maintaining perfect

aseptic defences. The septic area, after careful disin-

fection, should be approached from the wound at the

vertex, by widening connecting fissures with the roii-

geur to half an inch, until the base can be easily

reached and packed with gauze above and below the

fissure extending along the base. The brain can be

lifted with a retractor, and the auricle dissected up

and displaced forward, should it become necessary.

This packing of gauze limits hemorrhage without

undue pressure upon the brain, and provides an ex-

cellent drainage apparatus from the vertex to the base

of the skull.

As possibilities of infection cannot be estimated be-

fore the development of unfavorable symptoms, when
too late to institute antiseptic measures however radi-

cal, conservative treatment should include at the first

inspection of the wound, a most rigid asepsis, the ex-

ploration of fissures with the utmost precision, uncov-

ering the whole circumference of the perforation in

the skull for that purpose and providing unlimited

drainage by widening the fissure into loosely connected

bone that extends in the direction of the base. When
nearly 50 per cent, of brain abscesses originate in

suppurative ear diseases, the isolation of this region

from the brain and its attachments during the repair

of a fractured skull demands the serious consideration

of the surgeon. It also suggests the question of a

more radical clearing and asepsis of the ear cavities

than can be obtained without anesthesia in cases

where the temperature steadily rises, notwithstanding

our precautions. The danger associated with such a

plan lies iu the possibility of forcing, by washing

under pressure, septic material through a wide fissure

into the skull cavity, and emphasizes the importance

of a competent primary asepsis of the ears in all

fractures connected with them.

Cases were added illustrating the practice advo-

cated.

The Secretary, Dr. W. L. Estes, in discussing

Dr. Beach's paper, said : The questions involved in this

paper, which have set forth very clearly the necessity

of disinfection, the production of a septic state and

the employment of proper drainage, are important

ones and should not pass unnoticed. Too frequently

these fractures and the necesssity for their proper dis-

infection are overlooked by the busy practititioner,

and in a number of cases which have come under my
notice I have found there has been absolutely no at-

tempt at disinfection of the nasal passages or the ex-

ternal auditory meatus although all the symptoms
have pointed to a fracture involving the base. My
custom is to thoroughly douche or spray the nasal

Civities, and, when necessary, to plug them anteriorly

and posteriorly with some disinfectant gauze, after

which I usually plug the external auditory canal.

With regard to the drainage of these conditions, it is

often a very serious matter, although, if it involves

the area posterior to the auditory canal it may not be

60 difficult. The securing of proi)er drainage when
lh« area anterior to this canal is involved is the most

difficult matter, but this should not be neglected.

Hemorrhage is another dangerous factor, and should

receive prompt attention. The meningeal vessels are

those especially likely to be involved, while the siuuseB

need not necessarily be injured.

FODR CASES OF BRAIN INJCRT.

Dr. J. C. Oliver, of Cincinnati, presented a re-

port on four cases representing unusual injuries to the

brain.

Case I. A man, aged fifty-nine, fell a considerable

distance upon his head. He presented ptosis on the

left side, hemorrhage from the left nostril, motor

aphasia, and pupils which did not react properly to

the light. There was no paralysis of the limbs or of

the face. No operation was performed. At the

autopiiy there was found a rupture of the middle

meningeal artery on the left side and fractures of the

left orbital plate and of the cribriform plate on the

same side.

Case II. A patient with Jacksouian epilepsy, the

convulsions always beginning in the left leg then

spreading to the left arm, the left side of the face and

becoming general. After the attack he would become
maniacal, iu which condition he was dangerous to

those about him. He was trephined over the leg cen-

tre on the right side of the brain, but no lesion was

discovered other than a varicose vein in the diploe

which had ulcerated its way through both tables of

the skull and had caused absorption of the dura mater

at one point. The course of the vein was cut out

with rongeur forceps, and the channel in the diploe

firmly plugged. For six months after the operation

the patient was free from epilepsy ; but after this

time he began to experience pain in his left leg, and

there was a gradual return of the convulsions. The
patient was again operated on nine months later to

break up the adhesions which were supposed to have

formed, and a plate of gold foil was inserted in the

deficiency iu the skull. A few months subsequently

he died from causes unknown, without having had any
return of the convulsions.

Case III. A machinist presenting an abscess of

the upper eyelid was operated on for the evacuation

of the pus, and the patient returned to his occupa-

tion. After being at work three weeks he developed

an abscess over the left frontal lobe. This cerebral

abscess was trephined, and three ounces of pus evacu-

ated. The patient recovered, and is now in his usual

condition of mind and body.

Case IV. In a persistent case of acute otitis media

symptoms of meningitis and possible abscess over the

temporo sphenoidal lobe having developed, he was

trephined, with a negative result. The left lobe of

the cerebellum was then opened, with a similar nega-

tive result. The patient died within an hour after

the operation. The post-mortem showed diffuse puru-

lent meningitis involving both the base and the con-

vexity. There was no localized accumulation of pus.

The iufectiou in this case followed along the carotid

canal.

cholelithiasis and cholelithotomt.

Dh. Charles H. Dunn, of Minneapolis, read a

paper on this subject, based upon a study of forty

cases of gall-stone disease, and made a review of the

literature of the subject. As a result of his experi-

ence he had been impressed with the highly over-
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drawn notious of biliary colic and the mistaken view

of the symptoms of cholelithiasis prevalent among

the members of the profession. He believed that

jaundice was given too much prominence as a symp-

tom, and that the explanation of the presence or ab-

sence of a stone from purely mechanical reasons was

a childlike pathology. He believed that jaundice

was a comparatively infrequent symptom, certainly in

the early part of the course of the disease, and that

cases not infrequently run their whole course without

icterus. The author reported a case of a young and

otherwise healthy woman who died after a six weeks'

attack of biliary colic with almost constant pain, ten-

derness and vomiting. She had had but one previous

attack of short duration, a year before. A trace of

bile was present in the urine, but at no time was there

any icterus. At the autopsy five gall-stones were

found ; three in the gallbladder and two in the com-

mon duct. The indications for cholelithiasis should

be divided into relative and imperative. If the at-

tacks are frequent, the calculi unpassed and the symp-

toms are not relieved by a reasonable hygienic and

medical course of a few weeks' duration, so safe an

operation as cholecystotomy at this stage is doubly

preferable to further delay, even though no very

threatening symptoms have developed ; first, as the

easiest escape from present suffering, and, second, as

a preventive measure against the ever possible dan-

gers of cholangitis, duct impactions, etc., which may
entail a much more dangerous and trying operation

upon the patient. So long as the patient is in no ap-

parent danger a rational non-surgical management

through one or several attacks cannot be condemned,

and should be advised, unless circumstances offer per-

fect surgical conditions. When, however, after sev-

eral days' duration of the attack the general health

begins to fail, local tenderness develops, and the

paroxysms occur at lesser intervals, with jaundice and

infection threatening, the situation becomes much
more serious, and the indications for interference may
be termed imperative. All modern observations go

to show that nine times out of ten the gall-stones

occupy the gall-bladder alone, and in 95 cases out of

100 they occupy either the gall-bladder alone or it

and the cystic duct.

In the vast majority of cases, therefore, the indica-

tion appears to be to open the gall-bladder, remove

the stone and debris, and to drain the diseased organ

temporarily. In the author's opinion cholecystotomy

with temporary fistulae is the operation of election in

the average case of cholelithiasis, and the one to be

chosen nine times out of ten.

A. FEW RECENT CASES BEARING UPON THE QUES-

TION OF OPERATIVE INTERFERENCE IN ABDOMI-
NAL AILME.NT8.

Dr. Donald MacLean, LL.D., of Detroit, pre-

sented a paper on this subject. He desired princi-

pally to raise the question of the advisability of inter-

ference or non-interference in cases of abdominal

ailments, traumatic or otherwise.

The first case mentioned was that of a very obese

woman of fifty who had suffered from absolute ob-

struction of the bowels for ten days, and was in a

very advanced state of exhaustion. Upon opening
the abdomen, after a careful examination a calculus

the size of an egg was found in the intestine, consti-

tuting a complete obstruction. The abdominal cavity

was closed with all possible speed, but the patient died

twelve hours after the operation.

The second case was one of recurrent appendicitis,

which upon the operating-table presented an appendix

distended with pus ; and on further investigation ex-

tensive intestinal adhesions were encountered. When
these adhesions were broken up, several large rents in

the intestinal walls were produced and required sutur-

ing. The patient made a complete and rajjid recovery.

The third case was that of a young man, nineteen

years of age, with recurrent attacks of appendicitis.

At the operation the appendix was found deeply im-

bedded in an immense iuflammator}' mass surrround-

ing the cecum.

The fourth case was that of a man who was taken

suddenly ill, with all the signs of appendicitis. When
first seen by the author he was suffering great distress

from constant cough and the continued expectoration

of extremely fetid pus. The burrowing of an appen-

dicular abscess behind the peritoneum was suspected,

and an incision was accordingly made between the

sixth and seventh ribs on the right side, which tapped

the depot of fetid pus. Three years have elapsed

since the operation, and the patient is now in the best

of health.

The fifth case was that of a man, thirty-five years

old, who was thrown from his bicycle and alighted on

an asphalt pavement with great force on his buttocks.

While at first there were no symptoms, during the next

day and evening bis condition became very alarming.

When seen by the author he presented all the appear-

ances of rupture of the intestines and celiotomy was

accordingly performed. Upon opening the abdomen
an old ulcer was found which had produced firm adhe-

sions between the pyloric end of the stomach and the

duodenal mesentery. The jar of the fall had separ-

ated these adhesions and had produced a rupture of

the stomach. The rupture was carefully stitched and

all foreign matter which bad escaped from the stomach

into the peritoneal cavity was washed out with gallons

of sterilized hot water, after which the abdominal in-

cision was closed. Every possible precaution was

taken and the patient freely stimulated. He died

twenty hours after the operation. In addition to

the ulcer of the stomach which was present, the left

kidney was found to be very small, very imperfectly

developed and situated just below the promontory of

the sacrum. Whether or not this abnormality of the

kidney had any effect in causing the patient's death,

certain it is that complete suppression of urine existed

from the time of the accident to the end of the pa-

tient's life.

(To be continued.)

AMERICAN SURGICAL ASSOCIATION,

Detroit, May 26, 27 akd 28, 1896.

The Annual Meeting of the American Surgical

Association, opened at the Detroit College of Medi-

cine on Tuesday, May 26, 1896, at 10 a.m.

The President of the Association, Dr. Lodis Mc-
Lane Tiffany, of Baltimore, called the meeting to

order, and read an address entitled

THE operative treatment OF TRIFACIAL NEDRAL-
GIA.

Dr. S. J. MiXTER, of Boston, read a short paper
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ill discuseiou of tliis subject, wbicb was tbeti tbrowD
open for geiietal dit^cussiou.

Uk. W. W. Kekn, of Pbiladelphia, iu discussing

tbis paper, said lie was very mucb disappointt-d lo

learn ilial llie luoriality of operations for the relief of

trifacial neuralgia was ten per cent. Dr. Keen
Btuled ibat be bad two deatbs out of nine oases, one

of wbicb was due to sepsis and was avoidable, lie

explained tbe bigb mortality as being due in bis opin-

ion to tbe fact tliat tbe operation bad been done by

so mauy dilferent operators, and be tbougbt tbat

special operations sliould be reserved for tbe bands of

tbose wbo bave bad some special training. In tbree

of tbe nine cases mentioned, trouble was experienced

witb tbe cornea, bul. in no case was tbe eye lost.

Tbe following is Dr. Keen's metbod of dealing witb

corneal ulcer: Sew tbe lids togelber at tbe margin so

as to prevent tbe opening of tbe eye, take a circular

piece of rubber plaster, cut a circular bole in tbe

centre a little smaller tban a watcb-glass, insert a

watcb-glass iu tbe bole tbus made, and place tbis

sliield over tbe eye, tbe non-adhesive surface being

next to tbe patient's eye. Altbougb the rubber plas-

ter does not absolutely occlude tbe whole space, yet

tbe inside of the watch-glass is always moist.

Dr. J. EwiNG Mears, of Philadelphia, continuing

tbe discussion on tbe President's address, said be

would like to ask whether tbe President was clear in

his own mind that tbe lesion exists in the Gasserian

ganglion. If bis experience with the operation upon
the Gasserian ganglion demonstrates that the relief

from pain is permanent. Dr. Mears considered it right

to feel tbat tbe real lesion bad been discovered.

Dk. George Rveuson Fowler, of Brooklyn,
stated that iu one of bis cases there was a recurrence

of pain, even although be was absolutely certain that

he bad removed tbe ganglion. The post-mortem
shoived tbe existence of a neuroma upon tbe stump in

tbat portion which occupied tbe foramen rotuudum.
Dr. Fowler fully agreed with Dr. Keen as to the

necessity for keeping the eye protected, and mentioned
an illustrative case. Concerning the sclerotic changes
in the vessels, it may be that these are at the root of

the pathology of these cases. Dr. Fowler referred to

a case operated u|)ou by Dr. Morton of Philadelphia,

in which Meckel's ganglion was positively removed,
and yet the pain returned witb all its former violence

iu less tban two years, when ligation of tbe common
carotid gave tbe man permanent relief. Tbe author
mentioned other cases in which ligation of tbe carotid

bad produced excellent results, and in one of wbicb
there was a deviation of tbe tongue towards tbe side

operated upon. In tbis case the patient was unable
to straighten the tongue. Dr. Fowler referred to one
case which died during an epidemic of sepsis, and
stated tbat be saw no reason why there should not be
epidemics of sepsis as well as small-pox and scarlet

fever.

Dr. Parmentkr mentioned tbe case of an elderly

woman wbo bad facial neuralgia, and also a small
aneurism of tbe external carotid, in whom ligation of

tbe common carotid aflorded complete recovery.

Dit. H. S. Weeks said he doubted if a surgeon was
justibed in resorting to intra-craoial operations before
an extra-cranial bad been done, in view of tbe large

mortality.

Dr. N. p. Dandkidge mentioned a case on which
he had operated two and a half years ago, since which

time tbe man had been relieved from pain, but there

was maiked deformity of tbe face on account of

atrophy of the muscles. There was also a small

sinus leading down to dead bone.

Du. CumsTiAN Fengek said be preferred the

extra-cranial ojieration, as be considered it less dan-
gerous. He called attention to tbe fact that tbe mor-
tality from ligation of tbe common carotid was 18 per
cent.

Dr. Joseph Ransoiioff said he did not think 10
per cent, a very high mortality under all circumstances,

and tbat he considered if all the cases were included,

it would be nearer 50 per cent.

Dr. W. W. Keen said he omitted to mention two
methods of medical treatment, which had been of

great service, one recently suggested by Dr. Dana, of

Mew York, tbat of giving massive doses of strychnia,

and the other was suggested by Esmarch, who has
spoken of the value of purgatives.

Dr. Maurice H. Richari>son considered that the

operations could be taken up iu order, and that attack-

ing tbe ganglion should be done as a last resort,

especially in old people and tbose wbo are unable
to stand so formidable an operation as intra-crauial

neurectomy. In many cases a simple operation will

give a considerable relief.

Dr. Fowler explained that the mortality of 18
per cent, in ligations of the carotids included cases of

aneurisms, gunshot wounds, etc. In 52 cases where
the vessels were not affected by disease nor complicated

by carcinomatous tumors, the mortality was less tban
five per cent.

Dr. p. S. Conner said be considered the two most
important points were the cause of the neuralgia and
the results of operative interference. In a certain pro-

portion of cases the exemption from pain ranges from
three mouths to tbree years, whde in another jiropor-

tiou tbe exemption is scarcely worth mentioning, as

the pain returns immediately after the operation. In
some cases tbe loss of blood during tbe operation and
tbe shock from the operation have caused periods of

freedom from pain. Tbe propriety of tbe operation

has been established, as a man would rather take forty-

nine chances out of fifty to get relief.

Dr. T. a. McGraw was of the opinion that suffi-

cient investigation bad not been made of the possibility

of tbe neuralgic conditions being due as well to motor
as to sensory nerves, and stated that be was not at all

sure that a division of some of the motor nerves might
not be a great benefit.

Dr. Richardson stated tbat tbis operation had
been performed and had resulted in considerable facial

deformity, but no relief of tbe neuralgia.

Dr. S. J. Mi.\TEK mentioned two cases in which
merely a reopening of the old intra-cranial wound bad
afforded some relief.

Dr. Tiffany closed the discussion, and stated that

forty-five operators had participated in the hundred
cases reported, of which number twenty-four had each
operated upon one case only. He also mentioned
tbat there is diminished sensation in these cases, and
lessened lachr^'mation. He considered the curving of

tbe tongue due to atrophy of the muscles, but did not

understand why tbe perception of heat and cold should
be interfered witb.

As to tying tbe carotids Dr. Tiffany stated that Dr.
Park, of Buffalo, bad successfully done this in two
cases.
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the surgical treatment of tcberculosis of the
soft parts.

(a) tubeecclosis of the male genito-ukinauy
apparatds,

by Dr. Nicholas Senn, of Chicago.

Dr. Senu uot being present, his paper was passed.

(b) TCBERCDLOSIS of the female genital ORGANS
(INCLCDINQ tuberculosis OF THE KIDNEy),

by Dr. Albert Vander Veer, Albany.

Dr. Vander Veer treated his topic iu the following

order : clinical history, etiology, symptoms and diag-

nosis, treatment. He stated that this subject had been

neglected until recent years, and that the modern
ideas and progress depended upon careful histological

and bacteriological examinations. Tuberculosis of

the female pelvic viscera is not limited to any age, the

extreme limits being ten weeks and eighty-three years.

External genital lesions may be confounded with

tuberculosis. Heredity is important as suggesting

tubercular possibilities. Tuberculosis is extremely

rare in the external genitals, but by no means infre-

quent in the uterus. Tuberculosis of the uterus can

be demonstrated by microscopical examination of the

discharges and by curetting. Gonorrheal infection is

often grafted upon tuberculosis. Sometimes infection

takes place through the fingers or the instrument or

the semen. Tuberculosis originates in the tubes and
infects the uterus and cervix. The uterus can be

infected from without or within, and the infection is

aided by a lacerated cervix, pelvic peritonitis, trauma,

etc. The symptoms are local irritation, a pea-sized

wart near the vaginal outlet, a discharge from the

uterus, etc. The differentiation between the ulcers of

syphilis and epithelioma depends on age, history, local

appearances, etc. Tuberculosis of the cervix may be

mistaken for cancer. Many vaginal cases are infected

from the tubes, and tubercular peritonitis may infect

the vagina and the tubes. The author mentions sev-

eral cases illustrative of the points mentioned.

With regard to tuberculosis of the kidney, there

may be two forms, (1) miliary tuberculosis and (2)

caseous or true tuberculosis. The author gave the

details of one or two cases, and referred at some
length to Kelly's nephro-ureterectomy.

(C) TUBERCULAR PERITONITIS,

by Dr. Robert Abbe, of New York.
In reviewing this interesting subject. Dr. Abbe

thought it gave a fairer understanding of the multi-

form appearances of the disease if we viewed it from
the standpoint of the bacillus, rather than as others

have done from the gross appearance, which has led

to the division into the ascitic, the dry and the caseat-

ing form. A sudden tubercular irruption into the

peritoneal cavity may be as acute in symptoms and
duration as acute peritonitis from other causes. A
slower outbreak may result in ascitic distention in

three or four weeks, and a less virulent bacillus action

may occupy mouths in inducing ascites and wasting.
In other cases, possibly due to the route of invasion,
(penetration through lymphatics communicating mu-
cous and peritoneal serous coats or by follicular

ulcers — allowing tuberculous milk to be the medium
of infection) a dry or adhesive form follows in which
hectic and rapid wasting result. Again, the bacillus

produces an outpouring of thick lymph and (locculcnt

serum, which rapidly becomes purulent, jiroducing

unsymmetrical cakes of thickened omentum, matted
coils and encapsulated purulent collections. The bac-

illus products rapidly caseate, and ulcering fistulse may
result. All phases of the disease may be regarded as

representing the life history of the bacillus and its

products. Tubercular peritonitis may be, and in the

early stages often is, the only site of tubercle deposit

iu the patient ; hence, if overcome here, a practical

cure often follows. Even when other phases of infec-

tion, (pleural, intestinal, bronchial) are seen, an opera-

tive cure of the peritonitis has often been followed by
general recovery. The mode of entrance of the bacil-

lus is directly through the intestinal wall or through
ulcerating appendicitis or tubal or ovarian tuberculosis,

or through the blood. The claims of a few recent

authors to having cured tubercular peritonitis by medi-
cal treatment were reviewed and credited.

The unquestioned cure of true tuberculous periton-

itis by laparotomy was proved by two classes of

cases, those who have long survived operation, and
those who, having come to autopsy long afterwards,

have been found free from tubercles that studded the

peritoneum at the time of operation. Experimental
proof in animals corroborates also operation by simple
laparotomy and evacuation of the ascites ; closing the

dry abdomen is credited with a large number of cures.

Irrigation with warm salt solution is advocated by
preference. Camphor-uaphthol application, as used

by Rendu, is advised for bad cases.

Dr. Abbe reviewed many interesting and illustrative

cases in speaking of direct medication. The many
theories advanced to account for the surprising cures

were carefully considered ; and it was said in conclu-

sion, that " the theory that is sustained by most facts

is that based on the life history of the bacillus and the

capacity of the animal economy, not only to suppress

the activity of the organism by encapsulating it, but

to remove it by absorption. The proper opportunity

for conquests is not afforded in the presence of ascitic

fluid, which acts as a veritable culture bouillon and by
its fluidity aids dissemination. When, however, the

peritoneum has been aroused by congestion, which fol-

lows evacuation, and a reactionary inflammatiou is set

up, engendering cell hyperplasia, the intruder is walled
in and retrograde degeneration sets in."

(d) intra-thoracic tuberculosis,

by Dk. Geo. Rterson Fowler, of Brooklyn.
Dr. Fowler went into the historical part of the dis-

ease at great length, and devoted considerable atten-

tion to the surgical treatment of pleuritis and empy-
ema. Of all the organs in the human body the lungs
are the most frequently the seat of these affections.

Inasmuch as there is no lung affection that cannot be
complicated by tuberculosis, it follows that pleural af-

fections are most frequently tuberculous iu character.

Few patients who have suffered from pleurisy escape
tuberculosis, and this fact increases the importance of

the surgery of pleuritic affections in their relation to

tuberculosis. The author gave a brief discussion of

the effects of the presence of the pleuritic effusion up-

on the progress of tubercular disease of the pulmonary
structure. The view formerly held that the activity

of the circulation in the lung tissue constituted a

trustworthy means of protection against the occurrence
of tubercular infection of the respiratory organs was
combated, and reference was made to the observations
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of La-iiiiec, who in the early history stated that stasis

was incompatible with the progress of pulmonary tu-

bercular atlectious ; and Bier's observations supported

by those of Miller in the treatmeul of tubercular

joint disease by means of a constricting bandage was

held to conlirm the views of Lipnuec in this particular.

Note was taken of the fact that in any pleuritic affec-

tiou, even when due without doubt to tubercular in-

fection, the effusion is found to be serum, the sugges-

tion follows that this effusion possesses some resisting

iutluence over the development of the tubercle bacil-

lus, while it undoubtedly forms a favorable culture

medium for other organisms. The application and

technique of exploratory puncture or thoracentesis,

incision and drainage and Koenig's operation, the re-

section of a portion of rib, were gone into quite exten-

sively. This was followed by a consideration of the

operation of thoracoplasty and its indication. Schede's

operation for extensive resection of the chest wall, in-

cluding with the bony resection removal of the attached

soft parts, namely, the intercostal muscles and thick-

ened pleural membrane, was described. It was recom-

mended that the edges of the incision should be closed

closely about the drainage-tube and the dressing should

be applied in such a manner that the tube passes

through these. The drainage-tube is then attached to

a tube sufficiently long to lay over the side of the bed

and touch the surface of a sublimate solution. When
the patient can sit up the tube is fastened to a bottle

at the waist, as suggested by Bulau of Hamburg. By
this method and drainage, the patient is saved from the

discomfort produced by soiled dressings. The ques-

tion of the complications occurring in connection with

thoracoplastic operations u|)on the chest wall, namely,

pulmonary thrombosis, cerebral embolism and the re-

sulting paralysis was alluded to.

The consensus of opinion at the present day seems

to discountenance thoracotomy in tubercular patients,

preference being given to rejieated puncturing, or at

the most the method of permanent siphouage.

Tlie question of the direct treatment of tubercular

cavities was entered into quite extensively, and it was

stated that some difficulty must necessarily be experi-

enced in the selection of proper cases. In cases in

which the disease had come to a standstill any inter-

ference would be unjustifiable for the reason that it is

these cases that undergo cure by natural processes.

In addition to limiting operations on tubercular cases

to those that are circumscribed, the operation may be

applied to certain cases of a doubtful nature, which

form at the expense of both pleura and lung, namely,

pulmonary abscesses secondary to tubercular caries of

the ribs. Three examples of this were quoted.

The operation of resection of the lung was discussed

at some length, and attention was called to the fact

that the pulmonary structure differs from all other

structures in the body in its susceptibility to infection

and its anatomical peculiarities.

The experiments of Gluck of Berlin and Hans

Schmidt upon the lower animals for resection of the

lung were gone into in detail, and also those of Vir-

oudi, who produced localized tuberculosis in animals.

Dr. Dk Forest Willard, of Philadelphia, read

a paper on

TUBERCULOSIS OK TDE SUI'EKFICIAL GLANDS.

Dr. Willard first detailed the method of tubercular

infection of the lymph nodes. The route of entrance

is usually by very slight abrasions or injury. Slight

wounds are more liable to admit bacilli, as they arouse

local resistance to a less degree than more severe in-

juries. The face and neck are especially common
routes of entrance. The lymph glands act as filtra-

tion stations, and often prove effective in overpower-

ing the invading foe. They are likely to be success-

ful in proportion to their amount of resistive force.

An individual's resistive force may be lessened by

hereditary impairment of cells, or by the temporary

conditions of the tissues.

Local karyokinetic action may be successful, or if

partially successful, caseation and absorption may oc-

cur with less resistive power, or if staphylococcus in-

fection results suppuration follows.

When once the glands have become infected, they

are a perpetual menace to the general system, and

should be removed. Suppuration will sometimes ef-

fectually destroy all the invading bacilli ; yet this is a

slow and dangerous process, subjecting the individual

to constant risks.

Infected glands should be removed, if possible, dur-

ing the stage of duration.

The removal of tubercular glands from the neck is

frequently a most serious operation, provided connec-

tive infiltration is present, and especially if the chain

of glands has dipped deep beneath the cervical vessels

and nerves or has extended below the clavicle. These

deep glands can only be safely removed by following

the line of cleavage between the gland and the pro-

tection wall, which has been partially thrown about it,

each gland being cautiously shelled out.

The jugular veins, the branches of the carotid and

the pneumogastric and phrenic nerves should be care-

fully avoided. When a vein is injured immediate

pressure, with subsequent ligation or lateral suturing,

should be performed. If the phrenic or pneumogastric

are injured, they should be at once sutured with hue

silk.

Great care should be exercised to prevent the dis-

charge of pus and caseating material upon the fresh

wound ; if such accident occurs, the area should be

thoroughly cleansed and disinfected.

Temporary drainage is advisable when infection has

occurred from such discharge ; but in healthy opera-

tions with clean enucleation primary union without

drainage can be secured.

In infection in the axilla, the glands should be enu-

cleated with the same care that is employed in the re-

moval of carcinomatous nodules. The same rule

holds good in regard to glands situated in other por-

tions of the arm.

In the groin many difficulties will be encountered,

especially if the indurated glands extend deep about

the femoral or saphenous veins.

Secondary operations are advisable if necessary.

In cases that absolutely refuse operation, local and

constitutioual measures must be employed, including

tuberculin and sero-therapy.

The autlior has more confidence in the local effects

of iodine upon tubercular granulations than in iodo-

form. He has also had beneficial results from stimu-

lation of cell growth by a mixture of aristol with nu-

clein or proto-nuclein applied locally.

His conclusions are that tubercular infiltration

glands should not be allowed to remain and contami-

nate the general system.

{To be continittd.y
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NEUROGLIA STAINING.

The history of staining, especially as it relates to

the nervous system, has been one of extreme interest.

Development has followed development in natural

sequence, until now, within a year, we have coming

almost simultaneously from Germany and America

still another method which has already thrown much
light on that most elusive of all the tissues, the neu-

roglia of the central nervous system.

As one loaks back over the histological work of the

last forty years, it is significant to note how much
painstaking research has been devoted to the peculiar

problems which the nervous system offers, and how
often, even up to within a few months, false conclu-

sions have been published, which were false simply

because of the inadequacy of existing methods. This

fact has been especially noteworthy, that the very

value of the methods employed were often their most

serious disadvantage. To stain a section too thoroughly

has often been as detrimental to its proper understand-

ing as to stain it too partially. We now clearly

recognize that a bit of cerebral cortex, for example,

may deceive a most skilled observer in its complexity

of detail from the very perfection of its staining.

Such, indeed, has so often been the case, that even

now in speaking of ultimate structural principles, with

all the light of modern methods, we are still right in

maintaining a sceptical attitude, at least as regards the

possibility of fundamental changes in our now gener-

ally accepted view of nerve organization.

It goes without saying that to staining methods we
owe our present conception of nerve structure. It

was quite impossible to arrive at anything more than

a crude idea of organization from the rough macro-

scopic methods in use during the early part of this

century. The earliest staining is associated with the

name of Gerlach (1858) who first used carmine with

success, a staining agent which with certain vicissi-

tudes has come down to our time. By means of car-

mine, and later by allied substances, an excellent dif-

fuse stain of neuraxon processes, ganglion cells and

neuroglia was obtained ; but it was diffuse, and herein

lay both its advantage and its disadvantage— its ad-

vantage in demonstrating much of the normal structure

and its pathological modifications, its disadvantage in

staining so many elements that details were lost or

obscured to such a degree as to make their correct

recognition impossible. False notions of nerve struc-

ture and of the essential features of neuroglia were of

necessity inaugurated, and took strong hold upon the

scientific mind. Nor did the, in other respects, inval-

uable myeliue sheath stain of Weigert (1884) throw

light on many of the problems of finer structure, nota-

bly upon that of the neuroglia, for which it was in no

way intended. In the light of recent research we
must also attach a minor significance to Golgi's work,

so far as it concerns itself with the topography and

intimate histology of neuroglia. Here, again, the

exceedingly great value of a method in one direction,

has led undoubtedly to false ideas in others, and prob-

ably nowhere more than in the conception it has given

us of the neuroglia.

All of the methods alluded to and many others

which might be mentioned, have enlarged our knowl-

edge to a great degree, and have also unfortunately

fixed our preconceived prejudices not infrequently in

quite wrong directions. It was reserved for Golgi

and those working with his methods to demonstrate

the principle of contiguity as a fundamental one of

nerve organization, but this same method in equally

skilful hands was utterly unable to show, what we
must now regard as an equally fundamental law of

the organization of adult neuroglia, namely, that it

consists of cellular elements and fibres unatsociated by
continuity of structure with the cells, in other words,

a true intercellular substance. The difluseness of

previous methods of the carmine type had prevented,

except by conjecture, the microscopic picture of the

actual conditions, chiefly from the fact that it stained

too much, neuraxous and protoplasm of cells as well

as neuroglia, hence the inevitable confusion. Weigert's

hematoxylon methods were directed to a different ob-

ject, the staining of myeline, and hence could not be

expected to aid this particular problem. It is, how-
ever, worth much consideration that the various silver

methods of Golgi have proved equally futile; and yet,

as Weigert has recently pointed out, this is not in the

least to be wondered at when one reflects that they

fulfil none of the requirements of an adequate neurog-

lia stain; they are too uncertain, too crude, too selec-

tive regarding elements of the same histological char-

acter in a section, namely, neuroglia cells and fibres,

and not selective enough regarding elements of differ-

ent character. In other words they do not stain all

the neuroglia in a given section, and do stain struct-

ures other than neuroglia. A reading of Weigert's

recent monograph on the "neuroglia" can leave uo
doubt that the Golgi methods are absolutely iccapable

of dealing with the real problems at issue.

What was needed and scientifically required was a
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method of etaiuiug which would color all the neurog-

lia in a given section and absolutely nothing but the

neuroglia. Until this end was reached our knowledge
of neuroglia remained what it had always previously

been, a knowledge made up of often shrewd, but usu-

ally incorrect suppositions. It is a matter of just

self-congratulation that the preliminary solution of

this most difflcnlt histological question should have

come from Boston as well as from one of the most

proliKc neuro-histological laboratories of Europe, that

of Professor Weigert, in Frankfort-am-Main. Work-
ing independently of each other, Mallory and Weigert

published at essentially the same time a selective

method of staining the neuroglia of the human brain

and spinal cord which fulfilled the scientific require-

ments and thereby opened a new field of research for

the histologist and pathologist of the nervous system,

whose limits it is at present difficult to see. Both in-

vestigators have shown that the neuroglia has close

analogy with ordinary connective tissue, although still

of epiblastic origin, in the fact that it consists of cells

and more important, differentiated fibres of different

chemical reaction. Weigert's exhaustive preliminary

monograph is but another example of the absolutely

thorough and painstaking work of its author, and no

doubt will take its place among those books which

mark a distinct step in medical progress.

The great importance of the new revelation is

hardly to be overestimated. It places at once in an

intelligible light that large class of processes, more or

less justly termed the scleroses, and will no doubt, as

investigation advances, give us a still greater clew to

the underlying principle of normal structure, and so

ultimately of the morbid processes to which such a

structure is continually being exposed.

TREATMENT OF WHOOPING-COUGH 1!Y
BROMOFORM.

Ferreira,^ writes with favor of the treatment

of whooping-cough by bromoform. He adminis-

ters it in potion, adding enough alcohol to dissolve.

The dose is three to six drops in children under one

year, six to fifteen drops in older children. In cases

of great violence the dose is increased ; the remedy is

readily tolerated, and of feeble toxicity.

In the great majority of cases, the efficacy of bromo-

form is prompt. At the end of from three to six days,

the paroxysms of cough undergo a sensible attenuation,

and their intensity is appreciably lessened. In some
cases which Ferreira reports, the remedy " produced

the extinction of the disease in the course of ten days.''

In fact, he declares that the general effect of bromo-

form is to cut short the disease in less than a fortnight.

He believes that bromoform acts both as a germi-

cide and a depressant of the refiex excitability of the

nervous system, the spasmodic phenomena of the dis-

ease being reduced and disappearing under its use.

< Bulletin UciKl'ral de TberapenUiiue, June 30, ISOC.

The bacterial origin of this eminently coDtagioaa dis-

ease is now generally admitted.

Possibly (as Stepp suggests), this drug is decomposed

in the organism, being transformed into free bromine,

which is exhaled by the respiratory passages, and thus

acts directly on the pathogenic micro-germs of the

pertussis.

Bromoform has now been employed many years in

whooping-cough, being proposed by Stepp in 1887

and tried on seventy patients with remarkable (eton-

nanti) results. " The children all got better in five or

six days, and the cough was all gone at the end of a

fortnight."

Lowentbal, in 1880, presented a new series of cases

confirmative of the good effects of bromoform in per-

tussis. He administered it in one hundred cases aged

from eight weeks to seven years, with such success

that he claims a certain specific action of bromoform

in whooping-cough, "so striking is the promptitude of

the therapeutic effects and the efficacy of this medicine

against the paroxysms of pertussis even when they are

violent and complex."

Later still, Shossel and Paul Guttman in Germany
tried this medicament in hospital and private practice,

and found it signally efficacious. In England, Burton

Fanning, after having had recourse to bromoform in

one hundred cases of whooping-cough, has made an

interesting communication to the British Medical Asso-

ciation, in which he affirms that " bromoform mitigates

the intensity and lessens the number of the paroxysms

of pertussis and causes them to completely disappear

when the cases are not of great severity. It arrests

the vomitings, the epistaxis and other hemorrhages,

and ameliorates the bronchial symptoms, rendering

expectoration easier ; it is an antiseptic and at the

same time a sedative of the nervous system."

Bromoform is a clear, limpid liquid of a special odor

resembling a little that of chloroform, of an agreeable

savor, very soluble in alcohol, and but little soluble in

water. It is rather more volatile than chloroform.

" Bromoform," says Dr. Louis Fischer," " should be

given in a small teaspoouful of water. Owing to its

weight it sinks to the bottom of the spoon, and great

care must therefore be taken to see that the child

swallows the bromoform, and that it does not remain

in the spoon. There is no difficulty in giving bromo-

form to children, as it has a pleasant taste."

MEDICAL NOTES.

Yellow FtVER IN Cuba.— The yellow fever in

Cuba continues to increase, there being a larger num-

ber of cases and deaths reported from nearly every

consular or sanitary district. The small-pox mortal-

ity is still high, especially in Santiago de Cuba.

Cholera. — The latest reports from Alexandria

show a ranid increase in the number of cases of chol-

era. The disease is at present so prevalent as to be

» Braitlnvaile's Hetrospect, Part C, li, p. 257.
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beyond the control of the limited medical force. For

a while the cases were confined to a few quarters, but

the opposition to all sanitary or quarantine control

has at last resulted in a general epidemic. The dis-

ease is reported from nearly 90 different places, and

during the week ending July 1st, there were 1,200

deaths, while in the following six days there were

1,700. There are already recorded 8,000 fatal cases

since the outbreak began.

Resignation of Dr. Kiernan. — Dr. James G.

Kiernan, of Chicago, has resigned the editorship of

the Medical Standard.

Dr. Brush Appointed Professor of Psychi-

atry. — Dr. Edward N. Brush, Superintendent of

the Sheppard Asylum of Baltimore, has been elected

Professor of Psychiatry in the Woman's Medical Col-

lege of Baltimore.

American Association of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists.— The ninth anuual meeting of the

American Association of Obstetricians and Gyenecol-

ogists will be held at Eichmond, Va., September 22,

23 and 24, 1896.

Mississippi Valley Medical Association. —
The date of the meeting of the Mississippi Valley

Medical Association has been changed to September

15th to 18th, in order to permit the members and their

families to take the opportunity to make a tour

through the Yellowstone Park, as arranged by mem-

bers of the Association in St. Paul and Minneapolis,

to leave on the evening of September 18th.

boston and new ENGLAND.

AcoTE Infectious Diseases in Boston.— Dur-

ing the week ending at noon, August 5, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease :

diphtheria 74, scarlet fever 14, measles 65, typhoid

fever 16.

The Mayor's Advisory Board. — The Advisory

Board on Public Institutions, appointed by Mayor

Quincy, met for the first time on August 3d and ar-

ranged for its work under the Mayor. Dr. Charles

P. Putnam was made chairman of the Board, which is

made up of twenty persons, representing the follow-

organizations : Associated Charities, Massachusetts

Prison Association, Municipal League, Twentieth

Century Club, Society of St. Vincent de Paul, Suffolk

District Medical Society, Children's Aid Society,

Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty

to Children, Citizens' Association, Medico-Psychologi-

cal Society, Boston Provident Association, Committee

of Council, United Hebrew Benevolent Association,

Merchants' Municipal Committee, Young Ladies' Aid

Society. There are five physicians, two lawyers, one

clergyman and seven business men on the committee.

The following division of the board was made at the

organizing meeting

:

On Penal Institutions— Rev. Samuel J. Barrows,

Chairman ; William Lowell Putnam, Salome Merritt,

M.D., Elizabeth M. McCarthy and Edward Reynolds,

M.D.
On Children's Institutions— Thomas F. Ring,

Chairman; George P. Gardner, Charles W. Birtwell,

Mrs. J. Harvey Young, Augustus Thorndike, M.D.

On Pauper Institutions— Charles P. Putnam, M.D.,

Chairman ; Miss Annette P. Rogers, Mrs. Davis R.

Dewey, John P. Leahy and John F. Moors.

On Institutions for the Insane— Henry C. Bald-

win, M.D., Chairman ; Mrs. Martha W. Folsom, John

D. Williams, John J. Kennery and Louis Hecht, Sr.

NEW YORK.

The Floating Disinfecting Plant.— On July

29th Dr. Doty, Health Officer of the Port, had the

new floating disinfecting plant of the quarantine de-

partment brought to the foot of West 44th Street and

thrown open for the inspection of the medical profes-

sion and state and city officials. It is a small steam-

boat, now known as the James N. Wadsworth, which

was formerly the quarantine boat "Ripple." It is

furnished with baths for immigrants, apparatus for

fumigating clothing and pumps for forcing disinfect-

ants into ships.

A Medical Census.— The police have been in-

structed, by a recent order from headquarters, to take

a careful census of all persons practising as physi-

cians in the city, giving names in full and any special-

ties advertised. Thfe lists will be submitted to the

Board of Health and the officials of the Medical So-

ciety of the County of New York for inspection, in

order that steps may be taken for the prosecution of

any one practising without proper legal qualifications.

Death of Dr. Maximilian Weil.— Dr. Maxi-

milian Weil, of New York, died in the hospital at

Mount Vernon, Westchester County, on July 27th.

He had not been in good health for some time, and

among the symptoms from which he suffered was

marked mental depression. On July 25th, while at

the home of his wife's mother in New Rochelle, he

took a considerable quantity of carbolic acid and after-

wards cut his throat. His ostensible reason for this

suicidal act was that he had given his wife an over-

dose of morphia, but notwithstanding the fact that

Mrs. Weil rapidly recovered from the effects of the

morphia given her, he continued to exhibit violent

signs of insanity. He declared his determination to

die, and although he was subjected to physical con

straint and carefully watched in the hospital, he suc-

ceeded more than once in tearing open the wound in

his throat. Dr. Weil was graduated from Bellevue

Hospital Medical College in 1889, and had made a

considerable reputation in the department of bacteri-

ology.

Death of Dr. Samuel Swift.— Dr. Samuel

Swift, of Youkers, on the Hudson, died in the Flower

Hospital, New York, on July 29th, of an attack of

apoplexy, with which he was seized while in a city

theatre on July 25th. He was born in Brooklyn, N.

Y., and was graduated from the College of Physicians
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and Surgeous, New York. Early in his professional

life be was taken into partnership by the late Dr. J.

Foster Jenkins, of Yonkers, for many years the most

eminent physician in Westchester County, and on the

death of the latter, succeeded to his large and lucra-

tive practice. Dr. Swift married a daughter of the

late Professor Davies, of West Point, and in addition

to bis professional success attained a prominent position

in the community where he lived. He was for some

time Mayor of the city of Yonkers, being first elected

to that office in 1882. From the time of his taking

up his residence in Yonkers he was a prominent mem-
ber of the Medical Society of the County of West-

chester, which was organized early in 1897.

MoRTALiTr.— During the past two weeks there

has been a gratifying decline in the mortality of the

city. In the week ending July 25th, there were re-

ported 858 deaths, a decrease of 2GG from the preced-

ing week. In the week ending August 1st the num-

ber of deaths was 883. Of the total number of deaths

in the fortnight (1724), 870, or slightly more than

one-half, were in children under five years of age.

During the week ending August 1st the number of

deaths from measles declined to 7 ; those from scarlet

fever to 3 ; and those from diphtheria to 24. Whoop-
ing-cough cputinues to be unusually prevalent, and the

number of deaths from this cause amounted to 15.

^tjE^cellanp.

THE REPORT OF THE NEW YORK SURGICAL
SOCIETY UPON ERYSIPELAS TOXINES.

The committee, consisting of Drs. L. A. Stimson,

A. G. Gerster, and B. F. Curtis, appointed by the

New York Surgical Society to investigate the use of

erysipelas toxines in cases of malignant disease, have
made the following report upon the treatment.'

" Both before and since our appointment as a com-
mittee, we have been able to observe, individually and

together, a considerable number of cases treated by

this means, and in no case have we found any amelior-

ation which held out a prospect of ultimate cure. We
have on the contrary, observed in some cases that the

rate of growth of the disease was much more rapid

during the treatment. The treatment also imposes a

very severe tax upon the strength of the patient, and
apparently hastens the cachexia in most cases.

" We believe that in the instances of apparent cure

or marked improvement the correctness of the diag-

nosis is open to doubt.
" We therefore submit

:

" (I) That the danger to the patient from this treat-

ment is great.

" (2) Moreover, that the alleged successes are so

few and doubtful in character that the most that can

be fairly alleged for the treatment by toxines is that

it may offer a very slight chance of amelioration.
" (3) That valuable time has often been lost in

operable cases by postponing operation for the sake of

giving the method of treatment a trial.

' AdiisIh of Surgery, .luly, 1K96.

" (4) Finally, and most important, that if the

method is to be resorted to at all, it should be confined

to the absolutely inoperable cases."

CHICAGOS METHOD OF DETERMINING ITS
DEATH-RATE.

The municipal death rate of Chicago is to be les-

sened. It was larger than desirable and as the num-
ber of deaths reported is a fact, having figures not to

be gainsaid, the simplest method to reduce the rate

was to add to the population a convenient lump num-
ber of citizens with which to dilute the figures.

The Journal of the American Medical Association

says of this :
—

"After figuring its death-rate for some eighteen

months on a basis of 1,600,000 Chicago has resolved,

through its City Council, to cut down the rate by add-

ing 150,000 to its population. The following is the

text of a preamble and resolution to that effect adopted

by that body at its meeting on the 22d inst.

:

Whereas, A recent enumeration by the United States

postal authoi'ities shows that there are 202,511 habitations

in the city of Chicago, exclusive of stores, office buildings,

factories and other ])laces not used for dwelling purposes

;

and
When a/:, The United States census authorities in 1890

found the average number of persons in each such habita-

tion was 8.6 ; and
Whe7-eas, It is desirable for certain municipal purposes

that the ])opulation of the city be fixed and declared
;

therefore, it is hereby
Resolved, That the minimum population of the city of

Chicago for the current fiscal year lS9(i be held to be that

determined by the above factors— that is to say, in round
numbers, 1,750,000.

Probably this is as good a way as any to guess at

what should be a matter of exact determination by a

careful enumeration ; but our whole system of census-

taking, from the national inventory down to the census

taken by the police force, is exasperatingly defective.

No vital statistics based on such figures can possess

any value or command any credence. Chicago, for

example, on this officially resolved figure of popula-

tion, will have a death-rate of about 13.5 per thousand

for the current year. The only thing which is abso-

lutely certain concerning the city's mortality is that

there have been a few less deaths so far this year than

there were during the corresponding period of last

year."

MR. LECKY ON WOMEN AS ANTIVIVISEC-
TIONISTS.

Mr. Lecky, in his most interesting book on " De-
mocracy and Liberty," devotes a chapter to Woman.
He gives her a high and honorable position as help-

ing the general progress of reform. The prominent

part played by women in the cause of antivivisection-

ists is thus dealt with in the chapter in the second

volume :

" Women, and especially unmarried women, are, on the

whole, more impulsive and emotional than men ; more
easily induced to gratify an undisciplined or misplaced
comjiassion, to the neglect of the larger and more perma-
nent interests of society ; more apt to dwell upon the

proximate tlian the more distant results; more subject to

fanaticisms, whieh often aciiuire almost the intensity of
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monomania. We have had a melancholy example of this

in the attitude assumed of late years by a large class of

educated Englishwomen on the subject of vivisection.

That a practice which may be and has been gravely

abused is properly subject to legislative control will proba-

bly be very generally admitted. But it would be difficult

to conceive an act of greater folly or wickedness than to

prohibit absolutely the most efficient of all methods of

tracing the origin, course, and filiation of disease, the only

safe way of testing the efficacy of possible preventives

and remedies which may either prove fatal or be of inesti-

mable benefit to mankind. What tyrant could inflict a

greater curse upon his kind than deliberately to shut it out

from the best chance of preventing, alleviating, or curing

masses of human suffering, the magnitude and poignancy

of which it is impossible for imagination adequately to

conceive ? What folly could be greater than to do this in

a country where experiments on animals are so guarded
and limited by law that tliey undoubtedly inflict far less

suffering in the space of a year than field sports in the

space of a day ?

" The spectacle of great numbers of most humane and
excellent women taking up such a cause with a passion

that would undoubtedly lead them, if they possessed politi-

cal power, to subordinate to it all the great interests of

party or national welfare, has probably done as much as

any other single thing to shake the confidence of cool ob-

servers in the political capacities of women. It is true

that they are not alone in their crusade ; but it is only

necessary to look down any annual list of subscriptions in

such societies to perceive how enormously the female ele-

ment preponderates. In the administration of justice ; in

measures relating to distress and poverty that may be

mainly due to improvidence or vice ; in all questions of

peace and war— such a spirit would prove most danger-

ous. There have been ages in which insensibility to suf-

fering was the prevailing vice of public opinion. In our

own there is, perhaps, more to be feared from wild gusts of

unreasoning, uncalculating, hysterical emotion. ' Les

races,' as Buffon said, ' se feminisent.' A due sense of

the proportion of thinss ; an adequate subordination of

impulse to reason ; an habitual regard to the ultimate and
distant consequences of political measures ; a sound, sober,

and unexaggerated judgment, are elements which already

are lamentably wanting in political life, and female influ-

ence would certainly not tend to increase them."

Cotrtre^ponDmcc.

THE DOCTOR, FREE SILVER, AND FREE
EVERYTHING.

, Kennebec Co., Me., July 30, 1S96.

Mr. Editor : — Under ordinary circumstances I believe

it is true that doctors had better avoid politics, and medical

journals political discussions. But the present are not

ordinary circumstances ; the questions which doctors, in

common with their fellow-citizens of this republic, are to

vote upon at the polls ne.xt November, are not questions of

politics or political parties. They are questions of right

and wrong, of honor and dishonor, of prosperity or misery.

In such questions doctors have, as citizens and as individ-

uals, as keen an interest as any class or mass in the whole
community. It is their duty to try to find out where the

right is, where their own true interests and those of others

dependent directly or indirectly upon them lie. My intru-

sion upon your pages, therefore, with some remarks u[)on

some of the problems thrust upon us by the Chicago and
the last St. Louis Conventions requires no apology.

Doctors, in common with the great majority of their fel-

low-citizens, are really wage-earners. Suppose, leaving all

questions of honesty aside, this country votes to put its

dollar stamp at the ratio of 16 ounces of silver to one ounce
of gold upon all silver brought to its mints, and to make

those dollars a legal tender for debts, what will happen to

the doctor ?

When he is a money shark and bloated capitalist, with a

life insurance or a savings-bank deposit, his savings and

his capital will be cut in two. These, of course, he will

willingly lose because the voter has decided that it is for

the public good. He turns for consolation to the income

from his practice and finds that although for 100 visits he

has charged, even if he has not collected, as many dollars as

before, these dollars will only procure from other workers

about half as much of what they furnish and he needs.

Then the doctor sits down and reflects : This is all

doubtless for the public good, for the voters have voted it,

but I have been a little slow in catching on and profiting

by the wise pjrecept and example set me. Fifty cents is a

dollar ; eighteen inches is a yard ; a pint is a quart ; two
pecks make a bushel. The inverse of this excellent method
is what I require to place me among the other benefactors

of the people and to give me a share in the curious kind of

prosperity which I see around me. I will call one visit two
visits ; a three-dollar visit, a six-dollar visit, and hope I

may collect ; the amputation of one leg two legs ;' every

case of labor I will call twins. If the doctors in as big a

country as mine say this, it will go, and that which was not

will be. Of course, when my fellow-citizens make up their

minds to say that twenty-five cents is a dollar it will be less

easy for me to say that the amputation of one leg is the

amputation of four legs, as most people only have two ; but

the habit of calling new things by old names will have been

formed and who knows what may not pass under its im-

pulse !

Yours respectfully,

Medicus.

THE MEDICAL PROFESSION IN RUSSIA.

Boston, July 31, 1896.

Mr. Editor : While glancing over the pages of a Rus-

sian journal the other day, I chanced to run across a bit of

Russian statistics, that may be of interest to your readers,

especially in view of the approaching International Medi-

cal Congress at Moscow.
According to Professor Sicorsky, the number of suicides

among the medical men of Russia exceeds that in any other

class of people (a fact said to be observed all over Europe).

The greatest number occurs between the ages of twenty-

five and thirty-five — the first years on the slippery road to

success, when the greatest energy is spent in establishing

one's self, in face of broken hopes and intense disappoint-

ments. Deaths from infectious diseases, which spread with

remarkable rapidity in Russia, are quite frequent, and no-

where in the world (with the possible exception of China)

do the sanitary authorities encounter such obdurate super-

stition and impenetrable ignorance, completely thwarting

their efforts. The irregular life of the younger practi-

tioner; at times hard labor, day and night, for a miserable

pittance; the excessive nervous strain— all these bring on

apathy, melancholy, l(B(lium vitCE, hopelessness; to this

last the Russian, who is a born fatalist, is particularly liable

to fall a prey.

A yearly income of 2,000 roubles ($1,000) is rather rare,

the average being somewhere near 1,200 roubles. For a

population of almost 120 millions there are hardly 16,000

practitioners ; and still the grand total of the yearly income

of 6,106 of them amounted to a trifle over six million

roubles, that is, hardly one thousand per caput .'

Taking into consideration that it takes a Russian eight

years of preliminary education (in a so-called gymnasium)
before he is admitted to the study of medicine, and five

years of hard, conscientious labor before he obtains his

license to practise it, sometimes on the confines of civiliza-

tion among a semi-barbarous population, the above facts

are a sad commentary on a sadder condition of things in

Holy Russia. Very truly yours,

A. RoviNSKY, M.D.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending July 25th, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Serf;eaDt J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—

Baro-
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ANTITOXIN IN THE TREATMENT OF DIPH-
THERIA,!

BY JOHN H. MCCOLLOM, M.D.,

Itesident Physician, South Depari-ment, Boston City Hospital.

It is the generally conceived opinion that physicians

are exceptionally conservative in accepting any new
remedy for the treatment of any special disease, and it

is well that it should be so; for only by careful inves-

tigation of the results of any special mode of treat-

ment can we hope to arrive at the truth. Statistics of

the result of any method of treatment of a special dis-

ease, to be of value, must be based on a large number
of cases and must continue for a very considerable

period of time. It is also important that the cases

should be observed until absolute recovery takes

place. Antitoxin has now been in use something over

three years, and the consensus of opinion is that it is

a remedy of great value in the treatment of diphtheria.

It has not, however, proved of advantage in far ad-

vanced septic cases of this disease, neither has it been

shown to be of any value in the later symptoms char-

acterized by failure of the heart's action and a general

degeneration of the nerves. While it is not claimed

that antitoxin will cure every case of diphtheria, it is

claimed, and an analysis of the following statistics

proves, that the serum of horses rendered immune to

the toxiue of diphtheria is one of the most valuable

agents in the treatment of diphtheria. In the Boston

City Hospital in 1891 there were 237 cases of diph-

theria treated, with 105 deaths. In 1892-3 there

were 387 cases treated, with 185 deaths. In 1893-4
there were 438 cases treated, with 203 deaths. In

1894-5, when antitoxin was used only in a compara-
tively small proportion of cases, there were 698 cases

treated, with 266 deaths, making a total of 1,760 cases

with 759 deaths, with a percentage of 43, which was
about the average death-rate of diphtheria in hospital

cases both in this country and in Europe. In private

practice the death-rate as a rule is not quite so high as

in hospital cases, simply from the fact that the severe

cases only are sent to the hospital. In Boston, from

1878 to 1894, the average death-rate in the city was
30.7. The lowest death-rate was 27.18 and the highest

35.7. As this comprises 24,813 cases, the average

fatality of the disease can be readily seen. In the

South Department of the Boston City Hospital, from
the first of September, 1895, to the first of May, 1896,

when every case was treated with antitoxin, there

were 1,359 cases of diphtheria treated, with 170 deaths,

giving a percentage of 12.50. In the year 1895
throughout the whole cit^' there were 4,059 cases re-

ported to the Board of Health, with 588 deaths and a

percentage of 14.48. These cases reported to the

Board of Health include many mild cases and there-

fore cannot give a proper idea of the death-rate of this

disease. Some of these cases were without doubt
treated with antitoxin, but how many it is impossible
to state. The cases in the South Department of the

Boston City Hospital, on the other hand, were nearly
all of them severe cases and in many instances the

membrane covered the tonsils, the uvula and nearly
the whole of the roof of the mouth, with extensive

> Keaii before the >[a8iiaclmsetts Medical Society, June 9, I80C, auil
recommended for publication by the Society.

swelling of the cervical glands. As a rule patients

are not sent to a hospital unless they are seriously ill,

and for this reason statistics based on hospital cases

give a much better idea of the benefit of any pre-

scribed method of treatment than can be obtained

from cases in private practice. It is claimed, and with

truth, that in the first year of life diphtheria is an ex-

tremely fatal disease, the majority of patients succumb-

ing to it.

An analysis of the cases at the hospital shows that

in eight mouths there were 17 cases admitted under

one vear of age with three deaths, giving a percentage

of 17.6. The number of patients from one to two

years old admitted was 74 with 20 deaths, giving a

percentage of 27 ; from two to three years of age there

were 136 patients admitted with 37 deaths, giving a

percentage of 27 : from three to five years of age 329

patients were admitted with 55 deaths, a percentage

of 16.7 ; from five to ten years there were 410 patients

admitted with 39 deaths, giving a percentage of 9.5
;

from ten to twenty years 187 patients with nine deaths,

giving a percentage of 4.8; and from twenty years

and upwards 206 patients with seven death?, a percent-

age of 3.4. All of these cases were treated with anti-

toxin, and it would seem that these statistics should

convince any one of the beneficial effects of this agent.

If we take the highest death-rates occurring in any of

these ages, namely, that from one to two years, and

also from two to three years, children of these ages

being particularly susceptible to the disease, and in

whom diphtheria plays the greatest havoc, we find that

the death-rate is 27 as compared with 43 before anti-

toxin was used— a marked diminution.

In the epochs of life from five to ten years, from

ten to twenty years, and from twenty years upwards,

there is an extremely low death-rate, being respec-

tively 9.5, 4.8 and 3.4. There would seem to be only

one explanation of this low death-rate. In all of these

cases antitoxin was administered within a very short

time after the admission of the patients. Bacteriolog-

ical examinations were made in every instance, but it

was not defemed advisable to wait for the result of the

cultures before administering the serum. In order to

obtain the best results from the use of the anti-diph-

theritic serum, it is important to administer the agent

early in the disease. A delay of twenty-four hours

after the appearance of the membrane frequently im-

perils the lives of the patients. In a case of well-

marked clinical diphtheria the time necessary for the

growth of the organism in the culture tube is lost, but

it is very important that cultures should be made in

each and every case of diphtheria in order that statis-

tics may be based on a scientific foundation. The failure

to obtain a positive result has occurred so seldom as

not to be a factor of the slightest value, as this failure

has been due to some error in technique. The im-

portance of the early administration of antitoxin is

shown by an examination of the statistics of the hospi-

tal. Of the 1,359 cases admitted 53 died within

twenty-four hours of admission, and of these 53 quite

a large number died within two or three hours. If

we eliminate these 53 cases, we have 1,306 cases and
117 deaths, a percentage of 8.9. If we eliminate the

74 deaths that occurred within forty-eight hours of

admission, we have a percentage of 7.4.

Table of the number of cases of diphtheria, treated

at the Boston City Hospital, with the deaths, by ages,

from Septeml)er 1, 1855, to May 1, 1896:
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Agus.

1 year .

l-'l yejirs

10-20 " . . .

2ti year:^ and uiiwanls

Oai^es. Deaths.

•-'OU

ivhich ; iititoxiii was us«l: 1.35!) 170 deaths, per cent.Oases ill \

12.S0.

Ca«es from February, 1891, to Fehruary, It^Ol, in which antitoxiu was
not iised: l.OCil with 493 deaths, per cent. 4C.

It is manifestly evident that moribund cases should

not be used as an argument against the administration

of antitoxin, and therefore in studying the use of this

remedy these cases should be omitted. If a death-

The antitoxin that has been used is that prepared

by Prof. II. C. Ernst. From 5 to 10 c. c, varying

according to the slrengh of the preparation and the

age of the patient, iiave been administered. If at the

end of twenty-four iiours there was not a marked im-

provement in tiie general condition of the patient and

in the api)eHrance of the membrane, a second dose vf as

administered. If there was no amelioration of the

symptoms twenty-four to thirty-two hours after the

second dose was administered, a third dose was given,

and in certain instances a fourth dose. The appear-

ance of the membrane in favorable cases caused by the

action of the antitoxin is very characteristic. The
membrane commences to be detached at the edges, is

Chart of the Percentage of Deaths from Diphtheria, by Ages, at the South Department of the
Bo.sToN City Hospital, from Septemher 1, l»y5, to May 1, 189t).
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130 pounds, or about 50,000 grammes, one cubic cen-

timetre would be required for procuriug immunity.

For the cure of the disease, however, fifteen or twenty

times as large a dose is required, namely, 1,500 to

2,000 units.

In no instance has any serious effect followed the

use of antitoxin at the hospital. In a few instances

abscesses have appeared at the point of injection.

Cultures made from the contents of these abscesses

showed a pure growth of streptococci, and as abscesses

are not infrequently concomitants of diphtheria, it is

reasonable to suppose that the injection of antitoxin

was only an exciting cause of a predisposing condition

of the systeni. As illustrating this point, two sisters

with severe attacks of diphtheria were injected at the

same time with the same specimen of antitoxin. One
had a large cervical abscesss from which a pure cult-

ure of streptococci was taken, the other had a small

abscess at the point of inoculation which also gave a

pure growth of streptococci. The injection of anti-

toxin had certainly nothing to do with the cervical

abscess, and it is at least doubtful if the injection was
the direct and immediate cause of the second abscess.

It is a significant fact that pure cultures of streptococci

have been obtained fiom all the cervical abscesses at

the hospital occurring in the course of diphtheria.

Severe joint pains have been noticed in five in-

stances. These attacks have generally lasted from

twenty-four to forty-eight hours, and have been a

source of annoyance to the patients, but in no instance

have they been an element of danger.

Urticaria has occurred in quite a number of cases,

and although this has been a cause of discomfort to tlie

patient, it has never been a grave symptom. Dermatitis,

resembling the eruption of a severe attack of scarlet

fever, in which the diagnosis for the first twenty-four

hours was impossible, has been noticed in a few in-

stances. The moderate rise in the temperature, the

absence of vomiting and the subsequent history of the

case confirmed the diagnosis of antitoxin rash. An
eruption resembling measles has been noticed a few

times. From the appearance of this eruption it would

be impossible to make a differential diagnosis, but the

absence of constitutional symptoms has been an aid in

deciding upon the nature of the eruption.

In the mixed cases of scarlet fever and diphtheria,

antitoxin has had a beneficial effect upon the diphther-

itic membrane, but of course has had no effect on the

attack of scarlet fever. In addition to the use of

antitoxin, alcoholic stimulation has been very freely

used ; digitalis, strychnia and atropia have been used

in suitable cases. Milk has been the principal article

of diet, and has been given in as large quantities as

the patient could be induced to take. In certain cases

where the patients absolutely refused to take food and
stimulants, nasal feeding has been tried, and in some
instances this seemed to be the turning point, and the

patient's life was apparently saved by this procedure.

It is not sufficient to simply give antitoxin and do noth-

ing else for the relief of the patient. In no disease

are food and stimulants more imperatively demanded
than iu diphtheria, and an attempt has been made to

give food and stimulants in any way in which they could
be absorbed. A word may be said regarding nasal

feeding. It is less annoyance to the patient, it causes
less strain on the nervous system iu some instances to

give food by the nasal tube than by the mouth. The
constant endeavor to make a patient take food by the

mouth is a much greater injury to him than the pas-

sage of a small rubber catheter through the nose into

the stomach. The beneficial effects of this method

of feeding have been illustrated in so many instances

at the hospital, that I may be pardoned for alluding to

it in somewhat strong terms. The less you annoy a

patient ill with diphtheria the better for him. There

is no doubt iu my mind that many a diphtheria patient

has been harried to death by over-zealous attempts to

induce him to take nourishment.

Irrigation with a hot saline solution, and in some
cases a solution of corrosive sublimate, one part to ten

thousand, has been the application that has been used

for the nose and throat, and the relief experienced

by patients from this has been very marked. The
less one interferes with the membrane the better for

the patient. The irrigation removes all particles of

membrane that are easily detached, and does not

leave an abraded surface to serve as a focus for the

extension of the membrane. The forcible detach-

ment of the membrane by forceps cannot be too

strongly deprecated. The use of caustics is of no

advantage.

The experiments of Roux and Yersin show con-

clusively that diphtheritic membrane is less likely to

extend on intact mucous membrane than on abraded

surfaces, and therefore when the mucous membrane
is in any way injured an opportunity is given for the

extension of the disease.

Albuminuria has not been increased to any consid-

erable extent by the use of antitoxin. An analysis

of 83 cases at the hospital, in which the urine was
examined before and after antitoxin was administered,

showed that in 38 cases albumin was absent ; that in

30 cases there was the same amount of albumin be-

fore and after antitoxin was given ; that in 11 cases

albumin was diminished after the injection, and that

in four cases albumin was increased. Of these four

cases, in two the amount of the increase was from

nothing to the slightest possible trace, and in two the

amount was increased from a trace to a large trace.

In no instance have renal complications given rise to

serious symptoms. Albuminuria is such a frequent

complication iu diphtheria that any statistics, to be of

value regarding the action of antitoxin on this condi-

tion, must embrace a great number of cases, and
the examination of the urine must be made before

and after the administration of the agent. Observers

who have claimed that antitoxin causes albuminuria

iu diphtheria have in many instances failed to test the

urine before antitoxin was used, and many of these

observers lose sight of the fact that albuminuria is

one of the most constant symptoms iu severe cases of

diphtheria.

No cases of anuria have been observed at the hos-

pital.

Paralyses have been observed in a couiparatively

small number of cases, the percentage being some-

what less than was noted before the days of antitoxin.

When the cases have been received early in the his-

tory of the attack, before the growth of the organism

was Bufi!icient to generate a great amount of toxine,

paralysis has not as a rule occurred. If, on the other

hand, the case was received late in the course of the

disease and the membrane was extensive, paralysis

more or less marked has occurred in the majority of

cases. Cases of sudden death so common in the con-

valescence of diphtheria have not occurred, but there
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have beeu a few cases in which after appareut cou-

vaiesceuce there would be an attacic of vomiting and
the patient would rapidly lose strength and gra(^ually

sink and die in from twenty-four to seventy-two hours

from the comiueneenient of the attack. Broncho-

pneumonia has beeu one of the most frequent causes

of death, and no one claims that antitoxin has any

remedial jiower in this condition. If all the cases of

death from broncho-pneumonia were eliminated, the

death-rate from diphtheria pure and simple, when
antitoxin is used, would be much lower than that which
has beeu previously given.

In the laryngeal cases intubation has been the

operation generallj' selected, as this operation has iu

every iustauce relieved the stenosis. The advantages

of intubation are, first, a miuimum amount of shock,

and second, there are no cut surfaces to afford soil for

the growth of not only the diphtheria bacilli but of

other bacteria, for no matter how carefully you may
carry out aseptic precautions it is impossible to keep
a tracheotomy wound aseptic as can be done iu other

surgical operations. There can be no doubt that the

fatal issue iu cases of tracheotomy is due in most in-

stances to an infection either through the wound or

through the orifice of the tube itself. Jn the few
cases of tracheotomy at the hospital, death was caused

by this very infection. Another advantage of the in-

tubation tube is the fact that the air that enters the

lungs passes through the natural channels and there-

fore is less likely to irritate these organs. One argu-

ment that has been used against intubation is that the

patient is uuable to take the requisite amount of food ;

but this is obviated by the use of nasal feeding, which
has beeu a very important factor iu reducing the

death-rate. That antitoxin has also been a very im-

portant factor no one can reasonably doubt who has

observed intubation cases before antitoxin was used

aud since its adoption.

The site of the injection has beeu iu some instances

the outer aspect of the middle third of the thigh,

the lumbar region and the ufiper third of the thorax

near the posterior axillary line. After a careful con-

sideration of these various positions, it seems to me
that the last situation is the best, for the reason that

any irritation aud swelling in this locality causes less

annoyance to the patient than in either of the other

localities. One very important advantage is also that

in this place the nervous distribution is comparatively

limited, and therefore the amount of pain is dimin-

ished to a minimum. The technique of the operation

is as follows : First, the parts are rendered aseptic

by washing with corrosive sublimate ; second, the

syringe and needle are carefully sterilized by boiling.

The antitoxin is strained into the barrel of the syringe

through sterile gauze. A fold of the skin is taken up
by the thumb and forefinger, and the needle plunged

deeply into the cellular tissue. The injection is then

made slowly and carefully with only a limited amuuut
of force. After the needle is removed the opening

in the skin is sealed with gauze and collodion. If the

injection is properly given there should be no tumor
and therefore no necessity of rubbing the parts in

order to cause the disappearance of the tumor as is

recommended by certain observers. Williams's syr-

inge, which consists of a glass barrel and a glass pis-

ton with aitheBtog packing, is the instrument that has

been used. Koch's syringe, which consists of a glats

barrel with a detachable rubber bulb, is a very good

instrument for this purpose. Liier manufactures a
very good syringe. One advantage of Liier's syringe

is that there is no packing to become worn, as the

piston is carefully ground to fit the barrel. The only

objection to this syringe is its high cost. As a matter

of fact it makes very little difference what kind of a

syringe is used so long as each and every part can be

tliorougbly and absolutely sterilized by heat without

injury. A small ueedle should always be used, for

with a minute puncture the danger of infection is

diminished.

The preparation of antitoxin, and its use in the

treatment of diphtheria, are the results of careful aud
laborious work of bacteriologists, and whatever advan-

tage has been gained in the treatment of diphtheria is

due to the science of bacteriology. It has been claimed

that the use of antitoxin is unscientific, but any one
who has carefully read the reports of Roux, Yersin,

Aronson and many others cannot fail to be struck

with the eminently scientific nature of their work.

As the preparation of antitoxin requires great scien-

tific knowledge and an unlimited amount of time and
patience, it is evident that in order to be a success,

from a commercial point of view, the price must be so

high as to place it out of the reach of the poorer

classes, aud therefore it is incumbent on State aud
City Boards of Health to make arrangements where-

by the serum can l)e distributed gratuitously or sold at

a nominal price. As has been before stated, all the

antitoxin used at the hospital has been prepared by

Dr. Erust, aud there can be no doubt that the satisfac-

tory results obtained have been due to the excellence

of this preparation and the careful manner iu which it

has been [)repared.

In this jiaper a short and imperfect account of the

work in the diphtheria wards of the hospital has been

outlined, and certainly a diminution of the death-rate

from 46 per cent, when antitoxin was not used, to one

of 12.50, when it was used, can only be explained by

the remedial power of this agent. If many cases of

death occurring in persons ill of diphtheria, but iu

whom the cause of death was other than diphtheria,

had been eliminated, the death-rate would have been

much lower; but as it has been the object of this

paper to show the true value of antitoxin in the

treatment of diphtheria, it has been deemed advisable

to err against antitoxin rather than for it.

SOME expekimi:nt.\l wokk on lumbar
PUNCTUKE OF THE SUBARACHNOID SPACE.'

UV A. H. WESTWOKTU, M.I>.,

Assistant in Diseagts of Children in the Harcard Medical Scfiool

;

Out-/*atient Physician to tite Children's Hospital ; Senior Assis-
tant Physician to the Infants' Hospital, Boston.

(Couchldetl fruui No. 6, p. 136.)

Cask VI. Male, aged six months. Seen only once on
February Ist. Diagnosis, tubercular meninuiiis.

Clinical Hi.-lori/.— Vomiting; feverishness and retrac-

tion of the head, which bej;an about the middle of January.

There was some abatement of the symptoms after several

days. On January 27th, the vomiting reeoniuiented, to-

gether with retraction of the head; apathy and twitching

of tlie left arm and le;;. The temperature on February

l8t was 3H.4° C. (100.7° F.).

Puncture, February 1, 1896. About two cubic centi-

' From tile Scars' PaiUologlral Laboratory of the HarTaril Medical
School. Thl« paper wiia read before the Cluneal Section of the Suf-

folk IJistrlct .Medical Society, April 16, ICJO. and also at the Annual
Meeting of the American Pediatric Society In Montreal, May 27, 18*6.
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metres of cloudy fluid were withdrawn. No reaction on

the part of the patient attended the operation. Micro-
scopic examination showed the cloudiness to be chiefly due
to small mononuclear cells. Some fibrin was formed later.

Cover-glass preparations were stained for tubercle bacilli

and two doubtful ones were found. Cultures on blood-

scrum were sterile. A guinea-pig was inoculated with the

fluid but he was unfortunately killed by mistake and not

examined.
Later History.— Upon inquiry, it was learned that the

child died three weeks later. During the last three days
he had opisthotonos and convulsions.

Case VII. Male, aged seven months. Under observa-

tion for three weeks. Diagnosis, porencephalus.
Clinical History. The patient entered the hospital on

February 5, 1>S96. There was a history of frequent con-

vulsions which began when he was about three months old.

While in the hospital the convulsions occurred not less

than twenty times a day. Oftentimes he had several in an
hour. Marked rigidity of the extremities and opisthotonos

were constant symptoms. The temperature was normal
until ten days before his death. Physical examinations of

the various organs, made several times, were invariably

negative. Seven or eight days before his death he devel-

oped an acute inflammation of both middle ears, which
subsided in two or three days without any discharge.

First Puncture, February 5, 1896. Twelve cubic centi-

metres of clear, colorless fluid were withdrawn. 'J"he fluid

escaped at first with a spurt and then flowed by drops.

The specific gravity was 1.006 and there was no albumin
by the heat and nitric-aciJ tests. A test for sugar with

Fehliug's solution was negative. No sediment collected in

the test-tube after standing.

Second Punture, February 21st. A clear fluid was
withdrawn, similar in all respects to the first, except that

it contained a faint trace of albumin (about one-sixtieth of

one per cent.). This time the fluid escaped by drops.

Third Puncture, February 27th. The fluid was per-

fectly clear and dropped slowly from the needle. It re-

mained clear and contained a faint trace of albumin.
After standing for ten days, the fluid from the second

puncture became cloudy. Microscopic examination showed
that the cloudiness was due to bacteria. There were no
cells or fibrin present.

The patient died on February 28th.

A nlopsy Report. — The brain showed a rudimentary de-

velopment but no evidences of inflammation. The other
organs were normal, with the exception of areas of atelec-

tasis in the lungs. Cultures from the organs showed the

colon bacillus present in the liver, spleen and kidneys and
a mixture of organisms in the lungs.

Case Vlll. Male, aged five years. Under observation
for three weeks. Diagnosis, tubercular meningitis ; dis-

seminated tuberculosis of the lungs, liver, spleen and kid-

neys ; chronic tuberculosis of the bronchial glands.

Clinical History.— There was an indefinite history of

slight convulsions, without loss of consciousness, which
occurred just before he entered the hospital ; together with
headache for a week and vomiting. The patient came to

my out-patient clinic February 20, 1.S96, and was recom-
mended for admission into the hospital. While under-
going examination he became ()uite rigid. This was im-

mediately followed by spasmodic movements of the right

leg and arm and athetoid movements of the fingers of the

right hand. There was no loss of consciousness. 'J'he

child seemed frightened and clung to his mother's neck.

After his admission to the hospital he had two or three
similar attacks. About a week later (February 27th), he
showed the classical symptoms of tubercular meningitis

;

vomiting
; headache ; apathy ; slow and intermittent pulse

;

slight temperature ; Idche cerebrale ; somewhat retracted
abdomen.

First Puncture, March 3d. Five cubic centimetres of

perfectly clear fluid were withdrawn. At first the fluid

spurted and then flowed by drops. Cultures taken from
the fluid when it was withdrawn were sterile. 'I'hree days
later the fluid was cloudy and cultures showed the staphy-

lococcus aureus. There were neither cells nor fibrin pres-

ent.

Second Puncture, March 5th. Nine cubic centimetres

of very slightly cloudy fluid were withdrawn. The cloudi-

ness was caused by a finely divided sediment suspended in

the fluid and was difficult to detect until the test tube was
held toward the light and gently shaken. Microscopic ex-

amination of the sediment after standing showed the pres-

ence of a few polynuclear leucocytes, many round cells

with a single nucleus and fibrin. Loffler's methylene-bluc
solution was used to differentiate the cells. No micro-

organisms were found and cultures from the fluid were
sterile. The fluid contained a faint trace of albumin (less

than one-twenty-fifth of one per cent.).

Up to this time there had been considerable uncertainty

about the diagnosis. The possibility of a cerebral tumor
could not be denied and there were a number of symptoms
in the case which pointed strongly toward it. After the

second puncture, however, the diagnosis of tubercular men-
ingitis was made.
The patient was operated upon by Dr. H. L. Burrell on

March 6th.

Third Puncture, March 9th. About ten cubic centi-

metres of slightly cloudy fluid were withdrawn, similar in

all respects to that which was obtainc<l from the second
puncture. A guinea-pig was inoculated with some of tliis

fluid and developed tuberculosis. The patient died on
March 12th.

Autopsy Report (Dr. F. B. Mallory).— " On the pia, on
both sides, at the vertex, centering over the fissures of

Rolando and Sylvius and dipping down into the longitudinal

fissure, were two areas about six centimetres long and four

centimetres wide, dotted with yellowish specks, the size of

pin heads. These specks were more numerous on the right

side than on the left. Close to and in the longitudinal fis-

sure they fused together, forming yellow areas which re-

sembled fibrino-purulent exudation. No tubercles were
found at the base of the brain, or in the fissures of Sylvius.

The inner surface of the dura on the right side showed a
number of single and agglomerated tubercles." The re-

mainder of the report is omitted.

Autopsy Diagnosis. — Chronic tubercular bronchial
glands ; disseminated tuberculosis of the lungs, spleen,

kidneys and liver; miliary tubercular meningitis.

It is not surprising to me that the fluid from the first

puncture was clear, but rather that the fluiil was cloudy
from the two subsequent punctures, considering the small

quantity of inflammatory exudation and its location.

Case IX. J\lale, five years of age. Under observation
for two weeks after the first puncture. Diagnosis, tuber-

culosis of the hip joint
;
glandular tuberculosis ; dissemi-

nated tuberculosis of the lungs, liver, kidneys and spleen
;

tubercular meningitis.

Clinical History.— The patient was operated upon for a
hip abscess and a day or two afterwards developed symp-
toms of meningitis. There was vomiting, irritability and
apathy in the beginning, and later, stupor and convulsions
supervened.

First Puncture, March 2d, about two or three days after

the operation. Several cubic centimetres of slightly cloudy
fliiid were withdrawn. After standing for several hours
there was a web-like coagulum of fibrin which extended
up from the bottom of the test-ttibe for some distance.

Alicroscopic examination showed numerous mononuclear
cells and some polynuclear leucocytes, together with con-
siderable fibrin. Cultures taken on blood-serum were
sterile. The fluid contained a faint trace of albumin
(about one-thirtieth of one per cent.).

Second Puncture, March 5th. Twenty-one cubic centi-

metres of slightly cloudy fluid were withdrawn. The first

fourteen cubic centimetres escaped quite rapidly, but after
that the fluid dropped quite slowly. The fluid and sedi-

ment were similar to that obtained from the first puncture.
A test for sugar with Fehling's solution gave a negative
result.

Third Puncture, March 9th. Twelve cubic centimetres
of fluid were withdrawn, which was more cloudy than the
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fluid from the two previous punctures. In other respects

the fluid and sediment did not differ from that obtained
before. A guinea-pig was inoculated with some of the

rtuid, and developed tuberculosis.

Fourth Puncture, ^larcli Tith. Several cubic centimetres
of cloudy lluid were withdrawn, which was similar in all

respects to that which was obtained from the previous

l)unctures.

The patient died on March 16th.

.1 uliij/sy Report. — The vessels of the pia were injected,

anil there was considerable fibrinous e-xudation in the

meshes of the pia, especially at the base of the brain.

Miliary tubercles were found in the pia, at the base of the

brain, and along the fissures of Sylvius and Rolando. The
ventricles contained more fluid than normal, and the sur-

face of the ependyma was covered with fine pin-point eleva-

tions. The Iun§s, liver, spleen and kidneys showed a dis-

seminated tuberculosis, and llie bronchial and mesenteric

lymph-glands were enlarged and contained numerous
" cheesy " foci.

Case X. Premature infant of eight months. Under
observation for ten days.

Clinical History.— The day before its death the temper-

ature rose to 41° C. (105.8° F.). No cause could be de-

tected by physical examination.

Puncture, March 5th, the day of its death. Two cubic

centimetres of blood-tinged fluid were withdrawn. The
operation was unattended by symptoms. Microscopically,

the fluid contained red blood-corpuscles and a few white

corpuscles, but no fibrin. There was a faint trace of albu-

min in the fluid, (about one-si.xtieth of one per cent.).

Autopfij Report.— The lateral ventricles were dilated

and contained an excess of fluid and macerated brain sub-

stance. Cultures taken from this fluid were sterile. The
meninges showed no evidences of inflammation. The other

organs were not abnormal with the exception of areas of

atelectasis in the lungs. Cultures from the organs showed
the presence of the colon bacillus.

Cask XI. Male, aged four months. Still under ob-

servation. Diagnosis, infantile atrophy.

PhyMccd Examinotion.— Emaciation
;

pallor and lack

of development ; otherwise negative. The temperature
was slightly sub-normal.

Puncture, March 8th. The fluid was at first slightly

tinged with blood, but later it was perfectly clear and
showed no sediment after standing. No symptoms at-

tended or followed the operation. The fluid contained a

faint trace of albumin, less than one-fiftieth of one per cent.

Case XII. Male, aged four months. Under observa-

tion for seventeen days. Diagnosis, rhachitis and atrophy.

Puncture, March 8th. Three cubic centimetres of clear

fluid were withdrawn, which contained a faint trace of

albumin (less than one-fiftieth of one per cent.). The fluid

showed no sediment after standing for several days. The
operation had rfo effect on the patient.

He was discharged relieved on March 13th.

Case XIII. Female, aged one month. Under observa-

tion for nineteen days. Diagnosis, obstetrical paralysis of

the left arm.
Puncture, March 8th. Two cubic centimetres of slightly

blood-tinged fluid were withdrawn. Microscopic examina-
tion showed the presence of red blood-corpuscles and an
occasional white corpuscle, but no fibrin. The operation

was without effect on the patient.

Discharged well on March 14th.

Case XIV. Male, aged two years. Diagnosis, acute
purulent meningitis.

Clinical Hiflory. — The patient had a chronic jiurulent

inflammation of the right car, and was operated on by Dr.
H. L. Morse on March G, 1896. The patient died on
March lOlli with symptoms of meningitis.

Puncture made six anil a half hours after death. A
very turbid lluid was withdrawn, and a purulent, yellow
sediment settled quickly to the bottom of the test-tube.

Cover-glass preparations of the sediment were stained with
Lofller's methylene-blue .solution, and showed the presence

of numerous jiolynuclear leucocytes, fibrin and bacteria.

Aulop.iy Report.— Both cerebral hemispheres, between
the pia and the dura, were covered with thick, foul-smell-

ing pus. The exudation extended to a lesser degree over

the base of the brain. There were three openings on the

upper surface of the petrous portion of the right temporal
bone, through which a probe could be passed through the

middle ear into the external meatus. Corresponding to

these openinss, there was a small abscess in the right tem-

poro-sphenoidal lobe of the brain. Cultures made from
the pus showed a mixture of organisms.

Case XV. Male, aged seventeen months. Still under
observation. Diagnosis, rhachitis, with spasms of the

larynx and convulsions.

Clinical History.— The patient entered the hospital on

March 9, 189C, with a history of convulsions, at intervals,

for the last two months. Aside from marked evidences of

rhachitis, the [jhysical examination was negative. The in-

fant was fat, and looked perfectly healthy. The tempera-

ture was normal at the time of entrance, and remained so.

During the first two weeks he had a number of convulsions,

which were always preceded by si)asm of the larynx.

Puncture, March 11th. Several cubic centimetres of blood-

tinged fluid were withdrawn. After standing, the blood

collected into a small drop at the bottom of the test-tube,

and left the fluid perfectly clear. Microscopic examination

of this drop showed it to consist of red blood-corpuscles,

together with a corresponding number of white corpuscles

interspersed. There was no fibrin. The fluid contained a

faint trace of albumin. There were no symptoms attend-

ing or following the operation.

Case XVI. Male, aged twenty-one months. Under
observation for sixteen days. Diagnosis, rhachitis, bron-

chitis and broncho-pneumonia. Patient entered hospital

March 5th.

Puncture, March 11th. Three cubic centimetres of clear

colorless fluid were withdrawn, which contained a faint

trace of albumin (about one-fiftieth of one per cent.). No
sediment collected in the test-tube after standing. The
operation was without effect on the patient.

Later History.— The patient was discharged well of

bronchitis and broncho-pneumonia.
Cask XVll. Male, aged seven months. Under obser-

vation for two weeks. Diagnosis, pulmonary, glandular

and disseminated tuberculosis.

Physical Examination. — Extreme emaciation, and evi-

dences of consolidation in both lungs. Temperature slightly

elevated.

Puncture, March 16th. THree cubic centimetres of per-

fectly clear fluid were withdrawn, which contained a faint

trace of albumin (about one-sixtieth of one i)er cent.).

The fluid remained without sediment for several days. No
symptoms attended or followed the operation.

The patient died on March 17th.

Autopsy Report. — There was very extensive tuberculosis

of both lungs and considerable destruction of the lung tis-

sue in the upper and lower lobes of the right lung. Acute
miliary tuberculosis of the liver, spleen and kidneys, and
"cheesy" (tuberculous) bronchial and mesenteric lymph-
glands.

The brain was carefully examined for evidences of tuber-

cular meningitis, l)ut neither tubercles nor inflammatory

exudation were found. The ventricles were normal.

Case XVI 1 1. Female, aged four years. Entered hospi-

tal on March 1 1th and died on March 12, 189G. Diagnosis,

chronic tuberculosis of the dorsal vertebraj and bronchial

lymjih-glands; tubercular meningitis, acute miliary tuber-

culosis of the lungs, spleen, liver and kidneys.

Puncture, three hours after death. A cloudy fluid was
withdrawn. Microscopic examination of the sediment

showed numerous small mononuclear cells, a few poly-

nuclear leucocytes ami fibrin. Cultures were sterile.

Aulojisy Report (Dr. F. B. Mallory).— The convolutions

were much flattened. There were numerous miliary tuber-

cles in the pia over the convexities, but the largest number
were found in the fissure of Sylvius and at tJie base of the

brain. Tubercles were also found in the gray ami white

matter of the occipital and frontal regions and also in the
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white matter of the cerebellum. The ependyma was
studded with minute pin-point elevations. (The remainder

of the report is omitted.)

Case XIX. Female, aged six months. Under observa-

tion for thirteen days. Diagnosis, slight rhachitis and
anemia, persistent vomiting.

Clinical HiMorij. — The patient was sent to the hospital

with a provisional diagnosis of tubercular meningitis.

There was a history of irritability, obstinate vomiting and
frequent attacks of crying.

The physical examination made on i\Iarch 16th, two
days after coming to the hospital, was negative exce|it that

the infant was pale and looked ill. The temperature was
practically normal during her stay in the hospital.

Puncture, March 16, 1896. Several cubic centimetres

of perfectly clear fluid were withdrawn. The fluid con-

tained no sediment after standing for several days. The
patient was not affected by the operation.

Later Hintori/.— The child was fed upon modified milk

once or twice by means of a stomach-tube, and after sev-

eral days ceased to vomit and took her food quite well. It

was afterward learned that the infant had been given

coffee for some time. She was discharged relieved.

Case XX. Male, aged eleven months. Under obser-

vation for about six weeks. Diagnosis, rhachitis, anemia
and atrophy.

Clinical History.— During his stay in the hospital the

patient gained somewhat in weight and was otherwise im-

proved. The physical examination showed marked evi-

dences of rhachitis, consisting of deformity of the thorax,

epiphyseal enlargement, a well-marked rosary, etc. In

addition, the patient was very much emaciated and anemic.

The examination of the organs was negative.

Puncture, March ISth. Several cubic centimetres of

clear fluid were withdrawn without producing any effect

on the patient. The fluid contained no sediment after

standing.

Later History.— The patient was discharged relieved,

about three weeks later.

Case XXI. Male, aged seven months. Under obser-

vation for one week. Diagnosis, rhachitis and atrophy.

Clinical History. — The patient showed evidences of

rhachitis and was much emaciated. The temperature was
normal.

Puncture, March 18th. Several cubic centimetres of

clear fluid were withdrawn without producing any effect

on the patient. There was no sediment in the fluid after

standing for several days.

Later History.— The patient was discharged, after re-

maining a week in the hospital, relieved of some indigestion

which he had at entrance.

Case XXII. Male, aged seven months. Under obser-

vation about twelve days. Diagnosis, hydrocephalus.

Clinical History.— The patient entered the hospital on
March 21st for the purpose of having some of the fluid

withdrawn from the brain by means of lumbar puncture.

Measurements were as follows :

Head, circumference 65 cm.
Antero-posteriorly 38 cm.
Across the vertex of the head between the zygomatic
processes . . 33 cm.

Thorax, at level of nipples", circumference .... 37^ cm.
Abdomen, at level of umbilicus, circumference . . . 39 cm.
Length of child OTi cm.

First Puncture, March 22d. One hundred and five cubic

centimetres of clear fluid were withdrawn. At times,

when the infant moved, the fluid contained blood, but be-

came clear again. The withdrawal of the fluid did not

appear to affect the patient unpleasantlj-. The jiulsc was
a little slower temporarily. The withdrawal of the fluid

caused the fontanelie and sutures, which were widely open
and tense, to become soft and concave. The fluid contained
no sediment after standing for several days. The fluid

contained a faint trace of albumin (one-fortieth of one per
cent.).

Secimd Puncture, April Ist. The patient had been
vomiting for two or three days previous to the second
puncture and was rather somnolent. Five cubic centi-

metres of perfectly clear fluid were withdrawn which con-

tained no sediment after standing for several days.

The ventricles were washed out a da)' or two later by
Dr. Augustus Thorndike and the child died the same day.

No autopsy was obtained.
*

Case XXIII. Male, aged three and a half months.

Under observation for two weeks. Diagnosis, pulmonary
tuberculosis; chronic tuberculosis of the bronchial and
mesenteric lymph-glands ; disseminated tuberculosis of the

liver, spleen and kidneys.

Clinical History. — The infant was said to have had
pneumonia for a week, when be entered the hospital March
13, 1896. During his stav in the hospital the temperature

ranged from 36.4° C. (97.5° F.) to 38.5° C. (101.3° F.).

The physical examination showed extreme emaciation and
evidences of consolidation in both lungs. For five or six

days preceding his death there was consideiable apathy
and some retraction of the head.

Puncture, !March 24th. Several cubic centimetres of

perfectly clear fluid were withdrawn, which contained no
sediment after standing for several days. The operation

produced no effect upon the patient. The infant died on
March 27th.

Autopsy Report.— There was extensive tuberculosis of

both lungs with some destruction of the lung tissue in the

left upper lobe. Extensive chronic (" cheesy ") tuberculo-

sis of the bronchial and mesenteric lymph-glands. Miliary
tuberculosis of the liver, spleen and kidneys.

Brain.— With the exception of injection of the vessels

of the pia, the brain was normal. Careful search was
made for miliary tubercles and exudation in the meninges
with negative result. The ependyma was perfectly smooth.
Case XXIV. Male, aged ten months. Under observa-

tion for four days. Diagnosis, tubercular meningitis.

Clinical History. — The patient entered the hospital

April 9, 1896. There was a history of three weeks' illness

which began with vomiting. The infant was irritable and
restless and during the last four days he was apathetic.

The physical examination was negative with the exception

of considerable apathy. The temperature was normal
while in the hospital.

First Puncture, April 9th. Five cubic centimetres of

very slightly cloudy fluid were withdrawn. It was neces-

sary to compare this fluid with some perfectly clear fluid in

order to be certain of the cloudiness. On the following

day the fluid contained a scarcely perceptible web of fibrin.

Microscopic examination showed a number of small mono-
nuclear cells, a few polynuclear leucocytes and fibrin.

Cultures were sterile.

Second Puncture, April 11th. About ten cubic centi-

metres of fluid were withdrawn, which was more cloudy

than the fluid from the first puncture. Microscopic exam-
ination of the sediment showed numerous small mononuclear
cells, a few polynuclear leucocytes and fibrin. Cultures

were sterile.

A guinea-pig was inoculated with two and a half cubic

centimetres of the fluid and developed tuberculosis.

Later History.— Upon inquiry it was learned that the

infant died on April 21st. There was a history of con-

vulsions during the last three days.

Case XXV. Female, aged five years. Still under ob-

servation. Diagnosis, probable cerebral tumor.
Clinical History.— 'i'here was a history of vomiting,

headaches and dizziness, which had occurred more or less

fre<iuently for six months. The patient was rather stupid
when she entered the hospital on .\pril 14, 1896, but this

symptom disappeared after a day or two and has not re-

curred. An examination of the eyes showed optic neuritis,

probably in a receding stage. The ears were normal. An
examination of the other organs was negative. The patient

has had a number of attacks of headache and the after-

noon temperature has been slightly elevated most of the

time. The urine was negative.

First Puncture, Ajiril 16th. Several cubic centimetres
of clear fluid were withdrawn without causing any effect

on the patient. There was no sediment in the fluid after

standing. Cultures were sterile. The fluid contained a
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faint trace of albumin (loss tlian one-fiftieth of one per

cent.). K<iual parts of tlie fluid and Fehling's solution

when heated, showed a reddish tinge and a very slight pre-

cipitation.

•Second Puncture, April 28tli. About fifteen cubic centi-

metres of fluid were withdrawn which was tinged with

blood at first and afterward became clear. The patient

cried while the puncture was being made and continued to

cry afterward, comjilaining of headache. The fluid con-

tained no sediment after standing. Cultures were sterile.

Fluid contained no albumin by the heat and acetic-acid test.

Cask XXVI. Female, aged four years. Under obser-

vation for two days. Diagnosis, acute suppurative myo-
sitis ; acute purulent pericarditis ; acute fibrinous pleurisy

;

multiple abscesses of heart, lungs, kidneys, liver and brain.

Clinical Hi-tlary.— I'he patient entered the hospital on

April 27, lisSli. She was said to have been well until one

week before, when she complained that her hip was " sore."

Swelling of the right thigh was noticed on April 2Gth. Up
to this time she had played about the house. On April

27th, a loud pericardial friction rub was heard, which dis-

appeared on the next day. The patient showed evidences

of severe infection, consisting of somnolence, high tempera-

ture, rapid pulse and respiration and cyanosis. The pa-

tient died on April 2.'sth.

Puncture, April 28th. Five cubic centimetres of very

slightly cloudy fluid were withdrawn. On the following

dav the cloudiness persisted and there was no sediment at

the bottom of the test-tube. Microscopic examination

failed to detect any cells or fibrin. A relatively small

number of micrococci were found. The fluid contained

less than one-fortieth of one per cent, of albumin. Cultures

on blood-serum showed between forty and fifty colonies of

staphylococcus pyogenes aureus.

Autopsy Report (Dr. F. H. Mallory).— "Convolutions

not flattened in the least. In the floor of the left lateral

ventricle, in the anterior portion of the lenticular nucleus,

was a dark-red area, two millimetres in diameter, with

slightly softened centre on section. Section throughout

the brain substance showed two similar, but smaller, areas

Iving in the gray matter of the cortex. Nothing abnormal

found in the cortex or cord." The remainder of the re-

port is omitted.

Case XXVII. Female, aged three and a half months.

Under observation for several days. Diagnosis, infantile

atrophy.
Clinical History.— The patient was sent to the hospital

from my out-patient clinic because she had been somewhat

stupid for a day or two, and there was a question of tuber-

cular meningitis. The temperature was slightly elevated.

Puncture, May 3d. Several cubic centimetres of blood-

tinged fluid were withdrawn, which contained less than

one-fiftieth of one per cent, of albumin. A small drop of

blood collected in the bottom of the test-tube after standing,

and left the fluid clear. No formation of fibrin occurred.

Later JIL-^tory. — After two days, the infant was as bright

as usual, and was sent home.
Case XXVIII. Male, aged two years and three mouths.

Under observation for several days. Diagnosis, hydroceph-

alus.

Clinical HiMory.— The patient entered the hospital

May 9th, with the history that he had not been able to

walk for three weeks. The physical examination was neg-

ative, with the exception of increased patellar reflexes and

a head winch was larger than normal. The measurements

of the head were as follows : circumference, 53.5 cm.

;

antero-posterior measurement, 34 cm.; transverse measure-

ment, 30 cm.
Puficturr, May 11th. About seven cubic centimetres of

blood-tinged fluid were withdrawn, which contained one-

sixtieth of one per cent of albumin. Cultures were sterile.

A small drop of blood collected in the bottom of the test-

tube after standing. There was no formation of fibrin.

Cask XXIX.— Female, aged three years. Under ob-

servation for seven days. Diagnosis, tubercular meningitis,

chronic tuberculosis of the bronchial glands, acute miliary

tuberculosis of the lungs.

Clinical History. — The patient entered the hospital

May 11, 1896. There was a history of measles six weeks
before, followed by a mild broncho-pneumonia. The pres-

ent disease began a week before her entrance into the

hospital, with vomiting. There was a purulent discharge

from the left ear which had lasted two or three days.

On May lllh, the patient was somnolent, and the extrem-

ities were somewhat rigid ; otherwise the physical examina-

tion was negative. Temperature was somewhat elevated.

First J'uncturc, May 11th. About ten cubic centimetres

of slightly cloudy fluid were withdrawn, which contained

one-thirtieth of one per cent, of albumin. A slight coagu-

lum of fibrin formetl in the fluid after standing. Micro-

scopic examinatiou showed numerous small mononuclear

cells, a few polynuclear leucocytes and fibrin. Cultures

were sterile.

Secuiid Puncture, May r2th. Dr. S. J. Mixter trephined

the skull over the left ear and tap])ed the lateral ventricle,

but obtained no fluid. Lumbar puncture was then per-

formed, and fifty cubic centimetres of slightly cloudy fluid

were withdrawn, similar in all respects to that which was
withdrawn the day before. A portion of the brain sub-

stance which was tense and congested, and which pro-

truded through the trephine opening, gradually grew
smaller and paler and sank below the edge of the skull, a-s

the fluid was withdrawn from below. After the effects of

the ether had passed off, the patient was brighter than she

had been during the day.

Third Puncture, May 13th. — The patient's general

condition was not as good. There was marked stupor

;

inability to swallow ; the pupils were une(jual and did not

react to light ; the pulse was rapid and the temperature

was somewhat elevated. F'orty cubic centimetres of slightly

cloudy fluid were withdrawn, which was similar to that

withdrawn before. After the withdrawal of the fluid, the

patient did not rouse as she had done the day before.

A guinea-pig was inoculated with two cubic centimetres

of the fluid obtained from the second puncture.

Fourth Puncturt, May 16th. — About seven cubic centi-

metres of slightly cloudy fluid were withdrawn, similar in

all respects to that obtained before.

The patient died on April ISth.

Autopsy Ri:port (Dr. Wm. F. Whitney). — "Dura nut

adherent to calvaria. The meshes of the pia over the cor-

tex filled with a slightly yellowish-green exudation. In

left parietal lobe, opjiosite the wound, the brain substance

was softened and reddened, evidently the result of the

operation. Over the base of the brain, especially in the

region of the pons, a thick, yellowish, fibrinous exudation

was present, completely obscuring the outlines. On sec-

tion of the ventricles, a little opaque fluid escaped. The
brain substance was pale, soft and moist. There were

miliary tubercles in the meshes of the pia. A hemorrhagic

line could be followed from the wound to the caudate nu-

cleus of the left side. In the exudation on the base of the

brain, numerous opaque granulations were found, some of

them apparently caseous. There was no inflammation of

the temporal bone." Remainder of report omitted. Ab-

domen not examined.

To eummarize:

(1) The normal cerebro-spiual fluid contains neither

cells uor fibrin and is perfectly clear.

(2) lu cases of tneningitis. the cerebro-spinal fluid

is invariably cloudy when withdrawn. The degree of

cloudiness is to some extent proportiouate to the

amount and character of the exudation in the menin-

ges.

(3) The cloudiness is caused by cells. The char-

acter of the cells differs with the variety of meuiu-

gitis. After withdrawal, more or less fibrin is formed

in the fluid. The presence of these cells and fibrin is

pathognomonic of inflammation in the meninges.

(4) Ihe cloudiness is oftentimes so slight that close

observation is necessary to detect it.
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(5) The operation ia not difficult to perform on in-

fants and children. It is not dangerous, if strict

cleanliness is observed.

(6) The differential diagnosis between the various

kinds of meningitis can be made by microscopic ex-

amination of the sediment, by cultures taken from the

fluid and by inoculation experiments.

(7) Inoculation experiments afford the surest means
of determining tubercular meningitis. It is of value

to distinguish betvpeen the varieties of meningitis in

order to determine if tubercular meningitis is recov-

ered from.

(8) In the normal fluid, a faint trace of albumin is

usually present, about one-fiftieth of one per cent., or

less, by quantitative analysis. In meningitis, the

amount of albumin is increased and has varied from

one-thirtieth to one-tenth of one per cent.

(9) In one case a diagnosis of general infection

with the staphylococcus pyogenes aureus was made
from cultures taken from the cerebro-spinal fluid.

EXTRA-UTERINE PREGNANCY FROM THE
STANDPOINT OF THE GENERAL PRACTI-
TIONER.!

BY ELISHA S. BOLAND, M. D., OF SOUTH BOSTOK.

{Concluded from No. 6, p. 139.)

Aftek operation for extra-uterine pregnancy, conva-

lescence is usually very rapid and complete. The
autecedeut conditions having been so little different

from normal, the troublesome sequel* that so try the

family physician are usually missing. The patient

bears children with no greater risk than before the

laparotomy. Intestinal obstruction from adhesions or

internal hernias are practically unknown. The gen-

eral feeling of well-being, and full capacity for the

usual occupation, come sooner here than can be ex-

pected where gradual structural changes have preceded

operation.

Case I. Operated on at St. Elizabeth's Hospital,

October 17, 1892. Married. Age thirty-eight. Has
had three living children and miscarried once with

twins.

Menses regular but excessive. When her third living

baby was four months old, and while still nursing, her

menstruation was excessive, and recurred every five

weeks until October, when it failed to appear, and
four days after it was due severe pelvic pain set in

with a slight show October 10th. This severe pain

recurred with faintness October 12th and the evening
of the 16th.

On the I7th, when 1 was called, I found her in

bed with pinched, pallid features ; cold extremities ;

rapid, weakened pulse; and some dulness in the lower
abdomen on the left side. Morphia with atropia was
given freely, as the pain and prostration were intense,

and external heat was applied.

The family physician met me as soon as he could he
reached, and while agreeing with me, was unable to

care for her. Dr. Frederick W. Johnson was then
summoned, confirmed the diagnosis, and secured the
patient's admission to St. Elizabeth's Hospital. She

' Read before the Massuchusetts Medical Society June In, UtiC,
and recomuieuded for publication by the Society.

was taken there immediately, a distance of about three

miles, and operated upon without delay.

The abdomen contained a large amount of clotted

and some fluid blood, and an unruptured amniotic sac

as large as a filbert containing an embryo the size of a

honey bee. She rallied slowly but completely, and

went to her home in twenty days. She is at the pres-

ent time in perfect health, works hard and has a child

two years old, which was born about two years and a

half after her operation.

Dr. Whitney's report. Case 1 : "The specimen con-

sisted of about six or seven centimetres of the Fallo-

pian tube with the ovary attached, and an embryo

about three centimetres long in an unbroken sac filled

with clear fluid. About two centimetres from the

fimbriated end the tube was dilated into an egg-shaped

enlargement about three centimetres in its longest

diameter. The free surface was torn, and from this a

shaggy tissue, infiltrated with blood, projected. Mi-

croscpic examination showed this to be made up of

branching fibrous filaments. The ovary, to which the

end of the tube was slightly adherent, contained a

large corpus luteum."

Case II. Operated upon at Carney Hospital, Oct-

ober 4, 1894. Married. Age twenty-six. Had one

child. Nursed her baby twenty-two months, and did

not menstruate. Always had dysmenorrhea. After

weaning her baby resumed menses for four months,

but in September, 1894, missed her period, but suf-

fered pelvic pain, which was continuous until her

operation ; was treated for this pain, but with little

result. On October 4th, at 6.30 p.m. she was seized

with such severe pain in the lower abdomen that she

seemed as if in labor. The extremities became cold,

the face pallid and beaded with sweat, pulse 120

and temperature subnormal. I was called at 7 p. m.

and found her condition so alarming that I immediately

telephoned to Dr. Frederick W. Johnson, with a view

to an operation if he agreed with my diagnosis.

Meanwhile, morphia and atropia were given subcu-

taneously and external heat applied. Pain was thus

relieved, but no other improvement was effected.

The abdomen was tender to pressure, and uniform

dulness extended over the whole of the left side.

Upon Dr. Johnson's arrival it was decided to re-

move her at once to the Carney Hospital, where she

was operated upon at 9 o'clock p.m. Her pulse at that

time was 140, and it was necessary to administer

strychnia and brandy at intervals. So exsanguined

was she, that no bleeding occurred when making the

abdominal incision. The peritoneal cavity was found

to contain more than a quart of blood, both clotted and

fluid. The blood was found to have come from an

extra-uterine pregnancy ou the right side. (See Dr.

Whitney's appended report.)

Transfusion was done after a very hasty operation,

and despite her desperate condition she made a good

recovery, leaving the hospital at the end of twenty

days. She is at the present time pregnant and almost

at term, being in excellent health and able to perform

her housewifely duties.

Dr. Whitney's report, Case II : " The specimen

removed by you October 4th consisted of a portion of

the tube and an ovary. About one inch from the

fimbriated end was a dark-red, nodular swelling cov-

ered with clotted blood ; ibis measured about one and

one-half inches in diameter. Ou section there was

found in the centre a cavity about half an inch long,
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lined witli a smooth meuubraue, and iu which was the

remains of a small embryo, lu the ovary was a cor-

pus luteum about three-quarters of an inch in diiim-

eter."

Case III. Operated upon at the Carney Hospital,

March 19, 1895. Married. Age thirty-three years.

Has had four living children and one miscarriage.

Enjoyed good health except that at her miscarriage

the placenta was retained, giving rise to a severe and

protracted flowing with sepsis. After tliat, however,

she had borne one healthy child at full term, though

she had a severe jiost-partum hemorrhage. >She had

fuliv recovered when conception took place. For two

periods she did not menstruate, but instead observed

the decidual shedding, with more or less blood. Had
no nausea, but supposed herself to be pregjiant.

1 saw her— not professionally — two or tiiree days

before rupture occurred, but slie was not ill enough to

consult me at that time. On the 19th of March, while

preparing her husband's dinner, she was interrupted

by a call from a neighbor. Leaning back against a

table, she suddenly felt the rupture accompanied with

acute pain and faiutness. She was assisted to a sofa,

and her husband at once started for my office, but met

me on the street, and thus I reached the patient in

less than half an hour after her seizure. Already her

face was blanched with the characteristic pallor and

beaded with sweat. She was so weak as to be hardly

able to speak. A rapid examination satisfied me of

tlie nature and gravity of the trouble, and after giving

morphia and atropia subcutaneously and applying ex-

ternal heat, I informed the husband of my suspicions

and urged counsel and an operation.

Learning that Dr. Kufus A. Kingman was at the

Carney Hospital I immediately summoned him. In

accordance with liis advice, she was at once carried to

the Carney Hosjiital in a hack. So low had she be-

come by tills time that she took no interest in the

arrangements in her behalf, and twice during the op-

eration we expected her death as the pulse became im-

perceptible. On opening the abdomen a large amount

of fluid blood was found and a ruptured tube. Owing
to her extremely reduced condition, the peritoneal

toilet was hurried and incomplete, and she was put to

bed, and external heat applied. Stimulants were given

by the rectum, and full doses of strychnia and nor-

mal salt solution were injected to give tiie heart some-

thing to work on, and hel[> it do it.

Her convalescence was slow, but her recovery at the

expiration of seven weeks was complete, and she is

to-day well, and able to enjoy life and perform her

usual duties.

Cask IV. Operated upon at Carney Hospital, Oc-

tober 8, 1895. Married. Age forty years. Has had

two children at term. Has had seven miscarriages at

from four to six montlis. Menses normal. Very
nervous temperament. Says that siie has had |)eri-

tonitis (probably pelvic) four times. This case was

tlie only one in the five where a positive diagnosis of

rupture of an extra-uterine pregnancy could not be

made. There were some circumstances which effect-

ually masked it, and altiiough tiiere was a sudden and

severe exacerbation of pain, the liemorrhage though

large was gradual, and the striking features of peri-

toneal colla|)se were missing. Concej)tion must have

taken place about August 12tli. Tiiere was menstrual

irregularity, Imt no absolute suspension of tiie func-

tion, and there were vague pelvic pains preceding the

rupture, which occurred at stool. Dr. Rufus King-
man saw her twice in consultation, and narrowed
down the diagnosis to one of two things, one of which
was extra-uterine pregnancy.

She was admitted to the Carney Hospital and oper-

ated upon October 8th by Dr. Kingman. This was
the case previously referred to in my pai)er, where the

blood clotted so flrmly and so locally that a visible

tumor was outlined in tlie lower left quadrant of the

abdomen ; otherwise the case presented nothing of

note and made a good though slow recovery.

The ruptured tube was found, but the embryo was
lost in the blood -clot. The specimen removed con-

sisted of the left ovary and the distal part of the cor-

responding tube which had ruptured. It was ex-

amined by Dr. Whitney, but his report has been
misplaced. As the other ovary was found to be in a

bad condition it was, agreeably to her previously ex-

pressed wish, removed also.

Case V. Operated upon at Carney Hospital, March
2,1896. Married. Age thirty years. General health

always good. Menses painless but abundant and pro-

longed. For some weeks before ruj)ture she was un-

der treatment at a disjiensary for some ])elvic trouble.

Monday evening, March 2d, she spent playing check-

ers with her husband, and was in her usual health.

About 9 P.M., before retiring, she took an enema to

act on the bowels. Severe pain began in the abdo-

men, which by midnight had become very acute. At
one o'clock she believes she began to faint, and being

alone, her husband being asleep, she lay on the floor

for some time until found there by her husband, who
came for me shortly before 4 a.m.

So inadequate was his description of his wife's con-

dition that I came near dismissing him with some soda

mint tablets. It was a very stormy night with deeply-

drifted snow, and though reluctant I went with him
literally " coolly " enough. My nonchalance vanished,

however, the minute 1 saw her. To say that she both

looked and felt corpse-like hardly overstates it.

Though still suffering from intense tearing pains,

her blunted feelings made her less complaining. At
times she talked deliriously. Her pulse was 138, and
at times could not be counted. Her pupils were di-

lated and irresponsive to light. Her face, bauds, arms,

feet and legs were cold. Temperature under the

tongue was 97 °, respiration shallow. Slowly I got a

history of pain earlier iu the night with vomiting and

rectal tenesmus. The left lower abdomen gave evi-

dence of effused blood. Vaginal examination was
negative. I gave her subcutaneously one-third of a

grain of morphia with one-fiftieth of a grain of atro-

pia, and ap])lied heat externally. She began to get

easier, and at the same time unwilling to entertain the

idea of the operation which I urged.

Getting a hack before daylight, telephoning to Dr.

Frederick W. .Johnson to meet us at the Carney Hos-

pital, and arrange for our reception, was not quite so

hard as was the task of convincing the patient and her

husband of the urgency of the operation ; but his

failure to grasp the situation was fortunately offset by

bis unquestioning acceptance of what I said, and I ob-

tained his consent. Such circumstances justify impe-

riousness. The neighbors protested against taking a

sick and reluctant woman out in such a storm, but we
carried, our point— and ihe patient to the hospital,

before the latter was open.

Before taking ether, she was practically unconscious.
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and strychnia in full doses was given, and a quart of

normal salt solution injected subcutaneously before it

seemed safe to give the ether. Upon opening the ab-

dominal cavity a large quantity of blood was found,

partly clotted, and in the ruptured sac was found the

unruptured clear amniotic sac containing a fetus as

large as a house fly. The tube and ovary were tied

off, the clotted blood washed out, and the wound closed

without drainage. Stimulants, strychnia and salt so-

lution were given as needed, and the case proceeded

to a successful termination ; the patient doing remark-

ably well, and returning to her home in four weeks,

being at the present time in excellent health, and able

to do her housework.

Dr. Whitney's report. Case V : The specimen from
Case V consisted of a portion of the tube and ovary.

Close to the uterine end was a dilatation the size of the

end of the finger from which a shaggy red mass pro-

truded. Microscopic examination showed small, flat,

branchiug tufts similar to the villi chorionic, of about

the sixth to the eighth week. With this was a smooth,

unruptured sac, containing an embryo a few millime-

tres in length. The ovary was of normal size, and
contained a large corpus luteum with a wide yellow

border.

An analysis of these five cases shows that only

three had been conscious of any pelvic trouble. All

but one had borne children. Three had had from one

to six miscarriages. All but one were wives of work-

ing-men, and from necessity led active, busy lives.

One was in poor health. Their ages ranged from

twenty-six to forty years. In all there had been be-

tween conception and rupture, menstrual irregularity,

that is, the individually usual quantity, quality and

date were changed and the dark, shreddy, scanty, ted-

ious discharge of decidual debris, with probaby some
menstrual fluid, deceived and confused the patients.

In all the event of rupture was marked, sudden and
utterly prostrating. In all the pain was excruciating,

calling for full doses of morphine subcutaneously. lu

all five the pregnancy developed in the tube. In four

peritoneal collapse was marked. In all the physical

signs of effused blood in the peritoneal cavity were

easily made out by palpation and percussion.

I believe that, without operation, four of these

cases would have died before reaction from the shock

and hemorrhage, lu the exceptional case, the bad

general state and the large amount of effused blood

would have made her recovery, without operation,

doubtful and slow at best.

The time of detention in the hospital after opera-

tion ranged from twenty to forty-two days, but three

were out inside of a month.

CONCLUSION.

My experience in these five cases of extra-uterine

pregnancy seems to warrant me in offering the fol-

lowing postulates :

(1) Extra-uterine pregnancy is more common than

has generally been supposed.

(2) Inter-peritoneal hematocele is almost always
the result of a ruptured extra-uterine pregnancy.

(3) Diagnosis of extrauterine pregnancy in the

pre-placental period, before rupture, is uncertain and
seldom urgent, and if a diagnosis is made, the time

for operation can be selected to suit attending circum-

stances.

(4) Diagnosis after rupture should be made by the

general practitioner. It is easy and of greatest ur-

gency in view of prompt interference.

(5) Prompt laparotomy after rupture is the only

safe and conservative course."

(6) The condition of peritoneal collapse, that is,

shock and hemorrhage, is no bar to immediate and

successful operation.

(7) The operation of laparotomy for extra-uterine

pregnancy is comparatively easy, and the mortality

from it is low.

(8) The after-effects of the operation are milder in

extra-uterine pregnancy than in laparotomies for ap-

pendicitis, pus tubes, uterine fibroma, or ovarian cys-

toma, and do not involve sterility.

I cannot close this paper without expressing my
warmest thanks personally, and on the part of these

five poor women, to Drs. F. W. Johnson and R. A.
Kingman, to whose promptness, liberality and skill

these patients owe their lives, and also to Dr. W. F.

Whitney, whose exact pathological work gives value

to these reports.

Clinical SDepartmcnt,

A CASE OF EXTRACTION OF A BIT OF COPPER
FROM THE VITREOUS WHERE X-RAYS
HELPED TO LOCATE THE METAL.'

BV CHARLES H. WILLIAMS, M.D., BOSTON.

Mr. J. M., seventeen years old, was brought to me
June 5, 1896, by Dr. Shurtliff, of Somerset, with this

history : the day before he had placed a Flobert rifle

cartridge in a vise and hammered it ; the cartridge

exploded and a piece struck his left eye. Examina-

tion showed no injurj' to the eyelids, but a vertical

cut extended two-thirds across the cornea, the anterior

chamber was empty, and the pupil was filled with a

mass of opaque lens substance. Under atropine there

was some adhesion between the iris and lens capsule,

and no view could be had of the interior of the eye

on account of the opacity of the lens. There was very

little redness of the sclera and no complaint of pain.

Light projection was fairly good upward, inward and

outward, but uncertain downward ; fingers could not be

counted.

It was hard to decide whether this injury was

caused by a piece of cartridge which had struck the

eye and then rebounded, or whether the metal had

lodged within the eye. No use could be made of the

electro-magnet for diagnosis or removal, as the metal

was probably copper, and in order to throw some light

on the question of its being still in the eye two radio-

graphs were made by means of x-rays, through the

kindness of my brother. Dr. Frauds H. Williams, and

* Read at a meeting of the American Ophthalraological Society,
July 16, 1896.

- I regret to have to record a fatal case which clinches this postu-
late. Nineteen days after this paper was presented, while it was
still in the printer's bauds, I saw in consultation another case of ec-

topic gestation wliich was quite typical. At ihe time I saw her the
rupture was fourteen hours old. Together with her family physician,
1 urged a prompt laparotomy. Through the patient's ulter refusal to

go to the hospital, however, it was forty hours after rupture before
the operation could be performed. She livi-d about a week. 1 am
convinced that, had the operation been done when it was first urged,
the patient would have recovered, as her condition was no worse
than that of three of my cases.
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Professor Norton, at the Massachusetts Iiistitiile of

Technology. The apparatus used was a Witnshurst

machine, which had twelve plates each twenty-six

inches in diameter and gave an almost continuous

series of sparks. The principal advantages of this

apparatus were tliat it did not break the Crookes

tubes, aud that the rays were constantly given off

from one electrode so that a better defined picture

could be made than with the usual form of alternating

current and induction coils where first one electrode

and then the other becomes the source of rays.

A preliminary e.\periment was made by having

I'rofessor Norton lie on the table with his left cheek

resting on the plate-holder and a bent piece of copper

wire one sixteenth of an inch thick on his right eye-

lid, the Crookes tube being placed about eight inches

from his head so as to throw a shadow of the wire

through his eye onto the distant plate. After ten

minutes' exposure the plate showed, on being devel-

oped, a well-defined picture of the bent copper wire.

The patient was then laid on the table with his left or

injured eye close to the plate-holder, resting on it as

on a pillow, while the Crookes tube was placed so

that the rays passed partly across the bridge of the

nose and i>artly through the thin nasal and orbital

bones to the injured eye and so on to the plate.

After ten minutes' exposure the developed plate

showed what appeared to be a foreign body a little

back of the centre of the eyeball. A second radio-

graph with the tube in a different position showed no

foreign body, but this was accounted for by the fact

that the metal when found was a ihiu strip, therefore

the rays in the first case may have struck it on the

flat and given a picture, and in the second case have

struck it edgewise with no effect.

It is much more difTicult to get a satisfactory x-ray

picture of a foreign body in the eye, than in other

parts of the body where there is no surrounding bony

wall, as in the orbit, to make a poor conductor of the

rays ; but, as this case shows, a picture of such a body

can be taken by using a powerful apparatus even under

these unfavorable conditions, and such a picture can

be of use in determining the presence of the foreign

body if it is of sufficient size to give a radiograph im-

pression. In this case the history, the condition of

the eye aud the assurance given by the radiograph led

me to operate, hoping to find and remove the metal.

Under ether, a conjunctival flap was made between

the external and inferior rectus muscles, a cataract

knife was then passed through the sclera into the

vitreous, making a cut about three-eighths of a inch

long parallel to the edge of the cornea and about three-

sixteenths of an inch from it. Through this cut a

curved iridectomy forceps was introduced, aud a hard

substance was finally grasped in the posterior portion

of the vitreous and extracted. This proved to be a

thin, nearly straight strip of copper, one-fourth of an

inch long by one-eighth of an inch wide and of the

thickness of the cartridge shell. There was considera-

ble hemorrhage from the wound during the operation,

and this extended into the shallow anterior chamber,

but when the protruding vitreous was excised and the

wound closed by bringing the conjunctival flap together

with three fine sutures, the bleeding nearly ceased and

gave no further trouble. The eye was irrigated with

a 1-to-COOO solution of corrosive sublimate before and

during the operation, and dressed with an absorbent

cotton pad and Hannel roller bandage. No anodyne

was required during the whole course of the healing,

and there was never any complaint of severe pain in

the eye. On the eighth day the conjunctival sutures

were removed and the scleral wound was healed.

There was some injection of the ocular conjunctiva,

but no swelling of the eyelids or pain.

The patient was sent home on the eighth day, and

at the end of a week, and again in two weeks, reported

in person. There had been no bad symptoms, the

corneal wound had closed, there was a development

of fine vessels from the edge of the cornea toward

the corneal wound, and the ocular conjunctiva showed

less congestion. At the date of the last visit the eye-

ball had begun to shrink in size, and at the site of the

scleral wound there was a slight depression. There

was no perception of light in the injured eye at this

time, aud the cornea was not clear enough to allow an

inspection of the interior of the eye. The other eye

was normal in sight and condition.

July 1 1 th, or about five weeks after the orginal

injury, the patient reported to me, saying that the

day previous he had hit the injured eye with a bit of

wire, most of the blow falling on the outer edge of the

orbit. The eye was red and tender, and he complained

of occasional flashes of light before the sound eye dur-

ing the last few hours. Up to this time both eyes had

been quiet, and it seemed as if at least a good-looking

eyeball could be preserved on the injured side ; but

this second accident made it necessary to advise enu-

cleation of the injured eye on account of danger of

symi)atl]etic inflammation, and this was done the next

dav. Vision remains normal in the sound eye.

This case is interesting as being the first, so far as I

am aware, in which a piece of metal has been located

by the x-rays in the vitreous aud successfully extracted

from a living eye.

I^eport^ of Jtocietiejet.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Foiity-Seventh Annual Meeting, Atlanta, Ga.,

Mat 5, 6, 7 and 8, 1896.

Section ox Sukgeky and Anatomy.

(Concluded from No. 6, p. 143.)

SOME MECHANICAL CAUSES OF INTEKFERENCE WITH
THE ACTION OK THE STOMACH AND THEIR SUR-

GICAL RELIEF.

Dr. W. .1. Mato, of Rochester, Minn., in speaking

of this subject, divided the cases into two classes:

first, those which are caused by influences which act

from within the cavity of the stomach or its immedi-

ate connections, such as a tumor, cicatrix or a foreign

body which may obstruct its inlet or outlet or prevent

its normal muscular action ; and, second, those which

act from without the stomach, and interfere either by

pressure or adhesion, obstructing its inlet or outlet, or

by fixing some part ai its wall prevent its functional

action. The history of the case, physical examina-

tion, the distention with air and the test meal consti-

tute the main diagnostic resources. The amount of

free hydrochloric acid is of some service when taken

into consnicration with the physical examination aud

the history.

The treatment of the forms of obstruction due to

stenosis as a result of scar tissue is exceedingly try-
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ing. Some of the less resistant cases when seen early

can be dilated by means of bougies passed through the

mouth. If it is impossible to pass a bougie, retrograde

dilatation by means of gastrotomy is a rational pro-

cedure, and the olive-tip whalebone bougies are the in-

struments of most value. In performing gastrotomy
Fenger's oblique left lateral incision through the ab-

dominal walls over the cardiac orifice is the most satis-

factory. Gastrotomy for the removal of foreign

bodies is a very effective operation. Gastrostomy for

the purpose of artificial feeding subjects the patient to

great annoyance in the way of leakage. For tempo-
rary purposes the Witzel method is of the greatest

benefit, as immediately after the removal of the tube

the fistulous tract closes, while for permanent feeding

Frank's spout method is undoubtedly the best. Ob-
structions at the outlet of the stomach are exceedingly

common, and many cases, especially those of pyloric

stenosis secondary to ulcer, are too often pronounced
malignant without proper examination. For the re-

lief of non-malignant stricture at the pylorus the

Hoenke Mukuelitz pyloroplastic operation is the one
of choice, and is wonderfully well adapted to the av-

erage case.

Among the external causes of interference with the

stomach, adhesions of the pylorus or duodenum to the

gall-bladder due to the inflammation excited by gall-

stones is not infrequent. The most common cause of

external interference with the action of the stomach
is adherent omentum. Irreducible omental hernia are

almost always accompanied by gastric distress, which
disappears after the radical cure of the hernia.

THE EXPLORATION OF THE BRAIN WITH A NEE
DLE AND SYRINGE THROUGH CAPILLARY HOLES
DRILLED THROUGH THE SKULL.

Dr. Eumond Sadchon, of New Orleans, La., ad-

vanced this method as a substitute for trephining. He
urged the simplicity of the procedure, its comparative

safety and the ease of its application as points in its

favor. By its employment many lesions, such as ab-

scesses, hard cysts and tumors may be readily diag-

nosed and located. In tumors, however, of the same
consistency as the brain this method would be of no
avail unless some of the particles expelled from the

needle gave some information as to tlieir character

under the microscope. The author employs a drill to

which is added an adjustable guard to limit the pene-

tration of the instrument. Tlie punctures are made
under antiseptic precautions, and when the inner table

has been reached or hut partially drilled through, the

instrument is withdrawn.
The perforation of the skull may be readily com-

pleted with the point of a No. 1 aspirating needle at-

tached to a syringe. Several holes may be drilled at

a distance from one another at the same operation.

The danger of hemorrhage is but trifling according to

the observations of the author on dogs and the reports

of S()itza, Meincliard, Schmidt and others.

Dr. Thomas li. Manley, Dr. Nicholas Senn
and Dr. A. H. Fkrgcson, in discussing this paper,

thought that the usefulness of the metliod was limited

and could in no sense be used as a substitute for tre-

phining.

Dr. F. B. Turck, of Chicago, 111., read a paper on

A NEW TREATMENT OF SURGICAL SHOCK,

and gave a practical demonstration of his method.

LIGATION OK THE EXTERNAL CAROTID ARTERY IN

conjunction WITH EXSECTION OF THE JAWS
AND OF THE INOPERABLE DISKASES OF THE SAME.

Dr. William Perrin Nicholson, of Atlanta, Ga.,

read an interesting paper on this subject. He referred

at some length to cases on which lie had performed

the operation of ligation of the external carotid artery

and of the good results which he had obtained. An
incision should be made from two to four inches long

to the inner side of the sterno-cleidomasloid muscles,

from two to four inches in length according to the depth

of the neck. The centre of the incision should be at

a point parallel with the upper border of the thyroid

cartilage. After the skin and deep fascia have been

cut through, the work may be completed with the

handle of a scalpel and the finger, so that the vessel

can be rapidly approached without danger. The chief

obstacle to be encountered is the venous anastomosis

between the facial, lingual and superior thyroid veins,

their combined trunks making in some cases an enor-

mous vessel. Ordinarily those vessels may be pulled

aside when the division is at the normal point ; some-

times it is necessary to apply the forceps and cut be-

tween them. The point of ligation varies consider-

ably, and it must be remembered that the external

carotid is the nearer to the median line. The mate-

rial employed for the ligature and for the sutures in

every case was catgut. In five of the cases the only

dressing applied was an iodoform and collodion scab.

Not a single case required a second dressing.

the TECHNIQUE OF REMOVING THK APPENDIX VER-

MIFORMIS CvECI, WITH THE REPORT OF ONE HUN-
DRED CASES.

Dr. M. M. Johnson, of Hartford, Conn., detailed

the method which he has employed in the performance

of this operation. He strongly advised as little manip-

ulation as possible of the intestines. In chronic re-

curring cases he makes an incision one and one half

inches long directly over the appendix, and when the

peritoneum is reached a catgut suture should be passed

through it at the upper angle of the incision so as to

prevent its retraction. In order to find the appendix

he passes the thumb and index finger through the in-

cision, seizes the colon and draws it through the inci-

sion until the appendix is brought into view. When
the cecum is surrounded by a pus sac, a perforated

and sloughing appendix is usually found, and should

be removed. It should be a fixed rule never to

close up the incision without first removing the appen-

dix.

In the treatment of the stump the method employed
should be the same as that used in closing an intes-

tinal ulcer. The peritoneum should be sutured by a

continuous catgut suture. The trauversalis fascia,

tranversalis muscle and the internal oblique aponeuro-
sis should be secured separately by continuous sutures.

Finally, the skin having been put upon the stretch by
teuacula placed at the angles of the wound, it should

be united with fine catgut. The author has never had
a case of hernia follow this method of closing the in-

cision. Catgut which has been carefully sterilized is

used throughout the entire operation. Of the 100
operations performed by Dr. Johnson, 98 recovered
and 2 died. Of these cases 64 were males and 36
were females.

Dr. Parkei{, of New Orleans, the Secretary of

the Section, Dr. Carpenter, of Kentucky, Drs.
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McRAKand A. II. Fkrguson, and Dr. Haines, of

Omabu, discussed this paper.

Dr. J. G. Carpentkr, of Stanford, Ky., read a

paper ou

WHO WAS THK FIRST TO ILLUMINATE THK SIOMOIIJ

CAVITY?

The author made a few remarks ou his method of

illumination, which he had employed for a number of

years, and drew diagrams of the instruments used.

GASTROSTO.MV FOR STRICTURE OF THE ESOPHAGUS,
BY THE SBANI-JEW FRANK METHOD.

Dr. Hunter P. Cooper, of Atlanta, Ga., exhib-

ited a patient upon whom he had performed gastros-

tomy. The patient by mistake a year previous took

a swallow of pure nitric acid. Corrosion of the entire

mouth, lips and esophagus resulted. The lips and

mouth healed about tiiree weeks after the slough sep-

arated. Dr. Cooper first saw the patient in January,

1896, several months after increased difficulty in

swallowing had appeared. Liquids could be swallowed

slowly and with difficulty, half an hour being occupied

in drinking a glass of milk. For two or three days at

a time swallowing was impossible until relaxation

would occur.

An examination of the esophagus revealed three

strictures seven, seven and a half and eight inches

from the edge of the incisor teeth. No more were
discovered until the instrument iiad passed thirteen

and a half inches down the esophagus, when an ob-

struction was met which would not allow any instru-

ment to pass. The largest instrument that would pass

the stricture seven inches from the teeth was of the

size of a No. 22 French urethral bougie, and nothing

could pass lower than thirteen inches and a half.

Gastrostomy was therefore decided upon. An incision

was made about a finger's breadth below the costal

cartilages on the left side over the stomach. The first

incision, three and one-half inches in length, passed

down to the muscles, which were then divided in the

direction of their fibres by blunt dissection. The peri-

toneum was opened in a line parallel with the edges

of the costal cartilages ; the stomach, having been

withdrawn from the wound, was pulled outward by a

ligature passed through its walls, and traction was
made on this ligature until. a cone of the stomach three

or four inches long was drawn out of the abdominal
incision. While the stomach was held in this position

the base of the cone was sutured to the parietal peri-

toneum all the way around. The next step in the op-

eration consisted in making an incision through the skin,

superficial fascia and areolar tissue down to the deep
fascia. This incision should be placed one inch above
the margin of the costal cartilages, and its direction

parallel to that of the jirimary incision. By blunt

dissection a communication is established underneath

the skin and superficial tissues between this incision

and the ])rimary incision, the apex of the cone being

pulled tlirough the communication established. The
wall of the stomach is then sutured to the skin and
the stomach opened. The primary wound is then

closed, the muscles being sutured layer by layer and
the skin incision sutured last. The advantage of this

plan of operation is that it brings the stomach through

the abdominal wall in an oblique direction, and a part

of the stomach is included between the edge of the

costal cartilage and the skin, forming, as it were, a par-

tial valve. This valve prevents leakage of the contents

of the stomach during digestion, and is a great advan-

tage over the old method of establishing a direct com-

munication between the stomach and the abdominal in-

cision.

The subsequent history of the case was uneventful.

The patient gained in flesh and strength and was per-

fectly nourished by means of food introduced through

the artificial opening. The valve does its work very

well, and there is practically no leakage at all.

THE ABORTION OF GONORRHEA AND THE TREAT-

MENT OF OTHER URETHRAL AND VESICAL DIS-

EASES BY HYDROSTATIC IRRIGATIONS.

Dr. Ferdinand C. Valentine, of New York,

submitted some mo<lilications to his usual apparatus for

performing hydrostatic irrigation, intended to facilitate

the employment of his method and add to its efficiency.

The apparatus of the author has been fully explained

in a paper entitled " The Technique of Urethral and
Intravesical Irrigations," which was published in the

Clinical Recorder ioT February, 1896. Of the cases

which he has observed from the beginning of the dis-

charge in which gonococci were present, every one en-

tirely recovered within thirty-six hours. Of those

cases in which the discharge had grown di-tinctly pu-

rulent, when uncomplicated all had recovered within

ten days. Chronic cases which had lasted for months
and years recovered in varying lengths of time. The
method of treatment employed is as follows:

After the discharge ceases the patient is not treated

for a week or ten days, when, no discharge reappear-

ing, he is ordered to drink at least twice the quantity

of beer to which he is accustomed. No discharge re-

sulting after another lapse of ten days, he is given a

strong, irritating injection of nitrate of silver. If the

resultant discharge, which lasts from eight to thirty-

six hours, contains no gonococci all restrictions are

removed.

The author follows Oberlander's method of treating

gonorrhea with the addition of irrigation. By its em-
ployment he has found that (1) the disease is cut

short, (2) the pain is stopped, (3) no complications en-

sue, (4) no uncertain hand injections are used, (5) no

drugs are given by the stomach, and (6) the patient

cannot peddle prescriptions. More complete cures

have resulted from it than from any other method.

THE TREATMENT OF CANCER OF THE RECTUM,

by Dr. Lewis II. Adler, Jr., of Philadelphia.

The author stated that the four recognized operations

for this affection were extirpation, colotomy, posterior

linear proctotomy and curettage. The ideal method

is the extirpation method, but unfortunately it is not

often that the rectal neoplasm is discovered in time to

permit of the entire removal of the growth and of all

glandular involvement. Colotomy is quite practicable

in a large number of instances, and the benefits derived

from its performance were minutely described by Dr.

Chas. H. Kelsey, in the New York Medical Journal for

November, 1892.

The author described at some length a case in which he

had performed the operation of inguinal colotomy and

secured excellent results, although at the present time

(three years since the operation) the patient has suf-

fered considerable distress from pain over the sacrum,

and has not been able to work.

Dr. Adler has never attempted to relieve malignant
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trouble affecting the rectum by means of a linear proc-

totomy, but has found it an excellent plan of treat-

ment when combiued with the subsequent use of bou-

gies, in benign stricture. He called particular attention

to the value of curettage in those cases of cancer in

which the disease is within the lower three inches of

the rectum, and its character of such a nature as to

permit of its more or less complete removal by the

curette. lu certain cases the combined operations of

colotomy and curettage afford the patient more relief

than where one or the other procedure is individually

adopted. At the present time all that can be offered

patients under any plan of treatment iu the majority

of cases is temporary relief. Of seven cases of cur-

ettement of the rectum for the relief of malignant

trouble, performed during the past few years, only one

was deemed unsatisfactory. In this case, after the

cureltement, the patient was unable to leave her bed,

her appetite failed, emaciation followed and death from
exhaustion ensued in a little over two months. Even
in this case, which for several reasons was a most unfav-

orable one for operatiou, the patient was much relieved

of pain, and the two months she lived were certainly

passed with more comfort than would have been the

case had no operative interference been attempted.

Dr. Adler described a case in which he had per-

formed the operatiou of curettement and secured such

excellent results that, four months after the operation,

the patient was in such good liealth that he married.

His gain in flesh was very marked. A short time after

his marriage the growth in the rectum was noticed

returning, and the discharge reappeared. Other symp-
toms developing, he was subjected six months after to

a similar operatiou. A month later marked tympanitis

suddenly appeared, and the patient was unable to pass

either wind or feces. Various laxatives were em])loyed

and several enemas administered before the bowels

were made to move, which was not until the third day.

Finally the patient became confined to his bed through

sheer weakness, and death occurred from exhaustion

about nineteen months from the time I first saw him.

The autopsy revealed cancerous involvement of the

liver and intestines.

In conclusion the author summarized the indications

for the operative treatment of rectal cases as follows :

Extirpation, to be considered only in those cases in

which the disease admits of the hope of obtaining a

permanent cure.

Colotomy, when the rectum is involved above the

lower three inches of the bowel and tlie disease has

produced an appreciable obstruction.

Curettage or a posterior linear proctotomy, or the

two combined, foi those cases in which the disease

occupies the lower tliree inches of the rectum.

SUUGICAL STERILIZATION AND STERILIZERS IN

PRIVATE PRACTICE,

by Dr. Edward Boeckmann, St. Paul, Minn.
He referred to his address before the Association of

Military Surgeons of the United States on "Asepsis
in Military Service," which appeared iu the Journal

of the American Medical Association, ia.a\ia.ry tb aiui

February 1, lb96. He strongly recommends a warm
solution of lysol (120° F., and one to two per cent,

strong), for combined mechanical and chemical disiufee-

liou of the operator's hands and the patient's skin.

Provided with lysol, absolute alcohol and ethereal

solution of sterilized lanoline, we are enabled to disin-

fect the skin, the most dreaded bearer of infection, as

safely, I imagine, as is possible at this time, and with

as few and simple ageuts as can be demanded in oper-

ations in private practice.

All sterilizers for steam must necessarily be con-

structed for over-steam. Dr. Boeckmann does not

favor combination sterilizers, because boiling and
steaming are different processes, requiring an unequal
time and this entails the practical disadvantage that

instruments for which boiling is our method of choice,

suffer unnecessarily in the prolonged steaming process.

This he avoids by the use of a combination portable

sterilizer, consisting of four parts : the boiling-pan,

the hood, the instrument-tray, and the steam-chamber.

The boiling-pan is filled with a sufficient quantity of

water, care being taken to fill the groove at the same
time ; the hood is adjusted ; and the whole placed over

a good fire. While the water is heating, the instru-

ments are arranged on the tray, and the dressings, etc.

(previously washed) in the steam-chamber ; needles,

drainage-tubes, ligating and suturing materials are put
(separately) in a small metal box (sterile catgut is

brought along iu hermetically sealed envelopes).

When the water boils, the hood is removed, the steam-

chamber put iu, whereupon the hood is rej)laced with

a cork iu the upper tube. The steam will now ascend
between the hood and the steam-chamber to the top

;

the cork at the top and the water in the groove and
the pan acting as locks, the steam is forced to work
its way through the opening in the cover of the steam-

chamber into this, through the articles contained, and
out through the tube iu the boiling-pan. In the course

of five minutes the instruments are surgically sterile.

Dr. Boeckmann urged all surgeons to consider every
wound at the end of an operation of some duration as

slightly infected, and therefore to combine their asep-

sis with a judicial antisepsis. Thus, he is in the habit

of repeatedly dipping his bands iu a weak, sterile solu.-

tion of lysol (one-half per cent., or even less) ; this

small amount of antiseptic he has yet failed to find

objectionable, and he uses lysol because it is'at hand
and because it is alkaline. When the operation is

completed he applies next to the wound an antiseptic

dressing, not exactly the customary iodoform gauze,

because its preparation requires unusual facilities, but
anhydrous lanoline, first sterilized, mixed while cooling

with two-per-cent. lysol, and run into sterilized tubes,

this being first expressed over the wound, whereafter
the ordinary dressing is applied.

EIGHT CASES OF LAMINECTOMY,

by John A. Wteth.
After a detailed description of each of the eleven

cases of injury to the spinal cord which have come
under the personal observation of the author in recent

years, he briefly summarized the cases as follows :

In Case 2 there was compression of the cord, with

paraplegia due to the presence of a tubercular neo-

plasm. This paraplegia had existed a little over six

mouths. After the removal of the tumor the functions

of the cord were restored. While the conductive

power of motion and sensation was suspended for six

months, the ascending and descending degeneration of

the cord evidently took place in so slight a degree that

the conductivity of the cord was restored after the

removal of the source of compression.

In Cases 3 and 4 there were no external evidences
of fracture ; and while extra-dural hemorrhage oc-
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curred iu both cases from rupture of the venae basis

ver(ebra% there was no direct compression from dis-

placed bone. Ill all the other cases either a projection

or depression of bone i)ointed directly to the seat of

injury. Jn both of these cases the cord was very much
reduced in size at the point at which the dura was in-

cised, and was paler and more anemic tiiaii the others.

Tiie paraplegia and the ultimately fatal result in botii

was due either to traumatic pachymeningitis or to

general concussion and myelitis resulting iu degenera-

tion of the cord. Both of these cases were injured by
falling directly upon the hack.

Of the eleven cases of fracture of the vertebra; only

two were due to direct violence ; one of which was a

gunshot injury, and the other the result of impact of a

heavy stoue. Two cases were iu all probability caused

by contre coup. The remaining cases were due either

to falls from a height, diving or blows upon the back

of the head.

As to the results of treatment : Three were not

operated upou. Of these one was greatly improved

by extension aud counter-extension, as the fracture

occurred in the dorso-lumbar region where this plan

of treatment can be satisfactorily carried out. The
same treatment was undertaken in the other two cases,

but with no improvement iu their condition. Both
are living, but their condition is decidedly hopeless.

Of the eight cases operated upon, one was entirely

cured (after the removal of a tubercular tumor) ;

another (a young man who was thrown in front of a

locomotive) was greatly benefited by the operation, as

he is still living aud able to get about with a cane and
crutch. In the latter case the operation was performed

eight months after the receipt of the injury. The
other cases were not benefited iu any way by the

operation. Of the eight operative cases one died six

days after operation, and his death may have been has-

tened somewhat liy the interference, but, on the other

hand, destruction of the spinal cord at the level of the

fifth cervical vertebra could not have continued with-

out interference with the roots of the phrenic nerve.

In none of the other cases could a fatal result be

charged iu any way to the operation. The operation

of laminectomy involves so slight a risk to life that

the surgeon should be encouraged to resort to this

method of exploration iu all cases in which the symp-
toms point to compression of the cord. Great depres-

sion of the pulse, respiration or temperature may be

taken as a contraindication to the operation. Iu one
of the above cases, however, the temperature was as

low as 91° F., and it did not go above 96° in twenty-

four hours.

The method of operating which Dr. Wyeth employs
is as follows: With the patient iu the prone position,

reclining somewhat upon one side in order to interfere

as little as possible with the movements of respiration,

an incision is made with its centre corresponding to

the seat of the lesion seven or eight inches in length

directly over the sjiinous processes. Strong hooks are

used as retractors which also assist in controlling the

hemorrhage. The attachments of the muscles should

be cut or scraped from the bones in order to avoid

wounding any vessels. In this way the lamiuiu are

finally exposed, and with a small rongeur divided and
removed one alter another until the dura is sufficiently

exposed. Oozing of blood may be controlled by pres-

sure with sterile gauze. After the wound is entirely

dry the dura is opened by a sharp-pointed knife iu the

middle line. Through this primary puncture a grooved
director should be introduced, an<l the dura divided

exactly in the middle line as far as necessary. When
the fluid escapes, the edges of the dura can be held apart

by mouse-toothed forceps aud the cord inspected. A
light probe should be passed up and down from the

point of opening to determine if any compression of

the cord exists at those points. The dura should then

be closed by line interrupted catgut sutures about three-

sixteenths of an inch apart and the muscles of the two
sides stitched together with strong catgut sutures.

Silkworm-gut sutures are used for the skin. It is

always wise to leave a twist of catgut projecting from
the level of the dura at the inferior angle of the wound
as some oozing is apt to occur which might exercise

compression on the cord. Most careful asepsis should

be practised. The patient should remain upon the

back for the first week or ten days after the operation.

The wound should be dressed about the fourth or fifth

day. Patients seem to suffer no material iucovenieuce

from the removal of the lamiuae of two or three

vertebra;.

AMERICAN SURGICAL ASSOCIATION,
j

Detroit, May 26, 27 a.nd 28, 1896.
]

(Coucluded from No. 6, p. 116.) <

SECOND DAY.

DOES ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE SHOW THAT CAS-

TRATION IS A CURATIVE REMEDY IN THE TREAT-
MENT OK HYPERTROrHY OF THE PROSTATE GLAND ?

by Dr. Arthur T. Cabot, of Boston. '

Dr. Cabot dwelt at great length upon the operations :

of castration and prostatectomy, and gave many sta-

tistics from various sources bearing upou this subject. I

After considering the relative merit of each operation,

he closed his pajier with the following conclusions : !

(1) In the matter of mortality the operatiou of '

prostatectomy has a slight advantage over castration. 1

It seems probable that with later statistics, reflecting

the last improvements in the technique of prostatec-

tomy, this advantage would be further increased.

(2) Prostatectomy has the further advantage that it ,

allows of a thorough examination of the bladder aud '

of the discovery and correction of other conditions not

before suspected. Stones are frequently removed in

this way without adding to the gravity of the opera- I

tion. In several reported cases of castration the ab- I

sence of improvement has led to the subsequent dis- !

covery of stones which have required other operations
]

for their removal.

(3) Prostatectomy has, on the other hand, the dis- !

advantage that it confines the patient for a longer

time, aud that it is sometimes followed by a fistula.
|

This occurred in one of the 42 cases used in this paper.

(4) It is too early to know whether any perma-
!

nent loss of vigor follows castration when done !

on old men. The nervous effects which sometimes
immediately follow the operation suggest a suspicion I

that with the testes the system may lose some tonic ;

effect exerted by those organs.

(5) The functional results of the two operations

seem at present to be as nearly equal as possible, and
the tendency to relapse shows itself in about the same
proportion of cases after either operation. i

(6) The reduction iu the size of the prostate after i
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castration is largely due to a diminution of congestion.

Later a degeneration and absorption of considerable

portions of the glaud may occur. The glandular ele-

ments are particularly affected by this atrophy.

(7) Castration would seem to be especially effica-

cious in cases of large, tense prostates when the ob-

struction is due to pressure of the lateral lobes upon
the urethra.

(8) Castration is of but little use in myomatous and

fibrous prostates.

(9) Prostatectomy has its especial field in the treat-

ment of obstructing projections which act in a valvu-

lar way to close the urethra. There is, however, no

form of prostatic obstruction which a skilful operator

may not correct by prostatectomy.

(10) Prostatectomy is then applicable to more cases

than castration, and is especially to be selected when
an inflamed condition of the bladder makes drainage

desirable.

Dr. J. EwiNG Mears, of Philadelphia, in discuss-

ing Dr. Cabot's paper, said he was very much struck

with the mortality shown from the different operations.

He also stated that he was sorry to learn that no one

had any information to offer concerning an operation

suggested by himself as a substitute for castration,

namely, ligature of the vas deferens.

Dr. Chas. B. Nancrede, of Ann Arbor, continu-

ing this discussion, said that as a result of his work
with the operation of castration, he had been con-

verted from a rather doubtful attitude towards the op-

eration to a desire and willingness to do it again. He
gave at some length the details of the case operated

on by himself, which did very well after the operation,

but the patient died in five or six weeks from an infec-

tion of his wound.
Dr. L. S. Pilcher said that from the statistics

mentioned in Dr. Cabot's paper, it would seem that

prostatectomy had a slight advantage over castration,

not only in its results, but also by affording opportu-

nity to secure relief from other uriuarj* complications

at the time of operation. In his own hands, however,

ail prostatectomy operations had been failures, but he

considered that if the opinions of other surgeons

could be ascertained it could probably be found that a

much larger proportion of fatal results really occurred

than the figures mentioned by Dr. Cabot showed. In

the opinion of the speaker, tlie operation of prostatec-

tomy has only been resorted to in cases of men who
manifested considerable vigor, while, on the other

hand, castration has been performed in cases that were
already extremely feeble, and could not stand a more
serious operation, and frequently by surgeons who
were not particularly expert in genito-uriuary work,

lu this way Dr. Pilcher accounted for the large mor-
tality shown by Dr. Cabot.

Dr. J. McFadden Gaston spoke of a method of

treatment that had recently been brought to his notice

by a gentleman whose name he would not mention,

the principle of which method was to endeavor to re-

duce the size of the prostate by the employment of

prostatic extracts in a somewhat similar way to the

methods now employed with the thyroid extract.

Du. RoswKLL Park mentioned two cases of cas-

tration performed by himself in which the subsidence
in the volume of the prostate glaud was remarkably
rapid and complete. In his opinion there could not
be a simpler or easier operation.

Div. Robert Abbe spoke of one case in which he

had removed both testicles under cocaine, with the re-

sult that the prostate was reduced more than one-half

its size. He compared the operation of castration to

that of removal of the ovaries.

Dr. Cabot closed the discussion, and said he con-

sidered the most important question was not the abil-

ity of the operator, but the selection of the proper

cases for the operation of castration. If a proper

selection was made, he believed the mortality would

be greatly reduced.

THE AMBCLATORT TREATMENT OF FRACTURES OF
THE LOWER EXTREMITIES,

by Dr. Louis S. Pilcher of Brooklyn.

Dr. Pilcher mentioned a large number of cases of

fracture in which the ambulatory treatment had been

employed, and illustrated his paper with a diagram of

the apparatus employed. He described in detail the

manner of applying the plaster bandage so as to form

a sufficiently rigid and protecting case, and also ex-

plained the splints used in this method of treatment.

He stated that the number of cases of fracture of the

leg treated by himself up to the present time with the

ambulatory dressing was twenty, and the results that

have followed this treatment in these cases have been

very satisfactory. The time after the injury when it

may be proper to apply the ambulatory dressing de-

pends upon the nature and extent of the damage to

the soft parts, and the amount of local reaction fol-

lowing the injury.

This paper was discussed by Dr. John E. Owens,
of Chicago, who stated that cases of fracture of the

lower extremity treated by this remedy might be
divided into two classes : first, those that walk with

the aid of crutches, but bear little or no weight upon
the affected limb; and second, those that walk on the

affected leg, with or without crutch or pain.

After describing at some length his method of ap-

plying the dressings, demonstrating the apparatus in

position and referring to cases in which he has used it,

Dr. Owens concluded as follows:—
(1) That the main object in the treatment is to

enable the patient in a few days to get up and walk
about on the fractured leg.

(2) That union is accelerated in many cases ; com-
fort, appetite, digestion and sleep secured ; swelling,

muscular atrophy, pneumonia and delirium tremens
prevented, and flexion and extension maintained.

(3) That in the application of the dressing the foot

is maintained at a right angle to the leg, and exten-

sion maintained until the deformity is corrected and
the legs are of even length.

(4) That the material usuallj' employed is plaster

of Paris, in which wooden or metal strips may be in-

cluded, there being a very thick plaster sole, separated

from the foot by a layer of cotton about five centi-

metres thick, the plaster beiug carefully moulded with
the hand, so as to fit snugly against the upper end of

the tibia and about the dorsum and ankle.

(5) It is generally thought best not to apply the

dressing until the second or third day after the accident.

(6) The patient must remain under observation in

order that any displacement, undue constriction or
other defect may be noted.

(7) In fractures of the thigh a combination of plas-

ter of Paris and glue is recommended by some, while
others have used special splints.

(8) The plaster may be made to include the pelvis.
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(9) The dressing luay be ii|)iilieil to tlie leg, and

then allowed to harden, after which the patient's hips

are raised from the bed, extension being made to cor-

rect displacement, and the remainder of the dressing

applied.

(JO) An important feature of the dressing is its

strong reinforcement and close api)licalion at the

upper and back part of the thigh, thus securing a firm

bearing against the ischium and j>erineum.

(11) That the sooner the immobilization is effected,

the less will be the swelling.

(12) That the method can be applied with great

satisfaction, and that an exact fit must be secured.

After various remarks on the subject, pro aud con,

Dk. Owkns closed the discussion on his paper by

stating that he was already on record as having con-

demned the method, and he merely brought it forward

to-dav as being of some value in certain cases.

Dr. Pilciikr closed the discussion on his paper by

stating that although he was aware that the method

was a dangerous one, aud should only be employed by

men skilled in surgical appliances aud surgical mate-

rials, yet the good results he had obtained in many

cases warranted him in considering it as a good method

with which to be familiar.

THE TREATMENT OF TRAUMATIC LESIONS OK THE
KIDNEY,

by Dr. W. W. Keen, of Philadelphia.

Aetkk reading a tabulated list of 163 published

cases of renal traumatism since 1878, the author

stated that the traumatic lesions have, as a rule, two

advantages over the lesions of disease: (1) being apt

to be unilateral, the other kidney is not injured; aud

(2) the injured kidney is apt to be healthy or fairly so.

Gunshot wounds, on the contrary, have two disadvan-

tages : (1) that the treatment of the ki<lney alone in

many cases cannot be solely considered; and (2) if

the renal substance is only moderately injured, no one

would be willing to do primary nephrectomy.

As to the treatment of gunshot wounds, they may

be divided into (1) those involving only the renal sub-

stance, (2) those involving the pelvis, (d) those in-

volving the vessels, aud (4) those involving the ureter.

The incision in most cases should be abdominal, either

median or at the outer border of the rectus ; and if

the vessels are badly toru so that there has not only

been a great deal of hemorrhage but the integrity of

the organ is threatened, nephrectomy should be per-

formed.

In treating the extravasated blood in case the kidney

is not removed, if the bleeding is into the peritoneal

cavity the blood must be removed by abdominal sec-

tion, but if the blood accumulates in the peri-nephritic

tissues alone it may be left undisturbed.

Referring to wounds of the kidney other than gun-

shot, (1) only one kidney ia usually involved, (2) the

other kidney is usually healthy, (3) no foreign bodies

are apt to be carried in as they are in gunshot, and (4)

other organs are usually not involved.

In treating the kidney, if the wound is sufficiently

large for it to prolapse, it should be sutured and re-

placed if its condition is suitable, and the same pro-

cedure may be carried out if the pelvis of the kidney

is opened. A partial nephrectomy would be advisable

if a portion of the kidnt'y is so far severed that its

future integrity is threatened, and the fragment re-

moved.

Although in most cases of rupture of the kidney

but one kidney is affected, occasionally the other kid-

ney ceases to act and anuria results, usually being

fatal, while cases are on record where patients have

necessarily died after nephrectomy. Rupture is

usually transverse to the curved long axis of the kid-

ney and only very rarely longitudinal. If the capsule

is not torn, the hemorrhage is not apt to be very great,

but whether or not the peritoneum is torn is a much
more important question, as if it is, both blood and

urine will escape into the peritoneal cavity.

As the dangers of rupture of the kidney are primary

aud secondary, the treatment may be conveniently so

divided. Usually it must be decided if a nephrectomy

shall be done within the first few days or even hours,

but it may occasionally be postponed aud become a

secondary operation, when the lumbar route will be

best.

Of 116 cases of rupture of the kidney reported, 6(5

recovered. Secoudary nephrectomy is nearly twice

as fatal as primary.

ON SUSCEPTIBILITT AND IMMUNITY, WITH SPECIAL

REFERENCE TO SURGICAL CASES,

by Dr. Roswell Park, of Buffalo.

Dr. Park divided this subject into three classes : (a)

local and general ; (b) congenital or acquired, and (c)

absolute and relative. Mau seems to be immune from

numerous infectious, which are common to many of

the domestic animalu, for instance, hog cholera, symp-

tomatic anthrax and chicken cholera, while he is, in

common with them, susceptible to the infection of

anthrax, glanders, tuberculosis aud actinomycosis.

Then, too, men differ very much among themselves iu

susceptibility to the same disease; and of course, we
explain this, so far as mere words can, by saying that

at the time of exposure their bodies were not recep-

tive or were resistant. Susceptibility seems to be in-

separable from a study of the causes which favor in-

fection, which should be considered iu the following

order: (1) ilie virulence of the infecting organisms

aud the amount introduced, (2) association, (3) hered-

itary influences, (4) local predispositiou, (5) vestiges

and disappearing organs and tissues, (6) pre-existing

disease, (7) personal habits and environment, and (8)

fetal infection.

Immunity may also be (a) local or constitutional

and (6) congenital or acquired, and acquired immunity

may be natural or artificial. Immunity is, iu some
sense, a racial characteristic, as for example, iu the

case of the Japanese, who, it is said, never have scar-

let fever, but are more susceptible to beriberi than are

Europeans, while the negroes escape yellow fever and

are less liable to malaria and dysentery than are Euro-

peans. Acquired immunity is not necessarily a mat-

ter of juggling with bacteria of the disease in question,

but may be produced by the employment of others.

In a genera! way it may be said that the conditious

which afford protection, so far as they are controllable

by the surgeon, are those which tend to increase what,

for lack of better knowledge, we must call vital resist-

ance, and to decrease vulnerability.

In closing the author said: The conclusions of

surgical importance which may be legitimately reached

from the study of the conditions dealt with iu this

jjaper are essentially these: that the surgeon in emer-

gency cases has to do the best he can, not merely with

the means at hand, but with the tissues at hand ; aud
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here so long as he cau control what may happen out-

side of the body, he has done his full moral and legal

duty. On the other hand, in any case where patients

deliberately come under observation, and where time

may be afforded, it is the surgeon's bouudeu duty,

bearing in mind a summary of the conditions which

notoriously conspire, upon the one hand, to lower vul-

nerability, upon the other hand, to afford protection,

to so order the habits, the diet, the surroundings and

the preparation of his patient as to restore his tissues

and vital fluids, so far as possible, to their normal con-

dition, before he interferes with their functions by au

operation.

A distinct and as yet an unworked field lies before

him who will study carefully and for sufficient length

of time the effect of anesthetics in increasing suscepti-

bility and infection. This is a problem which must

be worked out rather upon human patients than upon
animals, since the conditions are so exceedingly differ-

ent, most of the animals used for experiment being too

relatively susceptible, dogs notoriously so. I have for

years cherished the opinion that anesthetics affect all

people to a greater or less degree in this direction
;

yet I am not able to present to you any definite statis-

tics or statements. Loss of blood is certainly a factor

lowering vitality ; and in that complex condition of

shock it must assuredly be that natural immunity is at

least temporarily lowered. Equally important in my
estimation are the auto-intoxications and toxemias, of

which two particularly call for mention here. The
effect of sugar in the urine, or rather, the effect of

the condition which leads to its presence, is every-

where recognized ; but I am more and more convinced

that in the body condition which is most easily recog-

nized by hyperacidity of urine, and which is so often

a complication of uricacidemia, oxaiuria, etc., we have

a grave and sometimes insuperable obstacle to ideal

success after operating. The other condition to which

I particularly allude is that which 1 usually speak of

as intestinal toxemia, and relates to auto-intoxication

produced by absorption from the contents of the ali-

mentary canal of substances which ought not to be

therein retained, nor allowed to so accumulate nor

undergo chemical changes which shall permit such ab-

sorption. This condition is in a large measure repre-

sented by chronic constipation ; aud yet it certainly

does occur in patients who have a regular daily habit

of alvine evacuation. It is to be recognized by the

hue of the skin, by the appearance of the tongue, often

by the presence of iudol or indican and ethereal sul-

phates in the urine, and quite often by the diminished

elimination of the fluid aud mineral elements of the

urine. It should be combated, if possible, by a care-

ful course of hot-air or Turkish baths, copious draughts

of fluid, the administratiou of saline laxatives and of

intestinal antiseptics, among which, in my estimation,

the very best is a solution of mercury and arsenic in

hydrochloric acid (given in the shape of mercuric

chloride, dissolved in dilute muriatic or nitro-muriatic

acid, with the addition of liquor arseniosi chloridi).

I have tried a great variety of the vaunted intestinal

antiseptics, but have settled upon the conviction that

some such mixture as this gives results far superior to

any which can be obtained from salol, naphthaline,
etc. If, in conjunction with these measures, we resort

to exercise, when it can be taken, to sunlight, which
is always available, and perhaps to massage, by which
circulation is quickened and equalized, excretion hast-

ened and waste material dislodged and taken out of

the system, we have done what we can to prevent in-

fection.

And I have, furthermore, for years contended that

since the inauguration of the so-called antiseptic era

and in our enthusiasm for combating infection from
without, we have lost sight of a most important truth,

which we cannot afford to disregard, namely, that in

our enthusiasm for combating infection from without

we have almost neglected the measures for, first, the

recognition and, second, the successful prevention of

infection from within. Certain it is that in the major-
ity of instances the latter, (that is, infection from
within) is much the more liable to ensue, and particu-

larly in a class of cases where one is tempted, for one
reason or another, to be less careful than he ought to

be. I would give, then, this most important practical

conclusion to my remarks, that only be who weighs
judiciously the possibility or the imminent probability

of one or the other of these forms of infection is really

capable of guarding against both of them, aud that the

best surgeon is he who will always take time, when it

can be afforded, for the preparation of his patient for

operation. In other words, I would remind you of

Sir James Paget's too often neglected statement, that

we ought to examine patients for operation with fully

as much care as we do for life insurance, aud add to

it that if this examination be so conducted we shall

often find that which will make us hesitate and pre-

pare them before subjecting [hem to the enhanced
risk of what may, in other respects, seem for their

good.

THIRD DAT.

THE EFFECT OF ANESTHESIA UPON THE TEMPERATURE,

by Dr. Dudley P. Allen, of Cleveland.

Dr. Allen dwelt very fully on the results obtained
from a large number of experiments, principally upon
dogs, aud gave the details of each observation.

Dr. Park, representing the Committee on the

Nomenclature of Tumors, presented a printed report
showing the method of classifying tumors sugsrested

by the Committee.
Dr. J. McFadden Gaston, of Atlanta, demon-

strated upon the cadaver an improved method of ex-

ploring the thoracic cavity.

Dr. H. S. Weeks presented his report as a dele-

gate to the British Medical Association iu 1895, which
was commented on by Dr. Nancrede.

RETENTION FROM BENDING AND VALVE FORMATION
(oblique insertion) in the biliary TRACT,

by Dr. Christian Fenger.
Dr. Fenger demonstrated, by morbid specimens and

diagrams, his method of treating this affection, which
was favorably commented upon by Drs. Mixter aud
Tiffany.

AN unusually large periosteal sarcoma of
the thigh successfully treated by extir-
pation,

by Dr. Joseph Ransohoff, of Cincinnati.

This paper was discussed by Dr. Dandridge and
Dr. Gaston, who mentioned cases somewhat similar

to that of Dr. Ransohoff.

Dr. J. Collins Warren of Boston was elected Presi-

dent for the ensuing year; aud it was decided to meet
iu Washington in 1897.
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THE WEATHER.
" Heat, Ma'am ! it was so dreadful here that I

found there was nothing left for it but to take off my
flesh and sit in m_v bones." Poor, dear, delightful

Sidney Smith has been freely quoted or plagiarized

during the last week — for bow many of us have had

clear cerebration enough to really place such com-

ments in their rightful guise ? But would the rector

of Fo8ton-le-Clay have really been any more comfort-

able in that time had he been able to preach to his

people with no more clothing than one of his sculp-

tured reapers on a slaty church-yard slab? In the

words of the Edinburgh Review, " We opine not."

For truly, ditBcult as opining, whether in the nega-

tive or affirmative, is in such weather as we have

been given during the last week, it is not made easier

bv thrashing about in restless attempts to escape it.

Probably they suffer most who have nothing else to

do but suffer.

The avoidance of unnecessary labor, and there is a

great deal of that in every one's daily life, the con-

tentment with a moderate amount of so-called cooling

drinks, and a simple diet, go far to assuaging the dis-

comforts supplied by nature. This volitional disre-

gard of heat oppression applies to the adult readers of

these remarks, if there be any — not to the poor suf-

fering babies whose parents will still persist in keeping

them twice or three times too heavily clad. We have as

a neighbor one who commands both our blushes and our

encomiums, for the red-headed scion of that family

disports his eighteen months' growth with the adorn-

ments of nature uumarred by man. We children of

au older growth are unhappily debarred from such hy-

gienic manner of living, but it would save much mor-

tality if more babies were allowed to go unclad during

these hot days.

We have been making a careful study of the causes

of such intemperate days; beginning with the very

source of it all and the firm belief that '' heat is not

a thing iu itself, hut simply the energy of the molecu-

lar motion of any material substance," but by the

time we had reached the full understanding of the

inversions of temperature gradients in ))recyclonic

winds, the molecular motion of our material body be-

came so great that heat was the only condition and

substance at all, and we refrained from further hop-

ng to help ourselves or our readers by thought, re-

membering Bolingbroke's words:

" Oh, who can hold a fire in his hand,

By thinking on the frosty Caucasus?

Oh, no! the apprehension of the good
Gives but the greater feeling to the worse."

THE TREATMENT OF GUNSHOT WOUNDS OF
THE KIDNEY.

Kken' publishes au exhaustive statistical study of

the treatment of traumatic lesions of the kidney based

upon a complete collection of the 155 cases of trauma-

tisms of the kidney which have been published since

1878. This time is taken as marking fairly well the

period at which modern antiseptic surgery was gener-

ally practised. His cjises are grouped iu five classes :

(1) Gunshot wounds of the kidney.

(2) Wounds of the kidney other than gunshot.

(3) Subcutaneous rupture of the kidney.

(4) Rupture of the ureter.

(5) Traumatic hydronephrosis.

In the first class, gunshot wounds of the kidney,

tvhich alone we purpose to consider, there are nine-

teen cases, of which ten recovered and nine died. In

five of the nineteen cases nephrectomy was done, and

four of the five died. This high mortality is, how-

ever, as our author jioiuts out, deceptive, as is shown

by detailed examination. In one the fatal result was

independent of the nephrectomy; iu another hemor-

rhage had already doomed the man ; another died

from suppuration in the other kidney ; and the fourth

died from nephritis in the other kidney.

In the five dying without nephrectomy, three died

of peritonitis and two of hemorrhage.

Of the ten which recovered four are important as

being complicated with other injuries, such as perfora-

tion of the intestinee, injury of the spleen and liver,

and intra abdominal hemorrhage.

The treatment naturally will vary with the extent

of the lesion.

For wounds involving merely the renal tissue, sim-

ple disinfection and drainage will suffice.

Wounds involving the pelvis or any of the calyces

will naturally be complicated by the escape of the

urine into the tissues. If it be normal and bland,

however, this is not a serious complication, as it is

very possible for the wound to escape infection unless

other sources exist.

Wounds of the renal vessels will result in hemor-

rhage, which may, if retro-peritoneal, form a localized

perinepliritic hematoma, or push its way between the

layers of the meso-rectum, or if intraperitoneal may

' Annals of Surgery, August, 1896.
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flood the abdominal cavity. The blood may also pass

by the ureter into the bladder.

The ureter alone may be divided by the ball. This

condition is, hovpever, so rare, that only one certain

case is found on record, that of the Archbishop of

Paris, who vpas wounded in the Revolution of 1848.

No wound of the ureter alone was recorded in our

Civil War.

Cases iu which the surgeon has reasonable evidence

that the kidney has been wounded, especially if the

grave symptoms of a large lumbar hematoma or of

intra-peritoueal bleeding are present, require, of course,

immediate operative treatment. In cases where the

ball enters by the loin, or from in front, and emerges

so near that there is reasonable certainty of the kid-

ney alone being injured, the lumbar incision may be

chosen. In most cases, however, the probability that

other abdominal viscera have been injured is so great,

that an abdominal incision should be selected. Tiie

first and most important step is, of course, to find out

if hemorrhage is going on, and to find and tie the

bleeding vessels. If the vessels have been so badly

torn that there is danger to the vitality, and later to

the secreting power of the kidney, nephrectomy must,

of course, be performed. The mortality in these

severe cases will be high, not so much on account of

the nephrectomy, as of the severe hemorrhage which

must have taken place before it is undertaken. Be-

tween these severe cases, and the simple injuries which

require merely disinfection and drainage, there will

naturally be a debatable class, iu which reasonable

doubt may exist. In these cases experience must de-

cide what is best to be done.

MEDICAL NOTES.
The Mortality from the Heat. —Some idea

of the terrible effects of the prolonged heat is given by

the following figures (necessarily incomplete) of the

deaths directly due to the heat in five of our large

cities during the past week. The scattered cases in

the smaller cities and towns would greatly increase

this sad list. New York, 389 deaths ; Philadelphia,

92; St. Louis, 100; Chicago, 30; Boston has been

fortunate in having so far but 18 fatal cases.

The American Public Health Association. —
The local committee appointed for the purpose of en-

tertaining the American Public Health Association at

its twenty-fourth annual meeting, which is to be held

at Buffalo, N. Y., September 15 to 18, 1896, is ar-

ranging for an exhibition of sanitary goods and ap-

pliances "as a source of instruction and usefulness to

the public as well as of benefit to those engaged in

the manufacture and sale of such material."

boston and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — Dur-
ing the week ending at noon, August 12, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease :

diphtheria 58, scarlet fever 11, measles 35, typhoid

fever 26.

Delegate to the International Congress of
Gynecologists and Obstetricians. — Dr. William

H. Baker, of Boston, has been appointed by the State

Department in Washington to represent the United

States in the International Congress of Gynecologists

and Obstetricians to meet in Geneva in September

under the auspices of the Swiss Government.

A Physician Killed by Lightning.— Dr. Wil-

liam L. Pressey, of Bangor, Me., was instantly killed

by lightning at Ilesboro' on August 10th.

One Hundred and Two Years Old.— Mrs.

Sally Batchelder, of Peabody, Mass., celebrated her

one hundred and second birthday on August 8tb.

The Floating Hospital.— The Boston Floating

Hospital during last month made six trips down the

harbor; 562 sick babies were cared for and 182 well

children, who could not be left alone by the mothers,

of whom there were 526.

Summer School of Physical Training. — The
closing exercises of the Harvard Summer School of

Physical Training was held in the Hemenway Gymna-
sium Friday evening, August 7th.

NEW YORK.

Mortality of the City. — President Wilson, of

the Board of Health, has transmitted to the mayor a

communication showing the number of deaths from
diarrheal diseases and from all causes, and the death-

rate during the month of July for the present and
four preceding years. It will be seen that there has

been a marked decrease in the mortality of the city,

which is actual and not merely relative, notwithstand-

ing the increase in the population.

1892

1893

18»4

All Causes.
Dths. Rate.

5,453 38.37

4,704 32.09

4,631 30.05

4,481 28.61

4,328 29.29

Diarrheal. Dis.
Dths. Rate.

1,635 11.49

1,383 9.44

1,197 7.94

1,178 7,52

973 6.04

This very satisfactory showing President Wilson
attributes to four principal causes, namely, clean

streets, increased area of asphalt pavements in the

tenement-house districts, improved milk supply, and
the increased use of sterilized milk for infants.

Small-Pox and Yellow Fever in Cuba. — Dr.

A. H. Doty, Health Officer of the Port, sailed for

Cuba on August 8th. He stated before leaving that

he was not satisfied with the obtainable information

regarding the reputed outbreak of yellow fever and
small-pox in Cuba, and desired to obtain reliable data

from headquarters. He expects to make a visit to

the small-pox infected region around Santiago if it is

possible to cross the island by rail.

Illness of Dr. W. H. Park.— Dr. William H.
Park, of the Health Department, the bacteriologist

of the laboratory connected with the Willard Parker
Hospital for Contagious Diseases, has been laid up at

the Presbyterian Hospital with an attack of typhoid
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whicb it is believed lie contracted while making ex-

perimental investigations witli a view to securing an

efficient tjplioiii antitoxin. The latest reports state

that, although be has been dangerously ill, he is now

rapidly recovering.

Death ok Dr. C. H. Weinholtz. — Dr. Charles

H. Weinholtz died at his residence in New York on

August 7tb from an over-dose of morphia, taken acci-

dentally. He had been workinir very liard at his firo-

fession during the hot summer weather and was sntiVr-

ing from nervous exhaustion. It is supposed that he

took the morphia to obtain sleep. Dr. Weinholtz was

fifty-live years of age, and was born in Charleston,

S. C. He was graduated from the Medical Depart-

ment of the University of the City of New York in

1883, and had built up a large practice in what is

known as the Y'orkville district of the city.

Death of Dr. Laurence Cortelyou. — Dr.

Laurence Cortel\ou of Brooklyn, died from the

effects of a fall from the third story of his bouse in

that city on August 4th. Last winter be started on a

trip around the world and while in San Francisco in

January his actions were such as to indicate that his

mind had become affected. In consequence, be was

brought back to Brooklyn and placed in a private

sanitarium. Afterwards he was removed to his own

bouse, where be was attended by a nurse. Dr. Cortel-

you belonged to one of the oldest families on Long

Island and inherited a large estate from his father,

who at one time owned a large part of the region now

occupied by Prospect Park in Brooklyn. A histori-

cal spot within the reservation of Fort Hamilton,

commanding the Narrows on the Long Island side, is

the old Cortelyou mansion, on the Shore road, at the

east end of the East Battery. This bouse sheltered

Lord Howe when he landed with the Briti^^b forces

on Long Island during the Revolutionary war. Untd

recently the remains of a cobble road, beginning in

the farmyard of the Cortelyou bouse and runuini;

diagonally across the fort reservation, was visible.

This was tlie remains of the old military road built

by Lord Howe, over which his cannon and baggage

wagons were hauled from the ships of the British

fleet in Gravesend Bay to Brooklyn. Dr. Cortelyou

was a graduate of Yale College aud of the College

of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, aud for a

number of years he practised mediciue in his native

city. He was fifty-seven years of age and married.

senior surgeon of the corps, having served since April 4,

1861 — a period of more than thirty-five years. He was
horn in Portland, Me., February 23, 182S, and was of a

family noted in the annals of his native State and the

nation. His father, General Samuel Fessenden, was for

many years a leader at the bar of Maine, and his eldest

brotiier, AVilliam Pitt Fessenden, was the distinguished

senator of that Slate, an<l during the administration of

President Lineoln l)eeame Secretary of the Treasury. Two
nepliews of Surgeon Fessenden rose to the rank of Briga-

dier-General during the Civil War, and others have been

I)rominent in private life, two of them in the profession of

medicine.

Surgeon Fessenden was fitted for college at the Portland

Academv, and in 1844 entered Harvard University, where
he pursued his studies for one year; leaving Harvard, he

became a student at Bowdoin College, from whence he was
graduated in 1848.

He studied medicine under Charles W. Thomas, M.l).,

of Portland, Me., and attending me<lical lectures at the

Medical School of Maine, and also in New York, was grad-

uated in 1851 from the Medical School of Maine. From
1853 to 1856 he was physician in charge of the Portland

City Hospital, after which date he became a private practi-

tioner until his appointment as surgeon in the Marine Hos-

pital Service in 1861.

During the period of his membership in the corps, he

served as commanding officer at the ports of Portland, Me.,

New York, N. Y., St. Louis, Mo., Norfolk, Va., Louisville,

Ky., and ilobile, Ala. During this period be was also a

member of three boards of medical officers convened for

the examination of applicants for the Service, and of eight

boards convened for the physical examination of candidates

for admission to the Revenue Cutter Service, besides serv-

ing on various special details as inspector.

lO^tjetcellanp.

SURGKON C. S. D. FESSENDEN.

Supervising Surgkon-General Wy-man, of the

Marine Hospital Seivice issues the following notice of

the late Surgeon Fessenden :

It is with regret that I have to announce to the medical

officers of the Service the death, on July 23d, from a coni'

plication of heart and kidney affections, of Surgeon Charles

Stewart Davies Fessenden. Surgeon Fessenden was the

SUTURE OF THE HEART.

Caim'ei.en' reports the following case:

A man, aged twenty-four years, had some hours be-

fore admission received a stab-wound in the left side.

He went home alone, aud about one hour afterwards

was found lying in a pool of blood. On admission to

the hospital he was found unconscious ; the pulse

could not be felt aud no heart impulse could

be felt, although heart sounds could be beard to

the right of the sternum. In the fourth left iutercos-

tal space, in the mid-axillary line, parallel with the rib,

was a punctured, uou-bleediug wound, about one inch

in length. After a camphor injection the patient be-

gan to breathe and a pulse could be felt. The left

side of the chest did uot move ou respiration.

Under chloroform narcosis the fourth rib was re-

sected ; the pleural cavity was found partially filled

with blood and compressing the lung. After evacu-

atiug the blood the lung dilated and was found not to

have been wounded. Ou resecting the third rib a

wound was found about one inch in length in the peri-

cardium.

The sac was filled with blood, aud by enlarging the

wound, a wound was found in the left ventricle, about

two centimetres in length, from which all the hemor-

rhage came. The wouuil was sutured, after which

the hemorrhage ceased. The heart was sutured with

difficulty on account of the frequent pulsations. The
pulse after the operation was very quick and feeble,

but improved after a subcutaneous saline injection.

The patient died two aud a half days after the oper-

atioD.

1 Norsk Magaziii for Loegevidenskaben ; University Medical Maga-
zine, August, 1S96.
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At the necropsy it was found that a large branch

of the coronary artery had been wounded ; tlie wound
had begun to heal, but there was evidence of pericar-

ditis, and various bacteria were found in the fibrinous

exudation.

Corrc^potiDcncc.

THE DOCTOR A MISSIONARY FOR SOUND
MONEY.

BoSTOX, August 9, 1896.

JFr. Editor :— I was interested in reading this week
in the Journal the letter from a brother physician in

Maine upon the present political crisis. As a rule, I agree

with him as to doctors in politics, and think that, like pus

in surgery, they had better be kept out. But I was glad to

read his letter and learn that the glory of furnishing a

financially-solvent vice-presidential candidate had not swejit

the whole State of Maine into the ranks of the silver party.

This is a cani])aign for every one, even the country doc-

tor, to speak up out loud in : a campaign, as he says, of honor

and dishonor. But it seemed to me his tone was a trifle

light, and the present time is one for downright, unmistak-

able declarations. The people who are clamoring for free

silver are dead in earnest, and will not be brought over by

scofiing or ridicule. As one of my patients said the other

day, " Doctor, the more you jeer at them the better they

like it and the madder they get." He was a man whose

business and influence among laboring men are large and

powerful.

What the conditions in the middle West are— of terri-

ble depression and hopelessly over-mortgaged farms— it is

difficult to realize here. It is hardly to be wondered at

that they feel like smashing " the whole concern, -for it

can't "o worse." But here with us the conditions are dif-

ferent, and it is here that our individual exertions can do

some good. There are a lot of people who are inclined to

nibble at the shining bait of fiat-money, and it is often pos-

sible to show them the error and ignominy of their course.

Few lavmen have a better opportunity for such work

than the phvsicians. In our daily round of calls we have

to do a great deal of talking on e.xtra-professional subjects.

either with our patients or their families. Every one is

now interested in the present political campaign. Imieed,

it is long since we have had one so clearly based on princi-

ple, and it is a relief to start one's son on his first exercise

of franchise this fall upon something more political, in

Plato's noble sense of the word, than a personal exchange

of insult and innuendo.

Now our patients are very apt to listen with some degree

of thought and confidence to what we say, and notedly give

our profession credit for common-sense, reason and disin-

terestedness. I find many eager for such exposition of the

subject as I can give, and most of them ready for a reason-

able influence. I am not a gynecologist, so some of my
patients are " all there " and male voters. One of them

said this morning, "Doctor, we have all got to work, each

one of us, hard, right here in ^lassachusetts, if we are

going to save our credit and our honor." And so I for

one feel it is not only right and seemly, but our duty to urge,

preach and exi)Ound the only honest course for a country

as for a man — to pay his honest debts with an honest dol-

lar, to put a firm and immovable opposition to those who
say, " We will pay half of our debts and no more." It

takes a little longer in the day to finish our round of visits,

but our time is spent where no man should begrudge it —
in the truest service of his country.

" But. it strikes me 't ain't jest the time
For stringin' words with settisfaction

;

Wat 's wanted now 's the silent rhyme
'Twixt upright Will an' downright Action."

Yours truly, -, M. D.

A CASE OF PUERPERAL ECLAMPSIA.

Winchester, Mass., August 7, 1896.

Mr. Editok:— I was engaged in November to attend

Mrs. A., a primipara, aged thirty-three. She stated that

her term of 280 days would expire on February 7th. She
appeared in perfect health, and had seemingly been free

from any of the diseases of pregnancy.

Hearing occasionally from friends who met her, that she

was well, and being unusually busy, I neglected to call on

her, as I intended, until the 29th of January, when I was
informed through a friend, who had seen her, that she had
edema. An immediate call at her house proved that she

had quite a little general edema, but was feeling well, had
had no headache, or other symptoms of kidney disease, and
her appetite and digestion were good.

An examination of the urine, which she thought was nor-

mal in amount, showed about 20 per cent, of albumin. I

at once commenced the administration of the infusion of

digitalis in good doses, with salines sufficient to keep the

bowels active, advised a milk diet, and warned the husband

that convulsions might occur.

Three or four days later she was passing three pints of

urine in twentv-four hours, and the percentage of albumin

was slightly less, although there was no decided change
On February 6th, I was called up by the husband at

three o'clock, who said his wife was vomiting and having

severe pain in the region of the stomach. On questioning

him, he said she had eaten an orange the previous evening,

but had been in the habit of eating them, and without in-

jury before. Thinking it an attack of indigestion, I sent her

a bismuth and chalk mixture, with a little morphia added.

Was called to the house at 6 o'clock and found her hav-

ing quite severe epigastric pain. Gave one-sixth of a grain

of morphia hypodermatically and continued chalk mixture.

At 8 o'clock, she was not having so much pain, but said

her head felt queer, that her vision was impaired, and com-
plained also of dyspnea; symptoms which at the time I was
inclined to attribute, in part at least, to the effect of the

morphine. There was no headache. On vaginal examina-

tion found the os closed, and a vertex presentation.

Saying I would call again in two hours, I then left to

attend other calls, but was summoned shortly after 10

o'clock, and found her in convulsions. Ether was at once
administered, Dr. B. summoned, and 1 began manual dila-

tation of the uterus, which was dilatable and the os patent,

indicating that labor had commenced.
On arrival of Dr. B., another hypodermic of one-fourth

of a grain of morphia was given, and he agreed that the

uterus should be emptied at once. As soon as possible,

forceps were applied, and with some difficulty she was
delivered of a stillborn male child, of medium size. The
placenta was immediately delivered with no more than the

usual amount of hemorrhage
The mother failed rapidly during delivery. The pulse,

which was feeble and rapid at the beginning, grew steadily

worse, in spite of repeated hypodermic injections of brandy,

and she died a few minutes after labor was completed.

Having been freely criticised, both for what was and
what was not done for this jiatient, at the suggestion of the

husband, the case is here detailed.

In an experience of some thirteen years of general prac-

tice, I had seen many cases of albuminuria of pregnancy,
but this was the first case of puerperal eclampsia met with

in my own practice. Perhaps this experience, with the

absence of headache in this case (the most constant of the

prodromal symptoms), and having in mind the well-known

cerebral disturbance that a full dose of morphine often

produces, may have influenced my perception of the symji-

toms which preceded the eclamptic attack.

The chief point that this case emphasizes is the necessity

of repeated urinary examinations in every case of preg-

nancy, esi>ecially during the last three months.

Medical authorities are so conflicting as to the best treat-

ment of puerperal eclampsia that a discussion of the ipies-

tion in these columns may enlighten many of us.

Very truly yours, RL
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METEOROLOGICAl. RKCOKD

For ilie week ending August Isl, in Boston, according to
observations furuisbed bj Serjeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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<©riginal %nit\t^.

THE TREATMENT OF TUBERCULOSIS WITH
TUBERCULIN AND ITS DERIVATIVES.'

BY ALFRED WOKCESTEK, M.D., OF "WALTHAM.

The medical professioa has hardly begun to recover

from the disappointment of the wild hopes aroused by

the discovery of tuberculin. The previous discovery

of the bacillus of tuberculosis, the most important

pathological discovery of this generation, lias been

overshadowed by the failure of tuberculiu in satisfy-

ing inordinate expectations.

There is little to be gained in recalling the disheart-

ening story of how consumptives in all stages of the

disease were injected with haphazard amounts of all

sorts of tuberculin. Nor is there any special advantage

in following many of these unfortunates to the autopsy

table for the proof of their deaths from specific poison.

For it is now well known that tuberculin not only

will not restore the dying, but that it is an iuteuse

poison to tuberculous animals. But neither its lack of

miraculous power nor its specific potency justifies iis

hasty abandonment in therapy. Indeed, it would

rather seem from its fearfuly poisonous effects in the

tuberculous, and from its absolute harmlessuess in the

non-tuberculous, that tuberculin is the agent or con-

tains the agents desired in fighting this disease.

Before considering its possible therapeutic value let

us for a moment think of its undoubted value as a

diagnostic ageut. However we may differ in estimat-

ing the curative powers of different remedies and

methods of treatment, there can be no question that it

is in the earliest stages of the disease there is the

greatest hope of success. This truism is especially

applicable to parasitical diseases, like tuberculosis,

where, by vegetable growth in the tissues, the infected

parts of the body are progressively destroyed.

It was a mighty help given when Koch taught the

world to recognize the bacillus of tuberculosis. But
before the diagnosis can be made by the microscope it

can generally be made without it. And while the de-

tection of the bacilli makes the diagnosis certain,

failure to find the germs does not exclude the disease.

And in practice the microscopic report as to the sputa

is of little use beyond furnishing a convenient occasion

for the physician to acknowledge at least to himself

what ought to have been recognized before.

The tuberculin test, on the other hand, is of far

more help. For long before the destructive inflamma-

tion is apparent to sight or touch, and long before the

deadly germs are thrust out in the excretions, an in-

jection of tuberculin will discover their insidious pres-

ence. A negative result gives absolute surety, which

of itself is often of incalculable value, and a positive

result is like uncovering the smouldering fire in one's

house walls before serious damage is done. The dis-

covery is indeed serious, and for a moment it seems as

if stirring up the trouble made it worse. But in

neither case is ignorance bliss as regards the hidden

foe.

The diagnostic value of tuberculin is easily demon-
strated. Its curative value is a far more difficult ques-

tion. Very few physicians had the courage to con-

tinue using tuberculin after their first terrible disap-

' Read before the Massachusetts Medical Society, June 10, 1896,
and recommended lor publication by the Society.

pointments; but in the wards of the Berlin Charite,

and in some of the European sanitariums (at Kehburg,

and at Turban's at Davos), tuberculin has been in

constant use since its discovery ; and in spite of its

almost universal and bitter condemnation it must be

admitted that some of the most painstaking and de-

servedly famous members of our profession firmly be-

lieve in its great therapeutic value. Foremost among
these scientists stands Professor Brieger of Berlin ; to

him we are especially indebted for what is known of

the chemistry of Koch's tuberculin and of Behring's

heilserum. His name stands worthily with theirs.

What little I can report to you to-day I owe first to

Brieger's great kindness to me a stranger, and I wel-

come this opportunity of publicly thanking him for his

patient instruction and for his great courtesy in giving

me free access to the tuberculosis wards and to the

clinical records of his patients in the Charite Hospital,

I am, of course, not at liberty to report others' work,

but I desire to make plain that my own little experi-

ence with tuberculin is only in imitation of what I saw
being done by Professor Brieger.

The diagnostic value of tuberculin, as is well known,
is due to its poisonous effects upon the tuberculous

when given in doses that produce no febrile reaction

in the non-tuberculous. It is perhaps not equally

well known, but it is no less a fact, that by daily in-

jections of tuberculin in sufficiently small doses at first,

and by careful increase of the dose, a tuberculous

patient can be given an immunity to the poijuii of

tuberculin quite equal to the immunity posses-sed by

the non-tuberculous. The production and mainteuauce

of this immunity to the poison of tuberculin constitutes

the modern therapeutic method of using it, and I am
one of those who believe that this acquired immunity

to the poison of tuberculin is a great advantage to the

tuberculous patient. But before passing to the ques-

tion of benefit resulting from this treatment we may
profitably iuquire by what processes this immunity is

acquired.

1 suppose it may be taken for granted that tuber-

culin is formed in the tuberculous patient as well as

in the culture media of the laboratory. And up to a

certain time in the history of the tuberculous patient

his body is able to withstand the poison excreted by

the increasing bacilli. As the disease progresses this

power of resistance increases up to a certain limit,

during which time a non-febrile condition obtains, and
then, when the natural power of accommodation is at

last overstrained, the fell power of the poison is dis-

closed and the patient rapidly succumbs. During the

apparently quiescent period, if the system suddenly be

overtaxed in any way, by excessive fatigue or by the

invasion of other germs, of malaria, of influenza, or of

pneumonia, for instance, the consequences are very

serious. For so nicely adjusted are the resistant

powers to the body's needs that the least extra burden

is intolerable. Here we have a possible explanation

of the poisonous effect of an injection of a minute

amount of tuberculin into the body of a tuberculous

patient. His body is accommodated to what its own
bacilli produce, but cannot stand any more. But if

this tolerance can be artificially increased by grad-

ually increased demands upon the body's resisting

power, a reserve force is secured. In other words, the

immunity to tuberculin obtainable in tuberculous

patients is just the re-enforcemeut needed.

It is claimed by some clinicians that pure tuber-
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culosis causes no fever, and that the hectic which
almost invariably accompanies the later stages of the

disease is really caused by the invasion of other germs
into and throuj,'li the tuberculous tissues. This is a

question far beyond my ability even to discuss. But
however the hectic may be caused, inasmuch as the

value of tuberculin de|>eii(l8 upon so using it as not to

cause any febrile reaction, its use is of course restricted

to the non-febrile forms and stages of tuberculosis.

For only in such cases is it possible to be sure that

the tuberculin does not incite or at any rate maintain
the daily fever.

This restriction makes it much more difficult to de-

termine if the immunity to tuberculin obtainable in

tuberculous patients is of any real value. For, as is

well known, the non-febrile cases often improve under
treatment. Moreover, it is by no means a simple

task to use tuberculin in this way. The closest watch
must be kept, and the greatest care taken to eliminate

all other febrile excitants, while immuuiziug the

patieut. And this very care would tend toward the

patient's i.atural improvement. Again, the faith and
hope engendered by any form of treatment at the

hands of a physician and nurses who believe in it is

doubtless as large a factor as it is (lifficult of estimation.

Whether at home or in the sanitarium, patients

under such tieatment must have the great advantage of

a regime in itself well calculated to effect their im-

provement. But all these ditficullies, it may well be

noticed, apply to the scientific determination of the

value of the treatment and do not affect the patient's

interests. Doubtless the guinea-pigs will help in solv-

ing the question, and yet it has not been proved that

what is true for guinea-pigs is also absolutely true for

human patients. And after all, the real determination

of tuberculin's value depends upon the slow accumula-
tion of patient clinical investigations carried on not
solely in the scientific spirit but with the ever present

purpose of helping in every possible way each patient.

Were it allowable at the same time to employ only

one supposed curative agent, of course it would be far

easier to determine the respective values of the differ-

ent agents successively employed. But we can only

add any new treatment, such as we are now consider-

ing, to the best possible combination of such other

treatments as are already of supposed value. And the

value of the new treatment can be estimated only as

our experience with it compares with our previous
experience. Considered in this manner one's own
little experience is humiliatingly small. And after a

year's work I find my confidence in the value of this

new method of using tuberculin depends vastly more
upon what 1 saw in theCharite wards than upon the few
cases I have treated in imitation of Professor Brieger's

methods. My own experience, small as it is, has

nevertheless confirmed m}' Berlin impressions into a
positive belief in the great value of this treatment.

My patients were not of a class able to travel to dis-

tant and more healthful climates, but for many of them
the hospital wards afforded far less comfort, and the

hospital fare was far less appetizing, than that to which
they were accustomed.

Jn fully reporting my year's work in treating tuber-

culous inpatients and out-patients at the Waltham
Hospital, four cases, admitted during the past month,
have not been under treatment long enough to be re-

ported with any advantage, and need not be mentioned
;

but mention must be made of two cases in which

neither tuberculin nor antiphthisin was used because
i

the patients were evidently so near their death. ;

Thus, in one case, the patient died on the fifth day I

after eutrauce, and in another case the dying patient i

was sent home after a single week's stay in the hos-
;

pital.

With the exception of these two cases, which were

admitted without having been previously seen and

under a misapprehension of their hopeless condition,

tuberculin or antiphthisin was always employed.

—

tuberculin in five cases, tuberculin followed by anti-

phthisin in two cases, and antiphthisin alone in twenty- !

two cases. The general treatment was about the same
for all. For the preceding five months a few tubercu-

lous patients had been admitted to the hospital and '

treated by the Carasso method. Three of these pa- '

tients were turned over to my care June 1, 1895. My
colleagues had already found it necessary to modify '

the Carasso treatment somewhat, on account of the i

drunkenness caused by the amounts of alcohol which

he advises and also on account of the stomach disturb-

ances caused by his creasote and peppermint mixtures,
j

But the inhalation of peppermint had proved so sooth- '

ing that it has been generally employed ever since, i

Both the oil and the essence of peppermint have been

used for inhalation, but few patients have been able to

bear the oil. The Carasso mixture of creasote, pepper-

mint, alcohol, chloroform and glycerine has been help-

ful, and except in a few cases has been well borne.

Occasionally opiates, phenacetine, quinine and a few !

other drugs have been given for ephemeral reasons.

All patients have been given, so far as was possible,

the regular hospital diet supplemented with milk and i

eggs, and also by wines and whiskey, or brandy, as the
]

occasion seemed to demand. Encouragement has
i

been given in the matter of deep breathing, in keeping

out of doors whenever possible, and in coughing as lit-
;

tie as possible.

Great care has been taken to minimize the danger '

of auto-infection as well as the infection of others. '

Clinical thermometers have always been specially
]

cleaned in carbolic-acid solution. The use of spit cups '

filled with carbolic-acid solution has been required.
|

Each patient has also been required to rinse the mouth
and gargle with a beuzothymol solution before eating

or drinking.

These precautions and these particulars of the regi-

men employed are here related merely to complete as !

far as possible the clinical histories which follow. The i

longer the duration of the disease the harder it is to ,

give to others the clinical history, or indeed to keep it

before one's own mind. Each day's story must be
j

recorded in full, and besides there must be such a i

recapitulation as may be seen at a glance. I

Observations of the temperature, pulse and respira-
;

tiou rates have been made every two hours by day and
j

every four hours bj' nighi, if the patients were awake.

These frequent observations are necessary in estimat-

ing the extent of the daily hectic and in testing the I

treatment. By means of symbols for the different

medicines, I also show upon the charts the exact times {

of their administration. When each day's story is
]

charted with such detail, a summarj' chart is also

necessary upon which the abscissas represent each a '

whole day instead of two hours. !

Upon the two-hour chart is shown the temperature i

curve of each day, and the area bounded by this curve
,

and the 99° line (determined by counting the squares
j
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enclosed) gives the product of the excess of tempera-

ture by its duratiou, in other words the amount of daily

fever. By transfer of these daily amounts to the sum-
mary chart the curve obtained gives at a glance the

general run of the fever. Upon this summary chart

the frequently varying amounts of tuberculin or of its

derivatives is shown and also the number of ounces of

food ingested each day. Still another curve shows
the patient's weight as taken weekly. In describing

the conditions of the lungs, it is much plainer to repre-

sent the dulness and the rales, etc., by means of sym-
bols drawn upon a skeleton chart of the chest than by
words however well chosen.^

lu summing up my experience with pure tuberculin,*

which I have employed in the treatment of seven pa-

tients, I have to report that in two of these cases (1

and 2) there was so much difficulty in establishing a

tolerance of it that antiphthisin was used instead. Al-

though in several instances too large doses were given,

no permanent harm resulted. In one case (2) where
by mistake a dose of .2 c.c. was given where .002 c.c.

had not been tolerated, there was a most severe reac-

tion lasting for several days. But afterwards, under
antiphthisin, the same patient made as absolute a

recovery as it has been my fortune to witness. Only
once was there failure in maintaining the requisite

aseptic conditions for all hypodermic medicKtiou. I

did not notice quickly enough a clouding of the tuber-

culin solution, and the four patients injected that day
had resulting abscesses which lasted for several weeks.

Two of these seven patients have removed far from
my observation, one to Ireland (3) and one to North
Carolina (4). Both improved under treatment, and,

according to reports received, have continued to im-

prove ever since. One (1) is still under the antiph-

thisin treatment, and has not done more than to hold

her own. Two of the five cases where only tuberculin

was used have so far recovered as to be practically

well, having returned to their former occupations :

one (5) in the watch factory, the other (6) in her

home. A third (7) has improved greatly in spite of a

severe malarial attack. He bids fair to make a prac-

tical recovery. Four (1, 3, 4 and 6) of these patients

were iu advanced stages of the disease. Their lives

had been despaired of by their physicians and friends.

From previous experience I should not have expected
any of them to have lived so long as they have.

If, as is possible, these results might have been ob-

tained without tuberculin, then I have been very re-

miss in the past— for many a consumptive, when first

under my care not so sick as were these patients, has

drifted steadily on from bad to worse until released by
kindly death from wasting and suffering I was power-
less to relieve. And if now it is by no reality, but
only by a delusion of both physician and patient, that

despair has given place to hopefulness, then am I still

thankful for my delusion whicli I shall none the less

strive to share with my professional brethren. For it

is better a physician should be a deluded optimist than
a scientific pessimist.

Another possible explanation of the apparent bene-
fit resulting from the use of tuberculin and its deriva-
tives depends upon the supposed germicidal power of

tuberculin.

' Summary charts, as here described, were submitted for each case
reported.

' I bave useil the tuberculin made by Koch's manufacturers,
Alessrs. 1-ucius, Brunig & Co.. whose agents in this country are
Measrs. t. Koechl & Co., New York.

If it is true that each organism excretes its own
specific poison (and that, just as acorns will not germi-

nate in oak leaf mould, nor pine seed in rotted pine

needles, while either soil is fit food for the ether seed,

so it is true that the bacilli excrete particular poison

each for its own kind), then it is possible that tubercu-

lin contains, besides the poison that affects the animal

preyed upon, a specific poison also for the bacilli them-

selves. This theory has apparent support in the fact

that tuberculin is the substance in which tubercle ba-

cilli not only have ceased to grow but have actually

died. If, as is claimed, it can be shown that the death

of the bacilli is caused not by the exhaustion of all

their proper food in the culture medium, but rather

from the excretion into it of their own peculiar poison,

then we may reasonably hope for the isolation of that

particular poison.

The ideal remedy for a parasitical disease is a speci-

fic poison for the parasite, but absolutely harmless for

the animal. We want something that will kill the

bacilli of tuberculosis in the tuberculous patient, and
yet not injure the patient iu any way. Professor Ed-
win Klebs claims that this desired remedy is furnished

in his antiphthisin, which is stated to be a chemical

modification of tuberculin containing all the germici-

dal and curative principles without the toxins. His
claim has been bitterly disputed, but it has also been
supported by many, and notably by the commission
appointed by the Parish Medical Society of New Or-

leans for its investigation.

Inasmuch as the preparation of antiphthisin is de-

clared to require such exceptional skill as practically

to preclude its manufacture except under the immedi-
ate oversight of its discoverer, and as Professor Klebs
himself is understood no longer to be in charge of the

laboratory furnishing it, it must at the outset be ad-

mitted that there are grave uncertainties in its use.

Although Professor Klebs's name will forever be as-

sociated with the bacillus of diphtheria, yet the great

work of his life has been upon tuberculosis. His an-

tiphthisin is one of many derivatives of tuberculin

which have been and are still being used. Indeed, in

the Charite wards, tuberculin derivatives which Pro-
fessor Koch and Professor Brieger are not yet ready
to announce to the world are being used with great

success, it is understood. Professor Klebs himself has

previously furnished another derivative— tuberculo-

cidin— which is said to possess some value. And it

is to be hoped that ere long such definite explanations

of the exact compositions and methods of manufac-
ture of the tuberculin derivatives will be furnished as

will obviate the present reluctance of many physicians

to employ these agents.

It is only fair to state that Professor Klebs, iu fur-

nishing antiphthisin to the profession, stipulated that

it should be used only iu the non-febrile or early stages

of tuberculosis. He has never claimed that its cura-

tive value could be otherwise demonstrated. But he
has also stated that sometimes in the advanced stages

antiphthisin retards if it does not arrest the course of

the disease. And, furthermore, be claims that it never
does any harm.

From this very fact of its harmlessness, which, so

far as I know, is conceded by all who have used it,

very naturally it has been used in the advanced stages

of the disease as a last hope— where the daily fever

precluded the use of tuberculin. Comparison between

I

the two is thus much more difficult than would be the
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case if both ageuts were used uuder like couditioos

;

aud it ueeds iiot the sayi'ig iliat its failure to relieve

iu the advanced stages of the disease does not disprove

its therapeutic value. Ou the other hand, if by using

antiphthisiu in the advanced stages any relief or

arrest is obtained, that is strong supporting evidence of

Klebs's claim of its worth iu the incipient stages.

Of the twenty-two cases which 1 have treated with

antiphthisiu, ten of them (8, 9, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17,18,
22 aud 2-5) were iu such advanced stage of the dis-

ease that if no one of them improved it still would be
little discredit to the treatment. But in four of these

advanced cases (8, 17, 22 and 25) there was marked
improvement ; while of the five that did not improve
iu only one case (15) was the treatmeut carried out

for more than a week or two. Were my experieuce
with antiphthisiu confined to these ten cases 1 should

be thankful for having had it; for otherwise I should

not have had the courage to have tried even to arrest

the progress of the disease. Of course, there is al-

ways the doubt as to the correctuess of the prognosis,

intensified in my case by my lack of any special train-

ing or knowledge iu diseases of the chest. It is,

therefore, proper to add tiiat in making these progno-

ses, or, what is the same thing, in estimating the ex-

tent of the disease, I have had the great advantage of

the kind assistance of many brother physicians, whom
I should here publicly thank were it not for the fear

of involving ihem iu these not yet generally accepted

methods of treatmeut.

Niue of the cases (10, 11, 13, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24
and 26) were not so far advanced. Improvement
would naturally be expected to follow any treatment

of any use whatever in tuberculosis. But of these

nine, none have shown such special improvement as

was hoped for. One (26) has shown no improvement.
The others have made some gain for a time, but at

least three (10, 21 and 23) have not held what gain

they at first made. Had they remained longer under
treatmeut iu the hospital, possibly they might have
continued to gain.

So far theu as my small experieuce goes, the pa-

tients who have obtained an immunity to tuberculin

do better afterwards than the patients who have been
treated only with antiphthisiu.

One of the claims made fur antiphthisiu is that it is

serviceable iu reducing enlarged cervical glands of

tubercular origin. I have employed it iu three cases,

presumably of this character. In one the glands had
already begun to suppurate. For four days .5 c.c.

was given each day, without causing any reaction.

The 8ui)|)uration, however, rapidly increased, and the

abscess was treated iu the usual surgical manner. In

the other two cases the marked improvement that fol-

lowed, if not due to the treatmeut, was, at any rate,

very different from anything within my i)reviou8 ex-

perience. Not only did the deformity disappear but

the general health rapidly improved, and in one case a

marked daily fever soon ceased. Another claim for

antiphthisiu is that iu cases of tubercular ulceration of

the cornea its healing effects can be directly seen. 1

liave tried it in one case (8) of corneal ulceration

in au advauced phthisical patient. Hapid improve-

ment aud complete healing followed, but before its

use, uuder the ordinary treatment for corneal ulcers,

improvemeut had evidently begun. Although the

patient has hardly held his own generally, the corneal

cicatrix has grown less aud less.

Case 1. Mrs. R. A., thirty years old, had been treated

in hospital by my colleagues for four months previously.

She had s;ainf<I wonderfully— in weight from 100 lo ll3^,

and from helplessness in bed was now able to walk out of

doors. There was still daily fever, considerable cough and
expectoration in which were jjlentiful liacilli tub. Holh
apices were dull, and on the left the dulness extended be-

low the second rib. Over these areas were fine moist rales.

On June 9tli tuberculin treatment was begun with .001

c. c. This was gradually increased until July 17th, when
.LI e. c. produced a severe reaction. The daily dose was
diminished, but no immunity was obtaineil, and on Septem-
ber 9th antiphthisin was employed, beginning with 0.1 c. c.

By November, 1 c. c, and \>\ January, 2 c. c, was being

given oath day. This was continued with few intermis-

sions until she was allowed to go home April 1st, over 300

c. c. in all having been given.

She then weighed 106 pounds, or six and a half pounds
less than she did ten months before, but still six pounds
more than on entrance. The fever, however, had not been
absent fur more than a few days at a time. Her appetite

and general condition were good, her cough was less, and
there were fewer bacilli tub. to be found in the sputa.

At times the lungs seemed much clearer, but again, per-

haps from a slight cold, the rales would return to the dis-

eased upper lubes.

For a month at home she continued to feel pretty well,

but in May, after a severe cold, she returneil to the hospi-

tal with a severe pleurisy in the left lower chest. It seems

doubtful if an arrestment of the disease has yet been ob-

tained.

Cask 2. ]\liss H. S., age forty, family history negative,

broke down in health six years ago. Had profuse hemoptysis.

Under rest and forced feeding gained strength and health.

During the spring and early summer of 1895 she lost

ground. Her voice became husky, she coughed consider-

ably, and felt wearied. She had not lost weight. She be-

gan out-patient treatment August 19, 1895.

Tubei'culin in doses of .0005 c. c. produced a marked re-

action. And after a month's trial the attempt to obtain

immunity was abandoned, a dose of .004 having caused a

severe febrile reaction. Antiphthisin was then given, the

dose soon reaching 0.2 c. c. Immediate and maiked im-

provement followed.

But on October 2Gth, by mistake, .2 c. c. of tuberculin

was given instead of antiphthisiu. For twenty-four hours

her condition was alarming, and for several days after-

wards she was very ill.

On November ISth treatment with antiphthisin was re-

sumed. At first a slight reaction followed the adndnistra-

tion of 0.1 c. c, but soon 1 c. c. produced no reaction.

For a few days the last of December she had a severe

cold, from which she rapidly recovered. liy the end of

February, when I discharged her, her cough had practi-

cally disappeared, and no bacilli could be found in her

slight expectoration.

No n'des could be heard, but instead, over both apices,

loud blowing respiration.

She has since continued in vigorous health.

Cask 3. Miss B. S., a servant girl, had been in the hos-

pital since February IS, 1895, and had been sick for about

a year when placed in my charge June 1, 1895.

She bad already improved considerably, having gained

seven ami a half poumls in weight; but her daily fever was
constant. Her ui)per lobes, both right and left, which at

first were fidl of all kind* of rales, had already become
clearer. Ou June 15th, tuberculin was begtm with a dose

of .001 c.c. At each increase of the dose a markeil febrile

reaction followed, generally most marked on the second

day. But by August an immunity to .1 c. c. was obtained

equal at least to her immunity to .001 c .c. two months
earlier. In all 3.27 c. c. was given. During this treatment

her general health continued to improve, her cough and
expectoration lessened, her weight remained practically

the same, being only one pound more at the end of the two
months. She left the hospital to return to her bome in

Ireland, where at last accounts she was doing well.
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No distinct change in the condition of her lungs had oc-

curred nor in the number of bacilli tub. in her sputa while

under the tuberculin treatment.

Case 4. !Mrs. G. L. D., thirty-nine years old, entered

the hospital .July 12, 1895. Family history negative. Be-

gan coughing in October, 1894. Confined in December.
Recovered well. Had the grippe in February, was in bed
a fortnight, and did not recover her strength. Her cough
increased and her weight decreased. Very nervous, ajipe-

tite poor. Free expectoration contains many bacilli tub.

Profuse night-sweats. Complexion dusky. Daily fever.

Upper right lung extensively diseased.

Ihe tuberculin treatment was begun July 15th with a

dose of .002 c. c. With many intermissions, and many
changes in dosage, the attempt was made to obtain her im-

munity to it. By October this seemed to have been
effected, and she was transferred to the out-patient depart-

ment. But this did not work well, for she was unfit to

take care of her children. The treatment was often

omitted ; and when early in November, after a week's in-

termission, the accustomed dose was given there followed a

sharp reaction, but by increasing the dose each day the

fever again disappeared.

Meantime her cougb decreased. She gained five pounds
in weight, and became a much healthier looking woman.
In December she went with her family to North Carolina

to live, where she has continued to improve.

Case 5. Miss K. D., twenty-six years old, entered the

hospital July 31, 1895. Family history negative. For
three years she bad been working in the watch factory,

but in March had been forced to give up work because of

a cough following a severe cold and an attack of the

grippe. She had been visiting for a few weeks just past

in the country, but had been steadily losing strength.

Menstruation regular. Appetite very poor. Moderate
daily fever. •

The upper right lobe was dull on percussion, little air

entering it. Subcrepitant and moist bronchial rales were
plentiful. She weighed 84 pounds.

She stayed in the hospital fifteen weeks, during which
time she gained nine pounds. She was given daily injec-

tions of tuberculin, beginning with .002 c. c and reaching

.2 c. c. in fourteen weeks. The fever disapjieared, but

after an intermission of two weeks when the injections

were resumed in the out-patient department there was a

slight fever again for a few days. The injections were
continued until December 5th, 9.83 c. c. of tuberculin hav-

ing been used.

During treatment her cough so nearly disappeared that

many days elapsed without obtaining any sputa for micro-

scopical examination. At first the bacilli tub. were plenti-

ful but towards the end were rarely found.

The diseased lung cleared up wonderfully, at times being

almost entirely clear of rales. Her chest inllation in-

creased from one and three-fourths inches to three inches.

She returned to the watch factory January 1, 1896, and

except for a few days' absence in ilarcb on account of a

severe cold she has kept steadily at work. Since then a

slight cold has persisted ; at times rales are still to be heard,

and bacilli tub. are found in the sputa. But her general

condition is now vigorous. Although lighter by three

pounds than when she left the hospital, she weighs as

much as she did before her sickness began.
Case G. Mrs. C. D., aged thirty-four, had been treated

in the hospital for seven weeks previous to my taking

charge. She had been ill for one or two years, having had
many attacks of hemo])tysis— some of them quite severe.

She had been confined in February last for the ninth time.

She had gained rapidly under hospital treatment, although

still confined to her bed. There were still bacilli tub. in

her sputa. Over both apices there was dulness and (iro-

longed expiratory sounds with a few medium moist rales.

Coughing not troublesome, expectoration scanty, ap]ietitc

very good.

Treatment with tuberculin was begun June 9th, with
.0005 c. c. Immunity was soon obtained, the only serious

reaction occurring July 19th, when the dose was increased

from .15 c. c. to .2 c.c. Six days afterwards the same in-

crease produced only a slight reaction, and this dose was
continued daily with fever intermissions until December
13th, 76.77 c. c. in all having been given.

Early in July she was persuaded to leave her bed, and
soon after to walk about out of doors. On August 15th
she was transferred to the out-iiatient department. The
walk of a mile each day soon became easy, and by October
she resumed her work, taking the whole care of her family.

She regained and surpassed by several pounds her previous

best weight. Her cough disappeared, except for occasional

colds, and her sputa became free of bacilli tub. During
the winter, while doing all her work, and often with her
children sick, she ran down somewhat. After a severe

cold this spring there has been a slight return of her cough.
But she is so well that it has not been possible to persuade
her of the necessity even of medical observation. Her left

lung seems entirely clear, and at the ape.x of the right lung
there are fugitive rales of a dry explosive character. Un-
der treatment her chest inflation increased from three to

four and one-half inches.

Case 7. 11. P., a laborer, fifty-six years old, entered
the hospital March 5, 189C. Family history negative, ex-

cept that his wife and children, according to his story,

were all tough. Well till January, when, with an attack

of grippe a cough began, which has persisted. No appetite

and daily fever.

The upper lobe of the left lung was well filled with
coarse and' fine rales. Bacilli tub. in sputa. On March
12th he was given .01 c.c. of tuberculin, and the next
day .05 c. c. without causing any reaction. On ilarch
16th .1 c. c. of tuberculin caused some reaction, but for the
next fortnight the same dose caused no reaction. In
April he was given .15 c. c. daily and except for a sleepy
feeling in the afternoons he experienced no effect. His
fever entirely disappeared. He stopped coughing, and
gained thirteen and one-half pounds in weight. After
April Stb, he was an outpatient. All went well till May
14th, when he had a severe attack of malaria, which he
had had before. Under heavy doses of quinine this was
checked, but returned ten days afterwards. A slow fever,

apparently typhoid, followed, and he is now in the hospital

again.

Case 8. W. G., twenty-four years old, entered the
hospital December 26, 1895. Several of his family are
phthisical. He has been sick for several years, and re-

turned from Arizona in May, 1895, because be was so

rapidly failing there. Last summer in Nova Scotia be
gained a little strength. In the autumn he lost rapidly,

partly because housed with a severe corneal ulcer. It was
on this account that he was admitted to the hospital, and
his eye soon became as well as ever except for the corneal
cicatrix.

Both lungs were diseased. There was a slight daily-

fever. Coughing excessive. Bacilli tub. in sputa.

On December 30th antiphthisin was begun in 1 c. c.

doses. In February, after 10 days at 1.5 c.c, the dose
was increased to 2 c. o. There was marked improvement.
He gained rapidly in weight, his fever disappeared and his

cough slackeneil. The first week in March be had a hard
time with an ulcerated tooih, but his general improvement
was at least maintained until Jlay, when he began losing

ground— coughing more, eating less, and suffering from
backache. By the end of the month, however, he had be-

gun to mend again, and is now in about as good condition

as a year ago, when his admission to the hospital was re-

fused on the ground that we thought he would inevitably

die very shortly.

Case 9. G. M. M., thirty-one years old, came to the

hospital December 5, 1895. One brother died of phtbisis

fourteen years before, and last year his own little son died
of tubercular meningitis.

He had been strong and healthy till .March, 1894. Has
not worked since February, 1895. Used to weigh 145
pounds. Now weighs 11". Cough is bad. Appetite fickle.

Some daily feviir.

Both lungs e.\teusivcly diseased. Bacilli tub. in sputa.
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He was given aniiphthisin in doses of 0.5 c. c. two days,

and when it was increased to 1 c. c. the fever also increased.

He remained under treatment only two weeics, " because
no assiiraiues of his recovery could he given him." No
rejiorts of his suhsecjuent condition have heen received.

Case 10. Mrs. S. C. G., twenty-one years old, entered

the hospital November 28, 1895. She was then seven
months pregnant, and her labor was threatening. She was
intending to be treated for tuberculosis of the left lung.

She had been coughing for several months, and recently by
e.vamination of the sputa the diagnosis had been made.
The physical signs were few, and confined to the left nipple

region where fine moist rales and j)rolonged expiration

could be heard. There was no fever.

Antiphthisin was given daily. Her appetite increased,

her eougli distinctly lessened. Owing to her father's sud-

den death she returned to her home where, after a normal
confinement, the antiphthisin treatment was resumed. But
she failed rapidly, and has continued to fail after being
moved South. Later reports are even more unfavor-

able.

Case 11. Mrs. H. V. G., forty-two years old, had hem-
orrhages, presumably from the lungs, when a girl. She
has had nine children, the last one having died of tubercular

meningitis, and the preceding one, at two years old, of well-

marked phthisis. An older child is nearly blind from cor-

neal ulcerations. For several years past she has had severe

sickness, always attended with cough and generally with
hemoptysis. l)iiring the past year she has grown nuicli

worse. Her appetite was poor. There was a sharp daily

fever. The left lung was diseased throughout.

On November 29th .0 c. c. of antiphthisin was given,

and soon the daily dose was increased to 1 c. c. She was
unwilling to remain in the hospital after a fortnight, and
the treatment was continued at the home until January 9th,

when the hopelessness of obtaining any relief became so

apparent that the antiphthisin was given up. She has
since steadily declined.

Case 12. Sirs. K. J., forty-five years old, had had lung
trouble since girlhood. Before her marriage, twenty-five

years ago, she had several severe attacks of hemoptysis and
was supposed to have only a short time to live. Her four

children are in the main healthy, although one has had
sup])urating cervical glands, and another has chronic middle
ear suppuration.

Within the past twelve years Mrs. J. has had several

exacerbations of her cough. Each time her life seemed
threatened. During the past year she had steadily lost

strength. Her appetite had gone, and, for the first time,

her courage also. Her cough was troublesome. Her sputa

contained bacilli tub. There was daily fever. Witli dilU-

culty she was urged to undergo treatment with antiphth-

isin. On December 9, 1><95, O.G c. c. was given. The
fever soon disappeared. The dose was increased to 1 c. c.

on December 1 7th and continue<l daily till February JStli,

when she was discharged in greatly imjiroved condition.

Her chest inflation had increased from one and one-half to

two and one-half inches; her weight from 10(i pounds to

108 pounds. Her cough had diminished, her appetite and
courage had returned.

Her left lung on entrance was almost useless, taking in

little air, and being full of coarse moist rales from ape.x to

base. The apex of the right lung also was full of fine

moist rales.

At the time of her discharge the right lung had cleared

entirely, the left lower lobe had become nearly clear, and
the left upper lobe had lost the fine moist riiles. Dry
medium rales had taken their place, and much more air en-

tered the lung. Since then she has continued to improve
in weight and strength, and is now about as well as at any
time for some Nears.

Case 13. W. H., a student, nineteen years old, en-
tered the hospital March 27, 1896. His mother had died
of phthisis tiie year before. He had been fairly well till

last summer, when in the West he had malaria. During
the autumn his college work grew more imj)Ossible. His
appetite was poor, and be was completely tired out. After

resting at home for the winter he was worse, coughing
more. Bacilli tub. in sputa. Moderate daily fever. His

i

right up]ier lung well filled with fine moist rales.
i

On Ajiril Isl antiphthisin was begun in doses of 0.5 c. c.,
;

increased tcj I e. c. on April 2Cth and to 1.5 c.c. May 7lh,
'

32 c. c. in all having been given up to the time of his dis-

charge. May 14th. The treatment is being continued in
j

the New Hanlp.^hire hills, where he is to spend the sum- l

mer in camp.
During his stay in the hospital he gained four pounds, i

but no other imiirovenient was noticeable. '

Cask 14. K. E. U., male, twenty-one years old, entered I

the hospital February 13. 1896. Both jiarents and one
|

sister died of phthisis. When thirteen years old he had
i

pneumonia and was sick a year. Has worked in cotton
I

carpet mill and in box factory, and for last five months as

electric-car conductor. Progressive weakness, with loss of i

ai)petite and dyspejisia, compelled him to stop work.
Lung lesions not very marked ; a few bronchial gurgling

|

rales in upper right, and more of the same with sub-crepi-

tant rales in the upper left lobe. Bases clear. Respira- '

ti-)n not embarrassed. Cough moderate. Few bacilli tub.

in spula. Great distress in stomach directly after eating

For a week he was kept in bed and fed entirely upon pep-

tonized liquid food. There seemed to be some improve-

ment. On the tenth day after entrance 0.5 c.c of anti-
i

phthisin was given, and on the same day he was given solid
\

food and allowed to sit up. He was the worse for it.

Four days afterwards 0.5 c.c. antiphthisin was again given !

each day for seven days, and again after two weeks' inter-

val it was given in 1 c.c. doses for five days; and both
'

times there occurred an increase of fever, whether due to I

the antiphthisin or to other causes is not clear. I

His stomach distress increased, a troublesome diarrhea
j

began, and in every way he failed while under treatment. '

He was accordingly removed to a Home for Incurables
j

where he soon afterward died. i

Case 15. Miss C. H., a delicate girl of eighteen years,

entered the hospital February 29, 1S96. Her brother had
]

died of phthisis three years before. For three preceding ;

winters she had been very sick, with pneumonia it was
said. During the summers she had been well enough to be

j

out of doors, but for six months past she had failed notice-
|

ably in every way. Menstruation absent. Cough trouble-
\

some. ISacilli tub. in sputa. Appetite very poor. Daily \

fever often reaching 104°. Both lungs were diseased, but I

only very fine moist riiles could be heard.
|

Antiphthisin was given in doses of 0.5 c.c. for ten days, i

and then increased to 1 c. c. for ten days, and then 2 c. c, i

and once for four days 2.5 c. c. was given; 91.5 c.c. in all
,

was given during her two months' stay in the hospital, i

Her fever was continuously high, and was worse during i

three days when no antiphthisin was given. She lost two
|

pounds in weight. Her left lung began breaking down
|

and in every way she failed while under treatment.
|

Cask 1G. L. J. C, thirty-eight years old, entered the

hospital December 12, 1895. Family history negative, but
,

a consumjjtive |>atient lived in his family three years ago,

in the room which he himself has since occupied. For
three years he has had a stomach trouble, and for two
years has coughed with scant intermission. Has not been

able to work for about a year. Daily fever. His lungs

did not show much disease, although his cough was persis-

tent and the sputa well filled with bacilli tub. His stomach
rebelled at every attempt to push the diet. On December
25th and for a week following, 0.5 c. c. of antiphthisin was
given daily. The fever was much higher, but soon de- !

clined and continued to decline when the dose was in-

creased to 1.5 c.c. For three days 2 c.c. was given, and .

again there was a sharp rise at first and as sharp a decline
i

the two following daj s with the same dose. But his stom-
i

ach was so rebellious that all hope was given up. He went i

home to die and lived only a few weeks. <

Case 17. K. J., a weaver, thirty-five years old, entered J

the hospital December 9, 1895. Family history negative. ,

For a year has been losing health and strength. He has
|

lost forty pounds in weight. Appetite poor. Coughs
j
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almost continuously. Sputa rich in bacilli tub. No fever.

Both lungs extensively diseased.

Antipbtliisin treatment was begun December 11th, with

dose of 0.5 c. c. This was soon increased to 1 c. c, and in

a month to 1.5 c. c. Rapid improvement followed. His
appetite and weight increased, as his cough diminished.

After February 10th, 2 c. c. was given daily. During
March a few doses of tuberculin were given, which pro-

duced a sharp reaction. Antiphthisin was then resumed.

April 1st he returned to his home, where although continu-

ing the antiphthisin treatment he has not done so well.

While in the hospital his lungs cleared up considerably,

some portions becoming entirely clear of rales, and the

more seriously damaged portions containing fewer rales.

He felt so well and strong that he could no longer bear not

being at home and at work.
Case 18. C. J., twenty-one years old, came to the hos-

pital as an out-patient December 31, 1895. His history is

not definite, more than that he had been sick for several

years. He was emaciated and very weak. Coughing al-

most continuously and expectorating freely. Sputa rich in

bacilli tub. Considerable daily fever.

Both lungs were diseased throughout. His sisters were
told that it was useless for him to come to the hospital, but

as he was determined to make the effurt he was given the

antiphthisin treatment beginning January 13th with 0.5 c. c.

February 10th this was increased to 1 c. c. and this amount
(31 c. c. in all) was given for two months with many inter-

missions when he was not able to come to the hospital.

He improved for a time, in spite of the continued fever.

In appetite and general strength, in courage and comfort,

there was such a change for the better that his friends be-

came hopeful of his recovery. He himself unwittingly em-
barrassed us by hunting up other despaired-of consumptives
and urging them to apply for the same treatment.

At first there was a gain of three pounds in weight, but

this was lost in the next two months. And since he dis-

continued coming for treatment his strength and weight

have fallen off rapidly.

Case 19. Mrs. M. L., thirty-eiglit years old, came as an
out-patient January 2, 1896. Her brother died of phthisis

at her home thirteen years ago; and her two-year old

daughter died of tubercular meningitis the following sum-
mer. Another brother has phthisis. Her children are

well. She had been very well and strong till the autumn
of 1893. She then had pertussis and the cough has per-

sisted. From October, 1894 to June, 1895, in Ashevillc,

she gained strength, her only medicine being daily walks

over the hills. During the summer and autumn of 1895

she failed.

Her general appearance was healthy, but there was a

steady cough with bacilli tub. in the sputa, and a slight

daily fever.

Her right upper lung was extensively diseased, a well-

marked cavity being surrounded with rales of all sorts and
sizes.

On January 7th the antiphthisin treatment was begun
in doses of 1 c. c. This was increased to 1.5 c. c. February
10th, and to 2 c. c. March 12 th.

She walked two miles to the hospital every day, regard-

less of weather. And after five months, having taken 15'2

c. c. of antiphthisin, her condition is somewhat better than
at this time last year on her return from Asheville.

Her weight is about the same, or a few pounds more.

Her general condition is improved. Her cough is less.

The cavity in her lung is plainer, but the surroundings are

clearer of rales. More air enters the diseased lobe. At
the apex of her left lung, however, tliere is at limes fine

crepitation, which I think is not new but was overlooked
at first. The progress of her disease seems to be arresttd.

Case 20. M. U., twenty-six years old, a watchmaker,
entered the hospital April 30tli, 1896. He had been a
healthy boy and his parents, brothers and sisters are
healthy now.

Five years ago he had an attack of hemoptysis, a severe
cough followed, but disappeared. Three years ago an en-

larged cervical gland was noticed, and now his neck is de.

formed with greatly enlarged glands. Just below the chin

and also below the right ear are discharging abscesses, re-

cently opened in the Massachusetts General Hospital. He
has weighed 136 pounds, present weight 114^ pounds.
Appetite fickle. Sleeps well. Can take long walks with-

out fatigue. Daily fever moderate. Cough not trouble-

some. Bacilli tub. in sputa. In his right lung respiration

was much diminished, and both coarse and fine moist rales

were to be heard from apex to base.

Anti[)hthi3in was begun May 4th in doses of 0.5 c.c.

On May 16th the dose was doubled, 5.24 c. c. having been
given during the month. His improvement is already
noticeable. The glands have diminished, his weight has
increased two and one half pounds and his a-ight lung is

clearer at the base. His chest inflation has increased

from one and one-half to three and one-half inches.

Case 21. Miss M. L., twenty years old, entered as an
out-patient December 4, 1895. Parents living. One sister

died of phthisis four years before. Three years ago she
was all run down and had a severe bronchitis. Has
coughed ever since, and more for the past six months.
Menstruation never regular. Is now only three pounds
short of best weight. Works in the watch factory.

Right upper lobe dull ; increased vocal fremitus, sub-

crepitant rales. Bacilli tub. in sputa. Slight daily fever.

From December 13th to January 6th 1 c. c. of antiphthisin

was given except for two intermissions of six days each un-

til March 4th, when she left for Colorado.

Several times during this time she caught cold and each
time lost the few pounds she had meanwhile gained. But
her lung on the whole improved. The plentiful fine moist
rales gave place to occasional dry explosive rales. More
air entered. Her chest inflation increased from two and
one-half inches to three and three-ijuarters inches. She
has since lost ground in Colorado.

Case 22. Miss W. M., had worked in the watch fac-

tory for several years before entering the hospital Febru-
ary 17, 1896. There has been much phthisis in her
family. Three years ago she had pneumonia, and one
year ago bronchitis. Has been coughing ever since, es-

pecially at night. Expectoration free and full of bacilU

tub. Very feeble, almost no appetite, high fever in the

afternoon. Very thin and anemic. Both lungs diseased,
hardly a clear spot to be found in either.

The antiphthisin treatment was begun March 1st in

doses of 0.5 c. c. and increased to 2 c. c. by March 26th.

Up to June 1st 89 c. c. were given.

For a few weeks her life seemed near its close, but to

the surprise of every one, she rallied. Her fever subsided,

her appetite and strength returned, the cough diminished
her weight increased by nine pounds.
On May 14th she was transferred to the out-patient de^

partment, and she has since continued to gain in every way
There are well-marked cavities in each upper lung, more

marked than at first, as is often the case in the convales
cence of tuberculous lungs. But more air enters, the rales

have greatly diminished, and she feels well again, being
able to walk several miles each day without fatigue.

Her daily charts for her first and tenth weeks under
treatment show even more plainly than her summary chart
how great was her gain. And these daily charts also

serve to explain the method, previously described in this

paper, of estimating for the summary chart the amount of

the daily fever.

Cask 23. Mrs. S., thirty-two years old, entered the
hospital February 28, 1896. Family history negative.

She has four children, and had been perfectly well till

December, 1895, when she caught cold. She was then
much run down, because of her baby's long sickness. In
January her cough increased, and for several weeks she
was confined to her bed.

Her weight on entering was 105^ pounds. She had a
moderate daily fever.

There were rough friction sounds in the upper right and
absolute Hatness with bronchojihony and coarse rales in the
lower right chest. In the left nipple region were fine and
medium moist rales.
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She n-mained in the hospital sixty-tliree days, during
which she gained seven and one-half pounds ; 50 c. c. anti-

phthisin were given her, in doses from 0.5 to 1.5 c. c.

Her appetite and general health improved. The fever,

which was very variable, lessened. The left lung became
entirely clear. The upper right improved, but the flatness

in the lower right remained.

During the month following her return to her home she

had more fever and lust some in weight.

Case 24. \V. Z. R., a farmer, thirty-one years old, was
treated as an out-patient of the hospital from November
22, 1895, to February 6, 1896. A brother living with him
had died of consumption in 1894. In March, l.'<9o, he had
severe pleurisy followed by a heavy " cold on the lungs."

In August he had malaria, after which his cough was
worse. He had weighed 160 pounds, present weight 145,

appetite poor, coughing constantly. Bacilli tub. in sputa.

His upper left lobe was dull and full of medium and fine

moist rales. Antiphthisin was given him in doses of 0.5

c. c. for five days, and then by daily increase of .1 c. c. up to

1 c. c, which was given for twenty-five days in succession.

His improvement was very marked, in spite of an acute

abscess in the left middle ear, which caused high fever and
interrupte<l the treatment for several days. During the

following month the antiphthisin was given in larger doses,

3 c. c. having been given two days in succession, with steady

lessening of the fever. In all 90 c. c. were given him. He
gained eight and one-half pounds. His chest inHation in-

creased from three and one-half to four and one-quarter

inches. The rales diminished. Although doing well, he

was advised to take an opportunity to remove to North
Carolina, where his imjirovement is reported to have
continued.

Case 25. Miss B. G., seventeen years old, entered the

liospital August 26, 1895. Her mother died of phthisis a

vear before. When four years old, she had a long siege of

suppurating glands in the neck. Never a strong girl.

Menstruation irregular, none since February. Has coughed
for several months. Has lost 12 pounds since January, al-

though appetite has always been good. Complexion poor,

of dusky bluish tinge. Left upper lung dull to percussion,

full of fine moist rales. Many bacilli tub. in sputa. Daily

fever, which was increased by injections of .001 c. c. of

tuberculin.

On September 9th antiphthisin was begun in doses of

0.1 c. c. For a few days the fever was apparently increased,

and so again ten days afterwards, when the dose was grad-

ually being increased to 0.5 c. c. But when, after .a few

days of intermission or of smaller doses, 0..5 c. c. was again

given, there was not nearly so much reaction ; and a month
afterwards, when the dose was increased to 1 c. c. there

was hardly any febrile reaction. The same treatment was

continued till January 4th. When she was transferred to

the out-patient department November 13th, her cough had
practically ceased. No bacilli tub. could be found in her

expectoration. She weighed more than ever before, hav-

ing gained 17J pounds. Her fever disappeared entirely.

During the early winter she was very well, walking sev-

eral miles a day or skating for several hours without fatigue.

By midwinter she began to complain of pain in her " stom-

ach." She caught cold and began to cough.

Her home was ten miles away and her infrequent visits

to the hosjiital and lack of careful records prevented such

oversight as was desirable. Occasionally she was given

1 c. c. doses of antiphthisin whicl) she persisted produced

fever. Her weight fell off four pounds. Kxaminations of

her chest revealed no cause for her increasing debility,

which was therefore ascribed to dyspepsia. On May 1,

1896, she was re-admitted to the hospital and then the cause

of the " stomaeh-ache " was soon apparent. The abdimien

was tender and somewhat rigid. In the right iliac fossa

was a tumor the size of an orange, exipiisitcly tender at

McBurney's point. This had probably ilcvelo])ed only

within the past few days. Surgical interference naturally

followeil. A few ounces of foul pus e.s(a|jed from an
abscess cavity, the walls of which were made up of thick-

ened omentum and mesentery. The appendix was not

found, but bluish semi-translucent glands the size of a
pigeon's egg were found in abundance. Some of them
were dug out. Her father on seeing some of them said he
had shortly before killed a cow, fat and healthy apparently,

but full of the same kind of glands.

She rallied well from the operation, but has since been
kept flat, the wound healing only slowly an<l the fever being

constant. There has been no coughing since the operation

but she seems to be steadily losing ground.

Case 26. T. A. K., a student, seventeen years old,

came to the hospital May 10, 1895. For two months pre-

viously he had been taking anti|)hthisin under the care of

Dr. J. T. G. Nichols, with whom I had the pleasure of

serving in consultation.

The family history is negative. During the summer of

1895 he worked hard, and was in consequence somewhat
run down. In December he began to cough. In January
he was found to have a slight daily fever, there were rales

in the left apex, and bacilli tub. in the sputa.

The disease was evidently making progress when the

antiphthisin treatment was begun, March 5th, in doses of

0.5 c. c. By successive increments of 0.5 c. c. the dose was
increa.sed to 2 c. c. by April 9th. As the daily fever grew
worse the dose of antiphthisin was reduced to 1 c. c. for the

first two weeks of May, and during Aprd and May it was
often given only every other day or with occasional inter-

vals of two (lays. No connection favorable or unfavorable

could be discovered between the administration of the anti-

phthisin anil the daily fever. On May 10th he was moved
to the hospital His left lung has progressively degener-

ated. In April there seemed to be trouble at the right

ajiex, but this has since disappeared. He does not seem as

sick as his high daily fever would seem to warrant. The
most that can be said is that while no apparent effect has

followed the use of antiphthisin yet he does not seem to go

down hill as rapidly as our former experience would lead

us to expect.^

NUCLEINS AND NUCLEOPROTEIDS IN THEIR
RELATION TO INTERNAL SECRETION.^

BV RUSSELL H. CHITTENDEN, PH.D. OF NEW HAVEK, CONK.,

Professor of Physiological Chemistry in Fate University.

The internal secretion of glands is rapidly becom-

ing a subject of primary importance to the physiolo-

gist, and its development bids fair eventually to fur-

nish the physician with a fund of knowledge directly

applicable to the explanation of many obscure disor-

ders, and replete with suggestions as to methods of

treatment. Until quite recently the more prominent

secreting glands and structures of the body have been

associated solely with their obvious function of manu-
facturing a specific secretion or excretion to be dis-

charged externally through special conducting tubes.

The existence of so-called ductless glands, however,

such as the suprareuals, thyroid, thymus, etc., with

cellular structure bearing all the marks of active tis-

sue, has long pointed to the probable manufacture in

such glands of specific secretions designed solely for

internal use, namely, the manufacture of substances

which may be at once reabsorbed into the blood, and

perhaps utilized in a variety of ways for controlling

and regulating either special or general metabolism.

There is, however, no reason for limiting such a

form of secretory activity to the ductless glands, for,

as is quite obvious, every part of the body is the seat

of some form of metabolism by which certain pro-

ducts result, and these iu some shape may be returned

1 Read before the Massacbnsettg Medical Society and reoom-
mended for publication by tbe Society, June 10, 1896.

« This paper with illustrative charts will appear In the Transactions
of the Massachusetts Medical Society.
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to the blood, and thus distributed through the body,

tiieir physiological action being thereby rendered

available. Heuce, the blood tcay be in continual re-

ceipt of a variety of useful substances, products of

the internal secretion of various glands and tissues.

Indeed, it is quite probable th^t some, and possibly

all, secreting glands, even those endowed with the

power of manufacturing such important external

secretions as the pancreatic juice and the bile, are of

greater value to the body because of the products

constituting their internal secretions than from their

ability to manufacture more obvious external secre-

tions. The truth of this assertion has been clearly

established in the case of the liver and of the pan-

creas, and probably also even with the kidneys. The
complete removal of the liver and of the pancreas is,

as is well known, followed very shortly by death, and

this not as the result of the absence of the bile and

the pancreatic juice, but rather from the deprivation

of those internal secretions, emanating from these

glands, which inHuence the general metabolism of the

body.

As Hedon and others have shown, it is quite pos-

sible to destroy the ordinary secreting cells of the

pancreas, thus doing away entirely with the produc-

tion of pancreatic juice, without an}' of those symp-

toms so characteristic of the entire removal of the

gland. If, however, the gland is entirely removed,

svmptoms of glycosuria at once appear, and the ani-

mal speedily dies. Further, if in extirpating the pan-

creas a small portion of the gland is left, this residue

of glandular tissue may be sutlicient to prevent the

appearance of serious symptoms. Or, if a small

piece of pancreas from some other animal is grafted

on, either into the peritoneal cavity or even under the

skin, the entire pancreas may then be removed with-

out the appearance of glycosuria. In other words,

we have in these facta pretty certain evidence that

the pancreatic gland manufactures something, in small

amount perhaps, which is eventually poured into the

blood, and which prevents the excessive formation of

sugar in the body, or enables the body to burn the

sugar that may be formed.

This, then, may be taken as an illustration of the

importance of internal secretion, since in this gland,

which plainly has an imponaut function in the manu-
facture of the pancreatic juice, there is formed some-

thing absolutely essential for the physiological equilib-

rium of the body ; something which is thrown into

the blood-current, and without which the body cannot

thrive. This is unquestionably not true of all glands,

at least to the same extent. Thus, in regard to the

salivary glands, or more particularly the parotids and
submaxillary glands of the dog, Schiifer ^ has very

recently shown that these glands, unlike the pancreas,

do not furnish any specific secretion necessary to the

life of the animal or having any important action upon
any of the metabolic processes. At least, the com-
plete removal of these glands does not noticeably

impair the nutrition of the animal, from which we
must infer that if any internal secretion is supplied

by these glands " it must be one common in character

and function with that of some other organ, or at

least one which can with ease be vicariously supplied

by another organ."

It is not my purpose here, however, to enter into

detail regarding our knowledge concerning the iuter-

> Journal of i'bysiol., Vol. xli, Xo. 4. Proceed. Pbysiol. Soc.

nal secretions manufactured by the liver, kidneys,

thyroid, pituitary body, suprarenals, etc., but I would

emphasize the fact that information already accumu-

lated shows plainly that all of these glands are active

in the formation of internal secretions, all of which

are endowed with marked physiological properties.

No doubt, too, this metabolic activity characteristic of

these several glands results, in some cases, in the for-

mation of several physiologically active substances,

some of greater importance than others. From this

it is very evident that the general metabolism of the

body must be more complex even than hitherto sup-

posed, and that many of the functions of the body

are dependent upon other functions more or less ob-

scure.

The manufacture of the specific substances which

give character to the various internal secretions is ob-

viously a function either of special cells contained in

the gland, or it may be in some cases an inherent

quality of all the cellular elements of a given gland.

In the pancreas, the formation of the active agent is

ajjparentlv limited to an interstitial epithelium-like

tissue occurring in isolated patches throughout ihe

gland, and especially characterized bj' its vascularity.

This epithelioid tissue is certainly distinct from the

secreting alveoli, and is suspected at least of being

the source of the internal secretion. Again, in the

suprarenals, as Schafer and Oliver have shown, the

active principle, which has such a marked influence

upon the heart and arteries, is contained only in the

medulla of the gland and not in the cortex, the

medulla forming about one-fourth of the gland by

weight.

However specialized the cells concerned in the

manufacture of these physiologically active sub-

stances may be, they are certainly typical cells with

distinct nuclear protoplasm and cytoplasm, and if one

is to unravel the nature of the chemical processes by

which the active agents are produced and learn their

true origin, as well as their exact chemical structure,

it becomes necessary to study the character of the

material of which the cells are composed, and out of

which the physiologically active principles are con-

structed. It is quite proper to say that these bodies

originate through the metabolic activity of the cell,

but such a statement carries with it little exact

knowledge and throws little light upon either the

nature of the process or the character of the resultant

products. Further, as already indicated, we must not

limit our conception of internal secretion to a few iso-

lated glands, but keep clearly in mind the fact that

wherever there is metabolic activity absorption of pro-

ducts is liable to occur, and is no doubt a constant

feature of all glands and tissues, although obviously

not all organs yield katabolic products of vital impor-

tance. Yet, doubtless all of the so-called leucomaines

formed throughout the body, especially in the muscu-

lar tissue and glandular organs, innocent though they

are of any marked physiological action, do have func-

tional power and are of aid in keeping up that physi-

ological equilibrium so essential to the well-being of

the body, and for the smooth running of the vital

machinery. We know well that any excessive accu-

mulation of these normal leucomaines gives rise to

noticeable disturbance of the system, and we already

associate their presence under such conditions with

definite symptoms. Why then should we not attribute

some power to these substances when present in nor-
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mal quaDtities, and give full recognitiou to their possi-

ble value as iiiterual secretions ?

ill tills broader sense, then, internal secretion must
be going on all through the body and this aspect of

the subject truly merits our careful consideration. At
the present time, however, interest naturally centres

around those more striking phenomena which pertain

to those internal secretions, study of which has fur-

nished clear proof of their vital importance. The
physician well knows that failure of one or other of

these internal secretions is a matter of vital import,

while the recognition of such failure is necessarily the

first step in the process of treatment. Again, experi-

ence has already shown that the ph> slclan may hope

to avail himself of the active principles which the in-

ternally secreting glands afford, and in certain cases to

use either their extracts or the active principles them-

selves in place of the hitherto more commonly em-
ployed vegetable medicaments.

Chemically considered, we have to-day a certain

amount of knowledge concerning the nature of the

active substances secreted by the thyroid gland and
the suprarenals. In the case of the latter glands, the

active principle is a body soluble in water and in

dilute alcohol, insoluble in absolute alcohol, ether,

chloroform, benzine, amyl alcohol, etc. In aqueous
solution, it dlalyzes readily through parchment, the

dlffusate being entirely free from proteid. Hence,

the active principle cannot be a proteid body. It is,

moreover, fairly stable, not being destroyed by moderate
boiling, nor by the action of acids, and it is also

fairly resistant to the action of the gastric juice. It

is, however, readily destroyed, that is, its physiological

power is lost, through the action of alkalies, liy oxi-

dizing agents, and by continued boiling. It is appar-

ently a powerful reducing body, and by oxidation, as

with hydrogen peroxide, or with alkalies in the pres-

ence of oxygeu, a rose-red color is produced accom-

panied by rapid loss of physiological action. As to

more dehnite knowledge concerning the chemical

nature of the substance, we know nothing. It is

plainly a very active substance, for as Scbiifer and
Oliver have shown, 5^ milligrammes of the dessicated

suprarenal gland are sufficient to obtain a maximal
effect upon the heart and arteries in a dog weighing

10 kilogrammes. But as the active principle is con-

tained only in the medulla of the gland, and this does

not form more than one-fourth of the gland by weight,

and as full nine-tenths of the medulla are composed of

proteid and other non-diffusible matter, It Is calculated

that jjn '^^ * grain of the pure active principle is

sufficient to produce distinct physiological results upon

the heart and arteries of an adult man. The conclu-

sion is therefore obvious that the actual amount of this

substance elaborated by the suprarenal gland is exceed-

ingly small, a fact which plainly stands in the way of

a more thorough study of its properties. Enough is

known, however, to show that this substance, which is

of primary importance to the body, must result from
very decided metabolic changes. Assuming its origin

to be some one or more of the proteid molecules of the

cell, it is plain from the nou-proteid nature of the sub-

stance that its manufacture must be attended with pro-

found secretory changes.

In the case of the thyroid gland we have evidence,

thanks to the painstaking work of Baumann and his

colleagues, that the physiologically active substance of

this gland is anorganic iodine compound— tbyroiodin.

This body manifests no proteid reactions, though on
decomposition by heat it evolves an odor of pyridln

bases. It contains a large proportion of nitrogen, and

about 0.5 per cent, of phosphorus in organic comblna-
'

tion, a fact which suggests the possibility of its being i

a direct cleavage product of nucleic acid. Thyroiodin

can be pre|)ared from the thyroid glands of man and i

animals, by boiling the glands with sulphuric acid, or
;

by treating them with artificial digestive fluids, a fact
,

which testifies to the comparative stability of the active I

substance. When purified, it possesses weak acid

properties, is readily dissolved by alkalies and in jiart

,

by cold water. The iodine is in very firm combination,
;

and is present in the molecule to the extent of 10 per '

cent. Only a small proportion of the thyroiodin ob-

tainable from the gland exists in a free state, the bulk

of the substance being combined with two proteids—
an albumin and a globulin— the former predomiuat-

!

Ing. From these compounds thyroiodin can be split '•

off by the action of dilute sulphuric acid. Repeated >

experiments have demonstrated that the physiological ,

activity of the thyroid gland, so noticeable in myxe-

1

dema, adlpositas, etc., is due solely to the thyroiodlu,!

and it is to be noted that excessive doses of this com-l

pound give rise to the same toxic symptoms that are-

frequently produced by the ingestion of large quantl-i

ties of thyroid glands. This active principle of the:

gland undoubtedly makes it way to other organs.

Baumann, indeed, has detected iodine in the thymus!

of the calf, and Professor Mlcullcz of Breslau has ob-

1

served a decrease in the size of thyroids in goitre after!

repeated ingestion of thymus glands. At the same time!

it is evident that thyroiodin is not a product of general]

metabolism, but its formation is apparently restricted I

to the thyroid gland, although the product once formed;

may be utilized in a variety of ways, and doubtless in

different parts of the body.
|

All of the secretions of the body emanate from thel

functionally active cells of the various glands and or-'

gans, and the origin of the internal secretions is to bei

sought for in the metabolism of the gland cell. In the

evolution and development of the different glands of I

the body we have tangible evidence of morphological

differentiation, both as regards external form and as

'

regards the constituent cells, and this no doubt is ac-|

companied by a corresponding functional or chemical:

differentiation, the extent of which- we are wont toj

measure by the variations in chemical composition,!

either of the gland or tissue as a whole, or of the ex-j

ternal secretion which it manufactures. To this must]

now be added the composition and function of the in-!

ternal secretions, which give a still wider variety to]

the many functions of the body. How are we to ex-|

plain this variety of function so characteristic of the]

different glands? Where are we to seek for the ori-

gin of the many diverse products which are found in ,

the different secreting structures? To the chemist

i

only one explanation seems probable, namely: that!

the different gland cells must be endowed with a dis-

i

tinctive form of cell protoplasm, and when this is
]

called into activity under normal circumstances cer-]

tain products invariably result from the very nature of;

the protopl.-ism, that is, from Its peculiar chemical
|

constitution. Every gland, organ and tissue of thei

body must therefore have its own particular kind ofi

cell, and this personality is not to be considered a8|

restricted to its morphology, but as applicable also to]

the chemical constitution of its cell protoplasm, upon
|
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which rests its function. In every animal cell we
recognize at least two physiologically distinct parts,

the nucleus with its contained karyoplasm and the body

of the cell with its constituent cytoplasm, and in my
judgment the so-called inherent qualities of a cell —
its functional power— reside in the chemical nature

of the groups and radicles which enter into the karyo-

plasm and cytoplasm.

According to this view functional difiEerentiation is

dependent upon the character of the anabolic processes
;

it is this which determines in great part the nature of

the cell and the character of the products resulting

from its activity. Hence, cell protoplasm is not an

entity of ever constant chemical composition common
to the cells of all glands and tissues, and yielding dif-

ferent products in different localities according to

nerve or other influence exerted by the peculiar envi-

ronment, but on the other baud, there must be a typical

form of cell protoplasm for each distinct group of cells,

each form with enough individuality to admit of its cer-

tain detection on application of the proper tests. Ab-
normality of function may thus be due as much or more
to perversion of the anabolic processes of a cell or group

of cells, as to any direct modification of the katabolic

processes; in other words, modification of the anabolic

processes results in the formation of what might be

called an abnormal protoplasm, and this necessarily

leads to the formation of peculiar or abnormal prod-

ucts, recognition of which constitutes the best and per-

haps only proof of the abnormality.

These views being correct, it is quite misleading to

speak in the general way frequently adopted of cell

protoplasm and its primary constituents. In other

words, the primary constituents of one group of cells,

as in the thymus, for example, must be of a different

nature from those common to the protoplasm of the

liver cells. Hence, there are no primary constituents

common to all forms of cell protoplasm, but each

variety of cytoplasm and karyoplasm, in my judgment,

has its own peculiar make up. By this I do not mean
that the various forms of cell protoplasm necessarily

existent in the human body are superficially, at least,

as varied in composition as the products which eman-
ate from the activity of the various glands and tissues.

With large and complex molecules, such as are com-
mon to living protoplasm, considerable variety may be

introduced into the structure without leading to any
very great external difference, but if we could only

unravel and spread out before us the many simple

groups that enter into the make up of the varied forms

of complex protoplasm, 1 fancy the differences would
be even more striking than is suggested by the charac-

ter of the products which result from the breaking

down of the various forms of glandular protoplasm.

Superficially, however, cell protoplasm, whatever its

origin, has a certain uniformity of composition, and
the body or bodies which stand out most prominently
as -characteristic of the cytoplasm and karyoplasm of

all active cells, are a peculiar group of compound pro-

teids known as nucleoalbumius or nucleoproteids, all

characterized by containing more or less phosphorus.
A few years ago our knowledge of these bodies was
very limited— and indeed it is none too complete
to-day — but recently our knowledge has been growing
very rapidly and we are learning that under the name
of nucleoproteids, nucleoalbumius, nucleius and nucleic

acids we have to deal with a class of very remarkable
bodies which constitute the greater part of the nucleus

and cytoplasm of nearly all cells, and which evidently

play an all-important part in every form of cell meta-

bolism. Proteid or albuminous bodies have long

been known as the chief constituents of protoplasm,

but we now understand that it is not as simple proteids

that these bodies exist in the cell, but mainly as com-
pound bodies, that is, as combinations of nucleic acid

with some form of proteid or albuminous matter.

Between the cytoplasm and karyoplasm of a cell the

cytologist recognizes a distinct and usually constant

difference, which shows itself at once on the applica-

tion of appropriate dyes. The nucleus of the cell we
say is rich in nuclein, while the cytoplasm, and per-

haps the nucleoli as well, are characterized by the

presence of nucleoalbumin with a less marked affinity

for dyes. But nucleius and nucleoalbumius or nucleo-

proteids differ from each other simply in the propor-

tion of proteid and nucleic acid which they contain.

The bodies of this class are all acid bodies, of weak
acidity to be sure, and with a varying degree of acidity,

but sufficiently marked in every case to suggest the

presence of some form of acid radicles. This fact,

indeed, led to the discovery of nucleic acids, bodies

readily obtainable from all forms of true nucleius by
the action of dilute alkalies, the latter seeming to

break up the combination existing between the acid

and the albuminous matter with which it is naturally

combined. A so-called nucleiu is thus seen to be
simply a combination of some form of proteid matter
with a nucleic acid, while a true nucleoproteid or

nucleoalbumin is a combination of a nuclein with more
albuminous matter.

Nucleic acid, as ordinarily prepared, is a white amor-
phous powder of strong acid reaction, readily soluble

iu water containing a small amount of alkali, and with

a strong affinity for proteid matter of all kinds. In
composition, nucleic acid is characterized by its large

percentage of phosphorus, as much as 9 or 10 per
cent, of this element being found in some forms of this

acid. According to Kossel, the proportion of nitrogen

and phosphorus in all nucleic acids is as three to one.

But while all forms of nucleic acid may contain a cer-

tain definite proportion of nitrogen and phosphorus,
they differ from each other very decidedly in their

inner structure, as indicated by the character of their

cleavage products. Indeed, it was only by studying

the decomposition products of uucleic acid from various

sources that a suggestion was obtained of the existence

of different forms of this acid. Thus, if the nucleic

acid separated from the cells of the thymus gland be
boiled with dilute sulphuric acid it yields a large

amount of a peculiar nitrogenous base called adenin,

with some guanin and the new base, cytosin. On the

other hand, the nucleic acid obtainable from the sperm
of steers yields by similar treatment not adenin, but
mainly xanthin, hence this acid may be appropriately

termed xanthylic acid. Again, the nucleic acid ob-

tainable from yeast cells yields on decomposition four

distinct nitrogenous bases, namely, xanthin, guanin,
adenin and hypoxanthin, from whicii we infer that this

particular acid is in reality composed of several, possi-

bly four, distinct varieties of nucleic acid.

Another fact which implies the existence of even a
greater variety of nucleic acids is found in the presence
of carbohydrate groups in some acids. Thus, the

nucleic acids obtainable from the cells of the pancreatic

and mammary glands, as well as those prepared from
yeast cells, yield by cleavage a reducing carbohydrate,
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while from the acid of the thymus glaud, levuliuic

acid has been obtained. lu some other forms of nu-

cleic acid, ou the other baud, no carbohydrate groups

can be detected. Again, there are some forms of

nucleic acid— so-called paranucleic acids— from which

no nucleiu bases whatever can be obtained by decom-

position. Hence, it is ver\' evident that under the

head of nucleic acids we have to deal with a large

class of closely related bodies, superticially showing a

close resemblance in general reactions and properties,

but with a diversity in inner structuie clearly .sugges-

tive of corresponding differences of function.

Some one or more of these acids are to be found in

every active cell of the body, generally not free, but

ordinarily combined w^ith more or less proteid matter

of some kind to form the various nucleoproteids and

nucleins which, in great part, compose the karyoplasm

and cytoplasm of all liviug cells. The properties and

general characters of the nucleoproteids and nucleins,

and hence likewise of the karyoplasm and cytoplasm

of the cell, depend mainly upon the amount and char-

acter of the nucleic acid united to the proteid. Gen-

erally, the nuclear protoplasm is rich in nucleic acid

as indicated by its high content of phosphorus and by

the character of the stain yielded by certain dyes.

The cytoplasm, on the other hand, usually contains a

smaller proportion of nucleic acid with a larger admix-

ture of proteids ; that is, the cyto])lasm is mainly com-

posed of nucleoproteids with a comparatively low con-

tent of phosphorus. Variations in the amount and

character of the nucleic acids, as well as of the pro-

teid, existent in the nucleins and nucleoproteids of cell

karvoplasm and cytoplasm obviously atfect the ordin-

ary reactions of the protoplasm ; but of still greater

importance, physiologically, is the influence exerted by

this variability In determining the functional peculiari-

ties of cell protoplasm ; a variability which may well

be assumed as all-sufficient to account for the peculiar

lines of metabolism characteristic of the individual

glands and tissues of the body.

If we take the content of phosphorus as a measure

of the proportion of nucleic acid contained in the vari-

ous forms of nucleoproteids thus far studied, we find

exceedingly great variations in the amount of this acid

present in the molecule; a fact which may be taken

as evidence of the large number of molecular combina-

tions present in the protoplasm of different cells.

Thus, from the kidneys we obtain a nucleoproteid

with only 0.37 per cent, of phosphorus, while as repre-

senting the other extreme we have in the pancreas a

nucleoproteid containing 4.71 per cent, of phosphorus,

and in the lymphoid cells of the thymus a correspond-

ing body with 3.5 per cent, of phosphorus. While

these various combinations, modifying as they do the

composition of the cell protoplasm, are of the greatest

moment in determining the metabolic activity of the

cell, of far greater importance is the variable character

of the nucleic acid present iu the plasma, since this in-

troduces an element which may well determine the

line of metabolism. Variation iu the quality and

quantity of the chemical material entering into the

structure of the karyoplasm and cytoplasm of the cells

of the body is thus clearly indicated, and the character

of the most variable elements— the nucleic acids—
may well attract our attention as offering a tangible

explanation of one cause, at least, of the striking in-

dividuality of the various gland cells. In the struct-

are of the individual nucleic acids, with their marked

tendency to yield specific nitrogenous bases, bodies

which are common katabolic products of many glands

and tissues, we see a plausible opportunity for explain-

ing the origin of many substances characteristic of

both external and internal secretions. I must admit

there is much that is theoretical in this suggestion,

but I know of no line of study which offers equal in-

ducements in the way of explaining the origin of the

peculiar bodies which give character to the internal

secretions. The very nature of the many bases which

come from the cleavage of the nucleic acids outside of

the body ; the ready convertibility of these bases into

other allied bodies by oxidation and reduction ; their

own physiological action, which though mild is marked ;

the possibility, nay the probability, that many other

katobolic products may be obtained from these nucleic

acids; and further that still other nucleic acids, at

present undiscovered, may exist in the cell proto-

plasm ; all offer good reasons for believing that the

nucleins and nucleoproteids, which are the most promi-

nent constituents of the protoplasm of all cells, are

the most probable antecedents of the internal secre-

tions.

In conclusion, allow me to say with reference to

nucleins and nucleoproteids that due consideration

should be given to the probable difference in physi-

ological action of the several nucleic acids. We all,

I am sure, believe iu the close relationship existing

between chemical constitution and physiological action,

and since it is very evident that the specific nucleic

acid of the thymus is quite different in chemical con-

stitution from xanthylic acid, for example, it follows

that corresponding differences iu physiological actiou

may likewise exist. Consequently, if so-called nucleiu

therapy is to have a legitimate trial it is to be hoped
that ultimately distinct forms of nucleic acid, nucleins,

etc., may be available for the use of the pharmacolog-

ist and the clinician.

CASES OF ABDOMINAL SURGERY OCCURRING
IN THE FIRST SURGICAL SERVICE OF THE
BOSTON CITY HOSITTAL DURING THE FOUR
MONTHS' SUMMER SERVICE OF 1895.

BV FBAjicis s. WATSON, M.D., Vuiting Surgton.

This series comprises 50 cases, and includes all

those in which abdominal section was performed dur-

ing the time mentioned above, with one exception,

that of a case of excision of the gall-bladder and a

portion of the liver for malignant disease, which was
done in 1894.

In 43 of the total number, the operations were done
by the writer, in the other seven, by Drs. Post, Monks,
Munro and Lovett.

The report is presented in two part«, of which this,

containing 22 cases, is the first.

Seven cates have already been published by this

Journal separately, because of their importance, in

fuller detail than would be possible for the whole ; they

are the last mentioned in the list, and with them will

be found references to the numbers of this Journal
in which they appeared.

Septic infection of the wound occurred in five out

of the whole number of cases, in the form of stitch-

abscess, in three cases of hernia and of general wound
infection in two.

The cases are as follows :
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Case 1. Hysterectomy.
2. Hysterectomy !>.

3-6. Ovariotomy.
7. Salpingitis.

8. Salpingitis D.
9-10. Salpingitis.

11. Salpingitis (Dr. Munro).
12. Tumor of the broad ligament D.

13. Exploratory laparotomy, hypertrophy of the liver.

14. Exploratory laparotomy, psoas abscess (Dr. jMuiiro).

15. Exploratory laparotomy, tubercular peritonitis . . D.
16-21. Hernia.
22. Sarcoma of the omentum, resection of the intestine . 1).

23. Primary cancer of gall-bladder, secondary of liver.

Excision of gall-bladder and a portion of the liver D.

24, 25. Gall-stones. Cholecystotomy.
26. Gall-stone impacted in the orifice of the common

dlict. Cholecystotomy I),

27. Appendicitis I).

28-30. Appendicitis.

31. Appendicitis D.

32-33. Appendicitis (Dr. Munro).
34. Appendicitis, salpingitis, inflamed diverticulum.
3J. Appendicitis.

36. Appendicitis I).

37-42. Appendicitis.

43. Stricture of female urethra. Suprapubic cystotomy . 1>.

44. Calculus impacted iu the ureter. (?)

45. Pyo-nepbrosis. Nephrotomy.
46. Pyo-nephrosis, renal calculus in a floating kidney. Ne-

phrotomy.
47. Movable kidney. Nephrorraphy.
48. Tuberculous kidney. Resection of the lower half of

the organ.

49. Perforating typhoid ulcer. Intestinal suture, recov'y.

50. Hour-glass contraction of the stomach due to cicatri-

zation of former gastric ulcer. Anastomosis between
the upper and lower portions of the stomach.

Total number of cases, 50; deaths, 11; mortality, 22 per cent.

From this number of deaths two must be subtracted as not due to

operation, namely, those of cancer of the gall-bladder and tubercu-

lar peritonitis, the patients dying from extension of the disease two
months after operation. This reduces the operative mortality to

IS per cent.

Case 1. Multiple fibromata of the uterus. Ab-
dominal hysterectomy. Recovery.

The patient is forty-two years old. Three years

ago she began to have uterine hemorrhages. For one

year she has flowed almost constantly, though never

profusely at any time. There has been but little

pain.

A hard oval tumor connected with the uterus occu-

pies the lower part of the abdomen, and rises nearly

to the umbilicus. It is freely movable, and its surface

is nodular.

Operation, August 21, 1895. The abdomen was
opened iu the median line by a four-inch incision

above the symphysis. The tumor was about the size

of two fists, and consisted of multiple tibromyomata
of the uterus. Trendelenburg position. The uterus

and the tumor were readily lifted out of the wound.
The vessels were secured by two rows of ligatures in

the broad ligaments, between which the latter were

divided. The right ovary was cystic, and was re-

moved ; the left was normal, and was not removed.

The uterine arteries were isolated and ligatured about

an inch from the uterus. The uterus was then removed
by dividing the cervix just above the external os.

The remnant of the cervical canal was dilated and
cauterized with pure carbolic acid, and the stump was
smeared over with the same. The two layers of llie

broad ligaments were then sutured over the stump of

the cervix. Silk sutures and ligatures were used

throughout. The abdominal wound was closed witii

one row of silk sutures. There was no hemorrhage
or shock. The time of the operation was one and a
quarter hours.

The convalescence was uninterrupted. The patient

was discharged well on the twenty-fourth day.

Case 2. Sarcoma of the omentum involving the

uterus. Hysterectomy. Death.

June 16, 1895. The patient, a woman, thirty-

eight years of age, first noticed a tumor in the lower

part of the abdomen ten months ago. It gradually

increased in size. Menstruation was not interfered

with until six weeks ago, when there was profuse

flowing on several occasions, and the patient became
much exhausted. Dr. Gushing curetted the uterus,

which stopped hemorrhage ; but her general condition

did not improve, and she continued to have high tem-

perature, weak pulse and great prostration for three

weeks. After that time, under digitalis and careful

feeding, she improved steadily, and operation was de-

cided upon, and performed June 16th. There was at

this time a solid tumor, apparently of the uterus,

which extended to a point midway between the um-
bilicus and the ensiform cartilage.

Operation, .June 16, 1895. The tumor was exposed

by a median abdominal incision extending upward for

five inches from the symphysis pubis. A large tumor,

apparently a fibro-myoma of the uterus, extended to a

point midway between the umbilicus and the ensiform

cartilage. There were extensive adhesions between its

surface and the bowel and omentum. While separat-

ing the first of these, a piece of the tumor was torn

away with it, and it was then seen that the

growth was malignant, originating in the omentum
behind the uterus and involving the latter secondarily.

An alarming hemorrhage resulted from the tearing off

of this piece of the tumor, and there was no choice

but to remove the uterus as rapidly as possible. This

was accordingly done, the adhesions being swept away
with a rapid movement of the hand. The neck of

the uterus was surrounded by a rubber ligature to

control the hemorrhage, which had been excessive.

That part of the tumor which lay behind the uterus

was then removed piecemeal by the hand. The uterus

was transfixed by two pins just above the cervix, and
the rubber ligature was drawn tight below them.

The patient was by this time moribund from hemor-
rhage and shock, and died a few minutes later.

The autopsy showed the growth to be a sarcoma of

the omentum, extending secondarily to the uterus.

Case 3. Multilocular cyst of the ovary. Ovari-

otomy. Recovery.

The patient, a young unmarried woman of twenty-

five, has a painless, fluctuating, abdominal tumor,

which she first noticed three months ago. It is now
of the size of the pregnant uterus at the sixth month.

Operation, June 7, 1895. The tumor, exposed by
a three-inch median incision below the umbilicus, was
a multilocular cyst of the right ovary, without adhe-

sions. The cyst was evacuated. The pedicle was
tied with two ligatures of stout braided silk and
dropped back into the abdomen. The left ovary
showed beginining cystic disease, and was also re-

moved. The abdominal wound was united by a single

layer of interrupted silk sutures.

The wound \.\nn&\ per primam. Uninterrupted con-

valescence. Discharged well on the nineteenth day,

June 26th.

Case 4. Cyst of the ovary. Ovariotomy. Re-
covery.

The patient, who is fifty-two years old, has noticed

an abdominal tumor of moderate size for several
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years. It has been painless, and has uot ioconvenienced
her uutil the last jear, duriug which it has increased

rapidly in size. A fluctuating tumor occupies the

whole abdomen, extending nearly to the umbilicus.

Operation, September 20, 1895. A large niultiloc-

ular cyst of the right ovary was exposed by a median
incision below the umbilicus. There were no adhe-

sions. The cyst was emptied with a trocar. The
pedicle was short and very large. It was tied in five

separate divisions with stout silk ligatures and di-

vided.

The tumor weighed forty pounds. The convales-

cence was uninterrupted. The patient was discharged

well on the twenty-fourth day.

Case 5. Dermoid and simple cysts of the ovary.

Ovariotomy. Recovery.

May 20, 189.5. Dr. Gay drained a large abdominal
cj'st containing clear fluid, uot removing it owing to

the patient's enfeebled condition. The patient rallied,

and progressed satisfactorily for a month ; the temper-
ature then rose suddenly to 104° F., and she com-
plained of great pain in the region of a second abdomi-
nal tumor, which had been noted at the time of the

first operation but which had not been attacked. This
tumor, which was of the size of a man's head, occupied

the right side of the abdomen.
Operation, June 22, 1895. A small, fistulous tract

leading down to the tumor from a point midwaj' be-

tween the umbilicus and the symphysis pubis, remained
from the former operation. An incision five inches

long was made through the linea semilunaris over the

most prominent part of the tumor. The peritoneum
was much thickened, and the tumor was closely ad-

herent to the abdominal parietes. In consequence, it

was incised previous to separating the adhesions ; and
its contents, which were of the usual character of the

teratoma (including some bones of the hand and a

large mass of long hair) were removed. The cyst

wall was brittle, and the adhesions binding it to the

intestines and omentum were very dense. Its removal
was therefore difficult, but it was finally accomplished

successfully. The fistulous tract left by the first oper-

ation communicated directly with the cavity left by the

removal of the dermoid cyst and was utilized for drain-

age. The pedicle, which was slender, was tied with

one stout silk ligature, divided, and dropped into the

abdominal cavity. The abdominal wound was closed

with a single laj'er of interrupted silk sutures.

A fecal discharge appeared in the old fistula on the

sixth day and remained one week, when it ceased

spontaneously. But for this, the convalescence was
uninterrupted. The patient made a rapid gain in

weight and strength. The fistula closed on the 3d of

September, and the patient was discharged well on the

5tb.

Case 6. Ovarian cyst with twisted pedicle in a

patient five months pregnant. Operation. Recovery.
The patient, who is in the fifth month of her second

pregnancy, has been suffering from severe and grad-

ually increasing pain in the lower part of the abdomen.
On the left side of the abdomen, between the crest

of the ilium and the lower border of the ribs, there is

a large, fluctuating, slightly movable tumor, distinct

from the pregnant uterus, though attached to it. The
patient has been gradually growing weak from dis-

turbed sleep because of the pain, and asks for opera-

tion.

Operation, July 15, 1895. A short exploratory in-

cision wag made in the median line just below the

umbilicus ; through this was seen the top of the uterus,

which lay two inches below the umbilicus. The
tumor extended from the upper left-hand angle of the

uterus upward and backward to the kidney. The
median incision was left open, and a second incision

four inches in length was made through the linea semi-

lunaris. The peritoneum was thickened and adherent

over two-thirds of the anterior surface of the tumor.

A blood-clot, not of recent formation, about the size

of a lemon, was present on the anterior surface of the

left Fallopian tube.

The tumor was seen to consist of a much enlarged

Fallopian tube and a cyst of the ovary, containing re-

spectively fluid and clotted blood, and cystic fluid.

The Fallopian tube was firmly adherent to the sigmoid

flexure, and there were numerous other dense ad-

hesions to the intestines and omentum elsewhere.

The ovarian cyst which laj' beneath the kidney was
emptied by trocar and drawn out through the wound

;

the distended Fallopian tube was found to be twisted

upon itself at a distance of two inches from the uterus.

The tube was tied off close to the uterus, and removed
intact; it was held by numerous adhesions which were
for the most part recent; hemorrhage was free while

separating them, but was easily controlled by tempor-

ary packing. Both abdominal wounds were closed

tight with a single line of interrupted sutures.

With the exception of a single stitch-abscess, the

convalescence was uninterrupted until the end of the

first month, when she had a miscarriage. She was at-

tended by Dr. John Blake, who extricated her from a

dangerous condition produced by placenta previa and
serious hemorrhage. After this she made a good re-

covery, and left the hospital on September 5th, well,

less than seven weeks after the operation.

The pathologist's report is appended

:

" The tumor consists of a cyst of the size of a large

orange, of a solid mass the size of an egg, and of a thin,

solid mass of the size of a pigeon's egg. Running irregu-

larly over the surface of the cyst for two-thirds of its cir-

cumference is the Fallopian tube. A probe passed into

the uterine end issued finally at the fimbriated end, which
is intimately adherent to the surface of the cyst. The
probe does not enter the cavity of the cyst. The terminal

two-thirds of the tube is slightly dilated and contains a
little blood. The wall of the tube is deeply infiltrated with

blood, and the inner surface of the cyst shows several ir-

regular, slightly elevated, dense areas of fibrous tissue.

The largest area measures five inches in diameter, llie

largest solid mass mentioned above consists of firmly clotted

blood ; the smaller mass consists of fibrous tissue contain-

ing great numbers of blood-vessels dilated and tilled with

clotted blood. The whole tumor mass is covered with
numerous fibrous adhesions. Diagnosis : follicular cyst of

ovary, hemorrhagic salpingitis and ovaritis, and hemor-
rhage into the broad ligament."

Case 7. Purulent salpingitis. Drainage. Recov-

ery.

Operation. July 22, 1895. Forty-eight hours pre-

vious to entrance, a large hard mass appeared above
Poupart's ligament on the left side. There was marked
tenderness in this region. The patient's condition soon

became serious. There was a slight cyanosis of the

face and extremities. Pulse weak and rapid.

Incision in the median line extending upward from
the symphysis pubis. The summit of the empty blad-

der lay four inches above the symphysis. It escaped

injury.
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The right Fallopian tube was bound to the pelvic

fascia and the ascending colon by dense adhesions ;

some of them connected the tube intimately with the

fascia overlying the iliac vessels. The tube was en-

larged to nearly the size of the wrist.

Upon separating adhesions over the posterior sur-

face of the Fallopian tube and broad ligament, a pus
cavity was opened, tilling the Douglas fossa and rami-

fying in small compartments among the intestines and
mesentery occupying the pelvis.

The peritoneal cavity had been previously protected

by pads. The pus cavities were opened and thor-

oughly swabbed out with peroxide of hydrogen. The
attempt to remove the tube was abandoned, owing to

the density of the adhesions and its thickened and in-

flammatory attachment to the uterus. Drainage-tubes
were inserted and the wound closed arouud them.
The patient's condition improved at once, and she

left the hospital with the wounds firmly healed seven
weeks after the operation.

Case 8. Pyo-salpynx. Tubes and ovaries re-

moved. Death from hemorrhage three weeks after

operation.

Tlie patient was well until three months ago, at

which time she was married. Shortly afterward she
began to have pain in the lower part of the abdomen,
and a month ago she noticed a swelling above Pou-
part's ligament on either side of the symphysis.

Operation, August 18, 1895. The abdomen was
opened by a median incision between the symphysis
and umbilicus. The patient was then put in the

Trendelenburg position. The right tube was dis-

tended to the size of the wrist, and closely adherent
to the top and front of the uterus. The broad liga-

ment covering it was greatly thickened and closely

adherent to some coils of the small intestine. While
separating these a large abscess occupying the right

side of the pelvis was opened and evacuated. The
right tube was removed, its uterine end being tied

with a silk ligature. The right ovary could not be
found. The left tube was in a similar condition to

the right. It was tied off and removed. An exten-

sive abscess occupying the left side of the pelvis was
also connected with this tube ; it was divided into

several compartments by adhesions. These were
broken down in order to make one cavity, and this

was thoroughly cleansed with peroxide of hydrogen.
Glass drainage-tubes were carried down to the bottom
of the abscess cavities, and the abdominal wound was
sutured around them.

The shock was severe. For the first forty-eight

hours the bowels did not move, and there was frequent

vomiting and some abdominal distention. A fecal dis-

charge appeared in the wound on the third day, and
lasted for one week. The patient, however, made a
rapid gain in all other respects. On the eighth day
there was a brisk hemorrhage from a point on the

right side of and behind the uterus ; it was readily

controlled by packing. On the twenty-first day after

the operation there was a violent hemorrhage, during
which the patient died.

Case 9. Tuberculous salpingitis. Removal of
both tubes. Recovery.
The patient, a strong, healthy-looking Irish woman

about thirty years old, applied to the hospital for relief

of sterility which had been present since she was mar-
ried several years previously. She did not complain
of pain or other symptoms. The uterus was retroverted

and fixed. She was referred to the surgical service

by Dr. John Blake, after consultation with whom it

was decided to perform a ventral fixation of the

uterus.

Operation, July 25, 1895. The abdomen was
opened by a median incision four inches long between
the umbilicus and symphysis pubis.

Both Fallopian tubes were greatly enlarged and
tortuous, except for a short distance at their uterine

ends, where they were of normal size. The tubes con-
cealed the uterus and were closely bound to its

posterior surface by firm adhesions, and to the colon
and the pelvic fascia. The uterus was retroverted

and bound down to the rectum by dense adhesions,

which were so firm that it was impracticable to free and
raise the uterus to its normal position, and the attempt
was abandoned. Both tubes were removed with much
difficulty, owing to the density of the adhesions ; the

tubes were tied off at the uterine ends with stout silk.

The ovaries were not removed. The right tube was
slightly torn while separating the adhesions, a small
quantity of cheesy material escaping from the rent.

The operation was not attended by bleeding or shock.
The abdominal wound was closed tight with one layer

of silk sutures.

The wound healed by first intention, and recovery
was uninterrupted. Examination showed the process

in the tubes to be tuberculous.

Case 10. Pyo-salpynx. Both tubes removed.
Recovery.

The patient, age twenty-five, has had attacks of

severe pain, especially marked during the menstrual
periods for three years. The pain was situated in the

lower part of the abdomen. Five weeks ago she was
seized with violent pain just above Poupart's ligament
on the right side. Fever and marked prostration

accompanied this attack. A swelling was then noticed
in this region. The temperature became normal one
day after her admission to the hospital, and the pain
was greatly diminished. The uterus was retroflexed,

drawn toward the right side, and fixed. Both tubes
were felt to be greatly enlarged.

Operation, July 31st. The abdomen was opened in

the median line between the symphysis and the umbili-
cus. The patient was then put in Treudelburg's positiou.

The transverse colon lay directly across the brim of the
pelvis, in front of the uterus and the tubes, to which
it was attached by firm adhesions ; while separating

these, a cavity of the size of two fists was opened.
This space was filled with old blood-clots which had
issued from the greatly di^tended left tube and had
become encysted between the colon, the broad liga-

ment and the tube. The clots were turned out.

Both tubes were bound by dense adhesions to the

uterus, the pelvic fascia, and the colon, and much diffi-

culty was experienced in freeing them ; they were
tied off close to the uterus. A part of the right ovary
was left ; the other was removed. Hemorrhage was
severe while separating the adhesions, but was con-

trolled by packing. Drainage-tubes were placed in

the pelvis through the wound, which was sutured
arouud them. Time of operation oue hour and fifteen

minutes.

The right tube was distended to nearly the size of
the wrist, and contained pus. Midway upon it was a
thin-walled cyst, about the size of an egg, filled with
recent blood-clot.

The drainage-tubes were removed on the tenth day.
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Two duys later a slight fecal discharge occurred

through the wound ; this persisted for a week, theu

ceased. The abdominal wound was wholly healed six

weeks after operation, and the patient was discharged

well.

Case 11. Pyo-salpynx, cystic ovary. Tube and

ovary removed. Recovery.

August 8, 1895. Patient, age twenty-three, mar-

ried, three children. Nine weeks ago pain began in

the right iliac region. Pain has persisted for the most

part since then. There has been occasional vomiting.

There is a tumor tilling the right side of the pelvis,

moderate tenderness, uterus is Kxed.

Operation, August 13th. (Dr. Munro.) Right tube

and ovary were enlarged and malted together by an

inflammatory process ; numerous adhesions to the in-

testines and the omentum. Adhesions separated ; the

right tube and ovary were removed ; the latter was

cystic. Drainage-tubes were inserted and the abdom-

inal wound closed around them. Profuse discharge of

pus continued for three weeks, after which it gradu-

ally diminished. The discharging sinus healed at the

end of two months, and the patient was discharged well.

Case 12. Tumor of the broad ligament. Re-

moval. Death from septic peritonitis.

A Swedish woman, age thirty-four, in good health,

first noticed a hard tumor in the lower part of the

abdomen two years ago. It has slowl}' and painlessly

increased in size. There has been no uterine hemor-

rhage. The tumor extends from the symphysis nearly

to the eusiform cartilage ; the largest part of it is on the

right side of the abdomen. It is solid, and is appar-

ently independent of the uterus. Menstruation has

been regular.

Operation, July 4, 189.5. The tumor," exposed by

an incision in the median line from the symphysis to

two inches above the umbilicus, was seen to be a solid,

lobulated growth, lying between the layers of the broad

ligament on the right side. It filled the pelvis, the

lower ])ortion of the abdomen, and reached nearly to

the eusiform cartilage.

The broad ligament covering it was freely divided

and the tumor shelled out of its bed, numerous bands

and large blood-vessels connecting it with the broad

ligament being tied with silk ligatures one by one,

and divided. Midway in the course of the operation

the tumor was expressed spontaneously from the ab-

dominal cavity by the sudden vomiting of the patient.

The remaining attachments were rapidly clamped,

tied and divided, and the tumor removed en masse.

The last band divided was the largest, being about

three inches in breadth, and only half an inch in

length ; this band attached it to the uterus and was the

pedicle of the tumor. The pedicle was tied in four

separate masses by stout silk ligatures, and cut off

close to the uterus. It was found necessary to re

move the tube and ovary ou the same side as the tumor.

The large pocket left in the broad ligament after the

removal of the tumor was obliterated by a series of

lines of sutures, and united over the right side of the

uterus. Very little shock attended the operation, and

there was almost no hemorrhage. The abdominal

wound was completely closed by one layer of silk

sutures.

The patient's coudiliou was most satisfactory until

the third day, when the temperature rose and vomit-

ing occurred ; and she died with symptoms of septic

peritoueal infection on the fifth day.

Autojihy showed septic thrombosis of the veins about

the stump of the pedicle, and septic peritonitis.

The tumor weighed eight and a half pounds, and*

measured twenty inches in circumference.

Case 13. Exploratory laparotomy. Hypertrophy

of the liver. Wound closed. Recovery.

The patient, a strong healthy-looking French wo-

man, about thirty-five years old, had suffered from ob-

scure abdominal symptoms for three years, the chief

of which was a dull pain in the right hypochoudrium,

in which region there is a large, solid-feeling, some-

what movable tumor, extending from the lower bor-

der of the right lobe of the liver nearly to the crest

of the ilium. This mass presents a smooth surface,

and an elastic sense to the fingers. It was thought to

be a distended gall-bladder, in all probability, and ex-

ploratory la|iarotomy was advised.

The operation was performed iu June, 1895, by a

short incision through the right linea semilunaris over

the most prominent part of the tumor. The much
enlarged liver was at once exposed, and was seen to

represent the tumor. Examination failed to show
malignant, tubercular, or any other disease, except

a great and almost uniform enlargement of the or-

gan.

The wound was closed, and the patient made an un-

interrupted recovery, leaving the hospital four weeks

after the operation.

Case 14. Psoas abscess. Exploratory laparotomy.

Subsequent opening of the abscess extra-peritoneally.

Recovery. (Second operation by Dr. John Munro.)

The patient, a woman about thirty-five years old,

had been suffering for five months previously with dull

pain iu the left iliac fossa. One mouth before she

came under surgical treatment there was an ill-defined

swelling to be felt in that region, which, however, had

diminished, and was scarcely to be felt at date of en-

trance to the surgical service on bimanual examination

between the vagina and abdominal wall. The patient

had lost flesh and strength and had slight hectic.

An exploratory abdominal incision was made, but

nothing was found to account for the symptoms. The
wound healed per primam, and the patient had no

trouble from the operation.

Six weeks later Dr. Munro detected a psoas abscess

in the left iliac region. The patient was again ether-

ized, and incision was made above and parallel to Pou-

part's ligament. The peritoneum was pushed upward,

and the abscess was opened outside and beneath it.

The patient made an excellent recovery ; the abscess,

which was drained, ceased to discharge at the end of a

month, and the drainage channel closed a few days

later. The patient was discharged free from all symp-

toms six weeks after operation.

Case 15. Exploratory laparotomy. Tuberculous

peritonitis. Death two months afterward.

The patient is a young girl, about twenty years of

age, in good health until two years ago, when she be-

gan to have irregular action of the bowels, and more
or less frequent attacks of pain in the abdomen.
These pains were not definitely localized, but general

throughout the abdomen.
During the last year there has beeu'a gradual loss of

strength, weight and appetite; the pain, however,

has become much less, and is now insignificant. She
was much emaciated, and very weak ou entering the

hospital.

The abdomen is retracted ; its walls are tense ; and
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the impressiou of a thickeued, iufiltrated omeutum is

given to the fingers on palpation.

In June, 1895, the abdomen was opened in the

median line below the umbilicus. The peritoneum

was greatly thickened ; the omentum and loops of the

intestines were adherent in manj' places to the parietal

peritoneum and to each other ; and the abdominal

cavity was separated, in consequence, into numerous
compartments, most of which contained cheesy masses

and fluid pus. These compartments were, as far as

practicable, opened into each other, and cleansed with

peroxide of hydrogen. The surface of the peritoneum

was universally studded with tubercles. The abdomen
was freely drained by means of glass tubes.

The patient made a good recovery from the opera-

tion, but gradually sank, and died from exhaustion

two months later.

Case 16. Strangulated inguinal hernia. Opera-

tion for radical cure. Recovery.

The patient, a young man twenty-eight years old,

lias had a right inguinal hernia for two years. Two
days ago it became strangulated.

Operation, September 16, 1895. The sac was ex-

posed at its entrance to the outer ring, and was opened.

The canal was slit up as far as the inner ring. The
bowel was dark purple. The sac was adherent to the

scrotal tissues and to the ring. It was freed from its

adhesions. The bowel was replaced in the peritoneal

cavity. The sac was then treated by the method of

Macewen. The cord was transplanted subcutaneously,

the pillars of the ring were united beneath it, and the

wound was closed. Silkworm gut was used through-

out.

The patient made an uninterrupted recovery.

Case 17. Inguinal hernia. Radical operation.

Sac treated by Macewen's method. Cord transplanted.

The patient, age forty, has had for seven years a

large, left, inguinal hernia, which has been irreduci-

ble for two years. The ring admits easily the tips of

two fingers.

Operation, September 20, 1895. Macewen's opera-

tion was done, with the addition of transplantation of

the cord subcutaneously. The sac was universally ad-

herent and somewhat thickened.

On the next day bronchitis developed, which per-

sisted for a fortnight. On the fourth day the wound
suppurated ; infection apparently' took place from silk-

worm-gut sutures and ligatures which were used

throughout the operation.

On October 17th healing of the wound by granula-

tion was nearly complete. The ring was wholly oc-

cluded by a firm plug of connective tissue, and the

sac.

On October 30th, the wound was healed, and the

patient discharged well.

Case 18. Inguinal hernia. Radical operation,

Macewen's method, and subcutaneous transplantation

of the cord. Recovery.

The patient, thirty-nine years old, has had a small,

easily reducible, inguinal hernia on the right side for

six months.

Operation, September 27, 1895. The inguinal canal

was laid open to a [loint just above the inner ring. A
thinwalled, empty sac was separated from its adhesions,

which were extensive, and was fixed above the level of the

inner ring after the method of Macewen. The cord was
transplanted beneath the skin. The underlying fascia

were then inverted and rolled into a firm cord, after the

manner recommended by Ferguson, of Chicago, as

described in one of the foregoing cases ; and finally the

pillars of the ring were sutured above this cord. Silk-

worm gut was used throughout.

On the second day the patient developed a bronchi-

tis, which lasted a week.

The wound united by first intention ; but on the

fourteenth day an abscess, originating in one of the

deep sutures, appeared at the upper angle of the

wound, and a sinus has persisted up to the present

time, namely, five months after the operation. The
patient is about to undergo an operation for its closure.

The inguinal canal is occupied by a firm plug and
there is, so far as the hernia is concerned, a perfectly

successful result up to the present time.

Case 19. Right inguinal hernia. Operation for

radical cure by Fergusson's method, as described in

the Annals of Surgery, .lune, 1895. Recovery.

The patient, a male, age fifty-one, has had a right

inguinal hernia for two years. The hernia is reduci-

ble. The ring admits two fingers.

Operation, June 17, 1895. The sac, which was
empty, moderately thickened and firmly adherent to

the scrotal and inguinal tissues throughout, was exposed

at the ring (which was freely divided), freed from its

adhesions, and fixed within the inner ring after the

method of Macewen ; and the operation was completed
according to the recently suggested method of Fergus-

son, referred to above. The cord was transplanted to

a subcutaneous position. The sac was fixed by kan-

garoo tendon ; the pillars of the ring were closed with

the same material ; and the skin wound being brought

over so as to cover these sutures completely, was united

by a buried silk suture.

The wound united per primam. The patieut had
an attack of subacute bronchitis during the first week
after the operation ; with this exception his convales-

cence was uninterrupted. He left the hospital July

10th, well, and with the inguinal canal firmly plugged
and obliterated.

Case 20. Incarcerated femoral hernia. Operation.

Recovery.

Seven years ago the patient was relieved of a stran-

gulated femoral hernia by resection of the intestine by

Dr. H. H. A. Beach at the Massachusetts General

Hospital. She wore a truss for two years, but has

neglected to do so since then. She had no trouble

until two weeks ago, when she had pain in the left

inguinal region, obstipation, and for the last three days
vomiting, which is now almost constant. There is a

small, hard, irreducible hernia in left femoral opening.

Operation, July 2, 1895. The femora! ring being

exposed, the sac was found thickened and was bound
to the ring and to the abdominal wall to a distance of

two inches above it by dense adhesions. The gut was
in good condition, and was not constricted by the ring.

The sac was then opened, and was found to be closely

adherent to the bowel throughout as far as an inch

above the femoral opening. The ring was enlarged,

and the sac was separated from the ring without and
the intestine within it, without injury, though with

much dilficulty. The bowel was then returned, and
the operation was completed after the method of

Macewen.
There was a small stitch-abscess during the first

week after the operation, otherwise the convalescence

was uninterrupted. She left the hospital one month
after the operation.
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Case 21. Strangulated umbilical hernia. Recov-

ery.

Augyst 18, 1895. Female, age thirty-five years,

five moutiis- pregnant. Obstipation for one week.

There has been a tumor at the nml)ilicus for the same
period, the patient having omitted to wear a truss for

umbilical hernia on account of her pregnancy. The
hernia appeared for tlie first time two years ago. This

attack began suddenly with intense pain in the umbili-

cus.

Operation, August 18th. (Dr. Monks.) The sac

of the hernia was opened by a three-inch incision in

the median line. It contained a loop of intestine four

inches long, which was deeply congested and of a

dark color ; the color improved, however, upon divid-

ing the constriction, and the bowel was in consequence

returned to the abdominal cavity. The edges of the

constriction were refreshed, the redundant sac was re-

duced by cutting away a part of it, and the wound
was closed tight with silkworm-gut sutures.

The patient made an uninterrupted recovery, and

left the hospital at the end of three weeks.

Case 22. Sarcoma of the omentum and mesentery,

involving the cecum and the small intestine. Resec-

tion of the cecum and a part of the small intestine.

Death forty-eight hours later.

The patient, a large, healthy, Irish woman, thirty-

two years old, tirst noticed a tumor in the lower part

of the abdomen on the right side about nine months

ago. The growth slowly increased in size. There

was no pain until three weeks ago, when she had a

sudden and severe attack iu the right iliac fossa.

This pain, though still present, is less than it has been.

There has been no disturbance of the bowels. She has

not lost strength, and her general condition was good

when she entered the hospital. Temperature 101° F.

A large, bard, slightly movable tumor occupies the

right side of the abdomen, extending from a little way
above Poupari's ligament nearly to the free border of

the ribs. It is evidently adherent to the abdominal

parietes anteriorly in its lower portion.

Operation, .July 11, 1895. A vertical incision

through the linea semilunaris exposed the greatly

thickened and firmly adherent peritoneum covering

the tumor. Upon dividing the peritoneum in the

region of the cecum, a large pus cavity was entered ;

behind this, la}' another, communicating with it by a

narrow orifice. Upon evacuating the second abscess

it was seen to communicate directly with the cecum
through two perforations iu the latter, each of the size

of a quarter of a dollar.

A large, irregular, lobulated, solid tumor extended

upward from the cecal region to the level of the kid-

ney, involving the cecum and first part of the colon,

the last four inches of the small intestine, and matting

together the mesentery and omentum along the ascend-

ing colon.

The patient's general condition was so good that it

was thought justifiable to attempt the removal of the

mass, which microscopic examination showed to be

spindle-cell sarcoma.

Six inches of the small intestine, the cecum, and a

email part of the ascending colon were resected ; and
the end of the small intestine was united to the end of

the ascending colon, the latter's calibre having first

been lessened so that the two divided ends would fit

accurately. The larger part of the rest of the tumor
was then removed by the fingers, after tying off the

adhesions and connections with the omentum and the

mesentery. The whole mass, however, could not be

removed on account of the extent of some of the ad-

hesions and the tissues involved, and because of the

critical condition of the patient, who suddenly devel-

oped symptoms of collapse. The abdominal wound
was closed, except at its lower end, which was left

open for drainage.

The patient succumbed forty-eight hours after the

operation from the shock from which she never fully

rallied.

Autopsy showed that the growth originated in the

greater omentum. It was a spindle-cell sarcoma.

Ciinicai 2Dcpartment.

A CASE OF IDEATIONAL SADISM (SEXUAL
PERVERSION).

BY MOBTOS PRIKCE, M.D.,

Physician for Xervous Diseases, Boston City Hospital.

By Sadism is meant the association of active cruelty

and violence with lust. By this association the per-

formance of an act which is repulsive to the ordinary

person, such as the infiictiou of torture or pain, the

shedding of blood, the tearing of flesh, etc., directly

excites intense lustful feelings iu the individual. The
name is derived from the " notorious Marquis de Sade,

whose obscene novels treated of lust and cruelty."

This perversion of the sexual instinct is the exciting

motive of many notorious murders. The Whitechapel

murderer was undoubtedly the subject of Sadism.

Similar instances are well known and may be found

described in the literature. The subject is an impor-

tant one from a medico-legal point ot view, as well as

of psychological interest ; audit is desirable that the

motives leading to crimes of this kind should be thor-

oughly recognized. Lust murders, not murders for

the purpose of concealing or committing rape, but vio-

lence and murder for the purpose of inducing sexual

excitement in the murderer, are probably more com-

mon than is generally supposed. The sexuall}' excit-

ing element iu such cases, is the sight or smell of

blood, or the cutting, tearing or mutilation of the vic-

tim's flesh. Verzeui found, as he confessed, unspeak-

able delight in strangling women, experiencing during

the act erections and real sexual pleasure. Some
find delight in actually eating the flesh or drinking the

blood (Leger, Verzeni'). Sometimes special pleasure

is found in cutting or tearing out the uterus, ovaries

and genitalia which are carried away (Whitechapel

murderer), but this is not always the case, and the

victims are not mutilated in this respect.

A similar perversion is found in the excitement

which some have in harmlessly cuttiug, beating or

whipping women and boys. A case has been brought

to my attention of a man who was in the habit of

visiting a prostitute whom he used to strike over the

nates with a shingle. No coitus was indulged in.

In the following case, for the observation of which

I am indebted to Dr. Harold Williams, with whom I

saw the boy in consultation, the sexual perversion

was fortunately not gratified by actual violence, but

was limited to the excitement which the subject inten-

tionally induced in himself by dreams and probably

' Kralft-Kblng.
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hallucinations of violence and murder. The associa-

tion was between lust on the one hand and volitionally

induced hallucinations of murder aud mutilation of

women on the other. Hence it might be called idea-

tional Sadism. The case is, I think, unique in this

respect. It only needed perhaps, the opportunity,

perhaps a sudden impulse or thought to convert this

embryo Sadist into an actual murderer. That such

possibilities made him dangerous to the community is

self-evident.

The subject was a young man, twenty-two years of

age. When I saw him this sexual perversion was un-

suspected, nor were the other symptoms of insanity

clearly recognized by the family. His condition had

been regarded (before coming into Dr. Williams's

hands) as one of neurasthenia or hysteria. The diag-

nosis of some near relatives had been general laziness,

with the usual corresponding advice to the mother,

who recognized in a general way that the boy was not

right. The fact that the boy had concealed his men-
tal condition so long is noteworthy. After consider-

able dilHculty I obtained a complete confession.

It was his custom to lie upon the bed in the day-

tioae aud fall into a sort of trance or day-dream state

in which he was apparently between waking and
sleeping. He said he thought he was awake because

if any one should knock on the door or come into the

room he would know it. While in this state he used

to imagine that he killed aud mutilated women. It

was not possible to learn from him the exact mode in

which this habit begau, or what was the original ex-

citing occasion, but iiis imagination began in a moder-

ate way and afterwards extended. At first, it was
only a single woman whom he imagined he thus muti-

lated, but afterwards in each " seance " he destroyed

great numbers. His imagination seems to have
created actual hallucinations, for he said that at these

times he actually saw his victims with great vividness

as objective realities, and had the sensations of actually

killing them ; fur the time being his acts were abso-

lutely real to him, and soon a belief in them per-

sisted.

At first it was a single girl whom he mutilated ; he

killed her, tore her to pieces and ate her ; later he

imagined that he lived in towns where it was the cus-

tom for the men to destroy all the women in this way.
Then, as the habit grew, the towns became cities and
the cities countries. These countries were completely

depopulated of the women by the men, all of whom
together held these Sadistic feasts.

While indulging iu these dreams or hallucinations,

he had most intense sexual excitement with emissions.

His habit was thus a form of masturbation, the pecu-

liarity being the association of sexual feeling with

hallucinations of cruelty. When in the waking state

he seemed to be at limes confused as to whether he
actually committed these imaginarv murders or not;

for while at one time he said he had not, at other

times there was suHicient confusion in his mind to

make him think that he had committed these unpar-
donable sins and to be in great misery iu consequence ;

he would then be iu a state of great penitence which
was not understood by his mother until this confession
was obtained. He also admitted to me that at times
he thought he had actually committed these acts. He
had practised this habit from the time he was ten
years old uutil about twenty, that is, up to about two
or three years ago. During the last two years this

habit had largely died out but there has been of late

(September, 1895^ a tendency to recurrence. It was
apparent that such a person was dangerous to the

community and that at any time there was a possibil-

ity, under favorable conditions, that he might put

what had hitherto been pure imagination into actual

practice; we therefore sent him to an asylum without

delay. He denied that in mutilating the bodies of his

victims that he selected any particular parts of the

body, as is the case with many Sadists.

Besides these perverted sexual tendencies there

were other mental and physical phenomena of interest

which showed that his mental condition was one of de-

generation. He had practised masturbation frequently

in the ordinary way. It was very difficult, at first, to

obtain from him a statement of his feelings and
thoughts; he became very easily tired and exhausted

when interrogated, and every few minutes, when a

question was put to him he would remain silent and
make no attempt to answer ; when asked why he did

not answer he professed not to hear the question or at

least not to hear it intelligently but merely as sounds

which conveyed no meaning to his mind (word deaf-

ness?); at first I thought this a subterfuge to avoid

answering pointed questions, but afterwards I became
satisfied that it was a fact; for every few minutes he
would go into a semi-trance-like state of only a few
seconds' duration when he seemed to be in a condition

much like that of petit mal. In these states he seemed
to be no longer iu association with the outer world

but given over to a sort of union with an inner con-

sciousness. Questions put to him at that time were
not understood, but after a moment's silence he would
say, "'I did not hear that."

These momentary trance-like states increased in

frequency as the interview was prolonged, until at the

end of an hour it was impossible to carry the examina-
tion further. He then became very much fatigued

and was obliged to lie down. The explanation of

them I soon learned to be as follows : He thought

there was an evil being or demon inside of him, and
with this being he was continually contending. This

evil one was trying to get control of him, aud it was
he who was urging him to do all sorts of things that he
did not want to do ; and when he did such things it was
the evil one, not he, who did them. He was confused

regarding the character of this person ; but he, the

evil being, was without sentiment, pity or feeling; his

sole desire was to do him injury. When the patient

did any wrongful act it was the being that was respon-

sible, but as yet this being had not got absolute control

of him. The boy said that he was losing his control

over his demon, and was afraid he would be eventu-

ally overpowered. The ideas of the patient regarding

the relations of this demon to himself were not clear,

but confused, as were also his notions regarding his

own ideas and those of the demon ; it was difficult for

him to distinguish what were his and what were the

demon's, and even to clearly define his own notions in

a logical way. When I asked him what he thought

was the matter with himself, whether he had atiy par-

ticular hallucinations, fixed ideas, or mental im()ulses,

he said he did not know, he could not remember ; this

evil one had them, not he; he was willing to tell if

he could, but he knew nothing. He heard a voice at

times, but was not quite certain whether the voice was
that of the evil one speaking to him or the voice of a

third person was speaking to the evil one as a separate
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person. Ou one occasiou, ten days before tuy first

interview, he lieavd a voice saying it was liis duty to

Goil to iiill liis motlier; tlien lie broke olf all relation

witli this being. When I asked whether he was not

afraid that this being would compel him to do some

wrong act, he answered, " Ko," because when the

demon went too far he broke off all relation with him

and had nothing to do with him, and in this way felt

himself safe. Now it was when he went into the

above-described trance-like states, when he did not

hear me, that he entered into communication with the

evil one. At such times, he said the room seemed to

become slightly darker, or rather he saw a sort of dark

object, which was the evil one between him and the

light; then, he said he " poked and jabbed this demon."

liiis seemed to be a way of punishing him. I noticed

at such times his eyelids blinked or quivered continu-

ously and a sense of exhaustion came over him. When
this state passed off he would say, "There, I jabbed

him." When I asked him if this demon was a real

person or only a figure of speech, he found difficulty in

explaining, but said it was his " environment." He
evidently had no clear conception of this person.

Another perverted idea of the patient was that he

was turned inside out.

His general condition was one of neurasthenia. He
had much depression and suffered from great anguish

of mind from which he broke down and cried at times,

saying that he "suffered intensely," but could not

describe very definitely from what particular feelings ;

it seemed to be more an anguish of mind.

His heredity is bad, and throws light upon the dis-

tinctively degenerate character of his mental condition.

His mother was excessively neurasthenic. One ma-

ternal aunt was described as nervous, with abnormally

fixed ideas on certain social subjects, and two maternal

aunts .suffered from hysteria. A maternal brother was

delicate and always on the point of breaking down.

His maternal grandfather was a very able and physi-

cally strong man, with decided elements of genius.

He is well known to the public, aud recognized to be

very brilliant mentally, but a man of very extreme

opinions. Up to the age of forty he had a tendency

to melancholia. The maternal grandmother was neu-

ralgic, ailing, neurasthenic. The patient's father was

eccentric and a dipsciianiac. One paternal aunt was

well ; a second was described as having a bad temper

and at one time as having had delirium (about this my
notes are confused). A -third had hysteria. Two
cousins, sons of the second paternal aunt, both drank

to excess. The first paternal aunt had four children ;

of these, one had some sort of puerperal insanity, from

which she recovered. Two paternal uncles are said

to have died of dissipation.

The early history of this patient is interesting, as

showing the progre.ssive physical descent (facilii des-

census averni) of such a case. Since two years of age

always more or less out of order; five years of age,

attacks of nausea, vomiting and headache with fever,

delirium alternating with coma ; these attacks were

followed liy excessive prostration and weakness ; slow

recovery from weakiie.ss which persisted until the next

attack, which occurred at the end of about one month ;

he lost flesh and his temper became irritable, so that

he became violently excited and enraged over little

things.

Several eminent physicians of New York were con-

sulted. One said that he was unable to make a diag-

nosis. A second said it was brain disease ; and a third

said it was lithemia from the liver. Accordingly he

was treated, for this last, with calomel, with the apjiar-

ent results that after this he had no more attacks but

only premonitory signs which were always stopped by

calomel.

The patient was then taken from New York to the

seaside. He is said to have always become ill when-

ever taken back to New York, that is, lost flesh and

color and looked sick ; became well again when taken

back to the seaside ; accordingly experiments of living

in different parts of the country in search of health

during his boyhood were tried. He has always been

unable to study any length of time, fifteen minutes

having been the longest time during which he has been

able to concentrate his thoughts ; if he studies for a

longer time at one stretch he becomes pale, and it is

evident something is wrong with him.

At twelve years of age he went to school ; at first

he was well, then went down hill but did good work.

In the spring he became ill, so that finally, after num-

erous attempts, school was given up and he went back

to the seashore, where he became strong and rugged.

Five years ago he passed his preliminary examinations

for the Institute of Technology, having in spite of the

above difficulties for the most part educated himself.

Four years ago a trip was made to Europe ; this was a

failure. Relatives strongly advised his being put into

business, so three years ago he went to California on

a ranch ; there became melancholy, inert and unequal

to the physical exertion necessary ; he was obliged to

give up the ranch and went to the Pacific Coast, where

he sailed all the time aud became better. Then he

tried looking after his property as an occupation, but

found the necessary mental exertion too exhausting.

Then in the summer of 1893, upon the advice of rela-

tives, who insisted that his whole trouble was merely

iudolence, he went into a newspaper office, where he

again broke down.

In the autumn of 1893 he went to Florida, where

he improved ; but the following Christmas he broke

down, and has been ill ever since with periods of in-

termission when he is comparatively better and has fair

health. Further, his mother states she noticed his per-

sonality has changed, which is manifest in his voice,

manner of speech and actions. He has giddy turns

and his mind becomes possessed with thoughts be can-

not direct.

In the spring of 1894 his mother said "he wanted

to attack people," a bell-boy, for example, in the hotel.

In the spring of 1895, while in Europe, he had a strong

desire for suicide, fell into fits of deep depression of

days' and weeks' duration. His present condition, as

observed by the mother (in September, 1895), was

one of depression, debility, languor, slowness of hear-

ing and speech and mental action, inertia and lack of

interest in everything. He has told her that he has

committed a great sin and that he is going crazy. This

refers to the hallucinations of Sadism ; further particu-

lars he did not confess.

Certain jihysical stigmata can be recognized. He is

of average physical development, but there is an asym-

metry in the two sides of the face, that is, the muscles

of one side move more energetically than those of the

other so that when he smiles the mouth is drawn more

to the right. The vault of the pharynx is high. The
fingers do not show what some writers claim to be the

relative proper development, some being too short.
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SEVEN CASES OF ACUTE POISONING CAUSED
BY EATING THE LIVER (AND HEART?) OF A
SWORD-FISH.

BY CHAKLES H. MORROW, M.D., GLOUCESTEE, MASS.

On the 31st of July, 1896, the crew of the Schooner
, while fishing ou La Have fishing banks, off

the coast of Nova Scotia, caught on their trawls a

sword-fish ; some one remarked that the liver and
heart were "good eating"; and accordingly they were
sliced and fried, and eaten with a gravy composed of

onions and a few other ingredients. It proved to be
a very palatable dish, and was partaken of in various

amounts by seven of the crew, the other eight prefer-

ring to abstain from it.

Soon after they had finished eating, nausea was ex-

perienced, and in three or four hours all seven vom-
ited ; they now took Epsom salts, and because of that

or the food, or both, free purging supervened ; follow-

ing this there set in an intense headache, which lasted

several hours, during which time only they were con-

fined to their beds.

On the next day there appeared upon the body a

dry papular eruption, which appeared most numer-
ously upon the trunk, there being few papules on the

lower extremities and those mostly about the patellae.

Ou the third day desquamation began ; the thick

epidermis on the palmar surface of the hand came off

in large pieces leaving the hands pink, soft and ten-

der ; over the scalp exfoliation was complete, but the

hair was not injured ; desquamation extended over
the body, but was scarcely noticeable in some areas.

The severity of the symptoms seemed to be in

proportion to the amount of the food eaten, those who
had partaken most freely being most affected.

While the flesh of the sword-fish is eaten without
injurious results, I have been unable to find any other
instance where the liver has been eaten, by means of

which it could be determined whether the peculiar

effects upon the skin are constant, or due, in these

cases, to a diseased condition of this particular liver,

or to the large amount which some of them, at least,

had eaten.

iSeporti^ of J>octeticj^.

AMERICAN PEDIATRIC SOCIETY.

Eighth Annual Meeting, Montre.\l, Can., May 25,

26, 27, 1896.

Owing to the unavoidable absence of the president,

Dr. Joseph O'Dwyer, the Chair was occupied by
Dr. James C. Wilson, of Philadelphia.
The first session was opened by the reading of the

President's address, entitled

THE EVOLUTION OF INTUBATION.

This was prepared at the request of the Council,
and was a paper of the greatest interest, as it described
the labors which Dr. O'Uwyer pursued with untiring
devotion to a great idea through five long years. A
bivalve tube was first used, but after three years of

continuous effort it was abandoned, and experiments
were begun with the solid tube. The paper described
the various experiments made with alternating failure
and success, until at last obstacle after obstacle was
overcome and imperfection afier imperfection was re-

moved. As a result of this patient toil, perfected in-

struments were given to the profession— a very rare

thing in the history of medicine. The various steps

taken in accomplishing this great result were narrated

with the simplicity and modesty which has always
characterized the work of Dr. O'Dwyer. A complete

set of instruments, showing the evolution of intubation

from the first bivalve tube to the present perfected

model, proved of the utmost interest.

Dr. George N. Acker, of Washington, read the

first paper, entitled

gangrene of the lung following ttphoid
FEVER.

Dr. J. H. Fruitnight, New York, read a paper on

MALIGNANT ENDOCARDITIS,

and presented a specimen. As the bacteriological ex-

amination showed the condition to be due to the

presence of streptococci, the author advocated the

use of streptococcus antitoxin serum in such cases.

At the second session. Dr. A. H. Wentworth, of

Boston, read a most exhaustive paper ou

LUMBAR PUNCTURE,^

and reported 29 cases. He affirmed that while nor-

mal cerebro-spinal fluid contains neither fibrin nor
cells and is always clear, it is always cloudy in case of

meningitis, though the cloudiness is sometimes very
slight. This is caused by cells, the character of the

cells differing with the variety of meningitis. The
operation, the author believes, offers a valuable means
of differential diagnosis. For such purpose, however,
the microscope is essential, and inoculation experi-

ments are also of value.

This was followed by a paper on

TAPPING THE VERTEBRAL CANAL,

with remarks on local treatment for tubercular menin-
gitis, by Db. Augustus Caille, of New York.
He reported 21 cases, and believed that a study of

the cases reported up to the present time will certainly

convince the most sceptical that Quincke's puncture
is of positive value as a method of diagnosis. It is

simple and usually of easy performance. In two cases

Dr. Caille injected antiseptics into the subarachnoid
space, but without material results. He proposes in

some future case to lay bare the dura by removing a
button of bone and irrigating from a lumbar puncture
upward through an opening in the dura.

Dr. C. C. Jennings, of Detroit, also read a valu-
able paper on

LUMBAR PUNCTURE,

and reported practical experience.

Dr. Flotd M. Cbandall, of New York, read a
paper on

THE OCCURRENCE OF INFLUENZA IN CHILDREN,

and reported local epidemics.

Dr. Samuel S. Adams, of Washington, reported
an extremely interesting case of

TEMPORARY INSANITY FOLLOWING TYPHOID FEVER.

Dr. Frederick A. Packard, of Philadelphia, re-

[lorted a case of

endothelioma of the brain with atrophy of
THE paralyzed members.

' See page 132 of the Journal.
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Dr. Henry Jackson, of Bostou, read a paper on

NASAL FEEDING IN DIPHTHERIA,

in whicli lie advocated feeding by means of a soft tube

passed through the nose into the esophagus iu certain

cases of diphtheria. As this can be done with ease, it

does mucii in preventing exhaustion of the child's

strength.

Dr. William Osler, of Baltimore, read a paper on

THE classification OF TICS OR HABIT MOVEMENTS.

He made the following classification: (1) Simple
tic, or habit spasm. (2) Tics with superadded psycbi-

cal phenomena— maladie de la tic convuhif, or Gilies

de la Tourelte's disease. (3) Complex co-ordinate

tics. (4) Tic psycbique. An imperative idea is the

psychical equivalent of, and has an origin similar to

the motor tics. Each of these subdivisions was elab-

orated, and illustrated by practical examples.

The third session was devoted to the

ANTITOXIN TREATMENT OF DIPHTHERIA.

The report of the Collective Investigation Commit-
tee of the Society upon the results of the antitoxin

treatment iu private practice was read. Over five

thousand cases were reported, the results being, on the

whole, far more favorable than any extended reports

that have thus far appeared.

Dr. F. a. Packard reported favorable results of

the antitoxin treatment, and Dr. S. S. Adams read a

paper giving the comparative results of the treatment

of diphtheria, with and without antitoxin, iu the Dis-

trict of Columbia. It appears that the death-rate

from diphtheria iu the District of Columbia since the

introduction of antitoxin has materially diminished.

Dr. a. Seibert, of New York, in a paper treating

of sudden death after antitoxin injections, reported a

series of striking experiments, which showed that the

injection into animals of carbolic acid, even in very

weak solution, was constantly followed by most char-

acteristic spasmodic movements. Another series of

experiments was made to determine the effects of sub-

cutaneous injections of air. The results seemed to

show that antitoxin can contain but infinitesimal quan-

tities of carbolic acid. They also rendered the propo-

sition reasonable, that the few sudden deaths reported

after the use of antitoxin might be due to the injection

of air at the same time.

The general discussion elicited by these papers was
extremely interesting, and showed a unanimous and
very strong sentiment in favor of antitoxin.

At the fourth session. Dr. Rowland G. Freeman,
of New York, read a paper on

LOW-TEMPERATCRE PASTEURIZATION OF MILK.

He proved that this temperature (about 67° C.) was
sufficient to kill numerous pathogenic bacteria and
various atmospheric bacteiia, aud referred to the im-

portance of avoiding unnecessary heat in the prepara-

tion of milk for infants' use. He presented a new ap-

paratus of simple construction, designed to Pasteurize

milk at 67° C.

Dr. C. W. Townsend, of Boston, reported several

cases of

THIGH-FRICTION IN INFANTS.

Dr. William P. Northrup, of New York, re-

ported a most interesting case of

APPARENTLY RELAPSING CEREBRO-SPINAL MENIN-
GITIS,

followed by death and autopsy, which elicited a warm
discussion on the pathology and diagnosis of menin-
gitis.

Dr. H. Lafleur, of Montreal, reported a case of

INSOLATION IN AN INFANT OF THIRTEEN MONTHS.

Dr. a. D. Blackader, of Montreal, reported a
case of

ENLARGEMENT OF THE LIVER IN A YOUNG CHILD,

with symptoms much like those of typhoid fever.

I'apers were read by title by Drs. B. K. Rach-
FORD, of Cincinnati ; F. Fokcbheimer, of Cincinuati

;

Irving M. Snow, of Buffalo, and Henry D. Chapin,
of New York.

The last session was devoted to the presentation of

PATHOLOGICAL specimens,

specimens being presented by Drs. Rotch, Holt,
Caille, Adams, Packard, Ackeb, Freeman and
Townsend.
The following officers were elected for the coming

year: President, Dr. Samuel S. Adams, Washington,
D. C. ; First Vice-President, Dr. W. S. Christopher,

Chicago; Second Vice-President, Dr. Charles P. Put-

nam, Boston ; Secretary, Dr. Frederick A. Packard,
Philadelphia ; Treasurer, Dr. Charles W. Townsend,
Boston ; Recorder and Editor, Dr. Floyd M. Craudall,

New York ; Member of Council, Dr. William Osier,

Baltimore; Chairman of Council, Dr. William P.

Northrup, New York.

^tttnt Eiterature.

Don'ts for Consumptives ; or. The Scientijic Manage-
ment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis. How the Pul-

monary Invalid may Make and Maintain a Modern
Sanitarium of his Home, with additional chapters

descriptive of How Every Consumptive Person
may Apply the Forces of Nature to Assist and
Hasten Recovery, aud also, How the Defects of

Heredity may be Best Overcome. By Charles
Wilson Ingraham, M.D., Binghamton, N. Y.,

February, 1896. The Call, Binghamton.

The book is dedicated to the advancement of self-

study among pulmonary invalids, and the promotion

of public information upon the subject of tuberculosis ;

and in the dedication and the title-page the object of

the author is sufficiently clearly explained. He has

written more for the instruction of the patient than

for the physician, and in language which the lay

reader can readily understand describes the course

(hygienic, dietetic, etc.) which the former should follow

in order to facilitate his recovery aud the precautions

which he should take to prevent the spread of the in-

fection ; but his directions that the patient should take

his own pulse and temperature seven times a day may
be criticised as advancing self-study too far in many
cases, and as liable to do more harm than good, espe-

cially when they are coupled with explanations of the

prognostic significance of a high temperature and a

rapid pulse.

The book suffers somewhat from an unfortunate

title, and decidedly from the quality of the press-work.
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NEW YORK DURING THE HOT WEEK.

The loug-continued term of extreme heat has re-

sulted in an enormous increase in the mortalitj' of the

city for the week ending August 15th. The official

report of Dr. Roger S. Tracy, Registrar of Vital Sta-

tistics, shows that during the week there were 1,810

deaths, and of these no less than 651 were due to sun-

stroke. The death-rate was swollen to 48.65 per

thousand of the estimated population, and this is the

largest for one week yet recorded in the vital statistics

of New York. The extremely fatal effect of long-

continued hot weather is strikingly shown by the fact

that in the week preceding (that ending August 8th),

which embraced the first half of the period of extreme

heat, the number of deaths recorded was only 809.

This represents a death-rate of but 21.76, which is

really lower than the average annual death-rate of the

city.

The number of deaths due directly to the effects of

the heat, 651, is far in excess of that recorded in any

other similar period of excessive heat. In the hot

spells of 1872 and 1892, in which the mortality was

the largest, the number of deaths from this cause was

respectively 212 and 213.

One peculiarity of the mortality of the late heated

term is the exceptional fatality among adults and the

comparative immunity of infants and young children.

During the week ending August 15th (with a total

mortality of 1,810), the number of deaths among chil-

dren under five years of age was 552, which is only

164 more than in the preceding week, when the total

number of deaths was 809 (fully 1,000 less than in the

week ending August 15th). The number of deaths in

children under one year was 391, of which 139 were

from diarrheal diseases. In the hot spell of 1872,

when the total mortality was 1,691, no less than 733

were in children under one year, and of these, fully

300 died from diarrheal diseases. In that of 1892,

when the total mortality of the city was 1,615, 603

deaths were in children under one year, and of these,

293 died of diarrheal diseases. The causes for this

diminished mortality among infants and young chil-

dren, there can be little doubt, are those assigned for

the exceptionally favorable statistics of the mouth of

July mentioned in the recent communication of the

President of the Board of Health, as given in the

Journal of August 13th. Again, a vast number of

those who died from the effects of the recent heat were

between the ages of twenty and thirty-five years, while

in former seasons most of the victims among adults

were elderly people.

The mortality among horses was also unprecedent-

edly large. More than a thousand are said to have

perished, and the number of carcasses accumulated so

rapidly that it was very difficult for the authorities to

get them removed from the streets before decomposi-

tion had advanced to a very uncomfortable state.

During the week the coroners and their physicians,

as well as the staffs of all the general hospitals, were

almost overwhelmed by the amount of extra work

thrown upon them. The police surgeons also had

their hands very full, and the number of members of

the police force on the sick-list is said to have been

larger than at any time in the history of the city

except once when an epidemic of influenza was at its

height. At the hospitals the number of ambulances

was totally inadequate to answer all the calls and

police-patrol wagons and other vehicles had to be

pressed into the service. At Bellevue Hospital many

of the physicians and nurses had to work uninterrupt-

edly for thirty-six hours at a time, and then could get

only three or four hours for rest. In this emergency

the Sturgis pavilion, which is used in winter as a con-

valescent ward, and which was closed and being re-

paired, was promptly re-opened. Six ice-baths were

placed in it for the treatment of cases of sunstroke,

and twelve trained nurses were added to the regular

force. In five days no less than 554 new patients

were received at Bellevue.

As the heated term went on and the mortality of

the city began to increase alarmingly, the public

authorities adopted various unusual measures which

were no doubt of great service, but would have been

even more beneficial if they could have been begun

earlier. Thus, the Board of Estimate and Apportion-

ment made a special appropriation in order that free

ice might be distributed to the poor from the various

police station-houses. At first 93 tons a day were given

out, but afterwards this amount was increased to 150

tons a day. The hours of work for the employees of

the Street Cleaning Department were changed so that

the men were on duty only from 3 to 6 A. xi. and this

Department united with that of Public Works in thor-

oughly flushing the streets of the crowded tenement-

house districts every evening by means of hose at-

tached to the fireplugs. The public baths were kept

open, continuously both day and night, and permission

was finally given that people could sleep in the parks.

Before this was done quite a number of persons were

killed or seriously injured by falling from roofs or
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fire-escapes on which ihey were sleeping. A bird's-

eye view of New York roofs duriug the nights of the

latter part of that hot week presented an extraordin-

ary spectacle.

EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCTION OF BLENNOR-
RHAGIA BY PURE CULTURES OF THE GON-
OCOCCUS.

It is known that thus far all attempts to infect ani-

mals with Neisser's gonococcus have failed. Heller,

of Berlin, reports that he has recently succeeded in

determining by means of cultures of this microbe a

bleunorrhagic conjunctivitis in hares.

This form of conjunctivitis is rare in adults ; Hel-

ler affirms that out of 18,000 cases of gonorrhea in

adults in the venereal wards of Charity Hospital,

Berlin, in not a single case has he observed gonorrheal

infection of the eye. As this form of conjunctivitis

is frequent in the new-born infant, and rare in adults,

he concluded that the conjunctiva of infants was pre-

disposed to the gonococcic infection, and he was led

by this consideration to attempt the infection of the

conjunctiva in newly-born animals. He opened by

means of a sterilized bistoury the eyes of new-born

hares and instilled several drops of a pure culture of

gonococci. In 45 animals there was a positive result;

in the conjunctival pus there were found gonococci in

abundance. The most of the hares got well after

several weeks ; in some the cornea remained hazy.

In three there was extensive, destructive suppuration,

corresponding to what we sometimes witness in in-

fants, the victims of malignant bleunorrhagic conjunc-

tivitis. He has obtained identical results with pus

from the urethra of the male— has continually failed

in inoculating the pyogenic cocci.

At the same meeting Max-Wolff stated that he had

examined the microscopic slides of Heller. He did

not feel satisfied that Heller's micro-organisms were

really gonococci. In the blenorrhagia of man, the

gonococcus is always intra-cellular ; this character

was wanting in Heller's preparations.

MEDICAL NOTES.

A Hospital Memorial to Keats.— Among the

various devices now being tried to relieve Guy's

Hospital, London, of its financial ditficulties, is that of

raising a sufficient sum to permanently endow a bed in

memory of the poet Keats who served a short time

there as a medical student.

The American ElectroTuerapeutic Associ-

tion.— The Sixth Annual Meeting of this Associa-

tion will be held on Tuesday and Wednesday, Sep-

tember 29th and 30th, and Thursday, October Ist, in

Allston Hall, Studio Building, on Clarendon Street,

near St. James Avenue, Boston, Mass.

The American Academt of Railway Sur-

geons.— The third annual meeting of the American

Academy of Railway .Surgeons will be held at the

Auditorium in Chicago, III., on Wednesday, Thursday

and Friday, September 23, 24 and 25, 1896. The
President is Dr. .John E. Owens, and the Secretary,

Dr. Webb. J. Kelly.

Medical Practice in Kentucky. — The physi-

cians of Stanford, Ky., have united in sending out the

following circular

:

Whereas, The merchants and other business men of Stanford
have adopted the cash system, we, the pliysicians of this com-
munity, ask and demand that our bills, in the future, shall be

paid every thirty days in cash, its equivalent, or a note negoti-

able and payable in bank, with legal interest, and due when
services are rendered. Persons now owing us for past profes-

sional services must come forward and settle at an early date.

There is a business as well as professional side to the practice

of medicine .ind surgery, which we are determined to observe
in the future.

The Oregon Opidm Law.— The Supreme Court

of Oregon has, by a recent decision, sustained as con-

stitutional the law passed in 1887, providing that no

person shall have in his or her possession or offer for

sale any opium, morphine, eng-she or cooked opium,

hydrate of chloral or cocaine, who has not previously

obtained a license therefor, unless, as it clearly im-

plies, it be obtained on the prescription of some duly

qualified physician or pharmacist for medicinal pur-

poses. The license is to be issued only to regularly

qualified physicians who keep a stock of drugs and

medicines for their own use in prescription, and regu-

larly qualified druggists.

"Spitti.vg" in Indiana. — The Indiana State

Board of Health has issued a circular letter to all rail-

road officials asking them to have ejected from their

trains every man who persists in spitting on the floor

of the cars or stations after he has been warned not to

do so. In the circular the board explains that the

sputum contains the germs of la grippe, nasal catarrh,

and various other diseases. It also declares that

" spitting is a nasty and unnecessary habit," and ex-

plains that the Board of Health will pass a rule

against spitting which will have all the force of law if

the railroads will post it up and endeavor to enforce

it. The circular adds :
" When the rule is first pub-

lished and posted up in public places this board will,

of course, be loudly abused as foolish, impracticable

and idiotic. Attention thus being gained, we will

publish in every county reason for the action."—
Journal American Medical Association.

The British Medical Association.— The
British Medical Association, at it its recent meeting

in Carlisle, voted to accept the invitation of the Mon-
treal branch, seconded as it was by the Toronto and

other Dominion members, to hold its sixty-fourth an-

nual meeting in Montreal in August, 1897. The for-

mal invitation was conveyed by a committee composed

of Dr. G. E. Armstrong, Professor of Clinical Sur-

gery, McGill University, and .Surgeon to the General

Hospital, Montreal, and Dr. .J. G. Adami, Professor

of Pathology in the McGill University, and Patholo-

gist to the Royal Victoria Hospital, Montreal ; sup-
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ported by Dr. J. H. Cameron, Professor of Surgery,

TjDiversity of Toronto ; Dr. A. B. Macallum, Profes-

sor of Physiology in the University of Toronto ; Dr.

Peters, Professor of Clinical Surgery in the Univer-

sity of Toronto; and Dr. Doolittle, Lecturer in

Therapeutics in the University of Trinity College,

Toronto.

High Prices and Prosperity.— To those who

preach that high prices for farm products are the index

of the farmer's prosperity, a few quotations of the

prices of farm products in the South during the war

may be of interest. In 1864 when flour broughl- $300

a barrel, beans $75 a bushel, and $60 was the price

of a turkey, one might conclude that the farmers were

on the very crest of the wave of prosperity. The

farmers took in money beyond the dreams of avarice ;

in fact, more than their pockets would hold. It used

to be said that people took their money to market in

their baskets, and brought their purchases home in

their pockets. But then, it seems, just as in the

present period of low prices, the farmers were discon-

tented. Perhaps the other side of the picture, the

fact that they bad to pay $100 to $200 for a pair of

boots, $20 for a pound of tea or sugar, and $2 for a

drink of whiskey may have had something to do with

their discontent. A good idea of the effects of inflation

in those days may be obtained from an amusing ac-

count of the expenses incurred by an officer of artillery

in travelling from Richmond, Va., to Augusta, Ga.,

in 1865, taken from Mrs. Jefferson Davis's memoir of

her husband, and quoted editorially in a recent num-

ber of the New York Evening Post. The account is

as follows :

March 11. Meal on the road .

March 17. Cigars and bitters .

March 20. Haircutting and shave .

March 20. Pair of eye-glasses .

March 20. Candles ....
March 23. Coat, vest and pants

March 27. One gallon whiskey
March 30. One pair of pants .

March 30. One pair of cavalry boots

April 13. Six yards of linen .

April 14. One ounce ?ul. quinine .

April 14. Two weeks' board .

April 14. Bought .S60 gold

April 24. One dozen Catawba wine
April 24. Shad and sundries .

April 24. Matches ....
April 24. Penknife ....
April 24. Package brown Windsor

S20 00

60 00

10 00

135 00

50 00

2,700 00

400 00

700 00

450 00

1,200 00

1,700 00

700 00

6,000 00

900 00

75 00

25 00

125 00

50 00

However, the advocates of free silver and cheap

money tell us that we need not be anxious about the

results of inflation in raising prices in the future. The
conditions have been changed in some magical man-

ner so that the products of the downtrodden farmer

are to rise in price, while the goods of the million-

uaire, the shoemaker or the tailor, which the farmer

needs, are to cost the farmer no more cheap dollars

than they now do honest ones! How skilled in logic

are the astute and disinterested benefactors of their

race who are leading the farmers to set the world's

experience at nought, and vote for such a millennium of

high prices !

The Possibilities of Pharmacy.— According

to a correspondent of the Medical Record of August

Ist, the following prescription carefully filled twice in

one month cured a Chelsea, Mass., patient of a gleet:

E Calsum hypophos 3 iij

Potas. hypophos gr. xxT
Lithier brom 3i
Die. phosphor, acid 3 ii

Fl. ex. nux vomika . . . . . . 3iss
" hydrasters . . . . . . 5vi
" haramemelis 3vi
" cann. indiea 3iss
" gelseminumi 3i
" gentiern 3ij
" chim. ophila 3ij

Oil of morrus 3 iv

Aq. dastil,

Syr. symplercis aa ad 3 xxxij

M. Too teaspoonfnls in water one-halt hour before meals

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

AccTE Infectious Diseases in Boston. — Dur-

ing the week ending at noon, August 19, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease:

diphtheria 51, scarlet fever 14, measles 18, typhoid

fever 30.

Haverhill City Hospital Examination.— A
competitive examination for the position of house officer

to the City Hospital, Haverhill, Mass., will be held at

11a. m., Wednesday, August 26th, at the office of

Dr. J. F. Croston, No. 83 Emerson Street, Haverhill.

Applicants may address Dr. M. D. Clarke, Haverhill,

Chairman of the Staff.

A Hospital for Proctor, Vt. — The new cot-

tage hospital at Proctor, Vt., was formally opened on

August 8th. It is a modern building, a short distance

from the centre of the town and arranged to accom-

modate ten patients. The first story has an accident

and operating room thoroughly equipped with modern
surgical furnishings. One of the wards is also on

this floor. The domestic and executive arrangements

are all in the second story. The hospital has been
built and equipped by the Proctor Marble Company ;

and while primarily intended for such of the employ-

ees as may need its services, it is to be open to any
persons in the village. The management has been

placed in the hands of a committee of townspeople.

The district nursing in the town, which is already

completely established, is now to be done from the

hospital by its training-school. The attending physi-

cians thus far appointed are Drs. J. M. Hamilton, of

Proctor, and H. H. Swift, of Pittsford.

NEW YORK.

Death of Professor Prentiss. — Professor

Albert Nelson Prentiss, who, since the foundation of

Cornell University, in 1868, has occupied the chair of

botany, died at Ithaca on August 14th. In 1871 his

essay on " The Mode of the Natural Distribution of

Plants over the Surface of the Earth " received the

first Walker prize offered by the Boston Society of

Natural History.
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POISON-IVY.

There is a well-known poisoDous shrub called poi-

son-ivy {rhus toxicodendron or poison oak) of whose
pernicrous effects many who frequent the beaches and

woods at this season have experience, and which causes

a pretty severe form of dermatitis. The shrub is from
one to three feet high, and grows in woods, fields, aud
along fences from Canada to Georgia. It is one of the

worst pests of our beaches. The juice applied to the

skin frequently produces inflammation and vesication
;

and the same poisonous property is possessed by a

volatile principle which escapes from the plant itself.

There are certain persons who are peculiarly suscepti-

ble to this poison, and who, if they come near to an

vy shrub with or without contact are almost certain

o have a violent erysipelatous iuHammation of the

whole body. The disease usually begins in the hands

from which it spreads ; the face is seldom spared, and

the swelling is often sufficient to obliterate the features.

Vesicles, pustules and even abscesses have followed,

aud instances are on record where the eruption has

lasted for several weeks, with great itching, smarting,

and even pain, aud for a part of the time with high

fever. Some persons can handle the ivy with impu-

nity, and there is a wide diflference in susceptibility to

its influence.

Our object in bringing this familiar subject before

our readers is to call attention to a nuisance of our

beaches and groves and other places of summer resort.

This plant is one easy of extirpation, and it would

seem that local boards of health might reasonably take

measures for suppression of the evil in all places under

their jurisdiction.

STATE AND PREVENTIVE MEDICINE.

In bis address as Chairman of the Section on State

Medicines at the meeting of the American Medical

Association, Dr. Shepard took up the possibilities of

preventive medicine, and the innumerable points at

which the true State medical care, which should be pre-

ventive rather than remediable, touches daily life.

'•The ideal physician would be the State physician,

whose position and income assured would enable him
to devote his entire time and best powers in seeking

the highest interests of the community in the pre-

vention of disease. For ages men have sought for a

panacea. . . . Strive as we may, we are convinced

that never will a remedy be found to obviate the pen-

alty sure to be enacted by violated law. Preventive

medicine will teach people how to live, and their ig-

norance and panaceas will die a natural ileath. Tliis

is worthy of the earnest attention of the ablest

minds, and will produce most important results. The
loss of time on mere effects, instead of the original

causes of disease is like giving attention to the

branches, instead of striking at tlie root of the deadly

upas tree."

After somewhat cursorily reviewing the progress

of preventive medicine from the time of Moses, he

speaks of some of the needs and benefits of the pres-

ent day. In his opinion the adulteration of food

should condemn the doers far dowu into the tenth pit

of the eighth circle. He says : " Of all the liars in

existence, none are worse than those who advertise to

furnish food or medicine and really deal out that which
is bound to cause disease and leave ruin in its path.

If there was a soul above filthy lucre in the patent-

medicine vender there would be none of this."

There will be no nicotine neuroses in the future;

for, '' If ever our people are to be redeemed from the

thraldom and uumitigated aud unlimited curse of to-

bacco using, it must come from the teachings of pre-

ventive medicine.
" If ever legislation regarding public questions

shall be elevated above the plane of practical politics

or personal gain, we may obtain some results that will

help to promote the best interests of the commu-
nity. . . .

" Let us bear in mind that we are responsible for

this condition of things, that it is every physician's

duty to take an active and intelligent part in all politi-

cal matters, and not leave them to the ignorant and
vicious. AVheu this is thoroughly carried out, and
direct legislation comes in, a new era will be inaugu-
rated. . . .

" Unfortunately, outside of the medical profession,

but comparatively few minds are possessed of a prac-

tical knowledge of sanitary matters. Hence the

necessity of continually reiterating aud disseminating

what many of us consider the most commonplace
truths, until their full acceptance shall render our laud

a sanitary Eden."

GOLDSMITH AND TRINITY 'COLLEGE.

Dr. George Mullins, writing from Sidney, Aus-
tralia, to the Journal of the American Medical Associa-

tion,^ in reference to the medical career of Oliver

Goldsmith, says

:

" The Rev. Dr. Stubbs, in his ' History of the Uni-
versity of Dublin,' published in 1889, gives in an
appendix, some university records of well-known mem-
bers of the college during the seventeenth and eigh-

teenth centuries, from which I extract the following

passages: 'It may be interesting to inquire what the

college records inform us as to the undergraduate
career of the eminent men who were educated in

Trinity Collt;ge during the first two centuries of its

university work. It must be remembered that no
records of terms or examinations during the first cen-

tury of the college have been preserved. The Senior
Lecturer's books, which contain an account of the at-

tendance of the students at the term examinations, and
of their answering, were not kept until the middle of

the eighteenth century. The old Senior Lecturers,

however, tilled up in their own handwriting a series of

books in which were entered tiie names and the Chris-

tian names of all who were admitted into the college

as students, the names and professions of their fathers,

the place of their own birth, their own age at entrance,

the date of tlieir admission, the name of the school-

master who had educated them, and of their college

tutors. The oldest of these books which remains

begins in January, 1637-8, and continues to Novem-
ber, 1644. The entries then ceased, aud they were
not resumed until January, 1652, from which day to

the present there is a continued record of the admis-

sion of students.' Then follows a list of the most
uotable students of the college: 'Goldsmith, Oliver,

August 8, 1696.
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admitted as Sizar 1744, aged 14 years; son of the

Rev. Charles Goldsmith ; born in Westmeath ; edu-

cated by Mr. Hughes ; college tutor, Mr. Wilder,

B.A. 1750.' He was the celebrated poet, and the

author of the ' Vicar of Wakefield.' As this entry was

made during Goldsmith's stay in the college, there is

every reason to believe that the statements it contains

are correct."

THE SLOWNESS OF OBTAINING PRACTICE.

The prolonged and disheartening waiting for pa-

tients which the young physician undergoes is prover-

bial. In the present day it seems more difficult than

ever for one not especially aided to obtain a start.

But it is not a new story, and there may be some en-

couragement for the younger members of the profes-

sion in the account by Matthew Baillie, Physician Ex-
traordinary to George III, in a brief autobiog-

raphy of his early years of practice.' It is also an

example, which is perhaps not needed so much, of en-

gaging in matrimony upon a basis of education and

expectancy. He says :

" At the time of my marriage, and indeed, for several

years afterwards, I had scarcely any business as a physi-

cian. At the end of the first four years, after I was ap-

pointed physician to St. George's Hospital, I did not make
more thiin £100 per annum. In the course of three or

four years more I began to feel that I might ultimately suc-

ceed as a physician, for I was then making five or si,x hun-

dred pounds in the year. About this time Dr. Pitcairn,

an intimate and very kind friend, was seized with a spit-

ting of blood one night when he was stepping into bed, and
sent for me in the morning. I shall never forget the calm-

ness with which his note was worded, and the quietness of

his appearance when I saw him. He was perfectly calm,

altho' he must have thought that this symptom was the

beginning of a fatal disorder. I attended him while this

symptom continued, and when he went to Portugal on ac-

count of his health, he recommended, without any solicita-

tion or knowledge on my part, a great many patients to me.

Dr. Pitcairn was then in the height of his reputation and
business, and his recommendation was of the greatest use

to me. No considerable assistance was ever given me
from any other quarter. Dr. Hunter died before I had
finished my medical education, and Mr. Hunter died when
I was so young a physician that no effectual assistance

could be given me. Dr. Denman was always verj' kind,

and inclined to assist me as much as he could, but what he
could do was chiefly in his own line of practice, and his in-

terest was therefore almost entirely employed in advancing
his other son-in-law.

" In about a year after Dr. Pitcairn went abroad my
business began to increase very rapidly, and in the course

of a few years became quite overwhelming. I was em-
ployed daily from six o'clock in the morning till past

eleven o'clock at night (except a short interval at dinner)

in seeing patients and in writing answers to letters, and
some patients were often left unseen, whose cases were not

urgent, and many were declined altogether. This state of

business continued for about twelve years, and although
for some years I was several months in the country in

autumn, yet my health became at length very mucli dilapi-

dated, and I had nearly sunk altogether under excessive

labor and great anxiety of mind. It became necessary,

therefore, to come to some resolution about myself, either

to give up business altogether, or to circumscribe it within

the powers of my constitution. I chose the latter ])lan,

and confined myself to giving opinions, and attending in

consultations. Since that time my health has consider-

ably improved. I hope that I may be allowed to say, for

' Tbe Practitioner, July, 1890.

the circumstances can only be known to myself, that I

never in a single instance applied, either directly or indir-

ectly, to be a physician to any family or individual, and
that I never employed any means, either directly or indi-

rectly, to lessen the confidence of a family or individual in

the medical practitioner whom they were accustomed to

employ. The first I thought in some degree below the

dignity of a liberal profession, and the other I thought
morally wrong."

A WRY-NECKED FAMILY.

Dr. Hilton Thompson reports ' an interesting

series of four <3a8e8 of wry-neck in the same family,

though there is nothing in the family history to sug-

gest a cause for it.

The first patient, now the most severely affected,

had torticollis in childhood, but does not know the

date of its commencement. When fourteen years of

age she had chorea, but there is no history of rheuma-
tism. After this date the torticollis became more
marked. As regards her present condition there is

well-marked torticollis. The right shoulder is pulled

up. There are tonic contractions of all the muscles of

the left side of the neck and frequent jerking contrac-

tions of the erector spince muscles. The muscles of

the right side of the neck are hypertrophied and are

much larger than those of the affected side. There
are jerking choreiform movements of the muscles of

the face and great difficulty in speaking and swallow-

ing. The limbs are also markedly affected. When
spoken to all the contractions become exaggerated.

Slight movements occur during sleep. Otherwise the

patient is in good general health.

The brother, a strong man of thirty-six, was entirely

well till four years ago, when he began to have twitch-

ing of the face and neck. Six months after this he
noticed that his head was pulled to one side. The
contractions were worse in damp weather; at times he
had a difficulty in speaking. At the present time the

left shoulder is markedly pulled up, and the head is

pulled backwards and rotated to the right. There are

no convulsive movements, but if the affected sterno-

mastoid be taken between the finger and thumb slight

tonic contractions can be felt. The sternomastoid

and trapezius on the affected side are smaller than on
the corresponding side. There is no paralysis or loss

of sensation. His general condition is good.

A second brother's trouble is of only ten weeks'

duration. His head is strongly pulled down towards

his right shoulder, rotated to the left, and extended so

that his face looks upwards and to the left. The
right shoulder is slightly pulled up. The right-sterno-

mastoid, the upper border of the trapezius, and the

levator anguli scapuliB are affected ; these muscles are

slightly hypertrophied.

The last case is a healthy, good-looking girl, eighteen

years of age. She states that for a few months she
has been troubled with involuntary movements of her

head backwards and to the right. At first the move-
ments were very slight and occurred at long intervals,

but lately they had been stronger and more frequent,

and now she notices that her bead is slightly pulled to

the left when she is thinking of something else but
she can always keep it straight by an effort of the

will. The head is at present slightly rotated to the

left and drawn down to the right shoulder.

' Lancet, July 4, 1896.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending August 8th, in Boston, according to

observations furnished b; Sergeant J. W.Smith,of the United
States Signal Corps:—

iBaro- Thermoni- Belative
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•©riginal 31lrticlcitf.

LORENZ'S OPERATION IN CONGENITAL DIS-
LOCATION OF THE HIP.i

BY EDWARD H. BRADFORD, M.P., BOSTON.

The various methods of trealmeDt of congenital dis-

location of the hip may be said at present to be under
investigation. The report of the ultimate results are

of impertance, meaning by the term " ultimate results
"

the results some years after treatment has been aban-

doned. The two methods of treatment at present in

use may be classed, first, as that of stretching, by

mechanical means, of the shortened muscles and liga-

ments, followed by a retention, by means of appliances,

of the limb or limbs in the position newly gained, in

the hope of the formation of an artificial socket suffi-

cienlly strong to sustain the weight of the patient in

subsequent locomotion. The second metliod, namely
the operative, includes both the treatment by forcible

reduction, and the methods of Hoffa, Loreuz and
others, for the establishment of a new acetabulum by
the knife and the curette. At a discussion on the sub-

ject in the Berlin Medical Congress before the Ortho-
pedic Section, the claim was made that no single case

could be found recorded where, ten years after treat-

ment by means of traction, a cure had been established.

The following cases represent the ultimate results in a

few cases several years after treatment by traction :

Case I. A young girl of seventeen, suffering from
congenital dislocation of both hips. At the age of ten

she had undergone treatment by traction efficiently

carried out for nearly a year. Tliis was followed by
the use of a leather corset moulded to the truuk with

the patient in as nearly a correct position as possible,

the lower portion of the corset pressing down u[)on

the trochanters and upon the sacrum, the corset being

kept from riding upwards by means of perineal straps.

Appliances of this sort were worn for several years.

These were discontinued and at present, at the age of

seventeen, the young lady walks with but little pecu-

liarity of gait when she is careful in her locomotion.

The lordosis of the back is not marked when the

patient is dressed, but is noticeable in her bared back.

It cannot, however, be claimed that the results in this

case were effected by treatment to any considerable

extent. The patient is a muscular girl, and by the

use of her muscles, and by training is able to maintain

a fairly correct attitude.

Case II. A girl of the age of fifteen has grown
rapidly in the last three years. At the age of five she

was subjected to treatment by traction for a year ; sub-

sequently, corsets were used. The patient is at pres-

ent not a muscular girl, and walks with a most dis-

tressing limp and with marked lordosis. During the

last year she has gained somewhat in muscular
strength, and is walking better. The course of the

affection has not in any way been altered by the treat-

ment.

Case III. This patient has been reported before

the Orthopedic Association as under treatment by
traction. The treatment was most thorough, and car-

ried out with great care for three years, traction being
employed, no weight being allowed to fall upon the

head of the femur during that time, with attempts to

develop a new socket in the normal position of the

' Kead before tbe JI:i8sacliusett8 .Medical Society, June 9, isoe, and
recomineuded for publication by tbe Society.

acetabulum, and for two years later only an impercep-

tible amount of weight was allowed, the joint being

protected by apparatus, as described in the " Transac-

tions of the American Orthopedic Association," Vol.

IV. A perfect cure was anticipated at this time. At
present the tops of the trochanters are an inch above

the Nelaton line, and are firm in their position, and

are not dislocated backwards. The patient is now
eleven years of age, and has been under gymnastic

treatment for the last three years ; mechanical treat-

ment having been discontinued except the use of a stiff

corset. The patient walks with a fairly good gait,

without the characteristic waddle when her attention

is directed to this; but when tired her gait is charac-

teristic. When the back is bared a marked lordosis

is seen, but when dressed with her corset this is hardly

noticeable. The patient is strong and is developing in

strength. In this instance the most that can be said

of treatment is that an improved position of the heads

of the femur was gained. The trochanters are cer-

tainly lower than at the time treatment was under-

taken, and appear to be firm in their position. The
most that can be claimed is that the patient walks bet-

ter than if no treatment had been undertaken.

Case IV. The following patient, a young lady of

eighteen, presented herself for advice in regard to flat

feet. She was strong and well developed, and had
the characteristic gait of double congenital dislocation.

She had, at the age of five, submitted to thorough

treatment by traction for several years, and a cure

was at the time established, as was thought. At the

age of eight the trochanters were in a normal position.

There was no lordosis, and the patient walked well.

At the time when the patient presented herself to me,

the changes in figure and weight following develop-

ment had taken place, and tiie trochanters were well-

above the Nelaton line, a well-marked dorsal disloca-

tion having been established with resulting lordosis.

In other words, as the patient's weight had increased,

the characteristic deformity had been established.

It would appear, therefore, from these cases that

the most that can be expected from treatment by trac-

tion is an arrest of the development of the deformity,

and in some cases tbe prevention of the worst forms

of this deformity, and that even in some instances

where least expected, after the developments of growth
and weight have been established. Under the circum-

stances it can fairly be questioned whether the surgeon

is justified in subjecting the patient to the tedium of

thorough traction treatment, with confinement in bed
for years, as has been carried out in some of the cases

here reported.

As a substitute for this treatment, the following

simple method has been used. It consists simply of

the use of a traction splint which is made of a modified

Thomas ring knee-splint with a traction attachment.

The patient walks about with this, wearing it night

and day. No weight is thrown upon the acetabulum,

as by muscular exercise the trochauter is brought

down to nearly its normal position. It is thought

that in single congenital dislocation this method would
answer all purposes of expectant treatment. This

method can also be carried out, though less efficiently,

in double congenital dislocation, and certainly is less

irksome to the patient than the expectant methods
hitherto recommended.
The results in this method, judged by four cases in

which it has been tried, seemed as satisfactory as that
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obtained from the tieatnieiit iiivolviiij; coufiiiement in

bed. It caiiuot, however, be said that the results are

eatisfactory or tlie method is scieiitilic.

The use of a stiff corset pressing upon the trochan-

ters, moulded to the shape of the trunlv, and furnished

with perineal straps to prevent the riding of the cor-

set upwards, has been used by a few surgeons, espe-

cially iu Germany. The material of the corset varies

from that of the plaster-of- Paris to leather stiffened

with steel, or, as has been used by llessing and Hoffa,

of steel supports fitted especially to the trunk and
bearing upon the pelvis. Some improvement in the

carriage of a patient is seen, but the method is only

palliative.

OPERATIVE MEASl'RES.

Forcible Correction.— Dr. Post, of this city, fifteen

years ago succeeded under an anesthetic iu reducing a

case of congenital dislocation in a child, em|iloyiug

the methods of manipulation recommended by Dr.

Bigelow. He was unable, however, to retain the

head permanently iu the proper position. This
method is substantially that recommended by Paci of

Italy, but the number of cases iu which it would be

applicable, judging from pathological evidence, is so

limited that the methcd cannot be generally recom-
mended.

hoffa's method.

At the Berlin International Medical Congress,

Iloffa, of AVurzburg, reported the method of operative

treatment which has come into extensive use and is

known by his name. The method consists of Langen-
beck's incision with opening of the capsule from be-

liind, and carefully freeing of the head and neck from
all the capsular attachments. The limb is pulled

down, and an attempt made to place the bead iu the

point where the normal acetabulum should be situated.

This is hollowed out by a sliarp curette, and a new
acetabulum is made iu the normal position. Hoffa
claims that the obstacles to the cure of congenital dis-

location are all in the ligaments and muscles, and that

a thorough division of the attachment of the muscles

about the greater trochanter, together with the deep-

ening of the acetabulum, was sutticient to establish a

cure. He himself has operated with success in a large

number of cases, limiting his operation chiefly to chil-

dren of five years of age. Hoffa's operation has been
extensively performed by other surgeons, notably Kir-

mieson, Karewski, Lorenz, Bilhaut, Koch, Mikulicz,

Broca, Gibney, Burrell, Lovett, Goldtliwait and others ;

but allhough the method is based U|)()n correct patho-

logical principles, it is open to criticism in regard to

surgical technique. The operation has been performed

upon eleven patients at the Children's Hospital since

1892, but in no case has benefit followed the opera-

tion. The operation involves considerable mutilation

of the muscular attachments and a very extensive

dissection. Furthermore it does not divide directly

the parts chieHy concerned in continuing the disloca-

tion, and does divide some of the important tissues

which are not concerned in holiling the head of the

femur in the dislocated position.

lorenz' method.

An examination of a fresh dissection of the case of

congenital dislocation of the hip proves conclusively

that the chief obstacles to the reduction lies not iu

the mnscleg, but in the capsular ligaments and espe-

cially in the anterior bands. (See " Transactions of

the American Orthopedic Association," Vol. VII.)

Unless these shortened tissues are lengthened, it if

impossible to place the head of the femur in the proper

position. These can be divided from the posterior

incision used by Iloffa, but only after a very exten-

sive dissection, and much less directly than if the in-

cisiou is on the anterior surface as recommended by

Lorenz. The success reported by Lorenz, of Vienna,

has been so remarkable that his method deserves care-

ful consideration. Previous to the operation, the pa-

tient is to be submitted to thorough traction in order

to stretch as far as possible the muscular tissues, and

avoid muscular division and injury which necessarily

interferes with the excellence of the ultimate result.

He also desires to avoid during the operation muscular

incision as far as possible. The anterior ban<l8 of the

ileo-femoral ligaments are divided, and such as are not

divided are to be thoroughly stretched during the

operation ; and unless the head of the femur is

brought down to its normal position, the operation is

imperfectly performed. The details of the operation

may be described as follows:

The child should be carefully prepared with anti-

septic precautions, and should be subjected to a treat-

ment of traction of from five to ten pounds for eight

or ten days before the operation. The leg should be

brought into position of slight abduction with a slight

pull downwards; an incision is made which begins

from the anterior superior spine (or a millimetre out-

side to avoid the anterior cutaneous nerve), and should

be continued iu the direction of the outer edge of the

tensor vaginie femoris muscle, six or seven centimetres

downwards and a little outwards. The incision ex-

tends through the subcutaneous tissue to the muscles ;

the small vessels need no ligature. The fascia should

be divided above and down to the anterior border of

the gluteus medius muscle. After the tissues are sep-

arated, the anterior capsule should be laid bare. On
moving the leg the position, size and shape of the

head can be examined. The capsule is then iucised,

the muscles should not be divided, but stretched, ex-

cept that a few fibres may be divided in some instances

to give sufficient room.

OPENING OF THE CAPSULE.

After the capsule has been laid bare, the assistant

moves the leg by twisting it outwards, in order to

stretch the anterior walls of the capsule. The knife

is to be inserted near the anterior inferior spine

through the capsule, until it reaches the head of the

femur. The capsule is then divided in the direction

of the neck until the ridge of the shaft of the femur

is reached. The second division of the capsule crosses

at right angles over the head of the femur. The
lower arm of this cross incision reaches to the inner

border of the rudimentary acetabulum. The head of

the femur can then be brought out, and the ueck

thoroughly felt. The ligameutum teres cau then be

incised, and the acetabulum examined.

SHAPING OF THE HEAD OF THE FEMUR.

This is rarely necessary. Sometimes the neck is

short. Under these circumstances there is nothing to

be done except to free the insertion of the capsule and

to push it back. If there are adhesions between the

head and the capsule they must be separated ; some-
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times an irregular projection must be removed from
the head of the femur.

FORMATION OF THE ARTIFICIAL ACETABULUM.

Boring instruments are to be avoided. The bayo-

net-shape curette is preferable to the straight one

with the cup at the side and not at the end of the

shank. The curette must be used more as a knife

and less as an instrument for boring, and should be

sharp at the edge. It is of the greatest importance

that there should be sufficient size and depth to the new
acetabulum.

REPOSITION OF THE HEAD OF THE FEMUR.

When the acetabulum is made sufficiently large,

the head is to be put in its proper place. It will be

frequently found that the head cannot be pulled down
sufficiently to lie under the upper edge of the aceta-

bulum without force; under these circumstances the

limb should be pulled down slowly and gradually, using

considerable force. If it cannot be placed in a proper

position, the business of the operator should be to find

out the obstruction. It is frequently caused by the

capsule covering of the acetabulum not being suffi-

ciently opened. Sometimes a fold of the capsule in-

terposes, or the entrance of the acetabulum is too

small. After the reduction has taken place, it must
be tested for its solidity, and the limb must be moved
iu various directions. If this is not satisfactory, the

acetabulum must be made deeper. If the position of

the limb (owing to the defect from a curve of the

shaft) is a bad one after the operation, the correction

of the deformity may be left to a later osteotomy.

There is no need of suturing the cut ca|isule, but the

incised skin is sewn with catgut. The patient is

placed in a plaster bandage without tractiou.

The steps of the operation may be mentioned as

follows

:

The preparatory pulling of the head dowuwards.
Section of the skin and laying bare of the capsule,

separation of the fascia between the posterior head of

the tensor vaginie femoris and the anterior edge of

the gluteus medius without injury of the flexor muscles.

The opening of the anterior border of the capsule by
means of a T insertion, which spares as far as possi-

ble the capsule covering the acetabulum.

Shaping of the neck and head of the femur, in

rare instances.

Deepening the acetabulum.

Re-position of the head.

Placing of the limb in a slight position of abduc-

tion.

The brilliant success reported by Lorenz iu over

200 cases is sufficient to justify the attention of the

surgical world. The method involves much less

mutilation than that of Hoffa, and is applicable to

older cases.

The accompanying three cases are of interest in

this connection :

Case I. J. L., a girl of seven years, was operated

upon in October, 1895.

Case II. A. J., a girl of four, was operated upon
iu February, 1896.

Case III. X. Y., a girl of three, was operated
upon in March, 1896.

In the first of these cases the anterior incision was
more free than according to the method descriljed by
Lorenz. No difficulty was met in placing the head of

the femur into the acetabulum. The patient was
treated after the operation by traction, and a tractiou

splint applied. At the end of six months the traction

splint was removed, and the patient allowed to walk.

The head of the femur remained firmly in the new
acetabulum. In the two succeeding cases no traction

treatment was applied after the operation, the head of

the femur was placed firmly in the deepened socket;

plaster-of-Paris was applied to the partial abducted

limb and secured in that position. At the end of six

weeks the patients were allowed to walk, and at the

present time are walking about freely ; the beads of

the femora remaining firmly in the sockets, although

before the operation they were upon the dorsum. In

the first instance no appreciable shortening exists

after the operation, although ov«r an inch was present

before. In the second the shortening, before opera-

tion, of an inch was present. After operation a slight

shortening of a quarter of an inch is to be seen, due
either to a lack of perfection in the making up of the

new acetabulum, or to a shortening of the neck of the

femur.

The healing of the wound was rapid, without any
interference. Motion at the joint became marked on

removal of the plastei-of-Paris bandage— three

weeks after the operation.

These results, though recent, correspond with those

reported by Lorenz, which have been tested as to per-

manency by several years' use, and may be regarded

as confirming, as far as they go, his experience.

At a recent meeting of the American Orthopedic

Association, Lorenz submitted a communication rec-

ommending the treatment of congenital dislocation by

means of non-operative tractiou, but applied iu a dif-

ferent method from that hitherto used and designed

so as to stretch the anterior bands of the capsular

ligaments more thoroughly thau can be done by ordi-

nary traction. The result of this method is useful

only in cases of very young children, and the value

of this method is yet to he determined ; for older

cases Lorenz's method of operation recommends itself

as safe and curative.

TREATMENT OF DISEASES OTHER THAN
DIPHTHERIA BY ANTITOXINS.'

BY HtXKY JACKSON, M.D., BOSTON.

During the last few years, and notably in the last

two years, great advances have been made in the

treatment of diseases dependent upon the growth of

bacteria. From reports received from all parts of the

world and corroborated by practical experience iu

private practice in Boston and in the contagious hospi-

tal of this city, we have reason to believe that at last

we control a specific capable of curing diphtheria if

applied early in the disease and iu the proper manner.

A comparison of the death-rate from diphtheria at the

Boston City Hospital during the last year with that

of preceding years, is the most eloquent testimony

that can be given of the brilliaut and successful labors

of Dr. H. C. Ernst as superintendeut of the city labor-

atory for the production of diphtheria antitoxin.

Tlie application of antitoxin iu the treatment of dis-

ease is the result of long-continued, patient, logical

work in the pathological and bacteriological labora-

' Reail before the Massacliuselts Medical Society, Jane 9, !(>%, and
recommended for publication by the Society.
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tories of France, Germany and Italy ; just now it is of

importance to properly consider the sources from

which we have gained this powerful aid in the treat-

ment of disease, as the advance of science has been

threatened by the crusade of the autivivisectionists,

undoubtedly of good intentions though in their judg-

ment led sadly astray.

It is difficult to decide definitely to which investiga-

tor the final honors are due, as so many have by their

labors added something to the final successful issue of

the work. Recently the French government has most

honorably divided between Hehring and Roux a sum
of money awarded in consideration of the discovery of

the diphtheria antitoxin.

We have as yet no definite proof as to what an

autitosiu is. It is prx)duced in the body of an ani-

mal that has successfully resisted a disease produced

by a bacterium, for instance the bacterium x. If this

antitoxin is injected into a healthy animal it renders

the animal immune against inoculation with the bac-

terium X ; further, if the animal is already suffering

from a disease produced by the bacterium x it may be

cured by the injection of a proportionally much larger

quantity of antitoxin. Tiiere are two theories as to

the therapeutic action of antitoxins: (1) that the anti-

toxin bj' chemical reaction neutralizes the toxine pro-

duced by the bacterium ; (2) that it by some unknown
property enables the cells to resist the action of the

toxine. The amount of antitoxin necessary to pro-

tect or cure an animal increases by geometrical pro-

gression with the time elapsed since the inoculation.

That is, a small amount of antitoxin is sufficient to

render an animal immune to the action of the bac-

terium X, whereas a very large amount is necessary

to cure an animal suffering from an advanced form of

a disease caused by the same bacterium.

Practically, the results which we may hope for from

the therapeutic use of the antitoxins are the preven-

tion of further action by the bacteria, and the arrest

of pathological processes set up by the action of the

bacteria. To take diphtheria as an example: after

the injection of a sufficient amount of antitoxin the

membrane does not as a rule spread ; the toxemia pro

duced by the growth of the bacilli does not increase in

severity, and unless the individual is already too much
affected there follows recovery. But, on the other

hand, the antitoxin apparently produces no effect upon

pathological processes already induced by the bacilli

;

hence it has not been the experience that paralysis is

less frequent since the introduction of antitoxin, in

some clinics more frequent, probably in that more re-

cover. It is important to bear this in mind when we
come to consider what we may hope for from sero

therapy in tetanus ; we cannot expect to cure centra

nervous lesions already produced by the action of the

tetanus bacillus, but only to prevent at most the

further invasion of healthy parts by the bacilli.

Experimental work was begun on diphtheria and

tetanus at about the same time, tetanus being the first

subject taken up. Soon after, in 1892 and 1893,

Klemperer published his researches as to the treat-

ment of pneumonia by sero-therapy ; he succeeded in

rendering mice immune to inoculation with the pneu-

mococcus by injecting the serum of dogs that had re-

covered from inoculation with the pneumococcus.

The serum which he produced also possessed certain

but not marked curative properties. He reported in

1893 the treatment of six cases of pneumonia in the

human subject with serum, and obtained results that

led him to consider the method advantageous. Mosny,
Bonone, Emmerich and Pausini obtained practically

the same results as Klemperer in animal experimenta-

tion, but as yet no results of practical importance have

been obtained in the treatment of pneumonia in man.

In 1894 Hughes and Carter reported the injection of

the serum of patients just recovered from pneumonia

in ten cases ; they had no reason to consider the treat-

ment efficacious. Theoretically, such results seemed

to me such as we should expect, as from analogy we
could not expect to materially affect a lung already

diseased by the employment of an antitoxin serum;
we should be able to prevent the spreading of the dis-

ease to areas not already affected.

Important work has been done as to the tieatment

of tetanus, and on the whole the results are such as to

encourage us to further experimentation in this line.

In the last year much work has been accomplished

in the diseases produced by the streptococcus, though

this and the treatment of tuberculosis by sero-therapy

must still be considered as in the experimental stage.

The only important factor as to the etiology of this

disease which can be drawn from the writings of the

older surgeons are, first, that it is more apt to follow

lesion of the extremities, caused b)- crushing or tear-

ing, and second, that it is more commonly found in

wounds which have been contaminated with earth or

dust. Thus Barou Larrey reports one hundred cases

of tetanus after a battle, in which many of the wounded
had lain on the battlefield through a cold and stormy

night.

Three hundred and ninety-five cases of tetanus—
injuries of extremities 84 per cent. Gushing gives

128 cases— injury of extremities in 110. In our late

war— 28,000 injuries of foot or hand; 94 cases of

tetanus.

Recent investigation as to the cause of tetanus offer

an explanation of this clinical observation, iu that the

tetanus bacillus is an organism widely distributed in

garden earth, the dust of streets, and iu dusty places.

Two Italian physicians in 1884, Carle and Rattone,

first established experimentally the transmissibility,

and therefore the infectious nature of tetanus ; rabbits

inoculated from a case of human tetanus died of the

disease. They demonstrated the infectious nature,

but nut the infective agent of tetanus. In 1885 Nico-

laier found that garden earth produced the disease iu

animals, and obtained impure cultures of great viru-

lence.

In 188G Roseuback produced tetanus in animals by

inoculating them with a bit of tissue from a man dead

of tetanus ; he found and named them "drum-stick"

bacilli of tetanus iu the tissues of the man and in the

animal ; his cultures were not pure, but were virulent.

Many experimenters confirmed these observations.

In 1889 Kitasato obtained pure cultures of the

tetanus bacilli, having destroyed otlier organisms pres-

ent by the application of a temperature of 80° Cent. ;

his description of the bacilli is accurate and stands

to-day unmodified.

The tetanus bacilli grow by spore formation, hence

it is difficult to kill them. Experiments have shown

that boili-ug for five minutes destroys the spores of

tetanus, while they are resistant to strong chemical

reagents.
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The practical conclusion for the surgeon can be

drawn, that instruments should be sterilized by boiling,

as unfortunately tetanus is not unknown as a sequel of

surjiical operations, and has been observed where heal-

Roux and Vaillard assert that at the moment of the

first onset of tetanic symptoms there is already a suffi-

cient amount of toxine in the system to kill the animal.

As a whole, the experiments on animals as to the
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The practical coDclusion for the surgeon can be

drawn, that instruments should be sterilized by boiling,

as unfortunately tetanus is not unknown as a sequel of

surgical operations, and has been observed where heal-

ing by first intention has taken place, showing the

absence of the ordinary pus-producing organisms.

December 4, 1895, Behring and Kitasato published an

article in the DeuUch. Med. Woch. on "The Origin of

Immunity to Diphtheria and Tetanus in Animals."

The work whicii led up to this article was based on

the theory that acquired immunity depended ui)on

some property of the blood serum, and that a chemical

property, in opposition to the previously entertained

theories as to tlie importance of the cellular elements

of the .blood in combating disease. They claim not

only to render animals immune to tetanus, but to cure

the disease already established. In this article an im-

portant point is demonstrated, namely, that the serum

of an immune animal, what we now call " antitoxin,"

would destroy a virulent culture if the two were mixed

in the proportion of 1-5 c. c. In Volume XII of the

Zeitschrift fiir Hygiene, published in 1892, are several

articles by Behring, Schutz and Kitasato, continuing

and elaborating their work on immunity and the thera-

peutic effects of blood serum. Large animals are ren-

dered immune by injecting cultures of tetanus whose

virulence has been reduced by the addition of chemicals,

either the tri-chloride of iodine or Gram's solution of

iodine and iodide of potash. Behring again asserts

that the curative serum will cure an advanced tetanus

of animals. Tizzoni and Catani, in \.\x& Cent, fiir Bad.
(Vol. IX, pp. 180 and 685), review Behring's work, and

give their methods for producing antitoxin. They are

sceptical as to the curative effect of the serum, if the

tetanus has reached an advanced stage. In the latter

article we first find a chemical analysis of antitoxin,

from which we may say :

(1) It is an albuminoid body, as shown by the fact

that its power is destroyed at a temperature of 68°

Cent., and not affected by a temperature of 60°.

(2) It cannot be dialysed.

(3) Mineral acids and alkalies destroy it.

(4) An alcoholic precipitate dried in vacuo retains

all the properties of the original serum.

Roux and Vaillard (Annates de VInstitut Pasteur,

February, 1893) present a most important article.

They obtained a powerful serum, estimating its strength,

according to Behring's method, as 1 to 1,000,000 ; that

is, 1 c. c. of the serum is capable of rendering immune
1,000,000 grammes weight of mice.

They succeeded by increasing doses in producing a

serum in the horse of a protective power of 1 to

10,000,000.

All observers agree as to the possibility of rendering

animals immune to tetanus. It is otherwise as to the

curative properties of the serum. Tizzoni and Catani,

Kitasato and Roux and Vaillard, do not succeed in

curing animals, as was so enthusiastically claimed by

Behring. Furthermore, Behring in the Zeitschrift fiir

Hygiene (Vol. XIII, p. 193), gives in detail many ex-

periments as to the curative value of the serum. The
minimal fatal dose of toxine was determined. If the

dose of toxine employed was 100 times the minimal fatal

dose, the quantity of serum necessary to render the ani-

mal immune was increased not 100, but 10,000 times.

Further, they found that when mice received twice the

fatal dose no curative treatment was of avail if applied

twelve hours after the onset of tetanic symptoms.

Roux and Vaillard assert that at the moment of the

first onset of tetanic symptoms there is already a suffi-

cient amount of toxine in the system to kill the animal.

As a whole, the experiments on animals as to the

curative value of serum do not lead us to expect brill-

iant and unfailing results in the treatment of tetanus

in man. Such results might be expected, as I have

stated before that, so far as we can judge, the actiou

of an antitoxin is to prevent the further spread of a

disease, and not to cure already established pathologi-

cal processes.

In drawing conclusions as to the curative value of a

treatment in tetanus, we must consider several factors

of importance in forming a prognosis in cases of

tetanus. It may he acute, chronic or subacute. The
mortality of acute tetanus, calculated from a large

number of cases, may be estimated as 80-90 per cent.

;

chronic, 50 per cent. The longer the period of incu-

bation, the less the mortality ; also, the longer the

duration of the disease after the onset of symptoms
the better is the prognosis. The chances are mucli

improved if the patient lives five days.

As to the prognosis of tetanus, the following data

may be quoted :

KiCHTEli.
Incubation,

1 to 6 days

6 to 10 days

11 to 15 days
15 to '-'0 days

over 20 days

Roland.
Incubation.

1 to 5 days
6 to 10 days
lU to 20 days
over 20 days

Cases
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disease was very mild, the lirst being tlie uou-trauoiatic

case wliicli followed exposure.

Cases "22 aud 23 were both acute, in that the syiup-

toms were severe, the initial proguosis was bad, and
the physicians iu charge felt that the cure was depeu-
deiit uiion the use of antitoxin, lu the cai^es with an
iucubation of ten to (iftcen days, iu four iustances the

disease lasted eleveu to nineteen days before the

specilic treatment was instituted ; in the others an
average of live days.

Iu Case 3 the convulsions were severe, reaching 85
iu a day ; treatment was begun on the tifteenth day,

and there was at first no appreciable effect from the

injections.

lu Case 26 there was cyanosis, the spasms were
severe, and the prognosis appeared bad ; improvement
followed the injections, and was apparently due to

them.

lu Case 32 the incubation was fifteen days, the

prodromata were long, but the symptoms severe on
the tenth day, when specific treatment was begun

;

improvement followed the injections, was marked iu

forty-eight hours, aud the cure was attributed to the

injections.

lu live cases the incubation was fifteen to tweuty
days, iu two casts ten and thirteen days respectively

elapsed before treatment, aud in the others an aver-

age of three days. None of the cases are described

as severe.

In all the cases with au incubation period of twenty-

four (two caMis), liiirtyeight aud forty-two days re-

spectively, the course was chronic, aud no very

marked effect was attributed to the treatment.

Through the kindness of Dr. VVithiugtou I had the

pleasure of seeing Case 44 (reported by him in detail

in the JSosloti Medical and Surgical Journal, 181)6, p.

53). In my table I have put down the iucubation as

six days, with trismus on the thirteenth day, as ou
the sixth day she first complained of difficulty iu

opeuiug her mouth, at first supposed to be hysteri-

cal.

The prodromata were long, but the symptoms really

terrific when the disease reached its height ou the

uiueteenth day, aud injections of Gibier's serum were
used. Coincident with the treatment improvement
began. 1 think that no one who had seen such a

case could allow a patient to die of tetanus without

giving him the benefit of a trial of antitoxin.

Such are the data from which we cau form au opin-

iou. The total mortality is considerably below the

average for even chronic cases ; the curative value of

antitoxin is not proven either by experiments on ani-

mals or by clinical experience. From analogy we
have no reason to fear serious effects from the use of

the tetanus antitoxiu. Taken all in all, we should

give a patient with tetanus the beuefit of the doubt,

aud use the remedy. It cau never be cheap, as in the

first place it is most difficult to make, leaving out of

consideration the danger to the man who works with

such a deadly poison, aud secondly its use is limited as

the disease is rare.

8TUEPTOCOCCUS INFECTION.

Id the last year preliminary reports have been
made as to the use of protective and curative serum
iu various diseases dependent upon iufeptiou with the

streptococcus.

Marmorek, working under lioux and Metchuikoff

at the Pasteur Institute, has published the most im-

portant work. His object was to obtain a curative

serum. His attention was first directed to obtaining

a medium that would preserve intact the virulence of

a culture of the streptococci, as they soon become
inert when cultivated in the ordinary laboratory

media. His choice of media is as follows:

1. Huinuii serum *i parts, bouillon 1 part.

2. Ascitic liuiii 1 part, bouillon 2 pane.
'A. Serum of ass or mule '1 parts, bouillon 1 part.

4. Serum of horse 'i parts, bouillon 1 part.

These media preserve but do uot iucrease the viru-

lence of a culture.

Secondly, to render his animals immune to a de-

gree sufiicienl to produce a curative serum, h^ wished
to obtain cultures of great and definite virulence.

Marmorek started with a culture from a case of false

memlirane in the throat, and by successive inoculation

of rabbits obtained a culture of such virulence that au
amount so minute as to contain but a single germ suf-

ficed to kill a rabbit in a few hours. This dilution he

speaks of as the limite physique, as if more diluted it

could not be used, as one would uot be likelv to find

even a single coccus iu the amount injected.

Marmorek states that it is his opinion that the

streptococcus formed iu various pathological processes

in man is one and the same, differing only iu grade of

virulence, and iu proof thereof offers the experimen-
tal fact that streptococci from various processes aud
of varying grades of virulence may, by successive cul-

tivation in the bodies of animals, all be brought to a

point of virulence identical, all producing in animals

an acute streptococcus sejiticemia. Various bio-

logical characteristics he considers dependent on the

media in which the organisms grow, and interchange-

able with change of medium and condition of growth.

Marmorek renders animals immune iu practically the

same manner as his predecessor iu a similar line of

work, lu horses he begins with a small injection of

a highly virulent culture, practically doubles the dose

at each injection until at the end of six months from
600 c. c. to 1,000 c. c. are injected. The horse serum
cannot be used for four weeks after the last injec-

tion.

Following the suggestion of Roux be rendered

horses immune to diphtheria, immune to streptococcus

infection, and found them less susceptible than horses

uot treated with diphtheria toxiue.

Many diseases iu man are caused by streptococci,

or essential and important complications are depen-

dent upon secondary infectiou with this germ. Ery-

sipelas, various pbleomonous processes, throat diseases,

broncho-pneumonia, the ofteu severe complications

of dijihtheria, scarlet fever and pulmonary tubercu-

losis.

Marmorek reports numerous experiments upon
man.

ERYSIPELAS.

Four hundred and thirteen cases. Mortality 3.87

per cent., previously 5 per cent. Taking a series of

165 cases of erysipelas alone, without complications

o£ other diseases, mortality 1.2 per cent. As a re-

sult of the use of the serum Marmorek gives the fol-

lowing advantages : improvement iu the general con-

dition, fall of temperature, local improvement.
Dose 10 c. c. daily, or iu very severe cases 20 c. c.

Occasionally erythema follows the injection.
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PUERPERAL FEVER.

Fifteen cases of puerperal fever.

Streptococcus infection alone, mortality ... 7

.Streptococcus infection wilb colon bacillus, mortality 3 . 3

Streptococcus infection with aureus, mortality 2 . . 2

As an infection process may be a complex process,

as seen in eight of these cases, the importauce is

shown of an exact bacteriological diagnosis in esti-

mating the value of a treatment based upon specilic

curative measures.

PHLEGMONS.

Ten pure streptococcus. lu all rapid improvement.

Post-operative infection in a case of vaginal li3ster-

ectomj' with favorable results.

The compound serum from horses immunized

against diphtheria and streptococcus infection is re-

ported by Marmorek, and in use at the Hopital aux

Enfauts Malades, with favorable results. He gives

no details or statistics.

Denys and Leclef report the use of borse serum in

various streptococcus diseases of man. Peritonitis

following laparotomy, three cases, two rapid recover-

ies ;
pyemia, two cured quickly, one recovered ulti-

mately. Gromakowsky, independently of Marmorek,

made experiments with rabbits, and succeeded in ob-

taining a curative and immunizing serum that he

tried with benefit in two men.

April 10, 1896, at the meeting of the Obstetrical

Society of France, the treatment of puerperal sejUi-

cemia by sero-therapy was discussed, and Ciiarpentier

reported 40 cases collected from the practice of his

colleagues. Mortality 42 per cent. The general

opinion was that tiie success was not brilliant, or at

present such as to warrant much coulidence, further

that it was not proven as harmless.

SCARLET FEVER.

Marmorek has used antistreptococcic serum in

scarlet fever. His reasons are that, though the etio-

logical factor in scarlet fever is unknown, the severe

complications, as otitis puruleuta, nephritis, endocar-

ditis and pseudo-membranous angina are due to the

streptococcus. Scarlet fever without these dangerous

complications would not be a serious disease.

One hundred and three cases entered, seven were

not treated. In 9G cases, a serum of 1-30,000 was

used in doses of 10 c. c. In all the cases streptococci

were found; 17 were complicated with diphtheria, and

were treated with the double serum, four being fatal
;

10 c. c. serum were injected daily till the temperature

fell, or if complications arose. The most marked ef-

fect was in cases with enlarged glands, 19 cases with-

out suppuration. There was one case of mild otitis,

four entered with otitis, but rapidly recovered.
" One or two injections sufficed to cure a nephritis

if it appeared." Marmorek considers it of real ad-

vantage. No evil results. The mortality is not

given. Baginsky made use of se? um supplied by

Marmorek, and gives the following ktter from Koux
as to the serum :

" Nothing authorizes you to consider

that the serum has any efficacy in the i-carlet fever it-

self ; but a certain number of observations permit us

to believe that it has a favorable intlueiice on the cotu-

plications due to the streptococcus, and so common in

scarlet fever."

Baginsky treated 48 cases ; several had enlargiii

glands which went on to suppuration. The mortality

was 14 per cent. ; previous mortality 22-30 per cent.

Baginsky, in resume merely says that the results were
not more unfavorable than in jirevious years.

[Of 646 cases at the Boston City Hospital, the

mortality was 63, or 9.4 per cent.]

A serum from horses rendered immune to diphtheria

and the streptococcus, is advertised for sale at the Pas-

teur Institute in New York, made by Gibier. I have
not seen reports as to its use.

TUBERCULOSIS.

As this disease is the arch enemy of man, we al-

ways look with hope towards a treatment which may
help us to control its ravages. In considering any
treatment, however, we must remember two factors :

many cases recover under proper, general, hygienic

treatment. The pathologist shows us that in from
20-25 per cent, of autopsies performed for diseases

not associated with tuberculosis, we find evidence of a

healed tuberculosis as demonstrated by cicatrices or

cheesy deposits at the apices of the lungs, or cheesy

bronchial glands. Rienzi, of Naples, reports 22 cases

treated by Maragliano's method.

1 0.0. serum every second day, for 10 days.

1 c. c. serum every day for In days.

2 c. c. serum every day for 10 days.

Rienzi divides his case as follows : (a) Seven cases

with circumscribed infiltration ; (6) Eight cases with

diffuse signs, both lungs ; (c) Seven cases with ad-

vanced cavity formation.

lu general, marked improvement in first class and a

part of the second class, as evidenced by increased

appetite, gain in weight, diminution of general dis-

turbance, bacilli and amount of sputum. In 10 signs

diminished, in five no change, and in seven increased;

the last all belonging to the third class. Other favor-

able cases have been reported b}' Italian observers.

Bernheim reports encouraging results, injecting 1-3

c. c. of serum from immunized animals ; the treat-

ment being continued for from three to six months.
Paul Paquin reported at the American Medical Asso-
ciation experiments with serum based on similar prin-

ciples. He used the blood serum of immunized horses.

His reports are favorable ; of 22 cases treated in an
almshouse, all showed improvement, and none had
died at the time of the report. In all a gain of lil to

22 lbs. Paquin believes the gain to be due to the

specific effect of the serum used, in that the social and
hygienic surroundings of the patients were not favor-

able to improvement on psychical or general hygienic

principles.

Other observers have used injections of the serum
of the ass or mule, animals which are practically

immune to tuberculosis. In this regard it is wortiiy

of note that experiments with the blood of hens, that

are naturally immune to tetanus, have shown that

their serum possesses no immunizing properties.

Maragliano himself reports 82 cases, and 119
treated by colleagues. On the whole, favorable re-

sults.

Until some more definite results are reported, we
must look upon this treatment with the eye of a scep-

tic.

MISCELLANEOUS DISEASES.

A few cases treated by sero-therapy are reported in

many diseases, and I append a resume :
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Ill the province of Constautiiie U plius is endemic.

In a i>rison at Hongie, from November 25(11 to De-
cember 12th, -10 cases occurred witli 12 deaths.

Sero-therapy was commenced Dect-mber 12ih, tlie

material used being serum obtained from two [jutients

who had convalesced from a severe type of the

disease. From 2 to G c. c. were injected into each of

the following 39 cases, and only one died. Legrain

noted fall of temperature, improvement iu the pulse,

disappearance of coma and that severe cases soon be-

came mild in type.

TTPHOID FEVER.

Reumer and Peiper rendered sheep immune to in-

oculation with the typhoid bacillus ; the blood of these

sheep rendered experimental animals immune to the

action of the typhoid bacillus. As animals do not

have typhoid fever the author can only claim that

they can prevent or cure a form of septicemia in ani-

mals produced by the typhoid bacillus. Uorgen has

used the serum of B. P. in 12 cases of typhoid in

man, but without apparent results.

Several men have employed the serum of patients

convalescent from typhoid, but without results worth

meutiouiug.

CEREBRO-SPINAL MENINGITIS.

Righi reports the case of a boy seven years old

who had cerebro spinal meningitis a few weeks after

his sister had recovered from the disease. The symp-
toms were headache, chills, fever, vomiting, and on

the second day there was stiffness of the neck, lu a

few days strabismus, facial paralysis and coma fol-

lowed. On the sixth day blood was drawn from his

sister's arm and 5 c. c. of the serum were injected

into the boy. Marked improvement followed in a

few days, so that he sat up. After a few hours he

took food. In fifteen days he was well, except for a

slight facial paralysis.

RABIES.

Tizzoni and Catani report that the serum of ani-

mals rendered immune to hydrophobia has the power

of conferring immunity and arresting the disease al-

ready developed.

The dose required for therapeutic purposes is

larger than the dose necessary to produce immunity ;

but whereas in tetanus a dose for therapeutic purposes

is 1,000 times that needed to produce immunity, in hy-

drophobia it is only ten times larger.

So far no trial has been made in rabies in man ; if

successful its value will surpass the treatment of Pas-

teur in that the latter may produce immunity, but

cannot cure the disease if once developed.

A vague rumor, without details as to methods,

comes from South America that Carrasquila has had

favorable results in the treatment of leprosy, 15

cases, by serum. As the germs of leprosy cannot be

cultivated and no animals have leprosy, further that

80 far as we know the disease is incurable (many
cases recover spontaneously — H. G. K.), but little

credence can be given to the report.

Such in brief are the main facts and theories as to

sero-therapy as applied to diseases other than diph-

theria. As we seem to have control of one disease so

we may hope for success in otberg, but we should al-

wa\s remember the old faying that it is "the wisest

physician who knows when to withhold treatment and
await events."
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ISATIIS, BATHING AND SVVI.MMING FOR
SOLDIERS.i

BV ir. LINCOLN CUASK, M.D., UROOKLINE, MASS.,

Asiiitani SitnjtoiL Miu^gacfiuselfs Volunfter Militia.

"The sohlier may be depended upon to do his

whole duty," says liudyard Kipling, " when he has

learned to fear God, shoot straight, keep clean, and

honor the State !

"

The recognition of the value of personal cleanli-

ness represents one of the greatest advances iu the

civilization of the present century.

Yet in the five previous conventions of our Associa-

tion, so little has been said of the importance to the

soldiers' health of the third commandment of the epi-

gram just quoted, " Keep clean," that the distinguished

Chairman of our Literary Committee, Assistant Sur-

geon-General Hache, of the Army, has especially

requested two papers on bathing, one of them by Sur-

geon II. G. Beyer, of the Navy, the other by an hum-
ble assistant surgeon of the Massachusetts V^olunteer

Militia.

The need of improved bathing facilities for soldiers,

namely, cleanliness baths and swimming places, the

latter out-of-doors or in-doors, seems to the writer to

deserve more attention from the medical officers, both

of our Regular Army and National Guard. By this I

do not mean to say our army posts are without very re-

spectable bathing facilities, nor that some of the camp
grounds of our National Guard, notably Pennsylvania,

> Read at the 8ixlh annual conveiittoii of the Associ.ation of Mili-

tary Surgeons of the United States, I'Uilatlelpkia, .May IJ, 1S9<>.
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New York and Massachusetts, have not some kind of

bathing places. I intend to show, however, that we
are still behind the times in our system of cleanliness

baths for soldiers, and in facilities for teaching them

and perfecting them in what Benjamin Franklin aptly

termed, "The necessary and life-preserving art of

swimming," which he urged should be a jiart of

the national education, since, as he said, "Ability to

swim may enable one to save his own life or the lives

of others." Furihermore, swimming is the most uni-

versal, and for very many persons, the moat enjoyable

of all healthful physical exercises.

SVnMMlNG IN EARLY TIMES.

Glancing backward, ancient history relates that dur-

ing the regime of vSolon all the boys of Greece were

required by law to be taught first of all the accom-

plishments of swimming and reading; and later their

possession became so common that when ii Greek
wished to describe a state of utter destitution of physi-

cal and mental training, he used to exclaim, " He can

neither swim nor read!" Plato praised the art of

swimming, and Aristotle wrote on bathing and swim-

ming and the advantages of salt and fresh water re-

spectively. No less attention was given to bathing

and swimming by the ancient Romans, before and

during their ascendency. Even the women were

many of them strong swimmers, especially in the early

days of the republic. The Roman boys received in-

struction in swimming just as regularly as in riding

and fencing, and usually their fathers were their

teachers. The great Emperor Augustus delighted in

teaching his nephew swimming, and Julius Caisar was

so proficient in the art that in the Alexandrian war he

saved his life and his famous "Commentaries" by

swimming from a sinking ship to a place of safety,

plunging his head under water from time to time to

avoid the shower of arrows that followed him.

The ancient Greeks and Romans did not practise

swimming for pleasure or for the benefit of their health

alone, but from a motive that had its origin in one of

the principles of their religion. We know that the

people of antiquity dreaded above everything the be-

ing deprived of the honors of sepulture. Therefore,

the fear of drowning and having no other tomb than

the bottom of the sea or the bed of a river, stimulated

them to practise this exercise with more perseverance

than modern swimmers, who are not iuflueuced by

similar considerations. The Abbe Amilhou says,

"This prejudice, which rendered meu more careful of

their lives, tended to the benefit of the State, in pre-

serving to the country those valuable citizens who,

when occasion required, could be of essential service."

" The exercise of swimming," adds the same learned

author, "has not only preserved the lives of many
persons valuable to the State, but it has enabled not a

lew to perform successfully heroic acts, which, had

they been unable to swim well, they would never have

dreamed of attempting." In illustration of his proposi

tion he recalls tlie well-known story of Horatius de-

feuding the bridge leading into Rome, and suggests

that he never would have had the hardihood to face

the Etruscans as he did, while the bridge behind liim

was being demolished, without perfect confidence in

his swimming powers. He was fully armed, but

plunging in he swam easily, as Roman soldiers were
accustomed to, iu spite of the burden of his armor.

Scipio Africauus, for the encouragement of his meu,

crossed rivers in this way, his cuirass upon his back.

Sertorius, though wounded, swam across the Rhine,

burdened in the same way. Such proficiency was at-

tained only by long practice. It was the custom of

the Roman soldiers, as soon as they had finished their

drills on the Campus Marline to hasten to bathe in the

swift waters of the River Tiber, and so refresh them-

selves. But this custom, like all the other commend-
able customs of the Romans, came in time to be dis-

continued, and Vegetius, who lived during the reign of

the Emperor Valentinian the Young, mourus over the

decadence of an art, the utility of which, both for

cavalry and infantrv, he speaks of in the highest terms.

Among the barbarous hordes that invaded the

Roman Empire, several are mentioned as excelling iu

the art of swimming, more particularly the Germans.

From earliest infancy, their children were bathed

regularly in the rivers once a day, and so became
hardened and able to endure the cold. Very fitting it

is that the descendants of those early Germans, hav-

ing returned to their old custom of daily bathing their

children in cold water, should show the world of to-

day the best system of cleanliness bath, and, with the

English, should lead the way in [iromoting the health-

ful practices of bathing and swimming.

Let us now briefly consider the present bathing

facilities of our own Regular Army, and of the British,

French, Austro-Huugarian, German and Japanese

Armies.

WEST POINT.

Beginning with the United States Military Academy
at West Point, which the writer had the pleasure of

visiting iu September, 1895, the cadets were found rev-

elling in an abundance of hot and cold water, in shower

and tub baths, and in a commodious, well-constructed

swimming tank. Post-Surgeon Torney, and Mr. H.

J. Koehler, Swordmaster and Instructor in Swimming
and Gymnastics, take the liveliest interest iu the

hygiene and physical training of the future officers of

the army. All the cadets take cleanliness baths at

least twice a week, and many three times. Swimming
instruction, at first in the tank and later in the Hud-

sou, is given each cadet for six weeks every year until

he is able to swim on his chest in the river, behind a

boat, for at least ten minutes continuously. After-

ward, practice is optional, but is usually continued

from choice. About 30 per cent, of cadets, on joining,

are unable to swim. The swimming tank is of the

best possible material, lined throughout with English

white-glazed brick. It is about 60 feet long by 30

feet wide, its depth ranging from four feet to nine

feet. Shower baths are conveniently near, and are

used by the cadets previous to entering the swimming
tank.

The instruction is given in squads of convenient

size by the instructor and two experienced enlisted

meu. The system taught is so excellent that the

writer has obtained permission, through Instructor

Koehler's courtesy, to liave printed iu conuection with

this paper, his valuable liltle treatise on swimming,

prepared for the use of the West Point Cadets.

ANNAPOLIS.

Though the scope of this paper is limited to " Baths,

Bathing and Swimming for Soldiers" the writer

visited the United Stales C^aval Academy at Annapo-

lis, where Surgeon H. G. Beyer has direction of phy-
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Bical triiining, expecting tliere to find even better swim-

ming facilities than those of West Point. Excepting,

however, the tine plunge bath in the basement of the

gymnasium, and the shower and tub butlis for cleanli-

ness purposes, tlie Naval Cadets do not enjoy as excel-

lent facilities for swimming instruction as are found at

West Point. The swimming tank at Annapolis was

built many years ago, is of very meagre dimensions,

and is not lined with suitable material. It has, how-
ever, the one redeeming feature, that it is supplied

with salt water. The method of instruction is much
the same as that employed at West Point. The
writer saw a squad of cadets receiving very scientific

and very practical instruction from Instructor Strom,

who informed him that about 25 per cent, of the

cadets, on joining, are unable to swim.

TUE UNITED STATES ARMY.

For the facts as to bathing and swimming at our

military posts, the writer is largely indebted to Assis-

tant Surgeon-General Alden, of the army, and to

other officers of the regular service.

Paragraph 269, Army Regulations, requires fre-

quent bathing. At some posts records are kept, so

that it may be ascertained that each man has a weekly

bath. Old soldiers are very cleanly in their habits,

and need no compulsion as to bathing, but recruits

have to be looked after. A majority of our posts,

and all permanent posts, have within a few years been

provided with ample facilities for keeping clean.

There is usually a bath-house in each barrack. Tubs
with hot and cold water are usually provided, so many
for each Company, and in a few cases shower baths

are provided. In some places tbe facilities are still

very primitive, and doubtless will receive more atten-

tion. The writer, in two visits to Arizona and other

distant territories, where he spent several days in the

saddle among the mountains of the Apache country,

heard from the cowboys and Mormons great praise

of the cleanliness of the United States soldiers, both

white and black troops, though the general feeling

between soldiers and civilians seemed far from cordial.

As to swimming in the army, recruits are expected

to receive instruction in swimming, and the manual
prepared by Mr. Koehler, Instructor at West Point,

is used as a guide. No swimming tanks or other

special facilities for instruction exist. Swimming
drill for cavalry is a part of their regular iustructio'i.

(See Paragraph 456, Cavalry Drill Regulation, pages

153 to 156.)

SOME FOREIGN ARMIES.

The facts as to bathing in the French, German,
Austro-Hungariau, British and Japanese Armies were
obtained by the writer during two visits abroad, by
correspondence, and from the meagre literature on the

subject.

THE FRENCH ARMT.

In general terms we may say the bathing regulations

of the French army require a shower bath for the

whole body, by each man, at least once in every flf-

teen days, and at least once a week a bath for the feet

and legs, if in barracks. On the march the foot bath

is to be taken as often as necessary. No tubs are

used by the regiments, as far as can be ascertained,

though they were seen in use at the Military School
of St. Cyr in addition to the shower baths. At none
of the eighteen principal military schools are there

swimming tanks, as far as can be ascertained, and

comparatively little if any attention is given to swim-

ming by any portion of the French Army. Very
few of the streams in France are deep enough to

swim in, and in few of those that are deep enough, is

swimming permitted by the inhabitants in the vicinity.

THE GERMAN ARMT.

In the magnificent German Army the very best

facilities for keeping clean, as well as very thorough

drills in swimming, are found. Though there are no

printed otTicial regulations as to bathing, each com-

pany commander is required to make and enforce rules

for the cleanliness of his men. It is the custom,

throughout the army, for every soldier to wash to the

waist in cold water every morning, and to bathe his

entire body, by means of a shower bath, at least once

a week. No tubs are used, experiments with tub

baths for soldiers having been tried in the German
Army and proven a failure ; only basins and shower

baths are now in use. The latter, sometimes called

the "German rain bath " because first used in German
military barracks and prisons, deserves some descrip-

tion.

The development of the " rain bath " system, which

gives one a good bath quickly and comfortably — im-

portant requisites of a public bath— has tended to

the abolition of the bath-tub, and till rather recently

has been almost unknown in America, though now
being extensively introduced here in many places.

In this system tubs are abolished and a fine shower of

warm water is substituted, which is made to fall at an

inclined angle, the object being to avoid a vertical

stream striking the head of the bather, an annoyance

objected to by many. In the rain bath the bather

stands erect under the shower and the water strikes

the body from the neck downwards, the head being

wet only when purposely placed under the shower. In

the floor, which should be of granolithic or other im-

pervious material, there should be a sinkage of a few

inches in the middle, thus forming a basin for the

feet, the part hardest to get clean. A short vertical

pipe in a corner of the sinkage serves as plug and
overflow.

Among the advantages of this system are a great

saving in time, so a given number of baths will ac-

commodate a greater number of bathers. It also

economizes water and fuel, the shower consuming but

three to five gallons of warm water per minute, while

the tub bath takes from 40 to 60 gallons. The body
of the bather does not come in contact with soiled

water or surfaces, a very obvious advantage. Last,

but not least, the tonic and mechanical effects of the

shower bath are greatly superior to the tub bath.

The first general use of the rain bath was, as

stated, by the German Army. From the military

service the rain bath was introduced for public baths

in Berlin, Vienna, Munich, Hanover, and in fact most

of the other cities of Germany and Austria. Rain

baths have also been provided for schools in Gotten-

gen, Munich and Weimar, and are used almost daily

by 75 per cent, of the pupils. Rain baths have also

been fitted up in a great many factories and manufac-

turing establishments. Comparatively recently, rain

baths have been introduced into the United States,

and are to be found in New York, Utica and a few

other places. They are now being introduced in the

Public Bath in Brookline, Mass., and elsewhere.
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Besides attention to cleanliness, the German Army
makes every eifort to encourage and perfect its otKcers

and men in swimmiuc;, and this is true of every branch

of the service, but especially in the cavalry, in which

there is a regular swimming drill for both men and

horses, to which great importance is attached. When-
ever possible each regiment or garrison has a swim-

ming tank, and there are also many out-of-door swim-

ming places, for example, in the Rhine. Very thor-

ough instruction is given both to army and to navy

caiiets, and a high standard has to be attained. The
enlisted men receive instruction regimentally. In

each regiment an officer, assisted by several non-com-

missioned officers, is detailed in charge of the swim-

ming school. There are no regulations as to the

methods to be employed, the officer in charge using

his discretion in each particular case. The traditional

standard to be attained by a German soldier is ability

to swim across the Rliine in uniform and full equip-

ments.

Some years ago Colonel Von Dresky introduced for

his command a preliminary land drill in swimming, a

special method devised by Major D'Argy of the French

Army, and before Van Dresky's time experimented

with in the Seventh Brandenburg Infantry by Cap-

tain Von Wins. This method, also in use at West
Point, makes the acquirement of the art safer, easier

and quicker than is otherwise possible. Von Dresky

used a combination of the D'Argy with the Pfuel or

usual Prussian method when he taught Prince Wil-

liam, the present Kaiser, and Prince Henry, his

brother, to swim. The fact that Prince Henry, in

full-dress uniform, once plunged from the quarter deck

of a " man o' war " and rescued a drowning sailor,

not the prince's first rescue, either, speaks eloquently

for the success of his instructor, and the prince's

courage in the water.

THE AUSTRO-HONGARIAN ARMY.

Taking next the Austro-Hungarian Army, which

endeavors to follow, as far as possible, German mili-

tary methods, we find less attention is given to clean-

liness than in some other armies, but in the matter of

swimming it does very well. It is the custom for

local commanding officers to provide bath-rooms, or

bathing places, doing their best with the means at

hand. The frequency of bathing seems to rest with

the officers, and when in contact with a body of Aus-

trian soldiers, if the truth must be told, one's sense of

smell establishes the fact that washing is not always

carried to extravagant lengths. Some posts, however,

have adequate bathing facilities, consisting of the rain

baths just described.

The following are the only official regulations as to

bathing and swimming:

In sinnmer, when the weather is favorable, the men shall

be taken to bathe at least once a week. Individual soldiers

may bathe or swim only at bath-houses or places that have

been officially approved.

Out of regard for men who cannot swim, the bathing

place is to be carefully sounded, and the danger limits

(dearly marked. Beyond these limits, they are not allowed

to go.

When one or two companies go to bathe, an officer will

have charge of them. When a smaller detachment l)athes,

a non-commissioned officer will be in charge. When several

battalions bathe at the same time, a medical officer must be

jjresent, and an officer of each battalion.

Swimming instruction is to be given during tlie summer

at those stations where the local conditions permit a large

participation and favorable results without interfering

with military training, and is then to be prosecuted zeal-

ously.

It is the duty of the local commanding officers at such

stations to see that the greatest possible number of their

men are educated to become skilful swimmers.

Decency and propriety are to be observed, and both

officers and bathers are to see that the latter do not go into

the water while heated.

The local commanding officer is charged with finding out

or prep.aring bathing places, and also, when practicable,

with fixing up swimming schools. He designates when the

different organizations shall use them, and, where possible,

orders a medical officer to be on band. At cavalry stations,

where it is possible to give both men and horses swimming
drill the necessary steps for the purpose will be taken.

In all the cadet schools and military academies

swimming is obligatory, but is taught only in summer,
and pretty much under the conditions mentioned in

the regulations quoted above. Swimming, like every

other athletic exercise, counts as much as mathematics

or any other study in determining class rank and the

resulting army rank. The standard attained will de-

pend much on the opportunities available ; but where
the opportunities are excellent, a boy would have to

become at least a fair swimmer in order to graduate.

The land drill of D'Argy is a regular part of the

system, and Austria possesses some very fine military

swimming schools, notably the one in Vienna.

THE BRITISH ARUT.

In the British Army, in summer, " bathing parades,"

as they are termed, are held twice a week. In almost

every barrack, iron bath tubs are provided, and a

plentiful supply of cold water is turned on. In winter

these baths are not generally used. To encourage the

habit of cleanliness, however, it is the custom in cold

weather to supply a quantity of hot water from the

barrack kitchens for bathing purposes.

In India, the West Indies and, indeed, all hot coun-

tries, ample provision for bathing is made. The
shower bath, however, is not yet introduced, except in

military hospitals.

In the military and naval academies, swimming is

part of the gymnastic course. About 5 per cent, of

the cadets on joining them, as against 25 per cent, and
30 per cent, with us, are unable to swim. They are

all well taught, however, before leaving, one of the

cadet company officers superintending the final test.

Cadets are also taught diving, which gives great con-

fidence. The lowest standard allowed is the ability to

swim 300 feet.

At the Military Academy at Woolwich, a swimming
bath, 90 feel long, with water heated to 60° to 70°

Fahrenheit, has been provided, while at Sandhurst the

cadets utilize a lake for swimming and boating, but

no cadet is permitted to enter a boat until he has

gained a swimming certificate.

The following provisions with regard to swimming
for soldiers, are given in the Queen's Regulations :

BATHING PAUADES.

The art of swimming is to be taught as a military duty
at all stations where facilities for so doing exist. During
the projier season regular bathing parados are to be formed,

at the discretion of commanding oinc-ers, for the purpose of

instruction in swinnning.

The skilled swimmers of each company, etc., are to be

ascertained, and so <Hstribiited that there may be a sufficient

number in each scpu\d to teach the rest.
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PREVKNTION OK ACCIDENTS.

In order to prevent accidents and loss of life among the
troops tbrough incautious bathing on tlu> part of soMicrs
unable to swim, small piquets, composed of exi)ert swim-
mers, are to be told off to attend the bathing places fre-

quented by the troops, to be prepared to jump in to the
assistance of any man in danger, and in the event of ac-

cident, to follow, to the best of their ability, the " Instruc-
tions for the Recovery of the Apparently Drowned,"
printed by the Koyal National Lifeboat Institution. A
copy of these instructions will be posted up at the several

bathing-j)laces, as well as in every hosjjital and barrack.
Should an accident occur, one man of the piquet is to be
immediately despatched to the nearest medical officer.

LISTS OF SWIMMERS.

A list of swimmers is to be kept in each company, and
with a view to ascertain the progress made by the troops,

periodical trials, under the superintendence of an officer,

are to be made of men who have learned to swim, wljen
the names of men who have acquired the art, should be
added to the list.

To swim easily is the only standard required of en-

listed men.
In India, large swimming baths exist in all the lines

in nearly every cautonnient. In the West Indies and
iu the Mediterranean Stations, the men bathe in the

sea all the year round, and to their great advantage.

Swimming is in every way greatly encouraged, by
example as well as by command : to illustrate, the

writer has heard from a most reliable officer of a cap-

tain in the West Indies swimming bis whole compain
round a "man-of-war" at anchor, sharks notwith-

standing !

THE JAPANESE ARMY.

For the facts as to the Japanese Army the writer is

iixlebted to Viscount Isbiguro. .Surgeon-General, and
to Dr. Stuart Eldridge, of the U. S. Marine Hospital

Service, stationed in Yokohama.
Japanese soldiers are required to bathe daily in

summer aud three times weekly iu winter, tubs being
used.

All recruits are taught swimming, which is encour-

age<l throughout the army by providing excellent

schools in the nearest rivers and iu the sea. Specially

expert teachers are employed, and the standard for

military and naval cadets, as well as for llie rank and
file, is the ability to swim one or two miles.

(7*o be continutd.)

"NEWS, OLD NKWS.''
BY 8AMURI. A. FISK, A.M., M.I>., DKNVKR, COL.

At the meeting of this Association held in Balti-

more iu 1887, the discussion was devoted almost en-

tirely to Hergeon's method of treating consumption
;

and one listening to the reports would have believed

that, at last, a specific had been fouu'l for the cure of

that dread disease. At this date we know how far

from true that idea was. A few years later, Koch's
tuberculin was heralded as the eradicator of pulmonary
consumption, and it, too, has been tried and found
wanting. Various modifications of this tuberculin

have been advanced aud their efficacy has not been
admitted. Quite recently, the papers have announced,
with the blast of trum|)etg, the arrival of a second

> Presented at tbo meeting of tliu American CliiiKilolngioal Ai'sii-

elatluu, May 13, 1836.

Jeuuer come to save the human race, and yet the med-
ical world remains eomewbat sceptical. Unquestion-
ably, however, there is a hope occupying the minds of

men that some remedy will be found that will blot out
pulmonary tuberculosis, just as vaccination has small-

pox.

Meanwhile, in this mad rush in search of a specific,

it has seemed to me that we are in great danger of

neglecting the old aud well-tried methods which have
been found to be of avail ; and that our i>atieuts are

likely to suffer iu consecjuence. So, it may do no
barm to call a halt occasionally, and review what we
have learned.

To start with, it should be constantly borne io mind
that pulmonary consumption is the most fatal of all dis-

eases ; it leads the list as the destroyer of mankind. One
hundred aud thirty odd thousand lives, in this country
alone, sacrificed to this disease, is a startling fact, and
may well give us pause. We should ever bear in mind
the fatality of the malady. The combat is a gigantic

oue. The foe is worthy of our steel. It is a fight to

the finish. Here and there cases are recorded that

are exceptions ; but iu the main the rule holds true,

that pulmonary tuberculosis tends to run an unfavor-

able course from bad to worse, with death as the goal.

It is well for the physician to bear this constantly in

mind; whether it be advisable to so inform the patient

is quite another questiou. In my own practice, I

deem it of prime importance that my patient should
understand the gravity of the situation. The old

adage of " Forewarned is forearmed " I hold to apply
to the treatment of this disease. I find that ignorance
is apt to lead to imprudence and dire results ; while a

just appreciation tends to a hearty co-operation iu the

method of treatment on the part of the patient. The
information can be conveyed iu such a way as to carry

with it the hope that will stimulate, rather than the

dread which destroys. I recognize that the conditions

are different with the Eastern practitioner, and that a

direct statement of facts on a first visit, would be
likely, in many instances, to prove a blow between the

eyes which would so stun the patient as to deprive

him of the power of action ; and that, in many instances,

better results can be obtained by a milder, a more gen-

tle handling. Nevertheless, sooner or later, I think,

the patient should understand his condition, so that be
will lend a heartier support in the efforts to get the

better of it.

Recognizing, then, the gravity of the disease, it is

of the highest importance that an early diagnosis

should be made iu every case. One should familiarize

himself with the early signs and symptoms of pulmon-
ary consumption. They may not be " as deep as a
well, nor as broad as a church-door," but they are

enough, they will do. The acute ear will be on the

watch for the early click, developed it may be on
cough; for the prol jnged blowing expiration, the

lengthened |)ercussion note ; au<l he will not disregard

these signs because they are found at the interscapular

space, or in that part of lung over the region of the

heart, or at the angle of the scapula behind rather than
at the apex. The physician who is on the alert will

not always regard the chills and fever as due to

malaria; nor will he construe the loss of a|)petite as

due to simj)le debility. It may be that he will not

even wail for the detection of the bacillus before he

has made his diagnosis.

Early diagnosis of this condition cannot, then, be
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too strenuously insisted on. One does not wait until

the prairie is on fire before he attempts to extinguish

the flames. If there is a tire in the basement of your
house, you put it out and do not wait for it to reach

the upper stories before you begin to fight it. Wliy,

then, should you delay with so fatal a disease as con-

sumption ? It will almost ceriainly climb to the upper

stories and destroy the building, if left to itself ; so,

stamp on it at the very start, put it out in the early

stages ! And use no half-way, uncertain method, but,

recognizing the gravity of the situation, bearing in

mind the inevitable outcome, try to extinguish the

first sparks.

How can this best be done ? Has success attended

the home treatment of the disease? Have drugs and
home comforts taken the place of change of climate,

or done anything but fatten the pocket-book of the

physician, or coddled the patient through a steadily

progressing malady, an onward and distressing decline

to the grave ?

To-day, whatever may come in the future, to day
change of climate stands as the well-recognized treat-

ment for pulmonary tuberculosis. True, it does not

cure in every instance But, what treatment is un-

failing in any disease ? Persons have small-pox two
and three times, and may be afllicted even though
properly vaccinated. Antitoxin does not save every case

of diphtheria. Why, then, should we neglect climatic

change because some try it and fail ? Nor is the argu-

ment that some get well at home to prevail. They are

the very rare, the exceptional cases, and should not

weigh against the immense number who do not recover,

but who sink steadily, steadily to the end. I have knowii

typhoid patients to eat beefsteak and recover, but I do
not want to be treated that way, if it is ever my mis-

fortune to have that disease ; nor do I believe that

you do, either, gentlemen.

Delay is fatal. Tentative methods are not to be

tolerated. The patient is entitled to the best that med-
ical experience can offer.

What climate is to be accepted ? The factors that

are usually thought to be essentials are ability to lead

a life out-of-doors, a pure, aseptic air, freedom from
moisture, both soil and atmospheric; and it may be
rarefied air.

Where are these conditions to be obtained? "lam
as sure as I can be about anything at present incapable

of actual demonstration," writes Sir Andrew Clark,

"that recoveries from phthisis judiciously treated at

liigh altitudes, are much more numerous and much
more lasting than those treated by any other method
at any other place."

The very carefully collated tables of our worthy
ex-President, Dr. Solly, shortly to be published, prove,

beyond question, the truth of this statement.

Another of our Presidents, Dr. Knight, of Boston,

whose judgment we all value, writes :
" There seems

to be little <loubt that, in suitable cases, the improve-

ment in nutritive activitj' is much more marked in

mountainous regions than on the plains." Then, after

citing the cases that can expect benefit from climates

of high elevations— such as incipient cases, or those

more advanced, but without excavations and not hav-

ing any serious constitutional disturbance; the hemor-
rhagic and the fibroid conditions, when the patient is

young and the heart not enlarged ; and those recover-

ing from pleurisy and pneumonia, in vvh'>m the irrup-

tion of tubercles is feared — he goes on to say : " The

region which I have found the best for this kind of

treatment is the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains,

in the States of Colorado and New Mexico, where the

altitude ranges from 4,000 to 8,000 feet."

It is needless for me to say that my own judgment
corroborates that of Dr. Knight, but then it is exparte,

and, to that extent, imperfect. But, after all, the vital

question is— to select the very best climate for the pa-

tient, whether it be the Adiroiidacks, Georgia, Colorado,

New Mexico or California, and to send him there at

once. There should be no more delay in the wise

selection of climate than in the early diagnosis of the

disease. Having then located the patient in the spot

that is deemed best adapted to his case, put him abso-

lutely in the charge of some physician in that place, in

whose ability and experience you have reason to place

confidence ; inspire the patient to have full faith in that

man, and leave the case with him. From that time

on, the case requires care and attention such as cannot

be furnished by letter or from a distance. And it does

require care. A climate, like any other therapeutic

measure, has to be used discreetly to obtain the best

results. That doctor who sends his patient away from

home and tells him to depend on climate and to avoid

wise direction at the hands of some competent practi-

tioner in the place to which he has gone, is grossly

negligent of his patient's highest welfare.

I have ample authority to back me in this assertion.

" The author will have written to little purpose,"

says Dr. Lindsay, " if he has not shown that climate

perse is not the exclusive agent in the case, and that,

to rely upon it alone, to the exclupion of its indirect

influence upon life and habit, is to invite failure."

" Wherever the patient goes, he should if possible,"

writes Dr. Knight, " consult some good physician of

the region, who will lay out a plan of life. Many pa-

tients make themselves sick, and even destroy their

chances of recovery, by neglecting to consult a local

authority for this purpose."
" I have already alluded to the circumstance," are

the words of Dr. Hermann Weber, " that intelligence on
the part of the patient and his friends is a great help

towards recovery in phthisis, and that want of judg-

ment as to the nature of the illness, and of the manifold

dangers, and as to the means of cure, renders the diag-

nosis less hopeful, unless we are able to place the pa-

tient under the strictest superintendence of a judicious

doctor."

In this respect, doctors who should know better are

extremely negligent. How commonly patients are

told :
" Oh, you don't need any medical advice. Go

West, get a horse and lead a life in the saddle, and
you will be all right." Only we, who see the dire re-

sults of such advice, know ! 1 recall instance after

instance of just such counsel, and very bad counsel it is.

One doctor tells his patient: "You don't need any
doctor. After you have been West three or four

weeks you might drop in and see a doctor, and see

how your lungs are." The result is, that, under the

stimulus of the rare air of Colorado, the young man
overdoes, comes down with liigli temperature, has one
hemorrhage, and then a second, and Dr. • is called

in to tell him that his lungs are in a very bad condi-

tion, and that he has a light on hand for his life.

Another doctor tells his patient : "Go West. Take
a shotgun and plenty of whiskey, and you will be all

right." And then has the audacity to charge for what
he terms his advice.
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This is all wroug, thoroughly wrong. The local

doctor has a great mauy thiugs to deteriuiue thai are

of the highest iuiportauce to the palieiit. lie has to

see, for instance, that the invalid is properly located,

that he has a good home and a proper room. What
good is it for a young man to come lo Colorado and

shut himself u|> in the inside room of a poor hotel, as I

have known case after case to do ? or to take a room
that the suu never enters ? or to sleep in a room on

the ground-tloor of a small cottage with no cellar

underneath, and with the only window opening upon a

narrow, ilark and damp passage between his house and

the adjoining house ? He has come West for the air ;

but, is he getting it ? All the other conditions of life

he can get, it may be, in a far better degree at home
than in his new location, and then he takes [jarticular

pains not to get that for which he came West. This

is no exaggeration. It is common, every-day experi-

ence. He is after air— pure air— and then gets dam p,

impure air — all for the lack of wise direction. Selec-

tion of a |)roper abode is one of the things that the

local doctor must consider.

The question of proper food is another matter of

prime importance. The invalid must have good, nutri-

tious food— rare meats, plenty of milk, eggs, good

bread and butter, fresh vegetables. This is not always

an easy matter to regulate. Every boarding-house

does not furnish good food in abundance. The local

doctor must have a wise supervision of this factor in

life. He should have lived in the community long

enough to know where good food and a good home
are to be obtained — " Fresh .air and plenty of it, good

food and rest."

The question of exercise for the invalid is a much
debated one, but it is one on which I have very posi-

tive opinions. At the start, " Fresh air, without exer-

cise," is my rule ; or, if exercise is allowed, it must be

very moderate. Have the patient so situated that he can

sit on some piazza where he will be sheltered from the

wind, and where he can breathe in the air and bask in

the sunshine by the hour. It is tedious work, I know.
But, then, an invalid's life is not the perfection of

existence, and 1 tind that one soon becomes accustomed

to a quasi monotony. It furnishes large opportunity

for reading and for pleasant conversi: if the patient

should have one of his family or a friend along with

him. A pleasant loggia, with a southern exposure,

overlooking the plains and the vast reach of mountain

range, as enjoyed by one of ray patients, suggests

itself to ray mind as an almost ideal location. For

there one gets shelter from the wind, sunshine, i)lenly

of fresh air, and an immense and grand view.

Gentlemen, if you had seen the bad results of

over-exertion, especially in thestageof early residence,

that I iiave seen, 1 think that you would come to my
way of thinking and would enjoin " Fresh air, without

exercise." One must be very insistent upon this point,

especially in altitudes like those of Colorailo. I have

seen such dire results; hemorrhages, extension of tu-

bercular invasion, death from over-exertion, that I have

come to be very insistent on this jjoint, " Fresh air,

without exercise "
; no long walks, no horse-back rid-

ing, no mountain climbing, no bicycle riding, no exer-

tion that is going to fatigue, that is going to make the

heart, alreatly laboring, beat too rapidly, or to caust^

the patient to get out of breath or to make him fa-

tigued.

Then, after a time, exercise is to bo taken up — in

moderation, extreme moderation — a carriage drive,

and then a longer, until the whole forenoon, and then

the afternoon itself, is spent in driving ; or a short

walk, and then a longer, and then a longer, until the

patient is doing his miles. After this, horse-back,

moderately at lirst and always with caution — I have

seen too many hemorrhages, too many reverses follow-

ing undue horse-back exercise not to view it with some
misgivings. In fact, one has to feel his way on the

question of exercise and to increase the amount quite

gradually. This may seem unnecessary to the ordin-

ary practitioner and an excess of caution, but all that

I can say is, " Come and see." Results justify the

means.

Then the local doctor must have more or less of a

supervision of the invalid's goings and comings. He
is not to keep late hours. He is not to enter much
into the social life. It is not his day for wining and

dining, for late card parties, for sitting in close rooms,

smoking his life away ; early hours and plenty of

sleep are to be enjoined. The invalid's life is to be

systematic and regular. The recovery of health is

not a pastime. It is a business, requiring unremit-

ting attention, constant daily care and a stout heart.

Grit on the part of the patient is a requisite. "It

requireth courage bold," and this the local doctor

can often evoke by the timely word, the encouraging

word.

The details, with reference to the proper conduct

and cure of consumption, are so various, requiring

such adaptation to the individual case that I cannot

attempt to enumerate them. Eternal vigilance is the

price of recovery. One does not jump, full-armed,

into a recovery, but the process is like gaining a for-

tune— save the nest-egg and keep adding to it. The
man who spends, as he makes, is not apt to get rich ;

no more is the invalid who uses up his surplus strength

as he gains it likely to get well.

" Throw physic to the dogs " ma3', in some cases,

be wise advice; but it is likely to be very unwise.

I am no advocate of injudicious and wholesale med-

ication. 1 have seen great harm come from it. I

often wonder how the patient is able to get in all the

doses that I have known to be ocdered for him, in one

day. But it is nonsense, arrant nonsense, to condemn
all medication because of these abuses. If one is able

to increase the appetite, to improve the digestion, to

regulate the bowels, to stop the night-sweats, to lessen

(he cough without interfering with important functions,

to loosen the expectoration, to increase the weight, to

help elimination, etc., it would be foolish for him not

to attempt to give this assistance, because, forsooth,

the results are to be obtained through the agency of

drugs.

Herein will lie, to a very considerable extent, the

skill of the local doctor ; and in the wise direction of

his patient, and the judicious exhibition of remedies,

he will be able to second the efforts of nature and the

efficacy of climate in the repair of destruction caused

by disease.

The remarks that I have offered may seem trite and

exceedingly commonplace. They are every-day ob-

servations, and contain nothing new or startling ; but,

I see them so often disregarded — I find, almost daily,

a violation of general principles so flagrant— that I

feel harm cannot come from calling them again to the

attention of this Association, and through it to the

attention of the medical profession at large.
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111 the medical world, as in the world at large, tlie

admoiiiliou holds good :

"Those frieuds thou hast, and their adoption tiied,

Grapple them to thy soul with hooks of steel

;

But dull not thy palm with eutertaiument
Of each new-hatehe'd, unfledged comrade."

Clinical SDepartment.

INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION FROM A LARGE
GALL-STONE: OPERATION, RECOVERY.

BV FRANCIS B. HARRINGTON, M.D.,

Visiting burgeon at Massachusetts General HospitaL

Mr8. M., of healthy parentage and of previous

good health, began to have so-called " bilious attacks
"

four years ago. At this time she also began to have

frequent attacks of diarrhea. She is tifty-uiue years

of age. She has never been jaundiced. For ten days

before her acute illness she had slight pain in the

right hypochondrium, but kept about her usual affairs.

She dates her sickness from July 7, 1893. After

eating lobster salad on that day she began to have a

feeling of discomfort in the epigastrium. Two days

later vomiting and purging began, with severe pain in

the right hypochondrium. The vomiting and diarrhea

continued for several days.

Dr. E. F. Cummings, of Beachmont, was called to

see her on July 12th. At that time there was no

fever. The vomitus was at first dark, then green, and

finally became fecal. The diarrhea stopped on the

16th. On July 17th Dr. H. F. Vickery was called

in consultation with Dr. Cummings. A diagnosis of

intestinal obstruction was made. Dr. Vickerj' found

the conditions as mentioned, with tenderness over the

liver and a sense of resistance below the right ribs.

There was no tenderness elsewhere. The pulse was

rapid aad weak. The vomiting had been fecal, and

there were colicky pains since July 15th. There was
slight abdominal distention.

I saw the patient on July 19th. She had then

been vomiting for ten days, with fecal vomiting for

four days. There had been diarrhea for seven days,

and then complete absence of movements for three

days. The pulse was rapid and feeble and the abdo-

men slightly distended. There was frequent vomiting.

I advised exploratory laparotomy for obstruction,

which 1 thought was probably due to malignant

disease.

On making digital exploration after the abdomen
was opened, no evidence of malignant disease was

discovered. The intestine was carefully inspected and

upon drawing out a portion of the small intestine,

probably the ilium, a mass was seen filling its lumen.

The intestine was cut open longitudinally and a large

gall-stone was removed. The intestine was quickly

closed and the abdominal incision united without

drainage. Four hours after the operation there were

copious fecal dejections. The patient made a rapiil

recovery, and has been in good health since.

The gall stone is in shape a cylinder, with a cir-

cumference of three and one-half inches, a diameter

of one and one eighth inches and a length of one

inch. It weighs when dry 170 grains. Its ends sug-

gest facets.

This stone without doubt was formed in the gall-

bladder. The latter organ became inflamed and

attached to the intestine. The gall-stone then sloughed

into the intestine and caused the symptom which arose

before complete obstruction took place. When the

stone reached the position at which it was found,

nothing could pass and symptoms of obstruction ap-

peared. A fatal result would unquestionably have

occurred if the obstruction had not been removed by

operation.

l^eportiEi of J>ocietieiS.

AMERICAN CLIMATOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Thirteenth Annual Meeting, Lakewood, N. J.,

May 12 and 13, 1896.

The President, Dr. James B. Waliver, of Phila-

delphia, made the introductory address on

SOME OF THE DIFFICULTIES OF CLIM ATO-THERAl' Y.

He classified these difficulties as follows :

(1) The uncertainty of the composition of the agent.

(2) Lack of sufficient data concerning many Ameri-
can stations.

(3) Difficulty of choice for the individual case.

(4) Lack of general information as to the elements

of climate att'ectiug health, and the consequent lack of

ability to wisely use the agent.

Dr. Walker expressed the opinion that the closed

treatment of phthisis with complete supervision and

explicit personal care adapted to the particular case

gives as good results as the climatic, and that the future

will not consign the incipient phthisical to a life of

exile from home and friends.

Dr. Frederick I. Knight, of Boston, read a

paper on
LARYNGEAL VERTIGO,

and related the case of a patient.

The points to which Dr. Knight invites attention

and discussion were these :

(1) That cases of loss of consciousness after cough

are not all produced in the same way.

(2) That the condition may be due to syncope, or le

petit mal.

(3) That there is a general predisposition to one or

the other of these conditions.

(4) That the exciting causes are various, sometimes

organic and sometimes functional.

If we take a comprehensive view of all cases on

record, we shall find that the cerebral condition can

sometimes be described as syncope, which has been

produced by disturbed cerebral circulation, such as we
have from long-continued rapid breathing, and which

was formerly employed to produce momentary uncon-

sciousness for minor surgical operations ; and some-

times it can better be described as an exhibition of le

petit mal. In some cases there is not the slightest evi-

dence of epilepsy, and in others we find convulsive

movements of tlie limbs, head and face, and in a few

cases mental confusion after the attack.

We shall also find that there is a predisposition to

s,snco^e ov le petit mal in these cases, as shown from
their occurrence from other than laryngeal causes.

Among the 15 collected cases which formed the basis

of Dr. Knight's paper in 1886 there was one (Kris-

haber's) in which the first loss of consciousness oc-
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curred from sudden emotion, and was not preceded by

cougb. Subsequent attacks, tbougb apparently caused

by emotion, were preceded by cough ; and Gray's

patient bad been subject, seventeen years before, after

a scalp wound by a bullet, to losses of consciousness

like those he had later after a cough ; and the patient,

whose case is reported above, had one attack without

cough.

Dr. W. F. U. PiiiLLlfs, of the Weather Bureau,

Washington, read a paper on

SENSIBLE TKMl'KltATUKK,

which is a term to express the sensation of atmospheric

temperature, as distinct from the same temperature as

indicated by the ordinary thermometer. The sensation

of temperature is ultimately a retlex of the rate of heat

dissipation, and is determined by the state of heal ex-

change between the body and its environments. When
the conditions are such that the balance of exchange is

in favor of the environment the sensation of cold is

experienced ; when it is in favor of the body that of

warmth is felt.

Some of the values to be determined are the coeffi-

cient of emissivity of the skin, the coefficient of the

couvectional effect of the wind, the coefficient of con-

ductivity of the average seasonal clothing, and the

coefficient of sweat excretion under different temjiera-

tures. The heat lost by cutaneous evaporation will be

greater in amount the higher the temperature ; and

Dr. Phillips was inclined to think that evaporation of

perspiration dots not become, in a person at rest, au

agency of importance in heat loss until the air temper-

ature rises above 70° F. Above this degree there is

little doubt of the immense value of cutaneous evapor-

ation as a means of heat elimination, and when the air

rises in temperature to that of the body, evaporation

is the only means by which the surplus heat can be

dissipated and the temperature of the body prevented

from passing above the point of physiological safety.

We have no index of sensible temperature, and the

use of the indications of any one meteorologic instru-

ment for such purpose can only give under the most
favorable conditions but a rude approximation of the

tru'h and one too remote to be of much practical ser-

vice.

Dk. Andrew H. Smith, of New York, said that it

might be possible to train a person so that under fixed

conditions he could judge accuratelj' by his sensations

as to the thermometric readings, after which under dif-

ferent conditions the corrections necessary to make his

guesses tally with the thermometer would be a meas-

ure of the difference between the sensible temperature

and the height of the mercury.

Dr. Phillii'S stated the necessity of deciding upon
some normal or datum mark or zero from which we
may take our departures in whatever directions the

nature of the subject investigated requires and referred

to Mr. J. W. Osborne's investigations in which an at-

tempt was made to give numeric values to his subjec-

tive temperature scale.

Dr. E. Fletcher Jngals, of Chicago, read a

paper ou the

TREATMENT OF CERVICAL TUBERCULOUS ADENITIS.

It was formerly bis practice to treat cases in which

the glands were not greatly enlarged with the iodides

or chloride of calcium, but he had latterly used guaiaco

or the carbonate ol creosote, and injected these glands

from time to time, with a solution of carbolic acid of

from two to live per cent, strength. Severe cases he

referred to a surgeon. During an experience of twen-

ty-live years he had seen a fair proportion of good and

poor results in these patients when treated by medi-

cinal means, and in those cases that seemed entirely

refractory to such measures. He had seen a number
of cases of suppuration in enlarged cervical lymphatic

glands, and had tried various methods of treating the

cavity before opening it, such as the repeated injection

of solutions of carbolic acid, and emulsion of iodoform,

but did not at present recollect any case, excepting the

one now reported in which a successful cure of the

suppurating cavity was made without resort to free

opening. In the present case a few injections resulted

in complete cure. It has been Dr. Jngals's custom to

begin with weak solutions of not more than 15 or 20

per cent, strength, and gradually increase to 35 or 40
per cent, strength. He had gone beyond this several

times, but 45 or 50 per cent, will usually produce a

slough. Dr. Ingals found that even a 15-per-cent.

solution, of the lactic acid alone, generally causes con-

siderable suffering, but when combined with from two

to five per cent, of carbolic acid it causes but little

pain. In some cases he had injected a four-per-cent.

solution of cocaine about three minutes before the

lactic acid was employed. By so doing the immediate

pain otherwise caused by the lactic acid has been pre-

vented and the combination of lactic acid with carbolic

acid has prevented subsequent suffering of any consid-

erable degree. He usually injected from 20 to 30
minims of the solution at one treatment, and does not

repeat it for a week or more. One case proves noth-

ing at all, but his experience with lactic acid in this

and other cases had been very favorable.

Dr. ¥a. O. Otis, of Boston, showed Dr. F. M.
Briggs's self-retaining drainage canula devised to pre-

vent the scar from cervical abscess and spoke of his

satisfactory results in the use of it.'

Dr. W. D. Robinson, of Philadelphia, h«d used,

with benefit, ichthyol applied under a covering of

lamb's wool; the carbonate of creosote had given, after

prolonged trials, little result beyond apparently check-

ing the jjrogress of a progressive enlargement. He
believed that the best results come from the free use

of sunshine.

Dk. Isaac Hull Platt described the physical

characteristics of Lakewood as a resort, with reference

particularly to its water-supply, soil and drainage.

THE POCONO TLATEAU.

Dk. L. D. Judd, of Philadelphia, read a paper

calling attention to the region of the Pocono Moun-
tains, situated in Monroe County, Pa., particularly to

that section known to geologists as the Pocono Pla-

teau. The Pocono Mouniains constitute a group
extending northeast and southwest a distance of thirty

miles or more, and presenting an elevated plateau

about ten miles in width. The altitude in the neigh-

borhood of Mount Pocono Station is about 1,800 to

2,000 feet, it is only three and a half hours by rail

from New York City and four and a half from Phila-

delphia and much higher than the Delaware Water

Gap.
Dr. Judd advocated this region as a resort for pa-

tients with throat and chest troubles, hay-fever and
asthma.

1 See Bu»tou Medical aud Surgical Jourual, .May 2, 1M)5.
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Dk. Mark A. Rodgers, of Tucson, read a paper
on

ADVANTAGES OF THE CLIMATE OP ARIZONA IN THE
TREATMENT OF PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS.

SECOND DAY.

The morning of the second day was devoted to ii

discussion of

THE THKATMENT OF HEMOPTYSIS,

opened by Dk. Charles E. Qdimby, of New York,
followed by papers on that subject by Dr. Coolidge,
of Boston, Dk. Babcock, of Chicago, Dr. Solly, of

Colorado Springs, and Dr. Musser, of Philadelphia.

The subji'it excited general discussion.

Dr. F. I'ltEMONT-SaiiTH, of St. Augustine, advo-

cated the use of tourniquets.

Dr. S. a. Fisk, of Denver, advocated the use of

turpeutiue externally and oil of erigeron.

Dr. Walker, of Philadelphia, spoke of the use of

turpentine internally.

The practice of using ergot was quite generally

condemned. Kest, the use of ice and atropia, and the

free use of opium and gallic acid were favored.

Dr H. F. Williams, of Brooklyn, said that he

used no measures to restrict hemorrhage, as he believed

that it was an effort of nature to expel pathological

products (hat were likely to set up septic or toxic con-

ditions in the diseased structure. Dr. Williams quoted

the well-known views of the late Dr. J. R. Learning

in support of his position.

The following were elected to membership at the

business meeting: Dr. Hobart A. Hare, Philadelphia,

Pa. ; Dr. John L. Heft'ron, Syracuse, N. Y. ; Dr.

J. Madisou Taylor, Philadelphia, Pa.; Dr. H. H.
Whitcomb, Norristown, Pa. ; Dr. Paul T. Kimball,

Lakewood, N. J. ; Dr. Charles L. Lindley, Lakewood,
N. J. ; Dr. Henry P. Loomis, New York City ; Dr.

C. F. Gardiner, Colorado Springs, Col. ; Dr. Henry
H. Schroeder, New York City ; Dr. Wm. F. Dudley,
Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Dr. David H. Bergey, University

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Dr. E. P. Bern-

ardy, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Dr. W. A. Campbell, Colo-

rado Springs ; Dr. Mark A. Rodgers, Tucson, Ari-

zona.

Dr. John C. Munro, of Boston, read a paper on

THE influence op CLIMATE ON GENITO-UKINAEY
tuberculosis.

It embodied the results of a collective investigation

or inquiry among the members of the Association sta-

tioned in different parts of the country. There were
seventy-five responses.

Of the reply to the first question, " Are patients

wiih tuberculosis of the kidney, bladder, epididymis,

prostate, or vesicular, benefited or injured by climatic

treatment ? " there is scarcely any doubt. There is no
reason why the situation of the disease should form an

exception to the rule, especially if the general resistance

and the nutrition are improved. The benefit is, of

course, indirect for the most part, but it can be mate-

rially aided by proper local treatment, not necessarily

operative, in the majority of cases.

The rate of improvement is not so rapid as it is in

pulmonary phthisis.

The answers to the next question, " Do patients

undergoing climatic treatment for pulmonary tubercu-

losis develop, commonly, a genito-uriuary tuberculosis

when the pulmonary lesions are disappearing? " showed
that such a development was very rare. Four corre-

spondents reported having seen single cases, only,

during many years of practice, while primary genito-

urinary tuberculosis is comparatively unknown, a con-
dition far different from that which obtains in tubercu-
lous regions.

" Does pulmonary tuberculosis tend to develop in

patients undergoing climatic treatment for genito-

urinary tuberculosis?" To this question there was a
general belief that there is very little inter-relation

between the disease in the lungs and in the uro-genital

tract.

" After apparent cure from genito-urinary tubercu-
losis can patients ever return to their homes ? " Prob-
ably to a small extent in selected cases when the cure
has lasted for many months, where the home surround-
ings will be of the best, and provided the patient is

persistently and carefully watched.
" Do patients with advanced genito-urinary tubercu-

losis, for example, abscess of the kidney, testes, vesi-

culfe, etc., ever recover their general health ? " Occa-
sionally with the aid of surgery, advanced (abscess)

cases do recover, but it is doubtful if the proportion is

much greater in the healthy than iu the unhealthy
climate.

" Must the same precautions, as regards exercise,

diet, rest, etc., that are given to phthisical patients, be
given to patients with genito-uriuary tuberculosis

when emigrating to high altitudes?" This was an-
swered affirmatively. There is no one climate or
locality suitable for all cases, the general rule being
that where pulmonary cases do well it is safe to send
genito-urinary cases. When, however, the disease is

limited to the kidneys or bladder, a climate, equable,
warm and not too dry should be selected; where out-

door life is most possible and where the drinking-
water is of the best.

Dk. Newton : While in the United States Army I

served eight years iu New Mexico, the Indian Terri-

tory, and Northern Texas, and while in that region I

was impressed with the scarcity of Bright's disease.

No doubt this diminished liability to renal disease is

because the increased activity of the skin and the lungs
in the exceedingly dry atmosphere takes some of the
work off the kidneys. At least such an explanation
was offered once by Dr. H. C. Wood, who thought it

might be advantageous to send patients with nephritis

into the dry atmosphere of the Rocky Mountains or
their foothills. Of course it is highly important while
a resident of the arid regions that the drinking-water
should be as pure as possible. It should not contain
gypsum (a very common ingredient) nor other mineral
or earthy substances which may irritate the kidneys or
bladder. I do not believe that people travelling for

their health are careful enough about their drinking-
water. If all the water which the new-comers use
should be boiled and filtered there would be probably
little or no so-called mountain fever which so commonly
attacks the uuacclimated.

One case that came under my observation had a

tubercular consolidation of one apex and had been sent

away from home ; while travelling he developed an
appendicitis, for wliicli an operation was done, and he
recovered not only from the operation but his lungs
were found to have healed up. It was not long, how-
ever, before tuberculosis of the genitourinary tract
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8et in, and his health is now in a precarious condition.

I am sorry to hear that Dr. Slunro considers tlie prog-

nosis in geuito-uriuary tuberculosis so unfavorable.

From my reading, especially from several papers that

1 have recently seen, 1 had been led to think that a

number of these cases at least would recover.

Ur. Jamks H. Walker: While having no personal

experience with the climatic treatment of cases of geuito-

uriuary tuberculosis I may say that the general tenor of

Charles Theodore Williams's investigations is that the

presence of albuminuria or of disease of either the liver

or kidneys is a contraindication to the high-altitude

treatment of pulmonary phthisis for the reason that

before acclimatization there is a decided reduction in the

amount of urine excreted from the kidneys. There is,

no doubt, much to be gained in treating these diseases

by the proper use of mineral waters, and we may make
almost any climate acceptable in their treatment with

the use of these adjuncts, so that although high altitude

climates may have their objections per se, their great

value as antagonistic to tubercular vulnerability may be

utilized in this as well as in other forms of tuberculosis

by the proper administration of water and other correc-

tives.

Dr. Schauffler: In the few cases which I have

met with of this nature there was one which had a

tubercular epididymis along with tuberculosis of the

lung. This man was sent to FA Paso, Texas, and he

apparently recovered from his tubercular condition.

It was one of those cases of remarkable recovery of

general health and disappearance of local signs of dis-

ease apparently directly and solely due to change of

climate without medication. Heard from this patient

at the end of three years.

I also know of a man who had tolerably advanced

pulmonary tuberculosis, with kidney trouble, pus in

the urine, and tube-casts, who went to Gleuwood

Springs, Colorado, and is doing well at the end of five

years. His renal trouble seems to be at a standstill

;

and he probably has one sound kidney. He is engaged

in business in Colorado.

It was a revelation to me that climatic influence

should be so efficacious in a case like that. As to the

lungs, of course, there is no trouble in explaining the

modus operandi of climate, but when we come to geui-

to-urinary tuberculosis the explanation is not such an

easy matter. I must say that I am decidedly in favor

of climatic treatment in genito-urinary tuberculosis.

Dr. Jngals: I have been under the impression

that it is in hot, dry climates where most benefit is

derived in cases of this kind. The late Dr. H. A.

Johnson once said that " tubercular patients did well

where weeds do not grow," as, for example, in Arizona.

Dr. Cuktin : I should like to ask Dr. Munro if he

has made any inquiry as to what extent drinking-

water infiuences these cases ?

Dr. Vincent Y. Bowditch, of Boston, presented

a paper entitled,

A PLEA FOR MOUKRATION IN OUR STATEMENTS
REGARDING THE CONTAGIOUSNESS OF PULMONARY
CONSUMI'TION.'

(To be continued.)
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THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE DYSPEPSIAS.

The symptom-group constituting dyspepsia most

forcibly, most frequently and constantly commands

the attention of physicians and laymen, and has been

the subject of many classifications. Hippocrates only

indirectly treats of dyspepsia. Galen invented the

terms hradypepsia and apepsia, as spoken of their symp-

toms and remote eifects. CuUeu was the first to write

of the dyspepsias under the two heads of idiopathic

and symptomatic. Broussais saw only gastritis and

gastroenteritis at the basis of every dyspepsia. A
reaction had already set in when Beau taught the

primarily functional character of dyspepsia, the influ-

ence of the nervous system in its production, and the

intimate connection which exists between the disorders

of the stomach uod the maladies of decadeuce.

Then came the dogma of dilatation of the stomach—
the dilatation being the lesion and the dyspepsia the

consequence ; soon destined to be eclipsed by the

chemical theories which led to the famous declaration,

" Les dyspepsies sout chimiques ou elles ue sout pas
"

(Germain See).

One of the latest attempts at a rational classification

is that of Albert Robin whose elaborate series on the

dyspepsias is being published in t\io Bulletin General de

Thirtipeutique.

'• There is dyspepsia," he says, " whenever there is

any disturbance of the gastric digestion. Now as

there is no gastric affection which is not accompanied

with functional troubles of the organ, the word dys-

pepsia sums up the entire gastric pathology."

The first general division is that of Cullen, into

dyspepsias that are primary or idiopathic, and those

that are symptomatic of a general or local affection.

Idiopathic dyspejisias are (1) dyspepsias due to vices

of alimentation, (2) dy6pe|)sias due to troubles of

gastric innervation, (3) dyspepsias of mechanical

origin, (4) dyspepsias of medicinal origin, (5) dyspep-

sias due to professions, (6) dyspepsias due to conditions

of climate.
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(1) Vices of alimentation pertain to the manner of

eating, to what is eaten, to what is not eaten, compre-

hendiug all faulty habits, excesses and defects of ali-

mentation, the fruitful sources of much of the diges-

tive suffering which is daily witnessed.

(2) Dyspepsia by trouble of innervation is exem-

plified whenever nervous perturbations entails disorders

of secretion or muscular movements of the stomach

(mental overwork, care, worry, depressing emotions,

intense thought and study after meals, etc. " L'homme

qui pense le plus est celui qui digere le moius "
).

(3) Dyspepsias of mechanical origin are such as

result from a tight corset, sitting all day iu a bent pos-

ture at the desk, etc.

(4) Climatal influences, such as excess of heat and

and cold and confined air, are well-known causes of

dyspepsia.

(5) Under the head of medicinal dypepsias are

included such as are due to the abuse of mineral

waters, of tea, of iodide of potassium, etc.

(6) Dyspepsias due to professional causes are often

exemplified in the workmen in coal mines (from

inhalation of coal dust), and rubber factories (from

absorption of carbon disulphide), and in persons who

lead too sedentary a life (book-keepers, journalists,

etc.).

The "secondary dyspepsias" are: (1) dyspepsias

symptomatic of diseases of the stomach (chronic gas-

tritis, ulcer, cancer, dilatation); (2) dyspepsias due to

hepatic and intestinal troubles (biliary congestion,

cirrhosis, duodenitis, catarrhal enteritis, etc.)
; (3)

dyspepsias of cardiac origin (due mainly to the

anemic and other circulatory troubles)
; (4) dyspepsias

of geuito-uriuary origin ; (5) dyspepsias due to diseases

of the nervous system (gastric crises of tabes, dyspep-

sia accompanying neurasthenia, etc.) ; (6) dyspepsias

due to anemia (the primary anemias are doubtless

sometimes the consequences of a pre-existing dyspep-

sia, but they may appear first and be the cause of the

digestive troubles, and the proper treatment of the

chlorosis or other anemia may cure the dyspepsia) ;

(7) dyspepsias due to tuberculosis, cancer, gout and

rheumatism.

Robin insists on the absurdity of establishing fi.xed

rules of treatment of dyspepsia when the causes are so

numerous. The dyspepsia caused by tuberculosis or

by gout is not to be treated simply as dyspepsia, but

as an epipheuomenon of the underlying dyscrasia.

On the other hand, if we have to do with an alcoholic

dyspeptic, it will not be enough simply to suppress

the alcohol in order to make the stomach well, for

material lesions exist which will long survive the

alcoholism.

The labors of our predecessors to institute a rational

classification and treatment of dyspepsia have resulted

in little but a chaotic array of sjmptom-trealments,

for the most part useless and dangerous, as is all medi-

cation that is exclusively symptomatic. An illustra-

tion of this is seen in the vogue which internal anti-

sepsis has had, as promulgated by Bouchard for gastric

fermentation ; this mode of treatment, according to

Bardet and others,' has not been a brilliant success.

The same may be said of the administration of large

doses of sodium bicarbonate in acute attacks of " hy-

perasthenic dyspepsia with hyperchlorhydria" ; the

utility of this treatment, says Robin, can no longer

be defended.

The chemical school has studied the gastric juice

and made classifications according to its richness in

HCl. They have given us hyperchlorhydria, and hy-

pochlorhydria and anachlorhydria, besides another

group of dyspepsias from acids of fermentation (lactic,

butyric, etc.). As for the pepsin, they have made little

account of it, not knowing what role to assign to it

in the troubles of secretion. To the chemical dys-

pepsias they have added the anatomical dyspepsias of

nervous or muscular origin (motor or nervous types,

and nervo-motor types). This is a notion as vague as

the preceding, for in every malady of the stomach the

secretion is influenced not only by the nervous system,

but also by the state of the muscular coats of the organ,

just as the nerves and muscles of the stomach are in-

fluenced by the state of the digestion. It is, then,

utterly impossible to consider apart the role of the

nerves and that of chemism, for both compose a soli-

darity.

M. Hayem in his first studies on stomachal chemism

endeavored on this basis to effect a classification of the

dyspepsias, and he established a certain number of

forms of chemical dyspepsia. More recently he has

given a new classification, taking pathological anatomy

as his basis, and constructing dyspepsia on gastritis,

the former being the clinical expression of the latter;

in other words, it is a return to the doctrine of Brous-

sais. This doctrine will never commend itself to

clinicians ; it is one-sided and partial. Robin gives

the more rational conception in insisting that " the

lesion is always consecutive to the dyspeptic troubles

;

in the onset these manifest themselves in a stomach

physiologically sound. Every dyspepsia, then, starts

iu a functional disorder. With the progress of the dis-

ease the multiple functions of the organ more and

more undergo alteration ; the chemical reactions, the

derangements of secretion, of movement, and of inner-

vation of the stomach are aggravated and inextricably

interblended ; at length the overjaded organ refuses

service and there is gastritis.

Consequently, the therapeutist will find his best

guide in the functional disturbance which exists, and

which he may be called upon to treat before any visi-

ble lesion exists. He will always take due account of

the chemical reactions and quality of the gastric juice,

for thereby data are obtained which furnish useful in-

dications as to the state of the gastric function ; data

which alone are useless for purposes of classification.

In short, for the therapeutist, the only useful classifi-

cation is the physiological. From this point of view,

the stomach is anatomically and physiologically a

solidarity, and when we study the functional reactions,

' Soc. de Tber., February 11, 1890.
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we see that the dyspepsias luanifest tlieinselves under

three characteristic types : (1) Exaggeration of fuuc-

tion ; (2) lusufficiency of function; (3) Perversion

of function. It is mainly under these three heads

that Rohin treats of the therapeutics of the dyspep-

sias.

DISCIPLES OF FATHER KNEIPP IN CKNTUAL
PARK.

The disciples of Father Kneipp, of Woerishoven,

Bavaria, have officially requested the Park Commis-

sioners to designate some green lawn in Central Park

on which they can go Kueipping during the early

morning and late evening hours. It seems that there

is a regular Kneipp Vereiu in New York, with over

one hundred members, which has its headquarters in

Bond Street, and it was in belialf of this organization

that the Park Commissioners were asked to take

action. Jersey City also has a Kneipp club, with a

membership of about four hundred members, which

was organized by Dr. Faber, a physician of that place.

According to the Secretary of the New York Kneipp

Verein, members of the Society who have gone bare-

foot in Central Park heretofore have been arrested as

cranks, or for merely walking on the grass. He says

there are at least five thousand persons in the city who

believe in the Kneipp system of treatment, many of

whom have been patients under it abroad. He also

states that Father Kneipp himself is coming to this

country in September.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Cholera in Egypt.— There were 1,091 deaths

from cholera in Egypt during the week ending

August 15th, bringing up the total number of deaths

to 14,755.

The Amkrica.v Dermatological Association.
— The twentieth annual meeting of this Association

will be held at the Hot Sulphur Springs of Virginia,

September 8, 9 and 10, 1896.

The Gift to the Rotal Victoria Hospital.—
The Royal Victoria Hospital in Montreal has received

from Lord Mount Stephen and Sir Donald Smith the

sum of eiglit hundred thousand dollars to form a per-

manent endowment.

Suffering in London. — A serious shortage in

the watei -supply of this city is reported both by the

lay and medical press. In the eastern districts of the

city the amount furnished is said to fall much below

what is required for the comfort of the poj>ulation,

|)articularly the improvident and poorer classes.

Mkdical Heroes.— A hall has been established

in the Val de Grace Hospital iu Paris, where the

names of French medical men who died in the per-

formance of their duty are inscribed on marble tablets.

A list of 143 practitioners has just been placed on its

walls, all of whom perished in the yellow fever ej)i-

demic iu San Domingo, 1801-1803.

International Congress of Dermatologt.—
The third International Congress of Dermatology, held

in London on August 5th, 6th and 7th, proved a suc-

cessful and pleasant meeting. On the last evening

the foreign visiting members were given a dinner at

the Hotel Cecil, about two hundred being present at

the banquet. Mr. .lonathan Hutchinson presided ; and

among the long list of speakers responding to the

toast of International Dermatology was Professor J.

C. White, of Boston. The question of having another

congress was decided favorably, and invitations were

extended from Berlin, Paris and New York. It was

urged in favor of Paris that the next meeting should

take place in 1900, the year of the Exhibition when

the new wing of the St. Louis Hospital would be form-

ally o|iened. The deciBioii was made by acclamation

in favor of Paris, and Dr. Besnier was unanimously

chosen President of the Congress for the year 1900.

boston and new ENGLAND.

A Decision of Interest to Medical Exam-
iners. — The death of Mrs. Ellen Crampsey at

Grape Island, which lies in Plum Island River between

Ipswich and Newburyport, in August, was the occasion

of a curious medico-legal complication, resulting in an

undertaker being fined ten dollars by Trial Justice

Sayward of Ipswich. When the body was found,

Medical Examiners Hurd, of Newburyport, and Clark,

of Ipswich, were summoned ; and a Newburyport under-

taker, who was on hand, by agreement of the two

examiners, took the body to Newburyport, where Dr.

Clark, of Ipswich, assisted by Dr. Hurd, performed

the autopsy. But owing to the fact that Grape Island

is really in Ipswich and not in Newburyport, it was

suggested that the undertaker had acted illegally in

removing the body from the town in which death

occurred without permission from the board of health

of that town. The fact that he was ordered to do so

by the medical examiner, and that he was the only

undertaker who was on hand with the proper appli-

ances for removing the body, had no weight with the

justice, who fined him as above stated.

Typhoid Fever Outbreak at East Barring-

ton.— An outbreak of typhoid fever occurred during

the latter part of July in the town of East Harrington,

N. H. The cases were all trace<i to a single source.

The first case was an unrecognized one, the patient

being unwell but helping about the house and doing

part of the milking. It is supposed that he must have

in some way contaminated the milk, as by going to

stool and not washing his hands before returning to

his milking. The water-supply was carefully exam-

ined and found to he all right. On a Friday evening

a party was given at the house and the guests were

given ice-cream made at home from the milk-supply

above referred to. Within the next ten or fourteen

days fourteen of the guests came down with typhoid

fever— eight in the town of Harrington, of whom one

died; two in Lee; one each in Dover, Rochester and

Woodbury. N. IL, and one in Haverhill, Mass. All
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of these out-of-town cases were guests at the party.

No other cases occurred in the town, and all were

partakers of the cream.

NEW YORK.

Yellow Fkver and Small-pox at Havana. —
Healtli Officer Doty, who returned from his trip to

Cuba on August 17th, reports that he found that there

was much yellow fever and small-pox in the city of

Havana and its suburbs, and that the sanitary condi-

tions there were very bad. All the sewage, he says, is

emptied into the bay, and the tide is not sufficient to

carry it to sea. Two points in particular were notice-

ably offensive, namely, opposite the Regna docks and

in the vicinity of the military hospitals. Any vessels

arriving here which were loaded in these places, he

states, will be subjected to the most rigorous quaran-

tine. During his visit. Dr. Doty secured the services

of competent medical men in Havana, Cienfuegos and

Santiago, who will regularly report to him the sani-

tary condition of the towns.

Heat T( xines.— Dr. Ira T. Van Gieson, Direc-

tor of the State Pathological Institute, announces, as

the result of recent investigation made by him and his

associates, Drs. Lambert and Lewin, the apparent dis-

covery that the fatal effects of heat-stroke are not

really due to the sun's rays, but to a peculiar toxine

developed by atmospheric conditions. He does not

.claim that the proofs are as yet sufficient to demon-

strate such a theory, but the experiments thus far

made, in which rabbits were destroyed by the inocula-

tion of material taken from the blood of human [)atient8

suffering from heat-stroke, would seem to render it

probable.

Deaths from Heat in New York Streets.—
The official records show that in four days during the

recent heated term no less than 1,258 horses were re-

ported by the police as having died on the streets.

Death from the Heat at the Age of 102.

— One of the victims of the hot weather was John

McKenzie, of Jersey City, who died at the venerable

age of 102 years and 5 months, having been born on

March 20, 1794. He was a native of Ireland and, it

is said, was never in his life attended by a physician

until the day on which he died.

A Hospital to be Closed for Lack of Funds.
— The Board of Trustees of the Mount Vernon Hos-

pital, one of the most prominent charitable institutions

of its kind in Westchester County, have announced

that the hospital will be closed on September Ist, as

there are no funds in the treasury and no prospect of

contributions in the future. The hospital building

was erected in 189.J, at a cost of about $20,000, ami

since then a large number of patients have been cared

for in it. Lately, however, there has been consider,

able discussion among the contributors to the funds of

the institution in regard to its ownership, maintenance

and management, and as a result they have all discon-

tinued their donations.

A Brdtal Case of Self-Murder. — In the

case of John Mueller, a farmer, near Egg Harbor

City, New Jersey, whose dead body was recently found

sitting in a chair in his home, with half of his face

blown away, while a shotgun was lying beside him,

the coroner's jury rendered a somewhat remarkable

verdict : stating that the deceased " came to his death

by feloniously, maliciously and brutally murdering

himself."

Death of Dr. Guleke.— Dr. Herman F. Guleke,

a prominent physician of New York, especially in Ger-

man circles, died at Sheepshead Bay, Long Island, on

August 18th. The cause of his death was a cancerous

affection of the throat, from which he had suffered for

a considerable time. Dr. Guleke was born in Dorpat,

one of the Baltic provinces of Russia, in 1836. After

studying in his native country and at Berlin, he came
to this country, where, in 1858, he was graduated

from the New York Medical College. For quite a

number of years he was attending physician at the

German Hospital and also at Mount Sinai Hospital.

Death of the Founder of the New York
Foundling Asylum. — A notable character has

passed away in Sister Irene, Superior of the New
York Foundling Asylum, who died at that institution

on August 14th. She was born in London in 1823,

and came to this country when she was nine years

old. She was the founder and organizer of the New
York Foundling Asylum, and also of the beautiful

Seton Hospital for Incurables, located at Spuyten
Duyvil, for which by her own efforts she raised $350,-

000. In her long life as a Sister of Charity she is

said to have collected and disbursed nearly $1,000,000

in all. During the years in which Sister Irene had
been in charge of the Foundling Asylum some 28,500

children passed through its doors, and 6,000 unfortunate

mothers, with their infants, were provided with homes.

lO^ijeecellanp.

SOME VASSAR ATHLETIC RECORDS.

From the time of its foundation Vassar College has
required of its students a certain amount of gymnastic
exercise, both in the in-door gymnasium and in some
form out of doors. In the earlier years horseback
riding was a regular part of the curriculum, every girl

being taught horsemanship ; but the expense was found
to be too great, and this training was abandoned.
Tennis and the milder out-door sports soon took the
place of the riding; and during the last five years the
advantages of the finely equipped new gymnasium
have done much to advance the athletic |iovvers of the
students.

An interesting account of this side of the college

life is given by Mr. Scoville in a recent number of the
Outlook, and is a refreshing contrast to the former
newspaper accounts of the number of pickles, pies and
pancakes annually consumed. Tennis, basket-ball,

swimming and bicycling are the popular sports at
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preseut, althougli goliiug bas begun tu claim its^

votaries. According to Mr. Scoville,

" .Vnolher out-of-door recreation wbicli sfeins to be pecu-

liar to Vassar ami Wclle.-ilcv is ' birding.' ' liirding
'

(wliich, by tbe way, is used in a decidedly different sense

at our male colleges) is usually indulged in at about sunrise,

when tbe matin-song of the birds begins. Armed with

opera-glasses, the 'birdisis' steal through swamps and
thickets, and, by studying tbe singers in their native haunts,

ac(]uire a far greater knowledge of ornithology than can

be learned from books."

Tbe general field and track athletics are by uo

means neglected; and tbe followiug figures given as

tbe Vassar " records " ia various events are by no

means to be sneered at, even wbeu compared with tbe

record of Harvard or Yale :

Event
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in the operating-room, and when there is undue exposure

to speak of it ; and this can be done in a manner to call

forth thanks and not criticism."

It is impossible for us to relate the base and vile

contaojination of pre-training-school operating rooms.

Wliat the frightful condition must have been can only

be imagined. It was so dreadful that uutil recent

years, and " pure, noble vfomau " came to the rescue,

patients often came away from the operating-room

with the seeds of gangrene already at work upon their

system. Before the day of etlier the room was full of

groans and shrieks of suffering, but the patients were

able to be witnesses of what was done. After anes-

thesia there was silence and unmentionable corruption.

That is, we may infer so!

The directress of nurses propounds one other ques-

tion of vital social importance: "Is it wise to allow

our nurses to give a full massage or rubbing to male

patients?" This is well known to be a common prac-

tice in all hospitals and one regularly recommended
for all patients. It is to be hereafter under the most

careful restriction according to the latest judgment as

to " where to draw the line." Here is the rule which

decides between decency and danger:

" In some cases it seems necessary, where the patient is

just recovering from the effects of a severe illness; but

when convalescence is once established, such treatment

should only be given by a male attendant."

The italics are her own. She concludes this para-

graph as follows

:

' In caring for the very sick we must, as far as possible,

forget both se.x and self. In their weakness men a|)peal to

us as little children, and the motherliness inherent in every

true woman's nature responds to their cry for help, and we
give them what they need without any regard to our rela-

tion, except as patient and nurse."

In the name of purity, what other relation is there

but prudery or prurience?

THE PROGNOSIS OF DISEASE.

The annual Address in Medicine before the British

Medical Association was given this year by Sir Dyce
Duckworth, M.D., LL.D., who chose for his subject

" The Prognosis of Disease." ' He ventured to claim

that at the present time the attentiou of physicians is

not sufficiently directed to careful observation of prog-

nosis in disease. This is largely owing to the rapid

advance in scientific knowledge and the increased at-

tention given to the minutise of diagnosis and clinical

progress. " Few amongst us," he says, " have haii

the time for a meditative survey of them in order to

apprehend the great general laws which underlie and

govern them. Our views are apt to be narrow and

distorted ; we argue too much from the particular

;

we fail to see things in due proportion, and so less

seldom than we might, have a right judgment in things

medical."

This difficulty is even more increased in the case of

the modern student of medicine, and the speaker ex-

pressed a fear that in the pressure of details the

student is insufficiently trained to think for himself iu

a broad and progressive way. Such a future of medi-

cine would certainly be an unfortunate one, both lor

the art itself and for the public.

* British Medical Jourual, August, 18^6.

He well said, that '• we must, if we are to be great

iu medicine, sometimes lift our eyes from the micro-

scope, and away from the engrossing researches of the

laboratories ; and rising to a higher platform survey

the larger tields and vistas which lie before and be-

yond us. If we do so we shall certainly come to

know more of the inwardness and due proportions of

matters which relate to the life of man as he passes

through his present environment."

It is a curious fact that no work purely relating to

prognosis has been published during this century, al-

though several works have had sections or observa-

tions upon it. In older times much more attention

was given to the gross and obvious signs of progress

or foreshadowing changes. This, of course, was

natural, as there were few means of studying minutely

the clinical and diagnostic features of a medical case.

It was urged upon all the hearers to read and study

the older works in this branch of medicine, particu-

larly the books of Hippocrates.

There can be no doubt that there is lacking to-day

in the training of our medical students much valuable

teaching in the various aspects of disease— the facies,

the decubitus, the tongue, the body odors— which

might well be saved from being lost or neglected in

favor of the oil immersion lens or the chemical

analysis.

Dr. Duckworth, in his plea for better study of

prognosis, abates nothing of the value and need of a

thorough scientific diagnosis. He said: "It is cer-

tain that we can only make advances in prognostic

skill by careful and patient study of the whole sub-

ject of semeiologv. Everything depeuds upon an accu-

rate appreciation of the symptoms and physical signs

presented in any case. If we err at the outset our

treatment and our prognosis will also err. There is

assuredly no lack of teaching in these days directed

to the subject of semeiology in the several parts ; but

I think it must be conceded that our eyes and our

minds are rather apt to dwell too much on our de-

tailed notes and manifold instrumental aids and too

little on the patient, his personal peculiarities and the

intimate nature of his ailments. We thus miss the

due recognition of noteworthy features proper to the

whole case— features often eloquent and provocative

of further inquiry when appreciated by the trained

eye and the open mind accustomed to view the whole

and not merely a part, and thus to see every point in

due proportion and iu proper relation to the rest."

After taking up at length the question of prognosis

in various diseases of the different anatomical and

physiological systems, giving a most excellent and

useful summary of the subject, he closed by saying,

that " the younger men may often afford light in the

matter of modern diagnostic methods to their seniors,

but the experience and knowledge of the latter are

needed not seldom in forecasting the issue of a case,

and by quoting the words of Hippocrates, " It ap-

pears to me a most excellent thing for the physician to

cultivate prognosis, for by foreseeing and foretelling

in the presence of the sick, the present, the past and

the future, and ex(ilaiuing the omissions which patients

may have been guilty of. he will he the more readily

believed 10 be acquainted with the circumstances of

the sick, so that men will have coiitidence to entrust

themselves to such a physician ; and he will manage
the case best who has foreseen what is to happen from

the present state of matters."
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METEOROLOGICAL RECOKD

For the week ending August 15tL, in Boston, aecordinf; to

observations furnished bj {sergeant J. W.Siuitb.of the United
States Signal Corps:—

Baro-
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<©riginal Sllrticleitf.

PRINCIPLES OF TREATMENT OF LATERAL
CURVATURE.i

BY ELLIOTT O, BKACKETT, M.D., BOSTON.

For the convenience of description in treatment of

lateral curvature, cases can be divided into two classes,

representing, not different types, but different stages

of one condition, which is distinctly progressive. For
our purpose we must consider that, without respect to

etiology, the condition is primarily one of a twist of

the spinal column, causing a distortion in the symmetry
of all parts attached, which depend on it for their sup-

port and for their relative position, and therefore any

deviation from this normal position and shape of the

spine results in a deformity in the trunk, as is seen by

change in the contour of the body, in the familiar

examples of a high shoulder, prominent hips and scap-

ula, and high hips. As the development of bone takes

place in the position in which the part is held, this

condition of lateral curvature then becomes a grad-

ually increasing one, both in the increase of the dis-

tortion of the position of the spine, as well as in the

shape of the bones. The change in the position of

spine occurs in two directions, (1) a lateral bending of

the spinal column as a whole, and (2) a rotation of the

different segments one on the other; and resulting

from these two changes in position, are such altera-

tions in the contour of the body as is evident in the

shape and position of the shoulders, scapulse, waist and

hips, and the relative prominence of the two halves of

the trunk. As the deformity progresses, and as

growth occurs during its existence, bony change takes

place, which offers an additional obstacle to the cor-

rection of the deformity, and the treatment therefore

varies to a considerable extent, according to the stage

to which this condition has progressed. The classes

into which these are divided have no distinct bound-

ary lines, but rather serve to designate the degree to

which the deformity has developed.

The first class includes cases of such slight degree,

in which little or no bony change has occurred, that

they present no obstacle to the complete or even over-

correction, and are therefore to be regarded as post-

ural curves.

The second class includes those cases in which the

deformity has existed so long that definite structural

changes have taken place in the bones and ligaments

and muscles, and present a distinct obstacle to the

complete restoration.

The first class, although postural in character, yet

presents defiuite conditions toward which the treatment

must be directed ; although but slight structural change
exists there is a disturbance of normal function of the

spiue, as is shown by a limitation in the flexibility and
strength in certain directions, so that it becomes easy

for the spine to assume a particular mal-position.

The treatment must therefore be directed to overcome
this asymmetrical development, having for its object,

first, to bring about a flexibility of the spine, normal
in amount and symmetrical in character, so that the

trunk may be held with ease in its normal position ;

and second, to so improve the muscle strength, and
muscle action, that it is held in its normal position

without conscious effort on the part of the patient.

' Read before the Masflachuaetts Medical Society June 9, 1896, aiul

reconmieuded for publicatioD by the Society.

The first of these is accomplished by exercises de-

signed to stretch the shortened ligaments, and may be

accomplished by vigorous body movements, or by

exercise aided by mechanical means. The second, by

the use of gymnastic exercises, carried out with the

body in a corrected or over-corrected attitude.

In the second class of cases there exists a marked

obstacle to correction, in the more pronounced curve

in the spinal column, the change in the shape of the

vertebral bones and the ribs, and in the limited flexi-

bility. The object of treatment in these oases is two-

fold : (1) To so increase the range of flexibility in the

necessary region of the spine that correction to a

greater or less degree is possible ; that is, to bring

about a condition in which the patient can be made
straight or nearly so. (2) To then hold the spine and

trunk in nearly as possible this condition, whether by

means of apparatus or by increased muscle develop-

ment, or both, while the bones are being shaped and

ossification is taking place.

The principle used to accomplish the first of the

measures, that of increasing the flexibility in certain

regions of the spine, has long been used by contortion-

ists and dancers, and consists of increasing the mobil-

ity of any part of the body by repeatedly forcing to

beyond the point of the existing range of motion, thus

stretching the ligaments and muscles. The applica-

tion of this principle to the condition of spinal curva-

ture is attended by the same results, and it has

been definitely proved that it is possible to increase

the flexibility of the spiue in any region and any direc-

tion. This may be done by forcible exercise, aided

by manual pressure by an assistant, but it is diffi-

cult by this method to closely localize and isolate the

force.

A more accurate way is by the so-called mechanical

correction, by which the desired amount of force can

be applied to any part of the spine and in any direc-

tion with an accurate graduation, the advantage of the

method being in its precision. There have been

numerous forms of apparatus used for this purpose,

many of which are of considerable value; as examples

of these can be seen the modification of Hoffa's appar-

atus, in which the patient is partially suspended, the

shoulders and hips secured by means of clamps and

pads, and the desired amount of rotary force applied

to the trunk, which has a distinct effect on the rotation

of the spinal column. This is used as an exercise of

pressure alone, and also combined with breathing by

which the effect of respiratory force is added.

A second form is that of the rocker, in which the

patient is made to lie on an oblique frame, so arranged

that it may be bent above and below at the point

where pressure is desired to be made. In this way
the force of gravity or superincumbent weight is

avoided, and muscular action eliminated, and by this

it is possible to increase the backward flexibility of

the spiue and the rotation in any point desired.

This portion of the treatment must be supplemented

by some method by which the spine is held in the best

position it will allow during the process of growth

and development. In cases of slight degree, it may
be possible for the individual to maintain the corrected

position by voluntary effort and improved muscle

action. This, however, is hardly to be expected in

the cases of greater severity, where it is possible only

by continued and considerable effort, and in this some
form of support is needful.
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MEASUREMENTS IN SPINAL CURVATURE.'
BV OEOROE W. PITZ, M.D., CAHURIDOE.

Cases of lateral curvature present so many compli-
cated and varied conditions, and the cLauges are so

discouragingly slow iu many instances, that accurate

measurements are of great importance for showing the

progress of the disease and the effect of treatment.

¥oT a complete record the spinous processes from
the seventh cervical down to the sacrum should be
spotted with a black flesh pencil, also the posterior-

iliac spines. The simplest way .to get the record is to

photograph the patient thus prepared immediately be-

hind a screeu, consisting of a rectangular frame with
threads strung vertically and horizontally, cutting the

entire surface into inch squares. The photographic
outfit is inexpensive ami the whole process is extremely
easy in a well-lighted room. This gives a photo-

graph of auy aspect of the individual, with the means
of measuring with comparative exactness auy detail

that is desired. Taking the straight Hue joining the

seventh cervical vertebra and the mid-point of the

sacrum (cervico-sacral line) as a convenient basis, we
can measure the length of this line, its inclination to

the vertical, the points at which it crosses the line of

spinous processes, the levels of points of greatest de-

viation of the line of spinous processes, the extent of

such deviation, and the distances to the sides of the

trunk at different levels. By means of the horizontal

threads of the screen the height of the shoulders may
be determined, the level of the pelvis, etc. Succes-

sive photographs can be taken for comparison, and of

course must be taken under as nearly the same condi-

tions as possible.

The advantage of the photographic method of re-

cording lies especially iu the following particulars:

the entire set of conditions is obtained at one instant,

so their relations to each other have not become de-

ranged by movement, the patient has not been made
self-conscious by overmuch handling and stands in an
unprejudiced position.

It is important also to measure the amount of rota-

tion of the spine. This can be done indirectly by
measuring the amount of antero posterior deviation of

the ribs on the two sides. The most convenient

method for doing this is to take the shape of the back
by moulding a strip of lead to it and transferring this

to pasteboard by means of a pencil. This pattern cut

out forms a gauge which may be applied to the back
and corrected until it fits perfectly, when it serves as a

permanent index to change in rotation. It is possible

to get the entire contour of the chest by having a

strip of lead long enough to encircle the chest, cut in

two and a small brass hinge inserted. The strip is

then moulded around the chest and the hinge permits

it to be opened and then re-closed on the sheet of

paper for drawing the outline. Measurements should

be taken under the same conditions as at first. It is

best iu many instances to take measurements both
standing and lying, or in suspension, for determining

the degree of correction possible.

Measurements of strength may be taken, also of

weight, height, amount of chest expansion iu extreme
inspiration and expiration, of flexibility of the spine,

forward and backward bending and sidewise bending,

right and left. Measurements should be made every

1 Bead before the Ma^sncbusetts Medical Society June 9, 1S96, and
recommended for publication by the Society.

six months, or more frequently iu rapidly changing

cases. It should be borne in mind that many of the

conditions involved iu spinal curvature are vague, and
that careful measurements which will form the basis

for statistical study of the subject are of great

value.

NEPHRITIS IN INFANTILE SCURVY.'

BY JOHN JEKKS TUOMA8, A.U., M.D.,

Physician to the Boston Dispensary ; Assistant to the Physiciansfor
Diseases of the Nervous tiystem^ Boston City Hospital.

Most of the writers upon infantile scurvy speak of

the occasional occurrence of hemorrhages into the

internal organs, and among them into the kidneys,

and of the presence of albumin in the urine at times.

For example, Barlow says that the urine often con-

tains a trace of albumin, aud a little blood, that it is

sometimes scanty in amount, and coarse concretions of

uric acid may be passed. He then calls attention to

the statements of Dr. Gee, aud Dr. John Thompson
that hematuria may be the only sign of this disease

in children, and adds that Sir William Roberts has

said that he has observed cases of this scorbutic hema-
turia, without other symptoms, responding to anti-

scorbutic diet. Barlow then speaks of two similar

cases of his own, one responding to antiscorbutic

treatment, aud another of which he lost sight.

Fruitnight says simplj- that hematuria has been ob-

served. Carr says that the urine oflen contains albu-

min, aud at times blood is passed, and then says that

it is probable that a greater number of cases would
show kidney changes if it were possible to examine
the urine during the acute stage. Fox says merely
that the urine in this disease is "often very thick,"

but reports a case, with an examination of the urine,

to which we shall return. Fiirst says that the kid-

neys sometimes show extravasations of blood into the

pyramids, and says of the hematuria, that it has been

observed by Shoppee, Gee, de Bruin, and Couitzer.

He states that the hematuria is not always so marked
that oue can recognize it macroscopically. The urine

is apparently clear, and free from blood, but in the

sediment red and white blood-corpuscles are found, as

well as blood-casts. Von Starck found an excess of

urobilin. Fiirst also says that Cbeadle, Heubner aud
Conitzer have found albumin present, and de Bruin

renal epithelium and granular casts.

Northrup, in Starr's " Text-Book of the Diseases of

Children," says only that hematuria may occur.

The autopsies in the disease which we are consid-

ering are not very numerous, and only in a part of

them is the condition of the kidneys noted. Taylor
reports a case with autopsy. He says that there were
no hemorrhages into the kidney. There was appar-

ently no microscopical examination of the kidneys

made, nor was the result of auy examination of the

urine given. Barlow reports three autopsies. In the

first one, a case of Smith, the abdominal organs were
normal, but the urine had not been obtained. In the

second case, no disease of the kidneys was noted.

In the third, the kidneys were stated to be normal.

Fiirst also reports a case with autopsy. The examina-
tion of the urine is not mentioned. At the autopsy

the kidneys were normal. In all, we have tive autop-

sies where the kidneys were found normal, at least

< Kead before tbe Clinical Section of the
Society, starch 18, 1896.

Sutfolk District Itledtcal
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macroscopically. In no instance is any mention made
of a microscopical examination of these organs, and in

no case is the examination of the urine given.

In Barlow's fourth autopsy, in a case of Mackenzie,

one kidney showed hemorrhages, almost exclusively

affecting the pyramidal structure. Fox gives an

autopsy also. In this case the urine had a specific

gravity of 1.010, was acid in reaction, and contained

albumin. No casts and no blood were found. At
the autopsy the kidneys were found to be very large,

and pale, with the capsule not adherent.

Certainly these results from autopsies are rather

meagre, but this is probably due largely to the fact

that the kidneys have not elicited the same interest

that the bone lesions have.

In going over the literature upon infantile scurvy

for ihe examination of the urine, I have examined all

the articles, which were accessible, in the original

publications, and many others in references, and have
taken all cases where any examination of the urine

was given, although in most instances this was insuf-

ficient for our purpose, that is, to enable us to decide

whether nephritis were present or not. Yet it is

probable that, in many cases where it is stated only

that albumin was found, nephritis existed, or had ex-

isted.

A number of writers report cases in which the

urine was examined, and found normal. Baginsky

says that the urine in his cases showed neither albumin

nor sugar. In Carr's case the urine was normal.

Rehn found neither albumin nor blood in his cases.

Barlow, in one of the cases in which he gives a uri-

nary examination, says it was pale, clear, neutral in

reaction, and contained no albumin or excess of phos-

phates. He also says that Bohn and Hirschsprung

found the urine normal in their cases, a statement not

strictly true in regard to the latter writer. Kuhn in

an epidemic of scurvy saw 13 cases in children, most

of them nursed ; had noted no urinary symptoms in

any of them. Jones-Bateman in his case found the

urine clear, yellow in color, neutral in reaction, of a

specific gravity of 1.016, with an increase of the

phosphates, but no albumin or hemoglobin. Whit-

comb in his case reports the urine as of good color

and quantity, alkaline, and loaded with phosphates,

but says nothing about albumin. Von Starck reports

a case in which the urine contained no albumin and

no blood, while later, a little indican and much urobilin

was found.

Turning now to the cases in which the urine was

found to be abnormal, we have already spoken of the

two cases of Barlow in which he found hematuria,

and of the statements of Dr. Gee, Dr. Thompson, and
Sir William Roberts that this may be the only symp-
tom of the disease. Dr. Gee's cases are of enough
interest in this connection to be quoted in full, even

if we feel inclined to doubt the diagnosis, which, how-
ever, Barlow accepts. In one, a girl of eleven months,

the urine had been bloody for six weeks, sometimes
more, sometimes less so. No gravel had been seen at

any time. The microscope showed red corpuscles and

leucocytes in about equal numbers, but no casts.

The quantity of albumin was very small. There
were no signs of bladder disease. Nothing could be

felt on palpation. The child was ricketv, but fat.

There were no other hemorrhages. The spleen could

not be felt. The gums were natural. On antiscor-

butic diet, and three-drop dosea of black hellebore

three times a day, the child recovered in less than a

week. In Gee's second case, a female ten months of

age, the bloody urine had been seen for six weeks,

and during that time it had always been bloody, that

is to sa}' the hematuria had been constant. The
microscope showed a large number of red blood-cor-

puscles, and a smaller number of leucocytes, but no
casts. There were no signs of an affection of the

bladder, and no abdominal organ could be felt to be

enlarged. There were no other signs of scurvy.

The child was rickety, not very pale, and had cut one

lower central incisor. In eleven days she was quite

well, having been given new milk, mashed potatoes,

lemon-juice and cod-liver oil. Barlow in his first

article, besides mention of one case of Gee (16 of his

table) gives a case of Shoppee (Case 31 of Barlow)
where hematuria was found, with excess of uric acid,

and scanty urine for a time. The case of Cheadle
(Case 17 of Barlow's table) showed definite traces of

albumin for a few days. Besides these, one of Bar-

low's own cases had albumin and excess of phosphates

at first. Cheadle's case, quoted by Barlow, has just

been mentioned, but Cheadle has reported two cases

with albuminuria. One case had albumin which dis-

appeared in five days. The other had " a cloud of

albumin " and was well in two weeks. Railton in his

third case, mentions that the urine was found to con-

tain a little blood, which disappeared at the end of a

week. Albumin is not mentioned. Northrup found
the urine bloody in one case (Case 6). Northrup and
Crandrall report 114 cases, but of this number they

could get details in 36 only. The urine is mentioned
but twice in this number. Once there was hematuria
(Case 6). In the other case there was nephritis

(Case 18). The patients died, probably of the kid-

ney lesions the authors say, but no autopsy was ob-

tained. Ashby found blood in the urine of eight of

his 25 cases, but never excessive. He says that in

the other cases the urine was dark from urobilin,

the latter presumably present in consequence of al-

tered blood-coloring matter. Heubner mentions albu-

minuria in one of his cases. Hirschsprung in 10
cases found albumin present once. Conitzer reports a

case in which the urine was small in amount, of a

blood-red color, and contained albumin. Microscopi-

cally there were found red and white blood-corpuscles,

and blood-casts. The albumin and blood gradually

disappeared. In his second case the urine was cloudy,

contained much uric acid, a slight amount of albumin,

and much urates. MoUer (Case 4 of Barlow's table)

and Shoppee also found an excess of uric acid.

Thus we see that while in quite a number of cases

where the urine was examined, it was found to be free

from blood and albumin, yet in a great many, perhaps

a majority, of these cases the presence of one or both

was noted. 1 am inclined to think that kidney trouble,

of greater or less severity, would probably be found in

all, or nearly all of the cases of infantile scurvy if a

microscopic examination were made, provided it was
done during the early stages of the disease. In cer-

tain cases of Gee, Thompson, Sir William Roberts,

and Barlow the kidney trouble seems to have been
the only symptom of the disease.

The case which is added in this paper, showed
marked disturbance of the kidneys; and though this

was not the only symptom of the disease present, it

was the first and the most marked one, and it may
prove interesting from this fact.
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The patient, E. L., a girl, was the child of Ameri-
can parents in comfortable circumstances. She was
the second child, the first having died a few davs after

birth, because of a patent foramen ovale. There was
no suspicion of sjpbilis or other disease in the parents.

At three weeks of age, the child, which was a bottle-

fed baby, was overfed by the nurse, and began to suf-

fer from digestive disturbances. It was then put upon
the Walker Gordon Laborator}' modified milk, and
did well after a time. When about three mouths of

age, she had the measles, from which she made a good
recovery. After this the child did well for a time,

and gained in weight; but when about five months of

age, she bad some eczema of the body and head.

When the child was six mouths of age, 1 was called

because of an attack of diarrhea. This was ou Oc-
tober 11, 1895. After changing the formula of the

milk the digestive disturbance lessened, but the child

failed to gain, and each time the food was made more
nourishing the digestive trouble returned. Finally,

malted milk was given in alternate feedings with the

modified milk, and this the baby digested, and imme-
diately began to gain in weight. About the 10th of

November the baby was put upon malted milk alone,

but with half an ounce of cows' milk or cream in each
feeding. The eczema had been treated with an oint-

ment cuutaining zinc oxide and starch.

By the middle of November the child had gained
two pounds in weight, and the eczema had nearly dis-

appeared. She continued to gain until she was eight

and a half mouths old. At that time, on December
14th, the mother noticed that the child did not take
its food well, was feverish, had a slight discharge of

mucus from the nose, and that the napkins were
stained a dark color by the urine, which was passed
much less frequently than usual. On physical exami-
nation that day, nothing further was found. The
child was well nourished but slightly pallid. The
throat was clean. There was no eruption. Nothing
was found upon examination of the chest and abdo-
men. The spleen was not enlarged. There was no
tenderness of the limbs nor enlargement of theepiphy-
ses. There was no rosary, and no sweating of the
head. There were no ecchymoses anywhere. There
was no diarrhea, no passage of blood from the bowels,
and no vomiting. The pulse was 140, and the rectal

temperature 101.1° F. The child was given ten

drops of the sweet spirits of nitre every two hours.

The next day the patient was more comfortable. The
temperature was 99.0". There were no new symp-
toms. On the 16th the temperature was 98.4", and
the sweet spirits of nitre was discontinued.

Ou the 18th a specimen of urine was obtained for

the first time. The color was distinctly red, the re-

action acid, and the specific gravity 1.012. There
was a trace of albumin, and much blood. The micro-

scopical examination showed many normal and abnor-
mal (shadow) red blood-ceils, numerous leucocytes, a

few renal cells, and very rarely a hyaline cast. The
next day the nurse noticed that the gums about the

four central incisors, the only teeth the child had,

were swollen and red. She had vomited a little once.
The amount of urine was less than normal, but it

could not be measured. On the 20ih the food was
changed to a mixture of milk, cream, and water, un-
sterilized. The child was also given beef-juice and
orange-juice, and water to drink. The water she
took greedily, and also the beef-juice, but it was with

difficulty that she could be made to take the orange-

juice. She had passed more urine than previously.

That day another specimen of the urine was ob-

tained, and taken to Dr. Ogden of the Harvard Medi-
cal School, for examination. His report was as fol-

lows :

" Amount of urine in twenty-four hours not known.
Color slightly smoky. Specific gravity 1.013. Reaction
very acid. Amount of sediment moderate, brown in color.

Chlorides slightly diminished. Indoxyl increased. Rela-

tive amoimt of urea 1.26 per cent. Albumin, a very slight

trace. Sugar absent. Bile pigments absent. Total urea
in twenty-four hours not known. Sediment : considerable
amount of normal, and abnormal blood ; numerous leucocy-

tes and small round cells, an occasional one of which was
slightly fatty ; a few small hyaline and granular casts, and
an occasional small epithelial and blood cast, mostly with

little blood and very little fat, and an occasional leucocyte

adherent; few small squamous and medium round cells

(bladder) ; an occasional clump of sm.ill round cells with
large nuclei, as from the calices of the kidney, and an oc-

casional small caudate cell, as from the superficial layers

of the pelvis of the kidney. Little fibrin."

Dr. Ogden also added :

" From this examination of the urine, we have what is

consistent with a severe, active hypereiida of the kidney
(catarrhal nej)liritis). There is a little fat present which
indicates a convalescence from the same. 'J he increasing

amount of urine would also be in favor of a convalescence.

There is also a slight inflammation of the pelvis of the

kidneys. 1 find nothing in the urine to account for this

renal disturbance, that is, no crystalline elements or evi-

dence of other mechanical irritants found. If nothing
hapi)ens to prevent, I should expect a complete recovery
after a few weeks, provided, however, there is not some irri-

tant which is constantly eliminated."

Another examination ou the 25th showed the urine

to be acid iu reaction, color normal. A very slight

trace of albumin was present. The specific gravity

was 1.010. The sediment still showed red blood-cor-

puscles, and leucocytes, a very few casts, and more
fatty renal cells. Ou January 10th there was still the

slightest possible trace of albumin present, while the

sediment showed a very few red blood-corpuscles,

very few fatty renal cells, and no casts. Long before

this time thechild seemed to be perfectly well ; eating

and digesting its food well, and gaining steadily iu

weight. Ou January 20th, five weeks after the be-

ginning of the illness, the urine was normal. The
swelling of the gums, which had been enough to cause

them to bleed when they were touched, had lasted

only two or three days after the change iu the diet

was made.

Here we have a child, healthy except that its stom-

ach and bowels were easily disturbed, which had been
fed upon a mixture of cream and milk, and malted

milk, and had gained upon this food, developing sud-

denly, with a moderate elevation of temperature, a

catarrhal nephritis, characterized by a large amount of

blood, where the only other symptom was the spougi-

ness of the gums. These symptoms yielded almost at

once to antiscorbutic diet, though it was some weeks
before all traces of the renal affection had subsided.

We have here two of Harlow's cardinal points for the

diagnosis of infantile scurvy, or Barlow's disease, as

it is usually called by the Germans. The sub-perios-

teal hemorrhages were absent, and so, of course, the

pseudo-paralyses also. Another feature of the case,

and perhaps the most interesting, is that the renal

trouble was present for five days before the swelling
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of the gums was noticed by a very careful and anxious
mother.

I think we are warranted in drawing the following
conclusions :

(1) lu infantile scurvy the kidneys are probably
affected in a large proportion of the cases, at least dur-

ing the acute stage of the disease.

(2) That in this disease the catarrhal nephritis is

probably caused by the effect upon the kidneys of the
presence of an irritant in the blood, and that this irri-

tant is probably that which by its effect upon the
renal walls produces the hemorrhages.

(3) That cases of infantile scurvy occur in which
the renal symptoms are the first, or perhaps the only
ones observed.

(4) That in suspected cases of infantile scurvy the
condition of the urine may enable the physician to

come to a decision, or to make a diagnosis much
earlier than would be otherwise possible, thus allowing
him to save the patient, in some cases, from the severer
symptoms of the disease.
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TREATMENT OF DIABETES MELLITUS.'

UV FBANZ PKAFK, M.D., PH. II.

Many books have been written on the treattnent of

diabetes mellitus, and to deal with even a part of this

subject exhaustively would require many hours.

It is not my intention to go into details, but to give

rather a general description of the leading points in

the treatment of this disease as carried out in one of

the universities of Germany, where the study of dia-

betes has been made a epecialty.

Neither physiology nor pathology give an absolute

basis for the rational treatment of diabetes. Physiol-

ogy has not taught us where sugar is normally burnt

iu the system, and pathology has seldom revealed the

organ, the disturbance of the functions of which by

disease causes the loss of the normal sugar-burning

power.

The chronic inability of the organism to consume
sugar is the characteristic sign of diabetes. What
cells are at fault ? Is it the cells of the pancreas, or of

the liver, or of the brain, or of any other diseased

organ ? Only iu rare cases, as already stated, can a

diagnosis be made of the pathological condition of any

one organ causing the diabetes. As a rule, in making

the diagnosis of diabetes we know only that the nor-

mal power of the organism to use up sugar is lost to a

certain degree. If this power is strengthened again,

the sugar may leave the urine and the symptoms of

diabetes disappear.

How can this enfeebled function be strengthened,

that is to say, what treatment is indicated ? Gener-

ally speaking, in most cases of illness, where we can

not remove directly the cause of the disease or antag-

onize the cause and its bad effects, we try to treat the

diseased organ by rest and moderate exercise (Hoff-

mann). The principle is the same whether this organ

is a complex mechanism like the heart or the kidneys,

or whether it is a single cell. Rest and exercise may
be achieved with the aid of drugs or without, the

choice of our remedy depending on the actual condition

of the diseased organ. Thus heart disease with failing

compensation may be treated in one case effectually

by simple rest iu bed, and in another case the stimula-

tion of the heart with cardiac tonics to increased action

may be indicated.

The diseased cells of the diabetic organism are not

an exception to this general rule, they, too, are to be

treated by rest and exercise. But here unluckily

drugs alone do not, as is generally admitted, reach

the point. With drugs alone no diabetes has been

treated successfully. To accomplish the best results,

rest of the diseased cells must first be secured by

change of diet, und later the cells must be exercised by

increasing the proteids and carbohydrates in the food.

How is this dietetic treatment to be regulated so

that rest and exercise of the diabetic cell may be

accomplished ? It is this point mainly which I wish

to discuss.

Can we venture to regulate a diet from the very

day when we first see a case of diabetes ? That is to

say, can we judge of the severity of a given case ?

So-called severe cases of diabetes with an old history

of the characteristic symptoms of the disease may be

often easily classified ; but there are cases which, their

symptoms being comparatively slight, may not at first

' Koad before the Clinical Section of the SutTolk District Medical
Society, March 18, 1896.
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cause anxiety to the physician, but which in fact may
be very serious, and these cases generally make a

regulation of the diet according to the severity of the

symptoms impossible. It is therefore better before

classifying a case, that is, before giving a prognosis, to

treat all cases on one and the same plan. The gen-

eral dietetic rule in nearly all text-books of internal

pathology and therapeutics reads, " Exclusion of all

carbohydrates and unrestricted use of proteids." The
aim of this dictum is, of course, to make the diabetic

organism, if possible, sugar free by withholding all

carbohydrates from the food. The proteids are

allowed because they are thought to be harmless.

This kind of regulation of diet would be correct if

proteids were really not themselves transformed to

some extent into sugar in our bodies, and if the dia-

betic organism was indifferent to the quantity of pro-

teids ingested. But direct experiment on diabetics

with pure proteid diet has proved that the amount of

sugar excreted varies in proportion to the amount of

proteids ingested, that is to say, the daily quantity of

sugar, if sugar was present under a fixed diet of meat
aloue, increases, if the amount of proteids given is also

increased. In other words, sugar is formed out of pro-

teid substances. This fact was first found clinically

and has been subsequently verified by laboratory ex-

periments, which show that carbohydrates may be

obtained by cleavage of proteids.

The formation of sugar in a diabetic subject out of

proteid material makes the treatment generally fol-

lowed, namely, the simple qualitative restriction of the

diet, only partly correct. In addition to the qualita-

tive, a quantitative restriction is often necessary to

free the diabetic organism from sugar.

Observation shows clearly that the sugar-consuming

power of the enfeebled cells of a diabetic patient is

still further reduced by an excess of sugar over that

which the cells, previous to this addition, were just

able to consume. By very carefully conducted observ-

ations it has been found that a diabetic may be kept

sugar free under a given diet and that the organism

can even use up a certain quantity of carbohydrates

without sugar appearing in the urine. If now the

subject is given an increased quantity of food, sugar

appears in the urine. If, after a certain time, during

which the patient secretes saccharine urine, the first

diet— under which the patient remained formerly

sugar free— is given once more, the urine may remain

saccharine and then cannot be made again sugar free,

except, in some cases, by a still further quantitative

restriction in diet. This progressive character of dia-

betes explains the importance which some authors

ascribe to keeping the organism sugar free. The first

physician who clearly recognized the importance of

not only a qualitative, but a quantitative restriction of

the diet in the treatment of diabetes, was the Italian

clinician, Cantani. He was the first to make both a

qualitative restriction of carbohydrates and a quantita-

tive restriction of proteids in the diet of his patients.

Professor Naunyn, my teacher, took up later Can-
tani's treatment, which in the meantime had fallen to

some extent into discredit, and it is especially in Nau-
nyu's clinic during the last twenty years that Canlani's

treatment has been mainly worked out. This treat-

ment consists simply in a qualitative and quantitative

restriction of the diet. Changes of the diet are made
according to the cases and their progress. The aim
of the treatment ia to strengthen the diseased functions

of the diabetic cells in giving them first rest by with-

holding all carbohydrates and allowing a limited quan-

tity of proteids, after which, according to the case, the

amount of food given is increased and its quality varied.

The general rule consists in commencing the treat-

ment with the so-called " severe diet." The patient is

allowed per day 500 grammes of lean meat of any kind

with the exception of liver. These 500 grammes of meat

are weighed after boiling. To prepare the meat only oil,

butter, vinegar or lemons are used. About three

litres of liquid food is allowed, consisting of water,

meat-broth, soda-water, etc. Some brandy is per-

mitted. This "severe diet" is kept up about fourteen

days. According to the result obtained by this treat-

ment and the subsequent changes in diet, which con-

sist in allowing a certain amount of carbohydrates,

Naunyn divides the diabetics into three different

wrades : Severe cases, cases of moderate severity, and

slight cases. The ultimate treatment to be followed

varies in the different grades.

If in the trial-treatment sugar does not disappear,

but still remains present in quantities greater than

one per cent., the diabetes is a severe one. If the

sugar has disappeared, entirely, the case may be a

moderate or a slight one, this point being finally de-

termined by the ability or non-ability of the diseased

tissues of the body to use up carbohydrates. For this

determination the patient is now allowed a certain

quantity of carbohydrates, usually about three ounces

of bread. If the patient remains sugar free with this

amount of bread, the diabetes is considered to be of

the slight variety, if some sugar appears in the urine,

the case is one of the medium type.

I need not insist that Naunyn's division of cases

into three different classes is only for practical pur-

poses and that transitional cases occur.

Let us now pass to the ultimate treatment. The
ultimate treatment consists in careful regulation of

the diet so that the strength of the patient may be

kept up and his body weight not diminished— in the

beginning of the treatment all patients lose more or

less flesh, as a rule, a few pounds the first week— and

last, but not least, the daily excretion of sugar either

prevented altogether or kept as low as possible.

In the severe cases of diabetes the excretion of

sugar can hardly ever be prevented, except by with-

holding food altogether for a day or so, or by dimin-

ishing the daily amount of food below the quantity

allowed in the " severe diet." To keep up the strength

of patients of this type, the further dietetic treatment

in these cases should consist, if possible, mainly in

increasing the amount of proteids. The amount daily

given may be sometimes increased to two or even

three pounds of meat with benefit. In other cases

severe digestive troubles occur under such excessive

meat diet, and it has to be abandoned. Ou the whole,

cases of the severe type do not do well under strict

regulation of diet, and often the regulation of the diet

has to be given up altogether or has to be of only very

limited degree. But the amount of sugar e.xcreted

should not, if possible, be allowed to exceed five per

cent, and the quantity of urine two to three litres.

In the cases of diabetes of moderate severity, the

urine becomes sugar free only under the strict meat

diet. Such cases often present themselves with a

large amount of urine, five to ten litres, containing

four to ten per cent, of sugar. A case of the severest

type may at first be suspected. But here under the
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severe diet the uriue becomes sugar free in one or two

weeks. As soon as tliis occurs tlie quantity of food

has to be increased. Proteids should be mainly used

in tiie begiuuiug of this period. Later, vegetables and

bread may be given in small amount and the urine

may still remain sugar free. But unluckily, often pa-

tients cannot stand a long-continued meat diet. Di-

gestive troubles appear and the diet has to be rear-

ranged and then a small amount of sugar will appear

in the uriue. Should the urine of cases of the medium
type coutain sugar after repeated trials with a small

amount of carbohydrates, " severe diet " having been

followed in the intervals between the trials, the severe

diet has also to be abandoned and vegetables, milk,

bread, etc., must be allowed in small quantities, which

should be regulated according to each special case.

In the so-called slight cases, namely, those which re-

main sugar free in spite of the addition of some ounces

of bread to the 500 grammes of meat, the diet must

be so arranged as to keep the urine sugar free. Such

a diet can almost always be made fairly agreeable to

the patient, if he be of a reasonable disposition.

Variations in the diet, in all cases of diabetes, have

to be made subject to the constant control of urinary

examination. In changing the diet the quantity of

food change must always be given exactly by the

physician, as the quantity is, next to the quality, the

most important lactor. In the choice of carbohy-

drates due consideration must be given to the fact that

the diabetic organism reacts differently to different

carbohydrates.

These, gentlemen, are the main outlines of the

treatment of diabetes mellitus as carried out in Nau-

nyn's clinic. It is not claimed for this treatment that

it is always succcessful. Absolute cures even under

this treatment are rare ; but what is claimed is that

this treatment is more successful than any other

known and that relative cures occur more often on this

line of treatment than on any other.

In concluding, I wish to mention that I add, as

soon as possible, a large amount of fat to the allow-

ance of meat. I think that cream is the best form

in which to give fat. As a rule it is better borne

than fat meat, lard or butter. If the patient uses

cream diluted with weak tea or coffee he can easily

take one pint of cream daily or even more for mouths

without getting tired of it.

Moderate exercise and a daily bath are decidedly

beneticial for diabetics. As is well known Kuelz has

found that moderate muscular exercise increases the

power of the diabetic organism to consume sugar.

Too much exercise dimiuishes this power. The daily'

bath helps in preventing the irritable itching which so

often is present in diabetics.

In hospital practice the treatment just outlined may
be carried out without drugs. But in private practice,

narcotics are decidedly helpful if the patient is not

under constant control. The only drugs of which 1

have personal experience in diabetes are morphia and

codeia. The latter is to be preferred and may be

given in increasing doses. They 'should be employed

even if they do no more than alleviate the nervous

excitement so often present and to make the "severe

diet " more tolerable for the patient during the first

dayB.

Finally, I would advise in private practice keeping

the patient during the first two weeks under strict

observation, as some cases occur in which the severe

meat diet is decidedly badly borne and has to be given

up. Caution is therefore indicated if disagreeable

surprises would be avoided.

BATHS. BATHING AND SWIMiMING FOR
SOLDIERS.!

BY H. LINCOLN CHASE, M.D., BROOKLIKE, MASS.,

Assistant-iiurgtiyn Massachusetts Volunteer AlilUia.

(Concluded from No. 9, p. 216.)

MODEL MILITARV BATHI.NG ESTABLISHMENT.

Having now very imperfectly described the present

status of " Baths, Bathiug and Swimming for Soldiers,"

the writer will attempt to carry out the second part of

Colonel Bache's suggestion, namely, to furnish a general

plan and estimate of cost for suitable bathiug establish-

ments for our large military posts. All present here

are probably aware that in the near future our regu-

lar troops will be concentrated, as now in England, in

a comparatively small number of very large posts.

His request was made because the writer happens

to have the honor of being selected as Chairman of

the Special Committee on Improved Public Bathing

Facilities in Brookline, Massachusetts, a progressive

residential town of some 17,000 inhabitants, and adjoin-

ing Boston, but having no water front. Since the

Brookline Public Bath, in the writer's opinion, is a

model (with one slight exception as to its arrange-

ment) >af what an all-the-year-round military bath

should be, a brief description is given. The result of

the Committee's labors is a handsome T-shaped brick

building, now being constructed, which is to contain a

number of rain baths of the German " Gegenstrom " pat-

tern (with space for more in the future); three bath-

tubs for those who cannot or will not see the advan-

tages of the slant shower bath ; a swimmiug tank, 80

feet by 26 feet, lined with English white-glazed brick;

a small tank 22 by 10 feet, same material ; some fifty

dressing-rooms; a gallery for spectators, also serving

for a running track ; a small steam laundry for the

towels and tights ; toilet-rooms, and meeting or lecture

rooms. A special feature found in two of the best

and most recently completed bathing establishments

of Europe (Stuttgart and Hamburg) will be the addi-

tion of a passageway in rear of the dressing-rooms

that surround the two swimming tanks, as well as in

front of them. This addition has the hearty approval

of Dr. E. M. Hartwell, Director of Physical Training

in the Boston Public Schools, and has obvious advan-

tages, not only in convenience, but in keeping clean

the passageway around the swimming tanks and con-

sequently the water, a most important point, while

also securing better ventilation for the dressing-rooms

and better order among the bathers.

The water constantly changing, is from driven wells,

and is heated by steam, the temperature being equal-

ized and sustained by a pulsometer, and the surface of

the water being constantly swe|it by a superficial cur-

rent of fresh water from one end of the tank.

The shower baths in a military bathing establish-

ment would better be arranged as in plan on p. 238,

prepared for the writer by Mr. F. Joseph Uutersee,

Architect, of Boston and Brookline. Mr. Untersee,

who served in the German Army as a one-year volun-

1 Read at the sixth annual convention of the ABSociation of Mili-

tar; Surgeont of ihe Doited States, Philadelphia, May I'J, 1896.
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THE BKOOIvLIXE PUBLIC BATH.

teer, prepared the plans accepted for the

Pablic Bath in Brookline, just described.

The cost of the Brookline Public
Bath, exclusive of land, will be S40,-
000, and the cost of maintenance is

estimated at S4.500 to S5.000 per
annum. Such bathing establishments

as this, but of a somewhat smaller size,

the writer would recommend be erected

at some few large U. S. military posts

of the future that have no water front,

and to which recruits are most likely

to be sent for their preliminarv train-

ing. It is also recommended, that at

all posts having water fronts, swimming
places be secured, as is done in Ger-
many and elsewhere.

As to bathing and swimming in our
National Guard, some facilities for bath-

ing are usually provided during encamp-
ment, and in most organizations there

is some knowledge of swimming, but
few men are proficient in it.

In the regiment to which the writer

has the honor to be at present attaclied,

the Fifth Infantry, Colonel William A.
Bancroft commanding, about 1-5 per
cent, of officers and men are unable to

swim at all.

In closing, it is gratifying to be able

to state that the late head of the Medical
Department of the Massachusetts Volun-
teer Militia, Surgeon-General Edward J.

Forster, like his distinguished predeces-

sor, Surgeon-General H. L. Burrell,

who began the good work, had taken the necessary ' of the troops in swimming. He advocated
steps to secure better bathing facilities at the State artificial pond, suggested by Adjutant-General
Camp, including facilities for instruction and practice

i Dalton, for swimming practice, which, with the

THE SWIMMING TANK.

Samuel
presei.t
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Seati

PLAN FOR A MILITARY liATHING ESTABLISHMENT.

facilities, will enable the troops to exemplify the

proverb of the great Wesley, that " Cleanliness is

next to godliness."

APPENDIX.

The following excellent treatise on Swimming lias been
published b_v command of Major-General Nelson A. Miles,

for the information and assistance of the officers of the

Department of the East, U. S. Army, in teaching their

commands swimming and kindred subjects, and a copy of

it is furnished to each new cadet at West Point.

RULES TO BE OBSERVED.

1. Squads attendin<r swimming sbould not be marched in such
a manner that Ihey arrive at the swimming place overheated.

2. After arriving at least 15 minutes sbould be allowed for
undressiug.

3. The clothing must not be removed hurriedly, but leisurely,

so that when fully undressed the temperature of the body be
nearly normal.

4 Only as many as can be instructed at one time sbou'd leave
the dressing-rooms. Those who are not immediately to be em-
ployed should wear a portion of their clothing.

5. Standing in the water to cool off or entering it gradually
sbould he prohibited. If the temperature of the body be normal
the whole body should be submerged at once.

I}. While in the water the body should be kept in motion con-
stantly ; by this means a good circulation is maintained and
chills are avoided.

7. When the first sign of a chill manifests itself the man must
leave the water at once.

8. Beginners should be kept in the water not longer than ten
minutes. Gradually as he progresses and becomes accustomed
to the water this may be lengthened to fifteen or twenty minutes.

9. When out of the water he must dry and dress himself at
once.

10. Fear on part of a beginner cannot be overcome by promises
of punishment or sarcastic remarks. Appealing to his manliness
will generally prove successful. Lack of confidence in himself
is overcome in a like manner.

PRELIMINARY EXERCISES ON LAND.

ARM MOVEHBNTS.

The men to be instructed will form in the single rank, with
an interval of about 2i yards.
The instructor commands:
1. Trunk forward, 2. ISend, 3. Arms forward, -1. Raise.
At the command hi rid, the body is bent forward in such a

manner that it is at right angles to the legs.

At the command rai.'ie, the arms are brought horizontally to
the front, elbows straight, palms of hands together, fingers
closed ; the head is well thrown back.

1. Arm movements, 2. Oiie, 3. 2'wo, i. Tliree.

At the command one the hands are turned palms downward,
and the arms, stiffly extended, are moved outward until the
hands are in a line with the head ; the arms are now bent and
drawn toward the body until the hands are closed directly under
the chin, the forearms are well pressed down and the upper
arms are parallel to the sides of the body.
At (!'0 extend the arms directly to the front, keeping the

bands together.
At t/ii'ee pause. To recover, command Attention! The first

of these is a slow movement and the second is a short and quick
one.

LEG MOVEMENTS.

1. Leg movements, 2. Right leg, 3. One, i. Two, 5. Three.
At one the right knee is raised as high as possible.

At tiro it is extended sideward.
At (Aree it is brought against the left. Repeat same with left

leg.

The instructor will explain the stroke when executed with
both arms and legs.

This may also be executed on laud. The men standing with
bands closed over bead, arms straight, will at the command 07ie,

turn the palms forward and lower the arms sideward until the
hands are in a line with the head, while the arms are being bent
and the hands are about to be closed under the chin, the knees
are well bent. At two the knees are extended with a slight hop
and the feet are parted, at the same time the arms are extended
upward. At three the legs are closed with a hop.

APPLIANCES.

These are about three inches wide. Made of canvas, padded
on the inside with hair and hoimd and faced with some soft ma-
terial. On the canvas side there are three three quarter inch
iron rings securely sewed to the belt; at each end of the belt
there is a larger iron ring, li inches in diameter, also securely
fastened.

ROPES.

Quarter-inch ropes of some soft but strong material should be
used. For beginners 15 feet, and for those who are qualifying
30 feet should be used.

UPRIGHTS.

About two feet from the edge of the water an upright should
be placed. This should be eight feet high and have an arm
which projects over the water five feet long. On the end of
this arm a pulley, to receive the belt rope, should be fastened.

ADJUSTING THE BELT.

The belt is slij ped on over the head and held well up under
the arms. The instructor draws the first turn of the rope, then
the second and finally the third. The knot or last turn must be
exactly between the shoulder blades.

PRELIMINARY EXERCISKS IN THE WATER.
The belt being adjusted the man will prepare to leap into the

water; he will draw a deep breath, and at the command Leap .'

he will spring from the platform. The body must be kept
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straight and the feet strike water first. The mouth must be
kept closed and the air retained as long as possible. After
reaching the surface, in which he is assisted by the instructor,

he will take the following position.

POSmOX IX THE WATER.

The body, with the chest down, is fully extended ; arms are

held horizontally forward, just under the surface of the water,

palms together, fingers closed ; the legs are straight and closed,

feet downward ; head thrown back. When the position is cor-

rectly taken the instructor commands:
I. Arm movements, 2. One, '6. Tico, i. Three,
Execute the movements as described under Preliminary Exer-

cises on land. While exercising the arms the legs may be
lowered.
To execute the leg movements the instructor commands:
1. Leg movements, 2, One, 3. Two, i. Three,
At one the knees are drawn up under the body as far .is possi-

ble, feet closed and the knees parted a few inches; lower legs

horizontal.
At (too the legs are extended sideward, parting them as much

as possible and forcing the water back with the soles of the feet.

At three the legs are closed. This should be done without
bending them at the knees.
While the leg movements are being taught the instructor will

allow the learner to hold a rope between his hands, the other
end of which may be fastened to the platform. This will serve

to keep the body from turning.
When these movements are faultlessly executed the instructor

will command

:

1. Stroke, 2. One, 3. Two, i. Three,
At one the arms are moved sideward and when the hands are

moving toward the body the knees are drawn up. These move-
ments will be executed in such a manner that the hands are

closed when the knees are fully drawn up.

At two the arms are extended directly forward and the legs

sideward.
At three the legs are closed and the hands remain closed in

the first position.

The cadence of this stroke is indicated by the command. The
first command 07ie is drawn cut, indicating that the movement
is a long and slow one, this is followed quickly by the other two
which indicate that these movements are to be executed quickly
and in quick succession.

After each stroke there is a slight pause.
When the stroke is executed properly by the numbers it should

be tried without the numbers. When this is learned the in-

structor will hold ihe man by the rope only. Doing this he will

allow the man to move forward with each stroke.

To satisfy himself that the man is learning to support himself,

the instructor will slacken the rope slightly just as the stroke is

begun, drawing it taut again when the extension is executed.
Gradually the weight on the rope will grow less and soon the

man will be able to execute a few strokes unassisted. Now he
is encouraged to swim as many strokes as possible ; the instructor

being careful to be ready to draw the rope taut when assistance

is required. When he is able to swim from 30 to 50 strokes he
is given a trial to swim on time. This is done daily until he is

able to swim from five to six minutes when he is transferred from
the Beginners' Squad to the Qualifying Squad.

BREATHING.

This is always a source of great annoyance to beginners. In-

structors must give the necessary information regarding the
manner and time of breathing when the stroke is being taught.
By doing so much will be gained.
Ordinarily each act of respiration is divided as follows:
Inspiration, followed by a very slight pause; expiration, fol-

lowed by a pause, the duration of which is equal to about one-
fifth of whole time required by one act of respiration. The act

of expiration is always a trifle longer than that of inspiration.

In swimming all this is slightly changed. The inspiration is

quick and deep, which is followed by a pause; the expiration is

slow, occupying again as much time as the inspiration; then
there is another slight pause.
the proper time to inhale is while the arms are being drawn

towards the body ; hold the breath while the arms are being ex-

tended, and exhale during the pause between the strokes.

QUAXrFTING.

No one, who is not able to swim at least ten or fifteen minutes,
with the ordinary chest stroke, should venture into deep water.
Until this is accomplished no one should, under any circum-
stances whatever, be al owed to swim in deep water without
having a rope fastened to his body.
When a man is attempting to qualify the belt is placed around

his waist. Every man is expected to swim as long as he possibly
can. To qualify he must swim, at the very least, ten minutes.
When circumstances will permit it this time should be incre;ised

to twenty or thirty minutes. After qualifying, instructions are
no longer received ; the man is then transferred to the Practice

Usually at his fiirst or second attempt to qualify a beginner

will fail to do so. He will lose confidence and with it the stroke.

His legs and arms will execute all but the right movements; he
forgets to breathe at the proper time and is in consequence

choked by the water. In order to overcome this the instructor

will first encourage him to regain confidence and the stroke ;
if

this is unsuccessful he must assist him until the stroke is again

regained.

PRACTICE SQUAD.

A person is by no means considered even an ordinary swimmer
if he is capable of swimming on his chest only. He must also

accomplish the art of sustaining himself in the water with less

muscular exertion than is required by the chest stroke. To
learn to do this is the duty of the members of the Practice Squad.
To develop endurance, swimming lo'ng distances should be en-

couraged.
It is not necessary to give systematic instructions in the fol-

lowing modes of swimming. Any ordinary chest swimmer can
acquire them with a little practice.

SWIMMING ON THE BACK.

This should be diligently practiced, as it affords the exhausted
swimmer an opportunity to rest himself.

I. With Leg Movements,

The body, fully extended, is thrown backward and rests in

the water at an angle of about 20 or 25 degrees ; the arms are

thrown out sideward and bent, fore and upper arms at right

angles to each other, palms down ; the head is well thrown back

;

the chest thrown out and the back slightly arched. To propel

the body the knees are drawn up as in the chest stroke, but only
about half the distance, and then extended sideward and closed.

Arms may also be folded or hands placed on hips.

II. With Arm Movements.

When the arms only are used the position is the same. The
legs may be parted or closed, and the back is well arched. The
arms, about half extended, execute a series of paddle movements
toward the body.

Ill, Arms and Legs.

The leg movements of the I and the arm movements of the II

may be combined. Or the same leg movements may be combined
with a backward and overhead reach of the arms. Here the

arms are raised out of the water and moved as far backward as

possible when they again enter the water and are forced toward
the body.

TREADING WATER.

The body is nearly at right angles to the surface of the water,
there being a very slight inclination backward.

I. Raise both knees alternately and extend directly downward.
The forearms are held horizontally forward and the hands are
used to press the water downward.

II. Execute the same movements raising both knees at the
same time and extending the legs downward and sideward.

III. Execute either of the above without the use of the hands.

FLOATING.

The body is stiffly extended and rests in the water face up-
ward; the back is well arched, the head well thrown back; the
legs closed or parted, the arms are at the sides. The lungs should
be kept well inflated and the respiration quick. If it is fonnd
impossible to float in this manner the hands should by a wrist
movement only, be quickly moved inward and outward, palms
down.

LEAPING.

Preparatory to leaping into the water the lungs should always
be well inflated and care should be taken not to open the mouth,
thus allowing the lungs to be emptied, when the body strikes the
water. If the lungs are inflated the buoyancy of the body is of

necessity greater and no discomfort is experienced, as the press-

ure of the water against the chest is not so apparent. The feet

should always strike the water first. The arms may be held
against the sides, overhead, or one overhead and the other
against the side.

In order to rise quickly execute the leg movements of the
chest stroke.

DITtUG.

There are three kinds: the deep or perpendicular, the slanting
and the shallow.
The first is the most difficult and the last the most dangerous.

The Slantitig Dive,

Bend the knees and swing the arms forward and leap, turning
the body in such a manner that it enters the water at an angle
of about 45 degrees. Legs remain straight and closed.

Shallow Dive,

Leap as in the slanting dive and just as soon as the head
enters the water press the arms well back, throw the head back
and bend the body backward as much as possible. Legs remain
straight and closed.
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The Deep Dive.

WLuu executed from a spring-board (and it usually is), the
body by the force of the spring of the board and the extension
of the knees is thrown upward and slightly forward ; tlie knees
are well drawn ; when the highest point of the leap is reached,
the body is turned over forward, head down, and the knees ex-
tended ; the arms are thrown out, hands closed. The body enters
the water at nearly right angles to the surface of the water.

RESCUING THOSE IN DANGER OF DROWNING.
Many powerful swimmers have saeriBced their lives in the

attempt to save others. This is dne usually to the incautious
manner in which those in (ganger have been approached. If " a
drowning man grasps at a straw," how much more fiercely will

he grasp at something more sui)stantial? Once in his grasp
and the chances are about equal that both will be lost.

In going to the rescue of a person, the swimmer must approach
him from tlie rear, grasp him, if possible, directly under the
arms and shove him forward. It is not necessary to be particu-
lar whether the bead of the person being rescued is above water
or not. In fact it is a decided advantage it the person loses con-
sciousness, as it will be less dangerous and greatly aids the
rescuer in his task. Once out of danger consciousness is quickly
restored.
Toassist a person, a .swimmer, who has been taken with cramps

or is exhausted, but who h.is not \ost presence of mind, the fol-

lowing method will be found the simplest and the least tiresome:
The one exhausted will place his hands on a fellow swimmer's

shoulders, sink his body as deep as possible, and in such a man-
ner as to not interfere with the movements of the other. In this

way a long distance can be covered with comparatively little

exertion on the part pf the one giving assistance.
To endeavor to assist a man who has lost all presence of mind,

and is frantic with fear and despair, in this manner, would be
suicide.

RESTORATION OF THOSE APPARENTLY DEAD FROM
DROWNING.*

As soon as the body has been recovered, resuscitation should,
if the weather is not inclement, be attempted on the spot.

1. Remove all clothing from the patient's chest.

2. Place the patient on the ground, face downward, grasp him
under the abdomen and raise him up. This will give the water
drawn in an opportunity to escape and free the air tubes.

a. Turn the patient over, and with a handkerchief wrapped
around a linger clean the mouth and nostrils.

4. Draw out Ike tonr/iie and hold it in that position with an
elastic band, string or tape, passeii around its base and under
the chin ; or by the fingers of an assistant enveloped in a dry
handkerchief or cloth.

5. Use Sylvester's Method of Artificial Respiration. Place
the patient on his back with a roll of clothing under his shoulders
— this roll to be large enough to elevate his shoulders and throw
his head slightly to the rear. Kneel at his head and grasp his

arms, one in each hand, just at the elbows; draw them outward,
away from the chest, till they nearly meet overhead. This action
imitates respiration. The patient's arms are then turned down
and for a moment forcibly pressed against the sides of bis t'hest.

This action imitates expiration. Continue these movements
perseveringly at the rate of about 15 times per minute.

6. While the above movements are being executed the patient
should be stripped of his lower clothing. This must nut under
any circumstances whatever interfere with these movements.
When stripped the body should be dried and covered with
blankets, coats or other articles.

An attempt to excite the natural respiratory powers may be
made by holding ammonia to the nostrils and by slapping the
chest alternately with cloths wrung out in hot and cold water.

7. When natural respiration has been restored the limbs of

the patient should be rubbed upward, toward the trunk, to
stimulate the circulation; the body should then be covered with
warm clothing to restore the warmth of the body. When possi-

ble hot Hannels, bricks or bottles should be applied. To stimu-
late the vital actions small doses of aromatic spirits of ammonia
should be given.

A FcLL Stomach.— A paragraph is now passitig

the rounds of tbe medical press in which it is said that

a gastrotoray performed on a woman in a ho8|)ital at

Odessa, diBclosed tiie following objects in a state of

incomplete digestion : a fork, a piece of iron, two tea-

spoons, a needle, a piece of lace with the crochet

needle, two two-and-a quarter-inch nails, four pieces of

glass, eight buttons and a key.

THE SURGICAL TREATMENT OF SPASTIC ;

PARALYSIS.' i

BY WILLIAM N. HULLAItD, M.V., BOSTON. I

Spastic paralysis is that form of paralysis wliich is
j

accompanied by an active tendency to tonic muscular
j

spasm, or permanent contraction. In children this !

affection and its results are to be carefully distin-

guished from the condition found in anterior poliomye-

litis and due to that affection. Spastic paralysis in

children, when used to signify a particular disease or

group of affections, is due to an intracranial lesion ; ,

anterior poliomyelitis is an affection of the spinal cord. ;

Spastic paralysis may involve any or all of the limbs ;

it is most commonly of the liemiplegic or paraplegic

type, but in children in a spastic hemiplegia the oppo-

site lower extremity is almost invariably somewhat
,

affected, though not to the degree of the limb on the
|

affected side.
j

Spastic paralysis in children was first brought I

prominently to the notice of the profession by Mr.
|

Little, and hence is has been known as Little's disease,

this term being often limited more especially to the

paraplegic form.

In the early days of orthopedics a few scattering

operations were performed on cases of this affection,

but the results experienced were not deemed satisfac-
,

tory, and the generally accepted opinion of the profes-
I

sion was that on these patients operations were not
I

advisable, because recontraction of the cut muscles

was certain to occur and no permanent relief of the

deformities could be hoped for.

Matters were in this position when Bradford first

at the Boston Children's Hospital and elsewhere at-

tempted relief of these patients by tenotomy.
|

lie published the first account of a small series of
j

cases in the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal in

1885. In spite, however, of this and of occasional

operations performed by him, by Dr. A. T. Cabot and

others, it was not until within the last five years that

the exact value of the operation in these cases has

been determined, and it has become in Boston the

recognized treatment for certain conditions.

Operative procedure is advisable only in the more
severe forms of spastic paralysis, where the deformity

is considerable and disabling, and where it cannot be

relieved by other forms of treatment, such as massage

and electricity. The latter forms of treatment should, '

when practicable, be used thoroughly and patiently, '

and their inadequacy to produce by themselves the re-

quired results fully shown before we adopt operative

measures. It is surprising, to those inexperienced in

the matter, how much an apparently firmly contracted

muscle can often be stretched with care and patience,

and how mucli permanent effect can be produced by i

massage and electricity when properly applied, and i

when the applications are repeated regularly for weeks I

or months. We find, however, cases in which the
i

slow method of procedure is difficult or impossible and

also some in which it is unavailing. In these cases

we the more readily resort to operation as the opera-

tion is comparatively simple and not to be considered

dangerous. It is to be remembered, nevertheless, that

in order to obtain good results the slow forms of pro-

cedure (massage and electricity) must be continued for

a considerable time after the operation. i

In the above the method aa laid down in the Hand-Bnok for the Read bef :>re the Miwsachueetts Alcdlcal Society Jime 9, 1896, and
Hospital Corps, U. S. A., has been closely followed. recommended for publication by the Society.
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Before performing this operation it is very impor-

tant that the surgeon should understand exactly what
he may hope to accomplish by it.

In a successful operation the deformity should be

essentially and permanently removed ; the limb several

years afterward should, when at rest, be in the posi-

tion of a normal limb so far as the muscles or tendons

operated upon are concerned. On the other hand,

the operation neither relieves the tendency to spasm
due to the original affection, nor does it in any way
relieve the paresis. Indeed, so far as the strength of

the limb is concerned, it takes away any support that

may have existed due to the contraction or to the de-

formity thereby caused. The condition of the limb

after a successful operation will, therefore, be that of

a paretic or weakened limb of essentially normal
shape. There will, moreover, exist in this limb a ten-

dency to reflex spasm.

The correction of deformity is of more than esthetic

importance. It is the first step to relief or improve-

ment, but it is only a step. Its value as a therapeutic

measure consists in that it enables other remedies

(massage and electricity) to be applied to better ad-

vantage. If the opportunity is not given for the use

of these, operative measures are of but partial value.

The character of the operation is simple. It con-

sists usually in dividing, wholly or partially, some
portion of the tissue lying between the extreme at-

tachment and origin of the muscle. This may be
muscular tissue, tendon or aponeurosis. Personally,

I believe, that except as an extraordinary measure, a

pure myotomy should never be performed on account

of the recontraction of the cicatricial tissues.

Tenotomies or teno-myotomies are the only safe

methods of division, counting divisions of aponeuroses
or of tendons as essentially the same in this respect.

After division the limb should be held for some time
in a position of slight over-correction of the deformity.

Lengthening the tendon is only another method of

accomplishing the same result.

SUMMARY.

Operative procedures— tenotomy and teuo-myotomy— are of much value in cerebral spastic paralysis

when their aim and scope are fully understood. They
correct the deformity permanently and they place the

limb in a favorable condition for treatment by other

means ; they are not themselves curative. Muscular
tissue alone should not be divided. Where possible

the tendons should be cut. Where this is not possi-

ble either muscle and tendon, or muscle and aponeu-
rosis.

iScportiBf of S>ixt\ti\t$,

AMERICAN CLIMATOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Thirteenth Annual Meeting, Lakewood, N. J.,

Mat 12 AND 13, 1896.

(Concladed from No. 9, p. 222.)

Dr. E. O. Otis, of Boston, presented a paper on

THE SANITARIUM OR CLOSED TREATMENT OF
PHTHISIS.

He showed that the percentage of cases of recovery
is greater in sanitariums than under the most favorable

conditions in open resorts ; also that the special hos-

pitals are the best means of protecting the non-tuber-

culous. It was shown that at Gorbersdorf which has

been visited by 25,000 patients in forty years, the mor-

tality from phthisis among the inhabitants has never

passed the ordinary average, but, on the contrary, has

diminished. About Falkenstein the mortality from

phthisis fell from 18.9 per cent, in seventeen years to

11.9 per cent. In open resorts the proportional mor-

tality has increased.

Dr. Otis showed the great educational value of the

sanitarium in reference to the patient himself and the

great need in the United States of sanitariums for the

poor. A table was presented, showing data of all

the sanitariums now existing in Europe, numbering

33 ; 20 are for pay-patients, and 13 are charitable,

with a capacity varying from 250 to 15.

Db. D. H. Berget, of the Laboratory of Hygiene,

University of Pennsylvania, presented a paper entitled,

A RATIONAL BASIS FOR PROPHYLACTIC MEASURES
AGAINST PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS.

Dr. Bergey stated that as yet we possess no rational

and efifective therapeutic measures for the treatment of

the disease. He said : In my own experiments on

expired air and the moisture condensed from it, I found

that, aside from contaminations with common-air or-

ganisms in a few instances, culture media through

which the expired air of healthy persons had been

conducted for some time, remained sterile ; that the

moisture condensed from the expired air of healthy

persons and of consumptives, when inoculated into nutri-

ent media, was likewise free of bacteria ; neither could

any bacteria or epithelial cells be found in the con-

densed moisture by microscopic experimentation—
either in stained or unstained preparations.

From the experimental evidence at hand we maj'

safely draw the conclusion that there is no evidence

that the expired air of consumptives is not a source of

infection in any stage of the disease.

As indicated by the results of the more recent inves-

tigations on the nature and composition of the aqueous

vapor in expired air, we may conclude that this con-

stituent of the expired air of consumptives is incapable

of conveying the disease from the sick to the well.

The results of the more recent investigations also indi-

cate that, most probably, this constituent of the ex-

pired air, either in health or disease, possesses no dele-

terious influence on health.

As to tubercular sputum as a source of infection. Dr.

Bergey said that the experimental evidence as to the

infectious nature of the air of houses containing tuber-

cular sputum in the form of impalpable dust is quite

extensive and most positive in character. The pres-

ence of the germs of tetanus, malignant edema, besides

other septic bacteria, proves a serious obstacle to our

efforts to produce tubercular infection in animals by
inoculating them with the dust of infected houses. A
large proportion of the animals inoculated with the

dust die from different forms of septic infection long

before the tubercle bacilli have had an opportunity to

develop their characteristic lesions. But we have dis-

covered measures by which we can overcome to a great

extent this serious obstacle ; we have abundant ex-

perimental evidence tliat, under favorable circum-

stances, the tubercle bacillus retains its vitality and
virulence for a long time in the dried and pulverized

sputum.

The infectious nature of the dust of rooms occupied
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by cODSumptives has been establisbed very satisfacto-

rily by the results of the experiments upon animals of

Celli and Guarniari, Baumgarten, Cornet, Kirchuer
and Hanee.

Especial attention should be given to those consump-
tives that are still able to follow some occupation and
thus come in more or less intimate contact wiili large

numbers of healthy persons. These should have im-

pressed upon them the necessity of carrying with them
at all times some suitable receptacle in wliich to col-

lect their sputum. All consumptives should be admon-
ished, wherever they may be, never, under any circum-

stances, to expectorate on the floor or into a handker-

chief. They should also be cautioned against the

danger of conveying the disease to others in the act of

kissing. If they persist in kissing others, or in being

kissed by them, it should never be on the lips, only on

the forehead or the cheeks. They should also be cau-

tioned against placing anything to their lips that may
afterward be placed to the lips of others. The knives,

forks, spoons, glasses, etc., used by them should be

carefully disinfected with boiling water before they

are placed with those used by the other members of

the family.

The bedding and clothing of consumptives should

be kept apart from those of others and disinfected by
boiling. From time to time the rooms occupied by
consumptives should be thoroughly cleaned. The
walls should be rubbed down with moist bread-crumbs,

so as to collect and remove the dust, and afterward

washed with disinfectant solutions, or they may be

whitewashed. The Hoor, doors, windows, etc., should

be scrubbed with hot water containing lye. The car-

pets and rugs in these rooms should never be swept
when dry, neither should the dust collected on shelves,

picture-frames, etc., be removed with a broom or brush.

It is of the greatest importance to have all dust re-

moved in a moistened condition, thus preventing it

from becoming a source of infection.

As has been pointed out by Cornet and Leyden, it

is the duty not only of the physician to practise and
teach these prophylactic measures, but it is also the

duty of the City and State to put these measures into

force and to make the necessary provisions for the

care of the indigent consumptives, so that they may
no longer be a source of danger to the well.

Dr. Henry H. Schkoedeb, of New York, pre-

sented a paper entitled

A STDDY OF HIGHLY-MINERALIZED THERMAL
WATERS IN THE TREATMENT OF DISEASE, BASED
ON EXPERIENCE AT THE GLENWOOD HOT SPRINGS,

COLORADO.

It was shown that highly-mineralized waters are

stimulating to the sensory cutaneous nerves and
thereby favor greater activity of the different vital

functions. Such waters cannot be borne at the high

temperatures permissible with waters containing

a minimum of mineral constituents. The Gleuwood
waters are contraindicated in cases of organic kidney

disease complicated with degenerative changes in the

arteries. They are of benefit in cases of gout, rheu-

matism and hepatic disorders. Psoriasis has been
greatly relieved by the use of these baths in a few
cases.

Dr. Samcel a. Fisk, of Denver, presented a

paper in which he dealt with some interesting features

of the

PRACTICAL TREATMENT OF CONSUMPTIVES IN

COLORADO.'

Dr. H. L. Elsner, of Syracuse, read a paper on

SERIOUS heart LESIONS WITHOUT WELL-MARKED
CONTINUOUS PHYSICAL SIGNS.

Dr. Eisner detailed the history of a fatal case due to

coronary disease and myocardial degeneration. In

the case reported anginous symptoms increased on
exertion, especially after eating. Any considerable

and continuous business worry, or exertion of any
kind, was associated with an increase of symptoms and
then in turn with an increased area of cardiac dulness

or transitory dilatation. There was dyspnea and pain

in the left arm which, as the case progressed, appeared
independently of taking food. Death occurred in eight

months from the onset of the symptoms excepting that

for several years there had been a direct association of

anginous symptoms with the ingestion of food and the

accompanying distention of the stomach. No autopsy

was obtainable. In a second case, a man who had been
seen by the author and left with a regular pulse with-

out a sign of impending danger, died ten minutes later.

The post-mortem revealed a thin ventricle with partial

rupture, and further examination gave evidence of

advanced ventricular fibroid degeneration. In a third

case there was a complete rupture with preceding

transitory physical signs in which there were micro-

scopic evidences of degenerated ventricular walls and
advanced coronary disease.

Dr. Eisner agreed with Romberg and Krehl in their

assumption that automatic and rhythmic action of the

heart takes its origin in the muscular fibres and not in

the cardiac ganglia and that the starting-point of the

primary impulse to contraction is in the walls of the

auricles near the opening of the large veins. Stokes's

statement was reiterated, that in the muscle we find the

key to the pathology of the heart.

Dr. C. E. Quimby, of New York, in discussion,

showed that cardiac degeneration does not occur be-

cause of the character of the hypertrophied muscle,

but from increase of strain or decrease of muscular
nutrition and that many errors of treatment are due to

failure to appreciate this relation. He spoke of the

unwisdom of giving digitalis to a flagging heart in

cases of Hright's disease with edema of the feet, and,

on the other hand, seeing glonoiu clear up the edema
by giving the heart a short rest.

Dr. Babcock, of Chicago, spoke of the great value

of percussion of the heart and not depending on a sin-

gle method of examination such as auscultation, and
decribed two cases which illustrated the point.

Dr. Roland G. Curtin, of Philadelphia, read a

paper on

congenital narrowing of the mitral orifices
AS A cause of DWARFED LIVES AND IRRITABLE
HEART,

and detailed six cases. Most of them applied for

treatment on account of symptoms of irritable heart

;

and the majority of the remainder which included a

large number not reported, were recognized by the

history of the dwarfed life and then by active move-
ment developing the murmur. It was presystolic, or

with the first |)art of the systole above the mitral area

and associated with hypertrophy of the left auricle.

The symjjtoms were those of a heart laboring, emacia-

' See page 21C, No. u, of (be Journal.
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tion, a dark, muddy or blued complexion, soft muscles,

relaxed skin, and a general want of enthusiasm for

anything that requires activity ; for activity soon be-

gets weakness, dyspnea, tachycardia and exhaustion,

and, when this occurs, a long, long time is required to

recuperate the strength. Post-mortems have been

few. In three such Dr. Curtin was not able to state

the precise size of the mitral orifice owing to a want
of exact data as to how large the mitral orifice should

be for a given size and weight.

As to treatment. Dr. Curtin advises that all active

pursuits and long hours should be interdicted, and a

harmony enjoined between the capacity of the patient

and the amount of business permitted. Avoid the oc-

currence of dyspepsia, cold, dampness, anger, mental

anxiety or excitement. As to drugs, he had found

the best results from the use of belladonna, asafoetida,

the bromides and valerianate of zinc.

The reasons for considering the disease due to con-

striction of the mitral orifice are

:

(1) The chronic congestive lung trouble found

associated with this condition.

(2) The chronic lung disease almost always found

on the left side.

(3) The venous stasis and weak arterial circulation.

(4) The character of the murmur. It is presystolic,

mitral, or with the early part of the first sound.

(5) The location over the left border of the heart.

(6) The loudness of the murmur would indicate

that it required the force of the blood-current only

found in the left side of the heart.

(7) It is a short, sharp, whiffy murmur, which

sounds quite near to the chest wall.

(8) It is never transmitted except when tlie lung is

consolidated.

(9) The symptoms generally tally with those of

cases having acquired mitral stenosis of a mild charac-

ter.

(10) The hypertrophy of the left auricle which

almost always accompanies mitral obstructive disease.

(11) The accentuation of the pulmonary second

sound; for, if we have constriction of the mitral ori-

fice, the stopping of the current of tlie blood, when
hurried, dams the blood backward, causing a sudden

shutting down of the pulmonary valve and causing the

pulmonary second sound to be accentuated.

Eight reasons were assigned for believing it to be

congenital.

De. Charles E. Qdimby, of New York, said:

The subject seems to be of special importance just

at this time when we are being consulted so frequently

regarding the use of the bicycle. Dr. Curtin has

clearly pointed out that when the patient is at rest

there may be no physical sign of the trouble. It was
the appreciation of this fact that has led me for some
time past to make all examinations to determine the

safety of bicycle riding, just after the patient has taken

some pretty sharp physical exercise, sufficient to de

velop an excited heart's action. When patients, as

often happens, who have already learned to ride, come
for such an examination, I insist upon going to their

homes and meeting them just as they come in from a

long, sliarp ride. I am convinced tliat by following

such a plan we shall save many persons from serious

and permanent injury. I have now a young man
under my care who is a typical representative of the

class, and whose college course has been broken up,

as I believe, by excessive use of his wheel. In con-

clusion, I would like to put in the form of a general

rule what Dr. Curtin has essentially pointed out, that

to estimate accurately the capacity of a heart to do

work, it is necessary to examine it in hyper-activity as

well as under normal conditions.

Dr. Knight said that the high situation of the sys-

tolic murmur calls to mind that described by Balfour

in temporary dilatation. The murmur was situated

quite high up, more in the pulmonary area. The sys-

tolic part in Dr. Curtin's case may have been due to

mitral leakage. It is possible in a case of congenitally

small heart that there should be no signs or symptoms
until an unusual strain comes. In a case which he

had in mind, a young woman of twenty years or over

had always been disinclined to active play. During

the summer she sat around or spent her time in sail-

ing, but never took any active part in games like ten-

nis or ball. It is true she went into the water, but

she usually spent the time in floating about. She was

rather fat. In the course of time she married, and

ten or twelve days after confinement she was seized

with severe pain in the right side, afterwards in the

left. She had no chill, but some elevation of temper-

ature, and developed a consolidation of lung first on

one side and then the other. Dr. Knight, was asked

to see her in consultation, and said that it was prob-

ably a case of pulmonary infarction. There was

phlebitis in both thighs. The heart-sounds were

weak, but there were no murmurs. After an attack

of pain about four weeks after the first, she lapsed

into a septic condition and at the end of another week
died.

At the post-mortem made by Dr. Councilman, large

plugs in both iliac veins were found, but no pulmon-

ary infarction, but the smallest heart that Dr. Knight
ever saw in an adult human being; and hypostatic

pneumonia attributed by Dr. Councilman to a congeni-

tally weak heart ; the valves were sound and com-

petent.

Dr. Babcock : Was the aorta unusually small ?

Dr. Knight: It was not described as abnormally

small.

Dr. Frank Fremont-Smith, of St. Augustine,

presented a paper on

PNEUMONIA IN FLORIDA.

The distribution of pneumonia in the States of

America or Europe depends little upon latitude or the

effects of cold. The Southern States of America suf-

fer equally with the Northern ; the islands of the

West Indies are frequently stricken ; Cuba, St. Thomas
and St. Domingo, Brazil, Peru, Chili and Paraguay

in their native population have a high death-rate.

Pneumonia in the northern sections of Europe is not

more severe than in Greece, Turkey and Italy.

Venice has a fatal form. Pneumonia of the Desert,

in the Soudan, Zanzibar, and in Africa destroys

nearly all those attacked. Winter visitors to south-

ern latitudes are less subject to disease than natives.

The conviction that pneumonia is a very rare dis-

ease, even among the susceptible colored population,

is fortified by St. Augustine's physicians, whom I have

consulted.

Dr. A. Anderson rejiorts that he has seen not more
than six cases of croupous non-intercurrent pneumonia

in twenty-five years of practice.

Dr. J. K. Rainey has seen two cases in colored and

none in whites in fifteen years of practice.
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Dr. A. S. Dunham in ten years baa attended six

cases among whites, five in colored patients.

Dr. De Witt Webb reports two in colored and none

in whites in fifteen 3'ear8 of practice.

Dr. L. Alexander, County Health Otficer, has seen

eighty cases in sixteen years of practice.

Dr. William F. Shine reports ten cases iu colored

and white in thirty years of service.

Dr. Fremout-Smitli'8 own records show seven cases

uon-intercurreiit croupous piieuuionia, two intercurrent,

and two broucho-pneumouia in thirteen. Three of

these were importations— one a colored porter, takeu

from his train to the Alicia Hospital, dying with dou-

ble pneumonia, and two white waiter visitors, both

having had the initiatory chill on the steamer sailing

to Jacksonville. These both recovered at the hospital.

Dr. Frank H. Caldwell, Sanford, Fla., chief surgeon

of the Plant System of Railways, writes : " In fifteen

years of practice I have only lia<i six cases of pneu-

monia ; no deaths. Two of the six cases were colored.

This includes not only my private practice, but the

Railroad Hospital, in which 4,000 to 5,000 cases have

been entered — nearly all colored.

The Florida State Board of Health has furnished

official returns for the whole State for five years, eud-

iug December 31, 1895. The population of Florida

is 391,422. The total number of deaths from piieu

monia for five years was 827, or an annual average of

165.4, one death to each 2,372.5 or 42 per 1,000.

A committee appointe<l at the business meeting sub-

mitted the following report, which was forwarded to

Washington :

The American Climatological Association wish hereby

to join with other scientific bodies of this country in a

remonstrance against the passage of any bill by Congress

prohibiting or restricting; experhnents ujion living animals

in tlie District of Columbia, 'i'hey feel that this matter

can be safely left in the hands of the gentlemen in charge
of the institutions where such experiments are being made.
They feel that the one discovery of the antitoxin of dijih-

theria, which lias already saved lives by the thousand,

should silence all opposition to vivisection for a century to

come. Equally successful means of combating other dis-

eases may be revealed to us at any moment by such experi-

mentation, and, on the other hand, any restriction of such

methods might delay such discovery indefinitely.

Frkdkkick I. Knight, ) ^
iD\vAKi> O. Otis.

J

The Association then adjourned to meet iu the Con-
gress of American Physicians and Surgeons, to be
held in May, 1897, at Washington, D. C.

CLINICAL SECTION OF THE SUFFOLK DIS-
TRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

J. L. AMES, M.l)., SKCItKTABV.

Regular Meeting, Wednesday, March 18, 1896,

Dr. G. M. Oakland in the chair.

Dr. J. .J. Thomas read a paper on

NEIMIRITIS IN INFANTILE SCCKVT."

Dr. RoTCii : This ia a very interesting paper, be-

cause it draws attention to the importance of examin-

ing the urine. I think in a laige number of the re-

ported cases of scorbutus the urine lias not been exam-
ined carefully. I have seen quite a large number of

^ See page 230 of tbtf Journal.

cases of scorbutus. A large proportion of the cases,!

have seen have been iu consultation. Had the}' been

iu my own practice I suppose I should have had the

urine examined, but clinically there never seemed to

be any especial necessity for such examination. I do
not wish to imply that it ought not to be done. In

my 70 or 80 cases the diagnosis was very evident.

The urine was never reported as being bloody or dis-

colored in any way. I do not, however, know how
careful the urinary analysis was in these cases. In

some few nothing was fouud. In no case was atten-

tion drawn to the kidney by any disturbance of the

urine. It must be very rare, I think, for other syulp-

toms to be absent in infantile scurvy. Dr. Thomas's
case appears to me to be almost the only one I should

feel a great deal of confidence in. 1 think it is very

doubtful whether these other cases in which hema-
turia is meutioned as the only symptom of scor-

butus, were cases of scorbutus at all. At the

end of the first year, when scorbutus usually de-

velops, renal disturbance is very easily set up, and
a very slight irritation will cause functional trouble iu

the kidney with albuminuria; but where there is an

actual nephritis it must last, as a rule, much longer.

Dr. Thomas's case was one illustrative of that. It

lasted five or six weeks, which would make me have

some confidence that it was a case of nephritis in con-

nection with scurvy. Hemorrhages have been found

in the muscles and bones and various organs, and we
might suppose a nephritis might be set up; but we
know that the urinary analysis iu cases of youug in-

fants is extremely elusive, and a large number of

autopsies must be made before we can say that nephri-

tis is present in these cases where albuminuria is fouud

unless we consider that these cases of albuminuria are

always cases of nephritis. I think that in a great

many of these cases no gross lesions are found at the

autopsy, and very little on microscopic examination.

I should, therefore, say that many of the reported

cases were possibly not cases of scorbutus. The rapid

improvemeirt would, I think, point towards the most

common form of irritatiou of the kidney in young
babies, namel)', irritation by uric acid.

I cannot speak too strongly of the importance of

what Dr. Thomas has said. In every one of my 70 or

80 cases the urine ought to have been examined ; but

the fact was that the diagnosis was made instantane-

ously, and babies who were apparently dying were
comparatively well in a few days or a week, and there

did not seem to be any great necessity for making
such examination.

Dr. Morsk: I feel that we are under great obliga-

tions to Dr. Thomas for calling our attention to the

renal complications of scurvy which have hitherto

been so much neglected. It is unfortunate that there

have been no microscopical examinations of the kid-

neys in this disease, but it is to be hoped that in the

future such examinations will be made so that we may
know just what the pathological changes are. It would
seem from the examinations of the urine which Dr.

Thomas has reported, that the condition varied from a

simple transudation of blood to an inflammatory

process. The origin of this inflammatory process

must be, I think, as Dr. Thomas has said, some irri-

tant. What this irritant is, however, must, I think,

be still held in abeyance. In all probability this irri-

tant is some toxic substance which may be due directly

or indirectly to bacteria, or it may be some toxic
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product not of bacterial origin. The latter would
seem the more likely, inasmuch as scurvy is probably

not of bacterial origin.

Dr. Thomas : In reply to Dr. Rotcli, I wish to

state that 1 do not imagine that all cases where albu-

min has been found, had nephritis. 1 simply men-
tioned many of these cases that we might have all

cases where an examination of the urine was given.

In a large majority of the cases reported, nothing was
said of the urine. Nevertheless, there have been a

few other cases reported, where there were undoubt-

edly a nephritis present, notably by de Bruin, and
Conitzer. As to the examination of the urine in

these cases, of course, in many instances it is of no aid

in making a diagnosis, as for example in a well-marked

case with swollen gums, subperiosteal hemorrhages,

and the pseudo-paralyses. In these cases an exami-

nation of the urine has but little more than a scientific

interest. It seemed to me, however, that this case

showed that the nephritis did occur, probably in a

larger proportion of cases than was realized, and that

in a certain proportion of these cases it was an early

symptom, and might thus be an indication for treat-

ment before the appearance of the paralytic symp-
toms.

Dr. F. Pfaff read a paper on

THE TREATMENT OF DIABETES."

Dk. F. C. Shattuck : I am very sorry I was
obliged to lose any of Dr. Pfafi's paper. I am sure

that some quantitative as well as qualitative restriction

is often desirable. Whether it may be necessary or

even desirable to carry it out as far as Naunyn does,

is perhaps another matter; but I think a very impor-

tant thing in the treatment of diabetes, as in the treat-

ment of every patient the subject of disease, is individ-

ualization. Each patient must be carefully studied

with his limitations and possibilities, and it will be

found in diabetes that these limitations and possibilities

vary very widely in different cases. Acting on this

idea of giving rest to the organism, Dr. Austin Flint,

of New York, sometimes advises patients to fast for

thirty-six hours. His plan is this : Saturday night

the patient eats supper of the prescribed kind, goes to

bed, and remains in bed till Monday morning, taking

only water. Monday morning he takes breakfast.

That is, as I said, carrying out the principle of rest in

a way which does not incommode the patient very

much. One patient whom I saw had derived appar-

ently decided benefit in this way. The urine became
much more free from sugar for a considerable period

after the fast. I have tried it several times, and touud

no such benefit as occurred apparently in this particu-

lar case.

With reference to codeia. I recall the case of a

lady of sixty-fire brought to me eight years ago in

whom sugar and polyuria had appeared five years be-

fore this. Her father died of "diabetes and Bright's."

There was no question about some form of diabetes. At
the time she came to me she was passing about a pint

of urine, and had lost much flesh. She was taking

codeia, and had been taking it for a long time, in

order to determine the type of case, I told her to leave

off the codeia. She went through a very uncomfort-

able period for two or three weeks. The amount of

urine went up to three pints; she gained weight and

improved in every way. She is living to-day and

" See page 234 of the Journal.

under moderate restrictions. Her urine remains free

from sugar.

I have been somewhat surprised, and also gratified,

to see the way in which private patients can be man-
aged in diabetes without giving them drugs. The
number of cases is not small, I think, in which one
can get along without even a placebo. If the matter

is explained to them, they will submit to the restric-

tion ; and 1 think we not infrequently see cases, es-

pecially those that come on in middle life and in the

relatively stout, where after a pretty strict diet for

some months the diet can be gradually relaxed, and in

the course of some months or a year or more it may
be possible to return almost to normal diet.

There is a very great variation in the toleration of

different individuals to the dietary restrictions. Peo-
ple crave a variety bo much that a number of years

ago I went to the cooking-school and interviewed the

lady in charge. She gave me a number of recipes for

making desserts which would be perfectly safe for

diabetics, Spanish cream, etc., using glycerine and
saccharine to sweeten. I have quite a list of these,

and have found them a great comfort to many patients.

I am very glad to endorse what Dr. Pfaff has said in re-

gard to cream. It has an advantage over butter, that

it has a wider applicability. Few people can eat but-

ter by itself, but people can eat cream. In cases

where strict diet is desirable cream and water can be
used with a good deal of safety as a substitute for

milk.

Dk. Prescott: In the treatment of diabetes I
think we must remember that the disease should be
divided into three different kinds rather than treated

as one disease. First, there are the cases appearing
in rather stout people over fifty who have been good
livers. They may not be high livers. In these peo-
ple very little is necessary in the way of treatment
except to diminish as much as possible (although not
restricting entirely) the carbohydrates. I had a case

of that kind a year and a half ago in a man of fifty-

two, weighing 215 pounds, who had in his urine about
five per cent, of sugar at the time I first saw him.
Under a restricted diet the amount soon came down
to one per cent, and then to no sugar ; and since then
he has been going along eating almost as any one else

does with very little restriction and has very little

sugar in his urine and no symptoms. There is a sec-

ond class of cases, which Lauceroux calls the nervous
class. These are cases where the diabetes is due to

some nervous affection or to some injury ; the class

which is due to an injury was studied by Drs. Ogden
and Higgins, and reported in a paper last year or
year before last ; and all the cases but two recovered
without treatment. The third division and the one
where treatment is of the greatest importance, is

what Lancereaux calls the pancreatic, although that

definition is hardly justifiable according to my idea,

because not all the cases of diabetes which will not
come in the first two classes, can be classed as pan-
creatic, but in a great many cases, there is some chan<re

in the pancreas by which the secretion is either dimin-
ished or changed so that its effect upon the inhibitory

centres or the excretory centres is changed from what
it is in health.

The dietetic treatment I will not go into because
that has been covered fully by Dr. Pfaff and Dr.
Shattuck. I agree fully with Dr. Shattuck's individ-

ualization, because iu some cases it is necessary to
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treat a patient by taking away all those things which

are likely to cause any irrilatiou of the nervous sys-

tem and to stimulate the muscles. Experiments seem

to show that there is more sugar in the arterial blood

than in the venous blood, and that part of the sugar

is taken up in the capillaries in the external part of

the body, the peripheral capillaries. If that is so,

anything; which tends to increase the metabolic activ-

ity in those parts will diminish the amount of sugar

which it will be necessary for the kidneys to excrete ;

therefore baths and massage are good and exercise to

just short of causing fatigue. As regards drugs, there

seems to be the widest difference of opinion, and I

think one reason why this is so is because the cases

have not been divided into those where no drugs are

necessary and those where they may have some influ-

ence. One man, a physician, who had diabetes, received

the greatest beneflt from the sulphide of calcium. As re-

gards codeia, 1 have not seen very much benefit from

its use. I had a patient in the dispensary who for

months had codeia in one-fourth-grain doses, but finally

the management said it was too expensive and we had

to give up its use. I gave him instead the fluid ex-

tract of ergot, beginning with ten drops three times a

day and increased to one-half teaspoonful, and he

seemed to keep in about the same condition as he did

while taking codeia. He lost no flesh, the amount of

urine did not increase, and the percentage of sugar re-

mains the same.

In looking over the literature of the subject I found

there was one mau who had had a large experience,

and who was an assistant to a man of even a greater

experience— Dr. Grueber, of Nauna, which is a sani-

tarium in Coblenz, Prussia. There they have alka-

line springs, and they give the patients a great deal

of the water and allow potatoes and bread. Dr.

Grueber has seen 187 cases and the mau under whom
he worked had seen 3,000 cases. He reports one case

which 1 will read, as it is rather instructive, as show-

ing what can be done even if it goes against our pre-

conceived ideas : " Man, thirty-nine. Father and sis-

ter died of diabetes, and brother under treatment for

it. For two years lived almost entirely on meat, fish

and eggs, but was unable to tolerate so rich a diet, and

occasionally took bread and potatoes. When first seen

was unable to walk ; had a peculiar livid flush in the

face, edema of the feet; breath had the odor due to

acetone; tongue and lips dry and cracked; consti-

pated ; urine live per cent, sugar, large in amount,

acetone and diacetic acid present. As he thought

diabetic coma was on the point of developing, he ad-

vised very little meat and fish, no eggs, but as many
potatoes as he liked and one ounce of bread a day.

Much water was given and twenty drops of nitrous

ether three times a day. In two days the urine con-

tained 6.3 per cent, of sugar, very little acetone and

uo diacetic acid ; thirst less ; odor from breath scarcely

perceptible. On the fifth day a stricter diet, but al-

lowed potatoes freely. In three weeks sugar 1.1 per

cent. ; able to walk one-half hour at a time ; no abnor-

mal thirst ; slept from 10 to 7 o'clock without passing

water. This improvement had continued up to the

time the case was reported, which was three months."

This case was given by Dr. Grueber as a typical one,

gbowing the results of the treatment advocated.

Dr. Likbmann : I would like to call attention to

the cases of glycosuria that are often called diabetes,

and there is iu my mind a great difference. Such

cases, of course, do well. There are cases called in-

termittent diabetes, and these are accidental or symp-
tomatic in nature. These cases do well for a lime,

but recur— may be do not recur, and if so, are re-

garded as cases of diabetes cured. 1 am very scepti-

cal about curing a case of true idiopathic diabetes. I

have never seen such a case cured with or without

codeia. I have seen two or three cases reported to

me by the patients themselves that have been put

upon codeia and have been doing well for years. In

one the urine was entirely, free from sugar for threeor

four years. The patient has been drinking beer, eat-

ing potatoes, etc. ; now he is losing ground. In my
opinion it is very unwise to allow such patients to

drink beer or eat potatoes. The thirst, the polyuria

and polydypsia increase at once. Such patients have
to get up at night. I know that such cases have been
benefited by the administration of codeia. The poly-

uria and polydypsia have been diminished, but I do
not believe there is a cure. With regard to the very

strict animal diet, I believe if we carry this out we
shall do wrong. Our patient will deceive us. It is

better to allow a moderate amount of bread, and if we
do they will get along very well. 1 myself am a suf-

ferer from this disease. I can get along very well

without potatoes and pastry, but I must have bread,

and if I do not get bread I become so weak I cannot

work. I would rather have three per cent, of sugar in

my urine, and for the time-being feel strong, than

have only one per cent, or none and feel asthenic.

There is no doubt that sugar can be made to disappear

in three or four days in moderate cases, while other

cases will show sugar with all the starchy food with-

drawn by the splitting up of the albumin in the system ;

aud here, of course, we ought to make a distinction

and ought to be guided by that very point, whether
the sugar can be made to disappear by strict animal

diet or not. We know that cases iu which the sugar

continues in spite of the administration of animal

food only do badly, and we lose them after a very

few years, whereas the other cases are summed up
under neurotic cases or fat individuals. They live for

years. One of the most difficult features iu the treat-

ment of diabetes is the neuralgic troubles, especially

sciatica and a presternal pain which is not very sharp,

but very annoying. To cure these neuralgic troubles

I found hydropathic treatment and exercise iu the

open air best. I have obtained some benefit from the

salicylate of soda. When I was in Europe ten years

ago one of our greatest men there told me that light

beer would be harmless. I drank it, and found it did

me a great deal of harm. I would raise my voice in

protest against that.

Dr. Oakland: I have been very much interested

in Dr. Pfaff's paper, aud pleased with the enthusiasm

which he evinces in this line of treatment, and I have

no doubt that in Professor Naunyn's wards Dr. Pfaff

has seen a great deal of benefit accomplished by this

treatment; but I think when it comes to applying a

treatment so rigid and so disagreeable in the jirivate

practice of a physician in a community organized like

that of Boston we should run up against a great many
obstacles. It would not only be a question of indi-

vidualization, but I have found in my practice that

the i)atient and his needs perjdex the attending phy-

sician much less, as a rule, than the mental atmosphere

of the family and of his friends. It is a very differ-

ent thing treating a patient separated from bis ordi-
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Dary social environment by isolation in the hospital

and treating him at home among a lot of sympathetic

friends, and his complaints would be a strong agency

against the physician who undertook to carry out too

rigorously a treatment which might accomplish a great

deal in the hospital. One point has been impressed

upon me, and that is that cases of diabetes in young
people seem to be much more malignant than in older

people. 1 recall two or three cases of diabetes at

about the age of puberty where it seemed that uo

other term was applicable except malignancy. They
faded away and died as though affected by acute

tuberculosis or some disease of that sort. The class

spoken of by Dr. Prescott of stout people over fifty

I have found usually much more amenable to treat-

ment. As 1 understand Dr. Pfaff, he would confine

himself to the dietetic treatment. I have found it

necessary to use drugs, and in many cases I have

found the drugs of immediate service, and subse-

quently found myself able to drop them and have the

patient remain in a comfortable condition. The point

Dr. Pfaff made of the liability of diabetic cases when
apparently doing well to develop suddenly severe

symptoms impressed me. 1 recall the case of a young
lawyer who had diabetes a number of years, and who
at times would limit himself to a strict diet aud then

eat what he chose. One morning he rose as usual,

took his breakfast, aud was preparing to come to town.

When I saw him at ten o'clock he sat panting, as if

he had passed through some very violent exercise,

and he could hardly talk to me on account of the

shortness of breath. There was nothing iu the lungs

to account for the dyspnea. He rapidly passed into a

comatose condition, and died about live that after-

noon.

Dr. Shattdck : I should like to say one word
about this French classification of diabetes. We all

recognize that diabetes is a symptom ; it is not a

disease. It occurs under very varying conditions.

We see cerebral cases where there is injury or

tumor pressing ou the floor of the fourth ventricle.

We see indisputable cases of pancreatic diabetes.

These cases go bad from start to finish. And there

are other cases where the glycosuria appears to be of

hepatic origin ; but it seems to me that our knowledge
is not yet sufficient for any satisfactory pathological

classification, at all events with reference to treat-

ment. In the great majority of cases of glycosuria or

diabetes it seems to me that the real cause is un-

known. How many may be pancreatic we do not

know, but the contingent is probably small. The
whole pathology of the subject is involved iu the

greatest obscurity, and it seems to me for practical

purposes it is much better to make such a classification

as Dr. Pfaff makes than such a one as Lancereaux
makes, which is way beyond our present knowledge.

Spanish Hospitals in Cuba. — Dr. Murata, a

Japanese army surgeon, who was sent on a mission to

Havana by his government, says, in a Tokio paper,

that the Spanish army surgeons are far behind the

times in their methods ; and he describes the nursing

as slovenly aud negligent, the wounded soldiers being

rouglily treated by the surgeons and nurses. The
latter appear to be laborers picked up iu Havana and
the neighboring country districts, very dirty and
wholly ignorant of the first principles of care for the

wounded.— Medical Record.
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THE ETIOLOGY OF ALOPECIA AREATA.

M. Sabocrand, who has lately done so much work

in cultivatiug aud differentiating the varieties of trico-

phyton tonsurans, publishes four articles' describing

his studies of alopecia areata, from a clinical and ex-

perimental standpoint.

At the beginning he asserts his belief in the conta-

giousness of the affection, while admitting that con-

vincing proof is wanting. The question of the para-

site that causes it is unsettled. Various microbes have

from time to time been advanced as the possible agents,

but none have stood the test of time. In the course

of Sabourand's studies 300 patieuts, taken at random,

were examined, treated and followed up, and material

for histological examination obtained from a patient

who had died of tuberculosis. In each case a careful

bacteriological examination was made.

With regard to the question of contagion, he points

out the fact that far greater weight should be attached

to the positive cases of direct transmission of the dis-

ease than to the negative, and that such instances are

naturally much oftener met with in Paris where the

disease is very common, than in countries where it is

seldom seen. Epidemics of alopecia areata in schools

or barracks are observed at least ten times a year at

the St. Louis Hospital. Often a series of cases will be

observed from the same quarter of the city, which may

all be traced to a common hairdresser.

Iu examining the symptomatology of the disease the

so-called '' peladec " hairs are found to have an espe-

cial form; that of a club or more properly an excla-

mation-point. This shape is that taken by the hair

before it falls out, aud the zoue of these club-shaped

hairs varies iu size according to the rapidity of exten-

sion of the bald area. Whenever a normal hair has

taken on this appearance, it is coudemued to disappear

quickly. These diseased hairs vary from four milli-

metres to two centimetres in length. The earliest

appearances of the disease that can be found are a

1
> Annales de Derm, et de Sypb.. 189C.
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central spot occnpied by several empty and dilated

follicular mouths, while arouud it are ranged four long

hair8 of the clubbed variety. The histological charac-

teristics of these clubbed hairs are that their upper

extremity is usually pigmented, while the base is col-

orless ; their diameter decreases progressively from

above downward ; the medullary canal, which is nor-

mal in the upper portion, has disappeared completely

in the portion near the root, and the root has acquired

a more pointed form. This transformation is that of

an adult hair into a lanugo hair, and it is inconceiv-

able that such a phenomenon could be brought about

by a microbe within the hair itself. The transforma-

tion is brought about by the progressive atrophy of

the papilla that has produced it. The histological ex-

amination alone separates alopecia areata from all the

tineiE, as it demonstrates intra-tegumentary and deep

lesions, which are the cause of the falling.

In the bacteriological experiments more than fifteen

species of microbes were isolated, cultivated and inoc-

ulated without result. These microbes were found

upon the bald surfaces, and were distinguished as

those found habitually in the hair of people who were

not afflicted with alopecia areata. None of these

microbes, almost all of which have been described by

various writers as the cause of alopecia areata, can be

regarded as in any sense specific.

In his second paper Sabourand divides the affection

into three clinical stages : the stage of progressing

baldness, the stage of completed baldness, and the

stage of reproduction of new hairs. His studies begin

with the latter stage, and he finds that at this time

many of the follicles have completely disappeared,

while about those that remain the connective tissue of

the corium is thickened into close vertical bands, which

contain connective-tissue cells, filled in some instances

with fat. At the base of these bands or columns,

flattened degenerated cells are found in large numbers,

which are easily identified as " mastzelleu." Many of

the hairs are found to be growing in in a normal man-

ner, and about them the sebaceous glands are always

large, and sometimes of enormous size, and composed

of many lobes. The process of pigmentation is sus-

pended, not only in the papillae of the new hairs, but

also in the basal cells of the epidermis throughout the

whole plaque, and up to the time of complete cure.

From these data he concludes that the loss of pigment

in the new hairs is due to a disturbance in pigmenta-

tion which is not limited to the papillae of the hair,

but is generalized over the whole region affected. The

existence of the " mastzellen " in the deep layers of

the corium, shows the intensity of the morbid process

upon parts of the skin other than the hair and glands.

With regard to the intermediate stage of the disease,

the stage of completed baldness, Sabourand found that

the cutaneous vessels, whether perifollicular or not,

were surrounded by a collection of cells, which were

distinguished as " mastzellen " and mononuclear leu-

cocytes. From the theory that the " mastzelleu

"

when accumulated at a given pcint, signify a local dis-

turbance of nutrition, and that no polynuclear leuco-

cytes, which are so common in foci of disease caused

by microbes, are present in the lesion, it is argued that

there can be no active microbic agent present at this

stage, but that all the appearances suggest a deep local

intoxication, whose cause has already disappeared.

Sabourand's third paper deals with the first stage of

the disease, the only stage that is, in his opinion, mi-

crobic. At this stage the follicles at the centre of the

lesion, present at their upper third, between the orifice

of the sebaceous glands and the mouth of the follicle,

a dilatation, which he regards as of great importance,

and which he has named " I'utricule peladique." At
the stage that is intermediate between the beginning

alopecia, and complete baldness, this utricle is found

filled with various well-known and unimportant mi-

crobes. At the outset, however, when the disease is

active, the utricle is found, for a short period only, to

be filled with a very small bacillus which Sabourand

calls the micro-bacillus of the utricle. It is easily

stained and is found in large numbers, often in a pure

culture. Whenever a bunch of clubbed hairs is found

in a lesion of alopecia areata, one or more utricles will

surely be found in the vicinity, and hundreds of pre-

parations made from various cases have always given

the same result. Where the alopecia is progressing

rapidly the microbe may be found by simply curretting

the skin. The utricle and the micro-bacillus contained

in it are eliminated very quickly from the plaque of

alopecia and have disappeared entirely at the stage of

complete baldness. It is, however, around the utri-

cle that the cellular lesions of the disease make their

appearance, and here the normal hairs undergo a grad-

ual atrophy and are changed into the clubbed hairs.

Sabourand's theory is that the characteristic lesions of

alopecia areata are due to the toxic action of the

micro-organisms contained in the utricle, and acting at

a distance. This theory is supported by certain thera-

peutic facts : the benefit obtained from epilating the

edges of the plaque, the necessity of a general antisep-

sis of the whole scalp, the ineflicacy of antiseptic agents

in the cure of the disease, and the usefulness of local

revulsive measures in causing the elimination of stag-

nant toxines by diapedesis.

With regard to the question whether the micro-

bacillus of the utricle is really the microbe of alopecia

areata, Sabourand takes a conservative position. He
considers the utricle to be the initial lesion of every

patch of alopecia areata, and it has a very brief exist-

ence. About this initial lesion are found the histolog-

ical signs of intoxication, and the fragile, club-shaped

hairs are the mark of activity in the patch. The
more active the spread of the disease, the more abun-

dant are these microbes, while when the disease is

stationary they have disappeared. On the other hand,

he is unable to differentiate the micro-bacillus of the

utricle from the acne-bacillus discovered by Unna and

Hodara. It has been shown that the latter bacillus is

found everywhere where there is an oily seborrhea, so

that it is not specific of comedo and acne. Whether
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the acne bacillus ia identical with Sabourand's utricle

bacillus, is a matter to be settled by future experi-

naent. Sabourand's fourth and last paper is occupied

chiefly with the form of alopecia areata where the

baldness is total. He divides this form into two vari-

eties : (1) Total alopecia areata, with an oily skin.

This is the grave variety, which exhibits no tendency

to improvement. If recovery occurs, it is only after

this stage has been followed by (2) chronic total alo-

pecia areata, with dry skin. Here there is slight scal-

ing, and no signs of sebaceous matter. Histologically

it was found that the total alopecias presented the

same characteristics as the benign form, and the same

cells in smaller number, contained in a tissue that was

almost sclerous. The same micro-bacillus was found

in these cases as in the benign form and was not

transitory, but constant. It occurred in larger num-

bers in the oily form, was less abundaut in the dry

form, but was never absent. Sabouraud declares that,

if it is ever proved that the micro-bacillus of the utricle

has a causal action, the chronic total alopecias may
be susceptible of explanation, on the supposition that

the same infection which when transitorv, causes a

transitory lesion, when chronic, makes the same lesion

permanent.

MEDICAL NOTES.
BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For
the two weeks ending at noon, September 2, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease :

diphtheria 124, scarlet fever 20, measles 34, typhoid

fever 62.

Tufts College Medical School. — The Tufts

College Medical School has taken the Chauncy Hall

School Building in Copley Square for its next session.

NEW TORK.

The Abolition of Reae Tenements.— The
Board of Health is continuing its crusade against rear

tenements, which it regards as a constant menace to

public health. On August 24th, eight more of these

structures were ordered vacated for condemnation,

and among them the highest death-rate in any one
house which has yet been found was encountered.

This house is on West 17th Street, only a few doors

from the great shopping thoroughfare. Sixth Avenue,
and a very respectable neighborhood. It is a three-story

brick building, about fifty years old, and is occupied

by four families which number seventeen persons in

all. In this tenement the record shows an annual

death-rate of no less than 105.9. The highest death-

rate in any of the houses previously condemned was
in a rear tenement down in Mott .Street, where the

rate was 91.55 per thousand. The sanitary author-

ities are somewhat at a loss to account for the enor-

mous mortality in the house on 17th Street, which
is much smaller and less over-crowded than many
rear tenements with a very much lower death-rate;

but doubtless one reason for it is to be found in the

fact that the rear bedrooms in the place have no ex-

terior windows, so that the ventilation is very defec-

tive and the sunlight never reaches them.

Imprisonment and Dissipation.— Dr. O. J.

Ward, physician to the " Tombs " City Prison, re-

cently made the statement that about 75 per cent, of

all the persons sent to the prison suflEer from gastric

and nervous troubles, the results of dissipation, and

that 35 per cent, of these are, or have been, addicted

to the opium habit. '' After these opium victims," he

says, " have been here a short time, with access to

their favorite drug cut off, their sufferings become
pitiable to a degree ; and I have had patients here of

this class to whom I had to administer as much as

thirty grains of morphia in one day in order to save

their lives." Dr. Ward has remarked that the alco-

holic patients are principally from the upper section

of the city, while the opium victims, as a rule, all

come from the down-towu crowded tenement-house

districts.

The Distribution of Sterilized Milk.— Stat-

istics obtained at the Health Department show the

good effects of the free distribution of sterilized milk

in Brooklyn under the auspices of the Board of Health,

a charitable work that was made possible through the

philanthropy of Mr. Nathan Strauss. The death-

rate during the second week of the recent hot weather

among children under five years of age was only 34.4

of the total number of deaths ; which is quite a re-

markable showing when it is considered that the gen-

eral death-rate was exceptionally high owing to the

excessive heat. It is necessary to go back to the be-

ginning of June to find a week when the death-rate

among children was as low as that. During the period

when the heat was most intense Mr. .Strauss sent over

to Brooklyn about 1,500 bottles of sterilized milk a

day. A large force of men was employed at the New
York depots, getting the milk ready for distribution,

and it was transported to Brooklyn at the expense of

and with the wagons and horses of the donor.

Death of Dr. C. F. Kittredge.— Dr. Charles
F. Kittredge, of Fishkill-on-the-Hudson, died suddenly

of apoplexy on August 19th at Mount Veruou, N. H.,

where he had just finished making an address at the

reunion of the alumni of the McCoUum Institute.

Mortality. — But for the extremely high mortal-

ity of the week ending August 15th the death-rate for

the mouth would be unusually low ; but, of course, the

exceptional number of deaths resulting from the pro-

longed term of excessive heat brings the average for

the month to a comparatively high figure. During
the week ending August 29th there were only 736
<leath8 reported in New York, 362 of wiiich were in

children under five years of age. Of the total number
of deaths no less than lOG, or about oueseventli, were
due to consumption. This is an unusually large mor-
tality from this disease during the summer season, and
is, no doubt, to be explained, in part at least, by the

sudden change from extremely hot to comparatively
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cold weather. During the week only 1 1 6 deaths were

reported from diarrheal diseases, in patients of all

ages, and the mortality from the various zymotic dis-

eases was insiguificaut. There were 18 deaths from

diphtheria, two from scarlet fever, and five from

measles.

A DIPIlTHEllIA INCIDENT.

Dr. William P. Munn, the Health Commissioner

of Denver, in the report of the Bureau of Public

Health for tlie year 1895, just issued, gives the fol-

lowing instructive and only too commou incident of

the manner of the spread of diphtlieria. It is not

often that a series of cases is so well traced.

On June 24th, I was asked to see a little girl, with Dr.

II., and to administer diplitheria antito.xin. It was a pro-

ni)unced case of diphtheria, membrane on the left tonsil,

and diagnosis confirmed by bacteriologic examination.

The antitoxin was administered, and the i)atient recovered.

Inquiry into the history of this case revealed an interesting

and instructive history of diphtheria in the house. In

April the father suffered from a sore throat for several

weeks, but attached no importance to it. At the end of

that time, as recovery seemed to be delayed, he consulted

a physician, who made a diagnosis of ulcerated sore throat.

Several weeks later the housekeeper, a woman of about

forty years, suffering from tuberculosis, had a membranous
sore throat, which her physician likewise designated as an

ulcerated sore throat. 'J'lien a boy of eight years had a

sore throat, but no jjhysician was employed. Then a girl

of thirteen complained of slight sore throat, to which no

attention was paid at first, but after a week she developed

alarming symptoms of heart weakness, when a physician

was called and arrived just in time to see her die. Two
days later the third child complained, and an examination

bein" made as described, the case was found to be one of

pure Klebs-Lbtller infection. It is now plainly evident

that all. of the patients had suffered from diphtheria, which

might iiave been positively diagnosed had the physicians

availed themselves at an earlier date of a bacteriologic

examination.

(The father suffered for two months from paralysis of

the palate and regurgitation of fluids through the nose.)

PHARMACEUTICAL TKOGllESS IN THE LAST
QUAKTEU CENTURY.

Mb. WiLLlA.M Martindalk, in his presidential

address before the British Pharmaceutical Conference

at its Thirty-third Annual Meeting at Liverpool, re-

viewed the progress made in pharmaceutical knowledge

and art since the last meeting in Liverpool a quarter

of a century before. He called attention to the ex-

hibit of that year (1870) because it was the first op-

portunity that he as well as most of the members had
" of seeing and testing the physiological effects of

what was then little more than a curiosity, namely,

amy I nitrite. . . . We now have quite a cluster of

these nitrogen compounds used as arterial dilators—
isobutyl nitrite, sodium nitrite, nitro-glycerine, hy-

drox\lainiiie, and more recently erythrol nitrate."

It will be interesting to many whose therapeutics

and materia medica have been all of recent years, to

read how many of the drugs he tiiinks of long stand-

ing are really of onlj' a few years' recognition. For
instance, chloral hydrate was first exhibited at the

meeting in 1869. "Boric acid was but a chemical

rarity previous to 1875: it is now produced in tons

for mediciiuil use as well as for the purpose of pre-

serving milk and foods, though it is now being some-

what superseded by fortuic aldehyde." Carbolic acid

as a surgical antiseptic dates from about 1868, while

salicylic acid is of still later use, being rarely used

before 1876. " The eucalyptus products were com-
paratively unknown here till 1880." The use of the

active principles and alkaloids has risen almost wholly

within the last twenty-five years. The mydriatics

atropine, hyoscyamine and scopolamine were not then

defined, while homatropine had not been found nor

physostigmine come into use. It is especially inter-

esting to read his words on anesthetics. He said, "As
a general anesthetic ether has to some extent re-

placed chloroform, which was almost solely used at

that time."

With the advance in chemical methods the cost of

production has with most drugs been greatly reduced,

though this factor has not in his opinion always the

same bearing with regard to the popular use of medi-

cines that it has in commercial economy ; for example,

quinine is not used in a popular way in England " to

anything the extent that it was when its value was
five to ten times what it is now. The public and the

medical faculty have no reason to complain of the

costliness of drugs at the present time; when required

iu quantity or for hospital use, thej' are with few ex-

ceptions supplied at much lower prices, as well as in a

state of greater purity, owing to more extensive manu-
facture, commercial enterprise and chemical ingenuity

than was possible twenty-six years ago."

To this, however, he adds the very fair comment
upon the cost to the patient of his medicines and the

just reason for the pharmacist's charges: "But the

cost of distribution, which is not merely a trade dis-

tribution, has to be taken into consideration ; here the

comparatively small demand for most of the articles

used in medicine precludes the distributor or retailer

from supplying them to the public at a commensurate
reduction in price, as the judgment necessary in the

distribution of medicines and the care and skill requi-

site in their manipulation has necessitated the careful

and scientific training of those who deal in them. . . .

Hence his remuneration is not for material supplied

but for special service rendered, and is therefore in

many cases out of proportion to the actual commercial

value of his commodities. This applies to the simple

sale of drugs, though the argument is much stronger

when applied to the compounding of medicines."

A NEW USE FOR THE X-RAYS.
Boston, August 31, 1^96.

Mu. Editor: — About three weeks ago I examined
with the Hiintgen rays an old fracture near the ankle-

joint, in a >tout woman of fifty. She had been conijilain-

ing off and on of the pain iu the left aukle. I found a

fracture at the lower jiart, of the tibia, with union at an

angle forwards. There was slight impairment of the move-

ments of the joint, but the result, on the whole, was good.

After e.xaminiug with the fluoresco|)e, I took photo-

graphs of the ankle, with an exposure of about five uun-

utes. I have just received the following letter, which sug-

gests a new use for the x-rays :
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August 25th.

Mt dear Dr. Richardson : — I feel that I should write and
tell you the splendid effect the x-rays had on my foot. It is

now three weeks since I was at your office, and I have not had
one particle of pain since. The swelling and soreness have dis-

appeared also. My family think it is all imagination, hut that

is impossihle, because all that I expected from the rays was
what you might discern. . . . Yours gratefully,

1 he remarkable improvement in the ease reminds me of

the occasional cures which are by some patients attributed

to the use of the clinical thermometer twice daily.

Yours very truly,

M. H. Richardson, M.D.

A METHOD OF INVITING SLEEP.

Florence, Mass., August 24, 1896.

Mr. Editor : — The following method of inviting sleep

to tired, overworked and overworried brains has proven

of infinite advantage in my experience, so far as tried.

On retiring put in use, by contraction, a certain group

of muscles ; change to another before exhaustion, to an-

other, and thence to another, having a definite routine;

and continue until a sense of fatigue has come. The
brain meantime is asked to keep a record of the respira-

tions and of the muscular engagements in their order until

it, too, says, "Enough !" A few minutes generally suffices.

Will sufferers be willing to use any methods or agents

foreign to the materia medica ? Will the profession vent-

ure to suggest any ? Sleep immediately on retiring is

restorative. The drug does not make it so, continuously

used. Wine, tobacco, tea, coffee and late suppers, with

social and emotional excitement often delay the hour of

sleep.

Will you, or will the reader of this proposed method,

say if you have any experience with it or any similar ex-

periments and give results? My own personal needs were
at the foundation of this "discourse." Conditions of the

heart, digestion and nervous system should not be ignored

in any case of insommia. The sufferers are abundant
everywhere now. Yours truly,

J. B. Learned, M.D.

A VISIT TO THE HOSPITAL OF DETENTION
FOR LEPERS AT HONOLULU, HAWAIIAN
ISLANDS.

U. S. Naval Hospital,
Maue Island, Cal., August 22, 1896.

Mr. Editor : — While in Honolulu on the U. S. S.

Baltimore during the month of December, 1895, it was my
pleasure to visit " Kalihi," the hospital of detention for

lepers, three miles north of Honolulu. An account of this

may be of interest.

The intention of this hospital is to afford shelter for the

patients condemned as lepers and awaiting transportation

to the island of Molokai, the government leper settlement,

and also to serve as a home for the suspects, those in

whom the symptoms of the disease are not sufficiently well

marked to admit of a positive diagnosis.

There are also 30 little patients here, the children

of the lepers at Molokai ; 23 are graduated from the

institution, that is, having passed si.x or seven years

under observation, and showing no signs of disease, they

were allowed to go into the common walks of life. Only
one of these has become a leper, and he lived subsequently

with an infected family in Honolulu. In about one-third

of the cases both the father and mother were lepers.

All inmates are carefully watched, and made to remain

in the quarters assigned to patients in the same condition

as themselves. 1 he hospital consists of five or six one-

storied whitewashed houses, arranged around a square filled

with palm-trees and beautiful beds of flowers. Sisters of

Charity from Syracuse, N. Y., have charge of the hospital.

Every month the suspects brought in by government

spies are examined by a board of five physicians, also

appointed by the government. The patients appear in the

examining-room, and are inspected by each medical officer

in turn, who writes his verdict opposite the number of each

case on the list before him. The examination being over,

the recorder reads off the numbers, and the members in

turn give their opinion, the words leper, non-leper or sus-

pect being used. Three votes out of the five are necessary

for a decision. The first are held until a sufficient number
are waiting, and then they are transferred to Molokai

;

the second are allowed to return to their homes ; and the

third are retained for further observation. An examina-
tion of suspects was being held at the time of my visit, to

which I was kindly invited by the senior physician. The
striking objective symptoms of the cases were as follows:

Case 1. Female, age twenty-nine. Tissues of the face

infiltrated and hardened, tubercules from the size of an
apple-seed to that of a cherry-stone imbedded in the scalp

and face; erythematous patches on both upper extremi-

ties, about the size of a silver dollar
;
palms of the hands

and soles of the feet thickened and fissured.

Case 2. Female, age eighteen. Right facial paralysis

;

tissues of right forearm infiltrated ; soles of the feet

thickened ; macules on thighs. Patient pronounced a

leper, and her three children retained as suspects.

Case 3. Female, age twenty-eight. Macular patches

(copper colored) on both cheeks ; tubercles on forehead

;

macular patches on back and gluteal region size of palm
of hand ; eczematous condition of left foot.

Case 4. Female, age twenty-four. Slight tubercular

infiltration of face and nose ; slight alopecia.

Case 5. Boy, age ten. Face infiltrated, and nodules

about the size of a cherry-stone present ; ankles resemble

those seen in cases of elephantiasis ; voice husky ; and
ulcers on first and second toes of right foot.

Case 6. Male, age twenty-eight. Absorption of pha-

langes of right foot and of first finger of right band;
cicatrices good.

Case 7. Male, age twenty. Multiple white macules

;

infiltrated condition of forehead ; small tubercles in right

external auditory meatus; nasal breathing; a few pink
anesthetic patches on back.

Case 8. Male, age twenty. Absorption of phalanx of

first finger of right hand ; hand claw-like, as in main en

griffe.

Case 9. Male, age seventeen. Face infiltrated ; both
auditory meati contain tubercles ; bones of right hand partly

absorbed, giving a contracted and claw-like appearance.

Case 10. Male, age twenty-three. Alopecia; nasal

voice ; mottled discoloration on legs.

Case 11. Male, age sixty-two. Conjunctivae injected

and thickened
;
paralysis of lids, acute ulcers the size of a

silver dollar on thighs, right shoulder and back.

With the exception of Case 10, a Chinese, all the cases

were native Hawaiians. Cases 4 and 10 were detained as

suspects, the remainder pronounced lepers.

Facial paralysis, however slight, absorption of joints and
later of the bones themselves and a reddish or a whitish

macular eruption, are the most common primary lesions,

as the disease is seen in Hawaii. The population of the

islands is about 38,000 (native Hawaiian). At Molokai
there are 1,100 lepers; and it is said that only one in every

four are detected. Thus out of a population of 38,000,

4,400 are lepers, almost 12 per cent. Yours truly,

Ammen Farenholt,
Assistant-Surgeon U. S. Navy.

Death is the penalty for breaking through quaran-

tine in France, according to a law passed in 1822 aud
still in force. A peasant from the Pyreuues who had

returned from Buenos Ayres in a yellow-fever ship

and had scaled the lazaret walls at Pauillac iu order to

get home sooner, has just been on trial for his life at

Bordeaux. Though his offence was clearly proved,

the jury naturally acquitted him.—Medical News.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending August 22d, in Boston, according to

observations furnisbedby Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—

Baro-
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(©riginal llrticIejBf.

TREATMENT OF COLD ABSCESSES.'

BY HOUEB GAGE, M.D., WORCESTER.

In considering thus briefly the treatment of cold

abscesses, I have limited myself to those which occur

in connecliou with tubercular disease of the bones aud
joints, omitting all refereuce to the glandular and
other varieties. What to do with these abscesses has

long been the subject of much controversy— on the

one side the true orthopedist, with his cautious cou-

servatism, urging that they be left largely to nature,

and on the other the general surgeon, with his stern

adherence to the old dictum that pus must be removed
whenever found, urging the policy of active interfer-

ence. There has been much discussion but there is a

very noticeable absence of any definite statistical in-

formation, especially from those who believe in leaving

these abscesses to nature; and the controversy seems

likelj' to continue as an expression of individual expe-

rience, opinion and prejudice.

One thing has, however, been made plain to us all

and should be recognized as settled beyond dispute,

namely, that the abscess is always secondary in impor-

tance, as well as in development, to the prinaary lesion,

whether that is situated in the bone or in the joint.

And it follows from this, that whatever methods are to

be adopted in dealing with these secondary complica-

tions, they must be such as will interfere as little as

possible with the treatment of the primary disease.

This is, I think, the fundamental principle underlying

this whole discussion, from whichever side it is viewed.

The presence of pus diminishes somewhat the chance

of an ideal result. There is a little more liability to

ultimate deformity and limitation of motion ; but this

is very much less than was formerly supposed, and
will be still less in proportion as the abscess is pre-

vented from interfering with the continuance of effec-

tive mechanical treatment.

The possibility of a spontaneous disappearance of a

cold abscess by iuspissation and absorption is now no-

where disputed. Many cases have been reported by
Judson, Ridlon, Schaffer, Gibney and others. I have
myself seen one psoas abscess and one abscess in con-

nection with tubercular disease of the hip entirely and
permanently disappear. Such instances are, however,
relatively very few, — far too few to be held out as

an inducement never to interfere, unless it can be

shown that by letting them alone we in nowise in-

crease the difficulties or dangers of their subsequent
management, in case they are not absorbed.

There are, moreover, many cases in which pain, loss

of appetite, anemia, or other constitutional disturbance

seem to be dependent upon the presence of an abscess,

where interference seems imperative, as it does also

where the location of an abscess would prevent the

use of suitable apparatus. Such cases cease at once

to be the subject of controversy. The debatable
ground is that occupied by those whose development
is unaccompanied by any constitutional disturbance or

by any interference with the continued use of mechan-
ical support. Are they to be opened as soon as recog-

nized, or should they be allowed to remain until they

are ready to discharge spontaneously ?

Reail before the JIassaohusetts Medical Society, June 1), 1896, aud
recommended for publication by the Society.

When pus has escaped into the inter-muscular spaces

about the bone or joint in which it has originated, the

abscess tends to increase slowly, but steadily, in the

direction favored by gravity. Even after fluctuation

has become quite superficial it may continue to spread

for weeks or even months before spontaneous rupture

takes place. It is liable all the while to secondary

infection through the skin by more active pus-produc-

ing bacteria ; its spontaneous opening is more likely to

be 80 situated as to provide insufficient drainage, and

the larger the abscess cavity, all of which is lined with

a tuberculous membrane, the longer time will be re-

quired to heal it, with at least an equal chance of gen-

eral or systemic infection. These reasons are, I think,

sufficient to prevent us from allowing even those

abscesses which do not give rise to any constitutional

disturbance or interfere with mechanical treatment,

always to pursue their natural course. If, however,

it is admitted, as I think it should be, that the chance

of septic infection of the sinus or abscess cavity is as

great after a natural as after an artificial opening, aud
that the length of time during which the discharge will

continue depends upon the condition of the bone or

joint from whence it comes rather than upon the man-
ner in which it has escaped through the skin ; if this

be admitted, and I do not see how it can be denied,

there is no advantage to be gained from leaving any

of these abscesses alone, except those which may spon-

taneously disappear. Can we distinguish these before-

hand ?

In two cases of abscess complicating tubercular dis-

ease of the hip recently operated upon by me, cultures

and cover-slip preparations were taken from each. In

the first, the culture tubes were sterile, while the cover

slips showed the presence of tubercle bacilli ; in the

second, the culture tubes revealed the staphylococcus

albus and citreus, while the cover slips were negative.

It is, I think, unusual, even in undoubted tubercular

cases, to be able to demonstrate the presence of the

bacilli ; but even when they cannot be found and the

cultures are sterile, inoculation experiments prove the

tubercular character of the pus. There are, then, as

typified in these two cases, two distinct sorts of pus

occurring in connection with bone and joint tuberculo-

sis, namely : That which arises from the tubercle

bacillus alone, and that which is due to a mixed infec-

tion from the simultaneous presence of the tubercle

bacillus and other pyogenic cocci. When a mixed
infection is present, even if there are no evidences of

constitutional impairment, it is exceedingly unlikely

that spontaneous resolution will ever occur. Those
abscesses which disappear after one or more aspira-

tions are, as a rule, instances of pure tubercular infec-

tion, and it is probable that such is also the character

of those which disappear of themselves. If, then, we
could distinguish beforehand the cases of pure tuber-

cular infection from the mixed infections, we should

have reasonable grounds for leaving the first to nature,

so long as their growth was not excessive aud until

they threatened to open spontaneously, and for oper-

ating always on the second. Can we make this dis-

tinction ? In this connection I am under great obliga-

tion to Dr. Richard C. Cabot for permission to refer

to an unpublished article by Dr. John Dane, bearing

upon the relation of leucocytosis to tubercular inflam-

mations. Dr. Dane has shown bacteriologically, and

the work is confirmed by Dr. Cabot clinically, that " in

pure tubercular abscess, as in all purely tubercular
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lesions, leucocytosis is absent. If at any time the

infection becomes a mixed one tbroush the advent of

pus cocci, leucocytosis occurs. For instance, many
cold abscesses of rib, hip, vertebra, etc., show no leu-

cocytosis till opened, then the white cells rise." If

these observations shall be confirmed by further inves-

tigation, I think it fair to assume that active interfer-

ence should be postponed so long as leucocytosis is

absent. For the same reason, those cases in which
cultures obtained by aspiration remain sterile, may
profitably be left to themselves. The presence of

leucocytosis or of colonies of pus cocci in our cultures

is an indication for active interference. When should
the opening be made ?

We are speaking now not of the cases in which the

patient's general condition or the proper management
of his bone or joint lesion are affected by the presence

of the abscess. These should be operated upon as

soon as such interference is recognized. Where there

is no such interference, I think the opening may be

advantageously delayed until the abscess has become
quite superficial,— such a course will allow the open-
ing to be made more easily, accurately, and with less

dissection through healthy or uninfected tissues. I

should favor interference rather than waiting for

spontaneous opening, because I can control the point

of drainage, prevent the unnecessary extension of the

tubercular process, and the better control the chance
of infection from without.

What of the methods of interference ? Many have
been suggested, of which the most important are:

Aspiration ; aspiration with irrigation, and iodoform
injections ; simple incision ; and free incision, with

curettage. Aspiration has never seemed to me a scien-

tific procedure, except when undertaken merely for ex-

ploratory purposes, and in my hands has simply resulted

in an ultimate sinus at the point of insertion of the

needle. Aspiration, with irrigation and the injection

of iodoform, was a few years since heralded as a

specific for these local tubercular lesions. Most en-

couraging reports came to us from Billroth, Mikulicz,

Bruns, and von Moorhof. The method has, however,
never yielded such brilliant results in this country,

and, although enthusiastically championed by Senn,
has never found favor in our true orthopedic clinics.

The real issue lies, 1 think, between simple incision

and free incision with curettage. The latter aims to

remove all the tubercular product, and secure, as near
as possible, primary union. Its advocates seem to

overlook the source from which the pus started, and
from which it will continue to come, until it is itself

exhausted. In too many of these cases the primary
union is gained but for a short time, only until the

sinus leading directly to the original disease can be
re-established. It is forgotten that the abscess is but
a .secondary consideration— the original disease of

the bone or joint the primary and all-important one
;

and that the length of time during which suppuration
will continue depends almost entire!}' upon the condi-

tion of the original lesion, and has comparatively lit-

tle to do with the method by which the abscess is

treated.

It is not at all uncommon, when an abscess opens
spontaneously at its most dependent part before it has
become very large, and when it has not been in any
way interfered with, for us to see early, spontaneous
healing and gratifying results, so far as the restora-

tion of function is concerned.

While I believe that the situation of the drain and
the limitation of the growth of the abscess make the

artificial opening the better one, I think we can learn

much from nature's own method. I was very much
impressed, when house officer at the Boston Children's

Hospital, with a series of cases treated by Dr. A. T.

Cabot with a small opening made in the most favor-

able place and without any interference with abscess

cavity by irrigation or curette. I have since occa-

sionally practised the same method myself, and I be-

lieve that it approaches more nearly the natural one,

causes less constitutional disturbance, and is less likely

to result in constitutional infection, than other more
radical measures ; and when undertaken with strict

precautions to prevent infection from without, seems

to me to be the most desirable method of treatment.

(1) An abscess occurring in connection with tuber-

cular disease of the bones or joints is always second-

ary in importance, as well as in development, to the

primary disease. Its treatment must not, therefore, in

any waj' interfere with the treatment of the original

lesion.

(2) When the abscess is accompanied by any evi-

dences of constitutional impairment, or interferes in

any way by its location with the use of proper me-
chanical treatment, it should be immediately opened.

When there is no interference with general health or

with mechanical treatment, the abscess, if it presents

a pure tubercular infection, may be left until it is

nearly ready to open spontaneously. If it presents a

mixed infection, it is to be opened at once.

(3) All cases are to be opened as soon as they ap-

proach the surface, to avoid unnecessarily extensive

burrowing.

(4) Of the methods commonly used in opening

these abscesses, aspiration with irrigation, free incision

with curetting, all seem to give inferior results to

those obtained by simple incision in most dependent
portion, with the least possible interference with the

walls of the abscess.

THE TREATMENT OF CLUB-FOOT.'

BT AOOnSTDS THORNDIKE, M.D., BOSTON.

The limits of this paper compel me to speak only

of the treatment of congenital equino-varus. All

cases vary from the therapeutic standpoint in two
ways : in the amount of distortion, slight, moderate

or severe ; and the amount of retistance offered to

manual replacement.

Either age or a relapse after the deformity has

once been corrected are adverse factors, and modify

not only the prognosis but lead to the selection of a

more radical method of treatment. For instance, a

child of fifteen, with moderate equino-varus, may,
with suitable apparatus, bring the foot into a correct

position, and after retaining it there by an appliance

for a year, abandon the apparatus and be cured perma-
nently. On the other hand, a child of the same age

who has been straightened and relapsed presents a

more resistant foot and much greater difficulties to the

orthopedist, and will usually require open incision or

even osteotomy. It is, therefore, not surprising to

1 Read before the Massachusetui Afcdical Society, Jane 9, 1S%, and
reeommended for publication by tbe Society.
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find a numbea of different procedures advocated.

Every case, whether operative or not, requires me-

chanical treatment for a considerable time— six to

eighteen mouths after the deformity has been entirely

corrected— to prevent relapse. A partial correction

of club-foot is useless, for relapse will surely fol-

low.

The mildest form of correction consists in manual

replacement two or three times a day by the parent,

bandaging with a soft flannel bandage between whiles.

This is obviously useful only in the mildest cases and

in very young babies.

With adhesive plaster the foot may be kept cor-

rected a little more firmly, but in most babies a firm

retentive apparatus is necessary ; either a light plas-

ter bandage applied holding the foot corrected as far

as can be comfortably borne until the plaster has set,

or else a light tin shoe in which the foot is strapped

with adhesive plaster or bandage. The importance

cannot be overestimated of beginning treatment at

once in very young infants, for their feet are less re-

sistant the younger they are.

Another useful apparatus consists of a light wire

upright having a spur of fairly stiff wire towards

which the foot may be drawn by the turns of the

bandage. But the form of appliance now most com-

monly used for babies at the Children's Hospital con-

ists of the Taylor club-foot shoe, slightly modified,

and applied with an adhesive-plaster extension strap

to keep the heel down, the upright being continued to

the waist where a long posterior arm serves to evert ite method of treating resistant cases. An incision is

the foot. The shoe is first applied to the sole of the

foot, irrespective of the position of the upright, and

is firmly fastened by adhesive plaster and bandage ;

the foot is then brought into correct position by push-

ing the upright into place, where it is held by the

strap and bandage. These shoes are worn two or

three weeks continuously and reapplied many times.

By bending the upright the foot can be over-corrected

after several applications. This apparatus is also use-

ful after operation.

Another modification of the Taylor club-foot shoe,

recently devised by Dr. E. H. Bradford, is for older

and more resistant cases. The object of this appara-

tus is to secure a firm grasp of the os calcis and as-

tragalus before applying any force to correct the in-

ward and downward displacement of the anterior part

of the tarsus. It consists of a Y-strap so applied

that the tail of the Y passes under the sole of the

foot from without inwards, while the two branches

pass, one around the heel securing the rear part of

the calcaneum, and the other over the outer side of

the neck of the astragalus. In this way a very firm

grasp of the os calcis is first obtained and the correc-

tion effected by bringing the upright against the leg as

in the ordinary Taylor club-foot shoe.

The more resistant forms of club-foot require opera-

tion and prolonged mechanical after-treatment.

Operations may be divided into three grou|is : (1)

tenotomies ; (2) incisions ; (3) operations on the

bones (osteotomies and excisions).

TENOTOMIES.

In the severe infantile cases tenotomy aided by a

moderate amount of force applied with the hand is suf-

ficient. In the older and more resistant feet, where

greater force is needed, the Thomas wrench or the

lever of Bradford is used after tenotomy to obtain

correction. The principle of these instruments is

simple and effective. Tenotomy for club-foot at the

Children's or the Good Samaritan Hospitals is usually

done upon the following simple rule: "to divide any

and all bands which can be felt tense when the foot is

held as nearly straight as possible, taking care to

avoid the arteries and nerves." The following struct-

ures are sometimes divided : the plantar fascia, tendo-

Achillis, tibialis anticus, tibialis pos.ticus and abductor

pollicis muscles, and the anterior portion of the del-

toid ligament, part of the astragalo-scaphoid ligament

or of the calcaneo-scaphoid ligament. Most opera-

tors prefer not to divide the tendo-Achillis until the

varus position has been entirely corrected, and some-

times this is left for a subsequent operation.

If the deformity cannot be completely eradicated

by tenotomy it is better to do an open section a la

Phelps at once : for partial correction means relapse.

After tenotomy and replacement with the lever a

small sterile gauze dressing is applied, and a plaster

bandage from the tips of the toes to half-way up the

thigh, the knee being partly flexed, otherwise the

bandage will twist and allow the toes to point in.

When the plaster is removed a retentive apparatus,

generally one of the modified Taylor club-foot shoes,

is applied and constantly worn till all danger of re-

lapse is over, that is, one or more years.

OPEN INCISION.

The method of Phelps has become of late the favor-

made from the centre of the sole to a point a finger's

breadth in front of the internal malleolus, and is car-

ried successively through all resisting soft parts to the

bone if necessary, until the foot can be brought into

an over-corrected position and stay so. The incision

is then covered with a strip of sterile gutta-percha tis-

sue, and a sterilized gauze dressing applied with plas-

ter bandage, allowing the wound to till and heal by

blood-clot.

The operation may be rendered bloodless by the

Esmarch bandage. The dressing if sterile may remain

a mouth. The retention shoe may be applied with

dressings before the wound is healed. After-treat-

ment must be long continued, as relapses sometimes

occur.

BONE OPERATIONS. OSTEOTOMIES EXCISION OF

ASTRAGALUS.

Bone operations involve mutilation of the skeleton

of the foot and are done only when the operator fails

to correct by the Phelps method. It should be done

at the time of the other operation, and, usually, a

linear osteotomy of the neck of the astragalus or of

the anterior part of the calcaneum will enable the

over-correct position to be reached.

Wedge-shaped exsection of the tarsus involves too

great mutilation and is seldom called for, even in the

most resistant of adult cases.

Excision of the astragalus is seldom done at the

Children's or Good Samaritan Hospitals, and I have

yet to see any club-foot I would amputate. All club-

feet are curable either by mechanical means alone, or

by a simple operation followed by mechanical treat-

ment. Failures are due primarily to insufiicient after-

care, either because the mechanical treatment is not

kept up long enough, or some important detail is

neijlected.
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SOME AFFECTIONS OF THE FEMALE BLAD-
DER.'

BY KDGAK OARCKAl', .M.l>., UOSTON.,
Surgeon to Oul-Patientt, Free Hospital /or Women, Boston.

The Kelly cystoecope brings all parts of the blad-

der, the opeuiugs of the ureters aud the urethra
uuder the eye, so that we actually see the disease be-

fore us. Through the cystoscojje we may make ap-

plications to ulcers of the bladder ; we may touch, for

instance, tubercles with nitrate of silver ; we may re-

move foreign bodies and small calculi. Diseases of

the bladder itself are, therefore, amenable to local

treatment. The urine can be drawn from each kidney,
and can be examined with reference to the working
coefficiency of each ; this is particularly important
when the question arises of removing one kidney for

disease, for it can be determined with accuracy just

what the condition of the opposite kidney is, thus elim-

inating the possibility of removing a diseased kidney
when the opposite one may be equally affected.

In a case recently seen with Dr. S. Breck this question
arose. It was in the case of a young unmarried woman
who had had pain in the left lumbar region for some
time with pyuria. She was much reduced in health.

Both ureters were catheterized, and urine collected

from each. There was pus from the right kidney as

well as from the left, showing that both were affected.

This altered the aspect of the case.

Kelly relates the case of a woman who had been
suffering from indigestion, headache, a sense of pre^
sure in the bowels and pyuria. The right renal peF
vis was catheterized with a long catheter ; thirteen

cubic centimetres of urine Howed in two minutes ; nor-

mally onl^ one cubic centimetre of urine Hows in two
minutes. This showed obstruction at the pelvic out-

let. Suction with an aspirator brought away some
pieces of uric acid and the end of the catheter was
scratched, so that there was no doubt about the diag-

nosis. She was operated on, aud a renal calculus of

small size removed by lumbar incision.

In another of Kelly's cases there was stricture of

left ureter with pyo-ureter above it. She was cured
by passing bougies, and washing the ureter with bi-

chloride solution, but there was trouble in keeping the
stricture open. A most important feature of the Kelly
ureteral catheters is the feeling of safety they give when
iVj situ during a hysterectomy, either abdominal or
vaginal. The catheter can be felt throughout the
operation and there is consequently no danger of
wounding the ureter.

The cystoscope has brought out from obscurity
many diseases of the female bladder, some of which
have heretofore been ascribed to the vague action of

the reflexes, or classed as neuroses. The picture of a

nervous woman broken down in health, suffering from
irritable bladder, is a familiar oue. When no apparent
cause for this condition was present, the physician was
easily led into the error of mistaking cause for effect

aud of attributing the irritable bladder to a manifesta-
tion of an irritable nervous system. The urine in

these cases might be quite normal. The cystoscope
has shown that these " functional diseases " have
almost without exception a definite pathological coudi-
lion which is amenable to treatment. The diagnosis
of bladder affections without the cystoscope has been
particularly difficult because the magnitude of the

• Keail before tbe Gynecological .Section of the Maooacbuaette
Medical Society, Marcb 25, 1896.

|

lesion may have no relation to the ceverity of the

symptoms. For instance, in one case the bladder was
found to contain numerous ulcere, some at the fundus,

some at the ureteral orifices, besides these there was a

ciieesy mass occupying the site of the right ureteral ori-

fice— and yet the only symptom complained of was
occasional bloody urine. Next to this case may be
placed another in which the woman was tortured night
and day by a harassing desire to urinate constantly.

Iler sleep was disturbed, she could do no work, aud
she was reduced to a state of invalidism. Yet the

cystoscope showed only a hyperemia of the vesical

neck and trigonum. In another case of acute post-

operatory cystitis the only symptom was the presence
of large amounts of pus and mucus in the urine. On
examination with the cystoscope the trigonum was seen
to be of a bright, glistening, purplish-red hue, while
the rest of the bladder showed here aud there patciies

of dilated blood-vessels which stood out in bold relief;

no part of the bladder was exempt; the fundus, how-
ever, was least affected. The point of interest was
that there was relatively no inflammatory appearance
about the neck of the bladder the most sensitive por-

tion ; this probably accounted for the absence of the

usual symptoms, tenesmus and frequent micturition.

The urine is retained iu the bladder by two separate
forces, the reflex contraction of the muscles of the

sphincter and the elasticity of the sphincter itself.

When the sensibility of the bladder is exaggerated by
inflammation or hyperemia, the reflex impulse to mic-

turate is increased iu intensity, producing intolerance

of urine or irritable bladder. Under these circum-
stances the urine has to be discharged by a reflex act.

as soon as it has accumulated iu small quantity in the
bladder. The impression which excites this discharge
is accompanied by a sensation, but may be too urgent
to be resisted by the will ; in any event it can be held

back but a short time. The most sensitive portion of

the bladder being the vesical neck, as it is most abun-
dantly supplied with spinal nerves, it is readily seen
that apparently insignificant lesions may cause intoler-

able suffering. This brings us to the consideration of

a very common affection of the bladder which may be
called "hyperemia of the vesical neck and trigonum."
It is a very common affection and may give rise to a
degree of suffering which is not in proportion to the

magnitude of the lesion. It may cause the nervous
break-down of the strongest constitution. Hyperemia
may affect the vesical neck, the trigonum, the urethra,

or all three. As a rule the vesical neck is the usual

seat. Not only is it obscure in its cause but it is like-

wise most difficult to treat and will sometimes resist

every known therapeutic agent. The following is a
typical case of this affection aud illustrates exceedingly
well the different phases of the disease :

Mrs. W. was a woman thirty-three years old who
had been delivereil of five children, the youngest being

ten years old. From the time of the last confinement,
when she had septicemia in a severe form, she was
never well. Constant pelvic pain, exhausting and
frequent hemorrhages and leucorrhea reduced her to

an invalid and made her life not worth living. During
the ten years of her illness she had repeated attacks of

pelvic-peritonitis which confined her to bed for days at

a time. I did a vaginal hysterectomy by Pean's
method of morcellation, last September, removing a
large uterus and ovaries and tubes enlarged to three

times the normal size by inflammation. She recovered
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well from the operation and was up in three weeks.

At once she had trouble with the bladder. She had
frequent micturition and dysuria, the pain occurring

during and after the act. This is contrary to the

nsual rule; for in most cases of hyperemia pain is

absent, there being only increased frequency and an

irresistible desire. The pain did not last long with

her, and in a few weeks it disappeared. She was
obliged to urinate every half-hour during the daytime,

and during the night she got up seven or eight times

or more. Under these circumstances, witli broken

sleep and constant suffering, it is not surprising that

she developed a condition of extreme irritability,

which manifested itself by attacks of crying, profound
mental depression, loss of appetite, and violent out-

breaks of temper. The urine was now examined, and
was found lo be quite normal, without pus or other

abnormal constituent (later she developed oxaluria,

however).

Here, then, was a case which formerly would have

been classed as a functional disease of the bladder

dependent on an irritable nervous system. The patient

was examined under cocaine with the cystoscope three

weeks after she had left her bed. The whole urethra

was of an intensely scarlet-red hue, and likewise the

neck of the bladder and trigonum ; there were no

superficial erosions of epithelium. On vaginal exam-
ination there was found a tender cicatrix in the right

broad ligament about the size of a pigeon's egg. The
treatment began by making applications of silver ni-

trate, three per cent., to the neck of the bladder and

urethra, and giving bipolar vaginal faradic electricity.

This, with ionics and the various diuretics has been

the treatment. The result has been decidedly unsatis-

factory so far.'' She is still troubled by frequent mic-

turition and in addition has partial incontinence of

urine. A curious phenomena in her case is aggrava-

tion of her symptoms at the end of each month, the

time of her former menstrual period. It lasts a few

days and then subsides : she is feeling best in the mid-

dle of the mouth. It is worth mentioning that her

incontinence appeared three weeks after a cystoscopic

examination, so that it had no relation with this. The
incontinence may be looked upon in her case as a later

stage of the disease when th* sphincter can no longer

perform its function. Among other things that were
tried was the treatment with Clark's balloons. By
tliis method a rubber balloon smeared with icthyol is

introduced into the bladder and blown up; the icthyol

comes in close contact with the inflamed areas and it

is claimed is more efficacious than when simply applied

with a cotton stick. The balloon caused intolerable

suffering and had to be discontinued. She has most
relief when lying on a sofa with her head low and her

feet elevated.

Besides this case of vesical hyperemia I have had,

up to the present time, five others, making six iu all.

The complicating diseases were respectively, anteflex-

ion, retroversion (with pessary), two of endometritis,

and a case of general subinvolution after coutiiiement.

One of the endometritis cases was really a case of sub-

acute cystitis, for which a vesico-vaginal fistula was
made with entire success, the local treatment having
failed. This case was distinctly traceable to catheter

infection three years before. A most faithful trial

- Tliis case was tiually treated by making an artilicial vesico-vagt-
ual tistula. Entire relief followed, especially with reference lo ner-
vous symptoms.

of Kelly's treatment was made, extending over a

period of four months without any appreciable success.

This leaves us, including Mrs. W.'s case, five to anal-

yze. In one only was a complete cure effected. It

was the case of subinvolution. When she came under
treatment she was urinating every hour in the daytime
and got up three times each night. She had intense

vesical hyperemia affecting the neck, which was made
to disappear in four weeks by applying solutions of

nitrate of silver alternating with glycerite of tannin to

the neck of bladder. The other four cases were much
relieved, but not cured. Applications in all cases were
beneficial, and relieved for a certain time.

The failure to cure these cases suggests that the

vesical hyperemia is part of a general pelvic hyper-

emia dependent on the primary disease. The vesical

irritability is due to a hypersensitive condition of the

vesical neck produced by the congestion at this point.

This seems reasonable when the intimate anastomoses
between the uterine and vaginal arteries with the vesi-

cals are considered. The primary pelvic lesion causes

pelvic congestion which involves the vesical neck.

The constant desire to urinate intensifies the pelvic

congestion ; and so a vicious circle is established.

This may explain the clironicity of the affection. In

many cases of vesical hyperemia rectal hemorrhages
are observed ; they are always beneficial and act by
relieving congestion. In one case recently observed

severe vesical irritability after operation at once ceased

with free catharsis.

Thinking that perhaps the catheter might be respons-

ible for vesical irritability after operation, an analysis

of 43 cases was undertaken.' These cases were indi-

vidually closely followed.^ Of these, 22 had no sub-

sequent bladder trouble, and 21 did. Of the 22 cases

in which there was no trouble after operation, 13 had
had vesical irritation before operation, which ceased as

soon as the operation was done. The operation there-

fore seemed to have a beneficial effect. Of the 22
cases the catheter was used in 10. In the 9 cases iu

which there had been no previous bladder trouble, the

catheter had to be used only three limes. In the 21
cases in which there was vesical irrita'^lity after opera-

tion it was found that all, with a single exception, had
had previous vesical disturbance; the catheter was
required iu 14 of these cases.

To sum up, out of the 43 cases, 33, or 76 per cent.,

had had previous bladder trouble. This shows the

frequency of vesical irritation in pelvic diseases. In
the 10 cases in which there was no previous bladder

trouble the catheter was required in four cases ; no
irritation followed. Of the 33 cases, in 24 the catheter

was used. Looking at the 22 cases in which no trou-

ble followed operation we find 10 iu which the catheter

was used. This is certainly evidence that the catheter

does not cause irritation. Looking now at the other

21 cases we find the catheter was used in 14. They
were either better or no worse of their irritation after

operation with the exception of six, and these six all

suffered severely from bladder irritability before oper-

ation. It seems to be a fair conclusion, therefore,

that the catheter, when properli/ used has no effect in

causiny vesical disturbance, and that it will be found
that those having vesical irritability after operation

are those who have had it before. It is not argued

^ Oi)erative cases in Free Hospital for Women.
* See article iu American .rournal of t>bstetric8 and Diseases of

Women and Children, vol. xxKiii, No. 6, ISOC, Tlie Intlueuce of the
Catheter iu Causing Vesical Irritability, Edgar Garceau.
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that the catheter does uot cause iiifectiou when improp-

erly used. In three cases out of the 43, a distinct

history of infection was obtained, dating in all three

from retention of urine after conlinement wIrmi the

catheter was used.

The treatment of cases of vesical hyperemia is very

UDsatisfactory at times. Attention to the general

health is of paramount importance. Digestion sliould

be attended to, and, above all, tlie bowels should be

kept freely moving in order to relieve the pelvic con

gestiou as much as possible. It is needless to say that

any coexisting pelvic disease siiould receive ap|)ropri-

ate treatment. Local applications of nitrate of silver

and in some instances of glycerite of tauuiu aud ich-

thyol have been distinctly beneficial in my experience.

Great relief will be given by the use of the fine coil of

the faradic current; iiere the bipolar vaginal electrode

may be used or one electrode may be placed over the

bladder on the abdomen aud the other in the vagina.

In one patient this treatment was always followed by

a good night's rest. If the urine is altered abnormally

this should be corrected. The various diuretics and
vesical sedatives I have tried, but the results have not

been remarkable.

Finally, if the patient continues to suffer, absolute

rest in bed with mild, unstimulating diet must be in-

sisted upon. This measure will always be productive

of good results. If it fails aud the trouble continues,

the question of artificial vesico-vaginal fistula is pre-

sented for consideration. In this we have a remedy
which is astonishing in its immediate results. The
relief given is most grateful to the patient. The very

night of the operation she sleeps soundly and wakes
up refreshed in the morning. The urine drains away
through the vagina, and gives a much-needed rest to

the irritable sphincter. After this operation the woman
quickly recovers her lost nervous tone, is more placid

and peaceful, and is not harassed by the continual de-

sire to micturate which made her life a perpetual tor-

ment. The fistula must be left open a sufficiently

long time and in cases of cystitis the pus in the urine

must have entirely disappeared before the opening is

closed. Another i)oiut to be emphasized is that the

fistula must be made close to the sphincter, for if it is

made high up near the cervix the urine pockets below

it, and so the operation fails because the irritation is

kept up as before, the drainage being imperfect.

Pregnancy need uot be considered a contraindica-

tion to this operation ; on the contrary, the occurrence

of pregnancy may so intensify the symptoms from the

increased hyperemia as to render the operation Imper-

ative. This was so in the case of cystitis already re-

ferred to, in which I made a vesico-vaginal fistula.

Her sufferings were intense and she insisted upon hav-

ing relief. The operation was entirely successful, and
the pregnancy (three mouths) was not disturbed.'

After the confinement, if the urine is normal, the fis-

tula will be closed. She now washes out her bladder

herself at home, twice a day with boracic-acid solution,

usiug antiseptic precautions which were taught her be-

fore leaving the hospital.

In conclusion, a word may be said about the method
of making examinations of the bladder. The most
comfortable position is the dorsal for the patient; the

examiner also will fiud it easier to work with the

woman in this position. lu the knee-chest position

> She wiLH (lelirereil at tbo end of uiii« moiilbs, and tbu llslula did
not complicate couvaluHceuce.

the ureteral orifices aire more prominent but if the ex-

aminer is near-sighted he will find it rather difficult to

get close enough to examine projjerly on account of

the cramped position he is obliged to assume. If ether

is given, the dorsal position will be chosen for obvious

reasons. I have found that ordinary daylight with or

without sun is quite satisfactory, and that the illumi-

nation is amply sufficient. The table should be placed

close to a window, however, in order to have the light

as strong as possible. If artificial light is chosen, a

good strong gas-light must be used, preferably an

argand burner. If ether is given the greatest care

must be exercised not to burn the skin ; this is an ac-

cident that easily happens, aud the burns are most an-

noying and may be very serious. If the ureter is to

be catheterized the best place for the light, if gas be

used, is at the side of the woman which corresponds

to the ureter to be examined, and not on the abdomen
as is usually done. The examiner stands uot in front

of the woman but on the side opposite to the light. If

he examines her left ureter the light is ou the woman's
left side and he stands on her right. This brings the

ureteral opening directly in a line with the light aud

the examiner's eye and avoids cramped positions ; the

illumination is much better as the light is reflected

directly aud not at an angle. For this idea I am in-

debted to Dr. Edward Reynolds, as he was the first to

suggest it. The examination is made much easier by

using it.

CASES OF ABDOMINAL SURGERY OCCURRING
IN THE FIRST SURGICAL SERVICE OF THE
BOSTON CITY HOSITI'AL DURING THE FOUR
MONTHS' SUMMER SERVICE OF 1895.

BV FitiNCis 8. WATSON, M.D., Visiting Surgeon.

(Coutiiiued from No. 8, p. 194.)

Case 23. Primary cancer of the gall-bladder, sec-

ondary extension to the liver. Resection of the gall-

bladder and a large portion of the liver. Recovery

from the operation. Death two months later from
extension of the disease.'

January, 1895. The patient, a woman about fifty-

seven years old, was in good health until sixteen

mouths ago, when she had an attack of jaundice ac-

com])anied by colicky pain in the right side of the

abdomen beneath the free border of the ribs. These
symptoms only lasted about four days, but in the

course of the next eight months she had six similar

attacks, slight jaundice being associated with each one.

The color of the stools was not noticed, but the urine

was seen to be very dark at these times. No nausea

or vomiting at any time. The last of these attacks

occurred eight mouths ago. During the last four

months the patient has lost flesh and has become very

anemic.

Five weeks ago, for the first time, the patient

noticed a hard bunch beueatli the free border of the

ribs on the right side of the abdomen ; this she thinks

has increased somewhat in size since then. She has

slight jaundice and marked anemia. The urine is of

high color, specific gravity 1.013, with a slight trace of

albumin ; the sediment contains a few red blood-corpus-

cles, hyaline and fine granular casts. In the right side of

the abdomen, and most prominent beneath the tip of

> Tliis case is pulilislied by permission of tlio writer's colleague,
I>r. H. L. liurrell, to whose courtesy the opportunity to operate
upon It was due.
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eleventh rib, there is a large, hard, slightly movable
tumor extending downward to the crest of the ilium

and nearly to the median line in front. The dulness

on percussion extended over the whole surface of the

tumor and was continuous with the liver dulness, ex-

cept for a small space below the tip of the eleventh

rib, which was tj'mpanitic and was due to the inter-

position of a portion of the colon.

Operation, February 6, 1895. A longitudinal in-

cision, five inches long, was made through the liuea

semilunaris over the most prominent part of the

tumor. Upon opening the peritoneal cavity the

tumor was seen to consist of a much-enlarged gall-

bladder, infiltrated with cancerous growth, projecting

beneath the margin of the liver, and adherent to its

under surface and also to two neighboring coils of

the intestine; the cancerous growth extended for

some distance into the liver and fused the gall-bladder

into one solid mass with the lower part of the liver.

The growth did not seem to extend beyond the be-

ginning of the cystic duct, and was apparently cir-

cumscribed in the liver. The growth had pushed the

lower part of the liver downward and forward and
against the rib, so that a deep sulcus was made in it

by the pressure of their free border. The diseased

mass was separated from its intestinal adhesions, and
could then be brought outside the abdominal wound,
after the latter was somewhat enlarged laterally.

The gall-bladder, and about three inches of the lower

and anterior part of the liver, including all the diseased

part of the latter which was visible, were removed in

three separate masses after placing three stout elastic

ligatures around the base of the tumor and through

the substance of the liver beyond the disease ; these

were drawn tight and left in situ. There was almost

no hemorrhage ; the abdominal wound was partially

closed, a considerable space being left open for drain-

age through which large drainage-tubes were inserted
;

and the cavity formerly occupied by the growth was
packed with iodoform gauze. The gall-bladder was
tied off just above its junction with the cystic duct;

it contained 64 small gall-stones.

The patient rallied well from the operation ; and
after the first four days there was marked gain in the

appetite. There was entire cessation of pain during
the next six weeks ; there was also a marked diminu-
tion in the cachexia. She was, in fact, entirely com-
fortable during this period ; at the end of it, however,
pain reappeared, and slowly increased until her death,

which occurred at the end of the second month after

the operation, owing to exhaustion, due to extension

of tlie disease into the liver and metastatic nodules in

the lungs and kidneys.

Case 24. Gall-stones. Cholecystotomy. Recovery.
June 16, 1895. The patient, age forty-seven, the

mother of seven children, was in good health until

two weeks ago, when she was suddenly seized with

lancinating paroxysmal pains in the region of the gall-

bladder. The bowels have not moved for cue week.
There has been no vomiting or jaundice. She had a
similar attack one year ago, also without jaundice.

The patient is a large, fleshy woman with pendu-
lous abdomen. Her strength is good. Pulse strong

and regular. Temperature 101° F. She lies with
logs flexed, complains of great pain in the upper part

of the abdomen. A freely movable, pear-shaped
tumor of the size of the fist is to be felt in the right

hypochondrium in the region of the gall-bladder. It

is connected with the liver, and moves up and down
with respiration.

Operation, June 16, 1895. The gall-bladder was
exposed by a vertical incision in the linea semilunaris.

The peritoneum was not adherent at this point. The
moderately distended gall-bladder extended to about

four inches below the lower border of the liver.

There was a moderate quantity of ascitic fluid in the

peritoneal cavity. There was an area of localized

peritonitis of recent date around the gall-bladder, to

which were attached by recent adhesions a small part

of the omentum and of the surface of the small in-

testine. The upper surface of the gall-bladder was
firmly adherent to the under surface of the liver.

The gall-bladder was opened by an incision one inch

long through its summit ; the wall of the gall-bladder

was one-half inch thick. There were about four

ounces of thick, colorless, starchy fluid in the gall-

bladder. Its mucous lining was acutely inflamed

and bled readily. All three ducts were widely di-

lated. One hundred stones of the size of cherry-

stones were removed by the finger and forceps. No
more stones were found, either on examination of the

ducts by the finger externally or internally by the

probe, and the latter passed without obstacle through

the length of the cystic and common ducts. The
bladder was left open and sutured to the external

wound. A drainage-tube was inserted. The time of

operation was one hour.

The convalescence was uninterrupted ; the wounds
healed completely by granulation one month after

operation, at which time the patient was discharged

well.

Case 25. Gall-stones, localized peritonitis, intesti-

nal obstruction. Cholecystotomy. Recovery.

The patient, a woman thirty-six years old, four

years ago had an attack of abdominal pain associated

with jaundice. She recovered in a short time, and re-

mained well until four days ago when she was seized

with a sharp pain in the region of the gall-bladder,

and noticed a tumor in the same locality. The bowels

have not moved since the beginning of this attack.

The abdomen is moderately distended and tympanitic.

In the region of the gall-bladder there is a large,

pear-shaped tumor, pressure upon which is very pain-

ful. A distinct friction rub can be felt in this locality

in connection with the movements of respiration.

The patient is slightly cyanotic and much prostrated.

There has been frequent vomiting during the last few

days. There is no jaundice. The urine contains no
bile pigment.

Operation, July 22, 1895. A transverse incision,

parallel with and below the free border of the ribs,

was made over the most prominent part of the tumor.

The peritoneum was thickened and adherent to the

gall-bladder, which was moderately distended, and in-

flamed throughout ; its walls were three-quarters of an
inch in thickness, and its mucous lining and peritoneal

investment were deeply congested ; there was local-

ized peritonitis of recent date, with numerous delicate

adhesions between the gall-bladder and the coils of

distended intestines in the neighborhood.

The gall-bladder was opened by an incision in its

summit. It contained a fluid of tlie color and consis-

tence of thin starch. There were no stones in the

gall-bladder itself. The cystic duct contained two
large stones, which were faceted, the second one in

such a way as to suggest another one beyond it

;
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this, however, could not be found. It was afterward

learned tliat the patient had passed a stone by rectum,

a few days previous to operation. The gallliladder

was united to the abdominal wound by interrupted

sutures of silkworm gut, and a drainage-tube inserted

into it.

July 2l!th. Bile flowed through the drainage-tube

the tirst time on the second day after the operation.

On the same day the bowels moved freely. The
wound in the gall-bladder did not wholly close; other-

wise the patient made an excellent recovery.

Two months after the operation, an operation for

closing the fistula was undertaken. The cicatrix of

the old wound was excised on either side of the fistula ;

the gall-bladder was exposed and freed from its adhe-

sions ; the cicatricial tissue about the fistula was ex-

cised ; and the edges of the fresh wound were brought

together and sutured tight with silkworm gut ; the

abdominal wound was then united.

This operation was entirely successful to all appear-

ance, and the patient was discharged well at the end

of a month. Two mouths later it was reported that

the fistula had reopened, but the writer has not seen

the patient.

Cask 26. Gall-stone impacted at the entrance of

the common duct into the duodenum. Cholecystotomy.

Death.

The patient was a woman forty-two years old, who
was in good health until three years ago, when she

had the first attack of biliary colic. She has had

three attacks since then, besides the present one, which

appears in the form of moderate colicky pains in the

region of the gall-bladder. There is slight jaundice;

the stools are clay-colored. There is no tumor to be

felt in the region of the gall-bladder, and no marked
tenderness anywhere in the abdomen. The pulse is

weak, and the patient's general condition is very poor.

Operation, July 23, 189o. A transverse incision

was made over the region of the gall-bladder, parallel

with the free border of the ribs. The gall-blailder

was exposed without difficulty, and was to all appear-

ance normal. It was thought that a small stone in

the cystic duct could be felt by the finger. The sum-

mit of the gall-bladder was incised sufficiently to admit

the finger, but no stone could be found by the most

careful search of the ducts throughout their course, by

probe or by following their course as far as the duo-

denum. The wound in the gall-bladder was then

united by interrupted Lembert sutures of silkworm

gut, and the abdominal wound was wholly closed.

There was but little shock at the time of the opera-

lion ; but the patient did not recover consciousness

after it, and diei about twenty-four hours afterwards.

At the autoi)sy a large, single gall-stone was found

impacted in the duodenal end of the common duct

;

one-half of it projected into the bowel, the oilier half

was firmly retained within the duct, while the part

surrounded by the orifice of the duct was constricted

so as to form a well-marked neck between the two

larger parts of the stone. The liver contained numer-

ous small abscesses scattered through its substance.

The suture of the gall-bladder was perfectly tight.

Case 'll. Perforating ap|>endicitis. Death.

Male, fifty years of age. Duration of attack eight

days. Ouset by sudden severe pain in the right iliac

fossa, which has persisted ever since.

On entrance to the hospital the patient was cyano-

tic; the extremities were cold, and he was iu a slate

of beginning collapse. The abdomen was greatly dis-

tended, its walls rigid, and a large, ill-defined tumor

occupied the right iliac fossa. There was great ten-

derness at McBurney's point.

Operation, June 6, 181)5. The abdomen was opened

by a three-inch incision parallel with Poupart's liga-

ment and across the most prominent part of the tumor.

The peritoneum was thickened and edematous. The
appendix lay across the iliac vessels. It was sur-

rounded by an abscess containing about four ounces

of foul pus, which was not well walled off from the

peritoneal cavity by recent and delicate adhesions.

The appendix was perforated near its tip ; it contained

no foreign body. It was tied off with a single silk

ligature, without inversion or the making of flaps.

Toward the end of the operation the patient became

deeply cyanotic and the respiration was much embar-

rassed. Six hours later he died, with evidences of

acute edema of the lungs. No autopsy.

Case 28. Perforating appendicitis. Appendix
not removed. Recovery. Abdominal incision sup-

plemented by a lumbar one for drainage.

The patient, a young man of twenty-three years of

age, was attacked by a sharp pain about the umbilicus,

the pain becoming localized in the right iliac fossa on

the following day. The attack began three weeks be-

fore his entrance to the hospital. The pain became
less after the third day, but has continued throughout

the whole time. Temperature on entrance was 103° F ;

pulse 100 and strong. There has been no constipa-

tion throughout the illness. There is slight abdominal

distension, aud a long, sausage-shaped tumor can be

clearly felt, extending from the right iliac fossa up-

ward beneath the free border of the ribs. There is

moderate tenderness in the right iliac fossa. There is

slight cyanosis of the face.

Operation, June 6, 1895. The abdomen was opened

by an oblique incision above the anterior superior

spine of the ilium. The peritoneum was not thick-

ened. No general peritonitis. There was a long,

hard mass occupying the iliac fossa aud extending

nearly to the kidney ; in this lay the appendix, its tip

resting just below the kidney, about it was an abscess

containing two ounces of foul pus. The appendix was

perforated close to its tip, and was so firmly bound to

the underlying fascia that its removal was not at-

tempted. The peritoneal cavity had been protected

by pads of gauze previous to opening the mass in

which the appendix lay. This opening was made
near the edge of the quadratus muscle, the peritoneum

being stripped up so as to give access to that region.

A lumbar incision was finally made at that point in

order to more thoroughly drain the abscess cavity.

The abdominal wound healed in about four weeks,

at which time the patient was allowed to be up aud

about. The lumbar wound healed at the end of seven

weeks aud the patient was discharged well.

Case 29. Non-perforating appendicitis. Appendix

removed. Union of the abdominal wound by first in-

tention.

A woman, thirty years old, was seized with severe

pain in the right iliac fossa four days ago. The
bowels have not moved since. There is great tender-

ness at McHurney's point. No abdomiual distention

and no tumor to be felt. There is slight rigidity of

the abdominal muscles of the right side of the abdo-

men. General condition good. Pulse 100; tempera-

ture 99.5° F.
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Operation, June 23, 1895. Abdomen opened by an
oblique incision through McBuruey's point. The
peritoneum was not thickened. The appendix was iu

its normal position. It was thickened and inflamed,

and contained three hard fecal concretions. There
was a beginning localized peritonitis over a small area

of the cecum and adjoining small intestine. There
was no pus. The appendix wastied off close to the

cecum. The region of the cecum and appeudix was
cleansed with peroxide of hydrogen, and the abdominal

wound was closed tight with a single layer of silk

sutures.

Pain ceased at once; the bowels moved spontane-

ously on the following day; the wound united by first

intention, and the patient made an uninterrupted re-

covery. She was discharged well on the twenty-first

day.

Case 30. Perforating appendicitis. Appendix
removed. Abdominal incision. Recoverj'.

Four days ago the patient, a male aged twenty-six

years, was seized with violent pain in the region of

the umbilicus; the pain subsequently became localized

at McBurney's point. There was no movement of

the bowels during the first two days ; on the third they

moved spontaneously. The general condition is good,

the pulse 110, temperature 103° F; there is slight

cyanosis of the face and extremities. The abdomen
is moderately distended, and there is an ill-defined

tumor, which is very tender to touch, in the right iliac

fossa.

Operation, June 28, 1895. Oblique incision through

McBurney's point. The peritoneum not thickened
;

no general peritonitis. The cecum, and behind it the

appendix, which was very short and perforated by a

gangrenous opening one-quarter of an inch from its

tip, were bound to the pelvic fascia by firm adhesions.

There was no pus. There was no walling off of the

peritoneal cavity from this diseased area by inflamma-

tory adhesions. The mesenteric attachment of ihe

appendix was very short. The appendix was tied off

with one silk ligature, and removed. The diseased

area was thoroughly cleansed with peroxide of hydro-

gen ; drainage tubes were inserted, and the abdominal
wound was sulured around them.

On the following day there was no diminution of

pain, nor did the bowels move for the next two days.

After this day there was no pain, and the bowels'

action became regular. The drainage-tubes were re-

moved on the fourteenth day ; the wounds healed in

four weeks, and the patient was discharged well, July

23d.

Case 31. Perforating appendicitis. Death.

The patient, a man twenty years old, was seized

one week ago with violent abdominal pain, which on

the second day became localized in the right iliac

fossa. Obstipation and vomiting have been present

from the first. On entering the hospital there was
great prostration, cold extremities, cyanosis, a thickly

coated tongue, weak irregular pulse, and a subnormal
temperature. There was no abdominal tumor or

localized tenderness.

Operation, July 23, 1895. Oblique incision parallel

with Poupart's ligament and two inches above the

anterior sujierior spine of the ilium. Upon opening
the abdomen a great quantity of thin, foul-smelling

pus flowed out of the abdominal cavity. There was a

general peritonitis. The appendix, which was perfor-

ated, lay high up toward the kidney, and was bound

firmly to the underlying fascia by dense adhesions ; it

was separated with difficulty, and tied off close to the

cecum. There was a hard fecal concretion lying near

the tip of the appeudix in the abdominal cavity. The
peritoneal cavity was thoroughly washed out with hot

sterilized water ; large drainage-tubes were inserted

and the abdominal wound was closed around them.

There was no evidence of any walling off of any part

of the abdominal cavity or the pelvis, and both were
filled with pus.

The patient's condition at the end of the operation

gave but little hope of his recovery, and he died forty-

eight hours afterward.

{To he continued.)

^cdicai ^viiQtt00.

REPORT ON DERMATOLOGY.
BY JOHN T. BOWEN, M.D.

PURPURA HEMORRHAGICA.

The following severe type of disease is reported by
J. Fayrer, Surgeon-Captain of the Royal Horse
Guards.^ The subject was a trooper iu the Horse
Guards, tweuty-four years of age, who had had no
previous illness, and had the appearance of a strong,

vigorous man, with the exception of some pallor of

the lips and conjunctivae. The attack began suddenly
with pain in the right ankle after riding, which was
so severe that he had to be carried to the hospital.

The joint was found to be considerably swollen, and
the skin over it covered with a faint eruption. On
the following day both ankles and both knee-joints

had become affected, and the temperature had risen to

101°. Two days later the elbows and wrists were
also affected, and the patient complained much of sore-

ness of the mouth and gums. During the next four

days there was marked improvement, the rheumatic
symptoms diminishing greatly, when the right eye and
the forehead suddenly became greatly swollen, and
four or five purpuric spots appeared on the left thigh.

Fresh hemorrhages began to show themselves on the

thighs, and pain was complained of over the extensor

muscles. The prepuce was enormously swollen, with

sero-sanguineous effusion, and the left eye was also

affected. Several days later the edema and exuda-

tion about the eyes had diminished ; but there was
great pain and difficulty iu swallowing, and the speech

was much affected. The tongue and throat were
greatly swollen. Suffocation seemed imminent, and
preparations were made for tracheotomy, but the

urgent symptoms finally passed oft' under the use of

hot fomentations. There were new hemorrhagic areas

upon the head and neck, while those upon the thighs

were gradually disappearing. The swelling of the

mouth and lips persisted, and the skin of the dorsum
and sides of the penis sloughed, leaving an open ulcer.

Later, more purpuric areas appeared on the body, and

numerous sloughs and ulcers were present on thp

tongue and lips, so that the smell was very offensive.

A tendency to cough developed, although no signs

were present in the lungs ; and during one of the

attacks of coughing the patient coughed out a large

piece of his tongue, apparently the anterior two-thirds

' British Journal of IJermatology, March, 1896.
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that had sloughed off. Swallowing again became very

difficult, and the- coughing was aggravated by the

stum]) of the tongue, over which he had no control,

falling back into the pharynx. After this there was

a steady improvement, although there was much discom-

fort from the lesions of the tongue aud mouth. There

were some further purpuric appearances and a swell-

ing of the ankle. There were uo symptoms of lesious

of the internal organs during the attack, nor was there

any important change in the urine.

WAISTS ON THE FKET.''

Dr. Eddowes read a paper with the above title at a

meeting of the Dermatological Society of Great

Britain and Ireland, held on March 25, 1806. He
had for several years paid especial attention to troubles

of the feet, especially those produced by boots and

shoes ; and in investigating the subject of corns he

found they were to be divided into two classes. One
was the true corn, consisting of an inverted cone of

horny epidermis ; the other a more serious condition, a

so-called corn, which was really a wart, or a callosity

that proved on section to be the covering of a wart.

On looking up the literature of the subject Eildowes

could tind uo mention of this latter condition in any

of the te-xt-books, and a recent article by Dubreuilh

(to which reference will be made later) was the only

writing that considered it. The writer agrees with

Dubreuilh as to the clinical aspect of this condition.

He has met with a considerable number of callosities

under the head of the second metatarsal bone. In an

instance under his care such a condition existed in a

lady who was subject to gout and who affirmed that

when she treated her gouty condition, the so-called

corn was not so painful. This Eddowes explains by

suj)po8iug that the tissues around the bone are more
congested during the attacks of gout and hence the

wart is made more tender, and liable to greater pres-

sure from a boot. He believes that friction is an im-

portant factor in the causation of these warts as well

as of those found on the neck, in the axilla, etc. He
relates the case of a lady who had a collection of

warts around the neck iu the form of a necklace, which

she attributed to wearing a standing starched collar in

the hunting-field. Boots that are too large are apt

to aggravate this condition, which is common also in

people who turn their toes out too much in walking.

Moisture and individual tendency are also factors.

The treatment of these plantar warts recommended
by Eddowes is to clean the skin with an antiseptic

and then cut or (ile away the horny layer until the

bleeding points of the papillae are reached. He then

curettes them with a small spoon with the aid of co-

caine, and then applies either the acid nitrate of mer-

cury or the actual cautery. He then covers the wound
with a piece of antiseptic plaster and this is held in

place by other strips of plaster running around the

foot. He thinks that antiseptic precautious are espe-

cially necessary in these little operations on the foot,

as a death from septicemia has been reported following

the cutting of a corn. Treatment is quite satisfactory,

as once removed they do not returu. In some in-

stances they cause great suflering.

Dubreuilh' remarks that plantar warts are not de-

scribed in surgical or dermatological text-books, al-

thougii they are far from rare, and cause great dis-

' British Journal of Dermatology, May, 1896,
' Anuales de Deruial. et de SypC, May, ID'JS.

comfort. Local traumatisms seem to play an important

part in the development of these warts. He has never

seen them occur coincidently with warts of the hands.

They are most frequently found at the head of the

third metatarsal bone, at a jioint where we usually

find a more or less well-developed callus, sometimes

over the head of the first and fifth metatarsal, and

upon the heel. No region, however, is exempt. They
are usually isolated and few in number, although cases

have occurred where the whole foot was covered with

them. When the wart has just appeared it presents

the appearance of a pea-sized elevation, slightly red-

dened, and covered with a thin epidermis. When the

epidermal covering is removed, the blood is seen to

exude by numerous orifices. When the lesion has

existed for a longer time it has the appearance of a

large callus that is abnormally painful. Sometimes
the centre forms a sort of depression, especially if the

lesion has been treated. When the lesion is pared

with the knife a hard, horny layer is found at the

periphery, corresponding to that of which a corn is

composed. Instead, however, of penetrating the tis-

sues in the form of a horny cone, this callus presents

a soft and depressible central portion. This central

portion is made up of columns which penetrate verti-

cally into the tissues, at the apex of which dark hem-
orrhagic points are frequently seen. As we cut deeper

into the lesion, blood oozes out of a great number of

capillary orifices with which the surface is studded.

These plantar warts are influenced like corns, by changes

of temperature, and by the state of the atmosphere.

They are much more painful than corns, and may
make walking impossible. Superficial paring does

not lessen the pain, as the lesion is much larger than

it seems to be, and is deeply imbedded iu the skin. It

is difficult at first to make the curette penetrate into

this soft but tenacious tissue. The hemorrhage is

considerable, but it is easily stopped by packing the

cavity with iodoform gauze.

Curetting is the most radical and effective treatment.

It should be done under antiseptic precautions, and
followed by a dressing of aseptic cotton. Healing is

very rapid.

Iu a certain number of warts that Dubreuilh studied

microscopically, a peculiar structure was observed.

No clinical difference could be detected between these

and the ordinary cases. Seven cases of this sort were
observed, most of which were on the palmar surface

of the hand. The peculiarity consisted in the appear-

ance of cavities or vacuoles within the cells. The cou-

sequeuce of this is that the horny layer becomes of a

spongy consistency, and more voluminous. Hence
the upward growth of the wart is much more rapid, and

as the papillje and vascular canals are much elongated,

uot being able to extend iudefinitely, it often happens

that a terminal segment becomes the Stat of a throm-

bosis, and the cells that enveloped this portion of the

papilla being no longer nourished, are quickly kera-

tinized.

Elders, of Copenhagen, contributes to the Derma-
tologi»che Zeitschrift (June, 1896) an article on leprosy,

especially in Iceland, which contributes little that is

new, but serves to emphasize the belief that is now
almost universal, that the disease is contagious and not

hereditary. After some excursions into the history of

the disease, and references to its appearance in the
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Sandwich Islands, Alicante, Cape Breton, etc., he

gives an interesting description of the mode of life of

the Jcelauders, showing how close crowding and a

lack of hygienic conditions, offer a favorable oppor-

tunity for its spread. He expresses his disbelief in

the theory that the disease is propagated by means

of certain kinds of food, such as rancid fats and

fish. With regard to the latter food, he shows that

it cannot be made answerable for the spread of the

disease. It is certainly true, that many peculiar

and indigestible varieties of food are eaten in Iceland,

and that disturbances of digestion are especially com-

mon. Hence it may be inferred that the existence of

these affections opens a path for leprosy and other

chronic diseases. Ehlers carefully studied 119 cases

of the disease and found that 56 patients had had cases

of leprosy in the family, and 63 had had none. He
raises the question (new, we believe) whether leprosy

acquired in matrimony is not more likely to be of the

anesthetic type than that acquired under other condi-

tions. He thinks it probable that there are mild and

even abortive forms of leprosy, as he has met a large

number of cases in Iceland which presented only one

or two of the nervous symptoms of leprosy, and con-

cludes from this that the virulence of the disease is on

the decline.

With regard to the views of Tambaco Pasha,

Ehlers, from what he has seen in Iceland, is inclined

to agree with him, as far as the identity of Morvan's

disease and the mutilating form of leprosy is con-

cerned. He does not believe that scleroderma is

identical with anesthetic leprosy, and in regard to

the other diseases which Tambaco wishes to unite to

leprosy, such as gangrenous tropho-neuroses and local

asphyxia with symmetrical gangrene, he declares him-

self incompetent to form an opinion. He does not

believe in the existence of autochthonal leprosy, but

thinks that the existence of leprosy in France is either

due to lepers who have survived the abolition of leper

asylums for two centuries or to the introduction of the

disease by immigrants. It is impossible to prove that

a person has never been in contact with a case of

leprosy. He points out that the inhabitants of Brit-

tany are in close relationship with the people of Ice-

land, as 4,000 French fishermen visit yearly the west

coast of Iceland, and a large proportion of these are

natives of Brittany.

In the same journal (.lanuary, 1896) Lassar speaks

of the importance of the position to be taken by phy-

sicians with regard to the spread of leprosy. He re-

gards the disease as one requiring constant vigilance,

as it shows signs of a fresh revival at any moment.
In Russia its existence was not especially remarked
until it had acquired considerable headway. While in

the Sandwich Islands the number of lepers has in-

creased from two to nearly one-tenth of the popula-

tion, in Norway, where segregation is practised, the

cases have diminished in fifty years from more than

3,000, to 700 or 800.

Ten years ago it was believed by some that the

disease could be cured by chrysarobin, resorcin, or

pyrogallic acid, and many favorable results were re-

ported from the use of these drugs. Many lepers

hastened to Europe with the hope of a cure, but it was

soon found that although great temporary improve-

ment, and even the disappearance of the lesions could

be produced, the disease had not lost its tendency to

recur. The writer speaks of the disappearance of the

cases that from time to time visit the large centres

with a hope of relief, and the danger to the commu-
nity that they become wherever they settle. He fur-

ther alludes to the great difficulties in diagnosis that

are often presented to the physician by the uncompli-

cated and obscure nervous forms and the superficial

erythematous eruptions. The presence of bacilli in

such cases is, to be sure, a great aid, but not an abso-

lute test, as they may be very few in the earlier stages.

He quotes an instance from Goldschmidt of a woman
of thirty-six, who was born and had always lived in

Madeira, and had no hereditary disease. Six years

previously she had come under observation with a

well-marked tubercular leprosy, and bacilli were found

in the lesions. Five years later every symptom of

leprosy had disappeared, and the bacilli could no lon-

ger be detected. The patient was treated with a

great variety of different preparations, until finally a

rigid inunction with fiveper-cent. europheu oil was

tried. Improvement at once set in, and the lesions

and symptoms gradually disappeared. Nothing, of

course, can be argued from this single observation, as

numerous instances of the disappearance of all traces

of the disease are on record. It may be useful, how-

ever, to make trial of this method in a larger series of

cases. But until it has been shown that leprosy can

really be cured, the greatest importance must be at-

tached to the prophylaxis.

MERCURY SUBCUTANEOnSLY.

At the meeting of the French Society for Derma-
tology and Syphilis of January 30, 1896, a number of

interesting papers on this subject were presented.

M. le Pileur related his experience with intra-muscular

injections of gray oil. This method had been intro-

duced into his service at St. Lazare, and he was able

to base his conclusions upon 600 cases. He admits

that a certain amount of pain is caused by the injec-

tions, although not as a rule of sufiicient intensity to

greatly incommode the patient, or to cause him to re-

fuse the treatment. The pain usually begins about

forty-eight hours after the puncture, and is at its

height on the third day. Only one abscess was met
with, although in a number of cases there was an ex-

tensive induration at the site of the puncture. There
were no cases of embolism, although in two cases

there were attacks of dyspnea immediately after the

injections, which the writer is inclined to attribute to

hysteria. There was a stomatitis in '6^ per cent, of

the cases. The advantages of this method are enumer-

ated, and accord with those that are commonly cited

by the advocates of the subcutaneous method in gen-

eral. He does not think that the injections are capa-

ble of aborting syphilis, but claims that at times most

remarkable results are obtained, as, for example, the

disappearance of a lip chancre in fifteen days.

Thibierge stated that his later experiences had con-

firmed his opinion of the value of subcutaneous injec-

tions. He considers the insoluble salts preferable to

the soluble, because less painful, and because the opera-

tiou need not be repeated so often. The dangers of

the method he considers to have disappeared, since

the proper dosage and technique have been deter-

mined. Calomel and gray oil are the two prepara-

tions that are now most used, and whose claims are

most discussed. He regards calomel as more apt to

cause stomatitis and more painful than other insoluble

salts, but on the other hand, as more rapidly etficacious.
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Wheu, therefore, a quick result is imperative, calomel
should receive the preference ; iu other cases, gray
oil. lie cousiders that in certain grave cases, and iu

cases where a speedy diagnosis is needed to decide the

question of surgical intervention, the injection of an
insoluble salt is demanded. As a genera! routine

treatment it is advisable, although not imperative.

In discussing M. Thibierge's paper, MM. Mauriac
and Fournier look a more conservative position with

regard to the injections, the former declaring that this

method was not necessary iu one per cent, of ail cases

of syphilis, while the latter pointed out the variability

of patients with regard to the success of various

methods, aud emphasized the fact that the iujectious

did not preclude recurrent attacks.

JuUien then spoke of the injections of calomel. His
conclusions are that subcutaneous injections of calo-

mel are indicated in the case of any lesions that differ

from the ordinary, and of any lesions that prove obsti-

nate, as well as where it is uecessarx' to act quickly on

account of danger to important organs. He thinks

that there has been a small percentage of recurrences

in his cases treated by this method.

TREATMENT OF SYPHILIS BY ANIMAL SERUM.*

Kollmann, in 1890, was the first to make use of the

serum of animals in syphilis, using the serum of sheep,

calves, dogs and rabbits, animals that have been

proved refractory to the disease. His results were
negative, and therefore not published. In 1892 Tom-
masoli recorded a brilliant success in six cases of

recent syphilis, treated by the injection of lamb's

serum. Hericourt aud Richet have recorded favor-

able results, while others have been totally unsuccess-

ful.

Experiments were made on twelve patients at Lewin's

clinic iu the Charite at Berlin, aud the results are

described iu Mueller-Kaunberg's paper. The serum
was obtained from horses, a source that had never

before been made use of in syphilis. As a prelimi-

nary trial two patients were given an injection of five

cubic centimetres of the serum. Their general con-

dition remained unaltered, but five dajs later each

experienced an attack of urticaria which lasted seven-

teen days. Another patient treated in the same way
developed such grave symptoms that no further trial

was made. In the remaining cases no positive influ-

ence on the syphilitic process could be claimed. Ur-

ticaria was almost universally produced, sometimes of

an exceedingly annoying and obstinate type. Some
of the patients received at intervals as many as four or

five injections without effect upon the disease. The
writer remarks, in conclusion, that uo encouraging

deduction can be drawn from these experiments, which
resulted in much the same way as those of Kollmann.
The urine in these cases remained normal.

BRAZILIAN FRAMBESIA.

Breda' has made a careful cliuical and bacteriologi-

cal study of this type of disease from three cases that

presented themselves at his clinic in Padua. He
speaks first of the great uncertainly and obscurity that

Burround mauy of the so-called tropical diseases. Un-
questionably many dermatoses that are of common
occurrence with us are included in tro|)ical countries

under the head of affections of which we have little per-

* Mueller-Kannberg : Arcbir. t. Dorm. u. Sypli., 1890.
• ArcbiT. fUr Ucrinat. o. Sypb., 1696.

soual kuowledge. Geber has shown that many com-
mon dermatoses are diagnosticated as Aleppo boil, in

the East.

It is now pretty well agreed that pian, boubas aud
frambesia or yaws represent the same chronic con-

tagious disease, which is endemic in tropical countries.

It is characterized by its form, ils situation ou the

skin and at the orifices of the mucous cavities, as well

as by exuberant tumors which strongly resemble straw-

berries or raspberries. There has been considerable

difficulty in separating this affection from syphilis.

The points of variation are the different localization

of the two affections, their different course and appear-

ance, the possibilitj' of inoculating syphilis on a person

affected with frambesia, aud the fact that animals may
be iuoculated with the latter disease. The cases that

formed the subjects of Breda's paper are described as

follows

:

Case I. A man of forty-six had lived for five

years iu Brazil, during which time he acquired torpid,

indolent ulcers, chiefly on the legs. He had been em-
ployed as a laborer in the fields, and many of his com-
panions were similarly affected. Three young sons of

this patient also acquired the disease at the same time.

Indolent, elevated fungous ulcers were present ou the

ala of the nose aud on the upper aud lower lip.

Numerous small, rounded nodules were present ou the

head aud soft palate, which had the appearance of

mulberries or raspberries. The tongue, epiglottis and
vocal cords were also affected. Ulcers were present

on the hands and feet, fingers, toes and peuis. No
effect was produced on the lesions by any medication,

but the wounds healed promptly after surgical meas-
ures. The lesious iu the larynx continued to exteud.

Case II. A man of thirty-six was affected in Sep-

tember, 1891, on the feet, but the lesious spread up-

ward until a good deal the same condition as that

described in Case 1 resulted. Nodules and infiltra-

tions on the conjunctivas were a prominent feature.

Mauy of the ulcers healed under the use of iodoform

or other powders, while freeh oues appeared in other

places. These two cases resembled one another in

the following respects: There were indoleut ulcers

about the nails of the hands and feet. There was a

slight enlargement of the spleen, an enlargement of

the lymph glands, and a perforation of the membrana
tympani in one case, a punctate discoloration in the

other. There was no fever, aud the other organs were
uuaffected. The troubles in the mouth and throat pro-

duced uo symptoms, except some dyspnea at night.

Case III. A man of ihirty-ouefirst developed ulcers

upon the ears, thighs and baud. They began as round

maculo-vesicular eflloresceuces. Soon after symptoms
appeared in the mouth and throat. This patieut was
treated with tuberculin, without local reaction. Bacilli

were found iu numerous sections, situated chiefly iu

the connective tissue. They were smooth, flattened,

straight or only slightly curved, and deeply stained.

These bacilli were never found in the substance of the

cell.

The following conclusions are reached : (1) Many
endemic diseases of the Orient, are called "oriental

boil" (beule des orients) ; other endemic skin affections,

which are met with in Africa aud America must

be described under the generic name frambesia. (2)

Among the varieties of frambesia, that of boubas does

not limit its action to the skin and mucous orifices, but

attacks other parts, as the lips, gum, tongue, palate,
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pharynx and larynx. (3) Boubas is not a variety of

syphilis or tuberculosis, aud has nothing in common
with the infectious grauulomata, but represents a dis-

tinct disease. (4) It is probable that boubas is caused

by a specific bacillus, which the writer has observed

in numerous sections, both in the skin and mucous

membranes, on the surface of the ulcerations and in

the lumen of the blood-vessels. This bacillus he pro-

poses to call the " frambesia or boubas bacillus."

iScportjtf of ^ocietiejtf,

SUFFOLK DISTRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.
SECTION FOR OBSTETRICS AND DISEASES

OF WOMEN.
C. H. HARE, M.D., SECRETARY.

Regular Meeting, Wednesday, March 25, 1896.

Dr. G. H. Washburn in the chair.

Dr. E. Garceau read a paper on

RECENT PROGRESS IN BLADDER EXAMINATION.^

Dr. Eetnolds : The paper seems to me to cover

so many points as to be difficult to discuss. I think

that the variety of subjects taken up might well have

made several papers rather than one. I have noted a

few points which seem to me of sufficient importance

to speak of again. I have found that where the pain

caused by the introduction of the instrument was not

relieved to a degree sufficient to allow the patient to

relax by the application of a pledget soaked in cocaine

solution to the urethra, the injection of a weak cocaine

solution into the connective tissue about the urethra

with the hypodermic syringe will sometimes make an

operation practically painless. Kelly's latest dilator

I dislike very much. It is much more painful tiian

the series of graduated dilators which Kelly first

used.

I think that in all work upon the bladder by direct

inspection, one learns by experience to distrust very

much the appearances which he sees at any single sit-

ting without a good deal of precaution as to the man-

agement of the light. In my earlier experience I was

puzzled by the fact that lesions came and went, that a

portion of the bladder in which I saw a lesion would

at the next sitting present an entirely different appear-

ance, sometimes even at different parts of the same

sitting. I have learned to vary the light as much as

possible backwards and forwards aud to be cautious in

assuming the existence of any given appearance.

With regard to the use of the ureteral catheters for

diagnosis, my experience has not been very great, but

it has embraced quite a number of cases, and it has

not been nearly as satisfactory as one would judge

from Dr. Kelly's writing that the use of the ureteral

catheter would be. I have seen one distinct stricture

of the ureter which grasped the catheter and had some

purulent urine above it. I passed the ureteral cathe-

ter in a case of abdominal tumor supposed to be of the

kidney, got a specimen of what was supposed to be

urine, submitted it to an expert microscopist, had the

diagnosis of piohable malignant disease of the kidney

returned and on operation a large number of gall-

stones were found aud the kidney was normal. I

catheterized two ureters, and got urine which an expert

* See page 2jG uf the Juunial.

microscopist assured me was normal from both sides,

and a week later I went to operate and was obliged

to suspend the operation because she was having what

I could not help thinking was a renal colic. That

case is as yet undecided. I have, however, diagnosed

stone in the kidney satisfactorily in this way.

I have several times succeeded in establishing the

normal condition of the kidneys, but I think we must

wait some time yet before we can attach the value to

the ureteral catheter which some literature would

lead us to think it has. I think the ureteral catheters

are likely to be useful in difficult hysterectomies. My
personal use of them has been limited to one case, in

which they proved to be quite unnecessary ; but it

was pleasant to know where the ureter was, and sur-

prising to see how easily the ureters could be felt with

the finger in the abdomen.

The severity of symptoms due to any vesical symp-

toms is, I think, proportional to the locality and not to

the severity. A lesion close to the internal orifice of

the urethra will cause more symptoms than a large

amount of trouble at a distance.

I am a little puzzled by the term hyperemia. In

any new subject such as this it is difficult to know
exactly what terms mean. If hyperemia means a

general congestion of the bladder or of the trigonal

region, I am inclined to believe it an affection that

bad better be let alone locally, that is, dependent on

other pelvic conditions. One German authority has

reported such a congestion reaching the point of form-

ing blebs. A French authority has spoken of appar-

ently the same condition under the term hyperemia.

Personally, I think these cases better be treated by at-

tention to the other pelvic disease, but I have seen, in a

great many cases, localized patches where the bladder

surface has apparently lost its epithelium in small

localized patches surrounded by congestion ; and when
1 can find one of those roughened patches in the mid-

dle of a congested area, I have so far never failed to

see the mucous membrane return to a normal condition.

I think the application of a two-per-cent. to four-per-

cent, solution of nitrate of silver is worse than wasting

time. I fuse a bead of nitrate of silver on the end of

a wire, which when touched to the small spot in the

centre creates next to no reaction aud results in the

cicatrization of that spot and in the disappearance of

the congestion around it, in my experience almost with

certainty.

I am very much surprised to hear that fifty per

cent, of all gynecological patients need the catheter,

aud at the great frequency of vesical irritation after

operation. I may have failed to notice this condition.

As to the use of the catheter, I am sure that I do not

use it after even five per cent, of operative cases.

I should hardly feel willing to say that the term,

functional disease of the bladder, must be abandoned,

although I agree it has been narrowed by the use of

the cystoscope. I do think that it is a safe princi-

ple to say that in almost all cases of vesical irritability

inspection of the bladder will, if carefully enough

done, show some direct alteration of the vesical mucous

membrane or an inflammation of the ureter. That I

think is a very frequent tiling, rarely recognized, easy

to recognize if one takes the trouble, and a frequent

cause of vesical symptoms, of irritability and difficulty

in urination, and of pain with the full bladder, and

one that causes most aggravating symptoms when it is

present.
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Dr. Chadwick : It is hard, aB Dr. Reynolds says,

to speak ou this paper because it covers so much
ground. One or two points I noted in whicli my ex-

perience has perhaps differed a little from that re-

corded. In the first place, 1 noticed that the empty-

ing of the bladder was attributed to a contraction of

its muscular walls. I have long thought that that was

a mistake as regards the normal bladder. The normal

bladder when it is empty is not contracted, but col-

lapsed. As urine flows into it the bladder tills from a

collapsed condition, not a contracted condition, up to a

certain point when distention causes a pull ou the

sphincter which by reflex action evokes peristalsis, just

as it does in the rest of the genito-urinary tract, that

is, in the ureters, and in the intestines conspicuously,

and in the genital tract. Peristalsis of the Fallopian

tube, when violent, we know as tubal colic; contraction

of the uterus, when the uterine body is not distended,

we call colic, when distended we call it uterine con-

tractions. When the bladder fills to a certain extent

this peristalsis is set up, but it does not go on, its

cavity is obliterated by active contraction, it simply

collapses from the pressure of the intra-abdominal ten-

sion. To prove this you have merely to insert a

catheter into the bladder when it is full and you will

find that as the bladder empties, the catheter is not

arrested when pushed forward, but it can be pushed in

one direction or in another showing that the walls of

the bladder are not contracted, but collapsed. When
however, you have an inflamed bladder then it often

contracts actively to a pear-shape body lying between

the pubic bone and the uterus.

1 have not had experience with Dr. Kelly's instru-

ments. I have the greatest admiration for the advance

they make. 1 cannot say I think the treatment has

kept pace with the diagnosis. The result of all

bladder treatment is pretty unsatisfactory. I get the

best results not from local treatment, but from treating

the urine. I do not believe there is anything that

relieves the bladder so quickly as by rendering the

urine alkaline when it is overacid, and it seetos to me
in a large number of cases there is a decided effect

upon the bladder of benzoic acid. I find that, as I

have passed from hospital and dispensary work to

private practice, I have gradually renounced the greater

part of my local treatment of the bladder and urethra

and find that by giving women rest, fresh air, tak-

ing them away from work and worry, diluting the

urine, and occasionally washing out the bladder with

boracic-acid solution or permanganate of potash that

nine out of ten get well. I do not get the worst cases

because I am not doing dispensary and hospital work.

The ordinary irritable bladder, moderate inflammation

of the bladder, can generally be cured without touching

the bladder, which statement I want to emphasize

very strongly. Strangely enough I am protesting

against the same fault that I committed in my youth.

I began with my idea of what I had seen in dispensa-

ries and hospitals abroad and in this country, that is,

local treatment of the bladder. I used to dilate the

urethra, pass in nitrate of silver and sweep it round

the sphincter blindly, and I caused a great deal of pain,

cured some patients, some I did not. But I do not

find it necessary to do it now, and I would urge upon

you all in your enthusiasm for following out this more
perfect and exact method of diagnosis which I accept

fully as a brilliant achievement, not to think it has got

to be used in every case. Try first if you cannot re-

lieve a woman without subjecting her to the discom-

fort of these examinations on the knees and elbows, in

many instances very painful. To-day a patient came to

me who had been under Dr. Kelly, and said she never

suffered such torture in her life as being subjected to

his treatment for five weeks. She was not a nervous

woman, but said her nervous system was shattered by

it. She was very much benefited as to the bladder

symptoms. They returned, however, and she is now
suffering as much as ever. What I said about treating

the bladder locally applies also to the urethra. 1 am
surprised how rarely 1 liud anything the matter with

the urethra. Occasionally the urethral glands will get

inflamed and cause pain. Occasionally there is a pain-

ful urethral caruncle, yet you rarely find anything

there to need local treatment. I want it understood

fully that I accept this new treatment as a great ad-

vance in a limited number of cases. I only want to

call halt, and that the more simple and the less pain-

ful methods may be tried before we adopt this new
method universally.

Dr. Englemann : I regret that I did not hear the

first part of the paper in which Dr. Garceau probably

spoke of the methods ^of examination, but I will at

least congratulate him upon the unprejudiced manner
in which he has detailed his work and his results, re-

membering that this subject is still suh judice with

enthusiastic advocates and unyielding opponents. We
are still feeling our way and it is only by disappoint-

ments and failures that we will be enabled to arrive at

satisfactory conclusions and differentiate the cases

before us ; I am convinced that we will find many in

which these methods of examination and treatment

will lead to decidedly beneficial results. Unquestion-

ably cvstoscope and probe are now resorted to experi-

mentally and in cases where other means have failed,

but I believe that we are as yet certain of compara-

tively few conditions in which we can look to this local

inspection and treatment with a fair probability of

success. In the large majority of cases it is true that by

the various methods which have been suggested, con-

stitutional treatment, correction of the character of the

urine, and above all the management of the surround-

ing organs upon which these conditions so often depend

will lead to the desired result; so, also, if surgical

lesions appear in which the diagnosis is fairly clear we
may expect relief from operative procedures ; such as

compression of the ureter due to iuflammatory deposits

and to neoplasms. One of the first cases in which I

attempted exploration of the ureter was of this kind.

The diagnosis appeared fairly clear before. It was

simply maile positive by seeing the narrowing due to

inflammatory deposits in the pelvis and of course no

local treatment was of benefit. It was the treatment

of the existing pelvic condition, absorption of the prod-

ucts. In another case which I had seen at an earlier

day it might have led to admirable results. That

was one of the few cases of intermittent hydrone-

phrosis which came under my observation, in which

the most agonizing suffering was caused for a few days

at a time by an accumulation in the pelvis of the kid-

ney, due, I presume, to a kink in the ureter of the dis-

placed organ ; a condition which might possibly have

been relieved by the catheter.

Like \)r. Reynolds I was astonished to hear of the

vesical disturbance which followed, as described by the

author, as in my experience this has rarely been

sufficiently annoying to demand attention. It depends
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very much upon the method of operation, for instance,

upward pressure by an anterior retractor will affect

bladder and urethra, dragging upon the tissues. Com-
pression, bruising, irritation by antiseptics, may be

followed by relaxation or congestion which will neces-

sitate the use of the catheter ; but in the large major-

ity of my own cases I do not recall such troubles. Of
course the cases recorded by Dr. Garceau were ob-

served in every detail and the slightest disturbauces

were noted which would ordinarily pass unheeded and
certainly would not demand the catheter.

We undoubtedly have something to expect from a

careful inspection of the bladder, but in private prac-

tice we will have to be extremely cautious and must
for the present leave these investigations to the en-

thusiastic workers with large clinical material who will

in time point out to us the class of cases which must be
treated iu this way, and those men will meet with a large

number of unsatisfactory cases before definite results

will be obtained. In certain conditions a differential

diagnosis can be made by the cystoscope with certainty

which we approximately make by our general methods
of examination as hitherto practised, and even if the

results have not been so striking as the more enthusi-

astic advocates of the cystoscope would wish us to be-

lieve, we certainly may look for progress in that field

and will ere long be able to establish more definite

indications for such examination and local application

of remedies, which will enable us to relieve more
readily these often tedious and annoying troubles.

For the present I do not feel warranted iu resorting

to these methods until other means have been tried

unless the symptoms point to circumscribed lesions

which can thus be made visible and amenable to

direct treatment.

Dr. Garceao : The most interesting point in con-

nection with the study of these cases is the frequency
of vesical irritability iu women with pelvic disease. It

was found that fully three-quarters of the women were
either suffering from this irritability or had at some
previous time suffered from it. The amount of incon-

venience varied, at times it was so slight as to occasion

no sjjecial suffering, increased frequency being the

symptoms ; at times, however, when associated with

dysuria the suffering was extreme, especially when the

urine had to be voided every ten or fifteen minutes.

Quite often the women did not mention their trouble

with the bladder, having come to look upon it as a

habit, so to speak. This explains the high percentage.

Bladder examinations with the cystoscope were not

made for obvious reasons ; but from a study of analo-

gous cases the trouble is no doubt due to a pelvic con-

gestion.

In regard to the treatment, local applications in

my experience, have been beneficial and relieve. The
term hyperemia explains the couditiou fairly well, for

the condition is one of congestion rather than actual

inflammation.

An Act of Fortitude.— It is stated that the

actor recently stabbed on the stage in London retained

sutlicient command over himself after the infliction of

the fatal wound to answer a question put to him, and

also to allow the curtain to be raised for a short time.

And this in spite of the fact that the stab wound had

penetrated the border of the lung, and passed into the

pericardium and aorta.

AMERICAN ORTHOPEDIC ASSOCIATION.

Tenth Annual Meeting, Buffalo, May 19-21, 1896.

first day.

THE rationale OF GYMNASTIC EXERCISE AND
PRESSURE CORRECTION IN THE TREATMENT OF
SCOLIOSIS.

Dr. L. A. Weigel, of Rochester, read a paper

with this title, and summarized his views as follows :

(1) Gymnastic exercise as an exclusive method of

treatment must be limited to the very early stages,

and to deformities which are postural, pure and simple.

("2) Exercises of all kinds are insufficient, even in

comparatively mild cases.

(3) Treatment by mobilizing the spine should

precede any attempt to develop the muscles.

(4) Removal of the superincumbent weight is the

important part of the treatment, and is of great value

in sustaining the effects of exercise.

(5) Over-development is to be avoided.

(6) Empiricism should have no part in the treat-

ment of scoliosis.

THE RAPID CURE OF ROTARY LATERAL CURVATURE
OF THE SPINE, AND OTHER POSTURAL DEFORM-
ITIES, BY MEANS OF THOROUGH DEVELOPMENT,
AND CORRECTIVE EXERCISES WITH HEAVY
VTEIGHTS.

Dr. Jacob Teschner, of New York, present by
invitation, read a paper on this subject, and gave a

demonstration of the method of carrying out these

exercises. According to his view of lateral curvature,

it was due to general muscular weakness and habitual

faulty position, and hence the whole muscular system
should be developed. At each visit, the patient is put
to his individual limit, and it is found that this usually

increases at each visit. He claimed that by this

method he had succeeded in curing cases of lateral

curvature in which there were bony aud ligamentous

changes, aud marked rotation present. In the milder

cases, improvement was quite noticeable within two
weeks, and a cure would often be effected in three

mouths. He said that out of 21 cases treated by him
according to this method, 19 had been cured, and two
had been very much improved at the time the treat-

ment had been discontinued. The advantages claimed

for the treatment were:

(1) The improvement in the general health aud In

muscular development.

(2) A marked increase in the lung capacity.

(3) A slower aud more forcible heart action.

(4) That long after the cessation of the treatment,

an improvement was noted in the muscular system
and in the general health.

Dr, S. Ketch, of New York, in opening the dis-

cussion on the foregoing papers, said he agreed with

Di'. Weigel, except that he would attribute some bene-

fit to will power. Regarding Dr. Teschner's paper,

he would say that he was not yet convinced that it

was necessary, or eveu advisable, to subject children

and adolescents to such a severe course of gymnastics
— indeed, he believed that the cases cured by this

method could be treated with equal success by other

aud safer means, it was not difficult to secure an im-

provement in cases of lateral curvature by correcting

the postural curves, but the only test of marked bene-

fit or of cure, was the amelioration of the element of
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rotation. In his opinion, it was important to increase,

and to maintain the lateral flexibility of the spine, and

hence he would look upon the best method of treating

lateral curvature of the spine, as that one which com-
bined the use of mild gymnastic exercises and the ap-

plication of retentive apparatus.

Dr. John Ridlon, of Chicago, said that he had

tried these heavy exercises on only one patient, a girl

of sixteen. This girl became greatly fatigued after

making ten or fifteen movements with ilumb-bells

weighing one and a-half pounds, and it was impossible

to get her to put up a five-pound bell more than five

times. As there was no visible improvement in the

case after four or live weeks of this exercise, he had
abandoned further trial of the method.

The speaker then proceeded to criticise the incom-

plete and inaccurate photographic records presented

hy Dr. Teschiier, objecting particularly to the absence

of photographs of cured cases, and also of the best

position the patient could be made to assume prior to

the treatment. Without these, he said, it was impos-

sible to judge of the merits of the method.

Dr. Heoinald H. Sayre, of New York, said that

he could not accept the statement that development of

one part of the muscular system must necessarily be

at the expense of the remaining portion. In his

opinion, there were many cases of lateral curvature

which could not be well treated without mechanical

appliances. If it were a fact that bone changes could

be made to disappear by muscular exercise alone, it

was a certainly novel and wouderful scientific fact.

Until indisputable evidence to this fact were forthcom-

ing, he could not but be in doubt regarding the kind

of cure meant. Nor could he accept the statement

that the improvement in muscular development con-

tinued after cessation of the exercises, for this was at

variance with general principles.

Dr. a. J. Steele, of St. Louis, said that he thought

there was enough in Dr. Teschner's method to justify

him in continuing his work along this line. He could

not agree with Dr. Weigel that the spine could not be

rendered flexible by means of jackets and similar ap-

pliances.

Dk. Harrt M. Sherman, of San Francisco, said

that while he agreed with those who considered the

superincumbent weight the chief etiological factor, he

could not but wonder why any bone in the body should

be abnormally weak, unless, possibly, as a result of

rickets in early life. He endorsed the use of mirrors

as an aid to the proper performance of gymnastic

exercises.

Dr. a. E. Hoadlet, of Chicago, said he considered

the prime etiological factor to be "cellular tension"

or del>ility. Such a condition, when present in the

intervertel)ral cartilages, may result in marked short-

ening of the stature. He had known this to amount
to as much as one and one-eighth inches between the

time of rising and going to bed at night. When short-

ening exceeded half an inch, deformity was invited.

Dr. W. E. Wirt, of Cleveland, said that he agreed

with Dr. Teschner regarding the increased flexibility

of the spine produced by these heavy exercises, but he

tliought it was a mistake to pin one's faith on one
method of treatment exclusivcdy.

Dr. Hanna, of Oberlin College, said that in the

treatment of cases of lateral curvature she preferred

massage to forcible manipulation, together with the

use of the hot and cold douche.

Dr. Weigel said that he did not believe that the

disadvantages of mechanical supports were as great

as had been claimed. He could not believe, as Dr.

Terschner had stated, that the muscular strength was
increased from visit to visit by the heavy gymnastics.

Dr. Teschni;r, in closing the discussion, said he
admitted the inaccuracies of his records, as of all

known methods of recording such cases, but they were
the best obtainable under the circumstances. He had
made no attempt to pose his patients for their photo-

graphs.

SPONTANEOUS DISLOCATION OF THE HIP.

Dk. Wm. J. Taylor, of Philadelphia, reported a
case of s|iontaneous dislocation which had evidently

occurred about six mouths after a fall. The history

clearly indicated that it was not a case in which the

tiislocation had been produced by the injury, and had
been merely overlooked. As the dislocation had ex-

isted for fifteen years before coming under his obser-

vation, no attempt had been made to dislodge the head
of the femur from its position on the dorsum of the

ilium.

Dr. R. H. Sayre, Goldthwait and Ridlon re-

ported similar cases.

the anterior transverse arch of the foot.

Du. Joel E. Goldtuwait, of Boston, said that

the cases of abnormality of the anterior transverse

arch of the foot might be divided into two groups

:

(1) The relaxed form.

(2) The rigid type with distinct bony change. The
patients stated that the foot was becoming wider, and
examination showed a callosity under the head of the

second, third or fourth metatarsal bone. The speaker
thought that improper shoeing was largely responsible

for the condition.

In the treatment of the relaxed cases, it was most
important to strengthen the front part of the foot by
appropriate balancing exercises, and to relieve the

strain on the ligaments and muscles by the application

of a snugly fitting bandage just behind the head of

the first metatarsal bone. Immediate relief would fol-

low the application of a pad of felt so as to make
pressure just back of the heads of the second and
third metatarsal bones.

Dr. Ketch referred to a case in which the gouty
diathesis, rather than bad shoeing, had caused the

condition.

Dr. E. II. Bradford said that by means of the

rubber bandage and felt pads he had relieved many
cases. He had seen no case of true metatarsalgia iu

which the second metatarsal bone was depressed; they

had all been in cases in which the trouble was iu the

fourth metatarsal bone.

Dr. J. E. Moore, of Minneapolis, said that he
had met with this condition most commonly among
nurses. His treatment had been successfully carried

out along the lines recommended in the paper.

Dr. Kerr, of Washington, D. C, said he had also

found metatarsalgia associated with depression of the

fourth metatarsal bone, and had relieved the pain and
disability by excision of the metatarsal joint, and
sometimes also of the nerve.

The Prksident called attention to the fact that a
proper shoe should be made so that the toes do not

point upward, as they did in the ordinary shoe.

Dr. Goi-dthwait, iu closing, said that undoubtedly
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the chief cause was bad shoeing. In some cases

there had been pain at the head of the fourtli metatar-

sal bone, and in others between the second and third

metatarsals.

THE president's ADDRESS.

Dr. Royal Whitman, of New York, President of

the Association, delivered an address on

THE DEFINITION AND SCOPE OF ORTHOPEDIC
SURGERY.

The following definition was suggested: '•Ortho-

pedic Surgery is that division of surgery which treats

of disabilities and diseases of the locomotive appara-

tus, and of the prevention and treatment of the de-

formities of the framework of the body."

INVESTIGATIONS ON FLAT-FOOT.

Dr. E. H. Bradford, of Boston, by means of

lantern slides, showed the development and causation

of flat-foot. These photographs compared the weak
feet of shoe-wearing people with the strong feet of

those who were accustomed to go about without shoes.

Dr. Whitman commented upon the evident ad-

vance that had been made in the last decade in the

knowledge and therapeutics of this subject.

second day.

THE treatment OF ABSCESS IN HIGH DORSAL
CARIES.

Dr. E. H. Bradford, of Boston, in a paper with

this title, advocated operation and drainage of the ab-

scess. This operation should be begun by cutting

down upon the tip of the transverse process, and re-

secting a portion of rib, after the manner of an opera-

tion for empyema. There was less danger to the heart

and large blood-vessels if the incision were made on
the right side.

Dr. R. H. Satre said that Dr. Schafer, of Chicago,

in some cases of this kind, had passed in a probe and
cut down upon it, and had then established thorough
drainage from one side to the other.

Dk. Sherman said that he had done the operation

on a case in which the abscess had perforated an in-

tercostal space and produced an accumulation under
the skin. The diagnosis was comparatively easy if

the way were made plain by the burrowing of the

abscess between the ribs.

Dk. Ketch referred to a case of very sudden death

in a child suffering from disease of the second and
third cervical vertebra. Althoueh no autopsy could

be obtained, it seemed fairly certain that death had
been due to the direct pressure upon the respiratory

centre.

Dr. Goldthwait said he had seen the suddenly
fatal case which had formed the text for Dr. Brad-
ford's remarks. The cause of the sudden death re-

mained unexplained, for the autopsy showed that the

abscess had not ruptured, and there was no evidence

of pressure on the spinal cord.

Dk. Bradford, m closing the discussion, said that

where there was disease of the axis and atlas, there

was danger of direct pressure upon the respiratory

centre, but where the disease was lower down, and was
associated with suffocative symptoms, it was fair to

conclude that an abscess was present. The operation

which he had advocated, was certainly a grave one,

but it was intended to meet a grave emergency.

suppuration in JOINT and spinal disease, and
ITS RELATION TO TUBERCULAR MENINGITIS : AN
ANALYTICAL STUDY.

Dr. Samuel Ketch read a paper with this title.

Dr. J. E. Moore said he thought it might be
safely concluded that the formation of tubercular

abscesses did not play a very important part in the

development of tubercular meningitis. The evidence
in the paper would also seem to point to the fact that

operative measures were much less likelv to cause

tubercular meningitis or general tuberculosis than had
been supposed.

Dr. a. M. Phelps said he did not think it was pos-

sible for true suppuration to produce a tubercular

lesion.

Dr. Goldthwait said that his cases of tubercular

meningitis had given only the clinical evidence of this

disease, but in every instance the autopsy had dis-

closed an acute general miliary tuberculosis.

A clinical study of iodoform glycerine in

tuberculous osteomyelitis.

Dr. Harry BI. Sherman, of San Francisco, read a
paper on this subject, based on a carefully recorded
experience in 20 cases, 15 of which were cases of hip

disease, two of knee-joint and two of ankle-joint

disease, and one of disease of the elbow. In all, 164
injections were made. About half of those were
intra-articular, and the other lialf were intra-osseous

injections of a ten-per-cent. solution of iodoform in

glycerine. In no case was there any iodoform poison-

ing, or was the injection the cause of suppuration.
The action of the injections was, in most instances,

disappointing. In no case was the orthopedic treat-

ment interrupted.

Dr. Roswell Park, of Buffalo, said that he had
made an extensive trial of the intra-articular injections

of iodoform, but bad not seen much benefit from their

use. In two cases, coming to excision, the iodoform
was found packed into a mass which acted as a foreign

body. He had made some culture experiments with

iodoform, and these had demonstrated that the germi-
cidal power of iodoform was very feeble.

Dr. J. E. Moore said that he, too, had met with
nothing but disappointment from the iodoform injec-

tions, except in the treatment of psoas abscesses.

Here, he thought they had been of some benefit.

Dr. Henry Ling Taylor, of New York, said that

although iodoform had proved disappointing when
injected into diseased joints, he thought a solution

of iodoform in ether was a valuable injection for

sinuses.

Dr. Park said that as the germicidal action of

iodoform was claimed to be due to the liberation of

free iodine, he proposed to study the effects of injec-

tions of iodine and glycerine.

Dr. John Ridlon said that a sharp distinction

should be made between cases treated by protective

apparatus in conjunction with iodoform injections, and
those in which only the injections were used. He had
treated about 30 cases by the intra-articular injections.

About one-third had showed improvement; another
third had remained stationary ; and the others ap-

peared to have been made worse by the treatment.

Dr. a. M. Phelps, of New York, said tliat he had
used the injections of iodoform with negative results.

Iodoform and glycerine were useful in tubercular
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abscesses, partly because of tbe hygroscopic uature of

tbe glyceriue.

KL'KTilElt OltSEKVATlONS ON THE USK Ol' HIDRO-
CHLOKIC ACID IN BONE NECROSIS OK TUBERCU-
LAR ORIGIN, WITH REPORT OK CASKS.

Dr. Jero.me Hilton Waterman, of Huffalo, re-

ported bis experience in tbe treatment of tubercular

bone necrosis by means of injections of strong byilro-

cliloric acid. The injections were usually made twice

a vveek. Ilis e.xperience was, on tbe whole, favorable

to the method.

Dr. W. R. Townsknd said that he had observed

good results from this treatment, particularly where

the necrosis was superlicial.

Dr. a. Y: Hoadley, of Chicago, said that the

application of a five-per-cent.. solution of hydrochloric

acid was sufficient to quickly decalcify tbe bone with-

out destroying other tissues.

Dr. Sherman said that as tbe chief seat of disease

was the granulation tissue in tbe boue, it would seem

to him that the use of the sharp spoon would be more

effective.

Dr. Waterman, in closing, said that tbe treatment

was at times quite slow. He would advise tbe use of

a local anesthetic iu conjunction with the acid applica-

tious.

the use of dry heat of high tkmperaturk in

the treatment of chronic joint affections.

Dr. Wm. E. Wirt, of Cleveland, described the

apparatus which he employed. It consists of a copper

drum twelve inches long and nine inches iu diame-

ter, titled at each end with a wooden ring and a hood

of thick rubber. Having protected tbe back of the

knee with cotton, it is enclosed in the apparatus, and

heat applied to the outside by means of a Buusen

burner. Most patients would tolerate a temperature

between 250° and 300° F., provided three holes were

made iu the drum to secure proper ventilation and so

keep the air dry. This treatment gives an immediate

relief to pain and increases temporarily tbe mobility of

the joint.

division of the hamstring tendons by the
open method for correcting malposition
and securing rest in tubercular disease of
THE KNEK.

Dr. Bernard Bartow, of Buffalo, in a paper

with this title, contended that division of the ham-
Ptrinos gave quicker relief and secured better rest

than did old mechanical appliances, and that it cut short

the inflammatory process. The operation should be

done by open incision.

Dr.' Wirt thought it was rare that mechanical

means would fail to straighten these cases.

Dr. It. H. Sayre said that the operation might be

occasionally demanded, but whenever possible the

straightening oliould be accomplislied by mechanical

treatment alone.

Dr. B. E. BIcKenzie, of Toronto, said that he con-

sidered the method unjustifiable until after mechanical

treatment had failed, and in his experience mechani-

cal means had never failed under such circumstances.

The patients just exhibited should not be allowed to

go around without better protection of the joint.

Dr. John Kidi.on, of Chicago, was very positive

that any joint still diseases could be straightened with

out operatiou. He was accustomed to use some form
of a Thomas brace. In cases in whirli the greater

part of the rigidity appeariMl to be due to fibrous

adhesions and muscular shortening, without evidence

of acute inflammation, he would straighten the limb by

manual force ai>plicd under anesthesia.

Dr. W. E. Wirt, as an example of what could be

accomplished b)' mechanical means alone, referred to

a recent case whicli had been pronounced by several

surgeons to be one of bony ankylosis, yet he had suc-

ceeded by mochanical measures alone iu straightening

the limb in two months.

Dr. Bartow, iu closing, said that to insure safety

and thoroughness the operation of dividing the ham-
strings should be done through an open incision. In

the cases that he had treated by the method described

in the paj)er he knew of no other alternative than

excision ; hence he considered the division of the

hamstrings perfectly justifiable. The method was
only intended as one means of accomplishing an end.

(To be coiltinuetl.)

decent literature.

Diagnosit and Treatment of Liseases of the Rectum,
Anus, and Contiguous Textures. Designed for

Practitioners and Students. By S. G. Gant, M.D.,
Professor of Diseases of the Rectum and Anus,
University and Woman's Medical Colleges ; Lect-

urer on Intestinal Diseases in the Scarritt Training-

School for Nurses; member of the American Medi-

cal Association, National Association of Railway

Surgeons, etc. With two chapters on " Cancer

"

and " Colotomy," by IIerbkrt William Alling-
HAM, F.R.I .S. Eng., Surgeon to the Great North-

ern Hospital ; Assistant Surgeon to St. Mark's
Hospital for Diseases of the Rectum ; Surgical

Tutor to St. George's Hospiial, etc., Loudon.
Illustrated with 16 full-p:ige cbromo-lithographic

plates and 115 wood-eugiavings iu the text. Phila-

delphia: The F. A. Davis Co., Publishers. 1896.

This work upon Diseases of the Rectum starts with

a brief cha| ter upon the " Anatomy and Physiology

of the Rectum and Anus," followed by "Symptoma-
tology " and ' Examination of the Rectum and Anus."
Then follow practically all of the diseases of the rectum

and anus. There are added two chapters which are

of especial interest: one on "Railroading as an Eti-

ological Factor in Rectal Disease," and one on "Auto-
infection from the Intestinal Caual." Two of the

chapters by Herbert Wdliam Allingham, F.R.C.S.

Eng., one on " Cancer " and the other on '' Colot-

omy," add greatly to tbe value of tbe book.

The book is illustrated by a number of chromo-
lithographs and by a number of cuts, the majority of

which are good, a few poor. The book, as a whole,

is conveniently arranged for reference, and presents

the subject with which it deals in a thoroughly intelli-

gent manner.

Formulaire AideMemoire de la Facuhe de Mi'decine et

des Medecins des Hupitaux de Paris. Par le Dr.

Fernand Roux. Quatrienie edition. Paris : G.

Steinheil. 1896.

A fourth edition of this little book within six years

attests its compact usefulness. The arrangement is

simple and there area number of good prescriptions.
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TRAINED NURSES.

The Britiih Medical Journal for August 22(1 pub-

lishes iu its correspondence columus a letter from a

uurse iu a large general hospital, which is of consid-

erable practical interest and importance iu the present

state of trained nursing. She says iu part:

" We are exceedingly glad that public notice is being turned

to the present condition of hospital nurses, which is just now
iu a transition state and certainly needs reorganizing. Public

committees still require of us all the menial ward work which

uneducated nurses of former times used to do, not knowing,

perhaps, that the medical staff who instruct us after our long

day on duty ex.ict of us ever more intelligent work, and an al-

most military smartness and discipline. All this, with the

needs of the sick, the bad air of the wards, and the sad sights

therein makes the three years' hospital training so great a

strain that a nurse's health suffers, and is in some cases im-

paired for life. But this state of affairs ought not to continue.

There should be three sets of nurses, each working eight hours,

as there are at King's College Hospital, London, and in some
American hospitals; then we could have lectures on all the

branches of our profession, with pr.actical experience, and our

hospitals would become first-rate training-schools. Let the

ward work be done by illiterate ward maids —and the nursing

would be more thorough in consequence. Although our hours

on duty are much too long, we often have not time to do both

well. Legislation has stopped factory girls from working more
than nine hours a day, with Saturday afternoon and Sunday
free. Our days all the year round are twelve to twelve hour.s

and a half, the work being hard and often depressing."

Unquesiiouably, the above statemeuts involve a

real problem, which will soon come to deraaud some

sort of a solution. It is really a question of educa-

tion. The correspondent is right in saying that more

and more iutelligeut work is being exacted from the

trained nurse, while certainly iu many hospitals slie is

still required to do the meuial work of the wards.

There is a certain incongruity iu noting at oue mo-

ment changes iu pulse or temperature or general phy-

sical condition in the patient under her charge, and at

the next attending to work which any absolutely un-

trained person could equally well perform. In other

words, the uurse, through her training and lectures,

is coming to look with disfavor on work which a lew

years ago would have been called the essence of nurs-

ing, and finds herself now in a position almost of as-

sistant to the physician in charge.

The questions involved in the evolution of the

trained nurse are worthy of much serious considera-

tion. It is entirely natural that the intelligent

women who make up so large a proportion of our

various training-schools should continually thirst for

more knowledge, and as a natural result find much of

the mechanical work which they have been hitherto

called upon to do rather beneath their dignity and

capacity. The skilled nurse recognizes her value to

the community at large, and particularly to the physi-

cian with whom she may happen temporarily to be

associated ; and the physician is rapidly becoming

more and more dependent upon his nurse actually in

the treatment of his case. His attitude is becoming

that of adviser and director, but he is infinitely less

capable, as a rule, of actually caring for his patient as

his forefathers would have done, th;iu is his skilled

nurse. The importance of nursing is unquestioned in

many of the ills to which men are subject, and as its

importance grows and its scope widens we can no lon-

ger expect of the nurse the amount of mere work

which hitherto has fallen to her lot.

Just what the ultimate outcome is to be, however,

is Bot easy to predict. The so-called meuial portion

of uursiug will remaiu essential, and the question will

naturally arise as to who is to do it. The correspon-

dent iu the British Medical Journal suggests that

"the ward ivork be done by illitHrate ward maids,

thereby making the nursing more thorough." Exactly

what the writer may mean by ward-work we do uot

know, if sweeping floors and cleaning paint, she is

certainly justified in .her remonstrance. Again, iu

another part of her letter she speaks of " meuial

ward work which uneducated nurses of former times

used to do." From this and the general tone of the

letter we conclude that she, at least, has come to look

upon nursing as a profession whose dignity is in-

fringed somewhat by so-called " menial work."

All this involves certain questions of decided prac-

tical importance. What is to be the outcome of our

training-schools? Is there not danger that instead of

makiug good nurses we may be encouraging a school

of poor physicians, who lack only the title of Doctor ?

Are the numerous lectures now everywhere given to

nurses conducive to their best traiuiug as uurses ? Is

not a little knowledge just here a dangerous thing?

What limits are to be set to their medical educa-

tion ?

The skilled nurse of the present day marks an in-

teresting transitional type. She is far too clever and

intelligent to look upon the meuial work of her office

as a satisfactory end in life. She is ambitious to

know, not ouly that her patient is more or less ill, but

just how and why and where he is ill. She has the

cravings of a physician, without the means of gratify-

ing her cravings. All this is commendable, but is it a

part of the qualificatious of a uurse, as such ?

Not loug since it was suggested to us by a fellow-
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physician, tliut the outcome of the whole matter might

be, that tlie highly-trained physician of scientific bent

who chafes at the irksomeness of the details of prac-

tice would stand to the couiniuuity in the constant

attitude of a consultant, while the nurses as then con-

stituted would play the part of family doctor.

The prophecy may reach fullilment, for all things

are possible in a shifting state of society. In the

meantime, however, certain questions concerning the

training of nurses are pressing for solution.

INCREASED INEliUIETY UNDER THE R.\INES
LAW.

The statistics of the alcoholic wards of Bellevue

Hospital, which is the only institution in the city of

New York where patients suffering from alcoholism

are admitted, go to show that since the famous Raines

Liquor Law, which was passed at the last session of

the Legislature, went into effect, there has been a

marked increase of drunkenness'in the community.

From the first day of July — when the law went into

force— until the twentieth day of August, 649 cases

of alcoholism were treated in the men's division alone,

against 400 cases for the corresponding period of the

year 1895— a gross increase of 249 cases for the 51

days included within the dates mentioned, and au

average increase of five cases per diem.

The Raines law was framed ostensibly, not only to

exterminate the small rum-shops, but to render opera-

tive the Sunday-closing law. It is already notorious

how signally it has failed in effecting the latter pur-

pose. Liquor is now sold openly on Sundays, with a

deleterious effect upon the morals of the people that

is clearly indicated in the records of the alcoholic

pavilion at Bellevue.

Under the old law it was on Sunday thai the great-

est number of patients were received there each week.

Now it is on Monday that the largest number is re-

ceived. Ou the Mondays of the period above men-

tioned in 1895, the number of admissions was 48,

while ou the Mondays of the same period in 1896

they amounted to 98, or, were more than doubled.

From these figures it can readily be seen that there is

far more drinking ou Sundays than was formei ly the

case. Under the old law it was customary for men

addicted to inebriation to indulge in a drinking bout

on Saturday night, after receiving their week's wages,

and to recuperate from the effects of their debauch on

Sunday, so as to be able to return to work on Monday

in a comparatively capable condition. Now, however,

it wouM seem, a large proportion of this class con-

tinue to drink during Sunday in the Raines " hotels
"

(which remain legally open at all hours), and on Mon-

day are consequently totally incapacitated for work.

A certain percentage of them find their way into

bellevue, and their condition, after two successive

days of drinking, is naturally much more deplorable

than forii.erly when it was customary with them to ter-

minate their spree on Saturday night.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Rome as a Malarial Centre. — Rome is fast

ceasing to be a malarial centre, according to the Medi-

cal Press. The population of the city is about 467,000,

and the number of deaths from this disease has de-

creased from 050 in 1881, to 125 in 1895.

Prokkssor Behring's Resignation. — Profes-

sor Behring is about to resign his chair (hygiene) at

the University of Marburg, in order to devote him-

self exclusively to scientific research. Wernicke will

probably succeed him.

—

Journal of American Medi-

cal Association.

Preventive Inocclation of Dogs.— It has

been seriously suggested that hydrophobia might be

exterminated by prophylactic inoculations. Certain

experimental researches have been undertaken by M.
Pourtale and Professor Jolyet with this end in view,

but the work has apparently attracted but scant at-

tention, no doubt due to the combined facts, that

hydrophobia is relatively au unusual disease, and that

the practical difficulties in the way of anything ap-

proaching universal inoculations would be too great to

be overcome. Vaccination is sufficiently difficult to

carry out thoroughly, but how much greater would be

the difficulty in the case of the whole canine popula-

tion !

boston.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the two weeks ending at noon, September 9, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease :

diphtheria 55, scarlet fever 14, measles 46, typhoid

fever 52.

NEW rORK.

A Unique Case of C.«:sarean Section.— A
case of Csesarean section which is probably alto-

gether unique occurred at the 125th Street station of

the Third Avenue elevated railroad on September

3d. A young unmarried woman, a native of Finland,

who was in the seventh mouth of pregnancy, com-

mitted suicide, probably on account of shame for her

unfortunate condition, by throwing herself in front of

an approaching train. The engineer was unable to

come to a stop until the engine and first car had

passed over her body, and there resulted an accumula-

tion of horrors such as is rarely met with. The poor

girl's body was ripped open from the left shoulder to

the pelvis, and the limbs, with the exception of one

arm, were torn from the trunk. The lacerated mem-
bers were either strewn along the track or fell to the

street below, and a man who was standing under the

track was struck on the shoulder by the liberated

fetus.

Successful Use of Tetanu.s Antitoxin.— A
recovery from tetanus under the use of tetanus anti-

toxin is reported from the Fordham Hospital. The
patient was a lad fifteen years of age, and the disease

was apparently not of traumatic origin, there being

no wound ou any part of his person or any history of
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injury. At the time be was admitted to the hospital

the tetanus was marked and his condition was very

low. The serum used in the case was obtained from

the bacteriological department of the Board of Health,

where it had been prepared. The first injection, of

twenty cubic centimetres, was given early in the

morning. The patient rallied perceptibly after it, and

his condition was greatly improved when a similar in-

jection was given at 5 p. m. Subsequently the injec-

tions were made regularly at intervals of twelve

hours.

Examination OF> Brookltn Water.— The un-

wholesome condition of the water-supply of Brooklyn

having attracted public attention and led to consider-

able comment, Health Commissioner Emer}' has

asked the Board of Aldermen for an appropriation of

$5,000 in order that a thorough chemical, and bacteri-

ological examination may be made and the sources of

the impurity of the water may be investigated. In the

meanwhile the Commissioner of Public Works has

appointed Dr. Albert R. Leeds, formerly of the Stev-

ens Institute, Hoboken, to investigate the condition of

the water and to prepare a report embodying the

measures he deems requisite to remedy the existing

evils.

Chairman of State Commission in Lunacy. —
Governor Morton has appointed Dr. P. M. Wise,

Superintendent of the St. Lawrence Hospital at Og-
densburg, Chairman of the State Commission in

Lunacy. Dr. Wise was one of the first to advocate

State care of the insane, and commenced his efforts

in that direction by addressing the superintendents of

the poor at their annual convention in Jamestown in

1884. Since he has been at the St. Lawrence Hospi-

tal his reports on the improved treatment of the in-

sane have attracted wide-spread attention, and they

also resulted in the publication of the bulletin which

is now issued quarterly, under the direction of the

State Commission in Lunacy, at the Utica State Hos-
pitals. Of this bulletin Dr. Wise is one of the editors.

Insurance against Hypodermic Accidents. —
The Sun, in an interesting editorial entitled " Insur-

ance against Hypodermic Accidents," refers to an

unusual claim for accident assurance which has formed

the basis of a suit recently before the Apj)ellate

Division of the Supreme Court in the Third (AJbauy)

Department, where it has just been decided that the

trial court was wrong in dismissing the complaint, and

that the plaintiff is entitled to have the case tried by

a jury. The plaintiff is a physician in Essex County,
New York. In the autumn of 1894 he was driving

between the towns of Hague and Ticonderoga, when
he was overcome by extreme exhaustion arising from
an injury which he had received some time previously.

He stopped his horse in the road and proceeded to ad-

minister to himself a hypodermic injection of morphia.

Just as he inserted the needle into his leg his horse

suddenly started, and this caused him to drive the

needle much deeper than he intended. The wound
thus produced gave rise to a violent cellulitis, with

prolonged suppuration. In consequence, he was dis-

abled for a period of twenty-two weeks, and for this

disability he claimed indemnity to the amount of

$487.50 from the Inler-State Casualty Company,
which had insured him " against bodily injuries sus-

tained through external, violent and accidental means "

for aterm of twelve months.

The company refused to pay, the doctor brought

suit, and when the case came on before the Circuit

Court in Essex County the presiding judge dismissed

the complaint; holding that the injury, even if it oc-

curred just as the plaintiff alleged, was not sustained

through external, violent, and accidental means, within

the intent and purview of the policy. The Albany
Appellate Division, by a bare majority, three judges

to two, declares this ruling to have been erroneous,

and decides that the jury should have been allowed to

determine whether the injury was accidental or not.

If it was caused by the morphia, it was not accidental,

because the plaintiff voluntarily made use of the drug.

But the plaintiff's own testimony and that of the sur-

geon who treated him tended to show that the morphia
had nothing to do with the trouble. There was also

a possibility that the inflammation had been caused by
a lack of cleanliness in the needle or skin, in which

event also the company would not be liable. But, in

the opinion of the three Justices of the Appellate

Court forming a majority, the jury would have been
warranted in rejecting the theory that morphia or un-

cleanliuess constituted the proximate cause of the

plaintiff's disability, and might have found that it was
due solely to the introduction of the needle deeper

into the tissues than was intended, in consequence of

the sudden movement of the plaintiff's horse. In that

case, says the court, the injury occurred through ac-

cidental means.

THE LAST ILLNESS OF SIR JOHN MILLAIS.

The death of the recently-elected President of the
Royal Academy bears a rather striking resemblance
to that of the Emperor Frederick, although their

spheres of activity were of a different sort. Botii

were no doubt suffering from the disease of which
they died when they undertook the work of the high
positions to which they had been called.

Millais is said to have suffered always from a weak
throat and a chronic pharyngitis; he was also an ex-
cessive smoker with an especial leaning to the pipe.

He first suffered from hoarseness after an attack of

influenza in 1894, for which he consulted English
specialists It was agreed at that time that the under-
lying disease was epithelioma of the larynx, but opera-
tion was deemed uuadvisable and was not performed.
From this time for a considerable period improvement
took place in his general coniliiion with gain in

Weight. Very shortly after his assumption of the
duties incident to the presidency of tiie Academy, the
disease again manifested itself in progressive form,
with evidences also of systemic infection. From this

time on symptoms developed which could leave no
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doubt as to the ultimate outcome. Mr. Frederick

Treves dually performed tracheotomy with results of

a temporarily saticfactory character, but naturally the

operatiou was powerless to relieve the umlerlyiiig af-

fectiou, and death ultimately resulted three weeks

after a counuuiiicatiou had occurred between the

trachea aud esophagus.

INFLUENZA AND SUIC1DE.»

A CASE which occurred lately at Dover, where a

Scottish gentleman commited suiciile, is of importance

in one particular. At the inquest it was pointed out

that he had not been hiiifcelf since an attack of in-

fluenza two years before, and that in all probability

this attack was the primary cause of the sell destruc-

tion. The importance of this fact, with regard to

motives for suicide, should not be disregarded, and we
are of opinion that a large number of the unexplained

cases of suicide which have occurred taiely are, in all

probability, to be ascribed to post-iufluenzal cerebral

changes. During the six epidemics which have

spread over the country since the winter of 1889-90,

a verv large proportion of the population has suffered.

while many of these must have developed nervous

symptoms. To turn to a particular instance, a case in

court not long ago depended on the question whether

a man had committed suicide or not, but the fact that

he had had an attack of influenza two years before

was not insisted on, owing to the length of time which

had elapsed between the attack and the death— just

about the same time, it will be noticed, which elapsed

between the attack and the suicide in the tirst case.

Medical jurists will do well to remember that, if the

actual effects of influenza, though protean, are fleet-

ing, the after-results in many are of long duration,

insidious, and often of a nervous character, leading to

cerebral instability.

THE WAY SOME CURES ARE MADE.

A COKRKSPOXDENT writing from "Sucker Harbor"

to the Journal of Medicine and Science" upon the

wonderful clairvoyance of some crooks (without

tubes) gives the following enlivening account of the

cure of a Cape Elizabeth maiden by a Portland mag-

netic physician. lu the words, not of the correspon-

dent, but of the healer:

•' A year ago last winter, I was called to Cape Elizabeth

to attend a young lady who was suffering with a disease,

rare and but little understood. When 1 reached the house

1 fuunU fourteen — yes, sir, fourteen — of Portland's famous

physicians in attendance. When they saw me, the doctors

turned up their noses; but 1 turned to them and said,

' Gentlemen, if you have given this case up, will you please

leave the room.' Now, you may believe it or not, they all

rushed for the door ; and when the last one had passed

through, the door of its own accord slammed to, after them.

Well, I turned to the young lady's parents, who were sit-

ting by her bedside and taking on at a great rate. l>y

their side was a table literally covered with medicine of all

kinds and descriptions. Now, I give no medicine myself,

and can't accomplish anything with the stuff around. My
guides won't have it; so I said to the folks, ''I'hrow away
that medicine iiuick I ' ' Why doctor,' they saiil, • we can't

do thai, there is one thou-and dollars' worth of medicine

there.' ' I can't help it," 1 said, 'if there is five thousand

> Medical Prens, August 19, IS96.
a Aagust, 1886.

dollars' worth, throw it away !
' They didn't want to do it,

so I had to tell my ' guides' to do it ; and suddenly that

table tipped over of its own accord and spilled the medi-

cines and broke the bottles all over the floor. Then I told

them to bring rae a tub of water. When they had done
this, I placed my hand in it and magnetized it. It boiled

up and up, until the tub would hardly hold it. I told them
that the young woman must plate her feet in this magnet-
ized water for half an hour, which she tlid, and in one
hour's time, that young woman who had lain flat on her

back for seven months, was as well as she ever was, and
that after being given up by fourteen of Portland's best

physicians, .^ny one on Cape Elizabeth, xcho kitotcs the

girl, will tell you this is so, sir."

THE OLD-WORLD CENTENARIANS.

Accoisi>iNG to the Medical Review, a Germau stat-

istician has compiled from the census returns of Europe
the data of centenarians the world over. According

to his report—
" The German empire, with 55,000,000 population, has

but 78 subjects who are more than 100 years old. France,
with fewer than 40,000,000, has 213 persons who have
passed their 100th birthday. England has 146; Ireland,

578; Scotland, 46 ; Denmark, 2 ; Belgium, 5; Sweden, 10;

and Norway, with 2,000,000 inhabitants, 23. Switzerland

does not boast a single centenarian, but Spain, with about
18,000,000 population, has 410. The most amazing figures

found by the German statistician came from that trouble-

some and turbulent region known as the Balkan Peninsula.

Servia has 575 persons who are more than 100 years old

;

Roumania, I,0S4; and Bulgaria, 3,883. In other words,
Bulgaria has a centenarian to every thousand inhabitants,

and thus holds the international record for old inhabitants.

In 1892 alone there died in Bulgaria 35o persons of more
than 100. In the Balkan Peninsula, moreover, a person is

not regarded on the verge of the grave the moment he
becomes a centenarian. For instance, in Servia, there

were in 18U0 some 290 persons between 106 and 115
years, 123 between 115 and 125, and 18 between 125 and
135. Three were between 135 and 140.

" Who is the oldest person in the world ? The German
statistician does not credit the recent story about a Russian
160 years old. Russia has no census, he says, and except
in cases of special official investigation the figures of ages

in Russia must be mistrusted. The oldest man in the

world is then, in his opinion, Bruno Cot rim, a negro born

in Africa and now a resident in Rio Janeiro. Cotrim is

150 years old. Next to him probably comes a retired

Moscow cabman, named Kustrim, who is in his 140Lh jear.

The statistician says the oldest woman in the world is 130
years old, but neglects to give her name or address, pos-

sibly out of courtesy, or perhajis in view of the extraordi-

nary figures which came to his hand from the Balkans be
thought a subject only 130 years old was hardly worthy of

particular mention."

CorrcspouDcncE.

METHOD OF CO.M.MIT.MENT TO THE MASS.V-
CHUSETTS HO-SPIIAL FOR DIPSOMANIACS
AND INEBRIATES.

FoxBORO, Mass., September 4, 1894.

Mr. Editor:— I have been told it is not generally

known to the profession that the State of Massachusetts
has provided a hospital for the care and treatment of alco-

holic inebriates, and that a brief statement in regard to

the laws governing commitment thereto, together with an

outline of the methods pursued in treatment, would be of

interest and service to them.
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This is my reason for asking vou to allow this communi-
cation to appear in your columns.

Tile establishment of the hospital was authorized bv a

law enacted in the year 18S9. It is located iu the town of

Foxboro, which is on the same range of hills with and
adjoining the town of Sharon, and was declared open for

the reception of patients early in February, 1893, since

when more tlian seven hundred have been received.

In securing a commitment the whole course of proceed-
ings is identical with that followed in securing the com-
mitment of an insane person to a hospital fpr the insane.

'i'he only variance is that the certificate given by the

examining physicians alleges that the person to be com-
mitted is an inebriate and not that he is insane. Under
the law men alone can be committed to the hospital, and
of them it intends that only those who still preserve the

general good-will and respect of their acquaintances and
friends shall be eligible, not those of well-known bad char-

acter and reputation.

When issued the order of commitment is valid for two
years from the date of the admission of the patient to the

hospital, but provision is made that the trustees at their

discretion may conditionally release him at any time be-

fore the expiration of that time and under such conditions

as they may deem best. It is also provided that when the

patient violates the conditions of his permit to be at lib-

erty, the permit becomes void and the trustees may issue

au order for his arrest and return to the hospital. When
so returned he becomes subject to all the conditions of his

original commitment. Further provision is made that an
individual, if he relapses, may return to the hospital at

any time before the expiration of the two-year limit and
surrender himself, thus becoming again subject to all the

conditions of his original commitment. It has been found
that this power of recall, as exercised by the trustees, has
been beneficial in its effects and is so felt to be by the

patients themselves as well as by the relatives and friends.

It acts as a restraint over the patients, helping them to

resist the temptation to drink, and, what is not less impor-

tant, allows them to be conditionally discharged, or placed

on trial, earlier than would otherwise be thought advis-

able. Believing that we are dealing with a disease closely

related to insanity, in which nearly every tissue of the

body is affected, that the chief and most disastrous

changes are seated in the tissues of the nervous system,

manifesting themselves by obvious changes in the habit.

thought and action of the individual, our aim is to upbuild
our patients morally and physically, knowing that only

when a normal or approximately normal |)hysical condi-

tion is arrived at can we expect the nerves to be at rest

and their craving for the narcotic action of alcohol to

cease, and the power of resistance, the ability to withstand
temptation be restored. AVe believe that the treatment of

the disease requires time, and it is our custom to require

each patient to remain under treatment fur six consecutive

months, the shortest time that in our experience and tliat

of others who have carefully studied the subject seems
likely to be of lasting benefit.

Our first aim is to protect the patient against himself in

his stale of weakened and diminished will-power, to pre-

vent a further aggravation of his condition by the con-

tinued use of the narcotic poison alcohol in any form. We
then seek to restore him to an approximately normal phy-
sical condition by the use of appropriate medicines, health-

ful surroundings, sunny and well-ventilated rooms, abun-
dant, simple and nourishing food, regularity in habits of

sleep, rest and exercise, as well as occupation and recrea-

tion. As soon as seems expedient each patient is ])ut on
parole within the limits of the hospital grounds in the ho|]e

of improving his general health through the influence of

pure air and sunshine, and, what is not less important, of

reviving and strengthening his probity, self-respect and
tenacity of purpose by inducing him to live up to the con-

ditions of his parole.

Definite exercise adapted to the peculiar needs of the

individual is given under the direction of a competent
teacher of physical training, and these exercises are fol-

lowed by the use of a tempered spray-bath. The mental
and physical improvement following the continued use of

the baths and exercises is apparent to the patients as well

as to the physicians. Occupation is found in the care of

the stock, in the cultivation of vegetables and other farm-
work, in the care of the dining-rooms, in the kitchen and
laundry work, in the making of general repairs, and in the
manufacture of brooms, which in its different steps affords
light, clean work adapted to the varying ability of the
men.

Recreation is found in the bowlinsr-alley, base-ball, li-

brary books, magazines and games. From time to time
the patients have arranged and conducted entertainments,
employing such talent as was to be. found among them-
selves, while the hospital authorities have provided a
series of talks upon the ethics of daily life and also vari-

ous lectures upon travel and science, some of which have
been illustrated by the stereopticon.

Kach year an inquiry is made as to the result of treat-

ment in the cases of those who have been discharged.
This inquiry is made by an oliicer of the hospital, who
personally interviews probation officers, police and town
officials, friends and relatives, as well as I he patient him-
self. We believe that favorable results have been obtained
thus far, and that they will be still better in the future.

Very truly yours,

M. Hutchinson, M.D.,
Superintendent.

RECORD OF MORTALITY
FoK THE Week ending Saturday, Augost 29, IHM6.

^ew Yorii .

Chicago . .

Pbila.leli.bia
Brooklyu .

Si. Louis . .

Boston . .

Baltimore .

Ciuciuuati .

Cleveland .

Wasbiugtou
Pittsburg .

Milwaukee .

Nasbville .

Charleston .

Portland

.

.

Worcester .

Fall Biver .

Lowell . .

Cambridge .

Lynn . . .

New Bedford
Springfield .

Lawrence .

Holyoke . .

Salem , . .

Brockton
Haverhill .

Maiden . .

Chelsea . .

Fitchburg ,

Newton . .

Gloucester ,

Taunton . .

Waltbam .

Qniucy . .

Pittsfield .

Everett . .

Norihamptou
Newbury port
Auiesbury .

Percentage of deaths froni

»
i5

1,892,332
l,678,a67
t.Ib4,0l.U

' 1,1U0.01.1)

MO.OOo
494,105
49S,3IO
336,IXIU

314,f.37

•275,6(jU

.'3f,617

275.000
b7,754

iojoou
9S,BS7
88,0JU
M,35!J
bl,519

65,2&4
51,834
62.153
4U,Ua
34,437

33,157
iO.lSo
29.70ti

31,2»a
20.394
27,122
2:,bb3
27,093
20,877
20,712
20.447

!

18.578 1

1C,73*
14,554

10,920

736 ' 362 23.24 14.70 I 16.24
423 Its 32.16 11.76

I

2.5.36

356 148 17.08 9.-4
,
11.76

98 20.60 12.30 14.76
SO L'4.tO 3.80 ; 7.00
1»

I

10.90 17.44
I

7.63
53 I 16.32 ' 5.76

| 11.52
7.84 15.6889
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Pliilndelpkia, Boston, Providence, Nnsliville, Cambridge, Salem
and Clielsea 1 eaoli. From cerebro-spiual meningitis Worcester
4, New Yorii 2, Pliiladelpliia, Boston, Providence and Lynn 1

each. From scarlet fever New York and Philadelphia 2 each,
Chicago, Nashville and Hyde Park 1 each. From measles New
York S, Nashville 1. From erysipelas New York 2, Philadel-
phia 1.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales, with
an estimated population of 10,84(),!>71, for the week ending
August 24th, the death-rate was 18.0. Deaths reported, 3,743;
diarrhea 453, diphtheria 84, measles 77, whooping-cough 71,

fever 51, scarlet fever 50.

The death-rales ranged from 11.5 in Norwich to 25.5 in Sal-

ford: Birmingham 19.7, Bradford Hi.O, Cardiff 16.3, Gateshead
17.6, Hull 20.8, l^eds 17.1, Leicester 17.1), Liverpool lil.H, London
lt).8, Manchester 22.4, Newciistle-on-Tyne 17.7, Nottingham 14.5,

Sheffield 20.1.

METEOROLOGICAL RECOKD

For the week ending August 29th, in Boston, according to

observations furnished bj Serpeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—

Baro-
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A CASE OF ESOPHAGEAL HEMORRHAGE,
WITH CIRRHOSIS OF THE LIVER.i

BY G. M. GARLAND, M.D., BOSTON.

It is uot my purpose to treat of the various features

of hemorrhage iu cirrhosis, but simply to report a case

that fell under my observation receutly in consultation,

together with two other cases, one of which was kiuilly

sent to me by Professor Osier, of Baltimore, and the

other by Professor Councilman, from the City Hospi-

tal in Boston.

This subject is extremely interesting, not only his-

torically, but clinically. The fact that up to some ten

or twelve years ago this complication of cirrhosis was
practically unknown, and that men of such large op-

portunities, both clinically and pathologically, as

Bamberger and Rokitansky, when their attention was
called to the subject, testified that they had never seen

such cases, or had only recognized one or two in-

stances, lends to the subject great interest.

The condition was first discussed by a French writer

and afterwards was taken up by German writers; and

in the last ten years cases have been gradually accumu-
lating, which would seem to show that this complica-

tion is more frequent than at first sight would seem
probable. This case which I report is the first one

that I have ever met with, or, at least, ever recognized.

I saw it in consultation only a few days before the

death of the patient. I, therefore, am using the notes

that were made by the attending physician, who was
also the patient's brother.

Case of J. D. S. American, married, produce-

dealer. Height, five feet, nine inches; weight, 105

pounds; age, forty-nine years. Always well until

present attack. Saw him in November, 1888. He
was then passing tarry stools. Said he had had, during

the past year, several such passages, and had also

vomited dark-colored matter. Complained of feeling

weak ; no pain. Ordered liquid diet and rest in bed.

Made the diagnosis of probable ulcer of the stomach.

Resumed business in about a week.

On the afternoon of March 20, 1889, he was at-

tacked with vomiting blood. When I arrived about an

hour after the attack commenced, he was still vomit-

ing. The vomiting occurred every five to fifteen min-

utes. His wife stated that that had been the case since

the attack began. Under subcutaneous injections of

ergotin (five grains) the vomiting ceased in about an

liour. The vomicus was in a large slop-jar ; this I

emptied into another receptacle for the purpose of

inspection. It consisted of large, soft clots, slightly

discolored, and some fluid blood or gastric secretion,

of perhaps a pint, but no food. It was my opinion,

and also that of several present, that there were four

quarts of coagula.

The patient vomited small amounts of blood on the

2l8t and 22d — perhaps a half-pint each time, clotted

and more discolored than at first. Subcutaneous in-

jections of ergotin (three grains) were given once a

day for a week. Diet, milk and lime-water. Tarry
stools continued to be passed for about ten days.

Convalesced in about six weeks. Slightly jaundiced.

Went to the country, June 1, 1889, and remained

until November 1st. Was again attacked with vomit-

' liead before the Association of Americau Pbysiciims, at Wayli-
ington, D. C, May, 1896.

iug blood at seven p. ii., November 26th ; amount,
considerable, slightly discolored. Ergotin subcutaue-

ously, rest in bed and rectal enemas : two eggs, four

ounces of milk, every six hours.

November 28th, vomited a large amount— soft

clots as before, slightly discolored. This vomiting

was into a four-quart chamber, and it was more than

half full. This vomiting was followed by an alarming

collapse.

December 1st, vomited between one and two pints

of blood. Several days later, another small hemor-
rhage. Daily injections of ergotin (three grains) were
continued. AH food per oris was stopped, and rectal

feeding relied on for alimentation. Two eggs with

four ounces of milk, and six ounces of milk and one-half

ounce of bovinine, alternately every six hours. The
prostration very marked. Tarry stools, with large

quantities of very offensive flatus, were passed contin-

ually until December 18, 1889, when he entered the

Massachusetts General Hospital. For several days,

however, before entering the hospital, the bowel had
become so irritable that the food enemas would be

retained only a short time, excepting the morning one
following the cleansing enema.

Was discharged from the hospital F'ebruary 4, 1890.

Slightly jaundiced during his sojourn there, and for

several weeks after. Gained flesh and strength.

Said he felt well, and iu October, 1890, entered the

employ of the Boston & Maine Railroad as delivery

clerk in -the freight department. He continued work
there, apparently enjoying perfect health until his

attack in 1895 ; gained flesh until he weighed 200
pounds.

On June 4, 1895, at ten a. m., while at work, was
attacked with vomiting blood again. Walked home,
a distance of about one-quarter of a mile, vomiting

several times on the way. I saw him about one p. u.

;

was still vomiting. Gave subcutaneous injections

(five grains) of ergotin— two injections, half an hour
between. The vomiting ceased at the end of half an
hour. Emptied the vessel containing the vomicus into

another. This contained what he had vomited after

reaching his house. It was my opinion and that of

the attendant that there were two quarts of blood and
blood-clots, little, if any, discolored.

June 6, 1895, another attack. Vomited about a
pint. Ordered absolute rest and rectal feeding. Two
eggs and four ounces malted milk, two eggs and four

ounces Mellin's food, alternately every six hours.

Injections of ergotin as before. Tarry stools, with foul

flatus, from the first, and continued for about two
weeks, then subsided, and stools became white and
clay-colored.

From the first of this attack I gave two drachms of

malted milk per oris every half-hour to relieve the dis-

tress from the pangs of hunger from which he had
suffered acutely in former attacks when only rectal

feeding was allowed. This relieved all hunger, and
he said he was perfectly comfortable.

About three weeks from the first attack, be sat up.

Went out in four weeks. Went to the beach July
4th ; returned July 8th.

July 9, 1895, at ten p. m., was again attacked with
vomiting blood. Saw him at seven a. m., July 10th.

Did not see the vomicus. He and the attendant said

the amount was large. A doctor had given him a

subcutaneous injection of ergotin the night before.

Rectal feeding, and two drachms malted milk by the
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mouth, as before. Tarry stools and oileDsive flatus,

but no more vomiting. He again entered the

Massachusetts General Hospital July 12th. Uis-

cliiirged August 19th. Much emaciated and intensely

jaundiced ; passing clay-colored stools. Convalesced
slowly ; gained little, if any, flesh

;
gained strength

somewhat more. Went to Biddeford Pool, Me.
Seemed bene6ted by the change. Returned Septem-
ber 1st, still passing clay-colored stools. Jaundice
still very marked.

September 15, 1895, went to Bradford Springs,

N. H. Up to this time, since leaving the hospital, his

diet consisted of malted milk, Mellin's food, soft-boiled

eggs on toast, and thoroughly cooked oat-meal. His
usual meal was two eggs on two slices of toast, and a

small saucer of oat-meal with a cup of cocoa; the milk
and Mellin's food being drunk between meals, as he
felt their need.

On leaving for the Springs, I stated to him, if the

waters were of any henelit to him, the effect would
probably be manifested in the improvement of the

color of the dejections and of the skin. He visited

me at the end of two weeks. There was a very-

marked improvement in the color of the skin, and 1

inspected the fecal discharge and found it colored all

throui^li with bile. He stated he drank freely of the

water ; that for the first four days its diuretic effect

was pronounced; urinated every hour or two, both
night and day. Amount of urine very large. Then
the bowels took on a diarrhetic action. The second
day after, the bowels commenced to act freely ; the
stools became very yellow. The diarrhea subsided
after a few days. The stools remained yellow, and so
continued until his last sickness.

He returned to the Springs, and remained until

October 16, 1895. Gained twelve pounds. Saw him
on his return. Stools were still yellow, and the jaun-
dice had nearly disappeared. Returned to work
November Ist.

November 15, 1895, was again attacked with vomit-
ing blood, perhaps a quart. Same treatment as at his

last attack. November 18lh, small amount of blood
vomited. Jaundice returned. Tarry stools ; loss of

flesh marked. November 23d, vomited about a pint
of blood, which was the last time he vomited any
blood. Towards the last, fluid blood ran from his

mouth, a spoonful or two at a time, on several oc-

casioDS. The emaciation was so great at this time,
that I gave a lablespoonful of bovinine with the malted
milk and Mellin's food every hour; no solids. Rectal
feeding continued. On this he seemed to improve
slightly. After two weeks sat up and walked about
liis room. Stools, still clay-colored.

December r2tb, another hemorrhage. Dr. George
M. Garland then saw the case with me, and daily until

his death. At this last hemorrhage the patient did
not vomit. 1 had instructed him to restrain vomitin"
when he could do so, as the act would favor further
bleeding, by the suction-pump action on the open
blood-vessel. This restraint he continued up to the
time of his death, although I believe there was con-
stant hemorrhage from the fact that he had black or
dark-colored fluid or semi-fluid discharges two to four
times a day, and occasionally fluid blood ran out of
the mouth.
Ou December 18th, at twelve m., had quite a severe

chill. About three P. m., pulse 120, temperature
10.3.5°. Complained of pain iu the right hypocboo-

drium. At nine p. m. the temperature the same, pulse

110. Pain present, but not severe. At nine a. m. on

the 19th, pulse 100, temperature 102.5°. Pain about
as the night before. Tympanites, marked. The pulse

registered 100 to 110, temperature 102° to 103.5°,

until death.

December 23d, rectal feeding was discontinued, aud
the liquid food last mentioned continued every hour
and a half. At no time was food ever rejected from
the stomach. He was perfectly conscious up to this

time, only complained of inability to remember. He
did not again complain of pain. The bowels remained
much distended.

From this time ou, he gradually lost consciousness,

although would take nourishment when asked to until

the morning of December 26th. Died at six p. m. of

that day. An autopsy December 27th.

The patient never complained of dyspepsia to my
knowledge. Never, during the whole course of his

disease, did he complain of pain until after the chill,

although I frequently inquired for this symptom. He
said that occasionally he felt a slight burning and
itching iu the right side (indicating the region over
the pylorus). For the last ten years, I should say

from personal observation, he was a small eater.

Never appeared to require much food to satisfy his

appetite. When questioned in regard to it, said food

tasted well aud he had eaten all he wished.

Dr. W. H. Prescott makes the following report

upon the above case :

Body, well developed and nourished ; rigor mortis present.

Heart, not remarkable.
Lungs, edematous.
Spleen, large and firm ; weight, 860 grammes.
Kidney and pelvic organs, not remarkable.
Appendi.x, swollen, inflamed, and gangrenous.
Slight amount of local peritonitis about appendix, which

was bound down by fibrinous adhesions to iliac fascia; no
fluid in peritoneum and no other peritonitis; intestines

filled with tarry bluod.

Stoinacli contained two quarts or more of fluid and clotted

blood ; ple.\us of esaphageal veins near cardiac end of

stomach much dilated, and in one a hole large enough to

admit a good sized probe.

Liver, small ; surface of right lobe, " hobnailed " ; left

lobe, not so cirrhotic ; microscopical examination showed
much cirrhosis and some fat.

Anatomical Diagnosis.— Cirrhosis of liver; chronic pas-

sive congestion of spleen, with chronic splenitis; acute
gangrenous apjiendicitis, with local peritonitis ; enlarge-

ment of the esophageal veins, with rupture and hemor-
rhage ; edema of lungs. No other source of the hemor-
rhage was found.

Case of J. G. S. This second case is kindly fur-

nished me by Professor Osier, from the records of the

Johns Hopkins Hospital, and is as follows :

He was Hft}' years old. He had been admitted to

the hospital on July 5, 1890; discharged ou the 23d
of August. Re-admitted, March 26, 1891. Died,

July 30, 1891. On admission complained of dyspnea,

edema of the legs, pain iu the epigastrium. He passed

a small quantity of urine. He had been perfectly

well until 1886.

Joined the navy iu 1860, and iu 1886, while at

Panama, had had malaria. In 1887 he had typhoid.

Iu 1888 he had fever associated with jaundice and
slight edema of the legs. His dyspnea began three

months before first admission ; and in May, 1890, the

edema became more marked. He had been a moder-
ate drinker aud had lived well. Ou admission there
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was some lividity of the lips and haads ; the pulse was
lapid, occasionally intermitting. There was no jaun-

dice ; no heart murmurs. The veins at the base of

the neck were distended. He left the hospital much
improved ; but in December the edema returned, and
in January the dyspnea also. On the 6th of April,

following an attack of diarrhea, blood was noticed in

the stools. On the 23d the abdomen was tapped, and

6,000 c. c. of yellow serum drawn off. On the 1st of

June, 6,400 c. c. were again removed ; on the 7th of

July, 12,500 c. c. This time the edge of the liver,

which was hard, was distinctly palpable. A hard,

firm, irregular mass was felt to the left of the navel,

reaching almost to the left costal margin.

On the 23d of July the abdomen was opened, the

peritoneal cavity drained, and washed with salt solu-

tion. The patient's condition following operation was
good until half-past seven P. M. ; at this time he be-

came delirious. There was hemorrhage from the

bowel the next morning, consisting of fluid and clots,

to be followed by two more at eleven a. m. and three

p. M. Death occurred at half-past eleven p. m.

Anatomical Diagnosis.— Dilated veins in suspensory
ligament; atheroma of coronary arteries ; congestion and
edema of lungs and hemorrhage into lungs; cirrhosis of

liver; hemorrhage from erosion of dilated esophageal
veins ; operation woimil in abdomen ; fibrinous peritonitis

;

acute splenic tumor ; dilatation of esophageal and lumbar
veins. In the anterior abdominal wall there is an incision

extending in the median line below the umbilicus for

seven centimetres.

Body of a large, strongly built, slightly emaciated man

;

no edema, excepting of the scrotum ; the surface has a
slight icteric color.

The peritoneal cavity contains a large amount of clear

and slightly yellowish serum. The periioneum is covered
generally by a thick, fibrinous exudate, and the small intes-

tines are glued together by the same.

There are old adhesions between the stomach, colon,

omentum, spleen and diaphragm.
The veins in the round ligament are slightly enlarged.
Both lungs are tightly adherent to the chest wall ; the

lower lobes are injected, and contain numerous hemorrhagic
patches.

The heart weighs 330 grammes. Endocardium, some-
what stained with blood ; in the papillary muscle, a small

amount of fibrous tissue. The coronary arteries are di-

lated, thickened and atheromatous.

The liver is tightly adherent to the diaphragm and the

surrounding viscera, the veins in the suspensory ligament
being dilated and tortuous. The liver weighs 1,200

grammes. Surface was roughened by adhesions and by a

fibrinous exudate. It is exceedingly irregular — large,

round projections, with shallow depressions between them,
occurring. The capsule is thickened, and the portal vein

measures two centimetres in diameter. The gall-bladder is

distended with bright-iellow bile. On section, the liver is

of a brownish color, to which a yellowish tinge is added.
It is firm and coarsely granular. The dimensions of the
liver are 25 by 14 by 7 centimetres.

The spleen is somewhat enlarged, weighing 650
grammes.
The kidneys together weighs 490 grammes, and are

somewhat swollen.

The stomach contains a large amount of fluid blood and
coagula.

The esophageal veins are much dilated, and project into

the lumen of the esophagus 1.5.5 centimetres. From the

stomach there is an erosion, tliree millimetres in diameter,
which passes directly into a superficial vein situated in the

mucous membrane. On splitting up the mucous membrane
numerous openings in the posterior wall, which pass
directly into large venous spaces deeper down, are found.

The small intestine, as well as the large, contains fluid

blood.

From the peritoneum an organism was obtained, which
was regarded by Dr. Welch as the pneumococcus of

Friinkel.

Case of C. A. A. The next case occurred in the

service of Dr. C. F. Withingtou at the Boston Cit}'

Hospital, February 17, 1896. He was thirty-seven

years old, single. His father died of phthisis. In
childhood, had measles, chicken-pox, and scarlet fever.

Well and healthy. Has masturbated since his boy-

hood ; at present about three times a week. Has had
gonorrhea several times, and fifteen years ago had a

chancre. Last had gonorrhea six years ago. Has
been troubled with catarrh for years. Has had an oc-

casional slight attack of rheumatism for three or four

years. For several years feet have been swollen at

times. No hemorrhoids or varicose veins. Six mouths
ago noticed a feeling of distention after eating.

There has been considerable gaseous eructation. No
nausea or vomiting. Good deal of flatus. Bloating

has grown more pronounced of late, particularly after

supper. Three weeks ago noticed a little swelling in

right epididymis. Drank quite hard until eight years

ago. Smokes three cigars daily.

Two weeks ago there was so much pain and swelling

in the right testicle that he went to bed, where he has

been since. The abdominal distention has greatly in-

creased since he has been in bed, but there has been
much less flatus. Bloats up more after every meal,
and there has been some pain across belly. Appetite
is fair. His urine has been very thick and dark for

several days. No swelling of feet for last two weeks.
Of late has been rather short of breath. Never no-
ticed yellowness of conjunctivae until his attention

was called to it to-day.

He was well developed and nourished ; somewhat
pale. The eyes were rather prominent ; yellow
sclerotics

; pupils equal and regular, reacting equally

to light and accommodation. Pulse, regular, good
strength and volume. Heart and lungs, normal.
Liver dulness from sixth rib to costal border. Spleen,
negative. Abdomen, prominent ; 37 inches in circum-
ference ; tympanitic over a section of about five

inches. Flat in flank, fluid wave. Edema of the ex-

tremities. Reflexes, normal. Skin, dry ; papular
eruption on back. External hemorrhoids. Genitals :

old scar on foreskin ; some edema of scrotum ; left

epididymis somewhat enlarged ; right testicle, about
two inches in diameter, translucent; right cord, much
enlarged.

On February 19th the abdomen was tapped, and
about a gallon of clear, decidedly yellow fluid was
withdrawn. Dr. Ogden reports on the fluid: "Color,
straw-yellow; specific gravity, 1.013; reaction,

neutral ; albumin, two-thirds per cent. ; sugar, absent

;

sediment, few small, round cells ; rarely one slightly

fatty, rarely a blood globule."

Liver felt distinctly after fluid was withdrawn two
inches below costal border. Spleen is thought to be
felt one inch below costal margin. Jaundice present.

The urine was rather high in color ; specific gravity,

L022 ; red and acid; albumin, absent; Diaz reaction,

negative; sugar, absent; sediment, large deposit of

II rales.

Blood : leucocytes at 2.15 p. m., 19,200.

February 23d, the patient complained a good deal

of Bwelliug and of weakness, particularly of hands.
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Scrotum was greatly enlarged. Abdomen rapidly

filled, and on the morning of the "iOth was as dis-

tended as before the operation. There was a cutane-

ous eruption on l)ell_v and legs, particularly on the

calves. Patient slept very poorly.

On March 11th the patient was tapped, aud six and

a half pints of clear yellow Huid withdrawn. On
the 11th, the right leg was somewhat softer than :it

last note. Patient slept rather better for the last

four nights, but required hypnotics.

On March 11th, at four o'clock p. M., patient spit

about half a pint of blood. Morphine given suhcu-

taneously. On the 12th, at 5.40, had a large tarry

stool, about half a pint. Had anotlier about ten,

about one pint. Pulse 172. Some delirium during

the night ; and the next morning had another

hemorrhage. Tarry stool from bowel at eight p. m. ;

again at ten P. M. Failed steadily from the morning,

and died during the night at two a.m. Practically

unconscious for last sixteen hours.

Autopsy was held by Professor Councilman, March
13,1896:

The body length, 159 centimetres. Well built. Abdo-
men distended ; blood about nose, mouth and face. Right

leg and thigh considerably swollen.

Heart, weight 230 grammes. Valves and cavities, nor-

mal.

Lungs diffusely stained dark reddish brown ; here and
there denser, bluish-brown areas. In the branches of the

pulmonary arteries are numbers of small emboli at the

division of the larger branches. A few of the emboli

were adherent.

The spleen, large: weight, 370 grammes. On section,

pulp apparently not increased. Follicles distinct.

Kidneys, combined weight, 295 grammes. The capside

peeled off readily. On section, markings normal.

The appendix, five centimetres long ; bound down be-

hind the cecum by fibrous adhesions.

The liver weight, 1,560 grammes. The surface fairly

smooth. On section, lobules small, very sharply marked
out, centres red, periphery yellowish-while.

The stomach much distended; contained about 400 cubic

centimetres of dolled blood. The intestines throughout

whole extent contained brownish-black material, evidently

due to blood. In the lower part of the esophagus the

longitudinal veins were all much distended and prominent.

Three of these veins were ulcerated into, and small

thrombi were present in the vessels at the point of erosion.

Pressure on these veins forced blood into the esophagus.

There was more or less erosion of the surface of the

esophagus and in the immediate region of these eroded

vessels. Above and below and in the stomach there was
no sign of post-mortem change.

The inferior vena cava was one-third filled by a large

reddish-gray thrombus adherent to the posterior wall,

which extended as high as the liver and down into the

femoral artery and its branches. Heginning with the

common iliac, the vessels were completely occluded. The
right inguinal glands were considerably swollen. The
retro-periloneal glands on the right side around the iliac

vessels were much enlarged, softened, and on section a pus-

like fluid-blood came from them. The retro-peritoneal fat

tissue on the right side from the brim of the pelvis as high

as kidney was also infiltrated with a yellowish, thin, puru-

lent material.

No lesions were found in the testes or epididymis.

Half-way between the umbilicus and the pubis were three

punctured wounds. No evidence of infection at this

point could be discovered.

Bladder and prostate, normal.

Analoniiatl Diiignosis. — Cirrhosis of the liver; dilata-

tion of esophageal plexus of veins, with rupture and ex-

tensive hemorrhage into stomach and intestines
;
j)urulent

infiltration of retro-peritoneal glands and fat tissue on

right side above pelvis ; thrombosis of femoral iliac veins

and inferior vena cava; chronic splenitis; emboli of lung
;

hemorrhagic infarction of lung ; inhalation of blood into

lungs.

Cultures. — Spleen : numerous fiat, transplanted colonies,

with slight depression of centres
;
pure streptococci. Kid-

ney : many similar colonies of streptococci ; one colony of

staphylococ<us aureus ; several of staphylococcus albus.

Right lung : innumerable colonies of streptococci ; many
staphylococcus albus and aureus. Heart : a few colonies

of streptococci. Liver: many .-treptococci ; few staphylo-

cocci aureus and albus. Thrombi in inferior vena cava

;

many slrei>tococci ; one colony of staphylococcus albus.

Cover-slips from pus around inferior vena cava contain

great numbers of streptococci in long, typical chains.

In commenting upon this report Professor Council-

man says :
" The case is interesting, not onlj' from

the cirrhosis and the hemorrhage, but from the fol-

lowing streptococcus infection. I do not know the

portal of entry of the streptococcus, but I suppose it

was through the luugs, or the wound made by tap-

ping. We very frequently have evidences of general

infection after death, the infection being due to the

entrance of organisms when the resistance of the

fluids of the body is reduced to a minimum."
It is well understood now that the dilatation of the

veins of the esophagus is the result of an attempt of

the overloaded portal circulation to empty itself

around the liver by passing along the veins of the

short curvature of the stomach, distending them, aud

working up into the deep veins of the esophagus. In

explanation of some of these cases where the cirrhosis

symptoms have been late in appearing in connection

with the dilatation of the esophageal veins, it has

been assumed that such compensatory circulation has

been sufficient to take off much of the pressure from

the portal circulation, and thus diminish the disteu-

tion of the abdominal veins and of the hemorrhoidal

plexus.

It is useless to try to generalize from such a lim-

ited number of cases, as regards diagnosis in condi-

tions of this sort. There are one or two points,

however, which have been impressed upon us. One
is, that the hemorrhages may continue for a long

time, aud there may be intervals of apparent recov-

ery. It seems a wonderful thing that the hem-

orrhages can continue for so long a time before the

fatal ending, because, iu some of the cases, the disten-

tion of the Veins produces such pressure on the mu-

cous membrane of the esophagus that it atrophies

awav and leaves but a single layer of endothelial tis-

sue between the blood and the lumen of the esopha-

gus. It would seem impossible that anything could

be swallowed without rupturing this thin partition.

Another point is the regurgitation of the blood, or,

rather, a welling up of the blood from the esophagus.

In the case I saw this was a marked symptom. In

ulcer of the stomach aud ulcer of the duoileuum I do

not recollect that this is a common symptom for the

blood to well out of the esophagus while the patient is

lying quiet in bed.

There have been a certain number of cases re-

ported where hemorrhage from the esophageal veins

occurred without cirrhosis of the liver ; so hemorrhage

from these veins is not an infallible symptom of

cirrhosis. On the other baud, the above cases show
that hemorrhage from the esophageal veins may pre-

cede many of the other aud more familiar symptoms of

cirrhosis.
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CASES OF ABDOMINAL SURGERY OCCURRING
IN THE FIRST SURGICAL SERVICE OF THE
BOSTON CITY HOSPITAL DURING THE FOUR
MONTHS' SUMMER SERVICE OF 1895.

BY FRANCIS s. WATSON, M.D., Visiting Surgeon.

(Concluded from No. 11, p. 261.)

Case 32. Appendicitis. Male patient, twenty-five

years old.

August 9th. Second attack. First one, eight

mouths ago, ill nine days ; recovered without opera-

tion. Has been troubled with indigestion, and vomits
food often since that attack.

Five days ago had pain and " cramps " in the right

iliac region which became rapidly werse. Bowels
loose. Vomiting frequent ; vomitus dark-colored.

The abdomen was found to be distended and tym-
panitic. Tenderness over right iliac region, where a

tumor is also to be felt. Patient's general condition

was poor. Facies suggestive of general peritonitis.

Pulse rapid and weak. Operation was performed by
Dr. Muuro.
A two-inch incision over the tumor disclosed a cav-

ity which contained about three ounces of pus ; this

was evacuated. The appendix was firmly adherent.

Owing to the patient's poor condition it was considered

unsafe to prolong the operation, and it was not re-

moved. The pus cavity was (ap()arently) walled off

completely. A glass drainage-tube was inserted.

The patient made an uninterrupted recovery, and
was discharged September 7th.

Case 33. Appendicitis. Male patient, fifty years

old.

August 10th. The disease had developed after a

long attack of rheumatism.

One week ago a little pain and soreness was noticed

in the right iliac fossa; the pain became sharper in

character and more general over the abdomen. Has
had nausea for several weeks, but has not vomited.

Bowels regular every daj.

A distinct tumor was felt a little to the right of

McBurney's point and about two inches above it : it

was the size of an egg, and painful on pressure. No
general tenderness. Abdomen somewhat distended

and tympanitic. Tenderness localized over tumor.
Operation, August 12tb, by Dr. Munro. An in-

cision, two inches long, was made over the tumor.
The peritoneum was thickened and adherent. On
opening a walled off pus cavity, the contents were
found to be dark in color and of foul odor. Appendix
tied off. Drainage-tube inserted.

September 16th. Patient made a good convales-

cence, and was discharged to-day with only a super-

ficial wound.
Case 34. Acute pyo-salpynx secondary to a per-

forating appendicitis, and acute inflammation of a large

diverticulum growing from the cecum. Removal of

appendix, diverticulum, tubes and ovaries. Recovery.
August 13, 1895. The patient, a strong young

Irish girl was in robust health until five days ago,
when she was seized with severe pain in the right iliac

fossa. Two days later she had a similar pain in the

left iliac fossa also. The bowels had not moved since

the first day.

On entrance to the hospital on the fifth day her
condition was as follows : The abdomen moderately
distended and tympanitic, except over the cecum where
it was dull on percussion. There was slight rigidity

of the abdominal muscles. There was a well-defined

tumor in the right iliac fossa, which extended down-
ward into the pelvis. There was great tenderness
over the whole region. Pulse 110, strong and regu-
lar. Tongue, bright red and (iry. Slight cyanosis of

face and extremities. Temperature, 102° F.
Operation, August 14, 1895. The abdomen was

opened by an incision parallel with Poupart's liga-

ment and over the most prominent [lart of the tumor
on the right side of the abdomen. About one pint of
foul pus was evacuated from an abscess around the
cecum, extending upward nearly to the kidney and
downward into the pelvis. The cecum and adjacent
small intestine were of a dark-purple color, and cov-
ered with large patches of greenish-gray exudation, as

was also a mass of omentum which was closely adherent
to the cecum. Four inches upon the ascending colon
was a diverticulum, which was at first thought to be
the appendix acutely inflamed. It proved, however,
to be a diverticulum of about one-half the length of the
little finger and of about the same size. The appendix
was presently discovered in the middle of the mass of

gangrenous omentum, and closely adherent to the
posterior surface of the cecum. It was beginning to

be gangrenous, and was perforated at the middle
of its mesenteric border. It contained no foreign
body. The appendix, gangrenous omentum and diver-
ticulum were tied off and removed. Both Fallopian
tubes were enlarged, acutely inflamed, and contained
pus ; both, with the ovaries also, were removed.
There was but little shock. Large drainage-tubes
were passed into the pelvis and abscess cavitv, which
were thoroughly cleansed with peroxide of hydrogen.
The abdominal wound was closed around the drainage-
tubes. The tubes were removed on the tenth day.
The patient made an uninterrupted recovery. The

abdominal wound closed in four weeks, and the patient
went home well at the end of the fifth week.
Case 35. Non-perforating appendicitis. Appendix

removed. Union of the abdominal wound by first in-

tention."

The patient, a strong young man, was seized with
severe pain in the right iliac fossa on the day before
entering the hospital. There was rigidity of the ab-
dominal muscles, no tumor. The bowels had not
moved for two days. Slight abdominal distention.

Temperature 101° F; pulse 110. Tongue coated.
General condition good.

Operation, August 31, 1895 (third day of the dis-

ease). Abdomen opened by an incision parallel with
Poupart's ligament, and two inches above the anterior
superior spine of the ilium. The peritoneum was not
thickened. There was a small quantity of serous fluid

in the neighborhood of the appendix. The latter was
in its normal position, its tip firmly adherent to a coil

of the small intestine. It was acutely inflamed, but
not perforated. There was a localized peritonitis of
small extent in the region of the appendix. The ap-
pendix was separated from its adhesions, tied near the
cecum and removed. The neighboring parts were
thoroughly cleansed with peroxide of hydrogen, and
the abdominal wound was closed tight.

Convalescence was uninterrupted; the wound healed
by first intention. The patient was discharged well
at the end of three weeks.

Case 36. Perforating appendicitis. Appendix re-

moved. Death.

2 Operation performed by Dr. R. W. Lovett.
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Four days ago tlie patient was seized with a violent

pain in the abdomen, whicli became localized twenty-

four hours later in the right iliac fossa. He entered

the hospital on the fourth day- His face and extrem-

ities were slightly cyanotic; pulse 113, and weak;
tongue brown and cracked ; temperature 101°. Abdo-
men much distended ; a hard mass could be felt by
rectal examination high up in the rectum ou the right

side.

Operation, September 5, 1895. Oblique incision,

parallel with Poupart's ligament, through McBuruey's
point. An abscess containing about four ounces of

foul pus, lay about the cecum ; it was walled o£E from
the peritoneal cavity everywhere except toward the

pelvis. The appendix was in its normal position, was
much thickened, perforated about midway, and con-

tained two hard fecal concretions ; it was tied off at its

junction with the cecum with one silk ligature, and
removed. The abscess cavity was thoroughly cleansed

with peroxide of hydrogen ; drainage-tubes were in-

serted, and the abdominal wound was sutured around
them.

The patient did well until the sixth day, when the

abdominal distention, which had subsided, reappeared
;

obstinate constipation returned. Symptoms of col-

lapse appeared in the course of the following day

;

these gradually increased, and on the thirteenth day
the patient died.

Case 37. Perforation of the cecum and appendi.x,

fecal concretions. Appendix removed, suture of the

cecal perforation. Formation of a fecal fistula, closed

in two months. Recovery.

A strong, previously healthy woman, thirty-five

years old, entered the hospital on the sixth day of the

disease. The abdomen was greatly distended, and a

large tumor could be felt in the right iliac fossa ex-

tending upward toward the kidney. Temperature
101°. The general condition good, pulse 113, and of

fair strength.

Operation, September 9, 1895. The abdomen was
opened by an incision as for lumbar colotomy. The
peritoneum was greatly thickened. A large abscess

was incised far back toward the lumbar region, the

peritoneal cavity being guarded from infection as far

as possible. The appendix was found with its tip

lying high up toward the kidney, and firmly bound to

the underlying fascia by old adhesions. It was per-

forated at its junction with the cecum, the perforation

extending to the latter and making an opening the

size of a twenty-five-cent piece in it. The appendix

was tied off from the cecum, and the hole in the latter

was closed with fine silk sutures, after refreshing the

edges. The abscess was drained toward the lumbar
region.

The pulse and temperature remained as before the

operation for three weeks. A fecal fistula established

itself on the fourth day and persisted for two months,
then closed spoDtaneously, and the patient made a

good recovery.

Case 38. Perforating appendicitis. Appendix not

found. Large abscess incised and drained. Recovery.
The patient was seized with severe abdominal pain

about the umbilicus, six days ago. The pain soon be-

came localized in the right iliac fossa. There has

been no movement of the bowels since the illness be-

gan. No vomiting. The patient's general condition

18 bad. Pulse weak and 115. Extremities slightly

cyanotic and cool. Temperature 102°. Abdomen

distended, and a hard tumor lying above the crest of

the ilium and extending backward toward the lumbar
region.

Operation, September 16, 1895. The abdomen
was opened by an oblique incision, parallel with the

crest of the ilium and across the most prominent part

of the tumor. A large abscess lay behind the cecum ;

this was opened posteriorly, the peritoneal cavity be-

ing protected by sterilized gauze beforehand, and after

being cleansed thoroughly with peroxide of hydrogen,
was drained through the upper and posterior angle of

the wound. The appendix could not be found. There
were two fecal concretions found in the abscess cavity.

The patient made an uneventful recovery, and was
discharged from the hospital well, at the end of the

fifth week.

Case 39. Perforating appendicitis. Appendix re-

moved. Recovery.

Six days ago the patient was seized with violent

pain in the lower part of the abdomen. The pain be-

came less ou the following day, and he went to work
(as a day-laborer) again, and continued to ivork until

to-day, when the pain became very severe and local-

ized in the right iliac fossa, and he became greatly

prostrated. There had been no constipation until the

last two days.

The patient is a strong young Irishman, but now
greatly prostrated. The extremities are cyanotic;

pulse weak, irregular and 120; temperature subnor-

mal. The abdomen is greatly distended and its mus-
cles are rigid. There is a large tumor in the right

iliac fossa, extending far up toward the kidney.

Operation, September 19, 1895. The abdomen was
opened by an oblique incision, parallel with the crest

of the ilium, and three inches above it. The perito-

neum was edematous. It was incised far back toward
the lumbar region, and a very large abscess evacuated.

The pelvis was filled with foul pus, and the abscess

extended nearly to the kidney. The peritoneal cavity

was, however, walled off by adhesions. The appendix
lay in its normal position, was bound to the underly-

ing fascia by adhesions, and was perforated close to

its junction with the cecum. It was tied off above the

perforation, and the portion of the cecum around it

was brought over and sutured above it.

The patient was in a critical condition for the next
two days, but then rallied and made a good recovery.

Case 40. Perforating appendicitis without pus
formation. Appendix removed. Recovery.

The patient, a young woman, was seized five days

before entering the hospital with violent abdominal
pain, which began in the epigastrium and became
localized in the right iliac fossa on the second day.

The bowels had not moved since the beginning of the

attack. On entrance to the hospital there was marked
tenderness over the region of the cecum ; rigidity of

the abdominal muscles, most marked in the same
place, and an ill-defined tumor. The abdomen was
slightly distended. The patient's general condition

was good. Pulse 110 and strong; temperature 101° F.

Operation, September 22, 1895. The abdomen
was opened by an oblique incision through McBuruey's
point. The appendix lay in its normal position, and
was attached to the underlying fascia by light ad-

hesions, which were easily separated. The appendix

was enlarged, deeply congested, and perforated near

its tip by a gangrenous area which had not quite

reached the exterior of the organ. The appendix was
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tied off with oue stout silk suture. There was no pus

formation. The region about the appendix and cecum
was thoroughly cleansed with peroxide of hyrogeu, a

drainage-tube inserted, and the abdominal wound
sutured around it.

The patient made an uneventful recovery.

Case 41. Perforating appendicitis. Appendix re-

moved. Recovery.

A girl, age twenty-two years, entered the hospital

on the fifth day after being attacked with severe ab-

dominal pain, which began in the epigastrium and sub-

sequently became localized in the right iliac fossa.

Her general condition was bad when she entered.

Cyanosis of the extremities ; weak pulse of 120 ; abdo-

men distended. The bowels had not moved for five

davs. There was no tumor to be felt in the abdomen.

Operation, September 22, 1895. Abdomen opened

by an oblique incision through McBurney's point.

There was no pus found. The appendix lay in its

normal position ; it was greatly enlarged and inflamed,

and toward its tip was a gangrenous spot which had

just begun to perforate. The appendix was tied off

at its junction with the cecum. The wound was closed

except for the space to allow of the passage of a drain-

age-tube. There was no relief of the pain. Abdomi-
nal distention or obstipation continued for three days.

On the third day the temperature suddenly rose two

degrees ; the abdominal wound was reopened, and

about six ounces of pus was found deep down behind

the cecum. The abscess extended into the pelvis

;

drainage-tubes were reinserted, the abscess cavity

having been thoroughly cleansed with peroxide of

hydrogen.

The patient after this made a good recovery, and

left the hospital six weeks after entry, well.

Case 42. Perforating appendicitis. Appendix re-

moved. Recovery.

The patient, a woman about thirty years of age,

entered the hospital on the fifth day after being attacked

with abdominal pain, which from the beginning was

localized in the right iliac fossa. There was a slight

abdominal distention, moderate tenderness, and a dis-

tinct area of induration in the right iliac fossa. The
patient's general condition was good; pulse 102, tem-

perature 102° F.

Operation, September 28, 1895. The abdomen

was opened by an oblique incision through McBurney's

point, and the peritoneal cavity was protected by

packing with sterilized gauze previous to opening an

abscess containing about two ounces of foul-smelling

pus which occupied the neighborhood of the appendix

and in which that organ lay. The appendix was per-

forated about its middle by a gangrenous process, and

contained one fecal concretion. The abscess was

thoroughly walled off in every direction from the peri-

toneal cavity and the appendix tied off with oue silk

ligature. The abscess cavity was thoroughly cleansed

with peroxide of hydrogen and a large drainage-tube

inserted through the abdominal wound, which was

closed around it.

The patient made a good recovery, and was dis-

charged well.

Case 43. Stricture of the female urethra. Supra-

pubic cystotomy. Death from sepsis and renal disease,

Female, about forty years old. For five years she

has noticed a gradual diminution in the size of the

urinary stream. For six mouths the urine has been

passed guttatim. There is no venereal history to be

obtained, and no assignable cause for the stricture of

the urethra which she has, and which is impassable.

Operation, July 1, 1895. Attempts to enter the

bladder through the urethra failed, owing to an im-

permeable stricture of the urethra close to the vesical

orifice. The bladder was therefore opened by supra-

pubic cystotomy. A small probe passed through the

urethra, and careful examination of the interior of the

bladder also, even then, failed to discover any opening

into the urethra from the bladder; the end of the

probe in the urethra was, however, separated from

the bladder by an exceedingly thin layer of mucous

membrane only, and this was incised from within the

bladder to make a new vesical orifice. A catheter a

demeure was placed in the bladder through the urethra.

Double drainage-tubes were carried from the bladder

through the abdominal wound. The bladder wound
was sutured around them, and the upper end of the

abdominal wound was closed.

The patient did perfectly well up to the fourth day
;

the wound then became septic, the urine bloody and

diminished in quantity. Under the use of peroxide

of hydrogen the wound became again healthy; but the

renal symptoms continued ; and two days later the

patient became uremic and she died on the tenth day.

Autopsy not permitted.

Case 44. Calculus impacted in the ureter (?).

Case 45. Pyo-nephrosis.

Case 46. Pyo-nephrosis— renal calculus in a float-

ing kidney.

Case 47. Movable kidney. Nephrorraphy.

Case 48. Tuberculous kidney. Resection of one-

half of the organ.

Case 49. Perforating typhoid ulcer. Intestinal su-

ture, recovery.

Case 50. Hour-glass contraction of the stomach, due

to cicatrization of former gastric ulcer. Anastomosis

between the upper and lower portions of the stomach.

Recovery, with restoration of health.'

HEMORRHAGIC PLEURISY: A STUDY OF
THIhTY CASES.

BT GEORGE O. SEARS, M.D.,

Assistant Visiting Physician, Boston City Hospital.

The present paper is based on an analysis of thirty

cases, twenty-seven men and three women, taken from

the records of the Boston City Hospital, in whom a

pleural effusion, sooner or later in its course, assumed

a hemorrhagic character. With one possible excep-

tion, a patient in the last stages of phthisis associated

with hepatic cirrhosis, where a distinction was impos-

sible, the effusion was the result of a pleural inflamma-

tion and not a local manifestation of a general dropsy.

In thirteen cases it was present in the left side, and in

eleven in the right alone, while in six both were in-

volved, in two of the latter bloody fluid being found

in each chest. In two others one pleura contained blood

and the other clear serum. In the remaining two

cases the character of the exudate was determined

only in one side, the amount in the other not being

sufficiently large to require aspiration. It is perhaps

questionable whether five cases, in which the first and

one in which the second tapping also was macroscopi-

cally clear, while the second or third was bloody,

3 Cases 44-18 reporteil iu Boston Medical aud Surgical Journal,

dune II, 1SS6. Case 43, ibid., March HC, 183C. Case 50, Ibid., April 2,
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should have been iucluded iu this number, from tbe

possibility that the hemorrhage may have been due
either to accidental injury by the needle or to rupture

of the newly-formed vessels on the surface of the

pleura during the expansion of the lung. The former is

a comparatively rare event which would probably

show itself by the appearance of blood iu the latter

portion of the fluid withdrawn at the time, while the

fact that the rank and file of cases undergo repeated

aspirations and yet remain serous throughout would
indicate, that, if the escape of blood occurred during

expansion, the same changes had taken place, either

locally, or iu the blood or in the vessels, as iu cases

which are hemorrhagic from the start, but that some out-

side inHueuce had been required before such changes be-

came evident. It is possible, also, from the cousider-

ble distance between the several sites of puncture that

some of the cases were examples of a loculated pleu-

risy, one cavity containing blood and the other clear

serum, while others were instances at the outset of

Dieulafoy's microscopically hemorrhagic cases, the

presence of large numbers of normal and abnormal
red globules being demonstrated in the first exudate,

although not in sufficient quantity to give a distinct

red tinge.

The question whether some of the cases ought not

also to be included, in which the first portion of the fluid

ran clear while the later became bloody, need not be

discussed in this connection, since only three instances

happened to be found, iu one of which a large vessel

was evidently wounded, while of another, the record

states that he turned during the operation and proba-

bly scratched himself, and of the third that the hemor-

rhage resulted from scraping of the canula upon the

visceral layer of the pleura.

Special interest attaches to the etiology of these

cases from the very generally received opinion that

tuberculosis and cancer are the most frequent causes,

but unfortunately it is impossible to definitely deter-

mine it in every instance, partly from the inherent diffi-

culty of the subject and partly because bacteriological

examinations were so rarely made, yet an analysis of

them shows conclusively that a hemorrhagic effusion

may occur as a symptom in pleurisies of very different

origins. Tuberculosis, nevertheless, heads the list as

the most frequent etiological factor, though not present

in a majority of the cases, eight being classified as due

to an uncomplicated tubercular process. Yet the

diagnosis was proved only in one case, which came to

autopsy, iu the others it rested either on the associa-

tion of characteristic pulmonary or other lesions, or on

the course of the disease iu spite of repeated failures

to find the bacillus either in the sputum or the exudate.

Three other cases were associated with phthisis, but

as one of them was complicated by hepatic cirrhosis

(fatal), one with chronic nephritis, and one with sar-

coma of the ribs, while streptococci were found in the

effusion, it is difficult to estimate which of several

factors may have been operative, since there is no

reason why a patient with phthisis should not suffer

from a pleurisy due to some other cause than the

tubercle bacillus, though this possibility seems to be
frequently overlooked. It is interesting to compare
this series with a somewhat smaller number of serous

pleurisies recently reported by Eichorst, in which fif-

teen out of twenty-tliree were proved to be tubercular

by inoculation experiments; but no inferences can be

drawn since it is possible that in the former the tuber-

cle bacillus may have played an active part in some of

the cases which have been classified under other

heads. The fact, however, that hut one case out of

four, which came to autopsy, showed any evidence of

tuberculosis is interesting iu this connection.

A number were undoubtedly due to infection with

the pneumococcus, although positive proof was fur-

nished by its discovery in the effusion in but two, one
of which occurred in the course of a chronic nephritis,

the other was secondary to pneumonia and eventuated

in empyema. It was also demonstrated iu the sputum
of another in which both acute rheumatism and pneu-

monia were present, but was not found in tbe exudate,

which was sterile. Two others either accompanied or

followed an acute lobar pneumonia, iu one of which
Friedliiuder's capsule bacillus was found iu the expec-

toration, and jjrobably also the pneumococcus, although

owing to the peculiar wording of the record it can-

not be definitely stated. The effusion was sterile.

In two more the cause of death was proved by autopsy

to be a general infection with the latter organism, but
no mention is made of cultures being taken from the

pleural fluid. One had been admitted for puerperal

eclampsia, the other for measles. The latter was the

only case in which any of the exanthemata was con-

cerned, and here it probably played only a subordinate

part, if any, in determining the character of the effusion,

as the pneumonic process, to which the pleurisy was
secondary, developed late iu the course of the disease.

It is an accepted fact that pleurisy is a common
complication of acute rheumatism and chronic nephri-

tis, and in the present series this association, in addi-

tion to the cases already mentioned in connection with

tuberculosis and pneumonia, was represented by three

instances of each. The rheumatic cases all ran a very

severe course, as all three developed a pericarditis,

while in two the endocardium was also involved. Id

one of the latter infection with the colon bacillus was
proved by its discovery in the exudate.

Four may be grouped together as instances of simple

pleurisy, in one of which a culture showed a growth
of pure staphylococcus aureus. All of them developed

in previously healthy individuals, ran an acute course

and ended in apparent recovery, more or less fibri-

nous deposit, however, still remaining at the base of

the chest at the time of discharge.

The results of the bacteriological examination of the

eleven cases in which it was made are summarized as

follows : six were sterile, one contained streptococci

and eventuated in empyema, one staphylococci aurei

and one the bacterium coli commune. Two contained

pneumococci, but for reasons which have already been
given this number probably does not fully represent

their activity. In a twelfth case miliary tubercles

were found at the autojisy.

That but one case associated with malignant disease

is found in this series, and in this it is doubtful if it

possessed any etiological significance, is perhaps ex-

plained by the fact that they were largely taken from
the general index of the hospital and not from a search

through the records, so that it is possible that a pleu-

risy occurring as a complication may not have been so

indexed in the latter that it could find its way into the

general catalogue. This may also account for the ap-

pearance of but one case in which any of tbe exanthe-

mata were involved.

The evident reason for the bloody character of the

fluid furnished by the pathological state of the pleura
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at the autopsy of some of the cases which are due to

tuberculosis and cancer may account for the grave

significance so generally attributed to this sympiom,

but the favorable course of the effusion in many cases

of the former class would indicate that in li'portion of

them at least the local lesion is histologically rather

than grossly tubercular, and similar to what usually

occurs in simple serous effusions arising from this

cause, and occurring either with or without marked

phthisical changes in the lungs, and that the blood was

the result of a general condition which might exert

the same determining influence in cases of hemorrhagic

pleurisy of tubercular origin as in those which are not.

This might be a personal idiosyncrasy, although there

was no reason to suspect a hemorrhagic tendency in

any of these cases, or the effect of a grave constitu-

tional disturbance, which by leading to changes in the

blood-vessels or iu the blood would allow the easier

escape of the latter through rupture or diapedesis.

Amoug the causes which might induce the latter, over-

work, exposure, and the neglect of every hygienic and

sanitary law are so common in hospital patients that

no special stress can be laid upon them, and the same
is true, though in much less degree, of over-indulgence

iu alcohol, which was frankly admitted by nine, while

nine others confessed to its use in moderation, a term

which under the circumstances admits considerable

latitude of definition. Age may have been a factor iu

some instances, since nine were over forty-one, (seven

being over forty-six,) a period when vascular changes

may be expected, especially among persons whose

manner of life would accentuate any tendency thereto.

Fifteen cases occurred during the course of diseases

accompanied by serious changes in the blood, in the

blood-vessels or in both, five, or six if the case of puer-

peral eclampsia is included, in which fatty degenera-

tion of the liver and kidneys was found at the autopsy,

being associated with nephritis, four with acute rheu-

matism, two with chronic valvular disease of the heart

and one with hepatic cirrhosis. The two remaining

cases were suffering from active syphilis, iu one of

which it was the cause of death, the autopsy showing

syphilitic myocarditis with an unusual distention of

the cardiac walls and the presence of pulmonary in-

farctions. There was an effusion in both pleural cav-

ities, but it was bloody only in the left, which was
actively inflamed. Several of these factors were fre-

quently combined in the same individual, but there

were twenty-three in whom one or more of them were

present.

In order to determine the final result iu those

patients who left the hospital with the issue still in

doubt, an effort was made to trace them to their

homes, but as, from their nomadic habits, it met with

success iu but four instances the prognosis in about

half the cases must be based on their course while

under observation, their condition at the titne of dis-

charge and the probable etiology, a certaiu margin of

error being admitted. Eight patients died in the hos-

pital, while seven others were discharged iu a practi-

cally hopeless condition, one of whom has since died

and another is in the last stages of consumption, mak-
ing exactly fifty per cent, of the whole number. Ten
left the hospital practically well after an average stay

of 46 days, that is, apart from a sense of debility in-

cidental to a confinement of several weeks, they felt in

their normal condition of health and the signs in the

chest had either disappeared or were those of a fibri-

nous deposit at the base of the pleura. Five cases

must be left out of account as they remained under

observation too short a time.

These results show the course of the serious consti-

tutional diseases so frequently associated with pleu-

risies of a hemorrhagic character rather than the

progress of the pleurisy itself, which may have entirely

healed long before the fatal result and have contributed

to it only indirectly, if at all, by weakening the resist-

ing power of the patient. In sixteen cases one or

two aspirations were sufficient to arrest the accumula-

tion of the fluid, and this happened in one case where

the autopsy showed the presence of gross tubercular

lesions, the visceral and costal pleura being much
thickened and studded with grayish-white specks the

size of a millet seed. Only a small amount of fluid re-

mained in a coarse mesh-work of fibrous tissue at the

base of the lung. In eight cases no couclusions can

be drawn, as five died and three were discharged

almost immediately after aspiratiou. Two eventuated

in empyema, which, in one following pneumonia, was
foreshadowed by the cloudy character of the fluid ob-

tained at the first puucfure. In contrast to the latter

there were two in which the effusion at the second

aspiration proved to be clear serum. In two thora-

centesis was not considered necessary, the character of

the fluid being shown at the autopsy. In two in-

stances, both of which were undoubtedly tubercular

and ran a rapidly fatal course after admission, the

chest immediately refilled after each tapping, which

was performed three times, the amouuts withdrawn

varying from one to six pints. The behavior of the

exudate in the two last cases brings up the only point

in treatment which seems worthy of mention, as it

suggests the impropriety of too frequently repeated

punctures or the withdrawal of too large amounts of

fluid, since, if reaccumulation is rapid, aspiration is

practically a venesection and more harm may result

from the loss of blood than from the presence of the

fluid. In a few instances where a large amount was

removed, the discomfort of the patient seemed to be

increased and the tendency to refill made greater by
allowing the highly inflamed surfaces of the pleura to

rub against each other.

The number of cases under consideration is too

small to allow conclusions drawn from their analysis

to be embodied in statistical form, bu^ the following

propositions seem justified :

(1) Hemorrhagic pleurisy may occur either as a

primary affection or as a complication occurring in

the course of other diseases.

(2) That as in other forms of pleurisy tuberculosis

is the etiological factor in a very considerable number
of cases, yet the proportion due to other causes is so

large that the mere fact of its hemorihagic character

does not justify a diagnosis of tuberculosis, even iu

the absence of cancer, without corroborating evidence.

(3) That among other causes the pueumococcus

takes a prominent rank, but other micro-organisms

occasionally are found as the infecting agent.

(4) That in a large proportion of the cases conditions

are present which lead to an easy escape of blood from

the vessels by producing changes either in the blood,

in the vessels or iu both. Among them may be men-

tioned advanced age, alcoholism, and the presence of

severe constitutional diseases, of which nephritis and

rheumatism are the most prominent.

(6) That, as iu cases of simple serous efl'usiou, the
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prognosis must be iiidividuali/.ed and based on the

underlying causes and tiie general condition of the

patient, but that taken as a whole, from the frequent

association of other diseases, tlie prognosis is graver

than in simple pleurisies, yet a very considerable num-
ber completely recover.

(6) Tiiat except when it appears as a complication

in the later stages of some other disease a hemorrhagic
effusion may be expected to run a favorable course, as

in a majority of the cases the chest does not refill after

aspiration, which may, however, have to be repeated

once or twice.

(7) That, as in simple serous pleurisies, a certain

proportion of cases will eventuate in empyema, but

that there seems to be no special tendency toward this

result.

(8) That in the occasional cases where the chest

rapidly refills, aspiration should not be repeated too

frequently, lest more harm result to the patient from

the loss of blood than from the presence of the fluid.

EXCISION AND ERASION OF THE KNEE.i

BV UAYWARD W. rnSHINO, M.D., BOSTON.

1 WILL first call attention to these diagrams which

represent sections of the knee-joint.

Fig. "2 shows a section in an autero-posterior vertical

plane. The remainder are sections in a transverse

vertical plane. I wish to show : (1) The relations

J'^Z.

described and taught. It is this : The knee-joint is

opened by a curved anterior incision, the crucial liga-

ments are cut, the articular ends of the femur and

tibia are resected ; care being taken not to injure the

epiphyseal* line. The patella may or may not be

removed, the resected bones are nailed or wired to-

and extent of the synovial membrane. (2) The posi-

tion of the epiphyseal line. (3) Various types of

tubercular disease. (Diseased areas colored black.)

Especially :

Fig. 3. A circumscribed focus. .Joint and synovia

intact.

Figs. 4 and '>. The disease has extended into the

joint. Epiphysis and synovia are involved.

Figs. 6, 7 and 8. Extensive disease with sequestrum
formation and destruction of the joint.

Let us now consider the operation of "Excision."
First, the operation as it has been extensively

' Itcad btfore tho Matfochunetts Medical Society, June 0, 189C,
and recommended for iiubllcatton by the Society.

J^A^ J'vs-^

gether, the wound is closed with drainage, and an ulti-

mate recovery with anchylosis is hoped for.

What is the result ?

Usually, the formation of sinuses and long-continued

suppuration.

This is called an "excision" of the knee. It simply

removes the joint.

What becomes of the synovia filled with tubercular

products and the foci of osseous disease at or beyond

J^^ ^ ^^^'
the epiphyseal line? [Note extent and position of

disease as shown in figures. Also its relation to

synovia and epiphyseal line, especially in Fig. 2.]

All is left behind untouched. The futility of such

an operation as a radical one is at once apparent.

Contrast the above with the following operation

:
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The joint is opened and examined. Determine as

far as possible the origin and extent of the disease. If

the synovia is affected remove it with scissors and
forceps. Follow it into every nook and pocket. See
where it lies. Fig. 2. The bone is next attacked.

How ? With the sharp curette, chisel and gouge, not

the saw. The diseased area only is removed. It is

scooped out, not sawn off. The bones are united by
periosteal silk or catgut sutures. The wound is closed

without drainage. The dressing is sterile gauze fixed

by plaster-of-Paris.

Results: Primary union under one dressing in three

weeks. Firm bony union iu eight or nine mouths.
The patient is well.

What is this operation called?

When the disease is limited, an erasion ; when
extensive, an arthrectomy.

What is its object?

To remove the disease thoroughly wherever it

exists. It saves as far as possible the epiphyseal

line. What does excision "so-called " do ? It simply

cuts out a joint.

Now what are the results of this method ?

Here are the statistics ; but I have time now for

conclusions only. They are compiled from those

cases alone whose condition I know to-day.

The mortality : It is nothing. No deaths. Eighty-

six per cent, are well to day, and fifty per cent, of the

remainder have a fair chance for ultimate recovery.

The local condition : Recovery is in most cases

without motion ; bony anchylosis. In no case is there

motion of any practical value.

Arrested development's : Atrophy and shortening

are present in every case to a greater or less exteut.

The extreme is two and one-half inches. It is pro-

portional to the age of the patient, the extent of the

disease and the destruction of the epiphyseal line.

The leg is always straight or nearly so if the after-

treatment has been properly carried out. If you
want straight legs don't omit fixation as long as there

is a tendency to contraction. The contraction can

become extreme if neglected. Hence don't make the

mistake of omitting fixation as soon as your operation

wound is healed or there is apparently bony union.

Contraction can occur months afterward. Time is no

criterion. We are continually correcting deformities

at the Children's Hospital which have resulted from
this cause.

To conclude: When you operate on a tuberculous

knee operate so as to remove the disease. An erasion

when limited ; an arthrectomy when extensive. Re-
serve the typical excision operation to correct defor-

mity from bony anchylosis.

If properly done the disease can be checked. Ap-
parently cured. I say apparently, for no one can say

when a tubercular patient is well.

There will result little or no motion. There will

be more or less atrophy. There will be more or less

shortening.

This result can occur even with marked coincident

disease in other joints.

Operation is indicated : When the disease is un-

checked by treatment; when it is extensive; when a

patient cannot have proper conservative treatment;

when the general condition demands it to save life ; to

correct deformity of the knee-joint.

THE TREATMENT OF CARIES OF THE ANKLE-
JOINT.'

BY CHARLES L. SCUDDEE, U.D., BOSTON.

In the five minutes at my disposal I will present to

you the facts regarding the operative treatment of

caries of the ankle-joint as accepted by the majority of

the Continental, English and American surgeons.

By caries of the ankle is understood a more or less

chronic tubercular inflammation, starting in the astra-

galus, tibia or fibula and occasionally involving other

bones of the tarsus— that is, a localized tuberculosis.

The great value of the treatment of caries of the

joints by absolute immobilization and fixation is de-

monstrated beyond any doubt.

All cases of caries of the ankle should be first

treated by the mechanical method unless operative

interference is indicated by two things :

(1) A failure of the general health.

(2) Rapid progress in the local disease.

The moment that the non-operative or mechanical
treatment is found inefficient, then an operation is

demanded. Partial operations are of little value.

Curetting and the burr drill are contraindicated.

Complete excision of the diseased part (the entire

bone being removed) is the very best operative pro-

cedure.

This is proved by the statistics of Culbertson,

Hodges, Connor, Koslowski, Neuber, and my own
statistics of eighteen cases reported from the records

of the Children's Hospital, Boston, together with the

evidence obtained from the records of private operators.

All operators advise complete excision of the dis-

eased bone in childhood, because the duration of the

disease is shortened, there is no mutilation of the foot,

the general health improves immediately, there is no
risk of sepsis, the danger of infection is removed, it is

a safe operation, it will end the disease, and it will

leave a serviceable limb.

Jn the case of adults partial operations are not

valuable. If the expectant treatment fails amputation
is necessitated.

> iieail before the Mast^achusettfl Medical Society, June 9. 1896, ami
recomineudcil for publication by tlie Society.
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Methodt of Excition.— The two lateral incisions are

pri'ferable— they expose the joint satisfactorily and
no tendons are divided.

NoTK. — Two cases of raries of the ankle were exhibited
which had beeu operated upon l>y excision of the astragalus
four and five years previously. A perfectly useful ankle in each
case exists to-day, with scarcely a perceptible limp.

THE MOBILITY OF THK NORMAL SPINE IN
RECUMBENCY."

BY HERUERT .1. HALL, H.D.,

SurgicaJ House Officer at the Masiachusettt General Hospital.

The tracings about to be described are submitted

because they show graphically and with a fair degree

of accuracy the amount and kind of mobility possi-

ble in the spine of a child in the dorsal decubitus.

A surprisingly great mobility is demonstrated, and it

Q Q

tioD of the bearing surfaces of the spine and back,

and also that there was a corresponding variation in

the height of the two arches or concavities, as meas-

ured from the table to the skin. Gradual and com-
plete flexion of the head from a position of extreme

extension was found in a typical case to change the

upper limit of the dorsal area of contact from the

level of the sixth dorsal spine to the level of the first

dorsal, while the lower limit remained practically un-

changed. In the same case, flexion of the thighs, up
to nitJety degrees varied the lower limit of the dorsal

plane from the eleventh dorsal in extension to the

second lumbar in flexion. The cervical arch, meas-

ured by caliper at about the third cervical spine, was
found to be a full inch lower in flexion of the head

than in exteusioii.

In order to obtain an available record of a number
of cases the following method was pursued : An as-

sistant held the child's head strongly flexed on the

Q Q

is hoped that the data obtained, besides adding to cur
general knowledge of the spine, may emphasize the

necessity for better fixation than is generally attained

in the bed treatment of Pott's dise.ise.

The spinous processes of a child with a presumably
normal spine were marked and numbered on the skin,

from the sixth or seventh cervical down to the last

lumbar. The child thus prepared was laid supine on

a table which had beeu especially prepared with a

plate-glass top. An observer looking up from below
could plainly see the marked back through the glass,

as well as the occiput (which appeared as a small,

dark circle) and the buttocks (flattened out and
blanched by pressure). There was, of course, an-

other area of contact across the " broad of the back "
;

and this will be called for convenience the dorsal

plane. The concavity of the neck, although not

made up entirely of cervical vertebra;, will be termed
the cervical arch ; and that part of the spine not in

contact between the buttocks and the dorsal plane will

be mentioned as the lumbar arch.

It was observed that flexion and extension of the

head and thighs caused marked variations in the loca-

• Presented by title »l the May MoetiiiK of the Amcricin Ortho-
pedic ABSOCiation, at Buiralo, 1896.

chest, while with a special glass-marking pencil a

small circle representing the occiput was traced on

the under side of the glass. The irregular map-like

outline of the dorsal plane was traced, and the cor-

date outline of the buttocks was recorded iu a similar

manner. The head was then sharply extended, and
held in that position, while, without otherwise moving
the child, fresh tracings were made representing the

new area.s of contact. 'J"he marks and numbers of

such spinous processes as would be useful in describ-

ing the tracings were then recorded on the glass. Be-

fore erasing the tracings the lines were transferred

full .size to heavy paper for permanent record and
reference.

A corresponding series of tracings were made of the

back when the thighs were in extension and at ninety

degrees flexion, the head being allowed to assume the

most natural position, that is, half-way between flex-

ion and extension. In each case caliper measure-

ments were made of the cervical arch at about the

third cervical spine. The lumbar arch was so low and
so difficult of access that no accurate measurement of

its height could be made.
The ten cases traced were childreD between the

ages of two and ten, all convalescent from medical
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diseases or from surgical couditions not known to af-

fect the spine. There was an average change of six

vertebral spines in the upper limit of the dorsal plane

between tiexion and extension of the head, and of live

spines in the lower back between extension and

ninety degrees flexion of the thighs. The cervical

arch varied in height an average of three-quarters of

an inch.

This, it will be seen, is equivalent to saying that

flexion of the head shortens and lowers the cervical

arch, while extension of the head lengthens that

structure and increases its elevation. Flexion of the

thighs shortens and lowers the lumbar arch. The
extent of these changes will be seen in the above
averages.

In several instances, including the one shown in the

drawing, even the lower limit of the dorsal plane was
moderately varied by extreme motion of the head, and
although no measurement was made, the height of the

lumbar arch was observed to change slightly with

motions of the head while flexion of the thighs usu-

ally produced a slight involuntary extension of the

head with a corresponding raising and lengthening of

the cervical arch. An amusing and instructive diver-

sion from the routine consisted in giving the child on

the table some object to play with, allowing him to

move his legs and arms freely about. This would be

an occasion for what might be fitly termed the dance

of the spine.

Changes like those recorded above and much greater

variations than could be brought about by passive

motions were produced with amazing rapidity. The
longitudinal and lateral play of the spine at such a

time would be a revelation to one who supposes that

simple recumbency means even a moderate fixation.

The drawings herewith presented are accurately re-

duced from the original tracings. The curious

shapes observed are due to an unimportant flattening

out of the muscular and cutaneous back under the

weight of the child. If the eye follows the median
line of the drawing the change in the length of the

spinal arches will be readily appreciated.

Just what occurs in the complicated mechanism of

the spine when head and thigh motions are in-

augurated we shall not in this connection attempt to

make out, but it is not unreasonable to suppose that

marked changes in intervertebral pressure may occur,

and that the whole articular spine is subject to the in-

fluence of these simple, passive motions.

A little experimentation showed that comparative
fixation could be obtained by a careful support of the

concavities in the cervical and lumbar regions. When
these arches were well padded up, motions of the head

seemed to be disposed of in the high cervical articula-

tions (occipito-atlantoid), while thigh flexion exerted

its influence no higher than the hip-joints.

If the spine is to be fixed in the bed-treatment of

caries, it should be fixed, of course, in a desirable

position. We may need cervical or lumbar lordosis or

we may not, as the case may be. The consideration

of that question is beyond the scope of the present

paper. We have learned that the spinal arches may
rise and lengthen, fall and sliorten to such a marked
extent as to demand a careful study of the mechanism
involved. Further than this it seems probable that

our present rather unscientific methods of padding
the spine in caries may prove very faulty in the light

of future experiments in this line.

The writer wishes to thank the administration and

staff of the Children's Hospital for the use of mate-

rials and for unfailing courtesy during the collection of

the data necessary for these notes.

€Umcal department.

A CASE OF TET.^NUS: SPEEDY RECOVERY
AFTER TREATMENT WITH TETANUS ANTI-
TOXIC SERUM.

BY H. W. A08TIS,
Surgeon V. S. Marine' Hospital Service.

H. C, an intelligent boy, seventeen years old, was

admitted to the U. S. Marine Hospital at the port of

Boston, August 2, 1896, suffering with tetanus. The
patient gave the following history :

Health always good. Had been attending school

in New York until about two months ago, when he

made a trip to the West Indies. Shipped at New
York, July 27, 1896, on the schooner D. J. S., bound
for Boston.

July 31st. Went on night-watch, eight to twelve,

feeling perfectly well ; lost his hat, and was for the

greater part of the watch without it. " Turned in
"

at twelve o'clock, and the next morning (August 1st)

felt a little stiffness of the jaw, but causing no pain.

About seven o'clock the same morning the vessel,

making a sudden lurch, threw him overboard ; he was

picked up uninjured, his clothes changed, and he was

put to bed. On arising five hours later he could not

move his jaw, it being firmly closed and causing him

severe pain in the masseter muscles and in the teeth,

which were firmly pressed together. On the evening

of August Ist the muscles of the neck became stiff,

gradually increasing, accompanied by pain radiating

from the condyles of the jaw along the bone to the

second molar teeth, and from behind the ear to the

clavicle. He also had some pain in his ears, and his

throat felt sore in attempting to swallow a little gruel,

which he managed to eat through a space where the

second molar tooth had previously been extracted.

The pain becoming more severe, the captain gave him

a few drops of laudanum on the evening of August Ist.

He was brought to the hospital in the ambulance on

the morning of August 2d, was given a warm bi-

chloride bath, and put to bed. A careful examination

revealed a few superficial scratches on one arm and on

both legs, caused by handling some lumber, July 27th,

at the dock in New York. They were not inflamed,

and appeared to be healing. Tincture of iodine was

applied to them, and the patient was given about one

grammeof potassium bromide and three-tenths grammes
of chloral hydrate every three hours, and milk diet was

ordered. At this time his jaw was firmly locked, caus-

ing some pain, the sterno-cleido mastoid and the mus-

cles of the left arm had a feeling of an occasional

electric shock, but no special rigidity could be made
out of the latter. A telegram was immediately sent

to the Marine-Hospital Bureau for antitoxin, which

was received the next day, August 3d, at 3 p. m. Up
to this time the patient's condition remained about the

same, there being no marked increase in any of tiie

symptoms. The muscles of the back and chest were

not involved. Temperature did not rise above the

normal, and his pulse ranged from 63 to 58.
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August 3d. At 3.30 p. m., 20 c. c. of tetanus anti-

toxin were injected into tbe subcutaneous connective

tissue on tlie left side of the chest. At 5.30 ihere

was some pain and a slight redness about the point of

injection. At t).30 pain in the muscles of the jaw
and neck had ceased, and in attempting to force the

jaws apart the patient exclaimed " There, it moved."
A little further manipulation, and the patient could

0|)en the jaws about one-eighth of au inch. At eight

o'clock all symptoms improved, and tbe jaws could be

opened three-fourths of an inch. The next morning,

August 4lh, all symptoms had disappeared ; the mus-

cles of the jaw were perfectly relaxed. Tbe point of

iuoculaliou was a little painful, but tbe pain was grad-

ually decreasing.

August 6th. No return of symptoms ; pulse and
temperature normal

;
patient enjoyed his breakfast,

and is apparently in good health. No further medi-

cation was given, and tbe patient was discharged, fully

recovered, August Uth.
The slow progress of the disease and the limited

number of muscles involved at the end of two days

would tend to show that it was not a severe type of

the disease, and the rapid recovery following tbe treat-

ment by tetanus antitoxin is not conclusive evidence

that the rapid recovery was due to it.

However, in my opinion, it is additional evidence

in favor of giving the treatment further trial.

Tbe antitoxin used was that prepared by the New
York Board of Health.

a^ciJical l^rogre^jef.

PROGRESS IN GYNECOLOGY.
BY EI>WARI> BEYNOLDS, M.D.

NEfHRO-CRETERECTOMT.-'

Kelly describes three cases of unilateral tubercu-

losis of the kidney and ureter which be treated by
excision of tbe kidney and tbe whole ureter at one
sitting. The three cases were operated upon by three

different methods, and represent to bis mind three

stages in the evolution of the operation.

In the first case be opened the abdomen from the

front and removed tbe kidney and ureter by a long

incision through the peritoneum, running from the

seat of the kidney to the bottom of tbe pelvis, the

ovarian artery and vein being cut and tied at about
tbe middle of the incision. At the point in the pelvis

where the ureter turns forward under the broad liga-

ment, he was unable to follow it on account of tbe

dense and vascular connective tissue which surrounded

it. An attempt to reach the vesical stump of the

ureter per vaginam was equally unsuccessful and for

the same reason. Tbe tissues behind the kidney were
perforated with a knife and a strip of gauze laid along

the course of the ureter and brought out through the

wound so made. The patient made a good recovery

from the operation.

In the second case he removed the kidney by au in-

cision in the back just outside of tbe quadratus mus-
cle, then jirolonged the incision downward and for-

ward, passing in front of the anterior superior spine of

the ilium and ending in the mous, after running paral-

lel to Poupart's ligament and a little above it. The
' Bulletin of the Jobns Hopkins Hospital, Vol. vii, Nos. 80, GO

peritoneum was pulled forward by tbe fingers and tbe

ureter followed by sight to its junction with the blad-

der and there tied and cut. Tlie uterine arteries were

tied bv a ligature which was passed by means of a

needle-carrier and needle, and in tbe process the ex-

ternal iliac vein was pricked, but the wound was for-

tunately controlled by a second ligature and no harm
resulted. The patient made a good recovery.

In the third case the incision was a horizontal, or

slightly oblique cut between tbe lower ribs and the

crest of the ilium, and was made large enough to ad-

mit the hand, which was passed into the incision,

made to pass back of the peritoneum, seized tbe kid-

ney and brought it to tbe surface, where its vessels

were tied off and dropped. Tbe ureter was then

made tense by traction, and the hand was then urged

downward from the same incision by blunt dissection

behind the peritoneum, with the tense ureter as a

guide, until two fingers were separated from the fin-

ger of tbe. other hand in tbe vagina by the vaginal

wall only. This was then perforated with a pair of

scissors from below. The ureter was tied and cut at

a convenient point, and its vesical end was drawn into

the vagina through the hole made by tbe scissors.

The lumbar wound was closed and the patient turned

into the lithotomy position, when tbe vesical portion

of tbe ureter was laid bare by a vaginal incision and
the ureter cut off at tbe point where it entered the

vesical walls. The recovery was uneventful.

The three cases were well observed and in all three

the diagnosis seems undoubted. The ulterior results

are not given.

INTRA-PERITONEAL RDPTURE OF THE BLADDER.^

George Heaton reports a case of rupture of the

bladder in a woman, in which he opened the abdomen,
stitched the wound in the bladder by three rows of

interrupted Lembert sutures and washed out tbe abdo-

men. The patient made a good recovery. He states

that although this method of treatment is now recog-

nized by all authorities as the only rational one, but

three successful cases have as yet been recorded.

He states that the diagnosis is sometimes one of con-

siderable difficulty, and enumerates four characteristic

symptoms, any one of which may however be absent,

namely :

(1) A history of some form of direct external vio-

lence to the hypogastric region when the bladder is

distended or moderately full.

(2) Sudden violent burning pain in the lower part

of the abdomen, accompanied by tbe signs of shock

and collapse.

(3) A constant or almost constant desire to pass

water, with complete inability to do so, or with the

passage of only a few drops of blood-stained urine.

(4) And if no active treatment be adopted, gradu-

ally increasing abdominal distention, with the evi-

dences of free fluid in the peritoneal cavity.

BBMOSTASIS BEFORE HYSTERECTOMY FOR MALIG-
NANT DISEASE.'

W. R. Pryor writes at length upon the anatomy of

the internal iliac artery deduced from a series of per-

sonal dissections, made with the idea of determining

the safest method of rendering bloodless the whole

upper genital tract as a preliminary to tbe excision of

2 Annnls of Surgery, Vol. xxiii, No. 6, June, IS9G.
' Anierloau Journal of OtiBtetrlce, Vol. xxxiil, No. 222, .luue, 1S9C.
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advanced malignant disease. He finds the abnormali-

ties and variations so frequent that it is unsafe to trust

to any less radical ligature than one applied to the

trunks of the internal iliacs on both sides. After

careful discussions of the relations of both internal

iliac arteries, he gives a description of the technique

of the operation : The abdomen is opened by a median
excision which extends from the pubes to the umbili-

cus. The patient is thrown into Trendelenburij's

posture, and after working the intestines into the ab-

domen and protecting them by pads, the bifurcation

of the aorta is found with the finger, which then runs

down along the right common iliac until its bifurca-

tion is reached, and along the internal iliac artery for

one inch. When this point has been found, the ureter

can usually be seen as a line of pale fibres crossing

the artery beneath the peritoneum. It can be made
prominent by gentle pressure just below the artery

until it fills with urine [or by previously introduced

ureteral catheters].

The peritoneum just at the side of the ureter is

then picked up and nicked with scissors, and no fur-

ther dissection is done. A blunt aneurism needle is

then worked gently around the vessel from above
downward, and without inward (the iliac vein lying

behind and outside the artery), the ureter being mean-
while held aside. The ligature is then tied tightly

enough to occlude the vessel but without rupturing its

coats, and the peritoneum is stitched together over the

ligature. The rectum is then drawn to the right,

—

the left internal iliac found and tied in the same man-
ner. The ovarian arteries are then secured close to

the pelvic brim, and the operation to be done is de-

cided by the character of the disease. Pryor believes

that this ligation will not only permit a safer and
more extensive extirpation of the uterus, broad liga-

ments and vagina, than could be done without it in

moderately advanced malignant disease, but also

thinks that after the removal of the uterus or the

centre of a recurrent nodule in a hysterectomy scar,

the deprivation of nutriment due to the tying of the

vessels will result in a shrinkage of otherwise non-oper-

able disease, and in a consequent prolongation of life.

He states that ligature of the internal iliacs controls all

the large iutra-pelvic vessels except the inferior mes-
enteric, which supplies no glands other than those in

the meso-rectum, and has no anastomoses other than

with the hemorrhoidal branches of the pudic arteries,

and those small. He quotes two cases in support of

his position : in one, done ten years ago, the internal

iliacs were tied for a double gluteal aneurism. The
patient died from probable peritonitis and suppression

of urine, which last Pryor thinks due to the effect of

ether upon chronic renal disease. The second case

was one in which Kelly ligated both internal iliacs for

the control of an alarming hemorrhage during a hy-

sterectomy done for malignant disease ; this patient

recovered with a vesico-vaginal fistula, and upon her

reappearance to have the fistula operated upon, after

a careful examination not the slightest trace of malig-

nant disease could be found, although a large portion

of the disease had been left at the time of the operation.

CONTINUOUS INCISION IN HYSTERECTOMY.''

Kelly describes a new method of supra-vaginal

amputation of the uterus for which he claims the fol-

lowing advantages which he describes :

* Bulletin of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, Vol. vii, Nos. 59, 60.

(1) Opening the abdomen.

(2) Ligation of the ovarian vessels near the pelvic

brim, either on the right or on the left side, clamping

them towards the uterus, and cutting between.

(8) Ligatiug the round ligament of the same side

near the uterus, cutting it free, and connecting the

two incisions, in order to open up the top of the

broad ligament.

(4) Incision through the vesico-uterine peritoneum

from the severed round ligament across to its fellow,

freeing the bladder, which is now pushed down with a

sponge, so as to expose the supra-vaginal cervix.

(5) Pulling the body of the uterus to the opposite

side to expose the uterine artery low down on the side

opened up. The vaginal portion of the cervix is lo-

cated with thumb and forefinger, and the uterine ar-

tery, seen or felt, is tied just where it leaves the

uterus. Jt is not always necessary to tie the veins.

(6) The cervix is now cut completely across just

above the vaginal vault, severing the body of the

uterus from the cervical stump, which is left below to

close the vault.

(7) As the last fibres of the cervix are severed or

pulled apart, while the body of the uterus is being

drawn up and rolled out in the opposite direction, the

other uterine artery comes into view and is caught

with artery forceps about an inch above the cervical

stump.

(8) Rolling the uterine body still farther out, the

right round ligament is clamped, and cut off, and
lastly the ovarian vessels are clamped at the pelvic

brim, and the removal of the whole mass, consisting of

uterus, tubes and ovaries, is completed.

(9) Ligatures are now applied in place of the for-

ceps holding the uterine artery, round ligament and
ovarian vessels ; if the surgeon prefers, these may be
tied as they are exposed without using forceps.

(10) After the enucleation the operation is now
finished in the usual way, (a) by closing the cervical

tissue over the cervical canal, and then, (i) by draw-
ing the peritoneum of the anterior part of the pelvis

(vesical peritoneum and anterior layers of broad liga-

ments) over the entire wound area, and attaching it

to the posterior peritoneum by a continuous catgut

suture.

NEW METHOD OF VAGINAL FIXATION.^

Wertherm calls attention to the serious complica-

tions of pregnancy and labor after vagino-fixatious,

where the normal enlargement of the uterus is inter-

fered with. The same disturbances have been noted
after ventro-fixation, though spontaneous delivery at

full term occurred in about 85 per cent, of the cases

collected by Milander. The latter notes, however,
that these were absent in all cases in which the round
or broad ligaments were shortened or attached to the

abdominal wall. It occurred to the writer that the

evil results of vagiuo-fixation might be avoided by
fastening the round ligaments to the anterior vaginal

wall. The steps of the operation are as follows :

The vesico-uterine pouch is incised transversely as

widely as possible. The uterus is anteverted, the

round ligaments exposed and a loop of each is pulled

down, the cervix being drawn backward and the fore-

finger passed over the fundus. Counter-pressure

above the symphysis assists in the anteversion and
renders it unnecessary to seize the fundus with a vol-

'' Ceutralblatt flir GyuSkologiu, 1S9G, No. 10.
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sellum. The loops of the ligaments can be drawn

down and lield witii ligatures without bringing the

uterus inlo tlie vayinii. The ligaments can be secured

intra-peritoneallv, wlien eacli loop is sutured lo the

outer augle of the vesico uterine fold of peritoneum

as the wound is closed. More permanent fixation,

however, is obtained by attacliing ihe ligaments to the

corresponding angles of the vaginal wound, afler

which the peritoneum and vagina are closed separately.

The immediate results of the operation are excellent,

the uterus beinj^ in normal position, while the usual

dislocation of the bladder is absent, since the fundus

uteri does not rest upon it in such a way as to pre-

vent its expansion. Tliere is no danger of injuring

the ureters. Since no cases of pregnancy after this

operation have yet been reported, the crucial test of

its value is wanting, but it seems fair to infer that the

disturbances following Mackeurodt's method will be

absent.

It is important to note that the ligament should not

be seized directly at its origin, hut at a point an inch

beyond it. It is possible to draw out from three to

five and one-half inches of the ligament, though an

inch is sufficient in vagino-fixation. The writer fur-

ther suggests that shortening of the round ligaments

can also be readily performed in the same way by pull-

ing them down from three to five inches and attaching

the loops thus formed to llieir uterine origins. The
uterus is thus elevated as well as anteverted, precisely

the same as in Alexander's operation. The vesico-

uterine pouch is then closed, the bladder is re-attached

to the cervix, and the vaginal wound is sutured. This

procedure presents some advantages over vaginal fixa-

tion of the round ligaments, since the bladder remains

in its normal position and relations, the ligaments can

stretch in a natural way during pregnancy, and the

uterus is not only anteverted, but is elevated in the

pelvis. As compared with Alexander's operation, a

single wound is made instead of two, there is no ex-

ternal scar, the ligaments are seen at their origin,

where they can be easily identified, and the vaginal

method is equally applicable to cases of retroflexion

with fixation.

VAGINO-FIXATION OF THE UTERUS.

Duhrssen, after enunciating his disapproval of that

form of vagino-fixation in which the whole anterior

uterine wall is sutured into the anterior vaginal in-

cision, goes on to report 148 vagino-fixations with one

death and one relapse. He advocates a transverse

incision through the anterior vaginal wall to which he

sutures the peritoneum of the utero-vesical space,

after which he stitches the anterior surface of the

uterus to the vesical peritoneum.

Tiie uterus is then fixed only by peritoneal adhe-

sions, and maintains its anterior position without any

material alteration of its relation to the bladder. He
has observed a large number of pregnancies after this

operation without serious ill results.

CRITICISM OF VAGINO-FIXATION."

Leopold states that he has always been opposed to

the operation since it substitutes for the retroflexion a

position of the uterus which is no better than tlie for-

mer. The relations of the uterus to the bladder are

entirely abnormal, the porlio is fixed in an unnatu-

ral position, and unless Douglas's pouch is first

" Centralbliitt fUr Gyuitl(ologie, U9G, No. 6.

opened and adhesions are thoroughly separated, it is

useless. Moreover, recent reports concerning the

serious complications arising in cases of pregnancy in

vagino-fixed uteri furnish a powerful argument against

the operation.

The writer has been perfectly satisfied with the ul-

timate results of ventro-fixation, especially during

pregnancy and labor. Most of the bad results re-

ported have been due to tlie fact that either the uterus

was fixed in an improper position (especially too high

up), or that non-absorbable sutures were used. He
employs a single suture on each side, introduced inside

of the insertion of the tube, and fixes the uterus not

more than half an inch above the upper border of

the symphysis. Although not always successful in

his hands, he thinks well of Alexander's operation.

He adds the caution that greater care should be ex-

ercised in deciding whether operative treatment is

indicated in an individual case of retroflexion, since

the association of various local and general symptoms
with retrodisplacement is by no means a proof that

the former are directly due to the latter.

GONORRHEA IN WOMEN FROM
STANDPOINT.'

MEDICOLEGAL

Neisser discusses this important question with es-

special reference to the importance of the diagnosis,

which, he aflirms, cannot be positively made without

the aid of the microscope. A secretiou may be

present which bears an exact resemblance, macroscopi-

cally, to gonorrheal pus, but contains no cocci, or, in

fact, any bacteria whatever.

Moreover, it is impossible to determine the time at

which infection occurred, since its course differs so

widely in different subjects. When the cervical canal

is affected, but not the urethra, symptoms may be ab-

sent. The writer denies the truth of the statement

that obscure acute gonorrheal infection in the female

may cause a chronic discharge in the male; the gono-

cocci always possess the same virulence, and when
they came in contact with healthy mucous membrane
produce an acute inflammation. This explains the

violent gonorrheal attacks in newly-married women,
whose husbands regard themselves as entirely cured,

and also the similar acute infection of men after inter-

course with females whose physicians had discharged

them as free from disease. Jn botli instances the se-

cretiou is found to contain a few scattered cocci,

which are only found after a long search. In the

chronic cases the characteristic appearance of the

gonococci within cells is often wanting, and the cult-

ure-test is frequently unsatisfactory. In short, the

microscopical diagnosis is often exceedingly difliicult.

Still, this is the only one which should be admitted as

positive in a court of law.

NEW OPERATION FOR PROLAPSUS UTERI.'

Jacobs describes the following operation, which he

calls callopexia ligamentaire. It is applicable only in

cases of women who have passed liie climacteric and

have been weakened by repeated pregnancies. After

thorough disinfection of the vagina and curettage,

the vagina is tamponed with gauze, and the abdomen

is opened witli the patient in Trendelenburg's posture.

The uterus is amputated in tlie usual manner at a

point just above the os internum, a deep wedge-shaped

' CeutralWatt fur Gyiiiikologie, 1896, No. 11.

« Loc.'.clt.. 1806, No. 15.
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excision being practised, with anterior and posteiior

flaps. The cervical caual is cauterized with chloride

of zinc, and the stump is sutured and covereil with
peritoneum in the ordinary way. Tlien (and this is

the important step in the operation) the stump is

elevated and attached to the upper stump of tlie

broad ligament on either side, with silk sutures. In
this way tlie prolapsed vaginal walls are drawn well
upward. If the condition of the uterus is such that

total extirpation seems to be preferable, the edge of

the vagina can be sutured in a similar manner to

the stumps of the ligaments.

(To be continued.)

l^eportj^ of ^xxdttit^,

CLINICAL SECTION OF THE SUFFOLK DIS-
TRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

J. L. AMES, M.D., SECEETAItT.

1896,Regular Meeting, Wednesday, April 15,

Dr. Buckingham, chairman, pro tern.

Dk. J. L. iiloKSE read a paper on

INFANT FEEDING.

Dr. Rotch : Dr. Morse has given us a very lucid

and valuable exposition of the subject. There is no
doubt that we need for the poorer classes some way of

modifying the milk properly. The necessity of modi-
fying milk so that it will be adapted to the especial

infant has been very clearly proved all over this

country, and what remains to be done is what Dr.

Morse is endeavoring to help us do, that is to see that

it can be given to the poor as well as the rich. The
advance of infant feeding was very much impeded by
the cry in New York a few years ago for cheap food
for the poor.

The cheap food for the poor ended by having bad
food for all. Now we hope to carry on these im-
proved methods of feeding and if they can be done
as exactly it is well to use them for the poor. There
is no doubt that where you can have the milk put up
at the laboratories by exact processes the results are

better. For several years we have had the milk fund.

The poor babies are fed from the laboratory and the

laboratory is paid by certain philanthropists, but that

is for a limited number and home modilication will

also have to be employed. 1 have spent a great deal

of time with Dr. Harrington to aid me, in solving this

problem, and we could get only so far in the inexact

methods, but at the same time I recognize the value of

home modification and think that Dr. Morse's paper is

a step in the right direction. He has done it very
thoroughly and has carried out the calculations in a

scieutiKc way, and I hope it will be used among the

poor people and in the hospitals.

Dr. Mason: I should like to ask whether artificial

foods are under any circumstances desirable in combi-
nation ?

Dr. Morse : I should eay 'jot.

Dk. Mason : Whether properly modified milk can

be an invariable substitute or whether there may be
certain babies who seem to thrive better with an ad-

mixture of a small quantity of some such food?
Dr. Morse: I should say not

various lactated foods and others are of no value what-
ever under any circumstances as compared with modi-
fied milk?

Dr. Rotch : Modified milk is not an especial food.

It is simply putting up a prescription. You can put it

up in five hundred difl:ereut ways. The important
question is not so much an especial food as it is the
principle of trying to prescribe exactly, and I think it

has been proved by thousands of cases that babies do
better on the exact method than when you treat at

random. The laboratory has been recognized as a
new instrument of precision and it seems to be called

for all over the country. Laboratories are now suc-

cessfully working in New York, Brooklyn, Philadel-
phia, Cleveland, Chicago, and one is being started
in Baltimore.

Dr. Bdckingham: I want to add one thing to the
discussion. When milk, sugar of milk and lime-water
are kept together at the boiling point the mixture
often becomes brown from well understood causes.
Years ago I happened to observe that this generally
does not take place in an ordinary kitchen steamtr,
and the apparent inference is, that milk so treated
does not reach the boiling point. Its keeping quality
is however increased. Hoping that 1 had found
a means of Pasteurization without the use of the ther-

mometer, 1 have asked my interne at the Children's
Hospital to make some observations which are inter-

esting although not so satisfactory as I had hoped.
With permission of the Society he will state them.
Dr. Baldwin : We have simply steamed the milk

four pans, lime-water one part; and I have timed it

at the different temperatures observing the amount of
Huid that was being sterilized to see whether it would
make much difference in the speed of Pasteurization.
The ditfereuce was comparatively slight. 1 have the
table. The apparatus was simply a potato-steamer
with a thermometer passed through the cover into the
milk. With a full fire you can induce a great deal
more steam and it is easier to heat the milk to lull

sterilization than with a partial fire. In every experi-
ment except the first, the milk has reached the Pasteur-
izing point in four minutes or less. It seems very
easy to get it up to the Pasteurizing temperature and
very difficult to get it up to the sterilizing tempera-
ture unless precautions are taken. The experiments
are incomplete at present but I hope to continue them
with a view to determining if poasible some simple
arrangement by which the milk may be Pasteurized
but the albumin not coagulated, at the same time dis-

pensing with the use of the thermometer.
Dr. S. H. Ayer: There are cases in which modi-

fied milk does not seem to agree with the infant. I
think everybody has had cases in which in spite of all

the modifications the food would not agree with the
baby, and therefore it seems to me it is quite impor-
tant to have more than one string to one's bow. I
should like to ask Dr. Morse if he has had any expe-
rience with the formula brought out by Dr. Worcester
in the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal a few
mouths ago,— white of egg, sugar of milk, cream
(nine per cent, fat), and boiled water. 1 have used it

in a few cases with very good results, have had the
babies carefully weighed from week to week and it

seemed to agree perfectly.

Dr. Morse : As to having more than one string to

our bow, it seems to me that with the modified milk
Dr. Mason : [ will ask Dr. Rotch whether the

|
that we have an iutiuite number of strings to our bow
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iu ibat we can get any modification we desire. If a

baby does not tbrive on a modified milk llie trouble is

not wilb modified milk as modifit-d milk but with that

particular modification, and if we try times enough and

know in what way to modify it we can invariably find

a modification nliich will suit that baby. Hence we

do not neeil any substitute for modified milk for in it

we have the very best substitute for mother's milk.

As to the formula of Dr. Worcester. I had occasion

to look up some of Dr. Worcester's statements and 1

can find no verification of them. 1 cannot find that

ega albumin approaches more nearly to the albumin

of human milk than does the albumin of cow's milk,

norlliat cow's milk is not acid when it reaches the con-

sumer. It seems to me that his method is in no way

an improvement on the ordinary method of modifying

milk.

Dr. Rotch: I think it is not wise to give up the

use of the thermometer in taking the heat ; the color-

ing of the milk is not nearly so im[)ortant. The lime-

water can be added afterwards. It is very important

to keep the temperature below 171". One of the

chief objections to heating the milk at all is the coag-

ulation ot the albuminoids.

Dr. G. G. Sears read a paper on

HEMORRHAGIC pleurisy: A STCDT OF THIRTY
CASES.'

Dr. Mason : I have been very much interested in

this collection of cases which I suppose must be gath-

ered from the hospital records for a number of years,

because it is not a very common event to find distinctly

bloody tiuid at the first tapping of a pleural effusion

and no one sees enough cases in a long series of years to

be able to generalize very accurately from those which
'•^ does see, but my impressions, from watching a con-

.derable number of such cases, are in entire accord

with the views Dr. Sears expressed. Whereas form-

erly it was thought that bloody fluid almost invariably

indicated cancer or tuberculosis and was exceedingly

unfavorable in prognosis, now we think differently,

and as Dr. Sears has shown, there are a number of

conditions which give rise to bloody effusion in the

pleura which may be called benign. In the acute

rheumatic cases where pleurisy begins with great pain

which continues for a considerable time, also in cases

of acute lobar pneumonia where the disease runs a

highly congestive course and fluid accumulates rapidly,

it may cause great dyspnea and on removal may turn

out to be hemorrhagic. Such cases have come under

observation more frequently in the last few years when
pneumonias have been more prevalent than formerly.

The exanthemata, scurvy, purpura, nephritis, and in

other latitudes, malaria, may be attended by such an

effusion. In a few cases it seems that the presence of

bloody fluid cannot be accounted for as being second-

ary to any observed state of the patient. As far as I

have seen, these effusions seldom become purulent.

Now and then there may be a case in which this has

happened, but, as a rule, even in acute pneumonia, the

para-ptieumonic pleurisy, so-called, seldom results in

empyema. I think it is also to be observed that un-

less the signs of pressure are very great in these pneu-
monic cases it is better to let the effusion alone. The
withdrawal of a pint or two of fluid may not render

the patient much more comfortable. Sometimes it

does when the dyspnea is very great, but the 'emoval

* See page 283 ot the Journal.

of the fluid tends to cause more friction and in some
i'Stantes, at least, to increase the pain. It is often

rapitily thrown out again, so that I believe with refer-

ence to all bloody exudates it is well to meddle wilb

them as little as possible. The cases in which a bloody

exudate occurred on both sides would be highly sug-

gestive of tuberculosis. A bilateral effusion is usually

indicative of tuberculosis whether clear or bloody. I

did not understand from Dr. .Sears's paper how many
of these cases were supj)Osed to be cancerous.

Dr. Sears : One, and it was doubtful.

Dr. Mason : It seems to me that is an unusually

small proportion. I.have in mind two or three cases

in the hospital within a few years in which the bloody

exudate was presumably due to cancer. There were
no autopsies, but the course of the disease, the sensa-

tion when the needle was pushed into a thick, dense,

hard medium, and the fact that the patients died

within a short time, perhaps after refilling once or

twice, left little doubt that those cases were due to

malignant disease. The diagnosis of cancer of the

pleura, however, is difficult. The physical signs are

not always characteristic of that form of disease in

differentiation from other causes of hemorrhagic pleu-

risy. Now and then positive diagnosis may be made
by microscopical examination of shreds that come
away in the canula. 1 remember a case last year that

Dr. Prescott <iiaguosticated in that way. The subse-

quent course was in accordance with that diagnosis.

Dr. Prescott: In that case the diagnosis was
based upon the large epithelial cells which made up
the mass and which were more or less fatty degener-

ated. In some of the cases of cancer of the breast at

the hospital there has been hemorrhagic pleurisy and
it seemed as if in that case the diagnosis was perfectly

plain of extension into the pleura.

Dr. Wentworth read a paper on

some experimental work in lumbar pu.xcture
OF THE subarachnoid SPACE."

Dr. Rotch : I think this is one of the most valu-

able papers we have had presented for a long time.

In reference to diagnosis there is no question that

early diagnosis is almost invariably of great impor-

tance. The differential diagnosis between typhoid

fever and meningitis is very difficult and at times im-

possible to make in the first week and where most of

the symptoms point towards typhoid fever, yet iu

the second week the patient may develop a meningitis

and die of that disease. The investigations made up
to the present time are not so conclusive as Dr. Went-
worth's and it is to be hoped his will prove to be the

correct position to take iu these cases. The method
seems very simple when you have learned to make the

puncture.

Dr. Mason : This is a subject which well might
lead to extended discussion. I have observed the

puncture made in one or two cases only and undoubt-

edly the researches of Dr. Wentworth wilt be of very

great value iu determining the justifiability of making
these punctures in many more cases than those iu

which it has been heretofore resorted to, if it is en-

tirely innocuous. The cases which have occurred to

me as being desirable for puncture iu the adult were
acute cerebro-spiual fever and tubercular meningitis,

for purposes of differentiation. 1 recently had a case

of each in adults, females, and was inclined to experi-

> See page 132, No. 6, of the Journal.
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ment on both of tbetn in this way, but after reading

an article which dwelt upon the very great degree of

pain and headache that resulted from the draining off

of the spinal fluid I did not do so. Both died and the

post-mortem examinations showed that the diagnoses

were entirely correct, but still it would have been

valuable to have substantiated them by lumbar punc-

ture during life.

Dr. Mokse : I think we are very much indebted to

Dr. Wentworth for demoiistrating the safety of this

method of diagnosis and for calling attention to the

importance of the turbidity of the fluid. I have only

had the opportunity of examining the fluid in two

cases, one normal and one of tubercular meningitis.

The results agreed with those of Dr. Wentworth.
The fluid from the normal case, which had symptoms
pointing very strongly to meningitis, but which later

cleared up, was perfectly clear and contained no cells

on microscopic examination, while the fluid from the

case of tubercular meningitis was turbid and contained

ERany polynuclear leukocytes. From my experience

in that case I can corroborate Dr. Wentworth's state-

ment as to the difficulty in finding tubercle bacilli in

the fluid. I spent the whole afternoon and failed to

find them, while one-tenth of a cubic centimetre in-

jected into a guinea-pig gave positive results.

AMERICAN ORTHOPEDIC ASSOCIATION.

Tenth Annual Meeting, Buffalo, May 19-21, 1896.

(Concluded from No. 11, p. 270.)

SECOND DAT (continued).

A Tr -.ORr OF THE ULTIMATE ETIOLOGY OF DE-
FORMITY, AND ITS practical APPLICATION.

Dr. Royal Whitman said that in the process of

evolution the erect posture had been comparatively

acquired, and that it was an attitude difficult of ac-

quirement and difficult to maintain. The ordinary

so-called postural deformities were then explained.

The flexion and contraction deformity, he said, was of

special interest to the orthopedic surgeon. If one
accepted the morphological theory of its etiology, it

would be evident that as the erect posture was a

newly-acquired attitude, so also the uses by the limbs

proper to that posture, were newly acquired. Com-
plete extension of the limb in the support of this pos-

ture required not only the greatest expenditure of ner-

vous energy, but also the greatest strain upon the

joint surfaces, and when the ability to assume this at-

titude became impaired, the affected member became
flexed— in other words, it involuntarily assumed an

attitude common to the lower or quadrupedal form of

locomotion. Flexion was an evidence of unbalanced
nervous influence, and of preponderance of power of

the lower or reflex centres. In joint disease the cause

was local irritation and consequent muscular spasm ;

in the second, the inhibitory influence of the higher

centre was impaired or removed. The erect posture

was an evidence of the higher position of man in the

scale of evolution. When the controlling force of the

higher centre was directly or indirectly impaired, the

more difficult and newly-acquired attitudes were dis-

used, and the affected part fell backward toward the

type from which it had been differentiated.

FURTHER observations ON THE CAUSE OF THE
LIMP OF HIP-JOINT DISEASE.

Dr. Harry M. Sherman, of San Francisco, read

a paper with this title. He said that tuberculous

bone disease resulted in a wasting of the osseous

trabeculie and the development of an area of struct-

ural weakness, usually in the neck of the femur. In

hip disease the effort is made to bring the centre of

gravity of the body as nearly as possible over the

head of the femur, so as to relieve the strain put

upon the structurally weak spot. This theory as-

sumes that there is a " bone sense," comparable to the

muscle sense. The speaker then went on to describe

by the aid of blackboard diagrams, his mechanical

theory of the causation of the limp of hip-joint

disease. He endeavored to show that the keynote to

the subject, from a mechanical point of view, was the

fact that the head and neck of the femur constitute a

column and bracket, or what is known in mechanics as

a " cantilever," and that these anatomical members
were, therefore, governed by the same mechanical

laws as control the operation of the " cantilever."

Dr. Wirt said that he believed the author was in

the main correct in his theory, but he would remind

him that when running, the femur supports the weight

of the body, plus the momentum.
Dr. a. M. Phelps said that he was of the opinion

that the capsule of the joint was swollen with tuber-

culous material, and that as a result, in order to re-

lieve intra-articular tension the patient pulled the limb

into a partially flexed position.

Dr. Bradford said that in some cases the lack of

free motion in the joint would account for part of the

limp. In cases of cured hip disease, with the limb

much adducted, the limp was often due to the effort

of the patient to balance himself.

The President said that the weak point in the

author's argument was the assumption of voluntary

adaptation of the limb. If this were voluntary, one

would certainly not expect it to occur in very

early infancy, and yet it was known that the limb as-

sumed such a position in these patients.

Dr. Weigel said that he would like an explanation

of the fact that in the early stage, there would be a

limp even though there had been no swelling of the

joint. Again, Dr. Judson had shown that patients

who had recovered from hip disease, and who still

limped, could be trained until the limp was scarcely

noticeable.

Dr. Sherman said that in running the foot-prints

were very nearly in a straight line, thus bringing the

point of support nearer to the centre. This was not

a voluntary, but a reflex act. He believed it was rare

for hip-joint disease to begin in the capsule. The re-

covered cases which walk without limp are those in

which there is ankylosis between the bones.

FEMORAL osteotomy FOR CORRECTION Ol' HIP

DEFORMITY IN ADULTS, WITH A REPORT OF
CASES.

Dr. a. R. Shands, of Washington, D. C, read a

paper in which he advocated Gaunt's intra-trochanteric

osteotomy. He preferred to do this operation with

Gaunt's osteotome having a blade only three-fourths

of an inch wide. The only dressing was sterilized

gauze retained by adhesive plaster, and a plaster-of-

Paris epica applied after a proper position of the limb

had been secured.
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Dr. Phelps said that he would advise in a case

of double hip-joiiic disease wilh ankylosis, the perfor-

miince of excision, being careful to remove enough
bone to prevent ankylosis. He had recently adopted

a novel method of securing inotiou at the joint,

namely, cutting through just above the lesser tro-

chanter; bringing dowu the limb by force; cutting

off about three-fourths of au inch of the femur, and

I hen inserting a piece of fascia between the ends of

the bones.

Dk. Sherman said he would limit this subtrochan-

teric osteotomy to cases in which there was no motion

between the femur and pelvis.

Dr. AV. R. Townsend referred to several adult

cases, coming under his observation, where au excel-

lent result had beeu obtained by operation for bony
ankylosis.

Dr. GoLDTinv.\:T also cited several adult cases,

and remarked that the limb had been put up with ten

or fifteen degrees of flexion so as to make it more
comfortable for the patient when sitting down.

Dr. J. E. Moore said that while the result was not

so likely to be good in cases where there was some
motion, he would not confine operation entirely to those

cases in which there was complete bony ankylosis.

RKI'ORT OK CASES OF OSTEO-SARCOMA OF THE HIP.

Dr. Arthlu J. Gillette, of St. Paul, reported

three cases illustrating the difficulties in differential

diagnosis where there was osteo-sarcoma of the hip.

Delormity might not occur for months after the onset

of the disease, and there would be in all probability

no fixation, very little atrophy, and little or no short-

etiing.

Dks. R. H. Satre, Sherman and Moore also

reported similar cases.

tuberculosis of the wrist and carpus.

Dr. James E. Moore, of Minneapolis, read a

paper on this subject. He said that wrist-joint disease

comprised about five per cent, of all tubercular joint

diseases, and occurred most commonly in persons be-

tween fifty and sixty years of age. The disease was
insidious in its development, but the diagnosis could

be easily made by the swelling, atrophy, flexiou and
the pecular position of the thumbs aud lingers. The
tendon shiatlis were often involved. Children often

recover from the joint affection, but rarely live to

maturity ; in adults, it almost invariably ends in

phthisis. For children, enforced rest of the joint, by
mtaus of plavter-of-Paris dressings, is of service, but

for adults it is only appliiable to recent (asee, and
should then be combined with injections of iodoform

emulsion. Where there were sinuses aud evidence of

supimration, the choice lay between complete excis-

ion aud amputation. Amputation nas often the most
conservative treatment. The author did not favor

early excision, because the functional results were
bad, and as a life-saving measure it could not compare
favoiably with amputation. When the disease was
well-marked and progressing rapidly, when there was
well-marked wrist-joint disease with incipient phthisis,

aud when with the disease there was advanced pul-

monary tuberculosis, he would recommend amputation.

Dr. McKknzie said that he had had some very good
results in this class of cases from the use of injections

of iodoform and glycerine. He had not observed se-

vere reaction following this treatment, indeed iu

some instances the existing pyrexia bad been ob-

served to diminish after the injections.

Du. Sherman commended amputation as the best

treaxment in cases of severe disease of the wrist.

Dr. Gillette said that some of those who had
spoken had implied that these patients suffered much
pain. His own impression had always been that

wrist-joint disease was associated with very little pain.

Dr. Moore, in closing, said that occasionally pain

was prominent. In one case he had done an amputa-
tion because of the intense [laiu, and the result, both

as regards prolongation of life and increased comfort,

had justified the amputation.

mechanical treatment of ingrown toe-nail.

Dr. Henry Ling Taylor, of New York, read a

paper, in which he recommended the following method,

modified from that devised by Mr. Masters, of Eng-
land. A fiat strip of silver one one-hundredth of an
inch thick, and one-eighth of an inch wide, and one inch

long, is bent into the shape of a fishhook. The toe

having been cleansed with peroxide of hydrogen, and
moistened with a solution of cocaine, the hook is

inserted under the lateral edge of the nail so that the

shank of the hook curves over the side of the toe, and
lies close to it. The greater the ulceration, the less the

pain in inserting the hook. It is retained in place

by adhesive plaster or a bandage. The hook not only

protects the fiesh from the nail, but it exerts a lifting

action on the nail. After a few hours the patient suf-

fers no inconvenience from the hook, and in a few
days the swelling subsides aud the granulations be-

come more healthy. It is well to wear the hook for

several weeks after the tissues have healed in order

that they may become sufficiently hardened. The
method, the speaker said, was applicable to the sever-

est cases.

THIRD DAY.

3IECHANICAL SUPPORT FOR FLAT-FOOT.

Dr. J. C. ScHAPPS, of Brooklyn, described a

method of making steel soles for flat feet. On ham-
mering out by hand a steel sole to conform to the arch

of a well-developed adult foot, it would be observed

that the anterior and posterior halves were nearly

alike. Having modified the sole-plate so as to make
these the same, it was found that the shape resembled

that of a portiou of the convex surface of a cone, with

the apex directed toward the outer side of the sole,

and the hase toward the inner side of the loot. From
this plate, jilaster casts were made, and these casts

served as models from which iron dies were manu-
factured. With such dies any mechanic could make
steel plates, from which soles were easily cut out for

right or left foot, high or low, large or small feet. A
contour of the jjutieiit's foot is taken on cardboard and
trimmed to fit the sole of the shoe in front, outer side

and back, and is made wide enough to allow of it com-

ing well up on the inner side of the foot of the arch.

This pattern is used to correct the rough outline of

the foot taken on the plate itself. The curved line

re|)resenting the inner edge of the arch of the plate

should he located just below the scaphoid and the

head of the astragalus. The inner flange of the plate

requires careful shaping— it should be nearly vertical

as the patient stands on the plate. Having fitted the

plate to the foot aud the shoe, it should be covered

with vulcauized rubber.
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SOME APPARATUS FOR THE TREATMENT OF FOTT'S
DISEASE.

Dr. Scbapps also presented a wheel-cot which he had
fouud useful for the purpose of maintainiug uninter-

rupted recumbency with regulated pressure iu Pott's dis-

ease. Traction could also be applied. He said that the
energy required to hold the spine rigid and the lower
limbs in a continuous state of elastic tension to break
the shock to the spinal column, exhausted the general
and local recuperative forces. It was injurious, in

his opinion, to interfere with the respiratory move-
ments of the chest and abdomen. The sternum should
be used as a base from which to make forward press-

ure on a dorsal kyphos. It was also apparent that

both the posterior or spinal, and the anterior or ster-

nal supports of the upper mass should be kept under
it, and lateral pressure on the chest avoided. For the
treatment of Pott's disease iu the upright position, the
author used a combination of the Taylor brace pos-

teriorily, and auteriorly a rigid, light support which
made pressure only on the parts which could convey
it to the spine without interfering at the same time
with respiration.

THE TREATMENT OF POTT's PARAPLEGIA.

Dr. Le Kot W. Hcbbard, of New York, in dis-

cussing this subject aud reporting two cases, asked if

it were possible to reduce the period of paralysis.

After reviewing the history of the treatment of this

very common complication, and reading replies re-

ceived from a circular letter that he had sent to the

members of the Association, he concluded that if im-

mediate efficient mechanical support were applied to

the spine, absolute recumbency enforced until power
returned, and a general tonic plan of treatment were
carried out, there would be a complete cure in almost
every instance, and in the majority, in a short time.

Operative treatment was rarely called for.

Dr. Ketch said that his experience did not show a

natural tendeuc}" toward recovery in cases in which
the paraplegia affected the arms.

Dr. Weigel said that it had been his lot to deal

more especially with adult cases, in whom the prog-

nosis was relatively less favorable. He did not think

any one could give even an approximate idea regard-

ing the average duration of Pott's paraplegia.

Dr. Ridlon said that his experience had been that

the cases in which the sphincters were involved gave
the worst prognosis. In one case in which the arms
had been affected recovery had been quite rapid.

congenital defects of the long bones.

Dr. B. E. McKenzie, of Toronto, presented a

number of specimens and reported upon ten cases of

such defects.

congenital club-hand.

Dr. C. E. Thomson, of Scranton, present by invi-

tation, reported a successful operation in a case of this

kind, occurring in a girl of thirteen, who belonged to a

rather remarkable family of children with congenital
deformities.

THE treatment OF CLUB-FOOT.

Dr. a. M. Phelps, of New York, said that the

treatment of club-foot by manipulation and retentive

dressings should be begun at the earliest possible mo-

ment, and when after a reasonable time the progress
by this method became very slight, all parts offering
resistance to reduction of the deformity should be cut
and the limb put up in a super-corrected position. Out
of 343 operations he had had only five per cent, of
relapses, and in the last series— 182 cases— there
had been no mortality.

TWO cases OF dislocation OF THE PATELLA
TREATED BY OPERATION.

Dr. Joel E. Goldthwait, of Boston, presented
such a report.

torticollis DUE to adenoid vegetations and
CHRONIC HYPERTROPHY OF THE TONSILS.

Dr. Arthur J. Gillette, of St. Paul, reported
three cases, two of them being congenital. In one of
the cases, the removal of the adenoid vegetations was
sufficient without any division of the sterno-mastoid, or
other treatment, to effect a prompt cure.

a report of some cases of unusual congenital
deformities.

Dr. John Ridlon, of Chicago, presented reports
and photographs of a number of such cases.

A REPORT of a family OF ANOMALIES,

by Dr. L. A. Weigel, of Rochester.
Dr. Samuel Ketch, of New York, was elected

President of the Association for the ensuing year.

iS^ccent Hitcraturc.

The Condition of Radical Cure in Cancer (with
cases). Tumors oj the Breast which are " Dispers
ibte "wwithout Operation (with cases). The Conver
sion of Benign Tumors into Cancer. The Practical
Outcome of Recent Researches on Cancer. By
Herbert Snow, M.D., London, etc. Pp. 63
London: J. & A. Churchill. 1895.

This is a presentation in book form of severa!
monographs written by the author at different times
during the past three years. The first paper seeks to

represent the principles which should guide the sur-
geon in combating malignant disease contrasted with
former methods. The second shows the limits of
operative treatment. The third calls attention to a
point once recognized but now almost forgotten. The
fourth, and concluding section, treats of secondary
distribution of cancer to bone marrow, the value of
opium in treatment, and the relation between primary
and secondary malignant growths.

Blind Leaders of the Blind ; The Romance of a
Blind Lawyer. By James R. Cocke, M.D. Bos-
ton : Lee & Shepard. 1896.

The author of this hook was born blind. Notwith-
standing the obstacles which such a condition placed
iu his way he succeeded in obtaining a medical educa-
tion, supporting himself in great measure iu the mean-
time, and is now practising medicine in Boston. Under
the guise of a story this book is evidently in many re-

spects a record of personal experiences, if not an
autobiography. With this key in mind it may be read
with added iuterest.
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SOME STATISTICS REGARDING MEDICAL
EDUCATION.

The United States Bureau of Education publishes

facts of much interest regarding the changes and

growth which have taken place in medical education

during the last years. Many of these facts are worthy

of serious reflection, giving as they do an index of

what may be expected in the future.

Comparison is made between conditions, as they

were in 1883-84 and as they were ten years later,

1893-94. It appears that at the earlier date there

were eighty-eight regular schools of medicine in exist-

ence, as against one hundred and nine in 1893-94.

The homeopathic schools, in the same time, increased

from thirteen to nineteen and the eclectics remained

unchanged in number, uine at each date. Cer-

tain institutions ceased to exist during the decade,

twelve in all. which gives one an idea of the transitory

character of a fairly large proportion of medical estab-

lishments. Nor is the mere number of schools a good
criterion of medical progress, since many of them
merely maintain a struggling existence, poor in stu-

dents and therefore weak financially, if not intellect-

ually.

A better index is the number of students enrolled,

and figures taken over the same decade, 1883-84 to

1893-94, are more suggestive of the true state of

affairs. The students iu regular medical schools in

1883-84 numbered 10,600; in 1893-94 they numbered
17,601, an increase of 66 per cent. Students in

homeopathic schools at the first date were 1,267;

at the second, 1,666, an increase of SI..') per cent.

The eclectic students numbered essentially the same
at the two periods, 767 to 803, an increase of but 4.7

per cent., and, as already stated, there was no increase

in the number of their schools during the ten years.

In other words, the number of regular medical students

increased more than twice as fast as homeopathic

students, and more than fourteen times as fast as the

eclectics.

The report from which we have quoted the above
figures raises the query as to how the 8,000 new doc-

tors graduated each year are to earn a livelihood, by
the practice of their profession. The query is cer-

tainly a natural one, and one to which it is practically

important to attempt an answer. In the first place

unquestionably many of these students are diverted

into other lines of work immediately, or soon after

completing their terms of study. But for those who
are left and persist in the course they have marked
out for themselves, the competition in large cities be-

comes each year more keen and the time is continually

increasing before a young physician ma}' regard him-

self as safely established in his practice. Two possible

alternatives at once suggest themselves as means of a

more speedy if not ultimately more munificent means
of livelihood. The first, which the better men from
our larger schools are slow to adopt, is a settlement at

a considerable distance from cities. There must be

room for country doctors, who are trained in modern
medical methods, au opportunity which is probably
now more open than it has ever been before, since the

tendency to concentrate in cities has become more and
more pronounced, The other loophole of escape from
enforced idleness is special scientific work in almost

any line of medical research. There is actually a lack

at present in this country of competent men to fill

positions of a teaching or investigating character. It

is true that the salaries attached to such positions are

absurdly small and inadequate to qualify a mercenary
ambition, but it is hardly to be questioned that a re-

adjustment will take place in the not distant future,

under which meritorious scientific work will meet
with the reward it deserves. If the overcrowding of

the practice of medicine may conduce to this end by
turning men recently graduated into fields of investi-

gation, we can in no way regret the increasing num-
ber of our graduates. Statistics show that the ratio of

medical students to population in the United States is

about twice what it is in European countries, but no

doubt the average education of the American student

is inferior to that of his foreign brother, and it is

equally probable that a much larger proportion of our
American students give up their undertaking before

they have become definitely established as practising

physicians. In any case there seems to us no cause
for alarm. Knowledge is growing in every depart-

ment at a rate which will surely keeji all the worthy
medical men busy, never mind how many are forth-

coming, and of the unworthy ones, medicine, as a pro-

fession, certainly needs less now than ever before.

There never has been a time when medicine offered

more possibilities to any man who approaches it in

the proper spirit, nor has the much-quoted proverb of
" room at the top " ever had a more evident meaning,
and yet on every side we hear the complaint from the

laity and from the physicians themselves that the pro-

fession is overcrowded, and that penury and want face

the young practitioner. It is beyond measure diflUcult

to free ourselves from the idea that medicine, as a
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profession, consists only in its practice. No doubt,

regarded from tliis point of view it is crowded ; that is

a sufficiently self-evident fact, but from the broader

standpoint of medicine as a scientific calling, in which

practice enters simply as an element, there is absolutely

no crowding at all. The whole field of research in

special lines lies absolutely open, and the pity is that

80 few avail themselves of the opportunities which are

everywhere offering.

The solution of the problem of overcrowding must

lie iu the clearer recognition of the fact that medicine

it not hedged in by any narrow boundary lines, but

grants opportunities of work to an extent not found

in any other profession, work which is sure to become

more and more remunerative, as the public sees its

growing usefulness. Already there is sufficient evi-

dence of this. Laboratories are everywhere being

established. With their establishment comes at once

the necessity of directors and assistants who are

skilled in the particular line of work which any given

laboratory is to subserve. Positions are forthwith

created to which adequate salaries must of necessity

be attached, and we have at once, perhaps a small, but

still a definite means of escape from the dreaded crowd

of practitioners. Such positions are at present hard

to fill, but it cannot for a moment be open to doubt,

that the next ten years will see a score of applicants

for every place of scientific trust. Even now it is

quite possible to discern a beginning change of front

on the part of the younger generations of medical

men. More and more are training themselves for

woik, which they see some one must do, and many, as

they leave their three or four years of medical study,

find a position of immediate usefulness in some one of

the manifold directions, in which skilled work is re-

quired.

The future is altogether encouraging with the limit-

less outlet which the scientific side of medicine offers.

Were it not for this we might well bewail the thou-

sands of physicians who are crowding into the profes-

sion each year. As it is, the more the better, pro-

vided they will but realize that their field of usefulness

lies or may lie beyond the details of their daily prac-

tice.

MEDICAL NOTES.

The Fourth International Congress of

HyDROLOGT, Climatology and Geology will be

held at Clermont-Ferrand, Puy de Dome, France,

September 28th to October 4th. The general secre-

tary of the congress is Dr. E. Fredet.

Menstruation in Eskimos.-— Dr. Cook, who was

with the Peary expedition, says the Eskimo girls do

not begin menstruating until they are eighteen or

twenty years of age. It has, however, been staled,

that they may conceive and bear children at a much

younger age, a fact which has been adduced to show

that there is no necessary connection between ovula-

tion and menstruation.

Illinois Licenses Midwives.— The Illinois

State Board of Health at its meeting iu July, passed

a resolution allowing midwives to practise in Chicago.

Applicants will have to submit to a thorough examina-

tion and give satisfactory proof that they are capable

of doing their duty, and file a bond with the board.

Professor Eudinger's Death. — Dr. Nicholas

Riidinger, Professor of Anatomy at Munich Univer-

sity, died on Monday last at Tutziug in Bavaria.

Dr. Riidinger was Professor of Anatomy at the

Anatomical Institute at Munich, having held the post

for sixteen years.

The Treatment of Tabes Dorsalis.— Follow-

ing his theory of the close relationship of syphilis and

tabes, Erb, in a recently published brochure, urges the

use of mercury and iodide iu the treatment of the lat-

ter affection. Especially does he consider this treat-

ment indicated in those cases which follow soon after

the syphilitic infection, and iu those in which syphilis

is still active. He naturally regards it of less efficacy

in those cases in which a long interval has intervened

between the syphilis and the onset of the tabes, and

contraindicated when it has already been faithfully

employed or the stomach is intolerant.

boston and new ENGLAND.

The Proposed Hospital at Rutland, Mass.
— At a recent hearing before the Governor and Coun-

cil, the various arguments of persons interested in the

construction of the new hospital for tubercular pa-

tients were presented. Various complications have

arisen as the project has grown, chiefly relating to the

question of a means of sewage which will be satisfac-

tory to the State Board of Health. The hospital is

to be located within the Metropolitan Water-Supply

District. It appears that the trustees had made ar-

rangements for a certain system of drainage disposal,

which did not meet with the approval of the Board of

Health. The State Board suggested another system,

the expense of which would be about $12,000. This the

trustees felt to be too great a drain on their resources,

since the entire appropriation provided for the hospital

was $150,000. Mr. Bailey, counsel for Boston, main-

tained that a hospital situated at the proposed spots,

namely, on the water-shed of the lower Nashua River or

on the dividing-line between that shed, and the shed of

the Ware River, would be a constant menace to the

health of the community, owing to the probable pollu-

tion of the water-supply. He believed that a system of

intermittent downward filtration, undoubtedly the best

under the circumstances, would still not assure abso-

lute freedom from contamination. Mr. Pillsbury,

representing the State Board of Metropolitan Water-

Supply, was likewise of the opinion that a safe dis-

posal of the sewage from such a hospital as proposed

was entirely out of the question. Chairman Ham-
mond, of the trustees, stated it as his belief that the

sewage could be safely disposed of, and suggested a

temporary system, which would permit the building

of the hosjjital to go on, and which might be super-
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ceded by a better one, as occasion demanded. Tlie

matter has been postponed for further discussion.

Massachusetts Emergency and Hygiene As-

sociation. — Under the " Department of Instruction

to Attendants," it is stated in a recently publislied

circular that " The purpose of this department is the

training of women to be attendants in the care of

convalescents, feeble, elderly persons, little children

and chronic cases." The idea herein contained is

twofold, first, to give women who are unable to give

the time required at a regular nurses' training-school,

an opportunity to learn enough regarding tlie care of

the sick, to gain for themselves a moderate means of

support in cases of the above character, and, secondly,

to provide attendants at moderate cost in those fami-

lies, where a trained nurse, for financial reasons,

would not be available. It is designed to give women
between the ages of twenty and forty, an opportunity,

by means of systematic instruction, to fit themselves

as trained attendants, the instruction to be partially

didactic and partially practical in the homes of the

poor. The tuition fee is placed at a very reasonable

amount, fifteen to twenty dollars, and on graduation

pupils are permitted to register for situations at the

Bureau of Nurses, 19 Boylston Place. No attendant

is to be allowed to charge more than $7 a week (and

living) during her first year of service. The instruc-

tion is under the charge of Dr. Anna G. Richardson

and Dr. E. W. Dwight is Chairman of the Committee

on Instruction. The plan, as outlined above, should

certainly succeed, and fill a real want in the community.

NEW YORK.

Floating Hospital, St. John's Guild. — The
St. John's Guild has discontinued the trips of its float-

ing hospital for the season. During the past summer,

from July 8tb to September 3d, the excursions were

made on every week day (with the exception of four,

when they had to be omitted on account of rainy

weather), and 46,253 women and children were car-

ried on them. In the wards of the Guild's seaside

hospital at New Dorp, Staten Island, 700 severely

sick children were treated, without a single death.

An Annex to the Sloane IMateknity Hospi-

tal.— An annex, seven stories in height, is being

built to the Sloane Maternity Hospital, which stands

ou the same lot as the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons and the Vanderbilt Clinic. It is expected that

it will be completed about the first of October, and it

will increase the capacity of the institution from 75 to

275 patients.

Single Head for New York Health Depart-
ment. — In the proposed charter for the greater New
York there is to be a single head of the Health De-

partment, to be known as the Health Commissioner.

He is to be appointed and can be removed by the

Mayor, and can at any time be called upon by tin-

Mayor for a report of his work. The two proposeil

bureaus in the department are to be presided over by

a sanitary superintendent and a registrar of records

respectively. The first officer must, at the time of his

appointment, have been for at least ten years a prac-

tising physician, and for three years a resident of the

City of New York. The proposed bureaus and their

heads are identical with those now in existence, and

the powers and jurisdiction of the department are not

extended ; while the present sanitary code of New
York is retained. Under the present law the Board
of Health, which now consists of the President of

the Board of Police, the Health Officer of the Port,

and two officers known as Health Commissioners, can

be removed only under charges to be reviewed by the

Supreme Court. Under the proposed charter the

main office of the Health Commissioner is to be in the

Borough of Bowling Green, and he may establish such

branch offices in the various other boroughs of the

consolidated city as may be deemed necessary. In

the Borough of Brooklyn he is also authorized to ap-

point a deputy commissioner and sanitary superinten-

dent if he sees fit.

Qdarantine Station at Perth Amboy.— Dr.

A. H. Doty, Health Officer of the Port of New York,

has applied, through Dr. H. C. Herold. the Health

Officer of Newark, to Governor Griggs of New Jer-

sey, for the establishment of a quarantine station at

Perth Amboy. While all vessels that come to New
York are obliged to stop at the boarding station of the

Quarantine office on Staten Island, they can land at

Perth Amboy without interference, and there is there-

fore danger of contagious disease being spread from

that point. Governor Griggs, it is said, will recom-

mend such a health station in his next annual message

to the Legislature. In the meanwhile he has j>rom-

ised to use a $10,000 emergency fund which is at his

disposal for the suppression of any outbreak of disease,

should the occasion arise.

Death of Dr. Sylvanus S. Mclford.— Dr.

Sylvauus S. Mulford, a well-known New York practi-

tioner, died at his residence in that city on September

9th, of apoplexy. He was sixty-six years of age, and

unmarried. Dr. Mulford was graduated from the Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, and

served as a surgeon in the regular army for a number
of years during the late war and afterwards.

THE ANTI-VIVISECTIO.N HILL FOR THE DIS-
TRICT OF COLUMBIA.

In accordance with a vote of the Rhode Island

Medical Society at the annual meeting in June, the

following letter has been sent to each senator and
member of Congress from that State

:

Hon. .

Dkak Sir : — The Rhode Island Medical Society has in-

structed n)e to forward to you, on behalf of the Society, a
l)rotest against the passage of the Anti-Vivisection Bill of

the District of Columbia.

I

The United States, in common with all enlightened gov-
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ernments, have hitlierto encouraged the investigation of

the origin and mode of invasion of the infectious diseases

both of man and of domestic animals. The results of the

researches carried on b\ the Bureau of Animal Industry
and other government laboratories in the District of Cohim-
bia have been of great jiractieal value. Such investigations

can be made accurately only in well-equipped laboratories

and by experiments on animals. Having secured for such
purposes the services of experienced scientists the govern-
ment should not now hamper them by restrictions as to the

details of their work, nor place them, as this virtually does,

under the supervision of prejudiced persons who do not

appreciate the value of biological investigations and who
have very erroneous notions as to the cruelty of such ex-

periments.

Trusting that the worthy investigators in the District of

Columbia who are laboring faithfully at these difficult and
important problems will have your moral support, that you
will not doubt their desire to conduct necessary exjieri-

ments as humanely as possible and that you will oppose
any embarrassment of their work by the meddlesome inter-

ference of mistaken and misinformed people.

I have the honor to be, etc.

WORK AMONGST LEPERS.'

The good work established by Father Damien, the

martyr leper of Molokai, still lives. Fortunately for

India with its increasing proportion of leper popula-

tion, there have been some who have caught the in-

spiration of Father Damien and the work goes on.

The latest statistics supplied by the Mission for

Lepers, with reference to its work in India, Bombay,
Ceylon, China and Japan, show very encouraging re-

sults. The Mission assists leper work in forty-five

stations in these countries ; it has fourteen asylums or

hospitals of its own in India and Burmah, and three in

China. It supports nine homes for untrained children

of lepers, and gives grants-in-aid to nine leper asy-

lums in India and two in Japan. The number of in-

mates in the Society's homes, adults and children, is

nearly 800, or including those in aided institutions

about 1,500.

TABES DORSALIS AND SYPHILIS.

Observers are still decidedly at odds regarding

the much-talked-of question as to the relation of

tabes and syphilis. Leyden has recently published

statistics based on 108 cases, analyzed by his pupil

Storbeck, in which he finds syphilis in the etiologv in

slightly over 30 per cent. Erb, who has been most
active in the establishment of a definite relation be-

tween the two diseases, criticises the figures severely,

and himself adduces 200 cases, in which he finds but
two per cent, in which syphilis couhi absolutely be
excluded.

The matter is interesting from the point of view of

statistics and their proverbial unreliability. Both
observers are eminently fitted to judge in a matter of

this sort, but the outcome of their investigation is not

one to raise our faith in statistical inquiry. It is

really a matter of evidence as to wiiat constitutes a

reasonable assurance of previous syphilitic infection.

Erb relies on slender evidence and allows the balance
always to swing toward his side, while Leyden with

equal conscientiousness demands a much more definite

proof, which in 60 per cent, of these cases he does not

* ludiaD Lancet.

find forthcoming. There is undoubtedly a large men-
tal bias in it all, for syphilis must always be syphilis

and tabes no doubt has the same etiology the world
over. It is certainly unfortunate that it is so exceed-
ingly difficult to arrive even at correct statements of

facts.

A SIMPLE CURE FOR INSOMNIA.

The Indian Lancet suggests the following as a
ready means of inducing sleep :

"Nature's plan for curing insomnia is to limit the supply
of oxygen to the blood, as the cat and dog bury their noses
in some soft hollow in their hair or fur, birds put their
heads under their wings and soon fall asleep. Those suf-

fering from insomnia should cover their heads with the
bedclothes, breathe and rebreathe only the respired air;
when drowsiness is produced it is easy to go on sleeping,
and the bed covering can be pushed' aside and as much
fresh air obtained as is needed."

The scientific basis for the above idea no doubt lies

in the fact that a certain degree of cerebral anemia is

requisite in the production of sleep. It is well known
experimentally that dogs deprived of their normal
cerebral blood-supply by ligation of the carotid and
vertebral arteries are afflicted with an intense drowsi-
ness, so great that they readily fall asleep under most
adverse conditions and are aroused with much diffi-

culty. Practically there might be some difficulty in

carrying out the plan suggested, but theoretically we
do not question the soundness of the idea.

ALLEGED CURE FOR BUBONIC PLAGUE.

The British Medical Journal (August 29th), states
that Dr. Yersin who studied bubonic plague in Houw
Kong during the epidemic of 1894, and has since
been working at the subject in Saigon, claims that he
has discovered a serum which cures the disease and
confers immunity against it. During the past few
weeks remarkable cures by him are reported from
Canton and Amoy, but he has not yet subjected his

remedy to investigation under such conditions as to
justify much being yet said regarding it.

In a further paragraph the following interestino' de-
tails are given :

" We learn from Amoy, China, that Dr. Yersin has been
experimenting with his i)lague serum. Up to date he is

reported to have cured upwards of twenty plague patients.
The cures are reported to be marvellous, as many of the
patients were in high fever, the buboes fully developed, and
the sufferers in a comatose state. In Canton, Dr. Yersin,
on July 1, 1S96, according to Bishop Chausse, effected a
remarkable cure on a very unmistakable and a very severe
case of plague. After showing the Amoy doctor his meth-
ods of injection, he returned to Saigon. It is stated in the
newspapers in China that it takes six months to prepare the
serum; that Dr. Yersin first inoculates rats and then
horses, from which sources he obtains his fluid. It will be
remembered that Dr. Yersin labored conscientiously at
plague during the summer of 18!)4, and the excellent work
he accomplished entitles any bacteriological research un-
dertaken by him to all respect. It is a pity the treatment
he has devised could not be carried out under the eyes of
the medical profession in Ilong Kong, instead of in the
seclusion of a French mission seminary in Canton. This
may be accounted for, not from any misgiving as to the
cogency of the "cure," but owing to a misunderstanding
between the French specialist and the medical officials in
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Hong Kong on the occasion of his sojourn amongst thuni

in 1894. We await a detailed report of the results of the

inoculations at Anioy with interest, and we may say even
with anxiety ; and the scientific world may rest assured
that any publication made by him is to be treated as the

outcome of a thorough investigation wliich can be relied

upon, as to accuracy of detail and precision of observation.

We earnestly wish the treatment all success."

CorrcieiponDcncf.

THE BATHS OF NAUHEIM IN HEART DIS-
EASES.

Nauheim, August 15, 1,S9G.

Mu. Editor:— A recent discussion before the British

Medical Association on "The Diagnosis and 'J'reatment of

Cardiac Failure," ' turned chiefly on the relative merits of

the treatment by baths aud exercises at Nauheim and of

similar measures carried out at home, so far as they can be

by artificially prepared baths, and passive or resisted

movements after the Swedish method, as adopted by Schott

to the conditions in question.

The claims of Nauheim are well known to the medical

profession,^ but a brief account of a two weeks' visit may
be of interest to some of your readers. These claims, as

set forth by Schott, Groedel and other Nauheim physicians,

bv Bezly Thome in an illustrated monograph, and now by

a large number of investigators from both sides of the

ocean, have doubtless aijjieared somewhat extravagant to

conservative minds, since the probability of improvement,

even of cure, is held out in cardiac cases which often

prove but slightly amenable to the usual modes of treatment

at home. An opportunity of personal in(iuiry has been of

practical interest not only with regard to the detail of the

methods, but to the classes of cases, also, that are most

likely to derive benefit here, and the limitations to the use-

fulness of the baths and accessory exercises. Making due

allowance for unfavorable cases to which little attention

may be drawn, and for the weight of positive impressions

derived from strikingly successful cases, as compared with

the inconclusiveness of negative results, there appears to

be little reason for (juestioning the efficacy of the Nauheim
baths in functional disturbances of the heart and circula-

tion, in simple dilatation from weakened walls or fatty

degeneration, an<l in many cases of valvular disease with

failing compensation in ])atientsof fair recuperative energy.

The anemic and neurasthenic states are also successfully

treated here, as well as graver nervous disorders, espe-

cially multiple neuritis aud the earlier stages of tabes

dorsalis.

'I'he high esteem which Nauheim has gained is attested

by the influx of patients from all over the world during the

season, which lasts from April until October. The annual

total of visitors has increased from 9,000 in 1890 to l(i,000

or more this year, the number of baths increasing also from

120,000 in 1891 to a,hout 200,000 for 1896. Numerous
pliysicians are also here for study and observation. The
baths are the principal attraction, although the laxative

waters of the Kurbrunnen and Karlsbninnen are more or

less used. They are similar in composition to those of the

Elizabeth Spring at Homburg or the Kakoczy at Kissin-

The ."iources of the baths are Spring No. 7, " the great

Sprudel," with a temperature of S8.8° F., and the " Fried-

rich Wilhelm Quelle," Spring No. 12, from which the

water flows at 9.5..')° F. Both contain a very large quan-

tity of free carbonic acid gas, besides a strong mixture of

salines, chiefly common salt and other alkaline chlorides

and carbonates. 'J'lie waters are all impregnated with

iron.

It is customary for the patient to begin with a weakened

< Sue I..»iicet, August 8, 1896.
> Joarnal, April 9, 18%, p. 374.

brine bath, freed from carbonic acid. The strength is

gradually increased, and from one to three litres of mother-
lye (mutterlaugc) may be added for its stimulating effect.

After a ilozen or more of these baths, the temperature
being gradually lowered if the circulation jjcrmits, the
patient goes on to the " Si)rudel baths" containing both
salines and carbonic acid gas, until he finally reaches the
"sprudel strombad," or current bath, through which the
highly carbonated saline water flows in a constant stream
during the whole time the patient is in the tub. This, no
doubt, is a [lowerful stimidant to the pheripheral circula-

tion and terminal nerves, as indeed is the " s])rudel bath,"
which contains so much carbonic-acid gas that the surface
of the skin is covered with a layer of white bubbles. There
is a slight rubefacient effect, and to one in good health the
sensation is agreeable and exhilarating.

There are five bath-houses with a capacity of 200 baths,

and so great is the demand that, during the morning, it is

sometimes necessary to wait one or two hours for a bath
unless a si)ecial daily hour is engaged at an increased price.

The duration of the bath varies from five to thirty minutes.
To the heavy charge of carbonic acid gas is largely

attributed the improved circulation which follows the use
of the baths. At least such is the view of the Nauheim
physicians, and the same opinion found expression during
the discussion before the British Medical Association, to

which previous allusion has been made. But other impor-
tant factors in their efficacy are the gradually increasing

duration with lowering of the temperature of the water

;

its richness in saline and iron ; the added mother-lye.
These details are all carefully regulated for each individual

case as are the exercises.

On first entering the bath most patients experience a
sense of constriction in the chest which soon passes off.

The effect upon the pulse is shown by a perceptible slow-

ing of the beat and an increase in its volume. When
marked cardiac dilatation is present, a diminution in the

heart's area can usually be determined after the bath by
percussion and auscultation. The apex comes in toward
the median line, the impulse is stronger and more regular,

in short, the distended heart contracts more steadily upon
the residual blood within its cavities and the cardiac
chambers are more completely emptied. This effect might
be quite transitory, but after a time, in many cases, the

combined influence of baths and resistant exercises brings

about a permanent improvement. During the treatment
free diuresis usually occurs, secondary conjestions of lungs

and viscera disappear, and an early absorption of dropsical

effusions is not uncommon.
The rationale of these changes (and there are various in-

teresting liypotheses), also how far similar results are at-

tainable at home by ordinary baths and the exercises, or

by the Swedish movements alone, are (|uestions beyond the

scope of a casual communication. But there is no doubt
that the weakened heart may be strengthened in all these

ways, provided that the degenerative processes are not too

far advanced. The value of balneotherapeutics in cardiac

affections has been ably advocated by Winternitz of

Vienna; and at the excellent Medico-Gymnastic Institute

of Dr. (Justav Ilamel at Homburg I saw numerous sphyg-

mographic tracings from patients with enfeebled hearts

that showed rapid improvement under his application of

the Swedish exercises.

It is at Nauheim, however, that the best facilities now
exist, imder eminent jdiysicians, for the careful and thor-

ough combination of all these influences in a pleasant sum-
mer climate with agreeable surroundings.

Through the courtesy of Dr. Schott and of Dr. Newton
Heineman, of New Vork, who has spent several seasons in

studying the treatment at Nauheim, I examined cases of

heart-strain and of dilatation, with and without valvular

lesions, at different jicriods in their course, also before and
after the Sprudel baths. A single illustrative instance

will suffice. A professional man, aged fifty->ix, who had
over-worked in a hot climate, came to Nauheim with a

largely dilated heart. The apex beat was irregular ; in

the fifth space outside the mammary line. He had edema
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of the legs, and was too breathless to walk. Gastric dis-

tention, eructations and flatulence were uncomfortable
symptoms. A systolic murmur was present at the apex.

Two weeks' treatment with baths and exercises brought
about a regular and stronger action of the heart. The
murmur nearly disappeared and the apex beat came within

the mammary line. The edema vanished. At the same
time he could walk a mile or more, partly over rising

ground, without discomfort.

This was probably a case of dilatation from myocardial
or fatty change which might have improved under other

methods but perhaps not so rapidly. In estimating the

value of a specific treatment we must discount the gain

that is derived from a good climate, healthful regime, ab-

sence of care, mental and physical recreation, improved
general condition, and, not least, faith in the physician and
his methods. So large a nervous element enters into

many cardiac ailments that the restoration of confidence is

sometimes the most important factor in cure. The degree

to which a patient can help himself also has its bearing

upon the prognosis. This relates more especially to the

Swedish exercises, which must in some cases be entirely

passive, in others actively resistant ; and to their combina-

tion with Oertel's system of hill-climbing and restriction of

fluids, that is so well adapted to the more recuperative

class of invalids.

As to the choice of manual or mechanical resistant

gymnastics in heart diseases there is some difference of

opinion at Kauheim, Dr. Groedel preferring for most cases

the Zander machines, while Dr. Schott favors strongly the

personally resisted movements he has devised. A careful

perusal of the literature on these subjects that has emanated
from Nauheim will well repay any one who is interested in

the matter. One great desideratum for hospital and
family practice is a simple mechanical appliance which
will do away with the necessity for a trained gymnast or

cumbersome and expensive machinery.
Contraindications to treatment at Nauheim are the ill-

effects of a long journey upon feeble persons ; advanced
arterial sclerosis ; aneurism and grave aortic lesions.

Mitral affections are in general more amenable, although
the less severe cases of aortic disease are often success-

fully managed.
As the '• cure " is a long and serious one, from four to

eight weeks, and few people come here solely for pleasure

as they go to Homburg or Aix-les-Bains, the capacity of

the individual patient, especially if alone, for occupying
and amusing himself must be considered. While Nauheim
is not a gay resort there is a fine Kursaal with good music
and a theatre. The park is beautiful as is the surrounding

country. Homburg is ten miles distant, Frankfurt twenty,

both within easy reach by train, carriage or bicycle. For
the devotees of the latter conveyance there are good roads

and many pretty excursions, while the region contains sev-

eral old castles of Roman and feudal times which possess

great interest for the student of history or the antiquarian.

For those who undergo the cure an after-cure is recom-
mended in Switzerland, the Hartz Mountains, or some
other bracing climate, so that the patient should have

about two mouths at his disposal.

Yours truly,

A. Lawrence Mason, M.D.

TRAINED NURSES.

Waverley, September 13, ISSiti.

Mr. Editor :— Will you kindly read a nurse's ojiinion

regarding the hospital work done by the Training Schools
— this having been suggested by your article on " Trained
Nurses " in the Mtdical and Surgical Journal of Sei)tcniber

10, 189G.

I certainly wish to see nurses have all the privileges and
consideration that it is possible for them to have. Theirs

is a hard life with not too many oases in the desert of

hard work. 15ut there are these facts to be confronted.

There is the hard and " menial " work to be done in the

hospitals as well as the nursing. At one time the nurses had
to mop the flcor and wash the dishes, but now, so far as I

know, in most large liosj)itals there are maids to do that,

and the nurses simply have the sweeping and dusting to

do; and, as it is a well-known fact that many women (par-

ticularly the better educated ones) do not know how to do
these well, nor appreciate them well done until they are

taught, it seems to me an essential part of the training and
discipline. Then, again, our hospitals are mostly dependent
on the charity of philanthropic people and we are taught

that we must get the most good for the greatest number
with our means, which entails economy in hospital manage-
ment.

As things stand now, a nurse gets her experience, in-

struction and sufficient money to defray her necessary
expenses in return for the work she gives the hospital. If

nurses are ready to dispense with that allowance, which
amounts usually to about two hundred and eighty-eight

dollars each, during the two years' training, it seems to me
it would be time enough to talk about omitting the " menial "

work, but there are as yet comparatively few women who
enter Training Schools who could afford to do that.

Lastly, is there danger of educating our nurses into
" poor physicians," and is there serious thought of curtailing

our instruction in the way of lectures, etc.? Heaven for-

bid I A nurse who is really interested in her work needs
all the stimulus she can get from instruction and the help-

ful sympathy of the doctors. Perhaps she would like to be
a doctor herself, but if she is bright enough for that she

will not be content with anything but a thorough medical
education. No intelligent nurse can fail to see the neces-

sity of thorough scholarship for the person who has the

responsibility of diagnosing and prescribing, and it is very
possible to have a sincere love for nursing and of knowing
the whys and wherefores without any desire for the more
responsible and altogether different work of the physician.

Give the nurses better food and comfortable homes to live

in; keep up their prices in private practice; let them
select their own charrties ; throw the search-light on their

work ; criticise when necessary, commend it when possible
— and not many nurses will grumble at the compara-
tively small amount of menial work that they have to do in

the majority of hospitals, nor will they wish to usurp any
of the authority of the doctors whom they delight to help

and to work for. Sincerely yours,

Sara E. Parsons,
Supervisor of Women's Department, McLean Hospital;

Graduate of the Boston Training School and the McLean
Hospital Training School.

<©bituarp.

W. C. B. FIFIELD, M.D.

In the death of Dr. Fifield, Dorchester loses one of its

oldest physicians, and the Boston City Hospital a member
of its consulting staff. Dr. Fifield was born at Weymouth
in 1828, received his preliminary education at Phillips

Exeter Academy, and the Harvard Medical School.

After his graduation he studied for several years in Lon-
don and became a member of the Royal College of Surgeons.
He also spent some time in Paris. After a few years' prac-

tice with his fatlier in Weymouth, he came to Harrison
Square in 1861. For fifteen years he was a surgeon at

the City Hospital, and at the time of his death, was a consult-

ing surgeon. He was a honorary member of the Boston
Medical Improvement Society, a fellow of the Massachu-
setts Medical Society, a member of the Obstetric Society

and of the Dorchester Medical Club.

There had been many physicians in Dr. Fifield's imme-
diate family. He leaves a widow, Mrs. Emily Fifield, who
is a member of the Boston School Board, and one mar-
ried daughter.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending September 5th, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—

Baro- Tbermom- Kelative
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5ll&tirciS^.

MANKIND AND THE DOCTOR.^

Br O. F. EOGEES, M.D.

The subject to which your atteution is called is

" Maukind aud the Doctor." It has sometimes seemed

as though there was need of a Society for the Preveu-

tiou of Cruelty to Doctors. In this latter end of the

century when of the making of societies for all sorts

of purposes, wise aud otherwise, there is no end, it

might be an ill-considered act to suggest the need of

another, but that there is need of a readjustment of

the relations between mankind and the doctor is un-

doubted. There is no evidence to show that mankind
has ever suspected itself of cruelty to the doctor, but

there is abundant evidence that it has always believed

that it has endured much ill treatment from him aud

it is unfortunately true that the belief is well founded.

All history, sacred aud profane, declares it, and it

would not be an indication of wisdom or houesiy in

the doctors to deny it.

It is an interesting fact that though man loves

money, and when he is sick, wishes to be cured, he

reserves his loudest growl for one whose treatment of

him has been rigorous and uncomfortable to bear, aud

not for him who gives him soft words and agreeable

potions, though he may take all his money aud fail to

cure him.

Some of you in your youth may have read in the

New Testament an account of "a certain woman
who had an issue of blood twelve years and had

suffered many things of many physicians and had

spent all that she had, and was nothing bettered, but

rather grew worse."

It is probable that if auy part of this account is

familiar to you it is this, " and had suffered many
things of many physicians." This familiarity is due

to the frequency with which this quotation has been

made use of to express man's feeling of resentment

for those who have added to the torments of disease

by severity of treatment. The failure to get a cure

and loss of money are overshadowed by tlie thought

of useless suffering inflicted by the physician. The
failure to appreciate and give due regard to this uni-

versal sentiment has been the stumbliug-block over

which generations of physicians have fallen, and it is

to the avoidance of this error that such success as

certain sects have attained is mainly due.

However much maukind may dislike certain forms

of rigorous treatment and unpalatable doses, it is

doubtful if it has ever consciously carried its resent-

ment further than to give vent to its feelings in half

ill-natured jibes, or, perhaps, downright wordy abu,*e.

The world knows aud is free to acknowledge that

the doctor is as honest, devoted and humane as his con-

temporaries, but because his services are necessarily

at the command of all, the high and the low, the

clean and the unclean, that he must oftentimes i)er-

form duties which are repulsive and whose menial

character is only redeemed by their humane quality,

he has not received the social recognition, the personal

consideration, to which his knowledge, character, and

the benefits he has conferred on maukind have fairly

entitled him.

There can be no question that those who by reason

1 An Address delivered before the Norfolk District .Medical So-

ciety, May 12, 1896.

of their birth, education, rank and authority have

guided and governed mankind and in great degree

formed its opinions, have always held in low esteem

those whose occupations are to minister to the per-

sonal or bodily needs of others. When barbers were

surgeons, surgeons were but little esteemed, and this

association of the two callings in the minds of men
operated for a long time to depress the surgeon in the

social scale.

Opinions may differ as to the degree to which these

feelings have influenced and still influence mankind in

his relations with the doctor, but there can be no

doubt that they have existed for centuries though they

are now passing away.

The physician has suffered and still suffers from the

inability of a large portion of the public to distinguish

the true from the false ; the pretentious humbug, the

oily-tongued charlatan, from the educated and honest

physician.

For many centuries medical science lagged behind,

while mathematics, architecture, art and literature

made extraordinary progress, and it is only within the

last two centuries that medicine has emerged from the

darkness and assumed its place in the brotherhood of

the sciences.

Centuries of association with physicians whose

diagnosis was largely a guess based upon false theo-

ries of disease ; theories whoso only influence was to

mislead, whose practice based upon these theories or

systems, too often violently and fatally interfered

with the efforts of the organism to right itself, could

not fail to exert a powerful influence upon the mind

of mankind, an influence which tended for more than

two thousand years to injure the physician in the esti-

mation of the world and very considerably influence

its treatment of him.

It is not safe to conclude because the world during

the earlier centuries had nothing with which to com-

pare the medical practice of its time except the more

ignorant practice of an earlier time, that it held in

high esteem or enjoyed the ministrations of those

who bled it to faintuess, gave drastic cathartics on an

empty stomach and an emetic on a full one ; who gave

the dung of a he-goat for hardness of hearing; who
applied cat's dung to the neck to remove any pointed

substance lodged in the throat, after which it was

thought to be sure to move either up or down, pre-

sumably to escape the smell ; who treated sciatica

with goat's dung applied boiling hot beneath the

great toes, and a quartan ague with the fourth book

of Homer's " Iliad " laid under the patient's head.

This was the kind of treatment in vogue when
Pliny wrote about A. D. 70. Matters had not changed

much when Galen wrote in the second century ; aud

though he was a man possessed of great sagacity, indus-

try and literary ability, his actual knowledge of medical

science as it is now known was very slight. His con-

siderable knowledge of anatomy was gained by dissect-

ing the lower animals. His physiology was founded on

the Hippocratic theory of the four elements, to which he

added the notion of a spirit or pneuma pervading all

parts and mingled with the humors in varying propor-

tion. He also believed that the normal condition of

the body depended upon the presence of a proper

proportion of the four elemeuts, hot, cold, wet and

dry. Diseases resulted from faulty proportions of

these elements. He explained all diseases and for-

mulated his treatment by this system which held
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sway for about sixteen centuries and was only slowly
undermined in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
So late as 15.'^9 a doctor was haled before the London
College of rhysiciiins, for impugning the infallibility

of Galen. On his acknowledgment of his error and
humble recantation he was received into the College.
Though Galen had great merit as a writer and

showed extraordinary acuteness and considerable
anatomical knowledge, the fact remains that one of

the greatest men in medicine since Hippocrates and
whose authority was paramount in the medical world for

fully sixteen centuries, believed in amulets and in the
influence of the moon on the critical days of disease,

and the best that can be said of his prescriptions is

that though they sometimes contained several hundred
ingredients they were mostly inert.

The opinions of the ancients in this matter are
well set forth in the words of M. Cato, " a man," says
Pliny, '• whose authority stands so high of itself, that
but little weight is added to it by the triumph which
he gained or the censorship which he held." Cato
says, " Son Marcus . . . you may take my word as the
word of a prophet when I tell you that whenever the
Greeks shall bestow their literature upon Rome it

will mar everything, and that all the sooner if it sends
the physicians among us. ... I forbid you to have
anything to do with physicians."

Pliny says that "it was not the thing itself that
the ancients condemned but it was the art as then
practised, and they were shocked more particularly
that man should pay so dear for the enjoyment of
life."

There is no doubt that Pliny took a malicious pleas-
ure in discrediting physicians, but he was an acute
observer and probably his statements of fact are
reasonably correct. That he saw some things very
clearly that are not evident to the average man the
following observation is good evidence, he says, " If

physicians attempt to treat of medicine in any other
language than Greek they are sure to lose all credit
with the most ignorant even and those who do not
understand a word of Greek; there being all the less

confidence felt by our people in that which so nearly
concerns their welfare if it happens to be intelligible

to them.
" In fact, this is the only one of all the arts, by

Hercules! in which the moment a man declares him-
self to be an adept he is at once believed, there being
at the same time no imposture, the results of which
are more fraught with peril. To all this, however, we
give no attention, so seductive is the sweet influence
of the hope entertained of his ultimate recovery by
each. And then besides, there is no law in existence
whereby to punish physicians. . . . It is at the expense
of our perils that they learn and they experimentalize
by putting us to death. ..."

The remarks of Pliny concerning the proneness of
mankind to accept the statements of impostors as
proof of their capacity are as true to-day as they were
eighteen hundred years ago. In fact, he saw with
clearer vision than many who now presume to teach
and govern the world.

It is unfortunate that somebody did not read Pliuy to
the Massachusetts Legislature two years ago, before
it passed the law rewarding all who had practised
quackery iu the State for three years with registration
and the right to be called Doctor with the best of us.
There are those who believe with Pliuy that the igno-

rant quacks having neglected other means of learning,

"learn at the ex])en8e of our perils and they experi-

mentalize by putting us to death "
; and that for this

they deserve condemnation, not registration.

In this act of the Legislature we can see in what
estimation the physician is held by a representative

body of the people.

Certain physicians favored the passage of the act,

basing their advocacy upon the plea that it was the

best the Legislature would do. To many it seemed
that they were willing to sacrifice professional self-

respect to expediency and that the object to be attained

did not justify the sacrifice. As a law-abiding citizen

the doctor can only submit to the indignity, but he
cannot be deprived of the blessed consolation afforded

by the thought that the charlatans will practice upon
the members of the Legislature and not upon physi-

cians. The doctor freely admits that for many cen-

turies his ministration to the needs of humanity de-

served the gratitude of mankind, if they deserved it

at all, more for the willingness he displayed to serve

his fellows than for the help he rendered. He knows
that to a great degree he was the victim of his environ-

ment, that his knowledge was limited by the lack of

means for acquiring it and that mankind must bear a

share, and a large share, of the responsibility for his

lack of knowledge and for the morale of the great

body of physicians.

The acquirement of a knowledge of anatomy, physi-

ology and pathology was rendered almost impossible

by the blind opposition of mankind to the dissection

of the human body.

The tendency of mankind to formulate his beliefs,

to establish systems, to make a fetish of a dogma, has

operated to deprive him of the benefits to be derived

from the exercise of reason and common-sense and to

hold him iu intellectual bondage detrimental alike to

his happiness and progress.

From the time of ^sculapius till now one school of

medicine after another has arisen and each in turn has

declared that all others were false and misleading, and
in this has generally told the only truth it had to

utter. The doctor has thus displayed a trait common
to all mankind, but mankind has been as unsparing in

its criticisms and condemnation of this trait as though
it ha'd not always been guilty of the same error.

If the doctor had reserved his criticisms for his

brethren's dogmas he would have done little harm, but
unfortunately, he has not done so. Too often it has

happened that if the world had believed all that the

doctors have said of each other it would have been
justified in concluding that they were not only deluded
ignoramuses but knaves as well, into whose keeping
it would be unsafe to commit either life or pocket-book.

Fortunately, the world has not taken the doctor's

utterances very seriously and has not allowed them to

influence his conduct to any great degree, but it can
not be doubted that this conduct has tended to lower
the physician in the eyes of mankind and to diminish
the resjject in which he is held.

Though mankind has played a subordinate part in

the drama (or tragedy) of medicine it has been an
important one. He has stood up and taken his medi-

cine, enjoyed its taste as best he could, endured its

effects, noticed its results, and distributed the rewards,

often giving the prize of his favor to the doctor who
knows best how to play upon his ignorance and weak-
ness.
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The late Dr. Alonzo Clark, of New York, used to

say that • it is impossible to over-estimate the credu-

lity of mankind," and "that everybody wants a little

humbug in his medicine." This seemed to one of his

hearers at the time to be an exaggeration, but it was
pure wisdom.
Demand and supply usually go together. Mankind

has always demanded to be humbugged and the hum-
bug has appeared. The astrologer, the magician, the

healer who practised bv the laying on of hands, the

medicine man. the faith curer, the Christian scientist

and the plain quack each came in turn, and the exist-

ence of any of them to-day is as discreditable to man-

kind that supports and esteems them as to the pre-

tenders who live by their deceptions. Those who are

neither quacks nor the employees of quacks denounce

them as para^;;es who prey upon the ignorant and

credulous, and there is truth in this, bat it is not the

whole truth.

The guarded statements of science too often fails to

meet the wants of the sick and their friends. They
demand light when there is no light and hope where
there is no hope. They demand answers to questions

that only Omniscence can answer, and assurances for

the future that only a prophet can give, and turn from

the honest and scientific man to the only one who will

pretend to have the information they desire, the un-

scrupulous and ignorant. The commercial instinct in

man impels him to drive sharp trades and he bargains

for guaranteed cures with the only one who will meet

his wishes, the quack, and though he usually gains

nothing but experience, he rarely learns anything by

it. Mankind takes kindly to amulets and to-day the

horse-chestnut, the amulet for rheumatism, rattles in

the pocket of the clergyman as he climbs the steps of

the pulpit, and the iron ring contrasts with the diamond

on the finger of the banker who believes that the iron

ring will shield him from the gout. No man would

make amulets or play the quack if there was no de-

maud for his wares. Unscrupulous men see their

opportunity to profit by supplying "a long felt want,

and quackery is one of its results.

It may be claimed that the quack has seduced the

world, but if so it must be admitted that " Barkis was
willin'." Perhaps some tricky sprite has squeezed

upon the eyelids of a goodly portion of mankind the

flower Oberon used upon the eyelids of Titania, which

has caused it at the sight of the quack, with the asinine

head upon the body of the stupid Bottom, to say with

Titania

:

" Thy fair virtues, force perforce do move me,
On the first view, to say, to swear I love thee !

"

A very large portion of mankind is ignorant of the

vast change that has occurred in medical science and

the medical profession during the past century. They
have not yet learned that physicians are no longer a

body of men warring over dogmas, persecuting and
driving out of their respective camps those who chance

to diiler from them, but are now, on the contrary,

quite indifferent to dogmas and devoted to the advance-

ment of science and the improvements of methods of

cure.

Recently Mr. Herbert Spencer in an article ou
'• The Evolution of the Medical Profession " said that

" the incorporation of authorized practitioners has

developed a tradesuuiou spirit which leads to jealousy

of the unincorporated practitioner, that is, the irregu-

lar. . . . Like the religious priesthood," he says, " the

priesthood of medicine persecutes heretics and those

who are without diplomas."

The profession has persecuted heretics, but to-day

it troubles itself very little concerning heretics or their

beliefs and no intelligent man who knows the real

sentiments of physicians can hold the opinion that the

tradesunion spirit controls their action.

Mr. Spencer's utterances show that he is one of a

large class of educated people who are not yet eman-
cipated from an inherited prejudice against physicians

and who are the unfortunate victims of a failure of

development of the higher cerebral centres causing

what is known as a lack of common-sense and conse-

quent fellow-feeling for quacks.

Though most of the world tlies to the physician when
ill and listens to his utterances with anxious attention,

there is hidden in the minds of many, a fixed idea of

distrust of him, which is probably a survival of a senti-

ment originating in centuries of experience with phy-

sicians of the medieval type. This distrust is less in

evidence to-day than ever before aud the wisest are

freest from it and are quite ready to say with Holmes
that the diagnosis of the competent physician is divina-

tion and his prognosis, prophecy.

However highly regarded by some the physician

may be to-day, it is certain that the public is exceed-

ingly inconsiderate in its treatment of him and there

is a crying need of a reform in regard to the demands
made upon him and the spirit in which they are made.

There is a general impression that he is always in

the saddle and that " one hour in the twenty-four is

just like another to him." This is true in one respect,

in that he is always ou duty.

No one who has not tried a continuous tour of duty

can have any conception of what this means. The
soldier is placed in a somewhat analogous position and
must always hold himself ready to meet emergencies,

but here the parallel fails, for the soldier receives

orders from a presumably wise despot who is concerned

to save the strength and maintain the efficiency of his

command, while the doctor receives his orders from
those who* usually are incapable of judging as to the

magnitude or imminence of the danger to be met and,

in many instances, entirely careless as to times or

seasons or the reasonableness or uureasonableness of

these demands or the effect of such demands upon the

welfare of anybody but themselves. How often has

the physician echoed Johnson's remark that ''a sick

man is a villain."

The physician is as well educated, as much of a
gentleman, as honorable and devoted to the interests

of his clientele and as worthy of consideration in all

respects as are the members of auj' profession or call-

ing. The most important interests of mankind are in-

trusted to him and it is equally lor the interest of

mankiud and the doctor that his mental aud bodily

faculties should be maintained in a condition of effi-

ciency, but this consideration has never entered the

minds of the public aud probably would benefit nobody
if it did.

Men are possessed of the most unreasonable ideas

as to the duty of physicians to the public and expect

aud require instant aud abject submission to the most

unreasonable demands. Physiciaus have for so long

a time responded without delay or question to calls

for their services from all sorts aud couditions of men,

regardless of time or season, or the probability of re-
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muiieratiou that maukiiul now makes the most un-
reasonable demands upon the ph3'siciau without the
slightest thought or hesitation. Such iustauces as the
following are frequent, and illustrate the subject bet-

ter than many words. A physician was called by tele-

phone to go nearly a mile one terribly stormy winter
night about ten o'clock. He had regard for his horse
and walked to the house. The patient had been sick

a day or two but was not very ill. The physician

prescribed for the patient and prepared to leave.

Then the woman who had been the instigator of the
cruelty to the doctor awoke to the fact that her hus-
band must get the medicine from the drug store, a
short distance away, if it was got that night, and said

to her husband, an able-bodied man, "You must not
go out to-uight! It is perfectly dreadful outside. We
can wait till morning, can't we, doctor?"
The doctor replied that her judgment was correct

and that it was a pity that she had not used judgment
instead of the telephone an hour ago. This was his

last visit to that family.

This incident shows two things that every physician
knows to be true of a large portion of mankind,
namely, that the question of the reasonableness of the
demands made upon the physician frequently is not
considered by those who are usually considerate, and
that any attempt by the physician to protect himself
from unnecessary hardship is not tolerated, and is ex-
ceedingly dangerous to his business interests.

Late one wet and windy evening a man asked a
physician, who had just finished a long and hard day's
work, to make a visit and give his opinion in a case of

consumption of several mouths duration. The doctor
said he would do so the next morning. The man
asked if he could not go at once and said that the
family had been thinking for several weeks of getting
his opinion and that now they had decided to get it

and wanted it that night. There being no reason why
the visit should be made that night, but several very
good ones why it should not be, the doctor told the
man what these reasons were and again offered to go
the next morning. The man refused to wait till

morning and departed much displeased aud'never re-

turned.

Now this may be taken simply as a story of a very
unreasonable man, but it is more. The man is a type
of a class who believe that they have a right to de-
mand and receive a physician's services at any time
they see fit to call for them regardless of the time of
day or the existence or non-existence of an emergency.
It would seem as though any sane mind would see the
abominable cruelty and injustice of such a claim,
which is not made upon any other class. But in this

matter common-sense seems not to rule mankind.
To test this, the story of the unreasonable man has

been told a number of times to people in various sta-

tions in life and very rarely has the physician's posi-
tion been endorsed. Sometimes the physician has
illustrated the story by the following fable:
A man discovered a crack in the foundation of the

house he lived in. After some time, finding that the
crack grew no smaller he decided very late one even-
ing that he would have it repaired. So he went to
the mason and told him that he wished to have his
wall repaired. The mason told the man that he would
call the next morning and see wiiat could be done.
The man replied that having decided that the wall
must be repaired he wished a beginning to be made

that night, whereupon the mason told the man that he
was an ass and went to bed.

People usually say that the mason was right, but
the doctor was wrong because " it was a case of sick-

ness."

The physician cannot have a seven-hour day as do
those aristocrats, the plumbers, or an eight-hour day
with the carpenters and masons, or a ten-hour day
with the laborers, or a twelve-hour day with the rail-

road men. He has a twenty-four-hour day with the

sun, moon and stars, and it is very fatiguing to keep
up with the procession.

The patients of the specialist in medicine consult

him in the hours he appoints, even though they may
be sick, and the lawyer's clients do likewise though
they may be consumed with anxiety to get his advice.

The general practitioner is pursued days, nights and
Sundays. The business man, who is slightly ill, does

not visit him during the day because he is busy, and
does not do so in the evening because he is tired, but

pushes the telephone button and the doctor does the

rest.

To have declined on the ground that he was five

times as tired as the patient, or that no emergency
warranting an evening call existed, would have been
to incur much displeasure if nothing worse. Such
conduct is an invasion of the physician's rights, to

yield to which is in derogation of professional dignity,

and the fact that it is done thoughtlessly is no excuse
or justification.

Some of the reasons for the lack of consideration

displayed by mankind in its dealings with the physi-

cian have been referred to, but there is another that

ought to be considered, and the physician is responsi-

ble for its existence. The physician has never tried

to protect himself against the unreasonable demands
of his patients. He has in some degree acted the part

of the indulgent mother who is always considerate and
never asks any consideration for herself, and who
yields everything, time, strength, and opportunities for

recreation.

He has given freely of his services to all the needy,
and his part in the medical charities of the world has

apparently been that of the most devoted altruist,

though truth compels the admission that he has there-

by otten served his own interests. But of this latter

the world knows little. The young doctor, from
motives of humanity and self-interest, gladly accepts a
call to go anywhere at any time, and sad experience
teaches the older man that unless he wishes to see his

business transferred to the younger, he must continue

to display the same self-sacrificing and submissive
spirit to the end of his career. So long as mankind
prizes least that which is easiest to attain the present
attitude of the profession in this matter will operate

to its disadvantage.

This is not a plea for commercialism in medicine.

The doctor will exchange the chief jewel in his

crown for a lump of lead when he ceases to exercise

the blessed virtue of charity ; but he ought to re-

member that charity begins at home.
It has long been the cherished precept of the pro-

fession that its highest mission is to display the virtue

of a self-elfaciug altruism. It is a universally ac-

cepted proposition that in his relations with the sick

the physician shall place their interests before hia

own, and he has done so ungrudgingly, oftentimes at

the expense of all that makes life worth living, and
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the result has been that raankiud has come to view
the physician as one who has no rights the sicis naan

is bound to respect. This is simply a manifestation of

unregeuerate human nature. Self-preservation is a

law of nature which operates powerfully upon the sick

man and his friends and cannot safely be disregarded

by the physician. In his work on " Moral Evolu-
tion," Prof. G. W. Harris says what every physician

may well take to heart, namely, that, " Self-preserva-

tion with all its incident evils of struggle, waste and
cruelty, is shown to be in line of progress and an es-

sential condition of progress."

Mankind and the doctor have reciprocal rights and
duties, and it is quite as much the physician's duty to

see that mankind respects his rights as it is to do his

duties to mankind.

The duty one owes himself is equal to the duty he

owes to mankind. This duty of "self-realization," as

it is termed, is as much opposed to seltishuess as it is

to altruism which passes into self-obliteration. All

recognize instinctively the duty of self-realization as

ojjposed to self-obliteration.

Professor Harris says : "One must love himself

aright in order to love his neighbor aright. Accord-

ing to this comprehensive precept (' Thou shalt love

thy neighbor as thyself!') self-love is not derived

from love to others ; but love to others gets its pat-

tern, and therefore its measure, from love to self.

This is as distinct a declaration of self-love as could

possibly be made, and certainly on the best authority.

The somewhat similar precept which is found both in

Christian and in Confucian ethics— ' to do unto oth-

ers as you would that they should do unto you'— in-

dicates the right every one has that others should

seek his good and so objectifies self as needing love

and service. If one is entitled to the efforts of others

for his good, he certainly is required to serve himself

as he would have others serve him, and as he ought to

serve them."

This is the matter in a nut-shell.

Today the conscientious physician who attempts to

protect himself from the unnecessary and unjustifiable

demands of the ignorant, thoughtless or selfish portion

of mankind, does so with the feeling that he is vio-

lating the higher ethical spirit of the profession, but

the proper interpretation of the " Golden Rule " gives

him this right, the right to serve others as he would
have them serve him.

If this conception of the duty of the medical pro-

fession to itself and to mankind was adopted as a rule

of conduct in place of that which has resulted in evil

to the physician, a step would be taken toward a bet-

ter condition. We can only make a beginning, but

this much it is our duty to do.

Sewage Farms.— In Paris one-fifth of the sew-

age is utilized for sewage-farm purposes. For some
twenty years the municipality at Gennevilliers, out-

side Paris, has had several hundreds of acres (once

waste land) irrigated, and they now bear magnificent

crops of roots and kitchen-garden products. The
sewage, after percolating the soil, exudes as pure

water. The municipal council, after local opposition,

acquired two thousand acres of a Sahara-sandy light-

ness in the forest of Saint Germain. For two years

this district has been irrigated with sewage, and is

now covered with luxuriant agricultural and garden-

ing crops.— Medical Press.

Clinical SDcpartment.

THE USE OF ANTITOXIN ACCOMPANIED BY
A CONVULSION.

By ALFBED KING, M.D., PORTLAND, ME.

The patient was my sister, age thirty-seven, un-

married. Her health has always been excellent.

She never had a convulsion, hysteria, or any nervous
disturbance.

She was taken with a sore throat. There was a

grayish patch on one tonsil which made me very sus-

picious of diphtheria. I made a smear culture, but
not wishing to take any chances, procured a bottle of

antitoxin and proceeded to inject it into the subcuta-

neous tissue between the right scapula and spine with

a syringe holding eighteen minims. I had injected

two syringefuls and was near a window filling the

syringe for the third time, when my mother suddenly
exclaimed, " Why, She has fainted I " I rushed
to the bed and found my sister in a convulsion : Her
eyes were wide open. Her eye-balls were rolled

upward and outward and twitching slightly. The
muscles about her mouth were also working and a
slight noise accompanied a superficial, irregular,

spasmodic respiration. Her fists were tightly clinched

and drawn across her chest. There was a general

spasmodic condition of the entire body. I felt for her

pulse and found it very slow, irregular and variable in

force. Some of the beats could hardly be felt. The
pulse was growing feebler when suddenly all of her

muscles became relaxed, her breathing stopped, and
she appeared perfectly lifeless. I seized both sides of

her chest with my hands and made vigorous passive

respiration, the sad experience of Professor Langerhans
being vividly in my mind. In a short time I was
greatly relieved to see her breathing again, and soon
consciousness returned. Her pulse was then about
100, but quite weak. She said :

" The strangest feel-

ing came over me and then I was gone."

The antitoxin used was one of the best preparations

in the market and was dated December 23, 1895. The
date of the injection was August 28, 1896.

Examination of her urine showed high color, but no
albumin or casts. The specific gravity was 1.022.

The culture-test proved negative. In a few days
my sister was well again.

This case is reported as one of general professional

interest in connection with the antitoxin treatment
and not with the least spirit of antagonism ; for

practical experience has made me a firm believer in

its immense value. AVhether or not the convulsion

was caused by the injections, I do not pretend to say.

Certainly it would be a very remarkable and excep.-

tional coincidence. I have never known it to occur
with any other hypodermatic medication. As infec-

tive diseases may be ushered in by a chill or convulsion

it would seem not impossible that they might occur in

connection with antitoxin injections. My experience

in this case leads me to the opinion that such a potent

instrument for good may in exceptional cases be very
potent for harm, and that antitoxin should not be used
promiscuously but by, or under the immediate super-

vision of, a physician.

Professor Gusserow has been appointed dean
of the medical faculty in the University of Berlin for

the year 1890-97.
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DELAYED UNION OF FRACTURE OF THE LEG
IN THE CASE OF A PREGNANT WOxMAN.

IIY .lOUN K. HAU, M.D., DOVER, N. H.

SuKGKONS are divided iu opiuiou as to the influence

of |)regiiancy iu the repair of fractures.

Bryaiit does not mention it as a cause of delayed

union ; Gross says prcguaucy has been accused of pre-

venting union, but he has seen no such result, and is

Btrougiv inclined to think the influence has been

greatly magnified, if indeed it is not wholly chimerical

;

Holmes enumerates it as a cause of non-union, but

qualifies it by stating that it is only in cases of unueual

debility that it can delay the union, and he states that

some authors deny its influence even iu such cases;

Packard, in the " International Encyclopedia of Surg-

ery," mentions the fact that some writers have assigned

pregnancy a prominent place among the causes of de-

layed union, but he says '• Against the cases adduced

in favor of this view must be set a great many iu

which the cure has been rapid."

In the case reported below no other cause can easily

be assigned for the delay in the cure.

Mrs. H., American, thirty-five years old ; the

mother of two children, the younger of which was

four years old ; was in excellent health at the time of

her injury and had no sickness since childhood.

On March 20, 1896, she fell on an icy sidewalk and

fractured both bones of the right leg at the junction

of the middle and lower thirds ; the fracture was sim-

ple, but the case vpas complicated by a pregnancy of

the fifth mouth.

The leg was put into a Bryant splint, and suspended

so that it did not lie upon the mattress. At the end

of the sixth week there was no union whatever ; nor

was there any evidence of iuduration, or of callus, at

the point of fracture. A plaster-of-Paris splint was

then applied and the patient was allowed to go about

on crutches. In the eleventh week there was quite

free motion at the point of fracture and it was not till

the end of the twelfth week that the splint was dis-

continued. The removal of the splint at the end of

the twelfth week was hardly justifiable; but the

patient was one wiio could be trusted, and urged its

discontinuance, and no harm came from it. The preg-

nancy was not disturbed by the injury.

a^c&ical 59ro0rcjEijef.

PROGRESS IN GYNECOLOGY.
IIV EDWAltU BEVNOLDS, M.D.

(Coucluded from No. 12, p. 293.)

NEW OPKKATION FOR PROLAPSUS DTEKI."

J. M. Baldy describes a modification of the tech

nique of hysterectomy for uterine prolapse. The liga-

ture which surrounds the ovarian artery is made to

include the round ligament on each side. A second

ligature secures the uterine artery on each side and
no intermediate ligatures are used. The uterus is

then amputated as far down on the cervix as possi-

ble. A suture is then passed on each side through

the stump of both uterine and ovarian arteries, care

being taken to place it deeply and well back of tlic

American Jouroal of Obstetrica, Vol. xxxiii, Xu. 222, April,

ligatures. On tying these sutures the cervix and
vagina are drawn high into the pelvis by the ap-

proximation of the am[)utated surface to the stumps

of the round ligaments and ovarian arteries. The
peritoneum is then approximated by catgut sutures

from the stump of the cervix and along the edges

of the incision through the broad ligaments. Any
plastic vaginal work which may be indicated is then

performed.

The author reports eight successful cases and as-

serts that the firmness with which the stump is held

high in the pelvis is very surprising. [The opera-

tion is, of course, open to the objections which apply

to all forms of hysterectomy for a disease which, like

prolapse, is in itself not fatal.]

GENITAL TUBERCULOSIS IN CHILDREN. '"

Maas calls attention to the rare occurrence of geni-

tal tuberculosis iu children iu comparison with its fre-

quent appearance in other regions. In a careful

search through the literature he was able to find only

seven cases, to which he adds an eighth. In the

autopsy upon a girl five years old, who died of

general tuberculosis, he found tubercular ulceration

of the mucosa of the uterus and tubes. The mus-

cular wall of the latter was filled with tubercular

nodules, but that of the uterus was uot affected. The
ovaries were normal. There seemed to be no doubt

that the internal genitals were the original seat of the

trouble. The cause of the infection was most ob-

scure. It seemed improbable that bacilli could enter

the vagina, as the hymen was intact and the ordinary

causes (coitus, uucleau instruments, etc.) could be

positively excluded. Moreover, the vagina was

healthy. The presence of a line of old fibrous tuber-

cules along adhesions extending inward from the um-
bilicus to the parietal peritoneum led the writer to

infer that the infection entered through the navel, a

fact of considerable interest to the obstetrician.

SALPINGOTOMT."

Gersung reports a case iu which, after removing the

aduexaof the left side, the right tube was found to

have an occluded abdominal eud and to be distended

with fluid blood.

Gersung opened the abdominal end of the tube,

washed out its contents and stopped the wound by

sewing the corresponding ovary into the slit. The
woman conceived two months later.

This case certainly proves conclusively that a

hemato-salpinx may be so far recovered from as to

permit the restoration of the function of the lube.

FIXATION OF TUE PROLAPSED OVARY.^^

Sanger reports two cases in which he practised

" pelvic fixation " of the ovaries. With the patient in

Trendelenburg's posture, veiitro fixation of the retro-

displaced uterus was first practised. The prolapsed

ovaries were attached to the pelvic brim in one case by

passing two fine silk sutures through each mesosalpinx

near the ampulla of the tube, and then through the

parietal peritoneum just in front of the attachment of

the ovarian ligament. In the other case after ventro-

fixation the ovaries (previously froed from slight adhe-

sions) were drawn upward, iguipuncture of several

follicular cysts was performed and the organs were

1" Arcliiv fttr Cij iiiikologie, Baud li. Heft 2.

i> Cuiitraiblalt liir Gyiiiikologie, No. 2.

" Loc. cit., IHM, No. (j.
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then attached to the parietal peritoueum as before,

except that the sutures were introduced arouud the

infundibulo-pelvic ligament just behind the fimbria

ovarica. In both instances all former painful symp-

toms were relieved, and the ovaries remained perma-

nently in normal position. In the second case the

patient bad conceived, and was six mouths pregnant.

The operation is comparable with intraperitoneal

shortening of the round ligaments, and, like the latter

procedure, aims at restoring the displaced organs to

their normal position without impairing their natural

mobility. It is, of course, impossible to accomplish

this fixation of prolapsed ovaries except by celiotomy.

It is intended merely as a supplement to other conser-

vative work upon the uterus and ovaries.

STMPATHETIC GANGLION IN THE OVARY.''

Elizabeth Winterhalter, as a result of the careful

study of the ultimate terminations of nerve-fibres in

the ovary, concludes that the ovarian vessels are sur-

rounded by nerve-plexuses, and that a ganglion is

situated within the zona vasculosa, which contains

cells similar to those of the sympathetic ganglia.

Processes from this ganglion anastomose with the

perivascular plexuses.

Exner's researches seem to show that ganglion-

cells receive and store up impulses transmitted to

them, to discharge these again as soon as the stimulus

has reached a certain height. A ganglionic system

may be interposed between sensory and motor termi-

nal fibres, as in that between the follicular layer and

medullary vessels of the ovary. This would appear

to throw some light on the causal relation between

the ripening of a follicle and ovulation and menstrua-

tion.

Pfliiger inferred that the growth of the former

caused a constantly increasing irritation of the nerves

of the ovary, which at its height gave rise to a centri-

petal impulse, inducing in its turn arterial congestion

of the pelvic organs. According to the present

theory it is not necessary to suppose that the spinal

centre is affected, the ovarian ganglion being the

immediate reflex centre in which are accumulated

impulses due to the pressure of the ripening ovisac.

These which culminate and are discharged along motor

fibres to the perivascular plexuses ot the ovary and

then to the similar plexuses of the entire genital tract

are reinforced, possibly by a further reflex action on

the part of Frankenhauser's cervical ganglion. Hence

a periodical increase in the amount of blood supplied

to the uterus, with the resulting phenomena of

menstruation.

SYMPATHETIC GANGLION IN THE OVARY.'*

Herff, upon the other hand, after examining the

evidence presented by many observers, including

Elizabeth Winterhalter, decides that the presence of

ganglion-cells has not yet been demonstrated in a sat-

isfactory manner, although their existence, at least in

the hilum, seems probable. He denies positively that

a true ganglion exists in the ovary.

THE INFLCENCE OF CASTRATION ON STRUCTURAL
CHANGES OF THE CIERCS.'^

SokoloS has conducted a series of experiments upon

bitches and rabbits. The heat uniformly returned

'^ ArcUiv fur Gynakologie, Band li. Heft 1.

» Loc. cit., Baud )i, Heft 2.

" Loc. cit., Band li, Heft 2.

after one ovary had been removed, but never after the

removal of both. The animals were killed at differ-

ent periods after the operation, their uteri were

removed and hardened. The removal of a single

ovary exerted no effect on the uterus, but after the

removal of both the circular muscular layer was
found to have atrophied, while the longitudinal layer

contained a less number of muscular fibres. The
vessels were smaller and their walls thickened. These

changes reached their height four months after the

operation. The endometrium remained unchanged.

The author thinks that the atrophy was not due to the

loss of the spermatic arteries, believing that these last

were immediately made good by the free collateral

circulation. After discussing various theories, he con-

cludes that the atrophy is dependent upon the loss of

trophic or vasomotor centres in the ovaries. He
thinks that the natural functions of the uterus—
namely, menstruation, pregnancy and rhythmical con-

tractions— are excited by an impulse from the

ovaries and that their cessation follows the loss of this

stimulus, while the endometrium, the function of

which is not so changed, remains unaltered.

VESICO-VAGINAL FISTULiE."

Kelly describes a new and very rational method of

operating upon large and otherwise intractable fistulae.

He begins his operation by a cut similar to the anterior

incision in vaginal hysterectomy ; he then separates

the uterus and liladder up to but not through the peri-

toneum of the utero-vesical space, carrying the separa-

tion widely out on both sides, the edges ot the fistulae

are then denuded in the usual manner and stitched to-

gether from above downwards, thus leaving a trans-

verse wound for union. In the case he describes in

the article, the ureteral orifices were found in the

cicatricial tissue on the edge of the fistula, and it was

necessary to pass the ureteral catheters through the

urethra and into the ureters before stitching the wound
together. These were left in place three days with-

out evil effect and the patient made a good recovery.

PELVIC ABSCESS."

Thomas A. Ashby makes an excellent plea for the

importance of early operation, " a stitch in time saves

nine." He emphasizes for the general practitioner

facts that are well known to specialists, that small

thick-walled sacs may for many years occasion no

other symptomatology than pelvic pain and chronic

invalidism; and that when such symptoms are due to

the presence of even small quantities of pus, the

ulterior outcome is necessarily extension and leads

either to a fatal outcome or to extensive and difficult

surgery, while a careful exploration of the pelvis at

an early stage might have resulted in an easy excision

of the disease.

TREATMENT OF PELVIC SUPPURATION BY ABDOMINAL
SECTION VeiTHOUT HYSTERECTOMY. '*

Reuben Peterson, in an excellent article on this

subject, lays down the following propositions in the

treatment of suppuration : " The abdominal route

should be chosen: (1) Whenever there is a chance of

applying the principles of conservative surgery. (2)

Whenever bilateral pus-sacs are present and complete

w Bulletin of Johns Hopkins Hospital. Vol. vii. Nos 59-fiO.

" American Joornal of ObsletricB, Vol. xxxiii.Ku, 21H, Marcli, IcOC.

'• Loc. cit., Vol. xxxiv, No. IT^S, July, 18UU.
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euucleaiiou ie desirable. (3) Wbeuever the pus poiuts

high up in the abdomiual cavity."

He believes that it is uot good surger3' to establish

a universal rule that whenever the appendages are re-

moved after bilateral iuflamiuation the uterus should

also be sacrificed. On the one hand there are many
pus cases which do not regain health without the re-

moval of the uterus ; upon the other hand, there are

cases in which the excision of the tubes and curettage

of the uterus leads to a return of health. He believes

that the uterus should be curetted and saved after the

removal of both appendages in all but four classes :

(1) When the uterus is so diseased that less radical

procedures than hysterectomy probably will fail to

relieve the patient of subsequent suffering.

(2) When the appendages are tubercular. In these

cases we are dealing with a serious disease which

should be treated by the most radical measures.

(3) Where the peritoneal covering of the uterus,

and even the body of the organ itself, has been badly

injured by the enucleation of the purulent appendages.

Here the danger of subsequent bowel adhesions and

intestinal obstructioo might decide one to perform

hysterectomy.

(4) In some bad cases of pus tubes it may become
necessary to remove the uterus for the purpose of

securing free vaginal drainage.

STERILIZATION OF CATGCT."

Edebohls sterilizes catgut as follows: "Buy the

raw material, catgut Isos. and 100, in coils five

metres long, of au importer of jewellers' supplies.

Avoid the line, white, smooth, alluring catgut sold for

surgical use. The smoothness and (iuish are obtained

at the expense of strength of material, the sandpaper-

ing process thinning and weakening the catgut in

spots. Cut and remove the small pieces of catgut

tied around each coil to keep it in shape. Place the

catgut in ether to extract fat. Remove the catgut

from the ether and allow it to dry thoroughly. To
chromicize to the desired degree, place the catgut for

thirty hours iu the following solution : bichromate of

potash, one and a half grammes ; carbolic acid, ten

grammes ;
glycerin, ten grammes ; water, four hun-

dred and eighty grammes. Dissolve the bichromate

of potash in the water, then add the carbolic acid and

glycerin. Before placing the coils iu the solution ar-

range them upon a central core or cylinder, of nearly

the diameter of the interior of the coil, to prevent

entangling and snarling of the catgut as it swells and

becomes twisted iu the solution. After thirty hours

remove the catgut, teitk and ujjon the core, from the

bichromateof-potash solution, and immediately wind

it upon a frame one metre iu length, stretching it

pretty taut. The catgut is stretched upon a frame to

prevent curling and kinking. The drying must be

doue at a temperature not exceeding 40° to 4.5° C. If

higher temperatures are risked the moist catgut may
gelatinize; it then becomes so brittle as to be abso-

lutely wortliless. The drying should be thorough and

the process should extend over a space of time of sev-

eral days. If the least moisture remains iu the in-

terior of the catgut it will surely gelatinize and ren-

der brittle and worthless the catgut wheu raised to

high temperatures in the process of sterilization to

follow. This thorough drying after chromicizing is

absolutely esunlial to obtain a useful product. After

" AiiierlcHD G}uecolui;ic&l uiil Obntetrical Jourual, June, ISMS.

the cbromicized catgut is thoroughly dry it is cut

into pieces one metre iu length. These pieces are

rolled on the linger into small coils, which need not

be tied, and which are packed nicely into one-ounce

glycerin jelly jars, about twenty coils to the jar. Ab-
solute alcohol (Squibb's 99.8 per cent.) is poured over

the catgut in each jar until full, a properly fitting

rubber washer is placed inside the metal cap, and the

latter is screwed down tight. The glycerin jelly jars

are then placed standing iu a large anatomical jar

containing from two to four ounces of absolute alco-

hol. The cover of the latter is now also screwed

down air-and-fluid tight, and the whole placed iu an

Arnold sterilizer and boiled for five hours and then

allowed to cool. The boiling point of alcohol is 78°

C. The atmosphere of steam at 100° C. and the

firm closure of the small jars, as well as of the large

anatomical jar, secure the boiling of the catgut iu ab-

solute alcohol under pressure. Cbromicized catgut

prepared in this way does not decompose or change

in absolute alcohol ; the combination of the chromic

acid with the catgut is an organic one and is uot

affected by the alcohol. Catgut thus cbromicized and

sterilized remains strong, sterile, and unimpaired in

quality for years."

INJURY TO THE URETER.''"

J. M. Baldy reports a case of injury to the ureter

during the removal of an intra-ligameutary cyst which

is interesting on account of the distance from the

bladder at which the ureter was torn across, aud be-

cause of his very exact report of the ultimate condi-

tion. After the removal of the tumor, the renal end

of the ureter was found lying well above the ilio-pec-

tineal Hue ; the other end was buried in the inflamma-

tory deposits and could not be found. An attempt at

approximation of the bladder and the loose end of

the ureter showed that they could he brought to-

gether, though with much tension. The ureter was

perforated at au eighth of an inch from its end by a

double catgut suture; the bladder was incised; the

ureter passed into the opening ; and the ends of the

catgut made to pass through the bladder wall, and

protrude from its peritoneal side. After these were

tied, the mucous membrane, muscular tissue, and peri-

toneum of the wounded bladder were united by sep-

arate continuous catgut sutures ; each being made to

pass through the outer coat of the ureter as it passed

by it. The bladder was then securely stitched to the

pelvic wall close to the stump of the ovarian artery.

The patient was catheterized every four hours for the

first four days and made an uninterrupted recovery.

The patient was examined with the cysloscope at the

end of four weeks. The point where the bladder

was stitched to the pelvic wall showed plainly. The
point where the ureter entered the mucous membrane
was deepiv injected, and the surrounding area was

normal. Urine was seen to fiow in a normal manner

from the ureteral orifice, which protruded above the

surrounding mucous membrane.

RoNTOEN Rays and Food Adulteration.— It

is stated that by means of a skiagraph, brick dust can

be traced in cayenne pepper, sand in spices, and chalks

or alum in flour.

' Americao Journal of Obstetrics, Vol. xxziii, No. 219, March,
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IScportiEf of ^ocirtiejtf.

REPORT OF THE EXERCISES AT THE SIXTH
ANNUAL DINNER OF THE HARVARD MEDI-
CAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.

The sixth annual dinner of the Harvard Medical
Alumni Association took place at the Hotel Veudome,
Boston, June 23, 1896, Dr. George B. Sliattuck, the

President of the Association, presided. Dr. Henry
P. Walcott, of Cambridge, Dr. Charles McBurney, of

New York, and Professor Theobald Smith, the re-

cently appointed Professor of Comparative Pathology
in the Medical School, were present by invitation, and
spoke.

THE PBESIDENT's ADDRESS.

Fellow-Members of the Harvard Medical Alumni
Association, Gentlemen

:

— It is a more pleasant task to

welcome so many of your number to another annual
reunion of this Association than it is to reflect how
rapidly the years roll by.

This is our sixth annual dini'er.

The Association continues to prosper. I learn from
your Treasurer that it now numbers 1,321 members.
Eighty-seven old members have died since the Asso-
ciation was formed, nineteen of these during the past

year. Seventy-six new members have joined since

Jane 1, 1895, the date of the Appendix to the last

Catalogue. Among these are three new life members.
Forty-tive old members, who have for years persis-

tently neglected to attend to their modest annual

duties, have been dropped. Among these delinquents

figure, I much regret to say, two of the ample list of

Vice-Presidents. Another Vice-President, Dr. John
Lombard Robinson, of Manchester, N. H., a graduate

of the Class of 1859, an army surgeon during tlie

Civil War with a distinguished record, an excellent

practitioner in civil life, and a good citizen, has died

very recently.

From your Treasurer I also learn that not all of

those even who punctually purge themselves of their

dues at his office perform the act to his satisfaction

and to their own advantage.

Allow me to suggest, as an easy way of avoiding

this annual annoyance to yourselves and to vour
Treasurer, that you should all immediately become
life members.

Your Constitution requires that a committee should

be appointed to report on the Harvard Medical

School, to the end that you may be kept informed of

the kind of medical education which your successors

are receiving from your Alma Mater, and that she, on

the other hand, may receive your generous praise or

kiudlj' criticism, as the case may be ; but, in any

event, your cordial support. Doubtless, even if there

were no such Committee, she would continue to dis-

pense medical degrees, and you would continue to be

able to digest your dinner. But what your Constitu-

tion demands, it is the duty of your President to pro-

vide. This year the discharge of this duty has been

accompanied by many vicissitudes. Two members of

the Committee, Drs. Chadwick and Stedman, from

whom a long and vigorous service was anticipated,

resigned. (In strict confidence, I may say to you it

has been not very credibly suggested that there were

internal dissensions, each of these gentlemen wishing

to do all of the work.) Dr. Morrill Wyman, of Cam-

bridge, notwithstanding his advanced years, gallantly

undertook the work which fell from their nerveless

hands. A severe attack of illness, upon the convales-

cence from which we offer our hearty congratulations,

made it impossible for him to carry out his intentions.

Dr. John Homans, 2d, was good enough to accept an

appointment upon this Committee, though at so late a

date ; and he, with Dr. Homer Gage, of Worcester,

will present a report to you. Dr. Adams, of Pitts-

field, has been unable to co-operate on account of dis-

tance from the scene of action. In a measure it is,

of course, desirable that such a report should be based
upon the personal observation and investigation of

members of the Committee; but, on the other hand,

it would necessarily be incomplete and unfair without

the co-operation of heads of departments in the

School. Such co-operation upon their part is, we
must remember, a matter of courtesy, as it is cour-

teous for us to ask for it. It is a courtesy, however,
which is unquestionably for the welfare of the School,

indirectly, if not immediately.

Were the head of an important department in the

School to reply to a request for information as to the

present status of his department, and the outlook for

its future, to the effect that there was nothing of in -

terest to be said, the inevitable conclusion would be

that such a department is conducted so admirably that

no improvement is possible and no change desirable,

or that it is carried on in a perfunctory way, or that

its head takes no interest in your interest in his work.
I, therefore, venture to hope that such a reply will

not be found among those rendered to your commit-
tees. The departments in the School dealing with

dead material seem to be themselves especially alive;

and it cannot be that any department dealing with

beings still alive, oi' just beginning to live, and with

live issues, should itself be dead.

However, if, as we are assured by the wise, imita-

tion is the sincerest form of flattery, your Medical
School has its admirers, not only at home, but even
under the shadow of the great University of Chicago.
In witness of this, listen to the following statement of

fact:

Harvard University begins Suit against a Chi-
cago Institution.

The authorities of Harvard University are protesting

against the use of the name Harvard Medical College by a
Chicago institution. A bill for an injunction, sworn to by
President Eliot of the University, was filed in the Federal
Court of that city lately. The Chicago institution is

charged with infringing upon the title and the rights of

the great University. The local institution is located at

Washington Boulevard and Elizabeth Street. It was or-

ganized in 1893, and is conducted as a coeducational
medical college, having night sessions only. The president
is Dr. A. H. Tagert, and its faculty of twenty professors

are all local physicians and surseons.

The bill filed on behalf of Harvard College, Massachu-
setts, recited the history of the University since its incep-

tion in 1636, the name of Harvard being adopted in 1638.

The bill asserts that it " has acquired a peculiar and exclu-

sive" right and title in and to the name Harvard, when
used or proposed to be used as the name of a university,

college, or professional school, and it ought not in equity

and good conscience to be assumed by any other institution

of learning, and, if ever so assumed by any other institu-

tion, must of necessity be so assumed and used in fraud of

your orator's rights and for the purpose of assuming some
of the credit and reputation properly belonging solely to

your orator, and of injuring and endangering your orator
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pecuniarily and otherwise, and imposing upon and de-

frauding tlie public everywhere."
Tlie case will probably come into court next autumn.

Although desirous of leaving to another and more
competent preseutation a suitable statement in regard
to the new Professorship of Comparative Patholoiry,

I cannot, as your President, refrain from all mention
of this very generous, useful, and intelligent endow-
ment in the Medical School. Let me read you the

text of the donor's deed of gift, that you may know
just what his wishes and objects were in creating this

foundation :

It is my wisli to testify to my deep interest in the ad-
vancement of medical science and the higher medical edu-
cation,— an interest originating in the fact that my father
was a physician.

I therefore offer to the President and Fellows of Harvard
College the sum of $100,000 in cash, payable July 1, 1896,
as a fund for the endowment of a Professorship of Com-
parative Pathology in the Medical Department of Harvard
University.

I desire that this fund shall be forever known as the

George Fabyan Fund, in memory of my father, George
Fabyan, M.l)., and that the Professorship shall also bear
his name.

It is furthermore my wish that the income of the fund
shall be applied, first, to the payment of the salary of the

Fabyan Professor of Comparative Pathology, who shall

also be a member of the Medical Faculty, and appointed
to office in the same manner as are other professors in that

body, and who shall devote his time to the duties of his

Professorship, not engaging in private practice without the

recommendation of the Medical Faculty and consent of

the President and Fellows.

It is fair to him and to them to say that the foun-

der's generous impulses and desires were stimulated

and guided by two of the professors iu your Medical
School ; and we freely forgive them, I am sure, for

allowing such an event to come upon us by surprise.

Gentlemen, I have not forgotten that I am only the

showman, and not the show, and will not keep you
longer from the genuine sources of an inspiration

which brought you here to-day.

Dr. .John Homans, 2d, will present the report of

the Committee ou the Harvard Medical School.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE HARVARD MEDI-
CAL SCHOOL.

The President having kindly stated the adverse circum-

stances under which this re])ort had been prepared, the

Committee present it without further apologies.

Our heartiest congratulations are extended to the School

on receipt of one hundred thousand dollars to endow a
Professorshij) of Comparative Pathology, and on the elec-

tion to that oflice of Doctor Theobald Smith, formerly Pro-

fessor of A|iplieil Zoology at the Bussey Institute. We
wish Professor Smith, our honored guest to-day, all success

in his new work, the outlines, purposes and great ojipor-

tunities of which he is present to explain to us.

Would that the generous donor did not insist on conceal-

ing himself under the title of a " Merchant of Boston,"

'

but would allow us to toast his name with all the honors, as

we try to properly express our thanks and our sense of the

deep obligation that all who are interested in medical edu-

cation owe to him I

Just a (juarter of a century has elapsed since the adop-

tion of the three years' graded course at the Harvard
Medical School marks the beginning of the modern methods
of medical education on this continent. And to-morrow
the greatest height yet attained by this movement will be

reached when the first compulsory four years' class will

graduate, eighty-five in number, of whom thirty-five will

) SlDce anuounced a« George F. Fabyan, Esq.

take a cum tawle degree. Thus nearly half graduating have
attained an average of over 7.') per cent, in all studies for

four years,— a record believed to be unecpialled in any
department of the University, and not brought about by
any leniency on the part of the examiners, as is shown
by the fact that, out of the total number of applicants for

a degree, 15 per cent, failed to pass.

This year, for the first time, seats in Sanders Theatre,

proportionate to the number of all graduating, will be
reserved for the graduates of the professional and scientific

schools ; and the Deans will personally present to the

President and Fellows the graduating class of tlieir re-

spective schools, so that at last the order of the Commence-
ment exercises at least will fittingly celebrate the fact that

Harvard is a great university, and not a mere college with
appendages.
A detailed comparison between the School of twenty-five

year.s ago and that of to-day, with its long list of skilled

teachers, ever-increasing clinical advantages, and new
departments, would be extremely gratifying to every Alum-
nus, but too lengthy for this rejiort. It would probably
show that the advances of the past twenty-five years were
far greater than those made in the fifty years preceding
1871. A pamphlet published in 1821, entitled " Some
Account of the .Medical School in Boston," in enumerating
its clinical opportunities, gives, " as the record of impor-

tant surgical cases and operations for the month of Novem-
ber, 1821, one fractured leg."

Among the events of these years of progress there is one
of recent years which, in its importance, equals, if not

overshadows, all others, as it has changed the policy of the

School to a marked degree. The introduction into its

organization of blood foreign to our Alma Mater has been
followed by beneficial results so confidentially predicted.

The effect of this change of policy has been so great in the

way of enlarging the horizon of thought and widening the

scope of inquiry that it is to be hoped that always in the

future the School will call to its aid, for any special need,

the best man in the country ; and that at no distant day
it may be able to pursue this ]>olicy more easily and to the

best advantage by having hospital appointments at its own
disposal.

Besides the munificent gift mentioned before, the School

has received from Mr. Townsend W. Thorndike the sum of

five thousand dollars to found the William H. Thorndike
Prize Fund. From the interest of this fund a prize of two
hundred dollars will be given annually to the author of the

best essay on some subject in any branch of surgery. Com-
petition is open to students of the Harvard Medical School

and graduates of under five years' standing of any recog-

nized medical school. This fund is established by Mr.
I'horndike in memory of his father, the late Dr. William

H. Thorndike, an eminent surgeon of Boston, one of the

original appointments on the staff of the City Hospital,

where, among many brilliant surgical achievements, per-

haps the most important was the ligation, for secondary
hemorrhage, of the internal iliac artery with recovery of

the patient,— at that time probably a unique case.

In returning grateful acknowledgments for this Prize

Fund, the Alumni might well consider whether (hey cannot

aid in providing a substantial income for the School. Cer-

tainly, this Association should encourage the formation of

Class Funds, as is the custom in the academic department,

so that ea(-h graduate may feel that there is a way open to

him to quietly and unobtrusively contribute whatever his

means allow to a fund the income of which should be spent

in furthering some project for the good of the School, and
the entire amount of which would be eventually turned

over for any general purpose or used for the endowment of

professorships.

The pecuniary needs of the School are constantly

increasing. Money is needed to provide more laboratory

space, one professor reporting that one hundred and fifty

students are obliged to work in a room built and arranged
for sixty, and another reporting that the sjsace in his

laboratory allotted to each student has had to be diminished

by one-half. The growth and usefulness of the School in
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its present building; has reached its limit ; but there are so

many factors of great importance and value, not only
affecting the present, but the future, which are concerned
in the questions of a change of site or an addition to the

present building, that the matter is too complex and weighty
to be properly discussed in a report of this sort.

Money is also needed for the publication of reports of

the valuable work in special investigation which is now
being done in the several departments.

It can be reported that progress has been made during
the past year in the vexed question of granting the suf-

frage for Overseers to the graduates of the professional

schools. This year we nearly reached the goal,— in fact,

were beaten only by a head. The vote in the Board of

Overseers was a majority of one in the affirmative ; but,

the chairman voting in the negative, a tie was thus recorded.

All Alumni interested in this matter should make an effort to

increase the vote for the affirmative.

There have been but few new appointments during the

year. Dr. F. B. Mallory, Instructor in Pathology, has
been chosen Assistant Professor in that branch, and Dr.

J. T. Bowen has been appointed Instructor in Dermatology;
Dr. F. S. Locke, Instructor in Physiology ; Dr. F. E.
Cheney, Instructor in Ophthalmology; and assistant Dr.
H. T. Hewes, Chemistry.
Turning now more especially to the departmental work.

we find that the Dean has taken a very popular step in ask-

ing Classes to appoint committees to confer with him as to

matters affecting the School at large.

The fact that this year the Fourth-Year Class consists

for the first time of students who were obliged to study four

years for their degree makes a resume of the work of the

various departments unusually important, as we all desire

to know how the Faculty are meeting the extra demands
made upon them in the way of more detailed instruction

and thorough clinical training. The study of the various

reports show that in all departments the gentlemen whose
names are in many instances so widely known in connection
with their especial branches are actively at work extend-

ing their clinical fields and increasing the facilities for a

hard-working student to learn all he can.

In no department of the School has there been more
zeal and enthusiasm displayed than in that of Pathology,
shown not only by the interest of the students, but by the

number of young men now at work on special lines of

investigation, and by the able articles published during the

year in various medical journals.

Medicine.— The reports of four cases in clinical medi-
cine are now required from any candidate for a degree.

The opening of the Contagious Hospital, the so-called

South Department of the City Hospital, furnishes an oppor-

tunity for the Fourth Class to become practically ac-

quainted with the diagnosis and treatment of all contagious

diseases.

One of the most important departments in the School, as

in all modern medicine, is that of Bacteriology. The
head of this department has had charge of the preparation

of antitoxin for the City of Boston and of the develop-

ment of the cultural diagnosis of diphtheria for that and
other communities. This has been of great value, and has
provided a large amount of material for the purposes of

instruction ; but the department is badly hampered by
lack of laboratory space and money.

In Materia Medica and Therapeutics, eleven demonstra-
tions of physiological action have been given, and a volun-

tary laboratory course has been taken by one hundred and
seventeen students.

In Chemistry the instruction of the First-Year Class has
been entirely changed, as the requirements for admission
now include General Chemistry. For it a course in

Physiological Chemistry, with laboratory exercise, has been
substituted. The instruction in the Second Year has been
increased by the addition of laboratory exercises in the

chemical examination of blood and gastric juice. Here,
also, the accommodations are too small.

In Physiology, by voluntary lectures on special subjects,

an attempt has been made to provide instruction attractive

to advanced students and graduates.

In Surgery an extra exercise for clinical demonstration
for the Fourth Class has been added, and arrangements
have been made by which they can be present at emergency
cases in the hospitals. After this year every student must
present a satisfactory report of a case of fracture ; and in

cUnical surgery a report of a case, in addition to that now
required, will be demanded.

This is the first year in which orthopedic surgery has
been a required exercise of the whole class. The laro-e

clinics have provided most excellent opportunities for good
instruction. With the valuable anatomical material in the
Warren Museum and the voluntary aid of a number of
surgeons to out-patients, a systematic scheme of instruction

has been inaugurated, better than that, probably, given in

any other school.

Other departments, as neurology, otology, anatomy, dis-

eases of children, etc., also showed sustained and persistent

efforts to meet the increased requirements of the School.

A most important step in advance has been taken during
the past year by the vote of the Faculty that in and after

June, 1901, candidates for admission to the Medical
School, must present a degree in .\rts, Literature, Philoso-

phy, Science or Medicine, from a recognized college or
scientific school, with the exception of persons of such age
and attainments as may be admitted by a special vote of

the Faculty in each case. The vote of the Faculty was
not absolutely unanimous on this point, and an essay might
be written on the question as to whether a man is nec-

essarily a better doctor because he has enjoyed the advan-
tages of a liberal education. Although there may be some
who believe that a surgeon can successfully remove a dis-

eased appendhx without possessing an adequate knowledge
of the architecture of the Parthenon, yet we are sure that

every member of this Association will rejoice at any action
of the Faculty which will raise the requirements necessarv
to enter a profession the dignity and honor of which are
dear to the heart of each and every member, and which
has always commanded the respect and confidence of the
community.

The President.— Last year President Eliot attended
our dinner, notwithstanding many other pressing engage-
ments, and spoke to us of some of the educational issues of

the day as they affect the professional schools. This year
we resign him, though unwillingly, to other demands upon
his presence.

However inadequately our profession may be represented
in the Board of Overseers of the University, two- sevenths
of the Corporation are, fortunately for the University and
for the community at large, doctors of medicine. It is

well, then, that in the enforced absence of the President
the University can here be represented by one undivided
half of those two-sevenths of its Corporation. Not only as

a Fellow of Harvard College, but as Chairman of the

Massachusets Board of Health, as President of the Massa-
chusetts Medical Society, as a member of the Metropolitan
Water Board, Dr. Walcott is a notable instance of what
honorary membership in this Association will do for a man.
In the language of the St. Louis Convention, I ask him to

extend to you, in behalf of the University, " the glad
hand."

SPEECH OF DR. H. P. WALCOTT.

Mr. Cliairman and Gentlemen- of the Medical School
Association :— I wish to say iu advance that I am not

going to attempt to answer iu more than one of the

various qualificatious which your chairman has so

generously bestowed upon me. It is only as a physi-

cian, who is incidentally a member of the Corporatiou,

that I am going to speak to you. Regretting, as you
do, the absence of our great chief, I am still glad of

the opportunity to say what I know you will all agree

with me in feeling,— a few words with regard to his

services to the Medical School. An accomplished
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scholar, a mathematician, the head of u chemical labor-

atory, President Eliot brought to the University and

to the Medical School qualities which no previous

holder of that great oflice had possessed ; and there

has been no step in the magnificent progress of medi-

cal instruction here that has not owed a very great

part of its success to the insistent energy and good

sense of President Eliot. Like a few others here, I

am old enough to remember the instructions of the

previous generation in the Medical School ; for the

most of my medical education was received in the

Harvard Medical School, and I only changed my
nurse at the very last moment, so that, for good or

for ill, the Harvard Medical School must bear the

credit or discredit of my medical bringing up. You
of that generation who are here will remember how
scanty were the opportunities offered to us. Beyond
the inspiration of personal contact with some great

teacher,— and let us never forget that there were

great teachers in those days,— the students received

almost nothing. Laboratory instruction, the instruc-

tion in the clinics, scarcely existed ; and we went out

into medicine prepared to acquire what skill we might

by diligent experiment upon our fellow-men. And
what a change has come! To me the most notable

thing at this time lies in the remembrance of the fact

that one hundred years ago an ordinary practitioner of

medicine came upon the most remarkable discovery

that the science of medicine has ever known ; and he

not only made the discovery that vaccination was our

surest defence against small-pox, but with prophetic

vision he saw that upon the lines of medication by in-

oculation were to be founded our methods of dealing

with a great many other diseases. He could think of

nothing more serious than the bubonic plague, the

black death of the Middle Ages ; and I don't know
that we always remember quite as distinctly as we
ought that it was the shadow of that black death,

stalking through the streets of London in 1665, which

fell across the Atlantic, and produced in New Eng-
land the first attempts to establish a quarantine ser-

vice in Massachusetts Bay,— a service which, fortu-

nately, then proved to be unnecessary. With all the

fearful history of the plague in mind, Jenner predicted

that the time would come when the discovery of some
milder form of the disease and the inoculation of it

would free the human race from its most relentless

enemy. He probably never expected that the discov-

ery would be made any other way than he had discov-

ered vaccinia— by happy circumstance and careful

observation— but what he hoped would be revealed

in that way has been brought to light by laboratory

research ; and a Japanese investigator, trained in the

laboratories of Berlin, has produced in his laboratory

at Tokio the disease which Jenner expected to find

perhaps by accident. It seems to me singularly ap-

propriate, then, that in this year an intelligent citizen

of Boston, as wise as he is generous, has seen fit to

establish a Professorship of Comparative Pathology

in Harvard University. Of course, the expenses of

these investigations are verj' great. The University

out of any funds it possesses would find it impossible

to provide them, so that it is most fortunate that this

wise and intelligent man has seen fit to build this

most worthy monument to his father's memory, who
was also a physician. While we must look for the

larger part of such endowments, to men outside of the

profession, yet I call to your attention the fact which

has so often struck me in going over the list of our bene-

factors,— how frequently is found there the name of

a teacher in the Medical School of the University.

When we recall the names of Hersey and Boylston,

Warren and Jackson, Parkmau, Shattuck, Ellis and

Williams— 1 speak only of the dead— how touch-

ing it is to think that these men not onl}' gave the

best, they had— their personal service, their lives—
but made this preparation for the perpetuation of the

good work after they had gone.

The President: — You will agree with me that it is

a rash and strange thing for any man, and above all for a

New Englander, to face fortune in the practice of our pro-

fession with any other medical degree than that of the

Harvard School. Still, it is done, and done witli succe.-s

— though the success we should be inclined to attribute

to the saving grace of a Harvard College A.B.— by one

equipped with the M.D. of the Medical School of Columbia
College, and an e.xperience as interne at Bellevue Hospital.

Thirly-five years ago, when I was in Vienna, Billroth

was the great surgical master. There was also there at

that time as a student one McBurney. I have not seen much
of him since ; but even that has not prevented his adding

to his name such titles as Professor of Surgery in the Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons New York (Columbia Col-

lege), Surgeon to Roosevelt Hospital, Consulting Surgeon
to St. Luku's Hospital, the Presbyterian Hospital, Bellevue

Hospital, the Orthopedic Hospital, the Hospital for Rupt-

ured and Crippled, among others. Lately there was
brought to my notice a letter written by Billroth to a

parent asking advice for a son desirous of choosing medi-

cine as a career ; and 1 wish, in presenting Dr. McBurney
to you, to repeat the following passage

:

" To enable the physician to spend himself freely, he

must have accumulated a rich fund of knowledge. And, in

possessing such a treasure, the physician enjoys the special

privilege of seeing it increase directly in proportion to the

lavishness with which it is spent. Activity in the practice

of medicine leads to increase in experience, development of

judgment impels us to supply the deficiencies in our knowl-

edge, enables us to follow the progress of the art of medi-

cine which itself results from the progress of science. A
physician who gives himself up to critical, unprejudiced

observation sees his own stock of experience and knowl-

edge increase in the very dispensing of it for the relief of

others, — always provided that he is a good man, with a

strong sense of duty, has a sound understanding, and takes

deUgllt in work and in his calling."

SPEECH OF DR. CHARLES MCBURNET, NEW TORK.

Gentlemen:— To be here as one of your guests to-

day is an honor of which I may justly be proud, and I

fully appreciate it. As your president has told you, I

am an Alumnus of Harvard. If there is one thing

that I may regret in my past life, it is that I am not

an M.D. of Harvard. But I was born in Boston, and

lived here for many years ; and therefore I have

always felt that I had the right to delight in looking

on with pride at the magnificent march of professional

progress that has characterized the surroundings of

Harvard, and the leadership of which you have so

easily held. The professional atmosphere about Har-

vard is universally recognized to be especially clear.

That feeling, I think, exists over the whole of this

country : it is appreciated in Europe. And I feel to-

day a little like the man who had lived all his life ou

the banks of the Mississippi near its mouth, where the

stream was very wide aud deep, but the water was

not very clear. One day he was filled with longing

to see the sources of this power, where he had heard

that there was clear water; and after long journeying

he came to it aud saw it, and he was very much
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The stream was not so large as his own;
but it was very powerful, and the water was very

clear. Now, your genial President, when he invited

me to join vou here to-day, said to me, " I will help you

a little in selecting your topic of conversation by telling

you what not to talk about." He said, " Don't talk

to them about medical education, because they know
all about that; and, besides," he added, a little un-

kindly, I thiuk, " they can tell us nothing in New
York about medical education." There is some truth

in that; but still, as a guest, I must claim the privi-

lege of, to a certaiu extent, going counter to the sug-

gestions made by your President, and I must speak to

you a word at least about New York. I have heard
— in fact, I know by conversation and reading— that

you have devoted a great deal of labor to the consid-

eration of certain questions as to your third-year course,

then as to having a fourth-year course, as to the arrange-

ment of recitations, clinical lectures, and various other

matters ; and you have wrestled with these problems,

and they have given you much trouble. Now, you will

be surprised when 1 tell you— but it is a fact— that in

New York we have no trouble at all with these ques-

tions. What we do is this : When we are laying out the

scheme for the next year, we take one of your reports,

aud copy it ; and, if you want to know how we are get-

ting on to-day, all you have got to do is to go over your

last year's report. In that way we save ourselves

much discussion, aud yet we are sure to lay out a good
course.

But I am not going to speak to you about medical

education with reference to the education of the

student. 1 thiuk you are fully able to take care of

that; and I think we shall follow, as I have said,

very gladly in your footsteps. It is some years since

I have had anything to do with didactic teaching. I

do not now come closely in contact with the studeut

who is studying for his degree ; but I am constantly

coming in contact with the young men who have taken

their degrees, and come into the hospital to live as

internes, and with those who have receutly graduated

from the hospitals aud are beginning practice. And
it is in those men and with the future of those men
that I personally am more deeply interested than I am
in the school education of the medical student. In

some respects the well-educated medical student is ill-

prepared for practical life. And, while I am fully

with you in the belief that we can hardly have the

medical student who is studying for his degree too

well educated, I think we must be a little careful lest

we shut him out, by occupying the whole of his time

in medical student life, from some very important

parts of his education.

The important element in the development of the

practitioner must be kept in mind ; and I think we
will all be agreed that, however valuable the special-

ists who are not exactly in the line of practice, the

important part for us, for our medical schools, and

for the profession, is the production of good doctors

and good surgeons. These we must have. If we do

not produce them, we shall fail in attaining the special

object of our medical schools. We cannot have too

many scientists, too many laboratory men. We de-

pend upon them. They are the romance and the best

part of our life ; but we must have good doctors and

good surgeons, otherwise the profession falls. Now,
if any one were to ask me what I considered the most

important thing in the production of a good doctor or

a good surgeon, I should say it was his hospital life,

that no other single part of his life compared in value

to that. Whether he has his four years' course or three

years' course, I look upon as comparatively unimpor-

tant. The student who has had two years' full course,

and two years of good course, aud then has a hospital

life of two years, is, in my opinion, worth infinitely

more than a studeut who has his four years' medical

student life and no hospital experience. I would not

be understood as raising a word against the increase

in the number of courses, except a word of warning.

It is chiefly the consumption of time we must con-

sider ; and that question has come up before, and has

been deeply studied by the President of Harvard Col-

lege and all those interested in professional life in

various departments. It is a very important question

whether we can afford to consume so large an amount
of time as four years in Harvard College, and four in

the Medical College, before the individual has a right

to begin to practise ; but the hospital life I look upon

as absolutely essential, if we would develop the fine

students that we have given M.D.'s to. I see that

constantly year after year. They come into the hos-

pitals as internes well provided with the fund of

knowledge that is acquired by a student in a good

medical college, but totally unable to apply it, totally

at sea as to what they like and what they do not like,

totally ignorant as to whether they are fitted for this

specialty or that specialty ; and I see them go out of

the hospital fully developed, men that I did not expect

it of in the least, fine characters, able, self-poised,

ready to attack serious problems, and fully prepared

to become valuable members of the profession. And
I look upon this as so important that I would make
very large sacrifices in other directions to encourage

students to have this portion of time, a year and a

half or two years, allotted to them for life in a hospi-

tal. There is something about the constant contact

with the patients, the constant feeling of responsibility,

which is not too heavy to crush, though heavy enough
to strengthen, that develops the man month after

month with the very greatest rapidity.

Then I think this sort of life — hospital life—
which develops a man, and which completes the

knowledge he has acquired as a student, is essential to

prevent the too rapid production of imperfectly pre-

pared specialists with whom the profession is over-

loaded. I do not know how it is here, but in other

cities I have seen specialists who have had no previ-

ous education which would qualify them for the work
they are doing to-day. I do not mean they have not

had their degrees. For instance, there are men, who,
are now fifty years old, who are doing very large

operations in surgery, under special names, who would
not dare to amputate a leg. There is something very

wrong about this. A short time ago a man just

graduated came to me for my advice in regard to his

future career. He said he desired to be a specialist,

aud the specialty was operative gynecology. I said

to him, " I thiuk it is a fine department, if you will

qualify yourself for it." I proposed to him that he

should immediately study surgery, try to get into a

hospital, become a house surgeon, learn the principles

of general surgery, and then study gynecology, aud
try to apply those principles to the practice of that

department. A few days afterward I met him, asked

him if he had arranged his plans, aud what hospital

he would go to ; aud he said he had given that up, it
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wouUl take too much time, and that he had found he

could associate himself at ouce with au operative

gynecologist who had a large practice, and he would

in that way save all the trouble of studying surgery.

This gynecologist whom he proposed to associate him-

self with had never had any surgical education what-

ever. He had formerly been a medical practitioner.

In a city not a great way from here and within a

verv few weeks an incident occurred that was illustra-

tive of the same thing. An operating gynecologist of

very rapid production — for he never had done an op-

eration before he was forty-five — had begun to oper-

ate in a hospital before his class, on a case of ovarian

tumor. He made his incision partly through the ab-

dominal wall, when there was a considerable bleeding,

more than one would usually see in such a case.

" Damn it," said he, " we have got a hemorrhage.

Send for the surgeons." And some of the house

staii did go off to another part of the hospital to

ask one of the surgeons to stop the hemorrhage be-

fore the operation of gynecology could go on. Now,
there is no question but what we are threatened with

an increase of practitioners engaged in very impor-

tant and serious work who are not properly qualified,

and I believe that the key to the proper qualification

is to live in a hospital for one or two years as interne
;

and 1 wish that I might make a sufficient amount of

hospital life a condition for being allowed to appear

before the public as a specialist in any important de-

partment. The ditficulty about this is the practical

solution of the problem. We have not enough hospi-

tal appointments. We cannot send all our students to

live in the hospitals; but that should not deter us,

should not deter Harvard, which is trying to raise

the standard so much, from encouraging this particu-

lar view. That should rather encourage us to advo-

cate the enlargement of our hospitals, and especially

of those hospitals that are in immediate connection

with our medical schools. You never can have a hos-

pital here that is too large for your demand, in my
opinion ; and that hospital should be one that you to

a large extent can control. Until you are able to do

that, send your students elsewhere. Tell every one

of them that the first thing to do after getting his de-

gree is to gain a position as interne in a hospital some-

where. Send them to us in New York. We would

be glad to have them ; and, judging by the manner in

which you teach your students, I believe most of the

hospital places could be taken by Harvard men.

TiiK I'liKSiDKNT : — Some of you know soiiietliing about

Comparative Anatomy, and a few, perhaps, something about

'Comparative Physiology. I am sure you are all eager to

hear what may be expected from Comparative Patliology.

A professorship, however richly endowed, without a pro-

fessor is like a rich soil without water or a rare musical in-

strument without a |)layer.

I ]>resent to you Dr. Theobald Smith, an honorary mem-
ber of this Association, formerly biologist to the Bureau of

Animal Industry in Washington, later biologist to our State

Beard of Health, and Assistant Professor of Applied
Zoology in Harvard University, now Professor of Compar-
ative Pathology in the Harvard Medical School.

8PEKCH OK DR. THEOBALD SMITH.

Mr. President and Fellow-Alumni, hy your courtesy:

— When your honored President invited me to say a

few words to-day upon comparative pathology in its

relation to human medicine, I thought the task a

simple one. This was a mistake, however, due to the

fact that I had never before formulated my stray

thoughts upon this subject. The points of contact be-

tween human and comparative patholojiy are so numer-

ous, the one subject shailes so indefinitely and un-

noticeably into the other, that it was necessary at the

outset to determine, if possible, what is comparative

and what is human pathology before tracing their re-

lationship.

The vague and shifting outlines of mj' subject have

compelled me to hold them by putting them on paper.

I may thus be able to avoid the accusation of having

preached what I do not intend to practise, as well as

the regret of having left important matters untouched.

It is of vital importance at the present time, when
the attention of the medical profession and of the

public has been aroused to the necessity of accurate

information concerning the diseases of animal life,

both for economic and sanitary reasons, that the study

of such diseases be dignified by a recognition from
medical science and an absorption into it. No one
who has dealt with any phase of experimental medi-

cine will refuse his assent to the proposition that the

successful study of animal diseases requires as thor-

ough an insight into physical, chemical, and vital

processes as the study of human diseases, so that the

recognition of comparative pathology is only the grace-

ful acceptance of a well-established fact. This alliance

will be fruitful in many ways. It will furuish a much
needed stimulus for the student of comparative path-

ology, because to be successful, he must of necessity

keep himself informed of the progress in the kindred

departments of human medicine. On the other hand,

the student of human medicine is much less likely to

be conversant with the important data of comparative

pathology, because he has not the time to separate the

wheat from the chaff, and to get the kerual best

adapted to his immediate wants. More often he seems

quite unaware of the wealth of useful and suggestive

information which lies undeveloped in the field of

animal pathology.

It is not difficult for one familiar to a certain degree

with both fields of inquiry to see work undertaken and
carried out which would not have been undertaken at

all, or else carried out differently, if the investigator

had had in mind demonstrated facts from comparative

pathology. Some of this work suggests a cone stand-

ing with uncertain ease upon its apex, and waiting to

be toppled over by any slight impact. A single gross

fact easily observed may defy the conclusions of the

most elaborate thesis which has failed to take it into

consideration. A broader knowledge of disease will

save much useless labor by supplying the necessary

foundation.

In order that I may not be misunderstood, I wish

to emphasize the fact that comparative pathology is

greatly and even hopelessly indebted to pathology as

fostered in the medical schools; and it will continue

to be so. The best and most painstaking labors will

in the future, as in the past, be dictated by the immedi-

ate demands of human medicine. While the compar-

ative pathologist must for a long time to come be con-

tent with a perhaps superficial bird's-eye view of a

large territory, the human pathologist will find his

most congenial work in the thorough tilling of a small

field. He should, in the language of a doctor's sign

in this city, be a "chronic specialist," because of the

already advanced position of human pathology. Or,

put in another way, the comparative pathologist must
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be satisfied with masticating and digesting what the

hamaD pathologist will absorb and assimilate.

Comparative pathology has been by no means en-

tirely neglected in the past. Many investigations are

on record which have been made by those associated

with the teaching of human medicine. In fact, most

of the progress in etiology is due to workers of this

class. Even at the present time, when the profession

of comparative medicine is beginning to bestir itself,

and is contributing some very creditable work to our

stock of knowledge, the eagerness with which medical

schools in this country and in Europe take up the

study of animal diseases shows that the essential one-

ness of pathological processes is now universally

recognized. The use of animals in the study of

human diseases is of such importance that it forms to-

day the matrix, as it were, of all experimental as dis-

tinguished from clinical medicine. This use of ani-

mals, though a part of comparative pathology, is not

to be regarded as the whole. Comparative pathology,

in its most important aspect, comprises essentially the

study of diseases as they occur in nature, and not as

experimentally produced. The infectious disease is

rarely exactly reproduced by artificial infection, be-

cause infection is a complex process. Even if we
knew all the attending circumstances, we should be

unable in many cases to reproduce them. Hence
comparative pathology is more than experimental

pathology, for it must invoke the aid of the same re-

sources that human medicine employs.

At the outset the question presents itself whether

in a department of this kind teaching or research is to

predominate. A judicious mingling of both is always

to be sought; but, sooner or later, one may depress

the balance, and decide the fate of the other; Teach-

ing, conscientiously done, is laborious work. The
time has gone by when the professor would find his task

fulfilled and his students edified by rehearsing for an

hour or less a chapter from Billroth's " Surgical Path-

ology " or Ziemssen's " Encyclopedia of Medicine."

Those were good old times for many Faculties never to

return. Nowadays a professor should create his lectures

by his own researches and testings of the researches

of others. He should find the text-books the poorest

of all things from which to prepare his lectures. He
should have stirred within himself a strong desire to

see and hear and feel as much for himself as his re-

sources may permit before he transmits the facts to

his students. Research, therefore, should form the

background of every teacher's life ; and I trust that in

comparative pathology that background will not be

obscured in the near or distant future by too many
students' heads in the foreground. This subject is

especially in need of investigators, owing to the

meagreness and untrustworthy character of much of

its literature, when judged by the standards adopted

in human medicine.

Comparative pathology may occupy itself profitably

in several different ways : (1) It may ally itself in-

timately with human medicine by investigating com-
paratively only those problems which are proposed by

the latter, but which cannot be satisfactorily dealt

with by it alone. (2) It may undertake problems of

an economic character, and direct its attention to the

saving of animal life, more particularly from infectious

diseases, and thus become of use to the Commonwealth
in protecting one of its resources. (3) It may devote

itself to questions of interest to general biology and

pathology, since disease may be looked upon as the

manifestations of vital activity under special condi-

tions.

The pursuit of any one of these lines of work would

in one way or another benefit the others, because the

underlying problems are the same in all; but, if

there is any one present-day problem which binds

them all together, and which goes down to the founda-

tions of all inquiry, it is the problem of etiology, with

all its accessory ones of environment, immunity, pre-

disposition and the like. Etiology unites all the

sciences, and brings them within the range of the stu-

dent of medicine. At the same time it makes medicine

a truly biologic science, brings it into closer relations

with the culture and scholarship of other sciences, and

enlists their support in its further development.

Etiology, for the present mainly coextensive with

micro-biology, may be divided into two departments,

the one dealing with micro-organisms in our surround-

ings and cultivated by hygiene, the other dealing with

micro-organisms as parasites, and belonging to pathol-

ogy. These two departments, the external and the

internal etiology, mutually supplement each other.

The pathologist has before him the problems of im-

munity and susceptibility, of the variability of micro-

organisms and of the host, and, lastly, the variable

product of these two variables, the different types of

disease.

Etiology has thus been thrust into the foreground

of medical research because of its intimate relation

to and vitalizing influence upon pathology. Just as

apparently the same clinical phenomena may be sim-

ulated bv diverse pathological states, so apparently the

same pathological states may be the result of diverse

causes. Hence pathology which gives clinical medi-

cine its support, on the one band, must be supported

by etiology on the other.

Though we have learned to recognize many specific

living organisms as causes of disease, there are still

many animal diseases of an infectious nature whose

causes are not known ; and these, it seems, should

have attention first. When these are cleared up,

comparative pathology will have in hand a whole

gamut of causes, each of which is capable of arousing

certain responses in the animal body peculiar to them-

selves. With this keyboard before him, the patholo-

gist is well equipped to draw from the animal organ-

ism the various dissonances of disease, which in due

time will resolve themselves, in the hands of the pure

biologist, into the harmonies of the laws of life itself.

But we have scarcely started for this goal. Our
present knowledge of disease germs is in many respects

inadequate to explain even the current phenomena of

disease. We must now search for collateral causes,

for the specific microbe is not in all or even in many
diseases the sole or efBcient cause. There are many
unknown conditions which predispose the individual

and which govern the outbreak of the disease. What
offers better advantages to search for these unknown
factors than the manifold infectious diseases of ani-

mals as they occur in nature ? Not only have we a

variety of parasites, but also a variety of hosts

:

whereas in the human subject we are dealing with but

one host, one species; and this host, through his own
efforts, holds at bay many kinds or types of disease

which still ran riot in the animal kingdom.

Human medicine is thus continually narrowing its

own field of observation in certain directions, and the
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same is slowly taking place among animals. Only ten

years ago that most interesting, because puzzling, of

animal diseases, contagious pleuro-pneumonia, covered

not a small portion of the eastern section of the Uniti'd

States. Now the student must find his material in

other countries, or else go to the English ports where
British experts are still condemning our cattle now
and then, as atUicted with this disease. Perhaps by a

peculiar process, only possible on cattle steamers, do
the various harmless varieties of pneumonia become
transmuted under the hand of the cow-puncher into

the contagious variety, modified in its pathology by a

political rather than a germ-proof protection. It is

high time, therefore, that, while lending a hand to the

eradication of animal diseases, we do not ignore the

lessons in pathology and etiology inculcated by them
but study them as thoroughly as our means will allow.

Comparative pathology, by devoting itself to the

study of infectious diseases, may, as a pioneer, be of

great service to human medicine. There are still

many important communicable diseases of the human
subject whose etiology is quite obscure. There is, in

the case of many of these, not even a hint as to the

nature of the cause. The pathologist, if he endeavored

to follow out all the clews or hypotheses, would be

overwhelmed with work. He must follow one or, at

most, a few guiding theories. If now comparative

pathology, with more material for investigation and

better opportunities, is successful in revealing the

cause of some animal disease analogous to a still ob-

scure human disease, the lines of inquiry will be nar-

rowed very materially, and relieve the human path-

ologist from testing barren hypotheses.

But even comparative etiologj' is'a subject of such

extent that, unless at the outset we lay out our course,

and adhere to it more or less consistently, we may go
a<tray. There are in the main two classes of problems

before us,— those that are likely to prove a solution

to certain practical questions of the day and those that

look to the building up of certain departments of

human knowledge, irrespective of their immediate

practical bearing. While most of us would prefer to

give up our energies to the latter, we cannot shut our

eyes to the existence of the former. The demand for

so-called practical studies which is penetrating into

the halls of the colleges, and which refuses to be

silenced, is a demand born of the necessities of the

world we live in. M3' own conviction is that there is

as much pure gold of science to be gathered in the

working out of problems applicable to the every-day

life of the individual aud of the State as in other kinds

of inquiry aimed much higher. What is needed is

the scientific attitude of the mind toward these prob-

lems, and, above all, the patience of the world in

awaiting the application. The people and their repre-

sentatives are so often ready to accept a cheap knowl-

edge adapted to the moment, but failing in the long

run. On the other hand, culture and scholarship may
unconsciously associate practical aims with quackery

and money-getting. This alliance is only too often a

fact. We are, nevertheless, better situated to-day

than in the past. To-day we have sciences to apply.

In the past none were ready to be applied, and quack-

ery had wider opportunities. We have no longer any

justificatiou to treat matters pertaining to the sanitary

and economic welfare of the people in a superficial

manner. They must be met with all the resources

which science can put at our disposal.

I would therefore in comparative pathology take up
the pressing practical problems as they arise. If they

cannot be satisfactorily solved, it should be so acknowl-

edged, and the work done credited to the stock of

scientific knowledge to be handed to our posterity for

future and better investment. No practical work in

comparative etiology can be prosecuted without bring-

ing to light hosts of problems of perhaps secondary

importance, but clamoring for attention. It is these

minor problems which I trust will be of special bene-

fit to medical science, either by furnishing information

of direct value or by stimulating fruitful inquiries.

lu this broad field we may regard ourselves secure

from going astray if we hold fast to a certain main

course— that of public service. We may then pene-

trate to the right or to the left as often as we please,

or as far as our strength, ass-istance and equipment

permit, only to return refreshed to continue the often

thankless task before us.

The need for a better education in animal pathology

is well shown by the work undertaken in this country

by public authority to restrict, suppress, or eradicate

tuberculosis among cattle. Tuberculin produces a

temporary fever in all infected animals, whether they

be in the earliest stage of the disease or in the most

advanced stages. In fact, the not infrequent absence

of any lesion after a tuberculin reaction is explained

by the statement that the focus or foci could not be

detected. There are a large number of cattle slaugh-

tered on the evidence furnished by tuberculin which

are in the earliest stages of the disease. A small

focus in a mediastinal gland, perhaps, or in one of the

throat or mesenteric glands, is all that can be found.

Pathology has informed us that traces of stationary

or healed tuberculosis, unrecognized during life, are

not infrequently encountered on the pos<-j»ort«m table.

Are such persons to be placed within the class of

diseased or simply infected ? I believe that an in-

fected animal is not necessarily an q/tected or diseased

animal, aud that no one can predict just what is going

to become of a primary focus, whether it will gradu-

ally encroach upon neighboring organs or become
generalized, or become calcified or cicatrized.

With these facts in mind, I have always maintained

that, of this large percentage of merely infected ani-

mals, all are good as food. All over this country,

however, so far as I am informed, the beef from these

animals is converted into fertilizers. A shameful,

wanton destruction of food most valuable to the human
system ! The cost of animal food is slowly rising

beyond the reach of the laboring classes to-day, and a

misinterpretation of the significance of these earliest

lesions is helping on the scarcity. We are the only

nation of a considerable number now dealing with this

subject that indulges in this whim of turning good

meat into fertilizers. The answers we get in criticising

this state of affairs are various. They are : (1) Laws
oppose the use of such meat. I would say, only by

misinterpretation. Get the law adajjted to the facts.

(2) People have a feeling or sentiment about diseased

meat. I would answer that the public are to be edu-

cated, and are not supposed to shape professional ad-

vice. (3) It would injure the cause to pronounce so

many animals condemned by tuberculiu as fit for food.

(4) Cows are not worth much any way. It is too

much trouble to slaughter them properl}'. I would

answer that economy, the watchword of success in

private enterprise, cannot be left out of public business.
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The need of the da}' is meu trained to determine

whether any given animal is fit for food or not. If

the wanton destruction of beef is to continue, the

medical profession should see to it that it is not done
under the protecting cegis of public hygiene. The
profession that has charge of this matter pronounces

itself incapable of using scientific data in discriminat-

ing between healthful and unhealthful food, and un-

fitted even for the meat inspection service. The
veterinarian by advocaiiug such sweeping measures
practically eliminates himself,— sits on the distal end

of the limb when he saws it off. For, if the suppres-

sion of tuberculosis requires no more discriminating

skill than is comprised in the conversion of cattle giv-

ing a tuberculin reaction into fertilizers, the work can

be intrusted to laymen.

A few years wgo the English government determined

to wipe out what is there called swine fever by a de-

struction of all infected herds. They found the task

quite impossible, however, as any good bacteriologist

who had studied the specific cause might have informed

them. They then adopted a milder plan, and removed
the apparently well from the sick. By this simple

device they lost but a small percentage of the previ-

ously infected and now isolated.

A benefit not usually suggesting itself to us, when
we consider the trend of comparative studies in dis-

ease, is the educational value of the publications.

Medical literature must even to-day be considered the

literature of a caste, rarely finding its way beyond to

the laity. An exception is here to be made in favor

of the anti-vivisectionists. Our voluminous periodi-

cal publications, designed to fill the intellectual wants

and satisfy the literary cravings of all the people, con-

tain only a trifling amount of matter contributed by

physiciaus. Perhaps the people have no desire to

become informed upon subjects pertaining to disease.

Perhaps the medical profession has no desire to in-

form them or to spend time valuable pecuniarily in

this manner. Whatever may be the reason, the fact

remains ; and we as unbiassed men may well ask why
the abstruse problems of finance, sociology, political

economy and astronomy, deserve more attention in

the literature of the people than those of biology and
medicine. Luckily, two factors are breaking through

the partly artificial, partly natural and proper barriers,

— the work for the public health, with its documents
accessible to everybody interested, and the work of

comparative medicine, with its reports also accessible

to all. I am inclined to believe, from experience

gathered in several fields, that, taking a farmer and an

inhabitant of a city of equal intelligence, the former

is more accurately informed of the causes of infectious

diseases and of rational means of prevention than the

latter. The former has been surfeited with authori-

tative publications dealing with animal disease. The
latter has to content himself in the main with the

patent medicine columns in our daily press. What
comparative medicine, aided by vast sums of money
voted by the national government, has been doing fur

the agriculturist for many years, public health work
is destined to do for the urban population, which to-

day constitutes such a large percentage of the total

population of our country.

To descend more to particulars concerning the or-

ganization of work in comparative pathology, I would

state that my experience in this matter would lead me
to suggest the following plan

:

A well-equipped laboratory, divided for convenience

into a pathological, a bacteriological, and a biochemic
section for advanced work, and a general laboratory

for less-advanced students or beginners, a suitable

autopsy-room, and a museum for the storing and ex-

hibition of pathological specimens. The material for

study must be collected in 4ifferent ways from large

abattoirs and rendering establishments, by voluntary

contributions, by travelling and study in other coun-

tries or certain sections of our country to which cer-

tain diseases are restricted ; lastly, by utilizing mate-
rial furnished by work upon infectious diseases in our

own State, carried on under public authority. If

these various sources are diligently exploited, there

will be no lack of material ; nor do I think that there

will be a lack of students after the work is once under
way, especially of those who intend to enter the pub-

lic service as health officials, or even of those who wish

to attack advanced special problems in comparative

pathology, of which there are so many now before us.

The plan suggested may be regarded by many as too

broad and not realizable. There is no harm, however,
in this. A good, broad foundation, even without any
superstructure, is always more picturesque than a

lop-sided, unsteady building, which we prefer to avoid

rather than to enter.

1 might weary you a little longer by relating facts

and experiences having a more personal coloring.

But on this matter I shall be very brief. I might tell

of amusing incidents and trying situations in the ef-

fort to obtain material for investigation. The human
pathologist, comfortably housed in his laboratory or

hospital, with all facilities at hand, has no conception

of the devious ways and the improvised methods that

must frequently be pursued to accomplish a certain

purpose. While it is true that the study of animal

diseases offers certain advantages over that of human
diseases, because of abundant material and opportunity

for experimentation, it is also true that many obsta-

cles prevent us from thoroughly utilizing the material

or from making experimentation fruitful in results.

The bread cast upon the waters by the student of

animal diseases does not always return to him ; and
that which does often comes in an unexpected manner
from unknown quarters, like the conscience money
which is sporadically presented to the public treasury.

Here is an illustration :

Several years ago, while studying the pathology of

bovine tuberculosis, I examined a small herd of cattle

condemned by the tuberculin test. I observed in

nearly every animal traumatism of the second stomach
and of the liver, due to wire hairpins. Inquiry showed
that the herd, belonging to a girls' school, grazed over

the playgrounds. Some time after a leaflet was
printed, calling attention to the danger of throwing

pointed metallic objects on pastures. Not many
weeks ago I found the following paragraph in one of

our Boston papers :

If it is true that Professor Adams, of Pennsylvania, has

made an attack upon wire hairpins wherewith he is cred-

ited, he has cert.iinly given an ingenious reason for his

animadversions upon a highly respected and useless instru-

ment. The announcement tliat wire hairpins cause disease

in cattle pastured near seminaries for young ladies sounds
more like a vacation theory than one tol)e promulgated thus

si.\ weeks before the girl-graduates begin graduating all over
the land. The wire hairpin is not to be crushed out of

existence in any such fashion, although as a matter of fact

very few young girls in seminaries nowadays employ the
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old-fasliioned kind, wliicli lias ser\'fed so many purposes in

the past. It is doubliuss the invisible hairpin, of charniincr

service in love-loclts and seolding-locks, whicli has proved

fatal to some cow of the distinguished educator's acquaint-

ance.

Surely, this is unexpectedly early fruitage frotn

almost self-plauted seed. Would that more important

subjects rotated as promptly !

Comparative pathology, like any other kind of pa-

thology, draws its breath of life in an atmosphere of

experimentation. Without the ojiportunities for the

latter, the money devoted to such a department or

professorship might as well be given to promote some

other object. I need hardly state that 1 have in mind

the hampering movements of those who with appar-

ently the l)est of motives wish to wipe out animal ex-

perimentation entirely. The situation is a peculiar

one. The show of hands rather than the count of

heads upon which some of the anti-vivisectionists are

depending for their momentum is a method which can-

not be successfully paralleled by the handful of labo-

ratory workers, and which must be met by the entire

profession. I do not intend to weary you with this

subject, especially as the admirable address of Dr.

Bowditch is still fresh in our minds. I simply bring

it up as one of vital importance to comparative path-

ology in this over-sensitive age. Very few can work
with the zeal or enthusiasm born of a good purpose,

with the abandonment in life of all but one aim— that

of increasing our power over disease— when they

must face the fact that from justices of the Supreme
Court of the United States down there are people in

all ranks of society who are either convinced, or have

thoughtlessly allowed it to be reported that they are

convinced, that one branch of the medical profession,

and that the one upon which all the other branches

lean and towards which they are looking for help in

the endless contest with disease, needs to have the arm
of the law suspended over it, ready to strike at the

slightest untoward movement of the investigator.

This is surely a peculiar situation, and one demanding
serious thought, if not determined effort.

In what contrast to this almost petty warfare are

the quaint, sympathetic words of Mrs. Browning in

" Aurora Leigh,"— words which fully recognized the

spirit that was to make medicine the great profession

of this century !
—

How is this

That men of science, osteologists,

And surgeons beat gome poets in respect

For Nature, —count nougLt common or unclean,
Spend raptures upon perfect specimens
Of indurated veins, distorted joints,

Or beautiful new cases of ciiri'ed spine;
While we, we are shucked at Nature's falling off.

We dare to shrink back from her warts and blains,

We will not when she sneezes look at her,

Not even to say, " God bless berl"

Association of the Alcmni of thb Albany
Medical College. — The Proceedings of the

Twenty-third Annual Meeting of this Association,

which was held on Aj>ril ] 4, 1896, which has just been
received, contains, beside an account of the Commence-
ment Exercises and Alumni Dinner, the full text of a

most interesting address by Dr. Theobald Smith,
the President of the Alumni, on Preventive Medicine.
The address is chiefly devoted to the function of pre-

ventive medicine in purifying water-supplies, and
closes with a few words to the graduating class on the

duties of physicians as guardiaus of the public health.
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THE JUBILEE OF ANESTHESIA.

Fifty years ago there took place at the Massachu-

setts General Hospital an event of vast importance to

humanity and medicine. Then and there was demon-

strated for the first time, that the most serious surgi-

cal operation could be performed upon man with

entire freedom from pain. It was the work of a brave

enthusiast and a courageous surgeon. The semi-cen-

tennial of this marvellous and blessed discovery is to

be properly commemorated on the 16th of October.

It is well-nigh impossible for us of this generation

to fully comprehend the difference which the introduc-

tion of anesthesia made in operative surgery. The
few survivors of those earlier days only recall the hor-

rors of the operating table at that time. The benumb-

ing influence of opium, the stimulating effect of brandy,

then generally employed, could not repress the agoniz-

ing outcries, nor prevent the struggles of the patient

which bonds alone could control. The effect of the

long-continued pain and the shock after every serious

operation was an essential element in prognosis. It

often determined the impossibility of surgical relief.

Now the time required in operating, be it hours, the

immediate suffering, the after-effects, are matters of

no moment, and the surgeon may conduct the capital

or the most delicate operations under as calm sur-

roundings as if practising a preliminary essay upon the

cadaver. The "cruel" knife has become an un-

dreaded and magical instrument of relief.

And how far-reaching was this discovery of anes-

thesia, how greatly has it extended the scope of surg-

ery, minimized the pains of child-bearing and the in-

tensest sufferings in disease, and made humane vivi-

section and its vast consequent benefits to mankind a

possibility. The name of Morton, in this connection,

should be held in perpetual honor and gratitude, as

one of the great benefactors of mankind.

A committee of the trustees and medical staff of the

institution which was instrumental in thus introducing

aDesthesia tq the world has been preparing a fitting
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celebration of the event, which promises to be of great

interest. Invited gnests, including the most distin-

guished surgeons of all countries and the benefactors

of the hospital, will be received by the committee in

the old amphitheatre of the Massachusetts General

Hospital, which will be restored, as far as possible, to

its condition at the time of the tirst operation under

ether by Dr. John C. Wairen. Later they will pro-

ceed to the new amphitheatre where the public exer-

cises will be held. The medical profession is invited

to occupy the semicircular benches. Short addresses

will be made by the following gentlemen :

(1) Address of Welcome, by Charles H. Dalton, Esq., President

of the Massachusetts General Hospital.

(2) " Reminiscences of 1S4()," by Dr. R. T. Davis, of Fall River,

and Dr. Washington Ayer, of San Francisco.

(3) " Surgery before Anesthesia," by John Ashhurst, Jr., M.D.,

of Philadelphia.

(1) " What Anesthesia has Done for Surgery," by David W.
Cheever, II. D., of Boston.

(5) "Relation of Anesthesia and Obstetrics," by John P. Rey-
nolds, M.D., of Boston.

(6) " The Influence of Anesthesia upon Medical Science," by W.
H. Welch, M.D., of Baltimore.

(7) " The Surgery of the Future," by Charles McBurney, M.D.,

of New York.

(8) "The Birth and Death of Pain." A Poem by S. Weir
Mitchell, M.D., of Philadelphia.

This is certainly an attractive programme, and al-

though the selection of speakers is national the occasion

should command the attention of all the world, for if

ether be not the only anesthetic now employed, and the

introduction of chloroform for this purpose by .Simp-

son is to be commemorated, as we hear, the successful

demonstration of surgical anesthesia was made to the

world in Bostou a year earlier.

How countless are the multitudes of men and women
who should remember this jubilee with grateful

hearts.

ON THE TREATMENT OF INOPERABLE CASES
OF CARCINOMA OF THE MAMMA: SUGGES-
TIONS FOR A NEW xMETHOD OF TREATMENT.

Under the above head, George T. Beatson, M.D.,

Edinburgh,' discusses a subject of great importauce,

namely, the treatment of mammary cancer too far ad-

vanced for successful operation. Dr. lieatson presents

a theory of the cause of these growths which (by what

process of reasoning it is ditBcult to see) he founds

upon the views of the etiology of cancer advanced by

Cohnheim several years ago. and still held in a more

or less modified form by most pathologists. This

theory is thus briefly stated in the words of Senn :
^

"The essential tumor matrix is composed of embryonic

cells, the offspring of mature cells which for some

reason have failed to undergo transformation into tis-

sue of a higher type, aud which may remain in a

latent aud immature state for an indefinite period of

time, to become under the influence of either heredi-

tary or acquired exciting causes the essential starting

poiut of a tumor."

' London Lancet, July 18, 1S96.
' Pathology aud Surgical Treatment of Tumors. IS95.

Dr. Beatsou believes that we must look in the

female to the ovaries as the seat of the exciting cause

of carcinoma, certainly of the mamma, in all probabil-

ity of the female generative organs generally, and

possibly of the rest of the bodv. The parasitic theory

of cancer he regards as wholly unsatisfactory and mis-

leading.

Acting on the belief that in all cases, cancer of the

female breast takes its origin in "some mysterious,

subtle influence " emanating from the ovary and so

modifying the nutrition of the mammary gland that

carcinoma becomes the ultimate product. Dr. Beatson

has for several years been in the habit of extirpating

the ovaries in inoperable cases of carcinoma of the

breast. Several of these cases are fully reported aud,

according to his statements, show that the operation

of oophorectomy was followed by shrinkage and ulti-

mately fatty degeneration of the carcinomatous growths.

These were patients admitted to the Glasgow Cancer

Hospital within the last three years, whose condition

was noted by surgeons of the staff and by internes,

and whose morbid growths, after careful study by the

pathologist of the hospital, Dr. Buchanan, were pro-

nounced to be undoubtedly caucerous. In all cases

the disease had made rapid exteusion and the size and

fixedness of the tumors and the widespread glandular

involvement made extirpation impracticable. Re-

moval of the ovaries was succeeded by immediate

diminution in size aud vascularity of the growths,

abatement of the pain and cessation of the spread,

with gradual atropic changes. If on future trial it be

really proved beyond a reasonable doubt that the ovary

has an influence in determining malignant disease of dis-

tant parts, as the mammary glands, aud that removal of

the ovaries causes cessation or abatement of such mor-

bid growths, this fact will be a boon to very many that

are afflicted, who will gladly part with their ovaries

in order to be rid of a painful and fatal disease, or at

least to have a respite from pain and a longer continu-

ance of life.

Dr. Beatson adds, that if the theory he puts for-

ward is a correct one, then cancer in the male must

be due to some altered condition or secretion of the

testicle, for this organ is built up of cells that at one

stage of their existence in early fetal life are so identi-

cal with those that form the ovary that for some

weeks they are not distinguishable the one from the

other. " That the testicle has some control over local

proliferation of epithelial cells is seen by the yearly

growth of the horns in stags, for if a deer is castrated

its horns do not grow, aud what is more remarkable

still, if only one testicle is taken away, it is only the

horn on th.at side that does not grow."

Dr. Bt-atson, in concluding, urges the following

points which sum up his two articles :

(1) "That there seems evidence of the ovaries and

testicle having control in the human body over local

proliferations of epithelium.

(2) "That the removal of the tubes and ovaries has

effect on the local proliferation of epithelium which
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occurs iu carciuoma of the mamma, and helps ou the

tendeucy carcinoma naturally has to fatty degenera-

tion.

(3) "That this effect is best seen iu cases of carci-

noma in young people, a class of cases where local re-

moval of the disease is often unsatisfactory."

It is difficult to see what connection Dr. Beatson's

lucid theory that cancer of the female breast takes its

origin in "some mysterious subtle influence emanat-

ing from the ovary " and so (!) modifying the nutri-

tion of the mammary gland, has with Cohnlieim's

theory of the origin of cancer. By whatever theory

we explain cancer it is universally admitted to be a

disease of degeneration. It occurs most frequently at

the time of, or after the menopause ; when the mam-
mary gland is undergoing the retrograde changes

which take place simultaneously with senile atrophy

of the ovaries. This being the case, it is certainly

reasonable to infer that the induction of a premature

menopause, or the hastening of one already in progress,

would, instead of checking the retrograde changes in

the breast which predisposes the cancer, increase those

changes.

From a theoretical point of view, then, the oopho-

rectomy would appear to have a bad rather than a

good effect upon the growth of a mammary cancer. It

is hardly consonant with common-sense to remove the

ovaries to check a disease which is most prevalent and

active when the ovaries are atrophied and have ceased

their functions.

Have we not tried the removal of the ovaries (not

to speak of the testicles) for most of the ills which

flesh is heir to?

A few years ago some surgeons were in the habit

of adding the nervous troubles incident to the meno-

pause to the ills from which neurasthenic women suf-

fered, by removing their ovaries, but it only required

for most men a short experience to show that this did

not pay. The cautery has now replaced excision for

the treatment of slight cystic disease, saving many
women from sterility and an untimely onset of the

menopause. Can we not let the ovaries rest for a

while peacefully iu their natural home in the pelvis

without subjecting poor sufferers from inoperable can-

cer to abdominal section iu the hoi]e of producing fatty

degeneration of their cancers ? The disintegration of

cancer is a common euough spectacle, and as usually

seen, inflicts upon the cancerous subject the uecessity

of carrying about a nauseous ulcer prominently situ-

ated on the centre of her cancerous growth.

But perhaps the fatty degeneration produced by

castration is different. At any rate this operation

would give the poor, downtrodden gynecologists,

whose field (in their opinion) already includes the

breast and the whole ahdomeu, some profitable occu-

pation, which might enable ihem in these hard times

to keep the wolf from the door! Ko, it will take

some very definite reports of amelioration and cure to

popularize the operation of oo])horectomy for inoper-

able cancer. Even for the toxines of erysipelas aud

prodigiosuB, which only a short time ago were thought

to promise so much, we find a sadly small list of cures

reported. What brilliant surgical intellect will give

us the next "cure" for cancer? Why not remove the

speech centre in the brain for cancer of the tongue or

the lumbar enlargement of the cord for cancer of the

rectum, if glandular involvement has rendered it inop-

erable? Could not we find some " subtle, mysterious

influence" which would give as great an impulse to

cerebral surgery, as Dr. Beatson's suggestious would

to gynecological ?

MEDICAL NOTES.

Syphilis a Cause fob Divorce.— The Paris

Cour d'Appel has recognized syphilis as a reason for

granting divorce.

Appointment fok the Paris I<Ixposition.— Dr.

Gilles de la Tourette has been appointed physician-in-

chief for the World's Fair of 1900 in Paris.

Mdnich to honor Pasteur.— A committee has

been formed at Munich composed of Professor Pet-

tenkofer, Professor Ziemssen and Professor Hans

Buchner, iu order to obtain funds to erect a monument
in honor of Pasteur.

The Death-rate of Chicago. — Chicago, ac-

cording to the Medical Record, has hit upon a cheap

and easy method of reducing her municipal death-rate,

the means choseu being not the adoption of sauitary

measures, but the estimation of the population at a

much higher figure than hitherto.

Monument to Lavoisier.— An international

subscription has been started during the past year by

the Academy of Sciences (French) to erect a monu-

ment to Lavoisier. Up to the present time the

amount received has reached somewhat over 47,000

francs. — L' Union Medicale.

The First Women Doctors from Edinburgh.
— The Medical News states that Miss Jessie Mac-

gregor aud Miss Mona Geddes, of Edinburgh, were

two of the one hundred and fifty-one medical gradu-

ates from Ediuburgh University in the class of 1896.

They are the first women to take medical degrees

from that institution.

Taxation and Depopulation. — Iu a paper

which he read recently before the French Acad-

emy of Medicine, Dr. Javal stated that the new fiscal

laws, which impose severe taxes upon large families,

do more toward the depopulation of France, than the

institutions of prevuyance, and the earnest efforts of

the medical profession are able to accomplish toward

its counteraction.

The Bender Hygienic Laboratory in connec-

tion with the Albany Medical College, ou Lake Ave-

nue adjoining the Dudley Observatory, is completed,

and will be ready for use by the classes iu histology,

pathological anatomy and bacteriology during the
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ensuing session. Dr. George Blumer, late of the

Johns Hopkins University, has been appointed direc-

tor of the laboratory.

A Dumb Thermometer. — A member of the

Zurich Medical Society recently exhibited a self-

registering thermometer on which there were no de-

gree marks. The instrument could be left with the

patient's family, so that some one could take the

temperature of the sufferer in the absence of the prac-

titioner, and afterwards the latter could then read the

position of the index by means of au attachable scale

of glass or metal.

Yellow Fever in Havana. — According to the

report of D. M. Burgess, Sanitary Inspector to the

U. S. Marine-Hospital Service, yellow fever is increas-

ing in prevalence and malignancy in the Spanish Army
in Cuba. During August the mortality in the mili-

tary hospitals of Havana alone was 50 per week, with

130 to 150 new cases. " It may be taken for granted,"

writes Dr. Burgess, " that wherever the Spanish

troops go now, yellow fever accompanies them."

A Novel Suture.— According to the Medical

Record, Greek barber surgeons in the Levant use

large ants to keep together the edges of cuts. The
ant, held with a forceps, opens its mandibles wide, and

as soon as it seizes the edges of the wound has its

head severed from the body, but retains its grip.

People have been seen with wounds healing held to-

gether by seven or eight ants' heads. The kind used

is a species of big-headed camponotus.

An Association of Nurses for the United
States and Canada.—A convention of nurses,

representing training-schools and alumni associations,

met at Manhattan Beach Hotel on the 2d of Septem-

ber to organize an association of nurses, which shall

cover the United States and Canada. A constitution

was drafted which will be submitted to the different

bodies represented, for their ratification. The object

of the proposed association is to unite, protect, and

elevate the profession of nursing, and in drawing its

outlines those of the medical associations have been to

some extent copied, and the preamble of the American

Medical Association largely drawn upon. The train-

ing-schools and alumna3 associations included in this

convention were the Royal Victoria, the Toronto

General, the Massachusetts General, the New Haven,

the Presbyterian of New York City, the Bellevue,

the New York, the Brooklyn City, the Orange Me-
morial, the Pennsylvania, University of Pennsylva-

nia, the Pliiladelphia, the Johns Hopkins, the Garfield,

the Rochester City, the Illinois, the Farrand, and St.

Luke's, Chicago.

boston and new I-,N<3LAND.

Bequests to Medical Charities. — The contest

over the will of the late Thomas T. Wyman, of Bos-

ton, by which $400,000, besides the residue of his

estate, which is said to amount to $472,.S19, is left

to various public charities, has been settled out of court.

The will was contested by certain relatives, and it is

stated that the amount given to effect the compromise

will only slightly diminish the residue of the estate.

The following medical charities received $20,000 each :

The P^mergency Hospital, the Cambridge Hospital,

the New England Hospital for Women and Children,

the Boston Lying in Hospital, the West End Nursery

and Infants' Hospital, the Children's Hospital, the

Massachusetts Charitable Eye and Ear Infirmary, the

Sharon Sanitarium, the Boston Home for Incurables,

the Consumptives' Home, the Carney Hospital, and

the Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for

the Blind. The residuary legatees are the Massachu-

setts General Hospital, the Boston City Hospital and

the Massachusetts Homeopathic Hospital.

Dartmouth Medical College.— Dr. William
Thayer Smith, professor of physiology in Dartmouth
Medical College, has been appointed dean of that

institution to fill the vacancy caused by the death of

Prof. Carleton P. Frost. Prof. Giimau D. Frost has

been chosen secretary and treasurer.

new YORK.

Match Factories and Phosphorus Necrosis.
— Mr. Edwin Gould, who owns a large match factory

in Passaic, N. J., has recently promulgated an order

that all employees who do not present withiu a speci-

fied time a dentist's certificate that their teeth are in a

condition of perfect repair shall be discharged. The
danger of necrosis of the jaw from the phosphorus

used in the manufacture of matches is well known,
and he is said to have been induced to take this step

by the fact that not long since an employee of one of

the Diamond Match factories in Ohio, who had been
attacked with necrosis, sued the corporation for $10,000
damages.

A Low Death Rate. — For tiie past three weeks
thecity's death rate has continued considerably below
the average for the year, the number of deaths re-

ported being, respectively, 746, 751 and 732. During
this period there have been but nine deaths from
measles, and in the week ending September 19th there

was only one. From scarlet fever there were but

eight deaths in the tliree weeks. From diphtheria

the number of deaths for the three weeks was, re-

spectively, 21, 24 and 21, and from whooping-cough,

15, 16 and 11.

A CASE OF PORRO-C^SAREAN SECTION.

A case of Porro-CiBsarean section, which was suc-
cessful in spite of the markeil disadvantages under
which it was performed is reported by Dr. G. M.
Uoyd, in the American Gynecological and Obstetrical
Journal for September. Tlie patient was a primipiira,

who had been in active labor for two days. She was
preguaut at term, and the labor was complicated by
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the presence of subperitoneal myomata and by a flat

rachitic pelvis. The fetal lieart could not be heard.

Ou iucising the uterus, which was tlie seat of many
fibroids, foul smelling ga.s escaped. The uterus was

amputated just above the interual os, the cervical

canal closed, and the peritoneum sutured over the

stump. Although the pulse was 150 at the time of

operation, and rose to 180 before it was finished,

the patient reacted under treatment by copious ene-

mata of salt solution, and progressed to a rapid re-

covery. With the abdomen opened, the true con-

jugate was found to measure 6.5 centimetres.

The success of this case, in spile of the marked
difficulties presented by the exhausted condition of

the patient, and the septic state of the uterus, makes

it a brilliant contribution to the records of the opera-

tion.

THE TREATMENT OF SNAKE BITES.

Dr. L. S. Alexander, of .St. Augustine, Fla.,

writing in the Medical Record for September 5th,

gives the following account of his treatment of a rat-

tlesnake bite which was successful apparently though

the treatment seems to have been complicated:

" Some months ago I saw an article in one of the New
York journals concerning the treatment of snake bite with

the bile and flesh of the reptile. Having seen the failure

of other remedies, I determined to make use of this sug-

gestion at the earliest oj)portunity. Consequently I di-

rected a taxidermist of this city who had on hand a num-
ber of rattlesnakes to prepare a gall bladder for use in an
emergency. On or about the r2th of June the same taxi-

dermist, an aged man, was struck on the inside of the left

knee by one of his large rattlers. Immediately disposing

of the snake, he proceeded to examine the wound, which
was bleeding freely. Suction by the mouth, a milking or

strapping process with the fingers, with a hunt for and ap-

plication of some household ammonia, must have taken

several minutes before the bottle of bile was thought of.

This was applied freely to the wound, and an incision was
also made into which the bile was poured. It was proba-

bly half an hour before he reached my office, ai)parently

all right but a little anxious. I continued the ajiplication

of the bile and covered the wound with a piece of the

wall of the gall bladder. No other treatment was pur-

sued beyond a few doses of carbonate of ammonium.
There was not one particle of swelling, nor did the man
suffer from inconvenience of any kind."

the epilepsy is of short duration, and referable to an

exactly localizable portion of the brain.

(5) Since such lesions are often only visible micro-

scopically, excision should be undertakeu even if the

diseased part macroscopically a)>pear8 normal. Still

one should, however, use the greatest caution, in order

that the proper portion be excised.

(6) Surgical interference in epilepsy occurring in

connection with infantile cerebral paralysis is permis-

sible, if it occurs not too long after the onset of the

paralysis.

(7) In old cases of partial epilepsy, in which very

probably an extended degeneration of association fibres

has taken place, surgical interference is entirely use-

SUGGESTION IN URINARY INCONTINENCE.

A French physician, M. Cullerre, has recently

published a piece of work based on twenty-four obser-

vations, in which be has succeeded in checking incon-

tinence completely by means of susgestiou in twenty

cases, helping the affection in two and failing entirely

in the remaining two. As a result of his investigation

he concludes that suggestion in the hypnotic state is

the rational and most efficacious treatment. The de-

gree of hypnosis is not important. He finds that

children as young as three may be influenced and
helped. The suggestion given naturally varies some-

what with the case, but should always be directed to-

ward removing the idea that micturition will take

place unseasonably, as for example, during the night.

So far as ascertainable from the review of the arti-

cle accessible to us, the cases include only those of

so-called functional incontinence and not such as depend

upon a cord lesion.

OPERATIVE TREATMENT OF PARTIAL EPI-
LEPSY.

In the Deutsche Medicinische Wochenschrift for

August 27th, .Sachs and Gerster of New York give

the results of operation in nineteen cases, and arrive

at the following conclusions :

(1) Those cases of partial epilepsy are suitable for

operation, in which at most one to three years have

elapsed since the trauma or the onset of the disease.

(2) In depression of the skull or in other injuries

to the skull, o()erative interference is indicated even

after years. The prognosis, however, is less good

the longer the elapsed time since the original injury.

(3) Simple trephining may suffice in many cases
;

this is especially true if one is concerned with skull

injury, or with cyst formation.

(4) Excision of the cortical lesion is advisable, if

REPORT OF A NECROPSY ON A PARACHUTIST.

The following report, which was published in a

recent number of the British Medical Journal, is of

interest, as showing that syncope is a serious danger

to which aeronauts are liable, rendering them unable

to make a safe lauding after their flight.

Before submitting the facts revealed by the post-mortem

examination a brief history of the accident will be of inter-

est. On the evening of July 21st a girl, aged 14 years,

took her seat and grasped the hoop of her iiarachute to

make her first attempt as an aeronaut and parachutist.

The balloon, with the girl and parachute, rapidly rose to

a height of between 6,000 and 10,000 feet. She then

jumped clear of the balloon, and came down swiftly for a
distance of about 300 feet before the parachute opened; it

righted itself with a jerk and began to spin round. The
girl was noticed to throw her legs about a good deal; there

was a considerable amount of wind at the time, and the girl

was carried over the river, into which she descended and
([uickly disappeared. She was attached to the |)arachute

bv clips, similar to watch clips, ])assing from each shoulder.

A Board of Trade lifehelt was carefully secured round her

waist. The body was found in about three days detached

from the parachute; the clips were uninjured.

Post-mortem Examination. — External examination : dis-

coloration of forehead between eye.s, a large bruise over

front part of left side of head above and behind the ear,

an abrasion of s-kin over back of right forearm. The body

was well nourished, but not fully developed. Cutis anse-

rina present. Tongue swollen and indented by the teeth,

mouth and jiharnyx contained mud and sand. On dissec-
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Hon of the vertebral column no dislocation or fracture was
discovered. No fractures or dislocations discovered any-
where. Internal Examination : Thorax : the heart and
pericardium normal in appearance, the cavities of the

heart were found perfectly empty, the valves and endocar-
dium smooth and healthy ; the lungs were inflated, the

pleural surfaces of the left were adherent almost all over,

on the right normal ; diajihragra normal. On opening the

trachea it was found to contain mud and sand, the small

bronchial tubes were found to contain mud, sand and froth.

The esophagus was empty. Abdomen : liver congested

;

on opening the stomach it was found perfectly empty, there

was a small cicatrix on the posterior surface near the car-

diac orifice.

On consideration of these facts we considered ourselves

justified in coming to the conclusion that the girl was prob-
ably in a state of syncope when she reached the water,

and that death was due to drowning.

James Huxley, L.R.C.P., L.R.C.S., Edin.
W. Jones Greer, E.R.C.S., D.P.H., Irel.

Newport, Mon.

THE ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE IN ENGLAND.

The British Medical Journal, iu a recent editorial

article, deplores the lamentable couditiou to which the

army medical service has been reduced by the policy

of neglect and contempt pursued by commissioned
officers of the line toward their fellows of the medical

staff. The allusion to a medical officer who had shown
distinguished gallantry iu action,' as " that brave civil-

ian " by the late commauder-iu-chief of Her Majes-

ty's army, is a fair example of the regard felt for medi-

cal officers by the line officers of the army, who ex-

clude the medical officers from service clubs, aud regard

them as social inferiors. As the ^/bi^rnaZ remarks, " the

army doctors . . . are of like nature, passions, and
as|)iration8 as other men ; and, as men of education,

holding a recognized social status iu civil life, are not

prepared to enter and serve in the army except on
terms of reasonable equality with their fellow com-
missioned officers."

It is not to be wondered at then that it is difficult

to induce men of good position and education to enter

the army medical service.

At a recent examination of candidates for this ser-

vice, only twenty-six candidates came forward for the

advertised twenty-five vacancies, and fifty per cent, of

the misnamed " competitors " failed to get the 1,800

marks required out of a total of 3,600.
" But more than this," says the Journal, " the ac-

tual vacancies are nearer forty than twenty-five, and
young officers, instead of completing their necessary

preliminary training, are being pressed into full duty

at once. The resources of the Director-General are

already fully taxed to make arrangements for peace

duty; and he, no moie than any other administrator,

can be expected to make war bricks without straw.

Two men cannot be made to do the duty of tliree in-

definitely, without break-down. Let any one imagine

the condition of medical efficiency should we be sud-

denly called upon to place iu the field our two army
corps supposed to be always ready for mobilization.

The military heads of the army are just as responsi-

ble for the preparedness and efficiency of one branch

of the service as another, or for all ; they will not

therefore be without excuse if tliey fail to grapple

with a medical crisis, any more than with a deliciency

iu ammuuitiou."

The remedy suggested for this state of things by
the Journal, is the establishment of an Army Medical
Corps in place of the " Medical Staff," which term is

anomalous, as applied to executive medical officers.

Medical companies in different commands and dis-

tricts would then be officered exactly as those of

other branches, and wherever practicable, medical
nurses would be established and subsidized. This
plan, the editor of the Journal thinks, would give the

officers aud men of the medical service a status which
they do not at present possess, and make them of and
not merely in, the Army, which latter and impossible

position is daily brought home to them in regulations

and usages both military and social.

Whether such a remedy as this would be efficient iu

putting an end to the brutal disregard for the gentle-

men of the medical staff by the officers of the line

admits of question. The cause seems to lie somewhat
deeper, in snobbish aud ignorant disregard of the edu-

cation and qualifications which must necessarily be
possessed by a competent medical officer, and the fact

that the mental and scientific acquirements must of

necessity far exceed those which are necessary to

secure fitness for a position among the officers of the

line.

RECORD OF MORTALITY

Fob the Week ending Saturday, September 12, 1896.

Oitlee.
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From wliooping-coiigli Now York l(i, CUicago 7, Pliiladelphia

fi, Boston •-', Wasliinstoii, Lowell and Taunton 1 each. From
cerebro-spinal meningitis Washington 3, New York and Ljnn 'Z

each, Worcester, Hrockton ami Chelsea I each. From measles
New York 4, Chicago and Pittslield 1 each. From scarlet fever

Philadeljihia 'J. New York and Chicago 1 each. From erysipelas

Chicago >, New York and Philadelphia 1 each.
In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales, with

an estimated population of IO,81l>,ilTl, tor the week ending
September 5th, the death-rate was Hi.5. Deaths reported, 3,43i;

diarrhea 'i'l'l, diphtheria 7l>, whooping-cough (i8, measles fiB,

fever 55, scarlet fever 4'J.

The death-rates ranged from 0.3 in Croydon to 21.7 in Bolton

:

Birmingham 17 9, Bradford 17.3, Bristol 17.;i, Halifax 13.2,

Hull 17.'.t, Leicester 17.1, Liverpool l;i.;), London 15.4, Manches-
ter 2 LO, Newcastle-on-Tyue 15.5, Nottingham 16.3, Portsmouth
11.7, Sheffield 20.3, Swansea 11.6.

IIETKOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending September 12th, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, ofthe United
States Signal Corps:—

Baro- Xbermom- Kelative
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<©riginal 51lrticleief.

INTRADURAL SECTION OF THE SPINAL
NERVES FOR NEURALGIA.

DR. ROBERT ABBE, M.D., OF NEW YORK.

SYLLABUS.

(1) Brief report of three cases in which parts of the posterior

roots of the brachial plexus were divided or resected at their

origin from the cord (intradural) for neuralgia.

(2) Consideration of effect ou sensation, theoretical and
practical.

(3) Consideration of the class of cases of ascending neuritis to

which such operation might apply, and of the difficulty of

diagnosis from hysteria.

(4) The relative iunocence and simplicity of intradural spinal

surgery, if properly done.

Nearly eight years ago I operated upon the first

of three cases of intradural section of the posterior

spinal roots which are presented for discussion this

evening. Although two have been reported six years

since, I repeat their histories in this connection as it

is necessary for comparison in the group. They were

included with a number of spinal operations I had

done, and I then said, 1 ' had no rose-tinted picture

of startling achievements in spinal surgery."

To-day it may be said that spinal as well as brain

surgery is quietly adding experience to experience,

and we must pass by the very few brilliant results that

have been obtained, to give our attention to more

serious study of the cases which may yield fruit later,

though not attaining wonders at first.

The unusual character of this operation and the

fact that I have been able to keep the patients under

observation and report the end results, after periods

of from two to eight years, imposes a duty upon me
of recording whatever may be of interest in them.

I am stimulated further to do this by questions

occasionally received from correspondents, as to

whether this operation would help certain neuralgic

cases.

With equal implied questoning Mansell Moullin

refers to the report of my first case, of which opera-

tion he says, " but whether with permanent benefit is

not yet known."
The three cases I ask your attention to were all

men in young middle life and in each the arm was the

seat of trouble.

Case I. Mr. I. R. T. is forty-four years of age,

an iceman. He was referred to me three months ago

by Dr. C. L. Dana, of New York, to see if I were wil-

ling to undertake an operation, conceived by him, to

relieve the patient of one of the most intractable of

neuralgias of the right brachial plexus, appearing in

the arm and forearm. The essential features of the

operation were carried out as planned from the first

by Dr. Dana. The patient's history is as follows

:

Prior to this trouble he had no disease— rheuma-

tism, malaria or specific. During the war an explod-

ing shell left a small piece of itself in his left

shoulder, which was extracted on the field, and left

but a small flesh scar; never otherwise injured.

One year ago last May, he spent a day putting in a

zinc lining in a butcher's large refrigerator, and ou

the night following he first had a throbbing pain,

localized in a single spot on the posterior surface of

the right forearm, above the middle. The pain kept

him from sleep. It was continuous at that site, but

about one week later there was added a paroxysmal

pain giving a peculiar twitching sensation in the

thumb, index and middle finger of the same hand.

He was treated by electricity, blisters, counter-irritants

and internal medication, by excellent doctors, but his

arm grew steadily worse. The pain was still local-

ized over the forearm, and supplemented by the

paroxysms of painful twisting sensation. There

seems to have been distinct muscular spasm with the

sensation of pain.

During the spring of last year there had ensued a

disablement of the hand. The fingers were not readily

closed nor extended. The hand was kept in a stiff

position, the fingers semiflexed. The forearm and hand

were slightly emaciated. There was atrophy of muscle

in the interosseous spaces. Dr. Dana and others then

saw him, and a diagnosis of ascending neuritis was

arrived at. At this time he came under the care of

Dr. W. T. Bull, at the New York Hospital. After a

week the patient begged an operation, and the doctor

stretched the posterior interosseous and ulnar nerves.

The pain was not improved. If anything, it was

worse.

On July 16th, at the patient's earnest request, the

arm was amputated by Dr. Bull above the humeral

insertion of the deltoid, and above any site of local

pain heretofore complained of. The wound healed by
first intention. As far as the eye could judge, all

nerves in the arm were in a normal condition. When
the wound had healed it was found there was no

abatement of pain. It still had a " drawing " charac-

ter, and he could feel the fingers twist just as if they

were on. He left the hospital August Ist, if anything,

complaining of more pain than before. He then came
under the care of Dr. William Kemp, of New York,

who again sought Dr. Dana's counsel. The patient

had now got in the habit of taking morphine, one-half

grain every hour, to destroy the pain.

Of this interview Dr. Dana writes me thus

:

" On September 25tli I examined him again. The arm
had been removed. The patient said he felt no better. There
were twilchings and tonic contractions in the muscles of

the stump. The patient had the Brauch-Romberg symp-
tom, swayed in standing, and had a tendency to fall to the

right when walking with eyes closed. Knee-jerks exag-

gerated and ankle clonus in right leg, all of which might

be due to the morphine he was taking. There was much
stiffness in the neck muscles. The patient could not

rotate his head completely to the right, nor draw the head
down to the right shoulder. The diagnosis so far had
been neuritis— and of this there could be no doubt. The
question was whether it might be due to a tumor or in-

flammatory process, either extra-spinal or extra-dural.

An exploratory operation was advised with the idea, if no
tumor was found, of cutting the posterior roots of the nerves

transmitting pain. If it were a tumor, thai could be

removed. If it were ascending neuritis, cutting or resect-

ing the nerve might stop it ; while cutting the posterior

roots would cause an ascending degeneration and destroy

the sensory tract, even into the spinal cord."

At this juncture he went to Dr. Seguin for a month,

and returning to Dr. Dana, was sent to me at St.

Luke's Hospital. His condition then was as follows :

November 2d. Had grown thin, was careworn, and

hollow under the eyes. Appetite fair, tongue coated.

No fever. He gives evidence of sharp pain, every

few minutes, in the stump of his right arm, and usually

doubles over and grasps the stump with the other hand.

When asked about it, says it jumps and the stump
draws to his side when the pain shoots into the hands

and fingers, as if they were still on, and he can feel

them all drawn up. The pain seems to be genuine,

and the recurrence evqfy five or ten minutes. Ho
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says, also, that it keeps up all night. Muscular
atrophy is begiuning to be marked about the shoulder,
either from disuse or degeueratioii. The deltoid, supra-
aiid iiifra-spinati, and biceps are atrophied ; while the

latissimus dorsi aud pectoralis major are short and
thiu, but still act strongly when called ujion. A
small, tender neuroma of the musculo-spiral nerve iu

the stump cau be felt, and on pressure gives the same
paiu as is generally complained of.

November 7ih. Dissected out the neuroma under
cocaine.

November 24th. Not relieved by the removal of

the neuroma. Urine 1.024, no albumin or sugar.

Some oxalates.

December 31, 1888. Operated under ether. Dr.
Bangs assisting, in the presence of a number of promi-
nent neurologists and surgeons. The usual surgical

precautions were carried out. An incisiou was made
along the ligamentum nuchce, on the right side, from
the third cervical spine to the first dorsal. The soft

tissues were quickly separated from the spine, and the

right half of all the lamiuse well out on the articular

processes. With rongeurs the laminas were quickly
gnawed away from the spine to articular processes —
thus bringing into view the rather full pulsating dural
membrane of the cord.

The seventh, sixth, fifth, and half the fourth verte-

bra were thus treated. Severe venous bleeding from
under the latter was only controlled by an aneurism-
needle protected by cotton and hooked up beneath the

bone. Over two inches of dura was exposed. It was
soft and allowed the finger pressure to feel the cord.

No tumor was thus detected, nor did a director passed
up and down the canal feel anything like tumor.
There was no inflammation or disease of the hard
parts. With a heavy curved hook I then explored
the intervertebral foramina, and drew back the sixth

nerve by hooking under it and pulling gently, so that

a short loop of il was raised on my hook outside its

point of exit from the dura, but inside the vertebral

canal. Upon this root, thus raised, I applied a small
metal electrode, while the opposite pole (a sponge
electrode) was held on the back. Dr. Dana noted the
effect. The same was tried on the seventh nerve,
with less effect. My own observations, as did those
of Professor Markoe and others, coincided with Dr
Dana's. He writes: "on the day of the operation, a
faradic battery of one cell, moderate current, was used.
A sponge electrode on the back, a metal point electrode
on the nerve. When applied to the sixth nerve, just ex-
ternal to the dura, it caused contraction of the supra-
aud infra-si)inati, rhomboid, latissimus dorsi, pector-
alis major, teres and deltoid. The results of electriz-

ing the seventh nerve were not so satisfactory, it not
being certain that the point reached that nerve alone
(on account of Huid that collected around the electrode).
It was impossible to drag out the lifth nerve without
exciting more hemorrhage from the venous sinus."
The eighth nerve also was hidden below the bone, and
it was thought enough had been done. The sixth and
seventh were then again raised up from their beds and
cut square across just outside the dura. Both molor
and sensory roots lie together at this point, so that
they must have been severed. The wound was packed,
entirely ojjen, with iodoform gauze covered by a volu-
minous gauze dressing. He bore the operation well,
but soon found his old i)ain seemed much the same—
still low down iu the hand.

January 2d. Forty-eight hours after the operation

I felt that I ought to divide at least one more branch

(the eighth) if I could do so, iu order to reach the

lower arm pain. I therefore determined to proceed as

follows: place the man prone, without ether, and open
the dura, so as to get a clew to the sensations of the

nerve-roots when handled. With the assistance again

of Drs. Dana, W. T. Bull and others, 1 operated.

The patient was placed under a brilliaut light, face

downward, so as to maintain the operated part as the

highest of the spiual axis. I carefully removed the

packing, revealing a large, clean, dry wouud, at the

bottom of which lay the dura, throbbing aud sound.

Puncturing it with a knife, I slipped in a tine director

and slowly let out the spinal Huid until it ceased to

run. Then I slit up the dura for one and a half inch.

The cord and membranes looked sound. The effect

of evacuating two ounces of spinal fluid (carefully col-

lected and measured) was practically nihil. The pulse

did not change, and he experienced no sensations or

pain. The dura was scarcely at all sensitive to cut-

ting. I now picked up the roots of the eighth nerve

within the dura at the level of the seventh nerve out-

side.

It looked normal, but I cut it close to the posterior

columns of the cord, and then stripped off one-fourth of

an inch for microscopical examination. Handling
this nerve root gave him the greatest pain of anything

I had done, and of a kind exactly corresponding with

that from which he constantly suffers. I had reason to

hope, therefore, we had reached the offender. In

addition 1 cut also the posterior roots of the seventh

nerve, close to the columns of the cord.

In two operations, therefore, I had cut the sixth

nerve, both roots, outside; the seventh, both roots out-

side, aud also the posterior root inside; the eighth pos-

terior roots only inside the dura. It was observed

that the contact of even a blunt instrument to the pos-

terior columns gave a sharp agonizing pain over the

entire body, the patient crying out, " Ah ! I can't

stand it."

We again tried the battery, and with regard to it

Dr. Dana writes: "On the second trial, the patient

being conscious, stimulation in the same way— of the

perij)heric end of the cut sixth nerve— caused con-

traction of the supra- and infra-spinati and rhomboid.

Of the seventh nerve, contraction of the pectoral, latis-

simus dorsi, and adductors of the arm, with pains such

as he usually suffers. Of the eighth nerve, similar

contraction and intense 'drawing pains,' exactly such

as are usually felt."

The slit in the dura was now sutured with fine cat-

gut. A little cocaine had been injected subcutaue-

ously along the skin half an hour before, and this

allowed of painlessly suturing the entire length of the

wouud. Immediate union was obtained by second in-

tention, and leaves a small linear scar. The patient

had more or less pain in the arm iu the next teu days,

but it changed in character. It no longer went down
into the lingers. It was a "drawing of the stump,"

as he expressed it. It ceased to go up on the shoulder

as it once did. He was allowed enough morphine to

quiet pain for eleveu days, when I deemed it best to

let him sit up and stopped the drug entirely.

He missed it but quickly got used to it, and since

has had even less pain llian when he was getting his

morphine to quiet it. He walked freely at the end of

the third week, and soon went out in the opeu air.
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His temperature was 101° F. on the secoud
day, and 102° F. on the fourth, but declined from
that to normal on the tenth. There is anes-

thesia of the skin of the eutire outer side of the

arm from the deltoid region downward, extending

across the neck from the centre of the clavicle to the

centre of the scapula. This area of the skin showed
a short period of irritability, without sensation, from
the fourth to the eighth day after the root section, as

shown by getting quickly and persistently suffused

when brushed over or handled ; but when pinched re-

taining an extreme blanching at that point, which did

not recover for two or three minutes. This eutire

area is now, however, normal in appearance.

The subsequent history of this patient is as follows :

His morphine habit was in abeyance for a year or two,

and he gained twenty pounds in weight. At the end
of four years he complained that he still had some
shooting pain in the stump and the drawing feeling in

his fingers of the amputated arm. At the time he

had again resorted to morphine, using a grain daily
;

and was seeking an increase in pension— for this

reason, I discounted his complaints. His stump
showed cutaneous anesthesia of the outer half extend-

ing up over the deltoid. Between seven and eight

years after operation he still comjjlains of the draw-
ing pain in his amputated tingers for which he takes

one and one-half grains of morphine daily. He is

living in the suburbs of New York and maintains his

health.

Case II. Intractable brachial neuralgia : intradural

division of the posterior roots of the sixth, seventh,

and eighth cervical and first dorsal nerves.

Gabriel Z , aged forty-five. Patient gives no

history of rheumatism or syphilis, but has had malaria

at one time.

In the latter part of 1886 he states that he exposed
his arm at the window of a street-car while he was
in a prespiration and he dates the beginning of his

trouble from this time. A few days afterward he
experienced sharp pain between his thumb and index

finger. This grew steadily worse and at length be-

came located on the outer side of his forearm and was
accompanied by a feeling of drawing and twitching of

the little and ring fingers as well. The pain extended
up the forearm. It was intermittent, but of such

severity as to cause him to cry out. After two
months he grew weak and nervous, lost his appetite

and suffered so much that he had to give up his busi-

ness. The attacks were paroxysmal and the sensation

described by the patient was that of a " drawing pain,"

the acute seizure leaving some continuous pain and
soreness on the ulnar side of the hand and arm.

In August of the following year his ulnar nerve

was stretched by Dr. L. A. Stimson. The pain grew
steadily worse, the attacks coming on more frequently

at intervals of half an hour. The pain spread over

the forearm and hand, and in July, 1888, the ulnar

nerve was exsected by Dr. Fluhrer. Following this

the pain recurred in an exaggerated form, and the

nerves of the brachial plexus were stretched in the

axilla by Dr. Gerster. The paroxysms became even
more severe, coming on every five minutes during the

day and every half-hour in the night.

After the first operation the forefinger became
drawn backward and the forearm wasted. The patient

took to morphine in large quantity with only tempor-

ary relief.

On February 9, 1889, the patient came under my
care. Examination showed him to be a rather intel-

ligent man, of spare physique. He bears evidence of

long suffering and has a haggard expression. His at-

titude is peculiar; he sits with his head bent forward

and his body bent so that his left elbow rests upon his

knee, his right hand grasping his forearm, the elbow
semiflexed. At intervals of a few minutes he is

seized with violent paroxysms of pain which he de-

scribes as of a "drawing" character extending from
the fingers up the forearm, as though his fingers were
being drawn away from his hand and his hand from
the forearm. He has a habit of shouting with these

attacks of pain, which have made him a source of

dread in the neighborhood of his residence. Grasp-

ing his arm he will walk the floor in agony for from
three to five minutes until the pain subsides. The
night attacks are similar to those of the daytime, al-

though not so frequent. Sleep is of course only

fragmentary. Urine showed specific gravity 1.009,

no albumin. The flexor actions of the hand are very

feeble. The intrinsic muscles of the hand are atro-

phied, the thumb and middle finger being constantly in

a sweating condition. He can raise his hand to his

head. The deltoid is atrophied. Triceps in good
condition. Infraspinatus atrophied. He requires

hypodermics of morphine about every two hours to

render him at all comfortable — one-sixth of a grain.

On consultation it was thought possible to bring

about sensory anesthesia by operation upon the sen-

sory roots of the brachial plexus.

On the day following the operation the patient

passed a very comfortable time, using less morphine.

On the secoud day he had but one hypodermic and
slept two hours, taking his nourishment well.

The third day he complained of pain in the shoul-

der and arm, but had a fairly comfortable day and
slept for four consecutive hours.

On the fifth day he had severe pain in his head and
some mental excitement; took nourishment well.

This day there was recurrence of his sharp attacks.

On the seventh day wound was dressed and he was
more comfortable. He was allowed to get up, as it

was found impossible to keep him quiet in bed.

On the eighth day he suffered less from pain.

From the ninth to the fifteenth day the old pain

continued, though less severe.

At the end of four weeks the patient was discharged

in a condition of moderate improvement in the matter

of pain.

The morphine habit had been entirely checked.

Two months after the operation I visited him at his

house. He was much improved in general condition

and doing well. He still maintained the habit of

leaning his head down and seemed to be in pain. He
was, however, easily diverted, and if entertained

seemed free from paroxysms for considerable inter-

vals. His actions suggested those of a man craving

attention and gave me the impression of one desirous

of continuing the appearance of suffering. He had
entirely stopped the morphine habit and had stopped

crying out as formerly.

Examination showed the arm and shoulder appear-

ing as before. The muscular power was unchanged.
Anesthesia seemed complete on the left hand, front,

and back up to an inch or two above the wrist, over

the eutire dorsum of forearm and side and dorsum of

upper arm half-way above the elbow to the shoulder.
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Above the middle of tlie arm to the shoulder tl)ere

was no anesthesia.

Dr. V. II. Strong, of Youkers, under whose care

this patient hud long been, wrote me that he found
him decidedly better, and that he thought the amount
of physical eulferiug wiiich he really felt was now
comparatively insignilicant.

Soon after this the patient had a severe attack of

diarrhea, and lapsed into a low muttering delirium,

sliowing no evidence of pain while in this condition.

For one mouth he continued to have delusions, lie

then improved rapidly and commenced having pains

in the wrist, though not as before. Two months sub-

sequently he began again to suffer pain and howled
during the paroxysms. Three months after the

operation his mind was perfectly sound, but he com-
plained again of his pain and was despondent but diii

not scream out. The subsequent course of his trouble

during the year has been a mild type of the same evi-

dence of pain as before the operation. The pain does
not now cause him to shout. The anesthesia remains
tiie same.

Dr. Thacher's pathological report of the resected

roots, says : " Inflammatory exudation quite marked at

portions of the surface and less marked at a few
points inside some of the roots. The changes are

most marked in and around the root of the tirst

dorsal."

At present the patient is in good general health and
excellent mental condition. Under constant observa-

tion of a most intelligent physician, who reports that

his subjective evidence of pain is relatively very slight.

He has occasional paroxysms that make him call out

;

but unless some one is watching him to call his atten-

tion to the arm, he will play cards or talk with friends

for hours at a time without sign of pain.

The physical condition of the hand is not different

from that before my operation except as to anesthesia.

He has diminished tactile sense for the ulnar and
median distribution, and pain sense for the ulnar and
median lost (analgesia). Above the elbow there is

no apparent gross disturbance of senses.

The patient never requires anodynes, and his physi-

cian thinks much of what he still calls his pain is a

memory sense.

Case III. M. L. H., a florist, aged forty, came to

me in May, 1890, with this history:

He had evidently had some form of infantile paraly-

sis, which I judge to have been infantile hemiplegia,

resulting in athetoid paralysis of the right arm and
hand and somewhat the same of the right leg, though
not much, for he walks everywhere with a habit of

turning his foot sidewise and stepping more on the

fore part and outer side of his foot. His right arm
had been so useless for years from constant and
excessive athetoid movements with increasing neural-

gia of the forearm that Dr. Charles Phelps, of New
York, had some years before dmputated the forearm.

The |)ain, however, diii not abate ; another surgeon
stretched liis brachial plexus. The pain was not miti-

gated, and the incessant athetoid movements made it

so unbearable that Dr. Weir amputated at the shoul-

der. The pain continued after this and seemed even
worse.

He now came to me with a complaint of continued
pain anil movements. I found very bulbous nerve
ends in the axilla, and dissected them out. No great

improvement followed. Subjective pain continued,

and tlie scapula and shoulder stump were incessantly

in spasm being drawn up high on the neck.

Dr. Griemme Hammond tried his hand at the

patient with electrical and vesicating treatment. After

one year of this, he referred him to me, with advice

to stretch the cervical plexus, instead of this, I did

the intradural section of the posterior roots on June i,

1894, at St. Luke's Hospital.

I exposed the cord beneath the arches of the fifth,

sixth, seventh and eighth cervical and first dorsal ver-

tebra; and made a full-length incision in the dura.

After three ounces of cerebro-spiual fluid escaped 1

picked up the posterior roots and divided all that make
the brachial plexus — the fifth, sixth, seventh and

eighth cervical and first dorsal. From each of thtsi I

cut out a quarter of an inch piece.

On account of the unusual athetoid movements I

thought it as well to divide the anterior or motor

roots supplying the amputated arm. I picked up the

anterior root of the seventh and eighth cervical and
divideil them, which made the stump jump sharply ;

then the first dorsal, which did not call out muscular

response, and the sixth cervical, which did not, also.

This led me to fear that what I took for the sixth might

have been the fifth, and that if 1 cut one more above

for the fifth I might get the fourth, which would take

some supply from the phrenic and disable the patient.

I desisted, therefore, from cutting the higher motor
root, satisfied with having resected thoroughly the

posterior roots of the fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth

cervical and first dorsal and cut the anterior of the

sixth, seventh and eighth cervical and first dorsal.

The patient made a good convalescence, with pri-

mary union and a solid scar.

For two days he had a suggestion of meningeal and
spinal irritation, talking erratically and had stiff neck

and weakness of the left hand (which I attributed

partly to attitude in lying). He had slight rise of

temperature to 101°, followed by a nervous hysterical

state for three or four days — and then rapid conval-

escence. The shoulder stump was somewhat insensitive

on the axillary part of the deltoid flap which afterward

became natural.

For the first week the patient said he still had pain

in the part ; but when he was discharged, four weeks
later, every evidence was against it. His condition

was greatly improved. The stumj), which before

operation was thrown into athetoid spasms with every

subjective and objective evidence of pain, could now
be handled without any such spasms or pain. At one
point on the axillary side of the chest flap in the old

scar there remained one sensitive point, probably

from a thoracic nerve, but it was of not any moment.
The original shoulder pains, which had been present

and not dependent on handling, had largely abated,

though not entirely gone; and he had none of the

constant athetoid spasm which constantly jerked the

shoulder up onto the neck. He could, however, raise

aud lower the shoulder painlessly at will, and with

one hand still resting on it drop it to a natural position

— an action which had been impossible before opera-

tion. The operation may, therefore, be said to show
a marked success in relieving athetoid spasms aud
pain.

The immediate result of section of the roots of the

plexus as far as noting anesthesia and muscle paraly-

sis is negative on account of the patient having previ-

ously bad a shoulder amputation aud lacking all the
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parts supplied by these: but the resection of the roots

at the highest possible point was done with a view to

prevent the constant play of reflexes from the stump

to the spine.

The subsequent history of the patient is this : He
had been for so many years an inmate of hospitals

that, after a few weeks unavailing search for work,

he drifted into one of the large charity hospitals

and occasionally returned to see me. He has never

had recurrence of pain and spasm as before. His own
statement and action were corroborative. There was

in his mind, however, such a lingering memory of

former pain that what remnant of the real thing

remained was exaggerated to him and led him to sub-

mit to treatment in the hospital for some months

longer.

When 1 last saw him, a year and a half after my
operation, there was none of the former athetoid

spasm of the shoulder nor the objective evidence of

sufifering such as had formerly been present— though

he says he still has pain. His general health was

excellent, and the scar solid and painless.

About the same date of my first operation Mr.

Bennett, of St. George's Hospital, London, operated

for relief of sciatic neuralgia (evidently ascending

neuritis of the lower extremity), with the same idea

in view.' His case is most corroborative. I give an

epitome here.

Case IV. The patient was a laborer, with acute

persistent spasmodic pain of the left leg and recurring

muscular spasms. His suffering was terrible ; so that

the family were obliged to move from their lodging on

account of the crying out of the patient.

Amputation of the left leg at the knee. No im-

provement. Later, stretched the sciatic nerve. No
improvement. Excised the sciatic nerve two inches.

No result.

December 24, 1888. Incision in middle of back ;

divided lower four lumbar posterior roots, and one

upper sacral.

Subsequently the temperature was 101° (next day).

Pain shooting down both thighs, but disappeared when
draiuage-tube pressure was removed. Free leakage of

cerebro-spinal fluid due to not suturing the dura.

Pain entirely disappeared, but spasms of muscles

occurred at intervals. The anesthesia of the thigh,

as shown by diagrams, was absolute after the first day,

for the cut nerve-roots. During the eight days follow-

ing tliere was a progressive restoration of sensation of

the anesthetic area.

The patient died suddenly of cerebral apoplexy, in

the doctor's presence, on the twelfth day. The po>t-

mortem verified this— as well as showing that no

restoration of continuity of the nerve-roots divided had

taken place.

Mr. Bennett says : " To whatever cause the return

of function may be attributed, one very important

contingency seems fairly certain in the case, namely,

that, had the patient lived sufficiently long, the sensa-

tion over the whole of the affected part would have

been regained ; and, further, that no danger of a

recurrence of the pain need have been apprehended

with the return of sensation, seeing that the restora-

tion was independent of union between the cut ends

of the nerve-roots."

Victor Horsley contributes notes of two cases of

spinal intradural resection of the posterior roots in a

> lied. Chir. Traus., 1889, p. 329.

tabulated list, but I can find no memorandum of the

details.

(1) Localized spasms and pain in the right eighth

and ninth dorsal posterior roots in a man aged thirty-

three years. Exploration and division of these roots.

Result: Primary union. Invasion of other roots.

(2) Localized severe pain, vasomotor changes and

wasting in distribution of roots from left half of lower

third of cervical enlargement. Congenital origin.

The patient was a boy of fifteen years. Exploration.

Division of the left seventh and eighth cervical poste-

rior roots. Result primary union. Escape of cere-

bro-spinal fluid for three weeks. Much relief.

McCosh did an intradural section of the posterior

roots of the fifth and sixth dorsal for neuralgia, but

had no anesthesia following. The patient survived,

however, and died of tuberculosis a year or so later.

REVIEW OF CASES.

(1) Tilley. For nearly two years ascending neuri-

tis, pain in the right arm, following violent work.

Had had many operations, and finally amputation near

the shoulder. Acquired morphine habit.

Final operation by me. Divided sixth and seventh

cervical, both roots, outside the dura but inside the

spinal canal ; seventh and eighth cervical posterior roots

inside dura.

No evidence of permanent relief after eight years.

Temporary cutaneous anesthesia. Has slowly re-

covered, though not entirely.

(2) Zabinski. Man aged forty-five years. Ex-

posure of arm to cold. Ascending neuritis in left

arm. Many operations on nerves— resection and

stretching— with no relief during two and one-half

years. Agonizing pain, paroxysmal and constant.

Morphine hypodermically every two hours.

At the operation the posterior roots were divided

intradurally — sixth, seventh, eighth cervical and first

dorsal. Immediate relief from pain. Some return of

pain in second week. Entire stoppage of morphine.

Patient discharged in four weeks. Improved as to

pain. Anesthesia up to middle of arm. Suffering

comparatively insignificant. Six years later an inmate

of an invalid home. Relatively slight evidences of

pain. Many features of success from the operation.

(3) Hassett. Great improvement.

(4) Dr. Bennett. Sciatic neuralgia. May be classed

as successful.

(5, 6) Horsley. Two cases. Insufficiently reported

for criticism. One is recorded as having had much
relief.

(7) Dr. McCosh. Of use only in showing the com-

parative innocence of the operative work.

In considering the effect on sensation, theoretical

and practical, we have not only the foregoing cases

but some more elaborate experimental work done by

careful observers on monkeys and animals, which are

of great value.

It had already been shown by Horsley and Gowers "

that, to produce anesthesia of any area of the skin,

division of three roots must be made.

Sherrington' has given us some very instructive

animal demonstrations of the peripheral distribution of

the fibres of the posterior roots of some of tiie

spinal nerves. Frogs, cats and monkeys were his

patients.

' Med. CUir. Trans.. 1889, TOl. lixil, p. 21.

» Traus. Royal Society, Loudon, 1894, vol. elxxxv, B, pp. 641, 763.
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To determiue aud map out the areas of eacli dorsal

root, he removed tlie brain of a frog and severed tlie

spinal cord above, to elimimate cerebral reflexes ; then,

cutting all roots but one close to the cord, he testerl

the skiu sensation by dilute acid and mapped out sensi-

tive areas for each, which, of course, vpould be the

auesthetic area if that one alone had been severed.

In monkeys he thus found that the zones of the

posterior roots of dorsal nerves have a fairly regular

course, extending from the mediau line behind to the

mediau line iu front, with a marked trend downward,
the lower border more than the upper, so that the

zoues which were, roughly speaking, parallel lines,

become broader as they pass forward.

These cutaueous zones do not correspond numeri-

cally with the course of the ribs, but are in general,

much lower ; for example, if the anesthesia begins at

the level of the eleventh rib the lesiou would be in

the eighth or ninth root. The discrepancy becomes
greater as we go farther down.
One important demonstration is that, while each

spinal root contributes fibres to several peripheral

sensory nerves, yet the territory covered by a single

root is never a patchwork but a continuous area.

Cutaueous territories of spinal nerves overlap each

other to a great extent, so that most points on the

skin receive their innervation from two or even three

roots. Thus, for example, the nipple lies mainly iu

the territory of the fourth dorsal root but the third

aud filth roots contribute fibres as well, and only after

destruction of all these roots does the territory become
anesthetic. Thus the whole of a posterior nerve-root

may be destroyed and yet no distinct disturbance of

sensation arise. Ou the other hand, if an area of

absolute anesthesia is present, the highest root con-

tributing to this area must be destroyed.

Later experiments by Sherriugtou and Mott * are

even more iuteresting. Whole series of sensory roots

supplying a monkey's limb was divided. For the

arm it was from the fourth cervical to the fourth dor-

sal. For the leg, it was the second to the tenth poste-

rior dorsal. As soon as the animal came out of

narcosis a diminished use of the hand aud foot was
noticed. Grasping motions were eutirely absent. The
monkey would take no nourishment with the affected

limbs, and would not carry them to the mouth even
when the other limb was tied. For the course of more
than three months it remained unchanged.

To determine what influence the stopping of move-
ments by cutting the sensory roots might have ou
the irritability of the cortex, Mott and Sherrington

stimulated the cortex by electricity. Ju the motions

of the limbs no difference was to be seen between the

operated and the intact side. This showed that there

is a cousiderable difference between the more delicate

voluutar}' motious aud those calleil forth experimentally

by cortical stimulation. In a voluntary movement,
not only the cortex, but the whole sensory tract from
periphery to cortex is active. Where only a single

sensory nerve-root was cut, even the largest, no com-
plete anesthesia was produced, aud no difference re-

sulted iu the motion and use of the limb. Whei) anv
two adjacent roots were cut and a zone of anesthesia

resulted, but slight effects of motility were observed

except when the palm was made anesthetic. When
sensation was cut off from the whole hand or foot

theu the disturbance of motion was found just as great

• Koyal Society, .March 7, 1895.

as when all the sensory roots of the extremities had
been cut. On the other hand, when all the poste-

rior roots are cut except that which supplies the palm,

to wit, the eighth cervical, the motility is almost com-
pletely retained. No trophic disturbances of the skiu,

were seen to follow section of the sensory roots.

Wounds which were inflicted on the affected extremi-

ties healed perfectly well.

CASES OF ASCENDING NEUUITIS TO WHICH SUCH
OPERATIONS MIGHT APPLY.

It seems probable that the field of this operation

may remain a small one, though important. How
much it may be widened, time will show. There is a

class of cases of acute neuritis starting iu a peripheral

nerve and ascending, classed as " neuritis migrans."
Its gravity cannot be belittled. The sufferers from it

express the agony they feel. It is horrible. Most of

them ultimately resort to morphine. While minor
degrees of multiple neuritis (alcoholic or toxic) are

usually recovered from, the graver form is carried

through life, aud ends the usefulness of the patient.

Most surgeons have encouutered these cases where
nerve-stretching, resection and amputation have suc-

cessively been done with no benefit.

It is not difficult for the neurologist to distinguish

the real from the simulated or hysterical cases, bv
brief study and test of the electrical reactions.

The absence of faradic irritability characteristic of

neuritis distinguishes the hysterical or simulateil pain.

In illustration, I may mention the case of a lady

whose hand was squeezed violently one night by her
sou. She thought nothing of it until next morning
she was worried by a severe pain iu it. She sent for

a physician, who added to her alarm by exaggera-
ting Its importauco and putting it up iu snug band-

ages. The pain grew worse — at least in her mind
— and he put it up in plaster of-Paris. She felt

her suffering worse in confinement, and he became
so worried that he cut down upon and stretched

the median nerve, with no relief. She was about
to enter a hospital to have her hand amputated,
when she consulted an eminent surgeon, who recog-

nized her mental agony, aud doubting a real neuritis,

referred her to Dr. Dana. Daua found no electrical

or other evidence of neuritis, nor of any defect

except for operation. He told her she was not

ill, aud advised her to go home, take off her bandages,

aud have nothing done ; and he has no reasou to

doubt she has recovered. The evidence of pain

depeuds ou individual resistance and the amount borne

without showing it. One can usually tell how much
distress really exists by watching keenly for a long

period. The resort to mor|)hine quickly reduces the

resisting power, so that after an operation the absence

of morphine aud lessening of signs of pain are conclu-

sive proof of great improvement.

Hemiplegics with late peripheral neuritis ought to

be suitable cases for operation, other things being

equal. If pain has not been coincident with the pri-

mary motor defect it is probable that the peripheral

inflammation is secondary to unrecognized trauma-

tism.

Prolonged and intractable neuralgia from zoster or

allied troubles would offer a typically perfect oppor-

tunity to test the operation, aud I have confidence iu

its value.

Pain from cicatricial pressure after cancer opera-
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tion would, if it were grave euough to justify the oper-

ation, be amenable to relief.

As to the gravity of the operatiou and its technique,

we may judge by a large accumulation of evidence.

The two dangers are shock from hemorrhage, and

sepsis. All cases of root section thus far reported

have raade excellent recoveries— proof that it adds

nothing to the risk of laminectomy to open the dura.

Opening the dura always allows the escape of two
or three ounces of cerebro-spinal fluid if the patient is

strictly horizontal. The treatment of the dural inci-

sion should always be by continuous suture with fine

catgut. There is no difficulty whatever in doing this

with a small curved eye needle. Leakage of cerebro-

spinal fluid afterward is practically nothing ; whereas,

if no sutures are applied, leakage continues for weeks.

The approach to the cord is best done by a quick

and simple method which I have devised and prac-

tised in many cases. A long skin incision is made
over the spine by a rather large knife, which by one

or two rapid strokes separates the muscle from one

side of all the spinous processes to be operated on and

touches the laminje at their bases. The knife handle

is sufficient to scrape the muscle from the laminfe.

With a bayonet-shaped cutting pliers the bases of the

processes are cut through in rapid succession, and

with a curved periosteum elevator the series of spinous

processes, with uncut interspinous ligament and muscles

attached on one side, are pressed en masse to that side.

The hemorrhage is very slight and entirely controlled

by pressure, with perhaps two or three clamps to be

taken off in a few moments. A properly curved ron-

geur (such as shown) now begins the destruction of

the laminas. Beginning on the base of any process

the dura is exposed at one point carefully, and then

the rongeur proceeds up and down with rapidity.

Occasional points of venous bleeding may be met,

but a narrow strip of iodoform gauze or MacEweu's
sticky gauze pressed down upon them by some pointed

instrument allows the work to go on rapidly. When
the dura has been slit up as far as desired we can roll

the cord from side to side without touching it, by lilting

the cut edge of the dura. The roots must be picked

up by a blunt hook and a quarter to a half inch cut

out, without much handling for microscopic observation.

A half-dozen small bottles should be provided, as in my
second case, to identify the roots and learn of their

inflammatory invasion.

The dura ought always to be sutured by fine catgut,

and the outer soft parts fall together easily because

there is no perceptible loss of substance. Drainage of

the vertebral groove should be done for one day by a

small tube not going far in. No plaster jacket or

support is ever needed, as the strength of the spine is

in no way impaired.

CONCLUSIONS.

A comparatively new and interesting field of work
is opened by these few cases.

Thus far, even in weak patients, the operation has

been devoid of risk.

It is sound in theory, and has yielded enough re-

sults to show that it may become a meritorious opera-

tion.

It should be resorted to early in cases of ascending

neuritis which have heretofore been subjected to suc-

cessive nerve-stretching and resection and finally am-
putation, uniformly without benefit.

The experimental and practical evidence shows that

two additional roots higher up than the apparent origin

of pain should be included.

There ought to be no risk in severing the posterior

roots of the third and fourth cervical, as well as those

to the brachial plexus, simply because they supply

the phrenic, inasmuch as that needs motor supply only,

and at best it has the opposite phrenic in reserve.

A METHOD FOR MORE FULLY DETERMIN-
ING THE OUTLINE OF THE HEART BY
MEANS OF THE FLUORESCOPE TOGETHER
WITH OTHER USES OF THIS INSTRUMENT
IN MEDICINE.

BY FEANC13 H. WILLIAMS, M.D.

A SHORT account of some of my work on the ap-

plications of x-rays in medicine was read at the meet-

ing of the Association of American Physicians held

in April last and has been published in their " Trans-

act'ons." I now wish to speak further of some of the

uses of the fluorescope in medicine, leaving a fuller

discussion of them and of my observations relating to

physiology and diagnosis, to a later time, whin I

shall hope also to describe the methods of examina-

tion that I have employed.

The picture which presents itself to the eye when
the body is examined with the fluorescope is full of

interest. The trunk appears lighter above than below

the diaphragm and the rise and fall of the muscle are

distinctly seen ; the chest is divided vertically by an ill-

defined dark baud which includes the backbone ; and

each side is crossed bj' the dark outline of the ribs, the

spaces between which, are the brightest portion of the

picture. One also sees the pulsating heart, especially

the ventricles, and under favorable conditions the right

auricle and left auricle, but it is difficult to separate the

latter from the pulmonary artery ; a small portion of

one side of the arch of the aorta may be seen in the

first intercostal space to the left of the sternum. The
organs of the abdomen are much less readily observed,

but the presence of a piece of lead or of substances

impermeable to the Eontgen rays may be detected in

them. The neck and face may be searched with the

fluorescope ; and in the arms and legs the bones and
certain foreign substances may be seen. The head is

the least promising field.

In examining the heart by meaus of percussion, we
can usually determine its left border, but we cannot

find its lower border. Now let us see what can be

done in this direction by means of the x-rays. The
constant motion of the heart and diaphragm interfere

with the use of radiography but renders fiuorescopy

all the more valuable. The lungs and the organs ad-

jacent to them are the parts of the body which best

lend themselves to fluorescopic examination, because

of the great difference in density between the former
and the latter, or, in other words, of permeability to the

x-rays. The lungs being less dense than the neighbor-

ing organs allow the x-rays to pass through them more
readily, and thus appear light against a darker back-

ground formed by the heart and parts of the liver and

8i)leen, which, owing to their density, are less perme-

able by the rays and thus appear dark when seen

through the fiuorescope, that is, there is contrast.

The heart lies in such a position, however, that

ordinarily but a certain portion of its outline may be
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seen with a fluoreecope; a horizontal plane may bo

imagined through the body, when in a standing posi-

tion, that would pass through the heart, liver and

spleen, as these latter organs overlap the heart to

some extent ; but it is readily possible to isolate the

heart, as it were, by the contraction of the diaphragm ;

the organs below the heart being then depressed, the

overlapping is avoided and the heart being more

closely surrounded by transparent lung tissue the

whole of the apex and part of its lower border come
into view and may be drawn ou the skin. A suitable

position of the Crookes tube of course facilitates this

end somewhat. It is desirable to see as much as pos-

sible of the heart at one lime in order to best estimate

its condition — then if necessary we may study one or

another portion separately— and by means of this

fluorescopic examination we can follow a larger por-

tion of its outline and gain more information as to its

size, position and action than has hitherto been within

our reach. 1 may add here that I have made an in-

strument that enables me to listen to the heart-sounds

while watching the pulsating organ.

The character of the revelations which are made to

us by a fluorescopic examination of the heart may be

most briefly suggested by Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4, taken

from photographs of lines traced on the skin, which

follow the outlines of the organs as seen through

the fiuorescope. The patients from whom these

photographs were taken were lying on a canvas

stretcher and the Crookes tube was placed under

and about a foot below the trunk. These illustra-

tions have been selected frem a number of photo-

graphs I have thus far made.

Case I. Fifty-seven years old. The Crookes tube

was placed eighteen inches away from and under the

point indicated by the black dot in Fig. 1. The heavy

crossed lines indicate the sixth rib; the full lines what

was seen in the fiuorescope ; the broken line the border

of the heart obtained by percussion, which ou the left

side coincides with the line as seen in the fiuorescope.

The lower border of the heart cannot be got by per-

cussion, and is seen in the fiuorescope only during

deep inspiration. No apex beat was felt. The full

parallel Hues on either side of the body mark the dia-

phragm in ordinary expiration and deep inspiration

respectively.

Case II. Twenty-seven years old. The full curved

line ou the left (see Fig. 2), as far as the dot which

marks the apex beat, and the broken line inside, in-

dicate both what was seen in the fiuorescope and what

was obtaine<l by percussion— the full line during

ordinary expiration, the broken line during deep in-

spiration. The continuation of the full curved line

(beyond the broken line) that runs towards the ster-

num marks the lower border of the heart, which, as

above stated, is obtained by the fiuorescope, and this

only during deep inspiration. The two parallel lines

on the left mark the diaphragm— the upper in ordin-

ary expiration, the lower in deep inspiration. The
difference between these is greater than in Figs. 1 and 3.

Case III. A boy, eleven years old. The lines in

Fig. 3 indicate what was seen in the fiuorescope. The
full curved line on the left marks the border of the

heart as seen during ordinary expiration ; the broken

line inside, during deep inspiration ; the two parallel

lines ou either side, the diaphragm iu ordinary expira-

tion and deep inspiration ; the black dot, the point

where the apex beat was felt.

Case IV. Fifty-eight years old. Eularged heart

;

examination with the fiuorescope : the left and part

of the lower border of heart are seen (Fig. 4), and
the diaphragm lines already alluded to in the other

cases. The difference between these last mentioned
lines is less than usual.

These outlines of the heart are obtained with the

fiuorescope when the lungs are normal ; when abnor-

mal, on the contrary, as in tuberculosis, for instance,

if the lungs are much involved, the outlines of the

heart as well as those of the liver and spleen are ob-

literated as the lungs become impermeable to the

x-rays, and therefore the outlines of these organs can-

not be distinguished.

In another abnormal condition of the lungs, namely,

emphysema, I have observed that the heart, liver and
spleen are still more distinctly visible than when the

lungs are normal. This is because in emphysema the

volume of the lungs being increased, and yet retaining

their transparency, the diaphragm is depressed and a

part of the lungs intruding themselves between the

sternum and heart, and their edges between the chest

wall and the liver and spleen separate two dense

tissues, thus rendering a larger portion of the outlines

of the heart, liver and spleen visible in the fiuorescope

than when the lungs are normal. This condition of

things assists iu making a diagnosis of emphysema of

the lungs. Ou the other hand, in this disease the out-

line of the heart is ill defined, or in some cases, im-

possible to define by percussion ; therefore, the fiuore-

scope in emphysema renders especial service.

The fiuorescope also reveals the presence of certain

aneurisms, as they are dense, if their outline en-

croaches upon the visible portion of the comparatively

transparent lung tissue; likewise, in connection with

other physical signs, the presence of fluid in the

pleural and pericardial sacs, the presence of pneu-

monia, edema of the lungs, infarctions, tuberculosis,

hydro-thorax, pneumo-thorax, etc. Further, it assists

in diagnosis in excluding certain diseases by showing
that the luugs are clear ; this would be of importance

m life insurance examinations.

I have examined about forty cases of tuberculosis,

and find not only that the fiuorescope is of value in

determining the extent of the disease, but also some-

times reveals its location, where and when it would
otherwise have been unsuspected.

In pleurisy with effusion the outline of the dia-

phragm is less defined or obliterated altogether accord-

ing to the amount of fiuid present, as are also some of

the ribs in the upper portion of the affected side ; the

lung is also denser, being compressed by the fluid, if

there is much effusion. I observed in one case that

the line separating the fiuid surrounding the lower

part of the lung from the compressed upper portion

ran from about the junction of the sixth rib with the

sternum towards the outer end of the clavicle ; this

line as seen in the fluorescope corresponded with the

one found by percussion.

All of the fluids withdrawn from the body which I have
thus far examined with the fiuorescope and by means of

radiographs have rather less permeability to the rays

than water. About an equal thickness of the heart,

liver, spleen, kidney and muscle after death were about

alike in permeability and were not much more of an ob-

stacle to the rays than an equal bulk of water. Thus
it is easy to understand why fluid in the pleural cavity

dulls or oblilarates the outliue of the adjacent organs.
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When the luDgs become dense by disease they may
obliterate not only the outlines of the ribs but also

those of the liver, spleen and heart as I have already

indicated. When there is not marked contrast be-

tween the intercostal spaces and the ribs or when the

outlines of the clavicle and of adjacent organs are not

defined it should always arouse suspicion of something

abnormal iu the lungs or pleura.

The application of x-rays to surgery has hitherto

formed the prominent side of their usefulness ; I have

pursued my investigations believing that it would be

possible to demonstrate their usefulness in medicine,

as distinguished from surgery, and am now confident

that the advances these x-rays render possible in medi-

cal diagnosis are great, and that they will prove a

more valuable instrument in the hands of the physi-

cian than of the surgeon. I have found them espe-

cially useful in diseases of the heart and lungs. We
may now look where we have previously only been

able to listen, and sometimes to hear but imperfectly.

The advance consists not alone in what we can now
see that we could not see before, but also in that we
can by hand and ear and eye together strengthen and

confirm these separate observations beyond their re-

spective limitations; singly they are beams, together

an arch which justifies a heavier weight of inference.

Most of the work here described has been done in

the x-ray room at the Boston City Hospital ; the cordial

interest of the Trustees and of my colleagues on duty

have facilitated greatly the carrying out of these ob-

servations, and I shall always be indebted to Prof.

Charles R. Cross of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and to the assistants in his laboratory for

the opportunity of studying the physics relating to the

x-rays.

Clinical SDepartment.

A CASE OF PKOLONGED ANURIA AND A CASE
OF COMPLETE REMOVAL OF CARCINOMA OF
THE NECK.i

BY F. It. HAKRIXGTOK, M.D.

PKOLONGED ANDRIA.

May 27th. S. Y., a female twenty-three years of

age, was operated upon, and the right kidney removed
in very adv^iuced stage of tubercular disease.

May 28th. As the patient had passed no urine,

the catheter was used and about one ounce of thick

purulent fluid was drawn from the bladder. There

was much vomiting during the day. The usual means
were tried to stimulate the kidneys. Nitro-glycerine,

hot |)oultice8 to the renal region, digitalis, etc., were

used witii no effect.

May 29th. An ounce of fluid pus was drawn by

the catheter. Uremic symptoms.
May 30th. Pilocarpine and hot-air bath. Caused

sweating. No urine.

May 3l8t. The symptoms were more uremic.

There was much vomiting. Repeated large enemuta

of salt solution were given for several daj's.

June Ist. Bowels were moved with calomel. The
patient was decidedly uremic, stujnd and vomiting.

In tiie afternoon twelve ounces of blood were taken

from the ulnar vein and replaced by a quart of salt

' Kead before the Surgical Sectiuii uf ilio Sullolk Dislrica .Moliiiil

Society, April 1, 18%.

solution. This produced no apparent effect on the

pulse, but the patient became brighter. No urine

secreted.

June 2d. The patient had held her own. The
vomiting was less, and she retained some nourishment.

Six ounces of blood were withdrawn, and replaced by

two quarts of salt solution. One-half of the solution

was Ringer's solution. After the infusion the pulse

became stronger and slower. The patient api)eared

brighter and stronger.

June 3d. Forced sweating was continued and
purges were used.

June 4th. The uremic symptoms were more
marked.

June 5th. Infusion of two quarts of Ringer's solu-

tion into saphenous vein. It made the pulse fuller

and stronger. Sweating by hot air was continued.

June 6th. Condition the same. Pustular eruption.

Wound clean and nearly healed.

June 7th. Infusion of Ringer's solution one quart.

June 8th. Patient was weaker. No sweating

could be produced with pilocarpine and hot air.

June 9th. Took large amounts of water and con-

siderable food. There were copious watery move-
ments with blood from the bowels. No twitchiiigs.

June 10th. The patient was weaker, but still took

food and liquids. No urine. In the evening labored

respiration. Pulse failed steadily till death on June
11th at 12.05 A. M.

Autopsy revealed total absence of left kidney and
ureter.

Ringer's Solution. :

Sol. sod. chloride (.C %)
Sol. sod. chloride (1 %)
Pot. chloride (.75 %) .

Sod. bicarb., 10 c. c. ot 1.0 %

1,000 c. 0.

10 c. c.

10 c. c.

formerly used, oiiiitted because it

caused precipitation of calcium chloride on sterilizing.

EXCISION OF THE LEFT PNEUMOGASTKIC NERVE AND
THE CAROTID ARTERY IN A CASE OP CANCER OF
THE NECK.

F. S. D., male, twenty-five years of age, came to

the hospital June 1, 1894. Fifteen months before he

had noticed a white spot on his tongue. After four

operatious by Dr. Coolidge for the disease leucoplakia,

there was no return in the tongue, although at the

last operation, March, 1894, enlargement of submaxil-

lary glands was noticed. At the time of entrance to

the hospital they had attained considerable size. The
submaxillary lymphatic glands on both sides were re-

moved on June 2d. The patient made a rapid recov-

ery and was discharged on the fifth day after the oper-

ation.

July 17th of the same year he was re-admitted to

the hospital, and the deep lymphatic glands were dis-

sected from about the vessels on the left side, expos-

ing one and one-half inches of the common carotid.

The dissection was carefully made and all suspicious

tissue was removed. Discharged on the fourth day.

Notwithstanding this the patieut returned on August
lOlh, showing disease along the anterior border of the

sterno-mastoid well up toward the mastoid process ex-

tending deeply into the neck. The patient who had

very remarkable healing power, was very anxious to

have another attempt made to extirpate the disease.

At his urgent request a seventh operation was under-

taken. An incision was made extending from below

the ear almost to the clavicle. After careful dis^ej-

tiou it was found that the growth had involved the
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carotid sheath and to sucb an extent that it was im-

possible to separate it from the vessels and from the

pueumogastric nerve. The external, the internitl

carotid and the pneuniogastric nerve were hopelessly

involved in the cancerous mass. Half an inch below

the fork of the common carotid a double ligature w;is

passed and tied, including the artery, nerve and veins.

The tissues were cut between. The patient's cou<ii-

tion was good, and he showed no .symptoms when the

vagus was tied and cut. The mass, including the ves-

sels and nerves, was dissected off to the base of the skull

and then tied and cut. All suspicious tissue was re-

moved, even parts of parotid behind ramus of jaw.

There was not much bleeding. Patient came out of

the ether well, though three or four hours later the

respiration was somewhat irregular, and varied from

four to ten to the minute. The patient passed a com-

fortable night. He was hoarse and unable to swallow.

For three days he was fed with a stomach-tube. He
had considerable cough, and raised much mucus. On
the fourth day he was able to take liquids by mouth.

The wound liealed by first intention. He was dis-

charged at the end of two weeks.

The disease began to reappear in less than a mouth.

It perforated the larynx, allowing the escape of air.

The patient died four mouths after the last operation.

It was formerly held that section of the pneutuogHs-

trie nerve was ;i fatal accident. Roswell Park, in

Volume XXll of the Annals of Surgery, has shown

that this is not true. He fouud 15 cases of accidental

injury; of these, 11 cases died. It is probable, how-

ever, that many of these died from the accompanying
injuries. Of 50 cases of injury during operation 21

died, 27 recovered, and the result in the two remain-

ing cases was not recorded. The number of cases in

which excision of this extent is desirable is small.

When malignant disease has invaded the vessels and
nerves so completely, the hope of complete extirpa-

tion is very slight.

as the size of the smaller fragment will allow, instead

of passing them vertically as is customary.

The results are so excellent in this and two other

cases in which it was practised, in one by Dr. F. B.

Lund and in the other by the writer, that it seems

worth while to call attention to it. The object sought

in this way of placing the sutures is to secure the

longest possible bearing for them, and therefore the

least liability of their tearing out through the bone.

One long suture made up of three single silkworm-gut

strands braided together (which material was suggested

to the writer by Dr. Lund) was [lassed throui»h the

fragments, as sliown in the cut. The ends E E, of

the suture, were entered respectively in the openiii;.'s

A USEFUL METHOD OF SUTURING THE FRAG-
MENTS OF FRACTURED PATELLA.'

By FKANCIS S. WATSON, M.I)., BOSTON.

The patient I show to-night sustained a simple

fracture of the patella through direct violence in Sep-

tember, 1895, a little more than six months ago.

There were the usual evidences of the injury— swell-

ing, ecchymosis, etc. The leg was placed on a straight

splint with the foot sharply flexed, and a firm com-

pression was applied to the knee-joint for four days.

The swelling had then subsided for the most part.

Operation, September, 1895.

The knee-joint was opened by a large semicircular

incision, convex downward. All clots, fragments of

bone and shreds of tissue were removed and the cavity

of the joint thoroughly cleansed and washed out with

sterilized water. 'Ilie edges of the two fragments

were then sawed off evenly, so as to fit each other.

There was no comminution of the fragments, and

with strong traction they could be approximated satis-

factorily. The fragments were then brought together

in the following manner, which so far as the writer

knows is a new method. The novelty consists in

passing the sutures transversely through the substance

of each fragment aiid as far from their fractured edges

> Itead l>«rore the Surgical Section of tbo SulFulk Dietrici .>te<lical

Society, April I, IStMi.

A and B. on the same side of each of the fragments of

the patella, passed through the channels drilled in the

bone, and brought out at the corresponding holes C
and D on the opposite sides of the fragments ; these

ends were then tied tight, and the fragments were

closely approximated in so doing. In order to ensure

the result, a second or supporting suture was passed

through the tendons close around the upper and lower

ends of the two fragments, GG, H H. in the same way
as the first suture was passed, except that the ends were

brought out on the sides opposite that of the first one.

Convalescence was uninterrupted. Through a mis-

understanding, the leg was kept confined by a splint

much longer than was intended, so that the motion of

the joint has only recently (at the end of five and a

half months) become at all free. There is perfect

union, no separation whatever of the fragments,

and the motions of the joint, which are already nearly

natural atid without any pain, may be expected to be-

come practically entirely normal in the course of an-

other month or two. The silkworm-gut sutures can

both be felt beneath the skin, but they cause the

patient no inconvenience.

A CASE OF SECONDARY SUTURE OF
PATELLA.!

THE

LUND, M.D.

The following case is of interest as showing the

value of suture of the patella for marked disability

caused by old fracture with wide separation of the

fragments, and of certain simple expedients by which

the separated fragments may be brought together

1 Remarks iiitido before the Surgical Section of the Suffolk Dis-

trict Medical .Society, April 1, 18%.
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witboat having recourse to section of the quadriceps

muscle or chiselling ofif the tubercle of the tibia.

J. M., a married woman forty-three years of age,

entered the Boston City Hospital in the service of Dr.

F. S. Watson in August, 1896. Her story was that

eight years before entrance she had fractured her

right patella by a fall, striking the knee against a

stair. She was treated by splints and plaster strap-

ping at the Massachusetts General Hospital, where

she lay in bed for nine weeks. After leaving the hos-

pital she wore a splint for six mouths and was obliged

to use crutches for some months after. She says that

at the conclusion of this treatment there was a sep-

aration of the fragments of more than an inch.

Four years ago her knee again gave way as she was

going down-stairs, causing her to fall heavily. She
was again treated at the Massachusetts General Hospi-

tal, and was obliged to wear a plaster-of- Paris bandage

for eight months and a splint for one month longer,

using crutches all this time.

Eleven months ago her foot slipped, and her knee

gave out again. She entered the Boston City Hospi-

tal, and remained nine weeks, and for the eleven

months since leaving the hospital has had to wear a

splint. Without the splint she was unable to keep

her knee from sudden flexion, which causes her to

fall. She was seriously hindered in the performance

of her household duties by her disability.

Examination shows her to be a woman below the

medium height and very stout. There is a transverse

fracture of the right patella, the upper fragment being

much larger than the lower, and a separation of two

and a half inches. The upper fragment is firmly held

by contraction of the quadriceps, and cannot be drawn

down in the slightest degree. There is apparently a

fibrous band uniting the two fragments.

In view of the serious disability entailed by her

condition, which, as above stated, was such that with-

out apparatus she was unable to walk without con-

stant danger of falling, of the ditiiculty of applying

effective and comfortable apparatus in so stout a pa-

tient, and of the fact that on two previous occasions

the attempt to dispense with ajiparatus had resulted in

more or less dangerous falls with increase of dis-

ability, it was thought best to attempt to restore in

some degree the usefulness of the limb by opening the

joint and suturing the fragments together.

At Dr. Watson's kind invitation 1 operated on Au-

gust 29th, in the following manner : A semilunar in-

cision with the convexity downward was made across

the ligamentum patella, the ends of the incision ex-

tending a little above the level of the top of the upper

fragment. The flap of skin and fat was turned up,

exposing the fragments, which were connected by a

fibrous band. This band and all tissue between the

fragments was dissected out, and the edges of the

bone freshened with the curette until the cancellous

tissue was exposed. Then the fragments were freed

of all adhesions, and an attempt made to draw the

upper one down to the lower, the quadriceps ten-

don being freed from its adhesions to the bone for

some three inches above the patella. Owing, however,

to the long continued contraction and consequent

atrophy, the quadriceps had lost its elasticity to such

an extent that 1 was able to stretch it only a part of

the necessary distance, the fragments still remainiug

about an inch apart, until by extending the thigh to

an angle of forty-five degrees with the trunk, I fouud

that by the exercise of strong traction the fragments

could be brought together.

On attempting to suture them together by sutures

made of three strands of silkworm-gut twisted to-

gether and passed through vertical drill-holes in the

bone, in the ordinary manner, it was found that when

the required degree of traction was exercised the

sutures cut through the somewhat spongy and softened

bone. Dr. Watson's suggestion of passing the suture

horizontally througli the quadriceps tendon close to

the upper border of the upper fragment around the

patella, and through the ligamentum patella; (as shown

in his article published on page 338 of this issue of

the Journal) was then adopted, and in this man-

ner it was found possible to strain the fragments to-

gether, and hold them firmly in place. After suture

of the wound the usual dressings and splints were ap-

plied, and the patient was put to bed with the leg sus-

pended at an angle of forty-five degrees. Healing

took place by first intention.

The patient left the hospital in six weeks, wearing

a splint which she wore for five months. F'irm union

of the patella took place, but on the removal of the

splint she was found to be able to flex the leg only a

few degrees. She has dispensed with the apparatus

for four months at time of writing (June, 1896), and

is able to walk well and do all her housework. She

has gained about ten degrees of flexion. She is much

pleased with the result ,of the operation, which has

restored her a safe and useful, though not a perfect

leg, which considering the difficulties presented by the

case is all that could be reasonably expected.

In two cases which presented very similar difficul-

ties to the one described. Dr. W. W. Keen ^ adopted

the expedients of transverse division of the quadriceps

tendon and chiselling off the tubercle of the tibia in

order to bring the fragments together. In this case

the simple flexion of the thigh on the truok aided by

Dr. Watson's suture, which admitted of being safely

subjected to severe tension, accomplished the same

result. These methods, it seems to me, will probably

be successful in the majority of similar cases, since

the case reported was not of the simplest type, and

where practicable should, I think, be preferred to the

methods adopted by Dr. Keen, as less radical and

complicated, as well as less likely to result in weak-

ness of the structures which constitute the front of

the joint.

OBSTRUCTION OF THE BOWELS CAUSED BY
GRAPE SKINS AND SEEDS.

BY J. B. THOKNTOX, M.D., BOSTON.

J. B., male, age twenty-five years, clerk.

General health good. Called at my office at 2

A. M. complaining of ineffective attempts to move

bowels. Great pain, tenesmus, nausea. Bowels locked

up for sixty hours. Had taken "pills" night before.

Advised use of glycerine suppoi-itory, followed by

copious enema. He used the same and returning at

6.30 A. M. reported no result. Pain extreme.

I placed the patient on the operating table, and by

use of scoop and finger removed an amount of dry

grape skins and seeds sufficient to till an ordinary berry

box. It is interesting to note how calmly the appen-

dix allowed this mass to sail by its portal without iu-

terference.

' Annals of Surgery, 189r).
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^t'm ^'nistcunicntjef.

THE CONTROL OF TIIK SPINE BY A NEW
METHOD.

BY EDWABD A. TRACV, M.D., BOSTON, MASS.,
Fettotc 0/ the Afassachttsetts Medical Society.

The method devised by me for coutrolliug the

spine, aud here described, has for its object the plac-

ing and holding of the spine in the position desired by

the surgeon, with comfort to the patient.

The ordinary method of suspension, by which

gravity is aliovred to exert traction upon the spine has

ever appeared alarming. I do not know that such

suspension has ever resulted in accidental injurj' to

the patient, but the operation is so analogous to hang-

ing thai many dread to use it lest the analogy might

be carried ad extrema.

In my method the patient lies on his back upon a

stretched piece of strong cotton cloth, supported on a

frame (to he described shortly) ; a strap holds the

head in position towards one end of the stretcher, and

traction upon the spine is gotten by means of a screw

on the further end of the frame that pulls upon a

band strapped just above the great trochanters.

Besides this there is a band placed around the body

over whichever vertebra that we wish to get lordosis,

and to this band is attached a cord which drops from

the horizontal bar placed over the stretcher; by pull-

ing on this cord we can get any desired lordosis of

the spine. The cord drops from a movable clamp on

the bar, which allows it to fall over any desired por-

tion of the spine, and is fastened by twisting it over a

cleat ou the bar, yachting fashion.

This method gives to the surgeon a superior control

of the spine, inasmuch as he can regulate and if it

need be measure the amount of traction used, and

simultaneously get any required degree of lordosis.

Besides giving the surgeon a better control of the spine,

this method is used with comfort to the patient, mani-

fested by my little patients remaining sometimes two

hours in position on the frame without a murmur of com-
plaint. Another advantage is, aud this is of impor-

tance to the general practitioner, no assistant is re-

KXl'LANAXOKV OF THE LE'1"1'EKS ON PLAIK,

Fl(l. 1. Cluth Strotclior for recumbent patient. y«, Olamp open. /J, Cl«mp closed. C, Cloth. /), Hole for occiput.

Kio. 2. .Macliinn, in projection. ^, Clamp. C, Clotli stretcbur. />, Hole for occiput. B, Left triangle. F, Right triangle.

Hook holding clamp. //. Threaded block. /, Screw for traction upon the spine, y, Screw for tr.ictlon upon the cloth stretcher.

CroM-piece for J. /,, Croas-piece for /. .1/^, Wooden piec« for hookx. A'^, Bracket. O, Moveable clamp. /'.Cleat. (?, liiir.

Fio. 3. End view of right triangle. A, Clamp. L, Cross-piece for /. A', Cross-piece for J. It, Hole for screw J. .S, Hole
crew /.
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quired by him in manipulating his patient, or in

applying a Sayre's jacket, or my wood-libre jacket.

In other words, the frame holds the patient iu the

intended position, and the surgeon has both his hands
free to manipulate plaster-of-Paris, or my wood-fibre

jacket material.

The frame which I shall now describe is easily and
cheaply constructed. A carpenter can make it. The
frame is composed of two triangular end pieces E and
F, Figs. 2 and 3, and three horizontal bars, Q Q Q,
Fig. 2. For making the triangles and the bars, lumber

2i by 1^ inches was used. The bars are 7 Meet long;

the triangles are 5 feet high, the feet of each triangle

being 18?t inches apart. The triangles are so mortised

for the hlting into them of the bars that the bars

when in position hold the triangles apart no matter

what the force may be that tends to pull them together.

Wooden pins of a slightly conical form, hold firmly

the triangles and the lower bars ; the upper bar, fit-

ting into the open mortises of the apices of the tri-

angles has no need of pinning. This manner of mor-
tising and pinning makes the frame portable, a matter

of convenience when the patient is to be treated at his

home.
The triangles support the stretcher upon which the

patient lies. The stretcher consists of a piece of

unbleached cotton cloth, yard-wide, doubled lengthwise.

The cloth is held and stretched in this manner : A
clamp catches the cloth at each end ; one of these

clamps is attached by means of hooks at the left tri-

angular piece of the frame, while the other clamp
rests on brackets attached to the right-hand triangle,

and is acted upon by means of a large wooden screw

that works from a cross-piece attached to the right-

hand triangle. This screw acts upon a piece of wood
to which are fastened the hooks that catch the clarap

on the right-hand side of the machine.

Each clamp is constructed of two pieces of hard

pine (f by 2f by 18 inches), which are hinged, as

shown iu Fig. 1, A. B.\ two rows of sharp-pointed steel

nails IJ, inches long are driven through each piece, and

holes are made, so that when the clamp is shut, the nails

rest in holes upon the opposite piece ; the cloth is fas-

tened in the clamps by laying an end across the open

clamp and shutting it so as to force the nails through

the cloth. The clamps are then placed in the hooks

arranged as described above. The angles of these

hooks are such that the more traction is made on the

cloth the tighter it is clamped, by pressure from the

hooks. By this simple device a perfectly secure

clamping of the stretched cloth is gotten.

Traction upon the spine of the recumbent patient is

gotten by means of a screw that acts from the right-

hand triangle upon a block (threaded to fit the screw);

this block having attached to its sides straps connect-

ing it with a band that clasps the patient just above

the great trochanters. A hole in the stretcher

(towards the left end) allows the occiput to sink in it.

and a baud, buckling over the forehead, holds the head

in position. The cloth about this hole is reinforced

by sewing it between two pieces of leather, square-

shaped, with holes for the occiput.

By means of the screw, therefore, with the patient

in the described position, traction, in any degree, can

be gotten on the spine. Besides this traction upon
the spine, 1 have found it advantageous to produce at

the same time lordosis. This is provided for by a

cord (not shown in the plate) which drops from the

movable clamp 0, Fig. 2, and is attached to a band
around the patient's bodj' over that vertebra where
we wish to produce lordosis.

The movable clamp is made from iron and is the

only piece of the mechanism in this machine that must
be made especially for it; the wooden screws, hooks,
and cleat required being found already made at hard-
ware stores. A blacksmith can make the clamp. It con-
sists of a piece of one-inch strip iron, bent at right anglt s

so as to fit over the wooden bar, and clamped by
means of a thumb-screw and a threaded bolt. The
cord for producing lordosis passes over this bolt when
the clamp is in position.' (If it be found to be incon-
venient to have this piece made, a practical substitute

is furnished by making a loop of strong cord, that can
pass over the bar ; if the upper surface of the bar be
notched, this loop will remain in the notch in which it

be placed, when the cord supporting the patient's body
passes through it. Thus the loop can perform the
function of the clamp.)

The wooden screws used in this machine are fur-

nished by the large size wooden clamp known techni-

cally to hardware dealers as a pair of Bliss' hand-
screws. No. 7, and sold by them. The hooks, ordinary
meat hooks, and the cleat can likewise be bought at a
hardware store.

From my work I feel justified in the following con-
clusion :

By means of the apparatus devised by the author a
control of the spine, superior to that heretofore ob-
tained, is furnished the surgeon, for the reasons that

(1) Traction of the spine can be regulated by the
surgeon.

(2) Lordosis can be gotten at the same time.

(3) The surgeon needs no assistant.

(4) The patient is comfortable for he is not in an
unnatural position.

iS^eportjBf of ^ocietieiBf.

SURGICAL SECTION OF THE SUFFOLK DIS-
TRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

CHARLES L. SCUDDEK, M.D., SECRETARY.

Regular Meeting, Wednesday, April 1, 1896, Dr.
M. H. Richardson in the chair.

Drs. Francis S. Watson, F. B. Lund, and J. W.
Elliot exhibited patients.

ANATOMICAL SPECIMENS.

Dr. Warren : I brought a small tumor of the

breast which I removed to-daj', as it is somewhat out
of the usual line, an excellent example of a certain

type of breast tumor. This is a case of cystic adenoma
of the breast, a very perfect type of that form of

disease, sometimes known as villous papilloma, a be-

nign growth which springs from the glandular struct-

ure of the breast. In a recent lecture I endeavored
to show that certain types of tumor developed at cer-

tain periods in the life-history of the mammary gland,

fibromas at the age of puberty when there is fibrous

tissue developing iu the breast; that the tumors con-

taining gland-structure come later iu life at the period

of lactation and pregnancy. This is an adenomatous
growth, but very much complicated by its surround-

ings, and consequently is fouud here growing iu the

interior of a cyst which I presume is a dilated duct of
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the breast. This diagram gives au idea of tbe micro-

scopic appearances. The papillary character is ab-

sent under tlie low power, showing these lobulated

masses containing various little acini elongated and

seen in long cross-section. They are really distorted

acinous growths. Under higher power we get two or

three layers of epithelium and the spaces you see are

most irregular in character. In gross appearance

they have a cauliHower-like growth growing into a

cyst. This patient was about sixty years of age.

This growth has been about three years in duration,

and has one very characteristic symptom, and that is

the occurrence of a sanious discharge from the nipple.

A fluctuating tumor, isolated, discharging in a woman
at that period of life is a cystic adenoma. The diag-

nosis was made in this case and confirmed by the ex-

amination after removal. This bottle contains the

bloody fluid found in a cyst, which had emptied and
refilled several times. I have here the specimen

showing very well the growth, and a water-color

sketch by Mr. Kaula showing the cauliflower-like ap-

pearances.

This is Dr. Richardson's tumor. It belongs to that

class of gigantic growths of the breast of whicb we
see comparatively few at the present time. We see

them most 4n surgical treatises. It is a nodulated

mass, unusual in size and when cut open consists of

portions of this kind of glandular tissue. It contains

also the other type of growth to whicb I alluded, that

which we see earlier in the life history of the breast,

the cystic fibroma. I do not think » microscopical

examination of this has been made by Dr. Whitney,
but in these large tumors we have composite structure

and we may have in addition to the fibroma and

adenoma a sarcomatous portion of the tumor so that

we might call this a q\ stic fibroma or cystic fibro-

adenoma or an adeuo-fibro sarcoma. It will require a

long name to describe just such a tumor as this, and

you will see in the monographs quite elaborate desig-

nations. One curious feature is the presence of some
large tuberculous glands. What they had to do with

the tumor is not apparent.

Dr. Conant : It may be of interest to see one of

similar type in the ovary. The interesting thing

about it is that this woman was operated on in Buenos
Ayers, four months ago, for an ovarian cyst presuma-

bly. When the doctor got in he found he had some-

thing which he thought to be malignant, and sewed up
immediately, and told the husband that under no con-

sideration must she be operated upon. He said it was
adherent about nine inches to the bowel, adherent to

the back and to the uterus, and that she would die in

the operation. He said it was confined to one side.

In the picture you see there are two tubes and two

masses. When I opened it I thought it was malig-

nant. It proved to be one of those things not adher-

ent to anything, and the minute the hand was under

it it rolled out. It made a very simple operation. I

have seen quite a number of these cases, but I think

I never saw one that showed so beautifully as that and

was non-adherent.

Dk. F. B. Harrington read a paper describing

A CASE OF PROLONGED ANCRIA AND A CASE OK
COMPLETE REMOVAL OF CARCINOMA OF THE NECK.'

Dr. M. H. Richardson introduced Dr. Abbe of

New York, as a gentleman with whom we all were

> See page 337 of tbe JouruHl.

familiar from the brilliant work that he has done in

various fields of surgery.

Dr. Robert Abbe, of New York, read a paper on

INTRAUDRAL SECTION OF THE SPINAL NERVES FOR
NEURALGIA.'

Dr. Cheever: I should like to say a few words,

though I have no practical experience with this opera-

tion. One point 1 would like to mention before I for-

get it, is, that in this drainage of the spinal cord with

a tube I am quite surprised to learn that continuous

production and leaking of tbe cerebro-spinal fluid does

not occur for a number of days. The only practical

case that I can contribute to that point is this : Some
years ago I had a lad who was shot through the spinal

column and an opening made through the dura so that

the cerebro-spinal fluid leaked out. The ball was ex-

tracted, some pieces of bone were taken away, and
the wound was dressed as was customary in those

times before antisepsis; and— I suppose, perhaps, in

consequence of the want of antisepsis— the patient

perished about the second or third day with an as-

cending meningitis which involved the brain. But the

point I wished to speak of was the fact that during all

this time there was a large flow of cerebro-spinal

fluid which was so extreme that it wet through the

sheets and kept up until he died. How far the in-

flammatory process developed may have contributed

to this great flow of serum I do not know, and how
far the present modes of antisepsis may, by preventing

inflammation, allow temporary drainage followed by a

check in the flow of fluid I am unable to say ; but it

seems to me an interesting point to consider.

Some years ago I had a little girl brought to me
with a painful stump, following amputation of the

arm after a railroad injury. The cicatrix was dis-

sected out without avail. The axillary plexus of

nerves were then dissected out, and much to our satis-

faction at that time we found that they were the seat

of a bunch of neuromata like a bunch of grapes, and
we supposed that we were going to arrest the process.

That proved not to be the case. After a little while

she was brought back with a spasmodic affection of

coraco-brachialis and latissimus and pectoral muscles

which pulled the stump of the bone into the axilla

and so to speak ground it in towards the chest and
kept it drawn in constantly. This being supposed to

be the final cause of the present pain, disarticulation

of the shoulder-joint was done. The wound closed

and healed, and relief followed for a little while ; but

within a few months pain recurred in the branches of

the suprascapular nerve, the branch around the collar

bone. The child went on and grew up, and the last I

heard of her she had always been a sufferer from
neuralgic pain.

1 have never had the opportunity to practise these

deep resections that are spoken of. Certainly, so far

as we have gone, although they are very encouraging

and very much to be desired, they have failed so far

to produce an absolute cure. The operations which I

have had the opportunity to do have been principally

those for facial neuralgia, and the results have not

been flattering. Meckel's ganglion 1 have removed
twice, and the Gasserian ganglion once; and on some
other occasions have gone so far as the foramina with-

out attacking the ganglion inside. I have kept trace

of these patients. I have two under observation still.

' See page 329 of the Journal.
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they both have a moderate degree of neuralgia,

although nothing like the paroxysms of former times,

but they are not absolutely free from pain. Trous-

seau, in his writings on neuralgia, which were very

complete for those times, draws a very careful distinc-

tiou in facial neuralgia between the simpler forms and
those he terms epileptiform, in which the patient is

afiected by anything that affects the rest of the nerv-

ous system, as the sudden sight of an object, the open-

ing of a door, the hearing of an unexpected and sud-

den sound will reawake the paroxysm of neuralgia.

He, I think, draws a distinction that these indicate

some central defect difficult to reach by operation and
not so likely to be cured by operation as the other

forms. It is very desirable that we should get at the

centre of this pain. Whether, however, we can ever

go far enough to unlock the chains of these diverse

nervous connections without penetrating to the vital

centre and destroying life itself is pretty hard to say.

I think Mr. Horsley's experiments on the lower ani-

mals have given us more information than almost any-

thing on this subject, and there is a field, I think,

where experiments should be conducted largely. Any
operation short of extinguishing life seems to me justi-

fiable in patients who are suffering this daily and

nightly torture. It is rather remarkable that in many
of these cases we do not find now those cures whicli

were formerly ascribed to operation. Trousseau says

distinctly that enough opium given, and given long

enough, will finally extinguish many forms of neural-

gia, and he advises cultivating the opium habit and

pursuing it much beyond the ordinary limits, and as

serts a number of cures produced in that way. I be-

lieve that other forms of medication by the various

anti-spasmodics, etc., have rarely succeeded. In

milder forms of neuralgia long-continued medication

with iodide aud bromides, with the various forms of

valerianate of zinc and iron and quinine we know will

succeed to quite a remarkable degree. In the latter

class of cases it always raises the suspicion that there

may be something in the emotional or hysterical ele-

ment which bears upon pain and is not distinctly due
to inflammatory changes in the neurilemma itself. I

have been very much instructed by the paper. I was

much struck by the fact that we cannot say anatomi-

cally that we can cut off the sensibility of a given part

by dividing the nerve which so far as we can see sup-

plies it; but that the intercommunication or anastomo-

sis of very distant branches may restore as in the case

mentioned, seusibility to the part, after, apparently,

all the immediate nerves that supplied it have been

destroyed.

Dk. J. J. Putnam: I am very glad to say a word
or two about this matter, although it will only be

practically for the sake of expressing my appreciation

of Dr. Abbe's paper. I have been deeply interested

in this subject ever since the first report of his opera-

tions was published, and I have a number of times

since then recommended the operation, especially in

the cases of cancer, involving the cervical or lumbar
nerves, but it has not been carried out for one reason

or another. Tlie theory of the operation is certainly

a very interesting one, and it is very mucii to be de-

sired that we might have more microscopic work done

in future cases, both as regards the nerves that are re-

moved and also as regards the changes met with in

the spinal cord and at the entrance of the posterior

nerve-roots into the cord, in order to see exactly what

the nature of this process is, and whether after the

spinal cord is reached anything corresponding to the

inflammation which we might presume to be present

in the lower part of the nerve is still present, or

whether we have simply to do with degenerative

changes. It would seem as if it might be very desir-

able to make a section in these cases absolutely as

close to the spinal cord as possible, because it would

seem as if what we must do is to get rid of all that

tends to impair the circulation and cause pressure

which keeps up the irritation within the nerve. I

was very much struck some years ago, in making a

study of nerves removed for trigeminal neuralgia, to

see, in one case, in the thickened sheath close to a

number of fibres which apparently had remained intact

a large vessel with thickened walls which in its pulsa-

tions must have impinged directly on these nerve

fibres. It would seem as if a portion of an inflamed

nerve would be of little permanent value, provided

any considerable part was left, higher up. In the

spinal cord the local conditions are different, and some
of the causes which apparently excite the pain of neur-

itis are absent. The spinal diseases themselves do not

seem to be particularly painful, except locomotor

ataxia aud certain kindred affections. It is not strange

that the pain should persist in a measure even after

complete neurectomy, because the habit of pain be-

comes a tremendously strong and fixed one aud has

undoubtedly an anatomical correlative. There is

another ]ioint of interest, namely, in regard to the

number of nerve-roots to be divided, pjven supposing

we knew that the irritation existed in only one or two
branches of these nerve-roots, it seems to me it would

still be proper, if we could do so safely, to divide as

large a number as possible, because the presence of

even normal nerve-excitation in the neighborhood of

districts which have been the seat of morbid excita-

tions coming from diseased nerves would be likely to

keep up the pain.

Dr. C: B. Porter: I have listened with a great

deal of interest to Dr. Abbe's paper; and'it seems to

me there are one or two points in connection with it

which will be of great practical value if it is proved,

as it seems that it is by the few cases he has been able

to report. If a cure is ensured for the neuralgia, it

seems as though this is an operation that should pre-

cede the mutilating one of amputation in those cases

which heretofore have been subjected to that opera-

tion. And then he has stated that where the sensa-

tion had been destroyed the monkey does not wish to

use his motor power; possibly the human being who
can reason will be able to use his motive power, and
in that way, if the sensation is destroyed, it has saved

to humanity the use of the limbs. I have had no per-

sonal experience, but I wish to express my apprecia-

tion to Dr. Abbe for what he has given us because it

opens a field for the future which is very important.

Dr. p. C. Knapp : I feel very much indebted to

Dr. Abbe for his paper. It seems to me that it is

distinctly the most rational thing iu the way of

operation. As Dr. Abbe has said, these cases of

severe ascending neuritis are fortunately rare, and it

has not been mv misfortune yet to have met with

cases in the spinal nerves so severe as to demand such

an operation. I think, as Dr. Porter has just said,

that Dr. Abbe's operation should be performed first.

My own experience of the neurectomies and nerve-

stretching has convinced me that thfey seldom give any
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permaueut benefit. The modern theory of the neuron

indicates that such an operation as this is the one to

pursue. The severe trigeminal neuralgias of the so-

called epileptiform type we know are due less to dis-

ease of the nerve-tibre itself than to the degeneration

of the nerve-cell in the Gasserian ganglion. The ana-

tomical relations are practically the same with the

fifth nerve as with the ordinary spinal nerves. The
cell itself is in the Gasserian ganglion or in the spinal

ganglion ; it lies outside the cord or pons, and sends

its axis-cylinder process into it. The trouble in these

neuralgias is apt to lie in the peripheral sensory

neuron, in the cell itself, therefore the operation

should be, not to cut oil the peripheral portion of the

cell, but to separate the cell here between the cord

and the ganglion from the sensory centres. Now, in a

certain number of the cases there may be degenerative

disease of the central neuron so that the pain persists ;

but certainly in a very large number of these cases of

intractable neuralgia the central neuron is intact. If

an operation be done which cuts off the cell of the

peripheral sensory neuron from the cord it is fair to

suppose that we have no further trouble, and the Gas-

serian ganglion operations and these operations of Dr.

Abbe's have shown us that the prospect of success

although it is not always absolute is certainly very

much greater than in operation outside the centre of

disease. It seems to me that our knowledge of ana-

tomy now shows us that the distal operations of the

sensory nerve outside the ganglion are not rational

and certainly clinical experience has shown that the

neurectomies and nerve-stretchings are for the most

part merely temporary things.

Dk. G. L. Walton : I have no practical contribution

to offer to the discussion, but I am glad of the opportu-

nity to express my appreciation of this valuable and

instructive report from the pioneer of this branch of

spinal surgery. It certainly does look as if we had

here a last resort in cases of intractable neuralgia af-

fecting the spinal nerves. It would seem to me that

this operation should be resorted to with more readi-

ness than that on the Gasserian ganglion lor two

reasons: in the first place, as Dr. Abbe has shown by

these cases, the successive operations upon the periph-

eral nerves seem to either give no relief at all in

these severe cases but rather tend to increase the

pain, whereas successive operations on the tifth nerve

do seem to give at least temporary immunity, some-

times two years or more ; in the second place, the

danger of these operations upon the nerve-roots as

they emerge from the spinal cord is much less than

that of those upon the Gasserian ganglion. There

have been upwards of fifty cases of operation on the

Gasserian ganglion, the mortality being about ten per

cent., and not lessening, whereas in seven cases of

operation upon the posterior roots there has been no

mortality, and our daily experience of operations on

the spinal cord goes to bear out this expectation. I

have seen a number of operations on the spinal cord

and I do not remember seeing a single case where the

fatality seemed to have been due to the operation.

As to the class of cases to be operated on. I was

glad to hear Ur. Abbe s|)eak of the intractable cases

of herpci zoster. One of his caoes has suggested the

question to me. Why .should not we resort to this

operation in cases of painful stump after amputation ?

I have seen very few of these intractable cases of

brachial neuralgia 'such as have beeu described, and

Dr. Abbe has said that they are few in number. If

one should appear, however, I should not hesitate to

advise this operation ; certainly very much more
readily than I should advise amputation.

Dr. M. H. RiCHAKDSON : I have been very much
interested indeed in the paper and in the subject of

peripheral neuralgias generally. 1 shall feel very

much encouraged if I see a case of intractable pain

following amputation that does not succumb to neurec-

tomies, to perform this operation. I have seen a num-
ber of operations on the cord for various causes and

from the operation itself no mortalit}'. I feel very

much indebted to Dr. Abbe for his communication.

Dr. Abbk : I have nothing to add. I have no

doubt that something will come from the experimental

work upon monkeys. As far as the operative work
goes, it is a comparatively easy surgical procedure.

Look out for hemorrhage ; it is almost all venous

and relieved by pressure almost all at once. There is

very little bleeding after a few minutes. You do not

have to chisel verv much bone, do not weaken the

spine at all. I have done quite a number of spinal

operations first and last, and in this way opened the

dura mater in the majority of them — perhaps ten out

of twelve or fifteen — and have never seen any

trouble in the way of septic infection. The dura

never leaks after it is sewn up, and if it is not, it

leaks and is serious. In Dr. Cheever's case there was

a necessary leakage, just as in the case where the

leakage existed twelve days until the man died, and in

another case three weeks and then stopped. Where
it is sewed by continuous fine catgut thread it is abso-

lutely free from leakage, and the wound simply falls

together again, no loss of structure and no trouble.

A drainage-tube should be just inside the skin so as to

drain the structures from the blood and have it as dry as

possible. I think the idea of it being in some re-

spects similar to the tic douloureux cases is reasonably

exact. I have not had much chance to experiment on

animals. Last week I dissected out the posterior

roots of a couple of dogs, I dissected out too many,

and the dogs succumbed in twenty four hours, and one

dog died from the morphine. The experiment can

be done very easily on dogs. The posterior roots are

easily picked up, (juite large, and for the brachial

plexus the seventh and eighth are almost as large as

the human, while the fifth, sixth and first dorsal are

smaller, but one divides them very easily. I am much
obliged lor your attention, gentlemen.

AMERICAN NEUROLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Twenty-Second Annual Meeting, Philadelphia,
Ta., June 3, 4, 5, 1896.

The President, Du. F. X. Dercum, of Philadel-

phia, occupied the Chair.

FIRST DAY.

The Prksiki-nt delivered an address entitled

the FUNCTIONS OF THE NEURON.

He dwelt at great length upon the various views

advanced by Nansen, and quoted several abstracts

from this well-known author's work. Si>eakiiig of

naked axis-cylinders. Dr. Dercum stated that they

were in all likelihood a physiological impossibility in
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the cerebrum, for were they uumerous we cau suppose
nothing but a constant overflow of stimuli from one
cell to another, and consequent incoordination, not
only of thought but also of action. This is the view
advanced by Nansen. The speaker stated that the

question had ariseu in his mind as to whether the

neuron was not an absolutely fixed morphological ele-

ment, and whether it did not possess a certain, though
perhaps limited, power of movemeut. Continuing, he
said, that realizing the practical value and the wide
application of this idea, he had examined the literature

to see whether a similar interpretation of nervous
phenomena had occurred to others, and to gather such
facts, if any could be brought forward in its support.

He found that this thought had occurred independently
to three observers, one in Germany and two in France.
Ramon y Cajal, however, opposes the theory of the

mobility of the neuron, and maintains, on the other
hand, that the neuroglia cells possess a great deal of

mobility. He points out, for instance, that the neuro-
glia cells of the cortex are at times stellate and at

others much elongated. Their processes have numer-
ous short arborescent and plumed collaterals. Two
phases can be observed in them ; first, a state of con-

traction, in which the cell body becomes augmented
while the processes become shortened and the second-
ary branches disappear; and, secondly, a state of re-

laxation, during which the processes of the neuroglia
cells are agaiu elongated. Ramon y Cajal further main-
tains that the processes of the neuroglia cells in real-

ity represent an insulating or non-conducting material,

and that during the period of relaxation they pene-

trate between the arborizations of the nerve cells and
their protoplasmic processes, and render difficult or

impossible the passage of nerve currents. On the

other hand, when the processes of neuroglia cells are

retracted, the various nerve-cell processes which they

formerly separated from each other are now permitted
to come into contact. To me it seems as though
Ramon y Cajal admits the very thing against which he
contends.

Turning our attention for the moment to the sub-

ject of hysteria, we will see what a flood of light may
be cast upon this hitherto so obscure and mysterious
subject. Take the simple example of an hysterical

paralysis, and see how easily it may be explained.

The neurons of a certain area of the cortex, for in-

stance, retract the terminal branches of the neuraxon
to such an extent that the latter are no longer in con-

tact, or sufliciently near to the neurons in the spinal

cord which supply the muscles of the paralyzed parts.

When power is suddenly reestablished in hysterically

palsied limbs, it simply means that the terminal

branches of the cortical neuraxon, previously con-

tracted, are again extended so as to reestablish the

proper relations with the spinal neurons. It would
be interesting to follow out the ideas here brought
forward in their application to the various phenomena
presented by hysteria.

Turning to hypnotism, we can see what a ready ex-

planation it affords for the phenomena presented;
and, leaving this field entirely, we can see what an
enormous value this interpretation of cortical action is

for normal mental phenomena, taking, for example,
the familiar instance of sleep. Numerous other ideas

also suggest themselves in relation with the view here

advanced, but time will not permit of my further dis-

cussing it.

ACUTE NON SUPPDRATIVE HEMORRHAGIC ENCEPH-
ALITIS.

Dr. J. J. Putnam, of Boston, read a paper with
this title. He first sketched the literature of the dis-

ease, which has been mainly contributed by the Ger-
man writers, the latest of whom is Oppenheim, of

Berlin. The principal symptom groups are: (1) that

described by Wernicke, as due to hemorrhagic soften-

ing mainly confined to the neighborhood of the third

ventricle; (2) that described by Striimpell and others
as attending more dift'use lesions of the hemispheres

;

(3) that it is possible that the hemiplegia of children

may be due to a similar lesion involving the cortex, as

Striimpell formerly suggested, an<l certain acute spinal

lesions may belong in a similar category. Oppenheim
has reported a number of cases, showing that however
grave the symptoms of this disease may be, the out-

come may be favorable.

The reader's case was that of a young boy who was
attacked suddenly, two weeks after having been ill

with the mumps, with paralysis of motion of both
eyes and lids, deafness, coma, impairment of swallow-
ing, right hemiparesis and double optic neuritis. At
the end of three months, however, he had recovered,
except for slight double vision and slight impairment
of hearing and eyesight, and except that ever since

the illness he had been subject to epileptiform attacks
of short duration. These attacks are gradually becom-
ing less frequent.

Reference was also made to another case reported by
the reader in 1892, where, besides other serious cerebral
symptoms, including double optic neuritis, temporary
loss of hearing had also occurred. The cases reported
by Oppenheim were given in outline, and the interest-

ing fact noted that his patients, like the one here re-

ferred to, were mainly children. An analysis of these
reported cases was also presented.

Dr. L. C. Grat, of New York, asked if any of
these cases had retraction of the neck.

Dr. Putnam answered that he was not certain as

to its presence in his own cases, but it was present in

the other reported cases.

Dr. Gray thought that the best macroscopical de-
scription of hemorrhagic encephalitis had been given
by Elam some years ago. All cases seen by him
(Gray) had proved fatal. In many instances the
diaguosis was attended with extreme difl!iculty. He
had generally been willing to diagnose these cases as
meningitis.

Dr. Joseph Collins, of New York, had observed
a case of hemorrhagic encephalitis with autopsy,
which corresponded with the description given bv Op-
penheim. He read the report of the autopsy, which
showed old leptomeningitis, hemorrhagic encephalitis

and a pachymeningitis hemorrhagica. There was no
case on record in which these three conditions have
been found associated.

Dr. B. Sachs, of New York, said that the recogni-
tion of this form of cerebral disease showed a distinct

advance in neurology. He had observed four cases.

Two recovered and two died. In one case there was
some doubt as to whether it was meningitis or not, as

there was slight retraction of the neck, but no positive
coma. He looked upon it as a milder disease than
basilar meningitis. In one of the patients who recov-
ered, the cerebral symptoms appeared simultaneously
with the fever. The former lasted four days, leaving
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the patient with slight ptosis and paresis of the exter-

nal rectus.

Dr. Gray asked if fatal cases have shown more

violent symptoms than those that recovered.

Dr. Pctnam replied that some of the more violent

cases recovered. In general, the rapid development

of severe coma is considered an unfavorable sign. It

is frequently quite difficult to distinguish this condi-

tion from meningitis. He believed that the severity

of the symptoms depends on the amount of poison ab-

sorbed into the circulation. We do not yet know the

exact significance of retraction of the neck, which is a

very unreliable diagnostic sign. In one of his own
cases of influenza with symptoms of encephalitis, oc-

curring in an elderly person, the brain was found only

edematous. Sometimes changes are unrecognizable

with the naked eye.

CEREBRAL COMPLICATIONS OF RAYNAUD'S DISEASE.

This was the title of a paper by Dr. Wm. Osler,

of Baltimore.

After referring to the frequency with which Ray-

naud's disease is met with in forms of insanity, he

said that in a few cases cerebral manifestations due

apparently to vascular changes, similar to those which

develop in the peripheral parte, had been described.

In the case of a man in iiis wards, already reported in

1891 by Dr. H. M. Thomas, epileptic attacks occurred

in the winter months only, in connection with local

asphyxia and superficial necrosis of the ears. The
patient bad also hemoglobinuria. In another case (a

woman, aged fifty-two), during a period of six years,

local syncope and asphyxia occurred at intervals in

the fingers and hand of the right side, sometimes with

aphasia, and on several occasions with transient par-

alysis of the right arm and leg. In the final attack

the patient died with gangrene of the right hand and

arm. The case of Weiss is believed to be the only

other instance in which aphasia complicated the dis-

ease. In a third patient " falling attacks " of an in-

definite character occurred in a young girl with local

asphyxia of the legs between the knee and ankles.

Dr. Riggs asked Dr. Osier how often he had seen

death follow this disease.

Dr. Osler answered that it was rarely fatal. This

was the second fatal case with which he was familiar.

The literature, however, indicates a number of fatal

cases. He considered the complications as having no

direct relation with the disease. The associated con-

ditions were rarely serious.

the development of CRETINISM AT VARIOUS AGES.

This was a series of photographs presented by Dr.
Putnam, showing the appearance of a patient at

various periods ranging from infancy to puberty.

tumor of thalamus.

Dr. Walter Channing, of Boston, read a paper

with this title.

The patient was an unmarried female of good hered-

ity, and by occupation a school-teacher. She was of

an active, nervous temperament, and the subject of

hay fever and asthma until tlie spring of 1895, when
she was under the care of a so-called " hay-fever

specialist," and escaped the usual attack. Before

admisf-ion to the hospital, November 29, 1895, she

had been for some weeks mildly exhilarated, and

extravagant in her ideas, but not enough so to inter-

fere with her work until the 22d. The only physical

symptoms she had complained of were headache and

insomnia. Her disease was diagnosed by an alienist

of experience as mild acute mania when she came to

the hospital. Since her death her friends have stated

that she had weakness of the left arm before leaving

them, but nothing was said of this when she entered.

She was mildly exhilarated, with expansive delusions

and hallucinations of taste and smell. She was unable

to stand because of weakness in the left leg, and her

left arm was weaker than the right, there being no

power to move it above the elbow. Headache, not

severe or localized, existed. There was little nausea.

The pupils were equal in size and reacted to light.

The eyes did not follow the finger. There was no

ophthalmoscopic examination. The weakness in the

left side was not so marked at the beginning as to

attract special attention. It was later that its signifi-

cance became apparent. Patella reflex slightly exag-

gerated and alike on both sides
;

plantar reflex

moderate. The urine was of normal color; reac-

tion acid; specific gravity 1.022. Urea normal;

uric acid in excess. Blood counts— red 4,804,000,

whites 12,400. The mild maniacal excitement con-

tinued for the first week after admission. The pa-

tient was very restless in the bed, moving her head

from side to side and throwing her right arm over

her head. She also often folded her arms rigidly

across the chest, and clenched the fingers. After

the first week she slowly sank into a state of stupor

from which it was difficult to rouse her. The physi-

cal symptoms of central disturbance became rapidly

more marked. There was entire loss of motion in the

left arm and left leg, and later in the right leg, and

extreme extension of both legs. The jaw became
relaxed, interfering with respiration. The tongue fell

back in the mouth. Breathing became jerky and

irregular toward the end, and finally, the relaxed jaw

could not be replaced and death ensued.

The autopsy was made by Dr. E. Wyllis Taylor, of

Boston, who found a boggy, cyst-like-looking mass,

extending back an inch behind the posterior border of

the optic thalamus and forward to the junction of the

caudate nucleus with the thalamus, the mass appar-

ently involving the latter in its entire extent. Micro-

scopical examination proved the tumor to be a vascu-

lar glioma.

The mental symptoms in this case seem to have

been quite unlike those of the usual cases of brain

tumor recorded, in which are found depression, dul-

ness, irritability, stupor and even pronounced demen-

tia. Several interesting questions arise, as for instance

:

Which symptoms probably presented themselves first,

the mental or physical ? Why should there be so

much mental disturbance in such a case? Was the

mental trouble an accident, and independent of the

tumor ? If not, how can it be satisfactorily explained ?

What diagnostic value do mental symptoms possess in

cases of brain tumor?
Dr. Wharton Sinkler, of Philadelphia, thought

that the appearance of mental symptoms in thalamus

tumors was of much clinical interest. In his experi-

ence, somnolence and mental symptoms were of fre-

quent occurrence.
{To be continued.)

In Stanford, Ky., doctor's bills must hereafter be

paid every thirty days, in cash or negotiable notes.
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HOSPITALS FOR CHRONIC AND INCURABLE
CASES.

The establishment of hospitals for patieuts suffer-

ing from long-coutiuued diseases, or those of a fatally

progressive character, is one of the many ways in

which the modern philanthropic spirit is showing

itself. It is only within a few years that that most

unfortunate class in the community — those rendered

unfit for the ordinary work of life by chronic disease—
have been able to find a shelter during their declining

years of uselessness. From a purely humanitarian

point of view we must regard the foundation of insti-

tutions for the unfortunate poor, as one of the most

far-reaching and significant lines along which charita-

ble effort has worked.

In the first place our State institutions, of which

Tewksbury is a shining example in Massachusetts, have

for years been holding out to the indigent poor a com-

fortable refuge, when the strain of life has become too

great for them to bear. By degrees, hospitals in con-

nection with such institutions have been developed,

until now an almshouse without a properly equipped

hospital is rapidly becoming a thing of the past.

Not only, however, in the general lines of medicine

has the spirit of care for the chronically afflicted shown

itself, but also, and this is a matter still more worthy

of consideration, in the establishment of institutions

for the sole treatment of those suffering from some

special form of disease. Hospitals for cancer, tuber-

culosis, epilepsy, are being established ; and more

slowly but unquestionably with certainty, will syphilis

come to be recognized as an affection which demands

special treatment in institutions devoted to its study.

The reason for this movement in America is suf-

ficiently self-evident. Unquestionably the first duty

of a municipal hospital — or of any hospital for that

matter— is to receive into its wards those who through

accident or disease are acutely ill. Whatever else is

done in the way of relief of the sick, these sufferers

must be given special privileges. They represent the

emergency element in medical or surgical practice.

and as such must have the immediate attention which

an emergency invariably demands. As a consequence

we find in many of our hospitals that patients with

chronic diseases are either not admitted to the wards

at all, or are received tentatively, usually for short

periods of time. Often lack of space or financial con-

siderations necessitate such a policy ; nevertheless,

the great bulk of disease is chronic, and it is these

chronic conditions which should peculiarly attract our

attention as scientific physicians. Hence the perfectly

natural tendency toward the establishment of hospi.

tals for the incurable or slowly curable cases, which

are usually refused admittance to our best municipal

institutions. It is a natural and inevitable develop-

ment.

An analysis of the conditions is not difficult. It is

apparent that the matter of absorbing interest for the

past decade has been acute disease in its relation to

bacterial causes. It is equally self-evident that work
along this line is still in its infancy, but sufficient has

already been done to demonstrate to the most scepti-

cal that much more will be done, and that many dis-

eases which now fill our hospital wards will gradually

but surely decrease in frequency. Epidemics are

rapidly ceasing to exist. Under proper sanitary con-

ditions, scourges like cholera and yellow fever are

being robbed absolutely of their terrors, and we cer-

tainly do not take too optimistic a view when we say

that typhoid fever and pneumonia may soon follow in

the wake of pyemia and septicemia, and become

rarities both in private and hospital practice. In

short, with the growth of prophylaxis, in the attain-

ment of which scientific medicine finds its richest field

of usefulness, may we not confidentially look forward

to the time when acute disease may in great measure

come to be an accident of life and not one of its inevi-

table necessities ?

Should this come to pass— and it requires no very

acute observation to see that it is already in part with

us— our next absorbing interest must be a closer

study of the far subtler problem of chronic disease, its

causes, and then its possible prevention. Such study

and the scientific investigations which must accom-

pany it can only be carried out in properly equipped

hospitals, where patients suffering from chronic dis-

ease may be observed with the same care that is every-

where as a matter of course now being devoted to the

acutely ill. It is time to enter a vigorous protest

against the attitude of very many physicians, "who are

inclined to speak of the " old chronic " in terms almost

of disparagement, and as an object unworthy of their

serious consideration. Particularly is this frame of

mind observable in the men about to begin their profes-

sional work, to whom the excitement attendant upon

the treatment of a critical case forms the romance of

medicine. Unquestionably this spirit should be dis-

couraged ; especially should the well-equipped men,

about to take up their work, be brought to a complete

realization of the fact that medicine includes the whole

range of abnormal conditions, and that each and every
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such couditioii is worthy of and demands the same de-

voted effort in tlie search for its cause. Happily this

truer scientific spirit is sliowing itself in many quar-

ters, and we may already see glimmerings of a clearer

couceiitiou than has hitherto prevailed of the duty of

the broad-minded physician.

As already intimated, the clearest evidence of this

change of attitude is shown in the foundation of hos-

pitals whose chief work is the investigation of one or

several forms of so-called hopeless disease— hopeless,

evidently, simply because we do not yet know a means

of their prevention. It has been a great gratification

to see as a healthy sign of progress, the growing feel-

ing in the community at large and also in j)hysicians

as representative of the community, that not only a

worthy charitable work, but also a prolific field for

scientific investigation lies in these hospitals. Until

physicians, supported by the communities in which

they lived, came to recognize that just here was a

source of usefulness hitherto untried, it was quite

hopeless to expect that chronic disease, as such, should

receive the attention which is unquestionably its just

due.

Still, in spite of much improved sentiment, there is

yet a lack of enthusiasm which is to be much regretted.

We too often hear it said that chronic disease is unin-

teresting, as if anything about which we have real

knowledge could be uninteresting, and more often still

the dreary remark, that such patients must inevitably

die and we can, in any case, do nothing for them ; as

if this were not all the more reason for making an

earnest attempt. Not many years ago we spoke of

tuberculosis of the lungs as incurable, and yet how
different is our attitude regarding it to-day, thanks to

vigorous work and study !

In our opinion not only should chronic hosjjitals be

established, but tliey should be made places of study

as never before, appointments in them should be, and

no doubt will be, sought with an eagerness which

hitherto has only been manifested at those institutions

where the acutely ill have received treatment. It

should be a source of much satisfaction that through

the efforts of Boston's Institutions Department, the

Long Island Hospital in Boston Harbor has finally

emerged from its comparative obscurity as an alms-

house into a hospital, whose function will unquestion-

ably be a furtherance of tiie aims of scientific medicine.

The significance of this change is, no doubt, insuin-

ciently realized ; it is as yet scarcely more than an ex-

periment, but still an experiment which the whole

tendency of modern medicine makes definite in its out-

come. The city needs more than it yet recognizes, a

hospital in which its chronic sick may be studied with

the same thoroughness and conscientiousness that are

DOW bestowed solely upon its acutely ill. It is an in-

valuable supplement to our city institutions, in that

their overflow may find there a hospital in which the

patients may look for the same care which they have
already had. We fail utterly to see any reason why
an uofortuoate person who may be ill ten years should

have any less scrupulous care than one who is fortu-

nate enough to anticipate a discharge at the end of

three months.

It is the design of the Long Island Hospital, as now
constituted, to provide medical attendance for its

patients, which in the conscientiousness and scientific

spirit in which it is performed may not fall short of

that in any hospital for the more acutely sick. To
effectually bring this about, those entrusted with the

medical attendance of the hospital need the coopera-

tion of the profession at large. With such coopera-

tion, there can be no doubt that both from a humani-

tarian and a scientific point of view— and the two

aims are really one— this hospital may be made to fill

a real want in the community, and particularly with

that portion of it which is interested in the advance-

ment of scientific medicine.

MEDICAL NOTES.
The Plague at Hong Kong. — The epidemic of

plague at Hong Kong is said to be at an end. An oc-

casional sporadic case is all that is left.

Divdlging the Plaintiff.— An esteemed and

wide-awake Western contemporary has learned re-

cently that a verdict of $00,000 was given against an

English physician for divulging the plaintiff profes-

sionally. Also that the case has been appealed.

A Laboratokt for the Study of Diphtheria.
— A special laboratory for the study of diphtheria

under the direction of Professor Fliigge has been

opened in connection with the laboratory of hygiene

in the University of Breslau.

Instruction in Medical Electricity. — The
Electrical Standardizing, Testing and Training Insti-

tution of London, has made arrangements to give in-

struction in medical electricity, including applications

of the Rontgen rays to surgery.

Bkri-Beri at Dublin. — Another outbreak of

beri-beii has occurred at the Richmond Lunatic Asy-

lum, Dublin. During the past two weeks about

twenty inmates have been attacked, and they are now
under treatment in isolated buildings. The type of

the disease is so far very mild.

The Wilhelm Meter Memorial. — The contri-

butions for the erection of the memorial to Dr. Wil-

helm Meyer, the discoverer of the treatment of adenoid

vegetations of the pharynx, have reached five thou-

sand dollars. This is all that will be required for the

completion of the monument, which is to be designed

by a Danish sculptor.

Pasteur Institute, India. — The arrangements

preliminary to the founding of a Pasteur Institute for

India were discussed at a recent meeting in Simla,

when Surgeon-Major-Geueral Gore, Principal Medical

Officer of her Majesty's Forces, the Quartermaster-

General, the Surgeon-General with the Government

of India, and Professor Haffkine were present. It is
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proposed that the Institute should be erected in

Kasauii or Darjeeling, and be a general institute,

and not one for autirabic work only.

Phenomenal Physical Endurance. — The
campaign of the Democratic Presidential Candidate,

Mr. Bryan, is of interest to physicians, as showing

the number of speeches per day it is possible for a

physically sound candidate to make without succumb-

ing to exhaustion, and to laryngologists in particular

on account of the hitherto unrevealed capacity for

wear and tear shown by the human larynx. Certain

uukiud political opponents have suggested that by

November Mr. Bryan will have been reduced to such

a condition of exhaustion that absolute rest and a

long course of the gold cure will offer him his only

hope of recovery. However this may be, he cer-

tainly offers a remarkable illustration of physical

endurance.

BOSTON ANl) NEW ENGLAND.

The Babies' Summer Hospital. — The Summer
Hospital for Babies, which has been conducted by the

Public Institutions' Department at Raiusford Island,

Boston Harbor, has just been closed for the season.

The summer's work is reported to have been very

successful, and it is proposed to still further increase

the facilities for next year's work by the establishment

of a booth for the accommodation of mothers whose

babies are too ill or too young to be left.

The American Electro-Therapeutic Asso-
ciation. — The Sixth Annual Meeting of this Asso-

ciation was held in Allston Hall, Boston, September

29th, 30tb, and October 1st, Dr. Robert Newman, the

President of the Association, presiding. About forty

members were present from all parts of the country.

An extensive display of electrical apparatus was ex-

hibited, and addresses were made by the President,

and Dr. H. O. Marcy, of Boston. Lectures were given

by Prof. William L. Puffer, of the Institute of Tech-

nology, on " The Electrical Principles Generally

Used in Medical Treatment," and by Prof. A. E.

Dolbear, of Tufts College, on " The Relation of

Physics to Physiology." Reports of committees

upon induction coils, alternators, and other allied sub-

jects, and the election of new and honorary members,
and the examination of apparatus filled the remaining

time of the meeting.

A Fatal Accident Due to Careless Splicing
OF Electric Light Wires.— The wire commis-

sioner of Boston has reported that the death of

Thomas Hughes, of Somervijle, the delegate to the

Music Hall convention who was killed while climbing

down the fire-escape of that building last Saturday

morning, was due to careless splicing of a wire owned
by the Boston Electric Light Company. A screw

coupling was used of such construction that the brass

screw-heads, worked through the insulation, at the

very point where Delegate Hughes grasped the wire.

Commissioner Flood is also of the opinion that the

wire should not have been run so near the fire-escape

which in the light of the event is would seem to be

obvious. The chief error, however, is that of allow-

ing wires to be used before they have been inspected

by the commissioner, the force at his control being too

small to allow of his inspecting the wires as fast as

they are put up by the electric light companies.

Diphtheria in Salem. — There are about thirty

cases of diphtheria in Salem, Mass., at present ; the

disease, however, is reported to be of a mild type.

On account of the occurrence of a case in St. Joseph's

Parochial School, that school has been closed for the

present by the Board of Health.

NEW YORK.

Two New Hospitals for Brooklyn. — The es-

tablishment of two new hospitals is in contemplation

in Brooklyn. The first is to be erected and managed
by the Williamsburg Masonic Board of Relief, and

about twenty Lodges are interested in the institution,

which is not intended in any way to conflict with the

Masonic Asylum in Utica. The second is designed

for the benefit of Swedes, and has been incorporated

under the name of the Swedish Hospital Association

of Brooklyn.

Death of a Patient Reported as Cured op
Tetanus.— In the case of recovery from tetanus

under the use of tetanus antitoxin at the Fordham
Hospital, reported in the Journal of September
10th, the patient unfortunately had a relapse which
proved fatal. In the original attack the antitoxin had
an immediate and most marked effect upon the disease,

and there had been no convulsive symptoms for more
than a week at the time the relapse occurred. The
antitoxin injections were then resumed, and were
given at eight-hour, instead of twelve-hour, intervals,

but the vital powers of the patient, who was in a

very low condition when first admitted, had been so

seriously impaired, that he soon sank from exhaustion.

This is said to have been the first instance in which
the tetanus antitoxin prepared under the auspices of

the Health Department had been employed.

Bad Sanitation in Havana. — Professor Este-

van A. Fuertes, of Cornell University, who some
time ago was employed by ihe Brazilian Government
to devise plans for the sanitation of the infected part

of Santios, is in correspondence with the representa-

tives of the Spanish Government in Cuba in refer-

ence to plans for improving the sanitary condition of

Havana. The death-rate among Spanish soldiers

stationed there from yellow fever and small-pox is

said to be exceedingly high, and the Government
feels the necessity of taking active measures to bring

about a better condition of affairs.

Prof. Henri Moisson. — Among the passengers

who arrived from Europe on the steamer La Gut-

coigne, September 20th, was Prof. Henri Moisson,
of the French Institute, and President of the French
Chemical Society. Professor Moisson visits this

country as the representative of the University of
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Paris, where be is Professor of Chemistry, to attend

the sesquiceuteuuial of the University of Princeton,

and on his arrival he was welcomed by Professor

Humphreys as the official representative of the latter

institution.

THE FUNCTION OF THE HAIK IN MAN.

ExNKR has published, in a recent number of the

Wiener Kliniiche Wochenschrift, an article on this in-

teresting subject. He states at the outset that the

disposition of the hair on the different parts of the

body always serves a definite object. The study of

the descent of man and of embryology has shown
that our ancestors were entirely covered with hair,

as are the anthropoid apes. According to Darwin
the gradual disappearance of the hair is due to the

repulsion felt by women for hairy men, and their

liking for the opposite, that is, to sexual selection.

In the same manner he explains the exaggerated

development of the hairy scalp in women, and of

the beard in men, for in women the long hair and
in men the beard have always been considered as

attributes of beauty.

As to the physiological functions of hairs, it is

admitted that they are modified sense organs, which
have lost all connection with the nerves. It is prob-

able that in primitive man the distribution of the

b.'iir upon the body was irregular, and that the length,

color, structure and thickness of the hair varied with

functions for which it was intended. The hair which

has been left upon the body in the process of evolu-

tion, has been left there for a definite purpose. Cer-

tain hairs serve as organs of touch, notably the eye-

lashes, the bulbs of which are surrounded by a

net-work of nerve fibres, and in a less degree the

hairs of the eyebrows. Both these serve to protect

the eyes ; for being sensitive, they give warning of

danger, so that reflex closure of the lids is pro-

duced. The eyebrows also prevent drops of sweat

from running into the eyes, while the eyelashes

keep out dust. The eyebrows and lashes also serve

a purpose in sexual selection. The down which cov-

ers the body is also endowed with tactile sense ; the

hair in the region of the genitals and anus being the

least sensitive. A thick growth of hair is also found

in those parts of the body where friction must take

place between contiguous cutaneous surfaces as in

tlie axillaj, groin, perineo-scrotal and [jerineo-vulvar

regions. By experiment with pieces of skin covered

with hair, Exner has shown that the hairy covering

markedly diminishes the friction of the cutaneous sur-

faces.

In animals the hair serves to maintain and regulate

the heat of the body, but in man the hair of the scalp

alone serves this purpose. Hair is itself a poor con-

ductor of heat, and retains air, also a poor conductor,

in its interstices.

Owing to sexual selection the hair in man has dis-

appeared from the greater part of the body, and in

obedience to the same law has been preserved in oth-

ers (scalp and beard). The fact that the forehead is

not covered with hair, Exner explains on the theory

that in the contest between the natural tendency of

the hair to protect the head against changes of tem-

perature, and the tendency of human nature toward
beauty, the latter has prevailed more easily because
the nonconducting properties of that portion of the

skull are increased by the air-coutaiuing frontal

sinuses, and that that portion of the head is easily

protected from the heat of the sun by inclining the

head forward.

<Corrc^jjonDcncc.

"PRACTICAL HINTS FOR VACCINATORS."

Boston, September 26, 1896.

Mr. Editor : — Thomas Whiteside Hime has lately pub-
lished some "Practical Hints for Vaccinators,'' in the JDrU-

ish Medical Journal. These seem to me well worthy of

preservation. During the last eleven years, I have vac-

cinated nearly 40,0(i(j people of all ages, and had, uncon-
sciously, formulated almost the same set of rules. May I

ask you to reproduce them with some comments born of

my own experience.

1. Satisfy yourself the child is in thoroughly good health
;

always examine the body and buttocks before vaccinating.

This is a thoroughly good rule, not often enough ob-

sei'ved. If, for instance, the child were the subject of a
congenital syphilis, it would be important for the vaccina-

tor to know the fact so that a later manifestation might not

be credited to his operation.

I have always made it a rule not to vaccinate an infant

during the dentition period, unless there were some special

reason for the operation. An eruption of several teeth

might take place coincidently with the height of the vac-

cinal fever, and a very serious illness might be considered
as entirely due to the vaccination.

2. Vaccinate only with lancets kept for that special jjur-

pose. Disinfect them thoroughly before and after use.

I should rather say, do not vaccinate with lancets at all.

Like my predecessors in public vaccinal work in Boston, I

went through the whole series of instruments, from that

dirty abomination, the five-pronged scarifier to the one-

])ronged one, and from that to the blunt venesection lancet.

1 found, finally, as no doubt almost every physician has in the

last few years, that the ivory point answered every purpose.
With the ivory point, you are not only able to use a fresh

instrument with each operation, but you are able to scrape

the epidermis instead of cutting deeply into subcutaneous
tissues. I have always felt that . resulting sloughs were
often due to deep and extensive primary wounds.

3. Disinfect the arm before vaccinating.

4. Use soft tissue paper, which may be kept cut in

packets of a suitable size, for washing and drying the arm,

lancets, etc. Such paper napkins cannot be used more
than once ; whereas people become so attached to bits of

rag that they are loth to part with them. The packets

should be sterilized by baking from time to time, and be

kept in a well-closed vessel.

These two rules need no comment. They are well

worthy of remembrance.

5. Use blunt lancets rather than very sharp ones.

Use no lancets at all when the ordinary ivory point can

be procured, and never use a sharp instrument of any kind.

6. Have the child's arm completely uncovered.

I would say that it is better to have the whole upper
part of the body uncovered. We have not only the con-

striction of the arm above the site of operation to consider,

but also the facility with which the operator may work.
This facility may easily mean smaller resulting scars.

With no clothes to hamper, the physician is able to push
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the left hand firmly into the axilla (palm outward), and to

grasp the upper arm so as to allow the minimum of motion.
He will thus be able to hold complete control over the site

of the operation, and need not be disconcerted or liindered

by any twisting or scjuirming on the part of the infant.

7. The surface tissue must be removed so as to enable

the vaccine virus to be deposited there ; it is useless and

disadvantageous to go deeper. By making a deep wound
some of the vaccine is deposited where it will not infect (in

the deeper layers), and some is swept away by the hemor-

rhage which is needlessly caused.

8. It is disadvantageous and unnecessary to cause blood

to flow.

These two rules have been partially considered above.
Besides the reasons given by Hime, we should consider the

one which I have mentioned ; namely, fear of sloughs.

9. As animal vaccine is so thick and tenacious, it will

not penetrate readily into such minute scratches as suffice

for the thinner and more watery human vaccine, therefore

a slightly larger raw surface is necessary.

It is hardly necessary for us to consider the matter of

human vaccine, since animal virus is so readily attainable.

If the operator wet his ivory point, then scrapes the arm
gently with the moistened edge, he will find that very
small wounds will take up the virus. As the scraping goes

on, the virus over the whole point will gradually dissolve.

A slight rubbing with the flat surfaces of the ivory will

readily transfer the virus to the arm.

10. The best method is to rub off the surface of the

skin by frequently passing the edge of the lancet rapidly

over it. The spot should be about this size O- l^o "ot

make clean cuts or incisions.

We have already considered this, except as to the size

of the spot. Most operators will find it difficult to make it

as small as Hime suggests, without digging in. Make your
wound, however, as small as possible.

It. Allow a few minutes for absorption, before the

child is dressed.

A sensible and obvious recommendation.

12. Instruct the mother carefully to avoid irritating the

pock, breaking it, poulticing, applying wet cloths, etc., and

as to keeping the pocks scrupulously clean.

13. As the scab is a natural protector for the raw sur-

face below, the mother should be instructed to take every

care to avoid knocking it off.

14. Avoid shields. The dry clean scab is the best pro-

tector.

Instructions to the mother are very important. I think

the mistake generally made by parents, is that of applying
poultices. AVhen the arm is swollen, reddened and ten-

der, some kind neighbor suggests a poultice. The result

is, that the scab (the natural protector) is dissolved off,

and an open wound ensues. Such a wound is frequently

hard to heal, and generally leaves an unsightly scar.

15. Do not be too economical in the quantity of vac-

cine used.

16. Make at least four insertions well apart.

One point will generally suffice for a complete vaccina-

tion.

As for the number of insertions, four would seem to be

sufficient. I think that all vaccinators agree with the

theory first propounded by Marson, that the amount of

protection depends ujion tlie number rather than the size

of the vesicles. Four small insertions will not cause as

much trouble, either at the time of operation, or afler-

wards, as one large one, while the amount of protection

will be considerably greater. Besides, with four insertions,

we are almost sure of having some successful ones.

Hime says nothing about the point of election. I would,
therefore, formulate one more rule.

17. Choose the left arm, preferably, for your operation,

and make your insertions between the insertion of the del-

toid and the point of the shoulder.

By following this, you will have a good surface to work
upon, you will place the resulting scars in an inconspicu-
ous place, and, most important of all, you will escape the

lymphatics, thus minimizing the chances of axillary ab-

scess.

These rules well observed, would cause fewer and less

serious complications in vaccination, and a greater amount
of protection afterward. It would be well, also, for every
student to familiarize himself with the appearance of the
vaccinated arm, from the sixth to the tenth day, and to

scrutinize carefully the external changes which occur in

the umbilicated vesicle during that period. He would
then be little likely, in after years, to accept a mere sep-

tic irritation for a successful vaccination.

Yours respectfully,

William G. Macdonald, M.D.,
Physician to Buslon Board of Health.

BOGUS TESTIMONIALS: A DISCLAIMER.

The Pavement,
Nottingham, September 18, 1896.

Mr. Editor:— May I ask you to insert in your valu-

able paper the enclosed letter which I have sent to the
British Medical Journal ? In the interests of the medical
profession and public alike, it is necessary that the meth-
ods of some advertising chemists should be exposed.

NoTTTNGHAM, September 3d.
Sib: — I have just received a book of advertisements of an

American nostrum called Sanmetto. To my astonisliment, I

find my own name appended to a most objectionable testimonial
iu favor of this drug. 1 have never used it, and need hardly
say that I hare never given any testimonial for it. I ask you
kindly to publish this disclaimer at once, and to give your advice
as to the legal remedy against this abominable proceeding.

I am, etc., W. B. Ransom.

This very glaring invasion of professional and personal liberty

is now under the consideration of the Medical Defence Union.

Probably the pamphlet has been sent out broad-cast in

America as in England. Yours faithfully,

W. B. Ransom, M.D., M.R.C.P.

THE TRAINED NURSE.

Boston, September 24, 1896.

Mn. Editor : — After hearing that Mrs. Astor gave
five thousand dollars to a training-school for nurses on con-

dition that she should never have one of them, I have felt

that perhaps I was not wrong in finding great lacks in ex-

periences with three in my own family. They were highly

recommended, and in many respects most satisfactory.

They were " above their business " when it came to the

menial requirements of a room. In a private house it is

even more difficidt than in a hospital to introduce an un-

educated servant to the room of a very seriously ill person,

and it seems as if the modern nurse needed more an<l more
to be waited upon. Among my friends I have heard dire

complaints of her arrogance. She resents the desire of the

family of the sick person to have communication with the

attending physician except through her. When advised to

rest by a care-taking hostess, she prances off to more lect-

ures, and comes home in a nervous state unfit even to take

care of herself, and still more opinionated than before in the

acquisition of more knowledge. \\'hat is to be the out-

come V Sincerely yours,

A DOWN-TKODDEN FrIEND OF THE P.\TIENT.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending September li)th, in Boston, according to

observations furnished b; Sergeant J. W.SmitbiOf the United
States Signal Corps:—
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<t^ngtnai 'SUttitXt^.

THE DIAGNOSIS OF SMALL OVARIAN
TUMORS.i

BY F. H. DAVENPORT, M.D.

Of late years the refinements of diagnosis of pelvic

disease have grown in importance and interest. Take,

for example, pelvic tumors. Twenty years ago there

was very little thought or said about them in the sense

in which they are spoken of to-day— that is, tumors

situated wholly or largely within the pelvis proper.

Such tumors were hardly recognized, or, if detected

on examination were quietly ignored until they became
abdominal tumors. The growths with which the gyne-

cologist of that time occupied himself were pelvic only

as regards their origin. The methods of examination

used for their detection and differential diagnosis were

almost wholly abdominal ^— palpation, percussion, men-
suration and tapping. Supposing an intra-pelvic mass

were detected, it was either, as it was then termed,

pelvic cellulitis, in which case it was coaxed to dis-

appear with hot douches, iodine and glycerine, with

indefinite rest in bed as the cheerful prospect, or it was

a new growth either of uterine or ovarian origin, in

which case it was severely let alone until it had be-

come abdominal, when its mode and rate of growth,

its accompanying symptoms, and the various methods

of examination through the abdominal walls deter-

mined which it was, and what its treatment should be.

Such was the awe with which opening the abdomen
was undertaken, that only when there was no other

prospect than certain death was the operation done.

The result was that when the pioneers in this branch

of surgery began to operate there was a large collec-

tion of sizable ovarian tumors waiting for the knife.

I do not need to go into any detailed account of the

changes that have taken place in the last twenty years

in regard to the diagnosis and treatment of pelvic

tumors. Large ovarian cystomata have become a

rarity, so that I venture to say that many gynecologists

of ten years' standing have never seen one. The last

one which I operated on was in 1890, and she came
from the backwoods of New Hampshire. Who of us

nowadays sees the " facies ovariana" so graphically

pictured and described in the text-books of the GO's

and 70's, belonging to women whose vitality has been

sapped by the enormous tumors which they have been

allowed to carry for years, occasional tapping affording

a temporary relief. Nowadays women are educated

to seek advice for slight and incipient pelvic disorders,

and the thorough bimanual examination reveals the

presence of the beginning new growths before they

are large enough to have exercised much deleterious

effect on the economy. The present sound surgical

teaching is to remove pelvic tumors which are giving

rise to distressing or dangerous symptoms as soon as

they are detected ; inasmuch, however, as these tumors

differ in their danger to life, and in their prognosis, a

careful differential diagnosis is important. The object

of this paper is to discuss briefly some of the points of

interest in this connection, and to illustrate them by a

few cases.

These cases are ten in number, and instead of giving

a full history of each, I shall present only the mosi
interesting and suggestive facts.

1 Read before the Obstetrloal Society of Boston, April 21, 1890.

Case I. Miss S., age thirty, single. Two years

ago began to have pain in the iliac regions, lately more
pronounced in small of back. Catamenia until three

years ago every five to live and one-half weeks, then

every four weeks ; last three times only three weeks'

interval. At operation a small mullilocular ovarian

cyst of the left side was found and removed. Other

ovary was the seat of a small cyst as large as a hickory-

nut, and it, too, was removed.

Case II. Mrs. B., twenty-four, married five and
one-half years, three children, two miscarriages. Four
years ago had a large heavy uterus, for which she

wore a support. Had backache and bearing-down

pain, which was made worse by a fall from a chair.

Has a feeling of weight in abdomen as though carrying

a child, most marked on left side. The only symptom
refeiable to the catamenia is a marked diminution in

the past year. At operation a tumor, size of large

potato, was found behind the uterus, and was removed.

It was a multilocular cyst of the ovary with three

cavities. The contents of the largest was hair and

fatty material, the second was filled with a yellow

gelatinous substance which adhered closely to the cyst

wall, and the third contained a transparent watery

fluid.

Case III. Mrs. P., thirty-three, married, no, chil-

dren, no miscarriages. Four years ago had bearing-

down pain in lower abdomen, and on examination a

tumor was found, since which time she has had fre-

quent and painful micturition at times, and for the

past year nausea and vomiting. Constipation. Nothing
special as regards menstruation. At operation a cyst

of left ovary, size of a cricket-ball, was found filling

up Douglas's pouch, and universally adherent. With
some difficulty it was shelled out and removed. Right

ovary and tube were found diseased and were removed.

Case IV. Miss G., twenty-two, single. For a

year and a half cutting pain in the back, constant,

worse on exertion, and also when menstruating.

Nothing of importance as regards thecatamenia except

dysmenorrhea for a few hours. Operation showed a

thick walled cyst of left ovary situated behind and
somewhat to the left of the uterus, non-adherent.

The contents were a brownish thick fluid, probably

disorganized blood. Right ovary was also cystic and
was removed.

Case V. Mrs. D., thirty, married, two children.

Has had some womb trouble for years. Three months
ago, pain in abdomen, bloating and vomiting. For
two weeks constant discharge streaked with blood, and
gushes of bright blood when on her feet. Menstrua-

tion regular. Examination showed a large sensitive

uterus. Curetting was advised, which was done by
her physician, and the flowing stopped. Six months
later she was again seen, when an irregular mass was
made out in the posterior cul-de-sac, which felt like a

bunch of grapes. One month later celiotomy, at which

papillomatous cysts of both ovaries were found. The
papillary growth had broken through both cyst walls

and had begun to develop on the peritoneum. When
seen a year after operation there was a mass felt

behind the uterus which was thought to be a return,

but as the patient's general health was good and im-

proving, it was decided to wait. Within the past week,

which is after an interval of two years, the patient

was examined, and no trouble found.

Case VI. Miss B., twenty-two, single. Eighteen

months ago began to flow continuously, using from
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one to live napkins a day. No pain. Lost all track

of menstruation. Tamponing and curetting by her

physician helped for a while ; later return of symp-
toms. Examination showed a movable tumor anterior

and to the left of the uterus. The diagnosis was
made of a pedunculated sub-peritoneal tibroid or a

dermoid. Celiotomy revealed a solid tumor of the

left ovary, size of small kidney ; no adhesions. Dr.

Whitney's report says :
" It is a tibro-myoma. The

outer wall is composed of a dense, fibrous structure,

and within is a loose, connective-tissue growth gradu-
ally passing into the centre where the cells are sepa-

rated by a soft gelatinous substance for quite a distauce.

I was unable to find any evidence of ovarian structure

in the specimen."

Case VII. Miss C, thirty-two, single. Has com-
plained of constant pain in the back for eight months,
following a fall. Under the care of a prominent
neurologist other causes for pain were eliminated, and
a pelvic examination showed the presence of a tumor
in Douglas's pouch, crowding the uterus forward. At
operation a cyst of the right ovary, size of a small

orange, was found behind the uterus, and removed.
Case VIII. Mrs. D., thirty-five, married, three

children, no miscarriages. For ten years has had
ment)rrhagia and irregular hemorrhages, which have
weakened and blanched her. Three years ago was
curetted by her family physician. For some time she

has used from thirty-five to forty napkins at her regu-

lar menstrual period, and once fifty. Looks pale

and waxy. No severe pain, but pressure and aching.

Frequent micturition. Examination showed an appar-
ently enlarged uterus, irregular in shape, and firm

;

aud a diagnosis of multiple fibroids was made. At
operation small ovarian cysts, with hemorrhagic con-

tents and everywhere adherent, were found aud were
removed.

Case iX. Miss G., thirty-six, single. For months
severe flowing spells, requiring patient to keep in bed,

and not controlled by packing or electricitv, which was
tried by her physician. Feeling of throbbing in left

side. Patient pale and weak. Examination showed
a tumor of firm consistency at the left of the uterus,

and apparently connected with it. Probable diagnosis

of fibroid of the uterus was made. At the operation

a cyst of the left ovary, size of a small orange, was
found. It was universally adherent, especially to the

uterus, and in its removal a part of the cyst wall was
necessarily left. There was a hematoma of the right

ovary. Both were removed.
Case X. Mrs. B., thirty-three, married, no chil-

dren, no miscarriages. Had noticed a slight fulness

of the abdomen for two years. Menstruation regular

until recently, when there have been irregular flowing

spells lasting two or three days. Pain in both sides

when unwell. Some backache. At operation cysts of

both ovaries were removed.
All the foregoing cases resulted in recovery.

This is a small group of cases, but I have confined

myself to the consideration of those where the tumor
was so small as not to cause any appreciable enlarge-

ment of the abdomen, with the idea of seeing how
soon they cause symptoms, what they are, aud whether
any conclusions as to the nature and seat of the tumor
can be drawn from them. The statement is commonly
made in text-books, that very frequently ovarian cysts

develop without the patient's being aware of anything
wrong until the abdomen begins to enlarge. I imagine

that in these days when patients consult a physician

more readily, such will not be found to be the case.

In studying these cases with reference to diagnosis, we
find that their symptoms divide themselves, as indeed

do those of pelvic disease generally, into three groups :

pain, disturbance of function, and reflex matiifestations.

Pain was complained of in all the cases but one,

more often in back, five cases; lower abdomen, four;

confined to left side, one. The backache was the most
marked symptom in two cases where the tumor was
situated in Douglas's fossa. The case where there

was no pain was that of fibroma of the ovary. There
were five cases where the tumor was on the left, in

only two of which was the pain located on that side.

Of three cases where both ovaries were involved pain

was located in both sides once. In two cases of tumor
of the right ovary no complaint was made of pain on
that side. The location of the pain, therefore, is not

of much aid in determining the position of the tumor.

In the ten cases adhesions were present in four, but

these were not the ones where pain was a prominent
symptom.
The second group of symptoms has reference to dis-

turbance of functions, namely, menstruation. In only

two cases was there no complaint made. By far the

most common anomaly (seven out of the ten cases)

was an increase in the amount of blood lost. In two
cases there was marked menorrhagia so as to deplete

and weaken the patient; in one it was moderate, but

still excessive. Two showed both menorrhagia and
metrorrhagia, in one case the flow having been con-

stant for eighteen months. In one case there were
slight intermenstrual flowing spells, and in one the

catamenia occurred every three weeks instead of every

four or five weeks as formerly. In one case there was
a diminution in the amount of the flow. In two cases

dysmenorrhea was complained of.

These cases of excessive flowing were interesting

for several reasons. In the worst cases the diagnosis

of fibroid of the uterus was the probable one, and in

four of them intra-uterine treatment was tried, three

times curetting, aud once electricity, but with either

no benefit or very temporary improvement. That in

itself was a suspicious circumstance, and might have

suggested that the trouble was extra-uterine. The
operation showed why the diagnosis was difficult to

make. Three of the cases proved to be small ovarian

cysts intimately adherent to the uterus and the pelvic

walls, so that they formed one solid mass, the fourth

was a fibroma, but of the ovary. This connection

between adherent ovarian cysts and menorrhagia has

been noticed by several observers.

Pozzi ' says

:

" We have already mentioned the fact that menor-
rhagia often occurs in the case of cysts impacted in the

immediate neighborhood of the uterus."

Coe,' speaking of small ovarian tumors, says :

" Menorrhagia is the rule, due to chronic congestion

and resulting endometritis fungosa. There may be

irregular discharges of blood."

Tait * says :

" In some instances ovarian tumors give rise to un-

controllable menorrhagia, and I have pointed out that

there seems to be a close association with small cystic

ovaries aud this serious symptom."

> American Edition, vol. il, p. 128.
' Keatiug and Coc : Clin. Gyn., p. 661.
* DiBuaseK fit tlie Ovaries, fourtb edition, p. 190-1.
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The only case where there was a diminution in the

amount of the flow was that of the dermoid.

There were very few reflex symptoms complained

of. Two had nausea and vomiting and bloating, one

shortness of breath, and two were very nervous.

In five no complaint referable to remote organs was
made. These symptoms would naturally come on as

later manifestations of pelvic trouble, when the nervous

system had become gradually affected by the long con-

tinuance and increased size of the tumors.

The number of observations on which this paper is

based is manifestly too small to render certain any
deductions which may be made from them, yet it may
be of interest to formulate some conclusion, both as a

stimulus to future aud more extensive observations,

and primarily as a basis for discussion.

The following propositions are therefore made :

(1 ) Small pelvic tumors are usually accompanied

by well-marked symptoms.

(2) Pain is usually present, but its seat does not

have any constant relation to the kind of tumor or its

location.

(3) Menstrual disturbances are the rule, and by far

the most frequent abnormality is menorrhagia or met-

rorrhagia or both.

(4) There seems to be a direct causal connection

between severe uterine hemorrhage and cystic ovaries

which are closely adherent to the uterus.

(5) Uterine hemorrhage associated with a pelvic

tumor which is uninfluenced by intra-uterine treatment

(curetting or electricity) is more likely to be due to an

ovarian tumor than a fibroid.

(6) Reflex symptoms are comparatively rare, and

occur iu the later stages of the disease.

A THIRD SERIES OF TWO HUNDRED CONSEC-
UTIVE CASES OF MIDWJFERY.i

March 11, 1891, to August 8, 1894.

BY A. WORCESTEK, A.M., M.D., WALTHAM, MASS.

One hundred and twenty-four of these cases were

normal, as regards both the labor and the convales-

cence.

However ready one may be on the threshold of his

obstetrical career to meet extraordinary cases, as his

experience increases he is sure to prefer the normal

to the abnormal ; aud perhaps for that reason the

percentage of abnormal cases tends to lessen rather

than to increase, as might be expected from his larger

consulting practice.

I wish it were as possible to describe the progress

and the management of the perfectly normal, as it is

of the exceptional, cases. But after all the safe chan-

nel is learned, not so much by the study of painstaking

soundings and careful chart notations as by the sight

of the wrecks on the bordering ledges. And yet it is

by closest observation of the time required on tlie dif-

ferent courses, as well as of the varied soundings,

— observations made and faithfully recorded when all

was fair sailing— that the pilot gains the wonderful

ability to steer the ship safely through fogs and storms

and vexing tides out into the open sea. So our hon-

ored former fellow, my old professor ^ taught. And

^ Read before the Obstetrical Society of Boston, April 21, 1896.
2 Dr. John P. Reynolds.

now in presenting these dry details, many being of

normal cases, and in comparing them with similar

statistics previously reported,' although at first it

seems somewhat hopeless to search for helpful deduc-

tions yet I have at least found substantiation for some
slight changes of method which 1 trust will not en-

tirely elude description.

Let me first give this general and uninteresting

summary of the cases :

Sixty-four, or 32 per cent., were I-par*, whose
average age was twenty-si.x years; 35, or 17.5 per

cent., were Il-parae, average age twenty-eight; 45, or

22.5 per cent., were Ill-paras, average age thirty ; 21,

or 10.5 per cent., werelV-parae, average age thirty and
and one-half ; ten, or five per cent., were V-parse,

average age thirty-three and one-half ; eight, or four

per cent, were Vl-parae, average age thirty-six ; three,

or 1.5 per cent., were Vll-parae, average age forty-

one; two, or one per cent., were VIII-parEe, average

age thirty-one and one-half ; two were IX-par<je, aver-

age age thirty-five and one-half ; two were X-parae,

average age thirty-seven and one-half ; one, or one-half

per cent., was a Xll-parae, age forty-two years ; one

was a Xlll-parse, age forty ; six, or three per cent.,

were not noted.

The average duration of the first stage in 49 I-parae

was 11 h. 30 m., the longest time being 60 h., the

shortest 1 h. 30 m. ; the average of these same I-parae

in the second stage was 2 h. 30 m., the longest being

7 h. 20 m., the shortest 30 m.

In 25 Il-parse the average duration of the first stage

was 4 h. 10 m., the longest being 21 h., shortest 30 m.

;

the second stage, in 26 cases, averaged 1 h. 25 m.,

longest 5 h. 15 m., shortest 5 m.

In 33 Ill-parse the average duration of the first stage

was 7 h. 45 m., longest 23 h., shortest 1 h. 30 m. ; the

second stage, in 35 cases averaged 1 h. 25 m., longest

9 b. 15 m., shortest 10 m.

In 13 IV-parse the average duration of the first stage

was 6h., longest lOh. 30m., shortest 1 h. 35 m.; the

second stage, in 14 cases, averaged 48 m., longest 2 h.,

shortest 20 m.

In six V-parje the average duration of the first stage

was 7h. 10 m., longest 17 h., shortest 5h. ; the second

stage, in five cases, averaged 58 m., longest 3 h. 20 m.,

shortest 15 m.

In five Vl-paroe the average duration of the first

stage was 7 h. 15 m., longest 18 h., shortest 2 h. ; the

second stage, in 7 cases, averaged 50 m., longest 1 h.

40 m., shortest 15 m.

In five cases of more than six children the average

duration of the first stage was 9 h., longest 19 h. 30 m.,

shortest 2 b. ; the second stage averaged 1 h., longest

2 h., shortest 15 m.
In 142 cases the average duration of the third stage

was 19 m., the longest 45 m., the shortest 5 m.

As regards the position of the fetus, out of 145

cases where noted, O. L. A. occurred 96 times, or 66^
per cent.; O. R. P., 20 times, or 13'f per cent.; O.

R. A., 18 times, or 12f per cent. ; O. L. P., 5 times,

or 3.5 per cent.; S. L. A., 3 times, or 2 per cent.;

S. R. P., 3 times, or 2 per cent. ; aud jNI. L. P., once,

or f per cent. Thus, in 117 cases, 80| per cent., the

occiput was anterior. In 29 cases, or 20 per cent., it

was posterior; in 18 of these cases of posterior posi-

tion, 62 per cent., operative aid was required ; while

" Boston Jledical and Surgical Journal, vol. oxx, p. 42", and vol.

cxxv, p. 28.
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in 117 cases of aDterior position only 11, or 9 per

cent., went to operation.

As affecting tlie duration of labor in 22 cases of

posterior position, the average duration of the first

stage was 1 1 h. 30 m., of the second 2 li. 40 m. ; while

in 105 cases of anterior position the average du-

ration of the first stage was 8 h. 35 m., and of the

second 1 h. 25 m. But this difference is much less

marked because of my increasing readiness to acceler-

ate the delivery in cases of posterior position.

The duration of ineffectual labor is of slight conse-

quence as a determining reason for operating, in com-

parison with the hopelessness and uselessness of the

paius that oftentimes early characterize the labor that

must finally be artificially terminated.

In 10 of the cases the baby was born before my
arrival, and it is somewhat comforting to find that

three of my total 12 cases of post-partum hemor-

rhage occurred in these 10 cases where " meddlesome
midwifery " cannot possibly be charged. But as five

other cases of hemorrhage occurred after operative

assistance had been given, that is, in 14 per cent, of

my operative cases, while of the normal cases only 3^
per cent, so suffered, it must be admitted that in my
hands operative interference predisposes to hemorrhage.

However, in none of these cases was the hemorrhage
very serious. This was, perhaps, partly due to my
use of intra-uterine injections of hot one-per-ceut.

solution of acetic acid as soon as hemorrhages began,

or often as soon as they threatened. But my much
better record in this respect is largely due to the criti-

cism and advice given me in this Society by Prof. C. M.
Green when 1 previously was obliged to report a much
larger percentage of serious hemorrhages. In follow-

ing his suggestions I have not hurried the delivery of

the placenta,* and I have seen that the empty uterus

was kept under manual observation for a much longer

time directly after the placenta was delivered.

Fifteen of the 200 pregnancies terminated before

full term, six of them being abortions occurring be-

fore the fourth month. These cases were not left to

nature. In each the uterus was thoroughly curretted,

and irrigated with hot antiseptic solution. I am more
and more convinced of the absurdity of former methods
of treating abortions. The advantages to both the

patient and the physician of prompt and thorough

treatment when once experienced will afterward not

likely be foregone. As in every other pe?- vaginam
operation, the patient should be put upon a table

There is really no intrinsic advantage either to the

patient or to the physician in the latter's crouching

beside a low bed when operating. Nor is there ad-

vantage in using one's fingers as cervical dilators and
fetal hooks, or one's finger-nails as curettes. The
instruments specially designed for these different pur-

poses are safer in every way. The sense of touch

supposed to belong to the finger is not there when
most wanted— after crowding through a tight cervix.

In none of these cases of abortion was there any
trouble at the time or subsequently, and I have no
reason to believe that any were criminally induced.

Of the nine cases of premature birth, four were
cases of induced labor. Two of these were cases of

eclampsia, to be fully reported later in this paper.

The other two were cases of contracted pelvis, one of

* Average durntiou of the third stag© lu this series I'Jm. and post-
partum hemorrhage in 'A^ per oeut. ; in preceding series 13 m., and
post-partum hemorrhage lu 10 per cent.

which has already been reported as preceding and justi-

fying my Caesarean section of the same patient in her

next pregnancy. These three babies died within a

few days. In the remaining case, it would almost have

been better had the child died, for she has never

obtained proper muscular control of her body although

bright mentally.

In one of these premature cases the liquor amuii

began escaping in the thirty-first week of the preg-

nancy. By keeping the patient very quiet two weeks

were gained, and then the girl baby was brought up

in the incubator.

In 37 cases operative assistance was given. This is

a large proportion, and curiously it is almost exactly

the same as in my previous series.

In seven of these cases podalic version was done.

Five of these are reported elsewhere in this paper.

In one the face presented, M. L. P., and could not be

rotated. In one, a twin, the shoulder presented.

In 30 cases forceps were used. In one of these

cases the baby's life was lost, probably from instru-

mental compression. 1 have no other regrets in con-

nection with these forceps cases.

Of the seven still-births, three were macerated, two
had been dead at least for many hours, and the other

two cases are reported elsewhere in this paper.

F'ull reports are also here given of foui of the five

cases where the mothers died. The remaining death

was upon the tenth day after delivery, from heart dis-

ease, where such result was fully expected and had
been long predicted as inevitable.

In selecting cases of this series for reporting in

detail mention should be made of several cases already

reported. Thus one case of Cesarean section was
reported in the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal

of April 13, 1893. A case of ahdomiiial section for

septic puerperal peritonitis was reported in the same
journal of June 15, 1893. And a case of occipito-

posterior position was reported in the Journal of the

American Medical Association of July 4, 1891.

Case I. Contracted pelvis. Twins.
At 11 p. M. on June 5, 1891, I was called in

consultation to Mrs. A. M., a primipara, twenty-

one years old. She had been in labor for three

days. The os admitted the finger, and was easily

stretched half-open. Her pains increased, but as

no advance was made in the next five hours I de-

cided to operate. Her abdomen was much distended

but not noticeably so in breadth. The external

conjugate diameter was 6J in., the diagonal conju-

gate 31 in., between anterior superior spines 8 in.,

between crests 10 in., between trochanters 12 in.

There was no fetal heart-beat; her own pulse was 120,

and a loud placental bruit could be heard to the left

of the umbilicus. Two heads were found presenting,

one O. K. P., the other O. L. A. With high forceps

and traction rods, after very hard pulling 1 delivered

in turn the two female macerated fetuses. Each
weighed five pounds. The perineum was lacerated

half-way, and there was considerable post-partum

hemorrhage, but the mother made a good recovery.

Two weeks previously she had been frightened by a

black snake.

Casi?; II. Uremic convulsions. Death.

Mrs. K. II. F., a sturdy primipara, thirty years old,

was entrusted to my care with the history of albumin-

uria to the amount of one-fourth per cent, for some
weeks past. There was marked edema of thighs,
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vulva, and of hands and face. Under diuretics this

edema rapidly disappeared, and under bromides the

headache improved. The urine also improved in

amount and character— two pints in twenty-four

hours, specific gravity 1.010, but still granular casts.

She had reached the thirty-sixth week of her preg-

nancy when she was seized with a convulsion at 9.30
A. M., June 6, 1891. She was at once etherized. The
OS was already somewhat dilated, and was fully dilated

without ditficulty. By means of podalic version at

10.15 A. M. I delivered a three-pound boy, who lived

in an incubator for twenty-four hours. But the

mother, after perfect recovery from the ether, became
maniacal. After three hours of furious raving she

suddenly died.

Case III. Twins.

One September night in 1892 I was hurriedly sum-
moned to a farm-house. On my arrival I was met by
the farmer at the gate who announced that there was
no longer need of a doctor as his wife had dropped
him a son as she was crossing the floor from room to

room. But, partly perhaps from fear of disappoint-

ing me and probably because of her continued groan-

ing, he somewhat reluctantly consented to my going

in. The cause of her discomfort was apparent. One
son, to be sure, was already in the hands of the

neighbors and being washed in cold water with bar

soap. But a second son was also struggling with

only his left arm and shoulder yet born. Without
help, without anesthetics, without antiseptics, I finally

prevailed upon him to enter this world feet first. His

heroic mother then asked my name. Her question

struck me as abrupt, but I soon found her reason, for

she gave to one son my Christian name and my sur-

name to his brother.

Case IV. Cervical hemorrhage.

Mrs. P. M. G., a pwmipara, twenty-six years old,

had menstruated for the last time February 8, 1893.

Her labor began December 11th, and after several

hours of second-stage, ineffectual pains, was etherized

and prepared for operative delivery. The child's

position was 0. R. P., but was manually rotated to

O. R. A. High forceps and traction rods were em-
ployed. During the very difficult extraction I both

heard and felt a distinct tear, which was probably of

the cervix, although the perineum was torn to the

sphincter ani. The female child weighed nine pounds.

Its left arm was paralyzed, but recovered during the

first year. The placenta was delivered in thirty min-

utes, and although there had been a steady loss of

blood during the third stage there followed a serious

hemorrhage, not controlled by hot douching of the

uterus, and on searching for its source, a large artery

spurted from the lacerated cervix so as to spatter my
assistant. This hemorrhage was finally controlled by

deep catgut suturing of the lacerated cervix. And 1

have ever since carried in my obstetric bag the proper

instruments for such an emergency.

Case V. Uremia. Death.

Mrs. S. I. E. when twenty-eight years old had

been delivered of her first child only with great diffi-

culty. I mention this earlier confinement because of

the uselessness of axis-traction rods at my bauds in

this one case.

The child's position was O. R. P., but had been ro-

tated to O. R. A. before the forceps and traction rods

were applied. The head was pulled half-way down
and then could not be pulled further, the traction rods

seeming to pull the head against the pubic arch. On
taking off the traction rods the forceps alone deliv-

ered the head without much further trouble. The
boy baby weighed seven and one-quarter pounds.

The mother made a poor recovery, owing to partial

puerperal mania. In less than six months afterwards

she brought on an abortion, purposely jarring herself

by jumping from considerable heights. She was soon

again pregnant, and before the seventh month was
completed she was complaining of a very troublesome

cough and also of a severe persistent headache. Un-
fortunately her urine was not examined at this time.

On February 8, 1893, she walked briskly a half-mile

or more declaring that she felt perfectly well. That
evening she complained of feeling queerly but was
thought to be hysterical. The same night at 2 a. m.

she became partially unconscious. The physician who
was summoned in my temporary absence was not

shown her urine which at that time was first noticed

by her husband to be scanty and black. At 6 a. m.

on my arrival she was comatose. Her dark urine,

drawn by catheter, solidified on boiling. Full doses of

pilocarpine were given hypodermically, and at 9 a. m.,

there being no improvement and the consent of her

family having been finally obtained, the cervix was
manually dilated and by means of podalic version a

three-pound boy was easily delivered. He died in

the incubator on the third day. The mother died in

four hours, without the slightest sign of conscious-

ness from the time of my arrival.

• Case VI. Uremic convulsions.

-Mrs. Q., a strong woman, had miscarried twice, the

second time at six months, giving birth to a small ma-
cerated fetus. On February 1, 1894, 1 found her

comatose, having had several convulsions. She was
seven months pregnant and labor had not begun.

Her urine, by chance, had been examined the day
before, and was found to contain one-eighth per cent.

albumin, and granular casts. B}- manual dilatation

and podalic version she was immediately delivered of

a small dead fetas. She made a good recovery, and
she has since given birth to another macerated fetus,

but fortunately without any uremic symptoms.
Case VII. Eclampsia. Death.

Mrs. P. C, a splendidly strong primipara, twenty-

five years old, had had headache for three weeks. No
physician had been notified. She had been restless and

sleepless, and had often vomited. It had been noticed

also that she had passed only small amounts of urine,

although very thirsty and drinking much water. On
March 4, 1894, she was not well enough to leave

her bed, and at 11.30 A. M. she had a fit ; but not till

after she had a second one at 1 p. m., did her husband
send for a physician. On my arrival she was having

her third convulsion. On her recovery she was so

maniacal that it was necessary to etherize her in order

to deliver her. Although at full term, there was no

sign of approaching labor. By manual dilatation and

forceps she was delivered in half an hour of a boy
weighing seven pounds, who did well. But the mother
died in two hours, apparently in collapse. There had
been considerable hemorrhage, but not enough to

alarm me.

Case VIII. Depressed frontal bone.

In delivering, on April 28, 1894, a patient, Mrs.

M. K., of her fifth child, after rotating the posterior

occiput forwards, I found to my horror that the right

frontal bone had been so depressed by the forceps
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blade that its upper half was bent inwards at a right

angle. Not willing that the fine ten-pouud girl should

live in that plight, I tried various forcible manipula-

tions of the forehead and was finall)' rewarded b_v the

bent bones snapping back into shai)e. No trouble has

since developed in the child.

Case IX. Version.

Mrs. D. H., a primipara, thirty years old, after

being in labor twenty hours, on May 26, 1894, had

only progressed so far as the dilatation of the os to

the size of a silver dollar. The edges were thin. A
soft mass presented, which I thought was either a but-

tock or a placenta previa. On etherizing and e.xamin-

ing with the whole hand, I found a head presenting

in O. R. P., and made up of countless small bones, so

soft and shapeless that I could not rotate it. Very
foolishly I tried to apply forceps, one blade over the

face, the other over the occiput. But I could not

engage it, and so did podalic version, without much
difficulty. The boy weighed eight pounds aud diii

well, although his head was merely a bag made up of

bone scraps. The mother's perineum was torn through

the sphincter ani, but the silk sutures held well aud

she made a perfect recovery.

Case X. Pulmonary embolism. Death.

Mrs. K. L. G., a primipara, twenty-seven years old,

was a perfectly healthy woman. Her labor, on July

21, 1894, was perfectly normal, lasting only eleven

hours, except that during the second stage .she breathed

very rapidly aud seemed to depend upon being fanned.

However, as her pains came rapidly and as she was
making tremendous muscular exertions, it did not

seem much amiss. The day was intensely hot. She
had been inhaling for relief a mixture of ethjl bromide,

chloroform and alcohol, which I have employed in

several hundred cases aud continue to use. As her

labor drew to its close she declined further use of the

anesthetic, and at the very last her difficulty in

breathing became very pronounced. A moderate

hemorrhage followed the delivery of the seven-pound

girl. The mother's breathing became steadily worse.

She began coughing up great quantities of froth.

Kales were to be found all over the chest. Morphia
and strychnia were given in full doses hypodermically.

She became more and more frightened, as did I. Her
heart was normal. The right lung gradually ceased

to work, aud she died in twenty-four hours.

OTHEMATOMA, WITH REPORT OF A CASE.

BV GEO. A. WEBSTER, M.D..

Awri9t to St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Agsistaiit Jurist to Carnty Hos-
pital.

Synonym*.— Hematoma auris, blood tumor of the

ear, insane ear, asylum ear.

Symptoms. — We have a tumor of the auricle de-

veloped in a few hours or days. Its location is usually

on the anterior surface of the .auricle. Cases have
been noted where it occurred on the posterior surface

(6, p. 164). Jt is most often in the upper part of the

auricle, but may invade any part, even the tragus or

lobule. The last is a very uncommon site. Randall,

however, reports a case (15) of bilateral hematoma
following traction on the ear-rings in a girl of fif'.een

years. Here the swelling was chiefly in the lobule,

though extending to the lower end of the cartilage.

The size of these hematoma is variable, but the spoo-

taneous variety, as a rule, are smaller (7, p. 203).

The largest may reach the size of a hen's egg. Then
all the normal irregularities of surface disappear and
we have a smooth, rounded outline (10, p. 14).

The color of the tumor varies in different cases. It

has been stated to be livid red or dark purple (2),

bluish-red (7. p. 203), the color of the normal skin or

even paler (4).

The spontaneous cases may be without subjective

symptoms (7, p. 204). The traumatic cases are likely

to have considerable inflammatory reaction (18, p.

444), aud, as might be expected, are more apt to be
associated with pain. We maj^ have heat, tingling

aud a feeling of tension (6, p. 164). There may be
fluctuation, but it is not present in all cases. Impaired
hearing or subjective noises do not result unless we
have at the same time injury to (he middle or internal

ear, or occlusion of the meatus by the swelling.

Cause. — Othematoma are usually traumatic in ori-

gin, although cases occur where no history of trauma-
tism can be obtained. Fraukel (17, p. 303) and others

believe all cases to be traumatic.

The frequency of this affection among the insane

has led many to consider this class of cases idiopathic.

The fact that Dr. Brown-Sequard was able to experi-

mentally produce hematoma of the auricle in rabbits

by irritation of the restiform body (3) gives added
weight to this theory. Politzer refers to a case (7,

p. 203) of left othematoma where the right ear showed
thickened cartilage in a corresponding area, suggesting

tissue change as a cause.

Traumatism is a cause, either by traction or bruis-

ing. Prize-fighters, boxers and football-players fur-

nish good examples of the traumatic origin. This
deformity of boxers was recognized and considered so

characteristic by ancient sculptors that it has been
reproduced in works of art. An illustration may be
seen at the Vatican in the pugilists of Canova (8).

Hematoma of the auricle is a not uncommon occur-

rence among football-players. It is, indeed, so com-
mon that many adopt preventive measures, as will

be described later. Southam (11) says that this ear

in football-players is most frequently due, not to a

blow, but to violent friction applied to the ear when
the bloodvessels of the head are distended. This
occurs in what he calls " a tight scrimmage," where a

mass of men with their heads down are struggling for

the ball. Among American football-players it is most
apt to occur, Dr. W. M. Conant tells me, when one
side are trying to force the ball through the line of

their opponents. Aud it has been found that the men
receive this injury less frequently in getting through
the line with the head down and forward than when
it is held up and back.

Othematoma may occur at almost any age. A case

has been reported in a baby of fifteen months.
Atheromatous disease of the blood-vessels is also a

cause (6, p. 163).

Politzer refers to a case (7, p. 202) where the cause

was prolonged contact with a cold pane of glass.

Cold is mentioned by others as causative.

We may be able to get evidence of no greater in-

jury than the slight pressure of sleeping on the affected

ear.

Congestion of the cerebral vessels may be causative.

Cases not infrequently occur where no evident

cause can be discerned, and which must for the pres-
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ent be called idiopathic. Of 27 cases referred to by
Politzer (7, p. 203), 21 were traumatic in origin and six

idiopathic. Parant records a case (16) where the insane

patient beat his head against the wall with such force

that the left auricle became ecchymotic, and yet no
tumor developed ; so that traumatism and insanity

together may fail of producing hematoma. The gen-

eral term insanity is, however, far too broad for scien-

tific discussion, and this phase of insanity can be more
intelligently presented by the specialist in mental
disease.

Pathology.— We have an effusion of blood into the

tissues of the auricle. As shown by experiments on
rabbits, the effusion in traumatic cases, is either be-

tween the cartilage and the perichondrium, or between
the perichondrium and the skin (17, p. 303). Buck
(2) states that it may be in the cartilage.

In some cases we have softening and degeneration

of the cartilage in one or more spots. Here a repara-

tory process sets in by the sending out of granulations

from the perichondrium into the softened tissue.

These, like all granulations, have thin-walled blood-

vessels which easily rupture, resulting in effusion of

blood into the tissues. In traumatic cases we have
more or less inflammation of the cartilage (18, p. 445)
and of the perichondrium. If we have suppuration or

necrosis of the cartilage, a considerable loss of tissue

may result with subsequent deformity. Then we have
a shrivelled or contracted auricle. On the other hand,

blood-clot may become organized, leaving permanent
thickening.

In traumatic cases the left ear is most frequently

affected. This might be explained among boxers by
the fact that this ear is most exposed to right-hand

blows of assault. Many other traumatic cases would
arise in this way. Of 19 cases referred to by Politzer

(7, p. 203), 13 were left-sided. Of these, 11 resulted

from a blow with the hand or fist.

In some cases of hematoma, calcification may result

(6, p.. 165j. Hematoma of the auricle has been
reported in a cat's ear, presumably as a result of

violence, by Campbell (12. p. 55), Tomkins (13, p. 187)
and by Eager ( 1 4, p. 648).

Prognosis. — When untreated, hematoma may be

absorbed, may be ruptured, may suppurate or may be-

come organized. In some cases considerable deform-

ity (4) of the auricle may follow, and the patient

should be warned accordingly.

Field says (3) : " In my experience the results of

treatment of whatever kind, are in the majority of

cases disappointing. A shrunken, though thickened

ear often remains ; the deformity due to cicatrization

is, however, more marked after organization of a clot."

Southara (11, p. 1277) also emphasizes the last

statement. He thinks, moreover, that if we incise

and suppuration follows, the deformity will be greater.

Hun, writing in 1870 (10, p. 23), when suppuration

was a common event in these cases, believed that those

cases which ruptured or were opened artificially, had
far greater deformity than those which were absorbed.

To-day, however, I believe that, provided asepsis is

maintained, the least deformity results when the con-

tents are promptly removed, excepting, perhaps, the

mild cases which easily disappear with pressure.

In football-players the prognosis is distinctly less

favorable if they continue to play and pay no atten-

tion to the ear (11, p. 1277). The swelling is then

likely to increase and it may rupture.

The prognosis is more favorable in the traumatic

than in the idiopathic cases, except where there is a

deep-seated lesion of the cartilage (7, p. 204).

The prognosis for the insanity in cases where hema-
toma are found, is generally considered to be bad.

Campbell has, however, seen several cases of recovery

from insanity where the patients have had this condi-

tion present (12, p. 55).

Prevention.— The frequency of this affection among
football-players has led some of the English athletes

to wear a tight-fitting cap with flaps for protecting the

ears in playing (11). In this country a similar device

has been used, and also a wide band bound about the

head so as to inclose the upper part of the auricles.

The majority of players, however, do not adopt pre-

ventive measures, except to prevent recurrence, after

having been once injured.

Treatment.— Opinions differ in regard to this.

Gruber advocates aspiration if the contents are fluid,

and incision if coagulated blood be present (18, p.

445).

Dr. W. M. Conant, who has been associated with

football-players for eight years and who speaks from

an observation of at least 25 traumatic cases occurring

among them, states that he believes the best results

are to be obtained by immediate aspiration, with in-

cision if necessar}' to evacuate the contents, followed

by pressure to prevent recurrence ; that the contents

when not removed are apt to become organized and
leave greater deformity ; that when cases have been

seen early and at once evacuated, the subsequent de-

formity has been slight ; that he has never seen peri-

chondritis result from aspiration or incision ; that

proper protection to the ear in plajing will very mate-

rially lessen the number of cases.

Dr. C. A. Porter, who has seen a number of trau-

matic cases among football men, states that it has been

his custom to aspirate at once and repeatedly if neces-

sary ; that this method of treatment speedily relieves

the pain ; that the results have been satisfactory ; that

no harm has resulted from aspiration.

Aspiration should be followed by pressure to pre-

vent recurrence. Pressure is best applied by a pad

over the auricle held in place by a band around the

head and forehead. When the hematoma is incised

the line of incision should be so made, if possible, that

the scar will come under the border of the helix.

After incision Dench (4) recommends packing the

cavity with iodoform gauze so that it will heal from

the bottom. He also suggests that the deformity will

be less if we make an incision anteriorly to evacuate

the contents and then at the lowest point cut through

the cartilage and skin to the posterior surface of the

ear. We may then suture anteriorly and allow the

incision to heal by first intention, keeping the pos-

terior wound open for drainage until the cavity is

obliterated. Dench also recommends curetting after

incision in cases where there is degeneration of carti-

lage.

According to Politzer (7, p. 205), if the pain con-

tinues after four or five days without decrease in the

swelling, we have the indications for opening the

tumor and removing the contents.

In traumatic cases it has been proposed to tie the

posterior auricular artery and shut off a chief source of

blood supply (10, p. 27), but the results of such treat-

ment are not recorded.

Asepsis is, of course, essential throughout the oper-
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ative treatment if we wisb for satisfactory results. If

we fail in tliis, perichondritis is quite apt to make con-

valescence very long and unpleasant. To prevent any
possibility of this, some of our best aurists prefer to

give other measures a thorough trial before operating.

Their position is supported by Frankel's experiments

on rabbits (17, p. 30 4), which showed no more speedy

cure by operative than by expectant treatment, and he

therefore recommends the simpler.

Grove (9, p. 210), while he has seen bad results

follow in untreated cases, has seen excellent results

follow the passive as well as the active or surgical

treatment.

In traumatic cases, cold applications used immedi-
ately may help to limit the effusion. As soon as pos-

sible, however, the auricle should be put under firm

pressure by means of compress aud the roller bandage.

Massage is also recommended as a valuable method of

treatmeut. We are advised by Politzer (7, p. 205),

however, not to try this till the third or fourth week.

REPOKT OF A CASE.

Ou December 26, 1895, I was consulted by Mr. A,
a man forty years of age, concerning a swelling of his

left auricle. He had observed it a few days preceding

this. It caused him no discomfort, but he objected to

the deformity. Examination showed a small tumor,

the size of a hazel-uut, on the upper anterior surface

of the auricle. It involved the helix, the fossa of the

helix aud the antihelix. The skin over it was nor-

mal iu color. Fluctuation was present. I was unable

to find an\' cause, except that he stated that at times

when he had slept so that the ear was pressed against

the pillow, there would be a feeling of numbness in

the morning.

I made a small incision to remove the fluid. It was
hardly more than an aspiration. The fluid was appar-

ently serum slightly stained with blood. The auricle

after removal was very nearly uorinal.

As the patient objected to any conspicuous dressing,

nothing was used to give pressure but contractile col-

lodion. This did not prevent recurrence. I therefore

determined to follow the melhod suggested by Dench,
as the most speedy and radical.

On January 9th, I made an incision anteriorly along

the line of the fossa of the helix, evacuating a fluid

similar to that previously removed. This showed the

effusion to lie between the cartilage aud the perichon-

drium. The cartilage was smooth, yellow aud shining,

and showed no evidence of necrosis. An incision was
made through the cartilage and skin to the posterior

surface of the auricle. The anterior wound was
sutured. The posterior opening was packed with

gauze. The ear was covered with a layer of gauze
held on by a cotton collodion dressing.

January 11th. The anterior incision was healed by

first intention. The posterior opening was dressed

daily till January 17th. It had then closed. The
auricle was then slightly thickened. This thickness

gradually disappeared.

June. There has been no recurrence. There is no
deformity, although the line of incision anteriorly can

be seen ou careful inspection iu the fossa of the helix.
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A METHOD FOR THE GRADUAL REDUCTION
OF FLEXION AND SUBLUXATION OF THE
KNEE.

BY ERNEST B. TOOHO, M.D., BOSTON.

The following method has been devised by the

writer for the gradual reduction of flexion of the

knee combined with subluxation of the head of the tibia

— a common result of tumor albus.

As far as can be ascertained, gradual reduction of

this deformity, according to the principles of the

genuclast, has never been attempted except iu the

cases mentioned in this article.

The method i.s simple, and can be successfully car-

ried out by any one understanding the principles in-

volved ; whereas the use of the genuclast, for forcible

reduction, requires considerable skill and judgment.

The accompanying illustrations show the apparatus

used for this purpose at the hospital. The iron arch

with movable pulleys is not at all essential, as a piece

of light scantling supported by an upright at each end
answers the purpose equally well ; small galvanized

iron pulleys being tied to this wherever desired. The
uprights should be firmly fastened to the bed. The
child is kept in position by being strapped to one of

the frames used in the recumbency treatmeut of caries

of the spine.

Thickly padded pieces of tin, three inches wide and
curved to fit the leg, are attached at the points where
the traction straps exert pressure. The traction straps

are best made of adhesive-plaster strips, the ends of

which are folded upon themselves to prevent their
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becomiDg adherent where they pass through the buckles

of the spreader. The advantage of plaster straps is

that they do not slip on the tin, and so are not dis-

placed by the slight movements of the child.

The first step in the treatment is the reduction of

the subluxation of the head of the tibia, as is shown
in the tirst illustration.

The counter-extension strap A holds the lower end of

the femur from moving forward, and the whole force

of extension b applied to the lower leg, tends to sep-

arate the tibia from the femur. The traction at c

pulls forward the head of the tibia. As much weight
may be applied as the case can stand with comfort;

but the amount attached to b should be sufficient to

prevent the pull on c from disturbing the position of

the leg while the tibia is beiug brought into place.

After the backward displacement is fully overcome,

all that is necessary is to keep the tibia in position and

slowly pull out the flexion after the manner shown in

the second illustration. The weight at c is reduced

until just suflBcient to keep the head of the bone for-

ward ; while that at B is increased as much as possible.

The traction at a is carried downward through a pul-

ley attached to the frame on which the child lies and
upward over another pulley ; so that the downward
pull on the lower end of the femur counteracts the

tendency of C to flex the kuee-joint.

When the deformity has entirely disappeared a

plaster bandage is applied from the foot to as high a

point on the thigh as is possible.

The method described above can be used only in the

cases which have not yet reached the stage of bony
ankylosis.

Many parents dread having their children take

ether ; and if by such simple means a result can be

obtained equal to forcible straightening, there seems

to be no reason why it should not be given a trial,

since there is still recourse to more radical measures

if this fails.

The rapidity and ease with which the deformities

yielded to this treatment can be judged from the short

reports of the cases in the wards of the Children's

hospital, which Dr. E. H. Bradford and Dr. H. L.

Burrell kindly allowed me to treat by this method.
Case I. Boy, three years old. Entered hospital

with flexion of 90° and a bad subluxation of the head

of tibia. This condition had existed for three mouths.

After a few days of rest with a fixation splint, the

apparatus was applied and at the end of twenty-four

hours the subluxation was fully reduced. Two days

after the commencement of treatment, the leg was per-

fectly straight, and was put up in a plaster bandage.

Case II. Boy, three and one-half years old. Flex-

ion of 45° and slight subluxation after an erasion of the

joint. Twenty-four hours sufficed to entirely reduce

deformity.

Case III. Girl, six years old. Flexion of 90°

for past three months, and considerable subluxation at

time of entrance. The subluxation was reduced in

twelve hours, and at the end of thirty-six hours, the

deformity was entirely gone.

REPORT ON PROGRESS IN THORACIC
DISEASES.

BY GEOBGE G. SEARS, M.D.

THE SIGNIFICAKCE OF THE DIAZO REACTION IN

PHTHISIS.^

Beck, from investigations carried out in the Insti-

tute for Infectious Diseases at Berlin, has come to the

conclusion that the appeararceof the dinzo reaction in

the urine of patients suffering from phthisis makes
the prognosis unfavorable, while its long continuance
forebodes an early death.

THE ETIOLOGY OF SEROUS PLEURISY.*

Aschoff, from a study of two hundred cases, clini-

cally and bacteriologically, has arrived at the follow-

ing conclusions :

(1) Serous effusions are almost invariably free

from pus-producing organisms. If they are present,

the effusion sooner or later becomes purulent, except
perhaps when pneumococci are present.

(2) Purulent effusions may heal without operation.

(3) The occurrence of isolated pleurisies of rheu-

matic origin is very doubtful : at all events it occurs

very seldom.

(4) Effusions into the pleural cavity occurring in

acute rheumatism, are almost without exception com-
plicated with affection of the heart.

(5) Salicylic acid is of no special value in the

treatment of serous pleurisies.

(6) So-called idiopathic cases almost always arise

from tuberculosis. They may, however, recover.

TUBERCULOSIS AND HEART DISEASE.'

Weismayr revives the old question as to the liability

of patients already suffering from heart disease being
attacked by pulmonary tuberculosis. Although he
reports six cases in which this occurred, they form so

very small a proportion of the large number of cases

of cardiac disease and especially of tuberculosis, which
have passed under his observation, that he is driven to

the conclusion that the hyperemic condition of the

bronchial mucous membrane dependent on the former
furnishes a very poor soil for the development of

tuberculosis, and even if it has already begun its

progress is very slow, while it may run its course
without symptoms.

' Charity Ann., xix, p. 583.
2 Zeltachritt f. kiln. Med., H. 6 and 6, 1896.

Wien. klin. Wooh., Nos. 8 and 9, 18%.
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PNEUMOTOMT.*

Id a paper on the surgical treatment of certain cases

of disease of the lung, Quincke gives the histories of

17 cases of his own together with a summary of all

cases which have been reported since 1887. Of the

latter there were 20 cases of acute pulmonary abscess,

either simple or gangrenous, of which 13 were cured

and seven died, and 34 chronic cases (simple abscess

with bronchiectasis, putrid abscesses, putrid bronchiec-

tasis and putrid processes from foreign bodies) of which

seven recovered and 13 died. In three the result was
negative, while in 11 partial success was obtained.

Among his own patients three acute cases were all

cured, while of the chronic cases two were cured,

five died, six were partially successful and one was
unsuccessful. From this it would seem that the

prognosis in the acute cases is so good that operation

may be recommended, even where the possibility is

present that it may not in the end be necessary.

In chronic cases, however, the prognosis is consid-

erably less favorable, and much depends on the

situation of the lesion. In cavities of the upper

lobe operation is less often indicated, although at

times with extensive resection of the ribs much may
be accomplished, but when situated in the lower

lobe operation and drainage is the preferable mode
of treatment. The fouler the contents the more
necessary is surgical interference.

LEUCOCTTOSIS IN TCBERCDLAR PROCESSES.'

Stein and Erbmanu summarize the results of their

investigations as follows :

(1) In beginning phthisis the normal number of

white corpuscles is present, as well as in advanced

cases, whether coufiued to the apex or involving other

portions of the lungs, provided it has not gone on to

cavity formation.

(2) In attacks of hemoptysis they observed in

most cases a moderate leucocytosis, which subsided as

the hemoptysis decreased in amount.

(3) In advanced processes they found the normal

number in cases of infiltrating tuberculosis, whether

or not accompanied by slight destructive changes.

An increase in the number of leucocytes was found

in cases with cavity formation, in chronic suppuration

resulting from caries, in terminal exudative inflamma-

tory processes, and in hyperplasia of the lympii glands

in cases which progressed without extensive destruction.

In tuberculous individuals, therefore, in wiiom no

chronic suppurative or exudative inflammatory process

exists, an increase in leucocytes shows the presence of an

ulcerative process in the lungs, that is, cavity forma-

tion, whose time of onset may be definitely determined

if previous blood-counts have shown a constantly nor-

mal number of leucocytes. If the normal number of

leucocytes is present in tubercular cases, the existence

or the formation of a cavity, at least of any appre-

ciable size, may be ruled out. The cause of the leuco-

cytosis is not the tubercular virus as such, but a sec-

ondary infection leading to breaking-down of the

lung tissue ; a septicemic process which is produced

by the activity of a variety of virulent bacteria and
cocci. In their opinion the cause of the leucocytosis

lies in the destruction of tissue, since from the direct

absorption of the pus elements, leucocytes, into the

< Mitttaell. au8 d. Urenzgeblet«ii d. Med. n. Cblr., ii. p. 1, 1895.

Schmidt's Jahrb , No. 5, 1896.
' Deut. Arch. (. klin. Med., Bd. Ivi, Hf. 3 and 4.

lymph and blood channels, an increase in their number
takes place.

CHYLOUS AND CHYLIFORM EFFUSIONS INTO THE
PLEURA AND PERICARDIUM."

Bargebuhr reports three cases of chylous pleural

effusion and gives a synopsis of all (he cases which
have appeared in literature. Although extending
over a period of 261 years, they number but 41 all

told, most of which have been recently observed. In

the etiology of true chylothorax mechanical injuries

and new growths of the ductus thoracicus are the most
common factors, while hydrolhorax chyliformis s. adi-

pous is dependent on a fatty degeneration of the pus
or of the cells from the new growth, or on lipemia.

The differential diagnosis between these conditions is

possible only when an actual injury to the chyle or

lymph passages can be found or when a chemical ex-

amination gives unquestionable results, the presence
of sugar being the only sure test.

The prognosis in chylothorax is unfavorable, though
a few cases have recovered when it was caused by
injury. The paper closes with an account of the

only case of chylopericardium thus far reported.

CHRONIC MEMBRANOUS BRONCHITIS.'

Claisse says that the nature of chronic membranous
bronchitis has been but little studied, and gives the

results of a bacteriological examination of the mem-
brane from a patient who had expectorated bronchial

casts for several years. Cultures showed an inconstant

and small number of staphylococci and various forms

of bacilli, but the only micro-organisms found in abun-
dance and in all tubes which did not prove sterile,

were streptococci. Cut sections showed the presence

of various microbes on the surface of the false mem-
brane, probably through contamination by the saliva,

but in its centre only streptococci were met with.

Fragments of the membrane introduced into the

bronchi of animals, or beneath their skin, produced
practically no reaction, while inoculation experiments
made with cultures of the germs were equally negative,

yet, in spite of their lack of virulence, their constant

presence shows that they were not a mere accidental

coincidence, but that the disease was due to a chronic

infection by them. Antistreptococcic serum was tried

with apparent success, the patient leaving the hospital

in belter condition than she had been for years.

FLDCTDATION PHENOMENA IN PLEURAL EFFUSIONS.'

Bard calls renewed attention to some physical

signs present in pleural effusions which were first

described by Tripier, but wiiich never received the

notice of the profession which in his opinion they

deserved. They depend for their presence on the

fact that fluctuation waves may be produced in the

fluid within the pleural cavity, similar to those in the

abdominal cavity in cases of ascites. According to

Tripier they are best delected by the following method
of examination, either one or both hands being used.

In the former case the hand practises both percussion

and palpation over the base of the thorax behind.

Percussion should be light and not followed by im-

mediate withdrawal of the hand, which should remain

closely applied to the skin, yet without exercising any

« Deut. Arch. f. kliii. Med., Bd. liv. p. 410.
' Conip. Rend. Soc. ile Biologle, April 3, 1896.
• Lyon Medical, Septenitwr 6, 1895.
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pressure, in order to perceive the liquid return waves.
If both hands are used, one closely applied to the
base of the cheat behind and a little to the side, but
without pressure, awaits the wave which is set in

motion by the other, which percusses lightly with the
palmar surface of the extended fingers. Bard has
found that the fluctuation is more intensely felt in the
latter case from behind forward, and directs that the

anterior hand be placed at the level of the costo-dia-

phragmatic sinus while the other baud percusses the

base behind. If the percussion strokes are given with
sufficient rapidity, a sensation of tremblottement is

given, which is very characteristic and especially easy
to recognize.

These signs may not only furnish valuable evidence
when the diagnosis between a pleural effusion and
pulmonary consolidation is doubtful, but in cases

where no doubt of the presence of an effusion exists,

their presence or absence may throw considerable
light on the condition of the fluid, whether free or

encapsulated, and on the amount of pressure within the

pleura as well as on the condition of the lung beneath
it.

FIBRINOUS PNEUMONIA AS A COMPLICATION OF DIA-

BETES MELLITUS."

Fibrinous pneumonia as a complication of diabetes

mellitus has received little attention compared with

the amount which has been written on the other pul-

monary complications of this disease. This is espe-

cially true of its clinical aspect so that the report by
Busseuills of a carefully studied case, brings up several

points of interest. The patient was a woman, fifty

years old, who had been passing a saccharine urine for

several months at least before the onset of the pneu-

monia, but whose general appearance showed no effect

of the disease. Death occurred in collapse on the

thirteenth day after the initial chill. A double pneu-

monia was proved by the autopsy. Whether any
diminution of the sugar, as observed by v. Noorden and
Leube, occurred during the course of the pneumonia
cannot be told as the patient was not under observation

before the attack, but during the last seven days of

her life the amount varied from 3.5 per cent, to 5.8

per cent., in inverse proportion to the rise and fall of

the temperature curve, except on the day of her

death when both fell together. The presence of \
per cent, or more of sugar in the sputum was also

demonstrated, and, although not an unusual constituent

of the sputum of patients suffering from uncomplicated

pulmonary diseases, the amount was considerably

larger than he found in other cases. The prognosis

in these cases is very unfavorable. He appends some
statistics furnished by Senator, in whose experience

with nearly 700 diabetic patients there were seven
cases of pleuro-pneumonia with four deaths ; one fatal

case of double broncho pneumonia, and five of in-

fluenza pneumonia with three deaths. In none of

these cases did the sugar entirely disappear from the

urine, but it sank in one case during the period of

fever from 3.55 per cent, to 1.78 per cent.

PNEUMONIC PERICARDITIS.'"

Aski points out that Netter in 1886 demonstrated
the possibility of a pneumonic pericarditis without the

presence of a declared pneumonia, although, as a rule,

» Berl. klin. Woch., l¥9S, No. 14.
'" Th. de Paris, 1896, No. 358 ; British Medical Journal, Aug. 1 , 1896.

it is secondary to the latter by contagion throughTthe
pulmonary lymphatics. It occurs more often in adults

than in children, and in males than in females, in

pneumonia of the right lung than that of the left, and
more frequently during gray hepatization than during
other stages of the disease. It often passes unnoticed,

being masked by the signs and symptoms of the pneu-
monia. Its onset is suggested by a sudden depres-

sion of the temperature curve with algidity and cyan-
osis of the extremities, or by a rise succeeding a more
or less marked depression. Its presence, especially in

the purulent or hemorrhagic form, increases the grav-

ity of the prognosis. Paracentesis may give a hope of

recovery.

CHRONIC PERICARDITIS SIMULATING CIRRHOSIS OP
THE LIVER."

Pick reports three cases in which the clinical pict-

ure was that of cirrhosis of the liver, but in which
the autopsy showed, in spite of the fact that there

were no symptoms of heart disease, that a chronic
adhesive pericarditis was the primary affection to

which the condition of the liver was secondary. He
sums up his paper as follows : There is a complex
of symptoms which simulates mixed forms of cirrhosis

of the liver, with hepatic enlargement and great

ascites, but without icterus, which is due to an in-

creased growth of the connective tissue of the liver

from the disturbance of circulation produced by a
latent pericarditis. This may lead, through stasis in

the portal circulation, to the most enormous ascites.

This is more common in early life but nevertheless

is also observed in later years. In the differential diag-

nosis stress must be laid on the lack of any etiological

factor for cirrhosis of the liver, a history of the previ-

ous pericarditis and edema of the feet, and a thorough
examination of the heart.

A CARDIAC CURIOSITY.'^

Fuller and Gibbs report a case which is interesting

as a medical curiosity. The patient was a girl fifteen

years old, belonging to a family many members of

which suffer either from phthisis or heart disease.

She has always enjoyed fair health, and now complains

of no other symptom than that she gets easily out of

breath. " The heart is not enlarged or dilated ; there

is a good first sound, followed immediately by a mur-
mur and a low second sound. The murmur is mitral

and can be heard, when the patient is fully dressed,

at a distance of twelve feet or more. It can also be

heard when, with the chest exposed, she is placed

three feet away from a closed door and the listener is

the same distance on the other side in the hall."

The murmur varies somewhat in intensity from day
to day, but it is only very rarely that it cannot be
heard a foot away from the chest without the stetho-

scope.

TUBERCULAR AFFECTIONS OF THE HEART."

In an interesting paper on this subject Leyden says

that apart from pericarditis, tuberculosis of the heart

appears in three forms: in the cardiac muscle, in the

valves, and in thrombi situated between the trabeculie

of the auricle and ventricle. In the first, scattered

tubercles are found in cases of general miliary tuber-

culosis in the cardiac muscle, interest chiefly centering

" Zeiteolifr. f. klin. Med., xxix, II. 5 and 6, 1896.

" Lancet, April 4, IfSC.
" Ueut. med. Woch., 18'J6,iNo. 2.
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in the contrast presented to the skeletal muscles,
which are eutirely immune. In the second form a

tubercular emlocarditis may lead to valvular changes,
but valvular disease developing in the course of phth-

isis is by no means necessarily the result of infection

by the tubercle bacilli. Diagnosis can be made cer-

tain only by a bacteriological examination. In one
of Leyden's cases streptococci alone were found in the

affectcii portions of the endocardium. Most interest-

ing of all, however, from the pathological standpoint,

is [he occurrence of tuberculosis in various stages of

development in cardiac thrombi, although the number
of times in which this has been observed does not seem
to have been very great. Both here and in the endo-
cardial form the bacilli were found much less fre-

quently free than embedded in cells where they were
seen to multiply. Their dissemination through the

circulation by means of these infected cells is there-

fore very probable and may furnish the explanation in

certain cases for the cheesy degeneration which occa-

sionally occurs in an apparently frank pneumonia.

ALCOHOLIC MYOCARDITIS."

Aufrecht speaks of a class of cases which he for-

merly diagnosed as chronic nephritis with secondary
hypertrophy of the heart, but in which closer study
has convinced him that myocarditis was the i)rimary

tiouble, to which the condition of the liver and the

transitory appearance of albumin in the urine were
consecutive. Etiologically the affection is always the

result of overindulgence in alcohol, the form being
immaterial. Pathologically an idiopathic hypertrophy
and dilatation of the heart is found with all the char-

acteristic effects of chronic stasis in liver, spleen, lungs,

kidneys, etc. Clinically it is most common among men
of middle life. It begins insidiously, the first symp-
toms being breathlessness, but with advancing cardiac

weakness anasarca, ascites, transitory albuminuria and
hepatic enlargement develop. Under proper treat-

ment combined with abstinence from alcohol recovery
may be rapid, but even in progressive cases the disease

may extend overyears. Apart from chronic nephritis

and its results fatty heart, valvular disease and heart
strain may be mistakenly diagnosed. Microscopically,
a high grade of fragmentation of the walls and
papillary muscles of the left ventricle was present in

every instance, while in a few cases the right was also

similarly affected though in less degree.

THE DURATION OF LIFE IN CASES OF INFECTIVE
ENDOCARDITIS."

Hollis says that the most curious part about the re-

ported cases of recovery from infective endocarditis is

their rarity, and for this result the nomenclature of

the early stages of the disease is largely responsible.

He reports briefly two illustrative cases which "go
far to show that this disease has periods of pathological

calm, in which the recuperative powers of a patient

may to some extent repair the damage produced dur-

ing the active bacterial stage. As time goes on and
the patient's strength becomes more and more under-
mined, the intermissions usually become shorter and
less complete, whilst the active stages are prolonged
in duration, although seemingly less acute pathologi-

cally. If we date the comtnencement of infective en-
docarditis from the final act of this life's tragedy, as

" Deut. Arch. f. kiln. Med., Bd. llv. p. 615.
u Journal of Pathology and Bacteriology, ill, p. 380.

is usually done, we obtain an inaccurate, and, be con-

siders, an altogether mistaken conception of the clini-

cal features of this insidious malady. The assump-
tion that the final break-down of the circulatory

apparatus in such cases is due to the sudden invasion

of bacteria among the diseased tissues of a previously

healthy aseptic heart is one that cannot be substan-

tiated either clinically, pathologically or bacteriologi-

cally. Cases of infective endocarditis generally re-

cover from the first attacks, and under favorable

conditions many live on for many months and occa-

sionally for years."

A FEW MORE WORDS ON STROPANTHDS."

Balfour contrasts the action of digitalis and stro-

pauthus decidedly to the detriment of the latter. He
says that " all the benefits we obtain from the use of

digitalis are inseparably connected with its tonic ac-

tion ; they flow from the power that digitalis has of

increasing muscular elasticity, and the improved meta-
bolism of all the tissues, but especially of the myo-
cardium, that follows this. Digitalis is no opium to

the heart ; it does not relieve by narcotizing but it

softens cardiac irritability by strengthening the cardiac

muscles and it assuages cardiac pain by improving
cardiac metabolism, failure of which has been the

cause of pain. These benefits are readily obtained by
very moderate doses of the drug, and though great

benefit may at times be more rapidly obtained by the

judicious administration of larger doses, yet the long

continuance of even small doses is often followed by
the very best results, while the abuse of the drug, so

frequently accompanied by distressing, if not alarm-
ing symptoms, proceeds from an entire misconception

of the true action of digitalis."

On the other hand, " the action of stropanthus,

like all its congeners of the apocynacese, is that of a

cardiac poison and not a cardiac tonic. In large doses
— though from the form of the drug these doses may
be reall) small— it forces the heart into a fatal sys-

tole. In smaller doses it stimulates the heart to in-

creased action, and in calling on its reserve of energy

without improving its metabolism it causes death in

diastole from exhaustion, and the more feeble the heart

is the greater the risk attending this peculiar action.

Stropanthus may occasionally be of use in cases of rupt-

ured compensation, but any assistance which it gives

is at the expense of the cardiac reserve, and the pa-

tient is only saved from serious disaster by the benefit

he has derived from rest, wirmth and nutritious food,

that is, by improvement of his environment generally.
" Stropanthus is thus at all times an uncertain and

dangerous drug to employ, and one entirely unworthy
of being called a remedy.

"It is quite otherwise with digitalis. This drug does

not act by calling on the reserve of cardiac energy
;

but by improving the nutrition of the organism gen-

erally and especially of the myocardium, it adds to

this reserve, and aids any improvement in the environ-

ment, not only to tide over a temporary disability, but

also to restore the myocardium to such a condition of

comparative health as will enable it to withstand all

the deteriorating influences to which it may be ex-

BicrCLE riding has been introduced into an insane

asylum at Kalamazoo as a beneficial exercise.

10 Edinburgh Medical Journal, June, 1896.
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iSeportj^ of ^ocietiejj.

THE OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF BOSTON.

OHAHLES W. T0WN8END, W.D., SECBETAKV.

Regular meeting April 21, 1896, the second vice-

president. Dr. E. J. FoKSTER, in the chair.

Dr. J. C. Warren reported

A CASE OF GANGRENOUS CYSTITIS AND SLOUGHING
OF THE BLADDER: RECOVERT.^

Dr. M. Stoker referred to a case where the entire

lining membrane of the bladder was removed. A year

later the bladder could hold a considerable amount of

urine, and the condition was entirely satisfactory.

Dr. F. H. Davenport read a paper on

THE DIAGNOSIS OF SMALL OVARIAN TUMORS.^

Dr. J. R. Chadwick said that in Lis experience

small ovarian tumors often give rise to no symptoms

or very trifling ones. Even large tumors are often

not recognized, the patient suffering no discomfort

from them.

Dr. J. B. Swift should agree with Dr. Davenport

on pain being a symptom in most cases of tumors of

this class. He was especially interested in his paper.

He would agree with him in the difficulty and ofttimes

impossibility of differentiating an ovarian from a uter-

ine tumor.

Dr. G. J. Engelmann said that the surgeon of to-

day was indeed fortunate in that he had to deal with

small tumors rather than the very large ones formerly

so prevalent. Patients formerly were unwilling to be

operated on until the tumor became of excessive size

and they were practically moribund. All his earlier

cases were of this class.

He has always taught that pain and nervous symp-

toms accompanied the small growths, while large ones

annoyed only by their size.

Menorrhagia and metrorrhagia are often symptoms

of ovarian cysts rather than of fibroids.

Dr. Davenport said that the most interesting

feature in these cases was the difficulty of diagnosis

between small adherent ovarian cysts and fibroids.

This was increased by the fact that in these cases the

prominent symptom was menorrhagia or metrorrhagia.

Even the probe would not settle the diagnosis as in

cases of tortuous canal it may not penetrate more than

the natural depth.

The study of these cases illustrated how misleading

one's general impressions as to the frequency of oc-

currence of symptoms may be. When the history of

each case is studied and the symptoms noted the re-

sults will often be contrary to one's preconceived ideas.

Dr. Chadvfick said that in his experience simple

ovarian cysts, up to the size of an orange, exist with-

out symptoms unless caught in Douglas's pouch or

unless they are held by tender adhesions. In these

cases pain exists. When it extends down the anterior

crural nerve it generally means inflammation of the

tube present or past.

Dr. a. Worcester reported

TWO hundred cases of midwifert, third series.'

Dr. Edward Reynolds said he had once seen the

dimpling-in of the skull of a new-born infant from

^ See Journal, vol. cxxxiv, page 641.
- See page 353 of the Journal.
3 See page 355 of the Journal.

pressure. Here, as in Dr. Worcester's case, manipu-

lation restored the bone and no harm resulted.

Dr. J. R. Chadwick said that he had been taught

to bleed in puerperal uremia by Dr. Fordyce Barker,

and he had seen the good results of this in practice.

Dr. G. H. Washbcrn mentioned a case of eclamp-

sia where the patient was pas.sing a large amount of

urine with very small amount of albumin. There were

three convulsions in all, one before delivery. The
patient made a good recovery.

Dr. Engelmann wished to emphasize the impor-

tance of venesection in eclampsia and that, too, with-

out limiting its employment to plethoric patients.

Dr. C. M. Green said that he was more and more
impressed with the difficulty of making a prognosis in

eclampsia. He thought we liad much to learn as re-

gards both pathology and treatment.

Dr. C. W. Townsend said he had been much in-

terested by reading lately a paper by Dr. Tweedy, in

the Dublin Journal of Medical Sciences, in which the

writer opposed some of the rouliue methods of treat-

ing eclampsia. For example, Tweedy says that chlor-

oform, chloral and bromides being powerful depress-

ing agents should not be used in eclampsia. More-

over, the anesthetic tends to cause edema of the lungs

and cyanosis, and he believes in some cases actually

increases the severity of the attacks. Pilocarpin

Tweedy places among the most fatal drugs for uremic

patients, because of its action on the heart and in pro-

moting free salivation and bronchial secretion. He is

also opposed to forced delivery, believing that the re-

flex irritation increases the eclampsia. Tweedy does

believe in morphine and in blood-letting.

Dr. C. M. Green said he had seen a paper in the

Lancet taking opposite views from those expressed by

Tweedy.

AMERICAN NEUROLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Twenty-Second Annual Meeting, Philadelphia,
Pa., June 3, 4, 5, 1896.

(Continued from No. 14, p. 346.)

hemiplegia and dementia.

Dr. George J. Preston, of Baltimore, presented

in this connection the specimen from a patient wiih

hemiplegia and dementia, which showed a tumor occu-

pying the right hemisphere and a condition of condens-

ing osteitis of the skull.

Dr. Chas. K. Mills, of Philadelphia, said that

tumors of the brain have not only been contused with

acute mania but also wilh general paresis. It is some-

times very difficult to differentiate. It is not known
that tumors limited to the thalamus produce any char-

acteristic symptoms. They occasion mental symp-

toms on account of their destruction of associating

cerebral fibres.

Dr. Sachs had seen a case of brain tumor in a

child in which mental symptoms predominated. The
autopsy revealed a large tumor in the right frontal

lobe. He did not feel convinced that the mental

symptoms in Dr. Chauning's case were attributable to

the growth in the thalamus. Why might not this

patient have had the mental disease independent of the

tumor?
Dr. Theodore Diller, of Pittsburgh, mentioned

a case of tumor of the cerebellum in which the earli-
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est symptoms were mental. The unexpected often

happens in cases of brain tumor.
Dr. Channing coucluded that the coincidence of

symptoms were quite remarkable in the case reported.

THE ECTAL RELATIONS OF THK RIGHT AND LKFT
PARIKTAL AND PAKOCCIPITAL FISSOKKS.

This was the title of a paper by Dr. Bdrt G.
Wilder, of Ithaca.

The parietal and paroccipital fissures mav be either

completely separated by an isthmus, or apparently
continuous. When so continuous ectally tliere may
still be an ental and concealed vadum or shallow.

Disregarding the vadutn on the present occasion, the

ectal relations of the two fissures may be designated

as either continuity or separation. That continuity

occurs more frequently on the left side has been
noted by Ecker. Cunningham and the writer. Hither-

to, however, statistics have included unmated hemi-

cerebrums as well as mates from the same individuals.

The following statement is based upon the cerebrums
of 58 adults of both sexes and various nationalities

and characters. The speaker has examined 48 ; the

other 10 have been accuratel}- recorded by Bischoff,

Dana, Jensen and Mills. So far as these 58 individ-

uals are concerned, the most common combination,

namely, left continuity and right separation is decidedly

the rule with the moral and educated, less frequent

with the ignorant and unknown, the insane and ne-

groes, and does not occur at all in the murderers.

The only instance of the reverse combination (left

separation and right continuity) is an insane Swiss
woman. The only two known to be left-handed rep-

resented the more frequent combination of left con-

tinuity and right separation. These statistics suggest

many special queries and problems, some of which
were briefly indicated. But the speaker wished this

to be regarded as a preliminary communication and
asked the cooperation of other members in the eifort

to obtain satisfactory results of larger numbers, par-

ticularly of brains of well-born, moral and educated
persons. For this purpose a blank form was out-

lined.

DOES ANTISIPHILITIC TREATMKNT PREVENT THE
OCCLRKKNCE OF THE DISEASES OF THE NERVOUS
SYSTEM WHICH ARE CONSIDERED SYPHILITIC IN

ORIGIN ?

Dr. Joseph Collins, of New York, read this

paper, and pointed out that certain diseases of the

nervous system occur sequentially to syphilis with such
frequency that they are rightfully looked upon as

syphilitic in their origin. These diseases are tabes,

general paralysis, syphilitic spinal paralysis and such
exudative conditions as cerebral thrombosis. After
briefly reporting the history and treatment in nearly

100 cases observed in the hospital, dispensary and pri-

vate practice, the writer concluded as follows:

(1) Exudative and degenerative diseases due to

syphilis are most liable to show themselves at the enii

of the third and beginning of the fourth decade of

life.

(2) Thorough and prolonged administration of anti-

syphiiitic remedies during the activity of the virus,

does not seem to materially prolong this time limit.

(3) That active and prolonged autisyphililic treat-

ment does seem to prevent the development of such
diseases as locomotor ataxia and general paresis.

This is true of degenerative diseases, though treatment
may, however, have some effect in preventing the

exudative diseases of the nervous system, such as

syphilis of the spinal cord, disease of the blood- vessels,

etc.

(4) Cases of tabes and general paresis in which
syphilis is confessed, and in which treatment has been
most desultory and incomplete, are not more liable to

the early development or to the severe manifestations

of either of these two diseases than those in which the

treatment has been all it should be.

(5) That the administration of antisyphilitic meas-
ures in the most approved way does not fulfil the re-

quirements of cure, and that syphilis is often an incur-

able disease.

Dr. Putnam referred to a case that had received
prolonged and thorough antisyphilitic treatment, yet
symptoms of degenerative nervous disease appeared
later in life.

Dr. Gray said that the facts in Dr. Collins's paper
were not detailed as to the Bym|)tom8 of syphilis, nor
as to the exact treatment. In many instances of sus-

pected syphilis an absolutely positive diagnosis is at

times almost impossible.

Dr. Sachs, on the whole, agreed with the conclu-

sions of the reader of the paper. In the vast major-
ity of cases, however, the treatment of syphilis does
not prevent the development of tabes or general pare-

sis.

A better way to have arranged statistics would
have been to take all cases of sjphilis and ascertain if

they developed nervous disease later in life. The
worst cases of syphilis of the nervous system occurred
in those that have never received any treatment. He
spoke of such a person who had developed pronounced
general paresis one year after the initial infection. In
late cases it is often difficult to prove the relationship

between syphilis and the nerve lesion. We should

be careful, he thought, about adopting Dr. Collins's

views.

Dr. p. C. Knapp, of Boston, agreed with Dr.
Sachs, and did not believe it wise to refuse antisyphil-

itic treatment where it seemed to be indicated. He
asked Dr. Collins if his cases showed that the develop-

ment of nervous disease bore any relation to the sever-

ity or character of the primary or secondary manifes-

tations of syphilis. Where the cutaneous symptoms
were pronounced there was usually less nervous dis-

turbance.

Dr. Osler said that his experience was diametri-

cally opposed to the views of Dr. Collins. The
majority of severe cases of nervous disease occurring

in syphilitics were in those who had either been badly

treated or not treated at all. Early, thorough, sys-

tematic and prolonged treatment will prevent the de-

velopment of degenerative disease of the nervous sys-

tem in later life.

Dr. N. E. Brill, of New York, asked how the

reader could reconcile with his statistics the fact that

antisyphilitic treatment frequently cures incipient

tabes and paretic dementia.

Dr. DiLLER had seen nervous disease develop in

spile of early antisyphilitic treatment.

Dr. Preston expressed the opinion that the irregu-

larity with which endarteritis occurred is often over-

looked. He was unable yet to establish the relation-

ship between antisyphilitic treatment and endarteritis.

Nervous disease has been of a milder type in those
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who have received careful early treatment, and more
marked in those who have not.

Dr. Patrick said that the author's statistics did

not prove that treatment was ineffectual, and that the

nervous diseases might be due to other causes. Where
vigorous treatment is carried out for a brief period

and then discontinued, late syphilitic disease of the

nervous system is more likely to develop.

The President maintained that it was hardly fair

to draw conclusions from two diseases such as tabes

and general paresis, as the reader acknowledged that

they were not always due to syphilis. The degenera-

tive affections may occur in cases that have been thor-

oughly treated.

Dr. Collins, in closing the discussion, said that he

wished it understood that he had no theories to ad-

vance, but had merely tabulated the results of these

cases. Particular inquiry had been made in the cases

detailed, as to the kind of treatment, and in many in-

stances satisfactory knowledge had been obtained.

In cases which had been referred to by one of the

speakers, in which the symptoms of tabes and general

paresis disappeared under antisyphilitic treatment, he

was not willing to concede that these were genuine

cases of tabes or general paresis, but cases of pseudo-

tabes and pseudo-paresis, in which the lesion was an

exudative one and not a degenerative one, such as is

characteristic of these two diseases ; and it was his be-

lief that in these cases antisyphilitic treatment was of

benefit.

He had purposely refrained from saying anything

of gummata, and had confined himself to the sys-

tematic syphilitic diseases of the nervous system.

PROGNOSIS AND DURATION OF ATTACKS OF MENTAL
DISEASE.

This was the title of a paper by Dr. Henry R.

Stedman, of Boston.

Dr. Channing called attention to the fact that a

general misunderstanding occurs in the community as

to the curability of insanity. It is much more curable

than is supposed. General paresis should not be

classified among the insanities. The character of the

disease has changed in the last fifty years, and our

views and classification have therefore changed.

Dr. Gray said that to speak of insanity as an

entity was as if one were to speak of all disease as an

entity, and then go back to the old Carlyle tables of

mortality for the prognosis of coryza, pneumonia,

tuberculosis, typhoid fever and cholera, whilst to refer

to the old statistics of Pliny Earle was like referring

to the hospital results of thirty or forty years ago, for

guidance in the treatment of the present day. If we
are to accept the statistics of results of the insane asy-

lums, we are justified in analyzing their record, and

then we are startled to find that no new type of men-

tal disease, no original pathological observation, no

new departure in treatment and not one text-book

has ever come from an American asylum, despite the

millions of dollars and thousands of patients they have

had at their command.

PARAPLEGIA FROM HEMORRHAGE INTO THE SPINAL

CORD DUE TO PERNICIOUS ANEMIA: AUTOPSY.

Dr. C. E. Riggs, of St. Paul, read the report of a

case, and presented a series of spinal-cord sections.

The paper was discussed by Drs. Patrick, Osler
and Putnam.

SECOND DAY.

THE DORSAL SACK, THE AULIX AND THE DIEN-
CEPHALIC FLEXURE.

A paper on this subject was read by Dr. Burt G.
Wilder, of Ithaca. It was illustrated by specimens

and photographs.

PROGRESSIVE MUSCULAR ATROPHY OF SUDDEN ONSET.

This was the title of a paper by Dr. Theodore
DiLLER, of Pittsburgh. He related the details of a

case which came under his observation three years

ago, and stated that the sudden onset of palsy fol-

lowed by atrophy and the absence of sensory phenom-
ena led him to diagnose the case as one of poliomye-

litis adultorum. The beginning of the patient's trouble

was in an ophthalmoplegia. After an absence of two
years the man again came under his care, when the

atrophy and loss of power in the muscles had mark-
edly increased. The biceps, triceps, scapular and
ulnar groups had become involved, and the finer move-
ments of the fingers were lost, as was also the power
of supination. At this time the patient was unable to

adjust or remove his clothing unaided. There was a

marked decrease in the response both to galvanism

and faradism in the paralyzed muscles. Dr. Diller

considered that the case could be fairly regarded as

one of progressive muscular atrophy, as the progres-

sive feature was for two years the most important

feature of the case. Ophthalmoplegia as a symptom
of progressive muscular atrophy must be rare, for but

scant references are made to it in literature. Strych-

nine had a very marked effect in staying the progress

of the disease.

A CASE of SYRINGOMYELIA, LIMITED TO ONE POS-

TERIOR HORN IN THE CERVICAL REGION, WITH
ARTHROPATHY OF THE SHOULDER-JOINT AND
ASCENDING DEGENERATION IN THE PYRAMIDAL
TRACTS.

This was a paper by Dr. F. X. Dercum and Dr.

Wm. G. Spiller, of Philadelphia.

Three years after a strain of the back the patient

began to suffer from pains in the legs, a band-like pain

about the lower part of the chest, weakness in the

lower limbs and a spastic gait. Complete paraplegia

with contractures, more marked on the right side,

wasting of the lower limbs, paralysis of the bladder

and rectum developed later. Cutaneous sensibility

was lost in the legs and upon the trunk as high as the

nipple on the right side and a little above the umbili-

cus on the left. The sense of temperature was ab-

solutely lost over the right arm, the right shoulder

and the right side of the neck and also upon the adja-

cent part of the right side of the trunk above the nip-

ple line. There was some analgesia of the right arm.

The right shoulder-joint began to swell and from rupt-

ure of the capsular ligament cellulitis with redness

and local heat was produced, but with little or no pain.

In extension the humerus assumed the position of a

subglenoid luxation. Death was due to exhaustion.

At the autopsy the capsule of the right shoulder-

joint was found much thickened and roughened on the

inner surface. The head of the humerus had disap-

peared, the bone having been eroded to some little

distance below the surgical neck. A cystic tumor was

found in the axilla containing a friable fatty material.

The surface of the glenoid cavity was much eroded,
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roughened and porous, it was abnorraallj large and

extensive bony deposit had taken place along its edges.

The coracoid process exhibited a thick and firm accre-

tion around its entire edge.

Sections were made from the level of nearly every

spinal root and from many spinal ganglia.

By the microscopic examination degeneration was
found of the crossed pyramidal tract as high as the

substantia reticularis of the second cervical segment

and of the direct pyramidal as high as the motor de-

cussation upon the right side, and for a short distance

of tbe crossed pyramidal upon the left. This was be-

lieved to be ascending on account of the following

facts :

(1) Absence of any microscopic lesion above the

medulla oblongata.

(2) Degeneration of the crossed and direct pyramidal

tracts on the same side of the cervical cord, intense in

tbe lower cervical region near the lesion and diminish-

ing gradually in intensity in the cervical segments, and

finally becoming very indistinct in the upper cervical

region.

(3) Absence of all degeneration in the anterior

pyramids.

(4) Long duration of a chronic process.

While certain associative fibres may be considered

degenerated in these columns, the entire antero-lateral

column contains such fibres, and tbe degeneration was

notably in the area occupied by the crossed and the

direct pyramidal tract. This ascending sclerosis was

probably in greater part due to destruction of motor

fibres deprived of their function.

Degeneration of the direct cerebellar tracts and of

the tracts of Gowers was traced as far as the inferior

peduncles of the cerebellum.

Intense pachymeningitis was noticed from the second

lumbar segment to the exit of tbe third dorsal roots.

The arthropathy of the right shoulder was not due

to any special changes in the cord or spinal ganglia.

The posterior roots were not affected even where

the pachymeningitis was most intense, the anterior

roots at one part of the dorsal cord were degenerated.

In the entire cervical region as high as the second

cervical segment the cavity was limited to the right

posterior horn.

The gliosis extended from the extreme end of the

conus termiualis to the second cervical segment. The
microscopic examination explained satisfactorily the

symptoms observed in life.

Dr. Henrt S. Upson, of Cleveland, stated that the

degeneration in the lateral columns was explicable in

two ways, the short fibres might be affected succes-

sively by the lesion, or that the degeneration might be

in consequence of the syringomyelia or coincident with

it.

Dr. James H. Lloyd, of Philadelphia, said that

the paper proved that we can to-day make a localizing

diagnosis of syringomyelia. This was the sixth case

that had been correctly diagnosed at tbe Blockley

Hospital. He thought the diagnosis was a very easy

matter.

Db. Sachs endorsed what the previous speaker had

said as to the diagnosis. As to the sensory symptoms
we must not draw the line too close. There is fre-

quent variability in the sensory symptoms during the

course of the disease.

Dr. Knapp mentioned a case that had been under

bis observation, where tbe diminutioo of tactile sensi-

bility was marked, although in the earlier period of

the disease it had been very slight.

Dk. M. a. Starr, of New York, claimed that the

first case correctly diagnosed in New York was at his

clinic. He did not think this disease a rare one. He
had seen three cases lately in which the dissociation

of sensation was well-marked and accompanied by
trophic symptoms. He also referred to its coincident

association with acromegaly. Sometimes there is con-

siderable difficulty in making the diagnosis. He men-
tioned a case in which it was difficult to determine

whether it was hysteria or syringomyelia. There was
preservation of tactile sense and hemianesthesia limited

to pain and temperature senses.

Dr. Pdtnam, referred to a patient he had observed
for many years, in whom there was constant and
severe pains in the back leading to the suspicion of a

tumor. He was operated upon and his condition im-

proved. He thought the diagnosis was extremely

difficult in children.

Dr. Patrick was pleased to hear attention called

to the coexistence of pachymeningitis. He bad seen

a case where both lesions coexisted.

The discussion was continued by Drs. Gray, Mills
and Hinsdale and closed by Dr. Spiller.

Dr. J. J. Pdtnam, of Boston, exhibited microscopic

sections from a case of tabes, showing the characteris-

tic degeneration.

pitting about the hair-cups a trophic change
IN the skin in certain nervous disorders
OK central origin.

Dr. William Browning, of Brooklyn, described

a presumably hitherto unrecognized alteration in the

skin. From some seven or eight years' observation of

such cases he was able to give the limits of its occur-

rence. So far it has been seen only in progressive

muscular atrophy of spinal origin, or in cases compli-

cated with atrophy evidently likewise due to chronic

precornual disease. In other troubles attended by
atrophy, as infantile palsy, neuritis, pseudo-hyper-

trophy, etc., it has not been found. It is hoped that

it may prove a useful help in differential diagnosis,

especially between the forme due to peripheral and
central disease. The change consists of an areola-like

faint depression, frequently oval, in the direction of

tbe lines in the skin, though it may be irregular or

circular in form, about the exit of each hair. Usually

the depression is a trifle paler than the surrounding

skin, resembling but not really being, a minute scar.

It is not observed in specially hairy regions like the

scalp, but only over the seat of muscular atrophy, not-

ably on the leg and thigh, though also on the upper

extremities. All these patients had reached or passed

middle life. A drawing to show the appearance in

one case was exhibited.

Discussed by Dr. W. Oslee and Dr. F. W. Lang-
don.

RAPIDLY fatal CEREBRITIS RESEMBLING CEREBRO-
SPINAL meningitis.

This was a joint paper by Dr. James Hendric
Lloyd and Dr. Joseph Sailer, of Philadelphia.

The writers called attention to the fact that fulmi-

nating cases of the infectious diseases such as small-pox,

scarlatina, measles, typhoid fever and spotted fever

occur in which the diagnosis is exceedingly obscure

and tbe disease is usually quickly fatal. These cases
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as a rule have their most marked symptoms in the

nervous system. There is delirium passing into coma
with depressed cardiac and respiratory centres, with

high fever, and in the cases of the exanthema often a

purpuric or hemorrhagic eruption not always charac-

teristic. These cases demand especially two things,

first, the determination of the exact effects upon the

nervous system, and second, the determination of the

microbe or toxic agent at work in any given case.

The writers could only attempt the former study as

the paper was not intended to deal with the bacteri-

ology of the subject.

The patient was a man, aged twenty-four years,

who was taken suddenly with a chill followed by fever

and intense cephalalgia and radialgia. The patient

passed rapidly into a condition of delirium merging

into coma. Third nerve paralysis supervened, and on

the third day a copious purpuric eruption appeared.

This eruption presented eccbymosis and on the hands

lesions like erythema nodosum. Blood and pus were

found in the urine and vomiting of blood occurred be-

fore death. The patient died on the sixth day. The
autopsy revealed disseminated local lesions in the cere-

brum, mid-brain, pons and post oblongata. Some
migrated leucocytes in the perivascular spaces, little

involvement of the membrane and a diffused nephritis.

From extensive microscopic research the writers were

able to report a disseminated local cerebrilis. The
infection had invaded the brain by way of the con-

nective-tissue structures, blood-vessels, etc., and the

nerve tissues proper were invaded secondarily. From
the clinical standpoint the case probably comes under

the head of " spotted fever."

Dr. Osler said he should like to have heard more
in regard to the condition of the kidneys in the case

reported. The diagnosis of cerebritis and encephalitis

can be readily made between cases of infectious fever

and the former. Unless the basal meninges are in-

volved we cannot make a positive diagnosis of menin-

gitis, as all these symptoms, such as retraction of the

head and clonic contractions of the muscles, may be

present in pneumonia and yet nothing is found at the

autopsy.

Dr. Putnam agreed with the previous speaker that

so-called meningeal symptoms may occur without

meningitis.

The discussion was closed by Dr. Llotd.

NKUROPATHIC DERMATITIS.

Dr. L. a. Dchring, of Philadelphia, presented

this patient who had been under his observation for

six years.

THE EFFECTS OF THE FLUID EXTRACT OF ANHEL-
ONIUM LEWINII (the MESCAL BUTTON).

This was the title of a paper by Dr. S. Weir
Mitchell, and read by Dr. Wharton Sinkler, of

Philadelphia.

It was a graphic description of the personal experi-

ence of Dr. Mitchell as to the exhilarating effects, and

the production of various visual hallucinations, etc.,

after the ingestion of a certain quantity of the drug.

uncertainties OF cerebral LOCALIZATION.

A paper with this title was read by Dr. Wharton
Sinkler, of Philadelphia.

(To be continued.)

i^eccnt literature.

Twentieth Century Practice. An International En-
cyclopedia of Modern Medical Science. By leading

authorities of Europe and America. Edited by
Thomas L. Stedman, M.D., New York City. In

twenty volumes. Volume VIII, "Diseases of the

Digestive Organs." New York : William Wood &
Co. 1896.

Owing to unforeseen difficulties in the preparation of

Volume VII, it has been found necessary to issue

Volume VIII in its place; Volume VII will follow.

This volume is devoted to the diseases of the digestive

organs. The title as it stands is not a correct indica-

tion of the contents and scope of the volume; it em-
braces at once too much and too little. There are

sections ou Diseases of the Mouth, of the Esophagus,

of the Stomach, of the Pancreas, and one then passes

to a section on Diseases of the Peritoneum, to a section

on Animal Parasites and the Diseases caused by Them,
and finally to one on the Treatment of the Diseases

caused by Animal Parasites.

This volume contains 667 pages, including the index

;

it has about 100 illustrations of various degrees of

merit. There are eight contributors of the seven

sections : the first section, on Diseases of the Mouth,
being the joint production of Messrs. Mikulicz and
Kiimmel of Breslau. Dr. R. H. Fitz, of Boston, con-

tributes the chapter on Diseases of the Esophagus
;

Dr. Max Einhorn, of New York, that ou Diseases of

the Stomach ; Dr. H. Leo, of Bonn, the short chapter

on Diseases of the Pancreas; Dr. B. Farquhar Curtis,

of New York, the chapter on Diseases of the Peri-

toneum, which includes Appendicitis ; Dr. Huber, of

Memmingen, Bavaria, the chapter on Animal Par-

asites ; Dr. James M. French, of Cincinnati, the final

chapter on the Treatment of the Diseases caused by
Animal Parasites.

Dr. Einhorn's article on Diseases of the Stomach
takes up more than a third of the whole volume.

The subject, to which the author has devoted much
personal attention in study and in practice, is very
thoroughly covered, and brought down to date. His
own methods of investigation and treatment are incor-

porated with a full statement of the progress made in

this important department in Germany, especially, and
in France during the last ten or fifteen years.

Practical Diagnosis: The Use of Symptoms in the

lliagnotis of Disease. By Hobart Amory Hare,
M.D., B.Sc, etc. Illustrated with 191 engravings

and 13 colored plates. Philadelphia and New
York: Lea Brothers & Co. 1896.

This octavo of 573 pages is divided into two parts.

Part 1 discusses, in thirteen chapters. The Manifesta-

tion of Disease in Organs; Part II, in nine chapters,

The Manifestation of Disease by Symptoms. Part
I is practically a regional diagnosis. In Part II

diagnosis is sought through symptomatology.

It will be readily seen that the plan upon which
the book is written is quite different from that of the

usual Theory and Practice of Medicine. Of such a
book the index is a very essential part. Two very

good ones are furnished : one, au index of diseases

;

the other, an index of symptoms, organs and terms.

This volume is intended as an aid to the same
[author's "Text-Book of Practical Therapeutics."
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THE DEATH OF SIR JOHN ERICHSEN.

Sir John Eric Erichsen, who died September

23d, was oue of the foremost representatives of British

surgery. As his name implies, he was of Danish

descent. He was born in 1818, and studied medicine

at University College Hospital, where he was the

pupil of Listen. By a combination of circumstances

through which rapid promotion was facilitated, he was

appointed professor in University College at the age of

thirty-two. He became famous as a clinical teacher,

and among his pupils were Sir Joseph Lister, Sir Henry

Thompson and Marcus Beck. In 1866, on the resigna-

tion of Richard Quain, he became professor of clinical

suroery in University College, and this position he

held till 1875.

At the time of his death he was emeritus professor

of surgery and consulting surgeon to University Hos-

pital, and to many other medical charities. He had

been president of the Royal College of Surgeons of

England, of the Royal Medical and Chirurgical So-

ciety, and of the .Surgical Section of the International

Medical Congress of 1881. He was appointed secretary

to the Physiological Section of the British Association

for the Advancement of Science in 1844 ; was member

of the Royal Commission on Vivisection in 1875 ; was

surgeon extraordinary to the queen, and had been presi-

dent of University College, Loudon, since 1887, suc-

ceeding the Earl of Kimberly.

He was the author of monographs in various surgical

dictionaries on numerous subjects in surgery and in

particular on Aneurism, on which he was an authority.

In 1853 the first edition of his great work, "The

Science and Art of Surgery," was published in one

volume, containing 950 pages and about 250 illustra-

tions. Three subsequent editions in one volume were

issued. In the fifth edition, published in 1879, it

developed into two volumes, in which form it has run

through five further editions, the tenth having appeared

in 1895. It was translated into German, Italian, Span-

ish, and even into Chinese. No text-book of surgery has

had 80 extensive a circulation, and there is probably

no man whose teachings have had so wide an influence

on students of surgery throughout the world. In fact,

it was for many years, perhaps, the only widely recog-

nized text-book of surgery in English. The various edi-

tions of this book covered the period of the growth and

development of antisepsis and asepsis in surgery down
even to the present time, and considering the multiplicity

of text-books which are now provided for the student it

is remarkable that for so long it held the field unchal-

lenged. During the War of the Rebellion the United

States Government issued a copy of the American edi-

tion to every medical officer in the Federal Army,
without the consent of the author or without acknowl-

edgment either to him or his publishers, a proceeding

which the present copyright laws render impossible.

His work on " Railway Injuries of the Nervous

System " has had much to do with the development of

our present knowledge of this subject, and has figured

prominently in many law suits against railway com-

panies. His views on the subject have not, however,

altogether stood the test of time.

The brilliancy of his operations was somewhat

marred by defective eyesight, but his operating was

safe and conservative, and experience and sound

judgment rendered his opinion of the highest value in

difficult cases. In consultation he was sought by pa-

tients from all over the world, and nowhere does the

consultant gather such a vast and varied experience as

in London. His distinguished career goes to prove

that qualities far higher and finer than those which

characterize a mere brilliant operator are essential to

the truly great surgeon.

As a man he was honorable and generous, both in

professional and private life.

The close of so long and distinguished a surgical ca-

reer, brings vividly before the mind the progress which

the " Science and Art of Surgery," to employ the title

of his own great work, have made during the life of this

distinguished man. He was in active surgical practice

for several years before the introduction of anesthesia—
the semi centennial of which we are so soon to celebrate

— robbed surgery of its pain, and widened its field of

beneficence to an extent at that time inconceivable.

He remained as almost the only living surgeon who
could tell us of to-day, and from his own experience,

of the time when swiftness of work was the highest

surgical skill, and when the surgeon, if he would

operate successfully, must be deaf to the anguished

cries of his victims.

Sir John Erichsen had promised to write and send

for reading at the celebration of the Semi-centennial

of Anesthesia, which will be held next week at the

Massachusetts General Hospital in this city, some

reminiscences of surgery before the days of anes-

thesia. If his fatal illness had been postponed only a

few days longer, this gap, which nothing but his ex-

perience could fill, would not have been left in the

exercises of commemoration. The closeness of the

dates of bis death and of the anniversary serves to ac-

centuate this irretrievable loss.
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TRANSFORMATION OF THE PERSONALITY IN
THE COURSE OF SENILE DEMENTIA.

At the recent French Congress of Alienists, Physi-

cians and Neurologists, Parisot described a special

form of delirium affecting certain senile dements, orig-

inating and developing under the influence of sugges-

tion, spontaneous or provoked, but not a part of any

hypnotic sta:e. He bad in his service an old man, aged

seventy-six years, affected with simple senile dementia.

From time to time this man, who is habitually free

from delirium, makes use of expressions or assumes an

attitude quite at variance with his usual utterance and

attitude. One day, for instance, he believes himself a

soldier, the asylum to be barracks, his chamber the in-

firmary, etc. Another day he walks majestically,

armed with a large broom-handle, with which he beats

the ground at rhythmical intervals. When asked what

he is doing, he replies, " Conducting the bride to the

sacristy." And all his other answers are in accord

with this supposed otHce. These delirious states are

very fugacious, lasting only several minutes. Parisot

at first believed that these states manifested themselves

spontaneously, and were the product of cerebral auto-

matism ; he was afterwards convinced that they were

the result of suggestion. It suffices, in fact, to give to

this patient the attitude of a soldier bearing arms, to

impress him with the notion that he is a military man
;

if he is invested with the paraphernalia of a church

beadle, he proceeds to perform the functions of that

office.

It is worthy of remark that this man had in former

years been both a soldier and a beadle, and that the

elements of the delirium which comes on in the course

of senile dementia are always borrowed from former

periods of life of the patients. It is probable that the

muscular sense intervenes in the genesis of the delir-

ium. Certain muscular sensations awaken in the

dement old impressions which had left by their repeti-

tion or their intensity a profound trace in the nerve

cell; and, thanks to the strongly coherent dynamic

associations, bring back into clear light a state of an-

terior consciousness ; so we tiud the actual psychical

individual transformed into another much younger.

Forgetful of the present, living in the past, he feels,

he thinks, he acts with an old brain which now cuutaius

little but a residuum of souvenirs and images belonging

to a period of life long since passed.

The senile dement is suggestible, but his field of

suggestibility is limited because his cerebrum is not in

condition to take in any new acquisitions. It has been

found impossible to suggest to such dements the per-

formance of any actions except such as they were

familiar with by past experience, or to transform tliem

into personages other than those of which tiiey have

formerly played the part. His mind can work only in

the well-worn grooves which experience has chan-

nelled, and the suggestion serves as a switch to turn it

into this groove or that. Too weak to choose for him-

self, he is simply swung according to the whim of the

suggestor.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Irrigation of the Pericardial Sac. — Profes-

sor Verdelli, of Parma, recently opened the thoracic

cavity, exposing the pericardium, which was given an

antiseptic washing. The patient, who had been given

up as lost, recovered.— Medical News.

The "Charlotte Medical Jocrnal."— This

excellent journal has recently increased the size of its

pages, and made several other changes in the line of

improvement, such as the adoption of double columns

and increasing the total amount of reading matter.

The Convalescent Dinner Society.— The
Convalescent Dinner Society is a London association

which undertakes the duty of granting in well-authen-

ticated cases, in which sickness has reduced the

strength necessary to return to work, an order for

fourteen daily dinners. Such orders have been

granted to nearly one thousand convalescents during

the last year. — Chicago Medical Recorder.

A Medical Epitaph. — Professor Pajot, who
recently died in Paris, was noted for his caustic wit,

which made him many enemies. Few of his epigrams

were as harmless as his epitaph on Civiale, the famous

lithotritist, which has been thus translated by a writer

in the London Daily Chronicle :

" For Civiale wlio's dead and gone,
Thougli sympathetic tears may gusli,

Set not upon his grave a stone,
Which he would surely rise to crush."

The Dangers of an Irish Dispensary Doc-
tor's Practice. — A few days ago, says the Medical

Press, Dr. O'Rourke, the recently appointed Medical

Officer of the Ballyconnell Dispensary District, went

to see a patient. When some distance from town he

was attacked by a party of men who assaulted him
and the car-driver, and took possession of the horse

and car. Dr. O'Rourke was rendered unconscious

from the effects of the beating.

The New Medical College Building of Syra-

cuse University. — The new Medical College Build-

ing of Syracuse University was formally opened on

Monday, October 5th. The opening exercises con-

sisted of introductory remarks by the Chancellor of

the University, Rev. James R. Day, S.T.D. ; a re-

sponse by the Dean of the College of Medicine, Henry
D. Didama, M.D., LL.D. ; an account of the history

of the new building by Gaylord P. Clark, M.D., of

the Faculty of the College of Medicine ; an address

by Dr. Stephen Smith, of New York.

Hydrostatic Exploration of the Abdomen.
— M. Marc See has recently communicated to the

Frencii Academy of Meiiiciue an ingenious method for

facilitating abdominal palpation. He claims that with

the patient submerged in a bath, the anterior abdominal

parietes, even in the corpulent, become flaccid, so as

greatly to facilitate exploration. Tlie relaxation is

explicable on ordinary hydrostatic principles. The
abilominal walls, loaded as they are with fatty matter,

tend to float upwards towards the surface of tiie water,

thus to a certain extent counteracting the elastic and
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coutractile forces which tend to keep them iu close

contact with the viscera.

An Ancient Russian Superstition.— A fatal

case arisiag out of the widespread superstitiun that a

candle toade from human fat bestows iuvisihility upon

its possessor, is reported from Ostrogozhsk. Two
Russian thieves of the district were so firmly per-

suaded of the truth of this that they murdered a

youth of their village in order to procure the caudles

in question. Having cut open the body, they removed

the fat surrounding the kidneys, and, placing it in a

tin box, took it home. There they proceeded to melt

the fat over the (ire. Unluckily for them an old woman,

their housekeeper, became suspicious and informed the

authorities. Her statement, coupled with the mysteri-

ous disappearance of the youth, who was a handsome

and popular young fellow of eighteen, led to the

prompt arrest of the ruffians and their ultimate trial

for murder. The body was discovered, and the portions

lacking therefrom lent further confirmation to the

crime.— Journal of ihe American Medical Association.

The Youngest Victims.— Four years is an early

age for a boy to acquire gonorrhea, and from " the

regular source "
; but this is the age of the younger

of two patients treated by Dr. Lucien Lofton, of

Atlanta, Ga., and reported by him in the New York

Medical Journal, October 3d. The older patient was

aged five. The finding of Neisser's gonococci in the

discharge confirmed the diagnosis. The mothers of the

children, who were colored boys, were found to be free

from gonorrheal disease, and the source of the trouble

could not be definitely ascertained. Gonorrheal vul-

vitis in little girls is not so very infrequent, and its

existence does not presuppose attempts at rape or

sexual intercourse, as it is believed to be often due to

the child's handling the vulva with hands accident-

ally contaminated by contact with the infected cloth-

ing of other members of the family, etc. In these

cases of urethritis in the male, however, such an origin

would, as Dr. Lofton implies, be more improbable,

and iu the absence of evidence attempts at sexual

intercourse are more apt to be the cause.

Ambulances for Drunkards.— A pleasing sug-

gestion for the care of drunkards is that which the

Salvation Army propose to put in practice in London.

According to the Brilith Medical Journal, ambulances,

painted white and red, are to be driven by one girl,

accompanied by two others, who are to be entrusted

with the conveyance of the drunken to a " Salvation

shelter." Whether this '• kidnapping " will be allowed

by a government the head of which has publicly ob-

jected to the compulsory curative cure of habitual

drunkards as an infringement of personal liberty, re-

mains to be seen ; as also whether (considering a re-

cent trial) the status and condition of the shelters iu

question are suitable. The good-natured drunkards

would probably not object to being conveyed to a

quiet sobering-off place by the Salvation lassies, but it

would seem probable that those of the quarrelsome

variety would require the attention of the more stal-

wart soldiers of the army. This would force the army
into a kind of self-constituted police force, performing

functions which can only belong to the regular police,

and would be manifestly illegal.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Semi-Ckntknnial of Anesthesia.— We give be-

low the programme of the Commemorative Exercises

to be held on the 16th iust. at the Massachusetts Gen-
eral Hospital.

1. Address of Welcome, by Charles H. Dalton, Esq., President

of the Massachusetts General Hospital.

2. " Reminiscences of 184()," by Dr. Robert T. Davis, of Fall

River, and Dr. Washington Ayer, of San Francisco.

3. "Surgery before Anesthesia," by John Ashhurst, Jr., M.D.,
of Philadelphia.

4. " What Anesthesia has Done for Surgery," by David W.
Cheever, M.D., of Boston.

5. "The Birth and Death of Pain." A Poem by S. Weir
Mitchell, M.D., of Philadelphia.

6. "Relation of Anesthesia and Obstetrics," by John P. Rey-
nolds, M.D.,ot Boston.

7. "The Influence of Anesthesia upon Medical Science," by W.
H. Welch, M.D., of Baltimore.

8. "The Surgery of the Future," by Charles McBurney, M.D.,
of New York.

The following gentlemen will serve as an Honorary

Committee.

:

John Shaw Billings, M.D., LL.D., Chairman, New York.
Charles W. Elliot, LL.D., President of Harvard University.

Henry P. Walcott, M.D., President Mass. Medical Society.

Morrill Wyman, M.D., LL.D., Cambridge.
Claudius Henry .Mastin, M.D , LL.D., Mobile.

Robert F. Weir, M.D., New York.

Hunter McGuire, M.D., LL.D., Richmond.
William Williams Keen, A.M., M.D., LL.D., Philadelphia.

Horatio C. Wood, M.D , LL.D., Philadelphia.

William Pepper, M.D., LL.D., Philadelphia.

Henry H. Mudd, M.D., St. Louis.

Louis McLane Tiffany, A.M. (Cantab), M.D., Baltimore.

Nicholas Senn, M.D., Ph.D., LL.D., Chicago.

Charles McBurney, M D., New Y'ork.

Nathaniel Pendleton Dandridge. M D., Cincinnati.

Francis John Shepherd, M.D , Montreal.

J. William White, M.D., Ph.D., Philadelphia.

William Osier, M.D., Baltimore.

William J. Morton, .\1.D., New York.

Frederic Shepard Dennis, M D., New Y'ork.

William S. Halsted, M.D., Baltimore.

Roswell Park, A.M., M.D., Buffalo.

Levi C. Lane, M.D., LL.D., San Francisco.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Bosion. — For

the week ending at noon, October 7, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease:

diphtheria 123, scarlet fever 11, measles 17, typhoid

fever 42.

Opening of tue Women's Charity Club Hos-

pital.— The Women's Charity Club Hospital on

Parker Hill, Boston, which was closed during the

summer, was opened this week for the season.

A Cadet from the " Enterprise " Dies from
Dii'HTHERiA.— AV. J. Clare, of Quincy, one of the

four cadets from the nautical training-ship Enterprise,

who were taken to the Boston City Hospital suffering

from diphtheria, on the arrival of the ship at Boston

last week, diad of the disease a few days later. The
others are recovering.
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NEW TOKK.

A New Gouverxecr Hospital.— At a meeting

of the SinkiDg Fund Commissioners held October Ist,

it was decided to erect at once, at an expense of S200,-

000. a new building to take the place of the present

Gouverneur Hospital, ou the lower East Side. The
old hospital building, which will be allowed to remain

until the new structure has been completed, has long

been inadequate to meet the demands of that portion

of the city.

To Regulate the Emplotment of Children. —
A new law, known as the Mercantile Establishment

Law, which will in a measure revolutionize the employ-

ment of children, went into efiect in the State of New
York on September 29th. According to the provi-

sions of this law it is made a misdemeanor for any

proprietor or person connected with a manufacturing

establishment to employ any child under the age of

sixteen years unless there is first provided and placed

on file in the ofBce of the person or firm so employing

such child a certificate of the local board of health,

setting forth the fact that the parents of the child are

willing to have it go to work ; that it has a fair edu-

cation ; and that it is physically able to perform the

work intended for it.

A Recovert from Tetanus under Antitoxin.
— A case of recovery from tetanus under the use of

tetanus antitoxin is reported from Brooklyn. The
disease resulted from a scalp-wound which the patient

received while at work in a stable. He was treated at

his own home and the antitoxin employed was obtained

from the Pasteur Institute in New York. As in this

instance the remedy was applied at a comparatively

early stage of the disease, before the patient was ex-

hausted, and as a fairly long interval of time has now
elapsed since the attack was controlled, there would

seem to be ground for regarding the cure as a perma-

nent one. In speaking of the case, Dr. Chick, one of

the physicians in attendance, remarked :
" I consider

this case a very important one because of the danger

there is from tetanus germs in the soil of Long Island.

During the past four years it has been proved that

these germs are present to an alarming extent."

Secondary Poisoninq by Corrosive Sublimate.
— A somewhat curious case of secondary poisoning

by bichloride of mercury has recently been attended

by Dr. Pedro J. Salicrup. The patient, who was a

young girl, sixteen years of age, belonging to a Cuban
family, out of pique, apparently because she consid-

ered herself harshly treated by her parents in an

affair of trifling moment, swallowed a considerable

portion of the contents of a bottle labelled "poison,"

containing a solution of corrosive sublimate, which

she found about the bouse. As soon as the effects of

the bichloride began to be felt she became thoroughly

alarmed and confessed what she had done. Dr.

Salicrup, who was hastily sent for, washed out the

girl's stomach and administered appropriate antidotes,

and the next day she was apparently entirely out of

danger. After a day or two's indisposition she

seemed to have completely recovered her health, but

at the end of a fortnight she was suddenly taken vio-

lently ill. She was again promptly attended by Dr.

Salicrup, who called in consultation Professor Tamayo,
of the University of Havana, who was temporarily in

the city, but all efforts to save her were unavailing,

and she died within four days, after great suffering.

Under the circumstances, it was deemed best to notify

the coroner's office, and after due investigation, the

cause of death was pronounced to be bichloride of

mercury poisoning.

Death of Dr. Milne. — Dr. Charles Milne, a
well-known New York practitioner, died suddenly of

cardiac disease on September 28th. He was fifty-six

years of age, and a graduate of the Medical Depart-

ment of the University of the City of New York in

the year 1873.

Death of Dr. Beknacki. — Dr. Charles Bernacki,

who had been medical director of the Germania Life

Insurance Company of New York since 1864, died at

Schandau, a watering-place in Saxony, on September
17th, at the age of eighty-four. He was born at

Starasol, Galicia, November 3, 1812, and was gradu-

ated from the University of Vienna, where he enjoyed
specially intimate relations with Professor Karl
Rokitansky, in 1839.

Death at the Age of One Hundred and Two
Years.— It is not often that a person in the higher

classes of society attains the age of a hundred years.

On September 30th, however, there died, in Brook-
lyn, a lady of birth and refinement, Mrs. Helen
Hegeman Dean, aged one hundred and two years,

eight months, and six days. She was born in New
Utrecht, Long Island, in \'ii\i, and at the age of

twenty-two married Major William R. Dean, of

Brooklyn, who died about forty years ago. Until

very recently she is said to have enjoyed excellent

health and the possession of all her faculties to a re-

markable degree.

THE DANGERS OF LIFE IN BOSTON AS
VIEWED BY A WESTEKNER.

A STRANGER from Minneapolis who arrived in Bos-
ton a few afternoons ago, took a room at the Parker
House and after a comfortable dinner went out in

the evening to see the city. He started up Tremont
Street, under the wooden bridge at the West End Rail-
way terminus, but only got as far as Park Street, when
his way was blocked on Tremont Street by an intermi-
nable line of cars, and ou Park Street by a jumble of
dirt-carts and subway ajjparatus. Despairing of further
progress in that direction, he made his way back to

the King's Chapel Burying-giound, where he noticed
that the street was thrown into irregular waves covered
with planking, and giving a hollow sound as the
horses' feet traversed them. Though somewhat alarmed
at this strange phenomouou, he pursued his course
along nearly to Scollay Square, when he perceived an
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uueanlily glare coming up tlirougli the cracka iu the

plauking, aud iu particular through a square opeuiug

cloee to the sidewalk, surrouiided by a low woodeu
fence. He gave oue look through the hole, and saw

at the bottom of a great cave which was hollowed out

under the street what looked like a lot of demons shov-

elling coal into the furnaces of Hades. He fled in ter-

ror back to the Parker House, aud rushed up to his

room. From his window he looked out on Tremont
Street, and down into just such another demon-haunted
cavern as he had fled from a few moments ago. After

recovering with ditticulty from the nervous shock, be

went to the hotel clerk, and explained to him the im-

minent danger which threatened the lives of all the

inmates if the walls of Hades, upon the very brink of

which the hotel was standing, should cave in. He had

never heard of the subway !

It happened that while on the way to the city this

same Westerner happened to notice a paragraph iu a

daily paper, stating that a delegate to a political con-

vention in Music Hall was killed by electricity while

climbing down the Music Hall Building at 3 a. m., in

search of food. As he knew nothing about the cir-

cumstances which preceded this predicament, it was
perfectly natural for him to anticipate danger in a city

where the barbaric methods of siege and starvation

were ordinary political expedients, and it was perhaps

not unnatural for him to conclude that so wicked

a city must lie in close proximity to the infernal

regions !

A MEDICO-LEGIST ON SUICIDE."

"Suicide by hanging," said Professor Brouardel

in the course of a recent lecture, " would seem to

have been invented on purpose for dipsomaniacs,

children, aud, generally speaking, all persons whose

intellects are weak or undeveloped. The simplicity

of the process accounts for its popularity. In some
families self-murder by hanging would seem to be an

bereditary failing. Not far from Etampes there is a

large farm with which I am acquainted. One day,

without any apparent cause the proprietor hung him-

self, leaving a family of seven sons aud four daughters.

Ten out of the eleven subsequently followed their

father's example, but not until they had married and

begotten children, who in their turn all likewise put

an end to themselves with the cord. There is now
but one representative left of this remarkable group,

an old man of sixty-eight who has passed the family

hanging age. When an alcoholic subject is attacked

by an acute paroxysm of his disorder the spontaneity

of his ideas is only equalled by the rapidity with

which he gives effect to them. He never pauses an

instant for reflection. The idea of suicide or of some
other crime surges up in his mind, and forthwith he

acts upon it, often in the most ferocious manner, but

williout the slightest conception as to why he does so.

Whenever a medico-legist has to do with a case of

crime for which he can delect no motive, and in which

the perpetrator seems to have committed the deed

entirely without premeditation or discernment, he

should bear alcoholism in mind."

Id conclusion the professor related the following

extraordinary incident: "While I was house surgeon

at Saint-Antoine a man threw himself down from the

summit of the Bastille Column, aud not only escaped

* LoDiluii Luiicvt.

with his life but was not even injured. They were
re-gildiug the oruanientatiou at the base of the column,

and in order to protect the artists aud their work
from rain and dust a kind of canvas tent had been
rigged up between the pedestal and surrounding rail-

ing. The would-be suicide had the good luck to fall

on the tent and rebounded from it to the ground.

.Some bystanders, thinking he must be severely hurt

if not killed outright, ran to his assistance, but before

any one could reach him he scrambled to his feet,

picked UD bis hat, and made off at a round pace. The
man was a victim to alcoholism. I did not actually

see him fall, but was present when the i)olice arrested

him. He said he was servant to a wine-seller, and
they let him go free. Some days afterwards I was
very much surprised to see the identical individual

here at the medical faculty in the capacity of amphi-

theatre attendant. He remained with us sixteen

years, aud uever again attempted to take his life. I

cross-examined him very carefully, but he was quite

unable to account for his act. When he ascended the

column he had not the most remote intention of throw-

ing himself down. The impulse to do so suddenly

seemed to overmaster him completely, and without a

moment's thought he yielded."

Corrfi^ponDcncc.

MASSAGE RUN WILD: TOO MANY MANIPU-
LATORS.

Boston, September 29, 1896.

Mr. Editor:— There is a great tendency to over-pro-

duction of all kinds at present. Boston, with a population

of nearly 500,000, has about 3,500 physiiians of all sorts,

or one doctor to every 333 inhabitants. One physician to

each 1,000 of the population is usually considered quite

enough ; .«o that this community would probably not suffer

for medical and surgical skill if it had only 500 physicians.

For every ten medical patients it is estimated that there is

one surgical patient, so that 50 surgeons would probably be

a good supply for this city. As many physicians do surgical

operations and many surgeons jiractise medicine, it is not

easy to estimate how many surgeons may be necessary.

There is not more than one case requiring massage for

every 100 medical, for every 10 surgical cases ; so that five

or six good mnnxeurs and 7n(useuses could easily do all the

necessary scientific massai^e in a city of the size of Boston.

There are, in reality, not more than this number of man-
ipulators who get anything like steady employment in

Boston. There are not less than 45 men who are trying

to get into a massage |)ractice, unduly increasins: manipula-

tors more than iliere is work for, means that they cannot

become experienced and skilful ; that when tried by such,

massage will often be said to have failed in apparently

suitable cases ; and that after a period of waiting and
anxiety, most of these " mashers " will seek other and
steadier employments. This is a matter of cvery-day his-

tory. No one has ever applii-d to the writer for instruction

in massage without b.?ing told that there are many more
manipulators in Boston, New York, Philadelphia and
Chicago than there is work for.

And still, what is being done to increase the number of

aspirants to fame and fortune, in the path of rubbing?

Many people who are out of a job take up rubbing and

call it massage, without any training or study. Occasionally

oue of these by cheek, favor, friendship or "magnetism"
succeeds in getting plenty to do; but nearly all of them
soon find out their mistake.

There are so-called schools of massage that pose as phil-

anthropical institutions to help the intelligent and industri-

ous for a consideration ; that is more valuable to the
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teachers than the instruction is to the pupils. With rare

exceptions these teachers not only need instruction them-
selves, but also reconstruction.

Somewhat better are the training-schools for nurses at

our large hospitals, nearly all of which profess to teach

massage to their nurses. To my certain knowledge the

teachers of these nurses have almost invariably been

selected before they had time and opportunity to show that

they knew enough about massage to practise it themselves,

to say nothing about their ability to teach if. The most
thoughtful and intelligent of the nurses regard their

attempted instruction in massage at the hospitals as a

decided imposition, useless and impracticalile ; for their

duties in attending the acutely ill and seriously injured are

so arduous and fatiguing that they unfit them for receiving

instruction in, and for practising massage, which requires

people that are rested and vigorous to be of any use at all.

For the same reason those who have the care of very sick

private patients should he exempt from doing massage.

How comes it, then, that massage is attempted to be

taught in the hospitals? Usually in compliance with the

request of some one of the staff, whose bretliren are in-

different about this matter, and who think it will do no
harm to gratify a fanciful notion. Almost all the other

hospitals think they must be in the fashion, and that they

would he losing a means of grace or an attraction for pat-

ronage if they did not profess to teach massage also. The
number of physicians or surgeons on or off tlie staff of a

hospital, who pretend to know anything about massage, or

who would condescend to try their hand at it if they did,

are in a decided minority. One of them recently said

to me that he did not believe there was more than one
doctor in five hundred that knew anything at all about

massage. And yet they expect nurses to be taught what
they have neither time nor inclination for themselves. To
the credit of the profession, however, be it sa'id, that they

daily do much dirtier work in the cause of science and for

the sake of humanit\-. Oliver Wendell Holmes used to say

that physicians often do work that no menial could be hired

to perform.

While nurses and others who have not bad a thorough

medical education may, by training and practice and natural

adaptabilities, become skilful in carrying out the wishes of

physicians as to massage, yet a thorough knowledge of this

art and the extent of its usefulness can only be acquired by
much study and long experience ; for it now reaches into

certain well-defined conditions in every branch of medical

science, and may prove beneficial or harmful according to

the way in which it may be used, after the failure of other

means.
Much more might be said on this subject; but if the

golden rule be observed, medical etiquette will not be likely

to suffer. Very truly yours,

Douglas Graham, M. D.

THE TRAINED NURSE : THE OTHER SIDE.

New York, October 4, 1896.

Mr. Editor:— As a trained nurse myself and also an
employer of trained nurses, I should like to say a few
words in answer to the letter dated September 24lh, and
signed " A Down-trodden Friend of the Patient," which

was published in your last issue.

I have also had experience with three trained nurses;

but fortunately they were all good ones, anxious and willing

to do all their share, and even more if the absence of ser-

vants, etc., made it necessary.

After having had the experience of a dozen ca^es outside

the hospital, 1 have learned that though the nurse is often

to blame for the " lacks " spoken of by our " Friend," there

is as much criticism to be made on the other side of the

question.

The friends, and often the family, of the patient make it

almost impossible for the nurse to carry out the doctor's

orders. They frequently think they know much more about

the case themselves, and are sure it would be better " if the

poor sick thing could just see one of us, to cheer her up,

you know," when the doctor's last words to the nurse were
probably, " Now, nurse, no mailer wkal, keep everybody out

of the room."
The trained nurse is supposed to be always cheerful, and

yet lose much sleep, eat at irregular hours, do without

proper outing, etc., and then she is given a couch to rest

on in the noisiest room in the house, perhaps, where she

may be interrupted a dozen times during the time she may
be trying to sleep. I have known several instances where
even a lecture would have proved more restful than an

hour passed in the room allotted to me for sleep.

There is much to be said, and 1 hope something to be

done, about the matter ; but our " Down-trodden Friend"
ought to realize that the nurse is frequently more down-
trodden, and also, perhai)S— who knows?— our friend

may have deserved all the downtroddenness, if I may use

that word.

A Massachusetts General Hospital Graduate.

ANOTHER USE OF SKIAGRAPHY.

Boston, October 1, 1896.

Mr. Editor :— In one of the late numbers of the Jour-
nal you speak of the use of skiagraphy for the detection

of the adulteration of food. I have recently used the in-

strument to distinguish between the powdered cholesterin

of an undoubted gallstone and a granular mass taken

from the feces which was supposed to be of gall-stone

origin. The patient, a woman of fifty-seven, in whom the

diagnosis of gall-stones had been made by her physician,

brought me some gravelly powder which she had found in

the fecal discharges after an attack of pain. Compared in

the light of the x-rays with some powdered gall-stones

which I happened to have in my olhce, the difference was
marked. Ihe gall stone cast a very faint shadow, the

powder in question a distinct one.

The difference between these substances, as demonstrated

by the Rdntgen rays and the fiuorescope, was sufficiently

marked to justify the conclusion that the suspected powder
was not cholesterin, and probably not of biliary origin.

To demonstrate these substances in the x-rays, two small

envelopes were used, one containing what was known to be
powdered gall-stones, and the other the substance taken

from the feces. The envelopes were placed side by side

between the Crookes tube and the fiuorescope. The differ-

ence was immediately perceptible.

Chemical examination showed that the specimen was not

from gall-stones. Yours very truly,

yi. 11. Richardson, M.D.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending September 26th, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J . W . Smith , of the United
States Signal Corps:—

Baro-
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RECORD OF MORTALITY

FOK THB WbEK KNDINO SATDBDAT, SBrXEMBBR 2G, 18!l6.
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SEMI-CENTENNIAL OF ANESTHESIA.

^tiDrej^iSie^.

REMINISCENCES OF 1846.'

BY ROBERT T. DAVIS, M.D., FALL RIVER, MASS.

Mr. President and Gentlemen :— Fifty years ago
to-day occurred the first autheutic, unquestionable,

public exhibition of anesthesia during a surgical oper-

ation. As one of the few surviving witnesses of that

memorable event, the most important in surgical, and

one of the most important in human history, I have

been invited to state my recollection of the incidents

attending it, and very gladly comply with the re-

quest.

The operation in which the anesthetic was adminis-

tered was performed in the surgical ampitheatre of the

Massachusetts General Hospital, by Dr. John C. War-
ren, in the presence of a number of distinguished sur-

geons and physicians, including Dr. Hayward, the

elder Dr. Bigelow, one of the wisest and greatest men
who have adorned our profession with their multifari-

ous gifts and accomplishments, and his celebrated son,

not then arrived at the zenith of his fame. The Har-

vard medical class was also present. After some de-

lay Dr. William Morton appeared with his apparatus,

when Dr. Warren addressed the medical class, which

had not been previously notified of the proposed ex-

periment, stating in substance that there was a gentle-

man present who claimed that he had discovered that

the inhalation of a certain agent would produce insen-

sibility to pain during surgical operations with safety

to the patient, and he added that the class was aware
that he had always regarded that condition as an im-

portant desideratum in operative surgery and he had

decided to permit him to try the experiment.

The patient, who was a young man, was suffering

from a vascular tumor of the neck on the left side, oc-

cupying the space from the edge of the jaw downward
to the larynx and from the angle of the jaw to the

median line. Dr. Morton proceeded to apply to the

lips of the patient a tube connected with a glass globe.

After the inhalation had continued four or five min-

utes he appeared to be asleep, and the operation was
commenced and completed without further inhalation

of the ether. It consisted of an incision about three

inches in length over the centre of the tumor, and
through the skin and subcutaneous cellular tissue, and

the removal of a layer of fascia, which covered the en-

larged blood-vessels. A curved needle armed with a

ligature was then passed under and around the tumor,

and considerable compression was employed.

During most of the time occupied by the operation

the patient gave no sign of sensibility, and appeared

to be sleeping quietly. A short time before its com-

pletion he moved his head, body and limbs, and mut-

tered words which I could not hear distinctly, but

upon recovering consciousness he declared that he had

suffered no pain but simply a sensatiou like scraping

the parts with a blunt instrument.

The exhibition of the anesthetic was admitted by

those present to be a complete success. The operating

surgeon expressed his satisfaction in these emphatic

^ An Address delivered October 16, 1896, at the Commemoration of
the Fiftieth Anniversary of the First Public Demonstration of Surgi-
cal Anesthesia.

words :
" Gentlemen, this is no humbug." From that

time forward it became the practice to employ it at the

hospital in all operations of importance.

Dr. Morton continued to administer it until it was
proved that it could be easily and safely administered

by others. The apparatus which he had used in the

first and a few subsequent instances was soon aban-

doned as unnecessary and attended with possible risk,

and a concave sponge was substituted. Sulphuric

ether as an anesthetic very promptly passed into gen-

eral use in Boston and throughout the State, and soon

afterward in public and private practice in the large

cities of other States, followed by its employment all

over the country wherever scientific surgery was prac-

tised. Its fame crossed the ocean, and it rapidly be-

came a necessary adjunct to surgery in Europe as well

as here, and beyond, even to the utmost limits of

civilization — it did not stop there, but among savage

tribes and barbarous races in distant continents and
islands it followed the footsteps of the explorer, the

trader and the missionary on its divine errand of

mercy to mankind.

It is impossible to estimate or comprehend the im-

portance of this beneficent discovery. It safely and
absolutely secures insensibility to pain, unconsciousness

and immobility for long periods of time, conditions

which are essential to the successful performance of

prolonged and delicate surgical operations. We know
the pain and terror which accompanied ordinary sur-

gical operations before the advent of anesthesia. I

cannot forget the impression produced by the case of

a naval officer, upon whom a painful operation was
performed at this hospital. The suffering was so great

that he repeatedly screamed, and was quite unable to

suppress the exhibition of his agony. He afterward

apologized to the gentlemen present, and stated that

he could not control the expression of unendurable

pain he had experienced, and to which his haggard
features and shaking frame bore undoubted te.sti-

mony.
It was fitting that the discovery of anesthesia should

be ushered to the world from this historic institution,

dedicated to the service of humanity in the broadest

spirit of charity, by the gifts of noble men and women.
It was fitting, also, that the most eminent surgeon of

his day in New England permitted the experiment and
performed the operation. His name will be always
honored and gratefully remembered by the profession

and the public, for his courage and wisdom in assum-
ing the responsibility of sanctioning what might have
proved a hazardous experiment, whose failure would
have compromised his great reputation. Such consid-

erations had no terrors for him ; he thought only of

the lasting and limitless blessings vphich would follow

success. These qualities he inherited from an illustri-

ous ancestry. He was the sou of a Revolutionary

patriot and military surgeon, who was for forty years

the most distinguished member of our profession in

New England, and a nephew of the heroic Warren,
who left a profession whose duty it is to save human
life, to offer up his own in defence of American liberty

in the first pitched battle of the Revolution, and
whose name is on the lips of every schoolboy who
has read the immortal story of our nation's birth.

Blessed forever be the memory of Joseph Warren,
who fell at Bunker Hill, and that of John Collins

Warren, who aided so signally the renowned discov-

erer of anesthesia, to whom all generations will be
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debtors, in couferring that unequalled boon upon bis

fellow-men.

Let me add that discoveries of such permanent and
universal interest and importance are not accidental.

Such an assumption would be an impeachment of the
order of the universe, and the designs of Providence.
They are the natural and indeed inevitable result of

the progress of scientific thought and investigation.

The eager quest of previously unknown facts which
distinguishes our age reaches the very threshold of

discovery, when some fortunate explorer takes a step
in advance, ascertains the new truth and proclaims it

to the world. The history of surgical anesthesia fur-

nishes no exemption from this general law. In the
noon of this grandest of the centuries the spirit of

humane science whispered these glad tidings ; the at-

tentive ear of Morton heard the message and trans-

mitted it to mankind. Thenceforth this matchless
discovery was destined to bestow its blessings, so long
as the race shall endure— wherever in all time human
suffering cries aloud for succor or languishes in silent

despair, and the Divine attribute of mercy, aided by
the wisdom of science, flies to its relief.

SURGERY BEFORE THE DAYS OF ANES-
THESIA."

BV JOHN ASUHUR9T, JR., M.D., LL.D., rnILAl>ELI'HIA.

Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Board of Trus-

tees and Hospital Staff, Ladies and Gentlemen:— A
study of the condition of operative surgery before the

days of anesthesia reveals on the one hand a picture

of heroic boldness and masterly self-control on the

part of the surgeon, and on the other a ghastly pano-
rama, sometimes of stoic fortitude and endurance,

sometimes of abject terror and humiliation— but
always of agonizing wretchedness and pain— on the

part of the unhappy victim, man or woman, whose
necessities required a recourse to the surgeon's aid.

And from our vantage ground of a half-century's ex-

perience it is difficult for us to understand, why, with
the constant and persistent efforts made by surgeons

in past ages to lessen the pain of operations, and with

the gradual but continuous accumulation of facts, show-
ing that by certain agents pain could be temporarily

abolished without danger, the eyes of all— patients as

well as practitioners— yet seemed to be liolden, and
why, science and art working with a common object,

if independently, though the whole world seemed to

be trembling on the verge of the discovery, it yet was
not until fifty years ago to-day that the crucial experi-

ment was made in this hospital, and that surgical an-

esthesia became a glorious reality.

It is somewhat difficult to obtain an accurate picture

of pre-anesthetic surgery from the patient's point of

view, probably for a similar reason to that indicated

by the lion in the fable, when he criticised the artist

for always representing a combat between lions and
men as terminating in a human victory— lions do not
paint ; and so, as operations are habitually reported

by surgeons and not by patients, we read of the skill

and intrepidity of the operator, of difficulties met and
overcome, and of victories snatched as it were from
the very jaws of impending defeat; but we hear little

• An Addrew delivered October IC, 1896. nt the Coniniemoration of
the Fiftieth AniilTeraar)' of the First Public DemoiiKtratlou of .Surgi-
cal Aneetbcflla.

of the tortures of the victim under the life-saving pro-

cess, or, in an unsuccessful case, of the gradual sub-

sidence of agonizing cries hushed in the silence of

death. And yet we sometimes catch, incidentally, a
side-glimpse of an operation from the patient's stand-

point, and can thus form some faint notion of the

shades as well as of the high lights of capital surgery
in days gone by.

Those who arc familiar with the history of British

surgery seventy years ago will recall the famous case

of " Cooper versus Wakley," in which the enterprising

founder and proprietor of the Lancet was sued and
mulcted, though in but nominal damages, for the report

of an operation for lithotomy performed by Sir Astley

Cooper's nephew, Mr. Bransby B. Cooper. The
report opens with a quotation from John Bell, refer-

ring to " long and murderous operations, when the

surgeon labors for an hour in extracting the stone, to

the inevitable destruction of the patient," and then,

having described in terms as graphic, as uncompli-

mentary, the operator's prolonged efforts to remove
the calculus, and the words which showed his own
anxiety and discomposure during the process, adds:
" Such were the hurried exclamations of the operator.

Every now and then there was a cry of ' Hush !

'

which was succeeded by the stillness of death, broken
only by the horrible squash, squash, of the forceps in

the perineum. ' Oh ! let it go — pray let it keep in !

'

was the constant cry of the poor man." The patient

was on the table nearly an hour, and, after a night and
a day of great pain, "death" adds the reporter,

"ended the poor fellow's sufferings, about twentj'-nine

hours after the operation." The fatal result appeared
to have been due to peritonitis. It is, indeed, not an

unheard-of thing that a surgeon's presence of mind
should fail him in a difficult operation even at the

present day ; but at least the patient, unconscious

through the blessing of anesthesia, does not know it,

and this complication is spared, to the great comfort

of all concerned.

The " pitilessness " which Celsus urged as an essen-

tial trait in the operative surgeon — though Percy and
Laurent declare that this pitilessness was meant to be

apparent only— was, indeed, before the days of anes-

thesia, a feature in the surgeon's character which im-

pressed very strongly the public generally as well as

those immediately connected with the operation ; and
it may be feared that there are not wanting, even at

this nineteenth century's end, some who would echo

the comment of the younger Pliny upon the operative

surgeons of his time: "They make experiments

through deaths, and no head is secure from them."

It is interesting to recall that Sir James Simpson, of

Edinburgh, shortly after beginning his professional

studies, was so affected by " seeing the teiiible agony
of a poor Highland woman under amputation of the

breast," that he resolved to abandon a medical career

and seek other occupation; happily, his intention was
reconsidered, and he returned to his studies, asking

himself, " Can anything be done to make operations

less painful ? " and, as every one knows, in less than

twenty years became himself a high priest of anesthe-

sia, and the introducer into surgical and obstetrical

practice of ether's great rival, chloroform.

Not only did delicate women and tender children

dread the ordeal of the surgeon's knife, but strong and
brave men also recoiled from its use in horror : BuSon
preferred death to relief from the agonies of calculus
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by the operation of lithotomy, and case after case is

narrated by Monfalcon and other writers, in which
men submitted themselves with the utmost calmness
and fortitude to the hands of skilful operators, in-

stantly falling into collapse after the Crst incision, and
without undue loss of blood, quickly succumbing to the

depressing effects of simple shock and pain.

No braver or more gallant gentleman ever lived

than Admiral Viscount Nelson, and after his right

elbow had been shattered by a French bullet in the

assault at Teneriffe, he manifested the utmost courage,

refusing to be taken to the nearest ship lest the sight

of his injury should alarm the wife of a fellow officer

whose own fate was uncertain, and when his own ship

was reached, climbing up its side without assistance,

and saying, " Tell the surgeon to make haste and get

his instruments. I know I must lose my right arm, so

the sooner it is off, the better." " He underwent the

amputation," we learn from a private letter of one of

his midshipmen, " with the same firmness and courage

that have always marked his character," and yet so

painfully was he affected by the coldness of the opera-

tor's knife, that though when next going into action

at the famous battle of the Nile, he could after calmly
finishing his meal say to his officers, " By this time to-

morrow I shall have gained a peerage or Westminster
Abbey," yet he gave standing orders to his surgeons

that hot water should always be kept in readiness dur-

ing an engagement, so that if another operation should

be required, he might at least have the poor comfort

of being cut with warm instruments.

But the most striking picture of which I am cog-

nizant, showing the way in which an intelligent patient

looked upon a surgical operation, is to be found in a

letter written to Sir James Simpson by a friend, him-

self a member of the medical profession, who had had
the misfortune to lose a limb by amputation before the

introduction of anesthesia :
'• I at once agreed," he

says, " to submit to the operation, but asked a week
to prepare for it, not with the slightest expectation

that the disease would take a favorable turn in the

interval, or that the anticipated horrors of the opera-

tion would become less appalling by reflection upon
them, but simply because it was so probable that the

operation would be followed by a fatal issue, that I

wished to prepare for death and what lies beyond it,

whilst my faculties were clear and my emotions were
comparatively undisturbed. . . . The week, bo slow,

and yet so swift in its passage, at length came to an end,

and the morning of the operation arrived. . . . The
operation was a more tedious one than some which
involve much greater mutilation. It necessitated cruel

cutting through inflamed and morbidly sensitive parts,

and could not be despatched by a few strokes of the

knife. ... Of the agony it occasioned I will say
nothing. Suffering so great as I underwent cannot

be expressed in words, and thus fortunately cannot be
recalled. The particular pangs are now forgotten

;

but the blank whirlwind of emotion, the horror of

great darkness, and the sense of desertion by God and
man, bordering close upon despair, which swept
through my mind and overwhelmed my heart, I can
never forget, however gladly I would do so. Only
the wish to save others some of my sufferings makes
me deliberately recall and confess the anguish and
humiliation of such a personal experience; nor can 1

find language more sober or familiar than that I have
used, to express feelings which, happily for us all, are

|

too rare as matters of general experience to have been
shaped into household words. . . . During the opera-

tion, in spite of the pain it occasioned, my senses were
preternaturally acute, as I have been told they gen-

erally are in patients under such circumstances. I
watched all that the surgeon did with a fascinated

intensity. I still recall with unwelcome vividness the

spreading out of the instruments, the twisting of the

tourniquet, the first incision, the fingering of the sawed
bone, the sponge pressed on the flap, the tying of the

blood-vessels, the stitching of the skin, and the bloody

dismembered limb lying on the floor. Those are not

pleasant remembrances. For a long time they haunted

me, and even now they are easily resuscitated ; and
though they cannot bring back the suffering attending

the events which gave them a place in my memory,
they can occasion a suffering of their own, and be the

cause of a disquiet which favors neither mental nor
bodily health."

On the side of the surgeon, we find throughout the

ages a constant effort to diminish the terrors of oper-

ations, and a continuous reprobation of the distressful,

not to say cruel, modes of practice adopted by pre-

ceding generations. " Who can read without a kind

of horror," cries Monfalcon, " the account of those

frightful operations which were then practised ? And
yet the time is not very far distant from ours, when
they lopped off a limb by striking it violently with a
heavy knife ; that time when they knew neither how
to stop nor how to prevent hemorrhage but by burn-

ing the part whence the blood jetted with boiling oil

or the red-hot iron ; that time when surgeons armed
themselves at every moment with pincers, with burn-

ing cauteries, and with a thousaud instruments the

representations even of which cause terror." Will it

happen that on the occasion of some future anniversary

our successors will speak of our operative triumphs
with the same scorn and abhorrence with which
writers of the present day sometimes refer to the

great deeds of our surgical forefathers ?

The belief that operations might be rendered pain-

less and the hope that some means might be discovered

by which this end should be accomplished appear to

have been present in the minds of surgeons from the

earliest periods. Witness the accounts of the Mem-
phis stone, described by Dioscorides and Pliny, which
Littrti surmised to have been merely marble which by
steeping in vinegar was made to give forth the fumes
of carbonic acid ; and of the mandragora, employed
according to Theodoric, when mixed with other nar-

cotics, by inhalation, and causing a sleep from which
the patient could only be aroused by the fumes of

vinegar ; so profound was the stupor induced by this

drug that Bodin assures us that under its influence a
man submitted without consciousness to a painful

operation, and continued to sleep for several days
thereafter.

Vigo speaks of the whole body being " brought

asleep by the smelling of a sponge wherein opium is,"

but warns his readers that the practice is dangerous

because the use of opium is sometimes followed by
gangrene. In his work on " Natural Magic," Baptista

Porta speaks of a volatile drug, kept in leaden vessels,

which produced sleep when applied to the nostrils,

and Perrin suggests that this may actually have been
ether or some other of our modern anesthetic agents.

Others endeavored to prevent the pain of opera-

tions by mechanical means. The Assyrians, Hoffman
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assures us, compressed the veins of the neck, appar-
ently bj' tying a band around the part, before prac-

tising circumcision, and compression of the carotid

arteries was suggested as an anesthetic measure in

more modern times bj' Dr. Fleming; while still more
recently Dr. Augustus Waller has shown that insen-

sibility may be induced by compressing the cervical

vagi. Garroters have indeed clearly shown, as re-

marked by Simpson, that a person may readily be
choked into unconsciousness, but it is not surprising

that their mode of practice has not commended itself

to surgeons for general adoption.

Compression of the limb by a fillet or tight liga-

ture, before amputation, is referred to by Part- as a

mode of alleviating the suffering which attends that

procedure, and Benjamin Bell tells us that " in ampu-
tating limbs, patients frequently desire the tourniquet

to be firmly screwed, from finding that it tends to

diminish the pain of the operation." The same
writer refers approvingly to the suggestion of Mr.
James Moore, that pain should be controlled by the

application of a screw compressor to the principal

nerve of the part, but surgeons generally appear to

have agreed with Monfalcou that the incouveuieuces

of such an apparatus fully equalled its very slight

advantages.

Mental pre-occupation was sometimes sought as a

means of preventing pain. Richard Wiseman found
that soldiers dreaded the loss of a limb much less if it

was removed immediately, while they were " in the

heat of fight," than if the operation was postponed
until the next day ;

" wherefore," he says, " cut it off

quickly, while the soldier is heated and in mettle "
;

and Renauldin recalls the case of the amiable Dolomieu,
who, exposed to the pangs of starvation in a Neapolitan
dungeon, measurably alleviated his own distress by en-

gaging in the composition of a Treatise on Mineralogy,
while his unfortunate servant and fellow-prisoner, who
had not the same intellectual resources, was hungry
enough for both.

But the presence of pain was not the only evil

dreaded by our predecessors in attempting important

operations: the great risk of fatal accident from some
involuntary movement of the patient was constantly

present to the mind of the conscientious surgeon.
" How often," says Dr. Valentine Mott, "when oper-

ating in some deep, dark wound, along the course of

some great vein, with thin walls, alternately distended

and flaccid with the vital current — how often have I

dreaded that some unfortunate struggle of the patient

wouhl deviate the knife a little from its proper course,

and that I, who fain would be the deliverer, should

involuntarily become the executioner, seeing my
patient perish in my hands by the most appalling form
of death ! Had be been insensible, I should have felt

no alarm." So greatly was the responsibility of using

the knife felt by the best-informed surgeons of pre-

anesthetic days, that many, like Haller, distrusted their

own manual dexterity, and declined to perform opera-

tions which, while recognizing their necessity, they

felt should be left to other surgeons differently consti-

tuted from themselves. Would that a little of this

Hallerian diffidence might affect some tyros of the

profession in our own day, who, without the slightest

preliminary practical training, do not hesitate to under-

take the moat hazardous procedures, and seem to con-

sider themselves disgraced if they cannot coun^ one
or more abdominal sections, even if terminating fatally,

within the accomplishments of their first year's

practice

!

Coming down to the days more immediately preced-

ing the date of the great discovery, we find that opium
and alcohol were the only agents which continued to

be regarded as of practical value in diminishing the

pain of operations, though the attendant disadvan-

tages of their employment were of course recognized.
" Previous to every painful operation," says Dorsey,
" a dose of laudanum should be administered." " I was
in the habit," says Dr. Mott, " of giving opiates freely

before the introtiuction of anesthetics, both before and
after operations, . . . and opium and its preparations

are the only anodynes well adapted to surgical use.

No substitutes are worthy of confidence." Demme
tells of a woman, who, under the influence of opium,

submitted to amputation at the hip-joint, and emitted

but a single cry; and I myself recall distinctly patients,

who, in the bauds of that excellent surgeon, the late

Dr. George W. Norris, had limbs amputated with

almost no manifestation of pain when well charged

previously with opium and whiskey. Alcohol, pushed

to the point of producing intoxication, was employed
as an anesthetic by some surgeons, and Dorsey tells us

that Dr. Physick, following Richeraud's suggestion,

used it successfully for its relaxing effect in a rebellious

case of dislocated jaw, in which on account of the

patient's " extreme debility " it was not thought pru-

dent to resort to the usual remedy — " blood-letting

ad deliquium animi."

Meanwhile facts were accumulating, the significance

of which we can now plainly recognize, but which

excited no |attention at the time. Sir Humphry Davy
had, in the very early days of the nineteenth century,

experimented with nitrous oxide gas, afterwards em-
ployed by Horace Wells, and had in so many words

suggested its use as an anesthetic in minor operations ;

its power of preventing the sensation of pain was well

known to many persons, and it was the custom at

some of our medical schools— at the University of

Pennsylvania for one— for students to breathe the

" laughing gas," as it was then called, for diversion.

The use of ether by inhalation had been still earlier

recommended by Beddoes, Pearson and Thornton, as

a remedy for certain diseases of the lungs, and in 180.5

your own Warren had employed it " to relieve the dis-

tress attending the last stage of pulmonary inflamma-

tion." Its intoxicating qualities, when inhaled, and its

power, when in sufficient concentration, to produce

stupefaction, had been recognized, in 1839, in Pereira's

well-known treatise on Materia Medica, and were

quite familiar to American medical students; and it is

no doubt possible— I certainly have no wish to deny

it— that in isolated cases it may have been used as a

means of relieving pain by individual practitioners, as

by Dr. Long, of Athens, Georgia, whom Perrin, with

that happy disregard of the geography of all countries

except their own, which is characteristic of French

writers, calls the ''Greek physician."

But yet— and yet— surgeons went on, in every

country, cutting and burning, and jjatients went on

writhing and screaming, until on the sixteenth day of

October, in the year 1846, in the Massachusetts Gen-

eral Hospital, Dii. John C. Warren painlessly re-

moved a tumor from a man who had previously been

etherized by Du. William T. G. Morton— and

Surgical Ankstuksia became the priceless heritage

of the civilized world.
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WHAT HAS ANASTHESIA DONE FOR SUR-
GERY ? 1

BY DAVID W. CE

What victim of surgery, who, under ether, siuks

iuto a calm and dreamless sleep, during which his

abdomen can be cut open, his bowels taken out,

handled and replaced, his nerves cut, his veins or

arteries tied, and Lis skin sewed up, and who is made
so absolutely oblivious as to ask on awakening, " Are
you not ready to begin ? " but concedes with grati-

tude, on realizing the result, that this is the greatest

discovery ever made for the happiness of mankind ?

In proportion as anticipation is worse than reality,

must be estimated the mental relief brought about by

anesthesia.

To dread the knife, to shrink from an operation, to

fear pain, is there a more universal instinct? It is

next to the vital instinct of self-preservation. What
iron will, what previous agony must induce that forti-

tude which can bring the sufferer to lie down and be

cut without stirring

!

All this is annulled by anesthesia. How much men-

tal shock is thus removed !

What is surgically termed the " shock of the opera-

tion," or the disturbing effect ou the nervous system

of violence done the flesh and nerves, is also largely

diminished. Anticipation is done away with ;
pain is

prevented ; shock is reduced.

The patient consents to operation earlier ; he does

not wait until life becomes unbearable, but calmly

contemplates surgery as the natural and easy channel

of relief. Hence his chances of benefit from an oper-

ation are much increased; he averts destructive pro-

cesses, shortens disease, is more likely to recover.

So much is done for the patient.

To the surgeon anesthesia gives the patient asleep,

motionless, senseless. He need not hurry ; he need

not sympathize ; he need not worry ; he can calmly

dissect, as on a dead body ; heedful only that the

etherizer is competent, the breathing and pulse watched,

the operation not prolonged beyond the verge of ex-

haustion.

The surgeon, then, can do better work ; he can be

more careful ; he can pause and consider ; he can

choose liis steps ; he can be deliberate, if not dexter-

ous. He can even summon the aid of the pathologist

and his microscope, who, in ten minutes, while the

patient sleeps, can decide the nature, the innocence or

malignancy, of the tumor he is removing.

It is also just to believe that the moral fibre of the

surgeon is less strained ; judicial callousness is no

longer called for ; he need not steel his heart, for his

victim does not feel.

For surgery and for diagnosis, anesthesia has done

even more, tt has enlarged its domain by rendering

justifiable and even promising severe and delicate

operations.

The tyranny of misguided conscience drove the

inquisitors of the Middle Ages to rack the joints

apart: so, too, the surgeon was formerly obliged to

use the rack to tire the muscles and disrupt the

capsule, to reduce a dislocation. Now, anesthesia

relaxes the muscles, and manipulation rolls the bone

into the socket.

Homeric strength was needed to bear Homeric

* An Address delivered October 16, I89G, at the (Jommemoratioii of
tlie Fiftieth Auniversary of the First Public Uemonstration of Surgi-
cal Auesthesia.

surgery. Strong men and calm women endured des-

perate mutilations and recovered. But at what a

cost

!

Such surgery must necessarily have been largely

traumatic, or the result of emergencies threatening

death if not relieved.

. It is not too much to say that all the finer work of

plastic, conservative and abdominal surgery dates

from the discovery of anesthesia. It could not have

been done before. Neither surgeon could persist, nor

patient endure it. Perhaps one thousand ovariotomies

were done by Sir Spencer Wells before asepsis was
much practised, but they were all done since anesthe-

sia was known. The tedious details in a radical cure

of hernia were mostly mechanical before anesthetics

;

and the operative measures have been adopted since.

Formerly the surgeon was estimated for dexterity

and quickness. Now he is esteemed the great sur-

geon, who to judgment adds dexterity, and to dex-

terity patience.

Anesthesia was the necessary precursor of asepsis.

Without the former the latter would not be what it

now is. Even if antiseptic agents were used in dress-

ing wounds, the operations which caused the wounds
could not have been done aseptically without anes-

thesia.

The essence of asepsis is detail, tedious rules and
precautions, prolonged and accurate dressings. All

this requires time, immobility, unconsciousness. To
stitch the most delicate tissues with accuracy, to match
the bowel or bladder so that it will not leak, how
could this be done on a conscious and quivering

patient?

First, anesthesia ; second, asepsis. They must be

inseparable for success.

All visceral surgery, which deals with the great

serous cavities, and which constitutes the proud dis-

tinction of modern surgery, depends on anesthesia

first, and on asepsis afterward. The latter is as

beneficent a discovery as the former. Haud-in-hand,

equal benefactors, anesthesia and asepsis, march calm
and triumphant. Together they have altered life, en-

larged what is worth living for, postponed death.

May we not claim now as fulfilled for surgery that

old saying which our fathers regarded as the acme of

success and skill in curing the patient : Tuto, cito, et

jucunde (Without delay, without danger, without

pain) ?

Is there no reverse to this brilliant picture? There
is if we allow it; but most dangers and mischances

can be averted by care. The danger of immediate

death from anesthetics is no greater than the ordinary

risks of life in the daily pursuits of civilized com-
munities. The use of power, whether steam or electric,

surrounds the life of cities with hourly perils ; and the

chance of succumbing under the inhalation of ether is

no greater than the risk of a street accident or a rail-

way journey. Of those who inhale sulphuric ether,

about one in fifteen thousand die. I formerly be-

lieved that chloroform was ten times more fatal than

ether; larger statistics have modified that opinion, and
it may now be fairly stated to be five times more dan-

gerous, or of those who inhale chloroform about one

in three thousand die.''

Since neither anesthetic is given to the well and

sound person, but always to the sick or injured, we
cannot eliminate the chances of death from inhalation,

' Appendix, 1.
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wbicb may be increased by iufirm bearts, lungs or

kidueys. The patient is forced to take those chances.

And yet, how few perish from tliese paiu-dispelliug

agents!

An elementary alcohol, sulphuric ether acts like

alcohol iu its effects when inbuled. A quickened

pulse, a stimulated heart, a vivid capillary blusli, con-

gestion of the brain, mental exhilaration, confusion,

intoxication, a lethargy which is not lethal.

Ether is fatal unless breathed with the oxygen of

atmospheric air ; nay more, provision to have the

carbonic acid exhaled must also be provided for. An
uncovered sponge for an infant, and a sponge covered

with a porous towel for the adult, are still among the

best— and surely the safest— inhalers: rigidity, livid-

ity, stertor, only emphasize the need of more air.

Chloroform ufl'ects the heart more suddenly and
surely than the respiration. It is a heavier gas,

pleasant to take, less bulky, quicker in producing un-

consciousness, less irritating to the lungs, less followed

by vomiting; but when fatal, suddenly fatal, without

premonition. Its primary effect is depressing; the

skin is cool and pale ; the pulse not stimulated ; sleep

follows speedily.

The distinction of danger from safety in the inhala-

tion of both auesthetics ma}' be described in the words
of Shelley :

" How wonderful is Death,
De.ith and his brother Sleep!
One p.-ile .18 youder waning moon,
With lips of lurid blue

;

The other, rosy as the morn
When throned on ocean's wave,
It blushes o'er the world."

A secondary danger is from prolonged anesthesia.

Sulphuric ether inhaled the first half-hour is stimulant

;

the second half-hour, tolerable; the third half-hour,

depressant. The pulse creeps up from the eighties to

the one hundred and twenties; the skin cools; color

fades ; sweat rains from the surface ; respiration be-

comes shallow or sighing; all signs of exhaustion,

collapse and death. Intent on a delicate, and as he

thinks, necessary and final step iu his operation, the

surgeon may persist too long, and the patient sink too

low for recovery. This danger is emphasized by the

delays of aseptic precautions, of minute embroidery

of serous membranes with sutures, of too long an

exposure of the vital cavities.

A common, but not constant, effect of the inhalation

of ether, and of cliloroform to a less degree, is nausea

and vomiting, both while asleep and after wakening.

If only of brief duration, its only danger is in disturb-

ing the wound, as the humors of the eye or the liga-

tures on the pedicle of an ovarian cyst. This danger

is, however, to be counted. If of long duration it

marks a condition of secondary shock, which is often

fatal.

No agent has been found to be a specific to prevent

vomiting. An empty stomach is an essential in inhal-

ing anesthetics. As remedies, the bromides, the sub-

cutaneous injection of morphia and atropia, the inhala-

tion of oxygen have each given a certain success.

Much vomiting may be prevented by giving ether only

to the verge of insensibility ; not filling the blood too

full of the vapor; taking the ether off permanently as

early as possible; for unconsciousness persists for

fifteen to twenty minutes after apparent rousing, and
the patient's motions and moans are automatic, and

not remembered after waking.

Sulphuric ether irritates the mucous membrane of

the bronchi and minute air-passages. We know how
it congests the eyes if it runs into them. It provokes

a large and sometimes dangerous, secretion of sero-

mucus fluid from the bronchi ; this gets churned up
with air, and fills the throat with a bubbling fluid like

soap-suds. It is both annoying and dangerous. Chloro-

form causes much less of this condition.

Acute bronchitis, pulmonary edema, broncho-pneu-

monia (but not true lobar-pneumouia),' may follow,

and turn the scale against the patient. It is claimed

that a previous injection of atropia will often dry the

throat and bronchi, and avert this excessive secretion.

Light inhalations, plenty of air, watchfulness to swab
the throat, care to remove the ether early, are the best

remedies.

Both sulphuric ether and chloroform congest the

kidneys, and produce albuminuria in more than one-half

the cases.* This albuminuria is usually of short dura-

tion ; but one can readily see that a diseased kidney

might be overwhelmed by it, just as a feeble heart

would succumb to chloroform, or diseased lungs to an

increased bronchial secretion. Bright's disease, diabetes,

any inflammation of the air-passages, pleuritic effusion,

acute bronchitis, valvular disease of the heart, croup,

— all are unfavorable conditions for an anesthetic.

The thermocautery about the face demands chloro-

form.

If in spite of these unfavorable conditions only one
person in fifteen thousand succumbs to the inhalation

of ether, we may conclude that we shall not find a

safer agent to produce unconsciousness, though we
may a more agreeable.

APPENDIX.

I.— MORTALITV.
Combined statistics of Gurli, of Berlin, and Juillard, of Ueneva:
Chloroform. — 691 ,319 cases, 224 deaths. Ooe death in 3,08J cases.

Ether. — 341,058 cases, 23 deaths. One death in 14,828 cases.

II. — KiD.NEVS.

Examination of 50 cases, before and after ether. Urine filtered,

and nitric-acid test used. In 36 cases out of 50, ether produced albu-
min, or increased that already existing. But the German authorities
believe that chloroform irritates the kidueys more than ether. Albu-
min after ether was slight in amount and of short duration.
Second Lym.m Prize for 1894, John Bapst Blake, M.D. Boston

Medical and Surgical Journal, vol. cxxxii, p. 560.

III. — Lungs.
Prescott believes that ether cannot produce true lobar pneumonia.

He gives only two case- in about 40,0(10 ether inhalations.
Boston .Medical and Surgical Journal, March 2s, 1895, vol. cxxxii.

No. 13, p. 304. W. H. Prescott, M.D.

ANESTHESIA IN OBSTETKICS.»

UV .1. r. REYNOLDS, M.D.

In the welcome that greeted anesthesia in this city,

fifty years since, its promise to women in labor was
not overlooked. Oliver Wendell Holmes, recounting

its blessings, rejoiced that it lifted " the primal

curse"; Walter Channing, our honored first profes-

sor of midwifery, devoted an imjiortant volume, his

" Etherization in Childbirth," to its early triumphs.

To-day, after the half-century, it is my glad ofiice to

lay before you the priceless worth of anesthesia in

obstetrics.

In operative obstetrics, in the high and difl[iculi use

1 An Address delivered October IG, 1896, at the Commemoration of
the Fiftieth Anniversary of the First Public Demonstration of Surgi-
cal Anesthesia.

' Appendix, III, Dr. Prescott.
I Appendix, II, Dr. BhUe.
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of instruments, in the introduction of the hand for ver-

sion and extraction, anesthesia resembles at all points

that of the graver procedures of general surgery.

It brings the same admirable results : a patient in

blissful unconsciousness ; an operator delivered from

all concern for another's suffering, with ample time

for exact and thorough diagnosis, and free to work
with all desired accuracy, delicacy and caution. In

obstetrics there is often a farther gain of great mo-
ment : loosing the formidable grip of the uterine muscle.

Mention must also be made of the induction of prema-

ture labor ; in which the power of safely maintaining

for many continuous hours profound etherization is

rapidly securing for the method of passive manual
dilatation a deserved preeminence. It may be added,

that five minutes only of deep anesthesia, rapidly in-

duced, prove at times no mean resource in softening the

thin, wiry edge of a tardily dilating uterine mouth.

After profound anesthesia during delivery, increased

watchfulness against hemorrhage is always wisely en-

joined ; but where the precautions which are in all

labor indispensable, are duly enforced, any added risk

is perhaps rather inferred than proven.

The service of ether in puerperal convulsions is still

more striking. Used in the manner now to be de-

scribed, it prevents any new seizure. An eclamptic

patient is brought with all possible rapidity to com-

plete unconsciousness. During many consecutive hours

this is firmly kept up, always under strictly profes-

sional care: there can be no delegation of the physi-

cian's authority to any hands less qualified than his

own, not even to those of the best trained nurse. An
utterly passive condition is secured ; and then, on the

least restlessness, agitation, indication of pain or un-

easiness in any region ; above all, at any slightest

tremor of an eyelid, or other known premonition of a

fresh attack ; the remedy must be instantly pushed to

full, snoring anesthesia. No evil effects will ensue from

continuing this state for many successive hours : and

these can seldom be fewer than eight or ten. Under
anesthesia food is, of course, withheld. It must be dis-

tinctly understood, that such an employment of ether

has no power of cure. Jn exhibiting it we absolutely

prevent fresh paroxysms, each of which strikes a new
blow at the brain and nervous centres, and we gain

at the same time the all precious opportunity for treat-

ment. This latter must be meanwhile actively

pressed : first and foremost, unless already accom-

plished, the emptying of the uterus ; to temporize with

that does no good whatever, and may bring incalcu-

lable harm. Improvement in the renal condition is

the best proof of amendment. When to withdraw

the ether is always a most anxious problem ; steady

continuance of it being in all doubtful cases the far

safer alternative.

In making these strong assertions in regard to ether-

ization in eclampsia I weigh well my words. Care-

lessly or ignorantly followed, they may work mischief.

But the subject is of extreme importance. In my re-

sults there has not been the slightest variation ; and I

am confident that I do not stand alone. The time has

come to present these views to the medical profes-

sion, and to press their general acceptance.

For the prolonged use in eclampsia just described,

and even for that already suggested in the induction

of premature labor, I dare not approve chloroform.

Would that any words of mine could bring home,
as I feel it, the inestimable blessing of ether in all

labor, silence groundless excuses for its neglect, and

80 rouse professional interest that no one should

lightly forbid it to any woman in childbed! "Bless

God for ether," has burst from the lips of thousands

on thousands of suffering women. It might well be

made the cry of countless thousands more.

In normal labor due anesthesia is free from every

shadow of danger. The alleged after-evils do not

exist ; on the contrary, the gain in safety even out-

weighs the expressible comfort and relief. It is in-

dispensable that the anesthetic be administered only

within the limits now to be laid down ; on this is con-

ditioned the truth of all that follows.

Ether, when properly given in normal obstetrics,

never contents the patient. She incessantly cries for

more, and if in first labor, indignantly claims to be

forthwith put asleep, and to know nothing till after the

birth. The anesthetic is allowed only during the

uterine contraction ; the time of positive pain. In the

interval it is withdrawn. Consciousness should then

return, and there is often intelligent speech. Ether

may be given at any period, and might be continued

from the beginning of labor to its close. There should

be here no question of the so-called " stages " of labor.

One only rule governs its use. Whenever the attend-

ant sees that the woman's endurance of pain begins to

tell upon her patience and courage, the moment for

ether has come. It is to be kept up so long as this

need lasts ; no longer. In an appreciable minority of

cases, a mother who in her early suffering has been

clamorous for relief, will herself, when the so-called

" real " pains appear, and conscious progress is made,

put it away : " I can do without it now." On its first

employment, a lull often comes in the uterine action,

the patient sinking into a much-needed repose ; to which

soon succeeds a yet more vigorous advance. The ex-

tremely rare case in which no such renewal occurs

must plainly forego anesthesia. It should be noted,

that in the earliest pains some careful observers hold

that chloral in suitable doses gives still greater relief.

With even these limitations the value of ether can

hardly be overestimated. It is something, that in the

distress a good and decorous deportment is no longer

enjoined; it is everything, that tender hands can now,

as in other nursing, solace each access of suffering

with positive help ; but far, far beyond this, that we
thus uphold in the patient that vital resistance which

mental and nervous tension and the long endurance of

pain, more than all other causes combined, destroy

;

that which soothes becoming likewise a chief guarantee

of safety ; a help against hemorrhage.
Unhappily, a frequent resort to ether may not be

asked from lying-in hospitals and the great public

charities. These establishments burdened with enor-

mous and ever-enlarging cost for the first needs of

the destitute— shelter, food, warmth, nursing— can-

not add the great increase of responsible attendants

which general anesthesia would require. But even

for private practice, anesthetics are not in simple labor

extensively used. The medical profession does not

accept what has just been said of ether. Its benefits

are sturdily denied. Men declare that it promotes

Hooding, that it wastes important time, that it presents

them, in place of a woman bearing her pain with

dignity and fortitude, a creature regardless of appear-

ances and only clamoring every moment for ease.

These charges come mainly, I believe, from those

who, under varying motives, content themselves with
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a tardy, perfunctory, or even deceitful, resort to ether

;

' refusing it," as women sometimes say, •' when we most
need it, and allowing it when we could most easily do

without it." Later, one may readily ascribe to the

anesthetic, which has in no true sense, been tried, those

common disasters of childbed, which its proper use

would largely ward off; and these assertions, once

made, supply a ready excuse for that numerous, and it

is to be feared, increasing class who do not so much
oppose ether as willingly evade and neglect it.

We have seldom possessed an accoucheur of wider

experience, or a teacher of greater gifts of tongue and
pen, than the late famous Ford^'ce Barker of New
York. Several years ago, I listened with eager inter-

est as he, in this city, before the American Gyneco-
logical Society, deeply condemned the growing disuse

of ether in obstetric practice. " Througli a long series

of years," he said, " I have rarely attended labors

without ether. I have never seen from it any evil

effects. Especially has it not caused a tendency to

hemorrhage. Indeed, 1 should say, that instances of

flooding that I have seen have rather occurred in cases

where ether had not been employed." Years have

but deepened my conviction of the exact truth of the

words that I then so heartily welcomed.

The time of an obstetric attendant is no longer his

own ; he may not condemn the extra half-hour that

etherization will now and then compel. His approval

or his dislike of his patient's attitude in her distress is

of trivial importance. Objections like these have no

weight unless urged by the sufferer. She was never

known to advance them.

The charge that anesthesia increases flooding cannot

be thus lightly set aside. As matter of opinion it has

been to-day claimed : that the due use of ether saves

the mother's courage and strength ; that it preserves,

not breaks down, uterine contractile power ; that it

thus lessens the risk of hemorrhage. It will be

found that clinical facts do not belie this theory.

They wait for other observers as they did for Barker.

Those in search of them are prayed to make trial of

ether in all confinements, not, indeed, forgetting the

due limitations, but ungrudgingly, thankfully, gladly.

One remembers tender hearts that doubted their

right to evade, under ether, heaven-sent pain. How
marvellously the words graven beneath our cherished

Ether Memorial send down, in reply, their adoring

praise

:

" This also cometh forth from the Lord of Hosts,

who is wonderful in counsel and excellent in working."

THE SURGERY OF THE FUTURE.'

BY CUAKLE8 MCBUBNEY, M.D., NEW YORK.

We worship to-day at the shrine of the Goddess
Anesthesia, whose gentle sway over the surgical world

of all civilized countries has so beneficently displaced

the reign of terror which existed only two genera-

tions ago. What anesthesia has done for surgery has

been already most eloquently told, and we all realize

that without it the best of modern work would be

impossible.

It seems but yesterday, and yet it is already a matter

of history, that the wonderful discovery of the asei)tic

An Address delivered October 16, 1896, at the Coinmoiiioration of
tlie Fiftieth AniiWeraary of the First Public DeiiioiiBtration of Surgi-
cal Aneetbcsia.

treatment of wounds was given to us, through whose
agency countless thousands of human lives have been
preserved.

Through these two discoveries surgery has become
a gentle art : for the agonies of operations, and the

fatal diseases of wounds, have given way to a painless

sleep, and an awakening to a safe recovery. And
bacteriology, which in its infancy gave birth to asep-

tic surgery, has penetrated with its brilliant light a

darkness which our predecessors believed would last

forever.

So generous, indeed, has the recent past been to

surgery with gifts which make our science rich almost

beyond belief, that the future may well be modest in

telling us what it will do. It would almost seem as if

the toilsome ascent had been accomplished, and as if the

future could hold for us no obstacles that could tax our

powers. That such a comfortable view is not shared

by the ever-active surgical worker and his numerous
collaborators is fortunate, and we are thus assured

that difficulties, perhaps not so large as those already

conquered, but both grave and numerous, will, by
increasing effort, be swept away and relegated to the

past.

It seems to me that in the immediate future the

greatest surgical victories are to be won by the aid of

bacteriology, which has already unlocked so many
mysteries. Through it diphtheria and tetanus have
been brought within the list of frequently curable dis-

eases. Why should we not soon be able to say even

more of general sepsis, tubercle and cancer? We
have already reached a high degree of perfection in

preventing the entrance of sepsis through the surgical

or the accidental wound; but, given a case where
sepsis has already deeply invaded the body, through

whatever point of entrance, and we are well-nigh

helpless. We may empty an abdomen of pus, and
even remove the cause of the disease, but we know
nothing in regard to overcoming the sepsis already

widespread throughout the body. Is it not in store

for us that the discovery will soon be made by which

we shall be able to destroy the sepsis-producing or-

ganism, no matter what its source, no matter how
widespread ? I believe it is, and that we will, in the

not distant future, be able to render the body immune
to the existence of sepsis even of internal origin.

All of the general surgeons, and many of the

special ones, are devoting a large amount of their

time to the treatment of tubercle. Operative surgery

has attacked it very successfully, but we need the

help of the bacteriologist and of the physician to

enable us to prevent its recurrence and to treat it in

many localities. Surely the day is close at hand when
the surgeon's knife, which so readily removes the

products of tubercle, will be aided by the remedy
which destroys the bacillus itself.

Cancer in all its forms is still our worst enemy.

Operative surgery has done much, very much, to over-

come it, aided by greatly improved diagnosis, and by

means of more scientific and more radical operations.

But the discovery of the true nature of the disease,

the solution of the question as to whether it owes its

existence to a living organism, and therefore one cap-

able of death, or not, are still in the hands of the

future, and most eagerly awaited by all of us. The
best energies of the bacteriological and the surgical

world cannot be devoted to a worthier object. But
the future of bacteriology is, and ever will be, in the
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bauds of the most brilliant men, and surgery is destined

to achieve many of its greatest triumphs through the

aid of this ever-growing army of invaluable co-workers.

With their help will the aseptic making and treating

of wounds be brought to a far higher state of perfec-

tion than even the elevated one of the present day,

and the exact reasons for disturbances in wound-heal-

ing, some of which are still but partially understood,

will become part of the knowledge of every true

surgeon.

The possibilities for discoveries of enormous value

to both the theory and the practice of surgery, through

more perfect study of the blood, are certainly very

large, and are already foreshadowed by what has been
so recently learned in regard to the blood-corpuscles

and the organisms of disease which invade and develop

in the blood current. We may confidently expect

through this means a very exact, and, what is of the

utmost importance, a very early diagnosis, in many
surgical disorders, which we now first appreciate at a

stage too late for efficient treatment.

When one considers the very great value of the

recent addition to our resources, the infusion into the

blood-vessels of hot saline solution, which has so beau-

tifully supplanted the difficult and dangerous process

of blood transfusion, one grows impatient for the day

when, at the same moment disease shall be drained

from the body through one opened vessel, and life and
health poured in through another. Some of us will

see the day when death as a result of hemorrhage will

be always avoidable.

In spite of the large contributions that have been

made by scientific workers during the last few years,

it may fairly be said that we have been living in an

age of operative surgery, the growth of which has

excited the interest and admiration of all classes of

men.
The public at large, and all branches of our profes-

sion, have become deeply infected with the idea that

there are almost no limits to what can be done in the

cure of disease by a skilful surgeon ; and the belief is

much too widespread that almost any professional man,
with a little knowledge of antisepsis, may properly

practise surgery. This exaggerated feeling of confidence

is the natural sequel to the discovery of asepsis, which,

with its incalculable benefits, has scattered some harm.
Every region and organ of the human body has been
investigated by the operating surgeon, and far be it

from me to say that this has not been wise and neces-

sary. Conclusions cannot precede experience ; and it

has required courage, hope, and even blind faith, to

explore and learn what we may accept, and what we
muit discard.

The operating surgeon of the future will have a

most important and delightful task. Proud of his

ability to do any operation, and to secure a perfect

wound-healing with unfailing regularity, he will know
when to withhold his hand. He will sacrifice his am-
bition to multiply the number of cases he has operated
upon, and will devote his energies to increasing only
the number of those he has actually cured of disease.

He will know better than we do who are the actually

moribund, and he will leave them untouched in the

hands of the priest.

He will not be tempted by the plea that the patient

must die as he is, and that therefore he should rightly

be operated upon. He will not attempt to cure with

the knife the poor little microcephalic child or the

advanced case of carcinoma of the stomach, uterus, or

larynx. Our knowledge, acquired by much labor and
sacrifice, will be his at the outset ; and the errors,

which we have made through over-enthusiasm, will

excite not his contempt, but his gratitude.

He will have at his disposal the large experience of

the surgeons of to-day, and, unhampered by the views

held in the pre-antiseptic era, he will draw conclu-

sions and deduce principles sounder and clearer than

our own.
We may confidently look forward to vastly improved

diagnosis of surgical disease, more especially such as

will euable the surgeon to attack pathological processes

in their incipiency. Especially in cases of malignant
disease is there much to be desired in this direction.

Great advance has been already made in the wide
removal of infected areas, and of the channels through
which malignant disease is carried to other parts of the

body. How much more efficient must such measures
be when applied at the very beginning of a cancer I

Perhaps we are justified in looking forward to such a

development of the Rontgen light, that the surgeon
will be able to appreciate the location and character of

all neoplasms while they are still young enough to be
radically curable by operation.

The future surgeon will enjoy a much closer and
more intimate relation with his brother the physician

than has ever existed between them before, for what
what belongs to medicine and can be cured by surgery

only, will be far better appreciated by both surgeon
and physician than it is to-day.

Few operations will then be done as a last resort,

for the only remedy that can cure in a given case will

be eagerly demanded by the one, and willingly applied

by the other, at the beginning of disease.

Above all, Mr. President, will the surgery of the

future attract to its enthusiastic study and practice

finer and finer men, in whose hands we may safely

leave the development of our science. A single glance

at the faces of the students who collect daily in your
operating-room will show you what a change has

occurred in the last twenty-five years. For this, too,

we must ever be grateful to anesthesia, which, in

removing the torture of surgery has robbed it of what
repelled many sensitive natures. And the science of

asepsis, by rendering complete success in surgical

work possible, will excite the most devoted enthusi-

asm from many scientific men, who soon would have
become sick at heart over the failures of former times.

What more attractive opportunity could possibly exist

than will be offered by surgery to the well-educated,

refined, able and ambitious student? Through the

vast experience of the recent past he will find many of

the coarser problems already solved, and those that

remain will stimulate him by their difficulty. He will

be an accomplished anatomist and a physiologist ; he

will study medicine and pathology first, and then

general surgery. If he specializes his practice, he
will do so only after a large general experience; and
he will borrow from every science all that can contrib-

ute to the perfecting of his work.

Dr. Samcel Fenwick has resigned his post as

visiting physician to the London Hospital, after an

incumbency as physician and assistant physician of

twenty-eight years. He has been appointed to the

consulting staff.
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THE BIRTH AND DEATH OF PAIN.'

BY S. WEIK MITCHKLI., M.D.

FuUGlVE a moment, if a friend's regret,

Delay tlie task your honoring kindness set.

I miss one face to all men ever dear

;

I miss one voice tliat all men loved to hear.

IIow glad were t to sit with you apart

Could the dead master use hishigher art

To lift on wings of ever lightsome mirth

The burdened muse above the dust of earth,

To stamp with jests the heavy ore of thought.

To give a dav, with proud remembrance fraught.

The vital pathos of that Holmes-spun art

Which knew so well to reach the common heart.

Alas ! for me, for you, that fatal hour !

Gone is the master ! Ah 1 not mine the power

To gild with jests, that almost win a tear,

The thronging memories that are with us here.

The Birth of Pain! Let centuries roll away;

Come hack with me to nature's primal day.

What mighty forces pledged the dust to life!

What awful will decreed its silent strife !

Till through vast ages rose on hill and plain.

Life's saddest voice, the birthright wail of pain.

The keener sense, and ever growing mind.

Served but to add a torment twice refined.

As life, more tender, as it grew more sweet.

The cruel links of sorrow found complete

When yearning love to conscious pity grown

Felt the mad pain thrills, that were not its own.

What will implacable, beyond our ken,

Set this stern fiat for the tribes of men !

This, none shall 'scape, who share our human fates :

One stern democracy of anguish waits

By poor men's cots— within the rich man's gates.

What purpose hath it? Nay, thy quest is vain

:

Earth hath no answer : If the baffled brain

Cries, 'tis to warn, to punish— Ah, refrain !

When writhes the child, beneath the surgeon's hand,

What soul shall hope that pain to understand ?

Lo ! Science falters o'er the hopeless task.

And Love and Faith in vain an answer ask,

When thrilling nerves demand what good is wrought

Where torture clogs the very source of thought.

Lo ! Mercy ever broadening down the years

Seeks but to count a lessening sum of tears.

The rack is gone— the torture chamber lies

A sorry show for shuddering tourist eyes.

How useless pain, both Church and State have learned.

Since the last witch, or patient martyr burned.

Yet still, forever, he who strove to gain

By swift despatch a shorter lease for pain

Saw the grim theatre, and 'neath his knife

Felt the keen torture, in the (luivering life.

A word for him who, silent, grave, serene,

The thought-stirred master of that tragic scene.

Recorded pity through the hand of skill.

Heard not a cry, but, ever conscious, still

> Read October IC, 1890, at the Commemoration of the Fiftieth An-

niversary of the Flret Public UemonBtratlon of Snrglcal Anesthesia.

In mercy merciless, swift, bold, intent.

Felt the slow moments that in torture went

While 'neath his touch, as none to-day has seen.

In anguish shook life's agonized machine.

The task is o'er ; tlie precious blood is stayed ;

But double price the hour of tension paid.

A pitying hand is on the sufferer's brow—
" Thank God 'tis over." Few who face me now

Recall this memory. Let the curtain fall.

Far gladder days shall know this storied hall I

Though Science patient as the fruitful years.

Still taught our art to close some fount of tears,

Yet who that served this sacred home of pain

Could e'er have dreamed one scarce-imagined gain.

Or hoped a day would bring his fearful art

No need to steel the ever kindly heart.

So fled the years ! while haply here or there

Some trust delusive left the old despair

;

Some comet thought — flashed fitful through the night.

No lasting record, and no constant light.

Then radiant morning broke, and ampler hope

To art and science gave illumined scope.

What Angel bore the Christ-like gift inspired !

What love divine with noblest courage fired

One eager soul that paid in bitter tears

For the glad helping of unnumbered fears.

From the strange record of creation tore

The sentence sad, each sorrowing mother bore.

Struck from the roll of pangs one awful sum.

Made pain a dream, and suffering gently dumb !

Whatever triumphs still shall hold the mind.

Whatever gift shall yet enrich mankind.

Ah ! here, no hour shall strike through all the years,

No hour as sweet, as when hope, doubt and fears,

'Mid deepening stillness, watched one eager brain.

With God-like will, decree the Death of Pain.

How did we thank him ? Ah ! no joy-bells rang,

No paeans greeted, and no poet sang.

No cannon thundered, from the guarded strand

This mighty victory to a grateful land !

We took the gift, so humbly, simply given.

And coldly selfish— left our debt to Heaven.

How shall we thank him V Hush ! A gladder hour

Has struck for him; a wiser, juster power

Shall know full well how fitly to reward

The generous soul, that found the world so hard.

Oh ! fruitful Mother— you, whose thronging states.

Shall deal not vainly with man's changing fates.

Of freeborn thought, or war's heroic deeds

Much have your proud hands given, but nought exceeds

This heaven-sent answer to the cry of prayer.

This priceless gift which all mankind may share.

A solemn hour for such as gravely pause

To note the |)rocess of creation's laws !

Ah, surely. He, whose dark, unfathomed Mind

With prescient thought, the scheme of life designed,

Who hade His highest creature slowly rise.

Spurred by sad needs, and lured by many a prize.

Saw, with a God's pure joy. His ripening plan.

His highest mercy brought by man to man.
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i^epoctiEf of ^ntittit^.

THE MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Councillors' Meeting.

A STATED meeting was held at the Medical Library,

BostOD, on Wednesday, October 7, 1896. The meet-

ing was called to order at 11 a. m., the President, Dr.
Henrt p. Walcott, in the chair. Seventy-three

Councillors were present.

The following were appointed delegates to other

State Medical Societies :

Vermont.— Drs. E. A. Sawyer, of Gardner ; F. H.
Thompson, of Fitchburg.

New York.— Drs. S. D. Presbrey, of Taunton;

G. E. Francis, of Worcester.

New York State Medical Association. — Drs. F. K.
Paddock, of Pittsfield ; J. T. G. Nichols, of Cam-
bridge.

The Committee on Membership and Finance recom-

mended, and it was Voted, That the sum of $1,000 be

appropriated from the balance of funds in the Society's

treasury as an extra dividend to be distributed among
the several District Societies.

The same committee, to whom was referred at the

last meeting the motion to reduce the annual assess-

ment from live to three dollars, reported unanimously

that it is inexpedient to make the change suggested,

and recommended that the subject be indefinitely post-

poned.

After discussion it was Voted, That the recommen-
dation of the Committee be adopted.

Dr. Harvet, for the Committee appointed to ex-

amine and report upon the Digest, also to consider

what changes, if any, in the By-Laws are necessary

that they may conform to the existing statutes relating

to the Society, reported a compilation of the statutes

now in force relating to the Society which had been

drafted by legal counsel and also a code of By-Laws.
The latter, he stated, conforms to the statutes in

every particular, excepting the provisions relating to

the time the Councillors and Censors shall enter upon
the duties of their office, and the time when the

Councillors shall elect the oflBcers of the Society.

It is important that these provisions be retained. He
therefore moved, and it was Voted, That the Commit-
tee on State and National Legislation be instructed to

petition the Legislature for a repeal of so much of

Section 1, Chapter 20, of the Acts of 1850 as relates

to the time the Councillors and Censors shall enter

upon the duties of their office ; also for a repeal of so

much of Section 3, Chapter 12.3, of the Acts of 1802
as relates to the time the Councillors shall elect the

officers of the Society.

The Code of By-Laws, somewhat amended from

the printed copy that had been sent out by the Com-
mittee, was considered in detail, and alter slight addi-

tional changes by members of the Council it was
Voted, That the report of the Committee, as amended,
be referred by the Councillors to the Society, with the

recommendation that it be adopted.

ADJOURNED MEETING.

An adjourned meeting of the Society was held at

the Medical Library, Boston, on Wednesday, October

7, 1896, at 1 o'clock p. m., the President, Dr. IIicnky

P. Walcott, in the chair.

The vote of the Councillors passed at their meeting
held this day, recommending to the Society the adop-

tion of the report as amended by the Committee on
Compilation of the Statutes and on Revision of the

By-Laws was presented.

Voted, To accept the recommendation of the Coun-
cillors, and to adopt the Code of By-Laws referred to

as the By-Laws of The Massachusetts Medical So-

ciety.

Among the provisions of the new code of By-
Laws is one providing that hereafter there shall be

only two meetings in each year of the several Boards

of Censors for the examination of Candidates for

Fellowship in the Society. They are to meet at 2

p. M. on the second Thursday in November and in

May.

AMERICAN NEUROLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Twenty-Second Anxual Meeting, Philadelphia,
Pa., June 3, 4, 5, 1896.

(Concluded from No. 15, p. 369.)

A CASE OF CEREBRAL ABSCESS SITUATED AT THE
posterior PART OF THE EXTERNAL CAPSULE
(involving the medullary SUBSTANCE OF THE
FIRST TEMPORAL CONVOLUTION, ALSO THE POS-

TERIOR PART OF THE LENTICULAR NUCLEUS, AND
EXTENDING INTO THE SUBTHALAMIC REGION),
WITH SOME CONSIDERATIONS IN REGARD TO THE
CONSTITUTION OF THE EXTERNAL BUNDLE OF
FIBRES IN THE CEREBRAL PEDUNCLE.

Dr. Charles K. Mills and Dr. Wm. G. Spiller,
of Philadelphia, presented a communication with the

above title.

The patient had never had earache, but had suffered

during the summer of 1895 from severe headache.

On December 20, 1895, he became unconscious and
had three general convulsions which resembled those

of epilepsy. It was noticed that he was partially

paralyzed on the right side and that he could not talk

properly. His condition later improved very much.
On January 29, 1896, he had another attack of par-

tial unconsciousness without convulsions, but with

aphasia and a decided paralysis.

On admission to the hospital he was in a condition

of stupor. He did not speak when addressed, and
had almost total right-sided paralysis, incontinence of

urine and feces, and entire loss of pain and touch sense

over the paralyzed side. He was found to have right

homonymous hemianopsia, and double papillitis, most
marked in the left eye. Death occurred February 26,

1896. There was no evidence at any time of middle-

ear disease.

At the autopsy an abscess was found in the left

hemisphere, just above the level of the callosum.

Both tympanic membranes were normal. Microscopic

examination of the pus from the cerebral abscess re-

vealed only the ordinary staphylococcus pyogenes
aureus.

The occurrence of epileptiform convulsions at the

time of the first attack of unconsciousness, probably

due to irritation of the motor fibres within the internal

capsule, is worthy of note as an instance of the diffi-

culty in diagnosticating cortical lesions. It is not

known in what portion of the body these convulsions

began. The diagnosis was made of some morbid
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process located at the posterior part of the internal

capsule iuvolviug the optic radiatious and causing

pressure.

The abscess occupied the posterior part of the ex-

ternal capsule, a portion of the lenticular nucleus, and

extended downwards into the subthalamic region, but

to all appearances had not cut the fibres of the optic

radiations nor those of the internal capsule. The loss

of function iu these tracts was probably due to pres-

sure. The white matter of the first temporal gyrus

was almost entirely destroyed and fibres from the

upper anterior part of the secoLd temporal were also

cut. As the cavity was very near the periphery of

the first temporal convolution it would not have been
diflScult for the surgeon to have emptied it.

Hearing was probably not seriously affected, al-

though word deafness appeared to be present.

In view of the frequency of cerebral abscess after

suppurative processes iu the lungs, it may be added
that merely spots of catarrhal pneumonia were found

iu both lungs at the autopsy.

No degeneration was noticed anywhere in the motor
tract. At all parts a good half-inch of sound tissue

existed at the posterior part of the internal capsule in

the area corresponding to the optic radiatious and the

tract of TUrck. It has been claimed by Dejeriue that

fibres arise iu the temporal lobe (especially in the

second and third convolutions) pass inwards below the

putameu, join the posterior part of the internal cap-

sule in the subthalamic region and then form approxi-

mately the external fifth of the cerebral peduncle.

No fibres from the occipital lobe are found in this

lateral bundle of the crus. Dejerine has found this

tract of Tiirck degenerated in six cases of lesions in-

volving the middle and inferior part of the temporal

lobe.

In our case the fibres from the first temporal gyrus

were almost entirely destroyed, as well as those from
the upper anterior part of the second temporal con-

volution ; and as no degeneration has been found with-

in the lateral bundle of the peduncle by the method of

Marchi, 68 days after the first attack and 28 days

after the second (certainly a period sufficiently long

for this method), we consider that the case demonstrates

the fact that no fibres from the first temporal and the

upper anterior part of the second temporal gyrus, in-

cluding a portion of the upper middle of this gyrus,

enter the fasciculus of Tiirck. This, of course,

does not render impossible or improbable the origin of

such fibres in the lower anterior and the whole of the

posterior part of the second temporal, and in the

whole of the third temporal gyrus. The fibres which
enter the first temporal gyrus are probably connected
with the sense of hearing, and being sensory probably

do not degenerate downwards, which accounts for the

absence of secondary degeneration in the peduncle.

Dk. B. Sachs and Dr. A. G. Gerstek, of New
York, read a paper on

THE SURGICAL TREATMENT OF FOCAL EPILEPSY: A
CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RESULT IN NINETEEN
CASKS.

For the last six years the authors have attempted
to study in a thoroughly unbiassed fashion the results

of the various surgical procedures for the cure or

relief of partial epilepsies. They include, not only
cases due to traumatic injury, but those associated

with infantile cerebral palsies or some other acute

cerebral condition. Their list of cases does not, how-
ever, include those in which the epilepsy is due to

tumor. Before detailing their own cases the authors

lay special stress upon the unsatisfactory results to be

gained by a mere statistical inquiry of the cases

reported in literature. The majority of these are

reported either too early, or the cases are not properly

analyzed. It is their opinion that the results after

operative procedures for the cure of epilepsy should
not be considered unless at least a period of one year
has elapsed since the time of the operation. But the)'

also state that it is not well to exclude all cases iu

which the attacks return soon after the operation, for

in some of these decided improvement sets in later on.

A number of authors have condemned every surgical

procedure without iu the least attempting to account
for the failure to cure or to improve the patient.

Thus, the mere fact of an addiction to alcohol is of it-

self sufficient to explain the failure to cure an epilepsy

by operative procedure. The epilepsy which is devel-

oped after a traumatic injury or in association with in-

fantile cerebral palsies is evidently due to secondary
degeneration of the association fibres iu the hemi-
spheres, and this degeneration originates from the focus

of diseased tissue, and is generally developed in the

course of a year or two. In this same period of time

the epilepsy often appears after the initial injury.

Horsley's proposition to excise the diseased tissue and
thus prevent the epilepsy is considered to be based

upon sound physiological principles, but in practice

the results have not been as satisfactory as was ex-

pected, and the authors attribute this chieflv to the

fact, that after an epilepsy has lasted for a number of

years, and after secondary degeneration has been fully

established, the excision of the original focus of dis-

ease cannot be expected to do good. It is important
therefore, if possible, to prevent the formaiion of

secondary degeneration in the hemispheres by excision

of the diseased tissues, or to prevent epilepsy by early

surgical procedures in the case of depression of the

skull and other cranial injuries. The authors' 19

cases have been minutely tabulated with reference to

the origin of the trouble, the interval elapsing between
the traumatic injury or beginning of the epilepsy, and
the operation. The analysis of the 19 cases shows
tliat three were positively cured, two greatly improved,

three somewhat improved, while in 11 cases there was
absolutely no improvement. A study of all the cases

shows that those in which there has been improvement
the operation was done within a period of two years

after the traumatic injury or the beginning of the dis-

ease. The same is true of those cases that were
greatly improved but not cured, the failure to cure in

these cases being ascribed to other causes, such as

alcoholism or want of proper care after operation.

The authors' views and experiences are summed up in

the following conclusions:

(1) That surgical interference is advisable in those

cases of partial epilepsy in which not more than one,

or at the utmost two years have elapsed since the

traumatic injury or beginning of the disease which

has given rise to the convulsive seizures.

(2) In case of depression or other injury of the

skull surgical interference is warranted even though a

number of years have elapsed. But the prospect of

recovery is brigliter the shorter the period of time

since the injury.

(3) Simple trephining may prove sufficient for a
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number of cases, and particularly in those cases in

which there is an injury to the skull, or in which a

cystic condition is the main cause of the epilepsy.

(4) Excision of cortical tissue is advisable if epilepsy

has lasted but a short time, and if the symptoms point

to a strictly circumscribed focus of disease.

(5) Since such cortical lesions are often of a micro-

scopical character, excision should be practised, even

if the tissue appears to be perfectly normal at the time

of operation, but the greatest care should be exercised

in order to make sure that the proper area is removed.

(6) Surgical interference of the cure of epilepsy

associated with infantile cerebral palsies may be

attempted, particularly if too long an interval has not

elapsed since the beginning of the palsy.

(7) In cases of epilepsy of long standing in which

there is in all probability a widespread degeneration

of the associated fibres, every surgical procedure is

absolutely useless.

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE PATHOLOGT OF EPILEPSY,

AND A RESUME OF THE UTILITY OF OPERATION
IN EPILEPSY,

by Dr. Joseph Collins and Dr. A. Wiener, of

New York.
This was a report of two cases in which a portion

of the cortex was excised. The first case was a young
man, twenty years of age, with the usual symptoms
of focal epilepsy, the patient having had but three

attacks. The cortical area for the right hand was cut

out. Microscopical examination of the tissue showed
chronic meningo-encephalitis, obliterative changes in

the blood-vessels, changes in the ganglion cells of a

degenerative character, and the formation of neuroglia

tissue in the softened area. The patient was operated

upon a year ago, and has since been free from epileptic

attacks. The second case was a married woman, thirty

years of age, who had epilepsy for six years, of a focal

character at first which later became general. A
similar operation was performed, and the cortex showed
unmistakable pathological changes.

Dr. W. W. Keen, of Philadelphia, and Dr. H. M.
Thomas, of Baltimore, reported a case of

A large tumor removed from the brain, WITH
WIDE opening of the lateral ventricle.

The patient, a young man of nineteen, with an

excellent family and personal history, and no history

of accident, in December, 1895, had an attack of

intense headache and vomiting, but without optic

neuritis. The latter symptom followed in the middle

of January, with later blindness in the right eye,

slight vision remaining in the left ; slight protrusion of

left eyeball ; pupils equal and normal, small. Hear-
ing and taste unaffected. Paresis of the lower right

face. Sensation and the muscles of mastication unaf-

fected. No muscular weakness in either the arms or

legs ; but there was a good deal of muscular restless-

ness of the right hand, persisting even during sleep.

Reflexes present. Mental conditicm poor. He was dull

and apathetic, and sometimes slightly wandering men-
tally. After the early headache and vomiting, neither

of these was a marked feature. There was slight

aphasia. Drs. Osier and Starr saw the patient with

Dr. Thomas and the conclusion reached that it was a

tumor in the left frontal lobe, most likely at the base

of the second frontal convolution and probably sub-

cortical.

On May 10th Dr. Keen operated. The tumor
presented through a rupture of the cortex at the base

of the second frontal convolution, as had been diagnos-

ticated. The tumor was easily scooped out by the fin-

gers. The lateral ventricle was then seen to be widely

open. After the operation there was no increase of

the paralysis. In two weeks the patient had entirely

recovered. The tumor was 7.5 cm. long, 5.5 cm. broad

and 4 cm. deep, and weighed 2^ oz. It was a hard,

non-infiltrating sarcoma.

All of the foregoing papers were discussed collec-

tively.

Dr. A. G. Gerster, of New York, confined his

remarks principally to craniotomy in reference to

cases of epilepsy. He spoke of the dangers in the use

of the trephine and chisel, and recommended the bone-

flap operation, as introduced by Krause and performed

by aid of the chisel and rongeur. He considered all

of these methods unsatisfactory and too slow. Inci-

dentally, he exhibited the electrical saw of Krause.

The greatest danger in cranial operations is due
to hemorrhage on account of the prolonged time of

the operation ; therefore any apparatus is desirable

that will enable the surgeon to work with rapidity and
safety. He presented an American apparatus based

on the principles of the dental drill, and said he had
used the instrument with satisfaction in four cases.

Dr. M. a. Starr had seen 24 cases operated upon,

but none were cured. He has never recommended,
and will not recommend, operation in idiopathic epi-

lepsy. He has always had the advantage of a skilful

operator. These operations should only be done by
surgeons who have special experience in this line of

surgery, and not by the general surgeon. The ex-

section of cysts is very unsatisfactory, as death on the

table has often followed. He had seen cases operated

on very early iu infantile epilepsy due to meningeal

hemorrhage, without favorable result. When brain

tissue, either scar tissue or normal tissue, has been

excised, the attacks have also recurred. Of 11 cases

of braiu abscess operated upon, three recovered. All

of these were seen at the various hospitals, and were
usually subsequent to ear disease. He could not agree

with Macewen's view as to the simplicity of diagnosis

of cerebral abscess. He thought the day of trephin-

ing was over. The last operation witnessed was done
in fourteen and one-half minutes by chisels and gouges.

Dh. W. W. Keen spoke at length on the report of

the case presented conjointly by him and Dr. Thomas,
and considered the prognosis favorable. The removal

of large tumors seems to be less dangerous to life than

small ones, as in the search for the latter we are likely

to damage the brain extensively. It is only within

.

the last ten years that cranial surgery really began.

His experience had been moderately large. He agreed

with Dr. Starr as he (Dr. Keen) had not seen a single

case of epilepsy cured by operation. He would be

unwilling to accept even two years but thought three

years preferable as the limit for disappearance of

attacks after operation. He had, however, seen con-

siderable amelioration, and therefore thought it worth

while to operate in certain cases. He would not oper-

ate in cases of general idiopathic epilepsy. The
sooner the operation is done after the injury or the

beginning of epilepsy, the more favorable the prog-

nosis. After epilepsy has existed five or six years he

would hesitate in operating. He concluded that we
must have twenty years of experience iu cerebral sur-
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ger_v before tbis matter can be satisfactorily settled by
tbe profession.

Dr. J. H. Llotd presented a patient with right

hemiplegia and contracture, unilateral sweating, and
flushing of the face and dilation of the pupil, and
looked upon the latter symptoms as due to an irrita-

tive lesion of tbe thalamus.

THIRD DAT.

EDEMA. OF THE EYELIDS IN GRAVES* DISEASE:
THTROIDECTOMT.

Dr. J. Arthur Booth, of New York, road a

paper on this subject and exhibited the patient who
had been operated upon. He drew the following con-

clusions :

(1) Slight degrees of edema situated in the extremi-

ties, are of common occurrence in Graves' disease, but

this symptom limited to the eyelids is very seldom

seen.

(2) In distinguishing these various forms of swell-

ing it is necessary to be guided by the position and

degree. If situated only in the face and upper limbs

or if unsymraetrical, it is entirely of nervous origin,

and it may be so if it afifects the feet, but it is only

slight and temporary.

(3) These dropsies are evidently of vaso-motor

origin, and are probably due to a paralysis of vaso-

constrictor nerves, manifestations of peripheral neu-

ritis.

(4) Limited to the eyelids, it may be due to a

paresis of the orbicularis. If this be true, however,

it is strange that we do not meet with it in other pal-

sies of this muscle.

(5) Thyroidectomy, carefully performed and by
one cognizant of the occasional complications, is not

such a dangerous operation as is generally believed.

(6) From operative interference in Graves' disease

we may expect an improvement in tbe rapidity of the

pulse, cessation of the disturbing attacks of palpita-

tion, and cure of many of the subjective phenomena.

Dr. Starr expressed the opinion that operations in

these cases were not always safe, the percentage of

death being 12 out of 187 cases. Sudden deaths have

occurred soon after the operation. They were not

due to surgical shock but to the absorption of thyroid

juice during the operation, thus overwhelming the

system by its toxic properties. The operation of thy-

roidectomy should not be done indiscriminately.

the nature of neurasthenia and its relation
TO morbid fears and imperative ideas. ^

This was the title of a paper read by Dr. Philip
Coombs Knapp, of Boston.

This study was based on 100 cases seen in hospital

practice and 50 cases seen in private practice.

This paper was discussed by Drs. Diller, Wilder
and Spitzka.

A form of mental disease clinically resem-
bling CERTAIN STAGES OF PARETIC DEMENTIA,

by De. E. C. Spitzka, of New York.

The reader had found, in a long experience, 16

cases of an affection most important to differentiate,

as the termination was in recovery. So close was
tbeir resemblance pro tern to paretic dementia, that in

every instance that, or the equivocal diagnosis of "soft-

ening," had been made. Tbe writer himself had at

> will be published in a later number of the Journal.

first regarded them as appertaining to Voisin's athero-

matous insanity or to his own group of primary men-
tal deterioration. The speech disturbance was pecu-

liar, being more like that of febrile delirium than that

of a toxic or organic anarthria. By concentrating his

attention the patient could correct his errors, and it

was the longest words and those of most difficult enun-
ciation which he pronounced as readily as most per-

sons of average health and education. Repeated trials

rapidly fatigue him, and while no real paretic speech
could thus be provoked, he is apt to say " There is

rumthing sodden in the den of statemark " as to quote
the passage correctly. When an expression fails him,
he displays considerable skill in circumscribing his

meaning by the usl- of metaphorical or parallel ex-

pressions. A similar feature is found in that similar

condition— bromism.
The earliest case of which he had a record occurred

in October, 1879, and was recorded by him as one of

chronic coufnsional insanit}-, with a reservation as to

probable atheromatous sequelie. The patient exhibited

a typical confusional delirium. At his age (sixty-four)

the arcus senilis, the tortuous temporal arteries and
the characteristic pulse were suggestive. He was
promptly committed to an asylum on Dr. Spitzka's ad-

vice. In February, 1881, he appeared in the doctor's

office, and had made a recovery. This patient was
alive and in good health three years ago. Among the

etiological factors, syphilis and alcohol could be ex-

cluded. Grippe, malaria, railway injuries, dysentery

and chronic bronchitis played a predisposing role.

Recovery occurred in from four to fourteen months.
The ages of his patients ranged from forty-eight to

seventy-one years. He bad found the last 11 cases

recorded among males exclusively, not quite two per

cent, of a group of cases including 585 paretic dements,
41 of atheromatous mental trouble and 28 of primary
mental deterioration.

NERVE DISTURBANCE FROM INDIGESTION,

by Dr. Henry .S. Upson, of Cleveland.

The paper dealt with the nervous diseases arising

from intestinal indigestion. Three cases were given,

one of the nervous phenomena arising in typhoid fever,

in brief as follows: A young man of twenty-four was
seen at the end of the first week of typhoid. Besides

the typical temperature curves, enlarged spleen, nose-

bleed, backache and other symptoms, be was even
thus early somewhat delirious during the day and
quite sleepless at night. Thymol and hydrochloric

acid failed to relieve; one-sixth grain morphine with

twenty grains of Dover's powder did not produce
sleep ; and within a week there were coma vigil and
subsultus tendiuum. Tbe bowels had been through-

out very constipated. During the third week of the

disease sleep followed very promptly the clearing of

the bowels by calomel, an eighth-grain every hour
during the day aud every two hours during the night.

The second case was of a merchant sixty years old.

He was seen two weeks after recovery from a severe

attack of dysentery. The diarrhea had been checked

by the free use of opium. He was in a state of what
may be termed restless melancholia. He was very

nervous, cried easilj', slept almost none. There was
rumbling aud moderate pain in the bowels, with oc-

casional somewhat offensive movements. The patient

was given strontium salicylate and calomel, and was
restricted to a milk diet. He began to sleep fairly
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well at night, was contented to remain in the hospital,

and his extreme pallor and fairly marked anemia with
his other symptoms improved slowly but steadily.

The third patient showed a similar train of symptoms
after a mental shock. She gradually developed a con-

dition of depression, nervous irritability and sleepless-

ness, after hearing suddenly that her husband had ac-

cidentally shot himself, and in spite of the fact that he
made a good recovery. She was first seen five months
after this event. In addition to the symptoms already
given, she had rumbling and some tenderness of the

bowels ; but there was neither diarrhea nor marked
constipation. Her condition improved promptly on a

milk diet and one of the salicylates.

Conclusions were not warranted from so few cases,

but the author believed from a somewhat extended ex-

perience in these cases that the type of nerve disturb-

ance found in typhoid, and in connection with and
after dysentery and diarrhea, is found in intestinal in-

digestion without the intervention of these disorders,

and may easily be confounded with mild melancholia and
neurasthenia ; it presents many points of similarity to

nicotine poisoning. It must be carefully differentiated

from nerve disorders arising by reflex. It is amenable
to treatment, which should jiot consist exclusively iu

the administration of aO antiseptic.

Dr. J. H. Lloyd exhibited the photograph of a

patient with

PARALYSIS OF THE RIGHT EXTERNAL RECTUS, AND
DIABETES INSIPIDUS

coming on abruptly after an apoplectiform attack.

KEPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OK NEUEONTMT.

Dr. B. G. Wilder presented the report. Among
the recommendations of the committee were :

(1) That the adjectives dorsal and ventral be em-
ployed in place of posterior and anterior as commonly
used in human anatomy and in place of upper and
lower as sometimes used in comparative anatomy.

(2) That the cornua of the spinal cord and the

spinal nerve roots be designated as dorsal and ventral

rather than as a posterior and anterior.

(3) That the costiferous vertebrae be called thoracic

rather than dorsal.

(4) That the hippocampus minor be called ealcar ;

the hippocampus major, hippocampus ; the pons Varoli,

pons; the insula Reilii, insula; pia mater and dura
mater respectively pia and dura.

(5) That, other things being equal, mononyms
(single-word terms) be preferred to polyonyms (terms
consisting of two or more words).

The report was signed by H. H. Donaldson, C. K.
Mills, A. C. Sequin, E. C. Spitzka, and B. G. Wilder,
Chairman.

TOXICOSES OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM AS A CAUSE
OF PULMONARY CONSUMPTION,

by Dr. Thos. J. Mays, of Philadelphia.

The fundamental idea iu this paper was that irritation

of the nervous system, and especially of the pueumo-
gastric nerves, leads to some form of pulmonary dis-

ease, and frequently to pulmonary consumption.
This is confirmed by quotations made from Cheuau,
Holland, Copland, Laycock, Allbutt and Cloustou.

Clinical proofs and post-mortem results which favor
this theory were also adduced. The author claimed
that there are a number of poisons generated within

|

the body, and also introduced from without, which in-

toxicate the nervous system and become a prolific

source of pulmonary consumption. These poisons are

alcohol, syphilis, mercury, lead, typhoid fever, diph-

theria, measles, whooping-cough, mumps, influenza,

cerebrospinal meningitis, beri-beri, and rheumatism.

Of these poisons, alcohol is the most prone to bring

about pulmonary mischief through the medium of the

nervous system, and a number of examples, giving

post-mortem proof of this were cited. Syphilis and

most of the other poisons mentioned were discussed in

the same manner, and were shown to have the same
ultimate effects in many instances. While all these

poisons bring on pulmonary disorder by undermining

the nervous system, the chronicity or the acuteness of

the former process depend in a large measure (1) on

the virulency of the poison, (2) on the amount and

frequency with which it is introduced, (3) on the per-

sistency of its action, and (4) on the facility or difii-

culty with which it is excreted by the body. They all

vary in this respect. Alcohol is quickly eliminated,

but its harmfulness depends on its being taken fre-

quently and for long periods. A single infection of

syphilis saturates the body for a long time. Mercury
and lead enter the body gradually and leave it exceed-

ingly slowly. The poisons of whooping-cough, influ-

enza and cerebro-spiual meningitis having a selective

affinity for the pulmonary nerves, are liable to be fol-

lowed by a more speedy disturbance iu the lungs than

is the case with those of typhoid fever, diphtheria,

measles and mumps. Uric acid, being a normal con-

stituent of the body, only becomes harmful when
present in persistent excessive quantity.

THE AFTER-CARE OP THE INSANE.

This was the preliminary report of a Committee
composed of Dr. H. L. Stedman, of Boston, Dr. F. X.
Dercum, of Philadelphia, and Dr. C. L. Dana, of New
York, favoring the establishment of convalescent hos-

pitals for the insane.

NEWSPAPER RABIES.

This was the title of a paper by Dr. Irving C.

RossE, of Washington, D. C.

He referred to the frequency with which hydro-

phobia was mentioned by the public press at this

season. Late papers on the subject show that there

is still a chaotic knowledge of this badly elucidated

affection, concerning which surgeons and neurologists

are by no means agreed. From examining a great

mass of literature relative to rabies, while working on

the Index Catalogue of the Surgeon-General's Office,

Dr. Rosse stated that he came across hundreds of

references to hydrophobia of a spurious character, and
that these references date from the Homeric era to

that of Cellius Aurelius. Much other literature was
also cited, showing that in by-gone times there were
sceptics as to the existence of such a pathological

entity as hydrophobia. As an extensive traveller in

parts of the world where this disease is supposed to

occur geographically, he had never seen a case, nor

had he any authentic knowledge of one from personal

observation. The Secretary of the Japanese Lega-
tion in Washington says he has never known of a case

in Japan, and that in Corea, having more dogs than

any other country in the world, hydrophobia is un-

heard of. A few Italian and French physicians and
the newspapers appear to be the chief cootributors at
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the present time. The reader thought that in view of

the uncertain state of knowledge of the subject, that

the newspapers are hardly to blame for reckless ac-

counts of hydrophobia, since they only hold the mir-

ror up to nature, and, reflecting public sentiment, give

us, so to speak, a radiograph of what is passing in the

minds of medical men.
Du. F. W. Langdon, of Cincinnati, presented a

paper entitled

EPILEPSY AND OTHER CONVCLSIVE DISEASES : A
STDDY IN NEURO-DYNAMICS.

His conclusions were—
(1) That epilepsy, the choreas, and probably most

of the convulsive disorders are the dynamical expres-

sion of an inhibitory insufficiency ; not indications of

over-production of nerve energy nor " explosions

"

due to a " molecular instability " per le.

(2) That the cause of this inhibitory insufficiency is

to be sought for in the end brushes of the collateral

processes of various cortical neurons, the situation

varying with the " type" of the disease, whether sen-

sory, psychic or motor.

(3) That the defect consists most probably in a

"structural incompleteness" (small capacitj', defective

insulation, imperfect contact) or a "numerical defi-

ciency," or both, in the collateral processes of the neu-

rons referred to.

(4) Defective collaterals may favor occurrences of

convulsions in two ways : (a) by impairing connection

with other neurons— inhibitory, storage, etc. ;
(i) by

increased resistance to "overflow currents" causing

temporary overcharging of motor axis-cylinders.

This conception of the anatomico-dynamic basis of

convulsive phenomena I would call " collateral theory."

On this basis cases of epilepsy are classed under three

groups, each of which represents important differences

as regards prognosis and treatment:

(1) Primary or developmental type, comprising the

"idiopathic" cases under twenty years of age. In

these, the younger the subject and the better the hered-

ity and environment, the better the prognosis under

intelligent treatment. Ultimate result depended on

the possibility of promoting further and equable devel-

opment of collateral communications with inhibitory

mechanisms.

(2) The " accidental " forms. These are due to

trauma, syphilis, lead, toxines, etc. The prognosis

here varying with the longer or shorter duration and

with the possibility of removal of the cause is always

favorable so long as permanent structural changes in

collaterals and in inhibitory mechanisms have not oc-

curred.

(3) The "degenerative" type. The rare cases of

adult life and old age (not accidental) belong in this

category. Here palliation only is to be expected, as in

degenerative changes elsewhere. In all forms rational

indications for treatment are to lessen the oncoming
sensory excitation by diet, occupation and medicine,

and so lessen the intensity of motor responses which

are not provided with suitable overflow and inhibitory

mechanisms.
The following papers were read by title

:

"A case of Raynaud's Disease, with Autopsy." By
C. E. Riggs, M.D., St. Paul.

" Asthenic Bulbar Paralysis." By Henry J. Berkley,

M.D., Baltimore.

"A Case of Chronic Adult Chorea with Pathologi-

cal Changes similar to those of General Paresis." By
E. D. Bondurant, M.D., Tuskaloosa, Ala.

"The Stigmata of Degeneration." By Frederick

Paterson, M.I)., New York.
" Clinical Study of a Case of Dreamy Mental State."

By Richard Dewey, M.D., Wauwatosa, Wis.
" The Spinal Cord in Cancer, with Report of a

Case." By Chas. W. Burr, M.D., Philadelphia.
" Browu-Siiquard Paralysis." By Geo. J. Preston,

M.D., Baltimore.
" A Case of Brain Tumor, with Operation." By

Philip Zenner, M.D., Cincinnati.

" Study of the Morbid Changes occurring in Trau-

matic Epilepsy." By Alfred Wiener, M.D., New Yoik.
" The Status of Operative Procedure as a Remedial

Agent for Epilepsy." By N. E. Brill, M.D., New
York.

"A Case of Recurrent Trance." By Smith Baker,

M.D., Utica.
" The Physiological Action of Trional." By Isaac

Ott, M.D., Philadelphia.
" Present Standing of Work among the Insane."

By R. M. Phelps, M.D., Rochester.
" Study of Aphasia." By B. Ouuf, M.D., Brook-

lyn.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS.

The following named gentleman were elected to

active membership : Dr. F. K. Hallock, of Cromwell,

Conn.; Dr. John Punton, of Kansas City ; Dr. AJfred

Wiener, of New York ; Dr. Henry J. Berkley, of

Baltimore; Dr. F. W. Langdon, of Cincinnati.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

The officers elected for the ensuing year were

:

President, Dr. M. A. Starr, of New York; Vice-

Presidents, Dr. H. R. Stedmau, of Boston, and Dr.

H. S. Upson, of Cleveland ; Secretary and Treasurer,

Dr. G. M. Hammond, of New York ; Councillors,

Dr. F. X. Dercum, of Philadelphia, and Dr. Joseph

Collins, of New York.

IS^cccnt Sitcrature.

A Manual of the Practice of Medicine. By George
Roe Lockwood, M.D., and others. With 75 illus-

trations in the text and 22 full-page colored plates.

Philadelphia: W.B.Saunders. 1896.

It has been the author's aim to present in this manual

the essential facts and principles of the practice of

medicine in a concise and available form, and thus " to

meet the requirements of those who have been obliged

to resort to the larger works of reference with which

medical literature is so well supplied." The author

has accomplished his aim sufficiently well, but we do

not quite see the demand for its being accomplished at

all at the present time. He himself realizes that

medical literature is well supplied with larger works

of reference. We should say it was equally well sup-

plied with smaller manuals. However, this is a ques-

tion which writers and publishers will decide for them-

selves. It is difficult to welcome a new Practice of

Medicine with much enthusiasm. The present volume
is really a Manual, and has 935 pages.
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THE CELEBRATION OF THE SEMI-CENTEN-
NIAL OF ANESTHESIA.

The Massachusetts General Hospital is about to

celebrate the Semi-Centenuial Anniversary of the

First Public Demonstration of Surgical Anesthesia.

It was a great event ; one, the importance and value of

which to humanity, it is difficult for mankind to fully

realize to-day, so accustomed has it become to this

beneficent gift. It is meet and right that the world

should pause a moment and calmly reflect on the full

meaning of that sixteenth day of October, 1846.

Through the courtesy of the contributors to the

programme we are able to give the readers of the

JoDRNAL in this number, the issue of which has been

slightly delayed, the addresses in full as delivered, at

the request of the committee on the celebration, to

the guests of the hospital in its new operating amphi-

theatre. These addresses, though necessarily brief

and concise, tell the story of that eventful day.

They reveal to a later generation what surgery was

before that date ; they remind us what surgery has

since become and is to-day ; they hold out reason-

able hopes of further progress in the future; they

teach what anesthesia has done for obstetrics and its

influence upon medical science.'

We also offer the readers of the Journal a fac-simile

reproduction of the effective card of invitation sent

to its guests at this celebration by the Massachusetts

Hospital; a reproduction of the engraving in Rice's

" Trials of a Public Benefactor," representing the

administration of ether at that first public demonstra-

tion, with portraits of the surgeons and physicians who

were present ; a view of the old operating-amphitheatre

as it was at that day ; and portraits of Dr. W. T. G.

Morton and Dr. J. C. Warreu.

This is not a time for reviving the bitter controver-

sies and heart-burnings over priority of discovery and

proprietary rights which followed that beneficent de-

1 The address of Dr. W. H. Welch, it is to be regretted, will have
to be published later.

monstration, and turned into a curse to individual

claimants what proved an extraordinary blessing to

humanity at large. We celebrate to-day the first

public demonstration of a great fact, and we state

again the facts associated with it. Dr. Morton admin-

istered the ether, and produced that insensibility to

pain which he asserted would follow ; Dr. Warren
gave him the opportunity and performed the operation.

Both men had the courage of their convictions ; from

that day we date a new era in surgery, and physical

suffering was robbed of many of its terrors.

That the same end would have been reached, sooner

or later through others, is doubtless true, as it is true

of all discoveries, but such a statement is here and

now irrelevant. How soon or how late it would have

have been reached we do not know, but we do know
that ether had previously long been played with in an

inefficient and half-hearted way, that the announcements

made from Boston were at first received with derision

and contempt by professional men and medical period-

icals of standing in other parts of the country, and that

even a year after this first public demonstration so lead-

ing and important a hospital as the Pennsylvania Hos-

pital, had not yet ventured upon ether inhalations, and

continued its surgical service without anesthesia.

To Dr. Henry J. Bigelow it seems undoubtedly be-

longs in a considerable measure the credit of forcing

from the profession and the public an earlier acknowl-

edgment of what those first operations under ether in-

halation at the Massachusetts Hospital meant. His
statement, read in abstract, November 3, 1846, before

the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, read in

full November 9th, before the Boston Society of Med-
ical Improvement, attracted wide attention.^

In " Ether and Chloroform : A Compendium of

their History, Surgical Use, Dangers and Discovery," '

these subjects were discussed by Dr. Bigelow, for and
at the request of the Surgical Committee of the Na-
tional Medical Convention, in a masterly manner.

Though avoiding controversy, we allow ourselves

to quote a few passages from the pages devoted to the

question of discovery :

"A hundred other instances might be cited to show
that the man to whom the original hint occurs is not

the inventor; nor yet he who forms a theory upon this

hint; nor even he who publishes this theory, if he does

not convince other people of its truth. This last may
readily occur. A man may happen upon a fortunate

theory and yet not appreciate its value, so he gives

himself no trouble to proclaim it; or perhaps his proofs

are not conclusive, and the world will not believe.

Goethe knew this when he said, ' many things may be

discovered and made known for a long time without

producing any effect on the world, or the effect may
be wrought without its being observed ; wrought and

yet not take hold of the multitude. This is the reason

why the history of inventions is so surrounded with

strange riddles.'

- Boston Medical aud Surgical Jourual, vol. xxxv. No. 16, Novcm.
ber 18, 1816.

' Ibid, 1848, pp. 229, 2B4.
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" He is the inventor who generalizes tlie single in-

stance and who makes the world concede that it is thus

generalized. Now if there is any one point which has

identified the true inventor's mind, it has heeu an in-

vincible determination to compel the world to recog-

nize the reality and value of his invention. The in-

ventor saw it himself when other men could not, and

he determined that other men should see it, and he

accomplished his determination. ' He,' Sidney Smith

says, in the Edinburgh Review, ' is not the inventor

who first says the thing, but he who says it so long,

loud and clearly, that he compels mankind to hear

him.'
"

Dr. Morton got the hint of ether from Dr. Charles

T. Jackson, as Dr. Simpson, of Edinburgh, later got

the hint of chloroform from a chemist, Waldie, of

Liverpool ; but it is Dr. Simpson's name which

associated with the practical application of the anes-

thetic properties of chloroform.

We will not rake up the ashes of the past. The

curious of this generation are referred to the authori-

ties * of a previous one, where they will find instruc-

tive reading.

Tlie name of Letheon ; the coloring matter with

which the liuul was disguised ; the inhalers, at first con-

sidered of prime importance— all soon and long since

disappeared. A tender regard for the full vigor of

the primal curse, no longer disturbs us. Even the

question of the relative merits of ether and chloro

form has been pretty well settled. But there stands

out to-day clearly and shari)ly before us the fact that

fifty years ago in the old amphitheatre of the Massa-

chusetts Hospital was given the first public demonstra-

tion of a subsequent series which proved to the world

and made the world recognize, that ether will always

produce complete insensibility to pain, and that it is

safe.

THE CENTENNIAL OF THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF THE BOSTON DISPENSARY.

The month of September, 1896, completed the one

hundredth year of the existence of the Boston Dis-

pensary. Established in September, 1790, at a meet-

ing of a few philanthropic citizens of Boston, this

beneficent institution has continually increased its

helpful work, the distinctive feature of which has

always been the medical care of the sick poor at their

homes, constantly enlarging its sphere as the growth

of the city has increased its needs, from that time to

the present. The annual reports and records of its

' Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, vol. xxxt, iind subsequent
Toluuiee.
Anestbelic Agents, Their Mode of Exhibition and Phy»iological

EtlttCt?. Henry J. bigeluw, M.O., Transactions American Medical
ABSociation. vol. I. ....
Annual Keirort TruBtcce Massachucctts Hospital, April, ISIS.

Etherization, with Surgical Keuiarks. .J. O. Warren, M.I)., 1848.

Trials of a Public Bemlactor, iis Illustrated in the Discovery of

Etherization. Bv Nathan 1". Kice, M.U. 1S.'>9.

Surgical ObservationH. .J. .Maeon V-'arren, .M.IJ. 1S«7.

A Century of .MMicine, 17T6-l(i7C. HLftory of Discovery of Modern
Aiiiesihesla. II. .). Bigelow, .M.D. Also American Journal .Medical

Sciences, January . ISTti.

A Narrative of Events Connected with the Introduction of Sul-

phnric Ether Into Surgical Use. Kichard Manning Hodges, M.D.
1891.

work give some slight evidence of the good it has ac-

complished ; but to those who have gone about with its

physicians on their rounds and personally seen their

work among the suffering poor, the figures seem to

give but a cold and impersonal account of the many

warm-hearted and unselfish acts of individual charity

which have been done by the representatives of the Bos-

ton Dispensary among the sick and impoverished.

Starting one hundred years ago with a staff con-

sisting of one physician, it has constantly extended

its sphere of usefulness until now its staff includes

54 physicians who attend at the central building on

Bennett Street those patients who are able to leave

their homes for treatment, and 12 district physicians,

whose duty it is to daily visit the sick poor in their

homes, among the twelve districts into which the city

is divided. The importance of this feature of the work

is evident when by referring to the annual report for the

past year, page 398 of the Journal, we find that the

number of visits made by the district physicians last year

was 24,191. The visiting of patients at their homes

is really the most distinctive feature of the work of

this institution. Those who can leave their homes for

treatment may be attended at various hospital out-

palieut departments and dispensaries in the city, but

the Boston Dispensary is the only institution which

furnishes free medical treatment to those who are too

sick to leave their beds, and who cannot for any reason

be cared for in the hospitals of the city. In the case

of this too often neglected class of the sick poor the

Boston Dispensary finds its most distinctive field. A
reference to the figures in the annual report will give

an idea of the magnitude of the work at present; but

on the occasion ot the centennial anniversary a glance

at the history of the great charity may not be out of

place.

To begin with, it ranks as the oldest medical charity

in Boston (being eight years older than the Massachu-

setts General Hospital), and also as the third oldest

dispensary in the United States, the one in Philadel-

phia and the one in New York City having been es-

tablished a few years earlier. There were 103 origi-

nal subscribers, each subscription of five dollars

entitling the subscriber to have two patients at one

time under the care of the dispensary. Each sub.

scriber to that amount was provided with blank tickets

recommending the cases he desired to benefit to the

care of the dispensary, and this form of admission by

ticket was not discontinued till 1856, when the whole

system of affording medical relief to the poor was

modified to meet the wants of the increasing popula-

tion.

Some time in November, 1796, the dispensary was

opened at No. Gl Cornhill. Messrs. Smith (Dr.

Oliver Smith) and Bartlett were at this time apothe-

caries to the institution, and Dr. John Fleet was con-

sulting physician. Dr. Oliver Smith, the senior mem-

ber of the firm of Smith & Bartlett, apothecaries,

seems to have taken an active interest in the estab-

lishment of the dispensary, and the compiler of the
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" History of the Boston Dispensary," which was pub-

lished in 1858, believes that " from such evidence as

can be gathered, to hina, more than to any other

individual, the public are indebted for the establish-

ment of the institution." Dr. Jackson ' who was the first

physician and apothecary to the dispensary, being

chosen by the Board of Managers on September 29,

1796, resigned in October on account of ill health.

At the annual meeting of the Board of Managers, on

January 12, 1797, twenty dollars were awarded to

Dr. Fleet as a compensation for his services from

October 21st to that date, and he was re-elected for

the ensuing year.

Dr. Fleet seems to have been disposed to furnish a

liberal supply of wine to bis patients ; for on Septem-

ber 8th it was voted by the Board of Managers " that

Mr. Andrews be a Committee to agree with Mr.

Dennie, or any other person, in case he should decline

to supply such quantities of wine as Dr. Fleet may

recommend for the use of such patients under the

care of the dispensary as may stand in need of that

aliment." The supply of wine to patients was so im-

portant a feature of the institution in its early years

that in 1801 Captain Thomas Dennie was elected

Vintner to the institution. The wine bills for 1799

amounted to $85.33, and by 1819 the amount had

risen to $462.19.

Jn 1801 the dispensary was incorporated.

In 1816 the staff of the institution consisted of

two consnlting physicians, three visiting physicians

(for the Southern, Middle, and Northern Districts re-

spectively), and three apothecaries.

In 1823 the institution seems to have benefited

from an exhibition, for we find that on October 9th, a

vote of thanks was passed to Bryant P. Tilden, Es-

quire, " for his successful exertions in obtaining for

the institution the sum of $320 from the exhibition

of the Egyptian Mummy," and from other sources.

On October 13, 1825, the treasurer was authorized

to pay the tolls of the physician to the Southern Dis-

trict in passing over South Boston Bridge, and the

physician of the Western District was requested to

attend patients living on the Mill Dam.

In October, 1820, one of the physicians. Dr. Enoch

Hale, gave an account of his work for the year end-

ing at that date, by which it appeared that he had

made 2,770 visits, or an average of nearly eight visits

daily during the year.

In 1827 a new " Centre District," was formed, and

South Boston was constituted a dispensary district.

The " History of the Boston Dispensary," from

which most of the foregoing facts are derived, is full

of interest to those who care to follow the develop-

ment of a great charitable institution, but lack of

space prevents our giving more than the merest out-

line of its story.

In 1856 the Central Office was established on Ben-

nett Street, and the dispensary physicians were freed

from the almost unbearable annoyance of having their

1 Christian name not given.

offices crowded by the frequently ignorant and filthy

patients of the institution.

In 1883 the present building was completed, afford-

ing for the first time adequate facilities for the work
of the Society. As will be seen by the annual re-

port, the number of visits made by patients at this

office during the past year was 65,397, a sufficient

indication of the extent to which the work has

grown.

In closing this short and necessarily inadequate re-

view of the work of the Boston Dispensary during

the first century of its existence, we can hardly do

better than quote a few of the sentences with which

the author of the excellent history of the institution

published in 1859, concludes his work.

"It is something," he says, " to have ministered to

the wants of a hundred and forty thousand suffering

persons, and though there may have been many un-

worthy recipients, the amount of good done to others

is incalculable. It is difficult for one who possesses

the common comforts of life to realize, until he is

prostrated by disease, his own helplessness, and his

dependence on the kind offices of others. How much
less can one appreciate the desolation which pervades

the dwellings of those who by sickness are deprived

of the means of earning a subsistence, and are thus

driven to seek relief from strangers. Whatever aver-

sion we may individually feel in viewing the igno-

rance, the filth, and the occasional ingratitude of the

sick poor, their very helplessness is, after all, an ir-

resistible appeal to our sympathy, and we contemplate

with a feeling akin to affection the doings of a Society

which for sixty-three years has done so much for suf-

fering humanity."

MEDICAL NOTES.

Do Maurier's Body Cremated.— The body of

Du Maurier the artist, whose recent'death in London
has caused such widespread regret, was cremated, ac-

cording to his own wish.

Professor Rodolph Virchow.— The 13th of

this month was the seventy-fifth birthday of Profes-

sor Virchow. It is just fifty years since he was ap-

pointed physician to the Charite and privat-docent to

the University.

Celluloid Bandages.— Celluloid has recently

been tried in Germany as a substitute for plaster-of-

Paris for the purpose of stiffening bandages. The
weight is said to be less than one-fourth that of the

plaster-of-Paris and the expense not much greater.

A solution in acetone is used, and three or four hours

are required for the bandage to become dry, so that

although considerable advantage in lightness may be

gained, the length of time required would seem to be

a serious disadvantage.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Anesthesia, Dr. 0. W. Holmes.— "The knife is

searching for disease— the pulleys are dragging back
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dislocated limbs — Nature herself is working out the

primal curse which doomed the tenderest of her

creatures to the sharpest of her trials ; but the fierce

extremity of suffering has been steeped in the waters

of forgetfuluess, and the deepest furrow in the knotted

brow of agony has been smoothed forever." Dr.

Holmes, who suggested the term anesthesia, thus

depicted the event which is now being celebrated in

Boston.

Massachusetts School for thk Feeble-
minded.— The annual meeting of the Corporation

of the Massachusetts School for the Feeble-Minded was

held at the School at Walthara, on Thursday, October

8, at 2.30 P. M.

NEW YORK.

Death of Dr. W. Remsen Taylor.— Dr. W.
Remsen Taylor, one of the most prominent physicians

of Long Island City, died at the home of his brother

in Middletown, N. J., on October 2d, at the age of

sixty.

Post-Natal Transposition of the Heart. —
An unusually interesting autopsy was recently made

at the New York Hospital, in the case of a young girl,

seventeen years of age, who was severely burned at

her home in Walpole, N. H., a year and a half ago.

From the position of her heart it was supposed before

her death that she presented an instance of congenital

transposition of the viscera ; but at the post-mortem

examination it was found that the abnormal location

of the heart was the result of pathological changes.

During childhood she had evidently suffered from

atelectasis of the middle lobe of the right lung, and

in consequence of firm adhesions following this condi-

tion, by which the pericardial walls were attached to

the wasted tissues, the heart was drawn over to the

right side. The death of the patient was due to sep-

ticemia and exhaustion resulting from the burns re.

ferred to. •

A High Mortality Rate.— The tabulation by

the State Board of Health of the vital statistics of the

State for the month of July shows that the reported

mortality— 1 2,659 deaths— exceeds that of the month

preceding by 3,300, and is nearly 1,000 in excess of

that of the corresponding mouth of last year, as well

as that of the past ten years. Compared with the

month of June, there was 2,200 more deaths from

diarrlieal diseases, 500 more from diseases reported as

of the digestive organs, and 200 more from diseases

of the nervous system. There are also about 100

more deaths as the result of accidents and violence.

Compared with the reported mortality of July, 1895,

the increase is limited to deaths from local diseases

and accidents and violence, from whicli there were

also about 100 more deaths, largely from drowning.

The figures for the mouth of August show a consider-

able deviation from the ordinary mortality of the

month, there having been reported in it 12,475 deaths;

which is 1,C00 more than in the corresponding month

of last year. The increase is attributable mainly to

death from the direct effects of heat (sunstroke), oc-

curring mostly during the early part of this month,

1,125 from this cause having been reported; of these

1,040 were in New York City and Brooklyn.

THE RECORD OF THE FIRST PUBLIC .\DMIN-
ISTRATION OF ETHER.

The following extract from the records of the Mas-
sachusetts General Hospital is the record of the case

upon which Dr. Warren operated on the occasion of

the first public demonstration of surgical anesthesia.

It was published in the Occidental Medical Timet of

March, 1896, in a paper read before the San Francisco

Medico-Chirurgical Society by Dr. Washington Ayer,
of San Francisco.

Boston, Friday, September 25, 184G.

Gilbert Abbott, age twenty, painter, single ; tumor on
face. This man had had, from birth, a tumor under the

jaw on the left side. It occupies all space anterior to

neck, bounded on the inside by median line, on the out-

side is even with the edge of jaw ; below, on a level with
the Pomum Adami, and in front tapers gradually as far as

anterior edge of jaw ; integuments not adherent to it

;

skin smooth and of natural color ; it is uniformly soft, ex-

cept in centre, where a small, hard lump can be felt, cor-

responding in size and situation with submaxillary gland ;

can be made to disappear by compression, but seems
rather to be displaced than emptied. The edge of the

lower jaw bone can be felt, through the tumor, to be ir-

regular. On examination of the inside of the mouth, find

a soft, smooth tumor, a hemisphere about five lines in

diameter, of a livid color, on the left lobe of tongue, about
an inch behind tip. That pnrtir'n nf ibe nrcran in front

and underneath the tumor is of a dark purple color. This
tumor is readily emptied by slight pressure, but it fills

again in one or two seconds, but not sooner when pressure

is made simultaneously upon the external tumor. For dis-

tance of five lines from angle of mouth on right side the

lower lip is of a livid hue. This seems to be a continua-

tion of a stripe, similar in appearance, which extends
from angle of jaw on right side about on level of lower
teeth ; it is about four lines wide and slightly raised ; its

color seems to depend on small spots like granulations, of a
livid color, set on mucous membrane of ordinary appear-

ance.

This case is remarkable in the annals of surgery. It

was the first surgical operation performed under the influ-

ence of ether.

Dr. Warren had been ap|)lied to by Mr. Morton, a den-

tist, with the recpiest that he would try the inhalation of a
fluid wliicli, he said, he had found to be effectual in pre-

venting pain during operations upon the teeth. Dr. War-
ren, having satisfied himself ihat the breathing of the fluid

would be harmless, agreed to emjiloy it when an oppoitunily

presented. None occurring within a day or two in private

practice, he determined to use it on this patient. Before

the operation began, some time was lost waiting for Mr.
Morton, and ultimately it was thought he would not ap-

pear. At length he arrived and explained his detention,

by informing Dr. Warren that lie had been occupied in

preparing his apparatus, which consisted of a tube con-

nected with a glass globe. This apparatus he then pro-

ceeded to apply, and after four or five minutes the patient

appeared to be asleep, and the operation was performeil as

herein described. To the surprise of Dr. Warren and the

other gentlemen present, the patient did not shrink nor

cry out, but during the insulation of the veins, he began to

move his limbs and utter extraordinary expressions, and
these movements seemed to indicate the existence of pain,

but after he had recovered his faculties he said that he had
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experiented none, but only a sensation like that of scrap-

ing the part with a blunt instrument, and he ever after-

ward continued to say that he had not felt any pain.

Nole. — The results of this operation led to the repeti-

tion of the use of ether in other cases, and in a few days

its success was established, and its use resorted to in

every considerable operation in the city of Boston and its

vicinity.

Operation by Dr. Warren.— The patient having been

placed in the operating chair, in the amphitheatre, an in-

cision, two and one-half inches in length, was made over

the centre of external tumor, just beneath the edge of

jaw, extending through skin and subcutaneous tissue. A
layer of fascia was dissected off and disclosed a congeries

of large veins and small arteries. Hemorrhage was
slight, no vessel requiring ligature. A curveil needle,

armed with a ligature, size Ivo. 6, was passed under the

mass, and the tumor included, under a knot with consider-

able compression. The wound was then filled with a

small compress and lint and the patient returned to bed.

Patient continued to do well and was discharged well,

December 7th. Cicatrix perfect ; tumor same size as on
entrance, but no vessels to be detected in it. Tumor on

tongue not altered, nor is appearance on inside of right

cheek. General health much improved.

FIRST PUBLIC OPERATION UNDER ETHER.
THE ACCOUNT OF AN EYE-WITNESS.

Dr. Washington Aier, of San Francisco, who
was present at the first public operation under ether,

gave, iu au address before the San Francisco Medico-

Chirurgical Society, published in the Occidental .\iedi-

cal Times for March, 1896, the following graphic

description of the event:

The day arrived ; the time appointed was noted on the

dial, when the patient was led into the operating-room, and
Dr. Warren, with a board of the most eminent surgeons in

the State, were gathered around the sufferer. " All is

ready— the stillness oppressive." It had been announced
" that a test of some preparation was to be made for which
the astonishing claim had been made, that it would render
the person operated upon free from pain." These are the

words of Dr. Warren that broke the stillness.

Those present were incredulous, and as Dr. Morton had
not arrived at the time appointed, and fifteen minutes had
passed. Dr. Warren said, with significant meaning, '• 1

presume he is otherwise engaged." This was followed

with a " derisive laugh," and Dr. Warren grasped his knife

and was about to proceed with the operation. At that

moment Dr. Morton entered aside door, when Dr. Warren
turned to him and in a strong voice said, " Well, sir, vour
patient is ready." In a few minutes he was ready for the

surgeon's knife, when Dr. Morton said, " Your patient is

ready, sir."

Here the most sublime scene ever witnessed in the

operating-room was i)resented, when the patient placed
himself voluntarily upon the table, which was to become
the altar of future fame. Not that he did so for the pur-

pose of advancing the science of medicine, nor for the good
of his fellow-men, for the act itself was purely a personal

and selfish one. He was about to assist in solving a ni'W

and important problem of therapeutics, whose benefits were
to be given to the whole civilized world, yet wholly un-

conscious of the sublimity of the occasion or the part he
was taking.

That was a supreme moment for a most wonderful dis-

covery, and had the patient died under the operation, science

would have waited long to discover the hypnotic effects of

some other remedy of ecpial potency and safety, and it may
be pro])erly ipu-slioned whether chloroform would have
come into use as it has at the present time.

The heroic hravery of the man who voluntnrily placed
himself uiron the table, a subject for the surgeon's knife,

should be recorded and his name enrolled upon parchment,
which should be hung upon the walls of the surgical amphi-
theatre in. which the operation was performed. His name
was Gilbert .\bbott.

The operation was for a congenital tumor on the left side

of the neck, extending along the jaw to the maxillary gland

and into the mouth, embracing margin of the tongue. The
operation was successful ; and when the patient recovered

he declared he had suffered no pain. Dr. Warren then

turned to those present and said, '• Gentlemen, this is no
humbug." " The conquest of pain had been achieved."

THE BLESSINGS OF ANESTHETICS.

The following extracts from Sir Joseph Lister's

Presidential Address to the British Association, at

Liverpool, September 16. 1896, are taken from the

London Morning Post and are of interest in connection

with the present celebration :

This was the jubilee of anesthesia in surgery. That
priceless blessing to mankind came from America. It had,

indeed, been foreshadowed in the first year of this century
by Sir Humphry Davy, who, having found a toothache

from which he was suffering relieved as he inhaled laugh-

ing gas (nitrous o.xide), threw out the suggestion that it

might perhaps be used for preventing pain in surgical

operations. But it was not till, on September 30, 1846,

Dr. W. T. G. Morton, of Boston, after a series of experi-

ments upon himself and the lower animals, extracted a
tooth painlessly from a patient whom he had caused to in-

hale the vapor of sulphuric ether that the idea was fully

realized. He soon afterwards publicly exhibited his method
at the Massachusetts General Hospital, and after that

event the great discovery spread rapidly over the civilized

worlil.

Chloroform and ether still held the field as general anes-

thetics for protracted operations, although the gas origin-

ally suggested by Davy, in consequence of its rapid action

and other advantages, had taken their place in short oper-

ations, such as tooth extraction. In the birthplace of anes-

thesia ether had always maintained its ground ; but in

Europe it was to a large extent displaced by chloroform
till recently, when many have returned to ether, under the

idea that, though less convenient, it was safer. For his

own part he believed that chloroform, if carefully adminis-

tered on right principles, was, on the average, the safer

agent of the two.

The discovery of anesthesia inaugurated a new era in

surgery. Not only was the pain of operations abolished,

but the serious and sometimes mortal shock which they oc-

casioned to the system was averted, while the patient was
saved the terrible ordeal of preparing to endure them. At
the same time the field of surgery became widely extended,
since many procedures in themselves desirable, but before

impossible from the protracted agony they would occasion,

became matters of routine practice. Nor had he by any
means exhausted the list of the benefits conferred by this

discovery. Anesthesia in surgery had been from first to

last a gift of science. Nitrous oxide, sulphuric ether, and
chloroform were all artificial products of chemistry, their

employment as anesthetics was the result of scientific in-

vestigation, and their administration, far from being, like

the giving of a dose of medicine, a matter of ruleof-thumb,

imperatively demanded the vigilant exercise of physiologi-

cal and pathological knowledge.
While rendering such signal service to surgery, anes-

thetics had thrown light upon biology generally. It had
been found that they exerted their .soporific influence not

only upon vertebrata, but upon animals so remote in struct-

ure from man as bees and other insects. Even the func-

tions of vegetables were susjiended by their agency. They
thus afforded strong confirmation of the great generaliza-

tion that living matter was of the same essential nature

wherever it was met with on this planet whether in the
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animal or vegetable kingdom. Anesthetics liad also, in

wavs to which lie need not refer, powerfully promoted the

progress of physiology and pathology.

BOSTON niSPENSAKV.

The statistics of this institution for the year ending Sep-

tember 30, 1896, are as follows:

The number of new patients treated at the Central Office

is 28,208, classified as follows :

Medical Department.— Men, .'i,401 ; women, 5,38 7; chil-

dren, 4,690; total, 13,478.

Surgical Department. — Men, 1,.091 ; women, 930; chil-

dren, 770 ; total, 3,292.

Department for Diseases of the Skin.— Men, 568;
women, 547; children, 407; total, 1,522.

Department for Diseases of the Nervous System.— Men,
716; women, 848; children, 117; total, 1,681.

Department for Diseases of the Throat and Nose.— Men,
888 ; women. 850 ; children, GOO ; total, 2,338.

Department for Diseases of Women.— Women, 1,099.

Department for Diseases of the Eye.— Men, 283 ; women,
467; children, 351 ; total, 1,101.

Department for Diseases of the Ear.— Men, 226 ; women,
250; children, 185; total, 661.

Department for Diseases of the GenitoUrinary System.
— Men, 2,106 ; women, 44 ; children, 8 ; total, 2,158.

"

Department for Diseases of the Kectum. — Men, 108;

women, 52; children, 1 ; total, 161.

Orthopedic Department.— Men, 68; women, 77; chil-

dren, 31 ; total, 176.

Dental Department.— Men, 146; women, 159; children,

237; total, 5-12.

The number of visits made by patients old and new at

the Central Office is 65,397, classified as follows:

Medical, 24,4()1 ; surgical, 35,996; total, 65,397.

The number of patients treated in the Districts is 14,437,

including 414 cases of midwifery, classified as follows:

Men, 2,489 ; women, 5,614 ; children, 6,534 ; total, 14,637.

The results of treatment in the Districts are as follows

:

Discharged, cured or relieved 13,178

Removed to hospitals 1,169

Died 276

Remaining under treatment 106

H,729
Under treatment at last annual report.... 92

14,637

The number of visits made by the district physicians, 24,191

The number of patients treated at the Central Oflice

and ill the districts 42,845

The number of c.ises of midwifery attended during the

year 414

The numberof casesof midwifery attended since July,

1856 8,049

Whole number of patients since October, 1796 . . 1,334,162

Whole numlier of patients since .July, 1H,W . . . 1,215,359

Average daily attendance at the Central Ofbce . . 233

Largest number present any one day, Feliruary 24 . 370

Smallest number present any one day, January 10th . 83

Number of recipes put up at the Central Office . . 71,981

Number of house recipes 60.728

Number of district recipes 11,253

Largest number put up in one day, August 31st . ,187

Smallest number put up in one day, January 10th 118

The list of medical officers for the ensuing year is as

follows

:

Surgeons. — Drs. Edward O.Otis, Frederic M. Briggs,

Edward A. Pease, Warren V. Gay.
Physicians. — Drs. Robert Disbrow, Thomas M. Kotch,

Harold Williams, Edward M. Buckingham, William F.

Temple, Henry Jackson, Robert W. Grcenleaf, .Samuel

Breck, George A. Sargent, Edward L. Twombly, William

E. Fay, William H. Prescott, .Tolin J. Thomas, Augustus

S. Knight, Horace D. Arnold, Benjamin Tenney, Frederic

K. Tower, John W. Bartol.

Department for Diseases of the Skin.— Drs. Francis B.

Greenough, Abner Post, James S. Howe.

Department for Diseases of the Nervous System. — Drs.

Frederic Coggeshall, William R. Woodbury.
Department for Diseases of the Throat and Nose.

—

Drs. John W. Farlow, Frederic C. Cobb, William S.

Boardman, William E. Chenery.
Department for Diseases of Women. — Drs. John B.

Swift, Rufus A. Kingman, George Haven, Malcolm Storer.

Department for Di.seascs of the Eye.— Drs. Frank E.

Draper, William E. Ba.xter.

Department for Diseases of the Ear.— Drs. Wallace
Preble, Edgar M. Holmes. Assistant, Dr. Philip Ham-
mond.
Department for Diseases of the Genito-Urinary System.

— Drs. Gardner W. Allen, Charles M. Whitney, John B.

lilake, Howani A. lyothrop.

Department fur Diseases of the Rectum and Anus.

—

Dr. Walter J. Otis. Assistant, Dr. Joseph C. Stedman.
Obstetric Dep.irtment.— Dr. Charles M. Green. As-

sistants, Drs. Edward Reynolds, Charles W. Townsend.
Orthopedic Department. — Drs. Calvin G. Page, Charles

F. Painter.

Pathologist.— Dr. Edward M. Greene.
Dentist. — A. H. Fisher, D.M.D
District Ph\ sicians. — Drs. George M. Muttart, Nelson

C. Haskell, William L. Edwards, Edmund C. Stowell, C.

Morton Smith, John S. Phelps, James S. Stone, Alfred A.
Wheeler, Frank A. Higgins, John N. Coolldge, John W.
Dewis, Charles H. Hare.

Physician to Roxbury Central Office.— Dr. Henry F.

Hewes.
Apothecary.— George Lachambre. Assistant, Everett

C. Dodge. W. H. H. Hastings, Superintendent.

THE ACTION OF THE AMERICAN PEDIATRIC
SOCIETY UPON ITS FIRST ANTITOXIN RE-
PORT.

(1) Dosage. For a child over two years old, the

dosage of antitoxin should be in all laryngeal cases

with stenosis, and in all other severe cases, 1,500 to

2,000 units for the first injection, to be repeated in

from eighteen to twenty-four hours if there is no im-

provement ; a third dose after a similar interval if

necessary. For severe cases in children under two
years, and for mild cases over that age, the initial dose

should be 1,000 units, to be repeated as above if neces-

sary ; a second dose is not usually required. The dos-

age should always be estimated in antitoxin units and

not of the amount of serum.

(2) Quality of Antitoxin. The most concentrated

strength of au absolutely reliable preparation.

(3) Time of Administration. Antitoxin should be

administered as early as possible on a clinical diagno-

sis, not waiting for a bacteriological culture. How-
ever late the first observation is made, an injection

should be given unless the progress of the case is

favorable and satisfactory.

SECOND ANTITOXIN COLLECTIVE INVESTI-
GATION BY THE AMERICAN PEDIATRIC
SOCIETY.

To THE Prokkssion :

The American Pediatric Society is encouraged to ask

the co-operation of the profession in a further collective in-

vestigation. Laryngeal diphtheria is believed to furnish a

crucial test for antitoxin; the present aim is to ascertain

(1) what percentage of cases of laryngeal diphtheria re-

cover without operation, under antitoxin treatment
; (2)

what percentage of operated cases recover.
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The Society asks for records of cases of Diphtheria in-

volving the larynx, whether operated or not, occurring in

private practice in the United States and Canada, treated

tvith antitoxin. It is expected that cases occurring this

year will probably be treated with reliable preparations of

the serum, will be treated early, and will be given efficient

doses.

In order to secure data which shall make the tables com-

plete, circulars containing blanks for ten cases have been

printed and are now ready for distribution. It is desired

that physicians shall fill out the circulars as cases occur,

not trusting to memory, and shall urge their friends having

similar cases to record them. Circulars can be had by ap-

plying to the Committee (address below). Several groups

of cases in the first investigation arrived too late, and were

lost to the report. It is desired that circulars as soon as

filled (ten cases) be returned to the Committee. The col-

lection of cases must close at the end of March, 1897.

The second report is designed to be a study of cases oc-

curring between the closing of the first report, May 1, 1896,

and the closing of the present collective investigation,

April 1, 1897.

For extra circulars (blanks), for returning circulars

(filled), and for further information please address the

Chairman of the Committee, W. P. Northruj), M.D., 57

East 79th Street, New York City.

THE JUBILEE OF ANESTHESIA.

Opinions of the Profession.

Edinburgh, September 16, 1896.

Dear Dr. Warren:— Boston Joes well to commemo-
rate the fiftieth anniversary of the day on which Dr.

Morton first gave a public demonstration of the practica-

bility of surgical anesthesia and so put into the hands of

his professional brethren the means of saving the patient

from untold suffering.

I thank you for your courteous invitation to the Massa-

chusetts General Hospital on such a great occasion, and re-

gret that my University duties make it impossible for me
to avail myself of your kindness. Believe me.

Yours very faithfully, A. K. Simpson.

.Detroit, September 18, 1896.

Dear Dr. Warren:— I regret very much that I shall

not be able to avail myself of the privilege of attending the

exercises in commemoration of the first public demonstra-

tion of surgical anesthesia. The occasion is one which

cannot fail to e.xcite an universal interest. It commemo-
rates not only the birth of a procedure which has been an

unspeakable blessing to the human race, but also the first

great contribution made by American surgeons to the sur-

gical science.

It would seem highly proper, therefore, that every

American surgeon who cannot be present in person should

express his warm congratulations to the trustees and staff

of the great hospital, which was the scene of this great

surgical exploit, in writing.

Please accept, my dear doctor, my sincere sympathy
with you in your coming celebration.

Yours cordially, Theodore A. McGuaw.

London, September 14, 1896.

My dear Dr. Warren :— I beg you to allow me thus

to thank you and the other members of the staff and the

trustees of the Massachusetts General Hospital for the in-

vitation with which they have honored me. I am deeply

sorry that I cannot be present at the proposed commemo-
ration of that which was certainly one of the most notable

events in the history of surgery. I am sincerely yours,

James Paget.

Toronto, September, 30, 1896.

Dear Dr. Warren :— The idea of celebrating in your
hospital the fiftieth anniversary of the first public demon-
stration of surgical anesthesia is a happy conception, and I

should be delighted to attend the proposed function if it

were possible for me to get away at the time.

To no city in America iS' surgical science a greater

debtor than to your own, and I would gladly take part in any
procedures tending to the acknowledgment of debts that

we can never hope to pay. There are no boundary lines

limiting the spread of such beneficent discoveries as have

been given to the world by the members of our profession

in Boston. When I think of what the discoverers of anes-

thesia, of what Holmes, and Bigelow, and Bowditch, and
those who have borne and now bear the honored name of

Warren have done for us, our obligation weighs heavily,

and we can but rejoice that through Lister and through
the grand traditions of British surgery we are able in part

to make a return.

I wish you heartily a celebration worthy of the occasion

and o£ the men who will take part in it, and am
Yours sincerely, N. A. Powell.

Frankfurt A. M., 27 Sept., 1896.

Hochgeehrte Herren : — Ihre sehr ehrenvolle Ein-

ladung zu der Commemoration of the Fiftieth Anniversary
of Surgical Anesthesia ist mir zugegangen. Sie war mir
um so erfreulicher als ich selbst eine der ersten war, der

im Jahre 1846 in Berlin selbstandige versuche mit der
.3Dther-Narkose gemacht hat. Niemand kann mehr als ich

selbst von der Wichtigkeit dieser entdeckung iiberzeugt

sein, und ich wUrde mich gliicklich schiitzen, wenn ich

Ihnen persdnlich meine Gliickwiinsche aussprecken konnte.

Aber die zeit gestattet mir nicht so kurz vor der Wieder
beginnen meiner Vorlesungen Europa zu verlassen.

Nehmen sie daher meine herzliche griisse und die Ver-
sicherung meiner aufrichtiger Hochschiitzung der Ameri-
kanische Heilkunst entgegen. Rudolf Virchow.

San Francisco, Cal., October 7, 1896.

Dear Dr. Warren :— Great events make memorable
history. The eventful discovery of ether owns the most
brilliant page in the history of medicine— a page full of

the recorded blessings of anesthesia ; and yet at the close

of the nineteenth century, who can tell what other great

discoveries will soon follow to relieve human suffering?

While being thankful for the past, let us be hopeful for the

future.

California sends greeting to Boston upon the semi-centen-

nial anniversary of the discovery of ether. While steel

and iron ties bind the shores of the Pacific and Atlantic to-

gether, still stronger ties unite the Occident to the Orient
in bonds of unity— the ties of fraternal love and good fel-

lowship for the members of the noble profession of medicine.

I well remember the simple preparation made in the amphi-
theatre of the Massachusetts General Hospital for the
most important surgical operation the world ever witnessed,

which gave painless surgery to the world. There was no
display, no ostentation, but the profound silence told the

importance of the occasion. Then Dr. W. T. G. Morton
administered the ether and Dr. John C. Warren performed
the operation, and the anxious suspense was over when the

apparently lifeless body of the patient began to move. A
new revelation was then given to the world, and the scene

that followed no pen will ever be able faithfully to describe;

but, after fifty years, it is fresh before me, like a living pict-

ure daguerrotyped on the memory, there to remain forever.

I hoped to revisit the scenes of my youth and be present

at this grand jubilee, held in commemoration of the most
important event in the history of medicine, but sickness

compels me to forego the pleasure, while the world rejoices

in the benefactions bequeathed to suffering humanity by
the discovery of ether. Yours sincerely,

Washington Ayer.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD
For the week ending October 3d, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W.Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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mtirej^i^.

THE INFLUENCE OF ANESTHESIA UPON
MEDICAL SCIENCE.i

BY WILLIAM H. WELCH. M.D., BALTIMORE.

Mr. President, Gentlemen of the Board of Trustees

and of the Medical Staff of the Massachusetts Gen-

eral Hospital, Ladies and Gentlemen :— Five mouths

ago was celebrated the centennial anniversary of

that grand discovery by Jenner which brought under

sabjection the most prevalent and horrible scourge

of former centuries. To-day we have assembled

in this famous hospital on the very spot, made mem-
orable for all time, where fifty years ago William

Morton first demonstrated to the world the art of

surgical anesthesia, the happiest gift ever conferred

upon mankind by medical science or art. We may
add to vaccination and anesthesia the more recent in-

troduction of antisepsis by Lister; and we can truth-

fully say that all the previous centuries can show no

achievement of the art of the physician or surgeon

comparable in beneficence to any one of these triumphs

of the last hundred years.

It is in cousequeuce of their enduring utility and

benefit to humanity that these discoveries, which have

led to the mastery over a pestilence, the annulment of

pain and the safe healing of wounds, merit the everlast-

ing gratitude of the world. But it is fitting on such a

commemorative occasion as this, that, while these

practical aspects receive their due consideration, we
forget not the debt which these great discoveries owe
to science nor the debt which science owes to them.

It is, therefore, most appropriate that those who ar-

ranged the programme to commemorate this fiftieth

anniversary of the first public demonstration of surgi-

cal anesthesia should have chosen as one of the themes

to be here presented, " The Influence of Anesthesia

upon Medical Science." Their wisdom I am sure

was less conspicuously manifested in their selection of

the medium for the presentation of this subject, highly

as I esteem the honor of being invited to speak upon

this occasion.

In the limited time allotted to an individual speaker

I cannot hope to do more than to present in outline

some of the salient aspects of my theme.

I shall not attempt to trace the history of the dis-

covery of surgical anesthesia, a history which affords

a lamentable illustration of how the awards of gener-

ous gratitude may be sacrificed to fruitless efforts to

mete out equal and exact justice. I wish in this con-

nection to call attention only to the fact that this dis-

covery was made in the only way in which it possibly

could have been made, and that is by the method of

experimentation. The opponents of animal experi-

mentation have endeavored to utilize for their purposes

the alleged absence of experiments upon animals as

the basis of this discovery. As a matter of fact, even

leaving out of account the pioneer experiments upon
animals by Humphry Davy with nitrous oxide, the

first successful trial of ether as a general anesthetic

for human beings by Morton was preceded by his

demonstration of the power of this agent to produce

in dogs unconsciousness and insensibility to pain. It

1 Remarks made October 16. 1896, at the Commemoration of the
Fiftieth Anniversary of the First Public Demonstration of Surgical
Anesthesia at the Massachosetts General Hospital, Boston.

would be strange, indeed, if these striking results of

experiments upon animals had no influence in inducing

him to test their applicability to human beings.

It must, however, be admitted that the production

of anesthesia in man by inhalation of ether was not

preceded by such numerous and properly conducted

experiments on animals as were required to afford any

adequate conception of its effects or its possibilities of

danger. We now know that such experiments would

have yielded knowledge of this character. We know
also that the anesthetic sleep induced by ether in man
as well as in animals is not attended with more than a

minimal amount of danger; but suitable experimeuts

upon animals would have afforded more knowledge
than Morton could have possessed as to whether there

was to be sure awakening from that sleep so like unto

death. Hence it is that when that patient fifty years

ago to-day in this hospital was placed under the pro-

found influence of ether he was made the subject of a

scientific experiment of immense practical import and

of unsurpassed boldness. This was the decisive ex-

periment from which dates " the continuous and conse-

quent history " of anesthesia.

The discovery of surgical anesthesia is, I repeat,

a triumph of the experimental method, albeit man
himself was made the subject of experiment and there-

by exposed to unknown possibilities of danger.

If my theme embraced the consideration of all of

the relations of artificial anesthesia to medical science,

and did time permit, it would be proper for me to

direct attention to the part played by animal experi-

mentation in the discovery and introduction of new
anesthetics and to the numerous physiological and
pharmacological experiments, mainly upon animals,

which have shed so much light upon the mode of

action of anesthetics, particularly of ether and chloro-

form, and the sources of danger in their employment.

Although not all of the questions involved have yet

been solved, these experiments have furnished a large

amount of knowledge of great scientific value and of

much practical interest concerning the properties of

anesthetics, knowledge which it is certainly desirable

to possess and much of which could not have been

gained otherwise than by experiments upon animals.

I might speak also of the broad biological interest

which attaches to the universal susceptibility of living

matter to the sleep-producing influence of ether and

chloroform, a susceptibility extending even to vege-

table cells and the simplest unicellular organisms, also

of how the gentle killing of certain bacteria by chloro-

form enables us to detect in their bodies toxic sub-

stances which are destroyed by more violent modes of

death, and further of interesting properties of nerve

and of muscle which have been revealed by studying

under various conditions the action upon them of anes-

thetic agents. But I do not interpret the subject as-

signed to me as including the consideration of such

matters as these, interesting as they are, and it is cer-

tain that time would not permit even their sketchy

presentation upon this occasion.

What I especially desire to emphasize in these brief

remarks is that the utility of the discovery of anes-

thetics is not limited to their practical application

to the surgical and medical and obstetrical arts, but

that this discovery has been of great service also to

medical science upon which these arts iu large part

rest.

Anesthetics appeared upon the scene at a time
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wlieo the experimeiital medical scieuces were euteriiig

upon an epoch of activity auii euccess far surpassing

anything previously known in the history of nieiiicine.

The shackles of philosophical speculation and dogma
which bound medicine at the opening of this century

had been broken by the work of such men as Bichat,

Magendie, Johannes Muller, Rokitausky, Laennec and
Louis. Their work was based upon exact observa-

tiou and experiment, and there had come to be a

general realization of the fact that these are the only

trustworthy sources of knowledge. Animal experi-

mentation, which, as a fruitful method of investiga-

tion, begau with Harvey's discovery of the circulation

of the blood, had in the hands of Charles Bell, Magen-
die, Muller and others yielded abundant proofs of its

value. It was during the fourth decade of this cen-

tury that those great experimenters, Claude Bernard,

from the school of Magendie, and Du Bois-Reymoud,
Helmholtz, Briicke and Ludwig, from the school of

Muller, started their epochal investigations in [ihysi-

ology. It was at the same period that Virchow and
Traube begau those researches which established ani-

mal experimentation, already successfully employed
by John Hunter, as a most important aid in the

development of pathological physiology. It was then

also that experimental pharmacology, which had been
inaugurated by Magendie, was first cultivated as a

distinct branch of medical science by Buchheim. The
need of suitably equipped laboratories where experi-

mental investigations could be conducted was now
felt more keenly than ever before. By being the

first to supply these essential instruments of fruitful

scientific activity, Germany took the lead in scientific

discovery, a position which her enlightened policy in

the establishment and support of laboratories has

'enabled her ever since to retain.

The introduction of artificial anesthesia came at

this auspicious period of awakened activity, which
gave such promise of the rapid development of scien-

tific medicine through the aid of exact observation and
experiment. And how brilliantly has this early prom-
ise been fulfilled by the discoveries of the last fifty

years which have witnessed the creation of cellular

pathology, the rapid development of physiology to a

biological science of the first rank, conferring great

benefits upon medicine but extending far beyond the

boundaries of medicine, the establishment of pharma-
cology upon a broad scientific basis, and the birth of

the science of bacteriology which has unlocked the

gates to new fields whose brief exploration has already

proven of such immense importance to preventive and
curative medicine and practical surgery ! It is true

that, when we consider all that we may reasonably

hope to learn concerning the structure and functions

of living beings in health and in disease and bow they

may be infiuenced for good or for ill, only a corner of

the curtain has been lifted, but when we compare the

advance of medicine during the last fifty years with

what was previously known, we can truthfully say that

this advance has been greater during these years than

during all the previous centuries.

A large and important part of this progress is attrib-

utable to the results obtained by means of experi-

ments upon animals. One has only to imagine blotted

out from the records of physiology, pathology, phar-

macolog)', hygiene, bacteriology and other medical

writings all of the facts which have been derived from
animal experimentation to realize how immense would

be the loss to both scientific and practical medicine,

had investigators been deprived of this indispensable

method of research. To point out in detail how broad

and deep would be this gap cannot be even attempted
in the short time here allotted, and would be surely

unnecessary before this audience.

The use of anesthetics has been such an important

aid in the performance uf these experiments upon
animals during the past fifty years that it is eminently

fitting on this jubilee that medical science should also

pay its tribute to the beneficence of the great discovery

here celebrated.

The ways in which anesthetics have been serviceable

to animal experimentation are esseiitially similar to

those in which they have benefited surgery.

The great majority of painful vivisectional experi-

ments upon the higher animals are of such a nature

that the object of the experiment is not defeated by
the employment of anesthetics. In experiments of

this class all trained experimenters should and do use

anesthetics, and there is no evidence that there exists

to-day any abuse of vivisection on this score in any
properly conducted laboratory. The dictates of human-
ity demand that we shall gain for the benefit of man
knowledge which can be acquired only from experi-

ments upon animals, and they demand also that this

knowledge shall be gained without the infiiction of

needless suffering. Humane instincts are not less

active among those who devote themselves to acquiring

knowledge in this way than among other classes of

men, but these instincts in the former are controlled

not by false sentiment but by reason and duty. It is

a source of immense gratification to experimenters,

as it should be to all with humane impulses, that in

consequence of the discovery of artificial anesthesia so

large a part of the useful knowledge which can be

derived only from experiments upon animals can now
be acquired without the infiictlou of pain. To cite the

animal experiments of pre-anesthetic days, as for ex-

ample those of Magendie, as illustrations of present

methods of experimentation, is as unwarrantable as

would be a similar procedure in describing surgical

operations.

The advantages of anesthesia are not limited by the

mere abolition of pain. In animal experimentation

as well as in surgery the insensibility to pain and the

cessation of voluntary movements induced by anes-

thetics have rendered many operations easy which
would otherwise have been difficult, many practicable,

which would otherwise have been impossible. The suc-

cess of the experiment is made much more certain when
the operator can work at ease and without undue
haste, undisturbed by the thought that he is inflicting

pain. Thern are physiological experiments which, so

far as I am able to judge, make greater demands upon
the patience and operative skill and delicacy of manip-
ulation of the operator than any in surgery, and these

never could be performed upon a sensitive and strug-

gling animal. Sensations of pain are in themselves a

disturbing factor which would defeat the purpose of

not a few delicate physiological experiments. The
experiments to determine the functions of the brain,

which have yielded results of great importance to

practical medicine and surgery as well as to science,

may be mentioned as one out of many illustrations of

this fact. The antiseptic management of wounds,
which is essential to the success of some experiments

and which alleviates subsequent suffering when it is
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necessary that the animal should survive the experi-

ment, is greatly facilitated by the use of anesthetics.

I trust that I may be pardoned if I pause here for a

moment to correct a misconception which does not

exist among well-informed medical men, least of all

among practitioners of medicine, but which plays a

considerable role in antivivisection literature. I refer

to the distinction there made between the use of anes-

thetics and that of narcotics for the purpose of render-

ing animals insensible to pain. So far as the point in

question is involved this distinction is ridiculous, and
seems to be based upon a misunderstanding of some
old physiological experiments. For prolonged experi-

ments it is often advantageous to place the animal in

the sleep induced by morphine or chloral instead of

that of ether or chloroform. These drugs are admin-

istered in much larger doses, and often in different

ways, than is customary in human beings. That under

these circumstances the animal is rendered insensible

to pain ia a fact, the knowledge of which might have

been gained from ordinary medical experience.

Curara is a drug which has important uses in a cer-

tain class of experiments upon animals. It has never

been claimed by any scientific man that it is an anes-

thetic, although it has been found capable of affording

great relief from pain in some spasmodic affections of

human beings. Its use has led to important physiolog-

ical discoveries which could not well have been made
without it, and in a limited class of cases its employ-

ment, either with or without the coincident adminis-

tration of anesthetics, is indispensable.

There are, of course, experiments upon animals in

which there is no occasion to employ anesthetics.

Animal experimentation and vivisection are not co-

extensive terms. There is a large group of experi-

ments, mostly of a painless character, in which there

is no cutting or other operative interference whatever

with the animal. Here belong many of the experi-

ments upon metabolism, upon diet, upon the fate of

drugs, etc. There are others in which the operative

act is so slight or transitory that the animal would

suffer far more discomfort from the administration of

an anesthetic than from the operation itself. There
are, finally, painful vivisection experiments, relatively

few in number however, whose purpose would be de-

feated by the use of anesthetics. A striking example of

such an experiment is that of Charles Bell in deter-

mining the motor and sensory functions of the nerve

roots of the spinal cord, an experiment which, with

those of Galvaui, laid the foundations of modein nerve

physiology.

Experiments upon animals have been and must con-

tinue to be an indispensable aid to the progress of

scientific and practical medicine. In the performance

of a large number of these experiments the use of anes-

thetics is of priceless service. I trust that without

presumption I may here express in behalf of the great

body of scientific workers in medicine throughout the

civilized world their feelings of gratitude for the great

boOD conferred upon medical science by the discovery

of artificial anesthesia, which in the form of a safe, use-

ful and effective method, was first promulgated from

this hospital fifty years ago to-day.

A CASE of acute dilatation of the heart brought on

by over-exertion in bicycling is reported by Dr. Wil-

liam C. Krauss, of Buffalo, N. Y., in the Journal of the

American Medical Astociation, of October 10, 1896.

<©riginal Strtickitf.

REMARKS ON THE OPPORTUNITIES AND RE-
SPONSIBILITIES OF NEUROLOGICAL EX-
PERTS WITH REGARD TO MEDICO-LEGAL
TESTIMONY.!

BV JAMES J. PUTNAM, M.D., BOSTON.

It is almost needless to point out that medical

experts who testify in court, in suits for personal inju-

ries, occupy positions of great responsibility, especially

in these days, when neuropathic tendencies are so

common and when the travelling public is so large.

A great deal of criticism is to be heard as to expert

testimony in jury trials in cases of this sort ; which to

some extent is justified, and which to some extent is

due to ignorance of the true nature of the cases at

stake.

The questions which I wish to bring before you are :

(1) Can we do anything to increase the standing and

value of medical testimony ? (2) In the present state

of the law, are persons who are injured and who
bring suits for damages more likely to suffer severe

and persistent nervous symptoms than those who are

injured and do not bring suits ? (3) Does the fact

that suits for damages are so common materially

increase the liability to suffer from nervous symptoms
on the part of injured persons whose cases could not

be made the subject of such suits ? In other words.

Is the terror which surrounds accidents in general

increased for the whole community by the fact that

the results of certain accidents are so often made the

subject of litigation, and held up to the general notice

as very serious ? (4) Can we take advantage of our

position as advisors, either to suggest improvements

in legal procedure as regards expert testimony, or to

suggest means by which some of the consequences of

injury could be avoided ?

(1) It is certain that expert testimony in the class

of cases which I have in mind has greatly improved

within the past twenty years ; but there is room for

more improvement still, and the need will continue

until the day comes when it shall be impossible to ob-

tain so many different opinions from men whose

views ought to be essentially alike. It is, no doubt,

difficult, and even impossible in many cases, to frame an

exact diagnosis and prognosis, and still more so to

find terms which will really convey our belief to the

minds of the jury. But I think every expert would

find that both his belief and his mode of expressing it

would be susceptible of slight shifting toward the side of

his quasi-opponent, provided the circumstances under

which the belief had to be expressed were not such as

to arouse his controversial feelings. As a matter of

fact, we go into court prepared to accentuate our

differences, and to minimize our agreements, and this

unedifying state of affairs is partly due to the fact

that we enlist ourselves too much as lawyers on one

and the other side.

I think that much would be gained if both ex-

perts should request the privilege of giving much
fuller opinions with regard to the case than is now
common, instead of merely answering the questions

which the lawyers choose to put them. Our legal

colleagues expect too much when they ask us to give

only that portion of our views which makes their side

' Read before the Boston Society for Medical Improveiiient, April

3, 1896.
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of the argumeut appear stronger. By agreeing among
ourselves to request the ))rivilege of discussing the

case from both sides and at sufficient length, we could

perhaps gradually introduce better customs. It is

more common to hear the " truth " told than the
" whole truth." Moreover, if fuller statements were
customary, differences of oiiiuion between experts,

which now so discredit our profession, would largely

disappear. It would usually be seen that both sides

recognized much the same basis of facts, while a

better opportunity would be afforded for judging of

the merits of the respective arguments. The expert

for the defence, in making his statement, would have
the opportunity to point out just how far he agreed
with his colleague, and where the differences between
them lay. Furthermore, if it would be really an ad-

vantage for justice to have medical experts serve as

" advisors of the court," instead of being retained by
the plaintiff and defendant, the lawyers would cer-

tainly be more likely to favor such a plan if they

found that tiie opinions expressed by the best men
were substantially the same, no matter for which side

they were called.

On the same grounds, experts who trust one another

should more frequently seek the privilege of consulta-

tion together before appearing in court.

It is probable that these attempts on the part of

trained experts to improve their own testimony and
increase the respect in which it was held would have
the indirect effect of discounting the testimony of those

who are less well qualified.

It is as absurd for a surgeon, however considerable

his experience, to assume to pass judgment on a diffi-

cult question of neurology or psychiatry as it would
be for the neurologist to give a critical opinion on the

merits of different incisions for laparotomy; and the

fact that this absurdity is not generally recognized is

but another illustration of the low respect in which
medical testimony is held.

Not only this, but the time is come when the neu-

rologist who "qualities" in court as competent to give

an expert opinion in a case involving familiarity with

mental diseases and mental peculiiririties, or the alien-

ist who qualifies as an expert in neurology, should be

expected to have laid a firm aud broad basis of knowl-

edge to justify these claims.

(2) The next point is with respect to the effect of

trials for damages, first, as regards the patients them-

selves; aud, next, as regards the community, in the

way of increasing the terrors of accidents.

It is doubtless true, as Striimpell ' points out, that

there is considerable difference between the effects of

an " injury " and the effects of an " accident " ; and a

similar difference exists between the effects of an

uncomplicated accident and that of an accident com-
]>licated by a suit. To what are these differences

due?
I am far from thinking that either an "injury " or

an " accident" is a trifling matter, or that we are able

in a given case to decide what degree of complication

is introduced by goiug to law ; but the problem de-

Berves such analysis as we can give it, incomplete as

that may be.

Most neurologists are now agreed that in most of

the accident cases with nervous symptoms, the essen-

tial cause at work is a powerful mental impression, an

impression whicli is not less but more effective if,

' MUnchener Med. Wochenaobrlft, 1895, p. 1137.

when it is made, the ordinary consciousness of the

patient is largely in abeyance, so that the counteract-

ing efforts of the intelligence and the will cannot make
themselves felt. To express it briefly, the patient is, as

it were, hypnotized by the sudden shock, though his

mind is still sufficiently active to receive the painful

impression of the accident. Such a mental impres-

sion as this may be complicated in some cases by the

action of toxic substances resulting from disordered

innervation ; in others, by slight but widespread

lesious of minute amount ; aud, perhaps in all, by
a disturbance of the vaso-motor system ; but, as a

rule, whether the case is of neurasthenical, hysterical,

hypochondriacal or psychical type, and whether light

or severe, the mental impression is the main factor,

though the actual accident may be due in one instance

to a fall on the end of the back, and in another to a

purely moral shock, of which, perhaps, the patient re-

members nothing.

It is on this basis that these cases will in the future

be studied; and they cannot be studied intelligently

without constant reference to the principles of psy-

chology and psychiatry— departments of knowledge
which general practitioners and even neurologists too

often permit themselves to ignore. The distinction

between conscious and subconscious mental action is

especially important in this connection.

Assuming, then, that the mental impression is the

main causal factor, why does the same accident pro-

duce so much more serious effects with one person

than with another? Obviously, for one reason, be-

cause one person is more strongly predisposed to ner-

vous symptoms ; but there may be other causes as

well.

After a day or two, one man may bring a suit while

another does not, and it is u = uallv felt tli:it the former

is likely to be made more hypochondriacal by the

temptation to exaggerate his sufferings, by the solici-

tude and mistaken sympathy of his friends interested

in his success, by the suggestions of his legal advisors,

by the depressing effects of the trial itself, and by
kindred influences. It is even held, now and then,

though so far as I know such cases are so rare that

they form no recognizable percentage of the whole,

that doctors aud lawyers sometimes deliberately coach

the patient in the details of the sj'mptom-complex of

accident psychoses.

These various influences are not brought to bear, it

should be remembered, until well after the onset of

the illness — at least in the severer cases ; and usually

when they are brought to bear the case has already

received its clinical stamp, so that these causes can

only be regarded as intensifying the severity of the

symptoms.
It would be interesting to determine whether the

fact that accidents have been of late years so much
talked about, has had the effect that even in the first

flush of a mishap the possibility of disastrous conse-

quences comes more vividly before the mind tliau

would otherwise have been the case.

It would not be surprising if it turned out that this

was the case ; but the fact that so many persons es-

cape without serious nervous symptoms, even in case

of railroad accidents with regard to which this sort of

terror would be likely to exist the most strongly, is a

very important circumstance, both as regards this and

other points.

Besides the influence of the general terror of acci-
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dents, there is another, of kindred kind, which must
be present in very different degrees for different per-

sons, namely, the chance occurrence of some special

thought or memory at the moment of the accident, a

moment which, contrary to the usual belief, is not

only favorable to the entrance of suggestions of this

sort, but actually opens the door to them. Sometimes,

also, the difference in the rapidity with which the

hypnotizing effects of the accident occur, for so they

may be called, may have to do with the result. In

either event, the effect must take place, in many cases

without any contributive thought of litigation being

consciously present to the patient's mind.

One often hears it said that when such serious re-

sults follow accidents apparently trifling in them-

selves, there must have been a strong predisposition.

Where no evidence of this exists, however, the as-

sumption is gratuitous ; and, on the other hand, the

evidence increases that we are often without the

touchstone which would enable us to rate an accident as

" trifling " or " severe," provided the intermediary agent

is a mental impression. A terrifying sight or thought,

a vague memory, an overwhelming apprehension, es-

pecially if accompanied by a jar of the body, how-

ever slight, which hampers for a moment the con-

trolling action of the will, may clothe an apparently

slight accident with momentous powers for evil.

Let any one imagine himself exposed suddenly to

danger, as, for example, from being run over by a car-

riage which had approached without being noticed,

and let him imagine himself to be shaken by a power-

ful blow or jar at the moment when his forces needed

to be at their best in order that he should extricate

himself, and he may have some idea of what occurs in

railway accidents. Most persons are unable to bear

witness to what passes through their minds at such

times ; but there is evidence enough that the sequence

which I have suggested above represents something

approaching to the truth for most cases.

It is sometimes urged that the so-called stigmata of

hysteria, such as partial hemianesthesia, or retraction

of the visual field, are met with much oftener in acci-

dent cases which have a legal sequence than in those

without this result ; and the suspicion is often felt on

this account that the presence of these signs is feigned.

This is an important matter, because the expert who
holds such an opinion without sufficient reason is likely

to do great injustice from time to time.

My own experience has led me to two conclusions

with regard to this point. One is, that any one who
will take the trouble to seek for them with sufficient

care will be amazed at the frequency with which he

sees these stigmata of hysteria, in cases wholly un-

complicated by legal questions. I have, for example,

found them in three cases of severe and protracted

neuralgia, two of them being in men. The second

conclusion is, that, in spite of Striimpell's opinion to

the contrary, an expert may, in the vast majority of

cases at the least, so vary his tests as to be practically

certain that he has or has not a case of hysteria before

him.

Hardly a week passes but that some new means of

studying the phenomena of this disease is reported.

Some of them, like Wilbraudt's method of investigat-

ing the recovery of the fatigued retina, involve time,

patience and skill, and I do not believe that it is often

necessary to employ them ; but, if one is really in

doubt, and is going to give an opinion which shall be

practically positive on one side or the other of a legal

case, he is bound not to spare himself this trouble.

I have already said above, that a variety of accessory

causes usually exist, which influence the subsequent

progress of the case, though they rarely account for

the main symptoms. From the practical standpoint,

these influences are perhaps of special importance, be-

cause some of their effects may occasionally be avoided

by judicious treatment. Let me say, first, a few words

on the tendency to exaggeration.

I believe that a strong tendency of this sort exists,

but I see no evidence that most patients fully recognize

it or can wholly escape it by exercise of the will.

Who is so wise that he can give the exact verbal

equivalent of an ache, slight perhaps, but gnawing
enough to break his rest ?

The exaggeration may be, and certainly is, occasion-

ally assumed for purposes of gain ; but, as a rule, it

is partly a sign of the disease (in which hypochondriasis

plays a large part), partly dictated by a desire— a

foolish one no doubt— that those who have caused

the mischief should realize the extent of their misde-

meanors and obligations, and partly due to a half-con-

scious feeling in the patient's mind that, as he would be

expected to exaggerate, he must make himself square by

doing so. In doing this he is not acting very differently

from the expert who dwells with too great insistence

upon one side of the case on the principle that his col-

league will dwell too much upon the other side. It

seems to me a serious injustice for an expert to adopt

an unfavorable view of a patient's case because he

thinks him in this latter sense an exaggerator, or to

conclude, without the most positive grounds, that he

is an exaggerator in a more malicious sense. In either

case, have not foolish persons, or stupid persons, or

exaggerators, or even wilful deceivers, a right to have

their injuries recognized ; and are not medical experts

the very persons who ought to recognize them, un-

swayed by personal prejudice?

But there is room here for real and reasonable dis-

agreement between experts, and the object of my paper

is rather to suggest new opportunities for agreement.

I think we might at least agree in seeking to bring

about early settlements, on the ground that, so far as

one can judge, the plaintiff, the defendant and the

community would generally be the gainers. It is

needless to point out that for the present this effort

will usually be unsuccessful, for reasons with which

medical considerations have little to do. But it is just

in this direction that physicians can do much to educate

the public mind, provided only they act in concen.

There are some interesting facts which throw a side

light upon this part of the subject, indicating that,

however true it may be that these patients are usually

not greatly to blame if the prospect of their suit works

unfavorably upon their health, or leads them to exag-

gerate, it is also true that a rigid determination not to

take advantage cf the templing rewards offered by the

law, if the securing of these involves anything beyond

a speedy settlement, may be worth more to the patient

than a large sum in damages.

A gentleman-—^not a physician, but a student of

sociology— who has studied with care and on the

spot the working of the German liability law, told me,

on his return from Europe, that claimants for damages
in the army there are expected to make out a clear case

for the justice of their claim, and that anything even

suggestive of exaggeration exposes them to harsh and
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summary treatment. It was claimed that, as a conse-

quence of this stem sort of mind-cure, it is much less

common to see injuries result in nervous symptoms.

The truth of this statement I cannot vouch for, but it

harmonizes with what we know of human nature.'

It is, namely, so difficult for men to exercise the

higher qualities of the will — in spite of the fact that

without this no noticeable success is attainable— that

it is only the trained and intelligent few that can work

as hard when work is not needed to support life and

to secure comfort as they can under the pressure of

necessity. There are abundant facts to show that the

instinct to accept a pension, even an inadequate pen-

sion, instead of a much larger income obtained by labor,

is one scarcely to be resisted. It may not be the

majority of injured persons who are swept along by

this instinct, but every man is at one time or another

subjected to this temptation, and it is the harder to

meet because it is so subtle. Many a person will half

starve on a weekly pittance rather than work hard

for comfortable wages ; a Texan steer accustomed to

get a scanty but sufficient living off the ground by

hard labor, loses this power of self-support if he is fed

gratis for a time ; and Sir John Lubbock tells of a

species of red ants, that they are fierce fighters but so

accustomed to be fed by the black slaves they have

captured, that they will starve with honey at their side

if their slaves are removed.

I do not believe that the present law is, on the

whole, a misfortune for the community, though 1

presume that the greatest benefit that it secures is

that it makes engineers more careful ; but I do think

that the dangers that it brings, in consequence of

the existence of half-hidden instincts of this sort,

should lead the advisors of an injured man, in most

cases, to induce him to get what damages he can

through settlement, instead of letting him engage in

a long struggle for a larger amount at the risk of thus

enervating his power of will and energy.

Striimpell deals with this same tendency, and I

agree with what he says, that the term " laziness " is

inadequate for explaining a patient's willingness to ac-

cept even the smallest pension rather than work.

Such a man is frequently under the spell of a sort

of fascination (Zwanff der Vorstellungen) which he does

not clearly understand, and cannot, without the press-

ure of necessity, overcome.

In this connection I cannot but say that it has not

been my experience to see patients with well-marked

nervous symptoms get well rapidly after the settle-

ment of tbeir suits; and although the grosser symp-

toms, such as paralysis, especially, frequently pass

away very soon, it is certainly rare to find a patient

able in a short time to carry on his business as before.

No doubt the length of time differs, and no doubt the

unfortunate fact of having gone to law helps to keep

him sick, but there are too many patients who have

not recovered to make it safe for an expert to say

that any patient in a given case will recover, or will

not recover within a brief period. Such statements are

among the iteruicious results of giving too brief opin-

ions. If the ex|)ert discussed the case as he should

in its various bearings, he would be forced to say that

there was much to be said on both sides, and that tlie

grounds for decision were by no means conclusive.

» See also the report on an iutereating series of caees recently pub-
lished by C. LaueDstein io the JahrbUcher der Hamburger Staatakr.

Anstalten, 188«.

There comes to the hospital several times a week, a

wretched woman with strongly pronounced hysteric and

cataleptic attacks, whose case was settled in Septem-

ber, 1895. In spite of the best treatment that we can

devise for her, she has scarcely improved at all. An-
other such patient (not a medico-legal case) visited us off

and on for nearly two years. I am treating another

at my office where the symptoms are of rather a neu-

rasthenic character, the patient being an intelligent

Scottish woman, whose case was decided one or two

years ago. Dr. Edes, in his address on neurasthenia,*

tells of patients who have been treated at the Nervine

Asylum of late years whose illness began at the time

of the Rosliudale accident. Within a year a young
girl has died with acute Graves' disease, brought

on by the fright from a trifling accident in which

she was not hurt ; and Dr. Jelly has reported a

similar instance where a man fell in front of an ex-

press train but rolled off so as to be entirely uninjured,

who, in the interval of five years which has elapsed,

has been wholly incapacitated for any kind of pro-

longed exertion.

It is possible that at some future day, guided hy the

combined investigations of experts such as those

whom this Society, at the instance of Dr. Morton
Prince, has formed into a committee, we shall know
more than we now know about the prognosis of these

cases and shall be able to formulate, to the reasonable

satisfaction of a jury, the indications furnished by age,

sex, social status, race, occupation, previous history,

temperament and the like. This end is important

enough to engage the interest of every expert, acting

in close conjunction with all his colleagues, and con-

stantlv comparing his experience with theirs. One
subject which would be pre-eminently important for such

a committee would be the degree of susceptibility

which patients who have been through au accident

psychosis will show as regards future illnesses, ac-

cidents and strains. In my opinion it would be quite

high.

The fourth question is, What can experts do to check

this flood of nervous disease following accidents, or to

diminish the ill effects of litigation ?

I have already spoken of the importance of our

giving fuller opinions and attempting to re-establish

professional credit by seeking to accentuate the points

of agreement between ourselves rather than the pointB

of difference. Another service would be rendered, as

Dr. Prince has pointed out, by suggesting to lawyers

that plaintiffs he requested to withdraw from the court-

room during the testimony in which the symptoms and

prognosis of their cases are being discussed. If there

is anything in the unwholesome effects of suggestions

of discouragement, this would seem to be eminently a

case where the danger exists and could easily be

avoided. Another service which we could render to

these unfortunate patients might, perhaps, be in

spreading abroad a recognition of the fact that en-

couragement and suggestions of recovery are prob-

ably far more likely to be efficacious in the early days

after the injury than at a later period. Janet ad-

vances this idea with regard to the well-known

"latent period " (sometimes a very long one) after an

accident, to which he gives the name of "interval

of meditation " (unconscious meditation, of course),

when the unfavorable influences of the accident are

germinating. Suggestions of a favorable sort, and

< Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, July. 189S.
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even hypnotism in special cases, might be tried to

advantage at this time; but this must be done with

system and persistence, and with the co-operation of

the patient, which, of course, is often lacking.

Finally, I think we might do some good by choosing

a better nomenclature, and agreeing on better explana-

tions for these nervous states than those which are

now current.

It is important that the lawyers and, if possible, the

public, should get to understand, so far as they are

able to do so, the real nature of these diseases ; and we
ought at least to be able to get rid of the bugbear of

"organic or functional" disease, for that is a point

about which we should probably be in agreement, or,

at least, our differences would be as to the definition

of the terms.

THE NATURE OF NEURASTHENIA AND ITS
RELATION TO MORBID FEARS AND IMPERA-
TIVE IDEAS.i

BY PHILIP COOMBS KSAPP, A.M., M.D.,

Clinical Instructor in Diseases of the Xervous System, Harvard
Medical School ; Physician for Diseases of the Neroous System,
Boston City Hospital,

In spite of the number of neurasthenic patients

seen in hospital clinics and in private practice, and in

spite of the treatises on neurasthenia and the studies

of the morbid conditions presented by neurasthenic

patients, it must be admitted that the term neuras-

thenia is only too often applied to wholly diflFerent

affections and that there is still much confusion as to

the true nature of the trouble. Few, of course, hold

with Arndt that it is practically identical with the

neuropathic constitution, and that it may develop into

hysteria, melancholia, epilepsy, and even tabes or

general paralysis ; but many still include under neu-

rasthenia hypochondriacal conditions and morbid men-
tal states.

Besides including many diverse affections under the

one heading of neurasthenia, considerable confusion has

prevailed as to the nature of the affection. We still

hear of spinal irritation and nervous dyspepsia, and

many still seek for the source of neurasthenic symp-
toms in the pelvis, the eye or the nose. Gastric atony

and various forms of auto-intoxication have been given

undue prominence. With the renewed interest in

psychical phenomena there has of late been a tendency

to lay much stress upon the part which imperative

conceptions play in the genesis and development of

the neurasthenic trouble, and to regard neurasthenia

as a disease dependent upon morbid ideation.

In order to determine the true nature of neurasthe-

nia it is necessary to study the simpler cases, espe-

cially in patients of the hospital class, whose mental

processes are less complex, and whose tendencies to

morbid imaginings are reduced to the minimum. Such
patients have to work as long as their strength will

permit, they have to disregard the minor symptoms of

their ailments and the morbid ideas which may arise

in their minds. They lack the mental development

which leads to introspection, speculation and doubt,

and thus they afford better opportunities for studying

the simpler primary manifestations of neurasthenia.

A study of the symptoms in one hundred consecu-

tive cases of neurasthenia seen in hospital practice

and fifty cases seen in private practice may enable

1 Read before the American Neurological Ajwociatiou, JaueO, ls%.

us to determine the chief symptoms of the trouble.

The most constant complaint was of nervousness and

weakness,— the two conditions generally recognized

as the essential symptoms of neurasthenia, and as

manifesting the familiar condition of " irritable weak-

ness." The patient is soon exhausted after slight

effort, and he has lost the capacity for persistent men-
tal or physical effort on the one hand, and, on the

other hand, he is much sooner disturbed and irritated

by the petty annoyances of life. This condition is so

familiar, and it has so often been described that

it is needless to dwell on it. It must, however, be

borne in mind as the essential feature in neurasthenia.

Next in frequency to these two symptoms came head-

ache, or, much less frequently, unpleasant sensations in

the head, such as burning, pressure, or, very rarely,

the band-like pressure of Charcot's neurasthenic hel-

met (casque neurasthenique).

Headache, or unpleasant cephalic sensations, were
noted in eighty-one hospital and thirty-six private

cases. Next in frequency was indigestion, noted in

sixty-seven hospital and thirty private cases ; disturb-

ances of sleep were found in fifty-nine hospital and

thirty-two private cases, and palpitation and other

circulatory disturbances in sixty-six hospital and twen-

ty-one private cases. Depression was noted in rather

more than half the private cases, twenty-seven, but in

only twenty-seven of the hospital cases. Backache
and other symptoms were much less common, and

were noted in less than half the cases.

These symptoms have a most striking analogy with

those observed in conditions of extreme fatigue. In

ordinary fatigue there is the desire for rest, food and

drink and disinclination for further effort, although

effort may be made under extraordinary stimuli. If

the effort be pushed, as a result of extraordinary

stimuli, beyond the limits of the person's strength,

there follows a condition of restlessness, still greater

inability for further effort, which can be overcome

only by very much greater stimuli, nervousness, irrita-

bility, inability to sleep or eat, headache, indigestion

and mental depression. The conclusion seems almost

inevitable that neurasthenia is closely akin to chronic

and extreme fatigue.

The precise pathology of fatigue is still uncertain,

but it seems probable that the cells in the cortex, rep-

resenting the higher volitional centres, are the first to

be affected. Whether the fatigue be due primarily to

changes in the cell from excessive functional activity,

or whether the changes in the cell are secondary to

poisoning by the toxines produced as a product of

functional activity, is still uncertain.^ Daily experi-

ence, however, shows that actions demanding the con-

stant performance of voluntary and unfamiliar move-

ments, demanding persistent attention, lead to fatigue

much sooner than actions which are familiar and which

can be regulated by the lower centres ; copying Eng-

lish, for example, is easier than copying Italian, and

the latter is vastly easier than copying Arabic ; walk-

ing at will is much easier than walking along a defi-

nite mark.

It is not, however, my purpose to dwell on the

pathology of neurasthenia— still a field for specula-

tion— or to discuss the various theories of intoxica-

tion which are often advanced. I have elsewhere ^

expressed doubts as to the reflex origin of the trouble,

2 De Fleury : Revue de MMecine, February, 1896.
•

1 Journal of the Jtedical Soieucea, October, 1895.
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aud the abseuce of any digestive symptoms in a re-

spectable minority of the cases would raise a question

as to whether gastric atony or other digestive disturb-

ances were very important factors. My present pur-

pose is to inquire how far morbid ideation is a factor

in the symptomatology of neurasthenia, aud whetlier

we should include such morbid mental symptoms
among the symptoms of the disease.

The commonest mental symptom in neurasthenic
patients is simple depression, which existed in twenty-
seven cases to a degree suBicieut to warrant complaint.

In patients in private practice it seems somewhat
commoner, twenty-seven out of fifty patients com-
plaining of it.

This depression is nothing more than natural. In
many cases the neurasthenia is due, in part at least,

to grief and worry. The suffering consequent upon
the disease, the deprivations aud losses that may be due
to it, and the uncertainty as to the future, are all de-

pressing factors, aud the mental state thus produced is

merely the physiological result. I have cited only the

cases where the depressiou was a somewhat marked
symptom of this disease. If all cases of slight aud
temporary depression were included the symptom
would be much more common, for few neurasthenics

are persistently cheerful. In some cases the depression

passes beyond the physiological bouuds, aud the case

is to be regarded as true melancholia. The line of

division is by no means a sharp one, aud it is some-
times difficult to decide just which term to apply to

the affection. In ordinary neurasthenic conditions,

however, depression is a secondary phenomenon ; it is

either the physiological condition naturally due to the

grief or worry which produces the neurasthenia, or,

when neurasthenia is not due to such a cause, it is the

natural result of the weakness aud suffering.

Occasionally the depression gives rise to ideas of

suicide, often in the shape of a suicidal impulse at the

sight of poisons, deadly weapons, etc. These impulses
are fully described by the patient, who is apt to be
greatly alarmed by them. The true melancholy patient,

on the coutrary, rarely mentions, and never obtrudes
his suicidal ideas. Such vague suicidal impulses are,

however, very common in ordinary mental health;

most persons, probably, have had the impulse, readily

resisted, to jump from a height, jump in front of a

locomotive, drink from a bottle of poison, or shoot

themselves with a pistol which lies at hand.

Setting aside simple depression, which is rather a

physiological consequence thau a cause of the neuras-

thenic state, the chief mental manifestations ob-

served in neurasthenia may be classed under the

headings of imperative ideas or obsessions and morbid
fears. These conditions, however, are rare in hospital

patients, being noted only in twelve out of one hundred
patients, seven times in the form of morbid fears, and
live times in the form of imperative ideas. These
include eveu the slightest forms of morbid ideation and
slight fears, so that, in order to discuss the various

fears aud imperative ideas fullj, we must turn to the

more complex cases met with in private practice,

where, in fifty cases, such ideas were noted in twenty :

fifteen times in the form of fears, six times in the

form of imperative ideas.

In bis treatise on neurasthenia, Beard dwelt at length

upon the various morbid fears, or phobias, the list of

which is limited ouly by the limits of the Greek dic-

tionary, and since Beard's day most of the writers on

neurasthenia have regarded the phobias as compara-
tively important symptoms of the disease. They
merit, however, considerable analysis before they can
be so regarded.

There is one large class of fears which have direct

reference to the personal welfare of the patient.

Ignorant of the real signiticauce of his svmptoms or

the true nature of his trouble, he fears that he has

some serious disease; if there be cardiac symptoms' he
fears valvular disease aud impending death ; or if there

be marked nervousness or depression he fears insanity.

Such fears are perfectly natural and sometimes not

unreasonable. They are often based upon actual

symptoms which may be misunderstood or misinter-

preted. It is not at all strange that the average mau,
conscious of certain ill-feelings, and ignorant of medi-

cine, should be affected by the quack advertisements

which constantly meet his eye and teach him that these

ill-feelings are the forerunners of some fatal disease.

His fears are perfectly rational, only they may rest

upon false premises. Such is the explanation of six

out of the seven cases of morbid fears in these hun-
dred cases, and nine out of the fifteen cases in private

practice. The fear, like the depression, is a secondary
pheuomenon, based upon a false, or, sometimes, upon
a correct interpretation of the symptoms of the disease.

It is relieved when competent authority explains to the

patient that he has been reasoning upon false premises,

that his heart, his kidneys, his lungs, or his brain, is

perfectly sound. In the severer forms of neurasthenia,

where the chrouic character of the trouble and the

failure of various forms of treatment have led to des-

pondency aud hopelessness, these fears may persist in

spite of reassurance, but their genesis is the same;
they are the results, and comparatively infrequent

results of neurasthenia, instead of being causes.

In some cases the morbid fear is based only in small

part upon actual symptoms of disease. There is, in

addition, a marked perversiou of the ordinary mental
processes. The patient imagines all sorts of symptoms,
he misinterprets those which actually exist, aud he con-

structs in his own mind a definite systematized series

of delusions. In advanced cases the patient persists

in his beliefs in regard to his sufferings and his symp-
toms in spite of actual demonstration to the contrary.

The process is more intellectual thau affective ; such
patients, in spite of the most pronounced belief in the

intensity of their sufferings, often can be diverted,

whereas a melancholy patient, with equally vivid ideas,

can regard only himself. These cases, therefore, are

of a delusional type, aud in the extreme forms they

are much more closely akin to paranoia than to melan-

cholia. We must distinguish carefully between such

cases, when the whole meutal process is perverted, and
those of the former class, where there is simply the

natural fear as to the future welfare, based upon a mis-

understanding of certain symptoms. The former cases

alone are to be classed as true hypochondriasis, and
bearing the above distinction in mind, they must be
regarded as indicating serious meutal perversion, and
they should be sharply differentiated from neurasthenia.

The second class of morbid fears are the phobias

proper, with all their portentous Greek affixes. These
fears arise only when the patient is exposed to certain

causal conditions, an open space or a closed space, a

liigh place, lightning, aud the like. Exposure to these

conditions may give rise to fear, and to certain coudi-

tiouB of anxiety aud distress, such as palpitation,
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cardiac distress, nausea, diarrhea, sweating, pallor,

tremor, a rapid respiration, vertigo, or faintness. Such
fears, noted to a greater or less degree in six out of

fifty private patients, were not observed in any of the

hospital cases.

These morbid fears, however, are not uncommon.
They are seldom rational, that is, the fear is seldom

due to any actual danger. We may instance the fam-

iliar feminine fear of a mouse, or the almost universal

dread of snakes, no matter of what variety. I have

known the near approach of a cockroach or a June
beetle to give rise to agitation, quickened pulse and

breathing, slight cardiac distress like a feeling of con-

straint or oppression, and much anxious dread in a

perfectly healthy man, who recognized intellectually

that the creature was perfectly harmless. This dread

of insects was so great that there was almost equal

repugnance to the presence of a dead one, repugnance

so great as to render touching the dead body of a

spider or June beetle an almost impossible task. An-
other man, a vigorous and noted scientific man, ex-

pressed almost equal repugnance to the large green

tomato worm. Various cases are on record where

even more severe symptoms were excited by the pres-

ence of a cat. A woman who has always had a mor-

bid dread of going upon the water, told me that the

symptom was first noted by her parents in very early

childhood, when a simple row upon a small pond gave

rise to very great disturbance. I have noted similar

states of anxiety from thunder-storms.

The dread of high places is a very common form of

morbid fear, to which many persons in apparently

perfect health are subject. It may be present in child-

hood, but it is more apt to develop as the child grows

older and comes to have a realizing sense of the true

peril that may exist in a high place. Exposure on a

high place mav give rise to the conditions of anxiety

just described,— a quickened pulse, cardiac distress, a

"gone" feeling in the abdomen, rapid respiration,

pallor, tremor, vertigo, nausea, or even diarrhea. The
dread of high places is apt to grow stronger when a

person is fatigued or debilitated. It is, of course,

more pronounced when a person is on an unprotected

high place. I have known the Torre del Municipio in

Verona whose top is wholly unprotected, cause severe

symptoms in a person who was quite unaffected

on the Eiffel tower, where a closed bulwark comes up

breast high, and it is impossible to look directly down-

wards. The dread, however, is often present in a

most unpleasant degree, where the person recognizes

intellectually that there is no danger ; it may even

occur when standing by the closed window of an upper

room in some tall building. In one case, in a man
subject to this dread, it attacked him when in an upper

room in a high New York hotel, but only during the

transition period between sleep and waking. Goethe,

who was a victim of this dread of high places, suc-

ceeded in curing himself by deliberately exposing him-

self on the tower of Strasburg cathedral.

In analyzing this dread of high places the feeling

seems to be complex. It is not the simple fear of a

real possible danger, although that element plays an

important part. It seems to be due very largely to a dis-

trust of one's own power to preserve equilibrium upon

a dangerous place, and of one's own power to resist

the impulse to jump. It arises, therefore, in great

part from the feeling that strength will not be^sutlicient.

In conditions of fatigue, debility, and the like, this

feeling of weakness naturally becomes greater, and

the morbid fear is worse. In neurasthenic states, as

might be expected, all such fears become exaggerated.

Some of these morbid fears, the dread of snakes, of

thunder, of high places, have their origin in certain

primitive conditions, and are of a protective character

;

others, such as the dread of insects, of mice, of open

spaces, of narrow places, seem to have little rational

basis. Some of the fears in each category, such as the

fear of high places or the fear of mice, seem to be

very general, and not to have any connection with

neurasthenia or mental degeneracy. They may occur

in men or women of more than average mental attain-

ments, doing their full share of the world's work, and

enjoying excellent health. Unless we adopt the some-

what fashionable notion that all men are neurasthenic

or degenerate, we cannot class those fears among the

symptoms or the causes of neurasthenia or degeneracy.

Other morbid fears, notably agoraphobia and claus-

trophobia, seem to occur chiefly in degenerates.

These morbid fears may, perhaps, be classed, as

Meyer has done, under the heading of " intention

psychoses," developing only when the patient is placed

under certain conditions, and not dependent upon any

imperative ideas. Another class of morbid fears are

present at all times and are directly dependent upon
some imperative idea. The ordinary case of myso-

phobia is a good example of this. The idea of con-

tamination is constantly present in consciousness and

gives rise to the fear. The fear of people is often due

to some imperative idea in the same way.

Freud * has recently sought to establish a " neurosis

of anxiety " (Angstueurose), characterized by general

irritability, anxious expectancy, attacks of anxiety,

vertigo, phobias of various sorts, digestive disturbances,

and paresthesia3. Such conditions may occur, usually

in debilitated or neurotic people, but the anxiety is usu-

ally due to morbid fears. In some cases the fears are

multiple, giving rise to general apprehension and

dread of future evil, so that the condition of anxiety

is more constant and more dominant than when the

fear is induced by a single cause. In most cases, how-

ever, the fear is the primary element and the anxious

condition is due to it.

Freud has included several different conditions

under his " neurosis of anxiety "
: the true morbid

fears, the fears arising from imperative ideas, and the

questionings and hesitancies of true folie du doute.

The centre of the trouble is not, as he thinks, the

general anxiety prevailing consciousness, but the anx-

iety is secondary to definite and individual fears.

This second class of morbid fears which I have just

described has close kinship with the various obsessions

which have been considered prominent symptoms in

neurasthenia. These obsessions, in various forms of

greater or less severity, were noted in five hospital

cases and six private cases, and they varied from

simple introspection, through the scruples and ques-

tionings of the New England conscience in its exag-

gerated form, to the domination of a single idea. I

have elsewhere ° analyzed in some detail these obses-

sions, doubts and morbid speculations, pointed out that

they exist in a lesser degree in healthy minds, and

shown their kinship, in the pronounced forms of folie

du doute, with paranoia.

Of the relation of morbid fears and obsessions to

« Freud : Neurologiaclies Centralblfttt, January 15, 1695.

» American Journal of Psychology, .January, 1890.
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ueurastbeuia it may be said tbat the closest study of

certain ueurastbenics through a period of years has

failed to reveal any such morbid meutal couditious,

that a considerable number of cases of neurasthenia,

both in hospital and private practice, show such con-

ditions in only a small percentage of the cases, that in

these cases the morbid mental phenomena seem to be

secondary to, or to have no causal relation to the

neurasthenic condition, and that cases may present

these morbid mental conditions without a sign of

neurasthenia. It is true, however, that neurasthenia

maj' rarely develop as a consequence of the worry

and agitation occasioned by these morbid states, and it

is equally true that neurasthenia, like fatigue or

debility, may exaggerate such conditions.

We can differentiate more closely than Freud has

done in his " neurosis of anxiety." We can recognize

in the first place the fears as to bodily health, which
culminate in true hypochondriasis. Nest we have the

fears arising from definite conditions, such as the fear

of high places and agoraphobia, which, in their extreme
forms, we may class under the heading of phobo-

psychosis {sit venia verba !) . Next come the morbid
fears dependent upon imperative ideas, such as myso-
phobia, the phobic form of Jbh'e du doute, and, finally

the Griibelsucht, or speculative form oifolie du doute.

Hypochondriasis and folic du doute have, as I have
said, a certain kinship with paranoia. The phobo-

psychosis although sometimes indicative of mental de-

generacy, rarely develops into more pronounced mental

disease.

All these morbid mental conditions are akin to

mental processes which are often met with in perfectly

healthy people. We all of us have our fears, our

hesitancies, doubts and speculations. The line between
these normal conditions and conditions indicating

actual disease is no more definite than the line be-

tween ordinary mental depression and melancholia.

Only when the morbid idea has so far taken posses-

sion of the individual as to render him incapable of

performing his wonted duties can we say distinctly

that he is mentally diseased.

We must recognize, furthermore, that these morbid
mental conditions are independent states. They may
exist in neurasthenic patients, but they form no part

of neurasthenia, and, when we meet them we must
recognize that we are dealing with an independent

affection.

TUMOR ATTACHED TO THE CEREBELLAR
PEDUNCLES AND OVERLYING THE FOURTH
VENTRICLE.

BV ROBERT T. EDES, M.D.

Mrs. , age thirty-seven, mother of four children'

when four years old had a severe blow on the back of

the head, and was affected with weakness and severe

occipital headaches for many months.

Eight years ago she began to have headaches, from
one to three a week.

Six years ago she had a severe blow on the head

from a carriage accident.

Three years ago her mother noticed that from being

rather a quiet person she became more talkative.

Two years ago, and from time to time until her

death, attacks of vomiting occurred, and during six

months of this time gastralgia, during which the head-

aches were better.

Taste and smell defective two years ago, and entirely

gone for the last six months.

One and a half years ago occurred her first " un-

conscious spell." but no convulsion.

About, or a little after this time, a diagnosis of prob-

able neurotic vomiting was made.

Her " eyes had troubled her " for three years and a

half, but there was no decided failure of vision until

some weeks after 1895 ; double optic neuritis had been
discovered in November, and a diagnosis of intracranial

tumor, probably of the cerebellum, had been made.
There was never any paralysis of cranial nerves.

The vomiting after this time occurred at irregular

intervals, often several days in succession, usually suc-

ceeding an early morning lunch, and was followed by
a good appetite for the regular breakfast, and no further

disturbance during the day. Severe occipital headaches
frequent, during which she was more likely to put her

baud to the left side of her head. Latterly her appe-

tite became enormous and, for a few months shortly

before death, there was a slight gain in weight.

The urine was in no respect peculiar.

The intelligence was unimpaired throughout.

There was gradual failure of vision.

The patient up to a late period was able to stand and
to walk, but there was some swaying, especially back-

ward.

There were no paralytic symptoms until a few days
before death, when it was noticed that the head could

not be raised from the right shoulder.

The headaches became more severe and almost con-

tinuous, attended with congestion and cyanosis of the

face.

She died in May with apoplectic symptoms, stertor-

ous respiration and rapid pulse. There was no history

or symptoms pointing to specific or malignant disease.

Thorax and abdomen not examined.
Nothing unusual about calvaria, or membranes, un-

less, perhaps, marked prominence of the Pacchionian
bodies. In the middle fossae, the brain (that is, apices

of temporal lobes) adherent in several small spots, and
softened.

The tentorium cerebelli was not specially tense and
the cerebellum itself from above presented no appear-

ance or feeling of bulging.

The apex of a tumor was visible between the cere-

bellum and medulla, slightly to the right of the

median line. Upon separating these, it was found to

be of a reddish color, not far from the size of the last

joint of the thumb (.040 by .017) and attached to the

inferior and middle peduncles of the cerebellum upon
the right side, and some adhesion to the posterior

pyramid upon the left, the lower border being about
.017 above the point of the calamus scriptorius. It

crossed the median line, altliough the larger portion

was upon the right. It had pushed forward and down-
ward the posterior pyramid of the medulla, so as to

press upon the fourth ventricle without itself directly

entering that cavity. The medulla below was some-

what thinned, as seen especially in the atrophy of the

olivary body upon the right side. The structure of the

tumor was very distinctly separated from that of the

neighboring cerebellum and medulla, and entirely

superficial to them, so that with the exception of a

decided compression of the medulla from above down-
wards, there was no change visible to the naked eye.
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The tumor itself had a finely lobulated, almost granu-
lar consistence, and was formed of cells of moderate
size arranged upon a connective-tissue basis, this agaiu
being apparently an appendage of small vessels.

Dr. W. F. Whitney, who kindly examined it, says

:

" It is made up of a rather convoluted mass of cells in

strings, the outer ones being comparatively regularly

disposed. Between the strings of cells occur spaces,

which gives the spongy texture. Its structure is such

as to point to its origin from the pia mater, rather

than from the brain itself, and I should class it as an
endothelioma."

Clinical SDepartment.

To His Delinquent Patient.

If I should die to-night—
And yon should come to my cold corpse and say,

Weeping and heartsick, o'er my lifeless clay

;

If I should die to-night —
And you should come in deepest grief and woe,
And say, " Here's that $10 that I owe,"
I might arise in my great white cravat
And say, " What's that? "

If I should die to-night —
And you should come beside my corpse to kneel,
Clasping my hier to show the grief you feel

;

I say, if I should die to-night —
And you should come to me, and there and then
Just even hint 'bout paying me that ten,

1 might arise a while — but I'd drop dead again.
— Gross Medical Cvllei/e Jivlletin.

A CASE OF SARCOMA OF THE SCAPULA.

Removal of the Arm with the Scapula and
Greater Part of the Clavicle : Recovery.

BT A. T. CABOT, A.M., U.D.

The following case is reported as a contribution to

the statistics of this operation, which has been done,

as yet, in so few instances that an accurate estimation

of its dangers cannot be made.

Harry K., aged twelve, entered the Massachusetts

General Hospital February 3, 1896, and the follow-

ing history was obtained.

At birth there was some accident to the right shoul-

der, which was always prominent. He was never

able to raise that hand above his face.

^'^vtnfHch-

The lobes of the cerebellum are raised and separated to show the
size of the tumor, of which in the natural coudition only a very small
portion waa visible.

In an article upon neurotic vomiting in the number
of the American Journal of the American Sciences for

September, 1895, in speaking of tbe diagnosis, I made
the following remark; "It might be suggested, since

no examination of the head was made in the second

case, that there was a lesion of the medulla oblongata

so circumscribed as to give rise to the symptoms of

gastric pain and vomiting and none other. It can only

be said of this hypothesis that such a state of things

is conceivable in the abstract, but that no such case

has been reported, and it is in the highest degree im-

probable that even one case should go on to a fatal

result without a single other manifestation of cerebral

(intracranial) disease, and when two such in the obser-

vation of one person are called for to sustain this

theory, the probability becomes too small to be con-

sidered."

The case now described had not occurred at the time

that this was written. If it had, it might have been

used as an illustration of how nearly the condition

there spoken of as highly improbable could be attained.

If this patient bad died of some intercurrent disease

during the summer and no autopsy been held, it would

have been very easy to explain her symptoms as

among the most common of neurasthenia and nervous

dyspepsia.
Last October he received a blow on the shoulder

;

and soon after a swelling appeared, which has in-

creased greatly in size and been accompanied by much
dull pain. Examination showed the scapula to be

occupied and masked by a large tumor which extended

forward under the clavicle and down into the axilla.

Posteriorly, this tumor reached a point beyond the

limits of the bone. The accompanying reproduction

of a photograph of the patient shows its relative size.

It was as freely movable over the chest wall as the

normal scapula would have been.

The superficial veins were considerably enlarged.

The arm was atrophied. At one point in the poste-

rior aspect of the tumor a small opening had been
made to reach what seemed to be a collection of fluid ;

Nothing but blood had, however, been obtained by
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this operation, and the wouud had healed by a pig-

mented scar which attached the skiu to the surface of

the tumor.

It was evident that for the complete removal of the

growth the whole upper extremity must be taken with

it. Tlie patient's pulse was of a rather unsatisfactory

character, being feeble and not having sustained

strength. He was put upon strychnia for a few

days, and this condition was greatly improved. Opera-

tion was done the 12th of February.

An incision was made over the upper border of the

clavicle, beginning just outside of the sterno-clavicular

articulation and running outward over the top of the

shoulder. This incision was carried down through

the periosteum of the clavicle, and with the periosteum

elevator the bone was quickly stripped and divided at

the junction of the middle and inner thirds. The
outer part of the bone was now removed, and the

subclavius muscle being divided, ready access was ob-

tained to the subclavian vessels, which were ligated

and divided, the distal ends having been temjiorarily

controlled by pressure forceps.

The incision over the shoulder was now completed
by being curved forward and downward so that the

skin covering the point and anterior aspect of the

shoulder formed a large fla|) attached anteriorly.

The scapula and arm were now rapidly separated

from the body by severing their muscular attach-

ments, the skin over the back of the tumor being re-

moved with it. A few bleeding-poitits were caught
issuing from betweiui the ribs and others in the

divided muscles of the neck.

The hemorrhage, however, was trifling and was
readily controlled. One or two small a.xillary glands

were removed, and the skin flap was then stitched

over the shoulder and made a satisfactory coaptation

of the wound, as will be seen by Figure 2.

A microscopical examination of the tumor was

made by Dr. W. F. Whitney. The following is his

account of its pathology :

" The growth was a more or less rounded one, involving

the upper half of scapula, the bone of which could be

still found in the midst of the mass. The tissues about

the head of the humerus were also infiltrated, although

the joint itself was not broken into. Its size in general

could be compared to that of a small cocoa-nut. On sec-

tion it presented a sllghtlj- opaijue, grayish surface of

medullary consistency, and in jilaces almost difHuent and
hemorrhagic. IMicroscopic examination showed it be made
up of very large, round cells, between which was a little

granular material, with here and there fine fibrous bands

running through the growth giving it a lobulated structure.

The blood-vessels were mere channels hollowed out in the

growth without any distinct walls. The diagnosis is a

large, round-celled sarcoma, probably originating in the

connective tissue of the scapula and involving the bone
secondarily."

The patient was pretty weak for a couple of days,

but made a good recovery with primary union of the

wound.
Injections of the toxins of the streptococcus of

erysipelas and of the bacillus prodigiosus were prac-

tised for a fortnight or three weeks.

About three months after operation, the patient re-

turned to show some little hard lumps in the supra-

clavicular region. These were removed, and found to

be bulbous outgrowths of the ends of the cervical

nerves. There was no sign of any local recurrence

of the tumor at that time.

In .July, five months after operation, the boy pre-

sented himself complaining of a general feeling of

malaise, with pain in the head and through the back.

At this time there was a slight projecting growth over

the left temporal bone which was evidently a recur-

rence of the sarcoma. From this time he rapidly

failed, and died in the middle of the summer with

symptoms suggesting sarcoma of the brain. No
autopsy could be obtained.

Sl^ebical ^rogrejsfjef.

PROGRESS IN PATHOLOGY.
BV JAMES HOMER WBIGHT, M.D.

PATHOGENIC BLASTOMYCKTES
TUMORS.

AND MALIGNANT

Since Busse, in 1895, cultivated a species of blasto-

mycetes, which was virulent for mice, from a case of

chronic pyemia, the attention of bacteriologists has

been directed to the pathogenic properties of this

group of organisms and to their occurrence in human
pathology.

The blastomycetes include a large number of species

of unicellular organisms, of which the common yeast

is a representative, and are susceptible of essentially

the same methods of study as are the bacteria. That
certain species of the blastomycetes are capable of

producing a general infection in animals by the usual

methods of inoculation has been recently conclusively

shown by Sanfelice ' and by Lydia Rabinowitsch, who

• Zeltschrlft fttr Hygiene, Bii. xxi. Hf. I, :i ;inil B.l. xxii, 1.
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have independently tested a large number of the rep-

resentatives of the group.

Pathogenic forms have also been studied by Mal-
fucci and Sirleo, and by Curtis. The effects pro-

duced upon the inoculated animal seem to vary with

the species and with the kind of animal, sometimes
consisting in a rapid general invasion of the circula-

tion in large numbers, sometimes a slower infection

with the formation of metastatic tumor-like nodules in

various organs. The contributions of Sanf^ice are

interesting not only as containing a very full and
beautifully illustrated account of the pathogenic effects

of two species isolated by him, but also because he

believes, with other Italian observers, that mem-
bers of this group are the causative agents of malig-

nant neoplasms. One of the blastomycetes was culti-

vated from a case of bovine cancer with calcareous

degeneration.

Inoculated into various animals this organism showed
a marked tendency to the production of nodules of

uewly-formed cells and the deposit of calcareous matter

about groups of the organism. In general the forma-

tion of the nodules of young cells was most marked
in animals which resisted the infection the longer, and
in these the organisms were fewer in number, while

in animals which succumbed comparatively quickly

after inoculation, there was little or no cellular reac-

tion on the part of the tissues and the number of

organisms distributed throughout the viscera was
large. The results of bovine inoculation are not yet

reported. It may also be mentioned that the inocula-

tion of the mamma of a bitch is reported to have been

followed after several months by the appearance of

nodules of a carcinomatous structure in the neighbor-

hood of the gland.

With the other form of blastomycetes essentially

the same effects were obtained except that the pecu-

liar deposition of calcareous matter was not observed.

In short, Sanfelice thinks he has shown that the

amount of cell proliferation with both forms varies

directly with the power of resistance to the infection

exhibited by the animal, and that the greater the

amount of cell proliferation the fewer are the organ-

isms present. This paucity of organisms in the older

lesions is apparently accounted for on the ground that

many of them are destroyed by the cells.

Reasoning by analogy from these observations, he

holds that the malignant neoplasms of man are also

due to infection with blastomycetes, his idea being

that the human tissues offer sufficient resistance

to the infection to cause abundant proliferation of

cells and that these new growths are only a special

phase of the same phenomena seen in his animals.

He thinks that the various microscopical bodies, which

have been described in malignant tumors in recent

years, and which have been regarded by some as

parasites, coccidia or psorosperms, and by others as

merely degenerated or atypical tissue cells, are really

blastomycetes.

In support of this view, he states that the blastomy-

cetes, as seen in sections of the tissue of inoculated

animals, have the same appearances and staining

reactions as these bodies, and he also calls attention to

the fact that blastomycetes have been recently culti-

vated from a cancer of the uterus by Kabaue, from a

myxoma by Curtis, and from sarcoma of the mesen-

teric lymph glands by Corselli and Frisco.

This work of Sanfelice is very interesting and sug-

gestive, although the evidence he adduces in support

of his views is not convincing. It is a subject which

certainly merits further study.

THE PRESENCE OF AN OIDIDM IN THE TISSUES OF
A CASE OF PSEDDO-LDPUS VULGARIS.

Gilchrist and Stokes ^ report the results of a care-

ful study of the pathology of an interesting case of

cutaneous disease.

The patient was an adult male, who presented on
the face a condition which had many resemblances to

cutaneous tuberculosis, while on the skin of one hand
and of the scrotum there were the scars left by the

healing of a process which the patient said had been
the same as that on the face.

The disease had begun years previously as a " pim-

ple," and had spread slowly. A microscopical exami-

nation of pieces of skin excised from the lesions

" showed an hypertrophy of the epidermis throughout

which numerous variously-sized, well-defined miliary

abscesses were scattered." The epidermis was gener-

ally infiltrated with polynuclear leucocytes, while in

the corium masses of granular cells and a few miliary

abscesses were present.

In addition to this there were found, in the miliary

abscesses and also among the granulation cells of the

corium, numerous round and ovoid, refractive bodies,

with double contour and 10 to 20 micro-milimetres in

diameter. These oval bodies were also cultivated

from the pus of the lesions upon the ordinary culture

media. Their growth was best obtained on glycerine

agar and on potato. On the culture media they grew
slowly and formed grayish-white colonies, which eventu-

ally become confluent and formed a thick layer, firmly

adherent to the surface of the medium. The multi-

plication of the organism in culture, was found, in

general, to take place by the outgrowth of branching

thread-like processes, with knob-like projections along

their course. The latter develop into more or less in-

dependent oval bodies, very like those found in the

tissues.

By the inoculation of various animals with the cult-

ures, lesions similar in character to those found in the

patient were produced, and the same organism was
found in them as well as cultivated from them. The
authors regard the parasite as an oidium, belonging

to the class of the true fungi.

REPARATIVE PROCESSES IN BRAIN TISSUE.

Tedeschi ' has recently studied histologically the

character both of the newly-formed tissue surround-

ing old hemorrhages, cysts and areas of softening,

and of the reparative process following the destruction

of brain substance by various agencies.

He has also examined the tissue formed around for-

eign bodies, using as the foreign body small plates of

parafline, which is a material excellently adapted for

the purpose, for it opposes no obstacle to the passage

of the microtome knife through it in the process of

section cutting.

The results of this work are confirmatory of our

present ideas in regard to the reparative and conserva-

tive processes in brain tissue. It is shown that as an

immediate consequence of the destruction of brain

substance a certain amount of the contiguous tissue

undergoes degeneration or necrosis, while in the tissue

" Johns Hopkins Hospital Hulletin. July. 1896.

2 Centralblatt fiir allgoui. I'athologle, Bd. vii, Nos. II, 12.
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io the neighborhood an increase in the cells of the

ueuroglia, a proliferation of the endothelium of liie

vessels and a multiplication of the ganglion cells is

soon apparent.

By the continued proliferation of the neuroglial

cells, aud of the endothelial cells, a neuroglial tissue

is formed rich in blood-vessels, which fulfils the same
purposes as scar tissue or granulation tissue in other

situations. In this uewly-formed tissue only a few

nerve cells are fouud. These are not the survivals of

the pre-existing elements but are really new cells, for

they show different dimensions, shape and arrange-

ment from those seen in normal tissue. Their presence,

however, seems to have no connection with the disap-

pearance of paralysis, following the injury to the cor-

tex, for they are usually seen only long after motor

functions have been completely restored in the

animal.

ON A SPECIAL ACTION OP THE SERUM OF HIGHLY
IMMUNIZED ANIMALS.

Durham* has studied an interesting action of the

serum of immunized animals upon the bacteria

against which they are immune. This action is best

illustrated by the organism of Asiatic cholera. He
has found that, if to a homogeneous suspension of

cholera vibrios in a test-tube, there be added one per

cent, of serum from an animal immunized against

this organism, the vibrios aggregate together in

clumps and masses after a few minutes and within an

hour they have fallen to the bottom of the tube, leav-

ing the fluid clear. The bacteria thus acted upon by

the serum show loss of motility and marked degenera-

tive changes under the microscope.

Similar effects were observed upon certain other

vibrios, the bacillus of typhoid, the bacillus coli com-
munis and the bacillus pyocyaneus, when exposed to

the action of the serum of auimals immunized against

them. There seems to be a definite relationship be-

tween the amount or poteucy of the serum used, and

the rapidity or completeness of the effect on the bac-

teria.

The experiments were fully controlled aud the

work reflects credit upon the author.

These phenomena are closely related to those ob-

served in the so-called Pfeiffer's reaction for the dif-

ferentiation of the cholera vibrio from allied species.

Pfeitfer has shown that, when a suspension of true

cholera vibrios, mixed with a minute quantity of the

serum of an animal immunized against the cholera

infection, is injected into the peritoneal cavity of a

normal guinea-pig, they undergo marked changes in

size and shape within an hour or so. This result is

not observed, however, if the vibrios injected are not

true cholera organisms, and on this account the " re-

action " is of value in diagnosis.

Durliam, who was led to take up the present study

from some experiments with " Pfeiffer's reaction," is

inclined to the view that the changes produced in the

vibrios under these circumstances are due, not alone

to the bactericidal action of the jieritoneum, but also

to the direct action of the serum iojected with them.

He does not claim, however, for the peculiar phenom-
ena observed by him, any diagnostic value in cholera,

for he has found that some vibrios closely allied to

the vibrio of cholera react like the latter. On the

other hand, he thinks that this action of the seruui in

• Journal of Pathology anil Bacteriology, 189C.

test-tubes may be usefully employed as a ready means
of testing the progress of immunization of au animal
or the comparative poteucy of different kinds of

serum from immunized animals.

It is worthy of note that a number of cultures of

the typhoid bacillus and of the bacillus coli communis
from various sources were tested with a view to de-

terraiuing whether the typhoid bacillus "reacted"
with " coli communis serum " aud vice vena, but with

negative results in every instance, the suspension al-

ways remaining unchanged after the addition of the

serum. This is another fact in favor of the view
that these two organisms in spite of their superficial

likenesses, are quite different species of bacteria.

THE TYPHOID BACILLUS IN OSTEOMYELITIS.

To the comparatively small number of cases of

osteomyelitis, due to infection with the typhoid bacil-

lus, in which the identity of the organism fouud was
well authenticated. Bruin' contributes another.

The bone affected was the left tibia, which con-

tained a cavity filled with granulations aud a small

quantity of bloody pus. From the material removed
at the operation a bacillus was isolated which proved
itself to be identical with the bacillus of typhoid

fever, after having been subjected to a careful study.

A remarkable fact about the case was that the pa-

tient had had typhoid fever six years previously and
an osteoperiostitis of the femur of the other limb
during convalescence. There was also a history of

pain in the left leg about the same time, which gradu-

ally quieted down, but had in later years recurred at

intervals. This case seems to show clearly that the

typhoid bacillus can survive in bone for an indefinite

period without necessarily causing very serious dis-

turbance.

THE ETIOLOGY OF CORYZA.

From a study of the bacterial flora of normal and
acutely inflamed Schneiderian membranes Fermi and
Breitschueider^ conclude that there is no evidence to

show that a " cold in the head " is due to any definite

infection.

They reach this conclusion from the following con-

siderations :

(1) The appearance of the disease often directly

after exposure to physico-chemical influences, without
being preceded by a period of incubation, which is

characteristic of infectious disease.

(2) The fact that no one species of bacteria,

known to be pathogenic, is constantly or eveu fre-

quently associated with the disease. No striking dif-

ference was observed between the bacterial floras of

normal aud discharging nasal cavities.

THE HISTOLOGICAL LESIONS IN THE SPLEEN, LYMPH-
ATIC GLANDS AND LIVER IN DIPHTHERIA INFEC-
TION.

This interesting subject has been subjected to exami-
nation anew by Barbacci ' in a large series of human and
experimental cases of infection with diphtheria. The re-

sults of his observations may be summarized as follows :

The toxine of diphtheria shows its most marked
effects in the spleen aud lymphatic glands, the lesions

being most marked in the Malphigian follicles of the

former and in the " germiuative centres " of the lat-

A Anuale« de I'lnstitat Past«ur, April, 1896.
1 Centralblatt fUr Bakteriologie, lid. xx, No. 1.
I Centralblatt fur allgem. Patliologie, Bd. vii, Nob. 8,9.
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ter. The nuclei of cells are most susceptible to the

poisoD.

The effects observed in the nuclei are variable

;

most frequently consisting in a breaking up (" nu-

clear fragmentation " or " karyolysis "), less fre-

quently in mitotic or proliferative changes. In the

liver a small cell infiltration in the perilobular con-

nective tissue was found in almost all cases, while in

the epithelial cells edema. of the nucleus and cyto-

plasm was of frequent occurrence.

The effects of the toxine are not confined to the

fixed tissue cells, however, but are also very marked
on the leucocytes. In the spleen large numbers of

these were found, often showing degenerative changes

in their nuclei of a striking character.

ISepoctjee of S>^tittit^,

BOSTON SOCIEXy FOR MEDICAL IMPROVE-
MENT.

J. G. MQMFORD, M.D. , SECRETARY.

Regdlar Meeting, Monday, April 6, 1896, Dr. C.

J. Blake in the chair.

Dr. J. J. Pdtnam read a paper on

THE RESPONSIBILITIES AND OPPORTUNITIES OF
PHTSICIANS TESTIFYING AS EXPERTS IN CASES OF
TRAUMATIC PSYCHOSIS.'

Dr. Walton : The most interesting feature to me
is the advance that we have made with regard to this

whole class of cases. I can remember when all tiiese

cases, which Dr. Putnam considers psychoses, were
considered to be due to concussion of the spine. At
that time a person who ventured to consider any of

them hysteria would be held up to ridicule. I remem-
ber not many years ago being rather severely taken

to task for classing a case under this head, about which

to-day there would be little diversity of opinion.

That time is pretty well passed. I rarely hear the

diagnosis '• concussion of the spine " in the courts, but

there seems to be just as marked a difference of

opinion as to the severity of these cases as there used

to be; so that it seems, after all, that we have not got

together, although I agree on the desirability of the

experts getting somewhere near together on the ques-

tion. How shall we weigh these mental symptoms?
For example, a case came up not long ago in the courts

which has been reported since at one of the meetings.

The patient claimed he could not see with one eye.

It was proved by the ordinary tests which oculists

have been in the habit of applying that he did see

with that eye when both eyes were open, that is, the

ordinary tests for discovering whether a person sees

with the so-called blind eye, showed that the vision

was not lost. This was allowed, as I understaud it,

by the experts for the plaintiff; but it was claimed he

did not realize that he saw, that is, that he had hysteri-

cal blindness— iu other words, a loss of power of the

higher psychical centre which governs vision. One
side considered that he was a simulant, the other that

it was a case of hysteria. The jury gave large dam-
ages. Here were two widely diverse views practi-

cally, though the experts all agreed on the facts, and

I See page 403 of the Jourual.

I fear that such differences in the analysis of symp-

toms will always exist.

Again, about this question of how long these symp-

toms last I do not think we shall be able to determine

that question except in a very general way. We
sometimes see cases out of the courts of broken-down

women, in whom a slight local injury is the occasion

of localizing the symptoms. In one such instance

hysterical swelling appeared in a wrist after moderate

strain. This patient had hemianesthesia, if I remem-

ber rightly, and other symptoms of hysteria, some of

which could not have been other than genuine, for in-

stance, this pufBuess of the hand. Her history pointed

to the fact that her nervous system was already over-

taxed and on the point of giving way. The whole

condition could hardly be attributed to falling and

hitting the hand, though it was the occasion of the on-

set of some, at least, of the symptoms. Now we see

cases of broken-down women who have hysterical symp-

toms lasting for years, without accident, and I am not

sure in every case of accident that the accident is the

sole and only cause, and I fancy that in some cases we
can never decide the question absolutely.

I was interested recently to see an elaborate report

showing that they are going through the same ques-

tions in France— quite a lengthy report of a number
of physicians who examined a man who was in an

accident. He was reported as cured at the end of a

month by his physicians. He was examined later by

various experts. Oue expert found his nervous sys-

tem was entirely broken-down by this accident.

Three other experts examined him, and decided that

the man had recovered from the effects of the acci-

dent within a month, but then staid at home in very

faulty surroundings, had not eaten decent food, had

not air or exercise, contracted diarrhea, and was in a

state of neurasthenia and general malaise and bad

digestion, due to his surroundings but not due to the

accident. This opinion was attacked by the physi-

cian who represented the claimant, who said that if

he had neurasthenia it was illogical to deny that it

came from the accident, inasmuch as it followed it.

There is a chance to take two diametrically oppo-

site views where the physicians may be agreed as to

the condition existing. The question of the use of

the word " cause " comes in, and we cannot be too care-

ful how we use this word. A person is already per-

haps broken-down or predisposed to have nervous

symptoms produced by the slightest touch ; he receives

that touch ; this draws attention to that part of the

body, and he proceeds to have hysterical symptoms.

To approach such a case as an expert and simply give

the opinion that that touch was the cause of his hysteri-

cal symptoms does not satisfy me. As a not unfair

redtictio ad absurdum I would make the following

supposition : Suppose a man should riiu against a

church and it should tumble down about him, and a

commission was appointed to discover what made
the church fall. It would be rather a crude and unsci-

entific, not to say ridiculous, report to say it fell

because the man ran against it. They would report

rather that it was out of plumb, that the underpinning

was faulty, etc., and that it was just on thu point of

falling and might have fallen if it had not been

touched, or possibly that this accident might have

been the exciting cause. Some of the nervous cases,

in which the trauma is manifestly inadequate, we
ought to approach in the same way. We ought
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rather iu our report to bring in all the etiological fac-

tors. We should not feel that we represent the

whole of the law and justice, and that the jurj- may
draw this or that inference if we state all the facts.

We should, of course, if we believe the accident to

have been the sole cause, say so, otherwise mention all

the facts bearing on the case and let the jury decide

whether a touch or slight blow ou such a predisposed

person is worth much or moderate or no damages. I

think one of the dangers iu giving expert testimony is

the tendency for the expert to feel that he carries the

whole case on his shoulders and must decide questions

that ought to be left to the jury.

As to deliberate coaching of patients by physicians,

I do not think that I have ever seen any case where 1

supposed this was done. I do think, however, that

patients in this highly susceptible condition are ex-

tremely apt to be coached by the mere examination.

I remember a patient who made no claim of deafness

till after my first examination. On going through the

routine tests of bis senses I found that he heard the

watch perhaps one foot on one side and two ou the

other, a fact which had escaped his notice. When I

saw him later he claimed he could not hear at all in

this ear, and bore himself like a deaf person. In an-

swer to my question how long this had lasted, I was

told it was ever since the accident. I think I had in-

voluntarily coached him. I think many of these pa-

tients learn of the symptoms in these cases and that

they sometimes last a long time, a knowledge which

predisposes them to have them, that is, such subjective

symptoms as hemianesthesia. If patients know that

such symptoms are worth large sums of money it

certainly would not detract from this receptive state

of mind, though it might not consciously influence

them.

I agree that an early settlement is advisable iu all

these cases where it can possibly be brought about

;

and it seems to me that where we can produce an early

settlement we will tend to cause more rapid recovery

even when conscious simulation does not come into

the case. With regard to litigation symptoms, it has

been said that the symptoms which come from this

source ought to be paid for if a person cannot get his

money without litigation, but this is a question for the

courts, not for an expert, to decide. Whether this is

true or not, I think we should state the facts to the

jury and let the jury decide upon them under their in-

structions from the court, feeling that we have done

our duty whether our ideas of justice prevail or not.

I)k. A. H. Nichols: Notwithstanding the failure

to carry through iu this State any of the proposed

schemes designed to raise the standard of medical

expert testimony, it has nevertheless undergone by

the action of physicians themselves a noteworthy

improvement. It is not now uncommon to hear an

opinion given by physicians called nominally in behalf

of one party, which opinion impresses all concerned as

impartial and conclusive. On the other hand, perplex-

ing, complicated cases must arise iu which the most

divergent views will be maintained, and where no in-

dividual opinion can carry very much weight. It is

especially gratifyinj; that no longer can a ])hysician

act openly in court as a medical counsel, and subse-

quently pose iu the same case as an unbiased expert.

A recent violation of this unwritten law subjected the

luckless offender to humiliating rebuke. There can

be uo question as to the deleterious effect of impeudiug

litigation upon certain nervous disorders ; and it has

got to be pretty well understood by the laity that there

exists no more potent element iu causing the persistence

of many nervous disorders than the ill-advised sugges-

tions and adverse influence of a pessimistic medical

attendant having his eye on the spoils of a protracted

lawsuit. A commendable custom has been established

iu Colorado, in accordance with which the medical

witness is permitted at the close of his testimony to

volunteer any statement, such as may iu his judgment
serve to further enlighten the jury or render unequiv-

ocal his own position.

Dk. Putnam: I agree with Dr. Nichols, in a way,

that the testimony has improved very much of late years,

and that although |)0ssibly a better system might be
devised, it is hard to say it would work practicall}' as

well. Nevertheless, I think the present system is the-

oretically good and practically not good. Theoretically,

we all go into court with the intention of enlightening

the jury as well as we can. I find it hard to do so, as

I do not Hud the lawyers make it easier. I want to

induce experts to come together oftener and make
them agree to state so far as they can both sides, and
urge that they shall have the privilege of stating both

sides. I think it is important that plaintiffs should be

excused from staying in the courtroom while their

cases ai e discussed, and in the examination of cases we
should do our best not to make suggestions. Where
there is a divergence of opinion, that divergence should

be stated. I think if we take the position that we
wish to have the opportunity to talk about the case in

all matters that are medically of interest, our testimony

would be of more value.

Dr. Stedman read a paper on

PROGNOSIS AND DURATION OF ACUTE ATTACKS OF
MENTAL DISEASE.

Dr. Gorton, of Providence : I am obliged to say

at the outset that I labor under the disadvantage of

having had no knowledge of the way in which Dr.

Stedman was to treat his subject until I heard the paper

this evening. After what Dr. Stedman has so well

said, it seems hardly necessary to repeat that the prog-

nosis in insanity is often quite difficult. Of course, the

members of the Society know that under the term in-

sanity so many different mental states are included

that in dealing with so delicate and important a ques-

tion as prognosis, we should be quite careful to define

the cases of which we speak, and do what Dr. Stedman
has so clearly done, put out of consideration those

organic conditions in which from the first the prognosis,

so far at least as a cure is coucerned, is obviously bad.

With the other forms of mental disease, while we may
speak with some positiveness, we must still be always

guarded in ex|)ressing an opinion, both as to duration

and as to result. Almost the last occasion on which I

met the late Dr. Goldsmith, he told me that his expe-

rience had heeu such that he had almost decided never

to express any prognosis. 1 do not think it is so much
in the really acute mental affections that the prognosis

need be a matter of ditnculty to the general practitioner,

as in those cases to which Dr. Stedman has alluded as

beginning with systematized delusions— that is to say,

cases in which the patients begin to withdraw from

general society, or perhaps at first only from the im-

mediate family circle and to live by themselves with-

out reason, obvious or expressed.

This conduct— simple eccentricity, as it is too often
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at first regarded by the friends— gradually goes on to

more pronounced peculiarities, perhaps to absolute iso-

lation, to extravagances in dress, to delusions about

food and drink, to irritable outbursts, at first from some
slight actual friction, later from no cause beyond the

delusions. The outbreak is too often accepted by the

friends and the family physician as the beginning of

the trouble, and a favorable prognosis expressed,

whereas it is but a rather late manifestation of an ex-

ceedingly chronic and in most cases incurable affection.

My own experience has been that errors in prognosis

have been more frequent in this form of mental dis-

order than in all others. If in addition to the symp-
toms I have mentioned, hallucinations of hearing can

be established, you should alwajs give an unfavorable

prognosis. Great doubt often exists in cases of general

paralysis beginning with an acute maniacal attack. If

the motor symptoms are not well marked it is impos-

sible to be sure of the prognosis, though in any mani-

acal condition, occurring in a male patient betwten the

ages of thirty-five and fifty, preceded by a history of

syphilis, one ought to be guarded iu his opinion.

As to the acute insanities, to-called, it seems to me
that Dr. Stedman has said about all that our present

knowledge of these conditions will permit. The
notion that there can be any time limit set as to the

hopeful duration of any such case is pretty conclusively

set aside by the case to which he has alluded.

I once had a case of chronic delusional melancholia,

with most unfavorable manifestations, including hallu-

cinations of hearing. The patient for nearly five years

had the delusion that she was the devil, that her body

was only a dead envelope for his satanic majesty, that

she could see no one and touch no one without con-

taminating him, and that she must live throughout

eternity iu this condition. 1 did not hesitate to give

an absolutely unfavorable prognosis, and yet the pa-

tient ultimately made a complete recovery. Sometimes
in certain cases simulating general paralysis, the most
experienced will err. Of course in a well-marked

case the diagnosis is easy and the prognosis certain,

but Dr. Jelly will recall a case which he examined
with great care and certified as a case of general

paralysis. The patient was committed to the Danvers

Hospital where he was examined by Dr. Goldsmith

and myself, and the diagnosis of paresis was confirmed

and an absolutely unfavorable prognosis expressed. In

six weeks the case entered upon what we confidently

pronounced a remission. Tliis delusion having sub-

sided, his wife, against our advice, and to our actial

horror, took the patient from the hospital. She took

him to the country town where they had formerly

resided, and he has remained well, so far as I can learn,

for more than ten years.

A similar experience was undergone at the Danvers
Hospital with another case of suspected geueral paral-

ysis.

Outside of the organic insanities, unless we feel

sure of actual dementia, it is hardly just to the patient

or to ourselves to express a positive prognosis. We
should be content to speak of the probabilities.

Dr. Stedman has treated the question of the signifi-

cance of heredity most clearly. I am pleased to see

that he has attempted to show what I believe to be

true, that the prognosis of insanity in a person in

whose family there may be a history of mental disease

is not necessarily worse on that account. In the person

with the so-called hereditary predisposition, jou have

a mental organism which reacts more easily to stimuli

than a more stable brain, and in that fact lies very

often the hope of a favorable result. Such cases may
relapse it is true, but, for the reason that a slighter

mental shock may induce the mental explosion, the

restoration of the mental equilibrium is even more
likely to occur than iu cases induced by such a profound
disturbance as may almost amount to organic disease.

The insanity of the adolescent and the climacteric

period should always call for a guarded prognosis, as

at these crises of life a mental storm is apt to develop
any degenerative tendency and to result in permanent
mental weakness.

One thing that the general practitioner should never
do in any case of insanity, no matter how simple it

may seem to be, is to say to the friends, " this is not

a serious matter, place the patient in a hospital under
proper treatment, and he will get well in three or four

weeks." From such inconsiderate advice every hos-

pital physician has seen much suffering in the past of

the friends from hope deferred, and often has experi-

enced difficulty in the management of the patient

through the meddlesome interference of friends who
have been led to expect too much. One word as to

hospital statistics in relation to recovery from mental
disease. I am free to say that on the face of them
they are discouraging enough, but the discouragement
is really not so great as a superficial view would lead

one to believe. To those outside a hospital a case is

likely to be a case, since all are committed as insane,

and the idea that as much is to be hoped for in one as

another, seems to be quite generally entertained by
most of those who have been good enough to favor ua

with their criticisms. It is only one who has lived in

a hospital for the insane long enough to see that the

wrecks of humanity, in whom the insanity justifying

their commitment is but the last of a long series of

bodily and mental disasters, constitute the larger ele-

ment of the population of nearly all the great public

institutions, and form the incurable residuum which
casts so much obloquy upon statistical results of hospital

work, who can properly criticise or intelligently discuss

these results.

Statistics are valuable, and statistical methods are

probably, on the whole, the best in reaching large

results, but the basis of computation must be under-

stood both by compiler and critic if the word of the

latter is to properly supplement that of the former,

and be taken as the measure of hospital usefulness or

the reverse.

MAINE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Forty-Fourth Annual Session, Portland,
June 3, 4, 5, 1896.

The Association was called to order at 10 o'clock,

Wednesday, June 3d, by the President, Dr. L. W.
Pendleton, of Portland. After prayer by the Rkv.
John Carroll Perkins of the First Parish Uni-

tarian Church, the disposal of business was iu order,

including the Treasurer's Report.

Dr. E. H. Bennett, of Lubec, read a statistical

paper upon

the necessity of cocnty medical societies in

MAINE.

Its apparent object was a consideration of methods
of increasing the membership of the State Association.
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INFANTILE ECZEMA,

was the title of a paper by Dr. W. D. Williamson.
of Gorliam, N. H.

lu treatment calamine and zinc oxide and lead lotions

were made prominent. Ointments to be efficacious

must be well made and kept constantly applied.

In the discussion of the paper stress was laid upon
the value of thorough washing at birth as a preventive

of skin irritations and eczematous inflammalions.

Dr. Alfred King, of Portland, said the whole

treatment might be summed up under five indications :

cleanliness, antisepsis, anesthesia, astringents, protec-

tives.

On recommendation of the Board of Censors twelve

new members were elected.

The Association adjourned at 11 o'clock to the

Maine General Hospital, where clinics were held and
the members shown demonstrations of antiseptic

methods in surgery and surgical dressings.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The Association met at 3 o'clock, and the President,

Dr. Lewis W. Pendleton, of Portland, delivered

the

president's address.

Among its recommendations were suggestions that

the Association take some measures to bring into its

membership the large number of desirable men
throughout the State who are not affiliated ; the estab-

lishment of district hospitals throughout the State,

especially in the manufacturing communities ; and the

preservation of biographies of the older and prominent
members of the Association. Action was subsequently

taken by the Association, providing for committees in

charge of each of these matters, upon recommendation
of the special committee to which the address was
referred.

De. J. F. Manning, of Ellsworth, read a paper

upon the topic

SHOULD THE increasing TENDENCT TO SPECIALTIES
IN THE MEDICAL PROFESSION BK ENCOCRAGED?

The paper was a strong argument in favor of the

proposition.

Discussion brought out the sentiment of the Asso-

ciation, that while specialties were valuable and useful

within certain lines, no one ought to enter upon prac-

tice devoted exclusively to special branches until quali-

fied by at least live years of general practice ; and the

opinion was made a matter of record by the adoption

of a formal resolution to that effect.

The Secretary, Dr. C. D. Smith, of Portland, called

the attention of the Association to tlie efforts which

were being made to secure the passage by Congress of

Senate Bill 1552, which was practically an effort to

limit and destroy the value to be derived from ex|)eri-

mental study upon animals in tiie District of Columbia.

On his motion, the Association unanimously adopted

resolu ions condemning the proposed bill as unwise

and unnecessary, and as a menace to the interests of

ecientitic medicine.

The Secretary was instructed to forward copies of

the resolutions to the Maine Senators and Representa-

tives, and request them, in the name of the Association,

to oppose, 80 far as possible, tlie passage of this bill.

Dr. G. a. Phillips, of Ellsworth, read a paper

upon tlie ever-recurring topic of

criminal ABORTION.

His conclusions, drawn from correspondence with a

large number of physicians all over the State, were
tiiat the great proportion of abortions from all causes

were criminal. That the percentage of deaths was
not over two per cent., and that 49i per cent, of the

women were permanently injured in health.

The inaction of the State in inaugurating some
radical measure to check this waste of life and injury

to health was contrasted with its great expenditure of

labor and money for the protection of fish and game.
From the discussion the conclusion might be drawn
that the reasons for the prevalence of this practice

could be found in the law of demand and supply, and
that public sentiment is in the main favorable, or at

the least indifferent.

A motion that a committee be appointed to memori-
alize the Legislature failed of consideration.

THE •significance OF A PURULENT DISCHARGE
FROM THE NOSE,

was the title of a paper by Dr. Irving E. Kimball,
of Portland.

Purulent rhinitis, foreign bodies and diseases of the

accessory cavities, were the causes considered, with

special attention directed toward the latter. Transillu-

mination by electric light held in the oral cavity, and
exploratory puncture by Krause's trocar through the

middle meatus were given as diagnostic methods in

disease of the antrum. Free opening, curretting, anti-

sepsis and drainage were urged as treatment for the

chronic form. Opening through the canine fossa was
preferred.

In chronic suppurative disease of the frontal sinuses,

free drainage is imperative, and it is best secured by

perforation through the inner wall of the orbit imme-
diately below the eyebrow. Opening may be made
into the sphenoidal sinuses through the nasal cavity.

In the discussion, Dr. Thomas Fillebrown, of

Portland, spoke of the anatomical relation of the

antrum to the frontal sinus, demonstrating by several

specimens the existence of a direct conduit from
sinus to antrum, the iufundibulum terminating in an

open groove leading directly into the antrum. Most
anatomists consider this condition an anomaly ; if so,

it was curious that he iiad found eight consecutive

cases with the groove fully developed, and not a single

specimen without it. He thought the ridge of the

alveolus the best region through which to establish

drainage, especially in cases requiring prolonged treat-

ment, as most of these do.

Dr. S. H. Weeks, of Portland, said he preferred

not to extract the tooth, but to perforate directly

through the canine fossa, making a large opening,

followed by thorough antiseptic washing and packing.

Dr. G. M. Elliott, of Brunswick, read a paper on

PULMONARY TUBEKCULOSIS.

He tiiought the tuberculous condition more often

transmitted to the off'spring than the so-called tuber-

cular tendency. Some inflammatory condition was
rejjarded as always necessary to act as an exciting

cause in addition to predisposition and the presence

of tubercle bacilli.

Dr. W. J. Matbekry, of Saco, thought the weight

of evidence leaned toward the "acquired" theory.

There were ways enough in which the infant, no

matter how young, could contract the disease.
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Dr. B. T. Sanborn, Superinteudent of the Maine

Insane Hospital, said there had been a great falling

off in the number of cases at the hospital. He attrib-

uted it to the use of thorough steam disinfection of all

clothing, bedding and rooms, for a long time practised

there in all kinds of cases.

LESSER ERRORS OF REFRACTION AND THEIR EFFECTS
UPON THE SYSTEM,

was the title of a paper by Dr. W. B. Moulton, of

Portland. He urged a more careful attempt to correct

even the least errors, believing that none could be

wisely neglected. It was stated that the amount of

refraction as shown by careful tests bears no constant

relation to the amount of disturbance which it produces.

Dr. E. E. Holt, believed that the lesser errors

were more frequently the cause of asthenopia and re-

flex disturbance than greater ones. He thought much
harm was done by the prescription of glasses by opti-

cians, likening it to the prescription of medicine for

disease by apothecaries. He explained the greater

influence of lesser errors in causing reflex disturbances,

upon the ground that accommodation was more con-

stantly exercised, without relaxation during the wak-

ing hours. In the greater errors more oppoitunity

was given for rest.

Dr. Moulton, in closing, said he did not wish to

be understood as advocating impossibilities. No man
could accurately estimate beyond a quarter of a

dioptre.

second day. — morning session.

Reports of delegates and other routine business.

Dr. F. E. Varney, of North Chelmsford, Mass.,

read a paper on the topic

SHOULD physicians dispense their own medi-
cines?

The argument was strongly in the affirmative, for

reasons of less liability to error, saving of time, and
securing to the physician more certainty of his fee.

This method was also recommended as a panacea for

"the evils of hospital abuse, drug-store doctoring,

the system of druggists' commissions, counter pre-

scribing, refilling of prescriptions and substitution."

The present form of tablets and granules makes this

practice easy.

Dr. F. H. Gerrish thought the identity of physi-

cian and pharmacist should be kept distinct whenever
it was possible. He thought the country practitioner

dispensed his own remedies not from choice but from

necessity. Emergencies require every man to have at

hand a few essentials. He thought " that, wherever

possible the druggist and physician should occupy dis-

tinct but adjacent domains which touched all along

the border."

Dr. Gerrish's view was supported by several

country practitioners, one of whom said that during

his practice of many years he had spent from twenty-

five to fifty thousand dollars for drugs, most of which
had never brought anything like an adequate return.

intestinal indigestion,

was the subject of a paper by Dr. C. E. Williams,

of Houltou. Dietetic and hygienic measures were
placed above drugs in treatment.

intubation, with an analysis of FIFTY cases,

was the title of a paper read by Dr. E. M. Plummer,
of Charlestown, Mass, which compared the advantages

and disadvantages of this method of relieving lar^'geal

stenosis with those of tracheotomy, greatly to the

credit of intubation.

Dr. S. H. Weeks, of Portland, thought intubation

best adapted to the simpler cases, but preferred

tracheotomy for severe cases, and always in diph-

theria.

afternoon session.

Delegates from other medical societies were intro-

duced, and invited to participate in the discussions of

the meeting. Those present were Dr. J. F. Young,
from Newburyport, Mass. ; Dr. L. J. Frink, from

Bartlett, N. H., and Dr. Henry DeW. Carvelle, from
Manchester, N. H.

A resolution was introduced and unanimously

adopted criticising those life insurance companies

which have reduced the fee for medical examinations,

requiring an analysis of urine from five to three dol-

lars, and advising members to refuse to cheapen pro-

fessional work by rendering their services for such

reduced fees.

The annual election of officers resulted as follows

:

President: Dr. D. A. Robinson, Bangor.

Vice-Presidents : Drs. E. H. Bennett, Lubec

;

G. A. Phillips, Ellsworth.

Corresponding Secretary : Dr. G. M. Elliott,

Brunswick.

Board of Censors : Drs. C. O. Hunt, Portland

;

Alfred Mitchell, Brunswick ; J. L. Bennett, Bridg-

ton ; B. F. Bradbury, Norway ; W. B. Moulton,

Portland.

Committee on Publication : Drs. C. D. Smith,

Secretary {ex officio); A. S. Gilson, Portland;

Henry H. Brock, Portland ; W. P. Giddings, Gardi-

ner ; Alfred Hitchcock, Farmington.

Business Committee : Drs. Alfred King, Portland;

E. J. McDonough, Portland ; The Treasurer, Dr.

Aug. S. Thayer, and the Recording Secretary, Dr. C.

D. Smith, both of Portland, continue.

Dr. Wm. B. Small, of Lewiston, read a paper on

RECENT progress IN THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREAT-
MENT OF DIPHTHERIA.

Its conclusions were pronounced in favor of anti-

toxin, as being more eflicacious in diphtheria than any
remedy heretofore employed, as exerting a decided in-

fluence in preventing laryngeal and tracheal complica-

tions, and diminishing the frequency of albuminuria

and post-diphtheritic paralysis.

The prevention and cur« of laryngeal diphtheria

without intubation or tracheotomy and the shortening

of the period for wearing the tube when demanded
are among the most striking and convincing results of

this treatment.

Dr. A. G. Young, Secretary of the State Board of

Health of Maine, confirmed by statistical annotations

the conclusions of the paper. He said that two
deaths, at least, attributed to antitoxin, had been re-

ported in France, neither of which closely followed

the use of antitoxin. Roux's preparation was used.

In one case four doses had been given, and anuria

followed each of the last three. In the other case

convalescence was progressing favorably, but death

occurred about a week after the injection.

As bearing upou the case of the twenty-one months'

old child of Professor Langerhans, in which death

was said to have been instantaneous, it should be said

that only prussic acid could cause so sudden a death.
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Eulenberg attributed this death to embolus or en-

trance of air into the vascular system.

Dr. Small, in closing the discussion, referred to

intra-vascular injections wliich had been made to

prove the innocuous character of antitoxin. Into the

venous circulation of guinea-pigs there was injected

antitoxin with no effect whatever; carbolic acid

resulting in tetanus and finally recovery ; air resulting

in death instantaneously.

The Association adjourned at 4 o'clock, and were

entertained by the physicians of Portland until the

evening session, at the Casino, on Cape Elizabeth, a

short distance from the city.

An elaborate banquet was served, and post-prandial

speeches were made by President Nathaniel Butler,

of Colby University, Waterville ; Hon. A. R. Sav-

age, Auburn ; Rev. J. L. Jenkins, D.U., of Portland ;

and W. M. Bradley, Esq. ; and a humorous poem was

read by L. L. Hight, Esq., of Portland.

EVENING SESSION.

The evening session was opened at 8 o'clock, and

the annual oration was delivered by A. Palmer Dcd-

LET, M.D., of New York, his subject being

ANCIENT MEDICINE AND SURGERY AS COMPARED
WITH THAT OF THE PRESENT DAT.

Following the oration, the Association was enter-

tained until a late hour by practical demonstrations of

the application of the Rontgen rays, by Professors

F. C. Robinson and C. O. Hutchins of the Bowdoin

College Laboratories.

THIRD DAY. — CLOSING SESSION.

The Association met at 10 o'clock, and after the

transaction of the routine business, listened to the

final report of the Board of Censors, which was as

followB

:

The date of the next annual meeting will be June

2, 3, 4, 1897 ; and the place of meeting, Portland.

No appointment of "Orator" was made, the As-

sociation having instructed the Censors to invite some

eminent medical gentlemen from out of the State to

address the Association, at the next annual meeting.

Appointments were made as follows :

Visitors to the Maine Insane Hospital : Drs. E. M.
Fuller, Bath ; J. L. Bennett, Bridgtou ; John N.

Merrill, Skowhegau.
Portland School for Medical Instruction : Drs. F.

I. Brown, South Portland ; C. E. Wilson, Hiram.

Medical School of Maine : Dr. G. M. Woodcock,

Bangor, for two years ; Dr. W. K. Oakes, Auburn,

for one year.

Delegates to the American Medical Association :

Drs. Alonzo Garcelon, Lewiston ; S. H. \Veeks,

Portland ; F. C. Thayer, Waterville.

New Hampshire: Drs. J. D. Holt, Berlin; Geo.

H. Shedd, North Conway.
Vermont : Drs. S. C. Gordon, Portland ; C. G.

Adams, Portland.

Massachusetts (1897): Drs. Addison S. Thayer,

Portland ; F. H. Gerrish, Portland.

Rhode Island : Drs. ¥,. M. Plummer, Charlestown,

Mass.; Alfred Mitchell, Brunswick.

Connecticut : Drs. Stanley P. Warren, Portland
;

C. A. Ring, Portland.

Medical Society of the State of New York • Drs.

I. E. Kimball, Portland ; Alfred King, Portland.

New Brunswick : Drs. J. A. Walling, Millbridge ;

J. M. Jonah, Eastport.

Maritime Medical Association : Drs. W. P. Gid-

dings, Gardiner; H. II. Smith, Machias.

After accepting the report and confirming the ap-

pointments, the Association adjourned until June 2,

1897.

IScccnt Eitcrature.

A Text- Bool- of the Physiological Chemistry of the

Animal Body, including an Account of the Chemi-

cal (.'hanges occurring in Disease. By Arthur
Gamgee, M.D., F. R.S., Emeritus Professor of

Physiology in the Owens College, Victoria Univer-

sity, Manchester, etc. Vol. II, The Physiological

Chemistry of Digestion. 8vo, pp. xx, 528, illus-

trated. London and New York : Macmillan & Co.

1893.

A Text-Book of Physiological Chemistry. By Olof
Hammarsten, Professor of Medical and Physiolo-

gical Chemistry in the University of Upsala.

Authorized translation from the second Swedish
edition and from the author's enlarged and revised

German edition, by John A. Mandel, Assistant to

the Chair of Chemistry, etc., in the Bellevue Hos-

pital Medical College and in the College of the

City of New York. 8vo, pp. x, 512, with a plate of

Spectra. New York: John Wiley & Sons. 1893.

The Essentials of Chemical Physiology. For the Use
of Students. By W. D. Halliburton, M.D.,

F.R.S., Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians,

Professor of Physiology in King's College, London,

etc. Second edition, 8vo, pp. sii, 170, illustrated.

London, New York and Bombav : Longmans,
Green, & Co. 1896.

Handbook for the Bio- Chemical Laboratory. Includ-

ing Methods of Preparation and Numerous Tests,

Arranged Alpabetically. By John A. Mandel,
Professor of Chemistry at the New York College

of Veterinary Surgeons, and Assistant to the Ciiair

of Chemistry, etc., at the Bellevue Hospital Medi-

cal College and the College of the City of New
York. 12mo, pp. 101. New York : John Wiley

& Sons. London: Chapman >& Hall, limited. 189P.

In the first of the works before us Professor Ar-

thur Gamgee continues the great tatk he has under-

taken, a task which has become very much more se-

vere in the years which have elapsed since the publi-

cation of the first volume of his book in 1880. In

that he completely surveyed the proteids and the ele-

mentary tissues of the organism with full reference to

the original authorities. The present volume con-

tains the physiological chemistry of digestion treated

in the same elaborate manner, and gives a complete

view of the subject, not only in its physiological but

pathological relation. In his preface the author

writes: "I have written not merely as a scientific

chemist, but from the standpoint of the physiologist,

and I have treated with especial care all subjects

which are of interest to the pathologist, the pharma-

cologist, and the scientific physician." As examples

of the accuracy of this statement the accounts given

of jaundice and gall-stones may be referred to. Nau-

nyn's theory of the origin of the latter is apprecia-

tively discussed, " that it is due to an infection of the
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gall-bladder and biliary passages, by the migration

into tbeno of organisms existing in the duodenum, of

which some exert a pathogenic influence on the mu-
cous membrane, this migration being facilitated when
the flow of bile is diminished." The organism exerting

the influence in question is supposed to be the ubiqui-

tous bacterium coli commune.
It is to be hoped that Professor Gamgee's hope may

be fulfilled, ''after the publication of a second edition

of Volume I, to complete, by an equally thorough

study of other great animal functions, my survey of

the physiological chemistry of the animal body." We
can assure him he can quite safely " trust that the

present volume may, like its predecessor, further the

advancement of, and prove not altogether unworthy
of the present position of physiology in England."

Hammarsten's " Text-Book of Physiological Chem-
istry " is well known in Sweden and in Germany,
where since the publication of the first edition in

1890, two others have appeared, all by the author

himself. It is to be regretted that the English trans-

lator did not wait for the author's revision of the first

German edition before completing his work, which,

nevertheless, is of distinct value, as the famous Swed-
ish physiological chemist's book is an admirable

general account of his science, the pathological aspects

of which are also discussed.

The book is sufficiently full for most requirements

of student or physician, although not claiming that

place in the research laboratory which Gamgee's work
so well fills. Directions for practical work are given,

and are particularly full in relation to the urine.

It is to be regretted that the rendering of German
into English has not been more successful, resulting

as it does, for example, in such a sentence as— " If

the blood-circulation of a dog is cut off between the

liver and intestines and the blood allowed to flow only

through the head and the viscera of the thoracic

cavity, the coagulation of the blood is destroyed

"

(p. 55). This, however, is worse :
" But, as in regard

to the peptones, whose formation in the digestion was
considered as taking place especially in the interest

of a facilitated osmosis and filtration, but whose con-

ditions have been found quite different and much more
complicated, so in the absorption theory there is a

still greater contrast between former and present

views "
(p. 231).

Professor Halliburton's " Essentials of Chemical
Physiology " has so soon reached a second edition

that it is evident its merits are well appreciated by

students. Directions for practical work in the labora-

tory are what make it especially valuable, but there

is, in addition to these, sufficient theoretical description

and discussion to make the book a useful compendium
of this side of the subject as well.

The " Handbook for the Bio-chemical Laboratory
"

certainly deserves its title, containing as it does, in a

handy form, various methods of preparation and de-

scriptions of the properties of the more important

proximate principles of the animal body, and a large

number of tests arranged in alphabetical order under

their authors' names. The work seems on the whole

to have been well done, a striking omission, however,
being the absence of all reference to albumoses. The
properties, too, of peptones are not described, nor is

the usual well-known test for these with fixed caustic

alkali and copper sulphate given with its proper inter

pretation as indicating either albumoses or peptones.
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BOSTON PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS.

From statements in certain of the daily papers it

would appear that the public institutions of Boston,

so well started on a course of improvement, are about

to be checked in their good work by renewed investi-

gations. It is altogether to be hoped that the matter

may become no more portentous than it is at present,

and that the agitation may be checked at once, before

it has begun its insidious work of exciting dissatisfac-

tion among the inmates of the institution concerned,

and that sense of uncertainty among the officers in

charge, which so materially affects the best perfor-

mance of their duties. It is self-evident that the

present disturbance foreshadowed by trouble at the

Marcella Street Home, in no way concerns principles

of institution management. The question is not now
whether public institutions shall have as their organ-

ized head a board of trustees or a single commissioner.

To any one who has followed the matter during the

last year it must be clearly evident that under the

present administration of the institutions a distinct

and steady progress has been observable toward im-

provement in various lines, and this fact should be

appreciated by the public at large, and particularly by

that portion of the public represented by the medical

profession. We should not for a moment go so far

as to say that anything approaching an ideal condition

has been reached, but only that there has been a con-

stant progress toward better things, and that such

progress should not be checked by an agitation finding

expression in the public prints, which can only tend

to destroy the confidence which has been taking

stronger and stronger hold upon the public mind.

It is quite undeniable that investigations of a

most rigorous sort, and upheavals of existing condi-

tions are often in place and must meet with the ap-

proval of all right-minded citizens. When the con-

duct of an institution is bad, when those concerned in

I

its management, in whatever capacity, are vicious or
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iDCOmpeteut, ami progress is retrograde, there is butoue

course to purs.ue, and that is to investigate conscien-

tiously and reform at whatever hazard. Our public

institutions are clearlv iu no such condition now. On
the contrary, an earnest attempt has been and is being

made to better their condition and their efficiency.

Progress may, for sundry reasons, have been slow in

some cases, but it has been certain and definite to any

one who has taken the trouble to inform himself upon

the matter. If this be the case, it must be the <luty

of the bQd3' of physicians to whom these remarks are

chiefly addressed, to help on the good work already

well under way by discouraging any attempt to check

its progress.

Unnecessary investigations are recoguizedly per-

nicious. Especially to be deprecated are investiga-

tions which look for faults and have no eye to merits.

Errors may and should always be unearthed, but the

inevitable danger is, that in the methods taken to dis-

close a minor fault real harm of a most positive sort

may be done, and the ultimate outcome be altogether

detrimental to the cause of true reform. Such a re-

sult is no doubt possible with the best of motives.

The hypercritical investigator is not infrequently a

real menace to the welfare of the cause he is most

conscientiously supporting. Unquestionably this is

true in the complicated mechanism of a public insti-

tution, in which a difficult and discontented class in

the community is being cared for, and in which disci-

pline is so absolutely necessary to success of manage-

ment. Should, however, investigation become neces-

sary, it should be carried on opeuly and by methods of

a recognized sort. Beyond measure dangerous is the

method not infrequently iu vogue, we regret to saj',

of appealing to the prejudices of the vicious or dis-

contented or diseased, whose testimony in a court of

law would never be received. Prejudice is inevitable

and it must of necessity warp the judgment of the

half-educated outcast, who is so frequent an inmate of

our institutions. A man who is vicious and has an end

to subserve is notably a false witness, and it is equally

true that a person who is irresponsible through disease is

not to be taken as a criterion of truth or justice. It is,

unfortunately, a not unnecessary warning to say that a

person suffering from paralytic dementia, or the effects

of alcohol or cerebral syphilis, or imbecility, or men-

tal disturbance of any sort is to be absolutely excused

from the right of giving an unbiased opinion. The
courts recognize this fact. Why should not investi-

gators and the people whom such investigators in-

fluence ?

At present our institutions are doing good work.

Their faults no doubt are still manifold, but we must

protest against the spirit which, judging from news-

paper reports, is again abroad, of magnifying their

faults and minimizing their virtues. Under the exist-

ing condition of things, such a course can only be

detrimental to their further progress. And this is a

matter iu which the physicians of Boston have shown

a very particular interest. Many of them have helped

on, by their individual and combined effort, a work

and policy which they have felt on the whole to

be productive of a lasting good. Take, for example,

the hospital for paupers on Long Island. It is no

doubt generally known to the profession that a year

or more ago the Institutions Department appointed a

number of physicians iu good standing, whoso func-

tion should be that of a visiting staff. Out of this

has grown, chiefly through the instrumentality of

the Superintendent of Long Island, a training school

for nurses, whose efficiency has done much toward

helping on the work of the hospital. The im-

provement at the institution has been evident, and it

was inevitable. An almshouse has been transformed

into a hospital in a remarkably short space of time.

This is but one example of the improvement which to

the best of our knowledge has spread through all the

institutions.

In the face of such facts there can be but one

opinion of the unwisdom of holding up before the pub-

lic the faults which still exist, and thereby obscuring

the good which is being done, and hindering its fur-

ther prosecution. We believe that we but voice the

opinion of the profession at large, when we say that

such attempts at reform as the papers would indicate

are about to be undertaken are at this time misjudged,

and in no way meet with the approval of the great

mass of truly philanthropic people.

ANNUAL REPORT OF SUPERVISING SURGEON-
GENERAL OF THE MARINE-HOSPITAL SER-
VICE.

The report of Surgeon-General Wyman for the

year 1895 is embodied in a volume of 477 pages con-

taining considerable material of more than ordinary

interest to medical readers.

The first portion of the report contains the usual de-

tails relative to the routine work of the Mariue-Hos

pital Service, including a description of the marine

hospitals continued from previous annual reports and

illustrated with photographs of those at Cairo, Detroit,

Evausville, Key West, Portland, Me., Port Towusend,

St. Louis, Vineyard Haveu and Wilmington.

About ninety pages of this portion of the report is

devoted to necropsies made at the hospitals.

Fifteen papers are contributed by medical officers,

treating of various medical and surgical subjects.

Among these the following have special interest:

Dr. Brattou's paper on " An Arid Region Sanitar-

ium for Tuberculous Patients " calls attention to lack

of proper provision for the treatment of cases of pul-

monary tuberculosis among seamen, and pronounces

the present mode of treatment of consumptive patients

of the Marine-Hospital Service a disastrous failure.

The writer believes the climatic treatment is the only

one which promises success, and points to the elevated,

dry, mid-continental region between Santa Fe, on the

north, and Tucson and El Paso, on the south, as the

best location for a sanitarium for consumptives. He
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calls attention to the fact that fishermen are much
more exempt from consumption than merchant sailors,

and gives as a reason the fact that fishermen live more

in open boats and are not packed together in a fore-

castle, like sardines, where a single consumptive can be

a danger to many others.

Dr. Sprague presents a brief paper on " The Treat-

ment of Deck Hands on River Steamboats," revealing

a serious condition of affairs which needs legislation

for the relief of this class of men, having special refer-

ence to their treatment, their accommodations and

their food.

The statistical portion of the report shows that the

number of sick and disabled seamen to whom relief

was furnished in 1893, was 52,643. The number of

such persons treated has varied but little during the

past five jears. The greatest number treated at any

one hospital was 4,566, and this was at Brooklyn,

N. Y., and the next highest number was 3,534, and

was at Chelsea, Mass.

In the second portion of the report, entitled " Public

Health Service," an illustrated description of national

quarantine stations is presented. Photographs are

given of the stations at Sandy Hook, Blackbeard

Island, Ga., Dry Tortugas, Fla., Ship Island, Miss.,

San Francisco and Port Townseud.

Dr. Kinyoun's report upon the Hygienic Labora-

tory is chiefly devoted to the subject of serum-therapy

in diphtheria, and is an important contribution to the

subject. He calls attention to the importance of

supervision over the preparation of antitoxin and to

the liability of its being made by irresponsible parties.

It was decided by the German Health Board that all

antitoxin intended for use in that country should be

examined at Berlin, with reference to its purity and

strength. The same course was pursued by the State

Board of Health of Massachusetts. Dr. Kinyouu con-

cludes as follows, so far as antitoxin is concerned :

Antitoxin will never work miracles. It has its limit, like any
other agent, and, like a perfect piece of machinery, will not ac-

complish the lull result unless directed by a skilled hand.

Some persons affected with this dread disease will succumb, it

matters not how soou we apply the remedy. The majority will,

however, I am sure, recover if the antitoxin is given early and
properly. ... It is to be hoped that every State and munici-

pality will take the proper steps to provide facilities to supply

the remedy to the people and by a judicious and timely use be

able to stamp out this terrible scourge, which carries off so

many thousands.

The report contains an account of the prevalence of

choJera, small-pox and yellow fever. That portion

which refers to small-pox details its prevalence in the

United States only, while the accounts of cholera and

yellow fever relate to other countries. In the section

relating to yellow fever, emphasis is laid upon the im-

minent danger from the prevalence of the disease in

Cuba, and especially at Havana. Much historical,

statistical and other data about the disease are pre-

sented. The whole number of deaths from yellow

fever in Cuba from 1853 to 1879 was 55,917. A
complete chronological table is also given with tbe

date of appearance of yellow fever in the United

States, from 1668 down to the present time, with the

locality and origin of the disease.

The writer states that there is no improvement in

sanitary conditions in Havana, the authorities showing

no disnosition to remedy the evils which exist.

MEDICAL NOTES.

The " Hemorrhagic Candidate."—The " hemor-
rbagic candidate " is what the Tribune calls Mr.
Bryan, anent his statement that his heart bled for the

poor and down-trodden.

The Buffalo Academy of Medicine. — At the

last regular meeting of the Section in Surgery, on

Tuesday evening, the 6th inst., the following papers

were read: "The Semi-Centennial of Anesthesia,"

by Dr. Roswell Park; and '-Ancestry as a Factor in

Surgical Diseases," by Dr. Woods Hutchinson. Dr.

R. R. Ross gave an exhibition of the Rontgeu-ray ap-

paratus, with demonstrations.

The Association of German Phtsiciaxs and
Scientists held its Sixty-eighth Annual Meeting at

Frankfort-on-Main, during the week ending September
28th. Among the general addresses delivered were
essays by Dr. Buchner, of Munich, on '• Biology and
the Science of Health "

; Dr. Below, of Berlin, on
"The Practical Aims of Military Hygiene," and Dr.

Weigert, of Frankfort-on-Main, on "New Questions

in Pathological Anatomy." A discussion on " The
Results of Recent Investigations on the Brain " was
participated in by Flechsig, of Leipzig; Edinger, of

Frankfort, and von Bergmann, of Berlin.

BOSTON and new ENGLAND.

The Semi-Centennial of Anesthesia.— Among
those present as invited guests at the Semi-Centennial

of Anesthesia were Mrs. W. T. G. Morton, the widow
of the discoverer, her son. Dr. W. J. Morton, of New
York ; her daughter, Mrs. Frederick Young, of New-
ark, N. J., and her grandson, Sidney Otis, who is

now in the sophomore class at Harvard.

Harvard Medical School, Evening Lectures.
— The following lectures will be given at the Harvard
Medical School at 8 p. m. on the dates indicated.

The profession are invited.

Prof. F. C. Shattuck. " The Prognostic and Diagnostic Value
of Blood Examination as Practised To-day." October 2;ith.

De. G. W. Gay. " When to Call a Surgeou.in Appendicitis."
November 5th.

Dr. Charles Harrington. " New and Old Methods of Pre-
serving Koods and their Influence on Public Health." No-
vember 12th.

AssT. Phof. Frank B. Mallobt. " Facts and Theories in

Regard to Staining." November 19th.

Prof. C. J. Blake " On Hearing-tests and the Importance of
Testing the Hearing of School Children." December 3d.

Prof. Charles S. Minot. " The New Theories of Protoplasm."
December 10th, 17th.

AssT. Prof. Frank H. Davenfoet. " Displacements of the
Uterus." J.iuuary 7th, Utb.

Dr. Aener Post. " Late Hereditary Syphilis." January 21st.

Prof. J. J Putnam. " The Newer Views of the Nature, Causes
and Treatment of Epilepsy." January 2Stb, February Itb.
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Pbof. T. Dwight. " The Reconstruction Method in Human
Anatomy. Illustrated by the Reconstruction of Several Vis-

cera." February 11th.

AssT. Prof. Wm. T. Porter. "The Physiology of the Sym-
pathetic Nervous System." February 18th.

Prof. Wm. T. Councilman. " Arterio-Sclerosis." February

25th, March 4th.

Dr. F. E. Cheney. " Injuries of the Eye." March 11th.

AssT. Prof. E. H. Bradford. "Disease of the Hip-Joint."

March 18th.

Prof. J. C. Warren. " Certain Forms of Acute Intestinal Ob-

struction." March 25th, April 1st.

Bequest to a Hospital.— By the will of the

late Sarah Yeatou, of Portsmouth, N. H., the Cottage

Hospital at Portsmouth will receive $200.

The Twenty-Fifth Anniversary of St. Luke's

Home.— Suuday, October 18th, was the twenty -fifth

anniversary of the founding of St. Luke's Home for

Convalescents at Roxbury, Mass. Since it was op-

ened between four and five thousand convaleecents

have been patients in the home, a large proportion of

whom have left with health completely restored.

There is now a permanent fund of about $50,000.

Dr. Sullivan and the Board of Health of

Malden.— The charge against Dr. John Laugdon

Sullivan of Maiden, Mass, of having failed to report

a case of contagious disease was dismissed by the

Judge of the District Court of Maiden as based on in-

sufficient evidence. It is reported that the judge inti-

mated that the case came dangerously near being one

of malicious prosecution.

The Vermont State Medical Society.— The

annual meeting of this Society was held this year at

St. Johnsbury, Vt., closing October 16th. St. Albans

was chosen as the place of meeting for next year.

Seventy-three new members joined the Society dur-

ing the meeting, and the following officers were

elected : President, F. R. Stoddard, Sbelburne ; Vice-

President, W. D. Warren, Cabot ; Secretary, D. C.

Hawley, Burlington ; Treasurer, D. C. Kemp, Mont-

pelier ; License Censors, Drs. Tinkham, Twitchell and

H. H. Lee; Anniversary Chairman, Dr. W. S. Noy.

new YORK.

The I'owERS of thf. State Board of Health.
— At a meeting of the Society of Medical Jurispru-

dence held October 12th, Dr. Daniel Lewis, one of

the Commissioners of the State Board of Health, read

a paper on " Enemies of Sanitary .Science," in the

course of which he contended that the powers at

present vested \u the State Health Board were not

as great as they should be and that the annual appro-

priation of 3200,000 now allowed for its maiuteuance

and work, was far too small.

A Low Mortality-Rate. — The reports of the

Bureau of Vital Statistics show that the mortality of the

city is now about at its lowest mark for the year. Dur-

ing the week ending October 17th there were reported

only 636 deaths, which is a decrease of 21 from the

week previous and represents an annual death-rate

very considerably below the average for the year,

namely, 22 per thousand of the estimated population.

Compared with the records of the week eudiug Octo-

ber 11th, the deaths from measles decreased from six

to two and those from scarlet fever, from four to one.

The deaths from diphtheria and whooping-cough were

exactly the same, namely, 17 and 7 respectively.

The deaths from typhoid fever increased from 5 to

15 and those from consumption, from 72 to 87, while

the mortalitv from pneumonia decreased from 74 to

63.

THE SEMI-CENTENNIAL OF ANESTHESIA.

In his Address of Welcome to those present at the

celebration of the Semi-Centennial of Anesthesia,

President Charles H. Dalton of the Board of Trustees,

spoke in part as follows :

" It is my privilege on behalf of the Corporation of the

Massachusetts General Hospital to welcome you here to-<1ay

as guests of this venerable institution. Though somewhat
less than a century old, the hospital is one of the earliest

in the country. It has long passed its infancy and youth

and has reached a period in its life already rich in history

and traditions. In 1810 two distinguished members of the

profession, being impressed with the importance of found-

ing a general hospital in this growing city and neighbor-

hood, for the better care of the sick and wounded, for ihe

larger opportunities for the study of the art of healing and
scientific investigation of the causes of disease, addressed

a letter to their fellow-citizens asking their co-operation for

this purpose. In the following year the Commonwealth
gave a charter and a generous grant, known as the Province

House estate, and the merchants and other citizens re-

sponded with equal liberality to the appeal of Drs. James
Jackson and John Collins Warren, which resulted in the

building of the central part of the lio^jiital, a structure

which, both in respect to its architectural Uiguiiy and its

honest workmanship, as well as its fitness for its puipose,

is a fair monument to the characters of its projectors.

" Since then, for three generations, the institution has

never failed to have at its service the highest professional

skill in all its constantly growing departments and scientific

development, and the sympathy- and confidence of the

public. During these eight-four years there has been an

annually increasing procession of patients seeking its pro-

tecting shelter, who have been tenderly cared for, whether

on free beds or otherwise, and in this most important func-

tion the hospital has amply realized the purposes of its en-

lit'htened and humane founders. I do not refer lo this

record as being in any degree peculiar to this hosjiital. It

is simply the story of the performance of its duty to ihe

public, and for which it was chartered by the Common-
wealth. There is one page in its history which of itself

alone would lie more than a recompense for the loss of all

the rest, inasmuch as of what was inscrihed thereon the

whole world has been beneficiary, and, incidentally, has

raised the name of the Massachusetts General Hospital to

an honorable distinction at home and abroad. •

"Fifty years ago today in the operating theatre, then

under vender dome, sulphuric elher was first used for the

prevention of pain to a patient undergoing a capital opera-

tion. This aj)plication was made by Dr. W. T. G. Morton.

The experiment was a success.

" I have to express to you the cordial welcome of the

corporation to this celebration of the fiftieth anniversary

of the first surgical operation under which the patient

suffered no pain, no discomfort, no anxiety. The occasion

is unique."

At the close of the Semi-Centennial exercises, Lord

Playfair, who was present, was asked to speak.

Lord Playfair expressed special interest in the cele-

bration now in progress, partly due to the fact that be
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himself in the course of his life's work had made
numerous experiments relating to means and methods
of anesthesia.

On every occasion of this sort the name of Sir

James Simpson must be mentioned with gratitude.

The disinterested enthusiasm with which Dr. Simpson
worked regardless even of actual danger to himself,

was most praiseworthy.

Lord Playfair told an amusing story of an experi-

ment which he was about to conduct with Sir James
Simpson in the direction of a supposed new anesthetic

method. Sir James came to him one day and told

him that he was disgusted with chloroform, and would
thank him very much for the discovery of a satisfactory

substitute. Lord Playfair a few days later announced
to him that he had made the required discovery. The
material that he intended to use was bi-bromide of

ethylene. Sir James Simpson smelt the compound,
and forthwith said that it was the very thing wanted.

He was very anxious to repair immediately to Lord
Playfair's private room and experiment upon himself.

Lord Playfair was unwilling that the experiment
should take place before further trial, and finally in-

duced Sir James to have the anesthetic tried on some
rabbits first. The rabbits were accordingly treated,

and were put away to await developments.

On the next day Dr. Simpson appeared at Lord
Playfair's laboratory, propped himself up with two
chairs and asked Lord Playfair for the solution.

Lady Simpson, who was present, advised her husband
to see how the rabbits had fared under the treatment

before he applied it to himself.
" When the attendant came in," continued Lord

Playfair, " we saw him holding by the ears two rab-

bits— perfectly dead !

"

The story is certainly a striking instance of the

value of animal experimentation.

Although an Englishman, Lord Playfair felt that

the credit for the discovery of anesthesia belonged to

the United States and to Dr. Morton, who first made
the world realize its value.

WHO WAS THE HERO OF THE ETHER CELE-
BRATION ?

" Why should not the man who first took ether

have a monument? With all due regard for the doc-

tors, he was the hero of the occasion." Thus speaks

a daily contemporary with a positive assurance which
is often the twin brother of half-knowledge. Who
was the man who tirst " took " ether. We doubt if

even our contemporary knows, and are sure no one
else does.

Gilbert Abbott, the patient operated on at the

Massachusetts Hospital, October 16, 1846, by Dr.
Warren, is probably the person referred to in the

above paragraph. Many people had previously
" taken " ether ; Dr. Morton had previously rendered
himself unconscious for from six to eight minutes by
inhaling ether administered by himself— a much
greater risk than Abbott ran; Morton had extracted

teeth many times, the patient under the influence of

ether; Long had amputated fingers; Abbott, of all

those concerned, at least enjoyed an immediate and
positive reward. Perhaps he deserves a monument
also. But he cannot be regarded as the hero of the

occasion. Possibly the rabbits, mentioned by Lord
Playfair, who saved Dr. Simpson's life by being sub-

mitted to the influence of bi-bromide of ethylene— but
the rabbits died.

We fear our contemporary (the Transcript) misses
the point of the celebration.

THE JUBILEE OF ANESTHESIA.
Opinions of the Profession.

Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh,
5th October, 1896.

Dr. J. Collins Warren. My dear Sir:— I beg to
thank you and the hospital staff for the honor of the in-

vitation to the commemoration of the fiftieth anniversary
of that great discovery, surgical operation without pain.
Distance alone prevents my being among you on the oc-

casion. I had the pleasure of visiting Boston twelve years
ago, and I hardly think it would be quite prudent at my
age (now three years over the proverbial threescore and
ten) to venture again across the great Atlantic. Amono-
the pleasures I had in visiting America, as compared with
the countries of Europe, was that of realizing that we are
the same people. I admired Boston as, among American
cities, reminding me most of home ; and I can recall the
beautiful view of the Charles River from the window of

dear old Oliver Wendell Holmes, one of those who have
made Boston famous in literature and science.

This commemoration brings up memories to me of the
days of preanesthetic surgery in our old Royal Infirmary
here ; the operating-theatre ringing with the groans and
shrieks of the patient, the distressed faces of the crowd of

students, and the haste of the operator to be done. I well
remember, when the news came across the Atlantic, the first

use of ether in that great theatre by my old masters, Syme
and Miller. The change was wonderful; no longer pain,
the patient lying nearly as quiet as the sleeper, and the
operator undisturbed and risking nothing by haste.

It is well that this commemoration should be held, not
merely that such a great event deserves celebration, but in

order to remind the young generation that has since grown
up that these benefits which they (patients and surgeons
alike) now enjoy were not always. I may add that the
celebration is more particularly required among us here.
Ether, or a mixture of ether and chloroform, seems to be
the anesthetic most commonly employed in England ; but
here, and in Scotland generally, it is so almost invariably
chloroform that the word chloroform has come to be identi-

fied in the public mind with painless operation, as if chloro-
form had been the discovery. I do not mention this as in

diminution of the merit of Sir James Simpson, one of my
old teachers, in the subsequent discovery of the anesthetic
property of chloroform ; but magna est Veritas, and it is

well to Iceep our public in mind that we owe the great dis-

covery to our American brethren.
In return, we have sent you the no less great boon of

antiseptic surgery. We were, but last month, at the meet-
ing of the British Association at Liverpool, paying renewed
honor to Sir Joseph Lister, my former colleague on the
surgical staff of the old Royal Infirmary here, as the man
to whom we and the world owe this great boon in surgery.
It is quite wonderful for me to see, when I visit our new
Royal Infirmary, what can now be done under antiseptic

treatment — things we would not have ventured on in the
old days. And now we are having the Rontgen rays, let-

ting us actually see the bones in the living body. It has,

indeed, been a half-century of wonderful progress.

But I must bring this too long letter to a close. I beg to

congratulate the Massachusetts General Hospital on hav-
ing been the scene of the first public demonstration of the
great discovery ; and, if I am right in my impression that
it was by your hands, I no less congratulate you on having
lived to see half a century of the fruition of your example.

I have the honor to be. Yours very sincerely,

John STUuxiiKiis,

President uf the Colle<je.
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Sir Ricuaud Quaix sincerely regrets that distance
renders it impracticable for him to attend the fiftieth anni-
versary of the public demonstration of surgical anesthesia
at the Massachusetts General Hospital on October Ifi, 1«9G.
He heartily congratulates the institution whence has eman-
ated one of the greatest blessings ever conferred ujjon man-
kind.

He sends a copy of an address which he once gave the
students of University College, London, in which a brief

statement is made as to the introduction of anesthesia into

Europe.
" Robert Liston was one of the greatest of modern sur-

geons. I would, however, desire especially to emphasize
the fact that it was ]\Ir. Liston who in our hospital jjer-

formed the (irst operation under anesthetics in this coun-
try. The facts, of which I was a witness, will be found
fully recorded in the first volume of the Lancet for 1847.

The story briefly told is this: that Jlr. Morton, a dentist

in Boston in the United States, used sulphuric etlier to [iro-

duce insensibility to pain during the removal of teeth.

Subsequent!}- some capital operations were performed in

the Massachusetts Hospital without pain. This success
was communicated through Dr. Boott, a retired American
physician who resided in Gower Street, and who was a

zealous member of the Council of our College, to Mr. Lis-

ton, who, influenced by the statement, saw Mr. Robinson,
a dentist in (iower Street, remove a tooth as Mr. Morton
had done on several occasions in Boston, and the result is

told in the following note from Mr. Liston :

Clifford Street, December 21, 184i;.

My dear Sik: — I have tried Ether inlialatiou to-day in a
case of amputation of the thigli, and in another requiring evul-
sion of both sides of the great toe-nail, with the most perfect
and satisfactory results. It is a very great matter to be thus
able to destroy sensibility to such an extent and without appar-
ently any bad result. It is a line thing for operating surgeons,
and I thank you most sincerely for the early information you
were so good as to give me of it

Yours faithfully, Robert Liston.

" Thus anesthesia, that great boon to mankind, was in-

troduced in this country at University College Hospital by
one of its surgeons. The nature of the anesthetic, of which
there are now, as you know, several, was really a subject

of secondary importance. The ' oil of wine ' and also

'chloric ether' had been tried in America."

Congratulations by Cable.

The following cablegrams were read by the Chairman,
Dr. J. C. Warren, at the opening of the exercises celebrat-

ing the semi-centennial of anesthesia on October 16th :

Christiaxia, October 16, 1896.

TBnSTKES AND STAFF MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL
Hospital, Boston: — Best congratulations on fiftieth

anniversary. C.ksak Bosck.

Moscow, October 16, 1896.

Boston, Massachusetts General Hospit.^l. Col-
lins Warhkn:— The Moscow Surgical Society at a
special meeting held in honor of the fiftieth anniversary of

the introduction of anesthetics celebrates the memory of

Morion and Simpson the great benefactors of mankind.
It greets the committee and wishes it every success in its

labors on behalf of science, which knows no geogra])liical

boundary. Diakon, President.

Warneck, Secretary.

THE PLAGUE OF ST. KILDA.'

For upwards of a century at least the iiewl_v-born

infants in the lonely island of St. Kilda have been
deciiiialed — uay, more than decimated — by a myste-

rious malady, popularly described as the '• eight-day

sickuess." As recently as 1865 it was reported that

Mudtcal Prusu auU Circular.

of 125 children, the offspring of the fourteen married
couples residing on the island in 1860, no less than 84
died within the first fourteen days of life, a mortality

equivalent to 67.2 per cent. The prevaleuce of the

disease has been variously ascribed to sudden varia-

tions of temperature, defective ventilation, lack of

warmth, mismanagement of the umbilical cord, dietetic

peculiarities and intermarriage.

Attempts have been made at various times to dis-

cover the morbid agent and to circumscribe its rav-

ages, but with such ill-success that the natives came to

regard the disease as a special dispeueatiou of Provi-

dence not to be fought against under pain of heresy. At-

tention having been publicly called to this lamentable
sacrifice of human life, a fresh attempt was made in

1892 under the guidance of Dr. G. A. Turner, of

Glasgow, who, ou the assumption of its being a germ
disease gaining access through the umbilical cicatrix,

suggested an iodoform dressing applied on well-defined

scientific principles. In spite of the apathetic resist-

ance of the mothers this treatment soon put a term
to the "massacre of the innocents," and in 1894 he
had the satisfaction of learning that not a single infant

had succumbed since the treatment was begun.
This result is the direct outcome of the recognition

by bacteriologists of the microbial origin of all forms
of tetanus, tetanus neonatorum among the number.
The immunity thus acquired is the more significant

seeing that during the period 1883-93 the deaths

under the head of "idiopathic tetanus" numbered 103
in Scotland, and 147 in England, a total of 250 lives

sacrificed to an eminently preventable disease.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF GAMBETTA.
Under the heading " Fragments of Historic Hu-

manity," the Practitioner gives the following rather

amusing account of the fate of Gambetta's mortal re-

mains. It would seem probable that at the summons
of the last trump he will find more than ordinary

difficulty in collecting himself. In the words of the

Practitioner :

Nothing is sacred to the relic-hunter or to the anthro-

pologist. Shakespeare cursed him that should move his

bones, but it is probable that both scientific investigators

in search of measurements and journalists in search of

"copy " would cheerfully take the risk of the poet's male-

diction for a brief opportunity of inspecting his skull. His
bones, however, have not yet been disturbed. In this the

author of " Hamlet " has been more fortunate than some
other great men, fragments of whose anatomy are scattered

about among collectors 'of such curiosities in a manner
recalling the complaint of poor Mary's ghost in Hood's
pathetic ballad

:

" I vow'd that you sliould have my h-Aud,

But fate gives us denial

;

You'll find it there, at Dr. Bell's,

In spirits and a phial.

" I can't tell where my head is gone,
But Dr. Carpue can

;

As for my trunk, its all pack'd up
To go by Piekford's van."

Something of the same kind appears to have happened
in the case of Gambetta, whose disjcctd membra were dis-

tributed among half-a-dozcn enthusiasts. The i)Ost-mortem

examination of the deceased statesman's body was made on
January 2, 1883, by Professor Cornil, in the presence of

MM. Paul Bert, Brouardel, Charcot, Trdlat, Verneuil,
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Lannelongue, Siredey, Mathias Duval, and three or four

other medical practitioners. M. Lannelongue secured the

right arm, the wound of which was the primary cause of

death ; Professor Cornil himself kept the viscera ; il.

Mathias Duval, as President of the Societe d' Anthropol-

ogic, appropriated the brain, which weighed 1,160 grammes
(rather more than two and one-half pounds). The heart

was taken possession of by Paul Bert, who kept the relic

with the intention of placing it in a monument which was
to be raised to the memory of his departed friend. After

Bert's death it was reported that the heart had been lost

in the bustle of his voyage to Tonquin, but it appears to

have been left behind in safe keeping in Paris, and it is be-

lieved to be still in the hands of Paul Bert's representatives.

Corrci^lJonDence.

THE FIRST USE OF ETHER IN MIDWIFERY.

Brookline, Mass., October 17, 1896.

Mr. Editor:— In the Journal for October 15th, you
have an interesting editorial on " The Celebration of the

Semi-Centennial of Anesthesia." In one paragraph you
" refer the curious of this generation to the authorities of a

previous one," and in a foot-note give a list of some of them.

May I take the liberty of directing your attention to still

another authority spoken of by Dr. Reynolds at the begin-

ning of his address? I refer to Dr. Walter Channing,

who, in 1848, published a book called "A Treatise on

Etherization in Childbirth, illustrated by Five Hundred
and Eighty-one Cases."

Dr. Channing states in this book that Dr. N. C. Keep
was the first physician to use ether in a case of midwifery

in America, and he himself was the first one to employ it

in an instrumental case of labor. The date of the first was

April 7, 1847, and of the second. May 5, 1847. Dr. Keep's

case was published in the Journal for April 14, 1847.

The prompt recognition of the value of anesthesia in

midwifery in Boston and its extended use by Dr. Channing,

the Professor of Obstetrics in Harvard University, as

demonstrated by the large number of cases reported, is, it

appears to me, a fact worthy of record.

Yours truly, W. C.

[Our correspondent is entirely justified in his feeling

that the prompt recognition in Boston of the value of anes-

thesia in midwifery should not be allowed to escape the

recognition of this generation. Dr. Keep's and Dr. Chan-

ning's cases antedated Dr. Simpson's adoption of chloro-

form in labor by many months. We were aware of the

facts referred to by our correspondent, and articles in re-

gard to them will be found in the volumes of this Journal
to which we referred.— Ed.]

A PLEA FOR GILBERT ABBOTT.

Boston, October 19, 1896.

Mr. Editor:— Amid all our rejoicing on Friday and
Saturday, and amid all our expressions of gratitude and
admiration for Morton the inventor, and W^arren the sur-

geon, nothing was said about Gilbert Abbott, the patient.

This omission was one noticed by the laity, although not

thought of by us. Of course, the great fact was the intro-

duction of anesthesia, but the name of Gilbert Abbott,

single, printer, of Boston, who showed so much pluck in

being willing to inhale the ether ought properly to be

mentioned at this time. The tumor was what would be

commonly called a " birthmark " and discolored the whole

of one side of his neck in front. What his .subsequent his-

tory has been I know not ; but perhaps some of the de-

scendants of Dr. Morton and Dr. Warren may have looked

him uji. Very truly yours,

John Homans, M.D.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending October 10th, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—

Baro- Thermom-: Relative Direction Velocity
meter eter. humidity, of wind, of wind.

62 65
;

49

60 I 62 i 47
4S 51

!
45

49 64
]

44

30.14 48
I
65 41

30.46 ; 46 54
I

39
30.58 43 49

I

37

76; 83! 80l E.
6l! 64| 64' W.
56 49 52 N.W,
64 62 63 N.

RECORD OF MORTALITY

Fob thk Wrek ending Satuedat, October 10, 1896.
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an estimated population of 10,816,971, for the week ending
October 3d, the death-rate was 15.7. Deaths reported, 3,272:
diarrhea 114, diphtheria 9'J, scarlet fever 53, measles 45, fever
43, whooping-cough 31.

The death-rates ranged from 10.0 in Brighton to 20.8 in Bol-
ton: Birmingham lti.5, Bradford Ifi.li, Buruley 14.7, Croydon
11.5, Gateshead 20.7, Leeds 17.4, I-eicester 10.0, Liverpool 19.2,

London 15.0, Manchester 17.2, Newcastle-ou-Tyne 17.4, Ports-
mouth 11.7, Sheffield 18.6, Swansea 14.3.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE STATIONS AND
DUTIES OF OFFICERS SERVING IN THE MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT, U. S. ARMY, FROM OCTOBER 10, 1896,
TO OCTOBER 16, ISi'G.

Captain Benjamin Munday, assistant surgeon, will, in

addition to his present duties at Fort Wayne, Mich., examine
recruits enlisted at Detroit, Mich., and will furnish medical
attendance at the recruiting station in that city.

C.iPTAiN William P. Kendall, assistant surgeon, U. S.

Army, is relieved from duty at Fort S:im Houston, Tex , and
ordered to Fort Brown, Tex., for duty at that post, to relieve
Major Peter J. A. Clbarv, surgeon, U. S. Army.
Major Peter J. A. Cleary, surgeon, upon being relieved

from duty at Fort Brown, Tex., by Captain Kendall, assistant
surgeon, will report in person to the commanding general. De-
partment of Texas, for duty as chief surgeon of that depart-
ment.

Captain N. S. Jarvis, assistant surgeon, U. S. Army, granted
six months leave of absence with permission to go beyond sea.

Captain Jefferson D. Poindexter, assistant surgeon, will

be relieved from duty at Fort Riley, Kan., and will report in

person to the commanding officer, Willets Point, N. Y., for duty
at that post.

Major Henry McElderry, surgeon, is relieved from duty
at Fort Robinson, Neb., at expiration of bis present leave of ab-
sence, and is ordered to Fort Leavenworth, Kan., for duty at
that station, to relieve .Major Calvin DeWitt, surgeon, U. S.

Army.
Major Calvin DeWitt, surgeon, upon being relieved from

duty at Fort Leavenworth, Kan., is ordered to Fort Monroe, Va.,
for duty at that station, to relieve Major Edward B. Moseley,
surgeon, U. S. Army.

By direction of the Secretary of War, Colonel Charles H.
Alden, assistant surgeon-general, and Major Calvin DeWitt,
surgeon, are detailed as delegates to represent the Medical De-
partment of the Army at the second Pan-American Medical
Congress, to be held in the City of Mexico, November IB to 19,

1896.

First-Lieut. George D. DeShon, assistant surgeon, is

granted leave of absence for four months, to take effect after
he shall have reported for duty at Washington Barracks, D. C.

By direction of the Secretary of War, Captain William B.
Davis, assistant surgeon, now Major and surgeon, will be re-

lieved from duty as attending surgeon and examiner of recruits
in New York City, upon the expiration of the present leave of
absence granted him in S. O. 130, A. G. O., September 30, 1S9B,

instead of the conclusion of his examination for promotion as
heretofore ordered by paragraph 2, S. O. 214, A. G. O., Septem-
ber 30, 1896.

Colonel Francis L. Town, assistant surgeon-general, is at
his own request, having served over thirty years, retired from
active service this date, October 10, ISUti.

promotions.

Liedt.-Col. C. R. Greenleaf, deputy surgeon-general, to

be assistant surgeon-general, with rank of Colonel, October 10,

189d, vice TovrN, retired.

Major Wm. H. Gardner, surgeon, to be deputy surgeon-gen-
eral with rank of Lieutenant-Colonel, vice Greenle.\f, pro-
moted, to date, October 10, 1896.

Captain Wm. W. Gray, assistant surgeon, to be surgeon
with rank of Major, October 10, 189U, vice Gardner.

ALVARENGA PRIZE OF THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS
OF PHILADELPHIA.

The College of Physicians of Philadelphia announces that the
next award of the Alvarenga Prize, being the income for one
year of the bequest of the late Sefior Alvarenga and amounting
to about one hundred and eighty dollars, will be made on July
14, 1897, provided that an essay deemed by the Committee of
Award to be worthy of the prize shall have been offered.

Essays intended for competition may be upon any subject in

medicine, but cannot have been published, and must be received
by the Secretary of the College on or before May 1, 1.S97.

Each essay must be sent without signature, but must be plainly
marked with a motto and be accompanied by a sealed envelope

having on its outside the motto of the paper and within the
name and address of the author.

It is a condition of competition that the successful essay or a
copy of it shall remain in possession of the college ; other essays
will be returned upon application within three months after the
award.
The Alvarenga Prize for 1896 was not awarded.

Thomas R. Neilson, Secretary.

SOCIETY NOTICES.

Norfolk District Medical Society. — A stated meeting
will be held at Amory Hall, 67 Warren Street, Roxbury, Tues-
day, October 27tli, at 3 p. M.
Order of Business: (1) Reading of Records. (2) Report of

Committees. (3) Election of Nominating Committee. (4) In-
cidental Business. (5) Communication: "Lactation," E. G.
Morse, M.U.
The next examination of candidates will take place at 2 p. M.,

November Tith.

Members of the Society are requested to inform the Secretary
of any recent changes of address, or any error in address they
may discover in the direction of the monthly notifications.

J. C. D. Pigeon, M.D., Secretary.

Suffolk District Medical Society. — The Section for Ob-
stetrics and Diseases of Women will meet at 19 Boylston Place,
Wednesday, October 28, 1896, at 8 p. m.
Paper: Dr. F. W. Johnson, "Deductions from Hospital Work

in Abdominal Surgery."
Election of chairman for the ensuing year.

Geo. H. Washburn, M.D., Chairman.
C. H. Hare, M.D., Secretary.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED
Modern Greek Mastery, a Short Road to Ancient Greek. By

Thomas L. Stedman, A.M., M.D. New York: Harper Brothers.
1896.

Report of the Commissioners of Education for the year 1893-
94. Volume II, containing Parts II and III. Washington: Gov-
ernment Printing Office. 1896.

De la Luxation Congeuitale du Femur. Par le Dr. Edouard
DeLanglade, Ancien Interne des Hopitauxde Paris, Pre'parateur
a la Faculte' de Me'decine. Paris: G. Steinbeil, Editeur. 1896.

Transactions of the Medical Society of the State of Pennsyl-
vania at its Forty-sixth Annual Session held at Harrisburg,
1896. Volume xxvii. Philadelphia: Published by the Society,
1896.

Discussion on Sporadic Cretinism, at the Annual Meeting of
the British Medical Association in Carlisle, July, 1896. Re-
marks by G. E. Sbuttleworth. M.D., formerly Medical Superin-
tendent Royal Albert Asylum, Lancaster. Reprint. 1896.

Practical Notes on Urinary Analysis. By William B. Can-
field, A.M , M.D , Lecturer on Clinical Medicine, University
of Maryland ; Visiting Physician to the Union Protestant In-
firmary, Bay View Hospital and Hospital for Consumptives of
Maryland, etc. Second revised edition. Detroit: George S.
Davis. 1896.

Ptomaines, Lencomaiues, Toxins and Antitoxins; or the
Chemical Factors in the Causation of Disease. By Victor C.
Vaughan, Ph.D., M.D., Professor of Hygiene and Physiological
Chemistry, and Frederick G. Novy, M.D , Junior Professor of
Hygiene and Physiological Chemistry in the University of Mich-
igan. New (thirii) edition. In one 12ino volume of 603 pages.
Philadelphia; Lea Brothers & Co. 1H96.

A Text-Book of Special Pathological Anatomy. By Ernst
Zeigler, Professor of Pathology in the University of Freiburg.
Translated and edited from the eighth German edition by Don-
ald McAlister, M.A., M.D., Linacre Lecturer of Physic and
Tutor of St. John's College, Cambridge, and Henry W. Cottrell,

M.A., M.D., Demonstr.atorof Morbid Anatomy in the Iniversity
of Pennsylvania. Sections I-VUI. New York; The Macmillan
Co. 1896.

A Text Book of the Diseases of the Nose and Throat. By
Francke Huntington Bosworth, A.B. Cantab., A.M., M.D., Pro-
fessor of Diseases of Throat in Bellevue Hospital Medical Col-
lege, New York; Consulting Laryngologist to the Presbyterian
and St. Vincent's Hospitals, New York; Honorary Fellow of
the British Otological, Laryngological and Rhinological Asso-
ciation, etc. Illustrated with 186 engravings. New York:
William Wood & Co. 1896.

A Text-Book for Training Schools for Nurses, including Phy-
siology and Hygiene and the Principles and Practice of Nursing.
By P. M. Wise, M.D., Medical Superintendent, St. Lawrence
State Hospital ; Editor of the State Hospitals Bulletin ; Professor
of Psychiatry, University of Vermont; Member of the Ameri-
can Medico-Psychological Association, etc., with an introduction
by Dr. Edward Oowles, Physician-in-Chief and Superintendent
of the McLean Hospital, Boston, Mass. In two volumes. Vol-
ume II. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1896.
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<(^rt0tnal ^Ucttck^.

A RECORD OF THE TECHNIQUE OF OPERA-
TION FOR APPENDICITIS FROM THE STAND-
POINT OF PERSONAL EXPERIENCE.i

BY J. COLLINS WAEEEN, M.l

In responding to the call of the chairman for a

paper before this Section it occurred to me that the

moment had arrived when the methods employed in

operations for removal of the appendix by different

surgeons could, with advantage, be compared. 1 have,

therefore, selected the cases which came into my hos-

pital service during the past winter as a group which
might serve as a basis for critical analysis.

There were fifteen cases in all, about one-third of

them presenting as difficult problems to solve as oc-

curs to the operator. Among these were two fatal

cases. Although the question of diagnosis does not

come into this evening's discussion, it may be worth
while to state that in none of this series was there any
question as to the nature of the disease or as to the

time when to operate. Experience seems to have
brought with it facility of diagnosis, particularly to the

surgeon who has been obliged so often to bring path-

ological conditions face to face with his previously ex-

pressed opinions.

The following cases may be separated more or less

accurately into several distinct groups.

Class A comprises Cases I, III, XI and XII, in

which there was extensive suppuration.

In Case I it will be seen that the patient was not

sent to the hospital until a fortnight after the appear-

ance of the first symptoms. The adhesions surround-

ing the opening into the abscess cavity were so firm

that it was deemed unwise to break them up, and an
opening the size of the index finger was the only out-

let to a pus cavity which could be felt per rectum.

No attempt was made to find the appendix. Con-
valescence was slow, and after one unsuccessful at-

tempt to reopen the sinus and find the appendix, the

appendix was eventually removed six months after

the first operation. Each attempt was followed by a

fecal fistula, owing to the wounding of the bowel in

cutting and tearing tough adhesions. In the final

operation by which the appendix was successfully re-

moved, the incision was made parallel to the original

incision and passed directly into the abdominal cavity.

The sinus wall became then a valuable guide to the

locality of the appendicular opening.

This seems to me an important point in the investi-

gation of old sinuses, namely, that the sinus should

remain untouched until its source has been reached by
incision into the abdominal cavity.

Case III is also an example of extensive suppura-
tion due to delay in operation. The appendix was
not sought for, and a counter-opening was made in the

right flank. Eventually there were four openings,

with eight drainage-tubes. The patient made a slow
recovery, and had the appendix removed six months
later. The correspondence between the leucocytosis

and the temperature was very marked in this case.

Case XII was one which had been operated upon
in a previous service : owing to the extensive abscess

cavity the appendix was not sought, and the patient

' Read before the Surgical Section of the Suffolk District Medical
Society, May 6, 1896.

returned six months later with the history of a sinus

which opened about once in six weeks. On opening
the abdomen by a parallel incision, the appendix was
found adherent, at its middle, to the cutaneous opening.

On removal the appendix was found to be obliterated

at its point of origin in the cecum. The secretion

which accumulated in the greatly distended fundus

forced its way periodically, by an overfiow, through

the thin cicatrix. This specimen illustrated well the

mechanical conditions existing in most cases of "re-

lapsing appendicitis." It is evident that the process

is mechanical rather than septic.

This group shows well the tolerance of the abdomi-

nal cavity to extensive suppuration when sepsis is held

within bounds. It teaches the lesson that we may
take advantage of our effective methods of disinfection

to deal more boldly with the wall of the abscess cav-

ity. We need not fear to open the peritoneum under
suitable precautions, that is, by careful walling off, in

order to find and remove the appendix. Many ab-

scesses can indeed be approached on their peritoneal

side under these circumstances. All sinuses should be

approached from this direction. I am not prepared

yet to state definitely whether I should recommend
this mode of dealing with large abscesses in all cases ;

but I think many can be so treated with advantage.

The greatly increased control which the " walling off
"

method has given the surgeon over the abdominal
cavity ought to enable him to secure the appendix in the

great majority of that class of cases in which hitherto

it has been allowed to remain.

Class B comprises two cases, both fatal. They
were both operated on within forty-eight hours from
the time of beginning of the attack.

In Case VI there was general peritonitis, but the

pus was found principally in the right inguinal and
lumbar regions. In this case the dry method of cleans-

ing the abdominal cavity was attempted. Dry, sterile

gauze was used freely in every direction.

In Case VIII the most thorough flushing of the

peritoneal cavity was carried out, and tubes were in-

troduced in all available directions. General sepsis

came on later in this case than in the former, but the

treatment did not seem to have been radical enough
to have destroyed all sources of contamination. It is

in such cases that employment of a streptococcus anti-

toxin may possibly prove a valuable post-operative

treatment.

Class D is represented by Case IX. Here the

operation had been performed before the suppurating

stage ; a provisional suture was taken in a small open-

ing through which iodoform gauze had been introduced.

This was tightened on the fourth day, and the wound
healed by first intention. Such a result may be
achieved even in cases in which suppuration is well

established. After a thorough disinfection and free

use of iodoform gauze which should be frequently re-

newed, the walls of the wound are often in condition

to be approximated in a few days, and rapid healing

thus obtained. The period of convalescence may in

this way often be shortened several weeks.

In Case X the McBurney method of incision was
employed successfully, although the appendix lay in a

small pus cavity. The opening was easily enlarged

downwards by dividing the linea semilunaris. This

was subsequently sutured. The various layers were
also united by provisional sutures. lu this way the

wound was eventually closed.
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In the three cases of operation during the interval

the McBuruej incision was employed with the most
satisfactory results. In none of these cases was an ab-

dominal supporter advised.

lu the Virginia Semi-Monthly of April 24th, Dr.

Stuart McGuire has published a paper giving the

views of prominent surgeons throughout the country

on the prophylactic value of the abdominal belt after

laparotomy. Opinions here given vary greatly. The
author recommends it (1) in cases where the wound
heals by granulation and the cicatrix is large and
weak, and ('2) when the patient is obese and the ab-

domen pendulous. It has been my custom to use it in

all cases (with the exception above mentioned) for a

year after the operation as it undoubtedly affords pro-

tection against stretching of the cicatricial tissue dur-

ing unusual exertion or violent exercise. It serves as

a sort of insurance against the indiscretion of patients.

ACUTE APPENDICITIS.

Case I. M. J. C, aged about twenty years, was
operated on October 3, 1895. This, his first attack,

began about two weeks ago with violent pain in the

abdomen, vomiting and fever. The symptoms varied

in intensity at different times, and were treated princi-

pally by poultices and morphine. He was sent into

the hospital by Dr. Conant, and at that time his tem-

perature was 98..')°, pulse 108, respiration 24. The
abdomen was distended, and a large cake could be

made out. There was also a suspicions bulging into

the rectum. The abdomen was opened by a three-

inch incision over McBurney's point, and very firm

adhesions found, principally in the pelvis. After

walling off the general abdominal cavity, a small

opening was made with the finger, and pus flowed

freely from deep in the pelvis. A glass drainage-tube

was inserted its full length. The resulting sinus

healed slowly, fecal concretions being expelled fre-

quently, probably from the end of the appendix.

He was discharged with a small sinus on November
29th, after having had several chills and collections of

pus at the bottom of the sinus. He returned in four

days with a relapse due to indiscretion. An attempt

was made to lay open the sinus, during which the

colon was opened. F'rom this time the sinus did well,

and was healed by February 6, 1896. The cicatrix,

however, bulged, but was held well by a belt. On
Monday, April 17, 1896, the patient having returned

to the hospital with a discharging sinus, I opened the

abdomen parallel to and inside of the original inci-

sion, and traced the sinus to the edges of the pelvis,

where it was found to lead from a small pocket con-

taining a fecal concretion. The appendix was found

also communicating with the same pocket by an open-

ing in its end. The appendix was removed, and the

greater part of the wound closed, an attempt being

made to readjust the various layers of the abdominal

wall which had become separated during the previous

operation.

Case II. M. D., aged forty-eight, entered the hos

pital October 16, 189.5, with a history of severe

cramps in the abdomen for thirty-six hours previous

to entrance. The pain at first was diffuse, but became
localized in the right iliac fossa. He was thought to

have cancer by the physician who sent him in. At
entrance hie temperature was 102°, pulse 104, respira-

tion 36. He had felt poorly for a week or more be-

fore coming in. At McBurney's point there was

great tenderness, and a cake was distinctly made out.

Rectal examination was negative. On the next day

the abdomen was opened by a three-inch incision, and
the appendix found close under the thickened perito-

neum of the abdominal wall. A mass of thickened omen-

tum was tied and removed, and the wound drained by
gauze wicks. The wicks were removed on the third

day, and on November 14th he was discharged with a

small superficial wound.
Case III. F. W., thirty years old, entered the

hospital on November 5, 1895, with the following

history: From October 21st to 28th he had com-

plained of malaise. On the 28th he began to have

sharp pain in the epigastrium, which in the course of

a week became localized in the right iliac fossa. At
first the bowels were costive, but later were loose.

On November 4th he had a very severe pain in the

right iliac fossa, and his bowels moved eight times.

The next day he vomited once, but has never had a

chill. At the time of entrance his temperature was

101°, pulse 102, respiration 28. The abdomen was

rigid, somewhat distended, and no tumor could be

felt. There was leucocytosis of 21,700. Dr. Scud-

der operated, and found pus coming from the right

flank chiefly ; and here a counter opening was made,

and a drainage-tube, and two wicks were put in.

Pus was also found coming from the direction of the

pelvis. The appendix was not sought for. On the

14th an incision was made in the epigastric region,

but still the leucocytosis continued high — 24,400 on

the 15th, and 47,700 on the 18th. On the latter date

an incision was made just above the prevesical space.

A mass still being felt by rectum, two drainage-tubes

were on the 20th passed down into the pelvis. At
this time the leucocytosis began to diminish, and on
the 22d was only 10,000. On December Ist he had

four wounds with two drainage-tubes in each ; but

these closed, and he was discharged with only a small

sinus in the epigastric region.

On January 28th he reported with the wounds all

healed, no sinus, and apparently perfectly well. On
March 20th he reported that the wound had opened
twice since leaving the hospital ; and at that time he

had two wicks in the sinuses, from which there was a

slight amount of discharge, but which were tending

to close. He came in later for a removal of the ap-

pendix ; which was done by Dr. Cabot. The ap-

pendix being found reflected backward and high up
in the abdominal cavity.

Case IV. F. H. G., aged nineteen, entered Nov-
ember 7th. Five days ago he had pain in the epigas-

trium, becoming localized in the right iliac fossa

within forty-eight hours. There was diarrhea for two
days; and on the third day he took a dose of castor

oil, which was followed b}' a movement. At no time

was there any vomiting or chill. He entered with a

temperature of 103°, pulse 96. The pain had much
diminished under the administration of morphine, and
he had no movement of the bowels for four days.

There was a well-marked tumor in the right iliac

region, and the incision at the operation was directly

into an abscess cavity, from which flowed about three

ounces of pus. He did well after the operation, was

up on the 22d, and went to the Convalescent Home
with only a shallow sinus.

Case V. H. C, aged forty-seven, married, living

in Stoneham, was seen by me in consultation with Dr.

Nickersou on October 27, 1895. He had been per-
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fectly well until two days before, and since then the

chief symptom had been abdominal pain. He had
had slight nausea without vomiting, no chill ; his tem-

perature was 103, pulse 112. A distinct cake was
found at that time, and operation was advised but re-

fused. He entered the hospital on November 8th,

with a temperature of 99.8°, pulse 100, respiration

14. The abdomen was opened by a three-and-a-half-

inch incision slightly above the usual point, and nor-

mal bowel presented. Resistance being felt in the

direction of the median line, the general peritoneal

cavity was walled off and the adhesions broken down,
liberating pus. The cavity was douched out with

boiled water, and a slough, evidently the appendix,

washed out. The cavity was drained by large and
small tubes and iodoform wicks. Two days later the

drains were removed and clean wicks substituted

therefor. On the 20th the edges of the wound were
drawn together ; a linear cicatrix resulted, and on the

28th he was discharged in good condition.

On March 20, 1896, except for some numbness and
disability of the right foot, he was perfectly well and
at work, with a solid cicatrix and no bulging.

Case VI. J. G. B., eighteen years of age, entered

November 30, 1895. He played football three days

before entrance, and on the night of that day was
taken with general abdominal pain. The next day he

was up until evening when the pain increased. He
vomited several times. His bowels were constipated.

The next day he was brought to the hospital with

temperature of 104.5°, pulse 120, respiration 48. The
tongue was extremely coated, skin mottled, pulse poor.

The abdomen was generally tender, especially in the

right side, bul not much distended, and the recti tense.

Rectal examination was negative. The abdomen was
tympanitic except at a point about as large as the

palm of the hand in the right iliac fossa. No tumor
was to be felt. A three-inch incision over the dull

area exposed the intestines, injected and covered with

lymph flakes. The appendix wis found pointing

towards the brim of the pelvis and in a sloughing con-

dition. Two or three ounces of rather foul pus were
evacuated from about the appendix. The bowels

wherever seen were covered with lymph flakes.

There was a general peritonitis. The peritoneal cavity

was wiped out as thoroughly as possible with dry

gauze. Iodoform gauze was packed in the direction of

the liver and down towards the deep pelvis, walling

off the bowels on its inner border. The appendix was
tied off with catgut and removed. He did not improve
after the operation. His temperature rose steadily

during the next twenty-four hours, and he died of

septicemia.

Case VII. F. H., a school-boy, age thirteen years,

entered the hospital on December 3, 1895. Three
days before entrance he was taken with general abdom-
inal pain and vomiting. His bowels moved on that

day, but not after. The following day the pain be-

came localized in the right iliac fossa, but at entrance

was less severe. He had had no previous attacks. At
the time of entrance he had a temperature of 101.6°,

pulse 120, leucocytosis 32.600. The abdomen was
slightly distended, rigid, tympanitic, except for a dull

area the size of the palm extending up to the costal

border. At this point there was extreme tenderness,

but no cake to be felt. A two-inch incision was made
over the cecum, adhesions freed, and the swollen, in-

flamed appendix laid bare, tied with catgut and re-

moved. The stump was cauterized with carbolic acid.

No pus was seen, but the wound was packed with

gauze. On the third day the gauze was removed and
replaced with fresh packing. Two days later the

wound was drawn together with crepe liese, one small

wick being left in the sinus. On the 18th he had an
attack of vomiting and tenderness, probably due to in-

digestion, which quieted down during the day. Other-

'

wise he made a good recovery, and was discharged on
the 24th, well. On March 20, 1896, he was at school

with no signs of any trouble at the seat of operation,

and still wearing a swathe (could not afford a belt).

Case VIII. C. F., aged nineteen years, entered

December 21, 1895. He was always well until forty-

one hours before entrance. At eleven o'clock at night

he had a severe pain in the lower right abdomen,
which abated somewhat towards morning. The next
day the pain returned with vomiting, which continued

all day ; the bowels were costive. He had received

three-fourths of a grain of morphia before being
brought to the hospital. At the time of entrance his

temperature was 102.4°, pulse 112, respiration 24.

Examination showed a strong, well-developed boy.
The abdomen was board-like in its rigidity, and there

was general tenderness, with dulness over the right

iliac fossa. Rectal examination was negative. The
boy was in considerable pain in spite of morphia. A
five-and-a-half-inch incision over the point of greatest

resistance opened the peritoneum, from which there

was a gush of thin and quite foul pus. The bowels
were injected and covered with numerous flakes of

fibrin, and were bathed in the thin, purulent fluid. The
appendix was found to the inner side of the cecum,
low down in the iliac region, with a perforation near
its base. Fecal concretions were found in the appen-
dix as well as in the cavity— free. The cecum near
the attachment of the appendix appeared sloughy.

The appendix was tied off with catgut, removed, and
the stump cauterized with carbolic acid. A counter-

opening was made in the loin, the peritoneal cavity

flushed out with large quantities of Ringer's solution,

and a glass drainage-tube passed to the lowest point

of the pelvis. A rubber tube was passed from the

inguinal incision through the lumbar opening, and the

original abscess cavity walled off with iodoform gauze
wicks. Two provisional sutures were placed in the

inguinal incision. The glass tube was sucked out

every hour, only clear serum being obtained. The
dressing was changed during the night, and in the

morning the glass tube was replaced by gauze. On
the second day he began vomiting greenish matter in

the morning, gradually failed, and died twenty-four

hours later.

Case IX. R. H. (colored), twenty-eight years old,

entered January 8, 1896. Three days before he was
suddenly seized with general abdominal pain. His
bowels were constipated, but he had no nausea or

vomiting. Later the symptoms abated, but returned,

eighteen hours before entrance, in the cecal region so

severely as to require one-third of a grain of morphia.

He vomited twice. At the time of entrance his tem-

perature was 103°, pulse 104, respiration 20. The
abdomen was not distended, but was very rigid and
acutely tender over an area as large as a silver dollar

at McBurney's point. There was dulness in the cecal

region, but no cake could be felt, and rectal examina-

tion was negative. The abdominal cavity was opened

by a four-inch incision over the usual point, and the
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fascia and peritoueum found edematous. The appen-

dix presented immediately under the abdominal wall,

and was well walled off by adhesions. It was tied off

with catgut, removed, and the base cauterized with

crude carbolic acid. Two iodoform wicks were in-

serted, one to wall off a small opening into the peri-

toneal cavity, and one to the base of the appendix.

The wound was sewed with silkworm gut, except a

small opening for the wicks, which received a provi-

sional suture. The wicks were changed on the third

day, removed on the fourth, and the wound sewed
tight. On January 17th all the sutures were removed,
and a few days later he was discharged. On March
20th he had been at work for a month. The wound
was solid and with no bulging, even on coughing.

Case X. This was a pus case, but was operated

by the McBurney method. C. K. entered the hospital

on January 2, 1896, with a temperature of 100.2°,

respiration 20, and pulse 96. He was perfectly well

until nineteen days before, when he was seized with

general abdominal pain, which later became localized

in the right iliac fossa. He was in bed with constipa-

tion, but with no vomiting. On the day of entrance

he was again seized with pain in the right iliac region,

more severe than the original attack, and accompanied
by chills and vomiting. There was slight abdominal
distention and tympanites, no cake, and nothing to be

felt by the rectum. He was kept in bed for subsidence

of the symptoms; At this time he had a leucocytosis

of 17,000. On the fifth day the tympany and disten-

tion had disappeared sufficiently for a small cake to be
felt in the right iliac fossa ; the leucocytosis had dim-

inished to 15,000, and his temperature was normal.

On January 12th the abdomen was opened by the

usual three-inch MoBurney incision, and a small pus-

cavity found just beneath the abdominal wall, contain-

ing about an ounce of quite foul pus. The appendix
was tied with silk and removed, as was also a piece of

thickened omentum. A small wick was left in the

wound, and the aponeurosis sewed with provisional

sutures of silk. The external wound was sewed with

silkworm gut, leaving two provisional sutures. On
the next day the wicks were changed and one provi-

sional suture tied. The stitches were removed on the

fourth day and replaced by crepe lisse and collodion.

He left the hospital on February 4th with a small

sinus and wearing an abdominal supporter. Under
date of March 20th he writes that the wound had

healed, but that quite recently a small opening had
appeared at the lower edge of the wound. This, pos-

sibly, may be due to an infected silk buried ligature.

Case XI. J. McK., about fifty years of age, a car-

penter, entered the medical wards on January 13,

1896. He had always been well until one week be-

fore, when he was attacked by general abdominal

pain, with fever, headache and vomiting. He had no
chills, and his bowels were kept open by cathartics.

On the second day the pain became localized in the

right iliac fossa, and had continued as a dull ache up
to the time of entrance, but tenderness, which at first

was marked, had much diminished. There was a

leucocytosis of 23,000; his tongue was pale with a

white coat ; and in the right iliac fossa was a firm, re-

sistant cake, over which there was slight duluess and
moderate tenderness. Rectal examination was nega-

tive.

I saw the patient on January 14th and operated on

the 15tb. At this time bis temperature was 102°,

pulse 116, respiration 32. There was a pronounced

cake in the right iliac fossa, tenderness most marked
a little above McBurney's point, and the leucocytosis

down to 16,000. A three-inch incision was made
along the outer border of the cake and the peritoneal

cavity opened at once. After carefully walling off the

general peritoneal cavity, the adhesions at the outer

border of the wound were broken through, giving

vent to foul pus. The finger could be passed down
towards the pelvis and upwards toward the gall-bladder

in a well walled-oft" cavity. This was well cleaned up
with peroxide of hydrogen and boiled water, and

packed with iodoform gauze, the appendix not being

obtained. On the next day the central wick was
changed ; on the second day all the gauze was changed,

at which time there was an abundant discharge of pus.

Two days later all the gauze was removed and drain-

age-tubes introduced. After this he made a good

convalescence, and when seen by me late in March
had only a small sinus, and his general health was ex-

cellent.

April 22d. The sinus has closed and reappeared sev-

eral times, occasionally with pain. To-day he was oper-

ated for removal of the appendix by Dr. Cabot. An
incision was made into the peritoneal cavity parallel

to the original incision, in which is the fistulous open-

ing which was found to communicate with the appen-

dix at about its middle. The appendix was removed.

Case XII. This patient was a woman, and entered

October 15, 1895. She had been operated upon in

the June previous by Dr. Cabot for acute appendicitis,

but the appendix being down in the depths of an ex-

tensive abscess cavity was not removable. Since the

operation in June she has bad a sinus, wjiich has dis-

charged about once in five or six weeks for a week at

a time and then closed up again. Each reopening of

the sinus had been preceded by pain, swelling, chills

and fever. On October 18th she was operated upon,

and the appendix found to communicate directly with

the opening in the integument by an opening at about

its middle portion. The neck of the appendix was
completely obliterated, so that none of its secretion

could find its way into the intestine. The appendix

was removed and the stump iuvagiuated into the

cecum. The patient made an uneventful recovery,

and was discharged well on the 3d of November.
The case illustrates one of the modes of recurrence,

and probably not an infrequent one.

This patient was last seen on March 22, 1896, and
had been unable to attend to her occupation— dress-

maker— on account of pain at the seat of operation,

which appears upon any exertion. In the region of

the operation wound is a good-sized indurated mass,

which is tender to deep pressure, and is apparently the

cecum glued up with adhesions. There is no hernia

or tendency to the formation of an}-, and she thinks

that she is becoming stronger.

This completes the acute (with one secondary) cases,

and leaves the recurrent cases to be considered, that

is, the cases in which the appendix was removed " dur-

ing the interval."

RECURRENT APPENDICITIS, WITH REMOVAL OK THE
APPENDIX DDRING THE INTKKVAL.

Case I. About two years ago J. Q. had an attack

of severe abdominal pain referred to the right iliac

fossa, and accompanied by nausea and vomiting.

Since then he has had four or five similar attacks, the
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last oue occurring one month ago, when a mass was
felt in the right iliac fossa. This time he was con-

fined to bed for four days. Six days before entrance

the soreness returned, and at the time of entrance,

December 23, 1895, a mass the size of the little finger

was felt at the point of greatest tenderness. On the

next day the abdomen was opened after the McBurney
method, the peritoneal incision being one inch long.

The finger detected the appendix low down behind
the cecum, and it was brought up into the wound. It

was large, red, rigid and shiny, much resembling a

dog's penis. Amputation was performed by the

"peritoneal cuff" method, the stump being disinfected

by crude carbolic acid and sutured into the wall of the

cecum. The peritoneum was sewed with a continuous

suture of silk, and the muscles and fascia united by in-

terrupted sutures of the same material. The skin was
closed with silkworm gut, which was removed on the

eighth day. Except for occasional retention of urine,

the patient did perfectly well ; he left his bed on the

sixteenth day, and was discharged on the twenty-first

day without an abdominal supporter.

March 30th : He writes that he is well and has no
hernia. No supporter used.

Case II. E. D. McC, aged eighteen years and
single, entered on January 8, 1896. Four years ago
he was sick in bed for two weeks during the summer
with pain in the lower abdomen and vomiting. The
pain was controlled by morphia. Since then he has

had six attacks each year, some of them not being

severe enough to incapacitate him for his work. The
last attack was two months ago, and was the only oue
except the first one in which vomiting occurred. Ab-
dominal palpation and rectal examination yielded no
definite results. On January 12th the abdomen was
opened by the McBurney incision, with an inch open-

ing into the peritoneum. Later the first incision was
enlarged slightly by cutting for a half-inch in the linea

semilunaris. The appendix was finally discovered

firmly glued to the under surface of the cecum, which
was low down on the pelvic brim. The appendix was
tied at the base, and then gradually dissected off

towards the apex. After removing the organ and dis-

infecting the stump with crude carbolic acid, the peri-

toneal cuff was stitched over the end, and the whole
stump invagiuated into the cecal wall in the usual

manner. The peritoneum was closed with a continu-

ous suture of catgut, the divided fibies of the linea

semilunaris with interrupted catgut, the aponeurosis

with the same material, and the skin by a buried suture

of silkworm gut. This last suture was removed in ten

days. He was up on the sixteenth day, and was dis-

charged without an abdominal supporter.

Case III. R. R. was operated on January 17,

1896. He was twenty-eight years of age and single.

His present trouble began eighteen months before,

with violent pain in the epigastrium soon extending

into the right side. He was sick in bed for a week
with vomiting and chills, the pain being controlled by

morphia. Considerable tenderness persisted in the

right side for several days after the attack. Four
months later he had a second attack with about the

same duration, the pain being more severe, but the

vomiting less. Since then he has had three attacks of

varying severity, the last one two weeks ago. At the

time of entrance the right rectus muscle was rigid, but

no cake was to be felt. A three-inch incision was

made at McBurney's point, and a parallel incision

through the aponeurosis. At right angles to this va-

cision another was made between the fibres of the in-

ternal oblique and transversalis muscles, and, finally,

the peritoneum was opened by a one-inch incision.

The finger found the appendix overhanging the brim
of the pelvis. The linea semilunaris was incised down-
wards for an inch, and the whole wound pulled down
with retractors, thus exposing the thickened and cord-

like appendix. The latter was tied at the base, and a

circular cuff of peritoneum turned back. The appen-
dix was then removed, the stump cauterized with

ninety-tive-per-cent. carbolic acid, and the cuff sutured

over it. The whole stump was then buried by sutur-

ing the wall of the cecum over it. The peritoneum
was sutured with continuous silk, the linea semilunaris

and aponeurosis— separately— with interrupted silk,

and the skin with silkworm gut. On February 4th he

was walking about the ward, wearing a swathe.

A MODIFICATION OF THE McBURNEY INCI-
SION FOR APPENDECTOMY.i

BV J. W. ELLIOT, M.D.,

Surgeon to the Massachusetts General Hospital.

Appendectomy for chronic relapsing appendicitis is

now well established, and I find myself an enthusiastic

advocate of the operation. There is no room for

doubt that many dangerous and fatal operations for

acute appendicitis can be avoided by the timely re-

moval of an appendix which has shown symptoms of

disease.

The safety of the operation between the attacks is

illustrated by the fact that in my own cases, which
now number thirty, there has not been a single death,

and most of the patients have made rapid recoveries.

My colleagues at the hospital have had the same good
results.

In recommending this operation not only should the

immediate mortality be considered, but all possible

complications dependent thereon must be kept in view.

The possibility of hernia is the most prominent among
such considerations. As a certain percentage of hernia

is inevitable after operations in acute cases where the

wound is kept open by gauze or drainage-tubes, the

almost certain avoidability of hernia would be an addi-

tional reason for doing the operation between the

attacks.

It is my belief that hernia is rare after this opera-

tion, by whatever method it may be done ; neverthe-

less, it is of interest to perfect the method and thereby

reduce the chance to a minimum.
In the McBurney operation the skin incision is

made an inch inside the spine of the ilium in an

oblique direction, passing through skin and connective

tissue only. The next incision passes through the

aponeurosis of the external oblique in such a way as

merely to split the fibres and not divide any of them
across. The aponeurosis is split a distance of about

four inches. The edges of the wound in the aponeu-

rosis are pulled apart with retractors so as to uncover

the surface of the internal oblique, the fibres of which

lie at nearly a right angle with the incision made in

the external oblique. Then the direction of the in-

cision is changed from nearly vertical to nearly

transverse, and the fibres of the internal oblique and

' Read before the Surgical Secllou of the Suffolk District Medical
Society, May 6, 189G.
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traDsversalis are separated without cutting. When
the appendix has been removed, the opening tends to

close of itself, as the muscular fibres fall into their

natural place.

I have done this operation ten times, and have been
much pleased vfith it. When the appendix is in its

normal position and is not difficult to get out, it is

almost an ideal operation ; but when difficulties arise

and the incision has to be enlarged, it has certain seri-

ous objections. The first objection is that in difficult

cases the necessarily constant and hard retraction of

the muscles is apt to injure the tissue of the wound
surface so as to make its healing less perfect, and
sometimes to cause suppuration. Another objection is

that if it is found necessary to enlarge the wound, not

only is the advantage of the original McBurney inci-

sion lost, but we have a ragged and complicated wound
with two muscular layers stripped widely apart. Such
a wound is not well adapted to drainage if pus is un-
expectedly found.

To meet these objections I begin the operation by
making a horizontal cut through the skin and the

aponeurosis of the external oblique, beginning one-half

an inch inside the anterior superior spine of the ilium,

and extending to the linea semilunaris. The fibres of

the exteriial oblique are thus cut across, but the fibres

of the internal oblique and the transversalis are sepa-

rated as in the McBurney operation. In my operation

the whole incision is a cross cut, the external and in-

ternal incisions running in the same direction. There
is no .stripping up of the external oblique. This in-

cision can readily be enlarged upwards or downwards
in the linea semilunaris, or may be extended into the

rectus if necessary. In closing the wound I pass two
stitches through all the layers of the abdomen, to pre-

vent a dead space, and unite the cut edges of the ex-

ternal oblique with a continuous buried silk suture.

I have done nine cases by this incision, and the

results have been very satisfactory. (Patients were
shown at the meeting.) As in the McBurney opera-

tion, no nerves or vessels are cut. There is no result-

ing anesthesia of the skin. The aponeurosis of the

external oblique has united well in ever}' case, and 1

see no objection to cutting it.

In one case, where it became necessary to curette

and drain a softened mesenteric gland, no suture was
used ; and yet the cross-cut incision showed no tendency

to gape open, but, on the contrary, the wound healed

by granulation after the gauze drain was removed, and
has shown no tendency to hernia.

By this incision, with the patient in the Trendelen-
burg position, the cecal region can be easily and thor-

oughly explored, and the appendix can be dissected

from behind the cecum or from the brim of the pelvis.

As the cross-cut incision can be made directly over the

base of the appendix, it has the advantage of direct-

ness when compared with an incision in the linea

semilunaris.

A Wonderful Escape.— The Lancet is respon-

sible for the following account of an almost incredi-

ble escape :
" William H. Bartlett, aged eighteen

years, a few days ago fell down the shaft of North
Biddick pit, in the county of Durham, a distance of

270 feet, into some 13 feet of water, and upon being
rescue)! was found to have sustained trifiing injuries— both wrists sprained, and a few acalj) wounds."

ON THE COAIPRESSION OF THE FRONT OF
THE FEET.

BY E. H. IIRADFORD, M.D,, BOSTON.

On a shelf in the Peabody Museum at Cambridge a

valuable collection of pre-historic foot-prints in vol-

canic mud from Nicarauga can be seen. The fact

that they were found twelve feet under ground, be-

neath a deposit which must have required ages to

accumulate, is proof that they are of great antiquity.

The impressions are of shapely, muscular feet, with a

well-formed arch.

If the observer, prompted by an examination of

these foot-prints, watches the tracks of pedestrians on

a sidewalk covered to a depth of a few inches with

freshly fallen snow, or on a thawed path with a thin

layer of mud, the fact forces itself upon the attention,

that shoes as worn bv our civilization mu.st bind the

i
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ening of the front of the feet in a sandal-wearing

people; also the fact that in sitting and standing the

feet were kept nearly parallel and not turned out.

The Egyptian hieroglyphics and bas-reliefs show

sculptures. In Greek art at its perfection, the shape
of a perfect foot is well preserved, the phalanges being

always kept on a line of the metatarsal bones, the space

'.«w.r>»?-^-J?-

Drawing from statue io

sbowiDg slight augula
a museum of Boulak, B. C. 2000,
divergence in waliiing.

Pro. 3. Drawing from pliotograph of a weak ankle seen from be-
hind, showing the sinking inward at the metatarsal articulation,
which can be prevented by abduction of the great toe.

clearly that though a sandal-wearing people and a
laborious people, a high arch was probably the rule, as

it is always indicated in the feet, even of the working
class. The Assyrian bas-reliefs show oiuscular feet

with well-shaped arches, as is the case with the Toltec

Fig. 4. Imprint of normal foot,
(o) Weight thrown chiefly upon the heel; slight weight on the front
of the foot.

(6) Weight thrown entirely upon the front of the foot, showing the
separation of the toe and the adduction of the hrst metatarsal.

between the first and second toe being well marked.
The statues are all well placed upon their feet, and
the eversion of the foot, or a wide angle between the
axes of the feet in standing (characteristic of a weak
foot), is not seen, except to a slight degree in the
later and debased Greek art. The ideal shape is

perhaps best represented by the famous foot of the
Hermes of Praxiteles.

It is noticeable in all of the best Greek statues that
the separation of the great toe from the second toe in

standing and in walking is well marked, a fact indica-

tive of a sandal-wearing people, and in a measure lost

in modern feet. In the famous statue of the disk-

thrower, unusual strength of the flexor muscles of
the phalanges is indicated, a strength which does not
exist in modern shoe-wearing people. In the art of
the Renaissance, the shape of the foot is often neg-
lected or badly copied from the classic. Modern
sculpture neglects careful modelling of the foot, or
imperfectly follows classic models. Some of the
modern realists in sculpture present in their studies,

the common distortion of the great toe, almost univer-
sal in shoe-wearing people, and in many of the modern
statues, the eversion of tlie feet seen chiefly in

those were flat-foot or weak feet, copied in all proba-
bility from a badly-shaped model. When as careful

and thoroughly - trained artists as Falguicre and
Gerome depict a foot distorted with a hallux valgus
as belonging to the types of physical beauty there
is sufficient reason for believing that the shape of the

normal has not been carefully studied. Pisano, the
father of realists in sculpture, in the monument to
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Scoveggui at Padua, reproduces a deformity of the

foot from sLoes. eveu iu the sixteeuth century, which
would equal modern specimens.

From tlie evidence afforded by sculpture, it is clear

that the antique barefooted races— the Assyrians,

Egyptians, Toltecs— were not flat-footed. This opin-

ion is supported by an examination of tlie feet of

either sandal-wearing and barefooted people of the

present day.

Although shoes are not essential to locomotion,

for convenience and comfort shoes of some sort are

worn by all people, even savages, when this simple

luxury is possible. The primitive shoe is made of

The result of this is not necessarily injurious, as

in ordinary locomotion the toes are not brought into

play, and tlie toes can submit to a good deal of crowd-

ing, in people walking ordinarily with a heel-to-heel

gait ; but in many instances an injurious crowding of

the toes results and various deformities are developed

which although giving rise to but little annoyance dur-

ing youth, materially interfere with locomotion in old

age. Of these iu-toe, crumpled toe, overlapping toe,

injury to the transverse arch, weakened foot and flat-

foot may be mentioned as the most common.

Fio. 5. Foot-prints and prints of shoes,
(rt) Print on finioke-paper of a pointed shoe.
(6) Imprint of foot wearing pointed shoe, both indicating the com-
pression of the trout of the foot,

(c) Print of a wurldngman's shoe, showing propsr room for toes.

raw hide or leather, shaped about the feet, con-

forming entirely to the shape of the foot, and this is

true of all simply-made shoes. The modern shoe,

however, is shaped on a last and made, not in accord-

ance to the shape of the foot, but according to the

custom and fashion of the day to which the foot must
conform so that the shoe may be regarded as a bed of

FfG. G. Moclern shoe, necessarily compressing toes.

Procrustes. The shape of the last is never an anato-

mical one, but always a conventional one ; it is usually

pointed more or less, and the narrowest part of the

shoe is always where it should be widest, namely,

either at the toes or the front of the boot. When the

foot slips forward the toes are necessarily crowded,

and the natural spread of the toes at the end of the

step is prevented. As shoes are made, the part which

stretches the most from the wearing of the boot.s, i.s

the part behind the toes ; the boot therefore becomes
looser and broader except at the tip, and this increases

the crowding of the toes as the foot slips forward.

Fig. 7. I'butographs of casts of feet tiistorted by improper .<hoes
(from Walslramj.

The most important of the evil effects of modern
shoes is seen iu weakening the power and limiting the

action of the great toe, resulting in the more severe

cases in a distressing degree of deformity, technically

termed hallux valgus.

A comparison of the bones of the human foot with

that of the larger monkeys shows that in the propul-

sion of walking, the great strength of the first meta-

tarsal and phalanges of the great toe is of importance.

It will be also seen that separation of the great toe

from the other toes is allowed for by the facet of the

first cuneiform, which inclines to the inner side. The
object of this adduction of the great toe is to add
greater strength to the foot as a means of support. If

the bared foot of a young child or of an adult where
the muscles have not been weakened by shoes is exam-
ined, it will be found at the end of the step when the

weight falls upon the front of the foot the separation

of the great toe from the other toes takes place.

This is due to the adduction of the first metatarsal,

and thereby the base of support is noticeably broad-

ened. After shoes are worn this power of adduction

of the greater toe is diminished, and in many cases

entirely lost. Where pointed shoes are worn, or

shoes which prevent the inward turn of the great toe

at the end of the step, the great toe is not only weak-
ened but pressed somewhat to the outer side, a slight

degree of this deformity being almost universal in

shoe-wearing people. In many instances this outward
deviation of the great toe becomes a serious deformity.
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developing exostoses in old age from continaal attacks

of periostitis of the head of the first metatarsal, which
being unprotected by the phalanx is exposed to irrita-

tion and develops a subacute ostitis. As a complication,

an inflammation of the skin and underlying bursa,

known as bunion, is developed, which increases the dis-

comfort.

But even where through the strength of the liga-

ments the great toe does not develop so marked a de-

formity, the fact remains that its muscles are weak-
ened by the cramping of shoes which obliges the

individual to turn the feet out more in walking than is

normal. Barefooted races walk with but slight diver-

gence of the feet, for the reason that at the end of the

step, the adduction of the great toe broadens the foot

enough to support the weight readily. Where this

is not possible the feet are turned outward to increase

the size of the base of support. This brings a greater

strain upon the tibial muscles, but places the foot in a

position to develop the so-called flat-foot, so common,
especially, in individuals who are obliged to stand con-

tinuously upon their feet, as waiters and nurses.

FiQ. 8. Prints of children's shoes,
(a) Compressing the toes, (h and c) Giving room for toes.

It is hardly to be hoped that a reform in the shape
of shoes worn by adults can be brought about by the

efforts of physicians. People wear shoes according to

their fancy, and physicians are no more consulted as

to the shape of the shoes to be purchased than as to

bills of fare furnished at hotels. It is to be hoped
that in time a gradual improvement will take place,

and in fact something of the sort has been already ac-

complished in the shoes for men. Efforts in the right

direction have been made, and further effort will also

follow. It is certainly desirable, however, that physi-

cians should make an earnest effort in regard to the

shoes of the children.

An examination of the feet of a number of children

makes it evident that not only is the weakness of the

muscles of the front of the foot developed at a very
early age, but the distortion of the toes from shoes is

present in fully two-thirds of the cases of children

over two years of age who present themselves, an evil

which can easily be prevented if shoes are properly
made. It should be borne in mind that in children's

shoes the broadest part of the shoe should be, not as is

ordinarily made, in the middle of the foot, but at a
cross line from the end of the small toe to the base of

the first toe, and should allow for the free play of the

great toe to the inside at the end of the step. This
not only prevents injurious crowding of the toes and

weakening the muscles, but it allows the support to

be added which was designed to check the inward
rolling out at the mediotarsal joint, which, when ex-

cessive, develops what is known as flat-foot. In the

foot, when additional weight is thrown upon it, what
may be termed a sagging of the arch to the inner side,

takes place as the tibial muscles become relaxed. A
twist of the foot at the medio-tarsal joint takes place

:

this occurs in a slight degree even if the weight falls

chiefly on the back of the foot, but if the weight falls

as well on the front part of the foot, this change is to

be seen, especially in people with weak muscles. This
inward sag drags the head of the metatarsal bones in-

ward, together with the cuneiform bones and the head
of the astragalus and os calsis and cuboid. In a nor-

mal foot, however, this can be checked bv the adduc-
tion of the first metatarsal separating the great toe

from the other toes, by acting as a prop to limit the

rolling of the foot. This inward inclination of the

great toe is seen in young children and in the bare-

footed and sandal-wearing nations.

Adults can withstand this binding of the front of

the foot from shoes with much less injury than the

weaker bones and ligaments in the feet of children.

If this compression of the toes is guarded against in

children, much can be done to prevent the future de-

velopment of deformity. Even if it is difficult to in-

duce adults dominated by custom to change the

fashion in the shape of shoes, it is entirely feasible to

induce the thoughtful community to furnish its young
children with proper shoes. What the shape of these

should be can easily be recognized by physicians if

the above well-known facts are borne in mind, and if

it be remembered, that the sole should not be simply
straight in its inner edge, but curved slightly inward,
and so made that when the weight is thrown upon the

foot wearing a shoe, a perpendicular line from the edge
of the astragalus should fall but little to the inner
side of the line from the toe to the heel.

When the painter David wished to immortalize
Mme. Recamier, he painted her reclining with bared
arms and feet of a shapeliness which cannot but com-
mand admiration.

Perhaps in the twentieth century, efforts may be
made to preserve the shape of the feet, as the nine-

teenth century has attempted to do for the beauty of

the teeth and hands. At present it is the boot which
is admired, not the foot, to the injury of the latter.

It is well to remember that it is not the tail which
separates man from the anthropoid apes, but the shape
and strength of the foot, especially of the first meta-
tarsal and its accompanying phalanges. It is that

which gives to man the erect gait, and it is a mutila-

tion not to preserve this given strength.

NOTE ON INFANTILE SCURVY.'

BY .tOSEPH LEIDV, JR., M.D., PHILADELPHIA,
(hit of the Physicians to the Pemisylvania Hospital and Institution

for Feeble-minded Children, BUi-yn.

The subject of infantile scurvy as a special disease

has received but passing attention at the hands of
American authors. To Wm. Perry Northrup, of New
York, the credit is due of having been the first Amer-
ican writer to so treat the affection, though the subject

has received rather liberal treatment at the bauds of a

* Read before the College of Physicians, Philadelphia.
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number of Continental writers. Heubner, of Leipzig,

credits but 11 of 50 cases which he tabulated as oocur-

ring outside of England, to the United States. Starr

had seen five cases during the sixteen montlis previous

to December, 1895. The writer observed a notable

increase in the number of cases at his clinic in the

Pennsylvania Hospital during the past year; in addi-

tion, two in private practice ; in all, nine.

The disease, if we may so term it, appears to be a

not uncommon one ; and the increase may be actual,

as was the case with the clinical material at the Penn-
sylvania Hospital, or apparent, owing to the old classi-

fication, which included such cases under the head of

rickets, purpura hemorrhagica, hereditary syphilis, etc.

It is the purpose of this note to treat infantile scurvy

as a distinct and separate disease. It occurs in the

families of the wealthy as well as among the poor
;

indeed, the most pronounced case occurred in a family

of ample means, where more than usual care and

attention were given their offspring.

Until recently the major portion of the profession

was inclined to view with satisfaction and a consider-

able degree of approbation sterilized milk as the food

par excellence for infants, and a well-justified substitute

for the various proprietary infant foods. The unusual

frequency of infantile scurvy and the relation which

various infant foods {including sterilized milk) bear as

a causative factor, suggested the presentation of the fol-

lowing brief note.

DEFINITION.

Infantile scurvy may be defined as a disease charac-

terized by malnutrition, developing insidiously, at-

tended with general debility, anemia, ecchymoses in

various parts of the body (principally the lower

extremities and mucous membranes of the mouth),

sponginess of the gums (going on to ulceration in

severe cases), general muscular weakness amounting

to immobility in the lower extremities (going on to

pseudo-paralysis), attended with swelling about the

joints, and excessive tenderness along the lines of the

long bones, rarely terminating fatally when early placed

under proper treatment. The symptoms vary accord-

ing to the severity of the attack, etiologically holding

an important relation to the deprivation of fresh foods,

and almost immediately ameliorated by the administra-

tion of a proper diet. This, the so-called therapeutic

test, becomes of great value in diagnosis.

ETIOLOGY.

Predisposition to rickets, scrofula, must of necessity

increase the tendency to the production of the disease.

That in the various proprietary infant foods and in the

sterilization of milk we lack, in certain cases, a certain

something which is needed for a proper nutrition of

the tissues, there can be no doubt.

All the subjects present the evidences of mal-nutri-

tion, anemia varying in degree. The red blood-corpus-

cles are decreased in number, with a corresponding

diminution in the percentage of hemoglobin, the white

corpuscles varying slightly. The blood-count of the

cases under observation ranged from 2,200,000 to

3,800,000 c. c, hemoglobin 50 to 80 per cent. Mi-

croscopically, the red blood-corpuscles presented an

irregular appearance poikilocytosis, with no other not-

able change. In one case the red blood-corpuscles

showed slight pigmentation.

HEART AND CIRCULATORY APPARATDS.

Hemic murmurs were present in four instances,

varying with the amount of anemia. Pulse rapid

;

temperature ranged between 99.8° and 101.5° F.
;

respiration averaged slightly above the normal.

Lungs negative, except in two cases in which fine

moist rales were heard over both lungs posteriorly ; no
hemoptysis.

MUCOCS MEMBRANES.

The condition of the gums was variable, from slight

sponginess to severe ulceration. In one case the swell-

ing of the gums caused over-lapping, completely ob-

scuring the front teeth from view ; hemorrhage was
occasioned by the slightest irritation. In other cases

simply petechia;, showing a tendency to fuse, were
noted, with ecchymoses in the fauces and soft palate.

In one case, where the gums were treated by the

attending physician with a solution of nitrate of silver,

ulceration with exuberant granulation formed along

the upper gums, completely obscuring four upper
teeth, and presenting a gangrenous appearance, which
bled upon the slightest touch. In milder cases simply

sponginess of the gum existed. Bowels showed a

tendency to looseness, though constijjatiou existed in

one case ; in none was blood passed in the stools,

though the condition has been noted by different

observers.

KIDNEYS.

The specific gravity of the urine ranged 1.018 to

1.026; high colored; traces of albumin in three cases,

with hematuria as a later manifestation. In one case

hyaline and blood-casts were observed. The age of

the children made a careful observation in most in-

stances unsatisfactory.

NERVOUS AND MUSCULAR SISTEMS.

There was general debility, languor, peevishness

and irritability. Weakness in the lower extremities

was marked, with a decided tendency to pseudo-paral-

ysis— to a much less degree in the arms. All favored

the recumbent posture, with the limbs drawn up and
flexed. When sitting would throw the body forward,

resting upon the thighs; this posture was characteris-

tic. Electrical reactions normal, knee-jerk minus. In

but two cases were there enlargements about the

epiphyses ; there was considerable tenderness over the

tibia and along the course of the femur aud about the

joints.

As all the patients presented a group of symptoms
almost identical, I will occupy but a few moments with

brief notes on several of the more interesting, present-

ing the severest aud the mildest type.

Case I. G. G., age ten months, of healthy

parents, was presented at the clinic in the Pennsyl-

vania Hospital, with the following record: Family

history negative ; no history of syphilis, tuberculosis,

rickets or alcoholism. Parents unusually healthy.

Patient was one of four children, all healthy and

strong ; bottle-fed. Mother noticed, five weeks
previously, that the food did not appear to agree,

though she persisted in its use. One week previous

to bringing patient to the hospital, noticed the gums
were red and swollen, and that the child cried out

when the legs were touched or moved. The physician

who saw the case pronounced it rheumatism, aud so
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treated it. On admission the temperature was 100°,

pulse 126, respiration 24; presented the appearance
of advanced mal-nutrition, anemia, lips and ears blood-

less. The anemia suggested that produced by hemor-
rhage. Patient was irritable, restless, unable to sit up.

When an attempt was made, sat with body resting for-

ward, and cried to be placed on its back ; indisposition

to move the lower extremities ; arms were slightly

affected ; gums ulcerated (overhanging two upper
teeth), and bled upon the slightest irritation ; sliowed

a disinclination to take milk through the nipple.

There were ecchymotic spots on lower gums and
several petechial spots over tibia. Bowels constipated ;

urine high-colored, otherwise negative. Blood exam-
ination : 2,600,000 red blood-corpuscles, with one white

to 200 red ; hemoglobin, 55 per cent. Heart and
lungs: hemic murmurs, with a few moist rales over

both sides, posteriorly. Muscular system : lower

extremities painful on motion, with great tenderness

about both knee-joints, and along the shaft of the

femur.

Treatment consisted in Pasteurized cows' milk,

orange-juice and beef-juice. Progress was slow. The
parents were above the average in intelligence; and
though we were assured proper care was taken in the

preparation of the food, we insisted upon a specimen

being brought us for examination. The mother then

acknowledged that though she was using the orange-

juice and beef-juice, she was also using a prepared

food suggested by a friend— Liebig's. She agreed in

the future to carry out the directions given ; in less

than one week from the time Pasteurized cows' milk

was used, the patient began to improve; the gums
ceased to bleed, and in ten days had healed perfectly.

With massage of the lower limbs, motion and full

power returned. In three weeks from the first visit to

the hospital the patient was discharged, practically

well, with no evidence of previous illness except slight

anemia, for which small doses of citrite of iron were
administered.

The diagnosis of rheumatism and the rapid ameliora-

tion of acute symptoms under change of diet, are the

points of especial interest in this case. Such is the

type of case which occurred during the prolonged

administration of one of the well-known and frequently

used proprietary infant foods.

Case II. The following notes are of a case in pri-

vate practice and one which was under constant obser-

vation :

K. D., age eleven months, of healthy parent-

age, one of three children, came with the history of

having rheumatism. The symptoms were entirely

referable to the lower extremities, which were painful

to the touch, though no evidence of swelling could be

detected. When the soles of the feet were pricked the

child would make partially successful efforts to draw the

limb up ;
pressure along the femur or over the knee-

joints occasioned considerable pain. Petechial spots

were present over both tibia and on the lower gums.
There was slight anemia. Heart and lungs negative;

bowels loose. As the patient was upon sterilized

milk, the diet was continued, and in addition beef-

juice and orange-juice; but little progress was made.
At the end of ten days the gums were decidedly

spongy, the limbs not at all improved (owing to the

tendency to diarrhea), and considerable gastro-iutes-

tinal irritation. Pasteurized milk with Fairchild's

peptogenic powder was substituted for the sterilized

milk, in addition to beef-juice and orange-juice, which

were continued. Without it were possible to witness

the rapid progress toward recovery which this case

made, I fear any account would be incredible. Suf-

fice to say, that in four weeks, with the exception of

the anemia, the symptoms had entirely disappeared.

The patient had regained entire control of the lower

extremities, is now increasing in weight, and the

anemia rapidly disappearing.

Rheumatism was again the error in diagnosis in

this case, and again a point of considerable interest,

as well as the rapid amelioration under change of diet

rich in fresh food. This child had been brought up
on sterilized milk. Of the nine cases which I have
had an opportunity of studying personally, six were
fed upon one of the proprietary infant foods, three

upon sterilized milk — all bottle-fed.

DIAGNOSIS.

From the insidious nature of the affection, the his-

tory of the cases and the character of the symptoms
there can be no difficulty in reaching a correct diag-

nosis. To recapitulate: general debility, anemia,
sponginess and bloody extravasation of the gums

;

petechia and ecchymoses upon the lower extremities

when present ; the enlargement and tenderness about
the joints and along the shafts of the bones; and the

apparent loss of power, muscular rather than nervous
in origin, in infants fed upon any of the propriety

foods or sterilized-milk preparations, present a picture

almost characteristic. The slight fever (frequently

entirely absent) becomes an important point in the

differential diagnosis from acute rheumatism, the swel-

ling in scurvy being above and outside of the joint

proper— in rheumatism confined to the synovial sack;
and, finally, the therapeutic test, justly so called,

which is invariably attended by the rapid amelioration

of the symptoms.
The history of the case, the absence of evidences of

rickets, and the subsidence of the symptoms under
treatment, all go to exclude the diagnosis of an affec-

tion the symptoms of which are usually of pre-natal

origin. In those cases where scurvy occurs in chil-

dren previously the subject of rickets, the diagnosis

might appear difficult; but even here the rapid disap-

pearance of the acute symptoms under treatment
would aid us in eliminating a distinctly constitutional

disease.
TREATMENT.

Of treatment sufficient has been said. The use of a
diet rich in fresh foods, of a character suitable to the

age of the child, beef-juice and orange-juice, with the

use of Pasteurized (or what has been termed human-
ized) milk for infants, has proved ample in our hands.

Medicinally the use of minute doses of citrate of iron

internally, massage, hot and cold douches to the

lower extremities, are of use where the progress is

slow in those cases of pseudo-paralysis.

In presenting this brief note on infantile scurvy, it

is to be hoped some interest will be aroused in an
affection which until recently received but little atten-

tion as a special disease of infants, and in the impor-

tant relation which sterilized milk holds as a causative

factor, in addition to the various proprietary infant

foods. Until this time 1 can find no reference to a

case of infantile scurvy occurring during the adminis-

tration of Pasteurized milk.
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Owing to a rapid recovery in all the cases uuder
observaiion, no opportunity was given for examining,
poBtniortem, any of the lesions ; tliose observers who
have hud such an opportunity, iiowever, described
well-marked lesions, principally of a hemorrhagic
character, occurring in all the tissues and organs of

the body.

•^Tltnical SDepartment.

A CASK OF MYXEDEMA.'
BY HABOLD METCALK, A.B., M.D., WICKFOKD, R. I.

Whatever may be our opinion of the use of ani-

mal extracts in the treatment of disease, and of the

thyroid extract in the therapy of myxedema, we can
but admit that the results attained, in the case about
to be described, were as interesting and marvellous as

they were successful.

While the use of animal matter in some form or

other as medicine, is probably as old as the practice of

medicine itself, and while its use in the remote past
and more modern times, savored on the one hand of

barbarism and superstition, and on the other of quack-
ery and notoriety, it is only within a comparatively
few years that the administration of animal tissue in

some form or other,has been guided and founded by
physiological and scientific facts and reasons.

Previous to the use of the thyroid extract the

disease was hopelessly incurable, while now we may
say that we are as sure of favorable results in a case

of myxedema as in malaria or syphilis.

The case I now present briefly is as follows : For
five years I had met occasionally in a casual way Mrs.
A. At our first meeting I was impressed by her
strange appearance and manner, but as I was not her
family physician, I did not feel at liberty to broach
the subject of her health, although I began to be con-

vinced that her peculiar appearance was due to myx-
edema. At length, in July, 1895, an opportunity pre-

sented itself to question the patient and determine if

my surmises were correct. Mrs. A. was an Ameri-
can, aged forty-five, married, and the mother of three

children. Tliere was no history of miscarriages, ex-

cessive physical or mental strain, or profuse menstru-
ation. Her mother died of some pulmonary disease,

probably consumption.

Two brothers have had asthma, and she herself in

the past year lias been slightly asthmatic.

Her weight was about one hundred and eighty

pounds, while the abdomen was very prominent, sug-

gesting dropsy. Her walk suggested a duck waddling.
Mentally she seemed dull, and always gave a placid

acquiescence to every proposition. She would start

to perform some household duty, and while in the

very act forget the object she wished to attain.

Her complexion was almost a lemon yellow, the

skin very dry, and the cheeks showed a circumscribed,
almost hectic flush. The skin nowhere pitted on
pressure, althougii from its appearance, without test-

ing, one would call it edematous. The hair was al-

most absent from the head, so much so, that she wore
a wig as seen in Fig. 1. The face was without ex-
pression ; the eyes apparently half-closed, owing to

the heavy, thickened lids. The nose was broad and
blunt, while the lips were thick and without expres-

> Bead before the KLode laland .Medical Society.

sion. The tongue even seemed large, and articulation

was diSicuIt and not easily understood. The teeth

were badly decayed and the gums spongy. The hands
were broad, and the fingers blunt and square. The
thyroid gland could not be detected.

Pulse was regular, but not strong. Temperature
98°. Auscultation and percussion revealed nothing

abnormal. Sensations hardly up to the normal, and
reflexes somewhat diminished. The urine revealed

nothing abnormal, although these cases are said to

show a diminution in urea.

Immediately five-grain tablets of the extract of the

sheep's thyroid were prescribed. Those made by
Burroughs, Welcome & Co., of Loudon, were used

throughout the treatment, except once, when tablets

prepared by another firm were tried and found not so

satisfactory. In three weeks the result of their ad-

ministration was most striking. The most noticeable

effect was the loss of flesh, while the countenance and
color and moisture of the skin began to assume a

more natural appearance. Soon a fine, downy growth
of hair began to appear ou her bald head, and the

skin came o& in flakes from the body, as in scarlet

fever. The dose of thyroid extract was once increased

beyond fifteen grains a day, but palpitation and
nausea soon developed, and from that time ou fifteen

grains was the maximum dose. Subsequently the

dose was gradually decreased, until now the patient

frequently passes a week or two without medicine.

Her appearance after one year of treatment is

shown in Fig. 2. Her countenance has an ani-

mated appearance; her eyes are apparently larger,

due to the disappearance of the edematous-like lids

;

the nose and lips have lost that thick, heavy look

;

while the wig is dispensed with, and instead, the hair

is parted and trained, and to-day is even worn in a

knot behind.

The most noticeable result of treatment in this case

is the loss of flesh— nearly fifty pounds; and it may
be asked. Is the thyroid extract a so-called autifat

remedy ? Would the same results follow if used in

simple obesity ? Experience of others may deter-

mine. In this case we have not only loss of flesh,

restoration of hair and improved personal appearance,
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but in addition — a much more important factor —
improved health, both physically and mentally.^

The successful use of the thyroid extract iu the

treatment of myxedema has caused some enthusiasts,

reasoning from a false analogy, to claim that, if the

thyroid extract is curative in myxedema, why then

should not " cerebrine " be equally successful in cere-

bral diseases and " cardeine " in heart disease and so

on ad libitum ?

The heart and brain, and many other organs as

well, are consumers, not producers in the animal

economy ; and may not we restrict (theoretically, at

least) the use of animal extracts to those organs that

are producers— are secretive, like the thyroid, spleen,

pancreas and liver ? It is remarkable how little we
really know of the true function of many such organs ;

and while our knowledge is so incomplete we cannot
fully recognize the various symptoms produced by
diseased conditions, whether of atrophy, hypertrophy
or degeneration. Therefore, it behooves us in the

use of animal extracts to approach the subject, not

experimentally, but with a true scientific spirit.

FRACTURE OF THE FIRST PHALANX OF LIT-
TLE TOE.

BY HAKOLD WILLIAMS, M.D.

Mr. a. came to me on July 22d, complaining of

injury to his right little toe. While bathing in the

sea he struck his foot against a board, which pene-

trated between the fourth and fifth toes forcing the

little toe outward and backward. The blow was a

very violent one and after the accident the little toe

was swollen and painful, and was separated from the

fourth toe.

Upon examination I found a transverse fracture of

the first phalanx ; by fixing the tarsal head of the

bone crepitation was distinctly felt ; there was greatly

increased mobility, and when at rest the toe was sep-

arated from its neighbor apparently by the contrac-

tion of the abductor minimi digiti.

2 Since writing the above I have learned that Dr. Allea M. Starr,
of New York, has treated obesity successfully with the thyroid ex-
tract.

The fractured bone was easily restored to its posi-

tion and retained in place by a band of strapping

which attached it to the fourth toe as a splint.

The case is reported because of its rarity ; and the

following quotation from Ashhurst's " Encyclopaedia

of Surgery" is of interest in this context: "Frac-
tures of the phalanges of the toes are very rare ex-

cept from great violence. Yet I have several times

seen them produced by accidents to persons bathing

at the sea-shore."

In a somewhat long experience in practice at the

sea-shore and where I have seen all sorts of accidents

happen to persons bathing in the sea, this is the first

time I have ever known this particular injury to

occur.

lEleportjee of ^utittit^,

SURGICAL SECTION OF THE SUFFOLK DIS-
TRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

CHARLES L. SCDDDEK, U.D., SECRETARY.

Regular Meeting, Wednesday, May 6, 1896, Dr.
M. H. Richardson in the chair.

Dr. J. Collins Warren read a paper on

THE PRESENT STANDPOINT OF THE TECHNIQUE OF
APPENDECTOlir, ILLUSTRATED BY RECENT CASES.'

Dr. J. W. Elliot presented a paper on

CASES ILLUSTRATING A MODIFICATION OF THE MC-

BURNEY INCISION FOR APPENDECTOMY.^

Dr. Cabot wished to say a few words about what
he had learned in regard to the treatment of acute

appendicitis within the past year. Previous to six

months ago it had been his practice, in cases of acute

circumscribed abscess about the appendix, to open
directly over the abscess and after evacuating the pus,

to remove the appendix if it was readily accessible

;

but when it was not easily found, he had thought it

better to content himself with the evacuation of the

pus, leaving the appendix to be sought at a subse-

quent operation, if it seemed advisable. This plan

avoided the danger of infecting the general peritoneal

cavity by breaking down the wall of lymph which had
closed it off; but, on the other hand, had the disad-

vantage of being an incomplete operation, leaving the

patient subject to future abscess formation and some-
times with a troublesome fistula.

In his late service of four months at the Massachu-
setts General Hospital he had had three such fistulous

cases which had been cured by removal of the per-

forated appendix.

In this recent hospital service he had adopted a

more radical form of operation for these cases. He
had been led to do this by the experience and advice

of Dr. F. B. Harrington.

The adopted method of operating is to open the

abdomen in the linea semilunaris, and to try to enter

the peritoneal cavity first at a point above or to one
side of the abscess where the intestines are not ad-

herent. Before breaking through the wall of the ab-

scess, the free peritoneal cavity is carefully walled off

with sterile gauze. The coils of intestine making up
the abscess wall are then separated, and the appendix

sought and removed. Gauze drainage in the lower

' See page 4U9 of the Journal.
' See page 433 of the Journal.
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part of the iucisiou, with closure of the rest by su-

tures, completes the operatiou.

This operation seems applicable to all cases of local-

ized abscess in the usual right iliac region. Some-
times, however, the suppuration is too extensive and

the patient too sick to allow of this thorough proced-

ure.

Id illustration of this Dr. Cabot narrated a case of

a young girl brought into his wards in the winter of

1895 after a fortnight's illness. The abdomen was

hard and tense, especially on the right side. Under
short anesthesia an opening was made into a very

large pus cavity, extending from the right iliac region

to high up under the liver. This afforded great re-

lief, but the further history illustrated a rare compli-

cation in appendicitis ; for after three weeks, when
the patient was beginning to sit up, she was suddenly

seized with severe dyspnea accompanied by the pro-

fuse expectoration of foul pus. The lower part of

the right pleural cavity rapidly became flat to percus-

sion and the patient became deeply cyanosed. An
opening hastily made into the chest allowed the es-

cape of much pus similar to that coughed up, and the

vigorous use of oxygen inhalation prevented suffoca-

tion while the lung was clearing itself of pus. She
eventually recovered, although later a second ojiening

had to be made in the neighborhood of the appendix.

In two other recent cases Dr. Cabot reported opening

appendix abscesses through the rectum. In both of

these the position of the abscess low in the pelvis

made its approach through the abdomen an unusually

risky proceeding, while through the rectum dependent

drainage was easily established by a tube introduced

througli the rectum. In both cases the appendix was

subsequently removed.

These were the only cases in his last service in

which the appendix was not removed at the time of

first operation. The completed operation he has car-

ried out in eight or ten cases of acute appendicitis

with abscess, and the results have been uniformly

good.

In regard to the incision for the removal of the

appendix between attacks. Dr. Cabot thought Dr.

McBuruey's incision was theoretically the most per-

fect one that had been devised, and in a case where

the appendix was not very adherent or did not extend

to a very great distance from the seat of the incision

was probably sufficient. Dr. Cabot had had some

cases which had been so difficult to handle that he had

had to enlarge the incision in order to remove them,

and he thought that if he had met with one of those

cases after making the McBurney incision he would

have had to weaken the abdominal wall by a rather

ragoed opening; that most of his operations had been

done through an incision in the linea semilunaris,

where there is plenty of tough fibrous tissue which

can be firmly united by buried stitches. Moreover,

he had noticed that if the patient coughed or sneezed

during the operation, the effect was to bring the in-

cision tightly together instead of forcing it apart, so

that there was no very great tendency to traction on

the scar in this situation. He had never seen a her-

nia in a case thus operated and stitched up, and in the

cases where more room had been desired, the length-

ening of the incision did not weaken the scar. While

he thought that the incision described by Dr. War. en

an excellent way of getting more room when McBur-
uey's incision was insufficient, it had the disadvantage

that it made a flap in the abdominal wall which al-

ways leaves a weaker line of cicatrix than a straight

line.

Dr. Elliot : I think that what Dr. Cabot refers to,

and Dr. Warren, as attacking the disease from the

inner side, going in to clean peritoneum before you
attack the disease, is a very important advance if it is

practical. My own idea of that point of view is that

it is more theoretical than really practical. The
typical case for this operation would be a post-cecal

abscess with the appendix rolling in under the cecum
and the whole abscess behind. Of course the point

of the operation is to get out the concretions and the

sloughing appendix in order to make a perfect cure.

If the abscess is behind the cecum, an incision is

made inside the tumor and gauze is packed about it

so that it can be wholly walled off and operated on

without infecting the peritoneal cavity. That is a

very valuable procedure and I have done it several

times with great satisfaction, but the conditions are

not always so favorable. The appendicitis cases that

seem to me the most difficult are those where the

appendix is lying near the middle line at the pelvic

brim. An abscess forms about it. That abscess is

walled off by coils of small intestine coming np
in every direction, and omentum coming down over

all. The whole mass is glued together. If you make
an abdominal opening in such a case near the middle

line and try to surround that abscess, you come down
on small intestine which is attached by mesentery to-

ward the middle line. So that it is practically impos-

sible to isolate the infected coils from the rest of the

abdominal cavity.

The question will always arise in such a case

whether it is advisable to separate the infected coils in

order to get the appendix. Dr. Harrington's method
does not seem to me to have solved the difficulty in

these complicated cases. Therefore, I think that point

of view, although theoretically correct, cannot be

carried out in a great many severe cases. If you

try to carry it out and operate with the idea in mind,

the operation is usually more perfectly done, but I

think the best cases in which to carry it out, and the

only cases in which it can be done, are the cases where

the abscess is near the cecum and has not involved the

small intestine, but where you get a good clear chance

to pack without interfering with other infected coils of

intestine. My own idea in the severe cases is that the

important thing is to find out at the start whether there

is pus in the pelvis or not. If pus is present in the

pelvis and is not taken care of, the patient almost

always dies. If pus is found in the pelvis in the early

stages, it can be dealt with. I have looked up my
cases in 1884, '85 and '86, and I find 1 have taken out

the appendix in all the cases but two. The cases

where the appendix was not taken out were cases of

chronically walled-off abscesses nearly ready to burst,

where I did not think the question could arise of tak-

ing it out. I think it is undoubtedly a great advantage

to get the appendix out if you can. Whatever method

you employ, I think the question will always be the

question of individuality in the cases; that you cannot

lay down a rule that one must always take it out. If

you always take out an appendix, you may very often

regret having taken one out. I find also in looking

over my cases that I have saved six cases of general

purulent peritonitis. In such cases I always open in

the mediau line as well as over the appendix, and
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wash out the peritoneal cavity thoroughly. I sponge

out, flush and wash out, and leave a glass drainage-tube

in the pelvis and plenty of gauze round the appendix

and round all the sloughing gangrenous parts. The
glass tube in the pelvis will very often come out on the

third day, even where there has been pus in the pelvis.

Drainage of pus in the pelvis seems to act very favor-

ably in those cases. I used to make a large opening

and take out all the intestines, sponge with corrosive

sublimate, go over the whole cavity with gauze ; and
every bad case I did, died, so J have abandoned wholly

that ver}' careful handling of all the intestines and
cleansing. The best results I have got are from mak-
ing a targe opening over the appendix, getting it out,

disinfecting with peroxide of hydrogen by pouring it

in, wiping out later, washing out the peritoneal cavity

with the drainage-tube in place, and then leaving the

large opening packed with iodoform gauze. That has

given me the best results in those severe cases. Leu-
cocytosis is a symptom that has been spoken of with

great confidence. One of the cases I have on my con-

science in the last three years is a case I saw with Dr.

Richardson in his service, with a very stout fat abdomen,
where they told me there was no leucocytosis and the

patient had a temperature of 100° and pulse about

110. We waited till the next day partly on that

account. It is almost the only case I have waited for

and lost. The next day he was operated on and found

to be full of pus in spite of there being no special

leucocytosis. Since then I have paid very little atten-

tion to leucocytosis.

Persistent sinuses may be due to two or three things

— may be due to sloughing appendix left or to a con-

cretion, not uncommonly to a silk ligature. I think

it well to tie the appendix and all points in the infected

cavity with animal tendon of some sort, because silk

in those infected areas will always make a fistula if it

is tied in the infected area, whereas animal tendon

does not make any trouble. The operation between

the attacks has interested me lately more than anything

else in regard to appendicitis. I have been in the

habit of examining appendices during all my laparot-

omies, and have found them more or less diseased, and

have taken them out occasionally. Yesterday I was
doing a hysterectomy and thought I would look at the

appendix. I found the appendix about four inches

long, with adhesions around the base which evidently

narrowed its calibre. In the middle of the appendix

was a concretion about as large as an ordinary lead

pencil. I have seen these several times and taken the

appendix out for them, and yet this patient had not

complained of any symptoms, and I could not make
up my mind to take the appendix out. I snipped the

adhesions which allowed the calibre of the appendix

to become its normal size, then I squeezed this large

fecal concretion back into the cecum, and there were

several smaller ones of the same sort which 1 squeezed

back. I think it will be interesting to know, if in

some of the cases of appendix colic, such as the man
I showed here to-night who had a perfectly normal

appendix, but suffered constant pain and at the opera-

tion the end was found filled with these concretions,

whether pushing those concretions back would be a

relief.

So far as incision in the semilunaris for chronic

appendicitis goes, I have done that several times and

found it difficult to reach the appendix when it was

over toward the anterior superior spine without making

a much larger incision, also when it was down under

the head of the cecum it took a long dissection. The
linea semilunaris is one and a half inches from the

position where you often have to dissect for it. I

think that the linea semilunaris is the best tissue to

open if possible, and in extending McBurney's incision

or mine I always try to keep in the linea semilunaris

if possible.

Dr. Cabot : In speaking of making an incision

over the peritoneal cavity, I did not mean to the

middle line necessarily of the cake. In a cake of that

sort the incision I should prefer would be to begin

above the cake and after packing in around gradually

prolong and come down over the cake. Under that

plan my first incision is usually made over the point of

greatest tenderness. Now I simply begin above, get

into the peritoneal cavity and pack it off and then pro-

long the incision down over the cake and handle the

cake directly.

Dr. Richardson : It is a year or two ago that I

first saw Dr. Harrington operate by the method alluded

to by Dr. Cabot. It seemed to me so excellent a

method that I adopted it, and have used it ever since.

There is a class of cases in which this method is of the

greatest advantage. To that class belong those cases

of localized abscess situated close to the spine of the

ilium or to Poupart'a ligament— cases in which it is

feasible, by making the incision well toward the median

line, to arrange successfully gauze barriers.

We do not differ much, it seems to me, in our ideas

as to the technique of operations for appendicitis

;

though doubtless agreeing in point of fact, we do not

express ourselves exactly alike. The cases which

seem to me best treated by first opening the peritoneal

cavity are those with a localized tumor which can be

drained extra peritoueally.

The good results in cases of localized abscess which

are opened in direct contiguity with the general peri-

toneal cavity seems to me amazing, because one cannot

but infect the peritoneum locally the moment the cavity

is opened. Though such cases usually recover, it

seems to me that the risk is an unnecessary and a

heavy one.

When a purulent appendix is surrounded and con-

fined by an adherent and thickened omentum, which

itself is more or less infiltrated with pus, the whole

making a single abscess cavity, or rather a circum-

scribed septic tumor, separation of the adhesions and

removal of the appendix in the method described by

Dr. Harrington seems a most rational procedure, and

one most likely to be followed by immediate and per-

manent recovery.

On thrf other band, cases of long-standing inflamma-

tion, witl, extensive thick-walled abscesses, are best

treated by simple incision and drainage, without

attempt to separate the appendix. In such extensive

cases walling off seems impracticable, for you not only

cannot tell where the ajipeiidix is, but you cannot

make out the extent and depth of tlje abscess wall.

Separation of adhesions without a general and fatal

contamination seems in such cases almost impossible.

Walling oft" by means of gauze cannot be done with

that thoroughness which is essential for the success of

this method. Statistics of a very large number of

cases are necessary for us to form a clear idea of the

feasibility of removing tlie appendix in every case.

We ought to know, for instance, how frequently sj mp-

toms of appendicitis recur after simple drainage of the
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abscess. I have been able, in several hundred cases,

to find but four of this kind. Tiie number of deaths

in simple drainage of appendicular abscesses has been

but one or two in all, the percentage being therefore

extremely small.

The question of hernia following the operation

seems of little importance in deciding between the

methods of operating, for the hernia is quite as likely

to occur after drainage as after removal of the appen-

dix, for in all such cases drainage is necessary. If it

should appear that hernia after simple drainage is very

common, then it seems best to let the patient recover

from the operation of simple drainage, and later to

operate on the hernia and at the same time to remove

the appendix, the wound being of course sewed up

tight. I have recently operated upon a patient for

ventral hernia, upon whom two operations have been

performed for appendicular abscess— operations in

which the abscess cavity was simply drained. In

operating upon the hernia I removed at the same time

the appendix.

Another point in connection with appendicitis which

has been frequently and fully discussed, and upon

which I should like new light, is the question when to

operate in the acute stage and when not to operate.

As Dr. Elliot has said in a previous discussion, there

must be some rule, though not as yet formulated, by

which we may be guided in not operating upon acute

cases. That there is a group of symptoms which

decide some of us against operation cannot be doubted.

In my own experience almost every case in which I

have advised against operation the patient has recov-

ered. Many of them have had the great advantage of

appendectomy in the interval, an operation practically

without danger, and one followed by the most brilliant,

immediate and remote results. Those observers who
have seen large numbers of cases of appendicitis, and

who have in many of them delayed operation, will, I

think, bear me out in saying that such, almost without

exception recover. If we have in the operation in the

interval such a beautiful method of avoiding the

dangers of acute appendicitis, and that without hernia,

it seems to me that we now have additional reason for

being more conservative in the acute stage. In many
cases of appendicitis it can be predicted with the great-

est certaiut}- whether operation will be necessary or not.

About fifty per cent, of the cases that I have seen in

the last two years have recovered without operation.

With reference to the technique of the intercurrent

operation, I would say that McBurney's method seems

to roe by far the best. Without exception, I have

been able to use the McBurney method of separating

the muscular fibres in every case in which I have

begun it. I am delighted with it, and I apply it in

every instance. In one or two cases I have been

obliged to enlarge the original incision ; I agree with

Dr. Elliot and Dr. Cabot that the enlargement does

make the incision to a certain extent ragged. A
ragged wound, however, is of no consequence. The
greatest advantage of the McBurney method is that

none of the fibres of the abdominal muscles are sacri-

ficed. Where we usually make the incision in appen-

dicitis the fibres of the external oblique are aponeurotic.

Id certain instances it is probably necessary to cut

across the fibres of the internal oblique. I never do

it, however, without regretting that 1 am obliged to

weaken so firm and important a structure. As a rule,

the incision through the external oblique can be made

any length without cutting it, but the fibres of the in-

ternal oblique and the transversalis, must in some
instances be extensively sacrificed. In a very large

number of cases the appendix can be found by simply

separating the fibres of the external oblique and of the

internal oblique and transversalis a very short distance.

In the vast majoritj' of cases of appendectomy in the

interval it is possible to remove the appendix through

an incision so short that only one deep stitch is re-

quired to close it. I have never seen any hernia or

weakness of the scar by such operation. In many
cases I have been able to remove the appendix through

an incision not broader than my thumb nail. Not that

there is any special advantage in so short an incision.

The treatment of the stump of the appendix in cases

of acute appendicitis in which drainage is necessary is

simply to tie with catgut, and not to attempt to cover

the stump with peritoneum. In the operation in the

interval the best plan seems to me to depress the

stump of the appendix into the cecum and to sew the

peritoneum over it by interrupted silk sutures. I

always tie the appendix near the cecum with silk and

amputate with the actual cautery. I long ago aban-

doned making a cuff on the appendix and inverting

the peritoneum of the appendix itself. In a certain

number of cases, owing to thickness of the stump,

stiffness of the cecal wall, inaccessibility of the parts,

or for some other reason, it is impossible to cover-in

the stump. In such cases I have dropped the pedicle

back, uncovered, and recovery without complication

has followed.

Dr. Warren : In regard to the question of hernia,

the general impression in those cases I have seen is

that hernia is not so frequent as we think. I think

we can by after-treatment avoid the danger of hernia

by taking a good deal of care. The cavity is drained

and a few stitches put in. The cavity should be fre-

quently dressed, it seems to me ; the gauze drains

should be removed the next day or on the second day,

and diminished rapidly in size. The moment you see

you have a clean, velvety-walled wound the edges

should be brought together and in contact all over

the surface, and you can get in many cases a union

by " primary second " intention. That can be accom-

plished by using provisional stitches and bringing the

surfaces of the wound firmly together. I think in

that way cases that have been drained need not neces-

sarily suffer from hernia. A word about the fre-

quency of relapses in cases that have been operated

upon and cases not operated upon. I am generally

in the habit of telling a patient if he goes a certain

length of time without relapse the chances are that

his appendix has healed up. If you have a case

which has suppurated and you have not taken out the

appendix, the patient wants to know how long he has

got to be careful. I am in the habit of saying if he

escapes for three months he stands a good chance of

not liaviug relapse, and if six months he stands a bet-

ter chance. I believe in those cases that go over a

certain length of time the appendix has sloughed out

or the perforation has permanently healed. In regard

to ligatures in septic cases I use catgut in tying off

the appendix.

REMOVAL OF THE UTERUS FOR CANCER OF THE
CF.RVIX.

Dr. Burrage: I have here a uterus with its

ovaries and tubes that I removed this morning from a
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womau fifty-six years old for cancer of the cervix. It

is of interest because it illustrates a comparatively

new radical method of operating for cancer of the

uterus, which is similar to the operation for cancer of

the breast. I refer to the operation that Dr. Clark,

of the Johns Hopkins University, has written about.

It consists in inserting bougies in the ureters and mak-
ing a very free dissection of the pelvis by abdominal

section. The specimen is also of interest from the

well-marked line of demarcation which it shows be-

tween the diseased and the healthy tissue, beginning

just above the internal os and extending down until it

is lost at what was the cervix, which is almost entirely

gone. I thought at the time of the operation that I

had removed all the disease, which had extended onto

the vagina behind and to the right, and into the tis-

sues of the pelvic floor. The symptoms had lasted

seven weeks and consisted of pain and flowing. Drs.

Couucilman and Mallory, who kindly examined the

specimen, say they think there was some cancerous

tissue left in the pelvic tissues. There were co enlarged

glands in the pelvis, and I palpated carefully along

the course of the vessels to detect any, because that

is i part of the operation. The inserting the bougies

in the ureters took about twenty minutes, and was

done with cocaine, and the operation lasted about two

hours. It is a case of large alveolar cancer. The
ute of the bougies facilitated the dissection of the

ureters a great deal, there being no danger whatsoever

of injuring them. It was constantly plain where

they were, and it was possible to isolate them so that

they were stretched as two cords across the sides of

the pelvis. The ureters having vessels of their own,

one may make a free dissection without danger of

their sloughing.

Dr. Elliot : I never found any special difficulty

in dissecting the ureters or finding them, and I have

been very doubtful whether it would be any easier to

dissect them with the bougies iu. Where they are in

cancerous tissue, however, I should think there might

be ditiiculty. I do not intend, however, to operate in

cases where there is cancerous tissue around the

ureters.

ACUTE intussusception in a bot of six.

Dr. Warren : I would like to report a case of

acute intussusception in a boy of six years. I was

called by Dr. Rotch to see the case two weeks ago on

Saturday. The boy had had an attack of sharp pain

Saturday morning about seven o'clock. He had been

fooling in his mother's sewing-room over a sewing-

table, pulling the abdomen up and down over the edge

of the table. it was thought that possibly might

have started the intussusception. The paiu began the

next morning at seven or eight o'clock. There was a

sharp attack of pain, collapse, weak pulse, subnormal
temperature and vomiting. Morphine was adminis-

tered, and the case seen by Dr. Botch, with Dr. Reed
(his physician) that evening. The boy was comforta-

ble from morphine, the pulse slower and more normal.

During the day he had passed some bloody fluid from

the rectum. No tumor felt, but on examination a

sausage-shaped tumor in the right hypochondrium. I

operated about the nineteenth hour from the begin-

ning of the pain. I felt that here was a boy in good
condition, and early operation with our present tech-

nique authorized us to disregard the old methods of

distending the bowel or injecting with enemata ; and

so we did a laparotomy without trying any prelimi-

nary measures. I made an incision from above the

umbilicus to two or three inches below, and then a

T-shaped incision across the rectus at the level of the

umbilicus over to the left side, pressed aside the bow-

els, found (he intussusception, which was just at the

splenic flexure, about six inches long; and holding

the intussusceptum in one finger and manipulating

the intussuscipiens so as to pull the iutussuscipiens

down and force up the fundus of the intussusception

the intussusception was reduced. There was a little

induration of the mesentery at one point, but not

enough to make it apparent that there was any throm-

bosis. The boy made an uninterrupted recovery and

the wound has healed by first intention and there have

been no bad symptoms since.

THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF GENITO-
URINARY SURGEONS.

Tenth Annual Meeting, Atlantic City, N. J.,

June 2 and 3, 1896.

FIRST DAT.

ADDRESS BT THE PRESIDENT.

Dk. Claudius H. Mastin, of Mobile, Ala., Presi-

dent of the Association, briefly reviewed its history

since its organization in 1886. He stated that during

the past ten years great advances have been made in

the field of genito-urinary diseases. The various

organs which are comprised in its domain have been

studied and thoroughly investigated. Our knowledge

of their pathology and the therapeutic required for their

treatment have each been systematized. Our instru-

ments of investigation have been improved and new ones

have been invented ; the technique of our operations

has been simplified and perfected. The kidneys and

the bladder, together with the organs of generation

have been opened up and illuminated, the hidden re-

cesses of the entire system have been exposed to the

eye, so that no longer are we groping in the dark, but

aided by all the means of modern research, our diag-

nosis of hitherto obscure troubles has been cleared of

doubt. Some of the greatest minds of past ages have

done much in the department of genito-urinary dis-

eases, and through their investigations it has been rec-

ognized as of the greatest importance. The immortal

John Hunter understood its bearing upon scientific

medicine, and indelibly impressed his great name upon
the very keystone of modern pathology, the hard

chancre. His researches in this line blazed out the

pathway of our present knowledge of syphilis.

FIVE CASES of rupture OF THE URETHRA TREATED
BY EXTERNAL URETHROTOMY AND SUTURE.

Dr. a. T. Cabot, of Boston, read a paper with

this title. He stated that the intractable nature of

traumatic stricture of the urethra is so well known
that no apology was required for a report of some
cases in which an attempt was made by immediate

suture of the ruptured urethra to furnish accurate

coaptation of the divided ends of the canal, and by
promoting rapid and smooth healing of the mucous
membrane to avoid the formation of stricture.

Hitherto, the latter has been regarded as an inevitable

consequence of a urethral rupture, and while in the
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ioriuiiate cases of nioiieraie severity tlie regular pas-

saife of a souud may keep the uretlira permeable,

uewlect of this precaution may be expected to result

iu a rapid closure of tbe stricture, lu other cases of

greater severity tbe stricture shows a constaut tend-

ency to contract in spite of every etfurt to keep it open,

and repeated operations are required to avert the seri-

ous consequences of a complete closure.

J3r. Cabot then reported five cases of traumatic

rupture of the uretlira which were treated by immedi-

ate external urethrotomy and suture. In all of tbe

cases the immediate result of the operation was good.

In three of them the opportunity was given for exam-

ination some years after any dilating instrument had

been used : in two of these no stricture was found and

instruments as large or even larger than were used im-

mediately after the operation slipped past the point

of rupture with perfect ease. In one case, while no

interference with urination was noticed, a narrowing

of tbe urethra was found ; this narrow point, however,

was not of a hard, cicatricial nature, but was so soft

and yielding that without tbe least exercise of force it

was rapidly dilated to a good size. The conclusions

of tbe author were as follows:

(1) In every case of ruptured urethra, immediate

perineal section, with suture of the urethra should be

practised.

(2) By this procedure not only do we greatly lessen

the danger of urine infiltration and abscess, but we

also, iu a large proportion of cases, may hope to pre-

vent the formation of close intractable strictures.

(3) In tbe early operation, the search for the poste-

rior end of tbe urethra is much easier than in the

later. Tbe hemorrhage from the brancli of the artery

of tbe bulb serves as a guide to that end of the canal.

Dr. J. William White, of Philadelphia, said that

be fully concurred with Dr. Cabot in the general prin-

ciples laid down iu his paper. There is another class

of cases, however, iu which it is sometimes dillicult to

decide just what procedure to follow, namely, cases of

slight injury iu which there are practically no symp-

toms excepting a little hemorrhage and peilKij)s some

peiineal swelling. Iu a slight, partial rupture of

this character, is the outlook Irom suturing any better

than we could except from the introduction and reten-

tion of a large sized instrumeut, and careful urinary

antisepsis ?

Dr. John P. Brtson, of St. Louis, said be was

entirely in accord with the statement made by Dr.

Cabot, that an early operation is demanded iu a case of

traumatic rupture of tbe urethra. If it can be demoii-

strat'.'d that the lesion in the urethra is transverse or

oblique, the indications are to open and suture it. In

these cases we often have to deal with a semilunar

laceration.

Dr. F. R. Stcirgis, of New York, said that when
the rupture is slight, the introduction of an instrumeut

to keep the canal patent is often all that is necessary.

When, on the contrary, the rupture is extensive, an

operation is called for.

Dr. Abner Post, of Boston, reported a case of

ruptured urethra recently coming under bis observa-

tion. In that case, tbe speaker said, the patient would

have been better off had an immediate operation been

performed aud tbe urethra sutured.

Dr. Georgi; Chismore, of San Francisco, said

that while he coincided with the views of tbe writer

of the paper in every respect, yet it seecned to him

that we are a little premature in concluding that a

rupture of the urethra, not sutured and left to the

healing powers of nature alone, will invariably lead to

a particularly intractable form of stricture. He re-

ported a case in which he had an opportunity to ex-

amine the uretlira of a |)atieut who had sustained a

traumatic rupture of the urethra ten years before, and
who had had no instruments passed for many years.

He found a stricture at the seat of tbe injury which

yielded very readily, admitting, within two weeks, a

"No. 10 F.

Dr. Brtson said that iu the linear form of stricture,

which is usually a simple baud rising quite sharply

from the urethral wall, dilatation will often produce

good results and sometimes bring about a radical cure.

A longitudinal tear may heal even without the use of a

catheter, but in traumatic cases the rupture is usually

transverse or oblique.

Dr. Cabot, in closing the discussion, said he agreed

with the statement made by Dr. White that it is often

difficult to decide whether a case requires immediate

operation or whether milder measures will suffice.

The feeling be has is, that if a case which does require

early operation is not operated on, it usually does

badly. An abscess results, together with a cicatricial

stricture, which might have been avoided by immediate

operation. The actual danger pertaining to such an

operation is trivial: it is a much more serious matter

if we leave a blood-clot or a tear in tbe mucous mem-
brane. In case of doubt, therefore, it is well to

operate. There are undoubtedly cases where the in-

jury is so slight that we can treat them as indicated by
Dr. White, but where there is inability to pass a cathe-

ter or a large swelling in the perineum, an operation

is necessary. In the case related by Dr. Chismore,

the good result was no doubt partly due to the fact

that a perineal opening was made, thus preventing

urinary infiltration.

report of two cases of cRETHROTOiir with
transplantation FOR URETHRAL STRICTURES,

by Dr. John P. Br y son, of St. Louis.

Tbe history of the first case was as follows : J. F.

was first seen by Dr. Bryson iu December, 1891. He
had an annular stricture of the urethra, the anterior

lace of which was situated live and one-half inches

from the meatus. Tbe stricture had its origin in a
gouorrhea contracted eight years before. It was of

the inflammatory variety, resilient, and had repeat-

edly resisted tfforls at dilatation carried beyond Ko.

14 F. Being convinced that further palliative treat-

ment was useless, the speaker said he opened the

canal on December '22, 1691, and disclosed a stricture

about one-quarter of an inch in breadth situated at

the posterior part of the bulbous sinus, and lined by

roughened and inflamed mucous membrane. There

was no well-defined margin between tbe healthy and

diseased tissues, the one gradually shading into the

other. The membranous [lortion of the urethra was

not much dilated, but was in a slate of mild, chronic,

purulent infiammalion. Tbe urgeut request of tbe

patient, who demanded a radical cure of the trouble,

which had considerably undermined bis health, led

Dr. Bryson to disregard tbe extra risk caused by the

posterior urethritis and at once to dissect out the

whole of the diseased tissue, going well beyond it on
either side, in order to be sure of the mucous mem-
brane. When the dissection was complete, it was
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seen that the divided ends of the urethra were separ-

ated fully three-quarters of au inch and an attempt to

bring them together failed. The base of the wound
being composed of spongy and vascular tissue, imme-
diate transplantation of a graft taken from the lining

membrane of the prepuce was ventured. This was
stitched to the cut ends of the urethra by interrupted

catgut sutures. The urethra and bladder were thor-

oughly irrigated with warm carbolic solul ion, a catheter

passing the full length of the urethra was tied in and
the perineal wound propped open with iodoform

gauze, loosely placed. On December 24th the gauze
was removed ; two days later the catheter was re-

moved, and on inspection it was found that the graft

had taken. The catheter was left out. The patient

passed his urine chiefly through the perineal incision.

The patient left the hospital on January 6, 1892, at

which time the perineal wound had almost closed.

He came under observation again in March, 1894,

complaining of a free urethral discharge; after this

was cured, a No. 30 F. sound would enter the bladder

easily, almost painlessly, and caused no bleeding.

On December 26, 1894, the patient reported that he
had no further trouble and was able to urinate with a

full stream. He was again heard from in the fall of

1895, when he wrote that he had remained perfectly

well since the operation, urinating with a full stream
and at normal intervals, having had no treatment in

the interim.

In the second case reported by Dr. Bryson, several

attempts at transplantation were made before a suc-

cessful graft was introduced.

GOOD RESULTS FOLLOWING URETHRAL RESECTION.

Dr. Eugene Fuller, of New York, read a paper
on this subject. He stated that during the past year
he had encountered two cases in which, owing to the

extensive destruction of the urethral canal, he had
originally expected to be obliged to establish an arti-

ficial route (either perineal or hypogastric) in order

to ensure a satisfactory and permanent outlet for the

vesical content". In both of these cases, however,
by resorting to a very radical and extensive excision

of the diseased urethral areas, he was able to restore

the normal urinary function and to leave the urethral

canals apparently permanently of good calibre. In

one of the cases the excised tissue included the entire

bulbous urethra, fully an inch of the penile urethra
anterior to the bulb, and the anterior half-inch of the

membranous urethra. In the other case an inch and
three-quarters of the urethra was removed. In this

second case the tissue removed included the bulbous
urethra and the anterior portion of the membranous
urethra. The first case was operated on about a year
ago, and has been under observation ever since.

Although the urethra is somewhat tortuous, it admits
freely an 18 A. and shows no special tendency to

contract. The second case, which was done about
ten months ago, admitted a No. 17 A. easily four

months after the operation ; since that time, Dr. Ful-
ler said, he has not had an opportunity personally to

examine the patient, although he has heard from him
that he is all right and in no apparent need of surgical

attention.

Dr. White said that in one case of injury to the

urethra coming under his observation, a considerable
portion of the urethral wall was missing ; to fill this

gap he used a graft taken from the mucous membrane

on the inside of the cheek. He was unable to say
whether the graft took successfully or not, the case

did weH, however, and he was disposed to think that

the transplantation was a factor in bringing about the

good result.

Dr. Brtson expressed the opinion that in the cases

reported by Dr. Fuller— particularly in the last one—
the time that has elapsed since the operation is too

short to enable him to pronounce them permanently
cured. In a case of that character, where an exten-

sive resection is done, it would no doubt take a con-

siderable period of time for the urinary canal to fill up.

Dr. Chismore expressed the view that the result

of grafts within the urethra must be very uncertain.

Drs. Fuller and Bryson then closed the discus-

sion.

MOVABLE KIDNET : ITS FREQUENCY, ITS CAUSAL
RELATION TO CERTAIN DEFINITE SYMPTOMS, THE
MEASURE OF RELIEF AFFORDED BY NEPHROR-
RHAPHY, A NEW METHOD OF APPLYING SUTURES
IN THE OPERATION.

Dr. Francis S. Watson, of Boston, read a paper
with this title. He stated that the importance of this sub
ject is not sufficiently recognized in this country, in

spite of a large mass of reliable data which is at the

disposal of the profession. Movable kidney is regarded

by many intelligent surgeons as a fad ; by others as

merely one manifestation of hysteria. Eminent path-

ologists continue to assert its great rarity, and men-
tion of successful nephrorrhapies is met with a shrug
of the shoulder. The reasons for these doubts are

probably as follows : The pathologist rarely finds

movable kidney because, in the first place, he rarely

looks for it, and in the second place, as Newman and
Kendal Franks have pointed out, with the body in the

dorsal position the kidney naturally returns to its

normal position and afterwards is retained there by
the solidification of the periuephritic fat after death.

As regards the frequency of this condition, the fol-

lowing figures will prove of interest: Glenard, in

1893, reported that he had seen personally, between
1885 and 1893, 537 cases of movable kidney. Lind-

ner, in 1888, asserted that one woman in ever}- five

was subject to movable kidney. Edt-bohls, in lb93,

said that he had found 90 cases in a series of 500
women examined.
There are three symptoms of the dependence of

which upon movable kidney all authorities agree.

These are, in their order of frequency : (1) Pain in

the loin or abdomen ; (2) disturbances of digestion of

the character of atonic dyspepsia ; (3) neurasthenic

or hysterical symptoms. There is one other which is

not often mentioned, but which, when present, is the

most characteristic of all, namely, the sickening pain,

accompanied by a sense of nausea and faintness,

which occurs when the kidney is grasped between the

hands or the fingers and thumb. It is just as charac-

teristic, so far as one may judge from the description

of patients, as is the peculiar sensation which men
feel when the testicle is squeezed.

An important point in connection with this condi-

tion is the occurrence, in a considerable number of

cases, of hydronephrosis, which, beginning as inter-

mittent, sometimes becomes permanent, and the origi-

nal gravity of which is occasionally added to by infec-

tion from the lower part of the urinary tract, converting

it into a pyonephrosis, with destruction of the organ.
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Dr. Watson then briefly described his own method

of suturing tlie kidney in the loin, which was as fol-

lows : After exposinj; the kidney by tlie usual" lumbar

incision, the fatty capsule covering the posterior sur-

face of the organ is excised and its cut edges are

stitched a little distance from the margins of the

wound. Two stout chromioized catgut sutures are

then passed through two-thirds of the entire length of

the kidney, parallel to each other, and through the

parenchyma of the organ, at a distance of half an

inch from each other. They enter the kidney a little

above its lower end and emerge a little below its upper

end. Either end of the suture is then passed through

the edge of the muscular layer of the wound. Two
other sutures are then passed in a horizontal direction

through the substance of the kidney, one above and

the other below the points of entrance and of issue of

the two first sutures, and their ends are also passed

through the muscular borders of the lumbar wound.

The fibrous capsule is now split throughout nearly

the entire extent of the posterior surface of the organ,

and reflected to a very slight extent towards either

side, thus denuding the posterior border of the kidney

to the breadth of the little linger. The sutures, in-

stead of being tied in the ordinary way, that is to

say, instead of one end being tied to the opposite end

of the same suture, the end of one long suture is tied

to the end of the other above and the same is done

below at the points where they pass parallel to each

other through the muscular layer. The same is done

with the cross sutures. In this way the danger of the

stitches tearing out is avoided. The kidney is drawn
firmlv into its place and maintained there hy the

sutures, being suspended as in a hammock.
Dr. Chismore said that Dr. Watson's paper had

'nade such an impression on him that he would pay

jore attention to the subject of movable kidney in

the future. He has noticed that certain of his col-

leagues find this condition with remarkable frequency.

He has one undoubted case of floating kiiluey under

his observation at present, where the condition was

discovered by accident; as it has given rise to no

marked symptoms, nothing has been done regarding it.

Dr. Cabot said he has operated on quite a number
of cases of movable kidney which have given rise to

symptoms in different degrees. In some cases the

C )ndition gives rise to nervous symptoms, in others to

d gestive disturbances, and in a third class it causes

kidney colic. In the digestive and still more in the

latter class of cases the most favorable results were

obtained by operative interference, in his later oper-

ations he has adopted the method originated by Guy on,

which seems to work verj- well.

Dr. White said he was quite well f atisfied that mov-

able kidney exists far more frequently than many
suppose; he was equally well satisfied that too many
movable kidneys were being found and operated on

to-day. He has never seen a death result from the

operation, and he has Ufver failed to get at least tem-

porary relief. The diagnosis usually rests between

muvalile kidney and tuuior of the gall-bladder, or

some other intra-abdominal condition. One of the

symptoms to aid us in making a diagnosis of movable
kidney is the variation in the quantity of urine passed,

due to torsion of the ureter ; we may get a history of

diminution in the amount passed, followed by a sudden

increase and a relief of the symptoms. The symjitoms

mentioned in most of the text-books, namely, percus-

sion over the loin, he regarded of very little importance.

The speaker expressed the opinion that most of the

symptoms accompanying movable kidney are directly

due. to the condition itself, and are not of a hysterical

character. The traction on the duodenum would
account for the gastric phenomena ; the obstruction to

the outflow of urine would account for the renal symp-
toms and the traction on the nerves would account for

the nervous manifestations.

Dr. Fcller called attention to the fact that in

cases where the capsule of the kidney is incised, a
plastic lymph is thrown out which becomes firm and
holds the organ in place.

Dr. Brtson said that an important reason for oper-

ating in these cases is the danger of suppurative lesions.

In four eases where he opened the kidney for the pur-

pose of draining a suppurating pelvis he found the

organ much lower down than it should have been.

The speaker said he agreed perfectly with Dr. Watson
regarding the characteristic pain produced by com-
pressing the kidney. As regards the proper location

of the organ, he has obtained the best results by fixing

it in a position where the ureter is neither stretched,

nor sufficiently relaxed to become kinked.

post-conceptional syphilis.*

Dr. Abser Post, of Boston, read a paper on this

subject. He stated that regarding the possibility of

intra-uterine infection of syphilis two opinions prevail,

one party affirming and another denying its existence,

while a third party may be said to consist of those

who admit its possibility up to a certain period of

pregnancy, and deny its possibility after a date which
is set at various periods by different writers. Those
who deny the possibility of snch transmission rest

their belief upon the well-known relationship between
mother and fetus, which does not permit the direct

interchange of blood-corpuscles, and upon the probable

fact that the contagium of syphilis is carried only by
the blood-corpuscles and not by the serum, so that

theoretically the transmission of the disease through

the placenta is impossible.

The problem of infection of the fetus during intra-

uterine life simplifies itself into the question whether
pathogenic microbes may be transferred from the

mother to the fetus or not. So far as analogy is con-

cerned different conclusions have been reached by
different investigators. The latest opinion on this sub-

ject is to the effect that the microbes of pneumonia
and typhoid fever and also the bacterium coli com-
mune |>ass the placenta and attack the fetus in uiero.

We are justified in saying that the microbes of certain

diseases pass the placenta to infect the fetus, and hence
we may infer that intra-uterine infection is not impos-

sible in syphilis.

To establish the fact that the mother has acquired

syphilis during pregnancy and transmitted it to her

fetus, Taylor, in the recent edition of his work, lays

down a series of propositions which must be proven

before the fact of such transmission can be accepted

:

(1) It must be shown that the father was free from
syphilis at the time of conception. (2) The infection

of the mother during pregnancy and her freedom from
the disease previously must be proven beyond doubt.

(3) The child must have unmistakable lesions acquired

without doubt before birth.

See page T?, No. 4, of the Journal.
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Dr. Post reported several cases illustrating the vari-

ous points under consideration.

Dr. R. W. Taylor, of New York, said that Dr.

Post, in his paper, assumes that syphilis is a bacterial

disease, and while analogous evidence strongly points

to such an etiology, yet true, scientific evidence to that

effect is lacking. The placenta, as a rule, is a good

filter, preventing the transmission of the red blood-

corpuscles, which seem to be the vehicles of the

disease ; but if this is so, why have the microbes of

syphilis not been found in them ? Women who are

infected with syphilis during the first few weeks of preg-

nancy, usually give birth, towards the end of the

fourth or fifth month or perhaps later, to a macerated

fetus. When the infection occurs after the fourth or

fifth month they may give birth to either a macerated

fetus or a puny, miserable child, which at birth shows

no evidence of the disease. Admitting that syphilis

is due to a microbe which resides in the red blood-

corpuscles and is prevented from coming in contact

with the fetus by the placenta, there is nothing to pre-

vent the constant interchange of serum between

mother and fetus, and this carries with it the toxines

of the disease. In the case reported by Dr. Post it is

a matter of regret that he did not give the father a

thorough examination to prove the truth of his state-

ments. Assuming that the father's story was true

and that this was a reliable case of post-couceptional

syphilis, it is probably to be attributed to the fact that

the placenta of that mother was not competeut : that

in the utero-placental circulation, owing to a rupture

or thrombosis or some other lesion, there was an in-

terchange of red blood-corpuscles and true syphilitic

infection of the fetus.

De. p. a. Morrow, of New York, said he has al-

ways accepted the theory that syphilis of the mother,

acquired after conception, may be communicated to

the fetus, and also that the disease may be communi-

cated to the mother by a syphilitic fetus. He has

observed a number of cases where the wife was in-

oculated during pregnancy by a syphilitic husband

who had contracted the disease after procreation, re-

sulting in an offspring with unmistakable evidences of

syphilis. The theory that the placenta acts as an ab-

solute filter, preventing contact of the syphilitic virus

with the fetus, does not, in his opinion, rest on suffi-

cient evidence. He believed that almost all authorities

at the present day recognized that the mother may re-

ceive infection from a syphilitic fetus, and that the

mother, healthy at the date of conception, may after-

wards contract syphilis and communicate it to her

child in utero.

Dr. White said there can be no doubt that the

placenta acts as a filter. This has been shown ex-

perimentally in animals. The speaker expressed the

opinion that while the fetus may be influenced by the

toxines of syphilis, even to the point of death, he did

not credit the theory that syphilitic manifestations in

such a child after birth were due to the toxines alone,

the placenta having acted as a competent barrier

against the invasion of the bacteria themselves. One
reason which may account for the rarity of post-con-

ceptional syphilis probably is that the child, uuder

these circumstances, must undergo a species of vacci-

nation.

Db. Stdbgis said it is by no means certain that a

bacteria is the etiological factor of syphilis, nor has he

ever been able to accept the theory that the placenta

acts in the capacity of a filter. It is well known that

certain diseases can be transmitted by the mother to

the child in utero, which compels us to admit that if

the placenta does act as a filter, it is a pretty poor

filter, after all. Cases of syphilis have been reported

where the mother was infected as late as the eighth

month, and he expressed the opinion that many simi-

lar cases escaped notice for the simple reason that it

is exceedingly difficult to get an accurate history of

such cases. In a pregnant woman the primary lesion

is apt to escape notice or may be attributed to some

irritation.

Dr. Post, in closing the discussion, said that to

make a plea for closer observation in these cases was

one of the chief objects of his paper.

{To he continued.')

Kecent Ettecature.

A Text-Book of Bacteriology. By George M. Stern-
berg, M.D., LL.D. New York: William Wood
& Co. 1896.

Believing that the size and expense of his "Manual
of Bacteriology," published in 1892, might restrict its

usefulness among students of medicine and of biology,

the author has issued uuder the above title practically

a second edition of his well-known work, from which

he has eliminated the detailed descriptions of non-

pathogenic bacteria and the extensive bibliography

contained in the Manual. The resulting volume of

693 pages, although nearly 200 pages smaller than its

predecessor, still forms a large and handsome book.

Inasmuch as the arrangement of the subject-matter

remains the same as in his Manual, and the text hag

been only so far changed in places as to keep it fully

abreast of the most recent advances in the science of

bacteriology, no detailed account of the work is neces-

sary. It remains unquestionably the best book in the

English language on the subject of which it treats.

It is particularly useful on account of its completeness

as a book of reference when some unusual form of

bacterium has to be identified. Curiously enough,

however, the subject of actinomycosis is omitted both

from the Text-book and from the Manual, although the

actinomyces is included by Giinther in his list of the

thirty most important pathogenic bacteria. To be

sure, the classification of actinomyces has not yet been

positively determined, but so long as the most recent

authorities agree that it belongs to the plasmorphous

bacteria, it would seem that this very important or-

ganism should be included in so extensive a work as

this. It was also noted that the index contained no
reference to LofHer's blood-serum mixture described

in the chapter on the Bacteria in Diphtheria.

In conclusion, we should say for the benefit of those

to whom the work is unknown, that it is very taste-

fully bound, is well printed on good paper, and con-

tains numerous excellent illustrations.

Faith Cure at Scranton.— The father of a boy

who recently died of diphtheria in Scranton, Pa.,

under treatment by Christian Science, has been held

by the coroner for criminal neglect, together with two

other faith-curists who assisted in the treatment of the
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ON THE TREATMENT OF HEMOPTYSIS.

Skreinka, of Rozoau-Morant, Russia, as the result

of a very large experience in the treatment of pul-

monary tuberculosis, offers the following therapeutic

suggestions for the various forms of hemoptysis.

A first variety of pulmonary hemorrhage is that

which comes on at the onset of a bacillary lesion of

the apex, and is simply due to efforts of coughing. It

is characterized by sputa slightly tinged with blood.

It is met with in patients whose bronchial secretion is

80 viscous as to be with difficulty expectorated. The

violent fits of coughing characteristic of these condi-

tions cause rupture of the capillary vessels of the

small bronchi, and consequent hemoptysis. The treat-

ment employed in these cases is simple : codeia to allay

the troublesome cough, and chloride of ammonium,

ipecacuanha, tartrate of antimony, sodium bicarbonate,

etc., to liquefy the viscous products of the bronchial

secretion, and facilitate expectoration.

The initial hemoptysis of tuberculous infiltration of

the lung constitutes one of the most frequent forms of

pneumorrhagia. It is distinguished by its abundance,

and bears no relation to the extent of lesions (often

trifling) existing at this period. The measures to be

enforced are rest in the horizontal posture, absolute

quiet, the application of ice to the supra-clavicular

fossa of the side affected, and to the precordial region

if there is much excitement of the heart, and the ad-

ministration every hour of sugar of lead and morphine

(one grain of the former, one-twelfth grain of the lat-

ter). When the cough is violent from the onset it

will be necessary to double the quantity of the mor-

phine. Saline purgatives should be administered till

abundant liquid stools are produced.

Skreinka has little faith in hypodermic injections of

ergotiu in the ordinary form of pulmonary hemorrhage.

Small doses, he says, exercise scarcely any useful

action, while large doses augment the arterial pressure

and excite the heart, thus sensibly hindering the salu-

tary effect of the vaso-constriction which the ergot

produces. Therefore, he reserves the hypodermics of

ergotin for cases in which, after a temporary arrest of

the bleeding, there supervenes anew a cough which

cannot be arrested by morphine, and during which the

patient expectorates black clots, the remains of an old

hemorrhage, mixed with bright red blood. In pres-

ence of these symptoms which indicate danger of a

fresh hemorrhage, he injects a large dose of ergotin

which often exercises a favorable effect, and he con-

tinues the use of morphine. Thus treated, the hemop-

tysis generally ceases in three or four days. The
patient may then be permitted to talk and to move
about in bed. The seventh day he may sit up, still

keeping his room, and on the tenth day he may go

out, but he must be enjoined to walk slowly and make
no exertion.

The abundant expectoration of blood which marks

the onset of tuberculous infiltration of the lung is

without fibrile reaction, and is not generally repeated,

or at least, not soon repeated. It is not so with the

hemoptysis coming on at more advanced stages of the

affection. These later hemorrhages are less profuse

but are soon repeated, so that the bleeding spells may
continue without much interruption for two or three

weeks. Lastly they are habitually accompanied with

fever, which serves to differentiate them from the

initial hemoptysis. The treatment of these late pul-

monary hemorrhages is the same as that of the initial

hemoptysis.

The bloody expectoration which is observed in the

course of fibroid phthisis is characterized by the small

quantity of blood raised, and the simultaneous expul-

sion of vitreous sputa which are not met with in the

other forms of pneumorrhagia. These little hemop-

tyses, which of themselves present no gravity, are

difficult to arrest by medicinal means. They are often

repeated every day for several weeks and spontane-

ously disappear when the patient seeks a more favor-

able climate.

The hemoptysis due to cavities presents, according

to the extent of the ulceration of the lung, three dis-

tinct varieties. When we have to do with cavities at

the apex so small that physical examination is unable

to discover them, the patient will raise almost without

efforts of cough small black clots. In these cases,

the harassing cough is wanting, and all the treatment

necessary for the hemoptysis is to apply an ice-bag to

the corresponding supra-clavicular fossa. The hemoj^

tysis is speedily arrested, and in three days the

patient is able to leave his room.

Cavities large enough to be detected by physical

exploration give rise to hemorrhages resembling those

that come from large bronchiectases. These hemop-

tyses supervene whenever there is retention of the

products of secretion in a cavity or in the dilated

bronchus. The expectorated blood is mixed with

purulent sputa. The best means of preventing these

hemorrhages is to ensure the regular and complete

evacuation of the contents of the vomica;, or bronchial
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dilatations. To combat the hemorrhage when it exists,

a few powders of acetate of lead and codeia may be

given (one-third of a grain of codeia, one grain of

acetate of lead).

Hemorrhages taking their rise in large vomicae

sometimes take on a fulminant course and may rapidly

produce death.

Hemoptyses coming from a lung of which the

greater part is undergoing softening are equally

formidable, although they do not generally have as

rapid a course as the preceding variety.

In both of these two forms of hemoptysis it is

necessary to act rapidly and energetically. As in

these cases we generally have to do with patients

already accustomed to opiates, we are obliged to ad-

minister morphine in large doses— one-third of a

grain, at first every hour, then every two hours, till a

marked sedation is produced. A large sinapism may
be applied to the front of the chest, and an ice-bag to

the affected side. Dry cups and vesicatories have

been recommended. To immobilize that half of the

thorax which corresponds to the lesion, long imbricated

strips of diachylon may be applied. In desperate

cases, we may resort to constriction of the limbs.

We thus obtain in a certain number of cases cessation

of the pulmonary hemorrhage which is replaced bv

black clots. This expectoration may last several

weeks. During this time the patient should remain

in bed, and be kept under the influence of narcotics.

CHARAKA SAMHITA.

The last issue, Part XV, of this work is of especial

interest, as portraying the teaching of the ancient

Indian physicians as to the important matters of diet

and hygiene. The instructions as to diet contain a good

deal of counsel wise enough to have stood the test of

time, and interesting for the quaint language in which

it is set forth.

" There are eight considerations, says the illustrious

son of Atri, bearing upon the ordinances about food

and their exceptions. Of these there are special cir-

cumstances which become productive of results bene-

ficial or harmful. They also contribute to each other's

excellence. These, therefore, should be determined.

Having understood them, one should seek one's own
good. One should not, through heedlessness or error,

indulge in such articles of food, or such practices,

which, though agreeable, are baneful or productive of

evil consequences afterwards."

We hope the ancient Indians were more faithful in

following such advice than are the modern dyspeptics.

The following selections from the advice in regard

to food would in the main be held sound doctrine

to-day

:

" Food that is warm, oily, and according to the

proper measure should be taken. It should also be

taken after that previously taken has been properly

digested. It should also consist of such ingredients as

would not form a compound of hostile potencies.

" One should take one's food in a place that is

agreeable.

" The food one takes should again, consist of dishes

every one of which is agreeable.

" One should eat not with haste, or taking up a

long time, or talking or laughing the while.

"While eating, one should eat with attention con-

centrated thereon.

" Lastly, one should eat after a proper survey of

one's self."

Warm food is advised because while being taken, it

" causes perspiration, assists the digestive fires, is soon

digested, causes the wind to move in its natural direc-

tions, and drives out the phlegm." Oily food possesses

all the above virtues, and in addition " generates

growth of strength and excellence of complexion."

Food taken according to the proper measure " is

easily transformed into feces and passes into the anal

canal. ... It does not injure the digestive fire. It is

digested without difficulty.

" Of the person that eats before the food previously

taken has been properly digested, the juice, still un-

developed, of the food previously taken, mingling with

the juice of the food taken subsequently, very soon

excites all the faults (wind, bile and phlegm).
" Of the person that eats after the food previously

taken has been properly digested, it is seen that the

faults being in their respective places, the digestive

fire being inflamed, the appetite being excited, the

mouths of the ducts being opened, the eructations

being pure, the action of the heart being unobstructed,

the wind moving in natural directions, the urgings of

wind, urine, and stools being satisfied, the food that is

taken, without injuring any of the constituent elements

of the body, increases the period of life in every case.

" For these reasons," and they certainly are cogent

enough, " one should eat after the food previously

taken has been digested.

" Of one that eats too quickly, the food taken comes

upwards, causes a cheerlessless, and does not reach the

proper receptacle. Besides, the faults and merits of

the food are not (in the case of one that eats too

quickly) always perceived. . . .

" One that eats too slowly never feels gratification.

Such a person eats much. His food also becomes cold.

The digestion of such a man is never equable. . . .

" In the case of one that eats, talking or laughing

the while, or without concentrated attention, the same
baneful results happen that have been declared in the

case of him that eats too quickly. . . .

" One should eat after an adequate survey of one's

self ; (noting that) this is suitable to me, and this not

so. Verily, what is suitable to one's constitution is

known to one's self."

The evils attending the taking of food in improper

measure are vividly described, the results of starvation

and gluttony being accurately portrayed ; and then

follows a sentence which shows how well the son

of Atri understood what we now call nervous dys-

pepsia : " That food and drink also which are taken
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with a miod burning with lust and wrath, and cupidity

and distraction, and envy, and shame, and grief, and

avarice, and anxiety, and fear, lead to similar disorders

born of indigestion.

" Again, of all disorders born of undigested food,

the alleviation happens only through abstention from

food.

" 111 the conquest of all diseases, physicians possessed

of skill desire such medicines as are contrary both to

the original cause, and also the symptoms, or contrary

to either of them."

The next chapter, which is devoted to plague and

epidemics, the destruction of towns and large villages,

we must reserve for a later number of the Jocbnal.

MEDICAL NOTES.

A German Ophthalmologist attends Queen
Victoria. — Professor Pagenstecker, a distinguished

German ophthalmologist, has been called to attend

Queen Victoria.

Dr. B. Meade Bolton, chief of the department of

pathology and bacteriology of the Philadelphia Board

of Health, has been tendered the chair of bacteriology

in the University of Missouri.

Vaccination in Afghanistan.— The Amir of

Afghanistan, acting on the advice of his physician,

Miss Hamilton, has adopted compulsory vaccination in

bis dominions.

The Bender Hygienic Laboratort of Albant
Medical College.— The New Bender Hygienic

Laboratory of the Albany Medical College was dedi-

cated on Tuesday evening, October 27th, with appro-

priate exercises, including an address by Prof. W.
Jacobi, M.D., of New York.

The Semi-Centennial of Anesthesia.— Har-

per's Weekly for October ]7th contained an interesting

article ou the Semi-Centennial of Anesthesia, by

Henry Smith Williams, M.D., illustrated by engrav-

ings of the Massachusetts Hospital, photographs of

Drs. Morton and Warren, and a reproduction of the

scene of the first operation under ether.

Bdbonic Plague in Bombay.— Ninety-seven

fresh cases of bubonic plague have occurred in

Bombay since the 2d inst., and there have been sev-

enty-six deaths. M. HafiEkine has been deputed to

make an investigation into the nature of the disease

and to report to the government of India. Quaran-

tine has been declared at Aden and at Egyptian ports.

Nymphomania Ccred bt Hysterectomy.—
James E. Moore, M.D., Professor of Clinical Surgery

in the University of Minnesota, reports in the Ameri-

can Journal of Obstetrics, a case of nymphomania in a

patient twenty-six years of age, which was cured by

the removal of both ovaries and the uterus. The
uterus was double, there being two distinct cavities of

about the normal size with one Fallopian tube leading

into each. In addition to nymphomania, dysmenorrhea

and severe menorrhagia were symptoms in this case.

Resigns from the Army.— Dr. John B. Hamil-

ton, Surgeon of the United States Marine-Hospital

Service, stationed in Chicago, has sent in his resigna-

tion to President Cleveland. Some time ago Dr.

Hamilton, who is editor of the Journal of the American
Medical Association, was ordered to the Marine Hos-

pital at San Francisco by the War Department. He
objected to being transferred, and made an official pro-

test. This protest was overruled.

Transportation to the Pan-American Medi-
cal Congress.— The Committee on Transportation

for the Pan-American Medical Congress, to be held

in the City of Mexico, November 16 to 19, 1896,

wish to announce that the special rates for the round

trip leaving Boston on the evening of November 8th

by the Sound Route, will be $84.50. By the all-rail

route, leaving at 12, midnight, on the same date, the

fare will be $88.50. This sum does not include sleep-

ing and parlor-car fares or meals. Further informa-

tion will be furnished to those desiring it by Dr.

Walter H. White, 222 Marlborough Street, Boston,

member of the Auxiliary Committee on Transporta-

tion.

The " Lancet " on the Semi-Centennial of An-
esthesia. — In closing an article on the Jubilee of

Anesthesia, the editor of the Lancet says : " From
the results of fifty years, surely it may be said that

we know very much more now than we did then, that

our apparatus is more perfect, our discrimination more
keen, and our appreciation of the particular require-

ments of particular cases more thorough. As English-

men, next year will prove even a greater anniversary

for us to commemorate — that of the first use of

chloroform ; but on this occasion we readily join

hands with our transatlantic confreres and award to

America the palm of having first made public proof

of the possibility of general anesthesia. In any case

we may rejoice that the words which proclaimed the

success of that memorable trial in the clinic of War-
ren were uttered in the English language."

The Efficiency of Antitoxin.— The following

extract from the Sanitary Record ol October 16, 1896,

adds. further testimony of a convincing character, with

reference to the eiBciency of antitoxin in reducing the

fatality from diphtheria when used in season : " A re-

port has recently been issued of the past year's exper-

ience with the use, in Austria, of antitoxin in the

treatment of diphtheria, which will go far to confirm

the faith of believers in the employment of this

remedy. It appears that out of the last 1,100 cases

treated in this manner, 970 recovered ; and that when
the serum was injected within the first two days after

the patient had begun to complain, it was found that

the mortality amounted only to a little over six per

cent. This certainly indicated a great advance in the

successful application of the remedy ; and it shows

that the physicians employing it had greatly improved

in their methods of applying it. It is further noted

that the returns of 313 inoculations made with a view
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to preventing those exposed to the risk of contagion

from contracting the disease, showed that the seizures

were limited to twenty individuals, all of whom suf-

fered only from a mild attack, and none of whom died.

These statistics ought to give increased confidence to

practitioners in this country who may have felt any

doubt as to the application and the efficiency of the

antitoxin remedy."

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

AcnTE Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, October 28, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease

:

diphtheria 92, scarlet fever 20, measles 50, typhoid

fever 60.

Removal of Dr. Heath.— Mayor Quincy has

removed Dr. A. B. Heath from the office of Commis-

sioner of Public Institutions of the City of Boston,

and has appointed Mr. E. C. Marshall, of Charles-

town, as his successor.

Stretchers for Firemen.— The ladder trucks of

the Boston Fire Department are to be equipped with

stretchers for the easy moving of firemen who may be

injured while on duty. The reason for such eqnip-

ment is that accidents demanding prompt removal of

the injured sometimes occur at fires before there has

been time for the arrival of police or hospital ambu-

lances.

Suffolk District Medical Society, Examina-

tion OF Candidates.— The Censors of the Suffolk

District Medical Society, officiating for the Society at

large, will meet to examine candidates for admission

to the Massachusetts Medical Society at 19 Boylston

Place on Thursday, November 12, 1896, at 2 p. m.

Candidates should make personal application to the

Secretary, and present their medical diploma, or its

equivalent, at least three days before the examination.

For further particulars apply, from 2 to 3 p. m., to

John Dane, M.D., Acting-Secretary, 29 Marlborough

Street, Boston.

Death at the Age of One Hundred and Nine
Years.— Mrs. Andre Berube died at Fitchburg,

Mass., on October 26th, at the age of one hundred

and nine years. She was born at St. Audre, Quebec,

in 1787, and was the oldest of twenty children. Her

grandfathers, it is said, lived to be one hundred and

five and one hundred and fifteen, and her oldest son is

now living in Marlboro, Mass., at the age of eighty-

seven.

NEW YORK.

The New Buildings of St. Luke's Hospital.

— The beautiful new buildings and chapel of St.

Luke's Hospital, at West 113th Street and Morning-

side Heights were consecrated on October 17th.

Dr. Thomas H. Manley Receives Two Ap-

pointments.— Dr. Thomas H. Manley, who was

one of the sufferers when the entire medical and sur-

gical staff of the Harlem Hospital was removed by

the Commissioners of Public Charities more than a

year ago, has been appointed visiting surgeon to the

West Side German Dispensary. He has also been

elected Professor of Surgery at the New York Clini-

cal School of Medicine, which is connected with that

institution.

The New Private Hospital foe Contagious
Diseases.— The plans for the new private hospital

for contagious diseases, especially scarlet fever and

diphtheria, to be located near the foot of East 16th

Street, have been finally approved, and the buildings

will be rapidly pushed to completion. It will be

remembered that this much needed institution was

first projected by Mrs. John W. Minturn, who her-

self contributed $25,000 towards the proposed object.

The estimates for the hospital call for $112,000, and

of this amount $100,000 has already been raised. Dr.

John W. Branuon is President, and Dr. T. Mitchell

Prudden, Professor of Pathology in the College of

Physicians and Surgeons, is Vice-President of the

Board of Direction. The Board also includes Dr. A.
H. Doty, Health Officer of the Port, President Wil-

son, of the Board of Health, and Dr. George B.

Fowler, Health Commissioner, ex-officio, who repre-

sents the interests of the Board of Health.

Syrian Immigrants Held for Observation.—
On the steamer Maasdam, which arrived on October

24th from Rotterdam and Boulogne, there were among
the passengers three Armenians and fifty Syrians

whom Health Ofiicer Doty decided to hold for obser-

vation for a few days on Hoffman Island. Dr. Doty

gave out that there were two reasons for this deten-

tion. The first was, that, as far as he could ascertain,

there is no provision for medical inspection at the port

of Boulogne, where these passengers were shipped, and

fourteen days had not elapsed from the time they left

their homes, which were in a part of Russia where

both small-pox and typhus fever are reported to be

prevalent. The second reason was that the tempera-

ture of a number of these immigrants was abnormally

high, although no specific disease has thus far declared

itself. The rest of the steerage passengers on the

Maasdam, who were shipped at Rotterdam, were

allowed to land, as the medical inspection is thorough

at the latter port.

Lecture by Dr. Paul Gibier. — On October

24th Dr. Paul Gibier delivered at the New York
Pasteur Institute, Central Park, West, a lecture, to

which the members of the Medical Society of the

County of New York and the New York County

Medical Association had been invited, on '• Serum-

Therapy in Poisoning by the Venom of Snakes,"

which was illustrated with experiments in the labor-

atory of the institute. This was the first demonstra-

tion in this country of the discovery made by Dr.

Calmette, of the Pasteur Institute at Lisle, France,

who carried on experiments for several years in China

before perfecting the process. For some months past

he has been experimenting with human subjects, and

has met with entire success, as the bite of the vipers
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Id some parts of France is said to be as fatal as that

of the rattlesnake in this country. No experiments

liave as yet been made on human beings here. This

new serum is a clear, light-brown fluid, and it appears

to be one of the most powerful of all the antitoxins

j'et discovered. One dose cures. There is no exhil-

aration and it is followed by no evil after-effects.

While there are several hundred varieties of venomous

snakes, it is claimed that the serum acts as an antidote

to the bite of any one of them. For a number of

weeks Dr. Gibier has been experimenting with two

large rattlesnakes and several young ones, and on the

occasion of his public lecture at the Pasteur Institute

he first inoculated a rabbit with a lethal dose of the

rattlesnake venom without interfering with the course

of the poison in the system. In less than twenty

minutes the animal was dead. A second rabbit was

inoculated with the same dose, and immediately after-

ward given an injection of the Calmette serum. It

appeared to suffer a little at first, but soon entirely

recovered. A third rabbit was then inoculated with

the serum before receiving a similar dose of the snake

poison, and in this instance the animal did not show

the slightest sign of illness.

THE LATE SIR JOHN ERIC ERICHSEN.

A CORRESPONDENT of the Lancet gives the follow-

ing amusing anecdote of the late Sir John Erichsen :

" The late Dr. Hugh McNicol of Dalmally, Argyll-

shire, told me of his having once met Erichsen. A
serious fracture case occurred in a large hotel in the

county and Dr. McNicol was called to it. When set-

ting the limb an old gentleman came to him and said

he would be glad to give any assistance required, as

he, too, was a medical man. He was thanked by Dr.

McNicol and asked to use extension, etc., and to all

the local man's directions the old gentleman gave

readv obedience. The fracture was set and an ad-

journment made to the smoking-room. ' I must thank

you for your assistance, sir.' ' Not at all ; I was glad

to be able to help in the matter. I think the case will

do well as the setting of the limb is perfect. That's

my card. Dr. McNicol saw ' John Eric Erichsen ' on

the card, and he told me he never felt so helpless in

regard to making a remark fitting for the occasion.

' I'm glad,' he said, ' tlie fracture is set properly, for I

learned the method out of your own book.' There

was good-humored laughter, and, as they say about

other pleasing functions, a happy evening was spent.

Within a few weeks of each other they are gone, Mc-

Nicol regretted in his small sphere as was Erichsen in

bis larger."

THE ULTIMATE RESULTS IN EIGHTY-SIX
CASES OF FIBROMATA OF THE UTERUS
TREATED BY THE APOSTOLI METHOD.

At the Boston meeting of the American Electro-

Therapeutic Association, Dr. G. Betton Massey re-

ported 86 consecutive cases of uterine fibroids treated

by the Apostoli method, to the American Electro-

Therapeutic Association at the annual meeting in

Boston, September 28, 1896. After considerable

correspondence and inquiry the ultimate results for

those existing from two to eight years after cessation

of treatment were ascertained in 75 cases, and were

found to be as follows :

Anatomic and symptomatic cure:

(a) Destroyeii piecemeal by electrolysis through cervix . 1

(b) Extruded through cervix in whole or part ... 4

(c) Disappeared under absorption 12

Symptomatic cure:

<a) With great reduction in size 16

(b) With slight reduction in size 21

(c) Without change in size 10

Total cases resulting in practical success, 64

Symptomatic improvement only 4

Failure to effect any change 6

Made worse 1

Total cases resulting in failure to relieve. 11

The 64 successful cases give a percentage of 85.33

per cent, of successes, and the 11 cases of slight im-

provement and no improvement, and the one made
worse, give a percentage of 14.66 per cent, of failures.

The one case that was made worse was a cystic

intra-uterine growth that was improperly treated by

electricity before it was generally known that such

cases should not be treated by the classical Apostoli

method. Future statistics will naturally be clear of

such errors or practice, hence it may be said that the

practical ultimate results in 100 cases properly treated

by electricity will be at least 85 cases successfully and

satisfactorily handled, and 15 cases in which electricity

will do no good nor yet any harm, leaving the tumors

unchanged for other methods promising greater relief.

Of the 12 tumors reported as having disappeared by

absorption this fact was verified by the reader of the

paper in but seven instances, the remainder being re-

ported by the patients themselves.

CHILD LIFE-INSURANCE. WANTED— £2 15.«.

The following extract from an English paper is

commended to the attention of enthusiastic advocates

of child life-insurance, or as Mr. Atkinson tersely calls

it, "child death-insurance." It shows one of the pos-

sibilities of a system which, unfortunately, appears to

be a common occurrence in England.

At the Hastings County Bench, Edith Batt was charged

with ill-treating Edwin Louis Batt. Mr. Hutton (barrister)

prosecuted on behalf of the Society, and Mr. Stevens (bar-

rister) defended.
" Die, you little ! I should like to have your insur-

ance money for a spree." A neighbor, Ada Kemp, overheard

the defendant addressing these words to the child. As she

spoke she threw the child up and caught it again. .Some

few day.s later the same witness saw the child with a black

eye, and following this its little arm appeared to be very

much swollen. A week later and its right leg was hurt, so

that it pained it to put its foot down. On another occasion

she heard the woman saying, " I wish you would die
;
you

are a misery to yourself and every one else." This little

misery was then only fifteen months old. Mary Upton, a

lodger in defendant's house, then gave evidenee. Tlie child

was most cruelly treated ; day after day it suffered at the

hands of the defendant. She slapped and dashed it to the

ground, until the child screamed and cried with pain.

Twice she saw the woman hold the child by the clothes be-

hind, and dash him face downwards. She had beard her
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call the child " a little devil " and a " perfect nuisance."

The cruelty was an every-day occurrence. Annie Sutton on

two or three occasions saw the woman feeding the child in

the most brutal manner. She put a teaspoon roughly down
the child's throat, and said, " Here you are, you little

beast, get that down your guts !
" She had pushed bread

and butter down the child's throat in the same way until it

began to choke. Witness had seen the defendant several

times slap the boy in the face while it was tied in a chair

until blood flowed from the mouth. Other evidence was
given, which confirmed the defendant's cruelty and spite

for the child. Day after day she seemed pleased to call it

names and throw it about until it was covered with bruises.

At length, in March last, the little miserable life came to

an end, after an existence of a year and five months.

Frank Benjamin Lewis, a surgeon, was sent for to see the

child, which he found dead.

Dr. Harvey made a post-mortem examination, and found

four bruises on the left cheek, two bruises on the right fore-

head, a bruise in the middle of the back, and several

bruises on the lower part of the abdomen, two large bruises

on the buttock, and bruises on each knee. The child died

from meningitis, caused by a blow on the skull, there being

an injury on both sides of the skull, that on the left side

being more serious. In his opinion the child had not been

sufficiently fed. Mr. T. P. Harvey, M.D., who assisted at

the post-mortem, corroborated. The child's life was insured

in the Pearl Life Assurance Society for Irf. a week. £2 15.s-.

was due at its death.

ZEAL.i

In 1880 a French medical graduate, named Fort,

established himself at Rio de Janeiro, where he soon

acquired a great reputation as a skilful surgeon,

thereby somewhat arousing the jealousy of the local

practitioners. Returning to Paris after some years of

expatriation he published his impressions of the Bra-

zilian capital, making particular mention of the defec-

tive system of instruction in operation at the School

of Medicine, and animadverting with much severity

on the extreme lack of zeal manifested by the stu-

dents. A few months ago Dr. Fort again visited Rio

de Janeiro, but had it not been for the intervention of

the French Ambassador the reception he was accorded

by his former colleagues and their pupils might well

have been attended by serious consequences. The
following description of the fracai is furnished by a

local paper

:

" At midday Ouvidor Street was blocked by up-

wards of five hundred students crying with one voice,

' Death to Fort !
' Dividing into groups they then

proceeded to the various newspaper offices in the town
demanding the cooperation of the press in punishing

the base maligner who, in their persons, had dared to

insult the whole of Brazil and its inhabitants. After

this they searched the hotels for their victim in order

to lynch him, but happily Dr. Fort was absent from

the city that day. Thus foiled they organized an exe-

cution in effigy with a funeral procession, the starting-

point of which was at the Medical Faculty. Upwards
of a thousand students accordingly emerged from the

Faculty the next morning in regular order, each indi-

vidual carrying in his hand a lighted taper, while at

the head of the column there was a catafalque with a

coffin containing the effigy. On either side robed

students bearing extra large candles marched as pall-

bearers, and scattered along the line was a plentiful

display of banners decorated with asses' heads and
other uncomplimentary allusions to Brazil's calumnia-

1 TLe Lancet.

tor. So realistic was the whole scene that prayers for

the dead were chanted while the procession was en

route, and when the final act of cremation took place

in San Francisco Square it was accompanied by the

solemn strains of ' De Profundis.'
"

By a later account we learn that Dr. Fort " was

able to embark on the La Plata safe and sound," and

also convinced, we should think, that Brazilian medi-

cal students have still some zeal left.

CorrejEfponDence.

ANESTHESIA: A LETTER FROM RT. REV.
MONSIGNOR DOANE.

Newark, N. J., October 21, 1896.

Mr. Editor :— I have just read with the greatest in-

terest the account published in your Journal of the pro-

ceedings on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary — the

Golden Jubilee— of the first operation performed under the

influence of ether. I have long since abandoned the pro-

fession of medicine, and devoted my life to another calling.

As a pupil of Dr. Miitter, at the Jefferson Medical College

in Philadelphia, I have seen, as Dr. Ashhurst so well de-

scribes, all the major operations of surgery performed be-

fore the introduction of anesthesia ; and what appalling

sights and scenes they were ! I also saw in the Massachu-
setts General Hospital one of the early operations under
the influence of ether performed by Dr. Henry J. Bigelow.

My interest in medical and surgical matters continues

unabated. I rejoice at all the new discoveries, as, for ex-

ample, asepsis as described in the discoverer's. Sir Joseph
Lister's, most interesting address as president before the

recent meeting of the British Association at Liverpool.

Perhaps the best evidence, however, is St. Michael's Hos-
pital in this city, with its 285 beds, with the starting of

which I had more or less to do.

You wisely waive the discussion as to who was the Co-
lumbus of ether. Was not a story told of a countryman
shown the statue of the discoverer of ether on Boston
Common, and asking which one, being answered, eiiher—
ether ?

The poet of the occasion was an old friend and class-

mate of mine and his beautiful verses must have been made
more effective by his delivery of them. The first stanza

seems to have been inspired by the physician-poet whose
death he deplored. Very respectfully yours,

G. H. DOANE.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending October 17th, in Boston, according to
observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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RECORD OF MORTALITY

Fob thb Week bndinq Satubdat, Octobbb 17, 1896.
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«2^ngtnai %nit\t^.

AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE RESPI-
RATORY FUNCTIONS OF THE NOSE.i

GOODALE, M.D.,

of the Throat, Massachusetts General
Hospital,

BY J
Assistant Physicianfor !>,

Phtsiologicallt considered, the subject of uasal

respiration resolves itself naturally into tbe follow-

ing divisions

:

I. The action of the nasal mucous membrane upon
respired air with regard to heat and moisture.

II. The normal alterations in intra-uasal air-pressure

during the respiratory act.

III. The normal route taken by respired air within

the nose.

IV. Chemical changes effected iu the air-current by

the nasal mucous membrane.
Pathologically, the following conditions are compre-

hended :

I. Variations in the amount of heat and moisture

imparted to inspired air in virtue of alterations in the

intra-nasal structures, as in

(a) Hypertrophic rhinitis.

{b) Atrophic rhinitis.

II. i^A) Abnormalities in intra-nasal air-pressure in

virtue of :

(a) General narrowing of nasal passages, as in hyper-

trophic rhinitis.

(b) General widening, as in atrophic rhinitis.

(c) Anterior stenosis, as in collapse of alfe.

(rf) Posterior stenosis, as in hypertrophy of pharyn-

geal tonsil.

(«) Unilateral stenosis, as in septal deviations.

(B) The secondary effect of these abnormal press-

ures upon the iutra-nasal structures.

III. Variations in the route of respired air due to

shape of

(a) Vestibule.

(6) Inferior and middle turbinate.

(c) Septum.
As will be presently shown, our knowledge of the

preceding phenomena is in some directions incomplete

from want of investigation, while in others it is iu an

unsettled state as a result of conflicting authority. In

view of this unsatisfactory condition of affairs the

writer was led to undertake an experimental study of

the subject in connection with clinical observation.

Owing to the extent of the field which such an investi-

gation comprised, it appeared preferable to restrict

consideration for the present to certain matters pos-

sessing a practical bearing, to the exclusion of others

of more theoretical interest. We may thus leave out

of account the subject of the chemical changes caused

in the respired air by the nose, and also several of the

matters tabulated in the list under Pathology.

I. THE action of the NASAL MDCOUS MEMBRANE
UPON RESPIRED AIR WITH REGARD TO HEAT AND
MOISTCRE.

Expressed in other words, the attempt was made to

ascertain the amount of work which the nasal mucous

> Awarded the Boyleton Medical Prize of Harvard Univereity, 1S96.

Extract iroui aniiouncenieDt of the Board :
" By an order adopted

in 18-6, the Secretary was directed to publish anuuaily the followiug
votes : tl) That tlie Huard do not coii8i<ier themselves as app-oviiig
the doctriues c<»ntaiDed inauy of the diesertatious to which preii.'uras

may be adjudged. (2) That in case of publication of a successful
dissertation, the author be considered as bound to print the ub'>Te
vote in connection therewith."

membrane accomplishes under the following atmos-

pheric conditions :

(a) Medium states of external air (temperature,
10°-15° Centigrade; relative humidity, 40 to 50 per

cent.).

{b) Cold and dry air (T. 0°, R. H. less than 40%).
(c) Cold and damp air (T. 0°, R. H. greater than

85%).
(d) Warm and dry air (T. 20°-25°, R. H. less

than 40%).
(e) Warm and moist air (T. 20°-25°, R. H. greater

than 85%).
Under the preceding atmospheric conditions, ther-

mometric and hygrometric tests were made of air

which had been

(o) Passed through the nasal chambers alone.

(b) Inspired into the lungs and expired through the

nose.

(c) Inspired through the nose and expired through
the mouth.

(rf) Inspired and expired through the mouth.
The effect of varying the respiratory rate and depth

was also ascertained.

After considerable experimentation, an apparatus
constructed on the principle of the aspiration-psychro-

meter was found to give the most uni-

form and accurate results.

This apparatus (Fig. 1) consists of a ,

hard-rubber tube 8 cm. long and 1.5 cm. ,' i

in diameter, provided with a lateral apert-
{

ure into which a short piece of soft-rub-
;

her tubing is inserted. A delicate ther- Ml
mometer is placed within the tube, with i M

its bulb opposite the lateral opening. At ' il

the lower end of the tube a short, curved
j

; ,J

piece of glass is fitted. The air of which
j

-
'

t

the temperature is to be ascertained
\

passes through the lateral opening, strikes

the bulb, and leaves at the lower open-

ing. For thermometric determinations, j

'

the bulb of the thermometer is, of course,
j

clean and dry. For hygrometric tests,
]

t

the bulb is covered with a very thin layer [
.

of absorbent cotton, and wet in pure ' \ r- -i

water. Comparison between the readings --—21.

of the dry and wet bulbs gives by refer-

ence to hygrometrical tables, the relative

humidity of the air tested and the number of grains of

aqueous vapor in a cubic metre.

While a similar apparatus with a dry-bulb ther-

mometer has been used by several writers for thermo-

metric observations of respired air, no one has hitherto,

as far as the author is aware, employed it in conjunc-

tion with the wet bulb for hygrometrical purposes.

Certain precautions were found necessary in using

this apparatus. In the first place, if a thermometer

be placed in air of such a temperature and humidity

as to possess a dew-point above the temperature of the

thermometer, a deposit of moisture will take place

upon the glass, and if the relative humidity of the air

be less than 100 per cent, the reading of the mercury

will be that of a wet bulb until the moisture on the

glass has evaporated. In the case of the above

apparatus, therefore, a source of considerable error may
under similar conditions be introduced. To obviate

this, the temperature of both tube and bulb was at the

beginning of each test raised several degrees higher

than the expected temperature to be obtained.
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A second ioiportaut precaution is to prevent ab-
straction of beat from the expiratory current by the

wall of tlie tube. Tlie lateral tube is consequently
very short, and the whole apparatus covered with
flannel.

For our present purposes a comprehensive review
of the literature relating to this subject seems neither

necessary nor desirable. It apjjears preferable to

present in tabular form the results attained l)y four

recent investigators, Ascheubrandt, Kayser, Bloch in

Germany, and Macdonald in England.
In the left-hand column the temperature of the

external air is given and in the right that to which
the air is raised in passing through the nose.

At —7° C. Temperature rose to 28.8° C. Macdonald.
—S-' " •• 24° JJlocU.
—4° " " 27.5° Kayser.

1.7° " " 3S° Macdonald.
2° " " 26° Bloch.
0° " " 27.6° Kajser.

8-12° " " 30° Ascbenbrandt.
12° " " 35° Macdonalil.
12° " " 30° Kajser.
12° " " 30^ Blocb.
19° " " 32.3° Kayser.
18° " " 31° Bloch.

From these figures it will be seen that the results

obtained by the German investigators are very nearly

in accord, and average three to six degrees lower
than the figures of Macdonald.

In passing through the nose the humidity of the air

was found by these authors to be raised to

Saturation point Kayser.
Ascheubrandt.
Macdonald,
Illoch.IVo-tbirds of saturation point

It does not appear that tests were made under vary-

ing conditions of atmospheric temperature and humid-
ity, although it will readily be seen that the considera-

tion of these two factors in their mutual relations is

important. For instance, the saturation of air at 3°

and of 50 per cent, relative humidity will involve the ab-

straction from the nasal mucous membrane of four

times the amount of aqueous vapor required to saturate

air at 27° and of 50 per cent, relative humidity. From
the point of view of climatology the determination of

the nasal respiratory functions under varying atmos-

pheric conditions present problems of interest and im-

portance.

In the writer's experiments with the psychrometer,

the short lateral tube of the instrument, which con-

ducts the air to the bulb of the thermometer, was
adjusted to the mouth or to one of the nostrils, as the

case required. In testing air expired through the

mouth, the lateral tube was lengthened to ride over

the back of the tongue, tliereby approximating as

closely as possible its orifice of entrance to the

pharynx; thus avoi<liug alteration of the expiratory

current by the oral cavity. Jt was, however, found

by comparative trials that the interposition of this

additional tubing did not produce results materially

differing from those occurring in tests where the expi-

ratory current passed out freely in contact with the

walls of the mouth. Where tests are to be made of

air inspired and expired through the nose, inspiration

is performed as usual, but at each expiration the

lateral tube is placed in one nostril and at the end of

expiration is removed to permit free inspiration. For
tests upon air which has traversed the uaeal passages

alone, a peculiar procedure is required. The lateral

tube of the psychrometer is fitted to one nostril and
the bent tube running from the inferior ojjening is

placed in the mouth. When now air is orally in-

spired through this lower tube, the soft palate be-

comes involuntarily elevated and so firmly pressed

against the uaso-pharyngeal vault as to completely

cut off all communication between the mouth and the

nose. To compensate for the rarefaction of air in

the tube caused by the oral inspiration, air enters the

free nostril, passes behind the septum into the nasal

passage of the op|iosite side, thence into the apparatus

and so into the mouth and lungs. ^ Thus the ther-

mometer registers the temperature of air which has

traversed the whole length of both nasal chambers.

Examination of these comparative tables leads to

interesting and instructive conclusions. It seems ad-

vantageous to call attention first to the three groups

of figures placed last in each table, namely, those de-

noting the changes occurring in air which has been (1)
inspired through the nose and similarly expired, (2)
inspired through the mouth and similarly expired, (3)

inspired through the nose and expired through the

mouth.
Among these three groups, the last, nasal inspira-

tion and oral expiration, exhibits the greatest increase

in the temperature and humidity of the expired air.

Also the state of the air thus expired is practically un-

affected by external atmospheric conditions, the ulti-

mate temperature being from 34° to 35° and the abso-

lute humidity being 36 to 37 grammes vapor per cubic

metre, although the original temperature may have
been at 1° or 25° and the original absolute humidity

1.2 grammes or 14.5 grammes vapor per cubic metre.

In the second place, it is evident that the inferiority

exhibited by air which has been orally inspired and
similarly expired, as compared with air «(ZsaZ/y inspired

and orally expired, is for temperature a very uniform

inferiority, being about 1.5° irrespective of the origi-

nal state of the atmosphere. For humidity this in-

feriority exhibits a definite variation dependent upon
the atmospheric temperature, being in cold air (1° - 5°)

as much as five grammes vapor per cubic metre, while

in warm air (21° -25°), it is but one gramme vapor

per cubic metre.

Thirdly, we see that air inspired and expired through

the nose, is, as compared with air inspired through the

nose and expired through the mouth, slightly inferior

in temperature and humidity, provided the atmosphere

be warm (21° -25°). If, however, the atmosphere

be cold, the difference is very marked, being four to

rive degrees for temperature and six to eight grammes
vapor for absolute humidity. This difference must
represent an actual los.s, for otherwise the expiratory

current would leave the nostrils in the same condition

exhibited by it in passing upward past the pharynx,

namely, at a temperature of 34° and in the possession

of nJJo grammes vapor per tidal current of 500 c. c.

Since, however, each expiratory tide leaves the nostrils

at a temperature of 29.5° with an absolute humidity of

MM) (J
(under the given atmospheric conditions of T.^

1°, A. H.= 1.4 grammes), this loss can only have oc-

' By means of the same principle, insufficiency or paralysis of the
soft palate may be demonstrated. One entl of a rubber tube is fitted

to one nostril and the other end held in the mouth. Air is then
orally inspireil through the tube, and traverses the nasal route de-
scribjd in the text. If n<<w during the inspiration the rubber lube be
COP. pressed In the middle, an abrupt eessattou of intipiratiou will nor-
mally ensue, thus showing the complete closure of the naso-pharynx
by the soft palate. Only in the insufficiency or paralysis of the soft

fi'tlate will inspiration continue, the air then of course entering the
lings via the uaso-pharynx.
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curred in virtue of cooling of the air while in transit

through the nasal passages. In other words, the

nasal mucous membrane has lowered the temperature

of the expiratory current four and a half degrees and
received upon its surface in condensation j-o^jy grammes
water for each expiration. This jrjj'jjrr grammes of

aqueous deposit is during the succeeding inspiration

more or less completely vaporized, passes to the in-

ferior air-passages, and again at expiration falls as dew.
Hence it seems reasonable to infer that the watery

running from the nose common to many persons in

cold weather is due to an excess of expiratory conden-

sation over inspiratory vaporization, rather than to in-

creased serous transudation from the nasai mucous
membrane. This supposition is favored by the fact

that excessive serous intra-nasal transudation, demon-
strable as such, is accompanied (except in some forms
of hydrorrhea) by symptoms of nervous irritation,

which in the aqueous discharge above referred to, are

wanting. The condensation, other things being equal,

will, theoretically, and, as has repeatedly been con-

firmed by the writer from actual observation, be more
marked in persons of a poor peripheral circulation than

in those with warm and well-nourished extremities.

TABULAR VIEW OF RESULTS AS DETERMINED BT
THE PSTCHROMETER.'

T., temperature ; R. H., per cent, of relative humidity ; A. H., ab'
90lat« bainidity expressed in grammes of aqueotia vapor per cubic
metre of air ; G. C, gramme calories per 500 c.c. of respired air.

TABLE A.

Comparison of Experiments with Cold Drv Air.

Cold Dry Air.
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while air at 5° with 100 per ceut. relative humidity

has but 6.8 grammes vapor. Therefore, if the intra-

uasal temperature were the same iu both iiistauces, the

warm moist air would require about eight grammes
less vapor than the cold moist air. However, in virtue

of the greater intra uasal temperature during the in-

spiraiiou of warm air, the capacity of the inspired cur-

rent for moisture is so enhanced that there is actually

evajiorated over a gramme more water than during

the inspiration of cold moist air.

It was found that a quickened peripheral circulation

considerably increases the amount of heat imparted to

the nasal current ; also tests performed in cold weather

before meals compared with tests after eating, the

atmospheric conditions being the same, showed a gain

of one-half to one degree effected by the ingestion of

food. Increasing the respiratory rate from the usual

18 to 28 per minute resulted iu a loss in the tempera-

ture of the air from one to two degrees.

The relative humidity of air after passing the uasal

chambers is near the saturation-point, that is, with

reference to its own temperature, but with reference to

the temperature which it subsequently attains, it falls

considerably short of saturation. For example (com-

pare Groups I and IV in Table A), air at 28.5° with a

relative humidity of 92 per cent, actually contains but

67 per cent, of the moisture which it possesses when
expired at a temperature of 34° and a relative humidity

of 100 per cent. In other words, while the nose nearly

saturates the inspiratory stream that passes it, it con-

tributes only about two-thirds of the total amount of

moisture evaporated by the respiratory tract. The
proportion mav in any case be ascertained by compar-

ing the increase in absolute humidity effected by the

nose with the total increase. From the third column

of our four comparative tables we obtain the follow-

ing results : of the total amount of moisture evapor-

ated the uasal mucous membrane contributes, iu cold

dry air (as just seen) 67 per cent.; iu cold moist air

if 5 or 55 per cent. ; in warm dry air ff | or 68 per

cent., in warm moist air ij;f or 80 per cent.

From the preceding tables the sum total of energy

actually expended by the nasal mucous membrane
may readily be computed in gramme calories. For

example, if, as in experiments 18 to 20, one cubic

metre of air at a temperature of 1°, containing 1.4

grammes vapor, leaves the nose at a temperature of

28.5° in the possession of 23 grammes vapor, it is evi-

dent, first, that one cubic metre air and 1.4 grammes
vapor have beeu raised 27.5°; Becoudl\, that 21.6

grammes water have been converted into vapor.

These two points are determined as follows:

(1) Since one cubic metre dry air weighs 1.293

grammes at 0° and at 760 mm. pressure, and since the

S[)ecitic heat of air is .23, we have (1.293 X -23) =
297.36 gramme calories as the amount of beat re-

quireii to raise one cubic metre dry air one degree.

In the pre.-ent instance it is raised 27.5°, which gives

297.36 X 27.5 ^^ 8,177.28 gramme calories. To this

is to be added the work ot raising 1.4 grammes vapor

27.5°, which equals 1.4 X 27.5 = 38.50. A<iding

these results, we have, 38.50 X 8,177.28 = 8.215.78

gramme calories as the amount of work required to

raise one cubic metre air containing 1.4 grammes
vapor from 1° to 28.5°.

(2) We have next to compute the amount of work
expended in vaporizing 21.6 grammes water at 28.5°.

By the empirical formula of Clausius, V ^ 607 —

.708 t (in which V equals the heat expended in vapor-

izing a unit of water at a temperature of t), we have

V = 607 — (.708 X 28.5) = 607 — 1 8.77= 588.23,

or gramme calories expended in vaporizing one gramme
water at a temperature of 28.5°.

Since 21.6 grammes water have been thus vapor-

ized, 588.23 X 21.6 = 13,884.22 gramme calories.

Finally, to this 13,884.22 we add our previous re-

sult, 8,215.78, making 22,100 gramme calories as the

total amount of heat expended by the nasal mucous
membrane under the conditions specified.

If we take 500 c. c. as the tidal amount of air, the

thermogenic action of the nose will under the preced-

ing conditions amount, for each inspiration, to "VyoV= 11.050 gramme calories.

Similarly we can compute that under the atmo-

spheric conditions tabulated as warm moist air the ex-

penditure for each inspiration is but 3.4 gramme
calories ; in warm dry air it is 8.2 gramme calories.

As a therapeutic deduction it appears justifiable to

call attention to the antipyretic effect of the respira-

tion of cold dry air. In view of the fact that 11

gramme calories are abstracted from the nasal mucous
membrane for each inspiration of dry air at 1° as

against 3.4 gramme calories for each inspiration of

moist air at 21°, and since, moreover this is a contin-

uous abstraction performed without disturbance of the

patient and affecting primarily a portion of the body

which it is particularly desirable to cool in febrile

conditions,* an extended trial of this proceeding ap-

pears desirable.

In the consideration of the relation of pathological

conditions within the nose to changes in heat and moist-

ure of the respiratory current; interest centres chiefly

around those affections in which the nose performs less

than its customary sluue of uu:k. N. l ou'y i> it of

minor importance to know that certain diseases are char-

acterized by a heightening of normal function, but prac-

tically deductions from experiments upon this subject

are rendered of doubtful value from the fact those

conditions presenting such a pathological increase in

normal function, such as hypertrophic rhinitis, are

commonly associated with uasal stenosis and more or

less constant mouth-breathing. The effect upon the

organism, if any effect can be supposed to exist, is con-

sequently nullified.

On the other hand, however, it would be of interest

and importance to ascertain to what extent atrophic

rhinitis sets the normal functions of the nose iu abey-

ance. To illuminate this subject with desirable ful-

ness would require the performance of numerous ex-

periments upon a considerable number of individuals

under a variety of conditions. The author prefers to

omit, for the present, reference to his own experiments

in this connection, as they are not yet sufliciently ex-

tensive to justify definite conclusions.

(To be cmitintted.)

Medical Study in New Zealand. — A bill has

been introduced into the legislature of New Zealand

which will lengthen the course of study necessary for

a degree in medicine from three yeais, as at present

required, to five j'ears.

< To obtain the total amOQiit of heat lost by the Iwdy in retpiration

the computation must be based upon the tables for uasal inspiratiun

and expiration. Il will cmisequeiitly averajje about a third more
tlian the hgure^ ^ivt-u fur the na»al loss above, but the comparison
drawn will equally "ell apply.
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A STUDY OF AXIS ROTATION, WITH ESPE-
CIAL REFERENCE TO THE TORSION OF
OVARIAN TUMORS.i

BY MALCOLM STOEEK. M.D.

Mr excuse for preseuting this paper is that, as in

almost everything that has appeared on the subject in

recent years there has been manifest a tendency to

attempt to fit the cases reported to the preconceived

theories of the various writers, it has seemed to me
worth while, without reporting any cases of my own
and so remaining unhampered by any such necessity,

to collect a large number of cases, compare the experi-

ences of different men, and attempt to show whether

any one cause can be regarded as the most probable

one in every case.

The historical side of this subject may be quickly

dismissed. First mentioned by Rokitanski in 1841, it

attracted little attention until 1855, when he gave

particulars of 13 cases. The first clinical description

was given by Ribbentrop, in 1865; and the first suc-

cessful operation was that of Wiltshire, in 1868. The
subject was then neglected until the last decade.

Definition.— I would defiue torsion as the revolu-

tion of a viscus or tumor upon its pedicle or attach-

ment, in any direction, to a degree sufficient to interfere

with its nutrition. The distinction between torsion, in

this strict sense, and rotation should be closely ob-

served.

In the case of the ovary it is not usual to see tor-

sion until there has been a rotation of at least 180°;

and, on the other hand, a tumor is sometimes rotated

manv times without any torsion.

Frequency.— From a lack of care in drawing the

distinction between torsion and rotation, there is a

wide range of opinion. Thus, Johnson and Wells had

each about 2 per cent. ; Terrillon 6 per cent. ; Thornton

9.5 per cent.; Horwitz 27 per cent.; Thorn 35 per

cent.; and Kiistner 38.8 per cent., which he explains

by saying that in his part of Russia women do not

seek surgical relief until urgent symptoms appear. It

seems fair to say that rotation occurs in at least 25

per cent, to 35 per cent, of all ovarian tumors, but

torsion in only 8 per cent, to 11 per cent.

Side. — The statement of Tait, and Hart and

Barbour, that tumors of the right ovary are especially

liable to axis rotation does not seem justified. To be

sure, Terrillon describes 40 cases of the right ovary

and only 22 of the left; on the other hand, Thornton

saw 28 of each, and in Olhausen's experience the pro-

portion was more than reversed. Bilateral rotation is

not uncommon.
Character of Tumor.— The accident may affect

tumors of any nature, but is most apt to occur to those

of irregular shape and varying weight and consistency.

Dermoids are especially liable. Thus, in 248 cases of

torsion I have collected from various sources, in which

the character of the tumor is stated, I find dermoids

43 times. Now as dermoids form at most five per

cent, of all ovarian tumors, we should not have had

more than 12. Solid tumors of the ovary are relatively

rare, yet 1 find 23 instead of perhaps half that number.

Furthermore, in about 83 per cent, the tumor was

either polycystic, solid or dermoid, that is, presumably

of more or less irregular outline and varying weight,

the irregularities affording convenient points for the

exercise of the force needed to produce rotation, and

1 Read before the Obstetrical Society of Boston, May 19, 1896.

the varying weight tending to produce disturbances of

equilibrium.

Size of Tumor.— While the tumor will have

attained the size of a man's head at least in most

cases, the accident may occur to much smaller ones

;

even cases of separation of the normal ovary by tor-

sion are known (Fraenkel, Klebs). On the other

hand, the tumor should not be too great ; 66 per cent.

of Thornton's cases were less than ten pounds in

weight. The mechanical difficulties in suddenly mov-

ing a tumor which fills the abdomen tightly must be

very great, and we know how hard it often is to do so

manually, even after the abdominal cavity is opened.

Direction of Rotation.— While it is conceivable for

a small ovarian tumor to be rotated in an axis either

downward or upward or horizontally outward, in by

far the greater number of cases the axis is upward and
slightly forward. In whatever axis, the tumor may,

of course, be rotated to the right or to the left. The
lamentable lack of exactness we find in specifying the

direction seems to me to be due to an uncertainty as

to what twisting to the right, for instance, really

means. I have come across several cases in which the

twist is given in one direction, when it was perfectly

evident that it really was in the other. An ordinary

screw or corkscrew is an example of twisting from the

left upwards to the right; and so if we place a cork-

screw upon the abdomen, handle downwards, the thread

gives the spiral of a tumor rotated from the left to the

right, that is, a right spiral. In 1891 Kiistner, notic-

ing that in all of four torsions of the right ovary there

was a left spiral, while in six of the left ovary there

was a right spiral in five, formulated the law of torsion,

namelv, that right ovaries tend to rotate to the left,

and left ovaries to the right; in other words, that part

of the tumor nearest the median line tends to swing

forward, then outward and then backward. A simile

that seems to me to best describe this tendency is the

motion made by the arms in swimming.

Thorn ingeniously seeks to explain the many excep-

tions, by supposing in the atypical cases that the ovary

has a long enough pedicle to lie on the other side of

the body, in which case it follows the law as if it were

the other ovary.

In 1890 Freund claimed that a certain rotation

occurs normally. He showed that an ovarian tumor

at first falls backwards, without any rotation, with its

pedicle lying anteriorly. As it reaches the second

stage of its development, that is, when it becomes too

large to be contained any longer in Douglas's pouch,

the time finally comes when that portion of the tumor

external to the pelvis exceeds in weight the rest, and

an often sudden re-establishment of equilibrium ensues,

the lower portion being swung up out of the pelvis,

and the tumor as a whole undergoing enough of a

revolution to bring its pedicle, which was anterior,

upon its posterior side.

Freund found normal rotation in about 75 per cent,

of his cases. Its absence in the remaining he ascribed

to rigidity of the abdominal walls. The question of

why this primary normal rotation should be to the

right on the left side of tlie body, and to the left on

the right side, Freund, accepting Kiistiier's law,

attempts to explain in a later paper by an appeal to

the law of spirility as formulated by Fischer, namely :

(1) Axis rotation is a property of the living cell; (2)

growth of the organism takes place under constant

axis rotation
; (3) bilateral symmetrical organisms—
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such as ureters, ribs (and ovaries)— have a spiral

twist to the right on the left side, and to the left on

the right side. Eight out of eleven recent cases of

torsion of the testicle bear this out. While not deuy-

ing the possible truth of this law, it seems to me much
more likely that the ovary should twist the pedicle

than vice versa. The promontory of the sacrum may
play a role much more important than it has thus far

been given credit for.

Let us follow the growth of a cyst. First of all, it

falls backwards and inwards into the cul-de-sac; and
its pedicle is not only on its anterior surface— iis

Freund showed— but also on the outer half of that

anterior surface, and the more so the nearer the tumor
approaches the median line. With further growth the

cyst rises upwards in the pelvis ; but to a certain

extent it will be diverted from an exactly median u^i-

ward course by the promontory of the sacrum, which
crowds forward the more mobile part, that is, that

nearest the median line, to such a degree that when the

final effort to establish equilibrium comes, it is so far

anterior that abdominal pressure is able to obtain suf-

ficient leverage upon it from behind to swing it for-

wards much more easily than the comparatively fixed

portion in the region of the pedicle. When the new
equilibrium is established the pedicle will be found

posterior; while to get it in this position, the cyst will

have made one-quarter revolution forward and away
from the median line. Given this normal primary

rotation, it is at least probable that further and patho-

logical rotation will be in the same direction.

An exciting cause for further rotation is generally

to be sought for. Theories are very numerous ; but

the truth probably is that under certain conditions

many causes can produce the same effect.

Conditions favoring rotation are, a large frame, with

lax or pendulous abdominal walls, and a tumor of

irregular surface. The condition necessary is freedom
of movement, that is, sufficient length of pedicle and
lack of adhesions to solid structures ; adhesions to

intestines are not of necessity a bar.

Exciting causes have been found in —
I. -THE TUMOR ITSELF,

by disturbances of equilibrium from irregular growth (Olhausen,
CariOL Freund insists on this as the chief factor of even torsions
of high degree.

II. -OTHER ORGANS.

A. — Utebus.

(1) Pregnancy (Barnes, Schroeder, Tait, Wilson). Sixteen per cent,
of Thornton's cases were pregnant. Torsion may be due to fetal
movements or directly to displacement of the tumor by the uterus.

(2) Labor (Sippel, Robinson).
(3) After labor (Aust Lawrence, J^Iangiagalli and many others). It
followed labor in five per cent, of Tbornion's cases. It can easily
be seen how a torsion can arise from a tumor falling in from above
and outside to till the void left by the empty uterus.

B. — Bladder.

Klob, Aronson and Thorn think torsions are most often due to the
alternate tilling and emptying of the bladder, helped out by move-
ments of the rectum.

C. —Rectum.

Tait and most of the English school hold that the descent of feces
into the rectum plays the most important rule. (Jario suggests that
the act of defecation might be a cause. Suppose a tumor of the
right side: in defecation, with the contraction of the abdominal
muscles, the intestines are suddenly pressed against the tumor
from the left and behind — then the rectum empties and the tumor
might roll over into the empty space.

D. — IXTESTI>AL PEKISTALglS.

This is favored by Kiistner, Thornton, Mund^ and Olhaus'^n. It
seems hardly possible that this alone should have power to exert
force enough upon a body smooth or at all regular, unless adherent
to it a« in a case of Carlo.

Vomiting (Thornton).
Straining at stool (Fritsch).
Sudden long breath (Thornton).
Lying down (Thornton).
Cough (Thornton).
Stooping to pick something up (Cario).

At work stooping.
Running.
Misstep going downstairs (Baer).
Change of position in bed.
Twist of body in getting out of bed (Robinson).

> v.—TRAUMA.

Tapping. Conditions are especially favorable after the tapping of

multilocular cysts (Malins, Thornton, Fraenkelt.
Fall (Savage, Patruben).
Jolting in sleeping car (Paton).
In the case of Fowler, a washerwoman, it was due to the pressure of

tlie tub against the abdomen, combined with the up and down
movements of the body in scrubbing.

In other cases torsion has been ascribed to such unusual causes as the
administration of an enema, and the use of sponge tents and in two
of Fraenkel's cases it was the direct result of gynecological exami-
nation: in one case Schrceder could produce rotation through one
and one-quarter turns at will manually.

An interesting case of Bachman gives a hint at the

possible genesis of many torsions. The patient had a

large movable cyst and a smaller tumor with a long

pedicle. If she changed from the dorsal position to

her left side, the tumor would revolve over in that

direction, this being helped by the coils of intestine

rolling up from behind the tumor from left to right.

A complete return to the original position could be

obtained only by rolling over on the right side. When
the patient sat upright from the left decubitus the

tumor would be held in its partially twisted position

by gravity and abdominal pressure— a condition most

favorable for acute torsion, which, in point of fact,

occurred four weeks later. Gravity, plus the move-

ments of the intestines en 7nasse, may, it is safe to say,

account for many cases. Even those which come on

while patients are quietly sleeping are not incompatible

with this theory. Given as a result of some change

in position a certain amount of axis rotation : there

are very likely no symptoms at the time, but the tumor

is held in its new position, and passive congestion slowly

goes on ; but until the congestion becomes acute and

total, possibly when the patient is asleep hours later,

there may be no actual strangulation to attract her

attention. Thus many apparently causeless torsions

are in reality to be referred to a rotation hours old.

Seat of Torsion.— It may be anywhere in the

pedicle, but is usually in the middle of the uterine

third (Freund). Sometimes there are two or more

distinct points of strangulation (Frainkel, Parkes,

Munde). The number of twists depends upon the

length of the pedicle. In 44 cases in which there was

a revolution through at least 360°, I found one and

one-half turns eleven times, two and one-half turns nine

times, three turns eight times, and a larger number
much less frequently. Several cases of ten or even

twelve complete revolutions are known.

The result to the tumor depends upon how com-

pletely and rapidly circulation is cut off. There may
be many twists without the slightest interference with

the blood-supply, and consequently no torsion in the

surgical sense. The first effect of compression of the

blood-vessels of the pedicle is naturally to impede

venous return, and accordingly the almost constant

result is a rapid increase iu the size of the tumor.

For instance, Anderson saw a tumor the size of an

orange reach the umbilicus five hours after a torsion
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of only 180°. la Robinson's case the tumor was

twice as large at the end of labor as it was at the be-

ginning. A result of the passive congestion in more

than three-fourths of the cases, is an early rupture of

capillaries, with hemorrhage either into the tumor or

between the layers of its walls, or into the pedicle

(Neusser). Thrombosis may run up extensively into

the veins of the broad ligament (Freund). Thornton

was hardly correct in saying that hemorrhage always

occurs. The torsion may be so sudden and complete

as wholly to cut off the arterial as well as the venous

circulation, in which case there will be practically

no hemorrhage. These hemorrhages may be copious

enough to rupture the cyst and kill the patient at once

from shock or loss of blood, or she may die from

hemorrhage into the cyst without rupture (Patruben,

Wells).

There may be ascites from the passive congestion.

In Schurinoff's case it was sufficient to threaten life.

When the blood-supply is extensively impaired,

prompt signs of peritoneal irritation generally appear.

Resulting adhesions, if to the bowel, may become a

source of great danger should subsequent rotation take

place. Cases of intestinal obstruction, either from its

being directly adherent to the tumor or its pedicle, or

from inflammatory bands, are quite numerous (11

cases). In Giinther's case it was due to the twisted

cyst becoming incarcerated in the entrance of the

pelvis, blocking the rectum.

On the other hand, the evidences of inflammatory

trouble may be at first confined to the parenchyma of

the tumor. Gangrene or necrosis may ensue without

much peritonitis (Tait, Olhausen), or the tumor may
suppurate, of course, most frequently when there has

been some surgical interference, such as tapping : but

infection may come from the tube, especially if it be

part of the pedicle (Thorn). Torsion of dermoids is

apparently much more dangerous than that of other

tumors, as would be expected with the interference of

nutrition of such highly complex structures.

Torsion may be extreme enough to separate the

tumor completely ; but if the process be gradual, suf-

ficient nutrition can sometimes be gained from adhe-

sions to maintain its vitality. A new pedicle even

may thus be formed, which in its turn may become

twisted (Chalot). It must not be forgotten that it is

quite possible for a torsion to untwist itself (Olhausen,

Pozzi) ; in such cases the pedicle will probably be very

long and the tumor very movable. The process may
also be conservative, and a cure result from retrograde

metamorphosis.

Results to the Patient.— The clinical picture de-

pends more on the rapidity than on the completeness

of torsion. If sufficiently gradual it may be so com-

plete as to separate an ovarian tumor off entirely, and

yet there be no reaction on the part of either the

tumor or the peritoneum covering it, and consequently

few symptoms (Bennet, Schwartz, Smith). As a rule,

however, symptoms are fairly definite. A woman hav-

ing a tumor will, soon after some unusual exertion

perhaps, be seized with agonizing pain, often radiating

downward from the tumor along the inner side of the

corresponding thigh or outwards into the lumbar
region. This pain will generally be followed by a

rapid augmentation in the size of the tumor. Vomit-

ing begins, the pulse runs up, and in a short time the

positive signs of peritonitis appear. Among more
uncommon results is metrorrhagia (Braun). Koeberle

regards a constant dribbling of blood as very sug^ ^
tive. According to Mouls and Reboul, there are tWv

pathognomic signs : a systolic murmur at the tender

point and a pulsating movement of the tumor coincident

with the cardiac beat.

Very rarely the enlarged and tender twisted pedicle

can be felt by the vagina (Thornton).

In a woman known to have an ovarian tumor such

a symptom-complex will at once suggest the possi-

bility of torsion ; but to show that the diagnosis is not

always easy I have collected a few of the supposed

conditions in cases proving to be torsions, and all these

were in the hands of good men : Fibroid, with hemor-

rhage into the cavity of the uterus ; extra-uterine

pregnancy ; hematocele ; ruptured cyst ; labor (by pa-

tient herself, she not being in reality pregnant) ; vol-

vulus ; suppuration of cyst from other causes ; movable

kidney ; appendicitis ; and others still more improbable.

Most of the "inflamed cysts " are probable torsions.

Of course, coexisting conditions may mask a torsion.

Tait once did a herniotomy upon a patient who in

addition to the hernia, which was strangulated, had
unrecognized strangulated ovarian cyst, which proved

fatal.

Treatment.— Acute torsion being suspected, the

only rational treatment is to operate at once before

the onset of peritonitis. Aronsou's figures show the

value of operation sufficiently well: not operated, 26

cases, 80.7 per cent, mortality; operated, 36 cases,

16.9 per cent, mortality.

With earlier operation much better results could be

obtained. Even a rally from the primary shock can-

not be counted upon. As a rule, such patients go
from bad to worse. The added danger of early opera-

tion is slight, the advantage great.

Should a patient with an ovarian tumor become
pregnant, abundant cases show the possibility of being

called upon to do an emergency operation for torsion

during the puerperium. In 150 laparotomies by
Mangiagalli, five were lor torsion following labor.

One need not hesitate to do an ovariotomy during

pregnancy, and recent cases of Delageniere and

Murphy show that even an operation for torsion need

not interrupt the course of pregnancy.

Torsion of the Fallopian tube, other than as pedicle

of an ovarian tumor, is extremely rare. Sutton refers

to Morris's case of hydrosalpinx, with three and one-

half twists. Delbet had a case presenting all the

symptoms of volvulus. He found a left tube, black

and hard, the pedicle of which was twisted one and

one-half times. Waruek had a case of pyosalpinx,

with twisted pedicle felt by the vagina and confirmed

by laparotomy, and a case of cystic tumor of the tube

twisted four and one-half times. Hartman and Rey-

mond report a hydrosalpinx of the left side, with a

right spiral twist of four turns. Dr. Pierson, of Salem,

recently reported, at the Warren Club, a case of

pyosalpinx closel3' simulating appendicitis. The right

tube, dilated to about six inches by four, and full of

pus, had close to its uterine end a twist of one and

one-half turns from before backward, completely

strangulating it. The tube lay above the brim with

its fimbriated extremity looking towards the loin and

its convexity presenting at McBurney's point.

Torsion of the tube gives much the same clinical

picture as that of an ovarian tumor. In the few cases

reported intestinal paralysis has been especially

marked.
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Tursiou of the uterus is uot very rare. Iq aDimals

t'je physiological slight rotatiou of preguaucy often

becomes torsion. The uterus may become twisted by
ovariao tumors, as part of tiieir pedicle, but the acci-

dent is generally due to fibroids. Thus, Virchow de-

scribes a case in which the uterus was twisted once on
its axis and reduced to a baud by a small subserous

libroid. Skuisch, from the same cause, found a twist

of 180°, with rapid congestion. Kustner saw death

quickly follow torsion of a fundus tlie seat of multiple

fibroids. There were two and one-half turns. Romans,
in a patient dying thirty-nine days after acute s\mp-
toms, found the fundus united to the cervix by a baud
of tibrous tissue twisted one and one-half turns from
left to right. Pick, in a case dying after eight days

of intestinal obstruction, found the intestine adherent

to the uterus, which was twisted twice from left to

right by a small subserous fibroid. Douglas had a

large fibroid become twisted, with the uterus taking

part in the torsion. Hoist saw in a patient, the subject

of an old prolapse, a sudden disappearance of the

prolapse with great pain and vomiting. Operation

showed a fibroid of the right fundus twisted 90° from
right to left. Schauta had a case of strangulation of

the retroflexed uterus following the lifting of a heavy

burden, the right cornu lay in Douglas's pouch, while

the left was turned up and forwards.

I have collected these cases of torsion of tubes and
uterus merely to show that the ovary is not the only

one of the pelvic organs liable to the accident. The
treatment in all cases is identical — prompt operation.
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GAUZE AS A MEANS OF DRAINAGE.
BY F. C. TBAYEK, M.D.,

Surgeon- General of Maine, Waterville, Me.

There can be no doubt that the treatment of

wounds without drainage is the ideal method. As
the technique of the individual operator becomes more
perfect, as a result of experience and painstaking

care, so will the wounds which he makes more surely

heal in this manner. The use of drainage is an
acknowledgment of the limitatiou of the surgeon's

ability.

Unconscious ignorance may result in disaster and is

not far short of criminal ; conscious ignorance, on the

principle of •' forewarned is forearmed," may avert

ruin and stands next to knowledge. Admitted inabil-

ity to so dress wounds that they will always heal by
primary union is the excuse for the use of drainage.

Indeed, as at present advised, the surgeon finds, in

large aseptic as well as septic wounds, drainage indis-

pensable. Until some plan is discovered to render

all foci of infection absolutely sterile without destruc-

tion of the healthy tissue, and some way is devised to

more surely limit the quantity of eflfused blood and
serum in wounds, drainage must play an important
part in their treatment.

•' Perfect coaptation " of divided tissues, deep and
superficial, coupled with aseptic or antiseptic precau-

tions of the most scrupulous character, will not always
give union by first intention, because more blood and
serum will be exuded than is needed for the repair of

the wound or can be taken up by the absorbents, and,

too, perfect coaptation is only approximative.

Of the various methods in vogue to get rid of the

fiuids which accumulate in wounds, septic or aseptic,

occasioned by the many operative procedures, whether
upon the surface or invading the closed cavities of the

body, none more fully meets the indications and com-
mends itself to the surgeon, than capillary drainage

by the means of gauze.

It always takes an exception to prove the rule, and
it is obvious that in the case of chronic discbarges and
where repeated irrigation is required, the tubular drain

would be preferable. The gauze drain accomplishes

its purpose by its inherent quality of capillarity and
acts continuously ; while the other means of drainage

have to be supplemented by suction, position or

capillarity. Its range of application is broader and it

fulfils more indications than any other method. The
soft, unirritating cotton is much more grateful to the

patient than the unyielding glass or the stiff rubber

tube ; neither is it an eye-servant, like them both, for
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it can be trusted to do its work alone, only remember-
ing that an abundance of loose, crumpled gauze

should be so placed as to serve as a receptacle for the

fluid as it is delivered from the drain, and that it

should be replaced by fresh, dry, sterilized gauze as

frequently as it becomes moist.

An ideal drain would be one which, when it had

done its work, might then be absorbed, leaving no

trace behind. The decalcified boue drainage-tube, if

it could be rendered surely sterile and could be in-

duced to remain patent long enough to accomplish its

purpose, would serve the surgeon excellently well.

But, at present, it is, to say the least, disappointiug

;

and even if it were all that has been claimed for it,

still its range of application would be narrow.

As an all-round means of drainage, the gauze more
surely subserves the purpose than any other material,

and is as much of an advance from the glass tube of

Koeberle and Keith as is |the iutra-peritoneal treat-

ment of ovarian pedicle in advance of its management
by clamps or ligatures extra-peritoneally.

So far as its capillarity is concerned, it makes but

little difference, practicallj', whether the gauze is

plain or medicated, for in a series of experiments I

observed that a plain gauze would drain seven ounces

of fluid, while a ten-per-cent. iodoform gauze drained

six and one-half ounces ; both drains being of the

same size and number of strands and all the condi-

tions identical.

1 also found that a piece of plain gauze of the

same size as the two mentioned above, wrapped in

protective, each end extending an inch beyond the

covering, with many holes snipped in the wrap, under

exactly the same conditions, would drain but five

ounces, while the others were draining six and a half

and seven ounces respectively, showing that the wick

gauze drain has a decidedly diminished capillarity.

It was also observed that the same number of strands

as contained in the other drains, with the warp re-

moved, the woof made into a wick, possessed no ad-

vantage over either the plain or medicated gauze as to

its power to drain fluids.

When drainage is necessary in abdominal section,

the gauze should always go to the floor of the cavity

to be drained ; otherwise, fluid may accumulate below

and produce disastrous results. It is also an advan-

tage to have the drain extend over the side of the

patient and down to and a little beyond the level of the

bottom of the cavitv. For it was observed, in con-

ducting the experiments mentioned, that in the drain-

age of fluids from glasses the contents were much
more rapidly drawn out in those in which the drain

extended just below the level of the bottom of the

glass than those in which the gauze came down but

half-way.

On the 10th of June, 1895, an opportunity pre-

sented itself, enabling me to make a practical applica-

tion of this principle. June 9th, 1 was called to see

Mr. P., age twenty-two, iu consultation, and found

him ill, with the history of appendicitis extending

over seven days. He had had several slight attacks

within the two years prior to my visit. There was a

well-defined swelling in the right iliac region, but no

fluctuation could be made out. Arrangements were

made to operate the next morning. It was late iu

the afternoon. I was twelve miles from home, with

no instruments, not having the slightest idea of the

character of the case I was to see.

When the peritoneum was incised, a portion of the

ilium presented ; the intestine was pushed back out of

the way and held there by gauze ; indeed, gauze was

packed all about the region of the abscess, completely

walling off the general cavity. The abscess was
finally opened with the finger, and by careful manipula-

tion several pockets of pus were found and evacuated.

Feeling satisfied that there were no more sinuses, and

believing the best interests of my patient would be

subserved by not attempting to find and remove the

appendix, the abscess cavity was well dried out with

sterilized gauze and drained by strips of iodoform

gauze lightly packed to the bottom. These strips of

gauze drain were long enough to come down over the

flank to a point below the level of the bottom of the

pus cavity. A liberal quantity of loose sterilized

gauze was placed about the region of the end of the

drain, several thicknesses of iodoform gauze and ster-

ilized cotton having been put over the field of the

wound. The case was left with the physician in at-

tendance, with the direction to remove the receptacle

gauze as soon as it became moist. Twenty hours

after, it having become "quite wet," he took it away
and replaced it with dry, sterilized gauze.

I saw the patient on the third dav, and found the

dressings in the immediate vicinity of the wound were

quite dry, while those at the end of the drain, as well

as the bed beneath, were more than moist. The
packing and drain were all removed at this dressing ;

the general peritoneal cavity was completely walled

off by adhesive inflammation. The abscess cavity

was washed out with hydrogen dioxide and drained as

before. There was but little work for the drain to do

after this dressing, there being but a very small quan-

tity of serum and practically no pus.

The patient made an uneventful recovery, and at

the date, of this writing, March 10, 1896, he is per-

fectly well.

Since writing the above I find that Dr. Weller Van
Hook, of Chicago, in a paper read before the Chicago

Gynecological Society, January 17, 1896, and pub-

lished in the American Gynecological and Obstetrical

Journal for March, calls attention to the increased

capillarity of the long gauze drain over the short, and

advises, in abdominal sections, and in order to obtain

the maximum amount of capillarity, that the strips

should be long enough to fall over the flank of the

patient and into dressings of gauze at the side and

back.

The gauze drain commends itself because of its

simplicitv, its ease of application, its greater comfort

to the patient, because it acts by its inherent power,

requires a minimum amount of watching, and more

fully meets all the requirements for which a drain is

used than any other single substance.

Not so Old as He Looked.— Mr. Reynolds is a

bright and well-preserved old gentleman, but to his

little granddaughter Mabel he seems very old indeed.

She had been sitting on his knee and looking at him

seriously for a long time one day, when she asked sud.

denly, "Grandpa, were you in the ark?" "Why,
no, my dear!" gasped her astonished grandparent.

Mabel's eyes grow large and round with astonishment.

" Then, grandpa," she asked, " why weren't you

drowned ? "— London Answer.
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A CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF
LARYNGEAL VERTIGO.
BV ALBERT C. OETCllELL, M.D.,

Surgeon Nose and Throat Department, Wort-ester City Hospital, and
Washburn Memorial Hospital, Worcester, Mass.

Besides the two cases of my owu to be reported in

this paper, I have fouud 75 other cases of laryngeal

vertigo, making; a total of 77.

Case ]. G. 0., male, mauufacturer, age fifty-four.

I saw hitu, in consultation, October 9, 1893. I was
asked to see him, since a short time before he had lost

consciousness aud fallen while coughing.

At that time aud subsequently I got this history.

A brother had had a well-marked epileptic seizure,

so characteristic that it was an accepted fact in the

family that he was epileptic.

Until the later part of his life the patient has been
subject to intense headaches, which had kept him from
work, at times half a day. Fitting of glasses relieved

these headaches only to a degree. With this exception,

he had been a pretty healthy man, and had managed
large affairs.

In 1890 he had the grip, which was followed by

catarrhal trouble. In the spring of 1891 he had acute

rheumatism, and after that was never well. After
this, also, be had business perplexities, anno3'ing

rather than serious. From this time to the end of his

life, he was subject to great despondency and depres-

sion, out of proportion to any cause.

For a year previous to my visit he bad spells of

labored breathing at night, terminating in what his

wife described as a sort of explosion. He had coughed
several months previous to my visit. Sometimes the

paroxysms would be of considerable severity, but thev

were not accompanied by loss of consciousness or fall.

He would, however, frequently put his hand to his

head when coughing.

There were two accidents of the loss of conscious-

ness and fall within a short time of each other. They
were accompanied by tickling about the larynx, and
cough. The second his wife saw. He was going

from one room to another. He coughed, but did not

have a severe paroxysm. His wife thought his face

was flushed, but does not remember that it was mark-
eiily so. He arose quickly with her help, but she

thinks her assistance was not essential. He looked

about wildly for a moment, and then appeared as usual.

When I saw him for the examination, I did not

notice any unusual excitement. But I was afterwards

told that he was under a good deal of nervous tension.

I had previously had his sons under my care and, for

their relief, had done some simple operation. He was
apprehensive that my mirrors, etc., meant some opera-

tion upon him.

He went into an adjoining room to remove his

clothes for an examination of the chest, aud when he
came out said be had had a mild attack with tickling

and cough. He did not fall, but for a moment felt

incapable of effort, mental or otherwise, and was
apprehensive of something more serious. His cough
could not have been severe, for I did not notice it; nor

do 1 recall it, though 1 was but a few feet away.
Gleitsmauu describes in his patient a similar condi-

tion of uucertaiuty.

In the noee was found a deviated 8ej)tum with ex-

ostosis. There was chronic naso-pharyngitis, relaxed

uvula aud inflamed tonsils, the left being covered with

a grayish exudation. The vocal bands met iu the

median line on phonation ; the left seemed thinner

than the right and was more overlapj)ed by the ven-

tricular fold. A few scattered broucliial rales were
heard in the chest. Nothing abnormal was detected

about the heart. The urine had repeatedly been ex-

amined, with negative results. The treatment was
astringents to the pharynx aud naso-pharyux in addi-

tion to the measures already in use.

He soon was as well as usual, and remained so uutil

eight days before his death, February, 1894. He
died of pericarditis following acute rheumatism.
Case II. D., male, hotel clerk, age twenty-nine.

The previous history was negative. The duration of

the cough was six weeks. The patient was of a
nervous, excitable temperament, stout, of a florid com-
plexion, evidently a hearty eater and used to a little

exercise.

In the nose was a prominent exostosis aud the

mucous membrane was inflamed. There was chronic

naso-pharyngitis, enlarged tousils, enlarged lymph
follicles at the base of the tongue, and hyperemia of

the larynx.

In the chest were heard a few hoarse rales. The
cough was violent, and once while talking he began to

cough and suddenly became unconscious and fell.

There was tickling of the throat just below the larynx,

and that excited the paroxyms of coughing. I saw
this patient but once.

Sex.— Reviewing these 77 cases we find all but

four to be males.

Age.— Seven were over sixty years of age, the

oldest being seventy-two; 19 were between fifty and
sixty ; 23, between forty and fifty ; nine, between
thirty and forty; one, twenty-nine; one, seventeen,

and two were put down as young men.
Occupation.— Although infurmatiun on this point

was lacking iu many cases, from what we have it

seems that the patients were generally of the well-to-

do class, and followed a more or less sedentary life.

Thus we find clergymen, clerks, physicians, merchants,

bankers, a journalist, lawyers, a tailor. There was
but one whose occupation indicated an out-of-door life,

a sailor.

Previous History.— Rheumatism is mentioned in 13
cases; gout in six; bronchitis iu nine; cough for a

long period (either at intervals, winter cough, or more
or less continuous, sometimes associated with emphy-
sema) in five; asthma in three; hay fever in one;
syphilis iu three; gouorrhea in two; vertigo from in-

digestion in one ; fish-bone iu the throat in two. Of
the following accidents and affections note is made of

one instance of each ; garrotiug, traumatic injury to

nose iu infancy, bitten by a mad dog (and Pasteur
treatment), lead colic (and after two years cerebral

congestion), hepatic colic, intermittent fever, typhoid

fever and phlebitis, influenza, diabetes.

Nervous Phenomena and History. — One was epi-

leptic ; one had supposed history of ejjilepsy ; one had
had fits and had fallen in the street ; one had an epi-

leptic brother; the cousin of one died iu an insane

asylum ; one had injury to the head and subsequent

loss of consciousness ; one had incomplete history of

hereditary neurosis ; one had suffered from over-study

iu college and from nervous strain in troublous times ;

one bad unsteadiness of gait; two, intense headaches;
iu one, the attack was precipitated by nervous exhaus-

tion aud fatigue ; ten were said to have nervous tem-

perament.
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Losi of Consciousness is expressly stated to have
occurred in 61 cases; fall iu 42.

In a very few cases the attack occurred while the

patient was iu bed, and in a few also while sitting, the

head then falling on the body.

Mental Confusion was noted in six cases, usually

slight; in 13 it was distinctly stated that it did not

occur ; and in several cases it was stated that the pa-

tient at once arose and resumed his occupation, without

any confusion.

Dizziness was mentioned in seven cases, while in

three it was distinctly stated that it did not occur ; true

vertigo, that is, outside objects seeming to revolve

about the patient, was mentioned but once.

Convulsions.— These were distinctly stated not to

occur iu eight cases ; twitchings of the face were
mentioned in five ; of an extremity, usually the upper,

iD three cases ; clonic contraction of the arm occurred

in 12 ; and one had such severe general clonic convul-

sions as to throw him out of bed (Newcomb).
Biting of the Tongue was noted in two cases, while

in many it was stated that it did not occur.

Involuntary Micturition and incontinence of feces

occurred in but one instance, and in this case at very

rare intervals. In a number of cases it was stated

that it did not occur.

After Cough.— In 66 cases it was stated that the

attack followed cough. In one (Russel) the patient

could not cough. Again (Browne) sneezing and blow-

ing the nose precipitated the attack.

Tickling or Burning Sensation about the Larynx.—
This symptom was mentioned in 29 cases, while in

one it was stated that it did not occur.

Condition of the Face.— Congestion of the face

was noted in 23 cases. In four of these pallor fol-

lowed the congestion. Five were reported pale.

Abnormal Condition of the Nose and Throat.—
Deviated septum is given in six cases, hypertrophied

turbinates in two, nasal polypus in two, disease of

adjoining sinus in one, granular pharyngitis in 10,

elongated uvula iu six, adenoid tissue in the vault in

oue, hypertrophy of the facial tonsils in two, hyper
trophy of the lingual tonsil and lingual varix in seven,

and hyperemia of the larynx in 16.

Abnormal Condition of the Lungs.— Bronchitis

was noted in 13 cases; a few were emphysematous,
and one had tubercular disease.

The Number of the Attacks varied greatly. One of

Knight's cases had but oue. Most had several ; one

had twenty in one day ; another ten in a year ; an-

other eight in two years ; Duavin, a physician, had
three— one in 1877, one in 1882, and one in 1885.

Miscellaneous Symptoms.— Two patients, men aged

sixty-four and sixty-seven had associated with the

attacks whooping-cough. Ten had attacks at meal-

time, usually dinner, and usually also after the meal.

Eight were smokers, some to excess. In one case an

attack happened while the patient was smoking, and
apparently was precipitated by it. Six used alcoholic

liquor, though but two or three to excess.

Cure was reported in 19 cases, relief in two. The
treatment has been by morphine, bromides and anti-

pyrine,and measures directed to any abnormal condition

of the nose, throat or lungs.

The most interesting aspect of this subject is. What
is the nature of the affection ?

There have been three theories : Charcot regarded

it as analogous to Meniere's disease, the superior lar-

yngeal being the afferent nerve ; Gray called it a

manifestation of epilepsy ; while McBride found the

explanation in Weber's experiments on forced expira-

tion with closed glottis.

None of these have been entirely satisfactory, and
the matter needs elucidation.

Charcot's great name, connected with the fact that

he first described the disease and designated it by the

term "laryngeal vertigo," has assured thus far the

continuance of that term. But, evidently, it does not

truly express the facts. In the first place, vertigo or

dizziness is mentioned as a symptom in but seven of

the 77 cases. Again, in Meniere's disease, the dizzi-

ness persists, while in this affection, as a rule, imme-
diately after the attacks the patient arises and feels as

well as usual, sometimes laughing at the fears of by-

standers.

A priori it is not from the larynx that vertiginous

sensations proceed. It is well known that when man-
ipulating the ear by syringing, or otherwise, vertigo

may be expected, and does not infrequently occur.

On the other hand, I can find no instance of such
symptoms following manipulations of the larynx,

either with fluids or surgically.

The Epileptic Theory.— Against this, one at once

thinks of the age of the patients, the short duration

of the disease in many cases, the absence of biting of

the tongue and of involuntary micturition, and the

curability of the disease. On the other hand, it must
be remembered that the cure has followed, not only

the use of the bromides, but the removal of some
abnormal condition of the nose or throat.

In this connection it is interesting to note the cure

of a well-marked case of epilepsy by the removal of a
tumor from the larynx (case of Summerbrodt) ; also

that in this series, four cases had previously had attacks

of an epileptic nature; while in 20 during the attack,

there were convulsive movements of the face, extrem-

ities, and, in one, convulsive movements of the whole
body. *

No one of these considerations would preclude the

possibility of epilepsy. On the other hand, those

most markedly epileptic were not so characteristically

so as to put the question beyond doubt.

The theory of forced expiration with closed or partly

closed glottis, causing interference of circulation and
oxygenation of the blood, and action on the circulatory

centres of impure blood, next demands consideration.

If this be the true explanation, it would seem that

the failure of proper circulation preceding the attack

should be the rule; while only in 23 cases was any
peculiarity of color noted, the face being more or less

turgescent in hue. Five were pale.

Again, in many, the fall occurred immediately

upon the tickling and first cough, too soon to permit

the explanation of circuitous inhibition through defec-

tive circulatory or respiratory activity.

Further, it seems to me au entirely rational objec-

tion to urge that while many persons witb weak heart

and impaired respiratory power have severe paroxysms
of coughing, so few instances of loss of consciousness

have been noted ; and loss of consciousness associated

with a fall is to a lay person such an alarming symp-
tom that it is improbable that it would often occur

without attracting attention. It must be noted, how-
ever, that Garel and Collet elicited information of loss

of consciousness only after questioning, the patient not

attaching enough importance to the accident to re-
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member it. Ou tlie other baud, Armstrong repeated

Weber's experimeiit with his patieut, with no result.

Agaiu, Adler says of bis patient : " It is to be noted,

that while no seizure ever took place without preceding

cough, by no means every violent paroxysm of cough-
ing was followed by loss of consciousness." The same
is true of my first case. Garel and Collet make the

same observation.

These considerations, it seems to me, make the cir-

culatory theory entirely inadequate, except perhaps as

an exciting cause in a limited number of cases.

Let us agaiu consider the nervous phenomena of

these cases.

Note was made that ten of the series were of ner-

vous temperament; and these more serious nervous

disturbances are in addition noted :

One of Charcot's cases was epileptic. Gasquet's

had history of supposed epilepsy. Gray's had injury

to the head by a bullet and previous loss of couscious-

uess, that is, previous to the attacks under considera-

tion. One of Leffert's had incomplete history of

hereditary neurosis. One of Knight's suffered from
overstudy in college and business worry in troublous

times; his other case had had vertigo from indigestion.

In Armstrong's case the attacks were precipitated by

nervous exhaustion and fatigue. Berkart's patient had

had several fits, and had fallen in the street. Browne
notes, in one of his cases, unsteadiness of gait and in-

tense headaches. One of Garel and Collet's patients

had a cousin who died in an insane asylum, while in

one of my cases, there was history of epilepsy in the

family— a brother— intense headaches for a long

period, and profound despondency and depression.

Further, as we have seen, during the attacks, convul-

sions occurred in 13 cases, twitchiugs of the face in

four, and of the arm in three.

Whether or not we call the trouble epilepsy, a dis-

ease of which we know so little, it is evident that at

least there is a condition of unstable equilibrium of

the central nervous system, and that that is ftie funda-

mental pathological factor.

That the attack is precipitated by a cough and irrita-

tion about the larynx is plain ; that the respiratory

theory of McBride does not account for all the cases,

also seems plain. What then is the exciting cause ?

Browu-Sequard has conducted a series of investigations

which throws light upon this subject. These researches

show that the larynx has a direct and intimate relation

with the central nervous system. He sums up his

results in these words :

" The cases reported in this memoir demonstrate

that a general refiex analgesia can be produced —
" (1) By a traumatic irritation of the skin of the

neck, of the trachea, but especially by the larynx.

" (2) By galvanization of the larynx or the superior

laryngeal nerve.
" (3) By irritation of the mucous membrane of the

larynx by chloroform, cocaine, etc."

I submit these conclusions:

The phenomena under consideration occur in persons

io whom there is evidence of unstable equilibrium of

the central nervous system.

There is some abnormal condition of the air-passages

likely to produce laryngeal irritation, with cough and

glottic spasm.

The spasmodic closing of the glottis may, and in

many cases does, act directly and immediately upon
the inhibitory centres of the brain and cause syncope.

A severe paroxysm of coughing which produces

congestion of the cerebral vessels may also cause syn-

cope. But it will not cause it unless there be an ex-

isting disorder of the central nervous organ.
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.Clinical aDe)>actment*

MYELITIS: A CASE IN WHICH THE FIRST
SYMPTOMS APPEARED SEVERAL AVEEKS
AFTER THE SUPPOSED CAUSE.

BY 8. G. WEBBER, M.D., BOSTON.

The principal point of interest in the following

case is the long interval between the slight accident

and the first symptom.
I was asked to see Mr. B. C. in the spring of 1895.

He had had very good health during the sixty-eight

years of his life. He had not had rheumatism, nor

fever. Some fifteen years ago he suffered from sciatica,

which he had contracted by going out iu his slippers.

He recovered from that, and had no such trouble after-

wards. Six or eight years ago he fell about four feet,

laming his left leg. From this he recovered. Other-

wise I could learn of no injury nor illness, except that

about Christmas, as he was about to step off the side-

wallt, he fell on his left knee on the stone crossing

;

he split his trousers and sprained his ankle ; he was
laid up a day or two.

Five weeks ago he had a narrow line of pain on the

right side under the ribs, more in front; this pain ex-

tended up towards the axilla. It began suddenly

;

was not severe, rather of a dull, heavy character ; was
increased by certain motions. He was not laid up by
it; got mainly over it in two weeks, except in one
small place. There was no pain in the legs, and none
to speak of in the back. About two weeks ago, on

coughing he felt a slight pain in the back, which ex-

tended down the legs— a kind of shooting pain '-as

if through a thousand nerves," a kind of tingling and
pricking feeling. Just over the lower ribs on the right

is a pain similar to that felt at first, increased by cough-

ing and sneezing. There was no change in the power
of motion until, during the week before I saw him, he
found that he could not walk naturally ; he wanted to

keep near the railing ; he tried to run, and nearly fell

down, " like a horse who stumbles." After this ex-

perience he lost confidence and stability in walking.

This motor disturbance increased. Sensation also was
more affected ; there was a partial loss of feeling.

The right leg was the worse. There was no pain iu

the legs. Last night there was a new disagreeable

feeling in the calf. There had been uo fever.

The bowels were rather inactive; micturition was
normal ; for some time he had to rise more nights and
frequently during the day. During the last three

days he has not been up nights; the call has been im-

perative during the daytime.

There was decided loss of motor power in the legs,

more marked ou the right. Knee-jerk was present on

both sides, more marked on the left. Wiien the legs

were pricked there was strong reflex contraction of the

muscles ; cremaster reflex was strong. Between the

dotted lines there was no reflex ; above the upper

dotted line the reflexes were normal. The sensory

disturbance was found below the full line following,

and about one and a half inches above the lower edge

of the ribs in front, and passing across the back in

nearly a straight line. Below the knees there was less

diminution of the sense of touch than above. The
back was straight, and there was uo tenderness of the

back on pressure. The patient grew steadily worse

and died. There was no autopsy.

Judging from the disturbance of sensation and
motion and the condition of the reflexes there was a
lesion, probably inflammation, secondary to the primary

lesion, of the spinal cord between the fourth and
twelfth dorsal nerves. This lesion did not affect the

whole thickness of the cord at the time I saw him, as

there was still some motion and sensation in the legs,

showing that some fibres in the cord had up to that

time escaped.

What was the cause of this myelitis ? There is no
history of an exposure to cold or wet, which not in-

frequently causes myelitis.

There is uo history of injury or fall, except the

fall about Christmas. That was a rather severe jar of

the whole body, but it was ouly from the sidewalk to

the crossing-stone, added to the distance from the knees

to the soles of the feet, a little more than two feet.

For an interval of about twelve weeks after this fall

there was an interval of good health with uo noticeable

symptoms.

It is probable that the jar of this fall produced a

minute lesion of the cord, perhaps a slight hemorrhage,

about which inflammation and degeneration were set

up later. This was apparently the sequence of events

iu a case similar to this which I saw twenty years ago,

and in which I obtained an autopsy. The active

symptoms did not appear until four months after the

fall.'

A man fell fifteen or twenty feet, striking on his hip.

After a few days he was out at work. He did not

remember having pain or any unusual sensation until

about four mouths after the fall ; he then was weak in

the left leg, and soon had to use crutches. The weak-
ness extended to the other leg and the arms ; sensation

was ouly slightly affected in the legs; there was no
pain. Tiiere was wasting of the muscles.

The anterior cornua were chiefly affected. The
white substance was also much altered, the nerve

fibres having uudergone degeneration.

One point of especial interest in these two cases is

the delay in development of symptoms after the injury.

In both there was a short time of discomfort immedi-

ately after the fall, then three or four months essentially

free from symptoms, which then commenced and

' Traueactious American Neurological Society, 1875.
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steadily iucreased in severity uutil the fatal termina-

tion.

Serious organic changes were started by tiie fall,

which at first were so slight as to give rise to no

symptoms, but at length when they had advanced suf-

ficiently their serious nature could no longer be over-

looked. Had the morbid process come to a stand-still

before it reached an advanced stage, if there had been

a question of damages in a legal suit, it would have

been a very ditficult task to persuade a Jury that the

fall was the cause of the disability which did not

appear uutil mouths later.

It is also of interest to notice that in one case the

motor region was chiefly affected as shown by the

symptoms and by the autopsy. In the other case the

sensory symptoms were more prominent and appeared

before the motor. Thus different regions of the cord

were primarily affected first.

The nature of the lesion could only be guessed at.

It must have been very insignificant at its origin,

whether a slight hemorrhage or merely a disarrange-

ment of elements which lead to a slow degenerative

process I would not undertake to decide.

%lepotrtj^ of Jbocittie0,

THE OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF BOSTON.
CHABLES W. T0WK8EXD, M.D., 6ECHETAKY.

Regular Meeting, May 19, 1896, the President,

Dr. James R. Chadwick, in the chair.

Dr. Malcolm Storer read, by invitation, on

A STUDT OF AXIS ROTATION, WITH ESPECIAL REFER-
ENCE TO THE TORSION OF OVARIAN TUMORS.'

Dr. C. M. Green spoke of a case where there was
a rapid increase in the size of the tumor after torsion

of the pedicle had occurred. The patient had been

examined by himself as well as by several other

physicians, under ether, and no tumor at all detected.

About four weeks later a large tumor was found rising

up out of the pelvis. The case was operated on, and
an ovarian cyst containing two quarts of dark chocolate-

colored fluid removed. The assumption is that a tumor
80 small as to pass undetected was present at the first

examination, and that this rapidly increased in size,

partly on account of a hemorrhage due to the twisting

of the pedicle.

Dr. M. Storer said that the hemorrhage may
alter the condition of the tumor so that growth takes

place as well as distention by the blood. If the twist-

ing takes place rapidly, the results may be very serious,

with sloughing of the cyst; while if the rotation takes

place slowly, adhesions form through which the circu-

lation is kept up.

EXTRA-UTERINE PREGNANCT IN BOSTON IN THE LAST
FIFTEEN TEARS.

Dr. Charles W. Townsend: As we all know,
cases of extra-uterine pregnancy are reported not in-

frequently nowadays as occurring in Boston and
vicinity. As short a time ago as 1889, when a single

case was reported before the Obstetrical Society, most of

the members present said they had never seen a case of

this affection. At this time the Philadelphia medical

Se« page 457 of the JournaL

journals abounded with reports of extra-uterine preg-

nancies, and the conclusion was drawn fairly, either

that women in this vicinity were not as prone to the

trouble as the Philadelphians, which seemed absurd,

or that cases did occur, but that physicians here failed

to recognize them. Since that time we have apparently

waked up to the diagnosis of extra uterine pregnancy

as can be seen by examining the number of cases

reported in the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

This is, of course, but an imperfect method of getting

at the number of cases, but will serve to give a general

idea.

In 1880, 1881 anil 1^82 there are uo cases of extra-uterine pregnancy
recorded iu the .Journal.
18S3, 2 cases, both fatal; neither operated on, and 1 reported before

this Society.
1S84, 2 cases; 1 recovered, I fatal; neither operated on.
1885, case.
1886, 2 cases; I recovered, 1 fatal; neither operated on.
1887, 1 case; recovered; not operated on.

18^8, case.

1889, 3 cases; 2 recovered, 1 died; the fatal case and one that recov-
ered, without operation; the other recovery followed opera-,
tion, a case reported before this Society by Dr. G. Haven.

1890, case.

1891, 4 cases; 2 recovered, 2 fatal; all, with the exception of one of
the fatal cises, operated on.

1892, 2 cases; both recovered after operation.
1893, 26 cases; 23 recovered after operation, 3 died without operation.
1894, 25 cases; 24 recovered with operation, 1 died without operation.
1895, 5 cases; 4 recovered, 1 died; all operated on.

The falling off in numbers reported in the last year

is apparently due to the triteness of the subject, not

to a decrease in actual numbers of cases. To sum up
this imperfect record, we find no cases of extra-uterine

pregnancy reported from 1880 till 1883; since then 72
cases, 29 of these before the Obstetrical Society of

Boston. Of 56 that were operated on, only 2 died, a
mortality of 3.5 per cent. ; while of 14 not operated

on, 10 died.

Dr. W. L. Bcrrage said that he had operated on

eight cases of extra-uterine pregnancy, all of which

had recovered. All but one of these were proved to

be cases of this affection by the pathologist. The
exception was a long neglected case where the presence

of pus obscured the diagnosis. He had seen eight

others operated on ; and with the addition of three

more, there was a total of 19 cases in all of extra-

uterine pregnancy that had come under his observation.

Dr. B. E. Cotting said that when he was a student,

some fifty-nine years ago, the professor spoke of extra-

uterine pregnancy as a curiosity, but still as a possi-

bility. There was then a case in the neighborhood of

Boston that had gone on to full term. He believed

that diseases came in waves, and that extra-uterine

pregnancy would become as rare again as it was fifty

years ago.

Dr. F. H. Davenport spoke of one case of his

where the symptoms were obscure, but suggested

extra-uterine pregnancy. Celiotomy was performed,

and a small tumor was found m the right tube, not

larger than an English walnut. As the tube seemed
healthy about it, he made a longitudinal incision and
shelled out a brownish-looking mass, and then sutured

the rent in the tube with fine silk. Dr. Whitney ex-

amined it, and pronounced it an extrauterine preg-

nancy. The patient made a good recovery.

Dr. J. R. Chadwick said that he thought the

present frequency of the disease was easil}' explained

on the ground of more accurate diagnosis at the

present day. We rarely hear of hematocele pure and

simple now, we find that most of these are cases of

extra-uterine pregnancy ; just as we do not have inflam-

mation of the bowels now, but appendicitis. A large
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percentage, perhaps 70 per cent., of cases of extra-

uterine pregnancy result in recovery without the

growth of the fetus or need of an operation. He has

had himself some 15 or 20 cases of ectopic gestation.

The first went on to full term, and the remains of the

fetus were extracted by the vagina ten years after-

wards. Another case went on to full time, and then

remained quiescent for three years. A normal preg-

nancy then occurred, and Dr. Chadwick decided to

remove the dead extra-uterine fetus. This he accom-

plished quickly and easily, as there were no adhesions

above the brim of the pelvis. The patient went on to

full term, and has had a normal pregnancy since.

Dk. C. M. Green showed an

OBSTETRICAL RECORD-BOOK

with printed slips to be filled out at the bedside.

THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF GENITO-
URINARY SURGEONS.

Tenth Annual Meeting, Atlantic City, N. J.,

June 2 and 3, 1896.

(Concluded from No. 18, p. 449.)

Dr. J. P. Tdttle, of New York, described

TVyO CASES OF URETHRAL CHANCRE, WITH UNUSUAL
SECONDARY SYMPTOMS.

In the first case the chancre was situated within the

urethra about three-quarters of an inch back from the

meatus. About ten days after its appearance the

patient complained of general malaise, his tempera-

ture rose to 104° F., and he developed an eruption

almost typical of measles, excepting that it was

largely confined to the trunk and upper extremities

and had the copper-colored tinge suggestive of syphilis.

There was no bronchial irritation. Later, distinct

mucous patches appeared on both tonsils. The erup-

tion lasted about two weeks. The patient improved

under specific treatment.

The second case reported was one of urethral

chancre followed by muscular pains, which were

worse at night and were so severe in character that

hypodermic injections of morphine were necessary to

allay them. This patient also developed an endocar-

ditis and subsequently a meningitis, from the effects

of which he has not yet recovered. Dr. Tuttle said

he was still iu doubt as to whether the muscular pains

and the cardiac and nervous symptoms were specific

iu origin, or <lue to rheumatism or some other consti-

tutional diathesis.

CLINICAL AND PATHOLOGICAL NOTES ON SYPHILIS.

Dr. John A. Foudyce, of New York, read a paper

on this subject. The first portion of the paper was
devoted to a description of the pathological appearance

of the lesions met with iu the various stages of syphilis.

The second portion was devoted to the subject of 7nyO'

ticis syphilitica. The author stated that while involve-

ment of the muscles iu syphilis is by no means of

frequent occurrence, it is met with both in the early

and late stages of the disease. Before or during the

outbreak of the early eruption, general or localized

muscular pains not infrequently occur which simulate

rheumatism and interfere to some extent with the

movements of the implicated muscles. These muscular

pains are transient in duration ; produce, as a rule, no

evident change in the parts ; and readily disappear

under specific treatment. In the late secondary or

tertiary periods of the disease a diffuse or gummatous
myositis has been observed. Both of these forms im-

pair the functional activity of the muscles and lead at

times to permanent changes in the parts. The disease

seems to show a predilection for certain muscles or

groups of muscles, among which may be mentioned the

biceps, the flexors of the forearms, the masseter, the

sphincter ani externus, the deltoid and the sterno-

cleido-mastoid. In diffuse syphilitic myositis the first

changes seem to take place iu the blood-vessels of the

interfibrillary connective tissue, the muscular substance

being affected secondarily. In neglected cases, or

where the cause is not recognized, atrophy may occur

and a complete cure become impossible. A correct

diagnosis and early treatment insures, as a rule, a good

prognosis.

The speaker then reported a case of syphilitic myo-

sitis occurring in the second stage of the disease ; in

this case the left sterno-cleido-mastoid was affected.

The case occurred in the practice of Dr. P. A.
Morrow. Another case was reported illustrating the

gummatous type of the disease; in that instance also

the sterno-mastoid muscle was involved. In the con-

cluding portion of his paper. Dr. Fordyce reported in

detail an interesting case of brain syphilis. Numerous
photographs were exhibited in connection with the

various subjects discussed in the paper.

Dr. Taylor said that Dr. Fordyce's work in the

pathology of syphilitic lesions, as well as his description

of the muscular lesions of syphilis are entirely in accord

with our classical knowledge of the disease. The
clinical cases reported, particularly that of brain syph-

ilis, were very interesting.

Dr. Post said that during the past year he had seen

two or three cases of myositis which clinically might

be syphilitic, but which occurred in individuals in whom
no history of that disease was obtainable, nor were

there any other symptoms pointing to it.

clinical and pathological report of a case of
cerebral syphilis,

by Drs. George E. Brewer and Pearce Bailey.
Male, age twenty-five, single. Was first seen in the

autumn of 1892. Family history negative. Aside

from a moderate amount of neurasthenia the patient

had always enjoyed fair health. At the time of his

first visit he complained of headache, sore throat, deaf-

ness, ringing in the ears and general malaise. Upon
examination, an indurated ulcer was found on the

penis, with enlarged inguinal, cervical and epitrochlear

glands. There was a well-marked macular syphilide

on the chest and abdomen; mucous patches were
found on the tongue, lips and tonsils ; there was an

otitis media on the left side. Under the use of inunc-

tions, which were continued for several mouths, fol-

lowed by the protoiodide of mercury given internally,

rapid improvement in all his symptoms took place and

he returned to his home in the South, where for a

period of eighteen or twenty months he was under the

care of another physician, who prescribed mixed

treatment. During all this period he remained well

and was free from noticeable manifestations of the dis-

ease. About three and one-half years after the date

of the original infection he again came under observa-

tion, complaining of severe occipital headache, radiat-

ing down the back, and accompanied by occasional
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attacks of vertigo. The pain was more severe at night,

and was Bometimes associated with nausea, vomiting

and extreme restlessness. Examination at tliis time

revealed slight enlargement of the left pupil, beginning

double optic neuritis, and a marked increase in all

reflexes: no paralysis; no foot clonus; no changes in

sensation ; no loss of sphincter control. Under mer-

curial inunctions and increasing doses of potassium

iodide, rapid improvement in all his symptoms occurred.

On April 20th, after five days of freedom from head-

ache and all abnormal head symptoms, he was suddenly

seized with loss of consciousness and an epileptiform

convulsion, involving all the extremities. Ten hours

later another slight convulsion occurred. He became
restless, excited and mildly maniacal. The tempera-

ture, which up to the present time had been normal,

now rose gradually to 104° F. The pulse remained

below 100, and was firm and regular. There was no

embarrassment of respiration. In spite of vigorous

antisyphilitic treatment, he gradually sank into a com-
atose condition and died on May 6th.

At the autops}', made a few hours after death, the

pia appeared normal over the convolutions, but at the

base of the brain it was opaque and thickened. At
the superior termination of the basilar artery, and en-

closed by thickened meshes of the pia, was a round

tumor, 75 millimetres in diameter. This tumor lay

between the third nerves, slightly indenting the pons,

on the under surface of which it pressed, and the

basilar artery communicated with it. The basilar

artery was filled with a red thrombus throughout its

entire extent, and the upper portion of the vertebrals

ami part of the posterior communicating arteries were
likewise occluded. There was no softening. Micro-

scopical examination showed an endarteritis of some of

the large arteries at the base of the brain and an

aneurismal dilatation of the basilar artery. The
tumor referred to above was formed by the dilatation

of this artery, the walls of which were partially

destroyed.

Dr. Bailet, in discussing the paper, referred to the

rarity of cases of acute cerebral syphilis which afford

an opportunity for pathological investigation. The
pathology of cerebral syphilis shows that the blood-

vessels are the most common seat of the lesions in

fatal cases. It is not definitely known in which coat

of the vessel the morbid process begins, but the intima

shows the most marked changes. It is impossible to

distinguish, histologically, between specific endarteritis

and endarteritis due to atheroma. The prognosis of

acute cerebral syphilis depends upon the predominating

anatomical character of the inflammation.

SECOND DAT.

OPERATIVE INTERFERENCE IN AGGRAVATED IN-

STANCES OF SEMINAL VESICULITIS.

Dr. Eugene Fuller, of New York, read a paper

on this subject. The following conclusions were
drawn by the writer :

(1) Chronic, non-tubercular cases of seminal vesi-

culitis can be successfully and satisfactorily treated

by extirpation of the sac.

(2) Such an extreme measure, however, should be

reserved for extreme cases associated with serious or

severe subjective symptoms.

(3) Before resorting to extirpation, the patient

shooid have the benefit of the stripping treatment, if

his circumstances allow it, and extirpation should be

advised only in case the stripping treatment proves

unsatisfactory.

(4) In performing the operation, the Kraske inci-

sion is the method advisable.

(5) The subjective symptoms associated with the

seminal vesiculitis ought to disappear as a result of

the operation.

(6) With but one seminal vesicle, provided it is

healthy, the sexual function is strong and satisfac-

tory.

(7) A subacute epididymitis is to be expected

after the operation in connection with the testicle cor-

responding to the vesicle which has been removed.

The testicle itself, however, does not subsequently

atrophy.

Dr. George Chismork, of San Francisco, said he

fully agreed with the statement made by Dr. Fuller

that before undertaking any operation on the prostate

or seminal vesicles, tuberculosis of tlrat region should,

if possible, be excluded. The speaker said he has

thus far never resorted to operative measures in the

treatment of seminal vesiculitis ; in a number of

cases, however, he has seen marked benefit follow

stripping the vesicle, after the manner suggested by
Dr. Fuller.

Dr. Gardner W. Allen, of Boston, exhibited a

specimen composed of inspissated mucus which was
passed during urination, and probably had its origin in

one of the seminal vesicles.

Dr. John P. Brtson, of St. Louis, said he

agreed with the statement made by Dr. Fuller that

with the Zuckerkandl incision the field of operation is

so limited that it is difficult to control the severe

hemorrhage which is apt to occur, while the rectum or

bladder or even the deep urethra is easily injured.

Dr. J. William White, of Philadelphia, reported

a case of seminal vesiculitis of long standing which
was entirely cured by the stripping method of treat-

ment. In tubercular cases, the speaker said, he con-

fined himself to hygienic treatment, which is probably

all we can do for them.

Dr. a. T. Cabot, of Boston, said he was inter-

ested to learn how easily Dr. Fuller had been able to

get at the seminal vesicles by means of the Kraske
incision.

Dr. Fuller, in closing the discussion, said he

agreed witli Di'. White that hygienic treatment is the

onl}' resort we have in cases of tubercular origin ; by
operating in such a case we are apt to light up latent

foci there and induce a rapid dissemination of the

disease.

RENAL TUBERCULOSIS.

Dr. F. Tilden Brown, of New York, read a

paper with this title. He stated that we know of but

three ways in which the tubercle bacilli may gain

access to the kidney. These are:

(1) By tlie blood.

(2) By their multiplication and the gradual develop-

ment of tuberculous granulations along the ureter

from the bladder— ascending urinary infection.

(3) Bj' an extension of the disease from a neighbor-

ing or remote organ.

A summary of the different symptoms and evi-

dence which have been advanced as in any way con-

ducive to the diagnosis of renal tuberculosis, whether
vascular or ascending in origin, will be fairly repre-
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seated by the following : The existence of a tumor
corresponding more or less accurately to the position

of the kidney ; such a tumor may or may not be
painful to palpation, or it may be the seat of sponta-

neous paiu, often intermittent. The tumor may be a

centre from which pains radiate to different parts of

the abdomen, to the lumbar spine, down the groin,

into the outer side of the thigh or even into the oppo-
site and healthy kidney. Again, without the presence

of a tumor, or an appreciable enlargement of the kid-

ney, some of the following symptoms, which are men-
tioned in the order of their importance, may be
noticed: pallor and emaciation; edema of the feet

and legs; reaction to the injection of tuberculin; al-

buminuria ; moderate pyrexia ; night-sweats ; dysuria
;

pyuria, with acid urine ; hematuria, with acid urine ;

polyuria ; frequency of urination ; turbid urine seen

by the cystoscope issuing from a ureter ; the finding

of tubercle bacilli in that urine which is known to

come from one or the other kidney, as when obtained

by ureteral catheterization. The only micro-organism
which can possibly lead us astray in the microscopic

diagnosis is the smegma bacillus. The morphology
of this parasite, as well as its similar reaction to the

ordinary staining method for tubercle bacillus, can,

when present, easily be misleading unless generous
alcoholic decolorization be employed.
The symptomatology of renal tuberculosis is very

important, because the physician who can make a

positive diagnosis in a comparatively early stage of

the disease renders more valuable service than does

the surgeon who at a much later day performs a suc-

cessful nephrectomy.

As regards the treatment of patients with renal

tuberculosis, the rich will, as a rule, find their best

resource in cliange of climate, careful attention to

hygienic details, selected alimentation, and medicinal

invigoration of the system. The poor, during the

early stage of the disease, will receive greatest benefit

from a treatment which approximates as nearly as

possible that advocated for tfieir more fortunate fellow-

sufferers. Theoretically, the earliest manifestation of

a localized renal tuberculosis would be best treated by

a radical surgical operation, but practical experience

has pretty clearly shown that the temporary impair-

ment of vitality attendant upon nephrectomy is of

more disastrous import than is the presence of an early

tuberculous lesion and the bacilli causing it. On the

other hand, if the lesion in the kidney is recognized

comparatively early, it can by other than surgical

measures, in many cases, be rendered so inactive as to

approximate a cure. In exceptional cases, when the

symptoms demand it, nephrectomy is not only legiti-

mate, but strongly indicated.

Dr. Francis S. Watson, of Boston, referred to

the intermittence of the symptoms in many cases of

rer>al tuberculosis. He also called attention to the

value of resection or partial nephrectomy in some
instances, and reported a case in which he successfully

removed the lower half of one kidney, which was
involved by tuberculosis.

Dr. White, in discussing the relative value of the

lumbar and abdomiual incision for nephrectomy, said

that until last year he was a strong advocate of the

former. He was induced to alter his opinion because

the lumbar incision does not give the operator the

necessary space. The operation of partial resection

suggested by Dr. Watson seemed to the speaker a

very formidable one — more so than complete neph-
rectomy.

Dr. Chismore said that Dr. Brown, in his paper,

spoke of catheterizing the ureters in order to discover

the origin of the tubercle bacilli. Such a procedure.

Dr. Chismore said, or even the more simple one of

cystoscopy, should be resorted to with considerable

hesitation in any case where tuberculosis is suspected,

as we are apt to aggravate the symptoms. When we
consider the fact that in many cases of renal tubercu-

losis the origin of the trouble is associated with trau-

matism, h'ow much more likely it is that any trauma
inflicted afterwards will aggravate the condition and
tend to disseminate the disease.

Dr. .James Bell, of Montreal, referred to the im-

portance of determining the condition of the opposite

kidney before operating, in cases of renal tuberculosis.

In performing nephrectomy he prefers the abdominal
incision, because it may throw some light on the con-

dition of the opposite kidney, and also because it

enables one to secure the pedicle with more confldence

than does the lumbar incision in some instances.

Dr. Brtson said he had come to the conclusion

that there is no such thing as a symptomless renal

tuberculosis. Before undertaking any operative meas-
ures in these cases we must bear in mind how fre-

quently this condition is only a local manifestation of

a general disease. He agreed with Dr. White that

complete nephrectomy is preferable to resection, as

suggested by Dr. Watson.
Dr. N. B. Carson, of St. Louis, referred to the

danger of interfering in localized tubercular trouble.

To illustrate this, he reported the case of a young
woman who for many years had a localized tubercular

lesion in one knee-joint. She entered a hospital,

where the joint was opened and curetted ; soon after-

wards it became necessary to amputate the leg above
the knee, and about six weeks later the patient died,

presumably from acute tuberculosis.

Dr. Brown, in closing the discussion, said that

local interference should only be undertaken in renal

tuberculosis when it is absolutely called for, and then

only with the greatest care. He expressed the opinion

that if there are adhesions, the abdominal, intra-peri-

toneal route is preferable; otherwise, he is inclined to

favor the lumbar route. He did not think the abdominal
incision would be of much service in determining the

condition of the opposite kidney.

some forms of non-obstructive ischuria.

Dr. Alexander W. Stein, of New York, read a

paper on this subject. He stated that inability to

empty the bladder may be due to—
(1) Atony of its muscular parietes. (a) Deficient

contractile power of the so-called detrusor from over-

stretching of its fibres; duration usually temporary.

(6) Loss of power of detrusor from atrophy and fatty

metamorphosis ; duration permanent.

(2) Neurotic retention. (a) Deficient power of

detrusor concomitant upon some psychic or functional

disturbance of the nerve centres; duration temporary.

(b) Paresis or cystoplegia from organic derangement
of the nerve centres ; duration usually permanent.

(3) Spastic or reflex retention. Irritation from
some neighboring organ ; disappears with the cause

that induces it.

The degree of atony resulting from over-distention

of the bladder may vary from a slight and temporary
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impairment in the expubive power of the organ to a

complete and permanent inability to empty its con-

tents, depending upon the age and health of the

person, the condition of the bladder, the degree of dis-

tention and the length of time the detrusor libres have

been upon the stretch. lu the aged and feeble (his

coniiition is not uncommon, and permanent disability

of the viscus often results from a single inattention to

its behests. In the young and robust atony is much
less frequent, and the bladder once relieved of its bur-

den regains its functional activity.

lu connection with this paper Dr. Stein reported a

number of cases of atony of the bladder coming

under his observation.

Dr. John P. Bryson, of St. Louis, read a paper

entitled

TWO CASES OK PROSTATECTOMV : PROSTATEOTOHr
ON A MONORCHID.

The first case reported was one of prostatic over-

growth in a man eighty years of age, who, forty years

before, had had an attack of mumps complicated by an

orchitis which completely destroyed the left testis.

The right testis was normal in size and feel. Prosta-

tectomy was performed on July 18, 1895. The opera-

tiou disclosed the fact that the left lobe of the prostate

(which was the side corresponding to the atrophied

testis) was larger than its fellow. The largest mass

of prostatic tissue was removed from the left side.

The second case reported was one where prostatect-

omy was done a year after double castration for prostatic

overgrowth. The patient was a man aged sixty-four

years. Double castration was performed on April 8,

1895. On the sixth day after the operation the pa-

tient reported that he felt better. He continued to

use the catheter until the end of June, when there

was only a small quantity of residual urine. He
gradually regained the power of voluntary urination,

and was no longer troubled with nocturnal frequency.

The bladder was irrigated once daily, at bedtime. On
January 20, 1896, he had an attack of complete re-

tention, and he again became entirely dependent upon

his catheter. An examination of the prostate made
on April 30, 1896, failed to reveal any change in its

size, shape or consistency. The urine became decidedly

purulent; the walls of the bladder were inflamed and

showed numerous small pockets, one of which con-

tained a calculus. On May 1, 1896, suprapubic cyst-

otomy was performed and the calculus removed,

together with a large mass of prostatic tissue. The
patient made a satisfactory recovery from the opera-

tion ; but on May 26th he died suddenly, death being

due to a mitral lesion. In that case the prostate was

not reduced in size by the double castration done

twelve months previously, and a microscopical exam-
ination of it failed to show any evidence of degenera-

tive changes.

In connection with his paper. Dr. IJryson exhibited

a number of gross and microscopical .specimens.

Dr. Whitk said the case reported by Dr. Uryson

forms a valuable addition to tlie knowledge we are

gradually acquiring as to the certainty or uncertainty

of the result of double castration for enlarged prostate.

When he introduced this operation he did so cautiously,

and with the hope that it would not be indiscriminately

performed. We must study our cases carefully, and

decide which are favorable for castration and which

for prostatectomy. The speaker expressed the opinion

that the operation of double castration for enlarged

prostate had come to stay, and that there would always

be cases suitable for it.

Dr. Cabot said that in the beginning, at least, the

operation of double castration for prostatic overgrowth

was performed too promiscuously, in spite of the fair

manner in which Dr. White had presented the subject.

It is very important that we should arrive as soon as

possible at a clear understanding of the fact that the

operation in not a trivial one, as we all at first believed.

The speaker expressed the opinion that the mortality

is due to the condition we have to deal with, and the

question in a given case is, which operation will relieve

the condition with the least added danger, castration

or prostatectomy ? The drainage instituted after a

prostatectomy immediately relieves the bladder and
the kidneys, while after castration the relief is more
gradual. The kidneys may stand the strain or they

may not ; and this is probably the chief factor in the

fatal cases that have occurred. Another factor is that

the testes no doubt exert some tonic influence on the

nervous system, and the cases of mania that have been

reported following the removal of these organs are

probably due to this fact. Dr. Cabot expressed the

opinion that shrinkage of the prostate after double

castration is an established fact. It is difficult to un-

derstand what changes occur in the organ, as the

microscopical examinations thus far made have proved

very unsatisfactory.

Dr. Poller said it would be interesting to ascertain

just what constitutes prostatic hypertrophy. He has

often noticed that in some cases the prostatic tissue is

enucleated very readily, while in others it is a difficult

matter to remove it.

Dr. Bell said that the more we discuss this subject,

the more clearly are we brought face to face with the

fact that the immediate cause of death in all of these

prostatic patients, no matter which operation is per-

formed, is a form of toxemia. This toxemia, which

is probably responsible for the mental symptoms and
the mortality, is something which we know very little

about.

DURATION OF ACOTE GONORRHEA..

Dr. H. M. Christian, of Philadelphia, read a

paper on this subject. His conclusions were as follows :

(1) Gonorrhea is a more prolonged and serious dis-

ease than it is generally considered.

(2) In two-thirds of all uncomplicated cases, the

period of time necessary to effect a cure is from six to

ten weeks.

(3) In that small proportion of cases where the

entire urethra does not become involved, the disease

being confined to the anterior urethra, we can expect

a complete recover)- in four weeks.

(4) It is important to make an examination of the

urethra before pronouncing a gonorrhea as positively

cured.

The following resolutions were unanimously adopted

by the Association :

Whereas, certain attempts are being made to obtain leg-

islation prohibiting vivisection in experimental pathology

and physiology :

Resolvid, that the American Association of Genito-Urin-

ary Surgeons hereby places itself on record as pronouncing

such efforts to be unwise and unscientific, since the abolition

of vivisection would result in absolute paralysis of one

branch of progressive and scientific medicine.
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SERUM DIAGNOSIS OF TYPHOID FEVER.

A RECENT article by Dr. Wyatt Johnson, bacteri-

ologist of the Board of Health of the Province of

Quebec,' brings before American readers for the first

time an accurate and satisfactory account of a new

method of diagnosis in typhoid fever. A short ab-

stract of a French article in the Medical JSews for

October 17th, contained gross inaccuracies.

The serum diagnosis of typhoid fever is one of the

fruits of the investigations of Pfeitfer and others into

the nature of acquired immunity to disease. " Pfeiffer's

reaction " has been known to bacteriologists for about

two years, having been first announced in May, 1894.

Pfeiffer discovered that if the serum of an animal

previously rendered immune to the cholera vibrio

were added to a fresh culture of cholera vibrios in

bouillon, a peculiar effect was produced upon the

vibrios. According to Pfeiffer, this effect could not

be produced on any other species of vibrio or with

any substance except the serum of animals immunized

against the cholera vibrio. Further, the reaction

(presently to be described) he found to take place

only within some living animal. In his experiments

the cholera vibrios mixed with the serum of another

animal immune to cholera were injected into the peri-

toneal cavity of a guinea-pig. Examination of the

peritoneal fluid twenty to sixty minutes later showed

that the vibrios had lost their motility and been trans-

formed into spherical, highly-refractile cocci-like

bodies, later losing their outlines and staining proper-

ties, and finally being dissolved altogether in the peri-

toneal fluid.

Pfeiffer considered this a specific reaction, that is,

one occurring only in case a culture of genuine

cholera vibrios is used, and his interest in it was as a

means of finding out whether a given vibrio was

really the cholera vibrio or some other of the numer-

ous allied species (vibrio Beroliuensis, etc.). It is now

> New York Medical Journal, Oclolier 31, 1896.

generally admitted to be a reaction of great value,

though Griiber and others doubt whether all other

kinds of vibrio can be excluded by the test.

Later (November, 1894), Pfeiffer applied a similar

test to doubtful cultures of the typhoid bacillus, and

found that it could be distinguished from the colon

bacillus and all other bacteria by this method.

In 1895 Griiber announced that the same test

could be made in a test-tube without using the peri-

toneum of a guinea-pig at all. This fact had been

previously observed by Issaeff and also by Bordet ;

but apparently they made no practical use of their

observations.

The test-tube reaction as described by Griiber is

identical with that now used, not only for identifying

a given bacillus, but also for identifying a given dis-

ease. Griiber added to a bouillon culture of a bacillus

suspected of being the typhoid bacillus a few drops of

the serum of an animal immunized against the peri-

tonitis ordinarily set up in animals by intra-peritoneal

injections of Eberth's bacillus. If the suspected cult-

ure was not one of typhoid bacilli, no change took

place. If, on the other hand, it was a typhoid culture,

the bacilli became agglutinated in clumps and lost their

motility. Eventually these clumps become so large

that they sink to the bottom as a flocculent sediment,

leaving the supernatant fluid clear.

It remained for Widal,^a French observer, to apply

the same test backwards, starting with a culture surely

one of typhoid bacilli and investigating the serum of

patients sick with a fever suspected of being typhoid.

Pfeiffer had already noted that the serum of persons

convalescent from typhoid reacted upon typhoid bacilli

exactly as did the serum of animals immunized against

the same bacillus. He concluded that the same anti-

toxic substance was present in the typhoid convales-

cents and iu the immunized animals.

Widal seized this hint, and has worked out a method

by which the diagnosis of typhoid fever in the later

weeks can be materially assisted. He has been con-

firmed by every one of the seventeen different ob-

servers who have verified his results. The method
,

has been tested in at least 200 cases in all.
]

Widal has suggested three methods of performing the

test, each simpler and more easily available than the

last. At first he drew blood from a vein of the forearm

with a sterile syringe, decanted the serum, and after
;

mixing with ten to fifteen times its volume of fresh ',

bouillon culture of typhoid bacilli, left the mixture I

twenty-four hours in the thermostat at 37° C. Later
!

he found that he could get equally good results by I

using a few drops of blood taken from the ear or
]

finger in the ordinary way. A single drop of the
j

serum of this blood is added to ten to fifteen drops of

the bouillon culture, and then a drop of this mixture
,

is at once examined between a slide and cover-glass

with a one-twelfth oil immersion lens. If the case be {

one of typhoid, the bacilli clump together as above 1

described witliiu from two to sixty minutes. No other
'

• La Seiiiaiiip M^ilicale, June 26, 1896.
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disease has beeu thus far fouud which gives this clump

reaction.

Widal's next discovery was that a few drops of

blood dried on glass or paper would answer as well as

the fresh blood serum, provided the dried blood is

mixed with a few drops of water when we are ready

to make the test. Such dried specimens can be sent

through the mails and will keep their power and pro-

duce the reaction for at least six months.

Dr. Wyatt Johnson, of Montreal, has carried out

this method with entire success, and the Board of

Health of the Province of Quebec now announces

(September, 1896) that it will furnish a diagnosis

free to any physician who will send a few drops of

blood dried on paper.

In the majority of cases this serum reaction does

not appear earlier than the rose spots and diazo reac-

tion ; on the other hand, it persists for several weeks

(at least) after defervescence.

It shows considerable qualitative variations in differ-

ent cases, and grows more marked in the later weeks

of the disease. Possibly it may turn out to be of

prognostic as well as diagnostic significance.

It is present in the milk, in the tears, in the serum

from a blister, in the peritoneal and pericardial fluid,

and the fluid of edema, but not in the gastric juice,

saliva, or bile of typhoid patients.

From the evidence before us we think it reasonably

certain that we have in Widal's serum reaction a valu-

able method of diagnosis in the later weeks of typhoid,

and it seems not impossible that some similar method

may be applied lo the diagnosis of other diseases.

PROGRESS AT CRAIG COLONY FOR EPILEP-
TICS SINCE THE OPENING.

This has been the crucial year in the evolution of

Craig Colony at Sonyea, N. Y. All the buildings that

were in the Shaker settlement at the time of its purchase

by the State for dependent epileptics, have beeu thor-

oughly remodelled and put into complete order for the

reception of patients. A perfect system of water-

supply, sewerage, plumbing, heating and electric

lighting has been installed, and on February 1, 1896,

the colony was informally opened for patients. One

hundred and forty-nine patients have been received

thus far, and as soon as the hospital building, now in

course of construction, is completed and the west group

of buildings heated, the accommodations of the plant,

as it now stands, will be ready for a population of

over two hundred epileptics.

In spite of the shortness of the time now elapsed

since the opening of the colony, only eight months,

two very important facts have become evident: first,

that remarkable improvement has taken place in the

condition of the patients admitted ; and, second, that

the economic success of the scheme is assured.

As to the effect of colony life on the patients, it

may be said that nearly every case has gained in

weight and in general health. In all cases, the epi-

leptic seizures have diminished in frequency to a

marked degree, and in some instances, this has been

even extraordinary. The expression of the inmates

has altered so that instead of the dull, hopeless look

of the almshouse epileptic, one sees on all sides happy

faces in which intelligence and hope are being re-

awakened.

The school has been successfully started for fifteen

or twenty of each sex. Much of the printing of the

colony is now done by two or three epileptics in the

colony's own printing office. Carpentry, sewing,

painting, etc., are being carried on by the patients.

They have their own epileptic blacksmith. Naturally

the great work of the inmates of both sexes is in the

field and garden. Eighty-three per cent, of the males

and seventy-six per cent, of the females have given

eight hours daily labor. This labor has had a great

effect upon the income of the colony, demonstrating

the economical value of the scheme.

From the report of the superintendent and steward

for the year ending September 30, 1896, we learn

that the products of the farm and garden for the year

1896 amounted to $14,230.20. The cost of mainten-

ance of patients from the date of opening, February 1,

1896, to October 1, 1896, a period of eight months,

was $28,258.24. The colony has therefore actually

produced already one-half of the cost of maintenance.

Appropriations are asked for this year to increase

the productivity of the agricultural department espe-

cially, because upon this the economic success of the

scheme depends so largely.

At the same time, there is most urgent need for ac-

commodations for the hundreds of patients seeking ad-

mission. There are nearly a thousand patients still a

public charge in New York almshouses, insane asy-

lums and various charitable institutions, who need to

be provided for at Craig Colony. The managers will

ask the Legislature at Albany to provide, this coming

year, dormitory accommodations for at least three

hundred more patients.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Change of Name. — The editors of Mathews'

Medical Quarterly announce that with the January

issue of that publication its name will be changed to

Mathews' Quarterly Journal of Rectal and Gastro-In-

teitinal Diseases.

MiCROPHOBiA. — A certain crazy Roman prince,

says the Lyon Medical, lives in such terror of microbes

that he has all his trousers provided with oiled silk

pockets. As soon as he has shaken hands with any

one, he plunges his own hand into one of these pockets,

and drowns the microbes which may have been trans-

ferred to him by contact.

Trained Nurses in California. — The Medical

Record states that many trained nurses from Philadel-

phia and Baltimore have recently been induced to go

out to San Diego and other places in Southern Cali-
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fornia on the representation that they could find em-

ployment there that would pay them twenty to twenty-

five dollars a week. On arriving there, however, they

have found that there was no work for them and that,

even if there were, they could not obtain any such re-

muneration for their services, and they have in many
cases had to send to their friends in the East for

money to enable them to return home.

MoDESTT AND Medical Co-edtjcation.— Mr.

Jonathan Hutchinson has been obliged to exclude

female medical students from his clinical afternoons,

owing to the unwillingness of male patients to undress

before them. Would it not be possible to protect the

patients by screens or some such device, as is done in

gynecological clinics, and avoid the necessity of ex-

cluding women?

Three Scccessfll Cesarean Sections cpon
THE Same Woman.— C. N. Van de Poll, M.D., of

Amsterdam, reports in the Centralhlalt fiir Gynd-

kologie, 1896, No. i\, this unique case: The first two

sections were performed by the late Professor Van
der Mey, and reported by him several years ago. Her
pelvis was a generally contracted rachitic one, and her

first three pregnancies resulted in the death of the

child. She was told that a Caesarean section would

be necessary if she became pregnant again and wished

a living child. Van der Mey performed this twice,

each time delivering a healthy child. Seven years

after the second one Van de Poll delivered the third

child, but was forced to do a Porro on account of the

broad, firm adhesions between the lower uterine wall

and the abdominal wall. This child also lived and the

woman is now perfectly well.

The " Official " Train to the Pan-American
Medical Congress.— Dr. Charles A. L. Reed, of

Cincinnati, has issued a circular of information in

which he says that, inasmuch as the rate to the City of

Mexico on the occasion of the meeting of the Pan-

American Medical Congress is open to the public, a

very large number of people are expected to avail them-

selves of it. A number of excursions on the popular

plan will no doubt be arranged, some of them by per-

sons unfamiliar with the business, and will in all prob-

ability be patronized to the point of discomfort. It

was in anticipation of this that the regular committee

on transportatiou arranged with Mr. Reau Campbell,

of the American Tourists' Association, for a hand-

somely equipped " official " train of Pullman cars to

be personally conducted by himself for the exclusive

use of delegates, their families and their frieuds.

This is the only "official" train, and it will leave Cin-

cinnati on Tuesday, November 10th, at 9 a. m. Phy-
sicians are asked to bear this in mind, that they may
not be misled by representaiives of mere excursion en-

terprises, and thus be deprived of the opportunity of

travelling with their friends.

boston.

The Tufts Medical School.— The First Free
Bap tist Church property on the corner of Shawmut

Avenue and Rutland Street has been purchased by
the trustees of Tufts College, to be used as a medical

school.

NEW YORK.

Annual Meeting of the County Medical So-
ciety.— At the annual meeting of the Medical So-

ciety of the County of New York, the following officers

were elected for the ensuing year: President, Dr.

Landon Carter Gray ; First Vice-President, Dr. Robert
A. Murray ; Second Vice-President, Dr. Nathan E.

Brill; Drs. Charles H. Avery and William E. Bullard

were re-elected Secretary and Assistant Secretary

respectively, and Dr. John P. Warren, Treasurer.

A Young Married Cocple.— The youngest mar-

ried couple that was ever received at the emigrant

station in New York recently landed at Ellis Island.

The husband was fifteen years of age, and the wife

thirteen, and they were Syrians from Beirout.

The Escaped Lepers.— Two of the five lepers

confined in seclusion on North Brother Island, under

the care of the Health Department, made their escape

on October 29th. They were both Chinamen and as

one of them was possessed of considerable means, it is

supposed that he had probably made arrangements, by
correspondence, for their transportation to their native

country. At the latest accounts neither the Police

nor Health Departments had found any trace of them.

Of the remaining lepers at North Brother Island, two
are negroes and one a German.

Death of Dr. A. J. Mixwell.— Dr. Aaron J.

Mixwell, of Rye, Westchester County, who was the

candidate of the National Democratic Party for coro-

ner in his district, was struck and instantly killed by
an express train on the New York, New Haven and
Hartford Railroad at Mamaroneck station on October

Slst. Dr. Mixwell belonged to one of the oldest

families in Westchester County, of which he was a
native.

)S^i^tt\\&xv^.

AMBULANCES IN ENGLAND.

A writer in the Nineteenth Century for Octo-
ber, on the subject of " Horse Ambulances," gives
an interesting account of their origin at Bellevue
Hospital in New York, of their development all over
the United States, and their adoption in Vienna and
Paris. He evidently has not heard that there are
any such vehicles in England, for he blames the
English " for having neglected for so long an example
set them by far younger cities than their own."

For this the Lancet (October 24th) takes him to

task. The editor feels called upon to correct the
wrong impression conveyed by his statements, and
directs attention to the fact that the English towns
really have ambulances, although he grants that tliey

are far behind the Americans in this respect. He
urges in mitigation that their hospitals are "pure
charities," and very rarely have funds available for

outside purposes.
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The Northern Hospital in Liverpool has a horse

ambulance, aud was the tirst hospital in England to

adopt this system. Two other hospitals in Liverpool

also have ambulances. It is a little strange that in a

city of the size of Birmingham tliere is only one am-
bulance, which is used to convey patients from the

hospital to the convalescent home, aud is rarely avail-

able for emergencies. The Leeds Infirmary, said to

be " the best equipped in England," has actually two
ambulances, kept at the headquarters of the fire

brigade, which are about one hundred yards from the

hospital, aud by which the horses are provided. A
start is made within two or three minutes after the re-

ceipt of a call.

Although, as will be seeu from the Lancet's state-

ment, England is not entirely without horse ambu-
lances, when a city of the size of Liverpool has only

three, Birmingham only one, and other large cities

none, it cannot be said that the English have shown
any great amount of enterprise in the adoption of

modern methods of transporting the sick aud wounded.

One would have supposed that iu that rich and thickly

inhabited island, money enough could be found to

provide the hospitals with so important an equipment

as an adequate ambulance service. Even the show-

ing made by the Lancet can be hardly called a highly

commendable one ; and although the Nineteenth Cen-

tury author may have been wrong in implying that

there were no ambulances in England, he was right

in assuming that the English hospitals were far be-

hind the American in this particular.

In Paris the problem of immediate surgical aid is

at present receiving great attention. The movement
was set on foot by the Progres Medical, and Profes-

sor Terrier will speak on it before the Freuch Surgi-

cal Congress. A correspoudent of the British Medi-

cal Journal states that models of automobile and

other carriages are being constantly submitted for

trial and approval. The promoters of these devices

point out that they do not need to be constantly fed,

whether they are at work or not, and that they have

various other advantages over the horse service.

THE FIRST OVARIOTOMY.

According to " Memorials of the Faculty of Phy-
siciaus and Surgeons of Glasgow," by Alexander Dun-
can, the first ovariotomy was performed by Mr. Robert

Housten, of Glasgow, in 1701, or more than a hundred

years before the operation of Ephraim McDowell, of

Kentucky, who is generally credited with being the

earliest ovariotomist.

The following account of Housten's operation is

quoted bv the Quarterly Medical Journal from Mr.
Duncan's book. It was published in the thirty-third

volume of the " Philosophical Transactions," London,

\l'6'd. Whether the claim that this was the first re-

corded ovariotomy is true or not, the account is inter-

esting reading.

"August, 1701, I was in the Country, with a Patient,

the Lady Anne lloustoun, Wife to Sir ,John Houstoun,

Baronet, in tlie Shire of Renfrew, ten miles from Glasgow,
North Britain. This charitable lady pres.ied me with great

Earnestness to visit a Tenant's Wife, who lay beuridden
of an uncommon Disease, which no Physician or Surgeon
who had seen her could give any Name to, or account for.

She inform'd me the ablest of that Country had forsaken
her, an<l declared her incura'ole, so that I could lose no
Reputation by the Result of my Endeavours.

" In order to oblige this worthy lady, and in Compassion
to the Distre.-is of a poor Woman in so deplorable a Condi-
tion, deserted and given over on all sides, I went, deter-

mined to do everything in my Power for her Relief. She
was in the 58th Year of her Age, her name was Margaret
Millar. She inform'd me that her Midwife, in her last

lying-in at 45 Years old, having violently pulled away the

Burthen, she was so very sensibly affected by a Pain,

which then seized her in the left Side, between the Um-
bilicus and Groin, that she scarce ever had been free from
it after, but that it had troubled her more or less during

thirteen Years together ; that for two Years past she had
been extremely uneasy, her Belly grew very large, and a

Difficulty of breathing increased continually upon her; in-

somucli that for the last six Months, she had scarce breathed

at all but with the utmost Difficulty. That in all that

Space of Time, having quite lost her Appetite, she had
scarce eat so much as would nourish a sucking Child, and
that for three Months together she had now been forced to

lie Constantly on her Back, not daring to move at all, to

one side or other.
" This Tumour was grown to so monstrous a Bulk that

it engrossed the whole left Side, from the Umbilicus to the

Pubes, and stretched the Abdominal Muscles to so unequal

a Degree that I don't remember ever to have seen the like

in the whole Course of my Practice. It drew towards a

Point. Her being so long confined to lie continually on
her back having greviously e.xcoriated her, added much to

her Sufferings, which with want of Rest and Appetite, had
wasted her to Skin and Bone, as the poor Woman herself

expressed it. Indeed she needed not to have told me so,

my Eyes were too faithful Witnesses of her low and
wretched Condition.

" Scarce able to speak out, she told me that having heard
much of my Success, she had strong Hopes of Relief, pro-

vided I would try at least and do something in pity of her

Affliction. I answered her that I was willing, but afraid,

in her low State, she would not have Strength to undergo
a large incision ; that in order effectually to relieve her, I

must be obliged to lay open a great Part of her Belly, and
remove the Cause of all that Swelling ; she seemed not

frightened, but heard me without Disorder, and as if in-

spired with sudden Courage, pressed and urged me to the

Operation.
" I drew (I must confess) almost all my Confidence from

her unexpected Resolution, so that without loss of Time, I

prepared what the Place would allow, and with an Im-

posthume Lancet, laid open about an Inch, but finding

nothing issue, I enlarged it to two Inches and even then

nothing came forth but a little thin yellowish Serum, so I

ventured to lay it open about two Inches more. I was not

a little startled, after so large an Aperture, to find only a

glutinous Substance bung up the Orifice. All my difficulty

was to remove it ; I try'd my Probe, I endeavoured with

my Fingers, but all was in vain ; it was so slippery that it

eluded every Touch, and the strongest hold I could take.

" I wanted, in this place, almost everjihing necessary,

but bethought myself of a very odd Instrument, yet as good

as the best in its Consequence, because it answer'd the end
propos'd. I took a strong Firr-Splinter, such as the Poor
in that Country ordinarily used to burn instead of Candles;

I wrapt about the End of this Splinter some loose Lint,

and thrust it into the Wound, and by turning and winding

it, I drew out some two Yards in Length, of a Substance

thicker than any Gellie, or rather like Glue that's fresh

made and hung out to dry ; the Breadth of it was above

ten Inches; this was followed by nine full Quarts of such

Matter as I have met with in Steatoniatous and Athero-

matous Tumours, with several Hydatides of various Sizes,

containing a yellowish Serum, the least of 'em bigger than

an Orange, with several large Pieces of Membranes, which

seem'd to be parts of the distended Ovarj*. Then I

squeez'd out all 1 could, and stitch'd up the Wound in three

Places, almost equi-<H8tant ; I was oblig'd to make use of
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Lucatellus's Balsam, which was made by her Lady for the

Use of tlie Poor ; with this Balsam 1 cover'd a Pledget the

whole Length of the Wound, and over that laid several

Compresses, dipp'd in warm French Brandy, and because
that I judg'd that the parts might have lost their Spring by
so vast and so long a Distention, I dipt in the same Brandy
a large Napkin four times folded, and applied it over all

the Dressings, and within a couple of strong Towels which
were also dipt, I swathed her round the Body, and then
gave her about four Ounces of the following Mixture which
I had from her Lad v.

'* R Aq. Meothje lb. fs.

Aq. Cinnamoni fert lb. its.

Syr. Diacodii 3Ti. M.

" The Cinnamon Water was drawn off from Canary and
the best Cinnamon ; indeed it was the finest and most frag-

rant Cinnamon Water I ever tasted ; of this Mi.xtiire I

ordered her two or three Spoonfuls four times a day.
" Next morning I found her in a breathing Sweat, and

she informed me, with great Tokens of Joy, that she had
not slept so much, nor found herself so well refresh 'd, at

any Time for three Months past. I carefully attended her
once every Day, and as constantly dressed her Wound in

same Manner as above, for about eight Days Together ; I

kept in the lower Part of the Wound a small Tent, which
discharged some Serosities at every Dressing for four or

five days. But Business calling me elsewhere, I left her,

having first instructed her two Daughters (both Women,
who carefully attended her) how to dress her Wound, and
told 'em what Diet I thought most proper, enjoining 'em
strictly to observe what I order'd.

" Her chief Food was strong Broth made of an old Cock,
in each Porringer of which was one Spoonful of the Lady's
Cinnamon Water ; this was repeated four times a day, and
gave her new Life and Spirits.

" After three Weeks Absence I called at her House, and
finding it shut up, was a little surpriz'd, but had not gone
far before I was much more surpriz'd, when I found her
sitting wrapt up in Blankets, giving Directions to some
Labourers who were cutting down her Corn.

" She amended apace to the Admiration of everybody
thereabouts, recovered surprisingly, and lived in perfect

Health from that time, which was in August, 1701, till

October, 1714, when she died in ten Days' sickness."

Some pathological observations follow, and the paper
finishes with a Bibliography of Ovarian Tumors.

Housten's case of ovariotomy is notable, not only as being
the first recorded, but for being performed in the absence
of proper instruments, and under apparently ludicrously

unfavorable conditions
;
yet with a success which could not

have been surpassed by a Keith or a Spencer Wells, with
all modern appliances and means, aseptic and antiseptic to

boot.

It is noteworthy that iii this account no mentiou is

made of the method of dealing with the pedicle, or of

the time of removiiig the stitches from the abdominal
wound.

Corrci^ponDence.

GIVE THE FULL NAME OF AUTHORITIES
QUOTED.

Philadelphia, October 30, 1896.

Mr. Editor : — Having been engaged lately in a liter-

ary work involving considerable consultation of papers and
verifying of references, I have realized, as any one must
under the circumstances, the extra labor necessitated by a
practice which has been more or less general with authors,

of mentioning only the surname of writers and investiga-

tors referred to.

Any one who has had experience cannot fail to have
been struck with the large number of persons of the same
surname who are contributors to medical literature, so that

a reference to Dr. Sydenham's or Dr. Jones's views, or Dr.
Ranklin's papers, gives a very imperfect idea of the indi-

viduality of the author. Take, for example, the name
HofiPmann. The student will find in the Surgeon-General's
Catalogue this surname more than one hundred times ; and
of these Hoffmanns quite a number are authors of volumin-
ous and important papers. So that to be told that Hoff-
mann believed thus and so, is of little assistance to the reader
who desires to look up his views and papers. Again, to

take a name to which modern medical literature often

refers, Laveran. At least two Laverans, both French
army surgeons, have written papers of importance. The
Laveran whose name is so identified with the malaria Plas-

modium is A. Laveran,' while Louis Laveran is a very dif-

ferent person. Yet writers only quote Laveran. It is

needless to multiply instances. They will occur to any
one.

My object in asking publicity to this letter is to beg
writers to adopt the practice of giving the full name of the
authority quoted. This, of course, involves a little trouble

at first to hunt up the Christian name; but, as years roll

on and we are all explicit in indicating authorities quoted,
it will become easier and easier, while the amount of labor
saved to those looking up references will be immeasurable.
Especially important is it that the editors of the various
handbooks and annuals which are now tilling such a useful

niche in medical literature should adopt the practice of

using the full name, for it is from suggestions in such books
that writers often want to look up references.

Respectfully yours,

James Ttson, M.D.

RECORD OF MORTALITY
Fob thb Wbbk SNDiNa Saturday, Octobee 24, 1896.

New York .

Chicago . .

Philadelphia
Brooklyn
St. Louis . .

Boston . .

Baltimore .

Cincinnati .

Cleveland .

Washington
Pittsburg .

Milwaukee .

Nashville .

Charleston ,

Portland . .

Worcester .

FallKiver .

Lowell . .

Cambridge .

Lynn . . .

New Bedford
Springfield ,

Lawrence
Holyoke . .

Salem . . .

Brockton
Haverhill .

Maiden . .

Chelsea . .

Fitchburg .

Newton . .

Gloucester .

Taunton . .

Waitham
Quincy . .

Pittsfleld .

Everett . .

Northampton
Newburyport
Amesbury ,
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croup, oerebro-spinal meniugitiB, diarrbeal diseases, wliooping-
couKb, erysipelas and fevers) 35(i, acute lung diseases 291, cod-
sumption 280, diphtheria and croup 145, (Tiarrlieal diseases i)8,

typhoid fever i>8, whooping-cough 22, scarlet fever 12, cerebro-
spinal meningitis 5, measles '^, erysipelas 3.

From wbooping-cougb New York ii, Chicago 4, Philadelphia
and Cleveland A each, Baltimore 2, Lawrence t. From scarlet

fever New York 5, Boston 2, Chicago, Philadelphia, B;iltiniore.

Nashville and Fall River 1 each. From cereliro-spinal menin-
gitis New York, Philadelphia, Washington and Worcester 1

each. From measles New York 2, Boston 1. From erysipelas
Chicago, Boston and Nashville 1 each.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales, with
an estimated population of 10,8JU,'.»71, for the week ending
October 17th, the death-rate was 16.3. Deaths reported, 3,381:

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) 238, diphtheria
92, diarrhea 67, fever 55, scarlet fever 48, measles 46, whooping-
cough 43.

The death-rates ranged from ii.4 in Leicester to 28.8 in Bolton

:

Birmingham 14.5, Bradford 13.4, Croydon H.7, Gateshead 15.9,

Hull iy.8, Leeds 16.3, Liverpool 20.1, Loudon 15.7, Manchester
19.2, Newcastle-on-Tyne 19.9, Nottingham 14.5, Portsmouth 13.7,

Sheffield 21.8.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

Kor the week ending October 24th, in Boston, according to
observations furnished by Sergeant J. W.Smith.of the United
States Signal Corps:—

Baro-'lliermom- Relative Direction
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<&nqiua\ %ttit\t^.

THE RESULTS OF OPERATIONS FOR THE
CURE OF CANCER OF THE BREAST.i

BT J. COLLINS WARREN, M.D., LL.D.,

Professor of Surgery in Harvard University.

The belief iu former times that cancer of the breast

was an incurable disease was doubtless well grounded,
owing to the iuadequacy of the operations then per-

formed. Cures were so rare as to be curiosities. This
feeling was expressed by no less an authority than Sir

James Paget, who says: "I am not aware of a single

clear instance of recovery— of such recovery, that is,

as that the patient should live for more than ten years

free from the disease."

The development of the modern operation has con-

vinced most surgeons that this opinion no longer holds

good ; but I think it is safe to say that there are quite a

number that are still unconvinced, and the belief is still

quite prevalent among the profession at large that

there are few more discouraging cases for operation

than these. This belief is still encouraged— I might
say authorized — by the very unsatisfactory operations

which are frequently performed by practitioners with-

out due surgical training.

It is now about fifteen years since attention was
called to the necessity of a dissection of the axilla by
Volkmann, and to the importance of removing the

fascia of the pectoralis major muscle by Haidenhain.
Mitchell Banks in England and S. VV. Gross in this

country were also pioneers in the new methods of

operation. The recent work of Halsted shows the

advantage to be derived from a removal of one or both
pectoral muscles, and of exploration of the infra- and
supra-clavicular regions.

The prominence which has been given to the axilla

as a strategic point in fighting the disease has diawn
attention away from the importance of removing
more superficial structure. The integuments of the

mamma are, however, richly endowed with lymphatics,

and are exposed to early infection from the primary
focus. The flaps of skin which are left are, therefore,

iu many cases within the infected area, and are a fre-

quent source of "recurrence." A sufficiently wide
sweep of the knife around this organ will usually re-

move this area, but an open wound is left. The sur-

geon, therefore, yields to the temptation to save enough
integument to obtain union by tirst intention. As a

result, we have more frequent recurrence in the pectoral

than in the axillary region ; indeed, it is to me surpris-

ing to find how effectual a clean dissection of the

axilla is against the return of the disease in that par-

ticular locality.

It is obvious that a knowledge of the anatomy and
development of the mammary gland will assist the

surgeon in a proper comprehension of the points of

origin and spread of cancer.

The mammary gland is an appendage of the skin, a

sort of highly specialized sudoriparous gland. It begins

as a growth of the rete Malpighii into the cutis vera

in the early weeks of fetal life, and at tlie period of

birth it lias already formed a number of radiating tubes

with club-shaped ends. In the embryo of the pig at

about one mouth, a faint continuous line, the '' milk
line " may be found running from axilla to groin on

either side of the abdominal parietes. By a process
of differentiation a thickening occurs at certain points,

and thus a row of nipples are developed, and such
changes when initiated in the human subject may de-

velop supernumerary nipples, and fragments of super-
numerary gland tissue may also be formed at the same
time. These para-mammary glands are occasionally

the starting-point of a cancerous growth.
The area covered by tlie mammary gland extends

from about the third to the seventh rib in a vertical

direction, and from the margin of the4)ectoralis major
to a little beyond the line of the sternum laterally.

The gland is not a hemisphere, as usually supposed.
Its border is not circular, but three-cornered, one angle
or prolongation extending towards the axilla, another
in the direction of the serratus magnus, and a third

projects towards the median line in the neighborhood
of the sternum. The nipple is not at the centre, but
rather nearer the upper and inner quadrant. From
the skin over the breast there are sent down certain

fibrous prolongations to the gland stroma. These
have been described by Sir Astley Cooper as the sus-

pensory ligaments of the gland. It is the retraction

of these ligaments which gives rise to the peculiar
dimpling of the skin over the growth so characteristic

of cancer.

There are two layers of lymphatics running from
the gland to the large trunks. The most important of

these is the superficial layer. The vessels of this

layer form a rich anastomosis immediately under the

nipple and finally combine to form two or three large

trunks. One of them may be seen traversing the
upper and outer quadrant; another takes its origin

from the lower and outer quadrant; while a third

sweeps around the lower border of the gland from its

inner hemisphere. These vessels are exceedingly
superficial, and receive branches directly from the skin

and subcutaneous tissues, and the region occupied by
this plexus is readil\ infected froai the original focus.

The deeper layer follows the fascia of the pectoralis

major muscle, and the plexus in this fascia receives

branches from the muscle itself. This fascia and its

prolongations constitute suspicious soil, and must be
removed in every case of operation for malignant dis-

ease. A certain number of lymphatic vessels penetrate
the submammary tissues and tiually pierce the inter-

costal spaces, uniting with the chain of lymphatics
which run along the course of the internal mammary
artery, and aiiastomose with a plexus distributed over
the surface of the diaphragm. Tiffanv has, in several

cases, resected a portion of the rib, and has removed
infected sternal glands. This I have also done in one
case.

The first group of axillary glands met with lies be-

neath the outer border of the pectoralis muscle, and
receives the large vessels described above. The sub-

scapular group of glands receive lymphatics from the
arm principally. The vessels passing through these

two clusters unite at the point of the axillary group of

glands, and these glands in their turn couununicate
with the subclavian glands. The principal nerves met
with are the long thoracic, the external respiratory

nerve of Bell, and one or two subscapular nerves.

Several of these nerves may be divided without caus-

ing permanent impairment of the muscular action of the

shoulder-joint. The intercosto-humeral nerves, dis-

tributed as they are to the thorax on one side of the

axilla and to the inner surface of the arm on the other,
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play an iuportaiit part in those painful neuralgias

which are found both before and after operation.

The operation which I perform at the present time

has gradually been developed from the so-called

"completed operation," by which was meant not only

the removal of the mammary gland with a more or

less abundant amount of integument, but also a free

dissection of the axilla. It comprises a removal of

the gland and para- mammary tissue and the integu-

ments in sufficient amount to include the superficial

lymphatic vessels which, as has been shown, spring

from the various quadrants and run towards the

margin of the pectoralis major muscle ; a removal in

all cases of the sternal portion of the pectoralis major

muscle, division of the pectoralis minor muscle, and

occasionally removal of the muscle, dissection of the

axilla and the infra-clavicular space; exploration in

many cases of the supra-clavicular region.

The details of the operation are as follows : An in-

cision is made from the outer margin of the axilla

along its anterior border, and along the line of the

pectoralis major muscle, following the outer and lower

margin of the breast, to a point on the boundary line

of the inner and lower quadrant. A second incision

is made along the upper margin of the breast, beginning

at about the middle portion of the axillary incision,

and gradually diverges from the lower incision so as to

sweep through the middle of the upper inner quadrant

and the inner portion of the inner lower quadrant.

Such incisions form a pear-shaped figure which in-

cludes all of the outer hemisphere and the greater

portion of the inner hemisphere. A third incision is

made at right angles to the upper incision at the point

where the axillary vessels lie, and reaches as far as or

beyond the clavicle. After reflecting back the integu-

ment so as to expose the mammary gland and para-

mammary fat and the axillary region, the knife is

carried down to the pectoralis major, the sternal inser-

tion of which is now divided. This enables the operator

to throw the mass to be removed outward, the muscle

being divided near its insertion into the humerus. The
pectoralis minor is next divided, and the dissection of

the axilla follows, from above on both sides downward,
the large vessels being carefully cleansed of all loose

tissue. As the dissection proceeds the breast and

aduexa are gradually separated from the chest wall

and removed in one continuous mass.

In dissecting the axilla especial attention should be

paid to a prolongation of adipose tissue which accom-

panies the blood-vessels to the point where they dip

beneath the clavicle, and also a similar tongue of tissue

which runs behind them. A thin, blade-like mass of

fatty tissue lying between the serratus magnus and the

subscapularis should also receive the attention of the

operator, for here numerous small, shot-like glands are

found in specially malignant forms of the disease.

If the dissection of the axilla shows a general infec-

tion of the glands, then the third incision through the

integuments should be continued above the clavicle

along the posterior margin of the sterno-masloid

muscles and the supra-clavicular glands found lying in

the posterior cervical triangle should be removed. If

numerous they should be traced down behind the

clavicle so that the forefingers introduced above and

below that bone can easily meet behind it. Sjch a

dissection is rarely necessary as the glands found above

the clavicle are comparatively rarely infected at the

period during which the disease is attacked. Division

of the clavicle does not add materially to the exposure

of the region and prolongs the operation, and should

therefore be reserved for exceptional cases.

The amount of integument that has been removed
will jjreveut the complete closure of the lower and
inner portion of the wound. The custom of leaving

this to granulate seems to me a measure which pro-

longs convalescence and often shocks the sensibilities

of the patient, already sufficiently disturbed. Tiersch

grafting is not an esthetic manner of closing the

defect, and is not always to be relied upon to cover-in

every spot of exposed wound surface.

In my later operations I have consequently resorted

to a plastic operation which consists in turning into

the exposed space two symmetrical horizontal flaps

from below and bringing the edges of the area thus

denuded together in a vertical line, so that we have

when the operation is finished a vertical incision ex-

tending down from the middle of the closed area

towards the iliac crest in the shape of a cross. This

enables the surgeon to remove all the infected tissue,

and at the same time to obtain union by first intention.

A careful attention to hemostasis protects from
shock and enables the surgeon to make this extensive

dissection deliberately. An operation which has been

completed within the hour is probably inadequate ; on
the other hand, a prolongation of the operation beyond
the limit of two hours is fraught with danger, as the

chances of shock and sepsis are thereby sensibly

increased.

The operation should be performed by one man
from beginning to end : by this I mean that the custom
of leaving many details to an assistant does not give

the patient the benefit of that continuous attention

which the operation demands, and is her right. The
material of which sutures and ligatures are composed
is unimportant provided they are aseptic. It is un-

necessary to apply deep or buried sutures. A small

strand of sterilized gauze should be inserted near the

axillary margin of the wound to drain off the lymph
serum which flows so abundantly from the wounded
lymphatics during the first twenty-four hours. This

should be removed on the second day and the provisional

suture, left there for the purpose, tied.

A voluminous aseptic dressing should be applied,

and the outer layers should include the arm and
shoulder. The dressing is opened on the second day
in order to withdraw the gauze drain. It adds greatly

to the patient's comfort to change the inner layers,

placing cool, fresh gauze next the skin. No further

change is necessary until the stitches are removed.

This may begin on the fifth day. It is well to replace

the sutures with strips of crepe lisse held in place by
collodion.

The accompanying tables are compiled from cases

operated upon in hospital and private practice and
contain those only which have undergone a more or less

radical operation and in which the diagnosis of can-

cer has been made by competent authority. In all

cases, except two, microscopical examinations were

made ; and in these two cases (operated upon at some
liistance in the country), the diagnosis of cancer was
considered by me so unquestionable that the specimen

was not preserved.

In 92 couoecutive cases in which the operation has

been performed, there were but two deaths (both hos-

pital cases), one from erysipelas and one from Bright's

disease. The death from erysipelas, occurring many
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years ago, was due to contagion from hospital bed-

ding, the patient having been placed for three days

prior to the operation in a bed formerly occupied by a

patient with erysipelas. The other fatal case was
one in which an operation had been performed fur

palliative purposes chiefly to relieve the patient from
the suffering caused by the presence of a large ulcer-

ated carcinoma.

This gives a mortality of but a little over two per

cent. That the completed operation is essential is

shown from the fact that in three cases only were the

lymphatic glands of the axilla found to be non-iu-

fected.

The tables include only those cases in which it was
possible to obtain a subsequent history. One or two
cases have been rejected as throwing no light upon
the value of the modern operation. Two were taken

from the list (one a male), as several incomplete

operations had been already performed upon them be-

fore entering the hospital. Another case was re-

jected, as death occurred from erysipelas several

months after leaving the hospital. Still another case

is not given, in which it was considered advisable to

perform a palliative operation and several infected

glands were allowed to remain untouched.

With these exceptions and those not heard from,

the series of cases is as nearly as possible a consecu-

tive one.

Taking three years as the period which it is gener-

ally considered as necessary to elapse in order to pro-

nounce the case cured, we have 42 cases, with 11

alive and well, or 26 per cent. This includes the two
fatal cases. Leaving these out of the calculatiou. we
have 40 cases with 11 cures, or a percentage of 27.

There are 15 alive and well without recurrence at

th"^ end of two years, which gives a percentage of SO ;

or, again, omitting the two deaths from operation, 31

per cent. In this series of successful cases two are

omitted in which a recurrei.ce took place, but the pa-

tients are alive and well at the present time. In one the

original operation was performed ou January 1, 1893,

and a recurrent nodule was removed in December, 1894;
since then the patient has been well. In the second

case the operation was performed in 1885 (No. 4) ; a

nodule was removed in 1894. The patient reports

herself well in February, 1896. Such a case strongly

suggests the possibility of a new infection starting

from a para-mammary gland.

In a series of 28 consecutive cases in my private

practice there are 14 alive and well at the present

time. Billroth asserts that a patient who has lived a

year after the operation, and, after an examination by
a competent surgeon, is pronounced free from recur-

rence, can be regarded as cured. In very many of

the cases in which recurrence is said to have occurred

at a later date, the nodule has dpubtless been over-

looked. In 33 cases in which the date of the recur-

rence was noted, it was found that the disease reap-

peared on an average in fourteen months after the

operation. In the great majority of cases in which
recurrence occurs, the nodule can be discovered by a

careful examination as early as one year after the

operation.

Volkmann's law may be thus stated : If there has

been no return of the disease one year after tiie

operation, a cure can be hoped for; if the patient

continues well at the end of two years, a cure is proba-

ble ; and if well at the end of three vears, the cure

may be regarded as certain. The average duration of

life in 28 cases in which death occurred from a re-

turn of the disease was thirty-two months.
In regard to the locality of the recurrence, the

figures are very suggestive. In 27 cases in which
this point was noted, the disease reappeared in the

pectoral region in 15; at the margin of the axilla, in

2 ; in both pectoral regions and axilla, in 4 ; in the

sternum, in 2 ; and in the opposite breast, in 1.

Death without local recurrence is noted in 3 cases.

The average age at which the disease appeared in 63
cases was forty-nine years. The oldest was seventy-

two, the youngest twenty-two. There were 25 be-

tween fifty and sixty, 9 between sixty and seventy,

21 between forty and fifty, 6 between thirty and
forty, and 27 between forty-five and fifty-five years of

age. There were 16 single and 47 married.

There were two cases in which the disease devel-

oped from a benign tumor. In No. 39 the cancerous
growth was found to have started in a chronic mam-
mary tumor, or fibroma, which the patient had had for

over twenty years.

In a second case the disease had clearly originated

in the centre of a mass of connective-tissue growth
produced by a chronic mastitis. In this case one
small gland was found in the axilla, but the micro-

scope showed that it was not infected.

There were two cases of " cancer of the axillary

border." This is a term which I have applied to a cer-

tain form of cancer of this region which begins as a len-

ticular nodule in the skin at the point mentioned. It

remaius for a long time quite localized, but eventually

involves the breast and axilla. On one occasion I

have had the opportunity of operating upon the disease

before it had attacked the breast. An exploration of

the axilla in this case showed that no infected glands
existed. The case is not reported in the following

series, as the breast was not affected. The patient

has had no recurrence and at the time of writing

two years have elapsed since the operation. Nos.
40 and 45 are both examples of this disease, and,

as will be seen by reference to them, in one case

death occurred from recurrence in the spine. The
disease in its early stages presents the appearance of

epidermoid cancer, and the appearance of the pri-

mary nodule in Case 45 was not unlike that of rodent
ulcer. No ulceration existed, but the nodule had a
cicatricial and depressed centre with a raised and
pearly margin. This type of case, so far as I know,
has not before been described. It seems to de-

serve to be placed in a special group, as, although at

first extremely benign and capable of cure, it is

liable to rival the malignant forms of cancer of the

breast.

Case I. This patient, forty-five years old and sin-

gle, was operated upon .Inly 30, 1883. There was
nothing in her family history suggestive of malignant
disease, and no assignable cause for her own malady,
which had existed for three years and seven months.

At the time of operation the nipple was retracted, and
no glands were found in the axilla. The breast was
removed and the growth found to be a colloid cancer.

In July, 1888, the axilla was dissected, and a nodule

the size of a hen's egg removed. When last heard
from, in May, 1895, she was well.

Cask II. Operation in June, 1884. The patient

was sixty years of age, single, with a negative family

history, and no cause known for the disease which
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had begun about three years ago. At the time of

operatiou a soft nodule about the size of au English

waluut, was found in the inner hemisphere of the

breast, and no glands were apparent in the axilla.

The breast was removed and the axilla explored.

The diagnosis was cancer. This patient died of apo-

plexy January 8, 1894, liaving had no recurrence.

Case III. A single woman, age forty, with the

following family history : Her maternal grandmother

died of cancer of both breasts ; a maternal aunt died

of cancer of the breast; a maternal cousin, of cancer

of the rectum ; and a paternal aunt had cancer of the

breast. There was no cause assigned for this growth,

which appeared about a year before. At the time of

operation there was a nodule in the outer hemisphere

adherent to the skin. No glands were felt in the

axilla. She was operated upon in December, 1884;

the breast was removed and a small infected gland

dissected from the axilla. The tumor proved to be a

scirrhus growth. On April 2, 1895, she writes, "Am
in perfect state of repair."

Case IV. Operated on March 24, 1885. Patient

sixty years of age, married, with a negative family

history. There was no cause assignable for her

trouble, which began about two months before the

operation. Examination showed a lump in the upper,

inner quadrant of the breast, the size of an egg. The
breast was removed and the axilla dissected. The re-

port of the pathologist's examination of the original

tumor unfortunately was lost; but in February, 1894,

a recurrent nodule, the size of a pigeon's egg, was re-

moved from below and outside the centre of the scar;

and this, which was of two months' duration, was

found to be cancer. She was heard from in February,

1896, and was free from recurrence. A case of new
infection in a para-mammary gland?

Case V. In this case the disease had existed for

two months, in a married woman of sixty-five, with a

negative family history, and without any known cause.

At the time of operation, .July, 1885, there was found

extensive disease of the breast and axilla. The breast

was removed and the axilla dissected, the pathological

diagnosis being cancer. She died July 25, 1891, of

sporadic cholera, age seventy-one, and bad had no re-

currence.

Case VI. This patient was fifty-two years old and

married. Her family history was negative, and there

was no cause known for the disease, which bad existed

for six months. The skin was involveil, there being

rose like outgrowths, and the glands in the axilla were

enlarged to the size of a lemon. On November 6,

1886, the breast was removed and the axilla cleaned

out. The tumor proved to be a medullary cancer,

In March, 1889, she was reported to have a recur-

rence, the size of a small lemon, itivolving the skin

and firmly adherent to the chest wall. No further re-

port of this case has been received.

Case VII. Operated on January 29, 1887. The
patient was a married woman, thirty-three years of age,

and with a negative family history. There was

nothing in the past history to suggest a cause for the

disease, other than the occurrence of abscess of the

breast during her first and second confinements. The
disease Krst appeared seven months before the opera-

tion, and the entire right breast was found firm and

tense, the skin red ami angry, and the axillary glands

affected. She was also three and a half months preg-

nant. The breast was removed and the axilla dis-

sected. The pathological diagnosis was cancer. April

24, 1887, she had a nodule, the size of an olive, at the

border of the axilla. No further report has been re-

ceived.

Case VIII. This patient was forty years of age,

single, and with a negative family history. Her
tumor was of six months' duration, and appeared with-

out any assignable cause. At the time of operation,

February 16, 1887, only a small nodule was apparent;

but the skin was ulcerated, the nipple retracte;!, cov-

ered with dry scabs, and the axillary glands were en-

larged. The breast was removed and the axilla dis-

sected. The growth was cancer, and she had a recur-

rence in May, 1888, which was removed in July of

the same year. She died October 24, 1889, with local

recurrence.

Case IX. A widow, thirty-eight years old, with a

negative family and personal history was operated

upon March 1, 1887. The disease was of six mouths'

duration, and at the time of operation presented a

lump, the size of a walnut, in the left breast. The skin

was not involved, and the tumor was movable on the

muscle. One gland could be felt in the axilla. The
breast, with the axillary contents, was removed, and

the disease found to be cancer. She was well when
last heard from— March, 1896.

Case X. This patient was forty years of age, mar-

ried. Her family history presented nothing of interest,

nor could any probable cause for her present trouble

be ascertained. The disease had existed for four

months, and at the time of operation bad extended to

the clavicular glands. The original growth was in

the outer hemisphere of the breast. On October 26,

1887, the breast and axillary contents were removed,

and the disease found to be medullary cancer. She
died of general cancerous infection in August, 1888.

Case XI. This patient was forty-three years of

age, married, and without any significant family or

past history. The disease had been noticed for a year,

and at the time of operation, December 11, 1887, was

the size of a small lemon in the centre of the breast.

The axillary glands were enlarged. The breast was

removed and a very careful dissection of the axilla

made. This tumor was a medullary cancer, in

August, 1889, she had recurrence of the disease in the

sternum with internal metastases, and died in Septem-

ber, 1890.

Case XII. This was a married woman of forty-five.

Her grandfather had cancer of the lip, and a sister

died of rectal cancer. Seventeen years before coming

under my care she had a broken breast, and since that

time that breast had been larger than the other. The
present trouble h.ad been noticed for about a year, and

at the time of operation formed a tumor the size of a

lemon in the upper inner quadrant of the breast.

The skin was adherent, and there were enlarged

glands in the axilla, but none iu the clavicular region.

On January 9, 1888, the breast and a chain of en-

larged glands extending along the vessels and under

the pectoral muscles were removed. The pathologist

found the tumor to be medullary cancer. The disease

returned locally in June, 1889, and she died January

2, 1890.

C.A.8E XIII. Operated upon February 6, 1888.

This patient was fifty years old, married, family his-

tory negative. She had had fifteen children, with au

abscess in the breast now affected, after the first

child. Since that time she has been unable to nurse
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from that breast for longer than three weeks at a

time. The present trouble is of three years' dura-

tion, and at the time of operation the breast was the

size of a cocoa-nut, the skin was adherent and the

nipple was much retracted, but the growth was mova-
ble on the muscle below. Small glands could be felt

in the axilla. The breast was removed, and the ax-

illa was merely explored, no glands being removed.

The tumor was a scirrhus cancer. The disease re-

curred in the scar in seven weeks, and the patient died

in five mouths.

Case XIV. In this case the disease had existed

for six months in a single woman of fifty years.

There was nothing in the family history suggesting

malignant disease, nor was any cause known to the

patient for her malady. She was operated upon Oc-

tober 11, 1888, at which time the breast contained a

cyst with beginning cancer in ^he walls. The breast

was removed, and the diagnosis confirmed by micro-

scopical examination. No dissection of ihe axilla was

made. She was last heard from in March, 1893, up

to which time there had been no recurrence of the

disease.

Case XV. This patient was fifty years of age,

single, and with an unimportaut family history. Her
disease had begun eight months before operation with

no discoverable cause, and appeared as a scirrhus

nodule in the anterior axillary fold. There was one

small gland in the axilla. On October 22, 1888, the

breast was removed, and the axilla dissected. Micro-

scopic examination showed the growth to be scirrhus

cancer. She died August 14, 1893, probably of gas-

tric cancer, but there had been no local recurrence of

the disease.

Case XVI. This patient was fifty years old, sin-

gle, and her family history was not of interest. No
cause was assigned for the disease, which began sev-

eral mouths before. The patient was insane. At the

time of operation the tumor was the size of a lemon,

the skin not adherent, and the axillary glands en-

larged. On January 5, 1889, the breast was re-

moved, with the glands. The pectoralis muscle was

separated at the clavicular portion, and glands re-

moved through this space. The axilla was dissected

below. The tumor was a medullary cancer. She
died December 15, 1892, after fracture of the neck of

the femur. At the autopsy a tumor, two and one-

half inches in diameter, was removed from tlie ster-

num. There was a cheesy tumor about the right hip,

which it was thought might be of a cancerous nature.

Case XVlI. This case was operated upon Janu-

ary 9, 1889. The patient was fifty-seven years of

age, married; her grandmother died of cancer of the

breast- She had mastitis thirty -one years ago ; seven

years ago, Paget's disease ; and the nipple was re-

moved six years ago. The present diseas-e was first

noticed eight months ago, and at the time of opera-

tion, appeared as a nodule the size of a walnut, sur-

rounded by infiltration, but not adherent to the skin.

The axillary glands were enlarged. The breast was
amputated, and two small glands, which were all that

could be found, were removed from the axilla. The
tumor was medullary cancer. September 4, 1889, a

recurrence, the size of a filbert, was removed from

above the scar. February 21, 1890, another recur-

rence was removed from beneath the scar. There has

been no further report.

(To be continued.)

OBSERVATIONS UPON CANCER OF THE
BREAST.

BY A. T. CABOT, A.M., M.D.,

Surgeon to the Massachusetts General Hospital.

It is possible that some micro-organism may pre-

sently be discovered upon which cancer depends, and
even that we may learn to treat the condition by some
antitoxic injection ; but, until that day arrives, the

lines upon which we must fight the disease are those

drawn upon our understanding of its primarily local

beginning.

In the effort to limit its growth, the anatomical pur-

suit of the lymphatics in their course from the seat of

disease is of the greatest importance, enabling us to

follow the cancer beyond its macroscopic seat to the

parts where it is still existing in a microscopic de-

gree.

For many years the writer has made it a practice in

removing a carcinomatous breast, to begin at the inner

border and dissect the whole mammary gland off of the

pectoral muscle taking the fascia with it. The breast

is thus rolled outwards towards the axilla and the dis-

section is followed close to the wall of the chest, re-

moving all the loose cellular tissue back to the edge

of the latissimus dorsi muscle, and then upwards into

the axilla from which all loose tissues are removed.

Whenever the pectoial muscle is in any degree in-

volved it is extensively removed. The skin around

the nipple is always widely removed with the breast

and if it is at all adherent to the growth a wide mar-

gin of healthy skin, about that which is adherent, is

also removed.

He has not carried out what is known as the com-

pleted operation, vi'hich includes the removal of the

pectoral muscle and dissection of the supra-clavicular

space, in as large a proportion of cases as is advised

by some of the advocates of this method.

About a year ago he looked up the notes of his

operations and found 82 cases in which the diagnosis

was confirmed by microscopical examination. Four
of these 82 patients died from the immediate effects

of the operation. These were all hospital patients

operated upon many years ago when the nature of

aseptic preparation was not as thorough as at present.

He sent letters of inquiry to the 78 patients who sur-

vived the operation, and received answers in regard to

49 of them. Of these 49 patients, 27 had died from

recurrence of the disease.

The fatal recurrence occurred within one year in 16 oases,

Between 1 and 2 years in i cases

Between 2 and 3 years in 3 cases

Between 3 and 4 years in 2 cases

Between 4 and 5 years in 2 casea

In the eighth year 1 case.

In four cases death had occurred from other causes.

Of these patients.

1 had lived, since operation

1 had lived, since operation

1 had lived, since operation

1 had lived, since operation

1 year.

2J years.

5 years.

In six cases secondary nodules had been removed

since the first operation, and the patients^had remained

free from further recurrence.

(1) In this case a secondary nodule was removed

three mouths after the first operation, and the patient

has lived five years without recurrence.

(2) In this case a slight thickening in the axilla, of

doubtful character, was removed six mouths after the
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primary operation, aud the patient Las lived four
years without further recurrence.

(3) lu this case the supra-clavicular glands enlarged
four years after the primary operation. They were
carefully dissected out, and the patient is still well,

eight months later.

(4) In this case a recurrent nodule was removed
two years after the first operation, and the patient is

living and well eight years after this last operation.

(5) In this case a dissection of the axilla was made
for a recurrence there, following a simple amjuitation
of the breast done by another operator some mouths
before. At the end of three years there has been no
recurrence.

(6) In this case the right breast was removed,
with axillary contents, five years ago. The report is

received that within three months the left breast has
been removed on account of cancer which had ap-

peared in it.

In eleven cases there has been no recurrence. Of
these patients.

3 survived
2J years.

1 survived 3J years.
1 survived

4J years.
1 survived 7 years.

2 survived 8 years.
1 survived 9 years.

1 survived 10 years.

From these tables we see that there are eleven pa-

tients who are living without recurrence, more than
three years after the last operation, and that two
patients who died of other ailments had lived more
than three years without any recurrence of the can-
cer.

If we count these cases which passed the three-

year limit as cures, and calculate their percentage
among the 49 cases heard from, we have 26 per cent,

of cures among our cases. This is not, however, a
fair estimate, for it is probable that among the cases

not heard from the percentage of recurrence was
greater than among those whose after-history we
learned.

If we take the whole number of 78 cases as the

basis of our calculation and consider all of the cases

not heard from as failures, we still have 17 per cent,

of success. The true rate is somewhere between
these figures.

An immunity from recurrence for three years is

lield by many operators to warrant a case being con-

sidered as a cure. A glance at the first table pub-
lished above shows that three years' immunity is too

short to establish a claim for cure, for in it are men-
tioned five patients who had more than three years'

health, and, still, finally died of the disease.

The proportion of success in the above series of

cases compares favorably with that reported by other
operators.

The thoroughness of the operation practised has
been continually improved; and it is probable that

ihe more recent cases, many of which, done within

the past eighteen months, are not included in these

statistics, will show an even greater measure of suc-

cess.

The cases operated upon were in no way selected

cases and in many of them the disease was so far ad-

vanced that the operation was resorted to as a forlorn

hope with the object of relieving pain rather tiian

with any expectation of eradicating the disease. In

most cases the axillary glands were found carci-

nomatous, even when no enlargement had been made
out before the operation. It is an encouraging
fact that in some seemingly hopeless cases a long
period of immunity has followed the thorough re-

moval of the growth.

Among these cases were several in which the carci-

noma appeared as a secondary change in a breast

which had suffered from a chronic circumscribed mas-
titis.

In one recent case the commencement of this

change was observed. The patient, with a wide nurs-

ing experience, and with a sister who had had a can-

cer of the breast, kept a sharp watch upon one of her

breasts which had for many years been somewhat
thickened. She came for examination because she

had noticed a very slight adhesion of the skin to the

breast at one point. This was so slight as to be only

perceived when the skin was pinched up so as to lift

it from the breast, when a very slight dimpling at one
point could be made out. There was no retraction of

the nipple, although the suspicious point lay just

below it. An exploratory operation showed a little

cancerous point smaller than a pea, aud buried in

the fibrous tissue left by an old chronic mastitis. In

this case the axillary glands showed no cancerous

change.

This is the most striking of five patients operated

upon by the writer within the past year, in all of

whom the existence of cancer was regarded as very

doubtful before operation, but in whom cancer was
found.

These cases emphasize the importance of operating

upon all doubtful cases with the object of discovering

such commencing carcinomata early, and thus giving

the patient the advantage of a thorough removal

while there is a good chance that the disease is still

localized and amenable to operative treatment.

One case was interesting from the difficulty of its

diagnosis. The patient noticed first a gland in the

axilla which was somewhat enlarged and slightly sen-

sitive. When this was first seen examination of the

breast was made with negative residts. Subsequently

the breast was examined on one or two occasions,

and absolutely no enlargement could be found an\-

where.

The patient was seen by another surgeon in order

that the question of possible carcinoma of the breast

should be thoroughly considered, and still no point of

disease in the breast could be found. It was finally

decided to remove the gland in the axilla and by
microscopical examination determine the character of

its enlargement. This was done. The gland was
found to be cancerous, and the whole breast, with the

axillary contents, was at once removed. Deep down,
close to the pectoral muscle, there was found a minute

nodule of carcinoma which had served as the primary

seat for the disease.

In all cases of doubt it is a good plan to have a

microscope at hand for the immediate examination of

any suspicious point during the operation. Usually,

however, the dense gray nodule with opaque yellow

tracery upon it is so characteristic that the diagnosis

can be made with certainty by macroscopic appear-

ances.

Among the above cases were two instances in which

the disease appeared in sisters, a fact which is of inter-

est in connection with the (pitstiou of inherited ten-

dency to the disease.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE RESPI-
RATORY FUNCTIONS OF THE NOSE.i

BY J. L. GOODALE, M.D.,

Assistant Physicianfor Diseases of the Throaty Massachusetts General
Hospital.

(Concluded from No. 19, p. 460.)

II. THE PHYSIOLOGICAL ALTERATIONS IN INTRA-NASAL
AIR-PRESSURE DURING RESPIRATION.

The statement is made by Donders, and quoted in

most standard text-books on physiology, that during

inspiration a negative pressure exists in the nasal

cavities amounting to one millimetre of mercury, and

during expiration a positive pressure of two to three

millimetres. This observation was confirmed by

Brauue and Clasen and also by Macdonald, with the

modification that in the presence of anterior nasal ob-

struction the negative inspiratory pressure exceeded

the positive expiratory pressure.

lu the writer's experiments on this subject water

manometers were employed in place of mercurial.

Since water is thirteen times lighter than mercury,

the excursions of the column of water are thirteen

times greater than those of a column of mercury, and

consequently are recorded with less relative error.

Placing the manometer in connection with the naso-

pharynx of a healthy adult male, the writer obtained

the following figures as the mean of numerous trial

:

Quiet respiration;

Inspiration =r —6 mm.
Expiration ^ 4

Deep respiration ;

Inspiration = —30 mm.
Expiration — 20

These figures represent the maximum point reached

in the excursion of the column of water, but do not

indicate the actual force expended in the two phases

of respiration. At the moment of inspiration the

negative pressure immediately rose to six millimetres

and quickly fell to three millimetres from which point it

slowly sank to zero. At the moment of expiration,

the positive pressure quickly reached four millimetres

and remained nearly at that point, as represented in

the diagram, for the greater part of the expiration.

Thus the mean of the inspiratory excursion is dis-

tinctly less than the mean of the expiratory excursion.

If the nasal passages are equally permeable and one

nostril be connected anteriorly with the manometer,

respiration through the free nostril produces mano-

metric excursions proportionate to those obtained in

the naso-pharynx, that is to say, —12 millimetres for

inspiration and eight millimetres for expiration. If

this proportion be indicated by a fraction, one finds

respirations of various depths still represented by mul-

tiples of },.

By self-observation one can become convinced that

the maximum of inspiratory rarefaction is quickly at-

tained, but quickly lost so soon as the inspiratory

stream is established. The expiratory current, while

of less incipient force is yet better maintained for the

period of its duration.

These results were confirmed in experiments upon

females with costal respiration as well as in the case

of males with diaphragmatic respiration.

' Awarded the Boylstou Medical Prize of Harvard University, 1896.

Extract trom auuouncemeut of the Board :
" By au order ailopted

in 18-6, tbe Secretary was directed to publish annually the following
votes: (1) That the Board do not consider themselves as approving
the doctrines contained in any of the dissertations to which premiums
may be adjudged, (2) That in case of publication of a successful
dissertation, the author be considered as bound to print the above
vote In connection therewith."

e

Z)'

PATHOLOGICAL VARIATIONS IN INTRA-NASAL AIR-

PRESSURE.

Inasmuch as the manner of breathing of each indi-

vidual is dependent upon a natural or acquired habit,

peculiar to the person in question, absolute figures

denoting respiratory alterations in air-pressure are out

of the question, even under wholly physiological con-

ditions. In any case we must be satisfied with an

approximate mean. Experiments instituted therefore

for the purpose of comparing abnormal with normal

pressure-changes, must inevitably include considerable

error, owing to the fallacy involved in attempting to

attain absolute results from relative and variable

factors.

Realizing the impossibility of obtaining even ap-

proximate determinations with the available out-patient

material, the writer in order to study pressure altera-

tions under various conditions, constructed an appara-

tus in imitation of the nasal passages, by means of

which intranasal pressure-phenomena could be pro-

duced. As seen in the diagram, two glass tubes, each

8 cm. in length, 1 cm. in diameter, and provided with

a lateral tubulature for connection with a manometer,
are placed side by side and rep-

resent each a nasal passage.

At one end the orifices of

both tubes constituting the arti-

ficial choana; are by rubber

connections made to commu-
nicate with a single glass tube,

which is thus common to both

the parallel tubes and forms

the artificial naso-pharynx.

When this tube is placed in

the mouth of the experimenter

and oral respiration practised,

there will pass through the ar-

tificial nasal passages a to-and-

fro current of air correspond-

ing to inspiration and expira-

tion. In a normal nose, the

narrowest portion of the pass-

ages is anteriorly, at the vesti-

bular constriction. By plac-

ing, therefore, in an analogous

manner, au obstruction in the

artificial vestibule of such a size

that quiet respiration through the tubes effects press-

ure variations in each manometer of 6 mm. and 4 mm.
we have evidently reproduced the normal intra-nasal

pressure conditions. We can furthermore, by placing

obstructions in various places, register by the mano-
meters the effects of anterior bilateral, or anterior uni-

lateral, stenosis and similarly posterior bilateral, and
posterior unilateral, stenosis. The results obtained

may be thus graphically represented :

In Fig. 2 is seen the apparatus arranged as if for

normal respiration. In quiet respirations the mano-
meters showed :

Left. Right.
Inspiration ...... —6 —6
Expiration 4 4

In Fig. 6 an obstruction is placed behind the mano-
metric opeuing on the right. Quiet respiration :

Left. Right.
Inspiration —

9

—

3

Expiration C 2

Here it is evident that anteriorly on the right the

F,-g.£\ /,
Fig'. 2. a, a, anterior ori-

fices. /, /, lateral tubulat-
ures connecting with mano-
meters, p, j9, posterior ori-
tices, or choante. 7i, naso-
pharynx.
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pressure variations are li:iif tlie normal, aud that this

loss has been trauslVrrctl as a gain to the free side.

In Fig. 4 there is a marked increase in pressure-

variation behind the stenosis :

Left. Bigbt.
Inspiration —

9

—12
Expiration G 8

lu Fig. 3 there is a bilateral anterior obstruction,

producing an increase in pressure behind it represented

by the figures :

Left. Right.
Inspiration —12 —12
Expiration 8 8

If, as shown in Fig. 5, there be a posterior obstruc-

tion producing nearly complete stenosis, we obtain the

following interesting results

:

Left. Right.
Inspiration —

I

—1
Expiration —

I

—

1

As would be naturally expected in this case, the

minus pressure of inspiration is greatly reduced, being

but— 1 mm., as compared with —6 mm. under normal

circumstances. Paradoxical as it may seem, however,

it is found that expiration exerts also a negative press-

ure of— 1 in place of a positive pressure upon the

lateral walls. The principle underlying this phenome-

non is undoubtedly similar to that by which air is ex-

hausted in the water-aspirator.

i\

Fig. 3. Anterior bilateral stenosis simulating collapse of alse.

Fig. 4. Unilateral stenosis simulating anterior deviation of septum.
Fio. 5. Posterior bilateral stenosis simulating adenoid enlargement.
Fig. 6. Posterior unilateral stenosis, as in enlargement of turbi-

nates.

Thus, by varying the situation of the stenosis, the

pressure-conditions obtaining in different clinical forms

of obstruction can be ascertained. It remains to be

seen in what manner these results can be practically

utilized in the study of morbid conditions of the nose.

Reproduction of the general stenosis of hypertrophic

rhinitis, or of the general abnormal patency of

atrophic rhinitis, would teach no principle not already

plainly apparent. No tests are needed to show that

the former condition is attended with greater and the

latter with less pressure-alteration than is the normal

nose.

In the case of anterior bilateral stenosis, experi-

ment, as indicated by Fig. 3, shows increased pressure

alterations so long as nasal respiration is maintained ;

but if the stenosis is so marked as to prevent nasal

respiration, these alterations will, of course, not occur.

In the few clinical examples of this form of obstruc-

tion that have come under the author's notice, it has

not been possible to discover any noteworthy structu-

ral abnormalities attributable to the stenosis. Natu-

rally if, in this variety of constrictiou, respiration were

at times nasal and at others oral, the corresponding

iutra-nasal pressures would tend to nullify each other

in their ultimate effects.

There are, however, at least two coufigural abnor-

malities of the upper air-passages in which a knowl-

edge of the pressure-phenomena within the nose ap-

pears to throw light upon the etiology of associated

structural alterations. These are hypertrophy of the

pharyngeal tonsil, and simple anterior deviations of

the septum.

In attempting to account for the facial peculiarities

characteristic of adenoid enlargement in young per-

sons, Meyer stated it to be the result of disuse of the

nose; David, to be the result of faulty development.

Subsequent opinion has inclined to the views of Meyer.
It has not, however, so far as the writer is aware,

been explained in what manner nasal respiration

regulates iutra-nasal blood-supply, and consequently

controls the nutrition of the nasal structures. During
the present investigations, the thought has suggested

itself that in these respiratory variations in air-press-

ure may be found the factor sought. As sufficiently

evidenced by the local hypertrophies characteristic of

certain trades, the prolonged continuance of altera-

tions in pressure promotes nutrition and growth. If.

under definite constantly-acting physiological varia-

tions in air-pressure, the nasal structures attain a cer-

tain degree of development recognized as normal, it

would appear thoroughly in accordance with natural

laws that any constant increase or decrease in these

physiological pressure-variations should be followed by

corresponding modifications of nutrition, and in early

life, at least, by excessive or incomplete develop-

ment.

As proved by the preceding experiments, post-nasal

stenosis, even though insufficient to prevent nasal

respiration, is attended by decreased alterations in

intra-nasal pressure. Breathing through the nose can

go on, even though the minus pressure of inspiration

be— 1 mm. and the pressure of expiration be ni7 or

slightly negative. The difference in force actually

exerted in the course of a year upon the structures

within the nose in this condition of stenosis, as com-
pared with the force normally exerted, would amouut
to four kilometres distance in the excursion of the

manometric column of water.

In comj)lete posterior obstruction, or after the

establishment of mouth-breathing, pressure-variations

in the nose of course do not occur.

The preceding supposition is favored by the fact

that the structures affected by post-nasal stenosis are

the ones subject to normal pressure-variations. The
narrowness of the nose is in front of the normally-

developed root, which by contrast appears unduly

broadened. The septum and floor of the nose by their

failure to develop adequately, may permit an undue
upward growth of the hard palate. The flattened

cheeks may be the result of faulty growth of the walls

of the maxillary sinus.

Simple semilunar deviations of the septum are with

great frequency associated with enlargement of the

anterior end of the middle turbinate opposite the concav-

ity and with a dimunition in size of the corresponding

structure on the side opposite the septal convexity.

From a comparison of the form of stenosis obtained

in this instance, with the condition depicted in Fig. 6,

it might appear reasonable to attribute the altera-

tions in the middle turbinates to a modification iu the
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pressure-variations normally existing on the two sides,

on the principle explained in the case of adenoid

obstruction. On the other hand, in the adult, inflam-

mations play so large a part in inducing alterations of

form within the nose, that the absolute demonstration

of the aforesaid changes in the turbinates as the sequel

to a purely nutritive disturbance, is difficult if not

impossible.

111. THE ROCTE TAKEN BY RESPIREIl AIR VV^ITHIN

THE NOSE.

The experiments of Braune and Clasen and of

Franke show that, under normal conditions, the in-

spiratory stream of air passes by the middle and upper

turbinated bodies, partly also through the middle

H. S., female, thirty-live, American.
Tip of nose somewhat tilted; nostrils wider than normal, from

slight development of constricting band.
Turbinates essentially normal, except for anterior hypertrophy of

both middle.
Powder inhalation as by diagram. Practically a normal distribu-

tion,

meatus, but avoids the lower meatus and lower turbi-

nate, except for a small portion of the latter pos-

teriorly.

Numerous observations have been made by the

writer in connection with this subject, both upon
normal and abnormal nasal conditions. The patient

was made to breathe quietly in au atmosphere con-

taining in suspension compound stearate of zinc,

which from its fineness, lightness and adhesive prop-

erties was found most suitable to demonstrate the

path pursued by the inspiratory current. After one

to tliree inspirations had been performed, a careful

anterior and posterior rhinoscopic examination was
made and the localities of deposit of the powder indi-

cated upon prepared diagrams of the nasal chambers.

The accompanying diagrams are selected from a

large number, and present examples of localization of

inhaled powder encountered under normal and patho-

logical conditions.

In examining these diagrams, one's attention is first

drawn to the two localities which under most circum-

stances bear the brunt of the incoming stream of air.

These are ihe anterior end of the middle turbinate

and the cartilaginous portion of tiie septum. That
part of the powder which manages to pass by the vib-

rissas appears to be deflected by the alae and constrict-

ing band against the septum in a more or less sharply

circumscribed fashion. From this point the current is

again turned upward and outward against the anterior

end of the middle turbinate. Although after an ordi-

nary inspiration in the powder-laden atmosphere,
these two places are whitened, yet no deposit is dis-

coverable posteriorly in the nares or pharyngeal vault.

In marked atrophy of the turbinates and in the nor-

mal nose, only after repeated inhalations, when the

dry powder has so covered the moist surfaces that

presumably no more can adhere, a deposit is visible

by posterior rhinoscopy. One finds, furthermore.

K. G., female, thirty-four, Nova Scotian.
Anterior nares slightly widened.
Turbinates considerably atrophied, especially on right.

Septum straight, with simple perforation.
Powder inhalation entirely avoids lower turbinates on both sides

;

forms a distinct margin around perforation.

under these circumstances, that in the larynx, the

inter-arytenoid region receives the main deposit.

It thus appears that the normal nose, in an atmos-

phere not excessively dust-laden, is a very nearly,

if not wholly, complete filter for the inspired air.

With respect to the differences in course pursued by
the nasal current, interest centres in the varying ex-

tent to which the inferior turbinate receives a deposit

and also in the sharpness of limitation of the deposit

upon the septum. It does not appear possible from
the author's observation to define distinctly the causes

underlying these variations. In the majority of cases,

however, the following factors seemed to exert an

influence : (1) In upturned anterior nares the course

of the current was lower, and involved more of the

lower turbinate than in normal horizontal anterior

nares. (2) A wide ala with well-developed constrict-

ing band, seen most commonly in negroes, favors a

sharp limitation of the powder upon the septum.

That any connection exists between this respiratory

route and pathological conditions within the nosr,

does not, with one exception, seem indicated by the

clinical evidence tlius far collected by the writer.

Tills exception has reference to the connection prob-

ably existing between the strikingly circumscribed
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localizatiou of the powder upon a certain part of the

cartilaginous septutu and simple perforating ulcer

which develops at the same spot. This point is often

marked, even in the normal nose, by a small scab of

dried secretion. The desiccating influence of the

inspired stream of air must be very great when brought

to bear upon the septum with the sharpness of limita-

tion apparent in some of the diagrams. While the

suggestion has been made that the impact of the" cur-

rent of air against the nasal septum may favor the

development of ulcer by depositing micro-organisms

in this situation, it does not appear that attention has

hitherto been called to the desiccating influence of the

inspired current upon the nutrition of the locality in

question. Crust-formation must, in the writer's

opinion, produce constriction of the superficial vessels

in a manner similar to that generally believed to

A. R., female, twenty-four, American.
Nares and turbinates normal.
Powder inhalation as by diagram. Distribution practically normal,

except for the rather untisual amount on the lower turbinates.

Septum straight; bears a dry crust on site of powder localization.

inhibit nutrition of the nasal structures in atrophic

rhinitis. The attempt to remove the scab from the

septum not uncommonly involves a wounding of the

mucous surface. When once erosion has occurred in

a locality already so poorly nourished and continually

exposed to further desiccation from the inspiratory

current, it is not surprising that the necrosing process

should often end only after perforation of the septum.

Since the variations in the path of the respiratory

current are thus seen to be comparatively slight, it is

not probable that olfaction can be materially affected

by them, excepting in the case of obstructions necessi-

tating an actual deflection of the stream of air. Even

then the expiratory sense of smell is preserved (pro-

vided the special nerves and their terminals in the pos-

terior portions of the olfactory rej^ions be intact) if

the given odor be sufficiently strong, and is referred

as a sensation of taste to the soft palate and base of

the tongue.
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A CASE OF TUBERCULOSIS OF THE CONJUNC-
TIVA, PROBABLY PRIMARY, FOLLOWED BY
GENERAL INFECTION AND DEATH.

i

BV FREDERICK E. CHEKEY, M.D.,

SurgeoJi Massachusetts Charitable Eye and Ear Infirmary ; Assistant
in Ophthalmology , Harvard Medical School.

TcBERCDLOSis of the conjunctiva is sufl!icieutly un-

common, in this country at least, to make it desirable

that well-authenticated cases be recorded. As far as

I am able to learn, only two cases have been previously

reported by American oculists, one by Dr. Herman
Knapp in 1890," and the other by Dr. Swan M.
Burnett in the same year.'

My patient, a little girl eleven years of age, came
to the Massachusetts Charitable Eye and Ear Infirm-

ary, February 20, 1895. For about three months it

had been noticed that the left eye was watery, and at

times discharged a little yellowish matter. Of late

the upper lid bad drooped a little. Upon examination

there was found to be a slight ptosis and edema of the

left upper lid ; and when the lid was everted a lesion

was discovered on the conjunctival surface, which pre-

sented the following appearances : Situation, at the

outer side of the centre of the tarsal cartilage, and
nearer the upper than the lower border. Shape, a

fairly well defined oval about six millimetres horizon-

tally by four millimetres vertically. The borders were

slightly elevated, and the surface was covered with

numerous, small, rounded granules, grayish-yellow in

color, rather hard and gristly to the touch, and bleed-

ing on slight irritation. The conjunctiva of both lids

was moderately injected, and there were a few shreds

of thick, stringy, yellowish matter in the retro-tarsal

fold. The globe was perfectly round. Examination

of right eye negative. Glands in front of left ear

somewhat enlarged. The diagnosis was made of

probable tuberculosis of the conjunctiva.

An examination of tbe child's general condition was
made by Dr. J. .]. Minot at the Massachusetts General

Hospital two days later, with the following result:

Four years ago she had measles, followed by broD-

chitis. Since then she has had an occasional slight

cough, but it has been no worse of late ; no sjjutum ;

no pain; appetite poor; constipation; frequent nose-

bleed. Examination of lungs negative. Temperature
99.4°. Family history negative. Two older sisters

living, both perfectly well. The mother, who is an

intelligent woman, says she is very sure there has

never been consumption in either her or the father's

family. -V number of slides were prepared from the

conjunctival ulcer and examined at the hospital ; also

at the Medical .School by Dr. McCullom. Numerous
tubercle bacilli were found, which left no doubt as to

the diagnosis of tuberculosis of the conjunctiva. Ex-
aniijiation of nose and throat by Dr. Algernon
Coolidge, Jr., gave a negative result.

' Head before the .\merlcan Ophthalmological Society, July 16,

1896.
: Arch. Ophth., xix, p. 78.
3 Loc. cIt., p. 113.
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The patient was examined again Marcli 2d. There
was no marked change in the appearance of the ulcer,

but along the upper inner border of the tarsal cartilage

there had developed a few small, tracoma-like, granular

elevations.

On March 7th the growth had increased consider-

ably in size, and was more grayish in color. There
were also two small, round, grayish ulcers near the

upper inner border of the tarsus, which had apparently

resulted from a breaking-down of the granular eleva-

tions noticed at the last visit. A few swollen glands

on the left side of the neck were noticed for the first

time.

On March 9th, under ether, the large tuberculous

area was carefully dissected out, as were also the small

ulcers at the inner angle of the lid. There was no
return of the growth over the area first noticed ; but

a number of small ulcers appeared from time to time

at the inner upper tarsal border, which were removed
and the surfaces cauterized.

After April 6th there was no recurrence of ulcera-

tion or granulation of the conjunctiva. Under tonics

and good food the child improved considerably in her

general appearance, but the enlarged glands in front

of the left ear did not disappear, and those of the

neck continued to increase in size, not only on the left

but on the right aide as well. She was last seen in the

hospital May 26th, when there was a very decided

change for the worse in her condition. For the last

two weeks the appetite had failed, and she had lost

flesh rapidly. There was a marked increase in the

size of the glands of the neck, especially on the left

side ; no cough ; slight elevation in temperature.

Examination of chest by Dr. Minot negative. Eye
perfectly normal.

The child died July 4, 1895. The mother wrote

that the throat became very troublesome soon after

her last visit at the hospital. She experienced great

difficulty in swallowing, and two days before her death

"her throat looked a grayish-white color." She only

coughed when an attempt was made to swallow. Dr.

Charles Jordon, her physician, wrote me that the

cause of death was " tuberculosis involving the right

lung and, to all appearances, the mesentery glands."

It is, of course, impossible to say with certainty

that this case is one of primary tuberculosis of the

conjunctiva, though it seems to me probable that it is.

Repeated examinations of the chest, throat and nose

were negative in result; and, aside from an occasional

slight cough, nothing in the child's condition suggested

trouble with the lungs or throat. A thorough removal

of the tubercular conjunctiva certainly did not prevent

a general tuberculosis ; but when it is remembered
that the glands in front of the ear were involved when
she was first seen, and those of the neck soon after,

the extension of the process is easily accounted for.

The early removal of these glands might perhaps have
given a different result; and in a similar case it would
certainly be the course that I should advise.

Clinical ^Department.

There are said to be 25,000,000 people in this coun-

try with gold-filled teeth, whence it is figured out that

about $100,000,000 worth of the precious metal is

thus removed from circulation. It is therefore sug-

gested that gold worth at least $50,000,000 could be

recovered from American grave-yards if the teeth of

the last two or three generations were collected.

A CASE OF DEATH UNDER ETHER ANES-
THESIA.

BY EDGAR GARCEAU, M.D., BOSTON,
Surgeon to Out-Patients, Free Hospitalfor Women.

The following case is reported on account of its

rarity.

The patient was a woman forty years old, the

mother of several children, the youngest of whom was
ten years old.

For five or six years she had been suffering from a
fibroid tumor of the uterus, which had given rise to

severe hemorrhages at the time of her menstrual
periods. These hemorrhages had been temporarily

checked on different occasions by curetting and by
other palliative measures, but had finally resisted

every mild method of treatment and had become more
and more severe, until finally she was having her

periods at intervals of ten days, and was flowing ex-

cessively each time. No sooner had she partially re-

cuperated from the exhausting effects of one period

than the next one became due, which in turn left her
weaker than the previous one. Under these circum-

stances she became greatly anemic and very feeble,

and finally confined to her bed.

When the author first saw her she had rallied some-
what from the period which had terminated ten days
before, but she was in a very miserable condition.

The next period was hourly expected. She was a
short, very stout woman, weighing perhaps one hun-
dred and ninety pounds. Her mind was rather apa-

thetic, though she was at times quite cheerful, and she
answered questions readily. The skin was of a pale-

yellowish hue. The e3'eballs were white. Her pulse

was 95, and was of fairly good strength ; the beat was
regular ; it was not a bad pulse. There were hemic
murmurs heard over the heart. What was particu-

larly noticed was her great weakness ; she was utterly

exhausted and reduced to the last extremity. She
was living on stimulants and liquid nourishment.

Something had to be done to check the hemorrhage
at the next period, for she certainly would not be able

to stand any further drain upon her system. Jt was
out of the question to try the Apostoli treatment by
electricity; there was no time. A hysterectomy was
not to be thought of on account of the magnitude of

the operation. Oophorectomy was put aside for the

same reason. The best thing to do seemed to be to

ligate the uterine arteries per vayinam. This is a
simple operation, and being a vaginal extra-peritoneal

one, does not involve much shock. She was accord-
ingly prepared for this operation.

Examination showed a uterus freely movable, reach-

ing to within an inch of the umbilicus. A sound en-

tered two inches, and could be introduced three inches

more by bending it sharply forward ; the fibroid was,
therefore, probably submucous.

.Just before the operation the pulse was 95 and of

fairly good strength ; it certainl}' was not a pulse which
would lead one to suspect that the operation would not

terminate successfully. Nevertheless, in view of her
poor condition every preparation was made for emer-
gencies. The instruments were laid out, the table

prepared, and sterilization of hands done before the

ether was administered. Strychnia, brandy, and ster-

ilized salt solution, were in readiness.
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Tbe ether was poorly takeu from the start ; she

breathed badly aud resisted a good deal. Finally,

she got uuder the iufiuence of the anesthetic, aud the

operation was begun. The pulse was still good.

Hardly, however, had tbe vagina been cleansed aud

the tenaculum forceps seized the cervix to draw it

down, when suddenly the pulse failed all at ouce, and

she slopped breathing. Both happened simultaneously.

Without loss of time, for everything was in readiness,

artificial respiration was performed, salt solution in-

jected subcutaueously and by rectum, an eighth of a

grain of strychnia injected subcutaueously, and a

second injection of braudy and black coffee iutroduced

iuto the rectum. It was useless. She was dead.

The cause of death in this case is to be sought in

the great weakness of the patient rather than in the

condition of the heart. An interesting point is the

fact that both pulse and respiration failed together and

not, as is usually the case, the respiration first and the

pulse second. She was decidedly an unfavorable case

for operation and yet misleading in certain respects.

F"or instance, while taking ether she resisted a great

deal, so much so in fact, that it required considerable

exercise of strength to hold her on the table in posi-

tion. Then again, her heart gave no indication what-

ever that a fatal termination might be anticipated.

The shock of operation may be disregarded entirely

as a cause of death ; it was not even beguu. Being a

short, stout woman, extremely anemic, the vital forces

were at a lower ebb than they would have been in a

thin woman, other things being equal. It is in this

that the explanation of the disaster must be sought

;

yet the operation was justifiable. She certainly would

have died had she been allowed to go through the

perils of another menstrual period. It was a desper-

ate case and it required a desperate remedy.

NOTES ON ANESTHESIA — OXYGEN AFTER
ETHER.

BY J. B. BLAKE, M.D.,

Stirrjeon to Out-/'alients, Boston City Hospital.

The administration of oxygen with or after ether

seems to have been considered, and to a slight degree

practised, many years ago. It was, indeed, recom-

mended by Dr. C. T. Jackson, in 1847, but was soon

abaudoned. Recently, however, it has found new
favor, and flattering reports of its results have ap-

peared from time to time in medical journals.

In the Medical Record, No. 1301, 1895, Dr. C. S.

Cole reports a series of cases in which oxygen and
ether were administered simultaneously. He found

that not only were the after-effects less, but that the

amount of ether necessary to produce anesthesia was
considerably diminished.

At the suggestion of Dr. H. L. Burrell, oxygen was
given after ether during the months of January, Feb-

ruary and March, 1896, in 25 cases on the Second Sur-

gical Service of the Boston City Hospital. The cases

were taken without choice as they came to operation,

and varied in severity from the passage of sounds to

various capital abdominal operations. The amount of

ether given varied from two ounces to two pints and
the time of the operations from ten minutes to one aud
one-half hours. The apparatus used consisted of the

cylinder, mouth-piece and wash-bottle, which is so

commonly employed to adminiBter oxygen in pneumo-

nia. The duration of the oxygen inhalation was from

ten to thirty minutes, aud the amount consumed, from

ten to twenty gallons. It is best to apply oxygen im-

mediately after ether is removed, but in most of

the cases here reported this was not possible ; as a rule,

ten to fifteen minutes elapsed while the patient was

being transferred from the operating-theatre to the

ward. If oxygen could have been administered in all

cases immediately after ether was removed, the results

would perhaps have been better.

After the first few cases the mouth-piece ordinarily

used with the oxygen apparatus was abandoned, aud a

soft-rubber catheter attached to the oxygen tube, was
introduced through the nose iuto the pharynx. This

was a suggestion of Dr. W. A. Morrison of East Boston,

and undoubtedly gave better results than did the older

form of inhaler. The patients did not feel the intro-

duction of the catheter, nor did they as consciousness

returned, manifest discomfort at its presence.

It was the custom to administer oxygen until the

patient could answer questions rationally. It may be

further continued until the odor of ether disap-

pears from the breath ; as a rule, however, this will

require from thirty to forty gallons, in case of anCs-

thesia of average duration — oue hour, for instance.

In a majority of cases, both ether and oxygen were
administered, and results recorded by Dr. Mosher,

surgical dresser of the Second Surgical Service. The
points observed were (1) the time of convalescence;

(2) the result of the oxygen upon the circulation and

respiration ; (3) the extent of the unpleasant after-

effects.

RESULTS OBSERVED.

Time.— The time of convalescence was unquestion-

ably reduced. With rare exception, patients answered

questions rationally in from ten to twenty minutes.

Circulation.— A rapid improvement in color and

pulse often occurred. In one case, however, in which

the patient's color had been bad during the operation,

it did not change noticeably after the oxygen was ex-

hibited.

Vomiting.— In 15 cases there was no vomiting; in

4 cases, slight vomiting during oxygen ; in 6 cases

vomiting after oxygen, always moderate. Excessive

or severe vomiting did not occur.

CONCLCSIONS.

In so far as it is possible to make deductions from

so small a number of cases, the following conclusions

were drawn :

Oxygen has a positive value in shortening tbe time

of returning consciousness and in diminishing the un-

pleasant after-effects of ether.

It is a good cardiac and respiratory stimulant.

It is indicated in threatened collapse.

It is appropriate in all private cases.

In hospital practice its effects are not sufficiently

beneficial to justify the expense which its use as a

routine measure would entail.

Philadelphia Poltclinic. — The faculty of the

Philadelphia Polyclinic and College for Graduates in

Medicine has established a lectureship on defects of

speech, and Dr. G. Hudson Makuen has been elected

to the position. Dr. A. O. J. Kelly has been elected

adjunct professor of pathology.
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Sl^eDical ^rogrei^ie^.

RECENT PROGRESS IN OPHTHALMOLOGY.
BY MYLES STANDISH, M.0., AND WM. DUDLEY HALL, M.D.

A OONTEIBDTION TO THE PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY
AND THE BACTERIOLOGY OF PURULENT KERATITIS
IN MAN.^

Uhthoff and Axeufeld have studied the microscopic

changes in 11 cases of suppurative keratitis, of which
five were typical serpiginous ulcers in a very advanced
stage; four of keratomalacia, characterized by ulcera-

tion and necrosis of the cornea, especially that portion

uncovered by the palpebral opening ; two cases of

commencing panophthalmitis consecutive to severe

septic corneal ulcers ; and one case of keratomycosis
aspergillina. They have abtained their material by
enucleation, exenteration or ablation of the part in-

volved. The clinical course of the disease is given in

detail, together with the results of the microscopical

and bacteriological examinations of each of the 1

1

cases. As a result of their microscopical work they

have been able to prove that the typical serpiginous

ulcer extends laterally rather than in depth, and that

at one extremity the process is active and progressive,

while at the other, there is already advanced cicatricial

formation. Sometimes the border of the ulcer is under-

mined in the direction of its advance. In opposition

to the serpiginous ulcers those which are characteristic

of keratomalacia are deep, crater-iorm, perforating or

about to do so. There is a tendency to necrosis of the

entire thickness of the cornea at the location of the

ulcer. Fifty cases were examined by them bacterio-

logically, of which 35 were typical serpiginous ulcers,

10 keratitis with hypopyon, two of keratomalacia, one
of keratomycosis aspergillina, and two of commencing
panophthalmitis consecutive to corneal ulcers. The
pathogenic microbes met with in these 50 cases were
the following:

(1) In 26 cases exclusively, the pneumococcus of

Fraenkel-Weichselbaum ; two of the 26 were from the

two cases of commencing panophthalmitis and the other

24 were from the serpiginous ulcers.

(2) Seven times other microbes were found together

with the micrococci ; and in five of the seven it hap-

pened in cases of serpiginous ulcer.

(3) Thirteen times other microbes than the pneu-

mococci were found, four of which being in cases of

serpiginous ulcers, and in three of the latter four the

streptococcus pyogenes was the microbe found.

(4) Four times the bacteriological examinations re-

mained negative, two of these being in cases of serpigi-

nous ulcer.

Thus they find that in 29 times out of 35 the pneu-

mococcus is the pathogenic agent in serpiginous ulcers.

They do not hesitate to declare that this microbe is

the principal cause of the serpiginous ulcer. Tliey

even doubt the possibility of other microbes giving rise

to ulcers of this description. They even seek to ex-

plain the clinical characteristics of these ulcers by the

biological properties of tlie pneumococcus ; that is, the

rapidity by which tlie micro-organism is destroyed by
auto-intoxication, etc.

They have not yet succeeded in producing in the

rabbit a typical serpiginous ulcer by inoculating the

' A. voii Graefe's Arch., t. xlii, I, 1896: revieweil in liev. Geu.
d'Oplit., August, 1896.

cornea with pneumococci. They have obtained a hy-

popyon keratitis, which, however, retrogrades after a

few days. Sometimes an interstitial annular abscess

forms, which readily reabsorbs. The authors do not

believe the presence of the pneumococci in these ulcers

to be due to their having been carried in at the time

of the original trauma, but they are rather of the

opinion that the abrasion of the corneal epithelium be-

comes secondarily affected by the microbes which are

frequently in the lachrymal passages and the conjunc-

tival cul-de-sac. It must be noticed that, in perfect

agreement with Leber, they liave never found the

microbe in hypopyon when there did not exist a per-

foration of the cornea. The keratomycosis aspergillina

occurred in a girl eight years old, and appeared as an

indolent ulcer, of a singularly granular-appearing sur-

face, surrounded with a yellowish zone of infiltration

that had developed a short time after the little patient

had been struck in the face by a handful of earth

thrown by another child. In attempting to remove a

portion of the ulcer for bacteriological study the infil-

tration detached itself entirely from the cornea. It

was then seen to be a tangle of mycelium of the asper-

gillus fumigatus, as examinations afterwards proved it

to be. This case is the fourth of its kind, the others

being Leber's, Uhthoff's and Fuch's. After ablation of

the infected area, cure was rapid with good ultimate

vision.

THE PNEUMOCOCCUS OF FR^NKEL AS A FREQUENT
CAUSE OF ACUTE CATARRHAL CONJUNCTIVITIS.'^

In a very interesting article Gilford, of Omaha,
states that although in and about New York acute

catarrhal conjunctivitis is caused almost exclusively by
a small bacillus which was first studied by Weeks, and
that the same is true for Paris, according to Morax
and Beach, still work which has extended over seven

or eight years makes him feel certain that this does not

apply to Omaha. He examined 40 cases in all, mostly

bilateral ; but as each was selected from groups they

probably represent 200 of the same etiology. In all

but four of these the discharge was found by the micro-

scope to contain generally in large numbers and in a

state of purity the pneumococcus of Frtenkel, and

cultures made on agar-agar and serum in 12 of these

cases show the germ in a state of purity. He carried

the disease from eye to eye by means of the discharge

and found the pure germ in the inoculated eyes nearly

always. He also produced the disease in man with

pure cultures of the third generation.

Morax' was probably the first to direct attention to

this germ as a probable cause of conjunctivitis, and he

then described four of Parinaud's cases, the discharge

of which contained the pneumococcus in great numbers.

The patients were all children and the disease monoc-
ular. Parinaud * describes an ophthalmia neonatorum,

with coryza and lachrymal obstruction, in which there

were found great quantities of the pneumococcus.

Gasparini ° describes six cases, two being children

where the pneumococcus seem<'d to be the cause of a

catai'rhal conjuuctivitis and later," he reports other

cases, some with serious corneal complications. Gas-

parini also found it in ophthalmia neonatorum where
he expected to find the gonococcus and in exacer-

' Arcb. of Ophth., July, 1896.
» Thise de Paris, I8U4.
* Annates d'OcuHstique, December, 1894.
•^ Annali ili Ottal., zxili, Fasc. 6.

'' Loc. olt., xxiv. Supplement, and xxv, Fasc. t.
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batious of trachoma. Gitfoid claims priority for his

work in that " iu none of the foregoiug articles is any

meiitioD made of attempts to cause catarrhal conjunc-

tivitis iu man or the lower auimals, nor of attempts to

carry the disease from eye to eye iu man."
In a more recent paper by Axeufeld there is de-

scribed a school epidemic of pneumococcus in which

mention is made of unsuccessful attempts to convey

the disease to man with the secretion and cultures.

Uhthoff and Axenfeld,' in an article on infectious itera-

titis, mentions pneumococci which in rabbits cause a

peculiar localized thickening of the conjunctiva, gray-

ish-red iu color, but not like a catarriial coujuuctivitis.

Clinically a pneumococcus conjunctivitis presents the

following appearances : "A red, watery, uncomfortable

eye, with some puftiuess of the lids ; a rather profuse

muco-puruleut, stringy discharge ; with the conjunc-

tiva of the folds generally only moderately swollen,

the ocular conjunctiva congested, ofteu with thinly

spread out hemorrhages beueath it. From this average

there is much variation iu both directions." The in-

cubation is about forty-eight hours, and the symptoms
reach their height a day or two after. A collyrium of

zinc, one grain to one ouuce, gives the best results. The
diplococci have well-marked capsules, slightly elongated

but not so sharply pointed as descriptions of this germ
would lead one to expect. Some seem to be short

bacilli, but with care appear as being double. Occa-

sionally they are iu pus corpuscles and in the epithelial

cells. Contaminations are rare iu the cultures. Blood-

serum, serum-agar and bouillon answer very well, but

they do not grow well on agar or glycerine-agar, and
not at all on gelatine. For staining, the Gram method,"

or dilute carbol-fuchsiu is recommended.

ABOCT THE ETIOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF SOME
FORMS OF PSEDDO-MEMBKANOUS AND MEMBRANODS
CONJDNCTIVITIS.

Pes, of Turin,' complains that the great differences

iu the clinical pictures has up to the present time

greatly retarded an accurate classification of pseudo-

membranous conjunctival inflammations. Lately the

tendency has been to ascribe this condition to the

bacillus of diphtheria, and to consider the greater or

lesser activity of the same as responsible for the differ-

ent degrees iu severity of the condition. He states

that in the normal conjunctiva are found virulent diph-

theritic bacilli, and that there is a bacillus characteristic

of the secretion of the Meibomian glauds resembling

those which earlier was considered to be the bacillus

of xerosis. The author hints at the possibility of an

identity of this bacillus with that of the diphtheria

bacillus aud the pseudo-membranous bacillus, recogniz-

ing the greater virulence of the iliphtheria bacillus as

being due to morphological variations.

The author has obtained a rapid disa|)pearance of

the symptoms by injecting five centimetres of Behring's

serum. No. 1.*

Guttmanu '° had under his care a child thirteen

mouths old who five days after an onset of measles

had a diphtheritic affection of one eye and a similar

infiltration of the cheek about a scratch. Five centi-

metres of Behring's antitoxin, No. 2, were injected;

but the process continued, and the nose and throat be-

came affected. After four days ten centimetres of

- Arch, of Ophth.. xHI. I, 1896.
<* Arch. f. Au{;enb<:itkuiide, xxxii, 1.

' Centralblatt f .Augenliellkundo, Augiut, ISUC.
*" Archives of Ophihulniology, xxlr, 4.

antitoxin were injected, and the child died some days

later. No benefit could be ascribed to the antitoxin.-

Coppez and Funk" have used the antitoxin iu seven

cases of diphtheria of the conjunctiva, and insist that

the injections must be made early and before the

cornea is involved in a streptococcus infection.

Myles Staudish " reported a number of cases of mem-
branous conjunctivitis which had been examined bac-

teriologically, and it was a peculiar lealure that some
which presented the clinical picture of diphtheria were

free from the characteristic organisms of that disease,

while others which appeared only croupous in character

were found to present Klebs-Lotlier bacillus. Some
were due to the staphylococcus or the streptococcus,

and others were of a mixed infection. He suggests a

readjustment of our nomenclature on bacteriological

principles.

Despagnet'^ reported to Society of Ophthalmology

of Paris ten cases of ocular diphtheria, that during

the last eighteen months he had treated by antitoxic

serum. In all cases the infiltration was superficial,

with the exception of one which was interstitial. In

four cases there was pure infection, once associated

with staphylococci, once with a small coccus, once with

streptococci and staphylococci, and three times with

streptococci. All these patients received one injection of

10 cubic centimetres of serum, aud one patient received

two injections of 10 cubic centimetres. Through delay in

injecting and neglect of parents, one cornea was lost.

In two of the simple cases the membranes disappeared

in from two to eight days, and in the associated cases

they remained for two weeks. A folliculitis followed

disappearance of the membrane. Iodoform ointment

was the only other treatment.

(To he continued.)

Meport? of J>ocieticjBf,

BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL IMPROVE-
MENT.

J. G. MPMKOKD, M.D. , SE<^KETABV.

Regular Meeting, Monday, May 4, 1896, Dr.
C. J. Blake iu the chair.

FIBROID TU.MOK OF OVARY AND FIBROID TU.MOR OF
IJTERUS.

Dr. John Homans showed a large fibroid tumor of

the right ovary weighing six pouuds, removed April

30, lb96. He remarked upon the rareness of the

tumor, having met with only four cases iu some seven

hundred ovariotomies. They are generally accom-
panied by more or less ascites. In this case there

was considerable ascites ; probably ten pounds or

more of ascitic fluid ran out and was 8]ionged out

during the operation. The patient is making a rapid

recovery.

The fibroid tumor of the uterus is much larger,

weighing sixteen j>ouuds. It is something more than

fourteen inches long, and the uterine cavity removed
is twelve inches in length and is very tortuous, turn-

ing at right angles. It would have been impossible

to have passed a uterine sound for the purposes of

" Arch, iroplith., XV, 5.
'-' Am. Ophlb. Soc. Meeting, 18%.
>' Aunalen d'Ooullstique, July, ls96.
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giving electrolvsis « la Apostoli. There are many
supplementary tumors hanging off from the outer sur-

face of the main tumor, like large dewlaps, and of

strawberry-red color, two of them as large as the

fist. The vessels in the broad ligament looked very

formidable, when the tumor was exposed to view by

the abdominal incision. In removing the tumor the

vagina was necessarily opened in order to remove the

mass which filled the pelvic cavity and made the neck

as large as an adult leg a few inches below the largest

part of the calf. The vagina was sewed up as was also

the peritoneal sac. The patient was thirty-eight years

old, and is making a normal recovery.

TWO ETE SPECIMENS.

Dr. C. H. Williams showed two specimens : one

a normal eye ; the other a case of neuro-retinitis,

with inflammation also of the ciliary region, the re-

sult of a penetrating wound of the eye by a bit of

glass. These eves, after removal, were placed in

5 and then 10 per cent, formaline solution for a lew

days ; then in 33 and 60 per cent, glycerine for

twenty-four hours each ; then frozen, cut in two and

mounted in three glass cells in glycerine jelly —

a

cover of white glass which serves as a background for

the preparation, being cemented onto the open bottom

of the cell with Canada balsam. This is known as the

Priestly-Smith method of mounting, and eyes so pre-

pared will last for years, and are very useful for

demonstrating macroscopically the pathological

changes in eye diseases.

In one of these specimens you will see that the cor-

nea has been perforated near its border, and that a

small piece of the iris is entangled in the wound,

while just behind the iris and ciliary body near the

wound about one-quarter of the vitreous is filled with

a yellow collection of pus and inflammatory material.

At the entrance of the optic nerve into the eye-ball

the parts have become swollen, forming a papilla that

projects forward into the vitreous while the retinal

veins can be seen congested and tortuous. The other

eve shows normal conditions.

Dr. J. Collins Warren read a paper on

THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF
CANCER OF THE BREAST, WITH STATISTICS OF
SIXTr-THREE OPERATIONS.'

Dr. M. H. Richardson : The question of recur-

rence after operations for cancer of the breast is cer-

tainly of the greatest interest. It is necessary, how-

ever, to throw out of consideration a large percentage

of the cases— those cases in which the operation demon-
strates their hopeless nature. In trying to determine

the chances of permanent cure, it is clearly unfair to

include in our statistics cases in which we leave

behind masses of cancer which can be seen or felt

— cases, in other words, in which the operation is in-

complete. For instance, this morning I operated on

a woman who apparently had no disease above the

clavicle ; yet at the completion of the dissection of

the axilla I could easily feel with my finger a mass

above the first rib, under the clavicle. The uodule

proved to be a large one. The phrenic nerve went

directly through it; it extended through the anterior

mediastinum and involved the pleura and the lung.

Cases like this included in the statistics of recurrence

give a wrong impression ; they give an impression of

> See page 481 of the Journal.

recurrence when the disease has never been really re-

moved. The case is one of continuance, not of re-

currence ; the operation was an incomplete one ;

death will soon inevitably follow. The case should

not therefore be considered in the discussion of the

advisability of operating upon mammary cancer.

I have no doubt that there are many cases of this

tind— cases in which we remove the breast, the pec-

toralis major, the contents of the axilla, and even of

the subclavian triangle, and yet in which the disease,

seated as it is so close to the great lymph channels

— the thoracic ducts— must have produced some in-

ternal metastasis. Cases of this kind, as I said be-

fore, ought not to be included in the consideration of

the prognosis of mammary cancer. They may be

fairly considered in connection with the question of

surgical interference in cases of their kind, to deter-

mine whether there is any use at all in operating in

such cases ; but when we are trying to point out

what to do in early cases of cancer— cases so recent

that presumably the disease is confined either to the

breast or to the breast and the axilla— we must not

be deterred from operating by a large percentage of

recurrences in cases practically hopeless in the be-

ginning. If we could select such cases as that of Dr.

Warren's, in which the disease was discovered at the

very outset, and if we could demonstrate that we had

gone in our operation as far as glandular complica-

tions had extended or even farther, then we should

have, I have no doubt, a series of cases in which the sta-

tistics would be of the utmost value, and in which the

percentage of recoveries would be, I believe, very high.

In connection with this subject I would mention

another case which I operated upon this morning. It

was a case of cancer of the breast. Thinking that I

could feel something above the clavicle, J first dis-

sected the subclavian triangle. There was nothing to

be found there. I then opened the space between the

sternal and clavicular portion of the pectoralis major.

I there found a chain of glands gradually decreasing

in size toward the axilla. These I dissected from the

outer border of the first rib to the axilla; from the

subclavian and from the axillary vessels. In this

manner I cleared the space under the pectoralis major

and about the pectoralis minor. Finally, 1 removed

the breast and the axillary contents in a single mass.

The cuts from below were then continuous with the

one already made above. In this way every visible

nodule and every vestige of the disease was removed

by an operation of great magnitude. A case of this

kind can and should be taken as a case upon which to

base our statistics as to recurrence. By leaving out

those cases in which it is clear that some of the

disease remains, the percentage of our permanent

cures will he greatly increased.

The question of the desirability of an operation in

a given case, all things considered, is quite a different

matter, for there are many reasons why the operation

should be performed, even in those cases in which it

is impossible thoroughly to remove the disease — for

the relief of pain, for the removal of an offensive

ulceration, for the prevention of hemorrhage, for men-

tal effect, and for other reasons.

Dr. William M. Conant read a paper on

INFLAMMATIONS OP THE UTERUS AND TUBES.

Di{. Rkvnolds : This subject, which as I under-

stand Dr. Couaut's paper is limited largely to what
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one might call active suppuration in the pelvis, is one

I am very much interested in because my consultation

practice has furuiehed me with a great many cases of

pelvic suppuration after labor, and the gynecological

service at the City Hospital has brought me in contact

with a great many other pelvic abscesses. I think it

is perhaps necessary to subdivide the cases a little. I

was a little surprised to hear Dr. Conant and Dr.

Richardson speak of purulent salpingitis as though it

were the only form to be dealt with, and for that

reason there was only one method of dealing with

pelvic abscess. I think we must divide the cases into

su|)puration of the pelvic cellular tissue (which is rare),

pus contained within the tube, and encysted peritonitis

as a result of tubal disease ; and I think the treatment

varies radically. Abscess in the pelvic cellular tissue

is undoubtedly rare. I doubt if it ever occurs except

after labor or abortion, but it is not so rare that it can

safelv be left out of consideration ; indeed, I have my-

self seen a considerable number of cases which could

be demonstrated as cases of true pelvic cellulitis, and

those cases I am confident should be attacked from

the vagina only. The diagnosis between cellular ab-

scess and intra-peritoneal abscess is most helped by a

point which was first brought out by Heurotin, of

Chicago, and which 1 have found very useful, that

where the abscess is cellular one finds the cellular tis-

sue of the pelvis thickened throughout, so that there

is a firm and resistant mass between the rectum and

vagina, along the base of the broad ligament, and

down the sides of the pelvis, that is, involving all the

septa which are dropped down from the roof of the

pelvis. When this condition is found I think with

safety we may consider the case one of true pelvic

cellulitis. In these cases the posterior incision foj

vaginal hysterectomy through the vaginal mucous

membrane, followed up by the finger after the manner
of a bimanual examination, enables one to open the ab-

scess and break down the phlegmon about it, with the

greatest rapidity and with much certainty, to a sur-

prisingly high point in the pelvis. I don't think you

can open those phlegmons from above without run-

ning far greater risk than by the vagina.

If, however, the abscess is intra-peritoneal, I think

that the choice of operation should depend largely on

the condition of the patient, that is, upon the probable

virulence of the pus. In the class of cases in which

the patient is extremely ill and it is reasonable to ex-

|iect that the pus will be acutely poisonous, 1 believe

it is far safer to open from the vagina. 1 have seen

many such cases, in which the trouble was an encysted

peritonitis, return to a condition of satisfactory health

without further operation. Hut if this does not occur,

or if the abscess is tubal, I believe that the combined

danger of the vagina drainage and of a secondary ab-

dominal operation, is far less than that incurred by

opening an acutely septic abscess through the abdo-

men. If there is any doubt as to the diagnosis, I be-

lieve that it is best to make an ex.ploratory abdominal

incision, and then be guided by circumstances whether

to persevere by this route or to turn to the vagina. If

the patient is in good condition, and there is a reason-

able prospect of performing a radical operation with-

out any undue amount of ritk, I believe that the ab-

dominal route should be chocen primarily in all cases.

I wish, in closing, tu emphasize the fact that the

vaginal operation which I advocate for virulent cases

is not what Dr. Conant calls the useless procedure of

puncture and drainage, but is the radically different

process of a free opening and a thorough disinfection

and packing of the abscess cavity.

Dk. Warren : I think every hospital surgeon will

in his experience come across a certain number of

cases which should be approached by the vagina.

Those operations were more common before the ab-

dominal method became as popular as it is at the

present time. I think there is a certain number we
should reserve for that kind of operation. I sympa-

thize entirely with the feeling that with the advantages

which we have got recently in abdominal surgery de-

rived from the great improvements, an opportunity is

given us to operate on the pelvis in a way practically

impossible before. I think, therefore, with these

great advantages the abdominal method is far superior

to the pelvic method, which seems to me an unsurgical

procedure. I presume with certain gynecologists it is*

more popular because it is their habit of working in

that direction, but the surgeon feels he must have

space, must see what he is working upon. I think,

therefore, the other way is a more surgical procedure.

Dr. Conant's statistics about the bacteriology inter-

ested me greatly, and I was interested to hear what

he said about the question of drainage. I was told by

an operator the other day that he never drained any

of his cases of acute appendicitis. I am in the habit

of draining all mine. I was told by another operator

that he never used gauze, but still continued to use

drainage-tubes. I was surprised at that, because I

felt I had made a distinct advance when 1 gave up

drainage-tubes and had taken up gauze, avoiding the

formation of intestinal fistulas. I think in using drain-

age with gauze we must not rely upon its power to

conduct off pus for any length of time. I i)elieve in

beginning to work over the wound the next day after

an operation, or certainly within fort3'-eight hours,

and to change and to renew the gauze, and to dimin-

ish gradually the amount of gauze; and in that way
we are able to keep the wound as clean as at the

end of the operation, and avoid the risk of distinct

collections of pus in the deeper part of the abdominal

wound.
VIRULENT SALPINGITIS.

Dr. Richardson: This is a specimen of one of the

virulent forms of salpingitis— the left tube and the

uterus, removed this morning. W^ith reference to

pelvic inflammations and abscess I have little to say,

except that 1 concur in the views of Dr. Conant, who
presents, I think, the most conservative, the wisest

and best course with reference to the treatment of

pelvic disease. I have rarely seen those unusual

forms of pelvic abscess which start from other sources

than inflamed F'allopian tubes. Perhaps the most im-

portant consideration in connection with pelvic in-

flammations is their bacteriology. The micro-organ-

isms which influence them do not differ from those

which influence other forms of peritonitis. Though
we as yet know little, it seems to me, as to the eti-

ology and the bacteriology of peritonitis, nevertheless

certain facts seem to be definitely proved. Though
many forms of bacteria doubtless do not grow under

the ordinary methods of cultivation, and consequently

we cannot say that some unrecognized form of germ-

growth may not be present in these cases in which

our cultures are sterile, yet it is a fact which I have

repeatedly observed, that cases of peritonitis in which
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the cultures, under our present methods, are sterile,

are generally favorable and recover; cases of peritoni-

tis in which cultures of virulent and well-known forms

of micro-organisms rapidly develop, are almost always

fatal. Doubtless many forms of organisms occur in

salpingitis of which we know little if anything— or-

ganisms which will not grow by the ordinary methods

of cultivation ; nevertheless, in this form of peritonitis,

as in the usual form, sterile cultures encourage the

hope of recovery ; virulent cultures, the expectation of

death. The practical questions upon which the science

of bacteriology has so important a bearing appear in

this perhaps more than in any other form cf abdomi-

nal inflammation, for the question of closure of the in-

cision is the most important one in connection with

the techuique of the operation. It is of the greatest

possible advantage in abdominal operations to close

the iucision to prevent hernia, and lo prevent as far

as possible the formation of adhesions. Yet this is an

advantage which ought not to be gained at increased

risk of death. I have advocated, therefore, the im-

mediate examination of peritoneal fluids, and especially

the fluids in cases of salpingitis, with reference to that

very point of closing the abdomen. In mauy instances

it will be found that the fluids of salpingitis, though in

gross appearances virulent to the last degree, are prac-

tically harmless. Cover-slip preparations made on the

spot will demonstrate in many cases the presence or

the absence of the commoner pathogenic bacteria. In

the absence of any microscopical demonstration of

virulent organisms it seems to me that it would be

safe to close the abdomen immediately.

With reference to the question of route, my prefer-

ence is very strongly in favor of that route which per-

mits one to see exactly what he is doing, to avoid the

ureters, to avoid the bladder, to avoid the intestines,

to control hemorrhage, to prevent as far as possible

faulty adhesions. These are reasons in favor of the

abdominal route. On the other hand, the suprapubic

incision is much more likely to be followed by general

peritoneal contamination. Abscesses which point in

the vagina, which are separated by a short interval

from the vagina, I should open from below ; all other

cases, it seems to me, I should approach from above.

Dissections can be intelligently performed only by the

abdominal route. I have never removed the tubes by
the vaginal method. I have, however, performed
vaginal hysterectomy many times. This operation

has always seemed to me one of the most satisfactory

in surgery. In selected cases— and this operation

should be performed only in favorable cases— the

mortality is small. There are certain disadvantages,

it seems to me, connected with the vaginal route, even
in selected cases— notably, the danger of cutting im-

portant viscera, and the danger of subsequent intesti-

nal obstruction from faulty adhesions. When the

vagina is roomy, when the uterus is movable, and
when extensive dissections are not necessary, the

vaginal route seems to me preferable.

His Message. — The long, gloomy, operating-

room of the hospital is hushed and still ; soft-voiced

nurses move quickly about; a skilful attendant ar-

ranges the cruel-looking instruments. Before admin-
istering chloroform to the patient, prior to the ampu-
tation, the kindly doctor asks him if he has any mes-
sage for his friends. " Naw !

" he murmurs wearily
;

"jest tell 'em dat you saw me, an' dat I'm losiu' flesh."

AMERICAN LARYNGOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Eighteenth Annual Congress, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

May 14-16, 1896.

The President, Dr. William H. Dalv, of Pitts-

burgh, delivered

the annual address.

Dr. J. E. BoYLAN, of Cincinnati, read a paper on

the subject of

SPINDLE-CKLLED SARCOMA OF THE NASAL PASSAGE.

Dr. Samuel Johnston, of Baltimore, read a paper

on
tracheal stenosis.

Dk. F. I. Knight, of Boston, read a paper on

intermittent dtsphonia spastica.

Dr. Thomas Hubbard, of Toledo, 0., read a paper

entitled

some remarks on the principles of treatment
OK simple acute laryngitis and bronchitis.

THE prophylaxis OF NASAL CATARRH.

Dr. Carl Seiler, of Philadelphia, called attention

in this paper to this important subject. He believes

that there is but one primary cause which produces

this prevalent disease, and that any other cause is

merely the expression of a predisposition called into

action by the former. Anything which produces acute

inflammation of the anterior and posterior nasal mu-
cous membrane will lay the seed for pathological

changes in that very tissue, causing chronic infiltra-

tion and the deposit of connective tissue.

The earliest causes of nasal catarrh in childhood

are, primarily, over-clothing, over-feeding, and conse-

quent over-heating of the body. There seems a curi-

ous apathy on the part of parents, and the family prac-

titioner as well, in regard to this condition in allowing

one attack after another of acute coryza to develop a

chronic catarrhal condition. It is therefore the duty

of medical advisers to instruct parents in the method
of applying those preventive measures which may be

readily instituted. When an acute coryza has de-

veloped, the accumulation, inspissation, and putrefac-

tion of the mucus should be at once prevented. The
same care should be given to the nasal mucous mem-
brane that is now given to the teeth, and a normal

condition of that tissue would be the rule rather than

the exception.

A child should be taught as soon as possible to snuff

up a warm saline solution into the nose. The solution

may be snuffed up either from the hollow of the hand

or from a small cup or glass three or four times a day.

A douche or atomizer should not be substituted for

this method of artificial application for nasal cleansing.

The simpler method is preferable because of its readier

application and because of the child's natural abhor-

ence to the use of any instrument. Moreover, the

douche and the atomizer do not accomplish their pur-

pose any more successfully than does the simpler

methods, and the extra pressure which is brought to

bear on the mucous membrane by such appliances can

readily produce more harm than good. Antiseptics

may be added to the solution at the discretion of the

physician, in order to prevent putrefaction and inocula-

tion with the septic material. As important, however,

in the treatment of such a case is the proper feeding
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and clothing of the child, bo that the general system

may not be over-heated. The skin of the ueck and

arms, moreover, should be so hardened by cold water

applications in the form of spougiug night and morn-

ing that moderate exposure will not readily give rise

to acute coryza. Tlie author believes that American

children in particular are, as a rule, too much clot lied,

too much coufiued indoors, and are overfed wi'ii lieat-

producing food. Too often when these children leave

the nursery they are mere hot-house plants, and it

takes a long course of out-of-door sports to enure

them to exposure.

These seeds sown in the nursery frequently develop

later into life; so that it is not an uncommon observa-

tion for college youths who lead an active athletic life

during their academic course, to be attacked with

phthsis when they settle down to the business of life,

the tuberculosis having been kept in abeyance only by

the out-of-door exercises which they enjoyed at college.

Dr. John O. Roe, of Rochester, N. Y., read a

paper on

ETIOLOGY OF DEVIATION OF THE NASAL SEPTDM.

Dr. Arthur W. Watson, of Philadelphia, read a

paper on

the operation for deviation of the nasal
septum.

Dr. Watson believes that of the many operations

which have been devised for the relief of tliis condi-

tion, none have as yet proved entirely satisfactory, be-

cause the fact is lost sight of that a deviated septum is

longer than a straight one, and no provision is made

for the reduction of the amount of tissue. The first

step, therefore, in the operation should be to reduce

the septum to a size tliat will (it into a straight line

between the points of attachment of that portion of

the nose. This can be accomplished by removing a

portion of tissue in the general line of deviation. If

the deviation is horizontal, an elliptical piece should

be removed by incisions gradually convergent at either

end. If the line of deviation is vertical a triangular

or wedge-shaped piece should be cut out, the apex be-

inc upward and extending as high as possible, and the

base reaching to near the base of the septum, where

it may be joined by a horizontal incision. Where both

forms of deviation are met with in the same case, botli

forms of incis'.on should be used. The excised portion

should always include the protruding angle, and the

amount of tissue to be removed can be estimated by

the eye. It is important to avoid cutting the mucous

membrane on the side opposite the incision, as the

membrane helps to hold the edges in line, and thus

facilitates union and prevents perforation. The in-

cision should be made on the convex side of the sep-

tum. To bring the body portion into line the crushing

forcef)8 may be used to advantage, either Adams's or

Dr. Roe's.

The second ])art of the operation and the part which

is most frequently neglected is the retaining of the

septum iu position. The author believes that one

reason for failure iu this operation is that the retain-

ing force is not kept long enough. From three to

four weeks should be allowed for the healing of the

cartilage. The best supjiort for the cartilage 8('i)lum

is a steel pin with a flat ring head, the ring being cov-

ered by a piece of rubber tubing. The pin should be

inserted from the concave side of the septum, just

back of its anterior edge, and passed diagonally

through to the other side ; then across the vertical in-

cision, if there is one ; and then back into the septum,

until the head lies on the septum within the nostril.

Care should be taken not to produce a deflection in

the opposite direction. This method leaves both nos-

trils free for respiration and cleansing. By ])adding

the head of the pin, as described, no ulceration takes

place, and it may be worn for three or four weeks
without discomfort.

Should the deviated bony septum require additional

support, a piece of iodoform gauze, folded to the de-

sired thickness, may be placed between the septum
and outer wall at the point of deviation. As the bony
portion unites more quickly than the cartilaginous, the

latter may be dispensed with in a week or ten days,

leaving the pin to do the rest. In order to perform

this operation properly, cocaine anesthesia should be

used in preference to ether.

Dr. E. F. Ingals, of Chicago, agreed with Dr.

Roe that nutritive changes were the cause of nearly

all cases of deflection of the septum, but did not be-

lieve that blows on the nose were responsible for but
very few of these deflections.

Dr. W. J. Asch, of New York, agreed with Dr.

Ingals as to traumatism being a rare cause for de-

flected septum, but did not agree with Dr. Watson
that no operation had been devised for curing deflec-

tions, as he (the operator) had described one before

this Association in 1889 which has been performed

over one hundred times with almost uniform success.

Dr. Asch described this operation by the aid of dia-

grams and demonstration of the instruments employed.

Dr. S. O. Vander Pokl, of New York, agreed

with Drs. Watson and Asch concerning the pin

operation, and stated that in some twenty cases in

which he had used it the pressure symptoms were so

great that the patients could not wear the pin long

enough to be of any service. As to Dr. Asch's

operation, the speaker had used it twice with good

results, and had seen it successfully employed in a num-
ber of cases.

Dr. Carl Seileu considered Dr. Asch's operation

nothing more than a revised, modified and elaborated

resume of one originally introduced before this Asso-

ciation by Dr. Glasgow. Referring to the pin opera-

tion, Dr. Seller said he considered it the most success-

ful method of producing a splint for fractured septum

without producing necroses.

Drs. Nichols, Delavan, Casselberrt, Mac-
kenzie, Simpson, and others spoke in favor of Dr.

Asch's operation. The general opinion was that

traumatism was a rare cause of deflection of the sep-

tum, and among other causes assigned was heredity,

an excellent example of this being given by Dr. Cas-

selberry.

Dr. Bliss, of Philadelphia, mentioned briefly an

operation devised by Harrison Allen which had been

employed very successfully.

Dr. Watson, in closing, said he considered his

method the only one that could give good results in

many cases.

Dr. W. p. Porcher, of Charleston, described

THE treatment OF ATROPHIC RHINITIS, WITH A
case.

The author went into some detail concerning the

case to which he referred his treatment, and stated
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that he merely wished to elicit the best practical

measures for the relief of this conditioD.

Dr. Carl Seiler cousidered the Gottstein cottou

tampon, uot saturated with auything, the best method
of alleviating the suffering of atrophic rhinitis, and
that aseptic wool is a much less satisfactory method,

the wool not being absorbent.

Dr. M. J. AscH, New York, recommended thor-

ough washing and oiling, and considered nothing more
necessary.

Dr. De Roaldes, New Orleans, recommended
electrolysis.

Dr. Roe was in favor of combining applications

of a mild solution of nitrate of silver with the elec-

trolysis.

Dr. Mackenzie objected to the use of cocaine.

Dr. Nichols suggested orthochlor-phenol.

Dr. Ingals supported Dr. MacKenzie in objecting

to the use of cocaine in any case unless the doctor

knew just how much he was using, but when he did

know, undoubted benefit was derived from the use of

one or two grains per week. Yellow oxide of mer-

cury has done much good in these cases.

Dr. W. p. Porcher, Charleston, spoke on the in-

sertion of the Trendelenburg canula in operating on

the larynx, and objected to it very strenuously on ac-

count of its tending to become clogged. He men-
tioned a case in which he did a tracheotomj' previous

to doing a laryngotomy, and stated that he would
never do so again, as it was impossible to tell in cases

of chloroform narcosis whether the patient is suffer-

ing from the presence of blood in the larynx or from
the action of the chloroform.

Dr. Carl Seiler, of Philadelphia, objected to

Dr. Porcher's remarks concerning the Trendelenburg
canula, and stated he considered it most valuable in

preventing the ingress of septic matter into the

lungs.

Dr. H. L. Swain, New Haven, heartily endorsed Dr.

Delavan's advice to take out the lymphatic glands in

the neck. He said he did not think the majority of

patients suffered from the presence of the Trendelen-

burg canula.

Dr. D. Brtson Delavan, of New Y''ork, read a

paper on

RECENT PROGRESS IN THE TREATMENT OF MALIG-
NANT disease of the LARYKX.

The author treated the subject very fully, and men-
tioned some interesting and successful methods re-

cently employed in the treatment.

Dr. E. F. Ingals, Chicago, gave the details of six

cases of acute stenosis of the larynx which he had
treated by intubation with varying results, and said

he thought it was hardly worth while wasting the

time on it, as a tracheotomy almost always had to be
done later.

Dr. De Roaldes was in favor of intubation in

cases of fracture of the larynx, as it held the parts in

proper apposition.

Drs. W. K. Simpson and Thos. Hubbard also

discussed this paper.

Dr. E. Fletcher Ingals, of Chicago, presented

a paper on

NASO-PHARTNGEAL FIUROID TUMOR.

The author mentioned a very interesting case, and
dwelt at length on his methcl of treatment. He ad-

vised the use of cocaine before operating, and em-
ploys a four-per-cent. solution.

Dr. J. W. Farlow, of Boston, read by title, his

paper on

A case of myxedema OF THE THROAT.

Dr. W. E. Casselberrv, of Chicago, read a

paper on

INTUBATION IN AN ADCLT, WITH SPECIAL REFER-
ENCE TO ACUTE stenosis OF THE LARYNX.

The author dwelt at some length on this subject,

and concluded by offering several suggestions as to

the technique to be employed. Among other sugges-

tions, he said :

(1) For one accustomed to the use of the laryngo-

scope, intubation on adults is easier and more certain

under its guidance.

(2) A patient lacking composure may be closely

wrapped in a blanket, seated in a straight-backed

chair, the head inclined slightly backward, the mouth
gagged, and the finger used as a guide.

(3) A patient lacking strength to move from the

bed should be |)laced close to the right side of bed,

the head and shoulders well raised by pillows, the

neck moderately extended and the method by the

sense of touch employed.

(4) A patient who is moribund may have the tube

inserted while in the recumbent position. The opera-

tor should stand to the patient's right, who should

therefore be placed on the right side of the bed.

Spraying the fauces with a five-per-cent. solution of

cocaine facilitates introduction, by whatever method,

and tends to lessen the liability to premature expul-

sion.

The inspection of the tube is especially easy under
laryngoscopic illumination ; otherwise, it is done in

accordance with the same principle as regards the

position of the patient as pertains to its introduction.

The author's posture-method of feeding subsequent

to intubation can be successfully used with adults, but

naturally with more difficulty than with children.

Dr. T. R. French, of Brooklyn, considered the

subject of

LARYNGEAL PHOTOGRAPHY, WITH THE AID OF THE
ARC-LIGHT.

In the author's early experiments he employed sun-

light as an illuminating agent ; but owing to the in-

sufficiency of the illuminating agent, the results were
unsatisfactory, and he has recently called to his aid

the arc-light, with the most gratifying results.

He described in some detail the instrument em-
plojed, and illustrated his method of working by
throwing on the screen a number of excellent photo-

graphs.

Dk. J. E. BoYLAN, of Cincinnati, reported a case of

SPINDLE-CELLED SARCOMA OF THE NASAL PASSAGE.

He exhibited specimens and slides, and went into

some detail as to the history and treatment of his case,

stating that only z\ cases could be found in literature

since Boswonh's tabulation. He concluded by urging

the importance of publishing the subsequent histories

of cases operated upon.

NASO-PHARYNGEAL FIBROMATA.

Dr. C. M. Shields, of Richmond, reported two
cases, and exhibited specimens and slides. In the
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treatmeut of these tumors ligatiou, evulsion, the use

of chemical caustics, etc , were not considered worthy

of consideration in comparison witli the use of the hot

or cold scare, and the writer considered that few, if

anj' cases now require a resection of tlie superior

maxilla, or any other preliminary operation.

Dr. W. E. Casselberry said that the removal of

these tumors was much more difficult than one would

suppose, and cited cases in point. He will try the

treatment by electrolysis.

Ur. Dr. RoALDES agreed with Dr. Casselberry as

to the difficulty of removing the growths, and advised

slitting of the palate as an aid.

Dr. Nichols also agreed as to difficulty of removal.

Dr. Shields concurred, in his closing remarks.

Dr. Wm. Porter, of St. Louis, read by title a

paper on

ERT8IPELA8 OE THE AIR-PASSAGES.

Dr. F. I. Knight, of Boston, presented a paper on

INTERMITTENT UTSPHONIA SPASTICA.

He gave a short resume of this subject, and reported

a case of an intermittent form of the affection, a con-

dition which he had never met before.

A patient, a clergyman, would speak in a normal

voice for half of his sermon, and then, presumably

being tired, lapse into the characteristic high-pitch,

jerky-voice, of dysphonia spastica. At his interview

with the author he spoke throughout in a normal

voice, and this was the first patient Dr. Knight had

ever seen who did not betray his affection during the

interview.

Dr. Jonathan Wright read an article on

tcberci:lar infection of the lymphoid tissue
of the pharynx and larynx.

He merely referred briefly to some experiments

that bad been made by various men on this subject.

Dr. Swain said he considered this a very valuable

contribution to the literature of the subject.

Dr. John 0. Roe said there was no doubt of the

intimate relation existing between the diseases of the

upper air-passages and those of the stomach, and this

view was agreed in by Drs. J. Wright, W. C. Cas-
selberry, G. V. Woolen and F. !•]. Hopkins.

Dr. D. N. Rankin, of Allegheny, Pa., reported

A CA8E OF GDN-SHOT WOUND.

This was a most rare and interesting case that

occurred fifty years ago near Athens, the patient being

still alive in 1894.

Db. Roe mentioned a somewhat similar case.

Dr. H. L. Wagner, of San Francisco, considered

the subject of

8EB0-PUBULENT MAXILLARY SINCSITIS IN CHRONIC
LEAD-POISoNING.

The reader stated that the advancement made in the

Btudy of etiology in diseases of the nasal sinuses has

greatly improved the methods of treatment, and men-
tioned a case which fully illustrated this.

Dr. J. N. Mackenzie, of Baltimore, read

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY
OF ETHMOID DISEASE.

The reader dwelt at some length on this subject,

and gave the clinical, microscopical and pathological

results of his examinations.

Dr8. W. E. Cassselberry and S. Solis-Cohen
commented on the value of this paper, but did not

fully concur in some of the arguments advanced.

Dr. Samuel .I(ihnstc)N, of Baltimore, read by title

a paper on

tracheal STENOSIS.

STUDY OF IRRUPTION OF THE TEETH INTO THE NASAL
CHAMBERS.

Dr. a. W. MacCoy gave a resume of all the cases

of irruption of teeth into the nasal chambers that be

has been able to collect from all available sources up

to dale, including as far as possible the detailed his-

tories of the cases, with the symptom?, treatment and
results. An excellent bibliography accompanied the

paper. One of the cases referred to occurred in the

author's own experience.

Drs. A. A. Bliss and A. W. Watson each men-
tioned a case similar to those recorded by Dr.

MacCoy.

A case of unusual laryngeal GROWTH.

Dr. J. W. Gleitsmann, of New York, described the

case of a patient from whom a portion of this growth

was removed, and upon whom a second operation was
subsequently performed when a second piece was re-

moved. The bulk of the growth, however, was left,

and the patient disappeared from the doctor's notice.

Microscopical examination of the pieces removed
showed that they were probably malignant and per-

haps carcinomatous, being composed of proliferated

papillary mucosa, covered with a thickened epithelial

layer.

This paper was discussed by Drs. C. C. Rice, J. E.

Newcomb, G. V. Woolen, and A. W. MacCoy.

A report of cases of tuberculosis of the
LARYNX, WITH RESULTS OF TREATMENT AS FAR AS

ascertained: THE TOPICAL USE OF BROMOFORM,
FORMALDEHYDE, GUIACOL, AND PROTONUCLEIN.

Dr. S. SoLia-CoHEN, of Philadelphia, enumerated

a few cases in which he had employed one or more of

these drugs with good results, and requested that the

members of the Association would give these remedies

a trial.

Db. J. W. Gleitsmann added monochlor-phenol to

the list mentioned by Dr. Cohen.

Dr. J. E. Newcomb said proto-uurlein had been

useless in his hands, except in the treatment of acute

coryzas.

This paper was also discussed by Drs. Porcher,
Meyer, Casselberry and Murray.

Dr. C. C. Rice, of New York, dwelt at some length

on the subject of

CATARRHAL LARYNGITIS.

His conclusions were as follows :

(1) There are two ordinary types of catarrhal

laryngitis, the one following and dependent upon

nasal obstruction, and the other a laryngitis sicca.

(2) Laryngeal disturbances are occasionally seen

which from their appearance might belong to one of

these two ordinary types ; but the significant point is,

that they are present when the nose and pharynx are

in excellent condition, or still again that the laryngeal

disorder, although like that of the nose, is much
greater in degree, which is the reverse of the usual

condition.
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(3) There are several disturbances commonly classi-

fied under "catarrhal laryngitis" which seem to bear

little or no relation to a previously existing nasal or

pharyngeal disease.

Drs. M. R. Brown, H. L. Swain, A. W. de
RoALDES and Dr. Nichols each gave examples of

singers whose vocal bands vyere red normally.

Dr. W. K. Simpson thought singing perpetually

was never intended for the human larynx.

Dr. S. H. Chapman, read by title a paper on

THE TREATMENT OF THE EARLY STAGE OF DIPH-

THERIA.

Dr. H. S. Birkett, of Montreal, described a case

PERICHONDRITIS OF THE LEFT CRICO-ARTTENOID
JOINT, FROM AN UNUSUAL CAUSE.

The patient referred to was a young man who con-

tracted gonorrhea, and who was attacked by inflamma-

tory rheumatism in the left knee, aukle and shoulder-

joint during the course of this trouble. Pressure over

the affected joint outside was very painful. The
treatment consisted in constant applications of Leiter

ice-coil, which afforded the patient a great deal of re-

lief. The condition was regarded as one of acute

rheumatic affection occurring in the course of an ordi-

nary gonorrheal rheumatism.

Dr. a. W. de Roaldes reported a case of

INCOMPLETE FRACTURE OF THE LEFT CORNU OF
THE THYROID CARTILAGE, RESULTING FROM SELF-

INFLICTED VIOLENCE.

The author gave the particulars of a very interest-

ing case illustrating the title of his paper, the symp-
toms of which did not entirely disappear, eveu after

operation, until many months had elapsed.

Dr. C. H. Knight, of New York, treated of

THE SEQUELS OF SYPHILIS OF THE NOSE.

In the author's opinion the diagnosis of this affec-

tion is often very obscure. He strongly advocates

conservatism in dealing with tlie sequestra frequently

found, unless they are quite detached and accessible.

Several cases were referred to more or less in detail,

and the Martin platinum-bridge operation, with its

modifications, was described. This method is believed

to be an excellent one with certain precautions.

Great care must be taken in the construction anil

shaping of the platinum bridge to avoid friction and

pressure, and the dissection of the soft parts must be

so wide as to obviate tension after the bridge has been

put in place. In conclusion, reference was made to

the use of a simple plate of platinum slipped under
the skin of the dorsum of the nose, the dissection in

preparing a bed for the metal having been carried on

through the nostril.

Dr. J. E. H. Nichols, of New York, read a paper

on

THE SEQUELS OF SYPHILIS OF THE PHARYNX, AND
THEIR TREATMENT.

Dr. W. K. Simpson, of New Y'ork, read a paper on

THE SEQUELiE OF SYPHILIS OF THE LARYNX, AND
THEIR TREATMENT.

These papers were excellent, and contained much
good material as well as many good suggestions.

Dr. Roe mentioned one or two excellent methods

of repairing noses that were more or less deformed by
syphilitic lesions, as did Drs. Nichols, De Roaldes,
Ingals. Porcher and others.

Db. a. Coolidge, Jr., of Boston, read a paper on

THE control of hemorrhage in some opera-
tions ON the nose and throat.

Dr. Coolidge went into considerable detail as to the

preparation of the patient and the method of operat-

ing, and considered that compression offered the best

means of controlling bleeding when the vessel could
not be found. He recommended plugging of the an-

terior nares for controlling hemorrhage from the nasal

cavities, and the filling of the cavity with gauze to

stop hemorrhage from the nasal pharynx. In con-
trolling hemorrhage after removing the tonsils, he
suggested the use of the cold wire, or if the patient is

under an anesthetic, of a hot wire with the help of

cocaine.

Dr. a. W. de Roaldes described a remarkable
case of

fibro-chondroma of branchial origin, or so-
called SUPERNUMERARY EAR, REMOVED FROM
THE THROAT OF AN INFANT SIX WEEKS OLD.

The case reported by the author is uuique, and only
one of a similar nature is on record in this country.

Dr. H. L. Swain, of New Haven, offered an essay
on

ACUTE DISEASES OF THE LINGUAL TONSIL.

Dr. Swain said that if one were to judge bv the

amount of literature on this subject, it neither at-

tracted nor deserved much attention ; but, if he (the

author) judged by his own experience, he should say
that the subject had been, and still is. sadly neglected.

He was convinced that acute lingual tonsillitis was
often the cause of symptoms which were referred to

other parts of the throat, simply because the latter

were more easily seen.

In discussing the treatment, he remarked that in no
acute throat troubles were there so evident and prompt
effects produced by proper local treatment as in this.

Ot course repetition was necessary, but one uniformly
had some reward for his labors. Anything which
would reduce the swelling and inflammation was to

the point. Glycerite of boro-glyceride applied to the

parts and followed by a powder containing tannin and
a small amount of morphia sulphate seemed to give as

much relief as anything, to be assisted by frequent hot
demulcent gargles. Systemic remedies were indicated

in the same way as in other forms of tonsillitis.

The paper concluded with a short history of a case

of abscess of the lingual tonsil, which had slowl}- de-

veloped upon an attack of faucial tonsillitis. It had
been ushered in by a short attack of edema of the

glottis. The abscess had formed close to the ary-

epiglottic fold, and broke well back toward the aryte-

noid cartilage.

Dr. Thos. Hubbard, of Toledo, read some re-

marks on the

TREATMENT OF ACUTE LARYNGITIS AND BKONCHITIS.

Attention was called to the essential features of the

middle respiratory tract. Hyperemia of the bronchial

membrane, with more or less swelling, produced a con-

densation of the cellular elements, since the same num-
ber of epithelial cells occupy smaller area in propor-

tion aa the calibre of the tube is lessened. Intlamma-
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tioD of the throat and bronchi is often progressive.

The larynx may be in a state of resolution and the

bronchi in the first acute stage, and vice versa. The
primary indication is to establish a free How of mucus ;

and apomorphia in doses of one-thirtieth of a grain,

repeated every two to four hours, is the best relaxing

expectorant.

The same author reported a case of

SQUAMOUS EPITHELIOMA OF VELDM PALATI CURED
BT INJECTION OF CAUSTIC POTASH.

Dr. Hubbard briefly mentioned the details of the

case, one of the important features being the well-

established cocaine habit of the patient. After treat-

ment by the injections of caustic potash the patient

gained rapidly in general health, and his weight in-

creased forty pounds in two months. The cocaine

habit was cured previous to commencing this treat-

ment. It is now two years since the first injection,

and there are no signs of return.

Dr. a. a. Bliss, of Philadelphia, reported two

cases of

sarcoma of the nasal chambers and accessory
sinuses.

During the Congress the following papers were

read by title :
" Some Thoughts about the Prophylaxis

of Nasal Catarrh," by Carl Seller, M.D., Philadelphia;

" A Case of Myxedema of the Throat," by J. W. Far-

low, M.D., Boston; "Tracheal Stenosis," by Samuel

Johnston, M.D., Baltimore; "The Treatment of the

Early Stage of Diphtheria," by S. H. Chapman, M.D.,

New Haven; "Erysipelas of the Air- Passages," by

Wm. Porter, M.D., St. Louis; -'Some Observations

on Laryngeal Tuberculosis," by S. O. Vander Poel,

New York ; " Reflex Epilepsy from Lymphoid Dis-

ease of the Pharyngeal Vault," by U. G. Hitchcock,

M.D., New York.

At the executive session the following were ad-

mitted to active fellowship : Dr. G. V. Woolen, In-

dianapolis ; Dr. Emil Mayer, New York; Dr. Ward,
Pittsburgh ; Dr. T. Melville Hardy, Chicago ; Dr. W.
F. Chappell, New York.

The election of officers for the ensuing year re-

sulted as follows : President, Dr. C. H. Knight, New
York; First Vice-President, Dr. T.Morris Murray,

Washington ; Second Vice-President, Dr. D. N. Ran-

kin, Allegheny ; Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. H. L.

Swain, New Haven ; Librarian, Dr. J. H. Bryan,

Washington.

The next Congress will be held at Washington in

connection with the triennial meeting of the Associa-

tion of American Physicians.

Sib John Erichsen's Will.— Sir John Erich-

sen left an estate of the value of £88,619. He be-

queaths to University College his surgical instruments

and appliances, and to University College Hospital

£2,000 for the rebuilding fund exclusively ; to Mr.

Christopher Heath and Mr. William Meredith, the

copyright of "The Science and Art of Surgery," but

excluding the profits of the tenth edition thereof ; to

the Royal College of Surgeons, his bust in marble by

Thoruycroft; to the British Museum, his gold Foth-

ergilliau medal, presented to him by the Royal

Humane Society.
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FINAL REPORT OF THE ROYAL COMMISSION
ON VACCINATION.

After seven years (the Commission having been

appointed in May, 1889) this Commission has issued

its final report (London, 1896), which, with the pre-

ceding five reports containing the minutes of evidence

and other material, will make a volume of more than

1,400 pages. The preceding preliminary reports have

already been reviewed in the Journal at the time

of their issue.

This final report takes up the history of vaccination

from the beginning, and restates the general belief in

its efficacy which prevailed in the early years after its

introduction.

The history of small-pox mortality in the period

1800-1825 is reviewed, and the great reduction in

such mortality is conclusively shown.

The next period, 1826 to the present time, is notice-

able for the legislation which was enacted. The
argument that the decline in small-pox mortality is

largely due to more systematic attempts to isolate the

victims of small-pox, is met by the fact that such iso-

lation is of recent date, and as yet very imperfect in

character.

The change in the age-incidence of small-pox is

conclusively shown by tables to be one of the most

convincing arguments of the power of vaccination.

The serious epidemics which have occurred at

Gloucester and at Leicester during the sessions of the

Commission afford further evidence on this point, and

show that in these towns, where the child population

had been ill-vaccinated for many years, the proportion

of deaths borne by children was very large, while in

the other towns the proportional amount of child-

mortality from small-pox varied with the relative de-

ficiency of child vaccination. These phenomena are

accounted for on the supposition that vaccination has

the protective influence alleged. Can they be ex-

plained on any other supposition ? is inquired in the
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report. It is argued that improved sanitary condi-

tious would tend to diminish the mortality amongst

children. But if this were the explanation, similar

changes of age-incidence ought to be seen in the mor-

tality from all other diseases ; this, however, is not

the case. The proportion of the total mortality from

measles, whooping-cough, and scarlet fever respec-

tively borne by children has remained almost uniform,

the variations being very trifling. So also with ty-

phoid fever, the report shows that " there has cer-

tainly been no change in its age-incidence, which can

be said to correspond with the change iu the age-

incidence of small-pox."

The Commission sums up this point as follows :

*' If improved sanitation were tlie cause of the diminished

mortality amongst children, in proportion to that borne by those

of older years, it is quite impossible to understand how its effects

should have varied so greatly in these different towns (in Lon-

don, 3fi 8 per cent., but in Gloucester and Leicester, 6i.5 and

71.4 per cent, respectively), and why in Gloucester and Leicester

the mortality from small-pox should have been so largely

among children, approaching in that respect the experience of

the epoch preceding vaccination."

With reference to the comparative fatality of the

vaccinated and unvaccinated, the report states that in

the six cities where epidemics had occurred in recent

years (London, Sheffield, Warrington, Dewsbury,

Leicester and Gloucester), out of 2,321 unvaccinated

persons who were attacked, 3.5.4 per cent, died

;

while among the vaccinated, 8,744 iu number, only

5.2 per cent, were fatal.

The Commission answers in a satisfactory manner,

the many other objections to vaccination, and shows

also that vaccination has a protective effect against

small-pox in the following table :

Locality.
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Special reference is made to the immunity from

small-pox eujoyed by Australia, and to the necessity

for better regulations for preventing the spread of the

disease by tramps and common lodging-houses.

Fifth, This final portion of the majority report re-

lates chiefly to the proposed alterations of the laws

which were published in the brief interim report of

1892, namely, that repeated penalties for violation of

the law should not be enforced, and that persons im-

prisoned for such violation should not be treated as

ordinary criminals. This majority report is signed by

eleven members of the Commission, two of whom,

Messrs. W. G. Hunter and Jonathan Hutchinson, be-

lieved in the enactment of more stringent measures,

while Messrs. Collins and Picton dissent from the re-

port, and give their reasons for so doing in the clos-

ing pages. An amusing comparison occurs in this

portion of the report where the ratio of passengers

killed in railways is compared with the fatal accidents

from vaccination very much to the damage of the

latter, the enormous saving of human life from

death by small-pox by means of vaccination being

either left out of sight, or flatly denied. This por-

tion of the report also lays great stress on a subject

which has little interest to American readers, namely,

the risk of syphilitic infection, for the reason that the

use of humanized lymph is in the United States al-

most entirely a thing of the past.

On the whole, a careful reading of the whole report

will only serve to strengthen the professional reader

in his belief in the genuine character of the protec-

tion from small-pox afforded by vaccination.

The report is intensely English, and the reader can-

not help wishing that a more complete reference had

been made to the experience of Germany, from 1874,

the date of enactment of its vaccination laws, down

to the present time ; since there is nowhere in the

history of the subject any general instance of so con-

clusive a nature.

KLEPTOMANIA.

Imperative conceptions so strong as to constitute

uncontrollable impulses to commit what would other-

wise be crime, have so long been recognized to be as

conclusive indications of mental disease as certain con-

vulsive attacks are of epilepsy, that no one thoroughly

familiar with psychiatry would presume to deny the

existence of kleptomania, pyromania, dipsomania,

nymphomania and suicidal and homicidal monomania,

although rare, as distinct forms of insanity.

It was an English Lord Chancellor who declared,

not far from a quarter of a century ago, that insanity

should be treated as a subject of moral inquiry and

not as a disease ; and an English judge, who was on

the bench about the same time, when sentencing an in-

sane man to death for murder, said that he was not

sure whether it was not more necessary to hang un in-

sane person than a sane person.

It is not strange then, perhaps, that the force of

precedent is so strong in England that an English

court has recently sentenced a lady to prison for shop-

lifting, in spite of the facts that the evidence was con-

clusive as to her being a kleptomaniac and that her ir-

responsibility was testified to by Dr. George H.

Savage, of London, one of the most distinguished ex-

perts in insanity living, whose good judgment and in-

tegrity stand as high as his medical skill.

We expected from our esteemed contemporary the

Daily Advertiser something better than its comments
on this case, and especially its final intimation that " if

the question were to be decided upon the unbouglit

opinions of high medical authority — not according to

that most venal and shameful of purchasable commodi-
ties, • expert testimony '— it would probably be found

that kleptomania is to the full as common a disease in

the families of workiugmeu as in those of million-

uaires."

If one person is unable to protect himself or his

family from the injustice of the courts, is that any

reason why another who can do so should fail to use

his opportunities to the utmost ? Our suggestion would

l)e rather to Hud some means of protecting those peo-

ple who are now sentenced for crimes of which they

are innocent because of insanity which they have not

the means to prove.

MKUICAL NOTES.

A Clerical Dentist.— A Sunderland (England)

vicar has extracted 25,000 teeth from his parishioners

in the course of his pastorate.

New York State Association of Railway
Surgeons.— The sixth annual meeting of this As-

sociation will be held in the Academy of Medicine,

New York City, on Tuesday, November 17, 1896.

The Socthern Surgical and Gynecological
Association. — The Ninth Annual Meeting was

held at the Nicholson House, Nashville, Tenn., on

November 10, 11 and 12, 1896.

The Medical Department of the University

of Pennsylvania. — Although the tuition-fee has

been increased to $200 a year, and the standard of

admission has been raised, there are more than 250

students in the first-year class during the present

session.

Associate Professor in Medicine at Johns
Hopkins. — W. S. Thayer, M.D., who for two

years has been Associate iu Medicine in Johns Hop-

kins University, has recently received the appoint-

ment of Associate Professor of Medicine iu the same

institution.

The Pathological Society of London. — The
Jubilee of the Pathological Society of London was

celebrated on October 20th. The address bi the

President, Mr. II. T. Hutliii, was an interesting re-

view of the history of the Society, the objects of its

founders, the influence of the Society on the progress

of pathology, and the applications of pathology to
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practice. Several of the original members of the

Society are still members, among them being Sir Wil-

liam Jenner and Sir Richard Quain.

The Youngest HtJMAN Ovdm. —^ Professor Leo-

pold exhibited at a recent meeting of the Naturforsch-

erversammluug, at Frankfort-on-the-Main, an ovum
the size of a lentil which was found in the interior of

a uterus removed from a woman of thirty for cancer

of the cervix. After careful inquiries it was con-

cluded that the ovum had reached the eighth day after

conception. Successful sections of the ovum were

obtained ; and a full report of this remarkable case,

illustrated, will, it is said, be published.

Paraffin Wax as a Condiment.— At Birming-

ham, England, according to the London Daily Tele-

graph, three confectioners were fined for selling

" chocolate chumps," which contained paraffin wax
and other injurious ingredients, but no chocolate.

The city analyst stated that paraffin wax was proba-

bly more indigestible than India-rubber or a paving-

stone. It may be perhaps as indigestible as either of

the substances mentioned, but is certainly easier to

masticate.

Counterclaim for Physician's Services al-

lowed IN AN Action against Him for Malprac-
tice.— The Supreme Court of Iowa, in a recent case

brought before it on appeal by the plaintiff from a

judgment entered on a verdict in his favor in an action

for damages against a physician and surgeon for alleged

malpractice in reducing a fracture of the plaintiff's arm,

laid down the rule that the fact that a physician was

guilty of negligence in the treatment of his patient,

resulting in damages to the latter, does not necessarily

preclude him from recovering anj' compensation what-

ever for his services, the amount of his recovery, if

anything, depending on the amount of damages suffered

because of his negligence.

Rush Monument Committee. — Dr. George H.
Robe, of S}kesville, Md., Secretary, notifies us,

under date of October 31, 1896, that the following

subscriptions to the Rush Monument Fund have been

received

:

Dr. J. W. Hotf, Pomeroy, 55.00
Dr. T. J. Acker, Oroton-on-Hudsou, N. Y 5.00

Peoria City Medical Society (through Dr. O. B. Will),

Peoria, 111 25.00
Dr. D. W. Cathell, Baltimore, Md 1.00

Dr. W. T. Cathell, Baltimore, M.l 1.00

Dr. J. P. Getter and otheis, Mifflin Co., Pa. . . . 3.00

Dr. E. H. Bishop, iowson, Md 1.00

Dr. C. B. Burr, Flint, Mich 10.00
1J. Dr. W. H. Hardin, AndeisouC. H.,S.C l.OO

•ja. Herkimer Co. Medical Society (through Dr. G.
Graven), Herkimer, N. Y 25.00

30. Dr. J. W. Grosveuor, Buffalo, N. Y I.OO

30. Interest to date 81.00

May 9.

" 21

June 10

S3,l'Si;.39

The American Association of Obstetuicians
AND Gynecologists, at its ninth annual meeting,

held at Richmond, Va., elected the following-named

officers for the ensuing year : President, James F. W.

Ross, M.D., Toronto. Vice-Presidents, George Ben
Johnston, M.D., Richmond, and John C. Sexton, M.D.,
Rushville, Ind. Secretary, AVilliam Warren Potter,

M.D., Buffalo. Treasurer, Xavier 0. Werder, M.D.,
Pittsburgh. Executive Council : Charles A. L. Reed,
M.D., Cincinnati; Lewis S. McMurtry, M.D., Louis-

ville; A. Vander Veer, M.D., Albany; J. Henry Car-

stens, M.D., Detroit, and William E. B. Davis, M.D.,
Birmingham. The next annual meeting was ap-

pointed to be held at the Cataract House, Niagara
Falls, N. Y., Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Fri-

day, August 17, 18, 19 and 20, 1897.

Longevity and Sleeping by Compass.— "A
Magdeburg physician," according to the Lyon Medical,

who died recently at the age of one hundred and nine,

attributed his remarkable longevity to his constant

practice of sleeping with his head to the north and his

feet to the south. He considered this position most
favorable to the magnetic currents which run con-

stantly toward the north pole, and increase the energy
of the vital principle. Correspondents of Dr. Felix

Bremond, of the Petit Marseillais, have recorded

results at variance with these views. One of them
found that he slept better with his head to the east

instead of to the north. The other found that a kind

of nervous irritation to which he was subject ceased

when he placed the head of his bed a little east of

north. This position of the head of the bed brought
him more sound and peaceful slumber, and with such

regularity that when he wished to rise earlier than
usual in the morning, all he had to do was to change
the direction of the head of his bed, when his sleep

became lighter and of shorter duration. Dr. Bremond
himself, however, found that the direction of his body
made no difference to the soundness of his slumbers,

provided lie went to sleep in a comfortable bed, at the

usual hour and at the end of a day of active work,
a conclusion with which it is probable most hard-

worked physicians will agree.

Cremation and the Livery Stable.— A story

has appeared in the lay press to the effect that on the

death of a prominent resident of a certain New Enc-
iaud town, the director of the funeral went to the

livery-stable keeper and ordered one carriage for that

function. " One ? " said the stable man. " Yes,
one," was the reply. "You don't mean it?" "Cer-
tainly ; he's to be cremated." The man drew in his

breath in a long whistle. '• Gosh ! Electric cars and
bicycles, and now, cremation !

"

boston and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston.— For
the week ending at noon, November 4, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease:

diphtheria 125, scarlet fever 25, measles 78, t\plioid

fever 63. For the week ending November 11th, the

following were reported : diphtheria 104, scarlet fever

17, measles 11, typhoid fever 14.
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Lowell Institute Lectures.— Dr. D. G.

Briiiton, of Philadelphia, is delivering the lectures

in the current Lowell Institute Course, on the " Re-

ligious of Savage Races."

The Massachusetts Association of Boards of

Health. — The quarterly meeting of this Associa-

tion was held recently at the Parker House. Legal

queetious conuected with the enactment of health

regulations, and measures for the restriction of the

spread of measles, were the questions for discussion.

Dr. H. P. Walcott presided at the dinner served at

the beginning, and Dr. Samuel H. Durgin conducted

the business session.

The Pan-American Medical Congress. — Dr.

Irving A. Watson, of Concord, N. H., Secretary of

the American Public Health Association, has gone to

the Pan-American Medical Congress as a delegate

from the New Hampshire Medical Society.

new YORK.

A New Building for the German Poliklinik.

— A reception was held at the German Poliklinik,

No. 78 Seventh Street, on November 5th, to celebrate

the opening of the new building next door, at No. 80.

It is four stories high, of brick, and has about the

same accommodations as the old building. The Poli-

klinik was organized in 1883, and during the last year

18,618 patients were treated there; the average daily

attendance being 197. Dr. C. A. Von Ramdohr is

the Secretary.

Improvements at Bellevue and Blackwell's
Isla.nd Hospitals.— The Board of Estimate and

Apportionment has approved plans for the construc-

tion of two pavilions, for erysipelas and contagious

cases, and for a new boiler and laundry building at

Bellevue Hospital, at a cost of $180,000, and also for

a new kitchen and two towers at City (Charity) Hos-

pital on Blackwell's Island, at a cost of $72,500.

Roof Gardens along the River. — An impor-

tant measure for the health and recreation of the poor

in summer has been inaugurated in the contemplated

construction of public roof gardens over several of the

large piers along the river front. At a special meet-

ing of the Dock Board held November 2d, the plans

for sucli a roof garden above the pier at the foot of

East Third Street were approved. It will be three

hundred feet long, by fifty feet wide, with an arched

roof, while the sides will be left open. The roof gar-

den will be plentifully supplied with chairs and benches

and in the centre there will be a band-stand.

Death of Dr. Langan. — Dr. John T. Laugan,

one of the most prominent physicians in the north-

western part of the State of New York, died at his

home at Oswego, at the age of thirty-nine years.

The Mountainsidk Hospital.— The sixth an-

nual meeting of the Mountainside Hospital Associa-

tion was lield at Monlclair, New Jersey, on Novrm-
ber 6lh. Tlie treasurer's report showed that during

the past year many gifts bad been received, including

one of $10,000 in memory of the late Dr. John W.
Piukham, part of which has been used for the build-

ing of an isolating ward for contagious diseases. Sev-

eral gifts of land have also been made, and one dona-

tor contributed ice to the value of over $600. Three

nurses who had completed their course of training in

the hospital received diplomas from Dr. J. J. H. Love,

President of the Medical Board, and Dr. E. C. Spitzka,

of New York, delivered an address on " Popular Errors

Regarding Mental Diseases."

A Low Mortalitt-Rate.— During the autumn
the death-rate in the city has continued exceptionally

low, and iu the week ending November 7th the small-

est mortality yet recorded was reached. During this

week the number of deaths was 618, against 629 the

week previous. The number of deaths from scarlet

fever declined from 7 to 1, those from typhoid fever,

from 6 to 4, and those from consumption, from 95 to

87 ; and the deaths from diphtheria increased from 20

to 26, and those from pneumonia, from 76 to 88 ;

while those from measles and whooping-cough were

the same in each week, namely, 2 and 3 respectively.

a^t^ceUanp.

COMING MEETING OF THE PAN-AMERICAN
MEDICAL CONGRESS.

The regular correspondent of the Boston Herald
writes from the City of Mexico as follows :

The medical world here is expectantly awaiting the as-

sembling here, November 16th, of the Pan-American Med-
ical Congress, at which will be present some six hundred
physicians and their wives, representing every country in

the new world, from Chili and the Argentine up to Canada,
and also from Cuba and Hayti. The United States con-

tingent will number three hundred. It is the intention of

the city and federal authorities to give the doctors and their

women folk a splendid reception, and display to them the

proverbial hospitality of Mexico.
Among the United States delegates are State govern-

ment representatives, and doctors specially commissioned
by American scientific societies. This will be the second
Pan-American jNfedical Congress, the first having assem-
bled in Washington in 1893 at the invitation of the United
States government. The Congress will be divided into

sections, ten of which will meet in the historic School of

Mines, which was founded by wealthy Spaniards in the

times of the viceroys, for the improvement of technical

education, and whicli, on the occasion of General Grant's
visit to Mexico, was fitted up for his accommodation in

truly regal style. The Bacteriological Section will meet in

the College of Medicine, in the ancient edifice once the

home of the holy inquisition, while the Section of Military

Surgery and Transportation will hold its sessions in the

military hospital.

The inaugural session will take place in the National
Theatre, an edifice of the size of the Boston Theatre, on
the night of the 16th, when President Diaz will make a

speech of welcome, and Dr. William Pepper of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania will also address the Congress and
the invited guests.

On the night of the ISth, the city government will give a

grand reccjition in the halls of the ancient, but splendid

Ayuntaniiento building on the grand plaza, in which a mon-
ster orchestra, composed of all the military Ijands of the

garrison, will play American and Me.xican airs, while a
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Qiagnificent display of fireworks will be given in honor of

tlie all-America doctors.

On the 19th, the physicians and their families will be

tendered a reception at the Castle of Chapultepec by Pres-

ident and Mrs. Diaz, la prenidenta, as the wife of the chief

magistrate is called. It will he a memorable occasion, for

the scene in the hanging gardens of Chapultepec's great

castle on a festal occasion is always brilliant, and the views

superb, embracing all the noble expanse of the valley of

Mexico. In the evening, it is planned to give the doctors

and their fair friends a reception in the famous " porcelain

house " of the aristocratic Jockey Club. Excursions to all

points of interest in the city and suburbs are being planned,

and a special commission of Mexican ladies of the highest

society, presided over by Mme. Eliza Lynch de Camacho,
wife of the distinguished capitalist and president of the

city council, Don Sebastian Camacho, will look after the

comfort and entertainment of the physicians' fair relatives

and wives. Mme. Camacho is one of the great leaders of

Mexican society, dispensing an elegant hospitality in her

luxurious mansion in front of the Church of San Fernando,

and her executive talents fit her admirably for doing the

honors of Mexico's fair ones to the visiting ladies from for-

eign lands.

The Mexican doctors, a most liberal-minded body of

men, some of whom bold American diplomas in addition to

their own, a class without petty prejudices, cultivated and

enlightened, are looking forward with great pleasure to

this notable event in Mexican medical history, and they

will give the heartiest sort of welcome to their brother

doctors from all over the new world.

LIQUOR AND POLITICS IN NEW YORK CITY.

The superintendent of Bellevue Hospital, New
York City, reports, according to the A'ew York Sun,

that there have been fewer persons under treatment

for drunkenness in that institution than in any previ-

ous political campaign. This confirms, according to

the Sun, the observation that the late political cam-

paign has been singularly free from drunkenness, the

arrests for intoxication have been few, and the cases

of intoxication much rarer than in previous campaigns.

The causes for this improvement in ihe campaign

conditions is attributed to several facts, the first being

that, under the present ballot law, the nominations

have to be filed a month in advance, giving each can-

didate plenty of time to push his nomination without

resorting to the methods of the " bar-room canvass,"

which included the treating of all comers, and was

necessary when there were only eight or ten days be-

tween the nomination and the election.

The present liquor tax has also diminished the in-

fluence of the liquor dealers in politics. The present

penal code has also put an end to ante election balls

and entertainments, which formerly tended to provoke

turbulence and disorder.

According to the Sun, local politics, if not taken

more seriously, are at least taken more temperately

and judiciously, and the man who insists upon treating

all electors whom he may happen to meet, as a proof

of his good-will, and to stimulate their good-will to

him, is no longer regarded as formidable in either

political party, or, indeed, in any political organization.

It is a curious fact, in the old bar-room canvasses

the politicians who profited most from them were

usually temperate men themselves, or even total

abstainers from the use of tobacco or malt liquors in

any form. They kept their own heads while they

were upsetting other people's.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending October 31st, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—

Baro-
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»u estimated populatiou of 10,816,971, for the week eudiug
October 24th, the death-rate was 17.6. Deaths reported, 3,655;

acute diseasesof the respiratory organs (London) 3^4, diphtheria
811, diarrhea 67, scarlet fever 56, measles 60, fever 47, whooping-
oongh 40.

The death-rates ranged from 11.6 in Croydon to 23.4 in Preston :

Kirmiugbam l!l 2, Bolton 20.8, Bradford 16.0, Cardiff 14.1, Gates-
head 16.4, Hull 21.2, Leeds 15.0, Leicester 15.0, Liverpool 21.8,

London 17.1, Manchester lil.4, Newcastle-ou-Tyne 14.0, Notting-
ham 17.0, Portsmouth 15.8, Sheffield 19.1.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE MEDICAL COKPS
OF THE U. S. NAVY FOR THE WEEK ENDING
NOVEMBER 7, 1896.

J. L. Neilson, medical inspector, detached from the " Maine,"
November 10th, and placed on waiting orders.

L. C. Henebeegee, surgeon, ordered to the " Maine," No-
vember 10th.

D. N. Caepentke and F. L. Pleadwell, appointed assistant
surgeons from October 24th.

G. P. LuMSDEN, surgeon, detached from the " Yorktown,"
ordered home and granted three months' leave.

J. E. Page, passed assistant surgeon, detached from the
" Boston " and ordered to the " Yorktown."

G. ROTHGANGER, passed assistant surgeon, detached from the
" Oregon " and ordered to the " Patterson."

R. M. Kennedy, passed assistant surgeon, detached from the
" Patterson," ordered home and granted three months' leave.

R. S. Blakeman, assistant surgeon, detached from the "Ver-
mont," November 12lh, and ordered to the " Boston," per
steamer of November 21st.

W. M. Wheelee, assistant surgeon, detached from the
" Franklin," November r2th, and ordered to the Naval Hospital,
Mare Island.

A. Farenholt, assistant surgeon, detached from the Mare
Island Naval Hospital and ordered to the " Oregon."

S. B. Palmer, assistant surgeon, detached from the Naval
Laboratory, New York, and ordered to the " Vermont."

D. N. Carpenter and F. L. Pleadwell, assistant surgeons,
ordered to the Naval Laboratory and Department of Instruction,

New York.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES OF STATIONS AND DUTIES
OF MEDICAL OFFICERS OF THE UNITED STATES
MARINE-HOSPITAL SERVICES FOR THE SIXTEEN
DAYS ENDING OCTOBER 31, 1896.

Pceviakce, George, surgeon. Placed on waiting orders
from November 5, 1896. October 27, 1896.

Sawtelle, H. W. , surgeon. Detailed to represent Service
at Pan-American Medical Congress to be held in City of Mexico.
October 23, 1896.

Wheeler, W. A., surgeon. Granted leave of absence for
three days. October 16, 1896.

Peckham, C. T., passed assistant surgeon. Directed to pro-
ceed Irom Port Townsend, Wash., lo Detroit, Mich., for duty.
October 27, 1896.

Glennan, a. H., passed assistant surgeon. Granted leave
of absence for nine days from December 23, 1896.

Pettcs, W. J., passed assistant surgeon. To assume tempor-
ary command of Service at Norfolk, Va., in addition to his other
duties. October 24, 1896.

Maori'uer, G. M., passed assistant surgeon. Detailed as in-

spector of immigrants at Galveston, Tex. October 24, 1896.

Wkrtknbaker, C. p., pa.ssed assistant surgeon. To proceed
from Delaware Breakwater Quarantine to Philadelphia, Pa., for
temporary duty. October 16, 1896.

Young, G. B., passed assistant surgeon. Leave of absence
extended five days. October 16, 1896.

Nydeggbr, J. A., passed assistant surgeon. To proceed from
South Atlantic to Brunswick, Ga., Quarantine for temporary
duty for thirty days. October 26, 1896.

Norman, Seaton, assistant surgeon. Granted leave of ab-
sence for live days. October 22, 1896.

Peochazka, Hmil, assistant surgeon. To proceed from Cairo,
III., to Delaware Breakwater Quarantine for temporary duty.
October 16, 1896.

CuMMiNG, H. S., assistant surgeon. Relieved from duty at
Evansville, Ind., and directed to rejoin station on expiration of
present leave, at New York, N. Y. October 22, 1896.

resignation.

Hamilton, J. B., surgeon. Resignation accepted, to take
effect November 13, 1896. October 16, 1896.

ANNIVERSARY MEETING OF THE AMERICAN ASSO-
CIATION FOR THE STUDY AND CURE OF INEBRIETY.

The twentieth anniversary of the publication of the Journal
of Inebriety, and the twenty-sixth year of the Association for the
Study and Cure of Inebriety, will be celebrated by a memorial
meeting at the New York Academy of Medicine, Friday evening,
November 20, 1896. A cordial invitation to be present is ex-
tended to all medical men.
The following addresses and papers will be presented:
** An Historical Review of theFirstMeetingof the Association,

and Its Papers and Discussions." By Lewis D. Mason, M.D.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
" The Journal ofInebriety , its Organization and Growth, the

Early and later Literature." By T. D. Crothers, M.D., Hart-
ford, Coun.

" 'i'he First Asylum for the Care of Inebriates and its Founder."
By Charles H. Shepard, M.D., Brooklyn, N. Y.

" The First State Asylum for Pauper Inebriates, and its Work."
By M. E. Hutchinson, M.D., Foxboro, Mass.

'The First Efforts to Treat Opium Cases in Asylums." By
J. B. Mattison, M.D., Brooklyn, N. Y.
" The First Home for the Transient Care of Inebriates." By

V. A. Ellsworth, M.D., Boston, Mass.
"Empiric and Charlatan Effoits to Cure Inebriates for the

Fast Quarter of a Century." By N. Roe Bradner, M.D., Phila-
delphia, Pa.
" The History and Influence of Alcohol in Medicine in Modern

Times." By I. N. Quimby, M.D., Jersey City, N. J.
'' The Origin and Growth of Asylums for Inebriates in Great

Britain." By Norman Kerr, M.D., London, Eng.

HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL.
Evening Lectures.

The next lecture will be given on November 19th, at 8 p. M.,
by AssT.-PRor. F. B. Mallory. Subject :

" Facts and Theories
in Regard to Staining." The profession are invited.

SOCIETY NOTICES.

Boston Society for Medical Improvement.— A regular
meeting of the Society will be held at the Medical Library,
19 Buylston Place, on Monday, November 16th, at 8 p. M.
Dr. E. M. Hartwell will present a paper entitled :

'* Physical
Training, its Function and Place in Education." The following
gentlemen have been asked to take part in the discussion : Drs.
H. P. Bowditch, Cowles, Channing, Conant, Bradford and
Goldthwait.

James G. Mcmfoed, M.D., Secretary, 197 Beacon St.

Suffolk District Medical Society. — The Section for
Clinical Medicine, Pathology and Hygiene will meet at 19 Boyl-
ston Place on Wednesday evening, November 18, 1896, at 8
o'clock.

From 8 to 8 30, Remarks by the Chairman, and short com-
munications by Drs. R. C. Cabot, Stone and Wentworth.
At 8.30, Dr. Henry Jackson will read a paper on " Heat

Stroke." In opening the discussion Dr. Locke will speak on
" The Normal Regulation of Heat," and Dr. Wright on " The
Pathological Anatomy of Heat Stroke."
At the meeting on December 16th, Dr. H. F. Vickery will

read on " Hemophilia." W. F. Whitney, M.D., Chairman.

RECENT DEATHS.

William Cooke Holyoke, M.D., M.M.S.S., died in Boston,
November 6th, aged fifty-four years.

MoRiz ScHiFF, M.D., professor of physiology in the Univer-
sity of Geneva, died October 6th, aged seventy-three years.

Jules Eugene Rochard, M.D., formerly Inspector-General
of the Health Department of the French Navy, died September
13th, aged seventy-seven years. He was president of the French
Academy of Medicine in 1894, and had been president of the
Society of Public Medicine and of the French Association for
the Advancement of Science.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

Practical Points Regarding Albuminuria. By David Inglis,

M.D., Detroit.

Education and Patho-Social Studies. Washington : Govern-
ment Printing Office. 1896.

Pitting about the Hair-Cups. By William Browning, Ph.B.,
M.D., Brooklyn, N. Y. Reprint. 1896.

The Want of College Instruction in Electro-Therapeutics. By
Robert Newman, M.D., New York. Reprint. 1S96.

The Status of the Medical Expert Witness in Califoruia. By
G. L. Simmons, M.D., Sacramento, Cal. Reprint. 1896.
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<©nginal Sfirticleitf.

THE RESULTS OF OPERATIONS FOR THE
CURE OF CANCER OF THE BREAST.i

BY J. COLLINS WARBEN, M.D., LL.D.,

Professor of Surgery in Harvard University.

(Concluded from No. 20, p. 485.)

Case XVIII. Tbia patient was a single woman of

only twenty-two years. There was no history sug-

gesting heredity or cause. Eight years ago she

noticed enlarged glands above the clavicle ; and the

present growth was first seen three months ago, with

coincident glandular enlargement in the axilla. She
was operated upon January 25, 1889, at which time

the tumor was the size of a small apple, very hard,

and the gland in the axilla was the size of a walnut.

The breast and pectoral fascia were removed, and the

axilla was very thoroughly cleaned out. The diagnosis

was cancer. November 4, 1889, a nodule was excised

from the scar. She died in two years with recurrence

of the disease.

Case XIX. This patient was fifty-two years old

and married. There was nothing in her family or

personal history of interest. Her present illness dates

back ten montlis, and at the time of operation, Febru-

ary 9, 1889, the tumor formed a hard nodulated mass,

the size of a small orange. The skin was not ad-

herent, and in the axilla some enlarged glands could

vaguely be felt. The breast was removed and the

axilla carefully cleaned. The tumor from the breast

was cancer, but no report was received concerning the

axillary glands. She was examined by me in June,

1895, and no sign of recurrence found.

Case XX. This case was operated upon Febru-
ary 19, 1889. The patient was married, forty-one

years old, and her family and past personal history pre-

sented nothing characteristic. The disease of the

breast was of one year's duration and appeared as dis-

seminated disease with infected glands extending from
the axilla up to the clavicle. The breast was excised,

with the axillary glands, and the disease found to be

medullary cancer. This was a case of cancer en

cuirasse, and the patient died of generalized cancer

on September 2G, 1890.

Case XXI. This patient was forty-five years of

age, and was operated upon April 8, 1889. She was
married. There was nothing of note in her family or

past history. The tumor which had existed for three

months appeared as a nodule about as large as a small

egg in the periphery.of the breast. Enlarged glands

could be felt in the axilla. The breast was ampu-
tated and the axillary contents removed, the growth
proving to be a medullary cancer. Local recurrence

appeared in the following autumn, and the patient

died in July, 1890, with generalized cancer.

Case XXII. Married, forty-five years old, with

no family history to suggest heredity, and no assigna-

ble cause for the disease, which had existed for only

two months. On August 7, 1889, the date of opera
tion, she had a lump as big as an English walnut in

the upper hemisphere of the breast, and the axillary

glands apparently were unaffected. The usual ex-

cision of the breast, with dissection of the axilla, was
performed, and the growth found to be scirrhus can-

cer. There was local return in three months, and
she died November 22d of the same year.

Case XXIII. Operated on November 1, 1889.

The patient was fifty-eight years of age and married.

Her family history was negative. She had had eight

children, and twenty-eight years ago had mastitis.

The present trouble appeared three years ago, and at

the time of operation showed retraction of the nipple,

with the skin adherent. The growth had been slow
until the past two months, since which time the tumor
had enlarged quite rapidly to the size of an orange,

and had become ulcerated. The breast was removed,
and the axilla carefully cleaned of its glands, many of

which were adherent to the vessels. The tumor was
a cancer. In May, 1890, a recurrent growth was re-

moved ; in October, 1890, there was inoperable re-

currence ; and she died in May, 1891.

Case XXIV. This patient was fifty-nine years

old, married, and the mother of three children. Her
family hislory was negative. Four years ago she in-

jured the breast now the seat of disease. Two years

after the injury she noticed a lump in the breast,

which at the time of operation formed a tumor as

large as a lemon. The breast was flattened, the skin

puckered, and the nipple retracted. Enlarged glands

were to be felt in the axilla. On November 4, 1889,

the breast and a number of enlarged glands were re-

moved. No pathological diagnosis was made. She
was well on January 1, 1891 ; but later a small lump
appeared in the cicatrix without palpable enlarge-

ment of the axillary contents. She died May, 1895,
with fungatiug recurrence in the axilla.

Case XXV. Operation on December 27, 1889.

The patient was forty-seven years old, married, and
had had six children. Her family history was negative

and she had no idea as to the cause of her malady, which
appeared nine mouths ago as a small lump. In the

past mouth growth has been rapid and attended with

pain. At the time of operation there was a nodular

mass as large as a small orange in the breast, the skin

was adherent, and the nipple retracted. The axillary

glands were palpably enlarged. The breast was re-

moved, together with the pectoral fascia, and the ax-

illa apparently fully cleaned out. The growth was
cancer, and nine months later appeared in the other

breast. She was treated for six months by an irregu-

lar practitioner, had recurrence in the scar, and died

in May, 1893, of cancer of the stomach.

Case XXVI. This case was operated on January

2, 1890. The patient was married, forty years of age,

and fourteen months before operation noticed a lump
as large as a hen's egg in the left breast. Au aunt
died of cancer of the breast, but otherwise her his-

tory was negative. The breast contained a mass as

large as an orange, hard, nodular, and movable. The
skin was adherent and the nipple retracted. A hard

cord extended to the axilla. The breast was removed,

with part of the greater pectoral muscle. Glands,

the size of peas, were dissected from the axillary ves-

sels and from beneath the clavicle. The diagnosis

was cancer. May 15, 1892, there had been no recur-

rence, but in the autumn of that year a recurrent nodule

was " drawn " by au irregular practitioner. In

April, 1893, she sustained a fracture of the hip. Later

there was recurrence in both breasts, neck and abdo-

men. Siie died in August, 1893.

Case XXVII. This patient was thirty-five years

of age, married, and with no important family or per-
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soual history. Her trouble appeared about six months
ago without known cause, and at the time of operation

existed as a hard lump in tiie breast, the size of a
lemou. The nipple was not retracted, and enlari;ed

glands could be felt in the axilla. January 1 G, 1890,
the breast, with the pectoralis major— which was in-

volved — was removed. A number of enlarged glands

were removed from the axilla, which then appeared
clean. The growth was cancer. She died February 1,

1891, having had no local recurrence.

Case XXVIII. This patient had a retracting

growth of nine months' duration. She was fifry-four

years of age, married, and her family and personal

history were unimportant. Operation was performed
on March 5, 1890, at which time she had an extremely
fatty breast, with a small retracting nodule in the centre.

Numerous small glands were felt in the axilla. The
breast and axillary contents were removed, and the

tumor found to be a scirrhus cancer. This patient

su£fered from local recurrence, and died in October,

1890.

Case XXIX. Operation on November 9, 1891.

The disease had appeared three mouths before, without
assignable cause, and had grown rapidly just before

operation. The patient was fifty years old, married ;

her family history was negative. At the time of opera-

tion the breast contained a uodular tumor as large as a

goose-egg, with adherent skin, retracted nipple, and
numerous enlarged glands in the axilla. The pectoral

muscle was involved, and was reuioved with the breast.

Glands were removed from the axilla. No pathological

diagnosis was made. The patient died in May, 1892.

Case XXX. In this case there was no cause

known for the appearance of the disease, which had
existed for four months. The patient was married,

about fifty years of age, and with a negative family

history. There was a cancerous infiltration of the

breast, with numerous small glands in the axilla. The
usual completed operation was performed in February,

1892, and the breast and axillary contents removed.
The diagnosis was medullary cancer; and she died

October 14. 1892.

Case XXXI. This patient was married, sixty-six

years old, and had lost a sister from cancer of the

breast. She sustained a blow some time ago upon the

breast now diseased, and four months ago noticed the

growth. She was operated upon in October, 1892,

and at that time there was a lump the size of an orange
in the upper hemisphere of the breast. The breast

was removed with the axillary contents, the tumor
proving to be a medullary cancer. In June, 1893, re-

currence was first noticed; and on May 22, 1894, she

died of generalized cancer.

Case XXXII. Operated November 4, 1892. The
patient was fifty years old, married, with a negative

family history, and without any theory as to the cause

of her complaint. There has always been a hardness

near the nipple, and five months ago she noticed a
lump, the size of a pigeon's egg, which has grown
rapidly. At the time of operation there was a hard
nodular mass, the size of an apple, in the upper inner

quadrant of the breast. The skin and pectoralis muscle
were adherent, and the axillary glands were enlarged.

The breast and both pectorals were removed, the axil-

lary vein exposed and well dissected, and the axilla

cleaned out. Microscopic examination showed the

disease to be cancer. There was local recurrence in

June, 1893; and the patient died iu June, 1894.

Case XXXIII. A woman, sixty years old, married.

Operated upon November 7, 1892. Her family history

was negative, and there was no cause shown for the

appearance of the disease, which began as a small

lump thirteen months before, and had grown rapidly.

She had a hard tumor as large as a hen's egg, movable
on the muscle, the skin slightly adherent, and the

nipple normal. No glands could be felt in the axilla.

The breast aud both pectorals were removed, and the

axilla thoroughly cleaned of a chain of glands, not

adherent to the vessels, but running up high in the

axilla. The tumor was a cancer. In Afiril, 1896, her

son writes that there has been no recurrence of the

growth.

Case XXXIV. A single woman of forty-five

years, with a good family history, and knowing no
cause for the disease, which appeared five mouths be-

fore the date of the operation. She presented a tumor
in the outer hemisphere, with enlargement of the

axillary glands. On January 1, 1893, the breast aud
both pectorals were removed and the axilla dissected.

The tumor was a medullary cancer. She developed a

recurrence on the outer side of the chest ; aud on
November 26, 1894, Dr. Bolles removed several small

nodules of cancer. She was last heard from in Janu-
ary, 1896, up to which time there had been no further

recurrence, and she considered herself well.

Case XXX.V. This patient was operated upou
January 18, 1893, for scirrhus cancer of one year's

duration. Her family aud personal histories were un-

important. She had a tumor as large as an apple,

with retracted nipple, ulcerated skin, and enlarged

axillary glands. The breast was thoroughly removed
and also both pectorals, and the axilla cleaned out.

She was last heard from on January 7, 1895, when
she had recurrence iu the scar, aud a nodule in the

liver.

Case XXXVI. A married woman of thirty-five,

with a negative family history, was operated upon
February 21, 1893. No cause was assigned for the

tumor, which had ajipeared five years before. The
tumor was as big as a goose-egg, not adherent to the

skin, and the nipple was not retracted. A few glands

could be felt in tlae axilla, but uone above the clavicle.

The breast and two infected glands high up in the

axilla were removed, the pectorals not being touched.

The disease was cancer. In May, 1895,- she writes as

follows :
'• No trouble except stiffness, which is growing

monthly less." On February 28, 1896, reports herself

well.

Case XXXVII. In this case the family history

was bad, the patient's mother having died of cancer of

the breast. The patient was fifty years of age, mar-

ried, and had first noticed the disease only four weeks
before operation. No cause was assigned for the

occurrence of the malady. At the time of operation,

April 18, 1893, she had a small nodule in the inner

upper quadrant of the breast with a second, very small

nodule under the nipple. One minute gland could be

felt in the axilla. The breast was removed and the

axilla dissected, the disease proving to be scirrhus

cancer. She was heard from iu April, 1896, and had
had no recurrence.

Case XXXVIII. Operation on June 8, 1893.

The (latient was married, forty-two years old, and
there was nothing in her family or past history to

suggest a cause for the disease. At the time of oper-

ation the tumor had existed for a year in the right
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breast, and for six weeks in the left, the latter being

the smaller. Both breasts were removed, and the

axilliB dissected, the disease in both being scirrhus

cancer. Recurrence developed below and external to

the right cicatrix; and she died in March, 1894, with

lung metastases.

Case XXXIX. Tliis patient was fifty-one years

old, married, with a bad family history, and a medul-

lary cancer which had developed iu five months from

a chronic mammary tumor. The skin was involved

in the outer lower quadrant of the breast. On June

12, 1893, the breast was removed and the axilla dis-

sected. The tumor proved to be a medullary cancer

;

and she died in March, 1894, with local recurrence

and lung metastases.

Case XL. This patient was a married woman of

sixty, with a good family history. Two years before

the appearance of the trouble for which she consulted

me she sustained a dislocation of her shoulder and

fracture of the ribs. Two years ago the disease

showed itself, and at the time of operation there was

a nodule in the skin involving the upper outer quad-

rant of the breast, with some involvement of the axil-

lary glands. The breast was removed and the axilla

dissected on September 11, 1893. The disease was a

scirrhus cancer, and when last heard from the patient

was in excellent health, without recurrence. This

was in October, 1896.

Case XLI. The disease iu this case had existed

for three months in a woman of fifty, with a negative

family history, and no known cause for its appearance.

The tumor was in the lower outer quadrant of the

breast, and small glands were felt in the axilla. Ou
January 1, 1893, the breast, with the pectoralis major,

was removed and the axilla dissected. The growth

was a disseminated medullary cancer. The disease

recurred in the region of the original tumor six

months later; and in May, 1895, she was still living,

with recurrence in the supra-clavicular region. She

died Juue 9, 1895.

Case XLII. The father, sister, and three cousins

of this patient died of cancer. The patient was a

married woman of fifty-three. She had noticed re-

traction of the nipple for two years, and a tumor for

three mouths. She was operated upon January 20,

1894, the tumor being then as large as a walnut, with

no glands palpably enlarged in the axilla. The breast

was removed iu the usual manner, and the axilla thor-

oughly dissected. The pathological diagnosis was

scirrhus cancer. This patient writes, under date of

March 6, 1896, " Have no further symptoms of cancer."

Case XLllI. In this case the family history was

negative, and there was no cause assigned for the oc-

currence of the disease. The patient was sixty-five

years old, and single. At the time of operation the

tumor had existed for eighteen months, and presented

in the upper outer quadrant of the breast a nodule

the size of a walnut with involvement of the areola of

the nipple, and enlargement of the axillary glands.

Ou January 30, 1894, the breast was removed, and

the axilla dissected. The growth was scirrhus cancer.

The wound never healed ; and on July 20, 1894, the

patient died.

Case XLIV. Tliis patient was unmarried, fifty

two years of age, and her family and past history were

negative. The disease in her case was of three

months' duration, in the upper half of the breast, with

enlargement of the axillary glands. On February 3,

1894, the breast, both pectoral mnscles, and the axil-

lary contents were removed. The tumor was a medul-

lary cancer, and up to October, 1896, when she was
last heard from, there had been no recurrence.

Case XLV. This case was operated upon Febru-

ary 8, 1894. The patient was single, fifty-seven years

of age, and her family history was negative. She
ascribed her trouble to a sprain due to reaching up-

ward. The disease had existed for five months as a

uodule beginning in the skin and subsequently involv-

ing the outer upper quadrant of the breast with en-

largement of the axillary glands. The breast and
axillary contents were removed, and the tumor found

to be scirrhus cancer. She died in August, 1895, of

spinal cancer.

Case XLVl. The patient was seventy-two years

old, married, and without any significant family or

personal history. She had a tumor in the lower outer

quadrant of the breast of six months' duration, with

involvement of the skin, and enlarged glands in the

inner margin of the axilla. Ou February 14, 1894,

the breast, a portion of the pectoralis major, and the

enlarged axillary glands were removed en masse. The
microscope showed the disease to be medullary cancer ;

she died ou the 9th of the following June with gener-

alized cancer.

Case XLVII. This patieut was operated upon on

February 17, 1894. She was thirty-eight years of

age, married, and without assignable cause for her

trouble, or significant family history. Her disease

was of seven months' duration, and had grown rapidly

during the past two months. At the time of operation

there was a nodule in the right breast, the size of a

walnut, situated in the outer upper quadrant; the skin

was slightly reddened and adherent, the breast en-

larged and firmer than on the left, aud with numerous
enlarged glands in the axilla. The breast was re-

moved, with the pectoral fascia, and the axilla was

dissected. The disease was medullary cancer, with

extensive axillary infectiou. There was recurrence

one month later, and she died in about two months
with involvement of the lungs.

Case XLVIII. This patient had noticed her

trouble for nine months, and gave a history of a blow

upon the breast one year before. Her mother had

cancer. She was fifty-six years of age, aud single.

At the time of operation there was a nodule in the

upper hemisphere of the breast, and the axillary

glands were affected. On July 20, 1894, the breast

was removed, with both pectoral muscles, aud the

axilla was dissected. The disease was medullary can-

cer ; and when last heard from, in October, 1896,

there had been no recurrence.

Case XLIX. This patient was forty years of age,

married, and without family or personal history of

any significance. Seventeen months ago she noticed

a lump, the size of a filbert, in the right breast. At
the time of operation. October 3, 1894, the tumor was

as large as a hen's egg, and the axillary glands were

enlarged. The breast and both pectorals were re-

moved, the axilla dissected, the clavicle divided, and

the supra-clavicular glands removed. The breast and

axillary contents showed epithelial growth in dense

filirous stroma. The supra-clavicular glands were not

affected. In January, 1896, a nodule in the margin

of the axilla, and one iu the pectoral cicatrix were re-

moved under cocaine anesthesia. The patient died on

March 26, 1896.
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Cxsii: L. This patient was operated ou November
3, 1894, for a growth of six moiitlis' staiuliiig. Siie

was forty years ohl and married. Flur family iiistory

was uegati-ve, aud uo cause was assigned for tiie

appearance of the disease. She liad a tumor as large

as a walnut iu tlie inner lower quadrant of the

breast; and the breast, with the axillary contents, was
removed. The diagnosis was medullary cancer. Au-
gust 2-'J, 1895, a malignant nodule, the size of a pea,

was removed from the pectoral margin of the axilla;

and in October, 1896, a nodule had formed iu rib.

Case LI. This patient had an abscess of her

breast twenty-three years before operation, and one

year ago noticed a black spot in the scar. She was
fifty-six years old, married, and had lost a sister by

cancer of the breast. At the time of operatitm,

December 15, 1894, there was a mass an inch square

bet;ealh the scar of the former abscess, aud the nipple

was involved. The breast and both pectoral muscles

were removed, aud the clavicle divided, no glands

being found above it. The diagnosis was scirrhus

cancer. When last seen. May 18, 1895, her general

health was good, although a " sore " had opened
twice and healed.

Case I^ll. This patient was forty-five years old,

married, and with uo significant facts in her family or

personal history. At the time of operation the dis-

ease, which had existed for five months, appeared as a

nodule beneath the nipple. There was a small gland

in the axilla, which proved, however, to be not af-

fected. Ou January 22, 1895, the breast and both

pectoral muscles were removed, and the axilla dis-

sected. The growth proved to be a scirrhus cancer iu

a chronic mastitis, with retention cyst. She was last

seen by me in January, 1896, and had had no recur-

rence.

Case LIII. This case was operated on the same
day as the preceding one, January 22, 1895. The
patient was fifty-six years of age, married ; and no

family or pereoual history suggested malignant dis-

ease. Her nipple had been retracted for six years,

but she had noticed a tumor for only three months.

This, at the time of operation, formed a mass the size

of a pigeon's egg above and to the outside of the

breast, and there was one gland as big as a pea iu the

axilla. The breast and Iwth pectoral muscles were
removed, the axilla dissected, and the clavicle divided.

The disease was cancer; and up to April, 1896, when
she was last heard from, there had been no recur-

rence. The movements of the arm were normal.

Case LIV. This patient was forty-five years of

age; married, and with a negative family history.

Six years before the lime of operation she tell from a

horse, striking the aflected side, and had noticed the

present trouble for three years. There was a nodule

beneath the nipple, with a few small glands in the

axilla. On March 28, 1895, the breast and both pec-

toral muscles were removed, and the axilla dissected.

The tumor was a scirrhus cancer, and when last

examined by me. May 14, 1896, there had been no

recurrence. Movements of the arm normal ; pulling

power a little weaker thau before the operation. Well,

October, 1896.

Case LV. Operation on April 3, 1895. The
patient was forty-four years old, married, and with a

negative family and personal history. Her disease

bad existed for six months, but had grown chiefly in

the last six weeks. At the time of operation there

was a mass, the size of a Messina orange, in the

outer up|)er quadrant of the breast. The breast aud
both pectoral muscles were removed, aud the axillary

aud supra-clavicular spaces cleaned of glands. The
disease was medullary cancer. She had recurrence

in the pectoral cicatrix, which was excised February

21, 1896, at which time two nodules were found iu

the skin and subcutaneous tissue. At the present

moment, October, 1896, return in pectoral scar.

Case LVl. This patient was fifty years old, single,

and had lost her mother by cancer. No cause was
known for the occurrence of her own trouble, which
had existed for only six weeks, aud presented at the

time of operation a nodule the size of a cherry in the

upper iuuer quadrant of the breast. The lymphatic

vessels and axillary glands were infiltrated with can-

cer. Ou August 24, 1895, the breast was removed,
with a greater part of the pectoralis muscle. The
axilla was dissected and the supra-clavicular space

explored. The pathological diaguosis was medullary

cancer. In June, 1896, sternal and mediastiual gland

removed. Well, September, 1896.

Case LVII. This patient was forty-nine years

of age, married, and with a negative family history.

No cause was assigned for the appearance of the dis-

ease, which at the time of operation existed as a nod-

ule, the size of a large pea, in the breast, with a few
enlarged glands in the axilla, those at the apex being

normal. Ou September 24, 1895, the breast and
pectoralis major were removed aud the pectoralis

minor dissected. The disease was scirrhus cancer,

and up to November, 1896, there had been no recur-

rence.

Case LVIII. This case was operated upon Octo-

ber 19, 1895. The patieut was married, sixty-six

years of age, and without significant family or per-

sonal history. She had noticed the present trouble for

three years, aud at the time of operation there was a

small hard mass in the upper hemisphere of the breast

;

the nipple was deeply retracted ; the breast shrunken ;

and a small enlarged gland could be felt in the axilla.

The pectoralis major was removed, the pectoralis minor
divided, and the breast with the axillary contents

removed en masse. The tumor proved to be an atro-

phying scirrhus cancer. She was examined by me,
April 10, 1896; no recurrence.

Case LIX. Operation on November 25, 1895.

The family history was negative. She ascribed her

disease to pregnancy. The growth had existed for

twelve weeks, a uodule forming one week after con-

finement, aud appeared as a soft, fluctuating tumor in

the upper outer quadrant of the breast, with hyper-

emia of the mammary and axillary regions, accompa-
nied by high fever and frequent chills. The breast,

axillary couteuts and pectoral muscles were removed
en masse. The growth was medullary cancer. There
was immediate recurrence, removal of infected skin

two weeks later, and death in Januar}-, 1896.

Case LX. In this case the two great-grandfathers

had cancer, and the patient had sustained an injury to

her breast four years before the date of operation.

The woman was filty years old, married, and had
noticed the growth for three and a half years. At
the time of operation, December 27, 1895, there was
a tumor as large as an egg iu the upper outer quad-

rant of the breast, the nipple was retracted, aud the

glands in the axilla aud above the clavicle were en-

larged. The breast, both pectoral muscles, and the
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axillary contents were removed in one masa, and tlie

disease found to be medullary cancer. Well, Novem-
ber, 1896.
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axillary contents were removed in one masB, and the
disease found to be medullary cancer. Well, Novem-
ber, 1896.

Case LXI. This patient was single, thirty-eight

years of age, and was operated upon January 3, 1896.
The family history was negative, and no cause was
assigned for the appearance of the disease, which had
existed for one year. The tumor was in the upper
outer quadrant of the breast, adherent to the skin and
muscle, and the axillary glands were enlarged. At
the operation the pectoral muscles, breast and axillary

contents were removed in a mass, and the disease

found to be medullary cancer, and rapidly returned.

Case LXII. This patient was sixty-three years
old, married, and her family history was negative.

No cause was assigned for the disease, which had
appeared seven mouths before operation. She was
operated upon January 27, 1896, at which time there
was a lump, the size of a lemon, in the upper outer
quadrant of the breast, and no glands were to be felt

in the axilla. The axillary contents, pectoralis major
muscle and breast were removed in a mass, and the

pectoralis minor muscle was divided. The disease

was medullary cancer, but the axillary glands were
not infected. Patient reported herself well, September
11, 1896.

TETANY, WITH A REPORT OF CASES.'

BY HOWARD A. LOTHROP, A.M., M.D.

The occurrence of tetany in America is of suffi-

cient rarity to warrant the recording of all cases

;

for, in consequence of the few examples which we
have for observation, our literature is characterized

by its paucity of reports on this subject. The follow-

ing remarks are based on the study of three recently

observed cases, on notes of cases seen in foreign hospi-

tals, and on a review of the literature.

Case I was that of a boy three vears of an^e. He
was an only child. His parents were living and in

good health. His mother had nursed him for six

months ; but after that time his diet had consisted of

cows' milk and condensed milk, together with one or
other of the various prepared foods. Apparently, he
had always been a well child, and I was unable to

obtain a history of any definite sickness.

In April, 1895, I saw him for the first time. He
had been sick for two days, and had cried incessantly

during this period on account of pain which was
referred to the hands and feet. At the onset of the

disease he had vomited several times, and the previ-

ous constipation had been overcome by the administra-

tion of castor oil. There was no history of cou"h,
of spasms of the glottis, or of general convulsions.

Inspection showed a well nourished boy of averaofe

size. His legs were drawn up, flexed at the hip and
knee; the feet were in the position of talipes-equiuo-

varus. The arms were held at the side, semi-flexed

at the elbow-joints ; the hands were firmly flexed at

the wrist; the fingers slightly curved and approxi-
mated; and the thumb was drawn across the palm of

the hand. Bilateral symmetry prevailed throughout
as regards the position of the limbs.

The condition was one of tonic contracture; but no
history of clonic movements was elicited, although the

parents stated that the contractions varied in degree
from time to time, the pain varying accordingly.

After intervals during which nothing abnormal was
noticed about the arms or legs, attacks of spasm would
be induced by the excitement attendant on moving the

child about, or incurring his displeasure and produc-
ing crying spells. These attacks would last for at

least twenty minutes, and occasionally persist for an
hour.

All flexor muscles distal to the elbows and knees
were firmly contracted and tender, attempts at pas-

sive motion eliciting signs of great pain. Voluntary
motion of the feet and hands was absent. The tem-
perature was 100.5° F; the pulse 130; the respira-

tion 28. Examination of the chest and abdomen
showed nothing abnormal. There were no signs of

rickets. The excited condition of the patient and the

degree of pain from which he suffered, prevented a
satisfactory examination of the nervous system. Warm
baths and a bromide solution were orilered.

A visit was made on the following day during a period

of muscular quiescence. The attacks had been less pain-

ful and less frequent during the night ; the child had
slept some and seemed brighter. On further exami-
nation it was difficult to draw satisfactory inferences

in regard to the condition of the superficial and deep
reflexes, owing to the age and muscular efforts of the

child. Gentle percussion over the larger branches of

the facial nerve brought out contractions of the corre-

sponding muscles. Continued pressure over the ulnar

nerve, just above the internal condyle, gave rise to

the contraction characteristic of tetany, to be described

later as Trousseau's phenomenon. This procedure
was accompanied by the usual evidence of pain. The
pupils were equal and reacted to light, and the

muscles of the orbit were free. As nearly as could be
determined there was no cutaneous sensory disturb-

ance. No electrical tests were made.
This condition persisted without much change for a

period of about eight days, at the end of which time

the spasms were less frequent, and the child was less

fretful. After the expiration of about two weeks.

Trousseau's phenomenon was no longer to be obtained,

and the spasms had already ceased. At the end of the

third week, the only remaining symptom was due to the

response of the facial nerve to mechanical irritation,

kuown as Chvostek's phenomenon. Before the expira-

tion of the fourth week, the child was as well as ever.

On inquiry at the time, I could find no other cases of

this affection in the neighborhood. The hygienic sur-

roundings were those of a thickly tenanted quarter

near the water's edge, the family occupying the lower

floor. The child has remained well up to the present

time, and has suffered no further attack.

Case II was that of a pregnant woman, thirty years

of age, a Syrian by birth, resident in this country only

a year. As far as could be ascertained her family his-

tory was good.

Of her past history I obtained the following ac-

count: In early childhood she had had measles and
scarlet fever, but otherwise seems to have been per-

fectly well. As is characteristic of this race, she

attained her development early, had her first catame-

nia at thirteen years, and was married at the age of

eighteen years. In Syria she gave birth to four

children. The periods of gestation were without par-

ticular incident, the labors easy, and convalescence

rapid. During the last three mouths of the third
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pregiKiiicy, liowever, slie suffered from severe diarrhea,

but 110 signs of tetany were present. The cliildren

are all living and well. Except when interrupted by

preguaucy, the catamenia have been uortual in every

respect.

She reached Hoston iu September, 1894, and was
uursing an infant five mouths old. In the following

December, she had an attack much like the present

one, but far less severe, which lasted about two
months. She did not consult a physician, and her

symptoms gradually wore away. She was perfectly

well during the following summer.
I saw her for the first time in December, 1895.

For two weeks she had been suffering from recurrent

attacks of pain in both hands and feet, accompanied
by muscular contractions in these extremities, and she

was much annoyed b^' the twitching of the muscles in

the distribution of tlie facial nerve. A severe attack

of these symptoms coming on vi'ith a period of very cold

weather, led her to seek medical advice. She stated

that she was about seven months pregnant, and had

suffered no unusual inconvenience during the period

of gestation up to the present time. On questioning

her I found that at times she was free from pain, but

that her suffering came on periodically, independent

of the hour of day or night, and that it was. accom-

panied by peculiar tonic contractions of certain groups

of muscles in the extremities. From two to six of these

attacks would occur during the day and night, the

duration of these attacks varying from a few minutes

to an hour or more. During most of the twenty-four

hours she complained of various paresthesiae in the

feet and hands, and was always forewarned of the

onset of the attacks of spasm by an increase of these

subjective symptoms. There was a feeling of numb-
ness and prickling, together with occasional twinges

of sharp, shooting pain. There was no headache, but

the onset of the attack was accompanied by weakness,

nervousness and excitability, often awakening her

from sleep. Tlie facial muscles would begin to twitch

and simultaneously the tonic contractions in the feet

and hands would progress, thereby augmenting the

pain to a considerable degree. At the height of the

spasm, the patient was powerless to move either

fingers or tots, and was utterly unable to walk. After

a variable period of time, the s])asm would gradually

subside, with corresponding relief from pain, and she

would feel comparatively well, although the lingers

always felt a little stiff and the fibrillary contractions

about the eyelids caused great annoyance.

There was no cough, no pain referable to the chest

or abdomen ; there had been no diarrhea, but much
constipation. Her appetite was fairly good, and there

was no nausea or vomiting. She was evidently not of

a nervous temperament, as the further history of the

case demonstrated. She had had no chill; her sleep

at night had been frequently interrupted by the onset

of the attacks.

Physical Examinalion.— The patient was of medium
development, and fairly nourished. She directed my
attention to the fibrillary twitchings about the face,

and pointed to her hands and feet as the seat of her

pain.

The chest was negative; the abdomen was made
prominent in the lower half by a centrally located

symmetrical tumor, which corresponded to a uterus

seven months pregnant. None of her symptoms were
referred to the chest or abdomen.

The face was flushed, and the forehead covered

with perspiration. The fibrillary contractions of the

facial muscles were particularly marked and constant

about the orbits, and were very annoying. Very gen-

tle percussion over the larger branches of the facial

nerve on either side, provoked violent contractions in

the corresponding muscles (Chvoatek's phenomenon).

Jn fact, the mouth could be thus distorted, or the eyes

closed at the will of the examiner. The eyesight was

normal ; the pupils were equal and reacted both to

light and accommodation ; the ocular muscles were

free. There were no auditory symptoms. The
tongue, and the muscles of the fauces and larynx

also were free.

The arms were held at the side and flexed at the

elbow ; the hands were in the position known as main
<raccoucheur . There was flexion at the wrist and

metacarpo-phalangeal articulations, while the two dis-

tal phalanges were extended. The thumb was drawn
across the palm of the baud, which was made hollow

by the over-prominence of the thenar and hypothenar

eminences. Both hands were symmetrical, and the

position was maintained by tonic muscular spasm.

The flexor muscles of the forearm and the smaller

muscles of the hand were very tender and painful, as

a result of this forced muscular action. The position

of the hand and fingers corresponded in general with

that produced by stimulating the ulnar nerve. Press-

ure on the ulnar nerve above the internal condyle

served to increase the pain and render the muscles

more tense. Percussion with the hammer at this

point showed marked sensory hyperesthesia. Al-

though to move the digits gave rise to great pain,

voluntary motion was impossible, and her hands were
useless during the spasms, which lasted from a few
minutes to an hour or more.

The patient was sitting on the bed with her legs

crossed and both feet in the position of extreme talipes-

equino-varus. The muscles of the calves were rigid

and tender, and passive motion of the foot was strenu-

ously objected to on account of the pain produced

thereby. The patient could not stand or walk.

There was no tremor or incoordination, and the

sphincters were intact. Trophic disturbances were

absent.

Further details as regards the condition of the ner-

vous system, obtained at the first or on subsequent

visits, were as follows : The tendon reflexes were ab-

sent during an attack of spasm, and were normal in

the interim ; the cutaneous reflexes were inconstant at

all times. Mechanical excitability of the seventh

cranial nerve (Clivostek) remained very constant at

all times, and attacks of spasm in hands and feet

could be obtained at will by nerve pressure, as first

described by Trousseau. Mechanical excitability of

the sensory nerves was most marked during the

attacks, and, at such time, very gentle pressure over

the nerve trunks gave rise to pain and various par-

esthesi*. The special sensations of pain, touch, and

heat and cold were normal.

On applying the faradic current to motor and sen-

sory nerves, the excitability was found somewhat in-

creased. To the galvanic current, on the other hand,

the excitability was very markedly increased. This

electrical and mechanical hyperesthesia of the sensory

and motor nerves was always more marked just before,

during, and for some time after the attacks. The
order of electrical reaction to the positive and uega-
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live pole was normal, aud there was no reaction of

degeneration. Dipping the hands into cold water did

not cause muscular contractions. At no time were
the masseter or pterygoid muscles involved. The
pulse and respiration continued normal, but the tem
perature was frequently a degree or two elevated after

a particularly severe attack, generally accompanied by
profuse perspiration. The urine was normal.

A detailed account of the progress of this case

would be monotonous. The patient gave birth to a

healthy child two months later. On but few occasions

during this interval were the attacks so severe as at

the time of my first visit. The number varied from
one to six during the twenty-four hours, and at times

several days would elapse without oue. It was almost

invariably the case to find her complaining of more or

less stiffness of the fingers and hands. The Chvostek
and Trousseau phenomena were always present as

well as a varying degree of electrical hyperesthesia.

Toward the period of confinement, the attacks of

spasm became less frequent. The patient remained
indoors continually, and the nature or severity of the

weather had no influence on her condition.

The labor was perfectly normal, and it affected the

tetany in no way whatever. There were no further

spasms, and the so-called latent symptoms subsided

rapidly. During the period of gestation, the patient

always wore a peculiarly anxious or worried expres-

sion. This disappeared at once after childbirth, and
this sudden change in her appearance was frequently

commented upon by her visitors. She nurses her
child, and reports that she is absolutely well.

The treatment consisted in regulating the diet, the

administration of tonics and sedatives, and the occa-

sional use of some local application during the attacks.

Nothing but morphia would control the pain. The
case showed that drugs were not of much avail.

In brief, then, the salient points of this case are :

(1) Recurrent attacks of tonic spasm of certain

symmetrical groups of muscles in arms and legs, pre-

ceded and accompanied by certain sensory disturb-

ances.

(2) Increased mechanical excitability of the motor
nerves, particularly the facial (Chvostek's phenom-
enon).

(3) The possibility of inducing the spasm in the

arms by nerve pressure (Trousseau's phenomenon).

(4) Increased excitability of the nerves to electric

currents, particularly the galvanic, as demonstrated by

Erb and Hoffman.
(o) Sudden cessation of these symptoms on termi-

nation of the pregnancy.

Given such a group of symptoms, we are justified

in making a diagnosis of tetany.

Case III. Since reporting the above cases. Dr.

E. A. Crockett discovered the following example at the

Eye and Ear Infirmary, and to him and Dr. J. W.
Bartol I am indebted for this brief account.

The patient was a child, eighteen months old, suffer-

ing from an otitis media suppurativa, and visited the

clinic but a single time. He had the appearance of a

healthy child, but on examination revealed unmistak-

able signs of rachitis.

Inspection showed the hands and feet in the position

characteristic of tetany, with corresponding subjective

symptoms. The mother stated that these contrac-

tions had appeared at irregular intervals and with vary-

ing severity during the last few mouths. There

had been no laryngismus stridulus, or other symptoms
of sufficient severity to lead her to consult a physician.

Chvostek's phenomenon was present, but that of

Trousseau could not be obtained on account of the

muscular spasm. Circumstances prevented further

examination, and the patient disappeared.

In the literature of this subject there exists a great

deal of confusion, particularly in the earlier mono-
graphs, both as regards nomenclature and as to

whether we should regard it a distinct disease, or

should look upon it as merely a symptom of some
underlying pathological process. The field of neurol-

ogy is comparatively new, but our knowledge of the

physiology and pathology of the nervous system has

advanced rapidly within the last decade. As a result

of scientific research, we have been able to differentiate

diseases of the nervous system, either by the associa-

tion of certain constant clinical symptoms, or by the

discovery of pathological changes apparent to the

naked eye, or revealed only after careful staining of

sections aud expert examination under the microscope.

Certain of the so-called " neuroses," are described as

distinct and well-recognized diseases, although the basis

for such differentiation is solely clinical.

The term " tetany " has been given to a group of

associated clinical symptoms, with no known patho-

logical support for their existence. These manifesta-

tions occur under conditions far too diverse to be con-

sidered symptomatic of any other recognized disease,

but they should rather be looked upon as being suffi-

ciently constant to form a disorder by themselves. This
group of symptoms, as enumerated above, certainly

exists under very varied circumstances, whatever the

cause, and all of the recognized authorities on neuro-

logy agree to classify it as one of the " neuroses."

Tetany is defined, therefore, as oue of the "neu-
roses," and is characterized by peculiar tonic inter-

mittent or continuous muscular contractions, generally

confined to the extremities, but sometimes finally in-

volving all the muscles of the body. In addition,

however, there must be certain special symptoms, as

demonstrated by Chvostek, Trousseau and Erb.
A brief consideration of this disorder may not be

amiss. The earliest description was published in 1830
by Steinheim, followed by that of Dance one year
later. In 1851, Corvisart made some important in-

vestigations in this connection ; but the discoveries of

Trousseau soou afterwards, were the most important
made concerning tetany. Until 1872, the French had
been foremost in studying this subject; but since then
the most valuable work has been done by the Germans,
for which we are indebted particularly to Erb, Hoff-

man, Chvostek and v. Frankl-Hochwart.
Sex and Age.— Of 200 cases, the sexes are nearly

equally affected, but an analysis of these cases shows
that before the age of twenty, boys are more fre-

quently subject to it, while from twenty to fifty, women
suffer twice as frequently as men. It may occur at

any age, but 60 per cent, of the cases come on during
the first twenty years of life.

Occupation does not seem to have much influence,

although most of the cases occur among tiie poorer
classes, particularly those who lead a sedentary life, as

shoemakers and tailors. Its geographical distribution

is of interest, in that most of the recorded cases were
observed in Vienna, Prague and Paris, and it has
been epidemic in these cities. In tlie nt urological

clinics at Vienna, seven-tenths per cent, of the cases
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are recorded as tetany, and one-tenth per cent, in

Berlin. Tlie disease is rare in America, for, iu 1894,

Grilliih was able to tabulate but 72 cases, obtained from

all tbe literature, some of which are of doubtful nature ;

during tbe last year but few cases have beeu reported

which can be added to the list.

Etiology.— We are absolutely in ignorance concern-

ing the direct cause of tetany, although in nearly three-

quarters of the cases, we are able to discover some

predisposing condition. The wide range of these con-

ditions, together with the not unusual epidemic char-

acter of this disorder, have led many authorities to

believe in a specilic cause. There is much to be said,

however, in opposition to this theory.

These predisposing conditions have beeu classified

by V. Fraukl-llochwart somewhat as follows :

(1) Idiopathic, meaning thereby, the onset of the

symptoms of tetany without known predisposing con-

ditions. Not rarely does it assume the form of an epi-

demic, as observed by v. Jaksch at Prague, and various

instances of such outbreaks in schools, garrisons and

prisons, are on record. Tetany is said to be always

endemic in Vienna, Paris and Prague. The epidemic,

as well as all varieties, is more common during the

period from January to April, inclusive.

(2) Chronic gastro-iutestiual disorders are often

found to be the predisposing cause, more especially in

cases of gastric dilatation in consequence of pyloric

stricture. Extreme acidity of the gastric contents,

the use of the stomach-tube, and vomiting are gener-

ally sufficient to provoke an attack of spasm. Most

careful examination of the gastric contents of such

patients has failed to demonstrate a cause for this

neurosis. Chronic intestinal disorders may serve to

provoke an attack.

(3) All acute infectious diseases, all septic processes,

rickets, and exposure to cold and wet, may be followed

by tetany. In childhood, rickets is by far the com-

monest accompaniment of the disease in question.

(4) Tetany has been known to follow the inhalation

of chloroform, the use of alcohol and ergot, and may
coexist with uricacidemia.

(5) The periods connected with pregnancy have

beeu a comparatively fertile source of these cases.

The onset is commonest during the period of lactation,

next in frequency is the last half of the period of ges-

tation, or the onset may be simultaneous with the

labor, when the labor pains and tonic muscular spasms

are generally synchronous.

(6) After total excision of the thyroid gland, tetany

has been observed to appear. In a series of one hun-

dred and twenty-three cases of total excision of the

thyroid gland, reported by Billroth and Woltler, there

developed nineteen cases of tetany. Furthermore,

there are numerous instances which show the close re-

lationship between tetany, thyroid atrophy, and myx-

edema. F. V. Eiselsberg has succeeded in producing

the disorder in animals by removing this gland, and

rinds that tetany does not supervene, provided one-

rifth of the gland is left behind.

With this very diverse variety of predisposing

causes, most authorities are led to believe that tetany

owes its existence to some specific excitant, the nature

of which is yet to be demonstrated. The occasional

outbreaks of epidemics offer strong evidence of the

probability of such a theory.

Subjective Symptoms. — As a rule, the first warning

that the patient has of any impending trouble, is the

onset of the attacks of spasm, although he may have

beeu suffering for a longer or shorter time from a

latent form of tetany. Any cause, sufficient to inter-

fere with the performance of the various functions of

the economj', may serve to provoke the spasms. The
commoner excitants are overexertion and exhaustion,

emotion, sudden changes of temperature, au attack of

vomiting or acute diarrhea.

Adults often learn to observe certain premonitory

symptoms, such as a feeling of malaise, headache, de-

pression and obscure general pains, although these

are by no means constant. The attack itself is

ushered iu by certain sensory disturbances in tbe

hands and feet, such as prickling and numbness, to-

gether with some pain. The spasm comes on slowly,

increasing the sensation of pain as the muscles be-

come more tonic. It is very rare to have symptoms

attributable to the second or eighth cranial nerves.

The sensorium generally remains free. The appear-

ance of spasm is the first warning in children.

Objective Symptoms.— The contractions begin in

the fingers and toes, and work toward the trunk, and

may finally involve all the muscles of the body, ac-

cording to the severity of the case. In the large

majorit}', however, only the feet and hands are in-

volved. The contraction is tonic, and may be continu-

ous or intermittent ; the number varies from one or

two to fifty per diem, and the duration from a few

minutes to an hour or more.

The position of tbe hand is very characteristic,

namely, the so-called mairi d'accoucheur. The fingers

are fiexed at the meta-carpo-phalangeal articulations,

extended at the two distal phalangeal joints and ad-

ducted. The thenar and hypothenar muscles are con-

tracted so as to deepen the palm of the hand, and the

thumb is strongly adducted so as to approximate

the last digit with which it may be in contact. The
wrist may be fiexed and drawn toward the ulnar side,

and the flexor muscles of the forearm are more or less

touically contracted. In severe cases, there is fiexiou

at the elbow and the arms are approximated to the

thorax.

The feet are in a position of talipes-equiuo-varus,

with the toes generally Hexed. The muscles of the

sole of the foot and calf of the leg are tense. Bi-

lateral symmetry is apt to prevail throughout. Active

motion in hands and feet is impossible, while passive

motion invariably causes pain. The patient is unable

to walk or to use a knife and fork, and the tonic mus-

cles are tender to touch. In children, particularly
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those euSering from rickets, laryngismus stridulus is a

common additional symptom, but when occurring in

adults, it is of serious moment. As the severity of

the case increases, the trunk muscles become involved,

and general convulsions may result. Spasm of the

diaphragm and intercostals may cause fatal impedi-

ment to the respiratory function. Tonic contractions

of the facial muscles are seen only in the severer at-

tacks, and involvement of the ocular muscles is rare.

During the attack, the mechanical and electrical ex-

citability of the motor nerves is increased, especially

the facial nerve. Attempts to produce the Trousseau

phenomenon only increase the degree of spasm. At
this time, the fibrillary contractions of the muscles, if

present, are most marked. The hyperesthetic condi-

tion of the sensory nerves to mechanical irritation, is

plainly demonstrated by gentle blows of the hammer
on the nerve trunk ; this procedure gives rise to pain

in the nerve distribution. These altered conditions of

the motor and sensory nerves vary in intensity with

the attacks of spasm.

The temperature is generally normal, but may be

slightly elevated at the onset. Edema of the backs of

the hands and feet may occur, as well as localized per-

spiration.

This is the usual picture of the attack of muscular

spasm ; but we are not justified in making a diagnosis

of tetany on this condition alone. During the interim,

certain symptoms must persist. The most valuable

and conclusive one is that of ability to reproduce the

spasm at will by nerve pressure, as demonstrated by

Trousseau. The facial muscles should respond to

gentle blows with the finger-tip or hammer on the

branches of the seventh nerve, as Chvostek has

pointed out. This may be difficult to obtain in chil-

dren, owing to fright and crying. Finally, there should

exist an electrical hypeiesthesia of both motor and

sensory nerves to the galvanic current, and in a lesser

degree to the faradic current.

The condition of the cutaneous and tendon reflexes

is of no aid in diagnosis, and the reaction of the sen-

sory nerves to touch, to sharp points, and to heat and

cold is generally not altered. The reaction of degen-

eration and trophic changes are of great rarity, as well

as auditory and optic symptoms, so much so that it is

questionable whether they have any connection with

the disease under consideration.

Course and Termination.— The average course of

the epidemic variety, as seen in certain European

cities, is mild, and causes but slight constitutional dis-

turbance. The period of spasm lasts for one or two

weeks, and at the end of the third week, the latent

symptoms have disappeared. The termination is

favorable.

The gastro-intestinal variety comes on generally at

a late period of the underlying pathological condition,

when the health of the patient is already seriously im-

paired. The tetany is chronic and is apt to persist

with increasing, and alarming severity, until the

patient succumbs, generally as a result of the original

disorder.

Tetany following the acute infectious diseases, ex-

posure to cold, exhaustion, rickets, and toxic condi-

tions (ergot, alcohol, chloroform and uricacidemia),

generally runs a mild course.

Tetany coming on during the periods of gestation

and lactation is almost never serious, and it commonly
ceases at once on the birth of the child, or after its re-

moval from the breast. Tetanic spasms arising coin-

cidently with labor pains are often severe and alarm-

ing, and have been accompanied by fatal post-partum

hemorrhage.

The course of these cases arising after total thyroid

excision, has proved rapidly fatal in eight of Billroth's

twelve cases, remained chronic in two, and has been

followed by recovery in two. There is much clinical

evidence to show the intimate connection between the

removal of the thyroid gland and its various pathologi-

cal conditions on the one hand, and tetany and myx-
edema on the other.

In general, we can say that a patient has recovered

from an attack of tetany only after the so-called latent

symptoms have disappeared. In following the dis-

order to a fatal termination, the spasms will be ob-

served to increase in frequency, severity and extent.

The end follows in consequence of the involvement of

the glottis, or the intercostal muscles and diaphragm,

or exhaustion, but, far more often, is death the result

of some underlying disease.

Pathological Anatomy.— Most of the symptoms of

tetany are best explained on the basis of a central

origin, namely, in the anterior coruua of the medulla

oblongata and the cord, but, notwithstanding many
careful investigations, there is as yet no known lesion

for the existence of those phenomena. A considera-

tion of theories will be of little avail.

Diagnosis.— By way of summary, we are justified

in making a diagnosis of tetany provided the following

conditions are present :

(1) Characteristic tonic spasms occurring as already

considered in detail.

(2) Trousseau's phenomenon— production of spasm
by nerve pressure.

(3) Chvostek's phenomenon— increased mechani-

cal excitability of motor nerves.

(4) Erb's phenomenon— increased electrical excit-

ability of all nerves.

The most difficult differential diagnosis is between
tetany and hysteria. Trousseau's phenomenon never

appears in hysteria, and hysterical contractions are

rarely bilateral and similar to those of tetany. Psy-
choses are rare in tetany, and prominent in hysteria.

In this latter affection, there are many additional

symptoms, including: sensory disturbances, emotional

outbreaks, optic deficieuces, convulsions with more or

less loss of consciousness, ovarian tenderness, transi-

tory paralyses, as well as the history of nervous ten-

dencies.

Tetanus need never be confused with tetany, in that

the spasms begin in the masseters and allied muscles
;

there is apt to be pyrexia, and the progress of the case

is generally from bad to worse. A source of infection

is often found, while the latent symptoms of tetany

are absent.

Prognosis.— In the ei)idemic type, the prognosis is

excellent, although an occasional fatal case has been

recorded in children sick with rickets, and in adults

suffering from some additional complication. The
prognosis in cases following thyroidectomy is com-
paratively grave. Of 23 gastric cases, reported by
Bouveret and Devic, 18 died. Cases arising during

the periods of gestation and lactation, end favorably

on removal of the exciting cause; but tetany excited

by labor pains has occasionally led to a fatal result.

The reappearance of certain of the exciting causes

commonly produces a recurrence of tetany, namely,
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exacerbatiouB of the gastro-iutestiual symptoms, aud
all conditious connected with the puerperium. In

general, it is safe to conclude that the prognosis of

tetany is good, but that the appearance of general con-

vulsions and disturbances of the sensorium, should

give cause for apprehension.

Treatment.— There is uo specific treatment for this

neurosis, therefore all efforts should be directed

towards alleviating .symptoms, aud the removal of all

predisposing causes. This will include hygienic aud
sanitary improvement.
The acute attacks of spasm are best overcome by

rest in bed, and the use of hot fomentations to the

extremities of adults, and warm baths for children.

Bromide and chloral are of undoubted value in some
instances, particularly during the interim, but codeia

and morphia are more satisfactory for relieving the

distress consequent ou the tonic spasms.

The usual measures for the treatment of laryngis-

mus stridulus should be followed if this complication

should arise. Tetany as a complication of rachitis,

yields most promptly to iron, cod-liver oil and phos-

phorus.

In gastro-intestinal cases, great relief follows the

judicious use of the stomach-tube, together with care-

ful diet, aud the use of suitable drugs to overcome the

tendencies to fermentation.

The induction of premature delivery is almost never

called for to relieve tetany arising during the period

of gestation, for the symptoms do not endanger the

life of either mother or child, and will cease at deliv-

ery or soon after. If arising coincidently with the

labor, rapid delivery is indicated. Where the tetany

comes on during lactation, it is advisable to resort to

artificial feeding.

The experience to be gleaned from cases of total

thyroid excision, is that one-fifth of the gland should

be left as a preventitive measure. The best means of

meeting this most dangerous complication arising after

such operations, seems to be in the use of the thyroid

extract. However, although both successes and fail-

ures have followed its use, it should be tried in that

we know of nothing better. The occurrence of cer-

tain toxic symptoms shows that the preparation and
dose of the extract should be carefully considered.

Massage aud electricity are contraindicated, for they

serve only as irritants to hyperesthetic nerves, and
acute attacks frequently follow their use.
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ON THE TRAUMATIC RUPTURK OF OVARIAN
CYSTS, WITH REPORT OF A CASE.'

BV MALCOLM STOKEU, M.D.,

Gynecologist to Boston Dispensary and to Out-Patients at tJit Carney
and St. Elizabeth Hospitals.

I HAVE been led to an examination into the results

of this accident by the folioniii;^ cuh':

C. D., twenty-eight years old, had a history of abdomi-
nal enlargement of a year's duration. JMenstiuation, pre-

viously regular, ceased eleven months ago. She bad never
had any pam that could be referred to the pelvic organs.

She was small but well nourished. Palpation was very un-

satisfactory. Owing to the tenseness of her abdomen and
the hymen being intact and rigid, I asked for an ether ex-

amination, with the understanding that the patient was to

return home afterwards to consider with her family the

<luestion of possible operation.

Under ether, there was apparently a median, well-marked
globular tumor, rising nearly to the umbilicus and displac-

ing the uterus forward. After a su|>erficial bimanual ex-

amination I turned the patient over to two students (gradu-

ates) for examination, and then to my house-officer.

He could not find any tumor ; and on my undertaking to

demonstrate it (o him, I was equally unsuccessful. The
first of the genilemen who had examined after me was sure

he had felt it plainly ; the second was in doubt. Feeling
certain that when I first examined (here had been a tumor, it

seemed to niu that an immediate laj>arotomy was the safest

thing to do, although the patient, who was under ether, had
not been prepared for operation in any way, nor had I her

consent. So, although the thought of a phantom tumor ob-

truded itself nio.st unpleasantly, I had the patient hastily

scrubbed up, and within fifteen minutes of the disappear-

ance of the tumor its empty sac was brought through the

abdominal incision. Upon opening the peritoneum there

was a gush of llnid — at first typically ovarian, thick,

brownish-yellow, but clear; then sanguineous, gradually

becoming thinner and more red, until finally it was appar-

ently clear blood. Even when the collapsed cyst of the

left ovary was hanging outside of the abdomen by its long

jjedicle, steady, moderately free arterial hemorrhage kept
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up from the edges of the rent from two vessels of quite re-

spectable size, as well as a certain amount of oozing from
veins — in all, to an extent that to my mind more than

justified an emergency operation.

The patient went home on the fifteenth day.

The cyst was practically unilocular. Its wall was appar-

ently perfectly healthy in every part, and I should say

about 1.5 millimetres thick. There were no adhesions. Its

anterior surface presented a rent 15.5 centimetres (6

inches) in length, running obliquely from the left upper
corner to the right lower one, that is, in what was its verti-

cal axis when the tumor was in position. Its capacity was
just under two quarts, while the amount of bloody fluid in

the abdomen was more nearl}- three quarts than two.

Causes of rupture of ovariau tumors may be divided

into (1) those arising within the tumor itself, and (2)

external causes. The first produce the spontaneous

ruptures of frequent observatiou. In the advancing

growth of a proliferating cystoma, for instance, as the

walls of the daughter cysts are absorbed, they may
rupture outwardly as well as inwardly, especially when
there has been any localized necrosis or impairment of

nutrition of the cyst wall. So, too, papillary excres-

cences, as they impinge against the inner wall of a cyst,

may cause pressure necrosis and perforation. While
theoretically there should be some exciting cause in

even the so-called spontaneous ruptures, in very many
of them none can be found. In a large series of intra-

peritoneal ruptures collected by Duffner, a cause could

be found in only about 38 per cent., and in very many
of these the assigned cause was at least questionable.

External causes of rupture all come under the gen-

eral head of traumatic, but it is well to further divide

them into those due to movements of the body as a

whole, and those due to trauma pure and simple.

This paper is based upon the study of 108 collected

cases in which there was a trauma that fairly could be

regarded as the immediate cause of rupture. ^ have

not included in the percentages cases where it was the

result of torsion, or when connected with parturition

except when due to surgical interference.

In about 30 per cent, of these cases rupture took

place as the result of some sudden, or constrained, or

violent movement of the patient. These were divided

as follows : purging and vomiting, eight ;
^ bending over,

three;' sudden movement in bed, two;* sudden effort,

nine;' coughing, two;" laughing, one;' defecation,

one ;
^ lifting weight, three ;' dancing, one ;

" running,

one;" eclamptic convulsion, one.'^

In some of the cases ascribed to purging and vomit-

ing, it may be questioned whether the effect was not

confounded with the cause. In Raborg's case the

patient was seized with severe vomiting while riding

in a carriage, and reached home in collapse. Here

the cyst probably ruptured from the jolting of the

carriage ; hence the vomiting.

There is a group of cases hard to classify, in which

rupture follows certain accidents or conditions arising

within the body, such as torsion of the pedicle. Thus,

in 57 cases of torsion reported by Thornton, there were

nine of rupture, one of the effects of torsion frequently

being a rapid augmentation in the size of the tumor

2 Brooniall, Duncan, Percival, Pollard, PolalUon, Sanger, Pozzi,

Warn.
^ Protopopow, Trusseau (two cases).
< Polaillon, .Schmidt.
' Aronson, Percival, Schmidt, Delpoch, [)ufaii, Wells, lioivln,

Oleziua, Uoriiig.
8 Hamilton, KIchter.
' Morgagui.
8 Crisp.
>* Goodell, Hetuian, Truckmiiller.
'» Wells. " Aberoethy. '• Boeoh

from venous stasis. Trauma may here be the indirect

cause, as in Hofmeier's case, in which rupture followed

a torsion produced by a gynecological examination.

Rupture has frequently been seen associated with

labor. Many of the cases following labor have in

reality been due to torsion, which is especially apt to

occur at that time. On the other hand, rupture may
be due directly to compression of an intra-pelvic pro-

longation of the cyst by the fetal head (Fischel).

Although generally the muscular efforts incident to

parturition are to blame, the direct pressure of the

parturient uterus (Scanzoni), or of the enlarging gravid

uterus, or of some other tumor (Smith), may also

cause the accident. Here, too, come the rare cases of

rupture from pressure against the bony wall of the

pelvis, absorbtion going on until the wall is so thin

that the slightest shock causes rupture (West, two
cases).

Under certain conditions tapping might be regarded

as causing a traumatic rupture. There are many
cases known in which the leakage of the contents of

the cyst followed the use of the trocar (Aronson,

Barth, Putsch, Dupuytren, etc.). Tapping may be

even more distinctly traumatic; pressure with a dull

trocar against a tough cyst wall has increased intra-

cystic pressure enough to cause an extensive rupture

of the wall at a distant weaker point (Walderstrom).

Considering the dangers to which a woman is ex-

posed who carries in her abdomen a large, more or less

tense sac, it would not be surprising to find in medical

literature, especially in that of the days before the

early extirpation of ovarian tumors, a considerable

number of cases of rupture due to external violence

;

but, after a rather careful review, I have been unable

to find more than 70. Undoubtedly, a large number
of these were polycysts in which the accidents occurred

at diseased points; so that the number of healthy-

walled cysts 1 eported as ruptured by violence must be

regarded as small, although, of course, some have

escaped my attention.

Most of these 70 traumatic cases come under the

head of falls (34) " of varying degrees of severity.

I have excluded cases in which the fall was only in-

directly the cause, that is, where a localized peritonitis

was caused, which subsequently became the seat of a

" spontaneous rupture."

In these 34 cases the fall is expressly stated to have

been upon the abdomen in only twelve. While in

most of the others the rupture was very positively the

result of direct trauma ; in many the mechanism was

certainly much more complex ; and it seems at least

fair to question whether the violent and irregular con-

traction of the abdominal muscles incident to a fall

were not as much to blame as the impact of the fall

itself.

There remain 36 cases of pure external violence,

divided as follows : a blow, seven ;
'* a kick, six ;

" the

use of forceps, three ; '" version, two ;
" run over by a

wagon, one ;
" raising a depressed eusiform cartilage,

a bottle being used as a cupping-glass, one ;
" coucus-

" Bacher, Barry (two), Beanmont, Blundell, Bnckham, Bright,
Dufay, Danville, Deville. Farrar. Gaitshill. Gautier, Oentlcs, Guer-
ar<i. Ilerepatli, Hiiss, Klwisch, Kiihler, Lembert, Levepnuo, Lowndes,
Marcliaud, Mauriceau, Monigonicry, Nebiuger, Palm, Simpson,
Spiegelliorg, Tilt, Wells (two), Werlbeim. White.
* Addison (two), Beatson, Liildie, Nicholson, Oppolzer, Wiltshire.
" Hupler, Barnes, Bezenoenet, Nelatou, Sattorthwalto.
'« Klwisch. Mellon. Nolting.
" Baudeloque, PolalUon.
'« Macniillan.
'• Hodge.
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sion from jump, one ;
'"' coucussioD from sudden descent

of elevator, one ;
-' drawing abdomen tijjht to puncture,

one;" tapping with dull trocar, one;" coitus, one;°*

masturbation, one ;

'" and examination, ten.**

In by far the greater number of these 108 cases the

tumor was of fair size. Its character was stated, or

might be inferred, iu 62, divided as follows : surgical

monocysts, 43 ; polj-cysts, 16; dermoids, 3 ; but as in

most cases there was neither operation nor autopsy,

an attempt at exact classification would be futile. It

is even possible that many of tliem were merely cases

of encysted peritonitis, which often have thin walls,

and from their immobility are especially exposed to

the vicissitudes of examination. This seems very

probable iu several of the cases reported as rupturing

under examination :

Chadwick. A thin-walled abdominal cyst roUapsed
under examination. No symptoms followed. Dr. Chad-
wick regarded it as probably an encysted peritonitis, al-

though it may have been a j)arovarian cyst.

Hunter. A cyst the size of an orange <iisappeared dur-

ing examination, without tlie patient being aware that any-

thing had happened.
Riige. A tumor the size of a fist was felt by several ob-

servers while the patient was under ether. At a laparot-

omy the next day nothing was found.

In others of the cases occurring during examination

the cyst wall was previously diseased :

llickards. Death from peritonitis followed rupture of a
cancerous cyst of the ovary by vaginal examination.

Verneuil. Death ten days after examination. Patient

found to have pyosalpinx and septic peritonitis and a small

ruptured cyst, the wall of which was gangrenous. She had
peritonitis when examined and it is doubtful whether ex-

amination had anything to do with the rupture.

In Seymour's case the wall was diseased.

The only other case that I have found reported of a

presumably healthy-walled cyst ruptured by examina-
tion, is that of Aveling. The fact that not more are re-

corded may well be due to a not unnatural reticence.

It is highly probable that the accident is much more
frequent than would appear.

It is difficult to draw inferences as to the amount of

force needed to produce a rupture, as the conditions

vary, depending partly on the toughness of the cyst wall

and partly upon the resistance of the abdomen. The
only other cases of rupture under anesthesia, in which
the latter is of less importance, were those of liuge

(either a thin-walled parovarian cyst or an encysted

peritonitis), and of Siiuger (in which there was a nec-

rotic patch at the point of rupture).

Statistics as to the length of the tear in traumatic

cases are sadly wanting. The longest ones that I have
found mentioned are those in my case (15.5 cm.) and
in that of Aveling (20 cm.). Duffner's figures as to

the most frequent seat of rupture do not hold as good
for traumatic cases as for those upon which his observa-

tions were based. According to him, in 32 cases it

was 13 times on the posterior aspect of the tumor, and
in 10 on the 8U])erior ; while in the seven operated
cases of traumatic rupture' it is not stated to have been
on the posterior surface in a single one. Apparently,
trauma causes rupture by impact rather than by con-

trecoup.

" BlnndoU. '" Barnpa. « Kosiier.
» Walderetroni. »* l'«ck. 2* Boiiiet.
>• AreUiiK, (Jliadwick, Lawreg, Hauler, Veroauil, Seyniour, Huf-

lueler, Kosiier, Kut(e, .Sturer.

Shock may cause immediate death. In eight cases ''

it took place either at once or before peritonitis could

have developed. Some of these may have died from
hemorrhage ; but, in default of proof, I have put them
all under the head of shock. Besides these eight im-

mediate deaths, there were 16 others^ in which the

ultimate death from peritonitis was plainly the result

of the rupture. As the fate of the patient is stated in

only 82 cases, this would give a total mortality of 29.2

per cent., or, excluding the seven operated upon, of

32 per cent.

Twenty-two cases (26.8 per cent.) recovered after

more or less peritonitis ; about half of these were
" unilocular." Thirty-six (44 per cent.) recovered

absolutely without any symptoms of peritonitis ; about

90 per cent, of these were " unilocular," and possibly

many parovarian.

An average of the estimates of five writers ''* of the

mortality in mixed spontaneous and traumatic ruptures

is 41 per cent.— somewhat higher than that of the

purely traumatic cases, as might be expected, consider-

ing the greater tendency to peritonitis in the spontane-

ous cases, from their more complex contents.

The clinical picture of traumatic ruptures, as com-
pared with spontaneous, is affected by the fact that, as

a rule, there is a sudden outpouring of a much larger

amount of fluid than is the case in " bursting cysts."

Thus the patient, iu addition to feeling sudden pain,

with the possible consciousness that something has

burst inside of herself (10 cases), may feel as if the

peritoneal cavity were suffused with hot fluid

(Scanzoni), "as if the bladder had burst" (Wiltshire),

"as if water were boiling uj) inside of herself"

(Olezius), or even be aware of the sudden change iu

the equipoise of the abdominal contents (Morgagni).

The initial pain varies from agony, producing nausea

or syncope or even death, down to such slight discom-

fort that the patient is almost unaware of the injury.

When the initial shock dies away it is often replaced

by the condition known as peritonism, sometimes of

very grave character. The subsequent fate of the

patient depends upon the character of the escaped

fluid. The contents of a simple parovarian cyst, for

instance, uncon laminated by tapping or other extrane-

ous interference, are generally harmless; and such

cases frequently recover without symptoms, except a

transient free diuresis (Wells, 20 quarts in three days).

The rent in such cysts is apt to close of itself, and
soon the tumor appears again. When it does not close,

we may get a clinical picture like that in Simpson's

case in which there was for months polyuria, copious

dejections, free diaphoresis and flushed face, the absorb-

tion and elimination of fluid going on as fast as it was
poured through the rent. In other cases the cicatrized

edges of an old rent have been found some time later,

little or no fluid having been secreted meanwhile. It

is expressly stated that there was no return of the

tumor in nine cases;*" and excluding probable errors

in diagnosis, it seems establislu;d that the spontaneous

cure of ovarian tumors by rupture can occur. But
this result is sufficiently rare, although, according to

»' Dacvllle, Hamilton, Hodge, Liddlc, Peck, Jlontgoinery, Wells,
lioecbat.
» Addisuii, Bright, liruonmll.Bariiex, Guerard, UeliKcb, Herepatb,

Kiwiscli, Melion, Noltiiig, Nicholaon, rolaillon, Falni, Kickarda,
Verneuil, Warn.

-"' Tilt, Puecli, Dutliier, Palm, Neiivnu.
"*' Bezencenet, Buinet, Barry, Nebinger, oppolzer, olezius, i'roto-

popow, Tilt,
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Gallez, the aucients counselled the cure of these

tumors by smashing them with a mallet.

Should, however, the contents of the cyst be other

than simple serum, peritonitis is extremely probable

(32 per cent.), and the more complex the character of

the cyst the greater the danger. A ruptured dermoid

gives almost as bad a prognosis as that of a cyst

actually suppurating. Of course, the probabiiit)' of

auto-inoculation in the case of the rupture of malig-

nant cysts is self-evident.

Hemorrhage, the immediate danger in my own case,

seems somewhat rare. This is but natural, for rupture

must take place, other things being equal, in the line

of least resistance, which generally would not be that

crossed by arteries of any size. In the case I have

reported, the examiner, compressing the cyst firmly

between his two hands, caused a rupture in the direct

line between them, in spite of the fact that two small

arteries crossed it. While venous oozing would be

apt to cease of itself, there is a variety that may be

persistent. In the rupture of a papilloma, the sudden

relief from pressure may cause, according to Grieg

Smith, a passive oozing from the abundant veins of

the intra-cystic growth. So, too, the hemorrhage fol-

lowing rupture due to the passive congestion of torsion

is sometimes serious (case of rapid death of Wells).

Probably in many cases the symptoms of hemorrhage

were so confused with those of shock as not to attract

attention. The persistent character of the hemorrhage

from peritoneal vessels is shown by Wertheim's case,

in which an operation four days after rupture showed

it still going on.

In recent years several cases have been reported in

which the urine showed the presence of peptones after

a rupture (v. Jaksch, Kohler).

Throughout this paper I have been considering only

cases of intra-peritoneal rupture. Should the point

of greatest weakness be agglutinated to any of the

Deighboring parts, trauma may cause the contents of

the cyst to be discharged by the rectum or vagina or

bladder, as in a case I saw some years ago, or directly

through the abdominal walls. In the curious case of

Protopopow, the woman, on bending over to put on

her slipper, felt something give way, with great pain

in the abdomen and left buttock. The next day there

was a diffuse swelling of the left thigh, with diminu-

tiou of the tumor. Here the rupture took in the base

of the cyst, with its contents becoming infiltrated, via

the broad ligament, between the muscles of the thigh.

It may, however, have been a case of rupture of an

intra-ligameutous cyst.

As to treatment, if the patient is seen some time

after the accident and there be no signs of peritonitis,

an expectant policy is indicated ; if tiie patient is seen

at once, and there be no signs of hemorrhage, an

expectant treatment may be pursued if we are reason-

ably certain that the cyst was a simple serous one, but

few of us cau be absolutely sure of the nature of a

cyst until we have incised it. The objections to ex-

ploratory tapping are many ; and it seems to me far

better to operate at once, without waiting to be forced

to do so under probably much more unfavorable cir-

cumstances, or at least to operate as soon as the

primary shock begins to diminish, if present. By im-

mediate operation is not only lessened the danger of

peritonitis, but the necessity of ultimate operation is

avoided as well.

On the other hand, if the question of diagnosis

wavers between rupture of an ovarian cyst and that of

an extra-uterine pregnancy or torsion, the indications

for operation are certainly equally urgent under those

conditions.

Should peritonitis have developed, the question be-

comes more complicated, and each case must be judged

for itself ; but if there is a reasonable hope that the

patient will survive the immediate shock of operation

under such conditions, it is best to give her the chance.

In the eight cases reported '^ in which there was op-

eration within four days of traumatic rupture, including

at least two in which peritonitis had developed, there

were no deaths, which contrasts sufficiently favorably

with the 32 per cent, mortality in unoperated cases.

Even cases of rupture into the bladder or intestine had
better be handled radically.

There remains the very interesting question of what
to do when a possibly phantom tumor disappears under

one's hands. While an unnecessary laparotomy is

doubtless a misfortune, both to operator and patient, it

seems to me that the surgeon is far more blameworthy
if, when he has a reasonable certainty that he has

been so unfortunate or unskilful as to rupture a cyst,

he temporizes and so exposes his patient to the dangers

I have outlined, rather than boldly operates and prob-

ably finds an excellent justification for so doing.
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OVARIAN CYSTOMA, WITH UNUSUALLY THICK
CYST WALL.i

BT W. H. B^ER, M.D.

Miss W. H. entered the Free Hospital for Women,
May 5, 1896. She was fifty-two years of age, and
had never been married. By occupation .she was a

school-teacher. She first noticed a " bunch " in the

right side of her abdomen twelve years before admis-

sion to the hosjjital. 1 1 caused her no trouble, however,

for seven years ; then, after overwork, she began to

have trouble in getting up or sitting down. For the

past two or three years, as the size of the abdomen in-

creased, a dragging sensation and a sense of weight

had been present.

There was nothing unusual in regard to her mens-

trual function, which ceased at forty-eight years of age.

There had been no marked loss of flesh. May 7th, the

accompanying tumor was removed through an abdom-
inal incision, 7^ inches long. As I was in doubt in

regard to the character of the growth, I felt it wiser

to make a long incision, and to remove the tumor
without trying to evacuate it. No adhesions were
present, but the surface of the parietal peritoneum

was markedly injected and roughened. On cutting

open the cyst it was found to be filled with old

blood.

The following is the report of Dr. W. F. Whitney
on the specimen

:

"A large cystic growth from the region of the

ovary. The wall was fully an inch thick and fibrous

to the eye. In the centre was a cavity with a smooth
wall. Microscopic examination showed the wall to

be fibrous in structure and the inner surface clothed

with a few large flat cells. In some places the wall

was very thin. The fluid was not seen, but the

growth seems to be a cystoma with an unusually thick

wall."

The case is of interest on account of (1) the long

continuance of the tumor (twelve years), which for a

cystoma of the ovary is infrequent; and (2) on
account of the very thick wall of the cyst, which

made it simulate somewhat, before the operation, a

solid tumor.

Dermatitis Caused Br X-Rays.— Dewey re-

ports in the British Aledical Journal of November 7th

the case of a man of thirty-five who was exposed to

the x-rays in order to establish the diagnosis of renal

calculus. Two exposures of an hour and an hour and
a half each, resulted in a severe irritative dermatitis

over the exposed side of the abdomen. Exfoliation of

the epidermis followed, and a granulating surface was
left, like that after a severe burn, which required skin

grafting, and the sore had not healed in sixteen weeks.

Reported before the Bo«ton Soolety for Medluil ImproTement,
May 18, 189C.

St^ctiical ^tofpLt00.

KECENT PROGRESS IN OPHTHALMOLOGY.
«V MVLKS STANDISH, M.D., AND WM. DIIDLKY HALL, M.D.

(Concluded from No. 20, p. 494.)

PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY OF GRANULAR CONJUNC-
TIVITIS."

Villard's recent publication '' is a very complete

study of all that concerns the pathological anatomy of

trachoma. The author divides the conjunctiva into a

superficial or adenoid layer in which the granulations

develop and a deeper or fibrous layer that the trach-

oma granules generally respect. In granular conjunc-

tivitis he finds, that the epithelium covering the gran-

ulations is always more or less altered, the cylindrical

cells becoming pavement in type ; also the inter-cellnlar

intervals are enlarged, and often contain migratory

leucocytes. The latter can so invade the epithelium

that it is next to impossible to differentiate it from
granulation tissue by feeble magnification. The epi-

thelium between the granules is usually not affected.

Numerous mucous cells are frequently observed to

accumulate in furrows of the conjunctiva, giving rise

to an appearance which upon section resembles a

glandular structure. These are the so-called " glands

of Ivanoff," and which the author does not consider

to be true glands. In very old granular conjunctivitis

the epithelium is transformed into a true stratified

pavement epithelium analogous to that of the vagina

or the lips. The granulation itself consists of vessels

with a framework of connective tissue and true epi-

thelial elements. The blood-vessels are constant and

absolutely normal. The framework of the granulation

is composed of these blood-vessels, true connective-

tissue fibres, and inter-cellular reticulum, visible in

sections, and which is probably a reticulum of coagula-

tion. The cellular elements habitually found in the

granulation are exclusively mesodermic in their origin,

are lymphocytes, mononucleated leucoc3tes showing

often karyokenetic figures, cells of large size which

are probably from the framework, and phagocytes.

There are found, but more rarely, polynucleated leu-

cocytes and giant cells, but very different from the

giant cells seen in the tubercular nodule. The struct-

ure of the granulation is the same throughout, and its

tissue is quite active, the central portions being not at

all degenerated. Comparative study of the trachoma
granule and the structure of the lymphatic gland

shows resemblance between the cellular elements of

the two tissues. The fibrous tissue surrounding the

granulation contains the clasmatocytes recently de-

scribed by Ranvier.

During his studies upon the normal conjunctiva M.
Villard found in rabbits conditions of the conjunctiva

much resembling trachoma in man, and by the aid of

special technique he is able to demonstrate lymphatic

vessels which are connected directly with the granula-

tion.

The verification of this is very important as it

brings more closely together the granulation and the

lymphatic glandular tissues. The author believes by
analogy that the same condition exists in man. The
granulation probably grows by the production of a

very small nodule which had developed in the midst

" AoualeB d'Ocnllstlgue, August, 1896.
IS Thtee de Montpelllere, 1886.
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of the superficial or adenoid layer of the conjunctival

membrane. This nodule increases by the multiplication

of its mouonucleated leucocytes which are found nor-

mally in this layer and by the proliferation of its con-

nective tissue. Diapedesis does not play an important

role in the production of the granulation. The granu-

lation having completely developed retrogrades differ-

ently according to circumstances. At times the epithe-

lium invaded and eroded by migratory leucocytes,

being unable to resist, falls easily into fragments ; at

other times, the epithelium having become elevated

and detached from the deeper parts by hemorrhagic

effusion becomes thus necrotic. In every case, how-
ever, there is produced a follicular ulceration which

finally becomes filled with cicatricial tissue. The gran-

ulation, however, does not alwa3's ulcerate, but can

become invaded and overwhelmed by connective tissue

fasiculi from the deeper parts. In trachoma which

seems to be cured and of which the author has exam-
ined one case, the epithelium is stratified and pavement,

and approaches the dermo-papillary type ; the granula-

tions have disappeared and there is found in the mem-
brane very resistant fibrous trabeculas indicating that

the connective tissue has undergone a cicatricial trans-

formation.

POST-DIPHTHERITIC OCCLAK TROUBLES."

The post-diphtheritic complications occur during the

first few weeks after the onset of the disease and are

not directly due to the presence of virulent microbes.

The paralysis of the accommodation, first noted by

Bonders in 1861, is not unusual. It is characterized

by being bilateral, an absence of pupillary paralysis,

and spontaneous cure in a few weeks. Trouble with

the extrinsic muscles is more rare, the proportion be-

tween the abducens and the ciliary muscle being about

one in ten. It is usually bilateral, cures spontaneously

and a little more lasting than the ciliary muscle.

Paralysis of the abductors often develops after the

accommodative paralysis, and progresses while the

other is retrograding. Paralyses of the third and fourth

cranial are infinitely more rare, and of the trigeminus

almost never. The causes are obscure. There are

four hypotheses : The first admits a peripheral neu-

ritis ; the second a central lesion of which the neuritis

would only be a consequence; the third makes out the

troubles to be due to hemorrhagic or ischemic foci in

the locality of the nuclei ; and finally Hochhaus has

noticed in one case a myositis combined with a peri-

pheral neuritis and considers the paralysis as depend-

ent upon both affections. The fact that the paralyses

are so frequent since the application of serum-therapy

would be difficult to explain if the antitoxic serum de-

stroyed the toxin ; but Roux has shown that the toxin

and antitoxin do not neutralize one another by a simple

chemical action.

TOTAL PARALYSIS OF THE ACCOMMODATION AFTER
EATING OYSTERS."

Several days after a dinner at which cooked oysters

were served, the guests were seized with violent colicky

pains and diarrhea, together with soreness and dryness

of the throat. These symptoms were accompanied

with an inability to read. One of them who was only

affected one week after the dinner and who consulted

Feilchenfeld ou the fourteenth day, still complained of

>• Suliirmer : Auuales d'OculIstique, August, 1896.
" Fellohenfeld : Klin. Mouatabl. f. Augeuheilkunde, April, 1»96.

dryness of the throat, slight diarrhea, inability to read,

together with diminished vision for distance. The
pupils were normal, and their reaction was preserved.

There was an astigmatism of -|-2.50 D., with nearly

total paralysis of the ciliary muscle. In order to read

at 18 centimetres, after correcting the astigmatism a

-|-3 D. spherical was necessary. This paralysis dis-

appeared in two weeks.

ANTISTREPTOCOCCIC SERDM PREVIOUS TO THE CATA-

RACT OPERATION IN DIABETICS.'*

Boucheron, at the April meeting of the Society of

Biology, in France, while speaking about the prophy-

lactic use of the antistreptococci serum previous to the

cataract operation in diabetics, said that strict ami-

sepsis makes many operations possible for those who
have diabetes, and that there was no doubt that such

patients were more subject to suppuration than the

non-glycosuric ; hence it was very interesting to find

out under what circumstances the causes of suppura-

tion would be removed. The streptococcic infection is

one to which it is possible to oppose the antistrepto-

coccic serum ; therefore the employment of this serum

is possible prophylactically upon such as are suffering

from such infection when union without suppuration

is especially necessary, as in the cataract operation.

He has had the opportunity to observe a diabetic

cataract patient who also had a lymphangitis of the

foot and leg, to whom, by the advice of Dr. Marmorek,
an injection of twenty grammes of his serum was given.

Taking advantage of the time when by the injection

the streptococci had become most attenuated, he made
the extraction using the strictest precautions. The
wound healed by first intention without the slightest

sign of injection and the ultimate result was perfect.

The patient, who was sixty-six years old, had 46

grammes of sugar per litre in his urine. The lym-

phangitis was benign.

The author claims this to be the first case of its

kind to be published.

TWO CASES OF PUERPERAL SEPTIC EMBOLI OF
THE EYE."

In regard to septic emboli of the eye during the

puerperal state, Januszkiewicz contributes the follow-

ing observations which he made at Hirschberg's clinic.

As shown by the literature of the past, this is a very

rare complication and has an unfavorable prognosis.

In his monograph'" Hirschberg states that tlie progno-

sis must be considered as almost always fatal. Tlie

primary disease caused death in ail six of the cases he

mentioned. He mentioned one of Martin's patients,

in whom only one eye was affected, as having re-

covered ; and later he described a case of his own,

both eyes being involved, as ending in recovery.

This affection was described for (he first time in

1829 by Drs. Hall and Hagginbottom, who had fatal

results in their six cases. In the treatise of Dr.

Axenfeld ou " Purulent Metastatic Ophthalmia,"

which was published in Graefe's "Archives" in 1895,

we find a careful collection of all the cases known up

to that time. Of the 64 cases in which the affection

of the eye was the result of the puerperal process,

only 17, that is, 26.5 per cent., survived. Among
the latter it was bilateral in only one case.

Of the last two cases .'^oen by Dr. Hirschher-; one

'" .Vllliak-8 a'Oculistlilue, August, 189G.
'" Centralbl. f. prakl. Augeuheilkunde, July, lt>9(i.

^ Arcli, f. Augeiib., von Kuapp und Hirschberg, Bd. ix.
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was a womau, thirty j-ears old, who aborted four

months before. The first labor, five years previously,

hud been normal. For three weeks after the delivery

she had been quite ill with high temperature, and on

the eighth day the left eye became involved, blindness

eusuing two days after. No paiu. Metastases in the

heart, luugs and kidneys. During the next four

months multiple abscesses of legs and arms accom-

panied by high fever. Eight days previous there was

a new rise of temperature; and the left eye, which up

to this time, although blind, had not been painful,

gradually protruded from the orbit, while the patient

suffered great pain. The left eye was now strongly

injected ; there was chemosis, pericorneal injection,

and a hazy cornea. At the bottom of the anterior

chamber there was a small hypopyon, occlusion and

exclusion of the pupil, increased tension, slight pain

on pressure, vision nil. Right eye in all respects nor-

mal. Again, in ten days the patient appeared, with

no paiu or chemosis and only slight injection ; and

two mouths later the globe was without irritation,

soft and beginning to atrophy. During the last four

weeks the temperature had been normal. Since that

time she has been seen repeatedly, and her general

condition has remained satisfactory. The urine has

always been normal.

The other patient was thirty-six years old, and six

months before had been delivered of her seventh

healthy child, the accouchement being in every way
normal ; but four days later there was a rise of tem-

perature, and a fever which continued for eleven

weeks. During the course of the third week she ex-

perienced severe pains in the forehead and in both

eyes, and at the same time great swelling of the eye-

lids. When she could, at the end of a fortnight, again

open her lids she could no longer see. During the

third month there was an abscess of the left knee,

which later came to operation. At present there is

no light-perception in either eye; both globes atro-

phic ; occlusion of pupil in both, with adherent leu-

coma. Considerable headache and general weakness.

The left knee is immobilized in a plaster bandage.

jSo fever and a normal urine. The second case is

especially remarkable as being the second recovery

after puerpeal septic emboli, the involvement being

bilateral.

THE PECULIAR COLOU OF THE FUNDUS IN MONGO-
LIANS."'

lucuye, the younger, as the result of numerous
examinations, comes to the following conclusions:

(1) The color of the fundus in the Mongolian race

is usually of a biownish-red, while that of the western

nations appears as yellowish-red. The pigmented

epithelial layer of the Mongolian is much thicker

than the Caucasian, and fur this reason it rarely

happens that the vessels of the choroid can be seen

through the retina; also the albino is very unusual;

and, liually, the disappearance of the pigmented epi-

thelial layer in the periphery of the fundus is not

usually noticed, although it is usually considered as a

senile change.

(2) The edge of the optic disk appears to be more
sharply defined than it is in the case of the Caucasian,

and the greater the amount of pigment the more dis-

tinct it is. For this reason when first he came to

Europe he frequently mistook health for disease.

> Ceutralbl. (. prakt. Augeiiheilkuude, July, 189C.

Frequently the disk is quite well defined, although a

neuro-retinitis may be present.

(3) The fundus reriex of the Mongolian is greater

than it is in the Caucasian. There is no doubt that

the richer the fundus is in pigment, so much the more
evident is the reflex of the retina. On this account it

frequently follows that an exact examination of the

fundus cannot be made in the Mongolian.

(4) The macula ap|)ears blackish and opaque; the

yellow spot seems darker in the Mongolian than iu

the Caucasian. In embolus of the ceutral artery the so-

called " cherry-red spot " has been found to be blackish.

(5) The halo surrounding the papilla in glaucoma

appears usually dark in color, and is plainly seen with

the inverted image. With the upright image and
higher magnilicaliou, dark-brown pigment is seen to

be scattered about.

(6) The pigment formation after choroiditis is com-

pletely black.

A CONTRIBUTION TO KERATOSCOPV.''-

Uhthoflf has devised an ingenious keratoscope, which

in a series of cases he has found both practical and

useful. In appearance it resembles Schweigger's

hand perimeter, with a quadrant whose radius of cur-

vature is fifteen centimetres. Upon the concave sur-

face of the quadrant there is a system of white and
black parallel lines, of equal width and so arranged

that the white lines form the upper and lower margins.

It is used similarly to Placido's disk, that is, the obser-

ver faces the light and sees the reflection of the Hues

upon the patient's cornea ; and by the behavior of

these lines anomalies in curvature and differences in

level of the cornea can easily be detected.

With this instrument it is possible, in the horizontal

meridian, to obtain a keratoscopic figure by which

comparison of different parts of the entire cornea can

be made iu this meridian. This is also possible iu

slight deviations from the horizontal ; but as a verti-

cal position is approached, a limitation is noticed,

which is due to the upper margin of the orbit. In

order to examine the upper or lower parts of the

cornea it will be necessary for the patient to look

either up or down. In the normal cornea the white

lines are noticed as parallel on a black background ;

in central keratocouus, as converging and becoming
attenuated ; in central transparent flattening of the

cornea, as diverging at the centre, forming a sort of

spindle, and of greater breadth. The different cor-

neal complications which may obtain can thus give

rise to an infinite variety in the corneal images.

ECCAIN IN OPHTHALMOLOGY.'*

Under the name of eucain, which is a synthetic

product resembling cocaine in its formulary, a new
anesthetic has recently come into use, which is said to

be cheaper than cocaine, less poisonous and without

its after-effects. Vinci reports favorably concerning

it. Richard Vollert carried on his experiments with

the new drug at Professor Leber's clinic in Heidel-

burg. It is soluble iu water, as the hydrochlorate

;

remains unchanged by boiling, and is with difficulty

soluble iu a one-fifth-])er-cent. sublimate solution. A
five-per-ceut. solution of cocaine instilled for purposes

of operation causes immediately a slight smarting sen-

=1 Kl. Mouatsbl. f. Augeiiheilkuude, July, 18%.
^ MUiicb. m^d. Wucli., If96, Ko. ',22 ; reviewed in Ceotralbtett f.

prakt. Augeuheilkuude* August, 1S96,
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sation, which lasts perhaps one miuute. Five-per-

cent, eucain possesses this quality in a much greater

degree, which continues as actual paiu with lachryma-

tion and symptoms of irritation for from one to two
minutes. The irritation occurs by each new instilla-

tion even if a one per cent, solution is used. The
anesthesia of the cornea and conjunctiva occurs

promptly after two or three minutes, is complete, and
continues for from eight to twelve minutes. Tension

of the globe is about the same as with cocaine.

Contrary to the statements of Vinci, there occurs,

after eucain as well as after cocaine instillation, my-
driasis, especially when freely used as during opera-

tions, and a limitation in the range of the accommoda-
tion. Manometric measurments show, as is the case

with cocaine, after one to one and a half millimetres

of rise, a diminution of pressure to from three to live

millimetres.

Repeated and carefully carried out experiments

upon animals show that the corneal epithelium is

affected to a much greater degree thau by cocaine.

The advantage of the slight degree of mydriasis and
disturbance of the accommodation suggests its use for

obtaining a single anesthesia. On the other hand, the

paiu and symptoms of irritation, the noticeable injec-

tion of the eye, together with the great damage done
to the epithelium when compared with cocaine, makes
the author think that eucain will find no place in oph-

thalmology, much less displace cocaine. Hirschberg,

who has used it when removing foreign bodies em-
bedded in the cornea, has finally discarded it.

A QUICK METHOD OF DETECTING MALINGERING.^*

Helmbold not infrequently meets with patients who
pretend that there has been a considerable diminution

in their visual acuteness, and adhere to their state-

ments with remarkable persistency. Among the

many methods in use to detect false statements in this

respect the following is to be recommended as being

rapid and certain. Hang at the usual distance of five

or six metres a testing-card so constructed that it con-

tains the test-types as they are, and as they appear
when the result of reflection from a mirror. After
correcting the errors of refraction, if there are any,

obtain the best vision possible in the usual way ; then

have the patient turn quickly about so that he will

face a mirror at one-half the distance. If he is malin-

gering he will probably read much smaller letters in

that part of the chart where they were printed as if

the result of being reflected, but which to him now
appear as natural though at twice the distance.

THE EXTRACTION OF THE TRANSPARENT LENS IN
PROGRESSIVE MYOPIA OF HIGH DEGREE AND IN

RETINAL SEPARATION.^"

Vacher, in a communication addressed to the French
Society of Ophthalmology, at the annual meeting of

1896, stated that the extraction of the transparent lens

in high myopia had been the cause of remarkable
effort on the part of ophthalmologists, and the opera-

tion had now become definitely enrolled as a part of

ophthalmic practice, but tliat it was not generally

known that, instead of being of recent date, it was
frequently done by Desmouceaux, a French oculist, as

early as 1776, to whom the honor belongs rather than

to Weber or Fukala, and who showed its advantages

2* Kl. MonatsbL f. Augenbeilkunde, Juue, 1836.
5^ Key. Ginerale d'Ophtal., June, 1896.

in myopes exceeding 25 or 30 dioptres. The benefit

derived from the operation continues, even though
there may still remain 12 dioptres of myopia; for Dr.

Eperon, of Lausanne, in a very remarkable article, has

demonstrated that a myope of 20 dioptres becomes
emmetropic, and that one of 30 dioptres finally has

only about three dioptres ; and observations absolutely

confirm Eperon in his statements. Vacher has also

noticed the shortening of the ocular axis in the oper-

ated eye and the increase of the myopia in the other.

Among others who have confirmed this is Pfliiger, of

Berne. It is affirmed that the extraction of the crys-

talline exerts a prophylactic action upon a separating

retina.

In conclusion he states :

(1) The operation of Desmonceaux is delicate, and
should only be undertaken with great prudence.

(2) Rapidly progressing myopia between 12 and 16
dioptres can be operated upon from twelve years of

age, if there is a staphyloma, and if the number of

dioptres of myopia exceeds the number of years of the

patient.

(3) It is only necessary to operate on the eye most
affected, for the second extraction could take place

later if the myopia continued to increase.

(4) After thirty years myopes of more than 15
dioptres are especially prone to separation of the

retina, and therefore it is well not to hesitate.

(5) The extraction of the lens as a cure of high
myopia ought to be called the operation of Desmon-
ceaux.

Abadie believes a positive indication for extraction

of the transparent lens in high myopia to be progres-

sive tendencies with a central chorio-retinitis. In this

class of cases there is no other method of treatment to

stay this process of disorganization.

Chibret performs this operation as follows : he first

makes a discission with a cystotome ; the wound quickly

closes, and the lens becomes opaque in four days. He
then extracts through a linear incision of four milli-

metres making use of his own aspiration syringe. He
claims to have first tabulated in dioptres the reducdon
in length of the antero-posterior axis after the opera-
tion. The diminution in the axis corresponds to a
diminution of tension of the globe, which results in

arresting the myopia and the alteration in the fundus.

Galezowski would only extract when the myopia
exceeds 15 dioptres, when the lens is becoming
opaque, or when there is a chorio-retinitis.

^t\xi ^n^ttnmtwt^.

A BED BATH-TUB FOR FEVER PATIENTS.
BY CHARLES W. TOWXSEND, M.D.

The advantage of general cold baths in typhoid
fever is well recognized. Brand's later statistics give
a mortality of only one per cent, in 1,223 cases. The
Brand system is, however, inconvenient and xpen-
sive. Two nurses are needed to lift the patient into

the bath-tub; the portable bath-tub itself is diflicult

to manage and expensive; and lastly there is often a
strong prejudice in the mind of the patient or his

family against removal from a bed to a tub during ill-

ness. To avoid these difliculties and expenses the

sponge bath in bed is generally substituted both in
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private and hoBpital practice, with far less satisfactory

results.

Tiie bed bath-tub figured here combines the advan-

tage of the full Brand system with the convenience of

the sponge-bath method. It avoids the trouble and
expense of two nurses and the fatigue to the patient

of beiDg lifted into a tub.

The bed bath is oval in shape, six feet long by two

feet broad, with sides a foot high. It weighs about

twenty pounds, and can be rolled up into a small

space.

The bottom is made of strong rubber sheeting, the

sides are flat ribbed pneumatic tubes about two inches

thick when inflated and twelve inches high. The
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inflation is done by a bicycle pump, each side being

inflated separately. By depressing one side as shown
in the photograph (No. 2) the patient can be rolled

into the tub as easily as onto a sheet. The water is

poured in from pails or better still a tap, and is drawn
off through a large pipe attached to the bath. The
patient is then rolled out over the depressed side and
the tub removed. The sides can be kept inflated, it

not being necessary to deflate one side for each bath,

as it is found that the patient can easily be rolled over

the inflated side, when folded down.
This tub was made under my direction by the

Davidson Rubber Company, for the Massachusetts

General Hospital, and has been in continuous use this

summer and autumn in the services of Drs. Cutler and

Shattuck, to whom I am indebted for the opportunity

to test the tub. It has also been used under Drs. -J.

J. Minot and Vickery while substituting.

The effect in reducing temperature in the typhoid

patients has been marked ; the patients themselves

have found the bath comfortable, and lastly— a very

practical evidence of the tub's value— the ward-tenders

and nurses are unanimous in its praise.

ISeportj^ of ^ocietiejg.

BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL BIPROVE-
MENT.

J. 6. MrMFORD, M.D., SECRETABT.

Eegular Meeting, Monday, May 18, 1896, Dr. C.

J. Blake in the chair.

Dr. W. H. Baker reported a case of

OVARIAN CYST WITH UNCSCALLT THICK WALLS.'

Dr. Malcolm Storer read a paper on

THE TRAUMATIC RUPTURE OF OVARIAN TUMORS, WITH
THE REPORT OK A CASE.''

Dr. Homans: I have not looked up all my cases.

I will try and remember those cases of rupture I can

think of. The first one I remember occurred exactly

as this one was described. A very enthusiastic assist-

ant making a very thorough examinatioD bimanually

caused the tumor to entirely disappear. I did not

operate at once. There was no shock; there seemed

to be no particular reason for operating. The woman
declined to be operated upon later when the cyst

refilled. I had news of her for ten years, during which

time the cyst had filled six or eight times to the size

of a cocoanut, and then burst and refilled.

Another case was a spontaneous rupture. I exam-

ined a lady in a distant city, I used my aspirator, and

I have since wondered whether the aspirator was not

plugged. I aspirated, and could get no fluid. About
three months later, one night when this lady was get-

ting into bed, she was suddenly seized with pain, fell

and died, and the autopsy revealed a ruptured ovarian

cyst.

The next one I remember was a case where I was

operating, and I had one of those aspirators with two

arrows indicating the direction of the current, and the

gentleman managing it reversed the end, and blew up

the cyst until there was an explosion, and the cyst

> See page 522 of the Journal.
3 See page 51S of the Journal.

burst inside the woman. I operated the next day and

I found considerable air in the peritoneal cavity, but

no fluid. This rupture caused no trouble, and the

woman recovered rapidly.

Another case was that of a woman who ruptured

her cyst by falling over a barrel. Her abdomen filled

up again ; I saw her five or six months afterwards

and operated, and she got well.

Another case was that of a lady at the South End.
1 found a cyst, made all my arrangements to operate

and the lady came to my office, I examined her, and

the cyst had disappeared. I have never seen her

since.

There is a class of tumors often described as being

ruptured cysts, which I think may be raptured by the

operator at the time of operation. It is where the con-

tents are myxomatous or cancerous, almost like glue,

or perhaps of the consistency of blanc-mange or vase-

line. These cysts are very large, the enveloping wall

is thin, the mere incision seems sufficient to tear away
this covering, and you find inside a lot of this jelly sub-

stance, and you say that it is a ruptured cyst; and it

may have been. It is difficult to get the thing out.

Some of them return as cancer, and some of them get

along very well afterward. As a general rule, they

burst and run all over the abdominal organs. They
are apt to become cancer ; and for those cases I

always carry a scoop to scoop out this thick gelatinous

stuff. There is considerable hemorrhage from the

torn tumor. Others I have seen in which I supposed

the rupture was spontaneous, where, when I opened

the abdomen, I found more or less cyst fluid about

;

but I do not know that I ever ascertained the rent

through which the fluid came. All of the cases I

have seen have recovered except one. A surgeon

ought to be careful about bimanual examination of

these cysts, and particularly as to whom you ask to

examine. Some men seem to think they ascertain

more by using a great deal of force.

I think Dr. Storer pursued a very wise course in

his case. In regard to the phantom tumors, they are

generally so large that when the patient is etherized

the abdomen collapses. I should say it would be a

very good rule to make, to have every patient you are

going to have examined in the hospital prepared for

laparotomy, as something of this kind may occur

if you are going to have her examined by every-

body.

Dr. Burrage: The ground has been so thoroughly

gone over that I have very little to add. I should like

however, to emphasize the importance of care in mak-

ing bimanual examinations. I have seen two cases of

rupture— one a simple ovarian cyst, another an en-

cysted peritonitis— due to overzeal on the part of the

examining students. I was about operating on them

both, and so had an opportunity to verify the condi-

tion. I have found, as Dr. Homans says, that men
use too much strength. As they find they do not

feel very much they use an increasing amount of

force, and I think therein lies a very considerable

danger ; so I am accustomed to warn them, but the

advice is not always effective. I have several times

taken the histories of cases where there were evi-

dences of cysts which apparently had burst and filled

again. Undoubtedly a great many small cysts of the

ovary, the size of a marble or larger, are ruptured in

the course of ether examinations. It should always

be kept in mind that the tactile sense is blunted by
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forcible mauipulation. More can be felt by gentle

than bj- forcible examination.

In cases of extra-uterine pregnancy the amount of

blood found free iu the peritoneal cavity at the lime

of operation has something to do with the amount of

examination that has been used beforehand, because

the effused blood is at first often walled off by thin

adhesions and clotted blood. Dr. Storer is to be con-

gratulated on the brilliant result in his case, lie was

juslilied in going ahead as he did and operating; and

I should say it would be wiser to operate at once in

every case of traumatic rupture of an ovarian cyst.

Dr. M. H. Richardson : I did not hear the

deiails of this case. The statistics and the conclu-

sions given by the writer are extremely interesting.

The danger of rupturing an ovarian cyst by the press-

ure and manipulations of an examination is certainly

great. 1 have known several cases. In one instance

a large ovarian tumor disappeared, apparently under

a very thorough examination made by a colleague.

The patient was apparently cured and went home well

from the Carney Hospital. Some years later the

patient came to me again, presenting the symptoms of

a large ovarian tumor. I removed this at the Massa-

chusetts General Hospital, and the patient has been

perfectlv well ever since. She has been able to do

the work of a nurse.

Spontaneous rupture of ovarian cysts jtresents

symptoms which indicate with more or less clearness

the nature of the accident. I have operated on sev-

eral such cases. They, as a rule, present the symp-

toms of acute peritoneal invasion, with those of sepsis.

The pain is sudden and acute, and collapse at times

excessive. In other cases the symptoms are unimpor-

tant. I recall one case in which I found the abdomen
filled with the turbid contents of an unilocular cyst.

The fluid had the appearance of pus, but microscopic

examination showed it not to be pus. The peritoneum

was reddened, but not in a state of acute sepsis. I

removed the tumor without difficultj'. The fluid had

escaped through a pin-hole opening in it. The pa-

tient did well for three or four days, when she died

suddenly of pulmonary embolism.

In a third case 1 found a small multilocular cyst

floating in the contents that had escaped from one of

the larger cysts. This patient made a good recovery.

I am surprised to hear the large mortality iu the

cases mentioned by Dr. Conant, for the extravasation

of ovarian contents seems, as a rule, to be unattended

by serious results. Few, if any, large multilocular

cj'sts can be removed without rupture of one or more

of the larger cysts, and you cannot but have, therefore,

in such cases, an extensive contamination of the

abdominal contents. Yet they seem to do perfectly

well. Cases of ovarian cysts in which the contents

are iu the beginning septic necessarily produce a more
or less extensive general infection. That the mortality

in such cases should be great, is not surprising. In

these cases, as in extra-uterine pregnancy, the trouble

is that the fatal process gets under such headway that

it cannot be restrained by operative interference.

With reference to the rupture of ovarian cysts and

the rupture of tubal pregnancies, it has always seemed

to me extraordinary that a general peritonitis ehould

often result in such cases. How there can be in a

tubal pregnancy anything to cause peritonitis, I cannot

imagine. I can see nothing in an ovarian cyst to pro-

duce such a result, unless the contiguity of these

abnormal substances to the intestine so alters the in-

testinal walls that microorganisms make their way
through. It is well known that any process which
weakens or alters the peritoneal or the intestinal wall,

may permit extravasation through it, especially of the

colon bacillus. Possibly iu some of the forms of

ovarian tumor under discussion the invasion may take

place iu this way ; for it is certainly true that many
forms of peritoneal invasion take place which cannot
be due to any condition existing in the cyst itself—
which must come from the intestine or from the circu-

lation. The similarity between ruptured tubal preg-

nancy and ruptured ovarian cj-st is extraordinary ; and
were it not for the presence of a large tumor in the

latter, I think it would be impossible in all cases to

make a diagnosis between these conditions. Between
cases of ruptured tubal pregnancy with trifling hemor-
rhage— a ruptured ovarian tumor of small size with a

comparatively trivial escape of fluid— between these

cases and ovarian lumor with a twisted pedicle it is at

times impossible to distinguish. Of ovarian tumors
with twisted pedicles I have seen a number of cases.

The majority of them have done remarkably well.

I have listened with great interest and respect to

Dr. Homans's remarks on this subject, for it seems to

me that his observations are of the greatest possible

value. What he has said of the rupture of the cyst

and the frequency with which cases are followed by
malignant disease is of great interest. I have seen

several most distressing cases of this kind. From my
comparatively limited observation it has seemed to me
that malignant cysts of the ovary which are papillo-

matous— whether unilocular or multilocular— are

very apt to become ruptured, owiug to the extreme
thinness of some portion of their walls. I have cer-

tainly seen, not infrequently, cases iu which some of

the cysts would rupture under the slightest manipula-

tion. If a cyst is malignant, the escape of its contents

may extensively inoculate the peritoneum with malig-

nant disease. F"or this reason, if for no other, we
should make every effort to avoid the rupture of tumors,

especially those of possible malignancy.

In all instances in which sudden pain, with symptoms
of shock, occurs in cases of abdominal tumor, our duty

is immediately to explore. True, we occasionally

make a mistaken diagnosis and perform a useless

operation ; yet it is a great deal easier to satisfy one's

conscience after a successful though useless explora-

tion, which the indications seemed to demand, than

after an autopsy which shows that the patient's life

might easily have been saved.

With reference to the preparation of the skin for

operation in abdominal emergencies, we are in the

habit of using the same solutions for the field of opera-

tion that we use for the hands, and there seems to be

no reason why they should not be quite as etficieut.

Dr. Baker : I have been very much interested in

Dr. Storer's paper, particularly in the thoroughuess

with which he has gone into the literature of the sub-

ject, and also in the courage he showed in the immedi-

ate operation. Of the number of cases where I have
seen this accident, there are four which come promi-

nently to my mind. First, I recall the rupture of an
ovarian cyst in the City Hospital when I was interne,

which had been examined and diagnosticated. There
was good recovery of the patient, aud some mouths
afterwards there had been no recurrence of it. There
were two other cases of spontaneous rupture of the
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cyst, one iuto the rectum and one reported to this

Society by Dr. Hare the past year, where there was
rupture into the bladder ; and still another case of

dermoid which ruptured into the peritoneal cavity,

with the death of the patient. Nearly akin to these

cases is rupture of distended tubes. There may be

some cases where this may be done purposely. I re-

call a case where many years ago the wife of a physi-

cian upou whom Dr. Homans had most successfully

operated and had removed a hydrosalpinx of the right

side and who some year or two afterwards consulted

me for pain and discomfort in the left side, and after

learning from Dr. Homans the nature of ihe trouble

that she had in the right side and after examining

under ether which 1 supposed I was doing carefully,

the distended tube burst. I felt it give way at once

under the examination. She was kept very quiet,

and there was no disturbance after the examination,

which again verified to my mind the character of the

trouble upon the left side being similar to that upou
the right. She came to me uiue months afterwards

with the express purpose of having me rupture this

tube again, as it had begun to cause her trouble. I

put her on the table and did so. She felt greatly re-

lieved afterwards. I think she came to me about

once in six months to a year for three or four times

for the rupture of this tube, which I did and always

with great relief to her. The last time it was ruptured

was some five years ago ; and what the course of the

thing has been since I am unable to say, although I

have heard indirectly that she has remained in good
health since that time, no operation and seemingly no

necessity for any further rupturing of the tube. I

should not altogether advise this procedure unless one

knew pretty well the contents of the cyst.

Dr. Stoker : It seems to me that to smear the

contents over the intestine is very different from hav-

ing the cyst rupture and leave a large amount free.

The contents of a dermoid can be smeared around

almost with impunity, yet I think without exception

every case of ruptured dermoid gave more or less

severe peritonitis. Dr. Burrage spoke of the rough-

ness with which students examine abdominal cases.

Since this case it has been my custom to map out

the tumor myself and then with the hand upou the

abdomeu separate the fiugers and allow the student to

put his fingers between mine to get an idea of where

the tumor is and then let him examine at greater

length.

Dr. Howard A. Lothrop read a paper on

TETANY, WITH A REPORT OF CASES."

Dr. J. J. PoTNAM : I am very glad to have heard

the report of Dr. Lothrop's interesting cases. I agree

with him that cases of tetany are rare in America. I

have seen only three or four instances, as far as I can

remember, of the carpopedal contraction variety of

tetany in children, and one, or possibly two in adults.

There is very little to be added to what has been said.

Dr. Taylor called my atteutiou to day to a very recent

summary by Dr. Pfeiffer, but the conclusions at which

he arrives are not more definite than those mentioned.

Dr. Griffith's paper summarizes the cases in this coun-

try. Although there does seem to be a connection be-

tween rickets and the form of typical contraction of

the hands and feet, nevertheless the negro population

in the neighborhood of the Massachusetts General

" See page 513 of the Journal.

Hospital gives rise to very few of these cases so far

as 1 know.
As regards the cases which occur in connection

with pregnancy, it is interesting to note that that is a

period also in which myxedema has sometimes oc-

curred, and the suggestion has been made that it is a

time when disorders of the thyroid secretion may be
likely to be present, and one would think that the

cases of tetany might be explained in that way. I

believe some investigations that have been made on
the use of thyroid extract in the treatment of tetany,

even when not due to the removal of the thyroid, indi-

cate a certain amount of success for this treatment.

Although one might be tempted to refer the cases

which occur in pregnancy to a reflex cause, yet one
should not for that reason assign the disease to that

cause exclusively. It seems highly probable that we
deal generally in neuroses with multiple causes and
that anything which lowers the vitality of the whole
or certain sections of the body allows causes that

would not otherwise be operative to have an effect.

Dr. G. L. Walton: Tetany in itself has always
seemed to me rather a symptom than a disease ; in

fact, it probably appears in totally different conditions

of varying pathology. I dare say that some of the

infantile cases might as well have been classed as a

peculiar variety of infantile spasm, while others, com-
plicated with pregnancy and lactation, as well as

occurring in otherwise healthy young women, have in-

cluded cases which might have been classified under
hysterical-contracture. The type in which this pecu-

liar form of spasm accompanies severe gastro-iutestinal

disturbance probably represents a toxic disorder, and
the same is doubtless true of the cases connected with

thyroidectomy. It seems futile to look for a common
pathology for all cases of tetany, and yet their clinical

similarity warrants placing them in a class by them-
selves. We should recognize the fact, however, that

this term, like the term neuralgia, represents a symp-
tom rather than a disease.

The diagnosis between tetany and hysteria has

always seemed to me a little arbitrary. In poiut of

fact, hysterical-contracture may be bilateral on the

one hand and tetany may be unilateral on the other.

Again, Trousseau's symptom has been observed time

and again in Charcot's clinic of hysteria, in which dis-

turbance spasm may be brought on, not only by press-

ure upon the nerve, but by the application of the

faradic current or even the tuning-fork.

A word concerning the electrical changes said to be
found in tetany. Erb has been quoted as having
found a qualitative alteration in the electrical reaction,

that is, that the anode opeuing is greater than the

cathode closure. In the original I find no such state-

ment, but merely a description of increased irritability

as follows :
" By the faradic examination the nerves

show a reaction to an extraordinarily slight current;

by the galvanic examination cathode closure appears

very early, also the anode opening ; very soon cathode-

closure tetanus appears, and also anode-closure tetanus,

and— what is esiiecially important and characteristic

— there is found a marked anode-opening tetanus.

Chvostek has even in two cases observed a cathode-

opening tetanus."

The prognosis of tetanus is naturally as varied as

its pathology, ranging all the way from lack of danger
to fatality. In the cases bearing the latter progno-
sis the serious results are due, not to the symptom
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tetany, but to the serious uuilerlyiug patliological con-

dition.

Dr. Taylor : A matter of considerable scientitic,

rallier ttian practical interest, to wliich Dr. Lothrop

has referred, is that of the identity of the disease ;

whether or not we have to do with a disease entity or

simply with a symi)tom-com[)lex or a single symptom
which may occur in many diseases. This is an impor-

tant point not only with this condition, but with many
others, as, for example, witli acute ascending spinal

paralysis. If the disease, so-called, or symptom-com-
plex, occurs iu a variety of conditions, it seems to me
we are scarcely justified in terming such a symptom-
complex or single symptom a disease until we find un-

derlying it some distinct and constant pathological

lesion. An analysis of tetany and of the symptoms of

tetany which have been designated by various men are

ultimately referable in great measure to a single symp-
tom, namely, nerve or muscle excitability. It seems

more scientitic and reasonable to suppose that the ner-

vous system may be placed in such a condition of ex-

citability 'ty a variety of causes which manifest them-

selves as so-called tetany, but to regard that single

symptom as a distinct disease is as yet going beyond
our right. A condition which is perhaps closely allied

is Thompson's disease, characterized by peculiar mus-

cular excitability, and I think worthy of being brought

out as possibly another manifestation of byperexcit-

ability of the nervous system, of unknown etiology.

Dk. p. C. Knapp : I think that the evidence from

the various studies which have been made goes far

towards showing that the one condition upon which

tetany depends is a toxic condition of some sort.

Whether that toxic condition is due to a special

poison, or whether tetany is merefj' a reaction of the

nervous system to different poisons is another ques-

tion. There is, however, I think, one thing which is

rather strongly in favor of tetany being due to a single

cause and that is its rather peculiar distribution; the

fart which Dr. Lothrop brought out, tliat whereas it is

a comparatively common thing in Vienna and in

Prague, in Berlin and iu Leipsig it is rare and in this

country it is very rare. I recall hardly a case at the

City Hospital where the suspicion of tetany has arisen.

There are occasional cases presenting some symptoms
suggesting tetany, but without the detinite diagnostic

features of Trousseau's phenomenon or of the in-

creased electrical excitability, so that my own feeling

is that it is more probably a disease due to a special

intoxication rather than a reaction of the nervous sys-

tem to various forms of intoxication. If the latter

were the case, it seems to me we should see tetany

more frequently than we do, because there are very

many forms of intoxication that are as common in

this country as in Europe; and if it were merely a

symptom of intoxication such as occurs in the puer-

peral state, or iu connection with thyroid disease, I do

not see why we should not see tetany as frequently

here as elsewhere.

Dr. Rotch : In regard to the occurrence of the

disease in the children's clinics it is very rare. I have

seen only perhaps half-a-dozen cases iu the large chil-

dren's clinics in various parts of Uostou.

Dr. Putnam : Aly own belief is that a large num-
ber of neuroses are a sort of caricature of physiologi-

cal or quasi-physiological states, and if we can find in a

variety of conditions that the nervous system reacts in

a certain way, even if the causes are numerous, it seems

to me it is distinctly of value to group together the

conditions under which this peculiar reaction occurs.

Whether we call these conditions a disease or not is

more or less immaterial.

Dr. Knapp: If we followed Dr. Taylor's sugges-

tion, we should exclude a good many affections which
are distinctly recognized and classed as diseases at the

present day. We should rule out hysteria and para-

noia. I do not think it is fair to class contractions of

certain groups of muscles similar to that of tetany oc-

curring iu such affections as cerebro-spiual meningitis

or structural changes in the central nervous system, as

tetany ; but where the contractions are asssociated

with a distinct hyper-excitability. Trousseau's phenom-
enon or increased electrical excitability, it is a differ-

ent thing. Of course, only cases presenting all those

phenomena should be classed as tetany.

A NEW FORM OF PROTRACTOR.

Dr. C. H. Williams presented a new form of pro-

tractor which he had devised to measure the angles at

which cylindrical lenses are set iu the frame, and also

to determine whether cylindrical or spherical lenses

are properly centred iu their frames when finished.

It is important to determine whether such lenses are

properly centred, for, if the decentring is consider-

able, you get a prismatic eiiect that may be quite un-

pleasant, and in cheap spectacles or glasses this is one
of the commonest defects.

iSecent Eitcrature.

The Medical News Visiting List for 1897. Weekly
(dated, for 30 patients) ; Monthly (undated, for 120
patients per month); Perpetual (undated, for 30 pa-

tients weekly per year); and Perpetual (undated, for

60 patients weekly per year). The first three styles

contain 32 pages of data and 160 pages of blanks.

The 60-patient Perpetual consists of 256 pages of

blanks. Each style in one wallet-shaped book, with

pocket, pencil and rubber. Philadelphia and New
York : Lea Brothers & Co.

This well-known Visiting List for 1897 has been

revised and brought up to date. The text portion

(32 pages) contains the most useful data for the physi-

cian and surgeon, including an alphabetical table of

diseases, with the most approved remedies, and a table

of doses. It also contains sections on examination of

urine, artificial respiration (Sylvester's method), in-

com|)atibles, poisons and antidotes, diagnostic table of

eruptive fevers, and the ligation of arteries. The
classified blanks (160 pages) are arranged to hold

records of all kinds of professional work, with memo-
randa and accounts. The selection of material in the

text portion and the arrangement of the record

blanks are the result of twelve years of experience

and special study. Equal care has been bestowed

upon the mechanical execution of the book, and in

quality of paper and in strength and beauty of bind-

ing nothing seems to be left wanting. When desired,

a ready reference thumb-letter index is furnished at an

extra cost of twenty-five cents. This is an excellent

Visiting List.

Lkpers IN Iceland.— Iceland with a population

of 75,000, has 400 lepers.
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THE UNION OF NEUROLOGY AND PSY-
CHIATRY.

The development of specialties in medicine has

naturally given rise to many jests concerning special-

ists for the great toe, the right ear, or the middle tur-

binated bone ; but it is a serious and unfortunate man-

ifestation of specialism which has set apart certain

diseases of the brain in a class by themselves so ex-

clusive that they are never mentioned iu the text-books

of internal medicine and rarely in treatises on diseases

of the brain itself. Theological and metaphysical con-

siderations for a long time tended to separate diseases

of the mind from other diseases of the brain, and the

distinction still holds, although it leads to various ab-

surdities. The text-books of mediciue give, for exam-

ple, a reasonable space to the consideration of hysteria

— a disease purely psychical — but until recently,

they have said nothing of paretic dementia, a degen-

erative disease of the whole central nervous system.

The text-books on insanity, however, give a most in-

adequate account of hysteria. Both the text-books on

mental disease and those on nervous disease thus be-

come defective ; the former describe the more pro-

nounced mental symptoms of tumor or hemorrhage

under the heading of insanity from structural disease,

and fail to note the other more important symptoms ;

the latter neglect the mental symptoms of various

nervous diseases and furnish no proper diagnostic

criteria between these and the so-called mental dis-

eases. In practice, however, the artificiality of this

distinction becomes evident. We cannot deal with

neurasthenia, tabes, hysteria and multiple neuritis

without considering also folie du doute, paretic demen-

tia, melancholia and amentia ; if we attempt to do so

our diagnosis, prognosis and treatment are all at fault.

That this distinction between diseases of the mind

and diseases of the brain has worked harm both to

neurology and to psychiatry is only too plain. The

scope of neurology on the one hand, has been confined,

and, so far as it neglected the study of mental diseases,

its comprehension of the problems of the study of the

nervous system has been defective; while psychiatry,

neglecting the thorough study of neurology as the only

scientific basis for the study of the higher cerebral

functions, has made less rapid progress. Alienists and

neurologists have kept themselves apart, to the harm

of both, and iu times past there have even been mutual

hostility and criticism instead of good will.

At the recent Congress of Alienists and Neurolo-

gists of FraiiCe and French-speaking countries held at

Nancy, Professor Pilres, of Bordeaux, in his opening

address ' made an urgent plea for an alliance between

psychiatry and neurology. "The division into two

groups," said he, "of the army of workers engaged in

the study of mental and nervous diseases is wholly

artificial. It is based on no general idea. It is opposed

to the very nature of things. Scientifically it is irra-

tional. Practically it would result, if it were rigidly

maintained, iu dividing the study of diseases which are

one and which can be well known only by observing

all their manifestations in their complete evolution."

He dwelt upon the fact that most mental diseases are

observed iu asylums only iu their pronounced and com-

plicated forms, while the milder and simpler forms are

seen only in general practice and in hospitals ; other

mental diseases, such as transitory toxic or febrile,

delirium and the obsessions are rarely if ever found in

asylum practice ; while a large number of diseases,

such as tabes, general paralysis and multiple sclerosis,

may or may not be attended with sufficient mental

symptoms to require seclusion, so that, in order fully

to comprehend them, the experience of alienists and

neurologists must be united. " For these reasons,"

he continues, "it is indispensable to complete, each by
the other, the researches of the neurologists by those

of the alienists. They are absolutely united. They
march side by side. They have the same objects, the

same tendencies, the same methods, the same ends.

They ought not to be separated."

This is so true that great discoveries in one field

have never failed to extend their influence into the

other. The sciences are apt to progress much more by

their influence upon other sciences than by discoveries

iu their own domain. The principles of degenerative

heredity were studied by Morel in mental diseases

and applied by him solely to the etiology of psycho-

pathies and neuroses, but they have been extended

to all nervous diseases, and are applicable to many
morbid states. On the other hand, the laboratory work

iu bacteriology was at first thought applicable only to

general febrile and epidemic diseases. Later, rabies,

tetanus and other affections were found to be due to

infectious causes, and, finally, the influence of infection

in the etiology of nervous and mental diseases has been

found to be widespread, as the discussion at the Wash-

ington Congress in 1894 showed.

" The moral of this," says Pitres, " is that we should

not shut ourselves up iu too narrow or too exclusive

• Arolilves do Neurologio, Suptember, 1896.
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Bpeci»lizHtiou, and that we should do all we can to en-

large our horizon. A neurologist would have insulfi-

ciont culture were he not familiar with the progress of

psychiatry, and an alienist would be deprived of pre-

cious elements of information if he did not follow with

an attentive and curious eye the researches made in

the domain of neurology."

It would, indeed, be conducive to the highest devel-

opment both of psychiatry and neurology if the teach-

ings of this address could bear fruit not only in France

but throughout the world. If those in charge of

asylums were always men skilled in neurology as a

foundation for their study of psychiatry, we should be

spared much of the inefficient, unscienti6c work which

has too often exposed the asylum superintendent to

harsh but deserved criticism ; while, on the other hand,

if the neurologist were thoroughly versed in a knowl-

edge of the so-called mental diseases, his understanding

and treatment of the other diseases of the nervous sys-

tem would be vastly enriched and made more profita-

ble to his patients.

THE SERUM TEST AS A METHOD OF DIAGNO-
SIS FOR TYPHOID FEVER.

Further experience with Widal's serum test in

typhoid fever tends to confirm its value as a useful aid

to diagnosis.

On November 9th, the New York Board of Health

issued a circular to physicians inviting them to co-

operate with the department in conducting experiments

which will assist iu the diagnosis of early or obscure

cases of this disease. Dr. Hermann Biggs, director of

the Health Board's bacteriological laboratory, reported

to the board recently that previous investigations

showed that serum from the blood of typhoid patients

has the power of arresting the active movement of the

bacilli, and of producing peculiar and characteristic

clumping of these organisms. It has been shown, he

considers, that this reactiou occurs frequently very

early in the course of the disease, at a time when the

physician by onliiiary methods cannot determine cer-

tainly whether the patient is suffering from typhoid or

some other form of fever. Also, that it is found
throughout the course of the disease, and very often

for a considerable period after complete recovery.

With the sanction of the board, Dr. Biggs has arranged

to make a daily collection of slides furnished by physi-

cians from the druggists with whom diplulieria culture-

tubes are kept, and to promptly investigate and report

upon them. It is believed that the scheme will be of

material assistance to practitioners iu enabling them to

promptly care for typhoid cases in the incipient stages.

At the Boston City Hospital the test has been made
in about fifty cases of uniloubted typhoid, of doubtful

typhoid, and of a few other diseases. In almost all

the response has accorded with the diagnosis as pre-

viously made, or reached later with a clearer view of

the conditions.

Dr. C. L. Greene, of St. Paul, Minn., reports the

results of the application of the test in twenty-five

cases, eleven of typhoid and thirteen of other diseases;

with positive results in all of the first class, and nega-

tive results iu all of the second class.'

The reaction has been observed as early as what

was supposed to be the end of the first week and as

late as the seventh week.

To determine the true value of the test as a means

of diagnosis further observations are desirable.

MEDICAL NOTES.

A Professor of Massage.— A Chair of Mas-

sage has been established in the University of Berlin

with Dr. Zabloudovsky as professor.

Professor Lesser succeeds Professor Lewin.
— Professor Edmund Lesser, of Berne, has been ap-

pointed Director of the Charite Clinic for Dermatology

and Syphilis, as successor to the late Professor Lewin.

The Semi-Centennial of Anesthesia.— The
November number of the Buffalo Medical Journal is

chiefly devoted to the exercises commemorative of the

discovery of anesthesia held in the Alumni Hall of

Buffalo University Medical College on October 16th.

The exercises consisted of introductory remarks by

James 0. Putnam, Chancellor of the University ; an

able and interesting address entitled, " Remarks upon

the History and Introduction of Anesthesia in Surg-

ery," by Prof. Roswell Park ; and brief addresses

devoted chiefly to reminiscences of surgical practice

before and in the early days of anesthesia, by Prof.

E. M. Moore, Drs. C. C. Wyckoff and John Hanen-

stein. The hall in which the exercises were held was

filled with an audience of physicians and their friends,

who manifested deep interest in the event and its com-

memoration.

boston and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, November 18, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease :

diphtheria 124, scarlet fever 54, measles 56, typhoid

fever 42.

Donation to a Hospital.— The Trustees of the

Elliot Hospital at Manchester, N. H., have received a

gift of several thousand dollars for the erection of an

operating building. The giver is unknown.

The Suffolk District Medical Societi.— At
the stated meeting of the Suffolk District Medical

Societv held at No. 19 Boylston Place, on November

14th, the resignations of Dr. Smith as Secretary and

Dr. Buckingham as Treasurer were presented and ac-

cepted. Dr. A. 8. Knight was elected to fill the

office of Treasurer, and Dr. John Dane that of Secre-

tary. The following gentlemen were appointed Secre-

taries of Sections for the eusuing year: Section in

Surgery, Dr. Paul Thorndike ; Section in Clinical

Medicine and Hygiene, Dr. E. W. Taylor ; Section of

> Jledical Uecoril, Narember Ulb, p. 690.
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Obstetrics and Gynecology, Dr. C. H. Hare. A com-

mittee was chosen to nominate oflftcers for the annual

meeting, consisting of : Drs. J. C. Warren, G. W.
Gay, F. W. Draper, G. H. Durgin and J. H. McCol-

lom.

NEW TORK.

Death of Henry A. Mott, Ph.D.— Henry A.

Mott, Ph.D., a distinguished chemist, died, after a

brief illness, on November 8th, at the age of forty-

four. He was the youngest son of the late Henry A.

Mott, and a grandson of Valentine Mott, the cele-

brated surgeon. He was frequently called in court

trials as an expert, and was one of the witnesses in

the recent case of Mrs. Fleming. He was formerly

professor of chemistry in the New York Medical Col-

lege, and for the past six years has given chemical

lectures in the public schools of New York.

The Epitaph of an Eighteenth Centurt Phi-

SICIAN.— One of the oldest tombstones in a forgotten

graveyard in New Jersey, where once stood a church

known as St. Peter's of Topanemas, which has re-

cently been visited by a writer in the Evening Post,

is that of a physician. Dr. William Nichols. The in-

scription on it is as follows :

In Hope of a Joyful

ResurrectioD.

Here LietU Interred the Boily

of William Nichols for mauy
years of this county of monmouth

Practitioner in Physick and
Chirurgery. A Gentleman of

Great Experience and moderation

in his Practise. He was born

in the city of Dublin October

the "23 D,iy Anno Domini 1685

and died in Freehold in this

County April the ninth Day one
Thousand Seven Hundred and
Forty Three in the Fifty Eight

year of his Age.

Remember that thou also shalt Die.

Death of Dr. Bdrohard.— Dr. Thomas Her-

ring Burchard died suddenly of cardiac disease at his

home in New York on November 14th. He was the

eldest son of the late Rev. Samuel D. Burchard, and

was born in New York Cit}-, March 19, 1850. He
was graduated from Bellevue Hospital Medical Col-

lege in 1872. He served as house surgeon at Belle-

vue Hospital, and was afterwards appointed demon-

strator of anatomy at the Bellevue College. After

serving for some time as attending surgeon to the

New York Dispensary he was made a visiting surgeon

at Charity Hospital, Blackwell's Island, a position

which he held for manj' years. For two years he was

also president of the Medical and Surgical Board of

this hospital. Later he was appointed lecturer ou

Surgical P^mergeucies at Bellevue Hospital Medical

College. Dr. Burchard was disliuguished as a piiysi-

cian, as well as a surgeon, and was a frequent con-

tributor to the prominent medical journals. Person-

ally, he was a man of the most attractive presence and

genial disposition. He was widely popular in the pro-

fession as well as with the general public, and his un-

timely death will be deeply mourned by a very large

circle of devoted friends. He was twice married,

and a widow and two children by his first wife survive

him.

A DIPLOMA FOR THIRTY-FIVE DOLLARS « ALL
INCLUSIVE."

We have received from a medical acquaintance in

Boston a circular offering him and others a medical

diploma "all inclusive," for the moderate fee of

thirty-five dollars. We reproduce the text of this cir-

cular, and also the text of the charter of this diploma
mill, which flourishes under the protection of the State

of Wisconsin, though having its distributing office or

bureau of sale in Chicago. We are glad to learu from
the Journal of the American Medical Association that

the Attorney-General of Wisconsin has filed a petition

for the abrogation of the charter of this Wisconsin
Eclectic Medical College. It would be well if that

State, and other States also, were less careless in

granting such charters.

Feed. Rotlasd, M.D., Pres't. A. Neve Edtland, M.D., Sec'y.
Ghahles Podmoke, M.D., Treas.

Incorporated under the Laws of the State of Wisconsin.

WISCONSIN ECLECTIC MEDICAL COLLEGE,
OF Milwaukee, Wis.

COERESPONDENCE DEPARTMENT,
1001 W. Congress St.

Chicago, Illinois, Nov., 1896.

Dear Doctor: — We notice your name in a Medical and
Surgical Directory, but with a * appended. This usually means
(although not necessarily so) that the person so designated is
not a graduate of a Medical School, aud h.as no diploma. If,

liowever, it should be that you are a graduate, and have a regu-
lar diploma, then we can but tender our most sincere apologies
for troubling you on the matter. But; on the other hand, if

you are not a graduate, and have no regular diploma, then the
perusal of the enclosed prospectus cannot fail to be of the most
primary importance and interest to you. We would also desire
to draw attention to the fact, that to Pr.ictising Physicians our
fees are much reduced from the regular rate. To this class our
fees are S35.00 all inclusive.
As proof of our legal standing aud right to confer the degree

of M.D., we can supply Certified Copies of our Charter at 25
cents each, simply covering the cost of certifying-officer's fee.
Trusting soon to hear from you, and standing ready to an-

swer any or all questions you may wish to submit,
We are. Yours very sincerely.

Wisconsin Eclectic Medical College,
Fred. Rutland, Ph.D., M.D.

[The Sasie Offer to a Pharmacist.]

Chicago, Illinois, Nov., 1896.

Dear Sir: — If you have any aspirations to a profession
which runs side by side with that of Pharmacy, if you desire to
become a physician and have the legal right to append M.D. lo
your name; then you are politely requested to carefully read
and digest the contents of the inclosed prospectus.
The plan as outlined therein gives to the pharmacist an open

door to tlie legitimate practice of medicine as an authorized
physiciau. In these days when tlie pliarmacist is required by
law to be as highly educated, as well read, as well versed in the
various branches of Medical Knowledge aud to pass as rigid an
examination (and in some States much more rigid) than is re-
quired of the physician ; is there, we ask, any reason why the
pharmacist should not avail himself of the opportunity (while
lie has it) to take yet another step ou the ladder of life and be-
come M.D. ?

Tlie average pharmacist's knowledge of Materia Medica,
Therapeutics, Anatomy, Physiology, Science and Practice of
Medicine, Obstetrics and Surgery is usually just as good as the
average physician, indeed mauy much better, for there are
thousands of practising physicians who never had a diploma,
never was asked a question on the subject; while evoty phar-
macist has been through the fires of inquisitorial examination.
The diplomas of the Wisconsin Eclectic Medical College
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arc perfectly pood in law, binding and valid, and the total fees
are exceedingly moderate, S35 (JO all inclusive. We only ask
your best thoughts on the matter. And in the meantime we
shall be glad to hear from you and to explain any point or
points not made quite clear by the prospectus, or any which
may arise in your mind.

We are, Yours very sincerely,
Wisconsin Kclectic Medical College,

Fred. Rutland, Ph.D., M.D.

United States of America.

THE STATE OF WISCONSIN, DEPARTMENT OF STATE.

To all to tchom these presents shall come:

I, Henry Casson, Secretary of State of the State of Wiscon-
sin, do hereby certify that there has been this day filed in this
department an instrument in writing, purporting to be Articles
of Association with a view of forming a corporation to be known
as Wisconsin Eclectic Medical College at Milwaukee
without Capital Stock, the business and purpose of which shall

be to conduct a medical college, etc.. and verified as a true copy
by the affidavit of Fred. Rutland, M.D., and Ann Neve Rutland,
M.D., who appear in said instrument as two of the signers of
said articles; Therefore the State of Wisconsin does hereby
grant unto the said Wisconsin Eclectic Medical College
at Milwaukee the powers and privileges conferred by Chapter
»i of the Revised Statutes of the State of Wisconsin and all acts
amendatory thereto, for the purposes above stated and in ac-
cordance with their said Articles of Association.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand
and affixed my official seal, at the Capitol in the City

[seal] of Madison, the thirty-first day of December, in the
year of onr Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-five. Henry Casson,

Secretary of State.

CHANGES IN MEDICAL JOURNALISM IN EDIN-
BURGH.

The Edinburgh Medical Journal has been bought
by a new publisher, and as a result of this, it is said.

Dr. Joseph Bell, who has ably conducted that journal

for tweuty-three years, has resigned, and the journal

will have a new editor. Messrs. Oliver & Boyd, the

late publishers, it is reported, effected the sale without

notifying the editor or the two medical societies of

which the journal has been the recognized organ.

It is perhaps due, in part at least, to this series of

events that a new medical journal is to be published

in Edinburgh, beginning in January, 1897, the pros-

pectus of which has just appeared. It is to be called

The Scottish Medical and Surgical Journal, and is to

be edited by William Russell, M.U., F.R.C.P. Ed.,

Assistant Physician to the Royal Infirmary, Edin-

burgh. The journal will be under the direction of

Professors Simpson and Annandale, of Edinburgh;
Professors Stephenson and Hamilton, of Aberdeen;
Drs. Joseph Bell, Cloustou, John Wyllie and Under-
bill, of Edinburgh, and Dr. J. W. Miller, of Dundee.
It will have correspondents iu Glasgow, Aberdeen
and Dundee, and a large staff of collaborators iu all

departments of practical and scientific medicine.

This journal is to be absolutely under the control of

the profession and it is to be owned and managed by
members of the profession who have subscribed the

necessary capital. It will be issued monthly, and will

consist of about 96 pages, octavo. The main object of

the committee and promoters is the publication of a

thoroughly representative Scottish Journal ; any profits

which may accrue will be devoted to enhancing its

usefuluess, and either enlarging it or reducing its

price.

The old Edinburgh Medical Journal was built on
the founrlation of three preceding journals, one of

which, the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal,

was started iu 1805 and coutinued until 1855.

We should regret to learn that the best interests of

the profession in Scotland are no longer in sympathy
with the conduct and policy of so old an acquaintance

as the Edinburgh Journal.

RONTGEN RAYS IN THE TREATMENT OF
FRACTURES.

Oberst, of Halle,' has for several months examined
every fracture in his hospital service by means of the

Kontgen rays. He finds, as a result of his observa-

tions, that without anesthetizing the patient, or subject-

ing the broken limb to manipulation, it is possible to

make an exact diagnosis of the position, nature, and
direction of fractures, and of the amount of deformity.

He, therefore, employs anesthesia only in cases where
painful manipulations are necessary to correct faulty

positions of the ends of the bones. He thus avoids

that experience common to almost all surgeons, the

etherization of cases with a negative result, and also

the danger of fresh hemorrhage or laceration of tissues

from stirring up the fractured ends.

For teaching purposes, the Rontgen photographs
have proved of great value.

He has also made a practice of having a skiagraph

of every case of fracture taken at the close of the

treatment, and compared with the one secured at the

beginning.

As a result of his investigation he has found that

the so-called ideal or perfect union after fracture is

rarer than has been generally believed, and that in

almost all oblique fractures union takes place with

more or less overriding of the fractured ends, a slight

degree of which might escape simple mauual examiua-
tion, as the outline of the fragments is obscured by the

callus, which is larger in proportion to the amount of

overriding. In bones which are deeply covered-in by
soft parts, it is possible for a considerable deformity to

escape even careful observation. The condition of the

fibula in the fractures of the upper two-thirds of the

leg has frequently remained entirely unknown, whether

the fractures have healed with or without deformity.

For a correct understanding of the symptoms which
frequently persist after union of a fracture, a correct

knowledge of the position of the ends of the bones is,

however, of the greatest importance, and this knowl-

edge the Rontgen rays enable us to possess.

Iu cases in which there was long-continued functional

disturbance after fractures, although manual examina-

tion revealed no deformity, and no injury to nerve or

muscle could be established, the skiagraphs invariably

showed overriding of the fragments, even though of

slight degree. In all cases in which the skiagram

showed absolutely no deformity, the functional dis-

turbances consequent upon the fractures were slight

and fleeting.

Perhaps the most interesting of the skiagrams which

illustrate the article is one of a fracture of both bones

of the leg in a man of fifty-two, in which union was

delayed for four months, finally taking place with

slight overriding of the fragments, resulting in a short-

ening of two centimetres. Many months after union

had taken place, however, the subjective symptoms
were so severe that the patient was thought to be ex-

aggerating. The skiagram showed the reason for his

complaints to consist in the fact that the overriding of

" Miinchener med. Woch., October 13, 1800.
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the fragments was much more marked than what was
inferred from the manual examination, and that a

piece of the fibula, six and one-half centimetres long,

was broken right out of the continuity of that bone,

and lay at an angle of about thirty degrees with the

long axis of the limb. The deformity of the fibula

could not have been made out without the Bontgen
rays.

The skiagrams are full of interest, and sustain the

point brought out by Dr. Codman at a recent meeting

of the Boston Society for Medical Improvement, and

illustrated by a skiagram of a fracture of the forearm,

that fractures which have been brought into a position

that is apparently perfect by manipulation, will fre-

quently show more or less dislocation of the fragments

when tried by the Rontgen tests.

Is the time far distant when every fracture will be

not merely examined, but reduced and dressed under

the fluorescope? It is possible that in certain cases

the reduction of the deformity revealed by the fluore-

scope will be impossible; but it would appear at least

probable that, aided by the exact knowledge of their

extent, and of the direction in which pressure must be

applied to correct them, the deformities of fractured

bones which will persist after surgical efforts at their-

correction wfll be considerably rarer than heretofore.

In case operative efforts are required to correct de-

formity, they can be more intelligently and effectively

directed under the guidance of the fluorescope and

skiagram than under the knowledge gained by the

surgeon's unaided fingers, especially when he is dealing

with bones deeply covered by muscle, fascia and fat.

(i^tiituacp.

FRANCIS HUNTINGTON RANKIN, M.D.

Dr. Francis Huntington Rankin, was born at Fish-

kill-on-tbe-Hudson, N. Y., on September 25, 1845. His
father, Robert Gosman Rankin, was a prominent lawyer

in New York City. He was graduated from the medical

department of the New York University in the spring of

1869. Shortly after he went abroad and spent a year in

the hospitals of Vienna. At the breaking out of the

Franco-Prussian war in 1870-71, he went to Uerlin, and

received an appointment as acting assistant-surgeon in the

Prussian army. In a short time he became acting full sur-

geon, and after returning to America he received the

" steel medal of thanks " from the Prussian government.

He began the practice of medicine in New York City in

the summer of 1871, and during the lirst year held the

position of as.iistant inspector of the New York Board of

Health. He was subsequently connected with the New
York Hospital for Diseases of the Nervous System, the

Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital, the Demilt, Children's

Northeast Dispensaries and several other institutions. He
was also tutor and assistant to the chair of materia mcilica

in the medical department of the University of New York.

In the summer of 1876, Dr. Rankin removed to New-
port and entered into partnership with Dr. Austin L.

Sands, who died iu the following year, since which time he

has continued alone in practice. He was a fellow of the

Rhode Island State Medical Society, and was instrumental

in forming the Newport Medical Society, of which for

years he was president. He was a member of the New-
port Sanitary Association, and the attending physician at

the Newport Hospital. He has fre(iuently contributed to

the medical literature of the day through the pages of the

leading journals and periodicals.

On the 11th of November, 1879, he married Grace,
daughter of Jacob Voorhis, Jr., of New York.

Dr. Rankin, since his residence in Newport, had gained

an extensive practice, but during the past three or four

years he had suffered from ill health. He had intended to

spend the winter in the South. By his death Newport lost

a respected citizen and one of its leading professional men.

Memorial Resolutions.

At a special meeting of the Newport Medical Society, held at

the residence of Dr. Horatio R. Storer, presided over by First

Vice-President Dr. C. F. Barker, the foUowlDg preamble and
resolutions were adopted;

Whereas, in His inscrutable wisdom Almighty God has seen
fit to remove from the scene o£ his earthly labors, our beloved
President; therefore

Resolved, That we bow in submission to His divine will.

Resolved, That in the death of Dr. Francis H. Rankin, the
Medical Society, of which he was the founder, has met with an
irretrievable loss.

Resolved, That the profession of medicine has parted with one
of its brightest leaders, a man who was always working for the
sanitary welfare of this city, for the good of the poor, and the
benefit of the profession of which he was so bright an ornament.

Resolved, That no man could have led a purer or more useful
and disinterested life and that the urbanity of his mauners, the
gentleness of his disposition, the truthfulness of bis character
and the manliness of his nature, served to bind with bonds of

siucerest love the enduring friendship which he always inspired
in all who had the privilege of knowing him.

Resolved, That we offer our sincere sympathy to his afilicted

wife and relatives.

Resolved, That the Society attend bis funeral in a body.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be published in the

daily papers of this city and in a prominent medical publication
in New York, Boston and Providence, and that a copy be pre-
sented to his family.

V. MoTT Francis, M.D., 2d Vice Pres., 1

Henry E. Turner, M.D., > Committee.
Stephen C. Powell, M.D.,

'

i Co

DR. ANDREW MURRAY SMITH.

At the regular meeting of the Berkshire District Medi-
cal Society, held at Pittsfield, October 29, 1896, it was
unanimously voted, that the following minute be entered
upon the records of the Society, and copies sent to the Bos-
ton Medical and Surgical Journal and to the family of the
late Dr. Smith.

The members of the Berkshire Distict Medical Society desire
to express their sorrow for the death, on the 25th inst., of their
fellow-member. Dr. Andrew Murray Smith, of Williamstown,
Mass., and, at the same time to place on record their high appre-
ciation of his many sterling qualities as a physician and as a
man.

Dr. Smith was graduated from the Berkshire Medical College,
in 1817, and had therefore been engaged iu the practice of med-
icine for nearly fifty years. This whole period was spent in
Williamstown, with the exception of a year and a half, during
the war, when he served in the Army, as assistant-surgeon, and
afterwards surgeon of the 40th Massachusetts Regiment. He
inherited his profession, being the son of Dr. Samuel Smith,
who also resided and practised in Williamstown.
He had been a member of this Society since 1S55, and was one

of the last of a notable group of medical men who practised in
this couuty, and formed the boue and sinew of this Society,
while the Berkshire Medical College w.is still flourishing.

Our Society is now composed of a younger generation of men,
some of whom have had little or no acquaintance with Dr.
Smith

I
but some of us have enjoyed the privilege of his friend-

ship for many years ; and we take pleasure iu looking back upon
the long period when he was a regular attendant at our monthly
meetings.
We recall his unfailing courtesy and geniality, bis special

kindness to younger men, his readiness and fuliiity of speech,
and the interest and value of his medical papers ami reports.

In recent years he has heeu less frequently seen at our meet-
ings; but he has always been gladly welcomed by his old friends
who have rejoiced to see that advancing age could not impair
the warmth of his heart or the clearness of his mind.
To his sorrowing family, we extend our heartfelt sympathy;

and with them we find eomfort in the thought that our late

brother was one whose strong Christian faith robbed death of
all its terrors.

L. C. Swift, Secretary,

Berkshire District Medical Society.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending November 7th, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—

Baro-
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•©riginal 3firticle^.

TWO CASES OF MEDICO-LEGAL INTEREST.i

BT J. O. PINKHAM, M.D., OF LYNN, MASS.

Case \. Acute cerebral leptomeuingitis following

blows upon the head, with late development of serious

symptoms aud death thirteen days after the injury.

The history of this case is briefly as follows: C.

M. a mechanic, aged twenty-two, came to this country

from Denmark six years ago. After coming here he

worked pretty steadily at his trade. For four years

he was employed by the General Electric Company,
of Lynn, leaving of his own accord in January, 1896,

because he was given work, which, on account of

a disabled left arm, he found it difficult to perform.

During this time, his reputation for sobriety was
good. He took beer occasionally, like many others of

his people, but was never regarded as a drinking man.
His home for two years preceding his death was with

a married sister, one Mrs. S., a woman of intelligence

aud of excellent character.

On March 31st, being then, as usual, sober, M.
went to West Newton to visit a married sister living

there. The next forenoon, still sober, he went out to

look for employment. On the evening of the same
day he was in Boston, and in company with another

man went into a Chinese laundry. While there a

difficulty occurred, and he was struck on the head
twice with a piece of soapstone by one of the China-

men. Later, he was found in the street by a police-

man. He was then bleeding from a wound in the

bead, and was thought to be very drunk. He was
taken to a physician's office (this was about 10.30

p. M.), and his wounds were dressed. He was then

put under arrest for an assault on the Chinaman, and
then taken to jail. The next day, April 2d, he was
tried, convicted and sentenced to one of the penal

institutions of this city for thirty days.

Mrs. S., the sister, saw him in jail after the trial,

on the same day. She says that his head was bound
up, and that he complained of headache. She was
not allowed an opportunity to converse with him
freely, an officer being present who interrupted her

whenever she attempted to ask him about the trouble

with the Chinaman. He did tell her, however, that

he was not at fault in the matter, the other man being

the one who created the disturbance.

On April 3d he was sent to the reformatory and
put to work. The physician there reports that on the

next day, April 4th, he was seen at sick-call, and a

small wound on the forehead, with one stitch in it,

was dressed. Three days later the wound baviug
completely healed, the stitch was removed.

On the 10th, having worked from his arrival up to

that time, he complained of feeling "mean," aud was
admitted to the hospital for observation. On the

night of the 10th he became delirious, his delirium

resembling in every particular, it was said, that pro-

duced by alcohol. On the next day the delirium con-

tinued, aud there was a marked rise in temperature.

A consultation was held, and it was decided that the

symptoms pointed to a complicating central pneumo-
nia.

On the 13th he died ; aud the cause of death was
returned as the delirium tremens and pneumonia.

» Itead at the Annaal Meeting of the JNIassachunetts MeJico-Legal
Society, Jane 9, 1896.

The body was taken to Lynn for burial, and the

sister, who thought that justice had gone astray in

this case, laid the facts before the city marshal. She
complained because the young man's friends were not
allowed an opportunity to see him before his trial aud
to assist in his defence, aud also, because they were
not notified of his serious illness in season for them
to visit him before his death. She could not believe

he died of delirium tremens, as she knew he was not
an intemperate man. It was her purpose, she said,

to appeal to the Danish Consul, as her brother was a

citizen of Denmark, and ask him to make an investiga-

tion. The city marshal referred the matter to me, with

the statement that he thought an autopsy advisable.

Thinking that there was good ground for this opinion,

I acquiesced, aud made an autopsy, with the assist-

ance of Dr. H. W. Newhall, of Lynn, on April 17th,

four days after death. Below is given the official

report of the autopsy in a somewhat abbreviated
form

:

Body well nourished. Rigor mortis everywhere
present. Post-mortem lividity in the usual situations.

The abdomen is moderately distended, and there is a
greenish discoloration of the whole surface, the same
extending up on the left side to the nipple, and back-
wards to the axillary line, where it is merged in the

cadaveric lividity of the back. There is also some
greenish discoloration in the intercostal spaces on both
sides in front of the thorax. A reddish-brown liquid

of offensive odor escapes from the mouth when the

body is moved. There is a stellate scar of recent

formation, a little more than one-half an inch in

extreme width ou the forehead, just to the left of the

median line, under the edge of the hair; on the right

of the median line, near the eyebrow, is a patch of

greenish-yellow discoloration of the skin about one
inch in vertical diameter and of variable width. The
scalp divided and turned back in the usual way shows
on the under side a patch of ecchymosis about an inch

aud a quarter in length by one inch in breadth, be-

neath the site of the stellate scar before mentioned

;

also some ecchymosis beneath the site of the discolor-

ation lower down on the right. Calvarium removed.
Dura mater somewhat congested, and adherent to

arachnoid along the margins of the longitudinal sinus

and elsewhere over and in the neighborhood of the

Pacchionian bodies. Pia mater everywhere highly con-

gested, with effusion of serum beneath the arachnoid,
and grayish-white patches (collection of sero-pus)

here and there over the whole convex surface of the

brain. Left lateral ventricle contains about three

drachms of turbid and bloody serum. The right

lateral and the third ventricle contain bloody serum.
The substance of the brain appears healthy, except
that the puncta cruenta are more noticeable than
usual, showing some congestion.

The thorax opened, shows the right lung normal in

every respect, the lower part being very dark from
hypostatic congestion. The left lung is pretty geu-
erajly adherent to the walls of the chest. Adhesions
easily separated, but not recent. There is a small

amount of bloody serum iu the left pleural cavity.

Left lung more congested than the right, but it

floats iu water as a whole and in sections and crepi-

tates everywhere on pressure, and exudes a bloody
froth from its cut surfaces. There are some hard
masses as large as good-sized peas in the root of the

lung near the bronchus ; all other organs healthy.
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The lower eud of the ileum was examined for evidence
of typhoid fever, and none found.

Remarks.— It will be seen that the autopsy in this

case excludes pneumonia as one of the causes of death.

As the man can i)e shown to have been sober on the

morning of the day on which he was atsaulted, and for

many days previous to that; as he was not an intem-
perate man, only occasionally taking a glass of beer,

or something of the sort; as he showed no sign of

alcoholic delirium for ten days after his arrest, it is

safe to say that he did not have delirium tremens.
And, furthermore, as he received two severe blows
upou the head, it is not improbable that he was par-

tially stunned, or dazed, by them, and that this condi-
tion added to the fact that his breath smelt of beer,

might have given to the officer who arrested him and
to the ph\sician who dressed his wounds the impres-
sion that he was very much intoxicated. It may be
stated here that one witness is ready to testify to the

fact that shortly before the time of the assault, M. was
not intoxicated.

It is not an uncommon occurrence for a concussion,

so-called, of the brain, even of a moderate degree of

severity, if neglected or improperly treated, to result

in meningitis and in death, sometimes as late as two
or three weeks after the injury.

Put now all these facts together— the assault on
the 1st of April ; the arrest, trial, confinement in jail

for three days ; the hard labor for seven days ; an ap-

parent absence of the proper treatment for a concus-

sion of the brain ; the final illness of three days' dura-

tion, the clinical history (meagre, as obtained, but

significant) of general malaise, fever, delirium ; the

autojjsy, excluding other causes of death, and showing
a general cerebral leptomeningitis with purulent effusion— putting, I say, all these facts together, can we avoid

the conclusion that the blows upon the head were the

primary cause of death ? If we reach this conclusion,

what is now the legal status of the affair, in view of

the fact that the matter of the assault has been adju-

dicated once, and the deceased condemned ? There
can be no doubt that the assault committed by M.
upon the Chinaman was merely technical ; the actual

assault, the violence, was inflicted upon the deceased

himself by the man upon whose testimony alone with

that of his associate in business the conviction was
secured. Can the case be reopened and the Celestial

tried for manslaughter now that M. is dead by his act ?

These points, it is without doubt the duty of the

authorities of the law to settle. The inquest has not

yet been held.

Case II. Diffuse hemorrhage of the pia mater oc-

curring during sexual intercourse aod causing sudden
death.

Mr. H., thirty-eight years of age, married, a barber

by trade, was found dead at 5.30 i'. m.. May 22d, in a

room occupied by a woman of questionable character.

On my arrival at 6.25 i'. M., I found the body in bed
underneath the outer covering, with no clothing on it

except the two shirts ordinarily worn in the day-time.

It was lying on its back near the middle of the bed,

with face turned slightly to the left, and away from
the wall of the room against which the bed was i>laced.

The right leg was nearly straight and in line willi the

body. The left leg and thigh were semiflexed. The
arms were lying by the sides. Face rather pale, eyes

and mouth closed. There was uo rigor mortis, and
but a slight degree of post-mortem lividity. On the

glaus penis and exuding from the urethra on pressure

was some fluid resembling semen in appearance.

Right testicle enlarged. ISo marks of violence to be

found upon the body.

As the woman in whose room the body was found

gave an unsatislactory account of the affair, she was
taken to the police station and detained to await the

result of an autopsy.

The body was removed to the morgue, and an

autopsy made on the same day, at 8.40 i'. li., in the

presence of the city marshal and Dr. C. C. Sheldon,

of Lynn. On section of the body, the liver was found

to be enlarged and fatty in appearance. The spleen

was sftmewhat swollen and hard. The lungs, heart,

kidneys, pancreas, intestines and bladder were healthy.

The gastric mucosa appeared somewhat thickened ; it

was red in streaks and patches, and covered with a
layer of thick, dirty-looking mucus. The large veins,

and the cavities of the heart contained very dark
blood, mostly fluid. On removing the calvarium and
the dura mater the convex surface of the brain was
seen to be very dark over the greater portion of its

extent. The dark color was most noticeable on the

left side, and here, especially over the anterior lobe,

over the right middle lobe, was a relatively clear

patch ; and in this region the arachnoid was observed

to be somewhat cloudy, and the vessels of the pia

mater distended, enlarged and tortuous. The cause

of the dark color was discovered to be an effusion of

blood into the meshes of the pia. In the sulci every-

where, and at the base of the brui|i, this condition

existed. In the lateral, third and fourth ventricles

were thin, black clots, the blood in these situations

having evidently escaped from the meshes of the pia

because there it was subjected to a less degree of re-

straining pressure. The largest accumulation of blood

in any place was around the medulla oblongata. The
amount collected there was quite large— sufficient, as

it appeared, to cause marked pressure upou the med-
ulla. The brain substance was healthy in appearance.

Remarks. — This form of meningeal hemorrhage is

said to be quite rare in adults, although not uncom-
mon in new-born children. With so general a diffu-

sion of the blood, we can hardly suppose that the

bleeding took place from one point of rupture. The
amount of blooil was too great, and the time for its

diffusion too short to admit of such a conclusion. On
this point, it may be said that, from the best evidence

obtainable, H. was alive and dressed at 3.45 p. m. He
was found dead at 5.30 P. m., one hour and forty-five

minutes later. At 6.25 p. m. the body had begun to

show traces of post-mortem lividity, and the extrem-

ities were cold. In my opinion, the man had beeu

dead at least two hours. This calculation leaves only

tony minutes for the whole transaction, including un-

dressing and the subsequent acts, and makes it certain

that death occurred very soon after the hemorrhage
began. From the wife of the deceased I learned that

he had been drinking freely for a year or more. He
had, however, she said, seemed to be in good health,

and ha<l had uo recent illness, except an attack^ of

vertigo, or something of the kind, about one week be-

fore his death. The alcoholism accounts, of course,

for the fatty liver and the varicose state of the cere-

bral blood-vessels. From the position of the body
when found, and other circumstances, it seems almost

certain that the hemorrhage took place while the man
was in the act of sexual intercourse, and that death,
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as I have said before, speedily followed. We may
account for the occurrence by supposing that the ex-

citement attending sexual intercourse caused an in-

tense fluxionary hyperemia of the brain, and that the

dilated and weakened vessels of the pia, already in a

state of chronic engorgement, were unable to bear the

additional strain, and gave way at numerous points,

causing the fatal hemorrhage. The suddenness of the

death was probably due to the pressure upon the

medulla by the large effusion around it. If it be

allowable to assume that, owing to the pressure

respiration was first paralyzed, the heart continuing

to act for some minutes after breathing ceased, we
may in this way account for the black state of the

blood, death being due, in a sense, to asphyxia.

INDENTIFICATION OF A HUMAN SKELETON.i

BT ROBERT BDRNS, M.D., OF PLTMOOTH, N. H.

On the 15th of October, 1895, a resident of Lan-
daff, N. H., while working in his cellar, found a skele-

ton. Suspicion of murder soon fastened upon one
Milo Grey, who had once lived in this house, and

whose wife had suddenly disappeared some four years

before. This man was arrested and indicted, but

shortly before the time set for the trial, he pleaded

guilty of murder in the second degree — claiming first,

that he killed his wife on September 11, 1891, which

we know to be the date of the woman's disappear-

ance ; secondly, that the fatal deed was done by a

push which sent the victim sideways from the car-

riage seat to the ground ; that she struck on her head

and never moved afterwards. I would call to your

notice that the time which elapsed between the mur-

der and the finding of the remains was only one

month over four years.

This house in Landaff is a small, old, wooden
structure, in size about thirty feet by eighteen feet.

It is a long distance from any other habitation ; is

situated on a soil in which gravel predominates, and

on a level spot, the land at one side of which slopes

enough toward a brook some two hundred feet away,

to ensure good natural drainage. Owing to the situa-

tion of the house, I think it unlikely that there would

at any time be standing water in the cellar.

The house was originally built without a cellar, the

foundation being of such stones as could be most

readily found for the purpose, and gathered evidently

with more reference to size than to shape, conse-

quently the interstices of the so-called cellar wall were

much larger and the interior was more exposed to the

weather than would be the case under ordinary condi-

tions.

The so called cellar was really an excavation made
at some time subsequent to the building of the house,

witliin and smaller than thp house area, and the

usefulness would probably depend upon the thorougii-

ness with which the common winter custom of "bank-
ing up " the sills and foundations was carried out.

You will see that in an unoccupied house of this char-

acter the range of temperature in the cellar would be

practically that of out-of-doors, and would tlurefore

be much greater than would be expected without a

full understanding of these conditions. It is also to

' Read before the Massachusetts Medico-Ltgixl Society, at its

Annual JVleeting June 9, 1S96.

be remembered that the winters are decidedly more
severe than those to which you are accustomed. As
the body was only lightly or partially covered with
earth and stones, it was fully exposed to all tempera-
ture extremes.

It was found upon inquiry that in the spring of

1892 a stench had been noticed by those passing the

house, which was unoccupied at the time, and "two
years later" when the house was again inhabited, the

stench had disappeared but " after a rain when the

house was closed a disagreeable odor was noticed on
opening."

Enough of the clothing remained, though mostly
merely shreds, to assist in the identification of the

body. Several witnesses recognized a pin, a ring and
some peculiar metallic buttons, which were found with
the remains, and which also an old photograph in part
reproduces. The right foot was still encased in an
ordinary buttoned boot; within this the stocking was
in much better preservation than the other textile

clothing, and the foot was mummified, whereas the
smaller bones of the other foot had to be recovered by
sifting the soil.

The body was found lying face downward on the

cellar floor. Upon the left side of the head, was a
large fracture extending upward across the vault of

the skull and backward to the external occipital pro-

tuberance.

When I first saw the skeleton — it had already been
moved to Woodsville— the full number of bones had
not been found, and the earth where the body had lain

had already been spaded, so that we were obliged to

carefully sift all earth, to a depth of six or eight inches
in that part of the cellar, in order to find the small

bones, and the very small amount of hair which we were
finally successful in recovering. By this careful search-

ing and sifting, the smaller bones were ultimately all

found; but very little hair was found with or near
the remains. When the skeleton c^me into my cus-

tody, shortly after this time, I found, among tlie

debris attached to the bones, a small piece of scalp,

with a number of brown hairs about an inch long,

hairs straight and with cut ends. This hair was
beyond question human hair.

When the skeleton was sent me, I was asked to ex-

amine it and to form an opinion as to the age, height
and time since death.

I have already alluded to the cranial fracture, and
the skull was also noticeable on account of the ab-

sence of tlie four upper incisors ; and as the lower
incisors were in normal position, and the lower jaw
firmly articulated, the vacancy was marked and could

be easily shown to a jury. From the disappearance

of the epi|)hyseal lines, the condition of the sternum,
sutures and teeth, the body was that of an adult.

In determining the time since death, the following

points were noted : A good share of the interarticular

fibro-cartilage had disappeared. The internal condyle
of the left femur was almost wholly destroyed. This
destruction began some two inches above the lower
edge of the condyle and the bone was destroyed well

down into the cancellous tissue, making it look as if

the bone had been eaten. The remainder of the

bone was in good condition and was not attacked in

any wa}'. The destruction took place above the

articular surface of the condyle. The left zygoma
had also disappeared, but presented the a|)pearauce of

having been broken off. The lijiaments of the riiibt
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ankle still held in place the tibia, fibula and foot,

which you remember was found inside a boot. Some
of the transverse processes of the vertebra; were

slightly injured. The conclusion drawn was that

without the additional evidence of the stench the lime

the boues had laid there could not be accurately deter-

mined, and that the destruction seen in the condyle

and at some other points, was more than was to be

expected, judging either by the condition of the rest

of the skeleton or by the time indicated by the other

evidence.

The height was determined by following the direc-

tions in Dr. Dwight's essay on "The Identification of

the Human Skeleton." The first task was to aniou-

late the spines. In his essay Dr. Dwightsays, "Draw
a vertical line about the length one would suppose a

vertical line a 6 to have, passing from the top of

the atlas to the tip of the coccyx." This was

done ; and after drawing several lines and making the

curves, a line twenty-five inches in length was de-

cided upon, or a line about five times the length of the

straight line in Dr. Dwight's small diagram. The
accompanying diagram will serve to recall the method.

If this is correct, the middle of the line will fall oppo-

site the eleventh dorsal ; the first and second quarters

opposite the lower border of the third dorsal ; c at

the lower edge of the fourth lumbar; i at the lower

border of the sixth cervical ; g at the upi)er border of

ninth dorsal ; e at lower border of second lumbar; m
at the middle of the third sacral. In addition to this,

each region must have its proper share of length in

accordance with the tables for the difl^erent regions.

The curve thus made is supposed to be that of a per-

gOD in standing position.

The diagram was drawn on heavy manilla paper

and then cut with a sharp knife, short intervals being

left to give the paper stiffness. A long box was
filled with sand, and the paper laid upon it, and the

curve traced through with the knife, but no impres-

sion could be obtained that was satisfactory until the

sand was wet and well packed down. Then a clear

and distinct impression was made. This was filled

with plaster-of-Paris and gave a sharp and clear

white line. Matches were placed at the points men-
tioned above, and the boues were laid in the sand,

which was deep enough so that the sacrum could be

buried half-way. The greatest amount of trouble

was found at the points marking the sixth cervical

and the third dorsal. The work was checked by tak-

ing measurements of each region and finally of all.

The vertebriE when arranged differed little from the

diagram. There was a tendency in the dorsal region

to follow a slightly straighter line than the curve

plotted. At the point of greatest difference they

were probably a quarter of an inch away from the

line. When the bones were arranged the variation iu

the dorsal region and cervical regions from the point

where the sixth cervical and ninth dorsal should fall

was about half an inch. When the line had been

found satisfactory, it was traced upon a board and an

iron rod bent to it. The vertebra; were then placed

iu position, strips of bucks^kin being used to represent

the cartilages. Enough of this skin was prepared to

give the proper amount of cartilage to each region,

and then the table for the amount was followed, the

mean being taken. The bones were firmly fixed by

wiring together the processes so that they could be

handled without displacing them. The mean length

of the region by the table amounts to 23.3 and

the measured length when finished was 22.2. (See

Table.)

Cervical

.

Dorsal .

Lumbar .

41.9

20.4

44.C

5.3 in.

11.2

0.8

2:3.3

4Ain.

9.V

7iV

21f 22J

-A

+A

+J«

In placing the pelvis in position, the following

points were observed : The anterior spine of the ilium

will fall in the same vertical plane as the symphysis

pubis ; the base of the sacrum should be nearly four

inches above the plane of the symphysis pubis; the

apex of tlie coccyx a little more than one half an inch

below its lower border; the posterior part of the coty-

loid notch should be the most dependent part of the

cotyloid brim ; make a line from the top of the

symphysis pubis to the middle of the third sacral ver-

tebra, form an angle of 30 degrees to the [ilane of the

horizon ; the angle of inclination of the pelvis to the

horizon is 60 degrees ; the highest point of the great

trochanter is three-quarters of an inch above the level

of the pubes.

The operation of puncture of the subdural space in
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the lumbar region of the spine has become a recog-

nized diagnostic method. An easj' method suggested

by Jacobi is " to draw a line between the highest

poiuts of the cristae ilii : such a Hue will pass through

the ceutre of the fourth lumbar vertebra." After the

pelvis and lumbar vertebrae were articulated and iu

position it was found that a line drawn between these

two poiuts fell u[)Ou the fourth lumbar vertebra, prov-

ing that our articulation of this position of the skele-

ton was correct.

The boues of the foot, ankle, tibia and fibula were
held together by ligaments, and the femur was easily

placed in position. The results of the measurements
were as follows : The actual measurement from head
to foot was 61 iuches, the centre of the height falling

a quarter of au inch above the symphysis. The
length of the femur was 15^ inches, measured from
the tip of the great trochanter to the lowest point of

the condyles, making it one-quarter of the whole
height of 61 iuches. Gould gives a measurement of

the spine of the seventh cervical to the top of the

head which is .148 of the entire height. This was

9f inches in the present skeleton, thus making a

height of 63 iuches.

The conclusion drawn from all the measurements
of the skeleton was that the person was about five feet

two or three inches high.

It was to have been iu evidence on the part of the

State that the missing wife of the prisoner was a

woman of about five feet and two iuches in height ; that

her hair was brown and she wore it short ; aud that she

had lost her four upper front incisors.

I think the case an interesting one because the

time that the boues were in the cellar is known ;

because there was such a noticeable destruction of

bone-tissue ; and because the height determined by
Dr. Dwight's method is shown by the evidence, corrob-
orated by the prisoner's confession, to have been
approximately correct. The results point to the accu-
racy and value of Dr. Dwight's essay.

CRIMINAL ABORTION.!
BY E. Q. HOITT, M.D, MARLBORO, MASS.

The distinction observed in medicine between the
terms abortion and premature birth is not recognized
in law. By the term abortion, or miscarriage, as used
in criminal law, is understood the unlawful termination
of pregnancy at any period of gestation. For the
purpose of discussion, which it is hoped may follow,

the subject will have no subdivision, but be distin-

guished as criminal abortion.

In considering this subject, it should not only be of

interest to the medical profession, aud capable of being
discussed by them, but should be more seriously con-
sidered aud discussed by the legal profession and edu-

cated representatives of tlie laity. It is not the object

of the writer to bring out any uew feature relative to

etiology or treatment of abortion, but to obtain au
answer, if possible, to the frequently recurring ques-
tions, why criminal abortiou shouhl be so common,
aud why the perpetrators are so rarely brought to

justice.

A discussion of this trite subject would be useless

1 Read before the Massachasetts Medico-Legal Society at its An-
uual Meeting, June 9, 1896.

to-day, were it not possible to cite cases showing the

facts, upon which we base our arguments. Therefore,

I will briefly report the cases of criminal abortion

coming to my notice during my practice and twelve

years of service as a medical examiner of this Com-
monwealth.
Case I. Mrs. R. had not lived with her husband

for two years prior to her death, and during that time

had resided under the same roof with her attending

physician. It was proved in court that she was his

mistress. A miscarriage at two months was followed

by septicemia resulting iu her death. The physician,

having a questionable character, the authorities of the

towu in which he resided, demanded an investigation,

and oBicers were detailed to shadow the accused until

the results of an examination should be made known.
OtBcers saw defendant iu private conversation with me
before making the autopsy.

Autopsj' was made iu presence of three medical

witnesses of good repute. The abdomiual cavity con-

tained the characteristic products of peritonitis ; the

intestines were agglutinated at several poiuts; there

was a perforation of the uterus at the fundus posteri-

orly ; the secundines aud debris were found in the

uterine cavity. I gave the primary cause ot death to

be miscarriage.

As I was about to leave the house, oHRcers saw the

accused offer me money — also attempt to force the

same into my hand and pocket. The case was now
one of adultery, malpractice and bribery. The doctor

was placed under arrest, giving $1,500 bonds for his

appearance before the grand jury.

A few days after his release on bail, he left his un-

satisfied bondsmen. So far as I can learn, no legal

efforts have been made for his return.

Case II. Miss. C. miscarried at three months.
Having been told by her attending physician she

could not recover, she made the following ante-mortem
statement:

Knowing she was pregnant, she went to Dr.
,

who, for the small consideration of five dollars, used

au instrument for the purpose of producing a miscar-

riage. She described the instrument as a wire slightly

bent, having a black flat handle. This was introduced

into the womb, and twisted around several times, caus-

ing her pain in the abdomen, also causing her to flow

at once, to such an extent that the doctor was obliged

to loan her his office towel, while she returned home.

The patient died five days after the operation. The
autopsy verified her statement. The doctor accused

was arrested, placed under bonds, aud made his appear-

ance in court. The case was continued from term to

term, and finally dropped from the calendar. The
doctor has since departed this life. It is hoped he may
meet with the same leniency when he appears at the

bar of judgment in the Higher Court.

Case III. Miss B. miscarried at four months.

Pains and loss of blooii continued. Delay iu shedding

the secundines placed her in such physical condition as

to make her recovery doubtful in the mind of her

medical attendant, who maile her acquainted with her

condition. In consequence, she, feeling that she was
about to die, made an ante-mortem statement of the

following facts : She had been keeping company with,

and supported by, a married man (giving his name).

Learning that she was pregnant, he procured from a

druggist pills aud other medicines which were used

with negative results. He then performed au operation
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li_v introducing into the womb a red tube having a
white l)oue knob on tlie end. This tube was retained

b_v a sponge, fastened to a string.

She made a slow but perfect recovery. The de-

fendant was arrested, but the case never came to trial.

Case IV. I was summoned, in company with tlie

clerk of the court, for tlie purpose of taking an ante-

mortem statement from Mrs. A. I learned the follow-

ing facts: She had not lived with her husband for

six months prior to her sickness, which was due to an
aggravated miscarriage at three months. She stated

that she went to Dr. 's olRc' for the purpose of get-

ting rid of a child, and for no other purpose; that the

doctor operated upon her with an instrument, the de-

scription of which answered to a uterine sound, which
he passed into the womb; that he charged her ten

dollars, and told her if it was not successful to call

again. She submitted to two subsequent operations,

after which she miscarried. Becoming alarmingly ill,

and not improving under the care of the operator, her

friends dismissed him, calling other physicians, who
informed her she could not recover. She did recover,

however, and was a witness against the doctor.

The doctor convinced the court that he did not know
she was pregnant— that he treated her for malposition

of the womb. He showed to the court the instrument

used, which was one usuallj- and frequently used for

replacing that organ, and said that in so doing he must
have aggravated a miscarriage. One of our colleagues

testified that the woman called at his office on the same
date she made her first call on Dr. , that the object

of her visit was to have an operation performed to rid

herself from pregnancy. She verified this statement

in her testimony, by stating that she went from this

doctor's office to Dr. . The court discharged the

defendant.

Case V. From Miss W.'s attending physician, I

received the following history : The patient was four

mouths pregnant. She had been o()erated upon by
some unknown party. The physician in attendance

had induced the patient and her mother, in presence of

a witness, to sign a paper (which he showed me) ex-

onerating him from malpractice. The patient died

while I was in the room. Little or no publicity was
made of the case.

Case VJ. Mrs. T., the mother of eight children,

having passed the menstrual period for the second
time, feared she was again pregnant.

She went to a lady friend, having the reputation of

successfully performing operations with a jeweller's

brass blow-pipe. The operation, uo doubt, was success-

fully j)erformed, but unfortunately the patient died on
the eighth day. The history of this case, I obtained

when I was called to curette the uterus. 1 found the

patient dead on my arrival. No publicity was made
of this case.

Case VII. Miss C, aged seveoteeD years. Diag-
nosis by attending physician was ovarian cyst. I was
Cilled to verify diagnosis and |)crform ovariotomy.

The attending physician, liaving unlimited confidence

in the statements of his patient, did not make a digital

examination. I found her six months pregnant. She
was housed and operated upon iu ibis city, making
good recovery in ten days.

Cask V'JII. Miss G.. aged twcoty, was brought
to me by her attending physician to make ditTereutial

diagnosis between pregnancy and abilominal tumor.

1 learned that she was five and a half mouths pregnant.

This girl was successfully operated u|)on ; when and
by whom, her physician and myself could not learn.

During the past two years, iu hospital and private

practice, 1 have operated upon 23 salpingitis cases. I

am deeply indebted to the attending physicians, ^vJio

have so kindly aided me in gaining the confidence of

the patients sufficiently to learn the exciting causes;
17 were secondary to a miscarriage (nine of which
were induced), four to gonorrhea, and two unknown.
These are, indeed, woful but true pictures to gaze

upon. Shall we allow this evil (which has already

assumed stupendous proportions) to continue to grow ?

Should we allow the lawless liberty of advertising in

our daily papers to remain a source of danger to the

innocent and uniustructed ? By our silence, are we
doing our duty as medical examiners? Are we not
giving our consent, and does it not have a tendency to

depreciate the dignity of the profession we represent?
It remains for us, as guardians of the public health, to

agitate the matter, and to suggest means which may be
of assistance in governmental interference, in quench-
ing this ever-growing evil.

The only explanation which can be given of the

small number of convictions, in comparison with the

number of cases iu which crime is believed to have
been committed, lies in the secrecy with which the

crime, in its very nature, is surrounded ; also in the

fact that such proofs as are attainable, rarely do more
than cast a strong suspicion of guilt upon the person
charged with the offence.

In looking up the law relative to the administering

and sale of drugs and instruments which are assumed
to have the power of causing abortion, I find it reads:
"A physician is guilty of criminal malpractice

when he administers drugs or employs any surgical

procedure to commit any crime forbidden by statute.

He is also guilty when he wilfully or intentionally em-
ploys any medical or surgical procedure calculating to

endanger the life or health of his patient, or when he
wilfully or intentionally neglects to adopt such medical

or surgical means as may be necessary to insure the

safety of his patients.

"A person who manufactures, gives or sells an in-

strument, medicines or drugs, or any other substance,

with an intenl that the same may be unlawfully used iu

procuring the miscarriage of a woman, is guilty of

felony."

Now, it would be hard to prove criminal intent on
the part of the advertiser in our daily papers, from the

fact the same drugs and instruments might be used

legitimately.

The sum total of the matter, therefore, is, that a

person cannot give or sell any thing with the intent of

causing a miscarriage. Still he may openly advertise

the same article, as it is not the business of the public

press to inquire in regard to the therapeutic properties

of a drug or instrument. The answer of the party

who sells or prescribes will ever be that the drug or

instrument was not intended to be used for crimiual

purpose. This answer will usually be satisfactory to

the court, since any drugs or instruments causing the

uterus to empty its contents have other therapeutic

properties.

We possibly could not frame laws that would be

more stringent than those now iu the code. It seems
as though sufficient legislation exists to prevent such a

crime, if the law was properly enforced.

Crude aud unfinished as this paper may seem, the
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writer has been stimulated to present it to-day, from
the fact that observation has impressed him with the

belief that a discussion of "criminal abortion" may
awaken an interest in the Medico-Legal Society. He
has, therefore, with diffidence, attempted the duty and

jotted down the preceding thoughts, as they suggested

themselves, and now gives them to you, in the hope
that they may at least awaken your interest, in a sub-

ject of no small importance.

THE LEGAL VALUE OF DYING DECLARA-
TIONS.!

BY DANIEL MARCH, JR., M.D.. WINCHESTER, MASS.

Dting declarations, as defined by the American and

English cyclopedias, are statements of homicide made
by the victim under the solemn belief of impending

death. The effect of such belief is regarded as equiv-

alent to the sanctity of an oath. Declarations so made
are substitutes for sworn testimony, and they must be

such narrative statements as a witness might give on

the stand if living.

The importance to the physician or medical exam-
iner of a knowledge of the subject of dying declara-

tions was impressed upon my mind by a case of death

from criminal abortion which occurred in my district

about a year and a half ago. In this case the accused

was brought to trial and convicted. During the trial

dying statements of two different persons were offered

in evidence. In one case this evidence, if admitted,

would have been favorable to the accused ; in the

other, to the prosecution.

I will narrate as briefly as possible the case to which

1 refer, and from this illustration, try to define what
constitutes a dying declaration, what circumstances are

necessary to make it valid, and how slight an error or

oversight may throw it all out as inadmissible.

On the evening of November 20, 1894, a physician

in Woburu telephoned me that he was in attendance

upon an unmarried girl upon whom he had reason to

suppose an abortion had been done, and that she would
probably die. She did die the next night. I viewed the

body the following morning, November 22d, inquired

into the circumstances of the sickness and death, and

made an autopsy at the undertaker's the same after-

noon. From the physician in attendance and from the

family of the sister at whose house she died, I obtained

the following facts.

Petrina Matson, single, domestic, aged twenty-one

years, born in Denmark, discovered in September,

1894, that she was pregnant. She was taken by her

lover to some place in Boston, where an "operation"

was performed October 24, 1894. She was then sent

to the house of a "nurse" for care. Her sister and
her relatives, missing her, made diligent search, and
after ten days found her at the house of the so-called

" nurse." They brought her home to her sister's

house in Moutvale, Woburu. Dr. Chalmers was called

to attend her. He found her with symptoms of septic

peritonitis— abdominal pain; fever; thin, mucous
diarrhea, and a foul, dark, bloody discharge from the

vagina. At times she was seemingly a little belter,

but gradually became worse until, twenty-eight days

after the operation, she died.

' Read before the Massachuaetts Medical-Legal Society, at its An-
nual Meeting, June 9, 1696.

She had been very reticent during her last illness;

she would make no statement to the physician and did

not think she was going to die. She had, however,
confided to her sister something about the operation.

The autopsy showed the body of an emaciattd girl,

abdomen rather sunken, vagina large enough to admic
two fingers, a very foul discharge from the vagina; the

uterus of normal size, the neck of the uterus on one
side lacerated its entire length as if rudely torn by
some instrument, catarrhal iufiammatiou of the mucous
membrane of the entire intestinal tract.

The history and post-mortem examination justified a
report of "death from septic fever, the result of crim-

inal abortion." After some weeks, Police Inspector

Cogan arrested " Dr." Henry E. Bishop, alias " Dr."
Herman, of Tremont Eow, No. 7, alias " Dr." Bailey,

of 48 Howard Street, Boston. After tedious prelim-

inary hearings, the grand jury promptly indicted

Bishop for criminal malpractice in causing the death

of Petrina Matson, and in another indictment charged
Bishop also with another similar offence in the case of

a colored girl, Florence Adley, who died in the City

Hospital, Boston.

At the hearing of the latter case, the house officer

who had charge of the patient at the City Hospital,

was called to testify ; and he said that the girl, being

very ill and feeling that she should not recover, staled

to him the facts aboul the operation, and that it was
done by Bishop. Afterwards, however, she felt a little

better, and said to some friends, or persons at her bed-

side, that " she hoped to get well." This expression

was sufficient to entirely negative her first statement

as a dying declaration, and the whole was ruled out as

inadmissible.

In the Matson case, the witnesses were the young
man who had been arrested as accessory, who took her

to Bishop's office and paid the fee, the physician who
attended at her home, the medical examiner, and the

girl's sister. The defence was evidently very anxious

to put this latter witness on the stand. She had talked

with her sister during her last illness ; she had heard
the whole story ; and this she was prepared to relate.

But the judge questioned her so closely in regard to

the circumstances thai the witness was obliged to

admit that her sister did not know that she was so

seriously ill, and did not know that she was going to

die. Therefore, this evidence was merely hearsay and
not a dying declaration ; and the witness was not per-

mitted to testify in regard to any conversation, what-
ever it may have been.

The jury brought in a verdict of guilty in the

Matson case. Some months later, January 7, 1896,
the exceptions having been overruled by the Supreme
Court, Bishop was sentenced to the Stale Prison under
the Indeterminate Sentence Act of 1895 (Chap. 504,

Sect. I). The minimum term of his sentence was
fixed at seven years ; in case the court has any power
to sentence definitely, his term was made ten years.

The court said that it could not help feeling that a

man who attempted to perform operations of the kind
that defendant attempted, ought to have the skill com-
mensurate with the task, and that the business as

carried on by the defendant, who, as appears was once
a butcher and then a policeman before he practised

such operations, was nothing less than pure bulcherv.

Accordingly hie sentence was made severe.

It is important for the physician in attendance upon
a woman likely to die from the results of a criminal
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abortiou, to have clearly in miud his legal position and
responsibilities. I quote a few of the acknowledj^ed

principles which have a bearing upon such cases.

Dying declarations are accepted in law without being

sworn to. It is naturally presumed that all statements

made at such a solemn crisis must be sincere, believed

at heart to be true by the dying person, even if subse-

quently shown not to be so.

The attending physician under such circumstances

having expressed the opinion that the patient is dying

and in sound mind, a magistrate should be summoned
to take down the statements that the dying person

may wish to make. Should it not be possible to obtain

the services of a magistrate, then the attending physi-

cian can take down the dying declarations. The
pliysician should, however, limit himself to writing

down the exact words of the dying person, without

otfering any interpretation whatever. The statements

should be read over to the dying person, and, if

possible, her signature obtained.

The declarations must be made, not simply in artic-

ulo mortis, but under the sense of impending death,

without expectation or hope of recovery. They are

admissible even though others may not have thought

the person would die.

The declarations may be signs or other appropriate

modes of communication. It is not necessary that the

examination of the dying person should be made after

the manner of interrogating a witness in the case,

although any departure from that mode may affect the

value and credibility of the declarations. It is no
objection to their admissibility that they were made in

answer to leading questions, or were obtained by press-

ing and urgent solicitation, but the declarations must
be made under a sense of impending dissolution. It

does not matter that death failed to ensue until a con-

siderable time after such declarations were made.

Declarations of a deceased person are admissible

only in reference to those subjects to which she would
have been competent to testify if sworn in the case.

They must, therefore, in general, speak to facts only

and not to mere matter of opinion, and they must be

confined to what is relevant to the issue.

The circumstances under which the declarations

were made are to be shown to the judge, it being his

province aiid not that of the jury to determine whether

they are admissible.

If the deposition of the deceased has been taken

under any of the statutes on that subject, and is inad-

missible as such for want of compliance with some of

the legal formalities, it seems that it may still be

treated as a dying declaration if made in extremis.

•Clinical SDepactment.

A CASE OF APPENDICITIS OF THE RAPID,
FULMINANT KIND; EARLY OPERATION;
USE OF MIXTER'S TUBE; RECOVERY.

BY E. P. UUBD, M.D., NKWBPBVPORT, MASS.

Whatkvek difference of opinion there may be as

to the advisability of an early operation in all cases

of appendicitis, there is no dispute as to the necessity

of prompt surgical interference in the hyper-acute

fulminant form. The rule should be to operate as

soon as the diagnosie ia made, for there is imminent

danger of perforation, and we have not a circum-

scribed purulent collection to deal with, but general

peritonitis.

The case of W. P. W., aged forty-three, carriage-

painter, now in Newburyport hospital, is one in point,

lie was admitted August 8, 1896, after a sickness of

about thirty-six hours, for appendicitis of the hyper-
acute variety. Diagnosis had been made the day be-

fore, and as the symptoms were alarming, a hasty

consultation of the doctors of the staff was called the

morning of the patient's admission to the hospital.

Mr. W. had been growing rapidly worse since the

onset of the attack, which was characterized by pain,

vomiting, fever ; there was marked tenderness over
the McBuruey point, and by deep pressure a lump
could be felt in the usual site of the appendix ; the

abdomen which was soft on Friday and not distended,

had become somewhat tympanitic and rigid; the pa-

tient had an anxious and distressed look, and vomited
everything given him. The bowels had been moved
freely on the lirst day of the attack. Pulse continued

to be good, 80-90 per miuute.

The members of the staff agreed with me that a
laparotomy should be performed without delay.

The continuous pain of Friday, demanding subcu-

taneous injections every few hours had subsided, but
this was not considered a favorable indication as the

general symptoms were worse rather than better ; and
the opinion was expressed that we had now a perforated

appendix to deal with, and that the lull in the pain

was due to the free exit of inflammatory products

into the abdominal cavity.

At 11 A.M. I communicated by telephone with Dr.

Mixter at the Massachusetts General Hospital, and
he and his assistant arrived in Newburyport at 3 p. m.

Dr. Mixter concurred with the opinion of the staff,

also affirmed his belief that perforation had already

taken place, and that there was now diffuse perito-

nitis. The ordinary lateral incision was made along the

right semilunar line and was carried higher up than

usual (nearly to the lower ribs) that the abdominal
cavity might be well exposed and cleared of all pus.

A gush of pus followed the incision of the peritoneum.

The appendix was found tumefied, livid and gan-

grenous. It contained a large cojirolith and was
perforated near its base ; was ligated and removed.

The general peritoneum, mesentery, intestinal serosa

everywhere were highly injected, the coils of intes-

tines red, rough and in some places almost livid ; and
there was more or less pus and cloudy serum in the

abdominal cavity.

The intestinal mass, coil after coil, was drawn out

and irrigated with boiled water and the iuHaramatory

products and some coproliths were washed out of the

peritoneal cavity.

As the intestines were somewhat distended with

gas, and the case seemed particularly unpromising,

Dr. Mixter made an opening into the cecum, and put

in one of his glass tubes, the distal end of which was
connected with a piece of soft-rubber tubing. The
wound was dressed in the usual manner with strips of

iodoform gauze, which were firmly packed down to

the bottom of the wound.
The patient rallied very well after the operation,

but for three days could kucj) nothing on his stomach.

Me was fed through the tube in the cecum, brandy
(one-half ounce every two hours diluted with two
ounces of water) was poured down it into the intes-
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tine and after the second day, peptonized milk, three

ounces every four hours, this tube also served for the

escape of gases from the intestines. On Saturday

night a saturated solution of epsom salts (four ounces)

was introduced through the tube; this produced

copious liquid stools, continuing all through the next

day.

By Tuesday Mr. W. began to keep a little liquid

food on his stomach. The temperature fell after the

operation, and never again rose above 100° F. On
Wednesday the dressings vpere removed and new
dressings substituted. On Sunday, the 16th, the

glass tube was removed as the ligature confining it in

the cecum had sloughed away ; the upper part of the

cecum with the artificial opening appeared in the

middle of the abdominal wound well walled away
from the peritoneal cavity.

From that time onward there has been steady im-

provement. The wound in the abdomen is fast heal-

ing, and the opening in the cecum is every day con-

tracting, and the slight fistula which yet remains will

probably soon be entirely closed.'

Mr. W. is gaining strength and appetite, and no
untoward result is now anticipated. The members of

the hospital staff are disposed to attribute the favor-

able termination of this case to the Mixter tube, for

we have seen so many in our hosj)ital and in private

practice die in similar conditions when the tube was
not used. In fact, many of us from sad experience

had been led to assume that every patient afflicted

with acute perforative appendicitis with general peri-

tonitis must necessarily die.

To Dr. S. J. Mixter belongs the credit of having
introduced this improvement in the technique of

laparotomy operations in desperate cases, and he first

called attention to the advantages of this method in

the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, February

28, 1895, page 206. He says

:

" When the bowel seems to be paralyzed from in-

flammation, and there is reason to think that neither

the stomach nor rectum will retain and absorb the

necessary salts, stimulants, or food, a temporary open-

ing may be made in the cecum. . . . This is best done
by means of a curved tube with a button on the end,

which is introduced through a small hole made in the

most prominent part of the cecum, and tied in, so that

leakage shall not occur around it for the first twenty-

four hours. This is packed about with gauze and a

rubber tube is carried from it through the dressing.

Through this tube we can draw off any gas or feces

that may accumulate, and introduce our salts and
stimulants with less trouble and much greater cer-

tainty than by the rectum."

BoERHAAVE AND His JoKE.— Boerhaave thought

even the most eminent practitioner was somewhat of a

"humbug." He gave to his executor the key of a

small diary, bidding him open it immediately after his

decease, and publish the contents. When the note-

book was unlocked all its pages but the last were
blank, and on that was written in large letters :

—
"Directions to patients: Keep your feet warm and
your head cool, and trust for the rest to Providence."

* At the present date (November 20th) the fistula is still open,
though the discharge is very slight — not more than a teaspoonf ul

per day of yellowish mucus, with no odor; when the bowels are loose,

there is quite an escape of liquid fecal matter. There is only a pin-
point oritice, and it seems probable that this will soon be entirely
closed. W. is now quite well and doing hard work every day.

THE PROGRESS OF ANATOMY DURING THE
PAST TWENTY-FOUR YEARS.

BY THOMAS DWIQHT, M.D., BOSTON.

In a foot-note at the beginning of the last report on

anatomy, published last June, the writer stated that

the fiftieth report had been written, and that after

recalling this autumn the progress of anatomy during

the past twenty-five years, he was about to relinquish

the task. To his disappointment he has since dis-

covered that the first report appeared September 5,

1S72, and that consequently the present report is only

the forty-ninth. He cannot, however, change his plan.

This report is the last; but it can treat of the progress

during only twenty-four years instead of twenty-five.

It has been a rich period for anatomy, which many,
twenty-four years ago, would have called an exhausted

science, at least considered macroscopically. The
grossness of that error is now patent.

Progress is refiected in the pages of text-books.

How different is Gray now from that old edition 1

How much more different is Quaiu ! Morris has ap-

peared to dispute with them the supremacy. Macalister

has written an excellent book, and spoiled it by bad

arrangement. In this country we have had the text-

book of Harrison Allen (deserving, we think, a

warmer welcome than it received) and tlie topographical

anatomy of McClellan. Cunningham's " Manual of

Practical Anatomy " has been a valuable addition, from

Dublin. In Germany, Henle's great work was not

finished twenty-four years ago. In spile of defective

methods of illustration, it has ruled as the highest

authority in the world, though certain parts are no

longer equal to the demands of the times. In France,

Cruveilhier and Sappey, different, but both good, have

been held in equal esteem. Luschka's anatomy, to a

certain extent topographical, is still an authority for

accurate description. But Braune's great "Atlas of

Frozen Sections" and Riidinger's "Topographical An-
atomy " opened a new field. In France a very successful

hook has been Tillaux's ^'Anatomie Topographique,"

which has passed through several editions. The only

criticism of his plan was that it confined itself too

strictly to surgical relations and applications. In

Germany, Pansch began a most admirable book iu the

form of lectures to practitioners and advanced students,

which was a topographical and applied anatomy in the

best sense ; but his premature death brought it to an

early close. Merkel's " Topographical Anatomy " is

a work of a far wider scope and will be a classic

should it ever be finished. The first part appeared in

1885, and it is barely half completed. A new descrip-

tive anatomy to replace Henle has been undertaken by

many anatomists, under the leadership of Bardeleben.

A wonderfully and deservedly successful book is that

by Testut, iu three volumes, with excellent illustrations

and diagrams. Any one competent to discuss the ques-

tion must be amazed at the progress of this period, if

he will only compare the books that flourished at its

beginning with those now iu dominion or entering the

field.

One of the greatest changes of anatomical teaching

in this period has been the gradual abandonment of

what was formerly called descriptive anatomy, pure

and simple, in which each system— the bones, the
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joiuts, tbe muscles, etc. — was taught as if it were
valuable knowledge to know how each looked when
separated from all its surrouudings in the most artificial

mauuer possible. Topographical anatomy, what there

was of it, was looked upon as merely surgical, and not

only that, but as restricted to the so-called classical

operations. The true relations of the viscera were
practically an unknown field, and what was worse, no
one seemed to care to explore it. Frozen sections had
been introduced before this period, but it was not till

after its beginning that their infiuence was felt beyond
Russia and Germany. The maguificient work of

Braune showed that valuable as dissection must always
be for the study of anatomy, by itself it is insuH^icieut,

and needs to be supplemented with the sectional

method. Still it was not by sections, but by hardening
injections that His accomplished his great demonstra-
tiou of the true shape of the viscera. More recently

still these methods have been supplemented by that of

reconstruction, which is not as yet fully worked out.

Formaline promises to be of much value in this pro-

cess. The method of studying the body from the

standpoint of embryology has made another series of

changes in anatomical teaching. Of course, it is subject

to abuse, and, indeed, much that was unauthorized has

been claimed for its use as a basis of classification, be-

cause this has been done prematurely ; but none the

less it has thrown floods of light on the processes by
which such originally simple, and finally complicated,

organs as the brain and peritoneum reach their adult

condition.

In our first report, on September 5, 1872, we devoted
much space to a discussion of Professor Wilder's views
on the archetype skeleton. We committed ourselves

to the opinion, that has since proved correct, that the

study of transcendental anatomy was on the decline.

There was no place for it in the system that, making
evolution an affair of chance, excluded plan, design or

purpose. But now that sober second thought has

asserted its sway, and that it is allowable to say with-

out loss of scientific caste that evolution is in no way
antagonistic to design and to purpose, it is not surpris-

ing that the idea of a ground-plan of an animal should

again assert itself. Let us hope that should the arche-

type reappear, he will be studied with more caution

than in the days of Oken and Maclise.

In the same report various methods of preserving

anatomical material were discussed. Carbolic acid

was then fashionable, and glycerine received due recog-

nition. It is surprising how little improvement there

has been in this respect since then. For certain pur-

poses formaline promises much. There has been no
other new agent worth talking of. Wickersheimer's
fluid is fairly efficient, particularly if enough carbolic

acid be added. A new method, however, has arisen,

that though not taking the place of preservative in-

jections, has yet done much for preservation, namely,
cold storage ; which is used in several of the leading

schools.

A great deal of work has been done on the me-
chanics of bones and joints and of the skeleton as a

whole. Hermann von Meyer is easily first in this

branch, though to him does not belong the credit of

showing that the cancelli of bone represent studs and
braces. Doubtless he made the discovery for him-
self; but it had been made long before him by Har-
vard's anatomist, the lamented Jeffries Wyman. Per-

haps tbe idea bad occurred to others before him.

Professor Heiberg's work on the elbow ileserves

mention. He demonstrated how a combination of

flexion or extension with lateral motion of the ulna

accounted for the changes in position that the lower
end undoubtedly undergoes when the hand is twisted.

The only blemish was the unfortunate use of the

word " rotation " as applied to that bone, which im-

plied an error he had not really been guilty of.

The name of Jeffries Wyman brings back a re-

markable piece of anatomical work in connection with

a celebrated trial, when that anatomist put together

such pieces of a murdered man's body as could be

found, and pronounced on the height. Since then the

studies of Topinard, Rollet, Manouvrier, with some
poor contributions by the writer, have added much to

our knowledge of the facts concerned in a question

that may be of such importance. A competent
anatomist should be able to put together very accu-

rately the pieces of a skeleton if they be present. If

important parts be wanting he can calculate the height

from the long bones, sometimes with surprising ac-

curacy, but in more than half the cases the error

exceeds one inch. Unfortunately, in one quarter of

the cases it is as great as two inches, which is enough
to discredit the method, except with certain limita-

tions, or as merely confirmatory evidence.

With regard to individual variations of the bones

and of other parts of the body much has been done.

The practically universal adoption of the doc-

trine of evolution as a working hypothesis has en-

tirely changed the mode of anatomical thought, both

for good and for evil. It has given a great impulse

to study. Anomalies that were formally dismissed

with contemptuous interest as " freaks of nature "

have since been studied as having a scientific bearing.

The result of this has not been merely an increase of

scientific interest ; much practical advantage to sur-

gery has arisen from the knowledge of the possible

variations of important structures. What surgeon
twenty-four years ago would have thought of a cer-

vical rib in connection with a tumor at the root of

the neck ? The large series of slatistics which were
first in this country gathered at the Harvard Medical
School, and are now being collected still more exten-

sively at other places, are likely to prove of anthro-

pological value. The surgical importance of several

is undoubted. It is curious that the study of anomalies

has proved disappointing in a connection from which
much was expected of it, namely, as throwing light on
the ancestry of man's body. While numberless ani-

mal peculiarities have been found, they point in no
single direction, and are of such diverse significance

that they have confused instead of elucidating the

question. As an example of their misuse, now hap-

pily less common than it was, we may mention that

some months ago we saw in a treatise on the appendix
vermiformis, the statement that the cases of double

appendix said to have been observed, are presumably

to be explained by the double CKca which occur iu

many birds! While such sham science is still ex-

ploited by its votaries, serious thinkers find the ques-

tion more and more difficult.

The knowledge of the viscera has increased most
remarkably. Twenty-four years ago the presence of

adenoid tissue at the top of the i)harynx was, indeed,

known to anatomists; but the third or pharyngeal

tonsil as a well-defined entity was not recognized.

We wrote of Treves's excellent lecture on the intes-
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tines, that we believed it to contain for the first time in

English the statement that the cecum is entirely cov-

ered by peritoneum. The fact was, indeed, known in

Germany, and some of us may have thought we
knew it too ; but unfortunately, so far as we know,
no one said so, and the stupid error of a posterior

wall of the cecum connected by areolar tissue to the

iliac fossa, was allowed to live. His's discoveries of

the relations of the viscera have been hardly less im-

portant. They were accepted, but slowly. If we do

not mistake, Luschka described correctly the position

of the stomach in 1868 or 1869, but it was many
years before it was generally received. The position

of the ovaries, of the kidneys, the exact lines of the

upper and lower limits of the pleurte and their rela-

tions to the sternum, have all been discussed, and in

most cases settled.

Aseptic surgery has given a great impetus to ab-

dominal anatomy. Numberless measurements of the

appendix have been made, and the folds of the peri-

toneum thoroughly investigated. Of far more value

than the endless repetition of measurements, are the

many observations on peculiar arrangements of the

intestines and peritoneum, which cannot but be of

great help to the surgeon.

The anatomy of the brain has been transformed.

The Golgi method has revolutionized the minute

anatomy, and immense work has been lavished on the

course of the fibres. The developmental method of

teaching has been of practical use in instruction.

The convolutions, of which many professors of anat-

omy knew practically nothing a generation ago, have

sprung into perhaps even a greater prominence than

they deserve. A host of anatomists have described

them most thoroughly and compared them with those of

animals. The great difiiculty of determining how far

a common plan can be made to serve for the primate

and caruivora brain is still unsolved. Professor Wil-

der is laboring conscientiously to note the character-

istics of the brains of law-abiding, educated and intel-

ligent men and women. He has the nucleus of what
may become an unique collection of known brains.

But if the arrangement of the convolutions still is

somewhat unsatisfactory as a basis of scientific work,

enough has been done on localization to make the

situation of the great motor cortical centres in rela-

tion to the skull a matter of vast interest. Many
methods of quickly placing these centres have been

presented, the too cumbersome are being ignored;

and practically the question may be held to be closed

The veins have to a great extent been rediscovered,

chiefly through the labors of Braune, who died too

soon for science, and of a few others, among whom
Debierre and Lejars may be mentioned.

Valves in veins of the portal system, especially in

the fetus and infant, have been shown by Hochstetter

and, here, by Bryant. The remarkable fact has also

been pointed out by Klotz, in regard to the veins of

the lower extremity, that there is a marked destruc-

tion or degeneration of the valves during life, begin-

ning probably in youth. Is it possible that the want
of the suction power of respiration in the embryo,
makes the presence of valves more necessary than in

later life, and that thus there is a continual retro-

gression ? Bardeleben has also formulated a law as

to the distance between valves.

The anatomy of childhood is a branch that till the

present generation has received little attention.

Henke, Symington, Ballautyne, Chipault and others

have done much for it, but there is still room for more
investigations. The application of frozen sections to

this study has been very fortunate.

The subject of nomenclature has been widely dis-

cussed. The Anatomische Gesellschaft appointed a

committee a few years ago, comprising members of

other than German nationality, which has recently

reported, to the great satisfaction of the German con-

tingent. Whether the terms suggested will be very

generally adopted remains to be seen, but it is proba-

ble that being the standard in Germany, it will have

much influence. In this connection Professor His

made the error of alluding to the "American system,"

meaning that of Professor Wilder. In point of fact

the Association of American Anatomists has adopted

but few of Dr. Wilder's suggestions. On the other

hand, that gentleman, through the influence of his

position and the support of his colleagues and pupils,

has certainly made a considerable progress ; and it

will indeed be surprising, if with his patience, deter-

mination and single-mindeduess. he does not make
more. Some of his principles, such as the abandon-

ment of proper names in favor of descriptive ones,

will undoubtedly be successful at most points. Still

the acceptance of his system as a whole is a long way
ofiE. As one who does not incline to accept it, the

writer is happy to bear witness to the good it has in-

cidentally done.

iSeportjEi of M>^tittit^.

AMERICAN DERMATOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Twentieth Annual Meeting, Hot Springs, Va.,

September 8-10, 1896.

The President, Dr. A. R. Robinson, of New
York, in his

ANNUAL address

first spoke in eulogy of the late Dr. Edward Wiggles-

worth, of Boston, whose loss to the Association has

been so keenly felt. He was one of the oldest and

most esteemed members and one who always took an

active and enthusiastic part in the Society's work.

Bv his earnest scientific spirit and influence he accom-

plished much for the advance of dermatology in this

country, especially in the early days of this Associa-

tion's exisience.

The question of medical education in the United

States and more especially education as it affected the

dermatologist was then taken up. Too little atten-

tion is given to skin diseases in our medical colleges,

and too little knowledge of them is required in order

to secure a degree. The specialist and teacher in this

branch does not stand in the position he should, not

only in his relation to the school but likewise in his

relations to the general practitioner and the profession

at large. While this is in a measure his own fault,

the management of the medical college is re^pousible

for much in the i)olicy which it adopts depreciating

the importance of proper and adequate instruction in

this branch. Derniatolngisls must uphold the dignity

of their work and must continue to light for rightful

recognition, and demand that a student be not given

his diploma until he is qualified to treat as well as
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diaguosticate at least llie ordiuary forms of cutaneous

aSectiuns.

Ouce graduated, he should not consider liiinself

justified in accepting a fee from a patient for whose

disorder he timis liimself unqualified to prescribe, but

should seek the aid of one specially skilled in the par-

ticular branch to which the case belongs. I'ost-grad-

uate courses were strongly recommended for all, and

he who would become a specialist in skin affections

should not be satisfied until he had pursued a long

course of training under a qualified teacher, supjile-

mented by a sojourn in the European cities noted for

their dermatological clinics presided over by world-

renowned professors.

The inroads which the general practitioner, as well

as the surgeon, are making upon the territory of the

dermatologist was referred to, and instances were

quoted to illustrate the injury and injustice done

patients oftentimes by the family physician seeking

the surgeon's aid when the dermatologist should

rightly have been consulted. S3'philis, especially, is

too often overlooked, when the skilled eye of the

clinician might, by the discovery of a slight lesion at a

distance, have recognized the true nature of a growth

and secured its disappearance by the iodides, and thus

saved the patient from the operating table and the

dread of a return of a supposed cancer.

The Association was urged to jealously guard the

dignity, honor and high standing of its membership.

To gain admission, one should show work of a scien-

tific nature done in a scientific spirit. American der-

matological literature should be watched ; and when a

man's writings were too evidently of a self-seeking

nature it should count against him in the event of

membership being sought.

Contrary to the usual custom, on motion, certain

practical points iu the address were discussed.

Dr. J. C. White, of Boston, said that while the

statements concerning the requirements of the colleges

might apply to many it did not justly apply to the

Harvard School, for here, the student must, iu his

third year, acquire a considerable knowledge of der-

matology. The examination is both theoretical and
practical and very rigorous. At times it excludes

from the degree.

He agreed with the President that more time should

be given to the presentation of specimens, patients,

and illustrations of cases at the annual meetings. Id
a congress where there is a set programme, the papers

are prepared beforehand, old and well-known views

are presetited, little time is allowed for diecuseion, and
the members go away with their opinions but little

changed. At the London Congress an admirable in-

novation, such as the President urged, had been very
successful. Sessions were devoted to the exhibition

of patients and an informal discussion of the cases.

Cultures, microscopic specimens, and photographs of

rare cases added much to the interest and value of this

meeting, which he trusted would be a model for this

Association's future meetings.

Dr. Dluring, of Philadelphia, called attention to

the great difficulty on the part of teachers of derma-
tology in securing the co-operation of the faculty when
advances in the direction of adequate instruction iu

dermatology were attempted. The professors in

other branches and the profession at large seem
averse to these innovations, and it is only by hard
work that anything can be accomplished. Sufficient

credit had not been given in the address for that which
had already been done. In the University of Penn-
sylvania the stu<lent must pass an examination in der-

matology, and is marked on precisely the same basis

as in anatomy and surgery.

Dr. .Iackson, of New York, spoke for Columbia,

where an examination was now required and a course

of twelve special lessons would be compulsory after

this year.

Dr. Morrow, of New York, said that six years

ago, in preparing his presidential address, he had sent

to every college iu the country a note of inquiry, and
in not one was instruction in dermatology imperative

or compulsory. The advance since then was gratify-

ing, hut it should be made a necessary integral part of

the curriculum iu every institution granting medical

diplomas.

Dk. Robinson said he had been aware of the re-

quirements in these few institutions, but his argument
had been that if dermatologists upheld the dignit}' of

their specialty the advance would be more rapid. He
believed that students who had pursued special study

and showed special knowledge of the subject should

be granted a special certificate showing their qualifica-

tion.

The first paper read was entitled

notes on dermatitis venenata,

by Dr. James C. White, of Boston.

The next paper was on

paget's disease of the nipple.

Dr. G. T. Jackson, of New York, reported a case

of the above condition in a woman fifty-two years of

age. At first there was what seemed to be a simple

dermatitis without disceruable cause. A tumor de-

veloped within the substance of the breast, which was
amputated by Dr. Curtis, the patient making a good
recovery. Nine mouths later, examination showed no

sign of return. The microscopical exaroiuation dis-

closed the presence of a non-cutaneous tumor, which

Dr. Ely, who made the histological examination,

thought might have been the reason of the more ex-

ternal nipple disease. Upon a subsequent visit a

similar tumor was found upon the opposite side.

The reader urged amputation of the breast in all

cases of Paget's disease as early as a positive diag-

nosis made it possible. The disease is not rebellious

to treatment, and since cancer is so prone to develop

if left to itself, temporizing does not seem advisable.

Dr. Fordvce said that the views of histologist.

Dr. Ely. as quoted in the paper, were very interesting,

but they were r.idicallv different from those generally

accepted, and should be confirmed before being adopted

unconditionally. The report would indicate that fi-

brous tissue was i>resent iu the gland before the disease

occurred secondarily about the nipple. Text-books

teach that the disease begins in the epidermic cells,

resulting in a jieculiar degeneration of the protoplasm

of the cells, and that the disease extends along the

galactiferous ducts.

Dk. Bowen said that he agreed with Dr. Fordyce

in his criticism of the pathologist's views that the skin

lesions were secondary.

Dr. DtHRiNti said that much depended upon the

stage at which the disease was encountered. In the

beginning it manifested itself as an inflammation of

the skin clinically identical with eczema. Five years
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after this stage an entirely different diagnosis might
be given, sucli as epithelioma, the eczema elements
having disappeared. In the vast majority of cases

the disease becomes epitheliomatous. He suggested

the name '• Eczematoid Epithelioma."
Dr. White said that the case could not be strictly

considered either clinically or pathologically as one of

Paget's disease. If improvement does not take place

from ordinary remedies, it is justifiable to recommend
excision of the breast.

Dr. Robinson said that he did not see that any
connection had been shown between the tumors in the

breast and the changes in the nipple. It might have
been a fibroma with disease of the nipple in accidental

combination. He thought the pathology as expressed

would be found to be erroneous. He had observed

cases in which a diagnosis of Paget's disease had been
made and excision recommended, in which under ob
servation the symptoms entirely disappeared.

Dr. Jackson regretted that the pathologist was
not present to defend his views. He thought that

any one present seeing these cases would not liesitate

to make the diagnosis of Paget's disease from the

clinical appearances, which were typical.

8TMMETRICAL MORPHEA, ATTENDED WITH FORMA-
TION OF BULL^ AND ULCERATION.

Dr. p. a. Morrow, of New York, after referring

to the statistical frequency of morphea and sclero

droma in this country, based upon an analysis of over

250,000 cases of skin diseases, reported a case of mor^

phea remarkable for the number and size of the

plaques, their symmetrical distribution, the occurrence

of bullae and the extensive breaking-down and ulcera-

tion of the affected tissues.

He was first consulted in regard to the case by Dr.

A. H. Crane, of Waterbury. Conn., who had been
called in on the suspicion that the case was one of

leprosy. Later the patient was brought to his otiice

by his physician. Dr. Rodger, of Woodbury, Conn.
The patient was a well-preserved, healthy-looking

man, sixty-five years old, whose general health had

been good, with the exception of attacks of inflamma-

tory rheumatism. In September. 1895, he began to

experience a stiffness of the right thigh. He observed

that the integument of the anterior surface of this re-

gion had become changed in color and felt stiff, hard

and unyielding, as if it were going to crack when
movement was made. Soon afterwards white patches

appeared on the left thigh, and later below the knees

on both limbs. In January similar patches appeared
on the lower part of the abdomen about the hips, the

sides of the trunk, and on the back between the

shoulders. In December the patches below the knee
became painful and ulcerated. The ulcerated surfaces

did not heal over until six months later.

In May, 1896, the patient's condition was described

as follows : The upper and middle region of the right

thigh is occupied by a large irregular plaque covering

almost the entire anterior and outer surface, and ex-

tending over the posterior aspect, completely investing

the limb. This large plaque is seen to be made up of

smaller plaques which have become confluent, their

lines of coalescence being distinguishable. Over the

left thigh the plaques are symmetrically disposed, but
they have not become confluent. Above Poupart's
ligament band-like patches are seen, extending from
the pubes upward and outward over the abdomen on

both sides. On the lateral aspect of the trunk and
upon the back between the shoulders and extending
down the spine are seen symmetrical patches.

Below the knees the entire affected areas are the

seat of ulceration. On the right limb the ulcerative

process has extended into and above the popliteal space.

In shape the patches are widely diversified ; they
are round, oval, or of the most irregular contours.

The color of the newer patches is of a lardaceous
white; the older ones present a yellowish-white or
parchment coloration. The surface is stippled with
numerous punctiform indentations, corresponding to

the follicles of the skin. Each patch is surrounded
by a clearly defined lilac border. The skin of the

affected patches is hard and rigid and cannot be
pinched up ; on the right thigh it is of a board-like

hardness.

There is complete absence of hair from the affected

surfaces ; the sweat and sebaceous secretions are en-

tirely suppressed. The only subjective sensation com-
plained of by the patient is of a lancinating, pricking

pain in the ulcerated surfaces, and a hypersensitive-

ness to cold.

On the patient's second visit in August, there was a

marked improvement. The ulcerated surfaces were
entirely healed ; but from day to day numerous small

excoriations or ulcerations formed from the breaking
of bullaj which occurred here and there over the cica-

tricial surface. These blebs were about the size of a
marrowfat pea or larger, of a pearly-gray color, giv-

ing exit when ruptured to an amber-like fiuid. Their
occurrence has been a constant feature of the case for

the past two months.

The patient was given tablets of thyroid extract, 15
to 25 grains per diem, and large doses of iodide of

potassium, 40 to 45 grains t. i. d. On his second visit

salicylate of sodium was substituted for the iodide and
Merck's thyroidin was ordered in the same doses as

the thyroid extract. Under this treatment there has

been a progressive improvement. Many of the

patches are in process of involution; the skin has be-

come softer and more supple; and the patient seems
in a fair way to recovery.

A paper was read by Db. Lodis A. Duuring, of

Philadelphia, on

A PATHOLOGICAL AND CLINICAL CLASSIFICATION OF
THE DISEASES OF THE SKIN,

accompanied with a table showing the diseases arranged
and grouped according to the views set forth in the

paper. Nine classes were given: (1) anemias, (2)
congestions, (3) inflammations, (4) hemorrhages, (5)
neuroses, (6) hypertropliies, (7) atrophies, (8) new
growths, (9) diseases of the appendages of the skin.

The last class was divided into diseases of the sweat
glands, diseases of the sebaceous glands, diseases of the

hair and follicles, and diseases of the nails. The
structures composing the appendages of the skin,

especially the follicles, hair and nails, were subject to

such varied forms of disease that it was eminently
proper and useful to group them together. The classi-

fication differed from the author's previous work on
the same subject, in the omission of etiological factors.

It was based upon the pathology, histo-pathology and
anatomy of the skin, note being also taken of the chief

primary lesions of diseases as well as of other [>romi-

nent clinical features, with the view of aiding the

clinician in recognizing the varied diseases of the skin.
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The prevailing opinion was tliut tins new classifica-

tion was not a marked improvement on the older one

by the same auliior. Many of the groups in which

diseases had been placed seemed inappropriate for

them. No attempts had been made to follow etiology

in the grouping. Several diseases were entered in two

different groups ; ai:d there were other features which

it was thought would prove confusing to the student.

Dr. Duhring pointed out the impossibility of an eti-

ological classification, and thought this the best scheme
for a working basis.

The next paper was read by Dr. Fordtce, of New
York, on

A PECULIAR AFFECTION OF THE MUCOUS MEMBRANE,
OF THE LIPS AND MOUTH.

Id a case reported, the mucous membrane of the lips

and inner sides of the cheeks were the seat of numer-

ous millium-like bodies closely aggregated. The dis-

ease had begun two years previously, progressing in a

symmetrical manner.

Ou superficial examioation the normal Vermillion

color of the affected region seems to have been replaced

by a light-yellow tint. When the parts are put upon

the stretch the individual lesions are plainly visible.

Under the microscope a degeneration of the proto-

plasm of the epithelial cells was noted. The muci-

parous glands were not involved.

A colored drawing and several photo-micrographs

were shown, as well as a section under the micro-

scope.

Dr. Morrow said he had seen the patient a number
of times without being impressed that the lips presented

a markedly peculiar appearance.

Dr. White had observed similar changes, but was
at a loss as to their nature.

Dr. Bowen thought the condition might be ex-

plained by a plugging up of the gland by the perverted

process of cornification.

Dr. Allen thought the condition quite common.
He had frequently seen it, but had never been asked

to prescribe for it so far as he could recall.

Dr. Fordtce said the patient had discovered several

members of his own family similarly affected, as well

as others casually observed.

A FAVUS-LIKE ERUPTION OF THE ORAL MCCOUS MEM-
BRANE, CAUSED BY ASPERGILLUS NIGRESCENS.

This was the title of a paper read by Dr. J. MacF.
WiNFiELD, of Brooklyn. The patient was a well-

nourished womau, twenty-seven years of age, with

good personal history. The father died of phthisis.

The patient, however, shows no hereditary taint nor

strumous glands. What appeared to be an ordinary

canker sore appeared in the roof of the mouth, and after

existing for some time began to extend, when bichlo-

ride, iodine, and carbolic acid were applied without re-

sulting in a cure. The patch spread until it occupied

almost the entire S|)ace between the teeth and the soft

palate on the middle line, and became covered with a

dirty-yellow, and in some portions grayish pseudo-

membrane. The case was then referred to the writer

for diagnosis, the supposition having been formed that

it was due to svphilis, and consequently that it was an

instance of favus. Scrapings, under the microscope,

showed that both the suppositions were erroneous, the

disease being, so far as the writer could determine, a

unique one due to the aspcrgillus uigresceus, a fungus

growth due, the writer thought, to inflammation arising

from old and mouldy cheese, of which the patient was

very fond, eppeoiallv certain importeil varieties. The
fungus differed from that of favus in that the net-work

of mycelium was composed of delicate fibres showing

no tendency toward fission as is the case in the favus

mycelium. The manner of fructifying belongs to that

variety of fungus in which the spore is developed

within an ascus or receptacle. Cultures were made on

blood-serum and agar. In the serum the growth was

rapid until the whole surface became covered with a

whitish or yellowish mould. This changed to a gray-

ish brown in about thirty-six hours. Under strong

peroxide-of-hydrogeu solution the growth gradually

disappeared, and the patient has remained well up to

the present time.

A general discussion then took place upon the

question

WHAT EFFECT DO DIET AND ALCOHOL HAVE UPON
THE CAUSATION AND COURSE OF THE ECZEMATOCS
AFFECTIONS AND PSORIASIS?

Jt was opened by Dr. White, and participated in

by all the members.
Dr. J. T. BowEN, of Boston, read a paper on

MYCOSIS FCNGOIDES AND SABCOMATOSIS CUTIS,

which was illustrated by cases showing the diflSculty

that is sometimes experienced iu differentiating these

two types of disease. A study of these and of other

reported cases, would lend weight to the probability

that there are transitional forms between the two affec-

tions, as has been suggested by Kaposi. A histological

study of papules resembling prurigo hebra, that are

sometimes found iu pseudo-leucemia, showed a struct-

ure exactly corresponding to that of the true prurigo

papule.

Dr. White said he thought we must regard the

fugitive character of these lesions as common to both

mycosis fungoides and to sarcoma. Certainly the

many hundreds of nodules, varying in size from a pea

to a pullet's egg, occurred in multiple sarcoma, and

which disappear iu a few weeks, iu some instances

under arsenic, were as fugitive as if they disappeared

without treatment. Although there was a great dif-

ference in the maximum size of such lesions in these

two affections, it was onh' a matter of degree. A
nodule the size of a pigeon's egg would disappear

rapidly in the one case, and a nodule the size of a

goose egg would disappear rapidly in true mycosis

fungoides. How far it indicated any common nature

he was unable to say.

Dr. Duhring said he was much interested in this

paper, for the reason that he had had an opportunity

of seeing a number of cases (eight to twelve) of what

Dr. Bowen called " mycosis fungoides." He objected

to the term, preferring " granuloma fungoides." He
was often asked by medical men to demonstrate the

fungus in this disease. The diagnosis was simple

when the disease had become fully developed and in

most instances was quite different from sarcoma.

Histologically he could not always distinguish be-

tween the two. The inflammatory element seemed
distinctly more marked in granuloma fungoides. In a

case he had presented at a meeting of this Association

nineteen years ago, the inflammatory symptoms were

all distinct.

Dr. Fordyce thought it sometimes very difficult to
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distinguish between the two conditions as related by
Dr. Eowen. There was nothing very distinctive in

the pathological anatomy of mycosis fuugoides. Cer-
tain types of spiudle-celled sarcomas could be differ-

entiated by the microscope, but mycosis of the Kaposi
type and certain other forms, could not be well

distinguished.

Dr. Morrow spoke of a case which he had observed

over a long period. It had beeu treated by other

physicians for eczema. One small tumor had been
excised and pronounced carcinoma, and specimens
shown at a society had beeu pronounced by all present

to be sarcoma. The patient died from exhaustion.

The first of Dr. Boweu's cases was undoubtedly myco-
sis fuugoides. It was worthy of comment that in

both the disease had begun in the testicles, which
organs he had previously considered exempt. When
tumors developed without a pre mycosis stage the ter-

mination was usually speedily fatal.

Dr. Robinson said he could not regard the disap-

pearance of tumors as excluding the term sarcoma.

Sarcoma was rarely a new growth in the proper sense

of the term as used by Cohnheim. He had seen

epitlieliomatous tumors disappear without treatment
proving that they were not "simple tumors." The
term " sarcoma " like the term " eczema " includes a

somewhat similar pathological condition, caused by
a number of unknown and different factors. Certain

cases of mycosis fungoides could not be differentiated

from multiple sarcoma— certainly not from the path-

ological findings alone. Dr. Bowen's first case was
certainly mycosis fungoides.

Dr. a. R. Robinson, of New York, presented the

following case, the title of his paper being

xanthoma diabeticordm.

T. P., married, has never been jaundiced, but has

passed gall-stones, one as large as a hickory-nut. In

1891 an eruption appeared on anterior surface of both

forearms, and also on the elbows and about the knees.

They were elevated, sharply defined, light-yellow in

color with a faint tinge of red. They all disappeared

excepting those on the elbows. The present attack

implicated the anterior surface of the right arm, over

which were scattered 150 lesions, varying in size from
a pin's point to a pin head. Over the elbow was a

well-marked patch about one and one-half inches in

diameter, made up of numerous smaller groups of

papules consisting of from two to five separate lesions

wliich had run together. The palms were free.

Each leg shows about 50 lesions, extending from
below the patella to half-way up the thigh. The
region of the eyelids as well as the rest of the face

remains free. There is more hyperemia than in the

first attack, but all the spots show a yellowish and
elevated centre. While no sugar was found in the

urine, the report was made that it was "glycosuric"
but gave no precipitation of the red oxide.

Dr. Dchring said that the diagnosis was difficult

in a similar case which he had recently seen, because

the lesions were particularly small. They disappeared

under anti-diabetic treatment, but recurred on return

to ordinary diet.

Dr. Morrow said that the constant presence of

sugar was not essential. In Dr. Besnier's case, which
was of the same nature, no sugar was found. In

another case it was present only after the morning
meal.

Dr. Fordtce mentioned a very similar case.

Dr. Allen said he should expect persistent exami-

nation to reveal sugar. He had occasionally seen

cases of intermittent glycosuria.

Dr. Robinson, in closing, said that it was remark-

able that this condition should be so rare while dia-

betes was comparatively frequent. Only twenty-nine

cases had been reported.

some gltcosuric dermatoses.

Dr. C. W. Allen, of New York, presented a

paper in which a variety of dermatoses, occurring

with the presence of sugar in the urine were described.

The writer does not believe that a class of diabetes

similar to that of the syphilides, scrofulides, tuber-

culides and leprides, is at the present time possible.

The symptom glycosuria should not be confounded
with the disease diabetes; and the term "glycosuric

dermatoses " he believes preferable in describing these

conditions. Furuuculosis coexists with and frequently

depends upon the abnormal presence of sugar in the

system, and the examination for glycosuria should be
a routine practice when cases present themselves. In-

stances were referred to in which boils and carbuncles

ceased appearing when the patient was under suitable

diet, and the sugar percentage had become greatly

diminished or the sugar had entirely disappeared. In
one instance referred to, whenever the sugar percen-

tage became high the patient was apt to suffer from a

peculiar form of superficial cutaneous gangrene affect-

ing more especially the extremities, but occurring

over limited areas on all portions of the ekin surface.

Pigmented spots succeeded the healing of these lesions,

and in many of the darkened areas a very pronounced
increase in hairy growth was noticeable. In one
case the lesions strongly suggested those of acne
cachecticorum.

An instance of erysipelas in a diabetic and very

obese subject who had previously had syphilis, was
related, in which extensive sloughing of the skin took

place, and the patient finally died from a recurrence

of erysipelas which involved the head.

Glycosuria is a symptom of a variety of different

conditions originating in different organs, and is still

far from being fully understood. It is, however,
attended with cutaneous manifestations which are at

times almost sufficient by themselves to warrant a

diagnosis of the presence of sugar. We know as yet,

however, of but few dermatoses which are peculiar to

diabetes, and which would warrant us in making a

class of diabetides.

Dr. White said that the report was extremely
interesting, but the author had failed to mention that

form of dermatosis which he regarded as the most
characteristic one— the very acute eczema of the

genital region in stout, diabetic women. The develop-

ment of furuncles was explained without resort to the

theory of a diathesis. The skin in these cases fur-

nishes a good nidus for the development of the furun-

culous coccus. An evanescent, erythematous eczema,
like that seen upon an edematous extremity, is at

times so intense and acute as to indicate some unusual

condition of the patient, and examination of the urine

shows diabetes. He had come to look upon this der-

matitis as characteristic of diabetes.

Dk. Ddbring thought the points brought out had
added to our knowledge of the subject. In his own
particular field of observation he had not met with
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glycosuria so frequently in connection with furuncle

as appeareil to be the case with most autliors.

Dk. Morrow said the eruptive troubles in diabetes

liad always been explained on the assumption that

they were due to the local contact of saccliarine

urine, and the products of its decomposition — certain

fungi and parasitic growths. He doubted if this

were a suflicient explanation. There were, as had

been pointed out in the paper, and by Dr. White
and others, lesions situated where no contact with

saccharine urine was possible. The presence of sugar

in the blood modifies its chemical properties and its

power of maintaining the nutrition of the tissues. It

had been asserted that sugar was excreted by the cuta-

neous glands, producing local irritation. The presence

of a foreign substance in the blood would exj)laiu

many of tlit-se eruptions.

Dk. Allen said, in closing, that he had touched

upon the eczema about the genitals, but as the paper

was lengthy he had omitted to read certain portions.

He had intended to convey the impression, not that he

habituall}' found sugar in furunculous individuals, but

that he made it a point to examine for it, and was fre-

quently rewarded by finding it. He agreed with Dr.

Morrow that it was the changes induced by local con-

tact of urine which set up certain forms of dermititis,

but others at a distance from the genitals he thought

explained by cutaneous excretion. Vergely has shown
that in a case of ulcer of the extremity in a diabetic

subject, the fluid collected and tested showed over one

per cent, of sugar.
{To he continued.)

iScccnt Uitcraturc.

The Pathology and Treatment of Venereal Diseases-

By RoBtRT W. Tatlor, M.D. Philadelphia:

Lea Bros. & Co. 1895.

As a successor to the well-known work of Bum-
stead and Taylor which passed through five editions, Dr.

Taylor offers us the present volume of 1000 pages

upon the same subject. He has endeavored, as he

says in his preface, to present the subjects in a way
befitting the advanced knowledge of the present day,

and in most respects he has been eminently successful.

A detailed review of this treatise is not possible here,

and therefore we must content ourselves with a refer-

ence to a few selected topics.

The paper and type are exceedingly good, and 230
illustrations, together with seven colored plates, are

scattered throughout the book. The illustrations and

plates are of a very uniform excellence, and with two

or three exceptions were made from Taylor's own cases,

and under his personal supervision.

Part I is devoted to gonorrhea and its complications.

Much space is given to the pathology of the disease,

as the recent advances in this subject warrant. The
gonococcus receives much attention, and several good

illustrations of the microscopical appearances of tlie

micro-organism in the discharges at different stages

are incluiled. The author lakes a conservative posi-

tion with regard to the etiology of the disease, believ-

ing tliat besides the gonococcus other micro-organisms

also give rise to urethral suppuration, sometimes as

violent and as much comi>licated as true gonorrhea.

A like conservatism is expressed with regard to the

treatment of the disease. The new methods of local

treatment that have received so much attention of late

are discussed, but not in general advocated by the

author who classes many of these innovations as fads

and hobbies.

Part II of the work is occupied with the chancroid

or soft chancre. While separating this lesion sharply

from the initial manifestation of syphilis, Taylor does
not believe that it is due to a distinct poison or virus,

but declares that it is " the product of many varieties of

pus derived from non-syphilitic and syjihilitic subjects.

It is therefore a hybrid, heterogeneous lesion, in all

cases a septic ulcer, and in many instances simply an

active form of wound infection." With regard to the

strepto-bacillus of Ducrey and Unna, he thinks that

the science of bacteriology is not yet far enough ad-

vanced to warrant the claim that this is the specific

micro-organism of the soft chancre.

Syphilis forms the subject of Part HI. The initial

lesion and the various cutaneous phenomena that may
attend the disease are carefully described and accu-

rately illustrated. All may not agree with the author

upon certain subjects, but as a whole the matter is

fair-minded and trustworthy. Some chapters, as that

upon the pigmentary syphilide, might, it seems to us,

have been written with greater clearness and precision,

especially in those instances, as in the chapter cited,

where the author's views are at variance with those

of a considerable number of experienced observers.

In the matter of treatment, he rightly considers that it

is best to defer systemic treatment until the onset of

secondary symptoms, except in a few rare instances

which he enumerates. He then reviews the so-called

expectant, continuous or tonic, and interrupted methods
of treatment, all of which he rejects. He considers

that "every case of syphilis is a law unto itself," and
that the amount of mercury required will vary accord

ing to the individual and to his condition. In general

he would first put the patient upon treatment by the

mouth, and he prefers the protoiodide and the tannate

of mercury. The smaller doses of the protoiodide, as

one-fifth or one-sixth of a grain, he considers utterly

useless for the cure of the disease. He lays great

stress upon the importance of keeping up an active and
energetic treatment during the first six months after

the appearance of secondary symptoms, and advises

one or two courses of treatment by inunction, during

which internal medication is suspended. At the end

of six months if the patient's condition is satisfactory

a month's cessation of treatment is allowed, after which

a course of inunction or of a combination of mercury

and the iodide of potassium is advocated ; and so on,

with intervals of rest until the end of the second year,

when patients may be pronounced cured if they have

shown no symptoms of the disease for months and

their general condition is good. While most authori-

ties will, we believe, agree with Dr. Taylor that at the

outset a moderately vigorous treatment is advisable,

the advantages of a tonic treatment with smaller

amounts of mercury, but kept up for a longer time,

have seemed to us and many others to be very great,

and we are loath to attribute so exclusive an impor-

tance to the medication of the first six months. The
iodide of potassium also is a drug that has its special,

definite indications, and its combination with mercury

should be reserved for those cases where the known
effects of this are desired.
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The chapter ou hereditary syphilis is of value ; but

the matter might, it seems to us, have been more

clearly and systematically arranged. We were also

disappointed to find, in so comprehensive a work, no

statement of the author's own views with regard to the

deformities of the teeth first described by Hutchinson,

and on which so much stress has been laid by that

writer and by Fournier. Dr. Taylor's large experi-

ence must have afforded him ample opportunity for

studying this point, and we should also have been glad

to have a more distinct and critical discussion of the

so-called syphilis hereditaria tarda. Possibly an elab-

ration of these subjects may be possible in a later

edition.

Traitement de» Maladies des Femmes par L' Electricite.

Par le Db. L. R. Regnier. Paris : Progres Med-
ical Bureaux.

It is a curious fact that the French, who have been

of late the most active exponents of the most radical

gynecology extant— the application of vaginal hys-

terectomy to comparatively minor indications— are at

the same time by all odds the most earnest advocates

of the most expectant of all gynecological methods,

the treatment of major affections by electricity.

This book furnishes an extended description of the

French views of the usefulness of gynecological electro-

therapeutics. After the usual historical introduction,

it gives a clear and complete description of the methods

of managing the current, and thence proceeds to dis-

cuss the application of electricity to almost all known
gynecological ailments. By all odds the most valuable

chapters are those devoted to the treatment of men-

strual troubles, uterine tumors and certain neuroses.

Handatlas der Anatomie des Menschen. With 7.50

illustrations, in part colored, with text. By Wer-
ner Spalteholz, Extraordinary Professor at Leip-

zig, with the support of Wji. His. Vol. I, Part II.

Leipzig: S. Hirzel. 1896.

We have already praised the first part of this work

some months ago. Our good opinion is strengthened

by the second, now before us, which completes the

illustration of the ligaments, and adds some beautiful

thin sections of bone showing the trabeculae, to the

osteology. The illustrations of the ligaments are truly

admirable, both for the dissection and for the repre-

sentation of it. In some cases, perhaps, the dissection

has beeu carried to the borders of the artificial ; but

we are not sure that this is always a defect. To dis-

sections have been added sections, which we only wish

were more numerous. So far as it has appeared, it

promises to be the best thing of its kind we have seen.

T. D.

A Text-Book of Bacteriology. By George M. Stern-

berg, M.D., LL.D. New York: William Wood
& Co. 1896.

Believing that the size and expense of his " Manual

of Bacteriology," published in 1892, might restrict its

usefulness among students of medicine and biology,

the author has issued under the above title practically

a second edition of his well-known work, from which

he has eliminated the detailed descriptions of non-

pathogenic bacteria and the extensive bibliography

contained in the Manual. The resulting volume of

693 pages, although nearly two hundred pages smaller

than its predecessor, still forms a large and handsome

book.

Inasmuch as the arrangement of the subject-matter

remains the same as in his Manual, and the text has

been only so far changed in places as to keep it fully

abreast of the most recent advances in the science of

bacteriology, no detailed account of the work is neces-

sary. It remains unquestionably the best book in the

English language on the subject of which it treats.

It is particularly useful on account of its completeness

as a book of reference when some unusual form of

bacterium has to be identified. Curiously enough,

however, the subject of actinomycosis is omitted both

from the Text-book and from the Manual, although

the actinomyces are included by Giinther in his list of

the thirty most important pathogenic bacteria. To be

sure, the classification of actinomyces has not yet

been positively determined, but so long as the most

recent authorities agree that it belongs to the pleo-

morpbous bacteria, it would seem that this very

important organism should be included in so extensive

a work as this. It was also noted that the index con-

tained no reference to LotHer's blood-serum mixture

described in the chapter on the Bacteria in Diphthe-

ria.

In conclusion, we should say for the benefit of

those to whom the work is unknown, that it is very

tastefully bound, is well printed on good paper, and
contains numerous excellent illustrations.

A Manual of the Practice of Medicine. By George
Roe Lockwood, M.D., and others. With 75 illus-

trations in the text and 22 full-page colored plates.

Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders. 1896.

It has beeu the author's aim to present in this

Manual the essential facts and principles of the prac-

tice of medicine in a concise and available form, and
thus " to meet the requirements of those who have
been obliged to resort to the larger works of refer-

ence with which medical literature is so well sup-

plied." The author has accomplished his aim suf-

ficiently well, but we do not quite see the demand for

its being accomplished at all at the present time. He
himself realizes that medical literature is well supplied

with larger works of reference. We should say it

was equally well supplied with smaller manuals.

However, this is a question which writers and pub-

lishers will decide for themselves. It is difficult to

welcome a new Practice of Medicine with much enthu-

siasm. The present volume is really a manual and
has 935 pages.

The Medical Record Visiting List and Physicians'

Diary for 1897. New revised edition. New York :

William Wood & Co. 1896.

This last edition of this well-known visiting list has

been revised and the list of remedies, etc., brought
thoroughly up to date. Beside the list of remedies

with their doses, a table is given of the number of

drops of various liquid remedies in a fiuid drachm, a

list of convenient solutions of various drugs for hypo-
dermic injection, a list of poisons and their antidotes,

etc., arranged in compact and convenient form.

The visiting lists and pages for memoranda, etc.,

form the bulk of the book, which is durably and con-

veniently bound for the purpose for which it was in-

tended.

It seems fitted in almost every particular to be a

convenient and serviceable vade mecum for the physi-

cian.
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ANOTHER EXPLAXATION OF INFLAMMATION.

CoHNBEiM, who made maDy important observa-

tions elucidatory of inflammation, and whose theory

of that morbid process has met with wide accep-

tance, defined inflammation as being primarily and

essentially a vascular phenomenon. Not the paren-

chyma of the part, nor the nerves are first and chiefly

concerned. A morbid agent, a uoxa, effects a peculiar

alteration of the vessel walls (chiefly the veinules and

capillaries); the vessels dilate under this influence and

receive more blood ; the endothelium loses its polish

and smoothness and thus the friction is augmented

whereby the blood-corpuscles are slowed in their

course, stagnating everywhere ; the leucocytes be-

come adherent to the vessel wall and ready to emi-

grate, and this last process is aided by an increased

porosity of the vascular parietes whereby not merely

serum and leucocytes are forced through the pores,

but red blood-corpuscles as well.

Kieruer ' has shown the inadequacy of this explana-

tion to cover the entire ground, especially since it

takes no account of the participation of the elements

of the tissue and of the nervous system iu the process

of inflammation. His paper appears as a posthumous

publication in the Semaine Medicate.

Cohnheim thought to exclude all intervention of

nerves iu his experiments by carefully ligatiug every-

thing except the artery and vein, as in his famous ex-

periment on the frog's tongue. He did not take into

account the existence of nervous ganglia situated iu

the vascular walls or in immediate contiguity. More-

over, he sought to demonstrate that no trophic trouble

exists as a factor, and that the heat of imflamed parts

is not due to a local thermogenesis, but solely to hy-

peremia, claiming that the temperature in such cases

never exceeds the central temperature; this is, how-

ever, of dilFicult demonstration as inflamed surfaces are

1 LMntlammatiOD consldt^rtfe comme troable circulatoire, Seinaiiie

MMicale, September 30, 1S96.

subject to the causes of losses of heat which render

uncertain the results of thermometric investigation.

Kierner looks at the question from a different point

of view. He admits that in every inflammation there

is an alteration of the walls of blood-vessels consisting

in hypertrophy of the endotheliums and division of

their nuclei. But these facts are only appreciable at

the end of several hours, while the dilatation of blood-

vessels is immediate. Cohnheim thought that the in-

flammatory "noxa" produced a subtle, material,

molecular alteration of the blood-vessels of the part

inflamed. But when you wound with a fine needle

the centre of the cornea, and the conjunctival vessels

around the cornea present the circulatory troubles of

the inflammation, it is diflicult to conceive that the

vessels have been injured by a cause so far remote.

Then why do the phenomena take place in the capil-

laries and veinules to the exclusiou of the arterioles?

If the thickness and resistance of the walls of the lat-

ter may oppose an obstacle to the passage of liquid or

figured elements, at least, the adhesion of the leucocytes

to the endothelium and the packing of the vessels

should be produced.

Kieruer believes that in every inflammation there is

something for a starting-point besides a vascular

trouble, there is a nervous influence. We are obliged

to assume such agency " to explain that sudden and

marked dilatation of the vessels in a circumscribed ter-

ritory whose noxa {agent vulnerant) is the centre."

Moreover, it is of daily observation that the inflam-

matory reaction to the same irritation is more intense

in the higher animals (whose nervous system is the

most perfected), aud that in the same animal this

reaction is greater iu regions highly innervated, as the

pulp of the fingers or the cornea, than iu regions poor

in nerves.

Kierner believes that the nerves which are essential

to every inflammatory process are the vaso-motors
;

these have their centres in the bulbo-medullary axis,

in the sympathetic ganglia interposed between the

spinal cord and the vessel, and on the little ganglia or

isolated groups of cells situated in the very walls of

the small vessels (vaso-coustrictor ganglia). Each of

these centres receives the nervous vaso-constrictor

influx from centres situated above and transmits it to

the centre below, adding its own proper action.

From the bulb to the blood-vessel the vascular tonus

is thus progressively re-enforced every time the ner-

vous influx traverses one of the spinal or sympathetic

centres. Hence the paralyzing effect of nerve sec-

lions on the tonus is the more pronounced the nearer

the section is made to the vessel, since it separates the

vessel from the greatest number of vaso-constrictor

centres. But such sections never completely abolish

the tonus, for they never attain the ganglia situated in

the walls of the blood-vessel.

We are obliged to omit the considerations by which

Kieruer proceeds to show that the vasoconstrictorsare

influenced by inhibitory or excitatory nerve fibres all

over the body. The depressor nerve of Cyou and the
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chorda tympani furnish illustrations of this kind of

vaeo-dilator action by inhibition of the ultimate iutra-

parietal vasoconstrictor ganglia. With these data,

and assuming the existence in the vessel walls of such

vaso-constrictor ganglia and of inhibitory or vaso-

dilator nerves, Kierner proceeds to explain the phe-

nomena of inflammation. Inflammation has in every

case the character of a local reaction in this sense, that

it is always produced by the presence in a point of a

tissue of an irritant agent, solid or ditfusible. Sup-

pose then a foreign body deposited in the connective

tissue a certain distance from the blood-vessels. It is

not necessary, in order that these may be impressed,

that the foreign body shall be in immediate contact

with any nerve fibres. Sensibility is a fundamental

property of living substance, and an irritation can be

propagated to the nervous apparatus by the intermedi-

ation of the fixed cells ; the net-work anastamoses of the

prolongations of the stellate cells seems to favor this

function of transmission. Thanks to this intermedi-

ation, we can now understand that an irritant agent

introduced into the connective tissue may be the point

of departure of an excitation which is transmitted to

the vaso-dilator nerves of a region and produce an in-

hibitory action on the ganglia and nerve cells dissem-

inated in the walls of the blood-vessels. There results

a vascular dilatation which may persist as long as the

foreign body remains in the tissues, and is not encysted.

It is to be remarked that this dilatation will be extreme

because the inhibition of the ganglia situated in the

vessel wall itself has for its effect the complete sup-

pression of the tonus.

So far enough has been said to indicate the new

point of departure in the pathogenesis of inflammation.

From this initial loss of tonus in the vessel wall, owing

to tissue injury, are derived all the characteristic phe-

nomena of inflammation. The tonus of the arterioles

is paral\zed, the contractility of the protoplasm of the

capillaries is impaired (evidently by the same noxa)

and these vessels dilate. The blood pours in excess

into the capillary net-work and veins of the part.

There is first accelerated flow. The channels of the

return circulation outside of the inflamed area having

kept their normal tone and dimensions, the inflamed

vessels soon become blocked, and there is slowing of

the blood stream. The exudation naturally follows:

it is the direct consequence of the slowed circulation.

The corpuscles (white and red) are pressed through

the weakened walls of the capillaries which offer least

resistance. The stronger the pressure the more the

exudate will be of a hemorrhagic character (extravas-

ated red globules). The walls of the vessels are, as it

were, studded with minute pin-point openings by the

passage of globules, and the blood plasma passes freely

through these openings. Kierner thinks with Cohu-

heim that the " diapedesis of leucocytes'' is chiefly

mechanical.

We need not allude to the trophic phenomena of

the inflamed part— the swelling of fibres, the cellular

necroses and hypertrophies, the setting free of fer-

ments and their consequences, etc., which are fully de-

scribed by pathologists. It will be seen that Kierner

has added to Cohnheim's explanation of inflammation

the theory of local reflex vaso-dilatation which he con-

siders as the essence of the circulatory trouble of in-

flammation.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Progress in Anatomy during Twenty-fodr
Years.— Our readers will regret to learn that the

present report on Progress in Anatomy, which is his

forty-ninth report, will be the last from the pen of

Dr. Thomas Dwight.

The Asiatic Society of Bengal.— Sir Joseph

Lister and Prof. Michael Foster were elected hono-

rary members of the Asiatic Society of Bengal at the

last annual meeting, in place of the late Professor

Huxley and M. Pasteur.

Operation for Perforating Gastric Ulcer.
— At the sixty-eighth Congress of German Scientists

and Physicians, Korte, of Berlin, stated that he had

operated fifty-seven times for this condition with

seven recoveries.

Semi-Centennial of Anesthesia. — At the Semi-

centennial of the Discovery of Anesthesia at the

University of Minnesota, October 16, 1896, a paper

entitled " The History of the Discovery of Anesthe-

sia," was read by Burnside Foster, M.D., of Minne-

apolis, and a paper on " Fifty Years of Surgery under

Anesthesia," by Theodore De Witt, M.D., of St.

Paul.

Instruction in Anesthesia.— Dr. W. Oakley

Hermance has been appointed instructor in the admin-

istration of anesthetics in the Philadelphia Polyclinic

and anesthetizer to the Polyclinic Hospital. The
faculty and trustees recognize the growing senti-

ment among the profession, that the administration

of anesthetics should be entrusted to skilled hands

only, and in providing for proper instruction of the

incoming residents of the hospital, they at the same

time afford an opportunity to the pupils of the college

to gain similar knowledge and experience. — Philadel-

phia Polyclinic.

German versus English Science. — Close upon

the recent news that the Queen had summoned a

German ophthalmic surgeon from Wiesbaden to attend

her, comes the information that the Cape Colony has

engaged Professor Koch to come to the Cape for the

purpose of studying the rinderpest. This fact is evi-

dently considered in some quarters a slur upon the

English bacteriologists, certain of whom would have

been glad of the honor as well as the fat fee which this

mission will bring. The Medical Press and Circular

comments upon the subject in a way to indicate that

English medical opinion would have quite strongly ap-

proved the appointment of au ex|)ert from their own

country.
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BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Bequest to a Hospital. — By the will of Colonel

Oliver "W. Peabody, late of Miltou, $10,000 is be-

queathed to the Children's Hospital of Boston.

The Oldest Twins. — Mrs. Mary Woods and

Mrs. Almira Balden, of Waldo County, Me., are twin

sisters who have reached the age of eighty-two.

The Investigation of the "Enterprise."—
The Commissioners of the Massachusetts nautical

training-ship Enterprise, who have just finished the

long-drawn-out investigation into the conduct of the

officers of the ship during her recent voyage, with

especial reference to the outbreak of diphtheria which

resulted in the death of two of the cadets, have exon-

erated all of the ship's officers except Dr. Olcott, the

surgeon, from all blame. With regard to his case the

commissioners found that while he was zealous and skil-

ful in the care of the serious cases, he was not solicitous

about the care of cases which did not assume a serious

phase. They also found that Dr. Olcott by carrying

lighted cigars with him into the sick bay did not show

proper respect for the sick ; that he disobeyed the ex-

plicit order to keep a journal : that he showed at the

best, inexcusable carelessness in mutilating the nurse's

journal, but that he was not intoxicated on board ship,

nor incapacitated for his duties by the use of liquor.

The commission felt it a duty to say, under the cir-

cumstances, that it did not consider him a desirable

officer to retain in the school, and that his application

to the navy department to be detached from the ship

had its approval.

NEW YORK.

Dogs and Clean Streets.— At a recent meet-

ing the Board of Health passed the following reso-

lution :

Whereas, Complaints have been received from physicians and

citizens in respect to the defilement of the sidewalks and streets

of the built-up portion of the city by dogs led and running at

large, as well as the danger to life and health from the bites of

dogs, and urging this board to take such action as may be neces-

sary to abate the alleged nuisance, therefore,

Resolved, That the Sanitary Committee be requested to give

due consideration to this subject, and to report whether in its

opinion the uncleanliness of the sidewalks and streets is of suffi-

cient importance to require the action of this board and the

adoption of an ordinance requiring that dogs be kept within the

premises of their owners, and not be allowed to run at large

upon the public streets and sidewalks, or to be led in any public

street without a permit from this department.

It is said that Street-Clearing Commissioner War-

ing began the agitation for this action about a year

ago.

The Free Library kor the Blind. — The first

free circulating library for the blind in the city of

New York was formally opened on November 9th in

the basement of St. Agnes's Chapel, of Trinity

Parish, the room for the purpose having been kindly

provided by the Rev. Dr. Bradley, the clergyman in

charge. The new library starts with 184 volumes,

and among the contributors to it is the Perkins Insti-

tution for the Blind, of Boston.

Dr. Boris Sides appointed Associate in Psy-

chology.— Dr. Boris Sides, of New York, has been

appointed from the State Civil Service list as associate

in psychology in the Pathological Institute now main-

tained in connection with the State hospitals for the

insane, at an annual salary of $900.

ai^tjSCceUanp.

CON-TWELFTH INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL
GRESS.

The American National Committee of the Twelfth
International Congress, which is to meet at Moscow,
Russia, from August 19 to 26, 1897, consists, accord-

ing to the directions of the General Committee at

Moscow, of the following gentlemen :

J. S. Billings, M.D., New York; Frank P. Foster,

M.D., New York; S. Weir Mitchell, M.D., Philadel-

phia; Charles A. L. Reed. M.D., Cincinnati; Geo. B.

Shattuck, M.D., Boston; F. J. Shepherd, M.D., Mon-
treal; Geo. F. Shradv, M.D., New York; W. S.

Thayer, M.D., Baltimore; and A. Jacobi, M.D., 110

West 34th St., New York, Chairman.

The Chairman begs to invite the attention of the

medical profession of the United States and Canada to

the fact that the professional gentlemen in charge of

the Congress are anxious to make it a success, both

from a scientific and a social point of view.

Their difficulties are unusually grave; but it is not

their fault that the Congress had to wait for govern-

mental permission to meet in their country, or that a

special ukase was required for the admission into Rus-

sia of Jewish medical men on equal terms with their

Greek, Catholic, Protestant, Agnostic and Mohamme-
dan colleagues ; or that the famous and meritorious

Secretary-General was (it appears because of his lib-

eralism) ousted both from his place and from his pro-

fessorship. They should not be held responsible for

the political semi-barbarism of the country in which

they live and to whose laws they have to submit.

Their position in the world of science, and their en-

deavor to make the Twelfth Congress equal to its

most famous predecessors, will prove an incentive to

American physicians to sustain, both by their presence

and their contributions, the Russian Committee in its

exertions to make the next Congress equal to its pre-

decessors.

Such information as may be received from time to

time, will be published in the medical journals immedi-

ately after its arrival.

SEMI-CENTENNIAL MEETING OF THE AMERI-
CAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

To BE HELD AT PHILADELPHIA, JuNE 1-4, 1897.

In view of the fact that the next meeting will be

the semi-centennial gathering and that it will occur in

a great medical centre and near the other great cities

of the Eastern Coast, the Committee of Arrange-

ments for this meeting have already made provision

for the accommodation and entertainment of the dele-

gates, by the engagement of the Academy of Music,

Horticultural Hall, the South Broad Street Theatre,

and the large meeting-rooms in the Hotel Walton and
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Hotel Stanton. As these large buildings are all

within a short distance of the great railroad depots in

the centre of the city and are all situated within one
block on both sides of Broad Street, every depart-

ment of the meeting will be conveniently arranged.

At the last meeting of the Association it was voted

to devote the first evening of the meeting, Tuesday,
June Ist, to dinners of the various Sections. The
officers of the Sections desiring to give such a dinner

will please communicate with Dr. G. E. de Schweinitz,

Chairman of the Sub-Committee on Accommodation,
1401 Locust Street, as early as possible, in order that

dining-rooms may be engaged or other entertainment

provided.

As it is expected that fully three thousand physi

cians will be present, the committee suggests that

application for accommodations be made as early as

possible. It is hoped that every member of the Asso-

ciation will make a special effort to attend. Further

circulars of information will be issued by a committee
from time to time.

Individuals and firms desiring space for exhibition

in the Exhibition Hall, which will be in the same
block as the various meeting-halls, will please apply
promptly to the Chairman of the Sub-Committee on

Exhibits, Dr. Edward Jackson, 1633 Locust Street,

Philadelphia.

A NEW VACCINE VIRUS IN LIQUID FORM
PREPARED IN THE LABORA lORlES OF THE
NEW YORK HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
Early in 1895 the vaccine laboratory of the New

York Health Department was attached to the Divis-

ion of Pathology and Bacteriology, and a detailed ex-

perimental investigation into all the methods employed
in various parts of the world for the production and
preservation of vaccine virus was immediately begun,
and has been continued to the present time. The
choice and care of animals, the places, methods and
virus most suitable for inoculation into the animals,

the time and manner of collection, and the prepara-

tion and preservation of virus after collection have all

been subjects of study. In addition, the most notable

vaccine laboratories in Europe and this country have
been visited and their practice studied.

In consequence of the Investigations numerous
modifications in the methods have been made, but the

most important is the entire change in the form of the

vaccine virus issued and recommended for use. For-
merly the virus employed was the serum which issued

from the base of a vaccine pock, dried on quills or

ivory points. To determine the most valuable part of

a vaccine vesicle the following experiment was made :

A typical vesicle was chosen and the crust, the under-
lying pulp and base, and the serum exuding after the

former were removed, were collected separately.

Each was mixed with glycerin in the proportion of

sixty per cent, vaccine matter, and forty per cent,

glycerin, then thoroughly comminuted in a mortar,
and the products used in the multiple vaccination of

children. The pulp showed by far the best, the crust

the next, and the serum the poorest results, as deter-

mined by the percentage of successful vaccinations.

Other similar experiments confirmed these results, and
it was concluded that the largest proportion of the

active virus is contained in the pulp. Therefore the

virus now issued is in the foi-m of a glycerinated vac-

cine pulp. The function of the glycerin is to produce
a homogeneous mixture and to act as a safe antiseptic

against germs accidentally introduced.

Although led by its own observations to adopt the
liquid form of virus, the Health Department, in sup-
plying such vaccine, is only following the example of

all the best German, French, and other Continental
vaccine laboratories ; and it is believed that no other
virus is more fully tested before being issued than that

prepared in the laboratory of the New York City
Health Department. Thegreatest care is taken to in-

sure cleanliness in the production and preservation of

the virus : all instruments and receptacles are steril-

ized and the operations of inoculation and collection

made as nearly aseptic as possible.

Before using the virus derived from an animal, first

the animal from which it was obtained is sent to

autopsy and the organs are examined for any evidences
of disease; second, two samples of the virus are
given, one to the bacteriologist, and the other to the
medical tester of virus ; and no virus is issued unless
the reports of the pathologist, bacteriologist, and
clinical tester are all satisfactory. The clinical test

consists in the inoculation of the virus after scarifica-

tion in three places on each of five children who have
never been previously vaccinated. There is thus a
case test of five and an insertion test of fifteen points.

The results from the new method with this rigid sys-

tem of tests are shown in the records of the last three
months. Since July, 1896, there have been vaccinated
in the routine way thirty calves from which virus has
been collected and tested as above described. All
this virus gave one hundred per cent, case and one
hundred per cent, insertion success at the original test,

and the same percentages of success at the last re-

test made about October 1, 1896. There can there-
fore be no doubt that the durability of the virus is as-
sured for at least three months from date of collection.

Worthy of note is the fact that in all the primary
vaccinations made during September and October by
the Department, vaccinations in which the results are
known, more than seven hundred in number, there
was not a single failure.

The virus is a syrupy, opaque, brown emulsion of
uniform consistency. It is put up in convenient
capillary tubes containing each enough for a single

vaccination and in vials of two sizes, one containing
one-fifth of a cubic centimetre for ten vaccinations,
and the other containing one cubic centimetre for
fifty vaccinations.

In using the new virus the skin is scarified in the
usual way, and a drop of tiie liquid virus (discharged
from a capillary tube by blowing out the contents
with a rubber tube furnished to facilitate this process)
is then thoroughly rubbed into the scarified area with
a slip of wood, which accompanies each tube. The
new virus, like the other products of the Health De-
partment Laboratories is furnished free to all public
institutions in the city on application. Physicians can
obtain the virus at many drug stores, or on application
directly to the Health Department. The retail price
of the capillary tubes is ten cents each.

Matkrnal Impressions. — A hen in Vermont,
after looking at a three-pound potato grown by a
neighbor of her owner, went to tiie barn and laid an
egg measuring eight and one-half by six and one-half
inches.— Medical Record.
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THE FOUNDLING HOUSE IN MOSCOW.
Moscow, August, 1896.

Mr. Editor:— It may be interesting to those who
have not investigated the peculiar institutions of Russia to

learn something of the Foundling House at Moscow— the
largest of its class in the world, and possessing many
unique features. It was founded in 17C3, during the reign
of the Empress Catharine II, by the suggestion of this

brilliant and philanthropic sovereign, out of renard for the
welfare of her people, and perhaps also as a useful adjunct
to the private menage of her court. The expenses of or-

ganization were met by personal gifts from herself of

100,000 ruViIes;' from her son, the Grand-Duke Paul, of

50,000 rubles; but more especially from DemidofI, who
donated 1,200,000 rubles and personally undertook the con-
struction of the buildings. Since the opening of its doors,

A])ril 21, 1764, the home has never been closed, neither
during the plague of 1771, nor the cholera scourge of 1830,
nor during the French occupation of 1812. In fact. Mar-
shal Ney, appointed by Napoleon " Governor of Moscow,"
himself placed within its walls many deserted children.

The original plan of the home was to shelter foundlings,

and rear them up to a useful trade, eventually to be regis-

tered in the guild of country laborers; but the frequent
outbreaks of epidemic disease soon led to the adoption of a

system of baby farming, by which the infants, after a stay

of si.\ weeks, are distributed among the outlying villages,

o.OOO in number, included in 41 ward-districts, each dis-

trict in charge of an inspector, usually a village doctor. It

is his duly to visit each child at least six times a year, be re-

sponsible for its welfare, and audit the bills for its support.

The rules of the home admit infants under one year of

age at any hour of the day or night, and only a single ques-

tion is asked, "Is it baptised?" If so, its certificate is

demanded ; but if the parents desire to keep its identitv a
secret, this document is kept sealed, and a fee of 25 rubles

must be given. If not already christened the child is

named at once, the last name being that of the saint on
whose day the ceremony occurs, and the first name that of

the officiating priest. Illegitimate children from one to

five years of age are received by consent of the principal,

but only when they are absolutely homeless. An addition

to the original plan ef the home was made by the Emperor
Nicholas in 1837. He was impressed by the destitution of

many children whose parents had succumbed to the rav-

ages of war and cholera in 1830, and caused a part of the

house to be transformed into an establishment for the edu-
cation of legitimate orphans. Foundlings, on the other
haiiil, after a six weeks' residence, are brought up in the

country at the expense of the government. During their

stay the mothers may, if they desire, remain to nurse their

children, receiving the regular pay of a wet nurse ; and if

they do not wish to be parted from them, may take them
home and receive 30 kopeks a day for the first year, 20 for

the second, and 10 for the third. Mothers of legitimate

children, if they can prove extreme poverty and good char-

acter, may receive 30 kojieks a day for the first year, and
20 for the second, for their maintenance at home. These
gifts, small as they seem, are enormous in the aggregate,

as may be seen from the statistics which show that from
its foundation up to the year 1890, the home has sheltered

812,989 children. The annual expenses are 1,800,000 rubles,

of which 200,000 are for the home building alone.

The Foundling House is not bound in principle to re-

ceive any but illegitimate children and those picked up in

the streets, but owing to the facility of admission under the

guise of illegitimacy, probably over 20 per cent, are legiti-

mates. The infants are all nursed, except in case of

Byphilis or other disease, when a mixture of boiled cow's
milk and barley-water, equal parts, is given by means of a

plain glass bottle with rut)ber nipple. The wet nurses are

generally girls from the environs of Moscow, whose good

A ruble lit equal to about Hf ty cents; a kopek to about half a ceut.

health and abundance of milk are attested by a doctor and
a midwife. On admission they receive a bath and the uni-

form of the service, which consists of a gown of scarlet

cotton, plain or with white figures, reaching up to the
breast and held by small shoulder-straps. Beneath this is

worn a white garment which covers the chest and arms,
and, with a white apron, completes the costume. This
same red cloth seems to be a uniform of the working
classes, as a shirt of this material is worn by all laboring
men, while the porters of the hotels wear a similar garment
of red silk. The nurses are, as a rule, young, short, stout,

and pleasant-looking, with good complexion, light skin,

large mouth and flat nose, characteristic of the Russian
peasantry. The home maintains annually 1,400 nurses
which number is insufficient, so that two infants are con-
fided to each nurse at present, many of the women being
engaged in farming at this time of year. Sometimes, as at
Easter and Christmas, when few nurses present themselves,
four infants may be assigned to one nurse, supplemented
by the bottle. When suckling more than one infant the
nurses receive extra rations and beer, and, besides, 10 to

20 kopeks daily for each infant, in excess of their monthly
salary. They are obliged to bathe daily in the river every
morning during the summer. They sleep on mattresses
spread on the floor of the ward opposite their charges, the
straw in the mattresses being renewed every three months.
The bed linen of the nurses is changed once a week, and
of the infants once a day. The outfits of nurses and chil-

dren represent a capital of 200,000 rubles.

I had the pleasure of inspecting the house under the

guidance of the bead lady-superintendent, who is an active

little woman, with a smiling face and a way suggestive of

executive ability. She spoke French fluently, and was
charming in her manners. At this time of the year the

wards of the main building are closed and renovated, and
the barracks, so-called, are used instead. These form a
series of isolated, one-story buildings, well lighted by rows
of windows on either side, and perfectly aired by root ven-

tilators and open doors at either end. Throughout the

entire establishment no odors were observed, except occa-

sionally a faint aroma of iodoform, suggesting a suppurating
navel. The cribs are made of thin iron, like miniature

bath tubs, and provided each with a mattress covered with

oilskin, and a fly netting. They are placed in a double
row down the middle of the room ; and it was very amus-
ing to see the nurses on our entrance immediately take
their post at the foot of each cradle and " present arms "

for our inspection. The babies are completely swathed in

a towel, having only the head visible. They are allowed

eight changes a day, but in case of sickness as many as

fifteen, above which limit it is apparently considered an im-

position. The Russian lesson of submission to authority is

early inculcated, and it was an astonishing thing that in my
tour through all the wards there was hardly a cry heard,

instead of the babel that might be expected. In the ward
for the prematurely born were thirty or more cribs, each

containing two infants. Three of the cribs bad an outer

metallic jacket and were heated by hot water in the inter-

vening space. They were not provided with thermometers,

but the temperature was regulated by the touch. The
house has 45 of these, and one of the latest model of incu-

bator of Paris manufacture. Each patient has a chart,

giving its number, with daily record of temperature and
points of treatment. In one crib was a shrivelled and
aphthous little atom, entered on the clinical chart as " pre-

mature birth," whose drooping jaw and labored breathing

showed that its life was to be measured by minutes, while its

white-faced little neighbor had just given up its handicapped

contest with fate.

An isolated building, called the "District Hospital," is

used for contagiotis cases, statistics showing annually 120

cases of erysipelas, 200 of diphtheria, and rarely small-pox

and scarlet fever. Congenital syphilis claims 1,000 cases,

most of them prematurely born. There are often 600 sick

at the same time, and the total of invalids reaches 11,000

a year. The mortality varies from 20 to 43 per cent., 15

to 20 dying daily. The chief causes of death are gastro-
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enteritis 45.5 per cent., pneumonia 33.7 per cent., and

pyemia 13 per cent., all such cases being verified by autopsy.

The prevalence of pneumonia is ascribed to the exposure

of the infants on their way to the hospital, especially in

winter, and also to the confined air in the winter wards.

Pyemia has been greatly reduced by the use of antiseptics

on the umbilical sore, but the majority of such cases show
infection at the time of entrance. The hygienic arrange-

ments are satisfactory, the water-closet waste being con-

veyed through metal pipes to tiled cisterns. The liquid

portion is filtered, purified and turned into the river, the

solid material carted outside the town by night, so that a

nocturnal tour of Moscow has its disadvantages.

After inspecting the wards I visited the kitchens and
nurses' dining-rooms, and found everything in a state of

perfect cleanliness. The stacks of bread were inviting,

and the polished coppers and cemented floors were sugges-

tive of a wholesome cuisine. I completed my tour at the

admission-room, where I witnessed the arrival of " one

more unfortunate." The girl-mother seemed to have some
regret on leaving her baby ; but her practical old companion
hustled it out of its home clothing, gave it a few parting

rubs with her horny palm, expectorating freely on such

parts as showed a bilious stain, and handed it over to the

woman in charge in a most business-like way. The official

then recorded its height, weight and circumference of head

and chest, put around its neck an oval bone tag bearing the

number by which it was henceforth to be known, and sent

it to the bathroom. This resembled the laundry of a hotel

with its row of copper boilers, and my admiration was
excited by the dexterity with which the nurse soaked, lath-

ered, rinsed and dried the new arrival, turning and tossing

it with her broad left hand beneath its shoulder and neck

like a professional juggler. If the cord has not separated,

the sore is washed with borax water, and powdered with

boracic acid and talc, after which a compress of cotton

wool and an antiseptic muslin bandage are applied. To
prevent the development of purulent ophthalmia new-born

babies have the eyes injected with a two-per-cent. solution of

nitrate of silver. The infant is then given to one of the

twenty nurses attached to the admission section, who tends

it until the next morning, when it is assigned to its ward.

The daily admissions average 45, but sometimes reach 70,

aggregating 17,000 a year ; 80 per cent, are new-born with

cord attached ; 20 per cent, are sick at time of admission
;

30 per cent, are of weak constitution and weigh below the

average (3,000 grammes) ; five per cent., very weak ; four

per cent., premature (600 a year) ; eight per cent, syphilitic.

About 100 die a few hours after admission. At the time of

my visit there were about 1,300 inmates. The personnel of

the home consists of 30 in the administrative and police

departments ; 54 physicians, of whom IS visit the home
each day ; the head lady, her aid, and 58 lady superintend-

ents ; 58 inspectors, and 50 teachers in the rural schools.

The nurses number about 1,000, with 16 superintendents.

There are 1,500 vaccinations annually, each child being in-

oculated with virus from the heifer as soon as its umbilical

sore is healed. When the vaccination sore is healed, the

child is sent with its peasant nurse to its final home in the

country. An interesting adjunct and feeder of the home
is a maternity hospital which 2,000 women annually use.

If space would allow, I should like to give some details

of the future hfe and circumstances of the foundlings, to-

gether with the pay and methods of minar/in;/ the wet

nurses ; the trades provided for the boys, and the marriage
trousseaux of the girls ; the home life and social status of

each. But already I fear I have become tedious. In con-

clusion I must say that, aside from its medical interest, one

cannot but be impressed by the magnitude of this charity,

the perfection of its detail, the thoughtful care for the

future life of its wards, and the vastness of its expenditures.

From an ethical standpoint there are cogent arguments /iro

and con; but in the present status of the Kussian peasantry

such an institution is a necessity, and its management is a

credit to a government which, in this case, may truly be

called " maternal." Very truly yours,

Chakles W. Galloupe, Jl.D.

ON THE FORMATION OF HALLUX VALGUS.

New York, 38 East 60th St., November 17, 1896.

Mr. Editor:— Dr. E. H. Bradford gives some valu-

able information and many good suggestions in his paper
" On the Compression of the Front of the Feet " (October

29, 1896). Most of his views will be indorsed by every

physician. On one point, however, I beg to differ with

him. He says: " Where pointed shoes are worn, or shoes

which prevent the inward turn of the great toe . . . As
a complication, an inflammation of the skin and underlying

bursa, known as bunion, is developed, which increases the

discomfort." This is the generally accepted view on the

formation of bunions, but it is, according to my experience,

incorrect. This deformity is caused, not so much by too

narrow, as by too short shoes. When the shoes are too

narrow, the toes are pressed against each other and
towards the great toe ; they become crowded upon each

other. But when the shoes are too short, the great toe is

pressed towards the locus minoris resistentice, that is

towards the other toes and is finally turned outwards. A
shoe that was just long enough, and where no margin is

left in front of the great toe becomes too short after a

while, because in wearing the shoe the foot slips gradually

more or less forward. The degree of this slipping depends

upon the make. In some makes it slips more (elastic

gaiters), in others less (lace-shoes). A too narrow shoe

can cause indirecth' the formation of a bunion. A too

narrow shoe becomes after a while shorter for two reasons.

The foot slips forward, though not so much as in a broad

shoe; and then the upper leather is broadened by wearing,

and consequently shortened.

People with a beginning bunion often wonder that the

shoes which were comfortable enough when new become
less so after having been worn for a while. The pain and
pressure is felt at the head of the metatarsal joint, because

the great toe is turned outwards. This is the reason that

too narrow instead of too short shoes are accused of pro-

ducing this deformity. Bunions are oftener seen on the

feet of people who wear broad shoes than on those who
wear pointed shoes. In pointed shoes is always more room
left in front of the great toe. With this I do not mean to

say that I advocate the wearing of pointed shoes.

I agree with Dr. Bradford that the physician's authority

may not be strong enough to make people change a prevail-

ing style of footwear, but we can do some good by drawing
their attention to the eventual consequences of too small

shoes. Most people know and feel the consequences of

wearing too narrow shoes, but few are aware of the evil

following the wearing of too short shoes. And the conse-

quences of the latter mistake are more disagreeable than

those of tlie former. A small and long foot will always be

preferable to a short and broad one. Judging from out-

side appearances, Chinamen wear a footwear that is most
comformable to the anatomical condition of the foot.

Very truly yours, Joseph Kucher, M.D.

A SCIENTIFIC DIAGNOSIS OF PEDICULUS
PUBIS.

Boston, November 17, 1896.

Mr. Editor :— In these strictly scientific days, when
the diagnosis of aortic regurgitation is to be made by ob-

serving the arteria centralis retina; through an ophthalmo-

scope, and the existence of diabetes mellitus determined

by examining twenty measured cubic millimetres of blood,

my fellow-readers may possibly be interested to learn of a
new test for a certain parasitic aflection.

The other day, looking through a microscope at the sedi-

ment of some urine passed several hours before, I was sur-

prised to find & pediculus, still feebly kicking 1 Inspection

of the man's pubic region confirmed this unexpected dis-

covery, and the use of a mercurial ointment has been at-

tended with the happiest results. Very respectfully,

H. F. V.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending November 14th, in Boston, accotdinj: to

obserTations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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THE TREATMENT OF CERVICAL ADENITIS.^

BY F. M. BRIGOS, M.D.,

Assistant Professor of Clinical Surgery , Tufts College Medical School,
Surgeon to the Boston Dispensary.

The three portious of the body where we find

affectious of the lymphatic glands calling for treat-

ment are the neck, the groin and the axilla. What
can be said of one can be applied generally to all

three, but I shall confine myself to the region of the

neck.

Cervical adenitis is of frequent occurrence ; and as,

with possibly a few exceptions, it is secondary to a

pre-existing condition, the first object in every case is

to find the cause, if possible.

For convenience of discussion I make five divisions ;

and although this classification cannot be always

sharply defined, I believe it to be a fairly accurate

one.

These divisions are

:

(1) The Irritative, as, for instance, due to a tonsil-

litis, a tooth, pediculi, a furuncle, a carbuncle.

(2) The Local Infective, as cancer or chancre in

this region.

(3) The General Infective, as general syphilis,

leukemia, Hodgkin's disease.

(4) The Tuberculous.

(5) Those whose etiology is unknown.
I have not attempted to include in this classification

every cause of cervical adenitis, but have simply

given various conditions, as illustrative of the particular

class. I think, however, that every condition which

may be a cause will be found to come under some one

of the different heads.

Class 1. The Irritative forms a considerable pro-

portion of the total number ; and in these cases the

source of irritation is usually easily discovered upon
examination. If not evident upou the outside, inspec-

tion of the moulh, nose and ears should be made, and
made carefully. If nothing can be found to which

the adenitis can be ascribed, the patient should be

closely questioned as to any trouble previously exist-

ing in the parts mentioned, for it sometimes happens

that after the source of irritation has disappeared the

resultant glandular enlargement remains. I shall dis-

cuss this question under Class 5, or those of unknown
etiology, but call attention here to the importance of

investigating every possible source of near-by irrita-

tion, for I think that if this were done iu every case,

many of those which are now classed as tuberculous or

scrofulous would be found to be neither.

In the irritative form, treatment should be directed

towards the irritating cause, for with the subsidence

of the cause the glands usually take care of themselves

and disappear as rapidly as they came. But they

may not. The source of irritation having subsided,

the glands are sometimes left behind; and if such a

case be seen at this time, it must be placed iu Class 5,

and treated accordingly. As a general rule, however,

in Class 1, treatment directed solely towards the cause

cures the adenitis.

Class 2. The Local Infective. We have here

those due to a disease localized, for the time being, iu

this vicinity. Cancer of some part of the face is not

1 Read at the meeting of the Boston Society for Medical Improve-
ment, March 9, 1S96.

unusual, and secondary disease of the cervical glands

commonly follows it. They are then cancers them-

selves, and should be treated upon the same principles

that the primary cancer is itself treated. If this is

operable, the glands should be removed also, but

nothing is gained by their removal if the original

growth is inoperable.

Chancre belongs iu this class, for syphilis occa-

sionally starts on the face. If it does, the cervical

glands act precisely as do the inguinals where the

initial lesion is on the penis. They enlarge as hard,

painless masses. Constitutional treatment is the only

one and under suitable specific treatment the glands

subside. Nothing local is indicated.

In Class 3 we have those cases due to constitu-

tional disease, as general syphilis, leukemia and pseudo-

leukemia or Hodgkin's disease. In this class the cer-

vical affection is only a part of a general glandular

disturbance, but it is important to distinguish the eti-

ology. As regards syphilis, in a recent case where
the initial lesion occurs upon the genitals or elsewhere,

but not upon the head, the cervical glands usually

participate in the general lymph adenitis, but they are

rarely, if ever, found in the front. They occur on

the back of the neck, running up under the scalp,

as small, hard, rounded, freely movable and painless

bodies.

There is a late form of specific adenitis where con-

siderable enlargement of the glands in the front and
sides of the neck is found. In the cases that I have
seen, numerous similar glands have been found else-

where, there has been a distinct history of a more or

less remote specific infection, and the trouble has re-

acted to specific treatment.

From what I have seen of glandular affections I

should say that enlarged glands found in the front

and sides of the neck, but nowhere else, are never
specific; that glands found in the back of the neck,

with the characteristics above given are strongly sus-

picious of a recent infection, even where nothing else

is showing at the time, and that in every case of cer-

vical adenitis coexisting with a general lymph adenitis,

syphilis, either recent or remote, should always be

considered, and only excluded after careful investiga-

tion. The importance of making the diagnosis, of

course, bears upon the treatment, for if syphilis is the

cause, the case calls for treatment long after all signs

of adenitis have disappeared.

Concerning leukemia and pseudo-leukemia, I know
nothing practically ; and as, in what I have to say, I

wish to keep as closely as possible within my own
clinical experience, I will pass them both over with a

few words. As 1 understand it, leukemia is sometimes
accompanied by an affection of the lymph glands,

occurring by preference iu the neck. The disease is

characterized by a marked increase in the white blood-

corpuscles, upon which the diagnosis is based. In
pseudo-leukemia enlargement of the cervical glands is

an early symptom, and they may grow to an enor-

mous size. Their removal has apparently no infiuence

upon the progress of the disease, and is wholly pallia-

tive.

Viewed from the point of direct treatment of the

glands, interest centres upou the tuberculous, which I

have purposely placed iu a class by themselves and
upou Class 5, or those whose etiology is unknowu.

Although I have classified them separately I shall

consider them together.
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If, ami it is by no meaus infrequently the case, an
individual in apparently full lieahli, with no sign of pres-

ent or pre-existing disease, with a clean family history,

and from whom the most rigid inquiry and examina-
tion fails to reveal the slightest clue as to the cause,

presents himself (or herself) with one, two or perhaps
a whole chain of enlarged cervical glands, to what
can we ascribe the etiology ? It is now, much too

frequently, the custom to call every case of cervical

adenitis, which cannot be otherwise accounted for,

tuberculous; and it is the generally accepted rule that

tuberculous glands should be excised. Until recently

they were known as scrofulous or strumous, and were
looked upon as an acute outbreak of an obscure humor
handed down as an inheritance of some obscure ances-

tral disease. While this latter theory was in force,

surgical interference was the last, not the first treat-

ment resorted to. If they disappeared spontaneously,

so much the better. If they did not and pus was
evident, they were either allowed to break under a

poultice or were subjected to a long incision, and
curetting. This method of treatment, with its disfig-

uring scars, prevailed for many years.

But with the demonstration of the bacillus of tuber-

culosis, and with the proof that the disease can be
directly inoculated by the bacillus or its products, has

come a decided change as to the proper treatment to

be adopted. In a chronic cervical adenitis, the opinion

is, that the patient is exposed to very gieat risk of a

more or less general tuberculous infection, if these

glands are not removed. That each and every one of

them may be a focus of disease, for the reason that,

even if not tuberculous at the time, they are liable

to become so at any moment, and that therefore their

radical excision is called for.

It must be remembered that in such cases as these

we are dealing with an exposed portion of the body,

a portion that is open to constant inspection, and m
every case the final result, as regards the appearance
of the skin, ought to have great weight in deciding as

to the method of treatment to be adopted. While a

considerable scar elsewhere is of little significance,

any scar on the neck is of considerable importance,

a fact which I have found to be fully appreciated by
patients.

But before the scar, the future health of the patient

must be considered. A treatment which prevents a

scar and which allows a phthisis to develop can

scarcely be called sound, and if it is a fact that any
persistently enlarged cervical glaud is to be the cause

of a future consumption, and if with its removal the

danger ceases, then, certainly, there can be no ques-

tion.

Does this danger, however, exist in reality ? When
we consider the enormous number of cases of phthisis

throughout the world, it seems incredible that this

should not be distinctly proven, if it be a fact. It

does not seem possible, that with the keen observa-

tion of medical investigators everywhere, and with the

interest taken in tracing just such points as this, that

if it really were the case, we do not now have numer.
ous sets of statistics, and numerous reports of individ-

ual cases, proving the causal relation— but that it

should stand, as it does, an hypothesig — a theoretical

possibility.

if 1 were to go to any large medical clinic in ibis

or any other city, and ask the physician on duty to

allow me to see all the cases of pulmonary tuberculosis

that came to his clinic for, say, three mouths, I should

have a small army of consumptives to demonstrate

whatever particular point 1 might be investigating

regarding the disease itself.

If I were to ask to see all the cases where a cervi-

cal adenitis coexisted with the phthisis, I might get a

few. But if I were to ask for all the cases of pulmo-

nary tuberculosis where there was a distinct evidence

of a pre-existing cervical adenitis, to which the pul-

monary infection could be traced as its source, how
many would I find ? Not one, I think.

On the other hand, it is by no means uncommon to

see individuals well along in life with scarred necks

resulting from glandular trouble years before, who
are and have been in good health, and with no sign of

[)resent or previous pulmonary or other tuberculosis.

Numerous cases of cervical adenitis of unknown ori-

gin disappear spontaneously in patients who were at

the time, and have been, perfectly well.

The subject is an obscure one. It may be explained

by assuming that every lymph-adenitis is inhibitory,

and is nature's method of stopping further infection ;

that where infection is carried, it is by the blood, not

by the lymph glands, which are everywhere acting as

a check.

For a period of some five years I have treated all

these cases upon the theory that they are not sources

of systemic infection, that the glands can be left in situ

with perfect safety, and that their excision is called for

only in exceptional cases. 1 have seen nothing as yet

to change this opinion, but, on the contrary, with

every year grow more positive as to its soundness.

In summing up to this point, the first object of

treatment of all cases of cervical adenitis is to bring

about subsidence, by treatment of the cause if that is

evident; by direct treatment of the gland itself, if no

cause is at hand.

In chronic cases, even where the cause can be

clearly demonstrated, treatment must often be both

general and local. As regards the use of drugs, this

must depend upon the individual case : mercury, iodide

of potassium for syphilis, iron for anemia, quinine,

strychnia, nux vomica, calasaya, cinchona, malt, etc.,

or any proper combination of such drugs, as indicated.

Cod-liver oil is surrounded by a time-honored halo.

I question whether it has the specific action on these

glands that it is supposed to have. It supplies fat to

those systems where fat is lacking, and is indicated

where the condition of the patient shows that fat is

needed. I believe one teaspoonful three times a day
enough for any adult, and a smaller quantity for a

child.

As regards local treatment, the external use of

tincture of iodine is often of great benefit, but it should

be applied intermittently not continuously. It should

be painted on, heavily, for three or four days, then

omitted until the skin has recovered and again applied

for three or four days. Even where there is no

immediate apparent eli'ect, I continue its use in this

way for a long time, and have seen subsidence occur

in cases which I had thought to be hopelessly chronic

— whether as a result of treatment, or a coincidence,

I am unable to say. Personally, however, I give the

benefit of the doubt to the iodine.

Contractile collodion applied thickly sometimes

causes subsidence. It is imlicated only where one or

two glands are involved, and where they are com-

paratively soft.
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Injection of carbolic acid into the gland tissue is

recommended, but as I have never tried the method
can give no opinion as to its merits.

It vpould not be an overestimate to state that in

fully 90 per cent, of all these cases, we can expect
one of two results, namely, subsidence or pus.

Supposing, however, that in any given case subsi-

dence does not occur, and no abscess results, but the

indolent masses stay enlarged with little or no change,
it is very ditiicult to decide as to what to advise

regarding treatment. Should such glands be excised?
I am strongly opposed to their removal until there is

positively no further chance of a cure by absorption,

that is to say, when the long-continued chronic inflam-

matory process has caused a true tissue change. But
just when this time can be said to have been reached,

is in my experience a very difficult point to decide.

I make it a rule (it is, of course, an arbitrary one)
that no such gland should be removed until it has re-

mained unchanged for twelve months. I emphasize
" unchanged " for if during that time, it has gone par-

tially down, then enlarged again, etc., I consider that

there is still chance for absorption.

Fig. 1. Sketch of large cervical abscess, showing the canula
as it was when inserted (1) and as it is when within the abscess
cavity (2).

Excision of cervical glands is not a satisfactory

operation, for if only a few glands are to be removed
at the time, others are liable to enlarge and call for

one or more future operations, and if a whole chain,

both superficial and deep, is involved, the removal is

no slight matter, either at the time or afterwards.

In conclusion, there is left to be considered a very

frequent result of cervical adenitis, namely, cervical

abscess. Having already written twice at some length

regarding the treatment of cervical abscess with refer-

ence to the avoidance of scar, I shall only briefly

recapitulate here what I have already said and refer

any one interested in the subject to my previous arti-

cles for a more extended discussiou.^

2 The Avoidance of Scar in the Treatment of Cervical Abscess,
with Three Cases, Boston Medical ami Surgical Journal, June 12,

1893.
A Self-Retaining Drainage Canula for preventing aSoariu Cervical

Abscess, loc. cit., May 2, 1895.

Siuce my last report made in May, 1895, in which I

gave a table of 13 cases, I have added to the list

numerous other cases that I have treated ; but as the
results have been, with one exception, uniformly good,
and similar in every way to the results already re-

corded, I have no further notes to add. Out of some
40 cases treated, I have had but two scarred necks.
The almost invariable rule is either no scar, or a
mark so slight as to be merely a blemish.

My method is what I have named the canula treat-

ment, and is as simple as it is satisfactory. My re-

sults are obtained by using a little self-retaining drain-

age canula" invented by me some two years ago. A
glance at the accompanying cuts will show just what
this canula is and what it effects. The skin cut is

barely three-eighths of an inch in length, just long
enough to admit the canula (see Fig. 1), which upon
being inserted, is pushed in until its joint is reached,
as shown at 1. The canula is then reversed by clos-

ing its outer arms, when, as will be seen, as shown at

2, it is retained within the cavity, dilating the tissues

in the vicinity of the cut and giving good drainage
through a minimum cut. I show this on an enlarged
scale in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Figure 1 (enlarged). This sketch shows in detail the
introduction ot the canul.i, the way in which it dilates the im-
mediate tissues, retains itself, and drains the abscess cavity.

It should be left in place from twenty-four to sev-

enty-two hours, but usually two days are sufficient.

The shorter the time it is left iu, the better the result
;

and I think it wiser to err in removing the canula too

soon, rather than to leave it iu too long, for it can be
easily re-inserted at any time, should further drainage

be needed.

Syringing and curetting are not needed. Nothing
should enter the abscess except the knife which opens
it and the canula which drains it. In the average
case, healing follows iu from five to seven days ; but

if the glaud is only partially destroyed when pus is

evident, the case may take many weeks. In these

cases a persistent sinus is left, calling for treatment.

It is here where injections and curetting are called

for. I dilate these sinuses with olive-pointed bougies,

> These oanulas are manufactured by Leach & Greeue, Park
Square, Boston.
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scrape with a small curette aud inject with any one of

the various stimulating or irritating solutions, accord-

ing to the apparent condition of the lining wall of the

sinus. Thfse cases are extremely tedious, but the

final result is good, as will be seen by examination of

the accompanying cuts.

Fig. 3 is the first aud Fig. 4 the second of the poor

results that 1 have referred to. Fig. 3 is Case 11 of

the table in my report of May 2, 1895, when I gave

the following description of the case.*

" Case 11 is still under treatment. This was a mass of

partly broken-down glands under tlie right ear. A canula
was inserted February 28tb, and was pulled out on the

dressing, by the patient herself, the following day. It was
pulled out with tlie inner arms open, and the cut was torn

to three-eighths of an inch. There was very little subse-

quent suppuration, and the glands instead of showing ab-

scess formation have been slowly disappearing. There is a

sinus about one inch in depth. It may be that in this case

a radical operation will be necessary later on, and tliat the

glands will have to be cut out; but before doing this I

shall give the patient at least eiglit weeks more. I think,

however, that the adenitis will disappear spontaneously,

or that further suppuration will occur, and allow of the

insertion of another canula. At present, absorption is

evidently going on. The swelling has diminished fully

one-half in size, and the patient is in good physical condi-

tion. The final result will be reported in any event."

The final result is here reported.

In this case absorption went on, and the glandular

masses disappeared entirely, leaving a small round

cicatrix. For some reason, which cannot be ex-

plained, this cicatrix grew in size, and ended by leav-

ing an ovoid scar one inch long by half an inch broad,

slightly depressed, but not discolored. I saw the

patient in October, 1895, and she thought it seemed

to be growing smaller, but I could see no change.

Why this scar should have grown after all inflam-

mation had subsided and all glandular enlargement

had disappeared, is beyond explanation ; but it exem-

plifies the tendency, long since observed, to the forma-

tion of scar after abscess of the neck. This tendency

is again shown in Fig. 5. This girl, eighteen years

of age, had a glandular abscess when seven years old.

It was cut by a long incision, and the present network

of keloid is the result.

Fig. 4 is shown as being a fairly typical case of

cervical adenitis in a child. It has not done well, and

there is quite a scar; for what reason I cannot ex-

plain. But as this case aud Case 3 are the only two

poor results that I have had in some 40 cases, they

should uot militate against the method, for with 95

per cent, of good results in all varieties of cases an

occasional poor result has no weight.

Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9 are shown as being good results

in extremely diflScult cases.

Fig. 6 is Case 1 of the table which I published

with my last paper. There is nothing showing, al-

though it was an extensive suppurating adenitis,

needing three cauulas at different points. E is one of

these points, ami is a slightly depressed, small cicatrix.

F is a mole. The points where the two other canulas

were inserted are not visible.

Fig. 7 was the first case treated by me upon this

principle, and it was this case that led me to develop

the canula, for I had great difTiculty in keeping the

points A, B and C open, aud in draining jiroperly.

No case of the kind could be more severe, extensive

< Boston Medical andStirgical Journal, May 2, 1895, p. 43C.

or destructive than was this one. Apparently every

gland on the left side of the neck, both superficial

and deep, inflamed and broke-down. He was left

with large branching sinuses ruuuing from the ear to

the clavicle.

The cut shows his present appearance, with only

three trifling marks. He is and has been in fine con-

dition physically.

Figs. 8 and 9 are reproduced from my last paper,

and show Case 3 before and after treatment.

I could show many other cases similar to those

here demonstrated, but the extreme difficulty of per-

suading patients to have their photographs taken for

publication compels me to limit my illustrations to

those as shown by accompanying cuts.

THE WEARING OF VEILS, AND ITS EFFECTS
UPON THE EYESIGHT.

BY CASEY A. WOOD, M.D.. CHICAGO, ILL,.,

Professor of Ophthalmology^ Post-Qraduate Medical School; Oph-
thalmic Surgeon to the Passavant Memorial Hospital, Chicago.

Although we hear and occasionally read of the

ill effects produced by veils upon the eyesight, very

little has been done in the way of determining the

exact degree of interference with vision which these

ornamental, and occasionally useful, protectors bring

about.

The fact that the wearing of veils is productive of

weak eyesight, headaches, aud sometimes vertigo and
nausea, is within the experience of every ophthal-

mologist. Not only are these effects produced by the

eye-strain consequent upon the added efforts made by
one or both eyes to see through or around an obstruc-

tion, but the irregular figuring on the veil itself is, in

some instances, a source of annoyance to the wearer.

As in other cases of abuse, the burden rests heaviest

upon the weakest eyes, and probably the reason why
one encounters so comparatively few instances of

asthenopia directly due to veil-wearing is that the

embarrassed eyes are able to overcome the additional

strain where the vision is normal, the oculo-muscular

system in proper equilibrium and the general health

good.

For the purpose of demonstrating the extent to

which veils of various kinds influence the eyesight, I

had selected for me a dozen typical specimens, and

made with them a number of experiments. I now
report the most important of these, namely, that

which refers to their direct effect upon vision.

It must be premised that a person having normal
vision should be able to distinguish, with each eye

separately, capital block letters (bold-faced type) a

quarter of an inch square at a distance of six metres

or twenty feet, and to read with ease diamond print

at a distance of ten to fourteen inches (25 to 40 centi-

metres). Individuals possessing this visual power
may be said to have vision (or V) of 1. Any devia-

tion from either of these standards is commonly repre-

sented by fractious, vulgar or decimal. Thus, in

some instances, V=^, j, vl, .50, .70, etc.

Now for the test. An individual possessing full

acuity of vision in each eye, for botli distance and

near, was chosen, and the effect upon the eyesight

was recorded after a trial with each veil, using the

distaut test-types at six metres aud various other

kinds of test-print for reading.



Fig. 3. Multiple gl.iudular iiiriammatiOD under right ear, with par-
tial breaking down and subsequent absorption of glandular mass left

after suppuration had ceased. Has ovoid cicatrix one by one-half inch,

which does uot show as distinctly in cut as it does on the individual.

This unusual growth of scar-tissue long after recovery cannot be ex-
plained.

Fig. i. Shown as being illustrative of a cervical adenitis of unknown,
etiology in an otherwise healthy child. Canula treatment. Poor
result. This case and Fig. 3 are the only poor results in over forty]

cases treated by this method. When I say poor results, I mean in oomj
parison with such results as are shown in Figs. G, 7 and 9.

(

Fig. 5. Shown for comparisuu. Age eighteen. Had glandular ab-

scess when a child. Treated by long incision, resulting in present dis-

figuring keloidal scar.

Fjg. (I. E.xtensive suppurating adenitis of superficial and deep
glands. Canula inserted at three different points. Complete recovery
with one trifling mark as shown at E. The point indicated by F is a

mole. The mark left by the canula at E will be seen to be no worse
than any one of the numerous freckles on the face.



Fig. 7. Suppuratiugadenitisot apparently tlie whole chain of glands, Kig. 10. Shown for comparison. Child, age three. Glandular ab-
oth superficial and deep, extending from the mastoid process to the scess twelve months ago. Broke under poultice. Has never healed,
lavicle. Treated four years ago. Has three small scars, one back of Has present appearance.
le ear, the others in a line directly below this one.

A /

'k
Via. K Case i before trtalnji-m. A multiple glandular abscess iu- Fig. 9. Same case two months later,
living the front of the neck. Drajned by one canula inserted at D.
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(1) The first experiment was made with a fine

black net-veil having small black dots two inches

apart and white flowers three inches apart. There
are one hundred meshes to the square inch and the

dots are one-sixteenth of au inch iu diameter. Dis-

tant vision is reduced by it, in each eje, to two-thirds,

and diamond print is read with difficulty through the

meshes. When a spot presents before the pupil,

bourgeois is the smallest type that can be made out.

(2) SinglCi thread, chenille dot, black fishnet.

Sixteen squares and sixteen dots to the square inch.

Both distant and near vision very little reduced unless

a dot be in front of the pupil, when it affects sight as

with No. 1.

(3) Black, dotted, double-threaded net. Dots are

oue-fourth of au inch in diameter, and nine to the

square inch. The distant visual acuity is reduced to

from two-fifths to one-fifth, and print to from small pica

to great primer, according as the object is seen

through the open meshes or around a dot. All print

is greatly blurred.

(4) Finest, plain black Brussels-net. Vision was
three-quarters, and fine print blurred, but pearl could

be read.

(5) Same as No. 4, with pin-head dots, nine to the

square inch. Result of examination same as No. 4.

(6) Plain black chiffon. Vision much lowered
;

one-halt for distance, and minion type in reading.

(7) White Brussels-net lace, with flower-spray four

inches apart. Sixty meshes to the square inch. V:^|,
and pearl type blurred.

(8) Single-thread, dotted, square-mesh net. Forty-

eight meshes to square inch, dots one-eighth of an

inch in diameter, one and one-half inches apart.

Vision only slightly reduced.

(9) Same as No. 8, but dots four times as numer-
ous. V=| when a spot presents directly in front of

eye.

(10) Fine black net, like No. 1, but with flower-

spray three inches apart. Result the same, but with

spray before pupil vision is somewhat worse.

(11) White, double-thread net, four black dots and

sixteen meshes to square inch. Very "irritating"

veil. V==::?, and miuion type blurred.

(12) Same as No. 8, but dots larger. Vision only

markedly lowered when dot is in front of pupil.

The above tests show

( 1
) That every description of veil affects more or less

the ability to see distinctly, both in the distance and
near at hand.

(2) The most objectionable kind is the dotted veil,

although the influence of this variety for evil is more
marked in some samples than in others.

(3) Other things being equal, in undotted and non-

figured veils, vision is interfered with in direct propor-

tion to the number of meshes per square inch.

(4) The texture of the veil plays an important part

in the amount and kind of eye-strain produced by the

veil. When the sides of the mesh are single, com-
pact threads, the eye is embarrassed very much less in

its effort to distinguish objects than when double

threads are employed.

(5) The least objectionable veil is that without

dots, sprays or other figures, but with large regular

meshes made with single, compact threads.

As I have said, it is not a necessary consequence of

the wearing of veils that eye symptoms result. A
healthy eye iu a healthy body resists the strain of an

impediment to vision just as it does other deleterious

agents ; and it is only when from other causes the eye-

sight is weakened that the wearing of an objectionable

veil proves immediately and obviously hurtful. I

have noted many cases of headache and painful

vision, as well as other ocular symptoms, produced by
veil wearing in persons whose eyes are not overstrong

;

and I believe that this practice is one of the agents,

not perhaps always recognized, that contribute to ocu-

lar discomfort.

Certainly it is not the part of wisdom to compel our

visual organs to overcome unnecessary obstacles in the

effort to see.

It has been urged in defence of veils that they are

often required for the protection of the face, to keep
the hair in order or to retain tiie hat in place. If the

happiness and comfort of members of the gentler sex

are thus bound up iu veil-wearing, they should at least

give preference to those veils that do the least harm.

But what excuse can be urged for that not uncom-
mon offence, the attempt to read through this unnatu-

ral screen ? And yet such exhibitions are of every

day and every night occurrence in places of public re-

sort— street-cars, railway trains, churches, theatres,

concert halls, club rooms, etc. — thus adding to the

injury of defective distant vision the insult of eye-

strain for near work.

SALT RIVER VALLEY, ARIZONA.
B7 ALEXANDER R. BECKER, M.D., PHCENIX, ARIZ.

It is evident that the physicians and people gener-

ally of the Atlantic States are ignorant of— or, at

best, do not appreciate— the very remarkable climatic

advantages to be found in the Salt River Valley of

Arizona, in the midst of which is located the enter-

prising little city of Phoenix; but with a considerable

personal experience of the health resorts of this country
and Europe, and after much reading, I can assure them
that I know of no locality to equal it. The valley is

about 50 miles long (east and west) and averages about
18 miles wide, is almost surrounded by mountains, and
appears to the eye perfectly level, although in fact it

slopes about ten feet to the mile to the south and west.

At 33^° north latitude, it lies almost exactly ou the

line with Charleston (S. C.) and Tripoli ; but, with an
altitude of about 1,100 feet, it has a clear, dry, bracing

atmosphere, remarkably free from humidity and dust,

and an average rainfall (thirteen years, U. S. Weather
Bureau) of only 7.21 inches— though last year showed
only 3.10— which is distributed through several,

sometimes through all, the months in the year, and,

coming in " showers," leaves only a slight humidity
which disappears very rapidly.

The mean "relative humidities" for the twelve
months, beginning with August, 1895, read (U. S. W.
B.) 44, 42, 53, [68, 58, 55, 45, 38]. 33. 28, 26, 49
(without fractions); but the 5 a. m. readings for the

year give a mean of 59.73, while the 5 i'. m. readings

show a mean of only 28.73. Compare those figures

for the five winter months (enclosed in brackets) witii

those of any resort north of the equator, and you will

see how favorable they are. Neither fog nor dew is

ever seen here, and the average number of " sunshiny "

days is reported at 350, while the actual sunshine of

the last year is given as 87.25 per cent. In view of

such dry and sunny weather, the comparative absence
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of (lust is very remarkable aud most important iu this

couuectiou, but is due, I presume, to the character of

the soil aud the usually very geutle breezes— the

average hourly wind velocity (three years) beiug ouly

2.6 miles. The occasioual high wiuds (which, comiug
from the east bring clouds of sand from the desert,

aud constitute the "sand-storms" of Arizona), only

last for from fifteen to thirty minutes, aud are invari-

ably followed by rain in "showers," which, though
cooling the air, bring no sudden changes. In fact, all

the changes of weather and temperature are gradual

and rhythmical — not sudden. Even the great blizzard

that froze up the entire Atlantic coast, did such enorm-
ous damage to Florida, was so keenly felt iu the Gulf
States, aud even nipped Southern California, passed

through Northern Arizona, where the altitude is much
greater (Prescott, 5,600 feet), but scarcely depressed

the normal temperature of this valley, aud produced

DO effect whatever on the palms, vegetables and
flowers. And the monthly '• actual " barometric means
from August, 1895 to July. 1896, inclusive, only vary

from 28.65 (August and June) to 28.95 (December)—
a truly wonderful uniformity.

At the eastern end of the valley, the sand of the

desert gives place to a thick, heavy "adobe" (clay),

and this extends even into the eastern limits of the

city ; but all to the west of this the soil is a rich sandy
loam, into which the rains quickly sink, leaving the

surface clean and pleasant for walking or driving, and
which is of marvellous fertility wherever it is suffi-

ciently supplied with water ; and this is amply provided

by an extensive system of irrigation, the eight main
canals aggregating about 190 miles. I think every

physician looks with distrust on an irrigated region as

a residence for consumptives, and with good reason at

low altitudes and near the sea-coast ; but the figures I

have already given will show positively that there can

be no danger from this source. And this deep, rapidly

drained, sandy loam provides the very best and safest

soil upon which to live.

As to temperatures, I must confess that I consider

the dry thermometer a most misguiding little instru-

ment, as our sensations depend so much on the char-

acter of the air, the humidity, presence or absence of

wind, our own physical condition and clothing, etc.,

and the wet-bulb— so long as we are not swathed in

wet clothes aud rotated— as even more so; but here

are the U. S. W. B. figures for the year, August, 1895
to July, 1896, inclusive, without fractions:
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and teams plentiful and not dear, and the views— of

the vividly green "alfalfa" (a kind of clover) fields,

the river, and the various mountain ranges, distant

from six to thirty miles— most charming. And in,

around and above all, the clear, pure, dry, sunny, in-

vigorating atmosphere, making the whole world beauti-

ful, and life worth living.

CHOLERA INFANTUM.
BY MABSHALL L. BROWN, M.D., ALLSTON, MASS.

Have we a specific remedy for cholera infantum?

Cholera infantum is a disease of the hot summer
months, only affecting children fed artificially upon

milk or milk preparations. It is a rare disease com-

pared with the fermental or other summer diarrheas.

It is not known to affect infants wholly fed from the

breasts of healthy mothers. It is caused by tyrotoxi-

con or by poisonous proteids evolved by the growth

of toxicogenic bacteria in milk or milk foods.'

These poisonous products, which may be in the

milk or milk foods, already preformed when injested,

produce in the alimentary canal intense irritation,

hyperemia, vomiting, diarrhea, cramps and vaso-motor

paralysis, resulting in very great transudation of

serum," which is the serum from the blood.

Every case of cholera infantum is one of poisoning

from the elaboration of chemical products by the

growth of bacteria in milk.'

Symptoms.— From being perfectly well, or having

suffered from a dyspeptic diarrhea the child begins to

vomit and purge. These may persist incessantly.

The color fades from the cheeks ; a deadly pallor

spreads over the face ; the fontanels become much de-

pressed ; the eyes are sunken ; anxiety is in every

feature. The food and everything taken is quickly

rejected; then bile colored mucous is thrown off. The
frequency of the vomiting increases. The stools first

contain fetid and undigested foods, are acid ; then

watery and copious; and finally become almost wholly

of serum, are colorless, alkaline, possessing an odor

peculiar and characteristic. The flesh melts away
from the little patient as it does in cases of Asia-

tic cholera. The skin is cold and clammy, pulse

weak, thready and rapid ; respiration irregular and

hurried. Exhaustion quickly comes. The tempera-

ture is usually from 102° to 104°, and in fatal cases

rises to 107° to 108°. The child moans, falls into a

comatose state, preceded sometimes by great restless-

ness, delirium and convulsions. Thirst is excessive,

abdomen sunken. The temperature may become sub-

normal. The child, in an algid state, lies in a stupor,

eyes half-open, apparently covered with a film. Urine

in severe cases suppressed. Death may result in forty-

eight to seventy-two hours. The termination of most

cases, unless the remedial measures taken are success-

ful, is death.

When the above symptoms have ensued, the poisons

have accomplished their characteristic and pathologi-

cal action. Nature has by the vomiting and diarrhea

done her best to eliminate and throw off the poisons.

It is the continued action of these poisons upon the

nervous system and, through that, upon the stomach

and bowels that we wish to counteract and inhibit.

' Starr : Acute Milk Infection, by Victor C. Vaughan.
' Kutch : PeOiatncs.
" Starr : Acute JUlk InfectiOD, by Victor C. Vaughan.

The condition then existing is one of extreme

hyperemia of the whole alimentary tract, a paralysis

of the vaso-motor system of nerves presiding over this

tract, resulting in a continued transudation of serum

from the blood, vomiting, diarrhea and shock.

The remedv which will lessen and obviate the

effects of the shock, and by its action upon the vaso-

motor nerves stop the transudalion of serum, and

thereby check the diarrhea and vomiting, will meet,

completely, the most pressing and important indication

in such cases.

Potassium bromide is absorbed by the mucous mem-
brane of the entire alimentary canal when it is placed

in contact with that membrane in proper solution.^

When so taken into the blood, it remains unchanged,

and passes out of the system without decomposition,

eliminated by the skin and kidneys. Its remedial

effect is due to its action upon the vaso-motor system

which controls the contraction of the arterial vessels.

The larger the dosage the more intense and longer its

action upon the vaso-motor system. Its action is

primarily exerted upon that part of the vaso-motor

system which causes the contraction of the arterial

vessels, thus reducing the supply of blood to all the

tissues, but acting more especially upon those which

are superabundantly supplied with blood. It in-

creases and exaggerates the arterial tonicity, tetonizes

the arterioles, slackens or arrests the circulation, and

produces an oligemia of all the tissues, and conse-

quently of the alimentary canal.

Thus we see that the action of potassium bromide

completely antagonizes the action of the poisonous

proteids which cause cholera infantum, and is there-

fore a specific remedy when administered in season

and in that dosage which will produce its physiological

action.

The proper nourishing and sustaining of the patient

and supplying the necessary fluids to take the place of

the great quantity lost is an essential after-part of suc-

cessful treatment.

An experience of twenty-five years' practice in the

use of potassium bromide has given to me satisfactory

results and proved conclusively that it is a remedy of

great value in these diseases, and renders more effec-

tive service than any and all other remedies combined.

CUnicai SDepartment.

MULTIPLE FIBKOIDS OF THE UTERUS.'

Complicated with Broad Ligament Cyst of Left
Side and numerous Thin Fibrous Sacs filled
with Clear Fluid, apparently Free in the
Lower Peritoneal Cavity.

BY W. H. BAKER, M.C.

Mrs. N. C. W., American, forty-eight years of age,

and a resident of northern New Hampshire, consulted

me Februarv 26, 1896. She had been married

twentv-tliree years, but had never been pregnant. It

had been ten years since she had begun to notice any

enlargement of the abdomen. This enlargement had

' Reported at the Boston Society for Medical luiprovement,
March u, 18»6.
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slowly aud steadily increased iu that time; still she

had beeu able to do her housework until withiu two
months. Her principal complaints were backache,
pain in the groins and a sensation of crowding iu the

upper abdominal region. The menstrual periods had
for the past few years occurred too frequently, the

regular time being anticipated by a few days; the

time of its continuance lengthened to a week, and the

amount increased to twenty tlioroughly saturated nap-

kins. There had also beeu for several years an inter-

menstrual flow, lasting a few days, but not sufficient

to require protection. Aside from her local trouble,

her general health was fairly good, although her

sleep was much disturbed on account of the crowded
feeling to which reference has been made.
The operation of abdominal hysterectomy was per-

formed on February 29th. When the abdomen was
first opened, numerous cysts of thin walls, apparently

filled with clear fluid and free iu the peritoneal cavity,

were seen and removed. The size of these varied

from the size of the thumb to three or four times that

size. An examination by Dr. Whitney was made
and reported upon as follows :

" Thin, fibrous sacs

tilled with clear fluid, rather mucilagenous, and giviug

an abundant precipitate of mucin. Microscope showed
connective-tissue corpuscles aud fibres in sac walls.

An edematous condition of peritonitic adhesions, or

possibly from folds of the peritoneum itself."

The cyst of the broad ligament complicated the

operation not a little on account of the increased dif-

ficulty of tying off the ligaments aud securing the

ovarian and uterine arteries of that side. Baers's

method of treating the stump was followed aud the

folds of the peritoneum, anterior and posterior, closed

over the whole. The tumors weighed five and one-

half pounds. The patient is making a good recovery.

The case seems of interest as showing—
(1) A not infrequent cause of sterility in women.

(2) A class of fibroids which are least amenable to

electrolysis.

(3) The infrHqueuce with which in my experience

these free, cyst-like bodies are found iu abdominal
operations.

^eDical ^tng;ct^$.

REPORT ON SURGICAL PROGRESS.
BV H. L. BDKRGLL., M.D. AND H. W. CUSHING, M.D.

THK STKEPTOCOCCCS AND ANTI-8TKEPT0COCCIC
SEKUM.

Marmorek,' working iu the same line as the diph-

theria and telauus-serum theories, produced an anti-

streptococcic serum which gave the following results iu

cases of erysipelas

:

The moriality before its use was 5.12 per cent.

During the period it was used there were 306 cases:

165 of these that were considered severe were injected.

The mortality fell to 1.63 per cent., and if certain

cases were lelt out that died from other causes, it

would be only 1.2 per cent. A weaker serum was
then employed, when the mortality rose to 4.S2 per

ceut.

If the dose was sufficient, improvement in the sub-

> ADoales de I'Idsi. Pasteur, November 7. 1895; Cent, fur iuuere
&I«d., Deceuibcr 28, 18!i5; Americao Jourual of Medical Scieuces,
Ha; ISM, p. £U0.

jective and local symptoms took place five to twelve
hours after the injection. The temperature sank
rapidly, and came to normal twenty-four hours after-

ward. If the temperature remained high, the dose

was repeated at the end of twenty-four hours.

Albuminuria was never present in patients treated

with the serum, and if it was previously present, it

disappeared from twenty-four to forty-eight hours after

the treatment commenced.
The dose varied, according to the patient and the

severity of the disease, from 10 c. c. to 20 c. c. in

severe cases. The total dose never exceeded 120 c. c.

in ten days.

Gratifying results were also obtained in cases of

puerperal fever, especially where the infection was
not mixed, but a pure streptococcus infection.

FAT EMBOLISM.

Dr. Groube ^ reports a case of death from fat-emboli,

following a serious accident. The review of the litera-

ture on this subject, and the observations made in the

case reported, led the author to the following conclu-

sions :

(1) Although cerebral fat-emboli are very rare, the

danger and possibility of their occurrence should not be
lost sight of in cases where there are large lesions of

the skeleton and soft parts.

(2) In all cases of severe contusion and fracture,

the author advises the examination of the urine for

fat; these examinations should be made every day for

three weeks.

(3) The quantitative estimate of the amount of fat

iu the urine permits one to judge of the amount of free

fat circulating iu the blood. It is probable that these

amounts are iu inverse ratio, the more that is excreted

the less remains iu the system. The diminution of the

amount of fat in the urine, and an increased difficulty

in respiration, are indications of approachiug danger.

(4) The author calls particular attention to the diffi-

culty of respiration shown by these patients aud their

lowered temperature. These signs should put one on
his guard.

(5) The literature of the subject aud the mode of

origin of these emboli indicate complete rest as the

treatment for the fractured limb. The general rule

for the treatment of fractures, that is, complete immo-
bilization of the fragments, is applicable to these cases;

and where iu compound fractures it is necessary to

reapply the dressings, it should only be done as fre-

quently as is absolutely necessary.

(6) Massage should not be employed, as it tends to

drive the fat into the tissues. In the case of contu-

sions of the soft parts, massage should be applied

only at a late stage when the extravasated blood will

not disappear.

(7) Frequently contusions produce vast cavities

filled with blood and liquid-fat. In these cases, to

prevent this complication, the author advises that these

sacs be incised and evacuated, which also hastens the

recovery. This evacuation renders the formation of

emboli difficult, as it relieves the internal tension.

This relief of teusiou should be also afforded after the

resection of a joint.

(8) In refraining from amputation, the danger of

fat-emboli should be considered.

(9) As soon as emboli form, all assistance that is

3 Rev. de Cbir.. July, 1895 ; AmericaD Jourual of Medical Sciences,
March, 18!>6, p. 357.
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possible should be given to the kidneys to aid them iu

the elimination of the fat, and to assist the heart iu its

action in compensating for the condition of the luugs.

These results are obtained to a certain extent by the

use of cardiac stimulants and diuretics, more especially

digitalis.

ACTINOMYCOSIS RESULTING FROM FOREIGN BODIES.

E. Hummel, Tubingen,' considers that this disease

is not communicated directly from animals to man, nor

by eating the flesh or milk of affected animals, but

that both man and animal are infected by foreign

bodies. He finds on investigation only twelve cases

where the mode of infection is accurately known, and

that in these it was a foreign body, usually a piece of

barleycorn or some seed of grain. The patients were

workers in grain, who were in the habit of chewing it.

The piece of grain was forced through the mucous

membrane or into the cavity of a carious tooth. For-

eign bodies of this kind are often found in animals

affected by the disease.

STEAM AS A HEMOSTATIC.

Suegirew, of Moscow,* has for eight years been

using steam to control bleeding during operations on

the cavity of the uterus. It is used as follows : The
uterus is dilated. A fenestrated catheter is passed into

the cavity. A smaller tube connected with the steam-

supply is passed into the catheter. The steam (temper-

ature 100° C) is thus brought in contact with the

bleeding surface. In from one-half to one minute a

thin layer of albumin is formed. The action is hemo-

static, caustic, deodorizing. It is reported to be pain-

less. In manv experiments on animals this hemostatic

action had been shown during operation for partial re-

section of the liver, spleen, kidney and lung. Its

action was found constant and reliable. In abscesses

the odor was destroyed and healing favored. The
process of repair is not delayed. In parenchymatous

organs the surface appears smooth and shining.

PENTAL AND ITS ADMINISTRATION.

Dr. Prince Stallard read a paper entitled " Pental,

its Administration in 150 Cases, with an Account of

one Death whilst under its lufluence," before the Soci-

ety of Anesthetists.^ He states thal^ental is a puri-

fied form of amyleue which is prepared by C. A. F.

Kahlbaum, of Berlin, at the suggestion of Professor

Meriug. In many respects, especially in its physio-

logical and clinical action when inhaled by man, peu-

tal resembles its predecessor amyleue. Dr. John Suaw,

to whom we are indebted for most of our knowledge

of the physiological action of amylene on the human
subject, states the quantity of amylene to uarcotize

the human subject to be from three to four drachms.

Not nearly this quantity of pental is required. Pen-

tal is a clear, mobile, colorless fluid, having no marked
taste, but producing a slight burning sensation when
placed on the tongue and a slight irritation at the back

of the throat which, however, soon disappears. It is

exceedingly volatile and highly inflammable : has no

escharotic action when dropped on the skin ; and its

smell is somewhat pungent, but not disagreeable,

patients never complaining of its odor.

The average time required to produce anesthesia

was 56 seconds and the average anesthesia obtained

s Beitrage zur klin. Chir., 1895, Bd. xiil, Hf. 2.

« Deutscii med. Woch., 1804, No. 36.
s Lancet, vol. i, 1896, p. 71U.

lasted for 76 seconds. The pre-anesthetic stage

varied from 30 to IZO seconds and the anesthetic

period from 25 to 210 seconds. The advantages

claimed for pental are : (1) longer anesthesia than

nitrous-oxide gas yields ; (2) simple apparatus ; (3)

no struggling, coughing, or dislike to the drug ; (4)

small amount required, average two drachms

;

(5) rapid recovery ; and (6) the absence of after-

effects. The disadvantages are: (1) insidiousness of

its action — an overdose can easily be administered

;

(2) noiseless and shallow breathing; (3) screaming;

(4) sudden cessation of respiration ; and (5) sudden

cardiac failure.

ANESTHESIA AFTER COCAINIZATION OF NARES.

Gerster, in collaboration with Mayer and Theobald,

in an article on this subject,' has found that as a re-

sult of the observations made iu 1 00 cases of anes-

thesia, the cocainization of the nasal mucous mem-
brane, preceding and during surgical anesthesia, con-

siderably diminishes the distress and oppression felt

by the patient at the beginning. There was among
the cases recorded that of a physician, who had been

etherized before, and to whom the process then was
extremely disagreeable. This time, his sense of

smell being dulled, he experienced no feeling of suf-

focation, no tickling or irritation invitiug coughing or

retching ; and his judgment was that the new pro-

cess was certainly a great improvement over older

methods.

In this, as well as in almost all the other cases

(excepting those of confirmed alcoholics) the obser-

vation was made that, at the beginning of narcosis

the patients manifested less reflex irritation than

usual ; that they entered insensibility more rapidly

and quietly, with less struggling, coughing, and
nausea ; that, especially when ether was used, the

mask could be approached to the face of the patient

much quicker, without opposition or resistance. In

conformity with this, the later stages of anesthesia

were also more quiet and more free from disturbing

interruptions than usual. But here, again, habitual

alcoholists formed an exception.

On the other hand, perhaps ten times, and in about

from twenty to twenty-five minutes after the first ap-

plication of cocaine, with no external reason, such as

for instance, profuse hemorrhage, a marked accelera-

tion of the pulse-rate, with facial pallor, was ob-

served, followed by profuse sweating, probably the

effect of cocaine. It seemed to the authors that

cocaine anesthesia of the mucous membrane also

tended to diminish the depth of the respiration.

As to the after-effects, they have derived the im-

pression that in the cases observed there have been

less nausea, vomitiug, headache and general malaise

than is the rule in ordinary anesthesia. It must be

said, however, that iu a few instances patients who
did not vomit at all during the first twenty-four or

forty-eight hours vomited a great deal on the second

and third day without any recognizable cause.

As to the anesthesia of alcoholics, where there is

much need of improvement, Rosenberg's method does

not afford any marked advantage over older methods.

On the whole, it is safe to conclude that in view of

the ease and simplicity of the procedure, of the ab-

sence of apparent risk, and on account of the unde-

niable diminution of the trying subjective effects upon

" Auuals of Surgery, January, 1896, p. 1.
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the (>atieut8 caused by the use of cocaine upon tbe

uasal mucous membrane, its extended and systematic

trial deserves eucouragement.

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE THEORT OF CEREBRAL
CONCUSSION.

S. P. Kramer, who was associated with Victor

Horsley in his research on guu-shot wounds of the

cerebrum, noted that in certain instances the bullet did

not penetrate the cranium. The phenomena pro-

duced must be ascribed to cerebral concussion. He
has worked out these experiments and contributes a

valuable article,' the conclusions of which are the

following :

A blow to the head produces a momentary increase

of intra-cranial tension and consequent compression of

the brain as a whole.

The effect of this compression would be to cause an

interference with the blood-supply to the entire brain,

and this is sufficient to account for the primary symp-
toms of cerebral concussion.

The so-called syncopic death after severe concussion

is produced by a paralysis of the respiratory centres,

the cardiac centres remaining intact. This fatal re-

sult may in many cases be prevented by the prompt
institution of artificial respiration.

SURGICAL ANATOMY OF THE MIDDLE MENINGEAL
ARTERY.

S. C Plummer, in an article on this subject,' states,

that, from the results of his researches, he is justified

in drawing the following conclusions :

(1) That the course and distribution of the middle

meningeal artery are subject to wide variations.

(2) That after the artery leaves the foramen spino-

sum there is no location at which a portion of the

main trunk or one of its terminal branches has a con-

stant and defined position, except where the anterior

branch crosses the spheno-parietal suture on to the

anterior inferior angle of the parietal bone.

(3) That a trephine opening one inch in diameter

made immediately back of any portion of the coronal

suture will almost invariably reach the anterior branch

or a branch from it.

(4) That in a great majority of cases there is a

main trunk of the artery within the cranium.

(5) That the anterior branch may be derived from

the orbital branch of the lachrymal branch of the

ophthalmic.

(6) That the parietal bone is supplied to slightly

greater extent by the anterior than by the posterior

branch.

(7) That the blood-supply to the dura mater tra-

verses as many and as pronounced curves as that to

the pia mater.

(8) That while there is a tendency to symmetrical

arrangement on the two sides of a given skull, the

exce|)tion8 to this are so numerous that we can make
no practical use of this symmetry.

(9) That in a majority of cases the anterior branch

is inclosed in a canal at the anterior inferior angle of

the parietal bone.

(10) That in locating the anterior branch, that site

is more advantageous which reaches it high enough to

prevent its escaping in case it originates from the or-

bital branch, and to expose or lie above the orbital

' Annals of Surgery, February, 1896, p. 1C33.
• Loo. clt., May, I8»e, p. MO.

|

branch when it exists merely as a communicating
branch ; and which involves the bony canal and the

ridge along the lower end of the coronal suture least

frequently.

(11) That for locating the anterior branch, Kron-
lein's method is the most advantageous.

(12) That uo method will locate the posterior

branch with much certainty.

(13) That in locating the posterior branch one
must carefully avoid the region of the lateral sinus.

(14) That Steiner's method is the most advanta-
geous for locating the posterior branch.

(15) That we have in the Hartley-Krause osteo-

plastic flap the only method fulfilling all the require-

ments for an ideal exposure of the middle meningeal
and its branches.

(16) That shutting off the circulation of the middle
meningeal extracranially is an essential step in the per-

formance of Rose's operation for the removal of the

Gasserian ganglion.

INTRACRANIAL RESECTION OF THE TRIGEMINAL
NERVE.

Bernard v. Beck reports three of these cases oper-
ated upon by Czerny according to the " Hartley

"

method.' The nerves were found to leave the ganglion
as loose bundles of fibres imbedded in the dura mater.
They have to be dissected out very carefully, espe-

cially the first branch, which is imbedded in the wall
of the cavernous sinus and in close proximity to other
nerves. Section of the nerve is followed by anesthe-
sia of one side of the face, paralysis (and atrophy) of

the muscles of mastication, asymmetry of the jaw,
edema of the face, paralysis of the tensor tympani and
unilateral deafness in consequence. The anesthesia
gradually disappears, beginning at the border of the

anesthetic area. The ultimate result was good in

all cases. One case was complicated by a profuse
hemorrhage, which compelled the operator to pack
the wound and finish the operation two days later

when the bleeding was controlled. Temporary head-
ache and neuralgia from pressure on the proximal
end of the nerve occurred, but was not of long dura-
tion.

This method was also discussed by the New York
Surgical Societ^in October, 1895, by Gerster, Abbe,
Bridden, Wilby, Meyer and others, but the discussion

was principally devoted to operative technique.'"

HEMORRHAGIC CYSTS OF THE THYROID GLAND.

Bradley, in an article on " Hemorrhagic Cysts of
the Thyroid Gland,"*' makes the following concla-
sions :

(1) All the features peculiar to the gross cysts of
the thyroid gland which possess fluid contents appear
to indicate that they are essentially of hemorrhagic
origin.

(2) While these gross cysts would seem more espe-

cially to occur in glands which already present the
features of parenchymatous goitre, the theory of
Wolfler that they originate as a consequence of spon-

taneous rupture of the vesicles is unsatisfactory.

(3) It would seem more probable that these large

cysts are due to rupture, traumatic or otherwise, of

some of the vessels of the organ. The frequent signs

of small hemorrhages in cases of parenchymatous

• Beitrage ziir kiln. Cliir., Bil. xlii. Heft 3.
"I AouaU of Surgery, 1H96, vol. xxiii. p. 58.
> Journal of Experimental Medicine, vol. i, July, 1S96, p. 401.
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goitre (without evidence of associated gross change in

the surrounding vesicles), the structure of the organ
and its exposed position, all appear to favor this view.

LIGATION OF BOTH EXTERNAL CAROTIDS FOR IN-

OPKEABLE NASO-PHARTNGEAL SARCOMA.

Dr. Dawbarn,'* of New York, treated a patient suf-

fering from a large, rapidly growing, very vascular

sarcoma, situated in the naso-pharynx, by the above
method. Extirpation was considered contraiudicated

on account of the danger of a fatal hemorrhage. Both
external carotids were ligated. Three months later

the growth was found to be one-third smaller than at

the time of the operation, and is still diminishing in

size. It is now in a condition that permits an attempt
at extirpation. This method is worthy of considera-

tion as a preliminary step for operations involving

areas supplied wiih branches of large arteries where
dangerous hemorrhage is feared.

TREATMENT OF EMPYEMA IN CHILDREN.

N. M. Kowesnikof, of the Wladimir University in

Kiew,'° after a review of his personal experience and
an investigation of 286 cases collected from Russian
and other medical literature, has reported the follow-

ing conclusions

:

(1) Empyema in children should be treated by
pleurotomy combined with costal resection as early in

the disease as possible.

(2) The operation is not difficult, and, by itself,

never causes deformity of the thorax or weakness of

the respiratory function of the lungs.

(3) When an early operation of this character shall

be extensively adopted as the proper treatment of

these cases, fistulEe as sequelae from empyema will be

rarely seen.

SCRGERT OF THE LUNG.

Paul Reel us, at the Ninth French Surgical Con-
gress," reviews this subject and concludes:

(1) That surgical interference in tubercular cases

must be proscribed.

(2) lu primary cancer no conditions can occur in

which pneumonectomy would be feasible.

(3) As regards cavities, incision is sometimes a
justifiable palliative measure.

(4) Resection of a portion of the lung for hemor-
rhage is a last resource ; that its success in three re

ported cases requires the surgeon to bear the procedure

in roiud.

(5) Hydatid cysts, gangrene, and abscess are all

benefited by incision. The intervention in these cases

is radical and often saves the life of the patient.

TREATMENT OF PHTHISIS BT PNEUMOTOMT.

Quincke,'^ after considering the surgical treatment

of simple and putrid pulmonary abscesses, has now in-

vestigated those operative cases of abscess resulting

from pulmonary tuberculosis. He finds that treat-

ment of a cavity by puncture and injection of various

substances sup|)Osed to exert a curative etfect rarely

shows any especial success. When tlie cavity is to be

opened after resection of a rib or ribs, he would
recommend that the operation be done in two stages,

« Annals of SurgerT, 18P6, vol. xxill, p. 189.
13 Cemrbl. f. Cbir., li- 6. Bd. xxlii, 8. tsa.
" La MedfCiiie Moderne. Octohnr 23, 1895; American Journal of

Medical Scieuc>-s, April, 1896, p. •182.

« Centrbl. £. Clur. 1896, Bd. xxiii, s. 890.

in order to permit the lung to become adherent before

the abscess is opened.

Of the ten cases collected by him, the operation

wound healed in only three. In the remaining cases

either the end result was unknown, the patient died

of the tuberculous process, or a pulmo'nary fistulas re-

mained.

Extirpation of a portion of the lung, as performed
by Doyen, Lawson, Tuffier, and Reclus, he thinks too

dangerous ; and the complete removal of the disease is

too uncertain to recommend such an operation.

Quincke is leil by his own experience to believe that

the healing of simple abscesses may be favored without

actually opening them, if the adjacent portion of the

chest wall is resected so as to infiuence favorably the

cicatricial contraction of the lung. He proposes the

same treatment for tuberculous cavities. Spengler
and Bier have each treated one case according to

Quincke's recommendation. One (to be subsequently

reported) was successful. Bier's patient showed im-

provement for ten months. Then new cavities formed
and the patient died shortly after a second operation,

from subcutaneous emphysema and the effects of

chloroform.

Quincke concludes that in such cases he would cer-

tainly employ this method and only in exceptional

cases open also the abscess cavity.

SOME INTERESTING STATISTICS ON THE RADICAL
CDRE OF HERNIA.

Steiisson and Erdmann '° report one death in 106
operations for the radical cure of hernia. The death
occurred on the tenth day. The autopsy showed acute
enteritis and nephritis.

Macewen, in 98 operations reported one death, which
was due to scarlatina.

Bassini had one death after 250 operations. The
fatal result was due to pneumonia, which supervened
after the wound was entirely healed.

Kocher (second report) records 119 operations with

one death, which was caused by pulmonary embolism
on the fifteenth day.

Lucas Championniere reports 266 operations with

two deaths— one from internal strangulation, the

other from pulmonary congestion.

Kocher (third report) relates the cases of 192
patients on whom were done 220 operations without a
death.

As to the recurrences, Lucas Championniere has

had 17 recurrences after 275 operations, but only 141
of the patients had been seen more than two mouths
after the operation.

Kocher reports 15 recurrences after 220 operations,

174 of the patients having been seen some consider-

able time after operation.

Bassini has had seven recurrences out of 149 pa-

tients seen six months after operation.

Macewen knows of but one recurrence after 98
operations.

The danger of the operation is from infection and
intestinal and pulmonary complications. The princi-

pal cause of recurrence seems to be that tendency to

abnormal laxity of tissue that was the original etiolog-

ical factor.

Where recurrences happen, the whole benefit of the

operation is not lost. The recurrent hernia comes
10 Revue M^dicale de la Suisse Romaiide ; American Journal of

Medical Soieuoes, April, 1S96, p. 479.
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dowu slowly, is small and reducible, can easily be re-

tained by a bandage, and usually causes no pain.

RADICAL OPERATIONS OF REDUCIBLE HERNIA.

Greiffenhagen," after discussing tbe position of this

operation at the present day, says the mortality of non-

incarcerated heruix that are not complicated by the

resection of intestine or mesentery is rapidly decreas-

ing, until at the present day the mortality is practically

nil, and all patients, or nearly all, recover. For in-

stance, M^ceweu reports 82, Kocher 220, Uassiui 239,

Boca 250 cases, in which no death occurred. This
shows that the radical operation for non-strangulated

hernia; is at the present time a harmless 0[)eration.

That, however, is not sutiicieut. What are the per-

manent results? Especially of inguinal hernia, do
they show permanent cures?
The percentage of relapse, as given by known auth-

orities of their operations, is the following: Schede,

10 per cent.; Kocher, 8.6 per cent.; Kuster, 6 per

cent.; Wolfler, o per cent.; Bassini. 3 per cent.;

Macewen, 0.6 per cent.; and Kocher, by his latest

method, per cent., or 100 per cent, of permanent
cures. Of course, the observation of these cases has

only been for a limited lengtb of time in some cases;

but the two things necessary for the success of the

operation are, however, established— its harmlessness

and the certainty of a radical, permanent cure.

The present status of the operation has entirely

altered the indications for operation. It should be per-

formed in all cases of herniEe that cannot be replaced

or are difficult to retain by a truss, and that have shown
a tendency to inflammation.

Further, the operation is indicated in the following

conditions :

(1) In all free hernias that are difficult to retain, or

are only partially retained by a truss, and where the

truss cannot be worn comfortably.

(2) In middle-aged and young persons of the work-
ing classes, who cannot afford to buy a good truss and
renew it when necessary.

(3) In children, and especially in large hernise.

(4) Finally, patients should be operated upon if

they so desire, and wish to be free from the inconven-

ience attending the wearing of a truss.

The contraindications are a hernia so large that it

cannot be returned into the abdominal cavity, and
systemic conditions that contraindicate all forms of

operation.

The best results are obtained in small, free, relatively

recent hernioe in young persons, in which there have
been no adhesions formed and there is not much
motion. The greater the amount of adhesion between
the sac of the hernia and the canal, the more difficult

is the technique and the less are the chances of a per-

manent cure.

The author is divided in his opinion as to the best

operations, preferring, according to the case, Macewen's,
Kocher's, Baesini's and Frank's methods.

{To be continued.)

The First Surgeon to use Quinine in the
French Armf.— Ur. Maillot, whose statue General
Billot, the French Minister of War, will soon unveil

at Briey, was the first surgeon to employ quinine in

the French Army.

" St. Fetersb. lued. Wocb., December 28, 1895 ; American Journal
of Medical Scieaces, May, lt<9e, p. 699.

i^eportjBf of ^otittit^.

BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL IMPROVE-
MENT.

J. G. MCfMFORD, M.D., SECKETARY.

Regular meeting, Monday, March 9, 1896, Dr.
C. J. Blake in the chair.

Dr. F. M. Briggs read a paper on

the treatment of cervical adenitis.'

Dr. F. C. Shattdck : I think the reader is to be

congratulated on the results obtained in these cases.

When one contrasts the scars shown us to-night with

those which we see oftentimes as the result of opera-

tion, and with the still worse scars as the result of no

operation, the gland having been allowed to open itself

and drain for some time, it certainly is a great advance,

and especially in women. As the reader said, cases

are very rare in which a general miliary tuberculosis

or tuberculosis of the lung eventuates, but the swell-

ings are disfiguring and undesirable, and we do not

like the name tuberculosis. Oftentimes glands are

seen in people in otherwise apparently vigorous health,

the disease seeming to be purely local. In other cases

there appears to be more constitutional taint, and

where such is present— a certain softness of tissue—
general tonic treatment seems to be indicated. Under
that the glandular swellings may or may not subside;

but in general I must confess that the direct effect of

purely medical treatment has not seemed to me very

satisfactory. External applications of one kind and

another I have tried, and have not got sufficient suc-

cess to make me want to keep on with agents that are

distinctly irritating to the skin, which in themselves

are liable to be disfiguring and make the glandular en-

largement more evident. We frequently see in pseudo-

leukemia a tendency of the glandular swelling to sub-

side spontaneously, and I think it important to remem-
ber when we are treating a case of pseudo-leukemia

with arsenic that oftentimes there is great oscillation

where people are not treated at all.

Dr. H. Williams: I have seen a good many of

Dr. Brigg's cases, and I am able to corroborate all he

has said. I think his cauula method is a very distinct

advance. In my student days we were taught to

make a surgical incision in contradistinction to the so-

called medical incision — a long, free incision which

almost always left a very unsightl}' and disfiguring

scar, whereas the medical incision was a very short

incision which healed by first intention and frequently

required to be opened again. Dr. Brigg's method, it

seems to me, has steered a middle course. We avoid

the long incision and consequent disfiguring scar, and

yet are able to keep the abscess freely open by putting

in this canula. I think it not only saves a scar very

much indeed, but I think it is a great saving of pain

for the patient. In one of the cases which I followed,

ether was administered and the canula put in and the

abscess cavity partly evacuated and done up in an

antiseptic dressing and not opened for two or three

days; then the canula was taken out and the abscess

left to heal by itself. It was practically well when
the dressing was taken ofl, and that child was saved

all the expressing of pus and changing of dressing

which is uiually so painful.

Something has been said about the tubercular char-

1 See page S61 of the Journal.
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acter of these glandular abscesses. It seems to me we
regard more of tbem as tuberculous than is really

the case. I think a very large percentage of them are

due to other iufecliou. In one of these cases that

seemed to be very conclusively shown. The child

had a very small eczematous patch on the chin. His
brother had a furuncle on the face. They were play-

ing together before the abscess began to develop.

Now the chin and lower lip are drained by the sub-

maxillary lymphatic glands, and this abscess came in

the submaxillary glands. This would go to show to

my mind that there was direct infection from the pus
of the furuncle.

Dr. Prescott: I wish to report one case I had at

the Home for Little Wanderers. A boy of five or six

had an abscess about the size of the first case reported,

and I obtained one of the canulas from the Dispensary

and used it. The gauze was renewed every day, and
at the end of four days the canula was taken out

There was no sinus, and nothing but a scab about as

large as a silver three-cent piece. The child is now
perfectly well, never having had any pain. The pain

of dressing it was almost nil, and all the pain there

was consisted in the first sharp prick of the knife and
putting in the drainage-tube. The result was surpris-

ing and very satisfactory.

Dr. H. Williams : I am very much surprised to

see how much the photograph exaggerates the cica-

trices. In one of the cases shown there was a little

scratch on the child's face and that is magnified as

well as the scar from the canula. In reality neither

of these marks can be detected without the closest

scrutiny.

Dr. Shattuck : Suppose you have one gland which
is broken-down, and a chain of other glands. If you
open the suppurating gland with a small incision, do
you expect to see the other glands disappear?

Dr. Briggs : In about one-third of the cases they
disappear, and in about two-thirds they do not.

I have been asked why I confine the use of this

canula to abscess of the neck, instead of applying it to

abscess anywhere; why larger instruments of the kind

cannot be made to drain an empyema, the abdomen,
etc. I do not limit this canula to the neck alone, but
use it wherever the pus is near the surface. I have
used it a number of times in buboes; sometimes with

good results, sometimes with poor results. In a cer-

tain proportion of cases of inguinal abscess, the infec-

tion is extremely virulent and eats away the tissues

with great rapidity. In such cases as these the canula
does no good, for although it drains well, it does not
prevent the extension of the infection. In other cases

the abscess heals quickly and perfectly.

As regards empyema, the abdominal cavity, etc.,

the canula in its present model cannot be used, for it

is too short. After spending many hours in attempt-
ing to devise a similar model for pus some distance

from the surface, I finally decided that a satisfactory

one could not be made. If long enough to be inserted,

the spreading of the inner arms would be so great as

to be a source of danger in tearing tissues near the
point of insertion. I think it a mechanical impossibil-

ity to construct a canula upon these lines which can
be safely used where the pus is deep-seated.

Dr. J. L. Morse read a paper entitled

A 8TCDT OF THE CHANGES PRODUCED IN THE
KIDNET Br THE STAPHrLOCOCCUS AUREOS.

AMERICAN DERMATOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Twentieth Annual Meeting, Hot Springs, Va.,
September 8-10, 1896.

(Conclnded from No. 22, p. 552.)

A CASE OF HYPERTROPHIC ROSACEA (PACHYDERMA-
TOSIS) RESEMBLING TUBERCULAR LEPROSY,
CURED WITH THYROID EXTRACT.

A paper bearing the above title was read by Dr.
Dyer, of New Orleans, based upon a case occurring

in a community where leprosy was so endemic that

the differential diagnosis rested between the latter and
several other cutaneous disorders. The patient, an
Alsatian, sixty years of age, had lived during the last

fifteen years almost wholly in Louisiana, engaged in

farming. He had always been exposed to the wind
and sun in all kinds of weather. Tubercular leprosy

was closely simulated by the leonine expression of the

face, and only detailed examination enabled its exclu-

sion. The patient's general pbysicial condition was
excellent. The backs of the hands, as well as the face

were in a keratosiform condition, with scaling but with
no primary lesions. The skin is thrown up into ridges,

arranged in parallel and cris-cross lines. There is

extensive scaling with excoriations, which indicate

almo'st constant itching. The color is dull red, and
not of the dusky hue which we find in leprosy. Tel-

angiectases as well as tubercules are nowhere present.

There is a marked infiltration and thickening, which
warrants the designation pachydermatosis. No treat-

ment was of avail until thyroid extract was begun
about five months ago. Resorcin in ointment was
applied locally. After about three months' treatment
the rugae had in large part undergone resolution.

Everywhere the skin, formerly tense in its infiltration,

was impressible, and scarcely edematous under the

finger. A normal flesh color replaced the deeper red.

The ready response to thyroid medication, and the

prompt resolution of so chronic a condition, would
alone make the case interesting. The changes were
limited to regions exposed to view, which was an addi-

tional factor in excluding leprosy.

Dr. White said the case did not recall any ordinary

pachydermia which he had seen. He asked if there

ys^re not evidences of myxedema in the case.

Dr. Dyer replied in the negative.

Dr. Duhring said he failed to understand how the

diagnosis of hypertrophic rosacea could be made.
The term pachydermatosis seemed to him quite appro-

priate.

Dr. .Iackson thought the case appeared to be one
of mild myxedema.

Dr. Fordyce concurred in this view.

Dr. Dyer, in closing, said that lie had changed the

diagnosis to rosacea after studying the ()late from the

Baretta Museum collection. There was no suggestion

of cellular edema. The hypertrophy had developed
gradually, and the affection had lasted about nineteen

years. The thyroid gland showed no enlargement.

Dr. Louis A. Duhring read a communication on

THE RELATION OF DERMATITIS HERPETIKORMIS TO
ERYTHEMA MULTIFORME AND TO PEMPHIGUS.

The conclusions arrived at were (1) that dermatitis

herpetiformis was in most instances a disease with well

defined, tolerably constant, clinical features; (2) that

in most instances it was more closely allied in nature to
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en'tbema multiforme thau to any other disease ; (3)
that the bullous variety of dermatitis herpetiformis

possessed features that resembled those of pemphigus
vulgaris, from which latter disease, however, it differed

in the peculiar iiiHammatory aud herpetiform character

of the cutaneous lesions, as well as in the tendency to

polymorphism, the irregular evolution of the lesions,

aud in its course.

Dr. Fordtce said we had been unable to classify

or to diagnosticate certain cases of recurring eruption

of multiform type, frequently leaving pigmentation

behind, until Ur. Duhring had given us the "dermatitis

l!' rpetiformis," which all now recognized. In a case

recently observed there was a chronic nephritis, which

was possibly caused through retention in the system

of chemical products which caused skin irritation.

Dr. Jackson had been thoroughly in accord with

Dr. Duhriug's previous claims for this interesting dis-

ease. Many reported instances of pemphigus belonged

here.

Dr. White thought the term "multiformis" far

better. There were variations in different recurrent

attacks in the same individual. The term " herpetic
"

seemed a misnomer, the type being exceptionally that of

the lesion characterizing herpes. The unlimited dura-

tion of lesions was wholly unlike the self-limited dura-

tion of the lesions of herpes. He saw no more reason

for calling the disease neurotic, or an expression of

herpetiformity, than for applying the same terms to

eczema. He regarded the condition as a disease by
itself, but could not agree in saying that individual

cases can be so easily distinguished from pemphigus.

In observing a case over any considerable time, we
should always be able to make a diagnosis.

Dr. Allen said there had been some misunder-

standing about Dr. Duhring's exact meaning upon
certain points, which the paper had made clear. He
had always thought multiformis the more appropriate

term if either were to be employed, but advocated the

adoption of the designation " Duhriug's disease,"

which would do away with all discussion, and give the

credit due to this observer. It should be remembered
that in the beginning three or four different primary

lesions may occur, and yet none of them closely

resemble any of the ordinary forms of herpes or zoster.

He knew of no reason for saying the distribution of

lesions followed the course of nerves, any more than

we should say they followed the lymphatic or blood-

vessel distribution.

Dr. Robinson said if the term dermatitis was to be

used at all, he strongly favored the connection in which

Dr. Duhring had employed it. Dermatitis multiformis

meant nothing at all. He was surprised that Dr.

Duhring should use the argument of its neurotic

nature as if this were a generally accepted view. He
most certaiidy believed it not so. Personally he looked

upon it as a toxic disease manifesting itself through

the blood-vessels or the nervous system.

Dr. Duhring, in closing, said it was his belief that

the causes were varied. Dr. Robinson had spoken of

cases which seemed to be infectious. One could not

always say just what the cause was, herpetiformity

being an essential feature. The term not meaning,

however, a resemblance to herpes simplex or to herpes

zooter, he thought his designation preferable. " Multi-

formis " might be applied to eczema. He was willing

to admit a certain relationship in the symptoms, and

probably also in the etiology, to pemphigus, but a cor-

rect diagnosis could be made after proper observation.

He had only said that the cutaneous nerves were im-

plicated aud had never seen evidence of the lesions

following the course of certain nerves. The implica-

tion of the cutaneous nerves gave rise to the peculiar

appearance described by the term " herpetiform."

Dr. FoRDrcE, of New York, showed colored draw-

ings, and described an

ERDPTION FROM THE LOCAL USE OP IODOFORM.

The lesions of bullous, papular, tubercular and
pustular nature were distributed over the hands, arms,

face and neck. The iodoform had been applied to a

crushed finger.

Dr. Morrow said he had seen eruptions of a dis-

tinctly bullous character from the topical use of

iodoform. In eruption upon the face from the appli-

cation of iodoform to the finger, in a case of his own,
he had thought the lesions due to local transfer rather

than to systemic effect.

Dr. Allen said that on the preceding day, in dis-

cussing Dr. White's paper on dermatitis venenata, he

had referred to a number of instances which had
fallen under his observation, of dermatitis due to the

application of iodoform to injuries about the fingers,

aud had come to believe there was some connection

between such crushed wounds and iodoform poisoning.

He had during the past winter observed a case in

which lesions at a distance had resembled those of

Dr. Fordyce's case. He thought there was absorp-

tion and systemic effect.

Dr. Fordtce said that his patient being a subject

of tuberculosis probably accounted for the severity of

the eruption. He had presented at the New York
Dermatological Society a case in which twice after

the application of iodoform to a crushed finger a

bullous eruption had appeared on the face, arms, scro-

tum and legs.

IMPETIGO CONTAGIOSA UNIVERSALIS.

Dr. C. W. Allen, of New York, read the next

paper, with the above title, presenting photografihs of

the case described. The bullous form of impetigo

extending over the greater portion of the body is not

of sufficiently frequent occurrence to necessitate an

apology for presenting a brief history of an instance.

Such cases have, undoubtedly, at times been mistaken

for and described as pemphigus. The terms " epidermis

pemphigus" aud in tropical couutries more especially,

" pemphigus contagiosus " have been applied.

Mary E., five years of age, was referred to the

writer by Dr. O'Neil. She had been vaccinated by a

board of health physician four mouths before she

came under the writer's observance. Hefore the vac-

cination had healed " white blisters," as they were

described, formed around the vaccination site and grad-

ually spread to neighboring parts. When first ob-

served the whole anterior surface of the body, except-

ing the hands and feet, especially the palms and soles,

were implicated in a versiculo-bullous eruption with

pigment marks and crusts upon infiltrated areas. The
bullae had clear contents, aud either ruptured early or

became flaccid. After rupture the centre of the bul-

lous area was red and tender. Spreading occurred at

the margin, the epidermis being raised up ; and

smaller lesions would form in the neighborhood.

There were marked glandular swellings. The treat-

ment which finally succeeded, after a long and tedious
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course, was a solutiou of icbthyol in collodion, form-

ing an occlusive dressing. The extremities did well,

too, when wrapped in bichloride dressings so as to pre-

vent scratching.

The features of the case were (1) its resemblance

to pemphigus and uniformity of initial lesion, (2) the

persistence in the lesions occurring in crops, (3) the

spread of the larger buUte by undermining the sur-

rounding epidermis. There was almost entire freedom

of the posterior aspect of the trunk throughout the

course of the disease. As favoring the diagnosis of

impetigo as against pemphigus was the benignity of

the affection and the slight constitutional disturbance

produced. Acute febrile pemphigus has an entirely

distinct train of symptoms; and chronic pemphigus,

while it may at times be recovered from, must be

placed under the most severe and fatal of the skin

affections.

Dr. Dyer spoke of a number of cases similar to

that reported by Dr. Allen which he had seen in New
Orleans after an epidemic of small-pox and extensive

vaccination. He had regarded one case identical with

that shown in the photographs, as an instance of der-

matitis herpetiformis with bullous lesions which be-

came hemorrhagic. The urine here, as in three other

cases, contained a large percentage of albumin. The
case was under observation for a period of two years,

during which time there were a number of recur-

rences.

Dk. White said that widely distributed staphylo-

coccus disease presented features quite different from

those described in the paper, and hence it was unfor-

tunate that in the case reported there had been no

examination made to establish the presence of the

staphylococcus.

Dr. Ddhring said the point had not been brought

out whether there was any true herpetiform ele-

ment, nor had any proof of contagion or the existence

of micro-organisms been established. Without a de-

tailed knowledge of the case, he would have been

inclined from the photographs to make the diagnosis

between pemphigus and dermatitis herpetiformis. The
latter is milder in children, with special tendency to

formation of blebs. He was strongly inclined to ex-

clude impetigo contagiosa.

Dr. Allen, in closing, said it was his belief that

bullous forms of impetigo existed. The fact of vacci-

nation being the immediate etiological factor was so

in accord with what we kuow of the beginning of im-

petigo that it became an important point in the diag-

nosis. Another point was that the lesions about the

face and chin were distinctly those of impetigo con-

tagiosa in which we do not require a history of conta-

gion to establish the diagnosis. There was nothing of

an herpetiform distribution or grouping, unless we
regard the creeping extension beneath the epidermis

in the case of the larger bullae as " herpetic." If we
admit the possibility of saprophytic cocci being intro-

duced from the surface by unclean vaccination, it was

to his mind equivalent to contagion from a second per-

son. The clinical features of some lesions made it

probable that staphylococci were present.

He asked Dr. Duhring if he regarded vaccination as

an important etiological factor in dermatitis herpeti-

formis.

Dr. Duhring replied in the negative.

Dr. Brandt, of Hot Springs, presented a most
remarkable case of

CONGENITAL HAIRT NjEVOS LIPOMATODES,

extending from above the iliac crests almost to the

knees in a young man whose face and general surface

were studded with small hairy moles.

One session was given up to the presentation of

patients (Drs. Brandt and Pole) ; photographic illus-

trations (Drs. Robinson, Fordyce, Morrow, Harda-

way) ; instruments (Dr. Allen), microscopic specimens

and photo-micrographs.

Dr. J. C. While, of Boston, was elected President

;

Dr. L. A. Duhring, of Philadelphia, Vice-President;

and Dr. J. T. Bowen, of Boston, Secretary and Treasu-

rer.

A vote of thanks was passed to the retiring presi-

dent, and the meeting adjourned.

ISecent Eiteraturc.

Annual Report of the Central Sanitary Bureau at-

tached to the Home Department of the Impe-

rial Japanese Government. For the twenty-fifth

year of Meiji (1892). Tokyo. 1895.

This report of the Health Board of Japan con-

tains much that is interesting from a medical point of

view, and shows the extent to which this Oriental

nation is keeping pace with the progress of the West-

ern countries of Europe in its estimate of the value

of public sanitary administration.

The first chapter deals with the vital statistics of

the country. Jn a population of about 41 millions

the marriage-rate was 8.48 per 1,000 of the popula-

tion (16.96 persons married); the birth-rate was

29.25, and the death-rate 21.76.

There was a slight increase of the birth-rate during

the ten years ending with 1892— from 26.7 per 1,000

in the first five years to 28.7 in the last five years of

the decade.

The illegitimate births were six per cent, of the

total births. The following table from the second

chapter shows the number of cases of the principal

infectious diseases reported and the deaths from the

same :

Cases. Deaths. Fatality.

Cholera,
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first re-vaccinations 38.2 per ceut. ; and of the second

re-vacciuatious 28.8 per cent. Tlie whole number of

vaccinations performed in Japan in the five years

ending with 1892 was over twelve and a quarter mil-

lions.

A rigid examination of prostitutes for syphilis is

conducted throughout the country— the whole num-
ber examined in 1892 having been 1,431,199, of

which number 5l,G01 were found to have syphilis.

The number of physicians licensed to i)ractise dur-

ing the year was 879, making with those already pre-

viously licensed 40,093 in all.

The number of licensed midwives had increased

from 274 in 1886 to 1,398 in 1892.

There were also 2,83G pharmaceutists, 13,225 drug-

gists, and 1,375 manufacturers of medicine licensed;

but just what constitutes the difference between phar-

maceutists and druggists does not appear. If we are

to judge from the results of the examinations for

practice of medicine and dentistry, it would seem that

either the examination must have been extremely

rigorous, or the candidates were unusually delin-

quent ; since, at the primary examination only 256

out of 2,354 candidates passed a successful examina-

tion, and, at the fiual examination, only 156 out of

1,399 were successful, while in dentistry 11 only out

of 117 succeeded in passing.

In the government laboratories, considerable work
was done in the analysis of drugs, water and foods.

A limited number of experiments were also made
with the bacilli of cholera and of tuberculosis.

A Manual of Obstetrics. By W. A. Newman Dor-
land, A.M., M.D., Associate Demonstrator of Ob-

stetrics, University of Pennsylvania; Instructor in

Gynecology in the Philadelphia Polyclinic, etc.

With 163 illustrations in the test and 6 full-page

plates. 760 pp. Philadelphia : W. B. Saunders.

1896.

This an excellent manual of obstetrics, concise and

well arranged. A convenient system of paragraphing,

italicizing and numbering has been followed, rendering

the book an easy one for reference. The efficiency of

the book is also increased by a complete index, with

numerous cross-references.

The illustrations are all good and to the point,

man\' of them having appeared in the large American

text-book. We are surprised to find the old nomen-

clature of R. O. P., L. D. A., etc., instead of O. D. P.,

Se. L. A., etc. With the exception of minor points

like this there is little to criticise and much to praise.

•The chapter on puerperal sepsis is particularly inter-

esting, giving as it does the results of recent patho-

logical and bacteriological research.

There are a number of diagnostic tables in the

book which are of great value. In a word, it is a

valuable and conveuieut manual for student and prac-

titioner.

How to Feed Children. A Manual for Mothers, Nurses

and Physicians. By Locisk E. Hogan. Phila-

delphia: J. B. Lippincott Co. 1896.

This is one of the best little books of its kind which

has yet appeared. It is full of good practical advice

founded on scientific principles, and while presenting

the very latest advances which have been made in the

subject of feeding, it in no way encroaches on the prov-

ince of the physician.

The first chapter is devoted to giving the reasons

why mothers should study dietetics, and is one which
it would be well for all mothers to read, as a knowl-
edge of this most important part of their children's

lives is in case of most mothers exceedingly limited.

The subject of infant feeding is carefully and thor-

oughly discussed, and a number of chapters are de-

voted to the various foods which should be given in

later childhood.

Excellent chapters are also given on the proper
diet for the summer mouths and for school-children,

and most valuable directions for the outfits needed
and the precautions to be taken in travelling.

The last chapter in the book contains a number of

recipes for the preparation of various articles of diet.

Mrs. Hogan is to be congratulated on having given

us so many practical suggestions in so compact a form.

A Treatise on the Medical and Surgical Diseases oj

Infancy and Childhood. By J. Lewis Smith,
M.D., Clinical Professor of Diseases of Children,

Bellevue Hospital Medical College ; Physician to

Charity Hospital ; Physician to the New York
Foundling Asylum ; Physician to the New York
Infant Asylum, etc. Eighth editiou, thoroughly

revised and greatly enlarged. With 273 illustrations

and four plates. New York aud Philadelphia: Lea
Brothers & Co. 1896.

Dr. J. Lewis Smith's treatise on the diseases of

children has been so long before the medical profes-

sion and has been so favorably received by it, that the

eighth edition needs no especial introduction. While
in previous editions we find by the title-page that the

work is on the diseases of infancy and childhood. Dr.

Smith has in his eighth edition entitled the book " The
Medical aud Surgical Diseases of Infancy and Child-

hood." The surgical portion of the work has been

written by Prof. Stephen Smith. A number of addi-

tional chapters have been incorporated in the work,

and this has necessitated an increase of about one
hundred pages over the last edition.

While the book is in the same general style as the

previous editions which have so often been reviewed,

yet in parts it has been practically rewritten, and a

number of new illustrations appear in the text.

The article on rhachitis has in this way been much
enlarged. The author is to be congratulated that

after so many years of existence a new edition of his

book has been called for.

History of the Cholera Controversy, with Directions for
the Treatment of the Disease. By SiK George
Johnson, M.D., London, F.R.C.P., F.R.S., etc.

London : J. & A. Churchill. 1896.

The late Sir George Johnson gives in this octavo of

78 pages a brief history of the controversies relating

to the pathology and treatment of cholera, and espe-

cially of his own part therein, which was an active

one, since the epidemic of 1854. At that time he

began to advocate and practise the eliminalive treat-

ment by castor oil, instead of the repressive treatment

by opium and brandy. His theory was that choleraic

collapse is the result of extreme constriction of the

pulmonary arterioles.

The new theories of one generation are often the

old ones of the next, atid the questions concerning

cholera which agitated Sir George Johnson and his

contemporaries have been in a large measure super-

seded by the cholera bacillus.
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THE DECENNIAL REPORT OF THE ENGLISH
REGISTRAR-GENERAL. PART lA

" The annual reports of the vital statistics of differ-

ent countries," iu the words of Dr. Longstaff, "form a

vast reservoir into which a ceaseless stream of facts

has been flowing for many years."

This first part of the Registrar-General's decennial

volume contains much valuable material especially

in the introductory observations, all of which relates

to mortality for the ten years (1881-90). It is under-

stood that the second volume will contain a full state-

ment in regard to the mortality of occupations. The
compiler acknowledges the indebtedness of the govern-

ment to the medical profession, whose generous co-

operation has enabled the registrar to make the report

extremely valuable, since the accuracy of this depart-

ment of vital statistics is due to the care with which

individual certificates of death are made.
" Influenced by these considerations," says Dr.

Tatbam, " 1 have striven to develop to the utmost the

practical value of these volumes as a work of refer-

ence for students of Preventive Medicine ; for I feel

assured that to have succeeded in this endeavor would

constitute the highest tribute I could offer to the

memory of Dr. William Farr, whose life-long labors

in behalf of that science, which must ever be identi-

fied with his name, still continue to influence bene-

ficially the health conditions of his fellow-men."

In this volume great pains have beeu taken to pre-

sent in its nearly nine hundred pages the essential

facts relating to the mortality of the populatiou of

each one of the counties and the (531 registration dis-

tricts of England and Wales. Each page presents a

district, and all the important facts are presented in a

condensed form. For the sake of brevity and of

practical usefulness, certain causes of death are se-

lected which are briefly as follows : The deaths and

1 Supplement to the Fifty-Fifth Annual Report of the Keglstrar-

Geueral of births, Deaths and Marriages in England. Fart 1, pp.
CXTii, 759. Loudon. 1H96.

death-rates from each one of the principal infectious

diseases, from cancer and the tubercular diseases, from
each of six groups of local diseases, from puerperal

fever, childbirth and violence. There are also pre-

sented the marriage-rate, the birth-rate, the crude

death-rate of each sex, the standard death-rate, the

deaths in each of the years of life under five, and at

each of ten succeeding age-periods.

In the preliminary observations, condensed tables

are given which are extremely valuable. The first

series relates to the changes in the death-rate which
have taken place in England. These are presented

for all ages and for each of eleven age periods. The
deaths for the five successive decennial periods from
1841 to 1890 were as follows: 22.28, 22.17, 22.42,

21.27 and 19.08 per 1,000 of the population. There
was also found to be a decided decrease at nearly

every age-period, comparing the last two decennials ;

but the greatest decrease in the death-rate was among
persons under twenty-five years of age.

The report goes on to say : " There is no doubt
that a considerable proportion of the diminution in

the death-rate since 1870 is the direct result of what
is implied by the term 'improved sanitation'; but
that the whole difference between the rates of the two
most recent decennia cannot thus be accounted for

will be obvious on reflection." He then shows that a
diminution in the birth-rate during the same time has

seriously affected the age-constitution of the popula-

tion, and even if sanitary conditions were to remain
unchanged, the effect of this variation in the age-con-

stitution of the people, would be to reduce the mor-
tality at all ages (not at each age) ; and that this has

actually been the case is easily shown.

The report will be interesting to life insurance

Medical Examiners on account of the new English

life table which is presented, and based upon the

figures of the decennial period (1881-90). For the

sake of brevity, and to show the changes which have
taken place since the publication of Dr. Farr's table

of the period 1838-54, we present the expectation of

life of males only at three periods, and at the a^es

0, 10, 20, etc.

Expectation of Life in England. Male.

Age. 1838-54 1871-80 1881-90

At birth 39.91 41.35 43.66
Ten 47.05 47.60 49.00

Twenty 39.48 39.40 40.27

Thirty 32.76 32.10 32.52

Forty 26.06 26.30 25.42

Fifty 19..54 18.93 18.82

Sixty 13.53 13.14 12.8*

Seventy 8.45 8.27 8.04
Eighty 4.93 4.79 4.52
Ninety 2.84 2.06 2.37

One hundred . . . 1.68 1.61 1.24

By this table it appears that boys at birth had an
expectation of life of 39.9 years in the period 1838-54,

and this had increased to 41.3 iu 1871-80, and still

further to 43 C in 1881-90.

The new life table for males shows improved expec-

tations of life, when compared with the earlier tables

up to tweuty-six years of age ; from the ages twenty-
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seven to forty-four the expectations are lower than

those in the first table, but higher than those of the

1871-80 table; for ages forty-five and upward the

expectations of life are lower by the new table than

by either of the others.

In the table for females the improvement in the

new table over each of tlie previous tables continues

up to forty-four years of age. At all ages beyond

forty-five the expectation of life is less by the new

table than in either of the preceding.

Pursuing this subject more minutely the registering

officer presents a table, in which he has made a care-

ful analysis of the mortality of the two decades pre-

ceding 1890, during which very marked changes have

taken place. The table shows the balance of gain or

loss in the mortality from specified causes. It ap-

pears that the deaths from infectious diseases and

tuberculosis generally had diminished, except those

from measles and diphtheria, while those from cancer,

and those of the circulatory and urinary systems had

increased. This result differs considerably from a

similar table showing the mortality in Massachusetts

in the same period ; since in Massachusetts the deaths

from each of the groups of local diseases have mate-

rially increased, especially those of the respiratory, cir-

culatory and nervous systems, in the order named.

In the comments on special diseases, it appears that

the death-rate from phthisis has not only diminished, but

a marked change has taken place in the sex incidence

from this disease ; since in the early period ISol-dU,

the rate for females was greater than that of men,

but in 1881-90 that of men was much the greater.

The figures for later years show that this progres-

sive change has continued without interruption.

The following condensed table shows the change by

decennial periods :

Sex 1>-cidekce of Phthisis ijj Ekglaxd.

Sbowiog Female death-rate from phthisis, the Male death-rate beiug
taken as 1,000.

1651-60 1,076

1861--0 1,006

1S71-80 91S

1881-90 fTl

During the 20 years 1871-90 the mortality-rate for

typhoid fever had fallen off as follows : The rate for

each successive five-year period was 374, 277, 21 fi and

179 per million living.

With reference to the increase in the mortality from

cancer in England (384 deaths per million in 18tJl-70,

4G8 in 1871-8uand 589 in 1881-90) the report says:

" the experience of the past ten years lends support

to the contention advanced in the last decennial sup-

plement, namely, that, the increase is not wholly real,

but may be accounted for, to some extent, on ttie as-

sumption that the true nature of obscure cases of

malignant disease has been recognized with ever-in-

creasing certainty in recent years, and that, as a con-

sequence, the statement of death causes by medical

men has been made with greater precision than had

formerly been the case."

Other Dew and important topics treated in this

valuable report are the changes in classification made

at the general registry office, faulty certification of

causes of deaths, and density of population in relation

to mortality.

The changes in classification are 23 in number.

Under the head of faulty certification it appears that

over 22,000 letters of inquiry for particulars were

sent out from the general registry office during the

decenuium (l.s.si-90) for the purpose of obtaining

information relative to faulty and ambiguous returns.

This practice is pursued in Maine and in Minnesota

and should be adopted in all States where registration

exists.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Medical Contracting in Santa Clara County,
Cal.— The Physicians of Santa Clara County, Cal.,

have adopted resolutions condemnatory of the prac-

tice of contracting, and pledge themselves not to in-

dulge in it.

A Clinic for Defective Speech. — The Poly-

clinic Hospital in Philadelphia has established a de-

partment for the cure of speech defects which do not

require surgical or special medicinal treatment. The
department will take cases that need training in vocal-

ization and articulation.

Egypt Free of Cholera.— Consul-General

Frederick C. Penfield, at Cairo, Egypt, under date of

November 8lh, informed the Marine-Hospital Service

through the State Department that Egypt had been

officially declared free of cholera. Not a case had

been reported in the ten days prior to the date on

which he wrote.

The Journal ok Nervous and Mental Dis-

ease.— The management of the Journal of Nervous

and Mental Disease announces the following arrange-

ment of the staff for 1897 : Editors, Drs. Chas. L.

Dana, F. X. Dercum, Philip Coombs Knapp, Chas.

K. Mills, Jas. J. Putnam, B. Sachs, M. Allen Starr;

Associate Editors, Drs. Philip Meirowitz, Wm. G.

Spiller; Managing Editor, Dr. Chas. Henry Brown, 25

West 45th Street, New York.

The Plague i.\ India. — It is reported that the

plague had appeared in Bombay and Ahmedabad,

India, and at latest accounts was spreading. At Cal-

cutta vigorous precautionary measures are being taken.

Two hospitals have been built in an isolated spot and

an ambulance corps has been arranged for. Sixty

thousand people are said to have fled from Bombay,

on learning of eight deaths and seventeen new cases

in the northern part of the city, where there is no

drainage. The health officers find great difficulty in

getting laborers for cleaning and disinfecting, owing

to the fear of contagion.

Rontgen Rays and the Popular Imagination.

— A correspondent of the Lancet gave a Rontgen-

ray exhibition at a popular bazaar, and curious were

the popular ideas which he elicited regarding the use
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of skiagraphy in surgery aud medicine. The follow-

ing are examples of the popular ideas regarding the

subject: An elderly gentleman of prosperous appear-

ance objected that the show was not " up to date " as

he had "read somewhere in a newspaper that now you

can see the liver palpitating and the heart circulating."

A young and anxious mother asked to see if her little

boy had really swallowed a threepenny-bit, as he was

uncertain himself. She had read in the papers that a

great doctor, Sir Something Blister, in a speech in a

large meeting in Liverpool, a little while ago, said

that a halfpenny had been seen in a boy's "sarco-

phagus !
" A girl of the domestic-servant class asked

the curator in conBdeuce to " look through her young

man unbeknown to him, while he looked at the pict-

ure, to see if he was quite healthy in his internals."

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the two weeks ending at noon, Nov. 25, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease :

diphtheria 236, scarlet fever 81, measles 114, typhoid

fever 45. For the week ending December 2d, there

were reported : diphtheria 130, scarlet fever 45,

measles 49, typhoid fever 63.

Death of a Centenakian.— Mrs. Sarah Annis,

widow of Samuel E. Annis, died at Worcester,

November 29th, aged 101. She was born in northern

New York.

A Quick Diagnosis.— At a surgical clinic a few

days ago, before a class in the Harvard Medical

School, a patient was shown who had a wound on the

thigh caused by the bite of a rat. The instructor hav-

ing asked the class for a diagnosis of the case, one of

the students replied promptly, " Rodent Ulcer."

new YORK.

A Wise Ordinance.— The Board of Aldermen

has passed an ordinance forbidding the carrying of

young children under five years of age on bicycles.

Beqcests to Hospitals.— By the will of Mrs.

Antoinette Mayer, the Mount Sinai Hospital and the

Mouteflore Home for Chronic Invalids each receive

$35,000, and by the will of Mrs. Charlotte Skidmore,

the Presbyterian Hospital, $5,000.

Polysyllabic Chemical Nomenclature. — At

the annual meeting of the National Academy of

Sciences, which was held last week at the Columbia

School of Mines, Prof. Ira Itemsen, of .Johns Hopkins

University, read a paper on "The Isomeric Chlorides

of Paranitrorthosulphobenzoic Acid," in which he

apologized for this formidable name and explained

that he was not personally responsible for it.

Death ok Dr. Field.— Dr. Jacob F. Field, one

of the most prominent physicians in Hudson County,

New Jersey, died at his residence in Bayoiine on

November 25th, at the age of fifty-seven. During

the late war he served in the medical department of

the United States Navy, and afterwards settled at

Bayonne. In conjunction with the late Dr. Frederich

G. Payn he founded the Bayonne City Hospital.

Death of Dr. Sass.— Dr. Louis J. Sass died on

November 19th, at the age of 76 years. He was a

native of Havana, and was graduated from the New
York Medical College in 1858. He was one of the

pioneers in the modern treatment of diseases of the

nose and throat, a specialty in which he won consider-

able distinction. He had a great deal of mechanical

ingenuity, aud was, perhaps, the first to make use of

compressed air for the application of medicated sprays

to the larynx and nasal passages.

The Directory of Columbia University. —
The Directory of Columbia University, just pub-

lished by the secretary, shows that among the officers

of the institution are the following : professors, 59 ;

adjunct professors, 15 ; clinical professors and lect-

urers, 14; clinical assistants, 65. The students pri-

marily registered under the Faculty of Medicine are

classified as follows

:

First-year class

Second-year class

Third-year class

Specials

Unclassified *.

276

157

152

19

16

Total 620

The New Pavilion at Roosevelt Hospital.—
On November 18th, the trustees of the Roosevelt

Hospital gave a reception for the inspection of the

handsome new pavilion for private patients, which has

been erected west of the main building of the institu-

tion. It is designed for the treatment of surgical,

gynecological and medical cases under the most ap-

proved conditions, aud care has been taken to fit up

the rooms in such a manner as to render them home-

like, cheerful and attractive. The first two floors of

the pavilion are arranged to accommodate patients in

single rooms or en suite, and the third and fourth floors

have been set apart aud furnished as a home for nurses,

thus providing accommodations for the training-school

just opened.

The New Gymnasium of Columbia Univf.rsity.

— Columbia University is to have the largest and one

of the finest gymnasiums in the country. It is to be in-

cluded in what will be known as the University

Building, which will stand near the centre of the new

grounds on Morniugside Heights. This structure,

which is to be three stories in height, will be 260

feet long and 180 feet wide. In the basement there

will be a magnificent swimming pool, said to be the

largest of its kind in the world, aud around it will be

arranged all kinds of baths. On the main floor will

be the gymnasium proper, with rooms on either side

for boxing, fencing, and other exercises, aud with a

running track extending all around it. The latter

will be one-ninth of a mile long and twelve feet in

width. The estimated cost of the building, wliicii will

also contain halls for literary societies, is $500,000.
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large number of unsuccessful operations. What the

ph^'sicians especially ask for is, new and suitable

quarters for operating, a separate pavilion for convales-

cents, and a separate pavilion for consumptives, vpho

are crowded into the wards with the other sick, there-

by greatly increasing the danger of infection.

A Low Mortality-Rate. — The mortality in the

city continues to be exceptionally small. lu the week

ending November 21st the number of deaths, 566,

was the smallest recorded since the first week in

December, 1889, or seven years ago, when just the

same number was reported. No lower number of

deaths has been recorded since the first week in

November, when the number was 565. When the

increase in population is taken into consideration, this

death-rate is found to be smaller than has been met

with for many years. During the week ending

November 28th the deaths increased to 602, but this

was 25 less than in the week ending November 14th,

when the mortality was smaller than for quite a long

time previously. While there has been a slight in-

crease in the number of deaths from scarlet fever and

measles, the mortality from pneumonia and consump-

tion, which, except in the summer months, are by far

the most fatal of all diseases in New York, remains

comparatively small. Duriug the week ending No-

vember 28th one death from influenza was reported ;

the first for many months.

^l^tjSfceUanp.

Death of Gustavds A. Sabine. — Dr. Gustavus

A. Sabine died at his residence in New York, on Nov-

ember 19th, in the eighty-eighth year of his age. Dr.

Sabine, who received his professional degrees from the

Royal College of Surgeons, London, in 1832, and the

Medical Society of the County of New York in 1836,

was for many years one of the best known and suc-

cessful practitioners in the city, and in the generation

that has now almost entirely passed away, was one of

the most prominent figures in the New York medical

world. Of tall stature and a dignified and command-

ing presence, he bore a striking personal resemblance

to the late Fernando Wood, for several terras Mayor

of New York. Up to the time of his death he was

one of the consulting physicians to the Woman's Hos-

pital and the New York Infirmary. One of his sous,

now deceased. Dr. Thomas T. Sabine, was Professor

of Anatomy in the College of Physicians and Surgeons,

and a distinguished surgeon.

The New York Academy of Medicine. — On

Thursday evening, November 19th, the anniversary dis-

course before the New York Academy of Medicine,

was delivered by Dr. George R. Fowler, Commissioner

of the Board of Health, who took for his subject,

" The Evolution of the Surgery of the Twentieth

Century." On this occasion, the President, Dr. Bryant,

announced that the fiftieth anniversary of the founda-

tion of the Academy would be celebrated with fitting

ceremonies early in January. The exercises will be

held in Carnegie Hall, and President Cleveland has

promised to be present and make an address. After-

wards a reception will be held in the Academy building.

On November 20th there was a special meeting of

the Academy, under the auspices of the Section on

Obstetrics. Dr. J. Clifton Edgar read a paper on

"The Treatment of Eclampsia," and among the in-

vited guests taking part in the discussion, were Drs.

Reynolds and Green, of Boston, Davis and Hirsch, of

Philadelphia, and Jewett, of Brooklyn.

Overcrowding at Kings County Hospital.—
For years the Kings County Hospital, the public hos-

pital of Brooklyn, has been disgracefully inadequate

for the demands of such an institution, and several

grand juries have investigated its condition and made

it a subject of condemnation in presentments. Drs.

Winfield, Madden and McNaughton, of the attending
|
demned, and contends that the muniiipal authorities should

staff of the hospital, have now made a special report not be permitted to require that dairy nu-n living outside of
"^

the city shall obey their sanitary laws. 1 he ca?e is one of

CAN CIVIC LEGISLATION ENSURE PURE
MILK?

Minneapolis is one of the few American cities the

health authorities of which have undertaken, by means of

licenses conditioned upon the use of the tuberculin test,

to prevent the sale to citizens of milk taken from tubercu-

lous cows kept on dairy-farms in neighboring towns. This
license system has been in force for more tlian a year.

The validity of the ordinance which forliids the sale of

milk from unlicensed herds is now attacked in the courts

by a dairyman who was fined in a Minneapolis court for

having sold milk without the required license, and who
appealed to the Supreme Court of the Slate. He com-
plains that no provision is made for paying to the dairy-

men any part of the value of cows which have been con-

to the Commissioners of Charities in regard to the

matter. In it they state that 700 patients are crowded

into wards intended to accommodate 400, and that

there are no separate quarters for the nurses, who are

obliged to sleep in the same rooms with the patients.

There are only eight physicians and surgeons allowed

the hospital to care for the 700 patients in the hospital

proper, in addition to 60 in the nursery, and 60 in the

wards for feeble-minded persons, as well as all those

who apply for treatment in the out-door department,

amounting to about 5.000 in the course of the jear.

Moreover, the operating-room is totally inadequate for

the existing requirements, and this has resulted in a

considerable importance because preparation has been
made in some other cities for the adoption of the license

system used in Minneapolis.

The above clipping from the New Tork Times is of

interest in showing the manner in which would-be

venders of tuberculous milk attempt to interfere with

just sanitary legislation. With regar<l to the injustice

of municipal authorities requiring that dairymen living

outside the city should obey their sanitary laws, we
would suggest that the Minneapolis authorities would

not object to the dairymen's disobeying all the sani-

tary or other laws they might wish to when they

are in the towns in which they live; but when they

ply a trade dangerous to the lives of the citizens of
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Minneapolis within the limits of that city, it would

appear to a layman as if they came within the juris-

diction of the courts of that city.

<©ljituarp.

HENRY G. DAVIS, M.D.

Hesrv Gasset Davis, M.D., died recently at his

home in Everett, Mass., at the age of eighty-nine years.

He was born in Trenton, Me., November 4, 1IS07. His

grandfather was Deacon Isaac Davis, of Northboro, Mass.,

a descendant of Dolor l<avis, one of the first settlers on the

Cape. His earl^- education was obtained in the common
schools.

In 1835 he visited a sister under treatment for lateral

curvature of the spine; and on inquiring about the treat-

ment, it seemed to him unphilosophical and ill adapted for

the desired end. He ascertained that this was the best

treatment known to the profession. This decideil him to

begin the study of medicine, and to devote himself to this

department of surgery.

In the winter of 1835-36 he attended lectures at New
Haven, and was under the instruction of the professor of

surgery. The next spring he went to Bellevue Hospital.

He graduated from the Yale Medical School in March,

1839, practised in Worcester a short time, and then went
to Millbury, where he treated a large number of patients

from the surrounding towns. In 1855 he left Massachusetts

for Xew York City. Here he treated patients from all

parts of the United States and from abroad, and also

wrote a book on diseases of the thigh and hip.

He was the inventor of several in2enions appliances.

He was a man of ideas rather than of scholastic attain-

ments, and as such disregarded erroneous traditions of the

past and opened a way to the great advance made in

America, especially in the study and treatment of hip

disease-

He leaves three children, a son and two daughters.

Cocrcispon&cnce.

MORPHOLOGY OF THE CEREBRAL CONVOLU
TIONS, WITH SPECI.AL REFERENCE TO THE
ORDER OF PRIiMATES.

Jamaica Plain, November 21, 1896

Mr. Editor: In 1890 a paper was submitted to the

Boylstou Prize Committee which appeared to all the mem
hers easily worthy of the prize, and to several of them
with whom the writer has conversed, as well as to experts

to whom it was submitted, a most valuable contribution to

science, from the care and originality with which the

abundant material had been utilized.

It was found to have been written by Dr. A. J. Parker
of Philadelphia.

The ill health and subsequent death of the author delayed

its publication, which has, however, recently been accom
plislied in the Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences,

under the supervision of his friend. Dr. F. X. Dercum. It

is entitleil •' i\lorpholo2y of the Cerebral Convolutions, with

Special Reference to the Order of Primates."
There is nothing which shows more clearly than the his-

tory of our knowleilge of the topography of the cerebral

cortex that the progress of science is not due solely to im-

proved means of observation, as is, of course, true, for in-

stance, of all microscopic anatomy, but also to more logical,

comprehensive and systematic methods of thinking.

Material for exactly such observations as are made in this

essay has been freely accessible for centuries, and recjuired

no further means of observation than a pair of ordinary

eyes; yet even so recent a writer as Ecker speaks of the

artists who drew the convolutions of the brain as thev

might do any dishful of macaroni as not in the far distant

past. In fact, we might say that almost the whole of this

science is a growth, not only of the present century, but of

the last three-quarters thereof.

The mapping out of the surface of the human brain in

an arbitrary way, so that any given convolution may be

accurately described and located, may be regarded as now
practically accomplished. This kind of description, how-
ever, has never seemed satisfactory to many students, and
numerous attempts have been made to make this art of

cerebral morphology more coherent and systematic by
theories of the methods by which the infolding; of the

cortex takes place. Dr. Parker's essay is the most recent,

and perhaps the most successful of these. It discusses

minutely the convolutions in the brain of several races—
white, negro and Chinese— in the human fetus and in

many species of monkeys and other lower animals, a large

number of the figures being original. These, of course,

cannot even be indicated in a notice of this length; but

some of the general conclusions may be quoted, as showing
the character of the work.

" 4. The occipital lobe as a whole is formed by a regular
scroll-like infolding around the fissure of the posterior horn of

the lateral ventricle, the calcarine.
" From this single, symmetrically-developed occipital lobe

eight convolutions separated by six fissures pass forward to the
two anterior extremities of the divided cerebral hemisphere.
These are split by the Sylvian fissure into two group?, equ.'il in

the number of fissures and convolutions composing them, and
similarly related, an occipito-frontal and an occipito temporal
lobe.
" Of these two lobes the occipito-temporal always retains its

primitive simplicity ; but the occipito-frontal group, owing to its

greater anterio-posterior extension, is exposed to pressure forces
that tend to produce a vertical fissuration, as a result of which
we have the production of the fissura centralis with its vegeta-
tive repetitions, the post-central and preceutral fissures in the
parietal region, whilst anteriorly the type remains unchanged.

" In the primates each hemisphere, with respect to its con-
volutions, is a symmetrical bud, arranged around the point of
entrance, the cerebral crus; its posterior portion involuted in a
regular and symmetrical manner around the fissure of the pos-
terior horn of the lateral ventricle (fissura calcarina), whilst the
anterior portion is split by the fissure of Sylvius into two sym-
metrical halves, consisting of the same number of fissures and
convolutions in each division. Of these the occipito-frontal
division or lobe is related to the upper branch of the funda-
mental mesial arched fissure (fissura callosalis), and the occipito-
temporal in a corresponding manner to the inferior branch
(fissura hippocampi).

" Viewed in this way, the arrangement of the convolutions in
man and the Simiadie becomes so clear, that at a glance one can
see, recognize and remember the entire cerebral conformation
of any individual brain that may be under examination, and
any special peculiarities that may exist at once become marked
and prominent. Without the aid of this morphic conception the
cereijral surface presents a confused mass of isolated convolu-
tions, lobules, fissures, sulci and sulculi, which it is impossible
to put together as a wholft. . . .

'*Like other organic buds, the cerebral hemispheres develop
symmetrically, and the type of fissuration is due to the result-
ant forces produced by the interaction of the growth forces of
the hemisphere combined with the pressure forces of the less
rapidly expanding but symmetrically developing cavity of the
skull. . . .

" The question as to which of these two series of forces is most
potent in its differential .action in producing fissuration it is

bard to answer; but it would appear that in the earlier, and
even to the quite late, stages of development it is the brain
which modifies the shape aud structure of the skull rather than
the reverse, and that finally, as the skull grows more and more
rigid, its influence is shown by the increasing tortuosities and
pushing out of place of previously existing parts."

It may be noted with some satisfaction that the views
and arrangement of Dr. Parker interfere but little with
the nomenclatures at present in use.

The essay closes with an ingenious application of the laws
of the formation of partitions formed by spherical liquid

films such as are formed by the meeting of two or more
soap-bubbles, the expanding liquid films representing the
expanding cerebral substance as it aggregates around cer-

tain centres of growth.
This notice is written, not as an appreciative review, but

to call the attention of the anatomist and neurologist to a
work that as yet has received but little recognition, that is,

within the notice of the present writer. R. T. E.
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THE PREVENTION OF THE SPREAD OF DIPH-
THERIA BY MEANS OF THE BACTERIAL
TEST.

Boston, November 28, 1896.

Mr. Editor: Diphtheria is so prevalent at this season

that I desire again to call attention through your cohunns
to the vahie of the bacterial test in preventing the spread

of this diseaiie. It is of special importance in two stages,

namely, very early in the course of the disease and at its

close, that is, during convalescence. When a case of diph-

theria occurs in any group of ))ersons, a household or

school-room, for instance, the bacterial test should be

applied to both the nose and throat of all the members
of the given group. This test will in a large proportion

of " groups " reveal an otherwise unsuspected case or cases

of diphtheria.

The following example will illu.strate the importance of

the measure which I have advocated both when writing

and speaking of this disease.

A case of diphtheria appeared in a family consisting of

si.\ persons. I applied the bacterial test to all the members
of the household, and found two more cases of diphtheria,

of which, without the warning thus given, there would
have been at first no suspicion as a result of the examina-

tion of the throats, or other bodily conditions, the patients

ajipearing perfectly well.

Another illustration will make the advantages of this

test still more obvious. A child, A. B., was taken ill with

diphtheria, and his younger brother and nurse were sent,

for fear of contagion, to the house of a relative in another

town. Soon after its removal the younger child complained
of his throat. I was called in in consultation ; and although

there was no membrane to bc'seen, and this did not appear
until the following day, I found the bacilli directly in a

cover-glass preparation made at the bed^ide, and the

cultures showed them likewise on the following day. I

also ha<i cultures made from the throat of the child's

nurse, although it showed no indication of diphtheria, and
found bacilli there also. If the bacterial test had been
applied before they left home, the bacilli would probably
have been found then in the throats of both the younger
child and nurse. They could have been treated immedi-
ately, which is of great importance, and the risk of carry-

ing the disease into another household would have been
prevented.

The following case demonstrates the importance of the

bacterial test during convalescence. The throat of this pa-

tient, D. C, was perfectly clear within a week after the in-

jection of the antitoxin, but the bacilli lingered, as this

record of cultures made in the Harvard Medical School

shows

:

April :;5, positive. June 13, positive. July 21, positive.
L'S, " IC, negative. 25, "
30, " 18, positive. 28, "

May 5, " 19, negative. Aug, 4, "
10, " 20, positive. 11, "
12, " 21, " 19,

17, " 23, " 25,
2,5, " Sept. 1,

2U, " 26,

30, " 28,

2, " 30.

5, negative. July 2,

7, pO:-ilive. 7,

9. negative. 9,

11, positive. 14,

15,

Oct. 5, negati'

The patient was able to be about within a short time,

and yet was dangerous to others; in October cultures made
from her throat were sufficiently virulent to kill a guinea-

pig in thirty-six hours.

I'be record also shows the necessity of having more than
one negative culture before the patient i8 released from
(juarantine.

'I'he laity do not realize that diphtheria is not usually

transferred from one person to another except by actual

contact through the hands or mouth, or by infected cloth-

ing, utensils, etc. The bacillus is not a motile one, and this

disease is essentially one, the germs of which are put into

the mouth or nose by the hands. The slight annoyance
which taking a swab causes an individual will be acquiesced

in when it is understood that the disease is not, as a rule, a
dangerous one when treated early. The cardinal point is

to ascertain who are infected ; and this can be done by
means of the bacterial test, which should, of course, be
followed by intelligent isolation and treatment. The appli-

cation of this test to every member of the given " group "

as soon as a case of diphtheria occurs, is made practicable

by the excellent laboratories already established, and from
the fact that the laity are becoming more and more appre-

ciative of its usefulness. It should be appliedio both nose
and throat, and a second test should be made after a few
days to those in whom the first was negative.

A thorough use of the test would make unnecessary

much of the (luarantine that is so obnoxious and burden-
some to many, and although it entails some expense, yet if

looked at merely from a money point of view, it is cheaper
in the long run. Unless the bacterial test is carried out

systematically and intelligently, it will be necessary to con-

tinue to spend large sums of money for the care of patients

who should not have been ill, and some lives will be lost

that might have been saved. Very truly yours,

Francis H. Williams, M.D.

A CASE OF HYPNOTIC SUGGESTION.

Boston, November 24, 1896.

Mr. Editor : Accounts of a most interesting case of

the influence of hypnotic suggestion have been going the

rounds of the Russian Press. The case goes to show very
decidedl)-, how perfectly healthy individuals can, under the

influence of strong impressions, become very susceptible to

hypnotic suggestion. As the phenomenon occurred in what
I may be permitted to call a natural (for a want of a better

term) state, in contia-distinclion to hypnotization induced
artificially for medical or experimental purposes, and as

the subjects were nine peasant girls— strong, buxom
lassies, who from their mo<le of living can surely not be

suspected of suffering from any neurotic taint— the case

acquires a still greater interest.

It appears that P. W., the chief actor in the case, a girl

thirty years of age, was of a religious turn of mind. Of a
somewhat morose and sad disposition, .she would keep aloof

from the village " sociale " of any kind, devoting her spare

time exclusively to prayers. She was possessed of an extra-

ordinary memory, as, being perfectly illiterate, she never-

theless knew all the prayers and religious songs by heart.

She would occasionally make pilgrimages to holy places,

each time returning more religious than e%'er. After her

last pilgrimage to Vilno, she declared that the Holy Virgin

appeared to her, commanding her to become a nun, and
devote her life to her service. Preparations having been
made for her departure, the people who came to bid her

good-by remained with her the whole night and most of the

next day, all praying perfervidly. .^fter the prayers she

went, accompanied by a great crowd, mostly women, to the

cemetery. There the praying was resumed, she working
herself up into sii<h a frenzy that she ran around with dis-

hevelled hair and in a state of maniacal fury, from one to

another, proclaiming herself a great sinner, and begging

them to chastise her. Thence, accompanied by nine girls,

who, as they declared later, were attracted to her by a

power they could not resist, the journey was continued—
all praying loudly, she ])roclaiming herself " the Queen of

Heaven." She commanded them to completely undress

themselves ; and thus, perfectly nude, they lay on the

ground, and while she was dancing over their naked bodies

they offered no resistance, although all this took place in

the |)resence of lnmdreds of jieople, who were attracted to

this strange spectacle from the neighboring villages.

When intercejited on their further progress by the author-

ities, they persisted in walking beldnd the wagon in

which sh6 was placed. From the wagon she issued to

them orders of a most whimsical nature, as to bite each

other anil others, all of which were executed by them in

the promptest manner imaginable.
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Separated from her by mere physical force, they declared

that, being attracted to her by some strange, unknown in-

fluence, they completely lost their -will-power and were

ready to do anythmj commanded by the religious maniac.

Neither when she was prancing over tlieir bodies, nor while

biting each other, have they experienced the slightest

sensation of pain ; nor have tliey felt any shame or morti-

fication at being looked at, while naked, by strangers.

Their ages were as follows: one, thirteen; three, between

sixteen and seventeen ; three, between eighteen and twenty

;

two, about fifty.

It must be added, that the girl was always considered by

the village women something of a saint jirevious to the

occurrence, and thus wielded over them a certain power—
that of a mental superior. Adding to this the extremely

exciting surroundings and the inspired frenzy of the leader,

it is not difficult to see, how these girls were wrought up to

a condition where reason ceases to act, and the individual

becomes the slave of his sensations and of an extraneous

will.

I have entered somewhat into details, as I consider a

more than superficial study of the case of great interest,

especially to tbe neurologist. Very truly yours,

A. RoviNSKY, M.D.

DERMATITIS CAUSED BY X-RAYS.

259 Marlborough St., Boston. December 1, 1896.

Mr. Kditok : Brief mention is made in the Journal,
November 19, 1896, of a case of "Dermatitis caused by
X-rays," published in tbe British Medical Journal of Nov-
ember 7th. A man was exposed to them for an hour, and
again for an hour and a half, in order to establisli the diag-

nosis of renal calculus. E.xfoliation of the epidermis over

the exposed side of the abdomen followed, and a granulat-

ing surface was left, like that after a severe burn, which
had not healed in sixteen weeks.

A similar case has been recently under observation in

the Massachusetts General Hospital, under the care of Dr.

Warren. A young lady was exposed to the rays for half

an hour on one day, and forty-five minutes on the following

day, the tube being placed about six inches in front of her

sternum. On the following day the skin over this region

became red, and later " blistered." Three months subse-

quently, when seen by me at the request of Dr. AVarren,

early in October, there was an area af angry-looking gran-

ulations some three inches square, which had obstinately

refused to " heal." The surface was very sensitive, and
the region was the seat of severe neuralgic pains. It is

reported that at the present date, November 15th, two

small " open " spots persist, and that the region is still

painful. Very trulv yours,

J. C. White, M.D.

FRACTURE OF THE FIRST PHALANX OF THE
LITTLE TOE.

Santa Barbara, Cal., November 18, 1896.

Mr. Editor : In the Journal of October 29th, Dr.

Harold Williams reports a case of fracture of the first

phalanx of the little toe. On account of the rarity of the

accident, I contribute notes of two other cases, the first

being a personal experience.

In going from my room to the adjoining bedroom, I

struck the point of the little toe against the side of the

doorway, forcing it backward and outward. 1 he result

was a fracture of the first phalanx with mobility and
crepitus.

By one of those coincidences which physicians so often

meet, 1 was called a few weeks later to a lady who had
fractured the first j)lialanx in a very similar way.

The result was good in both cases. The fourth toe was
used as a splint, but I found advantage from a silicate

bandage in addition. Very truly yours,

C. E. Vaughan, M.D.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending November 21st, in Boston, according to

observationB furnished b; Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps :—
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November 14th, the death-rate was 20.8. Deaths reported, 4,326:
measles 8ii, diphtheria 80, whooping-cough B7, scarlet fever til,

fever 4i), diarrhea 40.

The death-rates ranged from 14.3 in Brighton to 34.1 in Ply-
month: Birmingham 'JOS, Bradford 19.(i, Cardiff 1H.2, Gates-
head u'4.9, Hull 21.0, Leeds 21. ii, Leicester lli.O, Liverpool 24.4,
London 19.8, Manchester 2t>.7, Newcastle-on-Tyne 18.2, Not-
tingham 24.1, Sheffield 20.1.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE STATIONS AND
DUIIES OF OFFICERS SERVING IN THE MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT, U. S. ARMY, FROM NOVEMBER 14, 1896,
TO NOVEMBER 27, 1896.

Leave of absence for four months, to take effect about Decem-
ber 5, 1896, is granted Majok Locis S. Tesson, surgeon, Fort
Ethan Allen, Vt.

The following named recently-appointed assistant surgeons
will report in person to the president of the Army Medical
School, Washington, U. C, for the course of instruction:

FiKST-LiEUT. Louis Percy Smith.
First-Lieut. Marshall Morgan Cloud.

Major John D. Hall, surgeon, is relieved from duty at
Madison Barracks, N. Y., and ordered to Fort Wadsworth, N.
Y., for duty, relieving Major Edward T. Comegvs, surgeon.

Major Comegys, on being thus relieved, is ordered to Fort
Sill, O. T., for duty.

Major John V. Lauderdale, surgeon, retired from active
service November 13, 1896.

First-Lieut. Benjamin Brooke, assistant surgeon, ordered
to Chicago, 111., to appear before examining board for examina-
tion as to his fitness for promotion.

The leave of absence on surgeon's certificate of disability
granted Captain Eugene L. Swift, assistant surgeon, is ex-
tended two mouths on account of sickness.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE MEDICAL CORPS
OF THE U. S. NAVY FOR THE WEEK ENDING
NOVEMBER 21, 1896.

A. F. Magruder, surgeon, detached from the Marine Bar-
racks, Wash., and placed on the retired list.

J. S. Sayre, passed assistant surgeon, placed on retired list

November 16th.

H. M. Wells, medical director, detached from the Naval
Laboratory, New York, ordered home and placed on waiting
orders.

T. C. Walton, medical director, detached from the Naval
Academy December loth, and ordered to the Naval Laboratory.

C. T. HiBBKTT, surgeon, detached from the "Independence,"
ordered home and granted three months' leave.

F. W. Olcott, passed assistant surgeon, detached from the
" Enterprise," November 27th, and ordered to the " Independ-
ence."

W. F. ARNOLD, passed assistant surgeon, detached from
special duty and ordered to the " Enterprise," November 27th.

J. M. Moore, passed assistant surgeon, detached from the
" Texas," December 7th, and ordered to the " Castine," Decem-
ber 8th.

L. H. Stone, passed assistant surgeon, detached from the
"Castine," December 8th, ordered home and placed on waiting
orders.

S. B. Palmer, assistant surgeon, detached from the "Ver-
mont," December 7th, and ordered to the *' Texas."

P. Leach, passed assistant surgeon, promoted to surgeon
from November 15th, and T. C. Craig, passed assistant surgeon,
promoted to surgeon from October 14th.

HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL.
Evening Lectures.

The next lectures will be given on Thursday, December 10th
and 17th, at 8 p. M., by Prof. Charles S. Minot. Subject:
"The New Theories of Protoplasm." The profession are in-
vited.

RECENT DEATHS.

Db. p. W. Ellsworth, one of the best-known physicians of
Hartford, Conn., and a son of ex-Governor William W. Ells-
worth, died Sun. lay. He was born in Hartford, December 5,

1814, and began practising medicine iu 1843. His grandfather,
Oliver I'Mswurih, was at one time chief justice of the United
States Supreme Court.

Sir Benjamin Ward Richardson, M.D., died November
21st, from apoplexy. He was sixty-eight years of age. He was
born October 31, 1828, at Somerby, iri Leicestershire, England.
In 1856 he was elected a member and in 1861 a lellow of the
Royal College of Physicians, and soon afterward became a fel-

low of the Koyal Society. In 1873 he was Crooniau lecturer and
thereafter at different times was elected to memberhhip in the
various learned and medical societies throughout Europe. He
was greatly interested in the problems of anesthesia, both local
and general, and was one of the first to employ the ether spray
for local anesthesia and methylene bichloride as a iieneral anes-
thetic. He edited The Journal o/ Public Ileulth adA TheHocial
ticience Seview for some years. For many years Dr. Richard-
son was president of the Medical Society of London and of the
St. Andrew's Medical tiraduates' Association. In 18H8 he re-

ceived a microscope by Ross and one thousand guineas as a
testimonial from his medical associates in recognition of his

many valuable contributions to science and medicine. At the
Social Science Congress held in Brighton in 1875 he read a paper
in relation to a model city of health, which caused much public
discussion. His last work was on " National Health."

Prof. H. Newell Martin, who until recently held the chair
of biology in Johns Hopkins University, has just died in Eng-
land.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

Car Sanitation, Report of Committee, together with other
Papers on that Subject, presented at the Buffalo Meeting of the
American Public Health Association, September 15-18, 1896.
Reprint.

The Surgical Treatment of Hemorrhoids. The Technics of

the Buried Tendon Suture. Intestinal Obstruction after Lapar-
otomy. By Henry 0. Marcy, A.M., M.D., LL.D., Boston, Mass.
Reprints. 1895-96.

L'ber die helm Scheintod Neugeborener vorliegenden Indika-
tionen. Von B. S. Schultze in Jena. Sonderabdruck aus dem
Centralblatt fiir Gynakologie, 1896, No. 37. Verlag vou Breit-

kopf & Hartel in Leipzig.

Some Thoughts concerning Disease and Recovery, in their Re-
lation to Therapeutics. By Solomon Soils Cohen, M.D., Profes-
sor of Clinical Medicine and Therapeutics iu the Philadelphia
Polyclinic, Lecturer on Clinical Medicine in Jefferson Medical
College, etc. Reprint. 1896.

Further Observations on the Treatment of Spasmodic Torti-
collis. By Maurice H. Richardson, M.D., Visiting furgeon to

the Massachusetts General Hospital, and George L. Walton,
M.D., Physician to the Neurological Department, Massachusetts
General Hospital. Reprint. 1896.

Five Years' Work in Surgery; Comments and Deductions
based upon a Series of Thirteen Hundred and Eighty-seven
Operations. By Horace Packard, M.D., Professor of Surgery,
Boston University School of .Medicine; Surgeon, Massachusetts
Homeopathic Hospital, etc. Boston. 1896.

The Diary of a Resurrectionist, 1811-1812. To which are
added an account of the Resurrection Men in London and a
Short History of the Passing of the Anatomy Act. By James
Blake Bailey, B.A. , Librarian of the Royal College of Surgeons
of England. London : Swan, Sonnenschein & Co. 1896.

Skiascopy and Its Practical Application to the Study of Re-
fraction. By Edward Jackson, A.M., M.D,, Professor of Dis-

eases of the Eye in the Philadelphia Polyclinic and College for

Graduates in Medicine, Surgeon to Wills Eye Hospital, etc.

Second edition, with 27 illustrations. Philadelphia: The Ed-
wards & Docker Co. 1896.

System of Diseases of the Eye. By American, British, Dutch,
French, German and Spanish Authors. Edited by William F.
Norris, A.M., M.D., and Charles A. Oliver, A.M., M D., of Phila-

delphia, Pa., U. S. A. Vol. I, Embryology, Anatomy and Physiol-

ogy of the Eye. With 23 full-page plates and 362 text illustra-

tions. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippiucott Co. 1897.

A Text-Book of Materia Medica, Therapeutics and Pharma-
cology. By George Frank Butler, Ph.G , M.D., Professor of

Materia Medica and Clinical Medicine in the College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons, Chicago; Professor of Materia Medica and
Therapeutics, Northwestern University, Women's Medical
School, etc. Philadelphia: W.B.Saunders. 1896.

An American Text-Book of Applied Therapeutics for the use
of Practitioners and Students. Edited by J. C. Wilson, M.D.,
Professor of the Practice of Medicine and of Clinical Medicine
iu the Jefferson Medical College, etc. Assisted by Augustus A.

Eshuer, M D., Professor of Clinical Medicine in the Philadelphia
Polyclinic, etc. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders. 1896.

A Treatise on Obstetrics for Students and Practitioners. By
Edward P Davis, A.M., M.D., Profe.ssor of Obstetrics and Dis-

eases of Infancy in the Philadelphia Polyclinic, Clinical Profes-

sor of bstetricsin the Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia,

etc. Illustrated with 217 engiavings and 30 plates in colors and
monochrome. Philadelphia and New York: Lea Brothers & Co.

1896.
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SUblirci^jf.

THE MEDICAL DEPARTMENT IN TIME OF
WAR.'

BT LOniS A. LA GABDE,
Captain and Assistant Surgeon, United States Army.

Gentlemen:— Upon the invitatiou of your sur-

geou-geueral I have prepared some notes which relate

to the medical department of the United States army
iu the time of war. At a time when the State troops

would be called to co-operate with the regular army
your regulations would not differ from ours, and what
I have to say iu this instance will apply to us alike.

My remarks will relate (1) to the method of organ-

izing the medical department on a war basis ; (2) I

shall take up the question of our present allowance of

sanitary soldiers, medical officers, etc. ; (3) I shall

direct my remarks to the question of the necessity for

an increase in the number of helpers to the wounded,

which seems apparent with the use of the new military

rifle.

(1) Field Organization.— In taking the field the

medical officers and members of the hospital corps

serving with troops in different parts of our country

proceed with their respective commands, as a rule, to

a point of rendezvous or base of operations. The
medical officers are assigned by the chief surgeon,

under the orders of the general commanding, to the

various duties involved in the administrative and
executive branches of the medical department.

The members of the hospital corps are likewise

organized into two branches, namely, the one for duty

in the field hospitals proper as cooks, nurses, clerks,

apothecaries, etc., and the other as drivers to ambu-
lances, as porters iu collecting and removing the sick

and wounded, and rendering first aid thereto.

The necessary tentage, instruments and equipment

are carried in part by the various detachments arriv-

ing at the base of operations, and they are furnished

in part by timely requisitions on the medical-supply

depots, of which we have three principal ones at

present, namely, at New York, St. Louis and San
Francisco.

We have no specially defined plan to be followed iu

case of hostilities ; yet medical officers are pretty well

agreed that a system could be evolved from our

present regulations as soon as the troops were made
to assemble. Our regulations are sufficiently exact to

suggest, as it were, the remedy of such lapses as may
be apparent with the occurrence of each emergency.

(2) Present Allowance oj Sanitary Soldiers and
Medical Officers.— Our regulations provide that in

time of war the privates of the hospital corps shall

form two per cent, of the strength of the command

;

and that one acting steward to every ten privates of

the corps and one full steward to every thirty of the

privates shall form the standard upon which to base

the number of helpers to the sick and wounded. The
number of medical officers with troops in tlie field is

on an average of three to each regiment, although this

number is by no means constant, and it is possible, at

times, to get along with much less, while certain emer-

gencies are likely to arise when two or three times

that number might be required.

This being the allowance of medical officers and

^An Address delivered at the School for Medical Officers, M. V.M .,

at the South Armory, March 26, 1896.

members of the hospital corps we see at once that

when the troops are massed, the organization changes,
with the arrival of the troops, to first, the regimental;
second, the brigade; and third, the division hospital.

In other words, the medical department, including the
hospital corps, organizes pari passu with the organiza-
tion of the troops.

Jn addition to this force of the hospital corps and
medical officers, our regulations provide an auxiliary

force among the privates of the fighting line. These
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on aud oti the stretchers, in and out of the ambulances,

etc., by the com pan j' of officers.

The ambulances for the conveyance of the sick are

distributed to the army at the rate of three to each
regiment of infantry of five hundred men or more,

two to each cavalry regiment and one to each battery

of artillery. Two ambulances are allowed the head-

quarters of each army corps, and to each train of am-
bulances belonging to a division two army wagons are

allowed.

This, briefly considered, is the method or organiza-

tion of the medical department in our army on a war
footing.

The work of such an organization is best studied

by a diagram (see page 585) which is a modified

copy from a recent article by Lieutenant-Colonel For-

wood, U. S. A. Jt shows at once the disposition of

the relief corps in the different parts of the field.

The topography of the field might be such as to

require a considerable degree of variation in this

scheme, in so far as the distance between stations is

concerned.

This scheme is of course diagrammatic in the ex-

treme. Such a bountiful arrangement as this would
hardly ever be witnessed in any battle, but it will

serve us as a working model.

(3) We now come to consider the question of the

necessityfor an increase in the number of helpers to the

wounded, which seems apparent with the use of the

new military rifle. With the old arm, experience

taught us that the estimates already mentioned were
suflScient to care for the wounded in the vast majority

of instances, but now that we have discarded the large

calibre rifle for the weapon of small bore, whose
range and penetration exceed anything yet tried in the

way of hand weapons, it is claimed by many writers

that we will have a larger percentage of wounded, and
that the additional work to be thus imposed upon the

relief corps will be far beyond the capacity of our

present allotment.

I might state, incidentally, that it is claimed that

other causes will operate to impose additional work
upon the relief corps, and here 1 have reference to

the extended order of battle, by which troops are

spread over more ground, and the increase in the per-

centage of wounded, which it is said will come from
modern field artillery. The brief time at my dispo.sal

will not permit a consideration of the subject from the

standpoint of the latter, and I will have to confine

myself as much as I can to the effects of the new
military rifle upon the question at issue.

If the casualties of battle are to be greater here-

after, there is no doubt that we should increase the

numbers of our relief corps. We have no means of

estimating the deadliness of the new military rifle—
this can only be determined by future wars— but we
can draw some deductions from the statistics of the

past, by which we may be able to arrive at conclusions

of reasonable value.

A study of these statistics gave us formerly a pretty

accurate idea of the percentage of the wounded, which
we might expect to find in a given battle fought with

the old arm. In estimating the casualties of the

battle heretofore, the percentage of wounds from rifles,

carbines and revolvers were especially considered, be-

cause they formed the vast majority of all the wounds
noted. The wounds from the artillery arm, bayonets

and sabres formed but a fraction of the whole. We

do know from past experience, therefore, that the

great majority of the injured noted in hospitals suf-

fered from bullet wounds. The statistics of various

wars shows this very [)romiuently. The statistics

of the Crimean war give the percentage of the gun-

shot wounds by rifle bullets at 60. In the war of

the Rebellion the nature of the missiles was ascertained

in 141,901 cases, and'the surgeon-general's report says

90.1 per cent, were inflicted by rifle bullets. In the

F'ranco-Prussian war Chenu's statistics gave the per-

centage of those receiving bullet wounds among the

F'rench at Gravellotte at 80.19. The same author on

the part of the German army for the whole of the war
shows that 91 per cent, of the wounds were inflicted

by rifle bullets. It is thus seen that heretofore the

casualties of battle have been especially identified with

bullets from hand weapons, and in reckoning upon

the casualties and havoc of future wars, I believe that

the majority of the writers have special reference to

the perfected military rifle-propelling, steel-armored

bullets. Those who argue that our present allotment

of two per cent, for a relief corps is not suHicient,

cite especially the dangers of the new gun in so far as

they lie in —
(a) Greater penetration.

(J) Greater dangerous space.

(c) The employment of smokeless powders, which

gives a clear field.

We may here state that increased penetration,

superior velocity and extended range have ever been

the aim of the ballistician, aud that the perfected mili-

tary rifle of to-day is the gradual outcome of his genius.

For the present let us consider a aud b, and see by a

study of past experience what has been the effect of

their development upon the casualties of battle.

I should like to call your attention to some data I

have copied from a tabulated statement by Longmore
in the last edition of his great work on "Guu-shot

Injuries." You will see that he gives the percentage

of killed and wounded in certain battles, from Blen-

heim, which was fought in the days of smooth-bores,

down to the Franco German war (1870-71), which

witnessed the use of a more perfect military gun.

Percektage of Killed, Wounded, etc.

Battles.
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were fought during a period of history coincident with

the evolution of the military rifle, or, as we might put

it, during a period of history coincident with the

development of velocity, range and penetration of the

projectiles of military hand weapons, we are forced to

the conclusion that the casualties of battle have not

kept pace with the improvements in the latter, and
that it is very doubtful if an increase in the sanitary

or relief corps will be rendered necessary from this

source in the future.

The reason for a diminution in the casualties of

battle is well understood, and it is not the purpose of

this paper to enter into an explanation of it any more
than to point out that, as the ballistician has conferred

range, penetration, dangerous space, etc., upon his pro-

jectile, the tactician has sought to neutralize its deadli-

ness by altering his tactics from a close to an extended

order, by avoiding front attacks when flank move-
ments might acomplish the desired end and by resort-

ing to those expedients best known to the military man.
(c) The employment of smokeless powder, which

gives a clear field. In answer to the argument that

smokeless powder will operate to increase the percent-

age of wounded it may be stated that the rifles of

small calibre are proverbially inaccurate in the mid
and remote ranges, and that for this reason a clear

field does not offer any marked advantage. The in-

accuracy in fire is said to be due to the hygroscopic

property of the nitro compounds which compose the

new explosives as well as to their poor keeping qual-

ities, both of which cause varying velocities.

It has been proposed to counteract the use of smoke-
less powder by generating smoke on the field from ex-

plosives, chemical substances, etc., in order to conceal

the troops from the fire of the enemy, or for any pur-

pose calculated to give advantage in manoeuvring

bodies of men. In addition to this the showy uniform

and white tentage heretofore in use are to be discarded

for materials with shades bearing but little coutrast to

those of the field. When we consider the resort to

such expedients, in connection with the inaccuracy of

the new arm, it is doubtful if even smokeless powder
will have any influence to increase the casualties of

battle, or to alter (he present allotment of relief corps.

The character of wounds inflicted by steel-armored

projectiles and our perfect technique in dressing them
will have their weight in lessening the work of the

sanitary corps in the wars of the future.

Before we proceed to the character of the wounds,

let us study their regional distribution, as noted in

former wars. The subjoined table is one often re-

ferred to by writers on gun-shot injuries. It shows
that the regional distribution of wounds was learned

in 245,739 instances, and that the different parts of

the body suffered as follows

:

Wab of Rebellion (exclusive of Killed in Action).

Record of 245,739 Gun-shot Wounds. Number

Head, face, neck,

Trunk,

.

Upper extremities,

Lower extremities,

26,400

45,184

87,793

86,413

10.7

18.4

In addition to the foregoing we have statistics tabu-

lated by Fisher concerning the wounds in the Prus-

sian army in 1870-71, giving the gross results of

61,168 gun-shot injuries, from which it appears that

in every 100 men hit 12 per cent, were killed, 49 per

cent, slightly wounded, 37 per cent, severely wounded,
10 per cent, remained with command for treatment.

The severe wounds among these were distributed

over the target areas of the body as follows :

Severely wounded, 23,054.

Head and face, .

Tliroat,

Chest, .

Back, .

Abdomen, .

Side, .

Upper extremities,

Lower extremities.

Number.
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same iudividual, without fracture, by a steel-armored

bullet from a new Mauser. Takiug all these facts in

cousideratiou I believe it may be stated without much
fear of coutiadiction that the guu-shot injuries of the

extremities, which have formed such a large percent-

age of the wounded, will be less severe in the wars of

the future, aud that the proportion of men in this

class who will require transportation to the rear will

be less than heretofore, and that, therefore, an in-

crease in the number of porters from this source need

not be apprehended.

Our present knowledge of treating wounds will

operate materially to lessen the burden of the relief

corps. In former wars sepsis was the rule in all

wounds; the constant attention and frequent dress-

ings entailed a vast amount of work on the medical

department of the various hospitals. To-day by

observing aseptic and antiseptic methods, it is the

exception to witness suppuration in wounds ; it is sel-

dom that a wound requires to be dressed oftener than

once per week ; whereas it was necessary in the pre-

aseptic era to change the dressings daily, aud often

twice per day. The saving in time, material and

labor is at once apparent when we contrast the old

methods with the new.

<©riginai aUrticIfiS.

ARTERIO-SCLEROSIS,

With Report of a Case of Turombosis of the
Basilar and Coronary Arteries.^

BV W. H. PKESCOTT, M.D.

Arterio-scleeosis is a disease of the arteries,

characterized by a thickening of their walls (which is

due to a deposit iu the intima) with a diminution in

the size of the lumen. There are three divisions into

which the disease may be separated: first, the nodular

— arterio sclerosis nodosa— in which the disease is

circumscribed, although it may be widely distributed ;

second, the senile, in which the change in the arteries

is one of the signs of advancing years; and, third,

general arterio-sclerosis, a disease of the middle-aged

(or young), and which is the form to which reference

is made when the disease is mentioned.

Thoma found in the fetus that there was a marked
increase of the connective tissue in the intima of the

aorta between the opening of the ductus arteriosus and

the bifurcation, the increase takiug place after the

closure of the umbilical arteries. He claims this is

due to the fact that the aorta is dilated after the clos-

ure of the umbilical arteries, and as a result of the

accompanying irritation of the nerves of the aortic

walls, an increase of the connective tissue in the intima

is brought about. This increase of the connective

tissue in the intima causes a diminution in the size of

the lumen, and thus a return to the normal. The
same increase of connective tissue is said to happen in

the main artery supplying an extremity, when for any

reason the extremity has been amputated.

In arterio-sclerosis there is a disease of the media

(with a destruction of its cells) whicli allows a dilata-

tion of the vessel— this dilatation being followed by a

deposit of (or increase iu the) connective tissue in the

Read before the Clinical Section of the Suffolk District Medical
Society, October 21, I»9«.

intima, thus bringing the lumen of the vessel nearly to

its normal size. This thickened intima may become
degenerated aud an "atheromatous plaque" result.

After death this plaque appears as a slightly elevated

patch of varying size and usually yellowish in color;

but in life there is a depression (due to the blood

pressure) corresponding to the degenerated area. This

degenerated area may be partially destroyed, or washed

away, aud a loss of substance result— the so-called

atheromatous " ulcer." A thrombus may be formed

at this point, or the wall give way and an aneurism

be the result.

Etiology.— Many things have been said to con-

tribute to the destruction of the media: hard work
combined with worry, chronic alcoholism, lead-poison-

ing, gout, syphilis, articular rheumatism, endocarditis,

typhoid fever and scarlatina. In several cases which

I have seen none of these could be held to be the cause,

but another infectious disease, namelj', influenza, might

be. Dr. J. Homer Wright tells me he once heard Dr.

Osier say, "arterio-sclerosis— the result of worshipping

at the shrine of Vulcan, Saturn, Bacchus or Venus."
The symptoms depend a good deal upon the part

most affected ; an arcus senilis is common, and the

arteries of the extremities may be quite rigid.

" Edema and ascites are rare, except possibly just

before death " (Councilman). When the arteries of

the brain are affected there may be persistent head-

ache, vertigo, loss of consciousness, hemiplegia, and

other forms of paralysis. The latter symptoms are

due to thrombosis, hemorrhage, embolism or spasm (?)

of the arteries. Embolism is rare, aud is secondary

to some change in the heart or its valves. Hemorrhage
may result from the rupture of a small aneurism.

Spasm of the arteries is a theoretical cause, but may
explain the numerous attacks of what may be called

transient paralyses, with complete recovery in the in-

tervals. AVhen the coronary arteries are affected there

is usually an irregularity in the strength and rhythm of

the heart's action with the symptoms ascribed to a fatty

heart or to interstitial myocarditis, or there may be

attacks of angina in which the pulse-rate may differ

on the two sides (arterial spasms?). Rupture of the

heart wall may occur with hemorrhage into the peri-

cardium, or a dis^secting aueurism be the outcome ; in

these last two cases the only symptom may be sudden

and severe pain iu the epigastrium, with death as a

result immediately, in a few hours or days. When
the arteries of the kidney are affected there is a slight

trace of albumin in the urine, with an occasional cast;

but in those cases which I have seen where the urine

was carefully examined, there has not enough abnormal

been found to warrant a positive diagnosis of renal

disease (the amount of urine is about normal or small).

Of course, there may be advanced renal disease

accompanying (or due to) the arterio-sclerosis; and in

these cases the chemical examination would show the

disease which is present. In arterio-sclerosis there is

some increase of connective tissue in the kidney (which

may be focal), and there are some depressions iu its

surface. The heart is usually enlarged iu some cases

to a great degree without any evidence of valvular

disease. Dr. Councilman reports two cases where the

heart weighed 800 and 850 grammes respectively. The
absence of hypertrophy does not rule out the disease.

I believe many cases of indigestion are due to changes

in the stomach and intestines, the result of this disease.

The treatment has hitherto been very unsatisfactory,
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and purely symptomatic combined with strict attention

to diet.

All causes of worry should be removed, and no

hard work allowed.

The subcutaneous iujection of sterilized solutions of

glycero-phosphate of soda, as in the case I am about

to report, has been followed by considerable improve-

ment, and its success would warrant a further trial of it.

The method of administering is simple. One to two
cubic centimetres of a sterilized solution of glycerate

phosphate of soda, each cubic centimetre containing

twenty cubic grammes of the salt are injected daily

into either gluteal region behind the great trochanters.

Absolute asepsis is requisite. This method was first

suggested bv Dr. Albert Robin in Le Bulletin Medicals,

April 25, 1894.

C. H. C., sixty-one, male, born in Massachusetts.

Family history good. No venereal history. At seven-

teen was thought to be " in a decline " and went West;
from that time until five years before his death

was very well. At this time had influenza.
__
Two

years after that he was irritable; this lasted a year.

Fourteen months before he died, while in Spain, he

became dizzy, staggered, and was not able to look up.

This lasted only a short time. Another similar attack

next day ; kept pretty quiet for a week, then went to

Paris and London. From London he went to Germany,
where he "caught cold" and felt weak. Came to

Boston. Examination of urine was negative. Heart

thought to be fatty ; and he was advised to give up

smoking. Diagnosis of arterio-scleroais made at this

time. Improved very much ; and when he went

abroad a few months later, looked bright and felt as

well as he ever did. Reached Cairo about December,

and while there had another dizzy spell, and was

advised to diet.

On January 26, 1896, while up the Nile, had an

attack of hemiplegia, with difiiculty in his speech.

Was taken to Cairo, where he had another attack

;

this time paraplegia, although there was no trouble

with bladder or rectum. He reached Paris in April,

and improved very much under the subcutaneous in-

jections of a sterile solution of phosphate of soda in

glycerine. His speech was thick all this time. In

the latter part of May he had another " shock," but

soon rallied, and made the journey home without

trouble or incident.

I met him in New York May 30th. He was then

able to walk pretty well, could follow conversation

fairly, and possessed a good appetite. There seemed

to be no paralysis, but marked weakness. The speech

was a little thick, but could be readily understood;

tongue coated ; pulse 76, regular and of good strength.

The next day we came to Boston, the journey being

made comfortably and without incident ; the pulse

was the same in rate and strength as at the beginning.

A week was spent in Boston, with nothing worthy of

note. Appetite remained good. A ride of an hour

was taken every day. From this time until June 27th

Mr. C. remained in about the same condition, perhaps

becoming a little weaker. On this date his pulse

intermitted for the first time, but the rate remained

the same : there was a loss of a beat in every twelve.

During the next ten days his mind became clearer,

but he was not quite as strong. His speech was very

good and easily understood. During all tliis time

there had been rheumatic (?) pains in the shoulders,

which were somewhat relieved by moving the arms.

There was much itching of the face and head, and a

sensation of prickling in his tongue which felt thick.

July 8th the pains in the shoulder, and the move-
ments in consequence, became more marked, and were
relieved by a subcutaneous injection of one-eighth of

a grain of sulphate of morphia every night about five

o'clock. July 12th he did not look as well; and when
he came back from his ride and had walked up stairs,

his pulse was 92, but it soon fell to 84, which had

been its rate for a few nights. There was no regular

intermittence but an occasional beat would be missed;

a thing noted at this time was that while the pulse

was pretty strong the heart-sounds seemed weak and
distant. July 13th he did not feel well and had
nausea ; he remained up stairs ; in the afternoon he

vomited, but went to sleep at eight and slept until

two A. M., July 14th, when he became restless and
wakeful. There was nausea during the morning with

some vomiting. About twelve there were convulsive

movements, with distortion of the face and outbreaks

of crying. There was a sensation of a bubble in the

ear. The left side, including that side of the face,

was completely paralyzed. Mustard pastes were ap-

plied to the chest and all the extremities; subcutane-

ous injections of morphia (one-eighth of a grain) and
six grains of calomel by stomach (which was re-

tained) were given ; about one he became quiet, and
soon after unconscious. His pulse and respiration

were normal ; his pupils were equal (one-eighth of an
inch across), and responded to light. His respirations

soon became more rapid (30), his pulse 96.

About this time the right side became paralyzed
;

that is to say, he never moved a muscle from Tues-

day, the 14th (his eyelids spasmodically opened and
shut). There were a few light twitchings of iiis right

hand on July 16th. Involuntary micturition began
July 14th at midnight; no movement of the bowels.

Death was momentarily expected from July 15th at

three a. m. The right eye was wide open most of the

time and could not be kept closed. All day on the

16th there was a difference noted in the strength

aud rapidity of the pulse on the right and left sides ;

at one time that on the left side was twelve beats

slower than that on the right. All day Thursday
(16th) the pupils were equal and reacted to light.

At 10.30 p. M., July 16th, while sitting with my hand
on the pulse, which was 160, it suddenly dropped to

44 aud became very irregular; in ten minutes it was
160 again. The respiration and heart failed equally

from this time, and both stopped almost simultane-

ously at 12.34 A. M., July 17th. At no time was any
murmur heard anywhere.

Urine passed involuntarily July 16tii. Color high;

reaction very acid ; specific gravity 1.028 ; urea -|-
;

uric acid -(-; chlorine normal; small trace of albu-

min; sugar absent; some sediment; urates, with a

few bladder cells ; no casts found.

Autopsy, July 17lb, 4 p. M., about fifteen hours

after death :

Body well developed and nourished. Rigor mortis

present. Lividity of dependent portions. Pupils

equal. Arcus senilis well marked.

Dura mater everywhere (irmly adherent to the cal-

varium. Convolutions small; sulci deep; brain not

as firm as usual ; one small area of'softening in the

white matter of the right iiemisphere, beneath the ante-

rior ascending convolution, and another similar area iu

the optic thalamus. These areas were about one-quarter
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of a centimetre iu diameter and a little darker tbau the

surrouudiug braiu ; otherwise uotliiug iu the brain to

sujigest a hemorrhage, and these 1 considered to be

due to the plugging of the arteries. All the arteries of

the brain were very atheromatous. The carotids as

they entered the skull cavity were like pipe-stems,

but contained no clots. The basilar artery was tor-

tuous with thickened walls (iu two places calcareous),

and its lumen was filled for its entire length with a

solid clot somewhat firmly adherent in places to the

intima. The arteries of the fissure of Sylvius, the

posterior communicating and the anterior cerebral

also, contained clots. The anterior communicating
were thickened and small, but did not coutaiu clots.

The meuiuges were much congested, but there was
no evidence of any exudation.

The arteries everywhere showed evidences of athe-

roma, even the pulmonary arteries.

The aorta contained many patches of atheroma,

some with calcareous deposits iu them.

At cue place in the arch, just opposite the opening

of the left carotid, there was a patch of atheroma,

one and one-half centimetres in diameter, with an

area of necrosis in the centre, all the layers being

destroyed ; there was no thrombus at this point.

The pericardial sac was obliterated.

Heart about normal in size — all the valves compe-
tent, and showed nothing abnormal.

Upon opening the left ventricle, its cavity was
found to be nearly filled with a thrombus attached to

the wall. Upon removing this thrombus (which was
made up of stratified blood-clot), the heart muscle

was found to be very thin over an area five centi-

metres in diameter, and for a space two centimetres

iu diameter the wall was made up simply of adherent

layers of the pericardium, upon the ventricular side

of which there was a calcareous deposit two milli-

metres thick. This calcareous matter extended in

places into the thrombus.

The right coronary artery was atheromatous but

patent. The left coronary artery was atheromatous,

and plugged with clots which had become calcareous.

These clots began about one centimetre from the

opening of the artery into the aorta.

The lungs were dark in color, crepitant, floated in

water. Upon cut section, much frothy fluid tinged

with blood could be squeezed out. No evidence of

any former tubercular trouble. The mucous mem-
brane of all the bronchi was much congested and cov-

ered with mucus.

Stomach and intestines normal.

Pancreas filled with fat.

Kidneys normal iu size, and capsule peeled oS
readily. Cortex slightly diminished; numerous de-

pressions on the surface.

Liver of chronic passive congestion.

Bladder uormal.

Spleen two and cue-half times the normal size and

quite firm.

Testicles normal, soft.

Scar, one centimetre long, about two centimetres

above the outer part of right eyebrow, but no evi-

dence of olil fracture beneath. No other scars found

Dupuytreu's contraction of fourth and fifth fingers of

right liund and thumb of left.

Anatomical Diagnosis : general arterio-sclerosis,

atrophy of brain, thrombosis of arteries of brain,

thrombosis of coronary artery, parietal thrombosis of

left ventricle, obliterating pericarditis, destruction of

heart muscle, chronic splenitis, chronic passive conges-

tion of liver, kidney of arterio-sclerosis.

Cause of death : primary arterio-sclerosis, immedi-

ate thrombosis of basilar artery and the coronary

artery with parietal thrombus of heart.

Microscopical examination of a cut section of the

basilar artery showed a great increase in the intima,

with a loss of substance at one place, and to this

" ulcer " the clot was adherent. The kidneys showed
a slight increase of connective tissue, with thickeDiug

of the intima of the vessels.
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A CASE OF SYPHILIS OF THE HEART.i
BY FEEDEEICK COGCiESUALL, M.D.

The case which I am about to report seemed to me
and to the geutlemeu who saw it with me one of great

interest from the rarity of the lesiou and the utter ob-

scurity of the symptoms. I shall enter into full de-

tails as to the patient's previous history, because it

was so misleading that it might well have led to a dif-

ferent diagnosis, aud to a much more favorable prog-

uosis than the result justified.

I was consulted last winter by a gentleman who
complained of a dry, irritating cough, and of feelings

of languor and exhaustion upon the slightest exertion,

and nothing more.

He was a well-developed, well-nourished man of

thirty-three, a teacher and writer by occupation, a fine

athlete, and in the habit of practising difficult and
exacting gymnastic feats. I had knowu him for four

years, during which time he had always appeared to

me to be iu the best of health. He said he had not

consulted a physician before for more than ten years.

He had been accepted without hesitation by two con-

servative insurance companies within the i>ast two years.

When a boy, he had had pneumonia twice, both

times iu the left lung, aud had had scarlet fever witli

which he was very ill. Twelve or thirteen years ago

he had been verj' wild, had occasionally abused alco-

hol, had smoked to great excess, had had gonorrheal

arthritis twice. Twelve years ago he had a hard

chancre, for which he was treated for three months,

and from which he had never noticed the slightest

symptom since. He had begun treatment before

secondary symptoms appeared, as his physician was

certain about the nature of the sore, aud they had

uever manifested themselves.

Of late years, his life had been very different. He
had been married nine years. (His wife had had one

still-born, but no living child.) He had been a total

abstainer for the last two years, and had only used

alcohol occasionally for some years before. He
smoked two or three cigars a week ; but he afterward

acknowledged that he chewed about four ounces of

tobacco a week. Haviug a social position to main-

tain, he was naturally ashamed that he should be

known to have such a filthy habit, and therefore he

> U«ad before the Clinical Section of the Suffolk DiBtrict )Iedical

Society, Octol>er 'ii, ISX.
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never expectorated, but kept a small piece of tobacco

under his tougue, renewing it frequently, and swallow-
ing all the juice ; so that he got the full benefit of the

nicotine.

He had been doing very hard intellectual work for

the past teu years, and taking much violent exercise

in the gymnasium. Had had one vacation of about
three mouths, in all that time. He had had much
business worry and domestic unhappioess, to drown the

thoughts of which he had, for years, been in the habit

of studying and writing late into the night, often not

going to bed until nearly morning.

He was despondent about himself, having told sev-

eral friends that he should not live long. I had been
previously told by his friends that he said he bad
angina pectoris and heart disease, and that he ex-

pected to die of locomotor ataxia. He bad often com-
plained while exercising of severe paroxysms of pain

in his left side. His father and another relative had
committed suicide to escape, it was said, from the suf-

ferings of locomotor ataxia. There was no phthisis

iu the family.

On being questioned as to his present condition, he
said that he had not known what it was not to feel

tired for a year past. Had felt feverish every even-

ing for the past three weeks. Anorexia for the past

month, with nausea at the sight of food, and vomiting
within a few minutes after swallowing solid food.

Had not tried for several weeks to take any nourish-

ment except hot milk diluted one-half with water,

which he was always able to retain, and, occasionally

bread and beef-tea. Was not short of breath, but had
severe pain throughout the left chest on exercising.

Had not raised the least quantity of sputum with his

cough and never felt as if there was anything to raise.

Had lost some weight— he did not know how much
— iu the last six months. Xo night-sweats.

On examination, the temperature was found to be
101.5°

; pulse 65, regular, and of perfectly normal qual-

ity in every way. The tougue was pale, flabby, clean.

Mucous membranes pale. Right chest slightly hyper-

resoiiant, otherwise normal. Left chest, respiratory

and voice sounds seemed a little distant, percussion

slightly less resonant thau right throughout. On
deep inspiration, which caused sharp pain iu the left

axillary and precordial regions, the left side of the

chest expanded markedly less than the right. Heart's

dulness extended almost to the nipple line. The apex
could be most distinctly felt in the fifth interspace in

the nipple line. Heart-sounds normal, except a slight

roughening of the first sound, most distinctly heard to

the left of the sternum in the third interspace. This
was so slight, however, that I was not certain that

there was anything abnormal. Urine, a very small

quantity of which was obtained while he was in my
oflfice, contained a faint trace of albumin ; specific

gravity, by beads, between 1.015 to 1.020.

He was asked to return in a few days, and to bring,

if possible, some sputum and enough urine for com-
plete examination. Meanwhile he was given treat-

ment for the stomach and a sedative for the cough,

but told that rest and change of habits as to work and
exercise were of vastly more importance. He did not

return. I was in the habit of meeting him fre(juently,

and from such opportunities for informal questioning,

1 was able to learn that the cough was better through

the day but getting worse than ever at night, that his

digestion was improving, that he could get no sputum,

could never remember to save the urine, and that for

the present he could not stop work. He seemed very

despondent about himself, and at the same time too

indifferent to try to follow advice.

Soon after his visit to me he made a hurried jour-

ney to a distant State in very cold weather, to attend

some teachers' meeting ; was verj' much exhausted,

and felt that he "had caught cold." Cough was
worse, but still perfectly dry. Stomach became worse

than ever. 1 learned afterward, that about this time

he was seized with a severe pain in the precordial re-

gion after performing a diflicult gymnastic feat. He
became speechless for a few minutes and almost

pulseless, according to the bystanders. He soon re-

covered, however, sufficiently to walk home leaning,

upon the arm of a friend. He said he had not lost

consciousness. He was not seen by any physician at

this time. Some days after, he was seized with vom-

iting in the street while walking home after an even-

ing spent in violent exercise iu the gymnasium.
About three weeks after his visit to me, he found

himself feeling so weak and ill that he at last con-

sented to stay at home until he felt better. After he

had been confined to the house for two days, his ill-

ness suddenly assumed a new form. He was asleep

upon a couch about three in the afternoon, with no
one but his wife iu the room, when, according to her

account, for he could remember nothing, he suddenly

started up in a kind of convulsion and fell upon the

floor unconscious. He was pulseless at the wrist, and
was thought to be dead. The nearest doctor was
called, a homeopath, who worked over him for several

hours before consciousness, or at least intelligence, re-

turned. During this time the pulse was said to have

been very slow. Toward evening he recovered, and
described himself as feeling comfortable except that

he was very much exhausted. He slept well that

night, and got up the next morning saying that he felt

better thau he had felt for months. He took a bath,

dressed, walked about the house, ate a little break-

fast, and smoked a cigar.

About two P. M. that day, which was Saturday, he

was again upon the lounge, when he fell into another

convulsion like that of the day before. The same
doctor was called. The patient became conscious

after some time, and asked that I should be sent for.

I was, however, out of town, and Dr. C. P. Putnam
was called; but he could not be found for several

hours. Meanwhile, the doctor present sent for an-

other homeopath in consultation, and they stayed

with the patient until I arrived about eight p.m.

They told me that the condition in which I found him
was practically the same in which they had first seen

him, except that he was now perfectly conscious.

Their treatment had been most unhomeopathic—
doses of brandy, nitroglycerin, and tincture of digi-

talis, administered hypodermically. Dr. Putnam came
in before 1 had completed my first hasty examination

of the patient, and we went over him together.

The patient was lying, half-undressed, upon his

back on a couch. Face pale and somewhat cyanotic.

Respiration 42 to a minute. Pulse irregular, very

compressible, 15 to 20 to the minute. Apex could not

be felt. Cardiac dulness extended to the nipple line.

A loud murmur was heard all over the cardiac area,

but most distinctly at the base to right of sternum, re»

placing both sounds as well as I could describe it, and
resembling nothing I had ever heard before. It gave
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me tlie impression of a large foreign body obstructing

the current. Dr. Putnam ilescribeil it as tliough tiie

blood was flowing through a mesli-work of wires.

Temperature 97.4°. Patient was perfectly conscious

and intelligent, but too weak to speak much above a

whisper ; complained of pain, as of " a great weight

pressing on his heart."

I remained with him throughout the night, expect-

ing death to occur at any moment.
During the next twelve hours after I took charge

of the case, its history was as follows : The pain soon

disappeared and the patient was comfortable, except

for nausea at times and for difficulty in "getting air

enough," as he expressed it. He was perfectly ra-

tional and conversed in a feeble voice ; was wide

awake. At intervals of from twenty minutes to an

hour, he had a slight tonic convulsion, sometimes as-

suming a position of slight opisthotonus, but generally

raising himself partially up, the hands clenched, the

eyes fixed and staring. He sometimes ground his

teeth, but did not froth at the mouth. There was no

clonic spasm of the extremities, nor twitching of the

face. This would last from one to three minutes,

when be would fall back apparently dead. After re-

ceiving a hypodermic of strychnine nitrate (one-fif-

teenth of a grain), one-tenth of a grain of nitroglycerin

in solution dropped on the tongue, and an enema of an

ounce of brandy in water, he would wake up as if

from sleep, and remain perfectly rational until the

next attack. How much the stimulation had to do

with causing or hastening his revival after one of these

attacks I hardly knew; but I continued it as there

seemed nothing else to be done. Just before one of

the convulsions his pulse would fall to 15 or 16 a

minute, and for a shoit time after renewed stimula-

tion it often rose to 24; most of the time it was 18

to 20. There were pretty distinct Cheyue-Stokes

respiration in short cycles lasting about a minute, 40

breaths ; and there was a curious correspondence in

the heart's action. During the quarter-minute in

which the respirations were most energetic, there was
one heart-beat, preceded and followed by an interval

of seven to eight seconds, in which nothing could be

heard over the heart with the stethoscope. The re-

maining beats were pretty regularly distributed through

the remaining three-quarters of the minute. He
vomited frequently small quantities of a substance re-

sembling thin dark soup. He had taken no food

since morning. He passed urine involuntarily during

cue of the convulsions, but very little. Toward
morning when an attempt was made to obtain a speci-

men for examination by catheter, the bladder was

empty- The pulse gradually improved in quality

during the night, and the patient said he felt much
better.

At eight o'clock Sunday morning, a specimen of

urine was passed voluntarily and given to Dr. J. N.
Coolidge for examination. His report was as follows:

"Color high, specific gravity 1.024, acid reaction,

Bediment considerable, urophein -|-, imlican -|-, urea

1.20 per cent., chlorine normal, earthy phosphates nor-

mal, alkaline phosphates none, albumin one-eighth per

cent. Bile pigments and sugar absent. Sediment: oc-

casional squamous cells, numerous small round cells

and leucocytes, numerous blood globules, many hyaline

and finely granular casts— small, medium, and large,

with epithelium and blood adherent."

By this time the patient seemed strong enough to

bear removal to a bed in the next room. The tem-

perature was 98.2°, pulse varying from 20 to 25.

There was no convulsion after seveu A. m. Sunday
until about five a. m. Monday. He was seen in consul-

tation by Dr. Fitz on Sunday afternoon, and I asked
Dr. Putnam to see him again, which he did late that

afternoon. He thought him distinctly belter. The
vomiting had stopped. He was given euemata of

brandy and peptonized milk every four hours, which
he retained without difficulty, but still felt so nauseated

at the idea of food that nothing was given by the

mouth except a little matzoou, which he relished and
retained. He slept about four hours during Sunday
night.

Monday morning he had a slight convulsion about
five, as I have said ; no more throughout that day.

There was a normal movement of the bowels. Res-

piration 30 to 35, pulse varying from 18 to 30. Most
of the time about 20, of good strength. The char-

acter of the murmur had become by Sunday, and con-

tinued from that time, more like an ordinary hemic
murmur.

Tuesday, after a good night, felt fairly comforta-

ble. Pulse from 20 to 30; respirations about 30.

Took a good deal of matzoon, and enjoyed it. Nutri-

ent enemata and nitroglycerin were continued. No
convulsions.

Wednesday morning, after a restless night, there

was a slight convulsion at about four A. M., no change
after it. About ten A. m. a severe convulsion, fol-

lowed by unconsciousness for a quarter of an hour.

Another slight convulsion at eleven ; a pretty severe

one at two P. M. In all of these urine and feces were
passed involuntarily. There was no voluntary action

of bowels or bladder this day. He seemed stronger,

however, and felt stronger between the attacks.

There was no vomiting. Pulse from 20 to 24, some-

times as high as 30. Temperature normal. At six

p. M. he had a very violent convulsion, the worst he

had had. He struggled, and had to be held to keep
him from falling out of bed. This lasted nearly ten

minutes. When he regained consciousness his pulse

was better than at any time previously, 40 to the

minute for some time. When this convulsion occurred,

I was, for the first time since the beginning of his

illness, not within easy reach, and Dr. Fitz was sent

for. I arrived before Dr. Fitz had left, and we
agreed, I think, that the patient was much stronger

and the action of his heart distinctly better than when
we saw him together on Sunday. After this he was
bright, and talked a good deal about indifferent sub-

jects. He dropped asleep about niue v. m. after

taking some matzoon. At ten he awoke quietly, turned

over on his side, hud a very slight convulsion and

died without speaking.

The autopsy was performed the next day by Dr.

Whitney in the presence of Dr. Putuam and myself.

The lesions found in the heart were subsequently

shown to be syphilitic. V)r. Whitney has kindly con-

sented to give the pathological report of the case.

In conclusion, I have only to say that I must con-

fess that I did not make a diagnosis, when I first

saw the patient on Saturday night.

I was strongly impressed with the idea that there

was probiibly a large ante-mortem thrombosis in the

right ventricle, and expressed the opinion that death

was imminent. As the time wore on and the patient

did not die, and even seemed to be gaining a little, I
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ceased to have auy opinion on the subject. At the

consultation, an intercrauial lesion of some kind,

uremic poisoning and syphilis were only mentioned to

be put aside for what seemed good reasons. There
was little to make out a clear proof of syphilitic infec-

tion, and the symptoms did not resemble those of the

best-kuown cases of cardiac gummas. On the other
hand, there was everything in the patient's past his-

tory to point to the possibility of a complete nervous
break-down ; and the idea of neurotic bradycardia,
with its more cheerful prognosis, seemed contirmed
by the obvious improvement in the patient's condition

in many respects. The only thing, however, about
which auy one could feel certain was that the convul-
sions were of the character of so-called cardiac epi-

lepsy, due to the cerebral anemia which was caused
by the bradycardia.

Clinical SDepartmcnt.

TWO CASES OF CARCliMOMA OF THE BREAST
IN YOUNG ADULTS.

BY JOHN B. SHOBER, M.D., PHILADELPHIA,
Surgeon to the Howard Hospital and Assistant Surgeon to the Gynecean

Hospital.

The serious importance of all tumors of the breast,

and the advisability of early operative procedure when
malignancy is even suspected, have been so frequently

insisted upon in recent literature that every case of

mammary tumor demands our careful study and most
earnest consideration.

There is a widespread belief that carcinoma rarely

occurs under the thirty-fifth year, and that if a tumor
develops before this period, say in the twenties, it can-

not be malignant. The writer has seen three cases

where mistaken diagnosis, based upon this considera-

tion, have resulted most unfortunately for the patients
;

extensive mutilating operations being subsequently re-

quired with recurrence in two of them.

The age of the cases about to be described and the

sex of one of them make them interesting and worthy
of record.

Case I. H. T., male, age twenty-three, a laborer.

He was apparently in robust health, of good muscular

development, and had had no previous illness. There
was no history of tuberculosis or carcinoma in his

family. He had been suffering for about six weeks
with a painful affection of the right nipple. The pain

was not constant, but at times it was very sharp and
lancinating. A distinct lump or induration, about a

half-inch in diameter, was felt immediattly beneath

and slightly adherent to the nipple. It moved freely

over the deep fascia. Pressure caused pain aud a dis-

charge of a small quantity of lacteal fluid.

During the next four weeks the case was treated

expectantly by applications of ichthyol, belladonna

aud iodoform ointments. No improvement having
taken place, the breast was removed by operation.

The tumor was disc-shaped, one-half an inch in di-

ameter, while aud hard. The microscope showed cer-

tain portions of the tumor to consist of hyperplasia of

fully formed connective tissue with dilated and tortu-

ous milk ducts. Other sections of the tumor presented

the appearance of true glandular carcinoma, consisting

of uesis of closely packed epithelial cells, surmounted
by masses of fibrous connective tissue. The adjacent

lymphatic glands showed no carcinomatous infiltra-

tion.

This case made an uneventful recovery, and has had
no recurrence. It has been eight months since the

operation.

Case II. The second case is that of a female, age
twenty-four, single. She was fairly well nourished,

but had always been delicate. Menses began in her
eighteenth year ; always scanty, irregular aud delayed.

She had never had a serious illness, but her family

history was bad. Her mother died of carcinoma of

the uterus ; two maternal aunts had carcinoma of

the breast, and died before they were forty. Her
father lived until he was sixty-seven ; but when he
was sixty his thumb was amputated for a growth
which was said to be epithelioma.

One year before the patient came under observation
she was struck violently upon the left breast. A
month or so later she noticed a small lump developing
at the seat of injury. It increased slowly but steadily

in size, was painful only on pressure, and caused her
little if any physical annoyance. The knowledge,
however, of the tendency to cancer in her family wor-
ried her considerably, so that she presented herself

quite prepared and anxious for an operation.

The tumor was situated in the upper portion of the

breast. It was about the size of an English walnut,
slightly adherent to the overlying tissues, but freely

movable over the deep fascia and laterally. It was
round, hard, and seemed to be encapsulated. There
was no perceptible enlargement of the axillary or ad-
jacent lymphatic glands. The operation consisted of

removal of the entire mammary gland. It seemed
quite unnecessary to remove the pectoral muscles or
to attack the axilla. The wound healed by first inten-

tion, and there has been no recurrence in ten months.
The pathological report is as follows :

There is very marked proliferation of connective
tissue between the glandular acini, almost sufficient to

justify the opinion of iutercaualicular fibroma. As
far as the epithelial elements are concerned, there is

found to be an extensive proliferation of the cells of

the acini, giving rise to solid nests in places and to

accumulations at the ends of acini in other places, and
in many situatious a marked tendency to break through
the basement membrane aud proliferate outside.

These features of the tumor suffice to characterize it

as a carcinoma, probably combined with fibromatous
change.

The case illustrates the advantage of early diagnosis

aud prompt operation. The growth seemed to be
purely local and confined. It is impossible to say how
soon the adjacent lymphatic structures might have be-

come involved. Once involved, the modern radical

operation with ablation of the pectoral muscles and
thorough clearing out of the axillary space would have
become imperative.

Pigeon Calls.— Dr. Harrey, a Scotch physician,

is said to make a practice of leaving with such pa-

tients as are likely to require his prompt attendance

one or more carrier pigeons to be dispatched with

messages. He also takes the winged messengers with

him on his rounds aud sends them back to his otHce

with prescriptions to be filled. It is not stated

whether or not they carry back the medicine to the

sufferer.— Medical Record.
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REPORT ON SURGICAL PROGRESS.
BY H. L. BUKEELL, M.D. AND H. W. CUSHISO, 31. U.

(Continued from No. 23, p. 572.)

TREATMENT OK GANGRENOUS HERNIjE.

Bogdanick" advocates immediate resection in these

cases, and describes his method. The essential point

of the technique is the attempt to make an aseptic

wound before the resection of the intestine, lie

claims that this is accomplished bj' dissecting oti the

sac, after opening it, to the hernial ring. It is then

ligated and removed, with any gangrenous omentum
which it may contain. The tissues thus exposed he

protects from infection by irrigation of carbolic solu-

tion and sterile gauze. The gangrenous portion of in-

testine is now held in place, and the constricting ring

is divided by a sterile instrument. The freed intestine

is drawn out till healthy areas appear. The loop is

irrigated with the antiseptic solution as often as neces-

sary to prevent its being a source of infection. When
ready the loop is clamped, resected, and the resected

ends reunited. It is then returned to the abdomen.
The union of the intestine may be by suture or

mechanical appliance, at the option of the operator.

The abdomen is closed without drainage. The writer

strongly recommends the use of suture for union of

the divided intestine in preference to plates or buttons.

The operation is satisfactory and its details attractive
;

but for cases where the shortest possible surgical inter-

ference sufficient to save life is the only thing to be

considered, any operation requiring one hour or

more for its completion does not appeal to a majority

of surgeons.

TWO cases of OBT0RATOR HERNIA.

Mr. William Anderson '^ has recorded two cases of

obturator hernia, one of which was recognized, operated

upon and recovered. The other was said to be a case

of intestinal obstruction and had a celiotomy. At the

post-mortem examination a knuckle of small intestine

was found strangulated in the left obturator canal.

He states that the signs of strangulation do not

always clearly indicate the locality of the mischief.

They may be analyzed as follows:

(1) Obstruction of the bowels, with the ordinary

symptoms of the condition.

(2) An external tumor in Scarpa's triangle, below
Poupart's ligament, beneath the pectineus, and on the

inner side of the femoral ring. It is most visible

when the limb is extended, and most easily palpable

when the muscles are relaxed by flexion and internal

rotation. It will, however, be absent when the hernia

lies within the canal or between the obturator mem-
branes, or may be difficult to detect even in the com-

plete form if, as rarely happens, the patient is very

fat.

(3) loteroal indicatioDS of tumor by vaginal or

rectal examination.

(4) Tenderness on firm pressure with the finger-tip

ID the region of the external opening of the obturator

canal may assist diagnosis when there is no palpable

tumor.

(5) Irritation of the obturator nerve commonly

" C«ntbl. f. Cbir., 1890, Bd. xxlil, s. 785.
"> Lancet, A|iril 4, 1896, p. 9;!4.

accompanies incarceration as well as strangulation. It

is shown chiefly by a neuralgic pain extending along
the inner side of the thigh, and even to the knee or

lower, add sometimes by a sense of stiffness or cramp
in the adductors.

In some instances the characteristic indications local-

izing the seat of obstruction may all be absent. As a
rule, however, an intestinal obstruction of obscure

origin in an old and emaciated female should always
lead to a careful examination of the external opening
of the obturator canal before abdominal section, and
an exploration of the internal opening afterwards

when laparotomy is performed.

Thirty operations for the relief of strangulation

have been recorded, including those now described.

Of this number, 16 ended fatally. Laparotomy was
performed in five. In the fatal cases 12 deaths were
due to the injury to the gut (gangrene perforation) by
the strangulation, and could hence scarcely be attribut-

able to the operation.

The method of kelotomy is usually that adopted in

the case now reported. It offers no difficulty ; and
almost the only risk for which the surgeon is

likely to be responsible is hemorrhage from a wound
of the obturator vessels— a dangerous complication,

owing to the difficulties opposed to the arrest of the

bleeding by the depth and inaccessibility of the source.

The artery usually lies opposite the upper and outer

part of the sac, and a section of the constricting band
in connection with the external or internal obturator

membrane may usually be made with safety in a

downward and slightly inward direction. The incision

should, however, be as short as possible. It would,
perhaps, be safer still to introduce a steel director or

some other strong edgeless instrument beneath the

neck of the hernial sac and widen the opening by for-

cible pressure in a downward direction. This would
involve no risk, and would probably be sufficient to

allow reduction. An attempt at radical cure will, of

course, always be made after reduction. It is doubt-

ful whether anything is feasible beyond ligature of

the neck of the sac as high as possible. When a
kelotomy reveals a gangrenous state of intestine the

problem is similar to that offered by the same condi-

tion in other herniae. An attempt to excise the gan-
grenous portion and to suture the two ends may not
often be advisable; and probably the best practice,

where the patient's condition permits, will be found io

a laparotomy and the establishment of a lateral anas-

tomosis between the two portions of the strangulated

coil on the abdominal side of the canal. It is hardly

necessary to press the advantages of promptitude when
operation is found necessary. The mortality is that

of delay, not of surgery. Taxis has been successful

in a certain number of cases of strangulated obturator

hernia, but in the present day this measure would be
used with great caution, if at all. Any persevering

efforts at reduction by this means would be likely to

increase the fatalitj' of the condition.

PERFORATING ULCER OF THE STOMACH.

R. ¥. Weir and E. M. Foote have contributed a

valuable paper on this subject, with the report of a
successful case treated by laparotomy. A table of

all the cases operated upon is appended ; careful

analysis of the symptoms, prognosis and treatment is

given, and the various operations are described.*"

» Medical News, April 25, 1896, p. iio.
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They state that the application of the operation of

gastro-enterostomy for the relief of gastric ulcer, pro-

ducing repeated hemorrhages, severe and prolonged
paiu, or obstinate vomiting, while it is attractive in

principle and meets well tbe difficulties of the other

operations that have been practised, must be con-

sidered to be temporarily in abeyance.

Doyen considers the above symptoms formal indica-

tions for operation, and a suggestion of his is noted in

the article. It is that of the systematic application of

rest to the ulcerated stomach, by means of a gastro-

enterostomy, just as an ulceration of the rectum is

often well treated by a colostomy, or as a painful

bladder is relieved by a suprapubic opening. The
results in his own gastro-enterostomies, as well as

those of other surgeons, prove that when this artificial

pylorus is well established that ulcers quickly heal

and hemorrhages cease.

The operation of gastroenterostomy is yet unsatis-

factory in its details. This is acknowledged by sur-

geons of experience, and is further proven by novel

methods for its performance that are evolved at short

intervals. The gastro-enteric opening can be readily

effected ; but the free current of the food, and particu-

larly the bile, to the intestines below is not always
safely accomplished, and in this respect the operation

is individually felt to be a yet unsolved problem.

Should, however, the improvement, susigested by
Doyen, be corroborated at the hands of other surgeons.

or perhaps even be bettered by them, the employment
of the operation of gastro-enterostomy for the relief

of the painful and less urgent forms of gastric ulcer

would at once enable relief to be given to many, and
our art to be notabiy amplified.

TREATMENT OF THE ISOLATED PORTION AFTER
ANASTOMOTIC OPERATIONS ON THE INTESTINE.

A. Obalinski. of Krakaw, has recently called atten-

tion anew to this subject,'" and has published an inter-

esting article about it. At first such isolated loops

were closed by suturing the ends and returning the

section thus closed to the abdomen, but subsequent

experience found that accumulated secretion of this

shut-up portion so distended it that a rupture was
feared, and the method of fixing one or both ends of

the abdominal wound has been considered the most
satisfactory one. The abundant discharge from the

fistula thus formed of a fecal-like fluid often observed

in cases thus treated seemed to justify this conclusion.

More recently, attempts to restore a closed isolated

loop to tbe abdomen have been successful, and in 1894
both Barocz and Obalinski reported cases where this

had been done. It was then noted by Reichel tliat

the successful cases were cases in which the larger

intestine had been closed, and he considered this

result due to the small amount of secretion from the

larger intestine as compared with the small. Another
point now appeared in the discussion, as to what influ-

ence the presence or absence of disease in the isolated

portion would have on the result. Obalinski saw,

fourteen months after isolation, the ascending colon

contracted to a thin band and without any communi-
cation with the patent intestinal tract. Friele reports

a case in 1895 where the isolated portion (parts of the

transverse colon, the splenic flexures and part of the

descending colon) which was the seat of a new growth,

n Ceutbl. i. Ohir., 1896, 809.

was found at the end of several weeks to contain fifty

grammes of a fecal-like secretion.

Obalinski, after a discussion of his data, concludes

that from the actual conditions observed in four suc-

cessful cases that the complete closure of the isolated

portion of a healthy large intestine in a justifiable

operation, and one to be recommended. If this por-

tion is the seat of disease (cancer, tuberculosis, acty-

nomycosis, ulceration, etc.), the upper end should be

sutured into the abdominal wounds and thus left

patent. This fistula should subsequently be closed

when the amount of discharge had become only slight

in amount, as Wiesinger advises. He would only

exceptionally isolate a healthy loop of small intestine

when he could arrange a certain access to it at the

time of operation, so that in case of necessity it conid

be readily opened.

SPLENECTOMY FOR RUPTURE.

Mr. Pitts and Mr. Ballance read papers on " Splen-

ectomy for Rupture " before the Clinical Society of

London, and reported three successful cases. -^

The first case was that of a boy aged ten years who
was admitted to St. Thomas' Hospital under the care

of Mr. Ballance on September 11, 1895. He had
been ill since the early morning with severe pain in

the abdomen, and had been sent to the hospital by
Mr. White of Camberwell, who said he had internal

hemorrhage. Five days previously, while batting at

cricket, the boy had been struck by a " full pitched

ball " on the left side. After the injury he had been
in much pain, but this had passed off until a few hours

before admission, when it recurred. On admission he
was collapsed and suffering from severe shock ; the

surface was blanched, the lips pale, the skin cold and
clammy, the pulse small and rapid, and the respiration

rapid and diaphragmatic. The abdomen was rigid,

tender and prominent; there was slight bulging of the

flanks ; the percussion note was dull in both flanks,

on change of position the dulness could be made to

disappear entirely from the right but not entirely

from the left side. The patient rallied slightly and
the operation was proceeded with. A small incision

was made below the umbilicus, and on opening the

peritoneum a large quaniity of fluid blood gushed out.

A rupture of the spleen being suspected, a four-inch

incision was immediately made in the upper part of

the left linea semilunaris, which exposed a large quan-
tity of clot, some of it dark in color and some in part

decolorized. This was removed and the spleen brought
into view, when it was seen that the latter was severely

ruptured on its phrenic and renal surfaces, the injuries

extending into the hilum and involving the vessels.

The pedicle was ligatured and the spleen cut away.
All blood and clot were then carefully removed by
sponging and the wounds dressed and closed in the

usual way. Convalescence was rapid and satisfactory.

At the operation it was noticed that a spleniculus was
left behind. The blood was carefully examined while

the patient was in the hospital and it was found that

the red corpuscles were diminished in number while

the white were considerably in excess. Tbe physi-

ological mean was reached in about six weeks. At
the present time the boy was in robust health and had
gained weight, but the cervical, axillary, and inguinal

lymphatic glands were all obviously enlarged.

The second case, that of a woman forty-five years

" Lancet, February 22. 18%. p. 484.
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of age, was operated upon in exactly the same way as

the foregoing case, as was also the third case, that of

a man thirty-six years of age— all three cases having
recovered.

The authors discussed in detail the diagnosis of

ruptured spleen, laying stress especially on the follow-

ing points : (1) the locality of the injury ; (2) the evi-

dence of internal hemorrhage
; (3) the great increase

of the fixed splenic duluess; and (4) tiie fact that

while both flanks were dull on percussion the right

flank alone became entirely resonant on change of

position. With reference to the treatment of the in-

jured organ, they urged that in certain cases the

hemorrhage might possibly be arrested by some means
other than the removal of the organ. Tbe only other

similar successful case (Reigner's) on record was then
narrated, and the special symptoms produced by the

removal of the normal spleen in man and brutes briefly

described. Sir Dyce Duckworth stated that tbe re-

sults in splenic leukemia and Hodgkiu's disease were
by no means encouraging, but those described in the

paper were ruptured but otherwise healthy organs.

He hoped for a physiological appendix to the paper
later giving the after-history of the cases.

THE EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF TUBEECDLOSIS OF THE
KIDNEr.

Meyer, in an article on the above subject,^ states

that as far as he has been able to find in literature,

the following observation has not yet been described

On viewing the interior of the bladder the cyftoscopist

perceives an absolutely healthy surface of the vesical

mucous membrane and one perfectly normal ureteral

opening. The mouth of the other ureter however, is

injected ; and a number of circumscribed, clearly de-

fined, inflamed areas of the mucous membrane can be
seem between it and the slightly hyperemic trigouum,
leaving the interposed tissue unchatiged in appearance,
and thus one recognizes with marvellous and astonish-

ing clearness the enemy's steps in a hitherto uninvaded
field. This picture could not be compared better than
to liken it to footprints in the freshly fallen snow.
No other disease of bladder or kidney with which the
author is acquainted presents a similar cystoscopic ap-
pearance. Should the microscope fail after repeated
observations to confirm a diagnosis made by the cysto-

Bcope, it would be well to inoculate a rabbit by inject-

ing some of the sediment into his pleural or peritoneal

cavity, or the diagnostic value of Koch's tuberculin
might be tried.

Therefore, in cases of the sudden appearance of the

above mentioned symptoms, too much stress cannot
be laid upon the necessity of establishing a strictly de-
fined diagnosis as soon as possible, and of carrying out
that treatment which alone is the logical sequence of
the same, namely, early extirpation of the primarily
diseased kidney.

RAPID AND EAST METHOD OF TRANSPLANTING THE
URETERS INTO THE INTESTINE, WITHOUT SUTURE,
BY MEANS OF A SPECIAL ANASTOMOSIS BUTTON.

Dr. Achille Boari has published a description of
his button and the technique for its use." Up to this

time the objection to the implantation of the ureter in

the intestine has been the fear of ascending infection
of the kidneys by intestinal micro-organisms. Gior-

" Medical Newe, ^larcb 7. 1S%, p. 253.
" II PolicHuico, October, IsSS; American Jonriial of Medical

Scieocea, April, 189C, p. 481.

dano and Vignoni have each succeeded in keeping

dogs alive for some months after transplantation of

the ureters to the rectum, and Chaput has transplanted

the ureter in the human female to the descending

colon with perfect success and no serious after-com-

plications. The patient is in good health — three

years after operation. Chaput says :
" The passage

of the urine into the intestine causes no inconvenience,

does not disturb digestion, nor irritate the mucous
membrane. It only provokes rather frequent stools,

but not oftener than tbe normal urinations. It is not

necessarily followed by either hydronephrosis or pyelo-

nephritis from ascending infection, as my observations

show." Two additional successful cases after the use

of the button are reported by its inventor, in which

the button came away on the eighth and twelfth days

respectively. In neither has there been any signs of

uremia since the operation.

CHANGES IN THE SPINAL CORD FOLLOWING AMPU-
TATIONS.

At a meeting of the Pathological Section of the

Liverpool Medical Institution, Dr. Alfred W. Camp-
bell read a paper on " The Changes of the Spinal

Cord following Amputations,"^^ and detailed the

changes found in three cases, one being an amputation

below the knee, and two being amputations through

the upper arm. For purposes of comparison, sections

of the spinal cord from a case in which the entire

brachial plexus had been injured in early life were
shown. In all cases marked changes in the spinal

cord were found in those segments which receive the

sensory nerves from the skin and give off the motor
nerves to the muscles removed. These changes were
hemiatrophy, with universal reduction in size of gray

and white matter, without definite sclerosis of special

tracts, and a numerical deficiency of the nerve cells in

the cornua, but especially in the postero-lateral group

of the anterior cornu, all on that side corresponding to

the amputation. In the case where the leg had been

amputated there was a reduction in the number of the

nerve cells in Clark's column in the lower dorsal and

upper lumbar segment. The peripheral nerves above

the site of operation revealed marked atrophic altera-

tions and a filling up of the intervening spaces be-

tween bundles by large quantities of fat. The ganglia

on the posterior roots presented atrophy of some nerve

cells. In the bracliial-plexus case the hemiatrophy

was not so marked and the posterior cornua were sym-

metrical, a condition which Dr. Campbell explained

might be due to the skin being left intact. Reference

was made to Sherrington, Head and Thorburn's work
on "Spinal Localization," and the wonderful accu-

racy of the results of these observers as confirmed by

these cases was commented upon. The paper was
illustrated by lantern slides.

RUPTURE OF THE QUADRICEPS EXTENSOR MUSCLE AND
ITS TENDON ABOVE AND BELOW THE PATELLA.

Walker, in an analysis of 255 cases of rupture of

the quadriceps extensor muscle and its tendon above
and below the patella," notes the following conclu-

sions :

(1) In recent cases where there is not much effusion

and the joint is apparently not closed, where the sep-

arated ends can be approximated and detained by
suitably adjusted pads, the mechanical treatment may
M Lancet, Tol. i, 1896, p. 713.
^ American Journal of Medical Sciences, Jti , 1896, p. 638.
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be carefully considered. lu the hands of the iutelli-

geut general practitioner this method may be expected
to bring about a complete recovery in the larger num-
ber of cases. From nine to twelve months will be re-

quired to re-establish fully the normal functions.

(2) A too prolonged fixation in bed is unfavorable
to an early recovery, therefor.e early massage and pas-

sive motion are strongly advised.

(3) The skilled aseptic surgeon who primarily re-

sorts to the operative method iu suitable cases (but
the age and vitality of each patient must be most
carefully considered) may quite reasonably hope to

obtain a better result in a larger number of cases and
save his patient three to six months' time.

(4) Catgut, kangaroo tendon, or silkworm-gut
should be used, and where there is much eSusiou drain-

age should also be employed.

(5) When the separation is greater than one and
one-half inches, or when the case has not recovered

under the mechanical treatment, the operative is indi-

cated.

(6) As the length of time required for treatment
is a very important consideration, so the operative

method, which has diminished this period and also suc-

ceeded in a larger number of cases without increasing

the danger, will be more often indicated and more fre-

quently applied in the hands of the skilled surgeon.

SYNOVITIS AND SUPPURATIVE ARTHRITIS OCCURRING
AS COMPLICATIONS OF ERYSIPELAS.

Gamgee " calls attention to the infrequency with

which these complications are referred to by most
authors of English text-books. He has collected

records of 817 cases of erysipelas, among which were
12 (1.46 per cent.) cases of synovitis or suppurative

arthritis. Regarding the pathology of these condi-

tions, the author could find but one reference bearing

on the former, that of SchuUer, who found the strep-

tococcus of erysipelas in a case of erysipelatous hy-

drarthrosis. Fehleisen and Hajek hold that the

streptococcus erysipelatosis is incapable of causing

suppuration, which when it occurs is due, they claim,

to the streptococcus pyogenes. On the other hand, a

number of observers have found the erysipelas coccus

in suppurating inflammation of the joints, which have

been produced experimentally, indeed, in animals by
injections of pure cultures. The cocci reach the

joiuts by direct extension, when the area of erysipelas

is in the vicinity of the affected joint, or by metastasis

when the joint lesion occurs at a point remote from

the seat of primary infection. The joint complica-

tions may arise at any time during the course of the

attack of erysipelas. In two cases of synovitis re-

corded by Boucher, the affection appeared on the

twentieth and eighteenth days respectively. In sup-

purative arthritis the earlier the disease appears the

more acute are its symptoms, and unless prompt and
energetic treatment be instituted disorganization of

the joint will speedily follow, if not even the death of

the patient. The prognosis will depend ou the same
factors as in other cases of suppurative arthritis.

The treatment recommended in synovitis is perfect

rest of the joint. In suppurative arthrites, free in-

cisions and absolute fixation are advised. Amputa-
tion may become necessary.

'" Birmingham Medical Review, 1895. vol. xxxviii, No. 206 ; Ameri-
can Journal of Medical Scieuces. January, 1896, p. 102.

( To be continued.)

IS^epotrtjE^ of M>^t\ttit^,

CLINICAL SECTION OF THE SUFFOLK DIS-
TRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

J. L. AMES, M.D., SECRETARY.

Regular meeting, Wednesday, October 21, 1896,

Dr. H. F. Vickery, Chairman pro tern.

Dr. W. H. Prescott read a paper on

arterio-sclerosis.'

Dr. E. N. Whittier: In all transactions, except

medical, change of title implies change of ownership;

but the physician, with the unselfish disregard of busi-

ness proprieties characteristic of the profession, changes

the titles of his possessions in token of an ownership,

broadened, deepened and strengthened. The title

arterio-sclerosis has been evolved from a series of con-

tinuous and progressive changes, clinical and path-

ological, in our knowledge of the subject presented

for discussion this evening. Atheroma, endarteritis-

chronica-deformans, arterio-capiilary-fibrosis, arterio-

sclerosis have, in the memory of those present, each

held sway ; but the present title, with its various sub-

divisions describes the property better than any pre-

vious efforts.

The subject of the admirable paper by Dr. Prescott

has not yet received the attention a wider knowledge
will compel. Vascular questions exceed all others in

their importance; the perplexing problems of ''expec-

tation of life" find their best solution in the condition

of the circulatory apparatus ; that a man is " only as

old as his arteries," and that " the majority of men
find their way out of life through the portal of arterio-

sclerosis," seem to me to require no demonstration in

order to be accepted. It is consoling to feel, that,

although a man through vice or infelicity in method of

living, may be old at forty, his more virtuous neighbor

may be young at eighty, in spite of the physiological

arterio-sclerosis all flesh is heir to.

The subdivisions of arterio-sclerosis most frequently

to be dealt with, are the cardio-va«cular and the vaso-

renal ; the latter is seldom recognized apart from an

appreciable cardiac accompaniment, causal or re-

sultant.

From a pathological point of view it may be impor-

tant to determine which of the two conditions, cardiac

or renal, is primary; clinically it is often impossible,

and from a therapeutic standpoint not essential, for

that form of treatment is most salutary which is large

in scope as regards the essential lesion and its second-

ary complications. This arises because we are un-

fortunate in our relations to this formidable disease,

for we are seldom in position to treat the trouble in its

early stages, but frequently at so late a period in its

progress that remedial measures are ineffectual, and
palliatives are our main resource.

There are two periods in this disorder which are

pregnant with errors in diagnosis. In the first, there

is poverty of symptoms by which localization may be

accurately mapped out; iu the second, such profusion

of rational and physical signs, such evidences of struct-

ural changes, cardiac, renal and cerebral, that the un-

derlying and causal relation of the condition of the

vascular channels, may be altogether lost sight of in

the study of the effects of arterio-sclerosis.

' See page fi88 of the Journal.
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Sphvgiuographic tracings, as aids in the diagnosis of

disorders of the circulatory apparatus, are important;

and in all cases where accentuation of the aortic valves

points to increased arterial resistance, I feel certain

tliat sphygmograois of the radial will show, in advance

of other methods, by a well-defined departure from

normal tracings, the degree of sclerosis of the pe-

ripheral vessels. Although the sphygmograph is far

from being the iustrument of precision longed for,

more reliance may be placed upon it than upon the

stethoscope in determining the method of the heart's

action in cases of impending cardiac inefficiency, as

well as the influence of treatment designed to delay

the progress of that most dreaded result of arterio-

cardiac sclerosis.

Departures from normal tracings indicative of

cardio-vascular changes associated with arterio-sclerosis

are most marked in the systolic part of the sphygmo-
gram ; but the diastolic period presents features of

wide variance from normal in the behavior of the heart

daring this portion of the cardiac cycle. I do not

remember any tracings of radial sclerosis which did

not present evidence of cardiac involvement in the

sharp rise, in the lessening of the " primary wave," in

the lifting of the "tidal wave," in the lowering of the

"aortic notch," and in a flattening of the curves and
shortening of the diastolic portion of the tracing.

The paper of the evening is most timely, because

of a deepening interest in the subject-matter of diseases

of the blood-vessels. Dr. Prescott "rounds up" com-

pletely the clinical and pathological facts pertaining

to this disorder, and has placed in strong light the

salient features of a case such as may at any time

come into the care of the general practitioner.

Careful attention to the history of the patient, with

particular reference to the etiological influence of the

"chronic intoxications" arising from alcohol, syphilis,

lead, rheumatism, malaria, etc., will give the largest

ojjportunity for correct treatment during the primary

stages, and far in advance of the time when the disease

is confessedly unmanageable by reason of the second-

ary complications— cardiac, vaeo-renal or cerebral.

The differential diagnosis of the disease in the early

stages is no longer diflicult ; and recent contributions

to our knowledge in this direction have been so large

that the complications and secondary phenomena of

arterio-sclerosis are far less likely than formerly, to be

reg.irded as primary pathological states of the various

viscera involved.

Dr. J. L. Morse: I am inclined to think that, un-

less our attention is called to it, we hardly realize the

frequency of this condition of primary arterio-sclerosis,

and do not recognize its importance clinically. I think

we are very apt to j)a8s over the early cases even when
they have the four cardinal symptoms— increased

arterial tension, thickening of the vessel wall, hyper-

trophy of the left ventricle and accentuation of the

aortic second sound. Again, in the later stages of the

disease, when the secondary changes in the heart and
kidney are developed, we are very likely to overlook

the primary disease and call the case cardiac or renal,

as the case may be. To see how far I have fallen into

the error 1 liave just spoken of, I have had my house-

ofTicers look over the cases 1 have seen in the out-

patient department of the City Hospital in the last two
years, and lind that I have made the diagnosis arterio-

sclerosis as tlie first diagnosis in only 25 cases. I feel

sure, however, that I saw many more than that.

Twenty-four of these were men and one a woman.
Most of the men were between fifty and seventy ; none
of them in the thirties. I looked these over to see

what were the prominent symptoms, and found, as I

expected, that most of them came for dizziness or

headache. Twelve came primarily because of dizzi-

ness. In some the dizziness was continuous, while

others only had dizzy spells. Eight had constant

headache and came for that. One complained of in-

somnia. Three had had typical attacks of angina,

and four complained of paresthesia, largely in the

legs. It seems to me that these figures suagest rather

an important point in diagnosis, and that is, that a

middle-aged or old man who complains of dizziness or

constant headache is very possibly the subject of

arterio-sclerosis.

Dr. Boland : I would like to ask how the doctor

explains the lack of rhythm in the pulses of tho two
sides.

Dr. Pkescott : I think that it may be due to

spasm of the artery as suggested by Dr. George L.

Peabody in Vol. VI of Transactions of the American
Medical Association (1891).

Dr. Vickert : I presume the doctor looked with a

good deal of interest at the lungs after that early his-

tory. Pathologists have made such claims as to the

number of cases of cured tuberculosis that are found

at autopsy that it is interesting in this man who was
supposed to have been "in a decline" at the age when
phthisis is common that there was nothing to show
for it in the thorax. It hardly seems possible but

what there would have been some adhesions or scars

that could have been interpreted as a former localized

process even after this lapse of time. I should like

to ask Dr. Prescott what he thinks about that.

Dr. Prescott: My explanation of that sickness

was that he had an attack of pericarditis which caused

the obliteration of the pericardial sac, because the

layers of the pericardium had evidently been adher-

ent for a long while.

Id reference to the term "ulcer," I would like to

say that I used it because it was used in the books,

and I agree perfectly with Dr. Whitney's criticism of

its use.

In support of what Dr. Morse has said, I would
say it was because I believed that arterio-sclerosis was
so often overlooked, and that clinicians pay so little

attention to the disease that 1 wrote the paper.

Headache has been a very common symptom in the

cases 1 have seen. The removal of the cause before the

cases have advanced very far is important in those cases

due to chronic poisoning. Dr. Whittier's list of causes

is about in accordance with the one which I should make
up from what 1 have seen, except 1 think syphilis is

a primary cause more often in arterio-sclerosis of the

brain than any of the other causes.

Dr. Vickert : One other practical point in the

paper was that this patient bore his journey well.

We often have to decide whether a patient will survive

a journey of any sort which is more or less necessary,

and yet we hesitate because we should hate to have a

death occur in transit. This patient bore his journey

with equanimity. Twice this summer 1 have been

placed where it seemed desirable for patients to

travel when they were in delicate condition, and I

have been struck with the same thing, that with

proper care the effort does not seem to be so disas-

trous as we might beforehand fear. The mental
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excitement and interest act as a stimulus to the heart

in these cases, and then with the various means of

transportation carefully used the strain is not very

great.

Dr. F. Coggeshall read a paper on

A CASE OF SYPHILIS OF THE HEART.

"

Dr. Whitney : The autopsy of this case was most
interesting, both from the lesion found and from the

absence of lesions. Owing to the cramped quarters

in which the autopsy had to be performed, the head

was not opened, a sufficient cause of death having

been found in the body. The body was that of a

well-built man with the usual signs following death.

On opening the thorax the left lung was found adher-

ent throughout, which condition may have dated from

the pneumonia in early life, and may have been in

part the cause of the pain referred to that region.

The lungs were engorged with blood, although there

was no evidence of any solidification or infarction.

The other organs were in the same condition of gen-

eral engorgement, the kidneys remarkably hyperemic,

and it is very probable that the changes in ihe urine

were simply due to the disturbance of the circulation.

The chief interest centred in the heart. It was found

very much enlarged. On opening the left ventricle

nothing particularly marked was noticed. On open-

ing the right ventricle it was found to be full of clot,

much of which was evidently of intracardial origin

and quite firmly adherent to the ourface of the intra-

ventricular septum. On scraping this away there

was seen in that portion of the heart a rounded tumor,

which was soft and yellowish in color, and on cutting

into it, of a semi-purulent consistency, so much so I

thought at first it was an inflammatory condition. At
the same time it suggested itself to me that possibly

we had one of those rare cases of gumma of which I

had read, but of which I had never seen a specimen.

On looking into the left ventricle there was a similar

condition seen just beneath the aortic valves, project-

ing as a slight protuberance above the surface of the

heart, with more or less necrosis but with no throm-

bus attached. The consistency was that of firm

fibroids with a certain amount of yellow cheesy degen-

eration more or less diffused throughout the substance.

The appearances were a little suggestive of tuberculo-

sis and at once preparations were made to see if

tubercle bacilli were present, and a portion was inocu-

lated into a Guinea-pig. But neither the cover-glass

nor the subsequent fate of the animal showed evidence

of its being of tubercular origin. The microscopical

examination showed no miliary tubercles ; but simply

these areas of fibrous, yellowish, opaque material

usually seen in the gummata of other organs of the

body, 80 that by exclusion as well as by the positive

appearance the diagnosis of a gumma was settled.

Gumma of the heart is certainly a rare accident of

syphilis, and in looking up the subject to a slight

extent I fiud that there were cases recorded tlie

middle of the last century ; but I think it is a little

problematical as to just what the condition was.

Ricord is credited with being the first to accurately de-

scribe gumma of the heart in 1845 ; then Virchow and

the other pathologists recognized its occurrence; and

this picture from Lebert, done sometime in the SO's

gives an illustration of gumma in the heart. A num-

ber of men have written on this subject. One rather

: See page 661 of the JournaL

interesting case is given by Jiirgens. An actress, nine-

teen years old, complained of palpitation of the heart

for eight days only before her death. She had lived

in the same house for a year, and the landlady said

she had never been sick during that time, and always

had looked very well. She died so suddenly that it

was a question if it might not have been suicide.

There was nothing to be seen on the external surface

of the body that suggested syphilis. The brain was

intact. Both lungs were very edematous. Slight edema

of the glottis. The heart was very much enlarged,

especially on the right side ; and in the wall of the

right ventricle there were a number of elevations

above the surface, which went down deeply into the

muscular substance. They were in many places of

an opaque, yellowish color, disseminated through

dense fibrous tissue, and were evidently the gumma of

syphilis. In this case in the right kidney were a num-

ber of scars showing evidence of former trouble.

There were eo scars upon the genitals. The illustra-

tion shows very well the extensive infiltration of the

heart wall with the gummatous material ; and yet

this patient, until within eight days of her death, bad

no symptoms which called attention to her condition.

The most extensive work on this subject is one pub-

lished in the ' Archives for Dermatology and Syphi-

lis," on "Syphilis of the Heart in Late and Heredi-

tary Forms," by Marachek. He has collected about

115 cases of syphilis of the heart, and gone into the

subject extensively. The illustrations are very good.

Syphilis of the heart appears in two forms, either

in the nodular or gummatous form, such as we have

in the case Dr. Coggeshall has reported, or in the

form of diffuse fibrous thickening, which is more like

that which accompanies arterio-sclerosis, and is due to

syphilitic disease of the vessels (syphilitic endarteritis).

The rarity of the affection may be judged, perhaps

from the fact that in 100,000 autopsies in Vienna

gone over by Marachek, he was able to fiud but six

cases of syphilitic disease of the heart.

Dr. Vickert : I would like to express my interest

in this case and the admiration for the way in which

it has been reported. I never have seen a case of

syphilis of the heart that I know of, and I believe the

condition to be very rare. It has been stated that

the gummata in the wall of the heart are apt to har-

den and not to liquefy, which I think is fortunate.

The prognosis I understand to be very unfavorable,

even if the diagnosis can be made. I should think

the history illustrated the extreme advantage of a

prophylactic mode of life.

Dr. Prescott: I have never seen a case of

syphilis of the heart, but I once saw a specimen

(which in many ways resembled this) which was a

case of echinococcus of the septum of the heart,

where the appearance of the swelling before it was

cut open was similar to the appearance in this case,

being about tiie same size and color ; but, of course,

wiiei) a cut into it was made the nature of the trouble

was found out. The wail of the cyst was very thick

giving it an appearance of fibrous thickening. lu

that case the patient died suddenly, having been per-

fectly well and never having had any symptoms.

Dk. Whitney : As regards the seat of the lesion

in the intraventricular sejitum, we do not know so

much about the relation of the nerves of the heart;

but I think, as far as is known, that the great ganglia,

or those that preside most over the action of the heart,
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are in the intraventricular surface rather than on the

walls, 60 that a lesion would be more apt to produce

disturbance of the heart there than iu the wall of the

ventricles. For instance, iu the case of Jiirgens, most

of the guoimata were in tiie wall of the ventricle and
not iu the ventricle; and although that patient died

suddenl}', there was not a great deal of heart disturb-

ance until a short period before death. Whether
this location in the ventricles will be borne out by

future observations remains to be seen.

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION.

Twenty-Fourth Annual Mketing, Buffalo, N. Y.,

September 15-18,1896.

first day. — morning session.

The Association assembled in Ellicott Square, and

its deliberations were presided over by Dr. Eduardo
LiCEAGA, of Mexico, President of the Superior Board
of Health of that city.

Dr. Stephen Smith, of New York, the first Presi-

dent of the Association, was introduced, and made a

few remarks with reference to the progress the Associa-

tion has made from its beginning.

Dk. Ernest Wende, Commissioner of Health, of

Buffalo, cordially welcomed the Association in behalf

of the local committee of arrangements.

REPOET OK THE COMMITTEE ON CAR SANITATION.

This was read by Dr. C. O. Probst, in the absence

of Dr. G. p. Conn, of Concord, Chairmau. The
report states that any one who takes an interest in car

sanitation will soon become convinced that there is

something lacking in ihe manner in which cars are

cleansed and kept in condition for the travelling public.

Iu caring for these conditions, ignorant and untrained

help may and do destroy a great deal that should be

cared for, and thus the expenses of this department

are far beyond what is actually necessary.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE CLEANING OK RAILROAD PAS-

SENGER-CARS.

Dr. Domingo Orvananos, of the City of Mexico,

read a paper with the above title.

To afford any security against contagion or infection

from railroad cars, it is necessary that the cleansing

operations shall be carried out several times a day.

To attain these objects, the author thinks passenger-

cars ought to be constructed iu a very different manner
from their present style. The bed-clothing, including

the blankets aud curtains, should be changed daily, as

well as the mattresses.

POSSIBILITIES OF contagion FROM VENEREAL DIS-

EASES IN RAILWAY CARS.

This paper was read by Dr. Tomas Noriega, of

the State of Chiapas, Mexico, in which he cited the

case of a married man, thirty years of age, who ijrose

from his bertli and, as was his custom, washed his face

in the lavatory of a Pullman car. Two days there-

after he felt the first symptoms of purulent ophthalmia,

for which he consulted a physician. The patient was
treated energetically, but in spite of all efforts the

right eye was lost. Other similar cases were reported.

Dr. Frederick Montizambkrt, of Montreal,

General Superintendent of the Quarantines of the

Doinijiion of Canada, presented the

REPORT op the COMMITTEE ON STEAMBOAT AND
STEAMSHIP SANITATION.

FIRST DAY. AFTERNOON SESSION.

A paper on the

INFECTIOUSNESS OF MILK

was read by Dr. James F. Kennedy, of Dee Moines,
Iowa.

Cows' milk aloue was considered, since no other

kind of milk is used by many infants and adults, and
since it is the almost universal, and, under proper con-

ditions, the best substitute for human milk in the

feeding of children. In Berlin, in giving the certifi-

cates of death of children under one year, the fact

must be stated as to whether the child was fed from
the breast or brought up artificially. In 10,000 deaths

thus reported, it was found that two-thirds, or 7,646
were artificially fed. The author emphasized the im-

portance of a sanitary inspection in addition to, if not

to the exclusion of, the mere commercial examination.

REPORT OF the committee ON ANIMAL DISEASES
AND ANIMAL FOOD.

This was read by the Chairman, Dr. D. E. Salmon,
of AVashiugton, D. C.

Animal diseases are now more intelligently managed
by sanitary officers than ever before, and the meat in-

spection service has been steadily extended and per-

fected. Outbreaks of anthrax among the domesticated

animals were apparently becoming more frequent.

The contagion once introduced into a pasture remains
indefinitely. A disease so fatal to man and beast

should be promptly repressed whenever it makes its

appearance, aud precautions observed to prevent in-

fection of new territory. The report then dwells on
the widespread prevalence of tuberculosis among
dairy cattle.

Measures for the eradication of this disease have
been undertaken by a few States and by a considerable

number of cities.

Dk. Francisco de P. Bernaldez, of Mexico,
contributed a paper on the

study ok the pathogeny, etiology and pro-
phylaxis of typhus.

This disease arises from a microbe not as 3'et dis-

covered. Throughout all the districts, which are

called the hot country in the Mexican Republic, the

infection of typhus does not exist, whilst in temperate
climates, at a higher elevation, it predominates in en-

demic form.

REPORT OF the committee ON NOMENCLATDRE AND
FORMS OF STATISTICS,

by Dr. Samuel AV. Abbott, of Wakefield, Mass.,

Chairman.
The report dealt with the need of a uniform system

of classification and nomenclature. Before advising

the general acceptance of any one system for general

use, the Committee recommended that the Association

collect and compare the systems now in use and em-
ployed by the different national, state and municipal

authorities in this country, in order that these may
also be comjiaied with the systems now in use in other

countries, so that a general system can be recommended
for adoption throughout the states and countries with-

in the bounds of the Association.
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Dr. Eduardo Liceaga, the President, read a

paper on

THE NOMENCLATURE OF DISEASES AND FORMS OF
STATISTICS.

The Board of Health of Mexico City had from the

year 1879 up to the year 1887, classified the diseases

resulting in death in a certain number of groups.

From the year 1888 he, as President of the Board,

proposed the adoption of the provisional nomenclature

adopted by the Royal College of Surgeons of London.
This nomenclature was adopted, because it was the one

then followed by almost all the English-speaking

nations, and in order that tables of mortality might be

compared with those of such nations.

ON THE NEED OF UNIFORMITY IN THE MEANING OF
THE TERM " STILL-BORN,"

by Dr. Jesus E. Monjaras, of San Luis Potosi,

Mexico.
The laws of different countries were cited by the

author, after which he proposed the following

:

(1) That there shall be included under the term

"still-born," all children of more than six months of

intra-uterine life that are born dead.

(2) That there be added to the nomenclature of the

causes of death the term that shall represent all

children that die within seventy-two hours after birth

without known cause, and that they be designated by

the term "died at birth without known cause."

(3) That the Committee on Nomenclature of Dis-

eases and Forms of Statistics be authorized to recom-
mend this modification of the existing nomenclature

in all the countries of the American continent.

(4) That these modifications once adopted in said

continent, the same would doubtless be accepted in

Europe and elsewhere.

DENGUE.

A paper on this subject was read by Dr. Henry D.
HORLBECK, of Charleston, S. C.

The disease was defined ; after which the author

said the object of the paper was to put on record a

brief account of a widespread outbreak of this malady
which occurred in Charleston in 1895. Commencing
in July and lasting until November, it is estimated

that 50,000 of the inhabitants were afflicted with the

disease. Men and women, seventy years of age, and
infants, had it, and yet the malady was not prevalent

a few miles distant. Notwithstanding the suddenness

of the onset and severity of the attack, death was rare.

MUNICIPAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR HEALTHY SCHOOL-
HOUSES.

Mrs. Ellen PL Richards, of Boston, contributed

a paper on this subject.

Local agitation of this question might do some
good ; but to the author it seemed as if the time had
come for some concerted action compelling city auth-

orities to keep school-houses in good condition. A
most efficient way would be to bring to bear the power
of the law, and to insist that such buildings as are

flagrant violations of the law shall be closed as private

buildings would be.

FIRST DAY. EVENING SESSION.

Addresses were delivered by the Mayor of Buffalo

and the Rev. Thomas Slicer, both of whom spoke
of the

BENEFITS OF SANITATION.

The President, Dr. Liceaga, then delivered the

ANNUAL ADDRESS.

He first thanked the members for the distinguished

honor conferred upon him, after which he said that

the preservation of health, the prolongation of life,

and the physical improvement of the human race were
the ideal principles that ought to be kept in view.

Coming to the question of epidemics. President

Liceaga states that they can be suppressed at their in-

ception by isolating the first patients and disinfecting

thcobjects which they have contaminated, whether
these objects be the clothes they have used, the furni-

ture found in their respective rooms, or the rooms in

which they were kept during the disease. Isolation

in cases of diphtheria must be absolute and complete.

A proposition which demanded special study was
the technique of disinfection.

Lastly, the speaker cited examples to show the ad-

visability of organizing a committee to study the

periods during which each contagious disease is trans-

missible and the time during which every patient who
has suffered from such disease is dangerous to the

CDmmunity.

SECOND DAY. MORNING SESSION.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE DISPOSAL OF
GARBAGE AND REFUSE.

This was presented by Mr. Rudolph Hering, C. E.,

of New York City, Chairman, and was followed by a

paper entitled

DISPOSAL OF the garbage AND WASTE OF THE
HOUSEHOLD,

by CoL. W. F. Morse of the same city.

In considering the matter of the final disposition of

garbage, the author said that no record of methods
could be complete unless those means were considered

by which the waste of the family was destroyed in the

home where it was produced. An apparatus in the

form of a carbonizer for the disposal of garbage was
described.

Dr. N. E. Wordin, of Bridgeport, Conn., read a

paper entitled

A PLEA FOR THE DOMESTIC DISPOSAL OF GARBAGE.

Fire is the best destroyer. It leaves no filth and
no germs behind. The different methods of disposing

of garbage were tabulated as follows: (1) the most
wasteful— sea disposal; (2) the most offensive— hog
feeding or fertilization

; (3) the most economical to

operate— reduction; (4) the most sanitary and com-
plete— cremation. Reduction and cremation were the

only methods worthy of consideration for any city.

Dr. Wm. S. Tremaine, of Buffalo, explained the

results of practical experiments with one of the garb-

age crematories in Buffalo. This crematory success-

fully disposes of garbage and excrement without any
odor.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION
AND DISPOSAL OF THE DEAD,

by the Chairman, Dr. Charles O. Probst, of

Columbus, O.

The Committee is of the opinion that it is quite pos-

sible to so prepare a body dead of infectious disease
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witb promptitude and but little expense as to make it

transportable witbout any danger of transmitting in-

fection, and it is tbe duty of tbe Association to de-

velop tbe simplest metbods by wbich tbis desirable

end could be obtained, in order tbat tbe sentiment of

respect for tbe dead migbt be maintained witbout any

danger to tbe living. If, bowever, all dead bodies are

to be allowed transportation, it would be necessary to

provide tbat the preparation of bodies, wbere death

resulted from a contagious disease shall in each in-

stance be under the direct supervision of the health

authorities.

THE QUICK OR THE DEAD.

Dr. Benjamin Lee, of Philadelphia, read a paper

with tbis caption. Health authorities should be very

slow in relaxing any of the precautious and restrictions

at present iu force attending the transportation of

those dead of contagious diseases. He thinks the true

solution to the question of transportation is to be

found iu tbe cremation of all bodies dead of contagious

diseases.

ON MEASDRES FOR THE PREVENTION OF BLINDNESS,

by Dr. Augustin Chacon, of the City of Mexico.

Statistics, cited by the author, prove that a great

deal more than half of the cases of blindness might

very probably have been avoided, if proper measures

had been taken in time. The two diseases of tbe eye

which cause tbe loss of sight in the largest number of

patients were atrophy of the optic nerve and purulent

ophthalmia. These two diseases were considered at

length. Special attention ought also to be given to

hygiene of the sight in schools.

Dr. Alberto G. Noriega, of Mexico, read a

paper on

miasmatic fevers in the state of sonora.

The author spoke of the origin, treatment, and
some of the peculiarities of the symptomatic charac-

teristics of fevers from miasmatic origin in this State.

He proposed the following prophylactic measures :

(1) The planting of thick woods around the town-

ship with the idea of suppressing the paludic miasma
where the trees grow.

(2) Tbe houses ought to be built on the highest

places in order to keep them as far as possible out of

the reach of the gases from the pools and marshes.

(.S) The front of tbe houses must not face tbe direc-

tion of the dominant wind, and the houses themselves

ought not to be iu tbe way of the winds coming from
the pools.

(4) To avoid the watering of the floors in order to

maintain the interior of tbe bouses as dry as possible.

(5) The workmen in the fields must not commence
their work until the sun is way up, and they must re-

tire from the fields before the sun sets.

summary of sanitary legislation in the state
of MEXICO.

Tbis paper was read by Dr. M. Alvarez, of

Mexico.

The author said tbat the philosophy of sanitary

legislation rested on three bases: (I) those which at-

tempt to endow the individual with good health, (2)

those which take precautious against diseases of all

kiuds, (3) those which require the partial sacrifice of

individual liberty iu favor of tbe general community.
Tbe author then entered exhaustively into drinking-

waters, vaccination, and vaccination laws, paying par-

ticular attention to the obligatory vaccination law of

Mexico.

SECOND DAY. AFTERNOON SESSION.

Dr. a. Walter Suiter, of Herkimer, N. Y., read

a paper entitled

obiter dicta concerning sanitary organization.

He said a system of health administration without
effective organization was like a ship without a rudder,

subject to the mercy of every pestilential storm. Dr.
Suiter made a strong plea for an arrangement so sys-

tematized that sanitary direction may be administered

iu tbe most practical and advantageous manner with-

out conflict of authority. The public should be edu-
cated to a point of proper appreciation of the impor-
tance of the service required.

Dr. U. O. B. Wingate, of Milwaukee, Wis., read a
paper entitled

some thoughts relative to sanitary legisla-
tion.

The author believes tbat laws pertaining to sanita-

tion should differ very materially from other laws in-

asmuch as they voice a scientific fact, and if applica-

ble in one locality, they should be also applicable in

all localities. Attention was directed to the great

need of a system of statistics, not only pertaining to

births and deaths, but to sickness, or the prevalence

especially of contagious and preventable diseases. A
strong plea was made for a department of public

health at Washington.
In a paper entitled

the sanitary administration of unincorpor-
ated DISTRICTS,

Dr. Henry Mitchell, of Trenton, N. J., presented

the following propositions :

(1) By law, provide that in each township or other

local political division outside of municipalities, the

sanitary authority should be exercised by one official.

(2) Tbe local health-officers should be selected

under civil service rules, and their term of office

should be five years.

(if) Tbe examination of applicants for the office of

township health-officer should be conducted by the

State Board of Health.

(4) The appointment of the health-officer in each
township should be made by tbe governing body of

the district from an eligible list to be furnished by the

State Board of Health.

(5) No health officer should be removed except for

cause, and vacancies should be filled for the unexpired

term in the manner provided for original appoint-

ments.

(6) Local health officers should be required to con-

duct all of their official operations in accordance with

rules and regulations approved by the State Board of

Health, and they should also make weekly reports of

their doings to said board, and annually to the local

governing body.

(7) The local health officer should be paid for his

services by tbe local governing body.

(8) All suits for the violation of any local sanitary

rule, regulation or ordinance, should be brought at the

instance of tbe local health officers, and they should

be prosecuted by the district attorney, or prosecutor
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for the county, but no euch suit should be begun until

the necessity for its being instituted has first been

agreed to by the State Board of Health.

REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE ON
THE PREVENTION OF THE SPREAD OF YELLOW
FEVER,

by the Chairman, Dr. Felix Formento, of New
Orleans.

Kegarding this disease, the recommendations of the

Committee we give herewith :

(1) Extreme measures of local sanitation in yellow

fever foci. Modification of the soil, improvement of

harbors, etc., by all means known to sanitary engi-

neering.

(2) Putting in perfect sanitary condition all home
seaports and towns most exposed to infection.

(3) A rigid and eflrtcient system of quarantine

against the introduction of the disease.

(4) Abolishing forever the abominable system of

interment and disinterment practised in Spanish-

American countries.

(5) Wherever practicable, yellow-fever hospitals

should be established beyond or above yellow-fever

foci. When this cannot be done, these hospitals

should be established at a distance from centres of

population, in a desirable locality and perfectly iso-

lated.

(6) Compulsory cremation of all bodies of persons

who have died of that disease and incineration of all

infected material.

THE STDDY of yellow FEVER FROM A MEDICO-
GEOGRAPHICAL POINT OF VIEW,

by the President, Dr. Liceaga.

This was the fourth paper he had presented on this

subject, and his object was to enable the Association

to realize the true situation of the Mexican Republic

as regards yellow fever. With the aid of facts, he

dissipated the erroneous idea which for so many years

had existed, that it was a country in which this disease

was always found throughout the entire extent of its

territory.

Dr. G. Mendizabal, of Orizaba, Mexico, followed

with a paper entitled

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE STODY OF YELLOW FEVER
IN RELATION TO EPIDEMICS IN CORDOVA.

The author presented a resume of the number, in-

tensity, duration and mortality of each of the epi-

demics of yellow fever which had desolated during

three centuries the above mentioned city. This city,

besides its climate and soil, its constant humidity, its

proximity to Vera Cruz, and many other causes

which favor the propagation of the morbific germs,

has a great scarcity of potable water of the requisite

purity. It is the duty of the municipal authorities to

improve the hygienic conditions of the people of this

city, to provide them with potable water, to make the

soil sterile to the germs of the disease, and thus for-

ever close the doors against this desolating plague.

Dr. John L. Leal, of Paterson, N. J., read a

paper on
isolation HOSPITALS,

in which he spoke of their utility in the restriction of

preventable diseases, and illustrated his remarks by

views and plans of the Paterson Isolation Hospital.

(To be continued.)

li^uent literature.

Humane Society of the Commonwealth of Massachu-

setts. Report for 1895 and 1896. Boston. 1896.

This report, which covers the one hundred and

tenth and one hundred and eleventh years of the ex-

istence of the Humane Society of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, is of more than usual interest. In

March, 1895, two of the trustees of the Society, Drs.

J. Collins Warren and Geo. B. Shattuck, were ap-

pointed' a special committee to consider the best

method of resuscitation of persons apparently drowned.

A year later the committee reported, and their report

is included in these pages. This report is a thorough

investigation into the methods of resuscitating the ap-

parently drowned which have been advocated or used

in the past ; and rules are also given for the practical

application of the best present method, which the re-

port holds to be Silvester's where there is only one

operator, and a combination of Silvester's and Howard's

methods where there are two persons working to-

gether. The rules for resuscitation are illustrated by

cuts, and the report is supplemented by a careful

bibliography.

Between the same covers we find, in addition to

other matter, some instructions for saving drowning

persons by swimming to their relief, and also a repro-

duction of the proper method to be adopted in rescuing

drowning persons by swimming to their relief, taken

with permission from "Swimming and Life Saving"
by Capt. W. D. Andrews, R.H.S.

We understand that the Massachusetts Humane So-

ciety has arranged to have instruction in resuscitation

given to the classes in the Boston public schools and

hopes to extend this instruction in some measure to

the frequenters of the public baths.

Epidemic Ophthalmia: Its Symptoms, Diagnosis, and
3Ianagement. With papers upon allied subjects.

By Stdney Stkphhnson, M.B., F.R.C.S. Ed.,

Surgeon of the Ophthalmic .School, Hauwell, W.
Pp. 278, with one colored plate. Edinburgh &
London: Young J. Peniland. New York : Macmil-

lan & Co. 1896.

The title to this book is unfortunate, for it not only

perpetuates an old-fashioned name which has no scien-

tific or anatomical reason for existence, but does not

at all convey the scope of the book, as the book does

not relate to an ophthalmia but to a whole series of

ophthalmias, namely, gonorrheal, diphtheritic, tracho-

matous, follicular and acute catarrhal conjunctivitis.

A much more accurately descriptive title would have

been "Contagious Conjunctivitis."

The writer has evidently been called into activity in

this particular direction by this appointment as sur-

geon to the Ophthalmic School, Ilanwell, W. Of the

methods and purposes of this school we have incidental

glimpses, which are only aggravating to a reader on
this side of the Atlantic, where such schools are un-

known. We gather, however, these facts: The school

has been in operation for five years, and every kind of

contagious conjunctivitis is admitted. It has had dur-

ing its existence sixteen teachers and sixty-five nurses,

no one of whom has contracted any conjunctival

disease, and neither has any ward-maid nor servant

about the house. The experience of this school

shows that 91 per cent, of the patients admitted can
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attend uchool regularly provided at the same time tlie

treatment of the eyes be persevered in. The disease

is thus rendered quiescent, with the result that educa-

tion and medical treatment are enabled to go on side

by side. At the ophthalmic school patients receive

twenty-three iiours schooling a week. Surely this is

better than shutting such children up in hospitals, or

worse yet, allowing them to attend ordinary schools

and infect the other scholars.

A physician in charge of the pupils of such a

school ought to learn something about trachoma ; and
the most interesting chapters of the book are devoted

to this disease. In the tirst place, our author draws a

sharp line between folliculosis and follicular conjunc-

tivitis, on the one hand, and trachoma, or granular

conjunctivitis, on the other. The difference is based

upon the clinical histories of the two diseases, folli-

cular disease having oval or rounded transparent

bodies, the diameter of which seldom or never exceeds

one or one and a half millimetres. These bodies often

possess a faint yellowieh hue, and are usually ar-

ranged in rows. Their tendency is to remain dis-

crete, and they are always larger and better marked
in the inferior cul-de-sac than elsewhere. These
bodies are seldom associated with structural change in

the conjunctiva, or papillary hypertrophy ; the tarsus

is never implicated ; and they have an innate ten-

dency to spontaneous disappearance without scar

changes of conjunctiva, or corneal complication, or

subsequent entropion, and are not contagious. The
reverse of this picture is true in trachoma ; the cor-

nea and conjunctiva suffer much from the progress of

the disease, and finally the lids turn in and trichiasis

and pannus tell the story of a destructive process.

For diagnostic purposes our author describes the

sago-grain appearance as " round, opaque, ill-defined

bodies of a grayish-white color and an extreme
friability." Their diameter may reach two milli-

metres or more. Their teudenc)' is to become con-

fluent, and they are always larger and more numer-
ous in the upper retro-tarsal fold than elsewhere.

This distinction, it seems to us, cannot be too often or

too strongly insisted on, and the diagnostic value of

the location and appearance of the first rounded
bodies, as described above, has been persistently

taught in Boston for years.

This book impresses the fact that one of these ap-

pearances is an almost absolutely harmless condition,

and the other a grave, contagious, destructive disease.

The sooner the physicians, teachers, school-boards

and the inspectors of immigrants in this country learn

this fact, the quicker will be the diminution of the pro-

portion of blind paupers to be supported by the State.

The chapter on the treatment of trachoma gives an
historical resume of all methods of treatment, and our
author favors surgical interference in all acute cases, to

hasten cure. He describes an operation of his own for

excising the retro-tarsal fold, and speaks approvingly

of the modern methods of expressing the contents of

the follicles; but curiously enough he omits any men-
tion of the immediate application of antiseptics after

the o|ieration, as is almost universally done in this

country. Such an ajiplication would seem to be es-

sential when you have just liberated, in all probabil-

ity, thousands of the germs of the disease all in an

active stage and ready to infect fresh follicles where-
ever they may be carried in the conjunctival cul-de-

sac by the tears and bleeding.

There is also a chapter upon pannus and ulcers of

the cornea, carefully written, and in which the treat-

ment given is much to be commended.
The last chapter is upon the conditions of the lids

resulting from trachoma, with a description and opera-

tions for its relief.

The book has an appendix relating to lavatory

arrangements in institutions, with pictures of those in

use in various schools in London. Upon the whole,

it is a book well worth reading, and has much in it to

justify its existence.

Traile de Chirurgie Cerebrale. Par A. Broca,
Chirurgieu des Hopiteaux de Paris, etc., et P.

Maubrac, Ancien Prosecteur a la Faculty de
Medecine de Bordeaux. Pp. 686, 72 figures dans

le text. Paris: Masson et Cie., editeurs. 1896.

This work appears to be an extensive and thor-

oughly written treatise of cerebral surgery.

Part I approximately one quarter of the volume,

is devoted to cerebral anatomy, cerebral topography,

localization, clinical symptoms indicating operation,

operative technique, and finally a discussion of the

dangers attending surgical procedures. A somewhat
extensive bibliography is appended.

Part II treats of special work. After considering

Horsley's classification of the special intracranial

lesions which require surgical interference, the au-

thors have discussed the subject under the following

chapters: Traumatic lesions ; Sequelaj of suppurative

otitis media; Tumors; Cerebral lesions, including

hemorrhage, acute and subacute meningitis, abscesses

and general paralysis; Hydrocephalus; Microcepha-
lus and idiocy ; Functional affections (a, epilepsy ; b

pschycosis ; c cephalalgia) ; Encephalocele.

The book is well arranged, and is not limited to

the author's personal experience or opinions. The
work of other surgeons w^ose names are conspicu-

ously associated with cerebral surgery is liberally

quoted from. Abundant foot-notes and references

show the authority for the facts presented. It is al-

ways gratifying to a reader to know the origin of

statements presented, which knowledge aids him to es-

timate their true value. The illustrations are well

chosen, and are of valuable assistance as explanatory

of the text. The book is one which surgeons and
neurologists will read with interest.

Obstetric Accidents. Amerffencies, and Operations.

By L. Cii. BoisLiNiERE, A.M., M.D., LL.D.,
Late Emeritus Professor of Obstetrics in the St.

Louis Medical College, etc. Profusely illustrated.

Philadelphia: AV. B. Saunders. 189G.

The author truthfully remarks that "this book is

not a treatise on midwifery nor a manual of obstetrics,

of which there are excellent ones already written."

He says, " it is intended for the use of the practitioner

who when away from home has not the opportunity

of consulting a library or of calling a friend in con-

sultation." It seems rather a large book for the ob-

stetric bag ; and short cuts to learning to be crammed
up at the last minute are not always the best. The
author ([uotes freely from French authorities, " be-

cause," he says, " the art and science of midwifery
originated in France, where they still hold a pre-emi-

nent rank."

The book is an interesting one; but there are

many points that might be criticised. For example,
his treatment of inevitable abortion is that of times
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past. " Wait for bad symptoms. . . . Continue the
tamponing and ergot. ... If there is putrefaction of

the placenta, which can be recognized bv the execrable
odor, with chills, fever and tympanites, then hesitate

no longer and extract the secundines." He even ad-

vises laminaria tents under these circumstances.

The illustrations are of the first order, as will be
readily understood, when it is seen that nearly all of

them are from the " American Text-book of Obstet-
rics."

Manual of Midwifery. For the use of Students and
Practitioners. By W. E. Fothergill, M.A.,
B.Sc, M.D., cm", Buchan-an Scholar in Midwif-
ery, University of Edinburgh, etc. With double
colored plate and (39 illustrations in the text.

New York : The Macmillan Company. 189G.

The special activity of the Edinburgh school in the

field of obstetrics, both in the past and at the present

day, is well known. The aim of the author, as stated

in the preface, is to include in a brief but systematic

re-statement of the science and art of midwifery as

many of these facts and theories as could be com-
pressed into one small volume. In this he has cer-

tainly succeeded; for in a book of 483 pages he pre-

sents the whole subject in a very compact and syste-

matic, but at the same time in a very readable form.

The modern subjects of ectopic gestation, and the

study of frozen sections with reference to the mechan-
ism of labor, are thoroughly discussed. Much credit

is given to Professor Simpson for his encouragement
and advice.

The systematic arrangement of the subjects, and
particularly the admirable summary, deserve much
praise. The book abounds in good practical hints.

Consumption ; its Nature, Causes and Prevention.

With an Outline of the Principles of Treatment,
for all Classes of Readers. By Edward Platter,
M.D. Toronto : William Briggs. 1895.

While recognizing the bacillus as an essential cause

in consumption. Dr. Playter says that it can act only

in a special condition of the human body — in what is

called a suitable soil. This seems to be invariably

furnished by persons with a defective breathing func-

tion, either the result of hereditary malformation or

acquired by transgression of hygienic and sanitary laws.

He by no means overlooks the necessity of a proper

disposal of the sputum, but prevention " will be at-

tained by keeping in mind, rather than the bacillus,

the thousands of defective human bodies which pro-

vide the condition for its growth therein." Individual

effort should therefore be directed to the attainment of

the best possible health, while legislative enactments

should be aimed toward the belter instruction of the

people in special preventive measures : the preven-

tion of air-fouling in every form, the establishment of

free baths, the drainage of retentive damp soil, the in-

spection of butcher's meat and dairy products, the in-

spection and oversight of schools, the oversight of cer-

tain cases of the disease, and the hygiene of domestic

animals.

The book commends itself for the common-sense
view which it takes of a subject which we have been

too much accustomed to see treated from an extreme
alarmist standpoint, and is one of the best of a large

number of monographs with similar titles, written for

all classes of readers, which have recently appeared.
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TRAUMATIC NEUROSES.

STRfJMPELL's fame as a clinician and pathologist

has been so great and his previous work on the vari-

ous traumatic nervous affections has been of such value

that his recent article upon the subject, analyzed a
few months ago in these columns,' from its complete

change of front came in the nature of a surprise.

Certain of his conclusions, indeed, although often pro-

nounced, had usually been considered the opinions of

a tyro rather than of an experienced neurologist.

The fires of controversy upon the subject in Germany
had gradually been dying out since the Berlin dis-

cussion of 1890, but since the appearance of Striim-

pell's paper they have blazed up again. Oppenheim,
with his accustomed zeal, has attacked Striimpell's

conclusions in another monograph,^ and two important

discussions at Hamburg' and at Frankfort-on-the-

Main * have not only rethreshed the old straw, but have
brought forward several new and important facts.

In all these discussions there seems to be a pretty

general agreement that the term " traumatic neurosis "

is too indefinite, and that it would be far better to dif-

ferentiate as accurately as possible the various affec-

tions now included under this head. Hysteria and
neurasthenia are already pretty well defined. In
many cases there are probably structural orcranic

changes in the central nervous system, according to

.lessen, Siinger, Rumpf and Noune, who maintained

such opinions at the discussion at Hamburg. Rumpf,
moreover, maintained that the concept of hysteria has

been extended to cover a much wider field than is

justifiable. He differentiates con<iitions of commotio
cerebralis et spinalis, often associated with symptoms
of severe organic disease, such as spastic paralysis and
disturbances of speech. The pathological changes,

basing his opinions on Schmaus's experiments, he
thinks are probably small hemorrhages, disturbances

> See this Journal, oxuxlv, 297, Marob 19, 18%.
2 Der Kail N.. Berlin, I"!>fi.

•' Neurologischea Ceulralblatt, xv. tiG9, 617, Juue 15, Jaly 1 1896
< Loc cit., XT, 958, October 15, 1896.

'
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of nutrition in the central nervouB system, degenera-

tive processes, gliosis, syringomyelia, or serious dis-

ease of the vertebriE. Noune puts in one class the

cases with severe headache and vertigo, without other

objective signs, which may be due to direct violence

to the head. These cases are more apt to make a

good recovery. He cited several cases of "spastic

tremor neurosis," due to a blow on the head or back,

where there was a marked intention tremor of the

legs, with contraction of the muscles, which stood out

very prominently, and marked impairment of gait and

station. There was slight anesthesia but no other ob-

jective signs. The knee-jerks were unaffected, and

there were no hysterical or psychical anomalies. All

five of his cases were thought to be simulants, but

none of them improved, and one, after receiving a full

anuuity, committed suicide. Fiirstner, at Frankfort,

while supporting Striimpell's views in the main, also

differentiates certain types which are between func-

tional and organic in their nature ; in one type analo-

gous to Nonue's cases, there is a pseudo-spastic paresis

with tremor, which is not of psychical origin ; in a

second type, which follows severe concussion, there

are changes in the intellectual power, loss of memory,

slowness of ideation, attacks of various sorts, inequal-

ity of the pupils, and tremor of the tongue; instead of

terminating in paralysis, however, the symptoms im-

prove; the third type follows severe concussion of

the vertebral column, and is attended by severe symp-

toms, disturbances of sensibility and of the sphincters,

which are usually chronic.

With regard to the important question of the fre-

quency of simulation, nearly all the disputants, Jessen,

Siiu^er, Rumpf, Nonne and Kummell, at Hamburg,

Oppeuheim in his monograph, and even Fiirstner and

Mendel, at Frankfort, agree that deliberate simulation

is rare. Jessen goes further in the statement that

even exaggeration of symptoms is less common than

is claimed, and Rumpf maintains that we much oftener

find injured persons, wholly or partly incapable of

earning their living, who receive no damages, than we

find simulators. Nonne's cases referred to above,

and three cases cited by Rumpf, where alleged simu-

lators finally committed suicide on account of their

sufferings, confirm the truth of the belief that simula-

tion is rare. Fiirstner, almost alone among the di

putants, holds that it is hard to determine whether the

trouble be real or simulated, because we have to esti-

mate the trustworthiness of the persons whose mate-

rial interests are involved, to justify their subjective

complaints, and to control their instinctive exaggera-

tion.

Striimpell's claim that in many cases the trouble is

due solely to suggestion and not to the physical injury

naturally awakened much discussion. The German

law, passed some years ago, gives the injured laborer

an annuity varying with the amount of his disability

during the period of his incapacity, instead of a defin-

ite sum as "damages." Mendel claims that for a

period of ten years before this law was passed he

never saw the results which now are seen as the result

of even slight injuries, and that, by the suggestion of

compensation, the law has created a new type of dis-

ease, real and not simulated. Fiirstner holds that this

law creates injurious factors and prevents recovery by

taking away the stimulus of the necessity for work.

Siinger stated that in thirty-four cases of actual injury,

where claims were assured at the beginning, the symp-

toms of traumatic neuroses did not develop. Meudel,

furthermore, urges that elaborate examinations

strengthen hysterical symptoms, that anesthesia and

contracted visual fields may be due to the esthesio-

meter and perimeter, and that we should examine only

sufficiently to establish the diagnosis. Lenbartz, Wil-

mans and Fiirstner, beside ascribing harm to the law,

claim that many symptoms and the unfavorable course,

may be due to suggestion or defective mental treat-

ment unconsciously exerted by the physician, who
takes a pessimistic view of the future and excites

symptoms by searching for them. Rumpel goes even

further and claims that in half the cases of so-called

"traumatic neurosis" the trauma was not the cause,

but that it merely called attention to pre-existing

troubles. Jessen admits that the psychical effect of an

accident may cause the trouble but that it may also

do so when the factor of compensation is eliminated.

Nonne and Oppenheim lay stress on the cases, familiar

to every neurologist, where precisely similar conditions

develop and remain permanent, although no question

of compensation arises, and Oppenheim urges that the in-

fluence of physical injury has been too much neglected.

The comparative rarity of hemianesthesia and con-

tracted visual field among patients in clinics where

esthesiometers and perimeters are in daily use, militat-

ing as it does against Mendel's criticisms, was not

urged in the discussion at Hamburg.

The search for symptoms which may act as objec-

tive evidence of disease naturally assumes great im-

portance. To Striimpell's claim that anesthesia, con-

tracted visual field, exaggerated knee-jerks and exci-

table pulse are all the products of suggestion, Oppen-

heim ulters a vigorous denial. In many cases these

symptoms are found only on careful examination, and

are not in accord with the patient's complaints. If

they are suggested by the processes of examination—
which is very doubtful — thej' prove at least a morbid

suggestibility on the patient's part. Sanger, too,

holds to their objectivity, as they often occur where

there are no subjective complaints, and he has found

all these symptoms in alcoholism, the early stages of

syphilis, and other couditions. Meudel and Fiirstner

both hold that even if a man has hemianesthesia, he is

still capable of working just as well, but Oppenheim

and Remak both claim, with justice, that he is psychi-

cally sick or that he will soon become so. The question

of the importance and value of contraction of the

visual field has also been much discussed, but there is

less difference of opinion. Rumpf, to be sure, lays

less stress on the importance of anesthesia and anal-

gesia, and upon contraction of the field, which are
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all usually hysterical phenomena. Sanger holds that

under proper control it has the value of au objective

symptom, and that if the field be tested by using

different sized squares, by comparing the color fields,

by projecting the field to different distances, and

above all, by Wilbrand's method of using luminous

objects in a dark room, we exclude all simulation and

have an absolutely sure test. Liebrecht agrees with

this, affirming that an examination of the visual field

gives pathological data in most cases, and that in ob-

jectivity and diagnostic certainty it is inferior to no

other neurological test. Much of the difference in

opinion, he thinks is due to the belief that a slight

contraction of the field is of no consequence. On the

contrary, any contraction, over ten degrees, is path-

ological, of the same diagnostic significance as a

marked contraction, and is due to organic disease of

the eye or to a functional neurosis. Rumpf lays much
stress upon three symptoms: a fibrillary twitching of

the muscles, noted especially after marked exertion,

the action of cold, or the cessation of a strong faradic

current; a quantitative diminution of the galvanic ex-

citability of motor nerves ; and an iucreaee, diminution

or irregularity of the heart's action on pressure on

alleged tender areas, first described by Manukopf.

Tarchanoff has claimed that nervous people may show

an increased rapidity of the pulse under the influence

of ideas, but this Rumpf claims must be extremely

rare. Bottiger thinks the symptoms described by

Rumpf are indicative of neurasthenia. Sanger adds

to these signs vaso-motor disturbances, edema, in-

creased knee-jerk and increased action of the heart,

beside confirming Rumpf's opinion as to the Mann-

kopf test. Oppenheim, in his monograph, points out

a modification of this latter test, when there is a

marked increase of the pulse after voluntary effort, as

evidence that the patient was exerting all his strength

although accomplishing very little ; he uses it also as a

test of analgesia, obtaining the increase of pulse in

stimulating the sensitive side, but no increase on

stimulating the analgesic side. Striimpell finds that a

healthy man can, when fasting, consume 200 grammes

of sugar. In severe hysteria and hypochondriasis this

power is diminished. He gives such patients, when

fasting, 100 grammes of glucose, and finds sugar in

the urine in an hour or two, which after three or four

hours has disappeared. Finally, Jesseu urges that the

argument that, if there be no objective signs, there is

no disturbance of wage-earning capacity, is calculated

to do much harm, for there are many cases, with no

objective signs but with some depressive disturbance

of the mind, where the loss of wage-earning power is

very great.

The prognosis is still open to question, but most of

the disputants were disposed to regard it as grave.

The prognosis of the special types of disease described

by Rumpf, Noune and Furstner has already been men-

tioned. Jessen, Nonne and Oppenheim agree that

the prognosis especially in regard to wage-earning

capacity, is apt to be bad, and Nonne cites twelve

cases reported by him in 1892 ; of these only two are

now well and four are able to do a little light work,

four were incapable of any work, one had committed

suicide, and one had disappeared. Furstner, admit-

ting the poor results of treatment, says that it is be-

cause the treatment was improper and that the patient

was filled with pessimistic ideas as to the outcome of

his case. Wilmans claims that patients do not re-

cover, and are able to do only light work at the best,

because, if they admitted recovery or did full work,

they would lose their annuity which the law now
grants. This is emphatically denied by Jessen and
Oppenheim, who claim that hunger is a more potent

factor in making men work than the desire of gain in

preventing them, and they cite many cases where the

patients do not receive suflicieut compensation to keep
them from want, yet where, after many years, they

are still incapable of earning any substantial income
although they have made many attempts to do so.

With regard to treatment there is more harmony.
Sanger, Rumpf, Lenhartz, Wiesinger and Fiirstner all

agree that it is better for such patients to do what
work they can, as early as possible, and thus strive to

overcome their disability. This was Striimpell's teach-

ing, and it is opposed to the opinion maintained in

this country by Dercum and others, who urge the early

employment of the rest cure. It is certain that in some
cases of neurasthenia and hysteria, not of traumatic

origin, it is better for the patient to undertake licrht

work than to be subjected to the rest cure, and the

same is undoubtedly true of a part of the traumatic

cases, but in other cases of traumatic origin work is

quite impossible, and the rest cure is the only treat-

ment.

On the whole, these discussions have established cer-

tain facts in regard to the traumatic nervous affections

which are of value. They have helped to differenti-

ate various types of disease, and have thus done some-
thing toward discarding the confusing term '• traumatic
neurosis." They have brought forward certain objec-

tive symptoms and helped to confirm the value espe-

cially of contraction of the visual field and of Mann-
kopf's symptom. The old view that most of the
patients were simulators has been pretty well aban-
doned. The seriousness of the prognosis seems to be
fairly well recognized, although there is still dispute

as to the reasons which render it serious. The re-

ports of the later histories of cases are constantly in-

creasing, and prove the grave character of the affec-

tions. The influence of suggestion, litigation, and the
desire of gain seems to be still in dispute, but the in-

creasing number of cases, not only in Germany but in

other lands, which present precisely the same symp-
toms as do those which seek for compensation for their

injuries, seems to indicate that this influence is I'reatly

exaggerated. Finally, in pathology there seems to be
a return to the old views of Westphal, that in a cer-

tain proportion of the cases, at least, the symptoms
are due to structural changes in the ceutral nervous
system.
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MEDICAL INSPECTION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

At a meetiug of the New York Board of Estimate

and Apportionment, beld December 3d, Mr. Wilsou,

President, and Mr. George B. Fowler, Commissioner,

of the Health Department, made a statement in which

they declared that it had long been the opinion among

their medical officers that the greatest source of trans-

mission of infection and of contagious diseases among

children is through their contact with one another in

the schools. They, therefore, proposed a daily inspec-

tion of the pupils of each school by a physician ap-

pointed for the purpose, whose duty it should also be

to ascertain whether children absent from school are

ill with contagious diseases. In order to defray the

expenses of such an examination of pupils they asked

for funds to employ au'extra corps of 150 physicians,

at a salary of S30 a mouth each, for ten months of

the year, and a chief inspector at an annual salary of

$2,500, to supervise their work. The total amount

required would be $47,500 a year.

In his address to the Board, President Wilson said

that for two and a half months Dr. George S. Lynde

had been investigating the subject in the public and

parochial schools, and that the Board of Health, in

consequence of the results reported by him, had ar-

rived at the conclusion that the death-rate of the city

would be materially reduced by such a daily inspection

of scholars as that contemplated. Dr. Lynde's exam-

inations were made in districts on both the east and

west sides of the city. During three weeks in October

fourteen cases of measles were investigated between

Houston and 59th Streets, east of Third Avenue, and

in this inspection cases were found in twenty families

which had not been reported. In nine of them no

physician had been called in. These cases were con-

tracted as follows

:

In a parochial school 13

In a puhlic school

In an institution 1

In a kindergarten 7

In another infected house .... 1

From previous cases in house ... 8

From unknown sources (all infants) . . 5

Total, 37

In accordance with the advice of Mayor Strong, the

statements and reports were transmitted for consider-

ation and a report.

This system of medical inspection of schools has

been in active operation in Boston for the past two

years, under the supervision of the Board of Health.

And this city was, we believe, the lirst on this conti-

nent to adopt it. There are now 49 medical inspectors

at a salary of $200 each. Incidental to this school in-

spection the same corps of medical men is also serv-

ing as agents of the Board of Health in the control of

contagious diseases which are treated at home. Such

of our readers as may wish to refresh their memories

in regard to the actual working of the system arc re-

ferred to a paper by Dr. S. H. Durgin published in

this Journal.'

> April », 1896, p. 360.

The New York Health Department is, we opine, in

possession of detailed statements of the operation and

results of the system in Boston, and those to whom
the proposal has been referred by Mayor Strong can-

not do better than to consult them.

MEDICAL NOTES.

The New Master of the Rotdnda Hospital.
— Dr. R. D. Purefoy has been elected master of the

Rotunda Hospital, Dublin, to succeed Dr. W. Smyly.

Traffic i.\ Dead Bodies. — H. N. White, keeper

of the morgue of Bellevue Hospital, New York City,

since 1868, has been suspended pending an investiga-

tion by the Commissioners of Charities. He is

charged, it is reported, with selling dead bodies to the

Polyclinic.

The DiGNiTT of Office. — Lord Mayor Faudel

Phillips of London broke down while introducing

Ambassador Bayard at a meeting recently, owing to

the weight of his official robes. He sat down sud-

denly, took the robes oif in the presence of the audi-

ence, and was restored with the aid of Mrs. Bayard's

smelling bottle.

The President of Brazil a Phtsician.— The
present President of Brazil is a physician and a person

of much distinction in his profession. Senhor M. V.

Pereira is forty-two years of age, is President of the

Medical College of Bahia, and before his present pro-

motion held the office of Vice-President of the Re-

public.

A Conference of Leprologists.— There will

be held at Berlin, in October, 1897, a conference of a

very limited number of renowned leprologists and

delegates of the different governments to discuss the

slow but sure increase of leprosy and the measures to

oppose to tliis plague. The conference was fixed for

the month of March, 1897, but the scientific expedi-

tion of Prof. Robert Koch to South Africa (for the

British Government) has necessitated a delay of the

date. The members of the organizing committee are

Drs. Armauer Hansen (Bergen in Norway), Robert

Koch and O. Lassar (Berlin), and Edw. Ehlers

(Copenhagen) as Secretary.

The Bicycle checks Tuberculosis in Women.
— At the last quarterly meetiug of the American Sta-

tistical Association, Dr. S. W. Abbott, Secretary of

the JNIassachusetts Board of Health, presented some

interesting figures regarding the proportion of pulmo-

nary tuberculosis in females to that in males in

Massachusetts. The rate in 1851 was 1,451 females

to 1,000 males; in 1890, 1,055 females to 1,000

males; and last year, only 974 females to 1,000 males.

Last year was the first in the history of the State

in which the number of deaths from phthisis in fe-

males was smaller than that in males. The fact that

a uniform reduction in the rate of female deaths be-
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gan some five years ago, about the time when women
were beginning to ride the bicycle extensively, Dr.

Abbott considers significant, and he is inclined to

attribute the decrease in the death-rate to the great

increase in open-air exercise among women which has

been inaugurated by the use of the bicycle.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, December 9, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease

:

diphtheria 101, scarlet fever 21, measles 133, typhoid

fever 40.

Death of a Centenarian.— Catherine Cross,

aged one hundred and one years, died last week in

Somerville, Mass.

A Memorial to Dr. F. H. Rankin.— A subscrip-

tion for the Newport (R. I.) Hospital, to take the

form of a memorial to the late Dr. F. H. Rankin, has

been started in that city. It is hoped that the sub-

scription may amount to $5,000.

Failcre TO Report Diphtheria. — After some

little delay a fine of fifty dollars and costs, the mini-

mum allowed by the law, was lately imposed upon a

practising physician in the Charlestown District for

failing to report a case of diphtheria to the Board of

Health. Complaints were lodged by the board, and

the Police Court, before which the case came, finally

took action. We regret to see it reported that the

court, when imposing the fine, stated that in its opin-

ion the failure to report the case was unintentional

and that sentence was passed because the law ren-

dered it obligatory. The injury to the community is

likely to be the same whether failure to report arises

from carelessness or Irom wilful negligence, and the

law is designed to protect the community.

Individual Communion Cups.— A proposition

to give up the use of the old communion service which

has been in use by the church for about one hundred

and fifty years and to substitute individual cups, has

been under consideration for some time at the Old South

Church, Boston. When brought to a vote recently a

majority of the governing body rejected the proposi-

tion. Whilst sympathizing with the sentiment which

probably dictated this action, we think it is contrary

to the teachings of modern medical science.

The Boston Thursday Evening Club. — The

Semi-Centennial of the Boston Thursday Evening

Club was celebrated at the regular meeting Decem-

ber 3d, at the house of Dr. J. Collins Warren, whose

grandfather, Dr. John C. Warren, was the founder of

the club.

Physicians Address the Bkacon Society.—
The Beacon Society at its meeting on November 28th,

was addressed by Drs. J. C. Warren, W. T. Council-

man and E. W. Dwight on the subject of the Hospi-

tals of Boston. Mr. A. Shumau, President of the

Board of Trustees of the Boston City Hospital, also

addressed the Society on the history and development

of that institution.

A New Surgical Operating Building at the

Boston CiTy Hospital.— The new Surgical Oper-

ating Building of the Boston City Hospital is finished,

and the surgical operating service has been transferred

from the old building to the new. The first operation

was performed on Thanksgiving Day morning, by Dr.

David W. Cheever, Senior Visiting Surgeon, in the

presence of the Surgical Visiting and House Staffs.

Dr. Cheever gave some reminiscences in connection

with the hospital which are of interest to those who

are now or have been connected with it.

" On the opening of the aseptic operating-rooms, as

I am the only survivor of the original surgeons, I was

asked to say a few words. Perhaps most of those

present do not remember the old operating-room

which was placed in the dome. I am sure they do

not know that patients were carried up to it by a lift

in the closet of the present telephone room, which

was operated by a crank ground by a man. The re-

sult of this arrangement was a very slow and laborious

task for the operator ; and sometimes accidents occurred

with this lift. I suppose it was owing in part to a

blind superstition which had come down to us from

former times that our amphitheatre was placed in such

a lofty position, or it might have been the architect's

ambition which aimed to make the City Hospital re-

semble the fa9ade of St. Peter's. More probably it

was because in old times, before ether was discovered,

amphitheatres were put out of tiie way of other people

in order to avoid the noise and cries of the patients.

"At any rate, this insufiicient room was used, with

great inconvenience, from 1864 till 1876— twelve

years. At that time, the growth of the hospital and

the increase in the attendance of students and clinical

instruction required larger accommodations.

" In 1876, our present amphitheatre was finished and

occupied ; it seems hard to believe that we have now
used it twenty years.

"Now, in 1896, thirty-two years from the first oper-

ation done in the old amphitheatre in tiie dome, I am
asked by my colleagues to do the first operation here

in this aseptic room. It seems to me that I might

improve the occasion by alluding to what is a great

distinction between these different epochs.

"First, the amphitheatre in the dome, before the

results of anesthesia were fully realized ;

"Second, the large amphitheatre built for the pur-

pose of greater clinical instruction ; and

"Third, this room of glass and stone and iron,

which is dedicated to pure aseptic surgery.

" Anesthesia, clinical instiuction, asepsis, then,

would seem to mark the three epoclis of our hospital

;

and I often wonder, inasmuch as thirty years iiave

brouglit to pass all these improvements, what surgery

may be thirty years hence. It seems to me it has

reached its largest limit of operations, and that opera-

tions henceforward will probably decrease ; because I

think that the progress of bacteriology will enable us
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to prevent a good maDy diseases, and will anticipate the

surgeon by curing cases before they reach his hands."

NEW YORK.

A Physician Dies ok Tdbercdlosis. — Dr.

Frederick Arnold Manning, a graduate of the College

of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, in the year

1884, died of tuberculosis in Denver, Col., on Decem-

ber 3d. He practised in New York until a few

months ago, when he was obliged to give up work on

account of his health.

Deaths of Drs. Bailey and Woodruff. — Two
prominent practitioners in Orange County, New York,

died on December 1st. One was Dr. Charles I. Bailey,

of the city of Newburgh, where he was a member of

the Board of Aldermen and an influential citizen.

The other was Dr. William H. Woodruff, who had

practised for forty years at Pine Brush. He was

graduated from Union College in 1851, and died at

the age of sixty-five. He had held a number of public

positions.

Death of Dr. Arnold. — Dr. John A. Arnold,

medical superintendent of Kings County Hospital,

died suddenly at Rockland, Rhode Island, on Decem-

ber 4th. He bad not been in good health for some

time, and November 2l8t the Commissioners of Char-

ities and Correction granted him a twenty days' leave

of absence. Dr. Arnold was a bachelor, and about

fifty years of age. After being graduated from Belle-

vue Hospital Medical College he began practice in

Brooklyn. In 1877 he was appointed senior assistant

physician at the Kings County insane Asylum, and in

1881 superintendent of the County Hospital, with

supervision of the Insane Asylum. In 1892, when

Dr. W. L. Sylvester was made superintendent of the

latter institution, he retained the superiutendency of

the hospital. In 1894 he was elected President of

the Staff Association of Kings County Hospital.

£l^tje(cdlanp.

THE FIRST ADMINISTRATION OF KTHER IN
IRELAND.

The following extract is taken from a recent letter

of Dr. William F. Frazer, of Dublin, Ireland, to Dr.

Horatio Storer, of Newport, R I.

:

'• As we are having a commemoration of anesthetic

discoveries, you may like to know that in Ireland it

(ether) was first given by Dr. .lohn MacDonnell in

the Riclimond Hospital, Dublin, that he inhaled it

himself on the previous evening ; and that I held the

limb of the patient when he amputated. The news
of chloroform was sent by Sir .lames Simpson to the

late Sir Phillip Crampton (in a small pamphlet, I

think) ; he gave it to my friend and master, .John

Hamilton, F.R.C.S.I.; and the same day I got two
supplies of chloroform made here, and breathed it

myself, and next morning gave it in the operating

theatre (removal of forearm). The result in both

ether and chloroform cases was satisfactory. For

some years after the introduction of anesthetics I was
permitted to administer them in all cases requiring

their use in the Richmond Hospital ; and never, I am
glad to say, had I the slightest accident or difficulty.

The ether was given through a Wolfe's bottle, and I

always gave the chloroform on a handkerchief. I

attribute my success in its use to minding my business

when administering."

#6ituarp.

WILLIAM WILLIAMSON WELLINGTON, M.D.

At the monthly meeting of the Obstetrical Society of

Boston on November 17th, the President appointed a com-
mittee to draft sentiments of respect anent the late Dr.

W. W. Wellington, of Cainbridgeport, a member of the

Society since 18G1, and for a few years past an honorary
member ; to enter the same on the records of the Society

;

and that copies be sent to the Boston Medical and Surgical

Journal and the family of the deceased.

Resolved, That in the death of Dr. AVilliam Williamson Well-
ington the members of the Boston Obstetrical Society mourn
the loss of a colleague devoted to the interests of the Society
from its earliest days, of a friend and associate endeared to all

who knew him by his unbending integrity, his faithful work,
his never failing courtesy and kindness of heart, for his long
friendships,— one of eighty full years with an older member o{

this Society haply still with us.

That we offer to his family and nearer friends in their deep
bereavement our warmest sympathy and respect.

A. D. SlNCLAIE,
)

J. P. Ketnoi-ds, > Committee.
Chas. E. Stedman, )

€ovvt0pontimct,

THE CAUSE OF BURNS FROM X-RAYS.

Boston, December 1, 1896.

Mr. Editor : — I enclose some extracts from two letters

from Prof. Elihu Thomson, describing an experiment
which he has made to determine the effect of the x-rays on
the skin.

On receipt of the first letter, I wrote him saying that the

experiment did not seem to me conclusive, as the effect

might have been due to the brush discharge from the

Crookes tube, or possibly from the ultra-violet rays.

In his second letter he discusses these important points,

most clearly and concisely. 1 thought Professor Thomson's
opinions might be interesting, as the question of burns from
the use of the rays is being so much discussed. Personally,

I believe still that the effect may be due to the brush dis-

charge, because the only cases of burns of which I have
heard, have been when the skin was in very close proximity

to the tube, and because in my own cases I have had no
such effects— always using the tube at least si.\ inches

from the skin. Very truly yours,

E. A. Codman, M.D.

General Elf.ctric Company.
Lynn, Mass., November 21, 1896.

Dr. E. A. Codman. My dear Sir:— I am very

thankful to you for favoring nie with the copy of the foot

picture which I received to-day. We shall keep it here as

the best specimen of work of the kind I have as yet seen.

I am particularly interested in the distance you used and
the time. The exposure seems to be very short for

the distance, and the contrast between the bone and flesh

is all that could be desired, while the sharpness in the ankle

bones is simjjly wonderful. I would like to know just what
tube you used to get the result, as it must have been work-

ing finely.

I am just now nursing an x-ray finger, which is a striking
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example of what the rays may do if the exposure is long
enough. Hearing of the effects of x-rays on the tissues,

especially on the skin, I determined to find out what founda-
tion the statements had by exposing a single finger to the

rays. I used for this the little finger of the left hand, ex-

posing it close up to the tube— about one and one-quarter

inches from the platinum source of the rays, for one-half an
hour. For about nine days very little effect was noticed,

then the finger became hypersensitive to the touch, dark
red, somewhat swollen, stiff, and soon after the finger be-

gan to blister. The blistering started at the maximum
point of action of the rays, spread in all directions, cover-

ing the area exposed, so that now the epidermis is nearly

detached from the skin underneath, and between the two
there is a formation of purulent matter which escapes

through a crack in the blister. It will be three weeks to-

day since the exposure was made, and the healing process

seems to be as slow as the original coming on of the trouble,

while the pain and sensitiveness have largely left the finger

within the last day or two, and the blister now covers the

whole exposed back and sides of the finger. 1 think the

finger will soon heal, but I assure you that I will make
shorter exposures hereafter. Figuring out the equivalent

exposure at six inches distance, it would equal about ten

to twelve hours. Yours truly,

Elih0 Thomson.

Lynx, Mass , November 25, 1S96.

Dear Sir: — I received yours in relation to my xray
finger, and notice that you are sceptical of the effect pro-

duced, or its cause.

For my own part I am willing to admit that ultra-violet

rays might possibly, if they existed in great quantity, pro-

duce some such effect, but I am not ready to admit that

brush discharges had anything to do with it, for the simple

reason that the potential I used was low, being obtained

from a small 24-plate static machine, and there were no
perceptible sparks from the tube to the finger. I wish you
could see the wound, and I think you would be convinced
from its character that it is not such a one as would be pro-

duced by anything in the nature of brush discharges.

1 am strongly of the opinion that it is really a Kiintgen-

ray effect, and that neither ultra-violet rays nor brush dis-

charges have anything to do with it. I do not propose to

repeat the experiment, however, under any conditions, at

least not for the present as the whole epidermis is off the

back of the finger and off the sides of it also, while the

tissue, even under the nail is whitened, and probably dead,

ready to be cast off. The back of the finger for a consider-

able extent, where it received the strongest radiation, is

raw, and will not recover its epidermis, apparently, except

from the sides of the wound. It has, apparently, begun to

granulate. Now, if it were a brush discharge, since the

finger was held in practically one position, the effect should

have been far more local than it is, and not have affected

the sides of the finger on each side almost around so as to

include the palmer surface. I have worked with brush dis-

charges around electrical apparatus when I know the sum
total of effect must have been many times what could

possibly have been obtained from brush discharges in this

case, assuming that they existed imperceptibly. I worked
in the dark, and saw none and felt none. Now, as to the

ultra-violet rays, I am convinced that they are not respon-

sible for the result, chiefly because of the effect being con-

tinued laterally on the finger on each side, a portion of the

finger which is not exposed to ultra-violet rays under the

conditions unless they traversed a considerable thickness

of the dermal layer, filled with blood-vessels which would

absorb the rays. The rays, whatever they were, came from

the bombarded spot, and were limited to the area which

Rdntgen rays could reach. The tube was a blue-glasa tube

with a clear German-glass window, of about one and one-

half to one and three-fourths inches diameter opposite the

bombarded spot. The fingers opposite the blue glass were
not affected, as this is so dense as to absorb the Rontgen
rays. Only where the little finger was opposite the clear

glass was it affected, and there is a sharp line of demarca-
tion between that portion and the rest of the finger back of

the blue glass. I think the blue or purplish glass would
have been transparent to the ultra-violet rays, but not so to

Rontgen rays. There is only the sujiposition left that the

effect was produced by Rontgen rays or something that

conies with Rontgen rays. The wound itself is very pecu-

liar, and I never saw aiiything like it. It continued to

develop and spread over the extent of the exposed surface

for three weeks, and I am not sure yet that the affection

has reached its limit on the exposed surface. I hope the

healing process is well begun, but thus far I am not decided

on that point. The exposure, it must be borne in mind,

was a long one. At the distance I used, it was equivalent

to twelve hours at six inches. I was fully as great a sceptic

as yourself before I made the experiment, but I am now
considerably more than convinced that if the exposure is

long enough the results will follow. I may say, in conclu-

sion, that my experience has lieen that with ordinary

wounds, bruises, cuts, and the like, the healing process is

(juite rapid, showing that there is no lack of vitality of my
tissues in that respect, and it would appear from my experi-

ment that little effect of a deleterious nature is produced
at all unless the exposure passes a certain limit, assuming
a given strength of .x-ray emanation.

I would say that I have recently learned from our

Harrison works, that a young man who is working on test-

ing Crookes tubes made there, had to stop work owing to

the fact that his arms began to be affected, and I under-

stand that this effect was produced through the clothing.

Yours truly,

Elihu Thomson.

Lynn, Mass., December 1, 1896.

Dear Doctor Codman:— I certainly have no objec-

tions to your publishing my letter to you concerning the

effect of x-rays on the tissues, producing ulcerations, etc.

1 have lately made some inquiries and find that, so far as I

can learn, two cases have been reported in Mr. Edison's

laboratory, in which the effects were far more severe, since

they took place over the hands and arms of the victims,

and made it necessary for them to stop work altogether in

connection with x-rays. The story goes that one of them
was told bv his physician that if he continued work it

would be necessary to amputate his hands.

I can readily understand that this, as the effect produced
by long exposure, transcends any effect that I ever saw or

knew of as being produced by the most severe sunburn.

The effect seems to be deeper than those in the very worst

forms of sunburn attended by ulceration.

Yours truly,

Elihu Thomson.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending November 28tb, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W.Smith, of the United
Slates Signal Corps:—

Baro- Therraom- Relative
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RECORD OF MORTALITY
FoK THB Week bndino Satobdat, November 28, 18!'6.
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Hecture.

MEDICINE AS A TRADE.i

BY DA\ID W. CHEEVER, M.D., LL.D.

I PROPOSE to speak to-night of medicine as a trade
;

and did I not feel reasonably sure that your patience

would hold out so that you wouhl hear the succeeding

lecture next Thursday, I should be very unwilling to

give this one. This is but a prelude to what is to fol-

low, aud is as low as I hope that may be considered

high, aud as ignoble as that is noble. Some French-

man, with a certain Roman terseness, has said that

" medicine is the noblest of professions aud the sad-

dest of trades." As a trade, it certainly is a very sad

calling. It is not conducted in a business-like man-
ner. The modes in which the mere mercenary doc-

tor, who is a poor creature at the best, manages to

practically commit suicide from a business point of

view, and to hinder his own advancement, are cer-

tainly very striking. We hear a good deal said

nowadays about the honest dollar. The doctor has an

honest dollar, if he can obtain it. We hear also a

good deal said about the rights of labor ; aud some of

us think, that, perhaps, the laborer is now getting

rather more than his share of the goods of this world.

At any rate, the ordinary laborer has reduced his

hours of labor to eight hours, and the hours of the

doctor as a laborer vary anywhere from twelve to six-

teen, and sometimes to twenty-four. It being well

understood that if he has twenty-four hours, during

which he has been on a stretch of continuous work,

the next twenty-four hours are not going to bring him

necessarily rest ; but after he has been up day and

night, that the next day's work begins exactly the

same.

Now, in considering the profession of medicine

from the point of view of a trade, the first practical

question which we naturally ask is " What does it cost

to become a doctor?" By a doctor, 1 mean one who
is well educated, and well adapted to cope with the

difficulties of practice in a community. It costs, in

the first place, practically eight years of labor either in a

college aud then in a medical school, four years in

each ; or else, if one does not go to college, then in

some high school or academy, which consumes about

as much time. We find now that the average medi-

cal student is turned out upon the world as a gradu-

ated doctor when he is from twenty-five to twenty-six

years of age. If he has had the advantages of a col-

lege education and the medical school for four years,

he is necessarily of that age. If he has not had those

advantages, if he has not been able to go to college,

then, in all probability, he has been kept back by pov-

erty, which has obliged him to study more slowly, to

work as he goes on, so that the time of life when he

enters upon his professional work is quite as late as

the more favored young man, who has bad a univer-

sity education. Eight years, by moderate computation,

would cost certainly as much as eight hundred dol-

lars a year, and that would bring an expense of six or

seven thousand dollars. Many young men would ex-

pend a thousand or twelve hundred a year, and that

would bring it to somewhere from eight to ten thou-

sand dollars, in necessary fees. The large number of

books to be bought; the instruments which are now

' A Lecture given in the Post-graduate CourBe at tiie Harvard
Medical .Sctiool, October 15, 1896.

used in the practice of medicine as well as of sur-

gery, and which the student is obliged to have; and

the various incidental expenses which keep growing

as science grows and as the study of medicine special-

izes more and more,— all these things would necessi-

tate an expense of from six to ten thousand dollars.

We will call it ten thousand dollars ; eight years of

study ; and the young doctor twenty-live or twenty-six

years of age. In any other business of life, if he

bad expended that number of years and that amount

of capital, he would expect to be placed in circum-

stances where he would develop rapidly and make
money with certainty, provided he succeeded in the

business he had undertaken. But this is the doctor's

plant, so to speak; this is the cost of his education.

Having obtained this plant, it remains to be seen how
far he can grow ; and whether the circumstances which

surround him in life are favorable to a rapid growth,

or not. I would say here that it seems to me that the

expenses of the doctor are about the same in the

early years of his life whether he is in a large city or

in a moderate-sized country town. In a large city he

is obliged to expend more for rent and to live in a

somewhat more luxurious style ; but in a country

town he cannot live without horses and carriages, and

is obliged to keep from one to three, early in his prac-

tice. This he is not obliged to do in the city, so that

the expenses rather balance themselves.

What does he do, what can he do with this costly

plant? He has expended this amount of money; he

has lost this number of years of his youth ; and he is

now ready to begin. In all other ordinary business

trades the young man who is entering upon them ad-

vertises himself in some way : the doctor cannot adver-

tise. Why cannot the doctor advertise ? Because if

he advertises, it is considered that he advances himself

above his fellows, that he makes pretensions of being

better than they, of being able to cure more people

than they; and this, if pushed to a certain extent,

flavors of quackery. While it is very injudicious for

him to advertise, it is also improper for him to do it.

If he makes any discovery he cannot own it, it be-

longs to mankind. Every one else who makes a dis-

covery patents it, or has a trade-mark, or has some
exclusive right of possession. Not so in medicine.

Of course, the humane side of what we call our pro-

fession, and not our trade, obliges us to give whatever

belongs to mankind freely to it, so that other doctors

can use it on their patients just as much as w.e use it

ourselves.

The doctor, so far as I know, is the only person

who gives away something — which is his knowledge

and his time— for nothing— which is his service for

the poor ; at any rate he is the only person who pur-

sues this daily to any very large extent. He gives

away something for nothing, in the sense of giving

away something which has cost, and receiving back no

absolute money in return. He can be sued for this

gift; he can be prosecuted for what he gives away;
aud that is one of the peculiar paradoxes and hard-

ships of our profession.'' In other words, giving

' " If a patient applies to a man of diff'Tent occupation or employ-
ment for his assistance who either does not exert his skill or admin-
ister remedies according to tlie best of his abilities, ^ucll person is

not liable in damages ; but if he applies to a ttuTgeou, and he treats
bim improperly he is liable to an action even though he undertook
ijratis ti> attend the patient, because htssituation implies skill in sur-
gery. . . . Tlie law hjis no allowance for quackery, it demands
ijwtlifiration in the profession practised — ni»l extraorilinary skill,

but that degree which ordinarily characterizes the profession." See
McClelland on Civil Malpractice, pp. 193-4.
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gratuitous services to the pauper who has fallen and
broken his leg does not prevent the doctor from being
sued at law, if the case does not prove a success, al-

though he put forth his best efforts. Here, then, it

seems to me is the one i^istauce in the world where a

person can be sued for what lie has given away — his

knowledge, his time, his skill, his best efforts ; and he

has no way of defending himself except lo hire a law-

yer at considerable expense to prove that he is right;

and to justify himself in the eyes of the world, at a

loss of a considerable portion of his fees, for months
or years.

He cannot sue others very well for his debts.

Why not ? Because that savors of oppression. It is

the taking advantage of people's misfortunes; it is

taking advantage of their sickness and their weakness ;

and they frequently, of course, put it on the ground of

poverty— that they are unable to pay ; and if a suit

is brought by the physician, although lie may recover

it, it is a question whether it is useful to him in the

long run, and whether it does not in the end injure his

reputation ; and whether he had not better put up
with the loss, unless in certain circumstances of ag-

gravation where his character is attacked. If the pa-

tient complains, if the patient threatens a suit, then is

the time for the doctor to sue for his bill ; for by no
other means can be contend against an adversary so

mean and poor, as one who attacks him in this way.
There are also a good many other ways in which

the physician is cheated out of his just dues. As long

as it is necessary (and it probably always will be

necessary) that the doctor should have a sliding scale

in his prices to his patients, if he is a merciful man he
endeavors to accommodate his fees to the patient's

class. He often misjudges him, thinking him poorer

than he is, rather than richer; and it often happens
that he is deceived in this way, and does not charge

the patient what he can really afford to pay. Further-

more, the public are willing to take advantage of the

sliding scale, and say, "If so-and-so pay such a bill I

cannot afford to pay any more." So in this way a

good deal of what is justly due to the doctor may be
gradually filched away ; and yet there is no remedy
for it, because it is not decent, not proper, that he
should charge the same fees to the poor laborer as to

one who is wealthy.

He is also considerably imposed upon in public

duties. For instance, although he escapes by law
being called on a jury, and is free from that loss of

time and auuoyance, he is obliged to go to court on
every possible summons about some little case of no
consequence, where his testimony is important to the

individual who brings the suit; consequently be goes
to court and is obliged to waste his time ; and although
he may not be obliged to give an expert opinion, yet
he is obliged to go for a fee which is inadequate.

The loss of business is not to be measured by the

direct loss of time, but by what may have happened
in that time, bow many people may have been
angered or disappointed at not finding you at your
office at your usual hours when you advertise to be
there, and when you are expected to be at home. I

say, advertise by your card, but not in any other way.
Then a^ain, there are a great many forms of papers

and certificates which the doctors feel obliged to sign

in order to baiisfy their patients, for ivliich they ought
to receive a fee. Notably is that the case with the great

life insurance companies. The life insurance companies

have more money than all the banks together, and

yet some of them do not hesitate to extract a certificate

from the doctor with regard to the death of some
patient who is insured in their comi)auy and of whom
he was the family physician ; and as his testimony is

of value to them they send their agent, and the doctor

signs the paper ; and as he does not know what cir-

cumstances the patient was in, he does not like to

press a claim against the family itself; and sometimes

insurance companies refuse to pay for those services.

No service that he renders in returns of contagious

diseases, births or deaths, ought ever to be paid for or

ever to be charged for ; the doctor does not expect it;

and it is a part of his duty to the community that he

should give those services freely.

Now the young doctor having started with his plant,

and his loss of eight years of time, begins to seek for

patients; and the first great injury that is done him in

immediate practice is the fact that a large number of

those people who might otherwise employ him are

tempted to go to hospitals and dispensaries and re-

ceive gratuitous treatment. Many of them need it,

many of them do not need it; and it is almost impossi-

ble for hospitals and dispensaries to discriminate be-

tween the two classes. Many of those who go neat

and clean are the poorest ; and many miserable

drunken creatures have money at home, with which

they might well pay the doctor. This, of course, in-

flicts an injury on the young doctor; it is among this

class of people that he gets his first patients. It is

said, I think with truth, that in London one person in

seven is treated gratuitously in hospitals. Apply that

to Boston, and we should have sixty thousand patients

visiting our hospitals and dispensaries. And when
you look at their annual reports, and reflect how many
departments there are, and how the patients are scat-

tered about over the field, I do not think this is much
exaggerated for Boston itself.' Especially is this so

here since our population has changed. Poor people

used to have a self-respect, they preferred to stay at

home; the hospital patients were mostly Irish; but

since the Slav and Latin nations have come in, they

always expect to be hospital patients; they never

mean to employ a doctor in any other way. It is

their first thought when they are sick, to seek the

hospital, where they get the best treatment free of

cost. This has made a great change in our commun-
ity, and it must have made an equally great change iu

all our large manufacturing towns.

Does the doctor get any compensation for this ? If

possible, he gets attached to a hospital or to a dispen-

sary, and he goes and gives a good many years of the

best part of his life to a gratuitous service in this in-

stitution for various reasons— not wholly unselfish

reasons, but considerably so ; that he may see practice ;

that he may get experience ; and that he may take

other steps leading up to where he wishes to place

himself in his professiou. All this works to his ad-

vantage, undoubtedly ; but let us consider at what a

cost. The best part of his life is given to gratuitous

service ; when he comes round to see those patients

who can pay him, he brings to them a tired brain and

tired limbs ; and it is not too much to say that the

hospital patient gets the best service of the two. He
struggles to keep up and retain all the practice he gets

'^ It wM reported to the British Medical Aseociation, nieetiog for

18:ifi. that in Birininghani. iu one year, 12J*,ti00 was the grand total

treated free in public inatitutlons. The population of Birminghiuu
Is about the same as that of Boston, namely, 600,000.
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outside; he struggles to keep up with his co
in the hospital ; and altogether it is a bitter effort,

which in the end, no doubt, pays ; but for a number of
years, through his earlier life, it is a discouraging
struggle.*

I contend also that the doctors, who in so many
specialties establish clinics and tempt patients, and do
everything to get material for instruction ; I con-
tend that they encourage mendicancy, and that they
rob their brother of fees. I have no remedy to offer

for this ;
^ it is inseparable from the competition where

a city is overstocked with doctors, all of whom are
struggling to maiutain themselves and to advance
themselves, aud this is the only way they see to do it.

I only cite this as one of the business features but not
of medicine in its noblest aspects. We propose to take
that in the next lesson ; but to-night we take the low-

est, basest and most ignoble view; we take a mere
business view, and that alone ; and you cau see the
evil that is practically done to a large number of strug-

gling doctors. If they are surgeons, a hospital expe-
rience is necessary ; if they are physicians, it gives them
the best practice; if they are specialists, they cannot
get along, they cannot develop themselves in their

pursuit unless they have clinics of the poor upon
which to work, and upon whom to show how much
they can benefit others, who may call on them later,

when they have obtained fame.

As the doctor grows a little older he comes into

contact with two forms of competition ; one is what
I will call an honorable competition, and the other is

a dishonorable competition. In the honorable com-
petition he contends, like any other man, with bis

fellows for such practice as he can get without rob-

bing other people, without wronging any one; with

a proper view of advancing his own interest in

every legal and proper way.'' But there is also a dis-

honest competition, which robs him in a great many
ways. Some doctors who are not so sensitive as

others will gradually take away his patients in one
way or another. He, also, having no right in what
he does, having no right in the property which he

gives to others, having no right in his prescriptions

which l;e gives to the sick, these necessarily become
public property, and are largely repeated aud re-

peated, over and over again, by many druggists ; and
if they happen to be a happy combination which

suited A aud B, then C and D are furnished them by

the apothecaries without any fee to the doctor. It is

* I can gee but three remedies for hospital abuses, and they are
partial ones: First, the attending pljysicians and surgeons should be
salaried: second, it not salaried, they should be paid by all private-
room, or well-to^o patients: third, a selection should be carried out
by the hospital authorities between the very poor anii those al)le to
pay somei hing, and the latter should pay bo/k the hospital :tnd the
doctor. The tirst and second measures would indemnify the hospital
doctor at the expense of his brethren; because first, he alone would
be paid for treating the poor; an<I second, he would attract th»* well-
to-do to a hospital where board and attendance is relatively che:iper
than elsewhere, and hence wrong other doctors. Tlie third measure
is partial, and experience so far, has not proved it practicable.

s In our country districts there is no organized medical cliarity.

The country doctor must attend all, but h- loses less than the city
doctor. Barter prevails; he gets paid in other things than money —
labor, crops, wood. But in Kngland the .Mutual ^Ie<licat Clui) and
the Poor-law Union, prevail in the country as much as in towns. I-'or

despicable annual fees the doctor attends families and individuals;
the abuse is a crying one and is constantly referred to in medical
journals. In Paris a physician, past middle age, and said to be reput-
able, recently killed himself, because, as he alleged, hospitals and
dispensaries had gradually reduced his income until he was very
poor. There is more room and opportunity in America, still; all

good doctors can get a living; but c*n ihey in another tlfty or one
hundred years V

*' Should rich men practise ? The fees they receive are so much
taken from the common funds of poorer professional brethren.
Should they not devote themselves to science, to experimentation
and to teaching '.'

a well-known evil, it is a very laige evil, and it is a
direct robbery of the doctor whose knowledge, whose
brains, whose insight, perhaps whose exceptional
insight, have enabled him to get up some combina-
tion of medicine that has done a great deal of good.
This prescription is passed around from patient to

patient, repeated over and over again at the drug-
gist's counter ; finally, after the doctor's death, is

known by his name ; and you will see with some of the
druggists of this city the prescription of some of the
older physicians advertised in their stores as a work
of skill of certain old doctors who have long since
passed away. So that here the doctor is robbed
again; he loses what he has done; he gives involun-
tarily to the public a great deal more thau he meant
to. He enriches others who claim these things as
specifics, place them before the public by advertise-
ment, and vend them for more tljan they are worth,
perhaps, but still make fortunes out of them.
There are a number whom the doctor must attend,

aud I mean apart from the very poor, whom be does
not feel it is right to extract a fee from, or to charge.
Such used to be the case largely in regard to the
clergy. Such is to a. certain degree the rule now.
Of course, it would depend somewhat how one would
feel in reference to the position of the clergyman ; if

he happen to he a poor country clergyman he cannot
afford to pay the doctor; but there are some who are
in much better circumstances than the doctor himself
aud well able to pay for his service. It is not cus-

tomary, and it is not proper, that the doctor should
charge anything to his brother physicians. They
have free right to his services ; and as he grows older
in the profession he will find that they are more likely

to consult him on account of his age and experience;
hence, while his youth was considerably taken up with
the poor who could not afford to pay, his age may be
taken up by brother physicians who for themselves
and their families wish to take advantage of the years
that have passed over his head, thinking that greater
wisdom lies therein, than perhaps in youth. This,
hear in mind, is only spoken of in relation to the
trade, aud not to the profession. We should be very
sorry in the profession to refuse such service to the
brother physician and to the clergyman ; but, as a
trade, I speak of how the doctor is committing pecu-
niary suicide almost every day he is practising medi-
cine.

Then again, there are a great many anxieties for

which there cau be no compensation, and which the
doctor has got to count in as costing so much in ner-

vous strain, in loss of sleep perhaps, or perhaps in

worry with regard to the future. The doctor, you
must bear in mind, has to carry the burdens of all

sick people ; lie is their friend, advisor and counsel,

aud if you look at it from a plain business point of
view, the fact must remain that this must be counted
also as a somewhat discouraging feature. He does
not get and sell a piece of cloth as the tradesman
does; and he does not feel that the piece of cloth that

he sold is as good as it was when it came iuto bis

bauds, or is just the measure, or if it is anv other
article of merchandise, that it is just weight, and that

the transaction is perfectly honorable and that it is the
end of it; and it does not matter to him what has be-
come of that piece of cloth, and who has bought it. On
the other hand, he has treated a sick persou, aud he has
asked himself many anxious questions as to his recov-
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ery. Then, there will happen to him occasionally those

terrible uuexplaiaed deaths, sometimes an autopsy not

being permitted even in our present state of advauce-

meut— those sudden, uuexplaiiied and unexpected

deaths— a shock as much to him as to the friends and

family, often an injury to his reputation, and the

cause of a great deal of criticism among his friends

and patients. All this he has got to take into his

estimate of medicine as a trade. It is his business.

He gives out an enormous amount; he gives men-
tally more or less ; and iiis services are more costly in

brains and in patience and in endurance and in suffer-

iuo; than in any other form of the ordinary business

of life.

In spite of all this, the number of young men who
come forward to study medicine is as large as it ever

was, and perhaps is somewhat increasing ; and although

all callings and professions are somewhat overcrowded,
certainly medicine is as much so as any other; and
the doctor has now to contend, as he always has had
to contend, not only with various irregular physicians

who assume to cure people without proper education,

but he has to contend with a new class of obstacles in

obtaining a livelihood, and that is iu the large develop-

ment of specialists. It is true, no doubt, that special-

ists are necessary
; that they would not exist if ,they

viere not necessary ; and while they are a great burden

upon the patient, requiring him to employ a great

many persons for different parts of his body, they are

a great drawback to the physician because they dimin-

ish his patients, and they destroy what used to be the

family doctor. Such a person seldom exists now
except in some isolated place; and it is owing to his

isolation that he retains a large circle of duties among
certain families. Meanwhile, in larger communities,

where there is more friction and where specialties

develop more easily, then this, that and the other are

speedily called for, and the family physician gradually

ceases to exist. One person attends to one class of

duties and another person to another class of duties

;

and you must see, that while this may bring large

fees to a few persons, it must diminish the income of

the great body of physicians. And this results in

rendering the position of the general practitioner after

he has spent his money and his years, not so desir-

able as it used to be.'

It is hardly fair, it is almost too base, to speak of

the duties of the medical profession to the poor.

Boerhave said, " The poor are my best patients, for

God is their paymaster." Very true. Meanwhile,
although it seems almost too base to take up such a

subject as this, yet if we look at it from a purely mer-
cantile point of view, we must recognize the fact that

the poor in all communities are more numerous than

the rest, that they have got to be taken care of; they

give to a doctor a great deal of satisfaction iu getting

well, but they do not give the honest dollar that he
has got to pay out for his rent. But, looking at medi-

cine as a trade, the grocer does not expect to treat

the poor; he may occasionally give away something,

but he sells, and when he sells he expects money,
and he expects to collect it on the spot. When he

settles down in a neighborhood he recognizes a cer-

tain clientele in that neighborhood whicli will bring

him iu enough money to live on. On the other iiand,

' Tlie average doctor in America may count on a comfortable liv-
ing if he works and has fair ability; but not on getting rich, for
many doctors die poor, and most doctors lay up little. Teaching, also,
ie very poorly compeDsated in money.

the doctor, as a tradesman, if he goes and looks at a

town from a business point of view, sees a large num-
ber of people in the community whom he expects to

treat without pay ; only they may bring him a certain

popularity. Now, the question is. Do they do that ?

They do, to a certain degree. They add to his repu-

tation for humanity ; they get him known favorably

as a kind man, and perhaps, also, as a skilful mau.

And so practice may gradually creep on from the

poor to the kitchen ; and from the kitchen to the

parlor ; and thence through the higher walks of life.

Meanwhile, we must consider this from another

point of view. When I was a dispensary doctor

myself— and I have heard a great many other dis-

pensary doctors say the same thing— while the patient

was prett}' poor he would employ the city doctor, but

when he was a little better off he would say, "I
don't wish to employ the city doctor; I will take

another doctor of a better grade." Instead of employ-

ing and paying the one to whom he ought to be

grateful, he is apt sometimes to employ some one else,

through pride. That is undoubtedly true. Generally

things are valued for what they cost. When they

cost nothing they are valued at very little. When
anything is paid for, it is counted for more. This

principle is carried out in a good many of the hospitals

and dispensaries by charging a small fee for medicine.

I will venture to say that that medicine is more
appreciated and is taken with better care than if it

were gratuitous. It has a kindly effect. It has a

restraining effect; and while all the world, almost,

will go and do some very foolish and tedious thing

because they can get it for nothing, it isn't because

they value it, but because it is offered to them. Mr.
.James Russell Lowell used to say that a person would

go and sit through an}' amount of boredom for the

sake of getting a gratuitous lecture. I have no doubt

that is true. But when the poor seamstress, or

laborer, or his wife, has become very sick with some
chronic disease,, what wonder, that if they can, they

seek higher advice, and consider it higher because

they pay for it ?

This is but a prelude for what is to follow next

time, to show how all his kindly instincts are fighting

against the young doctor when he is struggling to get

his living. Meanwhile, as Abernethy said once to a

lecture-room of students, so I will repeat: "Looking
around his class-room when a new class came in for

the year, he said, 'God help you! what is going to

become of you all ? ' " That might be said lo day I

and yet the tide of medical students never ceases.

And if they do not attempt to pursue medicine as a

trade ; if they take the nobler view, and pursue it as

a profession ; if they are willing to submit to these

ignominies and worries, they will find as they go on,

that there is another class of considerations which will

render it one of the finest callings in the world.

In view of that great jubilee which we are going to

have to-morrow ; iu view of that God-given ether

which came to us fifty years ago, how can we regard

in abase light anything that man can create or invent?

When he creates or discovers, he is nearest like his

Creator. How can we regard anything that mau
can create to relieve human suffering, as belonging to

any one person, as being capable of a trade-mark, as

being capable of being held from the world, when it

is going to be such a blessing to the community ? I

believe this celebration that we are going to have
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will exert the most refining and ennobling of influ-

ences ; and I shall hope, after the celebration is over,
that if you cannot be there, you will Dead what is said
by the distinguished men who come from different
parts of the country ; and that you will be encouraged
to press on to that nobler field, which I hope to show
you next Thursday evening.

Original ^firticleiei.

ACUTE ANTERIOR POLIOMYELITIS.i

BV JOSEPH W. COCRTNEY, M.D.,

Assistant to the Physician for Diseases of the Nervous System, Boston
City Hospital,

Mr idea in selecting this disease as the subject of

my paper is not to offer you anything especially new
as to its etiology, but rather to combat the notion

commonlj' prevailing among general practitioners—
and also among certain writers of neurological text-

books— as to its utter hopelessness from a therapeutic

standpoint and to emphasize the importance of an
early diagnosis.

The following clinical history is fairly typical of

the usual mode of onset : The patient A. P., the

youngest of five children, having been in robust

health up to the age of twenty mouths, at that time

suddenly began to get feverish and fussy, and vomited
several times without apparent cause. She remained
in a feverish state for three days, and at the end of

that time it was found that she could not stand nor

even sit. The legs hung lifeless, but the arms were
at no time totally disabled. At the end of a week
the arms had regained their usual strength, but the

child was unable to move the legs to any considerable

extent.

The striking and essential features of this case, as

of all such, are the absence of prodromata, the sudden-

ness of onset, and the gradual regression of the paraly-

sis up to a certain point.

To go more into detail, the disease may come on

while the child is playing about, or it may be dis-

covered in the morning after an apparently normal
night. The fever ivhich is often present may last

only a few hours or a few days and reach to the

height of 104° F. ; only in very severe cases does it

remain above this point for any considerable period of

time. Gastro-intestinal disturbances may play the

prominent role ; and it is to this class of cases that I

would call special attention, for if the paralysis be
general, it is usually mistaken for the inertia of

prostration, the physician's attention is diverted from
the actual condition of affairs, and a favorable progno-
sis given, which later has to be retracted.

Pain is generally stated by the text-books to be
absent ; but this is by no means so in all cases, and
must be borne in mind when attempting to differenti-

ate between the disease in point and scorbutus, or

rheumatism.

The bladder and rectum are, as a rule, not affected,

and coma or convulsions are rarely present.

With the subsidence of the fever, vomiting, etc.,

the most prominent feature of the disease, the paraly-

sis, comes into play. This is of the flaccid variety,

and is associated with atrophy of the affected muscles,

' Read beforo the Somerville Medical Society at its regular meet-
ing held at the Someryille Hospital, October 1, 1896.

alteration of the electrical reactions, and the diminu-
tion, or complete loss of the deep reflexes. The
paralysis is, in reality, probably present from the
start, and is then usually widely distributed. It may
involve all four extremities and even the parts sup-
plied by the lower cranial nerves.

In one of the cases brought to the clinic disturb-

ance of speech was noticed by the parents at the
onset.

After three or four weeks, when spontaneous retro-

gression has ceased, some inference may be drawn as

to the limbs, which will be more or less affected per-
manently. This permanent palsy may affect one or
more parts of the body, but the lower extremities are
much the commonest seat, the right being more fre-

quently so than the left. The paraplegic and monople-
gic forms are the most frequent, and the paralysis of

a lower extremity is more frequent than that of an
upper. The muscles involved are usually functionally
and not anatomically related, as is frequently seen in

the leg, where the tibialis anticus is paralyzed in con-
nection with the quadriceps extensor femoris. These
muscles are supplied by different nerves, but are asso-
ciated in the extension of the leg in walking. In
certain cases but a single muscle is involved, as the
abductor indicis.

The atrophy which comes on in connection with
the paralysis is usually of rapid development, and a
marked difference has been noted between the size of
the paralyzed and nou-paralyzed limb within seventy-
two hours of the onset. The distribution of the atro-
phy corresponds exactly to that of the paralysis.

The chronic stage of the disease is the most distress-
ing, owing to the contractures and deformities of the
limbs. The ligaments are frequently so lax and the
paralyzed muscles so flabby that the limbs may be pas-
sively placed in the most bizarre positions. In one
case which I saw the child used to amuse herself by
seizing the foot of the fully extended leg and rotat-
ing the leg through an arc of about 1,S0°. Almost
any form of club-foot may result from the contract-
ures, and the development of the bones of an af-

fected limb is usually affected sufficiently to cause a
shortening.

When the abdominal muscles are involved, the
resulting deformity is sometimes mistaken by the pa-
rents for a tumor. Paralysis of the deep muscles of
the back gives rise at times to severe lordosis or
marked lateral curvature.

In spite of these cruel deformities the general health
is frequently excellent in the chronic stage, and many
of the children are extremely bright and interesting.

Etiologically the disease is now looked upon as
depending upon a toxemia, the result of an acute
infection, but what the special micro-organism may be
whose toxine shows such fiendish predilection for the
anterior gray matter of the spinal cord has not yet
been satisfactorily shown. This theory of infection
seems certainly, however, to be strengthened by the
frequent observation of the epidemic occurrence of the
disease and by the fact that both in this country and
in Europe it occurs far more frequently in summer
than in winter, that is, at a season when the recep-
tivity of young children to microbic invasion seems
to be especially exalted.

Pathologically the end results of the toxemic process
are as follows

:

(1) There is at times a complete absence of the
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larger gaugliou cells of the anterior horns, section

after section showing nothing but the homogeneous
shrunken graj' matter. When cells are visible their

contour is in striking contrast to the normal, everj'

vestige of cell process having vanished, leaving

shrunken nucleus-lacking cell bodies.

(2) The anterior nerve roots are diminished in size

on the affected side of the cord, and the muscles sup-

plied by the affected cells present characteristic condi-

tions, it being found that many of the fibres have
disappeared and are replaced by adipose tissue, while

those which remain are much diminished in size.

Differential Diagnosis.— In the early stage, when
the gastro-intestiual disturbance has been allayed and
it is found that the victim is totally unable to move in

bed, it is a common error to attribute this to the

inertia of prostration. In this regard it should be

remembered that prostration never causes total immo-
bility, and certainly never a complete paralysis of

one set of muscles.

The next most popular diagnosis is meningitis. In

this latter it should be borne in mind that coma and
convulsions — very rare in acute anterior poliomye-

litis— are usually the first of a train of cerebral

symptoms such as projectile vomiting, rigidity of the

neck, headaches, crauial nerve affections and the like.

As regards the acute cerebral palsy of children,

while the mode of onset may be exactly identical with

that of the spinal, the clinical features are vastly dif-

ferent. In the spinal type, as I have attempted to

show, the onset is sudden, with fever and vomiting,

and is rarely attended with coma and convulsions;

in the cerebral the onset is also sudden, with fever,

but iu this coma and repeated convulsions are the

striking features. The spinal paralysis is flaccid,

associated with atrophy ; the cerebral is spastic, has

no atrophy, but marked rigidity and contractures.

Spinal paralysis may be general, or limited to one
member or even a single muscle ; whereas the cere-

bral is usually hemiplegic or paraplegic. In the

spinal type one gets altered electrical reactions; in

the cerebral normal reactions obtain. In the spinal,

too, the deep reflexes are usually lost ; whereas in the

cerebral they are very much exaggerated. The intel-

lect in the former is never permanently affected ; in

the latter it is not infrequently involved, and a con-

comitant epilepsj' is not uncommon.
In a transverse myelitis we have perfectly definite

sensory disturbance with increased reflexes and sphinc-

teric involvement.

From hematomyelitis it is useless to attempt to dis-

tiuguisli. Severe cases of the latter succumb, while

the less severe follow practically the same course.

Progressive muscular atrophy has as its distinguish-

ing signs, a very gradual onset and slow development.

In this, too, faradic contractility is lost only when the

muscle is very much atrophied, and the development

of the limln is not arrested.

Pott's para|)legia is differentiated by the deformity

of the spine, by its very gradual onset, and by the

spastic nature of the paralysis ; moreover, the deep
reflexes are imreased, and radiating |)ains are present

very early in the disease.

Peripheral neuritis usually causes a symmetrical

bilateral trouble, is rare at the age when infantile [>a-

ralysis is most common, and the pain and tenderness

over nerves and muscles are of much longer duration

than they ever are in the latter disease.

Within the last few years infantile scorbutus has

been several times mistaken for infantile paralysis.

At first sight the clinical picture where we have to do,

for instance, with a hemorrhage into a knee-joint is not

unlike that of certain cases of the sjjiual disease. There
is apparent paralysis of the leg, and it may be impos-

sible to elicit the knee-jerk. Scurvy, however, occurs

most commonly about the eighth or ninth mouth, and
always in bottle-fed infants; and a careful examination
will elicit the fact that the apparent jjuralysis of a leg is

in reality but a limitation of motion due to the pain in

the joint, and that the absence of the knee-jerk is due
simply to the muscular spasm and not to any nerve

lesion. Besides this, there is in scurvy little or no
fever and no great amount of general prostration.

Personally, I think that the psuedo-paralytic affec-

tions of scurvy are by no means as sudden as is gener-

ally supposed. Careful inquiry will often reveal the

fact that the leg apparently so suddenly rendered

powerless has been kept more or less immobilized by
the child for several days previous on account of

gradually increasing epiph3'seal tenderness. This was
very prettily demonstrated in one of my cases, in which
it was noted with considerable surprise by the parents,

that the child had ceased to kick the bed-clothes off at

night for several nights preceding the actual occurrence

of the joint hemorrhage.

Prognosis.— The tendency is to take an altogether

too dismal view of the ultimate outcome of this disease.

There is absolutely no necessity to predict that the

child will be a hopeless cripple for life, as it is impos-

sible to tell at the outset to what extent retrogression

of the palsy will go on. It is even a fact that the

permanent damage is sometimes less in certaiu cases

in which at the outset the paralysis is very severe,

than in others which start in less violent fashion.

The muscles which show early and persistent changes

in electrical reactions are the ones which should cause

the most apprehension.

Treatment. — As the large majority of cases are

seen by the family physician at the onset, he should,

in directing his treatment, keep constantly in mind the

fact that the lesion is primarily a vascular one, and do

his utmost to limit the iufiammation and preserve the

integrity of the nervous structures by the use of

couiiterirritauts and vaso-constrictors. For this pur-

pose the child should be kept in a quiet room, and

small doses of some antipyretic, together with bromide

and ergot, be given. Locally cold applications and

mild counterirritants over the affected portion of the

spine are indicated. The child should be carefully fed,

and the bowels thoroughly purged by the use of small

doses of calomel.

It is as regards the effectiveness of therapeutic

measures in the chronic stages that most text-books

are misleading, and this is a point I would particularly

emphasize. The error arises presumably from the

fact that the authors of such books base their deduc-

tions on the pathological condition rather than on

clinical facts. Even Gowers states that at the end of

six months all possible recovery is nearly completed.

Now this is distinctly not so, for it is not uncommon
in a large clinic where cases are followed up and

treated for years, to see children who were totally

paraplegic at the end of six months and even a year,

able to walk — with difficulty it is true— at the end

of three or four years of faithful and persistent treat-

ment.
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As to treatment, it requires no elaborate explana
tion. it consists in the intelligent application of elec-

tricity and massage, and should be begun as soon as

the acute stage has passed, and persisted in over the

space of months or years. If the muscles react at all,

faradism should be used for ten to fifteen miuutes, two
or three times per week. The massage should be given

by a competent masseur or masseuse.

Formerlj' the custom prevailed of immediately put-

ting a paralyzed limb into orthopedic apparatus, and
the natural outcome was that the paralyzed muscles
findiog their functions supplied by mechanical means,
made no effort to maintain their uutrition, and the

resulting atrophy was rapid and extreme.
I do not mean to imply that surgical or mechanical

measures are never necessary ; they are certainly to

be borne in mind as a last resort. It is better, of

course, to have a tenotomy done in a case where the

joint deformity arising from the over-contraction of

non-paralyzed muscles is extreme and unyielding to

both electricit\' and massage ; but even in these cases

we should return to our previous treatment as soon as

the child has sufficiently recovered from the operation.

A STUDY OF CICATKICES, WITH REFERENCE
TO RIGHT- AND LEFT-HANDEDNESS AND
AMBIDEXTERITY.

BY J. N. HALL, M.D., DENVER,
ProffSSOT of Therapeutics and Clinical Medicine, University of

Colorado.

In a rather extensive search through medico-legal

literature during the past six months, I have been
impressed with the fact that in many cases it has

been of great importance to establish whether right-

or left-haudedness existed, or whether both , hands
could be used equally well in handling a weapon, pen,

or for other purposes. The matter has generally

been settled by the production of witnesses, who have
testified freeiy in many cases to a given condition,

when an equal number of witnesses has been brought
forward who have testified to an opposite condition.

It has recently occurred to me that in many cases tlie

question could be better settled by an examination of

the prisoner, if such an examination could be obtained,

or of the corpse, in case this became desirable, by a

study of the cicatrices upon the hands, such as are

inflicted by every man who handles tools of any kind,

but especially the pocket-knife. Although most left-

handed boys are taught to write with the right hand,

I believe the knife is commonly handled with the left

hand in such cases, and many tools are used in similar

manner in various trades. In women the study could

not be expected to be of as much value, and still it

has proved to be fairly conclusive in many cases. 1

should say further, that in the cases of professional

and other men, not much given to the handling of

tools, cicatrices may not be found, although in Amer-
ica, as long as the Yankee retains his reputation for

whittling upon every possible opportunity, they will

be present in most cases, and furnish more conclusive

testimony than can be given orally.

I have found these kuife-cuts, as one would expect

to find them, upon the radial side and dorsum of the

forefinger, upon the ulnar side of the thumb, and to a

less extent upon the dorsum, particularly about the

knuckle, and iu many cases upon the radial side and

dorsum of the middle finger. It should be stated that,

because of the fact that most hands present scars

upon some parts of their surface, a decided preponder-

ance of linear cicatrices upon one side should be neces-

sary to justify a conclusion that implements were con-

stantly used in the other hand, and such a preponder-

ance we have found iu most of the cases examined.
Dr. Catherine F. Haydeu has called my attention to

the fact, that iu women the forefinger of the hand in

which the needle is not held shows the marks of the

needle, although these would wear away in a short

time if sewing were suspended, not being true cica-

trices. Dr. J. N. Thomas has also mentioned that he
has seen, in the hands of wood-carvers and engravers,

in which the tool was not held, the scars of pricks

made by the implement in question. Obviously the

occupation of the jjersou would have an important

bearing in this connection.

The proposition that we should find, in most cases,

scars upon the hand not holding the implement seems
so reasonable that it should require but little proof;

but, more in order to learn in what proportion of

cases we should be able to form an opinion, I have
collected the following one hundred successive cases,

with the assistance of Drs. Will F. Hassenplug and S.

D. Hopkins, who have done very careful work in the

examination of the fifty cases whicli they have contrib-

uted to my list, many of which cases they have
shown to me.

In the cases in which the cicatrices greatly pre-

dominated upon the left hand, generally in a ratio of

from four to twelve or fifteen upon this hand to one
to four on the right hand, we have simply stated the

cases to be right-handed as they have invariably been,

while in case the opposite condition existed, the great

majority existing upon the right hand, we have called

the persons left-handed, without error, excepting as

is hereinafter stated in connection with ambidexterity.

The 100 cases were divided as follows :

Males, SS; females, 12.

Kight-bauded, that is, with such a preponderaoce of scars upon
tlie left baud tbat uo doubt could exist, 78.

Left-handed, where the opposite condition existed, seven.
Cases without scars enough upon either hand to make a deci-

sion possible, eight.

Cases in which the comparatively even distribution of the scars
between the right and left hands made the question doubtful,
and iu which it was correctly a-sumed, nevertheless, that the
person had originally been left-handed, and had since tried to
use the right hand, six.

Case iu which many scars were found upon both hands, and
yet the patient was right-handed, one, our assumption of left-
bandedness in this case being erroneous.

Thus, of the 100 patients, we may at once throw
out eight who had no marks to guide us ; and one
whose scars were equally distributed, who was right-

handed, and six similar cases who were left-handed,

leaving 85 cases iu which a positive decision was
arrived at, in every case this decision having been
correct. Further, of the seven cases in which the

scars were nearly evenly distributed between the two
hands, and which were presumed to be left-handed,

six were actually so, so that the seventh subject in
this group was the only one in whose case error

really existed.

It must be noted further that many men claim to

be righ-t-haiided who still use the knife with the left

hand, which would presumably indicate that such sub-
jects would use a weapon in attacking another person
with the left hand, and especially so as, in times of

excitement, it is well known that artificial habits give
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way to those natural to one in his earliest j'ears.

In a very large percentage of cases, one may with
great certainty atlirm that natural right- or left-hand-

edness exists, and in most of the cases presenting
scars upon hotli iiands in approximately equal numbers,
is safe in slating that the person was probably origi-

nally left-handed, but learned to use the right hand
only after having inflicted many cuts upon it through
the use of the left, or, possibly, continues to use the

left at times. It may prove that, in some occupations,

the habitual use of edge-tools iu the left hand may
call for a modification of these statements.

A CASE OF TERIPHERAL POLYNEURITIS FOL-
LOWING DELIVERY.*

BT E. O. CDTLER, M.D.

H. B., age thirty-seven, married, housewife, born iu

Montreal and living in South Framingham, entered
the Massachusetts General Hospital, July 3, 1896.

Her father died of apoplexy and her mother of can-

cer. Catamenia were normal until the last two months,
when there has been no flow. Five healthy children.

She had measles and small-pox in her early years.

No rheumatism. Touch of bronchitis for years. Never
rugged.

Four months ago she was delivered of a still-born

child, and three weeks later had " milk leg " on the

right side, which gradually subsided; vomiting and
loss of weight.

Two mouths ago, on attempting to walk, found that

the right leg was very weak, and a few days after she
could not support her weight with the right limb.

Severe pain in leg, thigh and foot. Before long the

left limb was affected iu the same way, with attendant
loss of strength aud pain. About the same time
Dumbness and tingling in hands and arms appeared,
followed by weakness. The grasp of the fingers be-

came impaired, and she dropped things continually.

Cannot eat by herself. Sense of touch imperfect in

hands and feet. Muscles feel sore and tend to con-

tract, so that knees are flexed. Feet swell at times.

No difficulty iu speaking. No involuntary passage of

urine and feces. No sexual desire. Marked wasting
of body. No history of lead, arsenic, alcohol, syphilis

or other infective disease.

Physical Examination showed her to be poorly de-

velojted, emaciated, of a dark, sallow complexion.
Pupils equal aud reacted. Tongue moist, not coated,
swollen and pale. Pulse regular in rhythm, force and
volume. No blue line on gums. Face comparatively
full and rounded. Lungs aud heart normal.

Liver border at fifth space, and extends below cos-

tal edge by percussion.

Spleen slightly enlarged, edge felt.

Abdomen flat, no tenderness.

Remarkable pigmentation of skin of the lower part

of thorax, abdomen aud thighs (which has had no ap
plications). Skin of arms, chest, abdomen and lower
extremities dry, aud iu places the epidermis is peeling

ofiE.

Hands pigmented on the dorsal surface.

Knee-jerks absent. No ankle-clonus.

Marked atrophy of all muscles of upper and lower
extremities and trunk ; wasting of thumb and ioterossei

muscles pronounced. Grasp exceedingly weak, espe-

cially in left hand ; coarse tremor of hands.

Electrical reactions showed a slight response of

thumb muscles, flexers of forearm, biceps, deltoid and
pectorals on both sides, stronger on the right. Great-

est impairment of extensors. Almost no reaction iu

lower extremities ; here, also, the extensors are more
affected.

Sensation to heat and cold, pain, and iu distinguish-

ing blunt from sharp points, fairly good.

Eyes not so good as formerly. Hearing never very

good. Not bright mentally.

Thyroid gland apparently of normal size. Nails of

toes dry, brittle, cracked aud ill-nourished. No loss

of hair. No pigmentation of mucous membranes.
Urine: Normal color, acid reaction, specific gravitj'

1.020, no albumin, no sugar, no sediment, uodiazo.
Blood: Red corpuscles, 2,832,000; hemoglobin, 30

per cent.

July 12th. Pain in legs bad at times. Skin im-
proving in color.

August 10th. Unable to straighten the right knee.

Pain worse in wet weather. Pigmented scales on belly

persist.

August 24th. Walking with little assistance.

September 13th. Under general massage she is

steadily improving in strength and color. Brown
skin on belly removed by soda wash. Has gained
considerable weight.

September 1 6th. Discharged much relieved.

Moebius was apparently the first to thoroughly in-

vestigate puerperal neuritis. His article appeared in

the Miinchener Medicinische Wochenschri/t, 1887, No.
9, aud contained the description of seven cases, to

which he added three in later communications to the

same journal in 1890 and 1892. Schintzler, in 1876,

and Kast, in 188G, had recorded cases, as had also

Imbert-Gourbeyre in 1861, which must be included

under this head. Other writers, as mentioned by

Mills, Lniversily Medical Magazine, May, 1893, had
described cases of paralysis of single nerves of the

lower extremities, most of them of traumatic origin

from operative interference, though some of them ap-

pear to be true cases of puerperal neuritis.

" Ueber puerperale Neuritis und Polyneuritis " is

the title of an exhaustive article by A. Eulenburg in

the Deutsche Medicinische Wochenschri/l, Nos. 8 and 9,

1895, pp. 118-121, 140-6, who gave the whole of the

literature up to date and prepared a table of 38 cases

with analysis of the same. Clinically he divides the

cases into two classes according to their severity, irre-

spective of their etiology.

(1) A mild localized form most frequently occurring

in the arms on one or both sides, particularly iu the

median aud ulnar nerves (brachial type), more rarely

in the lower extremities, usually one-sided iu the ischi-

atic nerve (crural or lumbo-sacral type) ; or, beginning

as brachial and becoming crural, and with our present

experience having a verj' favorable prognosis.

(2) A severer, more diffuse or general form, which

may have an acute or subacute course, may be ascend-

ing or descending, in some cases resembling Landry's

acute asceuding paralysis, and also implicates the cere-

bral nervous system to a greater or less extent.

The ordinary causes of neuritis, as alcohol, diphthe-

ria, sjpliilis, lead, arsenic, typhoid fever, pneumonia,

influenza, and so on, in the cases mentioned could be

excluded. Eulenburg is inclined to believe that some
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of the cases of neuritis, though only observed during

the puerperiuDQ, are in reality cases of neuritis of

pregnancy, and thinks that the impaired gastro-intesti-

nal functions during the gravid state are the cause of

the condition by leading to an auto-intoxication through
the formation in the gastro-intestinal tract of some
substance, possibly acetone, which is absorbed and
causes the neuritis. That it is a toxemic polyneuritis

there can be little doubt, but as to the nature of the

poison there is no evidence that acetone is the cause of

the condition. In many of the cases of puerperal

polyneuritis there was a distinct history of fever dur.

ing the puerperium, as pointed out by George Elder

in a valuable paper on " Peripheral Neuritis in Preg-

nancy," in the Lancet of July 25, 1896; so that there

is much reason to believe that they were really cases

of septicemic neuritis. To quote him

:

" Some cases, however, have been described where
the puerperium was said to be fever-free, although ap-

parently in few of them was this point specially ob-

served, as the cases only came under the notice of the

observers some time after the onset of the disease. In

such cases even should it be proved more satisfactorily

than at present that the puerperium was fever-free,

there is in the process of involution of the uterus, etc.,

and consequent presence in the blood of a quantity of

products of disintegration, a possible cause of poison-

ing of the nervous system. Similarly, in pregnancy

one has in the greater amount of relative changes go-

ing on, as a consequence of the growth of the embryo
in utero, a larger quantity of effete products to be

eliminated from the system, and it is probable that

this is largely the cause of the neuritis when it is

present; for the excretory organs may at times be

unable to fully eliminate from the circulation all these

products although they do not give any actual signs of

being themselves diseased.

"In most of the cases recorded of peripheral neuri-

tis in pregnancy there has been severe vomiting lasting

for a considerable time, which has been accepted as

the cause of the neuritis by most of the writers. . . .

"That it is closely related to the neuritis there can

apparently be little doubt, and this relationship is

more strongly brought out by the fact that in several

cases of puerperal polyneuritis there had also been ex-

cessive vomiting during pregnancy."

The cases reported by Elder, two in number, show

that vomiting is not absolutely necessary for the pro-

duction of neuritis in pregnancy, as it was absent in

both.

Recovery from the neuritis has been the result in

most of the cases reported — in some tardy, in others

rapid. A few remained unaffected by treatment for

many months. Several cases terminated fatally.

In regard to treatment, Elder says :
" Remember-

ing the fact that the disease may prove fatal, one must

be prepared to induce labor before the disease has ad-

vanced too far, for as soon as the uterus is emptied

there is naturally a tendency to recovery. One would

require, however, to be particularly careful in induc-

ing labor to prevent the onset of the slighest degree

of septic trouble, which would tend to aggravate the

condition, for nearly all 'he cases of peripheral neuritis

have followed on a fevered puerpeiium. Otherwise

the treatment of the condition wciuld resemble that in

other foruis of peripheral neuritis."

The bibliography is given by Eulenburg and com-
pleted to date by Elder in the journals cited.

Clinical 2Dcpartmcnt.

A CASE OF SYMPHYSEOTOMY.!
BY JOHN B. SWIFT, M.D., BOSTON.

At eleven a. m. on September 10, 1896, 1 was asked

to see Mrs. A., residing in Dorchester, to determine

whether Caesarean section should be done. The message
said that she was in labor at that time.

I got to the patient about twejve, and learned from

the attending physician that about one year previous

she had been delivered of a child (her first) by craniot-

tomy. The three physicians, who had seen her at that

time, had told her that she could not have a living

child in the natural way, and that, should she become
pregnant again, Cesarean section would be necessary.

When it was known that she was pregnant a second

time, the operation was explained to her, and she

decided to have it done, but had put off making the

necessary arrangements. The present labor had com-
menced some time during the day before, and he had

been summoned at three o'clock this morning. He
found the os fully dilated, with the membranes pro-

truding. The head was presenting, but would not de-

scend because of a projecting promontory. During
his examination the membranes were accidentally

ruptured.

I found the patient to be a slight, thin woman,
twenty-six years old, married two years. She said she

had always been well and strong, the only sickness she

ever remembered being her last confinement ; but later

she told me that, when a child, she had hurt her back

by a fall on the ice, but it had never given her any
trouble.

On external examination the pelvis seemed to be

well formed, and the measurements by the pelvimeter

were : crests 10^ inches, spines 9|- inches, external

conjugate 7^ inches. The abdomen was not especially

prominent. The head was felt rather more to the

right of the median line, the back towards the front,

breech at the fundus on the left side. The fetal heart

was heard to the left of and below the umbilicus, 130
beats a minute.

The finger introduced into the vagina easily reached

the promontory, projecting further forward than

normal. The os was fully dilated. The head was
above the brim, with the occiput toward the left side.

Between the pains the head was movable and extended ;

but during a contraction it could be felt to flex and be-

come fixed in the grasp of the uterus. The distance

from the most prominent point of the promontory to

the under side of the symphysis measured just under

three and one-fourth inches, and the true conjugate

was estimated at about three inches. The pelvis other-

wise was roomy. Sweeping the finger around the

pelvis and comparing the impression of the pelvic cir-

cumference, thus formed, with the estimated size of the

child's head, delivery by the forceps or turning did not

seem possible.

The question thou resolved itself into craniotomy,

Cesarean section, or symphyseotomy. The child being

alive, craniotomy was rejected.

The woman having been in labor so long a time with

the membranes ruptured ; the uterus contracting so

firmly ; and the proliability of the head easily coming
through the pelvic brim by having the pelvic circum-

ference increased, h'd me to believe that symphyseot-

' Eoail before the Obstetrical Society of Bo8tou, October 20, 1»9C.
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omy would be the most favorable operation for both

motlier ami child, and I so expressed inyscif. Consent
was readily given, and slie was transferred to a private

room in the Carney Hospital. There was no delay, as

all preparations had been made at the hospital during

the transfer of the patient from her home, instructions

being given to the house-officer by telephone.

Ou arriving at the hospital she was etherized, and
the customary antiseptic precautions taken. With the

patient in the lithotomy position, a steel male sound
was passed into the urethra, and given to an assistant

with instructions to hold the urethra ou one side. An
incision was tht-u made over the symphysis, beginning
well up on the mons and extending down to the clitoris,

and the tissues divided down to the joint which was
easily found. The symphysis was divided from above
down by a probe-pointed bistoury, and immediately

separated live-eighths of an inch. There was very

little bleeding. Putting my finger into the vagina and
pressing the head down with a hand on the abdomen,
it was seen that the head would enter the brim, but

would not come through. The head was strongly

flexed with its long diameter in the transverse diameter

of the pelvis, occiput to the left. The forceps were
applied, one blade over the occiput, the other over the

front part of the head, and with moderate traction

the head came into the pelvis, the pubic bones separat-

ing about one and one-half inches. The forceps were
then removed, thinking that I could reapply them to

the sides of the head and rotate it, but I was unable

to adjust the left blade. They were, therefore, applied

as before, and as the head came down it was rotated iu

the forceps by one hand and easily delivered. The
perineum had been torn to the sphincter during the

previous delivery and had been repaired after her con-

valescence. The scar gave way slightly on the right

side. It was immediately united by one silkworm-gut
suture. This was the only abrasion which I could find

in the genital canal. The child, a female, did not

breathe at first, but efforts at resuscitation soon estab-

lished respiration. The measurements of the head
were

:

Bi-teinporal diameter 31 in-

lii- parietal diameter 33

Occipito-frontal diameter 5-j-

Sub-occipito bregmatic 3g
Circumference UJ

The placenta was easily expressed during a contrac-

tion about ten minutes after the child was born.

There was considerable difficulty in getting the

pubic bones together again, but it was accomplished by
the aid of two assistants pushing on the sides of the

pelvis, the patient's legs being fully extended at the

same time. The bones were held in place by a large

silk suture passed through them, a wire suture having
broken. The incision was closed by deep and super-

ficial sutures of silkworm gut. A corrosive-gauze

dressing was applied and a broad band of adhesive

plaster passed around the hips. Over all an un-

bleached cotton obstetric binder was pinned as tightly

as po.ssible.

A self-retaining catheter having been passed into

the bladder, she was put to bed in very good condition,

with the legs tied together, and instruction given that

she should be kept ou the back with sand bags on
either side to prevent motion.

This constrained position proved to be exceedingly
annoying, and accounted, I think, for the rise of tem-

perature which took place during the two days follow-

ing the operation. During the second night it was
found that the catheter had come out of the bladder.

It was not replaced, as she was able to empty the

bladder herself.

On the fifth day the dressings were changed, and, as

the incision had healed, the sutures were removed.
There was a rise of temperature the day following

which could not be accounted for; but it was soon
evident that an abscess was forming. This was opened
through the original incision, and was caused, I think,

by drawing in septic material when removing the

sutures. Otherwise, the convalescence was uneventful.

The milk-supply was abuudant from the first, and the

child was nursed as in any case.

She was kept iu bed four weeks. On getting up she
declared she could walk as well as ever, and it was
impossible to detect any motion or separation at the

symphysis.

Conclusions should perhaps not be drawn from one
case, but the impression which I had formed from
my reading, namely, that symphyseotomy is not the

operation of election, was confirmed. I mean given a
case of contracted pelvis where the question arises be-

tween induced labor, CiEsarean section and symphyseot-
omy, I think Ciesarean section should be done for the

following reasons

:

The child is at full term.

It can be extracted from the uterus as readily, or

even more so than with symphyseotomy.
In induced labor the child is premature, which is an

added risk to its living.

In symphyseotomy there is great danger of lacerat-

ing the tissues. There is the possibility of the sym-
physis not reuniting, and thus leaving the woman iu a

more or le.ss crippled condition.

Greater care must be exercised in the after-treat-

ment, as there is more danger of infecting the wouud
in symphyseotomy, owing to the difficulty, or almost

impossibility of preserving asepsis.

As for the operation itself, to any one familiar with

abdominal surgery, Cccsarean section would be the

easier operation. To be sure, I found the division of

the symphysis to be as easy as opening the abdomen
and uterus, but the extraction of the cliild, and after-

wards getting the parts together and placing the deep
sutures was certainly harder and took more time than

the same things take in Cresarean section.

Again, syn)|)hyseotomy must not be done until the

OS is fully dilated, which may mean that the patient

has been subjecled to a great amount of suffering, and
is in poor condition to stand the operation; whereas
Coesarean section is done early in labor, or even before

labor has begun.

The place for symphyseotomy seems to be when the

choice comes between it and craniotomy on the living

child.

All statistics show that for Ca'sarean section to be

successful it must be done early. Therefore, when
labor has been going on for some time, and it is evident

that the child cannot be delivered by forceps or turn-

ing, symphyseotomy should be done before craniotomy,

unless the passage through the pelvis is too small, for

there is a limit to the separation of the bones, beyond
which it is not safe to go. Where the conjugate is

below two and one-half inches symphyseotomy should

not be done.

In cases of impacted head from faulty presentation,
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or absence of rotation, forceps having failed, symphy-
seotomy should be tried before craniotomy.

As to placing an upper limit, so to speak, that is,

saying that with a certain amount of contraction a

certain operation should be done, does not seem reason-

able. It is a question of judgment, combined with skill

in diagnosis and ability to operate. The relation be-

tween the size of the pelvis and the size of the head
must be considered. With a large head and a very

slight contraction, delivery might be prevented or call

for operation in one case, while in another, with the

same amount of contraction, but a smaller head, it

would be easy.

The importance of pelvimetry cannot be too strongly

urged. I believe that careful measurements should be

made in the case of every primipara under our care,

or in any case with a history of difficult labors. Also,

in the later mouths of pregnancy, in all cases, examina-

tions should be made to determine the size of the head

in its relation to the pelvis.

A CASE OF GENERAL SEPTIC PERITONITIS
FOLLOWING ABORTION.

Treated by Peritoneal and Intestinal Drainage,
Resulting in Recovery.

BY ALBERT H. TOTTLE, M.D., CAMBEIDGE, MASS.

Sdnday, July 19th, I was called to see Mrs. S. P. C,
of Somerville, by Dr. S. M. Bump, her attending

physician.

She was twenty-three years of age, married five years,

Il-para, and had enjoyed good health to the time of

the present sickness.

Dr. Bump slated that he was called to see the

patient July loth, that he found her suffering from

the effects of abortion (probably criminal), with re-

tained placenta and severe metrorrhagia; the pulse

was weak aud rapid, 120 beats to the minute. He
applied a tampon.

On the 16th he removed the tampon, curetted the

uterus, and packed it with iodoform gauze. The
patient came out of ether well, the pulse dropped to

96 beats per minute, and vomiting occurred to some

extent. On the 17tli the patient vomited continually ;

the vomitus assumed a stercoraceous character; the

pulse reached 130; there was no pain; the tempera-

ture taken by the axilla was normal. Glycerine and

turpentine in water were administered per rectum,

and sulphate of magnesium iu conjunction with pills

of aloes, strychnia and belladonna, by mouth ; but

without effecting a movement of the bowels. Tympa-
nites set in and steadily increased. The case grew
gradually worse, and he called counsel. As the

bowels still remained obstinately closed, the patient

was becoming very weak, and the case was assuming

a most desperate character, they determined to try

the effect of a dose of metallic mercury, and eight

ounces were given on the 18th. The bowels still re-

fused to act.

On the 19th I found the patient suffering intensely

from thirst; the abdomen was swollen aud tympanic,

tender to the touch, and uniform in contour ; the tongue

red and dry ; the mind blunted; the decubitus dorsal

with the legs extended full length. There was great

restlessness and continual low moaning. The pulse

was feeble aud hard to count; the skin covered with

cold perspiration and clammy to the touch ; the respir-

ation quick and shallow ; aud altogether the appear-

ance was that of a very sick woman.
Some time ago I read of a case in many respects simi-

lar to this one, where the gut was opened and draioed,

with recovery (I cannot recall the name of the writer) ;

and a short time later Dr. Godfrey Ryder reported

another successfully treated in the same manner. I

determined to try the same method of treatment, and

opened the abdomen on the left side. My intention

was to perform a left lumbar colotomy, but finding

the bowels much displaced, I inserted gauze drainage,

after first removing numerous clots of fibrin, and pro-

ceeded to the right side. There I opened the abdo-

men over the caput coli, drew the great gut out aud

sewed it to the edge of the peritoneal wound, after

which I made a very small opening iu the bowels,

which was followed by the escape of gas. Gauze
dressings were applied and the patient put to bed.

She was in a collapsed condition, and one-tenth of a

grain of strychnia was given hypodermically.

The outlook was not very hopeful ; however, she

rallied from the operation, and within twenty-four

hours passed flatus by the rectum. The abdomen be-

came less distended, and the patient was less restless.

Forty-eight hours after the operation I again saw

the case with Dr. Bump, aud recommended a quinine

enema. This was followed by a large fecal movement,

unformed but of thick consistency.

At regular intervals strychnia, digitalis, strophanthus

and belladonna were given, together with large quan-

tities of alcoholic stimulants. The bowels were daily

kept opeu by rectal enemata.

From both wounds there was a considerable dis-

charge of fluids for several days. The fistula closed

spontaneously, aud by the end of the third week the

patient made a good recovery.

On the 5th of August metallic mercury was passed

by the rectum for the first time, eighteen days after its

exhibition. The mercury came away in small quanti-

ties during the succeeding week.

The case was in my opiniou one belonging to a class

where fatal issue is almost inevitable, aud the result

must be of considerable value iu testimouy of the

virtue of intestinal drainage in cases of paralysis of

the gut following septic infection.

a^cbical ^rogreiEfiar.

REPORT ON SURGICAL PROGRESS.

BY H. h. BURRELL, M.D. AND H. W. CDSHING, M.D.

(Concluded from No. 24, p. 697.)

the objects and limits of operations for
cancer.

Chetne,^' in an article on the above subject, gives

the statistics of a large number of operations, and

states that the only larger statistics which, so far as

he knows he has omitted, are 12 cases of Kronlein,

with three deaths. As far as the author kuows, they

have not been published, with the exception of two,

one of which was well at the end of seven years.

To include this one and not the others would vitiate

the statistics. The author states that he has also

»• Lancet, 1896, vol. 1, p. 677.
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come across refereuces to the following cases, but has

not beeu able to fiud full details, ana probably they

are nut published m detail, namely:
Marcliaud. Partial extirpation of the pharynx ;

died from pneumonia on seventh day.

Trelat. Cancer of tonsil and pillars of fauces ; re-

covered.

Verneuil (mentioned by Castex). Epithelioma of

tonsil, soft palate, pharynx and floor of mouth ; re-

covered (recurred ?).

Ilueter. Sarcoma of tonsil ; death in three weeks
from pneumonia.

Hahn. Removal of epiglottis ; recurrence in three

months (referred to by Schotz in Centralblatt J'ur

Laryngologies No. 6).

Fi.>cher (referred to by Keitel). Tumor of the

whole posterior wall of the pharynx ; recovered.

Konig. Three cases (referred to by Keitel). Re-

current carcinoma of posterior wall of pharynx ; re-

covered. Carcinoma of tonsil extending on to

pharynx ; died from septic pneumonia. Carcinoma
of tonsil; died from septic pneumonia.

Billroth. Lympho-sarcoma of tonsil, very exten-

sive, vagus divided ; death from edema of the lungs.

Von Bergmann refers (Deutsche Medicinische

Wochenschrift, lti83) to a case where he removed a

large piece of the lower jaw, tonsil, and almost the

whole of one side of the pharynx, but does not state

result.

Gallardo. Extirpation of cancerous tumor of pal-

ate and tonsil in a male aged forty ; rapid recurrence

in glands in one month.

THE RELATION OF TRAUMA TO MALIGNANT TUMORS.

Ziegler -° reviews the facts concerning the relation

of single and repeated trauma to malignant tumors.

His paper is based on the statistics of the last five

yrars in the surgical clinic in Munich. It includes

171 cases of carcinoma of the breast, 44 of the lips,

37 of the scalp, 4(j of the cavity of the mouth, 9 of

the penis, 9 of the extremities, and 12 of the alimen-

tary canal ; 34 sarcomas of the head and neck (ex-

cluding the jaws), 24 of the jaws, 29 of the mam-
mary gland, 3 of the abdominal wall, G of the kidneys,

8 of the testicles, 23 of other parts of the body, and 44
of the extremities. In all there were 328 cases of car-

cinoma, 117 in men and 211 in women; and 171

sarcomas in 81 men and 90 women. After deducting

the tumors of the mamma and genital organs, there

were 108 tumors in men and 102 in women. In car-

cinomas there was a history of 6ini;le traumas 55
times; 92 times there had been chronic conditions of

irritation. lu sarcomas 35 times a single trauma was
noted, and 32 times (including warts) chronic irrita-

tions were at fault. Although some cases of single

traumata seem to stand m doubtful relation to the for-

mation of the growth, the author believes, as a rule,

the new formation has been brought about by the in-

jury, basing his judgment on the continuation of the

pains and swellings after the trauma and which go in-

sensibly into the formation of the tumor.

Such a high percentage for the single traumata, 25
per cent., and for the continuous irritation, 18 per

cent., leads Ziegler to adopt Virchow's irritation-

theory. In the production of tumors, every factor

should he taken into account, and the influence of

^' ^luncb. med. Woch., 1895, No. 27, n. 28 ; American Journal of
Medical Science*, April, 1886, p. *H.

traumata must be considered, no matter what theory

of tumor-formation one accepts.

The subject is of si)ecial im|)ortance when the re-

lation to medico-legal proceedings and to accident in-

surance is considered.

FRACTURE OF THE LEG TREATED BY THE AMBULA-
TORY METHOD.

Bardeleben's treatment of fractures has been dis-

cussed by the Surgical Section of the College of Physi-

cians of Philadelphia.'" Bardeleben claimed in 1894,

that the results by his method were better than those

by the usual method. There was less atrophy, less

stiffness of the joint ; union was more rapid, and the

patient could sooner resume his avocation.

Dr. Edward Martin notes that in no instance had he

had a bad result, that healing was prompt. Plaster-

ot-Paris was at once applied, and the patient walked

about, first, with crutches, next with crutch and cane,

and last with a cane. He could not say that healing

was more rapid, or that there was less atrophy than

by the usual method of treatment. He thinks that it

is difficult to properly support the parts so that the

weight of the body is carried by the plaster and not

by the bones ; that this method will not be a popular

one for complicated fractures or simple fracture of the

femur; that for simple fracture of the leg below the

knee reduction under ether, plaster-of-Paris bandage,

and omission of continement in bed will be a common
method of treatment. He has so treated twenty cases,

with no bad results.

Dr. Pilcher described his results during the preced-

ing year. Of simple fracture very few were kept in

the hospital more than one or two days. Of com-
pound fractures the length of time patients were kept

from their feet was in the worst case one mouth.

The ultimate results were satisfactory. He called at-

tention to the fact that, although the patient is allowed

to walk early with his splint, the time for omission of

apparatus and allowing the full weight of the patient

to be supported by the unguarded fracture is not cor-

respondingly brief. Sufficient time must be allowed

for the fracture to become firm, otherwise a later de-

formity will recur. This is especially likely to occur

in cases of oblique fracture. He also emphasized the

liability to pressure necrosis and sloughing at those

points where the weight of the body is transferred to

the walking splint. The bandages should therefore

be carefully applied and the patient carefully watched.

If symptoms of pressure necrosis appear, the bandage

should be at once removed. It must not be assumed
that because the patient is up and about that he re-

quires no especial supervision.

Dr. Ashhurst thought that it was essential in the

treatment of fractures to immobilize the nearest artic-

ulatiou above and below it. This condition could be

fulfilled in cases of fracture of the leg, but not so well

with fracture of the thigh. He also corroborated

what Dr. Pilcher stated in regard to deformity occur-

ring if the limb was used without support before suffi-

cient time had elapsed for firm union to occur. This

has happened when the fracture seemed firm. He
recommended the ambulatory treatment for cases of

delayed union. He would employ it in cases of fract-

ure when uniou was well advanced, exceptionally only

in recent cases, and even more exceptionally in fract-

ures of the femur.

M Annale of Surgery, 1896, vol. xxiil, p. 462.
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Dr. Frazier described Professor Bardeleben's method

as seeu iu actual use at the Charite Hospital in Berlin.

The plaster-of-Paris was applied at once on the admis-

sion of the patient to the hospital. They walked first

with crutches, then with a cane, and finally unaided.

No paiu was complained of. One point was empha-

sized by Bardeleben, namely, that the ankle should be

strongly tiexed so that the patient should always walk

on the heel. He claimed that stiff joints, muscular

atrophy, delirium tremens and other complications

were not met with.

Dr. Packard stated that his study of anatomy, and

especially of artistic anatomy, would lead him to be-

lieve that it is in a minority of patients that the con-

tour of the leg just below the knee would give the

support sufficient for such treatment.

Dr. J. Ewing Mears doubted if this method of treat-

ment would enable a patient, whose work required

him to be on his feet, as a postman or a hod-carrier,

to resume this occupation with safety any sooner than

by the usual methods.

Dr. J. B. Roberts spoke approvingly of the method,

and thought it would become a routine method, at

least for Iractures below the knee.

The concluding statement of the discussion by Drs.

Martin and Pilcher was that the method is not a uni-

versal one, that it is applicable to certain cases. It

permits patieuts, perhaps not hard manual laborers, to

attend to their business sooner and avoid four or five

weeks of bed treatment. It requires supervision and

technical knowledge as well as the method now in use.

FORMALIN CATGUT.

Dr. B. F. Curtis " reports the results of his investi-

gation of catgut prepared with formalin, a method

which has been recently advocated and employed by

some surgeons. The advantages claimed for the

method are that it yields a sterile suture material, and

that the catgut is so hardened by formalin that it is

not injured by boiling.

The method employed by Dr. Curtis consisted in

soaking the gut (wound loosely on spools) twelve to

fifteen hours in a solution of formalin, one part, and

water, six parts. It was then boiled in water ten to

fifteen minutes, and was ready for use. It was kept

in a one percent, solution of formalin when not in

use. By this method the catgut was found to be satis-

factorily sterilized ; but it was also noticed that it was

much shortened by the boiling and considerably weak-

ened. Some specimens lost as much as fifty per cent.

of their strength.

A NEW SUTCBE MATERIAL.

Dr. L. Arangino '^ has prepared sutures and liga-

tures from the parietal peritoneum of cattle or horses.

This is dissected off, cut into strips of various widths,

twisted into cords, and dried for two to four days.

The strands thus obtained are freed from fat by soak-

ing in ether and are made sterile by soaking in a two-

per-cent. solution of corrosive sublimate in alcohol.

They are preserved in a weaker solution of the same
character. He claims that these sutures are easily

prepared, are strong, are absorbed without difficulty,

and are easily sterilized. They are certainly less

liable to contain bacteria or other micro-organisms than

the submucous layer of the intestine which is the com-

" Transactions New York Snrgical Society, November 13, 1895.
» I>a Cliuica Ctairurgica, Angust, 1893.

mon material used for "catgut." Arangino also

sterilized his material by placing it in oil of juniper

for ten minutes, heated to boiling and preserved it in

absolute alcohol.
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l^eportjg of S>otittit^*

THE OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF BOSTON.

CHABLES W. T0WN8E>'D, M.D., SECRETABT.

Regular Meeting, October 20, 189G, the Presi-

dent, Dr. James R. Chadwick, in the chair.

Dr. E. G. Cutler reported, by invitation,

A case of peripheral polyneuritis following
delivert.'

Dr. W. T. Councilman said that the neuritis of

pregnancy is verv obscure from an etiological point of

view. It is probably a form of toxemia due to defec-

tive metabolism, and this view seems more probable

than that of infection. A more thorough study of the

urine might help to clear up the etiology of this

affection. In comparative pathology conditions anal-

ogous to eclampsia are found, with evidence of some
toxema without bacteriological infection. It has been

thought by some that this poison was formed in the

placenta. Injections of an infusion of the placenta

in these cases have been made, however, without

results.

Dr. G. J. Engelmann referred to a case seen in

St. Louis, of peripheral neuritis of pregnancy with

numbness and lack of sensation in the left arm.

Pregnancy and labor are analogous to menstruation

and as we have functional disturbances and neuritis in

the latter, so we may in the former.

Dr. C. E. Stedman spoke of a young woman who
was brought into the City Hospital paralyzed, who

' See page 6'JO of the Journal.
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(lied soon after delivery. Here the autopsy was
negative, and the case may possibly have been one of

severe neuritis.

Dr. S. L. Abbot asked if it had occurred to Dr.
Cutler that the remarkable neuritis in his most inter-

esting ease was possibly due to the grippe influence,

which has shown itself so much within the past four
years. The neuritis of influenza was sometimes most
eccentric and alarming. He mentioned a case which
had come under his own observation last year, of a
young woman who had been the devoted nurse of her
own brother for mouths, during a protracted illness

growing out of au attack of influenza, which developed
into a limited, creeping pneumonia of the upper part

of the lower lobe of the left lung. Subsequently
tuberculosis became manifest over the affected region,

and caused his death. During his illness he had
several times a recrudescence of grippe with the

usual symptoms.
Oue morning, on making his regular visit, Dr.

Abbot found the sister suffering from symptoms which
seriously alarmed her and her friends, leading them
to believe she had had what they called a " shock."
There was a peculiar affection of the whole right side

of the body, including the face. She complained of

greatly diminished sensation, much difficulty in walk-
ing, and diminished power in her right arm or hand,

so that she could hardly hold a teaspoon between her
fingers for a few moments without dropping it. Occa-
sionally a sharp pain came on, shifting from place to

place quite suddenly, dying away at one point as it

developed in another, and accompanied by a good
deal of tenderness on pressure over the painful region.

When Dr. Abbot first saw her the pain was about the

right foot and ankle. Suddenly the patient com-
plained of a sharp pain in the back of her right thigh

while the pain below gradually subsided. The right

side of the face had a peculiar expressionless look,

and seemed a little fuller than the left, as if the

muscles had lost their tension, although there was no
edema, nor actual swelling. The surface was of the

same color as that of the left. The upper eyelid

drooped a little, but could be raised at will, and the

pupil acted under the influence of light exactly like

the left. Tlie tongue was protruded directly forward
without difficulty. The patient described the general
feeling of the whole riglit side as "a sort of numb-
ness," with here and there the pain before spoken of.

She walked slowly and timidly, feeling she might
fall at any moment. Sensibility to the touch did not

seem much blunted in tiie limb, and the knee-jerk

was normal. In eating she was much embarrassed by
the clumsy action of the muscles of the right side of

her mouth which obstructed the free movement of the

mass she was chewing. Tlie whole condition of her
right extremities was that of clumsiness in movement
rather than paralysis. Uer sensations in the right

side of her face were in accordance with a similar

conditioD there. There was no headache or aphasia,

and the special senses were not affected.

Taking into consideration the fact that for months
she had been by her brother's bedside most of the

time, Dr. Abbot said he could not help feeling tiiat

the 8ym|)tom8 were due to the prevailing epidemic,

of which siie had had a slight attack before, and
were caused by an extraordinary neuritis, probably
of a temporary character. They were not violent

enough to indicate a destructive process going on

in the nerves affected, or that they were of a central

origin. She was therefore encouraged by Dr. Abbot
to believe they were of a transient nature. The
result justified the prognosis, for after ten days there

was no trace of the disability which had caused her

so much alarm and inconvenience, although her gen-

eral strength was for. a time considerably impaired.

Dr. C. W. Townsend said he had attended a

patient in two pregnancies, in both of which during
the latter two or three months, there was much pain,

tingling and lack of sensation in both hands and fore-

arms. The pain was so severe as to interfere with

sleep, and the loss of tactile sensibility was such as to

make it impossible for the patient to pick up a small

object, or use a needle. After delivery the symp-
toms rapidly diminished, and disappeared in the

course of two weeks.

Dr. J. R. Swift reported

A CASE OF SYMPHYSEOTOMr."

Dr. G. Haven was glad to hear the reader say that

the Caesarean section was an easier operation than
symphyseotomy, that it was less dangerous for both
mother and child, that there was no more shock, and
that the danger of a loose symphysis or deep abscess is

avoided. He should always prefer the section and
in any event would never perform craniotomy on the

living child.

Dr. C. M. Green congratulated the reader on the

success of the operation, which was, he believed, the

drst of its kind in Boston.

Dr. G. J. Engelmann said he had bad no practical

experience with the subject, but having followed the

clinic of Morisani, he could not agree with the reader

or Dr. Haven. Morisani has had a large number of

cases with most excellent results by sym|ihyseotomy,

and this, too, without the use of suture for the

symphysis. The Galbiati knife is used. The results

he believed were better than by Cassarean section.

Dr. G. Haven said that the mortality in Cassarean

section he had found to be only three per cent., throw-

ing out improper cases.

Dr. W. L. Burrage believed that the injury

to the sacro-iliac joint ought to be taken into ac-

count. In the dissecting-room he had found that this

was considerable. In New York he had seen the

operation done by Grandiu. Everything went smoothly
but he was impressed with the greater difficulty as

compared with Caisarean section.

Dr. a. Worcester said he was opposed to the

operation from theoretical grounds, and from fear of

the danger of non-union of the symphysis. He has

had two patients who have suffered severely from
separation of tiie symphysis in hard forceps deliveries,

one of these being unable to walk for a year, the

other incapacitated for some time and suffering

much pain. He could not bring himself to run the

risk of this result.

Dr. W. T. Cooncilman asked whether an acci-

dental separation of the symphysis would not be likely

to be worse than one caused by the knife. In the

former case, the separation uol. being noticed and the

parts not being brought together by proper bandaging,

union would not be as likely to take place.

Dr. Edw. Reynolds said that personally he should

prefer Cesarean section to symphyseotomy under fav-

orable conditions. Caesarean section has been and is

' See page 621 of the Journal.
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to-day very fatal after prolonged labor where the

nteruB is exhausted, or already in a septic condition.

In those cases Csesarean section is not to be considered,

but the choice is between craniotomy and symphyse-
otomy. He would prefer the latter.

Dr. Geo. Haven said that the general mortality

in Caesarean section, not especially of selected cases, is

about 30 per cent.

Dr. Swift, in closing, said that it was hardly fair

to compare the two operations. Where the choice is

made at the beginning of the labor or before, the

results from Caesarean section are most favorable.

Symphyseotomy, however, is never done till the os is

fully dilated after a labor generally long, and there is

always danger of bruising.

Dr. C. W. Townsend reported the case of a

family showing the

INFLUENCE OF HEREDITY ON MULTIPLE BIRTHS.

In the 6rst generation the father was a twin. Two
of his daughters had twins. A third married a man
whose sister had given birth to female twins, one of

which twins presented her husband with triplets.

This marriage of the third sister to the man with

twin tendencies did not result in multiple birtlis, but

a daughter gave birth to seven children in four pregnan-

cies: that is, three pairs of twins and one single child.

The tendency to multiple births was increased in this

case by the fact, that she like her mother had mar-

ried into a twin-producing family, for her husband's

mother had twin girls and her husband's two brothers

each was the father of twins.

Dr. W. T. Councilman remarked that the ten-

dency to multiple births has generally, as in the case

reported, been transmitted through the female.

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION.

Twenty-Fourth Annual Meeting, Buffalo, N. Y.,

September 15-18, 1896.

(Concluded from No. 24, p. 603.)

THIRD DAT. MORNING SESSION.

Major Charles Smart, Surgeon of the U. S. A.,

Washington, D. C, Chairman, read the

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE POLLUTION OF
WATER-S OPPLIES,

in which he referred to the bacteriological convention

held in New York City and the work accomplished by

it, and said that when the standard methods of this con-

vention were in the hands of the bacteriologists of

this country, the committee will then be in a condition

to detiue its lines of action for effecting an organiza-

tion for co-operative work, as suggested at Montreal.

Dr. Peter H. Bryck, of Toronto, Chairman, pre-

sented the

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON KIVER CONSER-
VANCY BOARDS OF SUPERVISION.

The Committee was not as yet prepared with such

data regarding individual cases of pollution to pre-

sent practical suggestions with reference to such a

board for any particular stream, but desired, by labor-

ing in conjunction with the Committee on Pollution

of Streams, and various engineering associations, to

collect material which might give to the Committee's

report in another year some practical value.

Dr. Charles N. Hewitt, of Red Wing, Minn.,

as Chairman, presented the

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON PROTECTIVE IN-

OCULATIONS IN INFECTIOUS DISEASES.

Dr. W. Johnston, of Montreal, read a paper on

THE SERUM TEST FOR TYPHOID FEVER.

The author demonstrated a modification of Vidal's

method of serum diagnosis in this disease. He con-

siders the test very reliable from a diagnostic point of

view, and thinks it will prove of considerable value for

public health work, and that it will have a tendency

for physicians to more frequently and promptly report

their cases.

PROPHYLAXIS OF TYPHOID FEVER,

was the title of a paper by Dr. John E. Wood-
bridge, of Cleveland, 0.

Typhoid fever was characterized as a water-borne

disease, and every attack was considered the child of

a previous one and was prima facie evidence that the

victim had eaten or drank unsterilized human excre-

ment or some of the products thereof. The Govern-

ment of the United States will not have discharged

its whole duty to the people, will not have attained

the zenith of its greatness, until through a Depart-

ment, of Public Health, aided by wise legislation, it

has taken every possible precaution to protect the

health and foster the highest physical development of

her citizens, by guarding well the purity of the air

they breathe, the food they eat and the water they

drink.

Dr. F. C. Robinson, of Brunswick, Me., read a

paper in which he spoke of

the practical use of formic aldehyde as a
disinfectant.

Dr. E. a. De Schweinitz, of Washington, D. C,
demonstrated and exhibited a convenient lamp for

generating formaldehyde gas.

Dr. J. J. KiNYouN, of Washington, D. C, followed

with a preliminary note on the use of formaldehyde

for room and car disinfection. His results so far

obtained from its use were very gratifying. Dr. Kin-

youn also exhibited and described an excellent appa-

ratus of his own design for generating this gas.

Dr. a. R. Erdozain, of Mexico, then read a

paper on

THE prophylaxis OF PALCDISM,

and Dr. A. Gavino, of Mexico, one on

PALUDISM IN THE STATE OF MORKLOS AND ITS

PROPHYLAXIS BY SANITARY MEASURES.

Dr. Juan Muldson, of Mexico, presented a paper

on
PUBLIC HEALTH IN TABASCO.

He presented the following conclusions: (1) The
sanitary condition of Tabasco in general is good. (2)
Paludism is the principal disease, hut it is satisfacto-

rily treated. (3) Yellow fever is not endemic ; it

occurs in isolated cases, being generally imported and
not finding a good soil for its propagation. (4) Iso-

lation and other hygienic measures have successfully

prevented propagation of the disease. (6) Natives
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are not as easily attacked b}' yellow fever as foreign-

ers are, and this immunity reaches people accustomed
to the climate, who have lived there for many years.

(6) The climatological conditions notably modify the

clinical history of certain diseases, among which for-

cibly calls our atteutiou is the beoign course of

septicemia.

THIRD DAT. AFTERNOON SESSION.

Dr. J. J. KiNYOUN, of Washington, D. C, Chair-

man, presented the

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE CAUSE AND THE
PREVENTION OF DIPHTHERIA.

The Committee recommends the following:

(1) That there should be uniform rules and regu-

lations adopted by all the States and provinces for the

prevention and control of diphtheria. The several

governments should assume the responsibility and act

in unison in preventing the spread of the disease from
one country to another, and assume authority over

inter-provincial and inter-state communication.

(2) That it should be the duty of the health author-

ities to provide facilities for determining the diagnosis

in all suspected cases by the establishment of inexpen-

sive laboratories for each health jurisdiction. To
agree upon a system and means of transmission of

material for diagnosis through the mails.

(3) Compulsory notification of all suspected cases

and the abolition of the terras "croup" and "mem-
branous croup," unless diphtheria has been excluded

by culture and microscopic examination.

(4) Compulsory isolation of all cases, domiciliary

or in hospital until the recovered cases show the

absence of the diphtheria bacillus.

(5) That the medical inspection of schools should

be inaugurated under the direction and supervision of

the health authorities, by making daily inspections in

the larger cities of all school-children for the detec-

tion of infectious disease. (The plan advocated by
Dr. S. H. Durgin, of Boston, at the last meeting
of the Association, was highly commended.)

(6) School buildings, books, etc., should be sub-

jected to a reliable method of disinfection at least

once per month, and oftener if suspected of being

infected.

(7) The early treatment with antitoxin of those

ill with diphtheria, the administration of preventive

doses to those who have been exposed to infection

and have the bacilli in their throats.

(8) Prompt and effective methods of disinfection

of infected articles and apartments, to be carried out

under the supervision of the health authorities.

Dr. M. Makquez, of Mexico, contributed a paper

on
DIPHTHERIA IN CHIHCAHUA.

He said diphtheria was one of the infecto-contagious

diseases which was most observed in Chihuahua, and
in such a degree that it sometimes caused a panic

among families. The author lays down twenty-four

rules to be carried out to prevent or avoid the spread

of the disease.

BACTERIOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS AS COVERING THE AD-

MISSION AND DISCHARGE OF PATIENTS IN DIPH-
THERIA HOSPITALS,

by Dr. Vj. H. Shlttleworth, of Toronto.

The isolation hospital at Toronto was established in

1891, and up to June 30th last, there were admitted

1,690 patients said to be suffering from the disease.

Diagnosis by bacteriological methods was begun in

February, 1895, and since .luly of that year, the dis-

charge of patients had also been governed by this means
of investigation. The statistics for this period covered

565 cases, and when compared with those for the pre-

ceding time, afforded an opportunity for ascertaining

the practical value of bacteriology when applied to

the purposes indicated.

Dr. Charles N. Hewitt, of Minnesota, presented

the

REPORT OF the committee ON CAUSES AND PREVEN-
TION OF INFANT MOUTALITT.

Dr. S. Garciadiego, of Mexico, followed with a

contribution on the

MORTALITY OF CHILDREN, ITS CAUSES AND MEANS OF
DIMINISHING IT.

The speaker classified the causes of mortality of

children under three heads: crime, carelessness and
ignorance. The author believes that the mortality

among children can be diminished by the institution of

lying-iu hospitals or obstetrical departments, by which
means it has been proved that infanticide nearly dis-

appears ; and by establishing orphanages and homes
for foundlings under the care of the government, and
also under the protection of the public beneficiary, and
under the care of religious people, and especially the

parishes. In each of these asylums a limited number
of children should be allowed in order to be properly

cared for and attended to. For the feeding of infants

in these institutions, the mother's milk should be re-

placed by that of the she-goat, or other nearly as

proper as the former, using the utmost care in the

cleansing of bottles. Mothers who abandon their

children should be severely punished.

THIRD DAT. EVENING SESSION.

Dr. Felix Formento, of New Orleans, presented

the

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE USE OF ALCO-
HOLIC DRINKS,

which was substantially that presented last year at the

Denver meeting.

Dr. Albert L. Gihon, of New York, read a

paper on

the bicycle in ITS SANITARY ASPECT.

The author criticised the posture and saddles' used

by riders of the bicycle. After presenting arguments
for and against the bicycle, he ventured the prediction

that a light three or four wheeled vehicle, impelled by
some easily managed motor, inexpensive enough to be
generally available, would be the means of progression

for pleasure purfioses in the future, covering long dis-

tances without fatigue, permitting sight-seeing and out-

door exposure without labor, and adding the charm of

companionship and participated enjoyment, while the

rational instrument of exercise for exercise's sake

alone, would ever be a pair of sturdy, human legs.

Dr. H. L. Chase, of Brookline, Mass., read a

paper on

PUBLIC bathing establishments,

and gave a description of the new public bath in

Brookline.
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Dr. W. H. Tolman, of New York, gave an illus-

trated lecture on
PUBLIC BATHS.

Du. Carlos Santa-Maria, of Durango, Mexico,
read a paper on

THE PART THAT PUBLIC INSTRUCTION SHOULD PLAT
IN THE WAY OF PRECAUTION AGAINST CONTAGIOUS
DISEASES.

It was a plea for the general teaching of the ele-

ments of hygiene in the public schools.

FOURTH DAT. MORNING SESSION.

At this session the following papers were read:

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE RELATION OF
FORESTRT TO PUBLIC HEALTH,

by Prof. R. C. Kedzie, of Lansing, Mich.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION OF
DISEASED TISSUES BY MAIL,

by Dr. Henrt Mitchell, of Trenton, N. J.

ON statistics OF vaccination and mortalitt
FROM SMALL-POX IN THE CITT OF MEXICO, 1879-

1895,

by Dk. Jose Ramirez, of Mexico.

Dr. a. N. Bell, of Brooklyn, N. Y., read a paper

on
drunkenness,

which he considered as a vice, and said that it should

be so treated.

Dr. F. C. Valentine, of New York, read a paper

on the

protection OF THE INNOCENT FROM GONORRHEA.

He said that if justification were needed for the

discussion of this matter, it could be found in the

statistics of the German Empire for 1894. These
show that of the women who died of uteriue or ovarian

diseases, 80 per cent, were killed by gonorrhea. They
further show that of children hopelessly bliud, 80 per

cent, went into a life of darkness from gonorrhea.

Gonorrheal patients should be educated iu iucontro-

vertible facts, the physician ever choosing terms with-

in the range of their intelligence.

Several other papers on the programme were read,

some of them by title.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing

year : President, Dr. H. B. Horlbeck, of Charleston,

S. C. ; First Vice-President, Dr. Peter H. Bryce, of

Toronto ; Second Vice-President, Dr. Ernest Weude,
of Buffalo, N. Y. ; Treasurer, Dr. Henry D. Holton,

of Brattlehoro, Vt. ; Secretary, Dr. Irving A. Watson,
of Concord, N. H.

Place of meeting, Philadelphia, 1897.

Nux Vomica in the Treatment of Psoriasis.

— Luton ' emjiloys extract of nux vomica in stubborn

cases iu which arsenic has been of no service. He
gives three-quarters of a grain daily, at the same time

prescribes effervescent baths and the application of a

1 to 1,000 ointment of corrosive sublimate and vase-

line.

' Belgique in(<dlcale, 1896, No. 33 ; Wiener kliniscbe EuiulecUau,
October 26, 18»6.
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THE MASSACHUSETTS HEALTH REPORT.'

In its twenty-seventh annual report the State

Board of Health continues its long and remarkable

record of most excellent work.

The duties of the Board, as defined by the statutes,

have not only been increased but have also been

changed iu their character since its establishment.

At that time the work of the Board, as set forth in

the organic law of 1869, was entirely of an advisory

nature.

The first act of the Legislature giving to the Board
executive powers was the Otfeusive Trades Act of

1871, whereby the Board was authorized, after due

notice and hearing, "and if, in the judgment of the

Board, the public health or the public comfort and

convenience so required," to order parties to cease

aud desist from further carrying on such trades or

occupations.

Executive power so great that some members of

the Board were afraid to use it was not given to what

was then a purely advisory and supervisory Board
without objections, protests aud appeals to the courts.

But through the wisdom and faithfulness of the

Board, the law has stood, aud its beueficent influence

has been felt throughout the State for a quarter of a

century. In Brighton alone, under it, nearly fifty

slaughter-houses were closed, sixteen by summary
orders of the Board soon after the law was passed,

and the last five early in 1875.

By an act of 1878 authority was given to the Board

to have general supervision of water-supplies aud to

investigate the pollution of them and its causes. It

was also empowered to issue orders for the preven-

tion of such pollution. This act was repealed in

1884; and in 1886 another statute was enacted, the

scope of which was mucli broader aud more effective

in its operation, since it not only authorized the

' Twenty-seventh Annual Report of the State Board of Health
of Massachusetts. Boston : Wright & Potter Priutliig Co., State
Printers, IS Post^Oflioe Snuare. 1836.
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Board to make experimeuts aud iuvestigatious iu the

line of water and sewage purification, but made it

iucumbent upon all cities, towns, corporations, firms

and individuals to seek and obtain competent advice

before introducing sy&tems of water-supply and sewer-

age. Liberal appropriations were provided for carry-

ing out the provisions of this law.

In 1882 an act was passed to prevent the adultera-

tion of food and drugs and conferring on the Board

the authority to enforce the same. Under this law

67,756 samples of drugs and food, including milk,

have been examined by the chemists of the Board ;

1,131 complaints have been entered in court; and

1,028 convictions have been secured, with fines of

$24,176. During the past year, 7,309 samples were

examined with 92 prosecutions aud 86 convictions.

The Board also has co-ordinate power with local

boards of health in the prevention of the spread of

contagious diseases, and may assume all the powers of

any local board of health if, in the opinion of the

Board, the local board fails to do its duty. This

enormous executive power, so far as we are informed,

has never been used, as the very fact of the certainty

of its use if required has been always sufficient to

bring a negligent board promptly to the mark.

Other acts of minor importance have from time to

time been enacted increasing gradually the executive

functions of the Board, while its advisory and super-

visory duties have also been much enlarged.

No serious epidemic occurred in the State during the

year. Diphtheria, scarlet fever and typhoid fever

showed a lessened mortality. Only one case of small-

pox (imported) was recorded and no death. Malarial

fever appeared in two new places, at North Saugus and

Uxbridge. The Board has continued its advisory work

iu the prevention of pulmonary consumption ; and its

office work has very much increased through the dis-

tribution of its antitoxin to local boards of health, hos-

pitals and physicians, and through more frequent re-

quests in regard to local nuisances.

The bacteriological work conducted by the Board

has been extended from the examination of water-sup-

plies to the production and distribution of antitoxin
;

to examination of cultures in suspected cases of diph-

theria and of sputa for the bacilli of tuberculosis; and

the widespread prevalence of malarial fever, with its

appearance in hitherto uninvaded regions, has induced

the Board to offer its services iu the investigation of

the blood as a means of diagnosis.

In the ten years during which the water-supply and

sewage and sewerage laws have been iu force, an ex-

periment station has been established for the purpose

of investigating the subjects of filtration of water and

of sewage ; thousands of samples of water, sewage,

sands, gravels and other soils have been examined ;

rivers, brooks, ponds, lakes and springs have been vis-

ited and investigated in reply to applications for ad-

vice with reference to their usefulness for the pur.

poses of water-supply or the prevention of their

pollution ; hearings and conferences with city and

town authorities have been frequently held, and advice

has been given to municipal authorities, corporations,

firms and individuals iu at least four hundred instances,

in cases in which the values involved have ranged from

that represented by some small supply to those of the

large cities involving several millions of dollars. The
North Metropolitan sewerage system providing for the

sewage disposal of eighteen municipalities aud the

Metropolitan water supply for twenty-eight municipali-

ties aud one million people were both planned by the

Board and are now iu process of construction. Other

duties of a similar nature entrusted to the Board were

the improvement of the Concord and Sudbury rivers,

the improvement of the Neponset River, reporting a

system of sewerage and sewage disposal for Salem and

Peabody, the improvement of the lower portions of

the Charles River iu connection with the Park Com-

mission, and later, as a joint board with the Harbor

and Land Commissions, an investigation of the Green

Harbor dike aud marshes.

The work for the year 1895, as regards advice to

cities and towns on water supply and sewerage, exami-

nation of water-supplies, examination of rivers, water-

supply statistics, experiments upon the purification of

sewage and water at the Lawrence experiment station,

methods employed at the Lawrence experiment station

for the quantitative determination of bacteria in sew-

age and waters, aud finally, sewage disposal of towns,

occupy 633 pages of concise aud compact information

of the greatest scientific and practical value.

The usual statistical summaries of disease aud mor-

tality and notes on the health of towns close the report.

THE THERMIC CYCLE IN ACUTE INFECTIOUS
DISEASES.

A RECENT monograph by Maragliano presents a

useful study of the cyclical evolution of fever in its

relations with local morbid foyers occurring in the

principal acute infectious diseases: pneumonia, articu-

lar rheumatism, typhoid fever, follicular tonsillitis,

erysipelas, measles and scarlet fever.

In fibrinous pneumonia, the fever lasts generally

seven full days; but this thermic cycle corresponds to

a single centre iu one lung, or to several running their

course simultaneously. When the pneumonic infiltra-

tions form successively, the fever persists longer. In

this case, each new pneumonic focus produces a febrile

reaction which is less than seven days— in fact the

febrile attacks are shorter and shorter, and tiually

there may be pneumonic infiltrations without fever.

It is generally admitted that in pneumonia the fever

presents a continued type. According to Maragliano,

this continuity is only apparent. In fact, if the

patient's temperature is taken from hour to hour, re-

missions which are sometimes considerable are noted,

aud even intermitteuces in the febrile movement.

Early crises are more frequent than is generally sup-

posed : out of 264 cases he has seen the crisis super-

vene on the second day in two cases, the third day in
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three, the fourth day in seven, the fifth day in thirty-

five, and the sixth day in forty-one.

The prognosis of pneumonia does not depend on

the maxima of temperature, but on the continuity of

the fever. As long as the infection lasts, the fever

persists, and while this continues, the pneumonia may
always have a fatal issue, no matter what may be the

height of the fever. The resolution of the local

process has no direct and constant relation to the state

of the fever, as the engorgement, the exudation, etc.,

remain for a variable time after the cessation of the

fever.

In broucho-pueumonia and pleurisy, the thermic

cycle cannot be determined with exactness on account

of the complex microbial origin of these affections.

In acute rheumatism the fever is the base of the

elevations of temperature corresponding to each of the

articular manifestations successively occurring. The
number of joints simultaneously affected exercise no

influence on the duration or intensity of the fever.

One or more foci undergoing evolution together give

rise to a fever whose duration never exceeds seven

days. The total duration of the librile period has no

fixed limits, seeing that it depends on the number of

successive local invasions. The fever in acute rheu-

matism has ordinarily a remittent character. The in-

tensity of the infection is generally in direct relation

with the degree of the fever.

In subjects affected with typhoid fever, we have

multiple infectious foci in the intestine at different

periods of development. Cases will occasionally

be observed in which the fever lasts only a week.

Maragliano has noted many such, where the clinical

diagnosis was confirmed by a careful bacteriological

examination. These were probably single dothinen-

teric foci without mixed infection. In typhoid

fever, as in other acute microbian diseases, the fever

is the index of the existence and of the intensity of

the infection. When every symptom of general in-

fection disappears the fever ceases. Relapses are at-

tended with a fever less prolonged than that which

accompanied the primary infectious ybyers.

A single focus in acute follicular tonsillitis provokes

a fever which lasts ordinarily just a week. If a

second focus is formed, the fever which accompanied

it is of less duration, so that two successive foci run

their course iu less than a fortnight. In acute tonsil-

litis the fever continues as long as the general infec-

tion lasts.

The fever of erysipelas has a variable duration ac-

cording as there exist one or more foci undergoing

evolution successively. A single primary focus, what-

ever may be its extent, produces a fever of only seven

days' duration. Foyers forming one after the other

prolong the fever, but not in the same proportion.

The fever iu erysipelas takes on a subcontinuous type,

and ceases with the crisis. The symptoms of the

general infection are in relation with the existence

and intensity of the fever.

Iu measles (when exempt from complicatious) the

duration of the fever is about seven days. It is the

same with scarlet fever. In these two diseases, the

symptoms of the general infection and the fever dis-

appear at the same time.

Iu all the acute infectious diseases, there exists a

constant relation between the fever and the symptoms
of the infection due to the penetration into the general

circulation of toxins elaborated by the pathogenic

microbes. At the same time there is still a factor

which intervenes in the development of the fever,

namely, the manner in which the nervous system con-

cerned in the production and regulation 'of animal

heat, reacts against the infection. Individuals whose

nutrition and force of resistance are enfeebled react

against a same pyretogenous cause by a fever less in-

tense than robust subjects, while those who present

considerable thermic elevations support better the

grave infections.

It will be seen in most of the infectious diseases,

such as pneumonia, follicular tonsillitis, erysipelas,

measles, scarlatina, the duration of the thermic cycle

corresponding to a single centre of infection is just

seven days. F'rom this fact, Maragliano concludes

that in a single focus only a limited number of genera-

tions of the pathogenic microbe develop, and that, on

the other hand, the febrile reaction is provoked, not

by the bacterial toxalbumins whose toxic action varies

according to the specific microbe from which they

come, but by the proto-nucleins contained in the. bodies

of the bacteria; we know in fact, that these proteins,

whatever may be the microbe to which they belong,

exert always on the the animal organism the same
pyretogenous and phlogbgenous action.

As for the abortive infections in which the fever

lasts less than seven days, we have really to do with

subjects particularly refractory to the pathogenic

microbe, for which they constitute a bad culture soil.

Maragliano thinks that the fact that each of the foci

of infection successively forming produces a fever of

less and less duration, is to be explained by the ac-

customance of the patient to the bacterial poison by a

progressive auto-immuuization. The study of the

fever chart iu the acute infectious diseases furnishes

to the clinician important indications. Thus, each

new ascensiou of the temperature indicates the forma-

tion of a new focus of infection. A fever whose de-

gree is not in relation with the intensity of the other

nervous troubles has an unfavorable signification for

the prognosis. A fever chart which presents few
oscillations indicates that the bacterial poison pene-

trates the circulation in a continuous manner; on the

other hand, the existence of considerable oscillation is

the expression of intermissions occurring in the activ-

ity of the pathogenic microbes, a fact which is of good
augury from the point of view of the evolution of the

disease. The temperature chart, therefore, is our in-

dex of the actual toxin ])roducing activity of the bac-

teria, a suddeu rise indicating that having exhausted

their present field of activity, they h»ve tqade new in*

roads into healthy tissmj,
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THE ANTITOXIC UNIT OF DIPHTHERIA
ANTITOXIN.

The present extensive use of antitoxic serum in tlie

treatment of diphtheria and the almost equally wide-

spread ignorance of the siguificance of the accepted

unit of strength, as indicated by letters received from

correspondents, makes it desirable to state very briefly

what this is. The standard used to measure antitoxic

strength was changed several times by Behring in the

course of his investigations. With the co-operation

of Ehrlich he worked out the comparatively simple but

entirely arbitrary standard which is still employed.

Ehrlich, now the director of the German Imperial

Testing Bureau, whose function it is to test, at the ex-

pense of the manufacturers, all serum before it may

be offered for sale, has been busy working out a sim-

pler method of standardizing serum, and in October

last expressed the hope of soon completing his work

and of having it adopted by the German government

in place of the one now in use.

The strength of antitoxin is at present determined

as follows : Diphtheria toxin, the germ-free filtrate of

bouillon cultures of the diphtheria bacillus, is injected

subcutaneously into a series of guinea-pigs of nearly

uniform weight to determine accurately the smallest

quantity of toxin which is fatal to the guinea-pig.

When this has been determined the toxin becomes the

test-toxin. A given quantity of serum to be standard-

ized is- mixed with ten times the minimum fatal dose of

the test-toxin and injected subcutaneously into guinea-

pitrg of nearly the same weight as those used in stand-

ardizing the toxin. If no local edema or infiltration

appears, if, in other words, the guinea-pig is completely

protected, the quantity of serum used contains one-

tenth of an antitoxic unit.

This is best illustrated by an example : The test-

toxin has been standardized and found of such strength

that 0.039 c. c. is the minimum fatal dose. The serum

to be tested is diluted with sterile normal fuh solution

until 1 c. c. contains O.OOIGf c. c. serum. The serum

and O.i'J c. c. toxin are mixed and injected subcutane-

ously. If the guinea-pig remains permanently well

and shows no edema at the place of injection, 0.001 6|

c. c. serum contains at least one-tenth of an ai.titoxic

unit. One c. c. would contain at least .^gVeir X A or

GO units, that is, enough serum to completely protect

everv «ne of 600 guinea-pigs from ten times the fatal

dose of toxin.

In practice a number of guinea-pigs are used, since

the strength of the serum must be determined after

every withdrawal of blood. If, for example, 0.001

c. c. of a given serum failed to protect the guinea-pig

from death, and 0.0016| c. c. still permitted a local in-

filtration with subsequent necrosis, but 0.002 c. c. pro-

tected completely, 1 c. c. of this serum would coutaiu

rs s'bj X A- or 50 unite.

It, again, 0.001 c. c. of another serum protected

completely, but 0.0008^ c. c. did not, I c. c. of the

serum would contain 5 jJoj X A O"" 100 units, equiva-

lent to Behriug's II.

The antitoxic unit may thus be defined as being

contained in ten times that quantity of any given

serum which is required to neutralize ten times the

minimum fatal dose of diphtheria toxin when mixed

with the latter and injected subcutaneously into a

guinea-pig.

MEDICAL NOTES.

The Journal of Experimental Medicine. —
The fourth number of the first volume of the Journal

of Experimental Medicine contains a large number of

interesting and valuable scientific contributions, some

of them handsomely illustrated. Two of these, "The
Histological Lesions of Acute Glanders in Man and

of Experimental Glanders in the Guinea-Pig," by J.

Homer Wright, M.D., and "A Study of the Changes

Produced in the Kidneys by the Toxins of the Staphy-

lococcus Pyogenes Aureus," by John Lovett Morse,

A.M., M.D., are from the Sears Pathological Labora-

tory, Harvard Medical School, and one entitled "Of
the Action of Ether on Contracture and of Positive

Kathodic Polarization of Vertebrate Voluntary Mus-

cle," by F. S. Locke, is from the Physiological

Laboratory of the Harvard Medical School. From
the Hygiene Laboratory, Lawrence Scientific School,

comes an article by G. W. Fitz, M.D., entitled, "A
Study of Types of Respiratory Movements."

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, December 16, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease :

diphtheria 129, scarlet fever 57, measles 143, typhoid

fever 28.

Dr. T. M. Rotch Lectures to New York Stu-

dents.— Dr. T. M. Rotch, of Boston, lectured before

the students of Bellevue Hospital Medical College,

New York, by invitation, December 15th. His sub-

ject was " Differential Diagnosis in the Eruptive

Diseases, with Especial Reference to the Complications

of Scarlet Fever." The lecture was illustrated with

colored lantern slides.

The Twelfth International Medical Con-

gress.— Dr. F. S. Watson, President of the Ameri-

can Association of the Genito Urinary Surgeons and

Surgeon to the Boston City Hospital, has been re-

quested by the managers of the Surgical Section of

the Twelfth International Medical Congress, to be

held in Moscow in August, 1897, to assume the

honorary presidency at one of its meetings. We
understand that Dr. Watson has acceded to this highly

complimentary request.

Appointments and Resignations. — Dr. David

D. Brough has been appointed City Physician of

Boston, in place of Dr. W. G. McDonald, resigned.

Dr. Carl Carlson has been promoted from Assistant

Port Physician, and Dr. William H. Greene has been

appointed Assistant Port Physician. Dr. Frank
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Wilfred Page of the Adams Nervine Asylum in

Jamaica Plain, Boston, has been appointed Superin-

tendent of the Vermont State Insane Asylum at

Waterbury, Vt.

NEW YORK.

The Acquittal of Maria Barberi : Psychi-

cal Epilepsy.— In commenting on the verdict in the

second Maria Barberi trial, Mr. E. M. Friend, the

senior counsel for the defence, has expressed the

following opinion: "Maria's acquittal was just what

we expected, as no other verdict could be conscien.

tiously arrived at from the evidence. The defence of

psychical epilepsy, introduced by us is something new

in criminal trials; this being the first defence of the

kind ever introduced in a criminal case. Whether it

will become a popular defence I cannot say ; but, when

honestly interposed, as it was in this case, it should

prevail." There is something almost comic about the

expressed want of certitude on the part of the ingenious,

if not learned, counsel for the defence as to whether

" psychical epilepsy " is likely to become " a popular de-

fence." It seems to imply an opinion that murder is

likely to become a " popular " indulgence. There was

a vast amount of futile and contradictory expert testi-

mony in this case, against which the jury was warned

by the judge in his summing up. While, in view of all

the circumstances, and especially of the fact that the de-

fendant has already suffered two years' imprisonment,

with the possibility of execution constantly hanging

over her, few will be disposed to doubt the substantial

justice of her escape from the extreme penalty of the

law, the most serious objection to the verdict is that

no legal precautions can apparently be taken to pre-

vent such a person from committing a similar act in

the future. As she was not adjudged insane, there is

no provision for secluding the prisoner in an institu-

tion where she would be incapable of doing further

mischief, and she is thus allowed to go entirely free.

A Public Aquarium.— On December 9th the

public aquarium, which has been so long in course of

preparation in the old Castle Garden building at the

Battery, was opened by a private reception. On the

following day it was thrown open for the first time to

the public, and was visited by nearly 12,000 persons.

It is under the direction of Dr. Tarletou H. Bean,

who was at one time Chief of Fish Culture at Wash-

ington, and he pronounces it without doubt the most

commodious aquarium in the world. On the main

floor there are seven pools of water: one large central

pool 38 feet in diameter, and six pools surrounding ii

each 28 feet in length. There are also 36 wall tanks,

besides a considerable number of glass tanks in vari-

ous positions.

A Bequest to the German Hospital.— Among
the bequests of the late William Steinway, the head

of the famous piano manufacturing company, was

$3,000 to the German Hospital. While the charitable

legacies of his will are comparatively small, Mr. Stein-

way was a very public spirited citizen, and gave away

large amounts during his long and useful career.

Death of Dr. Charles Heitzmann.— Dr.

Charles Heitzmann, the distinguished microscopist,

pathologist and dermatologist, died in Rome, Italy, on

December 6th, at the age of fifty-eight. He was

graduated from the University of Vienna in 1859 and

came to New York, about twenty years ago. Of late

years he has had associated with him his son. Dr.

Louis Heitzmann, who was graduated from the Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, in 1885.

Death of Dr. C. N. Woolly.— Dr. Charles N.

Woolly, a prominent physician of Newburgh, on the

Hudson, died at his residence in that city on Decem-

ber 11th. He was fifty-eight years of age, and was

born at Southampton, Long Island. He was gradu-

ated from the University at Michigan and afterwards

from the Bellevue Hospital Medical College, New
York. He had practised- twenty-three years in New-
burgh, and was for some time President of the Board

of Education there.

WHO DISCOVERED ANESTHESIA AND GAVE
"PAINLESS SURGERY" TO THE WORLD?

San Francisco, Cal., November 22, 1896.

Mr. Editor : — After fifty years have passed .since the

date of the first surgical operation while the patient was
under its influence, and thirty yeiirs after the body of Dr.
Morton had been placed in the tomb, again an attempt is

made to give all the honor of the greal discovery to Dr.
Charles T. Jackson.
Of the dead I will say nothing but good, and may their

memory be embalmed with the affection of the people.

At the close of the first operation there was manifested
an exultant feeling of unt.xpre^se^i joy, and " Eureka

"

echoed from every heart ; and I would rather the memory
of that scene should remain than to have it disturbed by
any unpleasant contention.

Recently 1 received a copy of the Niilional Mai/azine,

and my attention was called to an article in it, upon the
subject of Anesthesia, by Mr. William Barber, who gave
Dr. Jackson the honor of the discovery under discussion

;

and later I received a pamphlet from Edward Waldo
Emerson, M.B., upon the same subject. These gentlemen
discuss the question from the same standpoint and employ
the same methods. Tlit-ir conclusions are a unit, namely,
that they are willing to divide the honor with Dr. Jackson
and Dr. Morton, but say Dr. Jackson is entitled to all the
honor. This may seem to be unselfish and generous on
their part ; but we are not seeking these sentiments in the
postulate of this controversy. All we desire is to know
the facts, and have our opinions and conclusions governed
by them.
They seem to have sailed upon the ocean of uncertainty,

put into many ports, to have been received with royal

favors, and then to have returned to the point they left,

unladen with new arguments, and imarmed by observations,

with no compensation for the time e-xjiemU'd on their

voyage of discovery.

The letters of congratulation they [iroduce from the

Hon. Edward Everett, Ralph Waldo Kmeraon, Professor
Agassiz, Beaumont, C. G. 1/oring, and many other distin-

guished gentlemen at home and abroad, can be considered
no more than courtesies due to Dr. Jackson for the state-

ments whicli he made to them, or as an expression of the

pleasure they experienced upon learning that pain was to

be forever banished from the human family, while under-
going surgical operations. Such expressions were consist-

ent with their feelings of i)hilanthropy, but did not in any-
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wise solve the question and demonstrate that Dr. Jackson
was the discoverer of anesthesia as it was applied to sur-

gery. We admit that he was made insensible after inhaling

ether, but that only proved its lethean effect, and not that

it would be safe to use it in the practice of surgery ; that

waa-left to another to prove — Dr. Morton.
Whatever was registered upon the back of the cliair in

which Dr. Jackson sat when he inhaled the ether could not

possibly have anything to do with the real merits of the

question.

The " Columbus " argument cannot be considered to

have any bearing upon the question of " Who discovered

anesthesia '.' " but returns to the writer like a boomerang to

defeat liim and destroy his theory, and gives the friends of

Dr. Jackson occasion to say to him, 7ion tali aujillo, nee

defensorihu.< ; yet 1 fully appreciate what Dr. Emerson
says, that it was not the man at the mast-head who first

shouted " Land !
" to whom the honor belongs for the dis-

covery of America, but to the man who was on his voyage

of discovery and steered his vessel in the direction of the

unknown land— Columbus himself.

A man may build a house without driving a nail or hand-

ling a board, or he may build a railroad without moving,

by his own physical effort, a shovelful of earth, placing a

" tie " or laying a rail, provided he furnishes the means to

accomplish the object ; but it does not appear that Dr.

Jackson furnished any means except a suggestion, or that

he had any object in view when he inhaled the ether

e.\cept to see if il would put him to sleep, and did not

pursue the investigation any farther for three or four

years, or until the great discovery had been made.
Admitting that Dr. Jackson furnished a valuable sugges-

tion to Dr. Morton, 1 have not been informed that the

records show, as a matter of fact, that he had any object

in view other than that which related to dentistry.

If he made the discovery of ether as it is applied to sur-

gery in 1843 or 1844, as it has been claimed he did, and

concealed it, he certainly is not entitled to be called the

world's benefactor.

On the other hand. Dr. Morton had a fixed and definite

object, and pursued his investigation daily with earnestness.

He made the crucial test upon himself; he experimented

upon others in his olBce, and wherever an opjiortunity pre-

sented, experimented upon the lower animals, until he be-

came satisfied that lie had solved the problem; and then

he sought an opportunity to present his discovery to the

world. He found a friend in Dr. John Collins Warren,
who invited him to meet a number of the prominent mem-
bers of the medical profession in the amphitheatre of the

Massachusetts General Hospital, where arrangements would

be made for him to test the value of his discovery.

The preparation was simple. There was no antiseptic

bandages, nor had the instruments been sterilized. The
blades were laid on the white cloth upon the table, bright

and glistering, ready for the great surgeon's use. The pa-

tient was ready anil waiting. When Dr. Morton entered

a little behind the appointed hour. Dr. Warren said to him,
" Your patient is ready, sir." 'J hen Dr. Morton adminis-

tered the ether for the first time in ])ublic ; and when the

Burgeon moved with the knife in his hand, the angel of

silence seemed to hover over the scene and tell the impor-

tance of the occasion. The oi)eration was a success, and
forever after painless surgery was given to the world, and
generations \et to be will owe Dr. 5lorton a debt of grati-

tude, and the ild hospi al amphitheatre will always remain

sacred to the memory of Dr. J. Collins Warren and Dr.

Morton.
While I do not wish to enter into any journalistic con-

troversy upon this subject and wrest from the urn of buried

meaiories any of the unpleasant things that characterized

the early controversy of those who sou;;ht honor and im-

mortal fame, 1 desire to see justice done— Fiat juMida,

mat iriluin — and cannot possibly have any personal in-

terest in the claims of either Dr. Jackson or Dr. Mortoi,.

Having wiines«ed the fir^t surgical operaiion performed
while the patient was under the inHuence of anesthesia, I

was invited by i'rof. L. C. Lane to read a paper upon that

subject at the Cooper Medical College before the Medico-
Chirurgical Society of this city, February 3, 1896. At
that time I gave Dr. Morton the credit for the discovery,

in the conscientious belief that I was right ; and having
since refreshed my memory, I know the honor belongs to

him, and to no other.

In preparing my paper I did not wish to exhume from
the records any portion of the history of the controversy

which seemed to be largely of a personal character or legal

in nature ; for it has always seemed to me, that, during the

long contest of the two gentlemen for the honor of the dis-

covery, an anlemortem inciuest was held u])on the claim of

Dr. Jackson for the honor of being the discoverer of anes-

thesia, and that a very just verdict was rendered against

such a claim.

Dr. Jackson being a scholarly man and an accomplished
gentleman, he had an advantage over Dr. Morton in readily

gaining a personal interview with the leading scholars,

statesmen and scientists, not only of our own, but of foreign

countries ; and it was through his relations with the Acad-
emy of Arts and Science of France, that Dr. Morton
secured his first recognition abroad. While in Europe it

appears that Dr. Jackson availed himself of this advantage;

the impression he first made ujion the brain cells of the

avants in the different countries of Europe could not be
wholly obliterated so as to enable them to give an impartial

recognition to another, and he received the highest decora-

tions of honor ever bestowed upon any one. But these

honors were bestowed upon him from ex parte testimony,

while the maxim audi alteram partem was entirely over-

looked.

Before the remarkable historical operation was per-

formed. Dr. Warren, standing in the presence of a number
of the leading members of the profession, distinctly said,

" We are about to perform an operation while this patient

is under the influence of some gas— said to be a compound
the precise nature of which we do not know," or equivalent

words. Shortly after Dr. Morton entered the amphitheatre

and administered the " compound," which afterwards was
known to be sulphuric ether, and the operation was suc-

cessfully performed which made the occasion one of the

most memorable in the history of medicine.

Referring again to Columbus, it is interesting to note

that he was born in the year 144G, and discovered the

western continent about the IGth of October, 1492; and
that while Ferdinand and Isabella furnished the means to

fit out the Santa Maria, Nina and Pinta to go on the

voyage of discovery, they diii not claim, nor did any one

think of giving them, the credit of making the discovery.

But Vespucius Americus did claim to be the discoverer of

America, yet he failed to establish his claim.

Just four hundred years later, in l.S4(;, two gentlemen

entered into a bitter legal contest for the honor of making
the discovery of anesthesia. Fifty years before, in 1796,

Dr. Edward Jenner discovered the prophylaxis of vaccina-

tion ; but was soon assailed, and other cl.iimants appeared

before the world asserting a prior discovery. Dr. Jenner,

however, maintained his rights to the honor of a public

benefactor.

Contention appears to be the outgrowth of important

discoveries in every department of life.

Very truly yours,

Washington Ayer, M.D.

NoTK.— A circumstance in connection with this subject

occurred, which has never been told to the public, and I

will relate it in a simple way, that I may not be misunder-

stood, as it appears to be strong presumptive evidence in

favor of the claim of Dr. Morion.

In 184G I was living at No. 10 Province House Court in

Boston. There was boarding at the house during that time

a gentleman by the name of John P. Healy, a prominent

member of the Suffolk bar; but not being an eloquent

pleader he did not often appear in court except in cases of

equity. He had his otfice with the Hon. Daniel Webster,

with whom he was associated in many cases; and also con-

nected with him in his private business was a gentleman
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by the name of Burbank, who was a personal friend and
social adviser of Dr. Morton.

It was the custom of Jlr. Healy after dinner to engage
in couTersation with the ladies and gentlemen at the table

;

and on a number of occasions he directed his remarks per-

sonally to me in regard to a discovery a young dentist by
the name of Jlorton had made of a medicine that would
destroy pain, and which he was then experimenting with
before giving it to the public. Such a discovery, he said,

would indicate a great progress in medicine and encourage
investigation, and tliat possibly I might at some future time
be connected with some great discovery. This, I presume,
was said to encourage me as a medical student, as I was
soon to graduate in medicine.

Late in September of the same year Mr. Burbank sent

me an invitation to call at his office and meet Dr. Morton,
who wi>hed to interview me and learn what gases could be
inhaled any considerable time without harm. I sent word
that I had a previous engagement, but that I would see

Professor Webster during the day and ask him, and call

the next morning prepared to answer any question upon
that subject, but was told that Dr. Morton would leave the

city that evening aud not return for several days; and con-

sequently, I never met him. I have been thus minute in

relating this circumstance, for the reason that it bas been
stated that the Academy of Science of France sent a letter

to the Hon. Daniel Webster, asking his opinion regarding

the merits of the claims of Drs. Jackson and Morton ; but

I have never been informed that there was any record of

his reply, and it would appear from the facts I have stated,

that he would have had some knowledge of the discovery

of anesthesia, a subject in which Mr. Healy was most deeply

interested, and that he would not have given his opinion

against Dr. Morton. w. A.

FRACTURE OF FIRST PHALANX OF THE
LITTLE TOE.

Denver, Col., December 12, 1896.

Mr. Editor :— In connection with the recently-reported

instances of fracture of the first phalanx of the little toe, I

send you the following case :

Mr. S., driver, thirty-two years of age, states that two
days ago liis horse trod upon his left foot, in the region of

the little toe. There was considerable pain at the time,

which shortly disappeared, and did not interfere with his

work. On the following day the pain returned, and a

druggist whom he consulted informed him that the toe

must be broken. On the third da^ he consulted me, when
he presented marked crepitus, deformity, ecchymosis and
pain over the region of the first phalanx of the left little

toe. It was strapped to the fourth toe with adhesive plas-

ter, and is doing well. Yours very truly,

S. D. Hopkins, M.D.

THE CRYING NEEDS OF THE BOSTON MEDI-
CAL LIBRARY.

Boston, December 3, 1896.

Mr. Editor:-— A visit to the library of the New Y''ork

Academy of Medicine not long ago, and an inspection of

its beautiful and well arranged reading-room and book-

stack, situated in a fine fire-proof building on a quiet up-

town .street, made a very painful contrast in my mind to

the crowded, poorly arranged quarters of the Boston
Medical Library.

It cannot be that ihe profession in Boston fully realizes that

its library, now consisting of over 27,000 books and bound
periodicals, and 24,000 jiamphlets, to say nothing of many
valuable paintings and priceless collections of jihotographs

and prints donated by the noted medical men of Boston,

are now huddled in an old dwelling-house many times too

small to accommodate the library, and in eminent danger
of being burned at any time.

Twenty years ago the present building in Boylston Place

was considered amply sufficient for the needs of the library.

To-day the books are piled on the floors and in every avail-

able nook and corner ; and yet room is lacking for them all,

and the librarian has been forced to obtain storage-room
outside the building for the works less commonly consulted.

It is not to be wondered at that many donations of books,

instruments and portraits should be withheld by trustees of

estates because there is no reasonable guarantee that if

entrusted to the library they will not be destroyed by fire.

I am informed that there are several such at present that

the library is likely to lose if a suitable building is not soon
constructed.

Boston is known everywhere for her public spirit, and is

second to no city in this respect. When a city or town is

devastated by fire, it is Boston who first sends relief.

Boston supports many missionary enterprises in foreign

lands and many charities at home. Her medical library

needs help badly ; and if she would maintain her high
position as a medical centre, the proper housing of the

medical library is of the first importance.

On learning from the librarian in New York that only a few
years ago their library was nearly as badly off as ours, and
that now they have besides their new building, which pro-

vides accommodations not only for the library, but for the

different sections of the Academy of Medicine and other
societies as well, permanent library funds amounting to

S22,000 besides a general permanent'fund of over $300,000,
it seemed to me that the ])rosi)ect for us was most encourag-
ing, and that all that is needed is that the profession should

be awakened to the true state of affairs so that the members
may contribute from their own resources, and induce their

wealthy friends to do likewise.

Yours truly,

W. L. BuRR.iGE, M.D.

RECORD OF MORTALITY
For thk Wbek ending Satukdat, December 5, 1896.
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croup, cerebro-spinal meningitis, diarrhea! diseases, whooping-
cough, erysipelas and fevers) 258, acute lung diseases 235, con-
sumption 203, diphtheria and croup 13J, typhoid fever 49, diai-

rheal diseases 31, scarlet fever Hi, whooping-cough 10, cerebro-
spinal meningitis ti, measles 1, erysipelas 3.

From scarlet fover New York 5, Boston 4, Providence 2,

Baltimore, Nashville, Worcester, Somerville and Haverhill 1

each. From whooping-cough New York 5, Baltimore, Boston,
Cleveland, Providence and Fitchburg 1 each. From cerebro-

spinal meningitis New York 3, Worcester, Somerville and Chel-

sea 1 each. From erysipelas Cincinnati 2, Boston 1.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales, with
an estimated population of 10,846,971, for the week ending
November 28th. the death-rate was 19.3. Deaths reported, 4,021

:

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) 435, diphtheria

86, measles 84, scarlet fever HO, fever 53, diarrhea 3ri.

The death-rates ranged from 14.2 in Oldham to 33.1 in Wol-
verhampton: Birmingham 18 6, Bradford 19.6, Croydon 15.9,

Gateshead 19.1, Hull 21.2, Leeds 18.7, Leicester 16.0, Liverpool

23.3, London 18.8, Manchester 21.9, Newcastle-on-Tyne 17.4,

Nottingham 18.6, Portsmouth 16.1, Sheffield 16.8, Swansea 22.2.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending December 5th, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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Hlccture.

MEDICINE AS A PROFESSION.'

BY DATID W. CHEEVEB, M.D., LL.D.

Medicine as a profession brings the doctor iuio

contact with all kinds of men, women and children —
of all ages, from birth, literally, to death. No other

relation of life, except the family relation, is so close ;

and in some respects, it even surpasses that. The pe-

culiar relation of the patieut to the doctor is different

from any other. It makes no difference to the doc-

tor, when he has a case, what sort of a coat happens
to cover it, or of what condition in life the patient

may be. If he has a true professional spirit he sees

only the sick person, and he keeps before him the

only idea which can properly belong to the medical

profession, — that his business is, Urst, to try to re-

lieve suffering, and cure sickness ; and, secondly, if

he cannot fully accomplish those things, at any rate to

prolong life and render the close of life and the ap-

proach of death more easy. In that way, in some re-

spects, his calling is, I think, even more sacred than that

of the clergyman ; because it deals with tangible and
known things that we all can realize ; so the good
that he does is soon apparent ; the cuistakes that he

makes are soon plain to be seen ; and the reproaches

that he may make himself for those mistakes are

sometimes very bitter when he realizes the truth.

Thus thrown into such very intimate relations with

humanity, he becomes a participator in all its secrets
;

and he frequently knows all the secrets of the family,

and even the secrets of certain portions of the family

that are not known to the rest. He is, so to speak, a

father confessor to all classes of human ills and sick-

nesses, and, of course, should hold it a point of

honor to keep these secrets. It used to be the rule

that a physician should take oath on beginning to

practise his profession that no secret imparted to him
in the sick-room should ever leave it.^ This rule is as

important to-day as it ever was, perhaps more so; be-

cause in these days of modern publicity, when there

is no private life, who shall be the guardian of these

important interests, if not the physician and the

clergyman — the two forms of confessor to whom hu-

man beings go in their misery to tell their sins, their

sorrows or their physical infirmities. What, then,

shall we think of the law, which, in the State of

Massachusetts, does not protect the physician in court

in the keeping of secrets, but obliges him to tell

them in certain circumstances, under penalty of im-

prisonment? It seems to me that this is a shame to

Massachusetts, because it is in this State and some
others, but not in all the States in the Union, that

this condition of the law prevails. While here, as I

am told by those who know the law, and as I have
experienced in court, the physician is not protected in

refusing to divulge the secrets of his patients. He
may absent himself. He may, if he thinks proper,

tell lies ; but that is perjury. Certainly this is not

the way in which the law should be respected and
obeyed ; for where the people make the laws, they

' A Lecture given in the Post-graduate Course at the Harvard
^Medical Scliool, October 2-, IS'-G.

3 The o:ith ot Hippocrates also forbade the taking of fetal life. It

is the doctor's business to save lile, not to d«*stroy it. No occasion
should lenipt tli-- physician lo destroy an Infant except to save the
mother. Wliether, under proper restrictions, he might be allowed
to batten the exit of the really nioribuud sulTerer, aud promote
eatbauasy, is a question.

should be amended, but not violated. A number of

the States of these United States protect the doctor

in the possession and retention of family secrets.

Some States go farther, and being more advanced in

humane legislation than we are, make it criminal for

the doctor to reveal the seojets of his patient in

court. He is not only protected in his effort to keep

them, but he is forbidden in the State of New York,

to divulge them ; and also in seven other States. In

Massachusetts, the law still reads, as I understand it,

that the physician has no defence ; that if the counsel

or judge think it is for the best interests of the case

that certain statements should be made, they must be

made. No one would deny that this ought to be

done in serious criminal procedures which involve life

or death ; but that in ordinary civil suits affecting

only the reputation of the individual who, perhaps, is

on trial or is forced on trial, private affairs should

thus be dragged into publicity, seems to me extremely

wrong. The doctor has no redress unless he refuses

and is punished. I hope that the profession here will

soon take steps to have this legislation changed.^

The doctor is a victim of the interviewer and re-

porter: they not only pursue the doctor, but haunt

the house of the sick, and even the chamber of death.

There is no privacy, no respect for the patient's feel-

ings. If any person, in a public position, happens to

be sick or dying, the papers want it all, and without

regard to the feelings of the friends. Now, what
course must the doctor take when pursued in this

way ? Reporters come from his own town, or from
distant cities, and claim that the illness of this person,

aud whether he is to live or die, is of great impor-

tance to the public. Why ? Because it may affect

some political deal ; because it may affect the stock

market ; certain changes may take place if he is about

to die ; and so on. To whom is this man's reputation

and life so important as to his own family ? How can

the doctor presume to give away that knowledge
which belongs to the family ? It seems to me the

only answer for a physician to make, is to say :
" If

you will bring me a note from the nearest relatives re-

questing me to give yon such knowledge as I can of

this patieut, vou shall have it ; otherwise I shall say

nothing ; and you may place whatever interpretation

you please on my silence."

There is another situation into which we are thrown,

where the preservation of secrecy is doubly impor-

tant, because the patient is beside himself and says

things that he would not say if in perfect control of his

senses. I allude to that condition where the patient

is under the influence of anesthetics, especially ether.

' Greenleaf on Eeidence (Edition of 18U6, vol. i, p. 248, under
" Privileged Communications *'). — ** Neither is protection extended
to medical persons in regard to information they have acquired con-
fidentially, by attending in their professional characters."
Proteciion by common law is not extended to pi-iests ; although

the Itomau Church regards the confession as made to God, and for-
bids its revelation ; and in the English Church, theclergyman telling
is * undt-r pain of irregularity." Anything told to legal counsel, how-
ever, is a privileged communication, and cannot be questioned, un-
less the party niakingit waives his ritzhts as to secrecy. Massachusetts
courts go by the common law, and oblige the physician to tell the se-

cret confidences of his patinnt, and to lay bare his diseases or his
sins. Not so New York, Missouri, Indiana, Nebraska, California,
Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota— other States 1 have no knowledge
of.

Devised Slaiulea of New York (vol. H, p. •)06, paragraphs 72, 73).—
'* No person duly authorized to practise medicine or surgery shall be
allowed to disclose information acquired in attending a patient iu a
professio al character, and which information was necessary to en-
able him to prescribe for him, or to do any act as a surgeon."

'I'ho New York statute has i>een held to apply also to knowledge
acquired by observations of the patient's symptonts, or even tiie

statements of others present. Paragraph 72 extends the same privi-

lege to priests and ministers.
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It is au iutoxicaut; it is a stimulaut; it incites people
to talk; they do not know what they are saying;

everything is exagj^erated in their mind ; they usually

feel that they are being abused ; and they frequently

use very strong language, which they would not do
under ordinary couditioas. So also, in coming out of

ether, many men, but especially women, pass into a

state of hysterical excitement where everything be-

comes exaggerated ; and they frequentlv say things

which they would rather not have said, and sometimes
betray secrets which they would rather not have
spoken of. Now here is a position in which the doc-

tor, the nurse, and all the attendants are placed under
a double bond of secrecy ; here is a helpless individ-

ual whom you have reduced to a condition in which
he knows nothing, and it is worse than indiscretion on
the doctor's part to divulge anything that transpires

while the patient is in such condition. He should
consider that anything said there has not been said ;

that anything that has been heard there has never
been heard ; and that no reference should ever be
made to it. If one begins to tell such things the

habit grows upon him ; consequently here is where
silence illustrates the rule, that speech is silver and
silence is gold. It is doubly so in the sick-room,

where an anesthetic has been used.

Now, we know a great deal more about their condi-

tion than the patients do themselves. Shall we al-

ways tell them the truth, or not? They wish, appar-

ently, to know the truth, and yet they dread to know
it. I mean this, of course, of quite sick people.

Sometimes a patient will come into your office and
say :

' 1 have been asked to come and see you because

I have a tumor here ; 1 don't care about it ; it does not

make the slightest difference to me what it is ; noth-

ing would affect me. I want the truth, and you
may be sure that it would not trouble me at all."

Now, that is all false— all false; and you must so

consider it. They do not think so ; for anything you
tell them will have a deadly effect. No man can

bear the truth ; it takes away the chances of his

recovery. If he is about to have an oj)eration, it

some growth is to be removed from him, and if he learns

that what is removed from him is but a temporary
relief from another operation which must follow, this

will prevent rapid convalescence, and will weigh upon
him all the rest of his life. And the surgeon maj' be
mistaken ; it may not come back so quickly. Mean-
time you have pressed him down beyond the hope of

recovery. How much worse must this be in the case

of acute sickness, as in a prolonged case of consump-
tion, where the patient having lingered along for a

good while finally asks the physician what be thinks.

You know he is going to die ; you know sometimes
it will take place in a few days or hours. Are you
going to tell him ? Here comes one of the hardest

moments of the doctor's life. He should consider it

his duty to tell the friends, but whether he should tell

the patient must be left to the doctor's judgment.
There are some cases where he had better lie, I think,

although the patient may live only a few days. There
are other cases, of course, where he should hesitate

to leave him in doubt, on account of the fact that

there can be no recovery, and the patient should

know it if be wants to; again, he should not prevaii-

cate too much, out of regard for his own position, as

he has to protect bis own reputation; and if he gives

an utterly false prognostication, and a day or two

shows it false, it injures him and is the subject of a

great deal of talk. But it is not right to take away
from a patient any hope which may aid in his re-

covery.

There are cases when friends come to the doctor

and say, " You know that this is going to terminate

fatally ? " " Yes." " Y^ou know it will be pretty soon ;

do you realize that unless the patient knows it and
arranges his affairs, it is going to leave us beggars ?

"

Now that is not au uncommon case ; and if you can

assure yourself that it is true, of course you feel

obliged to speak to the patient ; but if you can, try to

make light of it; telling him that he should arrange

his affairs, as we should all arrange our affairs and
so on ; yet anything you say, at any time, will be

quickly picked up bj' the patient, and perhaps be

thought to mean more than you do mean. Here,

also, is another reason why doctors should be cautious

and reticent ; because their stories are doubled the

second time they are told, and tripled the third.

Nothing that a doctor says retains its simplicity ;

when passed around from mouth to mouth, it is added
to, and speedily grows into something entirely differ-

ent from what he would have wished to utter.

I need not say, of course, that, speaking in a selfish

point of view, it is extremely important that in the

ordinary intercourse of life the doctor should be reti-

cent among his patients, because if he gets the reputa-

tion of giving away their private affairs, it soon in-

jures him in the community. One who can be entirely

reticent wins more respect, and retains more the confi-

dence of all the world. So much for the doctor's

immediate relation to the patient as regards his secrets,

and as regards the necessity of telling him the truth

when he is sick.

Now, there is this peculiarity iu the relation of

doctor and patient, that if a doctor once enters upon a

case, he does not feel that he can give it up voluntarily

until the patient sees fit to discharge him ; as long as

the patient wishes him to go, he must go, with or

without prospect of reward. If he has not touched

the case, all right;* but if he has once taken it up, he

must go on. How often this happens with a young
doctor whose first patients are among the i)oorer

classes. Their means are soon exhausted, money is

gone, no more money is earned, but that patient has

got to be seen through, no matter if it takes a month
or a year. Of course there are cases where the

patient wishes to change, and then the doctor hag

nothing to do but to retire. The relations of the

doctor and patient are peculiar, they are so close and
intimate ; and they are of a most friendly and charm-

ing character when confidence is preserved; but as

soon as confidence in the physician has begun to

waver, then is the time the doctor is of no use. lie

had better be excused, and another take his place.

Consultation may be called for various reasons.

In the first place it may be called, as it ought to be

in most cases, solely for the good of the patient. It

may be called, secondly, by the doctor to protect him-

self; it is wiser for the doctor, I think, if he finds the

patient wavering, to suggest a consultation, as this is

' The doctor is not obliged to go when called j the only law which
binds him is the obligation of humanity. Thus, if in au isolated com-
munity and no other phyKlcian were to lie found, Ite niiuht feel

obliged, while he would nut in a city or town where there were other
doctors. Fatigue, sickness, overworlc. otlier engageiueuts, are siitti-

eient excuses. Were it otherwise, he would soon die of exhaustion.
He may decline, day or night; he can select his patients as he
cbooaes ; but if he goes, lie feels obliged to continue.
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mach better than if the suggestion comes from the

patient. He may not want a consultation at all ; he
may feel sure of his case ; he may see it all in his

mind ; and he may regard any further advice as per-

fectly idle; but at the same time, if the patient, or,

as is more common, if officious friends insist on hav-

ing further advice, he had better have it; and then,

if he has it— with whom? Any reputable physician

with whom he can agree in therapeutics ; but when
one general practitioner wants another practitioner,

what is the use of having a consulatiou if they believe

in such opposite directions that they can't get together

to as to prescribe the same medicine ?
*

Now, doctors have their quarrels, a great many of

them ; they have very bitter feelings toward each
other. One's enemy, as one conceives it, perhaps may
be the person selected by the family to be called in

consultation. One may expect, if such a person is

called, severe criticism may be made, or the confi-

dence of the family undermined ; but if all parties

would observe that rule laid down in one of the earlier

treatises, "No man ought ever to go to a consulation

who carries into it any of his private grievances, or

who can see in it anything but the case of his patient,"

then we would have no trouble at all. Now, when
does a doctor want a consultation to protect himself?

In doubtful injuries; with ill-minded people, conten-

tions people, people who are likely to make trouble,

people who are never satisfied with anything that is

done for them. The doctor soon estimates that class

of people : he sees a great many of them ; he can se-

lect them and differentiate them in about five minutes
after he is called;— and that is the class against

which he is very wary, and the class against whom he
seeks to protect himself.

Now let us consider one other thing. Don't call

the consultant to such a job as this unless you warn
him of what he is going to see. He is going to be in

it as much as you ; if there is to be a lawsuit the con-

sultant can be sued as much as the attendant; and
consequently it is not fair to lead him into this with-

out giving him due warning ; but no reputable man of

good standing will refuse you in going to consult, or

in going to help you in court, or to back vou up, in

any honorable way, in the profession. Doctors stand

together very closely. Some one said to me once,

that they never saw any Masonry like the Masonry of

doctors. Doctors have to protect each other; not to

the extent of doing wrong, but to cover up any misfor-

tune of their brethren so far as they can, in order
that the genera! respectability of the profession be
preserved. It is right that it should be so.

Now, doctors, as I say, hang together very closely,

and there are certain ethical relations that they ouglit

to adopt and preserve to retain each other's confidence
and respect. We used to hear a good deal in old

times about stealing patients ; we don't hear so much
about that nowadays, because the idea that any patient

belongs to any doctor has long since ceased to exist,

on accouut of the great number of specialists, and pa-

tients frequently pass from one doctor to another ;

and such a thing as a lifelong doctor seldom exists in

the larger communities. What happens is this: the

• McClelland on Civil Malpractice (p. 15). — " Among practitioners
of the diU'orent schools consultations cannot be held, for ilie reason
that there is a railical ilitference between them either as to the nierti-
ciuesiobe used, or the manner of usins them; hence. If the practi-
tioners be honest in their several beliefs, no good can accrue to the
patient, this being the sole object."

patients are variable; they wander about from person

to person ; and they think, unfortunately, that they
have a good deal of medical knowledge which they do
not have. They are taught by the newspapers and
various forms of pernicious literature, that certain

things are to be applied in certain cases, and they un-

dertake to judge for themselves, generally coming to

grief in consequence. Now I contend that the per-

son who is constantly changing his doctor is very un-
happy, just like a person changing his religion.

The class of things that doctors ought not to do to-

wards each other are perhaps rather difficult to define ;

but they might be described as making remarks of a
derogatory character, or innuendos, or insinuations,

or inquiries in regard to a case in the hands of an-

other physician, or the suggestion as to whether cer-

tain things have been tried. And, also, you should
be very chary, I think, in showing too much attention

to the patients of other doctors. Sometimes you get
yourself considered very ill-natured and ill-bred on
this account. Of course, you ought to have a certain

reservation about visiting people in a friendly way
while they are under the care of other physicians. It

might seem at first sight, that this is of no consequence ;

but when you consider it, it is. The doctor goes to

see a friend who is sick and sits down and talks with
him ; naturally the patient leads the conversation to

his own condition ; he imagines or makes up some-
thing which he supposes the doctor has said, which
reaches the ears of the attending physician and per-
haps wounds him ; consequently the wider you can
keep from other people's patients while they are sick,

the better for all concerned.

I conceive it to be the duty of the doctor as a pro-

fessional man, to help to take care of the poor ; and
for his interest to do dispensary and hospital work
whenever he can get an opportunity. In doing this I
consider it his duty to teach, if any one comes and
wants to be taught ; in other words, the functions of
dispensaries and hospitals are not simply to take care
of the sick, but to spread medical knowledge. These
are the great fields where experiment can be made,
where aggregations of cases can be collected together,

where statistics can be of some value, where patients
are held down by stern laws and severe discipline,

where their cases can be compared as they cannot be
in private houses. While we* should bear in mind
that the first duty of the hospital is to take in the
sick and injured and care for them, and try to make
them well, there is another, and perhaps as noble a
function— to extend medical knowledge, and also to

allow others to derive benefit from it, and tq learn, if

they wish to come to the hospital and be taught. It

seems to me that the physician who takes a hospital

position and does nothing but make his visit and never
makes it public to others, does not fulfil his entire
duty ; for those who have any light in this respect cer-

tainly ought to give it to others. It is thus only that
students can learn ; it is thus only that young physi-
cians can learn ; and, I venture to say, that you will

find in hospitals a good many older physicians, who
learn much from these larger fields of sickness.

Tiie doctor, in his profession, loses much of the
benefit of his calling and does wrong if he does not
visit medical societies and associations. If he holds
himself aloof from his fellows he gets to he regarded
as a singular [jersoii, and he does not get along so
well. The same duty that leads him !o teach in lios-
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pitals should lead biin to go to medical gatheriugs.

Thev are of exireme importance ; if possible, as much
80 as the hospital or dispensary.

To recapitulate, for a inoineut: We, then, should

treat our patients always as our nearest friends;

should preserve their secrets so far as the law will let

us; should respect their confidence ; should tell them
the truth, unless it is going to injure them, and then

should hesitate about telling them. We should, with

our brother physicians, take extreme care in order

that no suspicious may arise in their minds that we
are suggesting anything in regard to their patients, or

doing anything to make them lose their patients. We
should never approach a consultation unless we can

say fully that we have no feeling except for the best

welfare of the patient. We should seek hospital posi-

tions because we can learn thereby ; but having sought

them, we should not hold them unless we are willing

to teach, and impart some of that knowledge to others.

The doctor has certain duties which he owes to him-

self ; and laying aside that very selfish mode of look-

ing at the profession that we considered the other

evening, still we must concede, even from a profes-

sional point of view, that the doctor must be paid in

order to get his living, in order to sustain himself at

all ; and it is a part of his duty and right to collect his

bills. Here comes in the great difficulty of the slid-

ing scale of which I spoke in the other lecture, which
is absolutely necessary on account of the peculiar status

of his patients— some being poor, some middle-class,

some rich. No one price can apply to them all. They
all may go to the grocer's and pay the same price for

a pound of sugar; but they cannot come to the doctor

and pay the same price for medical attendance. The
poor, being unable to pay for it, would be untreated, to

the great injury of humanity. Consequently there

must be a sliding scale from zero up ; and a good deal

of it must be zero. The doctor, in making out his bills

and collecting them, must have regard to the circum-

stances of his patients ; be just and merciful ; but where-

ever people have any means, it is due to his self-

respect to make some charge ; and it is better for the

patient as well as for the doctor."

Questions frequently arise between physicians as to

paying brother physicians for the care of themselves

and families. It is the custom of doctors not to

charge for such services ; but it is the custom among
some physicians, when a physician is called in, to

arrange the matter by sending a present, or some-
thing of that kind. Others do not do so.

Now there arise many cases where doctors who
are skilled in some special branch are called from a

distance to see physician's families, and thereby lose

a great deal of time from their regular practice.

When a person is a specialist he may be called away
a half a day or a whole day from his business. It

would be a great hardship if the doctor was obliged

to lose so much time without charge ; consequently a

rule was made that for visits to brother phvsicians

which cost much time, one-half of the usual tee should

be expected; and this seems to me very just.

Then, another rule in regard to the fees in visiting

at a distance ; and that is, tliHt we should not charge
by distance, but by time. Distance is not what it used

to be : what takes now an hour used to take a da^ ;

« Exorbilant fei-8 Injure tlio slamllng of the profession. I.'beral
f.*e9, 111 cotiHulialioii, are a proieclloli to the atleiidjiif; physician.
.Sinail fees to the poor — but Home fee — are llie true course for tlio
yoang doctor.

if you can get an express train and can run over

lorty miles in an hour and come back in another, what
is the difference whether you do that, or drive eight

miles out of town for an hour, and come back in

another hour ? Consequently charges should be based

on time rather than on distance, to a reasonable degree.

The doctor, unfortunately, is frequently the victim of

suits for malpractice. He cannot afford to compound
those felonies. What is it to compound a felony ? If

a thief steals your watch, you can advertise and offer a

reward for its return, with no questions asked. A
doctor cannot do that in a threatened law suit. The
moment he does that he has lost his self-respect, and
the respect ot the community. If he is sued for mal-

practice he has got to fight, and fight it to the bitter

end. No suit for malpractice should be condoned or

settled in any way, but should be fought out. As a

rule, however long it is fought, the doctor will win
his case. It is rare in Massachusetts that the jury

will go against the doctor, in the long run, unless he

proves to be a man of disreputable character. As a

rule, the law is lenient, the law is just; and the inter-

pretation put on it by most of our judges is rather on

the side of the physician. It reads somewhat in this

way :
" The doctor is not obliged to be possessed of

extraordinary skill ; if it can be shown that he had

ordinary skill, that he did his best to use the skill

which he had, that the skill that he used on his

patient was what is averaged by the medical profess-

ion in his vicinity ; if it can be proved that he did not

neglect his patient, that he did the best he could,

then he cannot be cast iu damages in a suit for mal-

practice."' I have looked over the records very care-

fully, and the judges are uniformly fair, in their

charges, to the doctor. Now, what brings these suits?

Frequently surgical treatment, occasionally medical,

more rarely obstetrical ; but more frequently is this the

case in surgery, because surgery is tangible and can

be seen. If a man has a bad limb or deformity, all

his neighbors see it, and by and by some one says,

" Why, that is not so good as mine, that is not as good

as it ought to be " ; or, worse still, some other doc-

^ " The law requires of a man who offers his services in any profes-
sion, three things: that rensonable degree of learning, sicill and ex-
perience ordinarily possessed by others of his profession; reasonable
and ordinary care in the treatment of the ca#e committed to him;
and the exercise of his best judgment in cases of doubt. ... A phy-
sician does not engage to warrant and effect a perfect cure. . . .

When the jury are satisfied of reasonable skill and care, that is suffi-

cient."— .Suryrat. J., Vtr<lictfnT Defendant, McUlehantl, pp. 32, .13.

* What constitutes nrdmnry or reasonable care or skill, and what
is the proof of it? It is not easy to say. As much cannot be ex-
pected of physicians in remote localities, where they are cut off from
opportunities of iniprovi-nuMH, Jis from a physician living in a com-
munity where <i|>portunit\ is afforded of seeing disease and accidents
nnder'niore v^ri.-.l tonus;' nor from this class as from physicians con-
nected with lu'spihils. or who reside in large cities. If it were other-
wise we should lintl Init few physicians except in populous communi-
ties. The very favorable rule'has been laid down in the law, that,
the least amount of skill, therefore, with which a fair proportion of
the practitioners of a given locality are en<loweti, is taken as the
criterion by which to judge the physician's ability or skill." — //o«-

mers Inai., 5 J 1004. 1(il)5, McClelland . pp. 18, 10.
" lie is not'responsible in damages (or want of 8«cce.«8, unless it is

shown to result from a want of ordinary skill and learning and such
as is ordinarily possessed by others of his profession, or from want of
ordinary care or attention. He is not presumed to engage for extra-
oniinary skill nor for oxtr.iordJnHry care; nor can ho De made re-

sponsibe in dam.'iges for errors in judgment, or mere mistakes in
matters of doubt or uncertainty."— A'ee J. Foster, 400 (28 Maine, 97;
iia .Maine. I.'-,.')); McClellantI, p. 43.

"The dotendant is not liable for want of the highest degree of
skill, but tor ordinary skill." — A'eare v. Prentice, 8 Kast, 348 j Chitty
on Contracts, 16.''i.

"And, of course, only for the want of ordinary care and ordinary
judgment. The pi.-ictice of surgery is indispensable to the commu-
nity; and while d;iiii:ii;i« ."should be paid for negligence and careless-
nes'»,surgeoTi~ -li .ill n ,t In- deterred from the pursuit of their pro-
fession by inl- '! 1' I -\trav;(g:uit verdi<'ls. 'I'lie comp<'nsation
to surgeons 111 m • ;> small, m eompiiri.'ion with wliatispaid
in eilies for mi . . < - i .

-: and an error of judgment is visiled with
a severe penalty. wJiieli Hikes from one a larger share of the surplus
earniDgs of life,"— Welti, J., McClelland, p. 1!C0.
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tor inadvertently says, "That is not a very good re-

sult." Immediately his mind is disturbed, and he
brings suit against the doctor. In the present state

of the law, we consider this a great hardship, even
greater than being obliged to tell secrets in court.

Under the present state of the law the poorest per-

son can go to court to get justice against the doc-
tor without having to possess one cent ; he can get
some counsel to undertake the case for the sake of

the prospective fees, and consequently be can sue the

doctor without money and without risk. Meanwhile
the doctor cannot afford not to defend it, and to de-

fend it by good counsel ; he is very foolish if he has

poor counsel. At the end of the suit he comes out
triumphantly, but with a loss of several huudred dol-

lars ; while the only person on the other side who
loses anything is the lawyer, who has taken it up for

what he can get.

We are all liable to be sued on the slightest provo-
cation, and we must defend it. We are not the only
ones who suffer ; if you look at the records for ac-

tions of tort, as they are called, you will see that the

courts are loaded down with them. Corporations,
municipalities, individuals, merchants, business men,
contractors and employers, are constantly blackmailed
in the most shamSful way ; many of these cases they
settle without allowing them to go into court. So
that our profession is not alone or peculiar in this re-

spect ; only it seems to us very hard, when we have done
the best we could, that we should be for a long while

kept iu a state of uncertainty and forced to pay in the

end, although we get a verdict triumphantly in our
favor. Now here comes in sometimes the importance
of consultation, because if the patient has been seen in

the beginning by other doctors ; if they all agree; if

they are sure what was the matter with him, and that

what ought to have been done for him, was done,
this would have great weight, and will possibly pre-

vent a suit from being brought. That I have known
to be so in some cases. But you cannot allow these

suits to go without attending to them, because if a

person yields to blackmail, all the hungry throng of

sharks will mark him out as a prey, and he will have
suit after suit brought against him, and soon will be
entirely ruined. Moreover, on account of his self-

respect he must stand for his rights. I do not think
thai any suit for malpractice will hurt a young doc-

tor : in fact, sometimes it is an advertisement. It is

not altogether an unmitigated hardship.'

We now have been over the principal points : first,

with regard to medicine as a trade; second, with re-

gard to the conduct of life in medicine as a profes-

sion. If the first lecture showed it to be pretty hard,
still I trust that this lecture will show a better side. 1

have merely told you thus far how close you are to

your patient, how near you are to the sympathies and
the confidence of the community; but I have not
pointed out to you that you will soon realize in prac-

tice how acute the pleasure is to you if you succeed in

alleviating suffering, prolonging the patient's life, and,
above all, seeing the scale turn and mount upward in

a case of acute disease. To see that is most intense

8 In Knglaiiil a Medical Di-fencc Union is in vigorous existence. It
assumes the rislts of suits for malpractice and liofends tlieni. It is a
mutual insurance company of medical men. Here, an attempt was
made in 1«95 to secure the assent of the .Massachusetts Legislature to
the establishment of a Mcilical and Surgical Branch of the Em-
ployers' Liability Insurance Company. It failed, however. It is the
opinion of some lawyers that the existence of such an association to
defend the doctor, would turn the jury against him.

pleasure ; and a severe case of this kind, although you
may not have a great many of them at once, will give

you all you want to think of until the scale is turned.

You will also find among human beings with regard to

the doctor, not only some ingratitude, but gratitude
and friendship which will come back to you year after

year, which will do you good iu ways which you have
not thought of, which will make you feel happy, and
make .you think that something you have done is

worth living for. Ours is the noblest profession that

exists ; it is, above all, the most humane; it cannot be
otherwise; we seek daily, and give our lives, to make
people happier, to make them better, to alleviate their

sufferings in every possible way. This reacts upon
us; we share their joy; and we frequently also get
more credit than we deserve for unexpected results;

and although sometimes we have a great many anx-
ieties in the event of unexpected deaths, yet these are
evenly balanced by seeing others convalesce.

If any one goes into the study of medicine as a
business without a positive love for it, he will be
greatly disappointed ; and no matter how far he suc-

ceeds in later years, yet it will all be perfunctory and
mechanical. Unless one has from beginning to end a
love for the profession, and a love of science, that is

the only thing that will sustain one in these anxieties

and disappointments ; and that is the only thing that
will warm one and encourage one in lawsuits under
unjust accusations. After having studied medicine a
little while, we find out that either we love it, or we
do not love it ; yet the love of science for its own sake
is so entrancing and so charming, that it may beguile
us on to where we shall afterwards love medicine.

There is nothing more delightful than the study of
medicine ; it is very different from the practice of
medicine. The study of medicine is one delight from
beginning to end. You begin with anatomy, and what
is more delightful than the study of that subject for a
year or two, in which you can see almost every me-
chanical law and mechanical device demonstrated

;

then you pass on from that to physiology, and see all

the most delicate functions ; and when you go on still

further and notice them in sickness, and can reason on
the causes and conditions of disease far better than
you could before, and then apply remedies that will

regulate and give relief, what study is more delight-

ful ? The horizon of knowledge ever recedes. You
are just as much a student when you are eighty years
old as when you are twenty. Surgery lately has ad-

vanced so far and so fast that it has distanced medi-
cine, and is now, since the application of antiseptics,

the most attractive thing; and this, of course, is limit-

less; but meanwhile, even now at this moment and
henceforward, I am sure that medicine is going to re-

sume its own place, and by and by maintain its suprem-
acy, which it always should have over surgery. 1 have
always said that the physician is superior to the sur-

geon ; that he has a broader field to look over; that his

knowledge must be more extensive to make him a good
physician than a good surgeon. Now the physician is

coming back ; and he is coming back through the great
advances being made so rapidly through the discovery

of the antitoxius and of bacteriology. In ten years, I
will venture to say, that medicine will be on as high a
plane as it ever was. The resources of our profession

are endless in delight; and if you liud iu the beginning
that you love it, you will never cease to be li.ippv in

its pursuit.
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THE ETIOLOGY OF OBSTETRICAL PARALYSIS.
BY O. L. WALTON, M.D.,

Clinical Ittstructor in Neuroloyj/, Harvard University; Physician
to ycurotogical Dtjtartment, Alassachusetts General Hospital.

This subject seems hardly to have received the at-

tentiou it merits, either from the scieutific point of view
or with a view to possible prophylaxis.

Neither the seat of the lesion nor the method of its

production has been absolutely determined, but the pre-

ponderance of evidence appears to establish the bra-

chial plexus rather than the spinal cord as the point of

injury. This view is favored more particularly by the

distribution of the paralysis, and by the prognosis;

absolute, though somewhat retarded, recovery being

the rule in this affection, as opposed to anterior polio-

myelitis, in which, if ever recovery occurs, it is the

exception. The objection of Burr ' that sensation is

unimpaired does not militate strongly against the

plexus theory when we realize the difficulty of testing

sensation in early infancy and the fact that iu periph-

eral lesions the return of sensation is generally less

retarded than that of motion.

With regard to the method of production, the pres-

sure of forceps, the hook, and the finger, on the neck,

the pressure of the finger in the axilla, and over-exten-

sion of the arm, have been disposed of as essential

causes by Carter, partly through experience, numer-
ous cases having been recorded in which none of these

factors were brought into play, and partly through
theoretical considerations. It would certainly seem
difficult seriously to injure the yielding brachial plexus

from without, and in the event of sutRcieutly violent

direct pressure so to injure the plexus, it would seem
that external marks should be present. In point of

fact, in one case in which this origin seems established,

extensive ecchymosis was present.

The explanation offered by my late colleague, Dr.

C. F. Carter,^ appears quite as satisfactory as any of-

fered up to this time ; and at the time of the publica-

tion of his paper I accepted his view without modifi-

cation, namely, that in head presentations, the

separation of the head from the shoulder by the delay

of the shoulder at the brim of the pelvis would natu-

rally stretch the brachial plexus ; cases occurring in

breech presentations being explained by traction upon
the shoulders to extract the after-coming head. Car-

ter considered that the force of the extension ex-

pended itself upon the point of junction of the fifth

and sixth roots of the plexus, the seratus magnus and
rhomboids escaping through the higher origin of their

ner\e-supply. The escape of the branch to the pec-

toralis major was unexplained by this theory, for the

suprascapular nerve, almost invariably involved,

passes off above the branch to the pectoralis major.

This unsatisfactory point, it seems to me, can be en-

tirely cleared up by the modification of Carter's theory,

which I would suggest.

That of stretching of the head away from the

shoulder may produce paralysis of the shoulder group
is illustrated by cases occurring even in adult life, as

the result of falls upon the point of th« shoulder oc-

curring in such a way that the head is forcibly eep-

> BoBton Medical and Surgical Journal, vol. cxxvii, p. 235.
' Obst' trie Paralysis wlili KeforeDce especially to the Pathology

and Ktlology. Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, May 4, \iJ3, p.

arated from it. Such cases have been reported, for

example, by Phillips and Beevor. I have myself

seen this lesion referred from the surgical to the neu-

rological department in the Massachusetts General
Hospital in several instances.

Oppeuheim,^ who considers the brachial plexus the

seat of the lesion, calls attention to the importance of

the clavicle as the resisting body against which the

plexus would be pressed by the separation of the head
from the shoulder. This explanation would be amply
satisfactory if the lesion were generally limited to the

deltoid, biceps, and coraco-brachialis, which Oppen-
heim apparently regards as the fact, this author allud-

ing to the scapular muscles as only occasionally af-

fected. My experience, and also that, I fancy, of

most observers, would lead to the conclusion that the

scapular group was almost constantly affected, the

arm being almost invariably rotated inwards. The
weak point already alluded to in connection with Car-

ter's view, namely, that the branch to the pectoralis

major escapes, appears also in Oppenheim's theory.

A glance at the diagram of the brachial plexus,

arranged after Gray, will make these points more clear.

The point at which Carter considered the stretch-

ing expended itself, is indicated by the letter X, the

posterior thoracic and rhomboid branches, given off

above this point, naturally escaping. The supra-

scapular, lying directly below the point X, would
naturally receive the brunt of injury', the musculo cu-

taneous and circumflex being also affected as far as

those nerve fibres are concerned which pass through
the fifth and sixth roots. The external anterior tho-

racic (supplying the pectoralis major) is the nerve,

the exemption of which is unexplained either by Car-

ter's or Oppenheim's theory. The point at which the

clavicle crosses the plexus is indicated by the let-

ter Y.

Coming now to the modification which I would sug-

gest, the first point which is shown by dissecting the

' Quoted in liraithwaite's Retrospect, vol. ci, p. 249.
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brachial plexus of a new-boru infant, is the close ap-

position of the plexus to the sharp inner edge of the

clavicle. It is also noted that the suprascapular, a

very considerable nerve, leaves the plexus much
higher up, and makes its way outwards and backwards
to the suprascapular notch. This consideration has

led me to believe that this* nerve is independently

stretched in the separation of the head from the

shoulder, the distal point of fixation being either the

suprascapular notch, or the outer edge of the scapu-

lar spine, around which the nerve immediately passes,

or perhaps boih. That the latter point is of special

importance would perhaps be shown by the fact that

the muscles supplied below the spine of the scapular,

namely, the infraspinatus and teres minor, appear to

receive the brunt of the injury. I should agree with

Oppenheim regarding the role of the clavicle pressing

upon the plexus directly below Erb's point, caus-

ing paralysis of the deltoid, biceps, and coraco-brachi-

alis, as well as of the more extensive arm paralysis

sometimes present.

My supposition would explain the escape of the

branch to the pectoralis major, this nerve having no

point of fixation, and impinging upon no bony promi-

nences.

This method by which the stretching might be

brought about by Carter's theory would be somewhat
as follows : Suppose the position is occiput left ante-

rior (O. L. A.). The right shoulder is retained at the

brim of the pelvis to the right of the median line,

through the comparatively transverse situation of the

trunk at this period. The head meantime, |)assing

down the strait, is not only forcibly drawn away
from the shoulder, but is being rotated so as to bring

the occiput under the pubes. This rotation turns the

face away from the right shoulder, bringing the plexus

therefore forward against the clavicle, and at the same
time shortening the distance from the point of emer-

gence of the plexus roots from the vertebrse, and the

suprascapular notch, the latter point being absolutely

fixed by the engagement of the shoulder at the brim

of the pelvis. This matter of rotation has, I think,

not been previously mentioned in this connection, but

it would be an extremely important point if Carter's

theory is accepted, as placing the plexus in a situation

where comparatively little separation of the head from

the shoulder can produce its maximum efi^ect. The
latter factor completes the injury by bruising Erb's

point against the clavicle and the suprascapular nerve

against the suprascapular notch and scapular spine.

The collected statistics are unfortunately meagre re-

garding the position of the head in cases of subsequent

obstetrical paralysis. As far as they exist, however,

they corroborate the theory that the stretching occurs

at this period of labor, and in the manner indicated.

The right arm should be the one affected in the left

anterior position and the left arm in O. R. A. In

point of fact, in the list collected by Carter, out of the

five cases of head presentation in which the position

was noted, three were occiput left anterior, with

paralysis of the right arm, one of occiput right ante-

rior with paralysis of the left arm, and one of occiput

right posterior (which ultimately rotates to the left) in

which the right arm was affected. In positions in-

volving the afiei-coming head, the left arm was para-

lyzed in two cases, in one the right, and in one both

arms, no fixed rule being of course applicable when
both shoulders are drawn down.

In Lovett's* list, the head presentations are not

noted except in a general way ; in the one footling

presentation in his list the left arm was paralyzed.

A case recently shown me by Dr. W. L. Richard-

son, to whom I am greatly indebted for assistance in

investigating this question, tends to corroborate the

theory. In this case neither forceps nor the finger in

the axilla was used, the birth being normal and speedy.

The position was occiput left anterior, and the paraly-

sis affected the right arm.

In another case, seen in consultation with Dr. R. B.

Dixon, the position was O. L. A., and the right arm
was paralyzed.

In every case I have seen at the hospital, in which
the position was known, the same rule has obtained.

In case, however, rotation is an important fac-

tor, the right arm should be the one affected in the

vast majority of cases in which the position is un-

known, as 0. L. A. is the usual position. On the con-

trary, however, out of twenty-three successive cases in

the record of the neurological department in the Mas-
sachusetts General Hospital, eleven were of the right

arm and ten of the left, the other two cases being

known to be breech presentation. It may be, there-

fore, that rotation is unimportant and that the delay

of the other shoulder at the sacrum is equally in

fault, the lateral flexion (in this case greater) being

the important factor in stretching the plexus.

In view of this fact, I am still in doubt about the

exact mechanism, but as firmly convinced that the in-

jury to the brachial plexus is the important factor in

etiology. Further observations with exact records of

the manner of birth are desirable.

It is possible that this point could be further eluci-

dated by placing the cadaver in the position described,

and ascertaining with what force the nerves impinge
upon the bony edges named.

With a view to determining this and similar points.

Dr. John Thomas and myself have undertaken a sys-

tematic examination of infant cadavers with no defi-

nite result as yet, on account of lack of proper
preparation for dissection in the cases so far examined.
One point of interest we have established, however,
namely, that when the body is placed in the position

suggested, with the face rotated, and the head forci-

bly drawn away from the shoulder, the clavicle is

brought up sharply against the dorsal curve of the

first rib. This point of contact is, therefore, the proba-
ble seat «f injury to the brachial plexus, excepting the

suprascapular branches.

The only point in prophylaxis which has yet pre-

sented itself to the writer is the importance of hasten-

ing the birth when it is retarded in the second stage,

lu the case of Dr. Dixon, to which I have already

alluded, the second stage was greatly prolonged. The
waters broke early in the morning, but the child was
not born till half-past eight in the evening. Dr. Dixon,
on account of tardy summons, being present only half

an hour.

A Strike at Jefferson Medical College.— It

is reported that the students at this institution refused

to attend lectures on December 1st, owing to a rule

posted three weeks before to the effect that all fees for

the first half-term must be paid on or before this date.

A few riotous demonstrations were also indulged in.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, vol. cxxvii, p. 8.
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ON THE ACTION OF COMMERCIAL LITHIA
WATERS.

BV CIIAKLKS UABRISGTON, M.D.,

Instructor in Materia Metlica and Uyijiene in the Harvard Medical
.School,

When the licentiate Sedillo, old, infirm and racked

with gouty paius, was obliged for the first time in his

life to summon medical aid, he sent for the renowned
Dr. Sangrado, wlio, after examining the patient, said:

" The question is to suppi)' the defect of perspiration

which is obstructed. Others in my place would doubt-

less prescribe saline draughts, diuretics, diaphoretics,

which for the most part comprise sulphur and mer-

cury ; but purgatives and sudorifics are pernicious

drugs invented by quacks. All chemical preparations

seem made only to injure. 1 use simpler and more
efficacious means. If you had only drunk pure water

all your life and had been content with simple food,

baked apples for instance, pease or beans, you would
not now be tormented by the gout, and all your limbs

would have readily discharged their functions."

The good canon was then repeatedly bled and made
to continually drink warm water, the abundant con-

sumption of which Sangrado regarded as a true speci-

fic against all sorts of distempers. When, as the re-

sult of the too frequent bleedings, the old mau expired.

Dr. Sangrado observed tliat the patient bad not been

bled enough and had not drunk enough water.

After the death of the canon, Gil Bias entered the

service of the learned leech who addressed him and

the maid-servant thus: ' Drink, my children; health

consists in the suppleness and humeciation of tBe parts.

Drink water in abundance; it is a universal solvent;

water melts all the salts. If the flow of blood is a

little sluggish, water accelerates its motion ; if too

rapid, water checks its impetuosity. Water is a cure

for all sorts of dropsies, and is just as good for- rheu-

matism and the green sickness. It is also excellent

in those fevers where the patient burns and shivers at

the same time ; and its effects are miraculous in dis-

eases attributed to cold, serous, phlegmatic and pituit-

ous humors."

The modern successors of Sangrado own lithia

springs ; those of the licentiate Sedillo buy their

waters and drink them copiously. The founder of

the Sangrado school showed as little diffidence in his

claims tor the universal solvent as do his successors,

who, in their circulars to the profession and laity, as-

sert that their various bottlings when consumed in suf-

ficient amount are a safe and speedy cure for all dis-

eases of the kidney, bladder and liver, indigestion,

catarrh of the stomach and intestines, diabetes, con-

stipation, sick-headache, neuralgia, fistula and piles,

" pimples and blotches on the face, eczema, scrofula,

hives and all skin diseases," insomnia, and excessive

use of alcohol.

For the purposes of this paper and pending an in-

vestigation of the question as to the real action of

lithium salts, a report of the results of which is to fol-

low later, let it be conceded that these salts given in

the usual doses produce the results claimed for them

by recognized authorities, not owners of, or in any way
pecuniarily interested in, lithia springs. Most of the

statements as to the beneficial effects of the ingestion

of salts of lithium are based on the observations of Mr.

Alexander lire in 1843, and of Dr. Garrod in J857,

the value and accuracy of which need not for the

present be discussed.

Lithia treatment is usually associated with ingestion

of plenty of water, and it is a commou practice to pre-

scribe the commercial lithia waters as a convenient as

well as agreeable method of admiuistratiou rather than

lithia itself. The use of these waters is constantly

growing, and the sale of some of them is phenomenal
in extent. This is due it» part to the readiness of the

profession to accept without reserve the original state-

ments concerning the action of lithium salts and the

published analyses of the waters in the market, and in

part to the credulity of the public, influenced by exten-

sive advertising, and by the oral testimony of those

who believe themselves to have derived benefit from
their use. It is probable that the popularity' of lithia

waters is due more to the latter than to the former.

A. B., for instance, a high-liver with no active oc-

cupation, is afflicted with rheumatic or gouty twinges.

With or without medical advice, he restricts his diet,

eschews alcohol in all its forms, and puts himself on

lithia water. The virtues of these popular beverages

have been extolled by others who have practical

knowledge of their wonderful power. In addition to

the testimony of these, he has ocular proof of their

marvellous efficacy in the published reproductions of

photographs of fragments of calculi both renal and
vesical, which, voided in the urine without instrumental

aid, must have sorely taxed the calibre of the most
capacious urethra, and inspire wonder that in their

passage they did not lacerate that canal from end to

end. Encouraged by what he has seen, read, and

heard, he applies himself assiduously to the consumption

of the potent water to the exclusion of alcohol, and

eats plain food in moderation in place of his usual diet,

a moderation due in pan to his desire for relief and in

part to the fact that it is not wholly to his liking and

hence not likely to lead to excessive indulgence. He
drinks lithia at breakfast and in the forenoon, a bottle

or more with his luncheon, more in the afternoon, re-

peats it at dinner, again during the evening, and finally

as a substitute for the usual "night-cap." As a result

of his abstemiousness both as to food and alcoholic

beverage, but in his own mind of his devotion to large

volumes of the powerful solvent, his condition is soon

greatly improved. He is more active in body and in

mind ; he is conscious of a renewal of health and

strength. He is now a believer whose faith in lithia

cannot be shaken, and he energetically advocates the

drink wherever he may be. Moreover, he has now
the supreme satisfaction of knowing that he can return

to his former habits of life, and whenever necessary

call to his aid the never-failing remedy. For prophy-

laxis, he will mingle the water with his favorite spirits,

and continue the water-habit with his meals, though in

a sub-acute form.

So great has become the fashion for drinking these

waters that many brands are now on the market, but

the great bulk of the business is done by the promoters

of three. These are well advertised in the medical

and daily press, in the popular magazines, and on bill

boards and other media of communication to the public.

They are prescribed by many of the piot'essiou who
accept the published analyses without question as to

their truthfulness, and who see the good results of

their voluminous ingestion. What guarantee has the

profession or anybody else that the results of analysis

as published are true? The chemists who sign the

reports may or may not be honest; but who can say

that the samples submitted by interested persons have
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been liooestly put up? It is not conceivable that a

business concern would publish an analysis adverse to

its interests. The promoters of a lithia water are in

business for pecuniary reasons and not from motives

of pure philanthropy, and in order to establish a

vogue it is necessary to publish analyses showing a
large content of lithium salts.

The three leading, that is, most popular and best-

advertised lithia waters, have been purchased by me in

open market and analyzed ; one of them, perhaps the

leader of all, several times, and always with the same
results. In giving publicity to the results 1 shall

designate the several waters by numbers rather than

by names, in order to prevent as far as possible the

use of the results in unauthorized directions ; for in-

stance, in advertisements in which comparisons might

be drawn by some new aspirant to popular favor.

No. I. This water is advertised as a most powerful

solvent of vesical calculi, and as a cure for a number of

generally considered incurable diseases. It proves to

be a very pure water so far as organic matter is con-

cerned, but with a considerable amount of dissolved

mineral matter, chiefly sulphate and carbonate of cal-

cium. While it is advertised as a powerful solvent for

calculi, the greatest amount of bicarbonate of lithium

claimed for it is but a little over two grains per gallon,

an amount which, even if present, could hardly be re-

garded as of much use. As a matter of fact the speci-

men examined contained absolutely no trace of lithium

salts.

The results of analysis expressed in parts per 100,-

000 are as follows :

Free ammouia 0.0016

Albuminoid ammonia 0.0009

Chlorine 1.29

Fixed residue 80.60

Volatile residue 8.70

Total residue 89 30

Nitrogen as nitrates 0.0060

Nitrogen as nitrites O.OODO

Hardness • . . Excessive.

No. II. This water claims to be a cure for almost

all the ills to which flesh is heir, and to contain over

fourteen grains of lithium salts per gallon. It proves

to be an exceedingly hard water, practically free from

organic matter, absolutely free from lithia, but rich in

undesirable lime salts. The results are as follows

(parts per 100,000) : •

Free ammonia 0.0152

Albuminoid ammonia 0.0026

Chlorine 24.10

Fixed residue 26S.I0

Volatile residue 41.10

Total residue 309.20

Nitrogen as nitrates 0.055

Nitrogen as nitrites 0.000

Hardness Excessive.

No. III. This water, which is very extensively

used in hotels, clubs and elsewhere, and which is

claimed to contain over eight grains of bicarbonate of

lithium to the imperial gallon in nearly ninety grains

of total residue, proves to be a very soft and pure

drinking-water, containing less than five (4. 13) grains

of total residue per imperial gallon, that is to say, less

than half as much total residue as is claimed for the

lithium salt alone. This residue is chietly lime-salts,

but it actually does contain a minute trace of littiiuni.

It is marketed in the " still " and " carbonated " forms,

and in either makes a most palatable beverage, which

contains no more medicinal properties than do the

waters of Lake Cochituate. The results are as fol-

lows (parts per 100,00u):

Free ammonia 0.0016

Albuminoid ammonia 0.0018

Chlorine UO

Fixed r,-sidue 3 90

Volatile residue 2.00

Total residue 5.90

Nitrogen as nitrates 042

Nitrogen as nitrites O.llOO

Hardness 1.000

All three of these waters are clear, colorless, and
odorless. Two, by reason of excessive hardness, are

not to be recommended for general household use ;

the other is a good water for all domestic purposes;

not one can be said to be a medicinal water. The
price of each is about twenty cents per quart.

In view of the above figures it appears most prob-

able that the good results following their abundant
drinking are due partly to the infiuence which can be
exerted by any good drinking-water when taken in

generous amount, and largely to the coincident absti-

nence from rich food and alcoholic beverages.

SOME CASES OF HEMIANOPSIA, ONE OF
WHICH WAS MONOCULAR.i
BT DAVID COGGIN, M.D., SALEM, MASS.

Blindness of one-half of the visual field is a some-
what rare affection, as is not unlikely most of those
present cau testify. For example, no case was met
with among the 4,200 eye-patients who were seen in

the Salem Hospital during sixteen years of service.

In the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary 15.974
new eye-patients were treated in 1»95. which seems to

show that this is more largely attended than any other
ophthalmic hospital in the United States. Yet but five

cases of hemianopsia were recorded. In private prac-

tice, only seven such patients have been encountered
by the writer. Five of these exhibited the common
form, in which the inner half of one eye and the outer
half of the other is affected. Six were men, and six

of the seven patients were native-born. The lesion

was apparently in the occipital lobe of the right hemi-
sphere in one, and in the left in four, while in the last

patient it was probably forward of the commissure
(the record of one patient is missing). Two have died,

and in neither case was an autopsy held.

Case I. August 27, 1881. W. H. N., fifty-nine,

master mariner, a man of full habit. " Health good,"
with the exception of rheumatism in his feet and some
shortness of breath. Occasionally is dizzy, when his

eye-sight becomes dim. Is a strict vegetarian. When
busy he frequently goes without food for twenty-four
hours.

Ten days ago he returned from the East Indies.

Three days later, while in a Boston restaurant, he
became dizzy and could see only the forms of persons.

He was taken to liis home in Salem, and his physician
was summoned. Consciousness was not lost.

Complains that he cannot see a street-car; for

example, on his left side witli either eye. Vision half
of normal, but with a correcting-glass it is uoroiai.

Pupils act well. With the perimeter, a crescent-

shaped scotoma was found id both eyes, larger in the
left.
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The oplitiialnioscope revealed uo change within the

eyes. A mouth later his distant vision was noimal
without glasses.

When out of doors, if he sneezes or coughs he has

virtigo, and is obligi'd to lean ou his cane. A plug of

wax was removed from his left ear, which may have

caused the dizziness.

Eight years later, Captain N. returned. Central

vision normal. Area of blind spot unchanged. Health

good. Diet of bread and water. Three years earlier,

when in Loudon, lie was "examined during three

hours." he said, at the R. L. 0. Hospital at Moorflelds.

In 1890, he started as a passenger for Australia. On
the voyage the master of the ship broke the mate,

whose place was tilled by Captain N. In Calcutta he

was much exposed to the sun, and on his return voyage
he had dysentery, which was attended by some head
trouble. He died at sea. The history of this patient

was most interesting and instructive to the writer, as,

fifteen years ago, much less was known about hemi-

anopsia than is true today, perhaps.

Case II. 1882. A farmer of seventy. Homony-
mous hemianopsia of a week's duration. Record not

found.

Case III. March 23, 1889. Mr. P., age fifty-two.

Retired from business. Four weeks ago, after a pro-

louged reading of Sunday newspapers (with his head

inclined forward, while his "collar was too small," he

being of a plethoric habit), he suddenly noticed a dark

cloud, downward and outward, with his right, and
downward and inward with his left eye.

Central visiou normal, right eye. Left is astigmatic,

corrected by a — 0.75 cylinder glass. Fundus of eyes

normal. Bowels habitually constipated. Mo dizziness

or pain. Area of blindness larger and less irregular

in the right eye thau in the left.

April 6th. The same. One attack of vertigo in the

last fortnight.

Two years afterwards, his physician wrote that Mr.
P. was feeling well, and that the scotomata, while

unchanged, no longer annoyed him.

Case IV. September 9, 18S9. Mrs. R., forty-five

(?), was seen in consultation. Intermittent neuralgia

in right eye, brow and temple for ten days.

Yesterday found that "the sight of her right eye
had gone." Left not affected. Patient in bed in a

darkened room, and decidedly nervous. Physiological

central cupping of the right disc, and pulsation of

retinal arteries ou pressing on the eyeball. If these

could be called symptoms of glaucoma, certainly no

others were preseut. Bowels much constipated, for

which she is taking calomel. A pilocarpine and cocaine

eye-water was prescribed.

Two days later she recognized fingers a metre off.

Pupil contracted, having used, after the pilocarpine,

a solution of eserine sulphate (0.03-30.0), which
bad beeu left to use at her option. Is bailly salivated,

and very uncomfortable, because of sloughs in and

about her mouth. Is much prostrated.

September 13th. Telephoned " much better."

Oue year later, Mrs. R. appeared again. With a

weak cylinder (— 0.75c, axis horizontal) vision for dis-

tance was normal, both eyes, as were the pupils, ten-

sion, field of vision, elc. Glasses for reading were
ordered for her. In view of the history of the patient

it was finally considered that the trouble had not been
due to any structural change.

Later she moved to a city on the Great Divide.

In January, 1892, word came indirectly, that she

was "nearly blind from glaucoma," so an ophthalmic

surgeon said, while, in February, a neurologist affirmed

the trouble was of the nerves ; so no operation was

done, as had beeu strenuously urged by the former

practitioner.

She returned to Massachusetts the following year,

and was seen on the 16th of February, when, with

her glasses, her central vision was normal.

But she had homonymous hemianopsia— more of

the right eye, as is here shown.

There was no history of any head disturbance when
it appeared.

October 18th. Right pupil dilated and fixed "a
long while." Reads but little, owing to confusion in

head. Gait unsteady— no more so with eyes closed.

Normal knee-jerk. Atrophy of both optic nerves.

When West, was said to have had optic neuritis.

Field of vision now much contracted.

In November, with her glasses, vision was still about
normal (0-1.0) and read— Sn. "50" easily. Very
despondent. Is disinclined to use her eyes. A sister

has beeu similarly affected for years, and still retains

central vision, such as is had in looking through a spy-

glass.

Case V. November 30, 1890. Physician, forty-

seven. Scotoma sciutillans fourteen years or so. at rare

intervals, and apparently associated with abstinence

from food. Both near and distant objects would appear
distorted, as when a normal eye looks through a cylin-

drical lens, and a severe headache would follow the

return of regular vision, and persist for several hours.

No rheumatic history up to the above date, but since

then several attacks of lumbago. Arcus senilis notice-

able.

On this day he went early into the country to per-

form an operation, and he returned to his home in the

late afternoon ; not having lunched en route, he had an

attack of distorted vision, which persisted after the

pain had appeared in his head. His right eye was
observed to converge. He lay down, and later walked
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into an adjoining room, where he was shortly found in

bed insensible and breathing stertorously.

On becoming conscious at the end of half an hour,

he was at first unable to articulate distinctly, and later

a slight degree of aphasia was noticed.

Violent emesis began, and lasted for twelve hours.

No motor paralysis, though his physician thought the

movements of the right arm were restricted.

Certainly pain and numbness were complained of in

the vicinity of the right brachial plexus for many
mouths afterwards. After the lapse of a week, on

attempting to move around his room, he found he could

not see to the right with either eye : the blind area

being greater in the right eye. Central vision and
color-sense normal. External rectus muscles rather

weak on testing with Maddox's rod.

'n7\S

October, 1896. After the end of nearly six years,

it appears the area of blindness has greatly diminished
in the right eye. Ou the temporal side of the scotoma
there is enough vision to allow fingers to be counted.

The condition of the left eye has changed less. No
further attack of scotoma scintillans.

Cask VI. October 6, 1888. J. K., forty-eight, Ire-

land, master printer. Diabetes for four months ; he
also has albuminuria. One month aeo, he put aside

his glasses, being able to read easily without. Vision
now of ,ij, but with suitable convex glasses it is normal,
for both near and distant (with -(-,5 and -(-2.5).
Media clear.

February 20, 1892. Two years ago had hemi-
plegia, left side paralyzed.

One week since, vision became affected within
twenty-four hours so he was unable to see to his right,

with both eyes, as is shown in these figures.

Lenses still clear, but as much weaker glasses are
preferred for both near and distant vision, it is likely

that later they will become opaque.
Death occurred on the 11th of .Inly, 1893. Glyco-

suria and albuminuria persisted till the end. Five
weeks previous to his death be bad another attack of

hemiplegia (left). He became blind and uncouscious
prior to his decease.

Case VII. September 7, 1896. Monocular hemi-
anopsia. Mr. B., about fifty-five, book-keeper, a man
of fine physique.

While writing, six days before, he noticed his vision

suddenly obscured in the inner half of his right eye,

which was accompanied by a sensation as of water
trickling over the eyeball. No pain or dizziness, and
he never had suffered from headache or any rheumatic
trouble.

He was hypermetropic, but with glasses his vision

was normal, as was his color-sense. Pupils small, so

that the affected eye was dilated with homatropine
muriate, but no lesion was revealed on using the oph-
thalmoscope.

With the perimeter an area of blindness was found
on the temporal side, in the form of a right-angled

p a r a 1 1 e 1 o g ram, and
which extended from
the periphery to within
20° of the centre of

the eyeball and about
10° up and down.
October 11th. He

no longer notices the

trickling, but occasion-

ally, when reading, he
has a feeling of some-
thing rising along his

spine to his neck,

which passes off on sitting up and bracing his shoulders,
as he terms it.

Now recognizes a candle on the outer border of
the scotoma, but is unable to count fingers in the same
location.

In the apparent absence of hysteria, it seems prob-
able that there was a lesion anterior to the chiasm.
This accident is one of great rarity. One or two cases
have been reported abroad. As this man's vision is

already improving, it is not unreasonable for us to

suppose that it may ultimately be nearly, if not fully

restored.

Cases IV and VI can hardly be called examples of
simple hemianopsia, but being of not a little interest

they have been reported here. Of late, foreign obser-
vers have thought that attacks of scotoma scintillans

sometimes precede this trouble, which is supposed to

be located in or near the cuueus. This symptom was
present in only one of this little group of patients.

Here there probably was a hemorrhage in the occipital

region although at the time and even for some mouths
subsequently pain was referred more to the left parietal.

This was more noticeable when the patient was
fatigued. All of these patients complained of the in-

convenience of walking on the street— almost amount-
ing to agoraphobia with some of them — but which
was less annoying when they were in the midst of the

familiar surroundings of home, though even theu,

when at the dinner table, their mishaps, owing to

their lateral loss of vision, were sometimes mortify-

ing.^

No special line of treatment was followed in these

cases. The bromides and laxatives were given as

called for, and the patients were told that, after a
time, they would become accustomed to their new and
limited field of vision, which might become enlarged
with the lapse of months.
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Clinical Department.

EMKOLISM OF CENThAL ARTERY, MACULA
SLl'riJED BY A CILIO-RETINAL ARTERY,
RETENTION OF CENTRAL VISION.^

BY O. F. WADSWOUTH, M.D., BOSTON.

At the meeting of this Society in 1890, I reported

a case of plugging of the central artery of the retina

in which the tuacular region was supplied by a "cilio-

retinal " ariery and central vision was preserved. In

the Jahresberichl fiir Ophlhalmologie for that year the

reporter on diseases of the retina appended to the

title of my paper a note, stating that in his opinion

the case was without doubt one of tubercular meningi-

tis of the optic nerve. It is difficult to understand

how this diagnosis was reached, for in the case as

published there was no symptom pointing to either

tuberculosis or meningitis, unless indeed a transient

headache at the time the defect of sight was first

noticed is to be regarded as such.

The case presented to-day offers a striking simi-

larity in its essential features to the earlier one.

There was the sudden onset and marked permanent
concentric contraction of the field, with retention of

good central vision : the white haze involving disc

and retina for a long distance, but leaving the macular
region and the space between it and the disc free; the

evidence of disturbed circulation in the retina; the
" cilio-retinal " artery supplying the macular region.

But there were differences in detail. In the earlier

case there were certain areas at the edge of the unaf-

fected region about the macular on which the white

haze was decidedly more dense in appearance than is

usually found when the ariery is stopped, and there

was for a time an interruption and oscillation of the

red blood column in two of the veins. Neither of

these appearances were observed in the later case. The
first case was considered as one ot thrombus because
no lesion of the heart or great vessels was discovered

;

in the second a lesion of the aortic valve gave oppor-

tunity for the formation of an embolus.

A lady of sixty-eight years, in good general health,

slipped and fell on the ice about noon on January 31,

1890. She was moderately jarred by the fall, but

got up without assistance, and there was no disability.

During the following evening she two or three times

noticed a blur before the left eye, and the next morn-
ing observed that the field of vision in that eye was
much contracted and seemed to have a somewhat
jagged border. There was no pain or redness. She
saw her physiciau, and drops were applied which
dilated the pupil. The condition remained unchanged
till she consulted me, on February 5th.

L. E. — Pupil rather large; anterior chamber of

good depth ; iris natural ; tension normal ; vision

with — 50, j'fj.
The field is much contracted in all

directions, least outward. There are a few fine opaque
stria iu the lens. The central artery rises to the

level of the retina before division ; its branches from
their point of origin seem decidedly narrow. Close to

the outer and lower edge of the disc an artery of

moderate size enters, as from the scleral circle, and
curves downward and outward to rise again just be-

yond the centre of the macula ; about one P. D.
from the disc it gives off a branch which runs upward

and outward and which again sends off a branch to

run nearly horizontally outward. On the disc and
around it, except on the temporal side, a white haze

extends for a long distance, gradually fading; near

and on the disc the haze partially hides the vessels ;

above the macula a few fine vessels stand out sharply

on it. From the disc edge outward an area of the

retina which includes the macula is quite free from
haze. The border of the haze bounding the lower

side of this area lies a little below the cilio-retinal

artery described and is not very sharply defined : above
the area the edge of the haze is fairly sharp, from the

edge of the disc it at first curves outward and some-
what downward to about the level of the centre of the

disc, then recedes upward and again descends to run

nearly horizontally a little above the centre of the

macula; beyond this and to the outer side of the mac-

ula the haze is thin and its border is quite ill-defined.

At this visit no attempt was made to take the field

accurately. On three subsequent visits it was taken

with care and showed practically no variation.

R. E. — A few fine opaque striae in the lens ; in all

other respects normal ; vision with — .75 cylinder

axis 90°, ?,g — .

Dr. V. Y. Bowditch kindly examined the patient,

and found a slight hypertrophy of the heart and a

murmur over the aortic valve indicating slight rough-

ening or stenosis.

February Sth. Little change in the conditions.

Two minute hemorrhages have appeared at the outer

edge of the disc. F"ield as shown in the figure.

February 14. Vision with -[- 50 cylinder axis 70°,

jjJJ
— . The haze is in general decidedly lees ; the arte-

ries generally are seen more distinctly and appear

slightly larger than they did at the first visit, but the

inferior- and superior-temporals still seem less large

than normal, although perhaps not out of proportion

to the corresponding veins. Of the two hemorrhages
noted on the Sth the upper has gone, the lower is now
faint.

A week later, February 2l8t, and three weeks
after the loss of sight, V= r,j; — , field as on the Sth.

A little haze remains visible above the macula, else-

where there is hardly any. There is a dot of hemor-
rhage a short distance outward from the disc, a small

striated hemorrhage downward and outward.

The lady lived at a distance from Boston, and was
to go South shortly af*er this date. I expressed a

desire to see her on her return; but as I was obliged

to say that there was nothing to he done for the eye,

it is perhaps natural that she did not visit me again.
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In a note dated July 17th, the paticut writes that

she thinks there has been no special change in the

couditious of the eye ; that she is able to use her eyes

as much as she wishes.

Eujbolism aud thrombosis of the central artery are

not very rare, cilio-retinal arteries are sufficiently com-
mon, aud it is to be expected that the two conditions

should occasionally coiucide. That one observer should

have had the fortune to meet two instances o£ plug-

ging of the arteria centralis in which owiiig to the pres-

ence of a retino-ciliary artery the macular region has

beeu free from haze and central vision preserved, woulil

indicate that others must have occurred. I have
made no special search, but do not remember to have
seen such cases reported. There have been described

instances in which a small area adjacent to the ouier

side of the disc has been free from haze and a small

amount of vision retained.

Note.— Since reading the above paper Dr. Knapp has l<iudly
called my attention to two cases reported briefly by him ( Bericht
deruplh. Gesel., Heid., 1KS5), and an article by Laqueur (Arch.
/. Aii(/enlteilk. ,lH:t5, German edition). In both of Kuapp's cases
the haze involved the macula; vision was of small amount at
first; in one case linjjers at H M., later rising to 1 ; in the other
sinking to 0. InLaqueur's case a band of retina from the outer
edge of the disc to the periphery was free from haze ; V. at first s,

later 1. Laqueur collected 14 reported cases, including Knapp's.
One, Mauthuer's (V. I), was first seen four mouths after the
attack, too late to determine the original condition. In all the
others the haze invaded the macular region ; the free space next
the disc was generally quite small; V. at first from light per-
ception to

j'ji^j,
eveutually to |.

ACUTE SUPPUKATION OF THE MIDDLE EAR,
FOLLOWED BY CARIES OF THE FALLOPIAN
CA.NAL AND FACIAL PARALYSIS. NO IN-
VOLVEMENT OF THE MASTOID CELLS.i

BY FREDERICK L. JACK, M.D., BOSTON.

The following case came under my charge in .Janu-

ary, 1896, and illustrates a very rare complication in

suppurative otitis.

B. C, a man about forty-five years of age, had been
having pain in the right ear for nearly six weeks. A
discharge from the ear in the first few days gave tem-
porary relief. After that he was fairly comfortable
for several days, when pain returned, increasing in

severity, aud intense the last ten day.s. The tempera-
ture taken by his family physician was normal most of

the time. At the end of the fifth week there had been
suddenly noticed complete paralysis of the right side

of the face.

When he came to me he was much debilitated, and
described his sufferings as intense. There was a slight

discharge. The membrana tyiupani was perforated in

the posterior lower quadrant, no swelling in the canal.

Mastoid tender on firm pressure over the antrum and
tip, but without redness or swelling. Hearing fair;

tuning fork by bone heard loudest in the affected ear.

It was decided to open the mastoid. The patient

entered a private hosjiital, and wa.s operated upon the

followmg day, .January 3, 1896. The drum membrane
was first incised. The usual mastoid incision close to

the insertion of the auricle showed the mastoid cortex

to be absolutely sound and hard. The bone was opentd
with mallet and chisel, aud the cells found perfectly

normal. The cell walls were broken down by means
of a curette, and an irrigating fiuid passed freely from
mastoid to ear. No pus or any indications of morlnd

' Head before the Aniericau Otological Society, July, 189U.

products, although the opening was fully one-half inch

in depth. As the symptoms pointed so conclusively to

pus or pent-up necrosed tissue, it seemed best to ex-

tend the opening, if possible, into the Fallopian canal.

This procedure was the more readily determined upon
as the function of the facial nerve was evidently

destroyed. I, therefore, chiselled deeper, about one-

quarter of an inch, and penetrated through into a

small pus cavity. A fine probe passed anteriorly

towards the ear aud posteriorly behind the inner table

of the mastoid, showed the bone to be softened in

both directions. The opening was carefully enlarged

in the directions indicated, aud curetted. After irrigat-

ing the wound with a 1 to 4,000 solution of bichloride

of mercury, the cavity was loosely packed with iodo-

form gauze, and an antiseptic dressing applied. The
pain was promptly terminated by the operation.

Temperature 100° F. for twelve hours, when it

dropped to normal and never went above 99° F. De-
tailed notes of the convalescence it is not important to

give, sufficient to say that the wound was treated in

the usual way, and healed rapidly. The facial paraly-

sis has at the present time disappeared.

sr^cbiral progrejSief.

REPORT ON PROGRESS IN THERAPEUTICS.
BY FRANCIS H. WILLIAMS, M.D,

MARAGLIANO'S ANTITOXIN-SERUM TREATMENT OF
PDLMONARr CONSUMPTION.

In a leading article of the Aeu> York Medical Jour-
nal, August 15, 189G, the writer states that Dr. Zaes-
leiu, of Genoa, in a paper on "The Serum Treatment
of Pulmonary Tuberculosis " remarks that the serum
treatment consists essentially in introducing into the
human body substances which either of themselves op-
pose the germ of the disease or lead to the formation
of such materials (antitoxins) in the organism. Ani-
mals have been treated with tuberculous matter in

order to engender large amounts of antitoxins in their

blood. For this purpose Maragliaiio used cultures of
the tubercle bacillus, but without living bacilli; Uehr-
ing, Wernicke, Knorr and Niemann employed tuber-

culin ; Babes and Broca made use of the bacilli of the
tuberculosis of birds, human .tuberculin, and dead or
attenuated cultures of the human bacillus; and Paquin
used "cultures" from tuberculosis. The serum of
animals systematically treated with any of these

materials annuls the action of tuberculin. Maragliaiio
first announced this with regard to his product, in

August, 189.5. The writer goes on to say that the
use of Maragliano's serum has passed the experimental
stage and may safely be received into practical thera-

peutics, for the dose in antitoxic units is adjustable

aud calculated for long periods and ilie use of the
remedy rests on adequate clinical observation.

For the inoculation of animals, Maragliaiio uses the

filtrate of cultures that have been heated, as well as

that of those that have not been healed. The first

are prepared by steamin;; highly virulent pure cultures

at a temperature of 212° F. for three or four days,
and then treating them in the same nay as is dune for

producing Koch's tuberculin; the last are filtered

through a Chamberlaud filter at the ordinary temper
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ature, and tbeu placed iu a vacuum willi the temper-

ature never above 86° F. Tbe first product contains

all the toxic elements that resist heat, that is, the bac-

terial proteins, or tuberculins ; the second contains the

tox-albumins, which do not bear heat, and tuberculins

also. As all cultures are not equally toxic, an un-

changing toxic unit has to be established, in order that

the animals may be inoculated uniformly. This is

done by greater or less concentration of the filtrates,

and the unit consists of a weight to kill a healthy

guinea-pig of a certain weight. Three parts of the

heated and one part of the unhealed filtrate are em-
ployed in the inoculations, the operator beginning with

two milligrammes for each kilogramme of the animal's

weight, and increasing the dose regularly by one milli-

gramme daily until it reaches from forty to fifty milli-

grammes, at which it is to remain. Dogs, asses and

horses are used, and the inoculations are continued

ordinarily for six months. The animal will then with-

stand large doses of virulent cultures, even by intra-

venous iujecl;ion. Blood is not taken from the animal

until after a pause of three or four weeks in order to

be certain that the serum contains no residue of the

poisonous substances that have been injected. The
serum is separated and treated according to the ordi-

nary method.

In a healthy person the curative serum as such has

no effect on the temperature, but like any other ani-

mal serum, even that of animals that have not been

inoculated, it may cause a rise of temperature in cer-

tain individuals, especially if used in large doses, but

this rise is not the result of its coming from an inocu-

lated animal. The curative serum has no direct influ-

ence on the circulation ; but when the general condi-

tion of a tuberculous patient improves after a series of

injections, the pulse grows correspondingly slower and

fuller. The increase in the number of leucocytes in

the blood is often striking and the number of the red

corpuscles and the amount of the hemoglobin also are

increased in proportion to the improvement of the gen-

eral condition. Generally speaking there is no per-

ceptible effect on the urine but when a large dose, as

much as ten cubic centimetres is given at one time,

temporary peptonuria may occur, but never glycosuria

nor albuminuria. The appetite and weight are almost

always increased. If the loss of flesh has been small,

there will be but little increase, but in very emaciated

persons the gain will be striking, amounting in some
instances to as much as thirty pounds.

The chief local effect resulting from this treatment

is elicited by auscultation and is a diminution and final

disappearance of the rales ; subsequently the areas of

duluess diminish or disappear. These effects occur

even in cases where no other measure has been of any
avail and whether or not there is fever and whether

or not heredity is playing a part. Sometimes a tend-

ency toward cure is perce[)til)le within a few days and

usually in the course of a muntli if the ])rocess is not

too far advanced and too many other bacilli are not

present. .Slight fever usually disappears slowly when
the treatment is carried out according to Maragliano's

directions ; high fever may abate and, if the progress

of the case is to be favoral)le, subside entirely. Very
high fever and the sub-continuous fever which occurs

in the final stage may be reiluced or overcome if large

doses of the serum are employed — but this effect is

not cuuhtaiit aud generally not lusting.

A tolerably coustaut effect is a gain iu weight, even

if the fever continues. As the other symptoms are

ameliorated, the number of tubercle bacilli iu the

sputa becomes reduced, slowly of course in severe

cases; finally they disappear entirely and not merely

for the time being, provided the treatment is energetic

and sufiiciently long continued. After further treat-

ment there is a sharp appetite, the patient takes long

walks without exertion or fatigue and does not get out

of breath, and the sleep is long and restful.

Maragliano divides all cases of pulmonary tuber-

culosis into two great groups : the first is that in which

Koch's bacillus is the only micro-organism, or almost

the only one found in the sputa; and the second, in

which there is an abundance of other microbes, such

as streptococci, staphylococci aud the diplococcug of

pneumonia, constituting what he calls " microbial as-

sociations." In the latter the cure, although not im-

possible, is diflScult and protracted. After learning to

which of the two great groups a given case belongs,

four other considerations must be taken into account;

namely, the quality of the disease (whether there is

only catarrh or infiltration, whether the infiltration is

compact or disseminated, whether there is a tendency

to caseation or cirrhosis and whether or not there are

cavities), its quantity (the amount of tissue diseased),

its intensity and the patient's general condition. All

these data are of importance in the prognosis.

Maragliano's statistics relate to 445 cases, including

the 82 that he reported iu August, 1895, those recorded

or reported to him by other Italian physicians, and a

few contributed from France aud Austria. The cases

are divided into six groups: (1) patients with destruc-

tive broncho-pneumonia and cavities, 105 ; (2) patients

with destructive broncho-pueumouia without recogniz-

able cavities, with " microbian associations," 85; (3)

patients with diffuse febrile pneumonia with or without

a destructive character, 120; (4) patients with diffuse

non-febrile broncho-pneumonia with or without destruc-

tion, 47 ; (5) patients with circumscribed febrile

broncho-pneumonia, 54; (6) patients with circum-

scribed apyretic broncho-pneumonia, 34; total, 445.

The results of treatment are summarizeil as follows:

The fever disappeared iu 176 out of 322 cases— in

55 per cent, of cases of broncho-pneumonia with

"microbian associations"; in 32 per cent, of those of

cavities ; in 48 per cent, of those of diffuse broncho-

pneumonia; and in 86 per cent, of those of circum-

scribed bronchopneumonia. The local signs disap-

peared in 27 per cent., were improved in 41 per cent.,

were uuchauged in 30 per cent., and were ag<;ravaled

iu 6 per cent. (This adds to 104, sic in Dr. Zaeslein's

article). There was an increase of weight in 57 per

cent. The tubercle bacilli disappeared in 43.2 per cent.

of the total number of cases, iu 54 per cent, of the

febrile broncho pneumonia, and in 88 per cent, of the

non-febrile, circumscribed broncho-pneumonia.

Generally a cubic centimetre of serum was admin-

istered subcutaneouslv every other day, and the tem-

perature was carefully observed. As a few persons

are sensitive to this dose, half a cubic ctiitimetre may
be given to begin with. Such persons may be recog-

nized by a febrile reaction on the injection of two

cubic centimetres of a physiologiciil salt solution.

There was neither a rise in temperature nor any other

disturbance in the great majority of cases, even when
the treatment was continued for many months. If a

rise of temperature occurred the treatment was stopped

until it fell, but even in such a case, a definite apyrexia
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occurred in time. When the treatment failed to affect

patieuts who had high fever and were in bad general

condition, from five to ten cubic centimetres of the

serum were given every fifth day ; when three or four

such iujectioua had been given without avail, it was
thought useless to continue with them, and the ordinary

plan of using small doses was resumed.
The serum should be coutiuued until a cure

(Maragliauo means by cure a "provisional cure," which
is manifested by the disappearance of all subjective

symptoms aud all physical signs except duluess on

percussion) results; then two injections a week should

be giveu for two months, and after that one injection

a week for a year. The back and the side of the

chest are to be preferred for the injections, which are

uo more painful than injections of morphine ; occa-

sioually a little swelling occurs, but it subsides in a

few days ; rarely there is urticaria ; no other ill effects

are observed. The serum is described as clear and

free from fiocculi and sediment.

THE USE OF DIPHTHERIA SERDM IN OZENA AND
CHRONIC POKULENT OTITIS.

In an article in the New Torlc Medical Journals,

August 15, 1896, the writer says that Professor

Grailrnigo, of Turin, in the Therapeutische Wochen-

ichrift for July 26th, accepts the theory of the in-

fective character of ozena and recognizes Belfauti's

bacillus as its cause. He has used the anti-diphtheritic

serum in 32 cases of ozena because of the close re-

semblance in effects between this bacillus and that of

diphtheria. In one-half of these cases the formation

of crusts and the fetor disappeared, and in the other

half there was tangible improvement. Most of the

cases were of long standing, and other treatment had

been tried without avail. In the first half the dura-

tiou of the treatment was from fifteen to seventy-two

days, the number of injections from four to thirty-five,

and the number of units of serum used from 5,200 to

48,000. Mild, local or general reactive symptoms
occurred in almost all these cases, and attacks of bleed-

ing from the nose was observed. In the second half,

those that were approximately cured, the treatment

was continued from thirty to sixty-eight days, and the

number of uuits employed in an individual case ranged

from 5,200 to 27,200. In all these cases urticaria,

edema at the site of injection, etc., followed after a

certain number of injections, but were of brief con-

tinuance.

Two of Professor Gradenigo's ozeua patients had

chronic purulent otitis also, aud the serum treatment

likewise had a favorable effect upon it. Professor

Gradenigo cousiders Belfauti's discovery of the bacillus

of ozena important in general pathology, and of great

practical benefit in treating the disease.

PYROZONE AND DILUTE HYDROCHLORIC ACID IN

SUPPURATING INFLAMMATIONS OF THE MIDDLE
EAR.

Dr. William Cheatham ' states that he desires to

attract the attention of physicians to the line of treat-

ment that has rendered him the best service in this

sometimes most obstinate affection.

The first case which he cites had had suppuration of

the right ear for mauy years ; there was some edema

and tenderness over the mastoid, also some discharge

through the Eustachian tube into the throat. The

' Medical Record, September 12, 1896.

discharge from the ear had a very disagreeable odor.

The auditory canal was much swollen and very tender.

Hot applications and hot douches of carbolized water

soon reduced the edema, and gave freer drainage. Dr.

Cheatham after partially relieving the stenosis of the

auditory canal, removed with curette and pick large

cholesteatomatous masses, and found the middle ear

and contents swept away, and in its place a large

funnel-shaped cavity, basin and apex at about half-way

of auditory canal, which at this point was still much
contracted. The curette, chromic acid, pyrozone and

many other remedies were used, but the epithelial

masses still collected. Formalin, boric acid and alcohol

were tried with the same result. Dr. Cheatham then

had ten drops of a mixture of dilute hydrochloric acid

(ten drops) and pyrozone (one ounce) put into the ear

morning, noon and night, after first cleansing. A
marked change was noticed in a few days, aud in a

short time there was no secretion from the cavity.

There has been no return in several months.

The second case described was treated about the same

time as the first. This patient had had suppuration of the

right middle ear for twenty years, and it proved to be

attic disease with bone necrosis. Above the middle-

ear cavity proper, aud not communicating with it, was
a large cavity which was filled with inspissated pus and
necrosed epithelium. Rough bone was felt with the

probe, and small pieces were detached with the curette.

After trying various remedies, the same or similar to

those used in the first case, Dr. Cheatham ordered ten

drops of the same mixture of hydrochloric acid (ten

drops) and pyrozone (one ounce) to be put into the ear

one, two or three times daily, to be left in five minutes

after having been forced in deep by firm pressure upon
the tragus, and then the ear wiped dry with absorbent

cotton. This case in a few weeks began to improve
rapidly, and went on to recovery without relapse. Dr.

Cheatham has treated several similar cases with but

one failure, and that was a tuberculosis patient. He
has also treated mauy cases of less severity with only

an occasional failure, aud has never yet seen the treat-

ment fail in acute cases. The writer states that in the

primary stage of acute cases such medication is contra-

indicated, but after pain, throbbing and swelling have
subsided and suppuration contiuues notwithstauding

ordiuary treatment, the acid and pyrozone check it

very promptly.

Dr. Cheatham has found that for drainage the iodo-

form or some other of the gauzes cut into narrow
strips, lately advised by several, have given him by far

the best results.

Under the use of acid and pyrozone, the writer finds

the mastoid-cell involvement much less frequent, and
he does not believe that these effervescing preparations

increase such dangers.

[The treatment pursued by Dr. Cheatham is anotber
cliuical illustration of the principle enunciated by me
regarding the action of neutral solution of hydrogen
dioxide, that is, pyrozoue, and of hydrochloric acid

upon the 8tre|)tococcus pyogenes, in an article pub-

lished in the American Journal of Medical Sciences,

.July and August, 1805, entitled "Observations on the

Diagnosis of Diphtheria." One paragraph will illus-

trate some of the points discussed therein :

"The general princi[)le in antiseptics which my
studies have brought out, and which 1 believe to be a

new one, is the advantage of mixing the stronger

germicides with hydrogen dioxide, a substance which
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has the special property of dit'iutegratiiig eome kinds

of dead orgauic matter, eucb as pus or certain portions

of false membrane, thus rendering the bacilli more
accessible, and so opening the way for the action of

the stronger germicides. Pure liydrogen-dioxide solu-

tions, or rather ueulral solutions, are comparatively

weak germicides, but we may put with them any com-
patible germicides, or use them alternately with an

incompatible one, the choice depending upon the

micro-organisms we di'sire to kill. For instance, the

mineral acids which are found in all ibe ten-volume

hydrogen-dioxide solutions sold in the market increase

the germicidal value of these solutions. A twenty-

volume, or even a forty-volume, neutral solution of

hydrogen dioxide will not kill all the streptococci in

ten seconds, but a weak solution of hj'drochloric or

nitric acid will do so. Tests, therefore, of the germi-

cidal value of the hydrogen-dioxide solutions should

always take into account the kinds and amount of free

acid present."— v. h. w.]

ANTITOXIN FOB THE TREATMENT OF DIPHTHERIA.

[The importance of using only the best quality of

antitoxin and of the strength which it purports to be

cannot be too ofteu emphasized. It is necessary to

be equally careful in regard to our other remedies al-

though with few of them may a poor quality be fol-

lowed 80 quickly with such dire results.— f. h. \v.]

DIPHTHERIA ANTITOXIN IN GREAT BRITAIN.

The Medical News for August 1, J896, states that

the Lancet, appreciating that the serum treatment of

diphtheria in the British Isles bad not attained the re-

sults reported from the Continent, caused a long and

careful investigation to be made which abundantly

substantiated the suspicion that the reason for this

difference in results was due to the difference in the

antitoxin, few, if any, of the English preparations

being reliable in strengih, in which particular wide

variations were discovered. The conclusions from the

report are as follows : (1) that a common standard of

estimating the strength of antitoxin serum should be

agreed upon by the English manufacturers ; (2) that

no serum should ever be sent out containing less than

sixty normal antitoxin units per cubic centimetre ; (3)

that antitoxin serum of higher strength must also be

proviiied to meet the requirements of treatment in

more severe cases of diphtheria
; (4) that every sam-

ple of antitoxin serum sold should be jilainly marked
with the antitoxin strength of the serum (number of

normal antitoxin units per cubic centimetre), the quan-

tity of the serum present in the bottle, and the date of

issue.

In this connection some statements taken from the

Bulletin of the Stale Board of Health of Massachu-

setts, for April 6, 1696, are of interest. The Hoard

had examined such samples of antitoxin as were of-

fered for sale in the iState with the following results :

Serum No. 2, Behring. Test showed that the serum

was up to the standard.

Serum of Parke Davis & Co. Test showed that

the serum was up to the standard.

Serum No. 2, Mulfonl & Co. Test showed the serum
to be up to the guaranteed strength.

Serum of the Pasteur Institute of Paris, France
(Roux). One test showed it to be weaker than repre-

sented, and another showed 5u0 antitoxin units in-

stead of 6U0 units.

Gibier's Diphtheria Antitoxin, New York. Oue
test showed it to he below the strength represented;

another showed from 625 to 750 antitoxin uuits in-

stead of 2,500, as advertised.

LEUC0CTT0SI8 AND IMMUNITY, WITH A CRITICAL
ANALYSIS OF THE THEORY OF NCCLKIN-THKRAPY.

Dr. Walter A. Wells, of Washington, in the Medi-
cal News for October 17, 1896, discusses at length

the theory of nuclein-therapy, and summarizes bis

careful and interesting article as follows :

(1) Notwithstanding the long-continued conflict as

to the importance of the cell and of the lymph re-

spectively, as the protecting agency of the body, it is

probable the claims on each side will be found recon-

cilable.

(2) There is no reason for regarding the leucocy-

tosis, which appears after the introduction of nucleia

into the system, as differently produced than that

which follows from a great number of other ageuts
many of which are poisons.

(3) Theories of artificially induced leucocytosis,

which assume an essential new production of leuco-

cytes by the blood-making organs, are inconsistent

with the fact that the blood-making organs send forth

only mononuclear cells, whereas in all these forms of

leucocytosis, the polyuuclear are only or chiefly in-

creased.

(4) Also, Lowitt's theory of leucolysis and conse-

quent leucocytosis fails to stand the test of experiment
or of reason, in the light of known physiological prin-

ciples.

(5) The most rational explanation of leucocytosis

is, including the invariable antecedent, leucopenia, ac-

cording to the principle of themotaxis. The predomi-

nance of polyuuclear cells is thereby accounted for in

the greater sensitiveness of these forms to themotactic

influences.

(6) We must regard, therefore, a leucocytosis as

only a local condition ; that is to say, only a determi-

nation of the white cells into the peripheral circula-

tion, without any real, significant, absolute increase of

the whole number of those cells. This view is sup-

ported by a number of experiments, which showed
that at the stage of leucocytosis as found in the periph-

eral vessels, there was a coincident decrease in the

internal vessels.

(7) The leucocytosis produced by nuclein is of this

kind. The uric acid found iu increased amount in the

urine after administration of nuclein may be formed

from the nuclein direct and not from the white blood-

corpuscles. There is, moreover, no constant corre-

spondence in the number of leucocytes and the amount
of uric acid excreted, for there may be leucocytosis

without increase of the uric acid, as there may be

ofti n an increase of uric acid without leucocytosis.

(8) There is some reason for believing that, of all

leucocytes, those possessed of the eosinophilic gran-

ules play the most essential role in protecting the or-

ganism against infectious diseases. A suggestive cor-

respondence exists between those diseases which are

distinguished by au augmentation of eosiuopbiles and

diseases antagonistic to tuberculosis.

Vienna Medical Society.— Dr. Adam Liewicz,

a prominent member of this society, has been expelled

for securing a patent upon his " cancroin," a cancer

remedy.
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l^eportj^ of ^tytittit$.

THE NEAV YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Section on General Medicine.

Stated Meeting, Tuesday, October 20, 1896.

Dr. W. Oilman Thompson read a paper on

EXPERIENCE WITH THE TREATMENT OF ENTERIC
FEVER BY COLD TLB-BATHS.

He Stated that his conclusioua were based on the ob-

servation of about 250 cases in the New York,

Presbyterian and Bellevue Hospitals, and in private

practice. It was not uuiil within recent years, that the

method of treatment referred to had received much
attention in this country. He commonly employed a

large copper bath tub ou rollers, which made it con-

venient to convey to the bedside. It was elevated

about one foot from the Hoor, as this was the height

which rendered the work of the attendant nurses the

least laborious. It was tilled by means of a hose, and
emptied by a syphon as often as was desirable. In

practise this was usually after each six baths. When-
ever the temperature of a patient rose above 102.5°,

he was placed in the tub, all of the body being im-

mersed except the head, on which iced cloths were
laid, lie was kept in the bath, which was at a tem-

perature of 70°, for fifteen minutes, and during the

entire time his body was vigorously rubbed by two
nurses. As a rule, half an ounce of whii-key was ad-

ministered about half an hour before each bath. Usu-

ally the temperature of the patient continued to fall

for some time alter the bath. If at the end of three

hours the temperature had again risen to 102.5°, the

bath was rejieated.

Dr. Thompson laid great stress upon the frictions

practised during the bath. The treatment, he said,

was one as much by rubbing as by tubbing. The
frictions were made by the two attendants and with

both hands; the principal object of tlie rubbing being

to excite retiex action. It also served the useful ob-

ject of diminishing shiveriug, which was one of the

most disagreeable incidents of the bath. Further-

more, it attracted the patient's attention and helped

to pass the time away. He well remembered, when a

hospital interne in 1881 (about the time when the

treatment by cold baths was first practised in New
York), how much the patients suffered from the bath-

ing. At this period frictions were not employed, and

the results were so unsatisfactory that the meihod was
soon given up here. Some jears afterward the pres-

ent method was adopted by Dr. Peabody in the New
York Hospital, and the success he aitaiiied with it was
80 great that when Dr. Thompson himself had an at-

tack of typhoid he insisted on receiving this treatment.

The shivering was also materially reduced by the

stimulant mentioned, if it were given long enough be-

fore the bath. The temperature of the water for the

bath should be accurately taken, and, as a rule, it was
found that this was elevated one degree during the

bath. Immediately after the bath the patient should

be wrapped in a blanket and kept perfectly qu'.et.

Micturition was apt to occur soon after the bath, but

not during it.

The cold bath was by no means curative in the same
sense as medicinal agents. It acted as a stimulant to

the nervous system. The average reduction in tem-

perature was two and one-lialf degrees, but this might
be as great as four degrees. The limitations of this

method should always be borne in mind. It did not

cut short the disease nor prevent relapses. On the

other hand, it did not interfere with any medicinal

treatment that might be thought advisable. The good
effects of cold bathing were apparent to the most
casual observer. Under its use tympanites was a
rarity, and it effectually prevented delirium and the

various characteristic symptoms described in the books
as constituting the •' typhoid conditions." At this

point Dr. Thompson referred to one successful case in

which the patient had no less than 139 baths. At one
period in this disease the temperature rose to 108,

and remained at this elevation for nearly 24 hours,

except when temporarily reduced by baths. He also

had two relapses. The most interesting feature of

the case was that, notwithstanding the excessive tem-

perature, there was no delirium and an entire absence

of the nervous symptoms ordinarily met with.

There were three contraindications to the cold bath

treatment, namely, severe lobar pneumonia, cardiac

failure and intestinal hemorrhage. Pregnancy and
menstruation, howtvtr, presented no coutra-indica-

tions. While we had not as yet obtained such good
results in this country with the Brandt method, as was
the case in Europe, the results were still very gratify-

ing. One reason why the European statistics were
more favorable than ours was undoubtedly to he found
in the fact that there a large proportion of the cases

were in soldiers, who were constantly under medical

surveillance, and therefore received treatment at a

much earlier perioil than ordinary hospital patients.

The latest statistics of the Johus Hopkins Hospital in

Baltimore showed a mortality of seven and one-tenth

per cent., those of Wilson, of Philadelphia, a mortal-

ity of seven and one-fourih per cent., and those of the

Presbyterian Hospital, New York, seven and three-

fouiths per cent.

One of the objections that had been urged against
the method was that it was cruel, even to har.-huess.

But this was not founded on fact. Under this treat-

ment the patients showed less languor and improved
appetite, and mo>t of ihem objected but little after

they had had a few baths. If a patient was very ner-

vous about the matter the initial baili could he given
at 85, or even 90 degrees. After he had been
asked to prepare this paper he had expressly ques-
tioned ten patients on the subject. All but one de-

clared quite positively that they did not mind the
bathing any more than sponging, and some preferred

it to the latter. Oue objected equally to buili. To
prevent shivering after the baih aromatic spirits of

ammonia or champagne were often useful, and in some
cases a small hynodermic injection of morphia, given
beforehand, dimini.-hed shivering during the bath.

Other objections that had been raised were, that it

increased the tendency to hemorrhage by driving the

blood from the surface, that relapses occurred more
frequently than under other methods, and there was
an increased liability to the complication of neuritis.

Having shown that these objections were also un-

founded, he spoke of a final objection, the increased

labor and expense involved. Tliere could be no ques-
tion that this svas ihe case, he said, but if the method
resulted in a marked improvement of the patient's

condition and in a considerable saving of life, the ex-

tra labor and nxpense might be considered justifiable.
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Ill tviPv case of tvplioiii fever, however mild, iu pri-

vate practice two trained nurses were really a ueces-

sity. ami by etuployiiijj onliuary lielpere, wlio could be

readilv instructed, to assist tliera in giving the baths,

the expense might be uia'erially lessened. Iu his

own case he had calculated that each bath that he had

during his attack of typhoid cost about $2.50.

His conclusions may be summarized as follows:

(1) Cold bathing does not shorten the course of the

disease.

(2) It does not prevent the occurrence of relapses.

(3) It does not prevent the occurrence of the ordi-

nary complicatione of typhoid fever, although it does

lessen their severity.

(4) It does not interfere with the use of antiseptics

and other remedies.

(5) It can be used iu all cases except where intes-

tinal hemorrhage or lobar pneutnoiiia is present.

(6) It is a rational treatment, as the temperature is

reduced and the frictions act as a nervous stimulant.

(7) It reduces the mortality, and at the same time

mitigates all the sytnptoms.

Dr. Morris Manges read a paper on

THE TREATMENT OF ENTERIC FEVER BY OTHER
METHODS.

He confined himself to two points, namely: (1)
The so-called specific or antitoxic treatment, and (2)
antiseptic treatment. He remarked at the outset,

however, that we were not in a position to pa^s posi-

tively on any method of treatment until the disputed

points in regard to the bacteriology aud bio-chemistry

of typhoid fever had been cleared up. As regards

the ant toxic treatmeut four methods had been tried,

which were as follows :

(1) The injection of st-^rilized typhoid bacilli.

(2) The iiijettiou of other bacilli.

(3) Tiie injection of serum from immunized animals.

(4) The injection of serum from convalescent ty-

phoid patient^.

The method of Fraeukel, who made use of deep in-

jections of thymus bouillou in which the typhoid bacil-

lus had been grown aud then killed, had been em-
ployed by Lambert, of New York, in 24 cases, and
Ilenshaw, of Cambridge, Mass., in 13 cases. Jn 'Lam-

bert's cases, 15 were more or less improved, in eight

no resultH were noted, aud one died. In Henshaw's'

the results were satisfactory in eight, in four no decided

changes was produced, and one died of hemorrhage.
Tne number of cases of this kind treated was as yet

too small to derive any conclusions from, and the future

alone could decide as to it-i merits.

Iu the antiseptic method, so-called, which had in

reality been practised long ago by Murchison, Jenner,

Ziemsseu, Liebermeist-r, Shaiiuck and others, the ob-

ject was, not to kill the micro-organisms, but to reduce

their activity aud minimize their effects. The strong-

est argument against this method was the failure of

auti'>ept cs in cholera, where the uiiorobes remain con-

liued to the intestines. It was a fact, however, that it

remained in vogue, notAilli>l mding the increased em-
ployment of cold baths. In reality, both parties were
doubtless in the right to a certtin extent, from the

symptomatic point of view. In all cases of typhoid

the care of ilie mouth and of the lower bowel was
very important. In his opinion the daily administra-

tion of euemala of water ought never to be omitted.

See Jouroal, May 14, 1K96, p. 477.

Of the many internal remedies that had beeu used,

calomel was one of the most important, and it was the

custom of a large number of practitioners to give it in

the early stages as a routine measure. Some claimed
that it'i elPicacy was due to the fact that after it entered

the system it was split up, and bichloride of mercury
formed. As to the bichloride, he had used it person-

ally only in enteric pills, and he had obtained good re-

sults. Of the mineral acids, which had been so long

and so largely employed, he believed that hydrochloric

acid was the most efficient, and that it should be given

as a routine measure iu most cases. In closing, he re-

ferred briefly to salol and chlorine.

Dr. Francis Delafikld said there was no question

at all in his mind that tubbing was altogether the best

treatment, aud by this he wished it to be understood
that he meant tubbing for the disease itself, not

simply for the temperature. He was firmly of the

opinion that the baths should be commenced early,

whether the temperature was high or not. At the

same time there were a large number of cases met
with in practise in which it was impossible to tub.

He thought that the present was a good time to con-

sider other methods of treatmeut. During the last

five years the mortality from typhoid in all cases, had
been quite low. In October, 1883, he had collected

the statistics from eight larger hospitals in New York,

and these showed that from October 1, 1877, to Octo-

ber 1, 1883, the death-rate was from 20 to 30 per

cent. At the present time it was much less than this.

While, therefore, tubbing was acknowledged to be

the best, it was necessary to do something for those pa-

tients whom we could not tub. He had recently treated

thirty cases by a modification of the Woodbridge treat-

ment, which consisted of the administration of one-

nine-huudred-aud-sixtieth of a grain of podophyllin

and one-sixteenth of a grain of calomel, combined
with menthol aud eucalyptol, alternating with three

grains carbonate of guaiacol and one grain thymol.

This seemed to him somewhat complicated, and at first

he gave one-twentieth of a grain of calomel every

fifteen minutes, and then alternated this with five

graius of guaiacol, instead of three. After trying

this method for a time he became dissatisfied with the

number of sore mouths which he had met with, and he

therefore substituted sulphate of magnesium for the

calomel. He did not see any particular difference in

the results. Out of the thirty patients four died.

After giving some particulars of these cases, he said

that, while the number was too small to base any
definite conclusions upon, the impression left upon his

mind was, that in mild cases these drugs may shorten

the attack, but that iu severe cases they had no effect.

Dk. a. \^. IJall said that he agreed with Dr.

Thompson that the keynote of the Brandt trea'meut

was that the matter of rubbing was as important as

the tubbing. The mistake made ten or twelve yearg

ago was that this was not recognized, and iu liellevue

and other hospitals such poor results were met with

that the cold bath treatmeut was soon abandoned.

For its revival we were mainly indebted to Dr. Simon
Barucli, who had taught us how to combine the rubbing

with the tubbing. He had yet to see the first person

who had used this plan in a considerable number of

cases who was not entirely satisfied that it was superior

to all others. One of the principal dangers in typhoid

arose froiu hypostatic congestion of the lungs, aud this

was entirely obviated by the method in question. The
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gaspiug respiration of the patient when placed in the

bath, like that of a uew-boru infant, was a matter

wliich had not perhaps been sufficiently alluded to.

In regard to the process of menstruation, the cold

baths did not have any effect upon this, for the reason

that the whole body was immersed in the water.

Dr. W. p. Northrup said he was sorry that Dr.

Delafield liad not given expression to a remark which

he had once made to liim personally, namely, "The
beauty of tubbing in private practise is that the cases

run such a comfortable course." Dr. Northrup then

referred to some cases which had been treated in his

wards at the Presbyterian Hospital by the so-called

antitoxic method. The first two cases, which were

very mild, did very well, but this was not true of the

next four, which were more severe. He found them

all one night with a temperature of 105°, with respira-

tion from 35 to 40, and a pulse of over 150, while all

suffered from dry tongue and muttering delirium.

Each patient presented a picture of misery. The
next morning they were all tuhbed, and under this

t-eatment, he was happy to say, they all recovered.

Dr. a. Palmer Dudley was the only speaker

who objected to the cold baths' treatment. He said

that the cold water does not eliminate the poison. It

does reduce the temperature, but it is the poison, and

not the temperature that kills the patient; and, there-

fore, an elimination treatment is called for. He also

thought the method cruel and especially liable to pro-

duce heart failure.

Dr. Simon Bardch said that the Brandt method
was specifically a prophylactic one. It aimed to

endow the patient with power to resist the inroads of

the disease. In order to render the method as success-

ful as possible it was necessary to closely follow the

technique. The treatment ought to be commenced be-

fore the fifth day, in order to get the best results ; but,

of course, it was impossible to do this in hospital pa-

tients. In private practice, however, he had adopted

the plan, and had often employed it before the diag-

nosis was established. In any case where there was

a morning temperature of 102° and an evening temper-

ature of 103°, he would advise that cold baths be at

ouce commenced. His observations had led him to

conclude tliat if in any instance the temperature was
reduced more than two degrees by a bath of 65 degrees,

the case was not of typhoid. The cold bath was use-

ful, therefore, in the matter of diagnosis. Ordinarily,

it was his practice to begin with a bath of 90 degrees.

Each successive bath was at a temperature of five

degrees less until 65 was reached ; at which point he

cent uued the baths, unless cyanosis should be present.

So far from the cold bath's producing cardiac fail-

ure, it in reality strengthened, instead of weakening

the heart. He believed also that the Brandt method

does eliminate the poison more effectively than any

other. One proof of this was found in the fact that

under its use the diuresis was enormous. As a substi

tute for the Brandt metiiod in cases in which this

could not be carried out, he recommended that the

patient should be wrapped in a linen sheet or tabi

cloth, and have cold water das-ht'd upon different parts

of the body (frictions being also made) every two

hours. This, like the cold baths, acted as a powerfu

stimulus to the nerve centres. In conclusion, he

stated that, as a routine practice, he commenced the

treatment of all his typhoid cases with the administra

tion of twenty grains of calomel.

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Twenty-Second Annual Meeting, St. Paul, Minn.,
September 15-18, 1S9G.

The Association convened in the Senate Chamber
at the Capitol. Dr. C. A. Wheaton, Chairman of

the Committee of Arrangements, called the meeting to

order. Most Rev. John Ireland, D.D., offered prayer.

On behalf of the State of Minnesota Governor D.

M. Clough gave an Address of Welcome.
Mayor F. B. Doran also welcomed the physicians

on behalf of the city. He referred to the city's reputa-

tion as a host, won by the magnificent record of the

recent encampment, and that upon that occasion St.

Paul had welcomed the men who had preserved the

nation, and now were happy to welcome the men who
preserved the bodies of tlie nation's defenders.

Dr. A. J. Stone spoke for the profession in St.

Paul, in extending a welcome to the visitors. "We
owe much of our delight in anticipating your visit here

to the ladies, and we want you all to place your wives,

mothers and daughters in the hands of ours at the

Kittson residence, so that aside from the scientific

labors of the occasion there will be social pleasures

for the ladies and gentlemen from abroad."

Dr. Henry O. Walker, of Detroit, President of

the Association, delivered

THE president's ADDRESS.

Our path, he said, thus far has been strewn with

roses, and I hope it will so continue to the end. I

have found it difficult to secure a subject which has

not been thoroughly threshed over and over again. I

have therefore departed from the usual course, and
will offer some suggestions in a purely scientific vein

by reporting three cases, in which four operations

were done, representing nearly all the operative pro-

cedures now done upon the kidney.

Case I. .Sacculated kidney, with suppuration and
nephro-lilhiasis, and nephro-lithotomy and subsequent

ueplirectomy.

August 4, 1896, J. R., age twenty-nine, was re-

ferred to me for operation, wiih a history of severe

pain in the left kidney twenty years previously.

T'hese attacks recurred at intervals of one to three

months. This continued witli increasing severity until

three months before I saw liim, when it became con-

stant. There was sediment in the urine for nearly

fifteen years. Examination of urine showed pus in

quantity, blood at times, but no casts. He presented

a marked emaciation, rapid pulse, and a temperature

of 99°. Percussion revealed well-marked dulness on
the left side. I had, however, suspicion of trouble in

the right kidney, therefore the character of the opera-

tion to be done must be in conformity with that sus-

picion. Tlie wound has nearly healed, appetite good,

and he walks about the hospital. There is yet some
pus in the urine. I here p^e^ent you with the kidney,

together with the calculi removed.

Case II. Tubercular kidney and nuclein treatment.

The diagnosis was disease of the right kiilney.

Microscopical examination faileil to reveal bacilli, but

showed large quantities of pus and epithelium. A
nephrectomy was done August 16, 1896. It is not

always possible to determine the true character of

secretions and excretions from important organs, even

by careful microscopical examinations. Clinical im-

pressions are most important. Tue uuclein treatment
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was instituted with marked improvemeDt until she left

the hospital, September 9th.

Cask III. Movable kidney. Fixation by a modi-

fication.

Chronic constipation, flatulence, indigestion, supra-

orbital neuralgia, and pain in the right liypoclioudriac

and lumbar regions. A freely movable tumor in the

right hypochondriac region. My experience in fixa-

tion of movable kidney has been most satisfactory.

The kidney was placed in its proper position and the

capsule divided for a distance of three inches on its

convexity, using care not to wound the cortical sub-

stance. The ca|isule was then separated from the kid-

ney for one inch entirely around the cut and by inter-

rupted catgut sutures. The cut edges were fastened

to the fascia and muscle, so that when the suturing

was complete there was a solidity of fixation of the

kidney. I do not use the deep suture through the

substance of the kidney. The simplicity of the

method commends itself both as to safety and a greater

probability of permanent good results. The most
practical route to the kidney is anteriorly. The selec-

tion of the lumbar route is largely by precedent. A
nephrectomy for tubercular kidney is not always prac-

ticable. Fixation of the movable kidney is best done

by stitching its reflected capsule to the muscles.

The reports of the Secretary and Treasurer were
read and accepted.

The report of the Committee appointed on Preserv-

ation of the Transactions was received from Dr. Coul-

ter, and the matter referred to the Executive Com-
mittee.

A NEW OPERATION FOR CLEFT PALATE,

was described by Dr. Truman W. Brophy. Chicago.

He took the ground that the operation should be

performed much earlier than has been the custom of

surgeons heretofore. It has usually not been thought

advisable to operate for the closure of cleft palate un-

til the child has reached the age of two to five years.

He maintained that when the operation was thus post-

poned the changes in the voice had become permanent,

and that a repair of the clett at that time would not

react favorably in the voice production. His opera-

tion consists in freshening the edges of the cleft, then

by deep suture of silver wire fixed through a lead

plate, conforming to the palate, the edges of the cleft

are drawn together and so maintained until healing

takes place. The technique of the operation was
minutely explained. It was original with the author,

and in his experience jjroved most effectual.

Dr. W. V. Dalev, of Pittsburgh, in discussing the

paper complimented the author in presenting a method
80 markedly original and in advance of modern surg-

ery. Dr. Daley said that this method does away
with all the objections to the old operations. We all

know that in some cases we are compelled to operate

four or five times, and then consider ourselves fortu-

nate if we succeed in getting a perfect result. Even
in these cases the result was never perfect, inasmuch

as we could not at that late date teach our patients a

perfect speech.

THE PSTCHO-NKURAL FACTOR IN CLINICAL MEDICINE,

by Dr C. H. Hughes, St. Louis, Mo.
The physician must consider the whole meclianism

of the system when treating any one part. Some
parts of the body influence the whole less or more

than others. The surgeon must consider the suscep-

tibility, predisposition, powers of resistance, recupera-

tive powers and natural courage of the patient in de-

termining as to the prognosis or operation. In any
case the nervous system is either for or against him.

Painful ovaries, neuralgic, congestive or inflamed, are

not necessarily to be cut out; but to be cured by neu-

rological treatment. The surgeon is beginning to

recognize only those symptoms which come under his

own legitimate sphere. He must have a wide neuro-

logical and psychiatrical knowledge if he would avoid

fatal mistakes. Much can be done for improving the

CHse often by tranquilizing neurological treatment.

In fatal surgical results the reputation of the operat-

ing surgeon often suffers because of overlooked neuro-

logical conditions which are at fault. Hope is itself

a buoyant medicine ; and faith in the physician or sur-

geon is a therapeutic power that should never be shat-

tered by us.

Dr. Buckner, Cincinnati: This paper is evidently

the result of experience. A good surgeon must be

hopeful, calm, and at all times careful to avoid any-

thing disturbing to the patient already fearful of the

prospects of an operation. I am very certain it re-

quires but little observation for the good physician

and surgeon to realize how im[>ortant it is to be care-

ful of every expression, act, and word in the sick

room.

Dr. Parker, Cleveland: I agree with the writer,

as a surgeon who is doing some such work. But even

with the aid of the neurologist we are unable at times

to make a diagnosis ; and indeed, there are many things

in neurology that are not yet settled.

Dr. Hughes, in closing: I had no intention to cast

reflections on the good surgeons. We all know there

has been vast improvement in the technique of the

operating-room. We know that the patient has been

more of a consideration in the last few years, and the

surroundings have been correspondingly changed. The
American surgeons to-day are achieving results which

are utterly impossible without the psycho-neural factor

and assistance.

Dr. Hugh T. Patrick, Chicago, read a paper

on

TRUNK ANESTHESIA IN LOCOMOTOR ATAXIA.

He said, in substance, that in nearly all cases of tabes

dorsalis there is a band of anesthesia about the trunk

at the level of the nipple. It is, early in the disease,

verv narrow or even incomplete, or may be represented

by a zone in which the localization of touches is not nor-

mally accurate. The sensory blunting on the leg, so

frequent in tabes, is generally an analgesia. The
trunk anesthesia is essentially tactile, and the pain

sense may be quite normal. The band of anesthesia

does not correspond to the cutaneous distribution of

the intercostal nerves, but to the nerve fibres arising

from ailjoiuing segments of the spinal cord. In some
cases there are two distinct zones of anesthesia, indi-

cating simultaneous involvement of spinal segments at

some distance from each other. The borders are

inconstant, ordinarily retract on continued testing,

and vary in position with the method of examination.

The same baud of anesthesia may occur in syphilitic

pseudotabes, as shown by an illustrative case, as far

as known the only one on record. The patient pre-

sented nearly all the symptoms of locomotor ataxia,

including a wide baud of trunk anesthesia, hut a diag-
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nosis of svpliilitic disease of the cord was made and an
active specific treatment carried out: he maile an al-

most perfect recovery.

Dk. Gustavls Blech, Detroit, read a paper on the

TREATMENT OF SOME INFLAMMATORY DISEASES OF
THE GASTRO-INTtSTlNAL TRACT.

He said that the treatment of catarrh of the stomach
and other similar iufiammatory conditions of the same.
as it is practised to-day by most medical men, meets
with failure because the treatment is directed against

the symptoms and not against the cause of the disease.

All the usual remeiiies may imfirove one or the other

symptoms for a limited time; but the etiological mor-
bid couditions still remaining, the symptoms neces-

sarily will appear again. The treatment is directed

against the infldmujatiou itself. He prescribes hydro-
zone, well diluted in water, at least a quarter of an
hour before each meal. The oxygen, which then de
velops, kills the germs and cleanses the membrane of

the wall of the stomach without injuring the animal
cells. It is an efficient and powerful, yet still bland
and innocent remedy. The doctor then explained the

cure of a case of gastric ulcer with the above treat-

ment. He has seen the most stubborn cases recover,

and hence he believes the treatment will heal ulcers

of the stomach.

Dr. Daley, Pittsburgh, deprecated the very gen-

eral use of glycozone, hydrozone and such remedies
unless a very careful and discriminating diagnosis

had been made. Most of these cases are due largely

to the formation of toxins.

Dr. Patkick, of Cliicngo, was very sorry that he
could not agree with the author; but he could not

until it was explained which variety of inflammatory
condition in the stomach was referred to. Gastritis

is too comprehensive a term. When a cure is pro-

posed we must know what form of gastritis we have
to deal with.

Dr. I. A. Abt, Chicago, said : The diseases of the

stomach cannot be grouped together as gastritis.

Many of these conditions are due to toxins found in

the gastro-iutestiual tract. We cannot always make
a positive diagnosis at once, but by experiment only

can we arrive at definite conclusions. Any one
remedy cannot and will not answer for all cases.

Dr. Paul Paqcin, St. Louis, read a paper on

THE treatment OF EXPERIMENTAL TDBERCDLOSIS
IN ANIMALS BY THE CSK OF BLOOD SERUM.

The use of antitoxin goes back to the active princi-

ple underl}iug immunization, an agent which is itself

curative to a certain degree. Tuberculin is, to a

degree, capable of modifying certain forms of tuber-

culosis. The inconvenience resulting is chieHy in the

more or less severe reaction following. It is now
claimed that tuberculin may be made with this poison-

ous principle eliminaied.

From my own, and the experience of others, it will

be observed that only a reLitive number of tubercu

lous patients can, with our present knowledge of tub-

erculosis and anti-tubercle serum, be treated success-

fully. If it does not succeed it is because of e.\isting

conditions, such as intolerance to serum injections of

any kind (which is very rare), general destruction of

physiologic equilibrium beyond repair, incurable lesions

r mixed infection.

Dr. Longstreet Taylor, St. Paul : My experi-

ence with the Paquin serum lias not been entirely sat-

isfactory, but I intend to give it further tests.

Dr. W. F. Barclay: I am satisfied that some
such men as Paquin will demonstrate the ultimate

success and posiiive value of aiititnbercle serum,
and I hope criticism will not discourage him and
others.

Dr. H. W. Loeb, St. Louis: At the last meeting I
presented some reports relative to the treatment of

laryngeal tuberculosis with serum. I promised at

that time to report the results. While thev have
not been as good as we had hoped, yet they are such
as to encourage still further attempts. Knowing that

the.-e cases at best are almost always fatal we, as well
as the patient, are glad to try anything that gives the

least hope of a cure. Of the cases reported at least

two are yet living and well. Of two others I cannot
say, but at latest reports there was no return. I

believe the serum treatment will eventually be the

method, but we must go farther before we can say it

is a specific.

Dr. E. M. Houghton, Detroit, read a paper on

A DEMONSTRATION OF THE THERAPEUTIC ACTION OF
THE ANTITOXINS.

The author reviewed the theories of serum-therapy,
demonstrating the differences between toxins and anti-

toxins.

Dr. Joseph Mcir, New York, read a paper on

REINFECTION IN CONSUMPTION.

Dr. J. B. Murphy, Chicago, read a paper on

INDICATIONS FOR, AND DEMONSTRATIONS, OF RE-
MOVAL OF THE GASSEKIAN GANGLION.

He demonstrated the technique of the operation

on a cadaver head. The operation may seem heroic,

but heroic measures are necessary in a condition

so severe as trigeminal or facial neuralgia. These
patients will submit to anything in the hope of relief.

Indeed, they have said to me before the operation,
" Doctor, either kill or cure me." This method of

operating is more simple, and results in less deformity
as well as being more certain in its results, thau any
other yet suggested. I have always suggested some
conditional treatment, especially that of castor oil,

before resorting to so heroic and serious a measure as

this operation. The trouble, however, with all such
treatments is that they do not give a permanent re-

lief. The castor-oil treatment has given temporary
relief in several cases.

Dr. a. .1. OcHSNER, Chicago: The author has

given us a most beautiful demonstration of a ditficult

operation, and one which in his hands no doubt will

give a large measure of success. I hesitate to oper-

ate in these cases of facial neuralgia for the very fact

that they are necessarily of a serious nature. I have
recently ha<l some experience in these cases in the use

of castor oil. I have given this remedy in half-ounce

closes twice daily for ten days or two weeks at a
time, and to my surprise it has thus far proved a most
.-.uccetsful remedy. As to whether the results will be
permanent, I cannot say ; but no case has as yet
returned to its former severity. I should repeat the

castor oil whenever there are indications of the return-

ing attack.
{To be continued,)
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i^ecent Siterature.

A Treatise on Appendicitis. By .John B. Deaver,
M.D., Surgeon to the Germau Hospital, Pliiladel-

pliia. Pp. 168, 32 full-page colored plates, and

other illustrations. Philadelphia: P. Biakiston,

Son & Co. 1896.

The author of this volume aims to publish a syste-

matic stud}- of appendicitis. He treats not only of the

usual type of the disease, but also of the various anoma-

lous conditions so frequently seen in actual practice.

The data from which the work is compiled he declares

to have been obtained from actual exj)erience in over

dve hundred cases. Especial attention has been paid

to etiology, symptomatology and operative technique.

It is a concisely written, interesting book. The facts

are generally well presented and arranged. The
plates are graphic, especially those illustrating the

various steps of an appendix operation. The work at

times resembles a resume of the subject rather than

a 8\stematic original investigation.

The chapter on pathology is largely devoted to the

usual type of appendicitis and its possible complica-

tions. Other forms of inflammation and neoplasms

are merely alluded to. The cliapter ou clinical his-

tory and diagnosis, although based on an analysis of

five hundred cases, furnishes nothing especially new.

In the chapter on differential diagnoses a full list of

diseases is found.

An operation is the only proper treatment for appen-

dicitis, according to Dr. Deaver, in a large majority of

cases. He describes at length the operative technique

of the usual operation through a vertical incision at

the border of the rectus muscle and the McBuruey
"criss-cross" method. Each step is illustrated by
colored plates.

The volume concludes with the chapters entitled

"Complications," Sequlie," and " After-Treatment."

The latter is a summary of details.

The book is one that attracts attention when first

seen by its fine paper, clear type and brilliant illustra-

tions. The preface leads one to expect from the

careful analysis of such a mass of clinical data as five

hundred cases of appendicitis would furnish, some
new and valuable information. In this respect the

reader is somewhat disappointed, since inspection

shows only a compilation of a large part of our pres-

ent knowledge of this dangerous lesion.

Affections C/iirurgicales dii Tronc (Rac/iis, Thorax,

Abdomen, basiin). Statistique elObservaiions. Par
Je Dk. Pollailon, Chirurgien de ITlotel Dieu,

etc. Pp. doU. Paris : Librairie, Octave Doin, edi-

teur. 1896.

This is the second volume of the interesting work
now in process of publication by Professor Pollailon.

Like the first volume this one ie a publication of a

very extended clinical experience. As the title indi-

cates, afTeclions of the spine, thorax, abdomen and
pelvis are diecuesed. They are classified as traumatic

and organic, that is, pathological. The first includes

contusions, wounds, fractures, dislocations, etc. The
secoud comprises abscess (acute and chronic) phleg-

mon, tubercular osteitis, peritonitis, appendicitis,

tumors, deformities and malformations (both cougeoi-

tal and acquired).

What has been said of the firet volume' applies

> Boaton Medical and Surgical •Journal, TOl. cxxxlv, p. 372. I

equally to the second. The plan and aim of the

author have been well carried out. It is not to report

surgical cases, making them the foundation for a trea-

tise ou Surgical Pathology, but to collect all his mate-
rial, compile his records, and, after classifying and
studying them, to extract the important clinical facts

in order to determine the result of his treatment, both
operative and non-operative. He endeavors to show
what cases he has cured, what ones he has relieved, in

what ones he has been unsuccessful, how he has done
it, and how long it has taken to obtain the result.

All his fatal cases are included.

Personal statistics thus compiled and arranged by a
skillul surgeon, from an experience of seventeen years
iu noted French hospitals, cannot fail to furnish valu-

able facts; and this is true of Dr. Pollailon's report.

In the concluding volume of the work will be consid-

ered rectal diseases, genito-urinary diseases, and affec-

tions of the head and neck.

Uric Acid as a Factor in the Causation of Disease.

A contribution to the Pathology of High Arterial

Tension. Headache, E|)ilepsy, Mental Depression,

Paroxysmal, Hemoglobinuria and Anemia. Bright's

Disease, Diabetes, Gout, Rheumatism, and other Dis-

orders. By Alexander Haig, M.A, M.D., Oxon.
Hon., F.R.C.P., etc. Third edition, with fittyfour

illustrations. Philadelphia: P. Biakiston, Son &
Co. 1896.

This is a third edition of Dr. Haig's well-known
book on " Uric Aciii as a Factor iu the Causation of

Disease." The first edition, which was practically a

resume of some twenty-five previous papers scattered

iu various journals and volumes of transactions be-

tween 1884 and 1892, appeared in the latter year;
the second edition in 1894. With each edition, the

volume has grown in size with the introduction of

new facts in support of the author's arguments. In

the present edition experiments on temperature,

menstruation and fatigue are published for the first

time.

Dr. Haig's conviction of the important role played

by an excess of uric acid in the body and in the

blood as a cause of man}- functional and organic

diseases becomes more deeply rooted with increased

attention to the subject, and at the same time the vari-

ety of conditions thus influenced increases iu number
in his opinion.

Hemorrhoids and other Non-Malignant Rectal Diseases.

Diagnosis and Treatment. By W. P. AcNtyv. M D.

Third edition, 214 pages and 76 illustiatious. San
Francisco: Pacific Press Publishing Co. 1896.

This edition is considerably enlarged from the

second edition published in 1891. The subjects

treated are hemorrhoids, fistulse (both rectal and anal),

ulcers, strictures, prolapse, polypi, neuralgias, proc-

titis and impacted feces.

Dr. Aguew writes in the same attractive style as

formerly. He is apparently as enthusiastic as ever

over the treatment of hemorrhoids bj- injection with

his modified carbolic solution, and even if his experi-

ence does not correspond with that of other practition-

ers, still he presents very well his side of the subject.

The book is well arranged and indexed. Certain

subjects are fully treated, while others are too gen-

eral in character, and too much abridged to be of

much practical value.
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ON THE VALUE OF A KNOWLEDGE OF NEU-
ROLOGY.

The majority of medical students seem to regard

tbe subject of neurology as something metaphysical

and mysterious, a field apart from that of the rest 01

the science of medicine, and one which is only culti-

vated by persons of a peculiar squint-brained mould

who devote themselves to it more to beguile the

tedium of an elegant leisure than with any serious

idea of benefiting humanity. They scoff, moreover,

at the limited scope of its therapeutics, and attempt to

stifle its raison d'etre with the sneering remark that

"All you can do is to give iodide— and a bad prog-

nosis "
; and thev even go so far as to glory in their

profound ignorance of nervous disease, and studiously

avoid the clinics.

It should be impressed upon such men that in so

thinking and doing they are thereby really throwing

away the most splendid opportunity which is offered

to them throughout their whole medical course, of

training the two faculties most essential to the success-

ful physician — the faculties of observation and of logi-

cal induction.

The trouble with most students who are placed be-

fore a clinical case is that in getting at historical data,

they fail to eliminate the irrelevant, and mass the es-

sential ; and, secondly, that they are too proue to jump

at conclusions concerning a single organ without giv-

ing due consideration to the organism as a whole.

To eradicate such defects falls peculiarly within the

power of the neurological instructor ; for the very

nature of nervous cases, with their unlimited multi-

plicity of symptoms, is such as to educate his percep-

tive and reasoning faculties to the highest degree, and

thus enable him to impart a clearer insight into the

working of the human machine, energized and regu-

lated as it is by the great cerebro-spinal a[)paratus,

than is possible to the worker in any other field of the

Bcience.

His distinctly neurological habit of careful and ex-

haustive examination, with its attendant systematic

array of findings and logical inferences therefrom, can-

not but have a profound influence in shaping the course

of the future physician's work in a way which will at

once distinguish it from the ordinary and sloven.

Moreover, it cannot be argued that such a training

will make a man see everything from a neurological

point of view ; it is too broad and thorough. On the

contrary, it will enable the future surgeon to be some-

thing more than a mere mechanical factor in operative

cerebro-spinal diseases, a position which certain surgeons

most conspicuously occupy at present. It will impart

to the man of gynecological proclivities a more just

appreciation of nervous phenomena which are only

too frequently incorrectly attributed to uterine dis-

eases, and enlarge his field of vision beyond a single

organ and its aduexa; and, finally, it will rid the man
who is to follow the path of general practice of that

most senseless noti<fli that the nervous system is a

thing apart, and teach him to note the marks of its

influence either as a valuable ally or as a treacherous

antagonist in every case he meets.

One of the most important reasons for the narrow

scope of nervous therapy as regards organic diseases is

that many such cases are, when in their curable stages,

in the hands of the family physician, and the vague

but unequivocal signs which they give are through

his indifference— or ignorance— overlooked. This is

especially true of that large class of nervous diseases

which is the result of the virus of syphilis.

As regards the cases which are really chronic from

the start, a practical knowledge of neurology will en-

able the physician to alleviate suffering even if he can-

not cure and, what is of chiefest importance, prevent

him from exaggerating the disease by indulging in a

wholesale and irrational exhibition of strychnia, bro-

mides and iodides.

There is absolutely no reason why the sufferer from

incurable nervous disease should not obtain at the

hands of his medical attendant the same solicitude and

studied attention to the alleviation of symptoms as

does the victim of chronic heart, lung or kidney trouble,

but that he generally fails to get either is a fact which

obtains and will continue to do so until a broader and

more rational knowledge of neurology is, by compulsion,

if necessary,— incorporated into the general mass of

medical information which is required of the men who
leave our medical schools.

SHELL-FISH IN RELATION TO DISEASE.i

The Local Government Board of England has just

issued an extremely interesting document entitled

"Oyster Culture in Relation to Disease," in which

the following papers are presented : Report of Dr. liul-

strode on an inquiry into the conditions under which

oysters and certain other edible mollusks are culti-

' Tweiity-fourtb .Viiiiuiil Kcpoit of I.oenl (iovcrument Koaid, 1814-
isnn. Supiili'iiieiit in contliiuHiiuii ol thu Kt'|ii>ri 01 ibe Medical
Ottlccr for 1>U4-18!>5. On Oyster Culluiu in Hcliition to Ijlsease.

Pp. xxvi, 174. Loudou, I8M.
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vated and stored along the coast of England and

Wales, Dr. Klein's report ou bacteriological researches

on the same subject, a copy of Dr. Conn's report to

the State Board of Health of Connecticut ou the out-

break of typhoid fever at Wesleyau University, and

extracts from the Proceedings of the Academie de

Medeciue of Paris relating to the same subject.

The investigations conducted by Dr. Bulstrode in-

cluded all parts of the coast line of England and Wales

where the oyster industry is carried on as a trade.

His report is fully illustrated with oiaps, plans and

photographs of the places which were inspected. In

his introductory commeuts upon these papers the

chief medical officer says: *' A superficial glance at

the maps with which Dr. Bulstrode's report is illus-

trated, might well lead to the hasty conclusion that

sewage is deemed to be of value, if indeed it is not

actually sought for, in connection with the processes

of oyster fattening and storage^'; and still further

that, " at certain places along the coast no care what-

ever has been exercised in the selection of localities

for fattening beds and for storage ponds, in order to

ensure that oysters be reasonably free from sewage

pollution."

The information presented by Dr. Bulstrode leaves

no room for doubt upon this point. His tour of inves-

tigation began at the river Thames, whence he visited

the estuaries of all the rivers along the east coast of

England northward, and then along the west coast

northward, and along the Br tisb Channel, to point of

beginning, including, in all, fifty-three different places.

Among the oyster-beds mentioned as peculiarly lia-

ble to sewage contamination are those of Grimsby and

of the river Medina ou the Isle of Wight, the former

receiving sewage from 60,000 inhabitants, and the lat-

ter from 10,000. (But what shall be said of the Provi-

dence River oysters, largely used in New England,

which are daily covered with sewage-polluted water

coming from 2.50,000 people, the population of Provi.

deuce, Pawtucket, Worcester and other towns ?
)

This inquiry appears to have been made, largely, in

consequence of the experience of the limited cholera

epidemic which prevailed in England in 1893, and

which was believed to be due in a measure to the con-

tamination of oysters at Grimsby and Cleethorpes by

the sewage of those places.

The conclusions which appear to be derived from

Dr. Klein's bacteriological investigations are the fol-

lowing :

(1) The cholera vibrio, and still more the typhoid

bacillus, are difficult of demonstration in sewage

known to have received them.

(2) Both these organisms may persist in sea-water

tanks for two or more weeks, the typhoid bacillus re-

taining its characteristics uuimpaired, while the cholera

vibrio tends to lose them.

(3) Ovsters from sources which appeared to be free

from risks of sewage coniamiuation exiiibited none of

the bacteria, specific or otherwise, which are commonly

regarded as being concerned with sewage.

(4) Oysters from a few out of numerous batches

derived from sources where they did appear to be ex-

posed to ri?k of sewage contamination were found to

exhibit colon bacilli, a circumstance which, notwith-

standing the comparative universality of this intesti-

nal organism, may be regarded as having some signi-

ficance by reason of the absence of this bacillus from

oysters which appeared to have been exposed to no

such risk.

(5) In one case where the circumstances were es-

pecially suspicious, Eberth's typhoid bacillus was

found in the mingled body and liquor of the oyster.

Dr. Thorne makes the following intelligent com-

ment on this report: "The sanitary history of this

country has been one in which progress, or want of

progress, has been largely dependent on the intelli-

gent apprehension of, or the inability to apprehend,

two important factors : First, that in estimating the

degrees in hurtfulness of tilth, a foremost place must

be assigned to that which is derived from the human

intestinal canal ; and, secondly, that since we can

never know that the form of filth in question is free

from the specific matter of disease, we should always

regard such filth as potentially diseased and infective.

Thousand of lives have been saved by applying these

principles to our water-supplies ; it still remains to

apply them, in but too many places, to the preparation

of oysters for human consumption."

MEDICAL NOTES.

The Plague in India.— Bubonic plague is spread-

ing in Bombay, and several Europeans have recently

been attacked. Two Englishmen died of the disease

early in December.

Yellow Fever at Port au Prince. — Yellow

Fever is epidemic in Port au Prince, Hayti, and a

strict quarantine is maintained against the place by all

the other West Indian ports. The Haytian authori-

ties claim that doctors differ as to whether the disease

is \ellow fever or a pernicious form of malarial fever.

Dr. Jameson's Illnkss.— According to the Eng-

lish medical press Dr. Jameson's trouble is one of

long standing, his chief trouble being due to hemor-

rhoids, for which he was twice operated upon in South

Africa. The coLfinement of the jail resulted in the

aggravation of his original disease by a very painful

fissure, which caused almost entire loss of sleep and

brought him to a condition of extreme exhaustion.

He was operated upon by Mr. Herbert Allingham,

anil although at lirst he did not do as well as had been

hoped, is now improving.

President Kruger's Courage.— Poultuey Bige-

low, in the current number of Harper s Monthly, gives

an interesting account of the amount of pain which

the phlegmatic and diplomatic President of the Boer

Rejiulilic is capable of caiudy iutiiciing upon himself.

It seems that President Kruger once lost a portion

of his left thumb by the explosion of a gun while out
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shootiug. Before he saw fit to consult a surgeon,

gangrene of a part of the thumb which was left en-

sued. The surgeon who was finally called in advised

amputation at the elbow, but Kruger thought he

would not have it done, and was so obstinate as to

refuse even to have his hand amputated at the wrist.

The surgeon thereupon gave up the case, and his

patient began to treat himself by calmly cutting off

the gangrenous portion with a knife. As his first

effort was unsuccessful in securing cicatrization he

amputated his thumb above the second joint, and

saved his hand. He is also said to have dug an ach-

ing tooth out of his jaw with a penknife. A man

capable of such calm displays of fortitude might be

justly considered a dangerous adversary either in war

or diplomacy.

Bkaring a Professional Brother's Legal

Burdens. — Dr. Cullingworth of St. Thomas' Hospi-

tal, London, was recently sued for malpractice by a

hospital patient upon whom he had performed double

ovariotomy, the patient claiming that she had con-

sented to the removal only of the one ovary which

was known to be diseased at the time of the operation.

Dr. Cullingworth claimed that she had consented to

his doing what he found necessary at the time of the

operation, and that he had found the other ovary so

diseased that it was unsafe to leave it behind. Al-

though the jury brought in a verdict in his favor, he

was put to an expense of £1,000 by the trial. A sub-

scription to aid him in defraying this great expense

was started among his professional brethren, and so

great was the interest in his vindication that within

the first forty-eight hours over £500 were subscribed.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, December 23, 1896, there

were reported to the Board of Health, of Boston, the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious disease

:

diphtheria 94, scarlet fever 41, measles 105.

Measles in Cambridge.— An epidemic of measles

is reported as prevailing in Cambridge.

Appointments. — Mr. Lamont G. Burnham has

been appointed a trustee of the Boston City Hospital.

Dr. William H. Prescott has been appointed medical

inspector of the Department of Public Institutions of

Boston.

Bequests to Hospitals. — By the will of the

lata Henry L. Pierce, of Dorchester, $50,000 is left

to the Massachusetts General Hospital and $50,000 to

the Massachusetts Homeopatliic Hospital ; $20,000

each are bequeathed to the Children's Hospital of Bos-

ton, and to the Massachusetts Charitable E)e and Ear

Infirmary, the Boston Lviug-iu Hospitil, the New
England Hospital for Women and Children, and the

Boston Home for Incurables. Numerous large bequests

are made to educational and charitable iustitutions.

The public bequei-ts aie to be made after the payment

of numerous legacies to relatives and friends, and are

to bear proportionately any deficiency which may oc-

cur after the payment of the private bequests. Any
of the residue that may remain after paying all the

legacies is to be divided equally among the Museum of

Fine Arts, the President and Fellows of Harvard Col-

lege, the Massachusetts General Hospital, the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, the Massachusetts

Homeopathic Hospital.

new YORK.

The SociETr of Medical Jurisprudence.— At

the annual election of affairs at the Society of Medical

Jurisprudence, held December 14th, Dr. Edward F.

Brush was made President, S. B. Livingstone, Vice-

President, John C. West, Recording Secretary, Dr.

H. Stafford Newton, Corresponding Secretary, and

Dr. McLean Shaw, Treasurer. At the same meeting

Dr. Theodore K. Tuthill, at present one of the city's

coroners, read a paper on " The Duties and Scope of

the Coroner's OSice," in which he expressed the opin-

ion that coroners should be appointed, instead of

elected, on account of the scientific character of the

work devolving upon them, and that only especially

well qualified physicians should be elected for the posi-

tion. The medical staff, he thought, should be increased,

as it was now totally inadequate.

Medical Examiners for the Public Schools.
— The Board of Education having signified its hearty

approval of the Health Department's proposition for

the appointment of 150 medical examiners for the

public schools, with one chief inspector to superii.tend

their work, the Board of Estimates and Apportionments

has appropriated $47,500 for the payment of the

salaries of such a corps of inspectors during the com-

ing year. Already a large number of physicians

have applied for the positions, and it is stated that a

professor in one of the medical colleges is among the

number. President Wilson, of the Board of Health,

it is announced, will give preference to those who
have served in the Department's corps of summer
physicians in making the appointments.

The Capitol at Albany to be Ventilated. —
It is to be hoped that at its ap])roaching session the

State Legislature will he able to accomplish more sat-

isfactory work than has usually been the case. Dur-

ing the recess the Superintendent of Public Buildings

has been making changes in the Capitol at Albany

which have been urgently demanded for years. The
improvements that have been carried out will enable

a change of air throughout the entire building to be

made every few minutes, and for the first time in its

history the Capitol will be perfectly ventilated.

A Large Bequest to a Hospital. — By the

will of Mrs. Mary Loomis, widow of Judge James C.

Loomis, about $150,000 is left to the Bridgeport Hos-

pital, to found what is known as the Loomis Fund
for Free Beds.

A Low Deatii-Rate. — The health of the city

continues unusually good, the number of deaths re-

ported from week to week being exceptionally small

for this season of the year. In the week ending
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December 19th the total mortality was G25, a decrease

of 22 from that of the preceding week. Diphtheria

is now somewhat more prevalent than was the case

during the summer and autumn ; but the number of

deaths from it during the past week, .S3, was 3 less

than in the week ending J3ecember 12th. In that

week the deaths from ty])hoid fever reached 13, the

largest number for a long time, but in the week ending

December 19ih the mortality from this disease was

reduced to 3. While the deaths from cousumptioti

show an increase from 81 to 97, those from pneumonia

show a decrease from 85 to 61.

Death-Rate in the State for Twelve Months.
— The records of the New York State Board of

Health show that during the twelve months ending

November 30th, 122,056 deaths were reported in the

State. This is two deaths less per day than in the

previous year, and represents an annual death-rate of

18.50 per thousand, as against 19.00 last year. The
largest number of deaths reported in any one month,

12,653, was in July, and the smallest, 8,156, in No-
vember. The largest number of deaths from any one

class of affections, 15,922, was due to the acute re-

spiratory diseases, including influenza ; while phthisis

pulmonalis caused 13,411 deaths. From accident and

violence there were 1,695 deaths, of which 916 were

in New York City, and 407 in Brooklyn. In August

there were 1,125 deaths from sunstroke, of which

1,010 were in New York City and Brooklyn. It is

worthy of note that the mortality from malarial dis-

ease shows a material decrease.

^tjBiceUanp.

SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR A PASTEUR MONUMENT.
It has been decided to erect in one of the sijuares of

Paris a monument to the memory of M. Pasteur. Statues
or busts will also no doubt he located at his bn-thplace and
in other cities. The Paris Committee has, however, wisely
determined that the statue obtained thioii;;h international

effort shall be located at Paris, where it will be seen by the
greatest number of liis countrymen and also by the great-

est number of his admirers from other lands. The Paris
Committee has for honorary members the President of the
Republic and his cabinet, together with about one hundred
and sixty of the most prominent officials, scientists and
other dislinguisheii citizens of France. Of this Committee
J. Rertrand, member of the French Academy, Perjietual

Secretary of the Academy of Sciences, is President, and
Grancher, member of the Academy of Medicine, Professor
in the Faculty of Medicine, is Secretary.

The Paris Committee has extended the opportunity to

the peuple of the United Slates to assist in this tribute of

a|i|inciaiion and love, and has authorized the organization
of the Pasuur Monument Conmiittee of ilie United States.

The members of this Committee gladly accept tlie privi-

lege of organizing the subscription, and of receiving and
transmitting the funds which are raised. The Committee
consists of

Du. D. E. Salmon, Chah-man, Chief of tliu bureau of Animal
Industry.

Da. E A. I)K ScHWKiNiTZ, Secretary/, President of and repre-
senting tlie Cli.;mic'al Society uf Washington, Chief Chemist
Biochcniic Lal)oratory.

1)B. G. Bttow.N GooDK, Treaiturer, Assistant Secretary of the
Smiilisouiau lustiluliou.

Dr. Gko. M. Stkhnbkro, Surgeon-General U. S. Army.
Dr. .1. RuFus 'I'RVON, Surgeon-General U. S. N.ivy.
Du. Walter Wvman, Surgeon-Geueral U. S. Marine-Hospital

.Service.

PuoK. S. F. Emmons, U.S. Geological Survey, representing the
Geological Society.

Prof. Lester F. Ward, President of and representing the An-
thropological Society of Washington.

Uk. Wm. B. French, Representing the Medical Society of the
District of Columbia.

Hon. Gardiner G. Hubbard, President of and representing
the National Geographical Society.

Mr C L. Marlatt, Assistant Entomologist U. S. Department
of Agriculture, representing the Entomological Society.

Dr. Ch. Wardell Stilks, Zoologist U. S. Bureau of Animal
Industry, representing the Biological Society of Washington.

The Committee believe it is unnecessary to urge any one
to subscribe. The contributions of Pasteur to science and
to the cause of humanity were so extraordinary, and are
so well known and so thoroughly appreciated in America
that our i)eo[ile only need the oj)portunity in order to dem-
onstrate their deep interest.

All can unite in honoring Pasteur. lie was such an
enthusiastic investigator, so simple, so modest, so lovable,
and yet, so earnest, so great, so successful — his ideals
were so high and his efforts to ameliorate the condition of
humanity so untiring that an enthusiastic response from
the whole civilized world is to be anticipated. 'J'he United
States will vie with the foremost of nations in this tribute.

Chemists, zoologists, physicians and all others interested in

science will wish to be represented. No one is expected to

subscribe an amount so large that it will detract in the
least from the pleasure of giving. A large number of small
subscriptions freely contributed and showing the popular
ap]>reciation of this eminent Frenchman is what are most
desired. The amounts thus far subscriljed by individuals
vary from fifty cents to ten dollars. It is hoped that no
one who is interested will hesitate to place bis name upon
the list because he cannot give the maximum amount.
The Journal has been asked to receive and forward

subscriptions, and will be glad to do so.

"THE DELIRIUM OF TALK."

The following annotation from the British Medical
Journal may be advantageously considered by readers

on this side of the Atlantic who, as recent events have
demonstrated, are ex|)08ed alternately to the specious

rhetoric of boy orators and jingo senators :

" We boast ourselves." says the editor, "a practical

people, yet there is scarcely a nation upon earth which
to such an extent allows itself to be led by oratory.

Id public, and largely in private life we can do nothing

without speeches-— excejjt bury each other, for happily

the funeral oration is not yet naturalized among us.

We are governed by orators ; indeed it would some-
times appear that Parliament existed for no other pur-

pose than to serve as a theatre for their ])erformance.

Carlyle, who himself perpetrated a vast amount of

written oratory, once handed his secretary a cheque in

recognition of ' ten years of luminous silence.' The
nation would be grateful to the members of the great
' Palaver House " for a siiii;le session of such enlight-

ening virtue. As Lord Rosebery said at Edinburgh
the other day, they all speak too much and too often.

Tlie same thing may be said of county councils, boards,

vestries and other such concitia/ju/a, of the law courts,

and even — we hint it with whispering humbleness—
of the churches. We live, in fact, in a whirlwind of

words, a delirium of talk ; and this unwholesome en-

vironment leads to the development of a neurotic con-

dition of the political and social organism which is

fraught with the gravest danger to the commonweal.
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More than once in recent years the excitement of

oratory has led to attacks of hysteria affecting large

numbers of the public, and it is conceivable that a

state of acute national phrensy might be brought

about by the same cause. It is hardly too much to

say, therefore, that the mere orator is a danger to

society. Dr. Le Bon has told us what the maiiness of

crowds mav lead to, and the orator has the power of

engendering this madness and stimulating it to the

highest pitch of destructive fury. Not only does the

orator act upon the crowd, but it reacts upon him. He
becomes intoxicated with the exuberance of his own
verbosity, and is carried into excesses of speech which,

when translated by those whom he has influenced into

action, he would in his saner moments deplore. A
curious illustration of the possible dangers of oratory

was afforded recently by the lunatic who lectured on

his own disease at Vienna. The lecture, we are told,

was admirable as a display of oratorical art ; the

wealth of ideas was only equalled by the brilliancy of

expression. The effect of such a discourse on a popular

audience may easily be imagined. The speaker might

in this country have carried on a campaign against the

lunacy laws, the iniquities of ' mad doctors,' and the

horrors of madhouses, which would have led to an

agitation for the setting free of all lunatics and the

abolition of asylums. And if 'a tale told by an idiot,

full of sound and fury, signifying nothing,' could do

this, what miglit not a course of inflammatory orations

by a master of the art of making the worse appear

the better reason, on subjects as to which the people

are without authoritative guidance, accomplish ? Plato

banished poets from his republic, and we are inclined

to think that it would be for the good of mankind if a

similar course were adopted with orators"; and we
may add in the United States, with senators even

though not orators.

Corrcj^ponDcnce.

THE PRONUNCIATION OF LATIN.

QciNCY, Mass., December 19, 1896.

Mr. Editor:— Many medical men with a most com-

mendahle desire to keep up with the times, attempt to

adopt the Koman proniinciaiion for common Latin terms.

The attempt is generally successful to only a moderate de-

gree, so that the result is a mongrel proniniciation neither

Roman, nor English, nor Continental. It is generally

understood among professional classical teachers that the

Roman pronuneiation is to be used only in reading the

Latin of classic al authors. Even when one is translating

from the works of Cicero, Csesar, Virgil, Ovid, Horace, or

any other Latin writer, the proper names when transferred

to English must be given the English pronunciation. In

fact, these proper names have been anglicized. The terms

of anatomy, physiology, and other sciences should be given

not the Roman but the English pronunciation. By clinging

to the English pronunciation, the physician shows, not that

he is old fashioned, but that he is not only scholarly i)ut

progressive. So far-reaching is the law which I have stated,

that scholars regard the use of the Roman pronunciation,

even in connection with entire Latin jihrases which hav

become proverbial, as entirely out of place.

Allen and (ireenough, in their well-known grammar, say ;

" The English method should be retained in Roman names
in English, as Julius Csesar ; and iu familiar quotations, as

E pluribus unum ; viva voce; vice versa ; a fortiori; Veni,

vidi, vici; " etc.

The English pronunciation, is, to be sure, both illogical

and difficult, while the Roman pronunciation is musical,

consistent and easy. A combination of both styles of pro-

nunciation is simply unendurable. Furthermore, sporadic

attempts to master an unfamiliar method of pronunciation

are almost certain to result in failure. So is it not, then,

the part of wisdom for English-speaking nations to agree

that proper names, common phrases, and the terms of

science be pronounced by the English method? Scholars

have already decided in favor of this plan.

Very truly yours,

Frederic Allison Tcppf.r,
Head Master, Quincy High ScJiool.

PYORRHEA ALVEOLARIS.— SERIES RADIO-
GRAPHY.

Boston, December 18, 1896.

Mr. Editor:— This disease is usually considered to be

of germ origin, though JMiller, who is the authority on oral

germs has not succeeded in finding a specific form of

bacillus.

I have made a number of radiographs of the alveoli in

patients with slight pyorrhea alveolaris, and find the edges

do not extend as far as normal. This, toaether with the

fact that absorption of bone is not usually due to germs,

causes me to believe the germ theory not entirely adeiiuate.

As the disease may not necessarily begin at the surface

of the mouth, and as absorption of the alveoli may be the

first symptom, my object in writing this note is to focus

sufficient attention on this point to have my observations

followed up.

In an article on Oral Cameras published in this Journal,
attention was called to a new principle in radiography which
consisted in using superimposed films or plates instead of

single ones. A more detailed description may be found in

the Electrical Heview for July 1st. Further experience

lias shown that even with films an intervening layer is un.

necessary, as the silver in the emulsion is sufficiently opa(|ue

to give a graded series of negatives. In my cameras for

the mouth and other cavities where the flexibility of the

photogiaphic surface is of importance, this is a distinct

gain. Twelve films of celluloid or paper are not too many
for good results. Very truly yours,

William Rollins.

THE INTRODUCTION OF ETHER.

Berkshire, Mass., December 20, 1896.

Mr. Editor:— In 1S46 I was Admitting Physician to

the Massachusetts General Hospital, saw the first adminis-

tration of ether there, and have a vivid recollection of the

professional interest in the successful experiment. If Wm.
T. G. Morton had presented the subject to the medical

profession in the manner in which scientific men and phys-

icians are accustomed to publish a discovery or an inven-

tion-— as something that belongs to science— making no
concealment or false pretence, the credit of his discovery

would have been unanimously awarded to him.

But his experiments were purely in mercantile interest,

lie wished to conceal the nature of the substance he was
using. He came to the hosi)ital surgeons with a false state-

ment. He had colored the ether, and stated that it was a
composition, whose ingredients were his own secret. He
called it '-letheon." He wished to secure the endorsement

of the medical profession, but reserve for himself control

over its use. Medical men surmised that it was simply

sulphuric ether — which he was soon obliged to allow.

There is no question that the use of sulphuric ether as

an anesthetic at that time was due to the enterprise of

Morton; and he would never have found it necessary to

make any claim for the credit of it, if he had conducted

himself honorably in relation to it.

Yours very truly,

Wm. Hknry Thayer, M.D.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending December 12ib, in Boston, according to

observations furnished b> Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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Original 3IIrticIcj6f.

THE MODERN TREATilEXT OF MALIGNANT
DISEASE.i

BV J. C0LLIX3 WASBEN, M.D.

It seems as if in the present march of surgery, with

the changes which are going on so rapidly, that it

might be of interest, even to gentlemen as conversant

as you are with the progress of medicine and surgery,

to go over the ground which the title of the paper in-

dicates to see if there are not some new points which
may be worthy of your consideration.

1 do not think it is worth while to go into the ques-

tion of the etiology of cancer. As to its parasitic ori-

gin that is still a. terra incognita. We know at present

practically little or nothing about it, but I think the

experience of surgeons as they deal more and more
with the problem of the treatment of malignant dis-

ease leads them to conclude that cancer is originally a

localized disease, and not, as Sir James Paget and

other writers and pathologists of his period have en-

deavored to show, a constitutional affection. Experi-

ence with the lip, and the success with which we are

able to eradicate disease in that particular spot, owing

to its accessibility, owing to the possibility of getting a

wide margin with the knife around the disease, and

experience with cancer on the surface of the body,

brings with it the inevitable conclusion that we can

effect a cure ;
provided we can get far enough aw^ay

from the original focus, and it is in disease in those

localities only where the complications, the anatomi-

cal structure is such that we cannot do this, that we
have concluded that the disease is iunurable. Cancer

then need not be considered incurable in itself, but in-

curable from its surroundings. I think there will be

few who will oppose this position.

In going over the modern operative treatment of

malignant disease it would be a great omission not to

say something about anatomical structures, and the

anatomy of cancer is practically the anatomy of the

lymphatic system. The old works on the lymphatic

system, like Mascagni's, give such complicated injec-

tions of the lymphatics that the student comes to the

conclusiou practically that everything is lymphatic,

just as everything is capillary, and no distinct picture

is left consequently on the mind of the distribution of

the lymphatics in particular organs; and yet when we
begin to study from the point of view of disease, I

think the fact is borne in upon us very strongly that

certain localities have certain marked peculiarities in

the distribution of the lymphatic stream, and that a

competent knowledge of those peculiarities gives us a

guiding principle in the surgical treatment of a partic-

ular organ. It is another illustration of the fact that

morbid anatomy is one of the best ways of studying

normal anatomy, that the injections made by diseased

tissues show us the natural pathways in the system

even better than some of the most elaborated artificial

injections.

I shall not go into the anatomical part of this sub-

ject except in considering the treatment of the disease

in certain particular localities; I shall speak briefly of

it then.

There are, as you know, two varieties of malignant

growths, sarcoma and carcinoma; and although the

1 Read at a regular meetins of the Sulfolk District Medical Society,
November 14, 1896.

older anatomists used to teach us that sarcoma was
distributed principally through the blood-vessels while

cancer was distributed through the lymphatics, I do
not think the surgeon of experience can coincide with

that view. The more he sees of sarcoma the more he
is prepared to hunt out and seek for infected lymphatic

glands, and I think that it would be hard for him to

accept the view that sarcoma is not disseminated

through the lymphatic system as well as carcinoma.

There is one thing that we are struck with in read-

ing over the literature of the operative treatment of

of malignant disease, and that is that enterprising

surgeons, whose example perhaps the more conserva-

tive of us might not wish to imitate on all occasions,

frequently arrive at surprising results. They are for-

ever using the knife, and sometimes they succeed in

accomplishing what others despair in doing. The his-

tory of surgery teems with such examples.
In sarcoma we know the disease is for a certain

length of time, perhaps for a greater length of time

than in carcinoma, localized ; that it will recur locally

several times before we begin to find metastasis to dis-

tant organs. Mott operated fifteen times over a space

of twenty years on a case of sarcoma, and the patient

was finally cured ; at all events the patient lived

twenty-three years. Gross operated twenty-three times

on a case of sarcoma during a space of four years.

Dennis mentions a case of carcinoma in which over
300 carcinomatous nodules were removed separately

from a single patient, who was alive at the time of re-

porting the case.

We find a great difference in the malignancy of

malignant disease according to the locality in which it

is situated. This is perhaps not so true of sarcoma as

it is of carcinoma; in carcinoma we have certainly a
wide range in the degree of malignancy. In sarcoma
we do have a distinct range, although perhaps not so

great a one. We see, for instance, a difference accord-
ing as the disease is situated on the outside or the

inside of a bone ; the subperiosteal sarcomas appear
more malignant than the central sarcomas, and certain

varieties of central sarcoma are comparatively benign
In 17 cases of subperiosteal sarcoma Gross reported

eighty-two per cent, of cures ; and it certainly is a very
encouraging result that in any form of malignant dis-

ease we should have over 80 per cent, of cures. In 34
cases of central sarcoma only 62 per cent, were cures.

That seems as if in the subperiosteal the percentage of

cures was better than in the central ; but in 22 cases

of myeloid disease, giant-cell sarcoma, there were 17
cures and only five cases of recurrence. Sarcoma will

often remain a very long time localized in an organ
like the breast; on the other hand, on the extremities

it seems more intimately associated with the lymphatic
system and spreads with greater rapidity. Sarcoma
on the foot is, as a rule, an extremely malignant form
of disease, and it is necessary to go a long distance to

the adjacent cluster of glands in the popliteal space
and to amputate in the thigh in cases of sarcoma at so

distant a point as the foot. We must be on the look-

out in all such cases for the lymphatic glands, either

in the popliteal space or in the groin. In the case of

a sarcomatous ulcer between the toes which I re-

moved, the disease not covering a space larger than
the thumb-nail, there was a recurrence of the disease

in the inguinal glands a year later, and death from
metastasis in the viscera a few months after the dis-

covery of the nodule in the groin ; so that an extremely
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trivial aod small focus of (iiE^ease will lead to death in

a shorter time perhaps thau some of the most formida-

ble growths that we see iu the cliuics.

Sarcoma, therefore, is a treacherous disease, aud al-

though in a certaiu percentage of cases we may get

cures, and the percentage sometimes is a very encour-

aging one, there are plenty of inoperable cases where
we seem to despair of effecting anything like cure.

We have a ray of hope, however, in the toxin treat-

ment ; and the method adojited by Coley, which is, as

you are aware, a combination of the toxins of erysi-

pelas and the bacillus prodigiosus, occasionally brings

about a favorable result. Coley's papers are published

yearly, and each year a few successful cases are added

to the list. In conversing with him last winter I saw

some very favorable reports sent to him by physicians

from distant parts of the country. I have one case

which seems well worth describing.^ At an examina-

tion made by myself about two weeks ago the hard-

ness and induration of the neck had entirely disap-

peared and it seemed evident we had here a case tem-

porarily cured by the Coley method of treatment. It

seems to me an encouraging case because at first the

prognosis was very unfavorable.

We come now to the treatment of cancer. I have

alluded to cancer of the lip as being one of the most

easily treated forms of cancer, but you all know how
often the disease recurs even after the usual operation

by the V-shaped incision. There has been a tendency

of late years not to give ether iu cases of cancer of the

lip, and to operate upon them in the out-patient de-

partments by injecting cocaine. I think this is a move
in an entirely wrong direction. Any- of you who have

had the misfortune to watch such a disease to its pain-

ful termination know the horrors of it, and that we
should dismiss the operation in such an off-hand way is

to me not iu accordance with the principles of modern
surgery. Therefore, I think that we want to treat

cancer of the lip as we ought to treat cancers in all

regions ; and this is the general bent of my remarks,

that we should attack not only the original focus of

the disease, but all possible sources of infection, if it is

possible to reach them. In the early stages of cancer

it is, of course, as a rule, possible to reach the adjacent

infected glands, and so with cancer of the lip. I be-

lieve it is important not to content ourselves merely

with the V-shaped incision, but that we ought to imag-

ine the original focus working its way from the point

of origin through a lymphatic vessel and being tem-

porarily arrested in the network of a lymphatic gland,

and we ought to base our operation on that idea.

Consequently, we ought to remove in cancer of the

lip such a mass as you see in this picture. There is

the lip with the long V-shape incision continued under

the chin and along the region of the submaxillary

gland. It is easier to take the gland out than to try to

leave it, and with the gland you may take some possi-

ble pin-point nodule of infected lymph structure; we
should adopt the same principle as is now generally

accepted in the treatment of cancer of the breast. I

perform this operation now iu every case that comes

to me for treatment, and the resources of antisepsis

are such that such an operation heals rapidly and the

patient really is unconscious of having auy more of an

operation than after the old method.

Cancer of the skin possesses a wide range of malig-

nancy. The higher up we go in the body the less

> S«e page rigs of tbe Journal.

malignant it is ; about tbe temples, face and nose,

above the line of the mouth we have a comparatively

innocent area. On the lower lip, on the backs of the

hands, on the scrotum, the genitalia we have perhaps

a very much more marked type of malignant disease.

About the feet, the lower extremities, we often have a

mild type growing very slowly, particularly in scars

and at the openings of old sinuses. Amputation of

the epidermoid forms of cancer not infrequently is

followed by a permanent cure. We know how suc-

cessful is early and radical treatment of cancers about

the face. Such cases often come, as the surgeon

would have them come, at the early stage when
merely a wart or nodule or slightly broken-down pa-

pilla exists and I thiuk the temptation of the surgeon

at this time is not to do his duty, but to burn them
with a feeble form of caustic. Nothing, it seems to

me, has a more deleterious action on the nature of

such a growth thau an unsuccessful attempt to destroy

it by cautery, which stimulates the growth from a com-
paratively benign form into a much more malignant va-

riety. A free incision around these growths, with

suture, gives you healing by first intention, a scar

which disappears entirely within a year and almost in-

evitably a permanent cure, whereas attempts to treat

with nitrate of silver or with the galvano-cautery or

with acids are uncertain and may have to be repeated,

and they are sure to leave much more of a scar.

Cancer on the lip, back of the hand, glans penis

and of the vulva are forms of cancer which should

be classified together as being of about the same type

of malignancy. Cancer of the vulva and glans penis

I think are both forms capable of cure if taken early,

but I think there is a disposition on the part of many
surgeons to regard cancerous ulcer of the vulva as a

very malignant type, and I have known such cases to

go untreated until the whole region became a yawn-
ing chasm of broken-down and sloughing tissue. I

have seen the disease staved off and life prolonged,

and I thiuk in a number of cases permanent cure ef-

fected, by free aud early excision of cancer of the

vulva aud caucer of the glans penis. When we come
to the body of the penis then we have a much more
formidable disease, and I believe there that a very

much more radical operation than mere amputation

should be performed. Pearce Gould has recommended
splitting the scrotum, dissecting the crura and follow-

ing up this by a careful dissection of one or the other

groin. I think at least an operation of that magnitude
should be performed if any operation is undertaken,

otherwise we shall have a history lasting perhaps a

number of years of gradual recurrences, and finally

death from metastasis to the internal organs.

In cancer of the breast and cancer of the uterus we
have perhaps as interesting examjjles of the infection

of tbe lymphatic system as of any other, and they are

more particularly interesting to us because they are

the two most common types of cancer. I have there-

fore put some diagrams here for the purpose of illus-

trating the dissemination of cancer of the breast and

also of the uterus. This is a picture taken from Sap-

pey. You will see that the main lymph trunks spring

from the lower hemisphere of the breast and from the

outer hemisphere and less from the upper and inner.

It is consequently along those vessels chiefly that

spreading of the disease takes place. A bunch of

glands just beyond the margin of the pectoralis major

is usually the first to be infected after the disease
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leaves the breast. We have in the axilla generally

three clusters of glands, one beneath the pectoralis

major, another near the apex of the axilla and one to-

wards the brachial aspect of the axillary space. The
pectoral pleiad is the one first affected and after that

the infraclavicular nodes, and following the blood-ves-

sels we get finally the supraclavicular region. It is not

only in that direction that infection spreads, but off to-

wards the inner side along the sternal border of the

breast, and if we look at the inside of the thorax we
see a rich anastomosis of lymphatics coming from the

outside beneath the pectoralis major and uniting in a

chain of lymphatics which run with the internal mam-
mary artery along that side of the anterior mediasti-

num; so that occasionally when the primary uodule is

situated on the inner half instead of the outer half of

the breast we may have infection of these glands.

Even progressive surgeons have frequently overlooked

one of the commonest sources of fatal infection in dis-

ease of the breast and that is the pectoral region, and
while making a deep and bold dissection beneath and
above the clavicle, they fail to take away enough of

the integuments.

I have here a picture which shows how infection

of the skin takes place, how disease originating in the

mammary gland comes up through the suspensory liga-

ments, little bands of fibrous tissue connected with the

coluronae adiposse, which I described some time ago.

It is through these little ligamentous connections that

the lymphatic vessels come to the surface and in-

fection takes place through them, and transforms a

case of cancer of the mammary glaud into a specimen

of cancer en cuiraste. I have a diasjram to show the

line of incision I make now. I prolong the upper in-

cision down to the pectoralis muscle, detaching the

sternal portion of the muscle and tilting this whole

mass over outwards, hinging it on this lower incision,

dividing the pectoral at its humeral insertion, dividing

the clavicular portion by a vertical incision, cutting

across the pectoralis minor and dissecting the axillary

vessels and finally dividing the mass on the outer edge

and takiug away the whole disease in one mass, axilla

and breast at the same time, as is indicated in that

diagram. That is, in a nutshell, the operation first de-

scribed in detail by Halsted. By careful consideration

of hemostasia, avoiding sepsis, we can safely perform

an operation like this which takes from one to two
hoars. This method, however, involves leaving the

wound open and first intention cannot therefore be ob-

tained. I have attempted to do this operation and at

the same time obtain union by first intention. This I

accomplished by taking flaps from below.

I will close by saying a few words in a suggestive

way about hysterectomy for cancer. I hoped to show
you a specimen of cancer of the uterus involving the

ureters, the patient having gone seventeen days with-

out passing more than four or five drachms of urine

and dying with marked uremic symptoms. The disease

involved the bladder, ureters, and all the surrounding

parts in that neigiiborhood. The drawing on this side

gives an idea of the lymphatics of the uterus, the glands

lying near the iliac vessels and the extensive commu-
nications with distant portions of the body through the

broad ligaments. Under those circumstances it seems

as if the operation for vaginal hysterectomy for can-

cer ought to be put on a par with Whitehead's opera-

tion for cancer of the tongue ; that is to open the

mouth, seize the tongue with a pair of forceps and

with a pair of scissors cut out the tongue. Now we
know that, as in the old operation for cancer of the

breast, such a method leaves out the strategic point of

the disease. The glands in the upper triangle of the

neck are left untouched, and so the glands in the para-

metrium are left untouched by the ordinary operation

for vaginal hysterectomy, such as we see here where the

broad ligaments in the inner edges are seized by the

clamps or bv the ligature. By such an operation as that

we really leave behind a most important region of in-

fection. Now this diagram which I copied from the

Johns Hopkins Bulletin shows how in an abdominal hys-

terectomy we may seek to carry out a rational operation

for the cleaning out of all infected cancerous districts in

the case of cancer in the uterus. This diagram gives

you the lines of the incision through the peritoneum,

exposing the infected glands lying in clusters upon

the iliac vessels at the brim of the pelvis.

It would seem as if no operation for the removal of

cancer of the uterus would be worth considering which

did not contemplate a careful dissection of that region.

SERO-THERAPY."
BT CHARLES F. WITHISGTOS, M.D.,

Visiting Physician, Boston City Hospital.

In the few years since its inception serum-therapy

has been directed against a large number of diseases,

including such as rabies, snake-bite, cholera, bubonic

plague, typhoid fever and pneumonia.

Those best deserving our attention in this connec-

tion are four: diphtheria, tetanus, tuberculosis and
streptococcus infection, and to these conditions the

present paper will be limited, the consideration of

them all being necessarily brief and incomplete.

In the first of these sufficient experience has now
been accumulated to warrant a fairly definite opinion

as to its value. In view of the extended discussion

which this part of the subject has received, I shall not

dwell upon it, but shall merely call attention to two

facts of importance: first, the report of the American
Pediatric Society, issued the past summer. This re-

port embodied the experience of 615 physicians with

the remedy in private practice ; and of these more
than 600 expressed themselves as strongly convinced

of its value. The general mortality under its use was

about the same as had been reported in hospital cases,

namely, twelve per cent., and the surprising fact was

brought out that of 1,256 laryngeal cases so treated

one-half recovered without operation, while of 5j3

cases that came to intubation the mortality was only

25 per cent.

A second point worthy of note in this connection is

the complete collapse of the plaintiff's case in the

attacks made upon sero-therapy by its most conspicu-

ous opponent. Dr. Winters of New York. The state-

ments of this writer as applying to the Willard Parker

Hospital of New York had been refuted by Park and

others, and his more recent views regarding the

methods and results of the treatment in Berlin have

been completely disproved by Bagineky, who, as the

director of the hospital whose methods Winters has

assumed to describe, says that "all his conclusions are

incorrect, and are based on such faulty observations

as to amount almost to misrepresentations."
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1 believe, then, that it may be cousiilered a generally

accepted fact that iu diphtheria antitoxin is our most
useful single therapeutic agent, and that when used
early it gives a considerably larger proportion of cures

than were attained before this agent came into use.

Tetanus was made the subject of imoaunizing experi-

ments upon animals almost simultaneously with diph-

theria, and iu 1892 the first injection of the serum
from an animal thus immunized was made for the

cure of the disease in a human being by Ritter. The
patient recovered. Since then a considerable num-
ber of cases have been put upon record. More than

a year ago Marson ^ collected 38 cases so treated with

25 recoveries. My own personal experience is limited

to one case which I have reported elsewhere.' It

occurred in a woman about a week after an abortion.

She received four injections of tetanus antitoxin from
the nineteenth to the twenty-six days of her illness,

and made a good recovery. The disease was of the

subacute variety, but the spasms were severe and
averaged before treatment from fifteen to twenty per

hour.

The comparative infrequency of tetanus makes it

difficult as yet to draw conclusions as to the real effec-

tiveness in it of sero-therapy though the figures given

compare favorably with the mortality of the disease

under previous methods of treatment. It certainly

deserves trial in every case of the disease.

The third of the diseases referred to for which
hopes have been built upon sero-therapy is tuberculo-

sis, and in proportion to the greater frequency and
higher mortality of this disease, has professional inter-

est in its possible control been correspondingly great.

Before coming to the serum treatment (strictly speak-

ing) of phthisis we must glance for a moment at some
of its immediate precursors which were themselves
direct sequels of Koch's great discover}' of the tubercle

bacillus.

First in importance, of course, to come to our minds
in this connection is tuberculin. Announced first

(and somewhat prematurely) by its eminent discov-

erer at the International Medical Congress of Berlin

in 1890, it aroused hopes out of proportion even to

the claims of its author. A product of the culture of

the tubercle bacillus, it was believed to cause necrosis

of the tissues in which the invading organisms lay,

and thus, while not being directlj' fatal to them, to

hinder their further activity. That the new remedy
was a very powerful substance was at once evident.

But that the intense reaction which it set up in tuber-

culous subjects was of any advantage to tliem became
soon very doubtful. First reports are notoriously opti-

mistic, in proportion as the period covered is brief and
the disease of which they treat is a protracted one.

Yet the first official report published by the Prussian

Government and covering only two months of the use

of tuberculin, gave results no better than were attained

under previous modes of treatment. The wide and
deep disappointment of the profession after a few
months' experience of tuberculin is too fresh in our
minds to make us willing to go through a similar expe-
rience with any of its successors.

The diagnostic value of tuberculin is the only advan-

tage which the experience of six years has left unchal-

lenged. The general correctness of its indications

in the hands of veterinarians as to the existence of

' Lancet, August 10, 1895.
' Boston Medical and Surgical .January 16, 1896.

tuberculosis in herds of neat-cattle is sufficiently well

known. And in the human subject with tuberculosis

an injection of one to three milligrammes will show,

if a three-hour chart be carefully kept, a marked rise

of temperature after ten to fifteen hours, in almost

every case.

It is still claimed by a small miuoritv of physicians

that tuberculin has a real curative action in cases of

incipient \>\ii\i\»\%. provided it is begun in very minute
doses, doses so small as to avoid much febrile reaction

and then increased, the dose being always kept below
the point of causing reaction until a tolerance is estab-

lished for comparatively large doses. These small

injections avoid the undoubtedly injurious' coagulation

necrosis about the tubercular foci, and it is possible by
keeping up a slight continual excitation about them
favor their encapsulation or even calcification.

Early in the use of tuberculin it became evident

that it was an exceedingly complicated substance of

whose chemistry neither its author nor any one else

knew very much. That some of its components
might prove to be responsible for its ill effects and
might be separable from what in it was useful was a hope
naturally aroused. Among the first to seek by the

elimination of certain constituents to obtain a result-

ant that would be wholly beneficent in action was
Hunter in England. He prepared several modifica-

tions of Koch's tuberculin of which he found some
incapable of causing fever, and others not likely to

produce local inflammation, but of his tuberculin modi-
fications little has of late been heard, and it seems
probable that they gained their bland qualities only by
becoming emasculated as tuberculin.

Klebs, following the same idea, experimented with

tuberculin, and showed, as be believed, that it contained

organic bases, alkaloids, precipitable from tuberculin

by platinic chloride. That in the residue left after

their removal was an albumose precipitable by alcohol,

which constituted the curative principle of tuberculin

and which was innocuous. To this latter substance he

gave the name of tuberculocidin or alexin. Tubercu-
lin, according to him, contains two per cent, of tuber-

culocidin. Whereas Koch admitted that he could eli-

minate the unfavorable results of tuberculin only by
reducing the dose to a very minute quantity, Klebs
claimed to be able to give a much larger dose of tuber-

culocidin without any ill effects.

Another substance practically nearly identical with

tuberculocidin is antiphthisiu. The only difference be-

tween these substances is said to be that for tubercu-

locidin Koch's tuberculin is used as a basis, the bacilli

being left in the culture fluid while the latter is con-

centrated to one-sixteenth part of its original bulk,

whereas for antiphthisin a ripe culture of the tubercle

bacillus is used, the germs being filtered out before

concentration. One of the foremost advocates of

antiphthisin is von Ruck, of Asheville, whose latest

report* makes the astonishing claim of 81 per cent,

of apparent recoveries in early-stage cases and 35 per

cent, in middle-stage cases.

This remedy is given in beginning doses of one-

tenth of a cubic centimetre, either hypodermically

or by rectum, and is slowly increased to one or even
two cubic centimetres. Antiphthisin is considered by
some to be merely a purified tuberculin and by others,

as Trudeau, a diluted tuberculin. It has no germi-

cidal power on the tubercle bacillus outside the body

' Therapeutic Gazette, May, 1896.
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and the cliuical results in the hands of others do

not bear out the enthusiastic claims of von Ruck.
The serum treatment of tuberculosis, as distinguished

from that by tuberculin and its derivatives, includes

first the use of the blood serum from animals naturally

relatively insusceptible to phthisis, as the goat. This

was advocated by Richet and others, but is hardly

deserving of much consideration.

Various experimenters have used the serum of artific-

ially immunized animals. Among them, Paquin, of

St. Louis,^ reports that among pauper patients living

under uufavoiable surroundings, a number of cases

selected by lot and treated with serum, showed a

considerably less proportion of deaths than the re-

mainder of the patients not so treated.

Chief attention in this direction has been attracted

by Maragliano,^ of Genoa, who prepaied an antitoxic

serum by inoculating dogs, asses and horses for a

period of six mouths with progressively increas-

ing doses of a preparation representing a culture of

tubercle bacillus aud then after a pause of three or

four weeks (so that the serum of these animals might

not contain any traces of tlie toxines wliich had been

injected) drawing the blood in the usual way and
employing the serum for therapeutic purposes in

human beings affected with phthisis.

It is scarcely more than a year (August, 1895)

since Maragliano made his first announcement of the

etficacy of this serum against phthisis, but already 450
cases have been published where the treatment was used.

These reports are open to the objections applicable to

all recent reports of the sort, namely, that sutBcient

time has not yet elapsed to reveal what the real, per-

manent effect of the treatment will prove to be. In-

crease of weight, disappearance of fever and ameliora-

tion of physical signs are reported in a certain number
of cases, the results being most favorable in circum-

scribed broncho-pueumonias, and least favorable, of

course, in diffuse and destructive broncho-pueumonias.

Perhaps the best summing up of the status of sero-

therapy in tuberculosis, is that of Semmola, who
states it thus: "To stimulate with serum-therapy

the metabolism of a phthisical patient and immunize

him until the bacillus is temporarily destroyed is a

small matter if serum-therapy cannot cause the de-

struction of the congeniial germ aud transpose the

organism into a culture medium unfavorable to the

bacillus. In consequence, without waiting for control

cases, it is permissible to believe that the phthisis sup-

posedly cured by serum-therapy, simply because the

the body-weight has increased and fever and bacilli

have disappeared, is in reality not cured and that relapse

is inevitable sooner or later ; aud every good clinician

who wishes to prove the contrary should wait at least

several years before publishing his triumphs to the

world in order not to abuse the credulity of patients.

At the time of the illusions regarding Koch's tuber-

culin I knew hundreds of these poor patients who had

received their certificate of cure from a complaisant

director of some clinic and who within several mouths

were all dead."

Au anti-streptococcus serum, perfected chiefly by Mar-

morek of the Pasteur Institute in Paris and amended
with auti-gallic fervor by Aronsou, of Berlin, has been

used in the hospitals of Paris and Berlin.'' This serum is

^ Journal American Medical Association, 1895, vol. xxiv, p. 842.

Deutsche mediziual Zeitung, July 27, 18% ; New York Medical
Jouinal, August 16, lr9t>.

' Berliner kiln. Woch., 1896. Nob. 16 and 32.

not, Strictly speaking, an antitoxin but is anti-infectious

to the streptococcus in whatever diseases it occurs. It

was therefore designed to be used in erysipelas,

phlegma, angina and puerperal fever. It has been

found, however, that in other diseases, as for instance,

scarlet fever, where there is no evidence that the

streptococcus is the specific cause of the malady, yet

that some of its most fatal complications, as for in-

stance those involving heart aud kidneys, are probably

due to the streptococcic contamination. In measles,

in diphtheria and in phthisis, where mixed infections

play an important and often fatal part, this antir

streptococcus serum has already found some favor.

For it is well known that in diphtheria, for instance,

the power of the antitoxin is only against the Klebs-

Lbffler bacillus and not any other organism which

may constitute a mixed infection. It is likely that

the same limitation will be true of an antitubercle

serum, even if this latter should prove to be a specific

cure for the tubercle bacillus, so that, as Dr. McClintock

suggested in the conference on this subject before the

American Medical Association last summer, perhaps

the greatest field for au anti-streptococcus serum will

yet prove to be in tuberculosis, where it maybe said

that it is often the complications that kill.

But at present the chief interest in this serum lies

in its possibilities in scarlet fever. Roux reports

favorably upon it. Baginsky had a mortality of 14

per cent, among 48 cases of scarlet fever treated by
the serum, compared with 24 to 30 per cent., the mor-

tality in other years.

A report submitted to the municipal council of

Paris by Chantemesse ' in February last, referring to

the use of this serum in an erysipelas ward, was to the

effect that the gravity and duration of the disease

were less in the cases so treated than in those treated

expectantly.

A great deal of literature on the anti-streptococcus

serum has accumulated during the last year, but it is

so recent as to give no warrant for a definite opinion

as to the permanent value of the measure.

In conclusion, we may, I think, say that some tangi-

ble and valuable results from serotherapy have been

gained, notably those in diphtheria; that for the rest,

we have something to expect, and very much to learn ;

and that perhaps the Scriptural saying may herein be

verified, that "patience worketh experience, and expe-

rience hope."

HYGIENIC, THERAPEUTIC, DIETETIC, AND
ECONOMIC FACTS CONCERNING EXTRACTS
OF MALT.

BY CHARLES HARRINGTON, M.D.,

Instructor in Materia Medica and Hygiene in the Harvard Medical
School.

It is but a few years since the term " malt extract"

was considered to apply to a thick, honey-like sub-

stance extracted from malted barley at a temperature

not exceeding 131° F., and brought to the proper con-

sistence by concentration in vacuum pans. It was sup-

posed to yield about 70 per cent, of dried residue,

chiefly sugar aud dextrine, and to contain about two

per cent, of the ferment diastase, one part of which

will convert 2,000 of starch to glucose aud dextrine.

A properly prepared extract should convert its own
weight of starch at 100° F. in ten minutes, and at

62° F. in forty minutes.

" Gazette des Hc^pitaux, February 1, 1896.
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At tliat time, malt extract was prescribed by the

physiciau, obtained of the apothecaries, and dispensed
in doses of about four drachms.
The cliief reason for its medicinal use lies in the

fact that diastase will convert starch to dextrine and
glucose, and it has been supposed on that account to

assist the digestion of starchy food.

Within a few years so great has become the popu-
larity of malt extracts that numerous liquid prepara-
tions flood the market, and not only does the physician

prescribe them, but the public incited by glowing tes-

timonials, buys them in prodigious amounts without

professional advice; and while formerly it was to the

apothecary that the sufferer from impaired digestive

function turned, now it is chiefly to the grocer.

Travel where we will, look where we may, every-

where are we confronted with the testimony of what
malt extract has done and is doing for those, who, in

various capacities, have made their names household
words. Singers, actors, painters, professional beauties,

lifters of heavy weights, skippers of winning yachts,

after-dinner speakers, and visiting Oriental statesmen

attribute all their success in their respective callings

to its free and constant use. Added to this evidence

we may learn from the labels of several of the popu-
lar brands, that the materials from which thej' have
been prepared have been carefully examined, and that

the product is most unhesitatingly pronounced of great

medicinal value by no less eminent a medical authority

than a " State assaj-er of ores and minerals."

The old idea that malt extract should be a substance

of the consistence of thick honey, containing the fer-

ment diastase, free from all trace of alcohol, and to be
prescribed in doses of about a tablespoonful, has given

way very largely to one that it is a liquid preparation

more or less effervescent, to be drunk by the glass or

ad libitum with meals and on retiring.

I have found twenty-one different brands of liquid

malt extracts, and have examined them as to their com-
position, and also as to their diastasic power, upon
which, of course, their value as true malt extracts is

dependent. The conditions in which their use is as-

serted on the various labels to be of great benefit,

include all digestive, respiratory, nervous and mental
troubles, but the one point upon which they nearest

approach unanimity is with regard to their unusual
value to nursing mothers, to which no less than four-

teen testify.

Nearly all are recommended in doses of a wineglass,

with or before meals and on retiring, some in larger

doses, and one, which claims with more or less right

to be a "substitute for all alcoholic drinks," itself con-

taining over five per cent, of alcohol (more than in

ordinary beer), " at table, by persons in fair health,

may be taken ad libitum." For many of them great

richness in diastase is claimed ; one claims to have its

diastase Pasteurized.

The results of analysis are shown in Table I.

Struck by the resemblance of many of the extracts

to beer, porter and ale, I obtained and analyzed as

fair samples of these latter, one specimen each of light-

colored and dark-colored beer, one of ale and one of

porter. The results are given in Table II.

It will be observed, on comparing the two tables,

that nine of the extracts contain more alcohol than the

weaker of the two beers, six contain more than the

stronger beer, four contain more than the ale, and two
are more alcoholic than the porter. Comparing the

residues, which consist chiefly of sugar, it will be

noticed that but six of the extracts contain more than

does the domestic Culmbacher beer.

Beefiualt
Gahm's Malt Extract . . .

Hercules Malt Wine . . .

HerculJDe Extract of Malt .

Hofl's (Eisner & JleudelsoliD)
Huff's (Tarrant's) ....
Leicester's English Jlalt Extract
Liquid Bread
Malt-Nutrine
Halt Wine (Haffenreffer & Co.)
Jlenzel's Extract of Malt . .

Mull, inl's Digestive .M alt Extract
Xuris Extract of Malt ....
Old Grist Jlill Malt Extract .

Pabst Malt Extract
Pasteurized Extract of Malted
Barley

Puremalt
Teutonic
Vitanialt
Wanipole's Extract of Malt .

Wyeth's Extract of Malt . .

Specific
Gravity.

).n523

1.0156
1.0378
1 014»
1.0313
1.0-J88

1.0263

1.0168
1.055.5

1.0^79
1.0193
1.011)6

1.0387
1.03KS
1.0280

1.0156
1.0'.!71

1.0286

1.0222
10257
1.0540

6.07
3.29
2.56

4.37
2.83
5.37

0.74
4.25
3 59
1.31

3.88
5 56
6.28
4.69
7.13

1.37

13.066
6.328

11.634
5.130

8.187
6.862

*8.040
6.180

13.630
8.666
6.3111

6.632

11.455
11.060

5.280
8.436
9.458
7.20«
9.534
12.656

0.428
0232
0.52X

U.202
0.197
0.262
0.238
0.214
0.250

0200
0.'/80

0.250
0.256
0.260
0.312

0.230
0.466
0.398

0.264
0.386

0.390

Diastase absent in all of the above brands.

TABLE II.

^Milwaukee Beer
Culmbacher Beer (Domestic)
Pale Ale (English) ....
Porter (Irish)

Specific I

, , . ,

Gravity., Alcohol.

1.0173
1.0305
1.0064

1.0151

0.182
0.362
0.314
0.474

In addition to the examination above recorded, all

of the malt extracts were tested for salicylic acid,

which was found to be present in considerable amount
in a number of them.

From an hygienic and moral standpoint, it cannot

be said that the indiscriminate use of these prepara-

tions is to be recommended. It is a fact pretty gen-

erally recognized, that the presence of salicylic acid in

food and drink is a menace to health, and in most Eu-
ropean countries its addition to articles of food and
drink, except those intended for export,' is punishable

by heavy penalties.

For many reasons the presence of alcohol is equally

objectionable. As everybody knows, many persons can-

not take alcohol in any form without injury. Many,
well aware that a single drink containing a small per-

centage of alcohol will lead them to repeated drinking

of the same or stronger beverages until profound in-

toxication ensues, and that this condition once estab-

lished will be maintained days at a time, rigidly refrain

from all temptation to indulge their alcoholic taste.

To this class the unrestricted sale of these innocent-

appearing aids to digestion and increased vigor cannot

be other than a great evil, and the possibility that

many such, through belief in the advertised marvellous

medicinal efficacy of these drinks, may have been made
to fall, is so great as to require no argument.

It is most probable also that many conscientious tee-

totallers whom nothing could tempt to eat a Koman
punch or frozen pudding, buy, drink and enjoy these

cures for indigestion, insomnia and debility.

From a therapeutic point of view, there is little to

^ In this connection it is iuteresting to not« that one of the prepara-
tions containing salicylic acid is said to have been "made in Ger-
many."
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be said of their value as malt extracts pure aud sim-

ple. It is not necessary to enter into a discussion of

the question whether diastase does or does not act in

the alimentary canal in contact with the digestive

juices. If it does not, then all malt extracts are in

that respect useless ; if it does, then these which con-

tain no diastase are in that respect useless ; thus,

either way there can be but one conclusion as to their

value. Their therapeutic value as alcoholic stimu-

lants it is unnecessary to discuss. Their dietetic value
is easily seen from the figures of their analysis. The
residues consist chiefly of sugar, and their food value

is almost wholly to be based on the value of that sub-

stance. Switchei is valuable as a nutritive beverage
in proportion to its content of molasses.

From an economic standpoint they possess no ad-

vantage over their less pretentious brothers, the

beers, ales and porters. The following table shows
the capacity of the respective bottles, the price paid

per single bottle, and the number of cubic centimetres

obtained for ten cents:

Capacity of
bottle in cubi*
centimetres.

Hoff's (Tarrant's) . . . .
j

Hofl's( Eisner & Mendelsohn)'
Hercules

j

Liquid Bread
|

Beefmalt
"Wyelb's
>Ult-Sutrini-
Gabni's
Maltord's
Teutonic
Pasteurized
Wampole's
Pabst
Vitaraalt
Old Grist Mill ....
Hercutine
Noris
Leicester's
Puremalt
Meiizel's
.Malt Wine
Porter (Irish) ....
Ale (Euglleh) ....
Milwaukee Beer ....
Culnibacher Beer (Domestic)

Number of
cubic centime-
tres for 10 cts.

Clinical SDepartment.

TREATMENT OF CANCEK OF THE UTERUS."

BY F. W. JOHXSOS, M.D.

At the outset, in carcinoma of the uterus, we are

met with two obstacles:

(1) The onset of the disease is so insidious, aud in

its early stage it gives rise to so few serious subjective

symptoms, that, finally, when the patient is forced by

repeated hemorrhages, or pain, or by both, to consult

the family physician, the disease has passed beyond
the possibility of a cure.

This obstacle must be removed when women learn,

as they have not learned, that after confinement they

should be examined and a ruptured perineum sewed

up ; when thej- learn that an increase in the amount of

blood lost at menstrual periods, that any decrease in

the interval between menstrual periods, that an increase

Read before the SuUolk District .Medical Society, November H,
1896.

in leucorrhea, or a profuse, or brown, or bloody, or

offensive discharge from the vagina, demands attention.

They should be taught that a show of blood, the be-

ginning of a leucorrhea, or an offensive vaginal dis-

charge after the establishment of the menopause in-

dicates danger, and its source should be investigated.

The second obstacle is the anatomical situation of

the uterus. The space on either side of the uterus

between it and the pelvic walls is narrow, and the

bladder almost grows from the uterus at the junction

of the cervix and the body. Fortunately the upward
route of extension is almost invariably by the broad

ligaments at the junction of the cervix and body
through tlie intra-ligamentary lymphatics.

It is only within the past two years or so that malig-

nant disease of the uterus has been operated on in a
way to secure the removal of as wide an area of tissue

as possible outside the uterus within the pelvic cavity,

and to secure the removal of half or two-thirds of the

vagina as might be necessary.

To accomplish this, (he operation must be a supra-

pubic h) sterectomy, the uterus with the broad liga-

ments and vagina should be removed in one piece, and
all the glands at the bifurcation of the iliac vessels

enucleated. The same rule holds good here as in

operation for cancer of the breast where, Dr. Halsted

says : " The suspected tissue should be removed in one
piece: (1) lest the wound become infected by the

division of tissue invaded by the disease, or of lym-

phatic vessels containing cancer cells, and (2) because

shreds or pieces of cancerous tissue might readily be
overlooked in piecemeal extirpation."

Since the fall of 1894 I have done a suprapubic

hysterectomy in every operable case of carcinoma of

the uterus, making an attempt to remove the broad
ligaments to the pelvic walls, aud to remove as much
of the vagina as was necessary to get well beyond the

disease.

The method of performing hysterectomy for cancer

of the uterus, described by Dr. J. G. Clark, resident

gynecologist, Johns Hopkins Hospital, and practised

by Drs. Howard A. Kelly and J. G. Clark, is by far

the most surgical and most satisfactory of any.

SUMMARY OF STEPS.

(1) Insert bougies into the ureters under the local

effect of cocaine, to save time and conserve the patient's

vital powers for the operation.

(2) Place patient in the Trendelenburg posture, and
make abdominal incision of sufficient length to insure

free manual movements.

(3) Ligate upper portion of broad ligament with

ovarian artery; divide vesico-uterine peritoneum around

to opposite side ; push bladder off, and spread layers

of ligament apart, exposing uterine artery.

(4) Dissect uterine artery out for two and one-half

centimetres from uterus beyond its vaginal branch,

and tie.

(5) Dissect ureter free in the base of the broad
ligament.

(6) In order to expose most perfectly the lymphatic

glands at the bifurcation of the external and internal

iliac arteries, it is necessary to ligate aud cut the broad

ligament as close to the pelvic brim as possible. Afte
cutting the broad ligament away from the brim of the

pelvis close to the iliac vessels, the excision should be
carried down towards the pelvic floor, great care bein
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observed to dissect out all of the intra-ligamentary

glandular aud cellular tissue with it.

Especial atteutiou should be paid to the glands at

the bifurcation of the iliac vessels, which may not be

visible, but cau be palpated.

(7) Wheu the excision of the broad ligament has

been carried down to a point ou the pelvic wall corre-

sponding to a transverse line passing through the

vesical orifices of the ureters, it is suspended, and the

excision of the base of the ligament, which lies iu such

close relation with the bladder, ureters and rectum, is

completed later from below, upward.

(8) Proceed on the opposite side in the same manner

as on the first side.

(9) Perforate vagina with sharp-pointed scissors,

making strong traction on uterus with small vulsellum

forceps so as to pull the vagina up aud make its walls

tense, then ligate in small sections, and cut each seg-

ment as it is tied.

(10) Insert iodoform gauze from above into raw

space left by the hysterectomy ; draw vesical and rectal

peritoneum over this with a continuous suture.

(11) Irrigate pelvic cavity and close abdomen with-

out drainage.

The time since this more radical operation for car-

cinoma of the uterus has been employed, is too short

to fairly estimate its value, but it certainly promises

well.

I have tabulated the cases operated on by myself

from October, 1894 to October, 1896. In every case

a diagnosis of carcinoma was made by a pathologist.

There were ten cases. Three died from the imme-

diate effects of the operation. Three are alive and in

perfect health, sixteen months after the operation ; one

of these has gained 100 pounds, and at the time of the

operation she was the most unpromising one of the

three. One is alive, with no return of the disease

twelve mouths after the operation. One is alive, with

no return of the disease eight months after the opera-

tion. In two the disease has returned ; in both cases

it returned in the scar tissue at the vault of the vagina.

From the Johns Hopkins Hospital Bulletin I find,

" with regard to mortality and regionary recurrence,

in 37 cases of cancer of the cervix, the results were

as follows: 10 per cent, died from the immediate

effects of the operation, 38 per cent, died with recur-

rence, 5 per cent, were not heard from, and 43.2 per

cent, were still alive after a period of one to five years.

... In none of the fatal cases could a distinct history

of metastasis to other organs be elicited, but all died

from local recurrence. . . . This clinical observation

is further substantiated by the records of ten autopsies

on inoperable cases, made in the Pathological Depart-

ment of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, which show

metastases in only one case beyond the pelvic aud

retroperitoneal I3 mph glands.

ST. Elizabeth's hospital.

Case I. December 27, 1894. J. M. S., twenty-

nine years of age, widow, white.

Family History : one aunt and two great-aunts had

carcinoma of the breast.

Duration of Symptoms : Been unwell every three

weeks for five monihs.

Marital Hit-tory : One child. No miscarriages.

November 4, 1894. The cervix was cut away, the

curette thoroughly used, and the excavation packed

with cotton wet with a 60-per-cent. solution of zinc

chloride.

December 29th. Complete hysterectomy. The
disease had extended on both sides into the base of the

broad ligament. It had extended to the pelvic walls.

The disease had not extended upwards beyond the in-

ternal OS. The operation required two hours and forty

minutes for its completion.

Discharged. Died forty-eight hours after the opera-

tion.

Case II. February 18, 1896. M. S., forty-nine

years of age, married, white.

Family History : Two aunts and one cousin died of

cancer.

Duration of Symptoms : A few weeks.

Marital History : One child.

Menstruation began at sixteen years ; flow moderate,

lasting five days ; regular ; no dysmenorrhea.

February 20th. Complete hysterectomy.

Discharged March 28th.

October, 1896 (eight months after the operation).

No return of the disease. Excelleui health.

Case III. April 25, 1896. S. F., aged twenty-

nine years, widow, white.

Family History : Negative.

Duration of Symptoms: Eight months.

Marital History : One child. No miscarriages.

Menstruation began at sixteen years ; flows every

four to five weeks; flow slight, lasting three days.

April 28th. Hysterectomy, with removal of part

of the vaginal wall.

Discharged May 26th. The disease had returned

on the anterior vaginal wall, and there was a small

vesico-vaginal fistula.

October 24, 1896. No pain. No vaginal discharge.

She calls herself perfectly well, except that her urine

runs away a little every day or two. She works iu the

shop all day.

• woman's charitt club hospital.

Case I. March 25, 1895. L. P., white, aged
thirty-six years, married.

Family History : Negative.

Duration of Symptoms : Seven months.

Marital History : Three children. No miscarriages.

Menstruation began at thirteen years ; flow has in-

creased since last September; at times severe hemor-
rhage at menstrual periods; regular; no pain; lasting

five days.

Thirteen years ago had a " carcinoma " removed
from her shoulder.

March 28th. Hysterectomy.

Discharged April 25th, to all appearance well. The
disease had not extended beyond the internal os.

October 13, 1896. "In reply to your letter, will

say that I have had no return of the trouble; am in

better health than I have been for twenty years, aud
have gained 100 pounds."

October 26, 1896. Examined at my office, and no
evidence found of any return of the disease.

Cask II. May 23, 1895. J. H. C, white, aged

forty-four years, married.

Family History: Negative.

Duration of Symptoms: Been poorly for two years.

Constant flowing for the past two months.

Marital History : Three children. No miscarriages.

Menstruation began at sixteen years; flow profuse,

lasting about a week ; irregular for past two years ; no
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paiu. During past three mouths several uterine hem-
orrhages. •

May 23d. Hysterectomy, with removal of cuff of

vaginal wall.

Discharged June 16th.

October, 1896 (sixteen months after the operation).

No return of the disease. Good health.

Case III. May 31, 1895. Pregnancy complicated

with carcinoma. E. S., white, aged twenty-eight years,

married.

Family History : Negative.

Duration of Symptoms : Three months.

Marital History : Five children. No miscarriages.

Menstruation began at thirteen; flow moderate,

lasting four or five days; regular until January last;

not painful. More or less pain in the lower part of

the abdomen since February. Had never missed a

menstrual period. Had no feeling as if she was
pregnant.

May 31st. Hysterectomy. Uterus contained a five

months' fetus.

Discharged June 20th.

October, 1896 (sixteen months after the operation).

No return of the disease. Good health.

Case IV. January 19, 1896. K. D. W., white,

aged thirty-seven years, married.

Family History : Grandfather died of cancer.

Duration of Symptoms : Mouths.
Marital History : Oue child. No miscarriages.

Menstruation began at twelve years; flow normal
in amount, regular; slight dysmenorrhea.

January 19, 1896. Hysterectomy, with removal of

cuff of vaginal wall. Ou the right side the disease had

extended to the pelvic wall.

Discharged January 22d. Died of sepsis.

Case V. January 25, 1896. F. R., white, aged
forty years, married.

Family History : Great-grandmother, grandfather,

and mother died of cancer.

Duration of Symptoms: Two years.

Marital History : One child. One miscarriage.

Menstruation began at sixteen years ; flow normal

in amount, always irregular, lasting five days; no dys-

menorrhea.

January 25th. Hysterectomy, with removal of cuff

of vaginal wall.

Discharged. Died of shock.

Case VI. March 12, 1896. N. B., white, aged
thirty-eight years, married.

Family Historj- : Negative.

Duration of Symptoms : Two years.

Marital History: Never pregnant.

Menstruation began at fourteen years ; flow profuse,

regular ; no djamenorrhea.

March 12, 1896. Hysterectomy. Pathologist found
that the disease was confined to the cervix.

Discharged April 15th, well to all appearances.

October 12, 1896. This patient's physician writes

that the disease returned in the vault of the vagina
and now involves the bladder.

CABNEY HOSPITAL.

Case I. September 30, 1895. S. E. F., white,

aged fifty-three years, married.

Family History : Negative.

Duration of Symptoms: Five months.
Marital History : One child. No miscarriages.

Menstruation began at eleven years ; flow moderate.

lasting three days, regular. Menopause eighteen

months ago.

Operation September 30, 1895. Hysterectomy.

Discharged November 8th, well to all appearances.

The pathologist reported that a margin of healthy

tissue had been left outside of the disease.

May 16, 1896. The abdomen was reopened and
neither by sight nor feeling could any return of the

disease be made out.

A NEW METHOD FOR THE PREVENTION OF
THUMB-SUCKING IN CHILDREN.

BY G. H. MONKS, M.D., BOSTON.

A GENTLEMAN recently asked me to devise some
means by which his child, a little girl of about five

years, could be cured of the habit of sucking her

thumbs— a habit which had persisted for two years or

more, in spite of all efforts to cure it. The ordinary

methods, such as applying bitter substances to the

thumbs, wrapping up the hands or thumbs, tying the

arms to the sides, etc., had been tried without effect.

The little girl was desirous of breaking herself of the

habit; but apparently when she was tired or sleepy,

she could not control herself, and one thumb or the

other would go into her mouth. The teeth of the

upper jaw were becoming somewhat prominent as the

result of the habit. On thinking the matter over, it

seemed to me that some method would have to be
devised which would make it physically impossible for

the child to get the thumb anywhere near the mouth.
I thought I could best accomplish this by immobiliz-

ing the elbows at a very obtuse angle ; and I therefore

applied a silicate of potash bandage to each arm, reach-

ing nearly from shoulder to wrist. After the bandages
had hardened, they were split at the sides, and re-

moved. They were then carefully covered and lined

with cotton flannel, the ends of the flannel being left

long enough so as to project well beyond the upper
and lower ends of the silicate bandages. The flannel

was then stitched in such a manner that it would not

shift its position. These two long tubular bandages
could then, like gauntlets, be pulled on and off, as the

parents wished.

In about two weeks, the father assured me that the

experiment was so successful that the habit was com-
pletely broken, and that the child showed no further

inclination to put its thumbs into its mouth. The im-

mediate and complete success of the expedient seems
to justify a publication of the case.

CASE OF SARCOMA OF THE NECK TREATED
BY THE COLEY ANITTOXIN.»
REPORTED BY HOBART E. WAEREN, M.D.

Mr. S., forty-five years old, married, entered St.

Margaret's Hospital on June 5, 1896, for operation.

History of slowly growing tumor in the submaxillary
region. On entrance firm, adherent mass in right

steruo-mastoid and submaxillary regions. General
condition fair.

June 6th. Operated on by Dr. J. C. Warren, and
greater part of mass removed. Submastoid regions

could not be satisfactorily cleaned out. Wound closed.

Healed by first intention, except opening maintained
for drainage of lymph.
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A microscopic examiuatiou was made by Dr. Whit-

ney. Diagnosis : small, rouud-celled sarcoma.

June 22d. General condition fair, but apparent re-

turn of growth in mastoid region, sslight swelling in

the neck ; head inclined toward left shoulder ; trachea

pushed somewhat to left of median line; severe neural-

gic pains in right side of head ; swelling firm and ad-

herent. To return home. Treatment with Coley anti-

toxin.

June 24tb. Temperature and pulse normal. Meas-
urement of right half of neck, transversely below

chin, eight inches ; left half, seven and one-half inches.

Given hypodermic of antitoxin (two minims) in right

deltoid region. Slight local redness and induration ;

no constitutional reaction.

June 30tb. Drainage sinus entirely healed. Pains

in head relieved by bromide. Swelling firmer. Glands

to be felt in supraclavicular region. Slight cough.

Given three minims of antitoxin as before. No reac-

tion.

July 2d. Four minims. No reaction.

July 3d. Temperature normal. Given five minims

at 4.40 p. M. At 9 p. m. nausea, chilliness, tempera-

ture 101°.

July 6th. Condition good. Coughs less. Swelling

in neck measures one-quarter of an inch less. Given

seven minims, as before. No reaction except local.

July 9th. Seemed prostrated after last injection.

Better to-day. Given eight minims. No reaction.

July 11th. Condition excellent. Supraclavicular

nodules are smaller. Given ten minims at 11.30 a. m.

At 6 p. M. severe vomiting for one quarter of an hour.

Temperature 99°.

July 12th. Very weak.

July 13th. Still exhausted. Swelling measures

one-half inch less. Two halves of neck equal. Firm
mass in sulcus between mastoid and angle of jaw per-

sists. Given twelve minims. No reaction.

July 15th. Much prostrated.

July 17th. Much Ijetter. Given thirteen minims at

4.25 p. M. At 9 p. M. very hot, headache ; tempera-

ture 99.5°.

July 18th. Prostration.

July 20th. Pain in head wearing off. Pain in

neck. Given fifteen minims at 4.55 p. m. In after-

noon, vomiting, huad-achc. Temperature 100.5°.

July 22d. Prostration. No change in swelling.

July 24th. All injection thus far iu right shoulder.

Given to-day sixteen minims in right side of neck,

near tumor, at 12 51. At 4.30 P. M., chill lasting one

and one-half hours ; headachi', at 9 r. m. vomiting for

three-quarters of an hour ; temperature 103.8°.

July 26th. Very much prostrated. Anorexia.

Herpes of lips and nose. Submastoid swelling less.

Lobe of ear less elevated. Can hold head more
erect. Has less pain ; no cough.

July Slst. Condition good. Given three minims

from fresh bottle of antitoxin in right side of neck.

No reaction.

August 24th. Since July 31st his general weak con-

dition hascontraindicated any injections. Given to-day

four minims in neck. No reaction. No tendency of

swelling to increase.

August 24lh to September 18th. Given increasing

doses in neck, without reaction or change in condition.

September 18th. Given twelve minims in swelling

between mastoid and jaw, which seems red and swollen

since last injection. Injection at 4 v. m. At 4.45

P. M., headache, chill lasting one hour, and vomiting ;

temperature*102.5°.

September 21st. Very much prostrated. Herpes
as before and also on chest. Continual nausea and
vomiting. Swelling and redness entirely gone.

Slight thickening about mastoid. Few small supra-

clavicular nodules. Head erect. No pain.

September 28th. Has regained strength. Condi-

tion of neck excellent. Complains simply of sticky

feeling iu entire right side of cheek. Nervous condi-

tion poor. Tendency to melancholia. All treatment

stopped. Advised to return to business.

November 1 2th. No return of swelling. Attends

to business affairs daily. Appetite good ; strong

;

nervous condition still poor. Still complains of

" sticky " feeling.

SUMMARY.

(1) Temperature before all injections normal.

(2) In bed at time of injection.

(3) Up and about, except after last injection.

(4) Injections into tumor itself by far the most ef-

fectual.

(5) Number of injections, 19 ; all given in right

shoulder and neck, deeply.

Note. — December 19th. General conditioa most excellent.

Injections resumed as supraclavicular nodules have persisted

and patient has some pain due to pressure of deep induration
on the facial nerve., No marked swelling in neck.

ISeportjef of ^ocictiejtf.

SUFFOLK- DISTRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

JOHN DANE, M.D., SECRETARY.

Stated Meeting, November 14, 1896.

Dr. J. C. Warken read a paper on

THE MODERN TREATMENT OF MALIGNANT DISEASE.'

Dr. Gat : I am in the habit of saying to the young

gentlemen at the hospital, that there is no such thing

as a sprain of the wrist, nor a contusion of the hip.

Now these are extreme statements, and, like all

extreme statements, are not quite true. The lesson

intended to be conveyed to the students is, that every

injury of the wrist had better be regarded as a Colles'

fracture, unless they are certain of its being something

else; and that every injury to the hip, especially if the

person cannot walk, is a fracture of the neck of the

femur, until it is proven beyond a reasonable doubt to

be something different. Were these maxims adopted

by physicians during the earlier part of their profes-

sional life, we should see fewer cases of unrecognized

broken hips, and of "sprains" of the wrist, having a

deformity characteristic of Colles' fracture.

A like assertion might well be made in regard to

the nature of many small, young tumors, especially of

the female breast. They are malignant, until properly

investigated and found to be benign.

By adopting this rule more of these luimps would be

removed at the only time when it is possible to effect

a permanent cure of malignant affections, if there be

such a period in their growth.

The question is, can malignant growths be detected

early enough to be removed before the lymphatics

have become involved beyond the surgeon's reach?

Unless that can be done, we need not expect a large

• See page 6Co of the Journal.
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percentage of permanent cures from operations or

from auythiug else. Tliis is a difficult matter to decide,

from the fact, that so few patients come to our notice

sufficiently early. And, furthermore, some of us are

too prone to advise these patients to wait, until the

growth slftll present diagnostic features of more or

less distinctness, thereby losing the golden moaient for

interference.

A word as to what constitutes a " cure " of malig-

nant disease. Volkmann, so often quoted, stated that

if a woman with cancer of the breast remained free

from disease at the end of one year after its removal,

a cure might be hoped for ; if she remained well at the

end of two years, a cure could be expected, and if free

from disease at the end of three years, a cure was
almost certain to be effected. We all know that this

is not true here.

Twelve years ago last March, I removed the tongue

and anterior portion of the lower jaw for malignant

disease. There was no return for ten years. He
now has a large mass of cancerous glands upon both

sides of the neck. In my opinion, he was never

cured, although he had no outward evidence of the

disease for ten years after the last operation. If a

person, having been operated upon for malignant dis-

ease, lives many years and dies from something else,

it is fair to say that he was cured of the original

malady. But should it ever return, however late in

life, I question if a permanent cure in the sense that

we speak of cure of fatty tumors, for instance, can be

claimed.

There is one other point in connection with malig-

nant disease, which does not receive quite the attention

from surgeons that its importance demands, and that

is the after-treatment. Too many operators think

that the patient, having recovered from the operation,

there is nothing more to be done, until the disease

again makes its appearance. While the speaker is

not, and from the nature of the thing, cannot be posi-

tively certain that drugs do any real good in delaying

or preventing a recurrence of malignant disease, vet

he has seen enough benefit attending their persistent

and prolonged use during the past fifteen years to

justify their continuance and to recommend them to

others. I prescribe the compound tincture of iodine

in doses of two to five drops three times a day after

food. Dr. J. S. Wight, of Brooklyn, gives the

bromide of arsenic in doses of one-fortieth to one-tenth

of a grain three times a day in breast cases, and thinks

that he has seen positive benefit derived from its pro-

longed use. Those patients should never be lost sight

of, but should be seen at intervals of a few months, or

at once, should any suspicious change take place in the

scar or vicinity. In this way will the patient's mind
be occupied in a rational way, his hope will be stimu-

lated, and if fortunate, he will be kept out of the

clutches of the swindlers, who are always lying in wait
for these victims of malignant disease.

Early and thorough operations, intelligent dissections

with a view to tracing infected lymphatics, so admir-
ably illustrated by Dr. Warren this evening, persistent

and prolonged after-treatment constitute the ground-
work of the modern method of dealing with malignant
affections, although the results are hitherto far from
satisfactory

; yet it would seem likely, that it is along
these lines we must expect any great improvement in

permanently eradicating the disease.

Dr. F. W. Johnson then read a paper on

TREATMENT OF CANCER OF THE DTERCS.'

Dr. p. Thorndike : Just a word about malignant

disease as it affects the urinary tract. It is undoubted!}'

true that carcinoma of the kidney is rarely diagnosti-

cated before it has become inoperable as far as any
radical operation is concerned. This is true to a less

extent of sarcoma of the kidney and it is true to an

almost equal extent of carcinoma of the bladder, al-

though there are forms of carcinoma of the bladder

where the disease does not seem to spread rapidly and
where it may even ulcerate and still remain a localized

nodule on the bladder wall. The point I wanted to

make in reference to cancers in operable regions is

that it is not proper that we should be deterred from
performing such operations because of the existing

statistics which are at our disposal. Gross's statistics

for cancer of the kidney show 70 per cent, mortality ;

statistics collected last year in much larger numbers
show that up to 1890 the mortality was almost as great

as Gross's, 50 per cent, to 60 per cent., while since

1890 the mortality had been between 20 per cent, and
25 per cent., so that granting that the indication for

such operations is an exceptional one, we should not

be deterred from operating on the occasional suitable

case by this mass of old statistics which are practically

the only ones at our disposal at present.

Sarcoma of the bladder is very rare indeed, and I

have no statistics to offer in that connection. As for

malignant disease of the penis and of the testicle,

which are the other two places where this disease is

at all common, it is fair to treat the localized nodule
which appears on the foreskin as such similar nodules

are treated on the face, in other words, by a simple dis-

section carefully made. The disease having once en-

tered the body of the penis it seems inevitable that if

any operation at all is to be performed the most radi-

cal of all must be done, namely, the splitting of the

scrotum, the removal of the entire organ and the dis-

section of the glands in both groins. I saw to-day a

report of such a case where that operation was per-

formed, and there has been immunity for a period ex-

tending rather more than eight years. As for the tes-

ticular tumors it is becoming a well-known fact, I

think, that many of the so-called benign tumors of the

testicle take on a sarcomatous character later on, and
I believe that if these cases of tumor of the testicle

come to be investigated more carefully, even at the ex-

pense of early exploratory operations, that our statis-

tics as to periods of immunity from recurrence follow-

ing operation for malignant disease are going to be

much more favorable. It seems a pity that malignant

disease in a situation so favorable for removal should

be neglected because of a too great confidence in our
ability to make a discriminating diagnosis.

Dr. Warren : In regard to percentage of cures, I

have just published some statistics concerning the

breast, and have taken all classes of cases that came to

the hospital, of all degrees of malignancy without

making any particular selection. I have undertaken

to operate on all cases which were capable of being

mechanically removed as far as the naked eye could

see, and I have obtained in a series of 62 consecutive

cases about 27 per cent, of cures, that is, cases that

have gone over three years without recurrence. 1

have seen one or two examples of recurrence after

long periods, such as Dr. Gay refers to. In one pa-

- See page C71 of the Journal.
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tieut I removed, two years ago, a uodule from tlie

breast operated upon seven years before for cancer, aud
I regard that as a case of a uew iufection of the para-

mammary glandular structure, that is, primary disease

iu the glandular structure which is independent of the

mammary gland.

In regard to the post-operative treatment of can-

cer, I believe iu the post-operative treatment of most
surgical diseases. I thiuk the surgeon should not be

satisfied with the position, that an operation is a pana-

cea ; it should be merely an aid to further treatment,

and therefore I think we ought to experiment as much
as possible iu the post-operative treatment of malig-

nant disease. I have tried the bromide of arsenic; I

have also used the solution known as Roswell Park's

solution, arsenic aud mercury and gold (prepared by
Metcalf). From ten to twenty-five drops, three times a

day, given a year or two, is supposed to have a deter-

rent effect on the recurrence of the disease. Coley

has obtained a toxin for the treatment of cancer. A
number of drugs are used for that purpose, but thus

far no satisfactory results have been obtained. The
latest one which I am using now, in connection with

Dr. E. S. Wood, is an article known as " thiosina-

mine," composed of oil of black mustard (two parts),

absolute alcohol (one part), aqua ammonia (seven

parts).

An alcoholic solution of this is used, and about one-

half to two grains twice a week is given for several

months, as recommended by Dr. Siuclair Tousey. The
injection for cancer of the breast is made behiud the

scapula. It is said to be beneficial for lupus, keloid

and inoperable cancer. A careful iuquiry in other

cities as to other drugs has brought out a few satisfac-

tory results. Dr. Park uses a I to 500 solution of

pioctanin injected into the tumor. He thiuks he has

delayed the growth by this treatment. Serum-therapy

has been used, but careful inquiries fail to bring out

any satisfactory results from any form of treatment.

Db. C. F. WiTHiNGTON read a paper on

SERUM-THERAPT.'

»Dr. McCollom : The subject of the treatment of

diphtheria by antitoxin is a comparatively recent one,

but it is one that has been very thoroughly discussed,

and has received a great deal of attention, not only

from the profession in this country, but also from the

profession abroad. The use of the anti-diphtheritic

serum is the result of direct laboratory work. Guinea-
pigs were inoculated with cultures of the bacillus of

diphtheria, aud it was found that the diphtheritic

membrane did not appear if they were injected with

the serum of an animal rendered immune to diphtheria.

Iu certain other cases after the appearance of the

membrane, iujections of antitoxin caused the membrane
to roll up at the edges aud to rapidly disappear. Con-
trol experiments made at the same time without the

use of antitoxin resulted in the death of the guinea-

pigs in from twenty-four to forty-eight hours. After

this work had been carefully conducted for about one

year, patients suffering from diphtheria were iuoculated

with anti diphtheritic serum, atid the clinical results

were similar to those obtained in the laboratory. The
profession at about that time were very much inter-

ested in tuberculin. The fall of tuberculin as a rem-

edial agent led many to think that a similar result

would occur in the use of antitoxin. There is this

~ See page C67 of tbe Journal.

difference : tuberculin is the agent derived from the

culture of the tubercle bacillus; antitoxin is the serum
of an animal that has been rendered immune to diph-

theria. The toxin of diphtheria is not fouud iu the

anti-diphtheritic serum. The horse has been .selected

for the production of antitoxin simply fro«i the fact

that a large quantity of serum can be obtained from
this animal.

From the 1st of September, 1895, to October 1,

1896, at the South Department of the Boston City

Hospital, there have been 1,972 cases of diphtheria

treated with antitoxin. I do not mean simply mild

cases that would get well without treatment ; I do not

mean slight attacks of sore throat in which tliefe

were positive cultures ; but I do mean clinical cases of

diphtheria in which there was a considerable amouut
of membrane, and the cultures showed the presence of

the bacillus of this disease. Of these 1,972 cases,

1,706 were discharged well; 206 died, giving a per-

centage of mortality of 13. In the old wards of the

Boston City Hospital, from 1891 to 1894, when anti-

toxin was not used, there were 1,062 cases treated,

with 493 deaths, giving a percentage of 46. It would
seem that this diminution in the death-rate must be

due in a great measure to the use of antitoxin. Of
these 1,972 cases, 70 died within twenty-four hours of

admission, a certain number of these within two or

three hours, and a part within twelve hours of admis-

sion. If these 70 moribund cases are eliminated, the

percentage of mortality is found to be about 10.

A great deal has been said about the injurious

effects of antitoxin. It has been claimed that it causes

albuminuria. Of some 142 patients, the urine of

whom was examined before aud after the use of anti-

toxin, it was fouud that in 76 albumin was absent dur-

ing the whole course of the disease. In 32 cases the

amount of albumin was the same. In 19 cases albu-

min was diminished, and in 15 it was slightly in-

creased, but never to such an extent as to give cause

for anxiety. Much has been said about the eruptions

that follow the administration of antitoxin. While
it is perfectly true that various eruptions are caused

by the use of antitoxin, these eruptions are not serious

complications. About 120 of the 1,972 cases had

post-antitoxin eruptions. There is another complica-

tion that is perhaps a greater source of annoyance

than these eruptions. 1 allude to joint pains which

simulate rheumatism, and may continue from twenty-

four to forty-eight hours.

Perhaps one of the most striking beneficial effects

of antitoxin is in the laryngeal cases of diphtheria, in

which intubation seems imperative. After twelve

hours, in certain cases, the breathing becomes easy

and regular, aud the case proceeds uninterruptedly to

a cure. The progress of cases that come to intubation

is rendered much more satisfactory by the use of anti-

toxin. A report of 150 cases compiled by F. E.

Waxham, of Chicago, before the days of antitoxin,

gives the percentage of mortality as 72-|-. In 100

cases reported at about the same time by O'Dwyer,
of New York, the percentage of mortality is 73. In

the Boston City Hospital, for the year ending January

31, 1895, the percentage of the mortality of intuba-

tion was 83. In the South Department, for the year

ending October 31, 1896, there have been 200 intuba-

tions, with a death-rate of 53 per cent. It must be

borne in mind that many of these cases were moribund

at the time of entrance. Such a marked diminution
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in the death-rate cau only be explained by the use of

antitoxin.

The action of antitoxin in favorable cases is quite

characterislic. At ihe end of twenty-four hours after

the injection, the membrane commences to roll up at

the edges. At the end of forty-eight hours it is com-
pletely detached. In specially severe cases it is some-

times necessary to give two or three doses at intervals

of twenty-four hours. Alcoholic stimulation is a very

important factor in the treatment of cases of diph-

theria. It is not sufficient to give antitoxin and do

nothing else. The patient must be stimulated and
nourished in every possible way.

A good deal has been said regarding the situation

for the injection. I have tried the thigh, abdomen,
lumbar region and thorax. I have come to the conclu-

sion that the upper part of the thorax near the pos-

terior axillary line is the best place.

The dose of antitoxin has not been absolutely

settled, but there is no evidence that a large dose gives

rise to any trouble. The different preparations vary

so much in strength that it is impossible to lay down
any definite rule regarding the quantity to be used;

2,000 units, which in one preparation may mean five

cubic centimetres, and in another preparation ten cubic

centimetres, should be given as an initial dose to an

adult. In the case of children, a proportionately

smaller dose should be given. The effect of antitoxin

in diminishing the disagreeable odor in septic cases is

very marked, so much so, that it cannot fail to attract

the attention of any one who treated diphtheria before

the discovery of this agent. It seems to me that any
one who treated diphtheria before the days of antitoxin

can have only cue opinion regarding its efficacy.

Dr. V. Y. BowDiTCH : My remarks to-uight will

be confined to my experience in the use of tuberculin

and antiphthisin, remedies with which I have had only

limited experience to be sure, but in the use of which

I believe the conditions recommended have been faith-

fully carried out.

In previous times I have alluded to my experience

with tuberculin at the Carney Hospital at the time

when the excitement over Koch's lymph was at its

height. One of these cases was tubercular disease of

the skin on the hand ; the others (only two) cases of

more or leas advanced phthisis. In all of those, as far

as any remedial effect was concerned, the results were
negative ; but although I saw nothing to indicate any
deleterious effect from the remedy in my cases, the

experience of others made me feel that 1 should wait

for further news from Koch before trying it again.

I have not yet changed my mind even though im-

pressed by the experience of those whose opinions I

respect, and I keep in mind Virchow's allusions to the

possibility of starting up fresh processes of miliary

tubercle. Certainly tuberculin is not to be used ex-

cept under the strictest supervision.

When Klebs proclaimed that in antiphthisin we had

a remedy which could be used with perfect safety as it

contained the virtues without the evil effects of tuber-

culin, 1 felt it could be used at the Sharon Sanitarium

without fear.

The injections, according to directions, were given

per rectum in doses beginning from one decigramme
and increasing up to two and one-half grammes.

Seven patients received this treatment for periods

varying from four or five weeks to four months. In

all, greatly to my diappointment, were the results

negative. There was doubtless improvement in some
but no more than had been frequently noticed by dif-

ferent methods. In one case in which one lung had
been affected for several months and in which there

had been very marked improvement, a sudden violent

process appeared in the other lung after a month's use

of antiphthisin and the patient has since then gone
slowly and steadily down hill. It may have been
simply coincidence and 1 think it probably was, but J
cannot help wondering if it would have happened had
the remedy not been used. I have used it also for

three months at the City Hospital in a case of phthisis

not far advanced and doubtless there was improve-
ment in the physical signs and the cough, but again

no more than I have often seen after rest and good
nursing. The temperature, usually high, was not af-

fected apparently by the remedy.
In spite of present disappointment, however, I can

but feel, as Dr. Withingtou has said, the strongest

hope that in the not distant future, results in tubercu-

lar disease may be similar to those already attained in

the treatment of diphtheria.

Dr. Withington: I wish to remind the gentlemen
that the use of tuberculin and antiphthisin has nothing
to do with serum-therapy. They are neither of them
connected with serum. One other point, a very prac-

tical one, is the use of injections of antitoxin in cases

of |)re8umed diphtheria when the cases first come under
observation. The value of the treatment is so largely

dependent upon the early stage at which it is used that

no time should be lost ; and if the case is one of un-
doubted diphtheria we all, I think, who have had much
experience with antitoxin would say it should be given

at once. The question then comes as to what shall be
done in doubtful cases, cases where we see a throat

which looks suspicious, where we have got to wait

twenty-four hours for the bacteriologist to make the

diagnosis for us. In children where we have reason

to think an exposure has occurred, as, for instance in

those attending public schools, it seems to me it is the

part of wisdom not to wait for the bacteriological

examination but to make an injection of antitoxin and
if it turns out that the patient did not have the disease

no particular harm is done. On the other hand, if

twenty-four to forty-eight hours are lost, it cannot be
made up. It is proper under those circumstauces to

give the patient the benefit of the doubt.

Dr. C. W. Townsend exhibited a

BED BATII-TCB.

A description of this tub has already been pub-
lished by Dr. Townsend in the issue of the Jodrnal
for November 19, 189G.

The American Medico Surgical Bulletin,

besinning with the new year, will be issued as a semi-

monthly, with Dr. 11. G. Eccles, of Brooklyn, in edi-

torial charge. The annual subscription has been re-

duced from four dollars to one dollar, and the policy

of the publication will be radically changed. It would

appear that the "brilliant editorials, straight from the

shoulder, written without fear or favor," and the

greatly extolled "campaign against medical humbugs
of every kind " in which other journals were invited to

follow the Bulletin's lead to a glorious medical Arcadia,

have not been attended by the scintillating succ(-js that

the projectors anticipated. — Medical News.
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MISSISSIPPI VALLEY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Twkxty-Second Annual Meeting, St. Paul, Minn.,
September 15-18, 189G.

(Concluded from No. 20, p. 657.)

Dr. Hugh T. Patrick, Chicago, read a paper ou

ELECTRO-DI.VGNOSIS AND ' ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS
SIMPLIFIED.

Dr. J. Frank, Cbicago, read a paper on

A NEW METHOD OF FASTENING THE ROUND LIGAMENTS
IN Alexander's operation, with little dis-

turbance TO their anatomical relations.

Au incision an inch long is made midway between
tlie anterior superior spine of the ilium and the spine

of the pubes, a trifle above Poupart's ligament. The
transversalis muscle is pushed back and the ligament

lifted out with a blunt hook, such as I here show you.

Draw it out until the uterus is in the correct position.

Jso great difference is experienced if ihe peritoneal

cavity should be opened. Usually three sutures are

required to close the wound, the first one being taken

as low as possible through one flap of the peritoneum,

then through the round ligament itself. Instead of

drawing the ligament through the fascia as formerly

practised, it is replaced in its anatomical position be-

neath the transversalis muscle. By this method a

slough of the ligament is prevented. This opera-

tion is the simplest of all yet proposed for the pur-

pose. As a suture material kangaroo tendon has
proven most satisfactory in my experience. A pes-

sary should be fitted in before the operation, and
worn as long as may be deemed necessary by the sur-

geon, afterwards.

Dr. a. ,J. Ochsser, Chicago : Dr. Frank devised

this method seven years ago. I consider it a great

improvement in this operation because it does away
with tearing and injuring the tissues. His method
leaves the organ in the best possible condition for

recovery, with sufficient adhesions to protect the liga-

ment from being drawn out again ; yet without un-

necessary adhesions. I have examined some of the

author's cases and can confirm his favorable report.

Dr. J. Homer Coulter, Chicago, read a paper on

tonsillotomt Br cautery dissection.

With a well-heated small electrode the pillars are

dissected away from the tonsil to one-half its extent.

The gland is then, with suitable forceps, drawn well

out and thoroughly and entirely dissected out to about
one-half its extent. This portion is then cut off and
the surface treated with a strong solution of silver

nitrate. In a week or ten daya the other portion of

the tonsil is removed in the same manner. This
operation will give cosmetic as well as practical re-

sults unobtainable by any other process yet suggested.

Dr. H. W. Loeb, St. Louis : This method of dis-

section is one that must commend itself in a great

number of cases as being the very best possible. I

most heartily agree with the author that removal of

the whole tonsil is an absolute requisite if you wish to

cure your patient. As to the voice changes suggested

by some, 1 believe ablation of the tonsil does have a

decided effect on the voice register, but I also believe

it is always in the way of imjirovemeut. I also de-

sire to state my flisbelief in the uric-acid diathesis

having anything to do with tonsillitis, further than as

a concomitant condition. I shall certainly provide

myself with the special instruments used by Dr.

Coulter and further investigate the operation. When
in Chicago I have the opportunity of seeing some of

these cases, and I must say for cosmetic results I

have never seen the equal.

THE surgical TREATMENT OF PTLORIC OBSTRUC-
TIONS

was the title of a paper read by Dr. W. J. Mayo, of

Rochester, Minn.
Dr. Thomas H. Manley, of New York, read a

paper on

CONDITIONS WHICH MAT SIMULATE ORGANIC OB-

STRUCTION OF THE RECTUM.

Dr. I. N. Love : In discussing the paper of Dr.

Manley I would say there can be no question that the

majority of the diseases which afflict human beings,

male or female, are largely dependent upon constipa-

tion, and consequently upon obstruction of the rectum.

\Ve are all of the opinion that a large part of the dis-

eases of women are due to that factor. Their habits

of life, their social, domestic and maternal duties,

seriously interfere with the regularity which is so

essential. Every individual should be anxious to pro-

perly cleanse the sewerage system of the body. The
pelvis of a woman should be left to be occupied by
the proper pelvic organs. A fecal accumulation is a

mechanical obstruction pressing these organs out of

position. I am thoroughly in sympathy with the posi-

tion taken by Dr. Manley ; and we as physicians

should impress the mothers and the young ladies in

their homes, that it is not only unsafe, but unesthetic

and inartistic to retain these accumulations that should

have a place in the sewers of the city. They should

be made to realize that the alimentary canal is a food

track in its entirety, and that waste material should be

removed from the bowels. There should be no neces-

sity for cathartics or purgatives. Happy living,

right living, successful living, depends quite as much
on proper elimination as anything else.

Dr. Norval H. Pierce, of Chicago, read a paper

ou

SUBMUCOUS LINEAR CAUTERIZATION, A NEW METHOD
FOR REDUCTION OF HYPERTROPHIES OF THE
CONCHA.

The author called attention to the various methods
ordinarily used for reduction of such hypertrophies, and
showed the disadvantages of each. The differentia-

tion between hypertrophy and turgescence was pointed

out. The operation proposed by the author was as

follows : A small incision is made in the hypertro-

phied membrane, then with a blunt flat probe the

mucous membrane is carefully separated from the

erectile tissue underneath. Then a sound, the end of

which is cup-shaped, and upon which has been fused a

few crystals of chromic acid, is inserted in the incision,

and the track already made by the probe is thus

cauterized. The advantages of this method are that

there is no hemorrhage. It is less painful than by
any other method. The functional activity of the

mucous membrane is not in the least impaired. ]'a-

tients will submit to this operation more willingly than

to the burning of the cautery. The method is the

most simple of any yet suggested. The reaction is

usually insignificant. There is no slough. The dan-

ger of atresia is obviated.
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Dr. Horace H. Grant, Louisville, delivered the

Address of Welcome. He selected for his subject

TUE RELATIONSHIP OF DIAGNOSIS TO THE FUTURE
SURGICAL PROGRESS.

Some common ground must be chosen on which we
can equalize our dififerences. Many of the most re-

cent operations are already passing away under the

effect of our modern scrutinizing investigation. We
forget there are men in the quiet of their laboratories

doing a work which makes all our wonderful prog-

ress possible, and gives us these new methods. We
cannot progress much farther iu technique or opera-

tive skill. Any great amount of paraphernalia sug-

gests a lack of personal resource in the operator.

Almost every part and organ of the human body has

been removed, recently, with more or less good to the

patient. If we would make earlier and more careful

diagnosis many of the possible failures would be pre-

cluded. No surgeon dare say to his patient, "If I

had known yesterday or before, thus or so, the result

would have been different." Are we not at fault

sometimes ourselves? Rarely will we fail to secure

an operation if the operator be certain of his diagnosis

and demands the operation.

No term iu all surgery is so often misapplied as

conservatism. No aim is dearer to the surgeon than

the ways and means of relieving his patient. We
must not fall into the error of making one man great

and another insignificant. The experience which age

gives some men leads them to make valuable and cor-

rect diagnosis. Experience is and should be one of

the greatest aids in diagnosis.

The skiagraph has lately come into importance in

surgical work, and it may be made an excellent adjunct

in many instances. Its recent successes are noteworthy.

It is yet, however, in its infancy, and doubtless is capa-

ble of still more development. May we not soon

expect to see the fetus in utero ? No one doorway
can open to the royal road to success in the practice

of surgery. The skilful and intelligent application of

prompt relief, added to a careful diagnosis, will give

us the most wonderful and satisfactory results.

Dr. Jas. H, Dunn, Minneapolis, read a paper on

APPENDICITIS ; OR, TO OPERATE OR NOT TO OPERATE.

If we could but foretell which of our cases were

going to be fatal, we could much more easily and sat-

isfactorily decide this question. The percentage of

fatality is yet too high. Yet must we cease operating,

because of such fact ? A certain number of these

cases will recover without surgical interference. In-

deed there is so large a number of such that I believe

we very often iu our enthusiasm operate when it would

have been much better to have left them alone, so far

as the knife was concerned.

Dr. J. B. McRi'HT, Chicago: The surgeon is

brought face to face with a condition which has a

recognized mortality of about five to eight per cent. I

think such a percentage is too high. We first have

to contend with the presence of a suppuration. In

450 cases, I do not think there has been an entire

absence of pus in one single instance. I am satisfied

there are some cases which can be cured by medicine,

but cau they be differentiated ? By medical treat-

ment we have a mortality of 10 per cent, and if we
have three per cent, by the knife, then we must operate

to save the other seven per cent. I don't think every

case can be operated upon, but the conditions will show

whether or not it is advisable.

The next paper was read by Dr. Gastav Fut-
TERER, of Chicago, on

PLEURITIC EFFUSIONS AND THEIR TREATMENT.

A bacteriological examination should be made in

all cases; both with cover-glasses, with milture media

and by injections of the effusion in animals. Dis-

tinguish between exudate and transudate by using the

acetic-acid chemical test ; and by the same process

eliminate mucine. Many cases of pleurisy are of an

uric-acid diathesis. These will yield readily to the

treatment by the salicylates. I believe not more than

15 per cent, of pleuritic cases are rheumatic. The
finding of pneumococci does not aggravate the condi-

tions, and often gives no markedly distinct symptoms.
Pleurisy in typhoid is not a mixed infection, but a

distinct condition. Tubercule bacilli are often found

in the pleuritic effusions. I believe it is not only pos-

ible but likely that the tubercle bacilli do pene-

trate through the alveolar septi, and enter the pleura

without producing infections of the lungs. Tuberculo-

sis may be differentiated by the agar culture. Hyper-
esthesia of different parts is frequently present.

Dr. a. J. OcHSNER, Chicago, read a paper on

NERVE SUTURES AND OTHER OPERATIONS FOR INJU-

RIES TO THE NERVES OF THE UPPER EXTREMITY.

My own observations and a study of the literature

lead me to a confirmation of the following conclusions :

(1) Every severed nerve should be sutured even
after years.

(2) The earlier the operation is performed the

better.

(3) If neither sensation or motion is established

within a year, the nerve should again be exposed, the

cicatrical tissue removed and the end again sutured.

(4) The end should be clean cut, and should contain

neither crushed nor cicatricial tissue.

(5) Tension must be avoided.

(6) The wound must heal without suppuration to

secure the best results.

(7) Hemorrhage should be perfectly controlled to

prevent intervening clot.

(8) Carefully prepared catgut is the best suture

material.

(9) After suturing the ends either direct or "a
distance " it is well to stitch a fold of fascia over the

united nerve ends.

(10) The extremity should be placed at rest.

(11) The external incision should be ample.

Dr. Henrt p. Newman, Chicago, read a paper

on

WOMAN AND her DISEASES, VERSUS GYNECOLOGY.

We are coming to a period of transition in the prac-

tice of surgical gynecology. Instead of essays on the

treatment, we now have studies on the cure and pre-

vention. . Preventive medicine, hygiene, sanitation and
sociology are now popular themes for medical socie-

ties. Philanthropy has taken the cue for medicine,

and is attempting to form a citizen rather than reform

him. I wish to emphasize the fact that we are not

dealing with the cold-science side of our art but with

the highest of humane interests. Tlie amount of

ignorance in the average woman of nature's require-

ments is appalling. Woman's sphere has lately wid-
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eued until now it is wide as man's. lias she equipped

herself for tliis race intelligeuily ? Look at the aver-

age woman in the cities, the average stenographer,

saleswoman, the business woman, do they uot daily

outrage tlieir bodies by compliance with the dictates

of fashion in food, dress and habits.

The tendency of gyneocologists to enter surgery is

tobe deprecarted. It narrows their opportunities. They
had better stay attached to obstetrics and pediatrics.

A woman's generative organs should not be doomed
because she has needed to visit a gynecologist. A
good diagnostician must know as much about woman
as about disease; as much about environment and
social and domestic relations as about pelvic lesions.

As specialists we must recognize and exercise the

important interests in a medical science which will

prevent rather than cure disease. As we know what
can be acquired may be prevented, hence we as

specialists should lead in the reform of those condi-

tions which are detrimental to the health of woman.

THE PATHOLOGT AND TREATMENT OF SUPPtJKATIVE
SALPINGITIS.

was the title of a paper read by Dr. F. F. Lawrence.
Dr. James B. Herrick, Chicago, read a paper

ON the importance of physical signs other
than murmdr in the diagnosis of valvular
disease of the heart.

Standard textbooks teach that an endocardial mur-
mur is not always an evidence of a valvular lesion, and
also that a valvular defect may exist and still no mur-

mur be present. Practically, however, conclusions are

usually based upon the presence or absence of murmur.
This is wrong, for there may be a valvular disease with-

out a distinct murmur being audible. Other findings

than murmur must be used in determining the existence

of a valvular lesion. Every valvular lesion must result

in hypertrophy and dilatation of the heart behind the

valve diseased. An increase in tension of the pulmo-
nary circulation follows an valvular lesion at tiie

mitral orifice, and later any aortic disease. This will

show an increased force of the pulmonic second tone.

Error in calling an inorganic murmur, organic, is

readily made, unless the secondary sounds are carefully

sought for. The intention of the paper was uot to un-

dervalue the importance of endocardial murmur, but to

insist that it is only by the complexus of signs and symp-
toms that an accurate diagnosis can be made. Of all

the evidences of heart disease, the least valuable is the

endocardial murmur.
Dr. R. H. Babcock, Chicago, read a paper entitled

A report of a case illustrating the value of
secondary physical signs in the diagnosis of
cardiac diseases.

Among other points brought out were— murmurs
are the least reliable signs of valvular disease. An ac-

curate diagnosis cannot be made unless the secondary

signs of valvular disease are recognized. If the heart

actions are not sufficiently strong tliere may not be any

murmur ; or a grave defect may not bi' observed for

the same reason. Secondary symptoms are a modified

pulse rate, character and rbytlim, leading to a conges-

tion of the veins and internal organs.

In some instances there is also systolic venous pul-

sation of the liver. Such systolic jugular pulsation is

diagnostic of insufficiency even if the murmur is not

audible.

Dr. I. N. Love, St. Louis, read a i)aper entitled

water.

Hydropathy has been a wonderful service to human-
ity. We can appreciate the necessity of water when
we remember that 75 per cent, of our body is made
up of water. It is just as important as the solids in

life's conditions. The demands for water are affected

by the amount of muscular exercise, and degree of

temperature to which the body is exposed. For an ir-'

ritated stomach or bilious colic nothing is superior to

liberal quantities of hot water. For "a night out"
two or three cups of hot water along with a cup or

two of hot coffee the next morning nothing is superior.

It soothes the nervous system if you will abstain from
food for a few hours.

We need water for nutrition, but also as well, and
more important, for a proper elimination.

Copious draughts of water for its stimulating effect

or the reduction of temperature have been used for many
years. The hot pack in convulsions of children is

often misused. Better begin with a tepid heat and add
cold water gradually. Hot water locally in inflamma-

tory conditions is most excellent.

Dr. Turck, Chicago. It seems to me the first in-

dication is to find out what the pathological conditions

are which you are trying to meet by water therapy.

We must know the condition of the stomach, before

advising the ingestion of large quantities of water.

The habit of taking great quantities of water into the

stomach, even two hours after a meal, will hinder the

process of digestion. On the other hand, if there is

an accumulation of material on the walls or other vis-

cera, then the taking of water would not be objec-

tionable.

Dr. I. A. Abt, Chicago, read a paper,

THE CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CHILD's FON-

TANELLE.

A paper was read by Dr. Edouard Boeckmann,
St. Paul, by the title of

OPERATIVE TREATMENT OF PTERYGIUM,

He suggested an operation which was a combina-

tion of some others referred to. A crescentric piece

is cut from the pterygium about five lines from its

head. This part is curetted thoroughly down to the

sclerotic. The head of the pterygium is dissected off.

At the convexity of the piece cut out a stitch is in-

serted and the opposing edges drawn together. This

leaves the curetted portion to granulate and form a

cicatrix.

Dr. Wm. H. Wilder, Chicago, read a paper on

SUBCONJUNCTIVAL INJECTION IN THE TREATMENT OP
CERTAIN DISEASES OF THE EYE.

The method consists in the injection beneath the

conjunctiva of minute quantities of bichloride of mer-

cury or cyanide of mercury in solution. The opera-

tion is not especially painful unless there be inflam-

mation present. It has been advocated for many other

conditions and diseases. Its exact limitations and in-

dications are not yet positively decided upon. It has

been impossible to get the same good results from the

salt injections, that one can obtain from the mercury.

We have in this new treatment a powerful adjunct to

the old and tried methods in some diseases of the eye.

Dr. Boeckmann : I have used these injections

since I first commenced to practice medicine, but at
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this time I am unable to say just bow much good they

really do.

Dr. Jas. H. Bdoknek, Cincinnati, read a paper on

RUPTURE OF THE CHOROID COAT.

The length of time which elapses from the date of

the accident, and impairment of vision, is no criterion

by which to judge of the amount of damage done to

the choroid. The rarity of rupture of the choroid is

due to the elasticity of the coats, together with the

soft and elastic cushion of fat upon which the eyeball

is supported.

Dr. W. S. Caldwell, Freeport, 111., discussed

ETHER AND CHLOROFORM; THEIR COMPARATIVE MER-
ITS AS AGENTS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF GENERAL
ANESTHESIA.

The author gave an extended resume of the statis-

tics of death from chloroform and ether. He stated

his preference for chloroform and his reasons therefor.

Dr. C. B. Parker, Cleveland, O., read a paper on

THe use of OXYGEN IN CHLOROFORM NARCOSIS.

Dr. C. Travis Drennen, Hot Springs, Ark., read

a paper on

SYPHILIS AS AN ETIOLOGICAL FACTOR IN THE PRO-
DUCTION OF TABES DORSALIS.

Dr. W. F. Barclay, Pittsburgh, Pa., on

DISEASES OF THE NOSE AND THROAT IN CHILDREN.

The autlior dwelt particularly on the possible results

of acute and chronic purulent and muco-purulent rhi-

nitis in children, pointing out not only the necessity for

more attention by the family physician, but demon-
strating as well that almost, if not all, of the pathologi-

cal conditions in the nose occurring in later life have
their origin in this condition in childhood.

SDRGICAL MELANGE,

was the title of a paper read by Dr. J. Merrill Eick-
ETTS, Cincinnati.

Papers were also read by Dr. Fenton B. Turck,
Chicago, on

FURTHER report ON THE TREATMENT OF FIVE HUN-
DRED CASES OF GASTRITIS.

By Dr. Casey A. Wood, Chicago, on

SOME RARE forms OF KERATITIS.

By Dr. A. E. Stearne, Indianapolis, on

THE SIGNIFICANCE AND OCCURRENCE OF CAPILLARY
PULSATION IN NERVOUS DISEASES.

By Dr. G. I. Cullen, Cincinnati, on

THE NEWER REMEDIES IN OTOLOGY AND THEIR
RESULTS.

The following officers were elected :

President— Dr. Thomas Hunt Stuckey, Louisville;
First Vice-President— Dr. Chas. A. Wheaton, St.
Paul; Second Vice-President— Dr. Paul Paquiu,
St. Louis; Secretary— Dr. H. \Y. Loeb, St. Louis;
Treasurer — Dr. W. W. Wishard, Indianapolis ; Mem-
ber of Judicial Council — Dr. H. T. Patrick, Chicago.
The next place of meeting was appointed at Louis-

ville, the third Tuesday in September, 1897.
Dr. H. Horace Grant was elected Chairman of the

Committee of Arrangements.
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ANNUS MEDICUS MDCCCXCVI.

The year 1896, while itself marked by substantial

progress along many Hues of medical research, will

perhaps be remembered chiefly as the anniversary year

of the end of the century. On May 14th occurred the

centennial of Jenner's first successful arm-to-arm vac-

cination, and on Oct:iber 16th, the semi-centennial of

the beginning of perhaps the greatest epoch in surgical

practice, the epoch of anesthesia. Had these two dis-

coveries alone marked the century of medicine which

ends with 1896, the benefits conferred by medical

science upon mankind would have been incalculably

great; but we have many more to add to these, two of

which— in surgery, the autiseptic treatment of wounds,

and in medicine the use of antitoxin-serum, especially

in diphtheria— are hardly second even to these great

discoveries in importance and value to mankind.

The notable celebration of the semi-centennial of

anesthesia at the Massachusetts General Hospital in

this city has been fully reported in our columns.

Other commemorative meetings were held by medical

societies during the year in various parts of the civil-

ized world. Meetings in honor of Jenner and vacci-

nation were noted in our issue of May 14th.

The position of the antitoxin treatment of diphtheria

has not materially changed during the year, nor has

any particular change been made by the year's experi-

ence in regard to our knowledge of the value of other

antitoxins and serums. A larger experience has been

gained with Widal's serum test in the diagnosis of

typhoid fever, and it has become of practical value to

physicians and boards of health.

Great activity in the application of the Rontgen rays

to medicine and surgery has resulted in substantial

progress.

By the death of Sir John Eric Erichsen, surgery in

England and America has lost an important contributor

to its progress and teaching, and one of the few
whose active surgical experience extended to the pre-

anesthetic period.
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The year will always be memorable for the occur-

rence of the Armenian massacres in Turkey, and the

prolongation of the bloody conflict between Spain and

Cuba.
CHOLERA.

The history of cholera this year has been an inter-

esting one, although different in many respects from

that of 1895, particularly in respect to its routes of

travel. At the close of 1895 the disease still con-

tinued in endemic form in the city and government of

St. Petersburg, and in the governments of Volhynia,

Podolia and Kieff. During the winter it gradually

died out in the Russian provinces though it continued

in St. Petersburg well into the spring. In Austria-

Hungary there were only a few cases during the

winter. The quarantine along the German frontier

was, however, continued, although there was compara-

tively little danger of invasion from this direction.

The principal outbreak of cholera, however, and

the one by which invasion of Europe, though success-

fully prevented, was for a long time threatened, was

the widespread and long-continued epidemic which has

prevailed through almost the entire year in Egypt. It

is an interesting fact that this epidemic did not arise,

as would have been expected, by extension along the

regular routes of travel from India, by way of the

Meccan pilgrimage, for there was this year no outbreak

of the disease in its usual hotbed and distributing

station, the Hedjaz. Stimulated, perhaps, by the

severe lesson learned in the epidemic of 1895, that

any relaxation of sanitary precautions was almost sure

to be followed by an outbreak, the Superior Council

of Health, composed of delegates from Egypt, Turkey,

England and the Low Countries modified the sanitary

measures to be taken in the case of the Meccan pilgrim-

age, in such a manner as markedly to increase their

efficiency. The corps of sanitary physicians sent to

Mecca was increased, and they were given the right of

rigorous oversight over the food of the pilgrims, and

the power to condemn anything prejudicial to health.

Arrangements were made for thorough draining of the

lodging-houses, and for clearing and watering the

streets, under the supervision of the sanitary agents.

Disinfection of pilgrims' clothes by steam was provided

for at Mecca, and in the interim before the installation

the stores and the clothing of patients who had died of

contagious disease were destroyed by fire.

Other important towns in the Hedjaz were placed

under special sanitary regulations, which were adapted

to their particular needs— with regard to water-supply,

arrangement of camps, barracks, etc. The usual quar-

antine arrangements for ports on the Red Sea were

made and carried out, and, as has been noted above, so

successfully that there was no outbreak in the Hedjaz

during the year.

Id spite of the success of these sanitary measures

in 1896, one country at least has suffered severely

during the whole year as a result of the epidemic ot

1895. It will be remembered that in last year's

accouut, the fact that an epidemic of cholera had

begun in the autumn at Damietta in Egypt was men-

tioned.

This outbreak, which began at Salhieh, a village

north of the delta of the Nile, is believed to have

been communicated to this village by pilgrims return-

ing from Mecca, where cholera was then epidemic.

In spite of vigorous sanitary measures which were at

once begun by Rogers Pasha, the director-general of

the sanitary service of Egypt, and his colleagues, the

disease spread up the valley of the Nile; and in

January, 1896, the first case appeared in Alexandria.

Although for four months its extent was limited, in

May, 1896, it had become epidemic in Cairo, and

assumed a threatening phase. Late in May cases of

cholera were found in Cairo, and its spread was rapid.

The praiseworthy efforts of the sanitary authorities

promptly reduced the mortality to but two or three

cases a day in a city of over half a million people.

The British army operating against the dervishes of

Upper Egypt was not exempt from many victims of

the cholera. The sanitary service, following and

checking the disease wherever it appeared, noted that

the epidemic was less virulent than those of 1865 and

1883, and that it expended its power chiefly upon the

poorer classes, as is shown by the fact that among

6,860 tourists in Egypt during the last season, there

was not a single case of cholera. A sanitary cordon

was established upon the Peninsula of Sinai, where

the baggage of returning pilgrims was disinfected;

ten days' quarantine was enforced there and at El Tor.

The extent of the ravages of this epidemic may be

judged by the fact that up to October 10, 1896, the

mortality was 18,110. During the autumn, with the

arrival of colder weather, the disease gradually died

out, until, in December, it had almost entirely disap-

peared. The Turkish quarantine against Egypt was

abolished in October.

The efficiency of the quarantine established against

Egypt in Turkey, and the other Mediterranean

countries, is shown by the fact that cholera was not

communicated from Egypt to a single Mediterranean

port during the year. Neither in Constantinople nor

in the Turkish provinces did cholera appear except

for a few sporadic cases during the early months of

the year— the last dying sparks of the epidemic which

raged so fiercely in 1895.

In India, however, where cholera has its perennial

home, and where it exists as a constant menace to

countries engaged in communication by trade or travel

with the delta of the Ganges, the year 1896 has proved

no exception to the general rule. In Bombay and

Calcutta cholera has been constantly reported through-

out the year, reaching its height during the spring

months, and gradually decreasing during the summer.

Between March Ist and April 25th there were 1,809

deaths from cholera registered in Calcutta.

In .Japan, which, as our readers will remember, was

devastated in the year 1895 by a severe epidemic of

cholera brought from China by the returning army,

and in which there was good reason to expect a recur-
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rence of the epidemic this year, only a few isolated

cases were reported, and of these the mortality was so

low that many were considered of doubtful genuine-

ness. The commendable vigilance and skill of the Jap-

anese sanitary authorities received its merited reward.

As will be seen from the above brief report, the

Western Contiuent was at no time during the year, in

danger of invasion, and the Continent of Europe was

not reached by cholera, even across the narrow Medi-

terranean. The fact that the epidemic in Egypt was

confined to the lower classes, who constantly resisted

the efforts of the sanitary authorities to stamp out the

disease, and for the most part refused to take the simple

precaution of boiling their drinking-water, was signifi-

cant of the ease with which cholera can be controlled

if by any chance it should gain a foothold in a civil-

ized and intelligent community. The fact is signifi-

cant, as stated above, that not a single case occurred

this year among the large number of tourists who
visited Egypt.

Late advices from Hong Kong (December 28th)

state that cholera has broken out in that city, and

quarantine regulations will be enforced in Japan against

certain Chinese ports. •

S)IALL-POX.

During the year 1896, small-pox has not prevailed

over any wide extent of territory in the United States,

and has been well controlled by the sanitary authorities

in the few instances in which it has gained any foot-

hold whatever. The valleys of the Mississippi and

Ohio Rivers, along the course of which it was carried

chiefly by the negro deck-hands of the river steamers

have at no time during the year been free from the

disease. At the close of the year 1895, there were

still a moderate number of small-pox cases in New
Orleans, and Memphis and a fairly wide diffusion of

the disease along the river ports of Arkansas. A
sharp epidemic occurred near the head of navigation

on the Ohio River, near Wheeling, W. Va. ; and at

Martin's Ferry, a port across the river, there were 140

cases and three deaths during December.

During January and February the disease continued

to increase in New Orleans, and in March began to

spread rapidly. The levee and cross-tie camps near

the different steamboat landings on the Mississippi

and its tributaries became infected, thus making it

practicable to convey persons sick with the disease

from one port to another by river steamers, and, as

cases were found occasionally among the deck pas-

sengers, some alarm was felt among health officials,

notably those at Shreveport, who refused to allow

boats from New Orleans to land at that port until sat-

isfied that all bands on board had been vaccinated.

Acting on the recommendation of the inspectors of the

Marine-Hospital Service, the Steamboat Captains and

Owners Exchange issued an order prohibiting the em-

ployment of roustabouts unless they furnished certifi-

cates of successful vaccination. During April exten-

sive vaccination was carried out among the steamer

crews, by special sanitary inspectors. The necessity

for this action is shown by the fact that between
February 29th and April 25th there were 589 cases

of small-pox in New Orleans, with 175 deaths. Dur-
ing the winter and early spring there were continual

reports of smallpox in the country districts of Arkan-
sas ; there were also a large number of cases at Mem-
phis, Tenn., and the adjacent country, and a consider-

able epidemic in Missouri along the Mississippi River.

During May a marked decline of the disease took

place at New Orleans, and it was no longer found

necessary to enforce vaccination among the crews of

the river steamers. During the spring months also

the disease declined in marked degree all along the

Mississippi Valley.

Through the winter, a few cases were reported in

Arizona, Tex., Cairo, 111. and in Kentucky ; and a

number of scattered cases occurred throughout a wide-

spread territory in Michigan. A few cases occurring

in Ohio and Western Pennsylvania were traced to the

arrival of persons bringing the infection from the epi-

demic at Martin's Ferry, O.

One of the severest outbreaks of small-pox in this

country during the year occurred among the densely

packed negro population of the city of Key West
during June and July. From the geographical prox-

imity and commercial relations of this city with Cuba,

one would at once suspect transmission from that coun-

try, where, as is well known, the conditions due to the

war on the island have led to extensive prevalence of

both small-pox and yellow fever. A careful investiga-

tion, however, failed to reveal the source of the epi-

demic, which was for a time difficult to control, owing

to the resistance of the ignorant population to isolation

and vaccination. A camp hospital with tents was es-

tablished by the Marine-Hospital Service, but attempts

on the part of the Mayor and the sheriff to enforce

their authority and compel the patients to be taken to

the hospital almost resulted in a riot, and were tem-

porarily abandoned by these officials ; whereupon the

State Commissioners of Health enforced a strict quar-

antine until the city authorities saw fit to avail them-

selves of the facilities for control of the disease pro-

vided by the State and Marine-Hospital Service. In

the course of time, the people were brought to reason,

and submitted to vaccination from house to hoase,

which was carried on by the State officials, with the

result that by the middle of August the disease was

well under control, and by the end of the month the

epidemic had been stamped out, and the hospital camp
was broken up. The epidemic had been so restricted

by the energetic work of the authorities that even in

spite of the unfavorable conditions under which they

worked, and the resistance of the ignorant population,

there had been only 42 cases and eight deaths.

On the island of Cuba all conditions have contributed

to the continuance and spread of small-pox. The con-

stant arrival of large numbers of unacclimated troops,

their crowding together in barracks, the massing of the

country population in the large towns under the edicts

of the captain-general, the destitution caused by the
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war, have all united as causes of the constant preva-

lence botli of small-pox and yellow fever. It is impos-

sible to form any estimate of the total mortality of

these diseases in the smaller cities throughout the

island. In the Spanish military hospitils it has been

very high. During July and August in the single city

of Santiago there were 30 to 40 deaths per week from

small-pox and an average of 900 to 1,000 cases. In

the autumn the disease declined, coincidently with an

increase in yellow fever. During the autumn small-

pox increased in Havana, to such an extent that in one

week there were 67 deaths.

In Rio de Janeiro, small-pox has, as usual, continued

throughout the year, and there have been slight epi-

demics in Peru at Lima and Callao.

In Constantinople and the Turkish Provinces small-

pox has been continually present throughout the year;

and during the summer there was a severe epidemic at

Diarbekir.

In England, London and the large cities of the

provinces were unusually free from sm.ill-pox through-

out the year. There are, of course, always a few cases

under treatment in the metropolitan hospitals in Lon-

don, but at no time was there an approach to an epi-

demic.

In Gloucester and the surrounding country in the

west of England, however, there was a severe epi-

demic during the winter and spring, which although

costing a large number of lives, certainly taught, in

quarters where this was much needed, a salutary les-

son on the value of vaccination. Gloucester had been

a centre of the anti-vaccination movement and vacci-

nation had been neglected for ten years. The mortal-

ity of the disease among the unvaccinated, especially

the high infant mortality, aroused the authorities at

last, but too late, to an appreciation of their folly, and

to a zealous enforcement of the vaccination laws. By
April 25th, there had been upwards of 1,300 cases in

Gloucester alone; by which it will be seen that the

epidemic was much severer than any which has oc-

curred in our own country during the year. The
mortality among the unvaccinated in this epidemic

contrasted so badly with that of the vaccinated, as to

convince the most sceptical of the value of Jenner's

priceless discovery.

YELLOW KEVER.

As is well known, yellow fever is endemic in Bio de

Janeiro, is continually present also among the sea-

ports of the West Indies, and frequently gains a foot-

hold in Mexican ports. The efficiency of our quaran-

tine service has this year, as usual, prevented its

gaining a foothold in our southern sea-ports, though

the danger was increased even more than in 1895 by

the extent of its spread in Cuba, owing to the ex-

tremely bad sanitary conditions of the island engen-

dered by the war. These conditions have been this

year even worse than last, as a continual stream of un-

acclimated troops has been added to the large force

already present on the island, and, as mentioned above,

owing both to the edicts of the captain-general and the

danger of pillage and murder by the troops if they

stayed at home, the country population had fJocked

into the cities, where disease, filth and destitution have

done their deadly work. It is notable that throughout

the year, yellow fever, however, has not molested the

native population to any extent, while its ravages

among the Spanish soldiers have been fearful. Small-

pox, on the other hand, has been much more fatal

among the native population than among the troops.

During the hot weather of the summer months,

while small-pox was declining, yellow fever increased

in extent and severity ; and in the autumn the small-

pox again increased, until in October both diseases

were at their height. In a single week in October

there were 70 deaths from yellow fever in Havana, 63

of them being among the soldiers in the military hos-

pitals.

In Rio de Janeiro, the height of the epidemic of

yellow fever was reached in February and March, the

summer months of that latitude. From February

8th to 29th there were 594 deaths from this cause,

and from March 14th to 29th, 459 cases.

During the spring there was an epidemic at Puerto

Rico, and in April a few cases occurred at Callao, Peru.

In October the disease gained a foothold at San Sal-

vador.

At the Southern quarantine stations of this country

the usual vigilance was maintained against the entrance

of yellow fever or small-pox in vessels from Rio and

Cuba, and a very large number of vessels were in-

spected and disinfected. So far as can be learned,

only one case of yellow fever has landed on our

shores this year, a second-cabin passenger on the

steamship Yucatan, which arrived at New York on

Monday, October 19th, from Havana. The patient

was not ill on his arrival, but was detained at Hoffman

Island because he had no acclimatization certificate

from the United States sanitary inspector at Havana.

At Hoffman Island he developed yellow fever, and

died in three days. A more striking example of the

practical value of quarantine system could hardly be

cited.

Several vessels which had had yellow fever on

board, either in Rio harbor or on the voyage north,

arrived at our quarantine stations, but the case above

reported was the only one which actually reached our

shores.

In November yellow fever continued steadily to in-

crease in Havana, and a severe epidemic broke out at

Port au Prince, Hayti, where the mortality was very

severe among the natives, and several officers of

American vessels lying at that port lost their lives.

PLAGUE.

In January, 1896, the United States Consul at

Canton, China, reported that a few cases of bubonic

plague had appeared in that city, and also that the

disease had been reported at Hong Kong ; and in Feb-

ruary it had spread to such an extent that an epidemic

similar to that of 1894 was feared, and the United

States Consul at Hong Kong refused to grant clean
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bills of health to steamers leaving that port for the

United States via Yokohama. lu March a Chinese

passenger from Hong Kong for the United States on

the steamer Gaelic went ashore at Yokohama and

died. He was buried by the Chinese, but the Japan-

ese authorities, suspecting trouble, exhumed the body,

and found the bacillus of plague. No other passen-

gers coming down with the disease after a detention

for a suitable time at Yokohama, the Gaelic was given

a clean bill of health and allowed to proceed, the

United States Marine-Hospital Service, of course, being

informed of the circumstances.

In April the plague was scattered everywhere

throughout Hong Kong and the adjoining districts
;

and Europeans, as well as Chinese, were numbered

among its victims. About 60 cases a week came

under the cognizance of the authorities, but no reli-

able account could be obtained of the number of cases

that actually occurred. In Canton a similar state of

things obtained. In April the Island of Hainan in

the Straits Settlements was declared infected. In

May the plague broke out in Foo Chow, and extended

rapidly through the poorer quarters of the City. Its

ravages continued during June, and the mortality was

much greater than in the epidemic of 1895, it being

estimated that in Hong Kong 95 per cent, of the cases

were fatal. In Canton in .June there were about 280

deaths a day. Through the hot summer weather the

plague at Hong Kong and Canton gradually declined,

though the disease still lingered there late into the

autumn. All through the season all vessels leaving

Hong Kong for the United States via Yokohama have

been carefully inspected at both these ports, and, when

suspicion of disease existed, have been held for disin-

fection. Quarantine and disinfection of luggage of

Chinese passengers have been frequentlj' practised at

our Pacific quarantine station. No case of plague or

small-pox has reached our shores from China or Japan.

The only portion of the Japanese Empire where

plague gained a foothold was the island of Formosa;

here there was a rather severe outbreak in the summer.

In September bubonic plague was reported in Bom-
bay, and had already a good firm foothold, as several

hundred persons had died of the disease. The ques-

tion of its origin was interesting. Since no even

probable source of infection by route of overland

travel could be traced, it was thought that the disease

must have been brought by sea, very probably from

Hong Kong, from which port ships are constantly ar-

riving in Bombay. The fact that plague is epidemic

coincidently among human beings and rats, which al-

ways die of it in large numbers, showed at least a

posssibility that the rats which infest the holds of

ships might have brought it with them to Bombay.

In October Professor Haft'kine established the identity

of the disease beyond doubt by finding the bacillus.

Early in October plague appeared in Calcutta.

The question of the mode of origin of this epidenjic

is of interest from the fact that in previous epidemics

the plague has spread slowly from its starting-point,

working its way outward very gradually. The fact

that before the disease appeared in Bombay, the rats

were noticed to be dying in large numbers, so that the

children used to amuse themselves playing with the

carcasses in the streets and throwing them at each

other, suggests the possibility of transmission by sea.

The epidemic, both at Bombay and Calcutta, was

regarded as a mild type of the disease, compared

with the 95 per cent, mortality of Hong Kong and

Canton, but the degree of mildness must have been ex-

tremely relative, when we consider the fact that up to

October 31st, out of 504 cases of plague reported at

Bombay, there had been 396 deaths. Efforts at re-

striction of the disease by sanitary measures were of

little avail, owing to the ignorance and filth of the in-

fected population.

In November the British Government appointed a

commission, of which Professor Haffkine is a mem-
ber, to investigate the disease, as to its nature, mode
of origin, commuuicability, etc. It is to be hoped

that their report will throw some light on the mode of

origin of this and other epidemics.

During the autumn there has been a not inconsider-

able epidemic in the Yeusen, in Southern Arabia.

Late advices from Bombay (December 28th) state

that plague is increasing, and that there have been

2,094 cases and 1,494 deaths. Martial law is threat-

ened unless the natives obey sanitary regulations.

TYPHUS FEVER.

Typhus Fever has been reported throughout the

year in Moscow and Warsaw in Russia, has been almost

constantly present in Madrid, and has occurred in

various sea-ports widely scattered over the globe. No
cases have reached the United States.

During January and February there were a good

many scattered cases at Liverpool, Loudon and other

English sea-ports, and a small epidemic occurred in

Glasgow, Scotland. All the cases occurred in an over-

crowded district, along the river and near the docks,

a district which had a reputation for the association of

overcrowding with typhus fever. The health authori-

ties combated the disease chiefly by removing the sick

to the hospital, declaring the worst of the houses

untenantable, and reducing the number of inmates in

others. A large number of cases were, nevertheless,

reported up to about the middle of April, when it

was brought under control.

The worst epidemic of the year has recently oc-

curred at the Austrian naval station of Pola. On
December 17th 700 cases were reported in the Naval

Hospital alone. The town was deserted by all who
could leave it, and the death-rate was very high.

BERI-BERI.

Throughout nearly the whole year this disease has

been endemic at the port of Rio de Janeiro, an aver-

age of five to twelve deaths per week being reported.

An isolated epidemic occurred during October and

November at the Richmond Insane Asylum, Dublin,

Ireland. Over 100 cases occurred, several of them
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beiug members of the uursiiig staff. Tbe disease was

of a mild form, tbough heart symptoms were promi-

uent, as in the epidemic of 1894.

INFLCENZA.

No pandemic of influenza has been reported this

year. From Constantinople during the spring months

constant reports were made of the prevalence of iuflu-

euza, and other respiratory diseases. The long dura-

tion of time over which the cases occurred, and the

absence of any period of especial severity, however,

point against these cases belonging to the type of

epidemic influenza.

THE SANITARY CONDITION OF TURKEY.

The crowning atrocity of the year 1896 has been, as

all tbe world knows, the wholesale massacre of the Ar-

menians in Constantinople and the Turkish provinces.

Owing to tbe widespread suffering and destitution

following upon the murder of the bread-winners, star-

vation and misery have prevailed throughout that

stricken country, and to these evils have been added

the ravages of disease. The sanitary reports from

Constantinople and the provinces during the spring

months were unvaryingly bad. Following the massa-

cres in Marasb and Zeitoun came influenza, small-pox,

typhus and typhoid fevers, and dysentery. Epidemics

and famine following massacre reduced the unfortu-

nate population to a state of wretchedness beyond all

description. The efforts of Miss Clara Barton and

the American mission in relieving these unfortunates

were productive of results which under the prevailing

conditions were surprisingly good.

In Constantinople through the year almost all the

infectious diseases except cholera, have claimed many

victims, and the misery resulting from the massacres,

has reduced that city to a sanitary condition, if possi-

ble, worse than the ordinary.

ANTITOXIN IN DIPHTHERIA.

The experience of the past year in regard to the

antitoxin of diphtheria has justified the hopes to which

early experience gave rise.

The most important contribution to the statistics of

the subject was the exhaustive report of the American

Pediatric Society's collective investigation on the use

of antitoxin in private practice, published in the Jour-

nal of July 2d. Six hundred and fifteen physicians

recorded their experience in 3,384 cases— and to

these were added 942 and 1,468 cases treated at their

homes by the New York and Chicago Boards of

Health respectively, up to May 2d of this year, and

tbe mortality of the whole was only 713, or 12.3 per

cent. Brought out in the most striking manner by

the report was the low mortality when the remedy

was given early in that disease.

Taking only the cases injected within the first three

days, the mortality is 7.3 per cent, of all cases. Omit-

ting from these those dying within twenty-four hours

of injection, the ratio is further reduced to 4.8 per

cent., which more than substantiates Behring's claim

of a reduction of diphtheria mortality to five per

cent., if treated on the first or second day. The

mortality of the 1,448 cases injected after the fourth

day wag only 27 per cent.

The result in the laryngeal cases was even more
convincing of the value of antitoxin. In one-half of

the cases no intubation was required, and of tbe 537

cases coming to operation only 25.9 per cent, died, a

mortality less than half as great as ever reported by

any other method of treatment.

The mortality in 4,837 cases confirmed by bacteri-

ological examination was 11.4 per cent, and in 957

cases in which the clinical diagnosis only was made,

16.3 per cent.

The fact that these statistics were drawn from dif-

ferent and widely separated localities, and therefore

under every possible variation as to local conditions,

severity of the epidemic, etc., gives them a value

much greater than that of statistics shown from single

institutions, and effectually answers the argument that

the favorable results of the use of antitoxin are due to

especial mildness of the epidemic, inclusive of a large

number of mild cases owing to report of Klebs-LofBer

bacillus, special facilities for antiseptic treatment, etc.

Another confirmation of the value of antitoxin

treatment during the year was the report of the Lon-

don Metropolitan Asylums Board, which appeared in

March, and which showed that the mortality from

diphtheria in the hospitals of the board in 1895, when
62 per cent, of the cases received the antitoxin treat-

ment was 22.5 per cent, against a mortality of 29.6

per cent, in 1894, when antitoxin was not used. The
mortality in cases requiring tracheotomy fell from 70.4

per cent, in 1894 to 49.6 per cent, in 1895, a fall

which could hardly be due to anything else than the

antitoxin treatment. The severity of the disease in

the two years being about equal, the superintendents

of the hospitals agreed that the decrease in mortality

must be ascribed to antitoxin.

The fact that the mortality percentage has been

reduced in Loudon to a less extent than in any other

large city by the treatment naturally gives rise to

the surmise that the quality of antitoxin furnished by

the laboratories of the board is not up to the standard

of that provided in other cities. The extreme liability

to variation in the strength of this product, owing to

the many variable elements which enter into its pro-

duction, are too well known to need comment. The
improvements in methods of administration which

have been adopted in other countries have been slow

to find place in England. At Guy's Hospital last

summer, we are informed, this serum was injected

by means of an aspirator.

Later information from London came in the paper

read by Dr. Dixej' before the Carlisle meeting of the

British Medical Association last summer, in which on

the basis of the case mortality for the first half of the

year, he computed that the mortality for the entire

year would fall below 20 per cent. The case mortality

for the first half of the year, 20.2 per cent., was the

lowest mortality ever recorded in London, and meant

an annual saving of some hundreds of lives.

The experience of the year at the Boston City

Hospital has fully sustained the good record previously

made there bv the antitoxin treatment. As stated by

Dr. J. H. McCollom, in a paper read before the

Massachusetts Medical Society iu June, and published

in the Journal of August 13th, the average death-

rate iu that hospital up to September, 1895, was 43

per cent. Since that date, which marked the beginning

of the era during which all the cases have received

antitoxin treatment, the mortality has been 12.5 per
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cent. The cases treated at the City Hospital were

nearly all of them severe cases. We are informed

that during the latter half of the year, the same low

mortality-rate has been maintained. A smaller number

of laryngeal cases now comes to operation, and the

mortality of operative cases has decreased nearly oue-

half. The lesser operation of intubation has almost

replaced tracheotomy, which is uow very rarely per-

formed. With regard to the correspondence between

the clinical and bacteriological diagnosis of diphtlieria,

Dr. McCollom's words are significant :
" Bacteriological

examinations were made iu every instance," and " the

failure to obtain a positive result has occurred so

seldom as not to be an element of the slightest value,

having been due to some error in technique."

The mortality from diphtheria at the Hopital des

Enfants Malades iu Paris during 1895, was 13.85 per

cent. Rous antitoxin serum was employed in all

cases.

From all quarters and under all conditions where the

antitoxin treatment has been carried out, the reports

issued during the year 1896 hare fully sustained the

claims made for it. There can be no doubt that thou-

sands of lives have already been saved by this remedy,

which may be justly termed the greatest contribution

to the healing art made by modern scientitic medicine.

A table published by Biggs and Guerard,' comparing

the case mortality of diphtheria in New York, Berlin

and Paris in 1895 and 1896 with that of recent years,

shows that in New York the case mortality of diph-

theria, which from 1880 to 1895 averaged about 35

per cent., has fallen in 1895 and 1896 to about 16 per

cent.

The monthly mortality from diphtheria and croup

in Paris from 1889 to September, 1894, when anti-

toxin came into general use, ran somewhere between

100 and 200 cases, the largest number of cases in any

month being 219, and the smallest 58. Since antitoxin

came into general use, the largest number of deaths in

anv month has been 73, and the smallest 14. The
total number of deaths from diphtheria and croup in

Paris iu 1889 was 1,890; in 1893, 1,266; in 1894,

1,009. and iu 1895, 440.

In Berlin the mortality from diphtheria and croup

between 1889 and 1895 ran between 1,078, and 1,643

annually. In 1895, with antitoxin in general nse, the

mortality was 996, and for the first half of 1896 was

294.

The fact that antitoxin has begun to exert a marked
influence upon the municipal death-rate from diphtheria

in some of our large cities can hardly be gainsaid.

THE ANTITOXIN TREATMENT OF TETANUS.

Owing to the fact that the number of antitoxic

units required to successfully combat the action of the

tetanus toxin, increases so rapidly with the lapse of

time after inoculation, and with the severity of the

initial infection, it is hardly to be expected that the

curative effects of antitoxin tetanus will bear com-
parison with that in diphtheria. The mortality in 44

cases of tetanus treated by antitoxin'' has been 16 per

cent. The mortality in acute tetanus, not so treated,

has been estimated at 80 to 90 per cent., and in chronic

tetanus, 50 per cent. Although we must admit the

possibility of the modification of statistics by the fact

that all cases which have resulted unfavorably have

> Medical News, Decfmber 19, 1896.
2 Hoiir\ .Jackson : iSIet-iicalCoiiiDiunicatious, Ma±$sacliiisetts Mudical

Society, 1896, p. 218.

probably not been reported, the mortality in the

reported cases has been so low as to make it our duty,

as .Jackson says, to " give the patient the benefit of the

doubt, and use the remedy." Even in cases where the

treatment has begun late, and only after the disease

had made extensive inroads, success has been attained.

SERO-THERAPT IN STREPTOCOCOtTS INFECTION.

The evidence which has accumulated during 1896
cannot be said to be strongly in favor of the value of

sero-therapy in streptococcus infection.

The discussion as to its value by the Obstetrical

Society of France last April resulted in the main
against the serum. Charpeutier reported 40 cases from

the practice of his colleagues, mortality, 42 per cent.

Stimulating and general treatment was also given in

all these cases. The general opinion was that the

success was not brilliant, and that the serum was not

found to be without ill effects. Against these results,

we have besides Marmorek's large number of cases of

erysipelas (413), in which he found improvement in

general and local condition, and fall of temperature to

result from the treatment.

The cases reported by other observers are too few to

be of any value in forming an opinion. Roux and
Baginsky, however, report that they have found the

serum of distinct advantage in the complications (en-

larged glands, etc.), following scarlet fever, and due to

the streptococcus.

SERO-THERAPT IN TUBERCULOSIS.

The treatment of tuberculosis by Maragliano's

method has been favorably reported on by Rienzi (of

Naples), Bernheim, and Maragliano himself.* In this

country, Worcester* has reported favorable results

from antiphthisin and tuberculin, and Paul Paquin

from the serum of immunized horses.

The loopholes for error are so great iu tuberculosis,

however, so man}' cases get well under general and
tonic treatment, and so many improve under any treat-

ment, only to grow worse again and die in the end,

that a very convincing series of cases will be necessary

to establish the value of any of the serums in tuber-

cular diseases.

SERO-THERAPT IN OTHER DISEASES.

Legrain reports the treatment of typhus by the

serum of patients convalescing from attacks at the

prison at Bougie, with favorable results. There were
40 cases with 12 deaths without the serum, and 39

cases with two deaths with it. The number of cases

is too small to form judgment of its value.

Cases of typhoid fever treated by the serum of

convalescents have been too few to be of value.

HAFFKINe's INOCULATIONS AGAINST CHOLERA.

Haffkine's inoculations against cholera have been

pursued this year both by Ilaffkiue himself, and by
other observers, and a continuance of the favorable

results of former years is reported.

THE RONTGEN RATS IN MEDICINE.

Toward the close of 1895 the news was published

in the daily press that Professor Roiitgen of Wiirz-

burg had discovered a new kind of rays which would
pass through the soft tissues of the body, but not

through the bones, and would affect a photographic
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plate, so that a photograph of the boues, showing

their exact outline, could be taken through the tissues

of the living body. Soon the evidence as to this as-

tonishing discovery became so well established as to

be beyond doubt, and physicists and medical men all

over the world entered into the study of the new kind

of radiation, the former seeking to find out the nature

of the rays from a scientific standpoint, and the latter

to perfect the methods of application to medicine and

surgery, and ascertain their possible value in tlie study

of medical and surgical disease. With the results of

these iuvestigations the reports published in the Jour-

nal during the year have already made our readers

familiar. A brief resume, however, of the progress

during the year in their surgical and medical applica-

tion may be of interest.

Great activity has been displayed during the year

in the modification of the Crookes tubes, that portion

of the apparatus from which the rays are actually

given off, in order to increase the intensity of the

radiation, so as to shorten the time necessary for ex-

posure of the object to the rays, and to increase the

definition of the resulting skiagraphs. Much has been

accomplished in this direction, and much also in the

perfection in detail and definition of the skiagraphs.

In fluorescopy also, marked progress has been made
iu perfecting the detail of the instruments and their

application. It has now become possible for the sur-

geon in his office or the hospital to examine fractures

with the fluorescope, to correct deformity, and to check

his results by the fluorescope or skiagraph.

The most easy and obvious application of the rays,

and therefore the first, was the detection of foreign

bodies in the tissues. In the early daj's, hundreds of

foreign bodies were removed from the extremities

;

and naturally, for when the patients were assured by

the radiography that the foreign bodies were there,

they of course wanted them removed, thus furnishing

gratification to the patient, and to the surgeon a case

to report of the successful location of a foreign body

by the x-rays, and its removal. As the process in-

creased in definition and penetrating power, so that

the deeper regions of the body could be explored, for-

eign bodies were located in the alimentary canal, and

jackstones, coins, etc., impacted iu the esophagus were

successfully located and removed. It was found that

uric-acid calculi obstructed the rays, but that gall-

stones were so transparent to them that they could

not be differentiated from the ordinary tissues of the

body. It was found that buttons on the clothing ob-

structed the rays, and that care must be taken not to

confuse such extraneous objects with calculi.

It is in the diagnosis and treatment of fractures,

however, that the x-rays seem likely to find their

most important application. It has been found by

numerous observers that fractures which to ordinary

meihods of investigation are apparently perfectly re-

duced, show considerable deformity under the x-rays,

and it may perhaps be possible in certain cases to se-

cure by the use of the fluorescope more perfect appo-

sition of fragments than by ordinary methods. The
prognosis of fractures as to rapidity of union and re-

sulting deformity will probably be helped by the

x-rays. In obscure dislocations, also, the x-rays have

undoubtedly aided accurate diagnosis, and treatment.

The diagnosis of tumors of the bones and joints,

and therefore the prognosis and treatment have been

facilitated by the x-rays in numerous reported cases.

With regard to the admission of skiagraphs as evi-

dence in court, although they have so far been ex-

cluded from trials in this part of the country, the

opinion was expressed by the judge in a recent case

tried before the Suffolk Superior Court that the infor-

mation gained by the physician by means of the x-rays

was of analogous character to that gained by the

examination of internal organs by other instruments

employed in diagnosis, and that he was disposed to

admit such evidence in medical testimony. There is

no doubt that at an early day such evidence will be

admitted, and if exceptions are taken, the question will

be carried to the Supreme Court and permanently de-

cided.

Iu medicine the fluorescope has been proved to be
of value in regard to the diagnosis of the chest, tuber-

culosis of the lungs, pleurisy with effusion, aneurisms
of the aorta, etc. ; and iu the hands of Dr. Francis

H. Williams of this city has been shown to be of

distinct value in accurate determination of the heart's

area.

The amount that has been accomplished by the

x-rays during the short time they have been in use

points toward the probability that as experience and
experiment perfect our methods, the value of the rays

in medicine and surgery will be greatly increased.

MEDICAL CONGRESSES AND MEETINGS.

The Second Pan-American Medical Congress was
held in the City of Mexico beginning the IGth of

November ; the American Surgical Association met at

Detroit, May 26 to 28 ; the American Dermatological
Association, at Hot Sulphur Springs of Virginia, Sep-

tember 8 to 10; the American Public Health Associa-

tion, at Buffalo, N. Y., September 15 to 18 ; the Ameri-
can Climatological Association, at Lakewood, N. J.,

May 12 and 13; the American Orthopedic Associa-

tion, at Buffalo, N. Y., May 19 to 2] ; the American
Neurological Association, at Philadelphia, Pa., June 3
to 5 ; the American Pediatric Society, at Montreal,
Can., May 25 to 27 ; the American Gynecological

Society, at New York, May 26 to '2>i ; the American
Laryngological Association, at Pittsburgh, Pa., May
14 to 16; the American Association of Geuito-Urinary
Surgeons, at Atlantic City, N. J., June 2 and 3 ; the

Association of American Physicians, at Washington,
D. C, May 1 and 2; the American Medical Associa-

tion, at Atlanta, Ga., May 5 to 8 ; the Association of

Military .Surgeons of the United States, at Philadel-

phia, Pa., May 12 to 14; the American Academy of

Medicine, at Atlanta, Ga., May 2 and 4; the Ameri-
can Electro-Therapeutic Association, at Boston, Mass.,

September 29 to October 1 ; the American Academy
of Railway Surgeons, at Chicago, ill., September ii3

to 25 ; the American Medical Publishers' Association,

at Atlanta, Ga., May 4 ; the American Microscopical

Society, at Pittsburgh, Pa., Aug. IS to 20; the Ameri-
can Association of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, at

Richmond, Va., September 22 to 24 ; the National
Confederation of State Medical Examining and Li-

censing Boards, at Atlanta, Ga., May 4; the Southern
Surgical and Gynecological Association, at Nashville,

Tenn., November 10 to 12; the Mississippi Valley
Medical Association, at St. Paul, Minn., September
15 to 18; the Tri-State Medical Society of Alabama,
Georgia and Tennessee, at Nashville, Tenn., October
13 to 15.

The Third International Congress of Dermatology
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was held in Loudou, August 4 to 8 ; the P'ourth luter-

national Congress of Hydrology, Climatology and Ge-
ology was held at Clermont-Ferrand, France, Septem-
ber 20 to October 4 ; the International Congress of

Obstetrics and Gynecology was held at Geneva, Sep-

tember 1 to 5 ; the Sixty-fourth Annual Meeting of

the British Medical Association was held in Carlisle,

July 28 to 31 ; the Twenty-fifth Anniversary Meeting

of the Association of German Surgeons was held

at Berlin, May 25 to 30; the Fourteenth Annual
German Congress of Internal Medicine was held at

Wiesbaden from the 8th to the llth of April; the

Third French Congress of Internal Medicine was held

at Nancy, on August 6 ; the Tenth Congress of the

French Surgical Association was held at Paris iu

October.

LECTURES.

In connection with established lectureships in the

United States and Great Britain, the following lectures

and orations were delivered :

The Cartwright Lectures, before the Alumni Asso-

ciation of the College of Physicians and Surgeons,

New York, on " The Morphology of the Ileo-Colic

Junction and Large Intestine iu Vertebrates," "The
Evolution of the Human Cecum and Vermiform Ap-
pendix, and the Probable Lines of Derivation of the

Corresponding Structures in Other Vertebrates," and
" The Morphology of the Bronchial System, and its

Relation to the Pulmonary Vascular Supply in Mam-
malia," by Dr. George P. Hunter, Professor of Anat-
omy in the College ; the Middleton-Goldsmith Lectures

on '• The Relation between luHammation and Certain

Forms of Fibrous Hyperplasia," by Prof. G. J. Adami,
M.D., of McGiU University ; the Shattuck Lecture be-

fore the Massachusetts Medical Society, on " Gangrene
as a Complication and Sequel of the Continued Fevers,

especially of Typhoid," by William W. Keen, M. D.,

LL.D., Professor of the Principles of Surgery and of

Clinical Surgery, Jefferson College, Philadelphia; the

Harveiaii Oratiou on " Harvey and Galen," before the

Royal College of Physicians of London, by Joseph
Frank Payne, M.D. Oxou. ; the Ingleby Lectures on
•'The Mechanism of Binocular Vision, and the Causes
of Strabismus," by Priestley Smith, M.R.C.S; the

Crooniau Lectures on " A Contribution to the Study
of the Blood and the Circulation," by George Oliver,

M.D., F.R.C.P. ; the Goulstouian Lectures on "The
Life-History of the Malaria Germ Outside the Human
Body," by Patrick Mausou, M.D., F.R.C.P., LL.D.;
the Lumleian Lectures on "The Sequels of Diseases,"

by Sir Dyce Duckworth, M.D., LL.D. Edin., F.R.C.P.
Lond. ; the Erasmus Wilson Lectures ou "The Gen-
eral Pathology of Bone," before the Royal College of

Surgeons of England, by W. G. Spencer, Ii\R.C.S.

Eng. ; the Lettsomiau Lectures on " The Objects and
Limits of Operations for Cancer," by Watson Cheyne,
F.R.C.S., F.R.S. ; the Milroy Lectures ou " The Value
of Isolation and its Difficulties," by Edward Seaton,
M.D., F.R.C.P.; the Bradshaw Lecture ou "Subjec-
tive Sensations of Sound," by W. R. Gowers, M.D.
Lond., F.R.S. ; the Huuterian Lectures ou "Infantile
Syphilis," by J. A. Coutts, M.B., Cantab,, M.R.C.P.
Loud.; the Huxley Lecture ou " Receut Advances in

Science, and their Bearing on Medicine and Surgery,"
by Michael Foster, M.D., F.R.S. ; the Cavendish Lect-
ure ou "The Centenary of the Discovery of Vaccina-
tion by Edward Jenner," by Thomas Bryant, M.D.,
F.R.C.S. ; the Bradshaw Lecture ou " Vesical Stone

and Prostatic Disorders," by Reginald Harrison, F.R.
C.S. Eng.

NECROLOGT. FOREIGN.

William Morrant Baker, F.R.C.S., I^ng. consulting

surgeon to St. Bartholomew's Hospital, died October

3, aged fifty-seven.

William Cholmeley, M.D., F.R.C.P., died in Lon-
don iu October, aged seventy-three. He was formerly
physician to the Great Northern Hospital.

Armand Despres, M.D., a noted French surgeon,

died in Paris iu July, aged sixty-eight.

John Langdon Hayden Langdou Down, M.D.,
F.R.C.P., London, consulting physician to the Lon-
don Hospital, died October 7, aged sixty-seven.

Sir John Eric Erichsen, professor of surgery in

University College, London, died July 23, aged seventy-

eight.

George Harley, M.D., late physician to University

College Hospital, died in London October 27, aged
sixty-seven.

Sir George Murray Humphrey, M.D., F.R.C.S.,

F.R.S., professor of surgery in the University of

Cambridge, died at Cambridge, September 24, aged
seventy-six.

Sir George Johnson, M.D., F.R.C.P., F.R.S., for-

merly professor of clinical medicine iu King's College

Medical School, and physician extraordinary to the

Queen, died iu July, aged seveuty-eight.

Dr. Leloir, professor of dermatology in the Lille

Medical Faculty, died iu July at Lille, France, aged
forty-two.

George Lewin, M.D., formerly professor of derma-
tology of Berliu University, died November 2, aged
seventy-six.

E. Nicaise, M.D., a distinguished surgeon and for-

merly president of the Socieie de Chirurgie, died in

Paris in July, aged fifty-eight.

Dr. Pajot, houorary professor of obstetrics in the

Paris Faculty, died iu Paris in October, aged eighty.

M. Constantin Paul, M.D., member of the Academy
of Medicine, Professeur Agrege of the Paris Medical
Faculty, and physician attached to the Charitu Hospi-
tal, died in April.

Prof. Emil DuBois Reymond, M.D., the distin-

guished physiologist, died in Berliu, December 24,

aged seventy-eight.

Sir J. Russell Reynolds, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P.,
physician in ordinary to her majesty's household, late

presideut of the Royal College of Physicians, died

March 29, aged sixty-eight.

Sir Benjamin Ward Richardson, M. D., died in Lon-
don, November 20, aged sixty-eight.

Jules Eugene Rochard, M.D., formerly luspector-

General of the Health Department of the French
Navy, died September 13, aged seventy-seven.

Dr. Nicholas Rudinger, professor of anatomy in the

Uuiversity of Muuich, died August 25, aged forty-four.

William Reynold Salmon, M.R.C.S., died in South
Wales, May 11, aged one hundred and six. He was
at the time of his death the oldest physician iu the

United Kingdom, the oldest member of the Royal
College of Surgeons and the oldest Freemason in the

world.

Professor Sapjjey, the distinguished anatomist, died

March 14, at the age of eighty-six.

Moriz Schili', M.D., [irol'essor of physiology in the

University of Geneva, died October 6, aged seventy-

three.
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M. Germain See, M.D., died in Paris on March 13,

aged seveuty-seveu.

Mariaui Semmola, M.D., died in Naples April 5,

aged sixty-five. He was professor of pharmacology
and therapeu'ics at the University of Naples.

P. Stoltz, M.D., formerly professor of obstetrics in

Strasburg and Nancy, died in October, aged ninety-

two.

M. Terillon, the distinguished French surgeon, died

in January in Paris, aged fifty-one.

Luigi Villa, M.D., professor at the Milan Institute

of Sero-therapy, died in July from accidental inocula-

tion with a culture of glanders with which he was
experimenting.

Professor Vulliet, President-elect of the Interna-

tional Congress of Gynecology and Obstetrics held at

Geneva in September, died in April.

NECROLOGY. UNITED STATES.

William Anderson, M.D., a former president of the

Indiana State Medical Society, died March 29, aged

seventy.

William C. Benedict, M.D., formerly chief physi-

cian to the Blockley Hospital for the Insane in Phila-

delphia, died in Brooklyn, N. Y., August 17, aged

seventy-six.

P. F. Beverly, M.D., at one time president of the

Ohio State Medical Society, died at Columbus, Ohio,

September 18, aged sixtj-uine.

John H. Callender, M.D., professor of materia

medica and therapeutics, and afterwards of diseases of

the brain and nervous system, in the University of

Nashville, and formerly editor of the NathvUle Patriot

and Union and American, died August 7, aged sixty-

four.

James Edgar Chancellor, M.D., formerly demon-
strator of anatomy in the medical department of the

University of Virginia, and president of the Virginia

State Medical Society, died September 11, aged

seventy.

Charles J. Chalklev, M.D., professor of medical

jurisprudence and toxicology in the University College

of Medicine, Richmoud. Va , died September 13, aged
thirty-six.

George C. Shattuck Choate, M.D., for ten years

the superintendent of the Taunton Insane Asylum,
died at Pleasautville, N. Y., June 26, aged seventy.

Thomas Ferris Cock, M.D., consulting physician to

the City Hospital, New York, N. Y., and formerly presi-

dent of the College of Physicians and Surgeons, died

June 11, aged seventy-seven.

Hiram Corson, M.D., died at Plymouth Meeting,

Penn., on March 4, aged ninety-two.

David L. Daggett, M.D., aged seventy-live, died in

New Haven, February 23. He had been president of

the New Haven Medical Society, president of the

New Haven County Medical Society and a member
of the Connecticut Medical Society since 1843.

Kenneth N. Fen wick, M.D., of Kingston, Can.,

profissor of obstetrics and gynecology in Queen's

University, Kingston, died iu January of septicemia,

aged forty-live.

Charles S. I). Fessenden, M.D., U.S.M.H.S. (re-

tired), died in Portland, Me., July 23, aged seventy-

two. He was born in Portland in 182H, a son of

General Samuel Fessenden. He was at his death the

oldest surgeon in the United States Marine- Hospital

Service.

Carleton Pennington Frost, M.D., LL.D., dean and
professor of the science and practice of medicine in

Dartmouth Medical College, died in Hanover, N. H.,

May 24, aged sixty-six. He was a trustee of Dart-

mouth College and he had for many years been one of

the trustees of the State Insane Asylum. He had
been president of the State Medical Societies of New
Hampshire and Vermont.

George D. Hoisteiu, M.D., formerly president of

the Brooklyn Dermatological Society, and editor of a

journal devoted to skin diseases, died August 21, aged
thirty-nine.

Thomas Horn, M.D., formerly professor of the In-

stitute of Medicine at the Alban)' Medical College,

died at Albany, N. Y., June 18, aged eighty-eight.

William Hunt, M.D., of Philadelphia, died in that

city on April 17, aged seventy-one. He was demon-
strator of anatomy in the medical department of the

University of Pennsylvania from 1854 to 1864, and
surgeon to the Pennsylvania Hospital from 1863 to

1893.

James H. Leavitt, M. D., one of the oldest dentists

in Massachusetts, died in Pittsfield, September 28.

He was eighty years old and had been in continuous

practice for sixty-one years.

Abraham Livezey, M.D., one of the oldest physi-

cians of Pennsylvania, and at one time professor of

obstetrics in the Woman's Medical College of Phila-

delphia, died August 31, aged seventy-five.

Professor George H. Markoe, founder of the Mas-
sachusetts College of Pharmacy, and for many years

identified with all its interests, died in Boston in

September.

Laughton McFarlane, M.D., professor of surgery

at Toronto University, died February 29, aged fifty-

four.

James Bissett Murdoch, M.D., of Pittsburgh, late

dean of the Western Pennsylvania Medical College

and a former president of the Pennsylvania Medical

Society, died October 29, aged sixty-six.

Henry K. Putney, M. D., formerly superintendent

of the Kentucky State Insane Asylum at Louisville,

died at Garrettsville, Ky., September 2, aged sixty-

nine.

Francis Huntington Rankin, M.D., died in Newport,
R. I., November 9, in tlie fifty-first year of his age.

James E. Reeves, M.D., of Chattanooga, Tenn.,

died on January 4, at the age of sixty-seven years,

after a short illness. He was a trustee of the Ameri-
can Medical Association and had at different times

held numerous important public positions, both within

and without the medical profession.

Frank Whitman Ring, M.D., executive surgeon of

the Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital, New York
City, died at New Haven, Conn., July 17, aged forty-

eight.

John Howard Ripley, M.D., consulting physician

to St. .Joseph's Hospital and to the Hospital for Rupt-

ured and Crippled, formerly clinical professor of the

diseases of children iu the University of the City of

New York, died February 14, aged fifty-nine.

James West Roosevelt, M.D., died on April 10,

aged ihirtN -eight. He was attending physician to

Bellevue and Roosevelt Hospitals, New York City.

George W. Ryan, M.D., surgeon to St. Mary's and

the Presbyterian Hospitals, Cincinnati, O., died July

11, aged thirty -six.

Moses W. Russell, M.D., of Concord, N. H., died
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April 17, aged fifty-nine. He was secretary of the

New Hamfishire Medical Society in 1879 and 1880

and president in 1892.

Leonard J. Sauford, M.D., formerly professor of

anatomy aud physiology in Yale University, died in

New Haven, Conn., December 12.

Samuel Sextou, M.D., the distinguished otologist,

died in New York on July 11, aged sixty-three.

Charles Styer, M.D., formerly physician to the

German Hospital, Philadelphia, aud acting assistant

surgeon United States Marine-Hospital Service, died

July 6, aged forty-six.

Joseph M. Toner, M.D., of Washington, died in

September at the age of seventy-one. He was presi-

dent of the American Medical Association in 1873,

and of the American Public Health Association in

1874.

W. H. Wilkes, M.D., some time professor of ob-

stetrics and childrens' diseases in Kansas City, and
president of the Texas State Medical Association,

died in September, aged sixty-three.

William Wallace, M.D., who served as surgeon to

the British Army during the Crimean War, died in

Brooklyn, N. Y.. December 22, aged sixty-one. He
was connected with several hospitals in Brooklyn.

NECROLOGY MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL SOCIETY.

H. C. Chapiu, M.D., died in Lincoln, October 31,

aged eighty-one.

Oscar Dustin Cheney, M.D., died in Haverhill,

October 29, aged fifty.

George Badger Cogswell, M.D., died in North
Easton, March 6, aged sixty-one.

George Walter Copelaud, M.D., died in Middle-

borough, April 30, aged fifty.

Thaddeus Thompson Cushman, M.D., died iu Ran-
dolph, February 6, aged seventy-six.

Eugene Fillmore Dunbar, M.D., died in Roxbury,
February 20, aged forty-four.

James Dunlap, M.D., died in Northampton, August 3.

William Crauch Bond Fifield, M.D., died iu Dor-

chester, September 10, aged sixty-eight.

Edward Jacob Forster, M.D., of Boston, died May
15, aged forty-nine.

Samuel Tappan Harmon, M.D., died in West Rox-
bury, February 7, aged thirty-seven.

Frank Whitman Harriman, M.D., died in Boston

January 7, aged twenty-one.

Richard Manning Hodges, M.D., died in Boston,

February 9, aged sixty-eight.

William Cooke Holyoke, M.D., died in Boston,

November 6, aged fiftj'-four.

Amos Howe Johnson, M.D., died in Salem, May 12,

aged sixty-four.

George Wallace Kelley, M.D., formerly of Barn-

stable, died at Pasadena, Cal., May 20, aged thirty-

nine.

John Milne Mackenzie, M.D., died in Fall River,

July 11, aged forty-one.

Robert Wingate Newell, M.D., died in Boston,

April 9, aged eighty-one.

Franklin Williams Pierce, M.D., formerly of

Marston Mills, died at Edgartown, October 19.

George Henry Randall, M.D., died in North Reho-

both, January 18, aged seventy.

Joshua Bartlett Rich, M.D., died in Worcester,

February 25, aged fifty-one.

John Lombard Robinson, M.D., died in Manchester,
N. H., June 13, aged sixty-one.

Walter Scott Robinson, M.D., died in Taunton,
June 4, aged fifty-seven.

Adolphe Gaston Roeth, M.D., died in Boston, De-
cember 10, aged forty-six.

Daniel Denison Slade, M.D., died at Chestnut Hill,

February 11, aged seventy-two.

Andrew Murray Smith, M.D., died at Williamstown,
October 25.

John Stetson, M.D., died iu West Harwich, Febru-
ary 19, aged eighty-one.

Frank Dana Switzer Stevens, M.D., died in Lynn,
February 13, aged thirty-five.

George Whitfield Ward, M.D., died in Upton, De-
cember 11, aged seventy-nine.

Royal Sibley Warren, M.D., died at Colorado
Springs, Col., February 13, aged seventy-three.

Frank Edward Weil, M.D., died in North Andover,
January 6, aged thirty-five.

William Williamson Wellington, M.D., died at

Cambridge, October 27, aged eighty-two.

Edward Wigglesworth, M.D., died in Boston, Janu-
ary 23, aged fifty-five.

Samuel Edwin Wyman, M.D., died in Cambridge,
May 7, aged forty-three.

During the year 1896 thirty-three members of the

Society have died, the number being exactly the same
as that of the preceding year. The average age was
fifty-seven and one-half years, and that for the previous

year being sixiy-six years. Three were over eighty

years of age ; uiue were seventy or over. There were
six deaths under forty years of age. The lowest age
of death was twenty-one, and the highest eighty-two.

MEDICAL NOTES.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

The William H. Thorndike Prize.— The
Committee of the Harvard Medical School to make
the award of the William H. Thorndike Prize, have
reported that they found no essay worthy of a prize.

Bequest to a Hospital.— By the will of Eliza-

beth J. Warren, late of Brookliue, Mass., the following

bequest was made : To the Massachusetts General Hos-
pital, the " Health Pasture," so called, in Brookline,

containing sixty acres, and a wood-lot, near the same,
contaiuiug eleven acres, the same to be sold, at some
favorable time, and the proceeds applied toward the

maintenance and support of as many charitable free

beds in the surgical department as the officers of the

hospital may deem fit, the beds to be known as the J.

Sullivan Warren free beds.

The Widow's Might.— A prominent member of

Worcester's park commission, who died recently, pro-

vided iu his will that his body should be taken to

Forest Hills Cemetery, and there cremated. His ashes

were then to be taken to the submit of a hill iu one of

the parks, aud scattered to the four poiuts of the com-
pass. He is said to have made this provision as a pro-

test against the unnecessary pomp, ceremony, aud ex-

pense of funerals as they are ordinarily couducted.

The wishes of his widow, however, prevailed against the

desires of her late husband, and he was buried in the

usual manner, after a simple funeral service.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD
For the week ending December 19th, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps:—
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